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1SS7-S.

Legislative Assembly.

t NEW SOUTH WALES.

INDEX
TO THE *

VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS
AND

PAPERS LAID UPON THE TABLE

DURING TIIE SESSION

Or

1837-8.

Opened 20 September, 1887, prorogued 24 July, 1888.

KEFJS2ENCTB TO THE VOTES AND PKOCKEDINGS, YOL. I—13TU PAULI AMENT—SESSION* tS87'8. PAPEKS

VOL. TAQTS.

A
ABATTOIRS, GLEBE ISLAND:—

Petition from Mnnicipal District Coimcil of Leichhardt for abolition of, presented, 1C..................
ABBOTT, JOSEPH, ESQ.

Return of Writ for Newtown, certifjinff to return of, reported, sworn, 219.
ABBOTT, MB. J. P., M.P.

Motion made (Jfr. Abbott) to remoyc name from Select Comm it too on 11 Mineral Conditional 
Purchase, Parish of Metz,” 402.

Name of Sir Henry Paries suhttituted for, on Committee on "Teralba Coalmining EeserTr," 5S5,
ABBOTT, MR. T. K, STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATE—

Return (bowing number and nature of complaints against Stipendiary Magistrates, laid on 
Table (not printed), 37S.

ABORIGINES OF THE COLONY .
Motion made (Mr. .Dowel) for Committee of the Whole for Address to Governor for £10,000 for 

supplying rations, clothing, and shelter to, and withdrawn, 129.
Annual Report of Board for Protection of, for 1SS7, laid on Table, 475 ..........................................

ABSENCE (See "LEAVE OP ABSENCE").
ACCIDENT (See “RAILWAYS").
ACCOMPLICES EVIDENCE AMENDING BILL

Motion made (Mr. Hassall) for Committee of the Whole, 215; Order of the Day postponed, 253, 
325, 508 ; discharged, 008.

ACCOUNTS (See "FINANCE”).
ACQUISITION OF LAND (See “PUBLIC WORKS BILL").
ADDISON, MR., STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATE

Motion made (Mr. O'fSidticits) for a Select Committee to inquire into charges of misconduct 
alleged against, by a meeting of licensed cabmen and drivers, and debate adjourned, 130 : 
Order of the Day postponed, 147 j debate resumed and motion negatived, 234.

Return of cases heard at Water Police Court by, on 17th November, 1887, laid on Table (not 
printed), 174.

Petition from C. Prince, Chairman of meeting of licensed drivers, expressing dissatisfaction with, 
when adjudicating in cases in which they were concerned, and praying the appointment of a 
Select Committee, 185 ..................................................................................................................

Return showing number and nature of complaints against Stipendiary Magistrates, laid on 
Table not. printed, 378.

ADDITIONAL SITTING DAYS (See abo “ASSEMBLY”): —
Friday made a sitting day, meet at 3 o’clock, and Government business to take precedence of 

general business after 7 o’clock, p.m , 103 ; rescinded, 325.
Monday made a sitting day, meet at- 3 o'clock, and Govcrrmcrt business to tfitc precedence, 685.
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MEERINOKS TO THE VOTES AND TEOOEEDINGS, VOL. I—JJ'J'H PAELIAKEST—SESSION, 1887-8. PATERS.

A
VOL. PAGE.

ADDITIONAL STANDING ORDER (See “STANDING ORDERS”).
ADDRESS :—

In Replt to Governor’s Opening Stbrch :—
Brought up, 3 ; motion made [Mr, Carruthers) for adoption of, 4; presented, and His Excellency’s 

aneiver reported, 6. .
Conoratulatorv, to Her Majeste the Queen on the completion op tee Jubilee Year op 

her Reign :—
Mr. Speaker informed the House of the receipt of telegram conveying the special thanks of Iler 

Majesty for the Address, 2.
Condolence to Her Majesty the Queen on the Death op the Emperor op Germany :—

Motion made (Sir Henry Parbes) for, 530,
Letter from His Excellency the Governor conveying reply of Secretary of State to, 666

Condolence to Her Imperial Majesty the Empress Yictoria ;—
Motion made (Sir Henry Harkes) for, 530.

ADDRESSES AND ORDERS
Motion made (Mr, O'Sullivan) for a return showing what Resolutions for the production' of 

departmental papers, returns, correspondence, &e., have not been attended to, IIS ; Returns 
(is par/) to Order, laid on Table, 191, 223, 257 ..........................................................................

Motion made (Mr. IVall) fora return showing the number of Orders made for production of 
papers and returns sinee 1st January, 1886, which have not been complied with, 210 ; Returns 
(in part) to Order laid on Tabic, 257, 334......................................................................................

Alphabetical Registers of ..........................................................................................................................
ADELAIDE JUBILEE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION

Motion made (Mr, Keikl) for adjournment of the House in reference to, 643.
Executive Commissioner for :—

Motion msde (Mr. Hassali) for a return showing the amount paid by the Treasurer to Mr. J. C. 
Neild, M.P., since his appointment as, 30; Return to Order, laid on Table, 75 .......................

New South Wales Commission : —
Report of the President, 565...................................................... !..............................................................

ADJOURNMENT-
Special, 1, 128, 216, 246, 2S2, 314, 353 (Haster), 456, 467 (Queen’s Birthday).
Of House

Before commencement of business, 203, 465.
Eor want of Quorum, before commencement of business, 297.

Do after commencement of business, 108,321, 599.
Motion made for, and passed, 12, 17, 30, 36, 53, Go, 77, 82, 85, 91, 99,119, 123,137, 140, 203, 

211, 222, 248, 268, 288, 304, 309, 328, 329, 354, 357, 362, 366, 374, 381, 386, 391, 404, 410, 
422, 426, 434, 437, 446, 452, 464, 465, 476, 481, 487, 494, 496, 502, 509, 515, 520, 526, 538, 
544, 549, 554, 561, 567, 580, 587, 603, 610, 615, 628.

■Motion made for, and withdrawn, 53, 246, 370, 587.
Motion made for, and House counted out, 108.
Motion made for, under Additional Standing Order No. 1, on the suhjecls sfutod below, and 

negatived,—
Publication of Book called " The Introduction of Parliamentary Government in New South 

Wales,’’ 30.
Increased prevalence of gambling in shops occupied by Chinese, 35.
Payment of £16,000 for Evans’s Truck Patent, and withdrawn, 53.
Answer given to a question (Major Parrott’s Military Report), 64.

, Replies in reference to paragraphs in newspapers commenting on a compromise alleged therein 
to have been recently effected by Sir Henry Parkcs with his creditors, some of whom are his 
colleagues in the present Government, 70.

Gross misrepresentation of Members of the Opposition by the Minister of Public Instruction 
at Tuena, 88.

Language used by Minister of Public Instruction in referring to the Opposition, 103. 
Unsatisfactory answer of Minister for Mines rc deputation from Newcastle re Sand-drift, 119. 
Statement of the Colonial Secretary as to dealing with measures before Parliament and other 

matters relating to the government of the Colony, 123.
Neglect of Lands Department in not providing roads to givo access to railway stations, towns, 

and to main roads, 135.
Condition of Public Business, 140.
Pacts disclosed in papers laid on Table in case Regina v. Prucn, 151.
Action taken by the Police in the prosecution of persons for selling the paper known as The 

Sunday Times, 186.
Safety of Harbour Steamers and the laws for the management of steamers which are declared by 

the Chief Justice to be monstrous, 192.
Answer given by Secretary for Public Works on the question of survey of railway route to 

Inverell, 197.
Statements of Examiner of Coal-fields, in papers laid upon the Table, and reflecting upon 

' Commissioners Report, re Bulli Explosion, 200- |
Unworthy appointments to the Commission of the Peace, made by the Ministry now in power, 208. 
Non-production of certain Schedules, 215. I
Arrest of Members, 224.
Report on Iho prevalence of leprosy at Honololu, and other matters affecting public health, 223.1 
Proposed expenditure on the Slate House, and withdrawn, 246,
Papers laid on Table relating to pureliase of a “ Gulchor" and plant by Telegraph Department,!

&c., 246, I
Unsatisfactory administration of the Land Laws by the Minister for Lands, 263, . |
Decision of the Privy Council in Teavle v. Edols, and the reservation of forfeited solcctions| 

within the geographical boundaries of the pastoral holdings, 287. i
Condition of railway labourers on the Blnyney and Cowra line, and matters of public importance] 

. connected therewith, 325.
Removal of a large number of men from railway workshops and sheds at Bathurst, and to the 

fact that the answers given iu this Chamber by the Minister were inaccurate and mis-' 
leading, 328.

Attack made in an article in the Sydney Morning Herald on the Honorable Member for 
Northumberland, Mr. Melville, 335.

Acfion of the Home Goveromont in reference to the Divorce Extension Bill, 342.
Certain parties, M’s.L.A., aud others occupying a number of compartments in railway carriages, 

where only one or two persons occupy the compartments without the number of tickets, 378. I 
Statements made in tho public Press reflecting upon the Administration of Justice, 429. '

1 839, 841, 843
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VOL.

A -
ADJOURNMENT—(continued) :—

Op House—(conlimtcd) :— '
MotioE made for, and negatived—continued.

Decision of the Supreme Court, and the intention of the Government in regard thereto, in the 
matter of the illegal detention of certain Chinese, 4€3.

Mineral Conditional Purchases made by the Lane Ihxmilv and Mr. Withers on the Teralba 
Coal-mining Reserve, 493.

Railway Policy'of the Government, 513.
Remission of £900 of a fine £1,000 inflicted on the Captain of the S.S. “Chelydra” for 

carrying more than the legal number of Chinese, 525.
Adelaide Jubilee International Bthibition, 543.
Statement of Treasurer in reference to state of the Public Accounts, 561.
Necessity of immediate legislation in reference to tlie fencing clauses of the existing Land Law, 565.
Refund of abatements in rents in eases where Crown Lessees have appealed and tho rent has 

been reduced, 586.
Certain actions of the present Government; and Pointof Order raised that “ a definite matter” 

of urgent public importance bad not been stated in tbo notice, and Mr. Speaker pointed out 
that, by a previous decision of the House, he had been relieved of the responsibility of deciding 
the point which should have been taken before the motion was stated, 635.

Op Debate :—
Motion made for, and passed, 35-6, 77, 99,104,115, 130, 140,145, 225, 259, 296, 309, 315, 326, 

335, 338, 526, 547.
Motion made for, and passed, to take precedence, 169, 181, 208, 210, 216.

Do and negatived, 4, 186, 221, 253.
ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE (See also “ ATTORNEY-GENERAL”)

Emery t. Barclay :—
Motion made (Mr. Martin') for all papers and plans retained at the Supreme Court, 352,

Regina c. Peyen:—
Motion made (Mr. O’Mara) for all depositions, letters, &c., relating to case of, trial at Quarter

Sessions, Bathurst, 30; Return to Address laid on Table, 88 ......... ...........................................
Motion made that this House do now adjourn to call attention to fact disclosed in Papers, and 

negatived, 151.
District Couet Bailitps :—

Motion made (Mr. Gould) for a return showing names, and amount of fees received by each, 
distinguishing the several services for whicli the fees were paid, during 1886 and to 30tb
June, 1887, 48 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 492 ..................................................................

Penal Administration :—
Report respecting proposed changes in, laid on Table, 52......................................................................

Juvenile Otfendees :—
Motion made (Mr, Thompson) for return in continuation of a previous one, up to 30th June,

1887, 97 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 165...............................................................................
Robert Coyle :—

Motion made (Mr. Walker) for a Select Committee to inquire into the treatment of, whilst a 
prisoner iu Bcrrima and other gaols, and debate interrupted by Government Business, 123; 
Order of the Day postponed, 131; Order of the Day discharged 252.

Case or W. A. Hotkins:—
Motion made (Mr, Hassali) for all papers in connection with, who was sentenced to six weeks 

imprisonment for assault, 128; Return to Order laid on Table (not printed), 181,
Mr. Addison, Stipendiary Magistrate:—

Motion made (Mr. O'SulUoan) for a Select Committee to inquire into charges of misconduct 
alleged against, by a meeting of licensed cabmen and drivers, and debate adjourned, 130 ;

. Order of tho Day, postponed, 147 ; debate resumed and motion negatived, 234.
■' Return of cases heard at the Water Police Court by, on 17th November, 1887, laid on Table (not 

printed), 174.
Petition from C. Prince, Chairman of meeting of licensed drivers expressing dissatisfaction with, 

when adjudicating in cases in which they were concerned, and praying the appointment of a
Select Committee, 185.........................................................................................................................

The Revd. H. H. Britten, c,y Ryde: —
Motion made (Mr. J. S. FarneU) for all documents, depositions, &c., in the case of alleged arson 

against, and any letters respecting the conduct of Mr. Manning, Coroner, at Rydc, 136;
Return to Address laid on Table, 326 ..............................................................................................

Motion made {Mr. Frank Farnell) for letters written to the Minister of Justice by Mr. J. E. 
Manning, on 2nd December, 1886, and 20th January, 1887, in reference to the alleged arson
case at Ryde, 344; Return to Address laid on Table, 415 ............ .........................................

Late Acting Police Magistrate at Corowa :— ■
Returns to Order (Second Session, 1887), kid on Table (not printed), 144, 389; ordered to be

printed, 454............. ...........................................................................................................................
Supreme Court :—

Rules of, laid on Table, 257, 267, 635 ....................................................................................................
Claim or Charleb Stevens :—

Report of Select Committee adopted, 268.
Judge Docker:—

Motion made (Mr. Jl P. Allatt) for papers, fro., relating to claim for travelling expanses by, 287;
Return to Address laid on Table, 451.............................................................................................

Shepherd v, Leonard
Motion made (Mr. Datoson) for papers in ease of, 303; Return to Order laid on Table (not 

printed), 341.
Case against Mr. T, W. Chambers, at Tiboorueea '

Motion made (Mr. J. P. Ablolt) for papers relative to, 320. Return to Address laid on Table 
(not printed), 524.

Case of Queen v. Bowler :—
Motion made (Mr. Stakes) for address to the Governor for papers, &c., 403; Return to Address

laid on Table, 429 ........................ .....................................................................................................
Prisons

Annual Report on, for 1887, laid on Table, 429......................................................................................
Police Magistrate for Parramatta:--

Return to Order (Session 1SS5) laid on Table, 425 ................... ..........................................................
M otion made (Mr. Frank Font ell) for all papers in reference to appointment of, 4 29 ; Returns to

Addresses laid on Xrtblo, 451, 635 ....................................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Vaughn) for adjournment of the House in order to call attention to statements 

made in the public Press reflecting on, 429, -
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HKFEItEXCRS TO TUG VOTES AND PllOORBOINOSj VOL. I—13TH rARLIAMENT—SESSION, l8?'/ 8.

VOL.

TATEBS*

I'AGE*

A
ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE—(cojiiisW) .

Commissions to Phosecute pob the Chown:— _
Motion made (Mr. McHlhone) for return allowing particulars of, 437; Keturn to Order laid on

Table, 462.............................................................................................................................................
Public Instsuctiow Act:— i

Information respecting prosecutions under tbo compulsory clause laid on Table, 137......................
C.ncnvN v. WiLisENB Coal Companx

Correspondence respecting laid on Table, 521.........................................................................................
Distmct Connrs Act op 1858:—

Annual returns under 103 section. Did on Table, 524 ..........................................................................
Maxwell An>tk, Assault with Intent on :—

Motion made {ilfr. BucAanan) for Address to Governor for copies of nil papers in reference to case
of, tried at Lismore Quarter Sessions, 500; Itcturn to Address laid on Table, G35..................

Reoina v. Cheistesson:—•
Motion made (Mr, Kelly) for Address for papers in case of, 610,

ADMINISTRATION OF LAND LAWS (See “CROWN LANDS”).
“AFGHAN S.S.”:—

Return respecting Cbinese passengers by, laid on Table, 454 ..............................................................
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

Motion made (Mr. KetheCj for address to tbe Governor for establishment of, and by leave with
drawn, 370.

AGRICULTURAL college and EXPERIMENTAL FARMS BILL:—
Motion made (Sir Henry I'arkes) for Committee of the Whole, 416.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS:—
Ijipoet Duties:—

Motion made (Mr. Copeland) that it is desirable to encourage the agricultural interests, by 
imposing import duties on grain, pulse, beans, pens, bay, barley, oats, chair, flour, meal, bran, 
pollard, sharps, and potatoes, and debate adjourned, 169; negatived, 233.

Petition presented (Mr, Copeland) from residents of New England representing that the farming 
industry is in a deplorable condition, and praying tbo House to grant relief &c., and read by
the clerk, 492 .................................................. ...................................................................................

Petition presented (Mr. Copeland) from farmers, Inverell District in favour of n specific duty on
grain, 492.............................................................................................................................................

Motion made (Mr. Copeland) for moderate import duties on agricultural productions grown in the 
Colony on all articles that can be manufactured in the Colony, and tho question not bring put 
at 7 o'clock, Government business takes precedence, 493; Order of the Day postponed, 506 ; 
Debate resumed and question negatived, 509.

Petition presented (Mr. Crouch) from Casino Political League in favour of, and praying the House.
to pass Mr. Copeland’s resolutions, 496 .........................................................................................

Petition presented (Mr. Copeland) from farmers, agricnlturnli-ds and labourers of Central New 
England, praying for import duties on agricultural productions that can be grown in the
Colony, and icad by the Clerk, 505 .................................................................................................

Petition presented (Mr. JSieing) from Public Meeting ut Tatham in favour of, 519...........................
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES ■ -

Motion made (Mr. Gormly) for Committee of the Whole, to consider whether a sum equal to their 
annual income he granted in aid of, 23S ; Order of the Day ]>03tponed, 252, 329; House in 
Committee, ai.d resolution agreed to, 336.

ALBURY:—
Public Pabk :— -

Notification, under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, of the resumption of land for,
laid on Tabic, 6 .................................................................................................................................

And Wagoa Wagoa Land Otticjbs:—
Motion made (Mr. Bay) for all papers, reports, tie., sent in by the Board appointed to inquire 

into the working of, 23.
Removal of Spbvet Offices trom, to Wagga Wagga :—

Motion made (Mr. Bay) for all papers, reports, telegrams, and recommendations respecting, 41;
Return to Order laid on Table, 476.................................................................................................

ALBURY CATTLE SALE-YARDS BILL: —
Petition presented (Mr. Bay) to proceed with Bill under 63th Standing Order, presented and 

read 1°, 17 ; Point of Order that Bill was improperly before tbe House overruled, 42 ; read 
2°, committed, reported with amendments, and report adopted, 43 ; read 3°, passed, and sent 
to Council, 49 ; returned with umendmouts, 113 ; Order of tbe Day postponed, 122 ; amend
ments agreed to with amendments, 192 ; Message to Council, 197 ; Council agrees to amend
ments upon their amendments, 200 ; Assent reported, 219.

ALLEN, .TOIIX (See “CROWN LANDS PURCHASES VALIDATION BILL.”)
ALLEN, WILLIAM JOHNSTON, Esquire (See also “ELECTORAL”)

Return of Writ for Paddington, eertilying to election of, 249; sworn, 253; Petition laid on 
Table to refer Seat to Elections and Qualifications Committee, Petition referred to Elections
and Qualifications Committee, 209; Report brought up, 296 ......................................................

ALPHABETICAL REGISTERS : —
Addresses and Orders passed during tbe Session, &c............................................................... .............
Bills dealt with during tbo Session .........................................................................................................

AMMUNITION MANUFACTORY —
Correspondence respecting proposed establishment of, laid on Table, 479 ..........................................

ANDERSON’S COMBINATION TRUCKS (Sec “ RAILWAYS ”).
ANGLEDOOL (See 11 TELEGRAPHS1').
ANIMALS (See “ DISEASED ANIMALS AND MEAT BILL").
ANIMALS INFECTIOUS DISEASES BILL:—

Message from Governor, 314; Standing Orders suspended, Motion made (Mr. Oarrell) for 
Committee of tbe Whole, 326; House in Committee, Resolution reported and agreed to, 
presented and read i° read 2° and committed, reported, report adopted, read 3°, passed and 
sent to Council. 335; Returned without amendment, 338 ; Assent reported, 378. 

ANNIVERSARY (See “CENTENARY OF THE COLONY').
ANSWERS AND QUESTIONS: —

Sessional Order passed, 10,
APPEALS (See “CROWN LANDS ").
APPEALS ACT (See “SUPREME COURT APPEALS ACT AMENDMENT BILL”). 
APPLICATIONS (See “MINING ”). 
i TMENTS (See “ CIVIL SERVICE”).
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COMMITTEES” ; also 
also “ DISOllDJiR" ; 

also “ PARMA MENT-

A
APPROPRIATION BILL:—

Ordered (d/r. Rums) founded uii Rcsolutioos of Ways and Ricans, Nos. 10 and 11, presented and 
read 1°, 627; read 2'’; committed, reported without aruendment; report adopted; read 3°, 
passed and sent to Council, G30 j returned without amendment, 642; assented to in Council 
Chamber, 642.

ARBITRATION.(See “TRADES CONCILIATION BILL”!.
ARMLL, ME. JOHN ROCHE :—

Petition from, that owing to the action of the Surveyor-Oeneral, he is aggrieved, and lias suffered
loss, and praying relief, presented 43 ..............................................................................................

Motion made (2?r, Ross) for corespondence, petit ions, claims, Ac., for compensation for wort done 
by, as a licensed surveyor, 155 ; Return to Order laid on Table {not printed), 429. .

ARTILLERY, PERMANENT (Sec “ MILITARY” ; also “ ELECTORAL”). :
ASSEMBLY (See also “ADJOURNMENT’-’; also “CHAIRMAN OP 
' “CLERK OP ASSEMBLY" j also “CLOSURE OF DEBATE” 

also “PARLIAMENT” ; also “PRIVILEGE also “SPEAKER 
ARY REPRESENTATIVES ALLOWANCE BILL”)

Opening of Session, I.
Prorogation Speech, 643.
Usher of Black Rod delivers Mossagc, 1.
Vacant Seats, 1, 73, 222, 269, 419.
Issue and Return of Writ reported, 1, 73, 87, 249(3), 303, 339, 463,
Members sworn, 76, 87, 249, 253(!), 303, 342, 463.
Members named, 156 (*), 184.
Members declared guilty of persistent disorder and removed from the Chamber by tho Scrveont- 

at-Arms, 220(i), 221(1). } 6
Member committed to custody of Sergeant-at-Arms, 430.
Member in custody of Sergeant-at-Arms, 483. ’
Member discharged from custody of Sergeant-at-Arms, 485.
Member’s name discharged from Select Committee, 432, 462. ' '
Member’s name added to Select Committee, 89, 280.
Member's name substituted for another on Select Commitfcc, 585.
Leave of Absence to Member, 17, 112, 308, 361, 4.37.
Leave of Absence to Chairman of Committees, 397, 424.
Disorder reported from Committee of the Whole and Member removed by Si-rgcant-at-Arms and 

_ suspended for the remainder of the sitting, 345.
Disorderly words reported from Committee of Supply, 452.
Disorder reported from Committee of the Whole, 479.
Words of heat used by Member and withdrawn and apologised for, 374.
Irregularities in Election and Proclamation curing same, reported, 73,
Fro forma Bill read 1°, 2. *
Governor’s opening Speech, 2 ; Addresa-in-Replv, 3, 4; Answer to Address-In-Reply, 5.
Sittings after midnight, 4, 30, 53, 65, 77, 90, 99, 115, 119, 123, 136, 140, 146, 152, 162, 169 186,

198, 210, 220, 242, 248, 264, 288, 296, 304., 329, 345, 361, 374, 381, 390, 422, 425, 430, 434,
442, 4o2, 40d, 469, 476, 480, 487, 494, 496, 501, 509, 514, 520, 526, 533, 544, 548, 554, 574,
580, 587, 603,615, 619,628,639. j . > j

Continuous Sitting, 619, 623.
Elections and Qualifications Committee, 17, 37, 53{“), 55(5), 145, 259, 287, 296, 548.
Deputy Speaker’s Commission to administer tho Oath of Allegiance, 46.
Standing Order (Right of Reply)—Additional—passed, 23; Speaker authorized to present to 

Governor for approval, 28; approval reported, 31, '
Standing Order—Additional—No. 5, 128.
Standing Orders suspended, 191, 241, 294, 295, 326, 361, 344, 385, 409, 455, 479, 553, 573. 
Standing Orders referred to Standing Orders Committee, 353 ; Report brought up, 47C; ordered 

to be considered in Committee, 479; Order of the Day postponed, 529, 666 592.
Sessional Orders passed, 9, 10(c), ll(s), 120, 89(3), 103, 408.
Sessional Order rescinded, 325. _
Additional Sitting Day passed, 103, 585 (2).
Hour of meeting of the House, 224, 303,
Government Business takes precedence at 7 o’clock, 103,123, 140, 166, 234, 408, 422, 433 452 

476, 493, 508, 525, 543, 660, 661, 580, 609. >>>>>>,*,
Business fiicd for a future day to take precedence, 169, 181, 208, 210, 216.
Interruption to Proceedings, 70, 296.
Select Committee appointed by ballot, 30.
Standing Committee appointed by ballot, 508.
Records of the House removed from custody of the Clerk, 51; motion of privilege moved 

respecting, Records returned, and motion by leave withdrawn, 63.
Speaker retires, Deputy Speaker takes Chair, Speaker resumes Chair, 579,
Report from Select Committee referred back to Committee, 200.
Order of the Day discharged, 77,107, 137, 145, 146, 185, 192, 233, 241. 216, 2320), 309, 326, 

606{-), 507, 508(=), 608(2). w ’
Bill withdrawn, 107, 137,145, 146, 192, 233, 241, 246, 349, 389, 506, 508, 585, 608.
Bill recommitted, 98, 152, 201, 373, 507, 547, 686.
Recommittal of Bill negatived, 98, 607, 586, 595.
Notices of Motions of General Business postponed in a bunch, 162, 208, 242 248. 437 628 
Notice of Motion of General Business postponed, 602. ’ ’ * ’ J
Orders of the Day of General Business postponed in a bunch, 248, 430, 487.
Orders of the Day of Government Business postponed in a bunch, 417,430, 463, 468, 487, 502, 

509j 628*
No Tellers in Division, 59, 140,
Apology from Mr. Thos. Robertson, for having interrupted proceedings of the House, read by Mr 

Speaker, and accepted, 79, ' '
Entry in Votes and Proceedings expunged by Order, 90, 91.
Ministerial Statement made by Sir Henry Parkes, 123, 252, 264, 361, 364, 404, 451, 501, 613, 041. 
Motion made adjudging Member guilty of contempt, 15G(J).
Previous Question moved and negatived, 165.
Death of Member of, reported, 249.
Retirement of Mr. Jones, Clerk of, 250. •
Commission appointing Mr, Frederick William Webb to be Clerk produced, and Mr. Webb sworn,

28d.

PAPKES.

YOL, PAGE*

139

849
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VOL. EAOB.

A

ASSEMBLY—(cow(iJitiftJ):—
Motion made for Member to be heard, 302(i).
Notice of Motion to tote precedence of all other business, 328.
Resolutions, fising Business for other than a silling day, rescinded, 585.
Genera! Orders to take precedence of Motions on Fridays, 593.
Votes and Proceedings, 1 to 121 ......................................................................................................................
Business undisposed of at close of Session ......................... ...................  ....................................................
Attendance of Members in Divisions and Counts-out during the Session ..............................................
Business of the Session ..........................-...........................................................................................................
Weekly Reports of Divisions in Committee of the Whole, Nos. 1 to 22................................................
Weekly Abstracts of Petitions received, Nos, 1 to 37 ................................................................................
Alphabetical Registers of Bills.........................................................................................................................
Alphabetical Registers of Addresses and Orders...........................................................................................
Standing and Select Committees appointed during Session.......................................................................
Explanatory Abstracts of Sums estimated and voted ................................................................................

Peek Railway Passes to ea-Meubehs of :— ' ,
Motion made {Mr. Haynes) that Resolution affirming that Members returned to three Parliaments 

on ceasing to be Members shall be entitled to a permanent free railway pass, be rescinded, 
and debate adjourned, 129; Order of the Day postponed, 433 ; Order of the Day disenarged. 
506

Frankino Members’ Correspondence on Public Business :— .
Motion made (Ifr. 'Ewing) that all letters on public business incidental upon the representation 

in Parliament of an Electorate shall be carried free by post, 24; and negatived, 2-5. ^
Payment of Members (See also ,rParliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill”) :— 

Motion made {Mr. Fletcher) for Committee of the Whole to consider the necessary steps to be 
taken to make provision in the Estimates for, 28; House iu Committee, and Resolution 
agreed to, 42.

Postage on Correspondence re-directed for Members ^
Motion made (Mr. Chanter) for no further charge for, and motion not having been put at / o clock, 

Government business took precedence, 433.
Lighting Buildings with Electric Light :— , .

Motion made (Mr. Thompson) for all recommendations, tenders, correspondence, &c., in connection 
with, 103.

Addresses and Orders :— .
Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) for a return showing what Resolutions for the production of 

departmental papers, returns, correspondence, &o., have not been attended to, 118 ; Returns
(in pari) to Order laid on Table, 191, 223, 257 ......................................................................... ......... .

Motion made (Mr. iVail) for a return showing the number of orders made, for production of 
papers and returns since 1 January, 188G, which have not been complied with, 210; Returns 
(ia part) to an Order, laid on Table, 257, 334 ...................................................................................

Centennial International Exhibition, Melbourne :—
Telegram from Speaker of Legislative Assembly, Victoria, conveying invitation to, read by Mr. 

Speaker, 563.
Select Committees on Private Bills :— _ ■ _

Motion made (Mr. Barbour), for Committee of the Whole to consider the question of remunera
tion of Members attending on, 608.

ASSENT TO BILLS (Sec "MESSAGES”).
ASSISTANT-EXAMINER OF ACCOUNTS, TREASURY _

Return respecting applications for position of, laid on Table, 521...........................................................
ASSOCIATION CRICKET GROCND .

Motion made (ilfr. Mclilhone) for a return showing all moneys received, and amount expended
by tbe Trustees, giving particulars, 215 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 408 .......................

Return respecting Trustees of, laid on Table, 519........................................................................................
TBiUSTEES* ,Acco^i^iis * ~

Motion made (ilfr. McElhone), for audit aud report on ; - and the Question not having been put at 
7 o’clock. Government Business took precedence, 609. •

ASYLUMS:—
Government :— _

Reports, &e., from the Manager, Matrons, Superintendents, and others, on the Report from the 
Board appointed to inquire into, laid on Table, 82......................................................... -...................

Infirm and Destitute :— . . • ,
Correspondence as to accommodation aud treatment of ophthalmic patients, laid on Table, 82........

ATTENDANCES OP MEMBERS IN DIVISIONS AND COUNTS OUT:—
Sessional paper ....................................................................................................................................................

ATTENDANCE OFFICERS (See "EDUCATION”).
ATTORNEY-GENERAL:— .

Return, showing ntuncs of gentlemen who have held the office under Responsible Govcminont,
with the amount of Patent Fees received by each, laid on Table, 144 ..................................

Motion made (Mr, Bibbs) that the practice of Government paying Counsel’s fees to, in addition 
to his salary, is fraught wilh danger, and ought to be discontinued forthwith, and debate 
adjourned, 140 ; Order of the day postponed, 232 ; discharged, 586.

Resignation of office of, by Mr. Wise, 252,
Acceptance of office-of, by Sir. Simpson, 20& i
Opinion of Mr. Dailey on Section 4 of Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861, laid on Table, 500.... 

ATTORNEYS BILLS OP COSTS AND PRACTICE OF CONVEYANCING AMENDMEN1 
BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Trank Farnell) for leave to bring io, presented and read l", 191 ; Order of the 
Day postponed, 224, 252 ; read 2° and committed 320; Order of the Day postponed, 341, 386, 
433, 493, 579, 693. ,

Petition from certificated conveyancers of the Supreme Court of New South Wales, praying for an
amendment of tbe first clause, presented, 277 ....................................-..............................................

AUBURN PARK ROAD TRUST
Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for all papers and minutes in connection with, 196 ; Return

to Order laid on Table, 341........................... ............................................................................................
AUDITOR-GENERAL:— ,

Report of, on Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year 1886, laid on Table, 2 ...........
Report of, on Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for 1887, laid on Table, 663..:........................

AUSTRALIA (SeeCOLONY OF AUSTRALIA BILL").
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AUSTEALASIAA’ NAVAL POEO’ BILL :—
Motion made (Sir Kcnry Parlces) for Committee of the Whole—motion mnde, “ That Question 

be now put” —Disorder in division, and Member named, and motion of contempt moved, bars 
opened, another Member named, and motion of contempt moved, 156 ; and withdrawn, and 
motion That Question be now put, withdrawn,—original question carried, 157 ] Message from 
Governor, 157; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, presented and read 1 , 166 ; 
motion made for 2°, amendment “This day sii months” moved and debate adjourned, 
181; debate resumed, amendment negatived, 186; read 2° and committed, 187; further 
considered in Committee, 197 ; reported without amendment and report adopted, 193 ; read 
3°, passed, and sent to Council, 310; returned without amendment, 330; assent reported, 237. 

AUSTRALASIAN STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY’S WHARF:—
PUKCHASE BY THE GOTEBXMENT OF TjAND ADJOINING:— '

Motion made (Mr. Melville) for a Select Committee to inquire into, Committee appointed by
ballot, 30 ; Report brought, up, 305 ..............................................................................................

Motion made (Mr. Dibls) for an Address to (he Governor that the evidence of tho Select Com
mittee discloses injudicious and unsatisfactory administration by the Government, and that 
the amount paid was in excess of its value, and negatived, 339.

Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, and referred to Select Committee, 62 ..............................
PuBCHASE BY THE GOVEBNHEXT OP —

Motion made (Mr. Tricielf) for all claims, correspondence, valuations, &c., connected with, 136
Return to Order laid on Table, 191 ...............................................................................................

AUSTRALIAN MUTUAL PROVIDENT SOCIETY’S ACTS AMENDMENT BILL : —
Received from Legislative Council and on motion (Afr. Day) read 1°, 326; Order of tho Day 

postponed, 365 ; Question proposed, That this Bill he now read 2°, and the motion not having 
been put at 7 o’clock, Government business took precedence, 152 ; Order of the Day post
poned, 476; read 2°, committed, reported without, amendment, report adopted, 506; 
read 3°, passed, returned to Council without amendment, 512; assent reported, 524. 

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC CARS:—
Correspondence respecting, laid on Tuble, 373 ..................................... ................... ............................
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BAILIFFS (Sec “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
BALLOT:—

For Select Committee, 30.
For Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 503.

BALLOTING FOR SELECT COMMITTEES 
Sessional Order passed, 11,

BALMAIN (See “BOROUGH OF BALMAIN WHARVES BILL;” also “WHARVES”).
BALRANALD : —

Water Supply :—
Notification under Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act, authorizing the construction of 

works for, laid on Table, 6......... ............ ..................................................... ... .
BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS . - .

For quarter ended 30th June, 1837, laid on Table, 5 .........................................................................
For quarter ended 30th September, 1887, laid on Table, 135 .........................................................
For quarter ended 31st March, 1338, laid on Table, 475 .................................................. ..

BANKING, LAND, BUILDING, AND INVESTMENT COMPANIES:— "
General Summarv of Liabilities and Assets for quarter ended 31 March, 188S, laid on Table, 473..

BANKRUPT (See “PRIVILEGE”).
BANKRUPTCY ACT OF 1887 :—

General Rules under, laid on Table, 257, 267, 635 ............................................................................
Regulations for 1887, 451 ...................................................................................................

BANKRUPTCY" ACT AMENDMENT BILL :— ............
Motion made (JIt. William Clarke) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 586 ; read 2”. 

committed, reported with an amendment, report adopted, 594 ; read 3°, passed, sent to Council' 
598 ; returned with an amendment, 614.; amendment agreed to, 627; assent reported, 629.

BANKRUPTCY BILL
Motion made (Mr. Wise) for leave to bring in, 16; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, 

presented and read 1°, Message from Governor, 29 ; motion made for 2” and debate 
adjourned, 35; resumed, 49 ; road 2° and committed, 50 ; further considered iu Committee, 
53, 65, 71, 82, 85; reported with amendments and report adopted, 85; recommitted 
reported 2°, 97, 98; report 2” adopted, 104; read 3° and passed, 106 ; sent to Council, 107 , 
returned with amendments, 158 ; amendments agreed to and disagreed to, 166 ; Message to 
Council, 174; Council does not insist on its amendments disagreed to, 185 ; assent reported; 
219.

BARCELONA:—
Despatches respecting trade in wheat with Australia, laid on Table, 335, 475 ...........................

BARCLAY, ISAAC (See also “ CROWN LANDS ”) :—
Motion made (Mr. Martin) for a Select Committee to inquire into Claim of, for compensation 

for losses sustained in defending his title to land held under Crown Grant, 165; report 
brought up, 609 ..........................................................................................................................

BARLING, MR. JOSEPH (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
BARMAIDS:—■

Employmiiut op, i>t Public-houses ;—
Petition from Women’s Christian Temperance Union and others, that Licensing Law may be 

amended so ns to prohibit, presented, 22................. ................................... ..........................’
BARRIER RANGES (Sec “ RAILWAYS ”).
BARRISTERS BILL :—

Motion made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for leave to bring in, 123.
BATH, CHARLES :—

Petition to be heard by counsel, attorney, or agent, before the Select Committee on Silverton 
Tramwav Act Amending Bill, presented, 34L..................................................................................

BATHGATE, MESSRS LEONARD AND (See " ROADS”).
BATHURST TO BOURKE (See “RAILWAYS”).
BEATTY, MR. J. M.—

Petition from, in reference to public services, and praying for consideration of his case, 463.. ......
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BEER (Sec‘‘SPIRITS. 
BEER DUTY ACT

RegulationB umler, laid on Table, S5 ....................................................................................................... ................... ...

vox. PAGE.

3 883
BEHAN, DANIEL' 

Late Sergeant in Nett Sooth Wales Artilleht
Motion made (Mr. Alfred Alien) for a Select CoimnilLoo to inquiro into diachargo of, VI; nnmt 

added to Committee, 89.
BENN, ZACHARY, CONDITIONAL PURCHASE OR (See “CROWN LANDS'’).
BENNETT, MR. C. E.

Report of, on Prospect Dam, laid on Table, 529 .......................... ....................................................... 5 849
BEXLEY (See “RAILWAYS").
BILLS OE COSTS (See “ATTORNEYS BILLS OR COSTS AND PRACTICE OF CON

VEYANCING AMENDMENT BILL”).
BILLS:—

Recommitted, 98,152, 201, .173, 507, 517, 583.
Recommittal negatived, 507, 586, 595.
Withdrawn, 107, 137, 145, 146, 102, 233, 241, 24G, 349, 389, 506, 503, 585, 603.
Brought in on order of leave of former Bill, 240, 349. ■

1 819
BILLS OF SALE ACT AMENDING BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Day) for leave to bring in, 408 ; presented and read 1°, 420; Order of tbe Day 
postponed, 476; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adapted, 507; read 
3°, passed, sent to Council, 513. ”

BILOELA (See “COCKATOO ISLAND").
BINGERA DISTRICT (See "MINING”).
BISHOP, MR. C. E.

Report of, on Prospect Dam, laid on Table, 529............................. ........ ................................ ............. 5 849
BLACK ROD:—

Delivers Message, from Governor, 1, 6 42. ■
BLAYNEY (See ‘ RAILWAYS”).
BLUE BOOK

7 713

799

BLUE METAL CONTRACT (See "RAILWAYS”).
BLUFF RIVER (See “RAILWAYS”).'
BOARDS (See “PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTION BOARDS”; also “CIVIL SERVICE”;

also “ABORIGINALS OF THE COLONY.”) '
BOMBALA (See “ROADS”; also “RAILWAYS”).
BONDI ROYAL AQUARIUM

Return respecting occupation of tho 100-feet reservation at Diiou’s B.iv, laid on Table, 553..........
BORENORE (See “RAILWAYS”). "
BORING OPERATIONS (Sec “MINING”; also “STOCK”).
BOROUGH OF BALMAIN WHARVES BILL

Petition presented (Mr. Garrard) for leave to proceed with under tbe G5tli Standing Order, 
presented and read 1°, 9; read 2°, 41; committed, reported with amendments, and Report

6

adopted, 42; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 64-; returned with amendments, 151 ; 
amendments agreed to and Message to Council, 162; assent reported, 171.

BOTANY BAY
Nuisance on Nobth Shohe of :—

Motion made (Mr. Stephen) for Committee of the Whole for Address to Governor for provision 
to be made on tbe Estimates for the abatement of, and withdrawn, 128.

Paek Rkseeve at Kuunell :—
Motion made (Mr. Carruthers) that immediate steps be taien to secure, adjacent to the place 

where Captain Cook first landed in Australia, and withdrawn, 232.
BOTANY WEST (See “ROCKDALE MUNICIPALITY RE-NAMING BILL”),
BOTTRELL, DR.:—

CtAIM OF, TO FORESHOIIKS OF SrDNEY UAICKlim :—
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) for all papers connected with, 49; Return to Order, laid on Table, 185. 3 833

BOURKE (See also “RAILWAYS”).
Notification under the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act, completion of Water Supply 

Worts for, 475 ........................................................................................................... ‘ 5 883
BOWRAL (Sec “RAILWAYS”).
BOWLER, THE QUEEN v. (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
BOYS REFORMATORY (See “REFORMATORY FOR BOSS”).
BRAKE CONTINUOUS (See “RAILWAYS”).
BRAZENOR AND VALENTINE (See “RAILWAYS”).'
BREACH OF PRIVILEGE (See “PRIVILEGE”).
BRENNJNG, CHARLOTTE

Petition from, that she served for three years as a Teacher under tbe Public Instruction Department,
■ and through being sent to places where great hardships had to be endured, her health was

greatly affected, and having applied for removal, her resignation was accepted, and praying 
tho appointment of a Select Committee, presenled, 135...................................................... 4

BREWARRINA (See "CUSTOMS"; also “RAILWAYS ").
BRIDGES (Sec also “ROADS”; also “PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON 

PUBLIC WORKS)
JIlOH-LKVBL OVKB RlTFR DaBIINO :—

Motion made (Mr. J. 1’. Abbott) that necessary steps should be token to inquire into necessity for, 
at Wilcannia, at Menindie, and Wentworth, 43.

Over Riveh Murray at Muiavaia :—
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) for all correspondence, plans, Ac., relating to proposed, 64 : .Return to 

Order, laid on Table, 277 ................................................................................. g
Parramatta River and Iron Cove :— .

Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for all papers in connection with construction of, 118.
Upper Murray:—

Motion made (Ms. Line) for papers in reference to erection of, 309.
Vote of £55,000 on EsTniATES for 1SS8:—

Schedule showing proposed distribution, laid on Table. 224.................................. 5 1021Contract for over the I’aterson Rivee:—
Motion made ('Mr. Hurley) for Select Committee, 494.

Iron, BETWEEN PARRAMATTA AND PENRITH :—
Copy of instructions issued to Professor Warren to inquire and report upon, laid on Tuble, 429.... 6 ’ 1023
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BKIDG-ES—(cOTiliANeiO
Iron Cote and Parramatta River :—

Return to Order {SecondSession IS87, in completion) laid on Table, 432............................. .
Dptijcated Line blttveen Pakranlatia and Penrith : —

MoUon mndo (Mr. J. Ahl/oli) for papers, plans, &e., in reference to, 519.
Motion niade (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for copy of Professor Warren’s report and correspondence 

relative thereto, 519.
BRIGADE OFFICE (Sec "MILITARY
BR IS BAKE TO SYDNEY (See “RAILWAYS"),
BRITTEN, THE Rev. H H„ OE RYDE

Motion made (Mr. J. 8. Farnell) for all documents, depositions, &c., in cose of alleged arson pre
ferred against, and any letters on tbe subject of the conduct of Mr. Manning, Coroner at
Ryde, 136 ; Return to Address laid on Table, 32G..........................................................................

Motion mode (Jlfr. Frank Farnell) for letters v.-nttcn to the Minister of Justice by Mr. ,T. E. 
Manning, on 2nd December, 1886, and 201U January, 1887, in reference to the alleged Arson
Case at Ryde, 344; Return to Address, laid on Table, 415..........................

BROKEN HILL (See “ RAILWAYS "). ......................
BROKEN HILL AND SUBURBAN GAS COMPANY’S BILL:—

Standing Order suspended to admit of presentation of Petition to introduce; Petition presented 
(Mr Pat/), 361 ; leave given, presented and read 1°, 305; referred to Select Committee, 3C9 ; 
Report brought up, 429; Order of flic Day postponed, 476; rend 2°, committed, reported 
with an amendment, report adopted, 507; read 3°, passed, sent to Council, 513.

BROKEN HILL TRAMWAY BILL:— 4
Petition presented (Jfr. O’Connor) for leave to bring in, 81; leave given, presented, and read 1°, 

147; referred to Select Committee, 155 ; report brought up, and referred back to Select. 
Committee to take further evidence, 200; report brought up, 2°, 302; Order of the Dav 
postponed, 603. ‘

Petition from W. P. Maegrcgor, W. R. Wilson, and W. Jaiiuefon. that their interests will be 
seriously affected and prejudiced if tbe Bill be passed, and praying to be heard before the
Select Committee, prea.-nted, 192...................................................................................................

Petition from Inhabitants of Broken Hill and Silverton, praying the House to refuse to sanction
the construction of the said Tramwav, presented, 295.....................

BROKEN HILL WATER SUPPLY BILL.............................
Petition presented (Mr. Brunker) for leave to bring in 3U, leave given 318, presented and read

1°, 353;; referred io Select Committee, 361; Report bromdit up, 537 
'Alk'TI.nATVTTrji’ 1il>niru-TOO ”1BROKERS (See "MERCANTILE BROKERS”).

BROUGHM, JAMES KENNEDY (See “MINING”).
BROWNE, THOMAS FREDERIC DE COURCY, ESQUIRE:—

Return of writ for Wentworth, certifying to election of, reported, 73 ; sworn, 76. 
BUCHANAN, DAVID, BARRISTER-AT-LAW:—

Petition in favour of Cremation Bill, presented, 272..
Return of Writ for Central Cumberland, certifying to election of, reported, sworn, 4G3.

BULLI COLLIERY1
ExriOSION :------

Copy of the Attorney-General's opiuion respecting, hud on Tuble, 35..................................................
Motion made (Mr. Mel rill e) for all replies, letters. &c., by Mr. Mackenzie respecting Coiumission’s

Report on, 185; Return to Order, laid on Table, 196 ..................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Melville) that this House do now adjourn lo consider statements of Examiner 

of Coal-fields in papers laid on Table, and rcfieeluig upon Commissioners report on, and 
negatived. 200.

BULL! COLLIERY DISASTER FUND BILL:—
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion fMr. Gould), read 1°, 398; Order of the Day1 

postponed, 451-; motion made for 2°, and, tbe Question not having been put at 7 o’eloekj 
Government Business took precedence, 543 ; Order of the Day postponed, 54G, 593 628 

BULK SAMPLES OF ORE (See “MINING”).
BUNABA NORTH (See “CROWN LANDS”).
BURNS,. THE HONORABLE JOHN FITZGERALD :—

Ministerial statement made by in reference to revenue rceeipt-s aud expenditure during ounrter 
ended 31st March, 1888, 3G1.

BUSHRANGERS (See “ HUSBAND, JAMES H., CLAIM OF”).
BUSINESS DAYS

Sessional Orders passed, 9.
BUSINESS OE THE HOUSE :—

Sessional Order passed, 11.
Precedence of Government Business, Sessional Order passed, 10.

Bo do on Friday, (additional sitting day,) after 7 o'clock, 103, 123,
140, 166, 234. ‘ '
Precedence of Government Business, General Business, Sessional Order passed, 10.

Fixed for a future day to take precedence of all other business, 169, 181, 208, 210, 216,
Precedence of Government Business on Tuesday ut 7 o'clock, 408, 422, 433, 452, 476, 493 SOS 

_ 523, 525, 543, 561, 580, 609.
Friday made a Sitting Day, with General Business to take precedence, 585.
Monday made a Sitting Day, with Government Business to take precedence,'585.
Orders of the Day of General Business to take precedence of Motions on Friday, 593.

PnlvumGE:— * ‘
Motion made (Mr. Garvan) that Sir Henry Parkcs, Colonial Secretary and Premier, having, 

tendered his resignation as a Member, and said resignation having been accepted, tliis House 
declines to transact any furtlier business till the Premier occupies ids Seat ae an elected Member 
of tliis House, and negatived, 76.

BUSINESS OF THE SESSION:—
Sessional Paper ................................ .............................................................................

BUTCHER, DR. (See “ RABBIT PEST ”). ...................
BUTTERLEY, MRS.

Claim op
Motion made (Mr. Sake;/) for Select Committee, and that Return to Order (Second Session, 1887)

he referred, 12 ; Report brought up, 146........................................................................................
BY-LAWS:- v b n

Laid ox Table — ■
University of Sydney, G, 257 (3) .............................................................................................................
Free Public Library, Gunnedah, 257 ................................................. ............................... .....................

taoe.

823

639

679

817

825

859

861

803

1049

435

437

655

647

557, 569,571 
597

1075—B
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B
BY-LAWS—(coa/iMHici) :—

Laid ox Table—(conSinHed) :—
Muuicipaliiies Act:— 2 347, 349

2 309
2 370, 3SI, 383
2 441
2 477
2 425
2 355
2 513
2 319
2 371
2 375,377
2 339
2
2

325, 327 
421

2 333
2 3S7
2 311
2 373
2 313, 317
2 337
2 397
2 423
2 389
2 463
2 457
2 345
2 323

I'l- TT«r. 1^,1. ...................................................................... 2 351
2 525
2 369
2 331
2 329
2 461
2 293
2 405
2 480
2 385
2 551
2 395
2 353
2 391
2 417, 419
2 407
2 499
2 539
2 403

Nuisances Pretention Act:— 2 439
2 433
2 525
2 437
2 435
2 463
2 457
2 499
2 4tl
2 477
2 513
2 427
2 429
2 461
2 489
2 431

Do Waralah 403 .................................. *............................................................... 2 551
2 539

Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act i— 5 887
5 789
5 891

Bi'ROCK (Seo “ RAILWAYS”).

c
CARLE (See "TELEGTtAPITS"; also “TELEPHONES”). ’
CAMERON, ANGUS, Esq., M.P,:—

Elected as Chairman of Committees, 9.
Commission to, as Deputy Speaker, to Administer the Oath of Allegiance, 19.
Absence of, through illness reported, 70, 383.
Leave of absence granted to Chairman of Committees on account of serious illness, 397, 424. 

CAREENING COVE (See “RECLAMATION OE NEUTRAL BAY AND CAREENING COTE.”) 
CARRIAGE OE WOOD AND OTHER PRODUCE :—

Original Tenders for, from Railway Etutiou, Rcdfcrn, and Darling Harbour, laid on Tubk (ai 
Exhibits only), 454,

CASSILIS (See “ RAILWAYS”).
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C

CASTINGS FOR HUNTER RIYER DISRICT;—
'Tenders for supply of, laid on Table, 308 ...............; ...........................................................................

CASTI.EREAGH AND' ELIZABETH STREETS PROPERTY (Seo “EDCCATION. ’)
CASUAL LABOUR BUREAU

Return respecting, laid on Table, 35......................................... ^ .......... .......................
CATTLE SALE YARDS (See “WEST MAITLaND CATTLE SAT.E YARDS BILL.”) 
CEMETERIES BILL

Motion mode {Mr. J. P. Abbott) for leayc to bring in, presented and read 1°, 307 ; Order of the 
Day postponed, 543 ; discharged and Bill withdrawn, 585.

CEMETERY
PliKSHTTERIAN, AT MACLTSAi': —

Motion made (jlfr. McFarlatie) for a Select Committee to inquire into claims of Messrs. J. 
Macdonald, E. Mackenzie, and D. Shearer, to be reinstated as Trustees, 71; petition pre
sented on 11th May, 1887, referred, 122 ;

Petition from Moderator of the General Assembly for leave lo be represented before the Select
Committee, presented, 128 ........................................................................ ...........................................

Rookwook a>'» Wayehlsy :—
Information respecting the Church of England Chaplains at, laid on Table, 144 ..............................

Land toe Ptnsi.ro Puhposes Acquisition Act ;—
Resumption of land for Public Cemetery at Singleton, notification laid on Table, 252 ..................

Devonshikn-stiibbt :—
Return of names of Trustees of, laid on Table, 2G3................................................................................
Motion made (3£r, Dai/) to close, and motion withdrawn, 26S.

CENSURE (Seo “VOTE OF CENSURE”).
CENSUS_

Return showing estimated population on 31st December, 1377, of New South Wales and
Yictoria respeetirely, laid on Tabtr, 352..........................................................................................

CENTENARY CELEBRATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL :—
Motion made (.Ifr, Dibhs) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 50; Order of the Day 

postponed, 103, 192 ; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 216.
CENTENARY CELEBRATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2) : —

Motion made (Mr. 3Hbbt) that Order of Leave be read, entry in Votes and Proceedings read by 
Clerk, presented and read 1°, 216; Order of tbe Day postponed, 232 ; motion made for 2C, 
mid Delia be adjourned, 285 ; resumed and negatived, 2SS.

CENTENARY OF THE COLONY
Motion made {Sir Me nr// Parkes) for Committee of tho Whole lo consider Resolutions to mark 

in a fitting manner, House in Committee, Resolutions reported and agreed to, 114.
Motion made {Mr. G-amn) for Committee of tho Whole lo consider Resolution offering prizes ir 

connection with the Celebration, 136; Order of tho Day postponed, 147 ; Order of the Day 
discharged, 185. 1

Statement of amounts paid, or passed for payment, on account of tho Celebration, up to 39 April
18S8, laid on Table, 437......................................................................................................................

Rki.ihi' to Toon of Sydney:—
Information respecting, laid on Table, 302..............................................................................................

CENTENNIAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, MELBOURNE 
Invitation to Legislative Assehhly :—

Telegram from Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, Victoria, convoying, read by Mr. Speaker, 563.1 
Poktbait or William Chaeles Wentworth :—

Letter from Executive Commissioner asking for loan of, and Resolution passed against sending, 569. 
CENTENNIAL PARK _

Motion made (Afr. O’Sidlimn) for all papers, &c., in connection with scheme of, 208.
Motion mode {Mr. Dibbs), for papers relating to construction and dedication, 308.
Statement of Payments made on account of, from 1st August, 1837, to 2lst March, 1888, laid on

Table, 352 ........................................................................................................................ ...................
Petition or Residents of Wollahha

Praying for a gate to be placed at the top of Moncur-strcct, 505 ......................................................
CENTRAL CUMBERLAND (See “ELECTORAL”).
CENTRAL POLICE COURT (See “PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON 

PUBLIC WORKS.”)
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES :—

Mr. Cameron elected, 9 ; Deputy Speaker’s Commission to administer the Oath, 17.
House informed of Mr. Cameron's absence through illness, 70, 383.
Air. Cameron granted leave of absence on account of serious illness, 397,424.
Air, Slattery appointed for day only, 70, 342, 3-14, 349.
Deputy reports disorder from Committee of the Whole, 345, 479.
Air. Garrard appointed for day only, 359, 3C3, 385.
Alotion made {Sir Menry Paries) as a matter of urgency to suspend Standing Orders, to allow 

appointment of, for this day only, 385.
Deputies appointed lo act temporarily in absence of Chairman, 389.
Air. Speaker calls on Ninian Alelvillo, Esq , to act as Deputy for tbe day only, 397, 416, 429, 412, 

451, 463, 479, 496, 506, 532, 543, 547, 560. ‘
Mr. Speaker calls on Jacob Garrard, Esq., to act as Deputy for tbe day only, 44)3, 425, 432, 468, 

484, 403, 500, 513, 538, 543, 573.
Mr. Speaker calls on Thomas Michael Slattery, Esq., to act as Deputy for the day only, 498, 521. 
Air. Speaker calls on Albert John Gould, Esq., to act for the day only, 420, 437, 45 4, 476, 519, 

565.
CHAAIBERS, Mr. T. W. (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
CHANTER, AIR. ;—

A Member for The Murray :—
Declared guilty of persistent disorder and removed by Sergeant-at-Arms from tbe Chamber, 220. 

CHAPLAINS
Information respecting the Church of England, at Rookwood and Waverley Cemeteries, laid on

Table, 144.................................................................................... ...
CHARGES (Sec “.LUCAS, SURVEYOR”). ..................
CHARITIES (Seo also “STATISTICS”).

Report, of the Inspector of Public, for 1836, laid on Tuble, 52 ...........................................................
“CHELYDRA” S.S. (See “CHINESE.")
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813
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CHINESE (See also "ADJOURNMENT”; also “CHINESE RESTRICTION AND REGULA
TION bill;’ 455") :—

Influx of _ _ _
Information respecting allegodj from New Caledonia, laid on Table, 174..... .................................... 2 207
Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 19G ......................................................................................
Motion made (Sir Eenrtj J^arkes) for Committee of the Wholcj 195 ; House in Committee, and 

resolution forced to, 201.
Motion made (Mr. Thompson) for a Select Committee to inquire into the influx of, their habits, 

employments, terms on which the Coolie class hare immigrated here, and all matters con* 
nectcd therewith, 237 ; leave given to sit during adjournment and inspect premises, 302, 

Motion made (Mr. Thompson) for return showing number who paid poll-tax and number who 
exhibited letter* of naturalization for 18K6 aud 1337, 307 ; Return to Order, kid on Table. 335 2

201

209
Petition presented (JIT?1. Slreei) Chinese merchants of Sydney in reference to their existing rights.

under the Treaty of Pekin, road by the Clerk, 519 ................................*...................................
Ix Hed Majesty's Colonies :—

Despatch respecting, kid on Tabic, 314f............................................................................................ a,,.

2 223

2 221
Immjgbvtio' :—

Ministerial Statement made by Sir Henry Partes, 304,451.
ITnrtlier Correspondenca respecting, laid on Tabic, 369 ...................................................... ............. 2 203
Petition presented from Chinese residents upon tbe sub-ject, and read br the Clerk, 454 ................
Return respecting passengers by steamships ''Afghan,” efTsinan,” <r Guthrie,” and <( Menmuir,”

2 225

2 211
Motion made (jlfr. Dibbs) for adjournment of the Holism to bring under the notice of the Govern

ment the decision of the Supreme Court, and the intention of the Government in regard 
thereto, in (lie matter of the illegal detention of certain Chinese, 463.

Motion made (Mr. Slatlery) for adjournment of the House in reference to the remission of £909 of 
afineof £1,090 inflicted on the captain of the s s. rt CJiclydra" for carrying more than the legal 
number of Chinese, 525; papers relating to, laid on Table, 538 .................................................. 2 213

Despatch respecting treaty between the Governments of China and the United States on the 
subject, laid on Table, 529................................................................................................................. 2 217

Tots of Censure:—
Motion made (Ifr. Bibbs), condemning the acta of tho Goyornmcnt in vofevence thereto, and 

amendment moved and negatived, 4GS.
CoXFFBEXCE : —

189Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 479 ...................................................................................... 2
Copy of Papers, being telegrams and Draft Rill agreed upon, laid on Table, mul read by the Glerk, 

520 ................................................................................................................................. '.................. 2 193
Proceedings of, kid on Table, 52-1............................................................................................................ 2 171

CHINESE RESTRICTION AND REGULATION BILL:—
Message from Governor, 454; Standing Orders suspended, House in Committee, Resolulion 

agreed to, prerenied, read 1°, read 2:>; Point of Order, that Bill was beyond order of leave 
ruled against by Mr, Speaker; committed, reported with amendments, report adopted, 455 ; 
road 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 43fi; returned with amondments, 514; molion made (Sir 
Henry Parltes) to consider amendments in Committee, and Mr. Speaker called attention to

2 227

the nature of one of tbe amendments, 525 ; House in Committee, and amendments agreed 
to, disagreed to, including tho amendment in the title, and amended others, 526; message to 
Council, 531; Council insists on some amendments and does not insist on others, 506; 
Assembly does not insist on its disagreements, nor on Assembly’s amendments to which the 
Council disagreed, 573 ; assent reported, 585.

CHLOROFORM, DEATHS UNDER:—
Motion made {Mr. Withm) for return of pariieulars of, 404 ; Return lo Order, laid on Table, 578 8 1051

CHRISTENSON, REGINA v, (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
CHRISTIAN CHAPEL LANDS SALE BILL:- .

Petition presented (.Ifr, Alfred Allen) for leave to bring in, 1G8; leave given, presented and read 1°, 2 833
174; referred to Select CommittcSy 185 ; Report brought up, 224 ; Order ot the Day post
poned, 3£5; read 29, connuit.tod, reported with amendmimb, Report adopted, 386; read 3°,
passed, and sent to Council, 3S9 ; returned without amendment, 42G ; assent reported, 4CI. 

CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS MINING BILL: —
Motion made (Jlfr. Inglis) for Committee of the Whole to consider introduction of Bill to make 

better provision for, 161; House in Committee, resolution agreed to, Message from Governor,
1GG 5 presenled and read 1°, 573; read 2°, committed, reported with amendment, report
adopted, 589 j read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 585 ; returned with an amendment, 63 5 ; 
jimandmont agreed tej 627 ; assent reported, 029.

CHURCH AND PERKINS STREETS, NEWCASTLE, BILL:— _
Petition presented {Mr. Fletcher) for leave to bring in, 48; leave given, presented and read 1°, 52 ; 2 891

referred to Select Committee, 60, Report brought up, 70; read 2°, committed, reported 
without amendment and report adopted, 107; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 112 ; 
returned without amendment, 152; assent reported, 171.

CHURCH OF ENGLAND PROPERTY BILL:—
Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion of Mr. Abigail, read 1°, 455 ; Order of the Day 

postponed, 593 ; motion made for 2°; .Speaker ruled that although it was introduced m the 
Council as a Private Bill, it should be treated in this House under the G9th Standing Order 
as a Public Bill; motion for adjournment of Debate moved, and House counted out, 599. 

Petition presented from Captain Rossi, praying bo be hoard in opposition to the Bill before the 
Bar of the House or tho Select Committee, 538 .............................................................................. 2

i

897
Petition presented from Daniel P. M. Halbert, M.A., &c., against, 560 ........................................

CHURCH-STREET, PARRAMATTA (See “PARRAMATTA CHURCH-STREET AMENDED 
ALIGNMENT BILL”).

CIRCULAR QUAY, PURCHASE OF LAND ADJOINING (See “GOVERNMENT”; also, 
“PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMIT PEE ON PUBLIC WORKS”). 

CIRCULAR QUAY LAND SALE AND DEDICATION BILL : —
Message from Governor, 420; motion made (.Ifr. Iltirns) for Committee of the Whole, 425;

2 89D

3 1019
House in Committee, resolution agreed, presented and read 1°, 494; read 2°, committed, 544; 
reported with amendments, 549 ; report adopted, 561 ; read 3°, passed, and scut to Council 
567; returned with an amendment, 613 ; amendment agreed to. 626 ; assent reported, 629. 

CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES (See “CROWN LANDS ”).
CITY OF SYDNEY IMPROVEMENT BOARD :—

Annual Report of, for year ended August, 1887, laid on Tuble, 112................................................ . 2 209
CITY OP SYDNEY MAYORAL ELECTION BILL :—

Motion made {Mr. O’Connor) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 236 ; Order of the Day 
postponed, 349, 508,
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CIVIL SERVICE (See also "VOTE OP CENSURE ”)

Act:—
Motion made (Mr. Frank 'Farnell) for a statement showing retirements under clauses 43, 44, 46, 

nnd 47, gratuities to officers whose services have been dispensed with under clauses 48, 4!), and 
00, nmomit, chargeable to Superannuation Account, giving each officer’s gratuity, with particu
lars of all oases where officer's services have been dispensed with, 22 ; Return to Order, laid
on Table, 112...... .................................................................................................................................

Motion made (J/r. Waddell) for alteration of provisions in reference to allowances and gratuities, 
and by leave withdrawn, 433.

Appointments to :—
Return (in pari) to Order (Second Session, 1837) laid on Tabic, 6. ...................................................

Department ot Public Works :—
Information respecting officers in, and Permanent-way men on the Railways, laid on Table, 28... . 
Papers in connection with appointment of Mr. Joseph Barling to the position of Chief Clerk in

the Ministerial Branch of, laid on Table, 144 ..............................................................................
Appointments madk in thu Railway Dkfaetment:—

Motion made (Mr. Lyne) for a return showing permanent and temporary since 1st January, 1887,40;
Return lo Order, laid on Table, 231 ..............................................................................................

Salaries op Civil Servants:—
Motion made (Mr. 3{cLtImnc),t\ml the payment of increases in the salaries proposed by theStuart 

Government and sanctioned by Parliament, and continued to tlie present time, ought to cease, 
and the salaries revert lo the rate paid prior to the granting of Lite increases, and that effect 
bo given to this resolution in the Estimates for 18S8 and negatived, 68.

Examiners of Titles and Registrar-General : —
Particulars respecting the office-hours, Ac., of, laid on Table, 63.........................................................

Examinf.rs of Titles under Real Property Act:—
Motion made f Mr. J. F. Abbott) for return showing work done by Mr. Burton and the others,

70 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, Hi .....................................................................................
Gratuities and Retiring Allowances :—

Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for a comparative return showing amounts voted and paid 
each year out of Consolidated Revenue Pund for ton years prior to the passing and since the 
passing of the Act of 1884, 106. *

Pees received ry Civil Servants :—
Return (in part) to Order (Second Session, 1887) laid on Table, 191 .............................................
Further Return to Order, laid on Tabic, 2,17..........................................................................................

Mr. G. II. If MERY, LATE LAND AGENT AT QUEANBEYAN : —
Motion made {Mr. O’Sullivan) for all papers, &c., in connection with recent removal of, 213 

Return to Order, laid on Table (not printed), 304.
Charges made against Dxaminer op Coal-fields:— ■

Report laid on Table, 273 ........................................................................................................................
Overtime to Officers :—

Statement allowing amounts in Department of Lands durinsr 1897, laid on Table, 277 ..................
Correspondence, Record, and Mail Branches, General Post Office :—

Return showing names and length of service of Officers employed in, laid on Table, 321 ..............
Mr. Leopold Yates, Acting Stipendiary Magistrate —

Information respecting, laid on Table (not printed), 378.
Messrs. Addison, O’Malley Clarke, and Mr. T. K. Abbott, Stipendiary Magistrates 

Return showing Number and Raturc of Complaint against, laid on Table (not printed), 373.
Mr. J. M. Beatty :—

Petition from, submitting statement of his public services and praying for consideration of his case, 
468 ....................................................................................................................................................

Board
Annual Report for 1887, laid on Table ................................................................................................

Harbours and Rivlrs Department :—
Motion made (Jfr. Frank Farnell) for a return of officers, their length of service and rate of pay, 

nnd the number of articled pupils and their rates of pay, 500.
Assistant Kxaminer or Accounts, Treasury ;—

Return respecting applications for position of, laid on Table, 521 ......................................................
Department of Public Instruction:—

Information respecting persons employed in, who have attained the age of sixty years, laid on
Table, 63 3.............................................................................................................................................

CLARENCE TOWN : —
CLARENCE, THE (See "ELECTORAL'’).
CLARENCE RIVER (Sec also "PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC 

WORKS”) :—
Report by Sir John Coode on the Entrance to, laid on Table, 475......................................................

CLARENCE TOWN:—
Removal of Timber from Crown Lands :—

Motion made (Mr. Crcer) for papers, 335 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 385..............................
CLARKE, MR. O’MALLEY, STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATE

Return showing number and nature of complaints made against Stipendiary Magistrates, laid on 
Table, 378.

CLASSIFICATION OF TEACHERS (See “EDUCATION ”),
CLERK OF ASSEMBLY;— _ _

Reads Proclamation convening Parliament, 1.
Reads Address in Reply, 3.
Reads Petition, 76, 81, 88,127, 145, 218, 246, 252, 294, 303, 345, 352, 421, 437, 454, 402, 406, 

505, 519, 643, 5C3, 579, 635.
Reads Documents, 520.
Reads Report from Committee of Elections and Qualifications, 55, 29G.
Reads Deputy Speaker's Commission to administer the Oath of Allegiance, 19.
Reads letter from Sir. P. J. Hourigan, requesting name of Solicitor who will accept service on 

behalf of Mr. Speaker, of writ issued at instance of T. M. Slattery, Esq., M.P., 228.
Reads entry' in Votes and Proceedings of Order of Leave for tho introduction of a Bill, 246, 349. 
Reads Statement in Speech made by Mr. Haynes, M.P., reported in the Australian Star, 361. 
Summoned io produce records, 89, 351.
Swears Members of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 37 (7), 287
Lays on Table Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence taken before Select Committee of a previous 

Session, 71, 115, 140. j
Obtains leave to return documents handed in before Select Committee, 83, 468. |
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CLERK OE ASSEMBLY—(continueA)

Reports non-return to hss custody of Records of (lie House, by n Member who lied had tho use of 
tbcm, 6L ; motion of PWotfeyemoved in reference to—Records returned—and motion by leave 
withdrawn, 53.

Retirement of ifr. Jones from position of, 250.
Commission appointing Mr. Frederick William Webb to be Clerk of tbo Assembly produced, and 

Mr. Webb sworn, 2S5.
CLOSURE OF DEBATE:—

Molion made “That Question be now put," and passed, 24 (*), 15S, 220, 221, 222, 468, 485.
Do do do and withdrawn, 15G-7.
Do do do nnd negatived, 403, 530.
Do do do and Tellers Lists showing less than forty Members in

favour of, 463.
Ruling of Mr. Speaker that when there are no voices for (he Noes, and he is satisfied that 

forty Members are present, it is not necessary to take a Division, 24; dissent from ruling 
moved (ifr. Dt'JSs) and negatived, 25,

COAL-FIELDS (Seo “MINING1').
COAL-FIELDS REGULATION ACT

Correspondence relating to alleged Breaches of, at Duckenfield Colliery, laid on Table, 252 COAL SUPPLY:- ’ " ’
Gee at Nobth ben Railway :—

Motion mode (ifr, jITcElAone) for papers Ae. in reference to contracts of Messrs. Reid nnd 
Longwovth and offer of Mr. Nowland ot lower price, 352. Return to Order, laid on Table,
505 .....................................................................................................................................................

COAST DEFENCES (See “DEFENCES”), ’ ........................•.....................
COAST HOSPITAL, LITTLE BAY:—

Report for ISS? laid on Table, 479.......................................... ...............................................................
Report of Board of Health on Treatment of Tvphoid Fever at, laid on Table, 603..........................

COBAR (See “RAILWAYS”).
COCHRAN, CAPTAIN JOHN FOSTER, :-

Motion made (ifr, Neild) for all papers, Ac., in reference to cslato of the late, 506 ; Return 
to Order, laid on Table, 543 ... . .

COCKATOO ISLAND;— ..........................................................................
Correspondence respecting the sanitary condition of, laid on Table, 6 ..............................................

COINAGE
JtnuLEE :—

Despatch respecting, laid on Table, 5, 356 ......................................................................................... .
COLLEGE (Seo “ AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE”).
COLLIERIES (Sec “MINING”).
COLONIAL CONFERENCE IN LONDON, 1S87

Proceedings of,—Yol. 1, laid on Table (not printed), 6.
Uo Yol. 2 (Appendix), Papers laid before tbe Conference, laid on Table (not
printed), 6.

Proceedings of,—Papers laid before tbe Conference, laid on Table (not printed), 6.
COLONY OF AUSTRALIA BILL:—

Motion made (Sir Henry Parked) for leave to bring in, 175 ; presented and read 1°. 176. 
COLONY OF NEW SOUTH WALES : —

Statistical view of progress of sinee separation of Queensland in 1859 to 1S37, laid on Table, 402... 
COLO VALLEY RAILWAY SURVEY:—

Motion made (Mr, Frank Farnell) for papers, Ac., 303 ; Returns (in pari) to Order, laid on Table, 
348, So 2......... ............ . t

COMBINATION TRUCKS (See ‘‘RAILWAYS’’)*....................................................................................
COMMERCE AND TRADE (See “STATISTICS").
COMMISSION (See also “ADELAIDE JUBILEE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION").

Deputy Speaker’s (Mr. Cameron) to administer the Oath, 19.
Appointing Frederick William Webb, Clerk of Assembly, 285.

Intoxicating Deink In quirt :— '
Report (First F<trl)t with Minutes of Evidence nnd Appendices, laid on Table, G ...........................

Appointment of, to open Foreign Markets foe Wool and Meat 
Motion made (Mr. Waddell) for, 129, and negatived, 130.

Water Conservation :—
Motion made (Dr. Foss) for all correspondence, vouchors, Ac., relating to oipenditure hy the

recently expired, 155; Return (in pari) to Order, laid on Table, 565 .....................................
COMMISSIONS TO PROSECUTED FOR THE CROWN:—

Motion made (Jfj-. McFlhone) for return showing particulars respecting, 437; Return to Order,
laid on Table, 462 ............................................................................ ... ,

COMMITTEE OF ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS’(Sco’"’eLECt6rAL;:)!........................
COMMON LODGING-HOUSES BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Cameron) for Committee of tbe Whole, 64; Order of the Day postponed, 113; 
discharged, 325.

COMMONS :—
Field of Mars:—

Return to Order (Second Session oflSS?) laid on Table, 103..............................................................
Muswbmjirook :—

Motion made (Jlfr. J. P. Ahbolt) for papers in reference to dedication of land for, 500. 
COMMONS ACTS :—

Regulations under, laid on Table, 6...................... ,
COMPANIES BILL:— ' ” ........................................

Motion made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for leave to bring in, 378; presented and read 1°, 385; rend 2 
committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 506; read 3°, passed, sent to Connci 
612 ; returned with an amendment, 594 ; amendment agreed to, 628 ; Assent reported, 630. 

CONCILIATION (Sec "TRADES CONCILIATION BILL”).
CONDITIONAL PURCHASES (See “ CROWN LANDS”; also “ MINING”; also “ CONYERSIOi 

TO MINING CONDITIONAL PURCHASES VALIDATING BILL”; also “CROW] 
LANDS PHRCHASES VALIDATION BILL”).

CONDOLENCE (See “ADDRESS”).
CONFERENCE (See “POSTAL”; also “ CHINESE 
CONNOLLY, MR, J. F.:—

Appitcation to mike ik Parish of CuitRAffoXG:—
Motion made (Mr Stokes) for all correspondence in reference to, between 1884 and 1837,118 

Return to Order, laid on Table, 294.............................. ................................................................
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CONSERVATION OE WATER •—
Lake Cudgelltco and the Lower Lacrlan River :—

Motion mode (jlfr, Gormli/) for Construction o£ Works, &60. ■
Commission

Motion made {Dr. Ross) for all correspondence, vouchers, <tc., relating to oipenditure bjT, 155;
Return iin part) to Order, laid on Table, 565 ....................................................................

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE (See also “FINANCE”). ”
Statement of the Euud for 18S8, laid on Table, 21i)... ........................

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL:— ..............................
Motion made Sums) that suspension of certain Standing Orders is of urgent and pressing 

necessity; Standing Orders suspended; Messages from Governor/241; ordered, presented, 
read 1°, 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed and 
sent to Council, 242; returned without amendment, 247 ; Assent reported, 250. 

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 2) : —
Message (Vote of Credit), 285; Standing Orders suspended, ordered, presented, and rend 1, 

285; read 211, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed and 
sent to Council, 20G ; returned without amendment, 309 ; Assent reported, 311, 

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 3.)
Motion made (MV.-Burns) for suspension of Standing Orders, 344; Message from Governor 

345; ordered, presented, and read 1°, 2', committed, reported without amendment, report 
adopted, read 3°, passed aud sent to Council, 34G ; returned without amendment, 4^9; Assent 
reported 351,

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 4)
Message (Vote of Credit,), 404; Standing Orders suspended, ordered, presented, and read 1°, 

2“ committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed and sent to 
Council, 409 ; returned without amendment, 416; Assent reported, 410.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 5)
Message (Vote of Credit) 477; Standing Orders suspended, 479; ordered, presented, read 1°, 23, 

committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 
481; returned without amendment, 486 ; Assent reported, 491.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 6)
Motion made (Mr. Sums) for suspension of Standing Orders, Message from Governor, 553; 

ordered, presented, read l0, 2°; committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 
reads0, passed and sent to Council, returned without amendment, 554; Assent reported, 
555.

CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT (Seo "MINISTERIAL ELECTION BILL”). 
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES PREVENTION BILL

Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for Committee of tho Whole, 64; Order of the Day postponed, 
107, 145, Discharged ; 252.'

CONTEMPT:—
Mot;on made adjudging a member guilty of, 156 {■).

CONTRACTORS (See “ RAILWAYS").
CONTRACTORS DEBTS ACT EXTENSION BILL: —

Motion made (Mr. Carrulhers) for Committee of the Whole, 52 ; Order of the Day postponed, 65, 
' 107, 131, 2S8; House in Committee; resolution agreed to, 321; presented and read 1° 342; 

Order of the Day postponed, 416 ; read S3, committed, reported without amendment, report 
adopted, 507 ; read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 513 ; returned without amendment, 517 ; 
Assent reported, 555.

CONTRACTS FOR LOCOMOTIVES (See “RAILWAYS”). .
CONTRACTS OF CHARLES KIDMAN AND SONS AND JAMES KIDMAN : —

Statement of Amount of Money paid under, from 1876 to 1887, laid on 'Table (not printed), 403 
CONVERSION INTO MINING CONDITIONAL PURCHASES ArALIDATION BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Garrett) for leave to bring in, 231; presented and read l3, 236; read 2°, com
mitted, reported with amendments, report adopted, 258 ; read 3:, passed, and sent to Council, 
263 ; relurued with an amendment, 281; amendment agreed to, 309 ; Assent reported, 317 

CONVEYANCERS (See "ATTORNEYS BILLS OF COSTS AND PRACTICE OF CONVEYANCJNG 
AMENDMENT BILL”),

CONVICTIONS UNDER THE LICENSING ACT :—
Motion made (Mr. Reason) for additional information respecting, 506.

Si’ihits, Wines, and Beer
Annual Return to Order laid on Table, 560 ..................................................................................

CONWAY, 0. J. :—
Claim OF:—

Motion made (Mr. Waddell) for Select Committee to inquire into and report upon, and with
drawn, 237.

COODE, SIR JOHN, K.C.M.G., MJ.C.E, :—
Report (with plans) upon Lake Macquarie Harbour Works, laid on Table, 324 .................................
Report on Entrance to Richmond River, laid on Table, 462 .........................................................
Report on tho Entrance to Clarence River, laid on Table, 475..........................................

COOLA CREEK (See “ EDUCATION”).
COOLE, TICKET-COLLECTOR EDWARD (Sec "RAILWAYS”).
COOMA (See “ROADS"; also " RAILWAYS”).
COOMA CHURCH OF ENGLAND LANDS SALE BILL :—

Petition presented (Mr. .Day) for leave to bring in, 523; leave given; presented ani read 1°, 529; 
referred to Select Committee, 537; Report brought up, 547; Order of Use Day postponed, 
585 ; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, report adopted, 599 ; read 3°, passed, 
and sent to Council, 602 ; returned with amendments, 639; amendments agreed to, 641; 
assented to in Council Chamber, 642.

COOMBING (Sec “ RAILWAYS ”).
COPELAND ATS. NASH (Seo “RAILWAYS”).
COPYRIGHT LAWS OF GREAT BRITAIN :—

Correspondence respecting infringement of, laid on Table, 181 ......................................
CORK, ROBERT, CASE OF (See “CROWN LANDS PURCHASES VALIDATION BILL”). ’ 
CORKERY, DANIEL (See "RAILWAYS”).
COROWA:—

Late Acting Police Magisteate :—
Return to Order {Second Session 1887) laid on Table (not printed), 144.
Further Return to Order (Second Session 1887) laid on Table, 389 ; Ordered to be printed, 454... 

CORPORATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL (Sec “SYDNEY CORPORATION ACT AMEND
MENT BILL”).
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COEPOEATION OP THE CITl' OF SYDNEY
Statement of Receipts fmd Jixpenditure for 1885,1886, and 1887 respeetiTelf, laid on Table, 429...

CORRESPONDENCE (See " POSTAL")
COUNCIL (See “LEOTSLATIVE COUNCIL”).
COUNSEL’S FEES (See “ ATTORNEY-GENERAL").
COUNT-OUT (See "NO QUORUM”).
COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT (See also "BY-LAWS”)

Notifications under, laid upon the Table :—
Authori/mg the eonstruction of Water Supply Works for the town of Balranald, C ........................
Completion of the Water Supply Works for the town of Wentworth, 475 .........................................
Completion of the Water Supply Works for tho (own of Bourke, 475 ..................................................

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT EXTENSION BILL _
Motion made (Sir Henry Tarkes) for Committee of tho Whole, Gi ; House in Committee, 

Resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 70; read 2U, committed, reported without 
amendment, and report adopted, 104; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 112 ; returned 
without amendment, 177 ; assent reported, 219.

COWRA (See “RAILWAYS”).
COYLE, ROBERT;—

Motion made (Mr. Walker) for Select Committee to inquire into treatment of, wliilsba prisoner in 
Berrima and other gaols, and debate interrupted by GoYornmcnt Business, 123; Order of 
Ibe Day postponed, 131 ; Order of tbe Day discharged, 252.

CRAWFORD, RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTOR (See “RAILWAYS ”).
CREDITORS REMEDIES (See “JUDGMENT CREDITORS REMEDIES EXTENSION BILL”)
CREER, MR.

A Mejcter TOK. Nohthumiiehland :—
Declared guilty of persistent disorder and removed, by the Sergeant-at-Arm'>, from the 

Chamber, 221.
CREMATION BILL;-

Motion made (Mr. Trkkdi) for Committee of the Whole, 53 ; Order of the Day discharged, 77. 
Motion made (Mr. Trickett) for leave to bring in, presented and rend 1°, 185.
Petition in favour of, from David Buchanan, Barristcr-at-Law, presented, 272 .................................

CRICKET GROUND (See "ASSOCIATION CRICKET GROUND”).
CREME AND CIVIL JUSTICE (Soo “STATISTICS").
CRIMINALS (Sec "FUGITIVE CRIMINALS”).
CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT BILL : —

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion of (Mr. William Clarke) read 1°, 430; read 2°. 
committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 596 ; read 3°, passed, returned lo 
Council, 598; Assent reported. 626.

CROWN LANDS (See also "CROWN LANDS PURCHASES VALIDATION BILL”; also 
CROWN LANDS BILL also “ RESERVES”)

Alterations of Designs of Citiks, Towns, and Vjllaofs
Abstract of, laid on Table, 6, 97, 150, 210, 263, 326, 360, 442, 547, 634 ..............................................

Sites for Cities, Towns, and Yjllagfs;—
Abstract of, laid on Table, 5, 97, 150, 210, 263, 326, 360, 412, 4S4, 547, 634 .....................................

Rebiryfd for Preservation of Water Supply :—
Abstract of, laid on Table, 5, 97, 151, 209,263, 326, 360, 442, 484, 547, 634 .....................................

Dedicated to Public Purposes :—
Abstract of, laid on Table, 5, 97, 112, 151, 209, 263, 326, 360, 442,184, 547, 634 ...............................

Dedicated to Religious Purposes;—
Abstract of, laid on Table, 5 .............................................................................................................................

Dedication of certain lands under 105 Sec. ;—
Gazette Notices respecting, laid on Table, 5, 97, 210, 326, 341, 360, 441, 484, 547, 631 ...................

Regulations :—
Under Act of 1884, laid on Table, 40 (2), 155,199, 267, 302, 360, 429, 613 ........................................
Under Act of 1884, notifications of cancellation, laid on Table, 360......................................................

Depart.mfnt : —
Report for 1886 laid on table, 257 ..................................................................................................................
Statement showing overtime to officers for 1887, laid on Table, 277 .......................................-............

Volunteer Land Orders :—
Motion made (Mr. Croneli) for a reiurn showing number issued, cumber made use of, specifying

the number used in each Land District, 12; Return to Order, laid on Table, 168 ....................
Rents on Crown Leasf.s :—

Motion made (Mr. Lee) for a return showing rents recommended by Local Land Boards on each 
pastoral, homestead, nnd conditional lease, and occupation license, the minimum rental on
same, and rental fixed by Minister, 22; Return (in jmrt) to Order, laid on Table, 84 ..........

Alburv and Wagga Wagga Offices;—
Motion made (ilfr. Day) for all papers, reports, &c., sent in by the Board appointed to inquire 

into the working of, 23.
Albury to Wagga Wagga, Rkmgyal of Survey Offices from :—

Motion made (Mr. Day) for uii papers, reports, telegrams, and recommendations respecting, 41;
Return to Order, laid on Table, 476.........................................................................................................

Evan McIntosh’s Conditional Purchase at Cureabubula :—
Molion made (Mr. Lenien) for a Select Committee on, which was afterwards transferred to Daniel 

Regan, Esq., and that evidence and papers produced before the Select CcmnuLtee m Session 
18S5-G be referred, 36.

Grafton and The Clabhnce Electorates;—
Motion made (Mr. See) for a return showing entire revenue from all sources since 1861, 128.

Mrs. Ann Rouse’s Conditional Purchase at Kahibah —
Motion made (jT/r. J. P. Abboil) for nil papers relating to 80 acres made nt Newcastle onSOthJnly, 

1871, also on 4th February, 1875, and all reports un and surveys of the land, with plans nnd 
descriptions of any reseives by which Ibe said SO acres of land was affected, 41 ; Return to
Order, laid on Table, 208 ; referred to Select Committee. 389..........................................................

Mot'on made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for Select Committee to inquire into circumstances of, SO ; papers
referred to Committee, 389 ; report brought up, 496 .......................................................................

Cuhragundi Run :—
Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for all papers, plane, &c., in connection with the pastoral,

holding of, Gwydir District, 48; Return to Order, laid on Table, 208..........................................
Petition of Mr. George Robert Edward Fergusson, that lie entered into possession of a conditional 

purchase, and an action was brought against him by Mr. G. M. Pilt, by which he incurred! 
serious expense and losses, and praying relief, presented, 277.............................. ,........... .............  f
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CROWN LAKHS—(continucn'')
Q-. M. Pur's, Junr—Bcnaiia Nobth and CtmiuauNM Stations :— ^

Petition from George Matchnm Pitt, junior, that in 188-t on the passing of the present Act 
he was tho owner of. and that by the division of the said stations injustice lias been done 
him, and he has suffered pecuniary loss, aud praying relief, presented, 144 ; motion made
(dfr. JJowman), for Select Committee, 282 ; report brought up, 416.......................................

'Thomas Thompson’s Conmtional PtriiCHASE. made at Moama :—
Motion made (Mr. Chanter) that a Select Comniitlco be appointed, and that Progress Report, 

evidence. iSrc., of last Session be referred, 53 ; Report brought up, 200; adoption of Report
negatived, 433 .....................................................................................................................................

Sale op cebtaiv Lanh, Parish op Molong, Countt op AsHiirsNiiiM:—
Motion made (Dr. Hoss) for Address to Governor, for copies of correjpondonce, plans, &c., and 

the Judge's decision and ruling, dfO.
John Tiernev'e Conditional Purchase

Motion mndo (Mr. WaU) for Select Committee to Inquire into refusal by Mines Department oi 
the application to mino on, under tho 7th section of the Act, 59,

William Skene’s Pre-lease at Conargo ;— i
Motion made (jtfr. Chanter) for all papers, correspondence, &e., in relation to, 60,320; Return to

Order, laid on Table, 208; Return to Order, laid on Table, 634...................................................
RinobabkinG:— _ _ _

Motion made (Dr. Ross) for Return showing area and list of runs on Tvlnch permission hod been
granted since 31st March, 1881, 325 ; Return to Order, laid on Tuble, 613 ..............................

Conditional Purchases of James O. Stevenson:— _
Motion made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for copies of all papers relating to, 325; Return to Order, laid on

Table, 432 .........................................................................................................................................
Removal of Timber from, near Clarencetown :—

Motion made (Mr. Creer), for papers, 335 ; Return to Order, laid on Toblo, 385 ..........................
Conditional Purchase of Zachari' Benn ;—

Motion made (Mr. Crouch) for papers in the case of, 341; Return to Order, laid on Tabic, 429......
Conditional Purchase case—George Millgate v. The Honorable John Smith :— _

Motion mndo (Dr. Ross) for further correspondence, reports &e., since that laid on Table in
March, 1884, 64; Further Return to Order, laid on Table, £77..................................................

The Land Laws
Petition referring to present mode of determining the rents of pastoral leases, presented, 76..........
Petition referring to operation of, and praying that certain amendments be made in Bill now

before House, presented, 88, 218, 294........................................................................... ■................
Petition referring to action of Minister for Lands in filing rents, and slating that tbo raising of the

rents had depreciated the value of pastoral securities, presented, 352..........................................
Forfeited Conditional Purchases within Leasehold Areas:—

Motion made {jlfr, J. P. Abbott), for Address fo the Governor. That asthePrivf Council had in 
the ease Rdols v. Tearle affirmed that the land was open to condilional purchase, this House 
is of opinion that such should at once be thrown open for conditional purchase, 353.

■ Selections by John Harrison, of Lismore:—
Motion mode (jlfr, Eveing), for papers in reference to forfeiture of, 357 ; Return to Order, laid on

Table, 462.............................................................................................................................................
Claim of Cornet ius Grady :—

Leave given to Clerk to relum to Lands Department papers produced before tbe Select Committee 
of last Session on tbe subject, 88.

Parry’s Conditional Purchases on Cureugundi and Warren South Runs :— ^
Motion made (ilfr. Hassali) for n Select Committee to inquiro into, 130; Report brought up, 437... 

Section 4, Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861:—
Opinion of Mr. Attorney-General Dailey respecting tbo application of, to the reservation of large

areas from sale for mining purposes, laid on Table, 000 ..............................................................
Conditional Purchases alade by Mr. and Mrs. Poole, Messrs Parnell, and the Misses 

Parnell:—
Motion made (Mr. M'Elhone) for papers in connection with, 500 t Return to Order, laid on

Table, 634.............................................................................................................................................
Common for Muswelliirook :— _

Morion made (3fr. J. P. Abbott) for papers relating to dedication, 500.
Conditional Purchase made hy Mary Maloney at Burrowa i—

Motion made (Mr. VaughnJ for papers in eonneetion with, 54G.
Selection made by Georoe Foster at Corowa :—

Motion made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for papers in connection with, 546.
Quit Rents:—

Return io Order (Session 1887), laid on Table, 559 ..............................................................................
Fencing Provisions of the Land Law:— ■ 1

Adjournment moved to call attention to necessity of immediate legislation in regard to, 595. 
Robert Mackrell’s Conditional Purchase at Forbes :— 1

Motion made (Afr. Vaughn) fora Select Committee to inquire into, and that Proceedings and^ 
Evidence of previous Session, laid on Table to bo referred, 130 ; Proceedings, Ac., laid oii|
Table ami referred to Select CommiEtee, 140. Report brought up, 342 ................................  I

Petition from E. H. Moulder of Wardry Station, that he is interested in, and praying to be heard] 
by Counsel Or Agent before the Select Committee, presented, and prayer of Petitioner granted,)
181........................................................................................................................................................

Joackim Family:—
Petition from, that they came to Colony in 1873, and conditionally purchased land near Monmo,i 

that on alleged grounds of non-resideneo and others, they were subjected to severe lit.igat.ior,, 
and that their title has not been recognised by the Crown, presented, and vcfcircd to Select
Committee on Crown Lands Purchases Validation Bill, 135 ......................................................

Papers (Session 1873-4) in reference to Conditional Purchases of, referred to Select Committee on 
Crown Lands Purchases Validation Bill, 1C1.

Measured for Sals at Fithuoy Wat befall:—
Plan of forty-five portions, situate near the village of Yarrunga, laid on Tabic, 22S ......................

Robert Muniord’s Conditional Puectiases made at Molong :—
Motion made (Dr. Ross) for a Select Committee to inquire into and repirt upon, 237.
Motion made (Dr. Moss) to refer Return to Order (ri’mion 1887), 277.

Me. G. H, Emery, late Land Agent at Qeeanbeyan — _
Motion made (Mr. O'Sullivan) for all papers, &e., in counection wilh the recent removal of, 215 ; 

Return to Order laid on Table (not printed), 304 
Conditional Purchases:—

Motipn made (Dr. Ross) for a return showing the number mndcin each District from 18S1 to date,! 
the total area, and the number transferred, 150, 416; Return to Order, Imd op Table, 429..... [
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CBOWN LANDS—(coniinved) ■—

(Jiaim or Isaac Baeciav :—
' Motion made (Jlfr. Martin) for a Select Committee to consider, for compensation for losses sns- 

sustainedin defending his title to land held under Crown Grant, 165. Report brought up, 609. 
Adminibtbatkin op Land Laws by Minibtfji fob Lands :— ■

Motion made (Mr. Stakes) that this House do now adjourn, to call attention to unsatisfactory, 
put and negatived, £63.

Claim of Charles Stevens :—
Report from Select Committee (Session 1887), adopted, 268.

Rents fob Crown Lands :—
Motion made (Mr. O'SuUwan) for a return of rent received for leasehold areas, occupation 

licenses, and homestead areas, under Land Act of 1884, 258. Return to Order, laid on
Table, 320 ....................................................................................................................................................

Teable v. Edols :— .
Motion made (Jlfr. J. P. Abbott) for adjournment of tho House to discuss decision of the Privy 

Council, 287.
Rents of Pastobal Leases :— ....

Return giving particulars of appeals in connection with, not dealt with hy Minister, laid on
Table, 416 ....................................................................................................................................................

Selection of James Ibtino, South Yathono, Ukana :—
Motion made (Mr. Lyne) for papers in connection with, 403.

Rate of Rentat, peb Ache and License Pee fib Section on the Westeen Division :—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 408; Return (in substitution), 416.....................................................

Improvements Effected on, in Eastern, Centbad, and Wkstebn Divisions:—
Return showing value of, laid on Table, 415 .................................................................................................

Abba 01 Land Alienated, Leased, and Retained in Eastern Division :—
Approximate return showing, laid on Table, 415 .............................................................................. .........

Rents and License Fees :— _ _
Return respecting, recommended by Land Boards and fixed by Minister, 415......................................

Land Business, Districts of Pabkes, Fobbes, and Molong-:—
Return respecting, for years 1885,1886, and 1887, respectively, laid on Table, 580.............................

Refund of Abatements in Rents of Ckown Lessees:—
Adjournment of tho House moved in respect to cases whero appeal has been made and rent reduced, 

586.
CROWN LANDS ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL (LtiFCIZfj) :—

' Motion made (Mr. Qarrett), for Committee of the Whole, 673 ; Standing Orders suspended, 578; 
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, 580; presented (Sir Menry Parkes), read 1 , 586; 
read 2°, passed, committed, reported, report adopted, 587 ; 3° reading moved, and amendment 
proposed to recommit, and negatived, rend 3°, pissed, motion made for Message ^to Council, 
and amendment moved to add words, nnd negatived, Message to Council passed, 595; returned 
without amendment, 626 ; Assent reported, 630.

CROWN LANDS ALIENATION ACT OF 1861 (See “CROWN LANDS”).
CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884 (See "CROWN LANDS”).
CROWN LANDS BILL :—

1 Motion made (Jlfr. Oarreti) for Committee of the Whole, 35 ; House in Committee, Resolution 
agreed to, Message from Governor, 49 ; presented and read 1°, 05 ; motion made for 2° and
debate adjourned, 99 ; Order of the Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 137..........................

Petition phbsented:—
Suggesting certain amendments, 123 ...............................................................................................................

CROWN LANDS BILL (No. 2) :—
Motion made (Mr. Garrett) for Committee of the Whole, 152; House in Committee, 161;

Resolution agreed to, Message from Governor, 162 ; presented and read 1D, 162; motion made 
‘ for 2°, and debate adjourned. 296, debate resumed, and further adjourned, 308, 315, 326, 335, 

338, 349, 357; resumed, read 2°, 361; committed, 362; further considered in Committee, 
373, 374, 381, 390, 398, 417, 437, 442.

Petition from William James Reid and Thomas Shaw :—
Praying that tho 101st clause may be amended, and asking for leave lo appear at Bar of the

House, presented, 303 ; and prayer granted, 404 ..................................................................
Petition of Inhabitants of Moama and Sub rounding Districts :— _ _

Protesting against the Bill and praying that a Bill will be passed enabling the petitioners to obtain
portions of land on which to settle, read by the Clerk, 437 ...........................................................

Petition from the Municipal Council of the Boboucii of Sr. Leonards :—
Praying that clauses 84 to 87 he eliminated or amended in the manner indicated, 462- ................

Petition Selectors of Adaminaby and District:—
* Praying the House to consider certain amendments suggested by them, 500 ......................................

Petition of Municipal Council of Manly,:— _
Praying that clauses 84 to 87 may be eliminated or amended as indicated in the Petition, 50o........

Petition of Residents of the District of Boggabri :—
Fraying that a Court of Appeal should he established, and stating that the present and proposed

Courts of Inquiry does not. meet with approval, 505............................................................................
Petition of Mayor of Boeough of West Maitland :—

Praying the House not to pass the clauses relating to the rescinding reservations of water frontages, 
543 .................................................................................................................................................................

CROWN LANDS PURCHASES VALIDATION BILL:—
Motion made (Jlfr. Garrett) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 17; motion made for 2“— 

amendment carried to refer Bill to a Select Committee, 29 ; report brought up, 468; motion 
made for 2° (as amendei and agreed to in Select Committee) and debate adjourned, 494; read 
2°, committed, reported with amendments, 544 ; recommitted, 547 ; reported with a further 
amendment, 548; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 560; relumed with an amendment 
594; Order efthe Day postponed, 609 ; Council’s amendment agreed to, 627 ; Assent reported 
630.

Petitions referred to Select Committee ;—
1 From the Joachim family, 135.......................................................................................................................

Martin Tully, the younger, 161 ..................... ...............................................................................
Robert Barclay Wallace and James Robert Miller Robertson, 165..........................................
Matthew O’Shanaesy, 208...................................... ■...........................................................................
Alexander Rodgers,'215.......................................................................................................................
John Allen, 232.....................................................................................................................................
Edward Grace, 324.............................................................. ................................................................
Stephen Fennell, 328............................................................................................................:..............
Mary Elizabeth Murphy, 403............................. ..............................................................................

- ■ Patrick Hogan of Randwick, 451............................................. ............. .........................................
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CEOWN LANDS PUKCHASES VALIDATION BILL— (continued)
Select Committee;—

Motion mndo (31r. Garreit) that the recommendation of the Minister for the validation of certain 
conditional purchases bo referred to the Select Committee on the Bill, '142.

Applications for validation of Conditional Purchases, referred to Select Committee, 130.
Papers in reference to Conditional Purchases of tho Joachim Family, referred to the Select 

Committee, 161.
Motion made (Mr. Garrell) that the applications or recommendations for the validation of the 

auction purchases enumerated therein be referred to the Select Committee sitting on the 
Bill, 3!)7. _

Motion made (Mr, Garrett) that the applications or recommendations for the validation of the 
conditional purchases onumorated therein be referred to Select Committee sitting on the Bill, 
397. ■

Name of Mr. Thompson added to, 280.
Case or Kojjeiit Coee at Milton

Papers laid on Table, and referred to Select Committee, 103; leave given to clerk to return papers, 
468.

Selection of Michael Hekbin :—
Petition presented (Mr. Levicn) praying that the case may be referred to the Select Committee,

408.................. ..........................................................................................................................................
CUDGELICO LAKE. (See ''CONSERVATION OF WATER”).
CURRAGUNDI RUN (Seo “ CROWN LANDS”).
CUSTOMS:—

Petition from residents of Broughton Creek, Brogher’s Creek, Broughton Vale, and Kangaroo
Vale, against tho abolition of duties on Farm Produce, presented, 252.......................................

Me. Swift, Custom House Officer, Beewaeeina
Motion made (Mr. Waddell) for papers in connection with dismissal of, 369 j Return to Order

laid on Table, 370 ............................. ...............................................................................................
CUSTOMS REGULATION ACT OF 1879 AND CUSTOMS DUTIES ACT OF 1887:—

Amended Regulations under, laid on Table, 208 ...... ...........................................................................

5
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3

677

881
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D
DAILY “HANSARD” (See “HANSARD”).
DAMS AND WEIRS REGULATION AND REGISTRATION BILL

Motion made (Mr. J. I’. Ablatt) for leave to bring in, 378 j presented and read 1°, 381; Order of 
tho Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 506.

DARLING RIVER (See “BRIDGES”).
DAWES POINT (See “LAND”).
DAYSDALE TANK:— _

Notification of resumption under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, of land in Parish
of Gordon, County of Hume, laid on Table, 415............................................................................

DEAN, MR. THOMAS (See “EDUCATION").
DEATH OF HONORABLE MEMBRE OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY (See “GIBBES, 

FREDERICK JAMISON, ESQ.”)
DEATHS UNDER CHLOROFORM.:—
• Motion made (Mr. Withers) for Return of particulars respecting, 404; Return to Order laid on

Table, 578.............................................................................................................................................
DEBATE (See “ADJOURNMENT").
DEDICATION OF CERTAIN LANDS (See “CROWN LANDS”).
DEDUCTIONS FROM WAGES OF EMPLOYEES FOR MEDICAL ATTENDANCE

Motion made (Mr. Walker) for Select Committee to inquire into practice of contractors, 353 ; 
Return to Order, “ Patients received into Hospitals from Public Work=,” referred to Com
mittee, 462,

DEFENCES
Report of Major-General Sehaw on, of New South Wales, laid on Table, 199 ..............................

Coast and Harboue :—
Correspondence resoecting Major Parrott’s report on, laid on Table, 84..............................................

DEFICIT ACCOUNT (See " FINANCE”).
DENILIQUIN

Fire Brigades Board:—
Report for 1887-8, hud on Tabic, 462............................... ................................................. ....................
Regulations laid on Table, 634 ..................................................................................................................

DENILIQUIN TRAMWAV BILL (See "HAY AND DENILIQUIN TRAMWAY BILL”). 
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES (Soe “CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES”).
DEPUTY SPEAKER :—

Commission to Angus Cameron, Esquire, to administer the Oath of Allegiance to Members, 
reported, read hy Clerk, 19.

Takes Chair, 579.
DESPATCHES

Laid on Table :—
Jubilee Coinage, 5, 356 ..............................................................................................................................
Foreign Deserter’s Act, 1852, 135, 356 .....................................................................................................
Surrender of Fugitive Criminals, 285 ......................................................................................................
Trade in Wheat between Australia and Barcelona, 335,475 ................................!.............................
Divorce Extension Bill of 1887, 344 .....................................................................................................
Position of Chinese in Her Majesty’s Dominions, 344 ..........................................................................
Authenlilieation of Extradition Papers, 352 .........................................................................................
Applications for certificates of competency as masters and mates, 475 .............................................. !
Employment of officers of tlie Royal Navy under Colonial Governmente, 475 .................................. 1
Treaty between China and the United States in reference to Chinese Immigration, 529...................

DESTRUCTION OF RABBITS (See “RABBIT PEST").
DEVONSHIRFj-STREET (Sec " CEMETERY”).
DIAMOND DRILLS (See “MINING”).
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DIBBS, Me.

A Member for Tire Mcrrumbidgee
Declavctl guilt)’ of persistent disorder and removed by Sergeant at Arms from tbe Chamber, 221.

Privilege—Gaiihktt v. Diebs :—
Motion made (.Tfr. J)tbb<) Tlint tbe Crown Solicitor be instructed to defend the acfion of Gan-eft 

v. Dibbs in I bo interest of the Privileges of this House, 326.
DIFFERENTIAL RATES (See ''RAILWAYS”). ■
DISCOVERY OF GOLD (See "MINING-”).
DISEASES (See "VINE DISEASES ACT AMENDMENT BILL”).
DISEASED ANIMALS AND MEAT BILL:—

Motion made (Str Henry Parlces) for Committee of the Whole, 537 ; Message from Governor, 
530; House in Committee, oAS; resolution agreed lo, presented, and read 1°, 514; motion 
made for 2°, and debate adjourned, 547 ; Order of the Day postponed, 560; road 2°, committed, 
609 ; Order of the Dav postponed, 627. *

DISEASES IN SHEEP AND IMPORTED STOCK ACTS :—
Regulations under, laid on Table, 257...................... . ....................

DISORDER.....
Language used reflecting on the Chief Commissioner of Insolvent Estates, now an acting Judge of 

the Supreme Court, ruled out of order—motion moved to dissent from Mr. Speaker's ruling, 
and afterwards withdrawn, 49.

In division—tho Honorable Member for Northumberland, Mr. Walker, “ named ”—motion moved, 
adjudging him guilty of eontompt—bars opened and division lapsod—tbe Honorable Member 
for South Sydney, Mr. Toohcy, “named,” motion made adjudging Mm guilty of contempt, 
and committing him to the custody of Sergeant-at-Arms, and Speaker having ruled that the 
molion was in order, motion made to dissent from ruling, 156; and negatived, and Mr 
Toohey, having apologized, motion of contempt withdrawn, 157.

Use of Language by Mr. Melville, one of the Members for Northumberland, not having been 
apologized for, when called upon by tho Chair, Mr. Melville named "—Mr. Melville withdrew 
words and apologized, 184. ■

Members declared guilt-v of persistent disorder, and removed from the Chamber by the Sergeant
' at-Arms, 220 ("), 221 (').
In Committee—Deputy Chairman reported that tho Honorable Member for Newcastle had crossed 

tbe Chamber and commilied an assault on the Honorable Member for Mudgec, Mr. Haynes. 
Mr, Fletcher removed from Chamber by Sorgeant-at-Arms by direction of Mr. Speaker, and 
motion passed suspending him lor the remainder of tbe sit,ling, 345.

In Committee—Deputy Chairman reported that Mr. McElhono hud used certain words which he 
ns Deputy Chairman bad declared to be disorderly, and required Mr. McElhone to withdraw 
them. This the Honorable Member bad declined to do, remarking, “Now you can do what 
you like,” 479; Mr. McElhone ordered to attend in his place—Sergeant-at-Arms reported 
that be bad failed to find Mr. McElhone—Mr. McElhone committed to the custody of 
Sergeant, and Speaker’s warrant issued, 480; reported as put in execution, 4S3; motions 
made in reference to discharge of the Honorable Member from custody—Mr. McElhono 
admitted to the Bar to mane explanation and apology and discharge authorized—Speaker 
directed Sergeant accordingly, 485, 4S6.

DISSENT FROM MR. SPEAKER’S RULING 
Motion made for, and withdrawn, 49.
Motion made for, and negatived, 4, 24, 25, 15G-7, 5C5.

DISTRESS FOR RENT ABOLITION BILL :—
Motion made {Mr. iValker) for leave to bring in, 70 ; presented and read 1°, SS ; motion made 

for 2°, and negatived, Order of tbe Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 107. 
DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS IN SEMTILL’S ESTATES BILL:—

Motion made {Mr. William Clarke) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 338 ; Order of the 
Day discharged, 349.

DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS IN SEMPILL’S ESTATES BILL (No. 2)
Motion made {Mr. William Clarke) that Order of Leave be read, entry in Votes and Proceed nigs 

read bv Clerk, presented and read 1°, 349 ; road 2°, committed, reported, report adopted, 366; 
read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 373 ; returned with amendments, 398; amendments 
agreed to, 429 ; assent reported, 461.

DISTRICT COURT BAILIFFS :—
Motion made {Mr. Gould) for a return showing tbe names of, and fees received by each during 

18S6 nnd to 30 June. 18S7, distinguishing tbe several services for which the fees were paid, 4S •
Return to Order laid on Table, 492..............................

DISTRICT COURTS ACT OF 1858 .............................................
Annual Returns under 103 section, laid on Table, 521

DISTRICT GOVERNMENT BILL:— .....................................................
Motion made {Sir Henry Parkes) for Committee of the Whole, 1C; House in Committee, 2S; 

Resolution agreed to, 29 ; Message from Governor, 34; presented aud read l0, 65: Order oi 
the Day, postponed, 104, 602.

DIVISIONS :—

VOL. FAGE.

8 067

8 651

2 635

2 735

2 669

Attendances of Members in, and Counts-out......................... .........................
In the House :—

Interrupted by disorder and bars opened. 156.
No Tellers for, 59,140.
Dissent from Mr. Speaker’s Ruling, 25,157, 5G5.
“That tbe Question be now put,” 24 (s), 156, 220, 221, 222, 468, 435. 
Adjournment of Debate, 4, 36, 1-16, 18Li.
Business Days {Sessional Order), 9, 10.
Hour of Meeting of tbe House, 224.
Additional Standing Order (Right of Reply), 23.
Local Option, 24. ’
Franking Members Correspondence on Public Business, 24, 25 F). 
Bankruptcy Bill, 36, 98.
Borough of Balmain Wharves Bill, 41;
Salaries of Civil Servants, 58.
Sale of Intoxicating Drink in the Parliamentary Buildings, 59.
Privilege—Transaction of Business while tbe Premier is not a Member, 76, 
Daily “Hansard,” 89.
Entry in Votes and Proceedings expunged by Order, 90 (;).
Perpetual Trustee Company, 98.
Newcastle Sand-drift Reclamation Act Repeal Bill, 113.
Centenary of tho Colony, 114.

I 653
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DIVISIONS—(continued!) —

In the House—{(WlifircMftZ) :—
Additional Standing Order, No. 5, ]2!1.
Free Ksihvay Passes to Ex-meinbers of the LegislaliTc Assonibly, 129.
Foreign Markeis for Wool and Meat—Appointment of a Commission, 130.
Hay and Deniliquin Tramiray Bill, 145.
Pharmflcoatiea! Society of Ncrv South Wales Incor)roration Bill, 14G, 233.
Purchase by the Government of Land adjoining the Australasian Steam Navigation Company's 

Wharf, Yotn of Censure, 320.
Forfeited Conditional Purchases within leasehold areas (lidcils v. Tearle), 353.
Electoral Act Amendment Bill, I4G.
North Shore, Manly, and Pittwnter Tramway and Kailway Bill, Hfi.
Colony of Australia Bill, 175 (J), 176,
Australasian Naval Force Bill, 186 (a), 187.
Import Duties on Agricultural Products, 233.
Mr. Addison, Stipendiary Magistrate, 234.
Agricultural Societies, 238.
Conservation of Water in Lake Cudgellico and the Lower Lachlan River, SCO.
Government Railway Act Amendment Bill, 56G. »
Chinese Restriction and Regulation Bill, 573,
Property Tas Bill, 574 (s).
The Speaker—Molion in reference to, 579.
Crown Lands Act Further Amendment Bill, 595. .
Criminal Law Amendment Bill, 595.
Electoral Act Amendment Bill, 603.
The Mining Industry (Abolition of Timber Licenses), 608.
Extensinn of Telegraph Lines, 609.
Diseased Animals and Meat Bill, 609.
Divorce Extension Bill, 451,038,
Adjournment of the House, 264.
Totalitator Legalizing Bill, 273.
Postage on Newspapers, 303, 304.
Centenary Celebration Act Amendment Bill No. 2, 288.
Attorney’s Bills of Costs and Practice of Conveyancing Amendment Bill, 320.
Crown Lands Bill (No. 2), 361.
Privilege—Speech made by Mr. Haynes, 365.
Government Railway s Bill, 391,
Postponement of Government Orders of the Dav, 410.
Sydney Hydraulic Power Company’s Bill, 421. ”
Thomas Thompson’s Conditional Purchase made at Moama, 433.

' Tho Chinese,Vote of Censure, 468, 469 (*).
Committal of Member to custody of Sergcant-at-Arms, 480.
Privilege—Discharge of Member from custody of Sergeant-at-Arms, 485 (D, 486.
Land Tax Bill, 501 (s), 586, 593. .
Import Duties on Agricultural Produce and Manufactures, 493, 509.
Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill, 520, 548.
Address of Condolence to Her Imperial Majesty the Empress Victoria, 530, 531.
Privilege—Seat of Joseph Mitchell, Esq , 548.

In Committee ot the Whole :—
Borough of Balmain Wharves Bill, 657, 658.
Municipal Roads and Streets Bill, 658.
Payment of Members of tbe Legislative Assembly (Ueeoluiion), 659.
Bankruptcy Bill, 661, 663, 665, 666, 667 {3), OOS't1), 669, 670, 671 (3), 672 (3), 673, 074,688. 
Centenary of the Colony (ffesoftiticw), 675, 07G (s), v
Government Railways Bill, 676, 677, 678 (D, 679, 680, 681 (-), GS2 (3), 683 (5), 084, 635, 086, 

687 (a), 710 (3), 711 (!).
Inland Waters Fisheries Bill, 689, 600 (2).
Australasian Naval Force Bill, G9L (s).
Public Works Bill, 693, 095, 696 (a), 097 (*).
Eight Hours Bill, 099,
Crown Lands Bill (No. 2), 701, 703, 705, 714, 715.
Vine Diseases Act Amendment Bill, 707.
Sydney Hydraulic Power Company’s Bill, 709.
Chinese Restriction and Regulation Bill, 717, 718, 727.
Municipalities Act of 1807 Amendment Bill (No. 2J, 719.
Bills of Sale Act Amending Bill, 723.
Land Tax Bill, 724 (a), 725, 728, 729 (3), 730 (a).
Crown Lands Purchases Validation Bill, 731.
Property Tax Bill, 741.

In Committee ov Sumy 
General Estimates for 1888;

Executive Council, 713.
That Chairman leave Chair to Eeport Toinl of Order, 713.
Board of Health, 720 (a).

Loan Estimate:
Fortifications, Warlike material, Ac., 743.

Do "Warlike stores, See., 744.
In Committee op Wavs and Meins :

Land Tax (-Resolution), 711, 712.
DIVORCE EXTENSION BILL.

Motion mode (Jlfr. VetM) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 3-14 ; Order of the Day 
postponed, 361; road 2°, committed, 451; reported with amendments, recommitted, re
ported 2° with a further amendment, further roeommittn! negatived and report adopted, 607; 
read 3°, pns=cd, sent, to Council, 513; returned with amendments, 638; motion made to consider 
amendments forthwith and negatived, 638; motion made to consider Council's amendments in 
Committee and withdrawn, 641.

Motion made (Mr. JVeild) for adjournment of the House in order to comment upon tho action of 
the Homo Government in reference to Bill of lust Session, 342.

Despatch respecting, laid on Table, 344 ..................................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Neild) in reference to action of the Homs Government in reference to Bill of 

last Session, and Debate adjourned, 525 j Order of the Day postponed, 573, 60S.

TOL. PAGE.
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PAPERS.
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D
DIVORCE EXTENSION BILL—(confiwiied:) .

Petition preecnted (Mr, Gould) from William Macquarie Cowper, M.A., Commissary of Oic
Bishop of Sydney, against the passing of the Bill, 499.................................................................

Petition presented (lift-. Street) by Ministers of Religion against the Bill, 506..................................
DOCKER, ,1DDOE:— . ,

Motion made (Mr, J. P. Ahbott) for an Address to tho Governor for papers, Ac., relating to claim
for travelling expenses by, 287 ; Return to Address laid on Table, 451......................................

DOYLE, BRISBANE (See " OA KEY PARK COAL-MINING COMPANY’S RAILWAY BILL ”). 
DOYLE, SARAH (See “ OAKEY PARK COAL-MINING COMPANY’S RAHWAY BILL.”) 
DRAINAGE (See ‘‘SEWERAGE j” also “PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON 

PUBLIC WORKS.”) .
DREDGE (See “PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.”) . 
DRILLS (See "MINING” ; also fi STOCK ”).
DRINK COMMISSION (See “COMMISSION”).
DRUMMOYNE PARK WHARF

Motion made (Mr. Carrtitlters) for all leases, tenders, and correspondence relating to leasing of, 122;
Return to Order, laid on Table, 199................................................................................................

DUBBO (See "RAILWAYS”).
DUCKKNFTELD COLLIERY (Sec "MINING").
DUTY (See "FINANCE”).

8 1057
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EASTGROVE

Railway Crossino- to ooseect Gotjlbuen _
Motion made (Mr. Teeee) for papers, 386 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 454 ................................

EDDY, MR. E. M. G..
Correspondence respecting the appointment of, ns Chairman of the Railway Board, laid on Tabic,...................... ................................... ............................................................

EDUCATION (Soe idso “STATraTIOS”)...............................................................
Chablottb Bktinnivo :—

Petition from, that she has served as teacher under tho Department of Public Instruction for 
three years, that through being sent to places where great hardships had to be endured, her 
health was greatly effected, and having applied for removal, her resignation was accepted,
and praying the appointment of a Select Committee, presented, 135 ..............................................

Public iHsntucnov Act :—
Regulations under, laid on Table, C (;) .........................................................................................................
Prosecution under Compulsory Clause, Information respecting, kid on Table, 437............................

Resumbtionb oe Land fob Public School PuRroass:—
Notifications of, laid on Table, 70, 155, 216, 257, 341, 360, 408, 496, 553, 608.....................................

Resujittion of Land foe School PuBroaEs, Parish op Holbswoetiiv —
Motion made (Mr. Gibbet) for all papers in connection with the, 130; Return to Order laid on

Table, 454....................................................................... ................................................................................
Univeesitt of Sfdnet ,

Amended By-laws, kid on Table, 6, 257(s)............................................................................................ .'........
Information respecting examination fees, kid on Table, 348 ...................................................................
Report for 1887, laid on Tabic, 524.......................................................................... .......................................

Me, J. A. Smith, Public School Teacher at Coola Cheek :—
Return to Order (Second Session, 1887), laid on Tablo (cot printed), 6.

Technical :—
Report by Edward Combes, C.M.G., on, laid on Table, 28.........................................................................

Fere Railway Passes to School Children :—
Motion made (Mr. J. P, Abbott) for all minutes and other documents, written or sent by any 

Minister or Officer of the Civil Service, in reference to the Resolution authorizing, passed
last Session, 40; Return to Order, kid on Table, 231 .......................................................................

Cabt. of Thomas Dean ...
Correspondence relating to, summoned at Balmain under the Public Instruction Act, laid on 

Tabic (not printed), 62.
School Attendance Officers ;—

Copies of minutes, inatroctiona, and circulars respecting, kid on Table, 75 ..........................................
Sydney Grammar School—

Report for 1886, kid on Table, 285.................................................................................................................
Report for 1887, laid on Table, 432 ........................................................................................................ .........

Classification op Teachers :—
Motion made (Mr. Frank Famell) for return of information respecting IB and 1A certificates,

361; Return to Order kid on Table, 389 ...........................................................................................
Aoricultural College ;—

Motion mode (Mr. Kethel) for Address to Governor for establishment of, and, by leave, with
drawn, 370.

State Children's Relief Department :—
Report on, for year ended 5th April, 1888, 565..............................................................................................

Public Instruction:—
Report of the Minister on, for the year 1887, laid on the Table, 408; Annex XVII to, 425...........
Information respecting persons employed in Department who have attained the ago of sixty years,

laid on Table, 635 ......................................... ■................................................................................................
Forest Yale School:—

Motion made (Mr. Lyne) for minutes and correspondence in reference to, 429; Return to Order
kid on Tabic, 5G0 ........................................................................................................................................

Resumftion of Properties foe School Purposes, Elizabeth and Castleeragh Streets. 
Motion made (Mr. Withers) for Return showing date, amount of purchase monev, Ac., 463. 

EIGHT HOURS BILL:— ' .
Motion made (Mr. Sche]/) for Committee of the Whole. 36; House in Committee, Resolution 

agreed to, presented and read 1°, 42; Order of the Day postponed, 77, 145, 262; read 2°, 
committed ; no Report from Committee, 342.

ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE (Sec "ELECTORAL”).

971

625

515

517, 519 
501

525 to 545

511

557, 669, 571 
555 
647

229

711

493

673
681

489

753

1

487

503
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BEFBEBNCBS TO THE VOTES AND PROCEBDIK&a, VOE. I—IJTH PAKIIAiCENT—SESSION, 1887-8. rAEBHS.

VOt,

E
ELECTORAL (See also “MINISTERIAL ELECTION BILL”; also “WENTWORTH ELEC

TORATE SUBDIVISION BILL”):—
Paddington :—

Resignation of W. ,1. Trickclfr, Eaq., and issue of Writ reported—Return of Writ, certifying to the 
Return of William Johnston Allen, Esq., reported, 349; Mr. Allen sworn, 253.

Newtown :—
Death of Frederick Jamison Gibbee, Esq., issue and return of Writ, reported, Mr. Joseph Abbott 

sworn, 249.
Resignation of William John Foster, Esq., reported and seat declared meant, 269; issue and 

return of Writ, reported, Mr. Joseph Mitchell sworn, 303.
Wentworth :—

Resignation of W. P, Macgregor, Esq., and issue of writ reported, 1; return of writ certifying to 
election of T. F. De Courcy Browne, certain irregularities in holding the election, and 
proclamation curing the same, reported, 73; Mr. Browne sworn, 76.

Roles :—
For 1887--e, laid on Table, 257
For 1880 to 1888, showing operation of cipansive clauses of Electoral Act of 1884. laid on Table,

369 ..................................  ................................................................................................................
Elections and (Jualitications Committee :—

Speaker’s Warrant laid on Table, 17, 269; maturity reported, 37, 287 ; Members sworn, 37 (7), 
287 ; first meeting appointed, 53; leave given to adjourn sine die, 56, 296.

Seat of iAe Ifonora&le Bernhard Ringrose Wise, Require.
Motion made (Mr. Bibbs) to refer, whether he has since his election accepted an office of emolu

ment in having accepted a fee of fifty-five guineas from the Commissioner for Railways, in
contravention of the 2Sf,b section of the Constitution Act, 53; Report brought up, 65............

Seat of John Haynes, Require.
Motion made (Mr. Melville) to refer, whether it has not and is not now vacant by reason of his 

becoming a bankrupt or an insolvent debtor, and negatived, 145.
Seat of Joseph Mitchell, Esquire.
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) to refer seat to, in consequence of alleged corrupt practices at the 

last election, and negatived, 548. :
Election Betition—Paddington—Hellmrieh v. W. J, Alien.
Mr. Speaker laid on Table Election Petition from Charles Hellmrieh, alleging that at some 

polling booths votes were declared informal which, were not informal and should have been 
counted for Petitioner, that the ballot papers were wrongly counted at some of the polling 
booths, that Mr. W. J. Allen was declared duly elocted, and praying that Mr. Allen’s 
election be declared null and void, that a scrutiny of the ballot papers be made by the 
Committee of Elections and Qualifications, and that your Petitioner may be declared duly
elected—Petition referred to Committee, 269; Report brought up, 296 ............ .....................

Act :—
Motion made (Mr. Sehey) for amendment so as to give the franchise to members of the Police 

Eorcc, Permanent Artillery, and to all other adult males who shall not be otherwise under 
disability, and withdrawn, 25.

Namoi District :—
Motion made (Mr. Bangar) for a return showing entire revenue from, under Crown Lands, 

Mining Leases and Licenses, Miners’ Rights and Timber Licenses, 41.
Sr. Leonards :—

Resignation of Sir Henry Parkes os a Member for, reported—seat declared vacant, 73 ; issue and 
. return of writ reported—Sir Henry Parkes sworn, 87.

Central Cumbesland :— * .
Resignation of A. II. McCulloch, jun., Esq., reported,—scat declared vacant, 222, 419 ; issue and 

return of Writ reported, 249, 463; Mr. A. II, McCulloch, jun., sworn, 253 ; David Buchanan 
sworn, 463.

Resignation of Varney Parkes, Esq., reported,—seat declared vacant, 311 ; issue and return of 
Writ, reported, 339 ; Mr. John Nobbs sworn, 342.

ELECTORAL ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr. Haynes) for leave to bring in, 17 j presented and read 1“, 35 ; Order of tin 

Day postponed, 77; motion made for 2° and negatived, Order of tho Day discharged and 
Bill withdrawn, 146.

Motion made (Sir Henry Parkes) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 592 ; rood S3, com 
mitted, 603.

ELECTORATES OF THE G-WYDIR AND IN VEBELL BOUNDARIES AMENDMENT BILL 
Motion made (Afr. Moore) for leave to bring in, presented and road 1°, 484.
Petitions from residents of Little Plain, near Inverell, in favour of the passing of the Bill, 585 

ELECTRIC CARS (See “TRAMWAYS"). '
ELECTRIC LIGHT (See also “PARLIAMENT”)

The “Gulcheb” Machine:—
Motion made (Mr. Thompson) for all letters, correspondence, &o., relating to, purchased by

Telegraph Department. 147 ; Returns to Order, laid on Table, 231, 273 .............................
Apparatus Puhcuabed hy Government :—

Motion made (Mr. Wall) for return of, giving dates of purchase, time of delivery, and authority 
of purchase, and whether in use, 267.

Macquarie Lighthouse :—
Motion made (Mr. Wall) for corrrespondonce between Colonial Architect and the Superintendent

of Telegraphs, 267 ; Return to Order, laid on Table. 543 ..................... ....................
ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL (See “SYDNEY AND SUBURBAN ELECTRIC LIGHTING 

BILL").
ELIZABETH AND CASTLEREAGH STREETS PROPERTY (See “EDUCATION 
ELLIS DR. (See “ RABBIT PEST”).
EMERY, MR. G-. H. (See “CIVIL SERVICE’').
EMERY V. BARCLAY (Sec “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE").
EMPLOYERS LIABILITY ACT AMENDMENT BILL :—

Motion made (Mr. Garrard) for leave to bring in, 4/0.
EMPLOYES (See “RAILWAYS"; also “TRAMWAY'S”).
EMPRESS VICTORIA OF GERMANY (See “ADDRESS”).
ENDOWMENT TO MUNICIPALITIES:—

Opinione of Attornevs-Gencral in years 1876 and 1888 on, laid on Table, 642.............................
ENGINES (See “RAILWAYS").
ENGINE-SEEDS (Soe “RAIDWAYS").

EAGE.

921

,903

891

1191, 1197

1199

273
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ESSEX-STREET AL1GXMEXT BILL:—
Motion macie (Mr. Garrett) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 43V ; read 2°, committed, 

reported without amendment, report adopted, 3G1; read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 367, 
ESTIMATES (See “ ITNAKCE ”).
EVANS COMBINATION TKtJCK (Sob “RAILWAYS”).
EXAMINATION FEES See (“ UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY”).
EXAMINER OB’ ACCOUNTS (See “ASSISTANT-EXAMINER OF ACCOUNTS”). 
EXAMINEE OP COAL-FIELDS,

Keport of, on charfrea mode against him in tho Legislative Assembly, laid on Table, 273 ..............
EXAMINERS OF TITLES (See “ CIVIL SERVICE”).
EXCLUSION OF STRANGERS 

Sessional Order passed, 12.
EXHIBITION (See ‘'ADELAIDE JUBILEE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION"; also, 

CENTENNIAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, MELBOURNE”). 
EXPENDITURE;— .

Statement of, on National and Local Works in the Colony, from I860 to 1S8C, laid on Table, 28.,, 
Statement of Annual, of Colony during JS81 to 1880, and the actual and estimated during 1887 ;

also population and rate per head, laid on Table, 219 ..................................................................
Statement of Annual, of Colony on account of Loan Services during 1881 to 1S86, and the actual

and estimated, during 1887, the population and rato per head, laid on Table, 219 ...................
EXPLANATORY TESTRACTS:—

Of Sums Estimated and Voted....................................................................... ...........................................
EXPORTS (See “ STATISTICS’').
EXPLOSIVE GAS (Sec “ MINING ”)
EXPLOSIVES:— , .

Amended Ratos and Charges for Lightering, Delivering, and Storing laid on Table, £80.................
EXPUNGED ENTRY

By Order of Assembly, 90.
Speaker states course intended to bo pursued to record,—motion made to instruct Speaker as 

to entry in Votes and Proceedings, 91.
EXTRADITION PAPERS _

Despatch respecting authentication of, laid on Table, 352 .................................................................

8

8

3

3

3

8

8

217

1231

495

503

851

1207

1067

F
FACTORIES AND WORKSHOPS REGULATION BILL:—

Received irorn Legislative Council, read l0; printed, 614'; Order of tho Day postponed, 619. 
PARIS AND FREIGHTS (See “RAILWAYS”).
FARM PRODUCE (See “AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS”). -
PARNELL, MR. J. S., M.P.

Leave of Absence granted to, 437.
EKES (See “CIVIL SERVICE”; also'• UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY”).
PENDING (See also “CROWN LANDS”; al-o, "CROWN LANDS ACT FURTHER AMEND

MENT BILL"):—
Notification of further amendment of Section 5 of Schedule of Classes, under the Crown Lands

Act, laid on Table, 40,199, 613 .....................................................................................................
FENNELL, STEPHEN (See “ CROWN LANDS PURCHASES VALIDATION BILL”), 
FERGUSON, DAVID A., ESQ., M.P.

Leave of Absence granted to, for four neeks, 17, 112.
EERGUSSON, MR. GEORGE ROBERT EDWARD (See “ CROWN LANDS”).
FERRIES:—

Government :—
Motion made (Mr. Roicen) for abolition of Tolls and Dues on, COS.

FEVER, OUTBREAK OF, AT GLENDUART, MORUYA:-
Motion made (Mr. Lal-eman) for all papers relating to, 519; Return to Order, laid on Table,578. 

FIELD OF MARS COMMONS
Returns to Order ((Second Session of 1887), laid on Table, 103, 432 .............................................. .

FINANCE (Seealso, “PROPERTY TAX BILL,” and “LAND TAX BILL”; also “FINANCE ”):— 
Revenue, Receipts, and Expenditure:—

Abstracts for Q,uarter ended 30th June, 1883, laid on Table, 561.
Receipts and Evpendituke ;—

Statement of, together with the Auditor General’s Report thereon for I8SG, laid on Table, 2 ......
Do do do for 1887, laid on Table, 563 ..

Bank EiAmTiiTiES and Assets :—
For tho Quarter ended 30th June 1887, laid on Table 5 ....................................................................

Do 30th September, 1887, laid on table, 135..........................................................
Do 31st March, 1888, laid on Table, 475 .............................................................

Banking, Land, Bcixdtng, and Investment Companies :—
General Suniinary for Quarter ended 31st March, laid on Table, 475..................................................

Supply:—
Committee of, Sessional Order passed, 11.
Motion made (Mr. Burns) for House to go into Committee, 17-1, 293, 345, 409, 433, 452, 47C, 480, 

544, 548, 553, 554, 610, 613, 619.
House in Committee, 201, 242, 293, 345, 409, 433,452,470, 480, 544, 548, 553, 534, 610, 613, 619, 
Resolutions reported, £01, 242, 295, 345, 409, 490, 553. 619.
Resolutions agreed to, 201, 242, 295, 343, 409, 480, 553, 625.

Wats and Means :—
Committee of. Sessional Order passed, 11.
Motion made (.Mr, Bums) for House to go into Committee, 174', 295, 346, 409, 430, 481, 501, 554. 

561, 627.
[ House in Committee, 201 (Financial Statement), 229, 234, 241, 242, 247, 295, 34G, 409. 430, 481, 

501, 554, 561,627. ’ '' ' '
Resolutions reported, 242, 248, 203, 346, 409, 430, 481, 554, 661, 627.
Resolutions agreed to. 242, 218. 29o, 346. 409, 430, 481, 554, 501, 027.
Estimates for 1883 (Afr. Burns) laid op Tilble, 201, GET ‘

5 5S3, 587,639

2 239

6 827

3 509
3 657

3 843
3 845
3 847

3 849
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BEFEEENCBS TO TUB VOTES AXD FROCKEDINOS, VO'f.. I—13TH I>ARMAMENT—SESSION, 18S7-8,

P
FINANCE—(fioniin tted) :—

Expenditubb on National and Local Works :—
SUitemunfc of, in tho Colonj, from 18G0 to 188G, laid on Tabic, 28......................................................

Import Duties on Aoricultural Products:—
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) that it is desirable to encourage the agricultural interest by imposing 

import duties on grain, beans, peas, barley, oats, hay, cball, flour, meal, bran, pollard, sharps, 
and potatoes, and Debate adjourned, 169 ; negatived, 233.

Petition presented (Mr. Copeland) representing that Hie farming industry is in a deplorable'
condition, and praying the House to grant relief, rend by the Clerk, 492....................................

Petition presented (Mr. Copdand'j from farmers of Inverell, in favour of specilic duty on grain, 492 
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) for moderate import, duties on, and on all articles which can be 

locally manufactured, and the Question not having been put at 7 o’clock, Government business 
took precedence, 493; Order of the Day postponed, 506; Debate resumed and Question 
negatived, 509.

Petition presented (Mr. Cron elf) in favour of, and praying the House to pass Mr. Copeland’s
Resolutions, 496............................................................................................... ...................................

Petition presented (Mr. Copeland) from farmers, agriculturalists, and labourers of Central New 
England, praying for the imposition of import duties on agricultural productions that can be
grown in the Colony, and read by tho Clerk, 605 .......................................................................

Petition presented (Mr. Eaa'ny) from Public Meeting, held at Tatham, in favour of, 519................
Estimates :—

Message No. 14 (Mr. jBttrm) recommending accompanying for 18S8, and Supplementary for 1887,
and previous years, laid on Table, 200......................................................................................................................

Ways and Means for 1888 (Mr. (Barns) laid on Table, 201, 613 ........................................................................
Schedule to, for 1888, showing total remuneration of all Public Odicers,.laid on Table, 228 .............
Mr, Speaker ruled as properly before the House, notwithstanding that the Salaries shown were' 

lower than those provided for by the Civil Service Act, 433. I
Mr. Speaker ruled that Schedules A, B, C, were not open for discussion, as they were already 

provided for by Act of Parliament, 433.
Mr, Speaker declined to overrule the decision of Deputy Chairman in reference to words used by 

Mr. McEUione in Committee of Supply, 452.
Message No. 56 (Mr. Jinrus) asking for Return of that portion of the Estimatos-in-Cbief having

reference to the Colonial Secretary’s Department, 491 ...................................................................................■
Message No. 66, recommending accompanying Amended Estimates for Departments under control

of Colonial Secretary, 545 ...............................................................................................................................................
Message No. 73 (Mr. Murne) recommending accompanying Eurther Supplementary for 1887 and

• Additional for 1888, laid on Table, 610 ................................................................................................................
Message No. 74 (Mr. Jhirnf) recommending accompanying Further Additional for 1888, laid on

Table, 610 .................................................................................................................................. ........................................
Message No. 75 (Mr. (Burns) recommending accompanying Additional Estimate on Account of

Repayment of Loans, laid on Table, 610...............................................................................................................j
Message No. 76 (Mr. Burns) recommending accompanying Loan Estimates for 1888, laid on

Table, 610.......................................   i
Explanatoev Abstracts :— I

Of sums estimated and voted ..................................................................... I
Financial Statement :— j

Made by Mr. Burns, 201, 361, 610.
Accounts

Deficit for 1886 and previous years, laid on Table, 208 ........ ...............................................................................
Annual Expenditure of Colom, during 1881-6, mid the actual and estimated Expenditure during

1887, showing population and rate per head, laid on Table, 210 ...............................................................
Annual Expenditure of Colony, during 1881-6, on Loan Services, and the actual and estimated

Expenditure during 1887, showing population and rate per head, laid on Tablo, 219.................. '
Statement of Consolidated Revenue Fund for 1888, laid on Table, 219........................... . ..........................'
Return showing the Amounts due by the Consolidated Revenue Fund to tho Loan Funds and1

Trust Funds on 30 April, 1888, iaid on Table, 538 ........................................................................................1
Adjournment of tho House moved to consider statement of Treasurer in reforeneo to the Public 

Accounts, 561. !
Financial Policv or tub Government—Vote of Censure :— I

Motion made (Mr. (Dibbs) that Financial Policy of the Government is unsatisfactory, amendment 
moved confining the question to such of the financial proposals of the Government as refer 
to the reduction of the Civil Service Salaries, and debate adjourned, 208 ; debate resumed 
and further adjourned, 210, 216 ; debale resumed, disorder arose, and fourteen members 
removed from the Chamber, 220, 221 ; amendment and original motion negatived, 222, 

Ihtort Dutv on Timuer:— [
Petition from Proprietors of Saw Mills that if the reduction of the duty be carried, the Colonial

trade will be crippled, and praying that the reduction be not sanctioned, 240...................................1
Inscribed Stock Act of 1883:— I

Fifth Report on the Creation Inscription and issue of Stock under, laid on Tabic, 257......................... ’
Proposed new Tariff :—

Petition from residents of Broughton Creek, Brogher’s Creek, Broughton Vale, and Kangaroo 
Valley, against the abolition of the Customs Duties on Farm Produce, preseutod and read by
the Clerk, 252........................................................................................................................................................................

Loan of Inscribed Stock :—
Correspondence by Cable in reference to floating of, laid on Table, 420 .....................................................

Road Trusts Accounts :—
Half-year ending 30th Juno and 31st December, 1837, laid on Table, 505 ................................................

Assistant Examiner of Accounts, Treasury :—
Return respecting applications for position of, laid on Table, 024 .................... ...................................

FINANCIAL BUSINESS
Ministerial Statement made by Sir Henry Parkes, 405, 501. 

FIRE BRIGADES ACT. ' ‘
Goulbubn Board

Report for 1887, laid on Table, 302 .......................................
Tam worth Board :—

Regulation of, laid on Table, 6, 5“S........................................
Metropolitan Board:—

Report for 1887, laid on Table, 378.......................................
Desilicjutn Board ;—

Report for 1887-8, laid on Table, 462 ..................................
Regulations, laid on Table, 634 ..............................................
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FISHERIES '(See also “ INLAND WATERS FISHERIES BILL”)
Report on, by the Commissioners, up to 31st December, 1886, laid on Table, 223 ..........................

Mr Oliver, late Inspector :—
Motion made (MV. JJatwon) for papers connected with removal of, 303 ; Return to Order, kid on

Table, 442 ........................................................................................................................................
FITZROY WATERFALLS _

Flan of forty-five portions of Crown Lands situated near the village of Yarrunga at, measured for
sa(c, kid on Table, 228 ............................. ......................................................................................

FLETCHER, .TAMES, ESQ., M.P.
A Member tor Newcastle :—

Removed from Chamber by Serveant-at-Arms, by direction of Mr. Spealtcr, and suspended for the 
remainder of the Sitting, ior assaulting Mr. Haynes, a Member for Mudgce, 845.

FORBES (See also “RAILWAYS,” “ MUNICIPAL”; also PUBLIC BUILDINGS” ; also CROWN 
LANDS”): —
Motion made (MV. Slolces) for papers in connection with Special Audit of Municipal Accounts,

325 ; Return to Order, kid on Tablo, 334*....................................................................................
FORCES (Sbe “MILITARY”).
FOREIGN DESERTERS ACT, 1852 — __

Despatches respecting, kid on Table, 135, 356 .....................................................................................
FOREIGN MARKETS FOR, WOOL AND MEAT 

Appointment op a Commission :—
Motion made (Mr. Waddell) for, to obtain all possible information to assist in opening up 120 

and negatived, 130.
FORESHORES OF SYDNEY HARBOUR 

Dr. Bottrklt.’s Claiji to :— '
Motion made (Mr. Li/nc) for oil papers connected with, 40 ; Return to Order, kid on Table, 18o. 

FOREST BRANCH (See “MINING”).
FOREST A7ALE SCHOOL (See “EDUCATION”).
FORESTS (See “STATE FORESTS AND FOREST RESERVES.”)
FORFEITED CONDITIONAL PURCHASES (See “CROWN LANDS")
FORMAL BUSINESS:— •

Sessional Order passed, 10,
FORMATION OF STREET, NORTH OF THE GENERAL POST OFFICE :—

Message from His Excellency tho Governor recommending that provision be made for, 383. 
Motion made (Mr. lioherl-i) for Committee of the Whole to consider Resolutions, 390; Order of 

the Day postponed, 410 ; ’House in Committee, 416, 479, 484, 487.
Motion made (Mr. Ibii.s) for plan showing proposed now street, and also Mr. Dibbs's proposed 

alteration, 454; Return to Order, laid on Tabic («i ttn exhibit only), 602.
Correspondence and Papers respecting, kid on Table, 484 .................................................................

FOSTER, GEORGE (See “ CROWN LANDS").
FOSTER, WILLIAM JOHN ESQ,., M.P.

Resignation of, as a Member lor Newtown, reported, and seat declared vacant, 269.
FRANKING MEMBERS CORRESPONDENCE (See “POSTAL").
FRAUD, ALLEGED (See “STAMP DUTIES ACT” ; also “RAILWAYS").
FRKDER1CKTON

Public Whaep at, Macixay Rivhr :— _ _ _ _ _
Notification of resumption under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, of land in parish of

Kempscv, county of Gordon, kid on Table, 432 ..........................................................................
FREE PASSES (See “RAILWAYS”).
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY (See “ BY-LAWS ” ; also “ SYDNEY FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY ”). 
FRENCH MILITARY POSTS (See “NEW HEBRIDES”).
FRIDAY (See “ADDITIONAL SITTING DAY”).
FRIEZE WORK (See “TELEPHONES.”)
FRUIT GROWING :—

Petition from New South Wales Fruitgrowers Union that they have agreed upon certain principles 
for the protection of the industry, which they pray should be embodied in an Act, presented,
127................................................................... •'....................................................................................

FUEL BILL;—
Motion made (MV. Alfred Allen) for Committee of the Whole, 40 j Order of the Day postponed, 58, 

107; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, 253 ; presented and read 1°, 203; Order of the 
Day postponed, 353, 425, 476, 598. ,

FUGITIVE CRIMINALS:— _
Despatch in reference to surrender of, kid on Table, 285 ................................................................. .

8 1069

2 123

201

2 279

8 1181, 1183

3 885

4 1341

4 1123

3 1049

8 1185

8 1281

G
GAOLS (See also “ ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE")

PAMAMATTA :—
Notification of resumption, under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, of land in parish ol

Fiold of Mars, required for extension of, kid on Tablo, 231 ......................................................
GARRARD, JACOB, ESQ., M.P. :—

Appointed Chairman of Committees for tho day only, 359, 363, JRS. _
Appointed with three others to act temporarily as Chairman of Committees in the absence of the 

Member appointed to that ofiiec, 389.
Mr. Speaker calls on, to act as Deputy Chairman for the day only, 403, 425, 432, 468, 484, 493, 

500, 613, 538, 543.573.
GARRETT, THE HON. THOMAS, M.P. (See also " TERALBA COAL MINING RESERVE ”) 

Resignation of, as Minister for Lands, 613.
PniVILEGB—Garrett v. Dibbs:—

Motion made (Mr. Dibbi) that the Crown Solicitor be instructed to defend the action Garrett v. 
Dibbs in the interests of the privileges of this House, and negatived, 326.

MivmtAL Lamps iiklp by :—
Return respecting, iaid on Table, 578..................................................................................................

GARSED MR. JOHN:—
Motion made {Mr. Hurleti) for letters addressed to the Attorney-General, on 8th June and 21st 

July, with the reply dated 14th Septemoer, 1887, 131; Return to Order, kid on Table, 185... 
GARYAN, MR.:— ‘

A Mkalsku for Edun :—
Declared guilty of persistent disorder and removed by the Sergeant-at-Arms from the Chamber, 220,

4

8

8
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GENERAL BUSINESS
Sessional Order passed, as to precedence of, 10,
Notices of Motions postponed in a bunch, 162, 208, 242, 24S, 48f.
Notice of Motion postponed, 602.
Orders of the Bay postponed in a bunch, 248, 487.

GENERAL POST OFFICE (See " POSTAL”).
GHINNY GHINNY:—

Whaep over Manning- Rivie :—
Notification of resumption under Lauds for Public Purposes Acquisition Act of land in Parish of

Clidal, County of Macquarie, laid on Table, 475 ..........................................................................
GIBBES, FREDERICE JAMISON, ESQUIRE i—

Death of the Honorable Member for Newtown reported, 249.
GIPPS, Me. E. B.

Letter, dated 5th July, 1888, as nn Appendix to Return respecting Kenny Hill and Pott’s Hill
Reservoir Schemes, laid on Table, 578........ ... . ..............

GLEBE ISLAND ABATTOIRS ”
Petition, Municipal District Council of Leichhardt, for the abolition of, presented, 16 ..................

GLENDUART, MORUYA1 
Outbreak op Fbveh :—

Motion made {Mr, Laheman) for copies of all papers relating to, 519 ; Return to Order, laid on 
Table, 578 ..............................

GLENTHORNE :—(See “ROADS”). ..........................................................................................
GOLD MINING (See “MINING").
GOULBURN (See also “SAINT SAVIOUR’S GLEBE LAND LEASING BILL”; also 

“ RAILWAYS ”):—
Report of Fire Brigades Board for 1887, laid on Table, 302 ..............................................................

GOULBURN AND TUENA TRAMWAY BILL
Petition presented {Mr. Stevenson) for leave to bring in, 492 ; leave given, presented and read 1°, 

498; referred to Select Committee, 500 ; Report brought up, 523; Order of the Day 
postponed, 585; motion made for 2°, and debate adjourned, 599; Order of the Day
postponed, 628 ................................................. . ' .........

GOULD, ALBERT JOHN, ESQ,., M.P.
Speaker's Warrant appointing, ns Member of Elections and Qualifications Committee, laid on 

Table, 269 ; maturity of Warrant reported and Member sworn, 287.
Added to Standing Orders Committee, 280.
Appointed temporarily with three others to act as Chairman of Committees in the absence of the 

Member appointed to that office, 389. I
Mr. Speaker calls on to act as Deputy Chairman of Committees for the Day only, 420, 437, 454,' 

476, 519, 565.
GOVERNMENT (Sen also " TRAMWAYS ”)

Motion made {Mr. Garvan) for adjournment of tho House in reference to cortnin actions of, and 
Point of Order raised, That notice did not state “ a definite matter” of public importance. 
Mr. Speaker pointed out that, by a previous decision of the House, be bad been relieved of thej 
responsibility of deciding tho point, which should have been taken before the motion was! 
stated, 635 ; motion negatived, 635.

Asylums (See “ ASYLUMS”).
Businrss :—

Precedence of, Sessional Order passed, 10.
Do. after 7 o’clock on Friday (additional day), 103, 123, 140, 166, 234-.
Do. after 7 o’clock- on Tuesday, 408, 422, 433,452, 4-76, 493,603, 525, 543,561, 580,609,

Orders postponed in a bunch, 417, 430, 463, 468, 487, 502, 509, 628. ,
Elkcteic Light Aitakatus Purchased by :— *

Motion made (Mr. JVall) for return, giving dates of purchase, time of delivery, Ac., and authority 
of purchase, and whether in use, 267. "

Printing Otfioe :—
Annual Return to Order, for 1887 (Session 1883-4), laid on Table, 302..............................................
Motion made (Ifr, /''rani: Smith) for return in reference to private work done at Government

Printing Office, 600; Return to Order laid on Table, 515 ...........................................................
Premises rented ry :—

Further Return to Order (Second Session 1887), laid on Table, 191.............. ....................................
Purchase by, or Lind adjoining the Australasian Steam Navigation Cojitany’s Wharf :— 

Motion made (Mr. Melville) for a Select Committee to inquire into and report upon, Committee
appointed by ballot, 29 ; Report brought up, 305 ...................................................................... .

Motion made (Jfr. D/iiv), That the evidence of the Select Comiuittco discloses injudicious and 
unsatisfactory administration by the Government, and that the amount paid was in excess of its 
value, 329.

Correspondence respecting, hud on Table, and referred to Select Committee, 51 ..............................
Purchase ey, op Australasian Steam Navigation Company’s Wharf:—

Motion made (Mr. Triekett) for all claims, correspondence, valuations, &c, connected with, 136;
Return to Order, laid on Tablo, 191 ..............................................................................................

Savings Bank :—
Statement of Accounts for 1887, 356 .....................................................................................................

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Message from Governor, 539 ; motion made (Sir Henry Parkes) for Committee of the Whole, 546 ; 

House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented, and road 3°, 561; read 2°, 
committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 567; read 3°, passed, 573 ; sent 
to Council, 574 ; returned without amendment, 593 ; Assent reported, 619.

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS BILL
Motiou made (Sir Henry Parlees) for Committee of tho Whole, 36 ; House in Committee, 

resolution agreed to, 29; Message from Governor, 35; presented and read 1°, 52; motion 
made for 2 , and debate adjourned, 104; resumed and further adjourned, 115; resumed, 
read 2°, and committed, 119; further considered in Committee. 123, 336; reported with 
amendments, 136 ; recommitted, 152 ; further considered in Committee, and reported 2°, withl 
further amendments, 162; recommitted and reported 3°, with further amendments, 201; 
report adopted, 225 ; Order of the Day postponed, 240 ; road 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 
258; returned with amendments, 378; amendments agreed to, disagreed to, amended and 
agreed to. Message to Council, 390; Council does not, insist on amendment, but proposes 
one in lieu thereof, agrees to Assembly’s amendment an Council's amendmeni, insists on 
amendment, and does not insist on amendment, 417; motion made for consideration in 
Committee of the Whole of Message, and amendment, moved (Mr. J)ibbs)t and negatived, to lay. 
Bill aside, 425; Speaker ruled amendment of Connell did not infringe on Assembly’s nglits,l 
426; further considered, agrees to amendment, and does not insist upon disagreement to! 
amendment, Message to Council, 425 ; Assent reported, 461. - I
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GOYERNOR
Message from, delirered by Usber of the Black Rod, 1, 642.
Opening Speech, 2 ; Address in Reply, 3, 4; Answer to Address, 5.
Prorogation Speech, 643.

“GRACE, EDWARD” (Sec “CROWN IARDS PURCHASES VALIDATION BILL”).
" GRADY, CORNELIUS” (See “CROWN LANDS”).
GRAFTON (See “ELECTORAL”).
GRAFTON SCHOOL OF ARTS TRUSTEES ENABLING BILL: —

Petition presented (Afr. See) for leave to bring in, 174 ; leave given, presented and read 1°, 1 SI ;
referred to Select Committee, 185 ; Report brought up, 224; Order of the Day postponed, 325, 2
369 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 507; Order of tho 
Day postponed, 593, 628. ■

GRAIN (Sea “AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS”).
GRANT, ALEXANDER OGILYIE (See “ HUNTER-STREET, NEWCASTLE, EXTENSION 

BILL”).
GRANTS (See " ORIGINAL GRANTS OF LAND BOUNDARIES BILLsee also “ ROADS”). 
GRANVILLE (See “ RAILWAYS”).
GRATUITIES (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
GREAT NORTHERN AND NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAYS (See “RAILWAYS”).
GREVILLE (See “TERALBA COAL-MINING RESERVE”).
“GULOHER” MACHINE (See “ELECTRIC LIGHT”).
GUNNEDAH (See also “ROADS” ; also “BY-LAWS ”)

OSRIC-STBEET:—
Motion made (Jfr. Goodwin) for all correspondence respecting the flooding of, by a railway drain,

with all reports, plans, &c., relating to same, 22 ; Return to Order, laid on Tablo, 122 ........... 6
“ GUTHRIE,” S.S.

Return respecting Chinese passengers bv, laid on Table, 454 .............................................................. 2
GUYRA (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
GWYDIR ELECTORATE (See “ELECTORATES OF THE GWYDIR AND INVERELL BOUN

DARIES AMENDMENT BILL”).

PArEBS.

PAOE.
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H
“ HANSARD” :—

Daily :—
Motion made (Mr, Carmlhers) for adoption of Report from Select Committee of last Session, and 

negatived, 88.
Shobthakd Wbitikg Services :— _ _ _ _

Motion mode (Mr. Walker) fora Return showing amount paid for, in connection with Commissions 
and Boards of Inquiry since 1st January, 18S6, and the number and name of Commissions 
and Boards of Inquiry attended bv staff of, 232.

HARBOURS (See also " 1’ARLIAMBNTAliY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS"). 
Trusts :—

Motion made (Mr, 3Iarlin) that tho Government should immediately resume the whole of the 
wharf and foreshores requisite at Port J ackson and at Port Hunter, Newcastle, with a view to 
form, with large powers, and by leave withdrawn, 59.

Defence :—
Correspondence respecting Major Parrott’s Report on Coast and, laid on Tablo, 84..........................

And Rivers Department:— _
Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for return of officers, length of service and pay, and the 

number of articled pupils and their rates of pay, 500; Return to Order, laid on Table, 635...
HARDEN RAILWAY STATION ,

Motion made I Ifr. Gordon) for return of goods and passenger traffic, and revenue and expenditure 
at, 294 ; Return to Order iaid on Table, 33S..................................................................................

HARRISON JOHN (See “CROWN LANDS”).
HASS ALL, MR.

Mbmrbb fob the Gwtdib :—
Declared guilty of persistent disorder and removed by the Sergeant-at-Arms from the Chamber, 220.

HAUGHTON AND PALMER (See “MINING”).
HAY AND DENILIQ.UIN TRAMWAY BILL

Petition presented (Mr. 11, F. Wilkinson) to proceed with Bill under Goth Standing Order, 21 ; 
presented and read 1°, 23 ; motion made lor 2°, and debate adjourned, 77 ; debate resumed 
and 3° negatived, 145.

HAYNES, JOHN, ESQUIRE, M.P.
Motion made (Mr. Melnille) to refer to Elections and Qualifications Committee, to report whether 

the Scat of, as a Member for Mnrlgee, has not and is not now vacant by reason of bis becom
ing a bankrupt or insolvent debtor, and negatived, 145 j 

A Member fob Mudgee :—
Assaulted whilst addressing the Chair by Mr. Fletcher, 345.

Pri vilege :— “

Mr. Melville called attention to speech reported in the Australian Star and moved that the state
ment be read by tho Clerk, 364: Statement read by the Clerk, and motion made (Mr. 
Melville) censuring tho Honorable Member, and negatived, 365.

HEALTH BOARD (Sen “RABBIT PEST”; also “TYPHOID FEVER”).
HELLMKTCff, MR. CHARLES (See “ELECTORAL”).
HERltEN, MICHAEL (See “CROWN LANDS PURCHASES VALIDATION BILL”).
HOGAN, PATRICK (See “ CROWN LANDS PURCHASES VALIDATION BILL”).
HOLDSWORTHY (See "EDUCATION”).
HOMER US IT (Soe “ RAILWAYS ’’).
HOPKINS, W. A. (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
HORSES (See “ TELEGRAPHS ”).
HOSPITALS :—

Patients beoeivid into, teosi Pddltc Works :—
Return to Order (Second Session 1887), hud on Table, 6; referred to Select Committee on

“ Deductions from wages of employes for medical attendance,” 402 ..........................................
Prince Alfred :—

' Motion made (Mr. Hassall) for all correspondence between the University and W. C. Wilkinson, 
Esq., M.P., relative to appointment of Pathologist or Physician to, 231: Return to Order, 
laid on Table, 257 ............................................................................................................................
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H
HOUR OP MEETING (See "ASSEMBLY”).
HOUSES OP PARLIAMENT (Soe "PARLIAMENT”).
HULBERT, THE REV. DANIEL P.M. :—

Petition from, that for 39 j-ears he tvas in the direct pay of Her Imperial Majesty and for over 30 
years occupied tho position of Stipendiary Pastor in Goulburn Church District, but has not 
received the revenues of the office, and praying tho appointment of a Select Committee for
investigation, presented, 144.............. ..................................... ........................................................

Petition presented from, in opposition to the Church of England Property Bill, 5G0 ......................
HUNTER RIVER DISTRICT (See “CASTINGS EOR HUNTER RIVER DISTRICT”). 
HUNTER-STREET NEWCASTLE EXTENSION BILL

Petition presented (Mr. Fletcher) for leave to bring in, 28“; leave given, presented, and read
1°, 294 i referred to Select Committee, 308; report brought up, 429 ......................................

Petition presented (Mr. Ellis) Ratepayers of Newcastle in favour of passing, 325 ..................... .
Petition presented {Mr, Ellis) Rev. Sydney Calvert Jackson Grime, Prances his wife, William 

_ Howard Gxeenway, and Charles Swectlend against the Bill or to restrict the provisions of, 325 
Petition presented {Mr. Hassall) from Alexander Ogilvie Grant, of Parramatta, against the Bill

as it stands, 369 ..................................................................................................................................
Petition presented (Mr. Ifassall) Alexander Ogilvie Grant, of Parramatta, for leave to appear at

the Bar of the House, by Counsel or Attorney, against the Bill, 369 .................................... .....
Petition presented (Mr. Lr.virn) from Alexander Ogilvie Grant, of Parramatta, for leave to appear

___ hy Counsel or Attorney before the Select Committee on tho Bill, 385 : leave granted, 417 ...
HURSTVILLE (See “RAILWAYS”).
HUSBAND, JAMES H., CLAIM OP;—

Return to Order (Second, Session, 1887), laid on Table, 257 .. ................................ . ,
HYDRAULIC POWER (See “SYDNEY HYDRAULIC POWER COMPANY’S BILL”; also 

“SYDNEY AND SUBURBAN HYDRAULIC POWER COMPANY’S BILL").
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IMMIGRATION (See also “ STATISTICS ” ; also “ CHINESE ”)

Report for 1887 laid on Table, 352 ................................................................................... ......................
Further Returns to Addresses, laid on Table,—Steamship “Oroya,” 6; Steamship “Liguria,”

144; Steamship “ Orient,” 257 ......................................................................................................
Chinese :—

Further Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 3G9.........................................................................
Ministerial Statement by Sir Henry Parkes, 364, 451.
Petition presented (Mr. Haynes) from Cliinese residents upon the subject, and rood by the

Clerk, 454.............................................................................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Dibbs), (Vote of Censure,) condemning acts of Government in reference to, 468, 

and negatived, 469.
IMPERIAL CONFERENCE (Sec “COLONIAL CONFERENCE IN LONDON, 1887”). 
IMPORT DUTIES (See “FINANCE”).
IMPORTED STOCE ACTS

Regulation under, laid on Table, 6 (!), 257, 524.................................................... ....... ........................
IMPORTS (Seo “STATISTICS”).
IMPROVEMENT (See “CROWN LANDS").
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS, PARRAMATTA:—

Amended Regulations under Industrial Schools Act of 1866, laid on Table, 155..............................
INFECTIOUS DISEASES (Seo “ANIMALS INFECTIOUS DISEASES BILL”).
INFIRM AND DESTITUTE (See “ ASYLUMS, GOVERNMENT ”).
INLAND WATERS FISHERIES BILL

Motion made (Mr. Tonkin) for leave to bring in, 70; presented and read 1°, 84: read 2°, com 
mitted, reported with amendments, and report adopted, 192; read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council, 19C; returned with amendments, 247 ; amendments agreed to, 248 ; Assent reported,

INSANE;— ‘
Report of the Inspector-General for 1887, laid on Table, 429..............................................................

INSCRIBED STOCK ACT OF 1883
Fifth Report on the Creation, Inscription, and Issue of Stock under, laid on Table, 257 ...............

INSCRIBED STOCK (See “FINANCE”).
INSOLVENT DEBTOR (See “ PRIVILEGE”).
INSOLVENCY (See also "BANKRUPTCY BILL”; also “BANKRUPTCY ACT AMENDMENT 

BILL):— *
Petitions foe leave to suiutENHEit Estates is ;— ■

Motion made (Mr. Cameron) for a re),urn showing number presented since the appointment of 
Alfred M’Farland, Esq., us Deputy Commissioner, with particulars as to mode of dealing 
with them, 52.

INSTRUCTION (See “EDUCATION”).
INTERRUPTION

To debate, 76, 253, 303, 308.
To Proceedings of the House by interjection by Mr. Thomas Robertson, 79.
To Proceedings, 296, 349.

INTOXICATING DRINK 
Ikqvirv Commission :—

Report (first part), with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices, laid on Table, 6 .....................
Sale of, in Paeliamentaey Buildings :— ■

, Motion made (Mr. Thompson) that the practice of, be at cnee discontinued, and negatived, 59. INVENTIONS:— r / r , > a >
Letters of Registration of, for 1833 and 1884, laid on Table, 191, 420 ’..... ........................................

INVERELL (See “RAILWAYS"; also “ELECTORATES OF THE GWYDIR AND INVERELL 
BOUNDARIES AMENDMENT BILL”).

INVESTMENT, BANKING, LAND, AND BUILDING COMPANIES
General Summary of Liabilities and Assets for quarter ended 31st March, 1888, laid on Table, 475... 

IRBY, EDWARD. (See “RAILWAYS”).
IRON COVE BRIDGE. (See “BRIDGES”).
IRON AND STEEL RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY MATERIALS (See “RAILWAYS”; also 

“TRAMWAYS”).
IRON TELEGRAPH POLES (See “ TELEGRAPHS "
IKYING, JAMES (See » CROWN LANDS ”).
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JENKINS, Mb. L. C. (3cb “ RAILWAYS").
JOAOHIM FAMILY (See “CROWN LANDS" ; also "CROWN LANDS PDRCHASES TALIDA- 

WON BILL"),
JONES, STEPHEN W„ ESQ..

Retirement of, from position of Clerk of Legislative Assembly, 250.
JUBILEE (See also “ADDRESS”; also “ADELAIDE JUBILEE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBI

TION ”) : —
Coinage : —

■Despatch respecting, laid on Table, 5, S5G ..................................................................................... ........
JUDGES ENABLING BILL;—

Received from Legislatire Council, and on motion (Afr, Wise) read 1°, 1S5 ; Standing Orders 
suspended, 191; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read S'1, 
passed, and returned to Council without amendment, 197.

JUDGES OF LIVE STOCK (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
JUDGMENT CREDITORS REMEDIES EXTENSION BILL;-

■ Motiou made (Mir. Triekett) for leave to bring in, 58; presented and read 1°, 59 ; Order of the 
Day postponed, 107, 147, 161, 234, 416 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, 

. report adopted, EOS; read 8°, passed, and sent to Council, 513; returned without, amend
ment, 626; Assent reported, 630.

JUVENILE OFFENDERS
-Motion made (Mr. Thompson) for a return, in continuation of a previous one, up to 30th June, 

1887, 97; Return to Order, laid on Table, 165..............................................................................

8 1,219, 1,221

2 707

K
KAHIBAH (Seo “CROWN LANDS”; also “MINING”).
KENNY HILL (See "WATER SUPPLY"),
KENT-STKEET ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH LAND SALE BILL:—

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr. Dny) read 1°, 152 ; motion made for 2°, 
amendment moved to refer to Select Committee and withdrawn, read 2°, committed, reported 

1 with amendments and report adopted, 193; read 3°, passed, and returned to Council with 
amendments, 196; amendments agreed to, 200; assent reported, 237.

EXAM A (See “ELECTORAL”).
KIAMA TRAMWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Petition presented (Mr. Cameron), 302; leave given, presented, and read 1°, 307 ; referred to
Select Committee, 314; Report brought up, 3G9, rend 2°, committed, reported without 2
amendment, report adopted, 430; read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 432 ; returned without 
amendment, 547 ; Assent reported, 555.

KIDMAN & SONS AND JAMES KIDMAN:— .
' Statement of Amount of Money paid to, under various Contracts, from 1876 to 1887 inclusive, 

laid on Table, (not printed) 403.
KINGSBURY A CO (See "TELEGRAPHS”).
KURNELL :—

PjUtK IttSfillYH AT BoTAKY B.AT :—
Motion made (Mr. CumrfAcri)"that immediate steps be taken to secure a sufficient area as, 

adjacent to the place where Captain Cook First landed in Australia, and withdrawn, 232.

951

I
LABOUR BUREAU, CASUAL:—

Return respecting, laid on Table, 35 .............................. , ,
LABOUR HOURS (See “EIGHT HOURS BILL”). ’ ' " ................
LACHLAN RIVER (Seo "CONSERVATION OF WATER”).
LAKE MACQUARIE HARBOUR WORKS :—

Report (with plans) hy Sir John Coodo, K.C.M.G., M.I.C.E., laid on Table, 324 ...... ...................
LAND (See also “ RAILWAYS ” ; also " GOVERNMENT ; also " CROWN LANDS ") :— 

Fcrcitasb by run Govkjiioient of, bktwekk A.S.N. Co.’s Whabf and Dawes Point:—
Motion made (Mr. Melville) for Select Committee to inquire into, Committee appointed by

ballot, 30 ; Report brought up, 305...............................................................................................
Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, and referred to Select Committee, 52..............................
Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) for an address to the Governor, censuring Government for, and 

negatived, 329.
Held by the Hon. John Smith, in the District of Molong:—

Motion made (Dr. lloss), for a Return showing, under Orders in Council, area of each portion
and why granted, 155; Return to Order, laid on Table, 219 ......................................................

Sale or in Parish of Molong, Coonty of Asheurnham :—
Motion made (Dr. Hose) for address to Governor for correspondence, plans. Judges decision, and 

ruling, Ac., 479.
LAND TAX BILL :—

Message (rom Governor, 234, Resolution reported from Ways and Means and agreed to. Ordered 
(Mr. Snrne) founded on Resolution of Ways and Means, presented and read 1°, 430 ; motion 
made ior 2° and debate adjourned, 490 ; rood 2° and committed, 501 ; further considered in 
Committee, 520, 532; further considered, and reported with amendment, 538; report 
adopted, 544; Order of the Day postponed, 561, 573; amendment negatived to reconsider 

: clauses 1, 2. aud 15, recommitted to consider clause 59, 580; further amended, reported 2°.
Speaker ruled amendment in order, report adopted, 587; read 3°, passed, aud sent tu 
Council, 593.

Petition from J. C. Neild, Mayor of Woollahra, representing that the provisions in regard to land? 
held in fee simple and lands held under lease are manifestly inequitable, read bv the Clerk, 679. 

LAND TITLKS. (See “REAL PROPERTY ACT”).
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LA3TDS FOB PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT:-
KoTIFIOATIONS OF RESUMPriONS UNBEB, LATH ON TABLE

Public Parks, 6 ..........................................................................................................................................
ifilifary Road, South Ilcad to Ben Buckler and Bondi, 22..................................................................
Road along Jdain Sewer to Bondi, from Old South Head Road to Forts at Bondi, 22 ..................
Public School purposes, 70, 155, 246, 257, H41, 360, 408, 496, 553, 603 ..........................................
Water Supply purposes, 5, 165, 613.........................................................................................................
Extension of Parramatta Gaol, 231..........................................................................................................
Public Cemetery at Siugleton, 252 ..........................................................................................................
Gazetle Notice setting forth resumption under 6th Section, 314...........................................................
Uavsdale Tank, 415 ................................................................................................. ................................
Public Wharf near Frederickton, Macleay River, 432 ..........................................................................
Public Wharf near Gliinny GHiinny, Manning River, 475 ....................................................................
Sydney Sewerage Works, 613.'........................................................................ ..................................

LANDS OFFICE, SYDNEY'
Return respecting Tenders for completion of, laid on Table, 635..........................................................

LANE FAMILY (See “TERALBA COAL-MINING RESERVE”).
LEASEHOLD AREAS (See “CROWN LANDS”),
LEAVE OF ABSENCE :—

Granted to Member of the Legislative Assembly, 17,112, 308, 361, 437.
Do Chairman of Committees, 397, 424.

LEES ON, MR. (See “TELEGRAPHS”!.
LEGAL PRACTIONERS BILL'

Motion made (Mr. Waller) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 128 ; Order of the Day 
postponed, 252, 288, 365, 506, 579.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:-
Motion made (Mr. Waller) that one Chamber is all that is necessary for the proper transaction 

of Parliamentary Business, that the Legislative Council is useless and dangerous, and ought 
to be abolished, and withdrawn, 36.

LEICHHARDT COUNCIL CHAMBERS (MORTGAGE) BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. Jlawtkorne) for leave to bring in, 107; leave given presented and read 1° 

122; referred to Select Committee. 128; Report brought up, 145 ; read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment, and report adopted, 233; road 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 
236; returned without amendment, 258 ; assent reported, 311.

LEONARD AND BATHGATE’S CANCELLED CONTRACTS (See “ROADS").
LEPROSY AT HONOLULU (See “ADJOURNMENT”).
LETTER SORTERS AND CARRIERS (See “POSTAL").
LEVIEN Mb.:—

A Memukr FOB Tilt WORTH :—
Declared guilty of persistent disorder and removed by Scrgcanl-at-Arins from the Chamber, 221, 

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Sessional Order passed, 11.
Name added to, 89.

LICENSED SURVEYORS:—
Motion made (Mr. McJMhona) for returns of uncompleted instructions in hands of, the names 

and district, tho names of those who employ assistants, tho number employed, and the total 
number employed and unemployed, 378.

LICENSE FEES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
LICENSES (Sec also “LOCAL OPTION.”)
LICENSING ACT :—

Motion mode (Mr. Janes) for a return showing, revenue derived under from rights granted or 
penalties inflicted, the annual cost of administration, the annual cost of administration of 
Justice, the annual cost by reason of the existence of tho Liquor Traflie, the number of 
convictions, and of individuals convicted of drunkenness, 23; Return to Order, laid on
Table, 476 .............................................................................................................................................

Emfxoymf.nt of Barmaids in Public Houses :—
Petition from Women’s Christian Temperance Union and others, to amend the law ro as to

prohibit, presented, 22.........................................................................................................................
Private Bars in Public Houses :—

Motion made (Jfr. Henson) that the system of, is an evil, the Government should at once take 
steps to suppress ; Previous Question moved and negatived, 165.

CONVieriONS UNDEH : —
Motion made (Mr. Henson) for additional information, 506.
Spirits, wines, and beer—Annual Return to Order, laid on Table, 560.................................................

LIENS ON WOOL BILL :—
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Motion made (Jfr. J. J'. Ahhott) for a Committee of the Whole, 40; Order of the Day post 
poned, 65 ; House in Committee and Resolui.ion agreed to, 107;

LIGHTERING, DELIVERING, AND STORING OF EXPLOSIVES : —
Amended Rates and Charges for, laid on Table, 280 ..........................................................................

LIGHTHOUSE (See “ MACQUARIE LIGHTHOUSE”).
LIMITED EXPRESS TRAIN (See “RAILWAYS”).
LIQUOR (Sec "COMMISSION;” also “LICENSING ACT”).
LIQUOR TRAFFIC (LOCAL VETO) BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Hutchinson) for leave to bring in, 344 ; presented and read 1°, 345 ; Order of 
the Day discharged, 389.

Petitions Peesbntei), representing that enormous evils everywhere result from tho traflie in 
intoxicating liquors, and praying the House to pass the Bill:—

From Alexander Gow, Chairman of Local Option League, 386 .....................................................
“ Light of the Valley” Lodge, Litligow, 432 .........................................................................
“ Excelsior Lodge,” No. 279, Jamoeroo, 432 .........................................................................
“ Beacon of Light ” Lodge, Wollongong, 432 ........................................................................
“ Minors’ Friend” Lodge, Fairy Meadow, 432.........................................................................
“Northern Star ” Lodge, Lismore, 451....................................................................................
“ Hope to Savo ” Lodge, Lismore, 451 ....................................................................................
“ Pride of the Richmond” Lodge, Rous, 451 .........................................................................
“Minnehaha” Lodge, Lismore, 451 ........................................................................................
“ Victoria” Lodge, Armidele, 451 ............................................................................................
“ Hope of Saumuren ” Lodge, Sanmarez Ponds, 451 .............................................................
“Lachlan” Lodge, Forbes, 451.................................................................................................
“Hopeful” Lodge, Coudobolin, 451 .........................................................................................
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LIQUOR TRAFFIC (LOCAL VETO) BILTj—(continued) :— 

pKTilTOlfS Pbesentei)—(continued)
From “ Q-uiding Star” Lodge, Wellington, 451.....................................................................................

Public Meeting of Residents in and about Balmain, 451 ......... ................................................
“ Alexander Hutchison ” Lodge, Newastle, 451.........................................................................
“ W. S. Reay ” Lodge, Bredalbanc, 454 .....................................................................................
“ETcning Star” Lodge, Puminmtta, 4G2 .....................................................................................
‘'Rock of Refuge” Lodge, Maclean, Clarence River, 462 ............................................. ............
No. 36 Lodge, Milton, 462 .............................................................................................................
” Pride of Austinmer” Lodge, Austinmer, 462 ........................................................................
“ Happy Dawn " Lodge, Araluen, 462..........................................................................................
Certain residents of Tingha, 467.................................................................................... ...............
11 Flower of the Forest.” Lodge, Knngaloon, 467..........................................................................
“ Enemy of Alcohol” Lodge, Werombi, near Camden, 467 ......................................................
" Sherwood Rangers ” Lodge, Coughtown, 4G7 ............. ...........................................................
“Temple of Good Hope” Lodge, Tentorfield, 467 ......................................................................
“Princess Beatrice” Lodge, Kewtown, 467 .................................................................................
“ Rescue ” Lodge, Parkes, 467 ......................................................................................................
“Pride of Rooty Hill” Lodge, Rooty Hill, 467 ............................................................... ..........
“ Union is Strength” Lodge, Wiseman's Creek, 467 .................. ..............................................
“ Hearts of Oak ” Lodge, Waverley, 467 ......................................................................................
“ Alexandria” Lodge, St. Mark’s, Darling Point, 467 .................................................. ...........
“ Southern Cross ” Division, Kioma, 467 ......................................................................................
Certain residents of Wngga Wagga and surrounding Districts, 467 ..........................................
“Try Again ” Lodge, Hillston, 467 .............................................................................................
“Ark of Refuge” Lodge, Cobar, 467............. .................................................................. ............
“Union of the East” Lodge, Eastgrove, Goulburn, 467..............................................................
“Eureka” Lodge, Gunning, 467 ......................................................................................... .......
“Hope of Milcaonia” Lodge, Wilcannia, 467.............................................................................
“ Golden Chain” Lodge, Petersham, 467 ....................................................................................
“ Dawn of Day ” Lodge, Goulburn, 467 ......................................................................................
“Reunion" Lodge, Upper Botany, 475........................................................................................
“ Star of the South” Lodge, Coomo, 475 ......................................................................................
“Hope of Walcba” Lodge, Walcha, 475 ......................................................................................
" Hope of Hastings ” Lodge, Port Macquarie, 475 ................................................................. , *
“ Haste to the Rescue” Lodge, Balmain, 475 .............................................................................. ’
'‘Excelsior” Lodge, Clarence Town, 475 ...................... ...............................................................
“ Pride of Bungswalbyn” Lodge, Bungawnlbyn, 475 ................................................................
“ Wardell Hope” Lodge, Wardeil, 475.........................................................................................
“ Star of Hope” Lodge, Chatsworth, Clarence River, 475 ..........................................................
“ Rose of Dryaaba ” Lodge, Lawrence, Clarence River, 475 ......................................................
“Pride ofMinmi” Lodge, Mimni, 4'75........................................................................................
“ Perseverance” Lodge, Hay, 475 ..................................................................................................
“ Unity ” Lodge, St. Paul’s, Redfern, 475 .................. ..............................................................
“ Victoria ’' Lodge, Collector, 478 ........................................................................ ........................
“Joseph Livesay” Lodge, Randwick, 478 .................................................................................
“Friendship Division,” No. 10, Lismore, 478..............................................................................
“ Centennial” Lodge, Marukn, 478 ...., ....................................................................................
“ Universal” Lodge, Castle Hill, 478 ..........................................................................................
“Star of the East” Lodge, Field of Mars, 478.............................................................................
"Harvest Home” Lodge, Tam worth, 478...................................................................................
“ Hopo of Coolangatta” Lodge, Coolangatta, Shoalhaven, 484 ...............................................
“ Star of Morava ” Lodge, Moruya, 484 ...................................................................................... l
“ Hope of Molong ” Lodge, Molong, 432 ...................................................................................... |
The “ W. E. Gladstone” Lodge, Mount Koira, 492 ................................ ................................ [
“ Glen Morrison” Lodge, Glen Morrison, 492 .........................................................................
“ Star of Young” Lodge, Young, 492 .........................................................................................
" Pride of Moss Vale ” Lodge, Moss Vale, 492 .......................... ..............................................
“ Hope of Bundanoon” Lodge, Bundanoon, 492.........................................................................
“ Gordon ” J/odgo, Bowral, 492 ....................................................................................................
" Rose of Marriekville ” Lodge, Marriekville, 492 ......................................................................
“Life Buoy” Lodge, Gundurimbn, 492 ......................................................................................
“ Star of Oberon ” Lodge, Oberon, 493..........................................................................................
“WantSupplied” Lodge, Bingera, 493 .............. ..................... 1...............................................
"Currabubula United” Lodge, Cnrrabubula, 493 ......................................................................
Good Templars, Walgett, 496........................................................................................................
“Olive Branch” Lodge, Einchela, 500.........................................................................................
“ Ark of Safety ’’ Lodge, Orange, 560 .........................................................................................
“Star of Peace” Lodge, Spring Terrace, 560 ..............................................................................
Public Meeting held in Bathurst, 538 ..........................................................................................

LISMORE (Seealso “CROWN LANDS”) '
Water Supply :—

Notification of resumption of certain land, required in connection with tho construction ot
works for, 5.................  .................................................................... ............................................ 5

LISTER J. H. A. (See “MINING”).
LITTLE BAY (See “ COAST HOSPITAL, LITTLE BAY.”)
LIVERPOOL CHURCH OF ENGLAND GRAMMAR SCHOOL LAND SALE BILL

Petition presented (Mr. A'oii.v) for leave to bring in, 386; leave given, presented, and read 1°,
389; referred to Select Committee, 397 ; report brought up, 403 ; Order of the Day post- 2 
poned. 479, 593, 608, 613, 619. ‘

LIVERPOOL-ST. PETER'S LINE (See “RAILWAYS”).
LIVE STOCK =-

Return of, in Australasian Colonics, 1871, 1881, and 1S87, laid on Table, 565 ..................................
LOAN ESTIMATES (Soe “FINANCE”). •
LOANS (See “FINANCE,” also “MUNICIPAL LOANS BILL,” also “ REPAYMENT OF LOANS 

BILL," also "PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL”).
LOCAL AND NATIONAL WORKS

Statement of Expenditure on, in the Colony, from 1860 lo 1886, laid on Table, 28..........................
LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL (Sep "DISTRICT GOVERNMENT BILL”).
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BEFEBENCES TO THR VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS, VOL. I—I3TH PARLIAMENT—SESSION, 1SS7-8. PAPERS.

L VOL.

LOCAL OPTION (Seo also “LIQUOR TRAFFIC (LOCAL YETO) BILL”).
Motion Runic {Mr. Hutchison) that a legal power o£ restraining the issue or renewal of licenses 

should be placed in the hands of those most Interested, who are entitled to protection from' 
injurious consequences of the present system by some efficient measure of, 24s I

Petition that a veto power as to granting new licenses or the renewal of old ones be conceded in'
any amending Licensing Act, presented, 3S ......... ............................... ............ ;.......................... i 7

Vote jn Metropolitan and Suburban Municipalities:—' '

PAGE.

693

Return showing result of, fatten in February, 1S88, laid on Tabic, 524 ....'........... .. 17
LOCOMOTIYE E if (FINES (See “ HALLWAYS''). ‘
LOLG-ING-IIOUSEa BILL (See “ COMMON LODGINO-FOUSES BILL”)
LUCAS, SURVEYOR, CHARGES AGAINST:—

Motion made {Mr, M'li/Jtone) for papers in connection with, 678,
LYNE Mb.:— / v p >

A Member for ttte Hume :— -
Bcclarcd guilty of persistent disorder and removed hy Sergeant-at- Arms from the Chamber, 221.

€89

M
MACGREGOR, WILLIAM PETER, ESQ., M.P.;—

Resignation of, as a Member for Wentworth, reported, 1.
MACKRELL, ROBERT. CONDITIONAL PURCHASE OF (Seo “CROWN LANDS”).
MACLEAN (Sec PRESBYTERIAN CEMETERY AT MACLEAN”).
MACQUARIE LIGHTHOUSE :—

Electric Lighting :—
Motion made (Mr. Wall) for correspondence between the Colonial Architect and the Superinten

dent of Telegraphs, 267 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 643 ...................................................
MAIL COMMUNICATION BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND AUSTRALIA VIA SUEZ 

(Seo “ POSTAL”).
MALONEY, MARY (Sco “CROWN LANDS”).
MANLY DRAINAGE WORKS (See "PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON 

PUBLIC WORKS”).
MANLY TRAMWAY BILL (See “NORTH SHORE, MANLY, AND PITTWATER TRAMWAY 

AND RAILWAY BILL”).
MANNING, MR., CORONER, AT RYDE (Sec “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
MANSFIELD, JOHN:-

Report and evidence in connection with the Fatal Accident to, at the Northumberland colliery, 475
MANUFACTORIES (See also “ STATISTICS ”).

Import Duties oh Articles locally Manufactured:—
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) for, and on agrienltural productions grown in the Colony, and the 

Question not being put at 7 o'clock, Government business takes precedence, 493.
MARKETS (See “FOREIGN MARKETS FOR WOOL AND MEAT").
MARKS (Sco “ MERCHANDISE MARKS BILL").
MASTERS AND MATES:—

Despatch respecting Applications for Certificate of Competency, laid on Table, 475 .......................
MAXWELL ANN (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
MAYORAL ELECTION (See “CITY OF SYDNEY MAYORAL ELECTION BILL”).
McUEAN JOHN (See “MINING").
McQARRAN, EDWARD :—

Report and evidence in connection with the Fatal Accident to, at the West Wallscnd collicrv, laid 
on Table, 476........................................................................................................... . .......................

MoCULLOCH, ANDREW HARDIE, JUN., ESq!’"mP."—.......*............................................................
Resignation of, as a Member for Central Cumberland reported, and seat declared vacant, 222, 

419; issue and return of Writ reported, 249, 463: sworn, 253.
MoELHONE, JOHN, ESQ., M.P.:-

Words of boat used by, withdrawn and apology made, 374,
Disorderly words used by, reported from Committee of Supply, 452.
Disorderly words used by, reported from Comnritteo of Whole, 479; Ordered to attend in his 

place, Sergeant reported that after diligent search he had faiiod to find the Hon. Gentleman 
on the premises, committed to custody of Sergeant-at-Arms for contempt, and Speaker's 
warrant issued, 480 ; reported as in custody ot Scrgcunt-aC-Arms, 483 ; motion made in 
reference to discharging the Honorable Member from custody, Hon. Member admitted to Bar 
and made explanation and apology, and discharge authorized, Speaker directed Sergeant 
accordinfily, 485, 4S6.

McINTOSH EVAN, CONDITIONAL PURCHASE OF (See “CROWN LANDS”).
MdVOR MATTHEW (See “MINING.”)
McKINLAY, JOSEPH FRANCIS (See *'MINING ”).
Me NEILL, MESSRS. HUGH, AND PARTY (See “MINING”),
McSHARRY' AND O’ROURKE (See “RAILWAYS").
MEAT (See DISEASED ANIMALS AND MEAT BILL).
MEDICAL ATTENDANCE (See “DEDUCTIONS FROM WAGES OF EMPLOYEES FOR 

MEDICAL ATTENDANCE”).
MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS (See “REGISTERED MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS BILL”).
MEDICINE AND SURGERY :-

. Motion made (Jfr. JfelriWe) for Select Committee to inquire into practice, law, and regulation of, 5S.
MEETING OF THE HOUSE :—

Sessional Order passed, 10.
Houk OF: —

Motion mode (Jfr. Seaver) that during remainder of Session, House meet at 4 o’clock instead of 
3 o'clock as at present, and negatived, 224,

MELBOURNE EXHIBITION (See “CENTENNIAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, MEL
BOURNE").

MELVILLE, N1NIAN, Esq., M.P.
A Member for Northumberland:—

■“ Named ” by Mr. Speaker for refusing to withdraw and apologize for words ruled as out of order, 
withdrew words and apologised, 184.

Declared guilty of persistent disorder and removed by Sergeant-nt-Arms from the Chamber, 220, 
Morion made for adjournment of House to consider attack on, hy Sydney Morning Herald, 335, 
Appointed with three others to act temporarily as Chairman of Committees in the absence of the 

Member appointed to that office, 389.
, Mr. Speaker calls on. to act as Deputy Chairman for this day only, 397,416, 429,4-42,451, 463,479, 

495, 506,532,543,547, 560. r v , , >
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ItEFHBENCKS TO THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS, VOL. I —I3TH PARLIAMENT—SESSION, 1887-8.

M VOL.

MEMBERS (See also “ PAYMENT OF MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY” j also 
"ASSEMBLY"; also "PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATIVES ALLOWANCE 
BILL ”) :—

Sworn, 76, 87, 249, 253(2), 303, 342, 463.
Of Elections and Qualifications Committee sworn, 37 {').

' Leave of absence granted to, 17, 112, 308, 361, 437.
( ‘‘Named” by Mr. Speaker, loGf2), 184.

Suspended for remainder of Sitting, 346.
Motion made for, to be heard, 302(2). •
Name added to Select Committee, 89, 280.
Name discharged from Select Committee, 432, 462.
Declared guilty, of persistent disorder, and removed from Chamber, 220 (’), 221 (7).
Words of heaf, used by, 374.
Motion made (Mr, Melville) for adjournment of House to eoneidor au attack made in an article 

in the St/duey Morning Serald on an Honorable Member fof Northumberland, 334. 
Committed to custody of Sergeant-ut-Arms by Speaker’s warrant, 480.
In custody of Sergeant-at-Arms, 4S3.
Discharged from custody, 486.
Name substituted for another on Select Committee, 685. .
Attendance of, in Lirisions and Counts-out .......................... .........................................

MENINDIE (See "BRIDGES”).
MENMUIR, S.S.;—

Return respecting Chinese passengers by, laid on Table, 454.......................................................
MERCANTILE BROKERS

Petition from Merchants and, praying to be regulated by enactment by issue of licenses,
'presented, 224......................................... .................................................................... ................

MERCHANDISE MARKS BILL :—
Motion made (Mr. Wise) for Committee of the Whole, 352. Order of the Day postponed, 608. 

MESSAGES;—
Transmission op, between the two Houses;—

Sessional Order passed, 11.
Ehom thr Governor

Delivered by Usher of the Black Rod, 1, 642.
1. Assent to Saint James Parsonage Land Leasing Bill (yawed (» last Session), 2.
2. Bankruptcy Bill, 2...............................................................................................................................
3. District Government Bill, 34 .............................................................................................................
4. Government Railways Bill, 35............................................... .............................................................
5. Crown Lands Bill, 49 ......................................... . ............................................................................
6. Supremo Court Appeals Act Amendment Bill 135 .........................................................................
7. Public Works Bill, 135............ ....................................................................................................... .
8. Naval Force (Australasian Naval Force Bill), 157 ..........................................................................
9. Crown Lands Bill (No. 2), 102 .........................................................................................................

10. Mining on Church and School Lands, 106.........................................................................................
11. Assent to Supreme Court Appeals Act Amendment Bill, IGS.
12. Assent to Cliurcli and Perkins Streets (Newcastle) Bill, 171. ‘
13. Assent to Borough of Balmain Wharves Bill. 171.
14. Estimates of Expenditure for 188S and Supplementary Estimates for 1887 and previous

years, 200 ......................................................................................................................................
* 15. Assent to Bankruptcy Bill, 219.

16. Assent to Royalty on Oysters Abolition Bill, 219.
17. Assent to Municipal Roads and Streets Bill, 219.
18. Assent to Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act Extension Bill, 219.
19. Assent to Albury Cattle Sale-yards Bill, 219.
20. Motropolilan Water aud Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, 228 ............................ -.........................
21. Land Tax, 234 ................................................................................................................................. ,,,
22. Property Tax, 234......................................................................................... ......................................
23. Assent to Australasian Naval Force Bill, 237.
24. Assent to Kent-streefc Roman Catholic Church Land Sale Bill, 237.
25. Assent to Yass Roman Catholic Church Land Sale Bill, 239.
26. Vote of Credit 241......... .. ............................. ...................................................... ...............................
27. do (January), 241 .............................................................................................................
28. Assent to Inland Waters Fisheries Bill, 249.
29. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 250.
30 Assent to Sydney Corporation Act Amendment Bill, 250.
31. Assent to Wentworth lileeborato Subdivision Bill, 250.
32. Rabbit Pest Suppression Bill, 268 ................................................................................... .................
33. Parliamentary Representatives Allowances Bill, 268 ........................................................... ......
34. Vote of Credit, 2S5 .............................................................................................................................
35. Assnnt to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 311.
36. Assent to Leichhardt Council Obambcrs (Mortgage) Bill, 311.
37. Animals Infectious Diseases Bill, 314.................................................................................................
38. Assent to Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, 317.
39. Assent to Conversion into Mining Conditional Purchases Validation Bill, 317.
40. Vote of Credit, 345 .............................................................................................................................
41. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), 351.
42. Mail Service between Great Britain and Australia, via Suez, 355 ................................ ..................
43. Assent, to Animals Infectious Diseases Bill, 378.
44'. Formation of street north of the General Post Office, 383 ..............................................................
45. Vote of Credit, 404 .............................................................................................................................
46. Assent lo Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), 419.
47. Assent to Victorian Coal-mining Company’s Extension Bill, 419.
48. Circular Quay Land Sale and Dedication Bill, 420 ..........................................................................
49. Assent to Tattcrsall's Club Bill, 435.
50. Chinese Restriction end Regulation Bill, 454 ..................................................................................
51. Assent Government Railways Bill, 461. ’
52. Assent to Distribution of Funds in .Sempill’s Estates Bill (No. 2), 461.
53. Assent to Christian Chapel Lands Sale Bill, 461.
64, Assent to Rockdale Municipality Naming Bill, 4G2.
55. Vote of Credit, 477 .................................................................................................................... ........
60. Amended Estimates for Departments under control of Colonial Secretary, 491..........................
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KEFBEBNCES TO THE VOTES AND PEOCEEDUTOS, VOD. I—13m PAHLIAJEEHT—SESSION 1S87-8. | PAPEHS.

MESSAQ-ES—(continued) \—
Ebom the G-ovebnoh—(raniwHed) : —

57. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 491,
68. Assent to Public Works Bill, 492,
59. Assent to Readbead Coal Mine Railway Act Extension Bill, 492.
60. Assent to Australian Mutual Provident Society’s Acts Amendment Bill, 521'.
61. Government Railways Act Amendment Bill, 539 .............................................................................
02. Diseased Animals and Meat Bill, 539 ......................................................................................... .......
63. Assent to St. Thomas Church (Enfield) Lands Sale Bill, 639.
64. Assent to Permanent Thusteo Company of Now Soutll Wales Bill, 639.
65. Assent to Vine Diseases Act Amendment, 540.
66. Amended Estimates for Departments under control of Colonial Secretary, 545 ..........................
67. Yote of Credit, 653 ...................... ,..................................................................................................
68. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 6), 655.
69. Assent to Contractors’ Debts Act Amendment Bill, 535.
70. Assent to Kiama Tramway Act Amendment Bill, 555.
71. Assent to Perpetual Trustee Company Bill, 555.
72. Assent to Chinese Restriction and Regulation Bill, 585.
73. Further Supplementary Estimates for 1887, and Additional Estimate fur 1888, 610 ..................
74. Phirther Additional Estimate for 1888, 610 ......................... ............................................................
75. Additional Estimate on Account of Repayment of Loans, CIO .....................................................
76. Loan Estimate for 1888, 610 ................................................................... .........................................
77. Assent to Government Railways Act Amendment Bill, 019. .
78. Assent to Criminal Law Amendment Bill, 626.
79. Assent to Parramatta Church-street Amended Alignment Bill, 629.
80. Assent to Circular Quay Land Sale and Dedication Bill, 629,
81. Assent to Bankruptcy Act Amendment Rill, 629.
82. Assent to Church and Schools Lands Mining Bill, 629.
83. Assent to Crown Lands Purchases Validation Bill, 630.
84. Assent to Companies Bill, 630. '
85. Assent to Municipal Loans Bill, 630.
86. Assent to Judgment Creditors’ Remedies Extension Bill, 630.
87. Assent to Crown Lands Act Eurther Amendment Bill, 630.

Fbosi Assembly to Council:—
Transmitting Sydney Corporation Act Amendment Bill, 48.

Municipal Bonds and Streets Bill, 40,
Albury CatUc Sale Yards Bill, 49,
Borough of Balmain Wharves Bill, 64.
Bankruptcy Bill, 107.
Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act, Extension Bill, 1 
Church and Perkins Streets (Newcastle) Bill, 112.
Wentworth Electorate Sub-division Bill, 136.
Supreme Court Appeals Act Amendment Bill, 145.
Yoas Roman Catholic Church Land Sale Bill, 150.
Royalty on Oysters Abolition Bill, 169,
Inland Waters Fisheries Bill, 19H.
Rockdale Municipality Re-naming Bill, 208.
Australasian Naval Force Bill, 210.
Transmitting Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, 232. 
Leichhardt Council Chambers (Mortgage Bill), 236.
North Shore, Manly, and Pitt water Tramway and Railway Bill, 236.
Yictorian Coal-mining Company's Extension Bill, 237.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 242.
Government Railway Bills, 258.
Conversion into Mining Conditional Purchases Validation Bill, 263.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 296.
Redhead Coal-mine Railway Act Extension Bill, 325.
Animals Infections Diseases Bill, 335.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 346.
Distribution of Funds in Sempill’s Estates Bill, 373.
Public Works Bill, 380.
Christian Chapel Lands Sale Bill, 389.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), 4£9.
Vine Diseases Act Amendment Bill. 4.22.
Silverton Tramway Act Amending Bill, 425.
Emma Tramway Act Amendment Bill, 432.
Chinese Restriction and Regulation Bill, 456.
Consolidated Revenue Fund-Bill (No. 5), 481.
Companies Bill, 512.
Divorce Extension Bill, 512.
Bills of Sale Act Amending Bill, 513.
Broken Hill and Suburban Gas Company’s Bill, 613.
Contractors Debts Act Extension Bill, 513.
Judgment Creditors Remedies Extension Bill, 513.
Parliamcntiry Representatives Allowance Bill, 540.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 554.
Crown Lunds Purchases Validation Bill, 569 
Circular Quay Land Bale and Dedication Bill, 567.
Essex-street Alignment Bill, 567.
Government Railways Act Amendment Bill, 573.
Church and School Lands Mining Bill, 585.
Land Tax Bill, 593 .
Crown Lands Act Furlher Amendment Bill, amendment proposed lo add words to 

and negatived, 595.
Bankruptcy Act, Amendment Bill, 50S.
Puvrnma'ta Municipal Quarries Bill, 601.
Parramatta Church-street Amended Alignment Bill, 602.
Cooma Church of England Lands Sale Bill, 602.
Municipal Leans Bill, 602.
Appropriation BUI, 639.
Repayment of Loans Bill, 640.
Public Works Loans Bill, 640.
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BEIEEESOHS TO THE VOTES ASX) rBOCEEDISGS, VOL. I—I3TH rAKLIAMENT—SESSION, J8S7-8. | PAPERS.

M
MESSAGES (continued) :— ,

Erom Absembly to Council—(contimted):—
Ecturning Kont-strcct Roman Catholic Clmrch Land Sole Bill, with amendments, 106.

Judges Enabling Bill, vitliout aniendnmnt, 107.
Tattersall's Club Bill, 42i>.
Perpetual Trustee Company Bill, with amendments, 50S.
Permanent Trustee Company of Kew South Wales Bill, without amendment, 524.
St. Thomas Church (Enfield) Lands Sale Bill, without amendment, 524.
Australian Mutual Provident Society’s Acts Amendment Bill, without amendment, 512. 
Criminal Law Amendment Bill, without amendment, 503.

Agreeing to amendments in Borough of Balmain Wharves Bill, 162.
Municipal Roads and Streets Bill, 192.
Sydney Corporation Act Amendment Bill, 243.
’Wentworth Electorate Subdivision Bill, 243.
Inland Waters Fisheries Bill, 248.
Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, 308. 
Conversion into Alining Conditional Purchases Vnlidntion Bill, 309. 
Rockdale Municipalities Naming Bill, 417.
Distribution of Funds in Sempill’s Estate Bill (No. 2), 429.
Public Works Bill, including an amendment in tho Title, 463.
Redhead Coal Aline Railway Act Extension Bill, 404.
Vine Diseases Act Amendment Bill, 494.
Circular Quay Land Sale and Dedication Bill, 626 
Bankruptcy Act Amendment Bill, 627.
Church and School Lands Aiming Bill, 627.
Crown Lands Purchases Validation Bill, 627.
Companies Bill, 028.
Silverton Tramway Act Amending Bill, 641,
Cooma Church of England Lands Sale Bill, 641.

Agreeing and disagreeing to amendments in Bankruptcy Bill, 174.
Agreeing to amendments with amendments, in the Albury Cattle Sale Yards Bill, 197.
Agreeing to, disagreeing to, amending and agreeing to, amendments in Government Railways Bill, 

390. ... . . . _
Agreeing to amendments made in the Victorian Coal-mining Company’s Extension Bill, 410. 
Agreeing to amendment and not insisting upon disagreement to amendment in Government 

Railway Bill, 426.
Agreeing to some, disagreeing to others, including an amendment in the Title, and amending others 

of the amendments in the Chineso Restriction and Regulation Bill, 631.
Not insisting on disagreements from Council's amendments, nor upon Assembly’s amendments, in 

the Chinese Restriction and Regulation Bill, 573.
FROJt Council to Asskmuly :—

Transmitting Perpetual Trustee Company Bill, 93.
Australian Alutual Provident Society’s Acts Amendment Bill, 326.
Tattcrsall’s Club, 3-16.
Kent-street Roman Catholic Church Land Sale Bill, 152.
Judges Enabling Bill, 185.
Bulli Colliery Disaster Fund Bill, 393.
Criminal Law' Amendment Bill, 430.
Church of England Property Bill, 455.
St. Thomas Church, Enfield, Lands Sale Bill, 462.
Permanent Trustee Company of New South Wales Bill, 460.
Factories and Workshops Bill, 614.

Returning Alunicipnl Roads and Streets Bill, with amendments, 71.
Albury Cattle Sale Yards Bill, with amendments, 113.
Borough of Balmain Wharves Bill, with amendments, 151.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2.) without amendment, 308.
Animals Infectious Diseases Bill. 338.
Church and Perkins Streets (Newcastle) Bill, without amendment, 152.
Supremo Court Appeals Act Amendment Bill, without amendment, 157.
Bankruptcy Bill, with amendments, 158.
Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act Extension Bill, without amendment, 177. 
Royalty on Oysters Abolition Bill, without, amendment, 197.
Yass Roman Catholic Church Land Sale Bill, without amendment, 210,
Wentworth Electorate Subdivision Bill, with amendments, 210.
Sydney Corporation Act Amendment Bill, with amendments, 229.
Australasian Naval Force Bill, without amendment, 230.
Inland Waters Fisheries Bill, with amendments, 247.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, without amendment, 247.
Leichhardt Council Chambers (Alortgngc) Bill, 258.
Returning Rockdale Municipality Re-naming Bill, with amendments, 264.
Aletropolilan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, with amendments, 281. 
Conversion into Mining Conditional Purchases Validation Bill, with amendment, 281. 
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No, 3), 349.
Government Railways Bill, with amendments, 378.
Redhead Coal-mine Railway Act Extension Bill, with amendments, 390. 1
Distribution of Funds in Scmpill’s Estates Bill (No. 2), with amendments, 398. 
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), witlioufcamendment, 416.
Victorian Coal-Mining Company’s Extension Bill, with amendments, 410.
Christian Chapel Lands Sale Bill, without, amendment, 426.
Vine Diseases Act Amendment Bill, with amendments, 442.
Public Works Bill, with amendments, 442.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 5), without amendment, 486.
Chinese Restriction and Regulation Bill, with amendments, 514.
Eli am a Tramway Act Amendment. Bill, without amendment, 547.
Contractors Debts Act Extension Bill, without amendment, 547.
Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 6), without amendment, 554.
Circular Quav Land Sale and Dedication Bill, with an amendment, 613.
Bankruptcy Act Amendment Bill, with an amendment, 614.
Church and Schools Lands Mining Bill, with an amendment, 615.
Crown Lands Act Further Amendment Bill, without amendment, 626.
Judgment Creditors Remedies Extension Bill, without amendment, 626.
Government Railways Act Amendment Bill, without amendment, 593.
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MESSAGES—{continued):—
Ekom Cocncil to Assembly—(continued):—

Ecturning Sih-erton Tramway Act Amending BID, with amendments, S93.
Crown Lands Purchases Validation Bill, with an amendment, 594.
Companies Bill, with an amendment, 594-.
Parramatta Church-street Amended Alignment, Bill, without amendment, 62G.
Municipal Loans Bill, without amendment, 626.
North Shore, Manly, and Pittwator Tramway and Bailway Bill, with amcndmeuls, C33.
Divorce Extension Bill, with amendments, 638.
Cooma Church of England Lauds Sale Bill, with amendments, 630.
Appropriation Bill, without amendment, 642.
Eepayment of Loans Bill, without amendment, 642.

_ Public Worts Loan Bill, without amendment, 642.
Not insisting upon its amendments disagreed to in Bankruptcy Bill, 185.
Agreeing to amendments upon amendments in Albury Cattle Sale-Yards Bill, 200.
Agreeing to amendments in Kent-street Roman Catholic Church Land Sale Bill, 200.
Not insisting on their amendment, but proposing one in lieu thereof, agreeing to amendment made 

hy Assembly on their amendments and insisting on amendment and not insisting on amend
ment, in Government Railways Bill, 417.

Agreeing to amendments made in the Perpetual Trustee Company Bill, 538.
Insisting on some of its amendments, and docs not insist on others, in the Chinese Restriction 

and Regulation Bill, 666.
METROPOLITAN pmE BRIGADES ACT OF 1884

Report of Fire Brigades Board for 1887, laid on Table, 378 ..........................................
METROPOLITAN TRANSIT COMMISSIONERS ..........

Information respecting, laid on Table, 385...........................................................
METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT BILL ...........................

Motion made (Sir Henry ParTccs) for Committee of the Whole, 196 ; House in Committee and 
resolution agreed to, 201; presented and read 1°, 224 ; Message from Governor, 228; read 2°, 
committed, reported with an amendment, and report adopted, 228 ; read 3°, passed and sent 
to Council, 232; returned with amendments, 281; amendments agreed to, 308; assent 
reported, 317.

METZ (Seo “MINING”).
MIDNIGHT;—

Sittings after, 4, 30, 53, 65, 77, 90, 99, 115, 119, 123, 136,140,146,152, 102, ICO, 186, 19S, 210
220, 242, 248, 264, 288, 296, 304, 329, 345, 361, 374, 381, 390, 422, 425, 430, 434, 442, 452,
452, 455, 469, 476, 480, 487, 494, 496, 501, 500, 514, 520, 526, 538, 044, 548, 554, 574, 580,
087, 603, 615, 619, 628, 639.

MILITARY
Offickhs of Pkbmafint and Volunteer Corps :—

Return to Order (Second Session 1887), laid on Tabic, 6 ......................................................................... .
Road, South Head to Ben Bucelek and Forts, Bondi:—

Notification under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act of resumption of land for, laid on
Table, 22 ........................................................................................................ ................................................

Major Parrott's Report :—
Motion made (Hr. Dibbs) that this House do now adjourn to consider answer to a questiou in 

reference to, and negatived, 64.
Correspondence respecting, on Coast and Harbour Defence, laid on Table, 84............;........................

Case of Daniel Behan : —
Motion made (]l/r. Alfred Allen) for a Select Committee to inquire into discharge of, late u 

Sergeant in tho New South Wales Artillery, 71 ; name added to Committee, 89.
Defences of New South Wales :— *

Report of Major-General Schaw on, laid on Table, 199 ...........................................................................
Captain A. H. P. Savage, Permanent Artillery :—

Motion made (Mr. Wall) for papers relative to appointment of, as Captain, 320; Return to
Address laid on Table, 334 .......................................................................................................................

Orderly Clerks employed in the Brigade Office :— ' "
Return showing number for last twelve months, hud on Tabic, 334 ..................................... ................

Forces of the Colony ...........
Annual Report for 1887 laid on Table, 425....................................................................................................

Engagement of Imperial Officer:— - ' "
Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 479 .................................................. .........................................

Ammunition :— '
Correspondence respecting Establishment of Manufactory, laid on Table, 479....................... .........

Free Railway Passes ;— ‘ "
Return respecting issued by the Staff Ofilce of Volunteers, Ac., during quarter ended 30 June

1888, laid on Table, 524 ............................................................................................................................ ’
French Posts in the New Hebrides :—

Correspondence respecting evacuation of, laid on Table, 529 ........................................ ..........................
Brigade Office Accounts .........

Return respecting, laid on Tabic, 578 .........................................................................
MILLADR, THOMAS (See “CROWN LANDS PURCHASES VALIDATION BiLL”) ..................
MILLGATE, GEORGE (See “CROWN LANDS”).
M1LPARINKA (See “TELEGRAPHS”).
MINERALS (See “MINING”).
MINERS’ RIGHTS (Sec “MINING”).
MINING (Sec also “CHURCH AND SCHOOLS LANDS MINING BILL”).

Applications foe Mineral Condition it. Purchases, Parish of Metz :—
Further Return (inpart) to an Order (Second Session 1887), laid on Table, 6; Referred lo Select

Committee, on same subject, 463 ........................... ..........................................................................
Motion made (Jfr. Lenien) for a Select Committee to inquire into and report upon the granting 

of to J ohn Moore and others and th o ref use 1 and grant: ngof otbern pplications, 238 ; Returns 
to Order of 7th July and 21st September, respectively referred to Select Committee, 463;
Report brought up, 572................. .............................................................................................................

Motion made (Mr. J. 1>. Abbott) that the name of Mr. .1. P. Abbott be removed from Select 
Committee, 462.

Petition presented from John Moore and John MrBenn of Armidale, praying that they may he 
heard by counsel before tho Committee, presented and read by the Clerk, 345; prayer of
Petilion granted, 348 ......................................... .......................................................................................

Petition presented from Joseph Eraneis M'Kmlny, of Armidule, praying to bo heard before Select 
Committee, and prayer granted, 468.......................................................... ..............................................
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MINING — (continued):—
Applicatioss op Messes. Hatjojiton asb Palmkk to juke cndeii Keseeves ap Kahidaji i— 

Motion mado (Jfr. J. F. Abbott) Ior ail, vpitli all correspondence, surveys, plane, and reports, and 
any permits issued in respect of, and any application to convert such permit into u lease, 41;
Beturn to Order laid on Table, 252 ... .................................................-........... ................................................

ApPLICATIOKS POK MiNEEAT. LEASES :—
Beturn to Order (Second Session, 1887), laid on Tnble, 223 ............................................ .................................

Application of Me. J. N. Covnollv to Mine in Parish of Cpeeajono :—
Motion made (Mr. Stokes) for all correspondence in reference to, between 1884 and 1887, 118;

Beturn to Order laid on Table, 294......................................................................... ..............................................
BulLI COLLIEET EXPLOSION

Copy of the Attorney-General’s opinion respecting, laid on Tablo, 35 .............  ......................... ................
Motion made (Mr. Melville) for all replies, letters, Ac., by Mr. Mackenzie respecting Commission’s

Report, 185 ; Beturn to Order, laid on Table, 196 ......................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Melville) that this House do now adjourn to consider statements made by 

Examiner of Coal-fields in Papers laid on Table, aud reflecting upon Commissioners Keport on, 
and negatived, 200.

Charges against Examinee of Coal-fielm

Report on, laid on Table, 273 ...................................................................... -...................................................................
Claiji of Matthew MTyok to a Tin-mine at Pheasant's Ceeek:—

Beportof Select Committee of Session 1887 adopted, 273.
Claims of William Tom, Junior, and J, H, A. Lister ah fiest Discoverers of Gold in 

this Colony ,
Motion made (Jlfr. Dalton) for all petit,ions, letters, papers, Ac., in connection with, 231.

Diamond Drill, No. A :— ...
Motion made (Mr. Hurley) for all correspondence and agreements respecting application for use

of, dispatched to Clarence Siding, 232; Beturn to Order laid on Table, 252....................................
Diamond Drills r— ... . , „

Beturn showing outstanding accounts in connection with and Water Angers, laid on Table, 273 .......
Duckentield Colli hey :— _ .

Correspondence relating to alleged Breaches of the Coal-fields Regulation Act at, laid on Table, 252, 
Endowment to Municipalities _

Opinions of Attomeys-General m the years 1876 and 1888 on, laid on Table, 642 ............................ .
Fatal Accident to John Mansfield :— _ , . ,

Keport and Evidence in connection with, at the Northumberland Colliery, laid on Table, 475 ........
Fatal Accident to Edward M'Carean :— _

Keport and Evidence in connection with, at the West Wallsond Colliery, laid on Table, 475.............
Explosive Gas in the South Waeatah Colliery ^

Papers in connection with the influx of, laid on Table, 475 ..................................................................................
Gold-mining and Mineral Leases :— _

Motion made (Mr. Wall) for a return of, applied for during five years ending 1st September, 1887, 
showing tho period that intervened between the date of application and tho dalo of issue, 35 ;
Beturn to Order laid on Table, 191.........................................................................................................................

Gold-mining Leases at Arm id ale :—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 642..............................................................................................................................

Jeremiah Shea:— _
Petition from, representing that lie was sent to the Colony in ISIS ; that he is 88 years of age;

, that he discovered gold on the Northern Fields in 1852, hut has received no acknowledgment 
for the same ; that he is now, throogh infirmity, unable to earn his living, and praying relief,
presented, ......................................................................................................................... *..................................................

Leases in the Bingera Disteict :—
Beturn to Order (Session 1885-86) laid on Table, 352 ..........................................................................................

Lands held by Me. G-AKiiF/iT, Minister foe Lands :—
Beturn respecting, laid on Table, 578 ..............................................................................................................................

Messrs. Hugh McNeill and Party—Mineral Lease at Captain’s Flat :—
Motion made (Mr. O'SullivanJ for Select Committee, 403 ; Beport brought up, 692 ............................

. Petition presented (Mr. Dibbs) from Hugh M'Neill and Party, praying to be heard by Counsel
before the Select Committee, 491 .............................................................................................................................

Mineral Conditional Pueoha3R of James Kennedy Broughm :—
Motion made (Jlfr. Chanter) for Papers, 601.

Mineral License taken up by Michael Charles Rbnham, Parish of Picton :—
Motion made (Mr. Chanter) for papers in reference to, 635.

Mining Act Further Amendment Act:—
Kegulations relating to, laid on Table, 492.....................................................................................................................

Miners’ Rights :—
Petition presented (Jfr. Sydney Smith) from miners of HillBnd, Sofala, Sonny Corner, Rylstonc, 

Cargo, Gulgong, Silverton, Limestone, Mount M'Donald, Bathurst, Wattle Flat, Nymagce, 
Hargraves,"Copeland, Parkes, Mount Brown, Oberon, and Tambaroora, representing that the 
charge for a Miners’ Bight is excessive, and that tho Miners’ Right should remain in force for
twelve months, and praying the House to consider the matter and grant relief, 380.......................

Mines Depamjient:—
Annual Report of the Stock Branch for 1886, laid on Table, G; Do. 1887, laid on Table, 468 .......

■ Annual Keport of Forest Branch for 1886, laid on Table, 97 ............................................................................
Annual Beport for 1387, laid on Table, 378 ................................................................................................................

Prospecting for Gold and other Minerals :—
Motion made (Jfr. Sydney Smith) for Committee of the Whole for Address to Governor that 

£50,000 be placed on Estimates for 1888 for, 89; House in Committee and Besohition| 
(£20,000), agreed to, 108.

Smelting Worms for Treating Bulk Samples of Ore:—
Motion made (Jfr. Wall) for erection of, by Mines Department, and withdrawn, 354.

Teralea Coal-mining Beservk :—
Adjournment of the House moved (Mr, McDlhone) in reference to Mineral Conditional Purchases 

made by the Lane Family and Mr. Withers, 493.
Motion made (Jfr. McDlhone) for papers in connection with selections of tho Lane Family, 

T. Garrett, Greville, and others, 500 ; Returns to Order laid on Table, 547, 580 ; referred to 
Select Committee, 587; order for printing rescinded, 592. 1
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MINING-—(continued)
Teracba Coal-mining Reshrva—(eontinued):—

Motion made (Mr. Mcldlhone) for Select Committee to inquire into Bcleelions o£ Lane Familr. 
Henry J. Withers, and William Thome, 502; name of Sir Henry Parkes substituted foruanic 
of Mr, J. P. Abbott, 583 ; papers referred to Select Committee, 587.

Plan of Reserves Nos. 83 and (10, showing Mineral Conditional Purchases and Mineral Leases hold 
thereon, laid on 'Table (not prated), 547 

The Miking Industhi: :—
Motion made (itfr. Waddell) for encouragement to by the abolitioa of timber licenses for timber 

used as fuel for smelting, 608. ■
MINING ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT ACT (See “MINING”).
MINING CONDITIONAL PURCHASES (See “ CONVERSION INTO MINING CONDITIONAL 

PURCHASES VALIDATION RILL”).
MINING BILL:— ■

Motion made (Mr. Abigail) for Committee of the Whole, 592 ; House in Committee, resolution 
agreed to, presented, and read 1°, 602. '

MINING ON PRIVATE PROPERTY;—
Petitions praying that, a Bill be passed prondine for. 257 (l3) ..............  . ........ ...................

MINISTER FOR LANDS (See “CROWN LANDS’’).
MINISTERIAL ELECTION BILL —

Motion made (Mr. O'Mara) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 36 ; Order of fhe Day 
postponed, 107,147, 234, 252, 285, 321, 508. ’

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
Made by Sir Henry Parkes, 123, 404,
Made by Sir Henry Parkes—Resignation of Mr, Wise, tho Attorney-General, 252.
Made by Sir Henry Parkes—Resignation of Mr. Garrett, the Minister for Lands, 613.
Made by Sir Henry Parkes—Acceptance of office as Attorney■ General of Mr. G. B. Simpson, 264. 
Made by Mr. Burps—Revenue Receipts and Expenditure during the quarter ended 31 March, 

1888, 361.
Made hy Sir Henry Parkes—Chinese Immigration, 304, 451,
Made by Sir Henry Partes—Public Business, Public Accounts, Estimates for Military Service, 501. 
Made by Sir Henry Parkes—Railway Policy, 501, 641. '

MITCHELL, JOSEPH, ESQ., M.P.
Election of, as a Member for Newtown, reported, sworn, 303. '
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) to refer seat to Elections and Qualifications Committee, and 

negatived, 548.
MOAMA:— '

Report upon Extension of Channel and Improvements to Wharf, 302 ..............................................
MOLONG (See "RAILWAYS”; also “CROWN LANDS”).'
MONETARY AND FINANCIAL (See “STATISTICS”).
MONTPELIER ESTATE i-

List of purchasers of leases of portions of, laid on Table (not printed), 8.
MOORE JOHN (See " MINING”). ■
MOREE (See "RAILWAYS”).
MORTGAGES OF STOCK (Sco “LIENS ON WOOL BILL").
MOSS VALE (See “RAILWAYS ").
MOTIONS'

Notice of, to take precedence, 328.
Notices of General Business postponed in a bunch, 162, 208, 242, 24S, 487, 628.
General Orders to take precedence of, ou Fridays, 593.
Notice of postponed, 502.

MOULDER, EDWARD HENRY (See “CROWN LANDS").
MOUNT BROWNE (See “TELEGRAPHS”).
MOUNT VICTORIA (See “ RAILWAYS”).
MUDGEE LINE (Seo “RAILWAYS”).
MULTIPLE CABLE —

Information respecting, purchased, for Telephonic purposes, laid on Table, 267 ..............................
MULWALA (Sea “BRIDGES”). r r r >
MCNFORD’S CONDITIONAL PURCHASES AT MOLONG (See “CROWN LANDS"). 
MUNICIPAL (Sea also" BY-LAWS”; also “DISTRICT GOVERNMENT BILL”; also “PARRA

MATTA MUNICIPAL QUARRIES BILL”) —
Associations :—

Motion made (ID. llamhnn) that any measure to give effect to the principle of decentralization to 
confer power over local affairs should provide that the aggregation of districts, councils, shires, 
nr municipalities into irresponsible associations shall be declared illegal, and by leave with
drawn, 29.

Corporation of tub Crrr of Sydney —
Statement of Receipts aud Expenditure for 1885, 1880,- and 1887, respectively, laid on Table, 429. 

Forbes Municipality ;—
Motion made (Mr. Stokes) for copies of all papers in connection with tho special audit of

accounts, 325 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 334 ..........................................................................
Special Grants to Municipalities :— '

Motion made (Mr. Creer) for Committee of the Whole to consider an Address to the Governor for, 
404; Order of the Day, discharged, -503. ,

Local Option Vote :—
Return showing result of, taken in Metropolitan and Suburban Municipalities in February, 1888,

laid on Table, 624 ................................................................................. ......................................... ’
Municipalities of Forbes and Parkes :—

Return respecting Revenue derived from, laid on Table, 560 ...............................................................
Grants for Roads within Municipal Boundaries :—

Return respecting, laid on Tablo, 635.....................................................................................................
Endowments to municipalities;—

Opinions of Attorneys General, in years 1876 and 18S8. kid ou Table, 642......................................
MUNICIPAL LOANS BILL —

Motion made (Mr. Dap) for leave to bring in, 572; presented and read l0, 573 ; Order of the 
Hay postponed, 585 ; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, and au amended Title, 
report-adopted, 599; read 8°, passed, and sent to Council; 602; returned without amendment, 
626; Assent reported, 630. ■ ■
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KTJNICIPAL EOADS AND STREETS BILL:—
Mobion made (Mr. Frank FarneU) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 22; rend 2°, 

committed, reported with amcndmeuls, and Report adopted. 43; read 3U, passed, and sent to 
Council, 49 ; returned with amendments, 71 ; Order of the Day postponed, 77; amendments 
agreed to. and Message to Council, 192 ; Assent reported, 219.

BIUNICIPALITIES ACT OF 1867 AMENDMENT BILL: —
Motion made (Sfr. Fanis) lor leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 48 ; Order of the Day 

postponed, 65 ; Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 145.
MUNICIPALITIES ACT OF 1867 AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2) :—

Motion made (Mr, Favit) for Committee of the Whole, 168 ; llouse in Committee and resolution 
agreed to, 193; presented and read 1°, 197; Order of the Day postponed, 325, 3C5 ; read 2°, 
committed, 476.

MURPHY, MARY ELIZABETH and WILLIAM EDWARD (See "CROWN LANDS PUR
CHASES VALIDATION BILL”).

MURRAY RIVER (See "BRIDGES”).
MURRAY, THE UPPER (See "BRIDGES”).
MUERUMBURRAH PLATFORM:-

Motion made (Mr. Gordon) for return of goods and passenger traffic and revenue and expendi- 
i ■ lure at, 295; Return to Order laid on Table, 33S.........................................................................

MUSIC HALLS (See "PLACES OF PUBLIC AMUSEMENT OR RESORT”).
MUSWELLBROOK (See “COMMONS,” also “RAILWAYS”).

N
NAMOI ELECTORATE

REVENCB DERIVED FROM:— _
Motion made (Jfr. Fmgar) for a return showing total, from Crown Lands, mining leases and 

liecnsoB, minors’ rights, and timber licenses, 41. '
NARRABRI (See "RAILWAYS”).
NASH v. COPELAND (Sec “RAILWAYS”),
NATIONAL AND LOCAL WORKS

Statement of expenditure on, in the Colony, from 1860 to 1886, laid on Table, 28...................... .
NATIONAL PARK

Particulars respecting William Ross late overseer at, laid on Table, 52 ......................... .................
NATURALIZATION, LETTERS OF (See " CHINESE”).
NAUTICAL SCHOOL SHIP “VERNON”:—

Report for 1887, laid on Table, 285.............. ..........................................................................................
NAVAL FORCE (See "AUSTRALASIAN NAVAL FORCE BILL,” also “OFFICERS, 

IMPERIAL”). '
NEILD, MR. J. C., M.P.:—

Motion made (Mr.Jlassall) for a return showing the amount paid by the Treasurer to, since hie 
appointment as Executive Commissioner for the Soutll Australian Exhibition, 30; Return to
Order, laid on Table, 75.....................................................................................................................

NEUTRAL BAY (See “RECLAMATION OF NEUTRAL BAY AND CAREENING COVE”). 
NEWCASTLE (See “ CHURCH AND PERKINS STREETS NEWCASTLE BILL” ; also “ HUNTER 

STREET NEWCASTLE EXTENSION BILL”; also “PARLIAMENTARY STANDING 
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS”).

NEWCASTLE SAND-DRIFT RECLAMATION ACT REPEAL BILL
Motion made (Mr. Abigail) for leave to bring in, 112 ; presented and read l0, 112 ; Order of the 

Day postponed, 296, 309.
NEW HEBRIDES

Correspondence respecting evacuation of the French military posts in, laid on Table, 529..............
NEWSPAPER POSTAGE :— '

Motion made (Mr, McFlhonc) for imposition of, amendment proposed, and negatived, 303 ; 
Original Question negatived, 304.

NEWTOWN (See "ELECTORAL”).
NEW TRIALS LIMITATION BILL;—

Motion made (Mr. Hassall) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 122 ; Order of the Day, 
postponed, 215, 283, 508; discharged mid Bill withdrawn, 608.

NOBBS, JOHN, ESQ,., M.P. :—
Election of, as a Member for Central Cumberland, reported, 339; sworn, 342.

NO QUORUM:—
In House before commencement of business, 297,
In House after commencement of business, 108, 321, 599.
Reported from Committee of Ways and Means, 234,
Attendances of Members in Divisions aud Counts-out........................... ............................. ........... .....

NORTH HEAD
Q.ua.'bantise Station '

Motion made (Mr. Lyne) for all papers, letters, Ac., in reference to removal of, 241; Return to
Order laid on Table, 263 ................................................................................ ................................

Motion made (Mr. See) for correspondence, Ac., in reference to removal of, 573.
NORTH SHORE (See "WHALING ROAD;’’ also, “PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COM

MITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS”).
NORTH SHORE BOROUGHS WHARVES BILL :—

Petition presented (Mr. Triekett) for leave to proceed with, under Goth Standing Order, presented, 
read 1°, and referred to Select Committee, 23 ; motion made that Minutes of Proceedings 
and Evidence of previous Session be laid on Table and referred to Select Committee, docu
ments laid on Table and referred, 115; Report brought up, 403.................. ...............................

Petitions phksknted fhom :—
Property-owners and rosidentB of St. Leonards, in favour of, 16........................................................
The Captain and Secretary of the North Shore Rowing Club, to he heard by counsel or in person 

before the House or Select Committee in apposition, and referred to Select Committee on
Bill, 40................................................................................................................................................

P. O. Williams, A.G. Milson and others, with similar prayer, and referred to Select Committee on 
Bill, 40......................................................................... ;.........................................;...........................
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KOETE SHORE, MAKLY, AND PITTWATER TRA1MWAY AND RAILWAY BILL

Petition presen(-etl (IfV. Held) for- leave to bring in, 48 ; leave given, presented and read 1°, CO; 
referred fo Select Committee, 64; Report brought up, S9; read 2°, and committed, I4G; 
further considered in Committee, reported ivifh amendments and report adopted, 233; read 3°, 
passed and sent to Council, 236 ; returned with amendments, 635 ; Order of the Da-v 
postponed, 641, ‘

PETITION'S IN FAVOUR OP, PHKSKNTED :—
From Residents at St. Leonards and North Shore, and that provision bo made to male tbr

proposed bridge at the Spit, free of Toll, 145 ..............................................................................
From Residents at Manly with similar praver, 145 .......

NORTHUMBERLAND COLLIERY (See '‘MINING"). ..........................................................
NO TELLERS

In Division, 59, 140.
NOTICES OF MOTIONS

Of General Business postponed in a hunch, 162, 208, 242, 248, 48?, 623 
Postponed, 002.
For motion to take precedence, 323.

NOTIFICATIONS (Sec “LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT") 
NOWLAND, MR. (See "RAILWAYS”) ■
NOXIOUS TRADES '

Motion made (Mr. Carnitlten) that legislation dealing with, in and around Sydney, ia urgenlL 
required, and withdrawn, 232. ‘

NOXIOUS WEEDS IN THE DISTRICT OF THE RICHMOND RIYER
Molion made (Mr. Swing) for report and papers in connection with, 546 : Return to Order laid 

on Table, 578
NUISANCE ON NORTH SHORES OF BOTANY BAY (See BOTANY "bAY”')- 
NUISANOES PRETENTION ACT (See “BY-LAWS”). ■

0
OAKEY PARK COAL-MINING COMPANY’S RAILWAY BILL:—

Petition presented (Mr. Kitrtej) for leave to bring in, 252; leave given 25S ; presented and read 
lu, 263; referred to Select Committee, 268 ; Report brought up, 353 ; motion made for 
second reading, and amendment moved to refer back to Select Committee, and passed, 487;
Report (Second) brought up, 019 ; Order of the Day postponed, 628 ........................ ............ !

Petition presented from Brisbane Dojle, of Parramatta, stating that tho Bill would eerionsly 
affect hie rights, and prating the House to refer the Bill back to the Select Committee, 389 -
referred to Select Committee, 487.......................................................................... ’

Petition presented from Sarah Doyle, praying that tho Bill may be again referred back to the 
Select Committee, and that she may be heard before the Committee, 60S

OATHS (See "CLERK OF ASSEMBLY”). ..............................
OFFICERS, IMPERIAL

Despatch rclativo to the employment of officers of Navy under Co’onial Governments laid on
Table, 475.....................................................................................................................

Correspondence respecting engagement of military, laid on Table, 479 ..............................
OLIVER, MR., LATE INSPECTOR OF FISHERIES (See “FISHERIES”)....................................
O’MARA, MR.1 

A Member tor Monmbo :— -
persistent disorder, and removed, by Sergeant-at-Arms, from the Chamber, 220. 

OPENING OF THE SESSION :—
Proclamation read by Clerk, 1.
Governor’s Opening Speech, 2.

OPHTHALMIC PATIENTS (See “ASYLUMS”).
ORANGE TO MOLONG (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
ORDER (See “ POINTS OF ORDER '
ORDERLY CLERKS.

Return showing number of, employed in Brigade Office, during last twelve months, laid on Table,

ORDERS FOR PAPERS ............................................*........................................
Motion made (Mr. O’Suliioan) for a return showing what Resolutions for the production of 

departmental papers, returns, correspondence, Ac., have cot been attended to, 118 ■ Returns
(tn part) to Order, laid on Table, 191, 223, 257.............................................................’............

Motion made (Mr. Wall) for a return showng number made since 1 January, 1886, which have
____ “ot been complied with, 210; Returns (in part) to Order, laid on Table, 257, 334
ORDERS OF THE DAY:— ...........

^’^SOSej 11’107'137’145'146’ 185, 192' 233, 241’ 24Gj 253 (*)- 309- 325< 506 (-L 507, EOS (’), 

Of General Business postponed in a bunch, 248, 430, 487.
Of Government Business postponed in a bunch, 417, 430, 463, 468, 487, 502, 509 628.
Postponed after debate, 487. ‘
Motion Rescinding postponement of, to day other than a sitting day, 585.
General Business to take precedence of Motions on Fridays, 593.

ORDNANCE LANDS TRANSFER BILL 
Presented and read 1“, pra formti, 2.

ORIGINAL GRANTS OF LAND BOUNDARIES BILL
Motion made (Mr. J. S. Farnell) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 40 - Order of the 

Day postponed, 77, 107, 145, 169, 192, 224; read 2T, and committed, 253 ; Order of the Dav 
postponed, 285, 321, 341,386, 433, 493. J

O'ROURKE AND McSHARRY (See "RAILWAYS”)
O’SULLIVAN, Mb.

Member for Q.ueameetan . ■
OVERmtET^OF^ SANDS”)' fr0m Chambir,221.

OYSTERS (See " ROYALTY ON OYSTERS ABOLITION BILL”).
1075—D ’
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P
PADDINGTON (Sec “ ELECTORAL”).
PARAGUAY. REPUBLIC OF (See “DESPATCHES").
PARISH ROADS (Seo “ ROADS ”).
PARKES (Sec "RAILWAYS”; also "MUNICIPAL”; also '‘PUBLIC BUILDINGS”; also 

“CROWN LANDS”).
PARKES, THE HONORABLE SIR HENRY, G.C.M.G., M.P.:— _ ...

Motion made (Air. McElhone) that House do now adjourn, to call attention to replies given in 
■ reference to paragraphs iu certain newspapers, commenting on a compromise alleged co have

been made by, with his creditors, some of whom, it is alleged, are his colleagues in the present 
Government,—and negatived, 70.

Resignation of, as a Member for St. Leonards, reported, aud seat declared vacant, 73 ; issue and 
return of writ reported, sworn, 87-

List of purchasers of leases of portions of the Montpelier Estate, laid on Table (not printed), S5. 
Ministerial Statement made by, 123, 252, 2G-I, 364, 404, 451, 501 (■*), 613, 641.

Pkivilbge
Motion made (H/r. Garuax) that Sir Henry Parkes, Colonial Secretary and Premier, having ten

dered his resignation as a Member, and said resignation having been accepted, this House 
' declines to transact any further business till the Premiei'occupies his Seat as an elected Mem

ber of this House, and negatived, 76.
Name substituted for Mr. J. P. Abbott on Select Committee, “Teralba Coal-mining Reserve,” 5So 

PARKES, VARNEY, Esq., M.P.
Resignation of, ns Member for Central Cumberland, reported, and scat declared vacant, 311.

PARKS 1
PUEniC _

Notification under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act of the resumption of land for,
Albury, laid on Table, 6........................................................................................................_■......... ®

Returns showing subsidies, granted for improvement of, for the year 1887, laid on Table, 35....... 5
Return showing subsidies from the year 1880 to 1887 inclusive, laid ou Table, 524.......................... 5

Nationai :— „
Particulars respecting William Ross, late overseer at, laid on Table, 52......................................... o

Centennial :— ...
Motion made (jlfr. O’Snl/ivan) for all papers, &c.,in connection with scheme of, SOS,
Motion made (Afr. .Dibbit) for paperu relating to construction and dedication, 308.

ReSEEVE AT KUENELt, BOTANY BAY :—
Motion made (Jfr. Carrtithers:) that immediate stops be taken to secure, adjacent to the place 

where Captain Cook first landed in Australia, and withdrawn, 232.
PARLIAMENT (See also “HANSARD”; also “PRIVILEGE”):—

Opening of the Session, 1.
Prorogued, 642.

FeANKING MEMBEES COEEESrONDENCE ON PtlJiLIC BUSINESS :—
Motion made (Mr. Ktcing) that all letters on public business incidental upon the representation 

in Parliament of an Electorate shall be carried free by post, 24; and negatived, 25.
The Legislative Council :— _

Motion made (Mr. IFirfter) that one Chamber is all that is necessary for tho transaction of the 
Parliamentary Business—that the Legislative Council is useless aud dangerous, and ought to 
bo abolished, and withdrawn, 36.

Payment of Members of the Legislative Assembly :—
Motion made (Jlfr. FUteher) for Committee of the Whole, to consider the necessary steps to be 

taken to mako provision for, 28; House in Committee, and resolution agreed to, 43.
Sale of Intoxicating Drixn in the Boldincis :— _

Motion made (Mr. Thompson) that the practice of eolling and supplying intoxicating drink within 
tho walls of the building should be at once discontinued, and negatived, 59.

Houses of—State House :—
Molion made (Mr. JJiiis) for Committee of tho Whole to consider expediency of bringing in a 

Bid to appropriate £150,000 from sale of portion of Centennial Park for erecting a .State 
House, to bo used as Houses of Parliament, in Macquario-street, 60 ; Order of the Day, post
poned, 103, 192(*), 252, 508; discharged, 586.

New Houses of :— _
Motion made (Mr. E. Eurdeit Smith) that no further delay take place in the erection of, and by 

leave withdrawn, 169.
Lighting Buildings with Electeic Light ;—
■ Motion made (Mr. Thompson) for all recommendations, tenders, correspondence, Ac., in connection 

with, 103;
POBTRAIT OE WILLIAM ChAELES WENTWORTH :—

Letter reported from Executive Commissioner of the Centennial Exhibition, Melbourne, asking for- 
loan of pictures, end resolution passed against sending them, 5G9. I

PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATIVES ALLOWANCE BILL :— ^
Motion made (j)fr. Garrett) for Committee of the Whole, 208; House in Committee, 258;

Resolution reported and agreed to, 259 ; Message from the Governor, 268; read 1°, 268; read 1 
2°, committed, reported, and report adopted, 520; read 3° passed 548 ; sent to Council, 549. 

PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS :—
Motion made (Mr. Sutherland) for appointment of, as provided for by the Public Works Act of 

1888, Committee appointed by Ballot, 508.
Public Woeks refereed to :—

Wharfage accommodation, Woolloomooloe Bay, 640.
Improvements to the Circular Quay, G40.
Storage Reservoir at Potts Hill, 640.
Dredge and plant for Sydney Harbour, 640.
Second pipe between Potts Hill and Crown-street, 640.
Improvements to the entrance of the Richmond River, 640.
Bridge at the Spit, Middie Harbour, 640.
New Central Police Court, 640.
Improvements to the entrance of the Clarence River,3II 
Drainage works, Manly, 641. _
Drainage works, North Shore, 641.
Drainage works for tho Western Suburbs, 641.
Harbour improvements at Newcasl le, 641.
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PARNELL, MESSRS. AND MISSES (Sec "CROWN LANDS’).
PARRAMATTA (Sec also “ BRIDC IS”)

Indostbial School pob Giels :—
Amended Regulations under the Industrial Schools Act of 1866, laid on Table, 155 ......................

Gaol :—
Notificafion of resumption, under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, of land in parish

of Field of Mars, required for extension of, laid on Table, 231 ................................................
Police Maoisikate pob

Return to Order (Session 1885), laid on Table, 425 ..............................................................................
Motion made (Mr, Frank I'arneU) for Address for papers in connection irith appointment of,

421); Returns to Addresses laid on 'Pablo, 451 (not printed), 635 ..........................................
PARRAMATTA CHURCH-STREET AMENDED ALIGNMENT DILL _

Petition presented (Mr. Hugh Taylor) for leave to bring in, 302; leave given, presented, and 
read 1°, 308; referred to Select Committee, 314 ; Report brought up, 348; Order of the Day 
postponed, 416, 508, 513, 543, 579, 5S5; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, 
report adopted, 599; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 602; returned without amendment,, 
026 ; Assent reported, 629.

PARRAMATTA MUNICIPAL QUARRIES DILL:— > _ ,
Petition presented (Mr, Hugh Taylor) for leave to bring in, 302; leave given, presented,'ntid^ 

read 1°, 308 ; referred to Select Committee, 314; Report brought np, 348 ; Order of tho Davj 
postponed, 416, 503, 513, 643, 579, 585; read 2°, committed, repoilcd without ameudmenij 
report adopted, 599 ; read 33, passed, and sent to Council, 601.

PARROTT, MAJOR (Seo "MILITARY”).
PARRY'S CONDITIONAL PURCHASES (Sec CROWN LANDS”).
PARTNERSHIP DILL

Motion made (J/r. J. J?. Abholi) for Committee of Ihc Whole, 04; Order of the Day postponed, 
103, 147, 389 ; Order of the Day discharged, 507. I

PASSENGER TRAFFIC (See "RAILWAYS”).
PASTORAL LEASES [

• Return giving particulars of appeals in connection with rents of, not yet dealt with by Minister,
laid on Table, 403 ............................................................................................................................... ■

PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTfON ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. QarreU) for Committee of t.lto Whole, 249; Order of tho Day for Committee 

discharged, 309.
PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTION BOARDS 1
‘ Motion made (Mr. J. P. AbboU) for copies of balance-sheets, 3-19 ; Return (in part) to Order laid'

on Table, 619; Further lioLum to Order laid on Table, 635 ......................  .............................
PATENT FEES (See “ATTORNEY-GENERAL”).
PATENTS (See “INVENTIONS”)

Office ;—
Regulations under Patents Act laid on Table, 257, 378 ............................. ........................................

PATENT'S LAW AMENDMENT.ACT AMENDMENT BILL:—
Motion made (Jfr. Haynes) for leave to bring in, 585.

PATERSON RIVER:--
COSIKACT FOR BrIUCH OVER :—

Motion made (Mr. Hurley) for Select Committee. 404.
PATHOLOGIST (See "PRINCE ALFRED HOSPITAL.”)
PATIENTS RECEIVED fNTO HOSPITALS (See “HOSPITALS”).
PAYMENT OP MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY (3co also “PARLIAMENTARY 

REPRESENTATIVES ALLOWANCE BILL”). _
Motion made (Mr, Fletcher) for Committee of the Whole, to consider the necessary steps to be 

taken to make provision for, 28; House in Committee, and resolution agreed to, 42 ; 
PEARCE’S CORNER (See “RAILWAYS”).
PEAT’S FERRY ACCIDENT (Seo “RAILWAYS”).
PENAL ADMINISTRATION:— _ _

Report respecting the proposed changes in, laid on Table, 32..............................................................
PENRITH (See “ RAILWAYS” also “BRIDGES”).
PERMANENT ARTILLERY (See "MILITARY”).
PERMANENT TRUSTEE COMPANY OP NEW SOUTH WALES BILL

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Sir Henry Parkes}, read 1° 469; read 2° 
committed, reported without amendment, report adopted 508 ; read 3°, passed, and returned 
to Council, 524 ; Assent reported, 539.

PERPETUAL TRUSTEE COMPANY BILL:- _
Petition presented (Mr. Triekett) for leave to proceed with, under the 65th Standing Order, 35: 

received from Legislative Council, read 1° end 2° OS; Order of tho Day postponed, 107, 147, 
234,252,288; committed, reported with amendments, aud report adopted, 3-12 ; Order of 
the Day postponed, 353, 479 ; read 3° passed aud returned to Council with amendments, 
505; amendments agreed to 538; Assent, reported, 555.

PERRY’S COMBINATION TRUCK (See “RAILWAYS”).
PEST (Seo "RABBIT PEST”).
PETERSHAM (See “RAILWAYS”).
PETITIONS (See also “INSOLVENCY"):—

Sessional Order as to printing of, passed, 12.
Read by Clerk, 76, 84, 88,127, 145, 218, 246, 252, 294, 303, 315, 352, 421, 437, 454, 492, 496, 505, 

519, 543, 565, 579, 635.
Referred to Select Committee, 40 (s), 122, 135, 165, 192, 215, 232, 324, 328, 403, 491.
To be heard in person or by Counsel before Select Committee, 144,150,161,181,192, 208,341,294.
Weekly Abstract of, Nos. 1 to 37..............................................................................................................

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY OF NEW SOUTH WALES INCORPORATION BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. Sydney Smith) for leave to bring in, 16; leave given, 23; presented and 

read 1°, 25; referred to Select Committee, 28 ; Report brought up, 76; motion made for 2°, 
and debate adjourned, 145 ; motion for 2!’ negatived, 233.

PHEASANT’S CREEK TIN-MINE See ("MINING”).
PITT, MR. GEORGE MATCHAM, JUNIOR (See “CROWN LANDS”).
PITTWATER TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY (Seo "NORTH SHORE, MANLY, AND PITT

WATER TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY BILL”).
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PLACES OE PUBLIC AMUSEMENT OR RESORT.
Report, on Theatres anti, laid on Table, 128 ..........................................................................................
Motion made (Jfr. Dowel) that the Government should bring in a Bill to place umlor proper eon' 
trol; to provide improved construction, so as to insure greater immunity from risk from fire or 
panic, 129,

POINTS OE ORDER (Sco also “SPEAKER”)
Arising in the House, 24, 42, 15G, 192, 224, 2S2, 259, 315, 426, 433, 455, 574, 579, 6S7, 699, C35. 
Reported from Committee of Supply, 433(s), 432.

POLICE (See also “ ELECTORAL”)
Correspondence respecting duties of, laid on Table, 82..........................................................................
Report of Department for 18S7, laid on Table, 257 .......................................................... ...................

William Statford, Ex-Sergeist:—
Motion made (Jfr. O’Sullivan) for Papers respecting dismissal of, 338 ; Return to Order, laid tn,

Table, 352 .........................................................................................................................................
Petition presented (Vr. Dost), from William Stafford, in reforeneo to dismissal of, 425 .............

POLICE MAGISTRATE (See “ADMINISTRATION OE JUSTICE”).
POLICY OE THE GOVERNMENT (See “VOTE OE CENSURE”).
POLL-TAX (See “CHINESE").
POOLE, MR. asd MRS. (Sec “CROWN LANDS”).
POOR OF SYDNEY, RELIEF TO (See “CENTENARY OF THE COLONY”; also “SICK 

POOR OF THE METROPOLIS”).
POPULATION (See also “STATISTICS")

Return ihowing estimated on 31 December, 1887, of New South Wales and Victoria respectively,
laid on Table, 352 ............................................................................................................................

POSTAL:—
Thirty-second Annual Report of the Postmaster-General, being for 1886, laid on Tablo, (5 .........
Thirty-third Annual Report ol tho Postmaster-General, being for 1887, laid on Table, G35...............

Franking Mbmrkhs’ Correspondence ox Pumic Business :—
.Motion made (Jfr. Ewing) that all letters on public business incidental upon the representation in 

Parliament of an Electorate shall be carried free by post, 24, and negatived, 25, 
Letter-Sorters and Letter-Carriers :—

Motion made (Jfr. Frank Smith) for a return showing the number of sorters appointed in General 
Post Office during two years, with names, dates of appointment, and salaries, also number of 
carriers who have received promotion during same period, 77 ; Return to Order laid on Table,
12S.............. .........................................................................................................................................

Futurb Mail Service between Great Britain and Australia, via Suez;—
Further Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 252, 341..................................................................
Motion made (Jfr. Eoberls) for Committee of tho Whole to consider resolutions, 356; Message 

from Governor recommending, 355 ; Order of tho Day postponed, 301 ; House in Committee, 
Resolutions reported, 365 ; agroed to, 366.

Conference :—
Proceedings of, held in Sydney iu January, 1SS3, laid on Table, 252 .................................................

Postage on Newspapers :—
Motion made (Jfr. McDlhone) for imposition of, amendment moved and negatived, 303; Original 

Question negat ived, 304.
Correspondence, Record, and Mail Branches, General Post Office :—

Return showing names and length of service of Clerks employed in, laid on Table, 321.................
Transit Charges on Mails through Francs and Italy :—

Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 341 ...................... ...............................................................
Formation of Street North of the General Post Office:—

Motion made (Jfr. Dibbs) for plan showing the proposed new street, with Mr. Dibbs’ proposed
amendment, 454; Return to Order laid on Table (as an Exhibit only), 602..............................

Correspondence and papers laid on Table, 484................................................................ .......................
Message from Governor, 383; Motion made (Jfr, Roberts) for Committee of the Whole to consider 

Resolutions, 390; Order of the Day postponed, 410; llouse in Committee, 416, 479, 484, 437. 
Cohrese’oxdenck ke-dibectbd for Members : —

Motion made (Jfr. Chanier) for no further charge to be mado on, and the motion not having been 
pnt ot. 7 o’clock, Government Business took precedence, 433.

POSTPONEMENTS RESCINDED: —
Motion made (Jfr. .7. F. Abbott) in reference to business fixed for other than a sittin" dav, 585. 

POTTS’ HILL (See “WATER SUPPLY”) (See also "PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COM
MITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS ”).

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY (Sec “MEDICINE AND SURGERY”). 
PRECEDENCE OE BUSINESS (See “BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE”).
PREFERENTIAL CLAIMS FOR RENT BILL

Motion made (Jfr. Wall) for leave to bring in, 76.
PRE-LEASE (See “CROWN LANDS”).
PREMISES RENTED BY THE GOVERNMENT

Further Return to Order (Second Session, 1887), laid on Table, 191 .................................................
PRESBYTERIAN CEMETERY AT MACLEAN:—

Motion made (Jfr. MvEarl-ane) for a Select Committee to inquire into claims of Messrs. J. 
Macdonald, F. Mackenzie, aud D. Shearer, to ho reinstated as Trustees, 71; Petition presented 
on 11th May, 1887, referred, 122.

Petition from Moderator of Uie General Assembly, for leave to be represented before tho Select
Committee, presented, 128 ...................................................... '................

PRESERVATION OF FISH (See “ INLAND WATERS FISHERIES BILL”). ..........
PREVIOUS QUESTION :—

Moved and negatived, 165.
PRINCE ALFRED HOSPITAL:—

Motion made (Jfr. Jlassall) for all correspondence between the University and W. O. Wilkinson, 
Esq., M.P., relative to appointment of Pathologist or Physician to, 231; Return to Order laid
on Table, 257 ......... ;.............i...........................“................................. .................

PRINTING OFFICE (Seo “GOVERNMENT”). '
PRISONS (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
PRIVATE BARS IN PUBLIC HOUSES :—

Motion made (Jfr. Henson) that the system of, is an evil the Government should at once take 
steps to suppress; Previous Question moved and negatived, 165.

PRIVATE BILLS
Vote of Chairman of Select Committee on, Sessional Order passed, 11.
Motion made (J/r. Barbour) for Committee of the Whole to consider the question of rriminvnilion 

to Members attending on Select Conmiittces, 60S. ' '
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HUYILEaE
Motion made (Mr. Garmn) that Sir Henry Parhee, Colonial Secretary and Premier, haring ten

dered his resignation as a. Member, and said resignation having been accepted, this House 
declines to transact any further business till tho Premier occupies his Seat ae an elected 
Member of this House, and negatived, 76.

Letter from Mr. Thomas Robertson, apologising for having interrupted the proceedings of the 
House by interjection, and apology accepted, 79. _

Ebjeotai, of Eecouds from Custody of tub Clerk :—
Motion made (Mr. Foster) that the Honorable Member for the Hume, Mr. Lyne, has been guilty of 

contempt in keeping papers laid on Table of the House in bis own custody and out of custody 
of the Clerk, and that he be required to leave them in such custody, as required by Standing 
Order, documents returned, and motion by leave withdrawn, 53.

Seat ot the Honobabie Bernhard Einqrose "Wise, Esquire:—
Motion made (Mr, Dibbs) to refer to Committee of Elections and Qua]ideations whether Mr. 

AVise, one of the Members for South Sydney, has not, since his election, accepted an office of 
emolument in liaviag accepted a fee of fifty-five guineas from the Commissioner for Railways, in
contravention of the UStli section of the Constitution Act, 53 ; Beport brought up, 55 ...........

Seat of John Haynes, Esquire :—
Motion made (Mr. MshiUe) that it be referred to the Committee of Elections and Qualifications 

to report whether, by reason of his becoming a bankrupt or an insolvent debtor, has not and 
is not now vacant, and negatived, 145.

Seat of Joshfh Mitchell, Esquire ;—
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) to refer to Elections and Qualifications Committee the question as 

to corrupt practices at the last Election, and negatived, 54S. ’
Slattery a. Young

Speaker acquaints House of receipt of letter from Mr, Hourigan, Solicitor, asking him to name a 
Solicitor to accept on his behalf, service of a AVrit issued at the instance of Mr. T. M. Slattery 
against him for his action in causing Mr. Slattery to be removed from the Chamber ; letter 
read by Clerk, motion made (Sir Henry Parkes) that Mr. Speaker have leave lo appear and 
plead, that Crown Solicitor be instructed to accept service of AVrit, and that Attorney-General 
defend the action, 228.

Notice of Motion to Rescind Appointment ot Me. Speaker:—
Mr. Speaker ruled that motion submitted by Sir Henry Parkes, "That notice be not entered on the 

Arotcs and Proceedings, could not be moved as, 252.
Garrett v. Dinns :— .

Motion made (Jlfr. Dilbs) That the Crown Solicitor be instructed to defend the action of, in the 
interest of the Privileges of this House, and negatived, 326.

Speech made ry Mr. Haynes :—
Mr. Melville brought under notice a statement in a speech reported in the Australian Star, and 

moved that it be read by Clerk, 364 ; statement read by the Clerk, and Motion made (Mr. 
Meloille) censuring Mr. Haynes, and negatived, 365.

Discharge of Memukis from Custody of Sehgeant-at-Aems :—
Motions made in reference to Mr. M'Ellionc. Hon. Member admitted to tho Bur to make 

explanation and apologise, and discharge authorized. Speaker directed Sergeant-at-Arms 
accordingly, 4S5, 4S6.

PRODUCTION (See "STATISTICS”).
PRODUCTION OE WINES (See “WINES").
PRO FORMA BILL:—

Ordnance Lands Transfer Bill, presented and read l", 2.
PROGRESS OE THE COLONY (See "STATISTICS”).
PROPERTY TAX BILL

Message from Governor, 234; Resolution reported from Ways and Means and agreed to; 
Ordered (Mr. Burns), founded on Resolution of AArays and Means presented and road 1°, 561; 
Point of Order as to whether Bill was properly before the House, ruled against by Mr. Speaker, 
read S'5, committed, 574 ; further considered in Committee, 595.

Petition presented from Banking Companies in opposition to, 586 ......................................................
PROPOSED NEAV STANDING ORDERS (See STANDING ORDERS”).
PROROGATION SPEECH 

Delivered by Governor, 643.
PROSECUTIONS UNDER THE COMPULSORY CLAUSE OE THE PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 

ACT_
Information respecting, laid on Table, 437..............................................................................................

PROSPECT DAM:- _
Reports of Messrs. Bishop, Whitten, and Bennett, C.B?., on, Rid on Table, 529 ...............................

PROSPECTING EOR GOLD AND OTHER MINERALS (See “MINING”).
PRUEN, REGINA v. (See “ADMINISTRATION OE JUSTICE”).
PUBLIC AMUSEMENT HALLS (See "PLACES OE PUBLIC AMUSEMENT OR RESORT”).
PUBLIC BUILDINGS :—

Towns ot Eoebes and Parkes :—
Return showing expenditure on, iaid on Tabic, 578 .............................................. ........ ..................

PUBLIC CHARITIES (See “CHARITIES”).
PUBLIC HOUSES (See “LICENSING ACT”).
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ACT (See “EDUCATION”).
PUBLIC LANDS BILL (See “CROWN LANDS BILL ”). ■
PUBLIC PARKS (See “PARKS”).
PUBLIC PARKS ACT

Proclamation under, extinguishing as a public highway part of the St. Leonards Recreation 
Reserve, laid on Table, 6 .......................................................... ...................................................

PUBLIC PURPOSES (Sco “CROWN LANDS”).
PUBLIC SCHOOL (See “EDUCATION”).
PUBLIC TANKS AND WELLS ;—

Construction and Maintenance of :—
Motion made (Mr. Waddell) that so much of the Return (inpart) to Order (Session 1883-4) laid 

on Table on 19 November, 1SS4, as relatives to Galathera and Boggy Creek, be printed, 174.
Motion made ('Mr. Waddell) for all papers, minutes, and reports in reference to complaints of 

officers of the Mines Department against Mr. Bennett, Commissioner and Engineer for Roads 
respecting, and all correspondence respecting loss and inconvenience through works of, being 
divided ketween the Works and Mines Departments, 174; Return to Order, laid on Table, 252 

Daysdale —
Notification cf Resumption of land for, laid on Table, 145..............................................................................
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PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL 

Motion made (Dr. Wilkinson) for leave to bring 1)1,861.
PUBLIC WHARF (Sec “ WHARVES”).
PUBLIC WORKS (See also “HOSPITALS”; also “PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COM

MITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS”).
Parliamentary Standing Committee :—

Motion made (Sfr. Sutherland) for apjjoiutincut of, as provided under Public Works Act of 1888, 
appointed by Ballot, 508.

PUBLIC WORKS BILL :—
Motion made (Sir 'Henry Furkes) for Committee of tbc Whole, 52; House in Committee, and 

Resolution agreed to, 115 ; Message from Governor, 135 ; presented and read 1°, 150 ; Order 
of the Day, postponed, 229; motion made for 2°, and debate adjourned, 259 ; resumed, read 
2°, and committed, 261; further considered in Committee, 277; further considered in 
Committee, reported and Report adopted, 2S1; Order of the Day, postponed, 309, 314, 335, 338, 
365 ; recommitted, reported with further amendments, report adopted, 373 ; read 3°, passed, 
sent to Council, 380 ; returned wit it amendments, 442 ; amendments agreed to (including an 
amendment in the 'J itle) and message to Council, 463 ; assent reported, 492.

PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL: —
Ordered (Mr. liitm.), founded on Resolution of Ways and Means, No. 13 ; presented and read 1°, 

628 ; read 2°, committed, reported with an amendment and report adopted, read 3°, passed, 
atad Bent to Council, 640; returned without amendment, 642; assented to in Legislative 
Council Chamber, 642.

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT (See also K CIVIL SERVICE”): —
Tenders called foe, nr —

Return to Order (Srrond Session, 1SS7), laid on Table, 6 ..................................................................
PURCHASE BY THE GOVERNMENT :—

Of Land Adjoining tub Australasian Steam Navigation Company's Wharf:—
Motion mado (Afr. Mchille) for a Select Committee to inquire into, Committee appointed by

Ballot, 30. Report brought np, 305 .............................................................................................
Motion made (Jlfr. Dibbs) for an Address to the Governor, that the evidence taken disclose;- 

injudicious and unsatisfactory administration by the Government, and that the amount paid 
was in excess of its value, 329.

Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, and referred to Select Committee, 51 .............................
Australasian Steam Navigation Company's Peofeety :—

Motion made (Mr. Trirl-eU) for all claims, correspondence, valuations, Ac., connected with, 136;
Return to Order, laid on Table, 191 ............................................................................................

Pkkcrdencb of Notice or Motion:—
Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) for, 328.

Iron and Steel Railway and Tramway materials:—
Motion mado (Mr. Fletcher) for return showing particulars of, 479.

PURFLEEI (See "ROADS”).

8
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QUARANTINE STATION:—

Motion made (Mr. Jjyne) for all papers, letters, Ac., in reference to removal of, at North Head, 241;
Return to Order, laid on Table, 263 ................................................................................................

Motion made (Mr See) for papers, Ac., in reference to removal of, 573.
QUARRIES (See “PARRAMATTA MUNICIPAL QUARRIES BILL”; also “STATE 

QUARRIES”).
QUEANBEYAN (See "STAMP DUTIES ACT”).
QUEEN, HER MAJESTY THE (See “ADDRESS”).
“ QUESTION BE NOW PUT”

Motinn mado, and passed, 24(J), 156, 220, 221, 222, 468, 485. .
Do. and withdrawn, 156-7. i
Do. and negatived, 4D3, 530.
Do. and Teller's List showing less than forty members in favour of, 468.

Ruling of Mr. Speaker that when there arc no voices for tbc Noce, having satisfied himself that 
forty members arepreaeut, it is not necessary to take a division, 24; dissent from ruling moved 
(Mr. Dibbs) and negatived, 25,

QUESTIONS
And Answers :—

Sessional Order passed, 10.

2 241
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Q
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ■

ABATTOIES :—
Removal of, from Crlobe Island, 7, 14.
Leasing of Glebe Island, SOG.
Condition and Management, of, 213. '
Dismissal of Mr. Read from Glebe Island, 333. 

Abkedeen :—
Bridge over Hunter at, 559.

Abigail, The Hon. Fhancis, M.P.
Ownership of land near Pittwater Tramway, 155. 
Sleeping-car for accommodation of, 402.

ABOEmiJJES :—

Occupancy of Moira. Forest Reserve by, 122.
River Murray, 2S5.
La Perouse,591.

Accident :—
Railway, at Peat’s Ferry, 74, 118, 265,2/6, C32.
To e.s. “ Alhambra,” 564.

Accounts, Public (See “Finance”)
Adaminaby :—Recreation Reserve, 96.
Addison, Mk., Stipendiary Magistrate :—

Complaints against, 167.
Cases dealt with by, at one sitting, 173.

Adelaide:—Jubilee Exhibition, 94, 133, 134, 190, 262, 
495.

Administration op Justice: —
Nominations to the Magistracy, 8(s), 21, 57.
Licensing Magistrates acting on Magisterial Bench, 69,163. on ’ ’
StipendiaryandDepu tv Stipendiary Magistrates, 167,173, 

190, 216, 331.
Regulations for admission to the Bar, 8.
Regina u. Pruen, 8, 79.
Mount Rennie convicts, 28.
District Court Bailiff's, 45.
Sheriff’s Bailiffs mileage charges, 209.
Trials in District Courts, 133.
Wilkinson's Australian Magistrate, 45.
J urors, District Court, Cooma, 68.
Employment by the Government of—

Hon. E. Barton, M.L.C., 80.
Dr. Sly, 101 (»), 110.

Sheriff’s Officers, 83.
Court of Quarter Sessions, Bombala, 223, 256.

Do. Moswellbrook and Singleton,
218.

Court of Petty Sessions, Manly, 88.
Charge for Subpoenas, 110.
The Attorney-General, 61, 73, 110, 141, 245.
Supreme Court Appeals Act, 117.
Prosecutions beforo Juries, 139.
Release of Prisoners, Centenary Celebration, 164. 
Sentence passed on T. B. Giles', 227.
Fees paid to Mr. John Armstrong, Bamster-at-Law, 

255, 262.
Quarter Sessions, Lock-up, and Gaol for Bombala, 256. 
Case of J. A. H. Poulton, 265, 377, 384.
Mr. Manning, Coroner at Rydc, 270.
Commission of the Peace, 292.
Alteration in system of summoning Jury List, 312. 
Court-honse, Lawrence—Court-house, Maclean, 312. 
Supenedeas to Bankrupt Justices of the Peace, 319. 
Decree re Stephen v. Erwin, 332, 511.
Case of Queen v. Bowler, 334.
Furniture for Court-house, Narrabri, 339.

' Magistrates, Young District, 341.
Prisoner Holt, 360.
Captain’s Elat, Site for Police Court, 367.
Commissioner for Affidavits, Moama, 367.
Court-house, Silverton, 372.
Body, Mr. John E., Cooma, 8S7.
Court-house, Redfcrn, 413.
Court of Petty Sessions, Leichhardt, 413.
Police Magistrate at Parramatta, appointment of, 420. 
Clerk of Potty Sessions, Murrumburrah, 436,
Case of Dorn v. Dorn, 436.
Visiting Magistrate, Norfolk Island, 436.
Fees of Clerk of Potty Sessions, 449.
Prisoner Healy, 472.
Mr. William Tliomas, J.P., of Forbes, 541.
Mr. Giles, P.M., Bombala, 556, 578.
Case tried beforo Police Magistrate at Lismore, 575, 
Court-house, Wilcannia, 577 H- 
Cost of Law Suits in which Crown is successful, 598. 
Bench of Magistrates, Miehelago, 613.

Adulteration of Food and Liquors ■—Bill dealing 
with, 34.

Advertising ;—On Tram-motors, 97.
A gent-General :—Appointment of, 401.

QUESTIONS—(conlintud) :—
Agricultural (See also "Farm Produce”)

Show Grounds, Queanbeyan, 56.
Centennial Show, 164.
Resources of various districts, 458.
Societies, 371, 459.
Model Farms, 48, 63.
Schools and Model Farms, 267. ’

Ahern, Me. Jops:—
Tenders for contract for Cast-iron Syphon, Gcorge-street 

West, 606. '
Amir, Cattain H. P.:—Promotion of, to rank of Brevet- 

Major, 189.
Alburv (See also " Crown Lands”) ;—

Lands Office, 419.
Water Supply Railway Station, 584.

Alexandria :—
Measles and Typhoid Fever in, 111.
Drainage of Borough, 412,
Public School Accommodation, 591.

“ Aihambra” S.8. :—
Accident to and loss of, 564.

Alt-strekt, Ashhelw (See ‘'Railways”)
Allen, Mr. W. J., M.L.A.

Railway Fares of Ladies accompanying to Bonrke, 612. 
Ammunition (See ‘‘ Military ”)
Analyst, Government:—Appointment of Mr.Hnmlet,34. 
Appeals :—Determined under Supreme Court Anneals 

Act, 117.
Aquariums :—Bondi, Cogee, and Manly, 533, 553. 
Arbitration Case :—

Commissioner for Railways v. The Hon. John Smith, 
51, 80, 96, 102.

M‘Sharry v. Commissioner for Railways, 37, 96, 319. 
The Hon. S. Charles, M.L.C., v. Commissioner for Rail

ways, 101 (2), 110.
Asdill, Mr. John Roche :—Case of, 395.
Armtdale :—Centennial Celebration, 629.
Armour Plate ;—For Defence Works, 205.
Armstrong, Mr. John, Barrister-at-Law:—Fees paid 

to, 255, 262,
Arncliite :— '

Public School, 134.
Park, 572.

Ahnheim and Matheson, Messrs, Tin Lease of, 
Silverton, 142.

Ashtield :—
And Drnitt Town Tramway, 57.
Sub-way at Alt-street, 275.

Ashtield Station :—Train arrangements, 344,
Assayer :—Government, and Assistant Assayer, 34.
Assays (See “Mining”)
Assembly :—

Electric Light in the Chamber, 32, 39, 68.
Hour of Meeting, 207.
Payment of M embers of, 256.

Assistant Examiner of Accounts, Treasury :—Appli
cation for position of, 473.

Assignees Official:—
Alleged misconduct of, 613.

Association Cricket Ground :—Trustees of, 447, 518, 
541, 569, 589.

Assurance Fund:—Real Property Act, 179,207,261,305, 
341, 459.

Asylums :—
Reports as to management of Governmeut, 7.
Dismissal of Warder Eagle, 21.
Rewington, Inquiry, 240, 290.
Eewington and Parramatta, 337.
For Insane, Parramatta Horth, 343, 521.

Athen^usi at Wilcannia :—Subsidy to, 364. 
Attendance Officers (See “ Education ”) 
Attorney-General :—

Fees received by, for appearing in Crown Cases, 61, 73, 
245.

Patent Fees received bv each, since Responsible Govern
ment, 110,141. '

Acting Secretary to, 55S.
Auburn:—

Crossing at Station, 313.
Park Road Trust, 424.

Audit Department :■—Promotions in, 183.
Auger Drills :—Amount due for use of, 261. 
Australasian Steam Navigation Company:— 

Purchase of Wharf by the Government, 8.
Rumoured purchase of Works, Pyrmont, by the Govern

ment, 8.
Purchase of land between Wharf and Dawes Point, by 

the Government, 66. '
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Q
QUESTIONS—((•■ontintted)

Aostbaiiak Aobtcbltubax. CompakV:—Eoad through 
Laud at Warrah, 1G7.

AfSTEATJAlf G-ASUCIHT COMPAW:—Incorporation of, 106. 
"Austkaiiak Magisteatg” Supply of, to Benches, 45. 
Bacos Duty (Sec " Customs”)
Bailitts :—■

Of District Courts, 45.
Mileage Rates charged by Sheriff’s, 209.

Balbanald (See "Oeq-wn Lands,” also ''Rabbit Pest") 
Balis’s Selections (See “Ckown Lands")
Bank Pass Books :—TrausuiiESion of, by post, 184. 
Bankehs :—Business of, 400.
Bankruptcy Act :—Moneys in the hand of Government, 

471. '
Banquet:—Centennial, 256.
Bar, Tub :—Regulations for admission to, 8. _
Bap.com Glen Estate :—Resumption of portion of, 127. 
Barling Mb. :—Length of service of, 142,
Basbaba (Sec also “Roads”) :—

Temporary Common, 107.
Barringun":—Rabbit-proof Fencing between Bourteand, 

218.
Babton, Mr. G. B., (See "OfEcial History of New South 

Wales.")
Barton, The Hon. Edmund, M.L.C.:—Employment of, 

by the Government, to prosecute, 80.
BaeWON :—Bridge over at Brewarrino, 403.
Bate’s Selection (Sec “ Crown Lands”)
BAinnitST (See also “Railways.”)

Railway Station—Over-bridge, 15.
Do Hay LoadingStage, 81.
Do Payment of Wages by Stat-ionmaster,

394.
Railway to Bourkc, 535, 564.
Embankment near Railway Bridge, 81.
Officers of District Engineer's Staff, 271.
New Gaol at, 271.
Burr, Destruction of, 272.
Employes in Railway Workshops, 290, 428.
Railway Workshops, 618.

Bedlam Creek (Sec “Bridges”)
Beer :—Duties paid on, 31.
Beg a-Eden Railway:—Plans and books of reference, 332. 
Eelabula (See “Roads”) _
Bklab Creek :—Road, parish of Dcringullen, 168, 340. 
Bell, Sob-Inspector (Sec “Police”)
B elm ore :—Recreation Ground, 292.
Bblmore Park:—Tramway crossings, 110.
Belteeks Station :—Selections made on, 384. 
Benevolent Asylum:—Site for, Parramatta North, 343. 
Betting Sweeps :—And "Consultations," 218,
Billiaed License _

William Spangenberg’s application for, 38 p).
District of Marrickville, 270.

Bingkea :—Crown Lands Sale at, 235.
Black yeiar’s Estate :—Condition of streets and lanes, 427. 
Births :—District Registrars of, 411.
Black, Mr. John :—Property resumed on Homebush- 

Waratah line, 623.
BlAYNEY :—Railway Station, 332.
Bloxsome, Mr. Reginald :—Appointment of as Secre

tary Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Board, 368. 
Blue Metal :—Railway haulage rate, from Emu Plains, 47. 
Boards of Inquiry :—

Statistics of, 205.
Collieries, 489.
Phylloxera, 490.

Boaed op Railway Commissioners :—Appointment of, 
536.

Boats :—For Richmond River, 292.
Body, Mb. John E. :—Appointment of, to Licensing 

Court, Cooma, 387.
Bogan River :—Road from Narrammc, 51.
Bolton Mr. Joseph :—Complaint against Mr. W. H.

Margil, 607.
Bombala

Court of Quarter Sessions, 223, 256.
Lock-up Gaol, 256.
Mr. Giles, P.M., 566, 578.

Bondi
Sewer, 126,154.
Foreshores of, 134.
Aquarium, 533, 553.

Bonded Warehouses Kerosene Oil, &c., in, 491.
Bobe (See “ Water Supply ”)
Boree to Paekes (See “ Roads”)
Borenore

Railway Goods Traffic, 659.
Railway via, 597.

Boring Operations Clarence Siding, 498.

QUESTIONS —(ronfintled) :—
Botany :—

Nuisance of Seaweed at, 32, 70, 333, 412.
Professor of, and Lectures on, 94.
Celebration of the Centenary of the Colony at, 117. 
Public Wharves, 411.
Lighting Road, 412.
Road, Tram-line, 413.
Road, 474.

Bourke (See also “ Obown Lands,” also “ Rabbit 
Pest”) :—

Prisoners in gaol, 31.
Customs duties collected at, 38.
Court-house, 56.
Disease in Stock in district, 81.
Railway Goods Charges to Byrock and, 195.
Post and Telegraph Office, 39, 215, 498.
Rabbit-proof Fencing between Barringun and, 218.
Town Common, 284.
Railway from Bathurst, 5G4.
Telegraph to Wanaaring, 541.
Erection of Wharf, 598.

Botcher and Party (See “ Mining ”)
Bowler, Queen v. (See “Administration of Justice”) 
Bowral Railway Station, 472, 558.
Boxing Matciiks :—Suppression of, 312.
Boys Refobmatoey :—Establishment of, 28, 331. 
Bradley’s Head :—Resumption of Laud near, 14. 
Bhaidwood Post and Telegraph Master at, 473. ^
Braine, Alfred :—Timber Inspector, Cooma Railway, 125. 
Brakes :—Railway, 74, 388, 632.
Brass Fittings :—For Water Supply purposes, 218. 
Bebwarrina:—

Customs Duties collected at, 33.
Bridge over Bnrwon at, 403.

Bridges :—
Roads and, in Electorate of The Richmond, 21.
Iron Cove, 21, 424, 460,
Middle Harbour, at the Spit, 27. _
River Murray, at Mulwala, 27, 275.
Over Upper Murray, 34, 275, 301.
Turon River, at Wallaby Rock, 43.
Iron for, Roads Department, 62,213.
Dilga Creak, Road Cumnock to Baldary, 62.
Eugowra Creek, 118.
Moamu, over Murray River, 122, 290, 364,
Mangrove Creek, Hawkesbnry River, 149.
On Road Menindic to Kinchcga, 154.
Wyong Creek, Bedlam Creek, 262.
Hunter River, at Hillsborough, 275.

Do at Aberdeen, 559.
Hawkeshury Railway, 284, 293, 307, 319, 331, 337, 365, 

359, 533.
Duck River, 291.
Darling at Wilcannia, 311, 528.
Tarban Creek, 313.
Over Bnrwon at Brcwarrina, 403.
Parramatta. River, 424.
Iron, Cost of, 432.
Narandera, 518.
Castlereagh River, 611.

Brigade Office (See “ Military.”)
Broken Hill :~

Height above sea level, 103.
Post and Telegraph Offices at, 206, 428.

Brown, Mr. John (See “Crown Lands ”)
Brown, Mr. H. II., M.P.:—Horses purchased from by 

Telegraph Department, 271, 459, 512.
Brown, Mr. Thomas (See “Crown Lands”)
Brush Carbons :—Supply of, 46.
Brushgrove :—Trustees for Recreation Reserve at, 121. 
Bulga Road Alienation of Reserve on Stock Road, 

139,163, 251. _
“Bulletin, The” :—Alleged prohibition of, in the Bar

racks, 56.
Bulu Colliery :—

Report on Disaster at, 7.
Opinion of Attorney-General, re Explosion, 33. 

Dungaree Nobaii :—Proposed Lighthouse on, 93.
Buoy :—Off Dobroyd Point, 134.
Buhadoo Platform, 518.
Burglaries :—In Western Suburbs, 618.
Burrarogie Run :—Rentffxed, 84.
Bureawong Run:—Destruction of Timber on, 52. 
Butter Duty (See “ Customs ")
Buttkrine:—Sale of, 542.
Byrock :—

Water Supply, 38.
Town Common, 38; 195.
Road to Gongolgan, 183, 279.
Railway Goods Charges to Bourke and, 195,
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QUESTIOIfS-^fdDM^tsnerf)
Cable ComkusiOAtion (Sco “ ^KLEOaAPJta.")
CaiipuelL Me. James Laso:—Acting Secretary to 

Attornoy-Qeneral, 553.
CaMMrdown Application of Municipal Council to 

borrow, 189, 205.
CANNEiiLj Me. E.Contrndt fop Hoad near Stone Quarry 

Creek Crossing, 105.
Casley Vale Pi.aotoem Officer in charge at, 313. 
CaNowhtdea : TraTclling Stock Reserve on Eueovrrn 

Road, 179.
Capitatios Allowance (See “ Volunteees ”) 
Captais’s Flap:—

Yillago Reserve at, 47, 279.
Purchase of Land at, 154.
Mineral Leases at, 155, 280, 291,3G7,

’ Site for Police Court, 367.
Business Licenses, 607.

Cakcoah :—Hoad to Mount Macquarie, 34.
Cabpa(}E: Wool Produce, Ac., froin Darling Harbour, 546, 
Cakeless Use of Fiee :—Prosecutions and convictions 

under, Act, 331.
Cargo (Sec also " Chows Lakes ") :—

Land sale at Chceseman’s Creek and, 218.
Caseisoton Grouses :—Betting and carablino at, 348. 
Cabs (See “ Teamways”) °
Cakvee, Me. Hioholas P.Railwav Survcvor, 96 
Casiso ~ j >

Payment of the Unemployed by Council, 75.
Prison Labour in Gaol, 490.
Land Board, 497.

Cassilis :—■
Railway Extension beyond, 79.
Railway Trial Survey from Singleton, via Jerry’s Plains, 

448.
Railway from Muswellbrook, 556, 559.

Castikos (See “Haebour asd Rivers Depaetilest 
Newcastle”)

Castlereagh River r—-Bridge over, 611.
Casual Labour Roaeo:—

Particulars of, 33.
Expenditure of, Ac., 125.

Cattle Regulations respecting, sent from New South 
Wales to Victoria, 180.

Cattle Teucks (See "Railways”)
Cavaley Corps:—Uniforms, Ac., for Country, 497. 
Cayanough, Fredebick :—Appointment to the Railway 

Department, 428.
Cemeteries :—

Devonshire-slreet, 84, 101.
Rookwood and Waverley, C.R. Chaplains, 141. 
Presbyterian, Liverpool, 227, 235.

Ceetenaby op the Coloky (See also “ Melboubke 
Exhibition”)

Celebration at Botany, 117.
Competition in Designs for State House, 155.
Release of Prisoners, 164,
Agricultural Show, 164.
Banquet, 256.
Relief to Poor of Sydney, 291.
Medals for Commissioners, 301.
Authority for payment of cost of Stale Hoiire, 355.
State House, Erection of, 383.
Celebrations, 424.
Railway Return Tickets issued in' connection with 

Exhibition, 448. ’
Arniidale Celebration, 529.

Centennial (See “Centenary op the Colony”) 
Centennial Park :— .

Land taken from Sydney Common, 800.
Amount paid in connection with, 352. ■
Gateways to Borough of Waverley, 478.

Central Police Office Officers in, 223. 
Changing-places (See 11 Railways”)
“Changsha,” S.S.:—Illegal landing of Chinese from, 395. 
Chaplains :—Churchof England, Rookwood and Waverley 

Cemeteries, 141.
Cheese Duty (See “Customs”)
Ciieeseman’s Cheek :—Laud Sale at Cargo and, 218. 
Chicken Choleha (See ” Rabbit Pest ”)
Chinese :—■

Employment on Relief Works, 16.
Restriction of Immigration, 20.
Naturalization of, 63,
Visit of Commissioners, 95.
Tram Time-tables in language, 333.
Fine for illegally landing from s.s. “ Changsha,” 395. 

Chloeofobm ;—Deaths while under influence of, 270. 
Christmas Day :—Opening public-houses on, 227.

1075—Gr

QUESTIONS—(coiiiimwd) t—
Church and School Lands Dedication EiIl Intro

duction of, 33.
Church and School Lands :—

Introduction of Bill for Mining oh, 313, 377.
Dedication Bill, 557.

Circular Quay:—
Extension of Railway tOj 178.
Quit-rent on Cunninghume’s Grant, 131.
Wood-paving, 301.
Mr. Norman Selfe, Improvements at, 388.

City :—Railway from Redfern into, 512.
Civil Service

Department of Public Works, 13,142.
Department of Lands, 13.
Department of Mines, 21, 33.
Department of Audit, 183.
Superannuation Fund, 38.
Registrar-Gcnend'e Department, 63. '
Customs Department, 75, 110, 143.
Telegraph Department, 111, 529.
Salaries of Clerks of Petty Sessions. 134, 235, 474. 
Regulation fixing Hours of Attendance, 149.
Mr. Thomson, Chief Inspector of Accounts, 153,
Clerks in Roads Department, 168.
Mr. Macarthur, late P.M., Corowa, 180.
Comparative Statement of Salaries and Wages, 207. 
Deductions from Salaries of, 223, 324. “ '
Mr. Eoskett, Stamp Office, 214, 209.
Officers in Central Police Office, 223.
Police Magistrates appointed Wardens under f ho Minin" 

Act, 227, 245. D
Commission to enquire into, 24-3, oil.
Vouchers for moneys paid by Public Officials, 251. 
Holidays in General Post Office, 272, 356, 489, 55G.
Mr. Samuel Hawthorne, employment of, 283.
Salaries paid at same rates as 1887, 293.
Mr. O’Malley Clarke, leave of absence, 299, 351. 
Appointment of Locomotive Engineer, 327, 477 484.
Mr. Tates, leave of absence, 351. ’
Mr. Dalglish, district surveyor, 352.
Salaries for month of March, 350.
Public Holidays for Clasjiflod Officers of Railway 

Department, 402. J
Mr. Charles CuteliEe, Clerk of Petty Sessions, Murrum- 

burrah, 436. '
Fees to Clerks of Petty Sessions, 449.
Annual increase to salaries of certain, 454,
Salaries, Pension Fund, 460.
Assistant Examiner of Accounts, Treasurer, 473,
Removal by Mr. A. Morisuty of pay-sheets from Har

bours and Rivers Department, 495.
Mr. G. S. Ridley, 522.
Messrs. G-. F. Wise and F. B. Trealt, 534.
Mr. C. Colls, Railway Department, 536.
Mr. James Lang Campbell, 558.
Persons entitled to Pensions, 591,
Appointments of sons of Ms.P, to, 606.
Officers in Public Instruction Department over aae of 

60 years, G33. °
Increments to Salaries of Telegraph Operators, G34. 

Civil Service Act ;—
Provision for Officers about retiring in event of repeal 

of, 94.
Actuaries consulted when framing, 214.
Refund of contributions, 324.
Actuarial investigation into state of Superannuation 

Account, 324.
Salaries and Pension Fund, 460.

Clarence River ;—
Local Land Board, 55.
Seed Potatoes supplied to persons in Electorate, I7l. 
Improvements at, 324.

Clarence Siding :—
Diamond Drill at, 102, 190, 207.
Boring operations, 498.

Clabke, Mb. O’Malley :—Leave of absence, 299. 
Clakkk, Me. William, M.P.:—Appointment of as Agent- 

General, 401.
Clerks of Petty Sessions :—

Salaries of, 134, 235, 474.
Fees under Act, 449.

Clibborn, Mr. Railway Free Pass to, 385, 401, 440. 
Clifford, Me. J. J,;—Appointment of, as J.P., 8 
Cloak Room :—

Sydney Railway Station, 545. *
Coal (Sec “Railways,” also “Mining")
Coal Cliff Colljeey Company Connection of Mr 

Charles Cowper, Sheriff, with. 111.
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QUESTIONS—[continued) :—
Ooamieeob (Sec also “ Collit.iiies”) :—

Mr, Mackenzie, Erainincr of, 14, 20, 33 (!). 
Coai-mines Regulation Act :—Amending Bill, 14. 
Cobam (See also “ Wateb Sotplv")

Railway from Nyngan, 215.
Mineral Leases, District of, 458.

Cobabgo :—Rost and Telegraph Office, 96.
Cohen, Mr. E. N.Promotion of, in Central Police 

Office, 223.
COILIEEIES :—

Report on Bulli Disaster, V, 33.
Board of Inquiry into, 489.

Coj.lE, Mr. C.:—Railway Department, 536.
Coloniau and Indian Exhibition Expenditure on, 126. 
Coionial Ibon:—Result of tests, 107.
Colonial Seohetaby Visit of, to Northumberland, 9. 
Colony :—Change in name of, 184.

• Colo Valley :—Railway Trial Surrey by way of, 80, 266, 
319.

Combination Teucks (See “ Railways ”)
Commissions :—

Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition, 133.
Statistics of Royal, 205.
To enquire into Civil Service, 245, 511.
Destruction of Rabbits, 290.
Melbourne Exhibition, 372.
Secretary, Rabbit Pest, 406.
Transit. 457.
Intoxicating Drink Inquiry, 460.

Commission :—Of the Peace, 292.
Commissioners (Sec also “ Teaks it Commissioners,” also 

“ Railways”)
Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition, 94, 134,190,202, 495. 

Commissioner toe Affidavits :—Moama, 369.
Commons :—

Town, Byroek, 38, 195.
Do. Bourke, 284.

Moama, 164,.
Temporary, Barraba, 167.

Do. Albury, 261.
Richmond, 214.
Wallabadah, 337.
Piliaga, 339. g

Compensation :—Improvements, under Crown Lands Bill 
(No. 2), 364. .

Conditional Purchases (See “Crown Lands”)
Returns respecting, 395.

Condobolin :—
Schools near Railway Line to, 558.
Poet and Telegraph Office, 559.
Railway Line to, 575, 605, 617.
Land Board, 592.

Conference :—Destruction of Rabbits, 364, 372. 
Conservation of Water;—

Supervision of Construction of Tanks, &e., 61.
Carrying out proposals of Royal Commission, 172. 

Consolidated Revenue Eund (See "Einance”) 
Consolidated Revenues Of Great Powers of Europe, 

America, Canada, and Australasian Colonies, 109. 
Construction of Locomotives :—

By the Baldwin Company, 327.
In the Colony, 6, 47, 110, 144, 413, 480, 495.

" Consultations” :—And Betting Sweeps, 218,
Contests (See "Exhibition Contests”)
Contractors :—Payment of Road, 39. .
Contracts :— _ ,

Given to Messrs. Hudson Bros., without competition, 69. 
Payments under, to Messrs. Kidman, 272.
Postal, with Pacific Mail Steamship Company, 239, 319. 
Road, Mr. Welle, 448.

Convicts (See "Administration of Justice”)
Cook’s River;— _

Elooding of Marrickville and Tempo through Railway 
Bridge over, 179.

Reclamation Work, 262.
Coode, Sir John '

Improvements at Clarence River, 324', 498. 
Improvements, Richmond River entrance, 458.
Report on Crookhaven Heads, 572.

Coooee Bay;—
Sea-wall at, 106.
Aquarium, 533,

Cookson, Mil.;—Schoolmaster at Seven Hills, 528.
Coole, Edward :—Railway Ticket Collector, 293.
Cooaia (Sec also ‘‘Railways") :—

Jurors, District Court, 68.
Recreation Ground, 96.

Coon ad ar abu an (See “Crown Lands")

QUESTIONS—(coulimed)
Coonamble Road to Pilliga, 339.
Cootamundra :—Post and Telegraph Master at, 473. 
Copyright:—Correspondence respecting application of 

Imperial Statute, 173.
COROWA:— .

Mr. Macarthur, late Acting Police Magistrate at, 180. 
Police Barracks, 395.

Costs (See “ Administration of Justice”)
Counsel’s Fees Paid to Attorney-General, 61, 73. 
Country Districts :—Public Expenditure in Sydney 

and, 7. _
Country Towns :—Stray Cattle in, 33.
County Reserve Corps (Sec “Military”) 
Court-house :—

Bourkc, 56. _
Eastern Suburbs, 96,168.
St. Albans, 178. .
Junec, 184.
Lawrence, 312.
McLean, 312.
Narrabri, 339.
Silverton, 872. ■
Redfcrn, 413.
Wilcannia, 577 (2).

Court of Petty Sessions :—Manly, 88.
Courts of Quarter Sessions ;—

Muswellbrook and Singleton, 218.
Bombala, 223.

Cousins, Me. R.Land sold by the Government to, 184. 
Cowpee, Mr. Charles, Sheriff:—Action of, in connec

tion with Coal Cliff Colliery Company, 111.
Cowra:— .

Licensing Bench, Refusal of license to Mr. Galvin, 39S. 
Railway Goods Traffic, 559. . _

Cox’s River :—Survey of Railway to Obcron, t>t®, 343. 
Grace, E. K.:—Road through Estate of, at Gungahleen, 

139,140, 436.
Ceacknell, Mr, _

Operating Room, Telegraph Department, 453.
Cable for Frieze-work, 453.

Creed, Dr. :—Speech on Dcfcncea of the Colony, 522. 
Crkmoene :—Reservation of Shores of Robertson’s Point, 

153. ,
Cricket Ground (See “Association Cricket Ground ) 
Crooked Cheek Proposed Works at, 618. ^ 
Ckookwell:—Railway from Goulbum, 88, 430.
Crossing at Auburn Station :—Dangerous state of, 313. 
Crown Lands (See also “Resekveb"):—

Department, 13, 270.
Over-payment of Rent by Pastoral Tenants, 14.
Rental of Pastoral Leaseholds and Resumed Areas in 

Central District, 88.
Pastoral and Homestead Leases, Western Division, lOo. 
Pastoral and Homestead Leases, Rent from, 189.
Arrears of Rent for Runs, 149, 255.
Arrears due by Pastoral Lessees, 408. _
Runs and homestead leases abandoned and improved 

bind taken up under Act of 1884, 150.
Transfers of Conditional Purchases, 151, 172.
Unloosed Runs in Western Division, 178.
Occupation Licenses, 178.
Pastoral Leases and Occupation Licenses, 207, 472. 
Assessment on Runs in Monaro District, 235.
Revenue, District of Inverell, 15, 122, 344, 363.

Do Districts of Warialda, Bingcra, and Moron, 102. 
Local Land Board and Survey Office, Wagga Wagga, 28, 

261.
Local Land Boards, 43().
Dubbo Land Office, 31.
Clarence River Local Land Board, 55.
Report Lismore Land Board on working of Act, 83. 
Land Board at Casino, 497.
Expenses and work of Local Land Boards, 96.
Local Land Board, Inverell, 376.
Local Land Board Grafton, 376.
Land Court, Richmond River, 83.
Burrabogic Ran, 84. _
Reserves in Eastern and Central Districts, 307.
Resumed Area of Western Division, 189.
Conditional Purchases, Yarralumla, 154.

Bo Richmond River District, 126,207.
Do Denis Morrissey’s, 189.

William Skene’s Prelease at Conargo. 143.
Millgnto v. the IIou. John Smith, 149, 272.
Purchase of, Captain’s Elat, 154.
Sale at Cheescman’s Creek and Cargo, 218.
Sale, Bingcra, 235.
Reserves, Bulga Road, 251.
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QUESTION'S—(oontimted) •—
Crown Lands, &c.—(coniimed) :— '

Crown Lessees, ref nod of Kents to, 25G, 360.
Forfeited Conditional Purchases re-selceted, 25G, 290. 
Temporary Common, Albury, sale of lands, 2G1,
Maps missing from tho Survey Office, 201.
Land adjoining Kaeeeourse at Cargo, 202.
Planting Trees on Forest Reserves, 270.
Reserves made in 1886 and 1887, 234.
Payment of Interest and Instalments in various Land 

Uistriets, 280, 290.
Ringbarking, 290.
Application of Mr. Thomas Brown, of G-arra, near 

Molong, 313.
David Pollack’s selection of Forfeited Conditional Pur

chase, Nangus, 318.
Runs forfeited since passing of Land Act of 1884, 340. 
Land Revenue, district of Inverell, 344.
Rents from, Balraunld, Wentworth, and Bourke, 347. 
Land for sale at Molong, 349.
Reserve Maloga, 364.
O’Kiol and Patterson, application for land at Dubbo, 376. 
Application of John Brown for land at Garra, 377. 
Belltrees Station, Selections made on, 334.
Conditional Purchases, Land Office, Molong, 395.
Mrs. O’Dwyer’s Selection at Burrowa, 399, 401.
Bates’s Selections, on Pullawing Station, Ganncdah, 401. 
Pastoral Rents Erodiction of Prickly-Pear, 403.
Mr. F. G. A. Trollope, 406.
Forfeited Selection of John Harrison, of Lismore, 431. 
Mortgages of Pastoral and Homestead Leases, 441. 
Lands Office, Albury, 419,
Statistics, 461.
Pastoral Holdings on Lines of Railway. Trial Surveys, 

461.
Pastoral Holdings, Eastern Division, 483.
Conditional Purchases mode by Mr. and Mrs. Poole and 

the Misses Parnell, 517.
Mr, G. S. Ridley, 522.
Forfeited Conditional Purchases, Coonabarabvnn, 545. 
Lind Alienated in Forbes District, 558.
Conditional Purchases taken up in Parkcs and Molong, 

677.
Mr. Pork, Chief Commissioner at Hay, 578,
Lease of Protestant Hall, Dubbo, for Lands Office, 590. 
Runs held by tlio Messrs. White.in tho Upper Hunter 

Electorate, 591.
Morec Land Board, 592,
Condobolin Land Board, 692.
Quan’s Selection, North Arm Tweed River, 605.
Refund to Conditional Leaseholders, 607.
Extension of Lands Office, 633.

Crown Lands Bill (No. 2):—Compensation for Im
provements, 364,

Crown Lands Act of 1884:—
Land exchanged under 75 see., 405,
Fencing Clauses, 523.
Routs, 542 (s).
Conditional Leases unded 52nd clause, 542.
Extension of time to Pastoral Lessees, 556.
Permits to mine for Silver and other Minerals, 564. 
Crown Tenants Appeals, 564.

Crown Lesseks (See "Crown Lands”)
Croydon

Railway Station, 106.
Park, 356.

Codal:—Road to Davy's Plains, via Tapp’s, 81, 280. 
Cumberland Disease:—M. Pasteur’s Investigations,460. 
Cumnock Public School, 395.
Cunninoiiame’s Grant, Circular Quay:—Payment of 

Quit Rent on, 184.
Curran :—Dismissal of, from Telegraph Department, 431. 
Customs :—

Duties on wines, spirits, and beers, 31.
Duties collected at towns on River Darling, 38. 
Appointment of the Treasurer’s ean-iu-law to, 75. 
Reduction in Stall since abolition of ad vafora.m duties, 

110.
Position and promotion of Mr. Powell, jun., 143. 
Imperial Copyright Slatute, 173.
New Zealand Import Duty on Grapes, 240.
Duties on Butter, Bacon, Cheese, and Timber, 307.
Duty on Timber, 347.
Kerosene, Oil, &e., in Bonded Warehouses, 491.
Duties, 581, 611.
Lnporls and Exports between South Australia and New- 

South Wales, 582,
Cut Wood : —Railway rates on, 399.
Cutclifed, Mr. Charles (See "Administration of 

Justice”)

Q
QUESTIONS—(continued) :—

Cycling :—On Sundays atLithgow, 478.
Dalglish, Mu. District-Surveyor Leave of absence, 

352.
Dams and Tanks :—Eastern and Western Districts, 461, 
Darling Harbour :— 1

Storage of meat at, 75.
Depflt for Farm Produ ce, 102, 140,191, 240,271.
Farm Produce received at, 127, 217.
Railway Sheds, 144.
Government Meat Market, 285.
Farm Produce Market, 399.
Cartage of Wool, Produce, &c., 546.

Darling Point:—Drainage from, 127.
Darling RIvkr:—

Customs Duties collected at towns on, 38.
Bridge over, at Wilcannia, 311.

Darling-street Wharf (See "Tramways”)
Davy’s Plains :—Road, Cudal to, via Tapp’s, 81,280. 
Dawes Point :—Purchase of land adjoining, by tho 

Government, 56.
Dean, Thomas :—Summoned under Public Instruction 

Act, 61.
Deaths : —While under influence of Chloroform, 270, 
Decree (See "Stephen a. Erwin”)
Dedication :—Nandi Flat, Castlereagh River, 340. 
Defences (See also “ Military”) :—

Iron armour plate for works, 141, 205.
Storage of Gun-cotton, 143.
Of the Colony, 289, 367, 402.
Dr. Creed’s Speech, 522.

Dklohery, Mr.:—Deputy Stipendiary Magistrate,-331. 
Demurrage :—Charges for, 564.
Dkniliquin :—Mr. Scott, Police Magistrate, at, 173. 
Deposits (See “Savings Banks ")
Depot for Farm Produce :—Darling Harbour, 102,140, 

191,240.
De Sailly & Co.:—Money due to under Rabbit Act, 557. 
Devonshire-street Cemetery :—

Closing of—Trustees for, 84.
Interments in, 101.

Diamond Drills:—
In use at Clarence Siding, 102,190, 207.
Amounts due to the Mines Department for Augcrand, 261. 

Differential Rates (Sec "Railways”)
Dilga Creek :—Bridge over, 62.
Diseased Cattle:—Sale of, 20.
Disease in Stock :—

District of Bourkc, 81.
Throughout Colony, 262.

District Courts :—
Abolition of offices of Bailiffs, 45.
Precedence of Trials in, 133.

District Engineer’s Staff at Bathurst Officers of. 
271.

Doreoyo Point :—
Buoy fixed near, 134'.
Lives lost at, 134.

Dogs: —
Number registered, 51.
Prosecutions for non-registration subsequent to registra

tion, 190.
Registration of, Maitland, 191.

Domain :—
Exclusion of the public from, 213.
Government, 369.

Dorn v. Dorn :—Case of, 436.
Double Bay :—Seaweed nuisance, 110. '
Drainage :—

From Darling Point, 127.
Borough of Alexandria, 412.
Western Suburbs, 540, 634.
Mamekvillc, 633.

Dreooing :—
In front of Mr. Ellis’s property at Pyrmont, 111, 126. 
Dredge for Shellharbour, 195.
Dredge for Tweed Hiver, 276,575.

Drink Inquiry Commission:—Second and Final Report, 
460.

Druitt Town Tramway from Ashfield, 57. 
Djiummoyne :—Leasing of wharf, 173, 190.
Dubbo :—

Land Office, 31.
Railway to Bourkc, 420.
Engine-sheds and changing-places at, 603.
Protestant Hall, 590,

Duck River (See “Bridges”)
Dulwich Hill :—Tramway, Marrickville to, 134, 633. 
Duplication of Line (Sec “Railways”)
Duties (See “ Customs”)
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QUESTIONS—(continued) . .
J)cxFOiiD Estate, Gi.fn'jioee Road;—Applications for 

licenses for public-houses, 407.
Rtnaaiite Use of, to destroy Eiah, iil.
ICiSTEE ENCAAtPilENT (Seo MlLITAfiT," also “VOIUN- 

TKEES”) '
Eastern Sveurhs :—

Court-house for, 9fi, 169.
Sewerage of, 16, 164.

Education :—
Case of Thomas Dean, 61.
Compulsory Clauses of Public Instruction Act, 73.
School Attendance OHicers, gratuities to, 74. _
Candidates for employment in Provisional Schools, 95. 
Public School, Arnelilfe, 134. -

Do Tihooburra, 177.
Do Cumnock, 395.

Sickness in Public Schools, 214.
Pooncarie School, 317. ^
Kia-mination Pees, University of Sydney, 3 47- 
Milparinka, Public School at, 364.
Public Schools, Assistant Teachers, 388. _
Prosecutions under Public Instruction Act, 406, 435, 
Public School Pees, 407.
Veterinary School, 395.
Board of Technical, -123, 503, 577, 60G (2), 607, 630, 631. 
Technical, 428, 552, 577, 606, 619, 630, 631.
New School, Pitt Bow, Parramatta, Master of, 423. 
Resumption of Land, High School, Elianbcth-street, 

Public Scbool, Castlereagh-strcet, 424.
Public, 431.
Miss Sutherland, Public School, Cooma, 436.
Rock Plat Public Scbool, 437-
Training Scbool, in connection with Department, 484. 
Pucl iu School 3, 523.
Mr. Cookson, Schoolmaster at Seven Hill?, 529. 
Department of Engineering, Sydney University, 497. 
Church ami Scbool Lands, 313, 377, 557.
Schools near Railway Line to Condobolin, 558.
Public Instruction Act, cleaning Schools, 573.
Training Institution for Teachers, 583.
Polytechnic College, GS4. _
Public Schoolaccoinmodat.ion,Boroughof Alexandria,591. 
Complaint of Mr. Joseph Bolton against Mr. W. H. 

Margil, 607.
Officers in Department over ago of sixty years, 633. 

Electoral :— .
Introduction of Bill limiting number of Members, 33. 
Revenue derived from the Numoi Electorate, 235, 363. 
Rolls for 18S7-8, 251.
Rolls, 435,436, 441.

Electric (Seealso “Torpedo,” also ''Teleoraphs”) 
Light in Legislative Assembly Chamber, 32, 39, 68, 
Motors for Tramways, 56.
“G-ulcher” Light Apparatus, 74,106, 272, 305, 373. 
Armoured Cable, 87.
Light Apparatus, 518,584.
Lighting Macquarie Light-house, 518, 632.

ElilS, Me. J. C., M.P.Dredging in front of property of, 
Pyrmont, 111, 126.

Emmaville :—Railway rates on merchandise, 304. 
Employees :—

(See also “Railways,” also “ Tramways,” also 
“TBLnaEAPns ”) ■

Rc-employmcnt of Dismissed Government, 523. 
Endowment

Pro rata to contributions from non-resident ratepayers, 
in Municipalities, 173.

Schools of Arts and Mechanics’ Institutes, 534.
On contributions for Municipal purposes, 477.
To Municipalities, 570,634.

Enciaged Compartments (See “Railways”)
Engineer :—For Railway Trial Surveys, 291. ^ 
Enqineurino Department University of Sydney, -197, 
Engines (See “Bairways”)
Entrance to Bicjimond Eiyer:—Improvement of, 276. 
Erwin, Stephen, v. Decree, 332, 511.
Eskuank : —Slation-moater, 450.
Estimates, The :—Consideration of, 369, 388, 394. 
Euoowea ;—

Road to Forbes, 57.
Bridge over Creek, It8.
Travelling f-toi-k reserve on Canowindra Road, 179. 

Euhiowje :—Water Supply for, SO.
Evans's Combination Tehcii :—Purchase of patent by 

the Government, 27, 32, 34, 39, 63.
Evkleigii (See “Railways”)
Examination Fees (See “University op Sydney”) 
Examinees of Titles i—Qilloe hours and leave of absence, 

63, 333,

QUESTIONS—(co»f»W) :—
Exhibition :—

Adelaide Jubilee, 91, 133, 134, 190, 262.
Indian and Colon inf, 126.
Melbourne, 372, 415.
Baris, 581. ^

Exhibition Contests Scenes at, 256.
Expenditure (See also “ Finance”) _ _

Of Public Money in Sydney and Country Districts, 7.
On local and national works. The Hastings and Manning 

Electorate, 101. ^ ^
Aulhoriied and supplementary for 1887, 405.

Exports (See “ Customs”) ■
Fares and Freight (See “Railways”)
Farm Produce :—

Depfit for. Darling Harbour, 102, 140,191, 240, 271. 
Received by Railway at Darling Harbour, 127, 217. 
Market at Darling Harbour, 399.

Farms :—Model, 43, 63, 267, 323.
Fees (See “ Attorn by-Geneeal,” also “Armstrong, 

Mr. John, Babeister-at-Law,” also “University 
of Sydney," also “ Clerks of Petty Sessions”) 

Federal Review (See “ Military”)
Fencing- (See “Crown Lands Acts op 1884")
Ferries :—

Leasing of, at Menindic, 154. ■
Government, 428, 432.

Field op Mars Tramway, 240, 266, 313, 598. _ 
Finance:—Consolidated Revenues of various countries,109. 

Public Works Loan Act of 1884, 518, 528.
The Estimates, 369, 388, 394. _
Public Revenue and Expenditure, 373, 377, 385, 571* 
Public Loans, 393, 396.
Railway Loans, 396. ■ -
Public Accounts, 396.
Authorized and Supplementary Expenditure for 1887, 

405.
Financial Statement, 414.
Assistant Examiner of Accounts, 473.
Consolidated Bevenuc Fund, 590.
Treasurer's Advance Account, 590.

Fincham:, Mr. :—Promotion of, in Central Police Office,
' 223.
Eire :—Careless use of, 331.
Fire Brigades Act Contribution of Insurance Com

panies towards working, 84. _
Fireworks : —Exclusion of tho public from the Domain 

on occasion of, 213,
Fisil :—Use of dynamite to destroy, 447,
Fisheries (“See also “Net-fishing)”:—

Introduction of Bill to amend Act, 110.
Abolition of Board and reorganization of Department, 

206.
Forbes:—

Railway lino to, 521,611.
Road to Eugowra, 57. _
Lands alienated in District of, 558.

■ Municipal Revenue, 559.
Public Buildings in, 577.
Publican's Licenses, 582.
Deposits, Ac., in Savings Bank, 582.
Public Money spent in, 582.
Horses and cattle in District, 682.
Miners’ Rights and Business-Licenses in District, 583. 
Land and Kovcnue Statistics, 590.
Municipal Chambers at, Oil.

Foreshores ;—Waverley and Bondi, 134.
Forests :—■

Destruction of timber on Burrawong Run, 52.
Planting trees on reserves, 270.
Reserve, Tetania, 307, 458. _

Fosbery, Mr. Seat on Transit Commission, 457. 
Foskett, Mr, :—Stamp Office, 214, 209.
Frederick, Captain :—Const-going Certificate of, 81, 97, 

133.
Free Passes :— ,

Permanent, 16,453.
To Unemployed, 20.
To Officials of Eaihvay Department, 63, 411.
To Major Taunton, 121.
To Major Staunton, 134.
To Mr. Clibborn, 385, 401, 440.
To Wesleyan Ministers, 457.
To Salvation Army Officer, 4-61.

Friendly Societies Act :—Annual Returns under, 279, 
Frieze-work :— __

For telephonic svetem in George-street, 7, 205.
Cable for, 46, 127, 265, 453, 474, 4-90, 540.

Fuel in Schools :—Supply of, 523.
Funds (See “Trust Funds”) _
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Q
QUESTIONS—(cnn/imtcii) ;—

Furniture : —Court-house, Narrabri, 330.
Galathbba and Boggy Cheek Tank :—Eeserve at, 415. 
Cali-in, Mr.:—liofusal of Cowra Beiicli to grant licoase 

to, 306.
Gaols :—

Bourko, 31.
Bombala, 256.
Now, at Bathuvit, 211.
Casino, Prison Labour, 400,

Garden Island :—Imperial buildings on, 127.
Garrett & Ghevilie, Messrs.:—Mineral.Leates held by, 

498.
Garrett, Mr,, M.P.:—Mineral lands held br, 510, 575, 

692. ‘
Garsed, Mr. John:—Le'.iers addressed to Attorney- 

General, 63.
Gaslight Company :—Incorporation of Australian, 106. 
General Post Office (See "Postal”)

Formation of street north of, 396.
Germane:—In Samoa, 20.
Grrmanton Water supply for, 395.
Gerbrech, Joseph (See "Koads")
Gibson, Mr. B.Tender for castings for Harbours and 

Bivers Department, Newcastle, 291, 307.
Giles, T. B.:—Mitigation of sent cnee passed on, 227. 
Giles, Me. :—Police Magistrate Bombala, 556, 578. 
Gladestiele

Post-office accommodation, 121.
Lock-up and Quarters at, 267.
Telegraph Office, 267.
Mr. Thomas, formerly inmate of Asylum, 402,473. 
Alignment of streets at, 598.

Glebe Island Abattoirs :—
Bomoval of, 7,14.
Leasing of, 206.
Condition and management of, 213,
Mr. Bead, 333.

Glen Innes :—
Bailway rates on merchandise, 394.
Postmaster at, 612.

Goddard, Mrs, M,, or Baker Police proceedings 
against, 447.

Gold :—
Prospecting Vote for, 84, ISO, 327,
Mining and Mineral Leases, 105.
Fields—Wardens, 227, 215,

Gongolgan :—Bond to By rock, 183, 279.
Goods Traffic (See “ Railways ”)
Gore’s Bay :—Island at entrance of, 57S.
G our,burn :—

Site for Church of St. Saviour, 87.
Railway to Crookwell, 88, 450.
Duplication of Railway Lino to Cooma Lino Junction, 

317.
Government (See also “Tramways ")

Land purchased by in Parramatta, 8.
Purchase of A.S.N, Co.’s Wharf and land adjoining by, 

8, 56.
Rumoured purchase of Russell’s Wharf, and A.S.N.

Co.’s Works, Pyrmont, by, 8,
Property resumed in Macquarie-slreet and Domain, 19. 
Land purchased by, at Macclonaldlown, 32.
Steam launches, 143.
Land sold to Mr. R. Cousins, 184.
Purchase of Statuary, 227, 592.
Railway Policy, 257, 284, 384.
Meat Market, 285.
Domain, 369,
F erries, 428, 432.
Property, Municipal Rates, 473.
Printing Office, 433, 583, 612.
Rc-employmcnt of dismissed employes, 523. 

Government Asylums :—Reports ns to management of, 7. 
Government Gazette Supply to Schools of Arts, 245. 
Grain :—Cost of carrying by Northern Railway, 293. 
Grafton :—

Ijocal Land Board, 376.
Post and Telegraph Master at, 473.

Grantb :—(See " Mcnicital,” also “ Roads ”) 
Granville :—

Postal accommodation, 102,
Duplication of line from Penrith, 323.
Duplication of line from Liverpool, 331.
1 )clny of Mail Train, 612.

Grateb ; —
New Zealand Import Duty, 240, 251.
Importation of, into Victoria, 256.
Board of Inquiry into Phylloxera,'490.
Phylloxera in County of Cumberland, 5S2.

QUESTIONS—(continued) :—
Gravel :—Railway haulage rate from Penrith, 68.
" Gclcheb” Electric Light Apparatus :—Purchase of, 

74, 106, 272, 305, 373.
Grhyilxe & Garrett :—Mineral Leases held by, 498. 
Guards (See “Tramways”)
Gun-coiton :—Storage of, 143,
Gunned ah (See “Roads”)
Gunpowder :—Establishment of a manufactory, 14. 
Halloran, Case of John At Sydney Hospital, 257. 
Hamlet, Mr. :—Government Analjst, 31.
Hansard :—

Reporting Staff, 240.
Supply of, to Schools of Arts, 24o.

Harbours and Rivers Department : —
Castings for Newcastle, 291, 307.
Pay Sheets taken from, 495.

Harris Park:—Railway platform, 105 
Harrison, John :—Forfeited selection at Lismore, 431, 
Hastings and Manning Electorate :—Expenditure on 

local and n ntional works in, 101.
Hawkesbury River :—

Net-fishing, 262, 314.
Railway Bridge, 284,293,307,319,331,337,355,359,533, 

590.
Do Medical attendance to employes at, 414. 

Hawthorne, Mr. Samuel :—Appointment of, 283.
Hay :—Mr. Park, Chief Commissioner, Crown Lands at, 

578.
Health Officer :—Watson’s Bay, 448.
Dealt, Prisoner (See “ Administration of Justice”) 
Helzingee, Mr. A.:— Suspension of in Railway Depart

ment, 32.
Hessian Fly :—Introduction of, 415.
Hillsborough (See “Bridges”)
History, Official, of New South Wales :—Publica

tion of new edition, 191, 523, 584.
Holidays:—

In General Post Office, 272, 856, 489.
For classified officers of Railway Department, 402.

Holt, J. J,;—Appointment to the Railway Department, 
428.

Holt, Prisoner Liberation of, SCO.
Holt-Sutherland Estate:—Work of unemployed on, 

150.
Howebush (See also “Railways ”)

Railway to Waratnh, 95, 400.
Woy Woy platform, railway to Waratah, 407. 

Homestead Leases (See “Crown Lands ”)
Hooper’s Torpedo Corps :—Storage of, 87- 
Hordern, Mr. Anthony :—Typhoid fever at establish

ment of, 126.
Hordern’s :—Advertising Placards on Tramways, 356. 
Hornsby (See “Railways ”)
Horses (See also “Telegraphs”)

Cattle, Ac., in Forbes and Molong Districts, 5S3. 
Hospital (See “Sydney Hospital”)
Hour of Meeting :—For sittings of Assembly, 207. 
Hudson Beos. :—Contracts given to, without competition, 

69.
Hunter River (See '‘Bridges”)
Huhstville :—Passenger traffic at Railway Station, 111. 
Husband, James H.:—Claim of, 155.
Illawarra (See “Railways”)
Immigration :—Mr. G. F. Wise and Mr. F. B. Trealt, 534, 
Imperial Institute ;—Contribution from Australian 

Colonies, 69.
Import Duty (See also “Customs ”):—

On grapes. New Zealand, 24.0.
Importation of Spirits :—Revenue from, 368. 
Improvements (See “ Clarence River j" also “ Crows 

Linds Bill, No. 2;” also “Circular Quay.”) 
Indian and Colonial Fxhibi'jton :—Expenditure on, 126. 
Infantry (See “Mounted Infantry”)
Inolis, The Honorable James :—Sleeping-car for accom

modation of, 402.
Insane (See “Asylums”)
Insurance Companies:—Contribution of, to Fire 

Brigades A cl., 8 4.
Interest and Instalments (See “ Crown Lands ”) 
Intoxicating Drink Inquiry Cosimission :—Second and 

Final Report, 460.
Inverell :—

Mails to, 7.
Lund Revenue, itc., District of, 15, 122, 344., 363. 
Bxtension of Railway to, 195,199.
Reserve Corps, 307.
Licensing Board, 371.
Local Land Board, 376.
Railway Line to, 057.
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QUESTIONS—(continued):—
Ikon

Testing of, nsed for Bridges, Roads Department, 62.
Do Colonial, 167.

Telegraph Poles, 02, 127, 310.
Armour Plate for defence worts, 141, 205.
Supply of ironwork for bridges, 213.
Bridges, 432.

Ikon Cove Bridge:—
Wire netting on side lattice, 21.
Return respecting, 421.
Protection from Rond Traitt.c, 4C0,

IBDAND:—At entrance of (roro’n Bay, 578.
Jardine Sfae Torpedo:—Papers respecting, 105, 114. 
Jervis Bay :—

Railway from Kiama, 251.
Coaling and Shipping Port, Lighthouse, 324. ■

Jenoi.aH Caves :—Railway, 'Parana to, 56, 167.
Jetty at Watson’s Bay Lease of, 564.
Joadja :—Mining Reserve, 190, 563.
Johnston's Bay :—Old vessels laid up, 207.
Johnston’s Estate :—Street to Railway Station, Peter

sham, 636.
Jubilee Exhibition (See “ Exhibition ”)
Junes :—Court-house, 184.
Jueobs :—District Court, Cooma, 68.
Jcey List:—Alteration in System of Summoning, &o., 

312. '
Justices of the Peace :—Supersedeas to Bankrupt, 319. 
Kelso :—Lock-up, 69.
Kerosene Oil :—In bonded warehouses, 491.
Kiajia :—Railway to Jervis Bay, 251.
Kidman, Messrs. :—Payments to, under contracts, 272. 
Kinchkga j—Bridge on road to Menindic, 154. 
Kingsbury H. II. A Co.:—Telegraph material sunplied 

by, 46,127, 251. . ‘
Kogarak :—Sans Souci tramway, 56. "
KoONDrook :—Road to Moulameiu, 57, 180, 184, 371. 
Kurnell:—Land at. Botany Bay, 207.
Labour Board :—

Particulars of, 33.
Expenditure of, Ac., 125.

Lake Albert:—Proposed works at, 618. ■
Land (See also "Crown Lands’’)—

Purchase of, in Parramatta, 8.
Resumption of, near Bradley’s Head, 14,
Purchase of, adjoining Dawes Point, 56.
Purchase of, Macdonaldtown, 32.
Purchase of, on Pennant Hills Rood, 491.
Resumed for railway and tramway purposes, 74, 265, 271. 
Sold to Mr. R. Cousins, 184.
Resumed, belonging to the Messrs. Ryrie, 217.
Kumeli, Botany Bay, 267.
Payment of interest and instalments In various districts, 

280.
For sale, Parish of Molong, 348.
Junetion of Illawarra and Great Southern Railway, 368. 
Corner of Oxford and Elizabeth Streets, Paddington, 474. 

Land Boards (See " Crown Lands ”)
Lands Department :—

Senior Officers in, 13.
Overtime Work, 270.

Lands Office Extension of, 633.
Lane Family (See “ Teralba Coal-minino Reserve") 
La Psrouse :-r 

Road near, 412.
Aborigines at, 591.

Launches :—Employment of Government, 143. 
Lawrence :—Court-house, 312.
Leave oy Absence:—

Mr. District Court Judge Murray, 69.
Mr, O’Malley Clarke, 299, 351.
Mr. Yates, 351.
Mr. Dalglish, District Surveyor, 352,

Leeson, Me. :—Telegraph Department, 111, 126. 
Leichhardt :—

Loek-up, 179.
Court of Petty Sessions, 413.
Tramway from Darling-street Wharf, Balmain, 643. 

Leonard, Mr. Road Contractor, 57,
Lessees (See “ Obown Lands”)
Letter-carrier (See Postal”)
Lewisham :— ■

Railway Station, 96, 105.
Revenue received at Railway Station, 313.

Licenses (See “ Timber ”)
Licensing Act :—

Introduction of Amending Bill, 21.
William Spangenberg’s Application for a Billiard 

License, 38 (a).

QUESTIONS—(eonfmwtf)
Licensing Act (continued):—

Private Bars in Public Houses, 46.
Violations of, 206.
Opening public-houses on Christ mas Day, 227. 
Accommodation in City Hotels, 306.
Applications for licenses for public-houses, Duxford 

estate, Glonmore Road, 407.
Licensing :—

Members of Benches acting as Magistrates, 69, 163. 
Board :—Inverell, 371.

Light-horse (See "Military ’’)
Lighthouse :—Between Broken Bay and Newcastle, 93. 
Lighting :—

Moama Bridge, 290, 364.
Botany Road, 412.

Lismobk :—
Report from Land Board on working of Land Act, S3. 
Formation of Volunteer Force, 533.
Case tried before Police Magistrate, 576,

List (See “ Jury List ”)
Lithgow :—Cycling on Sundays at, 478.
Liverpool:—

Presbyterian Cemetery, 227, 235.
Municipal Council, 319.
Duplication of Line from Granville, 331.

Loans (See “Finance”)
Local Land Boards (See “ Crown Lands ”)
Local Option —Resolution carried iu Assembly, 46,153. 
Lock-up 

Moamig 63.
Kelso, 69.
Leichhardt, 179.
Oladesville, £67.
Parramatta North, 324.
Arucliffe, Rockdale, Kogarak, or Hurstville, 634. 

Locomotive (Sec “Railways”)
Lucas, Me. Surveyor Case of, 522.
Mabel :—Steam Launch, 275.
Macarthur, Mr. :—Late Acting Police Magistrate at 

Corowa, 180,
Macdonaldtown

Land purchased at, 32.
Revenue received at Railway Station, 313.

Mackenzie, Mr. : —Examiner of Coal-fields, 7,14', 20,33(J), 
Maclean :—

Trustees for Recreation Grounds at, 121.
Court-house, 312.

Macquarie Lighthouse Electric-lighting, 518, 632. 
Magistrates (See also “Stipendiary”)

Nominations for appointment, 8 (s), 21, 57.
Members of Licensing Benches acting as, 69,163.
Young District, 341.

Mail Contracts (See “Postal”)
Mail Guards In mail-vans, 407.
Mails (See “Postal")
Mail Train (See “ Railways ”)
Maintenance Men:—

Roads Department, 206.
Road, Boree to Parkcs, 333.

Maitland :—Registration of dogs in, 191.
Maloga :—Reserve at, 364,
Mangrove Creek:—Bridges over, 149.
Manlt :—

Court of Petty Sessions, 88.
Aquarium, 533.

Manning, Mr. ;—Coroner at Rydc, 270.
Maps :—Missing from the Survey Office, 261.
Maroil, Mr. W. II.:—Complaint of Mr. Joseph Bolton, 

607.
Marine Board :—■

Moama, 56,183 
Captain Frederick, 81, 97,133.
Regulations, 414-, 597, 632.
Suspension of Master Mariner's Certificate, 541.

Marine :—Use of cast-iron propellers by steamers, 139.
“ Mariposa,” s s. (See “ Quarantine ”)
Mar kick vjlle :—

Tramway to Dulwich Hill, 134
Flooding of the Railway Embankment, Cook's River, 179. 
Billiard Licenses, District of, 270.
Drainage of, 633.

Martini-Henry Rifles:—Numbers held, issued, and in 
store, 450, 475, 489.

Mathkson and Arnkejm, Messes :—Tin lease of. Silver- 
ton, 142.

M’Shaery v. CoiisassiONER nob Railways :—Arbitra
tion Case, 37, 96, 319.

Measles :—And typhoid favor, Alexandria and Waterloo, 
111.
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QUESTIONS—{continued) ■— '
Meat

Storage of, at Darling Harbour, 75.
Delivery of unwholesome, for consumption, 213, 
Government Market, 285.

Mechanics' Institutes :—Endowments, 534.
Medals :—For Centennial Commissioners, 301.
Medical :—Attendance to Employes at Hawkesbury Bail

way Bridge, 415.
Medical Bill :—Introduction of, 39.
Medical Practitioners :—Money due by Government to, 

255.
Meldourne Exhibition :—

Commissions, 372.
Appointment of Mr. Oscar Meyer, as Superintendent, 415. 

■ Federal Review of Troops during, 545, 658.
Members (See “ Parliament ”)
Menindie :— '

Mail Service between Silverton and, 153.
Ferry at, 154.
Bridge on road to Kinchega, 154,
Height above sea level, 103.

Messengers (See “Telegraphs")
Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Board 

Appointment of Mr. Reginald Bloxsome as Secretary 
to, 868.

Water Bates charged by, 563, 575.
Applications for position as Secretary to, 423.

Meter, Mr. Oscar l—Appointment, Secretary to Mel
bourne Exhibition, 415.

Miohblago:—
Opening of Railway to, 180.
Bench of Magistrates, 613.

Micbobes (See “ Rabbit Pest ”)
Midelton, Mr, Appointment as Locomotive Engineer, 

327,477, 484.
Hilitaby (See also "Defences") :—

Examinations for Officers, 67.
Major Parrott’s Report, 62.
Storage of Hooper’s Torpedo Core, 87.
Armoured Electric Cable, 87.
Jardine Spar Torpedo, 105, 141,
Reserve Corps, 118.
Free Pass to Major Taunton, 121.
Torpedo Corps, 121.
Stores returned from Suakim, 179.
Promotion of Captain H. P. Airey to Brevet-Major, 189. 
Defences of the Colony, 289, 367, 402.
Mounted Infantry, 306, 307.
Country Reserve Corps, 307.
Inverell Reserve Corps, 307.
Ride Clubs, 270, 299.
Supernumeraries—Easter Encampment, 180, 199, 834, 

359.
Do Metropolitan and Country Reserves,

318.
Do Payment of the Service, 318.

Orderly Clerks, Brigade Office, 833.
Establishment of Manufactory for Small-arms Ammuni

tion, 414.
. Martini-Henry Rifles, 450, 475, 489.

Yoluntcor Artillery, 641.
Country Cavalry Corps, 497.

- Officers' Horses, Sorvants, and Railway Passes, 521,
Dr. Creed's Speech on Defences of the Colony, 522. 
F'ederol Review of Troops during Melbourne Exhibition, 

646, 568.
Brigade Office Accounts, 676.

Milboatb v. Hon. John Smith ;—Compliance with Order 
for Papers, 149,272.

Mills A Shand (Sec “ Water Supply ”)
Milparinka

Telegraph lino to, or Mount Browne, 177.
Public School, 364.

Mining (See also " Collieries") j—
Applications for Mineral Leases, 207.
Introduction of Bill, 7.
Gold and Mineral Leases, 14, 105.
Mineral Leases, Captain’s Flat, 155, 280, 291, 367. 
Business Sites at Captain’s Flat, 607.
Department, 21, 33.
Department—Police Magistrates appointed Wardens 

under, 227, 245.
On Private Property Bill, 33, 377.
Prospecting Vote of £15,000, 84, 189.
Reservations for, Parish of Talbragar, 96,
Diamond Drill in use at Clarence Siding, 102, 190, 207. 
Refractory ores, 118.
Messrs, Mathcson and Arnheim’s tin lease,'Silverton, 142. 
Joadja Reserve, 190, 563.
Assays made by Department, 276. j

QUESTIONS—(continued) :—■ _
Mining {continued):—

On Church and School Lands, 313.
Silver-mining Boom, 341, 871.
Ventilation of Minos, 368.
Shares liable to forfeiture, 372.
Application of Botcher and others for lease at Broken 

Hill, 377.
Church and School Lands Bill, 377.
Mr. Ridley—South Waratah Coal-mines, 377.
Leases, Cobar District, 458.
Mineral Leases, 471.
Leases held by Messrs. Garrett & Greville, 498.
Teralba Coal-mining Reserve, 498(2), 503, 621, G17. 
Boring Operations, Clarence Siding, 498.
Landslield by Mr. Garrett, Minister for Lands,540,575,592. 
Permits to Mine for Silver and other Minerals, 564. 
Miner’s Rights in Districts of Forbes, Parkcs, and 

Molong, 583.
Miner’s Rights (See " Mining.")
Mittagong;—Opening of Regent-street, 529.
Moama :—

Wharf, 66, 183, 289.
Marine Board, 56, 183.
Lock-up, 63.
Bridge at, 122, 290, 364.
Aborigines at, 122.
Police Buildings at, 143.
Common, 164.
Water Supply, 304.
Commissioner for Affidavits, 367.

Model Farms ^Establishment of, 48, 63, 267, 323. 
Moira Forest Reserve :—Occupation by Aborigines, 122, 
Molong :—

Traffic on Railway Line, 27.
Volunteer Corps, 280, 337.
Land for Sale at, 348.
Revenue taken at Land Office, 395.
“Plcuro” at Bob’s Creek, 414.
Railway Extension to Wilcannia, tid Parkcs, 535. 
Railway from Orange, 635, 664, 577.
Post and Telegraph Office, 559.
Railway Goods Traffic, 659.
Railway, 570, 590.
Conditional Purchases taken up in, 577.
Publicans’ Licenses, 682.
Deposits, &c., in Savings Bank at, 582.
Horses, Cattle, Ac., in District, 582,
Miner's Rights and Business Licenses in District, 583, 
Railway Line to Parkes, 583, 617- 
Land and Revenue Statistics, 590.

Monabo :—Assessment on Runs in, 235,
Money Order System Amalgamation with Postal and 

Telegraph, 340.
Mooney Mooney Creek :—Snagging of, 262, 324,
Moore, Mrs. ;—Inquiry into cause of death of, 74. 
Moore Park :—Land taken from Sydney Common, 300. 
Moree (Sob “ Crown Lands")
Moriabty, Mr, Alexander :—Removal of Pay-sheets 

from Harbours and Rivers Department, 495. 
Morrissey, Denis :—Conditional Purchases of, Coonabara- 

bran, 189.
Mortgages (See "Crown Lands”) ■
Mossman’s Bay :—Reserve fronting, 406.
Moulambin :—■

Road to Koondrook, 57, 180, 184, 371.
Stock Route, 285.

Mount Browne :—Telegraph line to Milparinka or, 177- 
Mount Macquarie :—Road to Carcoar, 34.
Mount Manning (See “Roads”)
Mount Rennie Convicts :—Case of, 28.
Mounted Infantry :—Conversion of Cavalry into, 306. 
Mudgee :—Railway, Wallcrawang to, 79, 395, 635, 664. 
Mullet Creek :—Embankments, 533.
Multiple Cable (See “Telephone”)
Mulwala Bridge over Murray River at, 27, 275. 
Municipal :—

Roads through Municipalities, 62, 604.
Endowment pro rata for contributions from non-resident 

ratepayers, 173.
Application of Camperdown Council to borrow, 189,205. 
Liverpool Council, 319.
Drainage—Borough of Alexandria, 412.
Humber of Municipalities in Colony, 415.
Endowmcnton Contributions for Municipal purposes, 477. 
Rates on Government Property, 473.
Special Grants to, 495, 511.
Revenue, Parkes and Forbes, 559.
Endowment to Municipalities, 670, 634.
Chambers at Forbes and Parkes, 611.
Municipality at Smithfield, 612.
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QUESTIONS—(coiHfinw^
Monro Drinking Fooxtais Eroetion of, at Singleton, 

4tS. '
Murga :—Road to Toogong, 27.
Murray, Mr. District Court Judge Leave of 

Absence to, 69.
Murray River :—

Control of the Waters of, 2S.
Uridge over, at Mulwala 27, 275.
Bridge over Upper, 34, 275, 301.
Bridge over, at Moama, 122. ■
Aboriginals, 2S5.

Murrumburrah :—Clerk of Betty Sessions at, 436. 
MuEWELLBEOOE :—

Abolition of Court of Quarter Sessions at, 21S.
Railway to Cassilis, 556, 559.

Nagle Michael :—Dismissal of, as Warder, Parramatta 
Lunatic Asylum, 21.

Name of Colony :—Cost incidental on proposed change 
of, 134,

Namoi :—Revenue from Electorate, 235, 363.
Nandi Elat, Castlerkaoh River Dedication of, 310. 
Nangus (See "Crown Lands")
Narandera Bridge at, 518.
Narrabri :—

Road to Walgeft, 39.
Railway to Walgctt, 39, 150.
Railway Station, 163, 227, 284, 340.
Furniture for Court-house, 339.
Racecourse, 352.

Narhamine Road to The Bogan, 51, 471.
National Park ;—William Ross, late Overseer, 51. 
Naval Brigade :—Supply of boats for, 110.
Naval Bomb Site for, 94.
Navigation Act:—Introduction of amending Bill, 21. 
Navigation :—Of Richmond and Tweed Rivers, 201. 
Neild, Mr. J. C., M.P. [—Executive Commissioner, 

Adelaide Exhibition, 94, 134, 190, 262,405.
Nepean "Water Supply (See 11 Water Supply”) 
Net-fishing Hawkesbnry River, 262, 314 
Newcastle (Seealso “Railways,” also "Harbours and 

Rivers Depabtjient, Newcastle”) ! —
Railway and Tramway Employes, 15.
"Water Supply, 571.

Newington Asylum :—
Letter from Ladies of Board of Enquiry, 240.
Letter from Mr. McElhonc, M.P., 290.'
Management of, 337.

New Zealand Import duty on grapes, 240, 251,
New School, Pitt Row, Parramatta (Sco “Educa

tion ”)
New Hebrides, The :—

Monthly Mail Serrice, 557.
New South Wales:—

ODicial Hislory of, 191, 523, 584,
Norfolk Island :—

Otflciul connection of Mr II. X. Wilkinson with, 172. 
Visiting Magistrate, 436.
Offer of British Government to hand over to Now' South 

Wales, 569.
North Coast:—(See “ Railways”)
North Head :—Removal of Quarantine Station from, 240, 

__ 368, 364,
North Shore 

Pares on Tramway, 75.
Whaling Road, 125.
Extension of Railway, 3S9.
Employees’ Cable Tramway, 407.
Railway from Hornsby, 578,

Northern Mail :—
Delay of, 293 (*).
Detention of train, 293.
Saturday Train, 40S.

Northujiberlanh :—Visit of Colonial Secretary to, 9. 
Noxious Wbeds :—

Destruction of, 280,
Richmond River District, 533.

Nuisance;—
Seaweed, at Botany, 32, 70, 333, 412.

Do Double Bay, 110.
Nyngan :—Railway to Cobar, 215.
Obkeon :—Survey of Railway, vid Cox’s River, 343. 
Occupation Licenses (See “Crown Lands”)
O’Dwyeb, Mrs. (See “ Crown Lands ”)
Officers —District Engineer’s Staff, Bathurst, 271. 
Official History of New South Wales;—Publi

cation of uew edition, 191,523,584.
Operators (See “ Telegraphs’’)
Orange (See also “Railways") :—

Telegraph Office, 323.
Railway to Molong, 535, 564, 677,

QUESTIONS—(confimie/t)
Orderly Clerks (See “ Military ”)
Ores :—Railway freight on Mineral, 399, 490,
O’Riel (See “ Crown Lands ”)
Over-bridge (See “Railways”)
Over-time Work:—In Lands Department, 270.
Ovsters :—

Abolition of duty or royalty, 88, 94,105,142.
Charge on Spat, 327.

Pacific Mail Steamship Company :—
Claim of, respecting San Francisco Mail Contract, 239, 

319.
Paddington :—

Telephone exchange for, 173.
Rifle range, 450,489.
Land at corner of Oxford and Elizabeth Streets, 474. 

Pain’s Fireworks :—Exclusion of tho public from tho 
Domain on occasion of, 213,

Palmer’s Island ;—
Postmaster at, 411.
Stationmaster at, 453.

Parks, Public (See also "Centennial Park”)
Subsidies to, 33.
Electorate of Redfcrn, 239,
Wee Waa, 272.
Trustees for Pilliga, 339.

Do Richmond, 351.
Do Croydon, 356.

And Recreation reserves—Endowed and handed over to 
Councils, 384.

Paris Enoirition :—
Cost to Colony for representation nt, 6S1.

Park Mr. :—Chief Commissioner of Crown Lands, Hoy, 
578.

Parks :—
Auburn Road Trust, 424.
Arucliffe, 572,

Parkes (See also "Railways”): —
Municipal Revenue, 559. »
Conditional Purchases taken up in District of, 677, 
Public Buildings in, 577.
Publicans Licenses, 582.
Deposits, Ac., in Savings Bank, 582,
Public Monsy spent in, 582.
Miners’ Rights and Business Licenses, District of, 583. 
Railway Line from Molong, 583, 617.
Municipal Chambers at, 611.

Parliament :—
Land resumed in Mncqunric-strcet and Domain for new 

Houses, 19.
Electric Light in Buildings, 32, 39, 68.
Reporting Staff, 240.
Payment of Members Bill, 256.

Parliamentary Committee on Public Works: — 
Gazetting of, 565.
Appointment of Secretary to, 607.

Parnell, The Misses (See " Crown Lands”) 
Parramatta (See also “Railways") :—

Purchase of Land by the Gorernmcnt, in, 8.
Overbridge at Railway Sta'.ion, 47- 
Purchase of frontage to River bv Mr. W. Pritchard, 

271. '
Deepening the River, 306, 631.
North, Lock-up at, 324.
Asylum, 337, 521.
North, Site for Benevolent Asylum, 343.
Duplication of Railway Line to Penrith, 360, 375 (!), 427, 

477, 511.
River Bridge, 424,
Post and Telegraph Masf or at, 473.
Delay of Mail Train, 612.
Post Office at, 571. '

Parrott, Major :—Report of, on Military matters, 62. 
Passes (See “Railways”)
Pasteur, Monsieur (See “RabbitPest")
Pastoral (See “ Crown Lands ”)
Pastures (See “Stock and Pastuees Bill”)
Patent Fees :—Paid to each Attorney-General since 

Responsible Government, 110,
Patterson (See "Crown Lands”)
Payment of Members :—

Limiting number of Members, in view of, 33. 
Introduction of Bill during Session, 256.

Payment of Military Service (See “Military ”) 
Pearce’s Corner (Sec “Railways”) *
Peat's Ferry;— ■

Railway Accident, 74, 118, 265, 276, 632.
Land resumed at, for Railway purposes, 271.

Pennant Hills’ Road :—Land purchased by Government 
on, 491.

Penny Postal System (Sec “Postal”) .
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ft
QUESTIONS—(continued):—

Pesmtk :—
Duplication of Line from Granville, 323.
Duplication of Koilway Lino from ParratnaUa, 360, 

375 0,427,4.71, 511.
Sunday Trains for, 520.

Peemakhnt Ehkehold Land akd Bun-Disn Societv 
(Sec “ Sylket Pehmakekt Pbe]!uold Lakd akd 
Bvildikc} Society”)

Peiisons .Eitploved bv Squattees Number of, 313, 
Peiith :—Telegraphic communication with railwav station. 

196.
Peteiishaai :—

Kailway accident, 190.
Streetbotwecn Johnston’s.Estato and EaihvavStation,y3C. 
Phylloxera” :— '
Prevention of spread of, 155, 101.
Board of Inquiry, 490.
In County of Cumberland, GS2,

Pilliga :—
Post and Telegraph Ofllce, 1 S3. '
Trustees for Park, 339.
Koad from Coonamble, 339.
Common, 339.

Pitt-stkeet South:—Wood-paving, 403.
Planting Tekes :—On Forest Kcserves, 270.
Platfoejis (See ” Railways ")
“Pj.euho”:—Prevalence of, at Bob’s Crook, Molong, ill. 
Poles (See “ I'kleoraphs'’)
Pollack, Me. David :—Selection of Forfeited Conditional 

Purchase, Nangus, 318.
Police : —

Duties of, under Towns Police Act, 33.
Interference with Salvation Army, 33.
Buildings, Moama, 143.
Quarters, Wellington, 179.

Do Bylstone, 483.
Officers in Central Office, 223,
Suppression of Dosing Matches, 313.
Barracks, Corowa, 395.
Sub-Inspector Bi’ll and Detective Tindall, 497, 423. 
Senior Constable Wright, 410.
Cycling on Sundays.
Protection of Prisoners in Police Court Colls. 499. 
Stafford, Ei-Scrgeant William, 551.
Lock-up nt Arnelilfe, Rockdale, Kogarab, or Durst villo,

934.
Police Magistrates :—

Mr. Macarthur, late Acting, Corowa, ISO.
Appointed Wardens under Mining Act, 237, 243. 
Parramatta, appointment of, 420.
Lithgow, 478.

Police Oefice Cells (See " Police”)
Polytechnic College:—Establishment of, 5S4.
Pool, Mr. and Mrs (Sco “ Crown Lands”)
PooNCAiiiE (See '‘Education”)
Poor ok Sydney (See “Centenary of the Colony'’) 
Postal :—

Inverell Moils, ?.
Penny Postage System, 47, 181, 323, 331, G1S. .

Do. Coburgo, 96. -
Do. Granville, 102.
Do. Glndesvillc, 121.
Do. Pilliga, 183.
Do. Bourke, 39, 215,
Do. Broken Hill, 206, 428.
Do. Sluumoi'fi, 276. ,
Do. WoOombi, 393.
Do. Clock for Red fern, 412.
Do. Bonrke, 498.
Do. Molong and Condobolin, 559.
Do. Parramatta, 571.

i 153.Mail Service between Menindic and Silverton. 
Transmission of bank pass books, ISi.
Claim of Pacitle Steamship Company respecting San 

Francisco Mail Conlracl, 339, 319.
Materials supplied by H. II. Kingsbury and Co., 251. 
Holidays in Oenerat Post Office, 272, 356, 4S9, 556. 
Delay in arrival and delivery of Northern Mails, 293 (2). 
Letter-carrier for Prospect and Sherwood, 301,388. 
Clerks employed in Secretary’s and Mail Branches of the 

General Post Office, 312.
Amalgamation of Postal, Money Order, and Telegraph 

Systems, 340.
Mail Guards in Mail Vans, 407.
Redfern Post Office—Supply of Slumps, 413.
Buildings rented for Post, Offices, 421.
Postmaster at Palmer’s Island, 441.
Post and Telegraph Masters, Parramatta, Grafton^ 

Cootamundra, and Braidwood, 473.
1075—H

QUESTIONS—(eorffi'jittrt?)■ 
Postai. (continued) •—

Monthly Mail Service to New Hebrides, £57.
Postmaster at Glen Tunes, (512.

Poir'a Hill (Sec *' WaterShtply”)
Poceton, J. A. IT.:—Case of, £03, 377, 384.
Powell, Mr.. Jen.:—Appointment and promotion in 

Customs Department, 143.
Prior, Mr. W.:—Appointment of as J.P., S.
Prickly Fear :—Eradication of, 403. '
Printing Office (See r‘ Government Printing 

Office”)
Prisoners :— ,

In Bourke Gaol, 31.
Release of, Centenary Celebration, 164.
Protection of in Police OlBoe Cell5, 499.

Prison Labor : —
Casino Gaol, 490.

Pritchard, Mr. W.:—Purchase of frontage on Parra
matta Kiver, 271.

Private Bars :—In Public Uouses, 46.
Private Property —Introduction of Bill providing for 

mining on, 33, 377-
Prodl'Ce (SecFarm Produce also "Kailways”) 
Probation j: as (See " TRLumurna ”) ,
Pitorellers :—Used by steamers, 139.
PnosrcoTioNS before'Juries :—Final decision in, 139. 
Prosecutions :—Under Public Instruction Act, 40G, 435. 
Pros tect :—

Letter-carrier for, 301, 388.
Keservoir, 432, 511, 564.
Water Supply Works, Messrs. Mills and Shand, 581. 

Prospecting Vote :—Disposal of £15,000, 84, 189, 327. 
Protection of Prisoners (See “Police”)
Protestant Hall, Dcebo ;—Lease of for Lands Office, 

584.
Provision vr. Schools (Sea “FurCATiON”)
Pruen, Regina n.:—Depositions, At., in rase of, 8, 79. 
Public Bvildtkos Forbes and Parkes, 577.
Public Houses {See “ Licensing Act”)
Public Instruction Act (See "Education”)
Public Money :—Spent in Forbes and Parke», 582. 
Public Officials :—Vouchers for moneys paid by, 251. 
Public Works Act:—

Gazetting of Parliamentary Committee, 665. 
Appointment of Secretary to Parliamentary Committee, 

607. ‘
Public Works Department ;—Recommendations for 

retrenchment in, 13.
Public Accounts (See "Finance”)
Public Loans (See "Finance”)
Publicans Licenses:—Districts of Forbes, Pnrlos, and 

Molong, 582.
Public Schools (Sco “Education”)
Public Works Loan Act of LS84:—Amounts borrowed, 

spent, and balance under, 518, 528.
Pullaming Run, Gbnnkdah :—Bates’s Selections on, 401. 
FurnamootA :—Irani way, Silverton to Thnckaringn and, 

235. '
Quan —Selection of on North arm, Tweed River, 605. 
Quarantine Soiled linen landed from s.s. “ Mariposa,” 

301. ■
Quarantine Station:—

Removal of from North Head, 210, 363, 384.
Breaking of Quarantine by Officers from, 3S1,

Quarter Sessions :—Bomhalu, 250.
Q,uf.anbeyaN:—Pastoral and Agricultural Sliow-groundjSO. 
Queensland Border :—

Break of Railway Gauge at, 15.
Railway from TentorBcld to, 15, 183.
Road from Tmnbulguin, 523.

Quirindi (Sco "Roaob”)
Quit Rent:—

On Cunninghamc’s grant, Circular Quay, 134.
Returns showing, 475.

Quodling, Mr.:—Length of service of 113.
Rabbit Act :—Money due to Messrs. Dc Sailly & Co., 557. 
Rabbit Pest:—

Premium for destruction of, 14, 63.
Inventions for on termination of, 149.
Fencing between Bourke and Barrigun, 218. 
Commission to inquire into mode of destruction of, 290. 
Subsidy, Balranald, Wentworth, and Bourke, 347. 
Conference for destruction of, 364, 372.
Introduction of Chicken Cholera, 390.
Secretary to Commission, 406.
M. Pasteur’s investigations, 460. .
Cost of buildings. Redd Island, 480.

Racecourses :—
Telegraphic Communication between, 332,
Rarrqbvi, 332,
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Q
QUESTIONS—{continues) \~

Raietvayb :—
Department Engineer-in-Cliiof’s, Constmction Dranch, 

214.
Loeomotivc engines, 05, 122, 205, 327.

Do manufacture of, in Colony, G, 47,
110, 144, 413, 405, 495.

Do eompetitire test of, 47, 69,122. 
Employes—Newcastle, 15.

Do Drivers and Firemen, 275, 283.
Do Bathurst Workshops, 290,42S.
Do Increase of Wages, 262, 306 (J), 31S, 334,

394, 402, 598, 619.
Do and tramways, 441, 540.
Do Enisling 1/ines Branch, 457.
Do services of unregistered Surgeon, 490.
Do Bay to fettler's wives for minding gales, 571.

Draftsmen dismissed from Office of Engineer-iu-Chief, 15 
Do. Services of Unregistered Surgeon, 490.

Pares—Peat’s Ferry, 271.
Sub-way—Alt-street, Ashfield, 275.
Illawarra—Loop-line to Wollongong, 276.
Illawarra, 541.
Hawkesbury Kiver Bridge, 281, 293, 319, 331, 337, 355. 

359, 533, 590. ^
Do do Medical Attendance to Em

ployes, 414.
Trial Surveys, Engineer for, 291.
Second-class carriages, 292.
Sydney to Brisbane, through-tickets, 292.
Northern Mail trains, 293, 408.
Cost of carrying grain on Northern, 293.
Ticket-collector Edward Coole, 293.

" Delays of trams between Sydney and Parramatta, 294.. 
Supply of coals for Railway Department, Singleton, 299. 
Differential rates, 300. 3Kf.
Platforms, Harris Park and Wentworthville, 105.
Parana to Jcnolan Caves, 56, 167.
Policy of the Goiernment, 57, 177, 251, 257, 284, 384. 
Refreshment Rooms, 61, 377,
Trucks, 69.
Land resumed for, 74.
Brakes, 74, 3S8,632.
Kiama to Jervis Bay, 251.
Resumption of land for, 265, 271.
Platform at Evelcigb, 270.
Designs for cattle trucks, 63.
Traffic on Molong lines, 27.

Do at Narrabri Station, 163, 227.
M’Sharry v. Commissioner, 37, 96, 319.
Hon. J. Smith v. Commissioner, 51, 80, 96, 102.
Hon. S. Charles e. Commissioner, 101 (f). 110.

■ Narrabri to Walgett, 39, ISO.
Haulage rate on blue metal or gravel from Emu Plains, 

47, 68. __
Goods charges, Bourke and Byerock, 195.
Station, Parramatta, Overbridge at, 47.

Do Bathurst—Hay loading stage, 81.
Do Lewisham, 96, 105.
Do Croydon, 100.
Do Hurstville, 111.
Do Whittiegham, 142.
Do Narrabri, 163, 284, 340.
Do Parago, 36S.
Do Blayney, 332.
Do Bathurst, Payment of Wages by Station-master,

' 394.
Do Eveleigh, 412.
Do Auburn, crossing at, 313.
Do Ashfield, train arrangements, 344.
Do Bowral, 472,558.
Do Sydney, cloak-room, 545.
Do Albury Water Supply, 584.
Do Rookwood, 607.
Do strathfield, 582.

Payment of wages in Department, 20, 81.
Suspension of Mr. A. Helzinger, 32.
Petlers, 32.
Surveyor Nicholas P. Carver, 96.
Alfred Braine, timber inspector, 125.
And Tramways Time-tables, 15.
Overbridge, Bathurst. 15-
Break of Gauge on Queensland Border, 15.
Tentcrfield to Queensland Border (Walhmgarra), 15,183. 
Dubbo to Bourke, 420.
Earnings and cost of working, 420.
Appointment of Frederick Cavanough and J. J, Holt to 

Department, 428.
Mrs. M. Goddard or Baker, 447.
Trial Survey, Singleton, via Jerry’s Plains, towards 

Cassilis, 448.
Telegraph Probationers connected with, 44S.

QUESTIONS— (coniiiiwed):—
Railways—(continued) ■—

Return Tickets issued iu connection with Centennial 
Exhibition, 448.

Pastoral holdings on lines of trial surveys, 461.
St. Leonards to Pearce’s Corner (Hornsby), 16.
Pearce’s Corner to Waters of Port Jackson, 84, 97, 402, 
Free Passes—Permanent, 16, 453.

Do to Unemployed, 20.
Do Officials of Department, 68, 411.
Do Major Taunton, 121.
Do Major Staunton, 134.
Do Mr. Clibborn, 385, 401, 440.
Do Wesleyan Ministers, 457.
Do Salvation Army Officer, 461.

Students at Technical College travelling on, 168.
Evans's Combination Truck Patent, 27, 32, 34,39, 63. 
Accident at Peat’s Ferry, 74,118, 265, 276, 632.

Do Petersham, 190.
Wallerawaug to Mudgee, 79, 395.
Beyond Cassilis, 79.
Trial Survey, via Colo Talley, 80, 266, 319. 
Embankment, Bathurst, 81.
Goulbum to Crookwell, 88, 450.

Do Cooma, 125.
Homebnsh to Waratah, 95.
Dlawarra, 109, 111,541.
Sleeping Cars, 118.
Farm produce received at Darling Harbour, 127, 217. 
Produce Dep6t at Darling Harbour, 102, 140, 101,240. 
Sheds, Darling Harbour, 144.
Audit of Accounts, 143.
Claim of Terry & Co. on Department, 164 
Communication between officials and passengers on 

trams while in motion, 172.
Extension to Circular Quay, 178.
Bridge over Cook’s Kiver, 170.
Opening to Miehelago, 180.
Extension to Inverell, 195, 199.
Loop-line near Wollongong, 199.
Nyngan to Cobar, 215.
Land belonging to tho Messrs. Ryrie resumed for pur

poses of, 217.
Officers of District Engineers Staff at Bathurst, 271. 
Suburban Faros, 217- 
Sunday Traffic, 217.
Officer in charge at Canley Tale Platform 313 
Lewisham, Macdonaldtown, and Stanmore, revenue re

ceived at, 313.
Goulburn to Cooma Junction, Duplication of Line, 317. 
Time-table, delaj in issue of, 319.
Station-master, Eveleigh, 323.

Do E=kbank, 450.
Granville to Penrith, Duplication of Line, 323. 
Combination Trucks, 327.
Locomotive Engineers—Mr. Scott and Mr. Midolton, 

327, 477, 484.
Granville to Liverpool, Duplication of Line, 331. 
Bcga-Eden, 332.
Complaints made against employ'd in Department, 332. 
Trains late in arrival, 334, 372.
Survey of proposed, to Obcron, via Cox’s River, 343. 
Special to Windsor, 360.
Duplication of lino between Parramatta and Penrith, 

360, 375 (2), 427, 477, 511.
Through tickets between Sydney and Melbourne, via 

Blayney, 363.
Land at junction of Illawarra and Great Southern 

Railways, 36S.
Passenger traffic on Great Northern and North-Western, 

372.
Limited express, engaged compartments, 376.
Rates of workmen’s tools of trade, 376.
Suburban, System of, 385.
North Shore, Extension of, 389.
Rates on merchandise for Glen Innes,Etmnavill^&o.,394. 
Orange to Molong, Bathurst to Bourkc, and Mudgee 

Line, 395, 535, 564, 577.
Molong, 570, 590.
Molong to Parkes, 583, 617.
Molong to Wilcannia, via Parkes, 535.
Loans, 396.
Rates on cut wood, ores, Ac., 399.
Freight on Empty Sacks, Mineral Ores, &c., 490.
Fares and freight on Homebush to Waratah Line, 400. 
Engaged compartments in railway carriages, 401, 439, 

419,458 (a), 495,570.
Sleeping-car for accommodation of the Honorable Messrs.

Abigail and Inghs, 402.
Public holidays for classified officers, 402.
Woy Woy Platform,Homebush and WaratahRailway,407. 
Smoking on platforms, 407.
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QUESTIONS—(continued) :—
KaHjW.vvs—(eontimied):—

Engine-sheds und Changing-ploces, Dubbo and Welling
ton, 503.

Charges for Carriage of Wheat, 504.
Hedfern into the City, 612.
Buradoo Platform, 518.
Line to Porbcs, 521,611.
Resumption of Mr. John Blade’s Property on Homebush- 

Waratah Line, 523.
Audit Branch, Rewcastle. 523.
To Wilcannia, 527 (*), 63G, 540,571.

■ Sunday Train for Penrith, 529.
Mullet Creek Embankments, 533. -
North Coast, 534. ■
Orange to Molong, 577.
Mr. C. Colls, 536.
Board of Commissioners, 536,657. .
Trial Surveys, Parkes to Condobolin, 545.
Cartage of Wool, Produce, &c., from Darling Harbour, 

546. _
Muswellbrook to Cassilis, 556, 559.
Hue to Inverell, 557.
Goods Traffic, Molong, Borenore, and Cowra Stations, 559. 
Charges for demurrage and storage, 564.

. Locomotive Department, removal of Timekeepers, 572.
Tunnel at Redfern, 576.
Line to Codobolin, 576,605, 617.
Hornsby to North Shore, 578.
Silver ore carried on, 581.
Express Goods Train, 584.
Via Boronore, 5!17.
Return on capital, &c., 605.
Pares of ladies aceompanying Mr. W. J. Allen, MX,A., 

to Bourke, 612.
Delay of Mail Train between Granville and Parramatta, 

612.
Workshops at Bathurst, 618.

Randtvick 
Rifle Range, 450, 489.
Discontinuance of Tolls, On road, 106.

Rates (See “ Wharves")
Rations :—Por unemployed, National Park, 106.
Read, Mk. :—Government Meat Market, 285, 333.
Reae PnoriiMi Act :—.Assurance Pund, 179, 207, 261, 

305, 341, 459.
Receipt Stamps :—For money paid on Public Service, 331. 
Reclamation Woek :—Cook’s River, 2G2.
Recreation Reserves (See “Reserves")
Recruit Money (See “ Voiunteers ”)
Redfern :—

Public Parks, Electorate of, 239.
Sewerage of, 412.
Clock for Post and Telegraph Office, 412.
Supply of stamps at Post Office, 413.
Court-house, 413.
Tram for Western Mail Train, 343, 534.
Railway into City from, 512.
Railway Tunnel at, 576.

Reformatory :—
Establishment of, for Boys, 28, 331.
Rookwood, 612.

. Refractory Ores :—Treatment of, 118.
Refreshment Rooms (See “ Railway's”)
Refunds (See "Crown Lands”)
Regent-street :—

Wood-paving of, 412,
Mittagong, opening of, 529.

Registrar-General’s Department:—OIBee Hours and 
Leave of Absence, 63.

Registrars op Births :—Pees to District, 411. 
Regulations :—

Por admission to the Bar, 8.
Respecting Cattle sent from New South Wales to 

Victoria, 180.
Marine Board, 414.

Relief:—To the Poor of Sydney, 291.
Relief Works (See “’Unemployed’’ also "Chinese”) 
Religion :—State aid to, 143.
Rents (See “Crown Lands” also "Q.uir Rents”) 
Reporting Staff :—Parliamentary, 240.
Reserves (See also “Military,” see also 11 Forests” also 

“ Volunteers ") :—
Rushcuttcr’s Bay, 13.
Village, Captain’s Plat, 47, 279.
Parish of Dunoon, 83.
Recreation, Adaminaby, 06- 

Do Cooma, 9G.
Do Maclean and Brushgrove, 121.

Bulga Stock Road, Jerry’s Plains to Homebush, 139,163, 
251.

Travelling stock, on Eugowra and Canowindra, 179.

QUESTIONS—(aminwed)
Reserves—(eo»/i««ecf):—

Joadja Mining, 190, 563.
Belmore, near Canowindra, 292.
Made in 18SG and 1887, 284.
Terania Forest, 307, 458.
Eastern and Central Districts, 307.
Maloga, 364.
Recreation, and parks endowed and handed over to 

Councils, 384.
Fronting Mossman’s Bay, 406.
Galathera and Boggy Creek Tanks, 415.
Timber, 635.
Taralba Coal-mining, 498, (*) 503, 521.
Bondi, Occupation of by Aquarium Company, 563. 

Reservoir :—
High-level at Pott’s Hill, 356.
Prospect, 432, 511.

Resumed Area (See "Crown Lands”)
Resumption of Land:—

For Railway Purposes, 265, 271- 
High School, E Lizabath-street, Public School, Casllereagh- 

street, 424.
Near Bradley’s Head, 14.
Maequarie-strect and the Domnin, 19.
Robertson’s Point, Cremorne, 153.

Revenue and Expenditure (See " Finance”) 
Revenues (See also "Crown Lands,” also “Elect

oral”) :—
Of Great Powers of Europe, America, and Australasian 

Colonies, 109.
Richardson, Major-Gent.ral :—Report on Rifle Clubs, 

209.
Richmond :—

Common, 214.
Park, 351.

Richmond, The

Roads and Bridges in Electorate, 21.
Land Court, 83.
Tug for, 93.
Tug Service, 164.
Conditional Purchases, in District, 126, 207, 
Improvement to entrance of River, 276, 498.
Navigation of River, 291.
Boats for River, 292.
Snagging operation on, 899.
Sir John Goode’s report on River entrance, 458.
Noxious Weeds, 533.

Ridley, Mr. :—
Bravery in Soufh Wsrafah Coal-mine, 377.

Ridley, Mr. G. S, :—Employment of, as Crown Lauds 
Agent, 522.

Rifle Clues :—
Establishment of, 270.
Report of General Richardson, 299.

Rifle Range :—Paddington and Rand wick, 450, 489. 
Ringbarking:—

Effect of, on health and climate, 180, 2G2.
Number of acres on which permission granted for, 290. 

Rinks Skating :—
Construction and Licensing of, 552.

Roads :—
Clerks in Department, 168.
Distribution of Additional Voto of £100,000, 7.
And Bridges, F.lcctorate of tho Richmond, 21.
Toogong to Murga, 27.
Mount Macquarie to Carcoar, 34.
Narrabri to Walgett, 39.
Payment of Contractors, 39,
Narramine to the Bogan, 51, 471.
Moulumcinto Koondrook, 57, 180, 184.
Forbes and Eugowra, 57.
Mr. Leonard, Road Contractor, 67.
Department—Iron for Bridges, 62.
Passing through Municipalities—Vote for, 62, 504. 
Between Cudal and Davy’s Plains Run, 81, 280.
Mr, E. CanneD, contract near Stone-quarry Creek 

Crossing, 105.
Rand wick, 106.
Whaling, East St. Leonards, 125.
Through E. K. Croce’s Estate, Gungahleen, 139,140,436. 
Mr. White’s purchase of, nearTimorand Isis River, 142. 
Menindie to Kinchega, 154.
Through Australian Agricultural Company’s land, 

Warrah, 167.
Belar Creek, Parish of Deringulleii, 168, 340.
Wanaaring to Tibooburra, 177.
Byroek to Gongolgan, 183, 279.
Maintenance Men, 206.
Gunnedah to Barraba, 266, 289.
Near Mr. Fergusson’s Selection, Belabula, 2/2.
St. Alban’s to Mount Manning, 284.
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QUESTIONS—(coiiUnwtl);— '
lioADS—(coniinued) :—

Jlaiiitcnancc nirn ou, Boreo to Parkcs, 333.
Cooimmbk to PilHgo, 339.
Coinpen aa tion to Jos l‘ ph Oersbcclj,Tarish of CanoblnSj 313. 
Noar La I’crouse, 413.
Auburn Park Trust, 424.
Contracts—3Ir, Walls, Engineer, 4t9.
Woods-lanr1, near Quirindi, Tarraman Ecscrro, 472. 
Botany, 474.
Tumbulgiun to Queensland Border, 723,
Grants for, 531.
Yoto for Country, G33.

Eoberts, Mr. H. E.:—Promotion of, in Central Police 
Office, 223.

Eock Plat Public School. 437.
Eonn IsiAM):—Cost of Buildings for M. Pasteur’s iuvesti- 

gn Lions, 460.
Hook wool): —

Church of England Chaplain at Cemetery, 141. 
Bofomuitory, 612.
Eaihvoy Station, 607.

Boons :—(Sou *' Electoral ”)
Boss. Williaji :—Late Orevseer at National Park, 61. 
Eoval Naval IIoaie :—Site for, 94.
Eoyalty On Oysters, 83, 94, 105, 112.
Kuns (See also “ Crown Lards")

■ BusncDTTrjt’s Bay Ecsorve, 13.
Bussell's Wharf :—Kesumption of.by the Gorernincnt,8. 
Byde :—Hr. Manning, Coroner at, 270.
Htlstone :—Police Quarters, 483.
Byrik, Messrs. :—Land belonging to, resumed for Bail

way purjjoses, 217.
Sacks, Empty :—Enihvay freights on 490.
Salaries (See " Civil Service”)
Salvation Army :—! ntrrferenee with, by Police, 33. 
Samoa:- -Action of (lie Germans in, 2U.
San Erakgisco Mail Contract :—Claim of PuciGc Mail 

Steamship Company, 239.
Savises Banks :—

Do|iositp, &c., in, at Forbes, Porkes, ami Molong, 5tS2. 
School Attendance Officers (See “Education") 
Schools op Aria:—

Site for, Wee Waa, 239, 290.
Supply of JIanxard aud Government Gazette to, 21-j. 
Ecdoivnicute, 531.

Scott, Mr. Police Magistrate, Deniliquin, 173.
Scott, Mh. :—Locomotive Engineer, 327, 477.
Sea-wall:—Cuogec Bay, 106.
Seaweed :—

Nuisance of, at Botany, 32, 70. 333, 412.
Do Double Bay, 110.

Skkd Potatoes :—Supplied to persons in Garoneo Elec
torate, 171.

Selfk, Mr. Not; man’:—TmprovciiientsatCireular Quay,3SS. 
Hewirabb (See also “ Metropolitan Waticr and 

Sewerage Biard”)
Eastern Suburbs, 16, 164.
Blasting in connection with works, US.
Board for control of Bondi Scheme, 126.
Bmidi Sewer, 154.

■ Western Suburbs, 2C7 (2) 54G, 55S.
Rrdfern, 412.

Shares :—Liable to forfeiture, 372..
SnELLlIARlinint :—

Dredge for, 195,
Wharf at, 209.

Sheriff's Officers :—
Becovery of Fees due to, 83.
Bailiff's mileage charges, 209.

Sheridan, Mh. Philip:—Trustee of Association Cricket 
Ground, 447, 518.

SiTEiivooiiLetter-carrier for, 301, 38S.
ShoalhaVeN :—Entrance to River, 572.
Show-ground, Waloett, 352.
SniLEY, Dr. .1. 0-:—Health Officer, Watson’s Bay, 448. 
Sickness :—In Public Schools, 214.
SilvePl-mining:—“ Boom” in connection with, 341, 371. 
Silver Ore :—Carried by Railway, 581.
SlI.YlIRTON :—

Mail service between Menindic and, 153.
Tramway to Thackaringa and Purnamoota, 235. 
Court-house, 372.

Singleton
Court of Quarter Sessions at, 218,
Bail way trial survey, via Jerry's Plains, towards Cassilis, 

443. ‘
' Erection of Munro Drinking Fountain, 418.
Site por Villa or :—Parish of Hoyden, county of 

Wellesley, 536.
Skating Rinks :—Construction and Licensing of, 652.

Q
QHE 3 TiO NS—(coat tnwed) :—

Skunk, William :—Preleasc of, at Conargo, 143. 
Sleeping Cars :— ’ .

Cost of Bail way, 118.
For accommodation of The Honorable Messrs. Abigail 

and Inglis, 402.
Sly, De. :—Employment of, by Government, 101 (*), 110, 
Small Arms Ammunition Establishment of Manu

factory, 414,
Smith, The Hon. J. (See nleo "Cbown Lands”).-— 

Arbitration Case v. Commissioner for Railways, 51, 
80, 96, 102.

Smith, Mr. T. E.:—Alleged appointment of, under 
Government, 142, 214.

Smitjifield:—Municipality of, 612.
Smoking On Railway Platforms, 407- 
Snagging :—

Mooney Mooney Creek, 324-.
Operations, Richmond River, 399.

SoniETins (Sec “ Agricultural’’)
Soiled Linen (3ce “Quarantine”)
Soudan Contingent :—Stores returned from Suakim, 179. 
South Warataii Coal-mine:—Bravery of Mr. Ridley 

in, 377.
Spangenberg. William :—Application of, for a Billiard 

License, 38 (’). .
Spat (See ” Oysters”)
Special Grants:—To Municipalities, 495, Oil.
Special Trains (See “Eailways”)
Spirits :—

Buties paid on, 31.
Importation of, 368.

Spit :—Bridge over Middle Harbour at, 27.
Squatters :—Persons employed by, 313.
St. Allans (See also “Roads”) :—

Court-house, 178.
STAFFORn William, Ex-Serokant :—Dismissal of from 

Police, 557.
Stamp Office :—Mr. Foskclt, 214, 299.
Stamps (See also “Beckipt Stamps")

Supply of to Bedferu Post Office, 413.
Stanmore :—

Post and Telegraph Office, 276.
Revenue received at Railway Station, 313. ,

State Aid to Keligion:—Final abolition of, 143. '
State Hotsk:—

Competition in designs for, 155.
Plane, specifications, and tendcre, 319.
•Authority for expenditure under, 355.
Erection of, 38-1.

Station-master (See “ Railways")
Statistical Register :—Handbook to, 75.
Statistics :—Crown Lands, 461.
Statuary :—Purchase of, by the Government, 227, 592. 
Staunton, Major:—Free pass issued to, 134.
Steamers :—Use of east-iron propellers by, 139. 
Steam-launches :—Employment of Government, 143. 
Steam Launch Mabel, 275.
Stephen «. Erwin :—Decree, 332, 511.
Stipendiary Magistrates :—

Complaints against Mr. Addison, 167.
Do other, 215,

Number of cases dealt with by Mr. Addison at one 
sitting, 173.

.And Deputies, 190.
Mr. Deputy Delobcry, 331.

St. Leonards :— "
Eaihvoy from Pearce's Comer (Hornsby). 16.
Railway from Pearce's Corner to’Waters of Port 

Jackson, St, 97.
Whaling Road, 125,

Stock:—
Watering places for travelling, 19.
Sale of diseased cattle, 20.
Disease in, District of Bourke, 81.
Road, Jerry’s Plains to Homcbusb, 139, 163.
Diseases in, 262.
Route, Moulamein, 285.
Reserves for (ravelling, 179.
Regulations respecting, passing from Xotv South Wales 

to Victoria, 180.
Route, Moulamein to Koondrook, 180, 371.

Stock Act :—Consolidation of, 272.
Stock and Pastures Bill :—Consideration of, 428, 
Storage :—Charge for, 564-.
Storks, Military —Returned from Suakim, 179, 
Strathtield :—fiaihvay Station, 582.
Stray Cattle :—In country towns, 33.
Street :—

Formation of,-Nor(h of General Post Office, 39G, 
Johnson’s estate and Petersham railway station, 536.
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Q
QUESTIONS (continue#) :— C,

StTAKllt:—Military' stores returned from, 170.
Subpoisas Charge for, 110.
Subsidy (See “Babbit-pest”)
Suburbs :— •

Sewerage of Eastern, 16.
Sewerage of Western, 267 (-), 546, 553. -
Drainage of Western, 546.
Railway Bares to, 217.
Water Supply, 507, 601.

Suburban Railways (See “ Railways'’)
Sub-way (See “Railways”)
Sunday :—Railway and Tramway Traffic, 217. 
SurtiRANNUATION Pu.ND (See “ ClVIL SERVICE") ■ 
Superintendent of Telegraphs :■-Leave of absence,310. 
Supersedeas (See “Administration op .Justice”) 
Supreme Court Appeals Act :—Cases decided under, 117. 
Surgeon, TJsremstered :—Services to Railway employes, 

490.
Survey Offices (See "Crown Lands”)
Sutherland, Miss Public School, Cooma, 436.
Sweeps Betting and " Consultations,” 21S.
Sydney :—

Public Expenditure in, and Country Districts, 7.
Water Supply, 597.

Sydney Common Land taken from, 300.
Sydney Hospital : —Case of John Hnllbrnn, 257.
Sydney (See “ Railways")
Sydney Permanent Freehold Land and Building 

Society :—Chairman of, 441.
Syphon : —Tender for laying of, in Greorge-street. West, 006. 
Talisragatl :—Reservations for Mining purposes, 96. 
Tanks (Sec also “ Reserves ”):—

In Eastern and Western Districts, 461.
Tatugo :—Railway Station, S6S.
Tahhan Creek :—Bridge over, 313.
Parana :—Railway to Jcnolan Caves, 56, 167.
Teachers (Sec “ Education”)
Technical College Students travelling ou Trams or 

Railways, 1G8.
Technical Education (See "Education")
Telegraphs (Sco also "Postal”; :—

Department—Mr. Leeson, 111, 126.
Iron Poles, 62, 127, 340.
Operators, 45.
Purchase of Wire, 45, 67, 80.
Brush Carbons, 46.
Materials supplied by IT. II. Kingsbury & Co., 46,127,251. 
Lino to Milparinka or Mount Browne (Tibooburra), 177. 
Sixpenny telegrams, 181.
Communication with Perth Railway Station, 196. 
Stations using quadruples instruments, 206.
Office at Gladesville, 267.
Horses purchased by Department, 271,301, 333,450,512. 
The “ Glulelier” Elee.tric Machine, 74,100,272, 305, 373. 
Office at Stanmore, 276.
Messengers, 300.
Office, Orange, 323.
Communication between various Racecourses, 332. 
Amalgamation withMoney Order and Postal Systems, 3 40. 
Superintendent of, 340.
Employment and dismissal of line repairers, 337. 
Condemned polos, 3S7.
And Post-office, Wollombi, 393.

Do. Stanmore, 276.
Do, Bourke, 39, 215, 498.
Do. Redfern, Public Clock for, 412.
Do. Molong and Condobolin, 559.

Department, 405, 431, 453, 474', 490, 540, 583, 589, 
501,634. ■

Buildings rented as Te’egraph Offices, 424.
Office, Broken Hill, 428.
Probationers connected with Railways, 418. 
Station-master, Polmero Island, 453.
Masters at Parramatta, Grifton, Cootamundrn, and 

Braidwood, 473.
Line from Tumbulgum to Tweed River, 477.
1 ncreases to employes, 529.
Bourko to Wanaaring, 541. '
Cable Communication with Europe, 583.

Telephone :— _
Exchange for Paddington, 173.
Ericze in George-street for telephonic system, 7,265. 
Genrge-street Tunnel for system, 46, 68.

' Cable for Prieze, 46, 127, 265, 453, 490,
Multiple-cable purchased by Telegraph Department, 236. 

Tempe :—Floodiugof district byRailway embankment, 179. 
TuxTERErELD (See also “Railways”).

Railway to Queensland Border (Wallnngarra) 15, 1S3. 
Teralha Coal Mining Reserve :—

MineralCondiliona] Purchases on,49S (!) 503,521,617.

ESTIONS (continued) :—
Terry A Co.Claim of, on Railway Department, 164. 
Terania:—Forest Reserve, 307, 458.
Thackaringa ;—Tramway from Silvcrlon to, 235. 
Theaters :—Dangerous condition of, 533.
Thefts Of Workmen’s Tools, 134, 265, 270,
Thomas, Mr. :—Formerly inmate of Gladesville Asylum, 

402, 473.
Thomas, Mr. William, J.P.:—Appointment as Justice 

of the Peace, 511.
Thomson, Me. :—Chief Inspector of Accounts, 153. 
Through Tickets :—

Railway, Sydney to Brisbane, 292.
Sydney to Melbourne, via Biavney, 363.

Tibooburra :—
Public School for, 177.
Telegraph line, Milparinka or Mount Browne, 177.
Road from Wanaaring, 177.

Timber:—
Destruction of, on Burrawoug Run, 52.
Licenses, 327,
Reserves, 535.

Timbre Duties (Sec “Customs”)
Time-tables :—

Printing of Railway and Tramway, 15.
Delay' in issue of Railway, 319; 
la Chinese language, 333,

Tindall, Detective (See “ Police”)
Toogong Road, to Murga, 27.
Torpedo :—

Storage of Hooper's Core, 87.
Armoured Electric Cable, S7,
Jardine Spar, 105,141.
Pay of Corps, 121. ,
Cables, 373.

Traffic (See " Railways ”)
Trains (“ See Railways”)
Training School :—Education Department, 484. 
Training.Institution (See “Education”)
Training Ship (Sec “ Vernon”)
Tramways :—

Employes Newcastle, 15, 540.
Do Drivers and Firemen, 275, 2.85. *

Time-tables, 15.
Electric Motors for, 56.
Kogarah-Sans Souci, 56.
Ashiield and Drnitb Town, 57.
Free Passes to Officials of Department, 68.
Land resumed for, 74.
Korth Shore, 75.
Advertising on, 07, 336.
Bridge-street to Railway Station, 109.
Bolmore Park Crossings, 110.
Marrickvillo to Dulwich Hill, 134, 633.
First-class ear, Sydney to Woollahra, 135.
Watering Routes, 165.
Students at Technical College travelling on, 168. 
Extensions, 195.
Sunday traffic, 217.
Silverton to Thackaringa and Purnamoota, 235.
Field of Mars, 240, 266, 343, 598.
Time-tables in Chinese language, 333.
Tram to meet Western mail train at Redfern, 343, 534. 
Proposals to work with compressed air, 396.
North Shove cable employes, 407.
Construction of cars, 413.
Botany Road line, 413.
And Railway Employes, 441,54C.
Guards, 450, 545.
Total miles and cost of, 498.
Darling-street Wharf, Balmain, to Leichhardt, 543. 
Construction, 633.

Transit Coaimission

Employ5s, License Fee?, Revenue and Expenditure, 383. 
Solicitor, 447.
Inspector-General of Police, seat on Board, 457, 551. 
Mayor of Sydney, seat on Board, 551.

Travelling Stock :—Reserves, 179.
Treasuef.r’s Advance Account (See “Finance") 
Treasury, The :—Assistant Examiner of Accounts, appli

cations for position of, 473.
Theait, Mr. F. B.Chief Clerk, Immigration Depart

ment, 534,
Trial Surveys (See "Railways”)
Trollope, Mr. F. G. A.:—Tumut and Gundagai Land 

Boards, 406.
Trust Funds :—Under control of Government, 396, 400, 
Trustees (See “ Association Cricket Ground”)
Tug :—

For Richmond River, 93.
Service, Richmond River, 164.
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QUESTIONS (continued)
TtniBEEuinjA:—Post and Telegraph Office, 5?. 
Tumbdmum :—

Telegraph Lino to Tweed Biver, 47".
Bond to Queensland Border, 523.

Tgnxex under G-eorge-street (See " Texethone") 
Tueon Biter:—Bridge over, at Wallaby Kock, 48, 
Tweed, The :—

Dredge for River, 276,575.
Navigation of Biver, 291.
Telegraph Lino from Tumhulgum to Heads, 477. 

Typhoid Fever:—
Measles and, in Alexandria and Waterloo, 111.
At Mr. Anthony Hordern’s establishment, 126.
3f. Pasteur’s Investigations, 400.

UwtARHA;—Light Horse, 363.
Unemployed :—

Free Bailway Passes to, 20.
Labour Bureau, 33.
Casino Municipal Council, 75.
Bations for, National Park, 106, 283.
Casual Labour Board, 125.
Work on Holt-Sutherland Bstatc by, 150.
Particulars respecting, 172.
Bngineers, fitters, ironmoulders, and blacksmiths, on 

relief works, 253, 300.
L'nitehsity of Sydney:—

E lamination Fees, 347.
Department of Engineering, 497.

Unwholesome Meat Delivery of,for consumption, 213. 
Ventilation of Mines :—Appointment of Board, 353.
'' Vernon,” The

Training Ship—Prisoners in Gaols, 420.
Numbers of officials, duties, and leave granted, 312.
Boys absconded from, 318.

Vessels :—Laid up in Johnston’s Bay, 207.
Veterinary School:—lirection of, in connection with 

University, 395. .
Victoria :—

Begulations respecting Cattle sent from New South 
Wales to, 180.

• Prohibition of importation of Grapes into, 250.
Village :—Site for, parish of Hevden, county of 

Wellesley, 536.
Village Reserve :—Captain’s Flat, 47.
Vineyards:—

Phylloxera in, 155.
Board of Inquiry into Phylloxera, 490.

Volunteers :—
Molong Corps, 2S0, 337.
Recruit, money due to, 301.
Faster Fncampment, 318, 334, 337, 359,
Ulmarra- Light Horse, 363.
Martini-Henry Rifles, 459, 475, 489.
Capitation Allowance, Reserve Corps, 471- 
Biile Range, Paddington and Randwick, 450, 4S9. 
Country Cavalry Corps, 497.
Formation of Force, Lismore, 533.
Artillery, 541.

Vouchers :—Furnished by Public Officials for moneys 
paid, 251.

Wagga Wagga Local Land Board and Survey Office, 
28, 261.

Walgktt ;—
Road from Narrabri, 39.
Railway from Narrabri, 39, 150.
Show Ground, 352.

Wallabadah Common :—Dedication of, 337. 
Wallangaera :—Railway, Tenterfield to, 183. 
Wanaaring :—

Road from to Tibooburrah, 177.
Bore for water, 292.
Telegraph from Bourke, 541.

Waratah :—Raiiway, Homebush to, 95,460.
■ Wardens under Mining Act:—Police Magistrates 

appointed as, 227, 245.
Warehouses, Bonded :—Kerosene Oil, Ac., in, 491. 
Warialda (See “Crown Lands”)
Wakrah :—Road through the A. A. Company’s land, 167. 
Watering-places :—For travelling stock, 19.
Waterloo:—Measles and Typhoid Fever in Alexandria 

and. 111. _
Water Bates (See “ Metropolitan Water and 

Sewerage Board”)
Water Supply :—

Nepean—Control of, 32, 126.
Do Expenditure on, 164..

Byrock, 3fi.
Conservation of, in Country, 61.
Carrying out proposals of Royal Commission, 172. 
Euriowie, 80. .
Brass fittings for Country Towns, 218.

Q
QUESTIONS (continued)

Water Supply—(continued)
Water Reservoir near Cobar, 284.
Wanaaring Bore for, 292.
Construction of High-level Reservoir at Pott’s H i! *, 356, 
Moama, 364.
Gcrmanton, 395.
Prospect Reservoir, 432, 511.
Newcastle, 571.
Prospect Works, Messrs. Mills & Shand, 581.
Railway Station, Albury, 584.
Sydney and Suburbs, 697.
.Certain Suburbs, 601.

Water and Sewerage Board (See "Metropolitan 
Water and Sewerage Board ”)

Watson’s Bay :—
Jetty at, 564.

Wave'elev :—
Foreshores of, aud Bondi, 134..
Church of England Chaplain at Cemetery, 141.
Gateways to Centennial Park, 478.

Wellington :—
Police Quarters at, 179.
Engine-sheds and changing placo at, 503.

Wentworth (See also “ Crown Lands”; also “Rabbit 
Pest”) :—

Customs Duties collected at 3S.
Wentworthyille :—Railway platform, 105.
Wee Waa :—

Site for School of Arts, 239, 299.
Public Park for, 272.

Wf,eds (See “ Noxious Weeds”)
Wells, Mr. :—Tenders for Road Contracts, 449. 
Wesleyan Ministers :—Free Passes to, 457.
Western Mail Trains:—Tram to meet, 343, 534. 
Wbstbhn Suburbs :—

Sewerage of, 267 (J), 546, 558.
Drainage of, 546, 634’.
Burglaries in, 618.

Whaling- Eoad :—Opening of, 125,
Wharves 

Shellharbour, 209.
Moama, 289.
Public Botany, 411.
Rebate of Rates on Public, 535.
Erection of, at Bourke, 598.

Wheat :—Charge for carriage of, 504.
White, Mr. Frederick :—Purchase of Roads near Timor 

and Isis River by, 142.
White, the Messrs. Runs held in Upper Hunter 

Electorate, 691.
WhittinGhaM :—Railway Station, 142.
Wiloannia :—

Customs Duties collected at, 38.
Bridge over the Darling at, 311, 528.
Athenmum at, 364.
Railway Line to, 627 (*), 536, 540, 571- 
Court House at, 577 (!). __
Railway Extension from Molong, via Parkes, 535. 

Wilkinson, Mr, H. T.:—Official connection of, with 
Norfolk Island, 172. ■

Wilkinson’s Australian Magistrate ;—Supply of, 45. 
Windsor (See “ Kailiyayk”)
Wines :—Duties paid on, 31.
Wire (See “ Telegraths”)
Wise, Mr. G. F.:—Immigration Agent, 534'.
Wood :—Differential Railway rates on carriage of, 313. 
Woods-lane (“See Roads”)
Wood-paving :—

Circular Quay, 301.
Pitt-street South, 408.
Regent-street, 412.

VVor.LOJtui:—Post and Telegraph Office, 393. 
W'oLLONaOKG (Seealso “Railways’’):—

Railway loop-line near, 199.
Woollahra First-class tram car running to, 135.
Wool :—Cartage of, from Darling Harbour, 546. 
Workmen (See also “ Railways”) :—

Theft of Tools of, 134, 265, 276.
Railway rates on tools of trade, 376.
Prospect Reservoir, 5] 1, 564-.

Woy Woy Platform (See “Railways”)
Wright, Senior-Constable:—Case of, 446,
Wyong Crrkk (See 11 Bridges”)
Yakhaluhla :—Conditional Purchases, 154.
Yarhamak Reserve :—Woods-lane, near Quirindi Road, 

472.
Yates, Mr. Leopold :—

Position of, in Civil Scrriee, 180.
Leave of absence, 351.

Yeomans, Mrs. :—Inquiry into cause of death, 74. 
Young ;—Magistrates, 341.
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QUIT BENTS
Return to Order (Session 1887) laid on Table. 559 

QUORUM (See “NO QUORUM”)

PAPEES.

VOL. PAGE.

5 195

R
RABBIT NUISANCE ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Motion made (Mr. Abigail) for learc to bring in, presented and read 1°, 200 ; motion mado for 
2° and Debate adiourned, 225 : Order of the Day discharged, and Bill -withdrawn, 241.

RABBIT PEST •— j s .
Return to Order (Second Session, 1837), laid on Tabic, 150 ...................................... .......................
Motion made (Mr. Wall) for a return showing miles of w-ire netting now erected by the Govern

ment for the prevention of rabbi!s, with all costs incident thereto, 191; Return’to Order laid
on Table, 223 .....................................................................................................................................

Motion made (Mr. J. £. Abboit) for reports of Mr. Stanley, on disease introduced by Drs Butcher 
and Eihs, 287-

Destsuchov op Rabbits by Mr a .vs of Diseases r—
Report of Health Board and other papers on proposals for, laid on Table, 335 ..............................

BABBIT PEST SUPPRESSION BILL
Motion made (Mr. Garretl) for Committee of the Whole, 263 ; Message from Governor, 2GS ; 

House in Committee, Resolution reported and agreed to, 309, presented and read 1° 317.
RAILWAYS (See also “GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS BILL”; also “NORTH SHORE. MANLY' 

AND P1TTWATER TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY BILL”; also “ OAKEY PARK COAL
MINING COMPANY’S RAILWAY BILL” ; also ” REDHEAD COAL-MINE RAILWAY 
ACT AMENDMENT l)ILL”; also “GOVERNMENT RAILYVAYS ACT AMENDMENT 
BILL”; also “YOUNG WALLSEND COAL COMPANY'S RAILWAY BILL”) — 
Accident at Petersham Bkidge:—

Motion made (Mr. McElhone) for all correspondence, reports, Ac , in reference to, 48.
Report by Mr. Wm. Oruickshnnlr, M.I.C.E., relative to, laid on Table, 103......................................

Accident, Peat’s Eehiit :—
Motion made (Mr. Sckey) for all reports, evidence, recommendations, and all attainable information

relating to, 128 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 635 ..................................................................
Alleged Euauds;—

Return to Order (Second Session, 1887) laid on Table, 122..................................................................
Asd Tramways of New South Wales :—

Report for 1886, laid on Table, G ...........................................................................................................
Do for 1887, laid on Table, 635..........................................................................................................

Appointments made in the Df.paetment:—
Motion mado (A/?-. Ig/ne) for a Return showing permanent and temporary, since 1st January, 1887,

40; Return to Order, laid on Table, 231 .........................................................................*..........
Boweal Station :—

Motion mode (Mr. M'Court) for papers in reference to the improvement of, 506 ; Return to Order 
laid on Table, 578. (Not printed.)

Boweal oe Moss Yale to Robertson : —
Motion made (Mr. M‘Court) for papers in reference to construction of, 519.

Blue Metal foe Teamwats and
Motion made (Mr. O’Sullivan) for all tenders, minutes, and papers relating to purchase of 3,000

tong, 48 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 122 ......................................................................
Bybock to Beewarrina;—

Motion made (Mr. Waddell) for construction of light line, and by leave withdrawn 370. 
Caekiaoe of Wool and Other Produce:—

„ Original tenders for, from the Railway Station, Redfern, and Darling Harbour, laid on Table 
fas F.xiiibii, •; only). 454.

Claim of Mbs. Butthiilkv :—
Motion made (Mr. Schey) for a Select Committee, and Return to Order (Second Session, 1887)

referred, 12; Report brought up, 140..............................................................................................
Coeae;— ...........................

Return to Order (Second Session, 1887), laid on Table, 5.....................................................................
Colo Y^allhy Railway Survey — .....................

Motion madefll/j'.PVaMiPVirneW) for papers,303; Returns (iaparf) to Order, laid on Table, 348,352 
Combination Tetjoes:—

Return respecting service of, in use from 1st January to 30th June, 1886, laid on Tabic, G..............
Rurthcr correspondence respecting Evans patent, laid on Table, 49, 71 ..........................................
Motion made (Mr. hyno), that this House do now adjourn to consider the payment of £10,000 by 

the Government for the Evans patent, and by leave withdrawn, 63. '
Correspondence respecting, designed by Messrs. Wilkinson, Perry, Anderson, and Brazenor and

Ymlentine, laid on Table, 88 ............................................................................................................
* Motion made (3f?\ ITsraaJI) for a Select Committee to inquire into, 130; corrcspondonce laid on 

626^ rc^erre^’3®2 ’ “uthorized to make visits of inspection, 155; Report brought up,

Petitions from persons interested praying to be heard in person or by Counsel before the Select
Committee, presented, 144, 150 ....................................................................................................

Further correspondence respecting Wilkinson’s and the Evans’ trucks, laid on Table, referred to
Select Committee on “ Combination Trucks,” 302 ........................................................................

Further correspondence respecting Wilkinson's patent, kid on Table, 360; referred to Select
Committee, 389 ..............................................................................................................

Construction :— .........................................
Motion made (Mr. O’ Sullivan) that, like roads, should be constructed more with a view to settle 

the country and give cheap access to markets than for commercial profit, that light railways 
should bo preferred to roads, that interest on the money borrowed be provided for by a 
graduated lax on the land enhanced in value by such railways, and withdrawn, 232. 

Continuous Brake :— '
Return respecting, laid on Table, G35 .................................................................................. _ _

Cooma to Bombala ....... """.................
Motion made (Mr. Dawson) for all papers and correspondence connected with the trial survey of

the extension, 76: Return to Order laid on Table, 277..................................................................
Crossing to connect Eastgrove with Gouleurn:—

Motion made (Mr. Tcece) for papers, 336 : Return to Order laid on Table, 454 ..............................
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EAILWAY3—(continued)
Diffebentiai. Eatfs :—

Motion mmlo (Mr. Lyne) for all papers, corrcspondonce, die., in reference to the origin and con
tinuation of, 103,

Eduv, Mb. E. M. G-.:— _
Correspondence respecting tlic appoint jnc-nt of, os Chairman of Hail way Board, laid on Table, 537, 

EHri.OTEES :—
Information respecting tlio OFicers in tlio Dcpavtriicnt of Public Works and Permanent-way men,

laid on Tabic, 2S........ ................................................................*......................................................
Extension to Bboksn Hiir,, Silvehtox, and the Bakrikk Banqes:—

Motion made (Mr. G-arland) that any railway policy submitted to Parliament should include, and 
withdrawn, 273.

Feet, Passes :—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 519 .....................................................................................................

Free Passes to Scnoor, Ciiildeen — _
Motion made (Mr. Abbott) for nil minutes, and other documents, written or sent by any Minister, 

or officer in their Departments, or by the Commissioner, in reference to the resolution 
authorizing the free carriage of children who wore attending schools, 40; Return to Order,

' laid on Table, 231 .............................................................................................................................
Free Passes to Judges of Live Stock i—

Motion made (Mr. Wall) for Committee of the Whole to consider expediency of issuing, journey
ing to and from Pastoral and Agricultural Shows, and negatived, 59.

Eeee Passes to ex-aieaiiiebs of the Legislative Asseitiely :—
Motion made (Mr. tfaynes) that the Resolution affirming that members returned to three Parlia

ments, on ceasingYo be members, shall be entitled to a permanent free pass,—bo rescinded, 
and debate adjourned, 129 ; Order of the Bay postponed, 433; Order of the Bay discharged 
506,

Fbee Passes issued bv the Miiiiaky Staff Office to Vouuxteehs :—
Return respecting, during the quarter ended 30 June, 1SSS, laid on Table, 524 .............................

Freight of Contractors Plant and Material;— _
Return showing, paid to Bepartmcnt by various Contractors during years 1883 to 1886 respectively,

laid on Table, ....................................................................................................................................
Granville to Penrith :— _

Information respecting Buplication of Line, laid on Table, 3G0 ..........................................................
CoULlUIRV TO THE COOHA LINE JUNCTION;—

Motion mode (Mr. O'Sttlhmit) for papers in connection with duplication of 314: Return to Order
laid on Table, 559 ..............................................................................................................................

Great Northern and North-western Railways :—
Return respecting passenger traffic on, laid on Table, 3S9 ..................................................................

Harden Station :—
Motion made Gordon) for return showing goods and passenger traffic, revenue, and expendi

ture at, 294 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 338 ......................................................................
Homebush to Waratah

Return respecling the construction of, laid on Table, 191 ..................................................................
Return respecting faros and freights, laid on Table, 512 .....................................................................

Inverkll:—
Petitions in favour of route from Guyra via Wandsworth and Tinghn, presented, 34, 529................

Ikon and Steel Railway and Tramway Matkbialb :—
Motion made (Mr. Fletcher) for particulars of purchase of, 479. .

Isaac Wekbit.l, Gatekeeper, Railway Bepaetment —
Information respecting compensation to family of, kid on Table, 403 .............................................

Land resumed fob, and Tramivay Purposes :—
Motion made (jlfr. Sehey) for return showing amount of compensation paid annually for, during

the last seven years, giving particulars, 103 ; Return to Order kid on liable, 267 .................
Land resumed tor, at Bexley :— _ _

Motion made (Mr. Hurley) for a Select Committeo to inquiro into and report upon, 233.
Limited Express Train .

Information respecting compartments engaged in, from 1st November, 1887, to 1st April, 1833,
laid on Table, 385 .............................................................................................................................

Locomotive Engines:— _ ,
Motion made (Mr. Li/ne) for all papers, correspondence, and reports, in connection with the ktc 

tests of the 11 Vulcan " aud Mogul,1' 40.
Motion made (Mr. Fletcher) for all tenders and correspondenco relating thereto, for manufacture 

J of, required by the Government, 41.
. Motion made (ilfr. Wall) for a return showing the number employed during twelve months 

ending 1st September, 1337, conveying trains between Mount Victoria and Penrith ; also the 
number used in conveying same trains between Penrith and Sydney-, 58; Return to Order,
kid on Tabic. 81 ...............................................................................................................................

Papers relative to Tenders for, and Tests for suitable Type of, laid on Table, 71..............................
Further correspondence respecting Teste for suitable Typo of Engines, kid on Tabic, 88 .............
Motion made (Mr. Fletcher) for a return showing tlio cost of “ Heavy' Consolidated,” “ Mogul,” 

and 11 Vulcan,” in running order, and of the okss which the Government have decided to
adopt, including all charges, 103 ; Return to Order, kid on Table, 496 ..................................

Motion made (Mr. Copeland) for correspondence, fe., in eonnoetion with calling for tenders and 
recent letting of contracts for, in tbo Colony, 479,

Return respecting manufacture of, in Colony, kid on Table, 496 ......................................................
Mr. L. C. Jenkins, late Briyir.— i

Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 505. (Not printed.)
MiJBRrjimntHAH Platform :— _

Motion made (Mr. Gordon) for return showing goods and passenger traffic, revenue, and expendi
ture at, 295 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 338 .......................................................................

Mcswellbrook-Cassilis Railway Line :—
Motion made (Mr. Fitzgerald) for plans and papers connected with, 519.

Narrabri io Walghtt:— _
Motion made (Mr. Danyar) for copy of final surrey of route, with plan and reports, showing

distance, characteristics of country, cost, &c., 41; Return to Order laid ou Table, 174 ..........
Motion made (Mr. D ary or) for cheap line of Railway-, and by leave withdrawn, 369.

Narrabri Station :—
Return of Traffic to and from, from 1st January to 31st October, 1887, laid on Table, 231 ..........
Return of Traffic to and from, for 1886 aud 1887, showing increase for 1887, laid ou Table, 338 ...
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BEFBEENCKS TO IHB TOTE3 AW I) raOQEEBiyOB, VOL. I_I3TH PABHAMMT-SMBIOjr, 1887-8. FAPEES.

It

RAILWAYS—(coM^int/^d) •—
Nabiubei to Moeee

°f milWay Pr0p09al3 Sll0uld include th° alrCad-T l'11’0' 

Oocupation of Compartments by Ma.L.A._
{\t'^E'Mne) for ®di°urnmcnfc of the House in rcforence to. 378.

U KoufikB and McSharby v, the Commissioned :_
Paper in connection with tbe case, laid on Table 50

Orabm to Molong, Bathcest to Bodeee, and the Mtiboee Lute —
f™mthe™rL»Z\-0r^Urn0ft^eXpeadJitUrel,t’al,dtho number of P^eongen, to and 
K-etura°to Ordor tdTn’fibKs thenmnber °f mCn 253 J

OSEIC-STHKET, GuNKEDAH:— ‘ .................*............................. ...........................................................

s osrss^ra,,k”' ^ ^11
Kailway Policy op the Oovkeniient ........................................................

Miaiefcerial Btatcment made by Sir Henry Partes on, 501. 641.
Adjournment moved {Mr. Moore) for the purpose of discussing, 513 

Kailway Laeourebs on Blayney and Cowra Lise *_
Mot'on ^de (Kr Jeaanere<) for adjourmnentof the'House to bring under notice 11,0 condition 

n°5 ^nd m tterB °^r^ent Pu^IiC importance in connection therewith, 325.

vor.

- •• ^
Kebates allowed ey Department :_

Return of, during yeara 1883-1-5-8' laid on Table, 22 
KEPBESHHENT-EOOJtS f— '

Return to Order (Session; 1835-6) laid on Table, 403 ...........
Removal of Engine-bueds fbom Dcbbo to Wellington-'!—..........................................................
RMUOTTTONdniiWn^eH-!'^Tf0r ®oIcf Coniu,ittce to inquire into and report upon, 233. 
itESuMFiiON of imvAiiD Ibby a Land at Bluff River 1 ^ >

MOtCiion ffom2G?i0T'1 nfT1?inquLre il,to a11 circumstances attending, on the 
extension from Glen Innea to Tenterfield, 147; Return to Order (Second Session 18871
referred to Select Committee, 424; Mr. Thompson’s name discharged from Select Committee,

PetiKmutodra47G!Ward I:br ^ be roPrea0nted bofore Select Committee, presented and prayer

Silver Obe:— ........................................................................................... ....................................
Return respecting, carried on, laid on Table, 635 ............. >

Sleeping Beeth—Nash ®. Copeland:...  ................................................ ...................
RctuLn to Order (Second Session, 1887) laid on Table. 122 .

Stations between Sydney and Hohstyiele ..................................................................
Rcturu^of c9ch station, to and from, for six months ended 30th September.

St. Leonards to Pearce's Corner': —..................... *...........................................................................
f0a aU C!“im3' leUers’ &0" in Teference to any claims for eompensa- 

valuationTieS^ aay ’™dS °r '“Trovcmeuti thereon, on the line, with official reports

St. Petir’s-Livebpool :—
Petition graying early construction of, presented, 59. 76.

Suburban Traffic ...........................................................................
qnm!^I'nr,!h^'ine i0t!r SaPdays> of November, 1887, laid on Table, 311 
tfupiLY of Coal on Gbeat Kohthehn:_

Sydney __________ ______ _
Forbes, and Cowra to Forres :—

Return respecting, laid on Table, 524......... ..............
The Case of Daniel Coekery :— .................................................................... *..................................

MOti°nd^i!.0.i5r‘ f0r1uI1 reporta> W®1-8' &c- in connection with the suspension, dismissal, 
Table 3^ ’MljOCOmDtiTO E“ein0er in department, 117 ; Return to Orde"n

Through Tiokets—Sydney to Brisbane!—...............................................................................................................
__ Information respecting, laid on Table, 302
Ticket Collector Edward Coole ;— .......................................................................................................... .

Information respecting, laid on Table, 302 .........
Q-eafpic Inspectors Roberts and Crawford -__

“ •*'■" “d w
Wagga Wagga to Tumberumba and tbe Upper Murray V—....................................................................

^’'withdrawn^HS^'1'’'1 lhatany Echcme of raih™7 proposals should includo a Hue from, and 

WniiTiNGHAM Platform

M0tmod“atfon(!ffl^!'p)/Or ^ 0orf 3PonJdencc. petitions, 4c., in reference to additional aecom-
moaation at, la5 : Return to Order laid on Table, 252..........

Workshops and Siieds at Bathurst:....  ..................................
Motion made (ifr. Corti*) for adjournment of the House to consider removal of men from and 

answers given by Munster in the House, 328. ’
Young to Dubbo :— .

Petition certain inhabitants of Grenfell in favour of, presented 476
do do Parhes do 476...............................................

Clerk 496 ^ town and district of Young in favour of,"prcseuVod"an(l"read "bj
REAL PROPERTY’ACT':—............

Examiners of Titles under :—
Jr0tEiCbfe n I,e-tl'rn fiboivine wnrt vith by Mr. Burton and the other

Examiners, 70; Return to Order laid on Table, 112 .
Annual Returns under, for 1887. 578 .......................

REBATES (See “RAILWAYS”). ..........................................................
RECLAMATION OF NEUTRAL BAY AND CAREENING COVE :—

Petition of Residents and Ratepayers on the North Shore, presented, 273
1075-1
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EEFEBENCH3 TO THE. VOTES Afi'D PHO0EEDISO3, T01. I—I3TH HAEEIAjrE^T—SEgSION, 1887-8. ' PAPEBS.

. R
RECOMMITTAL OR BILLS‘

Passed, 93, 152, 201, 373, 507, 64S, 5S6. •
Negatived, 507, 58G, 505.

RECORDS OR HOUSE• , , „ H , e,
Retention of, from tlie custody of tlio Clerk, reported by Mr. Speaker, 51; motion of pnvtUge 

moved in reference to, records returned, and motion withdrawn, 53.
Entry expunged from Votes and Proceedings, 90.

RECREATION RESERVES (See also “ RESERVES”) _ _
. Return showing subsidies from the year 18S0 to 1SS7 inclusive laid on Table, o24..........................
Dixos’s Bat, Bondi , -j m m s-i

Return respecting occupation of, by the Bondi Aquarium Company, mid on latue, ooo...... ...........
REDFERN AND DARLINGt HARBOUR. STATIONS (See "RAILWAYS”).
REDHEAD COAL-MINE RAILWAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL:— .

Petition presented (Mr. Bay) for leave to bring in, 228; leave given, presented, and read 1 , 231; 
referred to Select Committee, 23G ; Report brought up, 277; read 2°, committed, reported, 
report adopted, 321; read 3°, passed, and' sent to Council, 325; returned with amend 
ments, 390; Amendments agreed to, 163; Message to Council, 461.; assent reported, 492.. 

REFORMATORY FOR BOYS. ■
Motion made {ilfr. Foster) that the establishment of, is a matter of urgent necessity, 89. 

REFRESHMENT COMMITTEE.
Sessional Order passed, 11.
Name added to, 89. . ,
Report in reference to removal of notice? exhibited in refreshment room, brought up, oOo. 

REFRESHMENT-ROOMS (Sen "RAILWAYS”).
REGAN DANIEL (See“CROWN LANDS”).
REGINA v. CHRISTENSON (See " ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
REGINA v. PRUEN (Sec “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”). .
REGISTERED MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS’ BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. GortU) for Committee of the Whole, 88 ; House in Committee, and Resolution 
ngreed tOj 107; presented and read 1°, 108; motion made for 2°, and objection taken that 
Order of Leave is exceeded sustained, and Bill withdrawn, 192.

REGISTERED MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS BILL (No. 2):—
Motion made (Mr. Cortis) for Committee of the Whole, 219 : Order of the Day postponed, 2j-. ; 

Motion made for House to go into Committee, and House counted out, 321; Order or the 
Day re'tored, 404 ; motion for 2° negatived, 508.

REGISTRAR-GENERAL (See "CIVIL SERVICE”).
REGISTRATIONS OF INVENTIONS — . .

Letters of, for 18S3, laid on Table, 191, 420 ......................................................................................
REGULATIONS_

Laid on Tauik :— 1 ’
Amendment of Timber State Forest and Quarry, ............................................................................
Beer Duty Act, 35......................  .........................................................................................................
Commons Acts of 1873 and 1880, .......................................................................................................
Crown Land? Act of 1884, 40, 155, 267, 429 ......................................................V■■“"■■WJ"Do do 1 Further amehdnient of Schedule of Classes of Fencing, 40,1J9, 013

Do do Notification of cancellation, ................................................................. .
Do do Amendment to No. Ill, 302 ..................................................................

Customs Regulation Act of 1879 and Customs Duties Act of 1887, 208.........................................
Electric Telegraph Act, 35, 60S .........................................................................................................
Eire Brigades Act. 6, 578, 634 ................... ....................... .................................................................

' Imported Stock Acts, 6 (1), 524 .........................................................................................................
Industrial School for Girls, Parramatta., 155 ....................................................................................
Public Instruction Act, 6 (*).................................................................................................................
Volunteer Force Regulation Act, 6, 237 .............. ..............................................................................
Diseases in Sheep and Imported Stock Acts, 257 ..............................................................................
Patents’ Office, 257,378.................. ......................................................................................................
Bankruptcy Act of 1897, 451 ........................................................................................................ ■ ■ -
Mining Act Further Amendment Act of 1834, Mining Leases, 492 .............................................

REID AND LONGWORTH (See “RAILWAYS”). ' ' '
REID, WILLIAM JAMES (See “CROWN LANDS RILL No. 2”). .
RELIEF TO POOR OF SYDNEY:—

Information respecting, during Centennial Week, ...........................................................................
RELIGION (See “STATISTICS") 1 1 , • -
RELIGIOUS PURPOSES (See “CROWN LANDS”),
REMOVAL OF TIMBER FROM CROWN HANDS NEAR CLARENCETOWN :—

Motion made (Mr. Creer) for Paper?, 335 : Return to Order laid on Table, 385..........................
RENHAM, MICHAEL CHARLES (See'” CROWN LANDS”). '
RENTS (See “CROWN LANDS”; also "DISTRESS FOR RENT ABOLITION BILL ; also 

. “PREFERENTIAL CLAIMS FOR RENT BILL”). ■
REPAYMENT OF LOANS BILL:— ' _

Ordered (Mr. JiurnsJ, founded on Resolution of Wftys and Means T^o. 12, presented and read 1 , 
G2S; rend 2s; committed, reported, report adopted, read 39; passed, C'J9; pent to Council, 
640; returned without amendment. 642 ; assented to in Council Chamber, 642.

REPLY, RIGHT OF (See '! STANDING ORDERS”).
REPORTS;— .

Laid oh Table :— ' ' ‘
Auditor-General’s, on Receipts and Expenditure for 3886, 2 ............ .................................... *.......

Do do do for 1887, 563 ......................................................
Railways and Tramways of New South Wales for 1S8C, 6 ..............................................................

. Do do do for 1887, 635 ............................. -..........................
Intoxicating Drink Inquiry Commission, with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices (First Part)
Stock Branch Department of Mines for 1886, .......................................................................................
Stock aud Brands Branch, Department of Mines, for the year 1SS7, 408 .........................................
Thirty-second Annual, of Postmaster-General, being for 18S6, 6 ' .............................................
Postmaster-Genera], Thirty-third Annual, being for 1887, 035 ........................................................
Technical Education, by Edward Combes, C.M.G., 28 ........................................................................

, Public Charities for 1886, ................................................................................................................. .
Changes in Penal Administration of the Colony, 52.....'. ................ ■ - ■  .........................  •* —

■ Government Asylums Inquiry Board—Reports, &c., from Manager, Matrons, Superintendents.
and others, on, 82 .................................. ........................................................................................

, Forest Branch, Department of Mines, 97 ........................................... ....................... ........................
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REFERENCES TO THE VOTES AND 5EOCEEBIN&3, VOI. I—IJTH PAEMAMENT—SESSION, 1887-8.

VOI,

PAPERS,

PAGE.

R
EEPOETS—(continued) :—

Iaid ON Table (continued) :—
Eailway Accident to Express Goods Train at Petersham Bridge, by Wm. Criueirshanlt, M.T.O.E., 103.

y City of Sydney Improvement Board for 1886-7, 113 ..........................................................................
Theatres and other Public Places of Amusement, 128 ..........................................................................
Board on Competitive Designs for State House, 196 ..........................................................................
Jtfajor-Gencral Schaw on Defences of New South Wales, 109 ..............................................................
Fisheries of the Colony by the Commissioners, to 31st December, 1886, 233.....................................
Police Department for 1887, 357 ............................................................................................................
Creation, Inscription, and Issue of Stock, under Inscribed Stock Act of 1883, 257 ...........................

v Department of Lands for 1S80, 257..........................................................................................................
Mr. G. H. Stay ton, M. Inst. C.B., on Smverago and Drainage of the Western Suburbs, 267 ; plan

to bo appended, 613 ........................................................................................................................
Examiner of Coal-fields in connection with charges made against him in Legislative Assemby, 273
Sydney Grammar School, for 1886, 285 .................. ...................................................... ............. ........

Do do 1887,432 ..................................................................................................
Nautical School Ship Yernon, 1887, 235 '............................................................................................
Goulburn Five Brigade Board, 1887, 302 ............................. ................................................................
Extension of Channel, and Improvements to Wharf at Moama, 302 ..................................................
Superintendent of Drills on the Boring Operations on the 101^-mile, Bourke to Wanaaring Road, 302
Sir John Goode’s, on Lake Macquarie Harbour Works, 324..................................................................

Do Entrance to Richmond River, 462 ......................................................................
Do Entrance to Clarence River, 475 ..................................................... ....................

Board of Health on Proposals to effect Destruction of Rabbits by means of Diseases, 335 ..........
Do Typhoid Fever at Coast Hospital, 608 ..............................................................

Typhoid Fever in Sydney and Suburbs, from 1876 to 1888, 543..........................................................
Immicratiou Agent, for 1887, 352 ..........................................................................................................

" Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, for 18S7, under the Fire Brigades Act of 1884, 378..................
Trustees of the Sydney Free Public Library, for 1887-8, 378................................................ .............
Annual of the Department of Mines, for 1887, 378 .................. .-.......................................... ...............

^J Minister of Public Instruction ou Education, for 1887, laid ou Table, 408; Annex XVII to, 425...
Annual, on Prisons for 1887, 420................................................................ ............................................
Annual, on Military Forces of the Colony for 1887, 425 ....................................................... ..............
Inspector-General of the Insane for 1887, 429 ......................................................................................
Deniliquin Fire Brigades Board for 1887-8, 462 ..................................................................................
Annual, of the Civil Service Board for 1887, 475..................................................................................
Annual, Board for the Protection of the Aborigines, 475 ..... ............................................................

' Fatal Accident to John Mansfield at the Northumberland Colliery, 475 ..........................................
Fatal Accident to Edward M'Carran at the West Wallsend Colliery, 475..........................................
Const Hospital, Little Bay, for 1887, 479 ..............................................................................................
Vaccination, for 1887, 479......................................................................................................................
University of Sydney for 1887, 524 .............................................. ...........................................................
Prospect Dam, Messrs. Bishop, WlnUon, and Bennett, C.E.s, 529......................................................
Board appointed to inquiro into Kenny Hill and Pott’s Hill Reservoir Scheme, 547 ......................
President of the Now South Wales Commission on the Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition,

1887, 565 .............................................................................................................................................
State Children’s Relief Department, for year ended 5th April, 1888, 565 ...........................................

Standing Orders Committee :—
Proposed now, 476......................................................................................................................................

From Emotions and Quauticaitonb Committee :—
Seat of the Honorable Bernhard Ringrose Wise, Esquire, South Sydney, 55 ..................................
Election Petition—Hellmrich i. W. J. Allen, Paddington, 296 ............................................. .............

Refreshment Committer :—
Removal of Notices, 605 ............ .............................................................................................................

From Select Committers:— . ,
' Pharmaceutical Society of New South Wales Incorporation Bill, 76...................................................

Church and Perkins Streets (Newcastle) Bill, 76..................................................................................
North Shore, Manly, and Pittwaler Tramway and Railway Bill, 89...................................................

' Yass Roman Catholic Church Land Sale Bill, 99..................................................................................
Claim of Mra. Buttcrley, 140 .................................................................................................................
Leichhardt Council Chambers (Mortgage) Bill, 145 .................................................................. ..........

1 Broken Hill Tramway Bill, 200,302 ......................................................................................................
Thomas Thompson’s conditional purchase, made at Moama, 200 .................................................... .
(Victorian Coal-mining Company’s Extension Bill, 201..........................................................................

1 Grafton School of Arts Trustees Enabling Bill, 224.............................................................................
Christian Chapel Lands Sale Bill, 224......................................................................................................
Claims of Captain Rosss, 263........................................................................................................... .
Redhead Coal-mine Railway Act Amending Bill, 277 ..........................................................................
Purchase by the Government of Land adjoining the Australasian Steam Navigation Company’s
, Wharf, 305 .........................................................................................................................................

" St. Saviour’s, Globe, Land Leasing Bill, 314.........................................................................................
Robert Mackrell’s Conditional Purchase at Forbes, 342 .............................. .......................................

' Parramatta Municipal Quarries Bill, 348 ..............................................................................................
Parramatta, Church-street, Amended Aligument Bill, 348 ..................................................................
Silverton Tramway Act Amending Bill, 348 .............................................................................. ...........
Sydney Hydraulic Power Company's Bill, 319 .......................... ..... ,.................................................
Oakey Park Coal-mining Company's Railway Bill, 353 ......................................................................

' Oakey Park Coal-mining'Company’s Railway Bill (Second), 519 ......................................................
Kiama Tramway Act Amendment Bill, 369 .........................................................................................
Liverpool Church of England Grammar School Land Sale Bill, 409..................................................
Petition of George Matcham Pitt, junior, 416 ...................... ..............................................................
Hunter-street, Newcastle, Extension Bill, 429 .....................................................................................

' Broken Hill and Suburban Gas Company's Bill, 429 ..........................................................................
Sydney and Suburban Eleclrie Lighting Bill, 454.................................................................................
North Shore Boroughs Wharves Bill, 463 .............................................................................................
Crown Lands Purchases Validation Bill, 163............................................................... .........................
Parry’s Conditional Purchases on Currugundi and Warren South Runs, 487 ..................................
Mrs. Ann Rouse’s Conditional Purchase at Kahibah, 496 .................................................................

^ Sydney and Suburban Hydraulic Power Company’s Bill, 496..............................................................
West Maitland Cattle Sale Yards Bill, 619 ................................. ........................................................
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KK^EBEfTORS TO TUB TOTE3 AKD PliOOEEOIKGSj VOL. I—I3TII EA11LIA5IBNT.'—SKfiSIOW, 1887^8. | rATEBS,

R
EEPORT8—(cortf(n«e<?) :—

Ebom Select Cojimitieer—(coitfimteil)
Gonlbam and Tueim Tfninway Bill, 5Z3...............................................................................................
Broken Hill Water Supply Bill, 537.......................................................... .............................................
Caoma Church of Eaglaud Lands Sale Bill, 64.7 ..................................................................................
Mineral Conditional Purchases, parish of Metz, 672...............................................................................
Messrs. Hugh McNeill and party's Mineral Lease at Captain’s Plat, 592............................................
Claim of Isaac Barclay, 609.............................. .........................................................................................
Combination Tracks, 626 ................................................................................................................

RESERVES (See also “MINING”; also "WATER SUPPLY;” also “ RECREATION RESERVES”)'. 
RESOLUTIONS (See also “ FINANCE”).

Fbom Co mmittee or tee Whole :—
Reported, 29 t3), 42 {*), 49, 70, 107 f2), 108, 114, 115, 123, 161, ICO (s), 193, 201 (*), 253, 259, 

321 (=). 335, 365, 386, 455, 494, 543, 561, 580, 602.
Agreed to, 29 (3), 42 (-), 49, 70,107 <s), 108, 114, 116, 123, 162, ICG (=), 193, 201 Q, 253, 259, 

321 (3), 335,366, 455, 494, 544, 561, 680, G02,
Fbom Committee oe Supply :—

Reported, 201, 242, 295, 345, 409, 480, 553, 619.
Agreed to, 201, 242, 295, 345, 409, 480, 553, 625.

Fbom Committee oe Wats and Means :—
Reported, 242, 248, 296, 346, 409, 430, 554, 627.
Received, 346, 409, 430, 554, 627.
Agreed to, 242, 248, 295, 346, 409, 430, 554, 627.

RESUMPTION OE LAND (See also “EDUCATION”; also "RAILWAYS”).
Notifications of, laid on Table ;—

Water Supply purposes, 5,165, 613.........................................................................................................
Military Road, South Head to Bon Buckler and Bondi, 22.................................... ..............................
Rond along Main Sewer to Bondi, Old South Hoad Road to Forts, Boudi, 22..................
Public School purposes, 70, 165, 246, 257, 341, 360, 468, 496, 553, 608 .....................................
Extension of Parramatta Gaol, 231...................................................................................................
Puhhc Cemetery at Singleton, 252 .........................................................................................................
Under 6th section of 44 Victoria No. 16, 314........................................................................................
Dayednlc Tank, 415 .................................................................................................................................
Public wharf near Frederiekton, Macleny River, 432 .........................................................................
Wharf, Ac., near Ghinny Chinny, Manning River, 475 ...................................... ...............................
Svdney Sewerage Works, 613 ...............................................................................

RETIREMENT OF MR. JONES (See “CLERK OF LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY ”)....................
RETIRING ALLOWANCES (See “ CIVIL SERVICE ”).
REVENUE (See also " FINANCE”) :~

Fbom Elictobatih of Ghaeton and Tub Clarence :—
Motion made (Mr. Set>) for a Return showing, since 1801, 128.

REVENUE RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE:—
Abstracts of, for quarter ended 30th June, 1888, laid on Table, 561 (not printed). 

RICHARDSON JOSEPH, CLAIM OF (See "ROADS”).
RICHMOND RIVER (Sec also “ PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC 

WORKS”
Expenditure on Roads and Bridges, and Total Revenue from Disthict :—

Return (in pari.) to Order (Neconii Session, 1887) laid on Table, 28 ................................................
Steam Iuqs for ..................

Conditions respecting the Employment of, laid on Table, 165..............................................................
Report by Sir John Coodc on the’ Entrance to, laid on Table, 462 ..................................

Noxious Weeds :— .................
Motion made (Mr. /iiuin//) for report and papers in connection with, 646; Return to Order laid

on Table, 578 ......................................................................
RINGBARKING ON CROWN LANDS ..................................................

Motion made (Dr. Boss) for Return showing area and list of runs on which permission has been
granted for. 325 ; Return to @rdcr, laid on Table, 613..................

ROADS (See also “ MUNICIPAL ROADS AND STREETS BILL "; also “ WHALING ROAD”')•- 
Adhitional Vote of £100,000

Return respecting the Expenditure of, laid on Table, 6 .....................................................................
Militaby, Fortifications at South Hkad to Ben Buckler and Forts near Bondi:__ '

Notification under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act for resumption of land for, laid on
Table, 22 ................................................................................................................................

Along Main Skiver, Bondi, and to connect Old South Head with Posts at Bondi :__
Notification under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act for resumption of land for laid on

Table, 22................................................................................................. '............................ ..............
Cooma to Bombala:— ................................

Motion made (Mr. Damson) for a return of money expended on, from 1877 to 1887,22 : Return to
Order, laid on Table, 58 .........................................................................................................

And Bridges in the Electorate of The Richmond .....................................
Return (?'n part) to Order (Second Session, 1887), laid on Table, 2S .............  -.............................

Claim of Josefh Richardson against the Defartment:— '* '
Motion made (Mr. Wall) for a Select Committee to inquire into, 36.

Messes. Leonard and Bathgate's Cancelled Contracts:—
Motion made (Mr. Slakes) for all correspondence, reports, minutes, &e., reference to, 103 •

Return to Order laid on Table, 231....................................................................................................’
Parish:— ...............................................

Motion made (Jlfr O’Sullivan) tor s, return showing those which have been asked to be opened 
which are still kept closed, and whore situated, 168.

Auiiurn Pabk Trust:—
Motion made (Mr. Frank Parnell) for all papers and minutes in connection with, 196- Return to 

Order, laid on Table, 341.
SUnORDINATE : —

Schedule showing classification and proposed distribution of Vote for 1838, under Officers of the 
Department, laid on Table, 224........................................................................................... _

Schedule, showing classification and proposed distribution of Vote for 1888, under TritsterV laid
on Table, 224 ......................................................................................................

Vote of £25,000 on Estimates tor 1888:— ....................................................................................................
gohedule showing distyjbutjon, laid PH Table, 2Zi....... ............. ......................................................
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HOADS—(conlimietT) 1—
Tulccmba to Guhsidah :—

Motion made (Mr. J. P Ablotl) for papers, &e., 2S8; Return to Order, laid on Table, 537 ...........
Gientfiorne aso Pcrflekt, Mansino Biver :—

Motion made (Mr. Sydney Smith) for papers having reference to, 437 ; Return to Order, laid on
Table, 524............................................................................................................. ...............................

Trust Accounts for the knlf.jear ending 30 Juno and 31 Dot-ember, 1887, laid ou Table, 605 .......
Grants within Municipal Boukdaribb:— "

Iteturn respecting, laid on Table, 635 .................. ............... . . ,
ROBERTSON, MR. THOMAS .......................................

Letter from, read bj Mr. Speaker, apologizing for having interrupted the Proceedings of the House, 
and apology accepted, 79. '

ROBERTSOM (See “RAILWAYS").
ROBERTS. RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTOR (See “ RAILWAYS”).
ROCKDALE MUNICIPALITY NAMING BILL

Motion made (Mr. Carruthers) for leave to bring in, presented and read, 1°, 103; read 2°, com
mitted, reported without amendment, and report adopted, 192; read 3°, passed and sent to 
Council, 208 j returned with amendments, £64; Council’s amendments agreed to, Message 
to Council, 417; assent reported, 462.

ROGERS ALEXANDER (See “CROWN LANDS PURCHASES VALIDATION BILL”)
ROLLS (See “ELECTORAL"). '
ROSE HILL RACECOURSE (See “ TELEGRAPHS”).
ROSS, WILLIAM (See ■' NATIONAL PARK”).
ROSSI, CAPTAIN 

Claims of :—
Motion made (Mr. Burley) for a Select Committee to consider, 36 ; Return to Address (Session, 

1S83-4) referred, 184; Report brought up, 263 ; Motion made (Mr. Burley) for adoption of 
Report, and the Question not being put at 7 o'clock, Government Business takes precedence,

Petition presented from,, asking leave to be heard before the Bar of the House or the Select
Committee, in opposition to the Church of England Property Bill, 538 ...................................

Petition presented in reference to St. Saviour’s Glebe Land Leasing Bill, 246 ... .......
ROUSE, MRS. ANN (Sec “CROWN LANDS"). ...............
ROYALTY ON OYSTERS ABOLITION BILL

Motion made (Sir Benry Far/us) for leave to bring in, 140 ; presented and read 1°, 140 ; road 2\ 
committed, reported without amendment, and report adopted, 166 ; read S’, passed and sent 
to Council, 169 ; returned without amendment, 197 : Assent reported, 219,

Tjttt T?a . i '

Under Yoluntecr Force Regulation Act, of 5th Regiment Scottish Rifles, laid on Table, 6..............
Supreme Court, laid on Table, 257, 635 .............................................................................................
Bankruptcy Act, laid on Table, 267...................................................... .......................

RULINGS OF SPEAKER (See also “SPEAKER”) ’ ...............................*'*
On Points of Order arising in the House, 4, 2-1, 42, 49, 156, 192, 224, 252, 259, 315, 426, 433, 455

574, 587, 699, 635.
Dissent from, moved and withdrawn 49.

Do. moved and negatived, 4, 24, 25,156-7, 565.
RUSHCUTTERS BAY ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Motion made (Jlfr. Jl F. Ahhott) for leave to bring in, 287; presented and read 1°, 356; Order of 
the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 508.

rAFFtts,

OL. PAGE.

5 987

5 973
5 937

2 271 ’

2 143

2 897
2 1C87

2 39
2 709.711
2 727

s
SAINT JAMES’ PARSONAGE LAND LEASING BILL ;—

Assent reported (•passed t» the last Session), 2.
SAINT SAVIOUR’S GLEBE LAND LEASING BILL

Petition presented (Mr. Colh) for leave to bring iu, 237; leave given, presented, and read l0,
241; referred to Select Committeo, 246; Report brought up, 314..............................................

Petition from F. R. L, Rossi, Trustee, in opposition to the passing of the Bill, presented, 246
SALARIES OP CIVIL SERVANTS {See “CIVIL SERVICE”). .....
SAND-DRIET (See “NEWCASTLE SAND-DRIET RECLAMATION ACT REPEAL BILL”) 
SANKEY, PATRICK, THE CASE OF

Return to Order (Session, 1887) laid omTable (not printed), 304.
SAVAGE, CAPTAIN A. H. P. (See “MILITARY”).
SAVAGE, THE MISSES

Petition presented in reference to claim for services by their lato father, and praying the House to 
take their case into favourable consideration, and read by the Clerk, 565 .

SAVINGS BANK, GOVERNMENT:— ..........
Statement of accounts for 1887, 356.......................... , .

SCHAW, MAJOR-GENERAL (See “ MILITARY ”1, ..................................................
SCHEDULE

Showing classification and proposed distribution of Vote for 1888, for subordinate roads under the
officers of the Department, laid on Table, 224 ..............................................................................

Showing classification and proposed distribution of Vote for 1889, for subordinate roads under
Trustees, laid on Table, 224' .............................................................................................................

Showing proposed distribution of Vote of £55,000 on Estimates for 1888 for Bridees, laid on
Table, 224....................... ....................................................................................................  ^

Showing proposed distribution of Vote of £25,000 for 1888 for Roads, "laid on'Tabie, 224,.*'.,. "1 
To EHimates-in-Chief, for 1888, showing the total remuneration received by all Public Oflicers laid

on Table, 228 ..... ..................................................................................... .
SCHOOL ATTENDANCE OFFICERS (See “ EDUCATION ”j. .........................................................
SCHOOIB (See “EDUCATION,” also “CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS MINING BILL”) 
SEAVEE, JONATHAN C. B. P„ Esq., M.P.:- 

Leave of absence granted to, 361.
SEDUCTION PUNISHMENT BILL

Motion mado (Mr, J. S. Farnell) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 40 ; Order of the 
Day postponed, 77, 107, 145, 169, 192, 224; read g^and committed, 253 ; Order of the Day 
postponed, 235 ; further considered in Committeo and reported wjtk ameptlraeflts, report 
adopted, 321; Orfler of tho Day postponed, 484, *

2
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8
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s
SELECT COMMITTEES (Sec also "EEPOETS”):—

Appointed by ballot, 30,
'■ Autborizetl to make visits of inspection, 155, 2S7.

Evidence, <fcc-, of previous Session referred to, 115, 140.
Leave granted to Cleric to return documents banded in bofore, 88, 468.
Members name removed from, 432, 462, ‘

1 ■ Do Substituted for anotber on, 685.
Papers referred to, 52, 161, 184., 424, 463. .

1 Petitions referred to, 40 (3), 122, 135,165,102, 216,232, 324, 328,341, 403, 401.
Prayer of Petition granted to be heard in person or by Counsel before, 14-4, 150, 161, 1S1, 192,

' 208,294. _ _
Proceedings and Evidence of (previous Session), laid on Table by Clerk, 71,115, 140.
Keport from, referred back, 200,
Sessional Order relative to balloting for, passed, 11.
Tote of Chairman of, on Private BUIb, Sessional Order passed, 11.
Bill referred back to, 487.
Motion made (Mr Harbour) for Committee of the Whole to consider the question of remuneration 

to Members attending on Private Bill Committees, 608.
Abstract of Standing, appointed during the Session..............................................................................

SELECTIONS (See “CROWN LANDS”).
SEMPILL (See “DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS IN SEMPILL’S ESTATES BILL”). 
SERGEANT-AT-ARMS_

Motion made to commit Member adjudged guilty of contempt to'custody of, 156; and with
drawn, 157.

Removes Members from the Chamber, 220 (T), 221 0, 345.
Speaker’s Warrant issued committing Member to custody of, 480.

' Member in custody of, 483.
Member discharged from custody, 486.

SESSIONAL ORDERS
Passed 9, 10 («), 11 (s), 12 (“), 89 (3), 103, 40S.
Hour of Meeting of the House, 224.
Rescinded-(Friday's sitting), 325.
Precedence of Government Business on Tuesdays, 408.
Friday Sitting Day, General Business to take precedence, 585; Monday Sitting Day, Government 

Business to take precedence, 585.
SEWERAGE (See "WATER SUPPLY”; also “ METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE 

ACT AMENDMENT BILL”; also " COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT 
EXTENSION BILL”). .

'Report of Mr. G. H. Slayton, M. Inst. C.E., on Western Suburbs, laid on Table, 267 ; Plan 
' laid on Table (to be appended to Mr. Slayton's Report), 613; Sections of proposed Sewers

■ (to be appended, to Mr. Stai/ton’s Report), kid on Tabic, 635.
Stones- :— ,

Return respecting Contract for laying Cast-iron Syphon, Gcorgc-atrcct West, Contract No. 35, laid 
on Table, 60S; Notification of resumption of land in connection with Works for; laid on
Table, CI3 .........................................................................................................................................

SHAW, THOMAS (See “CROWN LANDS BILL, No. 2”).
SHEA, JEREMIAH:—

Petition from, that be was sent to the Colony in 1818, that lie is now S3 years of age, that he 
discovered gold in the Northern Fields in 1852, but has received no acknowledgment for the 
same, and he is now through age and infirmity unable to earn his living, and praying relief,
presented, 112.............................................................. .....................................................................

SHEPHERD t. LEONARD (See "ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
SHIPPING (See “STATISTICS”).
SHORT-HAND WRITING SERVICES:— ' _ _

Motion mado (Mr. Walker) for a return showing amount paid for, in connection with each 
Commission and Board of Inquiry since 1st January, 1886, also the number and name of 
Commissions and Boards of Inquiry attended by Mansard Staff, 232.

SICK POOR OF THE METROPOLIS ‘ ’
Additional Accommodation :—

Motion made (Mr. R. R. Wilkinson) for correspondence respecting, 493.
SILVER ORE;— .... .

Return respecting, carried on Railway, laid on Table, 635 .................................................................
SILVERTON (See “RAILWAYS”).
SILVERTON TRAMWAY ACT AMENDING BILL_ _

Standing Orders suspended, to admit of presentation of Petition to bring in, 294.
Petition presented (Mr. Ray) for leave to bring in, 295 ; leave given, presented, and read 1°, 303 ; 

referred to Select Committee, 308; Report brought up, 348 ; read 2°, committed, reported 
without amendment, report adopted, 421; read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 425 ; returned 

i ! with amendments, 593; Order of the Day postponed, 619; amendments agreed to, 641; 
assented to in Legislative Council Chamber, 642.

■ Petition of Charlce Bath to-be heard by Counsel, Attorney, or Agent, before the Select Committee,
presented, 341........................................................................... ......................................... ...............

SIMPSON, THE HONORABLE G. B.
Acceptance of Ofilce of Attorney-General by, 264.

SINGLETON (See “ CEMETERY”).
SIXPENCES, DESIGN FOR COINING (See " COINAGE”).
SKENE, WILLIAM, PRELEASE OF, AT CONARGO (See “CROWN LANDS”).
SLATTERY, THOMAS MICHAEL, ESQUIRE, M.P.: —

Appointed Chairman of Committees for the day only, 70, 342, 344, 348. -
Declared guilty of persistent disorder and removed by Sergeant-at-Arms from the Chamber, 220. 
Appointed with three others to act temporarily as Chairman of Committees, in the absence of 

the Member appointed to that office, 389.
Speaker calls on, to act as Deputy Chairman of Committees, for the day only, 408, 524, 

PRIVILEGE—Slattery v. Young :—
Speaker reported receipt of letter from Mr. P. J. Hourigan, Solicitor, that, at instance of Mr. 

Slattery, ho had issued a writ against him to recover damages for having caused Mr. Slattery 
to be removed from the Chamber; motion made (Sir Henry Parkes) that Mr. Speaker have 
leave to appear and plead, that Crown Solicitor accept service of the Writ, and that 
Attorney-General defend the action, 228.

SLEEPING BERTH (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
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VOTj.

SirEIiTINQ- WORKS (See “MINING ■
SMITH, MR. J. A., PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER AT COOLA CREEK (See “EDUCATION”). 
SMITH, THE HONORABLE .JOHN (See also “CROWN LANDS”)

Lanes helb bt, nr Distbict on Molong:—
Motion made (Dt. Bass) for a return showing, under Orders in Council, the area of each portion,

and why granted, 166 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 219.^....................................................
SOUTH WARATAH COLLIERY (See 1! MINING 
SPEAKER

Names a member for disorderly conduct, 166 (2), 184.
Declares Members guilty of persistent disorder, and directs the Sergeant-at-Arms to remove them 

from the Chamber, 220 (7), 221 (").
Directs removal of Member by Sergeant-at-Arms, 345. ‘
Reports resignation of Member, ], 73, 222, 269, 419. ,

■ Reports issue and return of Writ, 1, 73, 87, 249(3), 303, 339, 463. ' !
Acquaints House of receipt of telegram conveying special thanks of Her Most Gracious Majesty

the Queen for the Address of Congratulation on the completion of the Jubilee Year of Her 
Reign, 2. ■ ,

Acquaints House of receipt of Message from the Grovcrnor assenting to Bill passed during previous 
Session, 2.

■ Lays on Table Statement of Receipts and Eipenditure for 1886, with Auditor-General's Report, 2
Lays on Table Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for I887,with Auditor- General’s Report, 563 
Reports attendance of House in Council, and reads Governor's Opening Speech, 2. 1
Presents Address in Reply to Governor’s Opening Speech, and reports Answer thereto, 6.
Reports receipt of Deputy Speaker’s Commission to administer Oath, 19,
Lays Warrant appointing Elections and Qualifications Committee upon Table, 17,269; reports

maturity, 37, 287 ; appoints first meeting of Committee, 63. *
Informs House that Clerk had been summoned, 89, 351.

• Informs House of irregularities at an election and issue of Proclamation curing same, 73.
Reports letter from Mr, Thomas Robertson, apologising for haviug ini errupted the Proceedings 

of the House, 79.
Announces course intended to he followed in carrying out Resolution that Entry he expunged 

from Votes and Proceedings, 91. ’
, Instructed by Resolution as to course to be followed in carrying out Resolution that Entry in 

Votes and Proceedings bo expunged, 91.
Authorized to present Additional Standing Order to Governor for approval, 28.
Reports Governor’s approval of Additional Standing Order, 31.
Reports receipt of letter from Clerk, reporting that a document laid on the Table had not boon 

returned to his custody by a Member who had had the use of it, 61.
Reports retirement of Stephen W. Jones, Esq., Clerk of Legislative Assembly, 250.
Notice of Motion to rescind appointment of Mr. James Henry Young, 252. ,
Lays on Table Election Petition, Hellmrich v. W. J. Allen, Paddington, 269.
Calls on a Deputy Chairman of Committees to act for the day only, 397, 403, 408, 41G, 420, 425, 

429, 432, 437, 442, 451, 454, 463, 468, 476, 479,484, 493,496, 600, 506, 513, 5L9, 524., 532, 
538,543 (=), 547, 560, 565, 573.

Issues Warrant committing Member to custody of Sorgeant-at-Anns, 480.
V acatcs Chair when motion couched in terms personal to himself is to be discussed; resumes: 

Chair, and motion proceeded with, 579.
Motion made (Hfr, Bna/tananJ setting forth the qualifications essential to the Chairman or Speaker, 

that the present occupant of the Chair is deficient in the knowledge essential in anyone holding 
the office, and that his frequent interference is the cause of much disorder, and negatived, 579. 

Rulings of:—
Motion made to dissent from, and negatived, 4, 24, 49, 156, 665. ' ‘
That it is not-in order, on the motion for the adoption of the Address in Reply, to speak of any 

private transactions between a Minister and any person outside, that the matter was not relevant, 
and that any charges should bo mode on a specific motion, 4,

That, on the question “Thatthe question be now put,” when there are no voices for the Noes, 
and when the Chair is satisfied there arc forty Members present, it is not necessary to take a 
division, 24. '

That the Albury Cattle Sale-yards Bill, notwithstanding that the Select Committee to whom it 
was referred had decided at one sitting against a motion to report the Bill with amendments to 
the House, was not out of order, 42, 43.

That language reflecting on the Chief Commissioner of Insolvent Estates, now an Acting Judge of 
the Supreme Court, infringes the rules of Debate, 49. •

That a motion adjudging a Member (“ named ” by Mr. Speaker) guilty of contempt can be pul 
from the Chair, notwithstanding that the question “ That the Question he now put ” has been 
put from the Chair and is undecided, 156. '

That Registered Medical Practitioners Bill contains provisions, not authorized by the Order of 
, Leave, 192. , ' •

That to challenge the action of the Chair under cover of a Motion for Adjournment of the House 
would be out of order, 224.

That Notice of Motion to rescind appointment of Speaker was not out of order, and that motion 
submitted “ That no Resolution reflecting upon the Speaker be entered on Votes and Pro
ceedings" could not be put as one of Privilege, 252. ,

That the Public Works Bill did not contain provisions beyond the Order of Leave, 259. 
Discussing Bill in detail on second reading, 315.
ThatCounciSs amendments in Government Railways Bill, do not iniringc on Rights of Assembly,

That Estimates were properly before the House, notwithstanding the Salaries therein shown were 
lower than those provided by the Civil Service Act, 433. ‘

That Schedules A, B, and C on Estimates are not open to discussion, as they are already provided 
N for by Acts of Parliament, 433. *

Declines to overrule the opinion of the Chairman in reference to words used by Mr. M'Elhone in 
Committeo of Snpyily, 452. '

That clause 3, of Chinese Restriction and Regulation Bill was not beyond order of leave, 455.
That amendment made in Land Tax Bill was in order, 687.
That Church of England Property Bill, although introduced in the Council as a Private Bill, 

should, under the 69th Standing Order, be treated as a Public Bill in the Assembly, 599. 
i That by a previous decision of the House he had been relieved of the responsibility of determining 

whether, on a motion of adjournment, the matter stated in the notice was of urgent puhhc 
importance, aud that the objection should have been taken before the question was stated, 635.

FACE.
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SPEAKER—[continued) \—

Pbivileoe :— '
Acquaints House of receipt of letter from Mr. P. J, Hourigan, Solicitor, that at instance of Mr. 

Slattery, he had issued a Writ against Mr. Speaker, to reeoTer damages for having caused 
Mr. Slattery to be removed from the Chamber; motion made [Sir Henry Tarkes) that Mr. 
Speaker have leave to appear and plead, that Crown Solicitor accept serrico of Writ, and 
the Attorncy-Q-eneral defend the action, 228.

SPECIAL ADJOURNMENT
Motion made for, and passed, 1,128, 216,246, 232,314, 353 [Easier), 456, 467 (Queen's Birthday). 

SPECIAL AUDIT (See “MUNICIPAL”).
SPECIAL GRANTS TO MUNICIPALITIES

Motion made (Mr. Creer) for Committee of the Whole to consider an Address to the Governor 
for, 404; Order of the Day discharged, 508.

SPIRITS
WlEEB AND Beep. :—

Annual Return to Order, laid on Table, 560 ..................................................................................
SPIT, MIDDLE HARBOUR (See “PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC 

WORKS ”)ST. LEONARDS '(See also “NORTH SHORE BOROUGHS WHARVES BILL” j also "ELEC
TORAL” ; also “RAILWAYS”; also “CROWN LANDS BILL No. 2”)
Proclamation, under the Public Parks Act of 1834, extinguishing, as a public highway, part of the

Recreation Reserve, laid on Table, 6 ................................. ............................................................ .
ST. PETERS-LIVERPOOL LINE (See “ RAILWAYS").
ST. THOMAS CHURCH ENFIELD LANDS SALE BILL

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr. J. F. Abbott), read l0, 462; read 2e, 
committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 607; read 3°, passed, returned to 
Council, 524; assent reported, 539.

STAFFORD WILLIAM, EX-SERGEANT OF POLICE:—
Motion made (Mr. O'Sutlivan) for papers respecting dismissal of, 338 ; Return to Order laid on 

Table, 352.................................................................................................................................................
Petition presented (Dr Boss) in reference to dismissal of 425 ..........................................................

STAMP DUTIES ACT
Alleged Fbaud undue :—

Motion made (Mr. O’SMivan) for all papers, correspondence, &c., in the recent ease of, in con
nection with certain land at Queanbcyan, 40; Return to Order, kid on Table, 174 ..................

STANDING ORDERS

VOL. PAGE.

681

811

1215
1221

1265

Goth entertained, to permit a Private Bill being taken up at the stage at which it was left in a 
previous Session, 9,17, 22, 23, 35, 98.

Gist suspended, to admit of presentation of Petition for Private BUI, 294, 361.
Suspension of, to enable Bill to pass through remaining stages in one day, 191.

Do. do all stages in one day, 241, 205, 326, 314, 409, 456,
479, 553,578.

Motion made (Mr. Burns) that the suspension of certain, is a matter of urgent and pressing 
necessity, 241.

Motion made (Sir Henry Barker) to suspend, as a matter of urgency, to appoint a Chairman of 
Committees for the day only, 385.

- Motion made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) to refer the whole to Standing Orders Committee for considera
tion, revision, amendment, and report, and that Committee have leave to sit during adjournment 
or prorogation of the House, and amended (Mr. M'Millan) by omission of words giving leave to 
sit daring adjournment end prorogation, 353; Report brought up, 476; ordered to be eon- 1 
sidored in Committee, 479 ; Order of the Day postponed, 529, 566, 592,

Standing and Select Committees:—
Abstract of, appointed during the Session ............................................................................................. 1

Additional (Right of Reply) :—
Motion made (Mr. J. B. Abbott), that, whenever it shall have been decided that any Question shall 

be put, thereupon, and after it has been so decided, but before such Question be put, the 
mover of the matter pending shall be permitted to speak in reply under certain restrictions,
23; motion made (Mr. Abbott), authorizing Mr. Speaker to present to the Governor for 
approval, 28; approval reported, 31.

Additional No. 5 :—
Motion made (Mr. Moore) that Additional Standing Order No. 5, adopted and approved May,

1887, being in contravention of the 23rd section of the Constitution Act, is ufiru vires, 128 ; 
and negatived, 129.

Committee
Sessional Order, passed, 11.
Name added to, 89,280.
Standing Orders referred to, 353.

STANLEY, MR. (See “RABBIT PEST").
STATE CHILDREN'S RELIEF DEPARTMENT

Report on, for year ended 5th April, 1888, kid on Table, 565 ..........................................................
STATE FORESTS AND FOREST RESERVES

Return of trees planted in, kid on Table, 273 ....................................................................................
Notification of amendment and cancellation of Regulations laid on Tabic, 360..................................

STATE HOUSE (See also “ CENTENARY CELEBRATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL")
Motion made (Mr. Bibbs) for Committee of the "Whole to consider expediency of bringing in a Bill 

to appropiato the sum of £150,000, from the proceeds of sale of portion of the Centennial Park, 
for erection of a State House to be used as Houses of Parliament in Macquaric-streot, 60; 
Order of the Day postponed, 103, 192 (!), 252, 508; discharged, 586.

Report of Board on Competitive Designs for, kid on Table, 10G ......................................................
Motion made (jtfr. Copeland) that this House do now adjourn to draw attention to proposed 

expenditure on, and withdrawn, 246.
STATE QUARRIES

Notifications of Amendment and cancellation of Regulations under the Crown Lands Act of 1884,
laid on Table, 360 ............................................................................................................................

STATISTICS
Part III. Trade and Commerce, laid on Table, 352.........................
Part I. Population Immigration and Vital, kid on Table, 442...... .
Part IV. “Works and Manufactories”, kid on Table, 479..............
Part II. Crime and Civil Justice, kid ou Table, 647 ......................
Part Vf. Production, kid on Table, 547 ..........................................
Part VII. Education, Religion, and Charities, laid on Table, 547 ...
Part V. Monetary and Financial, kid on Table, 608 ............. ........
Part VIII, Miscellaneous, Laid on Tabic, 626 ............ .....................

Statistical Register for 1887. 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do
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STATISTICS (eoBiiBHfrf) r—

Census ;—
Return showing estimated population on 31 December, 18S7, of Hew South Wales and Victoria

rcspoctirely, 352................................. ........................ .......................................................................
Lite Stock :— .........

Return of, in the Australasian Colonies, 1871, 1881,1837, laid on Table, 505 ..................................
PltOGMSa OF THE Coi.ONT OF NEW SOUTIE WaI.ES:—

Statistical View of—since separation of Queensland, laid on Table, 462................ .............................
SnippiNO and Imports and Extorts:— '

Australasian, during the year 1SS7 and previous years, laid on Table, 519 ...................
STAYTOK, MR. G-. It., M. INST. C.E..............

Sewerage and Drainage op the Western Sumrsns 
Report laid on Table, 307; Plan laid on Table {to be appended to the Report), 013 ; Sec (ions of 

Sewers in connection with Report of, laid on Table Uo tc appended to (he Report), 635
STEAM TUGS (See “TUGS”). "
STEVENS, CHARLES 

Claim op :—
Report of Select Committee adopted, 268.

STEVENSON JAMES C. (See “CROWN LANDS”).
STIPENDIARY MAGISTRATE (See “ADMINISTRATION OR JUSTICE”: also “CIYIL 

SERVICE”). '
STOCK (See also “LIENS ON WOOL BILL”; also “WATER SUPPLY” ; also “PASTURES 

AND STOCK PROTECTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL”; al»o “DISEASES IN SHEEP 
AND IMPORTED STOCK ACTS;” also “PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTION 
BOARDS ”):—

Branch, Department or Minis :—
Annual Report for 1886, laid on Table, 6 ; do. for 1837, laid on Table, 408............................. ........

Drills and Boeing Operations '
Report of the Superintendent of Drills on the lOlt-mile, Bourke to Wanaarine Road, laid on Tabic

302 ........... ..................................................................................................
STRANGERS, EXCLUSION OF:~ .......................

Sessional Order passed, 12.
STREET NORTH OF THE GENERAL POST OFFICE (Seo "FORMATION OF STREET 

GENERAL POST OFFICE”).
STREETS (See “MUNICIPAL ROADS AND STREET’S BILL”).
SUMMONS TO THE CLERK :— ‘

Reported, and leave given to produce Records, 89, 351. '
S USD A .1' TIMES::-

Motion made {Mr. Dibbe) that this House do now adjourn to discuss the action of the police inj 
prosecuting persons for selling, and negatived, 186. i

SUNDAY TRAFFIC (See “RAILWAYS”). 1
SUPERANNUATION (See “ CIYIL SERVICE”). j
SUPPLY (See also “FINANCE”):— '

Committee of, Sessional Order passed, 11.
Motion made {Mr. Rums) for the House to go into Committee, 174, 395, 345,409, 433, 452, 476 

480, 544, 543, 553, 554, 610, 613, 619.
House in Committee, 201, 24.2,295,315, 409, 433, 452, 476, 480, 544, 543, 553, 554, 010, 613, CIO. 
Resolutions reported, 201, 242, 295, 345, 409, 480, 553, 619.
Resolutions agreed to, 201, 242,295, 345, 409,480, 553,625.
Point of Order reported from Committee, 452.

SUPREME COURT (See also “NEW TRIALS LIMITATION BILL”)
Rales of, laid on Table, 257, 635 .................... ............................................................. .

SUPREME COURT APPEALS ACT AMENDMENT BILL.......................................... j
Motion made (Mr. Wise) for Committee of the Whole, 119; House in Committee, Resolution 

agreed to, presented and read 1°, 123 ; Message from Governer, 135; read 2t>, committed,i 
reported with an amendment, and report adopted, 140; read 3° and passed, 144; sent to 
Council, 145 ; returned without amendment, 157 ; Assent reported, 168.

SURGERY (See "MEDICINE AND SURGERY”).
SURVEY OFFICE :—

Removal of, from Aiuup.y to Wagga Wagqa :—
Motion made (Mr. Bap) for all reports, telegrams, and recommendations respecting, 41 ; Return 

to Order laid on Table, 476 .......... ...........
SURVEYORS (See “LICENSED SURVEYORS”). ........................................................
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDERS (See “STANDING ORDERS”).
SWAMP-STREET, DOUBLE BAY :—

Motion made (Mr. Eeiid) for papers in reference to alienation of land known as, 429 ; Return to 
Order laid on Table, 484 .................... ..................

SWIFT, MR..........................................................
Customs House Officer, Bhewaheina :—

Motion made (Mr. Waddell) for papers, &o., in connection with dismisaal of, 369; Return to 
Order laid on Table, 370 ..............................................

SWORN (See “MEMBERS”). ..........................................................
SYDNEY (See also “RAILWAYS”; also “CITY OF SYDNEY MAYORAL ELECTION BILL" ■ 

also “ WATER SUPPLY ”):— ’
Db. Bottbell’s Claim to Fobeshobes of the Hakboub:—

Motion made (Mr. Lyne) for all papers connected with, 40 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 185. 
City of Sydney Imfbovjsment Boabd :—

Annual Report for the year ended August, 1887, laid on Table 112 .
SYDNEY AND SUBURBAN ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL:— .....................

FelHion presented {Mr. K. K. Brown) for lefive to bring in, 231 ; leave given, presented, and rend 
1 , 236 ; referred to Select Committee, 258 ; report brought, up, 454 .. ,

SYDNEY AND SUBURBAN HYDRAULIC POWER COMPANY'S BILL:—' ...............................
Petition presented (Mr. Frank Smi/h) for leave to bring in, 415 ; leave given, presented and read

1,421; referred to Select Committee, 425; report brought up, 496..........................................
Petition presented (Mr, KelltcJ), Municipal Council of Sydney, stating objections, and praying the 

House not to pass this Bill until the Petitioners considered the same. 421 *
SYDNEY CORPORATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL :— ....... •....................

Motion made (Mr. O'Connor) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 12; read 2°, com
. mittod, reported without amendment;, and report adopted, 4-2 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to 

Council, 48 7 returned with amendments, 229; Order of the Day postponed, 2f52 : nuieud 
jnente agreed to, 242 ; Message to Council, 243 ; Assent reported, 350. ' ; '
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s
SYDNK1T FBBB PUBLIC LIBBABY

Eeport from Trustees for 1887-8, luid on Table, 378........ .................................. -...............................
SYDNEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL:—

Report for 1886, laid on Table, 285.......................................................................................................
Do 1887, laid on Table, d>32.........................................................................................................

SYDNEY HARBOUR (See "PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC 
WORKS'”).

SYDNEY HYDRAULIC-POWER COMPANY'S BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. Garrard) for leave to bring in, £57; presented and read 1°, 263; 

' referred to Select Committee', 268; report brought up, 349 ; read _ 2°, committed, progress 
reported, and Question proposed,—That leave be given to sit again,—and the motion not 
having been put at 7 o’clock. Government Business took precedence, 421; Order of the Day 
postponed, 433, 476; leave given to Committee to sit again, 487; Order of the Day postponed, 

1 579,693,602. .
Petition presented (Mr. McMillan), certain residents of Sydney m favour of the Bill, 420 ..........
Petition presented (Mr. Kethcl), Municipal Council of Sydney, stating objections, and praying the

House not to pass this Bill until the Petitioners considered the same, 421 ..............................
SYDNEY MORNING HERALD .

Motion made (Mr. Melville) for adjournment of the House to consider attack on Member for 
Northumberland, 335.

SYDNEY SEWERAGE (See “ SEWERAGE”).
SYPHON (See “SYDNEY SEWERAGE”).

4

4
4
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2

2

589

573
581
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T
TAM WORTH:-

Fibb Brigades Boabd :—
Emulations of, laid on Table, 6, 578 .............................. ...............................................................................

TANKS AND WELLS
CoNSTHUCTiorr Attn Maintenance of :— _

Motion made (AL-. Waddell) that so much of Return (in pari) to Order (Session 1883-4) laid on 
Table on 19 November, 1884, as relates to tanks at Galatbern and Boggy Creek, be printed, 174 

Motion made (Mr. Waddell) that all papers, minutes, and reports respecting com plaints by Mines 
Department against Mr, Bennett, Commissioner and Engineer far Roads as to, and till corres
pondence respecting loss and inconvenience through works of, being divided between the
Works and Mines Jlcpartments, 174 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 252 .................................

Dayidale :—Notification of resumption of land for, laid on Table, 415..................................................
TARIFF'

Dutt on Imported Timber :—
Petition from Saw-mill Proprietors and others, that the carrying of, will cripple the trade, and

praying that the reduction of tho duty be not sanctioned, presented, 240........................................
Proposed New:—

Petition from Residents of Broughton Creek, Broker's Creek, Broughton ~VuJc, unci Kangaroo 
Valley against the abolition of tho Customs Duties on Farm Produce, presented, and read by
the Clerk, 252 .......................... .....................................................................................................................

TATTERS ALL’S CLUB BILL:—
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (3fr. Thompson) read 1 , 3-16; read 2 , com- 

nutted, reported without amendment, report adopted, 421 ; read 3°, passed and^returned to 
. Council, 425; assent reported, 435.

Teachers (Sec “education ").
TEA RLE *. BDOLS (Sec “CROWN LANDS”). -
TECHNICAL EDUCATION (See “EDUCATION”).
TELEGRAPHS :-

COMMJNIOATION WITH ROSSHIEL RACECOURSE ;—
Motion mode (Mr. Frank Farnell), lor papers in reference to, 320.

Line to Milpamnka ob Mount Browne :—
Motion mode (Mr. Abbott) for all correspondence, petitions, and report® in reference to the 

construction of a line from Wanaaring to Milparinka or to Mount Browne, or from Wilcannia
to those places, 21; Return to Order laid on Table, 228 ...................................................................

Electric Teleokaph Act :— .
Regulations under, respecting the reduction in Press Rates to New Zealand, and Messages m

Cypher, laid on Table, 35..........................................................................................................................
Regulation under, regarding Messages in Cypher, laid on Table, 608.................. -.................................

. Notification under, of the reduction in rates for the transmission of telegrams from Silverton and
Broken Hill to South Australia, laid on Table, 75........................... ....................................................

Iron Poles :—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 199.............................................................................................................

Articles supplied to Department by Kingsbury & Co.:—
’ Return to Order (Second Session, 1887) laid on Table, 128.......................................................................

Return respecting, laid on Table, 252 ............................................... ........................................... ..................
" Gulcheb” Electric Machine :— i

Motion made (Mr. Thompson) for all letters, minutes, &C-, relating to, for lighting, purchased by
Department, 147 ; Returns to Order laid on Table, 231, 273 .................... ...................................

' Motion made (Mr. Wall), that this House do now adjourn to direct attention to papers laid on 
Table, and negatived, 246,

Rates between New Sooth Wales and Queensland :—
Papers respecting the proposed reduction of, laid ou Table, 165..............................................................

Mr. Lesson :— _
Motion made (Mr. Hassall) for all papers, Ac., referring to case of, 165.

Horses Supplied to Department:— ■
Return showing cost, &c., of, laid on Table, 385 .........................................................................................

Site of Ofvick, Anoledool:—
Motion made (Mr. Waddell) for papers in connection with, 493.

Extension of Lines :—
Motion made (Mr 7Paii<fe7i) in reference to lines paying at commencement or not, 609. 

TELEPHONES:— .
Information respecting Multiple Cable, laid on Table, 267 ; further Return laid on Table, 385.......

TELLERS (See "NO TELLERS”).
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VOIi,

T
TENDKBS:—

Called fob p.t the Department os Public Wores :—
Itetum to Order (Second Session, 18S?), laid on Table, 6....................................................................

Hahbouks and Kivniis Depaetment :—
Castings for the Hunter Piver District, 308 ................................................. ...............

TERAIDA COAL-MININO- BESERYE '
Adjournment of the House morod (Mr. McElhone) in reference to the Mineral Selections made by 

the Lane ]’amity and Mr. ’Withers on, 493. "
Motion made (Mr. McElhone) for papers in connection with the Selections of the Lane Eamily. 

T. Garrett, Greville, and others, 500; Returns to Order laid on Table, 547, 580; referred to 
- Select Committee, 587 ; Order for Printing rescinded, 692. .

Motion made (Afr. McElkone) for Select Committee on Selections of Lane Pnmily, Hcnrv T. 
Withers, and William Thorne, 502; Kamo of Sir Henry Parhes substituted for name of Mr. 
J. P. Abbott on, 585; Papers referred to Committee, 587- 

Plftn of Regeryes Hos. 83 and 60, showing Mineral Conditional Purchases and Minsral Leases held 
thereon, laid on Table, 547.'

THEATRES {Soc also « PLACES Oh’ PUBLIC AMUSEMENT OR RESORT”)
Report on, and other public places of amusement, laid on Table, 128 ..............................................

THEFTS (See “ WORKMEN’S TOOLS”).
THOMPSON, R. W., ESQUIRE, M.P.;— "

Kamo added to Select Committee on Crown Lands Purchases Validation Bill, 280.
Kamo discharged from Select Committee, Resumption of Edward Irby’s land at Bluff River, 'J32. 

THOMPSON, THOMAS, CONDITIONAL PURCHASE OF (Sco“ CROWN LANDS”).
THORNE, WILLIAM (See “ TERALBA' COAL-MINING RESERVE”).
THROUGH-TICKETS, SYDNEY TO BRISBANE (Seo ‘'RAILWAYS”). -
TIERNEY, JOHN—CONDITIONAL PURCHASE OF (See “CROWN LANDS”). . 1
TIMBER DUTY (Sec "TARIFF”).
TIMBER LICENSES

Motion made (Jfr. IV'addcll) for abolition of, for limber used for Smelting Purpose1!, COS 
TIMBER (See “STATE FORESTS AND FOREST RESERVES; also “CROWN LANDS’ 
TIN-MINE AT PHEASANT’S CREEK (Sec "MINING”)
TOLLS AND FERRY DUES ON GOVERNMENT FERRIES 

Motion made (Mr. Homes) for abolition of, 608.
TOM, WILLIAM, JUN. (See “MINING”).
TOOHEY, MR.

A Member vor South Stoket :—
Named by Mr. Speater, motion made adjudging him gnilly of contempt and committing him to 

custody of Sergennt-at-Arms, I5G ; apology made to House lor causing disorder, and molion 
withdrawn, 157,

TOTALIZATOR LEGALIZING BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. .Frank Farnell) for leave to bring in, 273; presented, and read 1°, 324 ; Order 

_ of the Day postponed, 341, 361, 470, 493, 579, 593.
Petition from Members of Clarence River Jockey Club, in favour of, presented, 285 ..

TRADE AND COMMERCE (See “STATISTICS”). ...............
TRADE IN WHEAT BETWEEN SYDNEY AND BARCELONA:—
' Despatch respeetiog, -laid on Table, 335,475 ..............
TRADE MARKS......................................................

Petition presented (Mr. Carrutherg) from Manufacturers and Merchants of Sydney stating that they 
are suffering from the loss of empty packages, vessels, &e., bearing their trade marks, anil 
praying for an amendment of tho present Act, 416 ..

TRADE MARKS AMENDMENT BILL:- ..............................................
Motion made (Mr. Carrtdkers) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 421 ■ Order of IheDav 

postponed, 508. '
TRADES CONCILIATION BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Carntihers) for Committee of tho Whole, 52; Order of tho Day postponed, 
65, 107, 181, 288; House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, 321; presented, and road, l", 
342 ; referred to Select Committee, 386.

TRAFFIC (See '‘RAILWAYS”),
TRAMWAYS (Seo also “ GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS BILL”; also “HAY AND DENILTQ.UIN 

TRAMWAY BILL”; also “NORTH SHORE, MANLY, AND PITT WATER TRAMWAY 
AND RAILWAY BILL”; also “BROKEN HILL TRAMWAY BILL”; also “SILVERTON 
TRAMWAY ACT AMENDING BILL”; also “KIAMA TRAMWAY ACT AMENDMENT 
BILL”; also “GOULBURN AND TUENA TRAMWAY BILL”) :—

Railways asd, ob New South Wales :—
Report on, for 1886, laid on Table, 6 ................. ....................................................................................

Do. for 1887, laid on Tabic, 635 ........................................................................
Goyehxment :— .......................................................................

Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for a return of expenditure on construction, giving cost of each 
line, with amount expended on rolling stock aud machinery, 22 ; Return to Order laid on
Table, 174 .............................................................................................................

Motion made (Mr. McHlhor.e) for return of correspondence in reference to leasing, 307 ; Return
to Order laid on Table, 369 ........................ .......................................................... ........ ’..............

Return respecting, laid on Table, 524 .....................................................
Blue Metal iqn Railways abd :— ......................

Motion made (Mr O’Sullivan) for all tenders, minutes, and papers, relating to the purchase of
3,000 tons, 48; Return to Order laid on Tabic, 122......................................................................

Labd Resumed for Railway abd, Purtoses :— " ........................
Motion made (Mr. Schei/) for return showing the amount of compensation paid annually for, during

the pest seven years, giving particulars, 103 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 267...................
Automatic Electric Cars :—

Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 373 ......................................................................................
Employees :— . . .............................................

Motion made (Mr. Stephen) lor return of particulars of dismhsal, and re-employment of, 398. 
Ions and Steel Railway abd Trimway Materials:—

Motion made (ilfr. Fletcher) for particulars of purchase of, 479.
Ms. Jj. 0. Jerkin's, late Driver —

Correspondence respecting, laid On Table (not joriVerf) 505.
TRANSIT CHARGES ON MAILS THROUGH FRANCE AND ITALY .—

Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 341 ................................................................................
TRANSIT COMMISSIONERS (See METROPOLITAN TRANSIT COMMISSIONERS ”)........
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T

TRAVELLING- EXPENSES (Sec "DOCKER, JUDOE”).
TRIOKETT WILLIAM JOSEPH, ESQ.

Rpsignation of, ns si Member for Paddington, reported, 249.
TRUCKS (Seo « RAILWAYS").
TRUST ACCOUNTS (Spo "ROAD TRUST ACCOUNTS.”)
TRUST FUNDS (See “FINANCE”)
TRUSTEES (Seo also “PERPETUAL TRUSTEE COMPANY RILL”; also “PERMANENT 

TRUSTEE COMPANY OF NEW SOUTH WALES BILL"; also “ASSOCIATION 
CRICKET GROUND.”)
Devonshire-street Cemetery :—

Return slioiving names of, laid on Table, 2f)3...................................................... ...................................
TRUSTEES OF PRESBYTERIAN CEMETERY, MACLEAN (Sec “PRESBYTERIAN CEME

TERY AT MACLEAN ”).
“TSINAN,” S.S.;—

Return respecting Chinese passengers by, laid on Table, 4S4 ..............................................................
TUENA (See “ GOULBURN AND TUENA TRAMWAY BILL.”)
TUGS

Richmond River ;—
Conditions respecting the employment of, kid ou Table, 165.................. ............................. ............

Steam Service

Motion made (Mr. Sec) for all letters, tenders, and other documents relating to the calling foi 
and acceptance of tenders for, on various harbours and rivers for 18S8, 220 ; Return to Order
laid on Table, 280 .................................. ............. ............................................................................

TULCUMBA (See “ROADS”).
TULLY, MARTIN, JUNIOR (Seo “ CROWN LANDS PURCHASES VALIDATION BILL"). 
TUMBEEUMBA (Seo “RAILWAYS”).
TYPHOID FEVER:—

■ Report of Board of Health ou, in Sydney and Suburbs from 1876 to 1SS8 laid ou Table, 543 .......
Report of Board of Health on Treatment of, at the Coast Hospital, laid on Table, 608 ..................

OrnmEAK of, at Glenduaet, Moruya:—
Motion made (Mr, Lukeman) for all papers relating to, 519; Return to Order, kid on Table, 578

8

2

3

3

2
2

2

1055

211

1065

1053

231
235

239

u
Unemployed (see also “ casual labour bureau”) :—

Particulars respecting, laid on Table, 174 ................. ....... . ...........................
UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY:—

Amended By-laws, kid on Table, 6, 257 (2) ...................................................
Information rcs]>eeting Esnihination Fees during 1836-7 kid on Table, 348
Report of, for 1887 kid on Table, 524...............................................................

UPPER MURRAY (See "RAILWAYS”). -
USHER- (See “BLACK ROD”).

1307

557, 509, 571 
555 
647

V
VACANT SEAT (See “ELECTORAL").
VACCINATION.

Report for 1837, laid on Table, 4-79......................... .................... ..................................... ......................
VALIDATION BILL (See “CROWN LANDS PURCHASES VALIDATION BILL”).
VAUGHN MR.

Mkmbek foe Geenfell : —
Declared guilty of persistent disorder and removed by tho ScrgeauUat-Arms from the Chamber,

221.
“VERNON.” ' (See “ NAUTICAL SCHOOL SHIP “VERNON”).
VICTORIAN COAL-MINING COMPANY’S EXTENSION BILL i—

Petition presented (Mr. Barbour) for leave to bring in, 181; leave given, presented, and read 1°, 
185; referred to Select Committee, 191; Report brought up, 201; read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment, and report adopted, 234; road 3° and passed, 236; sent to 
Council, 237; returned with amendments, amendments agreed to, Message to Council, 410; 
Assent reported, 419.

VINE DISEASES ACT AMENDMENT BILL:— _ _
Motion made (Sir Henry Barker) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 408; read 2°, 

committed, reported with amendment, report adopted, 416; read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council, 4.22; returned with amendments, 442 ; amendments agreed to, Message to Council, 
494 : Assent reported, 540.

VITAL STATISTICS (See “STATISTICS”).
VOLUNTEER FORCE REGULATION ACT:—

Rules under, of 5th Regiment Scottish Rifles, kid on Table, 6 ........................................................
Revised Regulations under, kid on Table, 257 ..................................................................................  -.

VOLUNTEERS (See also “MILITARY”):—
VOLUNTEERS

Fkee Rahway Passes Issued by Militaby Staff Office :—
Return respecting, during quarter ended 30tli June, 1883, laid on Table, 524..................................

La YD OitDEKS :—
Motion made (Mr Crouch) for a Return showing number issued and made use of, specifying the 

number used in each Land District, 12; Return to Order kid on Table, ICS .................... ...
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VOTB OF CENSURE
Financial Policy oe the Government:—

Motion made (Mr. .Vidbs) that the Financial Policy of the Government ia unsatisfactory, and 
. amendment moved confining the question to such of the financial proposals of the Govern

ment as refer fo the red uction of tho Civil Service salaries, and debate adjourned, 208; debate 
resumed and further adjourned, 210, 216; debate resumed, disorder arose, and fourteen 
Members removed from the Chamber, 220, 221; amendment and original motion negatived.

Purchase op Land adjoining! the Australasian Steam Navigation Company's Whart •__
Motion made (Mr. MMs) that the evidence of the Select Commit!eo discloses injudicious and 

unsatisfactory administration by the Government, and that the amount paid was in excess of 
its value, 32!),

The Chinese :—
Motion made (Mr Dihls) condemning tho Government for late acts in connection with, and 

fraiftnament moved, 468,
VOTE OF CHAIRMAN OF SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRIVATE BILLS:—

Sessional Order passed, 11. ’
VOTE OF CREDIT :-

Message from Governor, recommending, 241 (5), 285, 313, 401 477. 553 
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS (See “ASSEMBLY.") ’

w

WAGES OF EMPLOYEES :—
Deductions prom, you Medical Comforts :— -

Motion made (Mr. Walker) for Select Committeo to inquire into practice of Contractors, 333 • 
Kcturn to Order, “Patients received into Hospitals from Public Worts,” referred to- 
Uommittee, 462. ’

WAGGA WAGGA (See also "CROWN LANDS”; also “RAILWAYS”)- —
Land Ofpices, Albury and :— ''

Motion made (Mr. Bay) for all papers, reports, Ae., by Board of Inquiry into, 23.
Removal op Survey Offices prom Aibuey to r—

Motion made (Mr Bay) for all reports, minutes, and recommendations with reference to, 41. 
Return to Order, laid on Table, 476.

WALGETT (See “RAILWAYS”). ..............................................................................................
WALKER, MR.

A Member for Northumberland :—
“Named” by Mr. Speaker, in Division ; motion made adjudging him guilty of contempt, disordei 

arising, bars opened, amt motion lapsed, 156.
Dedared guilty of persistent disorder, and removed by the Sergoant-at-Arms from the Chamber, 

WALL, MR.
A Member for MuDCiKE:—

WATTywrwvaiT* ^0Ildcr’ RnA hy Sergoant-at-Arms from the Chamber, 221.
WAU.END^OM^NV (See also “YOUNG WALLSEND COAL COMPANY’S RAIL-

WANA°IrTnT BOAr^ef “VTOCK’’)0f the Cr0Wn ^ W“ll9Cnd ^ ^ ^ Table> 8M-

WARATAH (See “RAILWAYS"),
WARRANT :—
WAT}ifVMMeml,cr to custody of Sergcant-at-Arms, 480.
WARREN, PROFESSOR (See "BRIDGES”).
WARREN SOUTH RUN (See “ CROWN LANDS”).

AND SEWERAGE (See " COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT 
WATHR^AUGERS2—L S S° C0UNIRA WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT”).

WATE^tCONSERVATTONlC-UIlt8 conneetion with> and Diamontl Drills, kid on Table, 273.......

Lake Cudgellico and the Lachlan River :_
Motion made (Mr. Gormly) for construction of works, 560.

CoJIMISSION :—
Motion made (Br. goes) for all correspondence, vouchers, &c., relating to expenditure by the 

recently expired, 155, Return to Order, laid -- 1 J^^SEWERAGE"'aJl'0AMENDMENt" BT1^’) —i^afsoRGPOLU’AN W ATElt AND

Reports of Messrs. Bishop Whitton, and Bennett, C.Ee., on Prespeet Dam, laid on Table, 523 
Report of Board appo.ntod to inquire into Kenny Hill and Potts' Hill Reservoirs’ Schemes, kid 

enviable, 547 ; Plan and tracing in reference to laid on Table (io be appended to the Report),

Sydney and Suburbs :—
Return respecting laid on Table, 635 ....................................

Libmoee:— ...............................*.......................................................
NotificMion of resumption of certain land required in connection with construction of works for, 

BaLRANALD:— ...............................................*.........................................................................................

Sk1? T°WUS Wat3r and aeWeraee Act'’ aulhori!^ ae construction oi

Public Watekino Places :— ........... ..........................................................................................
Retain showing cost of maintenance and revenue of, laid on Table 84 ...
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ANNUAL REPORT,

To the HojfOttABLE Eeaxois AniOArL, Esq,, M.P., Miststbu foe Mmcs, Ac., Ac.
Sir,

1 do myself the honor to submit to you the folloiviug Report upon the working of tho 
Department under your charge, and also upon the progress and results of Mining in this Colony durin" 
the year 1887. °

The following statement indicates to some extent the amount of work performed in this Depart
ment during the past year, and shows an increase upon tho preceding year.

Si ate west of the Number of Papers Registered and of Letters Despatched by the several Branches of
tho Department of Mines.

Bunich. Papers registered. Letters written.

Mines proper.................................................... ] 9,200

4,073
UrilJs .................... ........ . , .

Public Watcrimr-places..................... 7,176

2,731

4,121

1,438
Commons......................................... 015

07,943 30,919* -

* Exclusive of printed forms and circulars.

The number of applications made to lease Crown lands for mining purposes during the year 1887, 
including applications for special gold leases, was 2,588, being an increase of 1,465 as compared with the 
number of such applications made in 1886—considerably more than double the number.

Of Ihe 2,588 applications so made, 992 were for auriferous land, comprising an area of 7,344 acres
3 roods and 38 perches, and 1,596 were for mineral land, comprising an area of 76,590 acres 3 roods and
4 perches.

The number of applications dealt with in 1887 was 1,750, which, compared with the number dealt 
with in 1886, shows a decrease of 153. Of course the large influx of applications, upon each of which 
more or less work was done during the year, reduced number finally dealt with within the year, and this 
fully accounts for the apparent decrease in the amount of work performed, I have persevered in my 
efforts to reduce the time occupied in dealing with applications to lease, and, considering the very large 
increase of work, while there has been no corresponding increases iu the staff, I venture to think the result, 
though not all J could desire, is not altogether unsatisfactory. There are however difficulties in the way 
of dealing with these applications as speedily as I desire, some of which cannot be overcome without 
considerable expense, while the removal of others may involve fundamental changes requiring serious 
consideration.

Of the 1,750 applications dealt with in 1837, 731 were for gold-mining leases, comprising an area 
of over 4.630 acres, and 1,019 were for mineral leases covering an area of over 45,013 acres.

The area of auriferous Crown land applied for in 1887 as compared with 1886 shews an increase 
of 4,390 acres. The area of mineral Crown land applied for in 1887 is greater than the area applied for 
in 1886 by 48,353 acres.

The
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The following table shows the quanlily of Crown land applied for lo lease during the year 1887, 
and the minerals to be mined for therein:—

n. r. j).
Gold......................................................... 7,344 3 3S
diamonds................................................. 430 0 0
Tin and diamonds.................................. 120 0 0
Tin ......................................................... 10,290 1 31
Tin and silver......................................... S,201 0 0
•Silver ..................................................... 5,293 0 21
Silver and copper ................................. 94o 0 0
Silver and lead ..................................... 19,SS0 0 0
Silver, lead, and spar .......................... 220 0 0
Silver, lead, and limestone.................. 320 0 0
Tin and lead ........................................ SO 0 0
Silver, lead, and copper ...................... 1,757 0 0
Silver and antimony...............    20 0 0
Tin, silver, and lead.............................. 7,795 0 O
Copper..................................................... 290 0 0
Limestone ............................................. 40 0 0
Antimony ............................................. 50 0 0
Alum......................................................... 290 0 0
Manganese, cobalt, and copper .......... 40 0 0

a. r. p.
Iron ......................................................... SO 0 0
Manganese ............................................. 100 O 0
Kerosene shale ...................................... 40 0 0
Coal and shale......................................... 4,740 O O
Shale and copper .................................. 40 0 0
Coal ......................................................... 14,627 0 32
Silver and spar ...................................... 40 0 0
Silver, copper, and spar ...................... 20 0 0
Silver and iron ..................................... 120 0 O
Silver and zinc ..................................... SO 0 0
Silver, lead, and caleito ...................... 20 0 0
Chrome..................................................... SO 0 0
Sih or, tin, and copper.......................... SO 0 0
Silver, lead, tin, and copper .............. 2S0 0 0
Silver and limestone.............................. 40 0 0
Silver, lead, limestone, and tin ......... 20 0 0
Tin and copper ...................................... 60 0 0

Total area.......................... S3,935 3 2
This sliows a hirgo aggregate; increase upon tho area applied for iu 1S8G. Tho increase is chiefly 

in applications to mine for silver alone, or in connection vuth other minerals in applications to mine for 
coal, or coal and shale, and in applications to mine for gold.

The following table shows the area of Crown land held under application lo lease, on the 31st 
December, 1887, and the minerals proposed to he mined:—

a. r. p.
Alum ..................................................... 290 0 0
Bismuth ................................................. SO 0 0
Coal ......................................................... 7,142 0 0
Copper..................................................... 400 0 0
Copper and silver .................................... 559 0 0
Coal and shale ..................................... 4,500 0 0
Copper and tin ..................................... . 60 0 0
Cobalt and nickel ................................. So 2 0
Coal, oil, ami shale .............................. 640 0 0
Diamonds................................................ 270 0 0
Graphite ................................................. 20 0 O
Iron ......................................................... SO 0 0
Ironstone and limestone ...................... 20 0 0
Limestone ............................................. 100 0 0
Manganese .....................................   160 0 0
Manganese, cohalt, and copper .......... 40 0 0
Silver and lead ...................................... 17,816 0 0
Silver ..................................................... 3,892 0 0

a, r. p.
Silver and spar ..................................... 60 0 0
Silver, copper, and spar ...................... 20 0 O
Silver, lead, and spar .......................... 120 0 0
Silver, lend, tin, and copper .............. 2S0 0 0
Silver and iron ..................................... 140 0 0
Silver, lead, and calcite ...................... 20 0 0
Silver and zinc ...........   SO 0 0
Silver and antimony ............................. 20 0 0
Silver and tin......................................... 6,040 0 0
Shale......................................................... 640 0 0
Silver, lead, ami copper ...................... 1,454 0 0
Silver, lead, and limestone .................. 3S0 0 0
Tin ....................................................... 7,S36 0 0
Tin and diamonds.................................. 520 0 0
Tin, silver, and load.............................. 6,590 0 0
Gold......................................................... 5,837 0 0

68,211 2 0

The aggregate area of Crown land held under application to lease, on the 31st December, 1887, is 
largely in excess of the area so held on the 31st December, 18S(L

The following table shows the area of Crown land held under lease, and the minerals to be mined:—

Muici'&l.

Gold .............................................
Antimony.........!...........................
Bismuth .....................................
Coal ...........................................
Cohalt ........................................
Copper .........................................
Diamonds.....................................
Diamonds and tin ....................
Manganese ..................................
Slate ........... .................................
Shale, copper, &c.......................
Silver............................................
Silver and lead..............................
Silver and copper ......................
Silver, lead, and copper.............
Silver, lead, copper, and tin... .

. Silver and tin .............................
Silver, lend, and tin ..................
Tin.................................................
Silver, manganese, cobalt, ami copper..
Limestone.....................................
Silver, lead, and limestone .....
Coal and shale.............................
Silver, tin, and copper.............
Mineral salts ..............................
Marble ....................................
Manganese, cohalt,and copper...
Alum............................................
Silver, lead, ami spar.............
Lead, silver, and asbestos.......... ,
Not specified ..............................

I liming Act I 
Further Amendment i GoJd-llclds Act, 1860. 

Act, 1S84.

ft, 1\ V- a. r. p. a, r. p.
3,383 2 23 m 1 27 •*

260 0 n 90 0 0
45 0 0

2,834 2 1+ 26,001 3 IS
60 0 0

678 2 4 70 0 0
300 6 0 255 0 2S
169 2 31 SS4 I 5

So 0 0 20 0 0
90 0 0

6,079 2 IS i,m 112
28,374 0 12 923 3 31

140 0 0
1,776 3 6 40 0 0

SO 0 0
610 0 0 SO 6 0

1,030 2 29 so 0 0
7,349 2 5 3,661 3 30

120 0 0
20 0 0 270 0 0
60 0 0

320 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0 ,

480 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0 •• ■ 1 ............

54,997 0 22 33,7110 3 31 | ..............
1

Crown Lands Occu
pation Actt lisfil.

Lb. r. p.

2,004'V 0

I

!
' 37"']’33 j 

2,641 1 33 |

a. r. p. 
3,692 0 in 

359 0 0 
45 0 0 

31,440 1 32 
60 0 0 

748 2 4 
555 0 28 

1,053 3 36 
105 0 0 
90 0 0

7,190 '3'30 
29,293 0 3 

140 0 0 
1,316 3 6 

SO 0 0 
690 0 0 

1,160 2 29 
11,011 1 35

129 0 0 
290 0 0 

60 0 0 
320 0 0 

SO 0 0 
49 0 0 
40 0 0 
40 O 0 

4S0 0 0 
40 0 0 
40 0 0 
57 1 33

91,435 2 6

2,300 jards rher-bed.
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The above table allows a large increase upon the area so held at the end of 1SSG. The increase is 
mainly in regard to lands occupied for (he purpose of mining for coal, gold, silver, and tin, and is also to 
the fact that holdings under section 28 of the Mining Act have been converted into leases in terms of the 
Mining Act Further Amendment Act.

The number of applications for permits or authorities under section 27 or 28 of the Mining 
Act, to mine under reserves, received during 18S7, was 172, being an increase of 28 upon the number 
received in 1S8G. The number dealt with in 1887 was 142, being less by 29 than the number dealt with 
in 188G. ‘

The following table show's the area of reserved lands comprised in permits or authorities granted 
during 1887, and the minerals to be mined thereunder.—

Coal ............
Coal and shale
Tin..................
Silver and lead 
Gold ...............

a. r. p. 
10,360 0 21 

1,509 1 0 
05 2 32 

4 2 0 
24S 0 0

, 17,687 2 13

In the majority of cases tho permits or authorities had not actually issued prior to the 31st 
December, 1887.

The aggregate area of reserved lands comprised in permits and authorities granted in 1887 is less 
by 3,443a. 2r. 39p. than the area so granted in 18SG. This is no doubt due to the fact that reserved lands 
can now he leased.

The following table shows the areas of reserved lands comprised in authorities granted under 
sections 27 and 28, prior to 1887, still in force, and the minerals to be mined thereunder:—

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................... j. a

Con! and shale.......................................................................................... 14 709 1 0
Tm............................................................................................................  '330 3 in
Shiite.......................................................................................................... g 2 32
Limestone.................................................................................................. ]0 0 {)
Llueslone und gravel ....................   12 0 q
Coal, iron, and shale ..............................................................................  is 2 16
Copper and silver .................................................................................. 2 2 16
Sihur and lead.......................................................................................... 19 3 r,
Copper...................................................................................................... fig 2 1.8
Ironstone.................................................................................................. 79 3 7
Marble...................................................................................................... 5 9 9
Cold....................    233 0 2

■90,722 1 34

Since the Mining Act Further Amendment Act became law', many holdings under permit or 
authority have been converted into leases,

The following table shows the areas comprised in permits or authorities (sections 27 and 28), which 
were iu force on 31st December, 1887, and the minerals to be mined thereunder:—

Coal ......................
Coal and shale...........
Tin..............................
Shale..........................
Limestone.................
Milestone and gravel
Marble......................
Copper and silver ...
Silver and lend.........
Coal, iron, and shale
Ironstone..................
Gold .........................

a. r. p. 
74,163 0 19 
14,709 1 0 

343 2 £6 
8 2 32 

10 0 0 
12 0 0 
5 0 0 
2 2 16 

15 3 5 
18 2 16 
79 3 7 

223 1 7

89,591 2 39

The above table shows a decrease as compared with aggregate area so held at the eud of 1880, 
equal to 10,274a, lr. 5p.

A return of the holdings under section 28. iu force at the eud of June and December, 1887, was 
published on tho 13th August, 1887, and tho 7lh March, 1888, respectively.

The business under section 45 of the Land Act, 1884, was transferred to this Department on the 
1st April, 1887, since then 93 applications for permits to dig and search for gold have been received. Of 
these 79 have been finally dealt with. GG permits have been granted, and 57 are now in force. 44 appli
cations for permits in terms of section 7 of the Land Act 1884, to remove gold or reserved minerals from 
alienated land, were received; 23 have been finally dealt with ; 11 permits have been issued.

On
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On the 13th August a return was published of 'holdings under section 28 up to the 30th June,
1887. * ' , ■

In the months of May and October, 1887, and in March, 1888, particulars of gold and mineral leases
in force in the several Mining Districts for the quarters ending March, June, September, and December, 
1887 respectively, were published in the Government Gazette, and copies thereof forwarded to the several 
Wardens’and Mining itegistrars’ Offices throughout the Colony, in order that the public may know what 
lands are held and what conditions attach to such holdings. The Wardens have been instructed to cause 
all eases of non-work to he reported, and it is hoped that under the arrangement recently made by which 
the Wardens oh the principal mining iiclds are to be paid as Wardens instead of being paid as Police 
Magistrates ; these instructions will be more actively enforced than hitherto. The Inspector of Mines 
has been so fully occupied with work connected with Prospecting Vote and Diamond Drills in addition to 
his special duties, that he has been able to devote but little time to reporting upon leaseholds that are not 
being worked. When his other duties permit he has rendered valuable assistance in this direction. It 
has frequently been stated that large numbers of leaseholds arc held uaworked, bat in most cases upon
investigation these statements have been found to have been made without sufficient foundation, at the
same time it is recognised that without unnecessarily harassing lessees or creating a feeling of insecurity, 
every effort should be made to prevent mineral lands being locked up without work.

The foregoing tables do not represent all the land occupied for mining purposes as they do not 
include holdings under miners’ rights, or mineral licenses on Crown lands, nor the lands which have been 
purchased and upon which mining operations are being carried on.

Geologicat. Suevey. ■

' The record of work done during 1SS7 by the Geological Survey Staff reflects great credit upon the 
Geological Surveyor-in-charge, Mr. C. S. Wilkinson, P.G.S., P.L.S., who has been ably assisted by- 

Mr. David and Mr. Anderson.
The Geological Staff have examined and reported upon various parts of the Colony.
The Geological Surveyor-in-charge, assisted by Mr. W. Anderson, made an examination of the 

diamond bearing deposits in the luverell or Cope’s Creek District: he also reported upon the formations 
north of Sydney to the Hawkesbury ; the antimony lodes, near Gulgong; silver lodes at Dcnisontown ; 
tin lodes at Poolamacca; and as a member of the Prospecting Board visited the gold-fields m the Albert, 
Byrock, Molong, Parkes, Porbes, Grenfell, Hill End and Tambaroora, Hargreaves, Mudgee, and Gulgong 

Districts.
Air. T. W. E. David, Geological Surveyor, inspected the supposed diamond deposits near Warren, 

and reported upon the discovery of coal in the deep diamond-drill boring at Holt-Sutberland; but he has 
chiefly been engaged, assisted by Air. G. A. Stonier, Eield Assistant, upon a detailed survey.of the 
Alaitland District, embracing an area of about 50 square miles. Besides his previous discovery of the 
valuable coal-seam at Deep Creek, Mr. David, in carrying out this survey, has determined the seam which 
was struck in the bore at East Alaitland, to be one beneath those already worked at East Maitland; and 
this important identification of it has led to this seam now being opened out at Kathluba.

A geological map of the district, showing the position of the different coal-seams, is in course of 
preparation for publication. Air. David’s exhaustive and valuable report with map and sections, upon the 

Vegetable Creek Tin-field has lately been published.
Air. AV. Anderson, Geological Surveyor, has furnished a report descriptive of the diamondiferous 

country about Lower Cope’s Creek and Bingera, together with a map showing the extent of the diamond
bearing deposits. ■ He also inspected and reported upon the coal borings at Alittagong; the silver lodes 
at Captain’s Elat; the marble limestones near Lewis Ponds; the caves at Wellington; and the auriferous 

country in the Byrock, Hymagee, and Co bar Districts.
The survey has been fortunate in obtaining the services of Air. Bobert Etheridge, jun., Palroonto- 

logist. This gentleman arrived from England in April and at once commenced duty. He has made a 
preliminary classification of the principal fossil collections of the Department, and has furnished several 
interesting reports. He is engaged upon the examination of the carboniferous fauna from the coal 
measures, and the first part of his palaeontological investigations is now ready for the press, and will bo 
published in the Alemoirs of the Geological Survey of Hew South Wales. '

Mr. J. E. Carne, Curator of the Alining and Geological Aluseum, has been unremitting in meeting 
the increasing work connected with the examination of the mineral samples sent for assay and analysis, 
which, during the year, amounted to £2,221. Particulars of these assays arc given herewith under the 
heads of the several minerals,

The
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The Museum collections now include 20,770 registered specimens, of whielF typical suites have 
been cjassificd and displayed as far as the limited 'space in the Museum wilt* allow. On the 19th 

December, in accordance with your directions, tbe MuSfeum was opened to the public, and it affords a 
valuable source of information, especially to persons* interested in mining. It is to be hoped that ere 
long it may be possible to secure a building sufficiently large to enable the Department to display tbe 
vast and valuable collection of minerals and fossils, so as to illustrate tbe great mineral wealth of tbe 
Colony, and to afford greater facilities for persons interested in mining to acquire a complete Isnowledge 
of our resources. The Dibrary of the Department is being systematically arranged ; it contains many 
important works of reference upon mining, geology, and palaeontology.

Mr. Carne proceeded to Adelaide, and in an efficient manner carried out, subject to tbe general 
designs of the Executive Commissioner, the arrangement of tbe mineral exhibits in tbe New South Wales 
Court in tbe Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition.

Tho Assayer, Mr. Mingaye, who was formerly assistant to Mr. C. Watt, late Government Analyst, 
was transferred to this Department on tho 1st March. His report, herewith appended, shows the large 
amount of laboratory work that has been done, which, being chiefly tbe assay and analysis of mineral 
samples for prospecting parties, is of much value in aiding tbe development of mining enterprise—ihe 
importance of providing suitable works for making bulk assays of minerals, and determining the mode 
best adapted to the profitable treatment, including reduction and concentration of tbe various ores.

Additional improvements have been made in the Jenokn Caves, including tbe opening of a newly 
discovered cave. The electric-lighting of the Imperial Cave has been completed, under tbe direction of 
Mr. E. C. Cracknel!, Superintendent of Telegraphs, who lias always taken much interest in the matter. 
A small steam-engine is at present employed for driving the electric-dynamo machine ; but, in view of 
extending Ibis system of lighting to the other caverns, a turbine wheel has been provided capable of 
working to 15 horse-power, to be driven by one of the waterfalls on tbe creek immediately below the 
“ Grand Arch.” The keeper of the Jenolan Caves reports that the number of visitors during 1S87 was 
1,082. During tbe same period there were 152 visitors to the Wombeyan Caves and 87G to the 
Wellington Caves, A keeper has been appointed for the charge of the Yarrangobilly Caves, where an 
accommodation-house is being erected.

In September, Mr. Wilkinson and Mr. Slee accompanied me, as members of tbe Prospecting Eoard, 
to tbe Mount Browne and Tibbooburra Gold-field, the furthest point to tbe north-west in which gold has 
been found in New South Wales. Travelling by way of Adelaide by rail, as tbe present quickest route lo 
Silverton, we took the coach thence for 250 miles almost due north to Tibbooburra. The track, for about 00 
miles from Silverton to Corona Station, passes over tbe Barrier Kanges, which are composed of tbe silver 
and gold bearing slate and granite formations. Prom Corona the country becomes less billy, though the same 
geological formations, with an inlet of the cretaceous, continue to within 7 miles north of Packsaddle Station, 
when further north to Mount Browne the country consists of the cretaceous formation. The altered slate 
rocks, traversed by quarts reefs, near Paeltsaddfe Station, appear to be of a'promising character for the 
occurrence of the precious metals. The Geological Surveyor is of opinion that throughout the vast creta
ceous area artesian water may be obtained by sinking or boring. Tbe Mount Browne Bauge, of slate forma
tion, with quartz reefs, rises out of the cretaceous area like a long island, trending north-east. At the 
south-west end of this range are the Mount Browne gold diggings, where the gravels on the flanks of the 
range—the old marine gravels of the cretaceous period—are worked for gold, which has been followed down 
in payable quantity on the shelving slate bottom, to a depth of 220 feet, when the influx of water became too 
heavy for ordinary appliances. It is to prospect this deeper ground that the local miners sought aid from 
the Prospecting vote. These slate ranges continue with but one break at Mount Poole, north-easterly, 
through the Wittabreena ranges where some gold-bearing quartz reefs have been worked to Tibooburra 
Diggings. At Tibooburra, a small area of granite occurs, on which some rich “ surfacing ” has been ob
tained. This forms the northern limit of the auriferous country, which is about 130 square miles in 
extent. Tbe great requirement for the development of this gold-field is permanent water, and to meet 
it, the Superintendent of Drills, has been instructed to put down some bores in tbe adjacent cretaceous 
formation, to ascertain bow near to tbe diggings an artesian water supply may be obtained ; for wafer 
conserved in tanks cannot be depended on. Ecturning to Silverton, Mr. Wilkinson inspected the tin lodes 
in the Barrier ranges. He states that they arc numerous and that tho tin ore occurs in them chiefly in 
patches, which will render the working of them, in many instances, difficult; but he is of opinion that 
their yield will largely increase our tin exports.

The Prospecting Board next proceeded to Byrock, Ironbarks, Orange, Molong, Sofala, Hill End, 
Tambaroora, Hargraves, Mudgee, Gulgong, Parkes, I’orbes, and Grenfell, and dealt with the several 
applicatioais for aid to prospect in those districts.

G05—-B Mtynro
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During tlio year 1887, ■eighteen surveyors have been eagnged in mating surveys midor the super
vision of the Chief Mining Surveyor (Mr. b/I1. Pitman). Of these, eight were paid salaries during the 
entire year (in addition to fees), and one received salary for a portion of the year only. The others were
in receipt of fees only.

The total number of surveys made during the twelve months was 3,418, consisting of 637 gold
mining leases, 574 mineral leases, 153 mining tenements, 31 mining permits, 1.6 surveys under the Public 
Watering-places Act, and two surveys under the Prickly Pear Act.

During tho latter months of the year there was a sudden increase of applications for leases all 
over the Colony, which caused the work to get somewhat in arrear, so that on the 1st January, 1888, 
there were 578 applications awaiting survey. Bfforls are being made, however, to reduce these arrears as 
speedily as possible.

In tho Charting Branch 1,882 applications for gold-mining and mineral leases were received, and 
of these 1,602 were finally dealt with during the year; and of 146 applications under the 28th section 
187 were finally dealt with during the same period. In addition to this eighteen parish and gold-field 
maps were compiled, and a large number of miscellaneous papers were dealt Tilth. An alphabetical list 
of all tbe maps issued by the Department has been prepared, and is now being published in pamphlet form.

The number of surveys made during 1887 slightly exceeds tbe number made during 1886; never
theless, in view of the rapid influx of applications it will be necessary to increase the number of surveyors.

The number of lease applications dealt with in the Charting Branch during last year was less by 
215 than during the previous year. The applications under the 28th section were, however, kept well in 
hand. The offer recently made by the draftsmen to keep down arrears of work by working after ofiico 
hours, will, 1 hope, enable me to report at the end of this year that all arrears have been cleared off, and 
that the average time occupied in dealing with applications has been considerably reduced. In any case 
the offer is a meritorious one, and if carried out in good faith must result beneficially to the Department.

Mineral and Cold Applications received and dealt wilh in Charting Brand], 1887.

Month remved
Ciwc* 

dcait with. Month. . Ca?C3
j received.

Cases 
dealt with.

!H 134 August ......................
i

... . 106 121

February ........... 102 10S September.................. . . 120 116

llavcli ................. 196 127 October ...................... .. 103 m
April..................... ion 13o November .................. .. : 273 175

May ............................
June.....................

IIS
m

134
147

December .................. ... j 193 124.
1

July .................. i 161.
i

1 137 Total .................. ....... 1,882
1

1,602

The following is a return of compiling work performed in the Charting Branch, Department' of 
Mines, during the year 3887 :—

Mining Maps compiled and published.

Parish. County. Mining District, Paiish. County. Mining District.

Yancowimia...

Farnell.........

Albert.

•?

Feel and Uralla.

Alberta .....................
-

Edgar, 2ml edition . ... Yanco winna...

Farnell..........

Albert.

Lennox ........................... Bathurst . .. Bathurst.

Boouoo Boon oo.................. Duller .......... New Kngland. Nuiklle............................ Parry............. Peel and Uralla.

Clcorgimma ...

Wellington . .

Bathurst .....

Bathurst.

Callnnvu.............. . .

Carroll. 2iul edition .

Cummings ..........................

Duller ..........

Wellington ...

New England.

Tambaroora and 
Turon.

Tambaroora. 2nd edition

Worcester..........................

Tambaroora and 
Turon.

Bathurst.

New England.j Drake ............
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In consequence of the pressure of other work during the year very little compiling work has been 
performed by the staff officers usually so employed, which, together with the stoppage of all overtime, 
accounts for the small number of new maps prepared as compared with former years.

During the year 468 copies of mining maps have been revised, charted to date, and forwarded to 
the “Wardens, District Surveyors, &c., not including a number so prepared for the use of the Surveyor- 
Qeneral’s Office.

The following is a complete catalogue of all Mining Maps, arranged in alphabetical order, in the 
various mining districts, and giving the parish, county, locality, and date of publication, has been com
piled, and is now iu tbe bands of the Government Printer for publication in pamphlet form:—

Milling DUirict. No,
d

*3 l PariBb, or port of.
o

S
Locality, County.

1 B Thackavinga .................. Yaucowiima..
“ The Pinnacles ” .......... do ..

7 B Farnell..........
Romanguldy .................. 2* Silverton .......................... Yatteowinna..

5 B Bray ........................... do .......................... do ...
Bolaiva ........................... 2* Silverton, Round Hill . . do : .
Blicrh .. Farnell..........

13 B do .......... ................... do ..........
Byjerkerno...................... Poolamacca...................... do ..........

4 B Corona.............................. Corona .............................. do ..............
2 B 2* Silverton ......................... Yancowinna...
6 B Fowler's Gap (see Giles) Farnell..........
(J £ Fowler’s Gap .................. do ..........
q B 2* Silverton.......................... Yancowinna...

15 B Mount Gipps.................. 2* do .......................... do . .
Moovkaie........................ do MountGipps.. do , .

12 B Navadin ...................... 2* ilo .......................... do ...
3 B OW do ...

Pictou ............................ 2* do llroken Hill - . do . .
8 B Robe ,,. ............. ... do Puruumoola do ...

11 B Stephen ........................ 3* llo ......................... do ..
14 B Soudan ..................... do .................. do ..

Sebastopol..................... do .................... do
'Java .............................. do Piesse b Nob . do ..
Umbcrutubevka ....... do ...................... do

10 B Yancowimm .................. do ........................ do

c Wiseman's Creek .......... Westmoreland
do ..

10 A Sunny Corner..................
Coolamieal (a) .............. do .................. do b ......
Cullen Bullen (a) .......... do .................. do
Fainash (n)..................... do .................. do ......g c Wiseman's Creek .......... 'Westmoreland

3 Q do .......... do ...
9 A Ophir Gold-field......... . Bathurst ....
9 A do ............. do ...
o A Abercrombie GoM-iield... Gcorgiana......
9 A Worcester (a)............... Ophir Gold-field.............. Bathurst ....

26 A Nullama......................... Boyd or Little Rivet Gresham ......
Gold-field.

Bindera (ii)...................... r Barrington Gold-field...... Gloucester ..
3* do ..... do ...

2 c Bland ...........
6 c Currajong (c).................. 2* Billabong Gold-field ...... Ashbumham
e c Parkes (c) ...................... 2* do . ... do ...

Gulgong Gold-field........ phitiip..........
Guntawang (t) .............. “ ~ do ... do ..........

's c Hargraves .................... "Wellington Gold-field . Wellington ...
i c Wyaldra (5) ................. Gulgong Gold-field ......... Phillip ..........

o* Vegetable Creek............. Gough..........
30 A 2* 6 do ............. Clive.............

1 do ............. Gough ...........
Bullet- ..........

13 A Clive.............
21 A do ..............
21 , a 1 do ..............
14 A Binghi («) ..................... 1 do .............
£3 A Boorook ........................ Boorook & Lunatic Gold Buller ..........

field. ■ 1
3 . A Boouoo Boouoo lb) ..... do .. do .........

Corry (d)........................ 1 2* Wilson’s Downfall......... | do ..........
Cullendore (dj ............. 2“ do .. .. ^ do .........

21 A Cranbrook (n)............... !" KtnmavilleGold-field .... | Clive..............
i

Pulilislicii.

Albert...............

Bathurst..............

Clarence and Richmond 

Hunter and Macleay 

Lachlan .....................

Mudgee ........................

New England ..........

, 1S85
>v., 1885 

8 April, 18SG 
27 May, 1886 
8 Jan., 1887

, 1885
ig,, 1885 

10 Mar., 1886 
0 Feb., 1880

2 July, 1886
17 May, 1886
0 Jan., 1886 

2i June, 1883
9 April, 1886

1 May, 1886 
10 July, 1886 
25 Aug., 1887
18 Sept., 1885
18
IS „

1 May, 
1 „
2 Dec., 
e
1 Nov.,
2 Dec.,

1885
1885 
1880
1886 
1887 
1887 
1887 
1887

Survey Office 
Litho. 
adopted.
5 Dec,, 1884 
5 „ 1884

13 July, 1887 
7 Feb., 1888 
7 „ 18SS

24 „ 1886
21 July, 1886
25 Oct., 1887 
29 April, 1885

23 Aug., 1884' 
11 Nov., 1884 

1 Oct., 1881 
31 ,, 1885
23 April, 1885
20 Oct., 1885 
20 „ 1885
10 Aug., 1885
SOct., 1880

24 Nov., 1887
31 Oct., 1885 
31 „ 1885
20 ,, 1885

n) Published in one Map. (V) Two sheets published in one Mil]). (<j Three sheets published m one Map. 
60 Four sheets published in one Map - Preiloas edition ran or lied.

t
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Hitiiiii' District. No.

New England

Peel and Uralla,

Tambaroora and Tu

Tuinut and Adelong

20

16

(a) Published in one Map.

6
£

Parish oijiaitor. O

1 E

c Callauyn..........  Sketch
Dumaresq (a).................

Map

Frazer (ct) .....................
Flagstone .....................

A 2*
Hamilton (a)................. 2*
Haystack (nj ...............
Laud’s End (a).............
Muir (a).........................
Maryland (c)................. 2*
Marsh (r) ..................... 0*

A
Paradise North (n) .....
Purvis (re) ......................

A
Ruby (c)........................
Eockvale («) ..................

2*

A
B

Rocltglen (a} ................
Strathbogie................... o*
Strathbogie North (o) . 
Scone ............................

2*
2*

B Strachan...... .................
A Silent Grove (a)..............
B Tent Hill ..... . 2*

Underclilf (c)...... ...........
Wellington Vale ..........
Wellington North (a) 
Wylie (e) ...................

2*
2*

2*
D West Fairfield .............. 2*

B
Ba-ngheet (ct) ...................
Bingara (a) .....................
Boyd (b) ..........................
Bloxaome (6) ..................
Bald Nob (ft) .................
Clive .............................. b*

ii Clare .............................. 2*
B Cope's Creek.................. 21

Coventry..........................
B

D

D

Darby ............................
Dungowan (fi) ..............
Dinoga (n) .....................
Derra Derra {a)..............
Gouron (o)......................

2’’

B
B

Herbert .......................... 2*

Hall (of ........................
B Hall............................
D Hall (o) ..........................

Mayo ...........................
Mitchell (5)......................

2*
i> Macintyre (a)..................

Nundle ..........................

Swinton .......................... 2s
Severn (&) ....................
Scott(ft) ..........................
Sara (n) ..........................

B

ii'

Scone and Strathbogie...

Tienga.............................. '
Worn, (n) .......................|
Wood’s Reef ...................'

Wellington Vale .........

A
A
A

Carroll (c) .....................
Cummings (c)...............
Tamboroora (c) ..............

2*
2*
2*

ii’
B

Adelong (c)......................
Bullongong (it) ..............
Ballallaba (a)................
Calafat (c) .....................
Ellerslie (e) .....................
Buadera (o). .................
Gadara (c) ......................
Wondalga (c)..................

Locality. County.

Ked Kock....................
Vegetable Creek.........
Emmaville Gold-field, 

do ,
do .
do ..

Vegetable Creek.........
Emmaville Gold-field., 

do ,.
Wilson’s Downfall.....

do . ..
Emmaville Gold-field..

Wilson’s Downfall.....
Emmaville Gold-field., 

do ..
do ..
do ..
do ..
do ..
do ..
do ..

Wilson's Downfall ... , 
Emmaville Gold-field , 

do ..
Wilson's Downfall.....

Cope's Creek ...............
Bingera Diamond-field , 

do ,

Cope’s Creek ..............
do ...............
do ................

Cope’s Creek ...............
Peel River Gold-field....
Bingera Gold-field........
Bingera Diamond-field .
Bingera Gold-field........
Cope’s Creek ................

Mitchell River ............
Giant’s Den...................
Bingera Gold-field........
Cope’s Creek ................

Bingera Gold-field........
Peel River Gold-field, 

Hanging Rock,
Cope’s Creek ................

Mitchell River...............
(See New England Mining 

District.)
Cope’s Creek ..............
Mitehell River..............
Ironbark and Ti-Tree 

Gold-field.
(See New England Mining 

District.)

Hill End and Tambaroora 
do 
do

Adelong Gold-field......
Captain's Flat..............

do ..............
Adelong Gold-field......

do ......
do .....
do ......
do ......

Buller
Gongh

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Buller
do

Gough 
Clive .. 
Buller 
Clive... 
do ... 

Gough 
do 
do 
do

Clive... 
G ough 
Buller 
Gough 

do . 
Buller 
Drake ,

Hardings .. 
Murchison 

do
Gough .....

do ..... 
do . ..
do .....

Hardinge ..
do .. 

Clarke . ... 
Haidinge
Parry ......
Murchison

do
do

Gough ......
Inglis ......
Clarke ......
Darling.....
Murchison 
Hardinge ...
Gough ......
Murchison 
Parry..........

Hardinge , 
Gough ...

do .... 
Gresham ,

Hardinge 
Gresham , 
Darling...

Wellington
do
do

Wynyard .. 
Murray .

Wynyard... 
do ..
do ...
do ...
do ...

0>) Ttvo sheets published in one Map.
* Prcviou edition cancelled.

(c) Four sheets published in one Map,

Published.

25 Aug., 1887
4 Feb,, 1881 
4 „ 1881
0 .Tune, 1881 

21 Mar,, 1884 
16 Feb., 1S84
4 „ 1881
6 April, 1881 
6 ,, 1881

31 Oct., 1885 
31 „ 1885

1 „ 1881
20 „ 1885
31 „ 1885
23 April, 1885 
23 „ 1885
30 Sept., 1884 
16 Feb., 1884

7 „ 1884
6 April, 1880 

10 Aug., 1885
15 Sept., 1884 
3! Oct, 1885
3 Nov., 1883 
1 Oct., 1881

31 „ 1885
fi Sept., 1887

18 Aug., 1884 
13 June, 1885 
33 „ 1885
30 Jau,, 1885 
30 „ 1885
30 „ 1885
8 Dec., 1883
4 Mar,, 1834 
0 April, 1884

16 Sept., 1886
31 July, 1884
26 May, 1887 
25 Feb., .1885 
13 June, I8S5 
25 Feb., 1885

7 Jam, 1884
21 Dec., 1886 
25 Nov., 1886 
21 Doe., 1886 
25 Feb., 1885 
30 July, 1884 
30 Jan., 1885
25 Feb., 1885
26 April, 1887

15 May, 1SS4 
30 Jam, 1885 
30 ., 1885
25 Nov , 1886

6 Oct., 1884 
25 Nov., 1886 
10 July, 18SG

IS Oct., 1887 
18 „ 1SS7 
18 „ 1S87

— Jan., 1880 
SOct., 1886 
8 „ 1886

— Jam, 18S0
,, 1880 
„ 1880 
„ 1880 
„ 1880

Miscellaneous
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30 4
30 4
33 2
42 1
70 4
53 3
68 3
82 4
82 4
34 3
47 3
79 4
49 2
52« 2
56 1
65 2
71 2
72 3
81 2
52 3
40 1
50 2
81 4
30 4
30 4
3o 3
78 4
73 1
30 3
82 4
40 1
58 3
42 1
44 2
45 2
53 3
57 1
66 2
69 3
70 2
72 3
76 3
43 2
48 2
66 2
74 1
51 1
86 4
41 2
32 3
36 3
55 4
80 1
35 3
39 3
S7 1
40 1
46 2
54 3 1

MjscELLUfEOUs Maps and Compilations not yet published.

1‘arish or part of, &c. I/OCfility.

Anderson tin folio) ..........
Astloy................................. Emmaville Gold-field .. . .
Athol'............................... do ........
Bootawaa ........................
Barmedman ..................... Barmedman C4old*fifild...........
Bruinbun .......................... Turon Hi ver Hold afield ..
Budawang..........................
Bagawa ..............................
Reargamil ....................... Billabong Gold-field...................
Bindogandri ...................... do ..................  . .
Cooloongolok......................
Coba ..7.............................. Emu Creek (5old-field..........
Coleridge ..........................
Cunglebung Gold-field......
Cavert.................................
Churchill............................. Solfevino Gold-field...... ......  ... .
Cargo Gold-field ............
Cooyal (Village of)..........
Cobar................................
Cowan................................
Dunleary ......................... Milburn Creek [Gold-field..........
Eskdale .............................. Green Swamp ..................................
Ermington.......................... Cambigne Gold-field..............
Forbes................................. Lachlan Gold-field .. ..
Gordon .............................. Vegetable Creek ...........................
Hawthorn.......................... Emmaville Gold-field ............
Irralong............................
InverelT............................
Jingellec..............................
Kravaree ......................
Katnaudra.........................
Melrose .............................. Green Swamp ..................  ...
Macquarie River Gold-field
Mandamah..........................
Mooney Mooney .............. MuttamaGoId-field....................
Moglo................................ Junction Point Gold-field ...........................
Mongarlowe ......................
Mulgunnia........................ Alulftmmia Gold-field ..................
May Bay Reef ................. Black Bailee Gold-fiold .
Met?; . ... ..............  , . Cava Falk.........................................................
Mitchell’s River ..............
Moponc ....................... . ..
Moogcm............................ Pheasant Ornek...............

Novendock Gold-field ..N uflama............................. Union and Lone Star Reefs, Quart Pot Creek
Nail Can Reef .................
Oban ..................................
Perseverance Reefs, kc. ... Bovd or Little River Gold-field .................
Quidong, &c........................
Solitary Creek ................. Wattle Flat Gold-field ..................................
Telemrec .......................... Gloucester Gold-field
Topi....................................
Tomingley Gold-field ......
Tnnnabidgee......................
Wougat ..............................
Wyanbene .........................
Warratta .......................... Albert Gold-field ....................................
Yethohne ..........................
Young...............................
Y'ahval Creek Diggings ..

County. Mining District.

Gough .........
Arrawatta ... 

do
Gloucester...
Bland..........
Boxburgh ... 
St. Vincent..
Bitzroy .....
Ashbumham

do
Gloucester ... 
Monteagle ..
Bathurst......
Gresham......
Bathurst.....
Brake.........
Ashbumham
Phillip.........
Robinson . ..
Gresham.....
Bathurst......
Roxburgh ...
Gresham......
Ashbumham
Gough.........
Arrawatta ... 
Gloucester ...
Gouch .........
Goulbitru ....
M urray .......
Ashbumham 
Roxburgh ... 
Wellington.,
Bland ..........
Harden ......
Georgiana 
St. Vincent.. 
Georgian a .. 
Goulburti ...
Sandon .......
Gough .........
Robinson......
Clive............
Hawes..........
Gresham .... 
Goulhnrn.. ..
Clarke.........
Gresham .... 
Wellesley.... 
Roxburgh ... 
Gloucester..

do ... 
Narominc .. 
Wellington ., 
Gloucester ...
Dampier .....
Evelyn ......
Roxburgh . . 
Monteagle ... 
St. Vincent..

Peel and Uralla.
New England,

Hunter and Maclcay, 
Lachlan,
Tambaroora and Turon. 
Southern,
Clarence and Richmond 
Lachlan, 

do
Hunter and Macleay. 
Lachlan.
Tambaroora and Turon. 
Clarence and Richmond 
Bathurst.
New England.
Lachlan.
Mudgee.
Cobar. ■
Clarence and Richmond 
Bathurst, 

do
Clarence and Richmond 
Lachlau.
Peel and Uralla.
New England.
Hunter and Macleay, 
Peel and Uralla.
Tumut and Adelong. 
Southern.
Lachlan.
Bathurst
Tambaroora and Turon. 
Lachlan.
Tumut and Adelong. 
Bathurst.
Southern.
Bathurst,
Tumut and Adelong. 
Peel and Uralla. 

do
Cobar.
New England.
Peel and Uralla. 
Clarence and Richmond 
Tumut and Adelong, 
Peel and Uralla. 
Clarence and Richmond 
Southern.
Bathurst.
Hunter and Macleay. 

Mudgee,
Tambaroora and Turon. 
Hunter and Macleay. 
Southern.
Albert.
Bathurst.
Lachlan.
Southern.

IxsricCTroir of Mixes.

Tho Inspector of Mines reports that during tbe year there were eleven fatal and three non-fatal 
accidents. Of tbe fatal accidents six were caused by falls of earth. The Inspector states that a few other 
minor accidents occurred tho particulars of which have not been reported to him. During the year the 
Inspector has been very fully occupied, as in addition to inspecting mines he has had to superintend the 
working of the diamond drills and water augers, and to serve upon the Prospecting Board. He visited 
Young, Temora, Barmedman, Adelong, Grenfell, Porbes, Parkes, Orange, Brown’s Creek, Hill End, 
Tambaroora, Mudgee, Gulgong, Mount Browne, Tibooburra, Poolamacca, Silverton, Broken Hill Pinnacle, 
Back Creek, near Hockley, Lewis Ponds, Sunny Corner, and Vegetable Creek, The Inspector's report 
is attached hereto, and will no doubt be read with considerable interest.

Djamosd Djiiuls and AVatle Acorns.

During the year the Diamond Drills have been engaged in more difficult country than usual, con
sequently the number of feet bored is less, and the rate per foot is higher than during the preceding year. 
The details are given fully in the Superintendent’s Report herewith. The aggregate depth bored was 
3,097 ft. 5 in., at a total cost for field-work (exclusive of office and store expenses, rent, and superintendent’s

travelling
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travelling expenses), £2,S00 16s, 2d., equal to an average of 18s. Id. per foot. The total cost (including 
salaries, office, store, and all other expenses) was £3,400 17s. 7d., equal to £1 2e. 4^-d. per foot. The 
earning of the drills for last year was £2.574 10s. 7d., hut concessions were made amounting in the 
aggregate to £63 16s. 5d., which reduced the tolal earnings to £2,511 3s. 2d., equal to 16s. 2|d. per foot. 
The cost per foot to the Department (including all expenses) in 1887 exceeded tbe cost in 1886 by 4s. 7-nid., 
while the cost per foot to the persons employing tho drills was less in 1887 than iu 1886 by 2s. ll-;d. 
Tliis result is due to the fact that the country bored in 1887 was more difficult than in preceding years, 
and that the superintendent may have under estimated the cost of boring'in such country. I am fully 
convinced that the most rigid economy and strict supervision have been exercised by the superintendent, 
who has striven to increase-the public utility of the drills a( the risk of sacrificing the profits made upon' 
the working of the drills iu former years. In 1883 the destruction of diamonds per foot bored equalled 
3s. 8d., iu 1884 it was reduced to 2s. OHfd., in 1885 it was further reduced to Is. 5Ad., in 1886 it amounted 
to only 8Hd., while in 1887 the cost was Is. Gfid. This, however, includes the diamonds lost in the bore 
at Clarence Siding, and they may yet be recovered.

As regards augurs, seven were in the field during tho year; six were boring for water, namely, 
three on tho road from Bourke to IVanaaring, two at Aloongulhi, and one near Hay. At 75 miles from 
Bourke artesian water was struck at a depth of 960 feet, from which 33,000 gallons per diem, flows through 
a pipe raised to a height of 8 feet above the surface, and at 1011 miles from Bourke, on the same line of road, 
artesian water was again struck at a depth of 950 feet. Ifrom this boro the water flows at the rate of 21,600 
gallons per diem. One drill was engaged in prospecting for gold at i’orbes. The total depth bored 
during the year was 2,566 feet 10 inches, or 381 feel 7 inches. The total cost of boring inclusive of 
carriage but exclusive of office salaries was 16s. 2-jd. per foot, the cost inclusive of all expenses was £12s. 
3fd. On the road near Hay two wells were sunk to a depth of 70 feet each, and on the Bourke Hoad a 
well was sunk and timbered to a depth of 20 bores, fenced in, and embankment constructed to conserve 
water, the cost of these works is included iu the cost of boring. Arlesian water was not found on the 
road near Hay, but tbe wells contain a good supply of water. Colours of gold were obtained by the drill 
employed at Forbes, but uo payable lead was discovered. The most successful boring operations huvo 
been on the Bourke Wanaaring Boad. where a water supply was most needed, and the value of the 
discovery of artesian waler on that road cannot be over estimated.
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. Menebai, PnODUcn's.

The aggregate value of the mineral products of this Colony to the eud of 1SS7 is £72,938,125, the 
value of such products for the year 1887 being £3,165,938, showing an increase as compared with 1886 of 
£237,511. The increase is mainly due to the increased output of gold, silver-lead ore, coal, bismuth, 
cobalt, &c., and to the increase in the price of tin and copper. Shale, iron, and antimony show a decrease. 
The largest increase is upon the products of our silver mines; but il is noticeable that the quantity of 
fine silver produced last year is very much less than the preceding year, while the quantity of ore 
exported iu 1887 largely exceeds the quantity exported in 1886.

The following table shows the aggregate value of minerals the produce of Hew South "Wales for the 
years 1886 and 1887 respectively compared

MmerMs. Quantity, Value.

GoM ..................
Silver .............
Coal.....................
Shale ....................
Tin ......................
Copper .................
Iron.....................
Antimony ...........
Bismuth..............
Sundry Minerals... 
Silrtr-lead Ore ...
Mnnrranese...........
Cobalt..................

1886. £ s. A.
101A16482 oz. 

1,015,433-60 „ 
2,830,175-00 tons. 

43,66300 „ 
4,067-80 „ 
4,026-80 „ 
3,685-87 „ 

273-15 „ 
20-90 „ 
69-22 „ 

4,802-10 „

366,294 7 7 
107,544 0 0 

1,303,164 4 1 
99,976 0 0 j 

467,653 O 0 . 
167,665 0 0 , 

19,068 8 2 | 
3,381 0 0 , 
3,870 0 0 - 
5,327 0 0 

294,485 0 0 f

Quantity. Value. Increase In value-

110,286-06 oz. 
177,307-7.5 „ 

,922,497-00 tons. 
40,010-00 „ 
4,961‘Oa „
4,763-35 „ 
2,797-43 „ 

168-35 „ 
36'55 ,, 

1,431-00 „ 
12,53017 „ 

460-65 
0-40 „

1887. £ s. A. £

Decrease in value.

s. d.
394,578 16 3 28,284. 8 8
32,458 0 0

1,346,162 18 7 I 42,998 14 6
87,761 0 0 ........ I 12,215 0 0

525,420 0 0 ] 57,767 0 0l
109,102 0 0 31,437 0 0|

14,542 15 1 ........ i
1,641 0 0 ....... |
6,695 0 0 2,825 0 0|

15,624 0 0 10,297 0 0j
541,952 0 0 247,467 0 0

1,702 0 0 I 1,702 0 0
1,330 0 0 i 1,330 0 0

165,086 0 0

4,525 13 1 
1,740 0 0

The value of the output of minerals in 1887 exceeds tho value of the average annual output by 
£518,983. -

The
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The following Keturn shows the quantity and value of Gold, Coal, Shale, Copper, Tin, Silver, Silver-lead Ore, Iron, 
Antimony, Asbestos, and Bismuth produced in the Colony of New South Wales during the last ten years:—

Ysni.
Gold. Coal- Shale. Copper and Uegulus. Tin and Tin Ore. Silver,

QunntHv. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity, Value.

Oz. £ Tons. £ Tons. £ Tons. £ Tons. £ Oz, chvt. £
1878 119,685 430,033 1,575,479 920,936 24,371 57,211 5,219 345,158 7,210 395,822 60,563 0 13,291
1870 109,650 407,210 1,583,381 950,879 32,519 66,930 4,142 257,352 5,921 372,349 83,164 0 18,071
1880 118,600 441,543 1,466,180 615,337 

603 248
19,201 44,725 5,394 364,059 6,159 471,337 91,419 0 21,878

1881 149,627 5uG,513 -1,760,597 27,894. 40,748 6,494 355,062 8,200 724,003 57,254 0 13,026
1883 140,469 526,521 2,100,282 948,965 48,065 84,114 4,958 324,727 8,670 833,461 38.618 0 9,024.
1883 123,806 458,509 2,521,457 1,201,912 49,250 90,861 8,957'7 577,201 9,125-5 824,552 77,065 IS 16,488
1884 107,199 395,292 2,740,109 1,303,077 31,618 72,176 7,305‘4 416,179 6,665-9 621,587 93,660 5 19,780
1885 103,736 378,665 2,878,863 1,340,213 27,462 67,239 5,746 264,920 6,193 415,626 794,174 0 159,187
188G 101,417 366,204 2.830,175 1,303,164 43,563 99,976 4,027 167,665 4,968 467,653 1,015,433 10 197,544
1887 110,288 394,579 2,922,407 1,340,163 40,010 87,761 4,763 199,102 4,961 525,420 177,307 15 32,453

1,184.,457 4,365,168 22,406,020 10,533,924 353,953 711,741 56,000-1 3,271,425 67,073'4 5,551,810 2,488,659 8 500,747

Year.
Silver-lead Ore. Iron.

1
Antimony and Oi'O. Asbesto?. IMsmuth. Sundry

.Minerals.
Tnfftl

Quantity, Value. • Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quan
tity. Value. Quan

tity. ■Shine. Quan
tity, Value.

t. e. £ t. c. £ t. C. £ t. C. £ t. c. ' £ t. £
*

£
1878 r> 0 258 900 0 6,666 64 0 1,964 ... 77 1,082 2,172,421
1879 18 13 535 1,118 0 10,550 76 16 1,046 25 525 2,085,456
1880 27 14 890 2,322 0 15,335 99 19 1,652 12 8 323 21 795 1,977,874
1881 52 14 1,625 6,660 0 47,871 539 4 17,346 12 10 2,728 15, 1,020 2,373,190
1882 11 19 360 7,476 0 37,224 1,068 18 16,752 7 10 75 2 14 162 7 979 2,782,344
1883 136 4 2,075 3,434 3 26,908 375 11 6,555 3 14 650 31 160 3,204,901
1884- 9,167 11 241,940 3,759 2 24,572 433 12 6,458 14 7.V 2,770 3,003,831
1885 2,286 0 107,620 4,176 0 25,793 293 0 4,296 6 0 90 14 0 3,700 457 7,820 2,775,175
1886 4,802 2 294,485 3,685 17 19,068 273 3 3,381 20 18 3,870 69 5.327 2,928,427
1887 12,530 3 541,952 2,797 s 14,543 1GS 7 1,641 36 11 6,695 1,431 15,624 3,165,938

29,038 0 1,191,746 36,228 10 228,530 3,302 IO 60,071 25 18 488 104 141 20,5 i y 1,902* 33,332 26,469,557

Gono.

I have the pleasure, for the first time for some years, of inviting attention to the fact that our 
output of gold shows an increase. Indeed tho output for 1887 not only exceeds that of 1886, hut is the. 
largest since 1888. Notwithstanding that the search for silver lodes has engrossed so much attention 
lately, there have been some not unimportant, discoveries of gold deposits during the past year; and if the 
requisite capital for their proper development he forthcoming, there appears to be reasonable grounds for 
anticipating a still larger increase in the gold yield during the current year. It is a very long time since 
so much enterprise has been developed iu the search for gold and other minerals as during 1887; and the 
results obtained indicate not only the value of such enterprise, hut the extent and richness of our 
resources. Unfortunately our appliances arc not in all eases equal to the profitable treatment of our 
auriferous deposits, and, as a consequence, some very promising ventures are in a languishing condition.^ 
The following extracts from reports furnished by officers of this Department indicate the condition of 
gold-mining in several of the districts during the past year:— '

In the Bathurst District the Wardens and Mining ^Registrars report:—At Clear Creek, Turner ■ 
and party have just completed the erection of their battery, and had a trial crushing of 17 tons, yielding 
■3- 07,. per ton. Thompson and party, are down a. good depth at Cheshire’s Creek, and the stone looks well. 
Gold purchased at Bathurst—463 ok. from alluvium, 626 oz. from quartz. At Mitchell, 1,127 oz. of 
gold was won from alluvium and 417 oz. from quartz, together valued at £5,597, was won during the year. 
The Junction Point Mine, near Peelwood, has been put into a Company, and is being again worked for 
gold. Maiden’s Plat is being worked for alluvial, but is very wet. About Scrubby Kush prospecting has 
been going on all the year, and since the holidays the battery lias been going night and day, Gold to 
the value of £3,750 has been got by fossickers, and sold locally. About 450 men are now working in this 
locality, hut the number is expected to increase largely. The heavy rains gave the sinkers at Trunkey a ■ 
chance during the winter. Alluvial gold to the value of £7,600. Parties have been searching for opal 
on the Abercrombie Kiver. At Oberon, thirty-three men arc working on or in conneetion with these 
mines, and during the year have won gold to the value of £2,400. ■ It is thought miners will shortly

regard
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regard this locality with more favour. At Mount M'Donald. gold to the value of £11,000 has been 
obtained from quartz, but scarcely any from alluvial. 1,702 tons of quartz was crushed for a yield of 
2,619 oz., or about 1 oz. 11 dwt. of gold per ton ; 137 oz. was obtained from recrushing tailings, What 
promise to be rich reefs were found, in August last, about 6 miles from Mount M'Donald. About £707 
worth of alluvial gold was sold locally at Kockley. The stoppage of the silver-mines at Mitchell led to 
some of the miners finding very nice gold in the Lagoon Gully. The total value of gold won was £4,830. 
In the Orange division, the gold won at the principal mines is valued at £21,446, At Ophir, since the 
Bluff Amalgamated Co. was reformed, some encouraging results have been obtained. The vcius average 
from 15 to 18 inches wide, and the stone raised has yielded at the rate of 2 oz. 17 dwt. per ton. Other 
claims are being worked. At Forest Beefs, indications continue promising, and two deep shafts are being 
sunk in search of the lead. At Lucknow a quantity of ore has been brought to grass during the year, 
some of which was very rich. The value of gold won was £10,400. The yield of gold in the Cnrcoar 
division for the year, was 8,238 oz., a decrease upon the returns of the previous year, caused by tho 
temporary suspension of work at the Brown’s Creek Mine, the ground havijig been worked to the water 
level. It has now been decided to sink 50 feet deeper. During the year the Company won 3,792 oz. 
of gold. The deposit appears to be richer as the depth increases. At the Junction Mine, where 
superior gold saving machinery is being erected, and at Gully Swamp, where tho mines having been 
worked down to the water level, it is necessary to procure pumping appliances, which is being done with 
all .speed. Some very good results have been obtained, 107 tons of stone yielded 193 oz. of gold. Tho 
Gold Hill Mine Burnt Yards is crushing, and will shortly finish ; the yield is expected to be good. The 
quantity of gold sent down by escort from Carcoar during the year was 8,240 oz. Trial crushings from 
several of the mines at Milburn Creek and Scrubby Bush have yielded remarkably well, but tho stone 
has to be carted to Mount M'Donald 7 miles distant. At Flanagan’s Gully, King’s Plains Gold-field, 
sluicing is being carried on with success, rich patches of nuggetty gold being occasionally found. 'Watson 
and party now down 70 feet have cut several gold-bearing leaders. The main shaft of the Confidence 
Co. is now down 247 feet, hut the deposit is very poor, averaging only 2 dwt. per ton. During the year 
the quantity of gold won was 5,271 oz. The quantity of gold purchased at Blayney is 330 oz. from 
alluvium, and 9,006 from quartz, value £33,019,

In the Mudgee District the Wardens ami Mining Begistrars’ report ,■—The discovery at Maitland 
Bar of a nugget weighing over 300 oz. : other nuggets of smaller size were found in the division. The 
quantity of gold locally won purchased by the Banks at Mudgee was 3,898 oz., in addition to which a large 
quantity is said to have been forwarded to Sydney. A lump of ironstone containing 22 oz. of gold was 
found in the “ Lucky Find1’ Company, near Appletrcc Flat, which has led to active prospecting in iron
stone country. The Company has sent some 6 tons of the stone to Sydney for treatment. In the 
alluvial flats adjoining some ground has been stripped to a depth of 0 feet below which the deposit has 
yielded 3 to 4 dwt. per ton for tho last six months. The quantity of gold won at Gulgong during the 
year was 1,002 oz. 16 dwt. 14 gr. The tributers at the Rhobasdah Mine are obtaining 11- oz. to the ton 
without the pyrites which are said to he valuable. At Limestone Creek the results have been variable 
principally owing to the excess of water. Several nuggets have been found there,.one weighing 30 oz. 
A crushing at the Mint from a reef on an adjoining hill gave 7 oz. to the ton without treating the pyrites. 
The quantity of gold won in the Wellington division was 550 oz. from alluvial and 96 oz. from quartz. 
At Ironbarks there is a great improvement in mining and the reefs appear to improve with depth. The 
trial crushings show such encouraging results that arrangements arc being made to erect batteries.

. The reefs at Ironbarks have long been abandoned, an idea having prevailed that they were valuable 
only on the surface. In no instance were they tested below 200 feet, and few were tested to a depth of 
150 feet. The Specimen Hill claim was taken up a few months ago, one of the shafts was sunk deeper, 
and 10 tons of stone taken from a vein 18 inches wide at a depth of 200 feet yielded 34-1- oz.; this is the 
greatest depth reached in the whole field. A further test of 2-J tons from the same level gave 30 oz. of 
gold. This has had the effect of causing work to be commenced on reefs with a view to test them at 
lower levels. Iter miles around the country is a network of reefs, all of which are known to bo 
auriferous. On tbe Prince William Beef, after cleaning out an old shaft and sinking deeper very rich 
stone was discovered. The Princess Alexandra has been opened out, so that 1.50,000 tons of gold-bearing 
stone is now in sight. At Yeoval tbe Gordon Mine crushed 1,860 tons of stone for 452 oz. gold. The 
quantity of gold won in the Ironbarks division during the year was 1,482 oz. from alluvium and 644 oz. 
from quartz.

Iu the Tomingly division the reefs vary from 18 inches to 8 feet wide ; 2,656 tons crushed yielded 
2,851 oz. gold. A trial crushing of 18 tons from the Ten-mile yielded over 1 oz. of gold per ton. At 
Hargraves four nuggets were found by fossickers, weighing respectively 357 oz., 200 oz., 47 oz,, and 32 oz. 
Machinery is being erected to work some of the quartz reefs. In
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Iu the Tumharoora and Turon District the Wardens and Milling Begistrars report:—At the Bed 
Hill mine, Hill Eud, a main shaft has been sunt 322 feet, seven veins have been cut, four showing gold. 
576 tons of quartz have been crushed for LSRir oz. gold. The Cornelian Company has been chiefly 
engaged in prospecting a large mass of quartz and slate, a sort of lode varying from 30 to 65 feet wide ; 
the yield obtained from it varied from 3 to 10 dwt. per ton. They crushed about 297 tons of quartz from 
241 oz. of gold. No correct estimate can be formed of the quantity of gold won at Hill End, as there 
is no bank and no escort. At Hargraves preparations are being made to work some of the reefs systemati
cally, for which purpose machinery is being brought on to the ground. At Sofala prospects appear to be 
somewhat improving ; the quantity of gold sent away by escort for tho year was 4,877 oz., some of which 
may have come from Hill End. At the Turon Bivcr and Crudiue Creek Dawson and mate obtained 9 oz. 
in two days, and Hyland & Co, obtained 60 oz. in four weeks. 0. .Tohnson obtained 19 oz. of gold from one 
dish of wash-dirt. 31 tons of quartz raised from the Sir Grarnot "Wolseley Beef at a depth of 40 feet gave 
GSj- oz. of gold. 200 tons of quartz showing gold freely has been raised from the Turon Company, 
Bazorback, ready for crushing. Machinery ready for erection. The Solitary Creek Company have 
raised 925 tons of quartz, which yielded 518 oz. 14 dwt. of gold, 74 tons of quartz from the Magenta 
Beef yielded 75 oz. of gold. 49 tons from Big Oakcy gave 481 oz. gold. 54 tons from New Chum gave 
46 oz. 17 dwt. 2S tons from Bullock Flat gave 26 oz. 6 dwt. 15 tons from Whelan’s Hill gave 211- oz.

In tho Lachlan Mining District, the Wardens and Mining "Registrars report:—On the south lead 
at Forbes several mines arc now at work with fair prospects of success. The Crinoline Co. has won over 
400 oz, since May last. At Bald Hills a party is on payable wash at 170 feet; this deposit is said to he 
outside of the old lead. There is a number of prospecting parties at work in various parts of the division. 
Nicolas and party have sunk on the Pinnacle Beef, which is from 3 to 5 feet wide. The first crushing of 
600 tons was not payable, hut 120 tons taken from a greater depth yielded 1 oz. per ton; during the short 
time they have worked they have won 315 oz. At Parkes new finds arc often made, some of the reefs are 
more than payable. There is an auriferous bolt extending north of Parkes, 50 miles to Tomingley and 
south of Parkes, 12 miles to Strickland’s Beef, and none of the reefs in this area have been tested below 
260 feet, and very few to that depth. On the Buchanan Beef there are several claims being worked, some 
of these arc yielding handsome returns. The claim which is, at present, the principal claim in Parkes, 
had been worked and abandoned several times before the present owner took it up, and it was not till he 
had persevered for a long time, in face of adverse prospects, that he found the shoot of gold which he has 
now been working since the end of 1883 ; during that time he has raised 1,383 tons of quartz, which has 
yielded 6,537 oz. 12 dwt. of gold, equal to 4 oz. 14 dwt. 13 gr. per ton. As the Warden justly remarks, 
this should be a warning to miners not to abandon a claim before giving it a thorough trial. A new 
reef has been discovered, from which 30 or 40 tons of stone have been taken showing course gold freely. Some 
very good quartz lias been obtained by different parlies from the Caledonian Hill, yielding as high as 2 oz. 
pier ton. In the Koh-i-noor claim, near Caledonian Hill, a large body of piayable stone is in sight, it averages 
over I oz. per ton. To!hurst & Co., on Coobang Bun, arc obtaining stone which yields between 2 
and 3 oz. per ton. The quantity of gold won in the Parkes division for the year was 5,034 oz,: of this 
844^- oz. was from alluvium, equal to 4 dwt. 14'88 gr. pier Ion, and 4.737} oz. from quartz, equal to 
loz. Odwt. 5'4Ggr. pier ton. A good deal of prospecting is being done at Bachelor’s Load, 15 miles north of 
Parkes. At Wooliogolong, about 15 miles west of Molong. a lode deposit about 13 feet wide at the surface, 
has been found, which has been tested to a depth of 55foef, several sampiles of ore have been tested in Sydney, 
that from the lowest level assaying 13 oz. gold and 12 oz. silver pier ton. There arc about 
200 tons of ore at grass, and a crushing pjlant is being erected. The lodq can be traced on the 
surface a considerable distance. On the Bell Biver, at Sammy’s Mount, 12 miles north-cast of 
Molong, a good deal of prospecting has been done on a selection in seareli of a deep lead. The 
deepest shaft bottomed is 220 feet; 4 feet of wash-dirt was found, hut not pmyable- Another shaft 
could not be bottomed on account of the quantity of water ; if this can be overcome it is thought 
a payable load may be found. Several parties are prospecting around Grenfell, hut; no finds of 
importance have yet been made. The Inspector of Mines pmints out that the quartz veins at Grenfell 
which proved so rich when worked some years ago have, in very few instances, been tested below 200 or 300 
feet, and present a very promising field for the invest,mart of capital. A gold-bearing quartz reef has been 
found at a pmint about 46 miles from Young, and 22 miles from Marsdeu ; the reef is 2 feet wide, and well 
defined, hut the stone has not yet been tested owing to the distance from the nearest battery. At 
Canowindra a good deal of pmospecting is going on, and the known reefs appear to be improving in depdh— 
798 tons of quartz yielded 972f- oz., equal to 1 oz. 4 dwt. 9T1 gr. per ton. There appears to be a prospect 
of the reefs at Cargo now getting a thorough test. At Paling Yards Creek, about 8 miles from Cudal, a 
shaft has been sunk 70 feet on a lode 6 to 10 feet wide, and 250 tons have been raised ready for crushing, 
and a small battery has been erected; 63 tons crushed at Cargo gave 13 dwt. per ton. AtBoney’s 
Bocks, near Toogong, several parties are at work, hut only two or three claims arc on gold, yet one 
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crusting of 2o tons gave 1 oz. 11 dwt. per ton. Q-reat difficulty has teen experienced in 'working the 
Bumngong Lead at Young on account of the quantity of water in the underground work. In the 
principal mine 400 or 500-feet of driving has teen done for the purpose of cutting off the water from the 
main lead. The prospects obtained from the portions of the lead driven equal 5 oz. to the square fathom, 
and similiar prospects have been obtained from other parts by boring. The quantity of gold won from 
the mine during the year was 247 oz. 3 dwt. 14 gr. Similiar prospects have been obtained from the 
adjoining mine, and also from a mine on Yictoria Hill—the gold won with one pick in five weeks was 
45 oz. The Cunningar mine, about 15 miles south-east of Murrumburrah, is the most important mine 
in the district—500 tons of stone recently treated yielded 600 oz. of gold. The quantity of gold won 
in the Young division was 761 oz. 4 dwt. 12 gr., and the quantity in the Murrumburrah division was 
843 oz. 15 dwt. 15 gr. In the Temora division there has been a considerable decrease in the output of 
gold. The quantity sent to the Gold Receiver in 1887 was 3,406 oz. 14 dwt. 3 gr., while in 1886 he 
received 7,161 oz. 10 dwt. 5 gr., of this 1,400 oz. is estimated to have been won from alluvial deposits, 
and 2,000 oz. from quartz. During the year very little new ground has been tested at Temora, though 
there is likely looking country around, and the old ground gets more and more exhausted each year; about
8,000 loads of alluvium washed gave an average of 2 dwt. per load. In quartz mining a like progress is 
being made. During the year the South Australian Company crushed 1,718 tons, which yielded 603 oz. 
8 dwt, 6 gr. of gold. Dor the public the Company crushed 309 tons for a yield of 140 oz. of gold, and for 
tributors 195 tons for 56 oz. 5 dwt. 18 gr. The stoppage through litigation of the works at the La 
Mascotte mine, Sebastapol, has had the effect of all but stopping work at the adjoining mines, as there 
is no other crushing plant within a reasonable distance. A.t Bnrmedman the progress during the year 
was fairly satisfactory, 1.370 tons of quartz crushed yielded 1.454 oz. 9 dwt. 14 gr. of gold, to which 
must be added 87 oz. obtained from mulloch. At the Hand-to-find Reef 315 tons of quartz yielded 
496 oz. of gold. At Cowabec some discoveries have been made which promise to give reasonably fair 
yields of gold. The Inspector of Mines is of opinion that alluvial leads may be discovered in this 
locality.

In the Cohar Mining District the "Wardens and Mining Registrars report:—After languishing for 
two or three years gold-mining shows signs of reviving in consequence of the discovery of gold within 
3 miles of tho town of Cobar, The line of reef runs a distance of 3 miles through the United and Fort 
Bourke Hills. Some of the shafts are sunk from 20 to 50 feet deep, the reef showing fine gold in most of 
them. 2 tons of stone from a 3-foot reef, at a. depth of about 3 feet, in the Chesney claim, was treated at 
the Mint and yielded 4£ oz. per ton of gold worth £4 2s. 2d. per oz. A, reef containing gold has been 
discovered on private property by prospectors at the Peak, about 2 miles further south. At Mount Billago, 
30 miles north-west of Cobar, a shaft has been sunk' 100 feet and a drive put in 40 feet. A reef has been 
cut, from which some samples of gold-bearing quartz have lately been taken. Some of the stone tested, it 
is said, gave over 5 oz. of gold and 90 oz, of silver per ton. .

In the Albert Mining District the Wardenr and Mining Registrars report:—It is rumoured that 
gold has been discovered at Gnalta, near "Wilcannia. At Tibooburra, including the Granite, Two-Mile, 
Easter Monday, Xuggety, Six-mile, over 10 miles long by varying widths, the work is exclusively 
surfacing, which is chiefly worked by means of puddling machines. A machine is supposed to contain 20 
loads, and 3 dwt. per load is found to pay well and to yield to the owner about £30 per week clear profit. 
One machine owner has been known to send away £50 worth of gold per week for several weeks running. 
The great difficulty is a constant supply of water within a reasonable distance of the claims, and at present, 
owing to the intermittent supply, mines are frequently idle, and remain so sometimes for long periods. 
The quantity of gold won at Tibooburra during year is estimated at 2,890 oz. At Mount Browne little 
surfacing has boon done, but there is now a tendency to construct dams and erect puddling machines, and 
a much larger production of gold may be expected. At present the bulk of the gold comes from the deep 
ground at the One-Mile, where four or five shafts have been bottomed at depths varying from 120 feet to 
nearly 200 feet. The lead is about 40 feet wide and the wash 12 to 30 inches deep ; the average yield is 
given at about L6 dwt. per load. On the flat near Billygoat Hill is a deep lead,from which yields varying 
from 10 to 16 dwt. per.load have been obtained in the All Nations claim; but as the lead was traced 
down to the water level they were unable to contend with the water without the aid of a whim, which is 
now being erected. It is on this lead that the Compau}', subsidised out of the Prospecting Yoke, intend 
sinking a shaft to reach the deep ground below water level. If they succeed and are able to drain the 
water, the upper portion of the lead may be profitably worked. The Whittabreeua mine is about to be 
worked again, and about 2 miles from it a sboot of gold has been met with in a rein, winch has led to 
several claims being taken up. It is thought the quartz reefs in this, if properly treated, would give fair 
returns. The quantity of gold won in the Milparinka sub-division duringthe year is estimated at 1,819 oz., 
making for the whole division—Tibooburra and Milparinka—4,709 oz, as the year’s output.
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In the Tumut and'Adelong Mining District the "Wardens and Mining Eegistrars report:—At the 
Koh-i-noor mine, Captain’s Fiat, near Queanheyan, a shaft has "been sunk 100 feet, and a drive 122 feet 
south along the lode, which contains silver, gold, copper, and lead; and all the ore to a height of about 
So feet has been taken out, leaving a gold-bearing lode adjoining on the west unworked. Three other 
shafts have been sunk, and drives put in along the lode from each. In this mine are two lodes, one 
20 feet wide, the other 3 feet. The quantity of ore raised during the year was 2,316 tons, which have 
been smelted on the mine, yielding nearly 122 tons of bullion, containing by assay 40,877 oz. of silver, 
364 ok, of gold, 4f tons of copper, and 116 tons of lead, also G4 tons of copper matte, containing by assay 
estimates 4,828 oz. of silver, 13 oz. of gold, lof tons of copper, and 8& tons of lead, and there are from 
60 to 100 tons of copper matte, the actual weight and value of which have not yet been ascertained. The 
smelting-works were in active operation about fourteen weeks during the year. At Reid’s ground sluicing • 
claim at Brinabella about 600 cubic yards of stuff have been washed, yielding about £ dwt. of gold to the 
yard. About 2^ tons of stone has been raised from Mac’s Reef, which yielded 9 dwt. of gold to the ton. 
The reef is about 4 feet wide. At M’Leod’s selection in the G-undagai division two tidal erushings of 
20 tons each have been taken from the reef, which have yielded about i an ok. to the ton. The shaft has 
been sunk to a depth of 100 feet; the reef carries gold all the way down. A shaft is being sunk 200 feet 
deep to test the reef at the Yictoria mine, South G-undagai, At Johnstone’s Hill and Bongongolong 
respectively, a lode of rich pyrites is said to have been found. A few of tho claims on the Gap 
Reef at Adelong promise to prove remunerative if capital he brought to hear upon them. The quantity 
of stone crushed at Adeloug was 1,628 tons, yielding 1,708-i- oz. of gold, and the quantity of alluvial 
gold won was 833 oz. 9 dwt. lo gr. From the Amalgamated Companies mines 410 tons quartz 
yielded 494 oz. 18 dwt., and from 260 tons of picked tips yielded 140 oz. 16 dwt. of gold. 90 
tons of stone from Mr. "Williams’ mine gave 362 oz. of gold. 91T tons from the Lady Mary 
mine yielded 131 oz. 18 dwt. of gold. The repeated floods have interfered with the working of 
Mr. Shepard’s mine; preparations are being made to work the mine on a new system, from which 
great results are expected. At Tarcutta only three claims are at work ; 139 tons of quartz raised yielded 
66 oz. 16 dwt. of gold. There are several prospecting parties out in the Tumut division, Ryan and 
party have taken up 50 acres of land on the Shaking Bog Creek for sluicing, and are confident of success.
At Reedy Flat 530 oz. of gold was won from alluvium. The quartz reefs would pay if there were a battery 
on the spot, hut the stone will not pay to cart 20 miles. Work lias been suspended at the Buugowannah 
mine in the Albury division, as the ore is so refractory that the gold cannot be extracted, only 119 oz. 
being saved from 1,190 tons of ore ; the lode or dyke is 24 feet wide. Bye & Co., Black Range, have 
crushed 36 tons for 108 oz. of gold, and they are about crushing again, and expect 4 oz. to the ton. The 
quantity of stone crushed in the Albury division was 1,381 tons for 450 oz. 6 dwt. 8 gr. ■ In the- 
Tumbarumba division the Buna Co. obtained 344 oz. for five months’ sluicing. A nugget weighing 
16 oz. and several smaller pieces were found at Upper Tumbarumba during the year. Several sluicing 
claims have been worked during the year with moderate success. A new reef of large size has been 
found in slate country at Jingellic. The reef is 6 feet wide, and carries fine gold; a trial crushing of 
2 tons yielded 8 dwt. per ton. The quantity of gold raised in the division during the year was 
1,690 oz. At Kiandra 2,454 oz. of gold, won chiefly by hydraulic sluicing. At the Kydra Reefs, 
Nimitybelle division, some parties are at work on loaders, no main reef having yet been found; one 
trial crushing of 25 tons yielded 25 oz. of gold. A good deal of prospecting is being done in tho 
division. A large quartz reef is said to have been discovered atMichelago; samples of the stone have 
been assayed, and the results are very satisfactory.

In tho Southern Mining District the Wardens and Mining Registrars report:—The Carrington Co. 
has been formed to test a load of iron ore in the Goulhum division. Numerous similar extensive lodes are 
known to exist at Jerara Creek and the Look-down. Traces of gold and silver are saidko exist in the surface 
cappings. At Windalama, some 24 miles from Goulburn, towards Braidwood, thirteen or fourteen quartz 
reqfs have been opened within an area of 50 acres, all carrying payable gold; one of them is said to show 
rich surface indications. In the same neighbourhood it is reported that a gold-bearing drift covers an 
area of 40 miles in length by 12 miles in width. The drift is some 1,200 feet above the present bed of 
the Shoalhaven River, and is said to contain'several dwt. of gold per ton, hut has not yet been worked, 
owing to the length of carriage. On the Wollondilly River, near Towrang, a lode has been discovered 
said to contain 10 dwt. of gold and 14 oz. of silver. A shaft is being sunk to prove its extent and value. 
Gold is said to have been obtained from an iron ore deposit on private land near the village of Robertson.
In the Nowra division, four quartz-mines are in active operation; the quantity of quartz crushed was 
5,824 tons for 2,701-j- oz. of gold. Open quarrying, and passing all the stone through the battery, is 
regarded as the most profitable mode of worlting the quartz deposits on this field. The gold, as it comes 
from the retort, contains almost uniformly 20 per cent, of silver. In the Braidwood division the rainfall
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haa assisted mining operations (except at Araluen, where the deposits can he best worked in dry seasons), 
though not sufficient for continuous sluicing. At Braidwood 500 oz. of gold was won from alluvium. At 
Major’s Creek 5121 oz. of gold was wou from alluvium, and 337 oz. from quartz. At Little Eiver 155 
tons of quartz crushed yielded 200 oz. of gold. There was not sufficient water for sluicing till November, 
consequently the results were not known by the end of the year. At the Corong Sluicing Co.’s mine, at 
Sailor’s G-ully, the water-race has been completed and the tail-race is beiug constructed, and has been 
opened out on a bed of rich auriferous wash. Other sluicing companies arc engaged in preliminary 
•works. The quantity of gold won in the division was 320 oz. At Araluen, owing to tho heavy rains, 
some of the stripping claims were flooded and filled in, and dams and tail-races were destroyed, causing 
loss of time and heavy expense in reopening; consequently the yield of gold from alluvial claims— 

■ 4,200 oz.—may be considered satisfactory. 103 tons of quartz from Bell’s Creek yielded 44 oz. of 
gold. In the Moruya division several apparently promising quartz reefs have been discovered, especially 
about Nerrigundah and the Tuross River, and some old reefs have been reopened, A battery lias been 
erected which it is thought will tend to the development of some of the numerous quartz reefs in the 
locality. A plant has also been erected to work a large true fissure quartz reef from 4 to 12 feet wide, 
the stone showing gold freely, at Mt. Coman. The quantity of gold won at Moruya was 2/3 oz. from 
alluvium and 108 oz. from quartz. At Nerrigundah 200 oz. of gold was won from alluvium and 20 oz. 
from quartz, but there are about 200 tons at grass waiting treatment as soon as the battery, which is 
being erected, is completed. At Quart Pot Creek a quartz reef has been discovered which from assays 
made appears to be rich. At IVagonga a battery of twenty heads is about to be erected to crush the 
stone from the Bodalla mine. At Mt. Carrington a shaft lias been sunk 100 feet on a reef nearly 9 feet 
wide, and the stone is very rich and shows gold freely. A. steam pump has been erected to drain tho 
claims at Mogo, but ifc'is not sufficiently powerful; but what little ground was drained gave a return of 
5 oz. to the load. The quantity of gold won in the Bombala division was 745 oz. 12 dwt.

In the Hunter and Macleay Mining District the ‘Wardens and Mining Registrars report:— 
Mining operations at Copeland were retarded by the heavy rains flooding shafts, &c. The Centennial Co. 
having constructed a large tunnel 800 feet in length with a view to cut the reef at a great depth, 
are about to extend their wrorks in the hope of striking the reef; if they succeed it is thought an
impetus will be given to mining in this locality’', A battery bas been erected at Boranel and one at
the Boman River; 238 tons of quartz crushed gave 268 oz. of gold. At Dungog 153£ oz. of gold was 
won during the year. At Coolongolook a large quantity of stone is at grass waiting for the erection 
of machinery, some of which is on the ground. The Mountain Widow7 mine has a wcll-deflned reef
1 foot wide, and the Suttie mine a reef 3 feet wide showing gold. At Mt. Springfield a crushing plant
has been erected, and will be ready for crushing in a few day’s ; the prospects are very good, and the reef 
is 18 inches wide. A trial crushing of stone from 125 feet level of the Cnrreeki yielded 41 oz. to the ton, 
and 4 tons from the 80 feet level gave 31- oz. per ton; the reef is 10 in. wide and well-defined. In the 
Keinpscy division a reef has been discovered at Mt. Pigotfc, near Deep Creek, 10 or 18 miles from 
Nambuccra River, 52 miles from Kcmpsey, and 5 miles from Boat Harbour, some stone from which tested 
in Sydney returned gold at the rate of 21- to 3 oz. per ton ; this caused considerable prospecting in the 
locality, resulting so far in the discovery of two other well-defined reefs, extending over a large extent of 
country.

In the Peel and Ural la Mining District the Wardens and Mining Registrars reportAt Stewart’s 
Brook, about 40 miles north-cast of Scone, a large quantity of stone is at grass waiting to be crushed; at 
present it costs about 30s. per ton to cart the stone to tho battery from some of the claims. Tho reefs 
vary in width from 9 inches to 3 feet wide. There is a prospect of a second battery being erected, which 
will reduce the cost of cartage. The quantity of stone crushed during the year was 5841 tons for 
668^- oz. of gold. Reports have been published locally of the richness of certain ironstone and quartz 
reefs at Swamp Oak Creek, and its tributary’, but no data furnished of the extent of the reefs or the 
results of any tests made. Some prospecting has been carried on in the ranges, near Tamworth, and 
some quartz specimens obtained. Li the Nundle division several companies have been or are being 
formed to work the cement deposits at Mt. Ephraim on a large scale. The principal mine is owned by 
the Mt. Ephraim Co., who are actively engaged in opening np the mine, completing the erection of their 
plant, and will shortly commence treating the cement. The reefs at Bowling Alley Point are being 
vigorously worked. Boley's Reef, 3 ft. 0 in. wide in many’ places, bas been struck again, showing gold, 
and sufficient stone for a crushing will soon be raised. Other companies supposed to be on the same line 
of reef have struck gold: one of them had a crushing which yielded 1 oz. to tho ton. About Hanging 
Rock, a large number of rich veins have been found. At Bingera a shaft has been sunk 120 feet, on the 
All Nations Reef, which is about 8 feet wide ; several tons of stone has been tested, yielding from 16 to 
18 dwt. of free gold per ton—the pyrites containing about 5 oz. per ton. A rush to Gympie Plat, near 
tin Diamond Mines, has afforded something more than w’ages to a number of men for some months past.

At
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At Spring Creelc a copper lode has been opened which promises good returns of gold. 1,050 oz. of gold 
won at Bingera during the year. At Tea-tree (Barrabaj a patch of 5S oz. of gold was obtained from 
1 cwt, of stone, and some rich finds have occurred at Ironbarks. In the Armidale division prospecting 
has been carried on with varied success in different localities. New discoveries of gold have been 
reported from time to time, and quartz reefs have been discovered which are said to be highly 
auriferous. Companies have been or are being formed to wort rich quartz veins found at Baker’s 
Creek, Hillgrove. From one of the mines 177 tons of stone, 1,360 oz. of gold was obtained. Some 
of trial erushings have given esceedingly rich returns, and there is reason to believe that a large 
yield of gold will be obtained from this locality this year if the mines be properly worked. The 
Eleanora Co., Hillgrove, whose main reef is 12 feet wide, obtained 2,183 oz. 18 dwt, 5 gr. of gold 
from 6,343 tons of stone. The yield of gold in the division is estimated at 5,000 oz. At G-len Morrison, 
near \Vakha, the discovery of a gold-hearing leader on private land was reported. In the Tia mine, at Tia 
Fiver, the reef is from 4 to 5 feet wide, and yields 13 dwt. per ton; the country is soft. At Doherty’s 
Hill (Uralla) a shaft has been bottomed with great difficulty owing to the quantity of water, and prospects 
obtained of about 3 oz. per load. Machinery has now been erected for draining tho mine. Other 
companies have sunk shafts and erected machinery, but have not yet overcome the water. A rush to 
Wallaby Hocks occurred. The ground is now sinking about 20 feet. One party realized at first from 
1 to 2 oz. of gold per load. The present average is 11 to 13 dwt, Sluicing operations are steadily 
continued in several localities, results not reported, but apparently satisfactory. Work has been continued 
steadily at the Long Tunnel mine with, it is thought, satisfactory results, The quantity of gold won 
in the Uralla division during the year was 1,000 oz. approximately. The discovery of a reef 
containing gold and bismuth in the northern part of the Inverell division has been reported. The 
prospectors are said to he confidesit, and intend sinking in the reef to a depth of 100 feet.

In the New England Mining District the Wardens and Mining Registrars report:—Some dis
appointment has been felt at the results of some of the mines at Fairfield, this is supposed to be due to the 
fact that some of the earliest trials having shown exceptionally rich results, the first 10 tons of stone 
obtained having yielded 128| oz. of gold, but it is thought the Fairfield mines will soon rank amongst 
the richest gold-mines in the Colony. Up to the present great difficulty has been experienced in 
saving the gold which is very fine, and is associated with iron and copper pyrites, and zinc blend. 
At Bo mi oo Boonoo the reefs are likely to be successfully worked. The country is granite and the reefs are 
large and well-defined, but the water is troublesome, the locality being wet and swampy, rendering 
pumping machinery necessary. About 3i, miles from the M‘Intyre a reef has been sunk upon to a depth of 
74 feet, at which depth the reef is G feet wide, estimated to yield oz. per ton. A trial crushing of 
24 cwt. gave a yield of 1 oz. per ton. The reefs in this district are all well-defined with soft granite walls. 
At Fairfield, the Strauss Co.’s battery has been at work only a few weeks on their mine, at the back of 
Mount Carriugton, 750 tons of stone crushed yielded 476.;- oz. of gold. There are several reefs through 
the land, the principal one is 10 feet wide. The plant of tho Mount Carrington Co., which is very 
complete, is nearly ready for work. The stone is obtained from large reefs. At Red Rock, about 8 miles
N.W, from Fairfield, the gold is found in a gossan stone with quartz; it occurs not in veins or reefs but 
in great masses. The average yield is estimated at 5 to 15 dwt. per ton. The Red Rock Co. obtain their 
stone from an open cut or quarry in the mountain, the face is 25 to 30 feet wide, and the depths of the 
cutting is 20 feet. There is no appearance of reef or wall, the mountain appears to be a mass of auriferous 
rock. The last crushing yielded 8 to 10 dwt. per ton. About half the gold is supposed to be lost 
by the present system of work. 386 oz. of gold was obtained from 1,211 tons of ore crushed. The rock 
is said to he practically inexhaustible, and it is estimated that 3 dwt. per ton will pay for working. The 
quantity of gold won at Fairfield, during the year, was 302 oz. from alluvial, and 1,107 oz. from quartz. 
There are several other companies working similar deposits. 25 tons of stone from the V ictoria Reef, 
Lunatic, yielded 31 oz. of gold. The Lunatic and Perseverance Reefs are all small, but true fissure lodes. 
Some prospecting is being done at Pretty Gully, and also at Tooloom, where there arc indications of 
extensive alluvial deposits under basalt. The Surface Hill Co. arc still working at Poverty Point, but their 
appliances arc quite insufficient for the treatment of the vast mass of auriferous granite. Payable gold has 
also been found in a sort of sandstone formation, and erushings from a lode 8 feet wide, and apparently 
widening, have yielded 5 to 8 dwt. per ton. At Solferino the quantity of gold won during the year was 
209 oz. from alluvial, and 120 oz. from quartz. In the Glen limes division, the Glen Elgin Sluicing Co. 
has constructed an artificial channel 1,939 feet long, 100 feet wide, and 40 feet deep in the centre, and they 
have now to cut through 30 feet of hard granite to reach the depth of 70 feet which is necessary before 
the water of the river can be drained away. Before incurring this heavy expense the company intend to 
thoroughly test the deposits of gold and tin proposed to bo worked. About 450 oz. of gold has been 
obtained by scattered parties of miners.
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• In the Clarence and Richmond Mining District the Wardens and Mining Registrars report:— 
Machinery is about to be erected for working the Dora line of reef, on the Mann River, which is expected 
to prove highly remunerative. At Nana Creek the Jubilee Co. is sinking on a reef 18 inches wide; yield, 15 
dwt, per ton. Another reef 1 foot wide runs parallel to it about 30 feet from it. There are numerous reefs 
in the locality varying in width from 0 to 18 inches, containing gold in payable quantities ; 159 tons of stone 
crushed gave 149 oz. 19 dwt. 8 gr. of gold. AtDalmorton anew reef has been discovered which it is 
said will yield 2 oz, per ton; the quantity of gold won is 100 oz. from alluvial and 120 oz. from quartz. 
A reef has been discovered at Smith’s Creek, a tributary of the South Arm Tweed River, stone taken from 
the surface yielded 4 oz. 18 dwt. of gold and 10 dwt. 21 gr, of silver.

The following information has been kindly furnished by 11. Hunt, Esq., F.C.8,, the Deputy-Master 
of the Royal Mint.

Quantities of Gold, the produce of New' South Wales, received into the Royal Mint, Sydney, during
188(> and 1887 compared.

District, Division,

Bathurst.

Tambaroora and Turon

Mudgee

Lachlan

Albert.... 
Southern.

Tumut and Adelong.....

Peel and Uralla..

Hunter and Macleay .. 
Clarence and Richmond
New England .............
Locabties unknown......

Total..........

Bathurst..............
Carcoar .............
Orange..................
Trunkey Creek ...
Tuena ..................
Mount M 'Donald
Hill End..............
Tambaroora..........
Sofala .................
Stony Creek .......
Mudgee ..............
G'llgnng ..............
Hargraves ..........
Wellington..........
Parkes.............. .
Forbes..................
Grenfell ..............
Young..................
Temora ..............
Wilcannia ..........
Goulburn..............
Braidwood ..........
Araluen ..............
Shoalhaven..........
Nerrigundah ......
Bermagni..............
Adelong .............
Tumut..................
Cootamundra.......

I Tumbarumba......
WaggaWagga ...
Gundagai ..........
Cooma...... ...........
Kiandra ..............
Armidale..............
Rocky River ......
Nundle.................
Tamworth ..........
Bingera ...............
Copeland..............
Grafton ...............

| Tenterfield ...........

1
1837. 1880,

!
| Increase. Decrease.

OZ. 02. 02, OZ.
1,239-00 788-29- 470-71
9,992-92 9,358-84 034-08
3, SIT-20 5,939'45 122'25

'200-78 ' 79-28 121-50
142-32 190-60 48-28
2G3-31 263-31

1,001-35 3,580-69 2,519-34
4SS'75 246-06 240-09
195-97 432-09 236-12
262-59 161 24 101 -35

3,233'54 2,240-51 993-03
526-77 1,597-00 1,070-23

1,003-84 99-97 905-87
97'4S

| 6,350-58 5,471'S9 883-69
339 14 259'75 79-39
565-59 366 ’45 199-14

3,571-82 4,816'87 1,245 05
4,199'29 3,390'02 809-27

138'57 119-57 19 00
1,536'24 1,445-95 90-29

127-88 141-51 13-63
2,989'86 1,911-08 1,078-78

388 T7 372-13 16-04
1 '14 3 85 ........... 2-71

2,210-79 4,689-74 2,478-95
14-42 14-22
55-97 55-97

! 1,401-71 1,287-62 114-09
118-37 856-29 737-92
40-60 72-17 31-57
77-49 132-11 54-62

465-95 377-87 88 08
1,329-17 96-33 1,232 -S4

363'94 363-08 0-86
156'52 181-27 24-75
466T1 314-33 151-78
871'67 657-83 213-84
8S2'22 1,555-81 673-59
62671 769-34 142-63
974'23 1,270-10 295-87

SO, 551'22 36,120-20 14,430-96

105,26871 91,854-72 23,208-98 9,794-99

SujniAET.

District. | 1SS0. 1S3T.

Bathurst ...................
1 oz.

. 1 ItiBATfdft
oz.

17,675-53
2,006-66
4,766-15

10,832-13
4,199-29
5,181-80
4,385-30
3,187-41

882,22
626-71
974-23

50,551-22

Tambaroora and Turon............................
Mudgee.................................
Lachlan .................................................

.......... 4,420-08

.......... 10,914-96
Albert .................. ... , ......... 3,390‘02
Southern ............................................ .......... 3^994 ■09
Tumut and Adelong ...............................
Peel and Uralla.......... i............................

.......... 7’,415-80
, . ] 612*84

Hnnter and Macleay................................ .......... 1,555-81
Clarence and Richmond ................... ......... 709'34
New England .....................................
Localities unknown ................................

.......... l,27OT0

.......... 1 36,120-26

91,854-72
-

105,268-71

From the above statements it appears that tho quantity of New South Wales gold sent to the 
Mint in 1887 exceeds the quantify sent in 1886 by 13,413'99 oz. Table
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Table Blowing approximately the number of Miners employed in Gold-mining, the quantity of Gold won, the area 
or ground worked, and tho value of Machinery in the Colony of New South "Wales.

23 ,

District and Division.

Alluvial
Miners.

Quartz
Miners.

e
e

5

Quantity of Gold. Price of C Old 
per oz. !

Aurifer
ous

ground
worked.

Quartz 
reefs 

proved 
to be 

aurifer
ous.

Value 
of Ma- • 

chinery*
Eu

ro
pe

an
s.

e
4>£
i

K
C ia
S
g
w

«>

U

Alluvial. Quartz. Total. From To

Value of Gold 
won. |

j

No. No. No. No. K0. oz. dwt. gr. or. dwt, gr. : oz. dm. gr. 8. s. £ s. (J. | sq. miles £
I’Ri'L A>'t> Upalla District— 1

fi non o n W

Waloh* ,, ............ 20 50 70 69 1G 0 59 18 0 72/ 216 5 7 3 3,000
Bingera ... 1,050 0 0 1,050 O 0 i l/SOO
Barraba ................ 60
UrnlU tJ .................. 150 50 200 1,000 0 0 1,000 O 0 75/ 3,750 0 0 * 10 4^470
Scone ,, .................. 157 157 C60 0 0 600 0 0 60/104 2,5SC 7 6 1,100
Olcn limes ,, .............. 2T* 25 450 6 0 460 0 0 74/ 76/ 1,637 10 0 i;ooo -

105 60 207 512 2.500 0 0 719 16 0 8,219 10 O 60/104 76/ 20,930 3 1 10 s 11,370 '

(rulgong Division.................. 200 12 21S 1,602 16 14 1,602 16 14 75/ 78/
350 . 77/

Tomfngtcv ................ 62 52 2,879 10 9 2|s79 10 I) 77fioi lism 1 6
ITai^raves* n . . 170 71 0 250

■■ 1,000

37G S3 01 ’ .. 870 1,002 10 14 2,879 10 9 8,330 0 23 73/ 26,310 17 6 13O0O

Blaynoy Division ................ 40 89 1 . 120 330 10 0 9,006 2 0 9,300 12 0 70/ 78/ 33,019 19 0 5 2 20,000
Carooar n .................. 250 I .. 250 8,240 0 0 8,240 0 0 G5‘ 80/ 23,840 O 0 30,000
Mount McDonald DiMston .. a 72 78 56 0 0 2,756 10 10 2.311 19 10 06/ 77/ 9,830 0 0 10 31250
Trunkcv Division .................. 100 10 56 171 1,690 18 18 295 0 0 1,935 1$ 18 76/6 79/6 7,096 0 6 20 27 9,850
Mitchell ................ 75 15 22 li'2 1,127 0 0 417 0 0 1,544 0 0 6,597 0 0 4 4 li530

50 26 25 100 730 12 10
Oberon ,, .................. 40 40 562 0 O 552 0 0 76/ 77/0 2,180 0 0 20 " 4 1,500
Hockley ,, .. G ,. 1 24 205 6 O 206 0 0 72-0 75/ 707 10 0 20 250
Durragu ............................ n 4 . 21 127 17 0 127 17 0 72/6 78,0 476 5 0
Cowra North Db ision . ... 10 40 .. 1 50 ioo o o 100 0 0 75/ 80/ 370 0 0

310 06 593 975 4,300 IS 10 21,326 12 10 25,693 10 20 05/ 80/ 01,646 14 6 09 47 68,830

Curia] Divibion.......................... • • • .................. 157 0 0 69/6 407 1 4
Murmniburrah Di\ Laion ... 12 72 ■ 84 143 15 15 624 2 0 707 17 15 77/ 2,033 S 6 2 20,000
Grenfell Division .................. 20 80 .. 100 225 10 0 76 O 0 300 10 0 77/ 1,156 IB 6 20 21 1,060
Banuedman Division ........ loo ICO 1,541 19 7 1,541 10 7 70/6 si/ 8,075 2 3 3 13 9,000
Temora .......................... 1,390 0 0 801 0 0 2,191 O 0 " 77/6 8,490 2 0
Parkos ,, ............... 00 104 194 $44 11 22 4,7S9 11 7 5,634 3 6 75/ 21,128 2 O 25 20 5,450
Young ,, .......... 701 4 12 77/6 2,961 14 11
Forbes ,, .......... 45 10 55 97G IT 18 75/ 77/ 3,712 3 5 0,000
Junce ,, .............. 0 6 89 O 0 80 0 0 77/6 354 17 O 300
Canow Indra .......................... 0 100 106 50 0 0 1,050 0 0 1,100 0 0 77/ 80/ 4,290 0 0 7 4,000

17£> ICC 045 9,742 17 13 8,831 12 14 13,210 12 9 59/0 81/ DO,CCD 10 U 48 63 45,810

Tumut Division...................... 09 1 14 81 1,862 1$ 2 1,852 13 2 75/ 6,043 7 6
Gundagai Division .............. 100
Tarcutta ............... IS IS 66 12 0 CO 12 0 80/ .. £60 8 0 12 ‘ 43 400
Adelong ,, ................ 03 V 70 170 833 0 is 1,703 15 0 2,542 4 15 75/ 80/ 8,850 13 b 60,000
Albury ............................. 2 23 25 10 0 0 450 0 0 400 9 0 76/ 79/ 3,748 0 0 6 7 2,000

3 530 0 0
Kiandra ............................. 09 10 115 2,454 9 0 2,454 9 0 70/ 77,0 9,204 3 9
Nimitj belle .................. io 3 19 25 0 0 25 O 0 SO/ 100 0 0 3 1,500
Qneaubcjan ,, .................. S 2 10 15 0 0 J 1 0 16 1 0 70/ 77/0 50 2 11 1 1 150

400 0 O 75/ 1,500 0 0 10,000
Cootamundra „ .... IS 13

m 27 151 3 614 5,000 10 17 2,2,11 S 0 7,947 4 17 70/ 80/ 31,727 9 Si 19 54 94,050

HoTTibala Division .................. 38 11 40 745 12 0 745 12 O 77/6 2,STS 2 6
Braidwood ,, ............... 68 5 73 500 0 0 600 0 0 73/C 78/0 1,375 0 0 .. .
Major’s Creek Division.......... 61 0 12 79 512 12 0 337 0 0 849 12 O 70/ 75/0 3,167 7 6 15 1,275
Kittle Kiver ...................... 72 45 10 127 740 0 0 209 0 0 910 0 0 77/6 78/ 3,077 7 6 32 40 060
Eurobodalla j, ........ JO so 70 110 200 0 0 20 O 0 220 0 0 80/ BS0 0 0 2,500
Araluen ,, .. -.. 233 44 8 285 4,200 0 0 44 0 0 4,244 0 0 70/ 76/6 16,330 $ 0 12 21,080
Nerriga „ .......... OO GO 320 0 0 320 0 0 77/6 1,240 0 0 10,000.
Nowra ..........
Wngongu „ .......... 10 12 95 ii7 7,500
Bernina .................
Moruya .................... 20 30 50 273 2 11 107 17 18 3S1 0 5 76/ 80/ 1,307 0 0 600

572 153 225 950 7,401 0 11 717 17 IS 8,20ft 4 G 70/ BO/ 81,354 5 6 44 61 48,765

TR1CT—
Grafton Division.................. 12 8 20 201 13 a 385 19 3 M7 12 11 70/ 77/104 2,073 3 33Nana Creek Division .......... 3 11 14 16 0 0 149 19 S 165 19 8 70/ 72,6 601 12 7 255 52 950
Dalmorlon „ , . .. 30 1 50 61 100 0 0 120 0 0 220 0 0 70/ 770 0 0 80S 07 1,200

25 1 69 95 317 13 a 655 IS 11 973 11 19 70/ 77/10* 3,444 15 10^ 5C3 119 2,150

Solferinn Division.................. 12 IS 30 209 0 0 120 0 0 329 0 0 GO/ 73/ 1,100 o o 40 ‘
Tenterfield „ . .... 26 80 1 107
Fairfield T, .................. 50 2 250 302 302 17 0 1,107 16 0 ],410 13 0 06/ t*! 4,7S9 3 0 12 22,800-

S3 2 848 i 439 511 17 O 1,227 16 0 1,739 13 0 66/ 74' 5,889 3 0 12 22,840

TR1CT—
Sofala Division ...................... 160 150 40 370 3,377 7 6 1,500 0 0 70/ 78/0 13,412 0 S 30 40 2,260
Ironbarks DtWslou.................. 60 25 20 , .. 95 1,432 1 13 644 2 0 2,12C 3 15 60/ 78/9 7,901 S 0 10 10 6,943
Hill End „ ............ 50 70 ISO I .. 300 10 6 13,100
Wellington .. . 43 3 1 .. 46 550 11 7 96 4 6 652 15 13 72/ 77/ 2,445 14 9 is;ooo

SOS 264 243 | soo 5,416 0 S 2,240 fi C 7,650 G 0 CO/ 78/6 £3,758 18 5 50 65 35,303

Aldus.! District—
Mount Brov.ii Division .... 1,819 0 0 1,S19 0 0 73/ "ft/ 7,139 11 6
Tibooburra ,, .. 2,800 0 0 2,890 0 0 73/ 7ft/ 11,343 5 0

4,709 0 O '4,709 0 0 Iff 79/ 18,482 16 O

IRICT—
Copeland Division.................. 130 130 267 19 0 267 10 0 70/ 72/8 927 0 0 6,000
Dungog „ .............. 10 10 153 6 0 163 l> 0 64/6 63/0 512 O 0 1,600
BulMelah ......................... 20 20 32 0 O 32 0 0 75/ 1*20 0 0 a 7 400

100 100 453 6 0 453 5 0 04/6 72/0 1,659 0 0 5 7 8,000

Quantity and value of gold could not toe ascertained.
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Summary.

(Compiled from Mining Eegiplrars’ Boports.)

Tamle showing approximately the numhor of Miners employed in G-old-mining, the quantity of Gold won, the area of 
ground worked, and the value of Machinery, in the Colony of New South 'Wales, during 1887.

District.

Alluvial
Miners.

Quartz-
miners.

To
ta

l M
in

or
s.

Quantity of.Gold. Price of Gold 
per oz.

Value of Cold 
won.

Aurifer
ous

ground
worked.

Quartz- 
reefs 

proved 
to be 
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a
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o

Alluvial. Quartz. Total. From To

No. No. No. No. No. oz dwt. gr oz dwt. gr. oz. dwt. gr. s. s. £ s. d. sq. miles No. £

Peel and Uralla .......................... 195 50 207 sia* 2,500 O 0 719 10 0 S,210 1G 0§ 00/101 76/ 27,039 3 1 10 3 11,370

Mudgee ......................................... 376 &3 ei 870) 1,002 10 14 2,879 10 9 8.SS0 6 23B 75/ 78/ 26,310 17 6 1,000

Bathurst ...................................... 310 66 593 975 4,300 IS 10 21,320 12 10 25,693 10 20 65/ 80/ 91,640 4 c 69 47 68,380

Lachlan.......................................... 179 160 645 2,742 17 13 S,5S1 12 14 13,219 12 &«I 59/6 81/ 50,509 10 11 48 69 45,810

Tumut and Adelong.................. 333 27 151 3 0141 5,695 16 17 2,251 8 0 7,947 4 17 70/ so/ 31,727 9 93 10 04 94,650

Southern ...................................... 572 153 225 950 7,491 0 11 717 17 18 8,209 4 5 73/6 80/ 31,351 5 0 44 Cl 43,765

Clarence and Richmond ...... 25 1 69 93 317 13 S 655 13 11 973 11 10 70/ 77/10J 3,444 15 105 563 110 2,150

New England .............................. 8S 2 348 1 439 511 17 0 1,227 10 0 1,739 111 0 00/ 74/ d,SS9 3 0 12 22,840

Tambaroora and Turon .......... 303 254 2t3 800 5,410 0 3 2,240 0 6 7,656 6 9 69/ 78,6 28,753 18 5 50 65 35,303

Ilnuter and Macleay.................. 169 100 453 5 0 453 o 0 64/6 72/6 1,569 0 0 r> 7 8,000

2,337 030 2,523 4 0,069 30,045 6 4 46,063 2 20 87,201 11 0 60/ SI/ 517,733 5 u 820 419 331,108

* Including 60 miners at Barraba ; not stated whether alluvial or quarts f Including :J50 miners afc Jfudgcc ; notbtttod uhctlicr allmial or quarts
t Ineludhig 100 men at Gimdagui; not staled whctlior alluvial ur quartz. £ Including 6,000 oz. from Armidale; not stated whether alluvial or quartz,
f Including ft,893 oz, from Mudgee; not stated whether alluvial or quartz, ■[ Including 157 oz, from Cudal; 701 oz. 4 dwt, 12 gr, from Young; flTG oz. 17 dwt, 
J8 gr, from Foibcs; not stated whether alluvia] or quartz.

Table showing approximately tlio number of Miners employed in mining for minerals oilier than Gold, Coal, or 
Shale, at some of the principal mines, the quantity of minerals won during the year 1887, and the value of same, 
and the value of Plant.

Quantities.
Miners Value. Value

emploved. _ . of Mac!linen’.
Copper, Tin. Bismuth. Iron. Silver. lead.

Tons. Tons. cwt. Tons. cwt. qi\ lb. Tons. cwt. Oz. Tons. £ s. d. £ s. d.

Cobar...................... 4u0 1,521 fift 44n 0 fl 85,000 0 0

Burraga...... . ........ 53 120 ..........  .......... .... 7,200 0 0 5,000 0 0

503 1,641 75,645 0 0 90,000 0 0

Glen limes.............. SO 206 10 35 9 1 25 13 122 10 0*

Emmavillc ............. 2,639 14 171,580 10 0

Wilson’s Downfall.. 300 270 0 6,200 0 0

Bendemeer ...... S 7 10 465 0 0

Tingha ................. 1,500 1,260 0 99,141 0 0 3,500 0 0

1,888 4,383 14 300,809 0 0 3,500 0 0

Lithgow.................. 160 2,797 8 U 542 In 1

Mitchell.................. 220 SIR Gift 57,000 0 0

Silverton .............. 1,444 2,370,904 1 3 4nfi 5IB574 If) 0 65,858 7 10

.Rockley.................. 6 10 187 10 0

1,670 2,688,920 13,468 575,414 1 0 0 122,858 7 10

* Value of Bismuth could not be ascertained]
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Table showing approximately the Machinery employed in Gold and Tin Mining during 1887.

District and Division.

Bathurst District—
Bathurst Division .............
Rockley .....................
Carcoar ,, ............
Mount M‘Donald Division
'J'uona Division ................
Tnmkey „ .................
Mitchell ............................
Oberon „ .................
Blayney ............................

IjACfilan’ District—
Parkes Divisinn ........
Canoninclra Division . 
Crctifell „ .
Temora „ ,
MiuTumburrah „ .

Southern District— 
Major’s Creek Division , 
Araluen ,, ,
Little River „ .
Wagonga „ ,

Tiijut and AdkijONO District-
Adeloug Division ...................
Albury „ ..................
Tarcutta „ .....................
Nimitybelle ................................

Peel and Uralla District—
Bingera Division......................
Scone .................................
Uralla ,, ......................
W aloha „ .......................

New K >;r; la ad Distkht-
Solferiuo Division ........
Fairfield ...................

Hunter ash Macleay District-
Copelaud Division .......................
Bulladollah .................................

Clarence and Richmond District- 
Kana Creek Division........................

Mudcee District— 
Mudgee Division.,.. 
Hargraves ............

Quartx.

Steam-engines 
employed in 

wi n cling-, 
crushing, Ac.

Aggregate 
No I horse*

Tahbaroqka and Turon 3)iSTEif*r—
Ironbarks Division...............................
Sofala ...............................
H ill F.nd ..........................................
-Wellington ,, ...............................

Department of Mines,
Sydney. lOlh April, 1SS8.

2S
10

45

2S
15

275

LSI
(ill

25

’"io
"l 12

25
12
10
49

51
12

S

10

55

04
G

10

20
24

oil ?

5 50 
230 
2,10 
5!51

...ho 
2,10 
2 49

I s
<fs S

2 ...1.55

1 151 
3 .. 

15

2
1 
1
430.

10

5.. 
15'..

i
226!!'

si 1!

50

14.

10.

Alluvial.

Steam-engines 
employed hi’.villdijig,

pitni])m", Ac.

S No.

.;i;;

ii 3

Aggregate
horbu-
ivmer.

\

-3,-5w ■ zi 1

llll
;l^i

5, a A s

o) !t K1 55 a

u c.S1 c| a- 3 6 i
1

55
09

59

14

fiO

1 I

1 : 1
y:

1 1 1

9 4 720 .

i.j.

.1 1

0. 1'

.l."l

I I

39

1IARETE WOOD,
Under Secretary for Mines.

The following table is compiled from information kindly furnished by the Collector of Customs

Export of Gold, 1887.

Cold. Quartz Tailings and Pyrites. Total.

Quantity. Value* Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

oz. dwt, gr. 
8,791 7 10

£
34,184 Tailings, 3,4"3 packages 

Pyrites, 15 tons 15 cwt.

C
O

0r
—

oz. dwt. gr,
10,977 19 10

£
41,992

0G5—D
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The quantity of gold sent to tho Mint, plus the quantify of gold exported in 1887, was 116,24G 
07,., but the Deputy Master of the Mint states that of the quantity of gold exported 5,958 oz. 12 dnfc. 
10 gr. had passed through the Miut and was included in his return consequently the gold yield for 188/ 
may be set down at 110,288-06 oz., ralucd at £394,578 IGs. 3d,, which, as compared with the output of 
1886. shows an increase of 8,8/1 oz.

According to the returns furnished by tho Mining Eegistrars the output of gold for the year was 
loss by 18,066'oz. than the quantity sent to the Mint: consequently the actual output of gold exceeds by 
23,085 oz. the quantity returned by tbe Mining Eegistrars. This is doubtless due to the difficulty 
experienced in reaching all the gold-mines, spread as they are over such a wide territory, added to nhieh 
is the strong prejudice felt by a large number of our miners against furnishing information respectingflie 
quantity of gold won.

Eeturx of Gold for 1887 from Mint and Mining Eegistrars compared.

Dwlrict.

Bathurst ......................
Tiimbaroora and Turon
Mudgee..........................
Lachlan..........................
Albert ........................
Southern ......................
'Tumut and Adeloug ..
Teel and Uralla ...........
Hunter and Macleay ... 
Clai'cnec and Piehmond.
New England ..............
Localities unknown.......

Mint.

oz,
17,076
2,007
4,7fiG

)0,S32
4,100
r>,]S2
4,38.-)
3,187

SS2
627
974

r,0,.7jl

Mining Itcgistrars.

OZ.
25,(104

7,656
8,380

13.220
4,709
8,209
7,047
8,220

453
074

1,740

The quantity sent to the Mint exceeds the returns by the Mining Registrars by ..

recess. Deficiency.

oz. 07.
8,018
5,040
3,014
2,388

510
3,027
3,502
5,033

420
'"347

760
50,551

50,080
32,014

32,014

18,066

A comparison of i he returns furnished by the Mining Eegistrars of the gold won in 1886 and 1887 
respectively shows an increase of 5,421, but it is apparent that these returns arc incomplete and the 
comparison is made chiefly with a view to indicate the importance of making these returns more complete 
in future.

Mixrsro Eegistrars' Eeturns of Gold for 1886 and 1887 compared.

District. ISSli, IBS'- Increase Denca^e.

oz. oz. OZ. 0,
Bathurst ........................................................................ 12,042 25,604 12,752
Tambaroora ami Turon.............................................. 8,712 7,050 1,050
Mudgee............................................................................ 7,712 8,380 06 3

15,855 13,220 2,035
Albert ......................................................................... SiSSO 4,700 870

10,071 8,200 2,702
Tumut and Adelong ..................................................... 8.238 7,047 201
Teel and Uralla ........................................................... 8,040 8,220 426
Hunter and Macleay..................................................... 1,000 453 1,147
Clarence and Richmond................................................. 1,120 074 152
Now England ............................................................... 2,140 1,740 400

14,290 8,809
Less decrease ................................ S,3G9

Increase in yield for 3SS7 ........... 5,421
I

The following table shows the results obtained from the treatment of certain parcels of alluvium 
in 1SS7, as compared with the results obtained in 1886. According to this siatement the average yield in 
1887 is very small compared with the average of the preceding year, but tho statement embraces such a 
very small proportion of the total quantity treated as to he of comparatively little value for statistical
purposes. _

CoMPAjm’iVE Statement of Are rage Yields from Alluvial Mines for 18S6-7.

18SG. 1SS7.

District. Quiintitj. Average
I'C-r ton. Yield of Cold. District. Quantity.

i

Average 
l»cr ton. V Lil'kl of Cold.

Tons. OZ. (Dvt. fir. 07.. du t. rr Tons. <15L dut. PT- OZ. dwt gr
Tumut and Adclom?,. .. tl,35S 0 F, (1-23 1,072 ft 0 Tumut mid Adelong___ G.GP.I 0 ft $-2t 1,722 0 0

3,833 0 IG 0*40 a,0"» 2 0 Lachlan............................................. 10,res 0 11*07 1,344 15 0
Albert .................................. 2,500 0 4 iGt« ms 0 0 Southern .......................... 158 0 4 0*4f> 31 15 0

?eel and Uralla .......... 5,000 0 0 2 40 23 0 0

12,r02 0 S 7‘G4 S,2S3 2 0 22,574 0 2 18-42 3,12s 10 0
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The following tahlc allow a the yields obtained from certain parcels of quartz: crushed in several of 
the mining districts. I am happy to note that the return for 1887 is more complete than that for 188b, 
and 1 trust, if this improvement continues, that our returns under this head will soon be as valuable, for 
statistical purposes, as those published in Yictoria and elsewhere. The average yield for 1887 is lower 
than that of the preceding year; still 9 dut. 4-93 gr. is not altogether an unsatisfactory yield.

Coiij'AR.vTiYE Statement of Average Yields from Quartz-mines for 1886-7.

18S(i. 1S37.

J^Ldtrict. J Quantity Average 
jwr ton. Yield of Gold. District, Quantity, Average 

|)cr ton. Yield of Gold.

i
1 Tont cwt. qr. 055 dwt. gr- or dwt. ffi* Tons. cut. r|r. oz. dwt. P*- oa. <f» t. J-rl

0 0 0 ti 14 52 3,003 IS 22 tiatluifiE............ .........  . 44,201 0 0 0 0 14,533 17
Ttiinljftiuora mid Turon ■ 1 :i,m 0 0 0 S I-C2 1,234 18 7 Tamljaioora mid Turon.. 3,124 0 0 0 s 21*11) 3,301 IS 20
Lachlan ............................ (>,(10!) (1 0 1 10 irss 10,070 7 1 Lachlan ........................ 8,530 0 0 0 10 4 !)7 8,200 8 8
Southern........................ 1 2,Sid 0 0 0 IS 2L-5S 2.23S T.i 0 Southern ........................ 4,273 0 0 0 2 22*00 (J2!) 0 0
Tinmit and Adelonjf , -. S.fljfcJ 0 0 o 1ft ItOo 2,240 13 0 Tumut and Adelong ..,, 3,176 0 0 0 14 7'43 2,271 33 0
1*001 and Vralla .............. ‘ 1,15-2 0 0 i 2 20'29 1,-ttG 3 0 Pec! and Uralla . .. 585 0 0 l 21-00 GO 0
Jlimter and Macleay . . 210 0 0 1 r> 0,fl4 2Uft 10 13 Hunt-QFand Mm’lcnv.. . 258 0 0 1 3 0-14 300 0 0
Clarence and Richmond, i 1,070 0 0 0 4 5 44 .152 13 15 Clarence and Richmond - 203 0 0 1) lf> 8*31 170 0 0

2d4 0 1 £ 15*04 3:18 18 0 1.2(!U 0 fl fl 7 7*17 402 0 0
Altfcrt ............................ 1 -40 0 0 0 31 12-00 2li 0 0 Mudgee .......................... 2,72(j 0 0 1 1 3 03 2.S79 10 9
Mudgoc ............................ 2,1.00 0 9 0 17 0‘00 2,201 10 0 i

J 4jrlKJr ii 0 0 12 0*67 23,320 11 0 j <i3,455 0 t> fl 0 4 "OS 31;j07 fl 11

The number of miners engaged in gold-mining in 1887, according to the returns furnished by the 
Mining Registrars, was 6,060 (being 707 less than in 18S6): of these 5,420 were Europeans and 640 
were Chinese; 2,527 were engaged in quartz-mining and 3,023 in alluvial mining: and as to 510 it is not 
specified whether alluvial or quartz.

Dividing the quantity of gold won by the number of miners employed, the result obtained is that 
each miner appears to have won during tho year 18'1.9 oz. of gold, valued at £65 2s. 2'SSd. It must, 
however, be borne in mind that a large number of our miners arc not constantly engaged In mining 
during the whole of the year, hut devote a large proportion of their time to other pursuits.

During the year the following assays have been made in this Department:—■

Gold.

1

Locality, 1 Description of Mineral.

* Per ton. Per cent.

1 Gold | hihcT.
Lead. jlJopjler.

i

Albury .............. I Crushed sample....................................................
Abercrombie..... } Ferruginous porous quartz and little pyrites . .
Ashford Reef..... [ Quartz.....................................................................
Back Creek ...... Porous quartz, with a little micaceous schist .

„ ....... Quart/ with taleose schist casing .....................
,, ......  Ferruginous quartz and taleose schist ..........

Porous siliceous gossan aud quartz
J3 33 33

Ferruginous quartzHack Yanmta Run
Badger River.....
Bathurst District 
Roll River

Big Hill , 
Binda ....
Blayney District. 
Braidwood........

Brcdbo

Buckley's 
Crossing. 

Bulga Mount

Bathurst.

and pyrites............................... .
Crushed ferruginous quartz and claystone..............
Clayey shale containing green carbonate of copper
Ryritous quartz............................................................
Copper gossan ............................................................
Claystone, with green carbonate of copper.............
Porous ferruginous quart/ .........................................
Quartz and galena .....................................................

,, ., and pyrites ................................
Ferruginous quartz .................................................
Blanketing.....................................................................
Tailings .........................................................................
Quartz aud copper pyrites..........................................
Ferruginous quartz ....................................................
Quartz and claystone with iron pyrites ..................
Calamine........................................................................
Ferruginous carbonate of lead ..................................

,, quartz ....................................................
Porous brown iron ore................................................

ferruginous quartz

Ferruginous quartz and felspathic lodestuff

OZ. du t t.T ux, du t. gri.

4 12 12 0 16 li
0 6 8 0 4 12
0 10 21 ...................

1 7 4 1S6 9 10
2 19 21 530 10 12
0 10 21 2 3 13
1 4 11 283 6 IS
0 5 0 134 6 1 9
,‘l 5 S 223 16 S
2 !l 0 211 IS 11
2 ;j 13
1 12 16 0 10 21
1 1 10 6 7 22
1 12 16 4 1 10
0 10 13 0 5 2
0 5 10 S 14 fl
1 1 16 15 16 2
i 7 r, 0 2 17
I 12 16 256 S 14
0 5 0 98 0 8

52 5 8 1 1 16
2 13 3 0 5 10
0 17 10 0 4 8
3 16 3 S 19 4
0 10 21
0 6 0
0 19 32 0 12 0
0 16 S 8 3 8
0 19 12
0 4 0

0 10 20 e io io
2 16 14 0 10 21
0 16 6 5 14 7
0 10 21 2 14 10
0 9 IS
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Locality. Description of Mineral.

Barm oilman........ !
]laok Crook .... i 
Bulga .................. i

Per ton.

Gold. Silver.

Per cent.

Lead. Copper,

Porous lirovrn iron pro......
Quartz leaders ..................
Porous ferruginous quartz

.......... I

Burraga ..............
J» ..................*

Boodqo Boonoo ... 
BviiHwooU..........

” M ..........................................................................................................................................

rerrugmous gossan, with crystals of carbonate of lead..............
11 tj jj n ............................................
,, porous quartz .....................................................

quartz ...............................................................  .
,, gossan ..................................................................

99 .......

Honey’s Rocks ...
Braidwood..........
Brcwanglc.........

, j quartz ..............................................................................
TAilinos .............. .. .
Granite, with iron pyrites ..................
Ferruginous gossan ..............

Yellow femieinous clav......................
Bonnagui..........

J 9 ............. * ■

Boonoo Boonoo ...
JJ ...

Bnlga Mt.............

Ferruginous quartz and pyrites, country rock .................. .
J) ^ . JJ ^ J f ..............................................

■ i „ with iron pyrites ...............................................

■ j ,, with iron pyrites, partly chaleedonic ..............
Porous iron ore............................

Uulga .....
Bungonia

f I 

Jl
Bimaga .. 

a ■
> i ■ *

Cobar .....

Cooma.............
Cailia ..............
Captain's Plat

,, ferruginous quartz

i) ,> ,, aud brown iron ore ................................
Porous ferruginous gossan...................................................................
Quartz......................................................................................................
Brown iron ore aud claystone ............................................................
Arsenical pyrites and altered rock .....................................................
Ferruginous porous gossan and carbonate of lead..............................
Massive pyrites.................. .....................................................................
Metallic copper.......................................................................................
Ferruginous quartzite, containing free gold from Chesney s lease, 

near Cobar.
Ferruginous quartz and felspathic rock and pyrites ........................
Stibnite in quartzite...............................................................................
Porous ferruginous gossan....................................................................
Soft yellow earthy .............................................................................

„ red ,, „ ...........................................................
Gossan ..................................................................................................
Brown iron ore.......................................................................................

_ „ and chloride of silver .................................................
Siliceous iron gossan ..........................................................................
Gossan and quartz ................................................................................
Porous ferruginous gossan .....................................................................

Capcrtec ............
Carcoar .............
Carrington Mine. 
Canoblas.............

9 9 ..........................

Cataract Fiver ..
Clear Creek .....
Cobar .................

n ■’ *..............
Colougolook __

Jj

1>
Cookbundoon .
Cooma.................
Copper Hill .....

jj

>1 -............. .
Crookwell ........
Crook well River.
Cudgegong........
Hark Corner ....

>9 *•*■

Hclaney’s Dyke.

Hog Trap 
Dungog .. 
Dal by.....

Ferruginous quartz .............................................................................
,, aud felspathic rock ...........................................

Pyrites lodestuff .................................................................................
Ferruginous felspathic lodestuff ................................................... .

i, „ with a little pyrites .....................
„ quartz, containing sulphide and carbonate of copper..

Diggers' Creek

Currundere ... 
Fairfield.........

Brown iron ore, containing free gold .., ...
Metallic copper borings ..................................
Ferruginous quartz .........................................
Pyritous quartz................................................
Ferruginous quartz .........................................

,, yellow claystuff an d quartz.......
,, porous gossan and little galena 
„ quartz and copper pyrites ......

Felspathic rock with thin ferruginous quartz-vein ...
Yellowish red gossan and carbonate of lead ..............
Siliceous brown iron ore.................................................
Ferruginous quartz with a little galena ......................

ii „ pyrites .................................
j, ,j ,, and zinc blende..........
,, ,, free gold.................................
,, lodestuff with little free gold .................

Crushed sample................................................................
Country rook ...................................................................
Broken dyke material .................................................
Ferruginous gossan .......................................................
Quartz and pyrites .......................................................
Ferruginous quartzite and pyrites ...........................

,, quartz and felspathic lodestuff' ...........
,, lodestuff ...................................................

Casing from centre of workings....................................
Pyritous quartz...............................................................
Crushed ferruginous quartz and carbonate of copper
Ferruginous porous quartz............................................
Crushed ferruginous quartz and carbonate of copper
Ferruginous quartz ........................................................
Concentrated pyrites ....................................................

oz. dwt. gr. oz. dwt. gr.
j 2 3 13 8 14 5

17 4 87 IS 12
0 13 0 43 S 21
0 10 21 19 1 2
0 5 10 27 4 10
0 6 12 39 S 8
0 5 10 13 7 20
0 S IS 43 13 7
0 5 10 5 3 10
0 4 0 34 16 21
0 5 23 0 4 21
1 14 12 0 19 12
1 1 IS 0 13 1
0 IS G 0 5 10
0 S 4
0 3 0 7 12 10
0 13 0 0 19 12
0 8 3 8 19 4
7 1 14 1 18 2
9 10 0 3 5 8
0 fi 0 11 3 5
O 10 21 18 10 5
0 4 o 40 5 19
0 0 12 32 5 16
0 4 0 2 3 13
0 10 21 13 0 2
0 4 0 2 17 3
0 5 21 16 17 13
0 8 16 9 1 10
6 10 16 0 13 2
0 10 21 2 3 13
0 10 21 14 14 0
0 5 10 16 17 13
1 3 22 0 18 12
0 5 10 16 9 37

137 14 21 13 12 20

0 0 12 0 IS 13
0 7 12 0 4 0
0 4 0 11 19 13
2 14 10 1 1 16
0 3 0 100 14 10
0 3 0 88 4 0
0 3 0 26 2 16
0 4 0 269 10 0
0-10 21 2 3 13
0 3 0 15 4 21
0 4 8 14 14 0
4 1 0 16 IS 21
0 10 21

' 0 a 10
0 10 21
0 8 16 0 10 21
0 10 6 1 7 4
0 5 10 1 1 IS
0 0 12
3 3 S 1 12 16
2 12 14 1 5 0
2 8 23 0 3 2
1 10 10 0 2 4
0 6 12
0 4 0 18 4 18
0 5 0 1 1 12
0 16 12
0 6 12 0 9 io
0 4 0
0 4 0 30 12 11

42 11 12 15 13 12
2 14 10 0 13 0
0 16 7
0 3 10 0 16 G

12 10 10 10 17 18
0 10 21 0 5 10
1 2 IS 2 10 IG
0 4 0 1 12 16
1 3 22 1 12 16
1 1 16 0 10 21
0 7 14
0 4 0
0 7 10
5 19 IS 11 8 IG
0 10 21 1 12 IG
0 4 0 5 19 18

17 19 8 5 6 3
0 13 0 0 9 0
4 12 16 1 7 4
1 7 5 0 10 21
0 16 6 0 5 2

09-65

302
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Locality.

Forbes..

Galley Swamp

Gootll'idi 
Gospel Oak .

If •

Goroii Lake .
Gordon ........
Goulburn .... 
Green Swamp

Gulpli Gold-field 
Gamble .............

if .............
M *.............

Gordon ..............
Gundagai ..........

Jl ..... *
Gordon ............
Homeward Bound 

Kccf.
H illgrove ..........
Hanging Bock ... 
Hott-Sutherland 

Estate.
Ironbarks ..........

Jackass Flat......
Jcnolan Caves ,,,
Jugiong ..............
dunce.....................

ti ..................... .
Junction Beef ...

Description ot ilincral.

Jacipia Creek.....
Kimo .................

99 ........ *** •
99 *................................

lavcmalac .........
Lagoon Creek.....
Lady Carrington 

Mine.

Lewis Bonds.....
Lady Mary Reef.
Low is Ponds Creek .

Major’s Creek ..
Marulan.............
Manning River.. 
Miclielago .........

Copper gossan .. 
Brown iron ore . 
Quartz and slate

Auriferous quartz....................
Ferruginous quartz and slate
Quartz and inispickcl ..........
Mispickel ...............................

Crushed mispickel .........................................
„ sample of quartz and copper pyrites. 
,, ferruginous lodestuii' .......................

Galena and iron oxide............................................
Quartz, with grey and black sulphide of copper
Ferruginous gossan and yellow oebre.................
Siliceous gossan, containing carbonate of lead

Spongy porous gossan ,, ,, ............................
Pyritous quartz................................................................................
Earthy malachite...............................................................................
Ironstone, with red oxides and green carbonate of copper.........
Crushed sample of earthy ,, „ ........

,, (tailings) copper pyrites .................................
Ferruginous quartz and mispickel ................................................

,i ,, little mispickel ......................................
Metallic copper..................................................................................
Ferruginous quartz, showing a speck of free gold from Homeward 

Bound Reef mine, Galley Swamp.
Porous quartz from Hillgrove, 3 miles from Armidale.................
Slightly fermginouB quartz...............................................................
Purple and grey shale, containing metallic copper ...................

Crushed ferruginous gossan ............................................................
„ sample of quartz ................................................................

Porous ferruginous quartz and a little pyrites ............................
Galena. /.............................................................................................
Quartz containing galena and blende ............................................
Ferruginous quartz and brown iron ore ........................................
Quartz, u itb galena ..........................................................................
Crushed ferruginous sample ...........................................................
Ferruginous quartz ...........................................................................
Crushed quartz sample ...................................................................

I’er ton.

Cold.

Ferruginous quartz and a little pyrites
,, porous quartz.....................

Tailings .....................................................

Ferruginous quartz ..................
Porous quartz ..........................
Quartz, with zinc blende.........
Concentrated pyritous tailings

Milburn Creek 
MittaMitta Creek 
Molong ..........

Ferruginous quartz from Lagoon Creek, Mitchell District.............
„ porous quartz from Lady Carrington Mine, AVagonga 

Heads.
Ferruginous quartz .................. *...........................................................

,, porous quartz....................................................................
Burnt pyritous quartz............................................................................
Ferruginous quartz ................................................................................
Quartz, with copper pyrites, galena, and stains of green carbonate 

of copper.
Porous ferruginous gossan, with carbonate of lead ..........................
Quartz, with copper pyrites .................................................................
Arsenical pyrites ....................................................................................
Brown iron ore, with iridescent tints of oxide of iron......................
Mispickel and galena .........................................................................^
Ferruginous quartz ................................................................................

,, ,, and little galena and free gold .........................
Quartz, with galena................................................................................
Ferruginous quartz ................................................................................
Quartz........................................................................................................
Ferruginous quartz, with copper pyrites and galena........................

Quartz, copper pyrites, galena, and carbonate of copper.. 
Ferruginous porous quartz......................................... .........

quartz and galena

,, ,, and brown iron ore ..........................................
Porous quartz and pyrites...............................................................
Metallic copper............................................. ......................................
Crushed „ pyrites ...................................................................

,, magnetic iron.........................................................................
Ferruginous quartzite and little specular iron ...............................
Crashed ,, pyrites, aud stains of green carbonate of copper

Silver.

Percent.

Lead. Copper,

OX. dnl -gr- OZ. dvrt ■ s'.
0 4 0 1 12 16
0 4 0 2 3 13
0 19 12 0 7 14
0 10 21

27 0 20 7 10 4
0 10 G 0 5 2
,'i 10 18 0 10 21
1 1 16 0 16 6
0 10 21 1 12 16
1 12 16 0 16 6
0 13 0
i 1 13 0 5 10
5 10 18 0 10 21
0 4 0 80 16 22
0 8 3
0 0 0

• 0 8 16 3 7 12
0 8 16 7 3 16
0 3 10 o 19 21
0 10 21 I IS 2
i 1 14 3 10 IS
0 3 0
0 4 0
0 10 6 2 14 10
0 4 0 11 8 16
0 19 12 0 16 S
3 10 5 1 7 4.
1 1 16
4 3 11 7 5 4

18 19 2 2 2 10

7 7 0 1 1 16
i 12 16 0 16 0
0 9 19 0 11 2

3 10 21 1 7 4
0 4 0
0 y 21
0 3 0 63 14 0
0 f) 10 2 9 0
0 0 0
0 16 8 113 1 21
1 1 18
0 10 21
2 14 10
0 10 21
0 5 10
0 10 21
1 7 5
0 5 10
o y 8 l 1 16
4 3 1 0 15 0
S 7 4 0 19 2
2 19 21 0 5 10

30 10 18 0 12 1
0 16 G I 7 14
0 16 G 0 5 10

5 14 8 1 2 18
0 16 6 1 18 2
1 1 16 0 3 0
0 3 0 40 12 6
0 5 10 3 10 21

0 5 10 11 3 4
0 5 10
1 1 10 6 io 21
0 16 6
0 10 21 33 19 2
0 8 16

24 10 0 4 18 0
1 1 8 23 0 12
2 3 13 1 6 0
0 19 2 0 13 0
I 4 12 3 13 11
0 8 3 0 y 10
0 7 13
y 19 18 6 io 6

10 4 4 1 4 12
0 16 6 4 12 12
1 12 16
1 IS 2 0 10 13
0 3 0 8 3 8
5 14 6 11 5 6
3 IS 8 2 12 4
0 0 12 0 6 10
0 4 0
0 10 21 0 8 12

60 2

3'82

2L



Locality.
Ter cont.

Mouiiro ..............
Jloutit Uaodonald 
jrount Costigan... 
Mount Ephraim...
Mudgee ............
Myer's Creek......
Muttnuia Eecl ...

> J ' * '
Murrumbiclgeo ... 
Mouaro ..............

Miehclago

Ncrriga ..............

Eerrigundah......
Ivewbridge........

New Yeai’a Gift 
Reef.

New Gold Elat...
Nymagec ..........
Nyngan ..............
Nowendoc..........
Oberon .............

>1 ■*.

Obley ..................
Orange .............

JJ 

) 1

J J 

JJ 

J» 
JJ 

)> 

J>

n 
>! 
) )
1 > ...........

Obeion ..............
Parish of Jersey..
Pino Ridge..........
Poor Man’s 1,/ease 
Kiizorback..........

})
Red Rock !!!!.!".!

1)

1J
Rockley

JJ 

JJ 

J J 

S I

KouktsuH Paddock .. 
Sandy Creek 
Shoalhaven River 
Smith’s Creek ...
Sofala..................
Springside.........
Stewart’s Brook..
Stony Creek ......
Stony Pinch ......
Tallcwang..........
Tamworth..........

?> ...........
)» «.*'•*'*1

Tarara..................
Temora .............
Tentei’field..........

J7 ........
JJ .........

JJ .....................
Tinctavy Mount .
Tingha ..............
Tmnkey..............

jj ............

Descri[ition of Mineral.

I’orous ferruginous siliceous gossan........................................ ............
Glassy (niavtz, showing Irco gold ......................................................
Porous ferruginous gossan ............................................ ■...................
Ferruginous quartz ................................................................................
Crushed iron ore and quartz ................................................................
Ferruginous quartz ...............................................................................
Concentrated blanket sand...................................................................
Tailings ........ ........................................................................................
Quartz containing a large percentage of sulphide of iron and zinc .
Porous ferruginous gossan........................................ ............................

„ ,, quartz, with thin film (iridescent) of
oxide of iron.

Ferruginous quartz, with copper pyrites, and traces of green 
carbonate of copper.

Quartz, and a little copper aud iron pyrites .....................................
Ferruginous quartz ................................................................................

,, ,, showing free gold.................................................
,, rubbly quartz ...................................................................
,, quartz ..................................................................................
„ gossan, containing baryta.................................................

Quartz, with pyrites and galena .........................................................

Crushed ferruginous lodestuff ...........................................................
Comp? et pyrites ....................................................................................
Quartz.......................................................................................................
Mispickel ...............................................................................................
Quartz, little pyrites, aud zinc blende, and specks of free gold......
Ferruginous quartz, showing free gold.................................................

J1 . J J f J ...........................................................

Magnetic pyrites, and copper sulphides, and carbonates..................
Tailings (pyrites)...................................................................................
Concentrated pyrites ............................................................................
Porous ferruginous gossan ....................................................................
Copper gossan .......................................................................................
Taleose schist, with zinc blende and pyrites.....................................
Brown iron ore (porous) ....................................................................... '
Gossan aud pyritous quartz ................................................................

Compact brown iron ore and gossan.............. ..................
,, „ ,, and basalt.................................

Ferruginous porous quartz................................................
J1 * JJ J J ...........*......................... .................................................... ..

Stalactitic iron ore ............................................................
Ferruginous porous quartz.................................................

J J J J J J ........... .. .............................. ..........................
„ felspathic lodestuff .........................................
J> )» JJ ............. - ■ > ...........................................................
,, quartz................................................................

Micaceous schist and ferruginous porous jasperoid rock
Gossan and brown iron ore.................................................
Tailings .....................................................;.........................
Quartz and stibnitc ...........................................................
Stibnite and ferruginous quartz ......................................
Quartz with sulphide and oxide of antimony..................
Ferruginous porous quartz veinstone.................................

5 J JJ ? J ................................ ...................... .. ■ i
Porous siliceous ironstone .................................................

,, ferruginous quartz aud clay............................ .
Crushed „ ,, .................................................

,, ,, gossan ................................................
,, „ quartz ................................................
J J JJ 2 j .............................................................. ................... . ..

JJ JJ *J ............. .. ........... *.............................................................
Gossan and quartz ...........................................................
Ferruginous ,, ............................................................
Felspathic rock ..................................................................
Ferruginous claystone aud quartz....................................

,, quartz .........................................................
;> jj ..................... ............................................................. .....................................

Gossan ...............................................................................
Ferruginous quartz, showing free gold.............................

Mispickel and ferruginous quartz ....................................
Crushed pyritous quartz....................................................
Ferruginous quartz ............................................................

!J SJ ..................... .. ............................... .. ......................................................

Porous ferruginous quartz ................................................
„ ,, ,, showing free gold..................

Mispickel in felspathic base .............................................
Galena, blende, pyrites, gossan, and quartz ..................
Ferruginous granite and free gold.....................................
Quartzite and quartz ........................................................
Ferruginous ,, .........................................................
Quartz aud iron pyrites .....................................................
Ferruginous quartz ...........................................................
Metallic bismuth................................................................
Ferruginous porous quartz.................................................

,, quartz ............................................................

Per ton.

Gold. Silver,

OZ. rlub. gl- o?:. chvt. gr.
0 4 0 ..

10 12 7 0 5 10
0 4 S 17 8 10
1 S li 0 3 10
2 7 5 2 14 10
0 7 14
0 10 21 1 7 5
0 4 20 1 IS 5

2G !> 4 1 11 19
0 o 0
t 12 10 1 10 5

1 1 1!) 0 10 s
1 110 0 10 21
d 14 7 2 8 23

12 4 23
0 n 2 2 S 16
1 7 4 135 16 2
0 10 21 2 14 10
4 7 2 4 1 15

0 5 10 0 10 21
0 3 0
1 5 0
0 4 0 2 ii io
3 16 o 1 12 12

ir. 4 si 3 5 8
4 1 lo 1 7 4
o r> io 0 15 5
0 10 13 7 17 8

30 In 19 29 2 13
0 3 0
0 fi 16
0 12 21 75 2 1 6
0 4 0
0 f. 2
0 19 .4 0 6 12
0 4 3 1 1 16
0 6 0 1 1 16
0 10 21 224 17 2
0 16 6 4 7 2
0 4 8 15 15 IS
0 10 21 135 0 14
0 5 10 1 7 4
0 5 10 0 16 6
1 1 1C 5 8 21
0 5 10 0 16 6
0 6 12 0 4 3
2 3 13 0 4 0
2 14 10 0 8 3
0 IS 23
1 1 IG 0 fi 10
0 10 21
2 3 13 0 10 0
1 7 4 2 8 23
2 3 13 0 10 21
4 12 10 2 19 20
0 4 0 16 17 13
1 1 16 3 16 fi
0 6 10 179 13 8
0 5 0 58 1 ti 0
1 15 22 22" 16 22
0 16 6 6 5 2
1 12 16 1 1 16
0 3 0

18 6 20 3 1 22
1 1 10 0 10 21
4 IS 0 0 10 21
4 1 14 0 10 21

39 15 6 0 10 21
7 0 22 2 3 13
0 10 21 0 6 10
1 12 16
0 16 6
0 5 0

46 13 2 0 16 8
98 5 10 0 10 21

2 3 13 1 12 16
0 4 0 225 IS 21
7 0 23 0 9 19
2 12 1 0 4 0
0 16 7 1 7 4
1 12 16 11 8 10
3 16 5 1 7 4
5 6 4 5 3 10
2 11 17 0 10 21
0 16 6

Lend. Copper.

i
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Locailt;'. Description of Mineral.
Per ton.

Turnkey.....
Tnena.........
Tutlin.........
Toogong....
Tai'cutta.....
Uralla.........
Upper Lewis Fanils

)>
ii
»)

Valid ebilt Mine..
"N'allcy Mine ......
Wagga’U’aega ... 
Wagongn. Heads.. 
Vestern District.
Wingollo .........
Wiseman’s Creek; 
West Trench ....
Windellama ......
Young..................

Quartzite with iron jiyrites and one piece micaceous schist ..........
Taleose schist enclosing porous quartz-vein ....................................

Quartz and mispickel ............................................................................. 1
Pemiginous quartz and sulphide and oxide of antimony.................... I
Porous ferruginous gossan ..................................................................... I

) i ! J IJ . . -. *............................... .. ........................................................... ...... i   .................]

Earthy „ „ with cerussite crystals.............................. I
Crushed ironstone....................................................................................
Porous ferruginous gossan............................... .....................................
Crushed sample........................   )
Ferruginous quartz ................................................................................

,, ,, showing free gold................................................. (
Quartzite with arsenical and iron pyrites and zinc blende ........
Ferruginous quartz .................................................. 1
Pyritous vein in clay slate.....................................................................
Ferruginous quartz from West Trench .............................................. i
T . » ................................................................................................. .
Iron pyrites ............................................................................................

GoU. Silver.

or- pr. Oz- Ift-t Pr*
0 4 0 i 1 16
0 10 21 4 7 2
0 16 6 0 5 10
2 9 0 0 10 0
0 4 0 1 12 10
4 10 0 1 12 12
0 6 12 5 12 21
0 8 8 4 3 19
0 5 10 7 0 12
0 10 0
0 4 16 47 7 8
0 10 21
0 4 0
8 3 8 1 12 16
1 1 16 0 10 21
3 16 5 O 10 21
4 12 12 4 10 8
0 10 21
0 16 0 0 10 21
0 3 0

Per cent.

Lend. Copper,

Coal.

The output oi! coal for 1SS7, as compared with that of 1886, shows an increase of 02,822 tons, 
while the value of the output for 1887 exceeds that of 1886 by £43,276. The export of coal to inter
colonial ports shows an increase in quantity of 49,493 tons, and in value of £20,260. The export to 
foreign ports shows an increased quantity of 5.082 tons, but a decrease in value equal to £6,723. Our 
total export of coal for 1887 exceeds that of 1886 in quantity by 54,577 tons, aud in value by £13,537, 
while our Home eon sumption in 188/ exceeds that of 1880 by 37,745 tons. The average price per ton for 
coal sent to Intercolonial Ports in 1887 was 10s, 5-89d. as compared with 10s. 7'22d. in 1886, the average 
rale from 1858 to 1887 being 11s. 2T4d. per ton. The average price per ton for coals sent to Foreign 
Ports in 1887 was 11s. 1'OSd., as compared with 11s. 4'31d. in 1886, the average rate from 1858 to 1887 
being 12s. 7’59d. per ton. Tbe average price realized upon our total output for 1887 was 9s, 2'57A. per 
ton, as compared with 9s. 2’53d. per ton in 1880, and 9s. O'dod. per ton from 1858 io 1887.

The aggregate thickness of coal-seams bored through in 1887 with the Government diamond drills 
was 44 ft. 8 in., namely:—it Mittagong, 33 ft. 2 in.; at Redhead, 3 ft. 10 in.; and at Bundanoon, 
7 ft. S in.

During the month of March, 1888, the pit of the Metropolitan Coal Company, at. Heathcote, 
reached the coal-seam at a depth of 1,093 ft., and has since then pierced the seam measuring 13 ft. of 
clean coal.

Quantity and Value of Coal raised from the opening of the Coal-seams to 1857, inclusive:—

Yoar. QuaiiUl.v. Average per ton. Value.

Prior to £ s. a. £
1829 50,000 0 10 0 25,000
1820 780 0 10 1-23 304
1830 4,000 0 9 o-oo 1,800
1831 5.000 0 8 o-oo 2,000
1832 7,143 0 7 0-00 2,502
1833 0,812 0 7 6'73 2,575
1834 8,490 0 8 10 00 3,750
1835 12,392 0 8 1019 5,483
1836 12,646 0 9 106 5,747
1837 16,083 0 0 S-81 5,828
1838 17,220 0 0 9‘05 8j399
1839 21,283 0 0 0-73 10,441
1840 30,256 0 10 10-86 16,498
1841 34,841 0 12 0-00 20,905
1842 39,900 0 12 o-oo 23,040
1843 25,802 0 12 6 *54 16,222

Year, Quantify, Average per Inn, Value.

1844 23,118
£ s. d.

0 10 S'34
£

12,363
1845 22,324 0 7 10-27 8,769
1846 38,965 0 7 0-46 13,714
1847 40,732 0 6 0-01 13,750
1848 45,447 0 6 3-38 14,275
1849 48,516 0 6 0-45 14,647
1850 71,216 0 6 0-77 23,375
1851 07,610 0 7 6-51 25,540
1S52 67,404 0 10 11-33 36,885
1853 96,809 0 16 1-51 78,059
1854 116,642 1 0 5-63 119,380
1855 137,076 0 12 11-96 89,082
1856 189,900 0 12 406 117,906
1857 210,434 0 14 0 97 148,158

1,468,901 0 11 10-72 869,391

Table
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*

Table showing the Quantities aud Average Value per ton of Coal exported to Intercolonial aud Foreign Ports 
respectively, the Quantity of Coal consumed in this Colony, and the Average Price per ton of the total output 
of the Collieries, from 1858 to 1887 inclusive.

Extorts to Intercolonial Ports, Ex]X)rts to Foreign Ports. Total Exports. Home
consump

tion.

Total Output and Value.

d
V

fc"
K .

Quantity. Average 
per ton. Value. Quantity Avemgc 

per ton. Value. Quantity. Average 
per ton. Value. Quantlti-. Average 

per ton. Value.

Tons. .C F. d. £ Tons. £ F d. £ Tons. £ e. d. £ Tons. Tons. £ s. d. £ s. a.
585S 101,483 0 15 1'Of 70,324 12,030 1 0 1-85 12,182 113,527 0 15 8-05 88,966 102,870 216*697 0 14 11*84 102*102 0 0
1359 129,536 0 14 6-07 94,312 44,349 0 37 6-27 33,672 378,035 0 IB 3-49 132,934 134,278 303,213 0 13 3T4 204,371 0 0
I860 140,183 0 14 10-86 104,471 93.694 0 10 11-10 79,290 233,877 0 15 8'a7 183,761 134,935 368*862 0 12 s-so 220,493 0 0
1SG1 157,273 0 15 2 25 119,433 50,502 0 16 5'37 41,532 207,789 0 15 d-92 1G0,9C5 131,287 342,007 0 12 9-.-,2 218,820 0 0
1862 105,427 0 15 0 65 147,019 113,355 0 17 4'84 98,403 303,782 0 15 10 75 246,422 367,740 470,522 0 12 9 73 305,234 0 0
1803 21.3,009 0 13 $■40 146,532 84,129 0 17 C 10 73,649 298,032 0 14 0 30 220,1S1 137,801 433*880 0 10 10-60 236,230 0 0
1864 233,539 0 10 3-74 146,199 88,927 0 14 10-90 «i,2S9 372,100 0 11 4-91 212,483 176,546 540,012 0 9 10T0 270,171 0 0
1865 292,664 0 9 11-83 140,129 00,304* 0 16 0-79 08,029 382,9681 0 n 2 20 214,158 202,5501 585.525 O 9 4-43 274,303 0 0
1866 344,194 0 9 2‘DS 159,175 190,711 0 14 4‘53 141,413 540,905 0 11 1-37 soo.bss 233,333 774,233 0 8 4 44 3-24,049 0 0
1867 312,101 0 9 4'35 146,111 161,256 0 IS 8-47 107,148 473,357 0 10 8-40 253,259 296,055 770*012 0 8 10-70 342*655 0 0
1868 329,052 0 0 6’76 155,975 21S,9S4 0 12 5-29 136,220 543,036 0 10 7*00 202,201 406*105 054.231 0 8 ft-OS 417,809 0 0
1339 840,466 0 8 9-07 149,059 255,087 0 11 8-31 149,130 595,653 0 10 0-16 293,195 324.221 919,774 0 7 6'32 346,140 0 0
1870 335,564 0 s 6-02 142,656 242,825 0 10 3-57 125,025 (178,330 0 0 3-07 207,081 200,175 863,504 O 7 3 54 310,820 0 0
1871 378,891 0 8 6'91 102,470 186,538 0 10 1-22 94,220 SOS,420 0 ft 0-95 256,600 333,355 893,734 0 7 0 47 316*840 0 0
1872 304,0,12 0 S 611 770,047 275,058 0 9 11-40 136,914 669,110 0 ft 2-42 307,861 343,316 1,012,426 O 7 fl 02 3%,198 0 0
1873 425,937 0 12 0'82 272,110 347,142 0 14 7 59 253,979 773,070 0 13 7 32 526,030 410,783 1,192,862 0 11 1*94 665,747 0 1)
1874 407,583 0 13 8-30 320,119 405,442 0 15 4'76 012.123 873,0:5 0 14 5-81 MS,247 431,587 1,304.012 ft 12 1-37 700,224 0 0
1875 518,853 0 13 7-77 354,074 403,154 0 15 0-64 317,409 927,007 0 14 584 871,483 402,722 1.329,72!) 0 12 380 810,429 17
1876 542,952 0 13 8'45 372,045 325,865 0 13 6 45 253,160 SCS,S17 0 14 4-70 626,211 451,101 1,319*913 0 r> 2-00 803,300 i) ft
1S77 003,707 0 13 864 386,740 351,970 0 14 tO'81 202,237 015,727 0 14 2-03 043,977 528,544 1.444,271 0 11 10 74 553,093
1878 623,323 0 13 8*77 427,954 383,097 0 14 7'69 280,452 1,006,420 0 14 O-flS 703,406 569,077 1,575,497 0 11 8'28 020,936 4
3876 621,037 0 13 li'i'u 421,193 376,962 0 14 6-13 273,509 903,049 0 13 11-05 004,707 535,332 l.r.Si.aS! 0 12 0 12 ft-iO.SlS 18 3
1880 650,672 0 11 2'67 309,004 202,634 0 11 r. 70 110,295 753,850 0 11 8-48 425,299 712,824 ] ,466,180 0 fi 0-36 015,336 11 7
1881 057,133 0 7 9'34 255,572 372,700 0 8 8-29 101,958 1,029,344 0 8 r:n> 417,530 739,753 1,769,597 0 6 0 55 003,248 R
1882 760,226 0 9 9-54 372,334 501,819 0 10 11-50 274,699 1,261,645 0 10 3-09 047,033 847,737 2,100,282 0 a 11-or 048,005 0 0
18S3 855,704 0 10 5*75 448.S00 050,741 0 11 7*34 331,300 1,512,445 0 10 11-65 820,082 1,009,012 2,521*457 0 9 C 40 1*201,941 12 11
18S4 994,0S7 0 10 8'06 532,938 690,67C 0 11 5‘14 39S, 107 1,690,763 0 11 0-15 931,045 1.0*>8,$4G 2*749,109 0 9 571 1,303,076 19 11
1385 991,924 0 10 7'13 525,443 764,432 0 11 6'62 441,220 1,756,356 0 11 0 01) 966,663 1,122,507 2,878,863 0 9 3*72 1,340,212 13 7
1830 1,027,775 0 10 7-22 544,824 703,000 9 11 4-31 402,173 1,785,805 0 10 10-93 947,002 1,091,310 2*330,175 0 9 2-53 1,303,164 4 1
1887 1,077,270 0 10 6-80 505,084 713,172 0 11 1 08 395,455 1,790,442 0 10 3-75 000,639 l.l&.tfS 2,92-2,407 0 9 2"57 1,340,440 r

14,020,079 0 11 2‘14 8,175,107 9,328,213} 0 12 700 5,892,176 23,0111,802; 0 11 S-94 14,007,233 14,521,0:134 39*476,916 0 9 0*45 18,829,717 6 9

The following Comparative Statement shows that in tho Northern,’Western,and Southern Districts, 
the output in 1887 exceeds that of 1886 hoth in quantity and value.

ComcaIuttve Statement of Output of Coal in the Northern, ’Western, and Southern Districts.

Ou'put, Northern District ....... .............................

Increase as compared with previous rear..............

1883. 1884.

Tons. Value. Tons. Value,

1,890,010 10 0
£ s. d.

028,020 13 5 2,03u,3'12 10 3
£ s- (1. 

1,011,933 13 7

330,102 10 0 212,080 0 11 135,722 14 3 83,907 0 2

Output, Western District ......................................

Increase as compared with previous year ..............
Decrease do do ..............

Output, Southern District ............ .........................

Increase as compared with previous year ........

232,418 3 0 77,780 18 0 273,823 14 0 7-1,101 9 7

34,170 3 0 14,603 17 4 41,405 11 0
3,610 8 11

380,410 2 0 100,134 1 0 410,942 9 0

30,523 7 0

210,981 10 0

47,203 2 0 20,020 13 0 20,847 15 0

1885. 1886. 1887.

Output, Northern District

Increase as compared -with 
previous year.

Decrease do .......................

Output, Western District

Increase ns compared with 
previous year.

Decrease do.....................

Output, Southern District

Increase as compared with 
previous year.

Decrease do........................

Tons. Value.
Tone. 1 Value.

Tons. Value.

1 £ s, dJ

2,113,372 13 Ojl,032,904 13 4 2,178,110 O O
£ s. d.

1,084,554 17 1 2,243,702 O 0

05,076 0 0

£ s. d.
1,006,720 0 7

68,030 2 1 20,970 10 9 64,743 7 0 51,050 3 9 12,165 3 0

311,762 16 0 76,836 13 3 281,229 0 0 68,015 15 0 802,137 0 Oj 79,030 0 2

37,939 2 0 2,075 3 8

30,533 10 0 8,220 18 3

20,008 0 0 10,420 5 2

453,727 15 3 230,471 7 0 370,830 0 0 149,993 12 0 370,563 0 0 170,634 1 10

33,785 0 3 13,489 10 3 ........
82,897 15 3 80*477 15 0

5,738 0 O 20,690 9 10
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In the Northern District the average price of coal was 9s, 9 3d, per ton in 1887, as compared with 
9s. H od, per ton in 1886. In the Western District the average price of coal was 6s. 2'78d. per ton in 
1S87, as compared with 4s. 10'55d. in 1886. In the Southern District the average price of coal was 
9s. 0 77d. per ton in 1887, as compared with 8s. l'07d. in 1886. '

The number of coal aud shale mines under inspection in 1887 was 42 in the Northern District, and 
30 in the Southern and "Western Districts—total, 72 and notice was received of 8 opening out and of 
1 abandoned, whereas in 1886 there were G6 under inspection and 11 opening out.

During the year there were 1 tO accidents in collieries; of these 95 were fatal, and 45 non-fatal; of 
the 95 fatal accidents, 81 were due to the disaster at tho Bulli mine. The number of fatal accidents in 
1387 exceeds the number in 1836 by 66, and the number of non-fatal accidents in 1887 exceeds the 
number in 1886 by 2.

Coal.

A Company has been formed to work a coal-seam near Mittagong, and another Company has been 
formed to work seams near Wingello. The Berrima Colliery is still putting out a limited quantity of coal, 
and the Eritli Colliery is about to start again. Land lias been taken up to work the scams of coal, three 
or four in number, in the Main Eange, at Little Forest, near Milton. Tho largest seam is about 2 feet 
thick, the coal is bright aud burns well. In the Maitland division a new Company has been formed to 
work tbe Thornlcy Colliery and surrounding land, and a Company is about to be formed to open a colliery 
in the parish of Stamford upon an area of 1,996 acres held under lease; a small colliery has been opened 
near East Maitland. A colliery has recently been commenced at G mine dab.

During the year the following analyses of Coal were made by the Department;—

J.ouahtj. Dcscriiition of Mineral. Anal} si9. Cnkc Sulphur Specific 
X X Gravltv.

Bumlanoon Creek Inferior splint coal
f
1

Hygroscopic moisture, 
Volatile hydrocarbons.
Fixed carbnn...............
Ash...............................

1-02 I
14-96 !
38-38
4564

I

Bumkitooii 
diamond drill 
boro..............

Bituminous coal

100-00

[ Hygroscopic moisture.......................... 2”2.5
Volatile hydrocarbons.......................... 19-92

' Fixed carbon......................................... 38-38
' Ash........................................................ 45-64

100-00

S Hygroscopic moisture . 
Volatile hydrocarbons..

1 Fixed carbon.................
( Ash ...............................

Bulli

Do

' Fine brown and black coal-) 
dust and n small piece 
(y in. in diameter) of 
bright bituminous coal, to
gether with small piece of 

■J wood and clay shale, said \
to ho “taken where the 
boy is said to have been 
affected by the explosion,

’ and thrown about the 
l mouth of the tunnel”...!

1 Very fine brown and black | 
< bituminous coal-dust and-j
( a, little sand ......................  j

f

Hygroscopic moisture..........................
Volatile hydrocarbons..........................
Fixed carbon.........................................
Ash.........................................................
Sulphur.................................................

Hygroscopic moisture.. 
Volatile hydrocarbons .
Fixed carbon...............
Asli ..............................
Sulphur..........................

Do

Very fine brown and black'i 
bituminous coal-dust and j 
a little sand, “taken from ! 
about 50 yds. fi-om old fur- [ 
uaeo overcast, or 150 yds. | 
from tunnel mouth 1 ...... J

Hygroscopic moisture . ..
Volatile hydrocarbons......
Fixed carbon .................
Asli.....................................
Sulphur..............................

1 '55 
23-77 
47-33 
27-35

100 00

2 151
19- 02 , 
49-92 j-
20- 39 | 

■52 J

78-31

] oroo

2'40’| 
16'30 
50-43 !■ 
30-24 

•63 J

80-67

100-00

2-405 
16-30 i 

. 50-43 } 
30-24 | 

-63 J

10010

80 67

1 52

Do

f
Coal-dust, with stringy 

splinters of wood .....

Hygroscopic moisture. 
Volatile hydrocarbons
Fixed carbon..............
Ash...............................
Sulphur.......................

2-2o5 
16-45 
51-27 \ 
29-50 | 

■33!

80-77

100 00

665—E
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Co a l—conliii u/xl.

Locality* Description c? Mineral. Anal j sis, Coke
%

Sulphur
%

S]>eciflc
Gravity:

Bulli ,
.Fine Just and pieces of bitu- S 

minous coal up to J in. in^
diameter.............................. j

1.

Uo

u bituminous f 
coal and a piece of same ■

Do.

Dust of bright 
id a p

to i in. in diameterup to i m. m tuameter, "j 
with a little quartz sand

Berrima West

Coarse and fine dust and | 
bright bituminous coal and ■! 
small pieces of clay shale |

BUnmiuons coal uilh veins of 
antliraeitic oharaeter........

Casino Infei ior splint and bituminous
1

Flaggj- Cieek,

Gladstone ) 
Colliery, (

Do.

Blight bituminous coal from_ 
new scam............................

Bright bituminous eoat.

Bituminous coal

Holt-Sulhor- 
laud Kstate.

Coal from diamond drill bore ( 
at Holt-Suthcrlaiid Estate | 
about 15 miles from -I 
Sydney, at a deptli of 2‘2 | 
feet.......................................  b

Du. Jo

Do do

Hygioseopic moisture. 
Volatile iiydrocarbons.
Fixed carbon................
Ash................................
Sulphur.......................

WO1! 
13-00 | 
55‘37 [■ 
23-70 | 

■53 J

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture. 
Volatile hydrocarbons.
Fixed carbon.................
Ash................................
Sulphur.......................

Hygroscopic moisture. 
Volatile hydrocarbons.
Fixed carbon...............
Ash................................
Sulphur........................

100-00

1-401 
20-23 
51-90 
25'8I 

-64 J

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture.. 
Volatile hydrocarbons..
Fixed carbon...............
Ash ............................

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture., 
Volatile hydrocarbons..
Fixed carbon...............
Ash ...........................

.. 4-401
. 30-22 f 

30-04 { 
.. 29-34)

Hygroscopic moisture.. 
Volatile hydrocarbons..
Fixed carbon................
Ash ............................
Sulphur........................

Hygroscopic moisture . 
Volatile hydrocarbons..
Fixed carbon.................
Ash ............................
Sulphur.......................

Hygroscopic moisture.. 
Volatile hydrocarbons.,
Fixed carbon................
Ash ...........................
Sulphur........................

Hygroscopic moisture,, 
Volatile hydrocarbons..
Fixed carbon................
Ash................................
Sulphur........................

100-00

2 ■07') 
37-07 i 
55-02 I- 
4-42 | 

•52 J

100 00

2-051 
27-62 I 
57-25 ^ 
12-67 I 

•41 I

100-00

1-771 
28-40 
50-72 } 
9-60 | 

•51 j

100-00

0-361 
13'52 | 
70-96 J- 
14-72 | 

•44 J

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture..............
Volatile hydrocarbons.............
Fixed carbon....................... .

........... 0-241

............ 14-03

............... 73-96 ^

............ 11-16
Sulphur.....................................

100-00

Hygroscopic meisture.............
Volatile hydrocarbons.............
Fixed carbon............................

........... -681

............ 12-21

............ 60-02 V

............ 16-80
Sulphur......... .......................... ............ -30 J

100-00

79-07

7S-S5

77-71 1-450

0/0 1 '362

05'3S 0'59 l 410

60-34 ... 1-255

00 92

60-32

1-252

1-362

1- 44

1- 31

1- 48
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Coal—con t i n urd.

Locality. Desci i|it.inu of .Mineral.

Holt-Sutlier- 
laml Estate. .

J)n ,

Do.

ITnmev ille...... j

Jfittagong .

Do,

Do.

Do.

Muflgoo

Dn .

Ocean CollieryJ

Coal from diamond drill bore f 
at ITolt-Suiherland Estate 
abont 15 miles from { 
Sydney, at a depth of 2,227 
feet, 4 feet 2 inches thick.. I

Coal from diamond drill bore ( 
' at Holt-Sutherland Estate 

about 15 miles from •[ 
Sydney, at a depth of 22 j 
feet.......................................  L

Coal dust brought up in watery 
during boring the seam | 
struck in the Holt-Suther- i 
land diamond drill bore, at | 
a depth of 2,227 feet........)

Cannel coal, from Homeville, 
West Maitland.................. '

3 pieces of core from the top,') 
middle, and bottom of seam 
(top, splint and bitumin- | 
ous coal, middle and hot- }■ 
tom, bright bituminous 
coal) from Diamond Drill | 
bore=4 ft. 7 in. of core ... j

3 jneccs of coal from top,’) 
middle, and bottom (top ' 
and bottom, splint bitu
minous, and Die middle 
bright bituminous coal) =
2 ft. 10 in. core..................

Bitumiuous and splint coal = 
4 ft. 7 in. core ..............

Splint coat with bituminous j 
hands=3 ft. 4 in. core...... 1

Coal fromSOmilesfromlfudgee <

Coal from Mudgee, seam 0 ft.
0 in. thick.......................... "

Bituminnns coal from Ocean | 
Colliery, West Dapto, from -[ 
top scam, 10 ft. thick....... |

Hygroscopic moisture.. 
Volatile hydrocarbons..
Fixed carbon................
Ash ............................
Sulphur.........................

Hygroscopic moisture., 
Volatile hydrocarbons.
Fixed carbon................
Ash ............................
Sulphur........................

0-G7 
13-OG 
70-70 
15-1G 

•41J

100 00

0-40^ 
12-63 ' 
74-04 
12-52 

■41 )

100 00

Hygroscopic moisture . 
Volatile hydrocarbons.
Fixed carbon................
Ash ...........................

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture.. 
Volatile hydrocarbons.,
Fixed carbon.................
Ash.................................

Hygroscopic moisture.. 
Volatile hydrocarbons..
Fixed carbon......... .......
Ash...............................
Sulphur.......................

100-00

l-Suy 
25-77 | 
60-06 )- 
12-24 j 

■56 J

09-98

Hygroscopic moisture.. 
Volatile hydrocarbons..
Fixed carbon.................
Ash................................
Sulphur........................

100 00

Hygroscopic moisture.. 
Volatile hydrocarbons..
Fixed carbon.................
Ash.................................
Sulphur................... .

Hygroscopic moisture. 
Volatile hydrocarbons;..
Fixed carbon................
Ash...............................
Sulphur........................

Hygroscopic moisture . 
Volatile hydrocarbons..
Fixed carbon................
Ash.....................................
Sulphur........................

Hygroscopic moisture.. 
Volatile hydrocarbons..
Fixed carbon.................
Ash................................
Sulphur.........................

100-00

1-17^ 
19-25 i 
47-59 } 
31-42 

■57 i

100-00

1'71 
30-69 
4 9 •62 
17-25 

•73 J

100-00

1-00 
23-17 
57-86 
17 3G 

■G1

100 00

Hygroscopic moisture.......................... •S4'|
Volatile hydrocarbons.......................... 24-92 1
Fixed carbon............................. ............ 66-27 }
Ash.............................................
Sulphur ..................................... ............ -41 j

100-00

85-86

fjulpluu- Specific
r.iariiy.

72-31

73-30

60-70

79-017

GG-S7

1- 48

1- 30

l- 32

1-322

1-347

1 '376

1-420

1 -538

73-83 1-333
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Coal—confin v.ed.

Locality. Description of Mineral. Analj sis.

r.uishof Joadja..
{

Splint coal ..............................

Hygroscopic moisture..........................
Volatile hydrocarbons..........................
Fixed caibon................................. .......
Ash.........................................................
Sulphur.................................................

Ryl'itonc............ 1 Biiglit Intumiuous coal

f. irygroseot>ic moisture..........................
[ Volatile liyrlrocarlioiis............................
\ Fixcil carlxHi............................................
| Ash..................................................
i. Sulphur .................................... ...........

Southern Dietrich Bituminous coal
( 1

Hygroscopic moisture 
Volatile hydrocarbons.
Fixed carhon...............
Ash...............................

Warmnibunglc E. Tertiary coal

f Hygroscopic moisture 
| Volatile liydroearhons

-{ Fixed carbon..............
I Ash...............................
! Sulphur.......................

Coke Sulphur^ Specific 
% j Gravity.

2-101
23-3o
r.G-re \
17-20 1 

•39 J

73-96

100 00

3-20-1 
:io-401 
04-33 1 
9-35 | 

•32 J

1-317

100-00

1-07 ) 
32-00 r 
03-02 ( 
13-31 )

60-33 0-69 1- 29

100-00

2 -05 •) 
42-02 j 
34-44 t 
20-44 

■33 J

54-SS 1-329

100-00

Fuller particulars concerning the composition of the Coals of this Colony may be found in the 
Annual Keport of this Department for the year 18S0.

Shale.

The output of shale in 1SS7 was less by S/'iSil tons than in 188(5, and the price per ton uas 
2c 0 80d. per ton less than in the preceding year.

The following table shows the quantitv and value of Kerosene Shale produced during the years 1805 to
' 1887 :—

Year, Quantity. Average price per 
ton. Total value. Year. Quantity. Average price per 

ton. Total value.

1863
Tons.

070
£ s, d.
4 2 0-47

£ 9. <1.
2,350 0 0 1877

Tons,
18,963

£ s. d.
2 9 0-81

£ s. d.
46,521 0 0

I860 2,770 2 IS 10-48 8,150 0 0 1878 24,371 2 6 11-40 57,211 0 0
1S67 4,079 •3 14 9-21 15,249 0 0 1879 32,519 2 1 1-96 66,930 10 0
1S6S 16,952 2 17 7-11 48,816 0 0 1880 19,201 2 6 7'03 44,724 15 0
1869 7,000 2 10 0 00 18,730 0 0 1881 27,894 1 9 2-09 40,748 0 0
1870 8,580 3 4 3-18 27,070 0 0 1882 48,065 1 15 0 00 84,114 0 0
1871 14,700 2 6 3-91 34,050 0 0 1833 49,200 1 16 10-77 90,861 10 0
1872 11,040 2 11 11-91 28,700 0 0 1884 31,618 2 5 7 86 72,176 O 0
1873 17,850 2 10 6 05 50,470 0 0 1880 27,462 2 8 11-62 67,239 0 0
1874 12,100 2 5 1-4S 27,300 0 0 1880 43,063 2 0 10-79 99,976 0 0
1870 6,197 2 10 2-22 15,500 0 0 1887 40,010 2 3 10-43 87,761 0 0
1876 15,998 3 0 0-00 47,994 0 0

481,252 2 5 001 1,083,173 10 0

Silteh a>'d Dead.

Though the quantity of fine silver exported in 1887 was considerably less than in 1SSG, the 
quantity of silver and lead ore exported in 1887 so largely exceeded that of 1SSG that, comparing the 
export of silver and ore for the two years, 1887 shows an increase in value over 1S8G equal to £82.381. 
The fact that such a large proportion of the produce of our silver-mines is sent away for treatment, 
indicates the want of appliances or skill to treat the ore locally. It is perhaps fortunate for this branch 
of mining that the owners of our silver-mines recognise the expediency of sending away their ore, instead 
of investing capital building furnaces which may or may not he capable of treating the ore effectively. 
It is to be hoped that works will ere long be established in this Colony at which the various ore of silver 
can he treated so as to secure the maximum of profit to mine owners.

QuAymr
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Qoxtitt mid Value of Silver and Silver and Lead Ore exported.

Silver,

Quantity, Value,

ftil\ er and Ltnd On?.

QiunUty. |
1

Ore. Metal. '
1

Total V*!ue.

Tip to OZ. £ 8. ll. Tons cwt. qr. lb.
1SS1.......... 726,779'14 178,405 0 0 191 13 0 0
1832........... 38,618 9,024 0 0 11 19 0 0
1833........... 77,005-18 10,488 0 0 136 4 0 0
1S84......... 93,GG0-25 19,730 0 0 9,167 11 1 7 ,
1885......... 794,173-80 159,187 0 0 2,095 16 0 0
1S8C..... . 1,015,433'10 197,544 0 0 4 802 2 0 0
1837........... 177,307‘75 32,458 0 0 12,529 3 2 o

2,923,037-22 012,886 0 0 28,934 8 3 7

Tons. cwfc.

190 8

19D 8

£
I 5,023 

260 
2,075 

241,910 
107,R2fi 

' 294,485
| 5 U,952

1,193,403

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

(1. £
0 133,430
0 9,384
0 18,563
0 251,720
0 200,813
0 492,029
0 674,410

0 1,790,319

Though the result of last year’s operations shows a considerable increase upon that of the preceding 
year, there is reason to helievc that the output of the current year will greatly exceed that of last year. 
The following extracts from the reports furnished by officers of the Department indicate the enormous 
extent of country over which lodes of silver and lead ore arc distributed :—

In the llathuvst District the Wardens and Mining Registrars report:—“ The Tuena division has 
bean brought prominently before the public during the year by the rich discoveries of silver ore at 
Costigan, near Tuena. A Company has been formed and smelters erected. Pour shafts have been sunk 
and 30,000 or., of silver obtained, valued at about £4,875 ; also 103 tons of lead. Another property was 
also put into a Company, called the Cordillera. Smelters are being erected, shafts sunk upon the lode, 
and a tunnel driven into the hill has cut the lode, which assays well. The old Peelwood copper-mine, 
which was abandoned some years ago, is said to he exceedingly valuable for silver, lead, and copper. At 
Back Creek, Bockley, most of the leases are idle under suspension, though several of them are rich in 
minerals, probably silver. Mitchell has been going to the bad all the year. The Sunny Corner Company 
(the only one working) obtained 10,472 tons of ore. 318,010 oz. of silver, valued at £55,052 10s., and they 
had 1,000 tons of ore at grass, valued at £3,500. At Lewis Ponds and Bulga there are lodes of silver ore 
which promise to equal some of our richest silver-mines. The Lewis Ponds Gold and Silver Mining Co. 
have sunk to a depth of 117 feet, where a gossan lode of from 5 to 20 feet in width has been struck. During 
the year 293 tons of ore have been raised, which is being sent to Germany for treatment. There is a 
probability of payable silver being found at Kempfield and Diamond Valley, near Trunkey. In the 
Lachlan District at Back Gamma, 15 miles north-cast of Borbes, a reef which was taken up for gold is 
likely to prove a silver lode. At Nymagce the Xymagee has carbonate of lead and silver lodes running 
parallel to the copper lodes. In the Albert Mining District the Broken Hill Proprietary Company during 
the year raised 51,000 tons of ore, from which they obtained G5 tons 18 cwt. 1 qr. of silver, valued at 
£391,790, and 9,914 tons of lead, valued at £09,100. The deepest shaft is 330 feet deep, the deepest 
level is 310 feet, the width of the lode is from 14 feet to 170 feet. The Broken Hill Block 14 Co. raised 
800 tons of ore, valued at £1,800. The British Broken Hill Co. raised 30 tons of ore, valued at £300. 
The Consols Co., Broken Hill, raised 50 tons of ore, valued at £1,000. The Umberumberka Co. raised 
4,005 tons of ore, of which 1,005 tons was sold for £34,330, leaving 3,000 tous of ore at grass, valued at 
£9,000. The Barrier Ranges Co. raised in the aggregate 507 tous of ore, valued at £0,581, The Britannia 
and Scotia Co. raised 113 tons of ore, of which 105 tons was sold for £1,080. The Round Hill Co. raised 
15 tons, w'hich was sold for £115. The Consolidated Blocks Co., Round Hill, raised 25 tons, valued at 
£100. Rossi ter & Co. raised 84 tons of ore, valued at £1,230. The Rise aud Shine Co., Mt. Gipps, 
raised 40 tons of ore, valued at £100. The field in a general way is being vigorously prospected, more 
especially about Broken Hill, Rockwell Paddock, Pinnacles, and Purnamoota, and the galena lodes of 
Tlmckaringa have attracted considerable attention. ’The export of minerals from this division during 
1887 were valued at £522,455. This does not include the ore sent from Thackaringa, which would probably 
bring the amount up £000,000. In the Tumut and Adtdong Mining District, at Captains Plat, near 
Queanbcyan, the Koh-i-noor Co. has two lodes, one 20 feet wide, the other 3 foot, from which 45,705 oz. 
silver, and 124^- tons of lead, besides gold and copper, have been obtained. A lode containing silver, 
gold, and lead, has been cut in the Vanderbilt mine, from udiich 150 tons of ore have been raised, which 
assays 10 to 180 oz. silver per ton, and in another mine a quartz reef has been cut which is impregnated 
with lead crystals. A Company is being formed to work some silver lodes at Bredbo, in the Cooma 
division. At Carter’s mine, in the Nowrn division, prospecting is still carried on, but nothing payable 
has yet been found. The discovery of a silver lode in the Araluen division has been reported, and the

ground
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ground is being tested. A silver lode lias been disrovered on private land at Pudman Creek, in tbe Tass 
division. At Morava tbe owner of tbe silver-mine lias been engaged some weeks in crushing, with fair 
results. Assays of ore from lodes near Uomb.ila varied from 12 ta 21 oz. of silver and 2 oz. of gold per 
ton. The ’Warrcll Creek silver lodes in the Kompsey division arc shut up froai miners, tbe land being 
included in mineral conditional purchases. These lodes are well-defined, and comprise argentiferous 
pyrites and silver galena ores, and if opened would provide a large, new, and permanent field. , At Mount 
Pigotl, about 5 miles from Boat Harbour, a deposit of gossan ore lias been found, containing gold and 
silver. One mile west of this a well-defined reef, 12 inches wide at surface and 21 inches at a depth of 
12 feet of ferruginous quartz, heavily charged with argentiferous pyrites, silver being the predominant metal. 
There are many other reefs and lodes on both the western and eastern spurs containing gold, silver, antimony, 
Jfcc., hut as depth is reached silver will, it is thought, predominate. Near Fairfield the silver discoveries 
have caused great excitement, especially the mine known as the “ White Bock."’ There is no defined lode, 
but tbe mass of rock is intersected by numerous veins of galena, sulphide of silver, Ac., varying in width 
from 2 to 12 inches. The veinstuflf is said to be about 10 percent, of the whole mass, aud the rock is found 
by assay to contain a considerable quantity of silver. Another discovery has been made on a granite 
range about 8 miles north of Tcntcrfield. An assay of stone from the prospector’s shaft proved to he 
exceedingly rich in silver. The lode is well-defined. The highest assay gave 795 oz. silver and C oz-. 
12 dwt. of gold per ton, the lowest assay shows 13 oz. silver and 2 oz, 11 dwt. of gold. At Denison Town 
land has been applied for to test deposits of silver ore found there. 'The attention of capitalists has at 
length been drawn to the hitherto neglected silver lodes of the Vegetable Creek division. At Webb’s 
mine, on Little Plant Creek, where fahlerz and antimony appear to predominate, the plant for treatment 
of the ore was completed at the end of the year. The argentiferous galena ores at Pye’s Creek will, it is 
anticipated, prove easier of treatment. The lode in the Pye’s Creek Co’s, mine at a depth of 92 feet is 
said to he 10 feet with a core of solid galena 4 feet across and veins of the same ore 2 and 4 inches thick 
running through quartz and gossan on each side. A large quantity of ore has been raised and stacked, 
and it is intended to erect a furnace to smelt it. The ore is said to average 50 per cent, of lead, and from 
50 to 720 oz. of silver per ton of lead. Shafts sunk on adjoining mines are said to have given similar 
results. The country taken and being explored extends southerly from Pro's Creek between 30 and 40 
miles. Nine miles east of Deepwater some promising lodes have been discovered.

Till! following assays of Silver, Load, and Zinc Ores were made in the Department of Mines during
the year:—■
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Sh/vei?.

Locality. Pcsoripliftn of Mineral.
Per toil

SUicr. Cold.

Harrier Itangc ,, 

Back Creek .....

! I 
‘J 

J > 

} 1

Tinlga .

J! ........... 1

ff

J > ......

J I ........... ..

tiurraga ... 
ii rewangle 
hell River

Barrier Range ...
Big Plant ..........
Binrla.................
Blayaey.............
Bolivia ..............
Boonoo Boonoo ...

Jf ■ “

rernsginous carbonate of lead ............................................
,, carrying carbonate of lead and copper ...........

Quartz leaders in schist .....................................................
Verrnginous quartz ..............................................................

JJ Jl ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,, „ vein ......................................................
Porous siliceous gossan and quartz .....................................

J J 1 ) 1» ^ ft ........... .. ................................................................
,, quartz and a little micaceous schist ......................

Quartz, with talcose schist casing........................................
Porous ferruginous quartz ..................................................

*, i? t> .................. . .................................
) J it fi ............................................................ .. ..................................

>> )1 !> ...........................................................
1) jj U *.................*.................... . ..............
3 j j? ; j ........................................................................... ..

Ferruginous gossan, with crystals and carbonate of lead.,
Porous gossan, with crystals of cerussite ..........................
Claystone, with green carbonate of copper..........................
Porous brown iron ore..........................................................
Galena....................................................................................
Fahlerz from 28 ft. deep, portion ] ,004, near Bmmaville .
Quartz and galena .................. ;...............................................  |

with a little galena and pyrites ..................................  i
with a littla galena ...................................................... I

Ferruginous quartz, viith pyrites.............................................. i
:i 3i >1 ..........*.......... ................. .........

. }> • *
Bnngonia ..........
Broken Hill ......
Borders of 

‘ Queensland.

S3 S3 1 1 ...........................
Quartz, with iron pyrites .......................
Arsenical pyrites and altered rook .........
Ferruginous carbonate of lead and galena 
Galena and carbonate of lead ..................

07, dwt. ffl*. oz dwt er
19 0 12
2.1 IS 20
87 18 12 1 7 4

2So 0 IS 1 4 H
1.74 G 19 0 5 0
243 7 S 0 3 0
223 15 S 3 0 S
211 IS 11 2 9 0
186 0 10 i 7 4
0,30 10 12 2 19 21
43 s 21 0 13 0
19 1 12 0 10 21
27 4 10 0 5 10
39 S S 0 0 12

135 0 14 0 10 21
13 7 21 0 r> 10
43 13 7 0 s 16
19 12 0
15 10 2 1 i 1G
17 0 4
42 9 S
31 10 22

2.30 8 14
98 0 S 0 5 0
11 3 4
11 3 f> 6 5 0
IS 10 Q
40 0 19
11 8 10
14 14 0
24 10 0
72 19 o

Per cent.

Load, | Copper.

t
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Locality, JJescriptlon of Jlhiferal,
Vvr (on. Per cent.

SiKer. Gold. j Lead.

on. <t\vt B1' 07.. dH-t
i

£T.
4 68 14 2 0 3 0
32 ;> 111 0 6 12
45 19 0 0 3 6 ■
01 9 8
13 0 2 0 ib 21 [
12 0 6 0 *> 2

17!) 13 S 0 5 10 [
HI 17 13 0 5 21 |
31 0 2 . 1
Hi 17 13 0 0 10
16 9 17 0 5 10
11 19 lo 0 4 0
78 IS 21
16 IS 21 b 4 0
14 14 0 0 4 IS
43 11 2 0 3 0

100 14 10
1,828 13 S

11 19 12
2G0 10 0 b 4 0
lo 4 21
88 4 0 0 3 0

1,550 10 0
40 16 16 b 3 0
74 6 7 32-5
11 0 o
12 5 0 0 3 0 3113
21 12 20 38 "2
30 12 11 32-SS
IS 4 IS 0 4 0 30'2
15 13 12 42 10 12
34 16 12 0 4 0
14 14 0

10 12 0

11 S 16 O 19 IS
10 17 18 12 10 10

105 15 15
Hi 12 2

19 1 2 76'5
61 0 4
ftn 1 f 22
43 0 5 1
10 7 o
46 15 7 0 8 16 i
59 1 2 0 3 O
10 6 21
;V) 14 21 0 3 0 I
34 G S (1 3 0
4S 9 o

162 15 IS
31 0 16 0 3 0 ’
80 16 22 0 4 0 i
21 10 4 1
57 3 8 0 3 0
19 17 10 74-2
11 S ■ 6 0 4 0
5S 5 2 0 S 2
67 to a 97 9 2
10 17 0 27-5

10 11 0

63 14 0 0 3 0
115 19 8
24 10 0 7 1 IS

23 18 23 0 3 0
40 12 6 0 3 0
11 3 4 0 5 10
27 4 10 45'5
32 10
2S 17 o
23 19 2 0 10 21 |
25 0 21 13 1 s i
13 1 8
19 3 2 0 3 6 '
17 S 10 0 4 8
54 19 IS 0 3 6
55 16 2 0 3 0

46 1.5 8
20 S 6 0 IT 2

ISulga................
>1 ................* •

*..................

It ■ '*•<«.*• 
n ■• ** * • * 
i) ..............
i)

i? ■
n ..... *......

Biuriiga.........
• 1 ........

Giptuiti'a i’lafc

Cniiliud ljL‘0\\ru iron oro . 
Porous „ ,

„ ferniginous gossan
„ ,, quartz

ami brown iron ore

,, brown iron oio ...........................................
,, furruginons gossan, with carbonate of lead

Metallic coinjor..................... ........................................
Porous ferruginous gossan ......................................

Cobar ..........
Cookbuitdoon

Croukwcll
Cooma.......
Camden ...

Feriaigi nous gossan and rubble.......................
Soft rod cattliy gossan....................................
Chloride of silver............................................
Ferruginous siliceous gossan..........................
Brown iron ore and chloride of silver ............
Cossau and quartz .........................................
Gossan...............................................................
Chloride of silver in earthy gossan ...........
Ferruginous brown gossan............................
Galena and quartz.............................................
Ferniginous breccia, quartz and pyrites.......
Yellowish red gossan, with carbonate of lead.

Country of Yanco- 
winne.

Diggers’ Creek .. 
Delaney's Dyke,.. 
Deepwater Creek 
Denison Town ...

Eininaville.....

Ferruginous yellow elaystuff and quartz...............................
Siliceous brown iron ore..................................................................
Ferruginous porous quartz.....................................................

„ quartz, with a little-pyntes and galena, from 13 
miles from Camden.

Ferruginous gossan, with galena ...........................................

EinuSwampCreck

,, lodestuff ................................................................
„ quartz, with free gold .........................................
,, copper gossan.........................................................

Quartz, with lenticular vein of galena and carbonate of lead 
from Robertson and party's lode.

Galena and pyrites ....................................................................
Crushed sample from Big Plant lode ........................................

Ferruginous gossan ................................................
Zme blende, gossan, aud iron pyrites .............
Ferruginous porous quartz ...............................

,, ,, „ and brown iron ore

Forbes........
Fairfield....

Goran Lake 
Goulbum ...

G ulgong 
Gumble . 
Guyong .

Glen Inncs .......

Holt-Sutherland 
Estate, Diamond 
Drill Bore. 

•Tenolan Caves ..
.rerrara Creek......
Kimo ................

King's Gate , 
Lewis Ponds ,

Copper gossan..........................................................................
Claystone, with inispickcl and fahlerz....................................
Quartz, with zinc blende, galena, and pyrites .....................
Ferruginous quartz .................................................................
Galena and oxide of iron........................................................
Sulphide of lead, copper, and a little carbonate of copper and 

quartz.
Ferruginous porous do.............................................................
Galena......................................................................................
Crushed sample of earthy carbonate of copper .....................

„ galena and quartz, with a little copper pyrites......
'Failings, consisting of quartz, magnetic iron pyrites, and galena 
Galena, and pyrites, with felspathic lodestuff, from within 20 

miles of Glen Innes.
Reddish grey clay' shale, from I,7S7 foot deep, from 15 miles 

from Sydney.

0alcua......... ............... . . .. ... ... ...........
Karthy poious quartz .................................................................
Tailings, consisting of magnetic iron oxide and a little iron 

pyrites.
Ferruginous quartz and a little galena.......................................

Lake Bathurst 
Majors Creek
Marulan..........
Micholago ......
Mitchell Creek 
Mt. Costigan ...

Middle Creek......

MayFIowerClaim 
Newbridge..........

porous gossan, with carbonate of lead and ctystaH
Ferruginous porous quartz.......................................................... :
Yellow sandy iron ore.................................................................
Quartz, with a little copper and iron pyrites ........... ..........
Arsenical pyrites, galena, and quartz ....................................
Quartz, with galena.................................................................
Zinc blende...............................................................................
Forons quartz .........................................................................

,, ferruginous gossan ......................................................

Galena and carbonate of lead and copper in quartz veinstone 
from Isis Silver-mine. *

Galena, from May Flower Claim, Silverton..........................
Ferniginous mbbly quartz......................................................

12 b
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Loci<!ity,

Nc« bridge........

Xoioro.................
One-tree Jllll.......

H .......
Orange ...............

I t

1 ^

)> ............. '*•

J* ........
>J   *

1)
>) ...........
Jt

3> .......

One-tree ilill...
> > ...

Orange .........
1’celwoud .......

JJ

I’ine ]lidge .....
Pretty Gully ... . I 
Ptmiamoota ...... I

Pye’s Creek ,,,
Pine Hiilgc.......
Pudman Creek .
IteJ Pack ........
Keedy Creek ,.,, 
Koekloy ......

Jl ........................

fj

JJ .....................

f t ........ . • ■
JJ ................ ‘

U < *.........

Rye J’ark .......... i
Silverton .......... I

ll ...........
JJ  ‘

?! .........
Soutlicm Dipbricb
»,S^rii]ffsitl(;............
Sewell's Creek ... 
Siiverfcnn ......... 1

j» ..... * -
Xemora ...........  ;
Timor.................
Tuena ................

! J ■■ ■ -  ............................

5 J ............. ■ • ■
Talbrngar ........

J J .....................

J } .....................

Vanderbilt Mine..
JJ ***

1 J • ■ ■
Wimlcllama ....

Description o( Miuorak
1’cr ton. Per cent.

Ferruginous quartz .....................................................................
Gossan, avith heavy spar.............................................................
Quartz, galena, and iron pyrites ..............................................
Ferniginous porous quartz........................... ..............................

,, ijuartz aud micaceous schist..................................
Pyritous tailings, from Old Battery...........................................
Talcose schist, with zinc blende and pyrites ..........................

,, with pyrites and a little galena.......................
Iron pyrites and a little galena in felspathic lodesLulf............
Ferruginous gossan...................................... .....................

,, porous quart/ and iron ore ..................................
1J IJ ............................... .. ....................................................................................

_ JJ 1J .....................................................................................................................
Siliceous ironstone ....................................................................
Ferruginous quartz ....................................................................

,, and brown iron ore ..................................
Porous brown iron ore................................................................
Stalaeti tie iron ore .................................................................. .
Porous ferruginous quartz ........................................................
Ferruginous siliceous gossan .....................................................

,, porous quartz and talcose slate ...........................
,, quartz from R. Wood's claim...............................
,, gossan, with cerussite, with cerussite and azurite 

crystals.
Porous siliceous brown iron Ore, and a little ferruginous quartz, 

a portion showing slate casing.
Ferruginous quartz, stained with arseniute of iron inmieaceons 

schist.
Galena veinstone and carbonate and sulphide of lead ............
Ferniginous quartz, with galena ............................ .. ...............
Iron ore, containing chloride of silver.......................................
Calcareous ironstone ................................................................ 1
Earthy limestone, with chloride of silver ................................
Iron ore ,, ,, ................................
Compact ironstone ...................................................................
Soft red ironstone, with chloride of silver and a little carbonate 

of copper.
Crushed galena...........................................................................
Galena.........................................................................................
Ferniginous galena.................... .......................................

,, quartz, and a little copper pyrites.......................
Quartz, with galena and a little pyrites ............ . .................

Crushed ferruginous gossan ......................................................
Earthy gossan ...........................................................................
Crushed sample of ferniginous gossan ..................................

'J 5 1 • • . . .............................

Partially crushed porous earthy gossan and quartz ................
Galena........................................................................................... 1
Ferruginous quartz in micaceous schist ....................................1
Quartz and talcose slate ........................................................  1
Ferniginous galena ..................................................................
Galena and a little clear quartz.............................................  I
Ferruginous galena and a little carbonate of lead ....................1
Earthy carbonate of lead .......................................................... 1
Siliceous porous ironstone, containing pyrites and galena ... 1
Galena aud iron pyntes ............................................................i
Ferruginous quartz, showing free gold........................................I
Quartz containing grey sulphides and carbonate of copper...... 1
Ferruginous lodestuff, with white chloro-bromide of silver__

,, with traces of green carbonate of copper
Galena blende and pyritous gossan and quartz ........................
Ferniginous quartz and a little galena......................................
Quartz and galena ....................... ..................................
Quartzitic iron ore .....................................................................
Ferruginous gossan ............................................ ,.....................

., carbonate of load ..................................................
1> Jl ............................. -....................................... .. ........................

Galena.........................................................................................
Porous ferniginous quartz, from Vanderbilt mine, Captain’s Flat

J J J > J J ■ •

Jl ll 5l ■ ■
Grey amt yellow sulphule of copper, and traces of green 

carbonate of copper .............................................................

Silver. Gold.

07. dwt. oz, dwt. gr.
13.1 16 2 i 7 4
20 10 4
70 4 10
10 17 10 0 2 4
13 12 5
20 2 13 30 Id 0
7f> 2 10 0 12 21
40 10 21
14 3 2 0 3 0
11 10 3
20 13 21
r>2 5 S

224 17 2 0 10 21
10 15 2 0 21 1
13 12 5
12 2 1
10 12 17
In 15 18 0 4 S
25 0 7 0 16 8
72 8 5 0 3 0
37 0 2
32 13 8
28 17 2

50 6 21 0 3 0

1.) 4 21

20 13 18
02 1 8

2,008 6 21
007 3 10

1,070 P2 5
307 14 8

1,042 17 0
4,182 3 0

03 10 10
22 10 0
12 11 10
In 0 11
22 17 s
it 10 13
i(> 17 13 0 4 0

141 16 12
170 13 S 0 G s
58 16 0 0 ii 0

227 10 22 1 lo 90
27 lo 10
3S 13 2

130 G 10 0 6 12
13 1 8
10 12 S
13 1 S

101 18 8
In 10 S
47 18 O 0 3 0
30 15 G 0 10 21
34 G 0 0 2 4
72 2 10
71 17 s

22n 18 21 0 4 0
03 3 9
10 17 is
08 12 21 0 3 0
20 10 5
17 10 8
14 3 2
22 0 3
47 7 8 0 4 16
87 18 12 0 3 0
23 & 5 0 4 0
11 S 10

Lead.

01-o

34 02

n-2

S2'4

Copper.

T A13 Lb
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Lead.

I.'...lir.y. ]Je=crLi)tioit of Miiioi'al. I Lewi, , Cold, 
'lii'i1 ccjiI |ier tun.

Siker, 
par ton.

Barrier Range 
Urcdbo .........

Broken Hill ..
(.lobar............
Cookbumloon

Beitispn Town
(litmlagai .....
(lien Innea __

Hnmcwood

.Tenolan Caves
M olong .........
Tine Ridge.....

Pudman Creek 
Silverton , ..,
Tarago ..........
Talbragar ......

Yass

Yuncovt inne 
country.

I

Calena.
Ferniginous carbonate of lead ..................................................
Friable „ .................................................
Ferruginoua ,, fiom 8 miles from liroken Hid
Galena, with a little quartz ..................................................
Yellowish red gossan with carbonate of lead ..........................

Ferruginous yellowish elaystuff ami quartz ..........................
Galena and pyrites from Robertson and party’s lode ...........

,, pyritous quartz........................................................................... .
I. ,, with felspathic lode stuff from within 20 miles'

of Glen limes.
Galena and quartzite from Humewond, near Yass, at a dcptli of 33 feet.
Quartzite aud carbonate of lead from wall of lode .................................... I
Carbonate of lead and a little copper pyrites...............................................
Galena....................................................‘........................................................
Calcite w itb pyrites and zinc blende ......................................................... |
Brown iron ore and ferruginous quartz, ferruginous carbonate, a 

phide of lead from new discovery at Pine Ridge, Talbragar.
Galena veinstone and ferruginous carbonate and sulphide of lead
Vein casing ferniginous quartz.........................................................
Galena.....................................................................................

and sul-

Ferruginous gossan with carbonate of load
,, galena .....................................

Karthy carbonate of lead ..........................
Carbonate of lead ........................................
Ferruginous carbonate of lead ....................
Galena............................................................
Slag from lead oro ......................................
Ferniginous gossan with galena ................

,, ,, from lease 2,306.........

30-2 
47 'n 
;>S-o2 
71 '.7 
32M 
.31 13 
38-2 
32-SS 
30'2 
7(i‘o 
.31-15 
27-5

57 m 
42 25 
40-2 
00-2
0- 32 

34 "5

Gl-5
1- 25 

71 '5 
20-4 
40-2 
75'42 
02 '5 
71-2 
82'4 
13'40 
30-2 
45-5

oz. dwt. gr. oz. dwt.gr.
.......... 42 !1 S
0 10 S S 3 8
.......... In 10 S
.......... 24 10 O
.......... ,70 0 7
0 3 0 12 n O
........  21 12 20
0 4 0 .30 12 11
0 4 0 . IS 4 IS
.......... 19 1 2
.......... I 4 9 20
.......... I 10 17 5

.......... I 4 18 0

.......... 1 3 5 S

...........  | 4 1 Hi
0 3 0 j 03 14 0

0 3 0 8 9 16

20 13 IS 
1 12 10 

22 1 0 
1 12 Hi 

12 ll 10 
191 IS S

17 19 8 
22 9 3

9 10 0 
19 12 0

SlUT.E.

Locality. Description of Mineral, Anah sis. Spoeifie 
Clrao My.

Bathgate............. j Kerosene shale from Bathgate, 1 
neai Wallcvawang.................j

Mudgee .............. |
Kerosene shale, from 1G miles from J 

Mudgee...... ........................  j
h

Mount Victoria.....J Kerosenn eliale, partly weathered, J
S miles from Moimt Victoria |

Mount Victoria,,, ,,,
Kerosene shale ....................... j

Mount Victoria........
Kerosene shale ,,, ,, ................^

(

Mittagoiig .............

Ruintd Castle ..... j Kerosene shale froniRtrined Castle, ) 
Katoomba .......................... )

l

006—1.^'

Hygroscopic moisture 
Volatile hydrocarbons
Fixed carbon.............
Ash............................

Hygroscopic moisture 
Volatile hydrocarbons
Fixed carbon............
Ash ............................
.Sulphur .....................

Hygroscopic moisture 
Volatile hydrocarbons
Fixed carbon..............
Ash............................

Hygroscopic moistnre 
Volatile hydrocarbons
Fixed carbon..............
Ash ............................

Hygroscopic moisture 
Volatile hydrocarbons
Fixed carbon...........
Aslt ............................

Ash, 4G'12 per cent.

Hygroscopic moisture 
Volati le hydrocarbons
Fixed carbon.............
Ash ........... ............... .

0-90 ] 
Gi ll f 

G-.V2 
31-47 1

100-00

O'TOt 
02-AS | 

S-07 | 
27'20 | 

0'45 j

100-00

o-so 1
55-27 ( I 
]4'30l 
29-57 )'

100'00

0-37 ) 
58-45 ( 
5'41 l 

35-77 )

100-00 |

.... 0-G5)f
78-17(1 

.... 11-52 (|
. 9-G6 )

100-00

0-35 ) 
84 -02 ( 
10-10 ( j 
5-53)1

100-00

1-308

1-207

1-223

1-220

1-072

1-04G
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Locality. IMcription of Mineral. Analysis,
'

Rawrlrm ................... Inferior kerosene slinlc................ j Hygroscopic moisture ...................
Volatile hydrocarbons.....................

.......  2 65 1
......... 2845 f

Fixed eat lion.................................. ......... 32-06 f
........ 36-84 J

100-00

Sofala........... ...........

1
1

Kerosene slinlc from East of Snfala -J
1
l

Hygroscopic moisture.....................
Volatile hydrocarbons..................
Fixed carbon....................................
Ash .................................................
Sulphur ...........................................

......... 1-221
..... 50-601

......... S-63}

......... 38-03]

........... 0-92 J

100 00

Spcrifjfi
Gravity,

i -sin

Zinc.

Locality. i Ilc^orii'tion of Minnral.
Zinc, per 

(Cut.

45 -5
('upturn's Flat .......... Carbonate of zinc, and traces of green carbonate of copper............................................. . 42-177

40-58

TlS’.

At. Gumblo in tlie Molong division a lode lias been found 9 foci wide behveen slate and gran Ho 
walls. Tbe ore lias assayed as bigb as GO per cent, of tin. and 2 or 3 per cent, of copper, and the average 
would be 7 or ft per cent, of tin, At Poolamacea and YVaiiberoo, iu the Barrier Tlangc.s, a great number of 
tin-bearing lodes have been discovered extending over a very large extent of country; these have been 
tested in various places and some fair prospects have been obtained and ore of considerable value lias been 
raised and some samples have been sent away for testing, but no ore has yet been treated on tbe ground> 
The Mount Enriowrie Co. are erecting a plant capable of reducing some 400 tons of ore per week.

At Bendeuieor three parties have been working for tin ore and have raised 7;V tons which realized 
£463. In thelnverell division, though the weather lias on the whole been favourable, the output of ore has 
decreased to. say, about 1,536 tons : this is attributed to tbe fact that the alluvial deposits are nearly worked 
out, and although there are numerous reefs on tlie field very few are being worked, capital being required 
to develop them. The stream tin deposits in the Tenterfield division are nearly exhausted and the lodes and 
dee]) leads have not yet been prospected oving to want of capital. Tbe quantity of tin won iu the division 
during the voir is estimated at 270 funs, valued at £16,200. A party is at work on a rich tin lode about 
S miles north-west of, Tenfcrfield. a quantity of the ore lias been bagged and sent to Sydney for treatment.

In the (Ben limes division the output of fin ore in 1887 exceeded that of 1SS6 by more than 700 
tons. This increase was due to fhc rise in the price of tin and the abundant rainfall and was general 
throughout the division. Much of the land which had been previously prospected and abandoned as foo 
poor to pay was taken up and worked profitably. Although prospecting for a continuation of the deep 
ground westward of portions, parish of Hamilton, has failed to discover the lead supposed to trend towards 
flic (riilf. a connected run of rich wash has been Traced and worked from the Wesley mine to portion 8.

A Prospecting Association has been formed at Emmaiille lo test Ihe deep deposits below fhc 
basalt. If successful, an enormous expansion will be given to this branch of mining. Prospecting is 
being pushed on very generally over the whole division. Bode mining has been persevered in by a few 
parties, in spite of much difficulty. .During the year Ihe Ottery mine produced 2,171 tons 12 cwt. of tin 
stone, winch, when crushed, returned 76 ions 3 cwt. I q. 13 lb. of block fin ore, or at the rate of 3 5 per 
cent. This Company has constructed a tunnel 340 feet, which at 350 feet is expected to cut the lode 
150 feet perpendicular below the surface. At the 90-fcct level tbe lode is in places over 10 feet wide, 
and there is exposed from that level upwards some twelve months’ work. If the present price of tin he 
maintained, n great impetus will he given to lode mining. The quantity of oro raised, according to flic 
ret unis furnished to the Warden, is 2,S46tons4 cwt,valued at £185,003 on the ground. 8SS tons 13 cwB 
of refined tin was forwarded from the smelting works by rail to Morpeth.

' Although'the output of tin in 1887 did not largely exceed that of .1836, the value thereof shows 
an increase of £57,767. This is of course due to the increased price of tin.

Taht.k
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Taiile showing the quantity ami value o£ r.!’iu exported from, and the produce of, the Colony of New 
South AVales, fdnee the opening of the Tin-fields in 1872.

i Ingots. Ore Total.

Qunntiir Value1, Quantity. Valno. Quantii). Value.

Tons cwt. ,c s. a. Tons cwt. £ a. a. Tons cwt. £ P. cl
- 1S72 47 0 0.48‘2 0 0 849 0 41,337 0 0 896 0 47,819 6 0

1873 911 0 107,795 0 0 3,660 0 226.641 0 0 4.571 0 334,436 0 0
1874 4,101 0 366,189 0 0 2,113 0 113,133 0 0 6,219 0 434,322 0 0

' 1875 6.058 0 475,103 0 0 2,022 0 86,143 0 0 S.OSO 0 501,311 0 0
1876 5,449 0 379,318 0 0 1,509 0 60,320 0 0 6,958 0 439,633 0 0
1877 7,230 0 477,952 0 0 i 824 0 30,5SS 0 0 8,054 0 503,540 0 0
1878 6.0S5 0 362,072 0 o 1 1,125 0 33,750 0 0 7.210 0 395,822 0 0
1870 5,107 2 343,075 0 0 313 15 29,274 0 0 5,920 17 372,349 0 0
1880 5,476 6 440,615 0 0 682 (i 30,722 9 0 6,158 12 471,337 1) 0
ISSl 7,500 17', 686.511 0 0 609 0 37,492 0 0 8.200 31 724,003 0 0
JSS-2 8,059 0 800,571 0 0 611 0 32,890 0 0 8,070 0 830.461 0 0
1883 8,680 ! 302,367 0 0 1 445 4 21,685 0 0 9,125 5 S24.552 0 0
1884 6,315 16 506,726 0 0 349 13 14.S61 0 0 6,665 9 521,587 0 0
1885 4,657 IS 390,453 0 0 I 534 IS 25,168 0 0 5,102 16 415,026 0 0
1886 4,640 IS 449.303 0 0 1 326 IS tSjoijl) 0 0 4.967 16 467,653 0 0
1887 4,609 8 509,009 0 0 291 13 10,411 0 0 4 961 1 525,420 0 0

S5.07S 61 7,104,111 0 0 10.771 13 8-3,765 9 0 101,849 UH 7,927,876 9 0

Tin; following assays of Tin Ore were made in flic Department of Mines during the year:—

Tix.

Locality l.ioscri]itioii of Mineral.
^ Mttaliio tin %

I

liomlerneor..................
T)eo)>watcr..................
Ui3*jiu...........................
< Uin TalUoIaiul..........
Itlcn Cictk..................
Oiiigai...........................
tumble ........................

i> .......................*

luvcrell District ......
New M’Intyrc ttiver..
Oljiiu ........................
Silvcrton......................

UlacU saiut containing stream tin ore...............................................................................
Quartz containing oxide ot tin ... .........................................................................
ferruginous ([iiartrite ... ................ ..................................................
Lode tin ore from tnilf Tableland, Vegetable Creek.....................................................
Tinstone in ijuai-t/ ............................................................................................................
Stream tinstone sand.............  '................................................. ..........................
Copper gossan................................. ..................................................................................
Concentrated me..............................................................................................................
Tailings from 1 ton..........................................................................................................
Lode tin ore........................................................................................................................
Lode tinstone................................................................................................................
Black sand ........................................................................................................................
Granite with tinstone and tourmaline, fioin between So and UO miles from Silvcrton...

>t ....................... jj . n .
Tentcrfiokl.................  'rinstono (very siliceous) containing magnetite
Upper Alaelcay Itiver Stream tin sand ...............................................
tVagga Wagga.......... Tinstone and iron gravel .................................

Sd'S
lo-d

td’li
It

4!)-S
0/S

17-7
O'.)

ISOS
4H't
ao-t

8-ofl
o o 

j.va
o” si 
ta-s

COI'BEJi.

Tiio AVnrdeng mid Mining liegistrars report.—In the Bathurst District, the Burrngn mine, afler 
having beGn shut down for eighteen months, was ugnia started in September last,—during the four 
months 120 tons of refined copper have been scut to market, This mine lias been worked to a depth of 210 
feet and shows a, syfiendid face of ore. If the present price of copper be maintained several mines in the 
locality will be worked. At the old copper-mines, Carrangarra, in the parish of Byng, gold and silver 
have been found at a considerable depth. If the statement furnished to the Mining licgistrar, Orange 
(see bis report), be true, this is a most wonderful mine. At the Belara copper-mine 100 tons of ore was 
raised, valued at £300, but no smelting was done. In the Cobar District the (Treat Cobar Company raised 
during the year 19.103 tons of ore, which gave 1,521 tons of flue copper, valued in Sydney at £08,445. 
The lode in this mine varies from 2 feet to 50 feet in w idth, the deejiest shaft is 564 feet, and the deepest 
level 420 feet. Three bores have been put down, one of them proving the load 98 feet below 504
feet. From the surface to a depth of 275 feet the lode consists of grey oxides and blue and green
carbouates, below that depth the lode is composed wholly of copper pyrites. Throughout the lode there 
is a traee of silver and a strong trace of bismuth. About 8 miles north-west of Cobar this Company holds 
00 acres in which extensive exploratory work is being done in search of a, copper lode, but so far nothing 
payable has been found, but the indications are encouraging. The Nymngee Co, at Tsymagee. raised 
9,800 tons of ore, from which 1,045 tons of fine copper has been smelted, lalued at £48,107. The 
deepest shafi is 628 feel, the deepest level is 618 feet, width of lode 10 to 25 feel. Frost & Co., at
Hermitage Plains, hare a shaft 40 feet deep on a lode G foot, wide from which 50 tons has been raised.
At Mount Hope some prospectors have found a little gold in an ironstone lode, hut it is not known that 
it is payable. The place is likely to get a fair trial. A copper lode has been discovered at Budawang 
.^fountain, in the Moruya division, specimens from which appear to he rich. The
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The output of copper in 1SS7 shows a moderate increase upon that of 1SS0, and tho increase in 
value, namely, £31,137, is very satisfactory; nevertheless there is reason to believe that the operations of 
the current year will show a very much larger increase.

Table showing the quantity and value of Copper, the produce of the Colony, exported from the Colony
of New South Wales, from 1S5S to 1SS7.

Year.
Ingots. Ore and Rejulu**.

Quauti

Total.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. tj-. Value.

Tons cwt. £ Tons cwt. £ Tons cwt. £
HWS ........... 58 0 1,400 58 0 1,400
3S.59 ;ib 0 ;j7S 30 0
1800 43 0 1,535 43 0 1,535
1S0I 144 0 :h300 144 0 s'ooo
1802 213 0 5,742 213 0 5,742
1S03 23 0 1,680 114 0 '420 137 0 2;i00
1804- 51 0 5,230 54 0 5.230
ISO"! 247 0 15,820 22 0 545 200 0 16,365
1SGG 255 0 18,005 23 0 1,885 278 0 20,790

' 1807 „ ’ 303 0 30,180 0 2 5 393 0 30,104
3 80S 644 0 23,237 172 0 4,000 816 0 27,297
1800 I,fl80 0 74,605 104 0 2.070 2,084 0 76,675
3870 !)!34 0 65,671 C 0 00 1,000 0 65,731
1871 3,350 0 87,579 04 0 1,207 1,444 0 88,876
1872 1,035 .0 02,736 417 0 13,152 1,452 0 105,883
1873 2,705 0 237,412 51 0 1,690 2,846 0 239,102
3874 3,638 0 311,519 522 0 13,621 4,160 0 325,140
187o 3,520 0 207,334 157 0 4,356 3,677 0 301,690
1870 3,106 0 243,142 160 0 6,830 3,275 0 249,973
1877 4,153 0 307,181 360 0 17,045 4,513 0 324,226
3878 4,083 0 337,400 236 0 7.740 5,219 0 345,158
3870 4,106 15 250,437 36 7 915 4,143 2 257,352
3880 5,202 10 359,260 131 18i 4,790 5,394 84 364,0.59
3881 5,301 0 350,087 132 10 4,97j5 5,403 16 355,062
188-2 4,865 3 321,887 03 l 2,840 4,953 4 324,727
1883 8,872 17 574,407 84 10 2,704 8,957 7 577,201
3884 7,286 6 415,601 IS 18 578 7,305 4 416,170
188.5 5,745 ■") 264,005 0 15 15 5,746 0 264,920
188(1 3,068 18 106,420 H7 IS 1,230 4,026 8 167,665
1887 4,463 10 105,752 200 8 3,350 4,763 7 199,102

70,132 13 5,055,142 3,760 13} 108,210 .82,892 16} 5,163,352

The following assays of Copper Ore were made in tho Department of Mines duriug the year

J-iOiftlih,

Blriyney...........
Cobat- District

Deepwater......
Forbes ..........

>1 _ ...........
rioodriclt ......
CouUntm District 
Cordon ..........

>J .............

..... .
Gamble ............

!> -.........
......

Gamble Tin and 
Copper Mine.

Goodrich...........
Hill End...........

Holt-Sutlierland
Estate.

Molong ............
n ..............

Muttama .........
jS'ymagcc ..........
Orange District. 
Farislt of Pulgan 

bar.
Peelwood ........

tt'indollaina .....

Magnetic oxide of iron, with traces of carbonate of copper
Chlorite rock, with metallic copper.....................................
Metallic copper borings .......................................................
Copper gossan, 30 miles east of Cobar..................................
Ferruginous copper gossan ................................................
Copper gossan .......................................................................

Clashed sample of quart/; and copper pyrites................................
Yellow sulphide of copper................................................................
Sulphide of iron and copper .............................................................
Quartz, with green and black sulphides of copper .........................
Tailings ..........................................................................................................
Copper pyrites............. .....................................................................
Ironstone, with red oxide and green carbonate of copper ...........
Magnetic pyrites and copper sulphides and carbonates .................
Earthy malachite ...........................................................................
Stanniferous and cupriferous lodcstulf, from Gamble Tin and 

Copper Mine, Molong.
Crushed sample of earthy carbonate of copper ...............................
Copper gossan ...................................................................................
Siliceous serpentinous rock ............................................................
Concentrated ore................................................................................
Specular iron, copper pyrites, and a little green carbonate of copper 
Green sulphide of copper and traces of black and green carbonate 

of tlo.
Purple-grey shale containiug metallic copper, from Holt-Sutherland 

Estate, 1.5 miles from Sydney.
Siliceous copper gossan ................................................................
Altered slate, with carbonate of copper, 7 miles from Molong .,
Yellow sulphide of copper....................... .....................................
Metallic copper borings ...............................................................
Copper Gossan ..............................................................................
Ferruginous quarts, with copper and iron pyrites.......................

Grey and yellow sulphide of copper, with blue and green carbonate 
of copper,

Copper, Gold. Silver.

Per cent. Per ton. Per ton.

Oz. dwt. g‘-- oz. dw t. gr
id171 3 i 1

5-32
99-65 2 12 4 i 5 0
23- 3 0 10 2L
12- 9 165 15 0
9-85 0 3 0 34 6 0

IS-05 0 4 0 1 12 16
4-65 0 13 0

31 -25 3 10 is
29-65 0 3 6 0 13 0

3-S2 0 8 3
5 87 0 19 12 0 10 8
3'05

21'85 0 16 6 9 14 10
1 -95 0 5 10 0 13 5

37' 2 0 4 0
3'80 -

8- 2 0 4 0 n 8 16
4-20
1 '72 5 14 8
6 35

12- 5 i 1 16
52-10

0-21 0 9 19

0'35
13'32 2 14 10
21- 4
90- 4 6 3 0
35-95 0 5 0 0 16 0
25'21 8 3 s

29' 1 G 10 16 0 5 0

30' 1 11 s 16
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Titox.
Duriug tho year the Est Bunlc Iron Co. (the only Company engaged in limiting iron) made 2,740 

tons 12 cwt. of har and rail iron valued at £13,430 11h. 8d., and 50 tons 10 cwt. 1 tp. 22 lb. valued at 
£1,033 3s, 3d. The number of men and boys employed duriug the year was 160.

The following analyses of Iron and Maganese Ores were made in the Department of Mines during 
the vear:—

Inox.

Locality* Description of Mineral, Analysis.

Moisture ......
%

Clarence Town , Iron ore from 
Town.

3t miles from Clarence

Ferric oxide......................................................  64'G4
Ferrous oxide ................................................... ;;1,74
Manganese oxide.................. ........................... trace

I Alumina ............................................................ 13'72
1 I Silica ..............................................   6'6!)

Lime.................................................................. 0'37
Magnesia ..........................................................  0'32
Titanic acid ..................................................... 6'50
Phosphoric acid ............................................... trace

100'03

Mittagong
! J 

t 5 f
tVingclio..

Yellow cArthy iron oxide 
Do do

Ferruginous soil............
liarthy oxide of iron .....

Peroxide of iron ............................................... lf)'2
Lo   38'4

Ferric oxide....................................................... 63'0C
L*o ....................................................... 15'2

Man G AX EH E.

Locality. Description of Mineral. Manganese % Colmlt %

Kogan District ..................... Manganese dioxide........................................... ............... S7' 2
Molong ................................ Manganese ore ............................................................................. 67'35

Bismuth.

On 2>rivatc laud near Gamble, in the Molong division, a deposit of bismuth has been discovered, 
and is being tested. The ore is said to assay 3 to IS per cent, of bismuth and 4 oz. silver per ton. A 

shaft lias been sunk on the lode, which is 2 feet wide.

In the Glen limes division, the only mine constantly at work is the Kingsgate, where 40 men 
and 20 hoys are employed. The ore is not found in fissure lodes, hut in pipes which have been followed 
down in the granite rock to a depth—in some instances—of 100 feet. Tho ore is roughly broken, 
hand-picked, and washed before being bagged for shipment to England—and then averages about 
50 per cent. According to the Railway Returns, 35 tons 0 cwt. 1 qr. 25 lb. was forwarded during tho 
year. Very little work lias been done on the adjoining mine, but it is apparently as rich in bismuth, and 
is said to contain valuable ores of silver.

The following assays of Bismuth Ores were made in tho Department of Mines during the year :—

Locality. Description ot Mineral. Eismutli, 
per cent.

Delaney b, Molong
Molong ...............

............
n *.......... ■ •

Tfngtia

Ferruginous felspathic quartzite.................................................... ...................................
„ veinstone with carbonate of bismuth ..........................................................

Lodestuff with sulphide and carbonate of copper, from 7 miles from Molong ............
Felspatbic lodestuff with a little carbonate of bismuth, from between Molong and 

Parkes .........................................................................................................................
y* st iy *..............
jy >» yj jj .............................

Bismuth ore ...... ................................................................................................................
> J J J ................... .........  ............................................................ .. ...................................................................................... ..

Lodestuff (quartzite with metallic bismuth)..................................................................
Stuff concentrated from 15 lb. rubble containing native bismuth and oxide of bismuth

6'78
18'ff
2-52

023 
6-00 

40'S> 
035 
0'98 
0-35 

70'62

Cobalt.
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Cobalt.

'J’he Cob;iIt mines at Port Macquarie are still being worked—some tons of ore at grass waiting 
completion of tbe works. The following analyses of cobalt and nickel were made in the Department of 
Mines during the year :— _

Cobalt ask Nickel.

Locality. Description of Miiiciwl, Cobalt. I Nickel, 
per ccnb. i por tent.

Birngonia
11
i j 
jj

JJui’o ... 
51 antlaa

Oxide of maiigranese .......................................
Siliceous manganese .......................................
Manganese and fine grained sandstone ........

* * ! ! ................ ..

Concretionary cobaltifcrous manganese oxide 
Concretionary manganese oxide with quartz

2-44 0-35
2'62
2-63
2'3!) 01.7
5-70 D37
2-01 1-42

A >’TUI ON A.

The Elcanora Company, Mill Grove, raised 110 tons of antimony. The following—the assays of 
antimony, chromium, &C., &e.—were made during the year in the Department of Mines : —

A N'l TJIONT.

Ideality. Desuijition of Mineral.

Boorook ........................... Stihnitc'......................................
' Jludgec District .............. Sulphides of antimony and lead

Antimony, 
per cent.

50'.%

IjDCfUit.'

Chuomiuv.

Description of Mineral,
i SciinioxHc of 
! CliRuiiiiuii, 

per cent.

j\riiiitlale .............  Clii’omitc, from 10 miles from ArmiiUlc \ 43'0

Li-Ulstonk.

Locality.

Gariys Gap

Toil Macquarie

Wollongong

IH:MTi[itioti of Muiml. Analysis.

Limestone

Liuiestoiiu

Siliceous limestone.

Per cent.
I Carbonate of lime............................................................ D6'2(j

Oxide of iron and traces of alnmiua................................ '60
I Carbonate of magnesia .................................................. I'lill

1 Silica ......................................................................................... I'd-J
j Phosphoric anhydride......................................................  trace.
LMoisture ......................................................................... '-d

100 “28

f Moisture ..........      0‘47
I Silica ................................................................................ 2'o7

Alumina and traces of oxide of non ........................... 0 72
{ Carbonate of lime .......................................................... fH'3
I Carbonate of magnesia .................................................. 1'22
) Alkalies (loss) ...................................................................... 'OS
LLime ........................................................................................... 02

100-00

( Carbonate of lime ............................................................ 54'71
5Iagnosia ........................................................................ 1'75J Oxide of iron..................................................    o'10

! Manganese......................................................................... '01
| Alumina............................................................................ f'Od
| Silica ......................................................................................... 27\>1
| Phosphoric anhydride ..................................................... "28
L Moisture and organic matter........................................... 2'12

100 00

This atone contains all the ingredients for the manufacture of Portland cement. If properly mixed in the light 
proportions, with nearly its own weight of lime, dried and calcined at a carefully regulated temperature, I do not sec why 
a cement cannot be manufactured from the stone,

J. C. H. Mingayk, r.C.S.,
Aasaycr,

’ Miscellaneous
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Misc-ETjLaneous Axaltbus.

Tour samples of clay shale from near Sydney ; examined as to fire-brick purposes, &c. '
These samples wore tested by the method used in the Metallnrgical Laboratory, .Royal School of Mines, London, 

they being kneaded with avatar and fashioned into small prismatic pieces with sharp edges, thoroughly dried, and heated 
in a covered crucible for some horn's in a powerful wind furnace fed with coke.

Nos, 1 and 2. —These samples were submitted to the above test in a nind furnace for some hours, and were found 
neither to have fused or altered m appearance, the edges remaining sharp. They are ft fine description of clay, being free 
from grit, and I think would be useful for the manufacture of pottery five-tiles, itc.

No. 3.—This sample contains a small quantity of organic matter (leaves, &c.) On kneading some and making it up 
into a “ pat and calcining, it was found to be spotted over with small holes due to the gases given off from the organic 
matter in the sample. The sides were sharp, and in other respects this is a good fireclay, and useful for many purposes.

No. 4.—This is a coarser description of clay, and has more sand in its composition. It is a good fireclay and stood 
the test well; will make excellent firebricks.

J. C. B. Mixgavb, F.C.S.,
Assayer and Analyst,

White earth from the Warmmbungle Range ; examined for diatomacca.
Examined microscopically and found to contain diatoms, one long form being particularly noticeable.

E, Etherimj;,

Carbonaceous clay from Wollondilly. Ash, G1'83 %• 
Water from diamond drill bore at Rallimorc, near Uubho.

Carlxmatc of lime ..............
Chloride of magnesium , .
Oxide of iron .............. ..
Alumina....................... ...
Silica .. .......................
Alkaline carbonates .............

For analysis.

ralieontologist.

14'00 
]2 0n 
1'02 

trace, 
0‘2I 

]fi9'3S

^ _ ■ sae-fifi '
Epidotc rock from Delaney's Dyke, Molong : for examination. •
Insoluble in acids fil‘23% ; consisting of silica, alumina, lime, magnesia, and traces of iron and manganese, 
.Soluble in acids 38'73. Consisting of alumina, iron, lime, magnesia, silica, and traces of copper and manganese.

Metallic iron from near Bingora, for examination as to its meteoric eliaraeter:—
The specimen has been submitted to a careful qualitative analysis, and found to contain strong traces of copper,- 

cobalt, and nickel. As traces of these metals usually accompany meteoric iron, I am of opinion that this sample is meteoric 
i ron.

■J. C, H. Mtxoaye. F.C.f?,,
_ _ Assayer and Analyst.

Water from bore at Ballinore, Talbragar Elver, near Dnbbo, for analysis:—
The water yielded on evaporation, 224'62 grains per gallon of fixed residue,

Bicarbonate of sodium .......................................
Potassium......................................................................
Lithium.................................................................
Calcium.................................................................
Magnesium ..........................................................
Strontium..............................................................
Iron .....................................................................
Chloride of sodium...............................................
Alumina...................................... ..........................
Silica.....................................................................

consisting of— 
ISTIO 
12'83 
0-0.>

11'38 
9-36 

trace.
070
Gil2

trace.
0-23

224'62
Trace of phosphates:—

Free ammonia................................ 0'052 parts per 100,000 parts
Albuminoid ammonia ................. 0‘003 ,, „
Specific gravity of water, at Go F. = 1 -00359.

Noti'.—The water was free and clear from odour, highly charged with carbonic acid, and containing a small amount 
of sediment, which on analysis was found to consist of silica with a small quantity of organic matter and iron. On evapor
ating a large quantity of the water to dryness, traces of bismuth, lead, and copper were found. These traces, I have 
every reason to lielieve, owe their presence in the water to the action of the water on the metallic drums in which the 
water was sent for analysis. The free ammonia is excessive ; this is probably due to the shale measures through which the 
water has to percolate ; but taking the albuminoid, ammonia, and other constituents into consideration, it will not 
condemn the water. The quantity furnished was small, and necessitated small quantities being used for the different 
determinations. At least 20 to 30 gallons of the water should have been received. The carbonic acid was not determined ; 
if this is required it will be necessary to furnish a sample in two or three soda-water bottles securely corked. On the 
whole this is a good mineral water, and will compare favourably with many of the English and Continental waters, being 
rich in bicarbonates of sodium and potassium, and containing lithia.

.T. C. H. Mixoaye, F.C.S.,
Assayer and Analyst.

Ash obtained in Analysing sample of coal from diamond drill bore, Mittagong:—•
.Silica..............................
Alumina ......................
Alumina ......................
Peroxide of iron...........
Protoxide of manganese
Lime..............................
Magnesia.......................
Phosphoric anhydride . 
Sulphuric ,, .,
Alkalies (loss)...............

G7-10 ( 
21 '32 ) 

G-37q 
4-01 

trace. J 
0-SI I 

trace. ( 
0'22 1

Insoluble in acids, SS"42.

Soluble in acids, 11 '5$.

trace. [ 
0-177

100 00

Diamonds. - -

Though several mines have been opened in Die Tiugha division, and have boon more or less 
regularly worked, J have been unable to obfain any reeord of the results. It is known that a large number 
of diamonds have been won in the Tingha division and elsewhere, but no details have been furnished. 
Attached to this report i= an account of the examination of the diamond-bearing deposits in the Inverell 
and Cope's Creek (Tingha) divisions by Ihe Geological Surveyor in charge, assisted by Mr. Geological-. 
Surveyor Anderson, . ' In
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In conclusion, it affords me very great pleasure to submit Hie following summary of the mineral 
products up to the end of 1837, the value of which has reached nearly seventy-three millions sterling.

SUMMATIT.

Quantity and value of gold prior to 1st 
January, 18S7 ...........................................

Quantity. Value. Total Value.

0,774,8O(H9 oz.
110,288 06 „

£ s, d,

30,469,138 12 10 
394,578 16 3

£ s. d.

Quantity and value of gold raised in 1S87 ..

, Totals....................

Quantity and value of silver raised prior to
1st January, 1887.......................................

Quantity and value of silver raised m 1537*.*

Totals ................... .

!t,SS.'),094'2.j ox. 36,863,717 9 1 30,863,108 19 5

2,745,720-87 os. 
177,307*75 ,,

580,428 0 0 
32,458 0 0

2,923,037’02 oz. 612,880 0 0 612,880 0 0

Quantity and value of coal raised prior to 1st 
January, 18S7............................................ 33,970,364-97 tons. 

2,922,497-00 „
18,352,668 16 10 
1,340,440 2 7Quantity and value of coal raised in 1887 ...

Totals..................... 39,892,861-97 tons. 19,699,108 1 9 5 10,699,108 19 5

Quantity and value of shale raised prior to
1st January, 1887.......................................

Quantity and value of shale raised in 1887 ...
441,242 tons.

40,010 „
995,413 5 0 

87,761 0 0

Totals................... 4Sl,2o2 tons. 1,083,174 5 0 1.083,174 5 0

Quantity and value of copper exported f
prior to 1st January, 1837 ..................... 1

Quantity and value of copper exported in i 
1387.......................................................... f

tons cwt.
Ingots ................. 74,667 19 \
Ore and Regains. . 3,409 1 61 i
Ingots ................. 4,463 19'
Ore and Regulus... 299 8 j

4,904,250 0 0

199,102 0 0

Totals..................... 5,163,352 0 0 5,103,352 0 0

_ | tons cwt.
Quantity and value of tin exported prior i 1 Ingots .................  80,408 18

to 1st January, ISS7 ............................  j Ore and Regains... 10,480 0 J
Quantity and value of tin exported in i Ingots ................. 4,000 8 |

7,402,450 0 0

525,420 0 01887.................................................... j | Ore , 201 13 (

Totcils................... .................................... 7,927*878 0 8 7,927,870 0 0

Quantity and value of iron made prior to 1st
January, 1837 ...........................................

Quantity and value of iron made during 1SS7

Totals.....................

33,431 tons 6 cwt. 2 qrs. 2 lb. 
2,797 „ 8 ,, 2 ,, 4 ,,

250,921 19 5 
14,542 15 1

30,228 tons l.j cwt. 0 qrs, 6 lb. 265,464 1 4 6 205,464 14 6

Quantity and value of antimony exported j
prior to 1st January, 1887 .....................j

Quantity and value of antimony exported f 
m 1887...................................................... i

Totals.....................

tons cwt.
Metal..................... 420 irQ )
Ore and Regulus... 3,120 15 \
Metal.................... 46 18 i
Ore......................... 101 9 \

65,598 0 0

1,641 0 0

67,239 0 0 67,239 0 0

Quantity and value of asbestos exported
prior to 1st January, 1887 ........................

Quantity and value of asbestos exported in 
1887..........................................................

25 tons 18 cwt. 4SS 0 0

Totals .................. 25 tons 18 cwt. 488 0 0 | 488 0 0

Quantity and value of bismuth exported 
prior to 1st January, 1887 ............... GS tons 7 cwt.

36 „ 11 ,,

13,880 14 0

6,695 0 0
Quantity and value of bismuth exported in 

1887............................................................

Totals ....................

Quantity and value of silver-lead exported J
prior to 1st January, 1887 ..................... f

Quantity and value of silver-lead exported i 
in 1887 .......................................... (

Totals.....................

104 tons IS cwt. 20,575 14 0 20,575 14 0

tons cwt, qrs. lb.
Metal...... 3,239 9 0 0 )
Ore.......... 13,356 4 1 7 j
Metal......  9.991 13 1 0 )
Ore............  2,538 10 1 0 j

651,511 0 0

541,952 0 0

1,193,463 0 0 1,193,163 0 0

Value of sundry minerals exported prior to 
IstJannarv. 1887................................ 25,433 0 0 

15,624 0 0Value of sundry minerals exported in 1887..

Totals..................... 41,057 0 0 41,057 0 0

72,938,402 2 0

Department of Mines,
Sydney, 10th April, 1887.

IIA Rill E WOOD,
Under Secretary for Mines.
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WARDENS’ AND MINING REGISTRARS’ REPORTS.

Batupust DrsTitrcT—TausKEr, Tuetta, Booklet, Mount M'Dohald, Bathurst, Oberon. and ■
, Mitchell Divisions.

(Mr. Warden Smith, PJ£, Trimheyi)

I have the lionor to forward my report for the past year. From the detailed account, as given below, you 
will see that mining matters have progressed satisfactorily in the districts, excepting at Mitchell and 
Hockley. The falling olf in the yield of gold at Mount McDonald was caused by the bad state of the roads, 
carting to the battery being almost impossible for several months.

Tuena.—The district of Tuena has been brought prominently before the public during the year 
by the rich discoveries of silver ore at Mount Costigan, near Tuena. A Company was formed, smelters 
erected, and four shafts sunk on the property. Silver valued at about £4,875 (80,000 oz.), was obtained, 
also 103 tons of lead. .

Another property was also put into a Company, and called the “Cordillera.” Smelters are being 
erected. Shafts sunk upon the lode. A tunnel driven into the hill has cut the lode, which assays well.

_ Four miles further south brings me to the Old Peelwood Copper Mine, a freehold of 500 acres. 
This mine was abandoned some years ago, but the present proprietary look upon it as exceedingly valuable 
for silver, lead, and copper. About 8 miles west of this last property is a freehold of 040 acres, known 
as “ J unction Point.” This, together with some gold leases close by, "have been put into a Company, and 
are being again worked for gold.

Nearer Tuena, a place near the creek, known as Maiden’s Flat, is being worked for alluvial, but 
the ground is very wet. I don’t think anything payable is to be got out of this venture.

About Scrubby Bush prospecting has been going on all the year, the battery since the holidays 
has been going day and night. I have not heard whether the prospects look well or not. Gold to the value 
of £3,750 has been got by fossiekers, aud sold locally. About 450 men are working on the field just now', 
but I believe 1,500 will be at work before the end of this quarter. ],785 acres of land have been applied 
for mining purposes.

Trunk ey.—During the year heavy rains fell here : this gave the sluicers a chance for short periods 
during the winter. Gold to the value of £7,GOO (alluvial) was sold locally during the year, as against 
£2,462 worth sold in 1886. The Bathurst Company and Pine Bidge Company have kept on during the 
whole year, but I am afraid the results have not been satisfactory. 286 acres of land have been taken up 
for gold-mining, 50 acres being on Mount Gray. From this lease several loads of stone have been taken 
to Sydney en route to London, where the property, I believe, is owned.

Hurraga.—This mine, after having been shut down for eighteen months, w'as again started in 
September last by Mr. Lloyd. During these four months 120 tons of refined copper have been sent to 
market. 1 bear tlie value of copper in Sydney is £60 a ton ; the above wmuld therefore be w'orth £7,500. 
If copper keeps at tin's figure, several other mines in the locality wdll be worked.

Oberon.—I think this portion of the district will shortly be looked upon by gold-miners with more 
favour than formerly. Only three quartz properties are being worked, yet the results of little crusbings 
are encouraging. Thirty-three men are working on or in connection wdth these properties, and have won 
during 1887 gold to the value of £2,400.

_ Mount McDonald.—Gold to the value of about £11,000 has been obtained during 1887 from quartz
mining. There has been scarcely any alluvial gold sold locally. One hundred and thirty-eight acres of 
land have been taken up for leasing. The mining population is about 133 men ; but from the appearance 
of the village and the stores, one must conclude that trade is done to a large extent with the outside 
public, and not with the miners only,

Hockley.—This portion of the district is very dull, persons owning leases seem so anxious to get 
suspension of the labour condition upon their leases. 1 would like to hear of the sale of all mineral 
leases at Back Creek. I feel confident they, or several of them, are rich in minerals, probably silver. 
About £500 worth of alluvial gold has been sold locally, and 160 acres of land applied for as leases.

Lithgotv.—In this district SOf acres of land have been applied for as gold leases, and 3,430 for 
other minerals, including shale and coal.

_ Mitchell.—This field has been going to the bad all the year. Silver to the value of £0,042 was 
obtained (55,612 oz.) by the Sunny Corner Company, but no other mines are working. A ereat many 
men having been thrown out of work by the stopping of the mines, went prospecting (fossicking), and in 
the Lagoon Gully got some very nice gold ; there were also two or three small crushings of quartz ; the 
total yield of gold is valued at £4,830. Eighty-three acres of ground were applied for to lease, and the 
mining population has been reduced to about 500 men.

The total number of miners employed in the district is 1,452.
The total area of land taken up as leases is 6,002 acres.
The value of the gold won during 1887 was of a value of about £30,080. The value of silver from 

Tuena (30,000 oz.) and Mitchell (55,640 oz.) was about £13,917. The value of the 103 tons of lead 
obtained at Tuena was about £1.133. The value of the 120 tons of copper obtained at Burraga was 
£7,500. .

Hecapitudation,

Mon employed .................................................................................... 1,452
■ £

Value of gold won ........................................................................  30,080
„ silver...................................................   13,917
„ lead ...................................................................................... J ,133
„ copper ................................................................................. 7,500

£52,030
665-G Bathurst



lUTHinmvDiSTitrc'J'—On.LSftis Dmsioy. ■
(Mi'. Warden Lanr. ALP.. Orange.')

For sonic monilis past (Jiei-c ]i:is been renewed activity in the direction of mining pursuit* in mv division 
of tlic Bathurst District. “
. Ophir.—The Bluff Amalgamated Coinpauy has been reformed during the past year, since which

time some encouragingresults have attended the operations. Other claims are still being worked, evidencing 
the fact that all confidence is not lost in the old “ Parent G-old-field.” '

_ Jforest Jlcrfs.—Nothing very satisfactory has resulted from the great expenditure of labour in this 
locality during the past year, but the indications continue promising. .1. have been informed that scientific 
opinion is strongly in favour of these diggings.

Fovr-mUe.—Some fewpersous continue plodding along here, thus evincing a confidence I hope' 
may he realized. 1 . ■

Cahnla.—Little or nothing worth reporting is being done in this neighbourhood. A few persons 
continue to persevere, hoping to meet with something as a reward eventually. . ■

, Lnehiow.—This favoured mine continues to maintain the reputation it hasborno for a series of years.
Mr. Newman, the indefatigable manager, has lost none of his zeal and energy in developing its richness. 
A deal of stuff has been brought to “grass ” during the year, some of which was very rich. I should nob 
be surprised at something wonderful being discovered any day. ^ .
. ■ Carangtmt Byng.—At these old copper mines gold and silver have been found at a considerable 
depth. The rock resembles some of the stone at Luebnow, though it is more like quartz than carbonate, 
of lime. The proprietor and tribute men arc very sanguine as to the future of this mine.

. Lewis Bonds and Bulga.—There are lodes of silver ore at these places which promise to equal some' 
of our richest silver mines. Several mineral leases have been granted. I have heard it said bva competent 
judge, “these mines promise to become a second Broken Hi]].” The operations are in a very infant,ilc 
slate at present, so that I do not feel justified in saving more than the above. It is undersirable to excite, 
an inordinate feeling in any direction. In 1872 and 1873 the gold mania raged to an ungovernable degree, 
which was followed by tho opposite extreme to its fullest tension. A healthy excitement is productive of 
good: and vice tend.

Mr. Murphv, Mining .Registrar, is collecting some details from the outlying places, and will' 
presently, I hope, be in a position to supply interesting facts bearing upon the different mining operations 
I have above referred to in a general way. ”

Copper.—This pursuit is, I might say, a tiling of the paeb in this district. 1 . .
• Mr. Murphy will send his report on receipt of the particulars lie is dailv expecting from the different 

places above indicated. * ■
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' Bathurst District—Carcoar Division.

{Mr. IVardr/n Connolly, B.M., Car coo i1.)
T itavh the honor to forward my annua! report of the Carcoar Division of Hie Bathurst Mining Distri.d.

■ ^ The yield of gold for the past year (8,238 oz. gross) shows a decrease upon the returns of the
previous year, caused chiefly by the temporary suspension of work at the Brown’s Creek mine, at the 
Junction, nmy known as ihe “Revival.1' anil at Galley Swamp—on the two latler, under permit from' 
theTVarden; lor the erection of more eflicicut machinery for gold-saving purposes, at the Junction; 
and at Galley Swamp, lor the addition of pumping machinery to Messrs. Lane & Oo.’s plant. Nearly 
the whole of (.he claims on this field having been worked down to the water-level, it has become absolitlely 
necessary to get rid oi the water by means of the most modem appliances for pumping. " ■

Two ot the largest claims at Galley Swamp have recently been purchased by influential syndicates, 
and work is being pushed on vigorously by the new holders, with prospects of most satisfactory results ; 
whilst the oldest and largest claim on the "field, owned by Messrs. Lane & Co., when their pumping plant 
is completed, will no doubt maintain its position as the premier claim on this gold-field. ■ 3

At the Revival mine, the old Junction, the erection of superior gold-saving machinery of 
the most approved kind is going on rapidly, and it is expected that .within a month this valuable "and 
extensive claim will he in full work. '

Ihe Gold Hill mine, Burnt lards, on Church and School lands, in close proximity to the old 
Prince of Wales, has been crushing for some time, and will shortly finish ; the yield is expected to be- 
excoptioiially good. A. large number of leases have been sold in this locality, on the same estate, and 
more are constantly being applied for. speculators evidently having a liis;h opinion of the auriferous 
deposits known to exist on those lands. ” ” . •

„ At Milburn Creek and Scrubby Rush, which adjoin, trial crushings from various shafts have 
yielded remarkably well; but the absence ot machinery for crushing purposes must, until the want is- 
supplied, retard the progress of the miners, the nearest battery, at Mount M‘Donald, being 7 miles' 
distant. ' ' ■

At. Planagan’M Gully, a. part of the King's Plains gold-field, sluicing is being carried on wiih- 
success, with occasional finds of very rich patches of nuggetty gold of unusual size, slightly interspersed 
with quartz. " ■ • i

I havepiot heard anything in reference to copper-mining during the past year in this division; 
but the late rise in the price of that mineral, if permanent, will, no doubt cause attention to be directed 
to the lodes known to exist in various .places. '

I think there can be very little doubt that with the large amount of capital and energy now being 
devoted to mining enterprise in this division, a. greatly increased yield of gold may be confidently looked; 
forward to during the current year. ' ‘ ‘ ‘

Bathurst District—Mitcitet.l Division.

{Thos, Wright, Mining Begistrari)
During the past year mining in this portion, of the Bathurst Mining District has been quiet. Although 
quiet, it lias been firm ; but owing to the largo lots of land that are held by syndicates and others without 
emploving any labour whatever, the inhabitants of t he field have been forced to fossick about for a little 
gold wherever they could get a. chance. 1 f one-tenth of the lessees would comply with the labour conditions 
on their leases, there would be ample employment on the field for all hands. "Sunny Corner mine is the

mainstay
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mainstay of the place, and that Company employ 220 mem The Pacific furnaces were kept running up to 
the end of the year, during which they smelted 16,4*72 tons of ore, which yielded 318,016 oz of silver, 
valued at £55,65216s., with about 1,000 tons of ore at grass valued at £3,500. During the year this Company 
have erected five reverberatory furnaces for treating the Black Mineral, which is less expensive than the 
Pacific furnaces ; and the results of treating through the reverberatory furnaces are very satisfactory 
indeed. The Silver King property has changed hands during the past year, and the present owners have 
removed the Pacific furnaces and erected a milling plant, which has turned out a complete failure; no work 
further than erecting the plant has been done during the year. At the Nevada mine there arc a few men 
"driving tunnels; no smelting or other work has been done during tho year. The Great Mitchell Amalga
mated Silver-mining Company have disposed of their smelting plant and other building to Sunny 
Corner Company, who have removed it oh to their own property. There are four reefs in this .division 
now at work, which arc yielding from 3 dwt. up to 21- oz. per ton. .

The Old Homeward Bound reef lias been taken up again for gold; this is situated at Dark Corner. 
Prospecting is being carried on, and the lessees arc quite confident of finding something good before long.

During the year there were 7 applications for gold-mining leases and 1 application for a mineral 
lease; there were 31!) miners' rights. 74 business licenses, and 2 mineral licenses issued. There were 
1,127 ok. of alluvial gold bought by tho local Banks and storekeepers, which was got on Bob’s Creek, 
about 1 mile from Sunny Comer. The population has decreased to about 1,700 people.

Bathurst District—Bathurst Divjsio.v.

(W. 0-. B. SmitJt. Warden's Clerl'.)
I have the honor to forward herewith my report for 1887. Mining in my district has, I have reason to 
believe, taken a decided turn for the belter lately, and there is every prospect of more gold being won 
during this year than last. Turner and party, at Clear Creek, have just completed the erection of a 
battery. Tins battery originally cost above £2,000 ; it was bought for about £180 by above party ; the 
cost of erection was about £850; it will therefore be seen that Messrs. 'Punier & Co. intend giving 
their leases a good trial. Tho first crushing and washing up took place on the 7th inst.: a small quantity 
was crushed, viz., 17 tons, which yielded nearly 1 an oz. to the ton : it is expected that tho next crushing 
will show a considerable improvement. Thompson and party, at Chesluhs Creek, are down a good depth ; 
some of the stone taken out looks well; they expect to bo ready for crashing in four weeks, but will bo 
caused considerable inconvenience and expense in having to cart tho quartz about 5 miles to the nearest 
hatterv.

’ 1S37. .
Gold Ivusc? applied for .. .
Mineral leases ....................
.Mining tenements ............
Minere’righls i=;uerl .............
Mineral licenses...................
hudness ............................

Hi
S

I
11-'

;!
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(Stephen Murphy, Mininp Registrar.)
I hate the honor to submit my report for the year 1887,

The mining collections for that period have been as follows.—
... JJ s. d.

223 miners’ rights...................................................................................... yg O 0
40 mineral licenses.......................................................................................... 40 0 0
1 business license .......................................................................................... 1 o 0
Gold leases..................................................................................................... 00 10 0
Mineral leases................................................................   177 ]o 0
Deed fees .................................................................................................... 2ij 0 O
Slump duty............................................................................................................................... U 35 O

lieremie proper.............................................................................................. 4j;j ij 0
Survey fee'i, kn................................................................................................ 14,5 0 0

Total 5R8 15 U

Hi all, 13 gold-mining leases have been taken up during the year, representing an area of 105 acres, 
also 82 mineral leases, representing an area of 750 acres, mailing a total of 855 acres. The mineral leases 
are chiefly situate at the Bulga Mountains, about 6 miles from Orange, and at Lewis Ponds, some 16 miles 
distant. I have been informed that mining experts have expressed very high opinions as to the indications 
of heavy lodes of silver at both these localities. At the Bulga, one of the claims, known as the “Hidden 
Treasure,” has been in tho receipt of assistance from the Prospecting Vote, and fair progress is being 
made in the sinking of the shaft. Other parties are at work, and within a comparatively short time the 
locality will be well tested. Some have expressed the opinion that the Bulga is to rival the Broken Hill 
with respect to its silver wealth, and I trust that such mavbe ihe case.

Lewis Ponds. 1
The Lewis Ponds Gold and Silver Mining Company has gone to a depth of 117 feet, exposing a 

gossan lode of from 5 to 20 feet in width. During the year about 293 tons of ore have been raised, which, 
according to the numerous assays made, is estimated to yield 366 oz. gold and 13,185 oz. silver, in all, of 
the value of £3,882 5s. The ore is being sent to Germany for treatment, but the returns from the first 
.shipment have not yet come to hand. Judging by the great number of highly satisfactory assays, made 
at different establishments, and taking into account the very favourable reports of experts, this mine should 
prove a most valuable properly. 1 '

At



At Lucknoic.
Mr. II. W. Nowman reports tliat.gold to the value of over £16,400 has hcen won during 1887, 

£15,326 of that sum representing the return of the New Iteform G-. M. Co., limited. Mr. Newman 
expresses regret that the Oovernment does not take up the matter of treating refractory ores, which, he is 
persuaded, would very materially assist mining enterprise throughout the Colony. At present the hulk of 
the ore, after passing through the local machinery, is bagged and shipped to G-ennany for treatment. The 
other two Companies in Lucknow—the New Keforai Pups and the Jackass Plat Gr. M. Co.—are described 
as only prospecting, though the former has gone 300 feet and the latter 150 feet deep, the indications in 
both cases being considered satisfactory.

Forest Seefs.

At tliis diggings the Great Extended Gold-mining Co., Limited was compelled to eeasc opera
tions in September last, owing to the great influx of water. When this occurred the workings had reached 
a distance of 2,600 feet from the main shaft, and the washdirt was 25 feet lower than the shaft, and still 
descending. The water had been lifted from the drive to the shaft by means of hand pumps, but, at last, 
the inflow became too strong to be kept under by this process. This is much to be regretted, as tho 
deeper ground showed better gold, besides which the mine employed some fifty persons on the spot, and 
expended large sums in the purchase of mine timber and fuel.

Great interest is being manifested in the two new shafts being put down with a view of finding the 
deep lead which is believed to exist at Forest Eeefs. The first of these, the Band of Hope Co., is 
down some 230 feet, and after sinking 20 feet lower it is proposed to drive towards the deeper ground or 
gutter. Tip to the present this Company has been able to cope with the water by means of a whim and 
horses,

The second new shaft is that of the Grand Junction Gold-mining Co. (No Liability), and 
has been sunk to a depth of some 85 feet. The sinking has been through trap rock from the surface, and 
has, in consequence, been both slow and expensive. The Minister for Mines, upon the recommendation of 
the Prospecting Board, has recently granted this Company £4 per footfor 160 feet, which will be a material 
assistance. As the shareholders expect to sink 260 feet (if they are in the deep ground, as they hoped), 
they have need of both capital and perseverance. I have recently learned that the inflow of water has so 
increased as to render it necessary to arrange for pumping machinery. The great increase in the volume 
of the water is looked upon as an indication of deep ground. It is hoped that these new efforts will prove 
the correctness of the prophecy attributed to a well-known geologist, viz,, “ That the Forest Beefs is to be 
the Bendigo of New South 'Wales.”

Ophir.
At this old field a number of miners arc still employed, and appear to make a decent living. The 

Bluff Gold-mining Co., employing ten men, are carrying on operations, and have recently been raising 
quartz which has yielded at the rate of 2 oz. 17 dwt. to the ton. Their deepest level is about 100 feet, 
and the veins average from 15 to 18 inches in width. I trust that during the present year all those who 
have stuck to this field in spite of all discouragements may be amply rewarded.

Cara iigam. Parish of Pyn’j.
I have been favoured with .the following particulars by one of the gentlemen interested in the 

undertaking referred to :—
“ The Carangara Estate, the property of Dr. Codriugton, comprising 759 acres, was worked some 

years back as a copper-minc very successfully. In July. 1886, six speculators, resident in Orange, leased 
the estate for the purpose of prospecting for gold. At a depth of about 35 feet they met with a very 
rich brown vein similar to that obtained at Lucknow in the early days. From this vein as much as 12 
ounces of gold was obtained to a small dish, and at the rate of 8 oz. per ton from quartz at the same level. 
They sank on this vein to 45 feet, getting very rich stone and specimens; thou drove about 35 feet along 
the vein, obtaining good crushing stone. It was then decided to sink the main shaft to 95 feet, and at 
90 feet a drive was started to cut the rich shoot of gold marked at the 45-feet level. After driving about 
15 feet at this (the 90-ft.) level, very rich pyritous stone was struck, but the drive was continued a distance 
of 52 feet, the vein in the bottom of the whole length of the drive averaging about 9 inches in width, and 
being highly charged with galena and iron pyrites showing gold freely. A monkey shaft has lately been 
put down in this drive about 20 feet from the main shaft, it being apparent to the mining manager, 
Mr. B. Batten, that ho was not deep enough to secure the best results. After sinking about 4 feet, very 
rich pyritous stone was struck, estimated, by good judges of its character, to yield from 2,000 oz. to
4,000 oz. to the tou. The last stone, taken from the very bottom some few days since, being the richest 
yet taken from the mine, contains about two-thirds gold. It is anticipated that something levy rich will 
he obtained when tliis vein is sunk upon, which the owners intend to do at once. This should prove a 
very valuable mine in the near future,”

The managers of tho various local Banks have very courteously supplied me with tho particulars of 
gold which has passed through their establishments during the year 1887, the total being 4,691 oz. 3 dwt. 
6 gr., of the value of £16,494 19s. lid., or an average of £3 IIs. 6d. per oz. Of this quantity, some 
417 oz. were not the product of this district, having been forwarded from Ironbarks and Cargo. No doubt 
a large quantity of gold is forwarded direct to Sydney, as the returns forwarded to me—which represent 
only the chief mines in the district—show a total of tnc value of £21,446 17s. lid.

The gross value of the machinery in this mining division is estimated at £22,750.

Bathukst District—Bi.AYXEr Division,

(William Poache, Mining Registrar.')
I have the honor to submit my annual report for the past year.

Mining in this portion of the division is looking better than it has for some years. ^
Brown’s Creek Gold-mining Company having worked their ground to the water-level, a depth of 

150 feet, are now about sinking their main shaft a further depth of 50 feet, which will cost about £2,500, 
the ground being very hard, the manager estimating that it will cost £9 per foot.

During the past year the Company have obtained 3,792 oz. of gold. Tbe deeper they go the lode 
seems to bo getting richer. This Company suffered a great loss through an action having been brought

' ' 1 against



against them by a mail named Cooper, who owns the adjoining property, for running sludge on his ground, 
and no doubt he will be a great source of annoyance to this Company if some arrangement is not come to 
between them. It would be a great loss to the district if this mine were to be closed, as it gives employ
ment to about 100 men.

The Confidence Gold-mining Company, King’s Plains, are now down, with their main shaft 247 feet, 
the ground being poor, averaging 2 dwrt. to the tou. During the year they have obtained 5,274 oz. 2 dwt. 
of gold. At present they are erecting a winding machinery, and ihey expect, when completed, to be able 
to have a night and day shift at work. " .

This mine, for the last four years, has paid no dividends; it has only managed to pay working 
expenses. Now that a Government dam has been erected, they will have no scarcity of water. The great 
draw'back to this mine has been the great scarcity of water. Now that that difficulty has been overcome, 
no doubt the mine will pay handsomely.

A 10-acre lease adjoining the Confidence, and owned by Donnellen and party, wrbo sank a shaft 
120 feet, has cut the lode, which averages from 15 to 40 feet wide. This Company have sent a small crushing 
to bydney, which went 12 dwt. to the ton. The dirt taken from the lode was taken promiscuously. At 
present this Company are not at work, having made application for suspension of work, with the vieiv of 
erecting machinery on the lease. '

At King’s Plains, Plannagan’s Gully, which has been formerly worked for alluvial, and has been 
very rich, a short time ago a miner named Batty obtained, at 5 ft. 6 in. from the surface, in the old 
workings, two nuggets—one weighing GO oz., the other 48 oz.—which caused a rush, and several leases to ho 
applied for. There is ouly a small portion of Government ground—40 acres—sitmited at this place.

Watson and party, who are receiving aid from the Government, are now sinking a prospecting 
shaft, which is down 70 feet. They have cut several gold-bearing leaders, and they expect, at a depth of 
150 feet, to strike the dyke or lode which has fed the gully. Gold has been traced several places in the 
neighbourhood on private property, which formerly belonged to tho gold-fields, but now locked up from 
mining ; otherwise, it would give employment to a number of men for years to come.

. During the year 8 gold-mining leases have been applied for, 103 miners’ rights, 2 business and 2 
mineral licenses.

There are two copper-mines close to Blayney—one known as the Erel copper-mine, which for some 
considerable time has been defunct on account of the low price of copper. The owner, Mr. Mars den, is 
about floating this into a Company, with a. view of having it worked. This mine is situated about 300 
yards from the M.urrumburrah-Blayney railway line. No doubt, if the price of copper keeps up, this mine 
will again he at work in a very short time, which will be a great boon to the district. The other mine is 
situated about 1 mile from the town of Blayney, in Glasson Bros.’ paddocks. The lode is small, hut very 
rich.

Batiiubst District—Rockt.ev Division.
{Thomas C. Crommie, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to herewith forward you my annual report for 1887 for the Hockley Division, from 
which you will see that mining matters here have been very dull during the year.

_ During the above period 1 bare sold 2 mineral licenses, 39 business licenses, and 56 miners’ rights, 
making a total revenue of £54 10s., being a decrease on the previous year.

I have only received eight applications for mineral leases, making in all 165 acres. 125 of which 
are old cancelled portions at "Wiseman's Creek, where there was great excitement for silver in the latter 
ced of 1885, but which is now almost deserted. Owing of late to the rise in the price of copper, there is 
a reaction.

During the year there was an average of four men at work at the Back Creek silver-mines; they were, 
however, chiefly prospecting the ground during the year, and only raised about 10 tons of silver ore, which 
it is believed will average 75 oz. to the ton. The owners intend, to float the properly into a Company.

The Manganese-mining Company at Back Creek have suspended operations there since the month 
of June last, owing to (he loiv price of the article in London.

Gold-mining is very dull here. A few parties on some of the creeks have made wages during the 
heavy rains by sluicing. One miner—Thomas Cotterill, of Back Creek—washed out over 70 oz. in this 
way, by employing hands and using hydraulic pressure.

Bathurst District—Oberou Division,

(J. 0. Mayes, Mining Registrar?)
r> Ir1AVl' ^onor V forward my annual report of mining operations in the Oberon Division of the 
Bathurst Mining District for the year just closed. In doing so, I regret to say that mining in this 
division has not been entered into with the spirit that usually prevails on a field where working operations 
can be commenced with little expense. Some of the reefs in this division were operated upon many 
years ago by inexperienced miners, who only opened up the ground and took the stone from close to the 
surface. One of those claims has since been taken up by a small company of working miners, and is now 
worked successfully; but I fear, before very loug, their efforts to make it pay will end fruitlessly, owing 
to the very wet nature of the country. The water is tho great bone of contention on this lino of reef. I 
have no doubt but this would prove a rich mine if floated into a Company, with a fair amount of capital, 
who would erect pumping machinery, to enable them to obtain tbe known rich deposits existing below 
the water-level. . The ground in the vicinity of the line of reef can be worked in other respects at, eom- 
paratively speaking, little expense, not an ounce of explosives being required, the formation being so 
soft that tbe reefs can be worked out with a pick. Several leases have been taken up since I took office 
on 12th May last year, and as some energetic mining men are identified with them, 1 am hopeful that 
better times are in store for tbe mining population of this division. Tbe following is the amount of 
business transacted during the year:—
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tf** l J “ ■ D« KjI *
Gold-mming leases, S................................................................................ (j(i 0 0
Silver-mining lease, 1 ............................................................................... 5 0 0
Miners’rights issued, 33 .............................................................................14 In o
Business licenses issued, nil........................................................................ 0 0 0
Mineral license issued, 1 ............................................................................ i o 0

£86 15 0
Bathurst
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Batiiubst Disiitici—Mouht M!Doxald Drvisios.
(G. A. Gunning, Mining ^Registrar.)

1 ha vu the honor to submit my report of state and progress of the mines in the Mount M’Douald Division 
for the year ending 31st Decemberj 18S7, and in doing so regret that the gross yield of gold for the year 
shows a* eon skier able decrease as compared with the output for the previous year. The decrease may be 
ascribed, to a certain extent, to the cessation of operations on several claims in August last, when a 
number of miners were induced to try their luck at the now reefs in the parish of Tintern, about 6 miles 
distant from Mount M‘Donald.

1,702 tons of quart/, were crushed during the year for a return of 2,6Lf) oz. 0 dwt. ] gr. retorted 
gold, being an average of about 1 oz. 1L dwt. lo the tou. 137 ok. 4 dwt. 0 gr. were obtained from 
recrushing of tailings; these, with 55 oz. of alluvial gold bought by the local storekeepers, make the gross 
yield for the twelve months from this field 2,811 oz. 10 dwt. 10 gr.. or 579 oz. 0 dwt. 13 gr. less than tho 
"total yield of 1880. _ _

I have, during the year, issued 133 miners’ rights and 18 business licenses, amounting in value to 
£67 5s. I ako received 34 applications for gold-mining leases, comprising an acreage of 130 acres.

In August last, M'Kelfar and party, prospecting within the parish of Tintern, about 0 miles from 
Mount McDonald, discovered what promised to be rich reefs. A couple of shafts have been sunk to a 
depth of 40 feet, and a crushing out, which gave a return of an ounce to the ton. This, if carefully 
worked, should prove a payable claim, as the country is very easily worked, being a kind of sandstone 
formation.

Aubrey and party, north of and adjoining M'Kellar and party, arc down about 60 feet; reef 
improving as they go. This party wi11 crush during the coming month, when a payable result is expected.

The small quantity of stone crushed from some of the claims may be accounted for thus : they 
were in the market for six months, and, if sold, purchasers were to have the surplus after paying the cost 
of raising and treating of all gold won between the time of placing under offer and the date of sale. 
Shareholders did not exert themselves lo raise crushing.-;.

The following arc some of tho principal yields for the year:—
Tons. OK. (I'M. ST-

Balmoral..................................... ................... 1100 1,255 11 i
Woolstone ................................ ................... 4+ 20 0 7
Price amt party.......................... ................... 23 51 13 1!
Butcher and party .................. .............. Mil 206 i; (i
Franklin and party .................. ................ 40 S3 10
Womans Lease.......................... ................... 51 136 2 b

Mntheson’s................................. ................... 02 143 2 3
Caledonian................................. ................... 224 177 12 4

J. regret to say that several of the claimholders have not afforded me the information sought for 
relative to the reefs, Ac,, in their claims. I am indebted to Mr. C. H. Forwood for nearly tho whole of 
the information; had it not been for that gentlemnu’s kindness, I would not have been able to obtain tho 
necessary information within the required time. ^

The last crushing* for the year (in December) show a marked improvement, and it is anticipated 
that the new year will see a slight revival.

Batiiubst Distjuct—Thu.vuev Division.
(W. T. Lee, Mining Registrar,')

Dubis'o 1887 the total rainfall, for which 1 am indebted lo Mr, Surveyor Byau, 1ms been 42’67, or 
nearly 12 inches more than during 1880 ; the result is a considerable increase in quantity of gold won, 
principally alluvial, the value for 1887 being (say) £7,700, against £2,500 for 1880, showing an increase 
of £5,200, demonstrating rich deposits -only requiring proper machinery, conserving of water, and 
sensible brains.

There are 173 miners on the field. During the year three applications under Amended Act of 1884 
and Kegulations of 1886, each for 50 acres, were made, one of which has been refused and repegged 
in ordinary leases. Fourteen gold leases, covering an area of 246 acres, and two mineral leases for 
40 acres were applied for. Miners’rights issued, 139 ; business licenses, 30 ; mineral licenses, 2. Very 
little progress to report. The Mew Bathurst Company are not fulfilling the expectations that were raised.

Silver will probably be discovered in payable quantities near Kempfield and Diamond Valley, near 
Trunkey. Considerable activity prevails in mining. A party of Groulbum speculators have men 
employed on the Abercrombie Eiver searching for opals.

Bathubst Distbiot—Carcoar Division.
( W. IS. Warner, Mining Registrar.) /

Sinci; my annual report for 1886 was forwarded to you some important changes have taken place in 
mining matters in this district. The effects of the new revival in mining have been felt hero in the shape 
of an increased capital being invested in the woVkiug of our local mines. This will soon be particularly 
noticeable in the locality known as the Junction, formerly worked for some years by Messrs. Stimson, 
Meyer, and others. This Company had a magnificent plant of 32 head of stamps, but the works were 
eventually closed, the stone not being rich enough to pay the heavy expenses attendant on crushing by 
stCA.n. The plant was sold and dispersed, and the place was idle for some years till taken up by 
Binxtead and party and worked by means of a turbine wheel and stamps, instead of by steam. 
D has been found, however, after a good trial, extending over several months, that so fine is the gold 
that, no matter how close the screen, or slow the movement of the water used, the greater portion of the 
gold escapes. This has been proved beyond a doubt by the numerous assays of the stone made not only 
in Sydney and Melbourne, but also in England. Some of the assays made by the best mining experts 
seem to prove that the reefs in this locality, if worked by 1 ho chlorine process as carried on at Mount 
Morgan, would prove equally rich. The quantity of easily available ore, which lies in immense horizontal 
reefs, is practically inexhaustible. Some hundreds of acres in the neighbourhood of the old workings 
have been taken up on both sides of the river. The
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c± u Wales claim at ilic Burnt Yards lias been' purchased by a Company called tbe
U-oidtiill Mining Company, under the energetic management of Mr. 'William Tanner, of Orange. New 
machinery has been purchased, and the tirst crushing of the new Company is now in progress. A large 
portion of the Church and School Estate in the neighbourhood is highly auriferous ; but tbe regulations 
relating to the Church and School Estate are anything but encouraging to mining enterprise.

At Gaily Swamp some very good results have been obtained. One Company of four men having a 
small plant raised during tbe year 107 tons of stone, which yielded 103 oz. of gold. Some of tbe other 
claims are equally good. One or two private clnimholders have sold out to an Orange Company, who will 
soon, Tilth their larger capital, he able to work the claims in a more economical manner, and on a very 
much larger scale.^ The veins of stone carrying the gold on this field are mostly very small, in barcl 
country, hut very rich. When the new Companies are properly at work I expect to hear of some good 
returns from Gaily Swamp. b

There is nothing now in alluvial mining. No new finds are reported, and the onlv places where 
any considerable work is going on arc Flyer’s Creek and The Forest.

No copper is now being worked in my division. ■ '
About 8,240 oz. of gold have been sent down by escort this year. 

r During the year 3. sold 80 miners’ rights and I busiuess license.

Batituust Dtsteict—Buhhaga Division. '

{William Bitelric, Mining Brfjiatrar.) ■
PitKV ioi s to the 1st September last mining in this division was at a standstill, owing to the low price of 
copper. Since that date work has been resumed in (he Burraga mine, and at present there are fifty-three 
men employed, who have raised 1,154 tons of ore. yielding 120 tons of smelted copper; value, £7,200. 
this mme is worked to a depth of 240 feet, and shows a splendid face of ore ; other lodes are also bein'1 
opened on Mr. Lloyd’s laud. During tbe year I have issued 33 miners’ rights. 15 business licenses, and. 
0 mmeral licenses, yielding a revenue of £44'.

Bathuust Distkict—Cowjia Division.

{B. _P. P. Kemp, Mining jRcgnirar!)
I nj!G to state that although a small amount of prospecting is still going on, no favourable results have vel 
been met ivitli. *■

Batiioist Distkict—TtENA Division. i

(P. Fred Bell, Mining Registrar!)
I have fl'e honor to submit, for the information of the Honorable the Minister for Mines, my report for 
t he year 18SG upon the mining industry of the Tuena Division of the Bathurst Mining District. Gold
mining here during the year has been all but abandoned as a means of livelihood, owing to the silver- 
mines having broken out and given employment to those who before were dependent on fossickin'* and 
ehncmg only about 730 oz. of gold having been got in this division for the past year. ^

During the year 1,785 acres was applied for under mineral lease, and 230 acres for gold, but there 
has been no work done on the latter yet; some of the leases have not been executed, and the others not 
yet received, ll.ere is one water-jacket at work at the Mount Costigan Silver and Lead Mining Company’s 
works, and a'so one of lekes patent smelters; but the latter has not been worked successfully so far 
At the Cordilleras there arc two water-jacket furnaces going up and a refiner ; these will all be' at ‘work 
m n tew weeks tune. "
- During the year 1 issued 152 miners' right*, 42 business licenses, and 19 mineral licenses.

„ . J-tienumng industry m this district has during the past twelve months been almost entirely con
fined to silver-mining, hence so little gold got. The silver-mining Companies, viz., the Mount Costigan 
Lead and Oliver Mining Company and the Cordilleras Silver-mining Company, have kept all those who 
were dependent on the gold-mming industry steadilv at work throughout the year.

Bathurst Distkict—Cowba Noktji Division.

( Wm. Cook, Mining Registrar.)
During the early part of the year a small alluvial rush took place to Sullivan’s Gully. The sinking was 
about o0 feet. Ihe result was not payable, although some nice nuggets were found. Amongst the 
largest were an 18 oz. and a 5 oz piece (pieces up to i oz. have been found on tbe surface). 0Wlhle. 
perking the alluvial, quartz boulders containing rich gold were constantly found, which shows the 
existence of a rich reef m the neighbourhood. A Company of Sydney capitalists have now a party of men 
at work driving across the gully, with the hope of cutting the reef. Altogether, as near as can be 
estimated, about 100 oz. of gold have been taken from this part.

In quartz there is very little to report, no crushing* having taken place. The Gospel Oak Company 
arc erecting a lO-stainper battery on their property ; a contract has also been taken for raisin** a large 
quantity of stone in readiness for the battery to start on. A. large number of leases have been taken iip 
on Stockyard Gully and Sullivan s Gully, all of which the shareholders have strong holies of becomiii" 
payable with machinery close at hand. J ' °-

■ There is little doubt that the coming year will show a very great improvement in this division, all 
or the miners who have visited the locality having formed a verv high opinion of it. "I

Tambaroora and Tuiion District—Hill Enu Division. r

{Mr. Warden Steel, R.M., Mill End.)
I have the honor to submit, for the information of tbe Honorable the Minister for Mines, my report for 
tbe past year of the J.uron, Tambaroora", and Mudgee Mining Districts. L

Mill End /J?toA7oa.-~Alliiyiai working has been very small, although .water has been most abundant 
during the year. I he Bed Hill Gold-mming Company, at Tambaroora, has been continuously at work 

' for
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for some time.. On tlie M'Mahon lease a new shaft lias been sunk 322 feet, 9x3, leaving three parti 
tions. Seven veins have been cut, four showing gold. Machinery to the value of £1,400 has been 
erected on the lease, while the mine is making 2,500 gallons of water per hour. £1,163 has been paid for 
wages, and £509 for other expenses during the year, 570 tons of quartz, have been crushed for a yield 
of 188 oz. 10 dwt. of retorted gold. _ .

The Cornelian Gold-mining Company, Hawkins Hill, has been at work during the year, but it has 
for the most part been unremunerative, principally from prospecting a large mass of quartz and slaty 
formation of lode, which runs from 30 to 65 feet wide. The lowest gave 3 and the best about 10 dwt. 
per ton. Much difficultly has been experienced by an immense body of water accumulating in the under
ground workings. During the last month this Company have been drawing water at tbe rate of 2,000 
gallons an hour. 241 oz. 3 dwt. of retorted gold have been obtained from 297 tons of quartz. _ About 
thirty-two men have been at work for some months—the average about twenty-seven men—until July, 
exclusive of wood-cutters and carters. Altogether, the last year’s yield and tbe future prospects of this 
mine cannot be considered cheering. There has been a slight increase during the year in the sale of 
miners’ rights, business licenses, and gold-lease applications. _ '

No correct estimate of the amount of gold won in this division can be arrived at since the escort 
was abolished, which now finds its way via Wiudeyer and Sofala, thence by escort. .

Margraves Division.—Tcry little has been done here or at Wind ever. Many of tbe old leases have 
been cancelled during the year, some of which have recently been taken up ; but the leases not yet being 
issued, no work has been commenced. Millet and party, the lessees of one of the leases referred to, have 
a large quantity of machinery on the ground. The plant -will, it is said, cost about £1,500 when erected ; 
and they intend to effectively prospect their leases. Mr. John Coghlan has been working on the old 
Eureka line of reef (formerly Bond’s); and he, it is said, is bringing machinery on the ground. The 
shaft sunk is about 70 feet, hut they have not cut the reef. _

Sofala Division.—This, tho oldest mining district under my charge, seems to hold its own, and is 
by far the richest division. The gold forwarded by escort amounts to 4,877 oz. (inclusive of some for
warded from Hill End). _ _ _

Surface Hill Leases.—This property has now been formed into a Company, and everything is in 
order to commence operations, under the managership of Mr. A. Bullock, formerly of Hill End. One of 
the largest shareholders is a Mr. Morgan, of Mount Morgan notoriety, who is very sanguine of success.

Razorbach Gold and Antimony Mine.—Work has been suspended in this mine, owing to one of the 
proprietors having proceeded to England for tbe purpose of procuring special machinery for working 
the ores, which is expected to arrive very shortly. The property belongs to Messrs. A. Oppenheimer,
H. J. Eotton, and others. I may add that several parties here and at Hill End have been granted a 
portion of tbe Prospecting Vote, and have commenced work on their elaims.

Tavibaiiooea avd Tujion Disieict—Sofala. Division.

(M. Dayan, Mininy Registrar')
I have the honor to forward my report relative to the mining interest in this division for the year 1S87. 

Mining matters are in much the same position as they were this time last year. ■■ ■
Several parties have been working in the Turon Eiver and Crudiuc Creek with varying success. 

Dawson and mate obtained 9 oz. of gold in two days from their claim in the Crudine ; Hyland A Co. 
obtained GO oz. in four weeks from their sluicing claim at Maitland Point; Oliver Johnson obtained 19 oz. 
of gold from one dish of washdirt from his claim at Eed Bank. '

There are several parties of Chinese working in the old and abandoned alluvial, from whom I have 
been unable to obtain any information as to the amount of gold won by them, but it is believed that they 
have been very successful.

Spring Greek Reef, Sofala.—This reef has been abandoned; engine and plant sold for £300. _
Sir Garnet Wolseleg Reef.— Originally very rich to a depth of 40 or 50 ft.; 31 tons of quartz raised 

from a depth of 40 ft. yielded 63 oz. 15 dwi. of gold. Work on tliis reef has been suspended during the 
last three months.

Razorback, Upper Turon, under the name of the Turon Gold-mining Company (Mr. R. Spencer, 
Manager).—A 10-h.p. engine, with ten head of stampers, has been removed from the Homeward Bound 
reef, Box Bidge, to this mine. Twelve men are now employed in connection with the mine. Two 
tunnels have been extended 40 ft. each, from which 200 tons of quart/, have been obtained, showing gold 
freely, and are now ready for crushing. Value of plant, £800.

Rig Oakeg Gold-mining Company.—This Company commenced operations in February last upon 
Old Surface Hill, Wattle Flat, sinking main shaft 8 ft. by 3 ft. G in, to a depth of 400 ft. for the purpose 
of intersecting all the well-known rich gold-bearing veins which have been worked in former years. The 
Company have a capital of £2,000, and intend to give this once very rich hill a thorough prospecting. 
There are six men at present employed in this mine, which is under tbe management of Mr. Bullock, late 
of Hill End. ■

Boa Ridge Homeward Bound Company.—This Company’s plant has been sold and removed to 
Bazorback, and quartz-reefing is a thing of tbe past in this locality. _

Solitary Creek Gold-mining Company—(on Tribute).—Six men have been employed day and night 
in this mine during the year, and have raised 925 tons of quartz, yielding 518 oz. 14 dwt, of gold. 

Magenta (Johnson & Co., ordinary quartz claim).—74 tons of quartz raised from this claim yielded 
75 oz, of gold. *

Back Creek.—No mining operations have been carried on in this locality during the year. Leases 
held by Beyers and others have been cancelled.

The following shows the owners and results of principal parcels of quartz treated at Mr. Davidson’s 
mill, Wattle Flat, viz.:—

Tons. oz, itv.L gr. Beef.
Spencer, Manager .................................. 31 G3 15 O Sir Q-. Wolaeley.
BuIbodi & Co............................................. 49 4S 10 0 Big Oafcej.
Dowling & Co........................................... 54 4G 17 0 New Chum.
Grice & Co................................................ 28 20 0 0 Bullock Flat.
Kceley Bros.............................................. 15 21 10 0 Whelan’s Hill.
Davidson.......... ....................................... 21 14 13 O Various.

Aid
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_ _ Aid from the Prospecting Vole lias been granted to tbe following prospecting parties in tliis
division, viz.:—

"William Johnson and Owen Lewis, Magenta Beef, Wattle Plat.
Webb and party, Solitary Beef, Wattle Flat.
B. Williams, Carney’s Beef, Sofala.
William M’Lean, Sandy Flat.
Walter Allsop and party, Monkey Iliil.

None of these parties have commenced active operations, nor do they intend to do so until after 
the holidays.

Razorback Gold- and Jntimony Company.—Company have stopped work until the arrival of 
the hydrogen and amalgam process machinery which they have ordered from England to be set up at the 
mine. *

_ At tbe Crudine, Palmer’s Oakey, Wattle Plat, and Upper Turon there bare been several parties of 
fnssickers at; work in the various old workings, from whom I have been unable to obtain any information 
as to tbe amount of gold won, but it is believed that the greater number of them bavo made good wages.

The following amount of gold has been transmitted per gold escort during the year, viz. : — 
4,877 oz. 7 dwt. 5 gr.; value, £lS,-i!l2 Os. Sd. ■ *

Miners1 rights issued..........................................................................................  300
lousiness licenses.................................................................................................. JG

Twelve applications for gold-mining leases have been received by me during the year. 
Total value of mining plant in my division, £2,200.

TawhAltoona avd Turov Disthtct—Teovjuetcs Dmsiov.
(J. Slnlllnyfon, Mininff Registrar.)

I uate the lienor to forward herewith my annual report upon the mining industry of the Ironbarks 
Division of (be Tambaroora, and Turon Mining District. The most important work of the jrcar has been 
ill prospecting some of tho reefs which were worked years ago and abandoned, and in tbe further testing 
ef some reefs which have been held unworked for years for speculative purposes. Several parties have 
been rewarded by finding very rieh stone, with tho result that the attention of capitalists and miners has 
been directed to this long neglected field of auriferous quartz reefs. The popular opinion which obtained, 
until very recently, was that the reefs in the Ironbarks District were valuable only on the surface, and 
miles of reefs have informer years hcen surfaced ; but when water was reached necessitating the employ
ment of machinery the reefs were abandoned, and in no instance was a reef tested to a depth of 200 feet, 
and only one or two were tested to a depth of 150 feet.

Jibe old Specimen Hill claim was taken up some months ago as an extended quartz claim (four 
men’s ground), and one of tho old shafts was cleared out and a lower level reached, and 10 tons of stone 
taken from an 18-inch vein at a depth of 200 feet yielded 311 oz. This is the greatest depth reached on 
the whole field. A further trial of 21 tons from the same level yielded 30 oz. of retorted gold. This 
result has had the effect of causing several parties to commence work on reefs with a view to test them 
at a lower level than hitherto reached, and should the results prove satisfactory there will be a great 
future for this portion of tho district, as for miles the country is intersected by a network of reefs, all 
of which are known to be auriferous. ' '

The Prince 'William reef has lain unworked for twelve years, during which time it has been 
held by various Companies; and in June last, being open for leasing, an application was made for 20 acres 
of tbe reef, and tbe work of clearing out and further sinking commenced, and at a distance of 6 feet 
from the old workings very rich stone was discovered. Tbe value of this discovery was sufficient to cause 
the shareholders to commence sinking a main shaft to enable them to work the mine in a more systematic 
manner, and in sinking the main shaft very rieh veins have hcen cut. The Perseverance claim was 
prospected to a depth of M0 feet, and three trial crushings of quartz taken from a vein 9 inches in 
width—15 tons stone yielded 30 oz., 4 tons yielded 12 oz., and 20 tons yielded 20 oz. At a still lower 
level the stone show's gold, apparently much richer in gold than any of the stone already treated.

_ The Princess Alexandra Extended Quartz Dam has been opened out till 150,000 tons of gold
bearing stone is now in sight, A Company has been formed to work this mine, and a battery of twenty 
stampers and a 25 horse-power engine has been purchased for crushing tho quartz of this mine. A large 
dam is being constructed to conserve water necessary for carrying on the work. This will be a great 
acquisition to the field, as at present there is only one quartz-crushing plant of ten stampers in tbe 
neighbourhood. A Company has been formed to W'ork the Post Office reef, and several Companies are 
now in course of formation to work reefs on which no work has been done for several years. Only two 
mines have been worked continuously during the year. Tho Gordon mine at Yeoval employed nine men 
during the year; crushed 1,S{)0 tons of stone for 452 oz, gold, besides a quantity of copper containing 
a percentage of gold and silver. The Royal Jubilee Sluicing Company employed eight men. This 
Company has pumping machinery on the banks of the Macquarie River, at the Muckerawa Junction, 
capable of raising 75,000 gallons of water per hour. Tho returns were not satisfactory, and the Company 
propose erecting heavier and more complete machinery, so as to make tho working remunerative, as it is 
believed that heavy deposits of gold are to be found on this Company's ground.

Tho rich gold-bearing quartz discovered during the year had the effect of causing considerable, 
attention to bo directed to the field generally, and eixty-one leases, for a total of 508 acres, have been 
applied for during the year, also five extended quartz claims have been registered. Two hundred and 
eleven miners’ rights have been issued during the year, also twenty-two business licenses. No mineral 
licenses were issued, as ibis is essentially a gold-bearing district. Preparations are being made to 
commence work on several reefs immediately after the NewT Year, and a substantial increase in mining 
may be expected during the year 1888.

CG5—II Tamtukooha
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Tamiueoora asd Tueoa' District—Hill End Division. .

(Thos. Purcell, Mining Merjwirar.')

I iseo to report for your information on mining operations here during the past year, and am sorry to say 
that the place is steadily going down. The Cornelian Co., Hawkins Hill, has been idle for some months, 
hut has recently started work again with eighteen men. They have only crushed during the year 297 
tons, yielding 241 os. of gold. There is very little doing on Hawkins Hill except by the Cornelian Co, 
Clemens & Riley are working a claim lower down, and arc said to be doing very well. Riley and party, 
on the Venus reef, are still working, but the claim is not turning out so well as was expected. Cook & 
Baxter, adjoining, have had payable crushings from this line. Eldridgc and party, at Golden Gully, are 
still working, but the last crushing went very poor. I may say that is all the work that is being done 
at Hill End.

Hughes, Grotofaut, and party struck a new reef at Bear Gully, about J of a mile north of tbe 
town, a few days ago. I saw some very rich specimens taken from it. It is from 6 to 10 inches wide, 
and is in very easy ground to work. Should it only continue, I should say it ought to go from 10 to 20 
ok. to the ton.

At Tambaroora, the Red Hill is still being worked, although it stopped for some time after the 
unfortunate accident in which Cox was killed, for tho purpose of getting more powerful machinery' to 
keep the water down. They have been sinking a shaft 320 feet, and have now commenced to drive for 
the vein. A great deal of money and labour have boon expended on this property, and it is to be Imped 
Mr. Newton, the proprietor, will he rewarded.

The only other reef claim at work at Tambaroora is the one known as Brown the Greek’s. It lias 
not done so well lately, but I am informed it is still payable.

The alluvial is getting poorer every year. It is, I may say, only worked by old fossickers and 
Chinese, and as no new ground is opened up, the old is worked over and over again. Houghton and party 
have lately taken up a 20-acre lease at the Cement Hills, about 12 miles west of here, on the Macquarie 

' River. It is known that this hill contains gold in tho soil, ranging from l dwt. to 4; and this party 
are making a tramway to run the stuff to the river and sluice it there, and anticipate very good returns.

' ' I have not been able to get the returns of the gold sent from here during the year. Since the"
Escort was abolished there is no record of it. The business people, 'when going to Sydney, take some ; 
more is sent by post; and some is taken to Sofala, the nearest Bank, and sold or consigned; so it would 
he mere conjecture.

I have issued 302 miners’ rights, there being 29G for previous year; twelve business licenses, same 
as previous year. There have been fifteen applications for gold-mining leases during the year, there being 
only eleven in 188G.

I may add, in conclusion, that the support extended by the Prospecting Board at its recent visit 
here has given great satisfaction, and it is generally thought that some of the parties will he successful.
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. Mudoee District—Muduee and G cluono Division. •

(Mr, Warden Meares, P.M., Mudgee.')
Durino the few months which have passed since I was appointed ‘Warden of this district, in .Tune, 18S7, 
my duties have taken me to only the principal digging places, such as Gulgong, Canadian and Limestone 
Creek, and a few others of less importance, and from personal knowledge can I speak of those only, 
although I know something by repute of the other localities where miners are working.

■ Upon this I am of opinion that if (as I believe) there have been more men engaged in digging in 
1887 than in the year before, it was the result of the depression which was felt in other branches of 
industry, and which shut out the occupation of the labourer from tbe ordinary channels of work available 
in better times. He was therefore obliged to turn to the gold-fields to seek a livelihood he could not find 
in any other direction,
_ _ Except for the activity brought about in this way, there would have been hut little alluvial mining
in this district, for the wages made generally were not sufficiently good to attract men from other work, if 

■ it could he got. I have rarely heard of any who made more than moderate wages at digging. There is 
no life in the industry. There seems to be about the same level everywhere, and more have been below 
than above it, although of course some had done well and above the average. .

At Limestone Creek, about 16 miles south of Mudgee, there was a little stir for a few weeks, during 
part of which time there were considerably over a hundred men at work there ; but the ground is limited. 
The natural features of the country—a narrow valley with steep sides—cause the workings to be quickly 
flooded, and the constant rain more than once injured the work done and drove the men from tlieir claims, 
which, under the most favourable circumstances, were not very productive. The result is that now very 
few men are employed there.

I cannot mention any other locality whore matters have been much better than at Limestone; nor 
are the workings in the various leases more productive than in the others. I do not know anywhere they 
are getting gold in sufficient quantity to attract attention, although money has been and is being spent by 
several lessees in the hope of a good return.

During the year a few nuggets have been found of greater or less value—notably one at Maitland 
Bar of over 300 oz. in weight, and said to be one of the purest ever unearthed, .

_ I need not specify the amount of gold received by the Banks during the year, nor the number of 
miners’ rights issued, as these particulars will he given by the Registrars at Mudgee and Gulgong.

_ In concluding this report 1 may remark that the diggers do not appear to pay much regard to the 
requirements of the law by providing themselves with miners’ rights. One of the police found lately at 
Limestone Creek an average of one man in five out of over 100 who wore without these rights, aiid a 
similar state of things exists generally through the district. The miners as a body are very tenacious of 
what they consider their legal privileges, and stoutly resist any real or supposed interference with these ; 
but they are not quick and anxious in proportion to pay the fee which entitles them to claim the privilege. 
I saw an instance here lately in which a man had got up a meeting of miners and prepared a petition, 
which they signed, against the fencing in of some land on this gold-field by the persons who held it under
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aunual leases, Tliis man championed the miners before the Land Board, to whom the petition had been 
referred for report, and he objected to an overseer of one of the lessees giving evidence because he had 
not a miner’s right. It subsequently transpired that this quibbling gentleman had not a miner’s right 
himself. But there arc not many so barefaced as this. The neglect of which I am writing is sometimes 
the result of want of thought, and sometimes of the want of official attention ; hut in a time of depression 
and deficient revenue such ns now exists, I think miners might reasonably be required to pay the very 
moderate fee of 10s. a year for the benefits they receive. And if in other places they are as neglectful as 
here, the revenue would be deprived thereby to the extent of some hundreds a year.

Mujigke Miking Distetct—Duubo Division.
(Mr. Warden W. T. Caswnll, P.M., Dulbo.)

I have the honor to make the seventh annual mining report for this subdivision of the Mudgee District.
The mining interest at Tominglcy and Myall is still slightly progressive. The gold won from the 

reefs at these places in 18S1 was about the value of £7,000; in 1885, £8,000; in 1886, to over £9,000; 
and in 1887 it has reached nearly £10,000 in value. 2,560 oz. were won; but three-fourths of this 
quantity was taken from No. 1 North—Mooney and party’s ground—at Myall.

I have not been supplied with information from cither the Dubbo Coal-mining Company or the 
Great Western Coal-mining Company at Ballcmoro ; hut as the latter in boring struck a mineral spring, 
which I know attracted the attention of the Department, I am sure you have full information of the 
progress made. No coal hits yet been brought forward for marketable purposes.

' 1 ho works of the Copper-mining Company at Girilumbone arc, as 1 reported last year, still
suspended. _ .....

The population at Tominglcy and Myall has neither increased nor diminished—it remains at about
250. The Public School attendance has slightly increased—it is now 35. The business establishments 
continue the same, all doing fairly well. A mail-coach now runs between Dubbo anLToiuinglcy twice a 
week.

The water supply during the year has been ample for mining, and indeed for all purposes. A 
large tank—to bold 17,000 gallons—has been recently constructed for travelling stock ; it is not yet full.

There are two crushing machines at Tominglcy; hut tho quantity of quartz raised has not beou 
nearly sufficient lo keep one employed. It is said one of these crushers is to be moved to what is called 
tho ‘‘ Ten-mile,” a place where there is some promising stuff, though not rich enough to be carried a 
distance. ... .

The machine at Myall has done a good deal of work, principally for its owners, who are proprietors 
also of No. 1 North at Myall.

There have been issued at Dubbo during the year past 63 miners’ rights, 7 mineral licenses, 
1 business license; and at Tominglcy the liegistrar informs mo that he issued 52 minors’ rights and 
7 business licenses. ■

As the reefs at .Tominglcy bavo not been regularly worked during 1887, ] will not be able to give 
cither the total quantity of quartz raised or the yield of gold. I will merely include in my report the 
scraps of information obtained from such of the miners as remained.

Tominglcy Reefs.
Prospecting Claim—Tattersall and Hayes, working on reef 18 in. wide at 50-ft. level, crushed 

69 tons for 62 oz. gold. The main shaft is down 150 ft.
No. 1 North.—Ecakes and party crushed 114 tons of quartz for 46 oz. 12 dwt. 19 gr. of gold. 

This claim was abandoned for about four months, but was taken up by Croft and Eeakes about four 
mouths ago. They have sunk a perpendicular shaft 160 ft, and intend sinking 40 ft. lower.

No. 2 North.—M'Donald and party crushed 75 tons for 29 oz. 9 dwt, 4 gr. of gold. They 
abandoned in May last, and tho claim was taken up by Crowhurst and party, who crushed 78 tons for 
41 oz, gold, the reof being 4 ft. wide at 140 ft. depth.

No. 3 North.—Richmond and party have crushed 320 tons for 130 oz. 17 dwt. 10 gr., and will. 
commence sloping on roof. Reef, 8 ft. wide at 90-ft. level.

_ Myall.
Sparc ground.—-GOO tons of quartz crushed for 595 oz. of gold. Width of reef, 4 ft.; depth, about 

120 ft. . . '
No. 1 North Myall.—Crushed 1,400 loads for 1,947 oz. of gold. 4-ft. reef, 130 ft. deep.

Ten-mile Ridge.
■ Crowhurst and party crushed a small parcel of 18 tons from the Ten-mile, which yielded over an 

ounce of gold to the ton.
There are no alluvial workings in Dubbo Division.

- Senior-constable Bell is Mining Registrar at Tominglcy.
In conclusion, I may repeat what I was able to state in the last report—that the promise for the 

future in mining matters is very fair. _
P.S.—I am afraid the return of gold as given by the miners is not reliable. The total is over 

2,808 oz., while the Bank returns of 2,560 oz. are not likely to be much below the quantity raised. 1 think 
very little gold is taken to Sydney past the Dubbo Banks. In view of the temptation to advertise the 
claim, I must assume the lesser quantity—2,560 oz.—is most probably correct.

Mudgee District—Wellington Division.
(Mr. Warden Marsh. R.M., Wellington^)

Mr charge of these portions of the districts recommenced in -Tune last, and I notice with much regret, 
that, as regards "Wellington portion, mining shows very little improvement; and the only reason I can 
assign for this is that the alluvial workings have become, apparently, almost exhausted, and no fresh 
ground being discovered. The results in detail are shown in the accompanying returns.

One of the two quartz-crushing machines at Mitchell’s Creek, near Wellington, has been, I under- 
etand, sold, and is about to bo removed to Ironbarks, Turning to this latter division, I am glad Id report
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a very decided improvement, some takings and trial crushings showing such encouraging results that an 
impetus has been given lo mining generally; the practical test being tho projected formation of Companies, 
and consequent outlay of capital for loud fide working, the number of mining leases taken out, and the 
addition of the quartz battery about to be removed from near 'Wellington.

The Ironbarks and Stony Creek Gold-fields, I may venture to say, bavo not received that amount 
of attention from capitalists which they really deserve, as without doubt a very large area of country is 
in the highest degree auriferous, and will eventually prove to he most remunerative if systematically 
worked with necessary and proper machinery.

The returns herewith show sucli a marked improvement on the year preceding, and the further 
development of the old mines by deeper sinking, showing richer deposits of gold at greater depths, go far 
to prove that the investment of outside capital will result in the opening up of a mining district which, I 
feel convinced, wall hear favourable comparison with any in the Colony. It is with much pleasure I record 
that the individual efforts of a large number of steady hard-working miners, who have been perseveringly 
working in these parts, are deserving of all praise, and that they are entitled to every consideration and 
encouragement. But the investment of capital by means of Companies, &c., with the necessary 
accompaniment of labour, would soon prove the richness of these gold-fields.

Prom the attention now being given to the place, I inayfairly infer that the present efTorts are not 
what I may call of a spasmodic character, but are really the commencement of a steady and permanent 
development of mining interests, the success of which, if I am not mistaken, a very near future will 
prove to be correct. '

It will be observed that I have reported generally on the position, the details being fully sot out in 
the accompanying returns. '

Mudgee District—Haro raves Drvisioy.

{T. O’Brien, Mining Bigistrari)
]. have tho honor to submit my report for 1887, and to state that alluvial mining in tbe Hargraves 
Division of tbe Mudgee Mining District has been in a very depressed condition throughout the whole 
year, owing to no new ground being discovered.

The old fossickers, many of them working the ground for the second or third time, manage to 
obtain, on an average, 15s. or 16s. weekly. Eight or ton of these fossickers were so fortunate as to 
unearth four nuggets, weighing respectively 357 oz., 200 oz , 47 oz., and 32 oz. These nuggets were 
found near the surface, in ground which had been worked many years ago.

Quariz-mining.
Several leases were applied for, but only three were granted. Mr. J. Cogblan brought a diamond 

drill to Hargraves in the month of January, and succeeded in boring, on the old Eureka line of reef, 
three holes, to the depths of 300, 150, and 00 feet respectively. Gold was struck at tho depth of 80 feet 
in tho 150-feet bore, and tbe sediment containing tbe gold was assayed in Sydney, showing a result of 
4 oz. to Ihe ton. I have reason to believe that Mr. Coghlan is about to place machinery on bis ground. 
Messrs. Millet and Milton are erecting machinery, valued at £2,500, on the old Company’s line of reef. 
I am of opinion that quariz-mining will become an extensive industry in this locality should the efforts 
of Messrs. Millet, Milton, and Coghlan prove successful. Two hundred and fifty miners’ rights and 
twenty-seven business licenses were issued by me during the last twelve months.

Mcduee District—Mudoee Dmsiox. .
(ii. 11. Acheson, Mining lirgklrar)

I hate the honor to submit for the information of the Honorable the Minister for Mines my annual 
report for tho year 1887 on the mining industry of the Mining Division of the Mudgee Mining District.

Por the year 1887 I am gladly able to say that gold-mining in the division, has vastly improved on 
its condition in 1886, and that year showed an improvement on the preceding year. The sale of miners’ 
rights in 1887 shows an increase of 155 on that of 1886—183 were sold in 1886, and 338 in 1887, There 
were 12 gold leases applied for in 1887, against 6 in 1886. These statistics are very encouraging, as also 
arc tho purchases by the Banks of gold locally won. During 1887 were purchased 3,898 oz., against. 
3,501 oz, in 1886. J am reliably informed that a large quantity has been forwarded to Sydney for tliis 
year through the Eailway Department and by private escort, what quantity I have been unable to 
ascertain. '

. In tbe following I will refer lo the several localities iu tbe division which have been worked. 
Maitland Bar and Merrendee —the lower end of tbe celebrated Meroo Creek of early gold-fields fame— 
yet maintain their old mining population, chiefly Chinese and continental Europeans. In that locality 
much gold is yet got, but not in many instances beyond the making of fair wages. It was at Maitland 
Bar that a mining party discovered the Jubilee Kugget of 347 oz. in May last.

_ _ _ During 1887 was discovered and developed tho property known as tbe “ Lucky Pino!,” in the. 
vicinity of Apple-tree Plat. Tbe property is now worked by the Lucky Pind Gold-mining Company, A 
lump of ironstone from this property of about 9 cubic inches was raised, which showed some 22 oz. of 
gold. This specimen, for that class of gold-bearing stone, is a magnificent one, and its discovery has been 
instrumental in directing active attention to prospecting in ironstone country. The Company have a largo 
area under lease, and have just forwarded some 6 tons of stone for treatment to Sydney, but with what 
result I have not yet heard. ' ’

In the alluvia] flats adjoining the 11 Lucky Pind,” Is orris and party have stripped ground to a depth 
of 0 feet, and realized from 3 to 4 dwt. to the load for six months’ work. Outside on Crown Lands 
recently a miner unearthed a 16-oz. specimen.

The Bhobarbah Gold-mining Company at Ciulgegong are still working on tribute, with the result, 
I understand, of 11 oz. to the ton without tho pyrites, which arc said to be valuable. In a few months 
English capital is to be introduced into this mine for improved machinery and the extension of the existing 
tunnels. *'

' ■ ' During
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During 1SS7 was discovered the Limestone Creek Diggings. Success on them lias been variable, 
principally owing to the excess of water. Several nice nuggets have been found there, one weighing 50 
oz. On an adjoining hill, Boberts and party have taken some leases on reefs, and in a crushing from one 
at the Mint 7 oz. to the ton were realized without treatment of the pyrites.

The Cullcnbone Diggings, which were of no small significance in 1886, maintain, with moderate 
returns, a small number of local miners.

At Loaning Oak Creek, near Merrendee, lYilf.on and party arc working elaims on old reefs, The 
reefs look well, but the water in the workings retards operations considerably,

MviktKe Mismi Disteici—Wkli.ingtox Division. :
(A. G. Chiplin. Mining lie.gistnar,)

T have the honor to forward herewith my annual report of the'Wellington Division of the Mudgee Mining 
District. Having only entered on my duties from Lst June last, I am not as well versed in mining matters 
as I would desire. ' •

Very little in the way of mining has been done in this division during tho year; the only ijuartz- 
crushing plants in the division (two in number), and valued at £5,000 and £3,000 respectively, have been 
idle all the year, and for several years previously. The Belara Copper-mine, situated at Groolmn, 30 miles 
from Wellington, raised during the year 100 tons of ore, valued at £300, but no smelting was done. 
Tins mine, when in work, employs forty men, and has a plant valued at £5,000,

From information obtained, I find that the quantity of gold received in Wellington during the year 
was 652 oz. 15 dwt. 13 gr., as against 432 oz. 13 dwt. 1G gr. for 1886; but it is doubtful whether tho 
whole of this was won iu this division.

During the year two gold lease applications and one mineral lease application were received.
Minors'rights sold ttuving the jear ... ... ... ... ... ... 31
Uusiness licenses sold „ .......................................................................... 1
Mineral „ „ .......................................................................... 6

Mudgee Disieict—Tomixgley Division:
(U. Boll, Mining Brgislrar.)

1 have the honor to report that during the past year Tomingley lias been almost at a standstill, with the 
exception of the Myall Beefs ; want of capital and small percentage of gold obtainable no doubt being the 
cause. The Myall Beef has been very successful, 2,000 tons of quartz, yielding 2,542 ounces of gold, 
having been crushed at the Company’s battery during the past year ; and there is every prospect of the 
mine continuing to be very rich, as there is still plenty of quartz in sight to work upon.

There are atjirescnt only three elaims working at Tomingley—Nos. 1, 2, and 3. In the former 
Beaks and party raised 114 tons of stone for 46 oz. 12 dwt. 10 gr. ; this claim was abandoned by them, 
and was taken up by Croft and party, who are now sinking a straight shaft 200 feet; they are already 
down about 160 feet, but have not yet come on to the reef.

No, 2 Tomingley, M’Donald and party, now Crowhurst and party, continue to crush small parcels 
of stone, which average about 1 oz. to the tou.

No. 3 Bichmond have not been able to do much work lately in consequence of two of the partv 
being sick in the hospital, and the claim does not pay wages. Average yield of stone, about 8 dwt. “

Crowhurst and party brought in a small parcel of IS tons from the Ten-mile Bulges, which yielded 
IS oz. C dwt., and there is every prospect of good gold being got at tho Bidges.

The population of Tomingley is about 200 persons ; average school attendance, 35. Public-houses, 
2; stores, 2 ; butcher, 1 ; baker, 1 ; blacksmith, 1 ; bootmaker, 1. The water supply is now good, as 
there is a large Government tank lately sunk at Tomingley. Crushing machines, 3; miners’ rights 
issued, 52 j business licenses, 7. 0

Mudgee Disieict—Gueogsg Division:
(Ji. Be Boos, Mining liegistrar.)

Mining work during the last twelve months has been very slack in the Gulgong portion of the Mud'me 
Gold-field, and affords little matter for comment, or of sufficient importance to notice in tins report.

Tho principal event of the year, from a mining point of view, has been the taking up of tho silver 
areas in the neighbourhood of Denisontown. A number of applications have been made for mineral 
leases for the purpose of testing the value of this discovery, which, should it equal the prospects already 
obtained, will furnish work for a large mining population, and restore something like prosperity to this 
district. It is, however, too early to give an opinion on the subject, as nothing like a fair crushiu" has 
been made by the prospectors, who are tho only party as yet at work.

The general depression in mining matters has been somewhat relieved since the distribution of the 
money voted by Parliament for prospecting purposes. In this district a number of parties were success
ful in their applications to tho Prospecting Board for a share of the vote, and most of them began work 
early in December. Some of these parties are working in places where gold is known to exist, and where 
a large area of country would be available in the event of their succeeding in finding gold in payable 
quantities. *

The Elian Yannin claim, late Britannia, is still idle, nor does it appear likely that the proprietors 
will open the works again. 'Tliis is to be regretted, as the ground has never been thoroughly proved, and 
the locality is still considered by some as one of the most likely spots in this portion of the gold-field.

On the prospecting reserve, on the Black Lead, known as Scully's, nothing has been done durino- 
tbe past year, with the exception of the erection of a puddling machine. ’The works and machinery are 
all in good order, and it is a pity to sec them lying unused. The original reserve (160 acres) lias been 
reduced, and the prospector now only holds 25 acres, the balance of the reserve being thrown open to the 
miners.

The Star Lead, adjoining the abovenamed reserve, is also idle for the present. It is held under 
lease, and I am informed that the lessees intend to commence work as soon as they can obtain suitable 
machinery for tho purpose. At
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At tlic'Nil Dcsp'erandum the work is being cairicd on with alt possible despatch. The sinking is 
extremely difficult, being through limestone rock, which also makes the working of this mine very expensive. 
The shaft is now 270 feet deep, and there is a considerable flow of water to contend with. In my last 
report I mentioned the peculiar and unusual formation of the ground in tliis claim, and also that the 
Company intended sinking to the depth of 300 feet in the hope of finding the limestone resting on gravel on 
a slate bottom. Should this be the case, there is little doubt but that payable gold will he found, and so 
make this claim a valuable mining property. 1 '

Little or nothing is doing in the other portions of this gold-field. There is always a number of 
men scattered over the various diggings who seem to be making a living, and who appear lo he satisfied 
with their condition; but their number is gradually diminishing year by year, as they leave to seek more 
remunerative work elsewhere.

Three Gold-mining Leases.—3 special gold-mining leases and S mineral leases have been applied 
for during tlie last twelve ■months; and 17S miners’ rights, 11 business licenses, and 10 mineral licenses 
were issued from this office during the same time.

During the year 1887 the Banks purchased gold to the amount of 1,602 ok. 10 dwt. 11 gr.

LicniiAir Distkict—Pokbes, Pahkes, axd Gjie>’fell Division.

(Mr. Warden Sharpe, F.M., Forbes.)

1 have the honor to submit, for the information of the Honorable the Minister for Minos, my annual 
report for the year 1887 on the Porbes Division of the Lachlan Mining District,

In the immediate neighbourhood of Forbes several alluvial mines arc at work on the Old South 
Lead. Of .these I may mention the Crinoline, the Try Again, and tho Forbes Alluvial. The land they 
embrace is all old and abandoned ground, but the shareholders wore of opinion that some unworked 
ground still remained, and, as regards the Crinoline, this opinion has been proved to bo a correct one. 
And the same result will probably be arrived at in the other mines I have mentioned. In the Crinoline 
between 300 and 400'oz. have been obtained since May last. The Company had to incur a great deal of 
expense in opening up tbe mine and in timbering the sliaft and drives. They had to purchase extensive 
winding machinery at a cost, in round numbers, of £000. This debt has been paid off, and the mine is 
now free from debt. There are 30,000 £1 shares, and it 1ms not been necessary to call up more than 4s. 
on each share. In the state tho mine is at present it does not seem probable that any further calls will 
he made. The Company have an extended alluvial claim of 25 acres. Tho chief expense has been in 
opening up) the mine and in prreparing to block out. Twenty-four men are at present employed, and it is 
intended to increase the labour at once ; so that whether it is payable or not will soon be determined.

The Company known as the Porbes Alluvial adjoin tbe Crinoline on the south boundary. They 
occupy 25 acres under lease, and are erecting machinery. Their shaft had to be sunk through 30 feet of 
drift sand, which caused a heavy expense. As soon as the necessary machinery is completed they will 
further test the mine. The Britannia Quartz-mining Company are also erecting winding and pumping 
machinery ; their crushing plant is complete and ready for work. The reef is a very large one in places, 
and stone yielding as much as 3 oz. to the ton has been taken from it. The Companies I have mentioned 
are, I am informed, almost wholly supported by local capital.

At the Bald Hills, 4 miles north of Porbes, one party of miners bave been at work for some time, 
and I am informed that they are on payable washdirt in new ground, I/O feet smiting. This alluvial 
ground is outside the old lead, on which a great deal of money has been spent, but which did not give 
satisfactory results. Perhaps the recent discovery I have mentioned may prove of great importance. 
The finding of a payable lead in this neighbourhood would give a great impetus to alluvial mining iu this 
district. The following prospecting parties arc at work in this division of the Lachlan Mining District:—■ 
,T. Hasenkam, at Strickland’s Reef, 8 miles north of Forbes ; Raphael Warner, on the Porbes and Paikes 
Hoad ; G-undry, Keegan, and party, and J. W. Browne and party, at the Pinnacle Boyd Station ; Henry 
Davidge and party between the Farkes Road and the Stockman’s Walerhole. It is extremely probable that 
at some of these places payable gold will be found.

At the Pinnacle Reefs, about 24 miles south of Porbes, between that place and Grenfell, Nicolas 
and party are working eight men’s ground—an extended quartz claim. This line of reef was worked 
twenty years ago, and at various times since. It was very “ patchy,” and was abandoned as not being 
payable. Nicolas and party determined to give it another trial, and after a considerable amount of 
money had been, expended in sinking a shaft further along the line of reef than the old workings, they 
were so satisfied with the p>rospects they obtained that-they erected a battery and crushing plant at the 
mine, at a cost of £900. The tanks are now to he enlarged, wdiich will be a further expense. The 
Pinnacle reef, which Messrs. Nicolas and party are working, is from 3 it. to 5 ft. wide in places. Tho 
first crushing ot 600 tons was not payable; but quartz taken from a greater depth uras, and a crushing of 
126 tons yielded half an ounce per ton. I am informed by Mr. Nicolas that 6 dwt. per ton will pay. 
There are 150 tons at grass, which it is estimated will give s oz. to tho ton. Tlie working shaft on this 
extended claim is 130 feet deep. There is water in it, but not more than can be utilized for the engine. 
The crushing plant with ten stampers can crush one hundred to one hundred and ten tons of stone per 
■week. If this mine pays, and the proprietors are satisfied so far, they purpose adding ten more stampers 
to the battery. The last crushing of 300 tons yielded 6 dwt. per ton. This was stone taken from above 
the water-level. Below the water-level the stone seems richer, and 150 tons of it yielded £ an ounce 
per ton.

At Back Tamma, 15 miles north-east of Porbes, Messrs. James Twaddell and party are working a 
5-acre lease, which was taken up for gold; hut it seems probable that the reef contains payable silver.

1 Farkes.
At Parkcs, which is the chief mining centre in this mining district, there are a good many quartz 

claims at work ; new finds are often made, and it is probable that this field will yield employment to a 
large number of miners for many years to come, as it has for many years past. Some of the quartz claims 
are a good deal more than payable, and one claim, which 1 shall describe more fully presently, has made 
its owner a wealthy man. As shoving that there is not much probability of tbe mines in this district 

■ " being .
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being easily worked out I may state that there is an auriferous belt extending north of Partes some 50 
miles to tomingley, and south of Parkes 12 miles to Strickland’s reef, and none of these reefs have been 
1 oehevc, tested to a greater depth than 260 feet, and very few to that depth. At the Daysprino- and 
Homeward Bound reefs near Parkes, a great deal of money has been expended in time past. I am
!r fWi i e?t.!?de1d C 1111113 llfl™ b1ceu taken "P £or t]lc purpose of testing these reefs at a greater 
depth than has hitherto been attained. In the Daysprmg mine, which has been lying idle for a Ion"' 
penod, the reef was about 4 feet nude, and crushed from 10 to 12 dwt. per ton. Thi/should pay now, as 
i believe the rate of crushing at Parkes is very reasonable, and the expenses of cartage would not be 
Jarga Un the Puchanan line of reef, in the town of Parkes, seven claims are working, and some of these 
are yielding handsome returns. I may mention Hazelhurst’s, Drummond and party’s, McIntosh aod party’s 
and Backstrom and party s. The last-named are working a block of stone hitherto untried by previous 
owners ot the claim, and have obtained some very rich specimens. In ’Possum dully, Callaghan and 
party have discovered what appears to be a payable block ot stone, and have raised 30 or 40 tons of stone 
showing coarse gold freely. 1 his discovery has caused a great deal of prospecting to he done in this 
neighbourhood, but so far without success. During the latter portion of last year some valuable stone 
was raised from the Caledonian Hill, near Parkes, which yielded as high as 2 oz. of gold per ton

In Dean and partv’s claim, the Koh-i-noor, near the Caledonian Hill, I am informed there is a 
Jaige body of stone in sight, estimated to yield over an ounce per ton. Three shafts are working so the 
quantity of quartz rmaed should be large. At Toltlmrst & Company’s claim, on Coobong Run, some 
rich stone is being obtained, yielding between 2 and 3 oz. to the ton. S

As regards alluvial mining, there have been several new discoveries during the past year, but none 
of any importance. At the Batchelor’s lead, lo miles north'of Parkes, a number of alluviaf claims are at 
work. A puddling machine and dam have been erected, and probably a good deal of prospecting will he 
done to prove the value of the lead. As I have already stated, there is one claim in the town of Parkes 
which has yielded, and is still yielding, a large quantity of gold. This claim is known as Hazel burst’s, 
and it had been worked and abandoned several times before the present owner found the shoot of gold 
which has made his fortune. His experience shows how careful a miner should he before he loaves a 
claim as worthless. . In the latter end of 1883, Mr. Hazclhurst took up an extended claim, 200 feet by

oof ref ^1Rllnl? t}uTJnrh i:ho tmvu of Parkes, and is known as tbe “ Buchanan.” He sank a 
shaft SO tect on the Bushman s lead, and bottomed on the reef just mentioned, but the stone was not

to llin 1<;n Tin1 °Vho 5me of! Tf’ drivin£ some BS ^01, hut was not successful.He then tried some stuff that had been thrown out of the old shaft, and got some colours. Ho concluded
this came from an old drive in the shaft 1 have mentioned, in which was a leader. lie tried this leader 
which was only 6 inches in thickness and got a little gold. There was only a small quantity of stone to 
be got at the one end before he would be on tlie adjoining claims, and at the other end the loader seemed 
to have differed out. But this was not the case; by driving he got some good prospects. He sold half 
i'TT T ff’ but tbe b7f not Ts7d with his bargain, and sold the share, two days after lie 
77 TTV0 n^Turst for £2» Hazelhurst then raised 13 tons, and got 3 ounces to the ton. 
At the end of the mine ho sank a shaft, and has been working it ever since. This shoot of gold was 120 
tcet in length. Ihe following crushings have been taken from this mine

December, 18S3.................
July. 1884 ......................

oz. d«t. 
40 C IVOl-tk

£ s. J. 
145 7 U 

2,124 8 2 

728 13 7 
981 13 5

October, 1884 ...............
•Tantiarv. 1885.....
May, „ .....................

JJ

J)

200 15 
269 10

»

>r

December, „ 414 a

1,930 5 7 
630 6 11 

1,140 1 11 
2,095 17 9 
2,104 0 0 
4,189 10 0

January, 18SG............
May, „ ......................

7t

1! 174 14 
32? 0

it

it

September, 1S3G.................
November, „ ...... >> 577 17 

6S2 0
if

March, 138/ ...............
June 2.................... . if 1,197 0 

GS6 0 
862 0

Jt

t>

December 30 ..............

Molong.
■ it Tn JT TTT “T’TT S00<1 dcal of money 3,as keen spent, with, so far, no remunerative 

results. About 1/ miles west of Molong several leases have been taken up—two by Messrs. J E Kelly 
and party 8 acres m each. On one of these a shaft has been sunk 60 feet, on a lode discovered by 
De any and party in July last. They sank on a gossan lode, and came on what Mr. Kelly informed me was 
called garnet rock. J he lode stuff resembles fine brown sand, and contains fine gold, which was visible 
m every dish some half-dozen—I saw washed. The lodo appears to he large, its bearing is north and 
south, and its walls are slate. The proprietors appear to have great confidence iu their mine, and as an 
evidence ot this they have erected a 5-stamper battery on the lease, with power for five more stampers, 
_i needed. Ihey nave also ereavatedtwo dams; the expense of these and the crushing plant must have 
been considerable. It is reckoned that 6 dwt. per ton will pay; and various assays, carefully taken give 
an average of an ounce per ton. Tlie lode has been traced for some distance through Kelly and nai-ty’s
lease, and two other pai-ties arc prospecting for it with a fair prospect of success. ■

Eight miles south of Kelly and party’s mine, at a place called Humble, four leases of 40 acres 
each and oue ot 30 acres have been taken up, and worked by Messrs. Kelly and party for tin. Mr. Kelly 
informed mo that a lode had been found in these leases 9 feet in width, between slate and granite walls ■ 
lhat the ore taken from t ie lode assayed as high as GO per cent, of tin and 2 or 3 per cent, of copper- 
and that the average yield would he 7 or 8 per cent, of tin. No work is being done on these leases at the 
present time Between Humble and Delany’s and Kelly’s mine a Mr. Hills is working a mine on private 
property for bismuth. I was informed that assays of the ore gave from 3 to 18 per cent, of bismuth and
l0!’i0f7111V7-pCr T ; tbat thTde is 2 feet widc 5 that a shaft lias been sunk on it 30 feet deep. 
At tho Bell luver, at a place called Sammy’s Mount, on a selection belonging to one Nicolas Quirk, 12 
miles north-east of Molong, a good deal of prospecting has been done, seeking for an alluvial lead in

deep
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deep ground. Tsvo- shafts -were sank—one 151 and one -220-feet deep. I wa? informed that a 
Mr. Ilalliday started the mine, and then Mr. Moss, of Molong, continued to work it. Tliis gentleman 
told me that £100 was expended in sinking and driving. Tlie iirst shaft was bottomed and colours were 
got, but nothing payable; tho wash was 4 feet thick. The second shaft could not be bottomed on account 
of the water ; but this will probably be overcome, and perhaps a payable load be discovered,

Grenfell.
In this division there are no new discoveries of any importance to report. In alluvial mining— 

at the Quandong, a few miles from Grenfell—during the year ],200 loads of dirt have been washed,for a 
yield of 180 oz., and about 100 loads remain to be put through the machine. This washdirt is expected 
to give about an ounce to the load. In quartz-mining in this division the returns are very small for the 
past year; only 147 tons of quartz were crushed, which yielded 75 oz. of gold. Some prospecting areas 
have been taken up, and eight leases for mining purposes, during’tho year. A now discovery has been 
male on tbe road from Young to Marsden. About 40 miles from Young, and 22 miles from Marsden, a 
gold-bearing reef has been discovered crossing the main road, and two areas have been taken up by 
Madden and party and Heagley and party. The latter bavo a shaft down about M. feot. Tho reef seems 
well defined, and is 2 feet wide, underlying 1 in 5 feet, Tho other party of miners have their ground on 
the north side of the road, and their shaft is 25 feot deep. The two parties have applied for permits to 
work the reef, and seem very confident that it is payable. The distance from a crushing machine is 
considerable, but no doubt, if sufficient inducement is offered, and the show is good enough, this difficulty 
will be got over1. The reef runs into leased land (for pastoral purposes) on the north side, and into a 
conditional purchase on the south side of the road. The place is about 7 miles from Caragabal Station,

Canowindra.
In the Canowindra division during tlie past year 861. tons of quails have been crushed for a yield 

of 950 oz. of gold; last year G29 tons were crushed for a yield, of SOI oz. 12 dwt. of gold, so that there 
arc 148 oz. 12 dwt. of gold more than was obtained last year. This was principally obtained from tbe 
reef known as the Blue Jacket. The reef called “Hayes' ” contributed 75 tons for a little over an ounce 
per ton. A party of miners are working on the Queen of the Ttangcs reef, and arc reported to be on 
payable stone. The Mining liegistrar informs me that a good deal of prospecting is going on in bis 
division, and that the mines at work appear to be improving with depth. The Ironclad mine at Cargo is 
now in full work, having been floated for a large sum of money in the English market. New machinery 
has been erected for treating the ore, which has hitherto been sent away from the mine for treatment; it 
contains a great deal of pyrites, and the ordinary treatment does not save the gold as it should do. At 
Daleouth Hill, I am informed, Messrs. Sharp and party are raising payable stone. The alluvial mines in 
this division appear to be almost worked out. The Mining liegistrar reports that only 50 oz. of alluvial 
gold were won during the past year.
' Citdttl.

In this division a lode has been discovered at the Paling-yards Creek, about 8 miles from Cudal. 
The party have raised 250 tons of lodestuff. The shaft is 70 feet deep, and the lode from 6 to 10 feet 
wide. A 5-stamper battery has been erected at tbe mine, and this expense would not have been incurred 
unless tbe assays were satisfactory. At Honey’s Hocks, near Toogong, there are ten parties of miners at 
work, but only two or three of the claims or leases arc on gold. Since my last report was written a 
battery has been erected at Toogong. A crushing of 25 tons from the London claim at Boney’s Bocks 
gave an ounce and 11 dwt. per ton. Irvine and parfy crushed 10 tons for a yield of half an ounce. The 
fact that stone can be crushed within a reasonable distance of Boney's Bocks should induce miners to give 
the reefs in this neighbourhood a thorough trial. Until the machine at Toogong was erected the stone 
had to be taken to Cargo, a considerable distance, and tbe expense of carting must have been heavy. I 
have omitted to mention that a crushing of the lodestuff at Paling-yards gave a return of 18 dwt. to the 
ton, for 63 tons which was treated at Cargo soon after tho lode was discovered. I think tho lodo near 
Molong, now being worked by Kelly, Delaney, and party, is of tbe same nature as that at the Paling-yards.

In conclusion, I think I am justified m stating that in the district under my charge mining is in a 
more flourishing condition than it was when my last report was written. As an evidence of this, the 
quantify of gold won from reefs in two divisions—Parkes and Canowindra—during the year 1887 is 
larger than the yield for the year before. It is true that the increase is not very great, hut there is an 
increase. Furtfier, I believe in this district the number of mines at work is considerably in excess of tbe 
number employed when my last report was made. A good many reefs, too, which were abandoned for a 
long period have been tested during the last few months, and have proved payable. I think the number of 
meu who have been unable to obtain employment on railway or road work, or on stations, has probably been 
the reason that more prospecting has been carried on in 1887 than in previous years. Tbe fact that tbe 
Government are willing to assist partially in prospecting places which were either too expensive to work 
for minors without capital, or who, if they had some means, were unwilling to undertake the whole risk of 
prospecting localities which they thought contained payable gold, will give an impetus to mining, which 
will probably lead to some valuable discoveries being made here and elsewhere. Prospecting parties are 
at work at the following places in this district:—J, E. Connelly and party, at Melrose Plains; Netterville, 
Davies, and parly, near Gobondry; B. J. Phillips, the Old Daysprmg Beef, Parkes; D. M‘Millan, at the 
Tiehborne ; £. Brogden, at Bocky Ponds ; J. E. Connelly, jtin., and party, Melrose Plains ; Armstrong 
and party, north-north-west of M'Guiggan’s lease, near Parkes; Baptist AVarner, near Porbes and 
Parkes Boad; L. Hasenkarn, near Strickland Beef, Gundry; Keegan aiid party, near the Pinnacle; 
Davidge and party, between the Parkes Boad and the Stockman’s AVatcrhole; James Mitchell, Gobondry 
Station ; J. AV. Browne, at Boyd. _ _

There seems to be reason to believe tbat what is called a “Mining Boom" is setting in throughout 
the Colony, and the exceeding richness of some silver lodes at Silverton, Broken Hill, and other places, 
will cause largo Companies to be floated, and large areas of land to be taken up, without proper pre
cautions being taken to ascertain whether there is even a probability of success. The disastrous results 
which followed the mining mania at Hill End, where miles of country were taken up, leased, and Com
panies formed, to work reefs which had not been discovered—to work these leases large sums of money 
were subscribed, which found its way into tho pockets of speculators, instead of being used for the purpose,

the
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the ahareholders intended it should he a lesson to the public not lo be led into mining speculations 
without ascertaining first whether there is a fair prospect of success. All men who bare had any 
experience in mining know perfectly well that because a claim is payable it does not follow that the 
adjoining land is equally rich, hut this seems to he lost sight of when a mining mania sets in. As I have 
remarked in time past, want of caution and reckless plunging into mining speculations had brought ruin 
on many, has brought a valuable industry into disrepute, and caused a depression, the effects of which 
are still felt in all parts of the Colony, which is doubtless abundantly endowed with mineral wealth. Some of 
the newspapers, I have noticed, have done their duty in this respect, and, in view of a mining revival, have 
pointed out in very plain terms that the public should use the same precaution and care in dealing with 
a mine that they would not fail to use in any other line of business. As hearing on the prosperity of 
tin's district, I venture to remark that I think our population and wealth would he largely increased if 
certain parts of this district were thrown open to selection, which at the present time is not available for 
settlement, because it is on a restricted gold-field. I do not think that the mining interest would be 
prejudicially affected if this were done, as under the present Land Act ample power is given to the Minister 
to allow mining to be carried on, if any miner wishes to dig and search for gold on land that has been 
selected; and thero is land in the vicinity of Parkes and Forbes of excellent quality, and in no small 
quantity, which would he selected at once and used for agricultural purposes, affording a home and 
support to a large number of families, if the opportunities were offered them to acquire possession of it. 
1 may also remark, that a great deal of this land will never be required for mining purposes, although it is 
on a restricted goldfield.

Lachlan Distuict—Young Division.
{Mr. Warden Robinson, P.M., Young.)

In furnishing yon with my report for the last year, Young Division of the Lachlan Mining District, I 
have the honor to observe that very little progress in mining has been made in this locality during tho 
past twelve months. The number of miners’ rights issued is the same as we passed out for 188G. In 
business licenses there is a falling off to the extent of a do/.en. Applications for mineral licenses arc less 
by two than that of the preceding year. The gold won, so far as I can gather, in my division has been— 
for Young proper, 761 oz. 4 dwt. 12 gr., valued approximately at £2,96L 14s. lid.; Murrumburrah and 
other places have realised 84-3 oz. lo dwt. 15 gr., representing cash exchange (say) £3,261 2s. 7d. 
Aggregate return for the whole of the Young Division amounts in round numbers to 1,605 oz. 0 dwt. 3 gr., 
and in money value, £6,222 17s. Gd. This shows a decrease in yield, compared with the previous year, of 
about £2,514 9s. 9d. ‘

During the year 5 gold-mining leases have been applied for, comprising 52 acres, 6 alluvial tene
ments, 2 quartz claims, 5 dams, 6 water-rights, and 26 resident areas. On Victoria Hill, Messrs. Gough 
& Company have placed a steam-engine on their claim, of 18 acres, for pumping water from a level lower 
than their workings. The water is convoyed through 1,500 feet of box-race and the same length of 4-inch 
piping. Only one pick employed, yet during the past five weeks’ labour 45 oz. of pure gold have been 
obtained. Since my last report the new Burrangong Gold-mining Company’s leaseholds have been worked 
occasionally, and about £1,000 worth of gold won. The Company have added to tlieir plant considerably, 
but with all their excellent appliances the lieavy underflow of water is too formidable to be kept under control. 
This property, beyond all doubt, is highly auriferous. These holdings and plant are under offer to a 
weal (by English Company, into whose hands it is anticipated they will shortly pass. Adjoining the new 
Burrangong grounds is the South Burrangong property, upon which have recently been erected somewhat 
extensive plant, part of which is a 20-horse-power pumping and winding engine. Two shafts have been 
put down to a depth of 45 feet. These leaseholds are in every respect in character the same as the New 
Burrangong property. '

Cunningar Mine—the Marshal McMahon old reef—is probably the most extensive gold-mining 
holding in the Colony. It is situated about 15 miles south-east of MumimbuiTah. The Company to which it 
belongs has already spent about £20,000 on plant. The manager reports having recently treated 500 tons 
of stone, the yield being 600 oz. of gold. Sixty men are employed on the works. There is a considerable 
falling off iu the number of miners operating at Blind Creek,"near Murrumburrah. At that place and 
Demondrille there are twenty-four miners employed. In the neighbourhood of "Wombat and Stony Creelt 
some forty miners are occasionally working. In’ addition to the figures above quoted, tbe Mining Registrar 
at Murrumburrah issued forty-two miners’ rights and twelve business licenses. There arc only some half
dozen Chinese diggers working in the Young Division of the Lachlan Mining District.

Lachlan District—Tejioiu, BaiorEiurAX, Juneh, and Cootaitpndba Division.
{Mr. Warden Maker, P.M., Temorai)

I no myself tlie honor to submit my report re, the several divisions under my charge for the year 
1887. _ Of necessity it will be short and incomplete ; these defects arc from causes which I could not control. 
Early in 1887 the duties of C.P.S. and District Court Registrar were added to my work, very much against 
my wish, as without this extra labour my bands were already very full. I was therefore compelled to 
neglect a large amount of Warden’s duties—even those concerning Tcmora and the other divisions have been 
very much neglected. Justice to myself and to tlie important districts placed under my care demand that 
so much should be said in explanation. I am now relieved of those extra duties, and I hope soon to clear 
off arrears of mining work. The several Mining .Registrars will have supplied their reports for their 
respective divisions, and these will, I trust, supply facts wanting in this report.

Temora. _
Popidation.—From a rough estimate made by mo, it would appear that the population in and about 

Temora has for the past year remained, as to numbers, about stationary; some have left, but new airivals 
have taken their place. A considerable number of miners have during the year hcen engaged at work 
other than mining in and about the suburbs, bush-work, fencing, road contracts, &c. During the vear 
there were issued 332 miners’ rights, as against 395 issued in 1886, being a decrease in 1887 of 63 ,'but 
in January, 1838, there were issued 159 miners’ rights, as against 160 in the previous January ; of business 
licenses,71 were issued ml887, as against S3 in 1S8G, being a decrease of 12. As I have before explained,

those
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these decreases in the number of holders of miners’ rights and business licenses do not necessarily indicate 
a corresponding decrease in the population, because these documents are largely held by business people 
and others to secure a title to their residence and business areas, and as these become converted into 
freehold areas the necessity for holding miners' rights and business licenses decreases. During the year 
1SS7 a large number of residence and business areas have been sold, some as J.Ps., and others by auction. 
The larger portion of the inhabitants in and about Temora now reside on alienated land and conditional 
purchases. A considerable number of “ selections ” have been made, and by the right sort of “ selectors ” 
too, if onemayjudge by the energy shown by them in making improvements. Thescmen give large promise 
of speedily converting tlie magnificent lands of this district from little better that a dreary vvasto into a 
goodly number of pleasant and prosperous homesteads. The one great want of this district is a certain 
supply of water, and this can be obtained by conserving the rainfall in seasons of plenty, instead of lettiug 
it roll in all but waste to the ocean, I think the greatest legislative blessing that could be given to New' 
South Wales would be a thoroughly good Local Government Act. with ample powers fate’adi'af to deal 
with the proper conservation and distribution of water; and for this district such a measure would confer 
very special blessings.

Gold.—There has been a great decrease in the yield of gold comparing 1SS7 with ISSfi. Tho 
followung statement furnished me by Sergeant Buddy the Gold Receiver at Temora, shows that during tho 
year 1887 he received for transmission 3,406 m. 1-t dwt. 13 gr. In the year 188G lie received 7,101 oz. 
10 dwt. 5 gr., showing a decrease for tbe year of 3.754 oz., omitting fractions. The Gold '-Receiver’s state
ment is as follows;—

Betitkn showing the ijuantities of gold received for transmission by Gold Escort, by the Gold Jlcceivcr at
'Temora, during the year 1SS7,

Late.

20 January.....
2H February .. 
23 March .. .. 
20 April . . ..
IS May .........
lo June .........
10 July ........
10 August .....

7 September 
o October .,... 
2 November ., 

30 November. 
2S December ..

Quantities received, 
or., (bvt. fTT.

.. .. 47 0 7

. ... 208 3 13 
.... 275 0 21 

. ... 405 IS 20

..... 21S 11 14
,, , 107 13 22 

.. 479 15 S 
. ... 670 4 15
...... 51 2 3
...... 330 14 13
.. .. 83 0 0
...... 40S 19 21

Total . .3,406 14 13

Eor tlie purpose of comparison, I give the total quantities of gold sent from Temora by escort each 
year, 1881 to 1887, both inclusive:— ’

oz, dwfc. *p*
1551 ................................................................................................................... 20,662 14 4
1552 ................................................................................................................... 33,346 0 7
1553 ................................................................................................................... 17,347 8 6
1884 ................................................................................................................... 14,381 16 1
1SS5 ............................................................................................................ .'.... 7,865 15 9
1886 ................................................................................................................... 7,161 10 5
1887 ................................................................................................................... 3,406 14 13

By the courtesy of Mr. Tompson, manager of the Bank of Newr South Wales, Temora, 1 have been 
furnished with the quantity of gold which passed through that Bank. This statement shows that of tho 
gold purchased by that Bank, 755 oz. (alluvial gold, otherwise sold, about 645 oz., making 1,400 oz.) from 
alluvial obtained in the Temora Division, and of tho gold from quartz, 662 oz. were obtained from 
Barmedman. 1 regret that I have not been able to get a return from the A..T.S. Bank for 1SS7, the 
manager being, lie says, too busy to prepare it. In its absence 1 cannot by direct means ascertain how 
much gold caino from quartz and how much from alluvial, nor liow much from Temora proper; but as 
nearly as I can make out, there were from alluvial about 1,400 oz., from quartz about 2,000 oz. This, 
however, is but a rough estimate. The average price paid for gold by the Bank of New South Wales has 
been £3 17s. 6d. per oz.

The alluvial workings still find employment for the greater number of Temora miners, but many 
of them during the year had very poor returns for their labour; very little new ground has been tested, 
and, of course, the old ground every year gels more and more exhausted of gold. Still, some of the old 
claims continue to yield gold in payable quantities. Very little prospecting has been done, but there is 
about this district some likely-looking country which at some future time may pay for working. It 
should be borne in mind that the alluvial auriferous deposits in this district have been what iu mining 
parlance is called “patchy.” It is notorious that while one man at Lower Temora has made a not very 
small fortune by the nuggets found in his claim, some of the adjoining claims did not pay for working; 
and it is not at all unlikely that some of the country that lias been prospected with unsatisfactory results 
may yet be proved to contain gold in payable quantities.

Tn quartz-mining we arc just quietly holding our own, progressing, perhaps, a little, but very 
slowly. Mr. Elsbury, tho manager of the South Australian Quartz-mining Company, lias courteously 
furnished me with a statement showing that from their mine at Upper Temora he crushed in 1887 of 
quartz 1,718 tons, which yielded 603 oz. 8 dwt. 6 gr. melted gold,.being a little over 7 dwt. per ton. Eor 
the public he crushed 309 tons for a yield of 140 oz. of gold, being a little over 9 dwt. per ton. The quartz 
from the South Australian Company’s mine has been taken from a depth of 200 feet upwards to within 
■about 60 feet from tlie surface. This Company now prospecting at some 270 feet below the surface with 
fair prospects of success. The lode is about 2 feet 6 inches wide. The manager says it is in hard blue 
diorite, but as they are using the rock-drills worked with compressed air they get through a fair amount 
of work at a moderate cost, considering the hardness of tbe country.

The
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The Hidden Star lias lieen working with some three or four men with satisfactory results. This 
property has heen sold to some Victorians, who arc arranging for tho erection of a crushing plant.

The Mother Shipton and adjacent mines Imre been all but idle the whole year. These mines have 
been put on the London market, with what result is at present uncertain, oscept the ascertained fact 
that the works have been very much delayed. 1 have sometimes been sorely perplexed as to whether I 
ought or ought not lo grant permission to these holders to suspend labour. On the one hand, to refuse 
such permission might have prevented a largo amount of capital being put into the development of these 
promising mines; and on the other hand, to grant this continuous suspension of labour might just bo 
playing into the hands of mere speculation, “ Waiters on Providence.-’ Tho shareholders with whom I 
have had to deal are men of good reputation and character—men whose interest, is largely dependent on 
the well-being of the district. I therefore granted the necessary permission, which has been more often 
required than would have been needed but for some delay in issuing one of the leases, the London syndi
cate being very cautious not to move until they saw all the titles perfect. The immediate effect, however, 
of this suspension of labour has been to allow mines to lie idle, and, as a matter of course, to lessen the 
output of gold.

_ During the year 21 applications have been made for gold-mining leases; the aggregate area so 
applied for, 119 acres, as against 2o applications for the aggregate area of 141' acres in the year 1886. A 
considerable number, however, of tlie gold lease applications in 1887 were for land in and about Cowabee.

At Sebastopol the principal mines are the Morning Star, the Evening Star, and the Homeward 
Bound, now called La Mascotte. Tlie last of these has been all but strangled by the demon of litigation. 
Scarcely any work was done in 1887, and as this is the only crushing plant within reasonable distance of 
tho other mines, the closing of these works had the effect of all but closing those adjacent thereto. 
Erom these and other causes, mining at Sebastopol has been all but at a standstill during the year.

Jiarmedman.
On the whole, the mining interest at Barmedman during 1887 has been fairly satisfactory. The 

great “ floating” trouble has not, however, been minus here. The principal mines, including the Eiery 
Cross', have been offered to a London syndicate, and 1 am informed with success ; and there can be no 
doubt but that these mines offer a fair and sound opportunity for the legitimate investment of capital. 
Much, however, will depend upon the management. Mining experts condemn the mere hand-to-mouth 
system adopted by the Barmedman United Company in merely “ scratching ” about the “ shallows,’1 instead 
of also going down to test the lode at deeper levels. Every practical gold-miner knows that even in the 
best of mines there is a large amount of uncertainty as to results, and consequent risk and speculation. 
Sometimes rich prizes are drawn; but at other times blanks turn up. Admitting all that fully, neverthe
less it is quite certain that many mines prove to be blanks to the shareholders that would be fair prizes 
if properly managed. Defective management must not, however, be always laid at the manager’s door. 
Hood management often means expending large sums of money in what is called “ dead ” work, but work 
without ■which being done the mine could not be worked properly, and unless in such cases the share
holders find tho funds the management is all but powerless. -

_ Mr. Love, the Mining Registrar at Barmedman. has furnished me with tho facts forming the basis of 
his report, and as they are full it would be useless for me to go over the same ground. 1,370 tons of 
quartz have been crushed, and have yielded 1,454 oz. 9 dwt. 14 gr. of gold, being a little over 21 dwt. per 
ton. To this gold add 87 oz. obtained from mullock, which gives about 1.542 oz. of gold, of the money value 
of £5,975. This gold, it should bo remembered, is included in the 3,406 oz. hereinbefore credited to Temora.

Barmedman is a reefing district. Up to the present timeno alluvial has been proved to be payable, 
although a fair amount of prospecting therefor has been done. At the Hard-to-find, about 2 miles north
easterly from Barmedman township, the result of the past year has been fairly encouraging 315 tons of 
stone have yielded 496 oz. of gold. The Company owning that property had an engine on the claim, mid 
are now about to provide proper pumping and crushing appliances, with good prospects of being fairly 
remunerated for their outlay. Then, close by, there is the Phoenix “ Country,” which in the past gave 
excellent prospects, aud which has never had a fair and systematic testing. On the whole, Barmedman 
prospects are cheery. Tho principal mines hold out large hopes, and, as they are under the control of 
local men of good sound practical common-sense and thorough integrity, will, if I mistake not—in the 
not very distant future—afford profitable employment for a large number of men, and make Barmedman 
itself a prosperous mining town.

# Cootamundra.—The principal mines in this division aro at Muttama, and I have not been able to 
visit that place during the year—at least, not since January last—and! am unable to say much about it, 
except that I know by correspondence with Mr. M'Carthy, the Warden’s Clerk, and with miners and others 
that considerable attention is being directed to this district by men of means ; and that the prospects are 
such as would justify the outlay of capital in their judicious development. During the year some traces 
of silver and lead, but whether payable or not has not been ascertained. Here the common “ floating ” 
struggle has greatly retarded actual mining operations.

Clarendon Division.—I have not been able to visit Junes or Cowaker during the year. As to 
Junee, T gather from my correspondence that mining has been very quietly progressing with moderate 
success. At Cowaker, Belmore Reef, aud thereabouts small spurts of mining excitement have cropped 
up during the year, owing to fresh discoveries of gold which promise to give reasonably fair yields. A 
crushing plant has been erected at the “ Bclmorc,” and is now in the hands of tlie Messrs. Ferrier, and, 
as far as I can ascertain, these gentlemen have largely contributed to the development of this district.

Tn concluding this hasty and imperfect report, I desire to again call attention to the defective 
state of the laws regulating gold-mining. His Honor Judge Forbes, it will be remembered, on 1st April, 
1886, pronounced three regulations made by tho Mining Board to bo vltmvires (Nos. 124,125, and 126). 
These regulations provided for the labour conditions under which claims were forfeitable as a penalty for 
non-eflieient working; and it is now regarded as a settled point that non-working does not now involve 
forfeiture, and that a man having got registered for a claim may continue to hold it without doing a 
stroke of work, so long as he continues to be the holder of a minor's right. Under this impression the 
loafing legal shepherds are jubilant, thinking they can hold their claims in that way without risk. In 
that, it appears to me, they in some respects misunderstand the effect of His Honor’s decision. That did 
not attempt to say that the Mining Board had not power to impose labour conditions, but that the Board
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liad no power to make forfeiture the penalty for non-observance.—and one of the strong reasons given 
against forfeiture being the penalty was the fact that by section 12(3 of the Mining Act 1874 a breach 
of any regulation could be punished by a money penalty of £10. Now, pending legislation to radically 
cure the defective state of the present law, which is urgently required, perhaps it would be of service if 
these scheming lazy shepherds were made to understand and feel that the luxury of holding a claim 
without properly working it involved the further luxury of paying a daily penalty of £10. and that in 
glaring cases either the police or the Warden's bailiff be instructed to prosecute, Be that as it may, it is 
important that something should he done to prevent scheming loafers from locking np mines, to the great 
injury of the legitimate honest and industrious miner.

L,\.cnnA.ir District—Baumkoman District.
{Thomas IjOvc, Mining Registrar,")

I hate the honor herewith' to submit my annual report on the mining industry in the Barmodman 
Division of Lachlan Mining District for the year ending 31st December, 1887. The quantity of gold 
won during the year amounts to 1,541 oz, It) dwt. 7 gr.; value, £5,975 2s. 3d., at the average price of 
£3 17s. 6d, per ounce. All the quartz crushed gave an average of 1 oz. 1 dwt. 5 gr. per ton. Six gold
mining leases, embracing an area of 40 acres 30 perches, has been applied for during the year. Eighty- 
eight miners’ rights and sixteen business licenses have been issued. _ _

The mining industry in this division for the year just ended bears unfavourable comparison with 
the previous year. This is shown by the small quantity of stone raised during the year, being only 
1,3701 tons, as against considerably over 2,000 tons raised in the latter six months of the previous year. 
The cause of the depression, however, is not so much a falling off in the quality of stone in the several 
claims as it is to the fact that nearly all the claims arc worked down to the water-level, and have been 
converted from ordinary claims into leasehold areas. This has been followed up by obtaining suspensions 
of tbo labour conditions, and by the placing of the whole of the properties in the hands of an agent to 
float in the London market, with the view of obtaining the necessary funds to test the different reefs at 
a depth below water-level. The mines being thus, comparatively speaking, locked up, will account for 
the falling off in the returns, and for the decrease of the number of miners on the held, who, being unable 
to find employment, had to go elsewhere.

In the' month of March, Hassett, Ncssi, and party took up a claim immediately under the southern 
fall of the Ada mil to prospect for alluvial. The sinking was about 9 feet. They obtained occasional 
good prospects, and found three small nuggets—one (tbo largest) weighing 1 oz. 15 dwt., one 1 oz 4 dwt., 
and one 1 oz., besides several smaller ones. They got in all about 8 oz., but failed to trace the gold away 
from the prospecting claim. Several parties believing that a payable lead existed somewhere in the 
vicinity set to work, and a number of shafts, varying iu depth from G to 80 feet, were bottomed, but did 
not succeed in finding gold, or even wash. The deeper shafts bottomed on round tertiary boulders. This 
is the same formation as that iu which all, or nearly all, the gold-bearing reefs are found in Barmodman. 
In many instances the reefs have been found traversing the boulders in exactly the same manner as found 
in slate granite and other primary rocks. The prospecting for alluvial has now been abandoned. 
Practical miners express the belief that the gold found by the prospectors had been deposited by a “blow” 
from a reef or dyke.

Messrs. Hardy and Merlon, of Wagga, who erected a steam-pumping plant at the Hard-to-find 
reefs in the beginning of the year, have had to discontinue work in consequence of1 an accident to the 
pumps, and the consequent flooding of the mine. Strong hope was entertained when this work was started 
that, should they succeed in sinking to the depth they intended (150 feet), and cutting the reef at that 
depth, that it would mark a new era of prosperity for that portion of the field, as the stone found above 
water-level, although small, was rich, having given returns of over G oz. to the ton. On one occasion a 
parcel of 5 tons taken out below water-level immediately before the accident gave a return of ISg oz. 
The manager, Mr. Bobert Cassin, states that he has ordered new and stronger pumps, and that another 
effort will be made to subdue the water and reach the 150-fcet level, where he anticipates cutting a much 
larger body of stone than that at the 80-feet or water level.

Number of miners’ rights sold, 88; number of business licenses sold, 1G; number of leases 
applied for for gold-mining purposes. G—embracing an area of 40 acres 30 perches; total quantity of 
gold obtained for year, 1,511 oz. 19 dwt. 7 gr. ; value at average price of £3 17s. Gd., £5,975 2s. 3d.; 
number of reefs from which gold has been won during year, 10.

The greatest depth at which mines have been worked and gold obtained during the year has been at 
.Tackson’s Beef (Barmodman), Jackson’s Hard-to-find, and Hardy and Merton’s Hard-to-find, at a depth 
of 130 to 140 feet. Three hundred and fifteen tons of stone taken from above claims gave a return of 
49G oz. 10 dwt. 4 gr. of gold.

Lachlan Disinter—Junee Division.
{A. R, Elliott, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to stale, for the information of the Honorable the Minister for Mines, that there 
has been very little improvement in the mining industry here during the past year. The amount of gold 
(alluvial) won has been 89 oz., which was purchased by Mr. Boss, manager of the Bank of New South 
Wales, at £3 17s. Gd. per oz. During the year I issued 34 miners’ rights, and received 3 gold lease 
applications and 2 applications for extended quartz claims, from which latter I hear some very good 
prospects have been obtained. I have recently been informed that endeavours are being made to get 
machinery on the ground.

I hope next year to be in a position to furnish a far more favourable report.

Lachlan District—Teaiora Division,
(James Davorcn, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to submit the following as my report for the Temora Division of the Lachlan Mining 
District for the year 18S7.

The gold received by the Banks during the year was 2,191 oz.; of this, 801 oz. was from quartz and 
1,390 oz. from alluvial. ' ' I
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I am aware that some of the miners who loft this district during the year took away to Sydney and 
Melbourne large quantities of gold won on this field, and for which the field will not have credit in this 
return.

_ The South Australian Company’s machinery was the only machine or engine at work in this division 
during the year.

_ The crushing at this machine during the year was—For the Company, 1,718 tone, which gave a 
yield of G03 oz. 8 dwt. G gr., of the value of £2,337 'is.; tributors for the Company, 195 tons., which 
yielded 5G oz. 5 dwt. 18 gr., of the value of £218 2s. 3d.; and for others, 309-a- tons, which yielded 
140 oz. G dwt, 21 gr., of the value of £543 IGs, Sd.

t In the Cowabbie portion of this district 27 claims were applied for during the year 1887, and in 
FTorth Beremhed 11 claims were applied for ; these claims have not yet been throughly proved, but the 
opinion among experienced minors is that these districts will absorb a large amount of labour during 1888.

I issued 332 miners’ rights during the year, leaving decrease in the number of 63 from the year 
1880. About 100 miners are engaged in alluvial and 100 in quartz-mining ; the remainder are held by 
persons who occupy Crown lauds or hold mining interests.

I issued 71 busiuess licenses—11 less than I issued in 1886. The cause of the decrease in the 
number of business licenses issued this year is, a great many of the allotments held under these titles 
have been purchased, rendering business licenses unnecessary,

There would be much more work done in quartz in the Temora District but most of the claims 
abandoned have been registered, and miners are afraid to take them up owing to the decision in the 
Mining Appeal Court in the case of Lucas v. Bushcll and others, lest they should, after finding gold, 
lose both their labour and the claim. .

There were about 8,000 loads of dirt washed at the various puddling machines, which gave an 
average of about 2 dwt. to the load.

L .vc hi a. fr Distiuct—MunnuwnuitnAir Division.

( Charles CiitdrjJ'c, Mining Registrar.')

I have the honor to report for the year ending 31 st December, 1887 :—■
The gold won during the year amounted to 767 oz. 17 dwt. 15 gr., in value, £3,35410s. 4d., showing 

an increase on the previous year of 169 oz. 7 dwt. 8 gr., and value, £1,039 12s. 2d.
The number of miners’ rights issued has been 42 : business licenses, 12. The price of gold at the 

Bank, £3 17s. Gd.
The Cunningam reef, situated about 12 miles from Murrumburrah, is now in active operation.
The Archdeacon reef was taken up in August last, situated 4 miles from Wombat and 8 miles 

from Murrumburrah. It is 800 ft. in length and 400 ft. in width; the working shaft is 60 ft. in depth of 
soft granite. Six tons of stone have been crushed iu Sydney, yielding 4 oz. 0 dwt. 8 gr. of gold per ton.

Lachlan Distiuct—Young Division.

{W. J£. Rogenon, Mining Registrar)

I have the honor to report that mining operations in this locality during the past year have exhibited 
but little signs of activity. The principal mine, viz., the New Burrangong, has for some time past been 
under offer to an English Company; hence its operations have not been of any importance latterly. 
During the year between 400 and 500 feet of driving have been done, principally for the purpose of 
cutting the water off the main lead. The prospect obtained from any part of the lead so far driven 
upon is, X am informed by the manager, about 5 oz. to the square fathom. Two shafts have also been 
sunk on the southern boundary to cut water off, one that was bottomed proving payable ground. Two 
bores have also been put down in different places on the mine, all of which contained payable gold at 
the rate of about 5 oz. to the square fathom. Tho amount of gold obtained from the mine was 
247 oz. 3 dwt: 14 gr.

_ _ On the South Btirrangong gold-mining claim there has been erected a 20-h.p. pumping and
winding engine, with sheds, and two shafts have been sunk to a depth of 45 feet. Several bores have 
been put down, the prospects of which yielded at the rate of 5 oz. to the square fathom.

The Burrangong Steam-sluicing Company, Yictoria Hill (Gough and party), have recently com
menced operations, with very encouraging prospects. This property consists of 18 acres, and a valuable 
machinery plant has been brought into operation. The yield of gold for five weeks, with one pick, was 
45 oz.

During the year 1 have issued 390 miners’ rights (same number as the previous year), 21 business 
and 2 mineral licenses, realizing the sum of £191. Five gold-mining applications—aggregate area, 
52 acres—6 alluvial, and 2 quartz claims, 5 dams, G water-rights, and 2G residence areas complete the 
record of the year’s transactions.

The following particulars re gold purchased in Young have been courteously supplied by the 
■managers of the Bank of New South wales and Union Bank respectively:— ”

oz. dwt. gr.. £ s. d.
Bank of New South Wales.............. ... 560 8 2 = 2,218 10 5
Union Bank ... .............. ... ... 191 16 10 = 743 4 6

Giving ft total value of ... ...
7C1 4 12

£2,961 H 11
The average price being £3 Ls. GJ. per oz.

Lachlan
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r . ■ Lachlan Distiuct—Cdhal Dittsion.
.> (IV. S. Soutcr, Mining Registrar.)
I hate the lionor to report as follows of the mining; carried on in this division daring the year 1887:
A large quantity of land has been taken np in this division, principally at Honey’s Rocks, near Toogong, 
for gold-mining purposes. The sinking is hard stone, and can only be got out by blasting with powder. 
In all, 85 tons of stone have been crushed by local machinery, realizing 157 ounces of gold, valued at 
£467 Is. 4d, (that is in 1887). A battery lias been erected at Paling Lard Creek by prospectors, Courts 
and party, but as it has only lately been started no returns can yet be given. The lode is of gossan, 3 to 
0 feet wide, and difficult to separate from the gold; they are, however, by slow and careful working 
giving it a good test, which shall be duly reported. The prospectors are hardworking practical men, and 
iVill give the field a fair trial. They have about 200 tons to crush, and the lode keeps about the same 
width right down. A battery has also been erected at Toogong. where a certain amount of the stone at 
Honey’s Rocks has been crushed. The Company have no fixed engine of their own at present; they are 
depending on an engine which the proprietor is working just now with a threshing machine at various 
farms in the district, but will soon be ready for crushing again. Stilling prospects look fairly well 
in this division, and the various reefs will be thoroughly tested.
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. Lachlan Disxjmoi—Cakowinjjea Division.
(tfilliam Cook. Mining Registrar.)

Domnc the year 1887 there has been a further improvement in mining matters all through this division, . 
the amount of gold won being 1.100 oz. against SOI oz. for 1886. _

; Rhte Jacket, Canowindra.—This has been the principal gold producer in tho division ; 701 tons of 
stone crushed for a yield of 821 oz. 0 dwt. 12 gr. They are now working at a depth of 200 ft., the stone 
improving with depth.

Hayes' Reef, Bclmore, is now being worked by MTutyrc and party, who crushed 69 tons for a 
return of 70 oz. 15 dwt. _

Queen of the Ranges—Joseph Smith and party have been working during the whole of tho year 
with poor results. They are now reported to be on payable stone.

Cargo, Dalcoutt Hill.—Sharp and party have had a crushing—28 tons for 39 oz. 10 dwt. 12 gr. 
They also crushed 1 ton of picked stone for 25 oz. gold ; 4 tons of stone sent to Sydney for treatment 
yielded 4 oz, per ton of free gold. The pyrites have been sent to England for treatment. Mobbs and 
party are also working on this line of reef. ,

Ironclad, Cargo.—This mine, which is situated at Cargo, has been purchased by an English 
Company, who commenced work in June last, and a trial crushing in Sydney from the 80-ft, shaft gave 
24 oz. free gold per ton, the concentrates giving 6 oz. 19 dwt. 9 gr. per ton. The stone above this level 
is being put through a very indifferent battery, and averages 1 oz. free gold per ton, two concentrates 
assaying 8 oz. per ton. New plant is to be erected for treating the refractory ore at the deeper levels.
At present over forty persons are employed at the mine and battery, operations being directed chiefly to 
development. The deepest point reached is 400 feet from surface; here the shoot of ore assays 4 oz.
9 dwt. 8 gr. gold, 10 oz. 11 dwt. silver, and 10T6 per cent, copper per ton. The prospects of this mine 
are considered very satisfactory, and high results are expected from the new plant.

Alluvial has been confined to foe-sicking amongst old workings at Gum Elat.

Lachlan Disthiot—Grenfell Division.
{W. H. Hazel-ton, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to forward my report for 1887. Unfortunately I cannot record any improvement on 
mining matters in this division, either in alluvial or quartz. During the year tho principal portion of 
alluvial mining lias been carried on at the Quondong, at which place there has been ivashed about 1,200 
tons of alluvial dirt, which gave a return of 180 oz. of gold. At present there are three claims working in 
this gully—three men in each. One party of them, John Gallagher & Co., have about 100 tons of dirt at 
grass; tins they inform me will yield an ounce to the ton. The other two claims are prospecting. On 
the old main lead near Grenfell there has been very little work done. During the first part of the year 
two claims were worked—Fitch and party, and Gullcn and party. The former washed 50 tons and the 
latter about 20 tons ; the yield from both was 13 dwt. to the ton. This was only a patch, for they could 
not obtain any more payable dirt, and they abandoned it. At the Milkman’s Two-mile and Star leads 
no mining lias been done since 1880. At the Seven-mile two claims have been working, but arc now 
abandoned, and in consequence of the persons being absent I. was unable to obtain any information as to 
yield. Ac. In Maridi, M'Clelland and party (four men) prospected Madden’s Gully for alluvial, which is 
situated about 2 miles south from Grenfell. After sinking and driving several shafts they only 
obtained the colour. In April, Ley and party (four men) prospected the locality known as Stump-hole 
Creek, situated on Warraderry Run, about 24 miles north-west from Grenfell, for alluvial. After giving 
it three months’ trial, during which time several shafts were sunk and driven, but nothing payable was 
obtained. I may mention this parly was partly assisted by the business people of the town. There arc 
some parties prospecting for alluvial at Sandy Greek, which is about 26 miles west from Grenfell, They, 
state that they have only obtained a strong colour, but are very confident. _

In quartz I regret the return is so very small. There were only 147 tons crushed during the year. 
The Consols lease, 4 acres.—Fitch and Sons have been raising stone for the last three months. Lawson’s 
Reef.—Hinchcliffe and party arc also raising stone. Tho Enterprise, Homeward Bound, and other reefs 
I may say are at a standstill. The following parties have registered prospecting protection areas for 
quartz:—Nelson & Co., Bland; Hodge & Co., Sandy Creek; Brenner & Co., iSandy Creek. None of them 
have reported anything payable. There have been four ordinary quartz claims registered at Sandy Creek 
and one at the 'Bland. These parties inform me that they are prospecting, and are of an opinion that 
payable gold will bo obtained in some of the claims at Sandy Creek. During the year eight gold-mining 
leases have been applied for, as under:—J. Rich, 16 acres, on O’Brien's Hill; P. Bourke, 4 acres, 
Lucknow Hill; J. R. Wallace & Co., 3 acres, Welcome Hill; Hogan & Spence, three leases, two 4 acres

and
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and one 3 acres, on the Lucknow Hill. The applicants for the three last-mentioned leases are Victorians, 
and I am informed that these leases are to be worked by a Melbourne or an English Company. 
Littlefield & Co. applied for a special gold-mining lease of 30 acres for alluvial at the junction of the 
Lachlan and Burroua Livers. In December, Messrs. Slee and Wilkinson, members of the Prospecting 
Board, inspected the several localities for which application for aid had hcen made. During the year I 
issued 185 miners' rights, 8 business licenses, ami 1 mineral license. :

LaciftjAS Djstkict—Pabkes Division.
(TVm. C. We&tov, Mining Re./fi&irar.')

1 have the lionor to forward my annual report for the Parkes portion of the Lachlan Gold-held.
The mining induslry in the Parkes District shows a sound improvement for the past year, both in 

reefing and alluvial work. Upon the Buchanan lino of reef there arc seven claims working, some of 
which arc yielding handsome returns—viz., Jlazlohnrst’s, Drummond & Co.’s, MTntosh & Co.’s, and 
Backstrom <fc Co.’s, the last-named working upon a block of stone which had been undiscovered by 
previous holders of the ground ; some very rich specimens have been obtained by the party. In Possum 
Gully, which apparently abounds in reefs or blocks, Callaghan and party have a newly-discovered block, 
and have 30 or 40 tons of stone at the surface which shows coarse gold freely. The new find has .caused 
a lot of prospecting in the vicinify, but so far without result.

During the latter portion of the year very good ijuartz has been obtained by different parties from 
the .Caledonian Hill, yielding as high as 2 oz. per ton. At the Koh-i-noor claim (Dean and party’s), 
near the Caledonian Hill, a large body of payable stone is in sight; Ihe party have three shafts working 
a large easy-worked reef, and their stone averages over an ounce per ton. At Tolhurst & Co.'s, on 
Coobaug Luu, rich stone is obtained, yielding between 2 aod 3 ounces per ton. The yield from reef 
gold for tho year was 4,789 oz. 11. dwt. 7 gr,, being an increase of 211 oz. upon the yield for 1886. ‘

In all uvial work there have been several new discoveries, though none have proved more than 
fossickcrs’ ground, still they employ a number of men who occasionally obtain a good patch, and also 
prove that there are yet undiscovered leads on the field. '

At the Batchelors a number of claims are at work, and a puddling machine and dam have been 
erected there, which may lead to a run being found. The facilities for washing the dirt will induce 
further prospecting. The yield of gold for tho alluvial for the year was 844 oz. 11 dwt, 22 gr,, being an 
increase for the year of'189 oz. Tho total yield of gold "from this field for the year 1887 was 
5.634 oz. 3 dwt. 5 gr.; value, X21,128 2s. This does nut include gold taken to Sydney hy private hands.'

378 miners’ rights and 13 business licenses were issued in 1887, and 121 mining tenements 
registered and 14 gold-mining leases applied for during ihe same period.

Lachi.an District—Pobues Division. -
(iE. A. T. Eery, Mining Registrar.)

I hate the lionor to submit my report for the Eorbes Division of the Lachlan Mining District for 1887. 
The amount of gold won in this division (as per escort return) last year was 726 oz. 17 dwt. 18 gr., 
showing an increase of 230 oz. 15 dwt. 23 gr. on the amount won in 1886, to which must be added about 
250 oz. still iu tbe hands of the banks, making a total of nearly 1,000 oz. This increase is chiefly attrib
utable to the starting of the Nil Desperaudutn, Crinoline, and Pinnacle workings. ,

TlieBritannialtecf Co. (Limited) are busy erecting winding and pumping machinery, and expect very 
shortly to have everything ready for crushing. " " * ,

The Nil Desperandum Alluvial Gold-mining Co. (Limited) were getting good gold in the early 
part of the year, but owing to having struck a considernhlc body of water, were forced to suspend work, 
pending the erection of a new pumping plant, which, on trial, proved totally inadequate for the purpose 
required. Owing to the above delay, as also to the heavy expenses thereby incurred, it was found 
necessary to re-organize the Company, and it is hoped that under its new appellation of the “ Try Again.” 
its prospectspiay improve, which, owing to the good reports lately to hand, appears highly probable. !

The iorbes Alluvial Gold-mining Co. (Limited), on the South Lead, Eorbes, have during the year 
completed the sinking of their new' shaft, after having experienced very considerable difficulty. The shaft 
bottomed on wash of a payable character. This Company has almost completed the erection of the 
machinery purchased from tne late British Standard Gold-mining Co., at the Bald Hills, which is a first- 
rate plant, and expect very shortly to got to work below. ,

_ The Crinoline Alluvial Gold-mining Co. (Limited), on the South Lead, Forbes, completed the 
erection of their machinery iu the early part of tho year, and have since opened up an immense area of 
payable wash by means of main drives preparatory to blocking, the yield of gold from main drives having 
for the last four or five months paid all working expenses (including the original cost of machinery). 
The shareholders confidently expect when the ground is worked by “blocking” to receive handsome 
dividends. The total yield of gold from this claim has been over 400 oz., most of which has been obtained 
during the last three months. '

At Strickland’s Reef a large quantity of payable stone has been raised, and arrangements have 
been completed for the erection of a battery. Several parties are prospecting the reefs in this neighbour
hood, in anticipation of its early appearance.

At the Binnacle Kcef, Messrs. Nicolas & Leymond have removed and re-erected their battery from 
the creek, and have been crushing some very good stone, the yield being about 315 oz, for the short 
time they have worked.

Several parties are sinking and prospecting in likely localities near the town, hut have as yet struck 
nothing pavable. '

The. Prospecting Board that lately visited the district have approved of several sites for prospecting. 
As but two of the above Companies have been at work (and for the latter portion of the year only)1, 

1 can give no statistical returns, but trust that next year, when all arc in “ full swing,” I may be enabled 
lo furnish same. ' -

During the year I have issued 243 miners’ rights, 15 business licenses, and 1 mineral license. '

LaCHJjAN
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Lachlan District—Molono Ditision.
(M. Hanhf, Mining Registrar^)

I have the honor to submit my report of mining in this division for the year 1887. _
At "Woollogolong, about 15 miles westerly from Mblong, five applications have been received for 

gold leases, embracing 38 acres, chiefly by Mr. J. E. Kelly, Delaney Brothers, Blunden and party, 
McGroder and party. The prospectors are Messrs. Delaney Brothers; they found a rubble lode 13 feet 
wide on the surface ; they sank some five shafts varying in depth from 10 feet to 55 feet, and drove 100 feet 
partly across the lode and partly along it. Several samples of ore were sent to Sydney for assay from the 
different levels ; that from the lowest level is said to have assayed at the rate of 13 oz. of gold, and 12 oz. 
of silver per ton. Mr. J. E. Kelly is now having erected a steam-crushing machine; an excavation of about 
1,200 yards with embankments has been made for a dam. There are about 200 tons of .ore at grass, which 
is being added to daily. Kobards and party and Blunden and party are prospecting in their respective 
holdings for the lode. The purchased lands of the Messrs. McCallum Brothers come close to the mine, 
and the lode can he distinctly traced on the surface of their land for a considerable distance.

At Killonbutta, which is about 10 miles westerly from Molong, and about 4 miles easterly from 
the Woollogolong mine, Myers,Mould, and Edwards are prospecting for gold; they have a shaft sunk 
40 feet. The prospects before sinking are said to have been 3 gr, of gold to the dish, obtained by Edwards. 
At G-umble, which is 12 miles south-westerly from Molong, five mineral leases have been applied for, 
embracing about 190 acres. Eor some reason which 1 do not know work has ceased on all, but probably 
will soon be resumed. From Mr. Andrew Delaney I ascertained that on the prospecting block 280 feet of 
sinking and 228 feet of driving have been done. Other parties have sunk shafts from 20feet to 80 feet deep. 

Mining in this division is only in a prospecting condition, but good results are reasonably expected.

Southern District—Araluen, Braidwood, Little Kiver, Majors Creer, and Nerriga.
- (Mr. Warden Aldcorn, R.M., Braidicood.)

Mining matters in the above divisions of the southern district during the year 188/ have continued very 
much as they were in the previous year.

The rainfall has been in excess of the average of several past years, and consequently a somewhat 
increased amount of work has been done in the way ot ground-sluicing. However, the supply of water 
has been verv far from sufficient for continuous operations. Tho quantity of gold obtained from the above 
divisions, exclusive of Araluen, was about 3,000 oz., being an increase of several hundred ounces over the 
previous year. As regards Araluen, where the workings are best carried on in dry weather, the increased 
rainfall has been rather injurious than otherwise. Some of. the stripping claims were filled in, causing 
loss of time as well as heavy expense in re-opening. There is consequently a falling off in the produce of 
this division, although the amount of gold obtained—over 4,000 oz.—may in the circumstances be consi
dered satisfactory from so old a gold-field. ,

In my last report I. mentioned that two parties were about to construct long and expensive races 
to work ground in the Nerriga Division, near the Shoalliayon Diver. One of those races has been com
pleted for some months, and a beginning has been made in working the claims hold hy the Company. 
I have not recently visited the locality, but I am informed that tho prospects arc very good. The Mini Mg 
[Registrar will probably in his report give the latest results. . .

Hot much progress has been made with the second race referred to, but it is expected that it will 
soon be vigorously proceeded with, and the cost, it is said, will be about £30,000. It is proposed to con
vey water both from the Shoalhaven River and the Little Raver, and the local manager ol the Company is 
sanguine of very payable resnlts in working some ground at the Oallen Crossing, Shoalhaven River.

As regards quartz-mining, there is little to report, -it Little River the plant erected at a large 
cost by what was known as the Homeward Bound. Co. was sold some months ago for about as many 
hundred pounds as it cost thousands, no real attempt to work the reefs in connection with which it 
was erected having been made. These reefs are therefore, for tho present, abandoned, A. few months 
ago a small crushing plant, worked by water-power, was erected at Little River, the object being to enable 
parties interested in the reefs to have trial crushings of stone made. Several lots have been tested, and 
in some instances showing payable results. The great want, however, is sufficient capital to efficiently
work these reefs. , , , e t j i ..

At Major’s Creek little or nothing has been done iu respect of the reefs on Crown Lands ; but 
some time ago a quantity of stone from private land there was sent to England for treatment, and I have 
been informed that the results were so satisfactory as to lead to offers being made to the owners to have 
the reefs worked. It is to he hoped that the proposed arrangement may be satisfactorily carried out.

There have been several small efforts at prospecting made indifferent parts of tho district, but they 
have not resulted in any new discovery, except that a party have found a silver lode about 35 miles to the 
south of Braidwood, near the Shoalhaven River, They have applied for a mineral lease.

Southern District—Howra Division.
(Mr. Warden M‘Arthur, PJf., Nowra.)

I have the houor to submit report respecting Talwal Gold;fields. The following mines are in active 
work:—■

1. Eclipse, No. 95. -
2. Pinnacle, No. 92.
3. Homeward Bound, No. 13.
4. Pioneer, No. 93.

The Hit or Miss mine is at present at work in sinking a new drive, hut are not yet on any paq able 
stone. The detail of winnings, work in tunnelling, shaft-sinking,'also .number of miners employed, are set 
forth in the forms forwarded herewith, I should therefore desire to dwell more particularly on the 
reasonable prospects and general condition of the mining industry in this district. Several of the claims 
were recently registered for suspension pending the formation of a Company. This project appears to 
have failed, and at present flip original holders are again working Iheir several leases. I might here 
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ineniioii that the mining industry of (hits district is very different to the general character of quartz reefing, 
insomuch that the lodes or veins of gold are undefined and of a very patchy and intermittent nature. 
Open quarrying passing through the machinery (both good and bad stone) appears to be the most payable 
and practicable manner of obtaining payable winning. The tunnelling and drives have not proved 
satisfactory, although a very hrge quantity of the stone would barely carry gold ; still open-faced working 
appears to have proved tho most profitable. The tunnelling and drives have not given satisfactory results, 
and a considerable^ amount of capital has been expended in testing the field by means of shafts, Ac., so 
erratic are ihe veins and lodes that open quarrying passing through the machines (both poor and rich 
stone) has brought about the most favourable results. The principal character of the stone is dark quartz, 
interspersed uith fine films of gold indiscriminately situated. The gold obtained ia principally of a 

flaky nature, lew specimens that] have seen bear what is termed “rough11 gold. Numerous prospects 
have been made on and about this gold-field, but the same character of auriferous stone prevails. Tho 
only way to obtain the gold resources of this field will he to erect large and extensive machinery crushing 
from an open-faced quarry, though a large quantify of indifferent stone would thus pass through the 
machinery. Si ill the gold-bearing stone being so scattered that the £i output” from tunnels has not proved 
satisfactory, as it is practically impossible to trace any defined veins by shaft sinking or drives.

. ■L^e Homeward Bound claim is giving highly satisfactory results. It is being worked almost 
entirely on a quarrying system, the stampers crushing all stone. Whether apparently payable or not, the 
returns of tins claim are attached hereto (£3,005 12s.), having been obtained during past twelve months, 
whilst the working expenses are comparatively light. '

■ generally requires large capital to develop and work to advantage the several
inmes. The difficulties of both ingress and egress greatly retard its progress. Although water ia plentiful, 
the carriage of machinery and general stores is very expensive, thus defeating to a great extent the 
efforts of smaller miners and shareholders in testing the resources of their claims.

Upon looking through the several Mining Warden’s reports with regard to Talwal, I cannot find 
any detail entered into for departmental information and guidance of investors. Deeming it, therefore, 
not out of place, some retrospect and notation of geological formation would be of interest as supplement 
to this report.

Talwal gold-field^ was proclaimed, March. 1878, and contains 07^ square miles, situated in county 
ot. vpneent about 21! miles west of the town of Nowra, and is practically the gold-field of the Shoalhaven 
district. The locality was proved to be auriferous as early as 1852. but was not actively worked for gold- 
reefing until about ten years ago. A large extent of the field has been prospected hy pioneer fossickcrs, 
but only about 15 or 20 acres held under gold-mining lease has been operated upon with anything like 
system. J

These leases lie on each side of the Danjera Creek. The “ Pinnacle” and “ Eclipse” claims, each in 
area about 4 acres, lie on the west of Danjera Crock ; while the “ Homeward Bound,” 5 acres, “ Pioneer/’ 
«-> acres. Star, 8 acres, “ Hit or Miss,” 7 acres—also the Great Eastern (Caledonians) 12 acres—are 
situated on the east side of same stream, about half a mile further south-west of the valley of Daniera 
Creek (Talwal). “

^ The Ethema and ^ alwal Creeks are branches of the Shoalhaven Biver. The Danjera Creek, upon 
winch Tnlwnl township is situated is an nna-branch of the Talwal Creek, running through series of 
"ulhes and rough mountainous country. With regard to the geological formation in the proclaimed area, 
Jrom the sea coast almost to the Danjera Creek, tbo lower devonian system of rocks with occasional 
patches of alluvial deposits on them are to be found : reaching Talwal proper, a sudden change takes place 
in the rock system, brought about by the occurrence of dee]) ravinedike valleys, radiating in almost every 
direction from the confluence of the Talwal with the Shoalhaven. Tho lower carboniferous measures cap 
all the table-land in this locality- The stratifications to the edge of Ihe cliffs has suffered little by the 
physical contortions widened iu the valleys below. Descending into the valley of the Dauje r;t. where the 
present mines are m operation, beds of mluaceouH shales, drift conglomerate syenitic trap, lower Silurian 
slates, and bands of schists ; also quartzites are in a more or less confused state passed through until tho 
■Hater level, about 000 ieet below the plateau, surfaced by the carboniferous measures before referred to. 
Looking from the table-land down into the gullies, valleys, falls, Ac , through which the Danjera and other 
minor streams run, the greatest confusion in the natural formation of the surrounding country exists. 
Ihis character is continued for miles. The prospects throughout this broken and rugged locality have 

. been of a favorable nature, both on the steep ranges and nearer the streams. As before mentioned, the 
difficulty for transit of goods and machinery, &c., has proved a formidable drawback in even making a fair 
prospect to thoroughly test the resources of these gullies. The auriferous diameter of the stone and 
general geological aspect would warrant a inucli closer and more searching investigation, which, however, 
would require considerable capital to undertake in a satisfactory manner.

The actual settlement or village of \ alwal, on the Danjera Creek, is about 900 feet below tho table * 
land. The workings generally—shafts, drives, &e.—arc from'lOO to 400 feet above the level of the water, 
princi pall von a bold ridge or “ back reef,” formed for the most part of breccia and quartzites, trending 
from S.S. East to ILN. West. ^ The Dan jera is joined on the east side by the Yarramunmura Creek from 

iii ors^ ullj, bisectm^ tb e main ridge at the village of Talwal. This ridge is considered highly aurifer
ous a,t its base, about 20 chains wide, narrowing into an open varying from a few feet to 2 chains wide. It 
eventually is lost iu the table-land, but has been traced for a considerable distance inland. Where this 
ridge is bisected it is apparent that (lie main body is an immense dike (dyke), composed of breccia and 
quartzites, interlaced with minute veins of pure silica. Back from the intersecting stream the " fall 
away from the top involves some difficulty in lapping the ridge, but bold steer heads of it are seen on 
each side of^the stream, about 40 feet wide on average ; the western side slightly underlying the ridge on 
the east. These heads or projections arc not exactly opposite or in line with each other. Some miuiuf 
experts are of opinion that, there arc two parallel dikes (dykes), one appearing on the east and one on west 
of the stream ; but after careful examination of the country for some distance, together with the general 
averagtmncliue of each 1 am led to the eonelusion .that the"disparity in line is what is termed a vertical 

fault in the one dike (dyke), or dislocation, caused by tho physical disturbances which cleft the rock 
system at this place, where the Danjera has now formed its bed.

Further south, on tho western slope, huge masses of schist, and quartzites protrude from the 
ferruginous clay coating on tho ridge. Good results were here obtained by prospecting parties some 
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H ciglit jreai‘S ago. Tunnels were driven from west to east at right angles to the ridge. Hero breedn,
schist, quartzose were found to exist upon the rock being cut into. No defined reef has been met with, 
the lode worked in each case being simply an auriferous (in many specimens and veins highly so), and also 
patchy argentiferous zone of quartzite. So far tho gold is principally restricted to what might be termed 
orbitary cleavages in tho stone; but to [infrequently the gold is found beyond the wall of these erratically 
formed cells or fissures in the stone, and sometimes it11 straves” out regardless of the hitherto considered 
reliable local indications.

The value of the gold is from £3 2s. fid. to as high as £3 lys. Gd. (standard), but as it comes from 
the retort it is found to contain almost uniformily 20 per. cent, of silver, for which the avarage value 
obtained is ds. fid. per ounce.

With the exception of the Homeward Bound claim, which has raised during the past twelve 
months about 3,000 tons stone in output from tbeir quarry, yielding ].,7d0 oz. 5 dwt., of the value of 

' £5,655 12s., together with a previous record from Mint and other source of about £16,000 since it has
been in operation, all the other mines may still be said to be in tbo prospecting stage (the particulars of 
output and winnings on printed forms furnished herewith). After careful investigation and taking into 
consideration the geological peculiarity of this gold-field, I am of opinion that consider able latitude should 
be allowed in the labour conditions until the reef is actually struck and payable gold discovered, although it 
does not seem too stringent to require four or five men to he constantly employed on a 5-acre lease under the 
ordinary or usual surroundings and general character of gold-fields; hut where the entire area of the 
claim consists of quartzose rock, almost impregnable in many places, and only desolate patches payable 
auriferous. Until the reef or ridge is fairly opened, I think one 11 shift'’ per day would fairly satisfy the 
labour conditions until crushing of payable gold is reported. At present the conditions of some of the 
leases require from six to eight men in constant work to obviate their liability of forfeiture or cancellation, 
the result being that much enterprise is checked and prospective operations so expensive and practically 
prohibitory to any other than large capitalists. Should the latitude I suggest be approved of, it will be 
calculated to improve the general progress of this gold-field, and its resources he more generally 
discovered. Many experienced miners have great confidence of obtaining good winnings and highly 
payable results when the reef or ridge is well opened. [Noted before as the dike (dyke) when describing the 
geological features of tho country.] Heretofore the proprietors’ managers have kept the records of their 
output and winnings in a very unsatisfactory manner, and inform me that they were never asked to 
produce any statement of their several workings. However, for the future, and upon the occasion of my 
last two visits to Yalwal, satisfactory records have been forthcoming showing the general progress and 
affairs connected with each holding.

Carter’s silver mine or lead, M.L. 2,863, has at present three men at work. One shaft has been 
sunk, also two drives. More prospecting than actual mining, nothing payable having yet been discovered 
as far as I can learn, more machinery being required to develop this lease.

. In concluding my report I may mention that this gold-field, as far as concerns shareholders, and
placing it in the mining market with' a view of floating a company to work on an extensive scale of 
crushing has been confined. I am given to understand, almost exclusively to the Melbourne or Victorian 
brokers. Capitalists in England liavc, I am informed, been interviewed with a similar view of forming a 

' large company; to the present I have not learned of any satisfactory issue, I would also add that I have
experienced the greatest difficulty in obtaining any reliable information from the working managers as to 

■ their output and general results. I can only conjecture the reason of their reticence. Considerable
dissatisfaction also exists amongst the miners with regard to the privacy existing as to aggregate winnings; 
indeed, it was not until I threatened to adopt an extreme course that I was enabled to obtain any definite 
information with regard to output and comparative winnings, &c., iu order to prepare this report and 
complete the printed forms. To overcome this difficulty in the future I have apprised each of tho 
managers that a book must be kept for each mine, showing the busiuess ^transacted. On my visits to 
Yalwal these are to be exhibited to me to make extracts, and from time to time report to the Department 
of Mines progress or otherwise. I have every reason to look' upon Yalwal ns ouo of Ihe prospective 
gold-fields of the Colony, wanting only large crushing machinery to develop its resources.

«AnKunibi'A I attach a rough sketch* of the locality, which, however, will convey some idea of the relative
positions of the several mines.
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SouTJtEitx Distiuct—Berkima Division.
1 (Mr. Warden Wthldre, P.M., Bcrrima.')

X have the honor to report for your information that, during the past year, the mining interests of 
the division assigned to my supervision have shown a considerable improvement on those of last year, 
more particularly in the district of Goulburn. _ _

Tbe number of miner’s rights issued iu that district last year were 145, as against 34 iu 1S8G ; the 
number of mineral leases, 34, as against 17 last year ; and the number of gold leases, 54. as against 1 last 
year; thus showing a considerable increase in each case. There have also been issued 13 mineral permits 
in the same period.

Mining speculators from Victoria have been largely instrumental in this movement, and the 
Carrington Mine was the first to attract attention. Victorian capital is now forthcoming to open and 
test this mine iu a manner that will shortly leave little doubt of its profitable working or otherwise. ^ In 
the event of this lode (consisting, as it does, principally of iron ore) proving remunerative in the precious 
metals, there is little doubt but that the well known numerous and extensive lodes of similar mineral, 
outcropping at Jerara Creek and at Eyan’s, near the Look Down, and other neighbouring localities, 
covering a considerable area of country, will also prove payable in gold and silver. Traces of both metals 
can, I am assured, bo found in the surface cappings of these immense iron lodes, and as very little denuda
tion appears to have taken place about the locality of these lodes, deep sin King into them will, in all pro
bability, prove them payable in many places. _

A great deal of local interest is therefore attached to tho progress and ultimate result of the 
operations now being proceeded with at the Carrington Mine, and the future mining interests of tho 
Goulburn district will be largely influenced by tho success or otherwise of the Carrington tests. So far 
these tests are, I am informed, decidedly encouraging to the proprietor s

' ' ■ Quartz



Quartz reefing has also received an impetus. Reefs of an exceedingly rich character, it is alleged, 
hayo lately been opened by a Mr. O’Keefe (representing Melbourne capitalists), at a place called 
"Win del am a or Kamimunga, some 24 miles in the Braidwood direction from Goulburn. Thirteen or 
fourteen reefs have been opened ■within an area of some 50 acres or so, all carrying payable gold; ono of 
them in particular, it is alleged, showing very rich results as surface indications, and tho proprietors 
indulge in great anticipations in connection with it.

_ In this same neighbourhood a very large (probably glacial) gold-hearing drift is reported to exist, 
similar to some now being extensively and profitably worked in Hew Zealand, <fcc. The area covered is 
represented as being some 40 miles in length and 12 in width ; but I have not seen it, and am speaking 
from report only. It lies some 1,200 feet above the present Shoalhaven River bed, and is said to carry 
gold to the extent of several dwt. per ton (or to the load) ; but, owing to length of carriage and scarcety 
of water, the drift lias not as yet been worked, I mention this matter, as tho existence of this apparently 
very valuable drift deposit may possibly not have been made known to tbe Department before. In Hew 
Zealand, I believe, drift, yielding 1 grain of gold only to the ton, is worked by hydraulic machinery, &€., 
with highly remunerative resnlts.
t Should this Shoalhaven drift-bed prove as rich as is now represented, a very valuable mining area 
is here indicated, and is possibly worth some attention by the recently appointed Mining Prospecting 
Board, with a view of its future development.

A lode yielding, it is said, 10 dwt, of gold and 14 oz. of silver to the ton, has been discovered on . 
the Wollondilly River, near Towrang. A shaft is being sunk to prove the value and extent of the deposit.

On the iron lodes at Ryan’s (Brisbane Meadows) two or three parties are engaged sinking shafts, 
but some time must yet elapse before any reliable results can be arrived at. These lodes, I may mention, 
form part of thcone spoken of by the late Rev, W. B. Clarke in his “Southern Gold-fields,” tests of 
which, made at his instigation, were found to yield gold and silver iu small quantities, the tests being 
of surface stuff only. ’

The lodes outcrop ou the surface in many places in tho locality, and appear to be flanked on the 
one side by immense limestone beds, and on tbe other hy shaley (salurian) slates. Granite exists also, in 
close proximity and adjacent. Quartz reefs, containing gold, arc being explored. Alluvial gold, in small 
quantities, is also found in Bungonia Creek within a mile or so, showing the auriferous nature of the 
locality.

_ In several other places prospecting is being vigorously proceeded with, and the district generally 
will receive a good searching within the next few months; lint, at present, very little definite information 
as to future results can he supplied.

There is nothing important to report concerning tho iron, coal, or shale mining in the division. 
The Goodya Shale Company are still carrying on an extensive and important business. A company has 
lately been formed to work a coal-seam near Mittagong, represented principally by Melbourne people ; 
they are now engaged constructing a 4) gnage tramway from the coal to the Great Southern Line, some 
5 or G miles in length. The coal is said to bo good.

. . -Apolher new company lias just been formed in England, for working coal seams near Wingello in
Ibis district, and which locality represents the most southerly outcrop of great Hew South "Wales coal 
basin.

Berrima Colliery is still putting out a limited quantity of coal, and the Erith Colliery is, I believe, 
to commence operations again soon, and after a standstill of some twelve months or more.
# Reverting to gold, the precions metal, in payable quantities, is said to have been obtained from an 
iron ore deposite on private ground near the village of Robertson; but I am not in a position to confirm 
this or furnish any particulars.

At the Mittagong Gold-field, a Mr. Finlay had for some time a diamond washing machine at work, 
testing a large drift-bed there for that gem; hut, after a fruitless expenditure of some £600, he has 
abandoned the search, under a strong conviction that no diamonds exist there, or if so, not in payable 
quantities—he got none at all. ‘

Southeiijt Disinrci'—Bojibaua Dmsrox,
(Mr, Warden Giles. P.M., Bombdla.'}

I have the lionor to submit my report for ihe year 1887 upon the Bombala and Cooma Divisions of the 
Southern and Tumut and Adelong Mining Districts, over which I exercise supervision as "Warden, and 
which embrace the following gold-fields, viz.:—Delegate, Towomba, Himitybelle, Collinton, Snowy River, 
Crackenback, and Kiandra.

As previously instructed, I presume the Mining Registrars and Wardens’ Clerks in my divisions, 
and who are stationed at Bega, Eden, Bombala, Himitybelle, Cooma, and Kiandra, have already furnished 
their reports for the past year, giving detailed accounts of the various workings, proceeds, &c,; also the 
number of miners’ rights, business and mineral licenses, issued within their respective divisions to the 31st 
December last.

At Kiandra the gold won during the past year did not exceed 1,000 oz., being considerably less 
than the yield for 1886. I have not made my usual inspection of this gold-field owing to the temporary 
appointment of Mr. Love on the 1st July Inst, and in consequence thereof am unable to furnish fuller 
information at present.

The mining population of Kiandra, Crackenback, and Snowy River G old-fields may be estimated at 
400, consisting of Europeans and Chinese.

Nimitybelle Gold-field.—I am pleased lo state that there is a marked improvement in mining 
matters upon this gold-field. ■ ■ -

Colhnton Gold-field.—Several mineral leases have been applied for. I anticipate the Bredbo 
Silver-mining Company will have good results from their workings at Brebdo, At Miehelago there has 
been a considerable stir amongst miners, owing to the discovery of some new quartz reefs.

Toicomba Goldfield.—Several prospecting parties have been searching for gold and silver reefs on 
ibis gold-field during the past year.

The assays made of ore taken from a reef on this field near Bombala varied from 12 to 25 oz, of 
silver and 2 oz. of gold to the ton. ■ .

Delegate Gold-field.—Mining business on this gold-field continnes to improve. In the parishes of 
Quidong, Merriangnah, Cambalong, and Bombala, mineral leases have been applied for with a'view to 
searching for silver. Soutiosbx
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' ‘ Southern Dianiifjr—Mohuva Divrsroy.
{Mr. Warden Maun sell t P.M., Moray a.) .

In- funiisliiiig you with my annual report for tho year ending December, 1S8?, 1 have much pleasure in 
informing you that the mining industry in this division, especially reef-mining, is in a much more satis
factory condition than it has been for some years past. Since my last report several new and apparently 
very promising; discoveries of quartz reefs have beon made in this division, especially in tho neighbourhood 
of -Nerrigundah and the Tuross River, parish of Cadjee, county of Dampier. From the general and Mint 
essays that have been made of the quartz from the various depths leads one to believe that when the 
machinery for crushing, now iu course of erection, is completed, a very large yield of gold will he the 
result, and doubtless will give a sharp impetus to prospecting for others yet undiscovered, as it is the 
opinion both of scientific esports, who have recently visited Kerrigundab, as well as that of old practical 
miners, who worked the alluvial in the old Gulf Creek at Rcrriguudah years ago, that numerous quartz 
reefs exist, yet undiscovered as in the alluvian, in the main Gulf Creek as well as in its lateral branches, 
numerous specimens of quartz containing gold were found hy the alluvial miners, undoubtedly deposited 
there by the disintegration of quartz reefs in the immediate vicinity. Although for years past it was 
thought that quartz reef carrying gold existed, and in fact were found, no plant for crushing quartz and 
extracting the gold was erected on the gold-field. In consequence of the recent discoveries a capitalist in 
the locality has been induced to erect a very fine 10-stamper battery, which will commence operations in 
a few days, and crush for the public ; which will be a great boon to the miners holding claims.

t About 3 mile north-westerly from the Nerrigundah Village is situated tbe Mount Coman Quartz
mining Lease. This reef is noted for its great extent aud width more than for its apparent richness. 
Messrs. Coman & Bloomfield, tho proprietors, are erecting a large and costly plant for extracting the gold. 
The ore is not at all refractory, and grand results are expected, as the quartz exists in such quantities and 
so easy to work.

. . There exists in Quart-pot Creek, a small tributary of the Tuross River, and once an alluvial
diggings, a recently discovered quartz reef, and several claims have been taken up, and from the report of 
the assay supposed to he very rich ; and a crushing plant will soon be erected there, which will give an 
impetus lo prospecting for further reefs iu that vicinity.

At Wagonga, North Head, several claims and leases are amalgamated under the name of the Bello 
of Australia, now in the hands of the Bodalla Gold-mining Company, is now being vigorouslv worked, 
and powerful machinery for working a battery of 20 heads, with all modern appliances, will shortly be 
erected. "

_ Mount Carringtou, the property of Akiley, Carter, and others, is also a very fine quartz-mine, 
situated at the kFagonga, North Head, east of the Belle of Australia Mine. The work in this mine has 
been confined to sinking the shaft, which is down nearly 100 feet upon the reef, which is nearly 0 feet 
wide, and the stone is of a very rich quality for so wide a reef.

This party owns a small battery of 10 head of stampers, with wheeler, pans, and amalgamator ; hut 
unfortuuately the machiue is erected too far away from the mine, that the cost of cartage will he too 
heavy, and the owners are about to shift tho machinery to a site adjacent to the mine. They will then 
be able to put through .100 tons a week if necessary, as the supply of quartz is practically unlimited. 
There are a few other reefs in this locality held by working miners, but the progress of development is so 
slow in these eases that I cannot report any very satisfactory results vet.

Near Moruya, at the Condoin Creek and at the old Donkey Hill, several of the old reefs are 
reopened, and some new reefs have lately been discovered. The crushing plant at the silver-mine has 
been renovated and repaired, and has been now some weeks engaged in crushing, with verv fair results. 
It is the opinion of practical men that only by the most approved of modern appliances for saving gold can 
the ore of this locality be successfully dealt with. 0

Now with regard to alluvial mining, very little work is being done, as most of the diggers arc 
engaged in the development of the quartz reefs. °

. -A- ^ew cairns are being worked at Mogo, hut it is next to impossible to obtain results as to the 
quantity of gold obtjined. One party at Mogo has erected a steam-pump to drain their claims. It was 
found inefficient for the purpose, so they arc about to obtain a much more powerful one. kVhat little 
ground, drained hy the pump they used, resulted in a return of nearly 5 oz. to the load. There are other 
parties engaged about the heads of the Tuross River, near Dolundundah, iu the county of Dampier, in 
prospecting, I have long intended visiting this locality, but have waited for a favourable opportunity ; 
the winter season is too severe, and as the locality is almost uninhabited it would necessitate my camping 
out. Since the summer season set in, there lias been so much rain that hardly a week but that the 
Wadbillija River has been unfordable. Lately this district has been visited by several scientific geolo
gists, including Mr. Regd. Murray,_ Dr. Robertson, and others, who are highly pleased with the aspect of 
its mineral resources. It is the opinion of scientific men, practically acquainted with auriferous country, 
that large areas of auriferous drifts, yet untouched, exist within "this division, and I think it is very 
desirable that an officer of the Department with a practical knowledge of geology should examine this 
district and report upon its characteristics. Such report would undoubtedly do more than anythinelse 
to stimulate alluvial mining in the district. °

I would refer you to my report of recent discoveries in detail at the Gulf.

Southern District—Milton Division.
' (Jim. T. JJobles, Mining Registrar^)
In furnishing a report of the mining operations for the past year iu the District of Dowling (now Land 
District of Milton), I have the honor to state that this being more especially a dairying district, but little 
attention is bestowed upon mining matters by tbe residents generally. Tbcre arc, however, men scattered 
amongst the spurs of the Main Range, extending from near tbe head of tbe Clyde River to Brooman, and 
westerly to the Budawang Mountain, being the south-western limit of this district, who throughout are 
obtaining gold in addition to other minerals.

Jhe only movements that have taken place arc, first, at Spur Gulley, near Brooman, where a few 
years since alluvial gold was found m payable quantities, there has been a party searching for a reef which 
is believed to exist in close proximity, but not being practical or experienced miners, prospecting; was of 
short duration and without favourable results. Near

’ 7^
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K’o.'ir the "BuJawang Mountain tlioro has been I’ccently diseovored what may prove to be a good

aior mine. I have been shown specimens stated to have come from it denoting great richness. As tbe 
has been applied for at Braidivood, I am unable to give further information as to its exact locality 

and tbe work done upon it, in tbe way of opening out,
_ i At Little Forest, about 7 miles from Milton, two blocks of land have been applied for for coal

mining. Under spurs of the Main Itange, creeks have cut through and exposed to view, three or four 
seams, tbe largest and lowest in the creek, being about 2 feet thick, tbe coal is bright, burns well and 
appears on trial to have a large proportion of gas, no sinking has been attempted, but the proprietors are 
faking steps to prospect the ground by sinking a shaft or using an auger. Should they be successful, a 
good shipping port is to be found at Ulhidulla Harbour, distant about 1L miles, the road"for some distance 
passing through Crown Lands.

SouTflEBN District—Cobahoo D ms toy,
(L. J, Clifford, Mining Registrar.')

I hate the honor to report for your information that there has been no mining carried on in this district 
for the past twelve months, tho miners’ rights issued, viz., thirty-four, by Mining Bcgistrar at Cobargo 
for the year ending Hist December, was issued to miners going to tbe Kerrigundab Gold-field. The 
number of business licenses issued up to same date is twenty-three, they are issued to persons livin'1 
within the Dromedary Gold-field reserve. . ■ . °

Southern District—"\V a gong a Division.
(A. M. Smith, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor fo forward my report for the year 18S7 of the mining industry in this division.

Wagongn.
Work at the Bodalla Gold-mining Company’s reef, the Belle of Australia, has been pushed forward 

with energy and system under the present management, the time lost and money squandered on this reef 
through former mismanagement has occasioned much delay in rectifying errors. There is no plant on the 
ground as yet. I understand, however, that a battery of 20 head of stampers will be erected early next 
year, tbe large body of quartz looks well, and trial crushings have proved satisfactory, twenty miners have 
been at work in tbe mine ever since tbe leases were granted, and many more will find employment when 
the works arc in full operation. ‘

The Lady Carrington Beef promises to turn out a valuable property, tbe stone showing gold freely 
the reef is 9 feet wide in some places, aud stone easily got, so that the battery of tbe Company will shortly 
be kept constantly at work and employ a good many bands. There not being up to the present time any 
machinery attached to the John Foster Beef,-tbe quantity of stone brought to grass has been small con
sidering the time the reef has been worked, with however only three men, an increased number of workers 
will result from tbe erection of machinery, which the proprietors arc now in treaty for, and are confident 
that the crushings will give profitable returns.

Mount Dromedary.
Mining on the mountain is in much the same condition as it has been for years, small parties of 

from two to six men making good wages, the veins are narrow, consequently there is little room for tbe 
employment of more than a few men to each claim, ”

Merrigundah. .
Doubtless the Mining Bcgistrar at Eurobodalla will furnish bis report on this section of the gold

field; as however all applications for gold-mining leases come through the Wagonga Office, I. have if 
better opportunity of knowing tbe progress made in reefing during the year. Since my last report, tbe 
discovery of several gold-bearing reefs has given an impetus to mining that promises a revival of former 
prosperity, the absence of crushing machinery has been a serious drawback to tbe holders of small claims 
possessed of little money. Mr. Pollock, a resident in the township, has erected a 10-stamper battery, 
which will be in position to crush about the middle of January, I believe it is his intention to crush for 
certain claims in which interests are allotted to him in consideration of crushing. The Firey Cross (the 
first reef discovered), "White Angel, and others, are conveniently situated to this plant, the stone from all 
of the reefs looks well, running from 15 inches to 3 feet wide.

Mount Coman, situated at the head of Kbrth’s Creek (noted for its riches iu the old alluvial days) 
on a high peak which has an altitude of 1,000 feet from the bed of tbe Creek. A true fissure reef inter
sects the spur, being in width from 4 feet to 12 feet. The stone is laminated and of magnificent quality, 
showing gold freely. Begnold Murray, Government Geologist for the Victorian Government, and 
Theodore Banff, of Sydney, inspected this property, and reported on it in very high terms. A crushing 
plant is noiv in transit for the future working of the mine, and Messrs. Coman & Blomfield, the pro
prietors, estimate the cost of the machinery at £6,000.

Quart-pot.
. On the Tuross Eivcr, an old abandoned alluvial digging, has again become the scene of activity, 

simultaneously with the discovery of the Nerrigundah reefs, gold-bearing quartz having been found at 
this place ; a number of claims-were taken up ; a miner from the ground showed me a piece of stone of 
about 1 lb. weight, which to use his own expression wras “an alarmcr;” this piece when crushed yielded 
at the rate of 7,000 oz, of gold to the ton. It would be premature to give any opinion of the reefs in this 
locality, tbeir discovery being of so recent a date. Tin-pot, where gold in quartz is known to exist, lies 
in the same neighbourhood.

Alluvial.
No alluvial diggings have been diseovored since the Montreal rush, what few diggers remain are 

scattered miles apart from each other, working alone, known by the name of Hatters, fossicking any
where, having no fixed abode, they are chiefly old men, who in most instances will tell you that they had. 
made their pile but knocked it down. . ’

During
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During the year, 105 miners1 right, and 2 business licenses have beon issued —2G gold-mining 
leases comprising an area o£ 317 acres, hare been applied for; 7 mineral leases were applied for, these 
however were refused by ihe Honorable the Minister for Mines, owing to the ground being auriferous, 
this decision gave general satisfaction amongst gold-miners, by putting a stop to a monopoly of laud under 
the guise of searching for silver. _ ,

The form (Schedule 1) “ Notice of intention to apply for a gold-mining lease," was at one time 
frequently taken advantage hy a renewal of the same on expiry of nine days, until it became known that 
the practice was an evasion of the Mining Act, and would if attempted, on representation to He Minister 
most likely militate against an applicant for a lease. Another method equally objectionable is now often 
resorted to—a parly of miners (say four in number) take up ground with the object of applying for a lease, 
one of the party lias the notice of intention posted up in his own name, at the expiration of nine days, 
another of the party does tho same, and so on with the others ; the only way to prevent this abuse is to 
stipulate for a deposit of 2s, 6d. or 5s. an acre, to be forfeited, unless the application is proceeded with, 
the deposit might appear as payment on account of rent. A great improvement is perceptible in the 
mining industry of the district, and it may be reasonably expected, when additional machinery is erected, 
that next year will far outstrip former years in quartz reefing, which will become the staple industry of 
the district if it is not so now.

Soi/TlU’ltN' DI STRICT—EciiOTUTULIA DlTJSIOX.

( Henry J. Lea, Mining Registrar)
T hate the honor fo report that a marked change for the better has taken place in mining mailers at 
Nerrigundah during lastycar. Several prospecting protection areas and claims have been taken up by miners 
on the ranges about Nerrigundah, some of tbe stone obtained by them looks very well. There is at the 
present time about 200 tons of stone at grass, obtained by the miners from the different claims wailing 
to be crushed. Mr. Janies Pollock is erecting a battery at Nerrigundah, which will be ready for work 
next week, then the miners ivill he able to prove the value of their quartz. _

Nearlv all the mining business of Nerrigundah is transacted hy the ’Wardens Clerk at "Wagonga. 
The number of miners' rights issued here during 1S87. was ninty-ouc and seven business licenses.
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Somminy Distiuct—Moiuita Ditistov.

(S’. N. Barton, Mining Registrar)

In' submitting the annual report of my division for the year 1887, I have the honor to state, for your 
information, that I have noted some very excellent prospects in quartz-mining. Some well defined reels 
having been discovered near Moruya. in the neighbourhood of Myrtle and Dwyer’s Creek, also at Donkey 
Hill. At Myrtle Creek, No. 0 gold lease of 23 acres, occupied by ’William Hunt, called the Phoenix, 
shows a continuous and well defined reef, between 2 and 3 feet wide—the quartz from which is of a very 
peculiar character, being of a dark slaty colour, strongly impregnated with pyrites, silver, sulphur, and 
some other metals. From the result of a crushing of about 4 tons at the Sydney Mint recently, the 
returns were unfavourable, not realizing upon an average more than 3 dwt. to the ton. ' ‘

Notwithstanding this poor return, coarse shotty gold can be seen in almost every piece of stone: 
25 lb. weight or thereabouts have since been chemically treated, and the returns pro rata was 5 oz. some 
dwt, to the ton.

Mr. Hunf, who is an old practical miner, seems quite satisfied that the stone referred to from the 
Plioenix" requires special treatment to save the gold, which he feels sure has been lost by the ordinary 
process. Another reef. No. 14 lease of 15 acres, occupied by the same person, "W, Hunt, shows good 
quartz with coarse goldrunning through the stone and looking rich. Eight men arc at present down some 
35 ft. in the solid. This reef is a clear whity brown stone, requiring only the ordinary crushing and amalga
mating process. 2 tons are being crushed, but as far as 1 can learn, the result is not known. Upon tho 
whole, 1 cannot but observe, that there is a considerable improvement in quartz reefing, and generally in 
this division, and experts have given their opinion that there are some rich reefs in this neighbourhood.

From 40 to 50 tons of quartz have been crushed by G-uy’s machine (the old silver mine plant), 
and tho result has been good wages for three men’s work for a considerable time. This stone has been 
grasred from little leaders from the Donkey Hill and neighbourhood.

At Mogo to the north there has been the usual returns from alluvial ground, the Monkey G-ully 
and Cabbage-tree Creek, but both these places are very wet. but the water has been got inider by an 
S-horse power engine lately brought down, and a paddock 7 x 8 ft. was bottomed at 20 ft. realizing 4 oz. 
10 dwt. a few days since. The owner of a lease in Mago has sunk three shafts, going down in the three 
about 200 ft., anil he speaks favourably of the reefs he has discovered.

The miners at Hunt’s reef at Myrtle and Dwyer’s Creeks have returned from the holidays, and 
commenced sinking on "Uh A, Hunt’s reef. '

P.S.—A reef calllcd the Little Gem, an 8-acre lease, is turning out splendid stone, a reliable reef. 
Only a fen- weeks work done as yet.

SounrEBN Distiuct—Gunktso Division,
(5. Pembroke, Warden s Clerk.)

I have the lionor to report that mining has been at a standstill in the district of Gunning during the 
past year, although rumours have from time to time reached me to the effect that capitalists have visited 
on several occasions the 11 Jerrama” Creek gold-field reserve, with a\iew of obtaining information as to 
the auriferous nature of the laud within the reserve. It is difficult to obtain reliable information, as 
miners may arrive from other districts, and prospect in the district without becoming acquainted with the 
fact. J have no doubt the present reaction in mining elsewhere will have the effect of causing the coun
try around here to be prospected,

SoriHEHN
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' SouthEuy Disthict—Aeau/ex Divisioir. '
(J?. F. Carlilc, Mining licgistrari)

Mr rL'tunis for the reiir 1SS7 show:—Gold obtained 4,241 oz., value £10,350 Ss.. being 4,200 oz. from 
alluvium, aud 44 oz. from quartz, 'ihe amount of alluvial gold would have been much larger but for the 
occurrence of severe disastrous floods, which swept away some expensive weather-board and stouc dams', 
and broke into 1 he boxed-tail-raees. destroying some of these; several of the deep drifting claims were 
also filled with sand, thus entailing several months’ unremunerative labour to reopen. '
'' There have not been any new finds during the year, though there was a small rush to the Upper 
Strachavcn, which did uot, however, result in any good ; but I have been informed during the past few 
days that there are indications of a silver mine iu the neighbourhood, and some work is being done to test 
the ground.

A little quartz mining has been done os usual at Bell’s Creek, with somewhat better result than in 
tho previous year.

SouTHKiiH Distiuct—Littlk Hi vise Division,
' (7j. J. Galway, Mining Fegisirar.)

J. have the honor to submit for the information of the Honorable tbe Minister for Mines, my report fur 
the past year, of The Little River Division of the southern district. •
' A shirt has been made to work tbe quartz reef in this division.

Eight leases covering 30 acres, having been applied and 155 tons of stone raised, winch returned 
200 oz, of gold. The depth of sinking is from 30 to 52 feet. Water being found in the working at from 
30 to 40 feet.

The claims holding will have to procure pumping power before sinking deeper. The Day Dawn 
and Earl Granville Company have two pumps on the ground, and a drainage level has been driven into 
the E. G. shaft, 33 feet deep ; the owner hopes to be able to prove the reef to be a further depth of 50 feet; 
10 tons of stone from Earl Granville’s returning 44 oz. of gold, and 5 tons from Day Dawn, 18 oz.

The reefs are all held by working men, and an apathy exists amongst tbe commercial and pastoral 
of Braidwood in regard to developing its mineral wealth. That rich and extensive deposits are to be 
found, is clearly proved by the extensive auriferous growth now opening up by outside parties in the ad
joining division of Karriga, the district capitalists having no share in the ventures.
' Ko rain sufficient to supply the water-races has fallen here until November ; since then, there has 
boon a moderate supply, and several of the races after a dry term of eight years are now at work. Thu 
gold to be scon will be found in the 188S returns.

. A number of the miners have been employed on tbe Corang race, and many old bands arc finding 
tlicir way back to this locality. 138 miners rights have been issued and G business licenses.

As the belt of deep auriferous tracts now being worked at Narriga continue to follow Ihe course 
of the Corroebilly and Budawang ranges of lulls through this division. No doubt when capitalists seo 
tho full development of the sluicing there, similar sluicing companies will bo formed in this division.

SouTHErar Dis'inicr.—Naeeioa Division,
{James Galway, Mining Frfgistrar).

1 n a vis the houor to forward report for the past year, and with much pleasure to state that the Goring 
Sluicing Company’s water-race is completed, and an abundant supply of water is obtained for hydraulic 
sluicing at their claims, Tailor’s Gully,

The Manager is now engaged in preparing a tail-race, which is now 25 feet deep, and an additional 
deptli of 100 feet can be obtained as required : and has opened out on a bed of rich auriferous wasli some 
75 yards in width, and of a depth at present unknown, and which prospects as high as 24 grains to the 
dish in some parts, and very payable prospects can be obtained from any part of ground.

This water-race is, 1 believe, the most complete and extensive in tho Colony, aud reflects great 
credit on all concerned. *

The following is a concise description of the works, which are of a substantial description:—
The race starts from the head of the Bewley River, which takes its rise in the Buddawang 

Ranges, and is a tributary to tbe Sboalhaven River. The length of race is 24 miles, and from the 
starting point to the first flume a cutting of 140 feet in the rock had to be cut, a large quantity of powder 
and dynamite being used. .

Sixty-two chains of fluming carry the water over the broken ground, aud the Gorang River is 
twice crossed at a height of 80 feet. The water runs in galvanized iron piping, then some miles of open 
cuttings until the Jerricknorra Creek is readied at a level of 100 feet from its hod : here, to avoid the 
high flumes required a syphon, consisting of wrought-iron pipes 24 inches in diameter, is used, aud 
which, with a fall in the entire length of 5 feet, is a success, and carries a full supply of water.

Then more cuttings with tunnels of 1,300, 400. and 300 feet iu length, and another flume of 400 
feet completes the race.

The Company have an abundant' supply of water at present, and, to obtain this in all seasons, 
intend to construct a reservoir at the head of the race, where a natural basin in the mountain affords a 
magnificent site.

This enterprise will, if successful, cause a great revival iu mining in this district. The Company’s 
works have cost £10.000, and it is to be hoped that the pluck and energy shown by the Company will be 
rewarded. '

Parties interested in mining visiting the district will be well rewarded by a visit to the works.
Another Sydney company have taken out water rights for a race from the Shoalhaven River at 

AVarri, to be used near the Oallen Crossing, where 525 acres are-leased. They also hold water rights 
from the Little River, which will connect with the main race. This race will be 7 feet wide on top, 3 feet on 
bottom, and 3 feet deep.

The manager has been engaged for some time sinking prospecting shafts on tbe leases, and with 
marked success. From some forty shafts, Tarrying from 25 to 45 feet, the latter not bottomed, water 
being met with, prospects of 6 to 24 grains to the cubic yard has been obtained, and the further back 
from tho river tbe gold obtained was coarser and the alluvial richer, and, except ou the river bank, no 
previous work or prospecting has been done. Prom what I have myself seen of this company’s ground' 
a grand return for their outlay may be confidently expected. A
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A, i-liird I'iicc on a similar sjalo to tliowe mentioned was taken up, starting from tho Bewley or 
Endrick liiver, another tributary to the Shoalhaven, aud intended for hydraulic sluicing at Terrance’s 
Hill, in the division where a deep alluvial wash is known to exist, but the promoters were met with such 
exorbitant demands for compensation from holders through whose land the proposed race would pass, 
that they gave up tbe matter in disgust. _ _

YVork in the bed of the Shoalhaven River has hcen much interrupted by freshes in the river, and 
a number of the miners there have been working on the Gorang race. . _

Two prospecting areas for quartz are at present occupied, and, I am led to believe, encouraging 
prospects obtained, .

SoimiEEX Bistriov—Ma.iou’s Crkek Djyjsiox’.
(John HeathMining Registrar').

Ix preparing Ibis, my statistical report for tbe year ending tbe 3lst December, 1SS7, I find tbcre 
has been a little improvement in gold mining, t.e., so far as the quantity of gold won is taken into account, 
tbcre being nearly 220 oz. over and above that of the year 1SS0. Moreover, some parcels have been taken 
lo Braidwood and the Mint, which I may set down at 120 oz.; hut whether this quantity is more or less 
than what has been disposed of at Braidwood during previous years I am unable to say, but this much I 
can say, viz., the quantity set down in tabular form herewith has bemi purchased at the Creek : therefore 
the year 1SS7 has beaten the record of 13SG, yet no new ground has been opened “ in either quartz or 
alluvium.” _ _

Ju my previous reports I have said, that with a supply of water, this held would continue to yield 
handsome returns for many years to come, and as yet see no reason why I should alter my opinion. The 
past year has been the wettest we have had for a long time past, yet have not had a flood, or, as the 
diggers term it, “ three days water up;” aud until they get this very little can be done in the deep 
ground; that is to say, it cannot be worked profitably, not so with shallow or surface ground, and the 
past year having been more favorable, much shallow ground has been worked, and although not rich in 
gold, small returns are considered preferable to being idle. _ _

During the past year the Long Flat portion or the field has been worked by ground-sluicing for tbo 
mo.-t part, and loss puddling done in consequence, and no account can be given as to the number of loads 
or tons put through the mills, and the yield of gold therefrom. I may mention that there is ground 
enough here (old workings) to last for the next twenty years ; hut not having a good fall or get away for 
the stuff (which is tough) the process of working is rather slow. Major’s Creek is much better adapted 
for ground-sluicing or flooding off on a large scale than what the Long Flat is, but not so rich in gold ; 
and the main creek being wide it requires a great force of water to clean it out, which if not done, the 
claims become blocked or silted up.

Re quartz mining, there is little to be said in its favour, there having been only one party so 
engaged during Ihe past year, and their operations have been couliued to surfacing and working an old 
and abandoned reef, which, when first worked many years ago, was considered not payable. This party, 
having their own crushing mill, can make it pay better than if they were obliged to pay for the crushing; 
in fact, they could uot afford to do so, hence erected their own battery, but having to pay rent for steam 
engine, and 10 per cent, royalty, they cannot do more than make a bare living, ” if even so much.”

"What is known as Dargue’s Beef at Spring Creek is having a. spell, and the Snob’s Beef at ]Lg 
Hill has not been worked during tbo past six years aud ten months ; nevertheless, it has been held 
possession of all these years. I have often hoard miners say that if open lo be taken up they would have 
made up a party aud have given it another trial.

I have known people to come from other parts of the Colony for tho express purpose of Liking up 
this reef, but on finding it occupied, that is, t: Bcgistcred for suspension,” they left tins neighbourhood. 
1 may also state that had the Snob Beef been vacant I stood a good show to have got it floated into an 
English Company, and have letters iu my possession from a gentleman who hud gone to England and 
successfully floated one company, and was open for more work, provided I could recommend amundic, or, 
as he termed it. a pyrites mine, worthy of a fair trial. Probably this is only one of the many instances 
where capital is being locked out owing to speculators and adventurers taking up ground with the view to 
making a few pounds out of. It [is not, however, tbe way to develop the resources of the gold-fields. 
During the past year I have sold forty-one miners’ rights, as against sixty-one in 18SG, and to accountfor 
the decrease may state that during the latter year I sold some to minors at Captain’s Elat. Moreover I 
know that some miners within my division procure rights at Braidwood and Araluen.

Soutueux District—Braidwood Division.

{0, E. 0. Slcar, Mining Registrar.)
Eegardixg mining matters in my portion of the Braidwood District, there has been comparatively little 
or no progress during the past year, no fresh discoveries have been made, and the present claims at work 
yielding nothing more than fair wages to those concerned. Capital is what is required fo give a.ny impetus 
to the mining industry hero, but unfortuuately does not seem to be forthcoming, however 1 am fully 
convinced that this district will ere long take a lead again as a mining centre

SouthEn>' Disthict—Got;luces Division.
{A. A. WiUans. Alining Registrar.)

Is reply (o your memorandum of 31st ultimo, will) reference lo iny annual report for year 1887. 
j have the honor to state that the mining in this district is at present in its infancy.
Xear the end of December last I made application to the secretary of the first mine started during 

my time in this district, the said mine was floated info a Company called the “ New Carrington Gold and 
Silver-mining Co.,” and be (the secretary) said that in justice lo the mine he could not give me a report 
for the year 1887, as the smelters had only been at work for about a week. Number of mineral leases 
applied*’for during year 1887 were thirty-three, of which twenty-six were applied for between 1st of 
August aud 31st December.

Number
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Xmnbcr of gold-mining leases—£fiy-foiir, all of wlileh wei-e applied for Lctaveen 21st Aimust and 
31st December. °

During the year I issued 145 miners' rights, of which 116 were issued between 1st July and 31st 
December, Mineral licenses issued, numbered sixty, and fifty-nine of same wore issued between 1st July 
and 31st December. Business licenses issued, nil. J

Souxitehs' Distiuct—Bomb.aia. Division.

('If', A. Doras, Mining-Jlcgistrar.)

I have the honor to tender' my report, as Mining Bcgistrar, for the year 1SS7; and as on tbo last occasion 
J was pleased to be able to point to distinct evidences of tbe revival of tbe local mining industry, so at 
this tune I am glad to be able to state that the search for gold here during 1SS7 has been still more 
actively prosecuted, and has been more satisfactorily rewarded than heretofore.

There was an application, under the 28th section, for permission to mine on a reserve situated on a 
creek flowing into tho Little Plain liivor. 1 regret to say that—although the necessary permission has 
been granted—the applicants do not seem as if a start was intended. This is a pity, for'the locality is in 
my opinion, a rich one, judging from earl}- indications. ‘ ^ ’

One very satisfactory piece of evidence lies in the fact that less Chinese and more Europeans are 
engaged upon the stream claims along the Delegate River, aud the work itself is no longer of that desultory 
character 'which formerly cliarateriscd our local mining enterprise, but has been concentrated upon picked 
spofs, with fairly satisfactory results. Eighteen claims, all held by Europeans, have been iu work along 
the river, though owing to high waters the work has had to ho frequently suspended. Out of these claims, 
Mr. John Jones’ is undoubtedly the best, and he has infurmed me that it has yielded him a return of 
about £400.

. I notified present right and license holders of the necessity of renewing such rights and'licenses 
with result that nearly all have done so, and they say that hotter weather only is needed for the 
continuance of their work. "
c. hifteen leases have been applied for this year for the purpose of winning gold and other minerals. 
Six of these are situated on the Bald Hill’s Eorest Reserve, close to Slaughter-house Creek, covcrinn- an area 
of 240 acres, the assumed reef running, according to surface indications, then north and south : another six 
of similar area, are sifuated just outside the town, upon the road to Cooma, and their trend is north
westerly ; the remaining three are close to the junction of the Bombala and Delegate Rivers, on tbe south 
bank or the former, and running north and south, '

The amount of gold purchased by the banks this year is '71-5 m. 12 dwt., as against 2-54 on, 1.6 dwt. 
for the previoim one. This increase is eminently salisfaetory. Also, for ihe year IS77, l have issued 
Jorty-ninennncrs rights, l wenty-four business licenses, mid two mineral licenses, have received fifteen 
lease applications, and have registered twenty-two mining tenements, as against forty miner’s rights, 
twenty-nine business licenses, and six mineral licenses, one leaseaqiplication, three tenement ret1^istratTons, 
for the year 1SS6. ' ’

1 am glad to be able to point out that the work here has, during the three vears 1 have had the 
honor to act as Mining Registrar, increased from almost nil to a very fair amount.'' During the ensuiu" 
year, when the leases now applied for have been granted, and the machinery required for their workin" 
erected, 1 hope to be able to record still further progress. ' °

Tumut and Anunoxu District—Quean me tax Division.

(il/r. Warden W'oore, P.M., Queanhnyand)
J have the honor to submit, for the information of the Honorable the Minister for Mines, my report 
lor the year 1837 upon the Qucanbeyan Division of the Tumut and Adelong Mining District.

Captain's iVaf.
A large amount of work has beon done iu the Koh-i-noor mine. At No. 1 shaft, at tho 100 feet 

level, a drive has been made 122 feet south along tho course of the lode, which contains silver, <mld, 
copper, and lead, and all the ore above tho drive to a height of about 35 Ieet lias been taken out, leaving a 
gold-bearing lode adjoining on the west unworked. °

No, 2 shaft, north of No. I. has been sunk 27 feet, and is now 76 feet deep. A drive has 
been made from it at that depth 70 feet, running north along the course of the lode, and at 60 feet 
another drive has been made 67 feet, following the course of the lode.

A new shaft (No. 3), north of No. 2, has been sunk 57 feet, and at that depth a drive has been 
made from if south about 55 feet along the course of the lode. At 25 feet from the shaft a rise has Deen 
made of about 50 feet to near the surface. Another drive has been made on the same level, about 50 
feet north along the course of the lode, and at about .18 feet from tho shaft a rise has been made of 
about 44 feet towards the surface. .

Another new shaft (No. 4), north of No. 3, has been sunk 47 feet to the end of the 50-foot drive 
north from No. 3 shaft, ami from tho bottom of tho shaft; a drive has been made 43 feet north alonl>' the 
course of the lode. °

_ All the ore above the drives north of No. 1 shaft has been taken out, leaving the gold-bearing lode 
adjoining on the west nnworked.

. 1 ain informed that the total quantity of ore raised during Ihe year is 2,346 tons, 2,106 tons of
whiclUiavc been smelted on the ground, yielding nearly 122 tons of bullion, containing, hy assay estimates, 
40,87/ oz, of silver, 364 oz. gold, Tf tons of copper, and 116 tons of lead ; also 54 tons of copper matte, 
containing hy assay estimates 4,828 oz. of silver, 13 oz. of gold, 15^ tons of copper, aud SJ- tons oflead; 
and there are from 60 tu 100 Ions of copper matte, the actual weight and value of which have not vet 
been ascertained. The remaining 2 40 tons of ore are now awaiting treatment. *

The average number of men kept constantly employed in the mine is about twenty-four.
The smelting works iu connection with the mine have been in active operation for about fourteen 

weeks during the year, employing about thirty-five men.
I am informed by Mr. Scoble, the manager of the mine, that the results arc likely to continue 

satisfactory, as the mine is at present looking very promising. ' * At
665—L '
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At the Vandcrhilt mine, mineral lease portion 81, 20 acres, held by 'William Garland, a shaft has 
been sunk 02 feet, from which a. drive has been made west 25 feet, intersecting a gold, silver, and lead
bearing lode about 8 feet wide, running about north and south. About 150 tons of ore have been raised, 
from which a number of assays have been made locally, yielding, I am informed, from 10 to 180 oz. of 
silver, and from 1 to 4 dwf. of gold to tbe ton. Two men have been employed at this mine.

Mineral lease No. 8G, abandoned by M'Neiil and party, uas taken up in September last by Messrs.
K. Martin and TV. A, Gibson, who have continued an old shaft to a depth of about 32 feet, and cross
cutting east about 30 feet, intersected a quartz reef about 5 feet wide, impregnated with lead crystals.

The present adult population of Captain’s Plat, ascertained through the police, is 140.

Brindabella.
A small company has beon formed, known as Briudabella Gold-mining Company, to work Reid’s 

ground sluicing claims at Briudabella. Nos. 15, 10, and 29, with water-race No. 24.
Mr. Reid informs mo that an average of eight men have been constantly employed on these daims 

during the year constructing works of a preparatory character, consisting of a head-race and trail-race, 
and dams, &c., at a cost of'about JGSOO, and that about GUO cubic yards of stuff have hcen washed, 
yielding about 1 dwt. of gold to the yard.

- Mac's lieef

The 10-aerc gold lease at Mac's Reef, abdandoned by Messrs. "Wright, was taken up in August 
last by Messrs. Wright, Laud, and HTecfe. Two men have been employed upon it, A shaft about 50 feet 
deep has been sunk on the reef near the old workings. 2 toils 7 cut of stone have been crushed, yielding 
about 9 dwt. of gold to the ton. At the bottom of the shaft tbe reef is about 4 feet wide.

Another 10-acre lease has been lately taken up at the old workings at Mac’s Reef by Messrs. Bi’ay, 
M:A3!ister. and Moran, and work of a preparatory character has been commenced.

Timur Ann Auklon-c. Misisg Gisthict—Gund-Hiai Division.

, (ilTr Warden Weeks, P.M.. Uundar/ai.)
1 have the honor to report lh.il during the year 1S37 there has been a considerable amount of prospecting 
in this district, but without any very encouraging results. I am unable to report any proved payable 
discovery. Many of the old abandoned reefs that paid handsomely in past years have been tried again 
without success. The recent erection of a crushing battery at Coolac will lead to many of tbe reefs in 
that locality being tested, Mr. J. M. J). Williams, the proprietor of the battery, is testing a reef in 
M'Leod's selection. He has smile a shaft 100 feet, and is now driving to test the reef. Two trial crushings of 
20 tons each realized about 1 oz, to the ton. a return that ought to more than pay expenses, as the battery 
is close at hand. 'The reef carries gold all the way down the shaft, and there is no reason why rich 
hunches of ore, such as made this reef famous in old tunes, should not be met with at tlic lower levels. 8 
and 10 oz. stone was taken out in years past at a depth of from 20 to 40 feet. This mine, if given fair 
trial, is looked upon as having the best prospect of any in thin part of the district.

At the Victoria Mine, South Gundagai, Edrop & Co. are sinking a shaft 200 feet deep to test the 
country at that level. They have erected a" splendid 20-head battery and pumping machinery. The dam 
throws back an inexhaustible supply of water. A Sydney syndicate is about to dcvelope Matchetl’s Slate 
Quarry at South Gundagai. Their engineer is now engaged erecting a very complete plant, and hopes to 
be iu full work within two months. This work will be watched with much interest, as, if successful, several 
other deposits of slate in the same locality will bo opened up. Should slate-mining prove payable, it null give 
a great impetus to the whole district, as tho deposits of slate are both good in quality and numerous.

Prospecting work is still being carried on at Johnston’s Hill and Bongongolong, but with no definite 
results. A rich lode of pyrites is said to have been met with at both places.

1 ha\c nothing of imcrest to report with regard to alluvial mining.

Tcmct axu Adei.oxo HisxiiruT—Cooma Divisrov.

(Mr. Warden Love. P.M., Goonia.)
1 jtave the honor to submit report for year 1837 upon tbe Cooma Division of ihe Tumut and Adelong 
Mining ^District.

Juandra.—From the Mining Registrar and Warden's Clerk report submitted it will bo seen that 
the amount of gold won during the year, viz , 2,451 oz., is iu excess of yield in 1836. Two new leases have 
been taken up, and 115 miners' rights were issued. The season, as regards water, has been exceptionally
brood- .... .

Miehelago Greek.—Eight applications under section 28 have been made for land situated on 
Miehelago Creek, between Cooma Road and Murrumbidgee River, and embraced in travelling stock 
route, No. 962. From a special inspection and report made by mining experts for Messrs. Lyons and 
party on this field, most favourable results may be looked for when capital has been secured to properly 
test leases. .

JSredbo.—Messrs. O'Rourke & party, 1 am informed, arc about to float a company to work leases 
held by them at Bredbo. Mining experts have reported recently upon these holdings, and assays have 
been made, but I am not aware of result. A considerable sum of money has been expended in this locality 
during tho last two years, and it is anticipated that the company about to be started will develop a rich 
silver field. Tbe number of minors’ rights issued at Cooma oflieo was sixty-five; mineral licenses, twenty- 
seven.

Tuall'x axu AnEuoMi Disxniur—TuAUumnmA Division.
(jl/r. Warden J. Makinson, P.M., Tumbarunibal)

Dcnrxo 1837 there was a slight improvement in this Division, principally owing to the large supply 
of water for sluicing purposes. •

The Burra Sluicing Company was most successful, the wash-up for tho five months preceding 
Christmas resulting in a cake of 311 oz. retorted gold, A find of a 16 oz.-nugget and several smaller 
pieces was made by a miner at Upper Tumbarumba, and another man got, in the same locality, good coarse 

' ' gold
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gold in very payable qualities A l tbe Mill Hill, near Tumbarumba, a party of four m t uundling between 
the giamlc and basalt to reach a spot where, tweuty-fivc years ago, one of the present party and his mates 
abandoned a good prospect to go to a new rush. Hill and party (sis) have had verv good results from 
their,sluicing claim m Tumbarumba Creek, near the brewery. The United Tradesmens’ Sinicin- Com
pany s ground has been worked by a party of tributors, but only dead work was done during the year— 
the cutting of a fresh head-race. VVatson and party, at Tareutta Creek, after having spent four years in 
cutting a tail-iaeo and a flood-race, have their claim now in good working order, and, -judging by the pros
pects tried when I visited the ground m December, the future results should bo -ood, S F

f "reragle. Old Maragle, and Pinchgut, several sluicing claims were worked, and, with a 
coupieof exceptions, with only-moderate success.' At a claim at New Meragle, T saw 1.2, and 3 dwt. 
pieces, besides fine gold, brought to light by the hose. This claim must be paying its owners handsomely 

Cazirylys and Company have begun work on a lease at Surface Hill, Carabost. The gold here is 
fine, and vei > evenly distributed, the same prospect being got from tho surface to 14 feet down. A special 
plant, for the saying of fine gold, is being imported from New Zealand for this ground. 1

Quarto-mining was very dull all the year. No work has been done at the Isabella or Peep-o’-Day. 
ti to rev and party did a little towards opening the quarto reef on their lease at Paddy’s Eivcr, and I am 
now informed that a company, witli a capital of £5,000, has been formed in Sydney to work the property. 
The prospects seem fairly good. Stranghan and Johnson found a new reef of large size in the1 slate 
country at Jiiigellic. It is about 6 feet wide, and carries, so far, only fine gold. A trial crushing of 2 
tons gaic only 8 dwts. to the ton ; but the owners think that prospect from the surface sufficiently good 
and are about to put a machine on tbe ground. When I visited the place in October, I found about 150 
tons ot stone raised at the various openings on tho line, and trials from all parts of the heaps yielded fine 
gold m every instance. 1 ■

3 \,nm? f Bald Hill of the defunct Basaltic Gold-mining Company, are being vigor-
cannol ycTbV^id^fbelTuccm01' S6' °USl1 S°me oncouraSiDS siS1!S al'° P™^. enterprise

TnfnvmSf™ ^ thf °iilly erai ^ Va5uC whict, won in W appreciable quantity during the year. 
Information, carefully gathered from every available source, shows that tho quantity' of gold raised was— 
as closely as cap be calculated-1,600 oz., being 310 oz. more than the 1886 vmld. The number of miners’ 
othm- placed ^ 149~~a decrease on 188u- A few of the miners left for Croydon (Q.), Silvcrton, and

Tujtot Avn A oeloi'-'g Distiuct—Tu.mut Division.

(Mr. Warden Vyner, MM., Tumut)
I HAvnthe honor to furnish you with my annual report of that portion of the Tumut and Adelong
SbW« undu ch*?pf^ ^icb cnibraces Adelong, Eecdy Elat, Tipper and Middle Adelong,
Sharp s Creek, Tareuf fa, Mount A drab, A djenbilly. Sandy Creek, and Gobarragandra. I regret that I am 
unable to give an account of any improvement m Ihe prosperity of these mining centres during the past 
year and in Adelong itself there has been a still greater falling off than in 1886, there being a decrease 
of the amount of gold won of 3,2oS oz. 12 dwt.. and the population is verv considerably reduced. A few 
of the claims on the Gap Beef at Adelong offer some promise of proving remunerative if sufficient 
capital could be obtained to work them ; but the inducements they hold out do not seem sufficient to attract 
any at present. ■

Mr. A. D. Shepard s alluvial lease on Lower Adelong Creek has been almost unproductive durin- 
the past year ; but by the now appliances now being placed on it, a good hope is held out of its boiu- as 
productive during the present year as formerly. At Tareutta the mining interest is very much depressed, 
there being only three claims at work, and they are getting little or no gold, and there are only thirteen 
miners now at work on tins field. J
, .,Tlier® has bf11 a special lease of 50 acres (alluvial) taken up at Shaking Bog, near Adjcnbilly, and
a ransiderabk number of men are at work on it; but it would be premature at present to predict tho

No mining for metals other than gold is being prosecuted in my Division at present.

Tumut Aim Adelosg Disthict—Alhuey Division.

(Mr. Warden T. A. Browne, P.M., Alburn.)
Mbiing District01" ^ fuinish iny repori wifcl1 refereiice 1° Hie Albm-y Division of the Tumut and Adelong

_ Having been gazetted as Warden so recently as last August, I have not had the opportunity of 
making myself personally acquainted with the extent ami character of the mine-work of flic district 
which X should have desired.

However it may be stated generally that, although this district has hcen proved both in past years 
and quite recently to contain deposits of exceptional richness as well as fairly payable lodes and reefs 
few continuously good returns can be quoted. j j. j >

One of the most promising ventures was that upon purchased laud, the property of Mr. Gottlob 
binge,.leased to the Bun-owonnah Company. The workings were on an auriferous conglomerate, 24 feet
lowpercenta-e^1,03^00^ srtt’sbcd f^ey had- an inexhaustible supply, payable even at a very

aw. Joss than £2,000 is estimated to have been expended upon a quartz-crushing machine, with
fifteen head of stampers a large dam, a check dam, and tram wav to the workings. After the first 
crushing, 'which yielded less than 100 oz., the mine was let to tribulcrs. They crushed 1.004 tons for 
125 oz., and then, being of opinion that tho appliances were not equal to the exhaustive treatment of the 
stone, ceased working.
tt i ^ie v’i0Si 8uccessful miuillS investment at present in operation in the district is that of the 
Hawks view Beef, at present being worked by a company. This reef is situated upon the Hawksview 
Jistate, Xz miles irom Alburj, and is understood to have lately had a crushing -which went 4 oz,
01 mr ■ . u , arK* Party’s claim at Blaclt ftange, 3 tons were crushed late in December, which went 
ol oz. Ibis is understood to bo from a rich, but probably short, ^^shoofc.,,

The
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Tlie Soudim Compauy, which formerly employed a large number of men in working ft dyko reef ftt 
Splitter's Creek, have, 1 am‘informed, an intention of recommencing operations.

At '’Carrara there would appear to he a revival of interest in mining matters, as several leases have 
recently been applied for.

During tbe past year have been issued:—
Miners' rights ............................................................................................... ■
^Business licenses ........................................................................... ..................
Mineral licenses.............................................................................................. “

84

i Tumut ai’d Adet.oI'Ti Disthict—Adelong Division.

(J. James, Mining Registrar.')
The business transacted during tbe year consists in the issue of 170 miners’ rights and G business koonscs, 
tbo receipt of 2 gold-mining lease"applications; conditional registrations, lo; and 15 registrations in
unsm-veyed tenement register. ,, c ■ i ii r u •

Through the courtesy of the managers of the local hanks, I am enabled to furnish tlio following
correct returns:—

Commereittl Bank ........
New South "Wales Bank

ez. dirt. gr. 
1,511 15 11 
1,030 9 4

Total for Ihe year. 2,512 4 15

The following crushing returns for the year 18S7 have been kindly furnished.

Becfer Battery ........................
Perseverance Battery................

tons cwt,
958 O
670 0

oz. dwl. gr. 
1,073 1 0

635 14 0

1,628 0 1,708 15 0

Issue of miners’ rights compared ;—
ISffi.
No.
175

1887,
No
170

Decrease.
No.

5

Quantities of gold, the produce of this 
18E6.

Ions cat. qv.
2,408 10 0

oz. dwt.. gr.
1,715 7 9

Division, compared :— 
1887.

Ions cat. qr.
1,628 0 O

oz. tint. fir.
1,703 13 O

Decrease, 
tons cwi. qr. 
780 10 0
OZ. cnt. gr.

6 12 9

Quantities of alluvial gold, the produce of Ibis Division, compared :
388(5, 18S7. Decrease,

or dwl. iri’, oz. tint, g’v oz. dtrt. gr.
4,085 9 0 833 9 15 3,251 19 15

Through the courtesy of Mr. "William Ritchie, 
treated at the Reefer Battery :—

Curragoiig Mine.................................
(lap Heels ...............................................

. Donkey Hill ........................................
Challenger Mine.................................
Mount A (Irak .....................................
Small lots ............................................

I am enabled to distinguish lots from several p.unl.t

tons. cwt. oz. dwt. S1'.
90 0 320 17 0
84 0 139 IS 0
19 10 159 1 0
77 0 m 0 0
48 10 56 12 0

568 0 2S5 13 0

The firm also sent away 41 tons of pyrites to the Cunningar Works, Harden. "
Mr. A. "W. Molineaux, manager for the Amalgamated Companies, states that there has hcen hut 

little work done on the mines under his charge, owing to tho amalgamated properties being placed uinlev 
offer to an English syndicate. The number of meu employed through the year has averaged twenty. Ihe 
Company’s tri(niters'have crushed at the battery "HO tons of quartz for a yield of 494 oz. 18 dwt,, and 
2G0 tons of picked tip for a yield of 140 oz. 1G dwt. gold—making a total of G70 tons of crushing stuff for
G35 oz, 1 f dwt. gold. i n i i

lie is also pleased to report that with the commencement of the now' year work has been resumed 
in at Rast 011c of the mines, havnm receivud instructions to hale the water out of the Adelong Mine 
preparatory to sinking f lie shaft. Should sue. ess attend the efforts in this direction, work will doubtless
He commenced at other points .

The gold-mining leases owned by Mr. "W. Williams, senior, and worked by tributors, have come to 
the fore During ihe rear, 3G2 oz. of gold were obtained from 90 tons of quartz, aud the leases hold
out at present prospects of future good returns. j j i ,.1 n

Owni"-to the late heavy rains aud consequent inflow of water,.work was retarded at the bap 
claims. The Crown and Applctree could not sink the shafts. At the Lady Mary, with the assistance 
of a pump, 91! tons of quartz were raised and crushed. The gold won was 131 oz. IS dwt.

Capital is needed to try the Gap veins. The present appliances arc insufficient. ,
77 tons from the Challenger Mine may he called the outcome of fossicking The mine, which is 

now full of water, has rightly deserved the censure of least development. The deepest part pierced is 
only GOO ft., aud as most of the work formerly was confined to the hanging-wall vein, a large area of 
ground on the foot-wall vein remains untouched. The water rising will eventually drive out the fossicker 

The claim of Barbour and party and the gold-mining lease of Hodge Brothers, situated on Donkey 
Hill, are worked with results much about the same as previous years. In the lease shaft, a winze has 
been sunk 30 feet. The Hill has contributed 90 tons 10 en t.

The
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AHubial,
The gold obtained from this source is S33 oz. 0 dud. Id gr., aud, by comparison, a decrease of 

8,251 oz. 19 dwt. 15 gr, is shown. In my total returns, I have excluded about 518 oz. of gold from 
lieedy Flat and sold to the banks here. It is probable that in my report of 1S8G, about 400 ounces were 
not excluded. ’

Approximately, the decrease maybe stated to be 2,800 ounces, to be attributed to the entire falling 
ofl'at Shepardstown. *

The repented floods have greatly interfered with Mr. Shepard’s new system—not yet matured. 
Tiie lease has a large area yet imworked, and, with the hydraulic injector matured, a return to the usual 
annual yields may be expected. ’ '

In eonelusion, I must state that the present state of this gold-field is one of increased depression, 
and its prospective state depends on capital and greater energy.

Tram axd Ajjeiloxg Distbict—Queasbeyax Division1.
(0. J. B. Bchn, Mining lleghlrar.)

I hate tho honor to report that during the past year mining matters have been rather dull in this Division ; 
but things are beginning to look a little more hopeful just now. A party of four local people have taken 
up 10 acres as a gold lease at Mac’s Ecef, which was an old lease abandoned in 1883. A new shaft lias 
been sunk to a depth of 50 feet. The stone has hcen tested from that depth and found payable. Another 
party of four, from Goulburn, have applied recently for a 10-acrc gold lease adjoining, and are sinking a 
new shaft. Some good specimens have been found.

At Briudabella, on the Goodradigbec Biver, a company has been formed to work 26 acres (alluvial 
working). A good deal of work has been done, but the water supply is not satisfactory. A head-race, 4 
miles long to the works is being constructed, and an expenditure of about £900 has been incurred—so 
the manager, Mr. Ecid, informed me. A trial washing has taken place, the result being 3 dwts. to the 
load.

I may state that as yet very few miner’s rights have been taken out at this office this year ; but of 
course a great number would be issued by the Mining Registrar at Captain’s Flat now.

The expected visit of the Prospecting Board this week may be the means of stimulating matters 
about here.

Tram a xu Adelon-g District—XnnTviJEU.E Division-.
(Gr, IV. Mgers, Mining Begisirar.)

I hate the honor to submit my annual report for the year 1SS7, and I am glad to stale that a perceptible 
improvement in mining affairs has taken place during this year. At ICydra Reefs, S. M‘Donald, on behalf 
of a company, applied for a gold lease of 10 acres, on which ho has kept five experienced minors regularly 
at work, and succeeded in raising a considerable quantity of good looking stone. Through tho 
courtesy of Mr. S. M'Donald, tho proprietor of the crushing plant, I am placed in a position to say 
that out of a trial crashing of 25 tons of stone, which was obtained from tbe surface to a depth of 35 feet, 
the very favourable yield of 25 oz. of gold was obtained.

Kiss, Tindall, and parly have also applied for a gold lease of 10 acres at Kydra, aud have 
had five men constantly employed, who have raised a quantity of gold-bearing quartz; but, up to tbe date 
of this report, have not had a crushing. It is the intention of both the above parties to float companies. 
I may state that the whole of tho abovementioned stone was got from leaders only, no main reef having 
yet been struck. ^Nineteen minor’s rights were issued, as against seven for the preceding year. During 
tbe year many specimens of minerals were brought to me to be forwarded to Sydney for assay ; and a 
good deal of prospecting has been done in various parts of my Division with varying success. No doubt 
a considerable quantity of gold in small parcels, obtained in” this manner, was 'sold privately, and con
sequently I am unable to furnish any return of such.

I anticipate a further improvement in mining matters hero during the coming year.

Torn’ an’d Aheloxg District—Train1 Division-.
{Charles J. Lloyd, Mining Begistrar.)

All tho mining in this Division is alluvial. No payable quartz reefs are being worked. One party is 
prospecting on the old Lacmalac Reef, and another at Murphy’s Reef, Micalong ; but no machinery is at 
work up to date.

Neither of the banks here buy gold, owing to the very small quantity that is brought in. It is 
therefore very difficult to estimate the exact quantity of gold that is got in this Division. Eighty-four 
miner’s rights were issued by me in 1SS7, as against fifty iu 1836, which shows an increase of thirty-four 
miners. A large number of these are prospecting on Weejasper Creek, about 40 miles from here; but up 
to dale no report of the discovery of payable gold has been received in this office.

Messrs. Ryan aud party have applied for a 50-acre special lease on the Shaking Bog Creek, and 
have now about twenty men working there forming a water-race, "When this is completed, they appear 
sanguine of getting payable gold. This is tbe only large undertaking in this Division. If it should prove 
successful there is no doubt that a stimulus will be given to the mining industry in this Division.

' Tumut axb Ahelon-g District—Kian-uea Division-.
{W. D. Bailcg, Mining Begistrar.)

Herewith I have the honor to forward my report for Kiandra Division for 1887.
The number of miner’s rights issued was 115.
The amount of gold won, 2,454 oz. Doubtless there were other parcels that did not pass through 

local buyers hands that are not accounted for in this report.
The wash-ups generally were very poor, although the past was a good season for water.
Mr. Pattinson, Manager of the Kiandra Gold-mining Company reports:—Have sluiced 2,221 

hours, each with two nozzles. The average height of bank sluiced away. 110 ft. The amount of bottom
cleaned
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cleaned np, (5,053 superficial yards. The amount of ■ gold won, 1,707 ok. !) dwt. Owing to tlie bottom 
dipping we have to open a new tail-race, tho turn-tunncll for which we have already driven 500 feet. 
When this is completed, sluicing will be resumed. Our dam at the Three-mile is now "full.

Mr. Drummond, of the Empress Company, at Twoc-mile, reports:—During the year wc have deepened 
our tail-race and improved the head-races. When water was available, worked the mine with seven men. 
The amount of gold won, S2 ok.

# Heinz and Hooper report having driven 5S0 feet in their tunnel, on Township Hill. Put in two 
air-shafts—one at 43 feet and the other at SO. At a distance of 520 feet, put in a jump-up. Struck lignite 
and a little gold 40 feet from the lower level. A t 20 feet from lower level we followed the underlie of the 
lignite a distance of 70 feet, but had to desist, owing to the water getting too heavy for ns.

_ At present we are driving the lower level to drain the water from the 20-feel level. Total amount 
of driving aud sinking, 822 feet.

At the Eight-mile, Patterson and Patrick have not: cleaned up. I cannot ascertain what their yield 
will be. J

There were two applications to lease—one of 25, the other 20 acres.

Tujut Airn Adelostg District—Reedy Peat Division.
(-/. 1\ Bely. Mining Itegisfrar.)

I have the honor to forward you the annual report for tbe Reedy Pint Division of the Tumut and Adelong 
Mining District for the year 1887.

The number of miner’s rights issued were 05 ; business licenses, 3.
The amount of gold purchased by Mr. TiinmU, the local, storekeeper, was 530 oz.: aud there is no 

douht that another 50 or GO ok. were sold privately to the banks in Adelong and Tumbarumba.
A. number oi payable quad/, reefs are known to exist in this locality, but it requires machinery on 

the ground, and capital to work them, '

Tumut and AmaoN-a District—AnnuRY Division.
(Gharhs A. Conleyt Miming Itcgissfrar.)

1. have the honor to report that mining, last year, has not progressed so satisfactorily as anticipated.
i The Bungowannah Company’s machinery, although very complete and modern, could not save ' 

sufficient gold, owing to tlie presence of refractory ores, to warrant a continuance of the large outlay 
necessary for carrying on operations, and work has been suspended for the present. The Soudan Com
pany, whose claim is situated at Splitter’s Creek, after spending a large amount of capital, also gave up 
for time being, but are about making a fresh start. At one time the above companies employed from 
eighty to ninety men. Messrs. Pyc & 'Wealauds (May Day, Blade Range) have had two very good 
crushings—41 ok. for 20 tons, and G4 oz. for 1G tons—and are about crushing again, and anticipate 4 oz. 
to the load. They are down 110 feet; reef 8 inches, running cast and west. Messrs. "Wcnlands and 
party struck a very rich patch south of Portuguese Gully, near Black Range, which yielded 81 oz. for 
3 tons ; but tho shoot of gold is very short. They also contemplate having another crushing shortly.

i During the year a fresh start was made on the Ethiopian Lease, Black Range (Lawson aud party) ; 
crushing yielded 10 oz. for 4 ions. ”

The Hail-can has attracted tho attention of four or five different parties, but tbeir efforts have been 
but poorly rewarded.

The Advance Australia Company had a trial crushing at Chiltern of 8 tons; yield, 0 oz. 1 dwt. 
They arc still sinking on a small leader. Some prospecting has been done at Hine-mile Reserve and 
Portuguese Gully, with varying success.

No silver or tin mining has been done, ol tho ugh traces of both arc to be met with in the district.

Tumut and Adelong District—Cootamundra Division.
{A. J. M'Garthy, Mining 'Registrar.')

I have the honor to forward my report of mining operations in this Division for the year ended 31st 
December, 1887. ’

. I regret to have to state that mining has made very little progress during the period, notwith
standing the largo area of auriferous country iu the Division.

Three gold-mining leases, one mineral lease, one extended quartz claim, and one quart/, prospecting 
protection area, have been applied for during tbe past year, and forty-one miner’s rights have been issued 
from this office for the same period. There is very little alluvial mining going on, operations being almost 
entirely confined to quartz. "

. Peel and Ur all a District—Glen Innes Division.
(Mr. Warden Mar/in, P.M., Glen Innes.)

Tin.
The exceptionally high prices ruling in the home market gave an impulse to the production of this metal, 
which was sustained throughout the year, and, as the rainfall was abundant, the output of ore rose to 
more than 700 tons above that of the previous year.

. The increase came from no particular lead or new ground, but was general over the whole field ; 
and land which had formerly been prospected aud abandoned as being too poor, was again taken up and 
worked to a profit under the altered condition of the market.

_ Although persevering and expensive prospecting in tho deep ground westward of portion 8, in the 
parish of Hamilton, has failed to discover the lead supposed to be continuous to the Gulf in that direction, 
a. connected run of rich wash has been traced and worked from the celebrated (Lesley Mine, in the same 
parish, to the point first above indicated. A prospecting association, formed at Emmavillo some months 
ago, have, with much public spirit, undertaken to test the ground along the course of the old basaltic 
overflow, and commencing at the Gulf, where a sheer fall of between 500 and 000 feet breaks the

continuity
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continuity of tlie run, they ore driving a tunnel in on the face of the declivity, at a point where the wash 
is exposed, at what is believed to be its western limit. If further exploration should prove this theory to 
be true, an enormous expansion will be given to the particular mining industry which has hitherto been 
the most important one of the district. In any case, the output is not likely to fall off during the coming 
year, should the present high price of tin be maintained, as prospecting is being pushed out very generally 
over the whole district, and small contributions from many sources will help to swell the general total, 
even should no rich leads be dropped upon. ’

Lode mining for this metal has been persevered in under much difficulty by a determined and hopeful 
few, and if the field from this source, during the past twelve months, has not exceeded 150 tons, the following 
remarks by tbe managing proprietor of the Ottery Mine (Mr. ,T. H. lieid) foreshadows a probability of belter 
things to come in the near future “ During tbe year the Ottery Mine has produced 2.171 tons 12 cwt. 
tinstone, which, -when crushed, returned 7(j tons 3 cwt. 1 qr. IS lbs. black tin ore, or at the rate of 3'5 
per cent. Ihe increased value of ore has enabled the proprietory to continue exploring the mine by a 
tunnel. That, at a disi mice of 350 feet from the mouth, is expected to intersect the main lode traversing the 
property at a point 150 feet perpendicular from the surface. Already 340 feet have been driven in at au 
approximate cost of £1200, and should the point of intersection show payable ore, many years’ profitable 
work will be assured. At; tho 90 feet level the lode is in places over 10 feet wide, and there is now 

■ exposed to view from that level upwards some twelve months’ work. Tho increased price obtainable for 
ore (£84;) should give a great stimulus to lode mining, and thus afford an opening for some of the surplus 
labour which lor some time past has been moving about; the country.”

The returns of ore raised, give for:— ^
tons. cwt.

Vegetable Creek............................................................... 2,G39 14
Glen Innes........................................................................... 200 10

which, at £65 per ton (the average price at the smelling works, Leur Jlill), gives a value of £185,003 on 
the ground.

The average numbers of miners employed has been about: —
Europeans ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Chinese ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 020

al lutes of wages from Ss. downwards. Ivot many miners, however, are working on daily wages. The 
great majority arc working on tribute, at rates varying according to the richness or comparative poorness 
of the ground.

888 tons 15 cwt. refined tin paised through tho smelting works at Tent Ilill, aud were for
warded by rail lo Morpeth, at a total cost for carriage by steam and rail of £3 16s. Sd. per ton.

Silver.
The opening up of the rich silver-mines at Silverton, coupled with the successful treatment of the 

local argentiferous ores at Webb’s Mine, Little Plant Creek, have at last drawn the attention of capital
ists to the possibility of wealth lying within the depths of the hitherto neglected silver-bearing lodes at 

egetable Creek ; and now, instead of encouraging the influx of long needed capital, a word of warning 
is necessary in restraint of the reckless phase of speculation which thoughtlessly regards all silver-hearing 
propeities placed on the market as of equal value, and as affording equal and certain roads to an easy and 
sudden acquisition of fortune. That some of the lodes discovered are very valuable can no longer be a 
matter of doubt, but intending investors should bear in mind that a sustained expenditure of capital will 
be required, under skilful and trained management, to achieve success in a form of mining where the 
records of failure have been so numerous.

Tbe proprietors ot TV'ebb’s Mine have been fortunate in securing the services of a thoroughly com
petent gentleman as captain of their mine, and fo his skilful manipulation of the ores is mainly duo the 
success which so far has been achieved. The necessary plant for treatment of the ores had been erected 
and raised at the close ot the year, and it is expected that when the machinery is in full working order a 
satisfactory dividend for the shareholders will prove that the mine has uot been over-valued, °

i lie argentiferous galena ores at Pye’s Creek will, it is anticipated, prove easier of reduction than 
those at Little Plant; but, although trial shafts arc being vigorously put down on most of the properties, 
there arc no apparent preparations to treat the ores on the ground.

The central mine on this field has been floated under the name of the m' Pye’s Creek Silver-miniii<r 
Co.,” aud, from the local Managing Director, I gather that at the close of the year tho shaft on the main 
lode had been put down 92 feet;. Tlie lode at that level was 10 feet wide, with a core of solid galena 4 
feet across, and veins of the same ore 2 fo 4 inches thick, running through quart/, aud gossan on each 
side. A largo quantify of ore, estimated to yield from 130 to 150 oz. of silver to tbe ton, had been stocked 
at the mouth of tho shaft, aud itis intended to erect a reverberatory furnace on the ground for its direct 
smelting. The ore throughout is said to average 50 per cent, lead, and the assays, since passim* tiie 50- 
feet level, to have given from 50 to 720 oz. of silver per ton of lead. Shafts sunk on adjoining properties 
it is said, give similar results, and altogether the outlook for silver mining is most promising in this 
locality.

As bands and even extensive tract,s of slate are frequently met with iu the granite country, on the 
eastern fall of the main range, it is but natural that the excitement on the subject of silvcr-ininino' should 
hatc led io much exploration in that direction; but. although much loose stuff has been submitted to 
assay, nothing giving so rich a promise as that of the ore from (he broken country on the western fall lias 
been discovered. "

. J have given Webb s aud Pyc s Creek Mines as examples of the best known ores in their respec
tive localities—20 miles apart.

In the former, farlerz and antimony appears to preponderate ; in the latter, galena.
The country being explored and taken up on tlie supposed continuation of these leads extends 

sonthcily from Pyc s Creek, between 30 and 40miles. IS"ine miles east of Deepwater, under Capoompota 
some promising lodes have been discovered, and are being prospected. : ■

With tho exception of ore for test treatment, no metal has yet been sent out of the district.
Gold.



Gohl.
"Willi the exception of the operations undertahen hy the Glen Elgin Gold-sluicing Company lo 

turn the course' of Ihe Glen Elgin liiver, there has not beea anything in connection with mining for this 
metal worthy of special notice. Unfortunately for the successful accomplishment of their object by the 
above company, an unexpected obstacle has shown itself at the 40-feet level in tlie cutting already opened, 
and to complete the work to the necessary depth of 70 feet a central core of 30 feet of hard granite will 
have to be removed before the waters of the river can be drained away.

The length of the artificial channel at present formed is 1,930 feet, and it is 100 feet wide, and 
40 feet deep in the centre.

Nearly tho whole of the mass cleared away consisted of decomposed granife in situ, and generally 
of so soft a nature as to be readily removed by hydraulic sluicing.

As the expense of removing the hard granite core by blasting will necessarily bo heavy, it has been 
decided to stay operations in the cutting for the present, and to thoroughly test the supposed deposits of 
tin and gold in the bed of the river, with a view to ascertain whether there is a probability of an adequate 
return on the expenditure of additional capital in the venture.

About twenty-five European miners have been directly employed in mining for gohl at scattered 
points from Glen Elgin to Oban ; but as it is estimated that not more than 450 oz. have been won from 
the alluvial, the field cannot be looked upon as rich, nor the rate of remuneration such as to entice many 
into the wild country where for many years these often grey-headed men have led a solitary and reelusc- 
like life. ’

Gold is found associated with tin at Oban, and the ninety Chinese lin-miners at that place have 
contributed something to the total as above which I have given tiie European miners credit for. Beyond 
securing specimens with a view to lloat companies, nothing is being done with tbe gold-bearing reefs 
known to exist.

Bismuth.
It is very difficult lo obtain reliable data on which to found an estimate of the oulput aud value of 

this metal, as the manager of the only mine actually at work (the Kingsgate), acting under instructions 
from his principals, declines to give any information ou those points. A personal inspection of the mine 
early in January showed me that forty men and twenty boys were at work at various shafts and tunnels 
on the company’s land, and that a large amount of excavation had been effected during the year in 
searching for the mineral. The ore is not found in fissure lodes, as is usually the case with other metals, 
but in irregular shaped cavities termed I; pipes,” which have been followed downwards in the granite rocks 
to a depth in some instances of UK) feet.

The ore is roughly broken, hand-picked, and worked before being hugged for shipment to England, 
and averages about 50 per cent, under this treatment.

According to the railway returns, 3-3 tons 9 evt, 1 qr. 23 lb. were forwarded during the year to 
Newcastle ; and I believe this to have been about the output of the mine for the past twelve months.

At the adjoining (Glen Tunes) mine, very little work has been done, in consequence, I believe, of a 
want of sufficient capital; but if. is to all appearance as rich in bismuth as its neighbour, and is said 
moreover to contain some valuable ores of silver.

The country is generally of coarse granitic formation, overlaid in places with a thin crust of basalt. 
The bismuth-bearing granite rock is well defined, and cut off ou the north, cast, and west hy a broad belt 
of slate, beyond which in those directions none of that metal has been found.

Copper.
This metal is known to exist in the ■district, and an analysis of a sample recently submitted for 

assay gave:—
Metallic copper, 13 2 per cent.
Pine silver, at the rate of 14 oz. .13 dwt. 2 gr. per ton,

It does not appear however that any action is being taken to secure or work the ground, whence 
the specimen was taken. In eonelusion, 1 think I have sufficient to warrant in assuming that a new life 
will be permanently infused into mining in this Division in consequence of the influx of capital, backed by 
enterprise aud skill, which the silver mining excitement has brought about; aud although it is quite cer
tain that very many of the companies so easily floated to work local mineral lands will never pay a dividend 
on the money subscribed by the shareholders, still there are properties in every way worthy of the outlay 
contemplated, and whose certain return of profit will lead to an expansion of bona fide mining much 
beyond anything that could have been anticipated at ihe close of 1839.

BrxGKiiA Division—Peel and Uhama Djstbict.
(Mr. Warden Lawson, B.M.. Bingcra.')

1 have the honor to report on the various goldfields in my district. On almost every field the numbers 
have increased. There has been greater activity, if the results have not been as satisfactory as antici
pated.

Jiingera Diamond fields.— These are deserted. The plant of tho A..DAT. Co. tins been sold and 
some removed, the leases forfeited and taken up by other parties, who arc not doing much work.

' ■ Gold.
"Wcarne and party have sunk on tho “All Nations” Beef about 120 feet. The 

reef is about S feet wide. Several tons of stone have been tested in various plants, yielding at each 
between .10 to IS dwt. of fine gold per ton, aud with pyrites, about 5 oz. per ton. The proprietors have 
not yet succeeded in placing a battery on the property.

Bobby Whitlow.—A few old miners still continue to make a living. Tenders have several limes 
been called for sinking shafts on the prospecting reserves, without obtaining respondents.

Gympie Flat.—Adjoining the diamond-fields a small rush set iu at this place, aud for some months 
past a number of men have earned more than wages.

Spring Creek.—TJ. Beading and party have followed a reef down some 70 feet, working the casing 
with profitable results for months past. Miller and party have opened a copper vein, with very 
promising returns so far as gold is concerned, the indications and (surrounding country being very 
similar to the rich workings at Top Eingera years ago, Upper
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Upper Buigarn,,—Most of the leases forfeited, Collins, Court, & Co. placed au engine and pump ou 
one claim, tlie issue was not sufficiently remunerative to induce them to continue operations. With the 
exception of a few meu worhtng the alluvial, the field is deserted.

_ .Barraifl.—Tea Tree Pioneer G-.M. Co. have erected a battery. In one patch 112 lb. of stone
yielded 5S oz. of gold. They are now down 120 Ieet, but tbe yield is not up to the expectation of 
promoters. ‘

IronbarJcs. -Some rich finds. At one time 200 men on ground. Geddens & Co. have erected 
12-stamper battery, 'working their own reef, and crushing for the public. Several other companies formed 
and started.

Grom Mountain.—Some few hands have done well in the alluvial, finding specks up to 8 oz. A 
company has restarted to work the reefs which formerly yielded well.

Paling Yards.—During the wet season a few men did fairly well in alluvial.
. The output for the year 1887 exceeded the preceding year ou alt the fields, excepting “ Top 

Bingara,’’ ”
Dor Bingara proper, I understand, about 1,050 oz. have been forwarded. Some interest may be 

attached to the discovery of some remains of extinct animals existing in this locality in ancient limes. 
Mr. C. Cullen, of the Geological Branch, Sydney, has been busy excavating bones at Myall Creek, and 
up to Ihe present has unearthed fossil remains oi; three distinct animals, diaprotodon and others. Other 
interesting discoveries are anticipated.

Tin. ■
A discovery of tin was made on Gragiu Creek, about 14 miles from Warialda. Pour leases 

wore taken up. First prospects were encouraging, but on cutting into tbe hill, the wash did not yield 
enough tin to warrant further outlay. Fight leases wore also taken on the Delungra Creek, Myall Creek 
Bun, but no work has been done.

Tajiwouth Ditision.—Piciir, and Up.ait, District.
{Mr. Warden Irving. P.M.t Tamworth.')

There being no proclaimed gold-field in the portion of the Mining District of Peel Biver and ITralla, of 
which I have charge, I have necessarily hut a meagre report to make at any time. Thirty miners’ rights 
and six mineral licenses have been issued by me during 1887. I am not aware of any mining for copper, 
tin, manganese, cobalt, or other mineral otherwise than gold, being actively prosecuted iu Ibis division.

As regards mining for gold, five leases have been applied for at Swamp Oak Creek and Mullah 
Creek, a tributary of Swamp Oak Creak. Total area of these applied for portions is 70 acres. Glowing 
reports have appeared in local newspapers of tbe richness of the auriferous ironstone and quartz intended 
to be mined on the creeks before-mentioned, but nothing has been made known to me of auv tan mb] o 
nature, as to tbe extent of the reef or reefs, or of any assays that raav have been made; nor do I know 
that sinking has been carried out to any depth. The mining seems to me to be chiefly of a prospecting 
character It is to bo hoped that there may soon be proof afforded of the stuff being pavayble and 
largely distributed, so as to afford some employment of labour and benefit, not only the applicants for 
the leases, but the town and district of Tamworth. In tho ranges behind Tamworth some persons have 
been prospecting for gold. I have been shown some specimens of quartz containing gold from these 
ranges, but as yet no leases have been applied for. Gold has for some years back been known to exist in 
small quartz veins in the ranges behind Tamworth. The parties giving these reefs a trial may succeed in 
finding some payable quartz, though I have hoard of no results from their researches as yet. There is a 
large extent of country between the gold-fields of Xundle and Bowling Alley Point at one extremity of 
tbe Peel District, and tbe gold-fields near Barraba at tho other, about the nature of which, as regards 
gold bearing, hardly anything is known. The gold-fields I have alluded to arc 70 miles to aO miles 
apart. 1 do not think the intervening country has been thoroughly prospected.

Peel and Ur alia District—Scone Division.
{Mr. Warden Parker, P.M., Scone, ')

I hate the honor to forward my fifth animal report upon tbe Scone Division of tlie Peel and Uralla 
Mining District, under my charge.

During the period 1st January to 81st December, 1SS7, 157 miners’ rights and two business 
licenses have been issued in this office, being a considerable increase on the previous year, only forty-five 
miners’ rights being issued in 1S8G. ‘

At Stewart’s Brook Gold-field, distant about 40 miles from Seonc, in a north-easterly dirc;tion. 
About twenty claims (quartz) have boen partially worked during the past eight months, and a great 
quantity of stone is to grass waiting to be crushed.

During the last year about 550 tons of stone has been crushed at the water-power battery at 
Stewart’s Brook, ably managed by Mr. IF. Towns, yielding 550 oz. of gold, of the value of about £2,000.

There are now about 200 gold miners, with their wives and families, settled on the field, and 
prospecling is going on briskly.

_ _The want of crushing machinery is greatly felt on this field. The country is very rugged and 
precipitous. It costs about 30s. per ton to cart tbe stone from a number of good claims (where tlie 
reefs vary from 9 inches to 3 feet wide) a distance of about 3 miles to tbe site of the present and only 
machine on tbe field. This heavy charge prevents many claims froai being worked ; therefore the erection 
of a second crushing machine in a suitable place would most materially assist in the development of the 
field,* as a yield of 1 oz. per ton would give the shareholders a good paying dividend where the coat of 
conveying the stone from the mouth of the claim to the battery should not cost more than (say) 10s. per 
ton. “

I have heard from some shareholders that there is now a good prospect of their having a second 
machine erected at the required spot, which will thus save them 2Us, per ton in expenses, and no doubt 
good resnlts will follow; at least I hope so. '

i At Moo nan Brook, the Denison Gold-field, six quartz reef claims have been partially worked 
during the past year, and 120 tons of stone has been crushed at tbe Mater-power Battery, under the 
management of Mr. F, Williams, yielding a return of about 110 oz. of gold, of the value of £375.

6C5—M At
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At the present time ten miners are engaged at this place in gold-mining. There are many more 
men on tho field who formerly worhed as miners, hut now occupy their time as wire fencers, hush
labourers, Ac., about the district. ... ,

In conclusion, 3. am happy to report that the gold-mining prospects of this division are much 
brighter than they have been at any tame since my arrival in 1883, and I trust that the increase to our 
mining population may result in the discovery of good gold-hearing reefs.

90 ■

PlSETj AUD UllALLA D.IS'1'KICX—NuSDLli DIVISION.

(Mr. Warden J. L, King, F.M., Kundlc.)
I iiavn the honor to forward my report for the past year of the Hun die Division of the Peel and Ifralla 
Mining District. I took charge of this district on the 1st September, and since then I have made, an 
inspection of the principal claims and leases. ,

During the year mining generally has taken a step forward. When Mount Ephraim was disposed 
of other leases were immediately applied for in the vicinity of this huge mass of cement. Leases were 
also taken up tu other parts of the tield. of which I will speak hereafter. ...

Mount Ephraim Company.—The operations of this company are carried out on an ancient river bed, 
commonly known in this district as cement, a large quantity ot which had been ground sluiced by small 
parties previous to the present company being formed. Tho mine now occupies an excavated space of 
about 100 feet long by 100 feet wide by 37 feet deep. On the floor of this a shaft is being sunk, and 
which is now at a depth of about 60 feet, with a view of ascertaining the depth of tho deposit.

Machinery, consisting of one 10-horsc semi-compound portable engine, two 0-foot Huntington 
pans, capable of putting 40 tons of cement through per diem.- Saw-bench and blacksmith’s shop are all 
fixed and in first-class working order. The tallies arc undergoing some improvements. There is an 
excellent supply of water, and in a few days the company's mining manager will commence work in 
earnest, and the results are looked forward to with a very keen interest. _ ,

The five leases, extending from the back of “ Priek's Hotel,” at Ihe Hanging Dock, to Dangar s 
Gully, the site of Walker’s old claim, are not being worked, with the exception of that near Walkers old 
tunnel. The new company arc driving a tunnel under the basalt, and through serpentine formation, in 
search of the lead. They are now in some 450 feet. As soon as these leases are granted it is to bo hoped 
that work will be commenced in earnest. _

Two 25-acrc leases have been applied for by Messrs. Soaver, Hire bo, and others at the Hed Hill 
(or Yahoo Gully), but no work has been done pending the leases being granted. The company have 
secured the water-race known as Power and Emblem’s, which will provide an ample supply tor all 
purposes. The results from this property arc considered certain to be good, as some very coarse gold has 
been obtained by the ordinary hand crushing and washing process. .

' Henderson's Claim, at Mount Misery, is still being worked. Tbe tunnel is now some 1,900 feet 
in. The cement obtained, however, is not as rich has it has been nearer the surface..

At Anderson’s Fiat, near Bowling Alley, Mr. Hale and Dr. Bead intend to join in the expense of 
erecting heavy pumping machinery, and have great hopes of success after the water is mastered.

. 1 Kerfs.
Work is being vigorously carried on at Foley;s Beef, Bowling Alley Point. The tunnel is about 

755 feet in, and they have again struck the reef showing gold. This reef is one of the finest m the 
district, being 3 feet 6 inches wide m many places, aud very rich patches have been obtained by di/lere-iit 
parties during the progress of the tunnel. The parties who now hold the claim are working with a will, 
and will soon ha\e suilicient stone for a crushing. . .

The John Bull ami Carrington are also at work on what is believed to be the same reef. The John 
Bull had a crushing just before Christmas. I am informed it went 1 oz. to tho ton. Ihe owners of the 
Carrington, after widening their shaft, struck gold, and have since been driving to the south.

Ou the company's estate the Marquis of Lome Company has hcen wound np with a great loss to 
the shareholders, but it is likely to be soon worked again in a more economical way, the opinion of 
many being that it is one of the best properties in the district. The Scandinavian is the only other claim 
at work in this locality. t . . •

In the vicinity’ of tho Hanging Bock, Kennedy and Frisk have applied for a lease embracing tbeir 
old shaft, which they abandoned some time ago on account of excess of water, and have driven a tunnel 
90feet lower down the hill, some 212 feet in. At 190 feet they struck a rich leader, and are now driving 
to the south of the reef showing gold, and intend sloping up towards their old shaft.in which they were 
upon gold when driven out by the water. ’There are several other tunnels being driven on this lino of 
reef, but with no very great results. . ,

Busielm’s old claim lias again been taken up by M’Helly and Hethersole, and operations will 
be shortly commenced. _

Ho work is being done on the Brown Snake reef, and the claims cast of tlie Serpentine are all 
idle. A large number of rid) leaders arc continually being found, but are principally on or near the 
surface, and are in the vicinity of the Hanging Bod:.

Alluvial mining is not much resorted to now. though occasionally a few nice water-worn nuggets 
are found. The Chinese arc continually fossicking in the river and creeks, but it is impossible te say 
what their returns are.

Tlie supply of water is sufficient for all purposes a.t present.
Nothing has been done in respect to other minerals.
The revenue has been largely increased by the rents ou leases lately taken up, and the future of 

tho field depends on the results that will be obtained from Mount Ephraim, Yahoo Gully, and Dangar’s 
Gully leases. .

Beef mining is in a better state than last year, tlie claims being worked with more energy.
Ho serious accidents to report, and very few disputes. All workings visited by me well secured 

and ventilated.
Peed
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Peel ash Ur: alla Distjiict—Abmidale Divisiox.
{Mr. Warden C. JS. Smith, Armidale.)

I hate the honor to submit iny annual report for the Armidnlo portion of Ihe Peel and Uralla Joining 
District for the year 1887. It appears the gold obtained during the past twelve months is in excess of the 
quantity found in 1880 by 1.000 ok., as nearly 5,000 ok. arc represented as the approximate yield for 1887. 
Antimony ore, to the extent of 110 tons, have been raised, and about 10 tons of tin have been secured 
during the past year. _ _

Prospecting has been carried on with varied success in different localities by a number of miners, 
and even finds of gold havo occasionally been reported, and a few of the newly discovered quart/, reefs are 
alleged to hoof considerable importance and highly auriferous, hut cannot be profitably developed without 
considerable capital, and expensive machinery directed by competent and experienced mining engineers. 
Companies have been formed, or arc in course of formation, to work rich quart/ veins found at Baker's 
Creek, mil grove, and favorable accounts of profitable workings are expected, as the crushings by George 
Smith and party are reported to he very remunerative, and indicate rich payable gold-field has been 
discovered.

Tho operations of the Eleanora Gold-mining Company at llillgrove, close to Baker’s Creek, 
extracted 2,188 oz. 18 dwt. 5 gr. of gold, valued at i!8,4S1 Ifis. Sd. from 6,318 tons of atone, and gave 
employment to from fifty to fifty-five men, and raised 110 tons of antimony. Three shafts have been 
sunk respectively 175, 85, and 100 feet, butthc stone raised though very poorhas more limn paid expenses. 
The machinery in use is a 25-stamper battery, air compressor, with drills, whims, &c.

■ Peel axu Uralla District—Tixoiia axb Tnveiucll Divisioxs.
{Mr. Warden Fraser, F.M., InoerelV).

I have the honor herewith to submit my annual report for 1837 on the Tingha and Invcrell Divisions of 
the Peel and Uralla Mining District, under my charge. _

Although the weather upon the whole lias been favourable for mining operations the output of ore 
has fallen off this year. This I attribute chiefly lo the fact that the alluvial is pretty veil worked out. ■ 

I estimate the whole product for the year at about 1,536 tons. Owing, however, to tho advanced 
rates ruling for ore this year, the amount realized exceeds that of last year by some £2,000.

There has been a steady decline in the output of tin ore for the last six years, as shown by sub
joined table:—

Year. 1 Oiu niibcd, 1 Value.

| Tons.
1

U
1SS2 3..TOO i ) 80,000
iss:s 3,301 | 50,000

' 1884 2,700 60.000
1SS5 2.000 50,000
1386 18,000 ? 1 40,000
1887 j 35,000 ? j 48,000

1

Our alluvial claims are nearly worked out, and although there are numerous reefs on the field, 
capital is required to develop them. Very few as yet arc being worked, and unless holders induce 
capitalists to join them many claims must be abandoned, as capitalists hesitate to invest on values placed 
by lessees on undeveloped ground.

An attempt was recently made to form a private prospecting company, with a capital of £10,000, 
which I regret to say was unsuccessful, only some £7,000 being subscribed. Had it succeeded 1 believe 
capitalists would have operated with more confidence. The result would have been that a large mining 
population would be established, farmers and storekeepers would have found a cash market for their goods, 
and wo would be independent of the long looked for railway. _

The diamond industry is faking a breather, very little being done at present on ihatpartof the 
field. The absurdly high expectations of holders of land of this nature prevent capitalists meeting them.

A reported discovery of gold and bismuth has been made in the north-east portion of the field. 
The assays arc said to he good, hut experienced miners suspect that the samples sent for treatment were 
concentrated, consequently the discovery has not caused much excitement. The prospectors, however, 
are very confident, and intend sinking to a depth of 100 feet to further prove the reef.

Peel asd Uralla District.—Tixoita Division.
{Win. Fort on. Mining Fcgistrari)

I have to report a falling off of 389 tons of tin during 1887 ; tho value of tin won during that year was 
£78,138, being £U,802 less than tho value of tin during 1880.

The falling-off of the yield of tin has been caused by the working out of the shallow ground. 
Attention lias, however, been turned to the deep ground and reefs, with every prospect of future success, 
if the present indications continue. _

'With respect to the diamond field I cannot speak, as that part of the division transacts its business 
through the Invcrell office.

Peel and Uralla District.—Besdemeer Division.
(,/, H. Stumbles, Mining Registrar.)

X have the honor to report, for your information, that during the year ending the 31st December, 1887, 
there has been four applications for mineral leases received at this office—three for the purpose of mining 
for tin, and ] for manganese. There has been 13 mineral licenses issued at this office, and 2 miners’ 
rights. None of the company’s arc at present working their ground. Murray & party have raised 3 tons 
of tin, which was disposed of at £65 per ton. Northy and party have raised 2 tons of tin, winch was 
disposed of at £60 per ton; Hetberington and party raised 2 tons 3 cwt., which was disposed of at £60 
per ton. These are the only parties at present working in the creek. Peel
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Peel a n i> TJhalla Dthtmct.—Tjballa Dmsioir.

{James Watt, Mining Registrar.)
I no myscif tlic honor to suhmit. for flie information of the Minister for Mines, the following report on 
mining matters in the Uralla. Division of the Peel and Uralla Mining District for the year 1887. _

I regret to say that there has been a falling-off in the gold yield generally as compared with that 
of 1886, which may, in a measure, be accounted for hy the fact that copious and continuous rains fell 
within the latter period, enabling miners to sluice off large quantities of wash dirt which had been stored 
up, in some cases, for years.

At Doherty’s Hill, about 3 miles west of Uralla, a considerable amount of work has been done 
during the year. It will ho remembered that Mr. Surveyor David, when sinking the district at the latter 
end of 1886, pointed out this locality as one likely to hear rich deposits. Every available piece of 
land in the vicinity has been secured, cither hy lease application or under the Mining Board regulations, 
I am informed by old residents that the ground was tried many years ago, but the water proved an 
insuperable obstacle, which frustrated all the efforts of the early miners to reach the bed rock and test the 
ground. _ _

Bice and party, however, have bottomed at a depth of 120 feet, obtaining (with great difficulty, on 
account of the rising water) prospects of about 3 on. to the load. In January last pumping gear ami 
machinery were erected at this claim, but proved of so unsatisfactory a character that it had to be 
removed. A new engine of 12-horse power is now on the ground and ready for work, which will, efleclu- 
ally combat the water, and the party are confident of success in the near future. _

The old Kocky Eiver Company, Jubilee Company, Tug of "War. and other parties, have also done 
good work in sinking shafts and putting up machinery at Doherty’s Hill, but no gold has, as yet, been 
obtained, owing to the difficulty before referred to. The work ol: sinking here is exceedingly laborious,— 
mostly through basalt of the very hardest description.

A rush took place in the beginning of last August to a spot near the "Wallaby Bocks, about 2 
miles south-west of Uralla, The ground is new, and the sinking soft and comparatively shallow (about 
20 feet.) Brown and Bonors, Crotly, Buss, Scanlon, and others, have taken up claims here; the first, 
mentioned party being the most successful, realizing at first from 1 to 2 oz. to tho load. Tho average 
present yield is from 11 to 23 dwt. This locality is, I fear, patchy, and not likely to become a perman
ently ricb field.

Sluicing operations at Bodger’sBush, Cabbage Tree Creek, and Tolly’s G-ully, appear to be of such 
a payable nature as to warrant several parties continuously working them, but I am unable to obtain 
reliable information as to the yields and prospects of these places. _

I am sorry to have to report that the Maitland Point Company have for a time suspended work. 
This company was formed for the purpose of thoroughly working on a large scale, by hydraulic dredging, 
the bed of the Eocky Bivor, previously “ fossicked ” by Chinamen, and abandoned. _ Powerful machinery 
has been erected, at a cost of some £3,000, and about 5,000 tons of alluvial tailings worked, realizing 
about 25 oz. Owing to some part of the machinery not being of the character required to cope with the 
spongy, clayey soil underlying the loose sand and gravel, work was suspended, and arrangements made 
for rectifying the error. The company expect this year to put a very large quantity of stuff through the 
process. _ t

The Long Tunnel Company (Messrs. Anderson and Young) have steadily and continuously worked 
their holding throughout the year, and the returns appear satisfactory.

The local branch of tho Bank' of Yew South Wales purchased 900 oz. of gold, at the rate of £3 
15s. per oz,; but no idea can be formed from this of the mining resources of this district, as large quanti
ties of gold are conveyed away by private hand.

The number of licenses issued was as follows:—
Miners’ rights .. 
Business licenses 
Mineral licenses

as against—
Miners’ rights .. 
Business licenses 
Mineral licenses

26G
5
2

141
4

Nil.
sold iu 1SSG, .

Seven applications to lease land, amounting in the aggregate to 51 acres, have been received by 
me during the year; also, sixteen applications for extended claims in old and abandoned ground, repre
senting 81 acres, and the following:—9 water-race and water-right applications; 3 dam and reservoir 
applications ; 7 block alluvial claim applications ; 2 creek claim applications ; and 1 prospecting (quartz) 
claim application.

Peel and Uualla District—Walcha Division.
{]£. Marriott, Mining Registrari)

Hkhewith I have the honor to submit my annual report for the Walcha Division of the Peel and Uralla 
Mining District for the year 1887.

1. Ghn Morrison.
The Glen Morrison Prospecting Company, after expending £1,000, have reopened work, for the 

purpose of reforming the [company and raising fresh capital. _ _
James Kean and party, working under a special permit, granted by tbe Minister for Mines, report 

having discovered a “leader ” containing gold, and they intend to raise about 10 tons, for the purpose of 
testing. _ . , ....

Other local companies have been formed for the purpose of testing the reefs in this locality, which 
it is to be hoped will lead to fresh discoveries.

2. Tia River Reefs.
Matheson & M'Tutyre, the proprietors of the princijiftl claim in this locality, have sold out io a 

new company', with a view to more extensive works being carried out. _ _ _
Mr. J. N. Watts, on behalf of tho new company, reports as follows:—The Tia Gold-mining 

Company have purchased the Tia Gold-mine, held under a lease by Matheson & MTutyre, consisting of
two
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two G-acrc ]casesf togetlier with the battery of five head of stampers driven by water wheel, and all 
appliances. They have an experienced manager to superintend the working of the mine, and it is their 
intention to sink a main shaft 220 feet, so as to cut the reef through at that level; this will leave them 
110 feet of a reef, averaging from 4 to 5 feet in thickness and yielding 13 dwt. to the ton ; hut, under 
improved appliances for saving gold, it is estimated that a far greater yield will result, The foundation is 
soft slate and sandstone, and no explosives of any kind have been used in the working, the ground being 
very easily worked. A tunnel at the 105-foot level will be used as a water channel.

Several claims were registered in this locality during the past year, but have not as yot proved 
payable. '

3. UxoKcnioc. 1
Mount Gurrinfjlon Giaim,—Hr. Henry Whittam reports having extended his tunnel to 400 feet, 

with a width of 4 feet and G feet high, clear of the timber. He has of late been occupied in making an 
“ air-shaft,” present depth GO feet, to be continued 40 feet further, in order to reach the level of the 
tunnel.

A considerable amount of prospecting has been going on in this district, more particularly at Glen 
Morrison and Tia Eiver, Ho new' discoveries of importance have as yet been reported, but some local 
companies having taken over some of the old workings in the localities named, better results arc looked 
fonvard to.

Miners’ rights issued during the year 1SS7, 70; mineral and business licenses, nil. No gold or 
mineral leases wore applied for.

About 59 ov,. of gold was purchased locally, chiefly “machine gold,” value, (average) £3 12s.
per oz.

Peel and Ukadla District—Bakraiia Division. .

(P. Sinclair, Mining linr/istrar.')

In submitting fo you my report on the Barraba Division of Peel and Urulla Gold-mining District for 
the year 1887,1 have the honor to inform you that there has been .184 minors’ rights, G business licenses 
and 1 mineral license issued. There are at present about GO miners working and prospecting at 
"Wooderuf Crow Mountain and Tea-tree Creek. There arc many of these miners shareholders in leases. 
There has been in all 53 applications for leases this year (1887.) Por the last three months mining 
business has been very slack; but, 1 think, now wo have entered into another year there will be a 
reaction. "

One thing we are much in want of here is proper machinery for saving the gold. A great deal of 
the gold found is very line, and floats away with the mud.

There arc three batteries, one at Tc.vtrce (the Pioneer Gold-mining Company’s), which has not been 
at work this last twelve months, and Pletchcr’s, old battery. Crow Mountain and tbe Tim our, ito., Com
pany’s at "Wbodorey.

I find it difficult to furnish you with a satisfactory report, owing to the scattered position of the 
miners, who are some of them selectors. There has been a great decrease in tbe population this last three 
months; but some of the miners are of an opinion that there arc better times coming for the district with 
the new year.

I cannot, form an estimate of the yield of gold, according to the scattered population and the small 
lots that have been crushed for different parties.

I have only held the office of Mining Hcgistrar for the last six months, and am not able to give the 
information that I could do if I had been longer in the position.

Peed and Uhat.la District—Bingeka Division.

{Titos. Connolh/, Mining llcffistrarl)

I do myself the bon or to submit to you my annual report for the year 1887, and although not as good as 
anticipated, on the whole it is very satisfactory. I have sold 162 miners’ rights and twenty-three mineral 
licenses, and received sixteen applications for gold-mining leases and fifteen mineral leases. And as far 
as I can ascertain thei’o has been 1,050 oz. of gold obtained during the year ; which is much in advance 
of 1886. The gold is firm alluvial workings, and got in small quantities. Very few of the leases are 
worked.

Peed and Hratj'.a District—Glen Lvnes Division.
{V. Z). IT. Hesnanl, Mining Bcgistrar.)

In submitting my report for the year 1887 I have the honor to state that the following areas have been 
applied for at tins office, to lease for mining purposes:—

No. a. r. p.
Gold (ordinary)........................................................................................ 4 20 0 0
])o (special)"........................................................................................... 1 27 2 7 ■

Mineral ........................................................................................... S 206 0 0

There were sold during the same period:— -
'Mineral licenses............................................................................................................. 103
Miners’ rights .............................................................................................................. 139
Business licenses .......................................................................................................... 5

In 1886, seventy-six, seventy-five, and four respectively were issued at Glen limes.
At date of writing this and for some months previously, prospecting here would seem to indicate 

very cheering prospetti for this division, ■
, Hunter
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IIUNTEE AKJ) MaCLEAV DISTRICT—COPELAND DlTISIOS-.
(Mr. Warden M‘Shane, V.M., Copeland.) ^ _

Dcrikg the prist twelve months mining has in this district been at a very low ebb, erushings have been 
few, and the results generally poor. The obstacles, however, have been many and great, so that poor 
returns arc by no means to be wondered at. .

A long wet season at the early part of the year flooded shafts, rendering work almost impractic
able, and when hopes were revived and work once more commenced, it was again impeded by heavy rain, ' 

Gold there must he in these parts, but work has not been carried sufficiently deep. I bare had 
some very rich specimens shown to me, coming from nearly every part of the field, showing that the metal 
is not only confined to one or two localities. _

Capital is greatly needed, also more improved labour and gold saving appliances.
The Centennial "Gold-mining Company (Limited) having already driven at a great depth a tunnel 

800 feet in length, measuring about 7 feet high by 7 feet wide, intend to commence operations at once, 
and extend their work, hoping to cut a rich reef at this depth, and run a tramway through the tunnel, 
which is sufficiently wide for a double set of lines. _ _

Should this company succeed, a great impetus will be given to deep sinking and tunnelling, and ' 
Copeland will once more assume a more lively aspect.

A five-head of Stamper’s battery, worked by water-power, lias during the past year been erected 
at Borancl, and a battery having fifteen" head (ten working) of Stampers has been erected at the Bowman, 
this latter being the property and worked by the Bowman .River Quartz Crushing Company (Limited).

Three things arc, as I have said, much needed here, capital judiciously expended, improved 
machinery, and experienced workers. .

Huxter and Macleay District—BunnAUELAH Division.
■ (ilfr. Warden Adawcelt, Bulladela]/.)

I no myself the honor to report as follows, with respect to the Bullndelah portion of the Hunter and 
Macleay Mining District:— .... .

I regret to be obliged to state that the sanguine anticipations entertained by mo last year have not 
borne fruit, and that but little work, generally speaking, is carried out on this field.

I visited Coolongolook on the 12th and 13th of this month and found only two parties working and 
one just about to commence. _ _

Conway and party and Paulson and party both expecting machinery; in fact, the greater part of 
that belonging to tbe former had arrived hut unfortunately a portion was lost by wreck on the voyage to 
Forster. On both those claims a large quantity of stone is ready for crushing.

Conway’s claim of 5 acres is close to the Mountain Widow and Paulson’s 20 acres on the Suttor 
Reef. Ho leases as yet granted in either case. 1 found at Mount Springfield (Stuart and party’s claim) 
machinery erected and a large dam, now full of wafer, constructed, and ready for work in a few days, but 
the plant is not powerful enough to work more than the proprietors can bring to grass. This claim is 
held on lease, and its prospects are very good. ■ _

I did not visit Paddy’s Creek, distant about 7 miles, as there was no one working there.
In order to prevent the ground lying idle I beg to suggest that leases of the claims at present 

applied for be granted, and after they have been executed a reasonable time that the Mining Registrar be 
directed to report on all such claims, as also upon all others held under lease, and that in all those cases 
where work is not carried out the lessees should be called upon to show cause why their leases should not 
be cancelled.

Such a proceeding would cither cause tbo then holders to work their claims or give way to those 
who would, as I have still reason to suppose that abundance of payable stone is to be obtained, and that 
all that is required to render tbo Coolongolook G-old-field a success are industry, capital, and economy.

.As regards any mineral I should recommend a similar course to be pursued.
On the claims of the Alum Company at Bulladclah Mountain a great amount of work has been 

performed, and consequent on the number of men employed and the large weekly expenditure a complete 
transformation of tbe appearance of the village is taking place.

Hester ash Macleay District—Kejipsex Division.
(Mr. Warden Ducat, D.M., Dempsey^)

In submitting my annual report on the mining interest in my division for tbe year 1887,1 have tbe honor 
to state that mining throughout the year has been almost nominal, such mineral leases ns are in force 
having been granted suspension of work with the renewals, thus exfending over the entire year, with only 
one exception—Baker’s lease, at Port Macquarie. The increased demand for minerals and the advance in 
value I trust will be an inducement to the proprietors to rework their leases with systematic energy,

Gold. _ '
There have been two or three prospecting parties on the creeks around the locality of Mount Sea 

View and the upper part of the Hastings and Ellenborongh rivers with varied success. Prospects have 
been found in various creeks, but up to date nothing payable,

A mineral lease was applied for by Buckman and Marshall at county Kaleigh. parish Ncwry. The 
lessees had some stone from the lease tested in Sydney, tbe test giving from 2j- to 3 oz. gold rate per ton. 
The lessees have now applied to have their lease converted into a gold lease. Tins has caused considerable 
excitement, and a rush has been made to the field, and prospecting was done on all the surrounding 
country with the result of a large area of ground being pegged out, and a further discovery of two more 
well defined reefs. As in all such rushes there is a great deal of exaggeration as to the extent and richness 
of the field. I expect after a time when it is more settled to be able to give a clear and reliable report 
on the field. There is very little doubt of its being a very extensive field, However, quite impossible to 
say yet how far the same quality of gold-bearing quartz may run and keep up its value.

Cobalt.
‘ The cohalt mines at Port Macquarie arc still being worked, but as works have to be erected, 

and arc now in course of erection, not much work is actually being done at the shaft. A few tons of 
ore are at grass awaiting the completion of the works.

Eighty miners’ rights have been sold this month to parties for the Deep Creek field, and doubtless 
many more will be applied for if the field proves a payable one. Hunter
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Huktkji akd Macleay District—Drsuoo .Division.

(jtfr. Warden C. O. Smith, P.il/’. Dungof],')
I hate the honor to report tlnit the gold ivoi’kiogs at "Wangat do not appear to have made much progress 
during the past year, only ten miners being now in that locality.

There are two registered claims, one at Upper and the other at Lower Wangat; the former styled 
the Marsh Creek Company, tho latter the Golden Spur Company.

The Marsh Creek Company employ four men, and work by a tunnel about 200 feet long, the 
depth from surface being about 100 feet. Toe underlay is l in -i, north, reef bearing cast and west: 
70 tons crushed for 53 ok. 0 dwt., value d6L87.

The Golden Spin- Company have driven into the hill for about 400 feet, and have a shaft sunk 
about 50 feet at end of tunnel. Perpendicular depth from surface about 1 SO feet; average width of lode, 
0 inches; underlay to north 1 in 4, bearing east and west; 50 tons crushed for 100 oz,, value £325. 
Good working country (sandstone and slate), walls well defined, gold carries about 8 per cent.-of silver. 
With capital and energetic management, and cxiension east and west, this claim ought to be a good 
property, although the yield may not, on the whole, average nearly so much as 2 oz. to the ton. ■

Hl'N'J'kr asd Macleay District—Bulladelah Divisios.
(Robert QuayU, Mining Registrar?)

I no myself the honor to report ns follows respecting the Bulladelah portion of the Hunter and Macleay 
1W ining District for the year ending 31st December, 1S37. Thirteen claims have been taken up for quartz 
mining, 90 acres in all, and five mineral leases, containing 290 acres.

Suspension of work has been granted to Curruki and ButH claims.
The great drawback to tbe gold-field has been the want of machinery. Mr. James Stuart has 

erected a battery on 1 he Macleay Kiver, and will start to crush next week. Messrs. Conway and party 
have a twelve-head battery on tbe ground for erection, and when these batteries get in full work, Coolou- 
golook will get a fair trial.

The Ourruki is down 125 feet, very wet. Pour tons of stone was crushed in Sydney, which 
yielded 4£ oz. to the ton, from the 125-feet level, and 4 tons from the 80-fcct level yielded oz. to the 
ton, The reef is 10 inches thick, and well defined.

Mount Springfield (late Bunker's Hill) is down 55 feet, on a reef 18 inches thick, showing gold. 
About 40 tons to grass. Eight men at work. Start to crush next week : a good result is expected.

The Mountain Widow claim has five shafts sunk on a well-defined reef about 1 foot thick, shows 
gold. The deepest shaft, is 111 feet. About 50 tons to grass ; nine men working.

The Sultie is down 20 feet, on a well-defined reef, 3 feet thick, and gold can be seen in the stone. 
Three men working; about 0 tons to grass.

Tho nbovementioned claims are situated at Colongolook, 20 miles from Bulladclah, and is a great 
reefing country.

The mineral leases arc situated in the vicinity of Bulladelah. No work has been done on them 
except prospecting.

The Australian Alum Company, at Bulladelah, arc making great headway, under the supervision of
H. D. Abbott, Esq. Sheds, kilns, and tramways are being erected; about thirty men employed, and 
miners are being put on to get out the rock.

Hunter and Macleay District—Maitland Division.
(F. V. Isaac, Warden's Clerk.)

Coat, is the only mineral worked in my division dining the past year (being the first in which a Warden’s 
Clerk has been appointed). There has been a decided increase in the quantity of coal won. The exact 
amount or value 1 have been unable to obtain, in consequence of there being no response from two of the 
collieries to my circular asking for particulars of same.

1 understand, however, that particulars have been forwarded direct to your Department. I will 
now mention briefly Hie several collieries which have been at work during the past year. The Bloomfield, 
near East Maitland ; Eitzpalrrck, proprielor; yielded 1,800 Ions, value, £400 10s. Gd.; from four to six 
men employed. Homcville, near West Maitland, recently opened, has returned 0,000 tons, value £2,100. 
I enclose the manager's report herewith. Rathluke ; It. J. Taylor, proprietor; and Thoruley ; Henry 
Marshall, manager; have forwarded reports direct to you. A new company is now beiug floated to work 
the Thornley colliery and surrounding country, a full report of which I can forward if necessary. Pour 
leases, covering an area of 1 ,(-'90 acres, have been granted during the past year; these are situated in 
parish of Stanford. Mo works have yet been erected. Application will probably be made for amalgama
tion, and a company formed.

A 20-acre lease lias been granted to Matthew Tulip, near East Maitland. The result of the two 
months’ working are as follows :—] ,G00 tons, value, £380 ; eight men employed.

I have issued during 1887, twenty-five miners’ rights and eight mineral licenses. I have nothing 
further to report.

Mew England District—Northern Division.
{J. B. Graham, Warden?)

T no myself the honor to submit my report on the Northern Division of the Mew England Mining District 
for the year 1887.

During tho past year an impetus has hecui given to mining in this district, to a great extent in 
consequence of the discovery of rich silver ores; and although there hare been some failures and 
disappointments in the gold-mines at Fairfield, which have not turned out so rich as they were supposed to 
he, I am pleased to be able to report that the mining industry is now in a healthier state, and more likely 
to be of permanent value than at any previous period. Large companies have been floated, and there is 
every prospect that some of the rich mineral deposits in this portion of the Mew England District will be 
developed by capital. Disappointments
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Disfippoiniments invariably occur in new fields, especially in cases where the first finds are of great 
richness, such as at l7airfield, when the first 10 tons of stone obtained produced over 128 oz. of gold; but 
there can be little doubt that the Fairfield Mines will soon rank among the best payable and most exton- 
stive gold-mine in the Colony. As yet, great difficulty Ins been experienced in the treatment of the 
stone for the extraction of the gold. In some cases the gold is so fine that the ordinary process of crush
ing and amalgamating does not succeed in saving half, and in many cases iron and copper pyrites, zinc 
blind, &c., being associated with the gold, renders a process of extraction necessary, for which no provision 
has yet been made. INow that attention has been directed to the necessities of tho field, no doubt capital 
will be obtained to successfully work the mines.

The silver-mining industry is yet in its infancy, but it; promises to be of great value and importance. 
For convenience I will divide my report, and deal with each industry separately.

GoU.
. Boonoo Boonoo Gold-field, situated about 13 miles north of Teuterfield, was many years ago an 

alluvial field of some importance. The alluvial was worked out, and the field virtually abandoned. Since 
then several attempts have been made to work the reefs : all of which have failed from want of capital or 
enterprise. The field has now revived, and there is every chance of its being successfully worked. The 
country is granite at an altitude of about S.iJOO feet above tbo level of tho sea, the reefs are large and 
well defined ; water is very troublesome, as the locality is wet and swampy. The water greatly obstructs 
prospecting and working. It is impossible to sink to any depth without powerful pumping machinery. 
This has been one of tbe great drawbacks to this field. If it had not been for that, the reefs would have 
probably been worked years ago, as it was known many of them contained good gold. Capital wall now 
overcome that difficulty, and the reefs will be fairly tried.

On the Golden Crown Beef a Queensland syndicate or company is represented by Mr. Benjamin. 
They hold about 24 acres of land under gold lease, and are now sinking on a reef about 6 feet wide. The 
present depth of tho shaft is about 70 feet, and it is intended to drive at 90 feet. A o-feet Huntington 
roller mill will be erected in connection with this mine. There are several other parties working in this 
locality in various reefs. There is no crushing plant yet on the field, so that it is impossible, except from 
assay and trial crushing, to tell what the result will fie. Tho owners appear to be confident that the 
reefs are payable. Tbe principal reefs are the MTntyre and the Grolden Crown. Some alluvial working 
is also going on near the reefs, in a swamp known as Dismal Swamp. About twenty-six men are engaged 
on alluvial.

About 3| miles from tho MTntyre there is another good reef known as the Lady Mary. A 
company has been formed to work this reef, and preparations arc being made to work it on an extensive 
scale. The company have 20 acres of land under gold lease. The present depth of the main shaft is about 
74 feet; the reef at that depth is 6 feet wide, and estimated to go over i oz. of gold to tho ton. A trial 
crushing was made of 1 ton 4 cwt. of stone, which gave a remit of 1 oz. to the ton. At the GO feet level 
a drive has been put in, to drain the water, leaving If feet of water in the shaft. To cleat with this water 
a Tonkin pump has been erected, capable of throwing 4,000 gallons an hour. Crushing machinery is now' 
on the way from Sydney,—it consists of a 5-foot mill “Huntington roller;’’ a IC-horse power engine is 
already on the ground. The reefs in this field are all xvcll defined, with soft granite walls.

"Fairfield gold-field, situated about 37 miles east of Teuterfield, was discovered about 18 months 
ago, when a rush took place, and a great number of gold leases were applied for. Possession of land was 
taken in many cases without sufficient prospecting, merely on the chance of striking gold, consequently 
a number of leases have been abandoned even after considerable labour has been expended, under the 
regulations relating to the employment of labour on leases on new gold-fields ; but although there have been 
many “ duffers ” real mining has now made a fair start. The first mine at work xvas the Adeline ; this was 
on private land. A. rich find had been made on the gosson rock, on the surface, on which a company was 
formed and works erected before the ground had been properly prospected. The surface rock, containing 
the free gold, now appears to ho exhausted ; or, at any rate, it cannot he traced, and it has been found 
that at a few feet under the surface, the stone changed into a strong copper and iron pyrites reef ; the 
machinery erected could not treat the stone, and the mine is now, consequently, idle. It was the failure 
of this mine that, to a great extent, shook the confidence of the public in the Fairfield mines generally.

The Shaus Gold-mining Company are working land held under gold-mining leases, at the hack of 
Mount Carrington. The reduction plant consists of a 25-horse power engine, at present driving a 15 
stamper battery, but capable of being extended to 40 head of stamps. The battery has been at work only 
a few weeks. 750 tons of stone has been treated, yielding 47tjv oz. of standard gold. There are several 
reefs through the land ; the principal one is 10 feet wide : the stone is easily obtained, and close to the 
battery. The value of the plant, &c., is about £7,000, and 27 men are employed.

The Mount Carrington Company’s mine, situated in Mount Carrington, comprises an area of 21 
acres, held under gold-mining leases ; the reduction works arc situated at the foot of the mountain; the 
battery has 15 head of stamps, driven by a 25-horse power engine. The gold-saving appliances are 
superior to any other on the field. In addition to the ordinary process of amalgamation there arc six 
oscillating, concentrating tables, on a principle invented by Mr. John Bossiter, the manager of the mine ; 
the mill is now ready for work; crushing will commence about the end of January. The stone is 
obtained from largo reefs on the top of the mountain, and will bo delivered at the mill by a self-acting 
tramway, 1,700 feet long. The works on the mine are very extensive and complete, the battery is a self
feeder, and the stone is not handled after it leaves the mine. The manager estimates, that inconsequence 
of the labour saving appliances, less than 4 dwt. of gold will pay all expenses of getting and treating 
the ore. _

The Kelly Gold-mining Company’s mine is adjoining the Adeline mine, the stone is something of 
the same character, some erushings have been made, but I am not in a position to say what the result has 
been, the battery consists of five head of stamps.

Tliere arc many other mines working on this field, but as yet they have no machinery for the 
treatment of the stone, satisfactory trial erushings have been made, and many of them have Droved very 
rich.

The Bed Bock Gold-field is situated S miles north-westerly from Fairfield, it extends over a large 
area of country, and a great many gold leases have been applied for; tho gold is found in a godson stone
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ivil.li qim-h it does not appear to run m reefs or veins, but occurs in great masses; the average yield 
would probably be from o to 15 dwt. to the ton; m some instances more than an ounce has been obtained ■ 
several companies have started work in the locality ; tbe principal and most advanced is tho areat Bed 
Hock G-old-mming Company ; the mine, comprises 30 acres of land heid under geld leases A. battery of 
twenty head of stamp has been erected in Crooked Creek; it is intended to increase this battery and 
erect another one on the Cataract Eiver, consisting of at least 100 head. The stone now being treated is 
obtained from an open cut or quarry into the mountain; it is 110 feet in, the face is 25 or 30 feet wide 
and tlm depth of the cut at the face is about 20 feet; there is no appearance of reef or walls • the 
mountain appears to be a mass of auriferous rock: the stone is getting richer as it goes in; the last crushing 
yielded from 8 to 10 dwt. per ton ; the gold is very fine and difficult to save; it much resembles the Mount 
Morgan gold (except m value), about half of the gold is supposed to be lost by the present system of 
working; the gold contains a percentage of silver which reduces its value to about £3 per oz This 
Company intend to greatly extend their operations; I am informed that they have made arrangements 
with neighbouring holders, and secured about 30 acres more land ; when the' additions are made to the 
machine at Crooked Creek and the machinery is erected on the river, this will be one of the largest gold
mines in the Colony; from prospects made, the auriferous rock appears to bo practicably inexhaustabk* and 
from the facility by which it can be quarried out and carried to tho mill it is estimated that less than 
seven*men 10 ^ ^ 1 ^ * e*txn6es in rahi,,S 111x1 ‘mating. This Company at present employ sixty-

4.1 4 T]l° C™tral Eed Eock Gold-mining Company’s mine adjoins the Great Bed Eock Company and
the stone and formation is somewhat similar; the Company intend to erect machinery on the Cataract 
pany '’ alK ^ 11 ^ emj> •yiug mcn t'ClUstl'uclmg a "'ire tramway. Forty men are engaged by this Com-

■ -i ^'1Ci ^*nn0S Company of London mine also adjoins the Great Bed Bock Company the stone is 
similar and the formation the same as the two previously described mines. The trials and assays have 
been very satisfactory. The mine is \vell opened up by a quarry similar to that on the Great Bed Eock 
mine. A wire tramway to the river is in course of construction ; the machinery is to be erected on the

•I r"l rt r o i vi fi-c r-l in i n aa l.-.".. — i!---__ .. r* . tCataract Biver, and will consist of at least 40 head of stamps driven by a combination power of sieam and 
ower will be obtained by a Turbin, and it will be worked when there is sii sufficient waterwater; the watcr-powe- ...................

the steam-power will be reserved as an auxilliary.
_ There arc various other mines in this locality which will in all probability be formed info com

panies to work. .Lins is not a poor man’s diggings, it requires capital to develop and work the mines. 
As soon as the success oi the Great Bed Bock Gold-mine is assured no doubt plenty of capital will be 
obtained to work a great extent of this auriferous country. From the vast quantity bf auriferous stone 
and the facilities tojint up machinery on the Cataract Bivcr, where there is an incxhausiible supply of 
ivood mid water, tins Jield imisfc Lecoine of great importance. 11 ^

Lunatic and Perseverance Gold-field, situated G miles north of Fairfield,- has been known and 
worked tor many years, at first with great success. It is now again beginning to attract attention. Two 
or three companies have been formed to work the reefs. A crushing of 25 tons from the Victoria
in lone eI f1 °1Z' °m£0 d’ \a ?ne A tunnel has been driven into the hill which strikes the reef at
the 120feet level. This and all the reefs m the locality are small, but they are true fissure lodes, and 
Jike.ly to continue to a depth. A small battery is in course of erection.

In the vicinity of Pretty Gully a number of miners arc prospecting, and several cold leases 
have been applied tor. fa

At Tooloom prospecting is being done by a Sydney Company, under the management of Mr. 
Haagar, for alluvial under the basalt formation, between Pretty Gully and Tooloom. This is really a field 
where some assistance should be given to prospecting. There are all the indications of a large alluvial 
deposit existing under the basalt ranges. This deposit, if it exists, would almost certainly contain gold 
as all the surrounding country is more or less auriferous, and in former years a large population worked 
all the creeks and gullies m the locality. b 1 1

.. .At J’0.veA? preDt the Surface Hill Gold-crushing Company are still at work, but the machinery is 
qmte insufficient for the treatment of this vast mass of auriferous granite; at least GO or GO head of stamps 
should be working, instead of the 10-head battery at present in use ; during tbo last year constant work 
has been carried on m grouiid-slutcmg, crushing, and prospecting; the prospecting has satisfactorily 
proved that the extent of the auriferous grants is very great; payable gold has been found in a sort oi 
sandstone formation, also on a large porphyritic lode, about 8 feet wide, and apparently widening ■ 
erushings from it have yielded from 5 dwt. to 8 dwt. per ton. In the ground sluicinA works of the Com
pany some delay has occurred in consequence of the collapse of a tunnel; this tunnel is the main channel 
for the water ; it is about -J- a mile in length.
,r Fhe stone is conveyed to the mill by a self-acting tramway over very rough and difficult country 
Many labour-saving appliances have been erected by the present Managing Director, Mr. Kenneth
almost inevhaustiblCai>aWe °f tre[lt'inS a larSe quantity of stone this mine would pay well, and be

- t otdier park rffi my district little or no change has taken place in raining; there is a slight
revival at Dalmorton and I understand a Fark & Lacy’s roller-mill is in course of erection on that field 
from which good results are expected. ’

At Lionsville and Solferino there is very little doing.

/Silver,
,, Fire late silver discoveries in this district have caused much excitement, especially that one known 

’'f 0 E0ck’ 11CA FalrficId- 1 IlaTC £ulIy reported on this discovery by my letter to you dated
isJS ,,erct° <troen?ix A)'"i"'ci c*n b* “a *• i»£ it
report. Anothei discover) has been made on a range of granite mountains, about 8 miles north of Tenter- 
lield; a gold prospecting area was taken up by a miner named Bernard Bodgers ; he struck a very nice- 
looking quartz-reef, and on getting an assay made, it was found to be exceedingly rich in silver - the reef 
ln-4Ve Pfl0SPee‘;0TS shaft is 1 ft. wide, apparently widening as it goes down ; it runs K.N E and S S W 
with little or no underlay ; it is a well-defined reef, with perfect walls of soft granite; this reef has been
traced and taken up for 1 mile each side of tho prospectors. Assays have been made of this stone
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showing as much as 795 ok. silver and 0 ok. 12 dwt. gold to the ton ; tho lowest assay yet made shows 13 
ok. silver, and 2 ok. 14 dwt. gold. Very little work has yet been done, as the reef was only found in 
December last. The country is granite of a rotten decomposed nature ; the stone is easily obtained, and 
the silver is in chlorides and sulphides. 1 am sending spocimsns down to the Department of Mines for 
assay; perhaps its results can be attached to this report as an Appendix.

Tin.
The tin-mining industry during the past year has not shown signs of improvement, although the 

price has so greatly increased'; tho fact is that all tho shallow stream tin workings are now exhausted ; 
the lodes and deep leads have not been prospected for from want of capital; a few Chinamen only are 
working on the field. During last year only 93 Mineral Licenses wore issued at Wilson’s Downfall, and 
2 applications for Mineral Leases received. Tho estimated quantity of tin won during the last year 
is about 270 tons.

New Eveiaxu District—Vn.son’s Dowspall Division.

(J. G. Draper. Mining Registrar.)
I iiayk the lienor to forward my annual report for tbo year 1837, concerning the mining industry at 
Wilson's Downfall.
, It is simply going on in the same old quiet strain ; at one time there was inclination shown by a 

party to do a little in the shape of prospecting for loads, but their means being limilcd, and not meeting^ 
with encouragement, have for the present abandoned the idea, but notwithstanding this, they are still of 
opinion that lodes exist in the locality. Perhaps when all the stream tin is worked out and capitalists 
can be induced to speculate, their attention may again be turned in that direction. ^ _

The mining population in this district at present is about 300, principally Chinese, and the quantity 
of tin-ore won during 1887, being 270 tons, valued at £16.200. _ _ _

During the year ending December 31 st, 1SS7, 1 issued 93 mineral licenses, 17 miners rights, 
5 business licenses, and received two applications for mineral leases.

New E-noiand District—Fairfield Division.

{J. P. Curran, Mining Registrar.)
I have the honor to transmit my annual report of the mining industry in this division for the year 
ending December 31st, 1887. _

I staled in my last annual report that a great deal of land taken up for gold-mining purposes 
would he found valueless, a prediction that is now verified, as a number of the leases have been allowed 
to be returned to the Mines Department for cancellation.

There is, however, a great deal of activity displayed in mining still, and I feel confident that when 
the mining land falls into tbo hands of wealthy companies, with suitable gold-saving appliances, that a 
healthy change will set in, ami the permanancy of this as a gold producing district will be established. 
It is only by working on a very large scale, and with the most approved machinery, that this ore can be 
treated profitably. The gold is very fine, and requires careful manipulation to prevent loss. The appli
ances on this field at present are very unsuitable for saving such fine gold, and the result of trial erushings 
of small parcels of ore from claims from which good returns were expected have been very unsatisfactory.

A. number of claims on the north side of Mount Pleasant, notably Smith and Scolds, Boylands, Langs, 
and Bruces, promise fo be highly remunerative. The great drawback to these claims is the want of 
machinery to treat the ore. A public mill on this part of the field would be a great boon to the miners 
located here. Tho only battery available for treating small parcels for the public is Kelly Bros’, small 
mill at Fairfield, which is distant more than 2) miles from these claims, and the cost of carriage and 
treatment so high, that almost the whole of the gold obtained has been absorbed in expenses.

The Strauss G-old-mining Company at Sawpit G-ully, on the north side of Mount Pleasant, have 
erected very extensive gold-saving works in close proximity to their mines, consisting of a fifteen stamp 
battery with three percussion tables, three wheelers pans, and three Berdans, driven by a stationary 
engine capable of working up to 40-borsc power, to which is atthched the largest boiler in tbe northern 
districts. This Company has also constructed two large dams of an area of 2 acres each for the con
serving of water for mining purposes, estimated to hold a supply of water for six months in ordinary dry 
seasons. As about eight months of the year has been occupied in the construction of those works, they 
have been but a short time in a position to win gold. The result of the past four months operations is as 
follows:—750 tons of ore has been raised and treated for a yield of 476 ounces of gold, worth £3 17s. 6d. 
per ounce. The total value of machinery in connection with this company’s [works is £7,000, and they 
employ twenty-seven men, and their mining area is about 13 acres of land. _ _

* The Mount Carrington Gold-mining Company is Ihe next of importance on this field. ^ This 
Company have erected on the south side of Mount Pleasant a self-feeding fifteen stamp) battery with six 
oscillating concentrating tables attached, which is driven by a 25 horse-power stationary engine. A self
acting wire tramway extends from the mine to the battery, a distance of 1,760 feet, the full truck in its 
descent drawing up the empty one. The trucks, which are self-emptying, discharge the ore into a largo 
hopper from which the ore, by the means of slides regulated by a disc attached to the centre stamper of 
each box is convoyed to the stampers, thus a great deal of manual labour is dispensed with. The out 
offices of these works consist of laboratory and assay office, blacksmith’s and carpenter’s shops, and tbe 
manager’s residence. ’ _ .

A large dam has also been constructed for Ihe conservation of water for these works, the breast
work or embankment of which is 8 chains in length, and contains 8.000,000 gallons of water. Tho water 
is conveyed by the means of underground pipes to a shaft inside (lie works, from which it is pumped for 
use of tho battery and amalgamating purposes. To keep up the supply of water in the dam a race has 
been brought in from Fairfield Creek, a distance of three-fourths of a mile, so that a permanent supply 
of water may be insured. The construction of those works reflects very great credit on tbe engineering 
skill of Mr. John Bossiter, under whose supervision the whole of the work has been carried out. The 
mining area of this Company’s works comprise about 21 acres, and is situated on the crown of Mount 
' Pleasant
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Pleasant. There arc atiout twenty-eiglit men regularly employed in the mine and works. As no crushing 
has yet taken phoee, the returns are nil. The cost of construction of mining and crushing plant is 
estimated at £6,500,

Kelly's Gold-mining Company.—This Company has been working a block of land, the area, of 
which is 10 acres. The deepest shaft in tho mine is 70 feet, and from that level they have been sloping 
up to the surface. The lode is about 4 feet; wide, and the 'dip or underlay is to the west. About 218 tons- 
of ore has been treated, from which they have obtained 150 ok. of gold. In connection with this mine 
the Company have erected a five-stamp battery, with the ordinary gold-saving appliances, on Plumlago 
Creek, distant about a quarter of a mile from the mine, the value of which is £1,000. The ore in this 
Company’s mine is found to contain a large quantity of copper pyrites and zinc blend, with gold associated.
The tailings are carefully stowed away with a view to subjecting them to future treatment to extract the 
gold therefrom.

The Mascoite Gold and Silver Mining Go.—The land held by this Company is situated at Violet 
Creek, about 2 miles south-east of Fairfield, and contains an area of" 10 acres of land. The lode in this 
mine is quartz of a greenish and bluish colour, containing both gold and silver. The silver is found in a 
sulphide, and is somewhat difficult to treat. Experiments made here point to smelting or chlormation as 
tho method for extracting the premier metals. The mineral so far has been proved highly payable, and ’ 
tho lode is G feet wide. The deepest shaft is 80 feet. From this level 400 tons of ore have been raised, 
and about 25 tons of this has been treated. The average value of bullion per ton as obtained by battery 
treatment, £7 7s. 7d. per ton.

At lied Eock, which is distant about S miles north-west of Fairfield, a groat deal of work has been' 
carried on during the past year. A number of small blocks have been bought up and converted into one 
large mining area. The principal works arc carried on by the “ Great lied Eock Gold-mining Company,” 
of which E. "W. Stuart, Esq., is the general manager. The gold here is found in a similar formation to 
that at Fairfield. The Red Eock Company have erected an extensive crushing plant on Crooked Creek, 
distant about l mile from their mines, consisting of a twenty-head stamper battery with the ordinary gold
saving mercury tables and ehillinu mills for the purpose of grinding the blanketings. Thirty-two men are 
constantly employed, and 1,211 tons of stone has been crushed for a yield of dSG oz. of gold. From 
the present appearance this mine seems to be a great belt of auriferous and argentiferous quartzite. The 
gold is of a very fine quality, and requires very careful treatment to prevent loss. The cutting from 
which this Company arc obtaining their crushing stuff is about ill feet in width, and they nro not yet 
outside of tho gold-bearing stone. With such an immense body of crushing stuff a small quantity of gold 
per ton should pay by working on a scale by which a large quantity could be put through the. mill.

Another Company has been formed (tbe Mines Company, of London) to work a large area of land 
at Bed Eock, which has been acquired by the purchase of several small holdings. This Company purpose 
erecting a forty-head battery on the Cataract Eiver to he driven by water power. They have already 
commenced operations, and arc busily engaged making roads and preparing to erect tramways to their 
battery site from the mine. They have about 300 tons of ore ready for treatment, and an unlimited 
supply of stone in sight. A small parcel has been treated, which gave 13 dwt. per ton; value, £3 17s. Gd. 
per oz.

At Lunatic Beefs, distant about 7 miles north-east of Fairfield, a revival has taken place in 
mining, and a number of ihe old claims have been retaken up. One Company, styled the ‘‘Mount 
Horton Co.,” arc carrying on some extensive works at that place, on the old Victoria line, from which 
some very rich patches of gold were obtained some years ago. Tho present Company have driven a 
tunnel into the hill below the shaft from which the gold was first obtained. They are now in about 176 ■
feet, and are at a level of 120 feet below the outcrop on the surface. Twenty-five tons have been crushed 
for a yield of 31 oz.; value, £118. The lode in this mine is very narrow, being only 10 inches wide, 
but appears to bo a true fissure lode.

Other miners in the locality are actively employed in raising stone from other claims on the same 
line. A battery is in course of erection in close proximity to them, and is expected to be completed early 
in January.

Ail attempt has ako been made during the year to resuscitate mining in the neighbourhood of 
Pretty Gully, distant G miles north of Lunatic Beefs. A small company of working miners have taken 
up the old Lincolnshire Reef, and have erected an eight-stain per mill on Pretty Gully. A crushing of 
30 tons, some time ago, yielded 45 oz. of gold. The mill being driven by water, and ils running short, 
they were obliged to suspend operations for a time. There are several parties working here, who have 
for a number of years past boon making a living by working tbe reefs, as rich patches are occasionally 
met with, from which they extract the gold, by hand-crushing, ‘The reefs here arc found in a slate 
formation, and from 1 to 5 oz. per ton has been obtained from small erushings of picked stone.

There are a few men here also engaged in alluvial digging. Mr. Farley, the local storekeeper, 
informs mo that ho has purchased, during the year, about 250 oz. of gold, of the value of £770. About 
twenty' men are employed in this class of mining.

A prospecting party have been searching for alluvial during the past year in the basaltic formation, 
under the direction of Mr. C. Haager, a gentleman of great mining experience.

The basaltic formation extends over a very large area of country, and may be traced from Pretty 
Gully to Tooloom. Mr. Haager has not as yet met with very encouraging results, though shafts have 
been sunk in various likely looking places. ' Vi

I have, in several of my former reports, called the attention of the Department of Mines to this 
particular locality, and also stated that it was my opinion that a rich deposit of gold existed beneath the 
basaltic rock, between Pretty Gully and the Clarence Eiver. In this opinion many experienced miners 
agree with me. The undertaking is too great for a small party of miners to prospect such a vast area, 
unless they received Government aid. .

Tooloom and Pretty Gully diggings were worked about the year 1859, and the creek claims being . 
shallow and rich were quickly worked out; hut no attempt was made to search for gold in deeper ground.
Earlyin 18G0 gold, was discovered at Eiandra, which caused an exodus of all the miners from here to the 
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soul'll; tlie rush to Lambing Plat and tha Lubiau following shortly after, prevented a population from 
ever again settling down at Tooloom. The few miners who have found their way back to these old 
diggings have been too poor to undertake any expensive prospecting work. In conclusion, I might state 
that this portion of the New England Gold-fields is worthy of tbe inspection of the Prospecting Board. I 
feel certain that they would recommend that assistance bo given from the Prospecting Vote to mining in 
this district. _ .

Silver-mining has once more come to tbo front in this division. A few years ago we were entirely 
dependent on the stiver mines of Boorook to maintain the mining population. A short time before the 
discovery of gold at Fairfield, tbe Golden Age mine at Boorook, after struggling along for more than six 
years, during which time it maintained a fair population, suspended work, and the place was deserted.

The discovery by Mr. John Bossiter of silver at a place called White Bock, distant about 2J- miles 
south-west from Fairfield, has brought silver-mining again info prominence.

The White Eock Silver Mine is covered by two mineral leases of 40 acres each, and from present 
indications, promises to be a valuable property. The ore is not in a defined lode, but runs in veins 
through the face of a precipitous rock, running east and west, whilst the veins of silver ore traverse it 
north and south. For a distance of three chains the veins may be seen along the face of the rock at 
intervals of a few feet. A cutting has been made along the face for a distance of GO feet, in which there 
are twelve veins exposed, varying from 2 inches to 1 foot in width. The veins of ore arc composed of 
galena, sulphide of silver, and aineblcndo, and assays in bulk up to 400 oz, per ton. A great deal of 
land has been secured under mineral lease in ihe neighbourhood of White Bock, and a great deal held as 
mineral prospecting areas.

During the year tbe following business has been done in this office :—
' 149 gold-iainlag leases applied for.

14 Mineral leases.
Iy4 Mining tenements registered.

1,013 Miners’ rights issued.
56 Business licenses.
15 Mineral licenses,

And gold obtained as follows:—
1,107 oz, 16 dwt. gold from quartz, value........................... £3,658 1 6

302 ,, 17 ,, ,, ,, alluvial .............................. 1,131 1 6

Total.......................................................... £4,7S9 3 0

Ki-;w Exgtasd Disthict.—Soufehes'o Divjsio>'.

(2J. ]i. Wilkinson, Mining Registrar.')
I uave tbe honor to forward my report on Solferino Division of New England Mining District for year 
18S7; and regret that I have not much information that would enable me to make a favourable report.

Mining here seems to stand at about one thing for last few years. Several new ventures are 
spoken of as going to be proceeded with during the forthcoming year, which may eulireu the field and 
bring it to more notice.

The Golden Bar Beef, just discovered previous to close of last year, did not turn out to anticipa
tions, still they have obtained a fair amount of gold for what work has been done, principally about and 
close to surface. A shaft has been sunk some 4-5 feet, aud good show all through reef as they went, 
but country became so bard and expensive to work that they were reluctantly compelled to abandon 
sinking operations in main shaft, and sunk several others upon leaders running through ground, all of 
which gave fair prospects. The proprietors, Bose and party, are now driving on leaders in main shaft at 
40 feet level, and came on to a very good show indeed within last fortnight, and brought to light some 
excellent specimens, which has induced a couple of capitalists to negotiate for purchase of their 
prospecting claim at £S00 cash. Everything is arranged for transferring as soon as the cost of it is forth
coming, which is expected now every day.

Should these parlies fulfil their engagement, it will cause this mine to be fully developed during 
this next year.

No. 1 East Golden Bar sunk a shaft to a depth of 5S feet, but nothing very promising occurred in 
that distance, aud the ground being extremely hard and expensive to work, they had to leave it, and 
after driving some GO feet, and stoping small piece out, they obtained some G to 7 oz., mostly loose gold, 
and then abandoned it.

Field of Mars’ Beef, some quarter mile distance from Golden Bar, has lately been retaken uj), and 
two parties are now engaged prospecting in the vicinity of old workings. One of tho party (Pyers & Co.) 
has a very nice sample of loose gold obtained by washing a small leader near surface.

Lion Mine was retaken up by Mr, K. Hutchison, of Timharra, during year, ho having applied for 
a 12-acre lease. The applicant has lately instructed a couple of men to commence operations by preparing 
the face of a tunnel fo go in on course of i-eef, therefore, there is now a probability of this long (but 
famous) neglected mine being opened up again and formed into a large company.

Garibaldi Prospecting Claim.—Basset! Uduesie Company (Limited), have continuously worked 
their ground with four men during the year. They had a great drawback in doing a considerable amount 
of dead work, in shape of enlarging main tunnel to allow trucking out rock and debris without difficulty, 
the tunnel having been very badly driven in in former years by then proprietors. This party have not 
been in a position to realize upon their gold, or rather specimens obtained, having some 5 cwt. on band, 
estimated to return SO to 100 oz.

iVb. 1 North Garibaldi.—C. Harken still keeps working along single-handed, and does very well 
by his own report.

Shellmalia Line—Thos. "Winkley has a mining tenement (previously abandoned), part of No.-5 
North. He has put in a tunnel some 40 to 50 feet, aud obtained a small dish of G oz., mostly loose gold. 
Air is very bad, and he is about sinking an air shaft to enable him to drive still further.

No. 8 N. Shellmalia.—Tamiui aud party, 5-acre lease, have driven a tunnel in some 80 to 00 feet on 
course of reef, and have a considerable quantity of quartz at grass. The owners sent 5 tons from their 
heap of quartz to Sydney for treatment, which yielded 13 dwt. IS) gr. of gold per ton, which it is estimated 
ought to pay handsome, with a reef of from 18 in, to 42 in., with a good battery at hand.
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, Rand of Hope Line.—J. 1\ Adam Co, spent the rear in driving and stoping out, aud lave 
obtained a few fair patches ; stone being sent to Mint for treatment. They have now on view in Grafton 
some excellent specimens lately found in their ground, and several gentlemen interested are about 
forming a syndicate to put in a low level tunnel to prospect the lower depths of the hill.

One or two other parlies are prospecting above reefs, but do not settle down to any particular spot.
Kothing particular of note to report in alluvial. Bulldog, Ewingar Creek, Old Scrub, and Cangi 

have still their old idcutitics at work, and making, as in former years, upon an average of | ot. per week 
per man. ^ *

I have issued 43 miners’ rights, received 4 applications for gold-mining leases for an area of 
30 acres, and one application for G-acro lease of alluvial ground, during the year.

It is dillicult to get at the full amount of gold won in this division, and give it ns far as I have 
boon able to ascertain, as follows From alluvial, 200 ok. ; from quartz, 120 oz ; valued at £1,100. lb-ice 
of gold has been from £3 to £3 13s. per oz. Number of miners at work aro twelve quartz, and 
eighteen alluvial: total, thirty.

Niiw Fsojand Distiuct.—Tksiebfieid Bivjsio.v.
(F. Burne, Mining Registrari)

GolJ.
Boonoo Boonoo.—There has been little doing on this field beyond prospecting, as the various 

proprietors of claims have bccu prevented from work through excess of water ; as yet there is no pumping 
machinery at work, but one in course of erection. The various reefs cut are all more or less auriferous, 
especially those on the Lady Mary and Golden Crown Claims, the proprietors of which arc now busy with 
the usual preparations fur the arrival of machinery. "Work on most of the other claims is at present 
suspended, awaiting the result of the formation of au English Company, Taking into consideration the 
quantity of water on this field, I would suggest the advisability of adopting the plan of work now being 
so successfully carried on at Kiandra, namely, hydraulic sliming. It would be highly remunerative, as 
fherc arc more or less alluvial deposits, and less expensive than the ordinary means used to win gold, also 
the character of the country is in favour of its success. ' ’

Silver.
At a place about 8 miles to the north of the I own of Teniorficld, a man named Fodgorf, while * 

prospecting for gold, discovered a very rich vein of silver ore, which he reports as averaging 3G2 oz. of 
silver and about 3 oz. ot gold, the result of five assays. This reef, which has been traced for some 
distance, seems to run about N, by F. and S. by VY. Several areas have been marked off on the supposed 
line of reef, and the work of prospecting is being rapidly pushed on.

Tin.
. About S miles to the NAY. of the town of Tentcrfield, Kennedy and party arc at work on a very 

rich lode, a large quantity of ore from which they have bagged and sent to Sydney for treatment.
II tiring the past year 1 have issued 34G miners’ rights, 43 mineral licenses, and G business licenses. 

Also received 20 applications for gold leases, and one for a mineral lease.

Ciuuknce and Ricujioxn DiSTurcx—Gkaetox axjj Nana Creek Divisions.
(Mr. Warden McBougall. /’. M., Grafton.)

1 sow have the honor to forward you my annual report as "Warden for the Clarence and Richmond 
River Mining Districts, under my supervision for the year ending 31st December, 18S7.
, I returned yesterday from holding Wardens’ Courts of Inquiry at Dalmorton, on the 5th and 0th 
instants. Evidence taken in the cases duly forwarded by post, tid Glen dimes.

. On my way to and from Dalmorton J passed nine waggons, drawn by 154 bullocks, loaded with 
machinery for ei-ecticm of batlery. Ac., at Mort and Company’s (lale Taylor’s) Dura Reef, in the Nana 
River, which, it the weather keeps fine, is expected to be in full working order within i.liree weeks from 
Ibis date, the assays from stone taken from various parts of the reef being highly satisfactory, and I fully 
anticipate that several other reefs already discovered will prove to be rich aud valuable now that there is 
every probability of a battery being got to the Nana River Reef.

1 was informed by the men in charge of the waggons that they hud succeeded iu getting the boiler, 
weighing over 4 tons, up to the top of the mountain at Cungelhong, on Saturday last, and that men were 
now at work making a road 12 miles in length over other had places between Cungelbong and the Nana 
River reef.

. r^lc number of miners’ rights issued from the Grafton ofiicc during the year 18S7 is 103, mineral 
licenses 13, and 2 business licenses ; 5 applications for gold-mining leases and 4 for mining tenement.} 
have been made; at Dalmorton office, 33 miners’ rights and 3 business licenses and 21 gold-mining lease 
applications ; at Nana Creek Mining office, 2G miners’ rights and 2 business licenses have been issued.

At Nana Creek the stone crushed at the Durguc battery was 1823: tons, yielding 138 oz. 8 dwt. S 
grains of gold, and two crushings during the year at Marco!inis battery : result net to hand, nor of what 
alluvial gold has been obtained during the year.

CuABEXCE AND ItiCHXIOSD DISTRICT—MuiiWiI.LUJLIIAH DIVISION.
(Mr. Warden Brag, M.B., MurwiUumbah.)

Duhixc the year 1SS7 prospectors have been looking Ibrougb the district for gold, but nothing has 
hem found of any consequence.

In the early part of the year several miners wore working on the beach between Brunswick and 
Point Danger. The gold was, of course, very fine, but the arrangements for saving it (copper plates, 
rubbed over with quick-silver) did not prove effective.

The men have all, or nearly all, left the beach now.
In December there was some little excilemont amongst some prospectors, who have for some moEths 

past been working up the south arm of the Tweed River, but nothing was done further than some of them 
giving notice that they had pegged out a prospecting area. Clabexce
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' ClyA-HEKCE AND KfClLMOITD DlHTllICT—LlSMOHE DlVISIOlT.
(C. Coffhlan, Mining Registrar)

I do myself the honor to report for your information, that, as far as is known to the general public,
mining "operations, in this portion of the Kickmoud River district has ceased.

"Fifty-six miners’ rights were issued from this office; but, I believe, they were all taken out by
miners going to the Fairfield (Drake) Gold-fields.

One mineral license was issued, but no mineral leases or business licenses were applied tor.

Cdaeckce AN'i) Richmond Distiuct—Dalmorton Division.

(JV. 1\ Roolo, Mining Registrar)
During the past year a little more activity has been displayed iu miniug, and although the return of 
gold won is small, the miners appear perfectly satisfied with their prospects. .
b In alluvial—Several parties have been engaged working m the bed of flm river, and one, Adams 
and party, have done a considerable amount of dead work, cutting races, &c. It is to be hoped they will
bo rewarded for their perseverance. , t t i ,

Quartz —The Union Company’s battery lias changed, but only two small crushmgs have been got 
through during the year. The Sir Hercules and Just in Time Reefs have been taken up again, and ucw

S a A new reef has been discovered about 4 miles south of the Just iu Time, and Mr. Orr, the
Prospector, states that it will go 2 oz. per ton. „ n ■ i ■ i rj.

The Old Liberator Reef lias been taken up, and tenders called for sinking a ahait.
Two leases have been applied for iu Jackass Creek, on the New Bendigo and No JSamo ReOts. 
Prosneclino is also being carried on at Ihe Pioneer Reel and one or two others.
At the Mann River 17 leases have been applied for, but as two of these were jumps it will reduce

the number of leases to 15. ,, < . n
Taylor’s claim, on the Little Dora Reef, is reported to have excellent prospects, and has. -I under

stand, changed hands to a Sydney syndicate, who are going to ereid machinery, and as the whole ot the 
plant’has left Grafton, it is expected to be ready for crushing early m the year. j ■
1 The first crushing from this claim is expected to he very good, as the assays have surpassed anything
nreviouslv found in this district . , . ■ .'nI believe the machine will crush for the public, so that the whole of the claims m the vicinity will
be able to have their stone tested within a short time. . , r „

I have issued during the year 33 miners’ rights, 3 business licenses, and received 21 applications
for gold-mining leases, comprising an area of S3 acres 2 roods 3 perches , ,

1 have also registered 1 machine site, 1 prospecting claim (ipart/,); and 1 extended claim (quartz).

Clarence and Richmond District—Nana Creek Division.

{George Oeddes, Mining Registrar)
For the information of the Honorable the Minister for Mines I have the honor to transmit my report for 
the past vear upon the Nana Creek Division of the Clarence and Richmond Mining Districts.

1 The Jubilee.—This is a prospecting claim owned by Alexander Nicholson and situated on the 
Matilda Hill, Nana Creek. The claim was taken up on the 22nd April,1887, and since that date, to 
develop the resources of the ground, labour, representing about £300 m value, has been performed. Ihe 
prospecting shaft is down 31 feet; widtli of reef, 18 inches, bearing south-west by north-east There are 
two other shafts, of no great depth, distant on either side of the aforesaid about 30 feet, both on gold-, 
vield averaging about 15 dwt. to the ton ; width of reef about 1 foot, aud running parallel with the 
Jubilee lino" To intersect this line a tunnel has been driven 1(50 feet, at a level of GO feet from the 
crown of the hill on the north side: but the owner has had to suspend operations in that direction tor 
want of necessary funds to enable him to continue the work. The tunnel, on completion, will serve the 
double purpose of a drain and an exit for the quartz. Water arises from aoakage from the old workings 
of the abandoned Matilda line of reef, on the south side of this property, which is situated at an altitude 
of about 700 feet above the level of Nana Creek. T* enty-six tons of quartz from the original shaft gave
2 oz. 2 dwt. 22 gr. to the ton. I went through the Dargue battery, The amount of stone now at grass
about 2jMon... ^ ^ Juidec Ukc.—This is an ordinary claim, owned by John_ Nicholson, and was 
taken upon the supposed Matilda line of reef. There have been nine shafts sunk giving a total working 
of 16(5 feet; and, in addition thereto, trenching to the extent of aO feet has been done. The reefs run a 
mean course of south-west by north-east, averaging 2 feet in width,and have an underlay of about G inches 
to the foot to the south. They are impregnated with galena, iron pyrites, and various kinds ot mundic. 
The greatest depth reached in the workings is 20 feet. In March, a crushing of 1L tons of quartz gave a 
return of 17 dwt. 2 gr. per ton, and in October 15 tons 10 cwt. gave about 1.1 dwt. There are some 14
t°nB ofJ.rfM«ce°MiMilre/w.—This claim, now the property of James Wilson and party, is situated near 
Tallewidgen Creek, m the vicinity of Oliver Anderson’s claims, nnd has all along been looked upon as a 
n-ood property. There are two shafts, each sunk to a depth of 40 feet, and another to a depth of /0 feet, 
none of which arc, at the present time, being worked, all bough afair yield of gold can be obtained. Theie 
are "ood reefs and leaders in all of them. Another shaft is now being sunk and, nta depth of 30 feet, 
excellent gold is mot with. The reef averages fully 18 inches in width. Its bearing is north and south 
is in a slate formation, and guing down perpendicularly. Ihe quantity of stone now at grass is about 20
tons, and it is looked upon as 4 (o 5 oz. stone. n„;i

The Mem Tears Gift and CMlmqe.—Thebe claims are the properly or Oliver Andeison, and re the 
months of March and November, of the year 1836, applications for two leases to mine f ̂ ofT^e^ 
respectively were made by him. The former only has been approved of and that on the ^ J 
1887, but the lease has not, as yet,been tendered him for execution, ihe tru.atfdf ?ar,Tl f
Creek about a quarter of a mile from the Advance Australia. The original shaft, 54 feet m depth, owing 
to excessive rainfall in the beginning of the year, caved in, also filling m the tunnel, which pierced the hill
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aloii'T the 3inc of reef on the north-west side, connecting with the shrift lit the 45-foot level to a distance 
of 80 feet. The following is an outline of the works as they now stand :—No. 1 shaft is down 8 feet, 
inside timbering 7 feet G inches by 3 feet G inches. No. 1 tunnel extends 93 feet; length of platform, 
GG feet; width. 23 feet; length of roadway, 5 chains 9 feet. No. 2 tunnel extends 41 feet; length of 
platform, 32 feet; width, 20 feet; length of roadway, 4 chains 9 feet. The reef in No. 1 tunnel ranges 
from 9 to 20 inches in width on the floor, and its bearing is north-west and south-east The stone gives 
an average yield of l oz. to the ton. The reef has not been struck m No. 2 tunnel, but it is thought to 
he not far distant. It is being driven for, and another tunnel is shortly, in connection with it, to be 
started. Only a few tons of stone arc at grass.

The Waratah.—This, the property of Eugene Frederick Eudder, is situated at the Nymboi, some 
7 miles from Nana Creek township. It is included in an application for a gold-mining lease of 7 acres 
made on the 24th July, 188(i, hut not yet granted. It was surveyed on the 7th September, 1886, and 
plan sent to the Mines Department by Mining Surveyor J. II. M‘Eivan on the 30th. idem. But very little 
work has been done upon this property, although a good one. since it came into the bands of its present 
holder. Claims such as this should not be left in abeyance, it is a positive injury to the field. 'Were the 
lease either granted or rejected it would then be compulsory for the ground to be worked, but as I 
understand the regulations, pending the completion of the application to lease, applicants are exempt 
from doing any work on the land applied for. Prior to the transfer of this claim to its present owner by 
the Messrs. M‘Leod Bros, and James Eorbcs, 40 tons of stone were on their account put through the 
Dargue battery, giving a return of 19 oz. 17 dwt. to the Ion. The lot was poor compared with former 
crushings, but it being crushed as refuse stone the return was more favourable than was expected. There 
have been two other crushings on account of E. E. Iludder, at Marcolino’s battery, the precise return of 
which I have not been able to ascertain. One. I am told, was 21 tons quartz lor 11 dwt. per ton, and the 
value of the gold got from the other amounted to about £16.

Yankee Doodle.—This is an old abandoned claim, situated about 2 miles from Nana Creek, and 
near the main road to Grafton. From it, at a depth of 16 feet, James Forbes and two others took 10 
tons of stone, which yielded 4 oz. 17 dwt. 5 gr. The reef, which is narrow, runs east and west. The 
return of gold not being thought sufficiently remunerative, work was then discontinued, _

The Dar//tw Balt cry.—This has been at work during the year upon several lots of stone, a detailed 
list of which I give herewith.

Marcolino’s Batlery.—This has crushed on two occasions only, particulars of which 1 am unable to 
give fully.

Nana Creeh Quartz-crushing Company's Battery.—The whole of the plant has been disposed of, 
nnd some time since removed to the Fairfield Gold-field.

Alluvial Mining.
Henry Jones.—On tlio 1st October, 1S87, he applied for a creek claim to he worked by himself 

and two others. It is situated about 3 miles above the junction of Mole Creek and the Little Nymboi 
Kiver. Applications wore also lodged for a drainage water-race and to construct a dam, About 16 oz. 
of good quality gold has been obtained by them.

The undermentioned aro the crushings iu detail which have taken place during the year 1SS7 ;—

The Dargue Battery.
D.tJc Tsainc Of Claim. Name of Propriety s. Quantity yield

crushed,
Tong. cut. oz dwt. p?-

3 March, 1887...... ... New Year’s Gift. .. 14 0 9 14 JO
4 „ ... . . . Forlies and party .............. ... 40 0 *19 17 0

21 ,, ............ ... Latlv Matilda . . ... . John Nicholson .................. . . 11 0 9 7 23
4 April, ,, ....... , Yankee Doodle . . 10 0 4 17 5

12 Sept., ,........... ... The Julnlee...... ..... Alexr, Nicholson .............. ... 26 5 5B 6 12
29 ., „ . ... .. AdvancoAustraha... Ernest Adolphus Ynu ...... ... 15 10 29 5 0
13 Oct, „ ...... .. Ladv Matilda.... . . 15 10 9 0 0

Totals ............... ... 132 5 13S 8 8
¥ Smeltod gold from refuse Stone,

Marcolino’s Battery.
1887 ...................... ..... Eugene F, Iludder.............. ... 21 0 11 11 0

The value of the gold won from another crushing amounted to £16,
Recapitulation.

Tons. cwt.
Dargue Battery ................................................. 132 5
Marcolino’s Battery ......................................... 21 0

t'.z. dwt. g
13S 8 8 
11 11 0

153 5 119 19 8
Alta vial gold......................................................... ....... 16 0 0

165 19 8
The average yield of gold from this field has hitherto exceeded 1 oz. to the ton, hut on this occasion 

it is below the ounce, viz., 19 dwt. 13 gr. The refuse parcel of stone, 40 tons, the property, of Forbes 
mid party, yielding but 19 oz. 17 dwt., being an average only of 9 dwt. 221 gr. to the ton, will however 
account for this.

The following claims have been taken up during the year:—
Quartz.

Ordinary claims.................................................................................................... 3
Prospecting claims ............................................................................................ 1

Alluvial.
............................................................. 1

........................................... 1
.................................................................... 1

/

Creek claims ..........
Drainage water-race. 
Dam......................

Total
Gold-mining
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Gold-mining Leases.—Xone applied for. Eight leases were applied for hi the year 18SG, Of that 
rmniber five have been approved of, four of which have been declared void for non-execution of the leases 
on presentation, thus leaving three still to be dealt with.

During the year 1 have disposed of—Miners’ rights, 26 : business licenses, 2 ; mineral licenses, nil.
A great amount of prospecting aud mining work in general has been done by the diggers 

throughout the year, but with all their outlay both of labour and capital, nothing of a permanent 
character has resulted therefrom. Vet some of the old and experienced miners having a firm faith that 
success will crown their efforts in the future, still labour on aud they deserve to prosper.

Throughout the year rain has fallen hereabout abundantly, and throughout the Christinas holidays 
it was one continual downpour, causing the Orara Kiver to rise to a considerable height. The country 
around is now rich with grass, and to both diggers and settlers this most recent and welcome visitation 
will doubtless be fully appreciated.

AxiSEltT DtSTltlCX—SlLYIiliTON DIVISION.

(d/r. Warden Brown, JP.M., Siherton.)
I now have the honor to hand you the following report for the information of the Honourable the Minister 
for Mines on the mining industry of the Silverton Division of the Albert Miniug District for the year 
1837. .

This has been an exceptionally busy year, the mining revenue received at this office amounting to 
£13,431 13s. 0d., being more than three times the amount received for the year 1SSG. The following table
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will show the number of licenses issued and lease applications receive! during the past two years:—

1887. 18S6.
Business licenses ... ... ........................... 1.037 650
Mineral do. ... ... ........................... 525 285
Miners’Eights ... ... ........................... 290 103
Mineral lease application ... ........................... OIS 208 -

In addition io the above, I might bore siafo that in September last Mr. Gibson was appointed 
Mining Eegistrar at Broken Hill, and has issued 609 business licenses, 361 miners’ rights, and 87 mineral 
licenses, amounting together to £567 5s., which makes the total amount of mining revenue received in 
Hu's division for the past year £13.998 18s. Cd.

The very large increase in the number of imnornl lease applications received during the past year 
is in a great measure due Io areas applied for at Wankeroo and Boohtmacca for tin mining. This industry 
is employing a large number of miners, and machinery is now being erected on some of the principal 
mines. The Mount Euriouri Co. are erecting a plant capable of reducing some 400 tons of ore per week. 
The Company expect to have everything ready for a start in March next, nearly all the machinery being 
now on the ground. The starling of these operations is being anxiously watched by all persons interested 
in tin-mining, as it is considered a fair test as to whether the stanniferous lodes of this division are to be 
remunerative. Very few persons appear to have any doubt about the result, which if satisfactory, will 
certainly cause employment for a large number of miners for years to como. As yet very little ore has 
been treated or sent away, and what has left Ihe field can hardly he expected to he fair samples of the 
bulk. There is no doubt by the end of the present year the problem will be solved as to whether this 
branch of mining can be profitably worked in this district on a large scale or not.

In silver mining, the Broken Hill Proprietary Co. still hold the place of honor. This mine has 
fully maintained its reputation by producing for the year just ended silver and lead to the value of 
£46"4,190. The dividends paid during the same time amount to £200,000, the last monthly one beiug 30s. 
per share, or an increase of 50 per cent, over any previous one. Additional smelters arc being erected at 
this mine, and will shortly be completed.

The Umberumberka mine has also developed into a first class property, and may now be reckoned as 
a dividend paying property. .

It would be almost impossible to give individual reports of every property in this district that is 
now working, but iu a general way the field is being vigorously prospected, more particularly on the 
Broken Hill lode, llockwell paddock, Pinnacles, Purnamoota portion of the field, and all over the stanni
ferous portion of the division.

During the year just closed the galena lodos of Thackaringa have attracted considerable attention; 
work has been actively resumed, and large quantities of ore aro beitig sent to smeltiug works in South 
Australia for treatment, with I understand, very satisfactory results.

The Silverton tramway is now completed to Broken Hill, and will be open for general traffic on 
the 12lh instant, lit is not yet handed over by the contractors to the Company, although for the last 
month goods of all descriptions have hcen conveyed direct from the sea coast to Broken Hill, an immense 
boon to the different mining Companies, also to the whole district, as instanced by the revival of mining 
in the Thackaringa portion of this division. '

Perhaps the most exciting event that occurred during the past year was the settlement of the vexed 
question re Broken Hill town and suburban lands, which had been exempted from occupation as residence 
or business areas since November, 1885, but in face of this exemption, some 4,000 persons had settled on 
these lands. The exemption was removed on 23rd September last, and I am pleased to say that the great 
confusion and disorder that was anticipated on this land being thrown open for occupation was averted, 
and the population now eslimated at from 5,000 to 6,000 persons settled ou the land without any distur
bance, and comparatively little litigation. The settlement of this matter has already led to a decided 
improvement in the style of architecture displayed in the various buildings now being erected. A few 
weeks ago a water famine seemed probable at this town, hut the late rains have dissipated any fears on 
that score, as the new tank just completed is full, also the soakage in the different creeks. These supplies 
should last over the summer months.

During the past year another township named Euriourie has been formed. It is situated about 
55 miles north-east from Silverton, and in the centre of the most promising tin mining properties. The 
present population is estimated at 500, there being a Police Station, two banks, six hotels, and numerous 
stores and other business places. I am not aware if any steps have yet been taken to provide a water 
supply for this locality, if not, no time should be lost iu doing so. During
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During the year, little alteration has taken place in the town of Silverton. All business people 
appear to bo quite satisfied with its future prospects.

From returns kindly given me by the local Customs officer, I find the declared value of mineral 
exports from this Division during the year 1887 to be £522,455. These figures do not include any ores 
sent from the Thackaringa mines, so that I think it is clearly within the estimate to say that ore was 
exported from this Division during the past year to the amount of fully £000,000.

I estimate the number of men actually employed in the mining industry on this field at about 3,000. 
This number I think within the mark, as from the few returns from managers that accompany this, there 
are more than half that number employed on some thirty mines.

Although the requisite forms w-ere sent to all managers of the leading tin-mines, no returns have 
been received. Large numbers of men are employed there, and ore of considerable value has been raised 
during the year.

In conclusion, I may state that notwithstanding the rapid progress the mining industry has 
developed in this Division during the past year, everything points to far greater developments being made 
during the present one.

As the Mining Fegistrar at Silverton and Broken Hill can give no further information than con
tained in this report, and their time being fully occupied, I would ask that they be not required to furnish 
separate reports. ^

The following figures were quoted by Mr. M'Gregor, in replying to the toast, “ Success to Broken 
Hill Proprietary Company”:—“The mine'has turned out 3,18(1,321 oz. of silver, 12,391 tons of lead, 
gross value of £761,000, and £272,000 has been paid in dividends.”

Alckrt Distbict.—AVit.cassia Divisioy,

(Mr. Warden Gower, P.M., Wilc/uinia.)
I no myself tbc honor to inform you that no mining operations of any note have occurred during the past 
year in my district. A report was circulated that payable gold had been found at Mount Darwick, on 
Manfred Bun, in September _ last, distant about 220 miles from Wilcannia, and 50 miles from 
Ivanhoc. 1 inspected tbc locality, and found tbe report was false, the land not being auriferous,

Albert Distrk:t.—Mii.i',\tunjca Division.

(Mr. Warden Do Boos. B.M., Milparinka.)
The report upon the district under my charge must necessarily be a brief one, because of the sameness 
of work throughout the district. This wrork", with but very few exceptions, consists of surfacing.

_ At Tibooburra, in which general name I include the localities connected with it, namely tbe 
Granite, the Two-mile, Faster Monday, Lngetly, and the Six-mile,—an area fully 10 miles long by 
varying widths, the work is exclusively confined to surfacing. The same may be said of Good Friday.

In order to render the labour of the miner remunerative, dams, for "the storage of water, and 
puddling-machines, for treating the auriferous earth, have to be constructed. Of the dams, those hitherto 
made have been, with very few exceptions, of the most primitive construction, and have consisted merely 
of earth thrown up to hold back and store the water, with very little excavation of the nature of a tank 
or reservoir. Three or four of the more intelligent miners have, however, excavated considerablv, and 
have been well repaid for their labour by the additional quantity of water they have been enabled to 
store allowing them to work and wash when the other reservoirs have been exhausted. Besides, this, the 
ground has been so much worked and rooted about that every ram brings down with the water large 
quantities of silt, which soon fill up the areas of water conservation, and which require constant attention 
and removal, in order to preserve anything like a reasonable amount of water. This is a work which, I 
am sorry to say, is very much neglected but even where it is not. and where the silt is taken out, it is 
thrown up so carelessly that the next shower softens it and brings down a large proportion of it back into 
the dam. There is also very little attention paid to the sludge. It is run out from the puddling-machines 
in the most bap-hazard way. is allowed to take its own course, and consequently goes to swell the 
amount of silt that finds its way into the catch area of dams lower down. I have repeatedly called atten
tion to this, and have pointed out that the foundation was being laid for a great difficulty at no very distant 
future date. The men, however, have such hard work for so comparatively poor and precarious a return, 
that it would almost seem like oppression to compel them to dig sledgc-pits, especially as they argue that 
the ground being all surfacing, that which has been already worked lias become valueless, is never likely 
to be worked again, and is not, therefore, injured by the sludge run upon it.

In all but a few instances there is a puddling-machino connected with each dam, as it has been 
found that the most economical way of treating the dirt in so far as water is concerned, is by the puddling- 
machine. Tlicso are of the usual construction, working two harrows, and the water being fed in from a 
Californian pump, worked by a Jenny-wheel. A puddling-machino will hold, say, in round numbers, 20 
loads of dirt, and, on an average, one machine-full can be worked off in a day, the waste being light and 
friable, and easily disposed of. A yield of 3 dwt. to the load is said to pay well, though many get a 
living from a loss yield than this. The 20 loads, at 3 dwt. to the load, would give 3 oz. per diem, or IS oz. 
per week, which, at 80s. per oz. (for (he gold is of very superior quality), would return £72 per week. 
Against this there is the cost of breaking out the dirt, of loading, and carting it to the machine, and of 
working the puddling-machino and Jenny-wheel. Supposing a miner to carry out all this work oft" his 
own land, he would require to employ some six men, to keep about eight horses, and to have at least two 
tip-carls,—at an expense of some £30 a week, leaving a very fair margin of profit for the miner.

But there are many miners who cannot work after this manner hut who have to pay for carting, 
&c., and their profit is, consequently, very considerably diminished. Then, unfortunately, work cannot 
go on continuously. First, there is the failure of the water, followed possibly by along spell of drought, iu 
which nothing can be done ; then, in moist cr drooping weather, dirt cannot £e drawn to the puddling- 
machine over the heavy soil. Then again, horses are lost, machinery gets broken or out of gear, or other 
preventives to work occur; so that, on the whole, 1he income ot the successful miners is not to be 
reckoned on the basis of the yield of a few steady working weeks. I have been informed, however, that 
one miner in particular has been known, for some seven or eight weeks m succession, to send away some 
£50 worth of gold weekly. Owing
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Owing to the scarcity of timber, a puddling-machine is rather an expensive structure. All the 
parts of it must fit compactly at the edges, consequently, if the wood he not sawn, it has to be carefully 
dressed with the adze, in order as much as possible to pi'event the gold getting into the interstices. Then 
the heavy timber for the arms, spindle, &c., is costly because difficult to obtain, aud with the ironwork at 
back-block prices, a good puddling-machine represents from £120 to £150. Thus, a miner wants to be a 
small capitalist io enter even upon surfacing with a fair prospect of success. One man recently sold out 
at Tibooburra—dam, puddling-machine, horses, carls, in fact all his plant—for £350 cash, and the purchase 
was considered io be a bargain.

Many who are unable to meet the expense of constructing a puddling-machine work with the old- 
fashioned long-tom, and some even with the primitive cradle. Of course these are much longer processes, 
and yet, by persevering work, many miners obtain a fair living so long as water lasts ■ and herein, after 
all, lies the great secret. With a, regular continuous supply, you will see by tbe figures I have quoted, 
that’a yield representing a fortune is obtainable, so long a^ the wash remains within a reasonable distance 
of the machine, and lias not to be carted too far ; but, with the water supply intermittent and precarious 
at the best of times, and at the worst altogether failing, the miuers' work is but iutermittent also, and for 
long periods at a dead stand-still, when be has to to lie bye and look at his plant lying idle, and his wash- 
dirt lying heaped ready for moving, ivithout a chance of making either available. Then again, when at 
work, as the wash-dirt is carted away, the distance it has to he drawn to the machine becomes day by day 
longer and longer, until it reuchos u point when carting don't pay. Thus, though the return would seem 
to be good, the miners have no mean difficulties to contend ivith.

These remarks apply principally to Tibooburra, whore, as yet, no deep ground has been struck, and 
no underground water discovered. At Mount Browne there is comparatively but little surfacing doing ; 
but within tbe last few months, seeing the good yields that have resulted from the construction of dams 
at Tibooburra, many of the miners here have gone in for erecting dams and puddling-machines, aud there 
is every likelihood that the close of 1888 will see a largely increased production of gold from this eonrcc. 
At present the great bulk of the gold comes from the deep ground at the Onc-mile. Here there are four 
or five claims at work at depths ranging from 120 feet to nearly 200 feet. They have a lead or gutter of 
about 40 feet and from 12 to 30 inches deep. The average yield is given at about 16 dwt., and tbe greater 
part of the wash is puddled at the Gulden Lake Watcr-shalt on the flat at the foot of Billy-goat Hill. 
Here a very good supply of water was met with at a depth of 220 feet, aud though it lias been constantly' 
used for puddling purposes it shows no signs of diminution. It has struck me that two or three iron 
puddling-machines, worked by steam-power, and similar to those which were worked at Temora in tbe 
early days, would, in connection with a water-shaft on this flat, not only bo a good speculation to the 
owners, but would be a great benefit to the miners, as puddling could then be done cheaply, expeditiously, 
and continuously, and they would noi have to sit for weeks watching heaps of dirt which they know to 
contain gold without having the means of extracting it.

On this flat a frontage lead urns proclaimed some two years ago, a base line was laid down, and some 
six or eight claims wero taken upon it jVouo of them, however, did any good in so far as the produc
tion of gold was concerned, but there is reason to believe that tlio great, expense of sinking and driving 
was the great drawback. The Golden Lake was one of these, and it has never been bottomed owing to 
the quantity of water ; but though the claims ou the line did no good, a block claim (tbc All Nations) to 
the north-west of the line, has been at work ou and oil ever since. They have had some very good 
yields of from 1 oz. up io 10 dwt. to the load. The party struck the water at 180 feet, and found 
the ground dipping south towards the flat, and as they followed along the bottom they found it 
impossible with the windlass to keep the water down sufficiently to enable them to fairly work the ground. 
They have now commenced the erection of a whim, by means of which they calculate to be able to keep 
the workings clear of wafer. It is on this flat, some distance south of the Golden Lake, and, as is antici
pated, in deeper ground, that the Mount Browne Prospecting Company, subsidised by the Government, 
intend putting down their shaft for testing the deep ground.

At Good .Friday, which is about 2 miles north-west from Mount Poole, and at the foot of the 
southern face of the Whittabrecna Ttnugc, there arc some fivc-and-twenty miners at work. These cart 
their dirt to a soakage on the main Good Friday Creek, where it is washed in cradles. These soakages 
are a peculiar feature of the creeks in this part of the country. Long after all signs of surface-water 
have disappeared there are spots in the bed of tbe creek where, by reason of heavy bars of slate or bed 
rock, the underground water which has percolated through the surface soil—always of a sandy nature—is 
retained as in a reservoir, the superposed soil to a great extent, preventing evaporation. These bars some
times back the water up a long way on the bottom, aud a very considerable store is obtained when this is 
the case. The main soakage at Good Friday will keep the miners’ cradles at work a couple of months 
after a good fall of rain has set the crock running.

The Whittabreena Bange runs away north, aud joins the Warratta Lange, about 10 miles south-west 
of Tibooburra, where the two then sweep round westerly, and join the hills that border the granite on the 
west aud north. Several of the gnllcysin the Whittabn-cn and Warratta Rangesarc being worked for sur
facing, but only scanty provision is made for storing water, and I am afraid that some of tbe miners lay 
the squatters’ water under contribution for washing purposes. In the former of these ranges is the gold
mining lease of the Whittabreena Quartz-mining Company. Here there is erected a crushing plant of 
fifteen stampers, working with a 12-horse power onsjino, which engines also work a pump for drawing 
water from the mine. The plant has not been at work for the last twelve months; but the plant and pro
perty having been purchased by some of the Milparinka residents, the eo-partnery has been remodelled, 
and steps are being taken for making another trial of the reef. A competent engineer has been employed 
for some weeks past in putting the machinery in order, aud a? soon ns this is done tho shaft, which is 
now full of water, will he pumped dry, a crushing will he taken out from the lower level, and, after 
crushing, the tailings will be reduced and sent down to Sydney for treatment. The assays of tho stone 
from this mine have always gone very high—as high as ID oz. to the ton ; but on crushing only some 10 
or 12 dwts. have been realised. It is therfore a certainty that gold was lost in the crushing, and tbe idea 
is that the water from the shaft being used for tho fables, aud that water being highly charged with 
minerals, the larger portion of tho gold, and very much of the silver, lias gone away in the tailings owing 
to the thickening of the silver by tbc sulphates of the mine water.

Towards the end of the year, Thomas Howo, who has been working on and off as he could procure 
funds from other work, at a reef known as the Elizabeth, about 2 miles north-west from the Whittabreena 

' lease,
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kase, came across a very nice shoot of gold in a leader on this line, and the stone lie showed from 
the vein was so satisfactory that he had no difficulty in obtaining men of means to join him in taking up 
an extended claim ou the line ; and he has since been at work baling out tho old shaft and getting the 
claim in working order. Besides this, the show of stone was so good that several other parties took up 
claims on the line, whilst two 5-acre leases have been applied for, and others are in contemplation. 
Sufficient has not yet been done on the ground to permit of any accurate opinion being formed; butlhave 
no hesitation in saying that, with proper machinery and treatment, a large proportion of the quart?, in this 
district would give a fair return to the miner.

The number of miners’ rights issued during the year was 3Gi. being a falling off of 39 from the pre
ceding year, when the number was 403. There are no Chinese miners working on the field. The business 
licenses numbered 63, of which 23 werefor six months. The same number (63) was issued in 1886, ofwhicli 
37 were for six months. *

There are about forty puddling-machines erected in this Division, of which three-fourths are at 
'Tibooburra and the diggings connected with it.

With regard to the yield of gold, I have had very great difficulty' in coming to a fair approximation of 
the quantity, owing to the fact that there is no escort, and that gold is sent away in all manner of ways. 
As a dependable starting point, X have ascertained that there were actually purchased at Tibooburra 
2,265 oz. 9 dwts, 6 gr. during the year 1887. Three of the principal puddlers there aro known to send 
away all their gold, and to sell none of it in the town, The amount wou by these is estimated at 525 oz.; 
and if we put down 100 oz. ( a very moderate estimate) for gold taken from the field by parties leaving, 
we have in round numhors a total yield for Tibooburra during 1887 of 2,890 oz. At Milparinka, during the 
past year, there have been actually purchased 1,669 oz. 1 dwt. 6 gr., and about 150 oz. have been taken 
away by parties leaving, making a total for Milparinka of 1,819, and for the whole Division of 4,709 oz.

I believe this will be found to he as near an approach to the actual yield as it is possible to get.
Conxii Distbict—Hiulstox Division.

{Mr. Warden. O’mill, T.M., mihton.)
Duura'u the past twelve months miniug pursuits in this district have been at ft standstill. At Cudgellieo, 
no attempt whatever has been made to prospect for gold, although there is no doubt that this ore exists 
in that locality.

At Condobolin, as I am informed by tho Registrar there, nothing has been done to speak of in the 
way of mining, excepting that leases have been applied for to mine for copper at Melrose.

At Mount Hope some prospecting for gold has been prosecuted, and 1 am told that fair evidences 
of gold have been discovered. Owing, however, to a conflict as to the ownership of the land upon which 
the gold is said to have been found, work is now suspended; hut so soon as the matter in dispute has been 
determined, renewed efforts will be made with the view of ascertaining beyond doubt whether the ore can 
he got in payable quantities. In connection with this discovery several leases have been applied for, and, 
should success attend tbe labours of tho prospectors, these leases will doubtless be worked with energy; 
otherwise, I expect that they will be abandoned. I was protpised full information on this subject; but, 
having awaited the same for some weeks, I must now send in my report without it.

The Great Central Copper-mine has resumed work this year, and steps arc being taken to re-open 
the mine of the Hew Mount Hope Copper Company, so that these two mines are likely to afford employ
ment to a large number of men, provided the price of copper is maintained ; for, without a good price for 
this ore, the companies cannot be expected to continue work, in consequence, mainly, of tbe high cost of 
carriage, as resulting from the remoteness of the locality of the mines from Whitton and Carrathool, the 
nearest points of railway communication by practicable roads.

It appears to be generally believed that the mountain ranges both on the north and south sides of 
the Lachlan River, in this district, contain minerals of all kinds ; and I have every hope that the returning 
prosperity of the country, by inducing a spirit of enterprise, will cause capital to he invested in the 
endeavour to discover payable mines in this as yet little known part of the Colony.

I am pleased to bo able to report that settlement for grazing and agricultural purposes is steadily 
progressing in the district. This is important as affecting a mining community ; and, in the event of 
Mount Hope and other parts being successfully worked in the near future, the residents will have close 
at hand cheap flour, obtainable from the Hjllston mill, as also butter, eggs, meat, poultry, hay, chaff, and 
cereals produced by the industry of neighbouring farmers. One thing, however, is absolutely needed, in 
order at once to aid the farmer, the squatter, and the mining speculator, and that is a light line of railway 
between Darlington Point and Hillston. This would be an immense boon to tbe district, aud, at the 
same time, by diverting the Lachlan trade from Hay, would he the means of effectually silencing those 
persons who, in order to serve their own interests in the neighbourhood of that much overrated place— 
Hay—seek to draw through that town the produce of this portion of Riverina to the markets of Victoria, 
by railway communication between the Murray and the Murrumbidgec, i.e.. by the proposed line from 
Hay to Deniliquin,

Cobae Distbict—CojiAll Division.
■ {Mr. Warden IVKell, P.M., Cobar.)
I 3Iave the honor to forward herewith my annual report of the Cobar Mining Division for the year 1887.

. . . . Gold-

■ This industry being in a languishing condition for the last two or three years, it affords me very 
great pleasure to be able to report that during the last six months a decided improvement has taken 
place, in consequence of gold being discovered within 3 miles of the town, as fully notified iu my previous 
reports. Thirty-nine applications for leases of 258 acres were received, and five applications for pros
pecting areas. There are about forty men working on tbe United and Port Bourke Hills, the same line 
of reef running through both hills for a distance of about 3 miles. Some of the shafts are sunk from 20 
to 50 feet, showing fine gold in most of them. Two tons of stone, taken at a deptli of about 3 feet, from 
a 3-feet reef in tho Chesney claim, were treated at the Sydney Mint, realizing 4-j oz. per ton, rained at 
£4 2s, 2d. per oz.

A prospecting party discovered a good reef, showing fine gold, at the Peak, about 2 miles further 
south, but unfortunately the land is private property.

The reefs have not been sufficiently developed to enable me to report satisfactorily ; but judging 
from the sample*of quartz procured, and the apparently well-dcRned character of the reefs, there is every 
probability of this field, if properly worked, becoming an important one. Mount
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Mount milar/o.—This reef is situated at the Biltago Mountain, 30 miles north-west of Cobar, on 
the Tin clary Run, Messrs, Henderson and party hold a prospecting area, and have since floated it into a 
company, called tho Mount Billago Prospecting Company. A shaft is sonic 100 feet, and a drive of about 
40 feet put in. Some nice samples of quartz-bearing gold have lately been taken from tbe claim, and 
there is every prospect of good results being obtained shortly. X am informed that some stone tested 
realized over 5 oz. of gold and 90 oz, of silver per ton.

Silva',
Three applications were received for silver leases, one for 20 acres and two for 40 acres each, and 

other portions of land are held under mineral licenses.
Copper.

The Great Cohar Mine.—The work in this mine has not been so extensive this year as the previous 
one, the output of copper being G23 tons less, showing a decrease of £12,500. It was rumoured that this 
mine intended to close, for what reasons I am unable to ascertain. All tbe miners and noodcarters, 
with the exception of the men in the smelting sheds, wore paid off; hut now that copper has risen in 
value, I am informed there is every possibility of work being resumed at an early date on a more exten
sive scale.

C. S, A.—This mine is about 7 miles north of Cohar, and was taken up by Captain 'Williams, of 
the Great Cobar Company. Several men are exploring the laud, but as yet have not been successful in 
finding anything payable, although the indications are of an encouraging nature.

Nymagce Mine appears to bo still in full swing, employing fifty men more than last year. The 
output of copper was 433 tons less than last return, showing a decrease of £12,8(jO 10s.

Hermitage Plains.—Very little work has been done by Messrs. XTrost and O’Maboney since my 
last report. This mine has, since tho lease was signed, been sold at a satisfactory figure to a Cobar 
syndicate, who intend to commence operations without delay Three fresh applications of 40 acres each 
have been made for land in this locality.

The whole of the year’s busiuess was confined to the last half of it, when the following business 
was done:—

Miners’ rights ................................................................... 139
Mineral licenses.................................................................... 31
Business licenses ................................................................. 1
fiold lease applications .................................................... 39
Mineral lease applications ................................................. S
Prospecting applications..................................................... ”>
Water rights............................   2

Being the largest amount of business done since tbc office was established here, and now that an impetus 
has been given to prospectors, there is every reason to believe that discoveries of a very important nature 
will be made in this district, aud before long Cobar will become the centre of a large and prosperous 
mining district.

Cobar Btstbict—Nymauee Jtivisiow.
(II. Thco. Garland^ Mining Registrar.}

I hate the honor to submit my annual report for the Nymagce portion of the Cobar Mining District, for 
tho year 1837.

There have been nine miners’ rights and one mineral license issued through the year.
Gold.

There have been a few prospecting for gold during the past year; hut, up to the latter end of the 
year, they have not been successful in finding any.

Copper.
The only company in the Nymagee Division, is the Nymagce Copper-mining Company (Limited). 

There are 350 men and boys employed by the company. The plant at the mine consists of one 35-horse 
power and one 40-horse-powcr horizontal winding engine, two Tangyo pumps, one 11-horse power Root's 
blower, stone-breakers, crushers, <fcc.

The whole of the plant at the mine is valued at £81,000.
During the year 9,860 tons of oro have been raised, all having been smelted at the mine, and 

yielding 1,015 tons copper, tbc value of which was £48,107.
Tho depth of the shaft is 028 feet; the deepest level being 018 feet, width of lode from 10 feet to 

25 feet, dip or underlay 10 feet in 100 feet, and bearing a strike north-north-west and south-south-east.

Coeati Dtstrict—Hn.Lsxox Division.

(Z), G. M''Doug all, Mining Registrar!)
With reference to mining industries in this district, it is with regret that 3 have to announce no progress 
has been made during the past twelve months.

G-old-mining at Lake Cudgellieo is at a complete standstill, the machinery erected some time since 
having been sold to a company at Forbes.

During last year, three applications for mining tenements at Cudgellieo were received, all with a 
view to purchase the allotments as improvement purchases under tho Crown Lands Act of 1884.

Tiiere were issued from this ofiice fifty-three miners’ rights, and eight business licenses, and during 
the same period, applications were received for six gold leases at Dromedary Hill, near Mount Dope, 
total area applied for being 44 acres, and one mineral lease of 25 acres at the same place.

Cobar District—Mount Hope Division.

(HZ', Rilan, Mining Registrar.)
General Report upon the state and progress of the mines in the District or Division :—Tho copper mines 
in this district are now idle about two years, but are likely to be worked again very soon. There are no 
gold mines working in this district as yet. There aro a few men prospecting close to here who have found 
a little gold in an ironstone lode, but they cannot say it is payable. A few gold-mining leases have been 
applied for, and the place is likely to get a fair trial within a few months.

INSPECTOR
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INSPECTOR OF MINES’ REPORT.

In submitting my annual report for tbe year 1887,1 have the honor to inform you that tho following is a 
list of accidents reported on by the Wardens, Coroners, or Wining Begistrars as having occurred 
during the year, in the Metallic Mines of Now South Wales.

Total. Non-
fatal.
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Date
Name 

of Mine or 
Company.
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seriously
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1 10 Jan. wNo name , Meroo, Mud- M. G. Orasso.. Miner .r I
2 20 „

gee
Ironclad Mino Carro .......... Killed by inhaling foul air..........

Killed by explosion of shot ___29 tt W. Snell . .. Manager. 1 ..j M. Daley ,, Miner .. Injured t>} explosion of shot ... 
Killed by falling down a shaft .,5 29 Mar, WeWs Silver EumiaviUe .. J. C. Hall.... ■■ 1

Mine.
6 IS Apr. No name .... Mill End ... C. Clothier 1
7 I'j ,,

Tentcrfield ..
J. Williams Injured hv fall of eaith .... 1

3 27 „ Adeline Mine, C. JPCartiiy,, 1
9 27 ,,

Red HUl Mine Tanrftaroora..
J. 11‘bound Injured bv fall of earth .............. 1

30 Thomas Cox.. i> * Killed falling down shaft.............. 1
11 80 „ South Broken Broken Kill, S. Spears ... .. .. Killed by falling down ladder , .. .. .. 1mu.
12 2 May No name .... Kiamtra ,. C. Stephen Killed by fall of earth.................. 1
13 11 July Pinnacle ,. Nowra ........ H. ClHlervood
14 9 Au:". Corden Mine. Huckinhah .. J. Snow . .. Killed through fall of earth ___ 1

1 1 2 1 1 2

. A few other accidents of a minor nature may have occurred, but none other than those above- 
mentioned have been reported to this office. During the year, 1 have visited and inspected mines in tho 
Southern, Northern, and Western Districts.

Gold.

While the alluvial yield of gold, and the-alluvial miuers arc decreasing, quartz-mining is tahinnr a 
stand as a permanent industry, a

Young.
, P* tNs district several attempts have been made during the year to work systematically the 

auriferous deposits on the lower part of Lambing Hat, about 3 miles below the town of Young; but, so 
far, the heavy water-soaked drifts have baffled the companies engaged in this enterprise ; but, nevertheless, 
it is without a doubt that rich gold exist in the valley, and that, wherever the companies’ managers were 
able to get in a set or two of timber, the yield of gold amply repaid them. This being the case, I have 
no doubt but means will ho found and adopted, by which all difficulties of working these heavy water- 
soaked drifts will be overcome.

Temora. '
. i'ew’ new patches in the alluvial and the quartz reefs have been discovered during the vear, but 

nothing of any great importance. This district is now drifting from mining into an important agricultural 
district.

Sarmedman.
Several good patches of gold have been discovered; the numerous quartz-reefs during the year; 

and there are very good indications that alluvial leads may be discovered when once extensive prospecting 
operations are carried on, with that object in view.

Adelmij,
This, for many years a famous gold-field, has of late become very dull, many of the miners having 

left for other fields; nevertheless, capital and enterprise may yet step in, for which there is ample 
opportunity and encouragement, and so bring sidelong again to the front of our gold-producing districts.

Grenfell.
. ^ 0,T Idtle mining is now being carried on, either in the alluvial or numerous quartz veins of the 

district. There is, however, a large field open for the investment of capital, as few of the quartz veins which 
proved so very rich and remunerative lo original shareholders, have been tested below the depth of 200 to 

■,’'0Llr coml,flllies were formed in L872 to work the Consols, Homeward Bound, Lucknow, and 
O Bncn a Beefs, but none had sufficient capital to go to work in a systematical manner. At the Lucknow 
Beefs, which had yielded thousands of pounds sterling to tbe original shareholders, a main shaft was com
menced by the company;_ but before they reached their object in view, f.e., to sink their shaft to the 
proposed deptli, their capital was spent, and tho company dissolved, which proved nothing whatever as to 
the permanency of the reef, and it would have been better for the district if tho said company had never 
been formed,

Tories.
Mining matter aro looking up in this district. At the Pinnacles a 10-stamp battery is fully 

employed crushing from a quartz vein (owned by Messrs, Nicholas & Co., of Forbes), which has given 
payable results. The weekly output of their mine is 90 tons, and tho yield averaged about 12 dwt. of 

. gold
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gold per ton, with thickness of reef from 2 to 3 feet. There are several other reefs in this neighbourhood 
well worthy being further prospected, as payable crushings have been obtained in former years; but the 
reefs were abandoned in 18(10, when greater attractions presented themselves at the opening of the Emu 
Creek (Grenfell) Gold-field, and in consequence of which the only crushing machine at that time at the 
Pinnacle was removed to Grenfell.

Some prospecting has been carried on in the alluvial, but so far without success, although the 
geological features of the Pinnacle country point to the belief (bat alluvial auriferous deposits are very 
likely to exist, and that it will only requiro the prospectors’ energy and perseverance to thoroughly 
search for and discover them. Should my expectations he realised, then a large tract of country between 
Forbes and Grenfell, which has every favourable indication of being auriferous, will receive the attention 
of both gold prospector and capitalist; and the lands winch now principally are mere sheep walks, will 
become settled on by an industrious mining population, by which more industries than one would be 
benefited. Two parties of prospectors, aided by Government out of tho Prospecting Vote, arc at work. 
They have bottomed several shafts, but so far without payable results.

Parkcs.

_ This district has of late years merged from an alluvial gold-field into a quartz-mining district, and 
is now employing a large number of miners. Tho principal lino of reef now being worked, is that known 
as llazelhurst and Quail’s (formerly tho lluchanan’s). A largo number of mines have of late been opened 
on this line, but so far HazlehnrsL and Quail’s have been the richest. Thousands of oz. have been obtained by 
them during the last three years, and the claims arc not as yet worked out. Other mines, both north and 
south, are also obtaining quartz iu payable quantities. Nearly all tho payable claims on this reef were 
formerly the property of a public company, who abandoned the land, which is now being so successfully 
worked by the individual miner. Before the said company failed, and tho land was re-occupied by tho 
miners, it was thought by some of the inhabitants of Parkes that it would be best for tbe interests of the 
district.to have all the lands surrounding the town sold in allotments, to which the Department of Mines 
objected. The result has proven that the latter took the soundest view, or else the land would have been 
held in tho hands of one or two speculators, whereas at present it profitably employs a large number of 
men. I have for years past advocated that, if miners in the Parkes District would pay more attention to 
quartz-mining, they and the whole district would be greatly benefited thereby.

Orange District.

The mining operations at Lucknow, under the able management of Mr. H. "IV. Newman, are still in full 
work. Extensive machinery has been erected, and everything in connection with the mines and machinery 
is in first class order; but as I have frequently reported in detail upon these mines, I think it super
fluous to do so in this report. ' '

At the Torrent Itccf prospecting parties are now sinking in the deep basaltic country (one of these 
parties has received aid from Government for prospecting). Should they succeed a large tract of 
auriferous country is likely to be opened, stretching from the Forest to Lucknow. At King’s Plains 
prospecting for alluvial and reefs is also being carried on, which may lead to some new discoveries.

Brown’ll Greek.

This mine is still progressing under the able management of Mr. J oim Smith, and has yielded payable 
return during the year.

Hill End and Tamlaroora.

A few parties of miners are still at work on the various quartz veins of this district, but nothing 
new has been discovered during the year. The English Company at Hawkins’ Hill, who took up the land 
formerly held by the Star of Peace, was stopped onco or twice during the year for want of funds, and has 
really clone nothing to develop their land or to discover fresh auriferous deposits.

At the Bed Hill. Tambaroora, Mr. Charlton, the manager of the Bed Hill Gold-mining Co., is 
vigorously prosecuting his operations for the purpose of striking a known rich vein at a greater depth. 
This Company have really done some very hard and expensive work, and deserve every justiliable encourage
ment ; because should they be successful in striking the reef in their main shaft, as anticipated by their 
manager, it would be the means of tbc. employment of a largo number of persons.

. Mndgee and Gulgong.

Parties of minors arc at work in various parts of these extensive gold-fields, but very few new 
discoveries have been made of lato. It is, however, thought that the encouragement given by aid from the 
Prospecting Vote may lead to new gold discoveries being made, and the employment of a large number of 
persons. I have also visited and inspected other gold-fields in different parts of this Colony, but as no new 
discoveries were made on them during the year, with the exception of the Mount Browne Gold-fields, I will 
not unnecessarily lengthen niy report. ■
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Mount Browne.

At Mount Browne proper, at the One-mile and Four-mile, there were during tho time of my inspection 
about eighty miners at work—seemingly making a living. Payable gold has been obtained during the year 

‘at the One-mile, sinking of 100 feet to 130 feet in depth, the bottom dipping into the cretaceous forma
tion at the rate of about 15 feet in 100 feet; width of lead, 30 feet: thickness of wash, 12 inches. Tho 
latter is very cemented, and has to be blasted with explosives. The All Nations Claim, at Mount Browne 
proper, is 200 feet in depth, and dipping south-westerly into the cretaceous formation. Width of auri
ferous wash, from 14 to 20 feet; thickness, about 18 inches, and very much cemented. As the botton (bed 
rock) in this claim dips very rapidly into the cretaceous formation, the flow of water increases, and I was 
informed by the claimholders, that the last two leads obtained from the deepest ground in the All Nations 
claim, was obtained by tbe men standing up to their waist in water; the yield of those turn loads being 29 
dwt, 22 gr. of gold. The gold is coarse, and it is probable that several branches or tributaries will be

discovered,
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discovered, and worked with payable results, not only near Billy Q-oat Hill, but on the outskirt of other 
parts of the cretaceous formation. If machinery is brought on this part of the gold-field to cope with the 
heavy flow of underground water, Mount Browne may again become prosperous, and a large number of 
persons may find profitable employment.

Several small rushes have taken place on the field, and although gold in payable quantities have 
been obtained, they have not been of any great extent or of a permanent nature.

At the Granite (Tibooburra) all tlio shallow auriferous country is being rapidly taken up for 
puddling machine purposes. There are twenty-five machines at work, and several still unefer construction. 
Home of the owners of these machines are making small fortunes, others good wages, nnd all seemed well 
satisfied with the result obtained from their labour and outlay.

Tbe favourable season and large falls of rain have greatly facilitated tho prosperity of the 
granite diggings, the population of which is about 250.

Quabtz Vedts.

Very little real prospecting and systematically working has beeu done ou any part of the Mount 
Browne G-old-field for the discovery of payable auriferous quartz veins with the exception of one part of 
the field, known as the Quartz lieefs, which are in the Silurian slate formation, notwithstanding that 
surface indications point to the great probability that narrow but rich quartz veins will be discovered along 
tbe tract of auriferous country, i.e., from Milparinka, the Two-luile, Tour-mile, Good Friday, Depot 
G-lcn, Taster Monday, and the Granite. Intending prospectors should not waste their tiipo on the largo 
quartz blows visible on the surface in all directions of this extensive auriferous tract of country, but they 
should use their energy aud perseverance in searching for narrow quartz veins, some of which may bo 
covered over by alluvium, and may be discovered in tbe alluvial working. Quartz-mining is very likely 
to become the principal gold-producing industry of the Mount Browne district.

At tho place known as the Quartz Keefs nothing has been done during tbe year, the machinery 
being idle, and is going to ruin. ■

The local price of gold is £8 lbs. per oz.

Suvek,

In June last tbc Back Creek silver deposits were inspected by me. These deposits are situated 
about 6 miles from Bockley, midway between G-eorgc’s Plains and tbe .Newbridge Kailway Station on 
the Western line. At the time of my inspection the works consisted of an open cutting, in which the 
gold and silver was first discovered, and a drive GO feet in length to connect said open cutting with Ho. 1 
and No. 2 shafts, tho latter ofwhicli was 40 feet in depth.

The silver deposits occur in irregular bunches and lenticular quartz veins, varying in thickness 
from 4 to 18 inches. Homo of these veins contain a high percentage of silver and gold. Although the, 
quartz veins are thin, the fissure in which they occur is fully 5 feet iu tliickness, aud the matri between 
said quartz veins is said to contain a small percentage of silver. Strike of veins No. 25 W. with a 
westerly underlay towards a limestone formation. Tile general geological formation of the district 
consists of Silurian sandstone, shales, limestone, and talcoso chloritic micaceous schist.

I forwarded four samples of ore to the Department of Mines for assay : the result, which I left iu 
blank, were filled in after assay by Mr. C. S, "Wilkinson, Government G-eologist.

No. 1 sample was taken a few feet south of No. 2 shaft and yielded : Tine silver at the rate of 
285 oz. 6 dwt. 18 gr. per ton ; fine gold at. the rate of 1 oz. 4 dwt. 11 gr. per ton. ^

No. 2 sample from No. 2 vein, the latter being G inchesin thickness, yielded: Tine silver at tbe rate 
of 134 oz. G dwt. 19 gr. per ton; fine gold at the rate of 5 dwt. per ton.

No. 3 sample from top vein, aboutlG inches in thickness, yielded: Tine silver at tbe rate of 223 oz. 
15 dwt. 8 gr. per ton ; fine gold at the rate of 3 oz. o dwt. 8 gr. per ton.

No. 4 sample from open cutting, near surface, yielded: Tine silver at the rate of 211 oz. 18 dwt. 
11 gr. per ton ; fine gold at the rate of 2 oz. b dwt, per ton.

Back Creek is an old gold-diggings, on which for years past both alluvial and quartz were worked 
with payable results. Owing to the large percentage of silver, the gold realized a low price, which caused 
the abandonment of the quartz veins in that district, but ou the discovery of the Sunny Corner Silver 
Mines, tho Back Creek quartz veins were retaken for the purpose of testing for payable silver deposits.

30 tons 18 cwt. 1 qr. of ore was forwarded for treatment to the International Smelting-works, 
which yielded 3,406 oz. of silver and 15 dwt. of gold per ion, which proves that by careful dressing the 
ore and economically working the mine highly payable return may be anticipated. So far no galena or 
carbonate of lead have been discovered ; but as the mine has not been extensively opened, it may still be 
found to contain galena, also carbonate of lead. At present it is impossible to estimate the full extent of 
the value of these deposits.

I also reported in June last on the Lewis Ponds Gold and Silver Mines, which were very little 
known at the time of my report, but have since that report was published come into prominence. The 
Lewis Ponds Mines arc situated on the eastern slope of one of the high hills of the Lewis Pond, about 15 
miles by road east of Orange, 4 miles south-east of the Old Icely Copper Mine, aud .10 miles north 
of Ophir. Tho geological formation consist of altered sandstone, micaceous talcoso elates, porphyry, and 
limestone. As far as the lode has been opened, it, consists of gossan ore, containing chlorides of silver 
and carbonates of lead, with a fair percentage of gold. Very little, if any, galena baa so far been met with. 
Tbe lode occurs in bunches from narrow veins to J6 feet in thickness, and its strike is north-west 10 
degrees north, with a westerly underlay. About seventy different assays have been made, and I was 
informed with an average yield of GO oz. of silver, and 1 oz. of gold per ton, aud five assays made by tbe 
Mines Department gave the following results :— .

Silver.
>3

J)

it

oz. dwt. gr. 
30 12 0
40 2 12

.227 6 0
213 19 0

Gold
j*
tj

oz.
..0
.1
.1

dwt. gr-

1G 12 per ton, 
7 0 „
(! 0 „

At
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At the time of my inspection three shaftshad been sunk, viz.jthe working shaft 87 feet indepth, witha 
winze iu the north level 29 ft. 6 in. making a total on the lode of 116 feet in depth, and the length opened 
on the course of the lode was 110 feet. An air shaft and a main shaft were also being sunk, the latter 
was 8 ft. s 4 ft. in the clear, was 50 feet in depth, and intended to strike the underlay of the lode at a greater 
depth. Tho ore out of the Lewis Ponds Mine could be raised at a comparatively low cost, owing to tho 
gossan ore, and the walls of the lode being soft and require ver}' little blasting. Fully 500 tons of ore 
were at grass, and several hundred tons of ore were exposed to view in the mine. ■

About 200 yards westerly of this lode, also in the company’s land, is a large outcrop of limestone, 
and about 100 yards westerly of this is another outcrop containing minerals on which an old shaft had been 
sunk many years ago, and in which a lode can be seen from 6 to 8 inches in thickness, likely to contain 
both gold and silver.

Iso. 1, south of the above, is Hpicer’s Mine, ou which a shaft 50 feet in depth had been sunk through 
a gossan lode containing gold and silver, but as to what percentage I could not ascertain, as there was no 
one at work at the time of my inspection.

UNTo. 2 South (Lane aud Company). Hero the gossan lode partly disappears and a large quartz 
reef crops up. I was informed that 10 tons of quartz from this reef, and crushed at the Ophir Crushing 
Machine had yielded D oz. of gold.

No. 3 South, or tho Lily Gold-mining (Prospecting Company), Upper Lewis Ponds, two shafts had 
been sunk, 33 feet and 76 feet respectively. Tins is a gossan lode, aud I was informed that payable results 
had been obtained. 1 however think that nothing payable will be obtained in this mine on tbe shallow 
levels, as there is no regular lode, but strata and lode is mixed together. If a shaft from 150 feet to 200 feet 
in depth was sunk, the lode and walls may become better defined, and payable results might be the conse
quence, but at the'time of my inspection, the shareholders only wasted their capital by scratching and 
fossiking on the higher levels.

There is plenty of timber in the vicinity of these mines, for fuel and mining purposes, and there 
are certainly indications which point to the great probability that these mines will by the aid of scientific 
and practical knowledge in working and treating these ores be made to give profitable returns for the 
capital invested.

About 5 miles from Orange are the Bulge Hills, on which several leases have been taken up for 
gold and silver miniug ; but very little work had been done at the time of my inspection ; although by 
general appearances the Bulgas should contain extensive and payable auriferous and argentiferous 
deposits.

In my report on the Orange district in dune last I also wrote that the whole country from Orange 
to Lewis Ponds had the appearance of being highly auriferous, argentiferous, and cupriferous, and it 
seemed strange that while labour was plentiful, and ciqnlal laid dormant for investment, that this part of 
the Orange district should be so litlle prospected; but 1 was sure that by force of circumstances this part 
of New South Wales would demand the attention of enterprising men, by whoso action a large mining 
population would be settled between Orange and tbc Ophir, along the Bulga and Lewis Ponds Jiangcs.

The Silverton district, including Broken Hill. This rich and extensive district was also inspected 
by me during the year.

The Broken Hill Proprietary Mite, which is the premier mine of the dist Hot (and at present of New 
South Wales) still continues to yield large quantities or chloride ores, and is likely to do so for years to 
come. Their mine works and machinery is very extensive, aud has been fully reported on by me on 
previous occasions.

Active operations in sinking and erection of machinery were carried on in the Central (formerly' 
Nutts) mine, in which a large lode containing iron, manganese, galena, and small percentage of silver had 
been struck, and which on further development may prove payable aud rich.

At the South Broken Hill a main shaft was being sunk and extensive machinery erected ; which is 
an improvement in the right direction. In my last annual report I stated that if a main shaft was sunk 
instead of so many’ shallow shafts, the main lode would be more easily reached. Mineral leases have been ■ 
taken up south, east, and west, but very little work had been done on any of them up to the end of the 
year, with the exception of the Bising Sun, about 3 miles south-westerly of Broken Hill where active 
mining operations are carried on. and it is thought with payable results.

North of the Broken Bill Proprietary is tbe Junction Mine. As stated in my annual report of 
last yrear, it has excellent prospects, and were likely to come to the front. A t the time of my last inspection 
winding machinery were being erected, and some very good ore was raised out of the main shaft.

At the Broken Hill North a main shaft has been smfk during the year, and at the time of my 
inspection the underground workings had been temporarily stopped while machinery was being erected.

At the Victoria Cross only prospecting was curried on, ami the prospects of this mine are likely to 
improve greatly as developments are carried on.

To the north of these mines are also the Consolidated, Bound Hill, Cosgrove's and others ; which 
can only be considered more or less as prospecting companies, and which by striking tbe lode may come 
to the front at anyr time.

Jioohwdl Paddock

Was fully reported on by me during ISS5, since that time a. great deal of progressive work has 
been carried on. several silver lodes have been discovered, and arc now been developed, but as far aC 
proven they do not come up to the value of tho Broken Hill miues.

Tho Pinnacles.

These mines have been fully reported on by mo on former occasions. Tbc mines arc rich in silver, 
but so far, the company have been baffled in successfully treating their ore. During the year extensive 
crushing and concentrating machinery has been erected, which also became a partial failure ; nevertheless, 
there is a likelihood of these mines returning payable results for the capital invested.

The silver deposits arc distributed over such extensive country, and the mines at work and taken 
up are so numerous, that space in this report will not allow me to write separately or extensively on all 
the mines of tho district; suffice it to say, as stated in my last report, the Silverton and Broken Hill 
district is the ricjipst and most extensive in New South Wales.
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Sunny Corner, in the Bathurst district was, also inspected by me. Considering tbe dangerous 
nature in working these mines, everything is done to secure the safety of the persons employed therein, 
and so far the mine has been singularly fortunate in the absence of accidents. Although great many 
improvements have been made in roasting, treating, and smelting tho refractory ores the Company have 
been able to work their mine during the year with payable results, which is principally duo to the ability, 
practical knowledge, and energy of Mr. Thomas Eyre, the Company’s manager. "

l he silver lying, the Silver Queeu, the Nevada, Tomkins, and other silver mines in this district, 
irom whom such great results were expected, have had very few men employed during the year. Some 
have only sufficient men to comply with the labour conditions; others seem quite abandoned.

Emmaville.

The machinery for treating the ore at 'Webb’s silver mine, near Emmaville or Vegetable Creek in 
the north, is rapidly approaching completion ; after which, large returns of silver from this mine may be 
looked forward to. '

Tik.
The shallow workings at the Vegetable Creek Tin-field arc being turned over and over again with 

payable results, principally by Chinese tributors. The increased price of tin has materially helped it, and 
it seems surprising where the yield comes from out of the old apparently worked out ground.

The Deep Lead.

Wesley s Company have a few parties of tributors on which all seem to make good wages.
Bayley s mine has yielded well during the year. The whole of the main bottom level has nearly 

. been worked out, with the exception of a few feeders which are now being worked. A great deal of work 
. tho year has been done in their shallow levels, and to all appearance they have another year or two 
in this level which will pay to work out, should the price of tin keep up. They are shifting theirplant to 
facilitate the workmw " 01

4. Q,in'!}ee,h Reid, Co. This claim has yielded well during the year, but is now probably worked 
out Xo give an idea or the outlay on this lease—I was informed that the mine showed at one time £6,000 
on the wrong side of the lodger, but has since paid handsomely. Tho same company have the ground 
adjoining on tribute from Mr. John Lennon, and have followed the lead into tin ground. The lead is narrow 
iiqre, but is highly payable ; the progress of the works iu this mine is a matter of interest, as it will deter
mine the course of the lead. Mr. Cadell & Co. have prospected by boring to the boundary of tbe 
obt,V'C"mientl0ne^ scem I10^ have struck the main lead, although fair prospects have been

At the Two-mile Allen & Co. have started to work the Old Chance Lead. Messrs. VTarrin & 
Lo. have worked out their land.

Some prospecting lias been done by Wesley & Co. at Mount Doubtful, but with unsatisfactory 
results. Prospecting operations have been resumed at Emu Elat.

Hall Bros., Kangaroo Mat.—’Workings are still carried on with payable results in the land they 
have worked so many years, under the able management of Mr. Thomas Chandler, but it is now nearly 
worked out. _ When this is done they will have to face the wet portion of the lead known to exist in their 
vi-n-o 1 ’S r 3™rth tlle atteution of capitalists, as it is evident that the ground worked by 
Hall Brothers so tar is but a branch of tbe main lead. The tin obtained by them lias been on a dry, 
shallow bar which separates the deep, wet ground. Shafts have hcen sunk, but whenever the level of the 
bar lias been reached the water became- too great, notwithstanding constant baling. If a level was 
brought up through Hall s old workings from the creek below, and the bar pierced through, good results 
would, bo obtained, and the surrounding stanniferous country would be drained thereby.

Stormer and party, about 2 miles west of Hall’s, have been working during the year with payable, 
results, *■

Some prospecting is also carried on on the deep main lead, but no shaft has so far been bottomed.
Tor the purpose of opening up this district for tin-mining the local residents formed themselves 

into a company with a capital ot £5,000, to open the lead at one of the outcrops, and have started 
''v1°j atr'al-to obtain the depth preparatory to starting their tunnel, which when com
pleted will be the means of draining that part of the country by gravitation, and if a similar level or 
tunnel was taken through Hall s property, and tho bar pierced, it would no doubt prove very beneficial to 
the whole district, 1 J

Lodes.

The Ottery Lode at Tent Hill has given good payable results during the year, which has caused 
other lodes m the vicinity being prospected with fair results, but nothing systematically has been done. 
Want of capital is the great drawback m the development of tho tin lode industry in the Tent Hill 
neighbourhood. ' J

The Butler’s Lode has been idle nearly all the year, excepting since it has come into possession of 
its new owner, who is prosecuting his work as well as he can. '

The Torrington Mine, which seems patchy, has raised a fair amount of tin during the year.
At the Dutchman’s Lode some prospecting has been done during the year.
Lodes have also been opened by working miners, but who generally only work that part of the ore stuff 

winch is easily obtained, but who have not sufficient capital to develop their lodes when difficulties come 
m the way.

At the Silent Grove a great deal of work has been done by the Glen Smelting Company, but so 
lar with not very encouraging results. _ The same may be said of Madman’s Gully.

ihe great drawback to this district is the want of capital, and capitalists do not care to prospect 
the deep leads as most of the land is the freehold of (squatters) pastoralists.

The665—r
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The Poolamara, Euriwie, aud Wankaroo tin deposit in the Silverton district were also inspected 
by me during the year. These deposits embrace a large tract of country, and at the present price of tin 
many of them should give payable returns. The ore occurs in granite dykes which traverse the schist 
formation. The dykes vary iu thickness from 1 to several feet, with a general strike of E. 35 N. 
Although in most of these dykes the tin ore is found in patches; there arc some in which the ore is more 
evenly distributed, and whore work can he carried on in a more extensive and systematical manner. 
Most of these deposits are, however, likely to he worked by small parties, who will follow the bunches of 
ore until they become too expensive to work. A. system similar to that adopted in the Vegetable and 
Cope’s Creek Tin-fields of buying the tin ore direct from the miners at the mine would prove beneficial 
both to buyer and producer. A large quantity of tin would then be raised by the individual miner as 
well as by companies, numbers of men could be profitably employed, and the prosperity of that part of tho 
district ensured. Carnets in large quantities have also been found in the Toloonnaca district.

The high price of tin has also given a great impetus to prospecting in the Cope’s Creek district, and 
a large number of persons are now profitably employed on laud which two years ago was considered 
valueless. The several tin lodes near Tinga and Inverell ought now to receive a thorough trial.

Copper.

The low price of copper has had a depressing effect on our industry, and with the exception of the 
Burraga mine hi the south aud the Nymagee mino in the west, very little work has been done during the 
year in the copper mines of New South "Wales, but latterly the Cobar, Mount Hope, Great Central, and 
other copper mines are making preparations for active mining operations.

I have, &c.,
W. H. J. SLEE, _

Inspector of Mines.
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Coal aud Shale.

Table compiled from Eeports furnished by Owners of Collieries, showing the quantity and value of Coal 
and Shale won during the year 1887, and the number of Men employed in the Collieries.

Company. Locality.
Men Employed.

Quantity. Value.
Above

ground.
Under

ground. Total.

Coal. Tons cwt. qr. £ a. d.

Australian Agricultural Co.............. . 123 796 919 374,254 0 0 177,517 13 0
"VVallsend............................................. 202 1,010 1,212 491,498 0 0 247|595 3 0
Newcastle Coal Co.............................. 95 430 525 181,166 O 0 90,652 5 

83,677 10
3

Lambton ............................................ 40 360 400 167,355 0 0 0
Co-operative ..................................... 62 434 496 224.225 0 0 106,496 4 6
Pride of Femdale .............................. 3 9 12 5,613

10,000
0 0 1,533 10 6

Tighe's Hill..................................... . 4 14 18 0 0 5,000 0 0
New Lambton..................................... -' u 60 71 28,405 0 0 13,847 10 0
New Lambton C................................. " 55 130 185 33,424 0 0 16,630 4 0
Greta B ..........................................)
Greta G   .............. ( Maitland .............. 50 293 348 92,783 0 0 46,391 10 0
Duckenfield......................................... 58 203 261 68,737 0 0 37,790 10 0
Brown's ............................................. 70 273 343 S0;0S2 O 0 46,795 2 0
Waratah ............................................. 53 58 111 5,451 0 0 2; 406 0 0
Dunkirk ......................................... 11 92 103 38,219 0 0 18,161 9 6
Brickfield Hill..................................... 2 7 9 5,600 0 0 1,180 0 0
Goose ................................................ 2 6 7 4,800 0 0 2,400 O 0
New Park............................................ 13 15 28 6,122 0 0 3,198 IS 0
Ellesmere...... .................... ................ 3 25 28 10,181 0 0 5,022 0 0
Quarry Tunnel ................................ 1 3 4 1,800 0 0 520 0 0
Bloomfield ......................................... 2 2 4 1,800 0 0 400 10 6
Hetton................................................. 31 21 52 1,100 0 0 414 10 0
Sunderland......................................... Four-mile Creek... 1 2 3 1,600 0 0 380 0 0
Brookstown......................................... 4 15 19 14,410 0 0 6,344 13 6
Clay Cross ........................................ 2 16 18 7,508 0 0 1,811 16 0
Hill End ............................................. 3 7 10 3,573 0 0 1,067 2 0
Box’s Creek......................................... 1 3 4 836 0 0 501 0 0
Wickham and Bullock Island...... 18 176 194 59,533 0 0 27,954 10 3
Morriset ............................................. Lake Macquarie... 2 2 616 0 0 '277 4 O
Lamb, Parbury and Saddington...... 1 1 2 40 0 0 24 0 O
Kosedale ........................ 2 3 5 1,421 0 0 623 5 0
Burwood ............................................ 56 322 378 111,782 0 0 66,480 3 1
Thomley Colliery .............................. Four-mile Creek ... 2 8 10 6,931 0 0 2,048 2 0
Great Northern ................................. 2 9 11 5,347 0 0 2,818 17 0
Hillside ............................................. 2 10 12 5,037 0 0 1,500 0 0
Marvville.............................. 7 48 55 9,660 0 0 4,500 O 0
Stockton ............................................. 60 285 345 150,000 0 0 62,000 0 0
Homevillc .......................... . 5 17 22 6,000 0 0 2,000 0 0
Rathluba............................................. ] 4 5 11,389 0 0 4,478 17 6
Femdale ............................................. Newcastle .......... 12 44 56 9,494 0 0 4,280 0 0

1,070 6,217 6,287 2,243,792 0 0 1,096,720 0 7
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Coal and Shale—contimed.

Company,

Coax,—continued,

Bull! A.................................................
OsBome Wallsend..............................
Coal Cliff.............................................
Mittagong .........................................
Mount Kembla ................................
North lllaTrarra.................................
Mount Pleasant.................................
Australian Kerosene Oil and Mineral

Co..................................................
Berrima .............................................
Broker’s Nose.....................................

Vale of Clwydd...............
Lithgow Valley ...............
Eskbank ............. .............
Eskbank Old Tunnel........
Hermitage .......................
Zig Zag...............................
Cooerwull...........................
Jtetort ..............................
Katoomba .......................
Carlo’s Gap .......................
N.S.W. Shale and Oil Co,

Shale.
Australian Kerosene Oil and Mineral

Co.................................................
N.S.W. Shale and Oil Co...................
Northern Shale ................................ .

Men Employed.
Locality. Quantity. Value.

Above Under
ground. ground.

Tons cwt. qr. £ s. a.

Wollongong ...... 58 1)9 177 31,161 0 0 10,980 8 0
50 160 210 73,678 0 0 27,629 0 0
25 81 106 36,773 0 0 20,750 0 0

Mittagong .......... 4 6 10 1,000 0 0 500 0 0
Wollongong ...... 50 250 300 99,790 0 0 54,864 0 0

34 185 219 57,119 0 0 26,171 12 0
Jf ...... 50 146 196 63,935 0 0 23,258 14 0

Joadja Crock ...... 46 20 66 8,732 0 0 4,366 0 0
Berrima .............. 5 9 14 3,941 0 0 1,922 15 0
Wollongong ....... 9 6 15 439 0 0 241 12 10

331 982 1,313 376,568 0 0 170,634 1 10

Lithgow Valley ... 10 60 70 64,040 0 0 18,095 7 6
4 69 73 58,532 0 0 12 6
9 68 77 60,533 0 0 15,162 0 0
2 9 11 5,000 0 0 1,003 5 9
1 9 10 6,563 0 0 1,421 1 5
9 60 69 64,991 0 0 16,247 15 0

1 1 500 0 0 125 0 0
Hartley .............. 1 r> 6 4,200 0 0 1,160 0 0

IS 45 63 29,208 0 0 9,242 0 0
. 1 2 3 400 0 0 84 18 0

Hartley .............. 3 12 15 8,170 0 0 1,812 0 0

58 340 398 302,137 0 0 79,036 0 2

Joadja Creek ...... See Coal. 40 40 31,406 0 0 70,633 0 0
Hartley ..............

JJ .............................

15
2

60
3

75
5

8,384
220

0
0

0
0

16,078
330

0
0

0
0

17 103 120 ' 40,010 0 0 87,641 0 0

REPORT of the Examiner of Coal-fields for the Colony of New South Wales, for
the year 18S7.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 26th section o£ the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 39 
Vic. No. 31,1 have the honor to submit reports from the Inspectors of Collieries, with this my genera 
report, for the year ending 31st December, 1887. _ _

Tho information I have tho honor to submit in respect to the condition and progress, &c.t of tho 
various coal and boghead mineral mines during the year, 1887 is as follows :—

Number of accidents in 1886 and 1887.
The number of lives lost is, I regret to say, owing to the Bulli disaster, more than those of the 

previous year by sixty-five, and tho non-fatal accidents exceed those of last year by two. In the year 
ending 31st December, 1886. there were twenty-nixie fatal and forty-throe non-fatal accidents.

Three of the fatal accidents happened throngh falling down shafts ; the fourth by being drowned 
in a shaft; the fifth to fourteenth inclusive by “ falls of coalfifteenth by an explosion of loose powder ; 
sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth, by loaded skips; nineteenth to twenty-sixth inclusive by inhalation 
of carbonic acid, <fce., gases ; twenty-seventh through the Perndalc Colliery being flooded by tidal waters ; 
twenty-eighth by a blow from a falling prop; and twenty-ninth by a fall of roof.

The first of the non-fatal accidents occurred through an explosion of loose powder; tho second to 
sixteenth inclusive through “falls of coal;” seventeenth by empty skips; eighteenth, nineteenth, and 
twentieth by explosions of fire-damp; twenty-first to twenty-sixth inclusive by loaded skips ; twenty- 
seventh and twenty-eighth by falling props ; twenty-ninth and thirty-third inclusive through falls of stone; 
thirty-fourth through falling off a stage ; thirty-fifth by a screen bar handle; thirty-sixth head crushed 
between a cage and bunting in shaft; thirty-seventh and thirty-eighth by falls of roof; thirty-ninth by 
the explosion of a shot; fortieth by a loaded truck; forty-first through a fall of jerry ; forty-second by a 
loaded timber trolly; and foriy-third by a fall of morgan. _

In the year under review (1887) fifty-nine notices of accidents were received, ninely-four of the 
accidents (eighty-one of which were caused by the Bulli disaster) being fatal; and forty-five non-fatal; 
all of which have been inquired into, the scene of the accidents inspected, inquests attended and reports 
made thereon axxd forwarded for your information.

The names and occupations of the persons who died from injuries received and those who have 
been seriously injured, as well as the names of the collieries where tho accidents occurred, arc given in the 
following summary: Scmmabt
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Sum mart showing the number of fatal and non-fatal accidents in 1887, the names and the occupations of the persons

is
'£
3c>
%
o
1.V
aD

Date. Oolliciy. Where situated. Persons killed. Persons seriously Injured Occupation.

1 Jan. 7 ... Mount Kembla ................... Wollongong..............
-

2 3 1 10 ... Burwood .............................. Burwood ,7...............
3 if 10 .. Newcastle Co.’s A Pit ...... John Bowden..........

M .........
4- 11 ... Stockton .............................. Stockton ..................
5 11 ... ) ' ...............
6 39 11 ... South Cumberland.............. Camp Creek, near 

Illawarra.
R. W. Davis ..........

>i ...................

17 ...7 Greta..................................... Greta ......................
8 93 28 ... Newcastle Co.’s A Pit ...... Burwood ................. Frfifllc. tStalliml .
9 1> 30 .. Osborne Wallsend.............. WTollongong.............. Thomas Danby ......

10 Feb. I ... A. A. Co’s No, 2 Pit ...... Newcastle ..............
11 13 3 ... New Lambton C Pit ...... Near Adamstown ..
12 4 ... East Waratah............................................ New Lambton.....................

13 Mar, 4 ... Co-operative.................................................... Plattsburgh..................... ..
14 17 ... New Lambton Tunnel C Near Adamstown ... George Limb .....................

Pit.
14a 23 ... Bulli...................................... Bulli..........................

15 April 12 ... Brown’s .............................. Mimni ......................
16 3 13 ... Bullock Island ..................................... Carrington ............................. William Aitkin ......
17 3 21 ... Wallsend............................................................ Wallsend..................

18 May 13 ... North lllawarra..................................... Illawarra.................................... William Moon.....................
19 23 .. Wallsend............................................................ Wallsend ................................ John Walker ................ .. -liner .............................20 25 ... Mount Kembla ................................... Wollongong............................. William Freestone...
21 33 23 ... Mount Pleasant....................................
22 99 28 ... North Illawarra.................................... Illawarra .....................................
23 28 ... Mount Pleasant .................................... Wollontjong.............. W, King Horse-driver ...24 30 ... Bnllock Island............................................ Carmigton ............................. John Valentine 

Thompson.25 .Tune 28 ... Wallsend........................................................... Wallsend.......................... .. .
26 29 ... Mount Pleasant..................................... Wollongong............................. William Nelson.............

Win. Macdonnell ...

13 ......... ..

27 29 ... Osborne "Wallsend.............. ft ............

28 July 5 ... Stockton ............................ Stockton .................. Geo. Carter..............
29 )9 12 ... Co-operative........................ Plattsburgh..............
30 39 20 ... Northumberland.................................... Awaba ............................................

J » .. i .. i ... .. .

31 Aug. 3 ... Brown’s................................................................. Minmi ..........................................
32 33 4 .. Co-operative.................................................... Plattsburgh............................. Abraham Griffiths ...
33 9 ... Walfsend.......................................................... Wallsend....................................
34 16 ... North Illawarra................................... Illawarra..................................... Wm, Davidson ..............

M ............
35 >3 17 ... Wallsend ........................... Wallsend.................

} J . J. ...4 .. . .

36 93 31 ... A. A. Company’s .............. Newcastle.................. Wilburn Reid ..........

37 Sept. 2 , . •
38 »» 3 ... Mount Kembla .................. Wollongong..............

Joadja, near Berrima
Allan M‘Intyro ......

39 31 5 ... Australian Kerosene Oil and 1? ....4. ... ...

49
Mineral Co., Joadia.

33 22 ... Aorth Illawarra.............. lllawarifi..................
41 9 28 ... A, A, Company’s .............. Newcastle.................. Enoch .Smith ........
42 ] 30 ... Burwood .............................. Burwood ..................

43 Oct. 1 ... Greta..................................... Greta........................
S> • ............

44 3 ... Wallsend............................. Wallsend............. . . J» • • ■ ....... .
45 4 ... Win. Bradley.....................

Nathan). Rowbottom

jj ... ........

46 4 ... 1 J ..... 4... ...

47 28 ... Co-operative ...................... Plattsburgh..............
11 i.t.

48 Nov. 7 ... Burwood .............................. Burwood .................. John Wilson .........
49 IS ... j j

50 22 ... A. A, Company’s ............. Newcastle.................. Joseph Frazer......... .
1# * ■* .....................

51 23 ...

52 if 23 ... South Waratah .................................... Charlestown.............................
63 i 20 .. A. A.aCompany’s ............................. Newcastle..................................
54 >• 29 ...

OJ 30 ... Greta......................................... Greta.......................  . ........... .. Enos Bateman..........

Thomas Hammond .. 
Andrew M'Lauchlan

31

56 Dec. 12 . . Duckenfield........................ Minmi ............................................

31 .............................

57 13 ... Co-operative............................. Plattsburgh.............................

Burwood ..................................

>> ..............
5S 19 ... Burwood ................. Thomas Morgan......

1

! > 4 ,

M ...............
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who died or were injured, cause of death or serious injury, and the names of the collieries where they occurred

Cause Of death or serious injury.

t

I.ivcs lost, | Non-fatal.
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Lee fracture bv fall of coal and stone....................
1

1
11 I !

Killed bv fall of coal ............................. 1
1

i ■ ... ..(...
1

l
Severe scalp wound bv a fall of coal.......... i!

.
Severe internal and other injuries by fall of coal |
Killed by stone scaling of side and falling down shaft...... 1 1 1

Severe internal iniuries bv fall of coal......... 1
1

i
1

Ji'racturod right fore-ann, amputated, fall of coal............. ::r I
...

Killed whilst riding in emptv skip ............ 1 )

Fractured ribs aud other injuries by fall of coal. . 1
1

1 l
Thigh fracture and injuries to head by fall of stoue 1
Injuries to head and right leg crushed by loaded skip..............

Leg and knee crushed by fall of coal ................ ]
1

1
1l

Bight leg and left hip fractured bv fall of coal . . 1 1

By an explosion........................................................... SI
■’*1 "

Jawbone fractured, killed by a pony ..................... 1 i
I

Leg fracture, caught between the timbers and a loaded skip ... 
Fractured ankle by fall of coal ........................

..

1 ...

Killed on incline whilst greasing rollers by empty waggon......
Itight leg fractured and other injitries by fall of coal .. . .

i
' 1

1
1 ■ i |

Killed bv fall of coal and stone.................................. ■ 1 1
Bruised about back, crushed by a skip .......................... :r. l

1
1

Collar-bone fractured by a skip............................. 1 1
Killed bv a loaded skip on engine road .................. 1 1

1! >
.. 1 .
..J... ...| .

. ...1. .| I
"TT

Fracture of both legs bv fall of coal................

Left collar-bone fractured bv fall of coal .............. i
(
] T

Leg broken by empty skip ............................................... ......
Bruised about the head bv empty waggon............................... 1 1 *

Fatal injuries by a blow from a prop ............................... 1

,....... 1 1 T •! , 1 1 I <‘'4 \ }
1 <

"■I ••
l

Leg fracture by fall of coal ........................................... 1............. . t'x: "f ■
J-itig imuliuic by liili. til day ,, ................................... ,

Leg fracture by a fall from a horse .............................. ■Tit . 1 ..

3 1 i
Fatal injuries by a fall of coal ........................................ 1

. j...

, 1 ■ ■ 1 " 1
Internal injuries by a fall of coal ........................................
Burned on shoulder by bre-damp ...................................

i
i .L.

ii.......
1 1

. .1...
1

.. "
i

• 1 ■ • ■ 1
' T ’

Severe burns by a shot explosion ...................................... iSevere injuries to head by a fall of morgan .................. .. (..v-| -
1

Compound fracture of leg by fall of coal ......................
t

1
’I I "T"

1
Fatal injuries by stone falling from roof.................................... 1r 1 , t 1 *
Injuries to back by fall of stone from roof ...............................

Leg and arm broken by falling from jettv .............................. 1
iFatal injuries by a fall of coal ...................................... 1 i 1. 1 1 ■

Fracture of arm and injuries to hip by fall of coal.................. T 1 i 1

Severe internal injuries by fall of coal...................................... 1

i

•
1". ...|..
1 >

Fracture of ribs by a fall from a canch.........................................
Severe injuries to head by fall of coal........................................ ' !

...1...1...
1 1

l
r1 -I- ■ 1

1

i

1
i

Arm fracture ami other injuries by blow from a prop.............
Internal and other injuries, squeezed by a chain ...................

...'.. 1'1 . 1. .

Fatal injuries by a fall of coal .................................................... 1
i 11 |

Severe injuries by a fall of roof stone ........................................
......

Thigh fracture by fall of coal........................................................ 1 1
1

Thigh fracture aud deep wound by a loaded skip..................... 1 n
Thigh fracture by a loaded skip ................................................ T 1 1 n'■j-*-
Fracture of hip-bono by a fall of coal ..................................... 1

l1..
V 1 '1'

Severe injuries to head by a shot explosion ............................. 1 1 1 j 1 "p

Severe fracture of thigh-bone by a fall of coal .........................
1 ! 1

j

...L
1

1l.. 1 . 1
Leg fracture bv a fall of coal ...................................................... L_ 1 1 1 v'Fatal injuries by a blow from a prop ........................................ ii .1

|... 1 1 1
| ’

"’l

Total fatals, 31. Total non-fatals, 45. SI e 1 i 1 1 1
t

22
1

3 4 1

1 11
1 1j1 i i12! 1

Ii!
11

1
1

1 1
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The returns which have been collected and forwarded to me by the Mining Department show the 
following figures for the year 1887:—

Coal Bbtubn.

Tons of round and small coal raised......
Value of round and small coal raised......

Northern District. 1 Southern District. Western District.

1 1
Tote!.

2,243,792
£1,096,720 0s. 7d, 

1,070
5,217

376,568 302,137
£170,684 la. 10d. £79,036 0s. 2d. 

331 58
982 340

2,922,497
£1,346,440

1,459
6,539Persons employed under ground..............

Petboleum Oil Caiwel Coal oe Boghead Mibebax Bbtubns.

Western and Southern Districts.
Tons of boghead mineral or petroleum oil cannel coal....................... ............. 40,010
Value of boghead mineral or petroleum oil cannel coal raised ......................£87,641
Persona employed above ground........................................................................ 103
Persons employed under ground........................................................................ 17*

* See coal for Joadja.

5,421 tons of this mineral, valued at £17,943, went to intercolonial ports, and 15,997 tons, valued 
at £44,377, was shipped to other ports; 18,592 tons, valued at £25,321, having been used in the manu
facture of oils, parafine, grease, and gas, &e.

Comparative statement of Beturns for 1886-7.

Northern District.

Men above Men under 
ground- ground.

Tons of round and 
small coal. Value.

Tons cwt. qr. £ s. d.

Australian Agricultural, Newcastle WaUsend, Newcastle Coal Com
pany, Lambton, Co-operative, Brown’s, Duckenfield, New Lamb- 
ton, New Duckenfield, Waratah, South Waratah, East Waratah, 
Hetton, Ferndale, Goose, Pride of Ferndate, Tighe’sHill, Wick
ham andBullock Island, Stockton, Burwood, Clay Cross, Dunkirk, 
Maryville, Brickfield Hill, Hillside, Hill End, Quarry Tunnel, 
Brookstown, Morrisott, Lake Macquarie, Sunderland, Thomley, 
Rathluba, Homeville and Greta, Greta C, Bix’s Creek, Ellesmere, 
Singleton, New Park, Kosed&le, and Bloomfield..........................

Total in 1SS7.....................
„ 1886......................

Increase in 1887 ................

Decrease in 1887 ........... .

V 1,070 5,217 2,243,702 0 0 1,096,720 0 7

1,070
1,089

5,217
5,044

2,243,792 0 0 1,096,720 0 7 
2,178,116 0 0 1,084,554 17 1

19

173 65,676 0 0 12,165 3 6

Southern District.

Mount Kembla, Bulli, Illawarra Coal Co., Osborne Wallsend, Coal 
Cliff, North Illawarra, Australian Kerosene Oil and Mineral C. 
Company, Smokers Nose, aud Berrima.........................................

Total in 1SS7......................
„ 18S6......................

Decrease in 1887 ..............

Increase in 1SS7................

331

331
351

20

982

982

35

376,568 0 0 170,684 1 10

376,568 0 0 170,684 1 10 
370,830 0 0 149,993 12 0

5,738 0 0 20,690 9 10

Western District.

Vale of Clwydd, Lithgow Valley, Eskbank, Eskbank Old Tunnel, 
Hermitage, Cooerwull, Hartley Vale, Carlo’s Gap, Katoomba, 
Zig-Zag, and New South Wales Shale Oil Co................................

Total in 1887......................
„ 1886......................

Increase in 1887 ................

Decrease in 1887 .............. '

58 340

58 340
61 355

3 15

302,137 0 0 79,036 0 2

302,137 0 0 
281,229 0 0

21,908 0 0

79,036 0 2 
68,615 15 0

10,420 5 2

Prom these returns we find that in the Northern District, in the year under notice, there has been 
an increase of 65,676 tons in the quantity of coal raised, and an increase of £12,165 3s. 6d. in the value of 
it; whilst in the previous year (1886) there was an increase of 64,743 tons, aud in the value of the coal 
raised £51,650. ,

In the Southern District there has been an increase of 5,738 tons, and in the value of £20,690; 
whilst in the previous year (1886) there was a decrease of 82,898 tons, and £80,478 in the value, which 
was caused by a four mouths’ strike at most of the collieries, and if we deduct 5,738 tons, this year’s 
(1887) increase from last year's (1886) decrease of 82,898, it gives 77,160 tons as the yearly decrease

which
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which has taken place since the year 1885 and prior to the 1886 four months’ strike, and hy deducting 
£20,690, this year’s (1887) increase in value from last year’s (1886) decrease of £80,478, we find that 
£59,788 represents the yearly decrease in value which has taken place since the strike, thus showing the 
injury done to the district thereby.

In the 'Western Distinct there has been an increase of 21,908 tons, and in the value of £10,420; 
whilst in the previous year there was a decrease of 30,534 tons, and a decrease of £8.221 in the value, 
which was caused by a general depression in trade, the railway traffic being less, and brickworks not taking 
as much coal as in the previous year.

The following table shows comparisons betiveen the year under notice and two preceding years, as 
regards the exports of coal to foreign and iutcrcolouial ports ; the quantity used for home consumption; 
total output and value; tons of round and small coal raised for each person employed in and about the 
collieries; value of round and small coal raised for each person so employed; and the quantity of coal 
raised for each life lost.

119

Years.

Ex]»rts to Intercolonial Porta Exports to Foreign Ports. Total Exports,

Home con
sumption.

Quantity. Average per 
ton. Value. Quantity.

A™t^pej
Quantity. Average per 

ton. Value.

I8S5........................................................
1880........................................................
1887........................................................

Tons.
991,924

1,027,775
1,077,270

£ 6. <1.
0 10 7'13
0 10 7'22
0 19 5-89

£
525,443
544,824
5(15,034

Tons.
704,432
798,000
713,172

£ s. d.
9 11 G’50
0 11 4'31
o n ros

£
441,229
492,178
395,453

Tons.
1,750,350
1,735,865
1,709,442

£ s. d.
0 11 0-09 
0 10 10 93
0 10 8*70

£
966,003
947,902
960,539

Tons.
1,122,507
1,094,310
1,132,055

3,090,909 0 10 (J-7S 1,633,851 1 ‘2,183,604
1

0 11 4-03 1,233,853 5,282,063 0 10 10-58 2,874,204 3,848,872

Years.

Total Output and Value.
Coal raised per each person 
employed in and about the 

Mines.

Value of Coal raised per each 
person employed in and about 

the Mines.
Tons of Coal raised per 

each life lost.

Quantity, Average per 
ton. Value. Quantity.

Avenujp 
tons per 

each person 
employed.

Persons
employed. Value.]

Average 
value per 

etch person 
employed.

Persons
employed. Quantity.

Average 
tons per 
each life 

lost.

Lives
tost

1SS5.........................
1886.........................
18S7.........................

Tons.
2,878,863
2,830,175
2,922,497

£ s. d.
0 9 3■72
0 9 2-53
0 9 2*57

£ Tons.
1,$49,212 2,873,863 
1,303,104 2,830,175
1,340,440 2,922,497

Tons.
405
364
365

Number.
7,097
7,847
7,998

£
1,840,212
1,393,104
1.340,440

£ s. d.
188 1610 
169 17 10 
168 0 1

Number.
7,007
7,847
7,99S

Tons.
2,878,863
2,830,175
2,922,497

Tons.
261,714
97,692
$1,090

Num
ber.

11
29
94

8,631,635 0 9 2-93 J 3,939,816 j 8,631,535 379 22,943 3,959,810 173 IS 2 22,942 8,631,635 64,414 134

Northern District.

Numbers of persons employed in and about the mines ...............................
Number of persons employed underground ..................................................
Quantity of coal raised in tons..........................................................................
Number of non-fatal accidents.......................................................................
Number of lives lost by accidents .................. ...............................................
Persons employed per each non-fatal accident...............................................
Persons employed per each life lost ..............................................................
Tons of round and small coal raised per each non-fatal accident................
Tons of round and small coal raised per each life lost ...............................
Tons of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines ,...
Tons of coal raised per each person employed underground.......................
Value of coal raised ..........................................................................................
Value of coal raised per each person employed in and about the minos..., 
Value of coal raised per each person employed underground ...................

Southern District.

Number of persons employed in and about the mines .............................. .
Number of persons employed underground ..................................................
Quantity of coal raised in tons.........................................................................
Number of non-fatal accidents........................................................................
Number of lives lost by accidents ..................................................................
Persons employed per each non-fatal accident.............................................
Persons employed per each life lost .............................................................
Tons of round and small coal raised per each non-fatal accident..............
Tons of round and small coal raised per each life lost ...............................
Tons of cool raised per each person employed in and about the mines ...
Tons of coal raised per each person employed underground......................
Value of coal raised ........................................................................................
Value of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines.,. 
Value of coal raised per each person employed underground ...................

Western District.

Number of persons employed in and about the mines..................................
Number of persons employed underground .................................................
Quantity of coal raised in tons........................................ ................................
Number of non-fatal accidents........................................................................
Number of lives lost by accidents .................................................................
Persons employed per each non-fatal accident ...........................................
Persons employed per each life lost ..............................................................
Tons of round and small coal raised per each non-fatal accident ...........
Tons of round and small coal raised per each life lost..................................
Tons of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines ...
Tons of coal raised per each person employed underground......................
Value of coal raised ........................................................................................
Value of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines ... 
Value of coal raised per each person employed underground ..................

. 6,287

. 5,217

. 2,243,792

. 37
. 7
. 169
. 898
. 60,632
. 320,541
. 356
, 430

. £1,096,720 0 0 
. £174 8 10
. £210 4 4

. 1,313

. 982
. 376,058
. 8
. 87
. 164
. 15
. 47,082
. 4,329
. 287

383
. £170,684 0 0 
. £129 19 10

. £173 15 3

........ 398

........ 340

........ 302,137

......  nil.

........ nil.
No non-fatal accident.
...... No life lost.
No non-fatal accident.

........ No life lost.
....... ’ 759

888
£79,036 0 0

........ £198 11 7

........ £232 9 2
The

i
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The following table shows comparisons between the year under notice and the preceding year, as 
regards the proportion the accidents and deaths bear to the persons employed, the quantity and value of 
the coal for each person employed in. and about the mines and underground, in the Northern, Southern, 
and Western Districts,

Northern District. Southern District. Western District.

13S6. 1S37. 1SS6. 1BS7. JSS6. 1SS7.

Number of persons employed in anil about the mines 0,133 6,287 l,2flS 1,313 416 303

Number of persons employed underground .................. bjOH 5,217 947 0S2 355 340

Quantity of coal raised in tons.......................................... 2,175,110 2,243,782 370,SS0 B70,6i>S 231,229 302,137

Number of non-fatal accidents ........................................ 30 37 7 s Nil. Nil.

Number of lives lost by accident...................................... If) 7 o 87 3 Mil.

Persons employed t>er each non-fatal accident .. - 170 169 1S5 104 No non-fatal 
accident.

No non-fatal 
accident.

ersons employed per each life lost.................................. 3-23 S9S G40 15 52 No life lost.

Tons of round and small coal raised per each non-fatal 
accident

00,603 00,032 ri2f075 47,032 No non-fatal 
accident.

No non-fatal 
accident.

Tons of round and small coal raised per each life lost.. 114,037 320,541 135,415 329 35,153 No life lost

Tons of coal raised per each person employed in and S'iii 350 2SC 257 076 759
about the minos.

Tons of coal raised per each person employed under- 432 430 390 353 792 SS3
ground.

£ p. d. £ $. d.£ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. il.
Value of coal raised ................................ ............................ l>0S4,fir>4 17 1 1,096,720 0 0 149,993 12 0 170,034 0 C 62,616 15 0 79,030 0 0

Value of coal raised per each person employed in and 
about the mines.

170 10 9 274 5 10 115 11 1 129 1!) 10 367 G 1 IDS 11 7

Value of coal raised per each person employed under- 21 j 0 4 210 4 4 15S 7 D 173 15 3 193 O 0 232 9 2
ground.

The following statistical return, furnished me by Mr. W. R. Logan, the Collector of Customs at 
Newcastle, shows that the greatest increase in the export of coal from that port has been:—To United 
States, 243,325 ; Victoria, 80,418 ; Chili, 47,153 ; Pliillipine Islands, 36,250 ; Singapore, 25.388; Java, 
17,665; New Caledonia, 3,336; Mauritius, 2,993; Western Australia, 2,210; and Sandwich Islands, 
11,252. And the greatest decrease to San .Francisco, 154,332 ; South America, 38,953j Manilla, 34,521; 
Honolulu, 22,037 ; India, 19,594 ; South Australia, 15,958 ; New Zealand, 14,345; Wilmington, 13,886; 
Hong Kong, 13,576 ; Tasmania, 7,295 ; Portland O., 6,771; Mexico, 5,761; Queensland, 4,749 ; Jqui Iqui, 
2,271; Potropaulovsld, 1,760 tons.

Newcastle.—New South Wales export of Coal during the years 1886 and 1887.

Countries. 1SS0. 1SS7. Increase. Decrease.

Tons. Tons. Tons. Tons.
628,141 708,559 80,418
164,453 150,108 14,345
]39|47C 128,518 15,958

11,576 13,780 2,210
Queensland ................................................. 20,417 15,668 4,749

40,209 38,974 7,29o
20’719 21,081 362

8,957 12,293 3,336
22*037 22,037

1 34,521 34,521
Mauritius.................................................... 5,853 8,846 2,993

96,931 83,355 13,576
2,475 1,366 1,109

154,332 154,332
oj771 6,771

.South America............................................. 46,079 7,126 38,953
28,448 46,113
67,809 48,215 19,594

8',071 2,310 5,761
1,795 1,795

249 249
600 600

13,886 13,886
500 500

Iqui Iqui ..................................................... 2,271 2,271
500 500
500 500

Cape of Good Hope..................................... 318 433 115
Ho Ho 1,120 1,292 172
Potropaulov&ki ......................................... 1,760

30,953 .......25,388
1,760

816 816
848 12,100 11,252
880 880

47,153 47,153
248,325 248,325
36,256 36,256

307 307

Total .............. 1,658,386 tons. 1,644,694 1,658,386 476,201 362,509

Total increase for 18S7 is 113,692 tons,
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Decennial Eeturn.—Port of Newcastle.—Foreign and Intercolonial Ports.

Year.

Vessels cleared outwards for 
Foreign and Intercolonial 
, Ports.

Total value Of 
Imports 

from Forciirn

Quantity and value of Coal 
exported to

Foreign atid Intercolonial Torts.
Total value of 

Exports (inclusive of 
Coal) to Forcitrn

Total
amount of Revenue

and Intercolonial and collected.
No. of 
Vessel?, Tonnage, Ports. Tong. Value Intercolonial Ports.

£ s. (1. £ s. d. £ B. d. £ B, d.
]878 1,407 655,885 444,760 8 9 871,985 602,557 0 0 699,252 13 0 60,511 14 0
1879 1,330 051,501 340,501 O 0 860,375 591,090 0 0 618,427 0 0 57,477 18 9
1880 1,023 516,480 527,905 0 0 673,393 372,378 0 0 477,486 0 0 57,883 4 6
18S! 1,121 654,543 482,845 0 0 899,369 343,931 0 0 407,212 0 0 77,643 10 7
1882 1,143 737,772 632,073 0 0 1,080,446 0 0 618,586 0 0 76,799 12 7
1883 1,305 926,956 658,601 0 0 1,359,505 722,428 0 0 1,440.752 0 0 87,844 12 0
1881 1,433 1,066,462 738,653 0 0 1,505,395 835,070 0 0 1,099,047 0 0 108,720 0 0
1885 1,388 1,076,346 930,200 0 0 1,552,130 832,495 0 0 1,927,026 0 0 108,834 18 6
1SS6 1,335 1,097,382 843,474 0 0 1,544,694 828,189 0 0 1 >398,728 0 0 119,131 15 O
1887 1,334 1,154,439 781,796 0 0 1,658,386 886,921 0 0 1,788,661 0 0 117,543 7 10

Eetchn showing the quantity raised, price per ton, and value of the boghead mineral or petroleum oil 
(cannel coal), commonly called kerosene shale, from 1S65 to 188/ inclusive. *

Year. Tons. Average price per ton. Value. Year. Tons. Average price per ton. Value,

1865 570
£ s. d.
4 2 5'47

£ s. d. 
2,350 0 0 1877 18,963

£ s. d.
2 9 0'82

£ e. d. 
46,524 10 0

1866 2.770 2 18 10'48 8,154 0 0 1878 24.371 2 6 11-49 57,211 0 O
1867 4,079 3 14 9'21 15,249 0 0 1879 32,519 2 1 1096 66,930 10 O
1868 16,952 2 17 7-11 48.816 0 0 1880 19,201 2 6 7'03 44,724 15 O
1869 7,500 2 10 0-00 18,750 0 0 1881 27.894 1 9 2-59 40,748 0 0
1870 8,580 3 4 3-18 27,570 0 0 1882 48,065 l 15 000 84,114 0 O
1871 14,700 2 6 3'91 34,050 0 0 1883 49,250 1 16 10'77 90,861 10 0
1872 11,040 2 11 11-91 28,700 0 0 1884 31,618 2 5 7-85 72,176 0 0
1873 17,850 2 16 6'55 50,475 0 0 1885 27,462 2 8 11-62 67,239 0 0
1874 12,100 2 5 1'48 27,300 0 0 1886 43,563 2 5 10-79 99,976 0 0
1875 0,107 2 10 2-22 15,500 0 0 1SS7 40,010 2 3 10-43 87,761 0 0
1876 15,998 3 0 O'OO 47,994 0 0

Complaints made of deficient ventilation, Sfc.—I have, as usual, inquired into sundry complaints 
made with respect to deficient ventilation and non-compliance with the requirements of the provisions of 
the Coal-mines Regulation Act, 187C. Proceedings, where necessary, have been taken to enforce the 
provisions of the Act, aud reports furnished thereon.

New Mines oi'Ened our on in course or 1)e\,elo.[,m'ent duhino the yeah 1887.

jCorlhv.mherland Collieri/.
On February 7th Messrs. Blomfield and Dixon gave notice that the emking of a shaft for coal

mining purposes had been commenced at Passiferns, county of Northumberland, parish of Awaba. This 
is now the property of the Northumberland Coal and Land Company.

Bulli Mountain, Wollongong.
On Juno 13th Mr. Arthur Robinson notified of having commenced sinking a shaft for coal on his 

mineral conditionally purchased land at top of Bulli Mountain, parish of Woonona.

Singleton Coal and Coke Company.
On July 12 th Mr. W. Longworth gave notice of having commenced to sink atrial shaft on a 

mineral lease situated in the parish of Auckland, county of Northumberland, adjoining Messrs. Nowlauds’ 
mine.

Lahiffl § Ahern's Tunnel, Mount Kembla, Wollongong.
On August 2nd Mr. Lahiff notified having commenced opening out a tunnel for permanent service 

in the coal measures. This is in excess of work done on the same selection—seeking for kerosene shale— 
formerly situated at Mount Kembla, Wollongong.

Byhope Colliery, Bedhead.
On August 31st Mr. Thos, Croudace notified that ho expected to commence to sink at Redhead 

. latter end of the week, -
Ferndale Colliery, Wickham.

On September 15th Mr. John Powell, colliery manager, notified having opened out a new colliery 
at "Wickham, near Newcastle,

Oakley Bark, Zig Zag, Lithgow.
On September 15th Mr. Richard Fryer, on behalf of the Oakley Park Coal-mining Company, 

Lithgow, gave notice of having commenced sinking on their property near the Railway Zig Zag, Lithgow.

Sunderland Colliery, Fast Maitland.
On October 11th Mr. Matthew Tulip notified having commenced a colliery on the 20-acro lease at 

Four-mile Creek.

(565—Q Coal-sunes
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COATi-MIlfES ABANHOSED OB OPEEAIIONS SUSPEFBED EBBING THE TEAB 1S87.

■ BrouglialVs Tight;'s Sill Colliery, Tighe's Sill.

On September 24tli, Mr. Jno. Jackson gave notice that the Tiglio’s Hill Colliery, recently worked1 
hy Bi’bughall and partners, was filially closed on the 22nd, in consequence of all the payable coal having 
been worked therefrom.

This is a section of the Borehole coal-seam, suitable for house-fire, steam, gas, blacksmith, and 
coking purposes, recently opened out by the' Australian Agricultural Company, at their Sea Pit 
new winning, from whence they anticipate raising large quantities of coal from the yard, 2 feet, and 
Borehole coal-seams In 1889 and subsequent years. A shaft, called the Sea Pit, 15 feet in diameter, 
adjacent to the old P Pit and Darby-street, Newcastle, has been sunk through the last-mentioned coal. 
The depth from the floor of the heapstoad to the top of the Borehole seam is 266 feet 6 inches, and the 
thickness of the seam is 16 feet 6 inches. Below this seam in the shaft a 30-feet sump has been sunk, 
thus making the total depth of the shaft 313 feet. The depth of the brick walling from the floor of 
heapstead is 48 feet 7 inches, and it is 2 feet in thickness and built iu cement. The shaft is fitted up 
with iron slides, and steel shoes are placed on the outer side of each cage to work on those slides. A 
winding engine has been fitted up on the surface of 158 indicated horse-power. It is also fitted with 
over-winding gear and a powerful steam-brake. There is also an automatic gearing placed at the top of 
the shaft for working the steam-brake, should the cages be lifted above their normal working point. 
This automatic contrivance not only puts on the steam-brake, but .it also shuts off the steam from the, 
cylinders of the engine, and relieves them at the same time of all internal pressure. The above three 
objects—viz., putting on steam-brake, abutting off steam from cylinders, and relieving cylinders of 
internal pressure—are accomplished in one simultaneous movement. A good substantial brick building 
has been erected over this engine. There have been seven egg-end boilers, 30 feet x 6 feet, fitted up, andj 
they have been roofed over in a substantial manner. ' ’

: .. - The



The old P Pit has been opened out to 15 feet diameter, and it has been sunlc to the floor of the 
seam mentioned in the above-named shaft; and 49 feet of brick and cement walling, 18 inches thick, has 
been built in this shaft. A “Schiele” patent ventilating fan, 13 feet 6 inches in diameter, will be erected 
at this F Pit. The Company have the plans in hand for the foundations, and the work will be proceeded 
with at an early date. After the fan and connections have been fitted up they will commence to erect an 
engine of 150 horse-power for hauling coal to the bottom of the main shaft. It is also their intention to 
put in a slope drift from the surface, near to Darhy-street, to the underground workings, at a gradient of 
0 inches to the yard; and this will he used as a travelling road for the men to enter and leave their work.

Section of Hetton Seam, and description of Mine.

It. In.
Sand...............................................   44 0
Clay......................................................... 69 0
Clay flucl black sand............................. 14 C
Clay......................................................... 36 6
Soft rock formation .............................. 5 0
Rock ...........................................   45 0

Shale ..................................................... 1 0 ft. in.
Coal ..................................................................... 0 3
Band ...  .................................................. .................... ...  .......... . <> 1
CJaRl ...........................................       11 4
Band......................... ........................................................ .. ,, * , D li
(Inal........................................................................................ a,.] 0 G
Band ..................................................................... 0 2
Coal ..................................................................... 0 10
Band ..................................................................... 0 1

Coal 2 1

Band 0 1

Coal ................................... ................................ 3 0

Band..................................................................... 0 1

Coal 5 0

Coal and bands 0

Coal 2 0

Jerry 1 0

Coal 5 0

Total thickness of coal seam 22 2

The above is an account of the strata and Borehole coal-seam sunlc through by the Hetton Coal Company, 
at Bullock Island, adjacent to the wharf and steamer cranes fronting the Newcastle Harbour. The Bore
hole coal-seam was sunk through at a depth of 237 feet from the surface, by a shaft 15 ft. 10 in. in 
diameter, which is lined with cast-iron tubbing for a depth of 180 ft. from the surface. The sinking com
menced 27 November, 1885, and was completed 19 March, 1887.

The coal is of excellent quality, suitable for house-fire, steam, gas, blacksmith, and coking purposes.
A compound winding engine with two 20-inch cylinders and a 54-inch stroke, three boilers 6 ft. in 

diameter and 34 ft. long, Tangyc pumps with an air compressor to work them, instead of steam, a sub
stantial head-gear, and three screens, &c., have been erected, and the Company anticipate raising large 
quantities of coal next year (1888).

Section
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Section of PernJale Coal-seam, and description of Mine.
ft, in.

2 2 

0 1

2 0 

0 1

4 0

1 2

0 S 
0 1
1 :s

0 G

3 7

ir, 7

This is a section of the Borehole coal-seam sunk through by the Ferndale Coal Company, at Wick
ham, adjacent to the Bullock Island G-overnment Kailway, and distant about 1 mile from the wharf and 
steam cranes fronting the Newcastle Harbour. ^ , ,

The Borehole coal-seam has been sunk through at a depth ot 162 feet from the surface by a 
winding shaft 1.2 feet and an air-shaft 9 feet in diameter, lined with cast-iron tubbing. The coal is or 
excellent quality—suitable for house-fire, steam, gas, blacksmith, and coking purposes.

A compound winding engine with two 20-inch cylinders, a 20-inch cylinder haulage engine, 
substantial bead-gears and screens, &c,, have been erected, and the Company anticipate raising large 
quantities of coal next year (1S8S).

JToitn/j Walhenel Collier;/,
This is a new Company which has been formed and is being opened out by Messrs. Bonarius and 

others to work the Borehole coal-seam, from under land in the parish of Teralba, county^ of Northum
berland, which colliery, when connected hy about 2£ miles of railway to near the Cockle Crock Kailway
Station will be between 9 and 10 miles distant from the Newcastle Harbour,

In December last a shaft 10 feet in diameter was iu course of sinking to the Borehole coal-seam, 
and a pair of coupled winding engines, boiler, &c., had been erected, and material was being drawn from 
the shaft thereby.

This is a section of the Borehole coal-seam—suitable for house-fire, steam, gas, blacksmith, and 
coking purposes—taken by Mr. Inspector Dixon, which the West Wallsend Coal Company have sunk 
through by a winding shaft 15 it, in diameter and 492 ft. in depth, and by a furnace shaft 10 ft. in

diameter
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diameter and 402 ft. deep, situated in the parish of Teralba, cminfcy of ^Northumberland. The colliery 
will be 14 miles from the Newcastle Harbour when their branch tine of about 5 miles in length has been 
constructed to the Government Hail way, near the Teralba Station. Two coupled 2o-inch cylinder winding 
engines, a conical drum 10 to 12 feet in diameter, four boilers 5 ft. 6 in. by 33 ft., and an iron head
gear, &c., have been erected, and wdien the railway line now in course of construction is completed it is 
intended to ship coal at Newcastle.

Geeit Noetherx.

Coarse conglomerate and pudding-stone..........

Coal and bands ...............................................

Coal .................................................................

Band .................................................................

Coal ..................................................................

Band ................................... ...........................

Coal ..................................................................

Clutter.

Thickness of coal worked.................

ft. in. 
Ofi 0

12 0

I 3
0 <H

3 10

0 01 

2 0

7 8
The above is an account of the strata and uppermost or No. 1 coal-seam (suitable for house-fire, 

steam, blacksmith, and coking purposes) sunk through by the Great Northern Coal Company in an air- 
shaft 0 feet in diameter and 130 feet deep, which is connected with an adit 10 feet wide, 7 feet high, and 
450 yards in length. The mine is situated at Teralba, distant 12 miles from the Newcastle Harbour, 
where a branch line 30 chains in length connects it with the Homcbush and Waratah Railway. A 
temporary haulage engine, with two 9-inch cylinders, is placed near tbe tunnel mouth, and is supplied 
with steam from a 15 horse-power vertical boiler and a Tangye pump. Three screens, engine-bank, &c., 
have been erected, and a “small coal-hopper,” to hold 1,000 tons, is in course of construction. Also ten 
coke-ovens, patented by Coppee, Evence, & Co., each 15 ft. long, 7 ft. high, and 2 ft. wide, are in course 
of erection. They are fired from underneath the heated gases, and flame through flues on each side of 
oven, over the crown, and from thence into main flue. There are apertures left in sides of ovens to allow' 
of the coal-gases getting away, and becoming ignited they assist the furnaces. The main principle is that 
the coal is not fired, hut retorted similar to a gas works retort. The charge is supposed not to take 
longer than fifty hours. If the ten ovens turn out a payable percentage of coke, it is intended to erect 
foity additional ones.

NoRTnujrDHJiLAjrD Coal and Land Co.'s Scclion ami description of Mine.

ft. in.
Black shale.

Hard splint coal..................................................  0 Si
Coal..................................................................... 0 1CU
iiaid...............................   a n;
Coal......................................................................................................................... n 3
Band......................................................................................................................... i) 1 i
Coil ......................................................................................................................... 0 <1
Band......................................................................................................................... U !>1

Coal...........................  2 1

Total thickness of coal worked ................. 4 Of

The above section represents a coal-seam identical with the No. 2 opened out and abandoned 
at the Great Northern Coal Company’s, which the Northumberland Coal Company have driven an adit 
into and are working for the supply of fuel to their engine-fires, the blacksmith, and others. Two shafts, 
17 feet in diameter, called the Bryant and Trammer Pits, are in course of sinking to the Borehole coal- 
seam (as yet unproved), and the pits and pit-top are lighted by the electric light, the appliances for which 
have cost the Company about £400. This is the first colliery in New' South Wales that has used the 
electric light for sinking and other purposes. ’ . _

A Schiele blowing-pan, 5 feet 6 inches in diameter, with canvas pipes attached thereto, is the means 
used for ventilating the sinking shafts; a pair of 30-inch cylinder wording engines, four boilers, and iron 
head-gears, manufactured in Great Britain, are at the mine ready for erection, and half a mile of railway 
is in course of construction from the pita to the Government railway Hue. Hr. Crawford, the colliery 
manager, is making rapid progress wdth the sinking of the shafts, and anticipates winning^ the Borehole 
coal-seam about the middle of nest year (1S8S). This new colliery is situated in the parish of Awaba, 
county of Northumberland, and is about Ilk miles from the Newcastle Harbour.
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Fire-elay. ft. in.

Splint coal (good) ................................................. 1 0

Splint coal (coarse) 8 0

Band....................     0 8

Splint coal (coarse) ............................................ 2 0

Band........................................................................ 0 1

Splint coal (coarse) ............................................. 2 4

Band........................................................................ 0 2

Coarse shale and band......................................... 3 G

Splint coal (coarse) ............................... . 3 0

Band......................................................... . 0 4

21 7

Splint coal (good)................................. r 2 5

Baud ..................................................... iO 0 i

Bright coal (good) .............................. o
- % - 1 G

Band ....................................... .............. cJoo 0 1
Splint and bright coal (good).............. L i 2

Fine sandstone. 5 3

The above is a section, taken by Mr. Inspector Rowan, of tbe coal-seam recently opened out by 
Messrs. Cos, adjaceni to the Mudgce and Sydney Raiba ay, and about 7 miles north of Rylstone, in the 
county of Phillip. The lower portion, over 5 feet in thickness, is the workable part of the coal-seam, 
which Mr. Rowan says is a good marketable coal. On my nest visit to tbe Western District I purpose 
going over this new mine.

Copy of letter sent to the Inspectors of Collcrics re stoppings referred to in Royal Commission’s
Report. _

g;r Department of Mines, 9 August, 1887.
’ As I wish to be informed of the present state and kind of all stoppings on intake air-ways 

and travelling roads, and especially of those adjacent to old workings, or goayes likely to contain dangerous 
nccumulation’of gases, I beg to request that you will furnish such information in your next report on the 
state and condition of the different mines.

: I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE, .

' Examiner of Coal-fields.

t

EXTBiCIB
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Extents from Mr. Inspector Dixon's Iteports.
Newcastle Coal Company’s Mine.—The stoppings in this colliery are built of jerry-stone, and with 

two walls. The outside wall is set in mortar, ana the inside wall is" dry. The total thickness of each 
stopping is about & foot in the bottom and about 2 feet G inches at the top. The stone is very strong, 
and the stoppings appear to be most substantial. -

Stockton Colliery, September 1th.—There are no, permanent brick stoppings in this colliery yet. 
The present stoppings arc refuse stone aud dirt. The manager informed me that he intended to have 
the stoppings built of brick, sot in mortar.

Co-operative Colliery, September Qth,—There are very few brick stoppings in this colliery, and for 
the most part the stoppings are built with props and slabs, pointed with loam on the outside, and packed 
with dirt several feet in thickness on the inside, except in stenton, where both sides are pointed and kept 
clear of dirt.

Bullock Island, September §th.—The stoppings in this colliery are faced with morgan stone, aud 
packed np with dirt to the thickness of about 4 feet.

A.A. Company's Mine, September IQth.—The ordinary stoppings in this colliery are of single brick, 
set in mortar, and packed behind with dirt; others of 9-inch brickwork, set in mortar, with dirt behind; 
others of stone-work, set in mortar, and packed behind with about G feet of dirt.

Burwood Colliery, September 24tth.—The stoppings in this colliery arc of 9-ineIi brickwork, set in 
mortar, and backed up with about 6 feet of dirt.

Exteacts from Mr. Inspector Bates’ Keports, 1SS7.
Wallsend Colliery.—The air-stoppings in the main intake roads are built of 9-inch brickwork; 

other stoppings of 4t-ineh brickwork, and a few of timber, backed up with debris; the latter arc 6 feet in 
thickness. '

Greta Colliery.—The air-stoppings are built of debris, usually 6 feet thick; some of the cut- 
throughs are stowed from end to end, '

Hillside Colliery.—The air-stoppings are built of debris, and arc about 4 feet in thickness.
East Waratah.—The air-stoppings are built of debris, 3 to 4 feet thick.

, _ Burnley’s Colliery— Clay Cross.—The air-stoppings arc mostly built of debris, and are 3 or 4 feet
in thickness, backed up with small coal; there are a few canvas stoppings also.

New Lambton.—The air-stoppings arc built of debris, 4 to 5 feet thick.
, Brown’s Colliery.—The air-stoppings are built of brick, 4.V inches thick, with a rib in the centre, 

41 inches, to strengthen them. '
New Lambton, G-pit—The air-stoppings are built of debris, from 4 to 5 feet thick; some of tho 

cut-throughs arc stowed from end to end.
Lambton Colliery.—The air-stoppings are built of brick, 4-1 inches thick.
Anvil Creek Colliery.—The air-stoppings are constructed of a wooden framework, with canvas 

stretched over it.
New Park Colliery.—The air-stoppings are built of debris, and arc about G feet in thickness.
Ellesmere Colliery.—ILq air-stoppings are built of debris, and are about G feet iu thickness.

Extracts from Mr. Inspector Bowan's Hop or Is.
Hermitage Colliery—k]\ the intake air-stoppings on the main heading are built with slack and 

band * * * The stoppings are in good condition.
Lithgow Valley Colliery.—All the intake air-stoppings are built with brick and lime on both sides 

of the main heading. * * # These stoppings are thorough and substantial.
Esk Bank.—All the intake air-stoppings on the main heading arc built with slack, timber, and 

band. * * * The stoppings are in fair condition.
Vale of Choydd.—The intake air-stoppings on the engine plane arc built with slack, stone, and 

timber. * * * The stoppings are in good condition.
Zigzag.—The intake air-stoppings are built with slack and band. * * * Stoppings in fair

condition.
Esk Bank Old Tunnel.—The stoppings on the main air-course are built with stone and slack.

# # # The stoppings in good condition.
Main Camp Colliery.—A\\ the stoppings on the main intake air-way are built with slack and stone.

# # * The stoppings in good order, '
New South Wales Shale-mine (Hartley Vale)—No. 3 Tunnel.—The stoppings on the main intake 

air-ways are built with stone and clay. * * * 'J’luj stoppings are in good order. ’
Betort Coal-mine (Hartley Vale).—The intake air-stoppings are built with slack and stone, the 

same being in good order.
Eafeomba Colliery.—The main intake air-way stoppings are built with slack and stone, the same 

being in fair condition.
Australian Kerosene Oil and Mining Co. (Joadja),—This colliery is wrought on the long-wall system, 

and has pack-walls about 9 feet thick on each side of the main intake air-way; so that these pack-walls 
form the air-course, and when the “ top” weight settles down they are almost solid, leaving little or no 
waste behind the working faces. '

Mittagong Co lliery.—Th ere are no waste workings in this colliery, only two headings driven into 
the mountain.

_ Great Southern Coal-mining Co. (late Berrima).—The stoppings in the main intake air-way are 
built with slack and band, the same being in good condition.

Leases
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Leases to mi no under the ocean or tidal waters.

The Examiner of Coal-fields may bo asked to say whether the conditions as to 6-yard herds and 
6-yard pillars should be inserted in all leases under tbe ocean or tidal waters, and whether any general 
role should be laid down in regard to the thickness of coal to be taken out or to be left in overhead.— 
HVW-., 3/1/87. Examiner of Coal-fields, B.C., 5/-1/87. _

My recommendations for special conditions to he inserted in ocean and tidal water leaseholds in tho 
county of Northumberland are forwarded herewith.—J.M., 7/1/88. Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 
7/1/88.

Tidal Leaseholds,
Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 7 January, 1888.

Kcfeixing to your blank-cover communication of the 5th instant (234), 1 beg to recommend 
that in tidal leaseholds a minimum thickness of 6-yard pillars and maximum width of G-yard bords, or any 
other excavations or mine works, should be insisted on, leaving the management free to exercise their 
discretion iu altering these (by increasing the maximum thickness or decreasing the minimum width), so 
as to increase the general safety; and also,— ■

2. That the 6-yard pillars bo left unwrought. _ ... . .
3. The thickness of coal to he wrought out not to exceed 7 feet, without tho Minister’s permission 

he obtained for working or excavating any greater thickness of the coal-seam, after it has been opened 
out aud the character of the overlying strata proved by the lessee.

4. All headings and bords to be driven by plumb-lines.
5. All coal-workings to be accurately surveyed every three months, and the coal taken out 

during the previous three months to have the dates of such surveys affixed on the plan iu ink, and every 
year’s workings to be represented on the plan by some conspicuous colour,

6. The colliery plans to contain a faithful and honest record of all faults, dykes, fissures, and
occurrences that are met with in the mine, and the workings delineated thereon as they are, and not as 
they are intended to be. _

7. In one road of every pair of winning-off or leading headings, or levels, a bore to be kept going 
10 feet in advance, for the purpose of foretelling tbe presence of any fissure, washout, open joint, fault, 
dyke, or otherwise; and all winning-off headings shall be driven at least 50 yards in advance of the 
working bords.

8. Owing to the tendency that faults, dyke?, washouts, &c., possess of weakening the roof, and of
permitting the passage of water through the broken material that is frequently found along their lines, 
or through open fissures or joints, the lessee must, on discovering a fault, washout, dyke, or fissure in a 
bore at the face or side of leading headings or levels, take all necessary precautions against possible 
danger before opening it up by the drive. _

9. That the most accurate and trustworthy information he obtained by the lessees as to the
thickness and character of the strata and estuary deposits overlying tho coal-seam before commencing 
towork it. . _ _

In conclusion, I have tho honor to state that the above conditions embody the Boyal Commission 
on Collieries’ recommendations for tidal water leaseholds. ,

I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,

The Under Secretary for Mines. Examiner of Coal-fields.

Ocean Leaseholds.
Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 7 January, 1888.

Eoferriug to your blank-cover communication of the 5th instant (No. 281),I beg to recommend 
that in ocean leaseholds a minimum thickness of 8-vard pillars and maximum width of 6-yard bords, qr 
any other excavations or mine works, should be insisted on, leaving the management free to exercise their 
discretion in altering these (by increasing the maximum thickness or decreasing the minimum width) so 
as to increase the general safety ; and also,—

2. Tho 8-yard pillars to be left unwrought.
3. The thickness of coal to he wrought out not to exceed 6 feet.
4. All headings and bords to he set out and driven by plumb-lines. .
5. All coal-workings to be accurately surveyed every three months, and the coal taken out, during 

the previous three months to have the dates of such surveys affixed on the plan iu ink. and every year’s 
workings to be represented on the plan by some conspicuous colour.

6. The colliery plans must contain a faithful and honest record of all faults, dykes, fissures, and 
occurrences that are met with in the mine, and the workings delineated thereon as they are, and not as 
they are intended to be.

7. In one road of every pair of winning-off or leading headings or levels a bore to be kept going 
10 feet in advance, for the purpose of foretelling the presence of any fissure, washout, open joint, fault, 
dyke, or otherwise, and all winning-off headings shall be driven at least ICO yards in advance of-the 
working bords.

8. Owing to the tendency that faults, dykes, washouts, &c., possess of weakening the roof, and of 
permitting tho passage of water through the broken material that is frequently found along their lines, or 
through open fissures or joints, the lessee must, on discovering a fault, dyke, or fissure in a bore at the 
face or side of leading headings or levels, take all necessary precautions against possible danger before 
opening it up by the drive.

9. When possible, the coal under the ocean should he attacked only after a large " gap ” has been 
made hy extensive coal-workings under the mainland. This to be in addition to special and unusual 
facilities being provided for the escape of men by the shafts, will afford a measure of security difficult to 
over-estimate.

10.
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j l?' T the most accurate and trustworthy informalion lie obtained bf tbe lessees, not only of 
the depth and character of tho sea bottom, bub also oE the strata overlying the coal-seam, which strata shall 
be bored through, and proved a minimum thickness of 30 feet, at the face of the leading headings or levels 
so soon as they have been driven 100 yards in advance of the working bords, and after the first borehole 
has been completed,other boreholes to bo so put up in advance of it at the face of the headings or levels at 
distances not to exceed 20 yards, ° ’
„ ... J11 conclusion.! have the honor to state that the above conditions embody the Royal Commission on 
Lolheries recommendations for ocean leaseholds. I have, &C., "

The Under Secretary for Mines. JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

’T?*10 Tt?ya1' Cointn*8siou on Collieries have expressed, as their opinion, that they do not sec 
any practicable method where mining operations can, with safety, be conducted under some of the ocean 
leaseholds, which it may perhaps be as well to remind von of —-J M.

The conditions recommended bv the Examiner may be embodied in leases of land under tho ocean 
or under tidal waters, as the case may be. Tho Examiner may-bo asked which leaseholds are referred to 
by the Commission as unsafe to work.—H.M., 10/1/SS. Submitted. Approved.—E A 1UU88 
Examiner of Coal-fields, B.C., 17/1/8S. ’ ' '
ms • j Ocean Lease of G80 acres {vide pages 58, 53, and G7 of Royal Commissioners on Collieries’
ilnrd Keport) is the one referred to as impracticable to work. Referring to Frank and Garrett’s leasehold 
oi 2,:j] 6 acres (tn* page 63) they say nothing short of boring to the actual coal-seams will afford the 
necessary information with accuracy required. “ Hetton Lease.—That the most accurate information of 
flio deposits overlying the coal should be ascertained at several points over this leasehold before any 
scheme of winning a thick coal-seam is elaborated or begun.” This has not been done, although tho coal- 
seam is being opened out and won. “Merewether’s Ocean Leasehold.”—That {vide page 07) “ referring to 
the contemplated winning of a thick coal-seam under all tidal waters or the ocean, they desire in concluding 
their report on the condition of collieries adjacent to Ferndale, to sumnmrLo briefly the points, that they 
as practical men, connected in their various capacities with mining pursuits, believe should be observed, 
viz,, : That tho most accurate and trustworthy information should be obfained. not only of tbe depth of 
wafer and character of the sea bottom, but (in collieries mining under the Delta) of the thickness and 
character of the deposits that overlie the rock ; some of which, such as clay, it has been seen add so 
materially to the security and safety of the mines. From a sincere desire to ensure safety and security to 
mining works, the Commission, looking to the thickness of the strata overlying the coal-seam in the case 
ot these leaseholds (ocean), where, it is probable, no surface deposits exist, and the rock itself may form 
the bed ot the ocean, consider that, as the workings would be extended, so to speak, toward) the unknown 
(although it may appear arbitrary, and to some extent may restrict operations), a minimum thickness oE 
strata should, indeed must, intervene between the top of the coal ami the bed of the ocean. In the case 

■ of the undoubted proof of plastic clay overlying the rock head due consideration should be mveu to that 
circumstance. To the north of Stockton the surface deposits are, so far as proven, oE so ominous a nature 
tnrtij unless cnrcfully conducted operations reroal improved conditions, tlie Commission do not at present 
see any practicable method whereby mining operalbns can with safety be conducted under (he ocean at 
that part ot the district.’ “ The Commission are fully aware that, so far a? they know, no restrictions such 
as these indicated have been as yet considered necessary in Great Britain or her Colonics, hut they are iike- 
wisc unaware of coal-miniog being prosecuted under similar circumstances. The peculiar conditions of the 
coal-fields under consideration is, in their opinion, a justification for calling attention thus early to tho 
sources from whence danger maybe apprehended. The Coal Mines Regulation Act enforces cerlaiii'precau
tions being observed approaching suspected danger. The Commission cannot distinguish any reason why 
these precautionary measures should not be extended with a view to avert daimev from a source novel to 
Colonial coal-mming, and not contemplated when the Act of 1S7G was passed.”—J.M., 19/L/SS Under 
Secretary for Mines, B.C., 19/1/88.

Tho attention of the owners of the collieries or lauds referred to may be invited to the portions of 
tlic report referred to, and thoy may be invited to show that the coal-seam proposed to be worked can be 
worked without danger.—HAV,, 20/1/88.

Submitted. Approved. Nothing further should be done towards granting the leases until all 
the precautions recommended by the Commission and approved by the Examiner of Coal-fields have been 
aliended to.—F.A., 23/1/88.

A DDiTioxAii extracts to those previously referred to from the Royal Commissioners on Collieries Third 
Report on the condition of Collieries adjacent to Ferndale:—

Mm Jos.'Wood, one of the Directors, being asked by the President of Commission, “In what way 
has Bullock Island Colliery been kid out ” ? replied, “ It is worked with 0-yard bords, leaving 8-yard 
pillars.” And at question 2500, “ Has any coal been left on iu the roof” ? “ Yes: we never touch any 
of the roof coal at all.”

Vide page 31. Instead of driving bords 8 yards wide, and having pillars only 4 yards in thickness 
to support the weight of the superincumbent strata, the directors of this colliery (Wickham and Bullock 
Island) have adopted the rule of driving bords 6 yards wide, leaving pillars 8 yards in thickness.

. ^aSe 6(3' The absence of any data as to the thickness of the surface deposits in the vallevx 
especially towards the sea-coast, is of itself sufficient reason for the Commission to discourage any 
attempt to work coal—certainly eastward of the sea-beach—until most reliable information in this 
direction has been obtained.

Lessees, before commencing to work coal under the sea, should first obtain ample and unquestion
able data, in order to enable them to form opinions and arrive at conclusions, so that their mining works 
can be laid out in a system evolved from a knowledge of tho facts and calculated to ensure safety and 
inspire confidence.

G65—R. From
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■ Prom tlioiv insocctioa of tlie collieries embraced in this report, and the opinions or views of the
numerous witnesses esamined, tlie Commission have already, as the condition of each colliery wms con
sidered, expressed their views on the salient points that had a distinct and specific bearing upon their 
condition. And, having directed the attention of the several witnesses to the prospective scene of opera
tions of those collieries that contemplate the mining of a thick coal-seam under tidal waters or the ocean, 
desire in concluding their report “ on the condition of the Collieries adjacent to herndale, to summarize 
briefly the points that thev, as practical men connected in their various capacities with mining pursuits 
believed should be observed on the part of those whoso duty it will he to conduct these operations.

Tbe working should be laid off systematically and conducted carefully, and the width of bords and 
thickness of pillars0 strictly adhered to; 'and any laxity or carelessness on the part of the workmen should 
be instantly met by tho imposition of a suitable fine, and in the case ot continued negligence, by some easily
obtained and summary form of pimisliineiit. , .. tut

In tbe case of collieries working under the conditions anticipated, the coal-workings should be 
accurately surveyed every term, and the coal taken out during the previous term represented by some
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ink. Colliery plans should be a faithful and
taken

conspicuous colour, and the dates of such snrveys affixed m . . * , , , i u i
honest record of all faults and occurrences that are met within the mine ; and the workings should be 
delineated on them as they are not as they were intended to be. They should also have delineated on 
them the leading surface or topographical features, and this applies equally to ocean leaseholds and those
on the mainland. i i i t m i i. ■ ^

In one road of every pair ofwinning off” or leading headings or levels a bore should bo kept going
(say) 9 feet in advance, for the purpose of foretelling the presence of any fissure, open joint or fault, or 
otherwise ; and in the case of workings under the ocean ail winning off heading or level should be driven
at least 100 yards in advance of tho working herds. . , ■ n ,

'Jibe width of the bords, and the area and arrangement of pillars, while they ought m all cases to 
be ora dilated to suit circumstances, such as depth, character of roof,_ floor, or particular conditions over- 
}iead—in the case of collieries working under the ocean at tho limited depths referred to (and without 
reference to the ordinary circumstances that should regulate the width and thickness or area of bords and 
pillars), may fairly be considered in a special light. The impossibility of calculating the conditions of the 
superincumbent strata, and the forces that repose in tbe ocean, makes it necessary, m tbe opinion oi the 
Commission, toincreasetho ordinary margin considered sufficientfor the safety of amine. As no attempt under 
these circumstances could be made to work out or recover pillars, it becomes necessary to consider the 
coal pillars as so much mineral won, or impossible to recover for this reason. The size of pillars must be 
such as to afford ample support after exposure to the crumbling effect of the air over many years. _

The Commission are, therefore, of opinion that the thickness of pillars should be materially 
increased bevoud that generally considered necessary in the district. The strength of these pillars may 
be increased"by a judicious arrangement of eutfhropghs and roads, so as to have as tew roads intersecting
or branching trom a main road at one place as possible. . , , .

Zm-zamung pillars, with respect fo eut-througbs, may be advisable. ^ The width of bords in the 
district i^il yards. In the case of collieries working under the above conditions this width would, m the 
opinion of the Commission, court disasfer. The width of bords should be matcrally reduced, and tbe 
greatest care taken to secure the roof with timber. In these general opinions the Commission are sup
ported by almost every witness who submitted himself for examination. While many of these gentlemen 
condescended upon specific widths of bords and thickness of pillars, the Commission prefer, in the absence 
of particular and detailed information, to enunciate general opinion only, and to repeat that while these 
should be graduated or fixed by a knowledge of all the'circumstances, yet it might be advisable to state 
that in ca.iC of oirean leaseholds n minimum thickness of (say) 8 yards for pillarSj or maximuiii width or 0 
yarefc for bords, might he insisted upon, leaving the management free to exercise them discretion in alter- 
"ing these (by increasing the maximum thickness, or decreasing tbe minimum width), so as to increase tho
generaUafet^ ^ tenjcn<>y cfimUa» possess of weakening the roof, and of permitting the passage 

of water through the broken material that is frequently found along their line, or through open joints in 
their substance, it would be well in discovering a fault or fissure iu a bore to take precautions against 
possible danger from this source before opening it up by tbe drive. -tt i i

In the case of some of these ocean leaseholds it may be impossible ; but when possible, tbe coal 
underlyin'7' the ocean should be attacked only after m large “goaf has been made by extensive coal work- 
intrs under the main land. This, in addition to special and unusual facilities being provided for the escape 
ofmen by the shafts, would afford a measure of security difficult to over-estimate. _ ,

In conclusion, I have only to add that there were 72 collieries under inspection, and that notices 
have been received of S new mines having been opened out, against 6G collieries.under inspection in the 
precedin'7 year, and 11 opening out; and that tbe year’s returns show an increase in the Northern District 
of 65,676 tons of round and small coal raised, and £12,165 in value ; in the Southern an increase of 5,738 
-tons, aud £20,090 in value; and in the Western District of 2.1,908 tons, and £10,420 in value.

I have, &c..
- JOHN MACKENZIE, F.G-.S

Examiner of Coal-fields.

THE



The Half-yearly Report of the Inspector of Collieries on the state of the various 
Collieries in the Southern and Western Districts of the Colonv of New South

j

Wales, and Accidents therein for the half-year ending 31st December, 1887.

T!ic Examiner of Coal-fields,—
Sir, "Wollongong, 7 February, 1888.

Jn compliance with tbe requirements of clause 26 in the “ Coal Mines Kegulation Act, 1876,” 
I have the honor to transmit to you tins my six-monthly report on the state of tho various collieries for the 
half-year ending 31st December, 1887. *

Tbe total number of collieries under inspection in tbe Southern and Western Districts during tho 
last six months is thirty. Five new collieries have been added to tbe number during tbe hist six months, 
viz., Rawdcn Colliery (near Rylstone), the Yale Colliery (near Eskbank), Oakey Park Colliery (near 
Eskbank), Biggar’s Prospecting mines (near Dap to), making in all thirty collieries.

Western District ................................................. 14 coal-mines and 2 riiiile-miues.
Berrima ,, ................................................. 2 „ 1 shale-mine.
Southern ,, ..................................................... 11 ,,

27 3 = 30 collieries.

Pbbsest state of Mixes,

Oiborne Wallsend Colliery.—A bout 110 men and horses employed underground, aud supplied with
32.000 cubic feet of air per miuulc in throe separate currents. The ventilation and number of men arc 
about equally divided. During the last six months the colliery has been laid out so as to work tbe bords 
on tbe “ doublc-sl all” system. This system, if properly carried out with pack walls in the centre of flic 
bords, is a decided advantage as regards tbe ventilation at the working faces, as tho current passes straight 
up to the face of each bord. The Act in all respects complied wilb.

Mount Kembla Colliery.—About 170 men and horses are employed underground, with a total of
40.000 cubic feet of air por minute id four seperato splits, each split supplied with a fresh current of air 
from tho main intake, mid not more men on each split than the Act aliens. During the last six months 
the return air-ways have been shortened by creeling overcasts, which gives the return air a more direct 
course tn the furnace. A new air shaft is being sunk 12 fret m diameter. About 11 chains from tho 
fm-e of the main headings the bottom of the shaft will reach the workings at a depth of 320 feet. Tike 
Act in all respects complied with.

Mount FIeasant Colliery.—About 96 men and horses employed underground. The total quantity 
of air introduced into the mine is about 27,000 cubic feet per minute in two separate splits. Tho 
ventilation is good throughout the colliery, and the herds, as a rule, are exceptionally well timbered. The 
Act in all respects complied with.

North Illawarra Colliery (Wo. 2 Tunnel).—About 140 men and horses employed underground. 
The total ventilating cun out introduced into the mine is about 30,000 cubic feet of air per minute, the 
same being divided into four separate spins. None of the splits are wrought with more men than is 
required by' the Act. Each split of air is regulated by an overcast, doing away with doors on the main 
intake. A new air-shaft has been sunk about 100 yards west from the entrance of tbe tunnel. The 
shaft is 10 feet in diameter and 93 feet deep. The workings and shaft will be connected in about two 
months. The Act in all respects complied with.

North Illawarra {No. 1 Tunnel).—Four men employed prospecting, testing the thickness and 
quality of coal. The main headings are driven in a distance of 33 chains. Tho coal at the face of tho 
heading measures about 3 feet 6 inches.

Broker's Nose Colliery.—Work has been suspended for the last six months.
Goal Cliff' Colliery.—About 'll men and horses are employed underground, and supplied with

16.000 cubic feet of air per minute in two separate spliis. During the last six mouths a new return 
air-way has been made on the north-west side of the tunnel, and tho return on tho south side has been 
shortened, which has greatly improved tho ventilation throughout the colliery. The Act in all respects 
complied with.

South Bulli Colliery {Bellamba),—About 40 men are employed and served with 10,000 cubic feet 
of air per minute in one current. This current is well sustained through the colliery. The Act in other 
respects complied with.

SWf/k Ck(?Ji&cr/a«rf The shaft is now sunk to a depth of 950 feet. The manager
(Mr. Harper) intends to roach the seam at a depth of 1,050 feet. Three shifts of sinkers are employed, 
eight sinkers on each shift. The Act in all respects complied with.

Bulli Colliery {Millend Division).—About 57 men, 4 wheelers, and 4 horses employed and served 
with 26,000 cubic feet of air per minute in two separate splits. The ventilation and number of men are 
about equally divided. Tho miners are working with locked safety lamps. All the narrow headings are 
kept bratticed up to within 3 yards of the working face. Tho ventilating currents arc well sustained 
throughout the workings. _

Western. District (Bulli).—About 17 men, 2 wheelers, and 2 horses employed and served with
7.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The miners in this district arc also working with locked safety lamps.
The Act in all respects complied with. _

Four-feet Seam (Bulli).—About 18 meu, 2 boys, aud 2 horses employed and served with 10,000 
cubic feet of air in one current. The Act in all respects complied with.

JP. Labfff mineral selection of 38 acres, near Mount Kembla, Colliery.—A beading is broke away 
from the side of the mountain, 10 ft. wide, 6| ft. high. Tho seam of coal is the top seam, and measures 3 
ft. 7 in. at the heading face.

Biggar's Frospecting Mines arc situated about H miles south-west from Wollongong. Three 
tunnels have been opened out on tbe face of tbe mountain. The No. 1 heading is driven in a distance of 
40 yards, The coal at the face measures 27 in.; this scam is known as the top seam in the Illawarra 
district. No. 2 tunnel is about 20 ft. perpendicular under tho topi scam, and is driven in a distance ot 
40 yards. The coal at the face measures 27 in. high. No,
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No. 3 Tunnel is GO ft. under tlic second seam, and is driven in a distance of 10 yards into what is 
known as the 17 ft. feet, or “ dirty seam.” The coal at the face measures 7 ft. high, and is very soft 
and sooty, the upper portion of tlic seam being a scries of bands and layers of coal.

Berrima JDisiricf.

Australian Kerosene Oil Company's Shale Mines, Joadja.—Bio. 1 Tunnel24 men, 2 wheelers, 
and 2 horses employed, and served with 3,000 cubic feet of air per minute. No. 2 Tunnel:—20 men, 3 
wheelers, and 1 horse, aud supplied with 2.G00 cubic feet of air per minute. No. 3 Tunnel:—7 men 
employed, and served with 2,000 cubic feet of air per minute. _ _

Tho above tunnels are wrought on the Longwall system. The ventilation is brought in a straight 
line along the working faces. The colliery is in a healthy condition throughout. The Act in all respects 
complied with.

Great Southern Coal-minhy Company (late Berrima).—About 8 men are employed, and served 
with 8,100 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. The Act in other respects complied with.

Mittagong Coal-mining Company.—Underground operations suspended until tho surface tram-lino 
is completed.

Western District.

Lithgow Valley Colliery.—About GO men, 5 wheelers, and 5 horses are employed, and served with
23,000 cubic feet of air per minute in three separate splits; each current of air is brought well round to 
where the men arc working. _ _ _ _ .

The main intake air-course stoppings have been built with brick and lime, which is a decided improve
ment npou the former mode of building with slack. No complaint, and the Act in all respects complied 
with. i _

JSskhanh Bit.—About 70 men and horses employed underground, and supplied with 20,000 cubic 
feet of air per minute in two separate splits. The intake and return air-ways and travelling road iu good 
order. The Act in all respects carried out. _ _ _

Bskbanh Old Tunnel.—6 men employed, and served with 5,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The 
intake and return air-ways in good order. The Act in other respects complied with.

Main Camp {Hartley Vale).—12 men, 2 wheelers, and 2 horses employed underground. The 
total amount of ventilation introduced into the mine is 23,000 cubic feet per minute. The bords are well 
timbered. The Act in all respects complied with. ■

Betort Coal-mine {Hartley Vale).—4 men employed, and served with 4,000 cubic feet of air per 
minute. The Act in other respects complied with.

N.W.S. Shale Mines (Hartley Vale).—No. 3 Tunnel:—50 men and horses employed underground, 
and supplied with 13,500 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. The ventilating current is well 
sustained throughout the mine. The working faces and travelling road in good order.

Hartley Old Tunnel.—10 men employed taking out pillars, and served with 2,000 cubic feet of air 
per minute. The Act in all respects complied with.

Katoomba OolUery.—About 56 men employed, and supplied with 7,000 cubic feet of air per minute. 
The bords are well timbered. The intake and return air-ways in good order. The Act in other respects 
complied with. _

Jtawden Colliery (near Rylstone).—This is a new colliery, which has been opened up during the 
last sis months. 8 men are employed underground, and served with 3,000 cubic feet of air per minute. 
The colliery is opened out outlie same system as the others iu the Western District, viz., the pillars and 
bord system. 2 men are driving tbe second way to the day, which will come out on the mountain side. 
Preparations arc being made at the bottom of tho air-shaft to build a furnace. Tho Act in all respects 
complied with.

Carlo’s Gap Colliery.—2 men are employed and served with 1,000 cubic feet of air per minute. 
Tho Act in all respects complied with.

Zig-Zag Colliery.—About 3G men, 3 wheelers, and 3 horses employed, and supplied with 15,000 
cubic feet of air per minute. The intake and return air-ways in good order. No complaint; tho Act in 
all respects complied with.

The Vale Colliery.—This is a new colliery, which is being laid off at the bottom of the Zig-Zag. 
The shaft is situated north-east GO chains from the Yale of Clwydd Colliery, and is sunk to a depth of 
SO ft., 12 ft. by 7 ft. Mr. Turnbull, manager, intends to roach the seam of coal at a depth of about 200 
feet. _

Hermitage Colli erg.—G men are employed, and served with 13,960 cubic feet per minute. During 
the last sis months all the air-stoppings on the main intake have been built with brick aud lime, and a 
new ventilating furnace has been built. The Act in all respects complied with.

Oakey Bark Sinking Shaft.—The shaft is being sunk at the bottom of the Great Zig-Zag, Western 
line, about 1 mile north-east from the Zig-Zag Colliery.

The shaft is 11 feet in diameter, and sunk to a depth of 128 feet. Throe shifts of sinkers are 
employed in (he twenty-four hours. Tbe shaft is ventilated by means af a steam-jet. 'The Act in all 
respects, complied with.

Cooerwull Mine.—One man employed. There is a good current of air going through the tunnel 
The Act is complied with, .
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Accidents in Mines.

During the last six months ending 31st December, 1887,1 have investigated four separate accidents 
included iu this list. ■

Tho first non-fatal accident happened to a miner named Wm. Davidson, at Nortli Illawarra Colliery 
on IGth August, who was slightly burned on the shoulder by a small quantity of firedamp iu tho roof 
on the main heading.

The second non-falal accident happened at the Australian Kerosene Shale Mines (Joadja), on 5th 
September, to a miner named James Charles. The spine of his back was severely injured by a fall of 
stone from the roof.

. The
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1

Tho third non-fatal accident happened at Is’crih Illawarra Jetty on 22nd September to a carpenter 
named G-. Pinch, his left arm and leg broken by falling over the jetty into the water, a distance of 22 feet.

_ The fatal accident happened to a miner named Allan MTntyre on 3rd September at Mount Kembla 
Colliery, by a fall of stone from the roof; from tho effects of the injuries received he died while the men 
were carrying him home. An imjuest was hold at Mount Kembla Colliery concerning the death of 
deceased. I attended the inquest and fully agree with the verdict of accidental death returned by the Jury. 
_ _ I have also examined a few other accidents which were not of a serious nature, and are not include'd
in this list.

The usual tabulated list of accidents is hereto appended.
I have, Ac.,

JAMES PiOWAK,
Inspector of Collieries,

Taihilated List of.fatal and non-fatal Accidents in the Sotithem and Western Districts of New South Walei Collieries 
investigated by the Inspector of Collieries during the half-year ending 31 December, .1887. ■ ’

NO- Date. Colliery. Sufici'cr. Occupation, Remarks, &c.} on the nature mid extent of 
Injuries. .
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The Half-yearly Report of the Inspectors of Collieries for the Northern District in 
New South Wales on the present state of the Colleries inspected by the said 
Inspectors during the six months ending 31st December, 1887.

The Examiner of Coal-fiekla, Svdnev,— Newcastle, 20 January, 1888.
Sir, ^ ^
1 Pursuant to the provisions of clause 2G in the “'Coal Mines Kegulation Act 1870,” we have the 

honor to transmit to you this our six-monthly report on the state of the various collieries in the Northern 
District for the half-year ending 31st December, 1SS7.
_ The total number of collieries under inspection iu the Northern District during the term embraced 
in this report is forty-two.

Teralba and Lymington have not been worked during the term, and Dunkirk Colliery has been 
abandoned. *

Presext state oe Mixes.
A. A. Co.’s Collieri/.—-About 700 men, &c., are employed in this colliery on the day shift, and 

supplied with about 100,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into separate 
and distinct districts, and in none of the districts are there more men than tbe Act allows. The two new 
pits known as the sea-pits have both been sunk to tbe main seam of coal. Splendid winding machinery 
has been erected at tho surface iu connection with tho main shaft, and the work of winning out has been 
commenced in the seam. The Act is complied with.

Wallsend Co.’s Colliery.—About 840 men, &c., are employed in this colliery during the day, and 
the total quantity of air introduced into the mine per minute is about 170,000 cubic feet. The number of ' 
districts aud the number of men in each district are in accordance with the Act, The current of air, 
however, from the new Jubilee shaft, which supplies two districts of men, &c,, is passed along a heading 
whore inflammable gas is giving off and mixing with the intake current of air. The manager has been 
notiffed of this dangerous practice under the 25th section of the “ Coal Mines Kegulation Act of 1876.”

Apart from this, the provisions of the Act are carried out.
Newcastle Coal Go’s Colliery.—About 400 men, &c., are employed iu this mine during the daytime. 

Tho total quantity of air introduced into the mine per minute is about 80,000 cubic feet. The number of 
districts and the number of men in each district arc in keeping with the provisions of tho Act. The Act 
is complied with in other respects also.

Burwood Colliery.—About 270 men, &c., are employed in this mine during the day time, and the 
total quantity of air introduced into the mine per minute is about 80,000 cubic feet. The ventilation in 
tins colliery has been more than doubled during the year, owing to increased furnace power. The face 
workings are divided into separate and distinct districts, according to the Act, and none of the districts 
are at present overcrowded, In other respects also the Act is complied with. ‘

Lamlton Colliery.—About 440 men, &c., arc employed iu this mine during the day, aud about
80.000 cubic feet of air per minute Is available for the several districts. The number of districts and tho 
number of men in each district are in keeping with the provisions of the Act. The Act is complied with 
iu other respects also.

Stocleton.—About 240 men, &c., are employed in this mine during the day, and supplied with about
60.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into separate and distinct districts, 
but at the present time one of the districts is a little overcrowded. Arrangements are, however, being 
made to remedy this defect as speedily as possible. The Act is complied with in other respects,

Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery.—About 130 men, Ac., are employed in this mine during the 
day, and supplied with about 15,000 cubic feet of air per minute, The workings are divided into two 
separate and distinct districts. Another shaft in connection with this colliery has been commenced 
during the six months. The work is being vigorously proceeded with, and when the shaft is sunk to the 
seam aud a communication got with the present workings, it will doubtless prove of great benefit to the 
whole colliery. The Act is complied with iu other respects also. Co-operative
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Co-operative Colliery.—About 360 meu, &c., are employed in this mine during the day. The 
quantity of air now introduced into the mine per minute is about 80,000 cubic feet. During the last six 
months a large ventilating furnace has been completed, and is now in good working order. The bene
ficial results of this addition to the ventilating power have been felt throughout the whole of the workings, 
and the ventilation of this colliery at the present time is good. The districts and number of men in each 
district are in accordance with tho provisions of the Act. The Act is also complied with in other matters.

Urow,ns Colliery.—There are about 220 men, Ac., employed in this colliery on both shifts. The 
total quantity of air introduced into the mine is about 54,000 cubic feet per minute. The face districts 
are according io the Act, In the little tunnel there arc about twenty-four men, &c., who are supplied with 
about 6,000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. The Act in other respects is also complied with.

Duckenfield CW/ioy.—About 200 men, &c., are employed in this mine during the day time. The 
total quantity of air per minute introduced into the mine is about 45,000 cubic feet. The separate 
districts arc in accordance with the provisions of the Act, and the Act in other respects also is complied 
with. ■ * ' ,

Maryville Colliery.—This colliery was under inspection during a portion of the six months ; but 
for some months past all operations have been suspended. In the matter of the second opening to the 
day or surface the Act has not yet been complied with. _ _ _

Ferndale Colliery.—About fifty men, <tc., are now employed in this mine, and supplied with about
13,000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. A second opening to the day or surface has been 
completed, and the Act is complied with in every respect. _ _

Tiylte’s Mill Colliery.—This colliery was under inspection during a portion of the six months, but 
is now finally abandoned. _ ...

Pride of Ferndale.—Only about four men employed in this mine. The ventilation is good, and the 
Act complied with in other respects. ... .

South Waratah Colliery.—About, seventy men, Ac., are employed in this mine on the day shift, 
and supplied with about 12,000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. During the six months a 
communication has been got between the Charles and 1’laggy Creek pits, a distance of about 96 chains. 
This work was splendidly performed from both pits, and reflects the highest credit on the colliery 
officials and workmen. Headings arc being opened out as rapidly as possible, and in all probability this 
will soon become a large colliery. The Act is complied with in every respect. _ _

Old Waratah.—Ovity about eight men, Ac., now employed in the three tunnels. The ventilation, 
is good, and the Act complied with iu every respect. i _

dlill End Colliery.—Only a few men occasionally employed. Act complied with. ^
Goose Collitry.—About eight men, Ac., employed in this mine. The ventilation is good, and the 

Act complied with. _ _ _ ,
Few Duckenfield.—About thirty men, Ac., are employed in the two mines in connection with 

this colliery. The ventilation is good, and the requirements of the Act carried out in every respect. _ 
Few Lamlton B Pit.—Only about six men, A'c.. arc now employed in this mine, being engaged in 

working pillars. The ventilation is good, and the Act complied with in other respects. _
Few Lambton C Pit.—About seventy men, Ac., tire emjdoycd in this mine oil one shift, and are 

supplied with about 21,000 cubic feet of air per minute, in three separate currents. In the adit in con
nection with this colliery about thirty'-eight men, Ac., are employed, and supplied with about 7,000 cubic 
feet of air per mimiio. "The Act is complied with in other respects also.

Fast Waratah Colliery.—Only about forty meu, Ac., are now employed in this mine, and supplied 
with about 3.1,000 cubic feet of air in one current. The Act in other respects also is complied with.

Hillside Colliery, Burwood.—Only about nine men, Ac., employed in this mine. The provisions of 
the Act are complied with. ... , ...

Brookstown Colliery.—About fourteen men, Ac., are employed in. this mine. The ventilation is 
good, and the Act complied with in other respects also.

Young Wallsend.—Sinking operations have again been commenced at this new winning. Only a 
few men at present employed. Everything satisfactory. _

West Wallsend.—Tho main shaft in connection with this colliery was sunk to the coal during the 
■ first six months iu the year. During tlic last six months a splendid winding’engine has been erected, and

is working well. Tho pit head frame is of iron, and has the appearance of being strong. This head gear 
is a novelty in this Colony, raid might be copied to advantage. The work of opening the seam at the 
bottom of the main shaft has been commenced, but not many persons are yet employed. Tho second 
shaft is now down to a considerable depth, and is being sunk as speedily as possible. The provisions of 
the Act are complied with. _ _ _

Monk wear mouth.—The main seam of coal has been readied in this new winning during the six 
months, but operations are for the present suspended. ... .

Clay Cross Colliery.—About fourteen men are employed in this mine on the day shift, The 
ventilation is satisfactory and the Act otherwise complied with. _ _

Hetton Colliery.— The coal has been reached at this colliery during the year. The winning places 
[ij are being driven, in order to open out tbe underground workings. The winding engines and surface
v arrangement's are in course of completion. Everything above and below seems to be in good order and

secure, and the Act complied with iti every respect. ...
Great Northern OolUery.—About fifty men are employed in this mine. The ventilation is good, 

aud the Act complied with in other respects, _ _
Northumberland Colliery.—During the six months sinking operations have been commenced with 

two shafts, each 17 feet in diameter. Considerable progress has been made during the time. The place 
is fitted up with the most modern appliances in the shape of machinery, Ac., for sinking, and the surface 
is lighted by the electric light, and everything is of the most substantial character. _

llathluba Colliery.—There are four men employed in this mine, the ventilation is good, and the 
provisions of the Act carried out.

Thornley Colliery.—There are eight men employed in this mine. A now shaft has been sunk, and 
is now used for winding coal and also for ventilation. The ventilation is good, and the Act otherwise 
complied with. _ _

Sunderland Colliery.—There are only two men employed at this mine. The ventilation is satis
factory, aud the Act complied with. Bloomfield
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Bloomfield Colliery.—There are only'two men employed at this mine. The ventilation is satisfactory, 
and the Act complied with.

Jlomnville Collieri/.—About nineteen meu, Ac., are employed at this mine. The ventilation is good, 
and the Act complied with.

Anril Creek Collier//.—There are about twelve men employed at this mine. The ventilation is 
satisfactory, and the Act complied with.

Greta Colliery.—In this colliery there are about 250 men, Ac., employed on the day shift. The 
total quantity of air introduced into the mine per minute is about 30,000 cubic feet. The face workings 
are divided into five distinct splits, none of which are overcrowded. The requirements of tho Act are 
complied with in other respects. .

Ellesmere Collier//.—Iti this colliery there are about twenty-seven men, Ac., employed. The 
ventilation is satisfactory, and the Act complied with in every respect.

ETew Bark Colliery.—About fifteen men, Ac., arc employed in this mine. The ventilation is good, 
and the Act complied with in other matters.

Elliotf s Colliery.—Only one man and a hoy employed in this mine. The Act is complied with.
Itoeedalc Collier//.—There are only three men employed in this mine. No cause for complaint.

"We have, Ac.,
JOHN DIXON,
THOS. L. BATES, _ _

Inspectors of Collieries.
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Tho Examiner of Coal-fields, Sydney,—
Sir, Glebe!and, 18 January, 1888.

Pursuant to the provisions of clause 20 in the “ Coal-mines Begnlation Act, 187G,” I have the 
honor to transmit to you this, my six-monthly report, ou the accidents which have occurred iu and about 
the various collieries in the Northern District for the half-year ending 31st December, 1887.

' Accidents in Mine.
The accidents investigated hy me in the Northern District during the six months ending 31st 
December, 1887, are forty in number, twenty-seven of which I fully reported on at the time, and thirteen 
minor accidents, "which were not at all serious, and on which J did not wrrito full reports.

Of the twenty-seven accidents in the annexed tabulated list, five proved fatal—three by falls of 
coal, and two hy blows from props.

Some of the non-fatal accidents were of a serious nature; others, however, were not so serious as 
■was at first anticipated.

The first of the fatal accidents happened to a miner named George Carter, by a. blow from a prop, 
in tho Stockton Colliery, on 5th July Inst, The District Coroner, G-, E. Martin, Esq., J.P., held an 
inquest on the body of deceased at Stockton, on tho day following the accident. I was present at the 
inquest and heard all the evidence, and fully agree with the verdict of “ accidental death,” as returned by 
the jury.

The second fatal accident happened to a miner named Abraham Grifiiths, by a fall of coal, iu the 
Co-operative Colliery, on 4th August last. Tho injuries in this case did not prove fatal at the time, but 
the poor sufferer lingered for ten days after -receiving the accident, and expired on 14th day of same 
month. On tbe 15th of same month the District Coroner held an inquest on the body of deceased at 
Plattshurg. I attended the inquest, and fully agree with the verdict of “ accidental death.”

The third fatal accident, happened to a miner named Enoch Smith, by a fall of coal in the A.A. 
Co.;s Colliery on 23th September last. On the day following the accident the District Coroner held an 
inquest on tho body q_f deceased at the Glebe. 1. was present at the inquest and fully agree writh the 
verdict of “ accidental death,” as returned by the jury.

The fourth fatal accident happened to a miner named John "Wilson, by a fall of coal in the Bur- 
wood Colliery on 7th November. On the following day the District Coroner held an inquest on the body 
of deceased at the Burwood Junction. I attended the inquest and heard all the evidence, and fully agree 
with the verdict of “ accidental death.” '

The fifth fatal accident happened to a miner named Thomas Morgan, hy a blow from a prop in the 
Burwood Colliery on Ifith December last. On the day following the accident the District Coroner held 
an inquest ou tho body of deceased, in Burwood. This inquest 1 also attended, and fully agree with the 
verdict of “ accidental death.”

The first of the non-fatal accidents happened to a miner named John Eogo, by a fall of coal in the 
Co-operative Colliery, on 12th July last, and resulted in leg fracture.

The second non-fatal accident happened to a surface labourer named Eobert Kyle, at the North
umberland Colliery, on 2Gth July, by a fall of clay, and resulted in log fracture.

Tho third was a leg fracture to a- driver-boy named George Lonsdale, hy a fall from a horse at 
Brown’s Colliery on 3rd August.

The fourth resulted in serious injuries to a miner named Thomas Gregory, hy a fall of coal in the 
"Wallsend Colliery on 9th August.

The fifth happened to a miner named George Hall, hy the explosion of a shot in the "Wallsend 
Colliery, on 17th August, and resulted iu very severe burns to face and neck.

The sixth happened to a miner named William Tteid, by a fall of morgan in the A. A. Co.’s Colliery 
on 31st August, and resulted in very severe injuries to head.

The seventh resulted in compound fracture of leg to a miner named John Oswald, by a fall of coal 
in the A.A. Co.’s Colliery on 2nd September.

The eighth was fracture of arm and injury to hip, to a miner named John Morris, .by a fall of coal 
in the Burwood Colliery on 30th September.

The ninth resulted in severe internal injuries to a miner named John Poole, hy a fall of coal in the 
Greta Colliery on 1st October.

Tho tenth was a fracture of ribs to a miner named John Cook, hy a fall from a canch (or bench) 
of coal in the "Wallsend Colliery ou 3rd October.

The



The eleventh happened to a miner named "William Bradley, hy a fall of coal in the Wallsend 
Colliery, on dth October, and resulted in severe injuries to head and neck.

The twelfth was fracture of arm and other injuries to a miner named Nathaniel Bowbottom, by a 
blow from a prop in the Wallsend Colliery on 4th October.

The thirteenth resulted in internal and other injuries to a surface labourer named James Oak, by 
being squeezed between a chain and the buffer of a wagon, at tbe Co-operative Colliery on 28th October.

The fourteenth happened to a miner named John Jones, by a fall of stone in the Burwood 
Colliery on "18th November, and resulted in severe injuries to head, face, and one hip.

The fifteenth was a thigh fracture to a miner named Joseph Teaser, by a fall of coal in the A.A. 
Co.’s Colliery on 22nd November. '

The sixteenth was also a thigh fracture to a shiftman named William Thomas, by a runaway 
loaded skip iu tbe A.A. Co.’s Colliery on 23rd November.

The seventeenth resulted in thigh fracture to a wheeler named William Jeffrey, by a loaded skip 
in the South Waratah Colliery on 23rd November.

The eighteenth happened to a miner named James Overton, by a fall of coal in the A.A, Co.’s 
Colliery on 26th November, and resulted in thigh fracture.

The nineteenth resulted in fracture of hip-bone to a miner named Thomas Evans, hy a fall of coal 
in the A.A. Co.’s Colliery on 29th November. _

The twentieth resulted in very severe injuries to head, face, and arms, to a miner named Enos 
Bateman, by coal blown from a shot in the Greta Colliery on 30th November.

The twenty-first resulted in a very severe fracture of thigh bone, and deep flesh wound, io a miner 
named Thomas Hammond, by a fall of coal in the Duckenfield Colliery on 12th December.

The twenty-second, and last non-fatal accident, happened to a miner named Andrew M'Lauchlan, 
by a fall of coal in the Co-operative Colliery on 13th December last, aud resulted in leg fracture.

The usual tabulated list of accidents is hereto appended.
I have, &c.t '

JOHN DIXON,
Inspector of Collieries.

Tabulated List of fatal and non-fatal Accidents in the Xoi them Collieries of New South Wales, investigated by Inspector
Dixon, during the half-year ending 31 st December, 1887.

Xo.
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8 9
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Date. Colliery. Sufferer. Occupation

Ju1v 5 ) Stockton ,... 1 George Carter .. Miner ..
,, 32 C > Operative- 1 John Fo;ro ........

Labourer" 2G Northumber
land

Robert Jiylc ...,

Auj. :j Jlrown's .. . ' Georsrfl Lonsdale.. Driver ..
4 Co-operative. 1 Abraham Griffiths Miner .
9 Wallsend.... Thomas Gregory..

37
A. yi'. Co.X!

George Hall .... 11 • •31 William Reid__
Sept. 2 ... John Oswald ....

28
Burwood ___

Enoch Smith
30 John Morris ___ 11 ■ ■

Oct. 1

3 Wallsend.. . .John Cook..........
4 n * • William Bradley.. »j * *

>> 4 I! Nathaniel Row 
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11 * ■
2S Co-operative, James Oak.......... Labourer.

Nov. 7 Burwood .... John Wilson .... Miner ..
,, IS .. ... John Jones....

22 A. A. Co..... Joseph Fraser ..
Shiftman.JJ 23

M 1 1 William Thomas.,

23 South Waratah William Jeffrey.. Wheeler .
,, 2G A. A. Co............ James Overton .. Miner ...

29 11 ‘ ‘ Thomas Evans •• j
3D Greta ............... Fajos Bateman

Dec, 32 Duckenfield.. ThomasHcumuond ,j ...

13 Co-operative. Andrew M'Lauch- 
Jan

Thomas Morgan..

j, ..,

n 19 Burwood ... jj * • •

t Remarks on nature ami extent of injuries,

Non-fatals.

Fatal injuries by a blow from a prop
Leg fracture by a fait of coal..............
Leg- fraefcurc by a fail of clay..............

Leg" fracture by a fall from a horse ..
Fatal injuries by a fall of coat ..........
Internal injuries by a. fall ot coal ...
Severe burns by a shot explosion , ..
Severe injuries to head by a fall of morgan 
Compound fracture of leif by a fall of coal
Fat-alinjuries by a fall of coal .................
Fracture of arm and injuries to hip by a 

fall of coal.
Severe internal injuries by a fall of coal 
Fracture of ribs by a fall fmni a canch 
Severe injuries to head and neck by a. fall 

of coal.
Arm fracture and other inj'unes by a blow 

from a prop.
Internal and other injuries, squeezed by a 

chain.
Fatal In juries by a fall of coal ...: .... 
Severe injuries by a fall of roof stone —
Thigh fracture by a fall of coal................ 11
Thigrli fracture and deep wound by aloaded.. 

skip. f
This'll fracture by a loaded skip ............
Thigh fracture Ly a fall of coal.................. I 3
Fracture of hip bone by a fall of coal .... 3 
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF NEW SOUTH WALES.

Report of Progress for 1887 by the Geological Surveyor in charge.
The TJiuler Secretary for Mines,—

Sir,
t. I l1!lve honor to submit the following report of progress of the Geological Survey Branch.

. Mith the Examiner of Coal-fields I inspected the country lying east of the Great Northern Hail way 
line, between Sydney harbour and the Hawlcesbury Elver, in reference to applications to mine for coal 
under reserves in that district. ‘

This country consists of the llawkesbury sandstone formation, which is about 1,000 feet in its 
greatest thickness, and has been eroded into numerous precipitous rocky ravines and valleys, the deepest 
of which is 700 feet to sea-level.

_ IVc are of opinion that the measures in which the workable coal-seams of New South "Wales occur 
will not he readied within a depth of 1,500 feet below sea-level, or within at least 2,200 feet below the 
level of the Great Northern Baihvay line, between the 20th and 27th mile-pegs. The places where the 
Coal Measures are likely to come nearest to the surface are at the head of the salt-waler portions of 
M'Garr s Creek, Narrabeen Creek, and Cowan Creek—in other words, these are the most favourable 
places for boring to ascertain at what depth the coal-seams actually occur. It is, of course, impossible to 
stale with certainty what this depth may be, for there is no evidence revealing the extent of disturbance 
or upheaval of the Coal Measures prior to their being o\ nrlaid by the Narrabecn shale-beds and llawkes
bury formation, Jt is only by actual test by Doring that the question can be determined.

Mr, Cogblan s bore at Narrabcen is said to have attained a depth of 1,1)9S feet without meeting a 
workable coal-scam.

At Pittwater tbe llawkesbury formation is seen resting on the Narrabecn shale-beds at a few feet 
above sea-level.

After inspecting tbe -Tcnolan Caves with Mr. E, C. Cracknell, Superintendent of Telegraphs, for 
the purpose of arranging for the lighting of the caves by electricity, 1 proceeded to the Inverell District, 
accompanied by Mr. Anderson, Geological Surveyor, and examined the diamond-bearing formations at 
Copes Creek. My progress report, with maps of the country on the south side of t lie creek, is given in 
Appendix No. 1.

'Ihc examination of the deposits on the north side of Cope’s Creek, and also of those in the 
Bingera diamond-field, was continued by Mr. Anderson, whose reports and maps form Appendices Nos. 8 
and 9 herewith. 1

^ ^ .1 he original matrix of the diamond in this country has not yet been conclusively ascertained. The
tertiary drifts arc the oldest deposits in which tho diamond has been found. Based upon this fact, 011 
opinion was some years ago expressed by myself and others that the diamond may have been formed 
chemically in those drifts. Extended observations in the diamond-bearing districts, would, however, lead 
me to suggest that if the Tertiary drifts be not the original matrix of tho diamond, possibly its source mav 
in tbe metamorphosed Carboniferous or Devonian beds, where these have been intruded by granites anil 
porphyries^ Evidence of carbonaceous rocks having been subjected to great heat and pressure is 
presented in the rocks quarried for road metal at Pennant Hills, near Parramatta, If such conditions 
bo favourable for tbe occurrence of tho diamond, this locality should bo prospected. .

I visited tbe gold-fields in tho Albert District in company with yourself and Mr. Slee, the Inspector 
of Mines, as members of the Prospect ing Board, to inquire into the applications for aid out of the Govern
ment Prospecting Pete. These gold-fields lie within two areas, consisting of rocky ranges of slate 
formation, surrounded by undulating—nearly level pkins—country of the Cretaceous formation. One of 
these areas, of about 22 square miles, extends from Mount Browne, whore the principal diggings are, 
northerly for 11 miles to Depot Glen, 2 miles south of Mount Poole, It was in the deep gorge, where 
the Evelyn Creek has eroded its channel through the slate formation, that gold was first discovered in this 
district. The Mount Browne Ranges are composed chiefly of altered Silurian slates traversed bv 
numerous quartz-reefs. Gold lias been found in the shallow alluvial deposits, and from these traceil 
down in payable quantity into the Cretaceous gravel beds to a depth of about 220 feet until further work 
has been stopped by the heavy influx of water. These gravel beds once formed the beach of the 
Cretaceous ocean, and where they have been deposited in hollows of the slate bed-rock along the old shore 
line no doubt payable gold-bearing deposits will bo found; but from their mode of deposition they must 
necessarily be of a ])atcliy nature. The second area, comprising about 109 square miles, commences 2-1- 
miles north-east of Mount Poole, and after extending northerly for about 11 miles, forming the 
Whittabreeua Ranges, turns in a north-easterly direction for 12 miles to the Granite Diggings, which are 
so named on account of the formation being granite, on which rich shallow alluvial deposits have been 
w'orked. The gold is chiefly of scaly character—“ granite gold”—but nuggets up to 7 oz. in weight have 
been found on tbe granite bed-rock.

t The township of Tibooburra, which is, by aneroid observation, 650 feet above sea-level, is situated 
on this granitic area. IVithin about 2 miles from tbe town, on the north-east and south sides, the great 
Cretaceous plains commence, in which artesian water is likely to be found by boring. About 3 miles nortli 
from Tibooburra a well, known as Scott’s Well, lias been sunk about 200 feet through Cretaceous sand
stones and blue clay, and a good supply of water rises 60 feet in it. A Chinaman’s garden alongside this 
well affords evidence, in the splendid growth of cabbages, carrots, onions, &c., of the success attending 
irrigation of the soil in this climate.

It is probable that if this wel 1 were sunk deeper water would be obtained which would rise to the 
surface. The Prospecting Board decided to recommend that several bores be put down in tho Cretaceous 
formation, as near as possible to the diggings, with tbe view of obtaining an artesian supply for mining 
purposes, for, owing to the small rainfall and great evaporation, water conserved iu tanks or dams cannot 
be depended upon.

The "Whittabreeua Reef, which is almost in the eenlre of the slate country, has been worked to a 
depth of 200 feet; it strikes N. 22° W., and varies from 6 inches to 2 feet wide. The mine is now idle, 
but particulars regarding it are given in the Annual Reports of the Department for the years 1882-4, by 
Mr. W. H. J. Slee, who was then Warden of this gold-field. There
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There are numerous quartz-reefs throughout: the slate and granite areas, and it is probable that 
many of them wilt be found payable. But 1 am of opinion that much of the tine scaly gold, especially 
that obtained in tbe alluvial at Kuggety Creek, bus been derived from pyritous slates^ it having been 
formed iu tbe cleavage planes and joints of tbe slates. Further description of this locality will be found 
in my paper on the Geology of tbo Albert Gold-fields, to be published iu the Records of tbe Geological 
Survey. .

Tlic great area of tbe palaeozoic formations extends to about 7 miles north of Paelc-saddle Station, 
where it consists of altered clay slates, traversed by quartz-reefs, which appear to be favourable for the 
occurrence of gold, copper, &c., and deserve tbe attention of prospectors.

North of this point to the Mount Browne slate ranges the formation is tbe Cretaceous, with a large, 
depression near the centre, forming Lake Cobham, 3G0 feet above sea-level, which receives the drainage 
of a large extent of the surrounding country. This tract of country has been more or less furrowed into 
hollows by denudation; and in the hollows have accumulated fluviatile deposits of sandy days and 
gravels of tbo Pleistocene Age, while many sand ridges have been formed here and there by wind action. 
These ridges usually extend about east and west, and, like tbe waves of the sea, have heen formed at right 
angles to the direction of the prevailing winds. Over nearly the whole of this vast Cretaceous area artesian 
water maybe obtained by boring, and gold and other mineral deposits are likely to be discovered in the 
Vaheozoic areas, so that this portion of New South "Wales will probably become one of great mining 
importance.

Returning from tbe Mount Browne Gold-fields, and accompanied by Mr. Slee, I examined tbe iron
stone lodes near Corona. In my report upon this district in ISSi I referred to tbe occurrence of a large 
ironstone lode about 1 mile wrest from Mr. Patterson’s Corona Stalion. A sample which I then took from 
the surface of the lode gave an assay at Ihe rate of 1 oz. 12% dwt. of silver per ton, and a trace of gold. 
A shaft has since been sunk into it to a depth of about 30 feet, and a cross-course driven showing tbo lode 
to consist chiefly of soft ferruginous clay rubble ; an average sample of this yielded neither gold nor 
silver; ami another sample of the harder gossan assayed at the rate of 58 oz. 5 dwt. 2 gr. of silver per 
ton, and gold a trace.

At intervals, for about S miles to the south, occur many other similar gossan lodes, some cropping 
out at the surface for only a few feet, others for more than 100 feet in length ; occasionally they contain 
quartz. In Hobbs’s lease, within a width of 10 chains, are several ironstone lodes, one 130 ft. wide, and a 
shaft has been sunk, 00 ft. deep, in bard and soft clayey lodestuff. Seven miles south from Corona another 
lode (Horsen’s), from 20 to 30 ft. wide, has been sunk upon, to a depth of GO ft., in black and brown 
talcose ironstone, with irregular quartz-veins through it. About 1 mile further smith is Horan’s 
gossaii lode, which is over 300 ft. long, and 25 feet wide. The north shaft on this lode is GO ft. deep ; a 
sample taken from it assayed at the rate of gold a trace and silver a trace.

The general direction of the belt traversed by these lodes is about N.N.W., and tbe ferro-manga- 
nese lodes 9 miles N.N.W. from Corona, mentioned in my previous report, are probably within the 
continuation of the same belt. From Corona, northerly along the main road, several manganese and 
ironstone lodes may be seen, and one, about 8 miles from tbe station, on tbe west side of the road, ami 
between thcroad and the Out Station well, crops out above tbe surface in large masses of gossan; this should 
be prospected. About 12 miles further, in a northerly direction, the slate formation is traverecd hy an 
immense quartzite lode, varying in width from a few feet up to 200 feet, and dipping W. 5' S. at 45‘. 
Its rocky outcrop, resembling a broken stone wall, may be seen for about 2% miles. Air. Harvey Patterson, 
of Corona, has had a shaft sunk upon it to a depth of GO feet without obtaining payable results. Near 
its southern end some small gossan lodes occur, with beds of limestone. Numerous quartz reefs occur 
in the locality, but about 1 mile to tbe east of the great quartzite lode the elate formation is overlaid by 
the Cretaceous gravels and clays.

It is probable that in places along tbe margin of tbe Cretaceous formation, where tbe gravel beds 
rest upon the slate formation, payable gold-bearing deposits will be found, as in the Mount Browne Gold
field. Gold is said to have been found in the Coco Mountains, which lie in a northerly direction from 
5 to 10 miles from this place.

I also inspected the principal tin-bearing lodes found at Caloola, Euriowic. and Waukcroo, in tbo 
Barrier Ranges. These so-called lodes are intrusive dykes of granite in tbe slate formation, and, with tbe 
exception of a few, the tin ore is too much scattered through tho dyke stone to allow tbe ground to be 
systematically mined by large companies; nevertheless, by tributors, or small parties of miners whose 
labour is their capital, a large quantity of tin ore will be raised and exported from this field. My report 
on these tin lodes, with remarks on tbe Broken Hill and other lodes, is given in Appendix No. 2.

Garnets of good colour for jewellery purposes are found in some abundance at Corona, Boola- 
jnacca, Silvcrton, and other places. On account of Ihe slight bluish-red colour which some of the garnets 
exhibit they have been mistaken for rubies. After returning from the Barrier Ranges the Prospecting 
Board proceeded, via Dub bo, to tbo Bycrock District. It may be of interest to record the following 
observations upon the character of Ihc country traversed:—At Dubbo the river flows through alluvial 
(Recent and Pleistocene) deposits. One mile west, on the north side of the railway line, the country becomes 
billy ; about 50 chains further, at the 280’30 mile-post, a belt of basalt, 10 chains wide, crosses tbe lino ; 
then there is half a mile of red sandy Tertiary beds, which crop out from under tbo basalt, Again, we 
have a strip of basalt 20 chains wide ; then sandy country for three quarters of a mile, where red, yellow, 
and gray sandy beds rest on Hawkeabury false-bedded sandstones, which continue for 5 miles to Manoa; 
but at the 284,20 mile stake occurs a massive outcrop of ironstone, whether as a dyke or a superficial 
deposit I could not determine in passing by in tbe train. For about a mile from Manoa granite occurs ; 
then for 11- miles sandstone and sandy flat-', when granite again comes to tho surface for 2.,- mileSj 
succeeded by sandy flats 2 miles. Hero Silurian purple and gray sandstones appear, dipping about 
N.N.AV". at 60° for 30 chains. The next 103J miles consists of Pleistocene sandy alluvial flat country, 
covered with forests in places, and open myall plains in others. One of these plains, at Trangic saw-mills, 
affords fertile loamy soil, under which water may be got by sinking, as will probably be tbe case over 
much of this flat country. The Ootaccous formation evidently extends under Trangie Plains. At 398 
miles, low Silurian slate ridges commence, and, with occasional red loamy flats, continue to Girilambone, 
1 mile west of which the slate bills rise to a height of 150 ft. Tbe Girilambone copper lode is in these 
. bills.
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hills. .At 4OG4-milca H10 Silurian roclts arc seen to be iniorscctcd by r|iiitc a networt of small rjuartz- 
veins. _ This slate country extends fo Byerock, near which, as well as at Coolabah, the Silurian rocks arc 
overlaid by patches of Cretaceous indurated ferruginous nodular clays and pebble beds. At Coolabah 
some prospecting sbal’ts have been sunk over 100 ft. in these beds, and a little gold obtained. (Sac Mr. 
W. Anderson’s lioport, Appendix Ak). 12.) -

The elevation of this country is about 740 foot above sea-level, which is about the level of the 
uppermost Cretaceous beds in tbe Mount Browne and Silvcrton Districts, This is probably the southern 
margin of tbe great Cretaceous formation, an inlet from which may come up the valley of tho Bogan and 
pass under the low country about Trangie. Doubtless Cretaceous fossils, saurians, &c., will be found in 
this district.
• A remarkable waterhole 8 feet deep and 12 feet in diameter occurs in granite rock half a mile west 
-of Byerock. It is from this rock that the town is so named. Tho hole is on the line of a joint which 
runs W. 30° AV. The granite is coarse-grained with black mica (Biotjte), and encloses angular masses of 
all sizes of other rocks, chiefly porphyry, which the granite probably picked up from older rocks through 
\vhich it was intruded. These enclosed masses of rock are generally fine-grained, and the exposed 
-surfaces of some have been smoothed by tbo natives sharpening their tomahawks on them.

3:or about 4 miles E. of Byerock the surface is flat, and composed of red loamy sand-soil; then a 
-patch ot granite outcrops, aud beyond, for tbe next 8 miles, Silurian fine-grained sandstones and contorted 
clay slates with quartz-veins occur. Ac 12-13 miles there are some large beds of Silurian quartzite with 
quartz-reefs. There arc occasionally paiehes of Creiacrous gravels, chiefly of angular and rounded quartz 
pebbles. 1 n one patch near Do Due's dam several shafts have been sunk, the deepest being 52 feet, and a 
few specks of gold obtained. It is proposed to further prospect this ground in an alluvial Hal, which has 
received Ihe drainage from ihe Crcfacc ms and Silurian formations.

About 2 miles west of Byerock the Mulga Check flows through an alluvial fiat half a mile wide.
A shaft lias been sunk here 00 leet deep in tho I'lcistocene gravels and red loamy elajs without 

reaching the bed-rock. As this broad alluvial fiat drains a large extent of Silurian aud granite formations, 
overlaid in places by Cretaceous gravels, it should bo prospected for a deep lead.

Erom Byerock the Prospecting Board proceeded to Ironbarks, Orange, Molong, The Eorcst, AVattlo 
Elat, Sofala, Hill End, Tambaroora. Hargraves, Mudgce, Gulgong. Park oh, Forbes, Pinnacles, and 
Grenfell, and dealt with the several applications for aid fo prospect reefs aud alluvial deposits iu those 
districts.

When visiting the Gulgong District I inspected the antimony lodes at Ford’s Creek, near Gulgong, 
and also the newly-discovered gossan lodes, containing gold, silver, and lead, at Denison Town. My 
-reports on these lodes are given in Appendices 1Y0. 3 and E’o. 4 respectively.

Mr. David, Geological Purveyor, proceeded to Warren and reported upon the discovery of tho 
supposed diamonds, which he found to be quartz of no value. He witnessed, together with the tfiiperin- 
iondent of Drills, Mr. Slee, the boring by diamond drill through the second seam of coal, 5 feet 3 inches 
thick, at a depth of 2,301 feet below the surface, at Holt-Suthcrland. A. detailed description of this coal 
discovery will be found in Appendix Kb. 0. .

When submitting Mr. David’s report, I wrote tbo following remarks :—“ In Ibis bore, a dopih of 
2.307 feet from the surface, or 2,175 feet below sea-level, has boon attained; this is therefore the deepest 
diamond-drill bore in Australia. Mr. W. IL J. Sloe, (he Superintendent of Drills, informs me that tho 
diameter of tho bore to a depth of GOO feet is 84 inches, and below that depth it is 8 inches. The strata 
passed through consist of llawkesbury sandstone formation, 053 feet 0 inches.

ft. iu.
Shales, sandstones, ami couglninerntes; the upper 811 feet, euns-isling tliicliy

of chocolatc-colourcd shales................................................................................ 1,578 3
Upper seam of coal..................................................................................  -1 2
Shales, sancFlone, and eonglomeral.e ........................................................ (>.j O
Lower seam of coal......................................................................................................... 5 3
Blaelt shales............................................................................................. 3 11

Total 2,307 1
From the first 1,003 feet bored, 04'05 per cent, of core was obtained, and of the remaining 1,301 

feci tho percentage was 97,54, which is evidence of tho efficiency of the boring at that great depth.
The seams of coal are evidently the continuation of the Coal Cliff or Bulli seams, and the same that 

were pierced in the bore at Mt. Westmacott, near the Waterfalls Baihvay Station. The coal is also of the 
same semi-bituminous and splint character as that of the Bulli seams.

. Whether tbe slight thinning out which tbe seams here show be merely local can only be 
determined, as Mr. David lias pointed out, by putting dowui at least one more bore iu tbe locality. It is 
very important that this question should be solved, owing to the proximity of the land to the metropolis.

The discovery of cupriferous shales between 1,729 feet and 1,800 feet from tho surface is of 
interest, and should lead to further search for payable deposits. From their position in tho formation 
these shales should be exposed at the surface, below the llawkesbury sandstones, on tbe face of tho 
Illawarra coast-range from a few miles north from Coal Cliff southerly fo near Wollongong.

1 had several samples of this cupriferous shale assayed, with the following results (bios. 2 to 7 
were not assayed for copper):— '

No. 1 yielded at the rale ot 0 21 per cent! of copper.
- „ 2 „ 8 dwt. 1 gr. of eilver per ton, With trace of gold.

^3 „ 3 ,, 21 „ „ „
11 d’ ,, 5 ,, 21 :, ,, ,, -
*> 5 „ 41 „ 13 ,, „
!J tl :l 13 „ 1 ,, I,
» 7 ,, 7 „ 20 ,, „

ft
t>
n

In future borings through this formation attention should be given to these copper-bearing beds, 
as they probably extend under a large area in. tbe counties of Cumberland. Camden, Cook, and 
Northumberland, and may in places contain payable metalliferous strata. Tbe reek immediately below 
them, in the Holt-Sutherland bore, has been ascertained, hy microscopic examination by Mr. Geological- 
Surveyor Anderson, to be a volcanic tufa. It may, therefore, have had some connection with eruption 
of the old igneous rocks in the Kiama District, which contain native popper, and from which it is 
believed the fine alluvial gold found near Shellharbour has been derived- Mr,
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Mr. David, with Mr. Gr. A, Stonier, Meld Assistant, has chiefly been engaged upon a geological 
survey of an area of 50 square miles in the Maitland District, where the Middle and Lower Coal Measures 
are well developed. In carrying out this survey, Mr. David has not only discovered a valuable scam of 
coal at Deep Creek, but has ascertained that the seam of coal which was struck in the diamond-drill bore 
at East Maitland is one below those already worked iu tho East Maitland collieries. In consequence of 
this discovery the seam is now being opened at Eathlaba. A geological map showing the position of the 
several coal-seams will soon be ready for publication. Dnder Mr. David’s supervision, sections of the 
principal igneous rocks of New South Males, especially of those associated with the occurrence of gold
bearing reefs, are being prepared for microscopic examination.

Mr. "W. Anderson, Geological Surveyor, during the early part of tho year, was engaged (sec 
Appendix Mo. 7) upon an examination of the diamantii'erous deposits in the Inverell and Bingera Districts. 
His report's, with maps, are herewith appended {Appendices Mo*. 8 and 9.) Erom these it will be seen 
that there is a large extent of diamond-bearing drifts, a very small portion of which has as yet been 
worked. According to returns furnished by some of the mining managers it appears that upwards of
50,000 diamonds have already been obtained ; they are chiefly under half a carat in weight, with somo 
ranging up to nearly 3 carats. I have no doubt that diamond-mining in these districts, if carried out on 
a large scale, will become a profitable industry.
_ Mr Anderson's report on the seam of coal struck in the diamond-drill bore at Mittagong is given 
iu Appendix No. 10,

His report on the limestone deposits at Lewis Ponds will bo found in Appendix No. 11.
He also proceeded to Captain’s Elat and inspected certain lands, which he recommended should be 

reserved for mining purposes, on account of the promising future awaiting the development -of the gold 
and silver bearing lodes in that locality.

_ In August, Mr. Anderson visited the "Wellington Caves, and reported as to certain improvements 
being made in the eaves. Prom here he went to the Byerock District and made a geological examination 
of that locality, more especially in reference to the occurrence of auriferous formations, which he has 
described in Appendix No. 12. ■

After spending some time in working at rock-sections, he proceeded to Nyngan, and examined the 
country between that town and Nymagec, Cobar, and Girilambone. (See Appendix No. 13.)

. Mr. Eobert Etheridge, jun., who had been appointed through the Agent-General in England, 
arrived in Sydney on ISth of April, and at once entered upon his duties as Palaeontologist to the Geological 
Survey of New South Wales and to the Australian Museum. Now that we have the advantage of ihe 
services of a gentleman of such high repute in bis special field of palaeontological research, I trust that wo 
shall soon be in a position to publish his investigations of the ancient life history of this portion of the world. 
Mr. Etheridge has made a preliminary classification of our principal collections of fossils, upon which ho 
has furnished several reports (o/rfe Appendices Nos. It (rna! 15), and he is at present engaged upon the 
examination of the carboniferous fauna from the Lower Coal Measures. The first part of his work is now 
ready for the press, aud will be published in the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of New South Wales.

_ Mr. J. E. Carne, Curator of the Mining and Geological Museum, has very ably performed his 
duties, _ But for his unremitting energy it would have been impossible without extra assistance to have 
dealt with the increasing work connected with the examination of numerous mineral samples sent to the 
Department for assay and analysis. During the year 2,178 mineral samples wore assayed, and these were 
chiefly made for parties engaged upon prospecting-newly discovered or unworked deposits.

According to Mr. Carue’s report (sec Appendix AT«, 10), 20,770 specimens have been registered for tbo 
Museum collection, only a, portion of which can at present be displayed in the Museum, owiug to the limited 
amount of space available. Afore accommodation for our valuable collections is greatly needed, to enable 
tliis useful and important branch of the Department to afford that valuable aid which it is capable of 
rendering in the development of the immense mineral resources of the Colony. By direction of tho 
Honorable the Minister for Alines, the Museum was opened to the public on the 19th December, and it 
has been visited by many persons seeking information and guidance upon mining matters. The Library 
has acquired many valuable works of reference upon geology, paleontology, and mining.

This Department having undertaken, at the request of the Commission for the Adelaide Jubilee 
Exhibition, to arrange for tho display of the mineral exhibits from this Colony, Air. Carne was deputed to 
proceed to Adelaide to carry out the arrangements, and this he effected in a very satisfactory manner.

The Department of Alines received thirteen 1st awards for minerals and geological maps, together 
with eight 1st awards and one second for 2nd and other forestry exhibits.

The assay work of the Department is now performed in the laboratory at the head office, and is 
conducted by Mr. J. C. A. Mingayc, E.C.S., who was formerly assistant to the Government Analyst, 
and was transferred to this Department on the 1st Alarch. His duties have been very heavy, owing to 
the large number of mineral samples submitted for assay and analysis. His report herewith' (Appendix 
No. 17) shows the large amount of useful work that has been done, which reflects much credit upon 
Mr. Alingaye and his assistants, especially as the work has so considerably increased of late that the 
laboratory accommodation is insufficient for it. I trust that arrangements which arc now being made for 
providing a new laboratory will soon be completed, for at present, owing to the numerous mineral 
samples submitted, a period of ten days or more has sometimes to elapse before results of assays can be 
made known.

_ Being deprived of Air. H. T. Wilkinson’s services for about one month in each quarter, on account 
of his having to visit Lord Howe and Norfolk Islands, caused some temporary inconvenience, which, 
however, was lessened by the ready help of Air. A. H. Taylor, the assistant clerk, who is a very able 
young officer, ' .

The Geological Collector, Mr. Charles Cullen, has assisted in Ihe sorting of the fossil collections 
for the Palseontologist, and in packing. &e., the collections of minerals for the Adelaide Exhibition. But 
during the latter part of the year he has been engaged upon tbe collection of fossil bones from a remark
able deposit in an old “ mud-spring ” on tbe Myall Creek Station, on the property of Air. AI'Donald, who 
kindly granted permission for the removal of the bones. Air. Cullen has obtained a very valuable collec
tion of these interesting fossils of the Pleiatone period. They will be fully reported on when they arrive 
in Sydney. Tbe process of exhuming them has been a difficult one, as the bones are in a fragile condition ; 
and much credit is due to Air. Cullen for the enthusiastic energy and the careful manner in which he has 
carried out the exploration of this fossiliferous deposit. Air.
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Mr. David’s geological report upon tho stanniferous formations has been issued from the 
(rovemir.ent Printing Office, and forms a valuable work of reference. I am glad to report that Baron C. 
Ettiugshauscn’s English translation in manuscript of his work on the Tertiary Flora of New England has 
been received, and is now in the printer’s hands. This work will form an important addition to tho 
palaeontological literature of Australia; and our thanks are specially duo to the Baron for this valuable 
contribution to science.

Mr. ]{.. Etheridge, jun., has undertaken to edit tbe palaeontological publications of this Department.
Additional improvements have been made during the year to the .Tenolan Caves. A newly-dis

covered cavern has been opened; and the eleetric lighting of the Imperial Cave has heen effected under 
the direction of Mr. E. C. Cracknell, Superintendent: of Telegraphs, who has always manifested much 
interest in the matter. It is proposed to extend this system of lighting to some of the other caverns ; 
aud a turbine wheel is about to he erected at one of the waterfalls on the creek near the caves, for 
obtaining the motive power for driving the electro-dynamo machine. A, pump or hydraulic ram will also 
he fixed for pumping water to the cave house, aud for fountains for improving the scenery about the 
cave grounds. The number of visitors during the year to the Jcnolan Caves was 1,082 ; to the Welling
ton Caves, S7(>; and to the Wombcyan Caves, 152. A caretaker, James Murray, has been appointed to 
tbo charge of tbe Yarrangobilly Caves, where an accommodation house is in course of erection. Plans 
have also heen prepared for tho erection of a house shortly at the Wombcyan Caves. As soon as 
arrangements can be made, I purpose having a further exploration carried out in the Abercrombie Caves, 
where I formerly discovered some narrow passages not yet explored, which were inhabited by wombats. 
It is probable that fossil remains will be found in tho red earth forming the Hours of some of the eaves.

APPENDIX No. 1.
Geological Examination of the Diamond-bearing Formations in the Inverell District.

Sir, .inverell, 31 January, 1SS7.
In accordance with your instmelions that a geological examination should be made of tho 

diamond-hearing formations of this district, I have the honor to submit the following progress report.
East week, assisted hy Mr. Geological Surveyor Anderson, I examined and mapped out the extent 

of the diamond-bearing formations on the south side of Cope’s Creek, where the Bound Mount, Crown 
Jewed, ICohmoor, Bed Hill, and Collas Hill diamond mines are situated.

The diamond-mines occur in old Tertiary river drifts, and in the more recent drifts derived from 
them. The former were once, and are partly still-covered hy basalt, which in a molten state flowed down 
the ancient valleys ami filled up the river channels. But the enormous denudation that has since eroded 
the present deep valleys lias swept away considerable portions both of the lava streams and of the old 
river deposits beneath them, leaving the remnants here and there in disconnected patches resting on the 
older granite and altered sedimentary rocks. It is in one of these isolated patches that the above- 
mentioned Companies, with the exception of that at Collas Hilt, are working, by sinking and tunnelling. 
'The deposits are extensive, and have not yet been thoroughly prospected; the wash-dirt is from a few inches 
to u feet in thickness, and lias yielded on an average from 2 to nearly 4 carats per load, averaging about 
four or five diamonds to the carat, though diamonds between 2 and 3 carats in weight each have been 
found.

The returns kindly furnished me hy mining managers show that about 23,000 diamonds, weighing 
5,loL carats, have been obfained during the last twelvemonths. The Bound Mount Company having 
washed 722 loads, yielding diamonds weighing 2,080 carats, or 3'7 carats per load. Erom the Crown 
Jewel mine, the owner, Mr. W. Brown, obtained 20 L diamonds, weighing 122J carats, in addition to J 52 
carats, of which the number of diamonds was not ascertained. During iny visit Mr. Henderson, manager 
of the Sydney Company’s Bed Hill mine, washed 10-j loads for a yield of 205 diamonds, weighing 4-2 carats.

It will thus be seen that so far the average yield per load has not been a high one, though in one 
instance from the Bound Mount mine six loads of wash yielded 1,080diamonds, weighing 200 carats, equal 
to 40 carats per load ; but this is an exceptional yield. However, with eflicient methods of working, I 
feel assured that diamond-mining will become a largo aud profitable industry; and the proposals winch I 
understand have heen made for the Companies whose land adjoins to amalgamate, will, if carried out, no 
doubt greatly conduce to this end by bringing the workings under one general management, thus affording 
facilities for a large output at tho least expense for direction and supervision.

When the rest of the district has been examined, I will describe iu further detail the character of 
the deposits ; meanwhile, I send you the accompanying map, showing the extent of the deposits referred 
to on the south side of Cope’s Creek.

I notice that several mineral leases have been taken up embracing laud which is not likely to 
contain payable diamond-bearing deposits. I have, &c.,

C. S. WILKINSON,
The Under Secretary fer Mines. Geological Surveyor in Charge.

APPENDIX No. 2.
Keport on Tin Lodes, near Poolamacca, in the Silvcrton District, New South Wales.

Sir, Department of Mines, 2-1 October, 1887.
In accordance with your instructions,! have examined the tin-mining country near Poolamacca, 

in the Barrier Banges. The tin-bearing rocks have been proved over an extent of country about 28 miles 
long, in a N.N.W. direction, and 3 miles wide ; but is likely to be found over a much wider area, 
for the same formations are seen throughout the greater part of the Barrier Banges as far soutli as 
Thaekaringa. These formations consist of metamorphosed clay slates and mica schists intersected by 
dykes of granite and quart?, reefs. The tin ore, cassiterife, occurs in the granite dykes, not as veins, but 
in black crystals, in size from a mere speck or grain, hardly vbible to the naked eye, up to about 3 inches 
in diameter. It is not evenly disseminated through the granite, but is distributed more or less in patches, 
with a little ore scattered between them. In fact, the onsdterite appears crystallized like the minerals 
composing the rock—the quart? felspar and mica—which also often occur separately or together, in

coarsely
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coaraely crystalline patclics in a fine-grained base of tbo same minerals. Sometimes one or more of these 
minerals predominate, so that in places the rock is chiefly composed of mica in large Hakes, or of mica 
and quartk, or of mica and felspar, with crystals of tin ore and black tourmaline intermixed. The granite 
dykes themselves are very irregular iu thickness and extent, either in length or iu depth. In some 
instances, as at Lake’s Camp, they suddenly widen out for 100 ft. or more across ; in others they divide 
into branches, or form small oblong or boat-shaped masses.
_ One of the most regular lodes yet opened is that which runs for about half a mile through tho 
jhiriowie ?forth portions. In this lode also the tin ore is seen fo ho more regularly distributed through 
the granite than is usually the case. But even this lode, or granite dyke, which it really is. varies in 
width from 1 to 18 ft, and runs in breaks, thinning out at intervals and making again within a 
few feet on the west side ; nevertheless, the lode appears to he sufficiently persistent to be worked ou a 
large scale. _

I was informed that a parcel of 20 tons of it, crushed at the Umherumhuka machine, yielded at 
the rate of 8 per cent, oxide of tin. The lode strikes X. 13° W-. aud has a westerly dip; it consists of 
coarsely crystalline granite with large flakes of mica, and traverses altered mica schists which strike nortli 
aud south. The same lode continues into the Bur ion ie South Company's ground.

About Caloola are the lodes which I described in iny former report on this field in lSSL On the 
Caloola, Company's lode a shaft has been sunk, following tho lode to a depth of 75 It., and showing it to 
be much the same character as near the surface. Some 8 tons of about 50 per cent, ore haic been raised 
during the sinking of this shaft. The lode or granite dyke dips B. 3-5° N. at 75° ; it is from 1 to 0 it. 
wide, and outcrops on the surface for about 200 yds.; the tin ore is in patches through it. Similar tin
bearing granite lodes occur about three quarters of a mile to the X.N.E. in the Cosmopolitan and other 
mines. One mile in a S.S.E direction front here are the Jubilee Company’s lodes; one, IS in. wide, 
hut thinning out on the north end, consists chiefly of quartz aud felspar with but little mica; tho tin ore 
occurs in patches, containing about 10 per cent, of tin ore. Another granite lode 2 chains to tho east is 
2 ft. G in. wide, and has been opened for G ft. from the surface ; only a little tin ore is visible in it. At 
Caloola South two dykes of coarse-grained granite are being prospected ; one is 20 ft. across, as seen in an 
open cut G ft. deep, and the other, 70 ft cast, is 15 ft. wide. 2 chains north these dykes come together.

In tho BischofE Company’s ground a lode 7 feet thick on surface is being driven across a depth of 
35 ft.; it contains some coarse crystals of tin oxide; it strikes X. 25° "W., and a few chains from it is 
another granite dyke also containing coarse tin in scattered crystals and large masses of quartz.

In the adjoining ground of the Queen Victoria and Prince of Wales United Co. a shaft has been 
put down on a granite dyke 40 ft. wide, cropping out on the top of the range ; a little tin ore is seen iu 
the stone. About 100 yards on the cast side of it is another similar lode, 1G it, wide, dipping W.S.'W, at 
G0°; tho tin ore is ehieily near the foot-wall, and ou the west are two other lodes, one 52 ft. w ido dipping 
easterly and showing a little tin. The lodes consist of coarsely-crystallized granite, very fclspathie, tra
versing altered schists ; they vary in thickness, aud in places thin out. But on the same line of strike, 
towards the south, other lodes, crop out through the Victory Co.’s ground. Somo of these are being 
prospected, and a shaft 40 ft. deep has been sunk in one 8 ft, din, wide. This lode strikes X. 10° W., and 
consists of coarse crystals of felspar, mica, aud quartz, with tin ore in patches, which, if worked separately, 
would probably yield 20 per cent, of ore. _ _ _ ’

About 4 miles further south is the Trident tin-mine. Here, within a width of 130 ft, the slate 
formation is traversed hy several granite dykes, one 12 ft. wide, very micaceous and quartzoso in places, 
with coarse tin crystals unevenly distributed. A shaft GO ft. deep has been sunk, and the shallow alluvial 
iu a small gully draining from the lodes have been surfaced for a few yards, and several hags of “ shed- 
thi” obtained. _

In tho next mine, the Sccplre, a similar granite dyke suddenly widens out to 100 ft. at tho surface. 
It contains large irregular patches of quartz, with chlorite, tourmaline, and crystals of tin also in patches. 
Its general strike is X. 20° W.; but to the south it divides into two branches, which, varying from 2 to 
10 ft. thick, continue into the Cobar Co.’s ground ; thence towards the Lady Bon mine, whore one of tho 
dykes,12 ft. thick, has been prospected hy two tunnels driven in at different levels on the side of the slate 
hill. Tin ore is scarce in it, portions of it not showing any ; I noticed a little lluorypar. The granite is 
composed of large crystalline masses of felspar, mica, and quartz; one patch of quartz at the surface is 
10 ft. wide. The dyke strikes X, 10° 117". About 4 chains easterly is another similar dyke 4 to 15 ft. 
wide, with a very irregular strike to the X.E.

At Mount Lake occurs a dyke mass of coarse-grained granite, suddenly widening out in one place 
to 100 ft., with very small tin crystals appearing here aud there m it. A branch vein up to 6 ft. thick, hut 
pinching out in places, extends \V. 30° S. from it for 4 chains, and show's coarse crystals of tin ore in patches. 
"Within 15 chains to the oast arc four other granite dykes and quartz reefs from 1 to 10 ft. thick; they 
strike X.X.W., and have not yet been opened. Some small deposits of stream tin are likely to be found 
jn the alluvial fiats between these hills, together with good soakage water. Similar tin-bearing granite 
dykes occur to the south in Kali’s claim, and also beyond, in the Mount Lake south blocks, where there 
is one showing coarse tin in patches, from w'hteh 50 per cent, ore might ho picked ; hut the general 
average of the lode would not, I think, yield 4 per cent, of ore ; it strikes X. 80° B. for about 8 chains 
and varies in width up to 13 ft; hut to the south it takes a more southerly' course for about 200 yards, 
thinning out in places, There are other small lodes near on either side, and another 8 chains east is very 
felspathic, varying iu width up to 20 ft. for about 130 yards, with small crystals of tin in patches. These 
lodes have only been opened 3 ft. from the surface. _

About a mile from here is the Baleoath Go’s. (Messrs. Sinclair and Bond’s) ground, in which a 
lode consisting chiefly of quartz, and varying in thickness up to 8 ft., contains tin ore in patches which 
separately would yield about 30 per cent, ore ; it strikes X. 5° W., traversing altered slates. Twenty yards 
from it,on the cast side, is another lode of lenticular hunches of quartz up to 2 ft. thick, containing tin ore. 
At the Wankeroo, prospector’s mine, several openings have been made along a singular outcrop of talcose 
schist for about 15 chains ; it contains a little tin iu small crystals, and strikes N. 5° \V., with lenticular 
quartz veins 2 ft. wide. Along its sou them extension lenticular veins of granite, as well as of quartz up 
to 3 ft. thick, occur. The patches of tin ore in the granite, if taken out separately, would yield from 20 to 
30 per cent, of tin oxide. About 300 yards to the north, in the Consolidated Co.’s ground, a similar slate 
reef, with granite veins of irregular width up to 15 in, lias been opened to a depfli of G ft., containing

coarse

112
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coarse tin ore in patches. Twenty It, from it, on the cast sule, is a large quartz-reefs ft. 0 in. wide aiid TO ft. 
long. Turther cast 100 ft. another granite dyke 3 ft. thick would yield tin ore probably up to 2 per cent., 
but it could be sorted to give a higher yield. On the- south side of Yaneowinua Creek, in portion 9.), is 
the Albion lode, of coarse crystalline granite in altered slate formation dipping IV. 25° at SO0: it 
would probably yield 12 to 15 per cent, of tin. A shaft has been sunk 22 ft. deep, 100 ft. further south a 
cutting 4 ft. deep has been made showing the lode 7 ft. wide, with a small patch of tin ore in centre. Near 
the S.iV. corner of portion 95 is a lode 25 ft. wide showing a little tin and tourmaline; within 10 chains 
cast are a few other lodes; one from 1 to 2 ft. thick containing some lin and brown garnets has been 
opened 3 ft. deep it strikes N, 40° E. in chlorite slate. In the Pine Paddock Proprietary Co.’s leases are 
several tin-bearing dyke, of largo-grained felspathic granite, traversing slate, and varying in thickness up 
to 10 ft., striking iH. 5° W. to N. 20° E. Some are like short oblong or boat-shaped dykes; the tin ore 
with tourmaline occurs in patches, and would have to be sorted to yield 10 or 15 per cent, of ore.

On the South Wanlceroo Co.’s ground three lenticular granite dykes striking hi. 5° W., and up to 
4 ft. thick, show coarse crystals of tin in patches; the whole, if taken out, would yield about 2 per cent, ore, 
A similar tin-bearing lode 4 ft. thick, and striking hi. 10° \V".. traverses the mica slates in the ’Western 
Star Company’s mine. Immediately north of these arc the Granite Springs lodes. ’Within a diameter of 
3 chains are three lenticular granite dykes up to 4 ft. thick containing a little tin ore, about 2 per cent.; 
strike E.N.E., bT.E., and N. 5° E. (same as strata) ; three chains north arc talcose slates like those in the 
Prospector’s urine, with quartz, blows, and fluor spar ; 5 chains further north is a lenticular granite lode' 
!i ft. wide showing a little tin, and near it a quartz, reef containing wolfram. Three other small lodes 
have also been prospected near the surface ; they contain small quantities of tin ore in patches ; a little 
stream tin was ibuud near the head of a gully draining from them. The slate formation of the district is 
traversed by numerous similar granite dykes. From the above references it will be seen that the tin
bearing granite dykes, or so-called tin lodes, present more or less the eamefcatures, and from the. irregular 
mode of occurrence both of the lodes and of the tin in them may be inferred how uncertain must be tlieir 
productiveness, therefore much prospecting will be required to prove their value. But as the lodes are' 
numerous, there can be no doubt that considerable quantities of tin ore will from time to time be raised in' 
working the bunchy portions of them. Timber for mining purposes and surface water are scarce; hut a 
fair supply of the latter may be obtained by sinking wells in the valleys, or by making large tanks for^ 
conserving the rainfall. ■ -

Eeturning from the tin-mines I took the opportunity of examining several of the silver lodes. In 
the War Dance mine, near Puroamoota, three small lodes have been opened in the slate country. In 
one, which dips S.S.E. 45° with a well-defined hanging-wall, carbonates of copper richly streaked with 
chloride of silver occur with the gossan. About 150 ft. from this is another parallekvein 4 to G in. thick 
of gossan, carbonates of copper and chloride of silver; a shaft has been sunk 50 ft. deep ; and 3 chains- 
further S.E. in a shaft 20 ft. deep another gossan lode showing chloride has been opened. These lodes 
though small yield rich ore, and appear to be of a permanent character. About 3 miles from Pimiamoot.v 
nrc the Victory lodes in slate formation traversed by granite dykes. One, opened to a depth of 30 ft., 
consists of ferruginous rubble lodestuif from G in. to 2 ft. thick, containing small patches of argentiferous 
galena ; it dips E. at 35°. Five chains N.X.E. another similar rubble and quartz lode G in. to 4 ft. thick, 
dipping S.E., has small veins of galena crossing it; at a depth of 40 ft.; in a shaft which is being sunk to 
cut this lode, a small ironstone vein containing chloride of silver is said to-have been passed through. Five 
chains W.X. W. another lode up to IS in. thick of porous gossan and quartz dips 15.S.E. at 35° ; and in 
portion 10, about 20 chains W. 35° N\ from the last, is a lode of gossan and quartz, varying in thickness to 
18 in., containing irregular veins up to 6 in. thick of galena. From the well-defined curved hanging-wall 
this lode should be permanent.

It is probable that many other similar silver-bearing lodes will be discovered in this district. And 
though they may be too small to support smelting works at each mine, yet from them collectively will no 
doubt be raised considerable quantities of silver lead ore, that could be forwarded for sale or treatment at 
some central public reduction works.

The Umberumberka is still the deepest mine in the field, the lode described in my former report 
having now been worked to a depth of 40l) feet, or 2G7 feet below the water-level. From the 300-360 feet 
levels the galena encloses small crystalline masses of antimonial silver ore, of which I have obtained 
samples for analysis. Some very fine specimens of galena, coated in places with native silver, were sent by 
the manager, Mr. C. If. Wilton, to the Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition. A short distance from the lode, on the 
north side, another lode has been exposed in the railway cuttiog, where it is 10 feet thick, and dipping- 
S.S.E., almost parallel with the former lode. It consists of iron ore, has a good hanging-wall, and every 
appearance of being a valuable and permanent lode. It is now being prospected.

With the Inspector of Mines, Mr. Sice, I visited the Broken Hill mine, and was shown through the 
underground working by Mr. Patton, the newly-appointed General Manager, and Captain Piper, Mining 
Manager. I was surprised at the large amount of work that has already been done in proving this splendid 
lode to a depth of G1.G feet, the water-level being about 240 feet. It is a true fissure lode, varying from 
10 to.1G0 feet wide, and consists chiefly of porous iron and manganese oxide in plac.cs, more or less 
siliceous, containing carbonate of lead and chloride of silver, with occasionally carbonates of copper and 
zinc. These ores have resulted from the decomposition of sulphides and arsenides, uhieh wall be found in 
their unaltered original condition belo-w the water-level. As one looks at tho sides and headings of the 
drive, the gossan lodcstuff, with its cavities and joints sparkling with crystals of eerrusite and chloride 
of silver, presents a most interesting and fascinating sight. In one large natural cavity in the lode the 
sides -were lined with black stalactites of iron ore, spangled over with white translucent crystals of 
carbonate of lead and carbonate of zinc, together with pale-green crystals of chloride of silver—treasures 
for a mineralogical museum. Sometimes the gossan is intermixed with kaolin and garnets, and in places 
occur angular fragments, embedded in various positions, and of al! sizes, of mica slate, granite, and quartz, 
which had fallen from tho sides of the fissure. The walls of the lode are well defined, especially the 
hanging-wall, which in two places I measured dips to tho N.W. at 65°, but the dip varies in other places, 
and has changed to the E. below the 216-feet level in M'Cullock’s shaft. I noticed that one projection 
on the hanging-wall had been rounded and- striated by a faulting or downward-sliding movement 
northerly at an angle of47°. This is an important feature, showing that though the lode must necessarily 
vary in width, it will continue, as far as the displacement or sliding movement of the hanging-wall has taken

' ■ place,
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place, probably to a great depth. The lode continues northerly with much the same character, narrowing 
and widening in places through blocks Id, 15,1G, and Broken Ilill Junction, beyond which it seems to con
tinue in irregular smaller lodes of a more siliceous nature, containing argentiferous galena and carbonates of 
lead and copper with a little chloride of silver. To the south also it passes into quartzite lodes, containing 
silver, lead, and copper ores sparingly distributed through the lodestuif. Similar unpromising quartzite 
lodes crop out again about 3 miles further south, in the Bise and Shine Co.’s ground, together with 
several ironstone lodes, one S ft, thick, and two others 1 ft. and 1 ft. G in. thick respectively, containing 
carbonate of lead, which X was informed gave on assay up to 80 oz. of silver per ton. These gossan 
and lead lodes should bo prospected to greater depths. In portion 37, near the X.W. corner of portion 
10, a shaft is being sunk to prove a favourable-looking gossan and quartz lode, which shows at the surface 
about 30 ft. in width.

Some promising garnet ironstone lodes, containing galena are now being prospected in the Lady 
Byre’s mine, on the southern slope of the Middle Pinnacle. At the surface three lodes crop out within 
a width of 130 ft., one of which is 20 ft. thick, running in a 1NW. direction. A shaft has been sunk 
110 ft, in the hornblende schists, and from it a drive is being put in to intersect the lodes. The lode-stuff 
somewhat resembles that from the Pinnacle mine. At the latter the most complete and extensive crushing 
and concentrating plant in the Colony has been erected under the management of Mr. Lewis, and is nearly 
ready for work. The rough ore is first fed into a stouc-breaker, thence it passes automatically through 
roller-crushers, revolving screens, jiggers, Huntingdon crushers, and finally over four True vanners before 
being again handled in its concentrated condition. This plant will afford a good example to be followed 
in other mining districts when the success of mines yielding classes of ores depends to a large extent upon 
the employment of efficient concentrating appliances.

The opening of the railway line to Silverton and Broken Hill will greatly tend to the development 
of tho mining industry of the whole Barrier Eangcs District, and I quite endorse the anticipation of the 
Warden, Mr. Wyman Brown, that ere long the value of the annual mineral production of this important 
mining district will amount to one million sterling, or one-third of that of the present production from the 
whole of New South Wales. I have, &c.,

C. 8. WILKINSON,
Tho Under Secretary for Mines. Geological Surveyor in Charge,

APPENDIX No. 3.
Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 25 November, 1837.

In accordance with 3rour Instructions, I have inspected the antimony lodes at the head oi 
Horde’s Creek, near Gulgong.

There are two small lodes cropping out at the surface about 100 feet apart. The uppermost lode 
is about G inches thick, and dips S. 15° E, at 20°, and has been exposed in an open cutting G feet deep and 
30 feet long.

The lower lode, which has been opened to a depth of 5 feet, is about G inches thick, and dips S. 25° 
E. at 27°, but in one place at G0°.

"They are breccia or rubble lodes, consisting of broken fragments of slate rock, associated with 
quartz, and contain oxide and sulphide of antimony.

The lode fissures have evidently been formed in each case by the faulting or sliding movement of 
the strata above the fissures upon the rock below it, Consequently, when the line of fissure was straight, 
no cavity would be formed, and there would be no chance of any large accumulation of lodcstuff; hut 
where uneven, the movement of the one above the other would leave cavities or enlargements of the 
fissure in which the ore would form ns bunches of variable size.

The prospecting operations that have been carried out show the dip of the fissures to he almost 
straight, and if it should continue so the lodes would not be worth working.

But as tho faulting in such strata ia sometimes uneven, there is a possibility of the angle of dip 
curving, and allowing cavities to form, which may contain patches of payable ore deposits.

This can be better ascertained by following down each lode on its underlay than by sinking the 
present shafts. Then, should payable ore be discovered, a vertical shaft could be sunk for the more 
economic working of the deposit. I have, &c.,

C. S. WILKINSON,
The Under Secretary for Minos. Geological Surveyor in Charge.

APPENDIX No. 4.
Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney. 29 November, 1887.

In accordance with your instructions, I have examined tho newly-discovered lodes which are 
situated about 8 miles cast of Denison Town.

Seven gossan lodes have been found, but only on two of them has prospecting work been done ; 
these are in Eobinson and party's lease; one of them is about do feet wide, dips N.N. W. at 45°, and out
crops at the surface for a length of about 200 feet. It is being prospected by a trench, from 5 feet to 
10 feet deep sunk diagonally (N.W.) across it. In this the lode is seen to be well defined, and is exposed 
as follows, commencing from the hanging-wall, which consists of green chlorite schists:—

Assay Sample No. 1—
Sample No. 2 — 
Sample No, 3—

Sample No. 4—

Sample No. E— 

Sainp)e No. G—

i 18 ft. 0 in. 
1 2 ft. 0 in. 

3 fh. 0 in. 
21 ft. 0 in.
Oft. 3 in. 
4 ft, 0 in. 
1ft. Oin.

5 ft. 0 in. 
0 ft. 3 in. 
3 ft. 0 in. 

10ft, Oin. 
3 ft. 0 in.

Gossan, with patches of quartzite and manganese oxide.
Soft iron ore.
Siliceous gossan and quarts containing pyrites and sulphide of zinc, 
lied and brown gossan partly siliceous.
Galena and carbonate of lead, in patches.
Gossan.
Gossan, with patches (up to 0 in. thick) of carbonate of lead and galena 

enclosing iron pyrites. (Sample 4<t.)
Gossan.
Gossan, with carbonate of lead anti galena.
G ossau and manganese oxide, ■

Altered felspathic rock.
Moliled gossan foot-wall, altered felspathic rock.
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I collected average samples of the lodestufl'from the different parts of the lode as enumerated above 
The assay results are as follows

Assay Sample No. 1 —Silver at the rate of 0 oz. 10 dwt. 21 or. per ton : no eold.
fianmta Va. O     i i J_._i i a ° ^ ? .Sample No. 2 —• 
Sample No. 3 — 
Sample No. 4 —■
Sample No. 4a —
Sample No, 5 — 
Sample No. 6 —

1 oz. 1 dwt. 16 gr. 
0 oz. 16 dwt. 6 gr. 

16 oz. 12 dwt. "
19 oz. 1 dwt.
6 oz. 19 dwt. 

ft trace

2 gr. 
2gr. 
8 gr.

gold, a trace, 
gold, a trace, 
gold, a trace,

{ no gold.
f lead, 76‘5 per cent, 

no gold, 
no gold.

According to these results the ore could not be profitably worked, but as the samples were taken 
within only a depth of 10 feet from the surface, and the lodestuif appears to be of such a promising 
e, I am of opinion that the lode should be further opened and tested at a greater denth.

from
nature, __ _

About 250 feet to the S.E. another gossan and quartz lode has been opened to a depth of 8 feet 
in a narrow crosscut trench. It dips N7W. at 45°, is 16 feet wide, and can be traced on the surface for a 
length of 450 feet. An average sample of the ore taken from the full width of the lode exposed gave, on 

i6 ra^e ^ 10 gr- of silver per ton, and no gold. This lode extends to tlie ISr.E into
Mr. Coxs lease. In an adjoining lease (Mr. Lowe’s) two similar gossan lodes occur which have not yet 
oeen prospected: one is dO feet wide and in massive ironstone blocks, crops out for a length of about 
300 feet; the other, 50 feet distant to the S.E., is .15 feet thick, and is over 100 feet in length,

j chains from these, in a south-easterly direction, on Mr. Latimer's lease, another gossan
and siliceous lode crops out on the surface, 20 feet in width and 200 feet in length. It has not been opened. 
A. sample taken from the surface gave, on assay, at the rate of 10 dwt. 21 gr. of silver per ton, and no gold!

3 chains further to the south-east, on the same lease, there is another gossan lode showing on 
the surface 50 feet wide and 200 feet long; and 5 chains to the south-west a more siliceous gossan lode 
crops out 20 feet wide and 60 feet long. These lodes have not been tested.

About 30 chains to the south-east, Messrs. Little and party arc prospecting a quartzite dyke 100 
feet wide with small patches of porous quartz and gossan in it. A sample of this latter ffave on assay 
only a. trace of silver, and no gold. ’

, ^ the yest side of it occurs a quartz reef about 2 feet thick, and containing iron pyrites. A 
sample of it yielded, on assay, at the rate of 4 oz. 7 dwt. 2 gr. of silver and 3 dwt. of gold per ton. This 
reef should be further prospected. About 4 chains to the NAV. is another parallel quartzite dyke 
75 feet wide, and striking 3ST E. for about 10 chains. Those dykes arc not likely to prove payable.

Eotwithetandiug the low results afforded by Ihe assays already made, the favourable appearance of 
the ore at the surface would, in my opinion, warrant tho proper testing of each of the above-mentioned 
gossan lodes. I have, Ac.,
„„ TT , f „ C. 8. WILKINSON,
Ihe under Secretary for Mines. --------------------Geological Kurveyor-m-Char"e.

Sir

APPENDIX 5.
Progress Report for 1887, by T. W. E. David, B.A., F.G.S, Geological Surveyor.

, I have tbe honor to furnish you with the following report of the work done by mvseif and tho 
held assistant, Mr. G. A. Stonier, during the year 1887 :— J

Prom the beginning of the year until January 24th, I was employed in field work at Maitland and 
Mount Vincent, at the latter of which localities I examined a thick unworked seam of coal in Reserve No. 
69a, in the parish of Mullbring. '

I then proceeded to Sydney by your instructions to superintend the drilling through of the lower 
coal-seam at Holt Sutherland. My report thereon is appended. On February 5th, I returned amiiu to 
Maitland, and examined the coal-measures at Raymond Terrace. °
i i ^jn lebruary -^h I came to Sydney with your permission, and further examined the Holt Suther
land and Heathcote diamond-drill cores, and selected a miniature section of the former core for the 
Mining and Geological Museum.

On February 2 tth, I returned to Maitland, and on the following day examined the new shaft at 
Deep Creek, near Bishop s Bridge, sunk through the coal seam, the discovery of which by me had been 
previously reported.* * My second report on this seam has already been published. *

From this date I was employed chiefly in field work near Maitland until March 23rd, when I went 
to Sydney, and was engaged in oflice work until April 2nd, when I resumed field work at Maitland till 
April 27th, from which date until May 3rd, I was in constant attendance at the East Maitland Court
house, my endence being required by the Crown Solicitor. From this date until August 17th, I continued 
field work, when I went to Sydney and worked at the office until August 29th, when I left to report on 
the supposed diamonds lit Warren. My report has already been given elsewhere.

1 returned to the office on September 2nd, and to Maitland on September 9th, where I

. - - ... _ -----  applieatiens for reserves for prospecting
areas m the neighbourhood of Vegetable Creek. On December 7tb, I returned to tbe office and was em
ployed there for the rest of the year in preparing my maps, sections, and report on the Maitland District. 
Mr. Stonier accompanied me in the field during the earlier part of the year, and for the rest of the time 
was engaged in mapping out the alluvial deposits, which cover a considerable area of tbe coal-measures 
near Maitland.

By far tbe greater part of the year has therefore been spent by Mr. Stonier and myself in field 
work, the principal results of which are given in tho following summary:—Mr. Stonier throughout has 
worked carefully and conscientiously, and his discovery of the marine fossils near Morpeth is, I consider, 
of great importance, as upon further examination I fmd that the zone of rocks, in which the fossils occur, 
is the actual boundary-line between tbe barren upper marine series and the overlying productive coal- 
measures of East Maitland. Such a junction-lino had been anxiously looked for by us for some time, and 
now that it is found, it proves to bo sharply defined and very persistent, for Mr. Stonier lias found the 
same strata at Mount Vincent, over 15 miles southerly from tho point where its occurrence was first

Siewm aryobserved.

C65—T
* Amtunl Kciiort of the Deiwrtmcm of Mines, 16S0 ; i>. 150.
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Summary oj Field Work.
The work doue cousists of.— _ , , ■ .
1. A preliminary examination of the coal-measures and their associated iormauons iroin jScwcasuo, 

on the east to Branxton, on the west a distance of 30 miles, and from Glendonbrook on the north to Broken- 
hack Eange near Mount Vincent on the south, also a distance of about 30 miics. __

2 A detailed examination of the country around Maitland, comprising au area of over 50 square 
miles, A geological map of the latter with sections, accompanied by a detailed report, is now being prepared. 

Tiio rocks comprised in this area may be broadly divided into I, Igneous, and U,-Sedimentary.
The sedimentary rocks may be divided into two great groups—1, Palieozoic, and 2, Cainozoic. The 

Mesozoic Group, as far as is known, is not represented, unless some of the igneous rocks may possibly be
i-el'crablc to the Mesozoic Era. ... , f r,,

1. Palaozoic. The rock's of this age, near Maitland, include the productive coal-measures of btony 
Creek and East Maitland, and the unproductive marine scries between the Stony Creek and East Maitland 
coal-measures, and below the Stony Creek series, and the plant beds with thin coals below the barren Lower 
Marine series. These strata may therefore bo referred to four series ranged in the following descending order:

, „ . 1 Productive coal-measures of freah-watcr or estuarine origin, containing a thickness
V, Eati Maitland Series, iw ieec tlncK. 1 of n|J0ut gg 0f 0,ttof which 22 feet has been worked from tune to time.

f LOO feet (about), SainjuinotiteB beds; 300 feet (about), finely laminated cherty
, . m • 1 I carbonaceous shales and miidstono. . , , ,

IV. Ojiper Marine, b-nes. I.hrckncss l fcot /aljoutj strata, chiefiy clayey. Kxact characters at Maitland not 
probably at least 5,000, Not known s ’ fenow,,, owjng to their Iwing hidden under alluvia! deposit?. _

- ■ ■ j o (jqq fggi; marine conglomerates, sandstones, and sandy shales with largo
t “erratics.” . ,

300 feet lower coal-measures, in tho upper half of which occur five seams ol coal, 
having an aggregate thickness of 17 feet. Three scams have been worked, and 
two are now being worked.

1 000 feet (at least) Lower Marine scries sandstone, shales and conglomerates.
No coal. , ,

Thickness unknown, sandstones and shales, containing plants, Jdiacoptcrts, etc.

The total thickness of strata, from the base of tho .Stony Creek series to tho top of the East Mait
land series, is about 0,000 feet. _

The total thickness of coal known is 53 feet. .
The following is a generalized section of the strata, arranged m descending oidei:

to contain coal.

III. Stony Creek and Greta Series.
Thickness 300 feet.

II. Lower Marine Series.
I. Lcphlodendron Series.

East Maitland Series.

Pf,
20
GS

4 
GS

7
5 

G
12

Finis’grained carbonaceous sandstones, and dark grey sandy shales, with thin coal scams. 
Coal scam-i" Ton scam ” at Woodford) 3 ft. of good coal. Not being worked at present. 
Fine grained sandstone, hard like quartzite as it approaches the underlying coal seams, 

and dark shales with thin coal seams.
0 Cual actim~(No. 2 seam at Thornley). .
0 Soft dark sandy shales, and shale with abundant gloss-optens.
0 Coal scam—(No. 3 seam at Thornley, and “ Big Ben ” in part (?) at V oodford.'
0 Dark mudstone. , , . ,
0 Coal seam—2 it. 3 in. coal, 0 in. next floor inferior coal. (No. 4 scam at rhornloy, and

Big Ben” in part (?) at Woodford.) .
20 0 Chiefly grey sandstone, fairly hard. Upper part of section shaly.
2 9 Coat .leuTO—(No. G seam at Thornley, No. 4 scam at It oodford, where rt underhes Big

Ben ” at a depth of from 16 to IS feet.) , , , , , .
150 0 (about), Sandstone and shales, with beds of clay n-onstone f to 1 ft. thick, and tow aids

base of section shales with large pebbles.
Chiefly sandstone, hard and pebbly, near commencement of section.
Rathluba seam, 4 ft. to 4! ft. of which is worked. Splits into two seams towards 

Morpeth and Woodford, at the former of which localities the upper and lower portions 
of this scant are separated from one another by 140 ft of strata.

33 0 Carbonaceous sandy shales, with ironstone and thin coals, and grey sandstone.
4-12 in. ironstone.

2 0 Coal Seam~~/ronMone seam.
45 0 Soft carbonaceous shales and soft grey sandstone. ,,,,,, c r., ■

4 G to S ft 3 in. Morpeth seam. Worked to a small extent in paddock at back of Mr. Close s 
house near Morpeth. This seam splits into two seams in places, the divided portions 
of the scam being separated by 10 ft. of brown shale. This seam has also been proved 

■ in the diamond drill bore at East Maitland Gaol.
H Clay, rock, clay, sandstone, and shale.
S’ Bock anti eoai.
7-.V Bock (chert, or cherty sandstone (?)).
Gi Sandstone, coal, shale, and hard blue clay.

70
11

Upper Marine Series

13
7

20
1G
38
90

201
101
37
40
45

1,700
400

20

■an v-v-.-y------------ } ............. •

9| Bock, shale, coed, and pipeelay._ 
or ■■ tifiiwlst-rmA ” nrmfiv marine ficrie

2,450 0

Stony Creek Scries.

Base of Stony 
Creek scries. 
Top of Lower 
Marine scries.

150
5
7 
3
8
0 
0 
3
1

49
3

1 Sandstone ” upper marine scries probably begin here.
Bine shale.
Blue shale and pipeclay bauds.
Blue sandstone.
Sandy shale. ,
Blue shale. At 7 ft. from bottom of this bore a largo xpinjp-, like xptnfer rjlaber, m the 

core.
(about). Chiefly dark grey mudstones and shales.
Chiefly sandstones, with marine fossils especially jiroduclv*. ,
Bohcarra conglomerate. A hard coarse calcareous conglomerate, traceable for at least

30 miles. . , . ... ,
Chiefly marine sandy shales and clayey sandstone with erratics, some weighing a ton.

Occasional oongloriierate beds. , ,
(about). Chiefly conglomerate with marine fossils in beds of gritty sandstone, 
to 1 ft. Coal seam, chiefly cannel.
Shale or clod.
to 2 ft. Coni seam, bituminous coal.
Shale and fireclay.
Coal seam, chiefly cannel.
Coaly shale. ■
Fireclay.
Coed.
Chiefly conglomerate. , „ , . .
Coal Seam, bituminous. This is the lowest worked seam in all the coal-measures

' Below
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Below this come sandstones, shales, and occasional beds of conglomerate at least 1,000 feet thick, 
and below this again the Lcpidotlendron scries, lo which the llhacopieris beds near tho Paterson town
ship, arc probably to bo referred.

Stony Greek and Greta Goal-measures,
These strata consist of conglomerates, sandstone, and carbonaceous shales, with thin beds of clay, 

ironstone, and several seams of coal, tho last having an aggregate thickness in places of 25 ft. These 
strata are capped conformably by marine conglomerates and overly conformably the marine sandstone and 
shales of the lower marine scries.

Thickness.—This series is thinnest to the south, and thickens in a northerly direction, the thickening 
of the strata being accompanied by tbe splitting of ono thick seam into several thinner seams. At Stony 
Creek the thickness is 300 ft., and about the same at Leeonfield, near Greta.

Dip.—The dip varies from tho nearly horizontal to an angle of over 30°, increasing as the areas of 
disturbance are approached, and lessening as ihe coal-measures recode from them. At Deep Greek, for 
iristance, near Bishop's Bridge, which is furthest removed from the disturbing influence of igneous rocks, 
the dip is only from 2v° to 5°, while at Lcconfield and Stony Creek it is 15°, and near Eclah and Bolwarm, 
over 30°. The systematically varying directions of dip between Maitland and Greta, as pointed out by 
yourself,* prove the existence of an immense anticline or dome, having its centre near Lochinvar, and 
united on the east by a trough 4 miles wide to a smaller anticline, the details of which have not yet been 
fully worked out.* The first anticline, which may be termed tbe Lochinvar Anticline, is about H miles 
wide and. 1G miles long, and measured from tbe bottom of the East Maitland trough to the original top of 
the arch over Lochinvar, about 14,000 ft. high. The bottom of the trough would lie about G,000 ft. below 
sea-lcvcl, so the top of tbe arch would be 8,000 ft. above the sea.

This does not necessarily imply that the land surface at Lochinvar over actually attained that 
altitude, but that it would have, had not tho upheaved strata been removed from time to time by denudation, 
while the anticline was being formed, as was probably the case. The existence of this great anticline is 
well shown by tbe changes of dip as indicated on the geological map now in course of preparation.

Faults.—As shown by yourself,t an immense fault occurs somewhere near tho outcrop of the Greta 
seam in Black Creek, near Branxlon. To prove whether or not tho seam at Black Creek was identical with 
the Greta Seam, I had a small shaft sunk on the seam at Black Creek, by the kind permission of Mr, 1),
S. Mitchell, the owner, and Mr. E. Y. C. Maine, the lessee of the property. The section of the seam here, 
given below, proves beyond question that it is the Greta Seam. 'The fault must, therefore, have a throw 
of about 2,000 ft. In the vicinity of Maitland the faults have a north-easterly or north-westerly trend, 
the throws being chiefly northerly.

Thickness and quality of the Goal.—At Glendonbrook, the furthest point on the north, to which the 
geological examination extended, a seam of coal cropping in a creek on Drinan’s selection, near Billybrook, 
parish of Stanhope, county Durham, gave me the following descending section :—

Hoof.—Conglomerate, with pebbles 2 in. to 3 in. in diameter.
Tt. in,

0 (i Coal, good, hard, bituminous.
1 S Band of coaly shale.
0 8 Band of carbonaceous sandstone,

. 0 9 Coal, hard, good, bituminous.
0 2 Band, sandstone, and conglomerate. ■
1 3 Coal, good, hard, bituminous.
0 C to 12 in. Band, sandstone, and conglomerate.
4 0 Coal, good, hard, bituminous,

Total Coal ... G G 
Total Seam... 9 9

.Floor, Coaly Shale.
This seam has never been prospected nor worked. It is tbe equivalent of the Greta Seam, and the 

bottom, 4 ft. of clean coal, exactly resembles tbe Greta coal. At Leconfield, at the north end of tho 
estate, a Government diamond drill bore has proved the existence of six seams of coal, the following being 
an abridged descending section :—■

Ft. in.
l/Sl 2 Sandstone, shale, and conglomerate.

4 II Coal.
31 4 Conglomerate with shale and sandstone below coal.
0 7 Coal, '

In JO Shale, sandstone, and conglomerate.
3 7 Coat.

31 10 Conglomerate with a little sandstone. ■
0 9 Coal

GS 7 Chiefly conglomerate with a little shale and sandstone.
0 1 Coal.
G 2 Shale.

40 0 Conglomerate and shale.
0 3 Cotil

70 0 Conglomerate and sandstone with a little shale.
At H miles southerly from the preceding four tunnels driven into the hillside by Mr. R. Wyndham 

, show that these seams arecomiug together in a southerly direction. The section seen here is as follows:—

Sandstone and dark grey shale in about equal proportions with occasional beds of conglomerate. 
Chiefly sandstone with conglomerate.
Shale.
Conglomerate.
Coal.
Sandy, shale band.
Coal.
Conglomerate band.
Coed. r
Conglomerate baud.
Coal. ■ '
Sandstone and shale.
Conglomerate. No.

No. 1
seam,— 
Coal 5 ft.1 

8& in.

i t. m. 
107 0 
409 G 

2 0 
9 9 

f 1 10*
I o l| 
I 1 3 

0 11 
1 1 
0 0*

31 O

' Animal Eeiwrt of Department of Minos, 1884 i page 151. | Annual Report of Department of Mines, 18S4 ; page 1LO,
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No. 2 [ 

seam.— j 
Coal S ft. ] 

5 in.

No. 3 seam.

Ft. .in.
1 0 Coal (partly perished from exposure near outcrop). 
0 H Clayey coal.
0 11 Clay shale.
Oil Coal, good, hard, bituminous.
0 0-0J Band intermittent.
5 9 Coal, good, hard, bituminous.
1 0 Sandy shale.

31 0 ChieHy conglomerate.
1 9 Coal.

10 0 (about). Shale.
5 0 (about). Sandstone.

30 0 (about). Conglomerate.
0 8 Coal, full thickness not proved.

Total .. UoO 11
At Greta the following section was measured hy me in the dip heading from B. Pit: —

Ft. in.
2 0 Brassy tops, inferior pyritons coal.
0 3t Coaly shale.
0 8| Coal, very soft, bituminous,
0 2 Band grey sandy shale.
1 0 Coal, hard, bituminous.

( 0 10 Stony coal, bard, dull, black.
Not worked. < 0 3 Coal, hard, bituminous.

(0 4 Stony coal, like inferior cannel.
3 1 h Coal, hard, bituminous.
0 2 to lo in. Band, white stone.
0 4 Coal cannel, with layers of softer coal,
0 4 Coal cannel.
2 0 Coal, hard, bituminous.
0 2h Coal cannel.
0 7 Coal, hard, bituminous.
0 fi Band black stone, clayey cannel.
3 3 Coal, hard, bituminous, approaching cannel in places.

Total.., 1G 1
At Anvil Creek a seam of hard bituminous coal, 4 ft. thick, is stated by Mr. J. Mackenzie, the 

Examiner of Coal-fields, to underly the main seam at a depth of 1C ft. At the A Pit, at Greta, where 
Mr. Mackenzie’s section gives the thickness of the seam there as 20 ft., the increased thickness is partly 
due to this lower seam being included in the section of the main seam, as it ia there separated from it by 
a band of shale only ft. thick. A patch of kerosene shale 1ft. 2 in, thick is staled by the same 
authority to occur at 2 ft. 3 in. from the top of the seam at this point.

At Black Creek, near Branxton, on the upthrow side of the great fault, 1 measured the following 
section of the Greta seam :—

Ft. in.
Roof.—Conglomerate, 6 ft. seen ; gritty sandstone, 3 in,

0 8 Coal, perished.
0 Ot Band grey clay.
1 9 Coal, hard, bituminous.
0 2J Clayey coal.
0 Si Coal, dull, black bituminous.
0 Ojf Clayey coal.
0 2 Band whitish-grey fireclay—white stone.
0 8 Coal, hard, bituminous, rather dull Mack,
0 3 Pyritons clayey coal—black stone.
0 Of Clayey coal.
0 Gi Coal, hard, bituminous, somewhat dull, block,
0 Of Clayey coal.
1 3J Coal, hard, bituminous, somewhat dull, black.
0 If Coal, bituminous.
0 Of Clayey coal.
0 9 CW, bard, bituminous.

' 0 Of Clayey coal,
0 Of Coal, a trifle softer than tbe average.
1 9i Coal, very hard, bituminous.
0 84 Coal, bituminous, rather softer.

Total... 9 lOf
Floor.—0 in. grey pyritous shale ; If in. black carbonaceous shale ; 3 in, grey shale.

Note.—As this section was taken close to the outcrop of the seam, the coal in the upper part of tbe seam bad 
suffered gomew'hat from perishing.

This seam dips W 20° N at 27°.
At Deep Crock, near Bishop's Bridge, the Greta sonm dips at from 2-J° io 5°.
The following is a section of the seam there measured by me,*

Ft. in.
Roof.—Pebbly carbonaceous conglomerate.

1 1 Coal, hard, bituminous.
2 0 Coal, hard, bituminous, with minute concretions of pyrites, f to f inch in diameter,
0 10 Coal, with minute streaks of pyrites.
2 0 Coal, bard, bituminous.
1 8 Coal and bauds, not workable.
2 1 Coal, hard, bituminous.
0 Of Baud of brown clay.
1 Sj| Coal, bard, bituminous.
0 Of Band of brown clay. ■
2 0 (at least) Coal, bard, bituminous.

Total scam.,. 13 5
Note.—This scam was described to me as being 141 ft. thick, but tbe influx of water into the shaft was so strong 

that the workmen were unable to bale it down within less than 2 ft. of the bottom of the shaft, so that I was unable to 
make sure that I measured to the bottom of the seam. Traced

* Annual Report, 1810 ; p. 150.
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Traced in a northerly direction from Deep Creek towards Maitland, this' scam is found to split 
into several seams, as proved at Tout Hi!! and Homeville, near Stony Creek.

The following is a section of the seams at Homeville, the section of the top seam being taken from 
“ Sedimentary ITormations ef Hew South ’Wales,’’ hy Eev. W. 11. Clarke, third plate at end of book, and 
those of the other seams from my own measurements, with the exception of the particulars of the 1 ft. 3 in. 
seam below the cannel seam, taken from your own notes, and the description of the strata above and 
below the bottom seam, supplied me by Mr, H. J, Adams :—

Ft, in.

tt IV tJ L/UUlj JUILU) U1 ImllUllVvOi J

0 7 Clay shale. > Coal in this seam varies from 1 ft. to 3t ft. thick.
( 2 0 Coal, hard, bituminous. )

7-9 0 Clay shale with fireclay underlying “ Fireclay Seam.”
fO 8 Dull, semi-caimel conf, .
0 Of Clayey coal. .

“ Cannel” seam -j 6 6 Soft, dull, black pyritons coal.
| 0 7f Coal, bright, black, bituminous.
Ui 0 Coal, camicl.
0 6 Coaly shale.
3 0 Fireclay.
1 3 Coal, hard, bituminous.

49 0 Chiefly conglomerate with a li ttlc dark shale.
3 9 Coal, hard, bituminous, with intermittent clay baud f to 1 in. thick at about 4 in. from roof.
2 7 Sandy shale overlying conglomerate.

Traced further north, across the Maitland to Lochinvar road, these seams probably thin somewhat. 
They have not yet been promt to extend as far north as tho Hunter Liver above Eclah, or in an easterly 
direction towards Largs, Raymond Terrace, and Port Stephens. It is almost certain, however, that they 
extend in this direction at least as far ns Largs, and the inferior kerosene shale near Port Stephens is 
possibly connected with these coal-measures. Considering the highly volatile character of these coals, 
which pass into cannel in places, and contain occasional patches of kerosene shale, as at Greta, it is 
somewhat surprising that no evidence has yet been met with of rock oil at points where these coal seams 
have been invaded by highly heated igneous rocks as near the ford over the Hunter River above Eclah, 
and anywhere from here to Largs, Raymond Terrace, and Port Stephens, where such a junction of coal 
seams and igneous rocks may exist. At all events, it would be important to test tbe coal-measures which 
underly the sand dunes between Stockton and Port Stephens to prove the existence or otherwise of the 
Greta seams. The upper marine series certainly continues easterly at least as far as Raymond Terrace, 
and probably extends to the Pacific Ocean, and although nothing whatever is known of the underlying 
rocks from Raymond Terrace easterly to the Paciiic Ocean, it is quite possible, if not probable, that the 
Greta coal-measures underly the sauds between Raymond Terrace and Port Stephens. The probable 
point of outcrop under ground is very difficult to guess at even within wide limits, as the alluvial deposits 
here are' very extensive, and the coal-measures, especially in the neighbourhood of Port Stephens, arc 
known to be much disturbed. The following facts ought to serve as a rough guide:—At Dempsey Island 
a bore has been put down to a depth of 2,000 feet without, striking the upper marine series, and possibly 
(if the East Maitland series underly the Newcastle) without even reaching the East Maitland or Tomago 
coal seams (the latter being probably the equivalent of the former and of tho Woodford coal seams). 
This theory, if right, proves a thickness of 2,000 feet of strata at least separating the Newcastle from tho 
East Maitland coal-measures. The thickness from the top of the East Maitland series at Maitland to tho 
top of the Greta and Stony Creek Coal measures is, as already stated, at Maitland about 6,000 feet. 
Tliis would give a thickness (assuming, of course, that the East Maitland underlies the Newcastle series, 
and that the strata maintain their thickness between Maitland and Newcastle), of about 8,000 feet of 
strata at Newcastle between the Borehole seam and the Greta seam. If the direction and amount of dip ■ 
between Newcastle and Port Stephens could be ascertained, it would be an easy matter to calculate at 
what point approximately between these two places, with this given thickness of strata, the Greta seams 
should crop out under the alluvials. At Stockton the dip is said to be south-easterly at a low angle. At 
Raymond Terraco the dip of the upper marine sandstones, “ erratic” beds and conglomerates is 8. 38° E. 
at 19°. At Raymond Terrace, however, the strata have been disturbed by intrusive igneous rocks, so that 
tbe amount here is probably considerably above the average. If this line of strike be continued, the Greta 
seams would run into Port Stephens somewhere near Saltwater Creek, but it is more probable that the 
intrusive igneous rocks at Port Stephens have changed the dips in that neighbourhood from south-easterly 
to southerly. The elueidalion of this question must, however, be reserved for the detailed geological 
examination of that district.

■ The presence of so much volatile matter in the coal of the Greta and Stony Creek series occasions 
a remarkable amount of perishing in the coal, extending back from the outcrop as much as 150 feet, even 
in places where there is a thick rock cover over the coal. At Leconfield,for instance, a seam of coal 10 feet 
thick showed only 4 inches of black dirt at the outcrop, even when traced under the solid rock. The 
perishing of the coal had in fact been so complete as to nearly allow the roof and floor of this thick seam 
to touch one another ; tliis is an important feature to he remembered with reference to prospecting coal 
seams in this series, as, in consequence of thick and thin seams making equally thin outcrops, it is only by 
tunnelling or sinking on the coal at a point sufficiently far from the crop for the coal to have escaped 
perishing that an estimate can be formed of its true thickness, .

Quality of Goal.—The coal in the seams of this series has been classed as bituminous and cannel. 
Both varieties are very hard, and do not soil the fingers. Tliis great hardness makes them very suitable 
for shipment. The coal is minutely laminated, but the lamina? are so welded together that the coal does 
not break very readily along them, and its appearance may therefore be described as streaky rather than

laminated
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laminated. The lustre is pilchy, but not quite as bright as that of a pure bituminous coal. The average 
specific gravity is about 1-275, and the average composition of the coal taken from the mean of live 
analyses is about as follows:—

Moisture .................................................................................................................... 2 00
Volatile hydrocarbons...................................................................................................  41-00
Fixed carbon................................................................................................................... fil'20
Aah..............................................................""ZZ".'.'.".'.'.'.'" 4-fiO
Sulphur .............................................................................   1-20

100 00

Coke firm, not mueb swollen up. 
following composition :—

Moisture....................................
Volatile hydrocarbons.............
Fixed carbon .............................
Ash..........................................

The cannel coal lias a specific gravity of T35, and has the

2-27 
35-39 
53 91 
8-43

100-00

The great thickness of strata covering the Stony Creek and Greta coal series precludes the possibility of 
working these seams, excepting at points, where part of the covering lias been removed by denudation. 
At East Maitland, for instance, a shaft or bore started at tho base of tbe East Maitland Coal-measures 
would have to penetrate about 5,000 feet of strata before reaching the Stony Crook and Greta seams; 
and at Newcastle the depth would be equally great—at least, and if the theory he correct that the East 
Maitland Coal-measures underly the Newcastle, the depth at tho latter place will be considerably greater— 
probably not less than 8,000 feet. Tho only hope that the Greta scams may occur at a workable depth 
at points where the so-called “Upper Coal-measures’’ (Newcastle series) or the “Middle Coal-measures1’ 
(East Maitland series) exist, is that there may be a great unconformity between the Upper Marine series 
and tho Upper and Middle Coal-measures. The existence, however, of this unconfonnity has not-yet 
been proved. ‘

AW Maitland Series.
The rocks of this series, as stated above, consist of sandstones, carbonaceous sbales with ironstone 

hands, shales with large pebbles, conglomerate, chert, and white fireclay—besides a number -of thin coal 
seams in addition to those about to be described.

The thickness of this series at the Four-mile is about 700 feet, and at Woodford about 500 feet. 
The series thickens, however, from Woodford in a northerly and north-westerly direction, while the 
materials composing the strata become coarser—shales passing into sandstones, and sandstones into 
conglomerates.

The rocks and coal seams in this series are far more variable than those of tbe Greta series, and 
show marked evidence of contemporaneous erosion. They dip at from 4° to 9°.

At East Maitland, the general dip is E.S.E.—being a continuation of the dip of the eastern side of 
the Lochinvar anticline.

The centre of the succeeding syncline is reached near the Two-mile Creek, where tho East Maitland 
to Newcastle road crosses the creek. ' At the top of the next hill to the E.S.E., the dip is north-westerly. 
Then comes another anticline before the Four-mile Creek is reached.

From here to Woodford tbe dip is chiefly easterly and south-easterly. At Woodford, the din varies 
from S.E. to S.W. 1

The result of tho continuation of an easterly dip for a considerable distance from tbe Four-mile 
towards Woodford, is that at Woodford tho Four-mile Creek seams reappear dipping southwards, whereas 
they have been denuded off the anticline between the Two-mile and Four-mile Creeks.

The lowest scam known in this series is a seam for which I propose the name of the “ Morpeth” 
seam, because its outcrop strikes directly through the town of Morpeth, where it dips south.

From Morpeth, southerly, the outcrop is hidden under the alluvials along the East Maitland-to- 
Morpeth branch railway. At the Gaol Hill, the seam was struck in the diamond drill bore at 124 feet from 
the surface, and the outcrop reappears—from under the alluvials in Bank-street, East Maitland—above 
the Gas Works. From here, the outcrop has been proved by me through Miss Day’s property and the Glebe 
land at both of which the two divisions of the seam are somewhat wider apart than at the Gaol Hill, and 
near to Gas Works.

Just below the spur of the hill, above the quarry on Wallis’Creek near the English Cemetery, 
East Maitland, the crop of a seam has been proved by me—probably representing the upper division 
of the. Morpeth seam, but a great thickening takes place here of the beds below the seam, which 
arc principally cherts. The outcrop of the Morpeth seam has also been proved in a small shaft near 
Eathluba, at the head of the lagoon between Eathlnba and Louth Park, and I have also found it on the 
road from Louth Park towards the Bloomfield Colliery, which is the furthest point to the south to 
which it has at present been traced, ”

3}lnchness and character of the coal,—Near Morpeth, as your field notes describe, this scam was 
sunk to, in a shaft, 70 ft. deep, in the paddock at the back of Mr, Close’s house, the seam consisting of 
4 ft. 8 m. of coal and bands, the greatest thickness of clean coal being 1 ft, 8 in.

At the Government diamond drilll bore at the East Maitland Gaol,* the section of this seam was 
as follows:—

Ft. in.
2 6 Coal, -with 1 in. bund.
1 7 Pi peel a v and Mac clay.
4 2 Coal.

No other section of this seam is known to me except that obtained in the trial shaft near Eathluba, 
subsequent to my departure from the district,
-, The bottom seam struck in the diamond drill bore at Ironbark Brush, near Woodford, is probably 
identical with this Morpeth seam. Rathluba

-Annual KeiJort, 1834; |>, 178,
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Rfttliluha Scam.—The furthest point to the south to which this seam has 
liathlubn..

At Itathluba tho seam consists of a lower workable portion from '1 to 
unworkable portion about G| ft., with thick bands.

The following is a sectiou of this scam at Eathluba :—
"N ,

Section at air-sbafh
}‘t. in.

T. c fiO 0Roof ... ^ 0 s
0 OJ 
0 2 
0 1-2 
0 1 
0 5£
0 2*
0 7
0 G-3
1 2 
0
0 1
0 4 
0 10
1 G 
0 4 
0 5

■ f 0 0 to 12 
Worked j 0 li 
part of j 0 4 

Beam, 4ft, 1 1 7
of coal. | 0 1-2i

LI 0

Massiro grey sandstone.
Soft cluvey sandstone, with line pebbles.
Coal.
Brown shale.
Coal.
White fireclay.
Perished splint coal, or chiller.
Brown shale.
Coal.
"White fireclay.
Coal, eoft, bituminous.
While fireclay.
Coal.
Clay shale, grey, and brown.
Coal, sofl, bituminous.
Carbonaceous clay shale, hard, blnchUh, brown.
Coal, dull black eplinly, wilb thin bauds.
Clay shale, dark.
Coal., sofl, bituminous.
Band of clayey coal.
Coal, sofl, bituminous.
Coal, soft, bituminous, with 3 in. of hard splint coal at (op. 
Band, block stony coal.
Coal, bituminous.

as ret been proved is 

ft. thick, and an upper

In a northerly direction from Eathluba, the scam splits the lower portion, striking through King, 
street, East Maitland, where it was worked by Mr. Keddy, over 40 years ago. °

The upper division of the seam, characterised-by thick bands of white fireclay, is divided from the 
lower by a wedge of rock thickening northerly to such an extent that at the night-soil shaft, 207 ft. deep, 
on the back road to Morpeth, the strata intermediate between the two seams reach a thickness of 140 ft.

Tho following is a sectiou of this shaft taken from “ Mineral Products of Now South 'Wales, 1S87,” 
plate 17'

Ft. in.
29 5 Blue and white rock.
0 4 Coal.
4 0 Blue rock.
5 0 Blue and while stone.
1 0 Indurated clay.
0 6 Coal.
1 0 Indurated clay.
0 6 Coat.
2 0 Indurated eluy.
0 8 Coal, '
0 10 Indurated oluy.
1 0 Coal.
1 6 Indurated clay. j 
1 0 Coal. }■
1 3 Indurated clay.
1 9 Coat.
0 G Indurated clay.
1 5 Coal. J
8 0 Freestone.
1 3 Coal.

16 0 Freestone,
2 0 Blue gravelly rock.

71 4 Blue and white rock.
2 0 Indurated clay,
1 6 Coal............ 1............

33 6 Blue and white rock.
4 0 Indurated day.

11 fl.-2 fl. Coal with sandy hand, upper part of coal tender, lower splint., 
t ft, lo 2 ft. White stone band like feggar clay.
10 in. to 1 ft. Coal good. (Mr. Andrew Tulip’s Beclion.')

8 in. Coal, (Mr. Andrew Tulip’s section.)

5 6 Coal.
G in. to 9 in. Pipeclay,
1 ft. 8 in. lo 2 ft. Coal.
6 in. lo 8 in. Blauk band.
10 in. to 12 in. Coal. (Mr. Andrew Tulip’s section.)

Total.......... 198 8

The sections in the right hand column were supplied me by Mr. Andrew Tulip, and represent the 
worked portions of the upper and lower seams.

The crop of the upper and lower divisions of the Eathluba seam runs out before reaching Morpeth, 
but as the dip here is southerly the outcrops should be traceable in an easterly direction, but are hidden 
under a large swamp. On FEe east side of this swamp however, about 1 mile south-easterly from 
Morpeth, Mr. Stouier has observed tbe outcrop of the upper division of this seam in a quarry near Mr. 
Doyle’s house about 14 chains E.N.E, from the bridge over the ditch draining the swamp, on the Morpeth 
to Eaymond Terrace road.

The following section of this seam was measured by me in this quarry :—
Ft, in.
8 0 Massive grey sandstone.
5 0 Sandy sbales,
1 0 Fireclay, whitish grey.
0 3 Slack dirt, clayey,
0 4 Fireclay, whitish grey.

Roof.
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Ft. in.
0 1 Brawn day.
0 2 Fireclay, wbi I ish grey.
0 1 Clay, brownish grey.
0 3 HJtick dirt, clayey.
0 OJ Band brown day.
0 2£ Slack dirt.
0 1-1| Fireclay, pure while, wealliering pale yellowish while.
1 3 Fireday similar lo above, bnl with rusly palchcs.
0 0 Slack dirt (perished coal),
0 10 Fireday, pure white, weathering pale yellowish grey.
0 6-7 dirl (perished coa1).
0 21, Clay shale, brown with rusly thin ferruginous bauds.
1 1 Fireclay, slightly inferior to previous, grey.

This seam is identical with the upper scam described above in the section of the 200 feet shaft 
near Morpeth.

This seam is dipping about AV. ]5°N. at IS0. Tliis westerly dip having given the outcrops a 
southerly strike brings this seam near the surface along the cast side of the East Maitland Itcscrve, and 
it has been proved in a shaft sunk hy Matthew Hall, at a point about 10 chains W.S.’W. from the S.E. 
corner of the preceding reserve. .According to information given me by Mr. Arthur Campbell, of 
Hamilton near Newcastle, the seam here, including bauds, was 10w to 11 feet thick, with 10 different 
layers of coal the thickest being about 1 foot. The bands were said to be from 2 to 3 inches thick.

At "Woodford according to the same authority this seam lias been worked from the Old Scotch 
Derry Shaft, where it underlies “Big Ben" seam at a depth of 112 ft. at Woodford, the seam was said to 
exactly resemble that in Hall's shaft, and from its strati graphical position as well as from tho association 
of a pure white fireclay with this seam, 1 have no doubt of its identity with the upper division of the 
Eathluba seam.

The coal in the Eathluba seam, especially in the lower part of it, is bright and bituminous, and 
suitable for steam, gas, and household purposes.

Spherical lumps occur in this coal, as in the Wall send seam, hut whether they arc due merely to a 
spheroidal fracture or to a concretionery structure in the coal, has not been determined, probably the 
latter is the correct explanation. -

An account wilt be given in ihe detailed report, of the fireclays and grey clays associated "with the 
upper division of this seam, which are worked near "Victoria-street, blast Maitland, for the manufacture of 
fire bricks, drain pipes, &c. The next seam worked above the Eathluba, from which it is separated by 
about 260 ft. of strata, is the 2 ft. 9 in. seam, which at Thornley is 32 ft. below the G ft. seam now 
worked there by Mr. Marshall. At Thornley another scam has been proved 3 ft. thick, and 12 ft. below 
the 6 ft. seam, but the lower G in. of this 3 ft. seam is of inferior quality. In other parts of the district 
this seam probably becomes united to the upper scam.

A good section of the 2 ft. 9 in. seam is to be seen in the tunnel, about half a mile E.N.E. from 
the N.E. corner of portion 28, parish of Maitland, where I measured the following section of it:—

Ft. in.
Eoof, lire grained sandstone with fine black la in in.re.

0 3 Coat, bituminous.
O Oi Coal, dirty.
0 1 Band, brown rl:iy.
O 1 Coal, splint, nil her dirty.
O G) Coat, splint.
0 1 Coat, soft bituminous.
1 0 Coal, splint.
0 H Conf, bituminous.

Total ... 2 Hi
Floor, dark clay shale.

This coal is a splint coal suitable for steam, blacksmith, and household purposes.
The next seam above this (omitting the intermittent 3 ft. scam at Thornley) is the No. 3 seam at 

Thornley, which varies in thickness from 3 ft., at; Thornley, to 4 ft. at Bloomfield. An account of this 
seam, and of the overlying No. 2 scam, has already been given hy me iu the Annual Eeport for 1886, 
page 149.

At Thornley, the No. 1 seam, the uppermost in the series, was measured by me as follows :—
. Ft. in.

Left for 
roof.

Boof, fand,tone with coal pipes, fairly hard,
'0 1 Coal and bands.
0 Band, dark day.

- 0 1 Coal, bituminoup.
0 01 Band, black abate.

,_0 31 splint and bituminous. ,
0 0)- Baud, black shole, with " mother-of-coal 
0 81 Coat, splint and bituminous.
0 li Coat, splint, dirty. ,
0 2 Coal, bituminous- ■
0 5 Band, dark grey crumbling sandy clay elude with coal pipes.
1 0 Co«f, chiefly bituminous.
1 5 Coal, hard spliuty ; the last txvo inches rather dirty.

Floor, dark grey clayey sandstone with half-inch of black shale on top.

Total ,,, 4 6
This top seam at Thornley is probably identical with the “ top” scam at Woodford.

Eull particulars about the seams iu the East Maitland series, and iu the Stony Creek series, will 
be given in tne detailed report now being prepared to accompany the geological map and sections.

Tho recent (?) alluvials, aud the igneous rocks will also be described in the memoir.
I have, &c.,

T. W. EDGEWOETH DAVID,
The Geological Surveyor-imChargc. Geological Surveyor.

------------------- A IT’ENDIX
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APPENDIX No. 6.
Sir, i Department of Mines, Sydney, 3 Eebruary, 1887.

In accordance with your instructions, I proceeded to the diamond drill bore on tho Holt- 
Sutherland Estate, and witnessed the drawing of the core from tho bore-hole on the three occasions when 
the lower part of the bottom seam struck in this bore-hole was being proved. .

The Superintendent of Drills, Mr. W. H. J. Slee, and the engineer in charge of the drill, Mr. J.
T. Pearson, informed me on my arrival on the ground on January 25th that about 6 inches of coal had 
been bored through at the previous drilling, but when the rods were lifted there was no coal in the 
core barrel, although coal dust had been coming up previously in the water, which is pumped down the 
bore under great pressure. The core then raised consisted of soft pebbly sandstone, and was about 1 ft. 
G in. less in length than the distance drilled. This deficiency is to ho accounted for by the wearing away 
in the bore-hole of the core of soft sandstone and coal. Assuming that one-half of the core so lost con
sisted of coal, 0 in. must be added to the <5 in. of coal known to have been penetrated, so that it may be 
inferred that the drill bored through 1 ft. 3 in. of coal at the previous drilling.

The distance drilled on January 25th, was 2 ft., and tho duplex core barrel on being raised was 
found to contain 2 ft. of coal core.

Boring was resumed on January 28th, and I was informed by the Superintendent that the distance 
bored was 4 ft. G in. The duplex core barrel was emptied in our presence, and contained 1 ft. 8 in. of core, 
of which 1 ft. 4 in. was coal, and tho lowest 4 in. black carbonaceous mudstone.

t On. Eebruary 1st, a further distance of 3 ft. 5 in. was drilled, and when the rods were lifted tho 
ordinary core barrel was found to contain 3 ft. 9| in. of core, consisting of black clayey sandstone and 
carbonaceous sandy shales. The upper part of this core for a length of 2 ft. 2 in. showed unmistakable 
signs of its having been inside the duplex core barrel, which was used at the previous drilling, but not on 
this occasion, and so this length of tho core belongs to the previous boring, and should be added to tho 
length of core recovered from it.

The total distance drilled since the seam was first struck until it was passed through was 7 ft. 0 in., 
made up as follows;—.

Ft. in,
1 3 Bored, January ISlti.
2 0 „ „ 25tii.
d 6 „ February 1st.

Total.......... 7 0

Out of this distance of 7 ft. 9 in., 5 ft. 10 in. of core were obtained, of which 3 ft. 4 in. were chiefly coai, 
and the rest stone. Assuming that the length of core not accounted for (1 foot 11 inches) was coal 
ground to dust, and lost in tho water flowing from the bore-hole, the thickness of the seam would be 5 ft. 
3 in., made up as follows: —

Ft. in.
3 4 Coal core, brought to the surface.
1 11 Coal lost, from various parts of the seam through the pulverization and washing away 

of the coal hy the water forced down the tubes through the bore-holo.

Total, 5 3

Owing to the Joss of part of the coal core from the causes above-mentioned, it is impossible to give 
an accurate section of tbe scam.

The following is a descending section of the portion of tho core recovered:—■
Ft. in.
0 8i (about) Coal, small fragments of splint and bituminous steam coal, 

cample analysed from 1 0 Oi Coal, dull black splint and bituminous steam coal, tbe bituminous coal occurring in 
here No. 53. ) layers from J to i inch thick.

0 OJ Coal, soft bright black bituminous.
0 If Coal, dull black splint aud bituminous steam coal.
0 Of Coal, brown, pyntous.

Sample analysed from ) 0 8t Coal, dull black hard steam coal, with lamina of brittle bright black bituminous coal 
hero—No. 04. J f of an inch thick.

0 Of Band, brown stony clay.
^^here6—No.^OEh fr0m } 0 5* ^oal1 sphut and bituminous steam coal.

0 
0 
0 
0

Sample analysed from f „ 
hero—No.' 5G. J 0

01
0!
01
04
54
34

Total. 3 4

Band of brown clay.
Coal, rather clavcy.
Band of fcrowu clay.
Coal, rather clayey.
Coal, splint and bituminous steam coal.
Coal, soft bituminous, with thin bands of coaly shale from inch to 4 inch thick, 

occurring at intervals of i inch.

The four samples selected by me from the parts of the core above specified have been analysed by 
M r. \v. A. Dixon, E.I.C., P.C.S, Tho following is a copy of his analysis and report:—

No. 53. No. 54. No. 55, No. 56.
Specific gravity .............................................. 1'44 1-34 ,1'43 T36

Composition, in 100 parts. .
Moisture .......................................................... 0‘36 0'24 0'6S 0'40
Volatile hydrocarbons .................................. 13-53 14-03 12'21 12-63
Fired carbon .................................................. 7o-06 73-96 63-92 7404
£-al1 .................................................................. 14-72 11-16 16-80 12 52
Su!l>lmr .......................................................... 0-44 0-61 0'39 0'41

100-00 100 00 100-00 100 00 . 
OGo—U ’ ■ 'J Tho
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The coke of \o. 53 (85'GS %) was black, not swollen, and rather soft. The cokes of No. 54 
(85T2 %), No. 55 (S6'72 %), and No. 5C (86-50 %) were all swollen slightly, firm but dark coloured. 
The ashes in all were dark gray. These coala are all short-flamed steam coals. The average ash is 13'8 %, 
which is i % more than Belli, coal. They arc all, however, noticeable for the small amount of volatile 
hydrocarbons and the high percentage of fixed carbon, aud should therefore give good results under 
boilers built to consume "Welsh coal. _

The percentage of ash is rather high, but, as pointed out by yourself in your report on the core 
from the lower coal-seam at Heathcote, analyses of cores of coal-seams, when much of the core has been 
lost, do not afford conclusive evidence as to the average quality of the coal in the whole seam, because 
such recovered portions of the core usually contain all the stony and inferior parts of the seam, while the 
core lost is almost entirely composed of the softer and purer coal. lienee the proportion of ash in tho 
seam, if calculated from the analyses, would be unduly increased.

The depth of the top of this seam below the surface is 2,295 ft. II in., and the total distance
drilled was 2,807 ft., the bore being carried to a depth of 5 ft, II in. below the coal. _

The bore is situated on tbe left bank of Dent’s Creek, on the watershed into Port Hacking, at a 
point 1 mile easterly from tho Sutherland Bailway Station, the latter being 15 miles south of Sydney. 
The surface of the bore-hole is 132 ft. above sca-level, so that the bottom of tbe bore is about 2,170 ft. 
below the level of the sea.

A seam of coal, 4 ft. 2 in. in thickness, was proved in this same bore-hole, 65 feet above the seam
first described, on December 24th, 1886; and there can be no doubt that these two seams at Hoit-
Suthcrland are identical with tho two seams of coal proved at Heathcote, near Mount "Westmaeott, about 
8j miles S.S."\\r. The two coal-scams proved at Heathcote are 4 ft. 8 in. and 6 ft. 1 in. thick respectively, 
aud were struck at respective depths of 1,513 ft. and 1,577 ft. 9 in.; they are continuations of the Bulli 
seams. The Holt-Sutherland bore bears about N. 29° E. from Heathcote, and the seams dip in this 
direction at au average rate of 127 ft. per mile. The true dip of tho seams between these two points is 
nearly due north, at about 145 ft. per mile. This estimated rate of dip is only approximate, as this 
calculation docs not take into account faults or local changes of dip.

No analysis has been made ns yet of the coal from the upper seam at Holt-Sutherland, but, to 
pidge from its appearance, it is a steam coal of good quality. Tho thickness of the upper seam being 
taken as 4 ft. 2 in., and the average specific gravity of the. coal as 1’4, this seam contains about 
7,090 tons of coal per aero, which will yield, after one-third has been deducted for waste in getting, 
faults, Ac., about 8,550 tons of large coal and about 1,480 tons of small coal per acre.

Tho thickness of the lower seam being taken at 5 ft. 3 in., aud tho specific gravity as T4, the seam 
contains about 8,930 tons of coal per acre, which should yield, after making tbe same allowance as before 
for waste in getting and small coal, about 4,470 tons of large coal and 1,480 tons of small coal per acre.

The great depths at which the seams occur, and their thinness as compared with the principal 
seams of coal now being worked in this Colony, considered in conjunction with the high percentage of 
ash in the lower seam, leaves the question as to whether they can at present be profitably worked open to 
grave doubts. On the other hand, it must be borne in mind that eoal-soams arc liable to local thinning- 
out, as well as to deterioration in quality, aud either of these changes may take place within a distance of 
a few hundred yards, as has frequently been experienced in our own coal-fields, os well as in those of 
other countries. As this is the only bore winch has reached the coal in this neighbourhood up to the 
present, the only other being the similar bore at Heathcote, SI miles to the south, it would be premature 
as yet to infer that the lino Bulli coal-seams thin out or deteriorate in quality as they approach Sydney. 
Considering the immense area of the ground to be proved, and the rather equivocal character of tlie 
results so far obtained, the evidence of a single bore-hole like this is, iu my opinion, insufficient to justify 
tbe expenditure of a largo amount of capital in developing those coal-seams. The Bulli seams have been 
pronounced to be workable at Heathcote. on the evidence afforded by the diamond-drill bores; but before 
these seams can be proved to be workable or otherwise, as far north as the Holt-Sutherland bore, at least 
one moro borehole should be ma.de between Holt-Sutherland and Heathcote, or east or west of the Holt- 
Sutherland bore.

It is interesting to note the occurrence of native copper in the mottled dark purple and green 
shales, a thickness of 71 feet of which was met with between 1,729 feet and 1.809 feet below the surface. 
Metallic copper is disseminated iu scales and threads through the mass of the^ shales, which, like the 
cupriferous shales of Germany, occupy a position intermediate between the top of the coal-measures and 
tbe base of tho Triassic rocks, the latter being represented at Holt-Sutherland by tho Hawkesbury 
sandstone. _ _

The copper shales (kupfer-schiefer) are profitably worked for copper in Germany; and it is 
possible that if these purple sbales were carefully examined at points where they crop out at tho suri'aco 
patches might be found containing sufficient copper to admit of their being worked to advantage.

The Holt-Sutherland bore is the deepest and largest in Australia, the depth of the bore being 
2,307 feet,and tbe diameter 3 inches. The bringing to the surface of 3 ft. 4 in. of coal core out of a total 
thickness of 5 ft. 3 in. from such a depth, when such heavy pressure of water had to be applied to keep 
ihe borehole clear, speaks for itself as to the successful management of the diamond drill at this bore.

I have, Ac.,
T. W. EDGEWOETH DAVID, B.A., E.G.S,

The Geological Surveyor-in-Chargc. Geological Surveyor.
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. . APPENDIX No. 7.
Department of Minos, Geological Survey "Branch,

Sir, * Sydney, 28 Eebruary, 1888.
I have the honor to submit the following progress report of my work during the year 1887. 

Prom tbe beginning of the year until January 20th I was engaged in office work, drawing up reports on 
the Yarrangobilly Caves and the Kiandra Gold-field.

On January 20th I left Sydney for Invcrcll, where I arrived on January 22nd. Here I accom
panied you during your examination of the neighbouring diamantiferous deposits, and after your departure 
for Sydney I remained to make a geological map of the Cope’s Creek Diamond-field. (See Appendix No. 8.)

On
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£ -vr ^rci^e fr01n Inverell to Myall Creek Station, and next day, through the kindness
or Mr. M Donald, I visited the hoiie deposit on the run, 'J'he bones are embedded in a stiff clay, and 
were hrst exposed by the denudation caused by the neighbouring creek. They consist chiefly of the 
bones of Diprotodon, but lately the remains of Thylacoleo have been unearthed. These Pleistocene hone 
deposits are oi extreme interest, because tbe remains from them, taken with those from our caves form a 
hnk between the terrestrial fauna, of the present time and that of the Tertiary period; and additional 
interest is added to them from the fact that in other parts of the world it is in such nost-Tertiary 
deposits that tho earliest traces of man aro met with. J
, . ,^u -^dbruary 22nd I proceeded to Bingera, in tho neighbourhood of which I was engaged till the
beginning oi May, mapping geologically the diamantiferous deep lead.

On May 2nd X returned to Sydney, where I remained till June 23rd, engaged in writing a report 
(Appendix !)) on the Bingera Diamond-field, and in other office work. s f
, , , 0n June 23rd I proceeded to Mittagong, to bo present at the boring through a coal-seam which 
bad been struck m the diamond-drill hero put down about a mile from tbe town. This bore passed 
through the Hawkesbury sandstone, and at 602 feet tbe first thin coal was struck. For the next 45 feet 
the bore passed through alternating beds of carbonaceous shales, splint coals, thin bituminous coals and 
lireelays, until at 647 feet a workable seam of good bituminous coal, 5 feet thick, was reached. I returned 
to town on July /th, and reported on the section passed through. (See Appendix Ho. 10.)

On July 29tli I ]eftior Captain's PJat, situated about 30 miles to the south of Bungendoro, for 
the purpose oi reporting as to the alienation of certain lands, returning to Sydney on August 1st.
-n j ^August loth I travelled to Orange, and examined and reported on a bed of limestone at Lewis 
Ponds. (See Appendix bio, 11.) From Orange I went to 'Wellington, visited the caves there, and 
reported to you tho advisability of having certain improvements carried out in connection with them, 
j'rom u cllmgton I went on to Bourkc, and froin there hack to Coolabah, where I inspected the deposit 
m which a couple of shafts had been sunk, and in which traces of gold had been found. Tliis deposit 
is a loose gravelly conglomerate, at this place over a hundred feet deep, and X believe it to be a Cretaceo- 
lerhary deposit, filling up tho hollows and inequalities in the surface of the Silurian bed-rock of the 
district; and consequently^ although much of it has been derived from the denudation of auriferous 
Silurian rocks, the gold, which no doubt occurs in the deposit, will not he concentrated in any particular 
part oi the deposit, but will occur generally disseminated through it or in isolated patches. From 
Coolabah I went to Byerock, and from that place, as a starting-point, I made an examination of the 
general geology of a large portion of the surrounding district, my report of which is appended. 
(Appendix Ho. 12 ) I returned to Sydney, via Q-irilambone, on September 30th. I was engaged in 
omce work till October 31st, and on that date I. proceeded to Orange, where X received from you my 
instructions with regal’d to the geological examination of the country between Nyngan, Hymn gee, and 
Cobar and G-mlambone. I arrived at Hyngan on November 2nd, and after examining the country in 
the neighbourhood of that town, I proceeded by coach to Cobar on November 14th, From here I made 
numerous extensive excursions over the neighbouring country, going as far south as Nymagee. During 
one oi these excursions, to the north of Oobar, a very interesting discovery was made of the occurrence 
ot three or four small detached hills, named El Capitan, consisting of that very rare form of lava 
Leucite Basalt, the only other Australian locality for nhich is Byerock Mountain, some 30 miles north 
Irqm Fl tamtam At the Latter place there are evidences, in tbe presence of quartzite and hard siliceous 
grits, below the basalt, that here the Leucite lava bad flowed as a lava stream down a valley, burying the 
creek-bed at the bottom of it. J °

Being prevented by the heavy rains from returning to Nyngan, I left Cobar on December 4th 
tor Bourko, irom which place I returned to Sydney, arriving on December 9th, having called at Girilam- 
bone and jNyngan on the way. -
tv i ? ent* -J63,1, J ’'vas GU£:tK6J in office work, writing my report on the Nyngan and Cobar 
District. This report is appended. (Appendix No. 13.) 1

I have, &c,, •
m, n p , . t WILLIAM ANDERSON,The Geological Surveyor-m-Chargc.----------------- Geological Surveyor.

_ APPENDIX No. 8.
SIr’ T , , Eingera, 30 March, 1887,

, 1!1 accordance with your instructions, I have examined and mapped geologically the country 
iinmediately to the north of Cope's Creek and the Gwydir River, in the parishes of Clare, Auburn Vale and 
Aconite, and have the honor to submit to you a report on tho geological features of that district* 
accompanied by a geological map.
, ., Th®roLks":hicl1 occur in the area embraced hy this map are Grauite, altered sedimentary rocks,
basalt and drift (Pliocene Tertiary), and a siliceous conglomerate (Miocene Tertiary).

The granite is exposed over large tracts of tliis area, and is, as a rule, coarsely crystalline, having 
tho crystals of felspar porphyntically developed ; but at one point in the parish of Clare the quartz is the- 
porphyritic mineral, there being little felspar present. It contains a good deal of tourmaline, which in 
some places, occurs m crystals of considerable size, as among the granite ranges which form the northern 
boundary of the parish of Aconite. This granite is evidently intrusive, having been intruded among a 
series of sedimentary rocks, of which only a few patches have been left in this district, the rest having 
pcen removed by denudation. In weathering it leaves behind it many curious and fantastic forms. Now 
in the^hape of a, perpendicular slab, standing upright out of the grouud, wliich calls to mind the “ standing 
stones so laboriously raised in other countries hy prehistoric man; and again as rounded hilt masses whose 
summits seem inaccessible, and whose smooth surfaces when seen from a distance only want the groovings 
and polishing to produce the roche rnoittonnee surfaces so commonly seen and so characteristic of a 
glaciated country, while everywhere the surface of tho granite country is strewn with immense rounded 
boulders or granite,

sedimentary rocks,_consisting of sandstones, limestones, and shales, have been so highly altered 
by their_contact with the granite’that, as yet, little evidence has been found to prove to which of the 
i alseozoic formations they belong, although some fossils, which were obtained by Mr. C. S. Wilkinson,

Government.
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Government Geologist, from a bed of limestone on Auburn Yale Creek, show that these rocks are either 
of Devonian or Carboniferous age. A large patch of them occurs between Auburn Yale Creek and Cope s 
Creek, where their junction with the granite is also well seen. _

The basalt mostly occupies the high grounds, and it can frequently be seen covering the drifts and 
pipeclays which were deposited in the valleys by the rivers and creeks of the earlier Pliocene-Tertiary 
Period. In some places, it still remains spread over largo areas, forming elevated plateaux, as in the 
parishes of Aconite and Auburn Yale. The rich alluvium > or black soil of tHs district has been derived 
from the decomposition of this basalt. It is often very vesicular, and the cavities contain zeolites in great 
variety. This basalt, which, towards the end of the Tertiary Period, flowed down and filled up the valleys, 
burying the drift beneath it, now occupies the high grounds, because tho denuding agents, such as the 
air, rain, and streams, found tbe hard compact basalt more difficult to wear away than the bills of granite 
and altered sedimentary rock which enclosed these valleys. Prom the large areas wliich it covers, this 
basalt could hardly have flowed from a single or even a series of volcanoes, but it bad probably a similar 
origin to tbe great basaltic flows which took place in "WAstern Durope towards the close of the Tertiary 
period—that is to say, tho lava welled up through fissures or cracks in the earth’s _ surface and spread 
over the country in all directions, drying up rivers, filling up the valleys and covering the lower hills. 
Since then the rivers and creeks have worn new channels for themselves, generally through the granite 
and other rocks, although in many places the basalt lias been cut through, thus exposing the wash under
neath it, and leaving isolated knobs capped with basalt. j cj. i a

The siliceous conglomerate is most largely developed to the north of the Malacca and Stockyard 
Hills—two isolated basalt-topped hills, near the eastern boundary of the parish of Clare. It also occurs 
on tbe basaltic plateau in the parish of Aconite It is a silicified drift, and represents an older river drift 
than the Pliocene-Tertiary drift, which is present in many places below the basalt. Its pebbles are 
well rounded and waterworn, and have been cemented togetiier into a very hard and compact conglomerate 
hy the action of water containing silica in solution. It is probably of Miocene-Tertiary age. The Pliocene 
drift can be seen at various points resting on this siliceous conglomerate.

The Pliocene-Tertiary drift, which is at present being worked for diamonds, consists of gravels, 
sands, and pipeclays. The gravel and sand occur mixed together, or in more or less stratified layers, and 
represent the bed of the old Pliocene river. As a rule the drift is loose, hut patches and layers of it 
often occur cemented together with iron, which has beou present in solution in the water that has 
filtered through it. This wash maybe seen cropping out from under the isolated basaltic hills, such as the 
Malacca and Stockyard, and also in places from beneath the denuded edges of the basaltic plateaux. The 
pebbles in the wash are well rounded and waterworn, and consist chiefly of quartz, altered sedimentary rock, 
and granite; while in the wash at the Pound Mount, on the south side of Cope’s Creek, clay boulders are 
very common, and in the wash at the Hill, in 1 he parish of Gum 1 lat^ boulders of basalt occur, which, 
however, have not been derived from the Tertiary basalt overlying the wash, but must have come from 
some older bed of basalt. The finer drift consists largely of gem stones ; of these, the sapphire, topaz, 
garnet, zircon, and the diamond occur, ■while along with these the minerals tourmaline, tin, and gold are 
present. Tourmaline is particularly abundant, both in large and small crystals, which generally show the 
triangular section, and also in rounded and waterworn fragments. The diamonds do not occur in 
particular layers in the wash, but are generally found scattered throughout it, although in some cases 
small patches of wash have been discovered which have been very rich in diamonds.

The pipeclay is sometimes found resting on the wash, but more frequently it occurs alone between 
the bed-rock and the basalt. It is never more than a few feet in thickness, and was probably deposited 
in the quiet reaches and on the flats of tho old rivercourse, ,

The deep' lead wliich flowed westward from between Invcrcll and Eundarra must have passed along 
the line of the present course of Cope’s Creek, and joined the deep lead coining from Boro Creek, near 
the Bound Mount. I have, &c., ■

WILLIAM ANDBESOPr,
The Geological Survcyor-in-Charge.- Geological Surveyor.
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APPENDIX No. 9.
g;rj Department of Mines, Sydney, 10 May, 1887.

In accordance with your instructions, I have examiuod and mapped, geologically, the country 
in the immediate neighbourhood of the Bingera Diamond Mines, in the parishes of Bingera and Derra 
Derra, county of Murchison, and I have now tbe honor to submit a report on this diamond-field, accom
panied by a geological map. . ,

The base-rock of the district in which the diamond drifts occur consists of sedimentary rocks, 
comprising argillaceous shales, sandstones, and conglomerates, with interbedded igneous rocks. They are 
well exposed in section in the cuttings on the Narrabri Boad. where they are seen to be much hardened 
and contorted. As a rule they are much jointed, and often break up into rudely polygonal prismatic 
pieces. This jointing, with its results, is particularly well seen in a rugged gorge lying to the north of 
tlie Narrabri Boad, just before it reaches the top of the basalt range, about G miles from Bingera. This 
gorgo occurs at the junction between the basalt with its underlying pipeclays and the sedimentary rocks, 
and its presence is largely due to the polygonal jointing of these rocks. The denuding agents, hy their 
mechanical and chemical action on tbe joints, have gradually loosened the rock in polygonal masses, until 
now a picturesquely rugged gorge has been formed, showing precipitous faces of rock some hundreds of 
feet in height, on which the columnar structure is well seen. Prismatic or columnar jointing is most 
commonly met with in basaltic and other igneous rocks, where it is a superinduced structure, due to the 
contraction of the lava in cooling, ,

1 The fossils obtained from these rocks are from beds of shale in Eagle Hawk and Doctor s Creek, 
and consist of some undeterminable plant markings with a few casts of Jhcpidoiendron australis, M Coy, 
identified by Mr. K, Etheridge, junr., Palreontologist to Geological Survey of New South Wales, the 
presence of which would point to the rocks being either of Lower Carboniferous or Devonian age. _

Numerous veins of quartz and caleite occur traversing these rocks, the latter sometimes being as 
much as 2 feet in thickness. The quartz veins are usually small, although in some parts of the district 
they form large reefs, which in some cases, as the All Nations reef, near Bingera, are payably auriferous.
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The Tertiary Poi'mationa consist of two beds of basalt with their underlying gravels aud clays. The 
older basalt rests on tlie Tertiary clays and river gravels -which contain tho diamonds and gems, while tbe 
two flows of basalt are themselves separated by thick layers of clays, sands, and sometimes fine gravels. 
These old luva flows now form a high range, in'height from 1,200 to 1,400 feet above the township of 
Bingera. aud running in a general south-east and north-west direction. It forms the dividing range 
between tho Gwydir and Horton Itivers, and is in places nearly cut through owing to tho extensive 
denudation, which has also rendered its sides scarred and precipitous, and has thus freely exposed the 
sands, clays, aud gravels below the basalts. At a few points, however, the upper aud younger basalt may 
still be seen abutting against the sedimentary rocks, which formed the side of the old Tertiary valley down 
which the lava flowed.

The basalt is not uniform in texture throughout, some parts being hard and compact, while others 
have decomposed into botryoidal masses which have a kernel of hard basalt surrounded by concentric 
layers of decomposed rock. It often shows prismatic structure, and at one point to tbe north of Pallal 
Gap, the upper bed is seen to split up into thin slabs as if it were a bedded rock, but this is really due to 
one system of divisional planes being more developed than the others, consequently giving the rock a 
fissile character. __ _ _

Both beds of basalt extend, with a few slight breaks in the upper one, from Five-mile Creek to about 
a mile north of Pallal Gap. At this point the upper basalt turns sharply to the west, while a lower and 
interrupted range, capped by the older basalt, runs northwards to within a few miles of the G wydir Hirer. 
In breadth it varies from a few hundred yards to nearly two miles. In all its extent the pipeclays, sands, 
and occasionally gravels, can he seen at intervals outcropping from beneath both beds, the lower of which 
is at least 300 feet thick, while the upper, at its thickest, point some distance to the north of Pallal Gap, is 
350 feet in thickness.

The upper surface of the lower basalt does not show evidences of erosion having taken place to any 
extent during the deposition of the upper sands, clays, and gravels, therefore it is probable that there was 
no great lapse of time between the occurrence of the two lava flows. Sufficient time, however, must have 
elapsed for the drainage of tbe country to have reasserted itself, and for this river to have again flowed 
down its old valley, whose bottom was, however, covered over with a thick layer of basalt, on which were 
deposited the upper sands and clays, in places to the thickness of .120 feet, before the second flow of Java 
took place. _ < t

Tbe Tertiary river drifts occur under both beds of basalt, and consist of fine-grained pipeclays, 
sands, and gravels, and the whole deposits vary from a few feet to over 100 feet in thickness. The 
pipeclays are variously coloured, while the sands are in many eases composed of comminuted fragments of 
gemstones and quartz. The gravels in which the diamonds are found are composed of large and small 
pebbles mingled together with sand. Sometimes the sauds are arranged in lenticular patches. The 
pebbles are well rounded and of all sizes, and consist mostly of variously coloured jasperoid rocks, quartz, 
altered sedimentary rock, and in some parts stiff clay boulders, but the relative proportion of these various 
kinds of pebbles differs in different parts of the deposit. Sometimes the jasperoid pebbles predominate, 
sometimes pebbles of the altered sedimentary rock, while in few instances the clay boulders are most 
abundant. Tho drift which occurs between tbe two beds of basalt consists almost entirely of sand con
taining great numbers of small fragments of gems, such as topaz, sapphire, spinel, zircon, &e. It has 
been deposited pretty uniformly, averaging nearly 100 feet in thickness. In a few places fine gravels 
occur mixed with the sand, as at the S.1V1 corner of M.L. 152. In this upper drift diamonds have been 
picked up after rain, but they were very small. The gemstones and minerals which occur in the drifts 
along with the diamonds are as a rule of small size, and generally fractured. They comprise sapphire, 
topaz, ruby, garnet, spinel, zircon, brookite, titaniferous iron, magnetic iron, wood tin, tourmaline, quartz, 
opal, iron pyrites, gold, osmiridium, and tbe diamond. There are besides, small oval and rounded frag
ments of jasperoid rock of all colours, but chiefly of a light gray colour. These curious little pebbles 
usually average about i of an inch in diameter. Tlieir surfaces aro very smooth and polished, and they 
are always found with the diamond, tourmaline, and other gems on the turning up of the sieve in washing. 
This is due to their specific gravity being nearly the same as that of the diamond.

At present diamond-mining is almost at a standstill in tliis district, but, on the flat, known as 
“ Gympie Flat,” to the east of the basalt range, gold is being worked in tbe Pleistocene alluvial deposits, 
which have been partially derived from the denudation of tho basalt range with its underlying clays and 
gravels. The gold obtained here is in all respects similar in character to that which is present in the 
diamantiferous deposits, and there is little doubt that it has been largely derived from tbe denudation of 
these deposits. Most of the diamond-mining has been done in working the gravels which occur as isolated 
hills on the flat to tho east of the basalt range, and from these a large number of diamonds have been 
obtained, besides in some cases, as on M.L. 135, large quantities of gold. These isolated deposits on the 
flat are probably of’a different age from the drifts under the basalt. They lie at a much lower level, 
there being a difference of 200 or 300 feet between them and the nearest exposure of drift on tbe range. 
They were probably deposited at different times, the deposits under the basalt being the earlier of 
the two.

The mining operations that have been carried on for the purpose of obtaining diamonds have not 
been extensive. - _

Tho drift on M.L. 132 was worked as far hack as 1873, hy M'Caw & Wescott, who obtained 
1,G80 diamonds from about 100 loads of gravel. Since then altogether about 4,000 diamonds have been 
got from this patch of wash. On M.L. 139, five shafts, averaging 50 feet in depth, have been sunt, all 
through wash, which, although containing abundance of gemstones, has, as yet, yielded no diamonds.

On M.L. 9 the wash is from 5 to 8 feet thick, and 11G diamonds were obtained from 48 loads, 20 of 
which yielded 18 carats, while the average was f of a carat to the load. Tho “ Big Hill,” on M.L. 10, 
was first worked by Falk & Co., of Melbourne, who got from 40 to 50 diamonds out of it, and afterwards 
by the Melbourne and Bingera Diamond-mining Co., but with very unsatisfactory results. On M.L, 135 
the wash is about 4 feet thick and 100 lodes of it yielded 53 diamonds, weighing 15 carats.

Shafts have also been sunk on M.Ls. 20, 21, and 22, close by the Narrabri Boad, but tbe gravels 
were washed for gold.alone, although a few diamonds were got in the process.

A little to the west of M.L. 148 a shaft has been sunk 5G feet through sands and clays which 
yielded no diamonds. A few^ hundred yards to the N.W. of this a hard cemented wash occurs, -which is 
full of gemstones.

On
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On M.L. 125 a tunnel baa been driven 40 ft, in tlie waab below the basalt. About a chain to 
the south of this is a shaft which at 45 ft. cub through 0 ft. of wash with a S.W. dip.

_ Another shaft close by was bottomed at 87 ft. after going through 7 ft. of wash. Some 3 loads 
of this were washed, and produced something like half a dozen diamonds. On the next block to the south, 
126, Craddock and party have driven live tunnels, the longest of which is 170 ft. in the wash, which consists 
of fine sand in layers and boulders of quartz, jasperoid rock, and clay. There is a good deal of tourmaline 
in tho wash, which thins off to 3 ft. in thickness at the end of the longest tunnel, but a little to the west 
several shafts have been sunk through the basalt. One, 43 ft. deep, went through 14 ft. of basalt, then 
pipeclay, with 7 ft. of wash below it. Prom the 170-ft. tunnel 35 diamonds were obtained from 3 barrow
fuls. In another tunnel 17 diamonds were washed from 22 bags, each bag weighing 50 lb., while from 
another spot 10 diamonds were obtained from 11 bags of wash. Altogether over 500 diamonds have been 
taken out of this claim. While I was there one dishful of drift was washed, and it gave one diamond 
and 2'0S grains of gold.

On M.L. 16 there is a patch of gravel and sand which has been called the Monte Christo. Tho 
pebbles consist of quartz, jasperoid rock, and clay boulders.

_ A tunnel has been driven a considerable distance into the deposit, and a number of shafts have been 
sunk in it; one of the latter is 33 ft. deep, all in .wash, 10 loads from the tunnel gave 83 diamonds, 
weighing 14 j- carats, while at tlie first washing 20 loads went 5 carats to tlie load; the rest gave 2 carats ■ 
to the load. Prom the shaft the wash went 1 or 11- carats to the load. Altogether 87 loads were washed 
from Monte Christo, giving about 209 carats—1.134 diamonds.

At tlie end of the basalt range some distance south of the Gwydir River, in the parish of 
Bancheet, on M.L. 132, a tunnel has been driven for 200 ft. into the wash below the lower basalt, It 
consists of boulders of altered sedimentary rock, quartz, and a- few clay boulders. At the mouth of the 
tunnel the wash is about a foot thick, but it increases somewhat in thickness towards the inner end of 
the tunnel. Three loads were washed from this tunnel which gave 23 diamonds.

About a mile further south along the range a shaft has been sunk 36 ft. through pipeclay and 2 
ft. of wash, from which 3 loads were washed producing 3 diamonds.

_ At Pive-mile Creek, south of the .Narrabri Road, a shaft lias been sunk through the lower deposit. 
It is down over 100 ft., and passes through chocolate-coloured clay with fossil leaves, light-coloured pipe
clay, and IS ft. of wash, which consists mostly of variously coloured pebbles of altered sedimentary rock, 
with quartz boulders and sand. A few bags only of this were washed, and from them one diamond was 
obtained.

On C.P. 71 a shaft, knowm as Lowe’s Shaft, has been.sunk through the top basalt. It is upwards 
of 230 feet deep, but not bottomed. Tho first 80 ft. were through the upper basalt, then 50 ft. ot pipc- 
clay, 14 ft. of sand, 50 ft. of pipeclay and lignite, and then 30 ft. in the lower basalt.

_ On M.L. 134 Mr. Mercer has obtained diamonds from tbe Pleistocene redistribution of the 
Tertiary gravels, having got 20 diamonds from 24 bnrrowfuls of wash ; and there is every reason to believe 
that diamonds, as well as gold, are present in the alluvial of the other numerous gullies which drain from 
these diamantiferons deposits.

Tho recorded yield of diamonds from the Bingera Diamond field are as follows:—
Dp to August, 1873, as recorded in Professor Liversidge’s paper in tho Trans. Roy. Soc.

17. S. Wales for 1873, the number was 2,370 diamonds, the Gwydir Diamond-mining Company getting 
CDO diamonds from 34^ loads, and Wescott & Co. getting 1.6S0 diamonds.

In the Annual Reports of the Department of Mines the earliest notice of the diamond yield from 
Bingera is in 1883, when the Australian Diamond-mining Company obtained over 400 diamonds from 100 
loads of wash at Doctor’s Creek.

In tlm Report for 1884 (p, SS) the yield is given at 1,210 diamonds from 4LS£ loads, the 
Australian Diamond-mining Company getting 1,193 diamonds, weighing 251 carats, from 418 loads, 
while Craddock and party obtained 17 diamonds from half a load.

In the Report for 1885 (p. 83) the yield obtained by the same Company was 1,134 diamonds, 
weighing 209 carats, from 87 loads.
_ Besides these recorded yields there has been a large number of diamonds obtained of which there 
is no record. As far as I have been able to learn, there have been at least 12,000 diamonds obtained from 
the Bingera Diamond field, and probably this number is below the-mark.

The diamonds from the Bingera deposits are usually small, and average 41 diamonds to the carat. 
They are most frequently colourless and transparent or straw-coloured, although a few specimens have been 
obtained of a pale brown and a greenish tint. A large number of the Bingera diamonds are fractured. 
Some specimens appear as if waterworn ; but tliis is no doubt due to the faces of the crystals being round 
instead of fiat, this being a well-known peculiarity in the crystallization of the diamond. It is hardly 
possible that the diamond could be abraded and have its edges and angles rounded off, even when carried 
along by a river eurrent among boulders of all kinds and sizes, rolling pelimcil over each other. Under 
these circumstances it might get fractured, but never water-worn, owing to its great hardness and the 
polished smoothness of its surfaces. I have not heard of nor seen any specimens of “ boart” from the 
Bingera deposits, although it is quite possible that this useful variety of tho diamond may have been over
looked in washing for tho moro precious variety.

In reference to tho quality of the New South Wales diamonds, a valuable report has lately been 
published by Messrs, Davies and Etheridge, jun., on the diamonds exhibited at the Colonial and Indian 
Exhibition, London. Erom that report I quote the following conclusions arrived at by the authors:—
“ The diamonds of New South Wales in their physical characters are moro nearly allied to those of Brazil 
than any other country. They have been very largely sold in London as such. As regards colour, they 
differ practically but little from those of other fields. The general absence of ‘ cleavage’ and ‘macles’ is 
a point much in their favour. Stones of the rarer colours assumed by the diamond should he particularly 
sought for. The greater hardness of New South Wales gems will probably raise the cost of cutting, but 
this will be compensated for by their extra ‘ brilliancy.’ ‘ Boart’ should be eagerly sought for.” (Report 
on New South Wales Diamonds by Thos. Davies, E.G.S., and R. Etheridge, juur., p. 8.)

_ It will be seen from the description I have given of the various formations of this locality that the 
diamantiferous deposits are very different from those in which diamonds aro obtained at Kimberley, South 
Africa. Here the deposits consist of river drifts, which occur spread over the denuded surfaces of the

bed-rock
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+ir° v ^.e ^8^ct' .In Soutl1 Africa-, although diamonds were forineily worked in the drift deposits 
ot the V aal Jtiver, the chief source of the diamond now is in the neighbourhood of Kimberley, where they 
occur embedded in a curious agglomerate, which fills a series of elliptical pipe-like hollows passing 
i ortically through the sednnentary bed-rock of tbe district. These hollows are supposed to be the necks 
or pipes of anciout volcanoes aud are, with the roek which fills them, and which is the matrix of the diamond, 
ot volcanic origin. It may be that in this Colony the diamond has not yet been traced to its matrix, but 
KhifbeHey 110 <*0Utlt *10 ■Bingera de,Posits differ widely both in origin and character from those at

:Krc™ the barometric observations which I obtained of the edges of the basalt and of the outcrops 
ot the pipeclays and gravels, I find that in all probability an old river channel occurs below the basalt on 
winch Smith s and Butler s selections are situated. To the N.E. of Lowe’s shaft, along the Narrabri Eoad, 
the sedimentary rock is still seen formmg a series of hills, which rise above tbe level of tbe basalt, the 
lower bed of which runs against the older sedimentary bed-rock, this showing that here we have the side 
of the old valley while immediately to the west of the W.R. 418 there is a high ridge of sedimentary roek 
running in a ]S.W\ and S.E. direction. This ridge now rises above the top of the lower basalt, and in 
Tertiary times was no doubt a much greater height. Pebbly wash was found, 18 feet in thickness in the 
shaft which was sunk at the southern end of the basalt near Eive-milc Creek. There is also an outcrop 
ot pebbly wash exposed by a deep bend of tbe creek which flows south along the edge of the basalt into 
live-mite Creek borne distance to the north of this, where a fence crosses the creek, there is an outcrop 
of pipeclay which has a slight dip to the S.W. The lowest level of this edge of the basalt at which I have 
noticed the pebbly wash is to tlie S.E. of Smith’s conditional purchase 71, where the creek, hy taking a 
sharp bend has exposed a small cliff of wash overlaid by a good thickness of pipeclays. These facts, I 
think would show that here we have tho old Tertiary valley still defined by tbe bills of sedimentary roek 
n hich enclosed it, although these aro now very much denuded, and consequently much lower than they 
were in Tertiary times. J J

, ,i J^i?'re1r district the denuding agents have more easily denuded away the hills of sedimentary 
rock than the basalt which filled the Tertiary valleys, and consequently most of the present valleys and 
oiv- ymg fiats have been scooped out of the sedimentary rock, leaving tho hills capped with basalt.

, , r\0 J 8011 ^ie k‘asalt plateau on which Lowe’s shaft has been put down it would require
to be at least oOO feet deep, for, as shown by the shaft already sunk, the upper basalt is here about 100 
tee, thick, and bomw it there are about 100 feet of sands and days, while the lower basalt is at least 300 
Icet thick. I consider tins locality to bo perhaps the most promising part of the field, and think that it 
ought to be prospected. Another part of the field which has shown every appearance of producing good 
results both in gold and diamonds, if opened up, is at Craddock’s claim, M.L. J2G.
,, "P® estimated the extent of the various isolated patches of diamantiferous wash on the flat to
the east ot the basalt range to be roughly about 150 acres. The amount of wash under the basalt cannot 
as yet be computed, as it has not been prospected sufficiently to indicate its probable extent.

in conclusion, I beg to state that there is in this district a series of basalt-capped ranges which 
no doubt contain in many places below the basalt Tertiary river deposits similar to those from which the 
diamonds have been obtamed at the sources of Eaglehawk and Doctor’s Creeks.

I have, &c.,
rpr « , . , Q „ WILLIAM ANDERSON,The Geological Survcyor-m-Chargc.------------------- Geological Surveyor.
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APPENDIX No. 10.

j . Department of Mines, Sydney, 11 July, 1887.
j -j. i acc°1Aance with your instructions, I proceeded to the diamond-drill bore near Mittagong, 

and witnessed the drawing of the cores from the time the first coal was struck, on 23 June, until the coal 
seam was passed through on 7 July.

On my arrival tho engineer informed me that the actual depth bored was 605 feet. At this depth 
a seam of bituminous coal, 2 inches in thickness, was struck. This was the first coal passed through 
below tho Hawkesbury sandstones. I was present during the boring of 47 feet 10 inches below it, 
and witnessed the raising of the cores corresponding to that depth.

The following is a section of the strata passed through

Section of Diamond-drill Bore near Mittagong.
Pi. in.
0 0

T, , 0 2
Depth of first coal, 605 feet 2 0 

G 2 
0 4 
0 5 
0 9 
0 4 
0 4 
0 7
0 5 
0 2
1 2 
0 1 
0 10 
0 1 
1 8 
1 6 
0 4 
0 7 
0 1
0 7 
0 8 
0 1 
0 6
1 3 
0 1

Sandstone.
Bituminous coal,
Black shale.
Sandstone end grit.
Black shale.
Splint and bituminous coal. 
Black ebnlo.
Fireclay.
Black elude.
Fine-grained sandstone. 
Black elude.
Fireclay.
Splint coal (inferior). 
Band.
Bituminous coal (inferior). 
Band.
Splint coal (inferior). 
Fireclay ehales,
Coaly shales.
Splint coal (stony).
Band.
Coaly shots,
Splint coal.
Band.
Coaly ehalc.
Splint coal.
Bend.
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f Sample GK 
No. 4 Analyiia-j

(^Sample F.

^Sample E. 

No. 3 Analysis' SamP!e D’

^Sample C.

A'o. 2 Analysis. 

No. 1 Analysis.

Sample B. 

Sample A.

Ft. in.
I 4 Splint coal.
2 10 Fireclay eh ales.
I Splint coal (stony).
0 2 Fireclay shales.
0 1 Bituminous coal.
0 L Baud.
2 2 Bituminous coal.
0 5 Fireclay ehalc.
0 10 Coaly shale.
1 5 Splint coal.
0 3 Black shale.
1 0 Bituminous coal.
0 2 Splint coal.
2 10 Bituminous coal.
O 1 Band.
0 2 Splint coal.
0 10 Bituminous coal.
0 2 Splint coal.
0 1 Bond.
0 2 Splint coal. '
0 4 Bituminous coal.
0 1 Coaly shale.
3 4 Bituminous coal.
0 2 Band.
5 0 Bituminous coal.^
O 8 Coaly ehale.

-Workable seam.

Tho cores when brought up were considerably broken, particularly Ihose ot the bituminous and 
splint coals, although, taken as a whole, the core was a fairly good one. This was, no doubt, duo to tho 
fact that the special core barrel was largely used after the coal was first struck.

Four samples of tlie principal seams of coal gave on analysis tlio following results :

No. Moisture. Vol. Hydrocarbon. Fixed Carbon. Ash. Sulphur. Sp. Or, Cole.

1 1-35 25-77 60-OG 12-24 0-50 1-347 72-30

2 1-40 24-81 69-22 14 08 0-69 1-376 73 30

3 1-G5 27-87 52-30 17-10 0-7S 1-420 G9-70

4 1-17 19-25 47 59 31-42 Oo" , 1 538 V'J’OJ.

Prom these results it will he seen that the workable portion of tho seam is 8 ft. 11 in. thick, con- 
laining 8 ft. 8 in. of bituminous coal. , . , . r . r ,, r

The following is the section of the scam, tlie top of which is 642 feet irom the suriaco
Ft. in.Roof, eplint coal.

Bituminous coal ....................... ................. ....................
Coaly shale .......................................................................
Bituminous coal ...............................................................
Band (dark)......................................................................
Bituminous coal...............................................................
Floor, coaly shale.

Samples Nos. 1 and 2, taken from this seam, are bright bituminous coals of good quality containing
some thin streaks of splint coal. They are fairly good coking coals, the coke swelbng considerably, Mid
becoming bard and firm. The percentage of ash in the lower part of the seam (sample No. 1) is 
and in the upper part (sample No. 2), NFOS. This amount of ash is not excessive, and would not prevent 
the use of the coal for domestic and steam purposes. The colour of the ash is gray. _ A sample ot ash, 
taken from the d in., 3 ft. d in., and 5 feet coals of the workable seam, gave the following analysis

In 100 parts.
3dica ............................................................................. ] Insoluble in acids, 88-12
Alumina .........................................................................  21-32J
Alumina .......................................................................... 6 37 |

Protoxide of manganese .................................................. trace |
lime................................................................................ 0 81
Magnesia............................................................................ trace
Phosphoric anhydride .................................................. 0‘22
Sulphuric „   trace
Alkalies aud loss......... .................................................... O J 7_

Soluble in acids, 11-58

100-00
The low percentage of sulphur in the coal, together with the small amount of phosphoric and 

s«lnhuric anhydride in the ash, will enhance the value of the coal for smelting purposes.
I have, Ac.,

WILLIAM ANDEKSON,
Geological Surveyor.Tlie Geological Surveyor-in-Charge.

APPENDIX No. 11. ^
g;rj Bourke, 20 August, 1887.

In accordance with your instructions, I have made an examination of the Limestone at Upper 
Lewis Ponds, 16 miles to the north of Orange, and have the honor to forward my report thereon.

Between Orange and Lewis Ponds the strata consist of highly altered and metamorphosed lower 
Palaeozoic rocks. The limestone at Upper Lewis Ponds occurs as two lenticular beds separated by a few 
beds of altered slates. They outcrop on the side and top of a high and steep range, and, with the 
accompanying talcose and ehloritic slates, dip at a high angle to the east.
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The limestone is compact and of fine texture. At tlie outcrop it is greyish white in colour, but at 
greater depths, as can be seen in the tunnel which has been driven into the side of the hill to catch the 
limestone, it has a bluish tinge. It contains numerous fossil remains, consisting of Brachyopoda and the 
broken stems of Encrinites. Small nests of crystalline calcite occur scattered throughout the limestone. 
The beds are of considerable thickness. In extent it is limited, the outcrop of the lenticular beds being 
confined to a 20 acre mineral lease (508).

It is suitable for tbe manufacture of lime, and is conveniently situated for metallurgical jturposes 
to aid in the smelting of the ore of the neighbouring silver lode. The presence of the crystalline calcite in 
it however, would prevent its indiscriminate use for polishing and ornamental purposes, although slabs of 
considerable size could no doubt be obtained by carefully selecting portions which are free from crystalline 
calcite. It is somewhat splintery, and this would militate against its use for sculptural purposes.
_ The nearest railway station to the deposit is Orange, which is IG miles distant by road. Tins road 
is somewhat hilly, and is very bad and soft in wet weather, although it is reported in the district ihat it is 
to be improved shortly. On the road there are two creeks to be forded which are impassable when in 
flood. '

It will thus be seen, that this deposit will have a local value for ihe extraction of lime from it and 
for metallurgical purposes, but I do not think that it will be of any great commercial value for the various 
ornamental uses to which a- good marble could be put.

I have, &c.,
'Willia lM a^derson,

The Geological Surveyor-in-Chargc. Geological Surveyor.

APPEXDIX No. 12.
Report on the Geology of the Byerock District.

Sir, Geological Survey, Department of Mines, Sydney, 9 October, 1887.
In accordance with your instructions I visited Coolabah and Byerock, in the counties of 

Canbelego and Cowper, and having made a general examination of the geology of the surrounding districts, 
1 have now the honor to submit ray report thereon. "

After visiting Coolabah I went on to Byerock, from which place I made numerous excursions iu 
various directions into the surrounding country. Tho area embraced by my examination extends westward 
as far as the southern extension of the Gundabooka Mountains, southward for some miles past Coronga 
Peak, eastward tor over 20 miles towards Gongolgon, and northward for over a dozen miles to 
Mr. Oliver’s station, Kenilworth.

Most of this country appears to any one passing over it i.o be perfectly flat, but this is not actually 
the ease, for although much of it consists of approximately level plains, there are in reality great numbers 
of small ridges and rising grounds, while at wide intervals a few isolated hills rise to a considerable height 
above the plains. These physical features can only be appreciated when a panoramic view of the country 
is obtained from one of the higher hills, such as Coronga Peak, Mount Dijon, or the Gundabooka 
Mountains. Prom such points of vantage the whole country is seen to present a series of broadly waving 
undulations, with the circular horizon only broken at one or two points by a few far off isolated hills rising 
above it. The country is ihinly timbered, and the timber is, as a rule, of small size ; this no doubt being 
due to the former prevalence of bush fires, together with the natural dryness of the climate. The most 
common trees are the mulgn, box, beefwood, and ironwood. The scrub is only locally dense, and never 
impenetrable. Erequently wide open patches occur altogether free from timber, while every where the 
luxuriant growth of grass tells of the fertility of the soil. "Walcrcourses and natural gilgios aro rarely 
met with. The chief watercourse of the district is Mulga Crook, which, although it generally contains some 
water, seldom flows as a creek for any length of time.

# The geological formation of the district is an extension northwards oE the loner palaeozoic rocks 
(siluriau ?) which occupy so wide an area to the south of Girilambonc and Cobar, west of the Bogan 
River. Passing to tbe north from Girilambone, the hills aud rising grounds gradually occur less fre
quently, and the flats become more numerous and extensive until between Byerock and Bourkc the 
country assumes a real plain like character, similar to that produced by the horizontally bedded 
cretaceous rocks to the north of the River Darling.

The rocks which occur in this district are as follows : —
-{S2.b~"' ■

fEcd soil.
[ Quartzites,

Aqueous ... -I Siliceous ssuulstoncs, grits, and eouglomcratcs.
Loose quartz conglomerate.

^Silurian slntes.
The siluriau or auriferous formation, together with a few small patches of granite form the base 

roek of the country. The hollows and irregularities in the surface of these formations have, however, 
been filled with siliceous sandstones, grits and conglomerates, probably of Cretaceous or 'Tertiary age, 
thus producing an approximately level country, over which the flood-loams, known as f! red soil,” have 
been deposited. *

Leucite, Basalt.—Byerock Mountain, G miles to Ihe west of the township, consists of leucite 
basalt. In Ulrich's catalogue of the rocks of Victoria there is no mention of this basal!. Indeed, it is a 
form of basalt that is of very rare occurrence and is one of the forms of lava which have been erupted 
from Mount Vesuvius, near Naples, in Italy within historic tiines. At Byerock, however, the eruption 
probably took place in late Tertiary or early Pleistocene times. The basalt now occupies an area of about 
3 square miles, although in former times it must have been more extensive. At its western extremity 
it is^ over 100 feet thick, while towards the east it gradually thins off. It occurs in the vicinity of a 
granite dyke over a quarter of a mile in width. I think it probable that the orifice from which this basalt 
flowed as a lava was at the western end of the mountain where the bed is thickest, and that it was pro
bably situated on the line of weakness between tho granite and the slate. There is no other basaltic rock 
in the country 1 examined, nor did 1 come across any rock which showed evidences of having been the 
orifice from which this lava flowed, '

G65—X Granite.—
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Granite..—This rock occurs only in a few small patches. It comes to the surface immediately to the 
south of Bycrock Mountain, and on tho railway at the 4SG-inile peg, and also about half amile to the west 
of the township. It is on the surface of this last outcrop of grauite that the natural waterhole occurs 
from which the township takes its name.

Quartzites.—Some of the highest hills in the district are composed of this rock. Coronga Peak, 
which rises nearly 900 feet above the neighbouring station, and the hills immediately to the north of it 
consist of quartzite, and so, also, do the ridges which come southward from the Gundabooka Mountains. 
(jS'sc Diagram No. 2.) The higher of these two ridges is about 800 feet above tbe plains. Tbe upper 
surface of the hed of quartzite, ^hich dips E. 25 N. at about 30°, forms the eastern slope of the ridge, 
while its western face is precipitous and rocky. On Currawoena Hill beds of quartzoso sandstones occur 
interbedded with tho siluriau slates.

SiJiccows Sandstones, Grits, and Oonglomcrates.—These have been exposed in a railway tank, a few 
hundred yards to the south of the township. The tank is only 16 feet deep, so that the bottom of the 
beds is not exposed. Similar beds no doubt occur under many of the other flats of the district. No 
fossils have yet been found in these beds to indicate their age, hut they are probably Cretaceo-Tertiary 
deposits.

Quartz Conglomerate.—This consists of a gritty matrix, in which are embedded angular, sub- 
angular, and rounded pebbles, chiefly of quartz, with a few pebbles of slate and jasperoid rock. It shows 
false bedding, and frequently contains lenticular beds of grey aud greenish elay-shalc, whlile locally it is 
hardened into a cement by peroxide of iron. The pebbles arc all small, averaging from 1 io 3 inches in 
diameter. It is widely distributed, occurring at AVilga, Coolabah, and Byerock. The deposit at AVilgahas 
been largely used as ballast for the railway line to Bourkc. At Coolabah txvo shafts have been sunk iu 
this loose conglomerate, one for 70 ft., and the other for over lilO ft. This latter shaft was bottomed on 
the siluriau slates. (See Diagram No. 1.) The deposit at the bottom of this shaft gave, when washed, a few 
specks of gold to the dish. It occurs under many of the flats in the district, aud in many cases it has been 
cut into in excavating tanks. There is little doubt that it has bten derived either primarily or secondarily 
from the denudations of the siluriau or auriferous rocks, and consequently there is every probability that 
the pebbly drift occurring in the potholes and inequalities on tlie surface of the bed rock may contain a 
fair amount of gold, although its occurrence will be patchy.

Sixteen miles to tho east of Byerock, near Defoe’s tank-, a series of shafts have been sunk, some of 
thorn over 40 ft. deep. They pass through a pebbly quariz drift, -which in places is cemented into a 
very hard conglomerate. In some of the shafts a few colours of gold have been got to the dish. This is 
evidently a similar deposit to the quartz conglomerate of Coolabah and AVilga, except that here there are 
evidences of an old river course (probably Pleistocene) coming down from the gully in which Defoe’s tank 
is situated.

Silurian Jloclcs.—These form the base rock of the district, and crop out on the ridges and hills 
wherever they rise above the surface of the red soil. They consist of talcose and ehloritic slates, wifh 
quartzose sandstones, and indurated clay slates, which show well marked cleavage in some of the 
sections on the railway, particularly in the first 5 miles between Byerock and Bourko. At Mount Dijou 
smalt blocks of limestone are scattered about, even on the top of the mountain itself. J did not, however, 
see the bed of limestone in situ. Throughout these rocks are many quartz reefs, which as a rule do not 
show much mineral. In numerous localities iu this district there arc surface indications of the presence 
of ironstone lodes. Samples from a few of these have been assayed, but have given no return. 'J’he 
ridgy country lying between the Bogan Hivor and the railway line seems to be the most likely part of tho 
country to repay prospecting for alluvial gold. In the flatter part of the district, tho places where pros
pecting ought to be begun, are in the small gullies which drain off the isolated hilly ranges. There can 
he little doubt that, during the Tertiary and early Pleistocene Periods when this country possessed such a very 
moist climate, there had been numerous river-courses draining this area. During later Pleistocene times 
all this country had been more or less flooded, and from these floods were deposited the red soil, the red 
colour being duo to (he greater amount of oxidation which tliis has undergone compared with the back 
overflow muds which are spread over the country iu the neighbourhood of the present rivers. The 
presence of this coating of red soil has obliterated all the surface indications of these old river courses. 
The flats lying between the ridges of slate rock, doubtless, in many instances, represent old valleys, but 
whether the drift at the bottom of these contains payable gold or not can only bo proved by prospecting 
them.

In conclusion 1 have to record my thanks to Mr. Little, of Curraweena, and also to Mr. Burton, of 
Coronga Peak, for tlieir kindness in affording me information and assistance while examining the country.

I have, &c.,
The Geological Surveyor-in-Chargc. AVTLLIAM ANDEKSON,

Geological Surveyor.
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425 m.

No. 1.—Kaii.way Section at Coolabau.
Scale—1 in. to 1 m tie.

Arertical scale exaggerated.
Shaft
103 ft. Shaft. S.E.

g 421 m. Line of Mailway.

PM Silurian. Loose conglomerate.
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No, 2.—Sketch Section ackoss Southern .Spue oe Gundabooka Mountains.
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a—Quartzites. c—Bed quartzose sandstone,
b—Shale. d—fied soil.

APPENDIX No. 13.
Sir, Department of Mines, Geological Survey Brandi, Sydney, December 12, 1887.

In accordance with your instructions I have examined tlie country between Nyngan, Nymagee, 
Cobar, and Girilambone, in reference lo its general geology, aud particularly as to the portions of it which 
should be prospected for alluvial gold aud other minerals.

In the neighbourhood of the Bogan Itiver extensive plains occur, which lo the westward are 
broken up into undulating country by the presence, at intervals, of low north and south ridges of Silurian 
slates j while around Cobar and Nymagee the country assumes quite a hilly character, some of the hills 
atfaining to a considerable height.

_ _ The Pleistocene red soil covers all the low-lying and undulating country, except in the immediate
vicinity of the river-courses and ghilgais, where the soil is of a dirty grey colour. There can be little 
doubt that the wind has been one of tbe chief factors in the very general distribution of tlie red soil. 
Since its deposition as a. flood-loam over large areas in the neighbourhood of tbe rivers it has been 
universally distributed over the whole of the interior plains. Anyone who has experienced the periodical 
dust-storms which sweep over tliis flat country, not only sees the red soil in process of distribution hut 
will easily realize the great transporting power which the wind possesses, particularly during a dry season 
when there is little or no grass to fix the surface soil.

The prevailing rocks of the district 1 examined consist of Silurian slates, sandstones, limestones, 
aud conglomerates. These as a rule stand nearly vertically and have a general north aud south strike. 
It is in fissures traversing these rocks that the copper lodes of Cobar and Nymagee occur, there being no 
igneous rock in the immediate neighbourhood of either lode. The limestones outcropping near the 
Bookery station between Cobar and Nymagee are abundantly fossiliferous. Dossils from these limestones 
have been examined by Mr. Etheridge. Palaeontologist to the Geological Survey, who regards them as 
being of Wenlock or Upper Silurian age.

The conglomerate outcrops in many places for high hills, such as Billagoo Mountain, to the north 
of Cobar, Narri Narri Mountain, and tho range of hills running along the eastern boundary of tbe county 
of Mouramba, to the north of Nymagee. These conglomerates are of Silurian age, being interbedded with 
the slates and limestones.

There are, however, other conglomerates in this district as the conglomerate of Bobby Mountain, 30 
miles east of Cobar, which may on examination be found to rest unconformably ou the Silurian, and prove 
to bo a Devonian outlier. To the west aud south-west of Nymagee there is a large area covered with 
reddish sandstones and thin-bedded sandy sbales, which, from the few surface dips I was able to observe, 
seem to rest unconformably on the Silurian rocks below. These arc probably Devonian. Again, to tbe 
north-east of Nymagee, in the parish of Barrow, on Bablnda run, a set of red coloured grits and sand
stones occur, from which a few fossil remains have been obtained. These have been examined by Mr. 
Etheridge, who finds that one form is distinctly carboniferous while the other is decidedly an Upper 
Devonian form. From their petrological characters I think that these beds will prove to be rather Upper 
Devonian than carboniferous.

Of igneous rocks there occur in tbe district granite, quartz, felspar porphyry and leucite basalt.
In the immediate vicinity of Nymagee granite occupies a considerable area to the north and east. 

This mass of granite is partly intrusive and partly metamorphic. On its northern boundary, where it is 
crossed by the track from Cobar to Nymagee, there is no gradual transition from tbe slate into the 
granite, which is hero a wholly crystalline ternary granite ; hut on the range of granite hills, which lies a 
few miles to the east of Nymagee, the metamorphism from the slate into the granite is clearly and 
beautifully seen. On the flat between the township and these hills, the slates are altered and hardened, 
but with no crystalline developments in them. On nearing the hills, however, crystals of quartz and 
felspar gradually begin to appear iu them, and then these crystalline minerals become -arranged in more 
or less irregular wavy lines, giving the rocks a gneissose structure, which by gradual transitions passes 
into a wholly crystalline ternary granite. I think there can be little doubt that this metamorphism of the 
slates has been produced along tho edges of the intrusive mass of granite.

Granite crops out about 28 miles north of Cobar, on tho Bourke road. Tt is seamed with quart/, 
veins, and is probably a dyke running in an easterly and westerly direction.

About 7 miles from Nymagee, on tbe Nyngan road, a dyke of fine-grained elvanite occurs, 
running in an cast and west direction. A few miles further on the road crosses a broad belt of quartz 
and felspar porphyry. From this point tho porphyry can be traced northwards, till it crosses the Cobar 
and Nyngan road, about 30 miles from Cobar, where it terminates about ^ a mile to the north of the road.

Hitherto, the only locality in New South Wales, and probably in Australia, from which leucite 
basalt has been recorded, was Byrock Mt., about 00 miles south of Bourke. While examining the 
country to the north-west of Cobar, accompanied by the Eev. J. M. Curran, I visited a hill called 
El. Capitnin. situated near the northern boundary of Sussex run, in the north-east corner of the country 
of Camhelego. Like Byrock Mt., these hills are perfectly hare of trees, and consist of leucite 
basalt. The most westerly ridge is about a mile in length, and of no great height About half

way
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iv.aj along its eastern edge, ami at its southern end the basalt is seen to rest upon quartzite and cal
careous conglomerate, which may he aconsolidated river drift. About a mile to the south-east of tliis lies 
the main mass of basalt forming the heights known ns il El Capitain.” 'J'he highest of these is an isolated, 
precipitous, and somewhat conical knob, about 200 feet in height. Hero the basalt shows a paeudo- 
Jainination, which gives it a. slaty character. It occurs in al) degrees of te.vtures, from scoriaceons -with 
included pebbles of slate, to compact. Immediately to the north of this a ridge of basalt stretches for 
about 2 miles in an cast and west direction, while some miles to the south several low hills could he seen 
which were bare of trees, and aro no doubt composed of leucUe-basalt. “El Capitain'! lies in a straight Hue, 
about 33 miles duo north from Byerock Mount. In the country between the'se two hills there is no evi
dence whatever ol' the presence of leucite-hasalt, and consequently it is rather doubtful whether these 
two separate patches ever formed portions of tlie same lava ilowr.

In many parts of the district isolated patches of Crctaceo-J'ortiary rocks occur. These are seen in 
the excavations made for tanks, and consist of hardened clays, quartzites, siliceous, sometimes calcareous 
grits and conglomerates. A.t the Brick-kilns, about a mile to the north of tlie Eookcry Station, occurs a 
curious hill, formed of a considerable thickness of hardened white clay and grit, which is capped by a thin 
bed of quartzite. This is no doubt a remnant of a Cretaceo-Tertiary deposit which lias resisted denudation 
owing to the capping of quartzite, which ivas probably a local spring deposit, such as we commonly find 
occurring elsewhere in the Colony iu connection with Tertiary rocks.

The country in the neighbourhood of the intrusive quartz and felspar porphyry between Hfymngee 
and Bobby Mt. appears favourable to the presence of metalliferous lodes.

_ Thirty miles to the south of Nyngan a largely porphyritic hornblende rock of the diorite type occurs. 
It is probably in the form of a dyke, and a quartz-reef, confainiug gold, silver, and copper occurs in con
nection with it. I would recommend that the alluvial ground lying within 1 mile north of tho outcrop 
of tliis belt of dioritic rock be prospeeted for gold. '

There is at the head of Trowel or Vfhitbarrow Creek an extensive flat situated about 10 miles to 
the north of Nymagee, where a certain amount of alluvial gold has been obtained, but further prospecting 
had to be abandoned on account of the scarcity of water. I should recommend that this part of the 
district be prospeeted by a G-overn incut party.

In this part of the Colony there is little to indicate the presence of former drainage channels, in 
the drift of which it might be expected that gold would occur wherever these channels had passed over 
auriferous reefs or lodes. Almost all the physical features which existed during late Tertiary and early 
Pleistocene times have been well nigh obliterated, not so much by local denudation as in other parts of 
the Colony, but by a very general levelling of the whole country, due to the distribution of tlie red soil. 
There can be little doubt that during the very moist Tertiary and Pleistocene Periods this large district 
was drained by a system of rivers and creeks, which must have -worn channels for themselves, in some 
parts of their couree through the Silurian rocks, and in others through the cretaceo-tertiary deposits. 
Such channels have, however, since then, been altogether obliterated by tlie universal distribution of tbe 
red soil and in consequence of the gradual drying of the climate. At the present time there are a few 
shallow watercourses, many of them hardly appreciable to tho eye, but wonderfully persistent in their 
extent, which, however arc almost always dry. It is I think quite probable that in some cases these 
may indicate the position of former channels ; if this be the case the best means of testing these would 
be the prospect in the immediate neighbourhood of tho present watercourses. 'While in the district, I 
heard of various places, where after a storm, tho drainage in certain watercourses suddenly disappears 
underground at a certain spot. J’he reason for this 1 believe to be that at such places an old buried 
drainage-channel lias been struck by the waters of tlie present creek, whose course, at this point, passes 
above an old channel. These buried channels no doubt carry off a large percentage of tbe surface water 
which is thereby lost to the pastoralist. ’

'With regard to the water supply of this country, from a line between Nyngan and Nymagee 
north to the Darling, I would state that on the greater part of this country, where tbe Silurian rocks 
come near tlie surface and arc covered only by a comparatively thin superstratum of red soil, the water 
supply will require to ho conserved in superficial tanks. In such parts however where the Crctaceo- 
J'ertiary clays and grits, &c., occupy depressions in the Silurian rocks, it is probable that a small local 
supply of water might be obtained by boring or sinking, while by the tapping of the old buried water
courses, no doubt large supplies of water could be got. But taken as a whole, this large tract of country 
will, in tlie future, have to depend for its water-supply chiefly upon its artificial tanks and dams.

Jn conclusion 1 beg to record my 1 hanks to Mr. Prince, of Nyngan, and the Rev. J. M. Curran, 
of Cobar, for the kind assistance and information which they gave me during my examination of the 
district. J have, &c.,

WILLIAM ANDERSON,
The Geological Surveyor-in-Chargc. Geological Surveyor.

APPENDIX No. 14-.
Report of Hie Pabeoutologist for a portion of the Year 1S87.

Sir, Department of Minos, Geological Survey Branch, Sydney, 3 January, 1S83.
I have the honor to hand you the following “ Progress Report" of work performed since I 

commenced the duties of Paleontologist to the Geological Survcv Branch of this Department, on 18th 
April, 1887. “ '

. After consultation with yourself, it was arranged that my attention should be mainly devoted to 
naming and preparing for publication an illustrated Monograph of the Carboniferous Fossils of New 
South Wales, to assist in working out tlie stratigraphy of the Coal Measures and other associated beds.

This has progressed as rapidly as circumstances will permit, and up to the present time, I have 
determined and described in manuscript the Corals and Echinoderins, so far as they arc represented in tlie 
collection ; and some progress lias been made with ihe Crustacea. I regret to say, however, that the 
collection does_not now contain a large number of species known to occur here, and described in the late 
Professor de Koninck’s work,* and other publications. It appears to me, therefore, most desirable that 
the description of the above groups (which may well form the first part of the proposed'Monograph) 
should not be published, until as many as possible of the species mentioned have been procured.

You
* lietherclieg sur les Fossils jultooiaues dc In Kduvclle-Callcf <lu Sml, Svo. niid 4to., UnixeJIes, 1S70-77.
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You were kind enough to authorize Ihe carrying out of a suggestion of mine in relation to the 
future conservation of the surplus portion of the collection, or that part not exhibited in the Museum, by 
having a room specially fitted with shelves and portable trays for its reception. Up to the present time 
about one-third of the specimens have been sorted, and transferred from the old store-room.

A large number of miscellaneous determinations have been made, chiclly specimens presented or 
obtained by the surveyors during their field-work. The more important of those have been specially 
reported on under the general heading of “M isccllancous Contributions to the Palteontology of Austral
asia,” and are comprised in tlie following sub-report, Nos. ]-(i inclusive.

Tbe flue collection of fish remains obtained near Gosford, were despatched to Mr. A. S. Wood
ward, of the Geological Department, Natural History Museum. London, who lias undertaken their 
description. In view of this contemplated publication, aud tho second edition of Dr. 0. Feist mantel’s 
“Pala-ozoic and Mesozoic Plants of Australia,” nowon its way to you. 1 have prepared descriptions of the 
limited invertebrate fauna, known to occur in the nawkesbury-Wianamaila Scries. Tliis is ready for the 
printer, and will require a lithographic plate for its illustration.

In addition to the above work, 1 assisted the Curator in preparing the latter part of the exhibits 
for tho late Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition, and I have organized, and aided in the arrangement of the 
Departmental Library.

I have, Ac.,
The Geological Surveyor-in-Chargc. I?. ETHERIDGE, J umi.,

Palacontolojiist.

APPENDIX No. 15a.

Miscellaneous Contributions lo the Palaeontology of Australasia, by Eobert Etheridge, jun,, Esq., 
Palreontologist, Geological Survey of New South Wales.

No. 1.—Report on the supposed Eossilifcrous Limestone from near Adelaide.
Sir,

I have the honor to inform you that I have examined both mecroscopically and microscopically 
the block of limestone brought by yourself from near Adelaide, and I regret to say that I have failed to 
detect any trace of organic structure in it,

4 As seen in the block it presents a distinctly laminated, or concentric and somewhat waved appearance, 
especially on weathered surfaces, where some portions of the i'ace have disintegrated more rapidly than 
others. Such layers from their difference in colour stand out in bolder relief than the general mass of the 
rock, and having a- thin, hackly appearance, present a strong resemblance to f he fossil known as Stromatopora.

_ On a large ])olished surface the limestone is seen lo be seamed with thin layers, streaks, and 
lenticular masses of a greenish-yellow mineral, wliich on weathering forms the layers standing out in 
bolder relief. This is very apparent from the fact that tho different degrees of hardness affect the height 
of the polish, the limestone polishing well, the harder layers remaining dull and unpolished.

Thin slides prepared for the microscope at once prove the non-organic structure of this rock, it 
becoming apparent that the greenish-yellow layers are not organic, but of mineral origin, in the form of 
wavy and feathery streaks, and irregular patches. The limestone is of an homogenous character, some
what fractured here and there; it effervesces freely with acids, the insoluble portion, from experiments 
made by Mr. J, C. II. Mingaye, being only 25'7 per cent. The residue consists of silicate of alumina 
with traces of lime and magnesia, and no doubt represents tlie darker and harder layers seen on the 
weathered surface of tho limestone, and giving to it its organic appearance.

Lithologically the block on a fractured surface presented a, strong resemblance to a travertin; so much 
so that one may hazard a conjecture as lo its mode of deposition, viz., from a thermal spring, the siliceous 
layers being the result of after metamorphism. This is, however, a question for settlement in the field.

Mr. Mingaye remarks that, this limestone “ would be a very likely sample for the manufacture of 
Portland cement.”

] have. Ac.,
’ R.E., 10/11/87.

APPENDIX No. 15b.

2.—Report on a Diatomaeeous Earth from tho Tertiary Beds of "Warrumbungle Mountain, near 
Coonamble, county G-mvau, New South Wales, forwarded by Mr. D. Vernon, Secretary for Railways.

The specimen presents the usual appearance of diatomaeeous earth, being white in colour, compact, 
homogenous, light and non-pulvcrulent, slightly soiling the fingers when touched. Prom the subjoined 
analysis by Mr. J. C. H. Mingaye, the earth will be seen to contain S2’02 per cent, of silica. The latter 
is derived from the skeletal remains of a diatom and a sponge, that of the former being largely in excess.

The frustulcs of the diatom are short-barrel or drum-shaped, ivith the extremities straight, or 
perhaps very faintly rounded. Iu transverse section these bodies appear to be globose, or almost circular, 
and without any definite keels or furrows around their centres. The junction surfaces are toothed, andi 
the general surface of each frustule beautifully sculptured with dots, apparently arranged in linear series. 
Those dots are believed by some mieroseopists to be punctured, by others to be elevations of the surface. 
The frustules are coherent in chains, as many as four still retaining their attachment. In a few cases 
the interposed connecting third segments arc also visible. As well as the scattered frustules, the mountings 
(prepared by Mr. T. Whitelegge, of tho Australian Museum) exhibit numbers of agglomerated masses 
freely distributed about, which appear to consist of broken up frustules, with a few' entire cells inter
mingled with them. These are probably portions of tbe oiiginal earth not sufficiently broken up for 
minute examination, and would go to prove that tbe mass of the deposit is composed of comminuted 
frustules rather than entire cells. Under a I-incb power the field is seen to be clouded with minute 
siliceous particles, probably of this nature. Tbe characters of this diatom correspond well with those ■ 
assigned by Pritchard to the genus MeJosira, and the frustules very closely resemble those of Mchsira 
oriehalcea, except that our examples do not show the two median furrows crossing each frustule 
transversely. The
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The sponge skeletal spicules accompanying the above diatom are of great interest from their close 
resemblance to those of the existing Australian fresh-water sponges. They are very slightly curved, and 
acute at both ends, or would probably come under the term fiisiform-acerate, as used by tbe late Dr. 
Bowerbank, and minutely denliculated. Only one entire spicule has come under notice, the majority of the 
individuals occurring only as fragments. All, however, exhibit the axial canal in great perfection, which 
for the size of the spicules appears lo be large and well developed.

In the living Australian fresh-water sponges the skeletal spicules are both plain and serrated. In 
Spengilln Capewelli, Bowerbank,t from Lake Ilindmarsh, Victoria, the3r are plain, but in two Brisbane 
species, S. scepti-oideg^ llaswcl),* and S. botryoides, Ilasw., the spicules arc covered with minute pro
jecting points. On the other hand, in AfflyeKfa iSnmscyi. Hasw.J, from the Bell River,'Wellington, the 
spicules are perfectly smooth. For the present, it will he more convenient to regard the spicules under 
description as those of Spongilla simply.

Mr. Mingaye has furnished the accompanying analysis of the earth
Moisture at 105° C. ,,. ... ... ■ i t 7'70
Combined moisture ... ,,, ... » . • ■ * 4 3-49
.Silica ... ... .. ... 82'62
Alumina, oxide of iron (trace)............... » * • t ■ • 5'20
Carbonate of lime ........................... • • .............. 0-95
Carbonate of magnesia ... ... trace

<19-00
R.E., 25/11/87.

APPENDIX No. 15c.
No. 3.—Report on supposed Corals forwarded by Mr. Geological Surveyor T. "W. E. David from the 

Upper Marine Series (Permo.-Carboniferous) of Mount Vincent, near Minmi, -County Northumber
land, New South Wales.-

The blocks of supposed coral forwarded by Mr. Geological Surveyor David have, at the first glance, very 
much the appearance of a massive compound rugose coral, resembling the genus Lithostrotion or one of 
its allies. On close inspection, however, and especially when submitted to microscopic examination, tbe 
roek is at once seen to be of inorganic structure. The masses are oval, or irregularly elongate, measuring 
as much as 2 feet in diameter, and arc in fact an impure carbonate of lime, assuming a peculiar form of 
crystallization.

On a fractured face the colour in blue-gray, the surface breaking up with a rough rubhly appear
ance. Surfaces exposed to the atmosphere, weather with a buff-yellow colour, and assume a more or less 
flattened-mammillated appearance, composed of nodular depressed elevations from { in. to 1 in. in 
diameter. These without doubt do present a likeness to a group of large corallites of a compound rugose 
coral, the interspaces between them representing the well-marked walls of the corallites. This deceptive 
appearance is heightened by a central depression to each of the mammillated eminences, and would 
represent the columella in such a coral.

Each of these maminilhe is composed of a series of radiating acieular crystals, the columella-like 
depression just spoken of, representing the centre of crystallization, from which the tapering crystals 
radiate. .

"When these projections are weathered to a common level, they assume a well-marked silky lustre 
resembling that of Arragonitc.

Thiu sections prepared for the microscope admirably reveal tlie radiate structure of the individual 
groups, and further show that tbe cementing medium, which is always of a lighter colour, contains 
minute, almost microscopic, tufts of similar cryslals, and in this manner demonstrates the origin of tbe 
larger ones.

From experiments made by Mr, .T. C. H. Mingaye, the rock would appear to be a carbonate of 
lime and iron, the former mineral in by far the greater proportion. It would also appear that the lighter 
coloured cementing medium contains much less iron than the groups of acieular crystals. ’

' R.E., 25/11/87.

APPENDIX No, 15n.

No. 4,—On the age aud contents of a Fossiliferous Limestone, discovered by tbe Rev, .1. Milne Curran,
between Cobar and Nymagee, New' .South Wales.

The band specimens forwarded by the Rev. J. Milne Curran, from between Rookery Station and Mount 
Narri Narri, half-way between Cobar and Nymagee, and those subsequently collected ly Mr. Geological- 
Survcj'or W. Anderson at the same locality, consist of a dark grey-blue fossilliferous limestone, with a 
more or less conchoidal fracture. The organic remains, of which it is so largely composed, indicate an 
Upper Silurian age, and a position probably near the Wenlock Limestone, if not absolutely representing 
that horizon.

The specific determination of all tlie fossils would take some time, and more material than at 
present to hand. A considerable portion of the limestone, however, seems to he composed of bivalvcd 
crustaceans, belonging to the Ostraeoda, probably several species, but certainly amongst them is a 
Tieijrichia. Fragments of Trilobites are also present, but too much broken up to be determinable. There 
are portions of Polyzoa, chiefly FenesteJU-. and one coral, a but only a fragment. But the
indicative information is to be gathered from the molluscii. There is a Choneins, allied to Chondes stria- 
telta, Dalman, hut possessing more upwardly-directed spines along the hinge margin. The genus 
Spirifera is well represented by a small form strongly resembling tbe characteristic Wenlock shell. 
<8. plicatfilla. This species passes through many varieties, two of which arc certainly represented here.

There
t Proc. Zool. Soc., 1303, p, 447. * Proc, Linn. Soc. N. S. Wrtlea, 1SS3 : VII, Pt. 2, p. 209. i Loc. cit., p. 210.
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There is the simple condition of tho shell with strife only, and no ribs, known under the varietal name of 
Uvcata; and there is one with broad, rounded costa), answering to the variety inferlineata, Sby. The 
second species of Spirifera I am at present unable to distinguish from S. crispa, Linn., and it is tie most 
prevalent shell.

_ The most important species is a small Stropltomma, corresponding, in all but size, with the 
peculiar and characteristic^ Sfrophomena corruyaiella, Davidson. The surface is longitudinally traversed 
by strong, narrow, thread-like riblets, Ihe interspaces bearing concentric, irregular festoon-like wrinkles, 
giving to ihe shell a not easily forgoi.ten appearance. .

Amongst the specimens more particularly collected by Mr. Anderson, there is a single example of 
a shell having all the appearance of Atrypa reiiaularisi Linn., a fragrant wliich I believe to be a- Pcnia- 
merus, after the type JP. galeaius, Dalman, and a Rhynchonella. The latter is of equal importance with 
the Strophomena, as it possesses all the characters of RkyncltoneUa Wihoni, Sby., especially the five 
regular ribs, and the bold truncated and square front. The list is completed by a few fragments of an 
Orthoeeras. '

A _single piece of another limestone, obtained by the Government Geologist at Troffs, north of 
Condobolin, corresponds in tho plentitude of the Ostraeoda with the previously described rock, but not 
otherwise. It is said to be detrital, and may be of Upper Silurian age, but confirmatory evidence is 
required.

EE., 3/1/S8.

APPENDIX No. lor:.

No. 5.—The further discovery of Plesiosaurian Eemains in Queensland.■
Plate, Fig 1-4.* *

In a brief preliminary notice before the Eoyal Society of Now South Wales1 attention was called to 
portions of two vertebra;, obtained by Mr. H. J. W. Crummer, Surveyor-General’s Office, from tho bed of 
a dry lake at Pitehcry Creek, Barrington’s Station, Central Queensland.

The fossils consist of the centrums of cervical vertebra;, without jirocesses. They aro transversely- 
ovate, or ellipsoidal in outline, 2J inches long, 4^ inches wide, and 2i inches high, The upper surface 'is 
depressed convex, hut. below the middle line is subangular. The venous openings are two, large and 
distinct, the surface of the vertebra) exterior to them, and between them and the pleura; more or less 
concave. The centrums have a well-marked, flattened, articular surface, half an inch wide, hut with 
sharp, erect, uou-rugosc external edges. Within the articular surface each centrum is depressed, but not 
actually concave—m fact, more flattened than concave—8 inches by 1 £ inch, smooth, and with but the faintest 
trace of a tubercle or prominence. Theneurapophysial and pleurapophysial surfaces are contiguous to one 
another; and tlie last named, although lateral in position, are nearer to the upper than the lower 
surfaces of the centrums, and they in no way hide any part of the inferior surfaces of the latter. The 
neural arches were undoubtedly anchylosed to the centrums, and, notwithstanding that their disruption 
has much fractured the specimens, it is quite clear that the neurapophysial surfaces were long fore-and-aft, 
and somewhat narrow. Those of the pleurapophysial, on the other hand, were large, and obliquely 
elongated. To adopt a term of Sir E. Owen’s, they have to some extent “risen” towards tho 
parapopbyscs.

In the prelirainniT notice previously referred to those hones were by error compared to Plesiosaurus 
macrospondyhis, M‘Coy p but as Professor M'Coy distinctly compares his species to the European P. 
rugosus, Owen, by reason of tbe rugosity of tho centrum ends, it will at once be apparent that our fossils 
can have no connection with that species. The only other known species of Australian Plesiosaurus is 
P. Sutherlandi, M‘Coy :2 but, unfortunately, the description is so brief that I feel quite at a loss how to 
institute a comparison. The measurements given by Professor M‘Coy accord fairlv well with our 
specimens ; but he states that his fossils resemble Plesiosaums Australis, Owen,3 but simply with different 
proportions. Now, in this species, the vertebral centrums “ have two large and two small venous foramina 
beneath;” but it will be borne iu mind that in the present vertebrae these apertures aro only two, and 
both large. Amongst other New Zealand species is Plesiosaurus crassicostatus, the centrums of
which, according to Hector, “arc deeply excavated beneath, with two venous foramina. The articular 
surfaces are elongated transverse, forming a contracted oval, and only moderately concave, with rounded 
margins.” ” * In the case of the Pitchery Creek vertebrae the margins are flattened distinctly, and the 
ventral surface, instead of being excavated, is on tho contrary convex. The concavity mentioned by 
Hector is visible in his figures, aud gives a character to the vertebra?, not to be mistaken or overlooked. 
Furthermore, the centrums in our specimens have no definite tubercle which is present in P. crassicostatus. 
So far as I can gather, Mr. Crummer’s fossils do not correspond to any of the New Zealand Plesiosaurs 
described by Dr. Hector in his excellent paper “On (he Fossil Eeptiiia of Now Zealand.”5 In the 
absence of the tubercle, however, it does resemble his P. Jlohnesii, but has not the trigonal outline of the 
latter’s vertebra;.

On the whole, the newly discovered remains from Queensland accord best with P. Sutherland!, 
M'Coy, and from an in sped ion of the types, kindly lent me for the purpose of comparison by tho 
Professor, I believe them to be this species. The transversely elongate or ellipsoidal outline of the 
vertebra; is a very important point in connection with the age of these remains. Although it is present 
in some Liassie species, as, for instance, P. ros/rotax, Owen,5 the character appears to be much moro a 
typically Cretaceous one, and is a vertebral feature both in P. planus, Owen,1 and P. latispinus, Owen,® 
Irom that formation. The Enaliosaurian remains from Queensland hitherto described were obtained 
from rocks which appear to he of Cretaceous age : and it is logical therefore, in the absence of contrary 
evidence, and in the face of the above confirmatory facts, to assume that the present bones are also 
derived from that formation.

E.E., 6/1/88.
------------------ APPENDIX

> Joutn. R. Sos. N. S. Walus, 1SS7, XXI, pt. 1, p. 57. 
H Trans. K. Soc. Victoria, 1868, VUI, ft. 1, p. 42.
3 Hrib. AsiKic. Kcitort, 1861, |>. 122.4 Geo!. 1870, VII, p. 62.

b Trans. N. Zealand last , 1873 (1374), \ I, p. 341. 
c Mon, Foss, Kcptilia Inas Form, 1865, pt. 1 to 10, f. 2.
7 ,r „ „ Cret. „ Suppl. No. 4, IS64, t. 1-3.
* Ibid., t. 7, f. 3, t. 8, f. 2.

* See page 216.
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APPENDIX No. 15*.
No. G.—Diagnosis of an apparently undescribed Bivalve Shell from the Lower Marine Series, 

Pemo-Carboniferous, of New South Wales.
Plnte—j Fig. 5-10.

The late Professor L. Gr. do Koninek very imperfectly described a bivalve shell from the Permo-Carbon
iferous rocks near Maitland, to which he gave the name of Tellinomya Darvsinii* without the slightest 
evidence that it belonged to the genus TdUnomya, Hall. The entire absence of information relating to 
the structure of the hinge should have indicated the Carboniferous genus Nvculamt, which it outwnrdly 
resembles, rather than a Silurian genus, with which the shell in question has very little aflinity. In some 
points our present bivalve resembles Tellinomya Dartcinii, De fCon., in others it curiously aud essentially 
differs from it, De Koninck’s species possesses an ovately triangular outline, a produced but broad 
posterior end, an evenly-rounded esterior, moderately prominent umbones, and a regularly concentric- 
lined ornament. Turning to the new shell, we observe, on the contrary, that the outline is triangularly 
deltoid, and obliquely produced towards the posterior end, becoming narrower and nasute. The umbones 
are much elevated, a posterior slope is present, and the shell possessed a very variable, and at the same 
time, peculiar and characteristic form of ornament. Either Professor do Koninck’s is quite a distinct 
shell from the present one, or his description is very carelessly written, and the figure inaccurate. I have 
assumed the former to be the case. Internal casts of the hinge demonstrate the existence of anterior and 
posterior teeth and a central cartilage pit. characters, when united with that of a very feebly-situafed 
pallia! line, clearly indicate the genus jVuculana, Link. __

►Specimens were first brought under my notice by Mr. T. "Waterhouse, of West Maitland, and sub
sequently Mr. Geological Surveyor David called my attention to some excellent internal casts collected 
under Ins supervision. A.s I believe the shell to be distinct from de Koninck’s tttculana Darwinii, I have 
much pleasure in describing it as Suculana Waterhousei.

Nuculana Waterhousei, sp. nov.
Sp. Char. Shell obliquely triangular-deltoid, obliquely produced posteriorly, valves convex in the 

umbonal region, rapidly declining to the ventral margin, which is sharp and knife-edged, the flanks some
times slightly sulcatc posteriorly. The dorsal margin arched and much shorter than the length of the 
valves ; hinge teeth less than twelve on either side ; earlilagc pit apparently semicircular. Ventral margin 
gently convex in the centre and in the direction of the anterior end, but slightly inflected towards the 
posterior. Anterior end small, much more gibbous than the posterior, the margin obliquely rounded 
below, aud insensibly disappearing. Umbones sharp, inrollcd, and anteally incurved, flattened from 
above; escutcheon wide and well marked: pseiido-lunule defined by anterior rounded slopes. Muscular 
impressions large, the anterior close to the margin and rather low down; posterior sears promment, thick 
at their front ends. Ornament consisting of close, always more or less concentric, although variously 
directed, subimbrieatiug, rather fluctuating, wavey, zig-zag, or V-shaped lamina;, and at times abruptly- 
faulted near the centre of each valve. i _ _

Ohs.—The surface ornament, although very peculiar in itself, is not altogether foreign to this 
group of shells. It, however, varies much on individual specimens. In one example the lower half of 
each valve bears concentric wavey ridges; the upper portion carries others obliquely directed from before 
backwards as far as the diagonal sulcus traversing the flanks; here the ridges become practically horizontal 
aud parallel to those of the lower halves of the valves. In another ease only the ridges of the ventral 
third are concentric, the remainder on the anterior end of each valve being oblique ; but at the sulcus on 
the opposite end a decided V-pattcrn is assumed. In a third example the ventral portions of the flanks 
are similarly marked, the remainder of the valves being ornamented with very oblique lines from before 
backwards. A. fourth modification is perhaps the most peculiar of all: the sulcus acts as a fault, the 
whole of the anterior end bearing oblique stria; from before backwards and downwards, whilst those on 
the posterior end are obliquely deflected from below upwards and backwards.

Some species of Nucula are ornamented with V-shaped, oblique, and divaricating lines, such, for 
instance, are Kucula Mcycii, Gardner, from the British Gault, Nucula Cobhohlue, S. Wood, of the 
European Post Tertiary Series, and N. ornafissima, d’ Orb., a species occurring in the Chalk of Europe ; 
hut 1 am not acquainted with any form of Nucula marked like the fossils. Eor Huculas, with this peculiar 
and striking ornament, the sub-genus Acila has been proposed. _ _

Locality and Horizon.—Wollombi Hoad Cutting, by Earley E-ail way Station, near West Maitland 
(Mr. T. Waterhouse and Mr. Geological Surveyor T. W. E. David), Lower Marine Series.

----------------- E.E., C/l/SS.
APPENDIX No. 1G.

Department of Mines, Geological Survey Branch,
Sirj Mining and Geological Museum, Sydney, December, 1S87.

I have the honor to submit the following Beport for the year ending 31st December, 1887.
It having been decided that the assay work of the Department of Mines, should not be performed 

by the Government analyst after the end of 18SG, a temporary stoppage for two months occurred, only 
a few of the more urgent cases being dealt with outside. Mr. Miugaye, assistant to the G-OYmnimcnt 
Analyst, having been transferred to this Department to carry on the above work in a laboratory on the 
premises, commenced his duties on the 1st of March. At the close of the year, out of 2,222 samples sent 
to the laboratory for treatment, 2,178 were completed, against 1.7‘J9 for the whole of the previous year.

The results of the 4,211 assays and fifty-four proximate and ultimate analyses to which the above 
samples were submitted are fully described in Mr. Mingayo’s report, and in the returns furnished here
with for embodiment in the annual report of the Under Secretary for Mines.

During the year, and especially towards its close, in consequence of the great stir in mining, the 
applications to the Department for assays and examinations of specimens and advice pertaining thereto, 
largely increased, rendering absolutely necessary a more commodious laboratory, and increased assistance 
both professional and clerical, _ _

J he correspondence in connection with the above, naturally increased in proportion. L' addition 
to numerous samples verbally reported on, the senders of several hundred others which did not require 
assaying, were officially informed of the results of examination. My

* r&I. NouivCfiillua du Sud, 1ST7. pt U, p. i!S0 to 1
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T *Iy tJwe bc!n? tiU1S ?° occupied to the prevention of the performances of my oilier duties
—bein^p^inted^lii October1Cal (l38Lsta,n20 was grauted, my present assistant—Mr. E. C. Whittel

ntliprs 0,18 t0'thj reSislered daring the year amounted to 1,353 specimens, hut many
thorn Manv Otfd 7 7° entered owing to want of time and space to sort and

nf ffirSf ■ 1 ?? n her arAe aud v.aluablc donations have been promised to the Museum at the dose 
of the forthcoming Melbourne Centennial Exhibition.
Garden p7krfi770^J17n»"n1VV?iCt-lla? beeU reSistereA since the destruction of the Museum by the 
Colodal and Eufr' p rv’y0, hnt.°T7 7^ 65ecimens beillg tak™ for collections, notably for the 
and die Pa tontlte j1,15 °n! f4.11*® discarding of many others upon further examination bv yourself 
a d the 1 aheontologist the register is but an imperfect record of the number of specimens in hand.
anl j r?Pcr reglst;?rs have been obtained, and so soon as the work can be attempted, regular sortin'* 
and classrheatmu mil be earned out. The best specimens being specially marked to be retained iStS
mdS irailS fn7^mS ^ andltt1le duPlicat"3 Med and placed so as to be
leadily available foi the purposes of exhibitions, collections, exchanges, &c. Such work is absolute!v

and S10KW FroCedc tI.,e11Pr®Parnti°11 of 'wy collections to be given away. Under the second
sl“lri"g ”d co'c'ed ^ °f * u”ito™ si“ i"h> "■hM‘

_ During the year the necessity for proper book shelving for tlio books in the library was pointed 
out m a incmorandum to you which, having been approved, the Works Department wasLked to carry 
ithf desired improvements through the Colonial Architect, after considerable delay extendin'* over 

several months, this was accomplished, and the boobs sorted and arranged bv Mr. Etheridge and mySelf

^he donations to the Library during the latter part of the year largely increased in consequence of
tte7toJ’l'ni1v1-Ca7>I1tby ^7thr'ldp to scientific correspondents, and in response to official applica-
b7 rincf777777l f7l-,aild ,ndri1duala namf were Bal,Plicd bf ,lim- Several soumt.iCe periodicals 
bcaiiDg on the work of the branch have also been subscribed to. r
fnrw-„vf+0ll?ainier tbe,r®°is‘r,lr the list of scientific societies, &c, to whom he has been directed to 
il atltT °kthe annually, and many additions having been officially made to

tb,e ^fnual Eeport tor the year, and the Deport on the Geology of Vegetable Creek, by Mr T. W. E.
0 Slf‘vefor- ",cro despatched to them direct from this Erauch, a proceeding which, if 
allowed to be carried out each year, will greatly expedite the despatch of publications, and relieve the
nrf^cn'f r f Pr°f nr 7 .be °.ng,nS to tl10 Gc<d°gicaL Survey Branch. T would beg to point out that the
present system or distribution is very expensive. 1

The result of sending the above to kindred surveys, various societies and individuals,lias already in
importance1'008 bCe” !ie ncv<'d 111 tbc recciTt ol> reciprocal donations, many of them of great scientific

Th„ 7;ltal0giUn’"fViin 'f ™”ied1Mn as lime wiU Perlnif:- The donations for the year number 330 vols. 
Hie total ivmnber of books m the library to date is 1,433, '
c\liihitq^ 47^7 purt of the year, 1 was largely occupied m arranging departmental and private
exhibits foi the Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition, and at the latter end of May received 
mstrmdioiis to proceed to Adelaide to pilau out and arrange the space set apart as a Mining Court for 
. cw boutli V ales. The representaiuon of the mineral wealtli of the Colony therein displaved bv the 
Department of Mines was acknowledged to be one of the features of the Exhibilion. 1 ^ '

Whilst m Adelaide I embraced the opportmiity of soliciting donation* for the Mining and Gcolomcal
SrJImv’riaUp0IiVn'6iVbwtl10d^iemOTnn,dn,ms t0 y°U "ith rcf'CTCUCe t0 tbe private eihibits.°and 
the shovv cases ui the Aew South Wales Court, which resulted in obtaining for (he Department, the bulk
ot tbc above-mentioned exhibits and the whole of the show cases. These will be available for museum 
purposes at (be close of the Melbourne Centennial Exhibition ; such being the case, I be* respectfully 
but strongly to urge the absolute necessity for suitable provision being made for their0reception by 
bmiding a proper Museum and necessary work-rooms; ample material is at hand to make a display 
worthy ot the t olony and of increased usefulness to tbe community. Tbc present Museum is altogether 
inadequate even for the specimens now in hand, aud my time being so completely taken up with other 
duties, notably the examination and correspondence in connection with assay work, and exhibitions 
renders it impossible for mo to cope with much necessary work appertaining to tbc Museum proper

Atlacbed are the lists of donors to tbc Museum and Library during the year. '
In closing my report I desire to acknowledge the generous assistance and advice rendered me at all 

myself JUl''1:'tbcl‘K'bre> whose valuable experience at the British Museum I have largely availed

assist ant ^Mr wtitte/0 ftckll0;vdcdse tbe steadJ working capacity displayed ty my recently appointed
T] r ^ . lha'0,*O8EHIE. CADiS'E,

1 he Geological Survcyor-m-Cbargc. ------------------ Curator
APPENDIX 16a.

______________ Donations to the Mining and Geological Museum, during 1SS/.

Donor. Donation, Locality.

i
Carbonate of lead and copper.
Sulphate of lead ................ .
Quartz, with free gold...........

Mr. R. Burton ...........
Mr. J. B. Beauregard 
Lieut. G. E. Connor.,..
Commissioner for Ronds ...| Basalt
Mr, A. Cooper ... ..... .. Tin oro ......................... ..
Mr. B.Bunstan ...............  1 Fossil fish .....
Mr. A. Dewherst ...... ....... I Gl-issonteris. <tc ............
Mr. P. Davies .................... | Coal .............. '

Cooma Dislrict.
Lewis Bonds Creek.
Port Darwin.
White Oaks.
Table-land, New ICngland,
Gibb Tunnel, Bowrnl.
Gunneduh coul-seam,
Mittagong Coal Co.’s property, Nattai River, from 

lower 3 ft. of a 17 ft. scam.

665—Y
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APPENDIX IGa—continued.

Donor. Donation. Locality.

Mr. J. <3. Dicksoa...............

Fitzhnrdinge & Sons..........
Mr H. D. (Jordon...............
Mr, Hogarth .....................

Mr, J. B, Hnmniond..........
Mr. K. HutclunEon ..........
Mr. W. Hazeihurst ........
Mr. Hayps, M.P..................
Mr. W. H.Hnzciton .........
Mr. J. E. Kelly, M.P.........
Mr. C. King, J.P.................

Mr. G-. Kennedy .............
Mr. C. M. A. King ..........
Mrs. S. Musgrave .............
MinncLt A Co............ ..........
Mr. C. S. M'Glew...............
Mr, Nicholas ......................

Mr, M. O'Connor..............
Mr. Porter..........................
Mr. E. E. Pitman..............
Mr. PT. Prrce ....................
Mr. J. R. Peebles .............
Proprietors of the Gordon 

mine.
Mr Qaodling.....................
Major Parrott- ..................

Mr. Rossiler ......................
Ho ......................
Ho _ .......................

Mr. F. Richardson..............
Mr. Riinmer ......................
Mr. 3. B. Russell ..............
Mrs. R. Selkirk..................
Mr, R. Saddingtou..............

Ho .............
Mr. T. Bullock ..................

Ho .................
Mr. J. Sales ......................
Mr. H. L. Steel...................
Mr C. R. Serirener .....
Mr. W. C. Week-, C.P.-S... 
Mr. R. N. Williams ..........

Colleetion of auriferous granite, and other 
specimens.

Iron ore ..........................................................
Gold in ealeito..................................................
Fossil-wood, shells, hones from Cretaceous 

deposits.
Alunite..............................................................
Auriferous granite ...................................... .
Gold in quartz..................................................

ji ^ ji ........................ ...............................
Aboriginal’s stone hatchet............................. .
Agates, Ac........................... ............................
Cretaceous fossil .............................................

Tin stone and hone-stone ..............................
Aboriginal’s nardoo mill.................................

Auriferous quartz ...........................................I
Tinstone in mispiekcL.......................................|
fyirifer disjimctun and RhynehoneHa phtro-

don. Devonian. I
Silver ore.......................................................... I
Zeolites, Ac........................................................|
Glide of iron on quartz crystals ................. .
Ammonite ...................................................... '
Edible earth.......................................................I
Auriferous quartz and copper ore.................

Fossil lish......................................................... |
Collection of fpeeimens of volcanic product^

from the recent eruptions at Taranxrn. j
Fossil root..........................................................
Coal nodules.......................... .........................
Gossan with free gold ..................................... !
Stalnetitie iron ore..........................................
Gold in quartz and jnsperoid rook ................
Gold-bearing stone..........................................
Iron ores and fossil wood ..............................
Tin Ore............................................................
Coal ..................................................................
TertHry fossils.................................................
Specular iron and mangaucscoiides,sill erores
Block of tinstone ...........................................
Fossil wood ....................................................
Quartz crystals with crystals of irop pyrites
Sapphires .......................................................
Colfortion of copper ores and an ingot ofl 

refined copper. )

Tabletop, Titnbarra.

Hubbo Histriet.
Lunatic.
Near Wileannia, from depth 300 ft.

Bulladelnb.
Surface Hill, Timharm.
Hazclhurst’s reef, near Partes 
Little River.
Grenfell.
Kimberley.
Well 1 BO ft. deep on Mount Sturt, B miles cast 

from Milparinln,
Near Tontorliold.
Near Bonika Lake.
The Bland, 20 miles from Young.
True Blue No. 1, Croydon, North Queensland. 
Mount George, near Launceston, Tasmania. 
Hartley Hi-tnet.

Eveleen Silver-mine, 130 mile.? from Port Haruin. 
Now England District.
F airfield.
Mr Colton's Station at Olive Downs.
Espiritu Santo.
Gordon Mine, Buckingbar.

Gosfovd,
New Zealand.

Stockton shaft, Newcastle.
do do

Mount Gladstone, Eairficld.
Bulge, Mount Orange.
Mhlregor’s Reef, near Parkas.
Hill Grove.
Cooma District.
Stannifor Bi-choff Tin-mine, New England.
Lake Macquarie,
Table Top, Tasmania.
Penguin, Tasmania.
Lode near the Carrington mine, Emmiville. 
Wongrahei.
Cornwall
Wee Jasper, near Tumut.
Cobar.

APPENDIX IGb.

Donations fo the Library of ilie Mining ami G-eological, Museum during 1887.

Pornition. Donor.

Hutlctin of the Geographical Society of America.......................... .......................*..............................
Annual Report of the Colonial Museum and Laboratory, 1885-6...... ..............................................

Do do do 1884-6..............................................................
Manual of Iho Now Zealand Colcoptera.................................................................................................
Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India. Paltemitologia Indiciu Series X, Voh IV, Part III 
Viaggio di Circumnaviga7!ionc della Regia Corvctta tf Curauciolo/’ Commandanle C, lie ^mezaga, 

Xegli Anni 3881-2-3-d- Tol. HI.
Fifth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 38S3-4.............................. *..............
Monographs of the United Staten Geological Surrey* IX. Whitfield, Brnehiopoda and 

Laracllihraiiehiata of the Raritan Clavs and Greensand Mans of -New Jersey.
Bulletin of the United States Geological Survey, No. 24, 1385 ............. ........  ............... ............

Do do do No. £5, 1835....................... ............. . ........ .
Jlo do do No. 2U, 1SS5......... ..... .................... .

Altc della Regia Accademia dei Fisiouritrici do Sionn. Vol. 111 ...» *..................................... ........
Ho do do Fosc II.
Ho do do ilo 12. do
Ho do do ho 13. do

Records of the Geological Survey, India, Vol, XX, 1887 ...... .................. ................................ .
Mining and Mineral Statistics of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Ac., for 1885 
C*{a1ogue of the Remains of Siwnlik Vertebrftta, contained in the Gcologioiil Department of the 

Indian Museum, Calcutta. ParMI. Arcs, Reptilifi, and Prehistoric.
Catalogue of the Remain* of Pleistocene and Prehistoric Vertebratu contained in the Geological 

Deportment of flic Indian Museum, Culcutb,
Catalogue of Remains of Snvalik Vcrtcbrala, contained in Geological Department of (he Indian 

Museum, Calcutta, Part T, Mammalia,
Palfeontologia ludica. Title page and contents of No. 1 Upper and Tertiary Cretaceous Fauna of 

W. India,

Secretary*
J. Hector, M.D., &c. 

do 
do

Superintendent. 
Italian Consul.

Director.
do

do
do
do

Secretary.
do
do
do

Superintendent.
do
do

do

do

do
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Donation. Donor.

Fnkcontologia Indies. Series XIIE Salt Range RossiUj Part 1. Producfcns Limestone Fossils. 
6 Coffilenteratn,

PidiEoiitologia Indica. Series XII. The Fossil Flora of the Gondn-ana System. Tol. IT., Part 
II, The Fossil Flora of some of the Coal-fields in Western Bengal.

Palieontologiti Indies. Series I. Tho Fossil Cephalopoda of the Cretaceous Foots of Southern 
India.

Proceedings of the Canadian Institute, Xov. 1S8G. Tol. XXfl ......................................................
Sixth Annual Beport of the State Mineralogist. Part I, for year ending June 1, 1S86, California 

State Mining Bureau.
Sixth Annual Report of the State Mineralogist. Part II,..................................................................
Bulletin of the Amoncau .Geological Society, No. 3, 1885 ..................................................................

Bo do No. 4,1885 .............................................................
Do do No. 5, 1885 .............................................................

Official Record of the New Zealand Industrial Exhibition, 1885...... ...................................................
Records of the Geological Survey of India. Tol. XIX, Part I................................. ..........

Do do' Tol. XIX., Part II ..............................................
Journal of Proceedings of Royal Society of N.8.W., 1885 ..................................................................
Note on the occurrence of Petroleum exploration at Khatan, by R. A. Townsend .........................
Journal of the iron and Steel Inslitutc, 1886, No. I ............. ’................ .........................................

Do do No. 2 .................................................................................
Smithsonian Report, 1884...................... . " '

_ Do Partii .................................
Brief Sketch of the Tasmanian Fishing Industry ................................................................................
Prodromus ofthe Palaeontology of Tictoria, Decade IT. By Proi'. M‘Coy. .

Do do do TI. do ...................
Do do do til do ........................

Report of Progress—Geologieal Survey of India, 1S76........................................................................
Microscopical Petrography, by Ferdinand Zerkel, United States Geological Exploration of the 

40th .Parallel. 6 r
Mining Records of South Australia. By H. 1*. L, Brown, F G.S , Govt. Geologist......................
Sclwyn (A. R. C.) Mops to accompany Annual Report (new series). Tol. [, 1835.....................

Records of the Geological Survey of India. Tol. XVIII, part l. 1885 ..........................................
Do do Vol. XX, part 2. 1S87 ......................................

Report of the Hoard of Technical Education of N, 8. Wa'es, 1835 ..................................................
Geological Society of Austral -a a List of Members and Catalogue of Books, 1830-7 ................
Bulletin of tho American Geographical Society. Tol. XIX, No 1, 1887 .........................................
Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada. Annual Repo-t (new series). Tol. I, 1885, 

aud Maps to accompany same
Bulletin of the American Geographical Suci tv. No 3, 1886 .........................................................
Clarke (Rev. W. B.) On the Occurrence and Geological Position of Oil-bearing Deposits in Now 

South Wales. (2 copies.}
Clarke (Rev. W. B.) On the Occurrence of Fossil Bones in the Auriferous Alluvial of Australia.

Do Effects of F oresl Yegclution on Olnnafce......... ............................................
Do On the Disoorcrj of Gfold in Australia ........................................................
Do Address to Royal Society of N.S. Wales, 22 Mnv, 1872, with appendix....
Do do do 12 May, 1869.......................................
Do do do 12 May, 1875.......................................
Do Notice of a new Fossil Extinct Species of Kangaroo. (Sthcnurus minor,

Owen).
Do On dec]) Oceanic Dcpre>&ion of Morcton Bay..................................................
Do Notes on Deep Sea Soundings ..........................................................................
Do On Drotnomis Australis. (Owen)....................................................................

Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, New Series, Voh XIII, Rart II. 
October, 1885, to May, 1886. '

Proceedings of tho Davenport Academy of Natural Science. Tol. TV. 1882-34 ...........................
Bulletin of the United Slates Geological Survey. No. 27, 1884-85 .............................................

Do do No. 28.................. ’........................................................................
Do do No. 23.........................................................................................................

Remarks regarding the coal Beam opened out by Mr. Brock at Compton, Old Beach, &c................
Contribution to tho Palaeontology of the Upper Pulawmio Rocks of Tasmania................................
Notes on the Geology of King Rivor, &c.................................................................................................
General observations regarding tbe classification of tbe Upper Palieozoic and Mesozoic rocks of 

Tasmania, Ac.

Superintendent.

do

do

Secretary,
State Mineralogist.

do
Sccretarv. 

do * 
do

Director.
do
do

Secretary.

do
do
do
do

Govt, Statistician, Hobart. 
Secretary for Mines and

Water Supply,
do do
do do
do do

United States, Geo. Sur, 
Office.

Author.
Geo and Nat. Hist. Sur. 

of Canada.
India Goo. Sur. Office, 

do
Secretary.

do
Society.
Canada Geo Sur,

American Geo. Soc.
M. Clarke.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do

Secretary.

do
Director.

do
do .

Govt. Slutistieian. 
do 
do 
do

Fresh contributions to our knowledge of the plants of the Mesozoic age in Tmunnnin ..................
Notes and descriptions of Crinidrc from the Upper Pnlroozoie rooks of Tasmania.............................
Notes on the Geology of Brum Island .................................................................................................
Observations on New Vegetable Fossils of the Auriferous Drifts. By Government Botanist, 

Victoria. '
Moore (Charles ) On Australian Mesozoic Geology and Paleontology, and on a Plant and Insect. 

Bed on Rock River, New South Wales.
Clarke (Rov. W. B ) On Causes and Phenomena of Earthquakes .................................................
Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition, 1887. Official Catalogue of N.S. Wales Exhibits..............................
Now South Wales Progress and Resources, 1887

ending Mar. to Dec., 1880.
Do do do

Mar, to June, 1867,
Do do do

June to Dec., 1868.
Do do do ■

June to Deo., 1860.
Do do do

March to Sept., 1870.
Report of Dopartmont of Mines, Queensland, for 1881

and Institute. VoLl. Part III. 1887 ....... Sccretarv.
-Mining Surveyors aud Registrars for quarter do "

do do do do do

do do do do do

do do do do do

do do do do do

Do do 1882

SforeUiry for Mines and 
Water Supply.

M. Clarke.

do '
N. S. \V. Commission,

Department of Mines, 
Queensland, 
do
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Donation. Donor,

Report, of Depnrtmeub of Minea, Queensland, for 1883.

Do do 1885 .................................................................
Report to accompany Geological map of City of Brisbane and its environs. By \Y. H. Rands, 

Assistant Govt, Geologist.
Report on the Cobalt Lode at the Black Snake, near Kilkivan. By W. H. Rands, Assistant Govt. 

Geologist.
Report on the Geology and mineral deposits of the country in the vicinity of Clermont. By 

W. H. Rands, Assistant Govt. Geologist.
Report on gold and silver deposits in the neighbourhood of Mount Shamrock. By W. H. Rands, 

Assistant Govt. Geologist.
Report on the geology and mineral resources of the districts of Kilkivan and Black Snake. By 

W. H, Rands, Assistant Govt, Geologist.
Report on the gold deposits in the neighbourhood of Manango. By W, n, Rands, Assistant 

Govt. Geologist.
Report on the Argentine (Star) Silver-mine, Kennedy District. By W. H. Rands, Assistant 

Govt. Geologist.
Societe Royale Malacologiquc de Belgique, Broces Verbal, 1886, pages 8 lo 13 ............ .................
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1888. Catalogue of KIS-W. Exhibits.............................................
Queensland; its resources and institutions ..........................................................................................
Viaggio di Circumnavigsuuone delb Regia Corvetta CaraccioloNegli Anni 1881-2-3-4. Vol. IV....

Gregory (J. R.) A report on minerals and gems, Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1886 .........
Carpenter (P. IT.) D. Do, &e, Ac. On Crinoids and Elostokls .....................................................

Do do The Generio Position of Solanoerinus ...................................... j
Annual Report, Dept, of Mines, Queensland, for 1886....................................................................
Amerieau Institute of Miniog Engineers. Vol. XV. May, 1886, to Eeb., 1887 ..................... .
American Geographical Society’s Bulletin, vol. XIX, Xo. 2. June 30,1887 ..............................
Victoria Mines and Water Supply. Reports of Mining Surveyors and Registrars, for quarters 

ending Juno to December, 1871.
Victoria Mines and Water Supply. Reports of Mining Surveyors and Registrars, for quarters 

ending March to September, 1872.
Victoria Mines and Water Supply. Reports of Mining Surveyors and Registrars, for quarter

Reports of Mining Surveyors aud Registrars, for quarter 

Reports of Mining Surveyors and Registrars, for quarter

ending March, 1873.
Victoria Mines and Water Supply.

ending March, 1878.
Victoria Mines and Water Supply, 

ending June, 1875. '
Victoria Mineral Statistics, 1874.............. ............................................

Do do 1881 .............................. ............................
Do do 1882............................................................
Do do 1883 ..... ......................................................

Annual Report of the Acting Secretory, 1885-86 ...............................
Geological Survey of Wciv Zealand. Z7tk Annual Report, 18S1-82,, 

“ ' "~ ' ' 1883-84.
1834-85.. 
1S35-86 ,

Do do 19th do
Do do 20th do
Do do 21st do

Manual of Indigenous Grasses of Keiv Zealand
Plates do do

Do do do
Do do do

Animal Report of the Conservator of Porosis, Tasmania, 1886-87..
Mines Department of Victoria. Reports of Mining Registrars, for quarter ending 30th June, 1887 
Handbook for tho Jubilee International Exhibition of South Australia, 1887
Results of Meteorological observations m X. S. Wales, during 1885...............
IX Juhresbericht des Vercins fur Erdtnnde au Mete, 1886
Royal Society of Victoria. Philosophical Institute. Vol II, 1857

Do do Transactions and Proceedings. Vol. XTI, 1858 ..............
Do do do Vol. IAT, 1859 .................
Do do do Vol. V, I860 ..................
Do do do Vol. VII, 1865-60 ....
Do do do Vol. VIII, Part II, 1867
Do do do Vol. IX, Part 11, 1868...

Geological and Xntural History Survey of Canada, ''Contributions to the Canadian” 
Paleontology, Vol. I. '

Geographical Survey of New Zealand, Manual of New Zealand Mollusca..........................................
Do
Do
Do

Do

do
do
do

do

Palaeontology of New Zealand, Part IV.
Corals & Bryoroa (Rev. Tenison-Woods)
Catalogues of N. Z. Diptora, Orthoptem and Jlymenoptera 

(Hutton).
Appendix to OlHeiaL Catalogue, N. Z. Court, at Sydney 

International Exhibition, 1879.
Do do Reports of Geological Explorations, during 1879-80, with

maps & sections. do
Do do do do 1881................ do
Do do do do 1882................ do
Do do do do 1883-4............ do
Do do Meteorological Report for 1873............... do
Do do do do 1875................ do
Do do do do 1877............... do
Do do do do 1880................ do
Do do do do 1883............... do
Do do Catalogue of the Stalb-and-sessle-eyed Crustacea of N. Z. do
Do do Eishes of X. Z......................... de
Do do Manual of the Birds of N, Z. , do
Do do do do X. Z. Cotcoplera, parts 1-4 .......................... do
Do do Handbook of N. Z..................... do
Do do 9th Annual Report of the Colonial Museum and Laboratory do

Department of Minos, 
Queensland, 
do 
do

do

do

do

‘ do

do

do

Soc. Roy,Mai. do Belgique
N.S.W. Commission.
Queensland Government.
Commaudantc C. do 

Amczaga.
Author.

do
do

Secretary for Mines.
Sccretarv. - » .

do ' 2 r
Secretary for Minos and 

Water Supply, 
do

do

do

do

do
do
do
do
do

Director.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Conservator.
Secretary.

Government Astronomer.
Dr. G. Raitbel,
Sccretarv. 

do ' 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do

Director.

do
do
do

do

do
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Donation. Donor,

Qeojmphioiil Sarvey of New Zealand, lllh Annual Report of the Colonial Museum and Laboratory1
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

do
do
do
do
do

12th
13lh
14th
loth
16th

do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
fo
do

do
do
do
do
do

Transactions and Proceedings of tho New Zealand Institute. Vol. XIX, 1886 ........
Memoirs of tho Geological Survey of India. Palceontologia Indica, Ser. X, vol, IV . 
Proceedings of the New South Wales Linncan Society, Vol. I, 1876-0 ........................

1876- 77...
1877- 78..
1878- 70..
1879- 80 .
1880- 81.

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

1870.....
1877-8 
1878 ....
1879- 80
1880- 1..
1891-2 .
1882-3.,
1833-4..
1881-5.,
1885-86

■n j ,1 o 1 . it' ,,T v Vo1 I' duly, August, Sept., 1886
Itollottino della Societa Africans d Itaha, 1876. Anno. VI, fasc VII c VIII Luglio Agosto, 1887
Proceedings and Journal of the New South Wales Royal Society. Vol. XX. 1880............ .........
Geological Observations of the North of Queensland. 1886-7 !.............................................. ’
Mineral Statistics of Victoria for 1886 ..................................................... ...............
Charter and By-laws of tho Linnoan Society of London, May 1881.

Vol. I. 
Vol. II. 
Voi. m. 
Vol. IV. 
Vol. V, 
Vol. VI. 
Vol. VII. 
Vol. VIII. 
Vol. IX. 
Vol. X.

Part 1.

List of 
Do 
Do

Proceedings
Do

do
do
do
do
do

urnal of the Linnean Society. Vol, XIX.
Do do Vol. XIX.
Do do Vol, XIX.
Do do Vol. XX.
Do 1 do Vol. XX.
Do do Vol. XX.
Do do Vol. XX.
Do do Vol. XX.

do 
do 
do 
do 
do

No. 120.
„ 121.

122.

1883.................................
1884- 5....................................
1885- 6....................................
1880-2 ..................................
1882-3....................................

1882................................................
1882 .............................
1882................................................

123-4. 1882 ..................
125. 1883................................................
126. 1883................................................
127. 1883......................................

„ . ^ . . „ 128. 1883...............................................
Society Royal of Victoria, Transactions and Proceedings, Vol. X, 1874

Po do Vol. XI, 1874 .....
Po do Vol. XII, 1875 ................................

T , P0, _, do Vols. XIII to XXI, 1878 to 1885.
Journal oj^the Linnean Society of London, Vol. XX, Nos. 129 to 131, 1883-4 ....................

" do Vol. XXI, Nos. 132-3, 1884..................... ! !’ ."
do Vol. XVI, Nos. 95-96,1883 ________ ___ -----

Do
Do
Do do

Transactions of the Linnean Society of London. Voi. II.
Vol. XVII, Nos. 97-106, 1883-4 .

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

III.
II.

III.
II.

Part 2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
1.

10. 

11. 
13,

2.
12.

1832.,
1383..

1SS4.

1885..Tiber None Cephalopoden, aus den Marmorschieh' en von liallstadtthde, Ausseel von Pram:,' Ritter 
von Hauer.

Oryptobrachus Japonicus Schcdiasim Anatomician quod Aiinac et Antinuessitual TJnoversitati 
_ Yindobonensi, Joseph Hcfrtt.

Die Blatt. Skelcte dor Dikotyledonen ...........................................................................................
Royal Society Matacologique de Belgique. Proces verbnui dcs Seances!” 1GS7.' Tome Xvi .!
Annual Report of Dept, of Mines, Victoria, for 1886 ..................................................
Report of tho Intoxicating Drink Inquiry Commission of N. S. Wales, 1837 ,...””!.!!!!!!!!!,!!!! 
British Museum (Nat. Hist. Branch) Catalogue of Blastoidea ....................................................

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Fossil Sponges
Mammalia, Pari 1 .............................

do „ 2 .............................
do „ 3 .............................
do ,, 4 .............................

PtdtCTioic Plants.....................................
Fossil Foraminifera .............................
Guido to Exhibits.................................
Dept, of Geo. and Pal. Museum . . .

. . Guide to Collection of Fossil Fishes ..
Bulletin of United States Geologieal Surrey. Nos, 30 to 33........................
Monographs of United States Geological Survey Vols. X and XI .! !.'!,..,
Mineral resources of United States, 1835 .......................................................
American Academy of Arts aud Sciences. New Series Vo). XIY. Part 1 
Konighchen Min, and .Geo. and Pree, Hist. Museum in Dresden. Die Insecten aus dem litho- 

grapbeschcn. Schiefer.
Victoria. Reports of Mining Registrars, for quarter ending 31st March, 1887, and 30th June, 

1887-
Royul Society of Victoria—Transactions and proceedings, XXTT, lS8fi -

<h> XXII f, 1887

Director*
do
do
do
do
do
do

Sup. Geo. Survey, India/
Secretary.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Secretary.
Government Geologist.
Secretary.

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do '
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Dr. C. von Ettingshauecn. 

do

Society.
Secretary.

Director.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Secretary.

do
do

do
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Donation. Donor,

Q-eogra-phical Sooiotj' of Australnsia (South Australian Branch)—Proceoclmos, 1st Session. 18S5-8G 
Do do Victorian Branch—Transactions and Proceedings. (Vols. 1(1

and IV). _
Do do Queensland Branch, let Session. 1885-8fi...
Do do do 2nd do 1S8G-87 ..
Do do N.S W. and Victorian Branches, 1st Session.
Do do do 2nd Session.

Journal and Proceedings of the Ro.val Society of N.S.W. Vol XXI, Part II.
Journal of Iron and Steel Institute. No. 1. 1837...............................................................................
Mining Iteeords of S. Australia. By H. Y. L. Brown, F.G.S., Government Geologist S. Australia 
South Australia in 1837. By II. G. Scott. 8 copies...........................................................................

18S3-SI... ,
1884...........

Sept., 1887.

Do Its History and Eesonncs. By J. F. Comgmve ..................................
British New Guinea; with illustrations of scenery ; issued by Bums, Pliilp, & Co. 6 copies ..
Illustrated Hand-book of Victoria. Por Colonial and Industrial Exhibition, 18SG ......................
Victorian Exhibits at the Jubilee International Exhibition, Adelaide, 1887 .................................
Descriptive Catalogue of the Minerals, Bocks, and Foss Is in Victoria, in Indian and Coloniil 

Exhibition, 188G .
Catalogue of Kerosene Oil and Mineral Co. of N. S, Wales (Limited)..............................................
The Sebastopol Plateau, being section of the Ballarat Gold-field proper. By W. Luplati. 2 

copies.
Queensland Geological Survey—Beport on the Argentine (Star) Silver-mines, Kennedv District.

By K. Ii. Jack. '
Descriptions of some remains of Fishes from the Carboniferous and Devonian formations in the 

United States.
Description of some remains of Extinct mammalia..........................................................................
Annual Beport ofthe Ballarat School of Mine', fur 18S3 .............................................................
Norfolk Island, outline of its history, from 1788 to 1884 ................................................................
Sammltmgen des Geologischne Biechs-Musucm, in Leiden No. 14, 18S7 .....................................

Do do do do 15, do ......................................
Natural History of Victoria. Decade I.............................................................................................

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

II .. 
in... 
iv ..
V
VI...
VI t 
VIII 
IX.... 
X .. 
XI....
xn .
XIII. 
XIV .

Records of the Geological Survey of India, Vol. XX. Bart 3, 1887.................................................
Translations of the Edinburgh Geological Society, Vol. V. Part 3, 1887 ......................................
British Museum, Nat. Hist. Brunch, 1887. An Introduction to the Study of Minerals.................

Do do do do do of Meteorites..............
Do do do The Student’s Index of the Collection of Minerals......

Palseoxoic Corals, Monticulipora. By H. A Nicholson, M.D................ .7...........................................
Psheoxoic Tabulate Corals do ................................................................................
Monograph of Silurian Fossils of the Girvan District in Ayrshire, fose. 1. By H. A. Nicholson and

R. Etheridge, Junr.
Do do fuse. II. do do
Do do fuse, III. do do

Secretaries.
do

do
do
do
do
do

Secretary.
Mineral Court (Exhibit.)
Jubilee Exhibition Authori

ties.
Author.
Burns, Philp, & Co.
Exhibition Authorities, 

do 
do

Company.
Author.

do

Dr. 0. Von Ettingshausen, 

do
Secretary.

Curator.
do

Secretary for Mines mid 
Water Supply, Victoria, 

do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do 
do

Sup. Geo. Sur. India. .
Secretary,
Director.

do
Co

Author.
do

Authors.

do
do

APPENDIX No. 17.
Beport to the Geological Surveyor-in-Charge on the Analyses and Assays of Minerals, 'Waters, &c.,

received in the Laboratory for 1887.
Department of Mines, Geological Suney Branch, Laboratory,

Sir, Sydney, 28 February, 1838.
I have the honor to furnish yon with the following report respecting the various analyses, 

assays, &c,, performed in the Laboratory connected with the Geological Survey Branch during the vear 
1887 ;—

On the 1st of March", I was transferred from the Government Analyst’s Department to (he 
Geological Survey Branch, to start a Laboratory anil perforin the various analyses and assays required, 
before this the work having been carried on by me for many years under the supervision of the late 
Government Analyst. "

On the latter part of the month tho Laboratory was fitted up with chemicals, apparatus,etc., under 
my supervision, the work being in tho meantime carried on by me at the Laboratory of tbe Government 
Analyst (Win. Hamlet, Esq.. F.G.S.), who kindly placed his premises at tbe disposal of this Department 
for tha'- purpose. '

The Laboratory contains all the latest appliances, apparatus, &c,, of the best description, capable of 
carrying on the large amount of work required, which has. so largely increased as to necessitate the. 
building of larger premises, and extra assistance being given.

_ I applied for an Assistant, which you were good enough to recommend, and I would urge that, 
with the large amount of analytical work and complicated minerals received in the Laboratory, (hat an 
Assistant be appointed who has had some experience in this direction, as also in the assaying of all 
description of minerals and metals. 2,222
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2,222 numbered cxiimples were received during ihe year for assay and analyses, of these 2,178 were 
completed by tbe end of the year, leaving forty-four samples on band, the results of which were furnished 
by tho 7th January, 1888.

4',214 assays for various metals were made, and fifty-four proximate and ultimate analyses of 
minerals, waters, &c., which necessitated a large amount of time aud careful work.
• In addition to these analyses, many of the samples were submitted to a qualitative analysis with 
the view of ascertaining the composition of various minerals, &e., also the specific gravity of many gem
stones were taken.

I would call your attention to the large increase of work from the years 1883 to 1887.
Year 18S3 .......................... 242 Samples. Year 1SS6 ........................... 1,807 Samples.

„ 1881 .......................... G64 „ „ 1SS7 ...........................  2.222 „
„ 1885 .......................... 1,428 , „

The following assays were made during the year :—
Astimony.

Three samples.
Bismuth.

Twenty-one samples.
, Coppeii.

Forty-eight samples.
COUAXT.

Nine samples of Manganese oro were assayed for Cobalt, and in all cases tbe Nickel estimated, 
which invariably accompanies the Cobalt, yielding from traces up to 2 per cent.

In nearly every case these minerals were found to contain Copper, yielding from traces up to 2 or 
3 per cent., and in one or two samples lead and arsenic were detected.

Some of these ores should prove payable to work for the extraction of the Cohalt and Nickel, 
especially a few of those obtained from the Bungonia District, which were found to yield much gaugue 
(quartz grit), and a fair percentage of Cobalt, there being very little Iron or Manganese present.

Chromium.

One sample of Chrome iron ore was received for assay. 'This ore, to be of any commercial valuc> 
should nob contain less than 50 per cent, of Sestjuioxide of Chromium.

Maxuasesk.
Two samples received.
This ore to bo of any commercial value should contain not less than SO per cent, of Binoxidc of 

Manganese. There is a fair demand for an ore of good quality, it being largely used in the manufacture 
of spicgeleisen in the Bessemer process. ’Worth from dSi to £5 per ton.

Iro>t,
Three samples assayed for the percentage of ferric oxide (ICj o.3)

Forty-eight samples assayed.
silver.

Four assays made.

One assay maile.

One assay made.

Fifty-four assays made.

Lead.

Many of these specimens were Galena, and in some cases rich in 

Nickel. ’

Merc ury.

Platinum.

• Tin.

Tungsten.
One sample assayed for percentage of tungstic acid, There is a fair demand for an ore of good 

quality, it being used in tho manufacture of steel for the purpose of hardening it. There are many other 
uses for this mineral.

Zinc.
Eight samples assayed for Zinc. Some of the specimens assayed were CaJamive (Carbonate of Zinc), 

which I believe to be the first discovered in the Colonies.

Miscellaneous Analyses, &c.
Analysis of a sample of mineral water obtained from a diamond drill bore, near Dubbo (No. 731)—

Total fixed residue..........
Consisting of—

Bicarbonate of sodium ...
,, potassium
,, lithium ...
,, calcium ...
,, magnesium
,, strontium ..
,, iron..............

Chloride of sodium.............
Alumina ...........................
Silica.....................................

224'62 grains per gallon,

183-10 „
12-83 „

'05
11-38 „
0'3G „

trace ,,
•70 ,,

G-92 „
trace ,,

•28 „

224 G2

No bromides or iodides present. No sulphates. Phosphates, a trace.
Free ammonia............................................................. -052 parts per 100,000 parte.
Albuminoid (or organic) ammonia........................  -003 ,, ,,
Specific gravity of tho water taken at G:>° F..........1 -00350.

Remarks.
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Remarks.

The water was clear and free from odour, highly charged with carbonic acid gas, and contained a 
small amount of sediment which on analysis wras found to consist of Silica, with a small quantity of 
organic matter and iron oside.

On evaporating a large quantity of the water to dryness (G gallons used), traces of Bismuth, 
Lead, and Copper, -were found. These traces, I have every reason to believe, owe their presence in tho 
water to the action of the water on the metallic drums hi which it was received for analysis.

The free ammonia is excessive; this is probably due to the shale-measures through which the 
water has percolated, but taking the albuminoid ammonia, and the other constituents into consideration, 
it will not condemn tho water.

The quantity furnished wras small, and necessitated small quantities being used for the different 
determinations. At least 10 or 15 gallons of the water should have been received.
, The carbonic acid was not determined. If this is required it will be necessary to furnish a sample 
in two or three soda-water bottles securely corked.

On the whole this is a good mineral water, and will compare favourably with many of the English 
and Continental waters, being rich in the bicarhonates of sodium and potassium, and containing Lithia,

, Since this analysis was mode l have seen a sample of mineral water, taken from a spring at Cooma, 
which promises to be of a good quality and valuable as a mineral ivater. I believe no analysis has yet 
been made of a sample. ,

The following analysis was made of the ash of some coal obtained from a diamond drill bore put 
down at Mittagong :— ‘

Sample marked No. 727.
Silica.................. ;.................
Ahimmu, ...............................
Alumina ...............................
Peroxide of iron ...................
Protoxide of manganese........
Lime .. ........ ..........................
Magnesia ...............................
Phosphoric anhydride (Pz05) 
Sulphuric anhydride (S 0s) . 
Alkalies, loss, &c....................

07-10 
21-32 

6'37 
4'01 

trace 
■81 

trace 
•22 

traces 
-17.

Insoluble in acids-S3'42.

Soluble in acids = 11 • oS.

100-00

Limestone.

Three analyses of Limestone were made with a view of ascertaining if suitable for the manufacture 
of Portland cement, which I have no doubt in time will he made in the Colony. In making this article I 
would recommend that the stone be calcined before mixing with the right proportion of clay, and burning. 

The following are a few of the analyses made:—• “
No. 748. '

Analysis.

Moisture................................      -47
Silica ................................    2‘o7
Alumina.................................................................................... .72
Carbonate of lime....................................................................  04-32
Lime (C„0)................................................................................ -02
Carbonate of magnesia............................................................. 1-22
Alkalies, loss, &c....................................................................... '08

100-00

96-26
1-63

•00
1-45

trace
■24

No. 1,720.
Carbonate of lime...........................

,, magnesia...................
Oxide of iron and trace of alumina
Silica (and insoluble in acids)........
Phosphoric anhydride (P^O5)........
Moisture........................................

100-18

COAI.

The following Analyses were made for the Bull! Colliery Commission:—

Proximate Analyses.

Nuintar, Moisture. Volatile Hydro* 
caibous. Fixed carbons. Ash. Sulphur. Sp. Gravity. Coke, per cent

654 2-15 19 02 48-92 29-39 0-52 1-52 78-31
‘ 555 2-40 16-30 50 43 30-24 •63 30-67

556 2-25 16-45 51-27 29-50 •53 SO-77
557 1-40 19-00 55-37 23-70 •53 79-07
558 1-46 19-14 51-94 26-91 '55 73-85
559 1-40 20-25 51-90 25 31 •04 1-43 77-71
560 1-93 16-87 57-82 23-25 -58 80-57

_ Note.—All the samples were received in fine powder, and contained much dirt. In one or two of the samples
pieces of wood and cut tobacco were visible. This will account for the high percentage of ash obtained. The colour of 
the ashes were from white to grey.

The samples received were rather email for analysis.

Analyses



Analyses of four samples of coal from Mittagong.
Proximate: Analyses.

Number* Moisture. Volatile hydrocaihons Fixed on boil. Ash. Sulphur. Sp Gravity, Coke percent.

(1)627 1-35 2077 60-06 12-24 ■56 1-347 72-30
(2) 628 1-40 24-61 59-22 14-08 •69 1-376 73-30
(3) 629 1'65 27-87 52-30 17-40 •78 1-420 69-70
(4) 630 1T7 19-25 47-59 31-42 •57 1-538 79 01

Kos. 1 and 2 were bright bituminous coals.
No. 3, bright bituminous coal aud splint coal.
No. 4, Splint coal and bituminous bands.
Samples marked Nos. 627, 628, and 629, yielded a fair cote, which was swollen and firm. The colour of the ashes 

were gray.
No. 630 yielded a coke which was firm and compact, but the large percentage of ash found will render it not of 

much value. The colour of the ash was gray.
Shale.

The following arc the analyses of some of the samples of shale (Australian Bog-lieud mineral) 
received:—

Proximate Analyses.

Number. Moisture. Volntile hydrocarbons. Fixed carbon. Ash, Sulphur. Sp, gravity

396 -70 62-98 8-67 27-20 •45 1-207
870 1-22 50-60 8-63 38-63 •92 1-379
930 -35 84-02 1010 5-00 ■53

1,415 -62 64-49 9-31 25-10 ■48 1-224
1,542
1,787

-so 55-27 14-36 29-57 1-228
'G5 78-17 11-52 9-66 ■70 1-072

Ikon Ore.
The following analysis was made of a sample of Hematite containing Titanifcrous Iron Ore :—

Moisture.................................................   4T3
feme oxide ...............................................................................................  64'64
Ferrous oxide................................................................................................ 3'74
Manganese oxide ...................................   trace.
Alumina........................................................................................................ 13'72
Silica ........................................................................................................... G'59
Lime ......................................................................................   ‘37
Magnesia....................................................................................................... ‘32
Titanic acid ................................................................................................ 6'50
Phosphoric Anhydride.................................   trace.

100-03

Ore from Captain’s Flat: Yielded fine silver, 16 ox. ISdwt. 21 gr. per ton; fine gold,4 dwt. 1 gr. per ton 
A qualitative analysis was made of this ore with tire view of ascertaining if suitable for treatment 

by one of the well known wet methods.
The Silver was found to he combined with Chlorine and Bromine (Chlorobromide of Silver); traces 

of Antimony and Lead were detected.
There is nothing in this ore to prevent its being treated by one of the wret methods.

Xeltcite-kasai.t.

Analyses of two samples of Leucite-basalt:—
Ultimate Analyses.

no. :.
Silica ................................................................................ 46'43
Alumina........................................................................... 16'72
Oxide of iron (Fea Oi) ................................................. ]5‘0+
Lime(CaO) .................................................................... 9'27
Magnesia (M„ O)............................................................. 1’74
Potash (Ks 0) ................................................................. 6'93
Soda (Na- 0).................................................................... '51
Moisture............................................................................ 3'20

No. 2. 
47-31 
19'00 
l4-r>6 
7'57 
2'2S 
GT4 

■OS 
2-3J

99‘84 100-21

Sp. gravity of mineral................................................. 2'890 2'910
Both these samples were partly decomposed by hydrochloric acid with the separation of granular

Silica.
The following are the analyses of some of the foreign Leucite-basalts;—

Silica ......................................................... ...................... 43-72 44-83
Alumina..................................................... ...................... 27-34 J2-21
Oxide of iron (Fe2 Os) .......................... ...................... 11-66 23-61
Lime (Ca O) ............................................. ...................... 7.49 8-98
Magnesia (M, O)..................................... ...................... 1-70 2-45
Potash (K.a O) .......................................... .............. ) 3-08
Soda (Naa O)............................................. ...................) 7-37 2-34
Moisture.......... ......................................................... \ •72

99-28 98-22
Undetermined,... 1-78

6G5—Z Sample
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Sample marked No. 1, was obtained from Bycrock No. 2, from “ El Capataiu," near Cobar.
It will be seen, on referring to be various analyses given, tbat tbe Alkalies vary greatly in the 

mineral, in some instances giving as high as 20 per cent. I believe this is tho first discovery of Leucite- 
basalt in this Colony, therefore the analysis made should prove of value from a scientific point of view.

A small bottle said to contain the stomach and contents of a rabbit was banded to mo for analysis 
with tbe view of ascertaining if Arsenic was present, a salt of that metal having been used in Hie rabbit 
infested district to poison them.

A careful analysis was made and no Arsenic, Mercury, or any of tbe poisonous metals detected.
On the 14th November, a specimen of Sea Urchin from Lord Howe Island, named by Bobert 

Ethridge, Esq., “ Ccntrostephanus Bogersi ” and which exuded a pink colouring matter staining the teeth 
of the sharks who feed on them was received, and tho following report given :—

The pink colouring matter has been examined and found to be some organic colour, probablv 
derived from vegetable matter on which the specimen has fed. To ascertain and describe the nature and 
properties of this organic colouring matter would take up a large quantity of my time, and more of the 
specimens would have to be obtained.

On the 8th of December, a specimen was received for qualitative analysis with a view of ascertain
ing if it were Meteoric iron. Binding strong traces of Copper, Cobalt, and Nickel, I am of opinion 
that tho sample is Meteoric iron.

Two samples of Infusorial earth (Tripolite) were received which I prepared for the Palaeontolo
gist, who has under!aken the microscopical examination of the specimens.

These earths are ebieily used for polishing, the Silica being in a fine state of division and free from 
grit, also in the manufacture of dynamite by Noble's patent, which consists of 75 per cent, of Nitro
glycerine, with 25 ner cent, of the earth as an absorbent, to enable it to he made up into cartridges. '

Many of tlie samples received for assay showed free gold, and it was found in some eases 
impossible to get a thoroughly reliable assay, A treatment in bulk would bo very advisable—by crushing 
and the ordinary method of amalgamation, &c.; also the concentration and treatment of tbe Pyrites. 
The plant used by Messrs. Park & Lacy seems to be a good one, having all the latest improvements as you 
arc aware of, having inspected aud reported on the plant and works.

In concluding my report I have to acknowledge the ready help given to me by the assistant, Mr. 
Neilsou and C, Hilldebrant, junior, for their able assistance in tarrying out the large amount of work 
received in the Laboratory for the year.

I have, Ac.,
JOHN C. H. MINGAYE, E.C.S.,

The Geological Survoyor-in-Chargc. Analyst and Assayer.
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SUPERINTENDENT OF DRILLS’ REPORT.

Superintendent of Drills to The Under Secretary for Mines reporting on the working 
of the Diamond-drills and Water-augers for the year 1887.

, Department ot Mines, Diamond-drill Branch, Sydney.
I*1 submitting my annual report on the working of the Diamond-drilis and 'Water-augers for 

the year 1887, I do myself the honor to attach to said report the following Appendices:—

. Diamond-drills.
Appendix A.—Kcturn showing the locality, strata, depth bored, percentage of core extracted* 

value of diamonds used during the year, and rate per foot, exclusive of office salaries, store 
wages, and rent; also Superintendent, of Drills’ travelling expenses.

Appendix B. Summary of diamond-drills, showing the number of feet bored, total working cost 
to the Department, average cost per foot, and amounts receivable for the year 1887. .

Appendix C, Nos, 1 to fl.—Sections of borings during the year 1887.
Appendix D.—Beturn showing the expenditure of Clarence Siding bore, without office 

expenditure.
Appendix^ E.—Beturn showing the total expenditure of Clarence Siding bore, including office 

salaries, &c. ’
Water-augers.

Appendix Id.—Beturn showing the locality, depth bored, and rate per foot, exclusive of office 
salaries, store wages, and rent; also Superintendent of Drills’ travelling expenses.

Appendix G-.—Summary of water-augers showing the number of feet bored, total working cost 
to the Department, average cost per foot, and amounts receivable during tho year 1887.

Appendix .H, Nos. 3. to 11.—Sections of borings during the year 1887. .
Appendix I.—Map of New South Wales, showing positions of wells and bores, as published last 

year, with additions.
Apppcndix .T.—Index to wells and bores.
Appendix 1C.—Balance-sheet for diamond-drills.
Appendix L.—Balance-sheet for water-augers.

By first appearance it may seem as if the diamond-drill work has not progressed so favourably as in 
the previous year: this would be the case if only the cost at per foot is considered, and difficult works 
and results not taken into consideration ; but whenever I have recommended the use of a diamond-drill I 
Inne looked to beneficial results as much, and at times even more than fo the actual cost or number of 
teet bored, as I consider that the diamond-drill should be made use of in difficult country such as drifts, 
basalt, granite, dionte, <fcc., &e,, as well as in some ot the comparatively easy boring country of our coal 
measures ; hence the cost at per foot has exceeded that of last year.

instance, I recommended a diamond-drill bore to be put down at Bundanoon, within a fow feet 
of a diamond-drill bore formerly put down by a private drill Company, where core-barrel and several rods 
had been lost 111 the bore-hole, that Company considering it too dangerous to try and recover their rods, 
or to bore a fresh bole near the bore-hole which was lost. Tho Government drill, however, commenced 
work within 6 feet of the lost bore-hole, and continued boring through heavy drifts, loose conglomerates, 
&c., Ac., which almost daily choked the bore, and jammed the core-barrel, the recovery of which caused 
delay iu boring and extra expenditure at per foot. The work was, however, completed satisfactorily, and 
a valuable scam of coal discovered. Had a different policy been adopted the discovery of coal would not 
have been made, and the diamond-drill would have been condemned as not being able to cope with 
difficult country. Again, at Sunny Corner very difficult country has been passed through with creditable 
results to the Drill Branch.

During the year a diamond-drill was also forwarded to Broken Hill, whore the boring has been 
very slow mid costly owing to the size of bore—3 inches in diaineter—having to pierce through very tough 
granite, gneiss, quartzite, and diarite; the great toughness of the latter can be seen by the polished 
appearance of the core, being as smooth as glass. Here the results bo far obtained overbalance the cost 
at. per foot, although the latter seems high in comparison of the rate per foot published in former annual 
reports ; but those reports have only shown the cost at per foot bored in comparatively easy country, 
whereas as stated above I have endeavoured to introduce the diamond drill in all stratas, so as to bring 
them into greater favour and make them more beneficial to the general public.

The Fullerton Cove bore has also proved costly, and an uunsualloss of diamonds took place. The 
facts of tbe case arc these: A company made application to put down a bore at Fullerton Cove to a depth of 
about 1,000 feet; they stated that they had already forced down tubing through the drift 2214-feet, where 
the hard strata was met with, and that being tho case, tbe tubes put down by them need not be further 
reduced, although they would only admit of a 2-inch drill to pass through them, A drill was accordingly 
forwarded to bore with 2dnch bit through tbc tubes already down to the depth as stated above ; 35 feet 7 
niches more of drift was passed through, but the drift still continuing, and not being able to reduce the 
bore any further, the company requested that work maybe stopped. Had the company forced down 
tubing to admit of a .3-inch instead of a 2-inch bit, the difficulties could have been surmounted and the work 
brought to a successful issue. At Clarence Siding the operations have been costly, onlv 20 feet 6 inches 
have been bored at the begining of the year, and the rest of the time has been one continual difficulty ; 
rods after rods and reamers after reamers were lost in the bore-hole, tho recovery of which has been very 
costly. Several diamonds were also lost in the bore-hole ; but I have good reasons to think that I will bo 
able to report tbat all difficulties have boon overcome, and most, if not all, the diamonds lost will be 
recovered.

Six diamond-drills were in the field at the end of the year: No. 3 drill at Bed Head, No. A. and 
No. 7 drills at Clarence Siding, No. 10 drill at Ballimore, No. 13. drill at Broken Hill, and No. 13 drill at 
Fullerton Cove, A boro was glso put down with No. 11 drill at Mittagong, 057 feet 0 inches in depth,

' ’ piercing
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piercing through a seam of coal 88 feet 5 inches in thickness with small bands of clay and shale. At 
Bundanoon a bore was put down during the year with No. 3 drill 380 feet 1 inch in depth, piercing a scam 
of coal with bands 7 feet 31 inches in thickness, one part of the seam being solid coal 3 feet 7 inches.

No. 13 drill bored at Sunny Corner to a depth of 401 feet piercing through a lode which proved to 
be of little value. _

The total depth bored by diamond drills during the year, is 3,097 feet 5 inches or 3,442 feet 2f 
inches less than in the year 1880. This is duo as stated above to the slow boring in the granite diorite 
and quartzite rocks of Broken Hill, aud the difficult operations at Bundanoon and Clarence Siding. ^ 

Tho average cost per foot of boring exclusive of office salaries, store wages, and rent, also ot 
Superintendent of Drills travelling expenses is 18s. Id. per foot, or 3s. l-/ud. more than during the year
1886. , .

Total working or field cost exclusive of office salaries, store wages, and rent, also of Superintendent 
of Drills travelling expenses amounts to £2,800 16s. 2d., and tho total earnings during the year amounts to 
£2,574 19s. 7d., but tho total cost inclusive of all office salaries and all other expenditure in connection 
with tho Diamond Drill Branch, amounis to £3,460 17s. 7d., or at the rate of 22s, 4-Jd. per foot, which is 
4s. 7^d. per foot more than for tho year 1886. _

The loss aud wear of diamonds in the borc-holc, and the cost of diamonds at per foot bored, has 
been greater than for the year 1886. Due to the same causes as slowness of boring, some of the diamonds 
were ground into mere pulp by the tough diorites, granites, and quartzites of Broken Hill. ^ In 1886 tho 
loss and wear of diamonds at per foot bored amounted to Slid., but during the year 1887 tho loss and 
wear of diamonds in the bore-holes amounis to Is. Ghsd. This includes the diamonds lost in the Clarence 
Siding bore-hole, which 1 hope to recover.

Messrs. M‘Neil, Dalrymple, and M'Culloch, clerks of the Diamond-drill Branch, and Mr. J. S. 
Leigh, the storeman of diamond-drill store, have left no stone unturned to further the interest of the 
diamond-drill work, and by their unremitting attention have greatly assisted me to give more attention to 
my other official duties.

Percentage of core saved during the year is 64 per cent., against 80 per cent, for the year 1886. 
T, however, place no great importance on this, if facts in connection therewith are considered. In the 
hard sandstone no doubt a good percentage of core can be obtained, such as was met with at Mittagong; 
but at the Pullerten Cove, for instance, the drill was forced through 35 ft. 7 in. of drift, and not 1 inch 
of core was obtained. At Bundanoon a groat deal of drift and conglomerates were pierced through, it 
being impossible to obtain any core. Tbc same maybe said of Ballimore, Sunny Corner, and Broken 
Hill. The strata at Sunny Corner consisted of slates, with a sharp underlay, which splits the core into 
small fragments, although the rods were raised and lowered very frequently. The same occurred at 
Broken Hill for the first 150 feet.

Considering the above stated facts, including the policy adopted by the Department during the 
year of sending diamond-drills to any kind of difficult country, which was avoided in former years, but 
nevertheless is more beneficial to tbe public, and tends to the development of tho mineral resources of 
this rich Colony 1o a far greater extent than hitherto.

Water-augers.
The results obtained on the stock road Bourke to 'Wanaaring by the tapping of artesian water at 

75-mi!c, at a. depth of 960 feet, with a fiow of water 33,000 gallons per diem, which flows through a pipe 
8 feet above tbe surface, and again at the tOl-a-mile on tho same road at 950 feet, with a flow of excellent 
water at the rate of 21.600 gallons per diem, are of such importance and beneficial character to the Colony 
generally, that their true value cannot be estimated at the present juncture. It may, however, be con
sidered as certain that it will enhance the value of all the Crown lands and pastoral holdings which are 
within the area of the cretaceous formation. It will cause the settlement of population in these arid parts 
of New South "Wales ; townships are likely to spring up near some of the artesian wells. _ The numbers 
of the latter will no doubt increase through private enterprise, and will greatly lessen the misery, privation, 
and desolation caused by droughty seasons. _ _

When once artesian wells flow between "Wanaaring and Milparinka (the Mount Browne district) 
a distance of 136 miles in the country known as the dry track to Mount Browne (one of the driest parts 
of Australia even in overage seasons) which work is to be commenced immediately, by bores foi’ artesian water 
being put down 15 miles apart from each other, and of the successful issue I have very little doubt, as the 
country is known, and has been personally trowelled over by me ; then it is most likely that a large and 
new territory will be added to New South Wales ; as the stock and wool which is now forwarded by 
Adelaide, would find its way from the Mount Poole and Cooper’s Creek districts, to the Bourke Bailway 
Station, and Svdney and as a natural consequence merchandise would be taken in return from Sydney by 
that route. Tbe Government has proved by practical results, through the agency of the Diamond Drill 
Branch, that artesian water exists along the cretaceous formation : and it now remains for private enter
prise to vigorously prosecute the boring of artesian wells. _

The following is a summary from the commencement ofthe work from Bourke to Wanaaring up to 
the present time. _

Soon after the opening of the Mount Browne Gold-field Mr. Geological Surveyor H. Y. 1. Browne, 
was instructed to proceed to that gold-field for the purpose of reporting on its permanency; also on his 
return trip to report on the mud-springs, and the geological formation of the Paroo, Warrago, and Culgoa 
districts, north of the Darling driver—especially with reference to the existence of artesian water—to 
which subject reference had been made in Mr. 0. S. Wilkinson’s Annual Beport of iho_ Department of 
Mines for the year 1880, on page 242, where lie describes that an important discovery of artesian water 
had been made iu the flat country between the Darling and Faroe drivers, by Mr. David Brown, manager 
of Messrs. Officicrs Brothers at the Woe Wallah and Mullyes Knus, in tho Albert district. Several other 
wells were also discovered by boring in the same district; they were, however, one and all, near mud- 
springs, and of comparatively shallow depths; the deepest being 110 ft. _ _

After Mr. Geological Surveyor Browne’s return from those districts, and on the receipt of his 
report, Mr. 0. S. Wilkinson, Geological Survcyor-in-charge, advised the Government that boring for 
artesian, water, might be undertaken by the Department of Mines on the road from Bourke to 
Wanaaring, and towards Milparinka, This advice was acted upon, and three water augurs—two “Tiffin,”

and
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and one “ Wright & Edwards,” were forwarded, and aetive operations commenced. The work of boring was 
very slow, owing to the droughty seasons and consequent scarcity of water and grass, to enable teams to 
move about. Commencement was made 18 miles from Bourke, where several bores were put down in eloso 
proximity to each other; in some of these bores wuitcr was obtained, but not artesian, as they were not 
put down deep enough, and tho result, therefore, to tho public was nil. Several bores were also put 
down at the 51-mile, near Goonery Station, with the exact same result as at the 18-mile; the deepest 
boro only being 200 ft. 8 in,, and ought to have been bored deeper, as the object should be to obtain arte
sian water at whatever depth, but not merely to show that a number of shallow bores could be put 
down at a certain cost at per foot. Results, more than the cost, must be the watehward to lead work of 
this kind to a successful issue. In 1884 a bore was put down at the 51^-miIe, near some mud- 
springs at Goonery Station, aud within less than half a mile from the Goonery artesian well, the 
result being that artesian water was tapped at a depth of 200 ft. 8 in., yielding about 15,000 gallons 
per diem. This well is stilly flowing, and is a great boon to the travelling public in those parts. A bore 
was also put down at the 57-mile to a depth of 545J ft. and artesian w'ater tapped, but the salt and fresh 
water flowing together to the surface, and the supply being very limited, the bore is of no public benefit, 
but might, before the machinery was removed, be bored deeper,but as it is within 0^ miles of theSU-milo 
artesian well it is doubtful whether the cost should be incurred now. As two wells within miles of 
each other would not be required.

A bore was also commenced at the 7o-milc and one at the 01-mile, tho former was 2GG ft. and the 
latter 321 ft. in depth. AVhen I took charge as superintendent on September 15th, 1885, these two were the 
only boros in progress on that line of road, hut no sooner had I taken charge than the foreman sent in his 
resignation,^ stating he could not go on any further with the work, as the machinery was too small and 
gave no satisfaction; also that he suftered from illness, the effects of climate. After this juncture fore
man D. C. Carmichael was placed by mo in charge of the work, tho 94-inile bore was stopped, and tho 
'75-mile commenced afresh from the surface so as to obtain a larger diameter, after which it was success
fully carried down to a depth of 060 ft. as stated above, and obtaining a supply of artesian water equal 
to 33,000 gallons per diem, flowing 8 ft. above the surface. The diameter of bore at the bottom being 5 
inches.

I watched and supervised this interesting work with the keenest interest and anxiety, having to 
contend against many difficulties and oppositions. A great outcry was raised by tank-sinkers and others, 
even before the depth of GOO ft. was reached, and it was publicly stated that boring for artesian water at 
the 75-mile would be a failure as no water would he obtained at such distance from the Goonery mud- 
springs, and that the cost of borings was too great, but I proved that the cost of boring at per foot was 
actually loss than the shallow bores near the 18 and 5I-milcs. I urged in face of all opposition and scarcity 
of funds that as the bore was in the cretaceous formation and the bed rock had not been reached there 
were great hopes that even a larger supply of artesian water would be obtained than that in the shallow 
bore near the Goonery mud-springs. Results siaeo obtained speak for themselves. Nevertheless had it 
not been for the support obtained from the Under Secretary for Mines, who was in sympathy with the 
work, ihe encouragement given me by Mr. C. S. "Wilkinson, combined with the perseverance of foreman
D. C. Carmichael, who had to undergo many hardships and privations appertaining to his work, the bores 
would have been abandoned in an unfinished state, the money expended on them become a mere waste, and 
the results to the public would have been nil. "

Encouraged by the splendid results obtained at the 75-mile, I recommended that as the Ealkine 
Tank had been bought by the Government that the 94-mile bore which was only 4 miles from said tank, 
and which was only 4 in. in diameter from the surface may he stopped, and instead a bore might be put 
down on a site marked out by me at the lOli-mile west of Bourke, or 11 f -mile east of Wanaaring (the 
Paroo). This received Ministerial approval, a bore was started on the 22nd Juno (Jubilee day) with 7-inch 
diameter on the surf ace, which was carried down with a 5-iiich diameter at the lowest level. By latest 
report this bore has also proved successful at the depth of 952 ft., the flow of water 8 ft. above the surface 
was at the rate of 21,600 gallons per diem, ample for all purposes required.

During the month of May I started from Sydney, via Bourke and Wanaaring to Milparinka, for 
the purpose oi examining the country west of the Paroo, as to its indication of an artesian water supply; 
I had Carmichael witli me, and wo took a track known as the old peg line, which had been travelled over by 
very fow while persons. The track is generally known as the dry track to Mount Browne, and it is known 
that several persons have perished on this track for want of water. We successfully reached Milparinka, 
to which the stout heart of D. C. Carmichael contributed considerably, and I marked off eight different 
boring sites along that route, about 15 miles apart from each other, and it is on three of these sites nearest 
to Wanaaring that active operations will be commenced immediately, and I have good reason, to believe 
with results equal, if not superior, to those obtained at the 75 and lOlf-mile, between Bourke and 
Wanaaring. Before I close this part of my report I cannot refrain from stating that foreman D. C. 
Carmichael has always been willing and ready to assist me in all matters in connection with the boring 
operations under his immediate charge, and to whose ability, energy, and perseverance a good deal of the 
success obtained is due.

The machinery J am now using between between Bourke and Wanaaring was only guaranteed to 
bore 450 feet, but by several alterations and additions in the plant and tools they have succesfully 
bored to a depth of 960 feet. ‘

At Gunbar Road, 13 miles from Hay, the auger has not been successful in tapping artesian water, 
but a large supply of excellent water,for domestic and stock purposes, was obtained, which rose from a depth 
of 400 feet to within 70 feet of the surface. Two wells, one at each bore, were sunk and timbered up, 
which now contains sufficient water for all purposes required.

As there was no likebhood tbat artesian water was likely to he tapped at a shallower depth than 
from 800 feet upwards; and, a,- the machinery at Moougulla Reserve was small and defective, cost and 
delays in forwarding articles or machinery very great, I thought it advisable to recommend that the 
boring for artesian water at Moongulla Reserve he discontinued, and the plant removed to Sydney; which 
recommendation was approved of.

In the beginning of tho year there were seven water angers in the field, three on the road Bourke 
to Wanaaring, two at Moongulla Reserve, one near Hay, and one prospecting for gold near Forbes ; tho 
latter did a good deal of work in boring, but not successful in striking a payable lead.

The
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The total number of feet bored during the year was 2,566 ft. 10 in. or 381 ft. 7 in. more than 
during the year 1886. _ _

The total cost of boring at per foot, inclusiye of carriage, but exclusive of office salaries, &c.. &c., is 
16s. 2-jj-d.: but inclusive of all office salaries, carriage, and all other expenditure to the Government, is 
£1 2a. 3jj-d. per foot, or 18s 9fd. less than in the year 1886. _ _

Gdancing over the returns of the boring operations on the Bourke to Wanaaring Road, it will be 
seen that at the 75-mile the rate, at per foot, between the 815 feet and 960 feet depths, has been noted as 
£3 9s. lOild. This, without explanation, appears large; but this cost includes the fencing-in of the bore, 
the erection of tubes both in the bore and above the surface, the sinking and timbering of a shaft at the 
bore 20 feet in depth, ihe throwing across of an embankment for conservation of water, and wages paid 
during time of removal. If these items had been kept separately, the cost, at per foot, would have been 
reduced by more than half. The bore at the 1011-mile, which at the end of the year was 674 feet 5 inches 
in depth, cost the Government, without carriage, office salaries, &c, £1 4s. til'd, per foot; but inclusive 
of office salaries, carriage, and all expenditure whatever, £115s. 3^d. per foot _ _

At Moongulla Reserve only 30 feet have been bored during the year; the expenditure having been 
mainly caused through waiting for teams, and the carriage of plant to Kydncy.

The bore at Gunbar Road, near Hay, although estimated at the total cost to the Department as 
£116s. Old. per foot, has not cost that amount in reality for boring alone; hut this includes the sinking 
and timbering-up of two wells 6 feet by 3 feet 70 feet each in depth, which was necessary to conserve 
the ivater obtained by boring. _

Taking, therefore, the auger wotk separately or collectively, the price of per foot is less than that of 
1886. But the results are better still, as during the year the deepest bores in New South Wales for 
artesian water have been brought to a successful issue; and I have great hopes that the boring for 
artesian water will be still further reduced in cost, as I have had to add during the year many new tools 
which will come in for the next bores, But as I stated above, the results, after all, should have a keener 
consideration than the actual cost at per foot. I have, &c.,

W. B. J. SLEE,
Superintendent of Drills.

APPENDIX A,



APPENDIX A.
DiAi[OND-DE,ii,Ti work, showing average cost per foot, exclusive of office salaries, store wages, rent, and Superintendent of Drills travelling expenses to the Department.

N
o.

 of
 m

ac
hi

ne
.

N
o.

 of
 b

or
e.

Locality.

3 1 Bundanoon ..............
3 1 Redhead ..................
7 1 Clarence Siding...,

16 1 Ballimore ............
16 2 1>0 ...............
11 1 Sutherland...............

11 1 Mittagong...............
11 1 Brokenifill........

13 1 Mitchell or Stmnv
Corner.

13 2 Do do
13 1 Fullerton Cove___

-

Strata.

Depths bored. Days occupied
Bate
ored
per

hour

Per
centage

of
core ex
tracted. Amoun

Cost.

cr foot.

Depth 
of bore at 
31 Dec.. 

1880.

Depth
bored

during
1887.

Total
depth
bored.

sic
prt

tic:

5I-.
SI

i
i-rc

A

tb
■c
■aG.CJ

tb
.5
2
1

j?
*3
Q

!

1 ^
1 .i?

’©B
£
$

bs. r

ft. in. ft. in ft. in. Inches. £ d, £ 8- d.aso 1 S80 1 3 45 144 62 8 ft 271 12 07 52-57 07 4 16 0 1 15 Vk
143 9 143 O 4 6 12 1 1 o 20 18’00 77*00 SO 1 2 0 11

1,020 0 20 6 29 G 9 2o 32 5 9. 73 3’42 14*63 172 9 3 S S 3
501 C 233 0 30 78 33 24 5 175 U-G5 45 T7

600 S 833 3 3 6 08 38 3 i 114 14'2ft 40 *78 653 17 8 0 15 9J
2,242 4 64 8 64 8 20 7 2 2 31 4'8j 03-64 166 0 7 2 8 3

057 0 G57 G 2 9 73 4 6 94 13-31 84-40 283 3 5 0 3 7
200 1 200 1 15 11 71 2ft 0 i 4 137 4*23 08-97 493 10 7 2 9 3}

290 0 105 0 39 5 1 42 4-37 32*60

65 7 0 762 0 4 9 73 37 27 i 150 12*03 07-00 13ft 10 9 0 3 8
35 7 35 7 5 4 17 5 1 1 33 3-14 143 G 3 4 0

3,097 5 33
43 |

454 373 1S3 73 33 1,152 10-22 64*00 ' 2,300 16 2 6 IS 1

Remarks.

Mawkcalmry series and coal measures
Upper coal measures ..............................
Hawkehbury senes and coal measures.
Coal measures ..........................................

do ..........................................
Haw kesbury series and coal measures,

Coat measures ......................................
Quartzite, granite, and dionte .,.,

SdurodDevontan alteicd and intrusive 
clvamte.

do do
Coal measures ......................................

January 29th to September 12th trying to recover rods,

Thib only includes the expenditure to March 20th while boring 20 ft* 0 in.

From February 20th to July 23rd recovering core barrel from NO. 1 boro. 
This cost wad incurred iu boring between the depths of 2,233 ft. and 

2,307 ft.; great time was taken up in lowering and raising rods.

Bore passed through very tough granite, gneiss, thorite, and quartzite, 
with Sun diameter bit, which wore the diamonds very quickly, some 
of them into a mere pulp.

Wages of the men were paid by applicants.
Nothing but drifts passed through, hence the extra cost.

,T. S. McNutr,
D. McCulloch.

W. H. J. SLEE,
Superintendent of Drills.
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SuiuiAjiv of Diamond-drills

Locality. Feet
bored.

Bundanoou* ...........
Redhead..............
Glaretico Sidmgf ..
BalliiuorcJ...............
Sutherland§ ...........
Mittagong ...............
Broken llill [\...........
Sunny Corner*,f.... 
Fullerton Cove* * ..

ft.
380
143

20
833
64

657
200
762

36
3,097 5

Wages.

Carriage.
Travelling
expenses. Repairs

Railway. Other.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. tl £ s. d. £ 8, d.
455 3 4 8 11 2 3 2 6 3 14 3 6 4 6
4ft 8 0 7 18 G 2 2 0

114 4 0 8 10 0 2 15 9 2 16 6 3 ft 0
457 15 4 6 15 1 2 7 3 8 19 0 9 ia o
135 3 4 2 16 0 0 4 2
210 7 0 1 19 7 5 0 0 2 6 5 2 5 0
342 0 16 1 10 10 17 7 2 1 10 0i 7 ii 0 7 8 5 19 4 6 10 0

67 7 0 0 2 0 1 0 ft 2 1C 11

1,823 8 10 22 4 3 26 0 0 44 9 1 20 8 11

APPENDIX B.
showing number of feet bored, total working cost to Department, average cost per foot, and amounts received for 1887.

Diamonds 
used.

£
04 

7 11 
2 19 

50 5

a. d.
3 3 

3 
1 
0

3 ft 1 
7 12 31 

52 13 0 
45 IS 2

243 13 0

Stores
issued.

£ K. (1.
31 4 1 
14 6 10 
6 2 2 

II) 10 0 
2 8 0 

10 34 1 
49 
12 
10

1 10 
0 7 
7 4

156 0 II

Fuel, 
water, and 
sundries.

& s. d. 
22 14 0

8 8 10 
1 17 6

15 6 
35 Itj y 

4 9 0 
0 5 0

74 16 1

Propor
tion of 

balance of 
general 

account.

£ fi. d. 
S3 3ft 9 

7 12 9 
22 18 1 
01 12 6 
15 5 5 
33 2 10as a io
CL 2 1 
15 5 5

374 0 8

Propor
tion of 

balance of 
general 
stores 
issued.

Office
salaries.

£ s. d. 
0 1ft g 
0 1 10 
0 5 4 
116 
0 3 8 
0 8 11 
0 8 11 
0 14 5 
0 3 S

4 7 11

£ s. d. 
91 0 8 
8 5 

24 10 
99 0 
10 11 
41 7 
41 7 
60 4 
16 11

Store
wages.

£ s. d 
34 0 0 
8 1 11 
9 5 S 

37 2 
0 3 

15 9 
15 0 
24 10 
0 3

405 10 4 151 12 5

Rent.

£ s. d.
19 3 2 

1 14 10 
5 4 6

20 IS 0 
S & 8 
S 14 2 
8 14 2

IS IS 7 
3 9 8

85 0 9

Supenn 
tend cut of 

Brills' 
travcllhij 
expenses.

£ a.
3 ll)
0 7
1 1
4 6
0 14
1 15 10
1 15 10
2 17 0 
0 14 4

17 11 11

Total.

£ s. d. 
823 0 1 

93 10 7 
212 17 7 
820 10 10 
182 19 5 
349 10 5 
500 17 7 
247 6 1 
170 5 0

3,460 17 7

Cost per 
foot.

£ s. d.

1 2 4J

Amounts 
receivable 

inclusive of 
Ministerial 
concessions

£ s. 
336 4 
125 0 
147 5 
761 14 
120 6 
500 4 
21S 19 
212 19 
S3 4

2,574 19

Amount 
conceded 
hy the 

Minister.

£ s. d.

13 16 0 
50 0 f>

03 16 5

Total 
amounts 

jceeivable 
exclusive of 
Ministerial 
concessions

Amount 
receivable 
per foot.

£
336
125
147
761
129
546
16S
2t2

83

a. d.
4 ft 
0 6
5 II 

14 1
G S 
8 1 

19 3 
19 10 
4 1

£ s. d.

0080 conglomerate were met with, which frequently jammed the core-barrel, causing great loss of time and extra expenditure. f Only 20 ft. C in. of boring has been done; the principal part of this cx]>cnditure was caused 
l0SSii0q^?r3u5i!Ir^. ^ UJr r1CC0'e!'J' of &aPe.- , t Very difficult drift cotmtry was met with in this bore ; the core-barrel often jammed, and was lost. § Tho 04 ft. 8 m. bored was below the depth of 2.273 feet, hence the extra cost in lifting and lowering 

35 ft! 7 in of drift3 >0rC lS 3"m*cllft,licte,f* an“ Pierced through tough granite, gneiss, dionte, aud quartzite, hence the extra cost. T Very difficult country was passed through. ** No boring was actually done here, but the drill was forced through

J. S. McNeil. 
D. McCulloch.

W. H. J. SLEE,
Superintendent of Drills.

GO
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D/amand Dr/// Secf/ms-.- les . '
•Sf* cf? OH of* jBo7m€s Appea/d/x Cf

.A?- 3 Drill

at Jiu ndajwon

\

r

(

f

i

Soreho/e 
3’h a'/a.m - Nature ef Strata.

vi
4d

mL

Tubing.__ __

Sa.77. PjtCTlC,

Sandj7-a?i£ mit/i. zrons/cnc 
3u7zcZj. ...

Z/r/7-07*' 97- yrtlt/c 3arr(fs/bftc 

Tf~L£?2. s7l 3£Z7~Z.dZ._____

SaruZsZ-oTie. >r'i Z?l zrons/cmt, 
ba.^.<T-___ ______ ___________ _

Iflii/ta SrzndjTorre.....

C OTz-aZor rraLTe-........
C7zePl-_............................ __
Car/ty.. ............................. . . 1

• Coal 3s dtz.77.cZj.----------
/S<s* etif&rpetf ject/cn}

JtSLczZa &?zc£ ..
CorLtf/Zoznera.le_______

TZZTT-C Sci7ZcisZ~orl£.-

ZTz77,e Cotlc^Zo7?T.erdL££.. 

JFzjZC Z>a.77,e£aZo7Z.e.—

Core t? 2o jnerat Z~e..
drey Sa.Tt.tZsZ'ort.e..

ZB7ol7.£ Sa-rz-cZsTorze...

- x Greg 5 a r?. cZsZorze..

Total Depths___

Ihtckneu
of

Strata.

Depth
from

Surface
ft

3

62

28

/l

//2 7

3
/
j

7

o
3
J
3t

■kD
V

4/

2

/6\7 

/

4/

35

Of

8

if m.

23!

S80 /

Enlarged Sections

Cocci % ba n dd

at231 ft. dirts.

it. /M
Coal-.__
ba.net____

5
/

CO ad,....... / 2
band----,.Cod.?..___
band.... .

/i
31

Coal..,. 3 7

Stabs iriiTi. Coal pipes..
Shale rrib/t. 
Coal pipes. /

ei

o

Th/dwess.. z£
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,4pP£/VD/X C?Section op Por-e 
. >? 3 Diamond Drill 

a 1 Redhead
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Jcction of Sore, /Ippbvd/x c?
.Jtv- / J)ic(s7io?id Drill 
a t (Jharercce Slcli j i ff

f in course of progress J)

!87 ■

Borehole Depth

anef' Setorze
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Section of JBore JW1 Sprem/xC?

«./} ■'? JO JJianuind JtriU 
at Baltimore

Net fare of Sir a. fa.

Depth bored fo 3/s- Decr /sse.

9oft Sandstone ?r? U/y pefrtles.

SD&rk 3hczZe~

J)ar7c Sko-Ie rrtth ironstone Zands

MircLdy Sandstone....

and sT&ode. ...

Shctly SccndstoT-ie

Coezty Shale

Co a Zy Sh a. le.

Shall/ Sandstone.

Con yle>7nera.te.
StuxZySa.nd.sto7*e..-. ....

Shaly Sandstone

iFhzteish Sandstone- ■
Tol at depth.
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Se^liorv of .Bore Jis 2
10 JUctnioiitl j)rUL 
at JlaUimore

( in course of progress)

ApP£A/D/X CP

Borehole 
2" dt am? Nature of Sfrafo.

Thickness
of

Strafa.
t- in.

Sr.irfa.ce C/at/._____ _________ 7 0

S and shone yrzlf. zronshone. hands... 77 /

STlclIz/ Soc.nchj^c'Tze........ ............ ...... .............. // 3
CO&L and- ha.rzd-_______________________ € 2
Coaly JPa-Ze............................ ...................... - 37 //

S7z.ct-Z^ SaT-idsfone...................... - - 9 6
CorzgtZoTTzerct ihe.... 4- O
CZOCcZ a-TT-cZ ha-rz-ds.............................................. S /

ZDarf sfctZe. jr-z-Zh dOdZ Ttezres,
from J in fo Sin. zn f-Ztiofness......... 32 2

•SZzctZx/ dancZsfeme.______ _w. . S4 0

Coct-7__________________________________ ______ _ 6
Sofz- BZti^e shtcc-Zs--_________ . /2 2

SCX*TL&s£077-£. - . - _ // /
CPerH.... .. ------------- - -------------- - - 4
Con-yZomerct fc. _________ 2 /o
Sof? a7z.ot.Zz/ DzzTtdsforie.- -, - ----------------- /4 7
CTzerf .. _ _ _ . ___ / 3

(prez/ jZzccZ-zp SctrzdsZzorze.... .............. ... 739 /O

ZBlu,e sTzctZe rrzZTz Sands Zone pad trip. 46 6

Soft ZZzie sta-Ze................................. ... .................. 72 5

SarzoZsZorze and sfaZe............ .............. 45 6

Cone/Lome rate.......... ................ ............ ... . V 2

dZeerpE. s7z-ac.Ze_______  ___________ _________ 3 /6
JDa.r% sZtotle mzZTz Coal f>zpes------ 4 &
d?arZc CTzatZe.--------------------------------------------------- S S

To 3/f December ZSS7-___________

Depth
Pom

Surface

600

in
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Section of Jiore

•TV?-11 Diamond Drill
al Millllf/oiit/

Borthok 
3‘ c//a.mr Hzfure of 51 raid.

Th/ck/ie*
of

Stmts.

Depth

from
Surface

HI

En !a. rged 5ect/cf?s

Shaft.

Sarufstanc.

SctfvcZurtorie- nnlh iron 
ficmds exnd. gje&bLer ..

'/■

/Blue, SitaZe____________

SanctslErnc Tfiif-pebbles.

Coftplcmecafe. tyD// 
iron/ bands-...........

7/

/29

/0€

fS
3

66

Grey ScmcLstone 
wifft'shale hcorzds.

. ffdf* Conplo mera-fe...

Sandstone S' Shale.

33

/

m

-fr--

SmtsSslo 7ie jnZht fine 
Conglome ra in.......... 66

SadicLsEonC mXht ft rre 
conplomeraie. ft OoaJ.pipes.

COalr. ...........
spark Shale-............
-Qarx. saruisPorce- .JDo-tTc Sfia-te............

32

CoccL ctfid beends
{se» er/*r^eff sect ion J

'j/asrk Shale-------------- -
Tot a.! depth.-----

in- t£. m*

3 
o
%)e/3

36 5

!
Ar

657

Coal %' bands
at 613 ft. Sim

Coal
fi-recl tiyPdfshai 
fine Sdridstorit.

si*Shale fr-fireslaz,
Coal........ r?

-Irt-rh: shefle.. . .C^etZ... ...........
■flreetdy.. .»- .
CoaJo-....... ■

’fireeZa.-y. . 
2?a.T£ Sh&Ze...-

coadr-dlrf shdiCfa ‘
httrt-

coezt.£ a y-td-,
CO&sl>

ceZ.,,. ■ —rtejhe^ce •■-•

OreTj fit eta. Z.

Coed-.........
5 a 72 S ......
Coal.
ttrets7ne?a-Z. 
3Za.ck sTt-aZe..
SarfiA a.Ze..

Coal......
"bczn-ci........
Co ctL.............SatTtAr ..............

CoclI.
barztl.........

Coal......
Coal ft dark 
shroZe— - ■

Thickness 36 5
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Seclioji of Boi'e flPP£AfD/X C7
jfS jj Dumtond

at' Broken Sill
Borehole
3' Mo-fure of Stra.ta.

(x?zetss Triih Qicarl^ pehhLes..

CrTteiss TTiIfy Qvux,rt$ Veins.

JDccnk c?rcL?i?t& nr at/ pyriles.

la rk- g rc/Pf ite

To 3/& December /83f___



Append/x C?Sectiorb of 3ore

23 MicLTnon^d Ht'M
at Sinvrvf Corner

Borehole
S" c/ia.rff£

Na.fure of Stra.t3-
Thickness

of
Sirota.

T

Depth
from

Surface

wm

Depth borerf to 3/Jf Deer /sse.^

Jtard prey shaZe.

':a jja j)o. with/ iptLa.r£$—

/O

/4

L
Jfotrdf prey Shale- -.

in

_Sltt£ epVteirf}- 

Sl€ife—------------

pa-iZT-Z-^------------

ru;

296

30 3

SltziC-

6

4
4

33

Tot a./ dcpfh-

s

6

4-0/ O
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Section of $07'e 2

tJZ 13 Jftajnonrfj Drill 
a t Sv titus ~ Coriwi*

APP£/VD/X C ?

• Borehole. 
3 * dia. m-

Nature of strata.

Vv i ■- STax,ft_________________

Slate____________________

/I fBlue Slcrte.

3lcLek State----- --

Jllixx? Slate.

% State..

if.>_ Itj

Yf*

Torphj-ry:.

J}o. J?o Tf tlt/ Quartr,.

TorpTrpryi____

Y\y'i

Quarty..

Thickness 
of 

Sfr&feL

Depth
from

Sarhscce
it.

//

234-

1

fS

T46

7

43

36

2B

62

6t

O

Tofa.! Depth-------------- 657 O

(S/J.66S-2B
^hoto-uitkooraphed at the govt, printing office.

STONEY, NEW SOUTH WALES
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APPENDIX D.
Eeaiifitg work, showing cost, exclusive of office salaries, store wages, rent, and Superintendent's travelling expenses lo Department.

No. of
Days occupied.

Cost. Remarks.drill.
Moving. Erecting. I'lcpo.lring. Reaming. Delays. Holidays. Total,

7 G Cl ICO 1G 7 240
.e a. d.

020 10 11 This is ream Lug' work for fcho purpose of recovering core-barret, hence it 
cannot lie charged as boring,

J. S. McNeij, ' ' AV. H. J. SLEE,
D, McCuxnocir. Superintendent of Drills.

APPENDIX E.
Summary of Seaming work, showing total cost to Department and amount receivable in connection therewith for 1887.

-a
Locality. Wages.

Carriage.
Travelling Repairs. Diamonds Stores Fuel,

water, and 
sundries.

Proportion
of

balance 
of general 
account.

Proportion
of

Kent.

Superinten
dent 

of Drills* 
travelling 
expenses,

Total.

Amount
receivable Amount

conceded.

Total
amount

receivable
exclusiveof

concession.

o
Q Railway. Other,

expenses. used. issued. of general 
stores 
issued.

salaries. wages. inclusive of 
Ministerial 

concessions,

Remarks,

£ a. d. £ s. d. £ e. d. £ e. d. £ s. <1. £ 5. rt. £ B. (1. £ e. d. £ s. (1. £ s. d. £ , , £ s. d. £ s. d- £ s. d. £ s. d. £ H. d. £ a d. £ a. d. /This work has been very 
j expensive, owing to the 
j continual loss of corc- 
] barrels in the drift and 

conglomerate forma- 
y^tions.

7 Clarence hiding,. 594 12 0 24 13 7 0 3 9 SOS 40 5 9 04 14 9 S3 13 S 35 10 1 03 15 2 0 10 0 74 9 S 27 la ii 15 13 0 3 4 0 1,043 1 0 003 IS 10 4SS 13 2 175 G S

J.' S. McNeil. W. H. J. SLEE,
D. McCulloch. Superintendent of Drills.

*
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APPENDIX E.
ISr.PoRT of Wnter-auger Work for the year 1887, exclusive of office salaries, store wages, rent, and Superintendent’s travelling expenses.’

No. of 
.Machine

No. of 
Bores 
put- 

down.
Locality.

Days occupied. Doiiths

Kate 
bored 

per day.

1

1
Cost of 

Carnage.
Workinjy 

cost, exulu- 
bire of 

Carriage.

Working 
cost, inclu

sive of 
carriage.

Cost per foot.

Remarks.

>9
?!

U.
if

OCQ

tu

"rt
* Re

pa
iri

ng

Jt
<2 H

ol
id

ay
s. •i

c

1
tJ>rt 
£ ?= 

“S xP

!■§ 'rt
"5
t-f

At Slst 
December 

1SS6.

Bored 
dnrincr 

year 1SS7.
Total.

Exclusive
of

carriage.
Total.

ft in. ft. in. ft in. ft. in. 41 s. d. £ a tl £ 3. d £ s. d £ 8. d.

83 10 5 2 20 103 $44 2 115 10 115 10 3 0£ 53 11 10 177 S 3 231 0 1 1 10 78 1 19 10J (a) The 893. lO^d. per foot includes the expenditure caused in fencing in
Hie bore-hole or artesian well, fixing tubing in bore and abos o surface,

V, ' ' (k) ■>R P 117 56 210 C74 5 074 5 ft 0 HU 2 2 6S1 T 7 $42 0 9 1 0 2J 1 4 11} sinking and timbering shaft 20 ft. m depth, putting up embankments to
1 S 10 57 79 30 0 30 0 15 0 22 L0 10 177 15 10 200 6 S 5 IS <>1 0 13 eg conserve water, and waiting for and loading teams for rcuioiaL

U b ir»p 50 31 6 4.4S 313 3B5 1 3SS 1 2 5 00 IS 3 453 IS 2 519 16 5 1 3 10 17 0 (b) Lavers of bard (juart^itc on one side of the bore-hole, which caused
extra work and expenditure.

remove plant to Svdnoy.
S6 IS 310 CO HI Gi 4 70 20 1,205 4 3 10 293 8 1 1,495 9 10 1,703 12 11 l 4 9} 1 0 95 fdl This expenditure would have been considerably lower but the cost of

sinking and timbering two (2) wells, 70 feet each in depth, is included, to
conserve water obtained in boring.

Gold prospecting — (c) Colours of gold were obtained but no payable load of gold.

10 1 Forbes (e)..................... 53 0 47 0
n SO 6

151 G ....
144 0 . .
140 0 ...... ....

" ■ 123 0.
.. 164 0

10 19 21 167 3 0 S 6
'

215 103 0 1,361 6 3 S 15 4 0 272 19 3 28S 8 3 0 4 0$ 0 4 2}

ssjs!)
473 69 117 67 10 70 20 020 2,560 10 6 5 313 7 1 1,763 9 1 2,051 16 2 0 18 0J 0 10 2$

J. S. McNeil. 
D. McCulloch.

W. H. J. SLEE,
Superintendent of Drills.
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APPENDIX G.
Sumjllet of Water-angers, showing number of feet bored, total working cost to Department, and average cost per foot, for 1887,

No. of 
Auger. Locality. Feet bored. Wages.

Carriage.
Travelling
expenses. Repairs. Stores

issued, Sundries.
Proportion 
of balance 
of genera! 
account.

Proportion 
of balance 
of general1 stores issued.

Office
salaries.

Stor/J
wages. Rent.

Super
intendent of 

Drills* 
travelling 
expenses.

Total. Cost 
per foot.

Railway. Other.

ft. in. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ b. d. £ s. d. £ B d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ B. (1. £ s. a. £ 6. d. £ 6 d. £ s. d £ e. d. £ 8. d.

1, 2, & 3 Bourkc to Wanaarinpr Hoad at 115 10 130 2 3 2 19 0 7 10 11 4 1 G 2 0 0 10 17 ‘0 15 8 10 50 15 S 1 S 3 106 13 0 SO 17 7 22 9 0 4 12 G 404 12 8 8 9 10|
76-milc. (aj

J, 2,5:3 Bonrko to Wanaaring Road at G74 5 570 1 0 21 0 0 52 3 5 21 9 G 25 e G 31 5 G 12 13 11 103 2 7 2 G 4 213 7 2 70 15 5 44 IS 0 9 6 2 1,130 16 G 1 IE Sj}
301^-tmle. (b)

4 & 6 30 0 150 19 3 n 15 ft 10 17 0 2 10 0 9 0 4 25 12 5 0 11 0 63 0 1 10 13 8 11 4 3 2 6 3 287 1 11 9 11 4}

n Hay W .......................................... 383 1 423 10 8 10 5 1 1 1 0 3 7 0 10 4 8 7 8 D 01 6 l 1 S 2 10G 13 3 30 17 8 22 9 0 4 12 7 093 8 11 1 10 OJ

1,205 4 1,2SQ 3 0 40 4 7 Gl 1G 4 25 11 0 41 7 0 G3 17 11 44 11 10 230 1G 0 5 4 G 480 0 0 170 0 4 101 0 3 20 10 6 2,574 19 0 2 2 8!

Gold-prospecting ■—

10 Forbes (ej.................................... 1,361 0 207 14 S 5 17 1 9 G 11 1 2 7 4 2 0 2S» 3 3 0 4 2|

2,566 10 1,547 17 3 40 1 3 71 3 3 26 13 7 41 7 0 67 10 11 44 U 10 230 16 9 G 4 0 430 0 0 170 9 4 j 101 0 3 20 16 0 2,303 2 3 1 2 3J

(aj Aithoujjh Bet down as £3 9s. lOJd. per foot., more than half of that expenditure was caused try fencing in the bore, sinking and timbering shaft 20ft in depth, flying tubing below and above the surface, and putting up embankments tor 
tho conservation of water. ('If) This bore passed throuarh thick layers of quartzite, also through drift. (c) The principal part of the expenditure was caused through delay waiting for teams to remove plant to Sydney.
({1) Two wells were sunk, one at each bore, 70 ft in depth, and timbered for conservation of water, which expenditure is included in the cost of boring at per foot. (c) Colours of gold were obtained, but no pajablc lead discovered.

J. S. McNeil. 
D. McCulloch.

W. H. J. SLEE,
Superintendent of Drills,
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199

199
Water 4utfer Secr/dm-

SectLon of More 6
*J" 10 JVaJer busier

at Forbes'.
0 Cold prospecting bore )

/(ppend/xN/

ffore ho/e Ye/i/h / rose/7a tore of s/rAtA.

Ped ‘f /f'h z £* c Zacy- ■.

/Tearse drz-f£z

/Ptne (drz-f/-...

CoarAo c/n -fiz .. _ Fresh

C cZrcjy is3-

"d T''c. i Fa cZa.y,
£ Ped c/exy y raFhr

Ffo/Sen sZaFc__ __

tZoZhr Pate of /fa+er Safpiy ro/ g/ye/?.



200
200

Secti-Mro of 31 ore 7
JW 10 Walter *AuLg&r 

at Torhes
(Gold prospecting bore)

Jppjea/d/x//?

TLoGe- Mud sprmg at 30 i£. rose /&■£. in bore .



201
201

Sedxnrt of 3ore JW # Jpkmd/x-N-
jo Water Jluger
at/ Forbes

f Gold prospecting bore')
Bore ho fe ^ght ^terHa. fure of strata.

JSZcee CZa-B/-___

Fresh
geZZocr- cZety (z'is7-i

Caccrje cZrzfl'.....

CoO-rje. cZyz-ftr___

7?a<£ clay H'ifh sfones

77/), /zrit£ aZ&Fa.

7?CcZ t jftzzFc cZi
WtJ'tz jt~orz.es - . -
/FZtiZe cZ/xy wtlz-Fz-
TJoFl-crt sZaZ-e
TZrZWen state.____

TtoZe- Fa ie of Water supply rot giren.
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202

Section of Bore «J'» 9
.J'S JO Water .Av/jer

ah Forbes' '

/jfPfA/D/Xtf4-

/
( Cold prospecting bore)

We icjht tre. fer rose 
from point cf tapping

Boreholeft&iure of sirs. is.

TpeZZour cZaLZf____ .

JZZc. JPn- Inf/i ■Sa-mi

ffctrrZ ■^elZoursn.mi. fresh

T/eZZeur rZa. y mfTi 
s Jr

6 Tine ^Coarst drift**

Tied ¥ JrTitZe cZ<%y
tviiTz. ..

fed f /■f'ZfZc cZa.
/rtf-fi stenrs.   i

WsZZ-erz, jZne.Z'e.--------

Tlote.- /Tt the finish of bore, mud 9- c/py rose /4-ft.



Sof 10 /fPPEND/X H^
10 Walter Jlutger 
a l Forbes 

f Gold prospecting bore)

203

Ne/gfy t H'd.fer rose.tsa.fure of strata.

fresh

' Fine ^ffoetrjo.

Tj’ecL cZee-y rrzS-P
rfencj____

WecZ rla. ts orZsZt

O sZdLZ-e. -
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204

i

SerMjirv of Bore .VS 11 sreENux//? 
Jilt 10 TfaJxr .Huger 

at Forbes
{Gold prospecting bore)

Z/e/ffh t water rose 
from pant of tappingnature of strata.

Coarse efri fiz..

f/elZour oZety WirTz

Feet crZay jrifZs SB™

p'eZZrzr- cZary______

TfeeZ V 1/eZZew cZa
*ri Cfi scones VreZZe.

TloCe-Fresh water rose uofi. at finish of bore. 
Rate of supply not piren.
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205

SectipTV of Bore JM 12 ^':£NDIX'^1
jtt 10 Water Jluger

ai Forbes
(Gold prospecting bore (

nature of strata.

Jfo- -Jte- rrztf: SarzcZ.

Fresh
C0ar.se zfrzfF-.

ZfeZZozw cZ/xy Trii-Ti

Cfo. JWo. frz?7i sTtints

TteeZ erZay erzFfz.

Tlote.- fiaie of Wafer supply not pi yen.
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206

Section of Bore Jr» 13 J-0'**0'*#?

* .l t 10 1 fa fer ^vuger
at Forbes

(Gold prospecting bored

Bore ho/efid.iurt of Sire.!a.

'Z/eZZou* SarricZ____

Coarse drifF - —

Wed cf ^fcZlour cZo^y
trifti rZ~t>?z£S—

sBt -ff red. rla.y_ _
triifl J forte J •/ Jitxte

Sft ff red 'f rrTtife

£ Wipe rZety rrffe 71
rtetfe______

TloCe.-/Fad spring *f IS/ f rose /05fi ft? bore
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207

Section of Sore JW 14 
•ft 10 Water JlvLger 

■ at, Forbes
f Gold prospecting bore }

/4fffA/D/X H 3

Tlote. - /factsfr/ng a_f /63 f. rose 3it. in bore. 
(StQSGf-fE.j ff^te of water supply not given.

%
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208

Section of fore 2 
11 Water Sager 

cct gtmbar RocCd*

Hag'

Heigh t&A fer rose 
frsrrj pcint of tapping

nature of strata. Borehole

Tine SaneZ d-rift...

Tine ‘f Coarse ■Sa.neL

ipreg 9- brcxsrz clay...

Stiff grey clay..,.

Sand drift-.....

Cc/iglor'i era-?-£..... ,..

Stiff W/zi te clay.

getZocr- SaneZ drift.

Sand 'elrz-ft:..

C> Brturn. SarS. Cement h
Sa.TTClyrsz.reZ a-nei-

fffciie Sant & CemerilY;

TTflzte Sanz£...

g?o. triff. smalt
yieees of timber....

Depth 3/f Deer m?

TZote:- Fresh 
Do.

.Do-

water tapped at Jo feet t Cite of supply
DO.

Do.
240 Do. Do.
260 Do. Do.

9,6CO Dafs.per day.

12.000 Do-
6.000 Do.

*

4

*

*
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Appendix H ■'

Section, of tBore jf'T'

2*3 Water buffers
aj, lOF/t JfQe Post

on, road, 3ovurke to Waricuirutg

<T>09

Thickness 
.of. 

Strata.

£
3S
/s

3
3

73

3-7
3S

l

6
7
3

as
3

27.

8 
s 
/a

253

3
/i
+
6
6

S
8

/4

/

3

J-6

S

+8

e
3

2S
/
/
£

3c?

/£

w-
'a/

7
/7

365

in.

O

nature of strata Borehole Weight Ulster rose 
from point of tapping

TtTnestoTie
1 CZay, tt*r?a\ 
v art rhja.^t oL.

O 2?re(t'n c2a.y Y £ei&2r£rrf
eC ironrTeSie.-................

0 Ti^HP zroruforz-c,_____
O SfttjTz 7 SZcj.e sTo rt.£.__

e 3afti2f3orr.e.Y rZay <¥■
fifTi P rtiftoZfhorzt.____

P tThift drift and Sa.ll
. erattr....................... ..............
O Jirt-rtYskiff ilu£ stay,

¥• prey rvet Y- irenstene.

0 __________ _ .
S Ttdhttrhi te cZa-j/ . ..
S JSZeee. £ "lay__ ________
O Sifhlsrey etayy"pypru-m
5 To tz-pTi. oZi&e slay. _ ^_ _
6 TiaTif ZioZiteoZei sZctui. ..j 
O grtySem-aLYSZae/lc eZay^.
9 <Pt4et.rtjil-e _ ...______
3 green-ish ttphtSe*-ndy

Tea. rre-  ______ .. ^___ _
3 TifTitfinc sand Y ?nu.d.
8 gzeexrf-zzte.... ......................
/ efreeniskt Sstn*ly elay weftt. 

rpotf of reyctn&le rnoeiirer.. 
diaek ay YSand JB-JT. 
Text i-o/ flaetCtay tf'ltii 
IbinZayerj Serrfd. 66-t?
Slue ilaci claySS1/*?) 
TVcXO ' 9r Sloe S&aeJt Clay 1 
8-/o‘r rV<Xo-8j Zlae lLack; j. 
Clay Sl-s/J JanOslbne O 's‘, “ 
foot Z~S,3andf Clay S-9\ f 
fine Sand*layersoSmlCy-t • 
eand ZzyAfyney root /-f, " 
JlZaeX Slue ClayYSarzeS. 
WineSantZ Yclay otlayers 
Sanely fretfertrorn stones 
reeomposed reyetatle Tnat-.; 
terfsrna.Zipieie of Soree-.^J^ 
ity hf arty Sand '*■ elay..
nocTr -............... ... . _ -------
Hexnedyclay ertOusaytlraHe 
Tnatferr tents TrueAeuT up. 
Sandy elatf in thin Zetycrs. 
Sreerntshlaue ClayYSasedsloste *
frttTi layers of rocTe.------ —
HarXyrsyract 9“ lemestane. 
limestone roefe ..... ;
oteeufriiyhl'greycLaip. „„ ,

JZro/rnzsh £Zue clay..

urn-_____________
Clay.

8
3
O
//
o

6

9
4

4
0
o
r2

fO

dSZa.cZ Clay. ____

Cfrcen Ja.rtdst'one.___ J
JBenZeterJ_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
5reset Sandstone. -
ZirrtejZone rock_____
'CZay.. __ _ _ _ _ _ _
dZuey /rith Sand seam 
JCtpAtyroy Sa nets tore e
hery ZtyTil clay..........

8Ze*e clay iri&SandJeams \
-Llsn.esfane. reCTe. . . . . . . . "
WrVfrn clay ‘tdart/Z layen
Sandstone. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Ximestone rocX—.........
Sastdstest* Ysexnd. ....
Cased f cZay rtiSh do com - 
posed reyefn&Z* rnal-ter
JZ cm escostei...... ........ „ ,
-JZigTet sandy day..
J. istteslesne

Slue cZay ifilk thin layer 
of ZfmorToTto.

Tola.! depth

ilote:- JErtsTt. rfrEesictrc. tvo. ter Tapped ext 8S/peelt pZojytsza over Surface at the rate efJ,SoO foZs.ficrdLay
/ft 900XeeT the Wrl-cszarz. dteppZy increa-seed Pa 2f,800 emails.ytereZay. '

XAE $46/eet th e fresTt. /?7- Erj za n fta Zfr, PZarcal otferctZ- 7-Jz e fa Zc <? / 22,4- C^czZs iserciaj/
. BSS/get fi-c 'irate r fraw /hp/ringr ever the surf ate at the irate of 22,A&4. (fatts.

■per day a-m-ed iy Zatsst reports the Supply trap Znersarircp.

Salt fifater fras tapped zn this tare at from 28 to 42 ft. and at from //.y fl. to 
/8p -ft.
29/ft. Sin. of this tore put dazsen zn /880.
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^ pit sy anl d t

Ahavm 8*" o drift Jb

Uy -x' Vt it

A,] v g ^ « d 4 v4'
Ai ut g ft el e er>f did sao 1 ro

C-ave5 3iqJ a ct !(/ s» oi.
«*•( a«d e i*? 4(4 

k>& o*»y* s I *,e rd Ife", 4r b

I on * 
v»1 e

20o e
“ 8J If s 1

1 v i f «,o U sat -o *• epr t 
XC rape A ii 1̂ h wx* sol

» o te osm e ^Mis uul%* &*.

B«d fe & p m sand h
Utd is? a

Al av iOO- atsnl fS&go 7 wa e r 
b ae nr

Qen?eot od n adsw t
Hard. ?* A% one ft c ^ t *aid

efcne
Aduva v •* ^ndfetor

ro I:
■pipe ay^td eme in* G-oa
11 ie s at

r ay -v1 ub i& v ? o unk a tb s t a wa a b ^ 
s r i. aar lOCX » nerr

ila e r c v « ‘’a ^ ^ o er pane n r fu C« s
wa ?- r k 1 ^ r

m iXH. j ? o^r o * nod b h#- eu teeji* t ‘-sc
t s g !y hr& k sr

« e e se L S t frejist fh si s, p »
r ^ t i tb v*>

$ re ti « %

3 It,* '‘ir raw » U » « u c w^e g ick 14^ n** ws r it nek a 
ad _n » we 1 a aH S s 3 » isk lo s ^ 5>‘k r %
H re tSo n*' wr r ? g ^ u ^ » r .. jt go % *•

ci s we r u red to m t ast^d t * n ca-^v i
^ tr &s~ the supnl®

l ndula^ ng yarrer nd -h -r a&j o i i
* X5n0 9 |

B dua irg -dg fan ’

* se a. e , a

?\d

i

CGwe a-ed d
#t n«

«iaj r«- m d 1 t ^ fCt,
<!*• rt h /ed Hr whi t. vundj * *,
p 1 wu e M*"sd r x e

aa n t \ ^ g yr " ~t«5 o *
tb j « « * * t oe i«*y

Hard sfe^d i^r4 wa
r*'3**

QuA’dx ^ a* 1 an i »
Hard 3 to q ». ? a d ji fe f ! 
P peclay aatf "sir

ai % usf* s d 8and3foue i v 'efi ut, and ayen o?

Sand
White loose sand

his h w was p k »■© j r*se wroes o i 
1 nr sab xjr 5qum& >r -.?•

fcs fts <» are f'*

W to k i*h
h Hg

0iuuiat i g tci ro? ^mo Fj 8 -md molga 
has dy } irs Jge« the open hor Sat#
But oar * i pn« nber* small eioar| 

paf^h s f sajtb wu .
I Op^a ,' a ar a bk k so ^

4 r 5r^ 1 e w

Tj we 1 8 the Hod f l r“,
G >ve ui"nt well o loeasre a 

b N V ^od wa« •*~ « t 
4 i* « es ic^er r uit*l 

ar i a. o n- er ir> t)
*$ rei o he asid

n ^ 0OtH e.

c», na C eee 
a ‘exaf u It ^r a o^s 

se i »-> c *i*age 
sue*] eg w

tv

A w# 1 #*K u *

a ^ 0 KM

of the

Tesy level loamy soil

San i

Sand

Ibis well vfw dearer o it m tfa* i’-y tun?* am vater^r r 
ato^k on he place in lh« e n ) rr of l0!5! a JbH 

This well s s s si pie seal ro kef iorrounae i H? clay a'id a^r1 ©# t^-s 
jpfti &-? of tbo isj a <? i 1 r ground t <? » p t r, ^ar# hrr ted 
^ud i? s r k o lar sa wa<- r s ehcKok 

P ft-eo bo & br noob rert va’no s |ro-* ns of th f station gtrurk 
water on es/1 o* fcJ e rst *au '• drib inet w th fartas- attempt* at 
SridiO£ ^ ean water abauio el

The on5y f ©ah wale wei -5 Kre are smsl se H welts bo springs being 
fcapnel would H for 1 ousehold p rposes o** (ae> 1 000 sheep 

Thsre ara tune sau l** wahe w i b on t & lun t^d suopiv f splendid dear 
fresh w t«f njt sufll eat to water any large ambe of stock nughi 
be made avsua le bv hav ng a r?eav eg tank iont * ill fe** use m trough 
rag they »,r* b oi utnp«d. ur^ sad take w nasidersbie time to fill 
^ftji rbev « ea sa 1 hohiws ai Hr*© w*er ismdi0ft*ed by gtmi 

g^Tw ag ri, nti f «i k too Jeep & lay bo*u>B? s » r t si d 
co lad thro gh J at o-as, d shir -> »a w id h*> $ $

Fela k ?‘i bush p a om v <« u &xidv 

% i H a« a* box ^ a 

I in® h } 8. d h at*

Bar y o p an ^
Re 5 i i ¥ a ns ^ m e nr*%m
Re1 ** ^ * ( e & cO 4 * t -j ?• ng from e "Moca R ■•# ee ^ tl 

| 'vs*1 ** i i R Narnar * Ba «*cn F vf-v i n*u>
a nr whe^ w^re fet* gS at

4 ^ ^ ' a-vme au-w* vit r> j } e * '-«* m
^ o iv xr* t-w fly* SA so

*, or w fi / <tirn w ii **«
c, i
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JXm:x TO WBLIS—continued.

Kwuboro? Well

100
10’
102
108
104
105
106 
10? 
108

109

111

112
113
114
115 
118 
117 
U8
m
IfO
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131 
182 
133
184
135
136
137 
188 
ISO 
140

142
143
144
145

146
147
148 
148
150
151 
162 
158 
154 
15* 
156
167
168 
169 
160 
181 
162 
m
164
165
m
187 
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180 
181 
182
188 
134
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192 
198 
194
mm
197
m
m

Conjx-r

XAlura
. Landebom,# i j
| Hostel
i G* iiie hooka

Q-ien&ntf

Pc^fmger

Mar aiGcu 3uj h
j C ur&tie ^Tta~
I Dtnha i OkmoT
I „

Fau^rwiara JS’eai Sjlrertoni
Delsk
C ATtn 
Poll ugei

Eobmson
N'orthwnfceriattd A * ib*
Moot^ragee *
St Ticoent t 
Cumberland j Q-iadesville
Icoung

Toaug

Teraiba 
Mordt u

Ketallie

I

yauc'c.-wmoa

Waradgerr

Urana
Bemaoo
Waradgerr
Jiicbolsno
WAljerra
Moss^r?
Waigwrs
Barooae
BLll-a
Bavadme
Whit®
Potfrirg**
\faoar<i

t ITowng 
Yvngm Jg'-H
Tatic*,ra 
Tt ago'toko 
BW (s d
8{n i

ift&a
1,'Vs»nklr

township

Glonlyot.'

Mundagal

lihhirab
Ulonga

T S Beserre

Kambce 
Wausa Wapa
KtUara
T S Kmrre

Water WaterIx-ptl struck at star ris %t Yield peror riei fee from fee *r n daj in fsd Mn«
„ _- _

surface. surface
„ __

109 . 1 e-vth
2m 101 Bra kis>
330 S&e
US Artesian 80 000 i rests
40 20 000

360 180
m

Sslt194 7? 6 10
l*'* S8

114 80 Artesian 440 Frest.
201

47 i , m *
53 40
2b 23
2 > 23
41 , 28
60 5?
41 88
80 B re 27
m 68
84 ( 24

132 , *0 9 i>00
80 80

130 ISO 90 n
174 174 78 4C(0
lS8 164 90 5"6
40 40 ,

890 Bore 370 t nhu ited
184 126 Sad
?s 54 Frol
32 77 62
81 81 4
90

IHB

60
40
70
71 
40

640
508
1SS
860
442
8G5
255

185
185
404
240

40
150

SO 
IfX) 
100 
100 
M , no j 

108 ! 
70

187 1
i2i
75
75

no
87 1

100 !
no ,
141 » 
181 
»
94 

130 
146 
180 i 
300 
400
fi°A 
123 , 
7b i 

101 
97 

1%

36’
136
107
106
185

above sea-l Natoro o! surrounding Cbustrj

S6
28
60 j
41 !

Biadaod Sal 
Lev-] pin u

Open pla.n

Ironbai k co\ nirv 
Black sutl

579 1
Bore 197 Artesian
Bcre 158 100 1

Bore Artessan 1

Bore 886 8
Bore 8
Bore 218 70 . i“ '

Bore *21 105 1,440 h-fsh
i

1 Sait .

27
27

b5
05
t>S
60
86
65
65
76
75
80
00

19,200 
720 ’ 

20 000

fi Fmb
l •

Salt
Fmh

20,000 i 
20,000 1 
40 vQG

111 7 600 1 ( d«s «t»rt
112 ? %QO
75 7 5)0 Brackis) 167 8 mo Sait ino 10 003 Sweet 1
00 ITnl m tid Brxckisi

101 lei elafife eteck
180 Ffti* Stock
20 t && f

„ +108 Freon 4-JO 14 O)

9/ Fr*' hl

i

tol Lib t.'id * res! iUS >0 000
% 1

00 i

! ulra.n*^«
Sisto

* ?u,/iped vntb sax Ajfho-toe vf.admjU, waters 20 000 *hc p 
l i’-Mnpsa i t30 g' ai* cor ion., mill and } t,) !•< ter »nhou* wirffj 

Bomi| bamg oontinurf a Wnght and Biltwxi irrchine bem* j«ed ivises 26 above s is tube

Sai hi- nr 40' claj 24 day si i send 180' | 
S^r ttd ne 20 9 , e!si 3'*' 3 , clay send,I 

ar \ dn*t 1SS j
Clar^ 20 mid a *1 h 43 cava 2J 

! s'ardstone S1
I Ckv and »au1 8 sx.ndb ^ xqs s}^|0 

rmmte pr bits n*! te 4

OiXj i^d fir&ie
LiyanHand« oj r ^ dt«fr 5 
■%r % loaiu "u I e ay t rt 3 
C 1 j.n i el
C’e e 1 gm 57 roex ^
8eo a c errv i
Ix>ani lay, p-atel ard bmdisw
8»nl ay nj d p’-ave*
Oiaj /nft xml hv
banu ao^ g-r it x ^ *y a»i<i n> k

Water e5»o stru k at 22,60- 64 8', 66/ and m ah salt 
naitwyter stn ek Frf »li esfee-afc 31 32 6,46 58’end 65'

b»r wattrstmek a iera s&ndstene eud conglomerate, and rose* ti 8b very c-iukly
Salt wa! • etmek at 2ff a largo .ic.ly rr„l, ntt-r>t ay reM j,

I o er «urf8'v
«,l« rt-Mrl! , fit ■> >/, M* g 0TBr 5,;,^, gn gtll0M n0L

Vi ro,M! Vf *■ xo fi over surface 0C0 gallons i-erLouij *.92 roae If r n j ^
%U wat r sl*u» -ib 1 0 ro lo vnnnv 28' of surface 349 backi^h 

| roM? S 01 er 41' fresb wa^r, rose 3 3 >vcf surface
1

Ye-v g ai

: I ergt si ppiv
Wale tepjed at a% e d at /0 

; Plcimt 1 eupnlj %rge supply

Ckj sac i and dnl? 
Ditto d tte ditto

W IS -xk60 
Red eon ’7 a sand 
Soil 8i' sird 1 ft jna*'l 46 4 
P ptd j at $< LVknown
Blmlf sou 40', nones Ac lO', red soil 30 

ramej v 5 gn%re] &v 51 
T oaia 45 drti 15
Blacx so l 12 clay and emve* 16 j s&ntll
Bla"< sod 65 , sand 6 
Black sod rotten rock' 64

| Shale, oonglon e^te, sand«*3Q^ and coa« 
1 seam*
| Ti rf sand? ci y graveuy v]fty loose and 
! compact sand and chalk

Conglomerate eaudetonc and shale 
Sandefcoue and shaie 
Clay drift, an l drift sand

| Sa t wat r at 80 orarinsb, 143 , freeb 174'
3a t ai 80 t-aciieh 141 fresh 164

j 15f ga bn per day, after striking the water expected to increase to » 000
j «^lons

Strong supply Coal struck at 184 
Qhort suj p’y

f Water m sand inexbaiu,tibie
Watej* m grave! good At 80' kangaroo bones and b valve she ID 
Or -dowed on e u cm sequence of nngbarkme

| Good watt- 
1 Wafcei abundant

Supply etci Heat
E' eehent and go^d srppiy (\m* thro igh fissure u. rorx 
Water supply » sand abundant
Bore 75 10/’ at bottom of shaft—Cobai Copper Mme Water m slate

Wuter seru.k at 47 , small supply, 110 feet larger supply , at 153' aban 
dsni BiippSy, all fresh

Sand, day aad dnft

•s© Uj 70' at the rate of 70 gallons per 1 
i at 19i* also str ttb m«s to 75 small supply , at 286'drift »acd mes I 100 in tub^s
! At 111 % on nwfc water rose *0 105', '’SO ga’lons oe> day

Loam day, 80' dnft 1', stones, <*k? ^ Welt % bore at b tto*n 14 vrafe’’ poisonous
flTrt 47 . aartytsfym^, 17' i ‘&c 47 , sanastone 17'

Loani, clay, sand &nd onft
Ditto, ditto ditto d tto
Drift 200 fcf-t rod-
Loam, day s’ono arift %ncv 'fj.mfrtour

Granite onnat4oi 
nandy loan ani ini's slatf

i Good s^oel water 
i Good water 
> Shaft 236 , boro 2fc8
l
, Soakrtgi wnfcer magn"s«a
S 1 it (e water bu*- good 
| Will wetrr ? 090 sheep Fair stock water

[ ^ !-f dv ■'j* 10' from bottom hirst <’00 gall ,ns cal'- fit for anukmg 
Boslage wsier. W II wate- *0 000 sh-ep

Goon supr ty st"uei ft rml. supply at 60' shaft 9& j bor« 47'. 
lai*gf si pply at bottom of bore

! V7aUr -lightty asih 
L Supply n pproximiue

hes np o tlsird 
Ssaal «afpiy
Ycrv 1 tt e wait, eiiurs %i 2fY

2> h bed No water 
N 11 usbed

Strpik
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APPENDIX Z—continued. 

Isbex to "Wells and Bores—continued.

t

No.

200

201

202

Locality.

Youngamna Springs Albert

District. Strata.

M'Crae’s Well, Baongum- 
yam.

Buckley’s Well, Yantabulla Bottom on sandy drift

203

204

Rudder's Well, Warroo 
Station.

Tynganic Spring................ J ?

203

20G
207
208
209
210 
211 
212
213
214
215

216

217

Brindingabba, lloolort 
Block.

Jt JJ
Kilfcra, on Kilfcra Block... 
Kenmare Block .................

Kilfcra Block ......................
Polygonum Hut..................
Barringan Well ..................
Wanganilla ..........................
Pretty Pine..........................
Beefwood Well, on “The 

Wells” Block.
New Well, on Black Byjerk 

South, Paroo River.
Well......................................

21S
219
220

221

222
223
224
225
226
227
228 
22!) 
230

231

Well, Block Germono East 
JunctionWell, Germane East 
Danbery Well, Baubery 

North Block,
Minamithtoo Well, Dil- 

koorba North Block.
Parkungi Block ..................
Well .............. .....................
Thackaringa Well .............
Wanga Weil ......................
North Ita Well ................
Melang West Well ..........
Moredevil Station .............
Myahmmdi ..........................
Gap Well (45 miles west of 

Cobar 1.
Top Well, Ncwcombe ......

232

233
234
235
236
237
238 
23Sa

Bungle Well (5 miles north 
of previous well).

Walgett Wells ..................
Triangi Well ......................
Chapman’s Well.................
Randwick Asylum..............
Bingagong Well............... .
Gorcc Well..........................
Paeksaddle .................. .......

1)

H ............................ .•
J» ............... .

................ - . ............... ..

} J ........  ................ - •

11 ..........................
Darling.........................
Albert .........................
Murrumbidgee .........

>1 ^ .......
County Y ungnulgra, 

Albert District. 
County Landsborough.

Albert District. 
County Yuugmilgra, 

Albert District. 
County Yuugnulgra .. 
Albert ......................

Albert

Albert 
! >

Liverpool Plains....
Narromine ............
South Warrego ....

Muggare Back B 
Block

Town of Walgett 
Narromine .......

a _ ........
Randwick ........
Yanko Creek ....

Albert ............

Coolawundy 

Coparto......

Poolamacca

Blue clay on drift ...

239
240 Tarella ti Shaly clay and slate

241
242
243
244
245
246
247

248

249
250

»> ............. ............
Paeksaddle ........................
Cobbham ..........................
Big Plain Well ..................
Bnlgrandra Well ...............
Old Gunbar Well ..............
Gunbar Road (13 miles from 

Hay).
Gunbar Road (13 miles from 

Hay).
75 miles west of Bourke ... 
101 imiles west of Bourke...

f >

Conglomerate cement

Remarks.

Well 6 ft. deep; estimated 800 to 1,000 gals, good water 
perdiem.

Well 27 ft. deep : 8 or 9 ft. In rock; good supply for 
stock ; too brackish for domestic purposes.

Well 40ft. deep; water fairly good, but slightly impreg
nated with soda; daily yield about 150 gallons.

Well 20 ft. deep; water rose 10 ft.; very salt.

Well 40 „ excellent water; estimated at about
10,000 gallons per diem.

Well 94 ft. deep; watered 12,000 sheep through 
drought; excellent quality.

Well 120 ft. deep; water excellent; rose 90 ft. in shaft.
Well 150 „ supply 100 gals, per diem; good water.
Well 38 ,, bore 197 ft.; water salt.
Well 35 „ water very salt; very bitter; no supply. ■
Well 100 said to contain powerful mineral poison.
On road Rnoligal to Wilcaunia.
On the “Border Run,”
On South Wanganclla Block.
Lower Deniliquin Run,

Well 157 ft. deep ; good water.

Well 50 ,, water rises to 20 ft.
Well 80 ,, good water rises to 50 of surface.
Good stock-water.

300 ft. deep; good water rose to 65 ft, from surface.

298 ,, good water rose to 80 ft. from surface.
236 ,, good water.
236 „ „
270 ,, „
240 „ „
20 „ „
Artesian fresh water.
194 ft. deep ; good water.
Salt.

70 ft, deep ; good water.

70 ft., good for stock ; at 75 ft., salt.

40 to 50 ft. ; good water in black-soil flats.
300 ft.; good water; equal to 5,000 to6,000gals, per day. 
350 ft. ; water brackish.
Eresh water.
120 ft. deep; fresh water rose 52 ft. in shaft.
172 ,, good water rose 105 ft.
102 ,, 14,000 gala, in twenty-four hours,

brackish.
Supply unlimited ; 250 ft. deep.
250 ft. deep ; water obtained by driving 10,000 gals.

in tw'cnty-four hours.
Untested fresh ; rose 60 ft. in shaft,
'Trial shaft 40 ft., salt, large supply.
Supply large ; fresh water.
Brush water.
Eresh water.
Salt w'ater.
Fresh water.

Fresh water.

Artesian water, 950 feet deep.
Artesian water, 952 feet deep.

W, H. ,T. SLEE, _
Superintendent o£ Drills.

605-2 G
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appendix K.
PAiitrcE Sheet, Diamond Drills, 1887.

To value of slook in store at 1st Jaminrv 
Value of diamonds on hand ............!.

£ s. d. 
771 1 1 

1,321 12 2
Working expenses (evitisivc of offtoe salaries, store 

wages, rent, Superinfccttilcnfc’s travelling ex
penses, nnd reaming) ............................................

rtm « • ■£ s. <L £ s. <1.
umce salaries.............................. aso 0 0

included for reaming as 
under..................................... 74 9 8

D. --------------40j ID 4
Store wages.................................  179 a 4
ietf* included for reaming.... 27 10 11
_ 4 --------------151 12 ft

Less included for reaming .... ifi 13 6

Superintendent's travelling
expenses ................. ........... 20 1C ft

Xess included for reaming . 3 4 6
-------------- 17 11 11

Reaming at Clarence Siding
Plant purchased........ ...........
Stores purchased ........ ...

Diamonds purchased ......

2,800 1G 2

GOO 1 5

'fli^ft’o
178 16 4

£

£ s. d. 

2,092 13 3

3,400 17 7 
1,04S 1 6

277 1 4 
236 1 3

7,114 14 11

By amount receivable for boring during the year . 
Amount receivable for tubing and stores .............

Amount receivable for reaming at
Clarence Siding .................................. 175 ft 8

Inspection fees........................................... 0 7 0
Diamonds sold........................................... 8 fl 7

Stock on hand at 31st December— £ 8. d
Plant issued and notused..................... 47 17 6
Tubing do do ..................... 7G 0 9

£ s. d. 
2,43$ 5 3 

72 17 11

2,511 3 2

189 10 3

124 4 3

£ fi. d.

2,701 2 5

Value of diamonds at drills .... 
Value of diamonds on hand.... 
Value of stock in store.............

2S0 13 10 
1,263 13 0 

655 19 2

Expenditure in excess of amount receivable

£

2,829 10 S 
2,084 2 3

7,114 14 11

J. S. McNeil. 
D. McCulloch.

W. H. J. SLEE,
Superintendent of Drills.

APPENDIX L.
Balance Sheet, Water Augers, 18S7.

expenses) ....................................
Office salaries............... £480 0 0
Store wages .............. 179 9 4
Rent ............................ 101 0 3
Superintendent of 

Drills travelling 
expenses.................. 20 10 6

Stores purchased

J. S. McNeil. 
D. McCulloch.

£ s. d. x 3, d. £ s. d. £ s, d
1,543 19 5 By Stock on hand at 31st December—

Plant issued and not used............ 40 0 0
Tubing do do ............ 54 12 2

1,793 12 11 94 12 2
Value of stock in store......... ....... . 1,440 18 9

1,535 10 11
Cost of work performed in search

of water ..................................... 2,642 3 3

7S1 G 1
2,574 19 0

58 15 8

£ 4,177 14 1 £ 4,177.14 1

W. H. J. SLEE,
Superintendent of Drills.

[Four plans,]

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.™ 1SSS,
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE.

Plesiosaurus Sutherland!, 3^ Coy.

Pig. 1. Centrum of a curvical vertebra, seen from above, with tbc 
neural arch removed.

„ 2. Another specimen, seen from below, showing the venous
foramina.

„ 3. Pnd view of Pig. 1, showing the broad articular surface, and
the flattened median portion. (By an oversight this 
centrum has been reversed, and the dorsal portion made to 

' appear ventral.)

„ 1. Lateral end view of Pig. 2.

Nu culana Waterhousei, Mh, jwnr.

Pig. 5. Side view, showing the deflected ornament ... ... x2

„ 6. Side view of another specimen, showing a portion of the
ornament deflected, and another portion concentric ... x2

„ 7. Internal cast, side view, with the large posterior muscular
scar exposed ... ... ... ... ...

„ 8. View of the hinge, with both the anterior and posterior
muscular scars; the hinge teeth and the central car
tilage pits under the beats ... ... ... x

,, 9. View of the posterior end, showing the large escutcheon x£

10. View of the anterior end ... ... ... ... -■ xi

I

665—2 n
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To illustrate Ine Palacorrfofo^sts Reorirf 1887.
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Village Of YALW£LLaa\
*0

Tun net

fmntrcfe

Suck fteef 
k/a/k /tocks

^ Prospect-

Wafer lV/>ee/ ,
Mach/e

fO ’Stampers
HofneHrerd E. [

\ Boon<fsuofh
'ochf/jcrf °

Shaft-
sh'p’r W^Mffojpewartf 

Bot/nef

Star
C/a/m fi>-

Not Work//

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE, 
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES,



APPENDIX I

Bokhara Tenterfleld

i'MMAVILLE I BORE FOR
rYsriea

Warialda

GoangraSalt Lake /o \ ^
Cobbadah

> Narribn

BencanyaL^ « Bur opoonool

Coonamble

Coonabarrabran

Quirinc

iurranyoute
Duhedo

Coreys.

Wickham C Hawke
JenmanWal mbon

Cawndiil

KTON/ BORE FOR COAL
3 » Nwcaaje___ l BORE FOR COAL

| Marooba 
—_____

E«vy Molbng

WYONSTtWEEK /Morarra.

snfels-------
■tley
f Victoria

lilstonN?
CaJora sreher) Bayiowal L.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

EXAMINER OE COAL-FIELDS.
(REPORT OE. IM CONNECTION WITH CERTAIN CHARGES MADE AGAINST HIM IN THE LEGISLATIVE ASHCOLY )

Ordered hy ihe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 14 February, 1888.

No. 1.
Mim;ito by The Secretary for Mines.

Calling upon the Examiner of Coal-fields for report in connection with certain charges made against him
in the Legislative Assembly, 1st December, 1887. °

Mb. Mackenzie’s attention shonld bo called to statements made in the Legislative Assembly on 
ihursday evening last, by two of the Members for Northumberland, Mr. Creer and Mr. Melville. “

Ihe first gentleman stated that hundreds of letters had been written to Mr. Mackenzie by miners 
complaining of non-fulfilment of the law by mine-owners, and no attention was paid to them by the 
Examiner of Coal-fields. Ihe other gentleman stated that Mr. Mackenzie had been drunk while trviim to 
perform Ins duties. I would like Mr. Mackenzie to carefully read the Hansard report of what took place 
and send me any reply he may desire to make to the direct charges then made against him. ’

. E. ABIGAIL, 5/12/87.

n Tr Tlie Examiner of Coal-fields.—HAY, 5/12/87. As desired by the Minister, I have carefully read
fonv;n;d reP°rt -J.M., 16/12/87. The Under Secretary for Mines,

U.C., 10/12/8/. Report submitted herewith.—HAV., 16/12/87. Seen, 19/12/87

No. 2.
Hoport by Tlie Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir' w,v e , ,, Department of Mines, Sydney, 13 December, 1887.
^ reterence lo your blank-cover communication of the 5th instant, forwarding me the 

Minister s minute directing that my attention should he called to statements made in the Legislative 
Assembly by Messrs. Creer and Melville, and requesting that I would carefully read the Hansard report
wTn i P ?Ce’ ^U -,Sul,ld H !um :ln>’ rcP1.V I might desire to make to charges made against me, I 
have the honor to submit that I have read the Hansard report, and find that the indictment made by 
Messrs. Creer and Melville against me contains fifteen counts, as followsJ

1. That every miner m the Northern District with whom I have been brought into contact
complains of me.

2. That the highest authority outside a court of justice has declared my statements are not to
be relied upon.

3. That m consequence of the unreliability of my statements on oath I am unfit to be Examiner
oi Coal-fields.

4. That my accusers arc very much afraid my theory of the Bulli explosion was brought about
r tu i *.i ®iCeB®lvc Vs® b™idy, which my accusers allege I drank freely at Bulli.
p' mvl t i latG Clr'lni:ulSsion on tiie Eulli disaster charge me with contributory negligence.
0. That I know very little about my profession. J s s
7. That I grossly neglect my duties.

438—A
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8. That, although I have received letters complaining of illegal modes of working certain mines,
I have not called upon my inspectors for reports.

9. That, on account of the many charges made against me. and my conduct generally, the late
Minister for Mines removed me from Newcastle to Sydney.

10. That X tell deliberate falsehoods.
11. That I attempt to fasten most detestable crimes on innocent people.
12. That I am always three-parts drunk.
13. That I am a blatant fool.
Id. That I am a scoundrel; and, finally,
15. That I am a murderer.

I hardly know whether it is expected that I should seriously answer charges so vague, reckless, 
untruthful, slanderous, and violent; hut I think the ninth charge sufficiently lights up the whole case, as 
Parliament is asked to believe that the late Minister for Mines, who is a practical miner, and able to 
judge of the gravity of such charges, removed me from Newcastle to Sydney on account of my improper 
conduct, yet, nevertheless, allowed me still to retain my position as Examiner of Coal-fields. _ .

The reason for my removal from Newcastle is explicitly stated in a minute of the late Minister for 
Mines, under date 17/9/8G, as follows “In view of the large number of collieries that are now, and are 
about to be, opened out in the Southern and "Western Districts of the Colony, 1 am of opinion that the 
Examiner of Coal-fields should be located in Sydney, which is about cqui-distant from tbo Newcastle,

' Wollongong, and Lithgow coal-mining districts.” And in a letter from the Tinder Secretary, referring 
to this decision of the Minister, it is stated that the object of my removal was “in order more effectually 
to carry out the alterations he (Mr. EletcTier) purposes for the interest of the coal trade.”

With regard to the charges generally, I think it will be sufficient to quote the remarks made by 
Mr. Fletcher, on the 27th January, 1886, when introducing a deputation of colliery managers to his pre
decessor in office, Mr. Yauglm.

In the course of his remarks, Mr. Fletcher, referring to the statements made by a previous deputa
tion of miners, characterized them -as “ extravagent in the extreme, and in many cases absolutely 
untruthful.” _ .

Further on, in connection with an attack that had been made principally upon ^me by the former 
deputation, he said: “He would also refer to the charges made against-the officers of the Department.

* He was not there in defence of those officers,-bat as far as he knew of the disputes which had occurred, 
the proper administration of the Act—so far as the colliery proprietors were concerned—-was insisted on, 
and no had invariably found that the Inspectors and the Examiner had done their duty without regard to 
either the colliery manager or the working miner. It was only fair to state this, in answer to the 
onslaught that had been made on an important, and, he believed, an able and efficient offieer.”

Mr. Croudace, colliery manager for the Scottish Australian Company, who was a member of the 
deputation introduced by Mr. Fletcher, also said: “The officials, in the most just and reasonable way, 
had, so far as he was concerned, always laid any matter of complaint before him, and begged of him to 
have it remedied as quickly as possible ; and when that has not been done they had justly followed up by 
a second complaint, and insisted on the thing being attended to. "When the matter had not been 
remedied it had been referred to the Examiner of Coal-fields, a gentleman with whom they did not come 
so much into contact, hut who was the head of the Department; and in every instance Mr. Mackenzie 
had done his duty as an honorable man and a gentleman and an efficient officer.” _ _

Mr. J. Y. Neilson, the Neweastle-Wallsend Company’s colliery manager, bore this testimony: 
“.As to the officers of the Department, the Minister would find that they had been what he considered 
extremely harsh with him, and some very strong letters had passed between them and him ; and a-s far as 
doing their duty was concerned, they rather exceeded it in the majority of cases.” ■ _

Mr. Eos's, the Newcastle Coal Company’s manager, expressed this opinion: “The Inspectors’visits 
were more careful and frequent than in any other collieries in the world; they took place every eight 
weeks, and oftener. Any complaint by the miners brought the inspectors on the spot within forty-eight 
hours, to get at the root of the matter, and the managers afforded them every assistance. Altogether, the 
charges made by the miners’deputation against the officials and the late Minister (Mr, Abbott) were really 
unfair and uncalled for. He had always found the Examiner very strict in everything, and he could 
speak highly of that officer, and of the former and the present Inspectors, whose imports would show 
that the Act was carried out, and that in the spirit of the law.” _ _ _

Mr. Croft, colliery manager for Messrs. J. and A. Brown’s Miumi and Brown’s collieries, who also 
formed a member of the deputation, said: “He concurred with the other managers in their statements, 
that the Government officers had always done their duty, and wore rather hard on the managers than 
otherwise." _ _

. I think I need say nothing further in defence of the general charges of neglect of duty and 
incompetence urged against me than point to the above independent testimony, coming spontaneously 
from the lips of gentlemen who admittedly stand at the head of the coal-mining profession in New South 
"Wales. As a commentary, however, upon the general estimation in ivhicli my detractors are held, it would 
perhaps be as well to add here the opinions expressed by Mr. Croudace with respect to them. He said: 
“ Mr. Melville had made a serious charge against the Examiner of non-fulfilment of duty ; but when the 
Minister asked him to put it in -writing he did not do so, and this showed the value of it. It was a 
wicked, dastardly, and cowardly charge of a Member of Parliament to bring against a Government 
official.” _ _ ,

The foregoing testimony, I submit, is a sufficient answer to the charges of incompetency and 
neglect of duty, at all events up to ISS6; and as to the hundreds of letters which it is affirmed have 
been written to me (I suppose since), and to which I have paid no attenlion, I can only say that their 
existence is either imaginary or fictional. At all events, if they have been written I have never received 
more than a fractional part of them, and to all that have come to hand 1 have given such attention as 
thej7 required. The remainder of the charges appear to be consequent upon the utterance of my 
convictions as to the origin of the Bulli disaster, and because my opinion in respect thereto is distasteful 
to the miners’ unions. "With regard to this matter, I desire stall to say that my views are unchanged. It 
is not from any obstinate conceit of my own opinion that I reiterate my belief, but because 
nothing has ever been elicited which disproves my hypothesis. My conviction is that the whole mischief
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at Bulli was caused by tlie big fall at tbe tunnel moutb, and that that fall was brought about by tlie use 
of some explosive. My critics have fallen into an error of exaggeration, and from their own forced and 
unnatural interpretation of my meaning, discountenance and condemn my views. A. confusion has 
arisen over cause and effect. The tremendous extent of the fall seems to have created the impression 
that a large quantity of explosive material would be required to produce it; and because, in tbe process 
of clearing away the debris, no evidence of sucb destructive force (as a large quantity of explosives would 
produce) were discovered, it is considered that my opinion is utenable. I never supposed for an instant 
that any large quantity of the destructive agent employed was used, because a comparatively trilling 
amount was all that was required to cause not only the fall but to set light to the very large quantities 
of inflammable “ upper dust” on the main haulage road, and cause tbe singeing of the horse on the highest 
part of his body (just as was subsequently found to bo the case), and yet, from the insignificant amount 
of explosive force, leave no more trace of its presence than blacken such portion of rock as it came in 
contact with. All that was necessary to create the fall was to dislodge some sets of timber, and a forco 
too insignificant to leave traces of its presence would be sufficient for the purpose. The Koyal Commission 
in their report (p. 31) admit that the destruction of one or two sets of timber might bring about the 
damage, there being nothing to bind tbo sots of timber together, and I claim this opinion in support of 
my theory. To qualify this admission the Commission then advance a statement which has a positively 
reverse bearing to tbe meaning it is intended to convey. They say the “ suggestion of explosives infers 
malice of no ordinary kind; it also means that they were placed there, and fired in a busy road during 
tbe busiest part of the day.” 'With all respect I desire to point out that the most lonely part of a mine 
“ at the busiest part of the day” is its main heading. "With the exception of tbe men passing rapidly in 
and put with skips, no other living individual may be met with sometimes for hours. The miners and 
officials are at such times engaged far away at tbe face workings, and it is precisely at “tbe busiest part of 
the day” that tbe roadways leading into tbe mine are most deserted. -

The remarks that my theory suggests “malice of no ordinary kind” hardly requires comment. 
Our gaols are filled with criminals who have given play to “ malice of no ordinary kind”—ships have been 
sunk, buildings have been burnt and blown up, railway trains have been upset, murders of all kinds have 
been committed, and collieries have been set on fire and subjected to other disasters, all from malice 
aforethought time out of mind, and the like will happen again until the Millenium arrives. And with 
regard to arson in connection with coal-mining, it was found necessary to pass an Act in England, in 1736, 
providing that any person who 11 wilfully and maliciously set on fire, or caused to be set on fire, any mine, 
pit, or delph of coal, or cannel coal, and being thereby lawfully convicted, shall be adjudged guilty of 
felony, and shall suffer death, as in cases of felony, Avithout benefit of clergy.”

And there have been instances which favour the presumption that the particular crime which 
necessitated this drastic legislation in England has been attempted in blow South Wales. Now, why, because 
1 have expressed my suspicion of some one or two persons’ villainy, it should be assumed, as it appears to 
be, that I have maligned the whole mining community I cannot comprehend. When a murder is 
committed no one dreams of charging the entire community with the crime, and it is just as absurd to 
suppose that I charge all miners with the production of the disaster at Bulli. ■

_ Before I leave the vexed subject of the Bulli disaster, I desire to point out bow very much at 
variance are the opinions expressed by the Commissioners with the sworn testimony of two of their leading 
members—Messrs. Neilson and Croudace—who appeared as witnesses for the defence in a prosecution 
under the Coal Mines Regulation Act, brought against Messrs. J. and A. Brown, of Newcastle, in May, 1882. 
The Commission (at p. 15) say that “ the practice of working with naked lights after tbe intake air was 
more or loss fouled by tbe gas exuding from Nos. 1 and 2 was, in the absence of bratticing or some means 
of sweeping off the gas as it escaped from the coal, reprehensible. In the absence of bratticing the space 
between the face of these headings and tbe last stenton of the ventilation must have been a magazine, so 
lo speak, for the stowage of gas. It would also appear that Mr. Boss had given instructions to fire no 
shot in the actual presence of gas. So far, this was as it ought to have been ; but to remove the gas tbe 
ancient and perfunctory method of beating it out with a garment into the air current was resorted to. 
While.the management gave orders to remove the gas they provided no effectual means, such as bratticing, 
for doing so.” Let me say I entirely agree with the dictum of the Commission in tlie matter, for it 
happens to be upon these identical points, and the neglect pointed out, that I brought the prosecution 
against the Messrs. J. and A, Brown. My object in instancing the case is to show how colliery managers 
will blow hot and cold as the occasion suits, or occurrences demand. Eor at the inquiry in question, 
before the Newcastle Police Court, it was proved that jirccisely similar carelessness to that commented 
upon above bad prevailed at Brown’s Colliery, and resulted in many men being burnt, and yet Messrs. 
Neilson and Croudace appeared and averred on oath that they “ failed to see that any action was left 
untaken under the circumstances which the most experienced man would have taken.” Let this be 
contrasted with opinions expressed by these gentlemen when clothed with the authority of a Royal 
Commission. Accompanying this, I annex report of all proceedings in connection with the ease against 
Messrs. J. and A. Brown of Brown’s Colliery, Minmi, near Newcastle.

In conclusion, I wish to point out that there is a peculiarity in reference to the administration of 
the Coni Mines Regulation Act which does not appear to be realized or understood by tlie general public. 
In no branch of tbe Civil Service are officials subjected to such direct and persistent criticism from outside 
sources as the Examiner and Inspectors of Collieries. By the very nature of their duties they are thrust 
between two contending elements that are ever wrangling and jarring with each other—capital and labour. 
Do what they may, it is impossible for them to escape animadversion, for in every dispute which they are 
called upon to investigate they are met with tbe consciousness that whatever decisions they may pronounce 
they must give dissatisfaction to one side or the other. The records of the office constantly show this. 
If they challenge malpractices on the part of owners or managers, appeals are constantly made to the 
Minister, coupled with passionate remonstrances, sometimes suggesting improper motives, and nearly 
always charging officers with unnecessary interference and officiousness. If complaints come from tbe 
miners, and upon investigation some of them are found to be frivolous, and not deserving of any serious 
notice, the officers are denounced with either neglect of duty, incompetence, or corruption, in language 
plentifully sprinkled with the vilest epithets which insolence, ingenuity, or malice can invent. There is 
no organization of labour which is knitted together, and which has such special privileges, as that of the 
coal-miners. No oilier class of artisans are able, as they are, through the inevitable concentration of their

numbers,
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numbers, to return Members of Parliament specially to represent them, and no other mechanics are able 
to maintain such internal organization as they possess. It seems to be an idea among them that the only 
way to keep Gfovernment officials at tho highest pitch of tension in the performance of their duties is to 
he perpetually finding fault with them, and so officials are subjected, with or without reason, to a never- 
ceasing carping criticism. Every mine has a recognized coterie of its own, whose business it is to settle 
petty details. These coteries join in forming district councils, and the whole merge in a combined 
association, with paid officials, whose business in life is to show the necessity of their employment by 
exhibiting real or pretended vigilance in the interest of those who employ them. , Their paid mission is 
to find fault and stir up every conceivable form of agitation, and he is naturally accepted as the most 
worthy of confidence who can hunt up most subjects of dispute, and scold in the strongest language and 
with the loudest lungs.

Nearly every colliery, too, has miners’ inspectors, who are ever on the watch in tho endeavour to 
find the Government officials tripping, and such are unhappily the vicissitudes of coal-mining—the con
stant liability to misfortune in the wear and tear of appliances, the sudden appearance of dangerous 
gases, the accidental hindrances to ventilation caused by our often very sudden changes of atmosphere, 
and the carelessness and recklessness of men grown familiar with danger which it is impossible to provide 
against—such are the unhappy conditions of the pursuit of mining that it would he wonderful indeed if 
cases did not frequently transpire in which opportunity is afforded, no matter how unjustly, to find fault 
with somebody, and lay the principal blame upon the want of vigilance on the part of the Government 
officers. There are only myself and three Inspectors to carry on the administration of the Act, and on 
all sides we are exposed to the lynx-eyed supervision of a host of critics, whom the experience of my life 
shows it is hopeless to expect to please.

Boro, bred, and educated to my profession in the heart of one of the great coal-mining distriefs 
of England (Lancashire), I am acquainted with the idiosyncracies of miners, and it is perhaps because I 
know them so well, and they are aware that I know them, that I am so frequently subjected to evidences 
of tho disfavour of their leaders here. In the Colony, however, Government coal-mining officials have 
n much more trying ordeal to undergo than is felt in England, because in the growth of our enterprise 
in this direction we have not the added experience of centuries that has been acquired in England. Our 
many political changes give frequent opportunity for the vagaries of professional agitators, who re-hash 
all subjects of complaint, and air them as fresh grievances before every new occupant of tho Ministerial 
chair of the Mines Department. This comedy has been going on for years, and will continue until, in 
the fulness of time, the records and traditions of the office will point out the true nature and value of 
a majority of the complaints made against Government officials. It is only in justice to myself and tho 
Inspectors that I point out these matters for the consideration of the Minister.

Surrounded on all sides, as we are, by streams of adverse criticisms, it is perhaps in keeping that I, 
to whom has been confided the chief position under the law, should be singled out as the principal object 
of attack in Parliament, and charged with every species of iucompeteney for the office I hold, and with 
a base betrayal of the trust reposed in me.

Perhaps, however, I may be permitted to suggest whether—in tho face of those extraordinary 
charges, persisted in in face of the clearest rebuttals, and indulged in time after time with all the 
accessories of violent language, and notwithstanding that they have been met and disproved again and 
again*—it should not be the duty of the Government to uphold the honor and fair fame of their officers ; 
and, as I am precluded from replying myself to attacks made under the shield of Parliamentary privilege, 
whether the Government should not insist upon any further charges being made in writing, and supported 
by dear evidence, and insist upon their substantiation or their complete withdrawal.

As my professional status has been challenged, and adversely contrasted with that of Dr. Robertson, 
the President of the late Royal Commission on the Bulli disaster, I enclose herewith a copy of my 
English testimonials, the genuineness of which can be easily tested, and respectfully ask that I may be 
furnished with a copy of those of Dr. Eobertson. I have, &e.,

JOHN MACKENZIE, E.G.S.,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

* Vide Parliamentary Papers:—“Pitfall at Wallscnd Colliery, May 13, 1879'’; “Coal-fields—Undermining of 
Government roads at Tighe’s Hill, Newcastle, June 18, 1884”; “Mining under Railways at Anvil Creek, Greta, and 
Wickham Collieries, November20,1SS4”; “Ventilation of Coal-mines—Correspondence and Iteports thereon, April 1,1887.”

[Enclosures.]

Testimonials of John Mackenzie, 'Wigan, Lancashire, England, Mining Engineer, Surveyor and Inspector
of Land, Mineral, Railway, and other properties. -

From Peter Higson, Esq., Her Majesty’s Inspector of Mines for West Lancashire and North Wales.
Manchester, 26 November, 1801.

The hearer hereof, Mr, John Mackenzie, of Wigan, in Lancashire, is a Mining and Civil Engineer of extensive experience 
and considerable merit, having learned his profession under the late William Peace, Esq., at tho collieries of the Earl of 
Crawford and Balcarres, in Haigh, Aspnll, and Holland, during which time he acted under that gentleman as a resident 
engineer, besides acquiring great information and good practice on the estates of the Earl of Derby, and many other noble
men and gentlemen in varions districts, not in coal-mining only, but in iron and other metallic ores, besides railway and 
other engineering works. In leaving this country for Australia, for tho benefit of his health, he carries with him the best 
wishes of his countrymen, who sincerely hope ho may meet with that success in his profession which he so well deserves.

PETER HIGSON,
Her Majesty's Inspector of Mines for West Lancashire and North Wales.

From General the Honorable James Lindsay, M. P.
Dear Sir, Haigh Hall, Wigan, 5 December, 1861.

As you are about to leave England for Australia, I have much pleasure in bearing testimony to the high character 
you bear as a Mining Engineer and Land Surveyor. This is amply proved by the employment you have from time to time 
received from tbe most distinguished of those who conduct the great mining operations of this distriet.

Tlie integrity with which yon have carried on your business, and the moral character you bear in the town of Wigan, 
and the esteem you receive from those who have the pleasure of your acquaintance, will, I trust, be the means of securing 
you employment in tho country to which you arc'about to proceed. I have much pleasure in enclosing you a letter to Sir 
John Young, the Governor of New South Wales, which I trust may be useful to yon.

I remain, faithfully yours,
JAMES LINDSAY, Major-General, M.P.

From
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From Henry Woods, Esq., M.P. for Wignn.
Dear Sir Tlio Larches, Wigan, 19 November, ISfil.

r ■ 3 , r“'ll!0Sti oE y<lur fnond, Mr. Roocroft, I have very much pleasure in adding my testimony to that of your
other mends and neighbours, on the occasion of your leaving Wigan to go to Australia, by saying that from my knowledge 
of your position and character, and from iny acquaintance with your mode of conducting your business as a Mining Surveyor 
1 doubt not you will obtain an appointment in the Colonial Service, for which I am well assured your education, professional 
attainments, and personal character eminently fit you, and I shall bo wilting to support your views at the Colonial Service 
should it be requisite to do so.

I remain, dear Sir, yours truly,
HENRY WOODS, M.P,, Wigan.

From the late-William Peace, Esq., F.G.S., Manager to the Right Honorable the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres Collieries. 
My Dear Sir, , T . 6 March, 1887.

An answer to your request that I would give you a testimonial, I have great pleasure in saying that (luring the 
tune you were serving your clerkship to me you conducted yourself with exemplary steadiness ; and that I consider you 
qualified to discharge satisfactorily tho duties of your profession.

Relieve me to remain, very faithfully yours,
WILLIAM PEACE.

From Thomas Part, Esq., Solicitor, Wigan,
(Fhis gentleman is at the head of his profession in Wigan, and holds several public appointments.)

Dear Sir, . . . , Astley Hall, Ohorlcy, 9 December, 1SC1.
,... J ,v® !mich satisfaction m furnishing you, on your contemplated departure for Australia, with a testimonial of 

your ability and trustworthiness as a Land and Mineral Surveyor, My extensive practice as a solicitor in connection with 
the mining operations of the district has afforded me, during the several years you have been in business, ample opportunities 
of leniung a correct judgment; and I have much satisfaction in stating that I have always found you to be prompt, in- 
dnstuous, very accurate, and in every way to be relied upon, and trustworthy, whether acting as Check Surveyor or in any 
ot wr branch of your business. I may add that, as a pupil of the late Mr. Peace (than whom, as a practical and scientific 
Mmmg Engineer and Geologist, no one stood higher), you had peculiar advantages in tlie opportunity of seeing and acquiring 
a practical knowledge of mining operations carried on upon the most improved principles.

t . i 11 m W‘shi"£ y*}!1 cvery success in the distant field of your contemplated labours, I cannot but regret that the state 
ot your ticaltli shonld oblige you to relinquish your promising prospects hero, and deprive myself and others of tho advantage 
and satisfaction wo derived from your professional services.

\\ ith best wishes for your restoration to perfect health, and success in your business.
I am, dear, yours truly,

THOMAS PART.

From Isaiah Booth, Esq., M.H., and President of the South Lancashire and Cheshire Coal Association.
T. . , Manchester, Tuesday, 22October, 1861.

I ms is to certify that I have known Mr. John Mackenzie, of Wigan, Mining Engineer, Colliery Viewer, and Land and Mine 
Surveyor, ior more than five years. Ho served his apprenticeship with mylate friend, Mr. William Peace, of Haigh, near 

J!ullow' of Geological Society, and principal manager of the collieries of the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres. Mr. 
n ackenzic was afterwards with Mr. Peace for two years as his paid assistant; after that he commenced business in Wigan on 
Ins own account. During the time he has been in practice I have met him on questions involving Land and Railway Surveying, 

o iciy and Mine Engmcuring, and Arbitration business. He thoroughly knows his profession, and )iis integrity is beyond 
a doubt. Ho loaves a good business m Wigan to go to Australia, solely on account of his health

, _ ISAIAH BOOTH,
Mining Engineer, and President of the above Association.

From Robert Daglish, junior, Esq., Civil Engineer.
My Dear Sir, St. Helen's Foundry, St. Helen’s, 20 November, ISfil.

. , ,. exceedingly sorry to hear you contemplate leaving England for Australia, but sincerely hope the more
gema ebmatc there may restore you to robust health, and enable yon to pursue the practice and profession you have 
puisued whilst in your native land with so much ability and satisfaction to your clients. It certainly seems a great pity 
that the respectable business you have established for yourself in Wigan during the five years you have been resident there 
should be left for others to reap the benefit of ; but I feel very sure, if your health be spared to you, the country and 
climate you have selected for your future home possesses all that can be desired for the exercise of your talents as a Mining 
Engineer and Land Agent or bnrvoyor. Your experience and practical knowledge of these matters will also he of service 
™,i /a mr T’c® y°U!1T fi0ntl“men confided to your care and education when you become known in your new field of labours, 
and tbe tact of your late master and other townsmen having entrusted their sons to your care and keeping is the best test 
you can carry with you of their confidence in your ability, industry, and integrity. If, during your soj'onrn in Australia, I 
can be of any service to you or your brothers, it will give me much pleasure. And with my best wishes to you and them,

I remain, yours faithfully,
HOBliRT DAGLISH, junior.

irom Henry Woodcock and N. Eckcrsloy, Esqs., Bankers, Wigan,
i,~~ i i , , . , Wigan, IS November, 1861,

\ K leg to state wo have known and employed Mr. John Mackenzie as a Mining Engineer and Land and Mine Surveyor,
and haio been quite satisfied with what he has done for us. He is a steady, respectable, and trustworthy man.

HENRY WOODCOCK, ) , ,v.N. ECKERSLKY, Bankers, W igan.

My Dear Sir,
. From t,le Smelting, Reduction, Lime, and Coal Company (Limited), Mold, North Wales.

i _ 5 November, ISfil.^ Present Chairman of the Board of Directors of the above Company, I have, individually, much pleasure in 
testifying to the satisfactory manner in which, m the years 3858-9, you completed a surface survey of about 520 acres for 
tins Company, and also surveyed, levelled, and set out a lino of railway for the Company, I can also at the same time 
congratulate you on the accuracy of your report as to the great probability of finding tho cannel coal above 2 ft. 8 in. in 
thickness, a seam of which, 3 ft. 4 in., this Company has just reached, aa well as a lower scam of 4 ft. coal, confirming the 
Boiunlness of your deductions (in opposition to pro vailing opinions in the district), derived from surveys of the district, and 
flccbow thereof presented by you to this Company in 1859-CO. It will afford myself and co-directors, as well as the share- 
lioUlci s gonei ally, satisfaction to leam that on reaching a warmer climate your health has been restored, and that you have 
had an au-ly opportunity of resuming your professional avocations, in which you appear calculated to attain a deserved 
and aiatinguisucu success.

Remaining, my dear Sir, yours faithfully,
FRANCIS OWEN, Chairman.

I have great pleasure in confirming the foregoing statement,—JOSEPH WILSON, Director,

From
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From Thomas Lawn, Esq., Mining Agent to the Duke of Devonshire, Earl of Derby, and Lord Muneaster.
gjr Ulverston, 18 hiovemher, 1861.

' ' It’is with great regret I have heard from Mr. Hodgson that your health compels yon to leave England for a more 
genial climate : but wherever you go you carry with you my warmest and sincere wishes for your welfare and happiness. 
Mr H says that you wish to send abroad a few testimonials as to your abilities and knowledge of mining surveying ; and, 
as a practical miner of 20 vears experience, I have great pleasure in testifying to your qualifications, lour surveys in 
Furness were most admirably effected, and tho plans you completed for us were proved in every instance to be correct.

' I am, Sir, yours faithfully,
THOMAS LAWN,

Mining Agent to the Duke of Devonshire, Earl of Derby, and Lord Muncaster.

From the Lev. Henry J. Gunning, M. A., Hector of Wigan.
Wigan, 16 November, 1861.

1 have been asked by Mr. John Mackenzie to furnish him with a testimonial, and I have much pleasure in complying with 
his request Mr Mackenzie has been known to me for several years, and is a member of my congregation. I have always 
considered him a well-principled and a well-conducted young man. I have had frequent opportunities of watching his con
duct and of testing his ability. As a Civil Engineer, he stands high in public estimation, and his constant employment in 
this mining district is a strong proof of the opinion thus formed of him. HENRY J GUNNING

_____  Rector of Wigan.
From Captain Charles Hutchinson, R.N., mid the Rev. Thomas Rigbyc Baldwin, Vicar of Leyland...............

Leyland, 28 October, 1861.
We tbe underfilled, hereby certify that we have employed Mr. John Mackenzie as our surveyor and measurer for various 
coal mines duriiw several years, and wc have found him not only skilful in his business, but also most vigilant and attentive 
to our interests* we therefore consider that wc are only doing him justice by confidently recommending him to any one 
having occasion for his services, ourselves greatly regretting that we are deprived of his assistance m consequence of the
failure of his health in this climate. CHARLES HUTCHINSON, Captain, R.N.

-------- T. RIGBYE BALDWIN, Vicar of Leyland.
From the St. Helen’s Canal and Railway Company.

12 November, 1861.
The hearer, Mr. John Mackenzie, surveyed and made plans of a large portion of this railway, including levels and all 
details required for an unusually large scale. The plans arc accurately and beautifully made, and I consider Mr. Mackenzie 
quite fit to undertake any kind of surveying. JAMES CROSS

_____  Engineer-in-Chief,
From Francis H. Thicknesse, Vicar of Deane,

Deane Vicarage, near Bolton-lc-Moors.
J have much pleasure in stating, in favour of Mr. John Mackcnsie, of Wigan, that he is a gentleman of highly respectable 
family and connections, whom I have employed for several years in reporting upon mineral property in that neighbourhood, 
making surface and underground surveys, and acting as a check agent against lessees of coal estates. Mr. Mackenzie has 
always done this business arith satisfaction to myself and to others who have had intimate communication with nun in my 
interests - and I only regret that this important mineral neighbourhood should, through his unfortunate ill-health, be 
deprived of the services of a young man of whom those best able to give an opinion of his professional merits have reason to 
think so highly. On every account I sincerely wish Mr. Mackenzie success m Australia. ^

From the Sovereign Mills Company.
gir Sovereign Mills, Wigan, IS November, 1861.
Wc much regret the cause which is forcing yon to leave liugland for a warmer climate. Wc hoped to have had 

the benefit of your skill and ability to carry our case to an end. Your report of the workings, and the surveys, both above 
and under ground, gave us such great satisfaction that we fear we shall feel your loss if we have to go into court, Wishing 
you every success in business, and that your health may be fully restored,—
J J Wc remain, yours very respectfully,

_____  WOODS & CO.
From J. K. Hodgson, Agent to the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, at Ulverston.

Mv dear Sir Ulverston, IS November, 1801.
I am very sorrv to learn that you arc about to leave England, but far more so because your failing health compels

>on 0 rememjjer t]j0 testimony Dr. Huddleston bore to your accurate survey of the mines ho held under Lord Derby ; 
and Mr. Brogden is now carrying out your suggestions as to the working of the Stamton Main Vein of iron ore, and which, 
though some miners considered it as icoriM oaf, is giving prospect of abundant deposits, never but by yourself supposed to 
exist in the direction tlie workings are now progressing. If I can see Mr. Lawn 1 will ask him to write you a few lines as_a 
parting farewell: he and I have had many a chat about you, and tho dismal holes you had to creep down and m wnen in 
Furness. And now let me beg that you will sometimes send me a short epistle from Australia. I do assure you i 
will at all times he happy to contribute my mite towards giving you passing news of the old country ; and with every
good wish from mV self and family,— . „ . ,
° Believe me, your sincere friend,

J. K. HODGSON,
Aeent here to the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres.

From George Gilroy, Esq., M.E., Manager to the Ince Hall Coal and Cannel Company.
’ Mv dear Sir o i o 19 November, 1801.

I was extremely sorry to learn that you were driven to tho necessity of going to a distant part of the world for 
the benefit of your health, but I trust the change may be beneficial, and result in the permanent restoration of your usual 
vigour. Having for a length of time had professional business with you in connection with this anil other collieries, ! 
cannot allow yon to depart without expressing my high esteem and regard for you as an active and able member of our 
profession, and a gentleman whoso absence, even for a short period, we shall all regret.

'Wishing you every prosperity,
I am, my dear Sir, yours truly,

_____  GEO. GILROY, M.E..
From William Bryliam, Esq., M.E., and Manager to the Rose Bridge and Ince Hall Collieries

18 November, 1861.
Having known Mr. John Mackenzie several years as a laud and mine surveyor and general mining engineer, I can with 
confidence speak of his abilities, well-known integrity, and assiduity in his profession as bo mg of a first-class order.

WILLIAM BRYHAM,
Mining Engineer.

From Lieutenant G. W. Gunning, J.P., The Hall, M igun.
November, ISol.

I have much pleasure in complying with Air. John Alackenzie's request, and writing a testimonial of his character and 
ability. The former is of the highest stamp ; the latter has been well proved during his residence in Y igan by tho constant
employment he has had, and the general satisfaction he has given.

G. W. GUNNING, J.P.,
For the County of Lancaster.

From
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From George Daglish, Fsq., F.R.C.S., .T.P., &c.

. , ' Cowling House, Wigan, 18 November, 1SGI.
This is to certify that I have known Messrs. John and Kenneth Mackenzie, Mining Engineers, Land, Mine, and Railway 
Surveyors, Colliery Viewers, &c., all their lives, nnd have no hesitation in stating that, had the climate of this country 
suited them, their eminence in their.varions pursuits connected with their profession would have been of a high order. The 
moral tone, integrity, and perseverance which they both possess are unexceptionable; and their departure from this country 
is regretted by all friends.

GEORGE DAGLISH, F.R.C.S.,
England, and J. P. for tlie County of Lancaster, England.

From Mnskell W. Peace, Secretary and Solicitor for the British Mining Association of England.
Wigan, 16 November, 1861.

I eho to certify that I have known Mr. John Mackenzie, Land and Mine Surveyor, Engineer, and Colliery Viewer, for the 
last twenty years. Ho served his time with iny father, the late Mr. William Peace, Fellow of the Geological Society, and 
the Mining Engineer of tho Right Hon, the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres. Ho is, and always has been, steady, and has 
borne the best character. Clients of mine have employed him, and he has always given satisfaetisn.

• MAS KELL WM. PEACE,
Attorney and Solicitor.

From J. Latham, Esq , M.D., M.R.C.S., &c., Partner in the Moss Hail and other Coal Companies.
. Wigan, 16 November, 1861.

Mu. Joh:? Mackenzie, of this town, has determined to emigrate from his native country, and I have been asked to give 
him a passing memento, in the form of a testimonial, as to the estimation I have formed of his general, professional, aud 
private character, I have been acquainted with him from his boyhood to tlie present time ; and early in his career several 
very pleasing incidents occurred to mark the future man to me, and in this I have not been disappointed. As regards his 
professional capabilities, it is only necessary to state that he was articled to the agent of the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres 
for the usual term of years ; that he honorably completed his engagements, and gave satisfaction, as was made 'manifest 
by his having been employed in the same establishment as an assistant for some time after Ins apprenticeship had expired. 
When he commenced business on his own account a general sympathy was felt towards him, owing to his correct habits, 
artistic qualifications, capabilities, and generally honorable conduct. Tlie firms in which I am a partner, in the mining 
department, have occasionally employed him, and with entire satisfaction. Others of my friends and acquaintances iiave 
done so, imd'havo reported well of their transactions. Had he remained here I have no doubt but his business career 
would have been successful; aud it only remains for me to say that my best wishes attend him, and that I augur well of 
his future satisfactory course through life.

. _ _ JOHN LATHAM,
Liceutiate of the Edinburgh College of Physicians, Member of the London College of Surgeons, aud one 

of the partners of the Moss Hall, the Low Hall, and of the Rainford Colliery Companies.

From John Lord, Esq., Elinslcy Park, Pershore,
6 November, 1861.

i. iiave known Mr. John Mackenzie fronr Ins youth, and having for some time employed him as a land surveyor and mining 
engineer, I have great pleasure in testifying to his great proficiency in his profession, and to his great respectability,

. JOHN LORD.

From the Rev. George Huntington, M.A.
, _ Cathedral Church, Manchester, 18 October, 1861.

I HAVE much pleasure in stating that 1 have known Mr, John Mackenzie intimately for more than ten years. During half 
that time I was resident in Wigan as curate of the parish church, and had daily opportunities of forming a correct 
judgment of his character, conduct, and abilities. Mr. Mackenzie is a regular communicant of the Church of England. 
He is possessed of the highest principles, and stands second to no one for uprightness, integrity, sense of honor, and 
general sobriety. I have been informed, by those who have accurate means of knowing, that his professional abilities are 
first-rate, and that his experience is most valuable. I deeply regret the necessity which compels him to leave hi a native' 
country and his promising prospects,

GEORGE HUNTINGTON, M.A., '
-------  Clerk.

From Joseph Ingram, Esq., J.P,
. . Wigan, Lancashire, 16 November, 1861.

Juts is to certify that I have intimately known Mr. John Mackenzie upwards of ten years. He has for some time been 
extensively engaged as a mining engineer aaid land and mineral surveyor, and employed by large and important colliery 
proprietors, to whom he has given entire satisfaction. He is most attentive to business, and of a highly moral character, 
Mr.-Mackenzie leaves England with the good wishes of all classes of his fellow-townsmen.

_ JOSEPH INGRAM, ‘
One of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace, and for nine years Chairman of the Board of Guardians,

From Ralph Leigh, Esq., Solicitor,
I do hereby certify that I have known aud been well acquainted with Mr. John Mackenzie, of the borough of Wigan, in the 
county of Lancaster, land and mine surveyor, and agent; that his family connections are highly respectable, and in good 
position in life ; that he had established a good business here, and in my opinion would have materially increased it if lie 
had continued to reside m Wigan ; and that he has given up his business and good prospects in life solely through his state 
of health, which is such that lie is advised, if he stays, his life wall be shortened, and he is recommended to go to one of 
the Australian Colonies. I have employed Mr. John Mackenzie, and he has been employed by business connections of 
mine, and in every ease gave entire satisfaction. ‘

. RA. LEIGH,
■ Solicitor of thirty-six years standing, and Clerk of the Peace for tho Borough of Wigan.

Datpd tho IGth day of November, 1861, • 6 6 .

. From J. C. Leach, Esq., J.P.
, , . The Oaks, Wigan, 19 November, 1861.

1 have much pleasure in hearing testimony to the very high character of Mr. John Mackenzie, of this town, I have known 
him for several years, and have the greatest confidence m recommending him, feeling confident that any orders given to 
him will be executed with skill, promptness, and neatness, to the entire satisfaction of those who may employ him 

. J. C. LEACH, J.P.

From the Rev, Howard St. George, M.A., Incumbent of Billinge.
• November, 1861.

i have known Mr. John Mackenzie for several years, both during his apprenticeship and subsequently, as a mining engineer 
and land surveyor on his own account, in Wigan.. He has been advised to leave England and try the oflcct of a warmer 
climate on account of his licitlth. ]iy strict attention to his business in Wigan, an<l by integrity and uprightness of conduct. 
Ire has widely extended his connection, which he is now unfortunately compelled to abandon. He hopes, however, to bo 
enabled to pntsue his professional career elsewhere, aud I can with the greatest confidence recommend him to anyone 
requiring his services.

HOWARD ST. GEORGE, M.A.,
Incumbent of Billinge, near Wigan, Lancashire.

From
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From James Wood, Esq., Land Agent to the Eight Honorable tho Earl of Crawford and Balcarres.

. Haigh Hall, 14 November, 18G1.
As land agent of the Eight Honorable the Earl of Crawford and Balcarreg, I have had frequently to engage the services of 
Mr. John Mackenzie, mining engineer and land surveyor, during the last five years. I have always been pleased with what 
he has done for me, and his character and abilities have always been of the highest class,

JAMES WOOD]

From Edward Scott, Esq., Solicitor.
Dear Sir, Beech Hilt, Wigan, Lancashire, 11 November, 1861.

I Iiave great pleasure in giving you my testimonial that, in my opinion, you are a person of respectability and 
integrity, and well qualified to give satisfaction as a land and mine surveyor. I wish you every success in your future 
home in Australia. Your brother Kenneth, from his skill and industry, will be a great assistance to you in your business. 
I send a letter of introduction to Mr. A. S. Clark, of Adelaide.

Yours truly,
------- - EDWAKD SCOTT.

From Thomas F. Taylor, Esq., Solicitor.
My dear Sir, Wigan, 20 November, 1861.

With very sincere regret, increased by the unfortunate state of your health (which has necessitated the step), I 
have learned that it is your intention to leave England for Australia. As a friend I am extremely sorry to lose yonr 
valued society, and sympathize with you in the loss and inconvenience you must sustain in being_ obliged to abandon the 
large and important business connection rapidly forming around you. However, with your strict integrity, prudence, 
energy, and intimate knowledge of your profession (of all which qualities I am able to speak confidently from experience), I 
doubt not you will quickly rally around you a circle of equal value with that which you are unfortunately^ compelled to 
relinquish here. That restored health, success, and happiness may attend you in your future career is the cordial 
wish of,— _

My dear Sir, yours faithfully,
. THO. FRED, TAYLOR,

.------- Solicitor, Wigan.

From the Rev, J. T. Browne, B.A., Incumbent of Haigh, and Domestic Chaplain to the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres.
Haigh, Wigan, 18 November, 1861.

Mn. John Mackbnzie served an apprenticeship of five years to William Peace, Esq., engineer and head manager of tho 
very extensive collieries of the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, in Lancashire. When his apprenticeship was completed he 
remained for two and a half years additional, os a paid assistant. The very fact of his being taught, and afterwards 
employed, in an important position by such a man speaks for itself. Mr. Peace was among the most eminent engineers 
(connected with colliery purposes) in England; and high mention of him is made in the article “ Collieries” in this last 
edition, 1860, of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, to which I bog to refer. Mr. Mackenzie's competence to undertake pro. 
fcssioual employment on his own account has been fully tested by his clients in W igan. As to this gentleman’s personal 
character, I beg to say 1 have known him well since his childhood, and can testify that there cannot be a more trustworthy, 
honorable, upright person. He has excellent common-sense, and altogether is most eligible for an appointment where more 
than usual confidence is to be shown, I shall be happy to reply satisfactorily to any further inquines that may be made 
respecting Mr, M. at any time.

J. T. BROWNE,
Incumbent of Haigh, Domestic Chaplain to the Earl of Crawford and Balcarres.

From William Ackorley, Esq., Solicitor.
My dear Sir, Wigan, 19 November, 1861.

I am extremely sorry to learn that the failure of yonr health compels yon to leave the country for a warmer 
climate. During the many years I have been acquainted with you, and during which I have had occasion frequently to 
employ you, your steadiness, attention to business, and thorough knowledge of your profession have given me every satis
faction, I can assure you that as far as I am able to judge, your loss, both as a professional man and as a private 
individual, will bo deeply felt; and I think that tho best wish I can express for you is that your success in Australia may 
be as great as it assuredly would have been hero. '

Yours very truly,
WIL. ACKERLEY,

-------- Solicitor, Wigan,

From John Mayhcw, Esq., Solicitor, "Wigan.
Wigan, 3 December, 1,301.

Tins is to certify that in my character of solicitor to tlie Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, and for other landowners, Coal
mining Companies, and gentlemen of influence in this district, I Iiave become acquainted with Mr. John Mackenzie, land 
and mining surveyor, of this town (who for his health is about to leave England for Australia), aud that I have always 
considered him to be fully competent to the discharge of his duties—industrious, accurate, and conscientious. I may safely 
add that, in my judgment, Mr. John Mackenzie, had his health permitted him to stay in Wigan, would have obtained the 
leading practice of the district. -1 JOHN MAYH.EW, Esq,,

-------- Solicitor, Wigan.

From John Thompson, Manager of Nerqnis Cannel Company, Mold, North Wales.
My dear Sir, ' "Wigan, 7 December, 1861.

If any words of mine can be of assistance to you in your future professional career, I am glad to add my 
testimony to that of your other friends as to your high professional standing in this neighbourhood. I have, perhaps, had 
better opportunities than most of watching the care and attention which you bestowed on anything entrusted to you, aud 
can with confidence speak to the ability you have always displayed. Wishing you every success in the laud of your 
adoption,—

I remain, dear sir, yours very faithfully,
John Mackenzie, Esq., Dicconson-street, Wigan. JOHN THOMPSON.

From Edward Thompson, Esq.
Tryddyn Colliery, near Mold, North Wales, 11 December, 1861.

Mv friend, Mr. John-Mackenzie, mineral surveyor, of "Wigan, has been engaged for four years professionally in the Flint- ' 
shire distriet, both in the lead and coal fields. . .

Mr. Mackenzie made a survey of the Great Bbososmor Lead-mine, and is himself a shareholder and principal 
director of the East Ehosesmor Lead-mine. 1 have had many opportunities of my own personal knowledge of satisfying 
myself of Mr. Mackenzie's cilicieney as a mineral surveyor, both in tbe coal and lead fields,

EDWARD THOMPSON.

From
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From Thomas Whaley, Esq., Coal Proprietor, Wigan.
•23 November, ISfil.I have known and seen Mr. Mackenzie almost daily for many years, and, from the peculiar advantages I have had, I can 

testify his character will bear the strictest investigation, and that he is competent to undertake any business connected with 
surveying aand mining engineering.
+i tt ^Ir- ■^ack®ri“e 6e!'^<1“'fullappreuticeshipmthmy late brother-in-law, William Peace, F.G.S., manager and agent for 
tlie tan ol Orawlord ana JSalcarrcs. Since he commenced business upon his own account I have frequently employed him to makr* Rtirfnen jimiI nn<iprnrrf»iiT»r1 --- ii________ j. i • i i i $ J 1 . .

vuncir, mm rtasisxanT:, wnom 1 understand is succeeding hnn m business. I have pleasure in stating M
ftlackcnzie s plans, for accuracy and neatness, cannot he surpassed. He has a large circle of friends, all of whom wish hi 
success, and regret his state of health which compels him to leave England,

THOMAS WHALEY,
Coal Proprietor, Wigan,

No. 3.
Messrs. Brown’s Colliery, Minmi.

(No. 1.)
. The Miners’ G-eneral Secretary to The Secretary for Mines.

Hamilton, 19 October, 1881.
1 iiave the honor to bring under your notice the enclosed letter, which was delivered to the 

Ooiernmcnt Lxamiiicr of Coal-fields on the 1st October, 1SS1, regarding the defective working of tho 
Goal Mines Regulation Act of 1870, and referring to a number of accidents caused by explosions of gas at 
the Messrs. Brown’s Colliery. Minmi. That there are just grounds for complaint will be admitted when 
1 state that since the delivery of _the letter herein mentioned another accident of a similar character has 
occurred at the same place, and in this instance has been officially reported, which, for somo unexplained 
reason, has not been done in other cases equally serious.
.. . There is, I may add, general complaint regarding defective ventilation at the principal mines in the
district, not of the ventilation as a whole, but that in certain portions of tho mines ihe ventilation is 
exceedingly bad, and believing it to be within tbe province of the Inspector for Collieries to effect some 
remedy in this direction, I would respectfully invite you to draw his attention to this very important 
subject, also the Examiner of Coal-fields. ‘

Should you desire to have further information respecting this matter by deputation I shall be most 
happy to wait upon the Honorable Minister. I Iiave, &e.,

' JAMES CUE-LEY,
--------- - Miners' General Secretary.

The Examiner of Coal-fields for explanation.—HAY'., B.C., 22/10/81. The Under Secretary for 
Mines,—The correspondence with reference to this case was forwarded for tlie information of the 
Honorable the Secretary for Mines with my communication of the 22ud iust.—J.M.. 13.C., 24/10/S.L

. [Enclosure to Eo. J.]
Slr’ T , , Hamilton, SO September, 1S81,

J- peg respectfully to bring under your notice the defective working of the Coal Mines Regulation Act of 187G tind 
the apparent indifference of yonr Department, in endeavouring to see that the provisions of the Hill are carried out That tho 
subject has assumed nn important aspect yon may infer when I slate the miners of tho district have placed myself and 
colleagues in a position to take all necessary steps towards a remedy. A series of questions have therefore been drafted to 
be placed m tbe hands of tbe Members for the county, upon which subject also tbe cooperation of the city Members will be 
invited, and an inquiry the moat searching will thus be opened up, and will tend lo show that on (ho part of tho Inspector of 
(jOlllcnes there is a great uidifferonco,

1 have before me the Mines Hoport of 1SS0 wherein the admission is made that I Iiave made previous complaints with 
the assertion that they have hern immediately remedied. What is the answer to this ? Three inineis hove been burnt in tho 
Minim mine recently by explosions of gas. Two of these accidents were only three weeks or one month apart from each other
nml at a time when no night fumaccnion were employed. If atmospheric pressure has any iutlmsnce (which you will admit,)’ 
in generating gas and its accumulation in mines, surely, in a climate like ours of sudden atmospheric change it is a first 
condition in ventilation (hot the apparatus be kept in motion. Minmi is not the only place where false economy requires 
your immediate uttenliOD, and, what is more, constant, attenlion. ‘
.1 , T, wil1l,l"'t <Jue?!;:ou 1,1,19 'Tith It is belter that accidents should be prevented by inspection, than
that tt should be said accident?, m tlie cases cited, arc fhc inspector?.*

The report of Inspector for Collieries requires attention, and, to those unacquainted with the Act, is very misleading 
for instance, it is said of such a mine there are “ 280 men and horses, itc., in the mine, for whom 35,000 cubic feet of air nor 
mmutc i? introduced, winch is m excess of the minimum quantity required bv the Act.JJ 1

The inspector docs not slate whether Ihe main current is divided into l-hfi requisite number of splits, and fresh air 
supplied (0 every section of seventy men, and it is certainly impossible to be so where tho anemometer will not turn, which is 
recorded by tire local inspectors m several recent examinations, somo of which are in my possession.
, - I'1 conclusion, we, the undersigned, request your immediate attention towards remedying the cause of complaint—
detective vonlnation—in some parts of the collieries in the district, 1

The Eraminer of Coal-fields
DAVID MITCHELL, Chairman, 
J. MM'ADYEN, Treasurer, 
JAMES CURLEY, Secretary.

(Ho. 2.)
Tlie Examiner of Conl-ficlds to The Under Secretary for Mines.

. Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 22 October. 1881.
1 .1 beg to forward herewith, for the information of the Honorable the Secrefary for Mines a
letter received from the Chairman, Treasurer, and Secretary of the Hunter River District Coal-miners’
Association, bringing under notice an alleged defective working of the Coal Mines Regulation Act IS7G
and the apparent indifference of 1 his Department in endeavouring to sec that the provisions of the Bill arc
earned out, with the Inspector’s report thereon and a copy of my reply. Sec Endosuros,

1 have, Ac.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,

Examiner of Coal-fields.
The438—B
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The Miners’ G-eneral Secretary may be informed that the Examiner of Coal-fields haring replied to 
the only specific charge made, and having asked for further information respecting the charges made in 
general terms, there does not appear to be any action for this Department to take until such information, 
has been supplied.—H.'W'., 25/10/81. Submitted.—To be informed accordingly.—A.R.. 26/10/81.

[Enclosures to No. 2.] ■ '
girj . Hamilton, 30 September, 1881.

I beg respectfully lo bring under your notice the defective working of the Coal Hines Regulation Act of 187G, and 
tbe apparent indifference of your Department in endeavouring to see that tbo provisions of the Bill are carried out. That the 
subject has'assumed an important sspucl you may infer when I state tho miners of the district have placed myself and 
colleagues in a position to take all necessary steps towards a remedy. A series of question havo therefore been drafted to be 
placed in the hands of the Members for the county, upon which subject also the co-operation of the city Members will bo 
invited, aud an inquiry the most searching will thus be opened up, and will tend to show that on the part of the Inspector for 
Collieries there is great indifference. .

I have before me the Mines Report of 1880, wherein the admission is made that I have made previous “ complaints,’ 
with the assertion that they Iiave been immediately remedied. What is the answer to this ? Three miners have been burnt 
in tbe Minmi mine recently by explosions of gas. Two of these accidents were only three weeks or one month apart from each 
other, and at a timo when no night furnneeman was employed, If atmospheric pressure has any influence {which you will 
admit) in generating gas and its accumulation in mines, surely in a climate like ours, of sudden atmospheric change, it is a 
first condition in ventilation that the apparatus be kept in morion. Minmi is not the only place where false economy requires 
your immediate attention, and, what is more, constant attention. I will put the question thus, with your permission : “ It
is better that accidents should be prevented by inspection, than that it should he said accidents in the eases cited are the 
inspector.” The report of tho Inspector for Collieries requires attention, and to those unacquainted with the Act is very mis
leading. Tor instance, it is said of such a mine, there are ’’ 280 men and horses, &c,, in the mine, for whom 35,000 cubic feet 
of air per minute is introduced, which is in excess of the minimum quantity required by the Act.” Tho Inspector does not 
state whether the main current is divided into the rcquisilie number of splits, and fresh air supplied to every section of seventy 
men ; and it is certainly impossible to be so where the anemometer will not turn, which is recorded by the local Inspectors in 
several recent examinations, some of which are in my possession. In conclusion, we, the undersigned, request your immediate 
attention towards ramedving the cause of complaint—defective ventilation—in some parts of the coliiorios in the district.

" DAVID MITCHELL, Chairman.
JOHN M'TADYEN, Treasurer.

The Examiner of Coal-fields. JAMES CURLEY, Secretary.

Urgent. The Inspector of Collieries for report. To be returned.—J.M., 4/10/SI. ... .,
Being unable to understand tbe exact meaning of the statement in the letter, 14 The Inspector is indifferent, Ac., I can 

scarcely bo expected to furnish u reply to it. As to the statement " That the Inspector’s report does not state whether the 
main current is divided into tho requisite number of splits, &c.,” 1 reply that., although not so staled in the report, nevertheless 
such currents arc divided into district currents ; and the omission shall he made good in future.—T.L., 5/10/81.

Gentlemen, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 22 October, 1881.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 30tb ultimo, bringing under notice an alleged 

defective working of the Coal Mines Regulation Act of 1876, and tbo apparent indifference of this Department iu endeavouring 
to see that tbe provisions of the Bill are carried out. _

2. In reply, I beg to inform you that as the only specific complaint brought forward in your letter had reference to the 
Minmi mine, I recently made it my business to make a thorough examination of Brown’s colliery, by inspecting all the places 
where the men were at work, measuring the quantity of air circulating through the different districts or splits and the men’s 
working places, as well as tho quantity of intake and return air travelling through the mine, and found Unit the .main current 
was divided into the required number of splits, and not only was there a far larger quantity oi air passing through the miue 
than the Cool Mines Regulation Act requires, hut it was properly circulated, and tho mine well ventilated..

I asked each miner at work, amongst other questions, whether he considered the air he was working in was good or had, 
and if he had been working in any badly ventilated places during the year, and they said they had no reason to complain of 
the air they were then or previously working in; that they had worked where the air was slack and deficient, when their 
bords, Ac., had been driven past where a “cut-through" was about being “put-through.”

I, also inspected the bords anti headings where Hunter, Gilder, Hull, Davies, Bothwell, Duggan, and Andrews were 
burnt by explosive gas, and made inquiries as to their injuries. Hunter, Gilder, Davie’, and Bothw'ell being only slightly 
burnt it was not considered necessarv by the manager to report their accidents, aud the men themselves did not consider they 
received “serious personal injury," or that it was necessary for the manager (o have reported their injuries.

The manager informed the Inspector that Duggan and Andrews had been burnt by explosive gas, and that officer 
reports lo me that upon visiting Duggan he found he was apparently only very slightly burnt, and did not consider ho had 
received serious personal injury. _

On the 6th instant 1 went to tho Newcastle Hospital to sec Duggan, and found that his back, arms, face, and one hand 
had been severely scorched; and although the Inspector, when visiting him, formed the impression that no serious personal 
injury had been received, the case has, in my opinion, proved to bo one of that character. -

Dr. Harris says, whilst at the hospital, his life was for some days in donger, and Duggan says for over two weeks lie was 
in such pain that he could not lie on his back to sleep ; but, from bis own account of the occurrence, T conclude that had he 
exercised ordinary caution the accident would not havo happened. ■

4. In the No. 10 heading, where tlie seam of coal generates the most gas, and there were 42 men, boys, and horses 
at work (in the two shafts), I found there was 10,080 cubic feet of air per minute circulating through the working-places, 
and was informed that there was seldom a less quantity travelling through this part of tho mine. I saw Davies, who 
was slightly scorched by an explosion of gas about eighteen months since, and he told me he did not consider his was a case . 
which it was necessary to report; (hat; lie was working in a 6-foot heading at the time, and about 30 yards before the current 
of. air. In No. 12 heading, where Andrews was burnt, there was 4,050 cubic feet of air per minute circulating through ;1, 
and only two men working in it. Mr. Brown has since my first visit appointed a fireman, whose special duty it will be to go 
round all the places known Lo contain explosive gas, before tbe men go to work.

Previously it was John Morgana (Hie deputy’s) duty to go round tlie dip workings, wherever fire-damp was likely 
to exist. And as the quantity of gas generated by the seam of coal is at present small iu quantity, and there is a good 
current of air circulating, it appears to be unnecessary for the manager to do more than he has promised for the prevention 
of accident from such a source—a view supported by the minors themselves, of whom inquiry was made on 'the spot.

5. In conclusion, I may observe, that if you will he so good ns to mention specifically the other collieries iu this
district to which you refer, as not carrying out the provisions of the Act, 1 shall take effective steps for ascertaining 
whether the law is complied with in each case, for the reports received from the Inspector of Collieries for somo time have 
led me to suppose that there were no causes for complaint. I Iiave, Ac.,

JOHN MACKENZIE,
Mr. James Curley and others Examiner of Coal-fields.

(No. 3.)
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{No. 3).
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. J. Curley, Miners' G-eneral Secretary.

Sir, Department of Minos, Sydney, 28 October, 1881.
Deferring to your letter of the 19th instant, in which you bring under notice a communication Sec No-1 

made to the Examiner of Coal-fields, touching the alleged defective working of tlie Coal Mines Regulation 
.Act 1S7G. and the accidents caused by explosions of gas at Messrs. Browns’ Minmi Colliery, I 
have the honor, by the direction of the Secretary for Mines, to inform you, that as the Examiner has 
replied to the only specific charge made, and has asked for further information respecting such charges 
as have been made in general terms, there does not appear to be any action for this Department to take 
until such information has been supplied. .1 have. &c., . .

II ARB IE WOOD,
------------------------- . Under Secretary.

(No. 4.)
Mr. J. Curley. Miner’s General Secretary, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Sir, Hamilton, 7 November, 1881.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication dated 22nd October, and Seo No. 2. 

referring to the second clause therein, as to the answers given by tbe miners respecting tbe ventilation 
being of a generally satisfactory character; this was, as I am given to understand, when you were accom
panied by Messrs. J. Brown, J. Croft, and G. Durie, all representing the management, while the miners 
were unrepresented by any of their number, exception being taken to Mr. J. Patrick, an experienced 
practical miner, now in the employ of the men as check-weigher, going down the mine in company with 
you, so that it is nothing unreasonable to conclude the inquiry and examination partook of a partial, one
sided, and unsatisfactory character, inasmuch that a sense of intimidation would under such circumstances 
be at once produced. This view of the case is supported by the fact that the delegate’s two sons had been 
some days previous to this peremptorily discharged from their work in tho fitting shops adjacent to and in 
connection with the colliery. Mr. W. M. Williams, the delegate, I know to be a man of exemplary 
character, while his sons had by their industry, won the respect and esteem of the overseers in their 
department.

This is most inconsistent with the courtesy uniformly observed by the gentleman representing the 
firm, whom I have met on several occasions at meetings between masters and men.

Admitting, however, the answers to have been given as stated, the evidence, judging from the 
number of accidents by explosions of gas and the time at which they occurred, it is quite evident that 
there has been grave indifference on the .part of the management, and still more on the part of the 
Inspector for Collieries.

In clause 3 of your communication you state, “ Hunter, Gilder, Hull, Davies, Bothwell, Duggan, 
and Andrews were burnt by explosive gas,”—“ Hunter, Gilder, Davies, and Bothwell being only slightly 
burnt, it was not considered necessary by tbo manager to report their accidents, and the men themselves 
did not consider they received serious personal injury or that it was necessary for the manager to have 
reported their injuries.” The opinion of both manager and men in reference to a report is perverse in 
the extreme, and probably was quite different on the dates when, the accidents took place, and confirms 
what has been said regarding iudiffereuce. If the Inspector committed a mistake in the case of Duggan’s 
accident, ivhich you admit, neither the management nor men are more judicious (but the latter are not 
requested to report, and why you include them with the management I fail to understand). What is 
serious personal injury ? When miners are knocked down and severely burnt by gas explosions, and 
incapacitated from following their employment for two and three weeks together, It must be serious 
personal injury when these accidents are concurrent and take place at intervals of a few weeks together.
Jt is not the slight trilling matter represented. And more especially when you consider the time 
at which the accidents took place, when the men had been some hours at work, iho air would then 
be in motion, however defective, and forced about by the skips in mol ion, and yet gas collected in
sufficient quantity to explode, which explains two important facts—

1. That there was very defective ventilation at the time of these gas explosions, or
2. That there was that amount of gas collecting in the mine requiring vigilant attention, and, in

ease of an accident, rendering a report imperatively necessary.
The Colliery Inspector in Duggan’s case showed not only indifference and a want of judgement 

but is culpably negligent for not making an examination on the spot; and in reference to such examina
tions it would be more satisfactory if tlie minors were represented, and tbe press admitted. This would 
constitute something like an impartial Board of Inquiry. 1 cannot refrain from dissent regarding 
Duggan's want of caution as expressed by you. Did anyone warn him against going into his working- 
place on the morning of the explosion? No ; and as he advanced into it the gas exploded about 15 yards 
from the working face. This was shortly after Hunter's accident. Duggan not only suffered serious 
personal injury, but, as you state, Doctor Harris considered his life was endangered; and yet the 
Colliery Inspector deemed this most serious ease of sue!) trifling importance that neither an enquiry was 
hold nor an examination made. Is this in conformity with the Act ? In attributing the accident to a 
want of ordinary caution there appears to be something strangely inconsistent, especially when you consider 
Hunter’s, Gilder’s and other accidents in connection with it. Why not attribute it to careless manage
ment and indifferent inspection? The evidence in favour of this latter conclusion is overwhelming.

Both Duggan’s and Andrew’s accidents were occasioned by gas explosions as they were advancing 
to the working face in the morning, which goes to show that no fireman had been in these places on the 
morning of the accidents, or he would have noticed the gas, and warned the miners against entering them, 
and thus have prevented all approach to danger.

Whatever may have been the state of tho ventilation when Ihe examination was made, or the 
quantity of air passing in the mine,—at the time of the whole of these seven accidents by gas-explosions, 
the whole of which were more or less serious, there was not that quantity of air passing in the mine 
stipulated by tbe Act, wherein it is stated—(2) “ An adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly 
produced in every mine, to dilute and render harmless noxious gasses to such an extent that the working 
places of the shafts, levels, stables, and workings of such mine and tho travelling roads to and from such 
places shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein. I
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T enclose you a copy of statement; which ] have taken from William Hunter, in tlie presence of 
Mr. Patrick, which confirms what I have stated relative to the whole question:—

1. Indifference on the part of the management regarding the ventilation of the mine.
2. Negligence in not using more precaution to prevent accidents by gas explosions, and when

such accidents did occur, in not reporting the same to the Examiner for Coal-fields.
3. Indifference on the part of the Colliery inspector, who must have seen from the local press,

rhat miners were burnt by gas explosions at Messrs. Browns’ Colliery, Minmi, and when 
informed of the same by report from tlie management to apparently treat the matter with 
contempt, as in Duggan’s case. ’

I. The incorrectness of the Inspector’s reports, in the face of the facts brought under notice.
5. That there is room for improvement regarding the way in which the inquiries and examina

tions are made.
With regard to clause 5 of your communication, before I refer to it, I would draw your attention 

to a mine abandoned, but inundated by water, in close proximity to the Messrs. Brown’s Collieries now in 
work, and would ask you respectfully, whether tho Inspector has reported this matter to you, aud whether 
any stops are taken as a safeguard in tho event of the old tunnel workings piercing the abandoned work
ings of the inundated mine, and if there are efficient appliances in case of escape on account of any 
unexpected accident arising from such a source of danger.

In conclusion, respecting clause 5, and the specific naming of the other collieries in this district, 
I would mention, Wallsend, Borehole, and Lambton, and for any reference to the state of ventilation 
being defective in these mines in any particular portions thereof, would refer you to the recent local 
Inspectors as entered in the book at the respective Colliery Offices named.

I am, &e..
JAMES_ CUKLEr,

---------  Miners’ General Secretary.
Wc, the undersigned, concur in the above statement.

DAVID MITCHELL, Chairman.
-------------------- J. MW AD YEN, Treasurer.

{JEneloswrc to No. 4.]
II iUiam Itunier states as follows On the morning when I was burnt by an explosion of gas, I was working in Kb, 

H front heading. The heading was about 27 yards in past tho cut-through ; my mate was working in the back heading, 
which was about 6 yards past the cut-lluough ; we had boon working in these places about three weeks. Before com
mencing to w'ork on them, we heard from report hy the men there w-as fire-damp in these places ; my mate, Alfred Conway, 
wont to Mr. Thomas, the manager, and told him that we knew nothing about fire, ami what the men had told us con
cerning these places. This was on the Monday morning before commencing to work them. Thomas, in reply, said there 
was no fire m the place, and if there was Durie would tell them. Durie at no time warned us about fire-damp. He said if 
we brushed the place with our shirts we would take no hurt. On the morning on which the accident occurred I brushed 
the place as usual, and had been working about two hours and a half—from half-past six to nine o’clock. I had been back 
fi’Om the frtcc of the heading about 25 yards, for breakfast, only a few minutes, and on returning to the face I was brushing 
the place, and, when about 5 yards from the face, an explosion of gas took place. I was struck on the breast, and knocked 
down by tlie force of the explosion, and fell on my breast.

I thought it w as a setious matter at the time, and was unable to follow my work for two weeks after.
I think the accident should cither have been reported or steps taken to clear the gas from the places.
Mr, Durie came to see me and offered me a place to woik elscwlicio in the mine, and said I ivould go back there no 

more. K'either Mr. Lewis, the Colliery Inspector, nor Mr. Mackenzie visited me at the time I was off work. When 1 
answered Mr. Mackenzie’s questions Mr. J. Brown, J. Croft, and G. Durie were present, and I felt sonic what intimidated, 
by their presence, and did not care to say anything reflecting on tlie management, for fear I should be dismissed.
r ii J-’1111 practical miner, having worked in mines for eight years. The day on which Mr. Mackenzie visited ns in one 

of the Ko. G headings and said the air was good enough, there were very few men in that part of the mine, as the pit was 
hlling slack and nearly all the men were cleared out.

" Burley’s Hotel,” Minmi, 31 October, 1881.

WILLIAM HUNTER. '
JOHN PATRICK.
JAMES CURLEY, Miners' General Secretary.

■ , T.,h® °f Collieries for explanation. Copy of my letter referred to in this communication forwarded here
with,—J.M., B.C., 14/11/81.

In this statement I am blamed for indifference, but not knowing the meaning of the same as used heroin, lam 
therefore unable to reply.
„ ,, .2- FoL ^correctness of my report, to which I think that the result of the examination by the Examiner of Coal
fields is a sufficient answer.

3. i or neglecting the accidents hy explosions of fire-damp, to which I answer that I investigated each ease brought 
Under my notice,—T.L., t5/l]/Sl. b

(No. 5.)
The Miners' General Secretary to The Secretary for Mines.

®u'' i _ Hamilton, 8 November, 1881.
J- “(lve t‘ie honor to state that a further communication on the defective working of the Coal 

Mines Regulation Act, 1876, and recent accidents by explosions of gns at the Messrs. Brown’s Collierv, 
Mmmi, has been forwarded to the Examiner of Coai-fields, '
„ A statement which I have taken from one of the miners burnt by explosive gas has also been 
ionvarded, winch confirms the allegations made respecting this important subject,

I have, &c.,
JAMES CURLEY,

Miners’ General Secretary.

Ask the Examiner what has been done in this matter.—H.’W., 2/12/81.

(No. 6.)
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No. (5.
Mr. J, Curley, Miners’ General Secretary, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

T, . , namilton, 28 November, 1881.
I have the honor to respectfully call your attention to the defective state of ventilation in 

connection with the drive at Easpberry Gully, South Waratah. The drive is in 500 yards, more or less. 
Air is conveyed to the workmen by means of troughs laid on the floor of the drive, and when a change of 
shiits takes place water sometimes accumulates in certain places of the drive, so as to almost overflow 
the pipes and air current within. Gas is occasionally visible; so that the danger to the life of the workmen 
must be very groat attunes At tho time when the Inspector visited the drive recently, the workmen 
had been withdrawn a half shift the day previous.

I have, &c.,
JAMES CIJRLEr,

Miners’ General Secretary.

Sir,

_ (No. 7.)
The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. J. Curley, Miners’ General Secretary,

w. , . Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 1 December, 1881.
r i ■ i . • " . re ereuc(i to your letter of the 2Sth ultimo, calling my attention to the defective state So-No c 

ot ventdaiaon m connection with tbe drive at Eapsbeny Gully, South Waratah Colliery, I beg to inform 
yon that, upon going to the Colliery on the 29th ultimo, I found that Mr. Green, tlie Colliery Manager, 
was connecting the trough with the Charles Pit down-cast shaft, for the purpose of ascertaining whether 
the furnace would ventilate the drive better than the fan has lately done, and, as the men had not been 
at work the previous day, I arranged to go on the 30th idem, and sec how the new method answered.
Upon arriving there on tlie 30th ultimo, I found that the shaft which the men had to go down was full of 
smoko from the furnace. I then discussed with Mr. Green the advisability of remedying this, either by 
making Charles Pit the up-cast or putting a landing at the C-feet seam, in the present up-cast or furnace 
shaft, so that the men could go to their work down Charles Pit and from thence to the bottom of the 
furnace shaft free of smoke, &c. This Mr. Green will do immediately, and, when completed, inform mo 
of, and whether the ventilation is improved.

i 2' tf*,® gas. Mr. Green informs me that the overman is instructed, whenever tho
men leave the face ot the drive, to examine the tunnel and see that it is free from gas, and safe to work 
in, before the men resume their work; and that whenever gas has been seen it has accumulated during 
the stopping ot the fan, from 2 o’clock on Saturday night to G o’clock on Sunday morning.

1 have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,

Examiner of Coal-fields.

Sir,

(JNo. 8.)
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

T1 Department of Mines, Sydney, 8 December, 1SS1.
f have the honor to inform you that a letter has been received from Mr. James Curley tho 

Miners General Secretary, to the effect that a further communication lias been made to you respectin'* 
the alleged defective working of the Coal Mines Eegulnlion Act of 1870, and tho recent accidents by 
explosions of gas at the Messrs. Browns’ Colliery, Minmi, and I accordingly request that you will be so 
good as to slate what lias been done in tbe matter.

I have, &c.,
HAJiEIE WOOD,

---------  Under Secretary.
i i. 9,0P^ Mi. Curley s letter, &e., forwarded herewith. Have visited the collieries complained of, 

and shall reply to h'S letter early next week. I also forward copies of letters respecting the Easpberry 
Gully drive,—J.M., 10/12/81. The Under Secretary for Mines.—B.C., 10/12/81.

Sir,

(No. 9.)
Tbe Examiner of Coal-fields to Tho Under Secretary for Mines,

■ , , ,. Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 14 December 1881.
T r- i nl|rt0 y?UX lette11‘®i: t]l0 8t]l instant, with reference to a letter received from Mr.&oNo 
James Curley, the Miners General Secretary, and my blank cover communication of the 10th idem,
I have the honor to forward you, for the information of the Honorable the Secrcf ary for Mines, a copy 
of my reply to Mr. Curley and others letters. J ’ 1J

I have, Ac.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,

--------- Examiner of Coal-fields.
It does not seem necessary for the Department to take any further steps in this matter, unless 

further moved by the Miners General Secretary, who is iu possession of Mr. Mackenzie’s report, copv of 
which is herewith.—H.W., U.S., 19/]2/81. Await further communication.—A.E., 20/12/81, "

colliery)
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colliery) to accompany me during my visit, I had no alternative but to make the examination without him, although I may 
state that the Colliery Manager was entitled, i£ he thought fit, to prevent Mr. Patrick from entering the miue. As stated 
in my letter of 22nd October last, the mine was, at the different days I examined it, well ventilated, whatever it may have 
been previously ; and, as I also informed you, the reports from the Inspector of Collieries had for somo time led me to 
suppose there were no causes of complaint.

2. With respect to your remarks about persons injured hy explosive gas at the same colliery, I am of opinion that it 
would he better and more satisfactory if all such injuries, whether serious nr not, were reported to the examiner of Coal
fields by the owner or manager of the miue, although the Act does not make it imperative that such should ho done.

1 am also inclined to think that tlie presence of explosive gas, and the injuries received therefrom, were treated too 
lightly by the manager previous to my visiting tho colliery on 4th October last, since which time a “ fireman ” has been 
appointed, whose special duty is to go around all the places known to contain explosive gas before the men go to work. 
Duggan told me he was about 30 yards in his bord, past the district air current, and about 5 yards from the face, not 
In yards, when the gas fired ; and where I was shown his lamp was found was about tho distance stated by him to me.

3. Upon making inquiries at tlie mine, and examining Messrs. Brown's colliery plans, 1 find that the nearest drives 
going towards the Mmmi old abandoned workings inundated with water, are 35 chains, at least, distant from them, and 
consequently cannot be in close proximity thereto.

4. The proposal in the fourth paragraph of your letter, that the miners should he represented and the Press admitted 
at official examinations of collieries, is not provided for in the Act, and cannot, therefore, be complied with.

5. Adverting to tho reference made in the concluding paragraph of your letter to the Wallsend, Borehole, and 
Lambton Collieries, I beg to inform you that I have recently made it my business to make a thorough examination of the 
Newcastle Wallsend Colliery, hy inspecting nearly all the places where the men were at work, measuring the quantity of 
air circulating through tlie different districts (or splits) and the men's working places, as well as the quantity of intake and 
return air travelling through the mine

G. On ths first day, 1 was accompanied hy William Willis (overseer), and John Naismith and David Beveridge {the 
men’s Check Inspectors), whom the Colliery Manager permitted to accompany me through Mr. Willis’ district.

In the engine hank road there were 21,600 cubic feet per minute of intake air travelling down it, and 13,860 cubic 
feet per minute of intake air circulating along the travelling road.

In the No. 1 district (or split) where the air enters it. near the travelling road heading, there were 5,910 cubic feet 
per minute of intake air for tlie supply of 70 men, hoys, aud horses at work ; between Nos. 15 and 16 bords it measured 
6,000, and between 18 and 19 bords 4,940 cubic feet per minute, thus showing the irregularity of the current of air circu
lating through this split, and that there is not the quantity of air circulating through it which the Coal Mines Regulation 
Act provides for, but Mr. Neilson expects that when the water shaft, noiv iu course of being connected with the workings 
in this district is completed, the ventilation will be improved and exceed the requirements of the Act.

In the No. 2 district (split) there were only 11,040 cubic feet of intake air per minute coming down the “ air shaft," 
for 133 men, hoys, and horses at work there, and only o,070 cubic feet per minute travelling along tho air-ivay past the last 
working place in tlie split, which is far less than the Act requires. Mr. Neilson (the manager) informed me that there •was 
and had been for some time cause for complaint with respect to a deficiency of air m this split, hut anticipated that when 
the new “water shaft" in course of sinking is in a few days completed, it will add to the quantity of air at present supplied 
to men in this part of the mine. On the second day I was accompanied by Mr. Neilson (the manager), Thos. Bosfield 
(overseer), and John Naismith and David Beveridge (the men's Check Inspectors), who Mr. Neilson again permitted to 
accompany mo through Mr. Boasfield's district, where I found there was the requisite quantity of air circulating through 
the different “splits, and the provisions of tlie Act complied with. The Lambton heading, or No. 1 district, having 6,031, 
1,377, and 9,800, equal to 17,208 cubic feet of air per minute (by three intakes) for 141 men, boys, and horses working 
therein, and with respect to a complaint the men’s Cheek Inspectors drew niy attention to, which I examined, where six 
miners were working in bords where the air was supposed to have passed over “stagnant water,” I am of opinion that as 
the manager is daily drawing large quantities of water aw'ay from it, and it is continually receiving fresh supplies, that tlie 

fh general rale iu section 12 of the Act, does not apply to it, and 1 would further add that I could not perceive any had 
11s coining from it or the air passing over it. Tlie quantity of return air passing through the furnace shaft was—

No. 1 Split ........................................................................ 30,564 cubic feet per minute.
No. 2 Split ........................................................................ 12,960 ,, ,,
No. 3 Split ........................................................................ 34,280 „ „

Total ................................................. 77,804
7. On my visit to the Borehole Colliery, where I met by appointment the Colliery Manager (Mr. Turnbull), and 

William Lee, and Samuel Selby (the men’s check inspectors), and looked over their last reports. I found that tlie only 
places they had to complain of were in the south-east side of the south-east headings, aud that since the Report dated 27tli 
June last, W. H. Britton aud Henry Turner had been appointed Check Inspectors m the place of Lee and Selby. The day 
previous to my visit Britton and Turner had come out of the mine and asked the Manager if he would go down the pit and 
see if something could not lie done to improve the ventilation where men were working in the south-east side of the south
east headings, as the air was heavily charged with “ black-damp,” so much so that in many places the men could not keep 
their lights burning. Mr, Turnbull immediately accompanied Britton aud Turner to the places complained of, and after 
discussing the matter, lie made such alterations, as not only gave tlie men a larger quantity of air, but also that of a better 
quality. Owing to the large quantity of “black-damp" which is given off and accumulates in this part of the A.A, 
Company’s workings, when a hot north or north-west wind is blowing it makes it very' difficult for the Manager to always 
keep the ventilation in tins district up to the requirements of the Act. When I examined tins district with Mr. Turnbull 
aud the Check Inspectors (Lee and Selby) tlie day after the alteration had been made, I found that the men were quite 
satisfied, ami the places well ventilated.

S. I have been to the Lambton Colliery, and Mr. Croudace has marked for my guidance, &c., on the coal-fields record 
tracings, the different splits, doors, &c., and the way the air travels through and ventilates the mine, and also infonned me 
that he was then busy making alterations and improvements in the ventilation. The Check Inspectors reports were lent me 
for my perusal, and to take copies of them if I wished to do so, and Mr. Croudace told me that he should have no objection 
to allow' the Check Inspectors to accompany me in my examination.

Upon seeing Mr. Jackson, on Saturday' last. I find that the Lambton Colliery is not likely to bo working this week, 
and I must therefore leave my examinations of it- until my return from the western and southern districts, and completion 
of my 1881 yearly report. I iiave, &c.,

JOHN MACKENZIE,
Mr. J. Curley and others. Examiner of Coal-fields,

(No. 10.)

Mr. IT. ’Winchester to Mr. .1. Y. Neilson, Manager, Wallsend Collieries.
Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 20 December, 1S81.

With reference to yonr communication of tho 19th instant, I beg lo inform you that the 
Examiner of Coal-fields, who is now absent from Newcastle, anticipating your request, instructed me to 
furnish you with a copy of his report, if applied for, and accordingly have the honor to enclose the same 
herewith.

1 will forward your letter to Mr. Mackenzie without delay.
I have, &c.,

HERBERT WINCHESTER.

(No. 11.)
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' (No. 11.) '
Messrs. J. & A. Brown to Mr. J. Curley, Secretary, Miners’ Association.

Sir, Newcastle, 23 December, ISSJ.
"\Ve are much astonished to find that yon have written to the Examiner of Coal-fields in the 

following terms :—“ I would draw your, attention to a mine abandoned, but inundated by water in close 
proximity to the Messrs. Brown’s Collieries now in work, and would ask you respectfully whether the 
inspector has reported this matter to you, and whether any steps are taken as a safeguard in the event of 
the old tunnel workings piercing the abandoned workings of the inundated mine, and if there are 
appliances in case of escape on account of any unexpected accident arising from such a source of danger.”

As the above statement is both malicious and untrue we would ask you to immediately furuisb us 
with an explanation with respect to the same, and a withdrawal of the statement to tho Examiner of 
Coal-fields.

In the event of this not being done we shall deal with the matter in whatever summary manner 
we may be advised. We have, &c.,

J. & A. BliOWN.

(No. 12.)
Mr. J. Curley, Miners’ G-eneral Secretary, to N. Melville, Esq., M.P.

' Hamilton, 28 December, 1881.
Cah Minister Mines meet deputation Miners’ Association on Priday ? Arrange same and meet in Mines 
Office: reply paid. '

' JAMES CURLEY.

Piuesented by Mr. Melville, M.P. In the absence of the Secretary for Alines 1 informed Mr. Melville 
that the deputation would be received on Eriday at 11’30 a.m,—G.E.H. (for the US.), 29/12/81. 

Submitted.—G.E.ll, (for the U.S.), 31/12/81.

(No. 13.)
Minute of The Hon. the Secretary for Mines.

Be Deputation from Miners’ Association, Hamilton and Newcastle.
Invoitm tbe Examiner of Coal-fields that it is reported that a loiter having been forwarded lo him by ibe 
Secretary of ihe Miners’ Association, be forwarded an extract from the loiter to the proprietors of the 
coal mine (Messrs. Brown), regarding which the complaint was made. Inform further that in con
sequence of this action on tbo part of tho Examiner the proprietors have threatened to take summary 
action against the Secretary of the Miners’ Association.

The Minister requires a report from the Examiner on the subject.
A.R, 4/1/82.

The Examiner of Coal-fields.—HAV., B.C., 4/1/82.

(No. 14.)
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Messrs. J. & A. Brown’s letter to me, and my reply [forwarded herewith ; also letter from J. Y. Neilson 
aud my answer therto.—J.M., 1/11/82. ^ '

The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 11/1/82. Submitted.—B.W., 16/L/R2. Read.—A.R.,
16/1/82. “

[Enclosure to No 14.]
Sir, Newcastle, 2!) November, 13S1.

Referring to your semi-ofliciul conversation with our Mr. Alexander Broun, relative to the near approach of our 
present workings at Brown's Colliery to some of the old Minmi pit workings, and the probable consequences which might 
arise owing to any careless working, and of which careless working you had been informed by some person in authority, we 
should be very glad to know the name of your informant, as Mr. Brown, when at the mines, made it his special business 
to inquire into the truthfulness or otherwise of the assertion, and, we are glad to say, foimd it ns uncalled for as it was 
untrue. We have, ftc.,
The Examiner of Coal-fields. J. & A. BROWN,

Gentlemen, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 7 December, 1S81.
Referring to your letter of the 20th ultimo, askmg mo if I would tell you who it was informed me of the near 

approach of Brown's Colliery workings to some abandoned workings full of water in that neighbourhood, I beg to say that, 
in a communication received from Mr. Curley, the Miners’ General Secretary, he states as follows :—“I would draw your 
attention to a mine abandoned, but inundated hy water, in close proximity to the Messrs. Brown’s Collerics now in work, 
aud would ask you respectfully whether tho Inspector has reported this matter to you, and whether any steps are taken 
as a safeguard in the event of the old tunnel workings piercing the abandoned workings of the inundated mine, and if there 
are sufficient appliances in case of escape on account of any unexpected accidents arising from such a source of danger.”

I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,

Messrs. J. & A, Brown. Examiner of Coal-fields.

Sir, Wallsend, 1!) December, 1SS1.
I notice iu to-day's issue of tho A’eireasife CAronick n report of a Wallsend miners’ meeting, wherein it is 

reported as follows :—
“Mr. Curley stated he had received a very lengthy report from Mr. Mackcnsie, Examiner of Coal-field’s, respecting 

the ventilation and stagnant water in the Wallsend woikings, aud on many things, S:c. ; and he (Mr. Curley) concludes by 
stating, if the meeting desiiod it, he would bring the icport and read it to the Committee.”

In reference to tho above, I think you will havo a perfect recollection of tho Wallsend Check Jnapeetors asking to 
make a special rcpoit, you stating that it was a special report, and you could only report to yonr superior officer or head of 
your Department; and they, the Cheek Inspectors, had only been allowed to accompany you round the works by tho 
courtesy of the manager, who wished to give yon (the Examiner) every information. You then asked me if I was going to 
make any special report. I at once replied, “aYo? until I see your official report,” Assuming
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Assummg tho report in paper is correct, I (lo think you have not acted in strict good faith, inasmuch aa you havo 
favoured the accuser with a report, and left tlie accused in ignorance of your conclusions ; and, to say the least, it is a most 
unlair and inequitable arrangement, and a position which you have taken without mature thought; and i shall be clad 
if you will give me the same copy of your rpeort as you have given Mr. Curley, as I must now report this matter in full to 
Iw if - . _e 21st 'nstant, when I have no doubt but that they will be as imioli surprised as I have been, to find
that their Miners Secretary has boon furnished with information that has been withheld from the masters, the latter boin« 
equally interested and more responsible. I am &c. °
Ti T7 ■ rn no,, J, Y. NEILSON,The Examiner of Coal-fields. Colliery Maiulgerj

!,lr' T . Lidsdale, 31 December, 1SS1.
ii e ^ very muJ'1 surprised at your letter forwarded to me here, and in reply thereto beg to state that I did 

exactly what I told you I should do, viz., reply to Mr, Curley's letter, and send you a copy of it if you wrote for one 
which I left instructions with Mr. Winchester to do in my absence ; also, send a copy to the Honorable the Secretary for 
Mmes- I have, Sc.,

Tlie Manager, Wallsend Collieries.
JOHN MACKENZIE,

Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 4. .
The Inspector of Collieries to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Sh, ^ _ Keweastle, 5 April, 18S2.
I have the honor to report for the information of the Honorable 'tho Minister for Mines that 

an explosion of fire-damp happened at Brown’s colliery on the 4th instant, hy which two miners named 
Joseph Clowes aud Richard Barrat were burned.

2. The sufferers were working together in an ordinary bord iu which no gas had been seen previous
to the explosion, except after shot firing, Ac. .

3. The fireman had examined the bord about 3'30 a.m. same day, and. no gas was found there, but 
about 7 a.m., or three and a-half hours afterwards, it had suddenly accumulated sufficiently stroug to 
cause the explosion which burned the two men.

4. In my opinion the masters are not blamablo for the accident.
I have, &e.,

THOMAS LEWIS,
--------- Inspect or of Collieries.

Bo gas having been seen previous to the explosion except after shot-firing, &c., will Mr. Lewis 
he so good as to state whether any shot was fired between 3'30 a.m. and 7 a.m.; also u hat quantity of air 
was circulating past the entrance to or through the Lord where the explosion occurred, and the number 
of men, boys, or horses working in that distriet or split.—J.M., 8/4/32. The Inspector of Collieries. 
To be relumed.

Bo shot was fired between 3 and 7 a.m. B'early G,000 cubic feet per minute for about fifty men, 
&c.—T.L., I2/4/S2. J

Thinking this a very meagre report upon what appeared to be a serious affair, I considered it 
advisable to visit tbo colliery myself. The result of my examination, &c., will bo found in the 
accompanying report, to which is attached a copy of notice served to Messrs. J. & A. Brown. I should 
be glad to be favoured with the instructions of tho Minister in the matter.—J.M , 19/1/32, The 
Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 19/4/82.

No. 5.
Tlie Examiner of Coal-fields to Tlie Proprietors of BrotviPs Colliery.

Gentlemen, Coal-fields Office, BTewenstlc, 15 April, 1SS2.
_ In pursuance of Ihe provisions of ibe 31si section of the Coal Alines Regulation Acf, 1875,1 

hereby give you notice (bat there is a dangerous accumulation of explosive gas in the Bio. .10 Heading 
District, at your Brown’s Colliery, where there arc forty-five men, boys, and horses daily employed, and 
that the men are working with naked lights in contravention of BTo. Softlie special rules for Brown’s 
Colliery, which provides that “.In any place where there is a dangerous appearance of fire-damp locked 
safety-lamps shall be used.”

, , 2- 1 tp draw your attention to general rule BTo. 5 section 12 of the Act abovementioned,
viz- (5-) “If at any time it is found by the person in charge of a mine or any part thereof, or by the 
Examiner or Inspector, that by reasons of noxious gases prevailing in such mine or such part thereof, or 
of any cause whatever, the mine or tbe said part is dangerous, every workmen shall be withdrawn therefrom, 
and the Examiner, or Inspector shall inspect the same, and if dangerous from inflammable gas shall 
make such inspection with a locked safety-lam]), and in every ease make a true report of the condition 
of such mine or part thereof, and no workman shall, accept in so far as is necessary for inquiry into tho 
cause of danger or ior the removal thereof, or for exploration, be readmitted into the mine or such 
part thereof as was so found dangerous until the same is stated by the Examiner or Inspector to be safe. 
Every such report shall ho recorded in a hook which shall he kept at the mine for tho purpose, and shall 
he signed hy the person reporting.

^ . 3.. That there is evidently a dangerous accumulation of explosive gas in certain places of Brown’s
Colliery is proved by no less than nine miners having been burnt by fire-damp, seven of them, Hunter, 
Gilder, Hull, Davies, Bothwell, Andrews, and Clewcs having most of them been seriously injured thereby. 
Duggan who I went to see at the Newcastle Hospital had his arms, hack, face, and one hand severeiv 
scorched, and Dr. Harris told me his life was for somo days in danger ; and Duggan said for over two 
weeks he was in such pain that he could not lie on his hack to sleep. Barratt, who I saw yesterday (the 
14th instant), is suffering fearful agony through his face, body (down to his thighs), arms, and hands, 
being badly burnt by an explosion of gas which happened in Bro. 10 Heading District on the 4th instant; 
and I was told when visiting Barrat and Clewcs that their medical attendant had no hoijcsof the recovery 
of the former. I ]iavej ‘

JOHN MACKENZIE, „
______ Examiner of Coalfields.

No. 0.
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No. 6.
Extracts.

Copied from Fireman's Eeport Book at Brown’s Colliery. 
S82.—I inspected tbe dip ’ ' * ' ------

H headings ; took the men in and loft all right.
Tuesday, IStli April, 1S82.—I inspected the dip workings; found gns in 8,10.12, 13 bords, also 10 and 
“ ■ ’ ” ■ ok r ‘ ’ ’ .............. ..

MILES BETTEEWOETH.
Wednesday, 19th A]iril,18S2.—I inspected the dip workings; found gas in 10 and 11 heading; left 

all right.
MILES BUTTEEWOETH.

Thursday, 20th April, 1SS2.—I inspected the dip workings; found gas in 10 and 11 heading; left 
all right.

MILES BUTTEEWOETH.
Eriday, 21st April, 1882.—I inspected the dip workings; found gas in 10 and 11 heading; brushed 

it out; left all right.
MILES BUTTEEWOETH.

Saturday, 22nd April, 1882.—I inspected the dip workings; found all the Lords in 10 heading 
all right; gas in Ho. 10 and 11 heading.

- MILES BUTTEEWOETH.
Monday. 24th April, 1882.—I inspected the dip workings; found gas in 10 heading; a little gas 

in 11 heading; took the men in and left all right.
MILES BUTTEEWOETH.

Tuesday, 2yth April, 1882.—I inspected the dip workings; find all tho bords correct; gas in 10 
and 11 heading.

MILES BUTTEEWOETH.
_ "Wednesday, 26th April, 1882.—I inspected the dip workings; found all right, but 10 and li 

heading a little gas.
MILES BUTTEEWOETH.

Thursday, 27th April, 1882.'-1 inspected the dip workings ; find all right; A little gas in 10 and 
11 heading.

MILES BUTTEEWOETH.
Eriday, 28th April, 1882.—I inspected the dip workings; found gas in 10 and 11 heading ; ail the 

rest comet.
MILES BUTTEEWOETH.

Monday, 1st May, 1882.—I inspected the dip workings : find gas in 10 heading ; all the rest right.
' MILES BUTTEEWOETH.

Tuesday, 2nd May, 18S2.—I inspected the dip workings; find gas in 18, 20, 21 bords, and 10 and 
11 headings ; loft all right.

MILES BUTTEEWOETH.
Wednesday, 3rd May, 1882.—1 inspected the dip workings; find gas in 10 heading ; the bords and 

other headings all right. "
. MILES BUTTEEWOETH.

Thursday, l-th May, 1882,—I inspected the dip workings; find gas in 10 heading; all the rest correct.
MILES BUTTEEWOETH.

Friday, 5th May, 1882.—1 inspected the dip workings; find gas in 10 and 11 headings; all tho 
rest correct.

MILES BUTTEEWOETH.
Saturday, Gth May, 1882.—I inspected the dip workings; found gas in 10 and 11 headings; the 

rest all right.
MILES BUTTEEWOETH.

_ Monday, 8th May, 1882.—I inspected the dip workings; find gas in 10 and 11 headings; all the 
rest right.

MILES BUTTEEWOETH.
. Tuesday, 9th May, 1832.—I inspected the dip workings; find gas in 10 and 11 headings ; left all 

right,
MILES BUTTEEWOETH.

4 Wednesday, 10th May, 1882.—I inspected the dip workings ; find gas in 10, 16, 18 bords in 10 
heading; also in 10 and 11 headings; left all right.

MILES BUTTEEWOETH.
Thursday, 11th May, 1882.—1 inspected the dip workings; find gas in 10,15, 16,18 bords, and 

10 and 11 headings; left all right.
MILES BUTTEEWOETH.

Eriday, 12th May, 1882.—I inspected the dip workings; find gas in 16, IS bords, and 10 and 11 
headings; left all right.

MILES BUTTEEWOETH.
Monday, 15th May, 1882.—I inspected the dip workings; find a little gas in 10, 16. 18 bords, 10 

and 11 headings; left all right.
MILES BUTTEEWOETH.

_ Tuesday, 16ih May, 1882.—1 inspected the dip workings; find gas in 10, 16, 18 bords in 10 
heading; also 10 and It headings ; left all right,

MILES BUTTEEWOETH.
438—C Wednesday,
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Wednesday, 17th May, 18S2.—I inspected the dip workings; find gas in 10, 1G, 18 herds m 10 
heading ; gas in 10 and 11 headings ; left all right.

■ MILES BUTTEEWOETH.
_ Thursday, 18th May, 1S82.—I inspected the dip workings ; gas in 16 bord not dangerous ; gas in 
lO and 11 headings not dangerous.

MILES BUTTEEWOETH.
Friday, 10th May, 1SS2.—I inspected the dip workings ; find gas in 16 bord and 10 and 11 

headings not dangerous.
MILES BUTTEEWOETH.

'Saturday, 20th May, 1S82.—I inspected tlie dip workings; find gas in 16 bord not dangerous; 
gas iu 10 heading not dangerous ; gas in 11 heading not safe with a naked light.

MILES BUTTEEWOETH.
Monday, 22nd May, 1882.—I inspected tlie dip workings ; find indications of gas in 10, 14,16 

bords and 10 heading quite safe.
MILES BUTTEEWOETH.

Tuesday, 23rd May, 1882.—I inspected tlie dip workings; find indications of gas in 14, 16 bords 
and 10 heading not dangerous. '

MILES BUTTEEWOETH.
' The above estracts copied from the fireman's report book kept in Brown’s colliery office, Minmi, 

i23rd May, 1882. : ' HEEBEET WINCHESTEE.

_ . - No. 7. ■
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Honorable the Secretary for Mines.

Ejspout upon two ’serious accidents which happened to two miners, named Richard Barrat and Joseph 
, _ Clowes, on 4th April, 1882, from an explosion of fire-damp, at Brown’s Colliery, Minmi.

Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 21 April, 1882.
I regret to have to report to you that two practical miners, named Joseph Clewcs aud Richard 

Barrat were very badly burnt hy an explosion of gas at Brown's Colliery, Minmi, on the 4th instant,
2. On the 14th instant I proceeded to Minmi, and first visited the injured men and asked them to 

give me all the information they could as to what took place before and at the lime they were burnt by 
explosive gas, when Clewes told me as follows 11 That Richard Barrat (20 years of age) and ho were 
practical miners, and had been working about five months at Greta Colliery previous to coming to Minmi, 
where they had been getting coal about three weeks. That whilst working at Brown’s Colliery had heard 
miners say there was gas in the bords in the No. 10 heading district,, where they were working, aud that 
lie and Barrat had seen fire-damp nearly every day in the eight-yard bord they were driving. That when 
they commenced to get coal in tlie bord it had been driven 27 yards from the heading or entrance of it, 
and that they had driven it about 0 yards.

That the fireman, whoso duty it is to go into each man’s working-place in the district, known or 
supposed to contain gas, before the men commenced work, had been in their bord every morning before 
they got to it, and had chalked tho day of the month on the face of it in accordance with his instructions. 
That, on the 4th instant, he and Barrat met the fireman in the miue at about 1 a.m.. as they were going 
to work, and asked him whether there was any gas in their bord, and he said no. That lie asked him 
because he and Barrat had seen more fire-dam]) iu their Lord the previous day than tliey had before 
Observed, and that ho remarked to Barrat and another miner who was with them it was strange tho fire
man could not find gas, as they had.seen some almost every morning.

That on the 4th instant, when he and Barrat had got to within about 20 yards from the face of 
their bord they took off their coats and shirts, and after doing ibis Clewcs went with his naked light to 
within 2 or 3 yards of the face, and while looking round for some tools with his light iu his hand the gas 
fired. That the coal-seam is about 5 feet 8 inches in height, aud he thinks his lamp was about 3 feet 
trom the floor. That be also thinks Barrat was just starting to come to where he was with his naked 
light in his cap on his head when the gas fired, tlie force of it knocking Barrat down, aud lie as well as 
Barrat think it also threw him some distance.

3. From my examination of the No. 10 heading district where the gas was fired, what the firemen
and some miners told me, I am of opinion that there is and has been of late a dangerous accumulation of 
fire-damp in it, and that Messrs. J, & A. Brown arc blamable for not having taken more effectual steps 
for preventing explosions of gas therein. I saw three brick stoppings set in mortar which had been 
blown out in cut-througbs in No, 10 heading, and rebuilt, and one which had the centre portion.of it 
blown away hy tlie force of the ex-plosion, and the fireman told mo tbo mine was making so much gas that 
it would fill a bord in an hour, therefore, if the men went into their work an hour after the fireman had 
examined it, and according to his custom had “ brushed out the gas ” in any of the men’s working 
places, it might be full if the men went into it an hour afterwards. One man told mo that he and his 
mate left off work for 10 minutes “they must brush out the fire-damp” before commencing to get coal 
lignin. '

_ 4. I enclose herewith copy of nolicc 1 have served on Messrs. J. & A. Brown, which contains full 
particulars of the inquiries received, and shall bo glad to be favoured with your instruefions in the matter. 

■ I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE, ’

--------  Examiner of Coal-fields.
■ These accidents seem serious, and from tho report of tho Examiner the owners arc to blame in the 

matter. Mr. Curley and a deputation will wait upon the Secretary for Minos next Friday to discuss 
proposed Conl-ficlds Amendment Act, and also to call attention to the above accident.—G.E.H. (for tho
U.'S.), 24/4/82.

The Examiner to fake the necessary stops under the Act for the default, referred to me this 
report.—A.E., 28/4/82. ■

No. 8.
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" No. 8.

The Under Secretary for Mines to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sii', _ . Sydney, 1 May, 1882.

_ Referring to the report furnished by you upon the serious accident which befell Joseph Clewes 
and Richard Barrat through an explosion of gas in Brown’s Minmi Colliery, on the 4th ultimo, I have the 
honor to inform you, iu reply to your request for instructions in the matter, that the Secretary for Mines 
has decided that the Examiner take the necessary steps under the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1876, 
against the proprietors of tlie colliery for the default referred to in your report.

. I have, itc.,- '
GERARD E. HERRING,

(Eor the Under Secretary).

No. 9. .
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Mines to The Examiner for Coal-fields.

Sydney, 3 May, 1882.
The Crown law officers have been asked to advise. You had better not take any steps'until opinion has 
been obtained.

GERARD E. HERRING,
(Eor the Under Secretary).

. No. 10.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines.

Shj . Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 5 May, 1882.
, 1 do myself the honor to request that the Honorable tho Secretary for Mines will be pleased

to furnish me with an authority to prosecute Messrs. James aud Alexander Brown, or either of them, or 
their agents, under section 35 of the Coal Mines Regulation Act of 1876, 3D Yic. No. 31.

I venture to submit a form which I think will he sufficient for the purpose intended, and which has 
been furnished hy Mr. R.. AY. Thompson, solicitor.

I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,

--------- Examiner of Coal-fields.

The authority may be forwarded.—G.E.H., for the U.S., 6/5/82. Submitted for signature of 
Secretary for Mines. Very urgent. Forward to the Examiner of Coal-fields hy to-night’s post.—
G.E.H., (for the U.S.), 8/5/S2. Forwarded.—S/o/82. Tlie papers in this case are still with the
Examiner.—If.T.( 2G/7/82. Ask Examiner what has been done.—If.AV., 7/8/82, Asked,—14/S'82.

In pursuance of tbe authority given to me for that purpose under the 35th section of the Act, 30 Aric.' 
No, 31, known as tho Coal Mines Regulation Act of 1876, I hereby authorise John Mackenzie, the 
Examiner of Coal-fields for the Colony of New South AYales, to prosecute James Brown and Alexander 
Brown, or either of them, as the owners, or one of the owners, of the coal mine known as Brown’s 
Colliery, for all offences committed by them, or either of them, against the provisions of the said Act, or 
against the Regulations made thereunder, or against the special rules made by the owners of the said 
mine under or in pursuance of the provisions of the said Act, and for all or any of the purposes aforesaid, 
to lay or exhibit any information or complaint before any Justice of tbe Peace, and to proceed thereon 
for a penalty.—Given under my hand this day of May, a.d. 1882.

No. 11.
Informations.

Information—(Drawn out hy R. AY. Thompson, Esq.)
New South AYales, to wit.
Bk it remembered that on the 9th day of May now instant, personally came and appeared before me, tbo 
undersigned, one of Her M.ajesty’s Justices of tho Peace in and for the Colony of New South AYales, 
John Mackenzie, of Newcastle, in the said Colony, Examiner of Coal-fields for the said Colony, duly 
appointed to prosecute in this behalf, and informeth me that on the 4th day of April last past, James 
Brown, of Newcastle, in the Colony of New South AYales, colliery proprietor, being then one of the 
owners of a certain mine, known as Brown’s Colliery, in the District of Newcastle, neglected to observe 
one of the special rules established for the same colliery according to the Act, 39 A7ic. No, 31, to wit rule 4 
of the ‘ Special Rules for the conduct and guidance of the persons acting in the management of Brown’s 
Colliery, in the District of Newcastle, and all persons engaged in or about the colliery,” inasmuch as. an 
accumulation of inflammable gas baring taken place in a part of tbe workings of the said colliery, known 
as No. 10 heading district, on the 4th day of April last past, whereby serious personal injury occurred to 
two qrersons, to wit, Joseph Clewes and Richard Barrat, miners, employed at the said colliery, the said 
James Brown, as sucli owner as aforesaid, permitted work to be resumed in such colliery before the gas 
had been removed therefrom, 1

Exhibited at Newcastle, this 9th day of May, a.d. 1882, before me,-—
R. J. Perrott, J.P.

JOHN MACKENZIE.

Information
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Information (drawn out by It. "W. Thompson, Esq.)
New South Wales, to wit.
Be it remembered that on the 9th of May now instant, personally came and appeared before me, the 
undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices of the Peace in and for tho Colony of New South Wales, 
John Mackenzie, of Newcastle, in the said Colony, Examiner of Coal-fields for the said Colony, duly 
appointed to prosecute in this behalf, and informeth me that on or about the 17th day of April now last 
past, one, James Brown, of Newcastle, in the Colony of New South Wales, colliery proprietor, was one 
of the owners of a mine known as Brown's Colliery, at Minmi, in tlie said Colony, and as such owner it 
became and was his duty under clause 5 of the general rules to be observed in every colliery under the 
Act, 39 Yic. No. 31, that by reason of noxious gases prevailing in such mine or any part thereof, to cause 
every workman to be withdrawn therefrom, and not to permit any workman to he readmitted into tlie 
said mine or such part thereof, except in so far as was necessary for inquiry into tho cause of danger, 
or for the removal thereof,.or for exploration, until the same was slated by the Examiner or Inspector to 
he safe; and that on or about the 14th day of April last past, a certain part of the said mine, to wit, the 
part known aa No. 10 heading district became and was dangerous by reason of the noxious gases prevailing 
therein, and the said James Brown did not cause every workman to be withdrawn therefrom, and did 
permit workmen to be admitted into such part while the same was and continued to be dangerous for the 
reason aforesaid, and before the same was stated by the Examiner or Inspector to be safe, such workmen 
not being so admitted for inquiry into the cause of danger or for the removal thereof, or for explora
tion. And thereby and therein the said informant saith that the said James Brown, as such owner, did 
neglect such general rule, whereupon the said informant prayed that I, the said Justice, would proceed in 
the premises according to law.

JOHN MACKENZIE,
Exhibited at Newcastle, this 9th day of May, a.d. 1882, before me,—

B. J, Pereott, P.M,

■ Information (Drawn out by It. ~W. Thompson, Esq.)
New South Wales, to wit.
Be it remembered that on tbe 15th day of May now instant, personally came and appeared before me, 
the undersigned, one of Her Majesty's Justices of tho Peace in and for the Colony of New South Wales, 
John Mackenzie, of Newcastle, iu tho said Colony, Examiner of Coal-fields for the said Colony, duly 
appointed to prosecute in this behalf, and informeth me that on the 4th day of April now last past, it 
became and was tbe duty of one, Joseph Croft, being then tho agent for and manager of a mine known as 
Brown’s Colliery, in the district of Newcastle, under the second special rule of such mine, to take care by 
his overseer or by some other person appointed for that purpose that a certain duty was duly performed 
under the fifth special rule of such miue, to wit, that iu any place in the said mine, where there was a 
dangerous appearance of fire-damp, locked safety-lamps should he used, and tlie said Joseph Croft being 
then and theretofore such agent and manager did not cause locked safety-lamps to be used on the said 4th 
day of April, in a place in the said mine known aa No. 10 heading district where there was. and theretofore, 
had been a dangerous appearance of fire-damp, but on the contrary allowed naked lights to be used, nor 
did he by his overseer or by some other person appointed for the purpose, take care that the said duty 
was duly performed, and did thereby neglect such special rule, whereupon the said informant prayed 
that I the said Justice will proceed in the premises according to law.

JOHN MACKENZIE.
Exhibited at Newcastle, this 15th day of May, a.d. 1882, before me,—

J. Mate, P.M. '

Information—(Drawn out by E. W. Thompson, Esq.)
New South Wales, to wit.
Be it remembered that on the 15th day of May now instant, personally came and appeared before me, tlie 
undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace in and for the Colony of New South Wales, 
John Mackenzie, of Newcastle, in the said Colony, Examiner for Coal-fields for the said Colony, duly 
appointed to prosecute in this behalf, and informeth me that on the 4th day of April now last past, one 
Joseph Croft was the person in charge of a mine known as Brown's Colliery, in the district of Newcastle, 
and it was found by him before the 4th day of April, that by reason of noxious gases prevailing in a part 
of such mine, known as No. 10 heading district, the-said part was dangerous, and it then became and was 
his duty to have every workman withdrawn therefrom and to see that no workman should except, in so 
far as was necessary, for inquiry into tlie cause of danger or for the removal thereof, or for exploration, 
be readmitted into such part so found to be dangerous until the same was stated by the Examiner or 
Inspector to be safe. Yet the said Joseph Croft, being the person in charge of the said mine, did not on 
the said 4th day of April, have every workman withdrawn from the said part, and did permit a workman, 
to wit, one Joseph Clewes, a miner, to be readmitted into such part before the same was stated to be safe 
by the Examiner or Inspector, such readmission not being necessary for inquiry into tho cause of danger 
nor for the removal thereof, nor for exploration, and therein and thereby he, the said Joseph Croft, did 
neglect to observe the fifth general rule under section 12 of the Coal Mines licgulation Act of 1876. 
Whereupon the said informant prayed that the said Justice would proceed in the premises according 
to law. JOHN MACKENZIE.
Exhibited at Newcastle, this 15th day of May, a.d. 1882, before me,—

’ J. Mate, P.M.

Information— (Drawn out by 11. W. Thompson, Esq.)
New South Wales, to wit.
Be It remembered, that on the 15th day of May now instant, personally came and appeared before me, the 
undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace in and for the Colony of New South Wales, 
John Mackenzie, of Newcastle, in the said Colony, Examiner of Coal-fields for the said Colony, duly 
appointed to prosecute in this behalf, and informeth me that on the 4th day of April now last past, it

became
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became aud was tbe duty of one Joseph Croft, being then tbe agent for and manager of a mine known as 
Brown’s Colliery, in the district of Newcastle, under tlie second special rule of sucb mine to take care by 
bis overseer or by somo other person appointed for that purpose that a- certain duty was duly performed 
under the eighth special rule of such mine, to wit, that, if on examination hy the overseer any working 
place should be found insecure from a defect in the ventilation, he should cause a danger signal to be 
placed in the middle of the road at tbe entrance of it, sucb danger signal to consist of a board with the 
word “danger” printed thereon, and the said Joseph Croft, being then and therefore such a^ent and 
manager, did not, after examination by the overseer at a 'worklug place in the said mine known as No. 10 

• Heading District, which was found insecure from a defect in the ventilation, cause a danger signal, to wit, 
a board with the word “danger” printed thereon to be placed in the middle of the road at the entrance of 
it, nor did he, by his overseer or by some other person appointed for the purpose, take care that the said 
duty was duly performed and did thereby neglect such special rule. Whereupon the said informant 
prayed that the said Justice would proceed in the said premises according to law.

JOHN MACKENZIE.
Exhibited at Newcastle, this 15th day of May, a.d. 1882, before me,—J. Maie, P.M.

No. 12.
The Secretary, Coal Mines Association, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Sir, Hamilton, 15 May, 1882,
I beg respectfully to call your attention to tbe enclosed letter received from Messrs. J. Clewes 

and R. Barrat, Minmi. I am, &c,,
----------------- JA S. CURLEY.

_ \_JSnchsure.1
Sir, _ Jlinmi, 13 May, 1882.

We take the opportunity to let you know that we havo got a summons to attend the Court at Newcastle on 
Thursday next, and on account of our accident fund breaking up we are without means ; and we do not know how we will 
be able to get to Newcastle, as we have no money. We wish you to show this to Mr. Mackenzie, Government Coal-fields 
lixaminer, to see if he will assist us with the means to get to Ncwcistfe. Wc wish also that if yon could mnko arrangements 
so as we could bo admitted into the Newcastle Hospital, Wo are, &c.,

, . ItlCHARB BARRAT,
The District Secretary, Coal Miners’ Association. JOSEPH CLEWES.

No. 13.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 15 May, 1882.
I bavc the honor to request that tlie Honorable tbe Secretary for Mines will be pleased to 

furnish me with an authority to prosecute the agent;, manager, &e., of Brown’s Colliery, under section 35 
of the Coal Mines Regulation Act of 187G, 39 Yic. No. 3L

2. I submit a form furnished me hy Mr. R. AY. Thompson, solicitor.
• I have, &c.,

JOHN MACKENZIE,
. --------- Examiner of Coal-fields.

There is no necessity for this authority, clause 35 of Act giving all the power necessary for the 
prosecution to tlie Examiner. No harm can be done him hy signing it.—A.R., 1G/5/S2. Tlie Examiner 
of Coal-fields.—G.E.H., (for the U.S.), B.C., 1G/5/82.

Department of Mines, 8 May, 1882.
In pursuance of the authority given to me for that purpose under the 35th section of the Act 39 A7ic. 
No. 31, known as the Coal Mines Regulation Act of 1876, I hereby authorize John Mackenzie, tbe 
Examiner of Coal-fields for the Colony of Now South AYales, to prosecute James Brown and Alexander 
Brown, or cither of them, as the owners or one of the owners of the coal mine known as Brown’s Colliery, 
for all offences committed by them against the provision of the said Act, or against the regulations made 
thereunder, or against the special rules made hy the owners of the said mine under or in pursuance of 
the provisions of tho said Act, and for all or any of the purposes aforesaid, to lay or exhibit any informa
tion or complaint before any Justice of tlie Peace, and to proceed thereon for a penalty. ’

Given under my hand, this day or May, A.D. 1882.
' ARTHUR RENAYICK,

Secretary for Mines.

No. 14.
Telegram from The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.

_ _ _ 1G May, 1882,
Please inform Minister that I cannot leave here until Friday night at the earliest, as Brown’s case is 
likely to last two days at least,

JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields,

No. 15.
Telegram from The Examiner of Coai-Eields to The Secretary, Miners’ Association.

_ > 16 May, 1882.
Your letter and enclosure received, will send one pound for them to Barrat to-night, please inform Barrat.

JOHN MACKENZIE,,
Examiner of Coal-Fields.

No. 16.
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Extract from the Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate,

Newcastle Police Co cut—TnuESDAy. 18 Hat, 1882,
(Before Mil. Mail, F.M.)

Prosecution' under the Mining Act.
James Brown, of tlie firm of Messrs. J. and A. Brown, merchants and colliery proprietors, was 

formally charged as follows, hy the Examiner of Coal-fields—
The information ran :—

To James Brown-, of Newcastle, in the Colony of New South Wales, colliery proprietor: Whereas information Iiath this day 
been laid before one of Her Majesty’s Justices of the Peace in and for the Colony of New South Wales, for that on or about 
the 17th day of April last past, you were one of the owners of a mine known as “Brown’s Colliery,'1 at Minmi, in the 
aforesaid Colony, and as such owner it became and was your duty under clause 5 of the general rules to be observed in every 
colliery under the Act 3!) Victoria No. 31, that by reason of noxious gases prevaling in such mine or any part thereof, to 
cause every workman to be withdrawn therefrom and not to permit any workman to be readmitted into the said mine or 
such part thereof, except so far as was necessary for inquiring into the cause of danger or for the removal thereof or for 
exploration until the same was stated by the Examiner or Inspector to be safe, and that on or about the said seventeenth 
day of April last past, a certain part of the said mine, to wit, the part known as No. 10 heading district became and was 
dangerous by reason of noxious gases prevailing therein, and that you did not cause every workman to be withdrawn there
from, and-did permit workmen to be admitted into the said part, while the same was, and continued to be dangerous for 
the reason aforesaid, and before the same was stated by the Examiner or Inspector to be safe, such workmen not being 
admitted for the purpose of inquiring into the cause of danger or for the removal thereof or for exploration and that thereby 
and therein you as such owner did neglect such general rule, contrary to the provisions of the aforesaid rule and the Act 
aforesaid.

■ Mr. Thompson appeared for the prosecution, Mr. Wallace for the defence.
Mr. Wallace raised a preliminary objection, inasmuch as the information did not include the word 

“ wilfully,” as required by the 34th section of the Act. Mr. Thompson replied, and in the course of 
argument the A ct was admitted, on all sides, to be a complete muddle, and recognized as such among the 
entire mining class. Mr. Wallace contended that sec. 12, under which the information was laid, provided 
for no penalty at all, and, after discussion, the objections were overruled, and formally noted, viz., that 
defendant refused to plead, and that objection was taken to the information on the ground that two 
offences were disclosed.

John Mackenzie, Examiner of Collieries, deposed that his information was true, and Mr. James 
Brown, one of the proprietors of the mine, defendant; produced copy of printed rules, also notice dated 
15th April; heard on Gth April of au explosion in Brown’s Miami Colliery, Hunter Biver district, pro
claimed in May, 18G3 [plan showing No. 10 heading produced]; visited the mine, and found that three 
stopings set in brick and mortar had been blown down, and the centre of a fourth displaced, apparently by 
the force of an explosion ; must have been a dangerous accumulation of gas, and the explosion was 
undoubtedly of sufficient force to hurt minors working there ; the first stoping was about 37 yards from 
the bord face, in a cut-through in No. 10 heading ; saw two men badly burned, said to have been working 
in the mine ; Barret, one of them, burned all over down to his thighs, arms, hands, and face : Clause, the 
other, was also seriously burned ; was shown the place by Mr. Croft (the manager), the overseer, and 
others; saw other men working at a cut-through near at hand, in No. 10 heading district; had given 
Mr. Brown no permission to have them there after the accident. By Mr. Wallace: Visited on the 14th 
April, and from the fireman’s reports found that there had been more gas on the previous day ; did not 
visit again either on the loth, IGth, or 17th, and could not say from his own knowledge or personal 
inspection that there had been any noxious or dangerous gases in the mine at any time between the 4th 
and 17th ; Mr. Thomas Xiewis was Inspector of Mines on the 4th, and for some time after, and from a 
report from him on the Gth, lie first heard of the accident [report put in]; did not approve of the method 
adopted by the fireman of rushing the gas out, and told Mr. Croft that he would have to serve Mr. Brown 
witli a notice ; conceived it not to be part of his duty to make any examination unless the men were 
withdrawn. _

Miles Buttcrworth, fireman, gave evidence as to the condition of the pit, and existence of gas ; on 
the 14th April found gas in 10, 12', and 22 bords, also in No, 10 and 11 headings ; brushed it out, and 
found it so small iu quantity that be could not get it in a Davey lamp, and afterwards tested tlm feeders 
with a naked lamp, finding it still very slight, and impossible to collect; on the 17th got gas i)i other 
bords, no men being at work between the 14th and that date ; these herds were 10 and 12 herds, in 10 
and 11 headings ; ou the 13th got gas in 10, 12, 14. and 22 bords, in 10 and 11 headings ; this was all so 
slight that it would not. show in the .Davey lamp ; the practice was on detecting gas to immediately place 
two rails crossways in the bord, after which no miner would attempt to enter until all was right; this had 
been his practice ever since he first undertook Ins position : was in the mine when the men were working ; 
they were in 16 bord, in 10 heading ; found it quite clear from a quarter-past 1 till half-past 3 that 
morning, and the men were hurt about a quarter-past 7; had not found gas every day previous. By 
Mr. Wallace : Had never known gas to accumulate iu such quantities as to become dangerous, beyond 
small bits of feeders that he got on the face of the coal, otherwise would have at once reported; 
had worked in a pit for over thirty-six years, since his seventh birthday, and had worked practically 
as firemau since sixteen; had also worked in pils so full of gas that no open light of any sort was 
admitted; had a thorough knowledge of such matters, and hail worked for Messrs. Brown for seven 
years ; the gas that caused the accident beyond a doubt broke out from a grey-back ; the men struck the 
top of the coal, and the gas escaped; it was not discernible, nor could he delect it with a lamp when he 
was in at 3 o’clock ; always kept a written record of facts for Mr. Crofc’s information ; where Mr. Lewis 
tested the place after the explosion he found gas; after it the men nearly all withdrew, and the place was 
stopped until the cut-through was completed, whereby ventilation was given, the time occupied being 
about two more shifts, and the distance about 5 feet; again inspected and found the feeder still there,' 
hut rendered harmless through the consequent existence of air which gave ventilation, and allowed the 
gas to escape. To Mr. Thompson : Some of the men, by his leave, were working in the cut-through next, 
day with Davey lamps.

Bichard Barrett aged 20, miner, and one of the injured men (exhibited his hands and other injured 
portions of his body) deposed that about a quarter-past seven a.m., the explosion occurred, while he was 
working with a mate; had been working in the same bord for nearly two months; had his coat and shirt

off
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off ready for work when the fire struck him. and knocked him silly, His mate being ahead nearly up to the 
face; had not been iu the pit since the accident; would not believe Buttcrworth if ho said there was no 
gas in the bord when they went in, for his mate remarked that there was at the time ; found gas there the 
night before, and had found it over and over again when the foreman said there was none. By i!£r. Wallace; 
Jill the adjacent bords were under the same heading ; had been on the coal for about five years, and in 
the pit for about eleven ; was working with a naked light at the time, as there was not very much gas 
about; saw a casing, but not a grey-back, but would not swear one did not exist; bad never reported the 
existence of noxious gases to the manager.

Dr. Andrew Nash, duly qualified medical practitioner, residing at 'Wallsend, was called. Mr. 
"Wallace rose to an objection, as the evidence was irrelevant. Mr. Thompson replied, and. after argument, 
the evidence was admitted. Proceeded : The last witness was very severely burned, and had his life 
endangered. By Mr. Wallace-. Had never been in the colliery in question and of his own knowledge 
could not say that noxious gases prevailed there ; could only say that ho treated his patient for severe 
injuries from burns. ‘ “

, Joseph Clause (after argument as to the relevancy of his evidence to the case) deposed to being a 
miner recently working at Brown’s Colliery, and corroborated the preliminary evidence of last witness, as 
to the time ot entering the^pit, the accident, etc.; did not speak to the foreman that morning before going 
into the place ; stripped of all but their trousers and boots about 15 yards from their working place, his 
mate’s lamp being on the ground, and his in his hand low down; was about three yards from the face of 
his work, when he turned round, lifted his light, the gas caught, and he knew no more until he recovered 
consciousness on his belly, and found his mate outside the bord, the gas being alight and burning him ; 
was not hurt so much as Barret, although closer to the face, as his mate got more of its force ; had noticed 
gas in there every day, and was always able to light it every few days. By Mr. Wallace: On the previous 
days the gas they noticed was not dangerous, and was kept harmless by the movement of their bodies 
whilst at work.

Mr. MacJcenzie. recalled by Mr. Thompson' The method adopted by the fireman of brushing the 
explosive gas out with a bag was certainly not the proper mode, and it could not possibly send it out of the 
mine, and the probabilities were that, seeing the length of the bord, even had it been brushed away, it 
would have returned; the proper remedy was brattice-cloths, or otherwise. To Mr. Wallace: Had hot 
known ot such a thing as gas accumulating day by day from the face m the heading, or that it was be 
found m a fortnight’s accumulation at the end ol, say, a fortnight; as a matter of fact portions of it were 
necessarily being daily removed by the air; there 2M0 feet of pure air going down the headings over and 
above the amount required by the’ Coal-fields Hcgulation Act.

This concluded the case for the prosecution.
Mr. Wallace put it to his worship whether it was worth while taking up further time by arguing 

the case for the defence, as it was so clear that the information had not been supported. It was quite 
plain that they had been charged with allowing gas to accumulate, and become dangerous “on or about 
the 17th April,” whereas there was not a tittle of evidence to support the allegation. He has carefully 
watched the evidence, and failed to see that the case had been proved.

Mr, Thompson reviewed the evidence at considerable length and Mr. Wallace having replied,
_ The Police Magistrate slated that he had clearly made up his mind that the evidence was not 

sufficient to warrant him in convicting defendant, and the ease was therefore dismissed. Ho expressed a 
hope, however, that the Act was of such a character that its clauses could bo so interpreted as to give 
satisfaction alike to colliery owners and miners in the prevention of accidents. His Worship refused to 
certify for costs.

Several-other charges, arising out of the same ease, were postponed for hearing until this morning.

No. 17.
Extract from the Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners' Advocate,

HnwcxsTLii Pouce Couet—Tuuhsdav, 19 May, 1SS2.
{Before Me. Maih, P.M.)

Auleoed Bkeach op the Minis a Act.

Joseph Ciioft was charged by the Examiner of Coal-fields that, on April 4th, it became and was his 
duty, as agent for and manager of Brown’s colliery, to sec that, after the indication of inflammable gas, 
no men continued to work, and that he did not cause work to be discontinued, nor did he, by his overseer 
or other party, take care that this duty was performed.

Mr. Thompson appeared for the prosecution, Mr. Wallace for the defence.
Mr. Wallace refused to plead, on several grounds ; chiefly that there were two separate and- 

distinct offences disclosed,—firs!, that defendant neglected to do something, and further that ho neglected 
to instruct his overseer. It was utterly absurd to make a manager responsible for the act of some other 
person m connection with some matter that never came i-o his knowledge. It should ho alleged that the 
particular part of rule 4 had been carried out, and the manager informed. There should have been a 
preliminary statement or allegation that the existence of gas had actually been so notified, and it was a 
rechictio ad absurdem to suppose that the law contemplated such a tiling as to hold a manager criminally 
liable under such circumstances. The law was terribly mixed, and in point of fact almost unworkable.

_ Mr. Thompson remarked that the Act xvas a perfect paradise for lawj era, and a thorough failure, 
and in framing the information ho confessed that he had very great difficulty in framing such a one as 
Mould hold water. Still, he maintained that the one as drawn was good, it seemed to him that the 
manager was ihe responsible person, and could be made liable, and these special rules were intended to 
have the force of law if they could be made workable. Under the heading “ Manager,"’ in rule 2, it did 
not say uhat lie xvas, but he was undoubtedly the person alluded to. lie was empowered with full conf.rol 
over cv cry person in connection with the colliery, and the clause that pinned him down to his responsi bility 
ivas clearly set forth m a special rule. To fail in seeing that an overseer did not neglect his duty was a 
neglect in itself, and being guilty ol such neglect they got him under rule 31. "What they charged him 
was neglect in of clause 2, by not seeing that clause 4 was attended to.

Mr.
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Mr. "Wallace replied, conteiicling that the manager and agent were two distinct persons, and did 
not come under one category. The whole >4 ct was a hybrid affair ; full of all sorts of compromises on 
either side, so much so as to bo a complete muddle. He cited, in point, clause re the engine-driver’s 
duties, wherein he is granted “ sole and complete personal control,” whereas he actually has three 
“bosses” over bim. Seeing the character of the rules, he contended that they should be construed by 
common sense and reason, and not receive any strained construction.

Hia Worship decided to proceed with the case.
John Mackenzie, G-overnment Examiner of Coal-fields, deposed to having heard of the recent 

explosion in Minmi Colliery (produced special rules) ; visited the pit, saw Mr. Croft, the manager, and 
accompanied him to the bord where the two men had been hurt, and was shown the stoppings that had 
been blown down; the fireman in their presence then fired some gas there, and there was undoubted 
indication of inflammable gas ; examined the fireman’s reports, and saw frequent references to gas ; the 
injured bord was in No. 10 beading; saw men then working in a new cut-through, made for the purpose 
of letting air in and minimising the danger of noxious gases; produced Gazette containing proclamation 
of Hunter Coal District. _

By Mr. Wallace: As a matter of fact that particular pit might at some time be perfectly free 
from a small quantity of gas ; saw none sufficient to cause danger during bis inspectin ; 2,100 feet fresh 
air over and above the regulation quantity was then running down the airways ; in tliat particular district 
of the mine there was about 50 per cent, more fresh air than required by law.

James Broivn, one of the owners of Minmi Colliery, deposed to Mr, Joseph Croft being their 
manager. _

Bichard Barrett gave formal evidence as to the explosion by which himself and Ins mate were 
injured; the bord when they entered was just in the condition they left it the previous night; knew 
what gas was, but could not say what “ blowers” were; before going in aslced the gas man if there was 
any gas about, and on his replying “no,” they entered and took no more notice, thinking it quite safe ; 
was knocked about 15 yards to the end of the bord ; could not say how far the first stopping that was 
blown away was from their working place.

By Mr. Wallace : Had worked for six weeks at Minmi; formerly worked there under the name 
Quinn, his stepfather; had a copy of the rules, but had not read them; had not at any time complained 
of gas.

To Mr. Thompson : Anyone taking sufficient care to find gas there could have clone so ; had worked 
on coal for about five years ; saw the fireman’s chalk mark the morning before the explosion.

Herbert Winchester deposed to having accompanied the Examiner during his visit of inspection, 
and corroborated his evidence.

George Burie, overseer at the pit, stated that the men seen on Mr. Mackenzie’s visit were merely 
working at a cut-through to give increased ventilation; had thirty-six years’ experience with coal.

To Mr. Wallace; Tt was quite possible to pass a naked caudle 2 inclies from gas feeders without 
danger; the Inspector tried the face of the bord with a safety lamp and found some gas, and asking him 
how he intended to remove it, he replied, by means of tho cut-through. Mr. Lewis then suggested that 
they had better push it on as quickly as possible, and work meantime with Davey lamps, in case of more 
gas; they pushed on with the cut-through and the accumulated gas disappeared; it was perfectly 
impossible to do away with the feeder ; the effect of the cut-through cvould not interfere with the other 
bords.

By the P.M.: The men in the other bords were working as usual on the morning of the 5th April.
George Jjurcg recalled, by the P.M.: Saw Mr. Croft about 9 a.m. the morning after the accident; 

Mr. Croft then knew of the explosion, and accompanied him down the pit to examine the place; gave no 
orders regarding stopping general work in No. 10 heading.

To Mr. Wallace; It was witness’s duty to have sole charge of the pit in Mr. Croft’s absence, and 
in virtue of the powers vested in him, he (witness) took what he considered necessary precautions; Mr. 
Croft’s remark was, “ "Well, George, how arc we going to get on about these stoppings,” and witness 
answered, that steps -would be at once taken to have them replaced, and the places made safe; Croft, so 
far as he had been able to judge, was in every way a thoroughly competent colliery manager, and he 
expressed this opinion after over thirty years experience; removing the gas was part of the work 
necessary.

Joseph Gretvsc, one of the injured men, stated that when the ignition took place he had his light 
held up 3 or 4 feet; tho lighted gas ran down, caught the air, and returned, burning him on his back ; 
had remarked to the gas man, when told that there was no gas, “ it’s very strange you can find none, 
while we can get it at any time”; had a long talk with him one morning previously about gas and one 
thing and another ; had no chance that morning of seeing if the chalk mark was up, but had seen it up 
every morning before; did not know the meaning of inflammable or explosive, hut knew what bad gas 
meant.

By Mr. Wallace: On all previous occasions, on seeing gas, they did not consider it of sufficient 
importance to take notice of it; had over twenty years experience, having entered the pits at 7 years 
of age.

This concluded the case for the prosecution.
Mr. Wallace went for a non-suit;. He submitted, at considerable length, that the case had not 

been made out, and tliat his client was improperly before the Court. If the special rule was to he literally 
construed, and that the gas was to be absolutely and entirely removed, it simply meant the shutting up 
altogether of Brown’s Duckenfield Colliery, seeing that it had been proved by scientific men that this 
was utterly impossible, both in the Minmi and other pits. Undoubtedly it was right that provision should 
be made for preventing the accumulation of gases, but it would be monstrous to interpret the Act or rules 
as implying that a pit should be stopped merely by reason of the fact that the existence of gas bad been 
shown.

The Bench ruled that there was a case calling for a defence. Mr. Wallace then called
Thomas Groudace, mining engineer and colliery manager for the Scottish Australian Mining 

Company, who deposed to having twenty-eight years practical experience, and to having from his earliest 
years been brought up to the profession of mining engineer; had been shown the bord where the explosion 
took place, and examined it with a lamp, finding only a small quantity of gas; it did not always follow

that
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that there was danger where a feeder existed, and the small feeders he found certainly did not render the 
pit dangerous; if all men were withdrawn from a gaseous portion of a pit and the feeders allowed to run 
on, it would necessitate the total closing of that portion, either for months or years, as the case might be, 
until the feeders exhausted themselves; his opinion was that there was some reservoir in kerosene shale 
supplying the gas feeders to the Minmi colliery; the value of the colliery should certainly be £100,000, 
and its closing would furthermore throw several hundred men out of employment; it was quite possible 
for blowers of gas to displace tons of coal, and thereby set free in a few hours great quantities of 
inflammable gas; interviewed the injured men, and the young man Perrett admitted that he knew nothing 
whatever of gas, and relied entirely on his mate, further, that they had taken no precaution of dusting 
out their place that particular morning. After hearing the evidence he was perfectly satisfied that every 
reasonable prevention bad been taken, and also with the anxiety shown by the management.

Miles Buttcrworth, fireman, deposed to having, on tho morning of the 4th April, carefully tested 
the bord and failed to detect the slightest gas, and, as a matter of fact, walked right up to tho bord with 
a naked light, took up a shovel, after testing the kerosene, placed it handle-down against the face and put 
his usual chalk mark on it to show that ho had been, and inspected; had on one occasion seen a man’s 
leg smashed in a minute by a lump of coal suddenly shooting out from a feeder; as soon as a chauge was 
noticeable iu the barometer, miners might depend on it there would be a change in the gas, through tho 
altered pressure of the atmosphere; Mr. Lewis tried the gas in his lamp, and declared it to be very thin; 
set to work at once with the cut through, at Mr, Lewis’ suggestion, and got a hole through in about 
sixteen hours.

John J . Mahon, colliery manager to Newcastle-Wallsend Colliery for twenty-two years, and with 
forty-two years active connection with mining matters, deposed to the result of his inspection of the 
mine in coujunction with Mr. Croutface; agreed with the statements made by him ; he personally set fire 
to two men in his own colliery, causing a much greater explosion from an unforseen explosion of gas, 
which bad not been detected for very many years before ; it was highly probable that the accumulation 
referred to by Lutterworth could have taken place easily in the time between bis inspection and when the 
men set to work ; with ordinary care there was not the slightest danger, and the pit was perfectly safe; 
speaking as one who had probably had more to do with Australian mining gas than any man in the Colony, 
he failed to see that any action was left untaken under the circumstances which the most experienced 
man would have taken.

William Turnbull, colliery manager to the Australian Agricultural Company, sixteen years manager 
in England and seven in Australia, gave corroborative evidence; he had known blowers to come up in a 
few minutes, which would throw out a hundred yards of gas. ■

The report of Mr. Lewis, with Mr. Mackenzie’s comments, was here put in as evidence. This 
report ran as follows:—•

The Examiner of Coni-fields, Newcastle.
Newcastle, otl: April, 1882.

Sir,—I have the honor to report, for the information of the Minister of Mines, that an explosion of firedamp 
happened at Brown's Colliery on the 4th insfc., hy which two minors, named Joseph Clows and Bichard Berrctt, were burned.

2. The sufferers were working together in an Ordinary bord iu which, no gas had been seen previous to the explosion, 
except after shot firing, Ac.

3. The firemen had examined the bord about 3'30 n.m. same day, and no gas was found there; hut about 7 a.m., or 
three and a hours afterwards, it had suddenly accumulated sufficiently strong to cause the explosion which burned two men.

4. In my opinion the masters are not blameable for the accident. I hare, Ac.,
(Sd.) Thomas Lewis,

, 4 . Inspector of Collieries.
To this were affixed the following foot-notes :—■

8/'J/82, Bo gas having been seen previous to the explosion, except after shot firing, etc., will Mr. Lewis bo so good os 
state whether any shot was fired between 8"30 a.m, and 7 a.m.; also, what quantity of air was circulating past the entrance 
to, or through, the bord where the explosion occurred, and the number of men, boys, or horses working in that district or 
pit.—J.M.

No shot was fired between 3 and 7 a.m. Nearly 6,000 cubic feet per minute for about 50 men, Ac.—J.L., 12/4/82.
Thinking this a very meagre report upon what appeared to he a serious affair, I considered it advisable to visit the 

colliery myself. The result of my examination, Ac., will be found in .the accompanying report; to which is attached a copy 
of notice served upon Messrs. J", and A. Brown. I should be glad to be favoured with the instructions of tho Minister in the 
mutter.—J.M. 19th April, 1882.—The Under Secretary for Mines.

The Police Magistrate remarked that the word “ pit” meant the whole of the mine, and it would 
he somewhat absurd if there wore any indication, even of dangerous gases in one part of the mine, that 
the whole should be closed until feeders of the character alluded to had exhausted themselves. lie was 
inclined to think that in using the word pit, the Act contemplated reference to that portion wherein 
dangerous gases actually existed. By interpreting it'to mean the whole mine, a manifest interference 
would take place; and putting the other construction on the word, it appeared from the evidence adduced 
that the men working wrere well removed from the place where an indication of danger was observed. 
Under all the circumstances, with every disposition to interpret the Coal-fields Eegulation Act and the 
special colliery rules, so as to make them work harmoniously in the general good, he failed to see his way 
clear to inflict a penalty, and the case must therefore he dismissed.

Mr, Thompson at once withdrew a further information, and the Court rose soon after 4 p.m.

No. 18.
The Manager, Brown’s Colliery, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Dear Sir,
From

been given to the 
As it is of 

by examining the

20 May, 1882.
the nature of my fireman’s report on No. 11 heading this morning, instructions have 
men that they must not resume work until we consider it safe.
great importance tliat this heading should be kept continually going, you will oblige 
place at your earliest convenience. "

Yours, &c.,
J. & A. BROWN.
J. CROFT.

438—D
No. 19.
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No. 19.
Telegram from The Examiner of Coal-lields to The Manager, Brown’s Colliery.

22 Mny, 1882.
Your letter of the 20th instant received, informing me that from tho nature of your fireman’s report on 
No. 11 heading, instructions have been given to the men not to resume work, &c., and asking me to 
examine the place, <fcc. Please reply quickly by wire whether you, as well as the fireman, consider the 
place dangerous. ■
r JOHN MACKENZIE.

No. 20.
Telegram from The Manager, Brown’s Colliery, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

22 May, 1882.
I no not consider the place dangerous, it was perfectly safe when I saw it Saturday.

J. CItOPT.

. No. 21.
Telegram from The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Manager, Brown’s Colliery,

' 22- Stay, 1882.
Your telegram received stating you do not consider place dangerous, and it was perfectly clear when you 
saw it ou Saturday. Ho you consider it dangerous for men to work in to-day, reply.

' JOHN S1ACKENZIE.

No. 22.
Telegram from The Manager, Brown’s Colliery, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

The place to-day is not dangerous for men to work in.
22- May, 1832. 

J. CKOET.

■ No. 23.
Telegram from The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under-Secretary for Mines.

, .... . 22 a.Iay>1SS2-
Please inform Minister I have just received letter from Manager of Brown’s Colliery, Minmi, stating 
men withdrawn from No. 11 heading, in consequence of fireman’s report of 20th instant. Manager is 
evidentlyendeavouringto fix responsibility on Department, which J wish to avoid if possible, and therefore 
think it advisable not to leave here until this matter is settled. Hope to see the Minister Thursday 
morning.

JOHN MACKENZIE.

■ No. 24.
The Manager, Browns’ Colliery, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Dear Sir, _ Browns’Colliery Office, 31 May, 1882.
. The cut-through in No. 10 heading district is finished, aud now waits your examination 

and orders to start No. 11 back heading. TVe have, &c,,
J. & A. BROWN.
J. CKOET.

. No. 25. '
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Manager, Browns’ Colliery.

_ _ Coal-fields’Office, Newcastle, 2 June, 1SS2.
In acknowledging the receipt of j'Our letter of the 31st nltimo, I beg to inform you that the 

matter referred to therein, does not appear to he one calling for the interference of this Department, 
and that I am of opinion, as Manager of Browns' Colliery, you ought to be able to use your own discretion 
as to whether the place is safe for men to work in it with a naked light. My opinion is, as I told yon 
when I last visited the colliery, that it would be safer to use brattice-cloths in Nos. 10 and 11 headings, 
as the feeders of gas which you arc meeting with in the No. 10 heading district are such as may at any 
time become more dangerous and numerous ; and if you refer to tbo evidence given on your behalf at tho 
Newcastle Police Court by Mr. Crondace, and generally agreed to by Mr. Turnbull and Mr. Nielson, 
you will find that, in “ his opinion, there was a reservoir of kerosene shale supplying the gas-feeders to 
the Minmi Colliery, and it was quite possible for blowers of gas to displace tons of coal, and set fire in a 
few hours great quantities of inflammable gas.” You should therefore spare no expense in taking every 
precaution to drive the heading and the bords containing “blowers” or “feeders of gas” in the No. 10 
district, so that tlie Jives of the men working therein and adjacent thereto mav be protected as far as 
practicable. ' "

2. The Act and special rules are specific iu delining your duties and mine where an necnmula- 
tion of inflammable gas is found to exist, and strict attention to tiro .Act and special rules will save you 
aud mo a great deal of unnecessary trouble. 1 have, Ac., “

. .101 IN MACKHNZTE,
Examiner of Coal-fields,

No. 2G.
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No. 26.
Telegram from The Inspector of Collieries to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Minmi, 28 August, 1883.
Pihe af, Browns’ Colliery in Ko. 8 District serious. Now turning water from creek into furnace shaft. 
Neilson mid Crondace here. I will remain here till late to-night.

JOHN DIXON,
Inspector of Collieries.

No. 27.
The Inspector of Collieries to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Sir, Glebeland, 29 August, 1883.
1 beg to state that I should have been in Newcastle to-day, but owing to its being so late last 

night when I arrived from Minmi I could not get the accidents at Lambton investigated, so that I had to 
go to Lambton this morning, and am now' busy with reports of’ accidents. As I telegraphed yesterday the 
fire in Browns' Colliery is a very serious matter, owing to gas being in tbe mine. The manager and 
myself penetrated as far into the workings yesterday as we could get for smoke, but no one can tell the 
extent of tlie fire. 'The creek was turned into the furnace shaft last night, hut I fear that enough water 
will not he got to drown the fire out. Mr. Crondace went to Sydney last night, hut will be hack 
to-morrow (Thursday) morning, when he will go on to hlinmi again. 1 left Mr. Neilson at the mine 
when I came away last night. He will be there again to-day. Unless you instruct me to the contrary, I 
intend going to Minmi again to-morrow morning, as I am most anxious about the matter, for I am afraid 
the gas will force its way out, as tho workings fill with water. I most heartily wish you may be well 
enough to go to-morrow also, as your advice would be valuable. Would you kindly send reply by tbe 
bearer, for, if you are sufficiently recovered to go, if you take a buggy, 1 should like to ride up with you ; 
if not, 1 shall take the early train, as my horse is lame.

I have. &c.,
' JOHN DIXON, ^

Inspector of Collieries, '

No. 28.
Telegram from The Inspector of Collieries to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Hamilton, 20 August, 1883,
JrsT arrived from Minmi. Things arc no worse. Will be in Newcastle to-morrow (Friday) morning.

JOHN DIXON,
. Inspector of Collieries.

No. 29.
Telegram from The Inspector of Collieries to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Wallsend, 3 September, 1883.
Pnre in Minmi. The same will have furnace clear to-night. Will not go to-morrow unless instructed by 
you, JOHN DIXON,

■ Inspector of Collieries.

No. 30. -
Telegram from The Inspector of Collieries to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

, Hamilton, 4 September, 1883.
The Colliery Managers are going to Minmi to-day. I am also going, and will let you know the result 
this evening.

JNO. DIXON,
. Inspector of Collieries.

No. 31.
Telegram from The Inspector of Collieries to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Hamilton, 4 September, 1883.
Fiue about the same in number (8) eight. Nearly all out around ihe furnace. No sign of gas. 
Managers going again on Thursday next. All safe so tar.

' JOHN DIXON, _
Inspector of Collieries.

No. 32.
The Inspector of Collieries to Tlie Examiner of Coal-fields.

Sir, Glebeland, 5 September, 1883.
My telegram yesterday evening would let you know' that the fire at the furnace in Brown’s 

Colliery was about mastered. 1 now beg to state‘that when I left Minmi yesterday things at the 
Colliery were beginning to look hotter, inasmuch as the workings in No. 8 were a great deal cooler, and 
we could get down to No. 5 door yesterday, which we could not do on Monday, owing to the terrible 
smoke. No. 8 is throwing off a great quantity of black damp, which will tend to put the fire out. I 
have not been able to find the slightest trace of inflammable gas as yet in the vniuily of the fire, and, in 
my opinion, the active flame in No. 8 is extinguished, hut, of course, there is a great smouldering in the 
places where the water has not yet reached. I believe that the return from No. 10 district is now

blocked
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blocked with water, and now is the time the greatest care will need to bo exercised in 'watching for the 
slightest sign of gas from No. 10. Before leaving on Monday night I got the overman to leave a lighted 
safety-lamp below where the men were working at the furnace, and cautioned the man in charge of the 
night shift (John Morgan) to take a walk down about every hour to sco that all was safe, On going 
back yesterday 1 found the safety-lamp still in the same place, and was told that my request had been 
complied with. Every precaution so far has been taken to keep every one safe, aud J hope soon to he 
able to state that the fire in No. 8 has been completely mastered.

I further beg to state tliat I intend going to Brown’s Colliery again to-morrow unless I get 
instructions from you to the contrary, as the danger is not yet passed, and I feel most anxious until I 
know that all is right. I have, &e.,

JOHN DIXON,
Inspector of Collieries.

No. 33.
The Inspector of Collieries to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Sir, Glebeland, 17 September, 1883.
I have tho honor to report that I visited Brown’s Colliery to-day, and found that the fire near 

the furnace had been completely mastered, as there is now no sign of fire iu that vicinity. The furnace 
has been to some extent repaired, and a fire lighted therein in order to restore ventilation. A road has 
been made into No. 8 return, and men are engaged filling away the stone which has fallen from the roof. 
Traces of fire are found in the coal on either side of the heading as the stuff is filled ; hut a powerful hose 
is kept constantly at work, so that as headway is made by taking the fallen stone out the fire when 
seen is put out at the same time. In my opinion this is the best course that could have been adopted, 
for by ibis means the fire will ho put out, and the return made ready for immediate use.

I hare, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,

_______________________ Inspector of Collieries.

No. 34.
Telegram from The Inspector of Collieries to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Hamilton, 17 September, 1883,
I aw off to Minmi this morniug.

JOHN DIXON,
Inspector of Collieries.

No. 35.
The Inspector of Collieries to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Shi Glebeland, 11 September, 1883.
I beg to state that I am very little better to-day than I was when I saw you yesterday. If I 

feel well enough to-morrow I shall try to get to Minmi, and if I go I shall send telegram from Hamilton.
I have, &c.,

JOHN DIXON,
Inspector of Collieries.

No. 36.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to Tho Miners’ Q-oncral Secretary, Hamilton,

Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 1G January, 1883.
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 8th instant, Written by direction of the 

representatives of the Miners’ Association, and inviting my attention to the number of men working in 
one split or current of fresh air in the Lambton headings at the 'Wallsend mine, a question which you 
inform me originated at a monthly meeting of the 'Wallsend miners some time ago, concerning which 
there was some discussion and dissatisfaction expressed, &c, ’

In reply, I beg to state that I forwarded your letter to Mr. Inspector Dixon for his report, which 
I received yesterday, aud from which it appears to me that the fourth general rule, section 12, of the 
Coal Mines Eegulation Act, 187G, is complied with in the Lambton headings in the Wallsend mine.

IV'lr. Dixon’s report is as follows :—“ I entered the 1st heading from the main tunnel, Bossfield’s side 
of the mine. Here I measured the air, aud found it entering the heading at the rate of 7,680 cubic feet 
per minute. This current of air supplies 06 men, 5 boys, and 3 horses; lolal, 74 (that is when the men 
are all in together). But as some of the front shift men had gone home, I found only 50 men, 5 boys, 
and 3 horses ; total, 58, I measured tbe current of air again at the far end of the front heading, and 
found it to be about 7,000 cubic feet per minute. This current of air now leaves the front heading and 
passes through a stenton. where it is met in the middle heading by a current of fresh air, about 8,000 
cubic feet per minute, coining along the middle heading from the main engine-bank. The two currents 
(that is, the 7,000 cubic feet of air from the front heading and the 8,000 cubic feet in the middle heading) 
now mingle together and form one current of about 15,000 cubic feet of air per minute. This current of 
air passes through another stenton into the hack heading workings, where it serves about forty-five men, 
hoys, and horses, after which it passes to the furnace.”

■With respect to the concluding poition of your letter, in which you call my attention to apparent 
defects and want of compliance with the Coal Mines Eegulation Act, and say that the miners regret, 
through their representathes, that Ihcre is not more permanent and satisfactory ventilation tlirougliout 
tlie mines, I haie to request that you will, as early as possible, be so good as to specifically mention the 
Cnllieries in this district which you refer to. ~ I have, &c,

JOHN MACKENZIE,
___________________ _________ Examiner of Coal-fields.

' No. 37.
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No, 37.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Miners’ General Secretary, Hamilton.

Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 4 June, 1883.
I teg to inform you, in reference to your letter of the 30th ultimo, that on the 22nd idem 

Mr. Inspector Dison made a thorough inspection of the East IVaratah Colliery, and found and reported 
to me tliat the ventilation was below tho requirements of the Coal Mines Eegulation Act, giving me very 
full particulars thereon. He also informed me tliat upon coming out of the workings lie saw the manager, 
and they agreed to make a thorough search as to the cause of the deficient ventilation, with a view of having 
it remedied at once; and that the manager gave orders in his presence for the necessary alterations to 
be made; and he (Mr. Dixon) hoped to see a great change for tlie better in the course of a few days.

2. Mr. Dixon states in his report,—plenty of timber on hand for the miners’ use,
3. With reference to the concluding paragraph of your letter of 30th ultimo, as to the urgeucy of 

my attention being drawn thereto, I must conclude tliat you had. not then been made acquainted with the 
energetic steps taken on the 23rd idem, re ventilation of the mine.

I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,

Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 38.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Manager of Brown’s Colliery, Minmi.

Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 2 June, 1882.
In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of tlie 31st ultimo, I beg to inform you that the 

matter referred to therein does not appear to be one calling for tbe interference of this Department, and 
that I am of opinion, as manager of Brown’s Colliery, you ought to be able to use your own discretion as 
to whether the place is safe for men to work in it with a naked light. My opinion is, as I told you when 
I last visited the colliery, that it would be safer to use brattice cloths in Nos. 10 and 11 headings, as the 
feeders of gas which you are meeting with in the No, 10 heading district are such as may at any time 
become more dangerous and numerous; and, if you refer to tho evidence given on your behalf at the 
Newcastle Police Court, by Mr. Crondace, and generally agreed to by Mr. Turnbull and Mr. Neilson, you 
will find that in “ his (Mr. Ncilson’s) opinion there waa a reservoir of kerosene shale supplying the gas 
feeders to the Minmi Colliery, and it was quite possible for blowers of gas to displace tons of coal, and 
set free in a few hours great quantities of inflammable gas” in the No. 10 district, so that the lives of the 
men working therein and adjacent thereto may he protected as far as practicable.

2. The Act and special rules are specific in defining your duties and mine where an accumulation 
of inflammable gas is found to exist, and strict attention to tbe Act and special rules will save-you and 
me a great deal of unneeesBary trouble. I have, &c.,

JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 39.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Minors’ General Secretary, Hamilton.

Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 31 January, 1885.
Be for ring to tbe acknowledgment on the 15th instant of yours of the 14th idem, informing me 

that you had been instructed by tlie miners of the Newcastle Coal-mining Company’s Colliery to invite 
attention to the state of tho ventilation of that colliery, as shown by an enclosed check inspectors’ report, 
I beg to inform you that, in accordance with my instructions, Mr. Dixon has furnished a report, from 
which it appears that on his making an inspection on the 16th instant and an examination of Nos. 6 and 7 
headings (first places complained of) he found the current of air, which at the time of the check 
inspector's report is said to have been only 2,076 cubic feet of air per minute for forty-seven men, Ac., to 
he 5,800 cubic feet, &c.

That in No. 5 district, instead of 3,428 cubic feet per minute for forty-nine men, &c., as found by 
check inspectors on 8th hist,, he got 4,655, or 300 cubic feet of air per minute short of the minimum 
required by tho Act; and tliat there are three bords, or six men, at the lower end of No. 1 horse-road, 
who, although working in No. 1, are on No. 5 current to all intents and purposes ; therefore, if six more 
men arc added to No. 5 it would make a further deficiency of about COO feet.

In No. 1 district tlie check inspectors showed a current of about 5,040 cubic feet of air per minute 
for fifty-two men, Ac., hut taking six men-from this number, and adding them to those in No. 5 split, it 
makes a total of forty-six men, Ac., in No. 1, and therefore does not show a deficiency on the minimum 
required by the Act. Mr. Dixon found the current on the 16th to be about 5,000 cubic feet, Ac.

In No. 10 district he found the total intake current to he about the same as that given by cheek 
inspectors, which showed a deficiency of about 300 cubic feet for forty-eight men, Ac. Mr. Dixon further 
states that he made two very careful measurements of the total current of air at the furnace, and both 
times only got 43,000 cubic feet of air per minute, although there was a very large fire on at the time, but 
that the under part of the furnace was choked up with dirt at the shaft end. On the 8th inst. the 
cheek inspectors got 64,600 cubic feet at the furnace, and yet, strange to say, they got a deficiency in the 
workings.

2, Upon Mr. Dixon coming to the top of the pit on 16th instant he saw the manager and overman 
and told them the state of the pit, and, its being Friday, he requested the manager to accompany him 
round the workings on the following Monday. The manager asked for a couple of days, in order to look 
through the returns, inspect stoppings, and have the furnace cleaned, Ac.; Mr. Dixon advising him to 
enlarge mouth of intake to No. 5 district, and Mr. Eoss promising to give his personal attention to the 
whole matter, and meet him at the pit on the 21st instant.

On
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On the 21st instant Mr. Dixon and the manager went down tho pit, the latter informing Mr. 
Dixon that since his inspection lie and the overman had travelled the various returns, two men had been 
plastering the stoppings whenever a leakage was discovered, the furnace had been cleaned out, and the 
airway to No. 5 had been enlarged at the mouth of the intake. They then went through the workings 
together, with the following results .—

Nos. 6 and 7 headings, about 5,850 cubic feet of air per minute for forty-seven men. &c.
No. 5, about 6,200 for fifty-four men, &c. (12 ft. more area in front of this intake since IGth.)
No. 1, about 5.400 for forty-six men, &c.
No. 10, about 5,400 for forty-eight men, &c.
And at furnace, 63,180 cubic feet of air per minute.

Mr. Dixon also saying that “ there were a few matters of detail in connection with the circulation of 
current of air in Nos. 6 and 5 that I drew tho manager’s attention to when we were in pit together, which 
he promised to attend to at once.” _

Mr. Dixon also says the bio. 6 district is the same as that we had trouble with a good while ago, 
which was put right by holing into the No. 5, hut since then, iu November last, another creep came on 
and blocked up the whole district, and the consequence is that a pair of headings have again to be driven 
in the solid, in order to open out No. G district to No. 5, and the trouble will be, as on the last occasion, 
to force the current of air into the said headings.

3. From Mr. Dixon’s report it appears that the matters complained of have been remedied, and 
that tlie provisions of the Coal Mines ^Regulation Act respecting the same are now complied with.

1 have, &c., ■
JOHN MACKENZIE,

Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 40.
The Examiner of: Coal-fields to The Miners’ General Secretary, Hamilton.

Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 31 January, 1885.
Referring to my letter of the 23rd instant, and yours of the 22nd idem, inviting my attention 

to an enclosed communication with reference to the alleged employment of a boy under age at tho 
Co-operative Colliery, I beg to inform you that, in accordance witli my instructions, Mr. Dixon lias 
furnished me with a report, from which it appears that Mr. Fletcher, jun. (manager), did not know of 
any hoy under nge being employed at the colliery.

2. Thai the overman said a man named James Xowther told him, on the 25th instant, that a boy 
named Alexander Bain, who had started w'ork in the colliery, was under the age of 13 years, and the 
overman replied, “ If that bo the case I shall tell the hoy’s father on Tuesday to keep the boy at home.”

■ 3. That on making inquiries Mr. Dixon discovered that “ the boy Bain is step-brother to A. E., 
and the elder Bain is the step-father, and it appears some time ago "William Bain asked for employment for 
his son Alexander, but did not succeed, as there was no vacancy. However, he (Bain) took the boy into 
the pit a few times, not to work, but to get used to the mine with his father, and on that particular day 
one of the 1 rapper-boys stayed at, home, and young Bain was set to mind the door. It happened so 
again the next day, hence the employment of the hoy Bain, who 3ms only been at work eleven days 
altogether, and this day will be his last for some time, as both the manager and overman are much 
annoyed to think that such a thing has happened. The overman gave the boy employment, and be told 
me that he had not the slightest suspicion of tho boy being under age until his attention was drawn to the 
matter by Towther." I have, &c.,

JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 41.
Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 13 October, 1886.

Referring to your blank-cover communication of the 0th instant, forwarding me a letter 
addressed to Mr. Creer from the Miners’ General Secretary, dated Ihe 25th ultimo., complaining of an 
infringement of section 30 of the Coal Mines Regulation Act by the colliery manager of the Greta 
Colliery, accompanied with a letter fram Mr. Creer to the Hon. the Secretary for Mines, with the 
Minister’s minute thereon, requesting me to make a searching inquiry into the alleged grievance writh the 
least possible delay, I have tho honor to report as follows :—

That I went to the Greta Colliery yesterday and interviewed Mr. MtDonald, the colliery manager, 
Daniel Canty (Miners’ Secretary and Miners’ Inspector), and Joseph TJnsworth, miner, and chairman of 
the Greta miners, from whom I obtained the following particulars as to the grievances complained of to 
Mr. Curley, by the representatives of the Miners' Association;—

1. As to the suspension for two days “ of the cheek inspectors,” Mr. M'Donald answered.—That
he did not suspend them, pending an investigation, for causing to bo printed and published 
a false report of the state of the mine. The false statements were as to the number of splits 
and number of men in the different splits, and neglecting to hand him a written report of 
the inspection.

2. As to the statement made, “ That upon inquiry at the office for a hook in which to enter the
report the clerk answered there was none,” Mr. M'Donald answered,—That he did not 
know about their asking for it until after ho had suspended them, and that tho Miners’ 
Inspectors had not, since he had been at the colliery (twelve months) before, asked for a 
book in which to enter their rejmrt; but to the best of his belief the inspection of 27th 
August was the first one made by the Miners’ Inspectors siucc he was manager at the 
colliery.

3. As to the statement,—That upon requesting if they (Miners’ Inspectors) could go into the
mine in a certain way, they were informed they could not by the manager.

Then follows evidence of Canty and Dnsworth.
I
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I am of opinion that the colliery manager has violated section 30 of the Coal Mines "Regulation 
Act, and, as ho maintains that ho was justified in tho action he has taken, will be glad to see the matter 
tested, and that he does not fear the result. I shall institute proceedings against him at once, unless 
otherwise instructed by tlie Minister.

Enclose special report of Inspector Dixon, accompanied by manager and Miners1 Inspectors, 
made at request of Miners' General Secretaiy, from which it will he seen that tho Miners’ Inspectors’ 
anemometer is not to be depended upon, and that the ventilation of the mine was up to tlie requirements 
of the Act when the joint inspection was made.

No. 42.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Miners’ General Secretary, Hamilton.

Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 1 November, 18SG.
With reference to an interview a deputation, consistingof the Miners’ General Secretary, General 

Chairman, and Treasurer, had with the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, respecting the proper ventilation 
of collieries, in March last—subsequently to which the Minister informed the deputation, through you, 
that while he was prepared to see that tlie officers of the Department exercised the utmost vigilance in all 
matters relating to the protection of the life and health of the miners—ho was anxious to secure the 
co-operation of tlie miners between the visits of the Inspectors, in order to promptly remedy any defect 
that might exist i u regard to the ventilation of tlie mines, and that ho would be glad if the Miners’ 
Association would take such steps as would lead to the Miners' Inspectors at once reporting to the person 
in charge of the colliery any defect which Inspectors might discover during their inspection ; and in tho 
event of tlie owner or person in charge of the colliery not proceeding at once to remedy the defect 
complained of, they should report the matter to tho Examiner of Coal-fields ; and that if they would do 
this, he would issue instructions for an inspection to be made by the Examiner or an Inspector of 
Collieries not later than the next day, in the presence of the manager, or the perao.i :u charge of the 
colliery, and the Miners’ Inspectors,

Since this decision was arrived at and communicated to you, alleged deficiencies of ventilation at 
some of the collieries have been reported by the Miners’ Inspectors, and upon myself or the Inspector 
proceeding to the mine to investigate tho complaint we have Seen informed by the manager and Miners’ 
Inspectors that the Miners’ Inspectors had not reported to the person in charge of the colliery the defects 
which they had discovered during their inspection, so as to have given him au opportunity of at once 
applying a remedy, if necessary.

Under these circumstances, I am directed to request that, if you have not already instructed the 
Miners’ Inspectors at all the collieries how to act before communicating with me as to deficient ventilation, 
you will have the goodness to do so at your earliest convenience, and inform me whether it is tho intention 
of the miners to assist the Department in the manner indicated by the Honorable the Secretary for Mines.

■ I have, Ac.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,

Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 43.
The Examine]' of Coal-fields to The Minci's’ Geneva! Secretary, Hamilton.

Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, G November, 1886.
In reply to yours of the 5th inst., I beg to inform you that the collieries referred to in my 

letter of tlie 1st instant arc Greta, Newcastle Coal Company, Lambton, and Wallsend Collieries.
I have, &c.,

JOHN MACKENZIE, 
Examiner of Coal-fields.

Deceived and answered, on January 4th, 1887, letter, from Greta Miners’ Secretary ; received and 
answered, on 15th January, 1887, letter of 12th, from Glebe Miners’ Secretary ; received and answered, 
on March 2nd, 1887, letter of 28th, from Burwood Miners’ Secretary ; received and answered, on June 
13th, 1887, letter from Burwood Miners’ Secretary.

[U Ct/.J
Sydney: Charles I’ottcr, Govcrmncnt Printer,—1SB8
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NORTHUMBERLAND COLLIERY.
(REPORT IN CONNECTION WITH RATAL ACCIDENT TO JOHN MANSFIELD.)

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 29 May. 1SS8.

[Laid upon the Table of the Honorable, the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales by the Secretary for 
Mines, “ A copy of the Report and Evidence in connection loith the fatal accident to John Mansfield at 
the Northumberland CollieryJ~\

Report and Evidence; re fatal accident to John Mansfield at the Northumberland
Collierv.v

Sir, Newcastle, 1G April, 1888.
I regret to report a fatal accident whicli occurred to a sinker named ,Tolm Mansfield, ou 

Monday evening last, Otli instant, in the Bryant sinking shaft, belonging to the Northumberland Land and 
Coal Company (Limited).

2, Having proceeded to tlie colliery on the following day to obtain some sections, on arriving on 
the ground I was informed of the accident, and proceeded to the abovenamed pit and made an 
investigation.

8. The pit, which is in course of sinking, is now about 430 feet in depth from the surface and 17 
feet in diameter. Bands of coal and shale have recently been passed through and have been timbered ; 
between this timbering, which is within about G feet of the shaft bottom, and the length of timbering above, 
it is about 50 feet of post stone, which is considered sufficiently strong to stand without timber. Prior to the 
accident all the soft strata in tbe pit was timbered, and there is nothing exposed except the conglomerate 
and post rock. .

_ 4. I descended the shaft in a cradle, accompanied by the Manager, Mr. Cranford, the master
sinker, Mr. M'Garrity, the master sinker of the night shift, Mr. Lavcriek, and the chargeman, Mr. J. 
Brooks, aud as I slowly descended I made a careful examination of the sides where the walls were bare, 
and discovered a place where, to all appearances, a piece of stone bad recently fallen away ; this fresh 
mark measured 2 feet 0 inches by 14 inches at the deepest part and 2 to 2i- inches thick in its thickest 
part, and “ featheredged” both ways; the position was about 12 feet below the second lot of timbering 
and about 70 feet from the bottom. I afterwards was shown a piece of stone brought out of the shaft 
by one of the siukers._ This stone was of irregular shape, 14 inches long, about 12 to 14 inches in width, 
and 2 to 2.)-inches thick in the thickest part, “ feathcredged ” in each direction, and weighing 14 lb. 
This stone, on being placed against the mark in the shaft, appeared to correspond exactly, except the 
“ feather edges,” which had been broken off in tbe fall.

_ 5. Erotn statements made to me by James Brooks, tbe chargeman of the shift, AYm. Mansfield, a
sinker, brother of the deceased, Phillip Reynolds, a sinker, all of whom were in the bottom of the shaft 
at the time of the accident, I gathered the following particulars :—

G. The shift, consisting of ton sinkers and one chargeman, wont down the pit at 3 o’clock on 
the afternoon of the day of the accident, the chargeman (Brooks) examining the sides of the shaft as he 
slowly descended, as shots had just been fired by the previous shift. After he (Brooks) had satisfied him
self that all was safe he got ali the men under his charge into the bottom, and they commenced work, 
filling the loose stone, and drilling holes for further blasting. They worked on this till 8 p.m., by which 
time eight holes had been drilled and charged; these holes were fired by the chargeman, Brooks, after 
which the whole of the shift sat down to supper onthepit-top. After an interval of half-an-hour, Brooks, the 
chargeman, according to the rules, was the first to descend the pit, in company witli three of the sinkers 
under his charge. They thoroughly examined tlie shaft in their descent, beeping a special look-ont for 
loose stones which might have been thrown up by the shots and lodged in the cribbing, and also for any
thing which might have the appearance of being given o£E where the walls were exposed. Whilst thus

examining
835—
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examining tlie shaft a sinker, named Phillip Pcynolds, thought lie saw a loosa piece of stone in the post 
bed; the bucket was immediately stopped by ihe chargeman, and the spot indicated was minutely 
examined by the men in the bucket, and no appearance of any loose stone could be found. Believing all 
to be secure, on reaching the bottom the chargeman gave the signal for the remainder of tbe men to 
descend, which they did almost immediately. When the whole of the men were in the bottom they took 
their respective places—some filling dirt into the bucket, which was then on the boltom. The empty rope 
was sent away, and returned with the bucket containing tools. The deceased and Eeynolds commenced 
taking the tools out of the bucket, which hud just .landed on the bottom of the shaft. In the meantime 
the bucket, which had already been loaded with stone, was attached to the rope, and tbe signal given by 
Brooks the chargeman for it to be raised ; it was raised some C feet from the boltom so as to be steadied 
for ihe ascent. Whilst at this point something fell down the shaft, and struck Reynolds on the right 
shoulder and the deceased on the head. It was then discovered that John Mansfield had been knocked 
down, and was lying in the sump with a fearful gash iu his head. The master sinker, Lavcriek, who was 
on the pit top at the time, was at once signalled for, and descended the pit, and had the body of the 
deceased brought to the surface as quickly as possible. After the removal of the deceased from the pit 
bottom the chargeman Brooks made a search in the bottom, with a view of finding out what had caused 
the accident, and discovered the piece of post stone above described, which he at once concluded had fallen 
from the post bed, as the rest of the stuff in the bottom at that time was black shale. The fact of this 
stone corresponding with the mark in the post is, to my mind, conclusive evidence that this stone caused 
the accident.

7. The District Coroner, G\ C. Martin, Esq., J.P., held an inquest on the body of deceased at
Passifern, commencing on Wednesday last, J 1th inst., and continued on the following day, Thursday, 12th 
inst. I attended the inquest and heard all the evidence, and I fully agree with the verdict of “accidental 
death.” as returned by the Jury. .. . T .

“ Verdicl: —We find that the said John Mansfield, at Passifern, in the district of Newcastle, in the 
Colony of New South Wales, on the 9th day of April, 18SS, was working in the Bryant pit at the 
Northumberland Coal Company’s mine, was struck down and almost instantaneously killed by a fall of 
post rock. We further find that his death was purely accidental, hut we wish to add that wo consider a 
cradle should he used for examining the mine when necessary to bo examined, and that should he at least 
once a week. We also wish to recommend to the Government of New South Wales the necessity of 
having printed rules for regulating the sinking of shafts in this Colony.” _ _

8. It will be observed that certain recommendations were made by the Jury on this occasion.
1st. That the examination of the shaft should be made from a cradle when necessary, which should he at 
least once a week. With this 1 also fully agree, and in my presence the following order was given by 
the Manager on Thursday :— _

“ A representation having been made by the chargeman that they would like the workmen to examine 
the shaft sides for themselves, I now authorize that any number of workmen, not exceeding four, with one 
chargeman, who will not interfere beyond giving the necessary signals, shall examine the shaft from top 
to bottom and report the condition of the same in the diary which is kept in the office of the colliety for 
the purpose, and the Northumberland Coal Company null pay the men for the examination so made,”

In reference to the allusion to special rules in this verdict, in my opinion it is simply meant that 
the Government should frame a set of special rules for all sinking pits in the Colony. Action in this 
matter has already been taken by this Department, and the excellent special rules in use at the 
Northumberland new winning is the result. _

I herewith beg to forward copy of evidence, which evidence clearly shows that every special rule 
was strictly observed. ... . .

9. In conclusion, I beg to state that, in my opinion, there is no blame attributable to owner or 
agent in connection with the accident.

J have, .tc,
■ THOMAS L. BATES,

----------------- Inspector of Collieries.

[Enclosure^]
Eviuexce taken at an inquest held at Fussifem, on April ) 1th and 12th, before 0. E. Martin, Esq., J.P,, Coroner, on the 

body of John Mansfield, a sinker, who waa killed in the Bryant Bit, belonging to the Northumberland Coal Company, 
on April 9th, 1SSS.

By Ihe Coroner : Wm. Mansfield, a sinker, employed at the Northumberland Coal Company’s Mine, Passifern, brother 
of deceased, identified the body as tliat of his brother, John Mansfield; on Monday night, April 9th, about 8 o'clock, I 
went down the Bryant Pit with tlie other sinkers, and a bucket of tools was sent down after us ; the men in the shaft 
commenced filling the other backet with stone ; the bucket was then drawn up to tlie steadying place and then sent up ; 
heard a man sing out, but could not tell what he said, and went to his assistance thinking he was hurt; when going to this 
man, saw my brother lying in the sump, and said, “ My Cod, his brains are knocked out; I believe it is a stone from the 
bucket”; the master sinker came down whilst J was holding my brother.

By J/r. Dizoa : Have been working here about eight months, and have worked in iwlli pits ; know there arc printed 
sinking rules, and am acquainted with them ; about half an hour before I went down a shot was fired in the pit; it is usual 
to examine tlie sides of tlie shaft after shot firing, and was done in this instance ; ten or eleven men were at work in the bottom 
of the shaft at the time of the accident; I thonght T was as safe in the bottom of the shaft as on this floor, and thought 
there was no danger ; have bad some experience in sinking iu tlie district as well as here ; have never had cause to complain 
as to the state of the shaft since I have been in tbe pit; know a stone strode tlie deceased, because I saw the stone after
wards ; did not see it strike him or know where it fell from. _

By Mr. Crtnrfvrd: The stone which J saw on tbe pit top was a “post” stone, and was told that it was the stone 
which killed my brother ; I know there are 50 feet of “ post ” in tho shaft.

By Ihe Jury : Are now sinking through black shale ; the stone which I saw was light grey ; cribbing comes between 
tiio “post” stone and the black shale ; there will be about 20 feet of cribbing between ; the bucket was travelling up the 
shaft at the time of tlie accident; as far as I know the bucket was examined before going up the shaft, but I have nothing 
to do with examining it; the chargeman was at tlie bell wire at tbe shift bottom at the time of tile accident; T. do not 
know who found tlie stone or who brought it up ; believe the shaft is 17 feet inyliametev ; know nothing about wrong 
signals being given as I was at the other side of tbe shaft; three men go down with the chargeman when examining the 
shaft; I think a proper examination cannot be made by men in a bucket; there was a bit of powder smoke iu the shaft 
when 1 went down.

By the Coroner : James Brooks, a sinker, employed at the Northumberland Company’s mine, as chargeman of the 
shift of sinkers ; I, with ten-others, went to work in the Bryant shift at 3 o’clock on Monday afternoon, April 9 ; relieved 
the other chargeman, and had no complaint from him ; it is a rule of the chargemcn to acquaint one another of any danger 
when they meet, and I heard of none ; after the other chargeman had come out, having fired three shots, I and three others

got
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got into the bucket anti went clown the shaft, examining as we went down ; cleared away all loose stuff, and made the shaft 
perfectly safe ; after getting to the bottom sent the bucket up for tlie remainder of the men ; after they were all in the 
bottom, commenced sending dirt away and boring holes ; when we got the dirt sent out, set the remainder of the men 
boring till we had eight holes bored, and ready for firing ; sent two lots of men up j three men and mvself stayed behind 
to fire four holes ; fired them : returning back, and fired four others; came up and went to “ tucker’’; after an interval of 
Jialf an hour three men and myself went down the shaft and examined it thoroughly ns before ; got into the bottom where 
there was a great deal of smoke; sent for the remainder of the men ; got them all dcu n ; sent the empty hook away for the 
■other bucket, which had tools in ; lovvercd it into the bottom ; fastened a full bucket ol dirt on to the rope ; rapped it up 
to the steadying mark ; the driver did not take it up quite high enough; rapped three and a “ cook-up,” whicli meant 

bend up fiiltly ; the bucket was raised ei hit tot? high, and while rapping <( lower tlie bucket/1 1 heard a man call out his 
shoulder was hurt; spoke to him and asked him jf it was hurt much ; he said “yes this man was Phillip Reynolds j I 
then heard someone call out “Jack is killed”; went forward and helped others to raise him up ; then rapped five for the 
master sinker ho came down immediately ; we then lifted John Mansfield into the bucket; the master sinker and three 
others took him up to the top ; I remained in tlie bottom to see tlie rust of the men out; a thought occurred to me to ask 
■some of the men to come and look for the stone ; we looked and found one in the bottom of the pit, different to any class 
of stone wc lia\ e at present iu the bottom ; we all came to the conclusion that it had come from above, ami that it had been 
the stone which had atiuck John Mansfield and Phillip Reynolds; took the stone up myself in the last bucket, and put it 
on the pit top, -ftnd showed it to the master sinker ; this stone came from a place in the pit about *70 feet above where we 
were working ; the stone produced is the one I brought up out of the pit.

J-b/ J/r. Dixon : I had charge of the afternoon shift; have been ■working here about eight months ; been chargeman 
Lore between six and seven months ; when I sent the loaded tub away I steadied it properly before sending it up, and saw 
tliat the bottom of the bucket was clear of all stones, clay, &c , and that there was nothing projecting over the siefe ; itismy 
duty to examine the sides of the shaft, and I did so just prior to the accident; do not examine the shaft except after shot firing, 
unless anything should fall, or think it necessary to do so ; the master sinker examines the shaft every shift; itis customary 
to examine the shafts on a Sunday night by the chargeman, with one or two men ; I examined it last Sunday night week ; 
on that night I examined the post-bed, and am sure the stone produced came from it; there is about 50 feet of post exposed 
between tbe cribbing ; the stone fell out about 12 or 14 feet below the cribbing ; there is a little over 200 feet of timbering 
in the shaft, in three different lengths ; the present depth of the "Bryant pit is 430 feet; where post-stone occurs in a shaft 
it is not usual to timber; I always examine the shaft from the bucket, with a long scraper to push the bucket over to the 
side; cannot tell whether the sides are as safe when examining from a bucket as from a cradle ; 1 never complained to the 
manager that I could not examine the shaft as well from the bucket, but it has been talked about amongst the men, who 
said that a cradle ought to he used ; no obstacle has been thrown in my way by tho manager or master-sinker in examining 
the abaft, amt if any man in the shaft wished it examined 1 have always done so ; no remarks were made by the men in tbe 
bottom of the shaft about the state of the shaft at the time of the accident, and, as chargeman of that shift, I considered 
the shaft perfectly safe ; I am sure I have never been interfered with in any way by the management,

/?y the Jury; M hen we were going down the shaft ou the Monday evening one of tlie men said he thought lie saw a 
stone loose ; 1 called “hold/1 wc went round the pit with the scraper ; the man said he might have made a mistake, as there 
was a great deal of smoke in at the time ; the bucket might travel a foot after calling “ hold 11 before stopping.

By Mr. Dixon. This remark was made when passing tho post-bed, and the smoke was very thick : I think air alone 
has forced the stone out.
. -% Mm Jury t rTbc above stone cannot have been loose, and I do not think anything touched it; the cradle is only used
in the shaft when timbering, and was not in tlie shaft on Monday last; about three months ago I complained to the master- 
sinker that the shaft was not safe, and the men were discontented ; he came at once to the shaft, and we both took distances 
for timber and timbered it; since then there has been no complaint; the stone-post was both walled and ballasted ; I have 
never seen posts feather olT unless mixed with other stone j tlie Bryant pit is as safe, as well timbered, and as well looked 
after aa any pit J have ever seen in my life. "

f By the Coroner: Dr. Charles Hcdley, a duly qualified medical practitioner ; I have this morning examined the body 
of John Mansfield ; I found a large wound on tho back portion of the top of the head, through which the brain was pro
truding, the wound being through the skin, bone and brain matter down to the base of tlie skull; the w'ound must have 
caused almost instantaneous death : possibly he may have breathed a few moments ; tlie injury must have been caused by 
a heavy sharp body falling on his head with very great violence ; the stone produced falling from a height v ould cause 
such a wound ; there were no other marks of injury upou the body; I previously knew the deceased as a thoroughly 
healthy man, and knew that his namo was Mansfield.

My the CoronerPhillip Reynolds, a sinker, employed at the Northumberland Coal Company’s mine : 1 went down 
tho Hryant pit on Monday afternoon, at 3 o’clock, and examined the shaft witli the chargeman and two others; after “crib” 
went down again, about 8 o’clock, the chargeman, James Urwin, Robert Goodson, Phillip Reynolds being in tho bucket ■ 
we examined the shaft from top to bottom ; when we got to the bottom we waited for the other men to come down ; as I 
was coming down the pit very slowly I thought I saw a piece of stone, and told Brooks, the chargeman, of this ; he stopped 
the bucket and looked for it, but could not find anything, and I was well satisfied to go down; the bucket did not go far 
after my telling tbe chargeman of the piece 1 thought I saw before it waa stopped; it was then pushed over to where I 
thought I saw the loose stone, but could not find it ■ when the remainder of the men came down we sent away tho hook 
and commenced filling stone in the bucket which was at the bottom; this bucket was just being rapped way from the 
bottom, and my brother was handing me the tools out of tho other bucket, when something fell down, hitting me on the 
shoulder, and knocked me up against the side of the shaft; I then heard that my brother had been killed, and saw him 
put m the bucket; the body viewed by the Jury is the same I saw put in the bucket.

. My .Vr, Dixon ■ The loose piece I thought I saw was about half-way down the bed of post; have boon working at 
this mine eleven weeks; this is my first experience in sinking; have had no reason to complain, or I would not have gone 
down ; the bucket was swinging a bit when it left the bottom ; think the bucket was about <1 feet off tho bottom when 1 
was struck ; was well satisfied that the chargeman knew his duty, and I was satisfied to work with them.

[luquest adjourned till the following day.]
By the Coroner; Thomas Lavcriek, master sinker at the Northumberland Coal Company's mine ; I examined the 

Bryant pit at y’20 p.m on Monday, 9th Aptil, from top to bottom, in going doun and in coming up; to my idea it was as 
safe as c°uld be; when it is my shift 1 examine the shaft after every shift of the sinkers; I examined the post rock on 
Monday, 9th April, and found it quite safe to my knowledge; did not see anything to cause me to think it was unsafe : 
did not know there was a man killed till 1 got down the shaft after being rapped for.

By Mr. D/xot/: Have been a sinker IS to 20 years, and had experience in the old country; have been hero 
since the commencement of tho works; u as chargeman of a shift until recently, * hen I was put in charge as master sinker 
ot the night shift; made a thorough examination of the Bryant pit about six or seven weeks ago ; if necessary the shaft was 
timbered when we found any beds of soft stuff; there is about 240 feet of timber iu the shaft, out of 43J feet of total 
depth ; when I examined the shaft 1 did so from tlie large cradle; in my ordinary examination I examined the shaft from 
the bucket; and think it is possible to make a thorough examination of the sides of the shaft from the bucket by having 
two men m the bucket besides myself; am well acquainted with the sinking rules, and they are carried out every day in 
every item ; no complaints lune e'.er been made tome as to the unsafe state of the shaft; have hud conversations with the 
ehaigenian about the cradle being used instead of the bucket for examining the shaft, and thought it would he more satis
factory to the men to have the cradle ; have asked Mr. Crawford to allow mo to take the cradk in ; he got a cradle made 
last J uesday ; 1 spoke to him on the Monday night after the accident; tho first time I spoke to him he got the cradle 
made ; the big cradle was used m timbering, and lias been on the ground all the time ; the bed of post was 50 feet thick 
and was a strong bed ; have not seen a bed of post as strong, except “filtriug’’ post, whilst 1 have been sinking ; have 
never known a bed of post like this bricked or timbered in my experience ; had not the slightest doubt about this post
bed being safe. r

By the Jury: The piece of stone produced was found in the bottom of the shaft after the accident: I am certain it 
came out of the post-bed ; I have noticed in other shafts pieces of post burst off by a blow, but never by itself after being 
lelt laced lor a certain time ; saw no trace of the stone having been weathered or winded ; it looked to me as if it had come 
away freshly ; cannot foi m any idea as to how the stone came away from the side; the stuff now being sunk tlnongh would 
not send up fragments more than nO feet after shot firing ; I generally sound, tbe sides with a striking hammer or hack when 
•examming the shaft; it would not be possible for a man to break a piece of &tone like that produced off the face unless

there
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there was a flaw iu the stone ; the large stone produced by the Jury was fast in the side, wedged in behind a stay ; tried 
to get it out two separate times, but could not move it j I tried to take this stone out, which was below the conglomerate, 
and about 260 or 270 feet from tho surface ; the stone was not put there, but was jammed by the prop ; do not know wliy 
it was taken out to-day, always considered it safe where it was.

Jiy the Coroner: James Richards, sinker at the Northumberland Coal Company’s mine ; I examined the shaft on 
Sunday night last, in company with Wm. Hardy; I went down the Bryant pit at 8 o’clock, and returned to the surface at 
11'20 ; went down and thoroughly examined the shaft; this is done every Sunday night; examined the post rock all over 
with a long-handled pick, and to the best of my knowledge found it safe ; if I did not I would not go to the bottom ; the 
piece of rock might have been shifted by a blow of air coming up the shaft.

By Mr. Dixon: In the night-time the shaft is much clearer than in the day; there is more draught; in my opinion I 
could not knock a piece of roek off the face like that produced, unless there was a flaw in it; could not imagine the piece 
of stone produced getting a blow with anything; have been a sinker twenty years in this and the old country; never in 
my experience have I seen a bed of post bricked or timbered whilst sinking the shaft.

By Mr. Moore: Had I found any dangerous post I should have come out at once and informed the master sinker.

Vbrdict of the Juky :
We find that the said John Mansfield, at Fassifcrn, in the District of Newcastle, in the Colony of New South Wales, 

on the 9th day of April, 1888, was working in the Bryant nit at the Northumberland Coal Company’s mine, was struck 
down and almost instantaneously killed by a fall of post rook. We find that his death was purely accidental, but we wish 
to add that we consider a cradle should be used for examining the mine when necessary to be examined, and that should be 
at least once a week. We also wish to recommend to the Government of New South Wales the necessity of having printed 
rules for regulating the sinking of shafts in this Colony.

[3d.]
Sydney: Charles Totter, Government Printer.— 1SSS.
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Mr. Inspector Dixon to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

®*r! , Grlebcland, 17 December, 1887.
„ 1 have tlie honor to report inspection of the South Waratah CollicrVj on the 9th instant, as
follows :— ^

At tbo lime of inspection tbere were about 44 men, G boys, and 6 horses; total, about* 56 men, 
Ac., at work in the mine on one shift. The total quantity of air passing through the workings from the 
1 laggy^ Crock shaft was about 11,550 cubic feet per minute. Several bords have been turned away from 
tlie main road, about. 4i00 yards from tbe bottom of "Flaggy Creek shaft.

Ihe work of holing the back heading and turning away headings for the winning out of more 
bords is also being carried on day and night. '

(Flcasc note.) ’
^ A heading has been commenced at riglit angles to the back beading to cut the old prospecting 

drive, winch you will remember was driieu when Mr, Green had charge of tho colliery. This old drive 
is supposed to be a distance of .about 80 yards from the Charles pit main road, and at the time of my 
visit about GO yards had been drhen, There was no person working in this heading at the time of my 
visit, as the men belonging to it were engaged in making an overcast on the hack return. It is supposed 
that a considerable quantity of inflammable gas is lodged in the old drive, and when the heading which-is 
approaching it was at work, the men worked two in a shift with safety lamps, and kept a bore 12 feet 

833 A ahead
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ahead of the face. I requested the overman (Mr. Ridley) to use every precaution in this matler, and, if 
possible, to hole the heading when tho majority of the miners were out of the pit. This he (Mr. Eidlcv) 
promised to do, and also to give Ms personal attention to the matter until lie was sure that all dormer was 
past. °

The main road was in good order throughout, and there was a plentiful supply of timber on hand 
ready for use.

I have, Ac.,
JOIIX DLVOX.

--------  Inspector of Collieries.
The Manager has promised to take all the necessary precautions in driving the new heading whicli 

is to cut the old prospecting drive supposed to contain a considerable quantity of inflammable nas — J.M., 21/12/87. b
The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 2I/12/S7. Submitted for the information of the 

Minister.—HAY., 20/12/SV. Seen.—h’,_A.. 80/12/S7.

]NTo. 2.
JJ.r. Inspector Dison to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

SM. Glebeland, II February, 1SSS.
In my report, dated 17th December last, 1 stated that in the South AYaratah Colliery, a narrow 

place had been commenced, at right angles to the back heading, to cut the old prospecting drive, which 
was driven when Mr. Green had charge of the colliery some years since, and that the old drive was 
supposed to contain a very considerable quantity of inflammable gas, Ac. Since mv December report, the 
narrow cross-eut has been driven a considerable distance, and, on Thursday last, the old drive was tapped 
by a borehole, the effects of which tapping [ do myself the honor to give, as follows :—
_ 2. On Thursday morning hist, yth instant, I proceeded to the South Waratah Collierv, to make an
inspection of the workings, Ac., and, on arrival at the colliery. I saw the overman (Mr. Thomas Ridley), 
who supplied me with the following particular:! concerning the issue of gas from tho bore which had 
taken place that morning, Tlie cross-cut. which is driven in tho direction of the old drive, is about 0 feet 
high and about 7 feet wide, and is about G chains in length from the main road in the colliery.

This cross-cut is about 300 yards from the Charles pit bottom. Sis picked men were employed in 
tbo cross-cut, two men in one shift, working with locked safety-lamps (Clanny), and tho whole length 
from the back heading return airway, was kept bralticed almost close to the face. °

_ A boro, 2 inches in diameter, was kept about ]0 feet ahead of the working face, so that a strong 
barrier of coal, Ac., would be ensured as a safeguard against the inside pressure from the old drive. The 
whole of the ground passed through in the cross-cut vas extremely hard, being a mixture of strong coal 
and stone, aud, as an evidence of this, there was no indication of holing into the old drive, and no issue of 
gas, until the drill actually passed into tho old workings.

Two of the miners (Henry Evans aud Wm. Brown) commenced work, in the face of the cross-cut, 
at about G a.m. on Thursday morning last, and about 7 a.m. commenced to bore in Ihe face. About 7'30 
a.m., the overman (Mr. Ridley) went iulo tho face, but bad not boon there many minutes when tho drill 
went through.

At this time the whole of the cross-cut was clear of gas ; but, in a few minutes after a communica- 
Con. was got, the gas came through the bore with a terrific rush, and’made a noise which could be 
distinctly heard at a distance of about 200 yards from the face. The length of bore at the time was about 
8 feet 4 inches.

The overman and the two miners immediately rushed out from the face towards the main road, 
on reaching which they found that tho whole length of cross-cut, about G chains, had been fouled by tho 
gas from the borehole. At this lime there were about 100 men, Ac., in tlie workings, and, on seeing the 
state of affairs, the overman ordered a man to the bottom of the main shaft to put out all the lights, and 
sent three men into the upper seam to drown tho fire in the ventilating furnace. A person'’was also 
despatched along the main road, towards the working places, to order all wheelers aud miners to proceed 
at once to the bottom of the Flaggy Creek downcast shaft, which would be about a mile from the spot 
where the gas was issuing.

_ This was all done as quickly as possible, and as the ventilating furnace was now useless (as the 
fire had been put out) a jet of steam was blown through the large Tangyc pump at the pit bottom, and 
this steam at once restored the ventilation and caused a current of air of about 5,430 cubic feet per 
minute (as measured by Mr. Ridley at the time.) to circulate through the cross-cut, and in about half-an- 
hour the whole of the gas was cleared away from the main road and nearly to the face of the cross-cut. I 
made a careful inspection of this place shortly afterwards, and found gas issuing from the bore, but no 
sound could be detected, only when listening at the out-end of the bore, when a slight hissing could be 
heard inside. There was a good current of air circulating behind the brattice at the time of my inspection, 
but a few feet of the brattice had been knocked down by a pony which was in the face at the time the gas 
was tapped, and took fright and bolted. A deputy was busy putting the brattice up again, aud the two 
miners were working in the face as usual. '

3. Yesterday (Friday) morning 1 paid another visit to this colliery, and found that tlie face of the 
cross cut had been holed during the night. The hole was about 1 foot high and about 2 feet G inches in 
width. Tho overman (Mr. Ridley) informed me that he was present at about 2 a.m. yesterday morning, 
when the hole was made with the pick, and that the gas again issued with terrific force, and "fouled the 
cross-cut again for about 120 yards. This time tho an’ current had to be rever-ed and coursed down 
behind the brattice before tlie gas could be broken aud cleared away. When 1 visited this place yesterday 
there were no men working in it, and large danger-boards were placed across the entrance, so that no 
naked light might be allowed to pass from the main road, and a special man was stationed at the entrance 
to keep all persons out. Ou examining the face I found gas issuing from the hole whicli had been cut 
with the pick, and 1 also delected a slight trace of gas near the roof, about 12 feet back from the side of 
the old drive, but could not detect it in any other part of the cross-cut. From the shaft bottom to the 
poiot'.wherc the old drive has been tapped there arc two dips or swallows iu the old drive, and as they are 
filled with.water there ii no communication through the old drive to the upcast shaft. The
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The overman informed me yesterday that a gang of men would commence work that night at the 
bottom of the upcast, and prepare the old drive so that pipes could he laid in and the water pumped out. 
"When this is done it is expected that the air-current will be coursed through the hole in the cross-cut 
against the gas, and that this length of old drive between the cross-cut and the upcast shaft will he cleared 
of gas.

4. In conclusion, I beg to state that iu my opinion great praise is due to the management of this 
colliery, especially the overman (Mr. Ridley), and to the miners who were iu the cross-cut when the gas 
was tapped, for the prompt and cool manner with which they dealt with the difficulty. Tor had they 
become confused in the face of such danger the results might have been serious indeed.

I have, Ac.,
.JOHN DIXON,

Inspector of Collieries.

No. 3.
Minnie by The Minister for Mines.

This case proves tho necessity of carrying out the provisions of the law wifh tho utmost stringency, and 
it is my wish that in all cases it he done.

Referring to the very praiseworthy conduct of “Deputy ” Ridley, through whose presence of mind 
and calmness in danger, loss of life was prevented, I wish a letter sent to him expressing my high sense 
of the service lie has rendered to his fellow workers by his prompt action, and inform him that I shall 
when visiting the North during March, have the pleasure of presenting him on behalf of the Government, 
with a gold watch suitably inscribed as a memento of the affair.—T.A., 17/2rS8.

No. 4.
• The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. T. Ridley.

Sifj , Department of Mines. Sydney, 20 February, 1S8S.
"With reference to the recent occurrence of explosive gas in the workings of the youth 

Waratah Colliery, I am directed by the Secretary for Mines to express to you his high sense of the 
service you rendered to your fellow workmen and to the public in general, by your praiseworthy conduct 
when by your presence of mind and prompt action, loss of life was doubtless prevented. Mr. Abigail 
also desires me to say that during his visit to the North in March next, he will do himself the pleasure of 
presenting you, on behalf of the Government, with a gold watch, suitably inscribed, as a memento of the 
circumstance.

I have, &c.,
HARE1E WOOD,

Under Secretary.

No. G.
Mr. T. Ridley to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir. Waratah Colliery, Charlestown, via Newcastle, New South Wales, 27 February, 188S.
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your communication under date, 20th February instant, 

I hardly need state that I was agreeably surprised to find that my conduct simply in the discharge of my 
duties in the capacity of overman at this colliery, should have been so favourably noticed by the Minister 
for Mines and yourself. “

1 shall be most happy to meet Mr. Abigail during his visit to this district.
I have, &c.,

THOMAS RIDLEY.

Submitted for tho information of the Minister.—H.W., 29/2/88. Seen.—F.A., 1/3/88.
Send telegram to Examiner to get Mr. Ridley to be on ihe station when the train which leaves 

Sydney to-morrow afternoon at 4/45 passes, so that the Minister may then present him with a watch. 
The Minister cannot stay longer than the train waits,—H.W., 11 /4/S8.

No. G.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Mines to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Department of Mines, Sydney, 11 April, 1888.
Be good enough to inform Mr. Tliomas Ridley, the overman at the Waratah Colliery, that if he will be on 
tlie station when tbo train which leaves Sydney to-morrow afternoon at 4'45 passes, the Minister will 
present him with a watch. Mr. Abigail cannot stay longer than the train wails.

' HARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. '7.
N. Melville, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Newtown, 11 A.pril, 1888.
1 am compelled from facts which have come to my knowledge concerning the so-called bravery 

for whicli you have been induced to reward with a gold watch, “ re gas in South Waratah mine,” to 
request that you will cause a proper inquiry into all the facts fo be held, and I am confident the opinion 
you have formed will be changed. , Any
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Any way if one is to receive reward I am confident you will upon further inquiry ho pleased to 
reward the other two men, who performed equally as dangerous work as the man you are about to reward. 
The whole circumstances are such as require a searching inquiry, and in the interests of all concerned 
such inquiry in mv opinion should he held, I am, Ac.,

‘ ' --------- N.'MELVILLE.
Inform Mr. Melville, M.P., that an inquiry will be held, and if it is found that tho two men 

referred to are deserving of special recognition for services performed under tlie same circumstances as 
those from which Kid Icy is getting the present thev will he dealt with in a manner equal to the occasion.— 
±'J.12/4/88. * ’

]ST0. 8.

The Tinder Secretary for Clines to N. Melville, Esq,, M.P.
Sir, ■ Department of Minos, Sydney, 14 April, 1888.

In reply to your letter of the 11th instant, asking that an inquiry may be held to ascertain if 
there are not others equally entitled with overman, Thomas Kidlcy, fo a reward for their behaviour when 
a rush of explosive gas was met with at the South Waratah Colliery.

I have the honor to inform you that the Secretary for Mines intends that an inquiry shall be held 
as requested, and if it is found that the services of the two men particularly brought under notice are 
deserving of special recognition their claims will ho dealt with in a manner worthy of the occasion,

' I have. &c.,
IIAERIE WOOD,

Under Secretary.

]\To. 0. '
Telegram from Tlie Under Secretary for Mines to The Examine]’ of Coal-fields.

, 2(5 April, 1888.
I putipose leaving here by Saturday morning’s train for Xoweastle to inquire into the merits of the claim 
set up on behalf of the two men in the South Waratah Colliery, and shall he glad of the assistance of 
Mr. Dixon and yourself. Will you please make such arrangements as will enable me to get through the 
inquiry on Monday. '

‘ ‘ HAERIE WOOD,
' Under Secretary.

. No. 10.
lleport.

Eepout of inquiry into the circumstances connected with the influx of Explosive Gas into the 
South Waratah Colliery, in February last, with a view to place all the facts before the Minister.
Sir, i _ 1 May, 18SS.

Pursuant to your instructions, 1 proceeded on Saturday last to Newcastle, and upon my 
arrival there, at U'30 o’clock p.m., 1 at once wrote to Messrs, divans and Brown (and the two miners who 
bored through into the old drive whence the gas issued), inviting them to meet me at the South 
Waratah mine on Monday, the 30th April, at 10 o’clock in the morning, and to bring with them any 
persons who could furnish information ns to what transpired in the mine when the influx of gas took 
place, I did not send any notice to Mr. Ridley, as 1 understood he would bo on Ihe mine.

On the Monday morning I went to the South 'Waratah mine, accompanied by tlie Examiner of Coal
fields and Mr. Winchester, of the Coal-fields Office, I there found Mr. Inspector Dixon, Mr. Hunter 
(the Manager of the colliery), Mr. Ridley, overman, and Messrs. 0. H. Evans, Win. Brown, and S. 
Eggington. There were also present Messrs. .1, Eirth and T. Kelly, the Chairman and Secretary of the 
South Waratah Miners’ Lodge, and a gentleman representing the Newcastle Morning Herald, who asked 
if he would be at liberty to report tho proceedings. I at once told him he was at liberty to take tho 
fullest notes of the proceedings. ‘

We then proceeded to the Company’s office, which Mr. Hunter kindly placed at my disposal for 
the purpose. ' ”

Before the inquiry commenced Mr. Eirth asked whether he and Mr. Kelly would he permitted to 
be present at the inquiry and to put questions to the witnesses. I replied that they might be present, 
hut as they were not m that part of the mine at the time of the occurrence, 1 could not permit them to 
take part in the inquiry,

_ I commenced the proceedings by explaining that I had come there by direction of the Minister for 
Mines to inquire into the matter of a complaint concerning the presentation of a gold watch to Mr. 
Ridley for Ins presence of mind and bravery in connection with the recent influx of gas in the South 
Waratah mine. Representations had been made to the Minister either that Dir, Ridley was not 
entitled to reward, or that though he was so entitled, other's had an equal or greater claim to recognition. 
The Minister was anxious to be put in possession of ali tho facts in the case. With a view to place those 
present in possession of the facts upon which the action of the Minister was primarily based, I informed 
them that I. proposed to read the report furnished by Mr. Inspector Dixon on the subject, and I would 
then ask them if there was anything in that report to whicli they wished to take exception to point out 
what it was they objected to, and their reasons for objecting. '

Mr. Evans asked whether he and the others who attended the inquiry with him in response to my 
invitation would he paid for the loss of their day’s work. ] replied that 1 could not promise them 
payment, but \ would promise to recommend the Minister to pay the expenses of all witnesses who had 
chosen to attend the inquiry. In order to avoid having to refer back to this matter, I now recommend 
that Messrs. Evans; Brown, and Eggington be allowed the sum of £1 each for their attendance. 
(Approved.—F.A., 5(5,88-)

Hating
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Having read Mi'. Dixon’s report through to theni, T. at the request of Mr. Evans, again read through 
that portion of the report which purports to give the information concerning the occurrence furnished bv 
Mr. itidley to Mr. Dixon, on the 9th Eebruary, the day on which the old drive was broken into, tho 
sentences being taken xerialim. I allowed the fullest latitude to all the witnesses fo make any statement 
or explanation, or furnish further information upon each point of interest, so that, after hearing what each 
person who was present had to say, and after making an inspection of that portion of the mine affected by 
the oeoni'mice, I might bo able to place before you a eomicctcd statement of what occurred, without 
troubling you with a repetition of those statements which have been very ably reported by tbe gentleman 
who represented the Naiveasth JSI.ornincf Herald, [Copy of newspuporhorewith.] I. have marked one para
graph, in which I am reported to have expressed an opinion upon the evidence. I fully intended, and 
thought I had strictly adhered to my intention, not to expresa any opinion at the inquiry.

It may perhaps lie convenient for me, at this point, to explain that Messrs. Evans and Brown were 
present when Mr. Ridley furnished Mr. Inspector Dixon with the statement of what occurred ou the 
morning of the 9th Eebruary, but they do not appear to have paid much attention to nor to recollect what 
wTas then said. Mr. Evans expressed himself as satisfied with Mr. Dixon’s report, except that part of it 
which gives the substance of Mr. Eidley’s statement.

The following is, as far as I can gather, a.true statement of what occurred:—
On the morning of the 9th of February last, at about 7 o’clock, Evans and Brown commenced 

boring ahead of the cross-cut [the practice being to keep a borehole a certain number of feet (say 10) 
ahead of the working face, so that the cross-cut should not break through without warning into and old 
prospecting drive, which had been driven some years ago, and which was supposed to contain a very large 
quantity of inflammable gas, the intention being to plug the borehole as soon as it broke through, so as to 

f regulate the influx of gas into tho mine—that is to say, to allow it to come in in such quantities only as
could be carried off through tho return air-course without any risk of explosion. The men were working 
with locked Clanny lamps. The diameter of the boro was 2 inches.]

At about half-past seven o’clock the men in the cross-cut wished to see the overman, and sent for 
him. He came at their request. ,

[Tlie reason for sending for the overman was that Mr. Evans wished to obtain permission to bo 
absent from the mine, because, being Mayor of Adamstown at the time, he had to come to Sydney on 
municipal business, and he did not wish to be absent without leave. At the same time he spoke to Air. 
Kidlcy about a dispute ho and those working with him had with the hooker-on about going up the pit, 
’The interview had nothing to do with the gas, because they had no idea of breaking through so soon.]

_ Mr. Kidlcy, having dealt with the matters referred to him, was about to leave the men, or was 
leaving them, when the drill broke through and the gas rushed in with great force and noise, throwing 
Brown down and extinguishing Evan’s lamp. Kidlcy was also knocked down; he thinks by the pony that 
was in tlie cross-cut, and which was probably frightened by the noise. The wheeler (Eggington) ran to 
the entrance to tbe stables, where he had left a lamp. The overman says he at once gave orders to put 

„ out all lights. He knew,- there wore three naked lights in the stables, and he shouted out for them to be
put out. Evans says ho did not hear any orders given, but they were all shouting as they came along the 
cross-cut, “ But out the lights.” Eggington says he heard Ridley call out, " Put all lights out.” Brown 
admits that Ridley did shout out, but he regards shouting out as something different from giving orders. 
The overman says he gave all orders except tliat as regards putting out the furnace fire, He acted upon 
the suggestion of Evans. Eggington admits hearing the overman order the lights to be put out at the pit 
bottom. Brown went to tbe pit bottom, and ordered all lights to be put out, and Evans went in the 
opposite direction, along tbo main road some 200 or 900 yards, knowing that wheelers would be likely to be 
coming from that direction with naked lights, and ordered them to put out their lights and to remain where 
they were till further orders reached them. He then returned to the cross-cut with a Clannv lamp, 
and found gas there which put out the lamp ; this was three or four minutes after the holing through. 
The overman was then away. It appears that wlicn Brown went to order the lights to be put out at the 
pit bottom the overman followed and went up tho pit to get an improved Davey lain]) that he had at his 
house. Evans, after the Clanny lamp was extinguished by the gas, also w'ent up the pit to get another 
lamp, and while he was lighting it the overman came to the pit-top with twm Davey lamps which he 

e lighted from Evans’ lamp. It was then that Evans suggested the extinguishing of tho furnace fire, saying
the gas wfas shll blowing as hard as ever. The overman did not think there wras any necessity to put out 
the furnace fire, but Evans said it was better to be safe than sorry. The overman then ordered it to bo 
done. While at the pit-top the overman asked tbo surveyor to go to the pit-bottom and prevent anyone 
going into the mine. He ordered the engineer1 to blow a jet of steam down the Tangye pump, and he sent 
a message to Mr. Hunter, the Manager of the colliery, The overman reckons he might have been out of 
the mine on this occasion ten minutes. After Brown had told the men at the pit-bottom to put out their 
lights he returned to the cross-cut, hut feeling cold (the upper part of his body being naked) he went 
hack to the pit-bottom and procured a bag to put over him. Ho then returned''to the cross-cut aud sal; 
down at the entrance some few minutes till the overman returned with the Davey lamp and tested the 
state of the cross-cut. The overman then told Brown to open the door through the stables, but he must 
not take a light. It was difficult to do this, as there were trucks standing in the way, but Brown said he 
would make his way through by counting the trucks, and the overman was to listen so that he might know 
by Brown’s voice if anything happened. Brown succeeded in getting through and opened the door, thus 
a wider opening was made to carry off the gas from tho cross-cut through the stables towards the upcast 

4 shaft. The overman then directed Brown to proceed along the main road towards the working places and
order all tho men to the bottom of the Flaggy Crock downcast shaft. When Brown reached the drivers, 
who were waiting in the main road at the point where Evans had ordered them to stop, he reckoned twenty 
minutes had elapsed from the time the bore holed through. Eggington, who was with tho drivers when 
Brown reached them, reckoned it was from fifteen to twenty minutes.

When lie consented, in compliance with Evans’ suggestion to extinguish the furnace fire, he ordered 
two men to assist Evans in doing it, hut Evans had reached the furnace with a tub of water ready to 
throw on the fire when they (the two men) arrived, and it was he who put out tho fire. This probably 
was being done while tho overman was testing tlie state of the cross-cut with the Davey lamp, and directing 
tho door to be opened throngli the stables. After the overman had ordered tho men from the working 
places to ihe bottom of the Flaggy Creek shaft be probably went up tbe pit again to procure an 
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iiiteinoliicler with which to moasin'c ihe nic eiirronls. Ho then foimd that though the furnace ii ro had 
been extinguished the ventilation had hcen restored hv reason of the steam blown through the Tangye 
pump, the air current at that time being about 5,4S0 cubic feet per minute, and in about half-an-hour the 
whole of tlie gas was cleared away from the main road and nearly to the face of the cross-cut. Inspector 
Dixon made a careful inspection of the place shortly afterwards, and found gas still issuing from the bore, 
but no sound could be detected except a slight hissing. A deputy was putting up the part of the brattice 
which had been knocked down, and two miners were working in the face as usual.

In conclusion, I have the honor to state that', in reply to questions put by me, Mr. Hunter statorl 
that no one had any authority to give orders in the mine except himself and Mr" Itidley. He also stated 
that, as the furnace was so situated as to act as a dumb-drift, there was no advantage from putting out 
the fire, but it was a wise precaution. Mr. Evans contended that if there had been a sufficient quantitv 
of gas and they did not at the time know how long it would take to exhaust the supply it might have 
come in contact with a tongue of flame from the furnace-fire, and an explosion would have been the result.

Sec Appendix a. I attach hereto a plan and section, showing the relative positions of the several places referred to in this 
report, and also of the furnace. With reference to the final clause in Mr. .Inspector Dixon's report, Mr. 
Evans made a statement—that, in his opinion, the whole of the six men who were engaged in driidno' tbe 
cross-cut should be rccogni/.ed, as they had all worked with great care. I stated that 1 had only to inquire 
into what had occurred on the occasion of the inil ux of gas, and what was done by each of those then present. 
Mr. Eirth stated that he and the secretary of the lodge were instructed to be present at tbe inquiry, to 
protest against the presentation of any reward to any person. Mr. Evans denied that the miners’ lodge 
had given any such instructions. I informed Mr, Eirth, in reply to his question, that I had no instruction 
to inquire whether the old drive should have been holed into while a number of men were working in the 
pit.

So far as I could learn, the men had taken no steps to call the attention of the officers of this 
Department to the danger of holing through into the old drive while a number of men were working in 
the mine, from which it may perhaps bo inferred that they did not foresee any danger therefrom.

Trusting the information herein and herewith convoyed will enable you to arrive at a satisfactory 
conclusion upon the question at issue. I have. Ac., "

HAlilHE WOOD,
H n dev Secret arc.

No. 11.
itinute Itv Tlie Minister.

. . _ _ 7 Mar, 1S8S.
Haytx'Q carefully read the report of tho L'nder Secretary upon this ease, I am confirmed in my previous
opinion, that the men in the mine, at the time of the influx of explosive' gas, acted under the orders of a *.
firm and well-directed man, Mr. Itidley, and they deserved praise for the manner that they carried out his
instructions ; but no special feat ures have been disclosed to warrant me in doing more than I have already
done, nor is there anything shown to prove thatthe recommendation of Mr. Inspector Dixon, in reference to
Overman Itidley’s conduct, was wrong, or that he received what his conduct did not entitle him to. Mr.
Wood’s report proves, to my mind, that Ridley gave valuable instructions, ami the manner tbo men carried 
them out deserves letters of praise and thanks, which mav be sent to them.

' E. A7/5/SS.

No. 12.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. 0. H. Evans.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 7 Mav, 1SSS.
_ 1 have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to convey to you his thanks for the

praiseworthy manner in which you acted at the time an influx of explosive gas .was met with in the South *
AVaratah Colliery, on the Oth Eebruary last, and to assure you that he fully appreciates the importance of •
the valuable service you rendered on that occasion. '

I have, Ac.,
HARRIE AVOOD,

--------  Tinder Secretary, .
[Similar letter forwarded to Mr. AAr. Brouni]

[One plfv'i.]

[It. Crf.]
Pyrliu-y ; Charles Potter, Covcr.ivnent.Prmtcr, —1S88
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

WEST WALLSEND COLLIERY.
(REPORT IN CONNECTION WITH FATAL ACCIDENT TO EDWARD M‘CARRAN.)

Ordered by tbe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 29 May, 18S8.

[Laid upon the Table of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Mw South Wales by the Secretary

Heport and Evidence re Eatal Accident to Edward M'Caxram, at tlie West Wallsend
Colliery.

Sir
1 t „ 4. . , . . ., Glebeland, 26 March. 1888.

i i , i . .1’cJ"ret to r!3l)ort a accident by the breaking of a winding rope and falling of a loaded
Lcnnhw? m!,penff i a Einkcr namcd Edward M'Carmii, at the West WaUsend Coal Company’s 
second shaft, on Thursday last, 22nd instant. . 1 J
W-rt,*2' V™? dute tlle acc;deut by 11ie manager of the collierv, Mr. T. J. Evans, and also

r’ lT11™0/0^ Mr;.A- M Kiunon, and on Friday evening, 23rd instant, I proceeded to the West Wall- 
send Colliery to investigate the matter.
the West wXenl ColSry!*^11* ” a Sinkh'g ^ kn°Wn ih<S BeCOnd 01’ air slia£t in connection with

This shaft is 10 feet in diameter, and about 450 feet in depth from the surface.
i n iikh^f?nVTfra,Ct<TuMr' Aloxalldcr "M/Kinnon, took the shaft after it had been sunk to the 
depth of about oO feet from the surface, and from that depth has sunk it to its present depth.
from r n ^ °f tl16 Mcideat axaa a ^-m. diameter best crucible steel, bought new
from M Brair, Osborne, & Co., Clarence-strect, Sydney, and has been in uso since October, 1887.
mrr, vor f 6i bj GrMi rT-T’ ^ in his volume of Mechanical Engineering, 
W;r>tbe saf? Tork™g f°,ad f(>r a r<>pe Of tins description is 2 tons 4 ewt, and as the breaking strain of
be abonTll0 tons13 U3Ua 7 takeU at flTC times tbe safe ''vorkinS ioad, the breaking strain of this rope would

depth liC buck0t 1111186 at tbc time of thc acc'dent was about 2£ feet in diameter and about the same

in mv nmim-iT1 'V°1UJd Tary in Tf1** acJCOTding to the nature of the material placed in the bucket, and, 
L “y T ?llj W°uld. nev01‘ 20 cwfc., including tho weight of the bucket, which was made of
rLets i?m3XninSA°tr 0nd °f ^ r°15e embraeC3 about 1 foot of the rope, and five iron

dSSS* CaFPinS' CappiQS™S pufc oa wb- tbc "l*™ ^st brought

-1- an inchbeS ™48 c3°S!-t0 ttc toP °f tlie socket’ ibe outside ™ parting about
w tbo b Vh t?1if a SOck<it;-. According to sworn evidence the rope was examined twice every day b3 the banksmen s hands several times during each shift, in order to detect broken wires. 7

ImmruY ^’aeture ,had apparently not been examined for some time, as the copper wire used for
80cLt°to art^ f I to rope,ms!de °J tbc socket had been carried up about 2 inches above the top of tho 
socket, to act as a safeguard against anything that might come in contact with the rope at this point 
There is no evidence to pro re that the rope was ever found defective on examination by the personsin 

a ge and never any complaints made to the contractor concerning thc rope in any particular^
4. At the inquest on Satui’day last on the body of tho deceased very conflictiim evidence was "Wen 

concerning something which took place with the rope about a month ago 7 “ ^
,, Inomas VV alsh one of the sinkers, gave evidence that a month ago on a Sunday night inst before 

834r— °
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He stated that it had then got a kink in it, but the engineer looked at it before the men went down, 
and said it was perfectly safe. The chargeman of the shift also looked at it and said it was perfectly 
safe. He (Walsh) had'nercr examined the rope himself, but had noticed the rope attached to the fallen 
bucket when it came down. It had parted where the brass lapping was on.

Thomas Taylor, who was chargeman of the shift on which Walsh worked, deposed as follows :— 
I have always been positive that the rope’was Bufficiontly strong for the weight it would have to 
hear; it is the duty of the chargeman to put the cradle into the shaft every Sunday night, and 
examine the shaft through ; never -heard anyone say there was a kink in tbe rope, have never seen 
a kink in it; if there had been a kink it would certainly have been reported: every little thing 
wrong is reported by one chargeman to the other j never heard that the rope was examined on thc reliev
ing of the banksmen twice a day; 1 never complained about thc rope, or else I should not have worked 
under the bucket. _ _ _ _

Thomas Wilson deposed I am a banksman at the West Wallsend Colliery sinking pit; in 
examining thc rope I never found any loose strands in it; have seen copper wire bound around tho 
rope for 4 inches above the socket; the copper wire would have covered the fracture; on a Sunday 
night four weeks ago, saw a kink in the rope just at the top of the copper wire, about 4 inches from 
the socket; it was about a quarter kink, and a bucket about three parts full was attached to it then ; 
drew Mr. Phillip Davey’s attention to it, and he thoroughly examined the rope, and said that he could 
not see anything the matter with it; the kink straightened itself out with the next strain that went 
down; it was because the kink might weaken thc rope that I drew the leader’s attention to it; .1. 
believe I mentioned the circumstance to Mr. M'Kinnon, but could not be certain ; never saw any 
broken wire where the kink was, although I have often examined it; would have at once known if it 
had been so; did not know1 what copper wire was there for, possibly as a guard ; tho rope is -fin. 
diameter; a rope like that if sound would carry 2 tons 4 ewt. as a safe working load ; and thc breaking 
strain would be about II tons ; I have heard several passers-by remark that the wire rope was a very 
thin rope for working in a shaft hauling stuft; there is a steadying point in the shaft between 45 and 
50 feet from the surface ; the engine slowed gradually and was steady at 50 feet; if there had been 
any jerk, I would have known it at once ; every care has been exercised iu and around thc shaft; in 
case of complaints, representations would be made to Phillip Davey, who should inform Mr. M'Kinnon; 
I cannot say if Davey reported tho kink to Mr. MMvinnon ; it is usual to have copper wire round 
winding ropes, so as to stiffen the rope and prevent it wearing around the socket; the copper wire 
was not removed at the time the rope was examined with the kink in it.

.Phillip Davoy deposed:—I am master sinker at the Vest "Wallsend Colliery ; on Thursday 
mominglast, on hearing of thc accident I went down from thc shaft; 1. found that five men were in 
the bottom of the pit; one man had his arm cut off, but the others were all right, except a bit 
excited ; I took charge, and sent thc men to the surface; I never saw a kink in the rope a month 
since, hut the engine-driver told me on a Sunday night, about five weeks ago, that there was a twist;
1 examined the rope then, and did not see anything the matter witli it: the engine-driver showed
me that thc twist was about 2 feet above the socket; there is a great difference between a twist and 
a kink ; a twist wonld draw out, but a kink would leave a mark, or tbe rope would break ; the copper 
wire was originally placed there to keep the rope together until the clasp was fastened on it, and it 
was left there ; the rope has been scores of times through my hands, and I never had occasion to 
complain to Mr. M'Kmnon about it; I have been at the pit ever since it started ; the rope has been 
there all that time, and nothing has been done to it in thc way of repairs. _

Alexander M‘Kinn on deposed:—I am the contractor for the sinking of the West Wallsend air- 
shaft ; I have been using the rope since October, 1S87; it was then new; it was bought from 
M!Brair, Osborne, & Co., Clarence-street, Sydney ; it was bought for a f-in. diameter rope and is the 
best crucible steel wire ; there was no guarantee given, hut, from theory, a safe working load or 
carrying weight would he about 3 tons; the socket is the only one that has been put on tlie rope ; the 
time mentioned is a short life for a rope of that sort; I never thought that there was any necessity 
for changing tbe socket; I have examined the rope thoroughly, and no kink could possibly be within
2 or 3 feet of a socket; any slack wrould not be in. the rope, but in tbo chain below it, and immedia
tely above the bucket,

5. At the time of thc accident there were five sinkers in the bottom of the shaft, four of whom 
escaped uninjured, hut the falling bucket caught the deceased on the right arm and right foot. The arm 
was completely severed from the body, at a point about 4 inclies below the shoulder, and thc right foot 
was completely smashed. The injured man was conveyed to thc Newcastle Hospital, where operations 
were performed on the injured arm and foot. Being extremely weak, from shock to system and loss of 
blood, the poor man lingered until 2 o’clock the following morning (Friday), when death terminated his 
sufferings. Tho deceased only commenced to work iu the pit for the first time at 7 o’clock on the morning 
of the accident.

G. Tbe District Coroner, G-. C. Martin, Esq., J.P., hold an inquest on the body of deceased, at tbe 
“ Naval Brigade Hotel,” Watt-street, Newcastle, on Saturday afternoon, 24lh instant. I attended the 
inquest, and heard all thc evidence, and also had produced tho broken ends of tbc rope, so that nothing 
might be kept back from tbe jury. The fullest evidence was elicited, and, after due deliberation, the 
following verdict was returned:—“We find thatthe said Edward MTarrau, at West Wallsend, lathe 
district of Newcastle, in the Colony of New South Wales, on the 22nd day of March, 1888, was, whilst 
working in the shaft at the West Wallsend Mine, struck down by a bucket falling down thc shaft through 
the rope breaking, and was seriously injured. We further find that the said Edward M.‘Curran was taken 
to the Newcastle Hospital, in the said district and Colony aforesaid, and died there on the 23rd day of 
March instant, from the said injuries; we are of opinion that the injuries were purely accidentally 
caused.” _ _

7. In conclusion the above verdict appears to exonerate all persons from blame in this matter, and 
so far as anything like criminal neglect is concerned, I fully agree with it, as, in my opinion, the 49th 
special rule of the West Wallsend Colliery has been strictly observed, inasmuch as the rope has jbeen 
examined most carefully, even twice during the day. At the same time I am of opinion that the accident 
was caused by the rope being defective near the top of the capping where it was hidden from view by the 
capping and that a withering process had been acting on the enclosed wires for some time prior to the 
accident. This weakening of the wires was doubtless due to the fact that this position of the rope would
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be subject to damp when near the pit bottom, and then to heat when at the surface in the day-time. The 
corrosion had evidently worked from centre to circumference until the point of weakening was reached 
when the usual working load could no longer be sustained. From the appearance of the outside wires I 
am not prepared to say that the full defect would have been made manifest even on the removal of the 
capping, unless the rope had been stripped to tlie core. However, the recapping of a rope is a matter 
left to the exercise of judgment, for even the best English authorities cannot lay down a hard and fast 
law for it. To sum up the matter, had thc judgment of Mr. M'Kinnon, contractor, led him to suspect 
thatthe rone was defective inside of the socket, and had such suspicion led him to have the rope cut and 
recapped, in my opinion thc accident would not have occurred.

1 herewith forward the evidence taken at the inquest on Saturday last.
I have, Ac.,

JOHN DIXON,
Inspector of Collieries.

[Enclosure^]
Evidence taken at the inquest on thc body of Edw ard it'Can™, on Saturday, 25th March, 1883.

STAoittfl* Walsh deposed I am a miner ami live at Wallsend ; I am a married man ; on Thursday morning last, thc 
22nd day of March instant; the deceased M'Carran and I went to the West Wallsend pit at about 7 o’clock ; we went to 
work .at boring aud fired three shots, and then came to the top ; w'e then returned down the shaft to fill the broken rock 
into the iron bucket; the first one went up, which was filled up to thc top, and we hoard stones falling in the shaft during 
the passage of the bucket up the shaft j I heard the bucket strike the side of the shaft, aud heard it coining down ; the 
next I heard was II 'Carran calling, saying, “ Tom, thc bucket is on my leg ; ’’ I went towards where he was singing out in 
tho dark ; J got to Inin ; a man named Taylor sang out for a light, and M'Carran said, “ 1 have got some matches in my 
pocket, I will give you some;” he put his hand towards Ins pocket and said, “I have got no hand, yon (meaning 
Taylor) put your hand in my pocket and take thc matches outthe matches were damp and wc could not get a light; I 
was holding M'Carran in my arms and lie called out for Ins mother ; then some nne helped to get M'Carran to thc top of 
the pit; he was taken on a door to the public-house ; a doctor was sent for, and a conveyance was procured to take him to 
Newcastle ; he was about an hour lying at thc public-house ; some doctor from Minmi was attending on him, and ordered 
his removal to tho Newcastle Hospital; Thomas Taylor was the master-sinker in charge, and was down the pit at the time 
the accident occurred, and there was a man named Tom in charge of the hank at the top of the pit when we wore lowered 
down the shaft; there were five of us down tho shaft at the time of the accident; there are no printed rules for working in 
the shaft; 1 have never seen any ; 1 have only hcen working in the shaft about seven weeks, and have only recognized 
Taylor as my boss; 1 have thought that the bucket alone was heavy for the i ope that carried it, and about a month ago I 
saw the rope examined at the same spot where it broke last Thursday ; it had then got a kink in it; but the engineer 
looked at it before the men wont down, and said it was quite safe ; the boss sinker was there at this time; he went and 
looked at the rope and said it was quite safe ; about the time of tho accident we were filling another bucket for the next 
turn of hauling, and we were all working close by it filling it up ; the bucket in failing came down on the bucket at the 
bottom of the shaft and broke it; I do not know what it was that struck M'Carran; I do not know what occurred till I 
heard M 'Carran crying out.

By Mr. Jiixon : 1 am a miner, and have worked at sinking previously, and have had a lot of exporience at sinking ; 
I believe the rope, which is a wire rope, is about an inch and a half in diameter; 1 do not know what a steel wire rope that 
size would carry ; I think the bucket and contents would weigh with rock about 15 ewt., but the fine cement stuff wonld 
weigh very likely about 20 ewt. ; I never saw such large buckets where I have worked before ; five or six men could sit in 
them comfortably ; I have known the deceased about seven years ; the accident occurred at the deceased first shift in the 
mine that morning ; I have never examined the rope myself ; I only noticed tho lapping of some brass wire round the steel 
wire where the splice is and where it is joined next to the chain.

By Jury . I noticed the rope that was on the fallen bucket, and saw that it had parted where the brass wire lapping 
was on ; thc body just viewed by the Jury is that of my late mate, Edward M'Carran, who worked with me in the West 
Wallsend pit.

John Brady Nash, being duly sworn, states ;—T am a legally qualified medical practitioner, residing at Wallsend ; 
upon Thursday morning last, tho 22nd March, about 11 o'clock, I saw lying in a hack room, at the hotel at West- Maitland, 
a man named Edward M'Carran ; I examined him, and found that his right arm had been taken off about 4 inches below 
thc shoulder; his right foot was also injured ; the bleeding had been stopped by bandages applied above the injuries, and 
the injured part had been bandaged ; I applied fresh compressors above the injured part, and advised that the man should 
be removed at once to the Newcastle Hospital; 1 met him at Wallsend and brought him in the tram to the Newcastle 
Hospital; upon consultation there with l3rs. Morgan, Stapleton, Bonnefin, and Kerr, it was found necessary to amputate 
the arm above thc seat of injury, and remove a portion of the foot; this was done, hut the shock was so great that I did 
not then think it probable that he would recover ; he died at 2 o’clock yesterday (Eriday) morning m the Newcastle 
Hospital; the cause of death, in my opinion, was shock to thc system, as the result of the injuries.

Thomas Taylor, being duly sworn, states :■ I am a sinker, and live at West Wallsend ; I had charge of thc shift at 
the time of the accident, and 1 knew E. M'Carran ; the body viewed by the J ury this day at the mortuary at the Newcastle 
Hospital is that of Edward M'Carran ; on Thursday morning last, about £)‘30, I had with me Samuel Longshaw, Thomas 
Jones, Thomas Welsh, and M'Carran at the bottom of the shaft; I heard a noise and I sang out “ Look out, the bucket is 
coming'’; I heard, after the bucket had fallen, M'Carran sing out “Tom, lift the bucket off; ” I lifted the bucket off 
him ; we were all in the dark, so I could not say where the bucket was on him ; 1 caught hold of him and found that one 
of his arms was off.

By Mr. Dixon : The depth of the shaft is about 450 feet, and the diameter is 10 feet; I have been working there six 
months ; the shaft was about 40 or 50 feet down when I commenced working ; I have been in charge of the shift about 
three months ; my duties as chargeman were f o look after the shaft from top to bottom ; I had nothing to do with the 
rope ; it was not my duty to examine the rope ; I have sunk at both Big Bedhead and Burwood before I went to West 
Wallsend, and have been working at roek ever since I was 12 years old ; 1 do not "know the measurements of the buckets 
wc were using, but I think they would be about 2 feet 0 inches across and about the same depth ; those are not the largest 
buckets I have seen used m sinking ; I cannot give any idea what these buckets would hold, but I should say about 12 or 
15 ewt. ; it never occurred to me that these buckets were too large for the rope ; 1 am positive that I considered the rogc 
sufficiently strong for the weight it would have to bear ; it is the duty of the chargeman and his mate to put thc cradle in 
the pit every Sunday night, and examine thc shaft through ; I never heard anyone say that there was a kink in the wire 
rope ; 1 have never seen a kink in it; had there been any kink in the rope, or bad anybody seen it, it would have been 
reported ; 1 never heard any remarks made that the rope was unsafe ; I have seen the rope examined on thc relieving of 
shifts twice a day ; I get my orders direct from Mr. M'Kinnon, the contractor.

By Coroner : There are no printed rules in circulation for sinking the shafts ; tho men are not cautioned about any 
particular danger in the shaft; the chargeman is supposed to look after the men in thc bottom ; there are no sinking 
helmets nsed in the shaft; at certain portions the shaft is bricked, that is where it is dangerous ; according to my opinion 
it is not a wet shaft; since I have been working there, on one occasion only a plug of dynamite dropped out of the chargc- 
inan’s hand in the bottom of the shaft; no accident has occurred that I know of. •

By Jury: When I saw thc broken rope it was at the top of tlie shaft; it was broken at the socket; it was a f-inch 
rope, 1 believe, in diameter.

By Mr. M‘Kiniwn: I never had any complaint to make of the rope.
Thomas Wilson deposed :—I am banksman at the West Wallsend Company’s shaft, and reside at West Wallsend ; I 

wtis at the top of the sbaft about 10 minutes to 0 o’clock on ’Thursday morning last, when a loaded bucket was coming up 
the shaft; the bucket was about 20 or 30 feet from the top ; I was in readiness to receive the bucket had it got to the top ; 
I was looking at thc bucket, and saw it was quite steady, and all at once, the rope broke ; it broke just inside the shackle ; 
J stepped back, and called out for help, and help came, and some one shouted down the shaft, '' Are you all right ? ” the

leader
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tssr^1”*seomed very faint; 1 noticed thit hia ***a™ ss
allp?|t#Mls=JgS§5s5s
our weeks ago I saw a kink m the rope just at the top of the copper wire, about 4 inches from the socket ■ it was ^.hnnt i 

quarter kink, and a bucket, about three parts full of water was hauled no whiut thi* ? ■ V, * 'vas r0!16 a

[Please see Eeport for remainder of this evidence, and also that of Mr. M'Jtmnon.]

-n.r Tti™VS t?^1 accide,lt .Y’1^ llr,PPened to a sinker at the West Wallsend Company’s sinking shaft 
^Ir. Inspector Dixon agrees with the verdict, that the injuries were purely accidentally caused • hut is of
X^n11 t l:lfc -£ irC!P0 had been Cllfc alld recapped the accident would not have occurred. Therefore if 

ii Xin ihoX b0en renred Sernas Wilson (the banksman) drew Davey’s attention to the 
7 1 0 roPe> one month prior to the accident, the necessity of having the defective portion of it

cut off and the sound portion resoekettei and capped would have been found out, and it is tobe re-retted
Wh W°f n- ThlS rj1 be!ievf’ ^ first accidcnt o£ tlle k™d ^mh has happened at any of he 

JS6'V S(™th mieS C0?ie™J- 1 have t0-day had an interview with Mr. Inspector Dixon respectin/it and
mSnt shaTXshaTbe roi sPecm/,fflIlkm& ™les submitted for appro™!, that the ropl used&in’ any 
sinkm, shaft shall be recapped every three months. Dr. Eobertson, the Company’s consulting viewer 
might perhaps be written to, suggesting that this be done in future.—J.M., 21/4/88 ’
E.A., 26/4/88! r SeCrcto^ for Mines.-B.C, 21/4/88. Submitted.-H.W., 26/4/88. Approved.-

Sir,
The Under Secretary for Mines to Ur. J. R. M. Robertson.

' wni e , x, , , , ,, Department of HDnes, Sydney, 5 May, 1888.
rone at the W^tWuXpuVr^fr'1^ aec,ldent to Edward M'Carran, through the breaking of a winding 
sX f ^ Wallsend Coal Company s second shaft, on the 22nd March last. 1 am directed by the
to botnt fn 1 MmeS ^ SU8gClt,t0 y0U *¥ advisablcncss of instructions being given for such windin/rope 
to be cut and recapped every three mouths. b D 1

I have, Ac.,
HAEEIE WOOD,

Dnder Secretafy.

Ur. J. R. M. Robertson to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Slr’ T b., „ +T. i. j , , . . „ Pilt-street, Sydney, 8 May, 1888.

your favour, of 511, inslinl, o„l, J„Uv«,ed (hi,

tonlo OCC,unTd 10 th.c emPloye of a contractor to the Company, who also provided all plant,
tools, and materials, and who was in no way under my supervision or the Manager

Ihe colliery ropes are inspected daily, and will he carefully attended to.
, , . lhc necessity for recappmg-every three months may be too arbitrary a rule to follow • but as the 

shaft has now been completed, the practice suggested need not be discussed ’ ’
will give ^JS^**"*""* “i

JAMES E. M. EOBEETSON.

Submitted for the information of the Minister.—H.W., 17/5/88. Seen.—E.A., 18/5/8S.

[3<q Sydney i Charles I’otter Government Priiifcr.—1888.
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MINERAL LANDS HELD BY MR. GARRETT, SECRETARY
FOR LANDS.
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Ordered hj Ihe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 July. 1SSS.

[Laulvpon the Table of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales hf the Secretary for 
Mines {in reply to a Question of Mr. McJSlhone, dated 26 June), a Return showing Goal or other 
Mineral Lands held by Mr. Garretti] '

Section 28, Mining Act ISTL

Authorify Nro. 101—Thomas Gakhett.—Part of South Pacific Ocean, oft' Stockton, county Gloucester.
880 at-i -.s ; date of authority, 8 March, 1878 ; granted by Hon. W. II. Suitor.' '

. No_rcnt is payable under this authority, but royalty at 6d. per ton is reserved in respect of coal 
raised. No royalty has yet boon paid. An application'has been made to convert the authority into a 
mineral lease. Not yet finally dealt with. Permission has also been given to work the area in connection 
with the Stockton Coal Company's mine.

Authority 356—IIahbt Pjianck anh Tkoitas Gaiuiftt.—Part of South Pacific Ocean, off Nobby’s ■ 
2.5IB acres; date of authority, 21 December, 1886 : granted by Hou. James Fletcher. ’

Kent is payable at, Is. per acre—£125 13s. per annum—and a royalty at Od, per ton is reserved. 
Kent lias been paid to 31 March lust. £100 16s. 5d. has been paid ns rent.

Authority 361—Thomas Gaiikett.—Part of South Pacific Ocean, off Stockton Point; 10 acres 1 rood 
24 porches ; date of authority. 25 February, 1887 ; granted by Hon. Francis Abigail.

Kent is payable at Is. per aero per annum, being £2 Is. per annum. Koyaltv. at the rate of Orl. 
por ton, m reserved on coat raised. Kent has been paid to 30 June instant — £2 15s.'3d. has been paid. 
An application has also been lodged by Mr. Garrett, for a mineral lease of this area. Application 87-16, 
Newcastle, not yet approved. !

Authority 370—Thomas Gabkett.—Part of South Pacific Ocean, off Stockton; 610 acres . date of 
authority, 28 February, 1887 : granted by Hon. Francis Abigail.

Kent is payable at Ls. per acre, being £32 per annum, Kov nlty, at the rate of Gd, per ton, is 
reserved on coal raised. ^ Kent paid to 30th instant = £-12 15s. paid. An application has also been lodged 
by Mr. Garrett for a mineral lease of this area. Application 87-15, Newcastle, not yet approved. &

Under IS Vic, No. 10.

Mineral Lease 326 Thomas Garrett.—County Cook, parish Blackhoath; dale of lease, 3 January,
1888 ; granted by lion. Francis Abigail.

Kent is payable at 2s. per aero, being £2 18 per annum. Kovalty at the rate of Od. per ton on 
coal raised. Kent paid to 2 January, 1880. Area, 2,ISO acres. "
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINING. •
(OOKBESPONDENCE, &c,, IK CONNECTION WITH THE CASE OF THE CLOWN v. THE NEWCASTLE-

WALLSEND COAL COMTANY)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 19 June, 1S8S.

[Laid upon the Table of the ITonorable the Legislative Assembly ofScio South Wales by the Secretary for 
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[Copy of shorthand notes and plan, ] ..........

No. 1.
Mr. Inspector Bates to The Examiner of Coal-fields,

, "Wallsend Colliery Inspection—Main Tunnel Workings,
Newcastle, 5 November. 1887.

I have the honor to report having inspected the above colliery on 24th and 27th October and 
3rd and 4th November.

Maddison's district, No. 1 split.—The intake current of air registered 9.3G0 cubic feet per minute for 
G8 men, 4- boys, and 3 horses; total, 75 : giving an average of 121 cubic feet per minute.

No. 2 split,—The intake current of air registered 5,720 cubic feet per minute for 52 men, 3 boys, and 
2 horses ; total, 57 ; giving an average of 100 cubic feet per minute. ’

No. 3 split.—The intake current of air registered 11,700 cubic feet per minuie for 70 men, 9 boys, 
and 5 horses; total, 84; giving an average of 139 cubic feet per minute.

935—A Swamp
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Swamp Oak District.—Tke intake eurruit of air registered f).OCO cubic feet per minute for 68 men, 
9 boys, and 5 horses; total, 82 ; giving an average of 109 cubic feet per minute. _

TJosficld’s District, No. 1 split.—The intake current of air registered 7,920 cubic feet per 
minute for 51 men, 0 boys, and 2 horses; total, 62; giving an average ol 127 cubic feet per 
minute. _

No. 2 split.—The inlakc current of air registered 10,260 cubic feet per minute for 72 men, 5 boys, 
and o horses ; total, 82 ; giving an average of 125 cubic feet per minute.

No. 3 split.—The intake current of air registered 10,250 cubic feet per minute for 68 men, 8 boys, 
and 6 horses ; total, 82 ; giving an average of 125 cubic feet per minute.

T examined the cross-cuts carefully, but could find no trace of fire-damp. The brattice in each 
beading was carried close up to the working face, and there was a good current of air travelling in eacli 
place. . i

A new shaft called the Jubilee Pit has been sunk for ventilating tkc above district. _ This pit is 
situated about a mile south of Wallsend Station, and is 296 feet in depth and 16 feet 6 inches in diameter. 
Headings are being driven from this pit to connect with the cross-cuts in Bonsfield s district, aud a con
siderable quantity of fire-damp is given off. _ _ _

In oue of the headings which is stopped, and which has been driven in about 12 yards, and is 6 
feet high aud 6 feet wide, the gas would ignite in a Davy lamp 2 feet 6 inches from the roof, and tailed 
off to nothing in a distance of 10 yards. When the whole of the air current was turned into this heading 
the gas was removed in about five minutes, but would accumulate quickly. This heading is fenced off and 
a danger notice-board put up to warn men from entering. The men working in the other headings were 
using Alcuseler safety-lamps,

A small fan is attached to tho winding-engine, and the air carried down the shaft by means of 
pipes; these are conducted up to the face of the working headings, to .ventilate, them ^nd keep them free 
from gas. .... . .

A communication between this shaft and the workings of Bosfiold's district in the main tunnel is 
expected to be made in about a month from tho date of this report. ... '

It is the intention to erect a large fan to ventilate the district connected with this shaft.
The wheeling aud travelling roads wero in good condition, and there was a plentiful supply of 

timber on the various fiats. I have, <tc.,
THOS. L. BATES, _

v --------- Inspector of Collieries.
Seen.—J.Dl, 7/11/87. The Examiner of Coal-fields, 23/11/87. _ Seen. The manager appears

lo bo faking all necessary precautions for the safety of the men working in the headings where a con
siderable quantity of gas lias been found.—J.M., 24./11/S7. Under Secretary for Alines, B.C., 24/11/87. 
Submitted.—H. W, 8/12/87. Approved.—F.A.. 9/12/87.

. No. 2.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. Inspector Bates.

. sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 3 January, 1888.
Deferring to your reports on the explosive gas (carbnretted hydrogen) found at and near the 

Newcastle-Wallscnd Company’s new winning at the Jubilee shaft, I beg to request that you will inform me 
whether tho air fouled bv the carburcttcd hydrogen gas from the heading or headings from which it 
exudes is sent direct into" the return air-way, or is circulating past tho working faces of herds, &c., 
where men are working with naked lights. ,

Also, whether any shots were fired where the gas existed, and the workmen were permitted to take 
into the district matches, tobacco aud pipes, and to smoke.

. I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,

. Examiner of Coal-fields,

No. 3.
Mr. Inspector Bates to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

"Wallsend Colliery.
gjr Newcastle, 4 January, 1888.

’ In reply to your letter of 3rd January, I have the honor to state that the intake air from the 
Jubilee shaft pusses over feeders of gas iu the floor of the heading, and then airs a number of bords wlicro 
men are working with naked lights before reaching the furnace. _ ,

In places where the men work with safety-lamps they are cautioned not to take pipes or matches 
with them, and are required to leave them outside tho danger-board, _

When safety-lamps were in use 1 believe shots were fired by the deputy after examination of the 
place. I have, &c.,
1 • THOS. L. BATES, _ _

■ Inspector of Collieries.

No. 4.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. Inspector Dixon.

Sir, . Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 6 January, 1883.
’ Deferring to my telegram of the 4th instant, desiring you to accompany me to tho Newcastle- 

Wallscnd Colliery, on the 5th idem, and the examination made by us of the Jubilee gassy district, I 
now bog to request that, in' accordance with the provisions of the 25t.h section of the Coal-mines Degu- 
lation Act, 1876, you (the Inspector) will to-day notify Mr. J. T. Neilson, the Company a colliery 
manager, that in view of tho liability of a larger outburst of inflammable gas occurring at any tune, wo 

■ ' ■ ■ consider
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consider it a dangerous practice for ninety-eight (08) miners to bo working with naked lights in the 
Jubilee shaft gassy district,'where we found inflammable gas very freely exuding from numerous 
blowers in the floor of tho Jubilee headings, and where the current of air, after being fouled, is used by 
about sixty-eight men in one split, and thirty men working in bords, &c., in another split.
. You should also draw his attention to the dangerous practice of having only a single trap-door
in the main heading, and to the narrow herd, 3G feet in length, (i feet wide, and S feet 0 inches hbdi, at 
the bottom of the Jubilee down-ea-st shaft, where the air, being stagnant, contains a permanent reservoir 
of explosive gas. j ^

JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 5.
Mr. Inspector Dixon to J. Y. Neilson, Esq.

®’r’ TT i. J T . Glebeland, (I January, 1888.
■ 4 a Icatorday (Thursday), accompanied by Mr. J, Mackenzie, Examiner of Coal-fields, I carefully
inspected the workings in the vicinity of the Jubilee shaft in connection with the NewcastleAVallsend 
Coal Company s Colliery, and found inflammable gas very freely exuding from numerous blowers in the 
floor ot the Jubilee headings. .Also in the narrow bord, 3(5 feet in length, G feet wide, and 5 feet 9 inches 
high, near the shaft bottom, inflammable gas could he detected in the Davy lamp 9 inches from the roof 
a a i )ai'ds from the face, and 2 feet 4 inches from the roof 5 ya-rda from the face, and 3 feet 
5 mches from the roof at the face. L
i ^ Having by such inspection proved beyond a doubt that inflammable gas was being engendered in the 

abovenamed places, and in view of the liability of a large outburst of inflammable gas occurring at any time, I 
accor“a:1)ce ’"'itb the provisions contained m the 2oth section of tbe Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 

.87G, give you notice that in my ppinion it is a dangerous practice to allow the air current from tho 
Jubilee shaft to ventilate one split of about sixly-eight men and another split of about thirty men, ail 
working with naked lights, after such current of air has coursed through the Jubilee headings, where the 
gas is exuding.
1 4- . a^ention to the practice of having only a single trap-door on the main road
between the Jubilee headings, whore, in my opinion, two doors are necessary.

4. I have therefore to urge your serious aud immediate attention to the above-mentioned matters, 
with a view to having them remedied as speedily as possible.

I have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,

--------- Inspector of Collieries.
Forwarded for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines—J M 7/1/88 

Under Secretary for Mines, D.C., 7/1/S8. ■> M ■

No. 6.
Mr. Inspector Dixon to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

®‘1’’ -n ■ ■ e Glebeland. G January, 1SS8.
* j °U? ,nsPechon of tho Jubilee headings in the NewcastleAVallscnd Company’s Colliery
a™P5™ay), where wc found inflammable gas very freely exuding from numerous blowers in 

the floor of said headings, and a current of air passing over tho blowers and carrying ihe gas into two 
splits or districts where persons wore employed with naked lights, and being of opinion that such was a 
dangerous practice, I have the honor to state that I have this day (Friday) served the manager (Mr. 
J. i. IScilson) with notice, in accordance with the provisions of the 25th section of tho Coal-mines 
Uegulation Act, 1876, with a request that the matter be remedied as soon as possible.

I herewith beg to forward copy of notice. I have, &c., ■
’ JOHN DIXON,

Inspector of Collieries.

No. 7.
The Examiner of Coal-fields ho The Under Secretary for Mines.

-iTi. Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 6 January, 1888.
Herewith I have the honor to forward you, for the Minister’s information, a copy of letters 

w y inc PCCA01'S. ■13atee an<1 Jhxon with respect to a dangerous practice I find is adopted
at the Newcastle-Wallsend Colliery by Mr. J. T. Neilson, tho Company’s colliery manager.

2. Accompanied by Mr. Inspector Dixon, I made an examination of the Wallsend Company’s 
Jubilee gassy district yesterday, and have to-day wired Inspector Eowan to bo here Sunday morning, 
so that ho may go to the colliery on Monday morning next aud report to me whether he considers that 
there is a larger quantity of inflammable gas being discharged from blowers, &c , than there was when he 
made ms inspections of the Bulli mine, after the new furnace was at work at Bulli, and at the time of 
the Bulli disaster. j &c >

JOHN MACKENZIE,
—------ Examiner of Coal-fields.

T.S.-—Tam preparing a report and plan showing the method of ventilation, &c., and will forward 
it to you attcr Air, Rowan has visited the mine.—J.M.

No. 8.
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No. 8.

The Examiner of Coal-fields' to Mr. Inspector Rowan.
g;rj Coal-fietls Office, NWenstlc, 0 Jammy, 1SS8.

’ I wish you to go to the Jubilee gassy district (Bosficld’s) at the Ncwcasfclc-’W’allscnrl Colliery 
to-day, and make me a full and careful report on the method of ventilation, the number of hloucrs and 
quantity of explosive gas in those headings, tho narrow bord. and in ihe two splits—one called Ho. 3, in 
which there are sixty-eight men and three boys working with naked lights, and three horses ; aud the 
other, Ho. 4, in which there arc thirty men and four boys working with naked lights, and four horscs._ _ 

2. The quantity of air supplied to the men, boys, and horses in each split, stating whether it is 
fouled with inflammable gas, the date of sinking of the Jubilee shaft to the bottom of the sump, the date 
when the Jubilee headings were put through to the cross-cuts driven from the main heading, the system of 
ventilation adopted afterthe headings were so cut through (showing same on a tracing of the workings), 
aud the date of the present system of ventilation (showing the same also on a traeing of the workings).

8. "Where explosive gas was first met with in the main heading, and quantity thereof in other
places in Bosfield’s district. ,

Also whether any shots were fired where gas existed, who they were fired by, what tamping was 
used, and show on tracings where the men worked with naked lights since the Jubilee headings ucro put 
through to the cross-cuts driven from the main heading. ,

4. And lastly, I wish to be informed whether your are of opinion that there is or has been less or 
more explosive gas discharged from blowers, &c., in the Jubilee headings, narrow bords, and other parts 
of Bosfield’s district than there was in the Bulli mine previous to or at the time of the Bulli disaster.

I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,

Examiner of Coal-fields.
P S.—Also report as to whether there was a trapper boy at the door between the Jubilee headings 

and at other single or double doors.—J.M.

Eorwarded for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, J.M., 9jl/S8. The 
Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 9/1/88.

No. 9.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. Inspector Bates.

g!r) Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 9 January, 1SS8.
Mr. Eowan, Inspector of Collieries, is going to tho Jubilee gassy district of tbe Newcastle- 

Wallscnd Colliery to-day, and I have to request -that you will accompany him, and assist to obtain the 
information I have desired Mm to report upon, I have, <&c.,

JOHN MACKENZIE,
_____  Examiner of Coal-fields.

Eorwarded for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines. J.M., 9/1/88. Under 
Secretary for Mines, B.C., 9/1/88.

No. 10.

Sec Appendix A

Report by Mr. Inspector Rowan.
Method of ventilation, &c., Wallsend Coal Company’s Colliery. 

sir Newcastle, 12 January, 1888.
’ Jtcfcrrino' to your telegram of the 7th and letter of the 9th instant, requesting me to make a 

full and careful report on the method of ventilation, the number of *s blowers, and quantity or explosive 
gas in tho Ncwcastle-Wallsend Coal Company’s colliery, Jubilee shaft narrow headings, Bosh elds district.

In compliance with the above, I have tho honor to state that, accompanied by Mr Inspector 
Bates and Mr. Bosfield, overman, I inspected the Jubilee shaft narrow headings on the Jth and llin 
instant, also Nos. 3 and 4 divisions of working. . . ,

I tested the air current at tho intake about 3 chains from the bottom op the share, and got a 
register of 11,780 cubic feet of air per minute. This current is split into two divisions by means or a 
regulating canvas stopping. [&e plan lettered A.] I tested the air current for the iSo. 3 split, and go 
a register of 6,000 cubic feet of air. This No. 3 current is conducted by a single door (at which door 
there is no trapper stationed) into the main front and back headings [see red arrows on planj, where tour 
men are working, then travels on to where sixty-four men, fire boys, and five horses are employed, alter 
which it enters the return to the furnace. In the No. 4 split there are thirty men, two boys, and tn o horses, 
and served with 6,500 cubic feet of air per minute. direction of air current, indicated by blue
arrows.l „ , ,, , • , . ^ „

1 examined the Jubilee narrow headings and found seventeen blowers which were generating 
fire-damp (hydrogen gas). plan from No. 1 to 12.] No. 1 blower was distinctly heard humming at
a distance of 22 yards; the other blowers could bo heard, more or less; at distances from o to 10 yards olt. 
You will see from plan that the air currents which supply the Nos. 3 and 4 districts are passed over tic 
blowers referred to, and consequently are mixed with inflammable gas. n c j

The narrow bord broken off the Jubilee shaft, 1 found, was driven a distance ot 10 yards, 0 loct 
wide and 4 feet 10 inches high. I examined this bord with a safety-lamp. I found 2 feet 10 inches ot 
eaa (fire-damp) from the roof at the face, tapering out to a feather edge at the shaft.

Mr. Bosfield (overman) informed mo gas (fire-damp) was first met with in the mam heading 
[see plan lettered B] at fault, but was only soon in very small quantities, and could only be detected by 
holding the naked light to the face when a facing was stripped, and then it only ignited, and went out m 
the shape of a small “ fluff.”

*



I inquired of the manager, Mr. Neikon, what method tbe men used in firing shots during the time 
that the Jubilee narrow headings were being driven. He stated that the shots were fired by the deputy 
before the connection was made in the cross-cut to the men who were driving the headings from the 
shaft, but the men driving the headings from the main road J fired their own shots. They were good men. 
Ho did not know what they tamped the shots with, but lie knew that the brattice was kept up to 
within a short distance from the working place.

The quantity of explosive gas (carbnretted hydrogen) is much greater iu the Jubilee shaft narrow 
headings than ever 1 saw in the Bulli Colliery, previous to or since the disaster.

In reply to your memo, of to-day, the 12th instant, I beg to state that the first blower is about 
-J4 yards from the Jubilee shaft, and the distance from the first to the twelfth blower inclusive is about 
180 yards.

A danger-board is fixed at a distance of about 40 yards from the bottom of the shaft.
A fireman’s caution-board is placed at the entrance of the narrow headings, near the door dividing 

the Nos. 3 and 4 splits of air from the Jubilee shaft. A caution-board is also affixed where tho 
heading holed into the narrow bords in Cockroach district, as shown on plan.

I have, &c.,
JAMES EOWAN, _

------------------ Inspector of Collieries.

Extracts from Eeport Book kept in the Newcastie-Wallsend Coal Company’s Office.

18th November, 1882.—Holed into tvvo old narrow bords and found a large quantity of gas.—T, 
Bosfieuo.

Special report.—I visited Bosfield’s district, found cross-cut just holed into old narrow bord, and 
discovered a quantity of standing gas; ordered all naked lights to be extinguished, and took the necessary 
steps to remove tho gas.—J. Y, Neilsox, 18 November, 1882.

Eriday, 18th November, 1882.—Holed into Moses Owen’s narrow bords, and found they contained 
about 30 yards of gas each, Mr, Neilson also visited the place and ordered all work to be suspended. 
On Eriday night I took men in at 12 o'clock, with brattice ; cleared both places. Have visited tho places 
Monday, 2lst instant, and find them quite clear, with a good current of air travelling.—T. BosriELn.

25th November, 1882.—Holed into Jubilee shaft and found asmall quantity of gas.—T. Bosnicr/o.

No. 11.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 13 January, 18SS.
I have the honor to forward, for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, 

the report I have received from Mr. Inspector Eowan, dated the 12th instant, which ho has made at my 
request for the purpose of ascertaining his opinion as to whether there is or has been more explosive gas 
discharged from blowers, &c., in Jubilee headings narrow bord and other portions of Bosfield’s district, 
in the Newcastie-Wallsend Coal Company’s mine, than there was at Bulli previous to or at the time of the 
Bulli disaster, Mr. J. Y. Neilson having boon one of tho Eoyal Commissioners who reported on the Bulli 
Colliery accident, and consequently one who so very strongly condemned tho system of ventilation in 
vogue at the Bulli mine prior to the disaster, and especially in allowing an air current fouled with minute 
quantities of explosive gas to pass on to men and boys working with naked lights, and also the practice of 
having single doors instead of double doors, and not withdrawing the men from the mine before shots 
were fired.

2. From Mr. Eowan’s report it will he seen,—
(l.) That the quantity of explosive gas in the Jubilee shaft; narrow headings is much greater than 

ever he saw in the Bulli mine,
(2.) That on his inspection there was no less than seventeen blowers in a length of 180 yards in the 

Jubilee headings generating fire-damp, one of which he heard humming at a distance of 22 yards, 
and others at distances of 5 or 10 yards.

(3.) That the air currents which supply the men and boys (101) with air in the Nos. 3 aud 4 
districts arc passed over the blowers referred to, and consequently are mixed with explosive gas.

(4.) That shots were fired by tbe deputy and men.
(5.) That a single door, at which there is no trapper-boy, is placed in (ho main road between Nos. 1 

and 2 Jubilee headings in order to conduct the air current to the No. 3 district, where 64 men, 
5 boys, and 0 horses arc at work.

3. It will be seen from tbe plan of tho Jubilee district workings Mr. Eowan has annexed to his 
report that a pair of headings (.Jubilee) have been broken off the main road about 100 yards in byc-side 
of an 18-feet fault, which Bosfield told me and Mr. Inspector Bison gave off very considerable quantities 
of explosive gas before and after it was crossed.

These headings arc straight, and are separated by a pillar of coal 4 yards in thickness, and have 
been driven, one of them about 234 yards from the main road to the Jubilee shaft, aud the other about 
192 yards. Both of these headings from the first gave off gas, both were broken off the main road, and a 
single trap-door is placed between them on the main road. This door when closed intercepts the intake 
air current coming down the Jubilee down-cast shaft, and splits that current into two. One portion of it, 
fouled with inflammable gas, which is constantly and very freely exuding from “ blowers” in the floor of 
the Jubilee headings (gassy district), is directed by stoppings and single doors to supply bords. headings, 
&c., where sixty-four men and five boys are at work with naked lights in air fouled with inflammable gas ; 
and tbe current of air for No. 4 district is direcled by stoppings and single doors and allowed to circulate 
and supply thirty men and two boys working in bords, headings, &c., with naked lights in the Cockroach 
district. And when the door in the main road between the Jubilee headings is open the principal portion 
of the intake air, which, when the door is shut, should circulate past the bords, &e., where the sixty-four 
men, five boys, and five horses are at work in the No, 3 split, would join No. 2, and go to the thirty men
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two boys, and two horses at work in tic Cockroach (No. 4) district, thus leaving the sixty-four men and 
five hoys working there with naked lights with a considerable less quantity of Jubilee intake air than it is 
intended and it is so necessary they should be supplied with.

_ 4. I also desire that the Minister’s attention be drawn to the extracts from the “Report Book” 
kept in the Ncwcastle-Wallsend Company’s office, annexed to Mr. Rowan’s report, from which it will bo 
seen that on ISth of last November, when tbe cross-cuts were holed into two old narrow bords (C on 
tracing), each of them contained 30 yards of gas, when it was found necessary to suspend all work until 
tbe places were cleared of gas ; and to Mr. J. T. Neilson telling Messrs. Rowan and Bates when leaving 
the Wallsend Colliery on the 11th instant to inform the Examiner, either officially or not, that he would 
not allow the Examiner or Inspector lo again enter the district complained of until the matter was settled, 
and that he intended to stand or fall by the 25th section of the Act.

I have, &c,,
. JOHN MACKENZIE,

--------  Examiner of Coal-fields.

Submitted the Company should be called upon to appoint an arbitrator at once.—II.W., 17/1/8S, 
Approved.—E.A., 1S/1/88. Company called upon, 18/1/88. Remind and request prompt attention,—
H.W., 31/1/SS. Reminded, &c,, 31/1/88.

■ No. 12.
- Mr. F. W. Binney to Tlic Secretary for Mines.

S'ri _ Ncwcastle-Wallsend Coal Company, Sydney, 13 January, 1888.
_ _ ] am instructed to write you iu reference to a notice given by Mr. John Dixon, Inspector 

of Collieries, dated the Gth January instant, to Mr. Ncilson, this Company’s colliery manager, of which you 
have doubtless been informed, and to explain the particulars as to ventilation at the several places 
mentioned, which will, I think, show that the complaints made by Mr. Dixon cannot bo sustained.

_ l'1 reference to paragraph No. 1, there are no doubt several small fissures from which a small 
quantity of gas exudes, but not sufficient to be likely lo cause any bodily injury to tbe miners. These 
fissures at first only gave off about 40 feet of gas per Lour. Since opening out some two months ago, 
this amount has considerably decreased by the natural drainage of the gas. Even taking the maximum of 
40 feet per hour, 600 cubic feet of fresh air per hour would be sufficient to dilute and render harmless 
this quantity of gas, whereas 90,000 cubic feet of pure and undiluted air, at only 300 feet from the surface, 
are passing these places at the rate of 400 feet per minute, and no irregularity in the details of ventilation 
can possibly diminish this quantity. I therefore respectfully submit there can be no danger from the 
gas from these fissures in the vicinity of the bottom of tbe Jubilee shaft.

_ With regard to the narrow bord, no doubt a small quantity of gas is to be found, but tbe gas 
exuding from this place is included in the 40 feet above-mentioned, and cannot possibly do any harm to 
any person, as the place cannot ho reached without the assistance of the sinking engine at the ventilating 
shaft except by swimming. On Mr. Dixon’s visit recourse was had to the sinking bucket to swing him 
into this place. I therefore submit this place cannot be a source of danger. In ordinary course of 
working the ventilation in this place would be properly attended to.

In reply to paragraph 2 of Mr. Dixon’s letter, wherein he states that, by the inspections above 
referred to, he has proved beyond a doubt that inflammable gas was being engendered in tbe above named 
places, and in view of the liability of a larger outburst of inflammable gas occurring at any time, <fcc., &c., 
I would observe that the shaft mentioned by Mr. Dixon, known as the “ Jubilee Shaft,” is one that the 
Company has just completed sinking for the purpose of providing improved ventilation in a portion of 
their mine which it is intended to open out; that tbe Company has driven over 30 chains through virgin 
coal lo connect with this ventilating shaft, during, which time gas has nearly always issued from small 
fissures at the faces of drives and been sufficiently ventilated by ordinary brattices. Tbe connection is 
now complete, leaving the coal all open for the gas to drain off. All workings are suspended Up to within 
400 yards of the ventilating shaft bottom, so that it is impossible for a “larger outburst” to take place, 
and there can be no risk to anyone until working is resumed there.

In regard to paragraph 3 in Mr. Dixon’s notice, I have to point out that the matter of the door 
does not in any way affect the question of gas iu the Jubilee heading. *

In conclusion, I am desired to say that during the sinking of this ventilating shaft Mr. Dixon has 
frequently visited the same, and any suggestions he has made have been attended to. Mr Dates also biis^ 
visited tbe shaft, and the same remark may be made as to him. ’

■1 he sinking of this ventilating shaft has but recently been finished; tbe connection with the 
Company’s tunnel workings just completed ; a very powerful Gfuibal fan is about ready for shipment from 
England, with the intention of making the ventilation of the Wallsend mine as good, if not better, than 
it has ever been.

My Board feel, however, that there does not exist sufficient ground for the notice given in Mr. 
Dixon’s letter ; and I am directed therefore lo say that if you should consider, after inquiry, that it is 
necessary to take any action in regard to Mr. Dixon’s notice, tho Company claim to have the matter 
referred to arbitration, in terms of the clause of the Coal-fields Regulation Act, section 25.

I have, &c,
E. W. BINNEY,

--------  Secretary.

_ notice having been received within tbe prescribed time, the matter must now be referred to
arbitration, in terms of the Coal-mines Regulation Act, section 25.—HAY., 13/1/88. Submitted. 

Approved.—E.A., 13/1/SS.

*

No. 13.



# No. 18.
Mr. J. Y. Neilson to Mr. Inspector Dixon.

S’r> _ Newcastle ‘Wallsend Coal Company, Wallsend, IS January, ISf 8.
_ In reference to your letter of the 6th instant, the matter is so important that I at once referred 

it to my Directors, who arc now in communication with the Department of Mines.
With regard to the narrow bord, wherein standing gas exists, and without admitting any danger, 

1 will stow it up. As far fl'S the door mentioned in No. 3 paragraph is concerned, it is scarcely worth 
noticing. ■ Tours, &c.,

, , --------- J. Y. NEILSON.
Tlie Examiner of Coal-fields.—J.D., E.C., 14/I/S8. These matters are now being referred to 

arbitration.—J.M., 17/1/SB. The Under Secretary for Mines, B C., 18/1/SB.

No. 14.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Secretary of the Ncwcastle-Wallsend Coal

Company.
®JT, _ Department of Mines, Sydney, 18 January, 18SB.

Deferring to your letter of tbe 13th instant, in respect to tbe notice served by Mr. Inspector 
Dixon on Mr. Neilson, your Company's colliery manager, and m which you state that your Board do not 
think there is sufficient ground for such notice, and claim to have the matter referred to arbitration, in 
terms of the Coal-fields Eegulation Act, section 25,1 am directed by the Secretary for Mines to call upon 
your Company to appoint au arbitrator at once. I have, &c...

HAER1E WOOD,
Under Secretary,

No. 15.
Mr. D, W. Binney to Tho Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Ncwcastle-Wallsend Coal Company, Sydney, 21 January, 1888.
_ I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of the ISth instant, informing me that you are

directed by the Secretary for Mines to call upon this Company to appoint au arbitrator at once, in terms 
of Ihe Coal-fields Eegulation Act, section 25, in respect of the complaint lodged by Mr. Inspector Dixon.

I laid your letter before my Board on the 10th instant, and expect in the course of a few days to 
he able to give you the name of the arbitrator appointed by this Company.

I have, &c,
. F. W. BINNEY,

_ _ _ _ —------ Secretary.
_ Submitted for information of tlie Minister.—U.W., 25/1/88. Seen, As the question involved 

in tins case is one of danger to the miners working in the Company’s mine, no time should be lost in 
having it settled.—F.A., 1/2/88.

No. 16.
Mr. D. W. Binney to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, _ _ Newcastie-Wallsend Coal Company,Sidney, 1 February, 1888.
I have just received your letter of the 31st, and from the reference to your letter of the ISth 

it would seem that you had not received my acknowledgment of same sent on the 24th January. Is this 
so? I am, &c ,

--------- _ F. W. BINNEY.
Inform that the letter referred to had been received, and take the action directed by the Minister 

on that letter.—II.W., 1/2/88.

No. 17.
Tlie Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. B. W. Binney.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 2 February, 1888.
_ I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the" 24th ultimo, in which you 

state that in the course of a few days yon will he able to give the name of the arbilrator appointed by 
your Company to deal with tho matter of the complaint lodged by Mr. Inspector Dixon, and I am to 
inform you that it is the desire of the Minister that the matter ho settled as speedily as possible, as the 
question involved is one of danger to tho miners working in the Company’s mine.

I havo, &c.,
UAEltlE WOOD,

Under Secretary.

No. 18.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Secretary of the Newcastie-Wallsend Coal

Company.
Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 7 February, 1888.

With reference to my letter of the 2nd instant and previous communication, and also to your 
personal interview with the Minister respecting the disinclination of your Company to appoint an 
arbitrator to deal with the matter of the complaint lodged by Mr. Inspector Dixon, I am directed to 
invite your attention to the fact that you have not yet carried out your promise to withdraw the objection 
convoyed in your letter of the 13th ultimo. I have, &c.,

HAEEIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 10.
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No. 19.
Mr. E. W. Binney to Tlie Tinder Secretary for Minos.

Sir, ifewcastle-AVallBond. Coiil Compau)r3 Sydney, 7 February, 18S3.
• I bare tbe honor to achnoTvledge your letter of this date, and in reply bog to inform you that
I have had no Board meeting since my interview with the Minister. ... . .

My Directors meet on Thursday, when I shall report the result of my interview with tho Minister, 
and will then communicate with you further. I have, &c.,

t h\ AT. BINNEY,
, —-—— Secretary.

Submitted for the information of the Minister.—H-AY., 8/2/88. Secu.—B.A., 8/2/8S. 
llegret might be expressed that tbe owners thinlr it necessary to refer this matter to the Board of 

Directors, instead of allowing their agent (Mr. Neilson) to deal with it, as the delay caused thereby 
may defeat the intentions of the Act.—H.AV., S/2/88.

Submitted. Approved.—E.A., 9/2/88.

No. 20.
Mr. T. W. Binney to The Tinder Secretary for Mines.'

Sir, Newcastle-AVallscnd Coal Company, Sydney, 9 February, 1888.
In reference to an interview with the Honorable the Minister for Mines, your letters of the 

7th February, and the correspondence which has taken place in regard to the ventilation of the Wallsend 
mine, I am instructed by my Directors to say that they wish to withdraw the request made in my letter 
of the 13th January for the submission to arbitration of the matters referred to in Mr, Inspector Dixon’s 
notice of the Gth January. They desire me to state for your information that the portion of the mine 
more particularly mentioned by Mr. Dixon is not being worked for coal-getting, but only for necessary 
work in preparation for tlie completion of the system of ventilation by means of a fan, and that tho works 
in connection with this ventilation have been in progress since May, 1887, and the fdh was ordered from 
England so long ago as 10th September last year, and is now on the way and expected here in March,

Under these circumstances, my Board desire me to submit to you that a further inspection might 
be made by Mr. Dixon, in order to satisfy you that the Company,is taking all necessary steps to avoid 
around for complaint. I have, Ac.,

F. W. BINNEY,
-------- Secretary.

Tlie Examiner of Coal-fields.—II.AA7., 9/2/88. _ _
After consultation with tlie Examiner, I submit that the question at issue is one which should he 

settled by arbitration or by a. competent Court. Therefore the owners should cither withdraw tho objec
tion, so that proceedings may ho taken for non-compliance -with the notice, or they should appoint an 
arbitrator, so that the question may he settled by arbitration,—H.W., 10/2/88.

Submitted. Approved.—F.A., 11/2/88.

No. 21. ^ '
Tlie Under Secretary for Mines to The Secretary of the Newcastie-Wallsend Coal

Company.
Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 13 February, ISSS.

Deferring to your letter of tho 9th instant, in which, by instruction of your Directors, you 
stats that tiiey desire to withdraw the request for the submission to arbitration of the matters referred to 
in M r. Inspector Dixon's notice, and ask that a further inspection might be made of the mine, in order 
that the Department may he satisfied that the Company is taking all necessary steps to avoid ground for 
complaint, 1 have the honor, by the direction of tho Secretary for Alines, to inform you that it is thought 
that tbe question at issue is one which should be settled by arbitration or by a competent Court, and that 
tlie objection should either bo ■withdrawn, so that proceedings may he taken for non-compliance with the 
notice, or an arbitrator appointed to settle the question by arbitration.

I have. Ac.,
'HAERIE ATOOD,

Under Secretary.

No. 22. _
Mr. T. W. Binney to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Newcastle-ATallsend Coal Company, Sydney, 14 February, 1888.
I beg to acknowledge your letter of the 13th instant, in reference to mine of the 9th instant, 

and to state that in writing to request tbe withdrawal of the oiler to submit the matter to arbitration 
the intention of the Directors of the Company was to leave tho course free for any other steps the Minister 
might think fit to take in reference to the notice given by Mr. Inspector Dixon in his letter of the Gth 
January last. At the same time mv Board thought that the Minister would probably be good enough to 
direct a further inspection by Mr. Dixon, on tbe information given in my letter as to the steps this 
Company was taking in reference to the ventilation. I have, Ac.,

1 J F. AT. BINNEY,
-------- Secretary.

The contention of this Department is, that at the date of the Inspector’s notice they were working 
in violation of the Coal-mines Regulation Act, and that the question should be determined by arbitration 
or by a Court of Law. Until tho owners either withdraw their objection or appoint an arbitrator the 
hands of the Department are tied. The period within which proceedings can be taken lias nearly expired, 
and tbe delay on the part of the Company, if persisted in, will havo the clfcct of preventing the question . 
being tested/ It cannot be supposed that the owners desire to prevent the matter being brought into 
Court, and, therefore, they should at once withdraw their objection, or, if they prefer, appoint an 
arbitrator.—HAY, 15/2/88, Approved.—F.A., 15/2/88.

No. 23.
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- No, 23i - ‘
The Under Secretary for Mines to Tire Secretary of the Uewcastle-Mallsend Coal

Company.
Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 10 February, 1SS8.

In answer to your letter of tbe 141 b instant, to tbe effect that in writing to request tbe with
drawal of tlie offer to submit tbe matter of the notice served on the Company to arbitration the intention 
of your Directors was to leave the course free for any other steps the Minister might think fit to take 
in reference to such notice, I have tbe honor, by instruction of the Secretary for Mines, to point out that 
the contention of this Department is, that at the dite of the Inspector’s notice the owners were working 
in violation of the Coal-mines Regulation Act, and that the question should be determined by arbitration 
or by a Court of Law, and that until the owners either withdraw their objection or appoint an arbitrator 
tbe hands of the Department are tied. The period within which proceedings can be taken is nearly 
expired, and the delay on the part of the Company, if persisted in, will have the effect of preventing the 
question being tested. It is not to be supposed that the owners desire to prevent the matter being brought 
into Court; and, therefore, it is thought they should at once withdraw their objection, or, if they prefer, 
appoint au arbitrator. I have, &c.,

HAEEIE WOOD,
■ ‘Under Secretary.

No. 24.
Mr. V. W. Binney to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Newcastie-Wallsend Coal Company, Sydney, 21 February, 1888.
In reply to your letter of the 16th instant, I have the honor to inform you that the intention 

of the Board was to withdraw any objection to proceedings being taken by the Minister in regard to the 
notice given in Mr. Inspector Dixon’s letter of the Gth January last. As, however, the Minister does not 
consider my letter of the 14th instant a sufficient withdrawal of the objection, I beg now, on behalf of the 
Company, to withdraw any objection raised by the Company which iu any way prevents action on the 
part of the Minister for Mines in respect of the complaint made by Mr. Inspector Dixon in his notice of 
the Gth January last. I have, Ac.,

F. W. BINNEY,
-- - ■ Secretary.

Proceedings may now be taken to enforce the penalty under tbe Act.—-TI.W., 21/2/SS. 
Approved.—F.A., 21/2/88.' The Examiner, 21/2/S8.

No. 25.
Beport by Tbe Examiner of Coal-fields.

I?e case v. J. Y. Neilson, Manager of tbe Wallsend Coal Company.
Sir, Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 13 March, 1888.

This was a prosecution for a breach, by the defendant, of the provisions of section 25 of the 
Coal-mines Regulation Act of 1876, iu such a manner as to constitute an offence against tbe said Act. 
The facts given in evidence in proof of such offence were briefly as follows :—

In the latter part of last year tbe defendant, as manager of the said mine, by sinking a certain 
shaft, called the Jubilee shaft, and driving certain headings, called tbe Jubilee headings, 231 yards in 
length from the said shaft to the main road of the mine, opened new ground in tbe said mine.

On the 5th January, 1888, Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, accompanied by me, made a 
careful inspection and examination of tbe said Jubilee district, and the system of ventilation practised 
therein. On such inspection he found in a narrow bord at tbe bottom of the Jubilee shaft 300 cubic foet 
of highly inflammable gas accumulated, and for a distance of about 180 yards in length in tbe Jubilee 
headings numerous blowers, all exuding highly inflammable gas. By the system of ventilation practised 
in that gassy part of the mine, the intake air proceeded down the Jubilee shaft, along tho headings over 
the said blowers, and was then split by a single trap-door into two districts, in which 04 men, 5 boys,-5 
horses, 30 men, 2 boys, 2 horses, respectively, worked. These men and boys all worked with naked lights. 
The Inspector considered this system of ventilation, in view of the risk of a sudden large outburst of 
inflammable gas in tbe said new gassy ground, to be highly dangerous to tbe workmen in the said splits, 
because the intake air was fouled with the inflammable gas exuding from tbe headings, and so fouled 
coursed to tbe faces where the men were working with naked lights, so that if a sudden outburst of gas in 
large quantities occurred an explosion was inevitable. Moreover, the Inspector regarded tho single trap
door as insufficient, because, if it chanced to bo permanently opened, tbe principal portion of the intake 
air which, when the door is shut, should circulate past the bords, Ac., where the 04 men, 5 boys, and 5 
horses ore at work in the No. 3 split, would join the No, 4 and go to tbe 30 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses at 
work iu the No. 4 split district, thus leaving the G4 men and 5 boys working there, with naked lights, with 
a considerably less quantity of Jubilee intake air than it is intended and it is so necessary they should be 
supplied with.

Mr. Eowan, Inspector of Collieries, also reported to me, as you arc aware, that tbe quantity of 
explosive gas (carburcttcd hydrogen) in the Jubilee shaft narrow headings, when he inspected them on 
0th and 11th January last, was much greater than ever [he saw in the Bulli Colliery previous to or since 
the disaster. _

Mr. Inspector Dixon proved that having formed tbe opinion he did, he gave, according to the 
provisions of section 25, full notice thereof, and of the above particulars in which tbe danger lay, to the 
defendant, and required the same to be remedied. Tbe defendant referred tbe matter of tbe Inspector’s 
complaint to his Directors in Sydney, and the Directors at first objected to remedy as required, and 
claimed to go to arbitration, but they afterwards entirely withdrew the reference to arbitration.

The complaints of the Inspector and his requisition to the defendant to remedy the same were not 
in any way attended to or complied with, and the causes of complaint still exist just as they were on 5th 
January, 1888. Indeed, the defendant said in his evidence in the case that he had no intention of doing 
what the Inspector required. At

935—B
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At the conclusion of the case for the prosecution, counsel for the defendant asked for a dismissal 
on'the ground that the defects complained of were within section 12 and its sub-sections, and* that the 
information should hare been laid under that section, and not under section 2o.

Counsel for tlie complainant, relying upon in re arbitration between Homo Secretary and Fletcher, 
Queen’s Bench Division, 339, replied that the danger was not in actual existence, but prospective, aud 
that section 12 applies a remedy to existing danger only, while section 25 provides a precaution against 
future liabilities, as in the present case. ■ '

His "Worship ruled that the information was properly laid under section 25, and that the facts 
proved sustained the information.

Several witnesses, mining experts, all but one colliery managers in the Newcastle District, were 
Called for the defence to prove that the ventilation of that part of the mine was excellent, and no danger 
of the kind apprehended in fact existed. Counsel for the prosecution objected to the admission of any of 
this evidence, on the ground that the issue whether the danger in fact existed, as the Inspector thought, 
could only be raised at arbitration, as provided by section 25, and was not raised in the present case, and' 
that the only issue in the case in such respect was when the defendant had, within twenty days, complied 
with the requisition of the Inspector’s notice.

_ His Worship admitted all this evidence for the defence, although, as it appears subsequently from* 
his judgment, he considered the issue to be as stated by counsel for the prosecution, and such evidence 
therefore immaterial, but deemed it prudent to allow such evidence to be given so as to satisfy the minds 
of workmen and other interested parties as to the safety of the mine.

His "Worship found the defendant to be guilty of the offence charged, and adjudged a penalty of 
£1 or levy and distress, and delivered a written judgment, as follows:— •

“ In delivering judgment in this matter I consider it necessary to make a few observations on-what 
has taken place. '

" By the Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 39 Vic. No. 31, of this Colony, an Inspector of Mines is 
obliged within a certain time to make an inspection of a mine—about every eight weeks—and report the 
same to the Minister for Mines if anything dangerous appears. Then the Inspector takes the steps 
named in the 25th section of the before-mentioned Act, as in this case. Now, this Act is expressly maim, 
not for tho purpose of annoying colliery managers or the proprietors of tho mines, hut for tho safety of. 
the people employed therein, as it has been found that men managing mines are not always the most 
careful; while even ignorance and the grossest carelessness prevail amongst men employed in mines, by 
-which their lives are often in great danger, as in the Bulli catastrophe, the men having, however, at 
their own cost, under the 30th section of the Act, 39 Vic. No. 31, the. power to employ two of their 
number to inspect the mine once a month, and go to every part, and their report to be recorded in a hook 
at the mine kept for the purpose. So that the men have it in their own power to see that all is right, as 
well as tho Government Inspectors. Every provision that man can make for the prevention of accidents, 
as far as can be seen, seems to have been made by this Act aud the rules given to the men at collieries, 
and still, notwithstanding all,, it is necessary that a person unconnected with the colliery should also 
supervise all workings, &c., as iu this ease. Now, from all I havo heard of Mr. Dixon, the Inspector, a 
more competent man cannot be found for the duty, and what is more, a more honest, conscientious man. 
It has been said iu Court that hut for the Bulli catastrophe this would never have been heard of. ' Now, 
I cannot permit it to go abroad that this person was, or could ever be, actuated by any other feeling than 
of duty, nor his superior either, the Examiner of Coal-fields (Mr. Mackenzie). That ever-to-be-lamented 
accident at Bulli has, doubtless, had the effect of exciting the utmost vigilance ; and therefore no reflec
tions of any kind should in the least be cast on the officers appointed to carry out tho regulations they 
are specially called on to perform, no matter where. The Inspector has done his duty by taking the' 
course that he has taken, no matter whom lie may offend ; if otherwise, he would not he fit for his position, 
especially when the lives of fully ninety-three men might be at stake. And now I must in justice say a 
few words of the manager, Mr. Neilson, whom I have known for over a period of eight years, and I can 
Safely say that I have ever considered him a most humane man, always spoken of as a careful one—one 
who wmuld not for one single moment put the life of any mau in jeopardy if he knew it. Yet, even this 
matter, as complained of by the Inspector, might have been unknown to him and not reported. Here I 
must observe that all managers or agents of mines are responsible for the acts of the officers beneath 
them, unless they can show gross and wilful negligence to their orders. In fact I laid this down in a 
colliery case from Minmi some time ago in this way or similar to it: ‘A manager or acent is like the 
captain of a man-of-war, who gives his orders and sees them obeyed, and where disobeyed th°e delinquent is 
punished; so here, the man is either degraded or dismissed.’ I havo said this much in justice to the 
persons concerned, and now I deliver my judgment, which is as follows:—

“ ‘ This action was properly brought under the 25th section of the Act, 39 Vic. No 31, as in the 
latter portion it states that the Court, if satisfied that the owner or agent has taken active measures for 
complying with the notice or award, but has not with reasonable diligence been able to complete the work, 
may adjourn any proceedings taken before him, or punish such offence ; and if the works are completed 
within a reasonable time no penalty shall be inflicted. Now, as evidence for tlie defence, all highly 
practical men, accustomed to fiery mines in the mother-country, have said, upon oath, that the portion of 
the mine called the Jubilee headings was perfectly safe at the time they visited it, and that the intake air 
from that shaft, from improvements made, is perfectly pure, and that the blowers give little or no gas off 
from tbe floor, and neither is there any likelihood of the slightest danger to the men in splits Nos. 3 and 
4, I feel satisfied that the mine is perfectly safe, and the men’s lives in no way placed in jeopardy now, 
so far as human forethought can devise. Here, I regret to say, I consider the portion of tlie Act already 
stated does not apply to the remedy effected, but to the inattention of the Inspector’s notice. It may 
happen that similar cases may occur, so many coal-mines are being opened, perhaps presided over by men 
wbq may tiy to.defy all legal authority or moral responsibility in their greed for obtaining money, not 
caring for the lives of those working for them so long as they can obtain any benefit for themselves. It 
therefore appears to mo that in wording this section the framers of this Act had this in view, and there
fore made it imperative that the Inspectors notice on all occasions should be attended to. Consequently 
I find myself unable to. deal with it as I could wish. Now, the remedy is effected by its not being 
perfected under the provision made by the notice referred to, and therefore I am compelled, in support 
of the inattention paid to the Inspector’s notice, to inflict a fine as a caution to others ; which fine in this

case'
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case will be merely nominal. I therefore order you, John Young Neilson, to pay a fine of £1; if not 
paid directly, to be levied by distress. At the same time I have found from the evidence before me that 
the mine is perfectly safe, so far as human wisdom can foresee.’ ”

An application for costs by counsel for the complainant was refused.
Tbe defendant stated in open Court that he refused and still refuses to do what the Inspector 

requires of him. I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,

Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 26.

“ Minute by The Minister for Mines.
So case of the Examiner of Coal-fields v. J. Y. Neilson, Manager of the Wallsend Coal Company.

22nd March, 18S8.
I have carefully read tho reports of the Police Magistrate’s decision in this case, also Inspector Dixon's 
evidence, where he states he inspected the mine on the 5th January and the 6th and 7th March, and I 
feel bound to express my surprise at tho said decision. The Police Magistrate appears to have decided 
the case upon the evidence of mine managers, whose interest it must he to defeat the action of the 
Department. They spoke of the condition of the mine on the date when the proceedings commenced, and 
set aside the evidence of. those officers who spoke of the condition of the mine when the complaint was 
made, and the evidence of Inspector Dixon as to the state of the colliery the day before the bearing com-, 
menced., which I consider very unjust to the public and the Department. If this line of conduct is con
tinued it will be of no use for the Department to institute any proceedings for offences against the Coal
fields Eegulation Act, The Minister for Justice’ attention might be called to this case.—E.A.

■ The Under Secretary for Justice.—H.W., B.O., 26/3/88. ■

■ No. 27. . '
Tbe Police Magistrate, Waratah,..to The Under Secretary for Justice.

Examiner of Coal-fields v. John Y. Neilson, Manager, Wallsend Coal Company.
S'r, _ _ _ Waratah, 3 April, 1888.

,1 am in receipt of papers connected with the case noted above for explanation of my decision 
thoreon, together with a minute from the Minister for Mines in reference thereto.

_ * I append the following: If tbe Minister, who carefully read the evidence, &c., &c., as stated in 
the minute, had dissected the officers’ evidence before condemning me, and studied the information, he 
would have found in the latter, as laid by Mr. Mackenzie :—

_ ‘‘ And did find a certain part of the said mine, to wit, the places in the vicinity of that part of the
shid mine known as the Jubilee shaft, dangerous, so as, in Ins opinion, to threaten bodily injury to 
persons working in tbe parts known as tho Jubilee districts, inasmuch as inflammable gas was being' 
engendered in the Jubilee headings.” ■

This was on the 5th January, 1888, yet, notwithstanding this most serious charge, Mr. Dixon did 
not" again visit the place when about ninety-sjx or ninety-eight men were at -work, and whose lives were being 
endangered, until just before tbe holding of the Court, a considerable time, which, I think, any unpre
judiced and disinterested person would be rather surprised at. Then take the evidence of the Examiner of 
Coal-fields. He goes with Mr, Dixon the same day, 5th January, and, on examination, states“ I 
cannot say whether there was a dangerous quantity of gas there; the quantity of gas was one of tho 
elements of ventilation. At the furthest point to which I was carried I did not see any gas that was an 
element of danger to ventilation. The spot is within 20 yards of the bottom of tho Jubilee shaft. At 
the place I was carried to the air was pure and the gas insignificant in quantity. Mr. Bonsficld, the 
overman, told me that there was more gas than ever there was in the Bulli mine, and that was my 
experience from my examination. I did not order the men out. I went with a naked light myself. I 
did not see any danger from the headings on the day I was there.”
. Yet this is the day Mr, Dixon was with his superior, Mr. Mackenzie, and the day on which the 
information was laid.

Mr. Dixon in examination states:—“ On the 5th of January the mine was dangerous and defective, 
and tending to the bodily injury of tho persons working there.” '

Yet the Examiner of Coal-fields, who accompanied him, gave a different opinion. And, again, I 
don’t call tho Jubilee shaft auy benefit to ventilation at all. '

_ ' Mr. James Eowan, Inspector of Collieries, stated “ I inspected the Jubilee district on two occa
sions, 9th and 11th January last,” On examination, said.-—“Before the completion of the Jubilee shaft 
there was complete insulation of air; the air from the Jubilee shaft would tend to explode the accumu
lated gases ; the mine was safe before the Jubilee air-shaft was put down ; the ventilation was much more 
complete now since tho Jubilee shaft was made, provided there was no great outburst of gas.” -

. . Mr. Bates, Colliery Inspector, who I understood always attended to the mine, named in Mr.
Dixon’s examination, was not called, although I was given to understand he had been within the precincts 
of the Court.- . ... '

For defence,— ■ '
Thoms Bonsfield, overman in charge of the Jubilee workings, stated :—“ I never told Mr, Mackenzie 

that the Wallsend mine was a more firey mine than the Bulli; have never been to Bulli.”
Seven managers of mines were also examined, none of whom I had ever seen before, except Mr. 

Turnbull, to whom 1 was introduced during the adjournment of the Court, and then only about a mmute, 
yet by report I have every reason to believe that these persons are highly gifted in their profession, and 
as^euch are as highly respectable as any men, no matter whatever their positions may be, in New South 
Wales, and utterly incapable of saying anything in the witness-box but what they know and verily 
believed to be true,-even to save a brother manager. All these persons declared there was no danger

whatever,
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whatever, and that the ventilation was good and sufficient. By the 5th sub-section of the Coal-mines 
Act, 39 Vic., section 12, “the following General Rules shall be observed in every Colliery”; full power 
is given to tho Examiner or Inspector where a mine is dangerous :—

“ Every workman shall be withdrawn therefrom, and the Examiner or Inspector shall inspect the 
same, and if the danger arises from inflammable gas shall make such inspection with a locked safety-lamp, 
and in every case shall make a true report of the conditions of such mine, or part thereof; and no work
man shall, except in as far as necessary for inquiry into the cause of danger, or for the removal thereof, 
or for exploration, be readmitted into the mine, or such part thereof so found dangerous, until the same 
is stated by the Examiner or Inspector to he safe.” _ . ,

Now, neither the Examiner nor the Inspector took the course laid down by law where a mine is 
dangerous. ’ The Examiner of Coal-fields himself went within a few yards of the Jubilee shaft with a 
naked light the day the workings were reported dangerous. _ .

Any person on carefully reading aud comparing the whole evidence, &c,, will easily perceive the 
motives I had in giving such a decision, chiefly an anxiety to uphold authority as far as possible consistent 
with right, in order to prevent any ill-feeling to exist—expressions of which were not wanting during the 
continuance of tlie case, and which might hereafter operate antagonistically to the Department.

It is with extreme regret I must observe that it appeared to me from the evidence of the officers 
that the notice was all-important, whilst the lives of ninety-eight men might be sacrificed at any time 
without any measures being further taken to provide against it by visiting the mine again, and acting on 
the 5th sub-section of section 12, although not done as it ought to have been done at first if danger 
existed. I have, <fcc.,

E. I. PEE.ROIT,
-------- - Police Magistrate.

Submitted.—A.C.E., 6/4/88. . .
In reference to paragraph (marked *), the Police Magistrate to bo at once written to requesting 

him to withdraw same, and to apologize to the Minister for Mines for his insulting reference to that gentle
man. Mr. Perrott’s (P.M.) conduct in penning this paragraph shows an unfitness for his position which I 
cannot pass over lightly. Beport to be sent to tho Minister of Mines for his perusal.—TV.0., 9/4/88,

The Under Secretary for Mines.—A.C.E., B.C., 9/4/88.

No. 28.
The Under Secretary for Justice to The Police Magistrate, Waratah.

gjr Department of Justice, Sydney, 9 April, 1888.
Beferring to the second paragraph of your letter of the 3rd instant, furnishing an explanation 

of your decision in the case of the Examiner of Coal-fields i>. John T. Neilson, Manager Wallsend Coal 
Company, in which you reflect on tlie action taken by the Minister for Mines in the matter, I am directed 
by the Minister for Justice to request that you will withdraw the paragraph referred to and apologize to 
the Minister for Mines, for what Mr. Clarke considers your insulting reference to that gentleman.

I have, &c.,
ARCH. C, ERASER.,

Acting Under Secretary.

No. 29.
Minute by The Minister for Mines.

He case of the Examiner of Coal-fields v. the Wallsend Coal Company.
25 April, 1888.

The Police Magistrate appears to have failed to recognize the drift and object of the prosecution. Ho 
appears to think the complaint was that the mine, or some part of it, was dangerous. If so, tho pro
ceedings should havo been taken under section 12 (vide sub-section 5), whereas the proceedings were 
taken nnder section 25, the complaint being, not that Ihe mine or any part was dangerous, but that the 
practice, namely, of allowing the intake air to pass along gassy headings to the working places, where a 
number of men and bovs were working with naked lights, was dangerous. The only question before the 
Court was whether the Company were guilty of an offence against the Act, in that they had iailea to 
comply with the notice. Tlie Company did not object to remedy, and, therefore, they were, under the 
25th section of the Act, tied down to the oue issue.

The Under Secretary for Justice.—H.W., B.C., 25/4/88. Submitted. A.C.E., 30/4/88. 
Copy of Minister for Mines’ minute to be sent to Mr, Perrott, P.M., for perusal, and, if he desires, for 
any further report—W.C., 4/5/88.

No. 30.
The Under Secretary for Justice to The Police Magistrate, Waratah.

Sir Department of Justice, Sydney, 4 May, 1888.
’ Referring to your letter of the 3rd April last, and previous correspondence, respecting the 

decision given by you in connection with tbe case of tbe Examiner of Coal-fields v. John Y. Neilson, 
Manager of Wallsend Coal Company, 1 am directed by tbe Minister of Justice to forward for your per
usal, and for any further remarks you may desire to offer thereon, the enclosed copy mmute ot the
Minister for Mines in regard to this matter. I have,

ARCH. C. IRAS-fcu**
. . Under Secretary.

No, 31.
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No. 31. t
The Police Magistrate, Waratah, to The Under Secretary for Justice.

'Waratah, S May, 18SS.
Sir’ I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of yonr letter of ^^^h inetant endosin| a^y of

a minute from tho Minister for Mine,, in the case ^ 1 w °to ^ay'that I'wa^guMed by the
Manager of the Wallsend Coal Company, and l? B0 guided and gave my decision

aV BOBT. I. PEBBOTT,
_ _ Police Magistrate.

Submitted.—A.C.P., 10/5/8P. Minister for Mines for appoval.-W,0., 26/5/88. The Under
Secretary for Mines.—A.C.P., B.C. 26/5/88.

Copy of Shorthand Notes.
Wallsend Police Court—Thursday, 8 March, 1888.

Before Mr. E. I. Perrott, P.M. _
John Mackenzie (Examiner of Coal-fields) v. John Young Neilson. _

T». «. an action b.usltt 1^ 1dm ^
the Honorable the Secrete, for "SKfo 8L °Tho following i. tho
AVallscnd Coal Company, for a breach of tho Coal-mines Act, 69 \ ictoria n.vo 01. j- &
information -y- ^ wit Bc it remembered that on the twenty-seventh day of Pehruary, in the year
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eigWYeight, w’alL,
undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Justices of thc ’ ^ J cSu M U or the Colony of New

iiipiPilliiaiSl?!
dangerous, so as, in his opinion, to threaten bodi ) 1 J , • .1 Jubilee headings, and did find
Jubilee districts, inasmuch as inflammable gas was ^e,ne . Jatba^T tirae therein, and that
tliat there was a liability of a larger outburst 0 in am . v ^ 8aj^ Jubilee headings, where
the'air current from the said Jubilee shaft, after cours -nd .tlfirtv men respectively, who
inflammable gas was_ exuding—ventilating wo ^^ ® 0 iJired on the main road between tbe said 
worked with naked lights, and that a ®mS ® . nison1 did thereafter give the said John Young

aforesaid, and require the said John Youu0 iSei son,. ,.■ 1 ‘ ®:n .uj/b be the said Inspector, considered
complaint aforesaid, and did state m such now , j , y0U)ht Neilson did not remedy the same
the said part of the mine dangerous And that he and to the Minister for Mines,
forthwith. And he, the said Inspector, reporte . , . 1 . fter rgCejpt of such notice as aforesaid
And that the said f ]\\inQa gtatin„ tlie grounds oi/whieli he objected to remedy
make objections in writing to the Min ster fo‘ ■ ” B“id ,T0glm Young Neilson has failed to comply
tlie matter so complained of as aforesaid. Yd.“a* re° edy the matter complained of
with the requisition of thc said notice, given by Je^aid Iiispeetor, and notice 1 Anrl tho
as aforesaid. And that more than twentj days . P, believes that the master of complaint
said informant further informs me, the under&ig * i . u-e^Act 39 Victoria No. 31, or any special 
aforesaid is not provided against by e.vpress p Wallsend Coal Company’s mine, contrary to the

will proceed in the premises according to law. JOHN MACKENZIE.

Exhibited at Wallsend, in tbe said Colony, on)
the da, «»t ab.« P.M.. laStice of fte r»co.

Ur. W»l: la the list t.-d.T,
appear for def^a^a^ H^ymi will consent to this adjournment it will give me an oppor-i taTOCoaeultcd », tricad. on the ether side, ead they weald »p„«r lo
h.,c » ohjoeti,^ r ^ fte J0UI Wondtip, «ad I am quit, s.tMed.

The Police Magistrate : You have no objection.

arrange between yourselves. j’lfr,
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0ii lMr' T]l^s .ca!e iu 'vhich the decision will rest on matters o£ fact, and not of law Wc
all know that your A\ orship has a very good knowledge of mining matters, and I would therefore ask
thinS iuT r°U?h ^ ,n.8F^ colliery for yourself. The complaint hero is as to three different 

■ ‘I00’’ 1S rccluired to ’mprove the ventilation; second, a dangerous outflow of £?as ■ and
third that thereby men were m danger of bodily injury. I am perfectly sure that your Worship is well 
able to judge of these things and my clients wish to be at once relieved*of tlie imputation of having done 
anything of this kind, and to have any suspicion hanging over their colliery. What you will have to decide 
are matters of fact, and these are as to whether it is true or not these lives were endmmered and ^ we 
know that your Worship is anxious to give a fair and proper decision, and one on the merits of the case 
we therefore ask your Worship, after hearing the evidence about what is complained of, to do us the
cnnHV ^ t'1”8 P01'^!0'1 of ^ colliery that we arc charged with having left in a dangerous
condition It is now m operation, and I think your Worship knows sufficient about mines to say whether 
it.xs m a dangerous condition or not better than any of the witnesses can tell you. "
side have no objectfon^^1 ^ be Tery ^PPJ ^ visit the mine and see it for myself, if the other

Mr Edmund*: I am afraid we shall bo obliged to take a slightly different view of the Question 
your Worship, to that which has been taken by my learned friend on the other side. At the same ttoie I 
may say that we have no objection to your "Worship inspecting the mine, if you should wish to do so • 
hut ™ *0 the necessity of it, I think there will bo some difference between my learned friend and myself’ 
I think there mil also be some difference of opinion .as to the Jaw of ihe case. * ‘

sre ^P°!tCe Jfopstrate : Oh. of course I can quite understand that lawyers will always differ.
ftftor vnnr W 1Ho'|VCVCI,+(, !e t0 eonsider t,lc k'v aud the other circumstances of the case is 
attcr your Worship has heard tbe evidence.

The Police Magistrate: I am quite at tbe service ofbofh parties, if I can be of any use in assisting
tCt^ 0f /.?Ur£C the thing which I Will have to guide me wilfbe the evidence
that is brought before mo in thc prosecution of the case, and then I shall be able to judge having heard 
the evidence, whether it is necessary to visit and inspect the mine or not. I have no doubt that tho 
evidence in this as m other cases ot a similar kind, will be -very conflicting. I may tell you gentlemeu

™i Wh befor®.me eeveral days when the information was reld and the plea
taken. It you wish for the information you can have it read. 1
became iTavt a Jopy^ y°U1' 1 d° UOt ^ ^ b° ueeesBary to read the informatidiY,"

Mr, Edmunds: And I have a copy also, your Worship.
The Police Magistrate : Tlie clerk will read the record of the ease so far as it has gone 

, ^0 clerk read_ as followsExaminer of Coal-fields a. John Young Neilson charged with a
breach of the Collieries Act, Information read. Defendent pleaded not guilty, and case postponed until 
Thursday next, 18th met on the application of the defendant. Costs of the day alloweSTwitnes 
two days, £2 2s.; and professional costs, £2 2s.—E. I. Puhkott P M” ^ ’

P°liue Magistrate: In fact you will find the substace of'the information in the summons 
which has been served on the defendant, and I cannot correct it in the slightest decree I am told that 
these gentlemen, who are experienced and scientific men, should not be present in Court while the oth® 
witnesses are giving their evidence ; but I will leave it to you, the gentlemen who arc erma^ed on tbe
0nhemSldf’i"bether tbry •ll0Uld be “ked t0 kave tbe Courl:- If you think that it is desirable0that they 
should not be present, I will make the order. 7

■M^'; YnUt^. ,1 ^°uld ]jk(; a sl]0rt adjournment, your Worship, in order that I may make myself
if mv friendm^10 taCl °f f 1(3 case- I,ha™ n0fc7et h;id til)lc to g° iuto matter, and would be glad 
it my mend does not object for an opportunity to do so.

Mr Edmunds - I have no objection to a short adjournment to meet my friend’s convenience. 
due Police Magistrate : This Court stands adjourned until 12 o’clock this day 
On resuming at 12 o’clock,— ‘ ‘

Th0 *"• ‘“"Stobodom now is to read tho i„f„,mation over to the

Mr. Want: Wo do not think it will be necessary, as both of us have copies.
Lhe police Magistrate: Do you wish the witnesses in this case to leave tho Court ?
Mr, JLdmwids; I think there is no objection to such au order.

U™*! that 1 think it should be done. I presume the case will depondfet1/ UPTn,ibfii °f ini0“8, of the scientific gentlemen who are to give evidence. Under the circumstances 
therefore, I think I ought to make the usual order. :0K’

All ivitnesses were then directed to leave the Court until called on to give evidence
have the use of ^r!v2 room.56 geUtlemen eSpertS) aUd Wh° aT° present lo give evideuce- cau

Mr 'Y? Said; ,d a'PPiCar bnere’ ^°ur Wors]lil>) to represent the Examiner of Coal-fields
Urn 25th s^cttonTvf6 ™niplaulallfc1in t]\m CaSe’ and J ,nV 8tate that this prosecution is brought under’ 
the 2oth section of tho Coal-inmes Eegulation Act of 18'7G. Tt miiv wnll „n i r___char T*6 f eTly 1° ^or8bil>> m? to rcad to you the section of ^bhAct und®'which this 
charge has been laid I will read the words of the section, which are os follows“If. in auy respect
Wctor Pr°T,dCd agamSt by.au7 exprcSS pr0visi0il tbis or by any sp^eiol rdeTC"
sucrmtoefodbeadmZUo 0’’ *“? there0f’ ™T7 ”a^r> thin& or Pr^tiee'in of connected with any
such mine, to he dangerous or defective, so as, m Ins opinion, to threaten or tend lo the bodily iniurv of
any person, such Inspector may give notice m writing thereof to tbe owner or agent of the mini and shall
thtot nr nr^t”0tlte ^ pai,hculara ,r.1 'vhl9h hc considers such mine or any part thereof, or any matter 
? Piacfclcc, to be dangerous or defective, and require the same to be remedied and unless the same
be forthwith remedied the Inspector shall also report i he same to the Minister. If the Imer or aiS of 
receint^nf fc remedy the matter complained of in the notice he may, within seven davs afterthe
thiript f nuch U0tlC\^d, 111 writing, stating the grounds thereof, to the Minister and
s w a'lP0I1 tLe i^al „hc dctermmcd by arbitration in manner provided by this Act in relation to the
if fl ! 12s’ aUd thC7c n the o{ sucl> ejection shall he deemed to be tlie dale of the reference
If the owner or agent fail to comply either with the requisition of the notice given by the Inspector when
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no objection is sent within the time aforesaid, or -with the award made on arbitration within twenty days 
after the receipt of such notice or the making of tho award (as the case may be), he shall be guilty of an 
oftence against tins Act, and the notice and award shall respectively be deemed to be written notice of 
such oneiice 1 rovided that tlie Court, if satisfied that tbe owner or agent has taken active measures for 
complying with the notice or award, but has not, with reasonable diligence, been able to complete tbe 
works, may adjourn any proceedings taken before them for punishing such offence, and if the works arc 
completed within a reasonable time no penalty shall be inflicted. No person shall be precluded by any 
agreement from doiug such acts as may bc necessary to comply witli the provisions of this section or be 
liable, under any contract, to any penalty or forfeiture for doing such acts/’ Itprovides, asyour Worship 
sees, that the Inspector—if, in liis opinionj the mine is dangerous—may go into it and give notice that the 
same be remedied; and then the section proceeds, “If tho owner or agent of the mine objects to remedy 
the matter complained of in the notice, he may, within seven days after the receipt of such notice, send his 
objection, in writing, stating the grounds thereof, to the Minister, and thereupon the matter shall he 
determined by arbitration in the manner provided by this Act.” The section proceeds furtherIf the 
owner or agent fail to comply with the requisition of thc notice given by tbe Inspector when no objection 
is sent within the time aforesaid or with the award made on arbitration within twenty days after the 
receipt of such notice or the making of the award (as the case may be) he shall he guilty of an offence 
against jhe Act, and thc notice and award shall respectively he deemed to be written notice of such 
oftcnco. So that, in the first place, if the owner or agent object to remedy the thing complained of he 
may refer the matter to arbitration ; and if he does not do that, and fails to comply with the requisition 
contained m the Inspector’s notice, then he is guilty of an offence under the Act. Now it appears to me 
that this is a. very positive enactment indeed. We must discard altogether any consideration of what 
should be done if the owner or agent objected to remedy. He is to go to arbitration, the Act says, and 
then the arbitrators will decide whether lie is right in objecting or not. "What I sav is that we mav 
discard this altogether, because I am in a position to show you that there has been no reference to 
arbitration m this case. The owner or agent here has not taken the only step which the law allows him 
to take if he objected to do what the Inspector told him.

• (iase a*-00^ym8: U)e notice of a dangerous practice in the opinion of the Inspector has been
given and the owner has not remedied the matter. The Act then says, the owner having failed to comply 
with the notice or the award, ‘‘ if within twenty days after the receipt of such notice, or the making of 
the award, as the ease may he, he shall he guilty of an offence against this Act, the notice and the award 
shall respectively been deemed to be written notice of such offence.” So that the Act puts the notice in 
this position, that it will have the same effect as the award, had the defendant gone to arbitration, because 
the proper course was either to comply with the notice in the first place, or go to arbitration and settle 
the point. This is a very reasonable and judicious proviso, and one which has been acted upon in Great 
Untam and everywhere else where similar circumstances are likely to arise. Then there is a proviso 
regarding the adjournment of the case " Provided that the Court, if ‘satisfied that the owner or agent has 
taken active measures for complying with the notice or award, but has not with reasonable diligence been 
able to complete the works, may adjourn any proceedings taken before them for punishing such offence, 
and it the works are completed withm a reasonable time no penalty shall be inflicted. No person shall be 
precluded by any agreement from doing such acts as may be necessary to comply with the provisions of 
this section, or be liable under any contract to any penalty or forfeiture for doing such acts.’ ’ The object 
ot this section is to give the Mining ] nspector (a man on the proper performance of whose duties so much 
depends m a district like this, and who, as recent circumstances have shown, holds the lives of the men in 
Ins hands) great authority in the supervision of mines, and great power in cases which must always arise 
and winch are not to be met by any express provision of the Act or special rule of the mine. And'it seems 
to be an extremely wise provision to make, because in the working of coal-mines there must always be 
great liability of unforeseen circumstances happening, of events of which there mav he some slight indica
tions which in a very great degree jeopardise, if they do not immediately destrov, the lives of those engaged 
m thc underground workings. Now, this is the object of the Inspector’s authority, and the extent of it is 
very great, ihereforc the very fact of an owner or agent not complying with the notice within a specified 

i11 £U1 au offence under this Act, such being the plain interpretation which the words 
i , ®e^tl0n hear and the interpretation which I, on behalf of the Crown, consider is the one to be 

placed before your \\ orship for your guidance. Now, I wish to briefly advert to the circumstances of this 
part icular case. Mr. Dixon is an Inspector of Mines, residing in Newcastle, and supervising tho mines of 
the Northern District, and, of course, it is his duty, as a man who is extensively engaged in this work, to 
SfT> ir tt^ mdications of gases, which are the cause of such disasters as that which recently happened 
j- . ,,W0Ii °e 1171 hi’ for his position, and unfit to undertake the responsible duties which he is
discharging, if, after such a terrible calamity as that at Bulli, he did not exercise the most careful 
scrutiny over tho mines in his district, in order to avert a similarly terrible result. Now, going into this 
Wallsend mine, perhaps the greatest mine in the world, and one which I am sure has been most admir
ably managed—going down into this mine, and to a part of it known as the Jubilee workings, which are 
marked on the plan, he finds circumstances existing in that part of thc mine which in his opinion—and 
as the Grown now contend, a correct opinion—were dangerous to the lives of those working there. Per 
these circumstances the Act itself did not provide, nor did the special rules of the mine. The particular 
part of the mine into which the Inspector went is called the Jubilee district. There is a Jubilee shaft, 
and from this shaft there is a drive up towards the workings ; first of all, one heading for a short distance, 
and then tins heading is split into two for several hundred yards towards the workings. These splits are 
through new and virgin country, coimlry which, in the opinion of most experts, is liable to contain inflam
mable gases—and large quantities of inflammable gases. On looking along this heading he found what no 
doubt startled him—he found a number of blowers. It would be impertinent in me to explain to your 
Worship what these blowers are.

Thc Police Magistrate: I understand thc meaning of the term verv well.
, Edmunds •' Now, if ever a Mining Inspector required to do something it was in tbis case. He
round not one or two but several blowers in these Jubilee headings. Couscquent.lv, he closely inspected 
the system of ventilation in that particular part of the mine. He found that the ventilation of the mine, 
or rather tor this particular part of it, was down the Jubilee shaft, and the intake of air was through this 
shaft, and coursed along the Jubilee headings, passing oyer all these blowers, and so carrying with it

whatever
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whatever inflammable gases were exuding from tbe blowers. Tbs air was then split into two portions* one 
of which went into that part of the workings known as No. 3 split, m which a large number of men were 
encored ; X think sixty-four men, five boys, andTive horses. All the air for these men, hoys and horses 
was brought down the Jubilee shaft and over all these blowers. Next tlie Inspector found that the other 
portion of the air was carried into No. 4 split, where thirty men, two boys, and two horses were engaged 
at work, all thc air which they were breathing coming over all these blowers from tbe mtako of the J ubilee 
shaft Mr. Dixon at once said that this rvas a defective arrangement. .Now, as to whether that opinion 
be right or wrong 1 shall have very little to say to your Worship because that question is not an issue 
here. All that we have to do is the fact that the Inspector formed the opinion that the ventilation, was 
defective. More than that, he formed the opinion also that the system of ventilation in the mine was 
defective in another respect, that the door which split this current of airwasa single trap-door. He, ot 
course knew from the result of an inquiry of which the defendant himself, Mr. Ncilson, had the honor to 
be a Royal Commissioner—hc knew from the report of that Commission that it was a dangerous practice 
to have a single door under such circumstances, and he regarded that as a defective part of the system ot 
ventilation, as well as the other matter, And besides this, there appears to have been no trapper boy to 
stand at tho door and work it, At all events the mere fact of having only one door is a second detective 
point in this system of ventilation, although they are not required to remedy that. The Inspector found 
as I have said, these two defects, all the air going over a large numher of blowers, and the split into 
which this air was being drawn being regulated by only one trap-door, ft wdl be imneccssary for mc yoii ' 
Worship, to point out to you why Mr. Dixon considered this arrangement a defective one. My learned 

■ friend the counsel for the defence, mav examine Mr. Dixon on this point, although I cannot see in what 
wav anvthing that Mr. Dixon may say will he material to the issue. The blowers are obviously defects, 
because"1 all these men were allowed'to work with naked lights, thus fouling the air they had to use. 
Now it may not have caused the evil, but there is a strong probability that a large quantity M gms 
out-rushed at Bulli, and coming in contact with the naked lights used by tbe men who were working 
there, caused the great loss of life that lately occurred. It would seem that these gases are sent 
by Providence to warn men of tbeir danger, and had the finger of Providence, winch pointed out the danger 
at Bulli, not been disregarded, the terrible result in loss of life would not have taken place. Mr. 
Dixon would not have been true to his position and to his resposibihties had he not gone to Mr. Neilson, 
the agent of this colliery—this colliery which is so admirably managed—and given him the notice con
tained in these words:—■
J. Y. Neilson, Esq., Colliery Manager, Wallsend,—

l‘*r’ Yesterdav (Tlinrsday), accompanied by Mr. J. Mackenzie, Examiner of Coal-fields, I carefully inspected the 
workinas in the vicinity of the Jubilee shaft in connection with tho Newcastie-Wallsend Coal Company s Colliery, an 
found inflammable gas very freely exuding from numerous blowers in tli e floor of the J ubilee headings. Also i n the narrow 
bord 36 feet in length, G feet wide, and 5 feet 9 inches high (near the shaft bottom), inflammable gas could be detected m 
the Davy lamp, 9 inches from thc roof at a point 7 yards from the face, and 2 feet 4 inches from the roof 3 jards from thc
face, an ^g^^ectio” proved* beyond a doubt that inflammable gas was being engendered at the above-named
nlaces audio vfew of the liability of a large Outburst of inflammable gas occurring at any time, I hereby, m accordance 
with the provisions contained in Die 25t!i section of the Coal-mines Eegulation Act of IS/6, ^ve,I,oy^IC° 
opinion, it is a dangerous practice to allow the air current from the Jubilee shaft to ventilate one split of about sixty-c ght 
men, and another split of about thirty men, all working with naked lights, after such current of air has coursed through t e
Jubilce^headjngs^ fttention to the practice of having only a single trap-door on the mam road between the Jubilee

ita^ attention to the above-named matters, withaviewto have
them remedied as speedily as possible. 1 haV0’j^'N ptXON

Inspector of Collieries.
Forwarded for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines.-J.M, 1/1/SS. 

for Mines, B.C., 7/1/S8. To be annexed to yesterday’s papers on same subject.—J.M. rule papers bb-oiM ana doJ
herewith.—dr.W.H., 11/1/SS. . ,
There was at the bottom of the Jubilee shaft a narrow bord which had acted as a reservoir for the 
gas up to that time, It was found that there was a large quantity of gas stored there. Phon amm also 
in the narrow bord, 36 feet in length, 6 feet wide, and 5 feet 9 inches high (near the shaft bottom), inflam
mable gas could be detected with the Davy lamp 9 inches from the roof at a point 7 yards from the taee, 
and 2 feet 4 inches from the roof 3 yards from the face, and 3 feet 5 inches from the roof at tlie lace. 
Now, it may be suggested that it was Mr. Dixon’s place to suggest a remedy for tins defective 
ventilation, but I can assure your Worship that the law docs not call on Mr. Dixon to do anything or. the

Mr. Want: If that be true, how are we to know what there is to be remedied, or how to do it?
Mr. Edmunds: 1 will show you exactly what the danger was of which Mr. Dixon complained, and 

ihe opinion he formed of the danger. I will prove thc notice that was given the defendant, and that 
nothing has been done to remedy what he considered dangerous; now the Act which is m force m Hreat 
Britain, and which, fortunately for us, is exactly the same in the provisions applicable to this case.

The Police Magistrate : The English Act has not been adopted here. _
Mr. Edmunds: But the English Act, although not adopted in its entirety, is applicable. We have 

simply embodied its provisions in our own law, and the section is precisely the same, so that any decision 
given under it will be applicable to our own ease. The English Act being the same as ours in this Particu
lar, and having been interpreted by tbe Court of Appeal in England, the opinions of Lord Esher and the 
other Justices will, of course, be applicable to this case. Thc case referred to m the report ot the Court 
of Appeal is the Secretary of State for Ihe Home Department v. Fletcher. The words of the section in 
the English Act being precisely the same, as I have said, as those of the 25th section m our Act, Lord 
Esher having read the section, the 4Gth of the English Act, proceeds to say p-“ In this case three points 
were taken, two of which are of considerable importance. The Inspector of Mines for the district havin^ 
inspected the appellant’s mine, came to the conclusion that the uso of open lamps m the mine was a source 
of danger, and acting, as lie stated, under the Coal-mines Regulation Act, 1872 he made a requisition on 
the mine-owner to remedy that matter. The mine-owner has a strong opinion that tho use of open lamps 
is more safe under the particular circumstances of the case than the use of safety-lamps. He therefore
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oVjeeted to comply with the notice, mid thc matter went before an umpire, who gave a decision agreeing 
with the Inspector. He has made his award, and two objections are taken to it: 1’irst, that he had no 
jurisdiction in the matter, and, secondly, that if he had any jurisdiction, lie has acted in excess of it. 
1 here was a third objection, that the umpire was not properly appointed, but that was abandoned, ft is 
contended that the matter dealt with in the award is already provided for by thc general rules of the Act, 
and also by tlie special rules, and is therefore outside the provisions of section 40 of the Act, so that no 
arbitration could have taken place under that section. 1 think, however, that neither the general rules 
contained in the 6th and 7th sub-sections of section 51 nor the special rules to which we have been 
referred are applicable to this case. The necessity for withdrawing workmen from a dangerous mine, and 
the regulations as to safety-lamps, where they are used, are wide of tbe question in thc present case, which 
is, whether it is necessary for the safety of the workmen to stop the use of open lamps. The opinion I 
have come to on the second point docs not make the Act so preservative of the safotv of tho workmen as 
I could have wished, but that does not affect the construction I feel bound to put"on the words of the 
statute. We have to follow the general rule of construction, and put on the words used their ordinary 
meaning, and see to what conclusion that leads, Now, going through^ the 46th section, we find, first of 
all, that the Inspector has to see whether any mine, or part of a mine, or auy matter, tiling, or practice in 
or connected with such mine, is dangerous or defective, so as, in his opinion, to threaten or tend to the 
bodily injury of any person. Then ho is to give a notice and state, not merely that the mine or practice 
is dangerous, but the particulars in which he considers it is so, and to require tbe same to be remedied. 
He is not told to say what hc thinks to be the remedy, nor to require that remedy to be carried out. 
When tlie complaint is brought to the notice of the owner, agent, or manager, if lie objects, not to a 
remedy proposed, but to remedy the matter complained of, he is to send an objection in writing stating 
his grounds to a Secretary of State, and thereupon the matter shall be determined by arbitration^ Wbat 
is tbe matter to be determined by arbitration ? Tlie Inspector lias required a matter or practice to be 
remedied, the owner has stated his grounds for objecting to remedy tho matter complained of, and the 
requisition of tlie Inspector and the objection to it of the owner are the matter which is to be determined 
by^ arbitration that is, the question is whether the requisition of thc Inspector is one to which the 
objections of the owner form a sufficient answer. That is all that is to be determined. There'being no 
words which enable the Inspector to name a remedy, the arbitrator lias no question of a remedy before 
him. If tlie arbitrator finds that the objections of the mine-owner are unfounded, the requisition of tho 
Inspector stands. If after that tbe mine-owner does not remedy the matter complained of, he must take 
thc consequences, but the arbitrator has nothing to no with the consequences of the mine-owner’s neglect; 
that is for another tribunal. Applying these principles, I think the award goes beyond wbat 1 have 
stated to be the power of tbe arbitrator, Thc award should havo followed the requisition of the Inspector, 
and pronounced that the matter—that is, the working the miees with open lamps—was dangerous or defec
tive, so as to threaten or lend to the bodily injury of the persons employed in and about tho said colliery. 
But the arbitrator has determined that thc mines are to be worked with safety-lamps—that is, he has 
determined what is tlie remedy which should be adopted, and directed that to be followed. He has 
substantially found that the complaint is well-founded, though lie has gone beyond his powers in other 
respects. 1 can see no reason, therefore, why the award should not go back to bim, so that he may put 
it into form. IVlieu that is done it will be for Ihe mine-owner to remedy the defect; for if he does not, 
ho will, if the opinion of the next tribunal is against him, be liable to penalties under the Act.” Then 
Bord Bowen says There are two points in this case to which I will address myself. Whether the 
arbitrator has jurisdictiou, and whether the award is in proper form? As to the first question, it 
seems to me tliat none of the general or special rules apply to the matter which is in dispute in this 
case, which is, therefore, a proper matter for arbitration. As to the other point, there is no more 
familiar rule than that^ an arbitrator ought iu his award to follow thc submission and only determine 
what is submitted to him. If lie is to find out what should be done in the particular ease, a direction 
to that effect would be found in the submission; if to'say wbat is to be done generally, that also 
would be found in the. submission. Applying this, the power given to the arbitrator is limited to 
determining thc matter in difference winch has arisen under tbe 46th section. Tlie Inspector must 
first of all have come to the conclusion that tlie mine, or part of a mine, or any matter, thing, or 
practice in or connected with the mine, is dangerous or defective, so as, iu his opinion, to threaten or 
tend to the bodily injury of any person ; next he is to give notice in writing of his opinion, and is to state 
thc particulars in which he considers the mine, part of a mine, matter, thing, or practice, is dangerous or 
defective ; and lastly, he must require the same —that is, the thing of which he is complaining— to bo 
remedied. In the present case the matter required to be remedied is thc working of tbe mine with open 
lamps. The mine-owner sent in his objections, and thus thc matter was ripe for arbitration. The umpire 
had to determine whether tlie matter complained of was dangerous, and whether the requisition for a 
remedy was proper ; in oilier words, whether tbe matter was so dangerous as to require a remedy. Tho 
umpire ought to confine himself strictly to the authority given him, and that does not include any power 
to determine what is the right remedy, or to order that it shall be adopted. His award is, therefore, in 
my opinion, wrong in form ; but ns tbearbitratorhas in fact determined the matter submitted lo him, I do 
not think we ought to set aside the award, but it ought to be remitted. I do not mean to suggest that 
there can be any other remedy for the matter complained of than to leave it off. It is sufficient, for tho 
present purpose to say that the award is wrong in form, and must bo sent back to the umpire.” And 
Lord Fry adds :—“The two questions to bc decided both arise under section 4G. The first inquiry is 
whether thepiatter dealt with by the requisition and notice is provided for by any general or special rule. 
The requisition relates to tbe habitual use of jopen lamps, aud this is declared dangerous. It seems to mo' 
clear that this is not a matter dealt with in thc Act or in the special rules ; and if that is so, it was within 
the jurisdiction of thc Inspector. The thing to be remedied is tbe practice which the Inspector has found 
to be dangerous, and thc Act deals with objections by tbe owner to remedy, not the danger, but the matter 
complained of. "Whether tlie matter complained of ought to be remedied is, therefore, the question about 
which a dispute arises, aud that is the dispute which the arbitrator has to determine, and hc has not to 
deal with anything further. I think the award ought to follow the requisition, and to state that tbe danger 
exists, and ought to bc remedied, because that is the subject-matter of the dispute, but it is beyond tbe 
competence of thc arbitrator to direct what is to be done to remedy tbe danger. Inasmuch, however, as 
the true matter in dispute was whether thc requisition of the Inspector was right, and that has clearly 
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been determined by tbe umpire, I think the award ought to go back to him to be dealt with.” Now, it 
is quite clear from the decision in tho case which I have just quoted that, upon the words of the .Act itself, if 
the defendent objected to remedy the matter complained of, he had only one course to take. That course 
was to give notice to tho Minister, and then must ensue tho arbitration on tlie point whether thc Inspector 
was right or wrong, and whether his opinion should be followed or not. That matter was to he decided 
bv arbitration. Then if the agent or owner does not go to arbitration, which is really what has happened 
in this case, then the Act states that the notice shall be the notice tliat an offence has been committed, thc 
words being, “ that if thc owner or agent fail lo comply with the requisition within twenty days lie shall 
he guilty of an offence under the Act.” So that 1 may state briefly, in conclusion, the exact issues of 
fact which remain to be settled in this case under the construction of the statute. The first is whether 
the Inspector gave the notice under the Act of a continuance of a practice iu his opinion dangerous to the 
lives of the men employed in the mine, and which was not provided for specially in the Act or in the rules 
of the mine. Tlie second is, did the owner or agent proceed to arbitration ; aud then, if he did not pro
ceed to arbitration, did he remedy the matter complained of within twenty days. So that my learned 
friend, in saying that the question was as to whether Mr. Dixon was right or wrong, took—I will not 
say an erroneous view—but a view which cannot be sustained by-----  _

Mr. Want: The Act says, ‘‘If tho owner or agent fails to comply with thc notice”; but did the 
defendant in this case fail to comply with the requisition ?

Mr. EdmundsOf course; you do not allow me to finish. _
The Eolicfi Magistrate ; The information charges the defendant with nob complying with tho 

requisition of the notice.
Mr. WantExactly, your Worship.
Mr. Edmunds : It is precisely following the words of thc section all through, and making tho defen

dant's neglect an offence within the meaning of the section. The words in thc information are:—‘‘ A nd that 
the said John Young Ncilson did not, within seven days after receipt of such notice as aforesaid, make 
objections in writing to thc Minister for Mines, stating the grounds on which bc objeelcd to remedy tho 
matter so complained of as aforesaid, and that the said John Young Neilson has failed to comply with tho 
requisition of the said notice, given by tho said Inspector, and remedy thc matter complained of as afore
said, and that more than twenty days have elapsed since tlie receipt of such notice,” Now, my learned friend 
says that it will be necessary for your Worship to decide whether Mr. Inspector Dixon was right or 
wrong in his opinion ; but I submit to your Worship that that is not thc issue here at Mb and that thc 
nature of Mr. Dixon’s opinion cannot be considered here at all. If the learned counsel for the defence 
intended to raise that issue, lie can do it on a subsequent notice, by pursuing the proper course, aud by 
remitting the case to abitration. And 1 submit that if he wishes to dispute tho decision of tho Inspector 
respecting the state of the mine, he must go to arbitration, and there decide the matter. But if, as in this 
case, he receives notice, and does not go to arbitration, then, when he comes before this Court, it has simply 
to be shown that be reeehed notice, and that he did not comply with tlie requisition of the notice within 
twenty davs. Wo will prove that the defendant did not comply with the requisition of the notice ; and 
where there is no arbitration the section which I have quoted places the notice inexactly lhc same position 
as the award would stand in iu tho event of there having been arbitration and a consequent award._ Thc 
Act puts a defendant wlm does not go to arbitration iu the same position when he receives the notice as 
it would do when the award was made ; in other words, disobedience to the notice under tlie circumstances 
which 1 have stated is equivalent to a disobedience to tho award of thc arbitrators.

The Police Magistrate: It would seem to me that no notice was taken of it at all, and that there 
was no attempt made to improve what thc Inspector complained of. And the complaint now is that there 
is an immense amount of inflammable gas exuding, and that therefore serious bodily injury is threatened 
to thc men working in the mine. This, I may say, is one ol the most important cases that has ever come 
before a Court of Petty Sessions. I have never yet had such an important case before me.

Mr. Want: Your Worship is quite right f the ease is a most important one.
■ Air. Edmunds : Thc point which I wish to make clour to your Worship is that my learned friend must 

not go into the question as to whether Mr. Inspector Dixon was right or wrong.
The Police Magistrate : Of course, that will have to be done.
Mr, Edmunds: Well, your Worship, I submit that it should not bo done in tbis Court. Thc 

question as lo whether the Inspector was right or wrong in thc opinion which hc expressed about tbe mine 
is a matter for arbitration, and the defendant in this case has not gone to arbitration. So that, for tlie 
purposes of this prosecution, the notice is just the same as to the award, because the Act says, “ If the 
owner or agent fail to comply cither with tlie requisition of thc notice given by the Inspector when no 
objection is sent within the time aforesaid, or with the award made on arbitration within twenty days 
after the receipt of such notice or the making of tho award (as tho case may he), hc shall be guilty of an 
offence against the Act, and the notice and award shall respectively he doomed to be written notice of 
such offence.” Now, suppose, for instance, that there has been an arbitration, and that Mr. Neilson harl 
consented to bo a party to it, what would have resulted? The arbitrators would hav e made an award, and 
what would that have resulted in ? Either Mr. Neilson would have had to remedy the matters complained 
of according to the requisition (11, 12, IB, 14, 15, and 1G of thc Inspector) or he would not. If ho 
does uot remedy tho defect according to the award, then hc is prosecuted in this Court. I submit, 
therefore, that this Court caunot inquire whether the award was right or wrong. The Act places that 
duty upon the arbitrators. Aud then all that would need to be shown in that case would be thc fact that 
there bad been an award made in the usual nay, and that the defendant bad not complied to its terms 
within twenty days. Now, I submit that under the circumstances tbe notice is to be taken as standing 
precisely in the same position as the award, where there has been an award. What I submit is, that if 
my learned friend wishes to get behind Mr. Dixon and the information, and say that Mr. Dixon's opinion 
was wrong, he will endeavour to do something which the Act never intended he should be allowed to do. 
That should have been done by arbitration, lie cannot come here now and question the opinion of the 
Inspector no more than if there had been an award he could come in here anrl question the award had 
the defendant not obeyed it. Therefore, tho only question here which your Worship has to consider is, 
did Mr. Dixon give notice of a practice, in his opinion, dangerous under the Act; second, did the owner 
or agent proceed to arbitimiou; and third, did tho owner or agent remedy thc matter complained of 
within the time allowed by tbe Act. And if 1 establish these facts, then apart altogether froin the

question
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question as to whether Mt. Dison was right or wrong in his opinion, your duty—and I will admit that 
Magistrates have to perform unpleasant duties sometimes—is to inflict the penalty provided in the Act, 
That penalty is not a large one, and cannot exceed £10. "

Mr. Want: What does that matter ?
Mr. Edmunds: The case is of vast importance, though it may not involve a large pecuniary penalty. 

At the same time I think that no case has ever come before a Poiico Magistrate which involves indirectly 
the lives of so many persons. And if the lives of those persons are to he protected by the officials 
discharging the duties of Inspectors of Collieries, there is only one way in ivhicii it can be done, and that 
is by taking advantage of tlie powers given in the 25th section of the Act. If there is a danger which is 
likely to break out, and which, though not m actual existence, is likely to occur at any moment—as in a 
sudden outbreak of inflammable gas ns at Bulli—then tho only way tho Inspector can deal with this possible 
danger is by a notice nnder the 25th section, such as was served on the defendant in this case. I have 
read a decision on the point given nnder the provisions of a section which is precisely the same as the 
25th section of our Act, so as to satisfy your Worship. If the owners or agent of a mine think thc 
Inspector is wrong, then the Act says send notice of this to the Minister and you shall have an arbitration 
to decide whether it is or not, but unless you do this yon must obey the Inspector’s requisition. Tho 
importance of the Inspector’s duty demands that respect shall he paid to his opinion; but if he be wrong, 
or if you think so, then take him before the proper tribunal to test his opinion, but you shall not treat his 
notice with contempt. Ton shall not disregard or disobey the 1 nspector, whoever you may he—be you the 
manager or owner of the largest or the smallest colliery in tho Colony. Therefore, if your Worship finds 
that the Inspector did give notice, and that that notice was treated with contempt, then it will bc your duty 
(although it may he a painful duly in one sense) to inflict thc penalty which tho Act provides. Although 
1 he punishment is a small one, it will, I hope, he a preservative of great consequence, and it is in this 
sense that your duty will be a pleasurable duty, because you will be doing something to preserve the men 
employed in this industry from danger. Ton arc maintaining thc authority of the Inspector of Collieries, 
whose decision must either be set aside on arbitration or respeefed by these colliery managers, who must 
not be allowed to set themselves up to ignore the decision of an officer of the Government, whoso duty it 
is to see that proper protection is afforded to the men who are employed in these mines. ■

Mr. Want: If my learned friend is right, then all that is necessary to prove us guilty is that notice 
was sent and was disregarded. I thought that this inquiry should certainly last several days, but if my 
friend s contention bo sustainable—and I do not think it is—then the ease should not occupy more than 
ten minutes.

Mr. Edmunds: Quite right; it ought to bc settled within that time.
Mr. Want: But I shall show that you are utterly wrong.

. ^r\ Edmunds: Will you pardon me? I will leave entirely to your Worship thc construction of 
fins section of the Act, and if you. agree that my interpretation is correct, if Mr. ATei!son will plead 
guilty-----

, Ah'- Want: I cannot allow that to ho done, because I am desirous of tendering a large amount of 
evidence as to the present condition of the mine. I cannot plead guilly, because thc last part of the 
section provides that if the Magistrate sees tit hc need not inflict any penalty at all, provided it can bo 
shown that certain remedy is being adopted to remove the matter complained of. 1 think I will he able 
to show my learned friend and your Worship that not only is he utterly wrong in his contention, hut 
that ho cannot go on with his case. We do not want to go into any technicalities, and I, on behalf of my 
clieut, want to know what we are charged with here. The object of counsel for the Crown is evidently to 
shut our mouths and prevent our getting in evidence a« to the present state of the mine, but we want the 
public, and the whole world for that matter, to know what condition the mine is now iu. If we are 
guilty, nothing is too bad for this Company in the way of punishment. And I now challenge my learned 
friend to waive all technicalities of every kind and let this case he tried on its merits. ] am willing now 
to^withdraw an objection which otherwise, T contend, must be fatal to the Crown case. A'ow, my learned 
friend says that it is under thc 25th section of the Coal-mines Eegulation Act. which ho is proceeding, but 
I can show your Worship that that section has nothing whatever to do with this case. He states that tho 
Inspector has only to form an opinion as to the condition of a mine, and then, unless the agent or owner 
goes to arbitration, he may be fined if a remedy is not applied within a certain time. We are brought here 
charged with not doing a ecriain thing, whether we havo applied the remedy or not. This 25th clause 
refers^to cases for which no provision has been made in any other part of the Act. Now, the first part of 
the 25th section says:—If in any respect, which is not provided against by any express provision of 
this Act, or by any special rule,” &c., clearly providing that such a thing may be dealt uith in some other 
portion of the law. Then they give us notice calling on us to remedy certain things. Who are to tell us 
how to remedy, or what kind of remedy it is to be ? Any man, of course, knows how to put a prop in a mine, 
but wc are called on to do certain other things to prevent bodily harm accruing. But there tbe question 
of ventilation comes in, and there are special provisions in thc Act dealing with the matter. Thc first 
part of the section, as J havo said, speaks of11 an express provision of this Act” or “ special rule” of the 
mine ; now, if I can show you that there is an “ express provision” in the Act which deals with what wre 
are charged with, then must not the prosecution fall to the ground?

Mr, Edmunds: I quite admit it.
Mr. Want.- Very well. I say that there is an express provision in this Act under which the complaint 

ot yours comes. It is all very well to bring such cases here; but I will ask your Worship to look at the 
12th section, sub-sections 2 to 6, which deal with the question of adequate ventilation:—

2. An adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly produced in every mine to dilute and
render harmless noxious gase.-f to such an extent that tho working places of the shafts, levels, 
stables, and workings of such mino, and the travelling roads to and from such working places, 
shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein.

3. An adequate amount of ventilation shall mean not less (as a minimum) than 100 cubic feet of-
pure air per minute for each man, hoy, and horse, which shall sweep undiminished along the 
airway past each working place. *

4. "Within six months after the commencement of this Act every mine shall be divided into districts
or splits of not more than seventy men, and each district shall be supplied with a separate 
current of fresh air. All intake air shall travel free from all stagnant water, stables, and old 
workings, and no place shall be driven more than 35 yards before the current of air without a 
cut-through, put-lhrough, or bratticed-up within 3 yards of thc face of such working. 5.
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5. If at, any time it is found by tho person in charge of a mino or any part thereof,"or by the
Examiner or Inspector, that by reason of noxious gases prevailing in sneb mine or such part 
thereof, or of any cause whatever, tho mine or the said part is dangerous, every work in an shall bo 
withdrawn therefrom, and the Examiner or Inspector shall inspect the same (and if tho danger 
arises from inflammable gas shall make such inspection with a locked safety-lamp), and in every 
ease shall make a true report of the condition of such mine or part thereof; and no workman 
shall, except in so far as is necessary for inquiry into the cause of danger or for the removal 
thereof or for exploration, be readmitted into tlie mine, or such part thereof as was so found 
dangerous, until thc same is stated by the Examiner or Inspector to be safe. Every such report 
shall be recorded in a book which shall be kept at the mine for the purpose, and shall be signed 
by thc person reporting.

6. All entrances to any place not in actual course of working and extension, and suspected to contain
or be liable to engender dangerous gas of auy kind, shall be properly walled or fenced off, so as . 
to prevent access thereto. _

It would have been absurd to have withdrawn all these men from the mine until the ease had been settled 
by arbitration. Now I will read to the end of these rules, and your ‘Worship will find that there is no 
provision in them requiring the Company to stop their works under a penalty. These are tho remaining 
rules:— _ _

7. Whenever any safety-lamp is required to he used it shall he first examined and securely locked by
some person duly authorized for that purpose, who shall keep the key thereof.

8. Every shaft or pit which b out of use or used only as an air-pit shall he securely fenced lo the
satisfaction of the Examiner or Inspector. ,

9. Every working or pumping pit or shaft whore the natural strata arc not safe shall be securely cased
or lined or otherwise made secure.

The Police Magistrate: I think the stoppage of works under a penalty was under the 3 llh section of 
the Act.

ilfr. Want: Exactly so, your Worship ; hut then the Crown here are prosecuting us under the 2oth 
section. That section, as your Worship will see, provides only for doing things by arbitration which are 
not provided for by any express provision or rule. The reason for that is this, that the Act draws a 
distinction between ventilation and something being merely wrong with tho mine. With regard to tho 
ventilation, if anything he wrong with it, they may take the men out at once, and it is provided for by tho 
Act rather than by rule ; and, therefore, in any case it cannot be brought imder tho 2oth section. There 
are twenty-one days in which to remedy the matter complained of; but you may arbitrate for six months, 
and the men are kept at work there all the time, They cannot prosecute us under this 25th section in 
any way that I can see, because there is another part of the Act which applies to the offence that is 
charged. The information says:—“ Did find a certain part of the said mine, to wit, the places in thc 
■vicinity of that part of the said mine known as the Jubilee shaft, dangerous, so as, iu his opinion, to 
threaten bodily injury to persons working in tbe parts known as tbe Jubilee districts, inasmuch as inflam
mable gas vvas being engendered in the Jubilee headings, and did find that there was a liability of a 
larger outburst of inflammable gas occurring at any time therein, and that tho air current from thc said 
Jubilee shaft, after coursing through the said Jubilee headings, were inflammable gas was exuding—■ 
ventilating two splits of sixty-eight aud thirty men respectively who worked with naked lights, and that 
a single door was placed on thc main road between the said Jubilee headings.'’ This last is as to 
ventilation. Now, so far as I think that they cannot prosecute us nnder this 25th section while this 
section 12 and its sub-sections remain in existence. But, if your Worship takes a different view to me on 
this point, there are still the merits of the case, which ought to be considered, and we ought to bc allowed 
lo introduce evidence to show the present condition of the mine. They have charged us with three 
distinct things, and you have to say whether we are guilty or not. What the Crown has really done in 
this case is to come here and say, as wo have given you a certain notice under the 25th section of the 
Coal-mines Eegulation Act, and as yon have not complied with that notice or asked to go to arbitration, 
therefore you are guilty of a breach of the Act. They might have some grounds for doing this if they 
could show that we had not remedied, but they do not do that. Wc are charged here, as I have said, with 
three distinct offences, and it is for your Worship to say whether we are guilty of them or not, which 
you cannot do unless you agree to the reception of evidence. This is a ease which demands that inquiry 
should not be “ burked ” by ihe Government. If his Worship the Police Magistrate goes down this mine 
be will soon see that the owners and thc manager have been grossly and cruelly wronged: and having 
done tbis tho Crown now come here and attempt to shut the mouths of those interested in thc mine. 
Although they come into Court aud repeat their charges and bring this tiling to an issue, they do not 
want to allow evidence to bo taken. They put us in a corner, and then refuse to allow us to move out of 
it. But they go further than this,—they charge us here with not having remedied the things complained 
of, and, therefore, the3r will have fo go into the facts of the case, and show that tho defects of which they 
made complaint have uot been remedied. As to the matter not having been remedied, our reason for 
coming hero is that the whole world may know thc condition of the mine, and the perfect safety in which 
tbe men are now working. We court the fullest inquiry, and is it right under such circumstances for the 
Crown to (1 burk ” investigation in this way, and, after making a wrong report as to the state of the mino, 
shut our mouths? Now, I rely upon this fact that thc}r cannot proceed, for the reasons I have stated, 
under this 25th section. As the case required immediate attention other steps should have been taken, 
by withdrawing the men from work, and going on under the 12lh section. If they had done tins—if they 
had pursued the only course which the law permitted them, to .take and withdraw the men from the 
mine—who would have dared to have sent the men back again? But even if I am wrong in this matter 
you will have to go into thc merits of the case to see whether we are or are not properly charged with 
doing a most disgraceful act; but, in any case, I hope your Worship will not allow inquiry to be 
“ burked” in this way, but that you will, for the advantage of the public and the men iu this mine, allow 
the country to know all about its present condition, by receiving thc evidence which I am prepared to 
tender.

Mr. JSdmunds : I have said before that this case is one of vast importance, inasmuch as it is the first 
case that has occurred in this Colony in which the provisions of section 25 of thc Coal-mines Eegulation 
Act have been enforced. This is the only scclion in the Act by which such a case as this, involving a

' probable
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uroWblc sudden outburst of coal-gas cau bc met. My learned friend, the counsel for the defendant, over- 
loohs the distinction between the danger from gas actually existingin a mine and thc danger from a probable 
outburst of such gas occurring in future. .And, in overlooking thc distinction, my learned friend tries to 
make out that we are charging the defendant with having such a quantity of inflammable gas in the mine as 
would tend to produce an explosion. Wo are charging the defendant with no such thing, We are 
charging the defendant with having gases there winch show a probability of a greater outburst, as is 
proved by the very words of thc Inspector’s notice :—

2. H aving by such inspection proved beyond a doubt that inflammable gas was being engendered
in the abovenamed places, and in view of the liability of a large outburst of inflammable gas 
oecuning at any time, I hereby, in accordance with tho provisions contained in the 25th section of 
the Coal-mines Eegulation Act of 187(1, give you notice that, in my opinion, it is a dangerous 
practice to allow the air current from the Jubilee shaft to ventilate one split of about sixty- 
eight men, and another split of about thirty men, all working with naked lights, after such 
current of air has coursed through the Jubilee headings, where tlie gas is exuding.

3. I would also draw attention to tho practice of having only a single trap-door on the main road
between the Jubilee headings, where, in my opinion, two doors are necessary.

4. I have, therefore, to urge your serious aud immediate attention to the abovenamed matters, with
a view to having them remedied as speedily as possible.

The danger, as 1 have said before, vi as pointed out by tho finger of Providence, and it is the future 
danger, and not the present risk, which is the question here. My learned friend made some remark about 
the Crown “ burking ” inquiry, I say that, so far from this being the case, the Crown is coining here for 
the first time to have this section construed and its provisions applied. And I think the officers of the 
Crown deserve credit for bringing this danger to light, showing their honesty of purpose and independence 
of action. They now come here to get the pi'opcr legal interpretation of the section, and of the way in 
which it is to become operative. The interpretation, which wc say is thc correct one, is that, after tho 
notice is given and disregarded by tho owrner or agent (should he refuse to go to arbitration), then tho 
penalty comes in for setting the notice at naught. Because, as 1 have shown your Worship, in the event of 
the.owner or agent not going to arbitration thc notice is exactly tbe same as the award had there been an 
arbitration.. It is just the same as if tho award was broken after having been arrived at by a difficult and 
costly inquiry. Would my learned friend attempt to come into Court and say that thc award, too, was 
wrong, and that there was no danger in the mine ? It is for disobedience of the notice—just as it might 
have been for disregarding the award, had it been given against him had there been an arbitration—that 
the defendant is being tried before this Court. We state in tho information that “the said John Young 
Xeilson has failed to comply with the requisition of said notice,” and nothing else ; and it is for non- 
comqriiance with this requisition that'tbe defendant is here. It is not that the notice is wrong; it is not 
that tho defendant’s mine was in such a condition that largo quantities of inflammable gases were liable 
to bc exuded : it is that hc has not complied with the notice. This is the very charge in the information, 
Now ! will deal with what my learned friend calls his technical objection. My learned friend says that 
this is not n case which comes within this 25th section at all, and that we should have taken advantage 
of.other provisions in the Act; and he also states that wo want to burk inquiry. We are doing no such 
thing. If Mr. Ncilson is found guilty of this offence, this small penalty cluasc alone can he imposed on him. 
He cannot, hc prosecuted again. I say that wc will then serve him with another notice that tho same 
thing is going on, because we conceive it to be our most solemn duty to do so, and then Mr. Neilson can 
go to arbitration and have the question fully gone into, Where, then, is the use of such observations as 
my learned friend indulged in?

. Mr. Want: The notice does not say one word about this thing tending to cause bodily harm. I 
nil! read thc notice through, and ask your Worship’s attention to this fact:—

J. Y. Neilson, Enquire, Colliery Manager, Wallsend,— Glebeland, G January, ISSS.
Sir,

Yesterday (Thursday), accompanied by Mr. J. Mackenzie, Examiner of Coal-fields, I carefully inspected the 
workings in the vicinity of the Jubilee abaft in connection with the Newcastie-Wallsend Coat Company's’ colliery, and 
found inflammable gas very freely exuding from numerous blowers in the floor of the Jubilee headings. Also in the narrow 
bord, 30 feet in length, G feet wide, and 5 feet 9 inches high (near the shaft bottom), inflammable gaa could be detected in 
the Davy lamp 9 inches from the roof at a point 7 yards from the face, aud 2 feet 4 inches from the roof 3 yards from the 
face, and 3 feet 3 inches from the roof at the face.

2. Having by such inspection proved beyond a doubt that inflammable gas was being engendered at the above- 
named places, and in view of the liability of a large outburst of inflammable gas occurring at any time, I hereby, in accord
ance with the provisions contained in the 2Jth section of the Coal-mines Regulation Act of 1S7G, give you notice that, in 
iny opinion, it is a dangerous practice to allow tlie air current from the Jubilee shaft to ventilate one split of about sixty-eight 
men, and another split of about thirty men, all working with naked lights, after such current of air has coursed through 
the Jubilee headings, where the gas is exuding.

3. 1 would also draw attention to the practice of having only a single trap-door on thc main road between the 
Jubilee headings, where, in my opinion, two doors arc necessary,

4. 1 have, therefore, to urge your serious and immediate atteution to the above-mentioned matters, with a view to
have them remedied as speedily as possible. I have, &e.,

JOHN DIXON,
Inspector of Collieries.

Now, where is there a syllable about tbis causing bodily injury to anybody?
J/;\ Edmunds: 1 am not to be put oil my argument, but I will deal now with this new objection of 

m.y learned friend. Just listen to tbe words of tho notice:—“I hereby, in accordance with tbe provisions 
of the 25th section of. the Coal-mines Eegulation Act, &c.” Why, Mr. Dixon directs the attention of tbe 
defendant to tho section itself in using these words. It will bo well if your Worship reads thc notice 
yourself.

The Police Magistrate then read tbe notice.
31r. Want: There is nothing about “ threatening bodily injury ” in that.
Mr. Edmunds: The Inspector states distiuetly tbe particulars in which he considers Hie mine 

dangerous, and has given notice, as ho had a right to do, to have it remedied; and adds:—“ I hereby give you 
notice, -—lie having found out that there was a liability to large outbursts of inflammable gas—“ that, in 
my opinion, it is a dangerous practice to allow the air eurreut from the Jubilee shaft to ventilate one 
split of about sixty-eight men, and another split of about thirty men, all working with naked lights, Jcc.'’ 
Yet my learned friend says that this duos uot threaten bodily injury to anyone. How could a sudden

outburst
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outburst of inflammable gas coming on men -who were working with naked lights do anything else than 
tend to their bodily injury? So that I submit to your Worship that this prosecution is properly brought 
under this 25th section; and the notice of the Inspector tells thc defendant the particulars in which the 
mine is dangerous. _

Mr. Want: I say that this notice refers to what is contained in the 5th sub-section to section 12. 
Mr. J'Jdmunds .- How can that be, when the writer hinself refers to the 25th section.
Mr. Want: His referring to tho 25tb section does not necessarily bring the notice nnder that 

section, '
Mr. Edmunds: He told the defendant he was proceeding under the 25th section of the Act. How, 

with reference to the other part of this case, as provided for in the special rules. I may tell your Wor- 
1 ship that this case has not been brought without full consideration of that point; and this prosecution 

was not undertaken nnder this section in order, as ray learned friend says, to “ burk ” inquiry, but ratber 
so that the colliery managers would understand that they would have to do what thc Inspectors told them, 
or else have a full inquiry by arbitration. If the arbitration goes against them they must carry out the 
award; and not having gone to arbitration they must equally obey the notice of the Inspector; and if they 
do not obey this notice they commit an offence under this Act, for which they are accordingly liable. 
And I, as representing the Crown here, say that I would eonsider it to be a thing very injurious to the 
administration of this Act if these people could come iu here and say that the notice or the award was 
wrong, because it is necessary, in deciding a matter of this kind, that the Judge should not only he one 
who was experienced and trained in the law, but one who was acquainted with scientific matters, and with 
coal-mines particularly. It may be that there is a Poiico Magistrate here and there who could undertake 
such duties ; but, as a< rule, Poiico Magistratcs)arc men who merely administer the huv as they find it; and 
it may be that such a case as this wmuld come before a gentleman who could not carry himself beyond 
this administration of the law. Therefore, it was that this tribunal of arbitration was constituted, to 
ascertain whether thc Inspector was right or wrong in requiring certain things to be done. I quite agree 
that this is a case which demands the fullest inquiry, and no doubt tbe defendant will have thc fullest 
inquiry given him by-and-bye, because we intend to serve bim with another notice to have the thing 
complained of remedied. Kow 1 will proceed to deal with thc point raised by my learned friend that tbis 
is a case which is provided for by a special section of the Coal-mines Eegulation Act. Fortunately for 
us wo have a decision by one of the highest authorities—by the Court of Appeal in England—binding us 
to a certain construction of these words. And tbe words in the English Act are precisely the same as 
those in our) 25th section. The case to which I refer is headed:—“ In the matter of the arbitration nnder 
the Coal-mines Eegulation Act of 1872, between Her Majesty’s Secretary of State for the Home Depart
ment and Herbert I’leteher,” and is reported in 18 Q.B.D. part 3, page 83£):—“ In an arbitration under
S. dd of the Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 1872, the duty of the arbitrator is limited to determining whether 
the matter complained of by the Inspector is dangerous and ought to bo remedied, and he has no power 
to determine what is the proper remedy, or to direct that any particular remedy he adopted.”

Our section 25 re-enacts what is the law in England, and the section in the English A.ct is that 
from which ours has been takeai; aud so we have the advantage of an English decision on these words. 
Section 46 of thc English Act is as follows, and your "Worship will see that it is exactly the same as our 
section 25:—

“ If in any respect (which is not provided against by any express provision of this Act or by any 
special rule) any Inspector finds auy mine, or any part thereof, or any matter, thing, or practice in 
or connected with auy such mine, to be dangerous or defective, so as, in his opinion, to threaten 
or tend to the bodily injury of any person, such Inspector may give notice in writing thereof to 
the owner or agent of the mine, and shall state in such notice tlie part iculars iu which he con
siders such mine, or any part thereof, or any matter, thing, or practice, to be dangerous or defec
tive, and require the same to be remedied, and unless the same be forthwith remedied thc Inspector 
shall also report the same to the Minister. If the owner or agent of the mine objects to remedy 
the matter complained of in the notice, he may, within seven days after the receipt of such notice, 
send his objection in writing, stating tbo grounds thereof to thc Minister, and thereupon tho 
matter shall be determined by arbitration in manner provided by this Act in relation to tho 
special rules, and the date of tho receipt of such objection shall be deemed to be tbe date of the 
reference. If the owner or agent fail to comply either with tlie requisition of thc notice given 
by the Inspector, when no objection is sent within the time aforesaid, or with thc award made 
on arbitration, within twenty days after the receipt of such notice or the inaking.of the award, 
as tho case may bc, he shall be guilty of an offence against this Act, and the notice and award 
shall respectively be deemed to be written notice of such offence. Provided that the Court, if 
satisfied that the owner or agent has taken active measures for complying with the notice or 
award, but has not with reasonable diligence been able to complete the works, may adjourn any 
proceedings taken before them for punishing such offence, and if the works are completed within 
a reasonable time no penalty shall be inflicted. Ho person shall be precluded by any agreement 
from doing such acts as may be necessary to comply with the provisions of this section or be 
liable under any contract to any penalty or forfeiture for doing such acts."

The Police Magistrate : That is word for word with the 25th section of our Act.
Mr. Edmunds: Just so. How the facts of this case are put the same as those with which your 

"Worship has to deal hero. This was the case—that there was a liability, a danger of a sudden outburst 
of gas—not merely a danger from gas actually existing in tho mine, but from a probable sudden outburst. 
That is precisely the same as the ease with which your Worship has to deal here. Here, too, there were 
the same indications of a liability to a sudden outburst of gas, by gas actually exuding.

Tke Police Magistrate : Yes, that is pretty well understood. There might bo very little gas existing 
at one time, and a great deal at some other time. _

Mr. Edmunds: How, the sub-section which has been quoted by my learned friend refers to gas 
actually existing. Wo are not complaining of the actual existence of the gas, but of the liability to ft sudden 
outburst. _

Thc Police Magistrate : There are many ways of getting rid of that gas. In the neighbourhood of 
volcanic rock, or where there is igneous formation, there is always a large amount of ga£.

Mr. Want: It is only the ventilation that is complained of in this case.
. Mr. ■
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jlfr. J'ldmunds: And tlien on tlie point tliat tliis case comes under another section than the 25th, 
there is the decision of the English Court on facts exactly similar in which action was taken under the 
same section.

Mr. Want: The facts are not the same.
Mr. Edmunds : Well, I contend that they are; and our Act in this reaped is the same as the English 

one; . In England also they have special rules the same as ours. But the Court of Appeal held that the 
liability to a future outburst did not eomo under the Act or under the special rules, and therefore we are 
right in taking proceedings under the 25th section. This very point was raised in the English case, the 
grounds of the objection to the award being that the umpire had held that there was danger of a future 
outbreak of gas. These sub-sections were there held to apply to something else, and were not applicable to 
the facts of that particular ease. A'ow, what did the Judge say in the case :—“ It is contended that the 
matter dealt with in tho award (says Lord Esher, Master of the Eolls) is already provided for by the 
general rules in the Act, and also by the special rules, and is therefore outside the provisions of section 
4G of the Act, so that no arbitration could take place under that section, I think, how'ever, that neither 
the general rules contained in the sixth and seventh sub-sections of section 51, nor tho special rules to 
which we have been referred, are applicable to this case. The necessity for withdrawing workmen from a 
dangerous mine, and the regulations as lo safety-lamps, where they are used, are wide of the question in 
tho present case, which is whether it is necessary for the safety of tho workmen to stop the use of open 
lamps. Tho opinion I have como to on the second point does not make the Act so preservative of the 
safety of the workmen as I could have wished, hut tliat does not affect the construction I feel bound to 
put on the vVords of the statute. We have to follow the general rule of construction, and put on tho 
words used their ordinary meaning, and sec to what conclusion that leads. Now, going through the 46th 
section, we find, first of all, that thoTnspector has to see whether any mine, or part of a mine, or any 
matter, thing, or practice in or connected with such mine, is dangerous or defective, so as, in his opinion, 
to threaten pr tend to the bodily injury of any person. Then he is to give a notice, and state not merely 
that the mine or practice is dangerous, but tho particulars in which he considers it is so, and to 
require the same to be remedied. Whore does his duty stop? At requiring the matter to he remedied.”- 
If Mr. Inspector Dixon had known of this judgment ho could not have more closely followed the 
instructions which the judgment conveys. Then the other Judges (Lords Bowen and Dry) entirely 
concur, and go into a further discussion on the same point of law. Now, I submit that in this case, the 
facts being the same-----

Mr. Want: The facts are quite different altogether.
; Mr. Edmunds: I invite my friend’s attention to tho report, which shows that the facts are the same 
in this case as in the one in question. "What was the danger in the English case? The liability of a future 
outburst of gas. _ AVhat is the danger in the mine here? Just tho same liability to a future outburst. 
W hat is the law in England with regard to this ? That certain things should lie done when there is a 
certain quantity of gas in the mine. This applies to the liability of future outbreaks. Then how can 
my learned friend say that the facts here are not the same, when tiioy are precisely Iho same.

The Police MagistrateIt appears to me that the Legislature lias seen fit to appoint certain persons 
teexamine collieries in Australia. It appears to me that the chief thing is whether the Inspector lias 
done his duty in what he lias done, and whether tho Inspector’s notice not being attended to ho can 
proceed further. This is the question I think for me to deal with without going into the question of 
right or wrong at all. This is the thing I have to try, and it seems to me that the notice of the Inspector 
was not attended to.

Mr. Want: It was, as a matter of fact, attended to.
The Police Magistrate : Supposing the danger had beeu removed in the meantime. There arc certain 

penalties which colliery owners arc subjected to, but which need not be applied. But it is useless, and I 
cannot help saying it at once that it is useless for the G-overnmont to have these examinations of mines 
made unless tho decisions of their Inspectors are upheld.

Mr. Want: But it would he just as wicked if innocent colliery managers were found guilty of 
something which they had not done.

Mr: Edmunds: We will show that in his notice the Inspector states he formed his opinion from 
certain facts. That opinion may be right or wrong, but the defendant did not dispute it by going to 
arbitration. Instead of doing this, he entirely disregarded it, and this, I contend, has made him guilty of 
an offence under the Act. That is the case for the Crown.

At this stage the Court adjourned for half an hour.
. On resuming at 2‘30 p.m,,—

John Mackenzie was called in and examined :—
Mr. Edmunds : You are tho Examiner of Coal-fields in New South Wales ? I am.
Is this the Gazette notice of your appointment?
Mr. Want: You need not do that. "We will admit Mr. Mackenzie’s appointment.
Mr. Edmunds : Very well. -
Mr. Want: Wo will also admit tho authority to prosecute. We intend to fight the case on the 

merits.
Mr. Edmunds : Did you lay the information in this case, Mr. Mackenzie ? I did.
And you did this by virtue of your office as Examiner of Coal-fields ? Yes.
I want to ask my learned friend if he will admit the proclamation of the Hunter liivor District?
Mr. Want: Yes.
Mr. Edmunds.: Then there are some documents which we may as well put in non-—Mr. Mackenzie’s 

report to the Minister.
Mr. Want: I want to see that. It might have reference to the State House.
[Copy oi Inspector Dixon’s letter to defendant, dated 6th January, 1888, with Mr. Mackenzie’s 

minutes thereon, was then admitted in evidence.]
Mr. Edmunds : Did you forward Ibis document which I hold in my hand as a report to the Minister 

for Alines under section 25 of the Coal-mines Hegulation Act?
Mr. Want: Do not answer that question. I object to this matter altogether.
Witness: I did.

Mr,
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Mr. Wani; J object to the witness giving his answer when I objected to the question. Be good 
enough in future. Mr. Mackenzie, not to answer the questions when I tell you not to do so until niy 
objection is heard.

Witness : You told me not to answer the question, but I was not aware that I was not to do so simply 
because you told me.

Mr. Went: I object to this document being allowed to go in as a report.
Mr. Edmunds : You produce a copy of a letter to the defendant? Yes.
I may state, for your "Worship’s inlbrmatiou, that this is merely a copy of Mr. Dkon’s notice to Mr, 

iNeilson, the defendant, and it was sent to the Minister with this minute by Mr. Mackenzie on the margin, 
“ Yonvard for the information of the Secretary for Mines.—J.M., 7/1/88,'’ and addressed to the Under 
Secretary for Mines. My friend will admit, I presume, that it was received by the Minister for Mines.

Mr. Want: I will. Might I ask the witness, whether, before he sent in that letter or report, he visited 
the mine himself ?

Witness r Yes ; I visited it in company with Mr. Dison.
Mr. Want: On the 5th of January last? Yes.
Will you tell mo whether this plan (produced) is a representation of the Jubilee shaft which you and 

Mr. Dixon visited on the 5th January? The headings arc correctly shown on that plan.
Is tho shaft correctly shoivn ? Yes. (After a pause)—Well, no. These workings (pointing out 

certain portions on the plan) were not there* then, There was no connection between what is known as 
the shallow bord and the heading. ■

Would you tell me was [the connection complete between the Jubilee shaft and this main heading ? 
Yes. " _ _ < _

In other words, both these headings were carrying a current of air from the Jubilee shaft ? Yes, a 
current of intake air across numerous blowers, about seventeen in number. When 1 was there we did 
not count the Mowers.

. Did you know', as Examiner of Coal-fields, that these headings had been driven first of all from the 
main heading towards the Jubilee shaft, and from the Jubilee shaft towards the main headings? They 
both gave out.

Sow I did not ask you that ? But I will state it——
Just answer my question? They both contained gases-----
We will say that something else contains gases unless you try and keep quiet and answer the ques

tions that I am putting to yon.
Witness You must not think that I am going to he led up to a thing by you. I must answer 

questions in my own way.
Mr. Want: Well, if you continue this line of conduct I will just ask his Worship to tell you, Mr. 

Mackenzie, to answer my questions in a proper way,
■ Witness: But I am doing so.

Mr. Want; You are not. I did not ask you anything about blowers.
Witness: But you will hear of them, though evidently you do not want to.
Mr. Want: Do you know that your Inspectors had examined the Jubilee bendings from the main 

heading before tho connection with the Jubilee shaft? An Inspector has done so, but 1 cannot say that 
it has been done by Inspectors,

And, therefore, if there were any blowers in this Jubilee bending, as the works went along your 
Inspector would see it while the work was being done ? I cannot say. The Inspector will be able to 
answer for himself.

Well, as a skilled witness, I want to know what you think about it yourself ? I cannot tell you; the ‘ 
Inspectors will do so.

Will you kindly answmr my question as a skilled witness. In passing through the headings these 
blowers would show themselves ? Yes.

Was any other work being done in any other heading while you were there? No, none—none in the 
Jubilee gassy heading.

Is it not a fact that when you saw or inspected these headings they were being used simply as a 
means of ventilation ? This heading—■—

Will you answer my question yes or no. Were they, or were they not, conduit pipes for ventilation ?
I will answer you, hut 1 must explain at ihe same time.

Just answer my question, please? Yes ; but they were carrying foul gases to the main workings.
I did not ask you that? Well, I must explain. This was taking tho foul air to the men who were 

working up there in the main working. _
You wish to add something to that, do you ? Yes; the air was forced dowu this Jubilee heading 

and came in contact with the foul gases exuding from the bottom of the Jubilee shaft and the Jubilee 
heading. _ _ _

In snffieient quantities to interfere with the proper ventilation? It came in such quantities that if 
there had been a sudden outburst of gas there would have been serious explosion, such as occurred at 
Bulli some time ago. _

Will you he good enough to answer my question. Did this foul air interfere with the ventilation—I 
want a yes or no ? It did not interfere with the ventilation, but it was taking the air which had become 
foul with gas to the men who were working with naked lights.

Did you object to this foul air as far as the ventilation of the mine was concerned ? I had nothing 
to do with it. The Act does not allow me to object. I only went with the Inspector, .

Can you see any objection to it so far as tho ventilation of the mine was concerned in supplying the 
air to the men ? Wo are not talking about ventilation.

Excuse me, I am, and I want you to answer my question? Well, you are taking tbe air which has 
become foul with explosive gas to these men. I fully support my.Inspcctor in reporting the matter.

Do you or do you not see any objection to this ventilation so far as the men were concerned? I do.
Why ? Because the air was foul with explosive gas.
In your opinion, when these blowers are once cut and no other work is being done there, do they 

decrease or increase ? Well, they have been known to last for years. They have been piped up, but for 
years the gas has been exuding. J

■ ■ In
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• ^aa- •^0U s‘w no W01'k teing done there, would the£e blowers increase or decrease
m quantity they might continue as they were, or they might decrease. I do not know that they 
would decrease, but they might continue in their present state for years. That is the experience which 
1 have had irom Homo. I do not say that they would increase; they might continue for years, or they 
might decrease. ^ o j 5 j
p /-Phoy would not increase? No; 1 would not say that they would not increase. I would he very 
toohsh to say that. The blower that I saw was not likely to increase. J

Have you seen the workings this morning or yesterday ? No, I have not.
Have you seen them since you were down with Mr. Dixon ? I am not the person—it is the Inspector, 

y u 1 ^ atn a curi0u8 a^ou^ "'hat you saw ? No ; I have not seen the workings since, but apparently

Have you got any idea of the amount of air that was passing through the workings when you were 
down there? ISo, but Mr. Dixon measured the air. There were 6,600 feet in No. 3, and about 11 000 
going up the two ends. There was an average of about 6,000 cubic feet of air going up each heading to 
ventilate Nos. 3 and 4 splits. D ° 1 fa

Where were the nearest men to that working when you saw it ? There were no men working when 
I was down. °

. 1)0 7°u know where the men were working ? They were working here and there, in this part of the 
main workings (pointing out certain places on the plan), but really it is the Inspector who should tell you

The men were working some distance away from tbe Jubilee heading? Yes, in the returned air 
which was foul with gas. 1 went wuth the Inspector to see the mine, because I had to send a report on 
it to tho Minister. Bosfield, the overman, told me that the men wore working in the returned air fouled 
by gas. °

. ^ ^ J0" ? Ne said that there was more gas there than ever there had been in the Bulli
mme- No was very anxious that I should go across and see how a light would be whipped out,

Was that your own experience from examination ? It certainly was.
You did not order the men out ? No, I did not.

■, ^ben I presume that you saw no danger at that time? Well, we could not say, because we had 
naked lights ourselves. We were looking for a future outburst.

But at that time you saw no danger ? I cannot tell. It was a dangerous practice, and we might 
have been blown up ourselves. b

And that was why you went with the naked light ? No ; we did not know of it till.we got there.
Did you, as a matter of fact, see any danger from gas while you were in the mine? I looked upon 

it myself as a dangerous practice. 1
No w I will have an answer to my question. Did you or did you not see any danger in these workings 

irom gas, as you saw them on that day ? No ; I cannot say that I did, but___
We will wait for the “but.” We are going to have that down first. You can now make your 

explanations. After walking along the Jubilee heading and seeing the numerous blowers and tho quantity 
oi gas exuding from the floor, I thought it a dangerous practice, in view of some future sudden outburst 
or gas which might occur at any time. I thought it was dangerous to tho men who were working there 
with naked lights m this air, which was fouled by explosive gas. °

I asked you concerning the workings as they were? Oh, I know that you want me to say what 
Bints you. . ^ J

Was it the light you objected to ? Yes,
Jttr. Edmunds : I think it is now time, your Worship, that I entered formally my objection to this line 

of examination. It is utterly immaterial to the issue before your Worship what Mr. Mackenzie may have 
thought or may not have thought. The Act says that the Inspector is the person to examine the mine 

“ ■hmks « ,erTe 13 a dallSerolls practice, ho is to give notice to the owner or agent and report 
to the Minister If the Inspector reports, and no arbitration ensues from his action, then the owner 
must comply with the requisition in the notice which the Inspector serves upon him. It is utterly 
immaterial, therefore, what Mr. Mackenzie or any other expert whatever thought of the mine. The issues 
are whether the Inspector formed such an opinion, whether he gave the requisite notice to have the matter 
remedied, and whether the owner or agent has complied with this notice and remedied the defect com
p anied or. But whether a witness thinks so and so is quite immaterial to the issue before you, because 
the defendant has his method of procedure laid down in the Act, and if he thinks that the opinion of the 
Inspector is a wrong opinion, then the_ court of arbitration provided for by tbe Act will settle that 
matter. But the defendant here not having proceeded to arbitration, he was bound to comply with the 
notice of the Inspector, and it is only a waste of time to go further with this line of examination. I am 
bound to take objection to it, and to the incurring of serious expense to the country by allowin'' this to 
go further. I therefore ask your Worship’s ruling. °

Mr. Want; With regard to the incurring of grave expense, I am sure that that will not disturb your 
Worship. J

The Police Magistrate -■ No, it will not.
Mr. Want; If we wanted to save expense we would simply plead guilty and pay the 40s. fine and 

avoid what will now cost ns hundreds of pounds. My learned friend ought to know that this is not 
merely a pecuniary matter; we are fighting tliis as a matter of principle, and because we consider that we 
were right m doing what we did do, and we want the public to know it. Your Worship has to decide 
whether that objection is properly made at this time.

Mr. Edmunds: No.
Mr. Want.- I am willing to admit that Mr. Mackenzie’s evidence is nothing, but while we have him 

here—and we know that he is an authority on coal-mining—we have a right to get his opinion. I want 
to get from him the fact that there was no work being done in these headings, and that when these 
blowers were cut m this way there was no probability of their increasing ; and I want to show you both 
by this witness and by others that there was no cause to fear any future outbreak of inflammable gas • it 
was simply a question of air going along which was fouled by gas. We have a number of witnesses here 
who are prepared to show that this mine is the best ventilated mine in the Colony, and the Crown now 
come in and try and shut this evidence out in the way that they have done. To amuse the Government 
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Inspectors and to please them we hare made certain alterations which really remedy the matters com
plained of. First of all, I will admit there was an intention to arbitrate. Mr._ Mackenzie now' 
admits that there were no men working there at all, and that the matter involved was simply a passage of 
air, hut I propose to show you that we have actually, at some cost, remedied these things. But I will 
go further and say that as none of these gentlemen have been down in the mine lately they are not in a 
position to say whether we have remedied this thing in twenty days or not. As the men worked along 
the headings they opened the blowers, but there was no gas, and there can be no possibility of any future 
injury, because there is no work being done. I propose to show that there are two headings connected, 
and'that it was simply a question of ventilation, and then I wanted to ascertain from Mr, Mackenzie the 
state of the mine when he visited ifc. The Crown allege that dangerous elements existed in this mine, and 
say that there is a liability to the outburst of inflammable gases, and they charge us with not remedying 
the same thing fortlrwith. If we show that we have done something to remedy all tliis, then there is an 
end of this case.

The Police Magistrate: That is what I thoroughly understand. _
Mr. Want: That was why I wanted your Worship to go down and see the mine for yourself, and 

ascertain whether it had been remedied or not. Having Mr. Mackenzie in the box we have a perfect 
right to ask him whether his Inspectors had gone through tho mine to ascertain whether the complaint 
had been rectified or not. And if he did do it within twenty days, then the Crown are put out of Court 
altogether. These workings were simply used as a means of ventilating the mine, and the remedy which 
we effected there had the effect of destroying any danger whatever that existed.
. Witness: I never said anything of the kind.

Mr. Want: I did not say that you said so, Mr. Mackenzie ; I said that myself ; it is a very strange 
thing that you cannot keep quiet for a while; it seems to me, your Worship, that there is a great amount 
of feeling being imported into this case. It seems to be a ease of Bulli! Bulli!! Bulli!!!

■ The Police Magistrate : If danger existed in tbe mine, it was quite right that the Inspectors, warned
by the accident at Bulli, should have drawn attention to it: _ _

Mr. Edmunds: Certainly, your Worship; the officers would not be doing their duty unless they were 
made more active and watchful by this Bulli accident. ... ,

■ ■ The Police’Magistrate: I read a great deal about this Bulli accident, and I have como to the con
clusion that that great catastrophe would not have occurred if these men had done their duty.

■- Mr. Want: Well, we merely want to show that our workings are all right.
’ Mr. Edmunds.- Of course if the question before your Worship were as to whether the remedy had

been applied or not, my learned friend would be quite right in endeavouring to show that tbe mine was 
safe. But that is not the question before tbe Court. The question is, has the defendant complied with 
tfic requisition. He can call all the mining managers in tbe world, and he would have a perfect right tq 
do it if the circumstances were as he has stated. Now what is the requisition of the notice-—to remedy 
the system of ventilation so as not to take this foul air over to where the men were working. If the 
defendant can show that he has complied with the requisition by changing the system of ventilation and 
by putting up a double trap-door, then, of course, it is tin answer to the complaint made here. v> hat they 
have to show is that they have remedied this dangerous practice; but, instead of doing that, my learned 
friend has tried to get in evidence to prove that it was not at all necessary, and that there never was any 
danger at all. Their course should have been to have taken the case to a court of arbitration, and it they 
had not obeyed the award then you would be the judge, and evidence could be received on that point. 
But now you are the judge as to whether the defendant has obeyed the notice or not, \\ e are now thrown 
back upon the notice, and we ask you to say whether theygot it, and whether or not they obeyed 
if. "But whether the Inspector was right or wrong in his opinion is, as I said before, quite immaterial to 
the issue, and the questions that have been asked Mr. Mackenzie on that point are quite irrelevant. Let 
my learned friend show that the defendant has remedied the complaint which wc have made, and has 
changed the system of ventilation, if he can. . .

. Mr. Want: I simply want to show the state which this mine is in, and the state which it was in when 
the Inspectors visited it, and I say that there has been no alteration since. If I can prove that there was 
no danger then, and that there is no danger now, that will be suflicicnt as proving that the matter com
plained of has been remedied. (To Witness): Hid you go into the narrow bord in the Iubilee shaft ? Is o.

"Were you carried through it ? No. , . ,
Were jyou carried through a portion of it ? Yes ; hut Mr. Dixon was the person named m the

Act to examine it.
Were you carried by someone along this narrow herd? Yes; for about 20 yards irom the shatt.

. There was a good deal of water there ? Yes. .
.And there was a good deal of gas there ? I cannot tell you what the quantity of gas was that was 

there, but I could smell it; the place was full of gas; I was going to tbe narrow bord, but there proved 
to be no occasion for me to go any further ; I came from the tunnel mouth.

. And you did not get to the foot of the Jubilee shaft at all ? No ; but I was within 20 yards of it.
And you say that at that time the place near the Jubilee shaft was full of gas? No, I did not

say that. ’ I said that Mr. Dixon has said so. ' 1
• ■ - Well, what do you say ? I do not know ; J was not there.

Did you not say just now that some place was full of gas ? No; I could not have said so of my own■ 
knowledge. I was not there to have seen it, and there was no necessity for me to see it. ^

. What is that yon say, no necessity for you, the Examiner of Coal-fields, to see this ? No; I wont
with the Inspector. . .

What did you go with the Inspector for ? Because I preferred to go with him. 't. _ _
_ ■ -Why did you not wait till the Inspector came up and reported to you? I went with him to

ascertain what he thought about it.
But you could have found that out when he came up. Now, will you tell us why you went down 

with him ? Because I chose to do so.
Will vou not toll me your reason for going down? Because I chose to go. I went down to see 

what the Inspector’s opinion was.
. Mr. Edmunds -■ You are Mr. Dixon’s superior officer ? Yes. .
' - • 1 Mr.
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• ‘, ■^r- Want: Was that your only reason for going down into the mine to find out what the inspector’s 
opinion was ? _ Yes; I went to see what his opinion was, and also to form my own. .1 went down to see 
whether his opinion was correct or not, . ■

Now, what did you see when you got down there ; did you see any place that was full of mis ? 1 
couldn t say. Mr. Dixon will tell you all about that.
. ^ou know tte where they carried you to and put you on a seat ? Yes. They tumbled me 
into the water, and I remained there.

There was no quantity of gas in that place ? Yes; there must have been gas, because it was going 
towards the heading. & &

Was there any gas there ? I cannot tell you,
Did you or did you not see ? I did not go there specially to see that place. I went there to see the 

ventilation of the mine. ■
Y ou went to see the ventilation of the mine P Yes, and to see whether it was not a dangerous 

practice that they were adopting. '
Now, was there, or was there not, any quantity of gas at the place where they set you down P I 

cannot tell you. 1 ^ J
Although you went there to see whether there was or not? No; I did not say so. I went to see 

the condition of the narrow bord.
Now, 1 asit you. again, was there, or was there not, gas there in any quantity, and would not the 

presence of this gas m any quantity he one of the things that gave an element of danger to the ventilation 
ot the mme P It was; but I do not look for it at that point. I might as well have looked for it down 
here (pointing to a certain portion of the plan). . " _
i Now, having arrived at the last point of your inspection, did you see gas there which formed an 

element ot danger m tho ventilation p That was not the last point of inspection. Another place was 
tho last point of inspection, 1 '

/Well, at the place you inspected near the .Tnbilee shaft, was there, or was there not, any gas which 
would be an element of danger to the ventilation ? Mr. Dixon will tell you.

]\ow, I will have an answer from you. At the point to which you were carried, did 'you see gas in 
such a quantity as to be an element of danger to tbe ventilation? No, I did not; but I wish to add to

Wait a minute till this goes do™.
. . 1 wished to say was that within 20 yards of the J ubilee downcast shaft, down which all the pure
intake air was coming from the surface, coursed along the Jubilee headings, where numerous blowers of
gas were exuding for about 180 yards in length. And this air is protected by a single trap-door-----

. Is answering my question ? Yes. The men were working with naked lights in Nos. 3 and'4 
split district.

We have your opinion at last ? Yes; and if you had allowed me you would have had it before.
At the place where you were carried to the air was pure and was not mixed with gas ? There was 

a little gas, but it was an insignificant quantity.
Do you happen to know that the greater part of Mr. Dixon’s complaint was about the gas from this 

narrow' bord being brought down to where you were sitting ? I do not think so. I think you will find 
that you arc wrong, but Mr. Dixon will answer this for himself.

27m Police Magistrate: I now see what you are aiming at. 
i ■' contend that if there was no gas there a week afterwards, the gas which was seen
by the Inspector must have been remedied by us. There was no gas at the bottom of the shaft.

Witness: I was not speaking of the bottom of the shaft. -
J/r. Edmunds.: My objection to my learned friend’s question is that he is going into the matter as 

to whether Mr. Dixon was right or wrong in the complaint that he made. That has nothing to do with
MmSlfteT W 18 n0'V be£°r0 T°Ur WorS,lip; bllt in any case’ Mr-1)11011 wiU be here t0 speak for

Phc Police Magistrate: Yes ; he must stand or fall on his own evidence. i
Mr. Want: These two gentlemen, Mr. Mackenzie and Mr. Dixon, were iu the mine together, and 

it we can snow that one said there was no gas there at all—— ■
The Police Magistrate: I understand what you are driving at.

_ Witness: Excuse me. I never said that uo gas existed there. What I said was that there was an 
insignificant quantity of gas.

John Dixon called in and examined i—
Mr. EdmundsYou are an Inspector of Colleries? Yes. '
You are an Inspector for the Northern District P Yes; stationed in the Northern District, 

nofc'ceh ^earile“' irien(b a(lnot Dixon’s appointment—we have the proclamation of Gazette

Mr. Want: Yes, we will admit all that.
Mr. Edmunds: Do you know the Newcastle-Wallsend Mine ? I do. ■
Is that mine in the Northern District ? Yes. '
Who are the owners of that mine ? The Newcastle-Wallsend Coal Company. .
rl10 Tl00 13 person haying, for the time being, the care and direction of this colliery ? 
av ^ ; j e aclm^ ot:ce that the defendant is the agent for the owners of the mine. • 
~r- Edmunds : As an Inspector of Collieries, did you inspect the Noweastle-Wallsend Mine on the 

5th January, 1888? I did. .
Did you find there any practice in existence which, in your opinion-----  ■ ■
Mr. Wmt • I object to that. Let the witness answer as to what he found iu the mine.
Mr. Edmunds : All right. Did you find any special practice in that mine-----
Mr. Want: Ask him what he found there at once.
Mr. Edmunds: But the Inspector might have found coal or water or gas there.
Witness : I found a practice existing in that mine on that day which, in my opinion, was dangerous,, 

. Afr. Want: What was that practice ? ■ Mr.'
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Mr. fiimnis l 1 am going into that matter presently. We will have all that byW-tye. (To iU 
Witness): To what extent, in your opinion, was tbe practice that you found there dangerous? I consider 
that it was highly dangerous. , ,

In what manner was it dangerous? Its continuance tended to the bodily injury of the persons 
Smploycd in the Ticinity. _

M}1. Want: He has evidently read tho section.
Mr. Edmunds .- Yes, under my adriee. We have read it together.
Mr. Want: I knoW ydu have. _ _ ,
Mr. Edmunds: How, what was that practice which you observed in the mine on that occasion ? The 

practice that I saw waa this, the coursing of a current of air impregnated with inflammable gas into two 
splits or districts where naked lights were being used.

“Was there anything else defective or dangerous------
Mr. Want: let him go on himself without suggesting answers.
Witness: Well, that was the practice that I saw. _ _
Mr. Edmunds: Will you show ns on. the plan exactly what you did see? I came from the main 

workings down the main road to the Jubilee heading—going down the Jubilee headings or down a section 
of the Jubilee headings, where I found numerous blowers of inflammable gas. I passed down to the 
Jubilee shaft and swung across the Jubilee shaft in a bucket into this narrow bord. In that narrow bord 
there was standing gas. The thickness of the gas in the face of that narrow bord was 3 feet 5 inches ; 
3 yards back from the face it was 2 feet 4 inches; 7 yards back from the face it was 9 inches; and 
from that point it tailed off to the lip of the shaft. Three measurements had to be taken _ of it, and I 
reckoned there wrere somewhere about 300 cubic feet of inflammable gas in the bord at that time.

After that, what did you see ? We came back over the blowers again to tbe point marked D on ihe 
plan B on the main road; then round this narrow bord or continuation of the main road to the place 
hanging canvas.

Well, and after that ? After that I passed out, as I was then pretty wet.
How, I want you to say what you thought of the system of ventilation ?
Mr. Want: I object. _
The Police Magistrate: That will not weigh with me one bit.
Mr. Want: But it may bring ns into other things. _ _
Mr. Edmunds: Now, -will you describe the system of ventilation that you found in practice there ? 

The system of ventilation was in taking the air down the downcast Jubilee shaft and along the Jubilee 
headings, where I found the blowers, and into the two splits called No. 3 and _No. A _ _ _

Ho you know how many men were working in these splits ? Sixty-four in one split and thirty in 
the other.

How was the air current regulated ? The air current here was split partly by a regulator marked on 
the plan B ; and this split by tliis trap-door.

How many trap-doors ? It was a single door.
Was there no trapper boy there ? No, no trapper. _ _
Now, I want to ask you what your opinion is, or whether you formed any opinion at all as to tho 

system of ventilation ; and, if you did form an opinion, what tliat opinion was ? Yes; 1 formed an 
opinion as to the ventilation at tho time of this inspection.

And might I ask if your opinion of the ventilation is still the same ? Yes ; and that opinion is that 
it is a dangerous practice to utilize tho intake air whick has already been impregnated with inflammable 
gas. _ .

To utilize the intake air in what? In ventilating places where people arc working with naked lights. 
Have you also formed an opinion as to the trap-door ? Yes?
What was it ? I considered that a single trap-door was not enough.
And you still hold that opinion? I do. ' _
In what respect, in your opinion, was this system of ventilation dangerous? Through the air being 

impregnated with inflammable gas.
But in what way ? Through the gas coming into contact with naked lights.
Ho you mean by that, the gas coming in ? Yes; I saw that if any inflammable mixture was allowed 

to come in and get in contact with naked lights there would be an explosion.
Now, was there danger from the gas in the mine at the time that you saw it ? Yes. _
Are yon speaking of the actual quantity of gas that was then exuding or what ? _ I am not speaking 

of the actual quantity of gas which was in that part of the mine, hut of the gas which might be there ? 
There was something more than that, there was always the liability to a sudden outburst. 1 bad tliat in 
my mind when I was answering your question. _

Mr Want: There is one remedy for that, which is never to open themine at all.
Mr. Edmunds; Now, I wall ask'you again, in what respect do you consider having only one trap-door 

affects the ventilation ? The matter is very simple. Supposing that one trap-door were open, the current 
of air would pass through the door and get in the furthest split by the shorter road. It would rob the 
large split of its due. If the door wore open, the air would pass into the smaller split known as No. 4, 
and would rob the men working in No. 3, through which the air should pass if it took its proper course.

How would this affect the men in No. 3 split? They would not have so much air as if that door 
Were opened.

Would tho air wliich they would obtain be at all sufficient? Not according to tbe requirements of 
the A et—not nearly sufficient.

After your inspection, did you send this notice to Mr. Neilson:—■
J, Y, Neilson, Esip, Colliery Manager, Wallsend,—

Sir
Yesterday {Thursday), accompanied by Mr. J. Mackenzie, Examiner of Coal-fields, I carefully inspected the 

workings in the vicinity of tbe Jubilee abaft in connection with the Newcastle-Wallsend Coal Company’s Colliery, and 
found inflammable gas very freely exuding from numerous blowers in the floor of tbe Jubilee headings. Also in the narrow 
bord, 36 feet in length, 6 feet wide, and 5 feet 9 inches high (near the shaft bottom), inflammable gas could be detected iu 
tbe Davy lamp 9 inches from tbe roof at a point 7 yards from the face, and 2 feet 4 inches from the roof 3 yards from the 
fate, and 3 feet 5 inches from tbe roof at the face. 2.
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2. Saving by mlch inspection pfoved beyond a doubt that inflammable gas was being engendered at tbe above-liriaiod 
places, and in view of the liability of a large outburst of inflammable gas occurring at any time, I hereby, in accordance 
with the provisions contained in the 2oth section of the Coal-mines Regulation Act of 1876, give you notice that, in my 
opinion, it is a dangerous practice to allow the air current from the Jubilee shaft to ventilate one split of about sixty-eight 
men and another spiit of about thirty men, all working with naked lights, after such current of air has coursed through tho 
Jubilee headings, where the gas is exuding.

3. I would also draw attention to the practice of having only a single trap-door on the main road between the Jubilee 
headings, where, iu my opinion, two doors are necessary.

4. I have therefore to urge your serious and immediate attention to the above-named matters, with a view to have
them remedied as speedily as possible, X have, &c ,
T JOHN DIXON.
I did. '

Having served that notice, did you do anything else as Inspector of Collieries ? Yes; I reported the 
matter to the Minister for Mines.

Mr. Want; Was the report in writing ? Yes. the extract marked A is the report referred to.
Mr. Edmunds: Bo you know Mr. Neilsous signature ? Yes.
Perhaps my learned friend will also admit that this letter was written with Mr. Neilson’s knowledge ?
jlfr. Want: Yes; we will admit it.
Mr. Edmunds.- You received this as a reply from Mr. Neilson? Yes.
Have you received any other reply ? No.
this is the letter:—

Newcastle-Wallsend Coal Company, Sydney, 13 January, 1SSS.
Sir,

I am instructed to write you in reference to a notice given by Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, dated the 
6th January instant, to Mr. Neilson, this Company’s Colliery Manager, of which you have doubtless been informed, and will 
explain the particulars as to ventilation at the several places mentioned, which will, I think, show that the complaints 
made by Mr. Dixon cannot be sustained. In reference to paragraph No. 1, there are, no doubt, several small fissures from 
which a small quantity of gas exudes, but not sufficient to be likely to cause bodily injury to the miners.

These fissures at first only gave off about 40 feet of gas per honr. Since opening out some two months ago this 
amount has considerably decreased by the natural drainage of the gas. Even taking the maximum of 40 feet per hour, 
600 cubic feet of fresh air per hour would be sufficient to dilute ami render harmless this quantity of gas, whereas 90,000 
cubic feet of pure and undiluted air at only 300 feet froni the surface are passing those places at the rate of 400 feet per 
minute, and no irregularity in the details of ventilation can possibly diminish this quantity. I therefore respectfully 
submit there can be no danger from tho gas from these fissures in the vicinity of the bottom of tho Jubilee shaft. With 
regard to the narrow bord, no doubt a small quantity of gas is to be found, but the gas exuding from this place is included 
iu the 40 feet above-mentioned, and cannot possibly do any harm to any person, as ihe place cannot be reached without the 
assistance of the sinking-engine at the ventilating shaft, except by swimming. On Mr. Dixon’s visit recourse was had to 
the sinking-bucket to swing him into this place. I therefore submit this place cannot be a source of danger. In ordinary 
course of working the ventilation in this place would be properly attended to.

Iu reply to paragraph 2 of Mr. Dixon's letter, in which he states that by tho inspection above referred to be has 
proved beyond a doubt that inflammable gas is being engendered in the above-named places, and in view of the liability of 
a larger outburst of inflammable gas occurring at any time, kc., &c., 1 would observe that the shaft mentioned by Mr. 
Dixon, known as the Jubilee shaft, is one that the Company has just completed sinking for tho purpose of providing 
improved ventilation in a portion of their mine which it is intended to open ont, that the Company has driven over 30 
chains through virgin coal to connect with this ventilating shaft, during which time gas has nearly always issued from small 
fissures at the faces of drives, and been sufficiently ventilated by ordinary brattices. The connection is now complete, 
leaving the coal all open for the gas to drain off. All workings are. suspended up to within 400 yards of tho ventilating 
shaft Imtttom, so that it is impossible for a larger outburst to take place, and there can be no risk to any one until working 
ie resumed there.

In regard to paragraph 3 in Mr. Dixon’s notice, I have to point out that the matter of the door does not in any way 
affect the question of gas in the Jubilee heading.

In conclusion, 1 am desired to say that during the sinking of this ventilating shaft Mr, Dixon has frequently visited 
the same, and any suggestions he has made have been attended to. Mr. Bates also has visited the shaft, and the same 
remark may be made as to him.

_ Tlie sinking of this ventilating shaft has but recently been finished, and the connection with the Company’s tunnel 
workings just completed. A very powerful Grubal fan is about ready for shipment from England, with the intention of 
making the ventilation of the Wallsend Mine as good, if not better, than it has ever been.

My Board feel, however, that there docs not exist sufficient ground for the notice given in Mr, Dixon’s letter, and 
I am directed, therefore, to say that if you should consider, after inquiry, that it is necessary to take any action in regard to 
Mr. Dixon’s notice, the Company claim to have the matter referred to arbitration, in terms of the clause of the Coal-fields 
Regulation Act, section 25. I Rave, &c
mr „ .................... F. W, BINNEY,
The Honorable the Minister for Mines, Sydney. Secretary.

Tliis notice having been received within tho prescribed time, the matter must now be referred to arbitration, in terms 
of the Coal-mines Regulation Act, section 25.—H.W., 15/1 /SS. Submitted. Approved.—F.A., 13/1/8S.

You received tliis seven days after tlie notice was sent ? Yes.
I propose, your "Worship, to put in all correspondence that passed between the defendant's Company 

and the Minister for Mines, if my learned friend has no objection.
Mr. Want; I am much obliged to you, but I will do my own work.
Mr. Edmunds: The Minister for Mines received letters from Mr. Binncy, the Secretary of tho 

Newcastle-Wallsend Coal Company, on the 2ith January and 21st February, and these letters I propose 
to put in evidence. They are as follows :—
(88-1,738.) Newcastle-Wallsend Coal Company, Sydney, February, 1888.

Sir,
I have to acknowledge your letter of this date, and, in reply, have to inform yon that I have had no Board 

meeting since my interview with the Minister. My Directors meet on Thursday, when I shall report the result of ray 
interview with tho Minister, and will then communicate with you further. I have, &c.,

, F. W. BINNEY,
Harrte n ood, Esq., Under -Secretary for Mines, Sydney. Secretary.

Submitted for the information of the Minister.—H.W., 8/2/88. Seen,—F, A., 8/2/88. Regret might be expressed 
that the owners think it necessary to refer this matter to the Board of Directors, instead of allowing their agent (Mr. Neilson) 
to deal with it, as tho delay caused thereby may defeat the intentions of the Act.—H.W., 8/2/88, Submitted. 
Approved.—F.A., 9/2/88. Mr. Binuey, 9/2/88.
(88-1,738.) Newcastle-Wallsend Coal Company, Sydney, 1 February, 1888.

Dear Mr. Wood,
I have read your letter of the 31st, and from the reference to your letter of the 18th it would seem that you 

had not received my acknowledgment of same sent on the 24th January ; is this so ?'
I am, &c.,

Harno Wood, Esq. F, W. BINNEY,
Inform that the letter referred to had been read, and take the action directed by tho Minister on that letter.— 

H.W., 1/2/88. Mr, Binncy informed and action taken on 2nd February, 1888. Mr, Binncy reminded, 7th February, 
1888. Newcastle-
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Sir, Newcastle-Wallsend Coal Company, Sydney, 24 January, 1888.
I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of the 18th instant, informing me that you are directed by the 

Secretary for Mines to call upon tins Company to appoint an arbitrator at once, in terns of the Coal-fields Regulation 
Act, section 35, in respect to the complaint lodged by Mr. Inspector Dixon. _

I laid your letter before ray Board on the 19th instant, and expect, in the course of a few days, to be able to give you 
the name of the arbitrator appointed by this Company. I have, &c.,.P. W. BINNEY,
Harrie Wood, Esq., Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney. Secretary.

Submitted for the information of the Minister,—H.W., 5/1/88. Seen. As tho question involved in this case is 
one of danger to the miners working in the Company's mine, uo time should be lost in having it settled,—P.A., 1/2/88.

Sir, Newcastle-Wallsend Coal Company, Sydney, 14 February, 1888.
I beg to acknowledge your letter of the 13th instant, in reference to mine of the 9th instant, and tq state that in 

writing to request the withdrawal of tlie offer to submit the matter to arbitration the intention of the Directors of the 
Company was to leave the course free for any other steps the Minister might think fit to take in reference to the notice 
given by Mr. Inspector Dixon in his letter of the (ith January last. At the same time, my Board thought that the Minister 
would probably be good enough to direct a further inspection hy Mr. Dixon, on the information given in my letter as to 
the steps the Company was taking in reference to the ventilation.

I have, &c.,
P, W. BINNEY,

Harrie Wood, Esq., Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney. Secretary.
The contention of this Department is that, at the date of the Inspector’s notice, they were working in violation of 

the Coal-mines Regulation Act, and that the question should he determined by arbitration or by a Court of law. Until the 
owners either withdraw their objection, or appoint an arbitrator, the hands of tlie Department are tied. The period 
mthin which proceedings can be taken has nearly expired, and the delay on the part of the Company, if persisted in, will have 
the effect of preventing the question being tested. It cannot be supposed that the owners desire to prevent the matter 
being brought into Court, and therefore they should at once withdraw their objection, or, if they prefer, appoint an 
arbitrator.—H.W., lo/2/S8. .

Submitted. Approved.—F.A., 15/2/88. Mr. Binncy, 1G/2/8S.
Sir, Newcastle-Wallsend Coal Company, S3rdney, 9 February, 1888.

In reference to an interview whicli I had with the Minister for Mines, your letter of the 7th February, and the 
correspondence which has taken place in regard to the ventilation of the Wallsend mine, I aro instructed by my Directors to 
say that they wish to withdraw the request made hi my letter of the 13th January, for the submission to arbitration of the 
matters referred to in Mr. Inspector Dixon’s notice of the Gth Januarj’. They desire me to state for your information that 
the portion of the mine more particularly mentioned by Mr. Dixon is not being worked for eoal-gctting, but only for neces
sary work in preparation for the completion of the system of ventilation by means of a fan ; and that the works in con
nection with this ventilation have been in progress since May, 1887, and the fan was ordered from England so long ago as 
10th September last year, and is now on the way, and expected here in March. Under these circumstances, my Board 
desire me to submit to you that a further inspection might be made by Mr. Dixon, in order to satisfy you that the Company 
is taking all necessary steps to avoid ground for complaint. I have, &c., .

F. W. BINNEY',
Tho Under Secretary for Mines. Secretary.

The Examiner of Coal-fields.—H.W., 9/2/88. _
After consultation with tho Examiner, I submit tliat the question at issue is one which should ho settled by arbitra

tion or by a competent Court, Therefore, the owners should either withdraw the objection, so that proceedings may be 
taken for iion-eomplianee with Die notice, or they should appoint an arbitrator, so that the question may be settled by 
arbitration.—H.W., 10/2/88. .

Submitted. Approved.—F. A., 11/2/88. Mr Binuey,—13/2/88.

Sir, Newcastle-Wallsend Coal Company, Sydney, 21 February, 1888.
In reply to your letter of the 1 Gth instant, I have the honor to inform you that the intention of the Board was to 

withdraw any objection to proceedings being taken by the Minister in regard to the notice given in Mr, Inspector Dixon's 
letter of the Gth January last. As, However, tho Minister does not consider my letter of the 14th instant a sufficient with
drawal of the objection, I beg now, on behalf of the Company, to withdraw any objection raised hy the Company which in 
any way prevents action on the part of tbe Minister for Mines in respect of tlie complaint made hy Mr. Bispector Dixon in 
his notice of the Gth January last. I have, fee.,

F. W. BINNEY,
Harrie Wood, Esq., Under Secretary for Clines, Sydney. Secretary.

Proceedings may now be taken to enforce the penalty under the Act.—H. W., 21/2/88. Submitted. Approved.— 
F. A., 21 /2/SS. The Examiner, 21 /2/8S.

3fr, Want: I have no objection to anything going in which has any connection with Mr. Neilson 
as colliery manager.

Mr. Edmunds : I wished your Worship to know exactly what had transpired between the Minister 
for Mines and the defendant here. Tliis is all the correspondence. _
• The Folice Magistrate : Jt appears that tlie offer of arbitration was made first, and then withdrawn.

Mr. Want: Yes, in order to allow them to come into Court ?
Mr. Edmunds : Now, Mr. Dixon, referring to your notice, in which yon say that, in view of the 

liability of a large outburst of inflammable gas occurring at any time, I hereby, in accordance with the 
provisions contained in the 25th section of the Coal-mines Eegulation Act of 1876, give you notice that, 
in my opinion, it is a dangerous practice to allowr the air current from the Jubilee shaft to ventilate one 
split of about sixty-eight men and another split of about thirty men, all wmrkmg with naked lights, after 
such current of air has coursed through the Jubilee headings, where gas is exuding. I would also draw 
your attention to the practice of having only a single trap-door on the main road between the Jubilee 
headings, where, in my opinion, two doors are necessary. I have therefore to urge your serious and 
immediate attention to the abovenamed matters, with a view to having them remedied as speedily as possible,” 
I want to ask you if you are in a position to say whether there has been any remedy to this complaint? 
No; there has been no remedy.

For either of these complaints ? No, for neither of them, _
Has the system of ventilation been in any way changed ? The system of ventilation now is the same 

as when I notified the manager. The single door is there, and is the same.
Do the men still work with naked lights in Nos. 3 and 4 splits ? They do.
And have they continued to do so ? So far as I know, they have worked with naked lights all 

through.
Did you make another careful inspection! of the mine in order to ascertain whether your requisition 

had been complied with or not ? Yes, I did. I inspected it to see if the matters had been remedied, 
and I found the mine the same as it was on the 5th January. ' When
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"When did you malrc tliis further inspection ? Yesterday.
_ "Were there any men working in the splits Nos. 3 and d then ? Yes, men working in both splits 

with naked lights. .
Tho system of ventilation is a pretty costly tiling ? \rcs ; hut it depends mainly on the circumstances. 
I am referring to this particular case. Is not the system of ventilation a thing that cannot bo easily 

changed in a day or two ? It can be changed, but it ■would cost money. '
Is it a fact that the ventilation is the same now as at the time of your notice ? Yes. ■
What would be the effect to the Company of which Mr. Neilson is the agent in ease the men were 

compelled to work with safety-lamps instead of with naked lights? I should think that the w'orkingwith 
safety-lamps wouldhc more costly. A man would naturally demand more for getting coal per ton with a 
safety-lamp than with a naked light.

About how much more would a man working with a safety-lamp charge per ton ? I can only give 
you an opinion about that, but 1 should say the cost would be about 3d, per ton. However, this is simply 
my opinion. ■

what had been done in that narrow bord since your last inspection—udiat alterations did you find
in the narrow bord ?----- "

Mr. Want: He has said there was no alteration.
Witness : No, I did not. I said that another heading had been made in the narrow Lord, and that 

the standing gas had been removed. The current of air was coursing through.
And did you also look m the split wdiere the blowers w'ere ? Yes.
Did you still find indications of inflammable gas ? I did.
You still found inflammable gas exuding ? Yes. .
The Pohce Magistrate: Was it a straight wall or bord from which the gas was coming ? A straight 

heading, ■
Want: 'Were the men working there yesterdav? Yes; right down on the Jubilee headings, 

working the coal. '
You do not mean making the heading a little wider or anything of that ? Yes; but that is working 

the coal. •
Am I to understand you to say that, when you saw this on the Gth January, you found this mine in 

a state which was dangerous and defective, and whicli threatened bodily injury to the men who were 
working there ? Yes, I do. 13ut this occurred on the 5th January- '

. ^°u have not scon that mine since then until the day before yesterday ? No. I have not been down
since then until yesterday. “

Were you in any part of the rniue till yesterday ? No. 1
_And you swear that it is in the same condition now as you have described? No, I never swore that. 

I said that the air was travelling the same way.
Did you not say that you found this mine in tho same condition ? No, I did not.
Did you not say that there have been no complaints except the complaints referred to in my notice? 

Yes, of that character—that is, in the course of the current of air and the trap-door.
Is there now in that mine anything which would indicate that it is dangerous or defective, or that

there is anything in any part of the mine dangerous to the persons who are working in it ? I hold---- -
Answer the question, yes or no ? I do not think that I should be called upon to give a simple yes or 

no to a question like that.
Mr. Edmunds: The witness may say yes or no to the question, and explain afterwards.
Mr. Want: If the Police Magistrate goes down into that mine to-morrow, will he find anything there 

which is dangerous to anybody, or defective, or tending to the bodily injury of the persons working in the 
mine? Yes, he will, '

, Now, let ns have your explanation? Whoever visits the mine to-morrow will find that there is gas 
still exuding in the Jubilee heading, and that this air is still being forced into Nos. 3 and I splits where 
the men are working with naked lights, and where there may occur a sudden outburst of gas.

There may occur a sudden outburst? Yes.
But that may occur in any colliery ? No, not in any colliery; but I have good grounds for thinking 

the causes of these splits arc in what is termed virgin ground. And it is well known that where inflam
mable gas is found in this sort of ground that there is liability to an eruption and an outburst of gas. 

What, another outburst? No; 1 mean the same one.
But we have had it now about three times ? There are some foul spots in there which might foul the 

whole length of the heading in a very short time, when this foul air coming into contact with naked 
lights would necessarily result in an explosion.

Especially if there were dynamite there;—is not that so, Mr. Dixon? Well, I see you are getting 
rather restive. You had better start again.
.1 shall have a good stock of information when I am done with you. Now, what is there in that mine 
which is dangerous or defective;—what is dangerous in it? The exuding of gas.

• And what is defective ? Tho door.
The door. And what did you find there which you think tended to tho bodily injury of the persons 

working in the mine? That is my opinion. 1
How much oi that mine has been worked through virgin ground ? About a couple of hundred yards, 

I should think.
_ What is tho difference between driviug tbro ugh virgin ground and fresh ground? In virgin ground 
gas may be found in faults.

Did you ever come across any blowers in that mine before ? Never. ‘
As a matter of fact, these few blowers that are there-----
Mr. Edmunds : “ Few blowers,” indeed.
J'ha Police Magistrate : There might be enough there to blow ns all up.

_ Mr. Want: No ; 1 will insure your Worship's life for a farthing against r.'uv danger from gas in that 
mine. {To Witness) : How many blowers are there ? 1 will not give a guess, because it is very difficult
to speak when men are shovelling coal about. I think it is safe to say that there is half the quantity 
already mentioned.

So that anyone going along there will see one-half the quantity that you did ? I do not say that, 
because there is now more ground open. Cun
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Can you point out half a dozen blowers in tbe mine ? I think I could. _
Now, you /say that you complained about this system of ventilation, and you stated also that it could 

have been improved by the expenditure of money ;—what would you recommend? I do not propose to 
recommend anything. It is not my duty at all. I daresay the system of ventilation could bo changed, 
but it would cost money. I am not here to advise anyone. _ _

Was there any remedy, in your opinion, for the defects you state you saw in the ventilation of the 
mine? Yes, there was.

What was that remedy ? It is not for me to advise or to recommend any remedy. ^
I do not care whether it is or not. Never mind your Inspectorship at all, but answer my question. 

I ask you this—you say this to the owners of the Colliery, “Bemedytlus defect as soon as possible”—now 
what do you mean ? 1 meant that these things should be remedied, and I ask Mr. Neilson to remed3rthat.

The Police Magisiratc; The remedy is to be devised by tbe arbitrators, and it is not for the Inspector 
to say wbat the remedy shall be. _

Mr. Want: Exactly, your Worship; hut what I want to get from the witness is a statement as to 
what his remedy would have been.

The Police Magistrate : Ihe remedy would rest with the arbitrators.
Mr. Want: No, I do not think so. I am not asking the witness what he would do as an Inspector 

of Collieries, but I am asking him his opinion as a person who is skilled iu the matter. _
The Police Magistrate: Yes. The Inspector is in a very peculiar position ; if he give advice and a 

certain thing is done it may fall to his duty by-and-bye to condemn what has been done by his advice. I, 
therefore, do not think that he should be asked to state wbat be would have done in the matter. ^ ^ 

Mr. Want: But this is done as a cross-examination about the defendant’s knowledge of coal-mining. 
I may have the idea that Mr. Dixon is a new chum at this business. I mention this to show you that I 
have a right to demand that my questions shall bo answered. _ _

The Police Magistrate : I understand you well, but still I do not tliink the witness should be asked 
to answer the question. It might place him in a very awkward position by-and-bye.

Mr. Want; Well, I nail ask your Worship to take a note of it.
The Police Magistrate : You will find plenty of people who will suggest a remedy, and then ask the 

Inspector what his opinion is about ifc, and as to whether the proposed alterations meet his views or not.
Mr. Want: Ail right. You say that one cause of complaint was with regard to the door, and you 

say also that this prevented the men from getting the quantity of air required by the Act? Yes..
So that one of your causes of complaint might have been a breach of sub-section 3 of section 12 ? 

No; what I eonteud is, that the door might have prevented the men from getting the proper amount of 
air required by the Act. _ _ _

Now, you say in one of these letters that there is a statement made there complaining that the 
Inspector has examined this work before the Jubilee shaft was reached at all. Is it a fact that you and 
others were there while these headings were worked up, and before tbe effect of tbe junction with the 
Jubilee shaft ? It is a fact that I was not there, but I believe Mr. Bates was. I was not in with him. And 
it is another fact that I never gave advice about that, as the letter states. _ _

Suppose these blowers that you saw there had been struck before tbe men effected the junction, 
inflammable gas would have gone down to whore the men were working from the Jubilee shaft without 
any ventilation ? .Yes. _ _

And I suppose that the air would then be very much worse than it is now ? That is what I cannot 
tell you, because I was never down there.

Don’t you think that if it was bad then it would be worse now ? I do not call the Jubilee shaft any 
benefit to the ventilation at all. _ ...

You say that this narrow bord was full of gas ? I did not say anything about its being full of gas. 
I said that there were about 300 feet of gas there. That gas would be making all tbe time, and this 
current of air would sweep tbe gas out across the shaft into the Jubilee headings on to these men.

Did you notice much of that gas coming out of the narrow bord ? Well, unfortunately, we could not 
see it, but I know it was darting out everywhere then.

Now, I understand you to have said that this place you were in was dangerons and so forth—how 
long was it left without any other inspector going to see it ? You misunderstand my meaning of the 
word ventilation there. What I meant was that the place wras always liable to a suddden outburst of gas.

And being liable to this sudden outburst of gas, how long was it before any Inspector went to see it 
again ? Well, I did not go (here again until yesterday.

Your first visit was about two months ago ? Yes.
You have noticed in tlie Company’s letters to tbe Minister that they make a request that you should 

go to see the place again ? I have heard the letters read; but I had no request from the Minister for 
Mines to go and see the place again.

Could you detect any gas away from these blowers in any shape or form ? No ; no gas apart from the 
blowers, and what was standing in the bord when I examined it. '

I suppose these blowers you could detect by putting a light to them ? You could detect them about 
20 yards away by listening to them. They have since decreased in sound on account of other headings 
having been opened alongside of them. This has been done since the 5th January. _

Will you tell me what quantity of air was passiug through the headings—did you test this on the 5th 
January? I did. It was about 13,000 cubic feet per minute.

Could you give me auy idea of the quantity of gas that was coming from these blowers ? No, I can
not. Tliat can only be gauged in one way.

The Police Magistrate: That is the very thing I wanted to ask. . _ _
Mr. Want: W ere not these blowers something like those lights which one sees in tobacconists’ shops ? 

Yes, something like that.
But you cannot give me any idea of tho quantity of gas that comes from these blowers ? No ; I do 

not profess to bo able to do that. _
And can you give mo any idea of the quantity of gas that would he required to make an explosion ? 

Well, you can easily get that informaiion. The Boyal Commission that reported on the subject state that 
you can get an explosion with 4 per cent., but the school that we have been taught in teaches 9 per cent, 
as likely to cause an explosion. But another school that has been started, and I think they are right, 
say that 4 per cent will cause an explosion. We can learn a great deal from that, Tho
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The Police Magistrate : Are there any igneous rocks about there ? No ; it is shale, but it is iu the 
fault that you get the gas.

Is it not the case that the coal which comes in junction with igneous rock very often destroys the 
gas P Tes. J

And but for that, an immense amount of gas would be generated ? Tes.
Mr. Want: 'What I want to know is this, do you know tliat there are four openings in that fault 

already ? _ I cannot say. "We might have passed through it three or four times. I have given you most 
unhesitatingly my opinion. J

Just answer my question, Suppose these blowers were not there, is not tlie ventilation of that 
place complete ? Tes ; I should say that the ventilation was all right, if there were no gas there.

Then it is the quantity of gas that is there which alone causes you to find fault ? Tes; it is the 
fact of this place making the gas and forcing it over to where the men are working that made me serve 
the notice on the defendant. ^ I may tell you that, in view of recent events, I would have served a notice 
on my own father under similar circumstances.
. 1 have no doubt of that. It is a question of whether there is enough gas there to foul the air ? It
is a matter of opinion all along.

Was it the quantity oigas that actually existed there, or wTas it the quantity that was liable to come 
there that induced you to give the notice ? Ifes, that is it—the liability of more coming there.

The Police Magistrate: Ton never can be sure of the amount of gas that will sometimes burst out.
Mr. Want: IV ill you tell mo this : If there was no increase of gas—and there might not have been 

any increase would there be any harm at all, that is, putting aside tlie possibility of which you speak ? 
As long as there is a liability there, and this cutting of the downcast shaft-----

Tou do not appear to have heard what I said. I say putting aside possibilities? Tes; but we 
cannot pnt aside possibilities.

But supposing this-----? I do not presume to say that there is so much gas being made there now
as on the 5th January, I have told you that several times over.

But supposing there is no increase of gas from these blowers, would there be any danger to the men 
working in the mine? Tou are supposing something now from my notice.

Answer my question. Supposing that the gas had not increased at all since the 5th January, is tho 
amount of gas there now detrimental to anybody ? What is the use of asking mo that, when men are 
actually working there now.

Will you just answer my question. Is the amount of gas there likely to be injurious to anybody? I 
cannot tell you ; I am not in a position.

The Police Magistrate: Will not 5 per cent, of gas affect a man working in a mine ? Tes ; 5 per 
cent, of gas will affect a man in more ways than one, because it might get up a fire about him, and if we 
get it up to 9 per cent., its influence would ho greater oven from the miner’s point of view.

Will 30 per cent, of gas destroy life ? Tes.
And 5 per cent, of gas mixed with the intake air would cause an amount of prostration, while 2 or 3 

per cent, would weaken a man so that he would feel it after a time ? Tes. '
Mr. Want: Was the gas coming out interfering with the ventilation ? I cannot tell you the amount 

of gas that was coming out.
Can you give urn any idea now as to the effect the gas had on the ventilation ? No; not unless I 

knew what amount of gas was coming out of the place. The gas may be coming out more ouietlv than it 
did on the 5th January. => j 6 n j

At 6 o’clock the Court adjourned until 10 o’clock on the following day.

FRIDAY, 9 MARCH.
The Court met at 10 a,m.
Mr. Edmunds said: I tender your Worship the general and special rules of the Newcastle-Wallsend 

Coal Company’s mine, which are as follows:—
G-ESEKAIj BuT.ES TlifDEK THE COAL-MUTES REGULATION Ad, 1876.

The following general rules shall be observed in every colliery:—
1. Within one year and six months after commencing the working of any bord, stalls, or longwall workings in any 

mine, there shall be made and completed at least two separate and distinct openings to the day or surface from such mine, 
intercommunicating with each other, by means of either of which openings all persons employed in tlie colliery may at all 
times whatsoever pass in or out. Provided that if iu any mine such bords, stalls, or longwall workings shall have been 
commenced before the passing of this Act, and without a second such opening as aforesaid, the same shall be completed at 
or before the termination of the year one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven. And the owner of every mine 
wherein such two openings shall not be completed as aforesaid shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding one hundred 
pounds for every month during which the same shall remain incomplete.

2. An adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly produced in every mine, to dilute and render harmless 
noxious gases to such an extent that the working places of the shafts, levels, stables, and workings of such mine, and the 
travelling roads to and from such working places, shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein.
. 3. An adequate amount of ventilation shall mean not less (as a minimum) than one hundred cubic feet of pure air
per minute for each man, boy, and horse, which shall sweep undiminished along the air-way past each working place,

4. Within six months after the commencement of this Act, every mine shall be divided into districts or splits of 
Hot more than seventy men, and each district shall be supplied with a separate current of fresh air. All intake air shall 
travel free from all stagnant water, stables, and old workings, and no place shall be driven more than thirty-five yards 
before the current of air without a cut-through put through or bratticed up within three yards of the face of such working 
place.

6. If at any time it is found by the persons in charge of a mine or any part thereof, or by the Examiner or Inspector, 
that, by reason of noxious gases prevailing in such mine, or such part thereof, or of any cause whatever, the mine or the 
said part is dangerous, every workman shall be withdrawn therefrom, and the Examiner or Inspector shall inspect the 
same (and if the danger arises from inflammable gas, shall make such inspection with a locked safety-lamp), and in every 
case shall make a true report of the condition of such mine or part thereof ; and no workman shall, except in so far as is 
necessary for inquiry into tho cause cf danger, or for the removal thereof, or for exploration, be readmitted into the mine, 
or such part thereof as was so found dangerous, until the same is stated by the Examiner or Inspector to be safe. Every 
auch report shall be recorded in a book which shall be kept at tbe mine for that purpose, and shall be signed by the person 
reporting.

6. All entrances to any place not in actual course of working and extension, and suspected to contain or be liable to 
engender dangerous gas of any kind, shall be properly walled or fenced off so as to prevent access thereto.

7. Whenever any safety-lamp is required, it shall be first examined and securely looked by some person duly autho
rized for that purpose, who shall keep the key thereof. .
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8. Every shaft or pit which is out of use, or used only as an air-pit, shall he securely fenced to the satisfaction'of the 
Examiner or Inspector.

9. Every working and pumping pit or shaft where the natural strata arc not safe shall be securely cased or lined,
or otherwise made secure. _ _

10. Every working pit or shaft and entrance thereto shall he provided with means of communicating from the 
^ bottom of the shaft to the surface, and from the surface to the bottom of the shaft, by such distinct and definite signals as

shall be prescribed by the Examiner. ’
11. All underground, self-acting, and engine planes on which persons travel shall he provided with some proper 

means of signalling between the stopping-places and the ends of the planes, at intervals of not more than twenty yards, and 
such places of refuge shall be at all times kept clear.

12. A sufficient cover over-head shall be used when lowering or raising persons in every working pit or shaft.
13. No single-linked chain shall bo used for lowering or raising persons m any working pit or shaft, and no material 

shall be lowered or raised in the same cage with or in the opposite cage against any person.
" 14. To the drum of every machine used for lowering or raising persons, such flanges or horns, or such other appli
ances as shall he sufficient to prevent the rope from slipping, shall be attached.

15. A proper indicator to show the position of the load in the pit or shaft, and also an adequate brake shall he 
attached to every machine worked by steam or water power used for lowering or raising persons.

16. Every steam-boiler shall be provided with a proper steam-gauge, water-gauge, and safety-valve.
17. The fly-wheel of every engine shall be securely fenced to flic satisfaction of the Examiner or Inspector. .
18. Sufficient borehole shall he kept in advance and on both sides, to prevent inundations in every working 

approaching a place likely to contain a dangerous accumulation of water.
19. The roof and sides of every travelling road and working place shall be made secure, and no person, unless 

appointed for tbe purpose of exploring or repairing, shall travel or work in any such road or place until it is made secure,

PmaUies.
Penalties for Offences against the Coal-mines Eegulation Act, 1876. ■

31. If any mine be worked, and through the default of the owner nr agent thereof, special rules have not been 
established for the same according to this Act, or the general or special rules have not been promulgated as hereinbefore 
provided, or if any of such general or special rules which ought to have been observed by the owner or agent of such mine 
be by him neglected or wilfully violated, ho shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, and to a further 
penalty of one pound for every day during which the offence continued after notice thereof iu writing given by the 
Examiner or Inspector, and in default of payment of any such penalty to be imprisoned for any period not exceeding one 
month. And every person other than as aforesaid employed in or about any mine who neglects or wilfully violates any of 
the special rules established for such mine shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding live pounds, or 
in default of payment to be imprisoned for any period not exceeding one month.

Penalties for offences not expressly provided for.
34. Every person who shall be guilty of any offence against this Act, or who shall wilfully violate or neglect tb 

observe any provision of this Act, or any general or special rule established hereby or hereunder, for the violation or 
neglect of which no penalty is hereby expressly imposed, shall for every such offeucc be liable to a penalty not exceeding 
ten pounds.

Sj-i;ciai. Rules, .
Department of Mines, Sydney, 4 December, 1876.

The undermentioned Special Rules to be observed iu the Newcastle-Wallsend Coal Company’s Colliery, in the District 
of Newcastle, are now published in conformity with the provisions of the Coal-mines Regulation Act, 1876, 39 Victoria 
No. 31.

- JOHN LUCAS.
Newcastle-Wallsend Coal Company’s Colliery.

Special Rules for the condnct and guidance of the persons acting in the management of the Newcastle-Wallsend Coal 
Company’s Colliery, in the District of Newcastle, and all persons engaged in or about the said colliery, framed under 
the Act 39 Victoria No. 31.

Viewer or Colliery Manager.
The viewer or colliery manager shall have full command over all other officers and persons employed in or about the 

colliery, who are to receive their orders from him, and to apply to him or to such other person as may ho appointed.to act 
on his behalf, for instructions as often as may he necessary ; and he shall be responsible for the following duties being duly 
performed.

Overman.
The overman shall attend tho pit every day ; shall see that the rules in the different departments arc closely an* 

rigidly carried out; shall suspend any person infringing or attempting to infringe any rule, and order him out of the pit; 
shall receive the daily report of the deputy and fireman, and give immediate attention to any complaints, and inspect 
personally such parts of the mine as are reported to be unsafe, or in any way to need his attention ; shall advise with daily 
and instruct deputies, firemen, screen-overseer, and engineer, on all points necessary, and shall observe the following 
general rules :—

1. Shall have full charge of all underground work.
2. Shall examine every day the different main and district air currents.
3. Shall visit every working place once each working day, and see that the hewer keeps his place sufficiently 

timbered ; and shall suspend at once any miner neglecting or refusing to do so.
4. Shall see that a sufficient supply of timber is sent down the pit and into the different districts.
5. Shall see that the deputies, hewers, shifters, and all others under Ins charge in the pit, strictly and rigidly observe 

the rules applicable to them, and shall suspend immediately anyone infringing or attempting to infringe any rule, order 
him out of the pit, and report the same to the colliery manager.

Fireman.
1. The fireman shall he in the pit four hours before the workmen commence to draw coals, and shall examine 

carefully, with the safety-lamp, every working place where he has any reason to suspect the existence of gas.
2. Shall suspend “ danger-crosses” in all places where the presence of gas is found, and when any working place 

(where gas has been found) is stopped, shall erect and keep up a “danger-cross” until work is started again.
3. Any person found with a candle or naked lamp beyond any “no naked light” board or <r danger-cross,” or any 

safety-lamp, shall be suspended,
' 4. No working place containing gas shall be set on until tbe miners in such places are supplied with a safety-lamp.

5. Before safety-lamps be taken into the workings, the fireman shall examine the whole lamp, and if it is all right, 
shall lock it for the hewer.

6. Any lamp receiving auy injury shall be at once* delivered up to the fireman or overman, and the fact reported to 
the manager.

7. No smoking shall be permitted in any place where the safety-lamps are used.
8. Any wheeler or other person injuring a door, and not immediately reporting the fact, shall be suspended.
9. Should there be any discharge of gas or any heavy fall of roof in progress, and the fireman apprehends any danger,

he must replace all naked lights with safety-lamps, and send for the overman. ‘

'Wheelers.
1. The wheeler shall report to the overseer first thing every morning the quantity and different lengths of props 

required for their hewers. -
_ 2. Shall take in, without delay, any timber the hewer may require ; and neglect of this rule will he met by instant 

dismissal or a prosecution according to law. . Hewers..
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; - 1 ' ' ' ' Hewers' ' ' '
, 1, Safety-lamps shall be used in any place where the overman or fireman considers necessary.

2. A " danger-cross” will bo placed in each district where safety-lamps are in use, or in any place where gas is either 
found or suspected to exist, beyond which no naked lights are to be taken.

3. Hewers and shifters are cautioned against discharge of gas or the appearance thereof, or if faults, backs, or water
be met with; and, on appearance thereof, if using naked lights, retire from such workings, and go for the overman or 
deputy. ■

4. Hewers shall he responsible for the timbering of their own working places, and report at once to the overman or 
fireman any deficient supply of timber, and more especially the supply of sprags, for the supply of which, if at station, the 
wheeler will be held responsible.
. 5. Before commencing to cut the coal, shall set sprags against the face, which must bo placed not more than
6 feet apart on all the portions of undercut.
- Engineer.
, 1. The engineer shall once a day examine with the banksman the pit-ropes, bolts and hinges, main and cage chains,
and shall sec that the signal-rapper and wires are in good order.

2. Shall examine the working engine once a day, and see that tlie working parts are in repair, that the bell signal, 
tlie wire arms, and brakes are free and in good order.
' 3, Shall have the entire charge of the pit ropes and chains, and remove, reverse, and repair them when necessary.

4. Shall instruct the stoker in the working and regulation of the water-floats and steam-gauges, the shutting of 
valves when feeding the boiler, the safety-valves and dampers, and once a clay shall see that they are free and in good order.

5. Shall examine from time to time all boilers, and see that they are properly cleaned, and shall have charge of all
repairs to them, shall suspend the working of any boiler exhibiting weakness, or on which any valve or apparatus connected 
with it is out of order, ’ _ ,

6. Shall have charge of all apparatus, crab, gin, cradle, ropes, and chains, and examine them from time to time to 
see that they bo kept in good order.

• 7. Shall report daily all defects and alterations needed within his department to the colliery manager.

Head Keeper.
, 1. The head keeper shall have charge of the platform, banksmen, and screens, check tlie observance of the rules by

the banksmen and onsetters, receive the report of the banksmen as to any defects observed by them, and communicate 
immediately with the engineer or colliery manager,

, 2. Shall see that all fires are extinguished when work in the pit is done, and that tho safety-bars are put across the
shaft. . _

3. Shall see that the timber, rails, &c., necessary for each day’s consumption are brought over to the pit, and sent 
down when required by the overman.

Breaksman.
1. The breaksman shall examine once a day the engine, ropes, rolls, and horns, the ropes upon the rolls and signal

bells, and shall report the result-to the engineer. _ _ _
2. Shall attend to the signal-board, and have a clear understanding with the banksman as to tho signals in use both

at coal work and at other times, and shall on no account start his engine until he has clearly understood tho signal received 
from the banksmen, .

3. Shall on no pretext leave the handle when the engine is in motion.
4. Shall examine particularly, from time to time during the day, the safety-valves and steam-gauges, and water-

floats and shutting of valves, and sco that they are free and in good order ; shall have the charge of feeding the boilers, and 
be careful that one boiler is fed at a time, and that all communications with the other boilers are shut off; and shall have 
control over the firemen. ■

5. No other person shall attempt to work the engine without the permission of the engineer or colliery manager,

' Banksmen and Onsetter’s Banksmen.
1. Shall examine (first thing) every morning the ropes, as they pass slowly from the engine, and the different 

shackles, springs, belts, hinges, chains, and cages, and shall generally observe them during the day ; if any of these be 
faulty in any particular, the fact shall be immediately reported to the engineer or colliery manager.

2. Shall not allow any man in liquor to go dowu the pit.
3. Shall not allow any man to take his tools with him in the cage; all tools shall be sunt down in the pick-skip.
4. When men are to ascend, the agreed sign shall be given, and the skips taken out of the cage. '

, 5. Shall report to the head keeper any defect or violation of any rule.

Onsottcr.
, 1. The onsetter shall not allow any person to interfere with the rapper,
, 2. Shall report to the overman any violation of rules.
' 3. When men are to ascend tho agreed signal shall be given by the onsetter only,

Banksmen Onsetters.
1. Shall not allow more than eight men at once in a cage.

' 2. Should either rope show the slightest defect he shall restrict the men riding in the cage with the better rope.
3. Any man refusing to leave the cage when ordered to do so shall be immediately suspended.
4. Shalt have a clear understanding with the breaksman, and with each other, as to the signals in use. .
5. Shall attend carefully to the signal-boards.

- General Instructions.
. 1. No person acting in a place of trust shall depute anyone to do his work without the sanction of the Manager.

2. No swearing or fighting is allowed in the mine. _ ,
3. It is particularly requested that the principal agents acquaint themselves thoroughly with rules applicable to 

themselves, and with those' which they are to enforce on others. The hewers, boys, and all other workmen upon the 
colliery are required to inform themselves of the rules applying to themselves as well as to others.

4. Officers and heads of departments who fail in the due and right observance of the rules, or enforcing the same for 
the safety of the mine and workmen, subject themselves to degradation from their respective ranks, Workmen and boys 
who neglect tlie rules, or refuse obedience to the orders of the officers, shall be sent out of the mine, with a view to the 
investigation of tlie offence and the punishment of the offender. 1

N.B. — By the 34th clause of the 39th Victoria No. 17, it is enacted that every person who shall be guilty of any 
offence against this Act, or -who shall wilfully violate or neglect to observe any provision of this Act, for the violation or 
neglect of which no penalty is hereby expressly imposed, or any general or special rule established hereby or hereunder, > 
shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds. ' ’ '

The above rules have been posted up in a public place on pit top, since 3rd September, 1877.
J. Y. NEILSON,

Wallsend Colliery, 25 September, 1877. Colliery Manager,

Miners’ Terms and Conditions at Wallsend Colliery,
From 6th February, 1873.

- 1. Coals to passover a screen, with the bars three-quarters of an inch apart; coals to be cleaned and weighed at
the bottom of screen, and paid for at 2,240 lb, per ton. '

2. Thick coal to be paid per ton ; thin ditto per ton ; pillars per ton. Narrow work :
Headings and walls, 6 feet wide, 8s. per yard; ditto, with narrow bords. 9 feet wide, Os'. 6d. per - yard ; narrow bords, 12 
feet wide, 4s. per yard ; ditto, 15 feet wide, 3a. per yard ; ditto, 18 feet wide, 2s. per yard ; turning off bords under 8 yards 
wide, 6s. per yard, for cutting out to 8 yards ; small coal to he paid at the rate of 6d. per skip ; out-winning hekdings and 
turning-off bords from winning headings, to be allowed two skips small for every yard over 4 yards thick. 3.
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S6
Mon to work four men in a bord when required, and, in consideration thereof, to bo paid 3d, per ton extra} all 

double places to be worked by the four mates,
4. The miners in ordinary bords will be required (when no facing is found) to hole the coal 4 feet deep (clear) and 

ii yards wide. Cut one side full height of seam before a shot will be allowed ; tbe remaining 3J yards to be holed the 
same depth before a shot will be allowed to be put in,

5. That tho miners be supplied with sufficient timber, rails, sleepers, and a man to be sent to put down the road.
6. Any man or men taken away from the coal to work shift-work will be paid 10s. per day of eight hours, bat not 

to receive skips for that day.
7- That the manager cause to be removed all small coal or rubbish, or pay tho men for doing so, at a fair valuation.
8. That the water be kept down in each place, and all taken ont ready for tho men to start work.
9. That in the event of any men being taken out of their places {to which they were balloted) and sent into another, 

such men to return to the place, should it be started again during the quarter.
10. Should two or more sets of men be ont of places at the same time, to ballot for auch places that arc next to ho 

started.
11. Places crossing faults or being otherwise deficient to be a matter of consideration between manager and men ; 

and places having to crop the coal for water to be paid Id. per ton when such crop coal exceeds 0 inches. Any case of dispute 
to be decided by a board of arbitration,

15. That the manager cause to be removed from the face of all working places all full skips—the empty skips to be 
put back to face for miners use. Turns to be regulated throughout the pit according to prices as near as practicable.

13. When any coal is to be taken off, or to be frilled, when pit is idle, the first ballot at the station to have the first 
chance, and so on, in the rotation of ballot during the quarter.

14. Miners’ tools to be all sharpened and wedges rolled ; and, at the end of each quarter, the tokens for each bord 
will be placed in the bord that has to run the number, each set of men to be supplied with twenty tokens, and to pay 
Id. each short of this number at the end of the quarter.

. V*’ party wishing to terminate the present agreement shall bo at liberty to do so by giving fourteen days’
notice, in writing, to the colliery manager, who alone has the authority to give or receive any such notice, or to cancel any 
BUOh notice, given by either party.

Signed on behalf of Wallsend Coal Company,—
J, Y. KEILSON,

Colliery Manager.
Signed on behalf of Wallsend Miners,—

THOMAS ALNWICK,
Chairman, 

JAMES BAIRD,
U itness.—-A. Ross. Secretary.

Rules, &c., admitted in evidence, with approval of counsel for defendant.

James Rowan was then called in and examined:—>
Mr. Edmunds : Tou are an. Inspector of Collieries in Tew South Wales? I am,

[Tho G-azette notice of tlie appointment of witness as Inspector of Collieries was produced.
Counsel for defendant admitted the witness’s appointment.]

• Do you know the Teweastle-Wallsend Coal Company’s mine ? I do.
( Did you go down that mine recently to inspect it ? I did not inspect the whole of the mine. I 
inspected what is known as tho Jubilee heading of that mine, and the two splits in connection with that 
heading.

These are the two splits numbered 3 and 4 in connection with that mine ? Yes.
When did you inspect this portion of tho mine ? On the 9th and Hth of January last.
Did yon examine the system of ventilation in this heading in the two splits? I did.

_ I will ask you to say what the system of ventilation was. Was it the same on. both occasions ? Tes, 
it was about the same.

Will you state now what the system of ventilation was ? I travelled down the main tunnel and went 
down the Jubilee shaft, and found that there were 11,780 cubic feet of air per minute passing down tho 
Jubilee shaft. I took a register of the quantity. In the two splits the amount of air was 13,000 feet per 
minute. Eventually the current passed up tho main narrow heading to the regulator marked on tho plan, 
and was there split into two divisions or currents. It then passed into tbe upper or No. 4 split, as
indicated by the blue arrows on the plan. The other current, indicated by the red arrow, went into
No. 3 split.

How many men were supplied with air in this way in No. 4 split? About thirty men.
And how many men were supplied in this way in No. 3 split? About sixty men and a few boys 

and horses.
What sort of lights did the men in this pit use ? Most of them used naked lights in the main narrow 

heading and in No. 4 split, and again at the place marked hanging canvas.
< Now, I want you to describe the country over which this current of air passed before it was split 
into two divisions ? Before it was split it passed over about seventeen blowers, as marked on the plan.

Were these blowers giving out gas when you were there ? Tes, they were exuding gas.
_ Hid you try tho quality and the nature of the gas exuding from the blowers ? Tes; I found it to be 

light carburetted hydrogen.
The Police Magistrate: That would be something like powder ? Tes ; it was fire-damp.
Mr. Edmunds : And this carburetted hydrogen, I need scarcely ask you, is highly inflammable ? Tes.
On these occasions, was the gas so exuding being carried by the current of air into Nos. 3 and 4 

splits ? Tes.
About the trap-door—did that split the current? Tes; I saw that the trap-door was splitting the 

current.
Was that door a single trap-door ? It was.
Mr. Want: Have you had any experience in fiery mines ? Tes.
Where? In Scotland.
And in this Colony ? Tes,
Can you tell me, when you inspected this mine and saw what the ventilation was, whether there was 

a sufficient quantity of air passing through to fully destroy tlie bad effects of the gas ? There was a 
sufficient current to take in gas and cause what would be an explosive mixture. When I made my 
inspection after I left the blowers there was a sufficient quantity of fresh air coming ip to prevent it 
from being explosive, '

' Was that a long way in ? I cannot say,
- Was
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Was not tlio ventilation, as you saw it, quite good enougli for any colliery, Supposing you aro a 
Colliery Inspector, or even tliat you wore working there as a workman who merely wanted, to be properly 
provided for, was there anything to be objected to in regard to the ventilation ?

Mr: JSdmtnds: I object to this. This is going back over the same ground ■which we have touched on 
before. This is merely testing tho accuracy of Mr, Dixon’s opinion; and, as I have said before, the issue 
here is not as to whether Mr, Dixon was right or wrong. That was an issue which might have been 
considered at arbitration, but it cannot be considered here. The issue which your Worship has to deal 
with is not whether Mr. Dixon was right or -wrong in his conclusions, but whether Mr. Dixon required 
ihe defendant in his notice to do a certain thing, and whether, within twenty days, the defendant complied 
with that requisition. Tliat is really all you have to do with. My learned friend will only protract this 
inquiry to unnecessary lengths if he attempts to get in this evidence, and cross-examines witnesses, or calls 
on them to prove, that Mr. Dixon’s opinion concerning the mine was not a correct one. It is not a 
question of expert’s evidence at all, hut merely whether the defendant complied with the requisition 
or not.
_ Mr. Wani: My learned friend is arguing this point as if you had already decided it; but the point 
is one which your Worship will not have to decide until by-and-bye. I wanted to introduce evidence to 
show you that there is no defect in the system of ventilation, and that it would be impossible to remedy 
that which did not exist. My learned friend’s argument is that there is a possibility of something 
happening. Now, how could he remedy that—how could he remedy a possibility 'i This is a thing which 
could not have been anticipated; and on that account it could not be remedied. In anv case, the 
Crown should have proceeded under section 12. Tho next thing I want your Worship to know' is tho 
state of the mine when Mr. Dixon and Mr. Kowan saw it, What does remedying a thing mean ? It 
means altering the existing state of affairs. Wo might have remedied tliis thing by hewing the coal out 
back and lowering the pressure of gas on the blowers. If we took your Worship through the mine and 
showed you that these blowers did not exist, and that the ventilation is almost perfect, then any person—■ 
he he Judge or Police Magistrate, however thoroughly versed in the law—must come to the conclusion 
that if this terrible state of affairs did exist when Mr. Dixon went through the mine, then it does not 
exist now, and therefore the matter must have been remedied. Having seen the mine yourself, and heard 
the evidence of the various witnesses, then you will be in a position to say whether the thing has been 
remedied or not, and we cannot be found guilty here. We cannot be fined for a thing which does not 
exist. The latter part of the 25th section says:—“ Provided that the Court, if satisfied that tho owner or 
agent has taken active measures for complying with the notice or award, but bas not with reasonable 
diligence been able to complete the works, may adjourn any proceedings taken before them for punishing 
such offence, and if the works are completed within a reasonable time no penalty shall be inflicted.” If 
tbe mine be perfectly safe now—and we contend that it is—we cannot be found guilty. Or your Worship 
may rely on tho third point, that something having been done, which renders the mine safe, you need not 
inflict a penalty. On every one of these grounds I am entitled to show the Bench the facts of the case. 
Tou have already said that this is one of - the most important cases that have ever occupied the attention 
of a Police Magistrate, or of the Press or the public; and,'tlierefore, we want to show what tlie actual facts 
are in connection with the mine. I want to cross-examine the witnesses to show what the state of the 
mine avas at the time of the Inspector’s visit, and to show you what the state of it is now ; and if this 
thing does not now exist we certainly should not be fined.

Mr, Edmunds : My learned friend argues away from my objection, and against something to which I 
do not object at all. My objection is not that the learned counsel for the defence cannot give evidence 
that they have not applied a remedy; far from it. My objection is that ho cannot ask Mr. Bowan, or any 
other witness, whether, in his opinion, the conclusion arrived at by Mr. Dixon was right or wrong. My 
learned friend will persist in asking the opinion of the witness as to the ventilation. Now, my learned 
friend may call witnesses to show that there was no danger in the mine, although tliat is not now the 
issue. Let him show that the defendant has really remedied tliis matter, and that will be a real defence 
to the charge against him. But I submit that the opinions of experts are quite immaterial to tlie issue 
here—which is, whether notice was given, and whether the defendant complied wuth it, not having gone to 
arbitration. So long as my learned friend confines himself to such questions I will not object.

The Police Magistrate-. There is no doubt that these things, as far as possible, should be gone into; 
at the same time we ought to see what authority the Inspectors had for their conclusions. No doubt, 
whatever is done in this case will serve as a precedent for the future.

Mr. Want (to Witness) : Look at the fissure marked ou the plan, and say what quantity of air passes 
along there, and whether, apart from any future liability, wras not the mine then perfectly safe?

Witness So long as there was no sudden change or temperature, and everything wrent on like clock
work, there would be no danger.

Now, I ask you, if there was no largo collection of gas taking place, would there he any danger ? 
If there wras no sudden outburst of gas the mine wms below explosion point at that time.

Now, when you were down there, did you notice what has been called the narrow bord ? Tes.
There was no return to that bord at the time you were there ? It was driven about 10 yards from 

the Juhtlco shaft; then it stopped dead ; it had no connection with the heading.
Was there a large quantity of gas in that narrow bord? Tes ; about 250 feet of accumulated gas.
Before this connection with the Jubilee .shaft, had you seen any gas at all? No.
The circuit was completed, was it? No ; I was over the shaft. ■
Before the Jubilee shaft connected the supply from this heading the air returning amongst these 

men would be very much worse, would it not ? Well, I think there would be some liability to an 
explosion, simply because it would be loaded with' carbonic acid gas. This lessened the liability to an 
explosion, but the fresh air coming down from the shaft was filled with carbonic acid gas.

Now, I want to know this: Was the air coming up here worse than it is now? Well, I say it was 
loaded with more carbonic acid gas.

Was it worse before than it is now ? Well, in connection with that liability—I must put it in my 
own way. Before the Jubilee shaft was connected with the Jubilee headings the ventilation was safer, 
because the air would be mixed with carbonic acid gas.

I want to know whether the mine was safer then than it was after its connection with the shaft ? 11
say it was safer than if an outburst of gas had taken place. If there is no large outburst of gas, the 
present system of ventilation is safe. And
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And now, as a matter of ventilation for the men—of giving the men fresh air—which was tho more 
complete system, that which existed before or since the connection? Taking away any liability to an 
increase of the gas, the ventilation is more perfect with the Jubilee shaft since the connection. The 
present system is the best for supplying fresh air.

And gives the persons working in the mine a much larger supply of fresh air ? I do not know what 
was the system before.

Could you not say that there was more air since the connection ? No ; I cannot go hy the paper.
_ ■ Now, will you tell me your experience in this matter. Would these blowers decrease or increase in 
intensity? It was a question of the reservoir from which they are coming. Do yon wisli me to give my 
experience in blowers ?

I want you to answer my question. Having tapped these blowers, from your experience, do you 
think they would increase or decrease ? Well, that depends on where the blowers como from; I cannot 
tell where they come from in this particular case. Possibly they might increase.

The Police Magistrate : Nobody could possibly tell.
Mr Want: Did you notice tliat most of these blowers came from tbe floor ? Yes.
And do yon know that there are only about IS inches of coal on the floor ? T did not dig down to 

ascertain.
Would that 18 inches of coal leave a place for a reservoir ? It might have come a long way further. 

Fire-damp will stand in a much lesser space, and can be traced for miles, perhaps.
Would not this pressure hurst the coal up ? It would require a good bit of pressure to do that. If 

you can produce pressure enough anything can be blown up; I could not give the resistance. If a certain 
man had had a fulcrum he could have moved the world!

Have you been down the mine since? No; and I cannot say whether any alteration has since been 
made in tbe state of affairs. .

Mr. Edmunds: I believe tliat you are the Inspector who inspected the Bulli mine prior to tho 
explosion ? Yes.

And can you say that the quantity of explosive gas in the Newcastle-Wallsend mine was greater or 
less than the quantity of gas exuding in the Bulli mine prior to the explosion ?

Mr. Want: Do not answer that question. Are we going to try this Bulli case all over again ? Mr. 
Mackenzie, who is one of the most competent authorities on the matter, said it was dynamite or some 
other explosive matter, and not gas, whicli caused the explosion at Bulli.

The Police Magistrate : We do not want to go into the Bulli case unless we can help it. I imagine 
that the question which Mr, Bdmunds desires to put is whether these blowers were-equal to those which 
he saw in the Bulli mine.

Mr. Want: How would that help us ? It is immaterial.
_ The Police Magistrate: I think it might as well be left out; but still these blowers show the neces

sity for inspection.
_ ■ Mr. Want: We do not object to inspection at all. We are anxious that your Worship should 
inspect the mine, if you will. " '

Mr. Edmunds: Then this is the case for the Crown.
Mr. Want; Formally, now, your Worship, I wish to take the objection which I have mentioned 

already. I say that the charges which are made here against the defendant—and I ask your Worship so 
to rule—are charges which should not have been made under the 25th section of the Coal-mines E-egu-- 
lation Act, seeing that there are special provisions in tbe Act which deal with the matter complained of.
I say also that the only remedy which the Crown has in this case is under the 12th section, where they 
can order the men out of the mine. The 25th section provides that the thing required to be remedied 
shall be remedied forthwith, and the words clearly prove that what is charged here cannot have been 
intended. The information speaks of a larger outburst of inflammable gas,” and a remedy could only 
be applied to this by closing the colliery and stopping the work. Now, if I am right in this point, the 
Crown cannot possibly prosecute us under the 25th section; and therefore they cannot possibly prosecute 
us under the 25th section, and this case must be dismissed. They have not charged us with anything 
under the 12th section, and on that ground too the case should be dismissed. What I wish to draw your' 
Worship’s attention to is this, that this is not a technical point which I am taking ; but that the Act 
provides that for anything in the way of ventilation this 12th section and its sub-sections shall be brought 
into operation. Undoubtedly they are intended to apply to a contingency of this kind; and the 25th 
section could never have been designed to apply to a case like this, because it could not have applied to a 
set of circumstances which had no existence. If they*proceeded under the 12th section, and could show 
that the presence of gas was “ dangerous "—this was the word—they might order the men out of the 
mine. The very reason of passing this 12th section and its sub-sections was that there should be express 
provisions and special rules to this Act which would provide for explosions or for other contingencies 
which were dangerous to the workmen. Therefore, the only way the Crown can proceed is under this 
section 12 ; and the 25th section has nothing whatever to do with the case, and you cannot prosecute us 
under it. This was the reason only that tbe Company refused arbitration, and why we withdrew the offer 
to arbitrate. They thought, and think still, that the Government had no right to come to them under tbe 
25th section and ask them to remedy something which did not and might not ever exist; and really it is 
what they are asking us to do. Any common-sense person would be perfectly right in saying that it was 
a monstrous thing to come and ask us to remedy a thing which might never happen at all. We may do 
several things towards abolishing tho present evil, but we are not going to remedy such a thing as might 
never exist, or only exist in the future. You may call a thousand witnesses to prove that a certain thing 
should be remedied, but you cannot remedy wbat is merely a liability. That is impossible--it is out of 
the question. The Company now come into Court and ask the Government to take any steps they like 
to test the safety of the mine. But if they order our men out we can put them in again ; and then they 
could come here and say whether an offence had been committed in putting the men back No one 
knows what may happen in a coal-mine. The charge should have been brought under the 12th section, 
and if the Crown do this we are quite willing to go into Court and have the matter decided. But if it is 
considered desirable, I will withdraw these objections, although 1 believe them to be fatal, and allow his 
Worship to decide the case on its merits, and say whether Mr. Inspector Dixon was right or wrong in his 

- ' conclusion"
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conclusion from tho evidence of the expert witnesses. I am willing now to withdraw this objection and 
go on under the 25th section, if this is agreed to. But I object to these questions as to whether there is 
Hability or not. ITo man, as I have said, can tell what may happen in a coal-mine ; for a mine may bo 
perfectly safe one day—as this one is—and the next day be bloun to atoms, There may be a reservoir 
5 miles off, and it may break into tbe mine. The real question is, have we remedied this matter in suctr 
away as to prevent the mine being dangerous or tending to the bodily harm of the workmen. At present 
I ask your Worship to rule that we cannot be brought up under this 25th section. It was their duty to 
have brought this prosecution under the 12th section, and then we could have gone into the question as 
to whether there was any danger from these gases or not.

Mr. Edmunds : My learned friend thinks that I am afraid of his objection. I do not think that this 
objection is of very mucli force, as I shall show, but in any case I should not be prevailed on to do such 
things as I do not wish to do. This objection is evidently met by tbe case which I have cited to your 
Worship from the Court of Appeal in Queen’s Bench in England'm 1872. It was decided in that case 
that the prosecution was properly brought, as it has been brought here ; in other words, the highest 
Court has already decided that the proper way to bring this prosecution is 1o bring it under tho section 
that it has been brought under in this Court. The law of this case is not a matter for decision nowg 
because it has been settled already. My learned friend raised the objection that the law of this case is 
not as it has been cited by the Queen’s Bench as being the law. The 12th section of tho Act and special 
rules apply to gases actually prevailing in the mine, and not as to the liability of gases which do not exist 
and which cannot be provided for in the mine. The Court has decided that the proper course was to 
proceed uuder the 4Gth section, which is equivalent to our 25th section. My learned friend argues that 
this decision of the Queen’s Bench in England is wrong. Well, let him attempt to argue the question 
before the Supreme Court of New South Wales. He would soon find that the question is not as to the 
quantity of the gas already existing, but as to the liability of gas in the future. If we had dared to bring 
a prosecution under the 12th section, my learned friend would soon get up and sny that the law has 
already been decided, and that your Worship has nothing to do but rule accordingly. And to that 
argument I should have nothing to reply, except that that decision of the Court of Appeal of England is 
now the law. Now, as to the other part of the argument, that a liability cannot be remedied, and is not 
provided for in the 25th section, I will ask him to recall that part of the requisition calling on him to 
remedy the single trap-door.

Mr. Want: Mr. Dixon himself admitted that this was a breach of sub-section 3 of the 12th section.
Mr. Edmunds : 1 think he spoke in view of a future outburst of gas.
The Police Magistrate : I am clearly of opinion that the Crown are right in proceeding in this ease 

under the 25th section of the Coal-mines Regulation Act. I am clearly of opinion about that. Mr. 
Dixon’s evidence is very strong indeed.

Mr. Edmunds: 1 will answer my learned friend’s case in this way : How can a liability be done 
away with by putting safety-lamps there ? Mr. Dixon does not ask any remedy.

The Police Magistrate : If Mr. DDon had ordered the men out without reason lie would have been 
liable to punishment, for it.

Mr. Edmunds : But', on the other hand, had he .seen the liability to this sudden outburst he would- 
be wanting in his duty had lie not taken the proper steps. ”

The Police^ Magistrate: At the same time, I think a legal gentleman has a right to take every objec
tion that he thinks fit in the interest of his client, '

Objection overruled. -

William Turnbull called in and examined:—
Mr Want: I believe you arc the Colliery Manager for the A.A. Company ? Tes.
And have been so for twelve years ? Yos.
And how much experience have yon had in coal-mining ? I have had a good many years experience.;
How many years ? I was sixteen years manager in England before I came out to Australia. I was 

eight years and three months in the Hetton Colliery, and eight years at another.
Have you had any experience in fiery mines or in mines subject to gas? Tes. •
We have been told hero that, on the 5th January last, this Newcastle-Wallsend Colliery was in a 

condition that was dangerous and defective, aud which tended to tlie bodily injury of the persons working 
in it. We have been told that this condition of affairs existed on the 5th January :—now, have you lately 
examined this colliery ? Yes : last Saturday, and again on yesterday. '

Who examined ifc with you ? Mr. Boss, Manager of the Newcastle Coal Company ; Mr. Thomas, o£ 
the Stockton Company ; Mr. Evans, who, I think, is Manager at the West Wallsend Colliery; and Mr. 
Croft, who used to be Manager at Min mi.

Did you examine that portion of the mine which is known as the Jubilee heading and shaft ? Tes ; 
we went down by the tunnel and called at the furnace all along the main road.

Did you examine carefully the Jubilee heading workings and the ventilation and so forth there? 
Tes, the headings that go towards the Jubilee shaft and so forth.

Now, in your opinion, was there anything there dangerous or defective or threatening to load to the 
bodily injury of tbe persons working in the mine ? At tbe time I visited the mine there was nothing 
there which was anything like dangerous.

WTas there anything defective that you noticed ? Nothing.
Was there anything at all observable in the mine tending, in your opinion, to the bodily injury of the 

persons engaged in it ? Nothing at all. “ ’
Will you tell me what was the quality and degree of the ventilation of the workings on that occasion? 

The system was very good indeed.
How was the air as to purity aud as to its being free from gas? There was not the least indication- 

or showing of gas in the air.
How was the air as to purity and supply iu the mine? It was quite pure.
Did you make a careful investigation to see whether this air was good or not? Tes, I did. -
And what is your opinion now with regard to tho ventilation ? It is very good.
And there aro no symptoms of gas or anything in the air at the present time ? No ; so far as I coulds 

see at that time there were no symptoms or indications of gas. . ] s
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Is not the ventilation there something above the average? Tes, a good deal above the average.
' And is not the air in that mine a good deal purer than the average ? Well, it is sure to be good from 

the shaft. ^
Did you measure the air to see what quantity was passing through this Jubilee shaft? Ko, I did 

not measure tbe air. _
Do you know whether Mr. Thomas measured the air while you were in the mine ? Tes, he did.
Did you notice what tbe amount of air was ? No; I did not give the time, and had not an instrument, 

but I can tell pretty close by the lamp. "Whatever lamp I am carrying I can tell pretty well with it.
From your experience you can closely ascertain what is the quantity of air without measuring it ? Tes. 
Now, did you examine the place where you "were told that there was some gas exuding ? 1 did.
Was there any quantity of gas there at all? Very little.
Was the amount of gas which was there worth noticing at all? No; if I were the manager of the 

colliery I should have taken very little notice of it.
Was the supply of air in the mine quite sufficient to wipe out whatever traces of gas might have been 

existing? Tes, quite sufficient, and enough to do away with a great deal more gas than was in the mine 
when I was there.

Did you try these blowers with naked lamps ? Tes.
What quantity of gas did they give out? The biggest one would be something like to what we see 

in a tobacconist's shop for lighting a pipe or a cigar.
Would one of these blowers even keep alight? One kept alight for two or three seconds and then 

went out again. Most of them simply light and go out again.
Were they distinct or indistinct ? Tou could just discern them.
The one that was the worst was up at the far corner in the narrow bord ? Tes ; I see this plan No. 1. 
Docs not that correctly represent the workings in the Jubilee shaft ? Tes, sir.
Is there now a complete circuit from the Jubilee shaft back into the main heading? Tes, The 

reason that I called this the worst blower is because it was set in the coal. The others along the main 
heading I thought nothing at all about because they wrere in the floor.

How much coal xvas on the floor ? I were told that there was 2 feet of coal-----
Mr. Edmunds: Never mind what you were told.
Witness: Had there been any pressure under the floor it would have lifted the coal, _
Mr. Want: These blowers that you saw there, would they, in your opinion, decrease or increase ? I 

think they would decrease,
Mr. Edmunds; How can you say that ? _
Mr. Want: We can say it, and we will prove it, {To Witness): Tou have seen all these headings, 

but there are no blowers ? There was a bit of a singing or fizzing out of one corner of tbe main road, 
but you will find that in all coal-mines.

And you think that this would die out because it has died out-in other workings? Tes. The 
blowers were sure to die out as the workings went on.

Now, you say that there were no workings at all, that there were only two headings for the supply of 
air in the Jubilee heading? Tes, two narrow passages for the supply of air.

Now, with all your experience of these mines, you would say that there is nothing there at present to
indicate a liability to a larger outburst of inflammable gas ? On this question-----

I say from what you saw there ? What Mr. Neilson has done he is quite right in doing; no manager 
could do more than he has done, and he has gone the proper way to ventilate a mine where there is any

Is there anything in that mine there now that would lead you as n colliery manager to think that 
there is any danger of a further outbreak of gas ? There is no liability so far as anyone can see to a 
sudden outbreak. < ' _ _

Is not the probability in an opposite direction—that the liability is for the gas in these headings to 
decrease ? Oh, no. No man can tell that.

Mr. Want: But-----  <
Mr. Edmunds: Before my learned friend goes any further I ask that time shall be given to allow the 

answer of the witness to be put down in the depositions.
Mr. Want: Tou eau have it put down by-and-bye if you like. .
Witness: There is no possibility of any further increase in gas in the Jubilee headings. _
Mr. Want: Do you not think there would be a decrease ? Tes, but there might be an increase. No 

one can tell in our collieries, but I would almost guarantee that there will be no increase of gas in the 
Jubilee headings.

Now, I want you to tell his Worship with regard to this narrow bord,because we bave been told that 
Ibere was once a large quantity of gas there, whether gas would have disappeared if it ever was there ? 
No ; the gas is not there now.

Mr. Edmunds.- There is surely no dispute about that.
Mr. Want: I do not know whether there is or not. I do not know what you are going to say. Now, 

I come to the third point. Tou know that there is a trapper-door marked on the plan B. Is not that 
intended to supply a quantity of men down here and to divide the air to them ? Tes ; that is its only 
purpose. It throws the air down and supplies the men at the end of the main heading.

Is not that door merely for the purpose of supplying a certain quantity of air to the men ? Tea. 
And it is purely and simply a question of ventilation ? Tes.
Is it possible with acurrent of air to keep that door open ? There is a largo amount of air going there. 
Enougli to keep the door open ? No, not without its being propped open. If there were no air there 

the door would shut.
Tou stated just now that you would not have the door there at all ? Tes. I would bave hung canvas 

up, and that is all that is necessary.
How much air is coming down here when the door is opened ? About 5,000 feet per minute.
Where are the men working? At the end of tlie main road. If they took that door out altogether 

they would get more air.
But that door is simply a means of regulating the air to the men one way or the other, to turn the 

Current of air ? Tes.
. And is hung in that way ? Tes. -

Can
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Can you give me any idea of the amount of gas whicli is escaping out of these blowers ? It would 
take a very clever fellow to do that. You will not get me to give an opinion about that. I would not 
like to have the trouble of covering it up. I like to have a large lot when I am at it.

You mean to say that it was not worth measuring? No.
Taking all these things into consideration, could the supply of air be more perfect ? No, it could not 

be more perfect.
It was perfectly free from danger of every kind ? Perfectly.
jlfr. hdmunds: I think that you said that there was a blower in the narrow bord ? Yes, if you can 

call it a blower.
There is inflammable gas coming out from it ? Yes.
There is also a, blower in the main beading ? I saw no blower there.
'Where then did you see something that was singing a bit ? Down in the main heading, but it is not 

a blower.
Does that give out inflammable gas ? No; it might be giving out pure air.
Did you find it ? Yes. I passed it with a naked light, It might have been pure air.
Is it a usual thing for pure air to come out from or exude from coal ? No; but it is a regular thing 

to get pure air from the surface. .
Answer my question ? The blower was so little that I could not tell.
You never found the gas at all that was causing the singing noise ? I never found any gas.
Was the singing caused hy gas ? I do not know. If you call air gas, it might he so.
Is there anything else that would cause a singing noise there except gas ? Ido not know.
Do yop call air gas ? Sometimes I call air gas, and sometimes I do not. If you ask whether it 

was explosive gas or not, I say there was none.
‘ w n! S'lpil0siflg we cal1 aip g!ls iusi; for a bit of fun ? Oh, you can have a hit of fun with me.

Well, suppose you do ? I will take a lecture from you on gas and air some other time. '
l)ia you find the ga8 tliat was causing this bit of singing? I never found any explosive gas.

■ r?* 310^ m7 ^lies^ou all* Supposing you call air gas, did you find the gas that had been cans-
mg this bit of singing ? No, I never did; it was that little you could not find it. I went to one corner 
first, and then to another, without finding it out. It was like a mosquito buzzing about.

Pr°m your experience, have you found that gas exuding from coal causes a singing noise ? I have 
heard it many a time.

Have you over heard air exuding from coal causing a singing? If you call gas air, I have.
I am asking you that. Did you ever find air exuding from coal causing a singing ? No.
Then is it not gas you found coming from blowers in tliat mine ? I cannot tell you. You will have 

to go into a lot of experiments to find that out.
If you went into all the experiments you could think of, can you tell me tho name of the gas that 

you would expect to come from a blower ? I would have to go under a proper examination to tell you that.
ban you not tell me tho name of the gas that comes from blowers ? No; I caiuiot enter into that.
Ulr. Want; You are not a chemist, I suppose ? No.

Edmunds: May I ask how many men s lives arc dependent on your knowledge and caution ? 
Well, I think there are some 2,000 men and boys employed by our Company.

And how many are working at one time ? I should say about GOO or 800 men are now working in the 
pit that I have charge of.

Does not virgin coal country frequently contain large quantities of fire-damp ? I suppose it does.
Do you only suppose that? I tell you that I do not understand going into this matter at all. I 

had no idea of that when I came here.
l am very sorry for you, but I must ask you to answer my question. Could not a man toll what 

quantity of gas was likely to exude from virgin coal country ? No, no man living.
Mr. Want: Except Mr. Dixon. .
Mr. did murids: Mr. Dixon did not say anything of the kind. He said that enough would come out 

that would likely he dangerous.
Witness: I could clearly understand that if a man could tell what he is coming to.
Mr. Edmunds.- Yos.
Witness: Well, no man can tell where gas is likely to come from or the quantity of it.
Mr. Want: If that is my friend’s argument, we could not open up any new collieries at all.
Mr. Edmunds: We will see. There is a certain thing called a safety-lamp. (To Witness).- This Jubilee 

heading is through virgin country, is it not ? I tliink so.
Do you uot know that it is so ? No ; I have never been over tbe surface.
If you take that plan as correct, will you not admit that it is virgin country ? Yos. if the plan is 

correct, it is.
Is not a Hue of fault iu the coal a likely place for explosive gas to exude ? Yes, a very likely place.
Do you know whether there is a fault anywhere uear this particular part of the workings? Yes; 

wo passed across a fault. It is not a great distance oil the workings. It is shown on the plan exhibited 
by the defendant.

Can anyone foretell now the quantity of inflammable gas that may exude from tliat mine ?
Mr. WantWhere ?

• a Edmunds: I wish to put the matter generally. (To Witness) : Can anyone tell the quantity of 
inflammable gas that may exude from that mine ? No ; no one can fell.

It might be very little ? Yes; it might be very little, or it might be none at all, or it might be a 
large quantity. Take the mines all over the worl , and no man can tell.

Or the mines in this now country ? No; or all over the whole world. Besides that little hit of thing-----
Mr. Want: We have got away from the Jubilee headings,

. iMr-Edmunds : Do you remember giving evidence in tho case of an explosion at Minmi ? Oh, this 
is too far back for me ; I always like to look for wbat is coming.

Do you remember giving evidence in.the case of Joseph Croft for an alleged breach of the Mining 
Act m JNewcastle ? No, not against me.

. r0” Jou remember giving evidence in a case against Joseph Croft for an alleged breach of the Mining
Act in May, 1882 ? Yes, I do; but I do not think that my evidence in that case was taken down. It 
was just given lo tho Bench. wna

035-E “
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■ ■ Was not the charge there that, indications oi: inflammable gas having appeared, ho did not cause the 
work to be discontinued and to withdraw tho men ? I cannot say now.

Was not that the charge ? I cannot say now ; it is too far back.
Will you not say that the prosecution was brought: about inflammable gas ? Yes, I will say that. 
Were there not some men burned in that mine ? Yes; 1 think two men. were burned on that occasion. 
You say that two men have been burned ? Yes, two men. _
Did you not in the evidence which you then gave before the Court say that you agreed with every

thing that had been done in the management. Did you not say also that everything that could reasonably 
be done in tho management of that mine was done? Yea.

In that case, did not the overman examine the place ?
'Mr. Want: I object to that question.
Mr. Edmunds: Well, then, I will change it. _
Witness: I will not answer the question, so that puts an end to it _
Mr. Edmunds: Mr. Turnbull, you are here as a witness, and wo will see if you attempt to refuse to 

answer any questions. I ask you now did you not say in that case that you knew of blowers to come up 
that in a few months would throw out 100 yards of gas ? Yes, and I have known blowers that would do 
a lono’ way more than that; and I have known where this happened too. _

So you happen to know of anything that is used in any part of the world as a precaution to save the 
lives of workmeu-from such dangers ? Oh, yes, different things.

What are they ? The most prevalent thing is to put a hole in. _
Do you know any precaution which is taken so that miners working in such places may save their 

lives from these daugers ? Certainly, the safety-lamp.
Mr. Want: He said mines of that kind.
Witness: Yes, mines of that description. ... .
Mr. Edmunds; la not the safety-lamp used in England in all mines in which tlicrc is a danger of such 

explosions ? Certainly, all the deep mines; hut all the shallow mines use the naked light. _ _
That is not a complete answer to my question. Is not the safety-lamp used in England in all mines 

in which there is a danger of such explosion? Iu all gassy mines it is, but where there is no gas found 
they use the naked light. _ _

When there is a danger of a sudden outburst of gas, is not tho safety-lamp an absolute necessity for 
the preservation of life? Yes, if there is danger in the mine. , _ _

What difference docs the use of the safety-lamp make to the owners of the mine ? Sometimes it 
makes a great deal of difference.

In what way ? When they have to put tlie coal out and fire shots it hampers them. There are lots 
of ways in which it makes a difference. There is the difference in the price of hewing the coal, and in 
some of the mines the coal cannot be worked with the safety-lamp. _

I presume it makes the coal dearer? It makes it so much dearer that the mines cannot be worked 
to advantage. ,

Would the difference caused by the use of the safety-lamp amount to 3d. per ton ? It would go into 
Is. in some cases, but in no case would it be less than 3d. per ton. It would depend altogether upon tho 

• mine, and what kind of coal was being obtained from ifc. _
The Police Magistrate: Do I understand from you that'where the safety-lamp is used tho mine has 

in some cases to be shut up altogether, because it would not pay to carry it on ? Yes, in some eases.
What would be the increased cost of honing coal in the Newcastle-Yfallsend mine if safety-lamps 

were used ? I would not use safety-lamps.
I did not ask you that question.
Mr. Want: But wc will bave it put down though.
Witness.- I have not gone into anything but my own mine. It is not for me to say regarding others. 
Mr. Edmunds: Do you know anything about the investigation conducted hy the late Eoyal Commis

sion in England into the working of coal-minffs? It is just the same now as when I was a youngster, 
The final conclusion was that everyone should be careful. That is the chief thing.

Mr. Want: That was the finding of tho Commission ? Yes. .
Mr. Edmunds: Yon are now speaking of the Koyal Commission in England ? Yes.
Do you know what percentage of inflammable gas in coal-mines this Commission found to bo 

dangerous ? If you go into this matter I do not know.
Do you know now what percentage of inflammable gas in the air coursing through a mine is dangerous 

to the lives of the workmen employed there ? Well, 1 have seen it stated by some that 14 and 15 per cent, 
is dangerous, and others say that 10 per cent, is dangerous.

Then you say that between 10 and 20 per cent, of inflammable gas is dangerous to the workmen 
employed in the mine? Yes.

You think that nothing under 10 per cent, is dangerous ? I never said that.
Do you say so now ? I never said so.
Then what is the least amount of gas in a mine that is dangerous to tho workmen ? That is the 

lowest that I will speak of.
Mr. Want: Mr. Dixon mentioned 9 per cent, as being the lowest.
Mr. Edmunds : Did he ? I think he said 4 per cent. {To Witness) : How, will you tell me what 

amount of gas would really be dangerous to the men ? 1 fhink a small amount of marsh gas would bo 
dangerous.

Perhaps you will tell ns a little more? No ; I know nothing more.
Then it comes to this, that you, as a colliery manager, know knothing about any gas in mines except 

about this marsh gas ? No, I do not know much about this marsh gas either; but I would know more 
about it whenever I have to contend with it.

Do you know of any other kind of gas that exudes from coal and that is dangerous to miners except 
this marsh gas? No. I did not know that you were going to put one through an examination.

Well, you are an experienced colliery manager P Yes; but 1 have had to pay for my experience, and 
I am not going now to spout it out for nothing.

But-you arc brought here as an expert to give evidence for the defendant? Well, let them pay for 
their knowledge, as I did.

Then
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Then I understand you to say that if you managed this Company of which the defendant is the 
agent you would not put up this trap-door ? Are you going back to that again ?

Just answer my question ? iNo, I would not. I would have put up a canvas door.
Would you explain how a canvas door would be better than an ordinary trap-door ? Anyone who 

understands ventilation would know. You would get more air.
If this door was down, or say the canvas was down altogether, what would be the consequence to the 

ventilation ? The air 'would work right.
"Would it not split into two districts ? For that mode you were illustrating-----
Now, I do not ask you that. What I waut you to tell me is this: If tho trap-door were down, 

would the air split into two districts ? I will give you an answer. Take out the stoppings and the air 
would split. ■

If the wood door was down it would split ? Yes; and that is the reason why I would not pnt a door 
there at all.

I wish you would answer my question? I cannot answer until I see the plan and ascertain where 
the stoppings arc. .

Now, if the wooden door was down and nothing else there in that mine, would the air split as now 
into two districts ? Certainly it would. _

And split as well as it does now ? I do not say that.
But would it split as well as at the present time? Well, you will have to wait till I make au 

examination, ,
Bcally I am afraid I cannot stop. I ask you the question again? It will split upon this place more 

than the quantity of air required, but I have never been to the other place.
What would direct the air then in the No. 4 split ? What would direct the air in No. 4 split ?
I am asking you that question. If tho door were down, would the air go as now ? Take out all your 

stoppings and the air will go down. -
But I want to know, if the door were down, would tho air go into No. 4 split as it does now ? Which 

do you cal! N o. 4 split ?
Well, No. 3 split then ? Well, I quite see this, that the air would treble in quantity by the door 

being there.
Now, if the door were down, would more air travel into No. 4 split or not ? No, there would not. _ 
Would less air go into No. 4 split? I do not know that. I cannot tell. I observe that No. 4 split 

is at the side where the regulator is, but No. 3 is on the other side. _ _
If the door were taken down and nothing else done, would not the whole of the air go into No. 4 

split ? I do not know. If you go and examine it I do not know that you will find where the air goes to
when it leaves this door, But if you go upon “ ifs ” and “ands ”-----

The Police Magistrate : Was your attention drawn to the door when you were down ? Yes.
Mr. Want: He saw it open and shut.
Mr. Edmunds: What is the use of that door at all? It is no use at all, and a canvas door would 

have done as well.
Do you think that two doors are at all of use in the ventilation of a mine ? Well, I would uot have 

two doors. _
You would not have two doors in any mine ? I did not say that. It will take you about six hours 

again on this point.
Do you think that two doors are any use whatever in the ventilation of a mine ? I have seen three 

and four doors,
I ask you again, do you think that two doors are of any use in the ventilation of a mine ? I have 

seen sometimes three and sometimes four doors used.
But do you think that two are of any use—that is my question? I do think that sometimes two 

doors are of use in the ventilation of a mine. _
Mr. Want: The reason for putting that door there is to drive the air up to the men who are in the 

far heading ? Yes, that is the apparent object of it. _
Did you try in keeping the door open to see if sufficient air went up to the men ? Yes, and quite 

enough went up.
Now, you told my learned friend that there was a singing noise on the main road, and that you went 

to find out what it was. Is it not a fact that you found that this blower came from gas tliat was not 
inflammable at all? Yes, and you will find it also where there is water got; sometimes at tlie bed of tho 
water, Water in a mine will cause it.

What "would it be ? I cannot say.
Is it not a fact that when you found this the gas was not inflammable at all? Yes. In some cases 

you would think that tho place was full of mosquitoes ; sometimes you will find it very heavy, aud some
times light. "

But it is not inflammable or dangerous at all ? No. 1
Was that the character of the singing that you heard on Ibis main read? Yes, something similar. 
Now, you were asked about tapping the fault;—was not the fault tapped at three or four other places 

before that ? Yes; it had beeu tapped througli a good way.
That would relieve it of the presence of gas ? Yes, about that part of it it would.
If there were gas there that would relieve it ? Yes.
Now, you were asked about blowers which threw out 100 yards of gas;—was that in a mine like this', 

or in a dangerous gassy mine ? It was a very gassy mine. 1 saw one that threw out 2 miles of gas in 
about an hour and a half. _ _

The 'Police Mui/istrate r What was the depth? About 2,400 feet. That is where there is a big 
pressure,

Mr. Want: Are any of the mines in this district anything like that ? Nothing like it at all. _ 
When you said that in gassy mines there was a necessity of using safety-lamps, would you call this 

Newcastle-Wallsend mine a gassy mine? No, nothing like it. I think you might add that you will 
always find'these deep mines the worst to deal with when working to the rise. Had there been a floor of 
gas the Jubilee shafts would have got it iu this case, owing to the place dipping in this Jubilee heading. 
You will always find gas, even at a fault. You would have tapped it up higher; but it it were level, you 
are as liable to tap it at one place as another. Well,
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Wolf, now, you said tliat in gassy mines ifc was necessary to use safety-lamps, and you would not 
call tliis a gassy mine. Now, is tlicrc the slightest necessity of using safety-lamps in this mine F Not tho 
slightest necessity.

Would any sane man dream of doing such a thing ? No, he never would.
Are there plenty of mines abont Newcastle in which similar blowers make their appearance ? X 

would not say that, because I have not been down many of them, I have never seen any gas in tho
A. A. Company's mine, and I have not been down tho others.

Do you know that these blowers have been tapped and have died out in other mines ? No; I have 
never heard of that.

The use of safety-lamps would prevent tho firing of shots ? Tes, in some mines. Some mines use 
powder where safety-lamps are employed.

Mr. Edmunds: Do you say that there is a rise from the Jubilee headings? Oh, that Jubilee 
heading—it comes again.

Do you say that there is a rise along the main road to the Jubilee heading ? Oh, no ; I said it was 
a dip.

But is it a rise or a dip to the main road? Tes. ,
Then from what you said, if there was any gas in the country about the Jubilee shaft-----
Mr. Want: I object, this is new matter entirely, aud was not introduced by me.
Mr. Edmunds: Do you admit that there was a dip in the main road to the Jubilee shaft ? I think 

there is.
3£r. Want: What the witness said, was tliat there was more gas found at the lop of tho fault.
Witness: I would never have come into Court until there were some scores of experiments into this.
The Police Magistrate: You come from the right part of the world.
Witness: I have seen some dozens of these experiments, and went through my facings with them. 

Had I been a Government Inspector, I would have tried them before I came into Court.
Mr. Want: Tou would not have been willing to stop the whole colliery ?
Mi\ Edmunds: And no sane man would have done so when safety-lamps might be used.
At 1'30 p.m. the Court adjourned.

On resuming at 2 o’clock p.m,,—
Richard Thomas was called in aud examined:—■

Mr. Want: What are you, Mr. Thomas ? I am tlie Manager of the Stockton Coal-miuiug Company.
And how many years have you occupied that position ? For about two years.
And before that, what were you ? 1 was about sixteen years previously a manager.
Tou hold a special certificate of competency for the management of coal-mines ? I hold a certificate 

of competency from tho Government.
From the Government of New South Wales ? No, from the Government of Great Britain.
And during those sixteen years that you were a manager at Home you had charge of some of the 

most fiery mines in Wales ? Tes.
I believe you examined this Newcastle-Wallsend Colliery ? I did.
On what day? On Saturday, the 3rd March.
In conjunction with a number of other skilled colliery managers ? Tes.
Tou know this portion of the mine which is called tho Jubilee workings? I do.
Did you examine these workings critically ? I did.
And I believe you examined them also with regard to the gas, the ventilation, and the general working 

of the colliery ? Tes, so far as that portion of the mine was concerned.
Tour Worship will remember that the information was in respect to tho Jubilee workings? I did 

not go into any other part of tlie colliery,
I believe yon wont into the tunnel then along the main road, towards the Jubilee workings ? Yes, 

after being a little while at the furnace.
At the time of your visit, was there anything dangerous about these workings ? Decidedly not.
Atthe time of your visit, was there anything defective in these workings ? I noticed nothing defective.
And you saw everything that was there ? I did.
Was there anything there which in any way, in your opinion, tended to the bodily injury of the 

persons engaged in the mine? No; I do not tliink so.
Well, was there anything there which even threatened to tend to the bodily injury of the persons in 

the mine ? No ; not in my opinion. _
_ On the occasion of your visit, what was the condition of that mine with regard to tho system of venti

lation of the workings ? I think the condition of themine in regard to ventilation was all that could 
have been desired.

Were there the slightest symptoms of gas showing in these workings ? No ; not in the current of air.
Was the air which was being supplied to the men pure or impure? It was very pure air.
Now, after your very careful investigation and search, so far as you could see, was there any danger

of an explosion of any kind? So far as 1 could see, there was no danger of any explosion 
■ Was the ventilation there above or below the general average of ventilation oi mines ? With regard 
to that portion of themine 1 presume you mean. I did not inspect any other portion, so I cannot com
pare it with others.

Was the ventilation of that portion of the mine that you inspected above or below the average ? It 
was above the average.

I believe that you measured the air that was flowing through the mine at the time ? I saw it 
measured.

_ I understand that it was another Mr. Thomas who measured it ? Yes; Mr. John Thomas, the Vic
torian coal-viewer. Mr. Thomas is stationed at Newcastle, and represents the Victorian Government.

He is a mining engineer and a gentleman skilled in these matters ? Tes, I think so.
I believe tliat the Victorian people have large contracts with mines in this locality, and that Mr,

Thomas inspects the different collieries on their behalf ? Tea.
The Police Magistrate : That need not be taken down.
Mr. Want: Now, can you tell me from memory tbe particulars of tbe measurement which was made 

on that occosion ? (Witness, reading from a paper) : Wc measured the quantity of air coming down the 
11'ne' Whereabouts
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Whereabouts wna that? Prom the cross-beds loading from tbe Jubilee shaft, just near the face of 
the workings. The measurement was taken within 15 yards of tbe separation door, marked D on tbe 
plan B, towards the face of the main beading. _

And what was tbe result? We found 7,350 feet of air travelling through per minute. The door 
was held open for four or fire minutes. _ _

Was that supply of air going up to tbe men ? Tes ; in tbe main beading, up into No. 3 split.
Jlfr. Edmunds : How mauy men were there ? I was told there were sixty-four men there. The door 

was held open for about five minutes, and the current having been again tried we found 4,200 cubic feet 
of air per minute travelling that way. _

Jlfr. Want: Was that quite sufficient with tho door open for supplying that portion of the mine 
where tbe men were at work ? Not for that number of men.

I mean, with the door left entirely open, would that air be sufficient to go all round it ?
Jlfr. Edmunds : Let the answer to tbe other question go down first.
Witness: That supply was sufficient for the four men working at the main heading.
Jlfr. Want: But you say not sufficient for the men in the other portions of the mine—in No. 3 split, 

where you state there were sixty-four men? Not sufficient to fulfil the requirements of the Act.
Supposing the door were left open for a little while, through accident, would that mean any altera

tion to the men in No. 3 split? Tho door would not stand open of itself.
The Police Magistrate : I presume it is hung so as to close itself independent of the force of the air? 

Tes. _ _
Mr. Want: But, in anv ease, the force of the air wms sufficient to keep the door shut ? Tes. 
Supposing that the door was propped open, in order to allow trucks to go through, would there he 

any danger to the men from want of air, or anything of that sort? No, no danger.
Then the requirements of tbe Act demand more air than is necessary for life ; men can live much 

under that? Tes, in ordinary mines, such as tbe Newcastle-Wallsend Company’s mine.
Then the men can live in the mine with a great deal less air than the Act requires ? Tes.
Was this door necessary at all in this place ? 1 tliink a door should have been placed there.
But such a door as you say—a canvas door, or something of that sort, would bave done ? I should 

have preferred a wooden door.
Is there the slightest necessity to bave two doors there ? Not the least,
Tou know, as a matter of fact, that only four men work beyond that door ? Tes.
Then I believe you went along the main road and you found the face was—about how far up ? I 

cannot say how far it was from the door.
How far did you go up from where the last measurement was taken ? Well, it might he about 2 

chains ; I find by my notes it is 5 chains. _
This was towards where the men were working ? Tes.
Is there anything which you took with you which indicated the slightest trace of gas? Wo took a 

Davy lamp. _
It is supposed to bo the finest test of the presence of gas that there is ? Tes. _
Now, did you search carefully to ascertain whether there was any gas there at all? I did.
And were you able to discover any gas ? No, I was not. ■
Hid you try with the naked light as well? We did.
Hid you hear any whistling or buzzing noise in tho place? Tes ; I heard a slight buzz.
Was there any trace of inflammable gas ? No. i
Then, I suppose, you went from there to the Jubilee shaft, along tbe Jubilee beading ? Wo did.
Bid you sec tho air measured there? Tes. _
What was it ? We found 12,045 cubic feet of air passing per minute.
This was within a chain of the heading ? Tes.
Bid you see anything at the heading as you went along which you could tell his Worship about ? At 

tbe intersection of the cross-cut, about 50 yards from tho Jubilee shaft, we beard some bubbling noise.
Bid you examine it ? Tes ; and we found that it proceeded from a shallow pool of water on the floor. 

I passed my lamp over it, and in a mimito or so the gas ignited aud gave a feeble llamc.
Bid tho flame keep alight, or was it merely flickering? We put it out.
This was with tbe nuked light ? As near as I could get the lamp to tlie water—within half an inch. 
Now, will you tell his Worship what supply of gas was coming from that blower? Judging by the 

ordinary streak, I should say that about 2 cubic feet per hour were coming from it.
Bid you go further along the shaft then ? Tes, about 20 yards further on. There was a_noiseless 

blower in the floor, whicli was pointed out to me there. _ _ _
I believe you tried that blower—can you tell mo bow many cubic feect came from it? I think it 

was a little stronger than an ordinary street-lamp.
How close did you put your light to find that ? Within an inch.
Bid you find, any other blower ? Tes; at tbe face of the 36-feet or narrow bord.
That was up near the Jubilee shaft? Yes, about 12 yards away. I there heard a slight buzzing 

noise again. _
Bid you try it with the lamp ? Yes; we put the lamp near it.
How close ? Quite close to the coal.

' Bid it ignite then ? No; it took over a minute to ignite.
What sort of light was it when you had it ignited ? A. very tiny jet. _
How much gas do you think came from that blower ? 1 should say that hardly 2 cubic feet per hour 

came from it. .
Now, were these all the things that were worth speaking of ? Tes.
And you made a very careful search ? Tes. _
Now, had that gas the slightest effect whatever on the. air ? It had no perceptible effect whatever 

on the air. There would not be more than 20 to 25 cubic feet of gas per hour there. _ _
And what proportion would that bear to the air that was coursing through tbe mine ? Even if it were 
25 feet per hour it would be only 1 of gas to 28,000 parts of air.

And that would be the limit at the outside to its effect ? Tes.
Will you tell me, in your opinion, is this mine now perfectly safe—is tlicrc any possibility of a large 

outbreak of gas there ? 1 think, at the present time, the mine is safe in an eminent degree. Is
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Is there, so far as human knowledge can tell, any liability or probability of an outbreak of gas there? 
Kb probability.

If those workings were continued as in similar mines, wuld this supply of gas increase or decrease? 
These blowers, which now give off gas, will naturally decrease.

"Was there anything which you saw that would indicate to any man of intelligence and skill a further 
large outbreak of gas ? Kothing.

I believe this shaft will bo tho outcast shaft ? Tes; I noticed the preparations being made.
And you know that preparations are being made elsewhere ? Tes. .
Tou know that the Company are preparing there one of the iargost shafts in the world? I do not 

know of any larger fan in the world.
So that whatever gas may be in these Jubilee headings will be drawn off at once? Tes,if there is any left.
When these shafts are completed, will there be any gas at all from tho blowers now seen there ? No,
Of course, there may at some other time be other blowers discovered ? Tes.
Is there anything that can possibly be done, or required to be done, in these colliery workings for the 

safety of tho men? Nothing.
These blowers come from the floor, do they not ? There were two that were not from the floor, but 

I believe they all now come from tbe floor with one exception.
Will you tell me now if there had been any really serious pressure from gas wbat "would bave happened 

to the coal on tbe floor where there are only 18 inches of it ? Had there been any strong pressure it 
would have forced tbe floor up. I have seen that happen in my experience, but there was not the least 
sign of it here.

In your opinion, the present system of carrying the air down to the men does not tend to do auy harm 
either to the men or to tbe mine ? Oh, no. ■

Was there auy necessity, in your opinion, for the use of safety-lamps in that mine ? None at all.
Witli tlie amount of air going down there there was no necessity for the use of safety-lamps ? No.
Would any colliery manager in Ms senses have thought of using safety-lamps under the circmn- 

stanees ? No.
Mr. JEdmimds-. I object to this line of examination; the question before your Worship is whether the 

defendant has complied with the requisition contained in the Inspector’s notice. .
The Police Magistrate : I think I must admit evidence to show that they have remedied tho matter 

complained of.
Mr. Want: If there were any necessity for using safety-lamps on the Gth January, is there any 

necessity now for using them ? No, no necessity.
I presume that you found this Jubilee heading is now connected with the 3G-feet bord, and that there is 

a pure current of air running right round ? As to that narrow bord, the air is now quite pure, and free 
from any collection of gas. Tbe bord was moist, and the air quite pure.

If there was a collection of some hundreds of feet of stagnant gas present there on the Gth January, 
there is no such thing there now ? No, and not any sign of it.

Mr. Edmunds: The system of ventilation brought the intake air over that part of the mine where 
inflammable gas was emding ? Tes.

■ I think you said that you saw the men working there? There were no men working there that day.
Will you just tell us this—it will not take a moment to calculate it: Supposing that there had been 

gas exuding at tbe rate of 25 feet per hour, and supposing that gas bad been exuding there since the 6th 
January inclusive, will you just state wbat quantity of gas had exuded and now remains there ? I might 
by to-morrow morning.

Ob, well, I will do it for you now. There are fifty-seven days since then. Are you following me ? 
I am rather slow at figures.

Well, you must be if it would take yon till to-morrow morning to work this out. Here we have, in 
fifty-seven days, 1,368 hours. I really wish you would work it out for me.

Mr. Want: Oh, we will take your word for it,
Mr. Edmunds: Well, 1,368 at 6 feet per hour will give us the exact amount of gas which exuded in 

that time, and I do not tliink it will take us till to-morrow morning to do that sum. I think yon will find 
that 84,300 feet of gas bave exuded from these blowers in that time.

Mr. Want: And how many feet of fresh air went in per minute ? About 1,245 per day.
Mr. Edmunds: There was actually this amount of gas imprisoned in that part of the mine.
The Police Magistrate.- But it might have been carried off by tbe intake air.
Mr. Edmunds (to witness): So that there must have been this quantity of gas enclosed in the coal in 

the neighbourhood of that Jubilee beading ? I do not quite understand you.
If that amount of gas had been exuded at that time that quantity must have been enclosed in tbe 

coal? Tes, within the distance travelled.
Virgin coal country always contains a large quantity of gas, does it not ? It all depends npon the 

character of the coal.
Is there auy rule or means of knowing the actual quantity of gas that may be given off in unexplored 

coal country like that? No rule that I am aware of.
What is the lowest percentage of inflammable gas that the safety-lamp that you use would indicate? 

About 3 per cent.
And do you say that this is the best means known of testing tho quantity of fire-damp in a mine ? 

It is the best practical means known, but there are some fine instruments invented which have not yet 
come into practical application.

Do you know the work of Abel on accidents in mines ? No.
Do yon know anything about it ? No; not of Abel’s work. I do not remember ever having heard 

bis name mentioned even.
Mr. Want: Tou do well to go back to Abel for an authority.
Mr. Edmunds: Better go back to Abel than to Cain. (To Witness) .■ Do you know a work of that 

kind edited for the Institute of Civil Engineers by Mr. James Torrest; just look at tbe title of this 
book, and see if you do not regard tliis work as an authority ? Well, it comes from the Institute of Civil 
Engineers, who are not connected with mining.

But it is edited by the secretary;—look at the author’s name and see if yon do not regard him as an 
authority on these questions ? I cannot say that I do. . Mr.
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Mr. Want: I would Booner take the opinion of the Police Magistrate of Wallsend on the matter.
Witness: Civil engineering is a distinct profession from mining engineering.
Mr. Edmunds: If there is a liability to a sadden outburst of gas in a mine-----
Mr. Want: What have you got now—a book by Noah ? Because, if so, wc will ignore it.
Mr. Edmunds : Would you regard tbe report of the Royal Commission in England, issued in 1886, 

as an authority on mining? By all means.
Mr. Want: I object. English mines are altogether different; the cases are different, and we have no 

proof that this is the report of the Commission.
Mr. Edmunds .- My learned friend lias introduced opinions here—opinions which I think quite 

irrelevant—hut as he has given evidence of opinion I want to rehut it.
The Police Magistrate: I think tho witness is giving his evidence in a highly creditable manner, and 

I think yon ought to be satisfied with it.
Mr. Edmunds: But I want to test his opinion (which has been given already) by works of authority 

on the subject.
Witness: There is one word that I take exception to in your statement about my evidence. I did 

not use the word “liability”; I said “probability.”
Mr. Edmunds: You think there is no danger or liability to a sudden outbreak? No man can fore

tell unless he knows.
The Police Magistrate: There is one thing whicli we do know: whero there is an upheaval of coal 

deposit there is generally a large gaseous formation. As to wbat extent any human being can tell it is 
not to be said. It might bo miles away, and suddenly some fault might be tapped which would bring the 
whole of this into play; aud, on the other hand, yon might come upon it suddenly.

Mr. Edmunds : In this mine, can anyone say as to tho liability to a sudden outburst of gas ? No, 
unless they passed through coal very different to that which I saw when I was down there.

The Police Magistrate : The quality of the coal is, I presume, an indication of wbat may be expected 
in the way of gas? The coal will give indications, and if an outburst were imminent some kind of warning 
would be given.

Mr. Edmunds: But you cannot tell the quality of tbe coal until you get through it? The same scani 
of coal will maintain its character throughout, and will uot vary suddenly.

The question is, would you undertake to say that there is no liability in that mine, as it stands at the 
present moment, to a further large outburst of inflammable gas ? As it stands at the present time, 
certainly not. There is no liability to a largo outburst of inflammable gas.

Bor what distance, on each side of the Jubilee headings, do you undertake to speak of the quality of 
the coal, and, therefore, of the nature of the gas ?

Mr. Want: I object, My learned friend has no right to go beyond the Jubilee heading.
Mr. Edmunds.- Well, I contend that I have. The whole charge is one of prospective danger— 

danger not as to what has come out already, hut as to what may come out iu future. L want to find out 
how far these workings may he continued without auy liability whatever to an outburst of gas.

The Police Magistrate : I think that the witness cannot answer that question.
Mr. Edmunds: But tho witness has undertaken to say that there is no liability at all to an outburst 

of gas.
Mr. Want: You cannot go beyond the Jubilee heading.
Mr. Edmunds : I want to find out the locality of which the witness is speaking.
The Police Magistrate : Can you say anything of the locality beyond these Jubilee workings.
Witness: I can say this, tliat the coal is now hard and compact, and before there is any great 

liability to a large outburst of inflammable gas the nature of that coal must he completely altered. 
Before any change takes place that coal must become soft and disintegrated, and must change it.s nature. 
And we, as a rule, receive sufficient warning from the coal to indicate the approach of such a change.

Mr. Edmunds: Can you say, ns regards this mine, within what distance such a change might occur ? 
The present appearance of the country affords no indications of such an alteration occurring.

But can you say so of this unexplored country. You have not answered my question. Can you say 
now in what distance in that unexplored country such a change is likely to take place ? I should say 
that no change was likely to take place within at least 40 or 50 yards.

Do you mean to tell me that you might not come to another fault or a dyke ? No ; not without 
having the warning that 1 mentioned.

But in that unexplored country, is there not a likelihood of a change being met with from a fault, a 
road, or a dyke, within 40 or 50 yards ? Certainly, I say so, so far as my experience goes.

Did you not come upon faults with the same qualily of coal on both sides of it ? Tliat is good coal 
you mean. If you say close up to the fault, my answer is no.

Never? Not to my knowledge, nor have I ever read of such a thing.
'What is the length of your experience iu this Colony ? Nearly two years.
You have hecn here not quite two years ? No.
Mr. Want: Will you take this map and tell me, supposing tliat this mine has been worked and you 

found the same scam of coal all through the colliery and round it on every side, would that indicate to 
you that there ivas no likelihood to be any great change ? It would.

If the far end openings were open for fifteen or sixteen years, would not these shafts lessen the 
liability of'meeting with these faults or of gas accumulating there ? Not from that district.

But within 20 chains of it ? No ; 1 think not in that coal.
We have heard it said here that in virgin ground you are more likely to find gas in some eoals ? Yes.
But supposing you did find virgin ground with some gas in it, would not tho openings all round 

destroy the gas from the virgin ground ? Yes ; but I saw no workings so far as that.
But if ihe workings were within 20 chains of ifc, what then ? Yes ; that would prove this liability to 

be tho case anywhere within that 20 chains.
But you would know from the nature of this seam and the showing of the workings round it—you 

could say that that coal was not likely to give a largo quantity of gas ? Ear from it.

John
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John Thomas called in and examined :—
Mr. Want: Are yon a resident of Newcastle ? Iain.
How long have you hccn a resident of that city ? I have been hero for about ten years.
And I believe it is a part of your duty to view these collieries and generally inspect the coal-mines 

about here P Yes; general inspector. "
This is done with a view of seeing what hind of coal is being sent to the Victorian Government ? 

Yes; the coal is required for the Victorian railways.
You were appointed to your present position by the Government of Victoria ? Yes ; and I am not 

allowed to do any outside work except with their consent.
Ho you go down into the collieries ? Yes; I have seen them all, and very often those that we take 

coal from.
Have you had any experience in Wales in mining before you came here? Yes. I had about 

seventeen years’ experience in TVales before I came to this country.
In large collieries ? Yes. I served my time in large ironworks in Monmouthshire. These works 

employed 13,000 miners and 1,200 colliers. I was coal-viewer also for the Lord of the Manor in 
Gloucestershire.

I believe that, on the 3rd March last, you went to inspect this Ncwcasllc-Wallsend Colliery with a 
number of other shilled gentlemen ? Yes.

And I believe that you took the measurement of the air that was then passing through ? I did.
Did you examine very carefully and critically what are called the Jubilee workings in the vicinity of 

what is known as the Jubilee shaft? Yes. "
Were any of these works dangerous or defective or in such a condition as to threaten, in your 

opinion, to tend to the bodily injury of the persons working in the mine ?
Mr. Edmunds: Now, your Worship, this is the hind of question that I have repeatedly objected to.
Mr. Want: And repeatedly ruled admissible by his Worship.
Mr. Edmunds : Well, I contend that the evidence is quite irrelevant to the issue raised here, and, 

therefore, it is not admissible. The offence of which the defendant is charged here in the information is, 
that he failed to comply with the requisition of the notice of the Inspector of Collieries. The defendant 
did not do what he was required to do in that notice, and the proviso which my learned friend relies on to 
get in this evidence cannot be referred to here. Vour Worship will find that proviso at the end of the 
25th section, and it is as follows :—“ Provided that the Court, if satisfied that the owner or agent has 
taken active measures for complying with the notice or award, hut lias not with reasonable diligence been 
able to complete the works, may adjourn any proceedings taken before them for punishing such offence, 
and if the works arc completed within a reasonable time no penalty shall be inflicted. No person shall 
be precluded by any agreement from doing such acts as may be necessary to comply with the provisions 
of this section, or be liable under any contract to anypennlty or forfeiture for doing such acts.” Therefore, 
the issue before this Court is, did the defendant comply with this notice? The question is not whether 
the notice was requisite or not; it is not whether something else might have been done, or whether the 
mine is not now dangerous. That is not the question. The question is, has the defendant complied with 
the requisition ? That is the issue before your Worship, and on that issue alone the prosecution has been 
taken. Now, the requisition is that the defendant shall remedy the thing complained of, and this was not 
the working with naked lights—it was not the system of ventilation, and it was not that the men had 
insufficient air. Mr. Dixon did not complain of the existing quantity of air. but of the prospective 
danger—the danger of greater outbursts of inflammable gas. His notice to the defendant is “in view of 
the liability of a large outburst of inflammable gas occurring at any time, I hereby, in accordance with 
the provisions contained in the 25th section of the Coal-mines Regulation Act of 1S76, give you notice 
that, in my opinion, it is a dangerous practice to allow the air current from the Jubilee shaft to ventilate 
one split of about sixty-eight men and another split of about thirty men, all working with naked lights, 
after such current of air has coursed through the Jubilee headings, where the gas is exuding.” And then 
the Inspector requires them to remedy that—to remedy the course of the air where the men were working 
with naked lights. The only defence which I can see that it is possible for the defendant to set up here 
is that he did comply with the requisition of the Inspector. Evidence in this direction will be evidence 
to the issue, and I take your ruling now that all these questions, which tend to show what the quantity of 
air was, arc perfectly immaterial, and should be excluded, The question you have to determine is whether 
the Inspector required them to do a certain thing, and that not having gone to arbitration the Company 
complied with the notice of the Inspector.

The Eolice Magistrate : But they remedied what was being complained of.
Mr. Want: That is the point, your Worship.
Mr. Edmunds: The words of the Act are, did not comply with the terms of the requisition.
The Polios Magistrate : But if the defendant is brought before the Bench, and is able to show that 

he has remedied the matter complained of, no penalty can now be inflicted.
_ Mr. Edmunds : Well, I contend, your Worship, that the defendant is not at liberty to disregard tho 

opinions of the Inspector. If he did not wish to comply with the terms of the Inspector’s requisition, 
then his proper course was to have gone to arbitration. The defendant must comply with the requisition 
in the notice, even if it requires something to he done which might be a mistake. The only material 
issue therefore before your Worship is, did the defendant comply with the requisition. Isay that we 
have shown that he did not do so. Now, my learned friend is trying to get you off under a side issue by 
falling back on the last part of the section which I have quoted, which provides that if the Court is 
satisfied that the defendant is endeavouring to remedy the thing complained of no penalty shall he 
inflicted. Well, the only way to remedy this is by complying with the Inspector’s notice, and as the 
defendant has not done this, he should have gone to arbitration, and allowed the award to decide. My 
point is that the Inspector must comply with the requisition of the nolice, not having gone to arbitration, 
whether the requisition was right or wrong. But if I can show you that the defendant has not complied 
with that requisition, then ho must he hold guilty of an offence, and bo subject to the penalty. It is not 
that tho defendant is remedying this matter by measures of his own, but that he must take active measures 
to do what tho Inspector required him to do. The other issue is a side issue, and an improper one, 
because it is not competent for this Court to decide whether the measures that were taken to remedy this 
defect were right measures or not. I contend that this notice is the notice of the offence, the defendant

not
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not having gone to arbitration, and that he must obey that notice. It is no defence to say that this defect 
was remedied by other means. That is no defence whatever, and al] evidence which tends in that way is 
immaterial, and must, I contend, be excluded.

Mr. Want: I am somewhat astonished at tho course which my learned friend has taken in this 
matter. lie has waited all day yesterday and up to the present time,after your "Worship has given two 
decisions on the subject, and heard two witnesses, before making his protest that this was not the issue. 
It seems to me that my learned friend is finding that his case is gradually slipping from under him. In 
fact, he looks it, and now, in a moment of excitement, lie wants you to stop what has been going on for 
two days. Now, in the first place, we have been given notice to do a certain tiling, aud ho asserts that wo 
must do it in the way which wc are directed, although Mr. Dixon in his evidence said he would not tell 
us how to remedy tho tiling. Therefore wc are not told what to do, nor does tiio notice give us any 
correction on the subject. ■ My learned friend speaks about naked lights being a danger, but I defy him 
to show it to me. Supposing Mr. Dixon came along and said to this Company, <! I want a State House 
built in this mine; bury Mr. Mackenzie and Mr, Edmunds there when they die.” According to my 
learned friend, the owners of the mine would be compelled to comply with that request. "Well, now, I 
take it, your Worship, that that is not the meaning of this section at all. The section says :—“ Jf in any 
respect (which is not provided against by any express provision of this Act, or by any special rule) any 
Inspector find any mine, or any part; thereof, or any matter, tiling, or practice in or connected with any 
such mine, to be dangerous or defective, so as, in his opinion, to threaten or tend to the bodily injury of 
any person, such Inspector may give notice in writing thereof to the owner or agent of the mine, and shall 
state in such notice the particulars in which he considers such mine, or any part thereof, or any matter, 
thing, or practice, t o he dangerous or defective, and require the same to be remedied forthwith. The 
Inspector shall also report the same to the Minister.” Then Mr. Dixon gives thedefendant notice that this 
thing is dangerous and threatens bodily injury. My learned friend comes here and says that we are not 
charged with not remedying the matter, but with not complying with the requisition of the Inspector. 
Yet Mr. Dixon will uot tell us how to effect the remedy. All lie says is that the workings are dangerous, 
and. are in such a condition as will tend to the bodily injury of the persons employed there. I had reason 
to complain of ibis reticence, and asked him what wo were to do. In reply, my learned friend quotes 
this case, which lie has furbished up from somewhere—a case which does not bind us in any way. He 
quotes this case to show that the Mining Inspector need not give any information, but may demand to 
have the thing remedied merely. Why do they not try to show that we have not remedied this thing 
throroughly ? They have tried to prove that the mine is in a dangerous state, and no doubt it was, 
according to their opinion ; but I can prove by the most credible witnesses who have ever been in a Court 
that the mine was all right. A change has been brought about, aud this colliery is now one of the best 
worked in the world ; yet Mr. Dixon comes here and tells us that it is not fit for men to work in. If 
nothing else had been 'said or charged against the defendant, he would have had a perfect right to come 
here and refute this. But we can prove that wc have done that which has brought about a change of 
affairs in this mine, and £7,000 or £8,000 worth of work is now going on. This mine will then contain 
one of tho largest and best fans in the word. It is strange that we should be all this time fighting this 
question, and that my learned friend should now come aud attempt to shut out this evidence.

Mr. Edmunds: The kind of argument which my learned friend addresses to the Bench is largely 
made up of personal ridicule, which I do not object, to in him. But I object to this kind of argument 
being used when I quote from hooks of the highest authority. Now, my learned friend knows well that 
the ease which I quoted comes from the Court of tho highest authority in England, and comes in the 
report which has been sent from England, and which is continually being quoted in our own law Courts. 
How, then, can my learned friend refer to this decision as “ having been got up from somewhere.” Now', 
is this a way of arguing against the decision of authorities recognized all over Great Britain and her 
Dependencies wherever the law is applicable.

The Police HngUtraie: But it is very seldom that two lawyers will agree.
Mr. Want: Except at dinner. ■
The Police Magistrate : That is the difficulty with me ; I have to decide between you two gentlemen.
Mr. Edmunds : My learned friend speaks of this case as being of no weight with us. Well, I may 

tell your Worship that evciy Court in this land is hound by it. ■
Mr. Hlmt: All I said was that that decision had no application to this particular case.
Mr. Edmunds: 1 find Ibat the shoe is now beginning to pinch. My learned friend asserts that 

this decision has no application to this particular ease ; but bis assertion is not sustained by a ivord of 
argument. I have shovm that it exactly applies. The .fudge who gave that decision decided that an 
Inspector should merely give notice, ami state merely that the practice is dangerous, ami demand that it 
should be remedied. The Judge also decided that the Inspector was not bound to state what was the 
remedy, his duty being to say what required to be remedied. My learned friend complained that 1 did 
not bring up this objection uniil I felt overwhelmed by the case which he is making out, "Well, I do not 
feel in the slightest degree overwhelmed.

The Police Magistrate: Well, I can hardly withdraw the ruling which I have already given.
Mr. Edmunds : What my learned friend is going to show has been remedied is quite another thing. 

He is fully at liberty to prove that the remedy lias been effected in compliance with the terms of the 
Inspector’s notice, but not in any other way.

The Police Magistrate: That is what he is trying to do.
Mr. Edmunds : Well, I do not think so, your Worship.
The Police Magistrate : If the defendant can establish what has already been stated, I think it will 

be a remedy in accordance with the requisition of the ^Inspector.
Mr. Edmunds: No. The defendant must comply with the requisition of the notice, and that is the 

only remedy, I submit, which your Worship can recognize. We are now in the position as if there had 
been an arbitration and an award, the award requiring the defendant to remedy tho same things which 
are complained of in the notice. If there had been an award, and they were charged before your Worship 
with not obeying that award, their contention here would not stand, and it will not do in this case cither. 
The only thing which your Worship can recognize in the way of a remedy is an action of the defendant, 
showing that he had complied with the notice.

935—G The
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so

The Police Magistrate: ’Well, I decide that the Crown were right in going under the 25th section, 
and this will, I think, allow the defendant to show that he has remedied the matter complained of. I 
think certain evidence should he taken to allow me to decide whether this thing has been remedied or not. 
I want to see how far the defendant has obeyed the notice that has been served on him by the Inspector 
of Collieries. _

Mr. Edmunds : Well, your Worship, that is exactly the point I take exception to. I submit that 
your Worship has to decide whether the matter has been remedied by complying with the requisition 
contained in the notice. _ ■ _ _

Mr, Want: One of the things complained of is the standing gas in the Jubilee heading. . _ _ 
Mr. Edmunds i I would like to read again for your Worship a portion of the Inspector’s requisition. 

He says:—“In view of the liability of a large outburst of inflammable gas occurring at any time, I 
hereby, in accordance with tho provisions contained in the 25th section of the Coal-mines Regulation Act 
of 1876, give you notice that, in my opinion, it is a dangerous practice to allow the air current from the 
Jubilee shaft to ventilate one split of about sixty-eight men and another split of about thirty men, all 
working with naked lights, after such current of air has coursed through the Jubilee headings where the 
gas is exuding.” Now, I ask your Worship, how could they remedy this matter except by complying 
with the requisition of the notice. Had the defendant thought that 3m was right in refusing to remedy, 
then it was open to him to have gone to arbitration. But as he has not done that, and as ho has not 
complied with the requisition and notice, he has been guilty of an offence under the Act. _

The Police Magistrate: It seems to me that his not having complied with the notice would subject 
him to a certain penalty ; but then, supposing it has been remedied to a certain extent ? .

Mr. Edmunds: But it is only on condition that the owner or agent takes such steps as will comply 
with the notice—not to remedy the thing complained of in any other way.

The Police Magistrate : Well, I am still of the same opinion as before.
Mr. Want: And we are both agreed in that. _
Mr. Edmunds : Well, then, I will ask your Worship to make a note of my objection. ^
[Note entered in the following terms:—“ Mr. Edmunds ■. I object to evidence being adduced to 

show that alleged dangerous practice was remedied, except such evidence as shows that the defendant 
complied with the requisition of the notice on the ground that compliance with the requisition of tho 
notice is the only fact at issue.”]

Mr. Want: I only tendered such evidence as that. _ _ _
[At tho request of Mr. Want, a note in the following terms was also entered in the depositions :— 

“ I only tender evidence to show that defendant acted in compliance with the requisition, and secondly, 
that it was agreed on both sides, at his Worship’s suggestion, that the issue should be this very question 
of remedy or no remedy.”] _

. The Police Magistrate: I ruled, on application, before the witnesses for the defence were examined, 
that the sub-sections to section 12 of the Coal-mines Regulation Act should not bo entertained so far as 
this case was concerned, and that the case was properly brought under section 25 of the same Act, And 
it was agreed on both sides that evidence should be taken to prove that a remedy had been adopted since 
the notice was given. ^ . . ,

Mr.Edmmds: On that ruling I understand that your Worship intends to admit the evidence now 
tendered.

The Police Magistrate: Yes. _ _ ,
Mr. Want {to witness) : In your opinion, when you inspected this Jubilee heading, was there 

anything at all there which was dangerous, or which threatened bodily injury to the persons working in 
the mine? Nothing whatever. _ ,

At the time of your visit, was there any large quantity of infiammablo gas being engendered in the 
mine ? We could only find one small jet, which I considered was hardly worth noticing. The current of 
air would destroy ten thousand times the quantity of gas that we saw in the mine.

Mr. Edmunds : I again object to this evidence. ... ...
Witness : We had the greatest difficulty in the world in igniting one little jet which we found there. 
Seeing the nature of these workings and the quality of the coal, was there any liability in your 

opinion for any great outburst of gas in that mine ? 1 could not see any danger at all from an outburst
of gas. There was no possibility whatever of such a thing. We tried it with naked lamps, and we could, 
see nothing. _

Hid you find a small blower in that narrow bord ? Yes, we did.
Was there any large quantity of gas at the time of your visit accumulated in that narrow bord ? 

No; it took six or seven minutes with the lamps before we could detect anything; before we could light 
the jet, and then a move of the hand would have blown it out. ...

Then when you were in the mine there was no stagnation or collection of gas in the main heading? 
None whatever. Wo tried it in several other places, and found nothing with the exception of a very 
feeble jet from the floor of the mine. _ _ _

Supposing on the 5th January (when we were told that this mine was in a very daugerous and 
defective condition—that it was such as to threaten bodily injury to the workmen—that the air was impure, 
and that it was not safe to work with naked lights)—supposing that were the case on the 5th January, 
did the same state of affairs exist when you saw the mine on the 5th March ? Not at all; there was no 
trace of gas. ■ _ _

Hid you test the air that was theu passing through the mine ? I did. . '
"What result did it give you ? In ihc main current to tho furnace shaft proceeding eastward wc had

83,000 cubic feet per minute. On tho right-hand side of tho furnace shaft we got 19,680 cubic feet per 
minute. _ .

This was going towards the Jubilee headings ? Yes; the main cross-cut from the Jubilee heading at 
the face gave 7,350 cubic feet per minute.

That is just above the door? That is below the trap-door. We theu opened the door, and we 
obtained 4,200 cubic feet per minute. _ _ _ _

In your opinion, was that ventilation quite sufficient to have done away with any impurities from gas 
that were existing in the mine ? I forget how many men were there. I think it would be sufficient.

We will leave out the question of the door now. Did you afterwards go to the Jubilee shaft? Yes, 
and I took a measurement of the current of air close by. - And
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_ Arid what was the amount o£ aiv there ? The amount was 12,045 cubic feet per minute. After the 
air that went into the cross-cut had been taken out of that quantity, it left a current of air in this split 
of 4,G95 cubic feet per minute.

'Well, now, I want to know from you regarding the current of air that passed over these blowers, 
would there be any taint of gas in it? iNone whatever. The blowers, both in the solid and in the mud, 
were in the Jubilee side where we gauged the air. We had with ns nine naked lamps, and there was not 
a taint of gas there. The only difficulty which we experienced while wc were in the mine wras the 
difficulty in keeping the lamps alight, owing to the wind.

Now, I want to ask yon about this door that was there. "Was there any necessity for two doors at 
that place? I cannot see it, because the split is so far safe. There are only thirty men employed there.

_ TEow much air goes down the split which has nothing to do with the door? 4,695 cubic feet per 
minute goes down the northern beading.

In your opinion that trap-door is simply a means of splitting the air—to supply a certain quantity of 
air per man? Quite so ; the supply is more than is required.

That is within the meaning of the sub-section attached to section 12 of the Coal-mines Bcfirulation 
Act? Yes.

Supposing you left the door open altogether, would the supply of air then he sufficient for the men 
who were working in the splits? b*o, I do not think so ; not sufficient for the men that were working 
with the current passing through the cross-cut.

You mean if the door was left open continually? Yes ; but it is not intended to be left open—in 
fact it will not keep open.

Oh, no. They will have to be careful that it does not slam in passing ; there is a great draught there. 
When the door is shut, is there not ample ventilation for the men ? There axe fifty or sixty men there, 
and I think the supply is sufficient for the lot.

Is there any necessity, in your opinion, for anything to be done to these .lubilcc workings ? I should 
say certainly not at the present time.

Was it possible to have anything more safe or more complete than the arrangements in these Jubilee 
workings ? I cannot see bow it is possible, especially in view of what Mb. Ncilson is now doing there in 
the erection of fans. -

Is there, so far as you can see, any possibility of danger to anv person working in the mine ? I 
cannot see it. ‘ ‘

Knowing the nature of tho coal, and what this colliery is, do you think there is any likelihood of any 
sudden outburst of gas, or would ir not be first shown by a change in tho nature of the coal. If there 
was likely to be any great outburst of gas, is it not likely that there would be some change ? Well, ] do 
not think so. I perfectly undersfand you, but I have never known any quantity of gasing being in a 
seam of coal, unless you go considerably ahead of the air. ■

You have never known any gas in these seams of coal ? Nothing at all serious. I think Miami coal 
is the most inflammable.

They talk about the inflammable nature of the gas—do you not think that the coal would change its 
nature before you came to a large outburst of gas, or would you uot get warning iu some way ? The 
warning that you would got would he the appearance of the blowers.

And there are no signs of them now visible? None whatever.
At 5 o’clock, the Court adjourned until 10 a.m. on tho following day.

• SATURDAY, 10 MARCH.
Alexander Ross called in and examined:—

Mr. Want: I believe that you are the Manager of the Newcastle Coal Company ? I am.
Por how many years have you occupied that position ? Ten years.

■ What experience have you had altogether in coal-mining? Previous to this I had been sixteen 
years with Mr. Neilson, the last five years of that time I spent in learning my profession under him in 
the Wallscnd Company’s mine.

And you know the whole of this mine well ? 1 do.
Have you lately inspected this Wallsend Colliery ? T have.
At the Jubilee workings ? Yes, at the Jubilee shaft and workings.

, I11 company with several other mining managers of large experience ? Yes ; I examined the mine 
twice this week.

I believe you examined the mine on the 3rd and 7th March ? Yes.
Did you make a critical examination of all workings and everything connected with the ventilation ? 

Yes, as close as 1 possibly could do.
When you saw the mine on each of these occasions, which, in your opinion, was dangerous or 

defective ? Rothing that I saw in connection with tho mine was dangerous or defective.
And you saw everything ? I believe so.
Mr. Mdnmnds: I again object to this evidence, and on the same grounds as before.
Mr. Want.- Was there anything in the mine on the occasions of your visits that threatened bodily 

harm to the persons who were working there? Nothing, in my opinion.
. Now, you know this mine very well, you know the quality and the nature of the coal, and I ask you 
is there any liability of any large outburst of inflammable gas ?

Mr. Mdmunds: I again object to this evidence.
Witness ; Prom my extensive knowledge of the workings of this Newcastle-Wallsend mine, I say 

there is no liability to any outburst of inflammable gas.
Mr. Want: Now, is there any danger whatever, in your opinion, to the men or to the works from the 

fact of this air passing over the small blowers that are there ? No, I do not think so.
- In your experience, have you over seen safer or better ventilated workings than those which are in 
that mine ? No, I have not.

Could anything possibly be done to improve the ventilation in any shape or form ? No ; nothing 
could be done to improve it, so far as I know.

Now'
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Now, in working in tills mine, you liave seen, I presume, some of ike little gas blowers which are 
there? You mean previously to to these visits in March ? Yes, I have seen them before.

Do these blowers increase or decrease in the mine ? I have always found them to decrease after a 
very short space of time.

" That is after, I presume, they have been tapped ? Yes; after they have been tapped and the 
workings surrounding them have been opened out.

Has there ever been any danger at all from these blowers so far as you have seen? No, not that X 
have seen. _

Now, will you just describe to his "Worship what these wonderful blowers are, their extent, and so 
forth ? At the first examination which ire made, on the 3rd March, we tried the air with tho door 
open to see the quantity which travelled into the mine, and even supposing the door were down altogether, 
we found 4,250 cubic feet of air travelling per minute with the door open. From that point we went 
into the face of tho heading.

"Wait a moment. "Will you tell me now was there the slightest necessity there for a double door ? In 
my opinion there was not the slightest necessity, because the air was so well regulated,

There is a split in the Jubilee heading ? Yes.
And a canvas door in the Jubilee heading? Yes; the canvas regulator marked on the plan No. 1,
Tell me this, just to give us an idea,—could you have kept a candie alight for a moment at that 

regulator ? No, you could not. It must have been a very strong flame indeed that would not have been 
put out in a few seconds.

"Who held the lamps the morning that I went down there ? Mr. Neilson, and both lamps were 
blown out.

You mean a large lamp ? Yes; a large copper lamp.
Well, now7, whether that door is up or down, has it anything to do with the gas, or is it not simply a 

question of ventilation ? I should think it is simply placed there for the purpose of the ventilation.
The door was placed there to regulate tho supply in accordance with the provisions of the sub-sections 

to the 12th section of the Coal-mines liegulation Act ? Yes.
You went from there along the Julilee headings and examined this ? Wc went first along the main 

heading to the engine-plane heading.
Mr. JSdmtnds: That is a new name,
Mr, Want: I think we had better call it the end of the main road, so as not to confnso things. 

You mean where the men were working ? Yes ; but there were no men working there that day. Some 
four men usually worked there.

So that that is perfectly safe? Perfectly safe ; hut we heard a slight humming sound in the face of 
the coal.

Did you look aud examine what caused that humming sound ? Yes. Mr. Bosfield and I examined 
jt very closely to see if we could detect what it was. We carefully searched with a naked light all along 
the face.

Was there any sign of inflammable gas there ? Wc could not find the least sign.
Was the air there perfectly good ? Yes, perfectly good. It was coursing round and travelling 

within a yard of the face.
Did yon go from there to the Jubilee heading? We did.
Did you make a critical and careful search for any gas that might have been existing there ? We 

did as we went along towards the shaft.
What did you find? Wc found a little gas exuding from a blower over a little pool of water.
Did you try that blower? Yes, we tried it. .
With the naked light ? Yes ; we tried it with the naked light, hut we had a Davy lamp there too. 

When we tried it with the naked light it lit up. 1 should think wc had to light within an inch or an 
inch and a half of it.

What was the extent of it ? Just like, in my opinion, an ordinary gas jet.
Now, that day that I was down there, did you examine the blower then ? Yes, at the same place.
'Was it as strong then as before you went there? I saw it again on the 8th, and it had mercased very 

considerably7 in the meantime.
Would it light at all on the 8th r I forget, but I do not think it would—the gas was so light.
Did you go any further and look for another blower? Yes, a little further, and we were shown what 

was termed the main blower.
Can you give his Worship an idea of what that main blower was like? That was fully equal I think 

to a street gas-lamp.
And you lit that without putting the lamp up against it? No; you could not do that. It was 

quite an inch between it and the floor. _
That blower also was in the floor ? Yes, it was also in the floor.
Have you since seen that blower, and, if so, has it decreased ? Yes, 1 have seen it since, and it liaS 

decreased very considerably indeed ; it is now down to more than half.
Did you then go further on ? Wc tested the air then—that is, the main intake air leading from the 

shaft from Nos. 3 and 4 splits.
Did that air pass over these blowers ? Yes.
What was the quantity passing over? Tho total quantity was 12,015 cubic feet per minute.
Jfr. Edmunds: Where was this. . .
ilfr. Want: Tins was the main intake air.
jfb witness : Would you kindly give me some idea as to the amount of gas per hour that was coming 

from these blowers, putting it at the outside ? There was another blower that we saw there.
You went on then to the Jubilee shaft where there was a short heading or narrow bord, and there 

you saw another blower? Yes, wo saw another blow'er there on the side on the face of the coal.
AVhat was the extent of that? It was burning very lightly indeed.
When you lit it it burned ? Yes, but we bad the greatest difficulty in the world to light.
Has that blower decreased considerably since? Yes, it has decreased very much, although it was a 

very small blower when we saw it; it has decreased very considerably since.
Mr. Edmunds .- Then you think it will decrease.
Mr. Want: It has decreased. To witness: Well, now, taking these altogether, where these the. only 

traces of gas that you noticed in the mine? Yes, these were the only traces of gas that wc could find.
We
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“VVe iave been told here that there were some fifteen or sixteen blowers along that road. Now you 
tell us there are only three there now ? That number was all we could find.

Now, puttiog those altogether in one lot. in your opinion what amount of gas coursed through that 
heading P Judging from the quantity that passes through an ordinary street-lamp—which burns at the 
rate of about 5 cubic feet per hour—I assume that the amount coming from these blowers was a little less 
than that. I judge the other two blowers to be equal to half a lamp, and after malting a very liberal 
allowance, i think I may safely say that from 15 to 20 cubic feet of gas would equal what we saw there 
that morning.

That is per hour ? Yes.
Would that have the slightest possible effect upon the air passing down that heading ? That quantity 

could not possibly have affected the air.
Then I find by calculation that 720,000 cubic feet of air passed down there per minute ? Yes. There 

would be about 1 foot of gas to every 36 feet of air.
And the amount of gas is a great deal less now ? Yes. From what I saw on the 7th and 8th March 

there would not be one-half that quantity of gas there now.
Is it possible for anyone to find these blowers without being taken to where they are and having them 

pointed out ? I would uot like to have the job of finding them set down to me. I do not think I could 
possibly have found them unless they had been pointed out to me.

Now, we have been told that iu this short bord, near the Jubilee shaft, that some time ago there was 
a great amount of stagnant gas. Is that the case at the present time? No ; that bord is quite clear now.

And it is connected with the main heading ? Yes.
‘Well, now, if, on tho 5th January, that mine was described by any person as being daugerous and 

defective, and threatening bodily injury with the air passing over these blowers and the accumulation of 
stagnant gas—does that state of affairs exist now, if it ever did exist ? No, it does not exist now.

There is no defect, and uo danger of bodily injury, and no chance of the pollution of the air ? No.
Mr. Edmunds : I think you said that you were there iu that mine on the 3rd and 7th March? I 

said I was there on the 3rd and 8th March. _
When yon were in that mine, Mr. Ross, was the air current from the Jubilee shaft ventilating one 

split where about sixty-eight men were working, and another split containing some thirty men. ail working 
with naked lights and lighting—after that current had coursed through the Jubilee headings—and, if so, 
is that state of things slill in existence ? So far as ] know, it is.

Then the air-current from the Jubilee shaft is still allowed to ventilate two splits, one containing about 
sixty-eight men, and the other about thirty men?

Mr. Want: Bo you know how many men were there at all ? No ; I do not; I was only told about it.
Mr. Edmunds: Thou, in that case, we will leave it out. (7b witness) : You say that you saw some 

men working there ? Not during my first visit.
Well, during your second visit?
ilfr. Want: 1 object to this. If you are going to be technical, I will he technical also. The infor

mation charges us with having committed this offence on the 5th March, and 1 will object to the reception 
of any evidence except evidence which relates to that day.

Mr. Edmunds: The requisition has to be complied with within twenty days from the date of tho 
notice, and any evidence having relation to any day within that period will be admissible. All I am 
asking is were the men working during that time.

Mr. Want: How can we have another thing brought up in this way. The second charge has nothing 
to do with tho first. The notice wo receive is, “I have therefore to urge your serious and immediate 
attention to the abovenamed matters, with a view to have them remedied as speedily as possible.” Now, 
that information charges us withnot obeying that notice.

tike Police Magistrate.: You are now trying to show' that the mine is in a proper state, whatever its 
condition was on the 5th January.

Mr. Want: Yes; that is it exactly, your Worship. My learned friend wants to persuade your 
Worship that, although we have done something to remedy the things complained of, and made this con
nection between the short bord and the main heading—although there is not the slightest necessity—stilt 
we must carry the thing out because there is something mentioned about it in the notice; and he will 
then ask your Worship to infiiet a penalty because we have remedied certain things which arc not 
mentioned in the notice. ’

Mr. Edmunds: I must again remind your Worship that the complaint here is that the defendant did 
not comply with tho requisition contained in the Inspector’s notice. lie did not obey that notice or go to 
arbitration, and therefore ho had committed an offence against the Act.

The Police Magistrate: The whole of tSiis 25th section is very difficult to construe. It places mo in rather 
a difficult position, because there is not a single creature in tho world that I can apply to for information. 
Although 1 ask you gentlemen to help me iu every way, I may tell you that I have my own views. I am 
willing to hear wffiat your views arc also, and if they coincide with mine I shall have no hesitation iu 
acting on wrhat I think at the present moment. As far as I can sec just now, the defendant is only pro
ceeding to prove that no injury is likely to occur to the men. That is the reason why I admit this 
evidence. I want the public to understand that there is no further danger likely to arise in this mine. 
I presume there is no Government in the world who would allow such a tiling to be concealed if there 
were danger, but would give it the utmost publicity. It is for the purpose of easing tho people’s minds, 
and showing them that at the present moment there is no likelihood of any calamity overwhelming them 
like that unfortunate affair at Bulli, that I admit this evidence.

Mr. Want: And that is the reason why we come into this Court.
Mr. Edmunds {to witness) : Now, I want to know from you, was that air allowed to ventilate the two 

splits when you were down in the mine ? Yes. _
"Were the men that you saw working there working with naked lights ? Yes. I saw them working 

during the second visit J made to the mine.
Now, did the current of air spoken of course through tho Jubilee heading where the gas was exuding ?

Yes.
Again, was there on both these occasions only a single trap-door on the main road between tbe 

Jubilee headings ? Yes, one single door.
How long did you keep that trap-door open ? We did not keep an account of tho time. Wc did not 

“ time ” it; but I thiuk that wo kept the door open from five to seven minutes. You
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f You only did that once P That was all.
And the air supply, I understand you to say, during the five to seven minutes decreased from 7,000 

to something like 4,200 cubic feet per minute ? Yes, that is correct.
If the door was kept open a still longer time than seven minutes, do you think that it would result 

in a further reduction of the air current that was passing Uirough ? I do not think so.
Why not; if the air current decreased from 7,000 to 4,200 cubic foot in from five to seven minutes, 

why would it not decrease still further if tho door were kept open for a still further period ? I think it 
would not decrease owing to the regulator in the next heading being in one of the Jubilee headings.

Look at the plan and tell me if, when this door is shat, the air enters at that split and allows some of 
it to go round and go through another split, is not that the usual passage for the air ? Yes.

iSTow, if that be so, why would not the whole of the air go through this way if the door iverc left long 
enough open ? Because I understand that there is another regulator inside again.

But you are not to say what you understand. Is it this regulator which would prevent it P There is 
another regulator inside here.

I did not ask you anything about tbe other regulator which you say is inside. Ta it this regulator 
which regulates tbe air when the door is allowed to remain open? No ; it would not prevent the air from 
going down.

Does it tend to prevent it? Ho; it would not prevent it at all.
Does this tend to prevent the air from going down Ho. 3 split and through this passage to Ho. 4 

Split? That regulator does not. The other one-----
Yfe will come to that by-and-bye. Did you see tho other regulator that you have just spoken of ? 

Ho; but I wras told about it.
AYe cannot have evidence of that kind. You must speak from jmur own personal observation, aud 

not from what you were told. Then any regulator that you spoke of in your examination-in-ehief as 
preventing the air from going into Ho. 4 split yon did not yourself see ? Ho.

Then all your evidence regarding that regulator was given from hearsay ? Yes, it was.
Mr. Want: Of course it was, but J will prove the existence of the regulator by-and-byc for you. .
Mr. Edmunds : How, in regard to Ho. 3 split, is not that a shorter road for the air and the track of 

least resistance ? I cannot say just now.
Now, I think that you said that in the five days the quantity of gas exuded would be diminished by 

about 50 per cent. ? Yes; about 50 per eeut., in my opinion.
Mr. Want: If you do not go down quickly into the mine you will never see any gas at all.
Mr. Edmunds ; Do you know that the blowers were first of all found on inspection on loth January P 

I do not know that.
But suppose that these blowers have been blowing from loth January, and reduced some 50 pier cent, 

within three days, could you form any estimate of the quantity blowing out in the seven days afterwards ? 
Ho ; I cannot just now.
. But the blowers decreased 50 per cent, in the five days from the 3rd to the 8th March ? I think so.

Mr. Want: Supposing this to be a correct plan of the mine (plan produced') and of the workings 
where the air goes up to, would not n regulator at this point have the effect of preventing the air from 
going into this split? It would check it. That regulator is the one I before referred to. (Plan marked 
Wo. 2 put in evidence.)

And that would be all that was required ? Yes.
You were asked whether the air still goes over these blowers. How, supposing that it does, is it at 

the present moment entirely free from any danger ? It is, iu my opinion, entirely free from any danger.
Mr. Edmunds : I object.
Mr. Want: And entirely free from danger, and does not tend to anybody’s bodily harm ? Ho.

Thomas John Evans called in and examined:—
Mr. Want: AVhat is your occupation, Mr. Evans? I am a colliery manager.
At what colliery ? At AVcst AVallsend Colliery.
AVhat experience have you had in coal-mining ? I have been manager for some twenty-four years at 

Home and in South AVales.
And how long have you been in this colony ? I took charge here on the 23rd January last.
I suppose you have had experience in fiery mines in AVales. Oh, yes.
I believe you made an examination of the Newcastle-AVallsend Colliery on the 3rd March last. Yes.
AVas there anything, when you examined it, an the Jubilee district which was dangerous or defective, 

or which threatened to cause bodily injury to the persons working in the mine? Ho.
Mr. Edmunds : Again 1 wish to object to the reception of such evidence as this.
Mr. Want: You were in the Jubilee headings, and saw what are called blowers ? Yes.
Was there any danger or fear of injury either to the persons working in that mine from the fact that 

tbe air passed over these blowers ? No, not the least danger, in my opinion.
AVas there any accumulation of gas in what is called tbe narrow bord ? Ho ; it has been removed by 

a connection having been made with the heading.
If any of these dangei's did exist on the 5th January, when the Colliery Inspector visited the mine, 

they have been remedied since ? Yes.
Mr. Want: I wish to know if the counsel for the Crown will admit that the measurements of the 

air taken on the occasion were correct.
Mr. Edmunds : I do not dispute the accuracy of tho observations of these witnesses in that matter ; 

but the evidence is peadieetly unnecessary. I never disputed it.
Mr. Want: AVell, there is such a thing as not disputing a point and yet not admitting it. (To 

Witness) .- AVill you tell .me what these blowers of gas were? AVell, they were very small blowers I saw 
that there was one in tho cross-cut that came out of the coal. I should say that there were 4 or 5 
cubic feet of gas coming out per hour. I saw two others on the floor of the road, and another one in the 
face of the narrow bord. These could not have been very fierce, or they would have blown up the 
bottom of the seam.

When you speak of the cross-cut you mean the narrow bord at the foot of the Jubilee shaft? Yes.
. , AVitb *
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"With regard to the two on the floor, they would give out about the same 'amount of gas as the other 
one? Tes, just about the same. '

And you say that those blowers could never have been very bad, or they would have lifted up the 
floor? Yes, they would have lifted it up long ago. There are only about ISiuches of coal on the floor?

Now, you say that the door ■which was there was put up for the purposes of ventilation ? Yes.
Was there the slightest necessity for having two doors there? No; I should say not under the 

present circumstances. Of course the arrangements would he more complete if there were a double 
door at that place; bid:, under tho present circumstances, 1 think the Company would he perfectly justified 
in having only a single door there, as only four miners are employed in that locality, and only sufficient 
air to supply them is required, .

If more than four men were working there I presume you would insist on another door being there? 
I would.

But where there are only four men working in a place like that you think the single door is quite 
sufficient? Ido.

If the door was being frequently opened it would interfere with the air? It would.
Now, door or no door, has that anything to do with the mine, except for the object of supplying air 

to the men ? No ; that was the purpose of the door.
Would it bo possible to have a mine safer or more complete than is this portion of the mine about 

the Jubilee shaft? No, it would not be possible; and I think it reflects great credit on the management 
that they have gone to so much trouble and expense to get their air-shaft down close to tbe face of the 
workings. ‘.

This is an enormously expensive shaft, is it not? Yes, I believe it is. It is a 16-feet diameter shaft.
And a very complete one ? Yes, very.
Mr. Edmunds : Did you notice the system of ventilation existing in that mine ? Yes, I noticed the 

system of ventilation in that district.
On the 3rd of March, when you were there, was the air coming from the Jubilee shaft allowed to 

ventilate the two splits after that current had coursed through the Jubilee headings where gas was 
exuding ? Yes. _

Mr. Want: You have already proved that.
dfr. Edmunds: And there was also only a trap-door on the main road from the Jubilee headings ?

Yes.
Wc will now take a supposition, as you have already been asked your opinion. If there was a liability 

to a large outburst of inflammable gas—assuming that at the time of your visit to that mine that there was 
such a liability—then was that system of ventilation of the main workings of the mine while men were 
working with naked lights a good one? No.

Mr. Want.- Why, no system of ventilation would be any good then.
Mr. EdmundsBecause you would got all your intake air over inflammable gas.
Mr. Want: When you hoar Mr. Neilson’s evidence you will learn that we are remedying that as fast 

as w'o can. .
Mr. Edmunds: It is a pity that you do not use the safety-lamp while you are doing this.
Mr. Want: We do uot require it.
Witness: It is not the system of ventilation; but still it would be necessary to work with safety- 

lamps. '
Mr. Edmunds : It would not he safe to work with naked lights ? No.
Mr. Want: But is there the slightest necessity, in your opinion, for the use of safety-lamps in that 

mine? No, not in the least.
Mr. Edmunds : I object to this evidence. ’
Mr. WantOr is there any liability at all to a large outburst of gas ? No ; because I do not think 

that the scam could be classified as a fiery seam at all.
Mr. Edmunds: It is good coal right along the heading.
Mr. Want: Yes, tip-top coal.

Archibald Gardiner called in and examined:— "
Mr. Want: You are a colliery manager? I am.
Where ? I am manager of trie Minmi Colliery. <
Mr. Want: What experience have you had in mining ? I have had over thirty years’ experience 

underground.
And how long have you been in this Colony ? What experience have you had here ? I have been 

about five years in ibis Colony.
Have you had any experience iu what are called fiery mines ? Yes; I am a certificated manager 

under the Coal-mines Regulation Act of Great Britain.
Did you examine this colliery on the 3rd March ? I did.
Was there anything there on that occasion which, in your opinion, was dangerous or defective? 

Nothing that I saw.
Mr. Edmunds : I again object to this evidence.
Mr. Want: Was there anything daugerous or defective in the Jubilee workings ? No.
Or was there anything there tending or threatening bodily injury to any of the persons working in 

the mine ? Nothing that I saw.
Did you critically examine all these workings to ascertain if there was anything of that kind wrong ? 

I did.
Would it be possible to have a mine more safe or better ventilated than you saw this Neweastle- 

Wallsend mine on that day ? The mine was splendidly ventilated.
Was there the slightest possibility or probability of any danger to the men employed in that mine? 

Not the slightest.
Mr. Edmunds: I again object.
Mr. Want: There was no danger from any source ? No.
You saw some blowers there, did you not ? Yes. .
Was there any danger to he apprehended from the air passing over these blowers ? No, none.

What
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“What was tlic proportion of air that was playing over tliesc blowers to the gas that was exuding ? I 
do not think that there were 20,000 cubic feet of gas from all tho blowers altogether per hour during my 
visit.

And we are told that there would be about 800,000 cubic feet of air per hour? There were about 
12,0-15 cubic feet of air passing per minute when I was there.

Tliat would be 1 foot of gas to 3,000 cubit feet of air ? Yes. _ _
If there were any danger existing from any gas or from any fouling of the air, lias it all been 

remedied ? Yes; it was all remedied on the 3rd March, if it ever existed previously.
Is there any liability whatever there or even any probability of any large outbreak of gas ? 

whatever.
Or of any outbreak of gas ? No. _
If there had been any strength in these blowers on tbe floor, would they not have blown it up ? 

not think that there could have been any strength in them. _ i
If there had been any pressure in them, would they uot bavo lifted the floor up ? I think so.
Was it easy or was it difficult to find out the locality of these blowers with a naked light? It was 

verv difficult to'find them out. I hoard a siugiug noise, but I could only detect two of the blowers.
" Now, you know that narrow bord at the bottom of the Jubilee shaft ? Yes, I do.

Was there anv accumulation of gas in that bord while you wore down there ? iN'o.
Yon have seen the door there which checks the ventilation ? Acs, in tho main heading.
Does that door do anything except regulate the supply of air to the men? It is made to turn the 

air and to check the course of the ventilation. That is the object of the door.
Is there tbe slightest necessity in your opinion for any second door to be put there ? No, no

necessity. ,
You know that these headings arc not being worked, and that they arc being used simply as air 

conduit pipes ? Yes, in tbe Jubilee beading.
] s there tbe slightest necessity in that mine for iho use of safety-lamps bythe men ? None whatever. 
Could the arrangements for the supply of air be more perfect than they are now ? No ; I would 

recommend no alteration. ... .
Could that mine be more perfect or as safe a mine than it is at the present time ? No. _
Mr. Edmunds: AYere you some time ago convicted of abroach of the Coal-mines Ecgulation Act 

for imperilling the safety of the miners ? No. _ _
Were you not convicted of a breach of section 12 of the Act? No. _ _
AYell, then, were you not convicted of some offence under the Coal-mines Regulation Act ? _ No, I 

was not, but my Company was, and it was for work done before I took the management of the mine. _ 
How long "had you tho management of the mine at that time ? I think I had it for eight or nine 

months. Of course 1 cannot say to a month.
AYas that conviction for not having a sufficient shaft for the air in accordance with one of tho sub

sections of section 12 ? _
Mr. Want: I object. How can this have anything to do with us. _ __ _
The Police Magistrate: I presume the question was asked to test his credibility as a witness, 

although 1 do not see that we have any right to doubt the witness’s credibility. _
Afr. Edmunds : I only wish to test the opinion of the witness as to tho safety of the mine. _

' The Police Magistrate : But he may form a different opinion of anotlier mine that he is not 
connected with. That circumstance would not affect him in considering the case of a mine like this. 
Very often pressure is brought to bear upon men to do certain things which otherwise they never would 
have thought of. Arery often it is done for the purpose of saving money.

Witness : I should like to make an explanation. _
The Police Magistrate; I do not think we need go any further. I am quite sure that you are 

capable of conducting any mine where you have power to exercise, but a man may be coerced by some 
influence.

Witness: Tho thing is quite beyond my control. _ _
Mr. Want: I only ask the opinion of the witness. Of course as he is not responsible I admit that 

ho is entirely exonerated. (To Witness) ; When you inspected the mine, did you find that the air current 
from the Jubilee shaft was allowed to ventilate two splits ? Yes. _ _ _

One moment—-After that current had coursed througlqthe Jubilee heading, where inflammable gas was 
exuding? Yes. _

And also that there was only a single trap-door on the main road between the J ubilee headings ?
Tgs

Mr. Want: AVas there the slightest danger to be apprehended in your opinion from that state of 
affairs ? None whatever.

Mr. Wan t: 1 desire to call Mr. Croft. _ _
The Police Magistrate: Do you think it desirable to call any further. I am quite satisfied as to 

what you are driving at.
Is there any chance of your Worship seeing the mine ?
The Police Magistrate ; No, I think not.

John Young Neilson colled in and examined:—
Mr. Want: You are the manager of tho Newcastle-AVallsend Colliery ? Yes. ^
How long have you occupied that position ? Por twenty-seven years I have been manager oi the

Company. . ,
And you have had experience in coal-mines before that? Yes : I have been m them all my lifetime. 
Now, you have worked this colliery for twenty-seven years—have you during that time had any 

danger or difficulty with gas ? Yes ; from the very beginning I had less or more difficulty.
That is what I said. AVas there any danger? Yes, otcisionally there was danger.
In what way ? We came suddenly upon bursts of gas.

And,



And, therefore, you have always taken precautions in every shape and form ? Yes; every precaution 
I could possibly take.

And is it not a fact that wherever you have got the trace of gas you have always begun the workings 
there by working with safety-lamps P Yes,

Your Company have safety-lamps, and whenever necessary you use them ? We have any quantity 
of them.

In driving this heading from the main heading towards the Jubilee shaft you came across some 
blowers ? Yes, continuously; little blowers kept cropping out.

And I believe that while you were working there with the blowers you used safety-lamps ? No; 
but we had the place trellised up, and then worked with naked lights. ’

Was there any danger whatever ? Not the slightest.
That was before the connection was completed P There was no danger, or I would not have done it.
But was that before the connection was completed? Before the connection was driven to the end 

of the single heading.
Now, I believe yon drove from the heading a certain distance towards the shaft, and from the shaft a 

certain distance towards the heading? Yes; 200 yards with tlie double. There is a shaft at the double 
heading, and 50 yards from the shaft we met with the single heading.

This double shaft or heading, before tbe shaft was sunk, was given up and was bratticed ? Yes; it 
was to be bratticed, aud the air came down to the stentons and then back.

And then the air came back towards the men ? Yes ; just the same as now. The only difference is 
that the air went from this end [looking on plan] to the Jubilee shaft.

Before you put that shaft tho air used to course through the mine and go back to the men ? Yes.
And whatever gas was there went with it ? Yes; just tho same as now.
Except that you now get fresh air from the Jubilee shaft ? Yes.
Bid the air go to these men in the same way before as it does now, with the exception that you get 

some from the Jubilee shaft? Yes.
Were these Jubilee headings done under the Government Inspector ? Yes.
"Who was this Government Inspector ? His name is Bates.
Is he about Newcastle? Yes; I saw him here yesterday morning. Nearly every visit he made ho 

used to inspect this special place, because this was the place where we thought to cut the connection. Mr. 
Bates inspected this place about once a fortnight.

Bid he see the blowers when he went through ? He must necessarily have seen them if he inquired. 
He must have seen them as he went along.

Bid he ever make any complaint in connection with that shaft? No ; he seemed pleased.
Bid he express satisfaction with the mode of ventilation ? He expressed high satisfaction with it.
Mr. Edmunds: I object to this evidence; we cannot have conversations or expressions of opinion.
Mr Want.- Bid Mr. Bison ever express any opinion to you ? No, not to me; but I believe he did 

express the opinion that it would be a good job when it was done. On the 20th August, before we com
menced, be said that it would be a good job when it was done. We were then working with safety-lamps, - 
and Mr. Bixon expressed his satisfaction with the arrangements that had been made. He said this to my 
son and to the acting overman. *

That was in driving this heading to connect with the shaft ? Yes. He saw my plan for the connection, 
and we talked the matter over every time be came up.

^ I. believe that you are now putting down this shaft at a considerable expense ? It will cost from 
£7,000 to £8.000 when we get all complete. This is for nothing but ventilation, simply to supply the men 
with air.

There is no pumping required ? No; and no coals to be drawn or anything. It is to be done simply 
for tbe purpose of ventilation. J

Is there any working being done in this beading at all, or is it used simply as an air-pipe? No 
■working. It is used simply to conduct the air down there. These Jubilee headings are simply the 
air-courso.

When was this work being done that Mr. Bixon spoke of ? We were only just taking a little corner 
off with the engine. We wanted to straighten the road a little, and to find coals for the engine.

Since the Cth January, have you been continuously progressing with the erection of machinery at that 
shaft? Yes j the Tvork has been let, and I will show you the plans, if you like.

The stonemasons, brickmen, and labourers are all working there now ? Yes.
(Plan submitted showing machinery on shaft.)
Mr. Want; You say that amongst the machinery there is a driving fan ? Yes.
And have you been taking active measures to get this going as soon a« you can ? Yes.

. And you have been told that it will be in position within six weeks ? No; I think it will be in position 
iu about eight or ten weeks.

When this machinery is erected and all is completed, what will the system of ventilation there be like ? 
Tbe system, will then be reversed ; the air will go up the Jubilee shaft instead of coming down, and"the 
total quantity of air in the mine will bo doubled.

. Now, in addition to taking these active measures and doing all that you could to get that matter 
finished, you have also endeavoured to remedy Mr. Dixon’s complaint of the letting off of gas from thia 
narrow bord, of its remaining stagnant, and of the air passing over it and bringing it down the workings ?
I was not here when he said that. °

I believe there was some stagnant gas there? Yes.
But was anybody working there ? No ; there would be about 3 feet of water there at the time 

of the inspection.
.Bid the gas then do any harm at all? No; it could not have done any harm, as nobody could have 

got into the place.
And supposing that Mr. Dixon was right, could it have done any harm ? No ; it could not possiblv 

have done any harm with the amount of ventilation that was there. It was blocked up. '
Well, now, tell me this: Did you nol, in obedience to his wishes, as a matter of fact, alter that and 

make your connection with the main heading ? Yes,
935—H 1
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I will read again for you this letter of the 6th January:— -
J. T, Neilson, Esq., Colliery Manager, Wallsend,— .

Sir,
Yesterday (Thursday), accompanied by Mr. J. Mackenzie, Eiaminer of Coal-fields, I carefully inspected tho work

ings in the vicinity of the Jubilee shaft in connection with the Newcastle-Wallsend Coal Company’s Colliery, and found 
inflammable gas very freely eluding from numerous blowers in the floor of the Jubilee headings; also in the narrow hard, 36 
feet in length, 6 feet wide, and 5 feet 9 inches high (near the shaft bottom), inflammable gas could be detected in the 
Davy lamp, 9 inches from the roof at a point 7 yards from the face, and 3 feet 5 inches from tho roof at the face.

2. Haring by such inspection proved beyond a doubt that inflammable gas was being engendered at the abovenamed 
places, and in view of tbe liability of a large outburst of inflammable gas occurring at any time, 1 hereby, in accordance with 
the provisions contained in the 25th section of the Coal-mines ^Regulation Act of 1876, give you notice that, in my opinion, 
it is a dangerous practice to allow the air current from the Jubilee shaft to ventilate one split of about sisty-eighf. men, and 
another split of about thirty men, all working with naked lights, after such current of air has coursed through the Jubilee 
headings, where tho gas is exuding.

3. I would also draw attention to the practice of having only a single trap-door on the main road between the Jubilee 
headings, 'where, in my opinion, two doors are necessary. '

4. I have therefore to urge your serious and immediate attention to the abovenamed matters, with a view to have them
remedied as speedily as possible. , I have, &c.,

JOHN DIXON,
Inspector of Collieries.

You say that the matters complained of hy the Inspector are not worthy of notice, but still you have 
done something to remedy them? Yes.

You thought that, under the circumstances, you would drive right round, and make the connection 
more complete ? Yes.

And that course altered the connection there ? It did.
Now, was there any danger from that gas at all ? Not after the connection was made. There was 

no ventilation before.
Mr. Edmunds: I again object to this evidence.
Mr. Want: Is there any danger there now? There is less now than before.
Is there anything at all in the mine which is dangerous or defective? Not that I know of. I do 

not see that anything could he better or safer than it is. ■
Is there any danger or any harm whatever now in the air passing over these floors ? No, not the 

slightest.
Is the supply of gas in the mine greater or less than it was before. What was it before, in your 

opinion? The very most that we have had was 40 cubic feet per hour from the whole of the blowers 
combined. The outside strength of the gas before we connected with the Jubilee shaft was not more 
than 60 ft. per hour.

And what has the supply come down to now ? I do not think that it is more than 20 cubic feet. 
The blowers here now are that small that they are not worth noticing in any way.

Have they diminished every day since Mr. Dixon was there ? Yes : every day that I was down 
there. The big blower that used to go like a gas jet is not so bad now as it was.
' And since you have made this circuit of the shaft the ventilation is still better than before ? Yes; it 

has been improved considerably.
And therefore the gas would not so much affect the air because it is insignificant when compared 

with the quantity of air that is in tbe mine, and also because the gas has more outlet ? Tea.
Now, you see this door here (pointing to plan) ? Yes.
Has that door got anything to do with anything required under any portion of tho Act except the 

12th section ? No. '
Is there the slightest necessity for a double door there ? No. v -

. And you will not put a double door there ? No ; I do not intend to do anything of the kind."
I suppose you know that under the 12th section of the Coal-mines liegulation Act of this "Colony 

you.are bound to supply an adequate amount of air to the men working in the mine ? Yes. ■
And you know that you aro liable to punishment if you do not take the men out when ordered to do 

so by the Inspector ? Yes: they can order the men out.
And have you ever had any complaint from the men or from their Inspectors ? Have you ever been 

prosecuted? Occasionally the check inspectors have not acknowledged quite sufficient air. _
Do yon mean in these workings ? Oh! no; not in these workings at all. Theso are now workings 

altogether. _
Will you tell us how many men are working up in this place to which the air passes after it leaves 

the door? Only four men. ' _
And one liorse is the only thing else that passes through this door ? That is all.
How many times in the day would the horse pass through? In and out about twenty times each 

way, or forty times altogether. I am wrong, because a man brings out three skips at a time, so that it 
would only be about twelve. The work is done by one boy and a horse.

So that all that happens is that the door is opened and shut twelve times in a day ? Just so. The 
door is worked so that it cannot stand open. The door is able to keep itself shut.

And there is wind enough there to bang it to ? Yes, if there is wind there at all.
We have heard something about a fault being there. How many times has this fault been tapped 

before it was tapped in this Jubilee heading ? This is the fourth time. It has been tapped four times 
altogether. It is a new mine where the men are working, hut not virgin ground, as the ground all round 
has been opened out. t

■ . Is there any danger whatever of any large outburst of gas in this heading ? No possibility of danger. 
You arc not doing any work there to speak of? No, and we do not intend to until wo finish this 

ventilation. ' _ _
And you never did intend to ? No; we only wanted to get the connection completed. This is a part 

and parcel of the erection of the plant, and was included in the one estimate.
Did Mr. Mackenzie and Mr. Dixon know that you were only going to work there until the fan was 

up ? I think Mr. Dixon did, but I am not sure about M r, Mackenzie. _
And all that you have done has been done to increase the ventilation' of the mine ? Yes; it has been 

no profit to the Company at all. It has all been done in the interests of tho men. Wc could have gone 
on in..the old wav if we liked. ■ You
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You have been in Court and have heard all these experts giving their evidence. To put it shortly, is 
that the correct state of affairs which they have described ? I. think they have not said any more than 
they should have said.

You have heard Mr. Dixon, the Government Inspector, say that the mine is not fit to work in? Yes.
Did these Government officers ever suggest anything to you which you refused to do ? No ; this-is 

the first case of the kind iu which I liave refused to comply witli their request. They made no suggestion 
to me to remedy anything except that for which I am brought Here. ■

With regard to this door, this is the first time that you have refused to comply with the request of 
the Government Inspector ? Yes. '

And you intend to stick to that refusal, do you ? I do, because I do not believe that there is any 
necessity whatever for it.

You do not mind if they prosecute yon for it under the 12th section ? No; but I would rather co 
under the 25th.

Was that connection with that heading from the Jubilee completed within twenty days from the day 
on which the Inspector’s notice was served upon you? It was done within eleven days. Perhaps I might 
explain------ ■

Well, now, we have heard something about this door being blown down;—it is not a strong door ? 
Yes, it is.

But supposing it did come down, is there not another regulator there ? Yes, at the far end of the 
working, ■

So that if the door was blown down this regulator "would prevent any damage? Yes; even if the 
door were blown down or were left open the regulator would prevent any damage being done.

The Court, at I o’clock, adjourned to 1'30 p.m. " ■'

Tho Court resumed at T30 p.m.
The examination of John Young Neilson was resumed:—

Mr. Want: You have heard it said that the using of safety-lamps would result in some disadvantage 
to the Company which you represent. Now, is it not a fact that more accidents occur through the use in 
mines of safety-lamps than through the use of naked lights ? That must necessarily be the case.

. What percentage of accidents is due to falls from coal in this district ? Over 70 per cent, of tbe 
accidents aro due to falls from coal. ..
_ Now, is it not a great advantage to the men themselves to have agoodlightto work with ? Decidedly 
it must he so. Compare the difference between daylight and the light given by a lantern.

Do you know as a matter of fact that the men wherever possible prefer to have the open lights ? I 
know it was recommended that we should have the very best light possible to avoid these falls from coal, 
<fcc., and the naked light is undoubtedly the best.

. Do you agree with this paragraph from tho report of the 11 oval Commission appointed to inquire into 
accidents in mines in Great Britain— ,

The evidence taken by tbe Coinmissionors had made it clear that one important factor of protection against falls 
of roof and sides was to provide the miner with a good light, convenient and handy, winch will enable him whilst engaged 
in getting coal, or other mineral, to see and to protect himself against defects in the sides and roof of the working places. .

The evidence made it etjuallyylcar that in order to guard against ignition of explosive gas mixtures, this light 
must be so protected as to render the ignition of an explosive mixture an d air practically impossible under any conditions 
likely to occur in a mine.
1 agree with that perfectly. I hare read the same clause before.

What percentage of accidents occur from fire in the mines of this Colony ? The percentage of acci
dents from fire until last year was only 3 or 4. ':

" It was increased bythe Bulli catastrophe? —Yes, hy the Bulli and Lithgow disasters. Until then 
the percentage was very small—about 3 or 4, and the increase has been brought up by these accidents.

Mr. tEdmunds: How long have you been a manager for this Company ? Twenty-seven years during 
the course of last month.

What experience liave you had as a colliery manager outside of the Newcastle-Wallsend mine ? I 
have had experience in everything from driver up to head overman.

But iny question was as to what other experience you have had as manager ? I was under-manager 
for some time at Home before I left.

And were you ever a bead manager before you came here ? No; I was only 25 years of age when I 
came to this colony.

Did you serve any apprenticeship as manager of a coal-mine? No; I did not serve any official appren
ticeship—nor in coal-viewing or mining management.

Are you a certificated manager, Mr. Neilson ? 1 am not. There was none of that kind of thing when 
I left the old country.

When was that, may I ask ? Well, that was in the year 1S57.
]. believe that ns a Boyal Commissioner in the Bulli matter you recommended-----

. Mr. Want: I object entirely to this. My learned friend might as well refer to tbe Crimean war.
_ T'/ie Police. Magistrate: We have had quite enough of that. It only causes me pain whenever I hear 

of it, aud every feeling man must experience the same thing.
Mr. Edmunds: Well, then, I shall avoid any reference to Bulli, your Worship. {To Witness): In what 

year was explosive gas first found in the Ncwcastle-Wallsend mine ? In the year 18G1. I think it 
commenced about that time. ~

Can you say the number of accidents that have occurred in the Neweastle-Wallsend mine through 
the use of gas ? No ; I canuot tell you just now. There were some slight burnings in 18G1, and up to 
some time in 1873. A man got his hand burned in 1861.

Mr. Want: I object to these questions. '
Mr. Edmunds: If I can show that similar circumstances existed in other portions of the mine,- 

where accidents took place, it might show the liability to an outburst of gas in this heading. {To Witness) •" 
As a matter of fact there have been some accidents in the mine from explosive gas ? There have been 
some accidents in this work ; men were in a pit by themselves and the stoppings were knocked down, 
and though the men found their way out they were slightly burned.

' TAe
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The Police Magistrate : Very often accidents occur amongst men for which the manager or agent of 
the mine is in no way culpable. Often it is the carelessness of the men themselves, though sometimes 
the men, are different and do everything they can to obey orders.

Mr. JSdmnnds ; Unforeseen circumstances arise under the best management. {To Witness) ; So that 
on one occasion two men were burned in this unforeseen way ? That did not occur in the Jubilee heading 
at all.

But you do have unforeseen accidents occurring, and on one occasion two men were burned ? Yes. 
Mr. Want: Was not this in an old place ? Yes, in an old place. t
What happened on that occasion ? I was sinking a pit with men, and four men remained behind, 

when the gas was lit up.
Mr. Edmunds : And what was the consequence of that ? I did not know where I was, and two of 

the other men were burned; but that was an accident that could not occur in the working.
X do not refer to anything except to unforeseen circumstances ? This was in 1879.
Mr. Want: I want the whole of this put down from the very beginning.
Witness ; It is all in the Mines Office.
The Police Magistrate : Some of the best men may get burned occasionally.
Mr. Want: Did this occur in anything like the Jubilee shaft? No, At this time the coal came all 

down in a lump.
The Police Magistrate; I do not think there is any necessity of going into this unless you can show 

or expect to show gross carelessness on the part of tho manager.
Mr. Edmunds: I do not attribute that to him.
The Police Magistrate : No matter how good or careful a manager may be there are thoughtless men 

in these mines who will use lights to enjoy their pipes, not caring whether themselves or others are blown 
into eternity the next moment. These careless men—I was going to call them contemptible wretches—■ 
would destroy themselves if they thought they could injure others at the same time. That is the feeling 
of some of these men.

At this stage a man iu Court interrupted the Police Magistrate, asking, “ Where will you find these 
men,” alluding to the men of whom the Police Magistrate had been speaking. The Police Magistrate 
addressed the man, and told him to keep quiet or he would be put out, aud as the person continued to 
interrupt the business he was removed. _

Mr, Edmunds: Have you seen a notice from Mr. Dixon telling you not to allow the air current to 
ventilate one split of sixty-eight men aud another split of thirty men, all working with naked lights, after 
tins current had coursed through the Jubilee headings, where gas was exuding ? I have not made the 
slightest change since he was there, except to get off this gas in the 36-yard place. The rest of it remains 
exactly as it was when Mr. Dixon visited it just for the sake of examination. The same thing is going on 
now except that there is a diminishing of the fissures.

Then I take the answer as yes to that question.
Mr. Want: No, you do uot. _ _
Mr. Edmunds: Then I will repeat the question: Have you seen the notice of Mr. Dixon telling 

you not to allow the air current to ventilate one split of sixty-eight men and another split of thirty men, 
all working with naked lights, after this current had coursed through the Jubilee headings, where gas 
was exuding ? This is rather a long question for me to say yes or no to. I have never altered it, 
and do not intend to alter it, _

Mr. Want: Then you have allowed this thing to go on as before? Yes, except with regard to the 
narrow bord. _

Mr. Edmunds: I must have an answer to my question. Have you since the receipt of the notice 
from Mr. Dixon allowed a current from the Jubilee shaft to ventilate one split of about sixty-eight 
men and another split of about thirty men, all working with naked lights, after that current of air had 
coursed through the Jubilee headings, where gas was exuding? I have not made the slightest change 
since Mr. Dixon was there except to increase the air hy a section cutting the 3G-feet narrow bord 
where standing gas previously existed, _ _

Do you say that that has increased the quantity of air ventilating the mine ? Yes, in a moderate 
degree, hut it has not increased it very much. _ _

Does not that increase the quantity of air going down the Jubilee shaft ? Yes ; it must necessarily 
do so; the more room you have the more air you get,

Mr, Want: I should think that my learned friend would not want the Examiner of Coal-fields to tell 
him that. _ . _
. Mr. Edmunds: Now, do the men still work with naked lights? Certainly. There is not a Davy 
lamp in the pit.

Mr. Want: And you are going to continue the use of the naked lamps ? _
Mr. Edmunds: In No. 3 split, how many men have been working? I forget how many are working 

in Nos, 3 and 4 splits, but there are sixty-four in one split and thirty in another.
There are also some boys and horses ? Yes, I believe there are. Each boy has twenty-four men 

and a horse.
Have you since the receipt of the notice from Mr. Dixon only had a single trap-door on the main 

road between the Jubilee heading ? It is just the same now as when Mr. Dixon was there.
May I ask how many single trap-doors there are in No 3 split ? AVell, I think there are two ; I am 

not sure for a moment unless I look at the plan. _
AVill it take long to look at the plan? I am almost certain that there are only two. There is a 

trapper at each door, not at the single door referred to in the information. _
There is no trapper at this door in the main road that we have been speaking of ? No, there is not. 
Aro there any doors in No. 3 split ? There must be three or four in No. 4 split, coming down from 

one heading to the other, but I cannot tell you for the moment whether there are trappers at each door in 
No. 4 split. _ _ _

The system of ventilation comes to this, that the explosive gas is taken in with the intake air to where 
the men are working with naked lights ? There is no explosive gas coming in.

Are there no blowers there ? Yes; but the gas from them is diluted.
Yes, hut it is being blown to the face where the men are working with naked lights.
Mr. Want: Yes; but when it does it ceases to he gas, Mr.
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Mr. Edmunds: I do not know that that is correct. That seems to be a disputed theory.
Does not the gas with tho air go down to tbe men with the naked lights ? Yes ; but it is no longer 

S118- . . . -
“Well, air containing gas, however much it was, being taken tip to where tbe men are working with 

naked lights at the face of the heading ? About one-thousandth part of gas to one of air.
ili?1. Want: There would be thirty-six parts of air to one of gas—wrould not that be the case ?
ilfr. Edmunds: Now, will my learned friend leave the witness alone and allow him to answer for 

himself.
Witness: Yes; I think it would be about 30,000 parts of air to one of gas.
And then does not the air afterwards go from the furnace fire in the upcast shaft? It has no other 

way to go, aud when it gets there it meets with the other 85,000 feet of air.
Have not both the Jubilee headings given off gas more or less from the time they were first opened 

out ? They gave out jets of gas as we went along.
Then they have given out gas since they were opened ? Yes; since they were opened out from the 

main road. We found out two or three in the face, and then those behind died out.
Did they all die out ? Yes; just as somo aro dying out in the 50-yard portion.
But not all of them have given out ? No ; they are not all gone out, but that is the rule.
Mr. Want: They liave all gone into the back, near the main heading ? They have gone out of the 

double heading. They went into the single heading when they left the double heading.
You have heard the evidence of the experts that through the trap-door in the main road something 

like 4,000 cubic feet of air will pass to the men working in No. 3 split? Yes; to the sixty-four men, the 
boys, and the horses. That will he sixty-eight persons requiring gas.

Mr. Want.- Requiring air you mean. I daresay they do not want gas.
Mr. Edmunds : But that quantity of gas is something less than they should get? I do not know. 

That will give them about 75 feet, hut this is assuming that the door is open. .
But that will not give the men who are working there all the air which the Act requires ? No.
The Eolice Magistrate: "We are not dealing with that now, because that matter is provided for by 

the 12 th section. •
Mr. Edmunds: It is not a thing which your Worship will take into account as being a part of this 

complaint, but the object of my question is to show that there is a prospective danger.
The Eolice Magistrate: So far as it lias gone it would appear that all the gas was drawn into the air,
Mr. Edmunds {to witness') : What kind of stoppings have you in the bords ? Iu all the headings we 

have brick stoppings. In the Jubilee headings there arc also brick stoppings, but in the far heading tho 
stopping is canvas.

What stoppings are there in the hards ? There are none. You never put stoppings in the hords.
How do you conduct the air from one place to another in the hords ; are there no stoppings in the 

bord ends to prevent the air from going up further and in the ordinary hords? It would take all the 
bricklayers in the country to do what you want. In the narrow' bord ends brick stoppings are put up if 
they aro important places, but if tho places are unimportant, canvas stoppings are put up, aud sometimes 
it is only rubbish. {Witness then examined the plan, pointing out the position of the brick and canvas 
stoppings^ Having cut through across the ordinary bords no one would ever thing of putting up a 
stopping, and none have been put there,

Mr. Want: Did you ever sec anyone lunatic enough to do that—I do not mean in this Court ? No ; 
not yet,

Mr. Edmunds: What system do you follow in regard to the preparation of shots in the Jubilee district ? 
We have a man who uses naked lights and exercises his own discretion. Men prepare and fire the shots 
at their own discretion, hut before the connection is made we use tho safety-lamps, and then a man is 
appointed to fire the shots, I took Mr. Bates once dowu to see it in the interests of tho men.
_ Mr. Want.- And all this was done under the supervision of the Inspectors ? Yes, Mr. Bates, who 
is an Inspector, made a special inspection of it.

Mr, Edmunds : Do you insert any boreholes to gauge the quantity of gas coming out of the floor ? 
No; there wras no necessity for it. The gas came up through tho gutters in the coal.

What did you say about the gas coming up ? That it came up in a little opening about an eighth of 
an inch wide. It was through this that the gas came.

I have no doubt you will admit that if, before the time of tho Inspector's visit, there had been any 
large and sudden outbreak of gas there would be a likelihood of a very serious accident ? Well, 1 cannot 
admit an “ if ” in that question at all.

I do not ask you to admit an “ if,” I ask you w'ould there not have been a serious accident had there 
been a large sudden outbreak of gas ? Well, I cannot suppose any such thing happening in that mine. 
I consider that any largo outbreak of gas was impossible under the circumstances.

Mr. Want: I want that answer taken down.
Mr. Edmunds: Well, that is not an answer to my question. I say that if there is any large outbreak 

of gas in that mine, is there not a probability of a serious accident occurring.
Mr. Want: Well, now, you have the answer already. I object to this, and say that the witness has 

already answered the question.
_ _ The Eolice Magistrate : The answer was given by Mr. Neilson before, hut Mr, Edmunds supplemented
it with another question.

Mr. Edmunds: Allowing that you considered it impossible that there could be a largo outburst of 
gas in Ihe mine, still if such a thing did happen and gas broke out suddenly, would there not be a likelihood 
of a serious accident ensuing? Most decidedly ; just the same as if you put a lot of powder there.

Mr. Want; In fact, if there was an accident there would he an accident.
Mr. Edmunds: Does not explosive gas gradually find its way through the coal ? Yes, in some cases, 

But this all has to be looked after. We keep men specially to look after such things as this.
Inspectors are of course appointed to do that? Yes.
But sometimes, notwithstanding, largo unexpected outbreaks occur? No, not at the Neweastle- 

Wallsend Colliery.
I am not speaking of the Neweastle-Wallsend Colliery just now. Do not these outbreaks sometimes 

suddenly occur? Yes, in tho deep mines in tbe old country.
Has
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Has this thing nevor happened in the shallow mines? No, not to my knowledge. ■ ■
Have not experiments shown that the pressure of gas varies in one and the same seam ? No; I do 

not know that experiments have shown that; I do not see how they could do so.
The quantity of gas varies with the pressure, the greater the pressure the larger the quantity, of course. 
What plan have you had for estimating the quantity of gas exuding from any part of the jubilee 

district ? I do not think there is any particular plan existing except judging by the safety-lamps. You 
can bottle it up and send it to Professor West, of Sydney, if yon like.

Did you do so, because I do not like. Have you ever heard of other means of estimating the quantity 
of gas ? No. ■

Have you ever heard of Licving’s fire-damp indicator ? X have read about it, but I bavc never seen it. 
Do you know what percentage of gas a safety-lamp will indicate the existence of? Well, estimates 

have been made of from 5 to 9 per cent., but it depends on the nature of the gas principally. •
Then do you know that this Lieving’s indicator will indicate as low as i per cent, of gas? Yes; I 

have read that, but X do not believe it.
And jmu do not think it necessary to get any fire-dump indicator for your mine ? No; I think the 

ordinary practice with the Davy safety-lamp is all that is required. If the G-ovemment has got one to 
give us we will be happy to receive it. The Davy lamp is tho only safe one that is used.

The Police Magistrate: There is another safety-lamp, but 1 believe it is not a good one.
Mr. Edmunds : Now, do yon agree with this portion of the report of E'er Majesty’s Royal Com

missioners appointed to inquire and report on accidents in mines in England in 1S86. Just listen to this 
and see if you agree with this portion of the report:—

It has been shown that mines which have hitherto been considered free from fire-damp may have the air which 
passes through them vitiated to an extent corresponding to about 2 per cent, of its volume of marsh gas. The air in many 
such mines may probably never be entirely free from explosive gas, at ali events, in the neighbourhood of freshly-cut faces 
of coal and in the return air-ways.

It has been demonstrated in our experiments that when the atmosphere contains 5 to 5‘o per cent, of marsh gas it 
becomes highly explosive. We have even obtained explosions which, though less violent, might be nevertheless destructive 
of life if they occurred, on the large scale possible iu a mine, when the air contained only 4 per cent, of marsh gas.

It will thus be seen that air, which would appear free from gas if tested iu the ordinary way, may become, by the 
addition of only about 2 per cent, of marsh gas, capable of propagating flame and causing destruction, while the addition of 
about 3 per cent, converts it into a highly explosive mixture.

As we have already pointed out, air which would appear quite free from gas if examined by a fire-flame, may become 
explosive when laden with fine, dry coal-dust. . ,

It has been stated that appliances now exist by winch very small proportions of marsh gas in the air may be readily 
detected, and which can be used for examining the atmosphere of a mine. With Lieving’s indicator gas present in the air 
can be estimated with sufficient accuracy for all practical purposes, even when the proportion is as low as O'25 per cent. 
Maurice's indicator is also capable of giving accurate measures of the proportion of gas, and is very portable, but the time 
required in taking an observation with the instrument in its present form seems to preclude its practical application.

The natural inference from the foregoing is that some mines hitherto considered safe with naked lights may at times 
he in peril.

It may be that risks of explosion, arising out of the possibility of an unforeseen contamination of the air by fire-damp 
to a dangerous extent in parts of the workings of some coal-mines, can only be provided against by the invariable use of 
safety-lamps. We liave not, however, considered it advisable to make a suggestion of this nature, because the great pre
ponderance of casualties due to falls of stone and coal over those arising from explosions, points to the importance of miners 
having the advantage of the superior illmnination afforded by naked lights in comparison with even the best forms of safety- 
lamps, when the circumstances of the mine, iu regard to .association of fire-damp and coal-dust, do not necessitate the use 
of safety-lamps. '

We have, therefore, arrived at the following conclusions :—
1. That it is most important that most mines should be carefully examined by means of indicators capable of

detecting as small a proportion as 1 per cent, of gas ; such examination to be made before the commencement of each day- 
shift, and, in case of an interval, also before the succeeding shift. .

2, That in all dry mines where the air may be laden with coal-dust, and where fire-damp is either known to be given 
off from the strata, or may, from experience, reasonably be suspected to exist, the Secretary of State may require safety-lamps 
to be used, unless tbe owners and workmen of such mines prove, to the satisfaction of the Court of Arbitration to be 
appointed by the respective parties, that less liability to accident generally will be involved by the working of the mine 
with open tights than by tho use of safety-lamps. It should be a special instruction to such Court that the circumstances 
of each mine be taken into consideration with reference to the following points :—

(a.) The mode of working.
(6) Tiie nature of the coal-seams and of the roofs and floors of the seams and of the adjoining strata.
(c) The proximity of the seanis to each other.
(d) The emission of gas from the scam, and tiic liability to blowers, or outbursts of gas from the coal, roof, or floor. .
(e) The order of working the seams of coal.

For the system which prevails in some places of working with mixed lights, that is, with open lights and safety- 
lamps intermixed in the same set of workings, there is no justification, and this practice should be strictly prohibited.

We are of opinion that in mines where safety-lamps are required, the position of lamp stations, or places where open 
lights are allowed, in reference to the possibility of access of vitiated air, should receive much more attention than at 
present. It is desirable that, at convenient places near the working faces, reserves of lighted and locked lamps be kept 
available for exchange wit]) those extinguished iu the workings. '

Jt has long been known that if the atmosphere becomes inflammable, the Davy and Glanny lamps, and, in a less 
degree, the Stephenson lamp, are unsafe in currents having velocities much below those encountered in well-ventilated 
mines ; our experiments fully confirm this. The ordinary Davy lamp becomes unsafe before a velocity of 400 leet per 
minute is attained. The ordinary Clanny lamp will almost certainly cause an explosion in a current having a velocity of 
600 feet per minute. A Stephenson lamp will frequently cause an explosion in a current with a velocity of S00 feet per 
minute.

From the information supplied to us by your Majesty’s Inspectors of Mines and others, currents having velocities of 
more than 400 feet per minute are now frequently found in working-places. The currents sweeping lougwall faces Lave 
very often higher velocities ; in main airway current velocities approaching 2,000 feet per minute arc recorded, and con
siderably higher velocities are encountered at regulators aud in narrow places, or when large falls occur.

It is thus obvious that, iu the present improved ventilation of collieries, ordinary Davy and Clanny lamps have ceased 
to afford protection from explosion, and that the Stephenson lamp, though more secure than the two former, cannot be 
relied upon.

We felt it oui' duty at an early stage of our investigation to draw the attention of the Secretary of State to the danger 
attending the use of ordinary Davy and Clanny lamps, and our subsequent experiments have made this danger still more 
conspicuous. IVe have no hesitation in stating that these lamp's should be prohibited, unless they are enclosed in cases 
capable of effectually preventing the gauze from being exposed to the full force of the current of air.

Many lamps now exist which arc able to resist in highly explosive atmospheres current velocities up to 3,000 feet 
per minute, at all events, for several minutes. Ample time is thus obtained for bringing into operation a “shut off ” appli
ance for the extinction of flame produced both by the illumiuant aud hy ignited gas within the lamp.

We consider that all safety-lamps should he provided with such an appliance.
Yea;
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Yes ; but I tbinlt you will find these tilings explained in other portions of the boot. I hare read that 
report three or four times over. I believe that when the atmosphere contains 3 or 4 per cent, of marsh 
gas it becomes highly explosive, that is, under the circumstances under which the Commissioners made 
their experiments.

Do you agree with that part of the report which states that an explosion may be caused by 4 per cent, 
of marsh gas ? That depends altogether on certain circumstances—if it were a wet or a dry mine; or if 
it were a dusty mine. As soon as dust gets about* an explosion is very usual.

' 1'ke Police Magistrate: In fact, a dry mine is a very dangerous one. _
Mr. Edmunds : Do yon think that, under certain circumstances, even 4 per cent, of gas might cause 

a dangerous explosion? In dry, dusty mines 4 per cent, of marsh gas might cause an explosion, hut ours 
is a wet mine. i

Mr. Want: You were asked about those outbursts of gas in deep mines ;—now, is it not a fact that 
outbursts occur where there are underlying scams ? Vos; that is true as a rule. They heave up tho 
floor, but there are none of these underlying seams in the Wallsend Colliery.

Have they not gone down 400 feet in tbe A.A.. Company’s Colliery ?

' Thomas Bousfield called in and examined :—
Mr. Want: I believe you are a deputy overman in charge of the Jubilee workings iu tbe Neweastle- 

Wallsend Colliery ? Yes.
. Did you at any time ever tell Mr. Mackoime, Examiner of Coal-fields, that there was more gas in 

this mine than at llulli ? No.
Mr. Edmunds: I object to this evidence. This answer of Mr. Mackenzie’s came out from my 

learned friend’s own cross-examination, and not from me. It is no part of my case.
The Police Magistrate: L do not think it is necessary.
Mr. Want: A statement is sent forth that this is a fiery mine. Mr. Mackenzie has stated that 

this mine is a worse mine than Bulb, and I do not thiuk that it is right that that statement should be 
allowed to go forth to the world. .

The Police Magistrate: Then under these circumstances you may ask the question.
Mr. Edmunds : Well, I again*object, your Worship, and I ask that this objection of mine may be 

noted.
The Police Magistrate ; Your objeeiiou will not affect me. ’
Mr. Want (to witness) : Did you ever tell Mr. Mackenzie, the Examiner of Coal-fields, that there 

was as much gas in this mine as there was at Bulli ? No.
Have you ever been to Bulli ? No.
Mr. Edmunds : I believe you have a fireman in this mine ? They have.
Mr. Want: And that fireman goes all round the place before any of the men are allowed to go in ? 

Yes; and he writes up his name on the door in chalk every morning, to show that the mine is perfectly 
safe. _ _

The fireman goes round and signs his name ? Yes ; he signs his name, and alters the date.
That is a precaution against any accident occurring ? Yes.
It is not only as regards fire, but as regards everything else ? Yes ; he reports that when he comes 

out to tho bords. _
Mr. Want: I have a number of other colliery managers, your Worship, whom I am prepared to 

examine. _
The Police Magistrate: Do you think it necessary ? I am perfectly satisfied so far as I have gone.
Mr. Edmunds (to until ess): Has not the fireman whom you have in that mine come from Bulli ? No. 
Who is the fireman ? William Matthews. He was never at Bulli.
Is there any man working in the pit who was at Bulli ? Yes.
Is not the pit where the singing was near the Jubilee pit ? Yes; it is the Jubilee shaft.
Then you have a man who was at Bulb ? Yes. _
Mr. WantYes, and ho has a brother who likes cheese. One thing has as much to do with it as 

the other. I should think that the fact that the man had been at Bulli would show that he was not much 
afraid of the air. That is the case for the defence.

The Police Magistrate : Is there any other evidence ?
Mr. Want: There v ill be no other evidence. I do not feci it necessary lo speak at any great length, 

because 1 expect your Worship's decision will be guided by tbe construction of the section of tbe Act 
which you have before you. Now, I agree entirely with your Worship that this section is a most difficult 
one to construe. I also agree with you, and every member of the Bar will do tbe same, that it is no part of 
a barrister’s duty to attempt to induce a Magistrate ora Judge to give a verdict which is not in accord
ance with the law. There would ho no advantage to my client if I were to make any attempt to mislead 
your Worship on a matter of law.

The Police Magistrate : I thoroughly believe that.
Mr. Want: I must admit, your Worship, that for myself I have considerable doubts as to the 

meaning of this section. I have read this thing through coming up from Sydney, and have read it through 
a^aiu aud again; and now I have no hesitation in saying that I really do not know what construction to 
put upou it. I am ready to admit that it loans in my learned friend s favour. I have no hesitation in 
telling your Worship where the argument lies in my friend s favour, as where, I think, it leans in mine. 
But at the present moment I cannot say myself which is the correct reading of the section. I believe 
myself that the words of the section leave the matter at issue open to doubt, but the first part of it is in 
my learned friend’s favour, little as that may be. _

The Police Magistrate: The difficulty with me is, that I have to construe the section on my own 
responsibility, without reference to any human being. _

Mr. Want: Well, 1 will endeavour to put it fairly before your Worship. I admit at once that, 
after some consideration, and having heard what my learned friend has said, I admit at once, although I 
had some serious doubts about it at first, 1 admit at once that we were properly within the 25th section 
of the Coal-mines Regulation Act. And, therefore, 1 think your Worship was quite right in ruling that 
if there was any prosecution at all that prosecution should have been brought under ibis 25th section.
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But tins question about the trap-door should never have been included in tbe information at all; and 
therefore I must ask your "Worship to dismiss that matter from your mind, because, undoubtedly, it came 
under the 12th section of the Act, and we cannot be brought here and fined for that, Wc have not put 
two doors at the place mentioned, and we have no intention of putting a second door there, and if the 
Crown prosecute us for not having done so under the 12th section, wo will fight that matter out to the 
end. Now, my construction of this section is this—mind, I will say it is so far in my favour,—and I will 
ask you to take my view of it first, and theu I will point out where it is iu my learned friend’s favour, 
Tho 25th section says :—11 If in any respect (which is not provided against hy any express provision of this 
Act or by any special rule) any Inspector find any mine, or any part thereof, or any matter, thing, or 
practice in or connected with any such mine, to he dangerous or defective, so as, in his opinion, to threaten 
or tend to the bodily injury of any person, such Inspector may give notice in writing thereof to the owner 
or agent of the mine, and shall state in such notice the particulars in which he considerssuchmine, or any 
part thereof, or any matter, thing, or practice, to be daugerous or defective, and require the same to be 
remedied, and unless the same be forthwith remedied, the Inspector shall also report tho same to tho 
Minister, If the owner or agent of the mine objects to remedy the matter complained of in the notice, 
he may, within seven days after the receipt of such notice, send his objections in writing, stating the 
grounds thereof to the Minister, and thereupon the matter shall be determined hy arbitration in manner 
provided by this Act in relation to the special rules, and the date of the receipt of such objection shall be 
deemed to be the date of the reference. If the owner or agent fail to comply either with the requisition 
of the notice given by the Inspector when no objection is sent within the time aforesaid, or with the award 
made on arbitration within twenty days after the receipt of such notice or the making of the award,” 
And then the section goes on to say that the defendant shall be guilty of an offence under this Act. Now, 
I think your "Worship was right in saying that we should have gone into the merits of the case in order to 
showr that the opinion given by Mr. Inspector Dixon was an entirely mistaken one. I am willing to admit 
that I think that the Company made a mistake in making this request to he allowed to withdraw from arbi
tration, and so far as that is concerned we cannot: go back at all. Now, my second contention is this : that 
although we cannot go into the merits of the case, as the mine was on the day of the Inspector’s visit— 
and that was the question you really had to try—you would uot have had much to consider, especially if 
you saw the mine. The section says if the Inspector shall “ find any mine or any part thereof, or any 
matter, thing, or practice with or connected with any such mine, to be dangerous or defective, so as, in his 
opinion, to threaten or tend to tho bodily injury of any person, such Inspector may give notice in writing 
thereof to the owner or agent of the mine,” aud so on. Tho notice shall state the particulars which 
prove the mine or any part thereof to he dangerous. Now, the real point in the charge is that the mine 
is now actually in a dangerous or defective state. But these particulars are not dated, and so far as we 
can see, it is only the Inspector’s opinion which renders the mine dangerous. What your Worship, 
therefore, really has to decide is, whether the mine is now actually dangerous or defective in its present 
condition. We then get notice, “ I have therefore to urge your serious aud immediate attention to the 
above-named matters with a view to have them remedied as speedily as possible.” Now, what we have to 
remedy is not stated in that notice, and the only construction to be put upon it is that the mine is gener
ally dangerous and defective, and is such as to tend to the bodily injury of those working in it. Now, my 
learned friend states that the Act requires that the things complained of shall be remedied and that tho 
particulars shall be stated, hut he says that the particulars given are sufficient. He contends that whatever 
the Inspector says in his notice causes the mine to he dangerous, aud his argument is that we must carry 
out whatever the Inspector demands, whether it has anything to do with the mine or not. If the Inspec
tor says that certain things make the mine daugerous to those working in it, and tells us that we must 
alter the condition of affairs------

_ Police Magistrate: But is there uot an alternative course of proceeding to arbitration in case tho 
opinion of the Inspector is disputed ?

Mr, Want: I will come to that presently, your Worship. Now, I am giving first of all the construc
tion which my learned friend puts upon this section. It is in effect that we must remedy these things 
thoroughly, whether we know what to remedy or not, or we must go to arbitration. The Act, I admit, 
says, “ If the owner or agent fail to comply either with the requisition of the notice given by the Inspector 
when no objection is sent within the time aforesaid or with the award made on arbitration, within twenty 
days after the receipt of such notice with the making of the award (as the case may be), he shall ho 
guilty of an offence against the A.ct.” Now, wo do not object to remedy anything which is wrong in tho 
mine. Of course if we had said “ we wall not remedy these things,” then my learned friend would have 
been quite right in his contention. We would then have to go to arbitration—there is no doubt of that. 
But I say that we have remedied the matter complained of; we have supplied a substantial remedy. My 
learned f riend’s contention will he that wc should have remedied this in the way that Mr. Dixon had told 
us to do it; but my contention is that we need not do it in that way. We have a perfect right to remedy 
this matter in our own way if wo desire to do so, so long as the matter complained of is substantially 
remedied. Nowr, it is for your Worship to decide what construction you will accept, because the point at 
issue is simply a matter of applying a remedy. A.s I have said, the Act provides that “if the owner or 
agent fail to comply with tho requisition in Ihe notice” he shall bo guilty of an offence. I ask you to 
mark these ivords, “ fail to comply.” So that the issue you have to try is this : Have wo complied with 
the requisition of the notice ? Now, ray learned friend will have to admit that this is the real point. The 
whole question now is, have we done what the Act says we should do, and if so, have we not complied 
with the requisition of the notice ? Now, upon that point I shall draw your attention to one or two things 
in connection with the notice; hut before I leave this section I must say this, that although I willingly 
admit that it is a difficult section to construe as it bears on this case, and that it may cause your Worship 
some trouble, still it is in such a state that if you have any doubt as to the construction of it, this being 
a penal section (because failing to pay the penalty the defendant would go to gaol), I ask your Worship 
to give my client the benefit of the doubt.

The Police Magistrate: It would not he penal. It would be levy and distress. The other matter 
does not come.

Mr. Want: But failing levy and distress the defendant would go to prison. This is what is called a 
penal statute, and there can he no doubt as to its effect. We are therefore entitled to have this matter 
considered in our favour, because in all such cases any doubt that arises acts against the Crown and in

favour
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favour of tlio prisoner. J?ut theu, 1 contend, wo are entitled to a dismissal of this ease ; and row comes 
a still further point. I will venture to say that such a case as this was never in the mind of the person 
who drew this Act, or in the mind of the Legislature which helped to enact it, for here is a provision 
brought in at the end which reads :—“ Provided that the Court, if satisfied that the owner or agent has 
taken active measures for complying with the notice or award, but has not with reasonable diligence 
been ahlo to complete the works, may adjourn any proceedings taken before them for punishing such 
ofEcnce; and if the works arc completed within a reasonable time no penalty shall be inflicted.” Your 
Worship is therefore entitled to judge for yourself, and to say that you will be guided by the evidence, 
as to the state of the mine, which has been submitted here. You have to ask yourself—Is it safe enough 
to allow men to work there, and are active measures being taken to remedy the thing complained of? 
I say that this last clause or proviso puts you above the Inspector’s opinion, and you can decide for 
yourself. Supposing, now, that Mr. Dixon were perfectly right—and I give him credit for doing all this 
withthe best possible intentions—whatwouldbcthe effect? Butif he were wrong inhis opinion—andlthink 
his opinion is utterly wrong, because the mine is perfectly safe—could anyone blame him for being on the 
safe side ? I therefore cannot object to his calling on us to remedy certain things, if it be thought they 
were dangerous to the persons employed in the mine. But now let us suppose that Mr. Dixon was right 
when he gave this notice. “ As you have not complied wilh the notice,” he says, “you must he guilty.” 
But within the time mentioned—within the twenty days—precautions had been taken to remedy the matters 
complained of ; and if you believe the evidence of all these experts, then you must come to the conclu
sion that this mine is now in a better condition than any other mine in the Colonv. A more complete 
system of ventilation could not possibly be imagined than that which prevailed in this mine, if you believe 
the evidence of these experts. Therefore you must come to this—-that tho case would have to he heard 
on its merits, and, under these circumstances, I think you can come to no other conclusion than that this 
mine is now perfectly safe. That being so,wcnow come in here,and the question arises—Shall we bepunished 
for not having made tho mine safe in compliance with the requisition of Mr. Dixon ? That being the issue, 
I contend that we are entitled to a dismissal of this case, because the 25th section gives you power—I 
have already read the clause to your Worship—to dismiss tho case, in case you are satisfied that the owner 
or agent has taken active measures for complying with the notice or award. Now, if you have any doubt 
about the construction of this section, here is a safe course which allows you to get away from the difficulty. 
I know that if you felt strongly you would not have had any doubi about this latter part of the section; but 
themyou have all this evidence to consider, and you know that these expensive operations are going on 
for tho ventilation of the mine. Then I say that the fair thing to do between both parties is to give the 
defendant the benefit of any doubt which may have arisen in your mind as to the construction of tho 
statute. Now, there is one argument which I would like to anticipate. My learned friend will argue 
that wo have not remedied the engendering of inflammable gas within the twenty days allowed. What the 
Crown complain of is that there are a number of gas blowers, and that tho air is passing over them and 
going to the men. Now. you can have no doubt but that we have proved there is only 1 foot of gas to 
every 36,000 feet of pure air. Therefore you must come to tho conclusion that there is no danger there, 
aud that that matter has been remedied. My learned friend will probably argue that it does not matter 
whether wc have remedied it or not. He may say your mine is no longer dangerous or defective ; but 
Mr. Dixon says that you must not allow the air to pass over the gas and get to the men who arc working 
with naked lights. And my learned friend’s argument will he that even if we put a shaft there within 
five days, and that 500 times as much air passed along it, that simply goes for nothing, because we arc 
guilty of an offence for not doing the thing iu the way the Inspector wished. Supposing that tho gas 
blowers had stopjmd two days after the Inspector had visited tho mine, he would still come here and sav 
that the air still went over the place where the gas exuded, although at tbe end of the twenty days all the 
gas had disappeared. Now, surely this is not an argument which should be addressed to tbe Bench in a 
case like this. I am rather astonished at the action of the Crown in this case, and I do not object to 
their instituting a prosecution if they thought it was their duty to do so ; but they must now be satisfied 
that the opinion of Mr. Dixon was wrong, and that the mine is all right, and, that being so, they should 
not go any further with this prosecution. No one representing tho Government has been in the mine 
now for some two months, so that how can they tell what, has been done meanwhile or how the condition 
of affairs lias altered. The prosecution simply comes from this: that the officials have got stirred up with 
a long polo for the Bulli matter, and now the defendant here is to be “butchered to make a Homan holi
day”; he is to suffer for the inaction of tho Inspector before the Bulli occurrence. It is the old story. 
The words of the section are that we must comply with the Inspector’s notice. The question of arbitra
tion docs not come in here at all, because the Company and tho agent do not object to remedy the thing 
complained of, and we say that we have done this already. "Wc have remedied the matter complained of.

The Police Magistrate : 1 must say that this section is a most difficult one to construe. If one or 
two lines had been added they would have made it plain, and this is the case with most of the Acts of 
Parliament that we have to deal with. As Mr. Nichols used to say. you can drive a coach-and-four 
through any of them. ^

_ ilfr. Want; Yes, and I believe you might drive an omnibus or a tramway through this Coal
mines liegulation Act. Now, your Worship, this is not a case here of arbitration. My contention is 
that wc are not called on to arbitrate at all. "What the information leads to is that the mine is now in a 
dangerous and defective condition, and threatens bodily injury to the persons working in the .lubilec 
district. I say that having removed this matter—having remedied the thing complained of—wo are not 
guilty of an offence, even if we did not proceed in accordance with the terms of tbe notice served on us 
by the Inspector. But my learned friend will say that it does not matter how we remedied this thing ; 
he will say that you.did not do it as Mr. Inspector Dixon wanted it done, and that therefore we have 
committed a breach of the Act. Now, admitting that all these things which Mr. Dixon has told us to do 
were needed to be done for the safety of tbe mine, we are not bound to cany out the remedy in the way 
which he tells us it should be done. YVe are really only bound to stop that of which the Inspector 
complains. My contention is that it does not matter how wc remedy these things. "We have simply got 

r to satisfy the Court that we have within a certain time put the mine in a condition where it was not 
dangerous to the men who were working in it. Now. your Worship must already, from the evidence 
which has been submitted to you, have come to the conclusion that the mine is perfectly safe, that it is not 
defective in any shape or form, and that it is perfect in its ventilation. But my learned friend may say 

935—I that
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that the Croverirment, Inspector found tliat these people were not using safety-lamps, and I say that if 
they had done this there should he no penalty. ’Why should you fine a man for nothing ? The first part 
of this 25th section says :—

If in any respect (which is not pi Grided against by any express provision of this Act or by any special rule) any Inspec
tor find any mine or any part thereof or any matter thing or practice in or connected with any such mine to be dangerous or 
defective so as in his opinion to threaten or tend to the bodily injury of any person such Inspector may give notice in writing 
thereof to the owner or agent of the mine and shall state in such notice the particulars in which ho considers finch mine or any 
part thereof or any matter tiling or practice to bo daugerous or defective and require the same to be remedied, and unless tho 
same bo forthwith remedied the Inspector shall also report the same to the Minister,

"Well, I say we have remedied tlie danger, and that there is now no gas in the mine. Why should 
wo be fined because we did not fall in with Mr. Dixon’s suggestions, and because we thought we could do 
wort more effectually otherwise. Then we come to you and say that we have made the mine safe ; but 
my learned friend says, “ No, you must do it in another way altogether.” Now, I contend that by doing 
this we have brought ourselves clearly within the latter portion of this section, which provides for such a 
contingency. We have to loot at this case in this way. Tour Worship must have been impressed with 
the enormous importance of the ease in several ways : first, with regard to the Company; second, with 
regard to the Crown; and thirdly, witii regard to Mr. Neilson, who is charged here with a grievous 
offence. He has hundreds of people under his control, and if this were true he was sending them down 
day after day to what might be a living death. I could conceive nothing more cruel than to tell a colliery 
manager who is anxious to safeguard the lives of his workmen in every way that he has the workings of 
his mine in a dangerous and defective condition, and thatbodily injury to those engaged in these workings 
is constantly threatened. ]t is enough to make a man’s hair stand on end on reading it. Whenlread 
tliis information the first thing I said was, that it was hardly possible for a man to be guilty of such a 
thing, because no more frightful charge than this could ever be laid at a man’s door. If the mine had been 
allowed to remain in this condition, the colliery should have been shut up, the gas collected for twenty 
years, and then blown to pieces. We are here now to deny that this Company lias got this mine at the 
present moment in a condition tending to the bodily injury of the persons in it. If your Worship fine us 
here—no matter how small the fine may be—yon will say to the whole world that the colliery is in a con
dition set forth in that information. And then your Worship will have to say that we had an opportunity 
of remedying this. Now, can any man who has listened to this evidence that we liave heard in this Court 
say that Mr. Neilson has been guilty of an offence in the first instance, and that he has continued that 
offence? I would scorn to put Mr. Neilson’s reputation as being open to doubt. But if your Worship 
should entertain a doubt on the subject, he is undoubtedly entitled to the benefit of it. Mr. Neilson 
stands in this Court to-day a proud man amongst the colliery managers of this country, and wc have 
had the picked men from all the collieries round here. They are all men of repute and of vast and 
varied experience, and yet they all come here and speak of tins mine in a manner which ought to 
make Mr. Neilson feel a proud man, and also make his Company feel proud of him. And yet the 
Crown come here and, under this doubtful Act of Parliament, endeavour to get him criminally pun
ished. With regard to the latter porlion of the 25th section of the Coal-mines liegulation Act— 
of course I merely point it out so that your Worship having any doubt, about it, we arc entitled 
to the benefit of it, and your duty will be to dismiss the case. It would perhaps be best for all 
parties if your Worship availed yourself of this latter part of the clause and dismiss the case on the 
point of law. The remedy which the Legislature has provided applies to cases whore there is no doubt 
that a colliery proprietor has broken the law. There is no other means of remedying what has been 
complained of unless we shut up the colliery. Now, if your Worship is of opinion that putting up 
this upcast shaft, putting up tin's machinery and the other things, are steps towards “ taking active 
measures,” then we have clearly brought ourselves within the latter part of the section, if you come to 
the same conclusion on other grounds. We have destroyed the effect of these gases in the narrow bord 
by a connection with the mail] heading which has brought down a largo quantity of air that passes the 
gas jets which are now defunct. We are not allowing the air to go over the blowers as it did, but to 
circulate so that the air will complete a circuit. So that really we have done what the inspector has 
asked ns to do; and if we have remedied the matter complained of then we are entitled to an acquittal. 
We have actually given the men working in the mine more air than ever they had before; but had we 
gone to the end of the up-shaft and allowed the men to wallow' in this gas there would never be a word 
said about it. There never would have been a word said about, it because there is something at the back 
of all this. People have been down and saw what was going on, and then they complain about this 
Jubilee shaft. I say wc are entitled, if this gas is dangerous, to come within this latter portion of the 
section, in case you do not give us an acquittal. In all these matters, whether it be the words of the 
section or the w'ords of the Inspector’s notice, they must bear a reasonable construction. You cannot 
treat the words as if they were a number of Chinese metaphors, but as language which conveys an idea of 
something that is wanted to he done. And a Court always puts what is called a reasonable construction 
on such terms. And reading this notice of Inspector Dixon’s, and seeing what we have done, you will admit 
that we have done something to that mine which prevents the air from being foully laden with gas. Let 
your Worship put a reasonable construction on the words, and then take into consideration the remedy 
that we have applied, and if you go into tho merits of the case your decision cannot be against us. You 
have to consider this : Have we not; remedied what we had the notice to remedy, and if we have 
remedied we are entitled to a dismissal. There is nothing now to complain of for which wo can be 
brought under this 25th section. Then there is the latter portion of the section which you might avail 
yourself of, and this really would be the safest course for your Worship to pursue ; although I say that 
on the evidence we are entitled to an absolute dismissal, because we have remedied the things of which 
complaint wras. made. Unfortunately your Worship cannot try this case as an arbitrator ; but if you 
could, you would have found that the mine was perfectly safe, and that we were entitled to the benefit of 
the evidence to that effect; and that wre should not have this accusation flung at our heads. I think we 
liave satisfied everyone that the mine is now' a perfectly safe one, whatever it was when the Inspector 
made an examination of it. The Crown should not attempt fo punish a man wrho is innocent, nor a 
Company either, especially with regard to a manager w'hose conduct has been proved to be exemplary in 
every respect. I ask your Worship for an absolute dismissal of this case, in order that Mr. Neilson may 
be able to say to the world that if there were anything wrong I am not guilty of the damnable crime 
charged against me here. Mr,
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Mr, JEdmunch: My learned friend addressed to your "Worship what I must admit is very good law 
aiJ. \ may remark, some very bad logic. Tor while he admits now what the law really is—and
which J. contended was the law all along—he contends that this action is on the merits as to whether the 
mine was dangerous or safe. But nevertheless he tries to make your Worship believe that if the defendant 
was guilty of an offence under this Act you disgrace him as being the agent of a mine which is unlit to 
+1° In-“cmS gmi>y °£ 11 damnable practice for any one to allow. While my learned friend admits 

iat there is no question about the law, he yet makes an appeal to your Worship not to find the defendant 
guilty °i this ignominious thing of having a mine that is dangerous to the men who were employed in it. 
Jins, i contend, is bad logic, because it does not follow' from the previous part of my learned friend’s address 
that we arc not dealing with the fact whether that mine was dangerous or not; and therefore it will not 
be the slightest departure from the decision of this Court to say that this mine is dangerous at the 
present time. And yet it is by representing that to be an offence that he appeals to the sympathy of 
your u orship to dismiss the charge against the defendant. Now, the law is as stated by my learned 
inend, and 1 take tins admission thankfully from him even now. Therefore, your Worship has now 
merely to consider the question as to wdiether the agent of this Company complied, or failed to comply, 
with the requisition m the notice which he received from the Inspector of Collieries. That is tho sole 
question which vour .Worship has to determine in this case : Did the defendant comply, or did he fail to 
comply, with the notice which was written to him by the Inspector on the 6th January. Now, whenever 
a person gets an admission from the other side lie has a right to be thankful, but whenever anv one gets 
an admission from my learned friend he may know that he is very hard pressed or he would not give it. 
1 icie is no man m the profession who battles for bis client more than my learned friend. He never 
concedes anything but what you can wrest from him, and therefore when he so graciously offers something 
to met am perfectly sure he is offering me something which is very dangerous.

Mr. Want: It was Ids Worship that I offered it to.
a ; I would not have got it from him, your Worship, unless I was in this position. I

admit that it is a difficult section to construe, but it appears to me that it can only be construed in one 
wa-v,\ is undoubtedly true that counsel will not mislead the Court, but then counsel will try to get a 
verdict tor his client. Counsel for the Crown always feels that having the authority of the Crown he has 
also ils responsibilitv in carrying out his duty. He will not endeavour to get the Magistrate to 
misconstrue an Act of 1 arliament or any portion of it. When my learned friend said that it was the 
duty of counsel not to mislead the Bench, it certainly is the duty of the person representing the Crown 

at it he has behind him the. influence of the Crown, he also has its responsibility to have the law fairly 
pronounced m open Court without consideration to persons. He has to see that if the law is broken, and 
the person who breaks it comes before the tribunal of justice, justice shall be calmly and fairly 
administered to him- be the .man the meanest of persons or the greatest of mining managers. Now, 
when my learned friend admits that, the plain question which I put before you is tho correct one, I thank 

im or it, but I have no hesitation in saying that he would have argued the other way if your Worship 
had come to the other conclusion.

Mr. Want.- That is very difficult to say indeed.
Mr- Edmunds: I have very little doubt but that it would be done. There would be no use in the 

Act providing a certain course of procedure, and clothing the Inspector of Collieries with a certain 
authority, it the managers of collieries were allowed to resist tliat authority. The Act says “ If tho 
owner or agent of the mine objects to remedy the matter complained of in the notice, he may, within 
seven days after the receipt of such notice, send his objection in writing, stating the grounds thereof 
to the Minister, and. thereupon the matter shall he determined bv arbitration in manner provided 
by this Act m relation to the special rules, and the date of the receipt of such objection shall 
be deemed to be the date of the reference. If the owner or agent fail to comply either with the 
requisition of the notice given by the Inspector when no objection is sent within the time aforesaid, 
or with the award made on arbitration within twenty da,vs after the receipt of such notice or the 
making of the award (as the case may he), lie shall be guilty of an offence against this Act, and 
the notice and award shall respectively be deemed to be written notice of sneb offence.” Your 
U orship is directed by the words of the section not to look into the merits of the case, and therefore 
you ave intimated a very correct view that the whole thing turns unon the construction of tho 
notice, because it is disobedience to the notice which constitutes the offence—the offence being, failing to 
comply with the requisition contained in the notice of the Inspector. Now, looking into this notice, we 
will see exactly what the offence is, The notice is divided into four consecutive paragraphs. The first is 
purely mtro.duetoiy “ Yesterday (Thursday), accompanied by Mr. J. Mackenzie, Eiaminer of Coal-fields, 
w8?!8 j^P^ted the workings in the vicinity' of the Jubilee shaft in connection with the Neweastle- 
Wallsend Coal Company’s Colliery, and found inflammable gas very freely exuding from numerous 
blowers in the floor of the Jubilee headings ; also in the narrmv bord, 36 feet in length, 0 feet wide, and 
o feet.) niches high (near the shaft bottom), inflammable gas could be detected in the Davy lamp 9 inches 

,,e 5°°^ a P.011"1^ ^ yill'ds from the face, and 2 feet 4 inches from the roof 3 yards from the face, 
and 3 feet o inches from tho roof at tho face.” That, as I have said, is simply introductory. The notice 
now comes on, and this part constitutes the real ground for the Inspector’s opinion which he formed:—
11n,nnrl^l^BVi^Sab-y S"-Chinf?fct^n^r?vet! a doubt that inflammable gas was being engendered at the above-
uatned places, and in view o£ the liability of a large outburst of inflammable gas occurring at any time. I hereby, in accord
ance with the provisions contained in the 25th section of the Coal-mines Regulation Act of 1876, give you notice that, in 

’ t 13 to,allow the air current from the Jubilee shaft to ventilate one split of about skrty-
thr™ r4 tl T ,!l!}oih,or of j1110'1* thirty men, all working with naked lights, after such current of air has coursed 
through the Jubilee headings, where the gas is exuding.
Tnmie.o3i,iai0Uitl 11,1u° ;ittent!°P to the practice of having only a single trap-door on the main road between the 
Jubilee headings, nvhcic, m my opinion, two doors arc necessary.
These are the things which make the mine dangerous in the opinion of the Inspector. It is “ in view of 
the liability of a sudden further outburst of inflammable gas,”not byreason of the gas actually existing there, 
that he considered it dangerous. Of course the first part of the notice can he remedied by the use of 
sa e y-JanipSj and the second part by the making of another door at the place indicated; or the defects 
may be remedied in other ways. The Inspector concludes:—

I have, therefore, to urge your serious and immediate attention to the abovenamed matters, with a view to have them 
remedied as speedily as possible.
Now , there is the requisition, there are the things tlic Inspector complains of, and the things which he asks 
should be remedied. The only other point which you have to consider is,—did the agent, Mr. Neilson, fail

to
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to comply with the requisition in that notice? If he failed to comply with that requisition, then there has 
been an offence against this Act. The words of the Act are:—“ If the agent fail to comply with the 
requisition in tho notice within twenty days after the receipt thereof he shall ho guilty of an offence 
against this Act.” bTow, what is the requisition of tho notice ? It is not to take the air going over these 
blowers down to the men who are working with naked lights. My learned friend said, 11 But you should 
have pointed out the remedy to us.” 'Well, you can see that it would be a very objectionable thing for 
the local Inspector to say how the thing was to be remedied, or that it should be remedied in a certain 
way, because then his hands would thereby be tied for all future time in regard to this_ particular matter, 
But it is as clearly tlic law as possible that if the Inspector did this he would be exceeding tho scope of his 
authority; and the case which I have quoted to your Worship fully hears this out. I would like again 
to refer your Worship to the judgment of the Court of Appeal in England on the duty of the Inspector 
of Collieries under this Act:—

How, going through the 46th section, we find, first of all, that the Inspector has to see whether any mine or part of 
a mine, or any matter, thing, or practice in or connected with such mine, is dangerous or defective, so as, in his opinion, to 
threaten or tend to the boduy injury of any person. Then lie is to give a notice and state, not merely that the mine or 
practice is dangerous, hut the particulars in which he considers It is so, and to require the same to ho remedied. Where 
does iiis duty stop ? At requiring the matter to he remedied. Ho is not told to say what he thinks to ho the remedy, 
nor to require tliat remedy to be carried out. When the complaint is brought to the notice of the owner, agent, or manager, 
if ho objects, not to a remedy proposed, but to remedy the matter complained of, he is to send an objection in writing, 
stati ug his grounds, to a Secretary of State, an d thereupon the matter shall be determined by arbitration. W hat is the matter 
to he determined hy arbitration ? The Inspector lias required a matter or practice to lie remedied, the owner has stated ins 
grounds for objecting to remedy the matter complained of. and the requisition of the Inspector and the objection to it of 
the owner aro the matter which is to be determined by arbitration—tliat is, whether the requisition of the Inspector is one 
to which the objections of the owner form a sufficient answer. Tliat is all that is to he determined. _ There being no words 
which enable tlie Inspector to name a remedy, the arbitrator has no question of a remedy befoie him. If the arbitrator 
finds that the objections of the mine-owner are unfounded, tlie requisition of the Inspector stands. If after that the mine- 
owner does not remedy tiie matter complained of, lie must take tlie consequences ; but the arbitrator has nothing to do with 
tlie consequences of the mine-owner's neglect; tliat is for another tribunal. Applying these principles, T think the award 
goes beyond what 1 liave stated to he tlie power of the arbitrator. The award should have followed the requisition of the 
Inspector, and pronounced that the matter- -that is, the Meriting of the mines with open lamps—was dangerous or 
defective, so as to threaten or tend to the bodily injurj- of the persons employed in and about the said colliery. But the 
arbitrator has determined that the mines are to be worked with safety-lamps—that is, he has determined wliat is the remedy 
which should be adopted, and directed tliat to be followed. He has substantially found tliat tlie complaint is well founded, 
though he goes beyond his powers in other respects, I can see no reason, therefore, why the award should not go back to 
him, so that he may put it into form. When that is done, it will he for tlie mine-owner to remedy the defect, for if he 
does not he will, if the opinion of tlie next tribunal is against him, be liable to penalties under the Act.
Now the requisition in that case was this-----  _ _

The Police M.aqisiratc : The Inspector hero has only to report to the Minister, unless the same bo 
forthwith remedied,” and when the case goes to the Minister it is out of the hands of the Inspector. 
Then the agent is allowed to send in an objection to the Minister, aud thereupon the matter goes to 
arbitration. _ _

Mr. Want: But we did not send in any objection in this case, your Worship.
The Police Magistrate: But when the case goes to tlie Minister it passes out of the hands of the 

Inspector, whether an objection is sent or not. • _ _
Mr. Want: It is only when the owner or agent objects that the case goes to arbitration.
The Police Magistrate: But the section goes on to say;—“If the owner or agent fail to comply 

either with the requisition of the notice given by the Inspector when no objection is sent within the time 
aforesaid or with the award made on arbitration within twenty days after the receipt of such notico or 
the making of the award (as the case may be) he shall he guilty of pn offence against this Act, and the 
notice and award shall respectively be deemed to be written notice of sucb offence.” _

Mr. Edmunds : But if he does not object, and fails to comply with tlie requisition of the notice, then 
he shall be guilty of an offence. By the 25th section, the duty of prosecuting is placed on the Examiner 
of Coal-fields:—

All penalties imposed by this Act may he recovered summarily before two or more Justices of tlie Peace, at the suit of 
the Examiner, Inspector, or other officer authorized iu that behalf by the U blister, hut every information shall be laid 
within two months after the offence has been complained of.
The only question here is whether the defendant complied with the requisition of tlie notice or not.

Mr. Want: In effect, that is it. ^
Mr. Edmunds.- And this prosecution is properly brought by the Examiner of Coal-fields, Now, I 

shall deal with tho notice, and 1 think I shall be able to show your Worship that Mr. Neilson. the 
defendant here, did fail to comply with the Inspector’s requisition. My learned friend says, “ Why did 
you not point out the remedy ?" It would have been outside the Inspector's authority altogether to have 
done such a thing. He said it was dangerous to use naked lamps in such a mine, but we do not pretend 
to say what you are to do to remedy that. Lord Justice Ery, in the judgment already referred to in the 
Court of Appeal, said :—“ The requisition relates to the habitual use of open lamps, and this is declared 
dangerous. It seems to me clear that this is not a matter dealt with iu the Act or in the special rules, 
and if that is so it was within the jurisdiction of the Inspector. Tho thing to be remedied is the practice 
which the Inspector has found to be dangerous, and the Act deals with objections bythe owner to remedy 
not the danger, but the matter complained of. Whether the matter complained of ought to be remedied 
is therefore the question about which a dispute arises, and that is tlie disjiute which the arbitrator has to 
determine, and he has not to deal with anything further. I think the award ought to follow the requisL 
tion, and to state that the danger exists and ought to be remedied, because tbat is tbe subject-matter of 
the dispute, but it is beyond tho competence of the arbitrator to direct what is to be done to remedy tbe 
danger. Inasmuch, however, as the true meaning in dispute was whether tlie requisition of the Inspector 
was right, and that has clearly been determined by the umpire, I think the award ought to go back to 
him to be dealt with.” Aud that is precisely what this is, a dangerous practice.

The Police Magistrate : But open lamps must he, dangerous if gas is about.
Mr. Edmunds : Tlie requisition in tlie notice in this case is that the men wore working with naked 

lights, and that the practice was a dangerous one, inasmuch as it threatened to do them bodily injury. 
Now, the only remedy that could bo applied was to comply with the requisition, and to do whattbcinspector 
required to be done ; and it is by an ambiguous use of this word that any doubt at all has arisen in this 
case. Has tho defendant hero made the air current course in a different way to the way we complain of? 
No, he lias not. lias he done with the tire-drive so as to prevent other explosions ? No. Has he caused
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<Iic men wlio are employed in tlie mine to work with safety-lamps ? No, he has not. Has lie caused a 
double trap-door to be placed there ? No. Mr. Neilson says he has done none of these things, and that 
be does not intend to take any action. Ho saj^s, “ I do not intend to obey tbe Inspector with reference 
to the safety-lamps,” He tells us also that be does not intend to make use of any other safety-lamps, I 
asked tlie defendant if be still allowed the air to course from the Jubilee shaft to ventilate-----

Tho Police Mac/istraic : Perhaps I may tell you the conclusion that I have come to. 1 am now fully 
persuaded that the mine is now in a most excellent state of ventilation. I could not go beyond the testi
mony of these gentlemen, who, on oath, state that there is at tho present moment nothing that is danger
ous or defective in iho mine; and, therefore, you will ha\c to show me that the defendant was guilty of 
an offence by not attending to the notice. 1 am perfectly satisfied with regard to the present condition 
of the mine. My reason for receiving evidence so far was in order that it might be shown, if it could, that 
tbe mine was now perfectly safe, and to question the relations of the men in other parts of the countrw 
The danger appears to have been entirely rectified by the precautions adopted.

Mr. Want: And, therefore, we are entited fo an acquittal.
The. Police Magistrate: What I have to decide is whether the management of the mine arc not guilty 

of an offence under the Act by not attending to the requisition in the Inspector's notice.
Mr. Want : It is for your Worship to say whether this has not been done in effect. We really in 

effect have complied with the notice.
Mr.Pdvumch: But 1 question whether nhat you have done complies with the requisition in Mr. 

Dixon’s notice. This remedying things according to their own ideas is not a compliance with the requisi
tion of the notice, and cannot be entertained as such. Mr. Dixon says it is dangerous after taking tbe 
air one way to have but one single trap-door iu a ceriain place. That being so, how can the defendants’ 
counsel say that they have complied with the requisition of the notice when a double trap-door has not 
been placed there ? Mr. Dixon required the defendant to do several things which he has not done ; and 
it does not matter whether he has kept up a splendid system of ventilation or not, or that the gases are 
still diminishing in force. It does not mailer whether experts have agreed that there is no liability to a 
sudden outburst of gas, but the question is, did the defendant comply with the notice? The defendant 
comes into the box here and states that he has not done anything, and will not do it, which 
is a virtual admission that he has not complied with the requisition of ihe nolice. Ami then my 
learned friend says if your Worship finds Mr. Neilson guilty of this you will find him guilty of a most 
serious charge, The charge is, indeed, a serious one, and if you find Mr. Neilson guilty of it you do 
not thereby find that tho mine is now in a dangerous state. You merely find that Mr. Neilson ban 
disputed the lawful authority of the Inspector of Collieries, because that is the gist of Ins action—that is 
what it amounts to. When an officer is appointed by tbe Crown and clothed with large powers and largo 
authority—all in the interests of certain persons working iu coal-mines—and with certain duties cast 
upon him for the protection of tho lives of the persons employed in the mine, we cannot allow Mr. 
Neilson or any other manager advisedly to dispute the Inspector’s authority aud still persist in disobeying 
him. The Inspector states that such and such a thing is required, aud the defendant does not go to 
arbitration to show that the Inspector’s opinion is unfounded. He has given the defendant notice, and [ 
contend that when arbitration was not resorted to tlie notice must be regarded as the notice of an offence. 
This is the act of disobedience to the lawful authority of the Inspector of Collieries, aud that is the gist 
of the offence committed by the defendant under this section. Jf such a thing were allowed, the result of 
it would be tbat the person appointed b\r tho G-ovemment to inspect collieries would he a person of no 
authority whatever, If Mr, Neilson wished to resist tho Inspector, then he should have taken advice 
as to whether he could do so legally; and, having been guilty of this act of resistance, he renders 
himself liable to a penalty under tho Act or under some portion of it. It is not Mr. Neilson who 
is guilty of this error of judgment in resisting the authority of the Inspector; it is tho 
management of the mine. The Company first offered to go to arbitration, and then withdrew the 
offer ; so that it is tho Company which has placed Air. Neilson in this position, and not the Crown. 
However your Worship may decide, tho penalty will merely be a pecuniary one—that it will have no such 
terrible result as my learned friend has told you. The charge really means that Mr. Neilson has resisted 
tho lawful authority of the Inspector of Collieries, lawfully exercised, and that he is now being prose
cuted in a police court for an offence against tho Coal-mines liegulation Act. The Crown come into this 
case without any bias against the defendant or the Company which lie represents, and without any undue 
or improper motive. My learned friend merely suggests this insinuation, but it is only my duty to tell 
your Worship that there is no justification whatever for such a charge. It is the .Inspector of Collieries 
who is carrying on this prosecution. My learned friend said there were three interests involved in this 
case. Now. T say that there are only two—the Crown and the owners of the mine. The interests of the 
general public are tbe interests of Her Majesty’s officer's, who act in iho interests of those who are 
labouring in the bowels of tbe earth, and whose protection is sought in this prosecution. The general 
public, therefore, have no interests separate or diverse from those of tho Crown in this case. The officers 
of the Government come here merely as the exponents of the wishes of the peoqde. This law is for the 
protection of Her Majesty’s subjects, and when it was passed Inspectors were appointed for the purpose 
of carefully inspecting and examining these mines ; and they were told if they found anything dangerous, 
whether their opinion was right or wrong, they were enjoined to tell these people so, and cause the matter 
which was dangerous to be remedied. And when the Inspector fairly come to tho conclusion that a mine 
was dangerous, what sort of man would he be to fill the high and responsible office whose duties he now 
creditably discharges if he did not take the steps which he has taken? If he did not do as he has done 
he would, on the contrary, be utterly unfit for his duties. Instead of his action being a stigma on Mr. 
Dixon, he would have been a disgrace as a man wlio, although understanding his duties, had not the 
courage to carry them out against the owners of an important colliery. "What is being contended for in 
this prosecution is the authority of the Inspector, aud that authority must he maintained. The owners of 
this mine say that they will not comply with tbe requisition—an attitude which it is undoubtedly wrong 
to assume with regal'd to a man who is merely exercising his lawful authority. It is well that this 
authority has never been disobeyed before, and it will be an unfortunate thing if this case is permitted to 
leave this Court without somo certainty that it will nob be disobeyed in future. It is well that these 
colliery managers should be taught that they must respect tlie lawful authority of the Inspector of 
Collieries, or they will be held to be guilty of an offence under this Act; and powerful and strong as they 
are, no matter what their position may be, let them come into a Court of Justice, and they will be told that
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they have been guilty of a breach of this law. The Inspector had a duty to perform, and he told them 
so, and the consequence of disobeying his instructions. It may be asked why they would not do this ? 
Simply that they would not undergo the additional espouse of hewing coal and working with safety-lamps. 
They said, We will not incur thia additional expense.” It might run up to a shilling on the ton, said 
one witness for the defence, if the coal is hewn by the aid of safety-lamps. But Mr. Bixon has said, 

You shall work with safety-lamps,” to which they reply, “We will not.” Now, they have boasted of the 
expense they have gone to in protecting the interests of their workmen. Would it not be much better if 
they paid their miners some additional money per ton and work with safety-lamps in order to show their 
respect and obedience to the law. Or if they objected to do this, thinking that the Inspector was wrong, 
why did they not proceed to set his decision aside by arbitration. They are now in this position, tbat they 
have spent a lot of money, while, by spending a little more, they could have respected the authority of the 
Crown, which, by its Inspector, guards the lives and interests of the people working in these mines. 
Every witness that has been examined for the defence stands in the same position as the defendant and 
the owners of this particular property, except Mr. John Thomas, the Victorian coal-vicwer, Mr. 
Turnbull-----

J.he Police JHagistrate: None of these gentlemen would think of swearing what was false.
Mr .Edmunds; I do not suggest such a thing, your Worship. I was the first to say in open Court 

that I did not believe any one of these gentlemen would say anything whicli he did not believe to be true.
The Police Magistrate: I could not allow any slur to be cast upon these gentlemen. That was my 

reason for interrupting you.
Mr. Edmunds: I should he unlit to be the representative of the Crown in this or any other case if 1 

were to cast a slur upon such a body of men. But my argument is, that in forming opinions on matters 
on wliich two opinions are possible it is not in human nature to look at tbe matter from any other stand
point but that from which men are generally accustomed to look at it. Aud so it is frequently stated in 
the law courts by Judges and Magistrates that there is no evidence of so little weight as the opinions of 
experts, because they come into Court wedded strictly to an opinion. And the more honest they are the 
more firmly do they stick to their opinions.

The Police Magistrate: And when in company together talking over their theories they are like a lot 
of old women.

-dfb. Edmunds: It is only in the sense which I have indicated tliat I have desired to comment on tlie 
evidence given by these colliery managers, because I take pleasure in saying tbat what each one has said 
he thoroughly believes._ But as your Worship has said, when it comes to a disputed point of scientific 
interest 1 would not believe one of them.

The Police Magistrate: However learned they may he, what is the value of it ? They may, after all, 
know very little about tbe subject.

Mr. Edmunds: In many cases they hold different opinions.
, Pke Police Magistrate: All some of these scientific men know is that they will die, and that their 
bodies will go into the ground.

Mr. EdmundsAnd for these very reasons the Act provides for tho state of things which exist here. 
Ihe Inspector is appointed under the Act, and it is bis duty to form an opinion. Tbat opinion of the 
Inspector has to be respected by tho colliery managers, unless they can succeed in setting it aside on 
arbitration. Now, all these gentlemen speak about further outbreaks of gas, but tlic evidence on that 
point is hardly worth anything. 1 would like to refer to the evidence of one witness, who said that these 
blowers would decrease at the rate of 50 per cent, in five days, 20 cubic feet of gas having exuded in tbat 

, therefore, if that were the case, your Worship will remember that the blowers would have exuded 
40 feet five days before-----

The Police Magistrate: There is not a particle of evidence tliat I could not repeat.
Mr. Edmunds: At that rate the total amount of gas which would have exuded from these blowers 

from the date of the commencement of the notice would be 81,920 cubic feet—that is, if they had 
decreased 50 per cent, in five days. While even Mr. Thomas says that the total quantity that exuded 
would be 34,200 cubic feet, but still there must have been a reservoir containing a lance quantity of 
inflammable gas.

Mr. Want: Not one reservoir.
Jfr. Edmunds : And yet they attempt to convince your Worship that there is no liability to a further 

outburst. The learned Mr. Thomas says that if there was any large quantity of gas there would be a 
change in the nature of the coal, Mr. Thomas forgets that the nature of the coal frequently changes, so 
that be is contradicted by his own evidence.

Ihe Police Magistrate: \ arious kinds of coal are about, but the amount of gas exuding depends upon 
the nature of the coal, r

. ^munds : I take it, therefore, your Worship, that I have proved that the requisition in the notice 
was that the management should obey the Inspector; also, that they have failed to comply with it, and, 
tbererore, it follows that tho defendant has been guilty of an offence under the Act. The consequence of 
tins is, not that the defendant is^ covered with indelible shame, but that he must be found guilty of 
disobeying the lawful authority of the Inspector of Collieries. Then my learned friend says you should 
bike the course of allowing the defendant to escape the penalty imposed hy the Act hy availing* himself of
the proviso at the end of the section. But when my learned friend gave up the law he also “rave up tho proviso, or or

Mr. Want: I most certainly say not.
1 Edwunds: But my learned friend would make six more speeches if he were allowed to do so.

Jt/r. Want: If the Company will pay for it, X will go on for ever,
Mr. Edmunds : A.t the same time I may say that I would like to he allowed to go on. Now, I say 

again that my learned friend having given up the law he has also given up all hope of any protection 
under the proviso, because the Act does not provide that the Magistrate shall have any power to say 
whether a remedy has been applied or not. That would place the Magistrate over the Inspector—a thing 
which the Act never intended should be done. The defendant can get no relief hy reason of this proviso 
by any such course as that. The Company must recognize the authority of the Inspector and take active 
measures to comply with the requirements contained in his notice. What active measures have they taken 
in.p 'ls casc ■ inight have taken “ active steps” in ten minutes to remedy the matter by getting
sarety-Jamps. But they bave taken no stop whatever to comply with the notice. They have said to the

Inspector,
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Inspector, “We •will not obey you,” and then they come into Court and say again that they will not obey, 
and they think the Court will justify them. This is the whole case. It is simply a matter of upholding 
the authority which is lawfully vested in him by the statute. Having failed to comply with the requisi
tion and refused to go to arbitration, then, when the Inspector, superior in authority, brings this prosecu
tion, his authority is merely questioned, and a defence is set up that no offence was committed. What 
penalty should meet the circumstances of the case I will leave to your Worship ; but it is quite clear now 
that the defendant can not come under this proviso. 1 ask you, therefore, to find that Mr. Neilson has 
been guilty of failing to comply withthe requisition of the notice given by Mr. Dixon, and tliat, therefore, 
he has been guilty of an offence under the iict.

Mr. Want; That is failing to remedy. _ _
j(/r. Edmunds : The information sets out with introductory statements containing a history of the 

case, and then states the offence in these words:—“And that the said John Young Neilson lias failed to 
comply with tho requisition of the said notice given hy the said Inspector, and remedy the matter com
plained of as aforesaid. And that more than twenty days have elapsed since the receipt of such notice. 
And tho said informant further informs me, the undersigned, that he verily believes that the matter of 
complaint aforesaid is not provided against hy any express provision of the Act 39 Vic. No. 31 or any 
special rule to be observed in the working of thesaid Neweastle-Wallsend Coal Company’s mine, contrary 
to tho provisions of the Act 39 Victoria No. 31, whereupon the said informant prays that I, the said 
Justice, will proceed in the premises according to law," This information states the offence in the very 
words of the Act, and the gentlemen who drew it drew it in exact compliance with the terms of the Act. 
I want to show not that the mine is dangerous, but that Mr. Neilson did not comply with the requisition 
in tho Inspector’s notice. My learned friend states that Mr. Neilson is an innocent agent. Mr. Neilson 
in the box says that lie did not intend to comply with tho notice. My learned friend cannot now possibly 
bring his client within the proviso of the section, because he has not taken active steps to comply with tho 
notice. I ask your Worship’s ruling on that point, and if you are of opinion you cau decide to that effect, 
and theu inflict such a penalty as seems to you suitable. But the proviso canuot possibly be made apply 
in this case.

The Eolice Magistrate : I have heard both legal gentlemen at great length, and I will now adjourn 
the Court for half an hour, in order to put my decision in writing.

The Court was then adjourned.
On resuming, the Police Magistrate said:—In delivering a judgment in this matter, I consider it 

necessary to make a few observations on what has taken place. By the Coal-mines Begulation Act, 39 
Victoria No. 31, of this Colony an Inspector of Mines is obliged, within a certain time, to make an inspec
tion of a mine—about every eight weeks—and report the same to the Minister of Coal-mines, if any
thing dangerous appear. Then the Inspector takes the steps named in the 25th section of tlie before- 
mentioned Act, as iu this ease. Now, this Act is expressly made, not for the purpose of annoying colliery 
managers or the proprietors of mines, but for the safety of the people employed therein, as it has beenfound 
that men managing mines are not always the most careful, while oven ignorance and the grossest carelessness 
|) re vail amongst men employed in mines, by which their lives are often in great danger ; and, as in the 
Bulli catastrophe, destroyed. The men, however, at their own cost, have, under tbe 30th section of this 
Act, 39 Victoria No. 31, the power to employ two of their number to inspect the mine once a month, and 
go to every part, and their report to be recorded inabook at the mine kept for tbe purpose. So tbat tbe men 
have it in their own power to see that all is right as well as the Government Inspector, Every provision that 
man can make for the prevention of accidents, as far as can be seen, seems to have been made by tliis Act and 
the rules given to the men at collieries. Still, notwithstanding all, it is necessary that a person unconnected 
with the colliery should also supervise all workings, &c., as in this case. Now, from all 1 have heard of 
Mr. Dixon, the Inspector, a more competent man cannot be found for the duty, and what is more, a most 
honest, conscientious man. It has been said in Court that only for the Bulli catastrophe this would never 
have been heard of. Now, I cannot permit it to go abroad that this person was, or could ever be actuated 
hy any other feeling than of duty ; nor his superior either, the Examiner of Coal-fields (Mr. Mackenzie). 
That ever-to-be-lamented accident at Bulli has, doubtless, had tho effect of exciting the utmost vigilance; 
and therefore no reflections of any kind should in tho least he cast on the officer appointed to carry out 
the regulations they are specially called on to perform, no matter where. The Inspector has done his duty 
by taking the course that he has taken, no matter whom he may offend ; otherwise he would not be fit for 
his position, especially when the lives of fully ninety-three men might bo at stake. And now I must in 
justice say a few words of the manager, Mr. Neilson, whom 1 have known for over eight years, and I can 
safely say that I have ever considered him a most humane man, always spoken of as a careful one—one 
who would not for a single moment put the life of any man in jeopardy, if he knew it. Yet even this 
matter, as complained of by the Inspector, inight have been unknown to him and not reported. Hero, I 
must observe, that all managers or agents of mines are responsible for the acts of the officers beneath 
them, unless they can show gross and wilful negligence to their orders. In fact I laid this down in a col
liery case from Mmmi somo time ago, in this way, or a way similar to it. A manager or agent is like 
the captain of a man-of-war, who gives his orders and secs them carried out, and where disobeyed the 
delinquent is punished; so here, he is either degraded or dismissed. I have said this much in justice to 
the persons concerned, and now I deliver my judgment.

This action was properly brought under the 25th section of the 39th Victoria No. 31; and as in 
the latter part of the section it states that the Court, if satisfied that the owner or agent has taken active 
measures for complying with the notice or with the award, but has not with reasonable diligence been 
able to complete the work, may adjourn any proceedings taken before punishing such offence; and if the 
works arc completed within a reasonable time no penalty shall he inflicted. Now, as the evidence for the 
defence—all highly practical men accustomed to fiery mines in tho mother-country—have said that that por
tion of the mine, the Jubilee heading, was perfectly safe at the time they visited it, and that the intake 
air from that shaft, from alterations made, is perfectly pure, and that the blowers give little or no gas off 
from the floor, and neither any likelihood of the slightest danger to the men working in splits Nos. 3 and
4,1 am fully satisfied that the mine is perfectly safe and the men’s lives in no way placed in jeopardy in 
so far as human forethought can devise against. Here! regret to say that I consider portions of the Act 
already stated do not apply to the remedy effected, but to the intention of the Inspector’s notice. It 
may happen that similar cases may occur, so many coal-mines being opened, perhaps presided over hymen 
who try to defy all legal authority and all moral responsibility in their greed for obtaining money—not

caring
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earing foH,he lives of those working for them so Ions aii they can obtain any benefit to themselves. It 
therefore appears to me that in wording this section the framers of this Act had this iu view ; and there
fore made it imperative that the Inspector’s notice on all occasions should bo attended to. Consequently, 
1 find myself unable to deal with it as I could wish. Now, the remedy as adopted by the defendant, not 
being perfected under the provisions made by the notice referred to, I am therefore compelled, iu support 
of the inattention paid to the Inspector’s notice, to inflict a fine as a caution to others, whicli fine in this 
case will bo merely nominal. 1 therefore order you, John Young Neilson, to pay a line of £.1; if not paid 
directly, to be levied by distress; at the same time I have found from the evidence before me that tho 
mine is perfectly safe and free from any danger, so far as human wisdom can foresee.

Mr. Want: 1 will have to ask your "Worship to state a special case for the Supreme Court.
The Police Magistrate : Will you dictate it for me.
Mr. Want: We will have it stated in writing ; it is a strictly legal matter.
The Police Magistrate : I may tell you, gentlemen, that I have had a great difficulty in arriving at 

a proper conclusion in tliis case. A more important case has not engaged my attention, and I could 
arrive at no other conclusion.

Mr. Want: I hope your Worship will not think that I am finding fault with your decision. My 
client does not care about the fine, being quite satisfied now that the reputation of tho mine has been 
cleared. What we propose to do is to take the opinion of the If nil Court upon the matter at issue upou 
the points of law.

The Police Magistrate : Certainly, because my decision would be a precedent, unless it were upset. 
Wbat would be the use of these G-ovemment Inspectors, unless their authority is respected.

Mr. Want: Tho information charges us with an actual offence. The second charge is with respect 
to tho door, but that can only come within the 12th section, and the third is non-compliance of the 
notice. But we have adopted the only remedy suggested there.

The Police Magistrate.- I had it in view that the thing had been remedied, but I cannot see my 
way clear to overlook fhe inattention to the Inspector's notice.

Mr. Want- Then your Worship puts this construction on it, that we must do whatever tho 
Inspector directs.

The Police Magistrate: I do not Ray that. The Inspector’s notice is sent in, and there is a certain 
power given in the Act to go to arbitration, to say whether the Inspector is right or wrong. I have no 
power to give you relief otherwise than by arbitration. I only wish I could say there was an end of it.

Mr. Want: Then you say that, although we have remedied this thing, iu effect, hy not having gone 
to arbitration, you are debarred from dealing with the case itself.
' Mr. Edmunds : I beg to apply to your Worship for costs. Of course I would not do so if all the 
cost were to fall personally on Mr. Neilson, but you know that it is the Company who will have to pay 
the money.

The Police Magistrate: The costs of Court wilt follow the decision.
Mr. Want: I would like your Worship to hear me before you give any decision as to costs. I 

submit to you that this is essentially a casc in which costs ought uot to he given. 1 feel perfectly certain 
that if you had the power to deal with this case on its merits you would not have inflicted a fine at all. 
My client, under a misconstruction of this statute, tho Coal-mines Begulation Act, threw' aside the 
privilege which he had of going to arbitration, and now comes into Court. I am quite sure that your 
Worship would now say, if you saw this mine, that it is in a. perfectly safe condition.

The Police Magistrate: .1 admit what you say, that no penalty should have been inflicted if the 
case had been dealt with on its merits.

Mr. Want: It is very hard for me to Ray, your Worship, what the true construction of this 2oth 
section is : hut as you have said that you would not have inflicted a penalty if you could have helped it, 
then we should not be mulct in costs. Wo are here, in consequence of having misread a very 
difficult section of tho Act.

The Police Magistrate: But, at the same time, it is necessary to fine ns a caution to others.
Mr. Want.: Yes, I understand that; but your fining us is the result which the Inspector desired. 

But you do this only because you cannot help it, for we are clearly entitled to a verdict on the merits of 
the casc. The Government inight, at all events up to the present time, have sent their Inspector down to 
see whether the ventilation was right or not. We arc charged with an offence and brought here, when 
Mr. Mackenzie or any man of experience, might have gone down aud ascertained if the mine was all 
right. We ought not to be punished here hy the infliction of costs for an offence which your Worship 
finds, as a matter of fact, does not exist at all—a mere technical offence. But we are charged hero with 
having an unsafe mine, although you find it to bo perfectly safe. 1 never heard of the Crown asking for 
costs before in such a case as this, after taking advantage of a technicality to snatch a verdict.

The Police 'Magisirale : That is the point that I cannot get over.
ilfr. Want: I quite see that your Worship was compelled to give a verdict against us hy your 

construction of the statute. I have still my own opinion of the lawr, hut still I admit now that you have 
given your decision that it was tbe only course for you to take, and tbat you were bound to give it that 
way. We would have got the verdict only for this technical objection on tbe part of the Crown, and I 
submit that we ought not to be punished with costs.

Mr. Edmunds: My learned friend is confusing the two questions again, as usual. On the legal 
question that the defendant was guilty of disobedience to the Inspector, 1 am with my learned friend, 
but certainly uot with him in saying that the merits of the case wore in his favour, They have acted in 
violation of the law, and on that point they have no merits at all, and then they come here aud dispute 
with us as to whether the mine was safe or not. My learned friend raises a false issue, and then asks 
the Crown to take it up, which we refuse to do. I hope your Worship will not’, depart from the usual 
practice in such" matters, but that you will give us costs.

The Police Magistrate : What will he the amount of costs?
Jf?'. Edmunds : We do not ask for much.
Mr. Want: We have simply made the mine safe, but not in the way that the Inspector wished, so 

that the merits of tbe case are in our favour.
The Police Magistrate : 1 will uot give costs ; the Government will have to pay I hem.
The Court then adjourned.

[Oue plan.]
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1687.
(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

APPLICATIONS POE MINERAL LEASES.
(INFORMATION RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 14 December, 1SS7.

RETURN to an Order made I>y the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New* 
South Wales, dated 31st May, 1887, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,— *

“ A Return of all Mineral Lease Applications which have been refused in 
“ consequence of the applicants wishing to withdraw or abandon same, 
“ showing in detail (1) names of applicants, (2) date of application, 
“ (3) date of refusal, (4) area applied for, (5) amount refunded, (6) any 
“ special reasons for the action taken.”

(Mr. Moore.)

Names of Applicants. Date of 
Application.

1
Date of Refusal* j Area

applied for.
Amount

refunded. | Any special 
reasons for action 

taken.

a. r. P' £ s. d.
W. Litchfield ...................................................... 1!) Aag., 1S75 4 Sept., 1876 20 0 0 Nil. Abandoned.
.1. Robyns ................................................................. 23 July, 187o 23 Nov., 1876 80 0 0
T. Blake and others............................................... 33 Nov., 1875 16 Dec., 1876 20 0 0
T. Garrett................................................................. 2S Aug., 1874 30 „ 1876 40 0 0
C. J. Hope and others............................................ 2!) Sept., 1875 H „ 1876 20 0 0
G. H, Langley ......................................................... 27 June, 1876 21 Sept., 1877 120 0 0
M. Larkon and another ....................................... 18 Dec., 1874 16 Nov.. 1877 50 0 0 17 10 0
W. Litchfield ......................................................... 25 Sept., 1878 21 Jan., 1878 20 0 0 Nil.
A. Lindsay............................................................... 22 Dec., 1877 23 April, 1878 40 0 0 10 0 0
W, Palmer................................................................. 15 April, 1878 1 July, 1878 20 0 0 Nil.
C. Rogers ................................................................. 29 May, 1877 22 „ 1878 4 0 0 5 0 0 j
H. Copeland............................................................. 7 June, 1878 26 „ 1878 40 0 0 15 0 0

Do ............................................................ 7 „ 1878 26 „ 1878 40 0 0 13 15 0
Danger Gedye ......................................................... 2 Feb., 1876 21 Sept., 1878 50 0 0 Nil.

1>0 ......................................................... 2 „ 1876 21 „ 1878 50 0 0
E. J ones................................................................... 23 Sept., 1878 23 May, 1880 40 0 0 15 0 0 ,,
W. E. Wilson ......................................................... 17 June, 1880 23 Sept., 1880 20 0 0 5 0 0
S. W. Moore............................................................. 17 Sept., 1880 7 Dec., 1880 20 0 0 Nil.
W. White and others............................................ 5 Oct., 1880 7 „ 1880 40 0 0 15 0 0
Ah 1'oou.................................................................... 7 Dec., 1880 8 Mar., 1881 20 0 0 Nil.
J. Munro and others ............................................. 20 Jan., 1881 8 April, 1881 40 0 0 1) H
J. Backes ................................................................. 17 May, 1880 25 May, 1881 20 0 0 9 0 0
J. Madden and others ....................................... 4 ,, 1880 31 „ 1881 80 0 0 Nil. t f

Withdrawn.M. MTvor................................................................. 17 „ 1881 12 July, 1881 20 0 0
H. Harding and another......................................... 16 Nov., 1877 13 Sept., 1881 20 0 0 9 0 0 Abandoned.
W. H. Martin and others ...................................... 5 Oct., 1878 13 1881 40 0 0 Nil.

Do do ...................................... 5 „ 1878 13 „ 1881 40 0 0
G. Taylor and others ............................................. 15 May, 1880 13 „ 1881 20 0 0
P. Crane..................................................................... 22 July, 1881 20 „ 1881 20 0 0 5 0 0
W. Metcalfe and others......................................... 17 Sept., 1881 31 Jan., 1882 40 0 0 10 0 0
G. T. T. Butler......................................................... 7 Feb., 1881 3 Feb,, 1882 40 0 0 10 0 0
G. A. Welsh............................................................. 8 Dec., 1881 24 „ 1882 80 0 0 20 0 0
F. Grive and another .............................................. 23 Feb., 1881 9 May, 1882 40 0 0 15 0 0
A. Evershed and others......................................... 21 April, 1880 9 „ 1882 80 0 0 Nil. n

Do do .......................................... 21 „ 1880 9 „ 1382 40 0 0 H
Do do .......................................... 17 May, 1880 9 ,, 1832 20 0 0
Do do ...................................... . 25 1880 9 „ 1882 20 0 0
Do do .......................................... 25 ,, 1880 9 „ 1882 20 0 0 >» M
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]■"' Names of Applicants. Date of 
ApMieati* n. Date of Ecfuful. Area

apphed for.
Amount;

refunded.

1
I Any special 
reasons for action 

taken.

n. r. p- £ s. d.
TY, Baker ancl others ............................................. 27 Jan., 1882 16 June, ISS2 20 0 0 5 0 0 Abandoned.
J. Smoker and others ......................................... 1 Sept., 1 SSI 27 „ 1SS2 40 0 0 Nib
T. P, Davis and others ....................................... C Aug., 1SS0 1 Aug., 1SS2 30 0 0 11 10 0
W, L, Oit.............................................................. 11 Jan,, 1SS2 15 „ JS82 80 0 0 26 0 0
C. Boy os................................................................... 20 .. 1SS2 15 „ 1SS2 20 0 0 9 0 0
J. Meek.................................................................... 22 Feb., 1SS2 22 „ 1SS2 40 0 0 5 0 0
W, Meares and others............................................ 22 June, 1SS1 22 ,, 1SS2 20 0 0 9 0 0
X J. Budder and otliers......................................... 17 Dec., ISS1 2S Nov., 18S2 5 0 0 Nil.
J. H. Vicq................................................................. IS Jan , 1SS2 5 Dee., 1SS2 20 0 0 5 0 0
J. \Y. Benson and another..................................... 23 Mav, 1SS2 5 „ 1SS2 80 0 0 26 0 0
G. Trener and others ............................................ 10 Aug., ISSt 5 ., 1SS2 SO 0 0 26 0 0
W. Seaman ............................................................. 25Ma\, 1SS2 5 „ 1SS2 80 0 0 26 0 0
H. W. Callan and another..................................... 4 Aug., 18S2 3 Jan., 1SSJ 40 0 0 10 0 0
B. X Swyny and others ....................................... 1!) June, 1SS2 9 „ ISS3 40 0 0 15 0 0 it
J. Booth and others................................................. 30 „ 1SS2 9 „ 1SS3 20 0 0 4 0 0
M. H. Fitzhardinge and others .......................... 29 April, I SSI 1G „ 1SS3 20 0 0 5 0 0
X A. Monahan and others.................................... 12 Aug., 1SS1 C Feb., 1SS3 40 0 0 13 19 0
W. F. Wood .......................................................... 22 Nov., 1SS2 6 „ 1SS3 30 0 0 7 10 0
A. Hope and others................................................. 2 Aug., 1SS2 20 1SS3 20 0 0 9 0 0 it

Do ................................................. 2 ., ISS‘2 20 „ 1883 20 0 0 9 0 0
B. 0, Holterman ................................................... 29 July, 1SS2 27 „ 1SS3 60 0 0 13 0 0
A, Murray and others ........................................... 17 Nov., 1SS1 S ilay, 1SS3 40 0 0 15 0 0

Do ............................................ 21 „ 18S1 S „■ 1SS3 20 0 0 9 0 0
Do ............................................ 2S „ 18S1 S „ 1SS3 20 0 0 9 0 0
Do ............................................ GDec,, 1SS1 8 ,, ISS3 20 0 0 9 0 0

T. H. Hale ........................................................... 1 „ 1SS1 22 „ 1SS3 5 0 0 o 0 0
It. W. Walmsley and others................................. 20 May, J8S2 12 June, 1SS3 20 0 0 5 0 0 it
J. W. Burton............................................................ 16 Dec , 1SS1 12 „ ISS3 20 0 0 5 0 0
E. Irby and others ................................................. 17 April, 1SS2 26 „ 1SS3 60 0 0 15 0 0 17

Do ................................................. 17 „ 1SS2 26 „ 1SS3 40 0 0 10 0 0
T. Evans and others................................................. 23 Nov.. 1SS1 17 July, 1S83 10 0 0 12 0 0 It
A. Cad ell ............................................................... 7 Oct., 18S2 24 „ 1SS3 20 0 0 5 0 0

Do ................................................................ 15 Jan., 1SS3 24 ,, 1SS3 40 0 0 10 0 0 it
J. Kicly and another ........................................... 15 April, 1SS2 14 Aug., 1883 SO 0 0 26 0 0 n
A. M'Donald and another.................................... S Doc., 1 SSI 14 ,, 1SS3 so 0 0 25 9 6 t
J Price and others ................................................. 20 July, 1SS2 28 „ 1SS3 20 0 0 5 0 0 it
H. Maclean ............................................................. 31 Oct., 1S79 23 „ 1SS3 20 0 0 9 0 0 it
W. Tally ................................................................. 2 April, 1SS3 2S „ 1SS3 40 0 0 Nil. 11
J. Lennox and another ......................................... 15 May, 18S2 IS Sept,, 1SS3 20 0 0 5 0 0 i
P. Wright and another ......................................... 13 Mar., 1SS2 IS ,, 18S3 40 0 0 10 0 0 ti
E. Irby and others ................................................ 24 Feb., 18S2 IS „ 1SS3 20 0 0 5 0 0 n
E. Amos and others................................................ 16 Jan,, 1SS2 IS „ 1SS3 SO 0 0 20 0 0 it
J, Grant.................................................................... 3 Feb., 18S2 IS ., ISS3 80 0 0 20 0 0
R. Waddups........................................................... 20 J uuc, 1SS2 IS „ 1SS3 20 0 0 Nil. it
G. E. Cass............................................................... 12 Aug., 1SS2 20 „ 1S83 20 0 0 Withdrawn,
W. H. Champion and another .. .......................... 14 July, 1SS2 2 Oct., 1SS3 20 0 0 i > Abandoned.
E. X S'wny and others ....................................... 21 June, 1SS2 2 „ 1SS3 40 0 0 >> >>
A. Bonverset and another..................................... 6 Mar., 1SS3 2 „ 1SS3 40 0 0 10 0 0
J. B. Watt................................................................ 28 Sept., ISSl 23 „ 1SS3 20 0 0 5 0 0
D. M 'Manus and others ....................................... 30 April, 1S81 23 „ 1SS3 20 0 0 Nil. ti
X E. Elliott ............................................................. 25 Feb, 1SS2 23 „ 1SS3 20 0 0 5 0 0 it
X Ourtaiu............................................................... 20 April, 1SS2 20 Nov., 1SS3 25 0 0 6 5 0 »
G- Francis and others............................................ 20 Julv, 1SS2 27 „ 1SS3 40 0 0 20 0 0 11
B. Devlin ............................................................... 19 Sept., 1SS3 27 „ 1883 25 0 0 6 5 0 it
X Reid ................................................................... 10 June, I8S2 27 „ 1SS3 20 0 0 5 0 0 il

Do .................................................................... 10 „ 1SS2 27 „ 1883 20 0 0 5 0 0 it
X T. Gard................................................................. S Dec., 1SS2 27 „ 1SS3 20 0 0 5 0 0 it
W, Donoglnie and others .................................... 28 Mar., 1883 27 „ 1SS3 20 0 0 Nil. r>
X White ................................................................. 13 , 1S83 27 „ 1SS3 20 0 0 9 0 0 ti
G. M'Lean............................................................... 30 June, 1883 2 Jan., 18S4 SO 0 0 24 19 0 i)
C, Chappie................................................................ 6 Sept., 1883 15 ,, 1S84 40 0 0 15 0 0 ft

Do ................................................................. 6 ,, 1SS3 15 „ 1884 40 0 0 15 0 0 ti
T. O’Keefe and others............................................. 7 April, ISSl 15 ,, 1884 20 0 0 5 0 0 it

Do ............................................ 7 ., ISSl 15 1884 20 0 0 5 0 0 a
A. Cadell ............................................................... 5 Nov., 1SS2 29 ,. 1884 20 0 0 10 0 0 n
X H, Vicq............................................................... IS Jan., 1SS2 5 Feb., 1884 40 0 0 5 0 0 it
J, M‘Intyre and others ........................................ 4 April, 1SS2 5 „ 1884 40 0 0 14 9 6 it
A. Cadell ............................................................... 20 Feb., 1882 5 „ 1884 20 0 0 5 0 0 It

Do ................................................................ 29 April, 1SS2 5 ,, 1884 20 0 0 5 0 0 It
Do ................................................................ 29 ., 1S82 5 „ 1884 40 0 0 10 O 0
Do ................................................................. 3 Oct., 1SS2 5 ,, ISS4 20 0 0 5 0 0 tt
Do ............................................................... 3 ,, 1SS2 5 „ 1SS4 20 0 0 5 0 0

J. Reid and others ................................................. 24 Feb., 1SS3 12 „ 1SS4 20 0 0 5 0 0
W. H. Reynolds ................................................... l!)Ort., 1883 11 Mar., 1884 40 0 0 Nil. tt

Do ................................................... 19 „ 1S83 H „ 1S84 40 0 0 it It
T. Coglan ............................................................... 6 April, 1SS2 11 „ 18S4 40 0 0 t) n
J, M'Grath ............................................................. ’ 1 Dec., ISSl 1 April, 1884 SO 0 0 n 3) .

Do ............................................................. 1 „ ISSl 1 „ 1884 80 0 0 it
Do .............................................................. 1 „ ISSl 1 „ 1884 80 0 0 11
Do ............................................................. 1 „ ISSl 1 „ 1884 so 0 0 it tt

Yee Lee.................................................................... 7 Nov., 1SS2 16 „ 1884 20 0 0 ti it
L. N. Kennedy' and others................................... 23 July, 1SS3 29 ,, 1884 40 0 0 r> o 0 t)
G. S. King................................................................ 15 Feb., 1SS2 29 „ 1884 20 0 0 Nil.
H. Copeland ........................................................... 30 May, 1SS3 29 „ 1884 37 0 0 9 5 0 11

Do ............................................................. 30 „ 1SS3 29 „ 1884 30 0 0 7 10 0
W. Rooney and others ......................................... 15 Sept., 1882 13 May, 1884 40 0 0 10 0 0 3t
A. X Dodds and others ........................................ 20 Aug., ISSl 13 „ 1SS4 40 0 0 10 0 0 ti

J, Cmnbcrton ......................................................... 15 Feb.. 1SS4 3 June, 1884 20 0 0 Nil. tt

R. A. Adams andjOthers............... ....................... 30 Oct., 1SS3 3 „ 1884 640 0 0 160 0 0
A. W. King ........................................................... 20 Feb., 1SS3 10 „ 3884 60 0 0 15 0 0 Withdrawn.
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Names of Applicants*

W. H. Yatea................................
J, Murphy......................................

Do ......................................
J. Hamilton ..................................
A. W. K, Hamniond ...............
IT, Stormer......................................

Do .....................................
D. Magarolas and others.............
J. Beckett and others..................
E, Clarke ......................................
A. K. Blackwood.........................•

Do .........................
Do ..........................
Do ..........................
Do ..........................

J. Ettershank ..............................
E. F. Irvine ..................................

Do ..................................
Do ..................................
Do ................................
Do ..................................
Do ..................................
Do ..................................
Do ..................................

C. C. Mahoney and another .......
L. M. C. Seton............................

Do ..............................
Shew Gunn ..................................
B. Hons well and another ...........
K. , Fullerton and another .......
F. Green.........................................
A. Davis and others......................

Do ......................
F. E. Harris and others..............
J. Purcell .....................................
J. Knight and others ..................

Do ..................
J. Judge .......................................

Do ....................................
T. Murphy .................................
,T. Donaldson and others..............
C. A. Malloy and others..............
J, Donaldson and others..............

Do ..............
E. Jeffrey and others ..................
K, . J, Whiteford and others ...
J. Lovett .....................................
P. Campbell ..................................

Do .................................
Do and another ........

J. Hall .........................................
J. R. Brcmner and another ......
R. D. Adams..................................
Ah Chew .....................................
A. M'Auley ................................
J. Begley and another ...............
W. H. Madew ..............................
W. Campbell and others..............
G. Humphreys and others..........
E. E. Sullivan ..............................
H. Prymont and another ..........
J. Honey ....................................
A. Cadell ......................................
J. M'Carthy..................................
C. Baker........................................
A. M'Donald..................................
L, Bloom and another..................

^ Do ..................
TV. Moore and others..................

Do ..................
H. Grico........................................
J. Connor and another ..............
J. M'Carthy................................
T. M. Barnes and others ..........
J. Muirson and others..................
E. H. Bccke and another ...........
T. Brown ......................................
W. G. Gtbson and another...........
W. H, Wright and another ......

Do .......
H. P. Mullens ..............................
Kong Sing and another .............
P. H, Williams and another.......

Do .......
J. Neven........................................
W. J. Clarke.................................
T. W. Chambers ..........................

Do ..........................
■ Do ..........................

Do ...........................

Date of 
Application. Date of Refusal. Ar&a

applied for.
Amount

refunded.
Any special 

reasons for action 
taken.

a. r. p- £ a. d.
14 Nov., ISSl 17 June, 1884 40 0 0 10 0 0 Abandoned.
2 „ 1SS2 17 „ 1884 20 0 0 5 0 0
2 „ 1SS2 17 ., 1884 40 0 0 10 0 0
2 July, 1SS3 1 July, 1884 30 0 0 7 10 0

28 Mar., 1SS4 15 „ 1884 40 0 0 Nil.
20 Aug., 1SS3 15 „ 1884 20 0 0
20 „ 18S3 15 „ 1884 40 0 0

1 April, ISS4 15 „ 1884 20 0 0 9 0 0
10 Oct., 1883 22 „ 1884 20 0 0 Nil,
27 Sept., 1883 12 Aug., 1884 640 0 0 IDS 0 0
24 June, 1SS4 2 Sept., 1884 SO 0 0
24 „ 1884 2 „ 1884 SO 0 0 (
24 „ 1SS4 2 „ 1384 40 0 0 1- 97 0 0
24 „ 1884 2 „ 1884 40 0 0 j
24 „ 1884 2 „ 1884 40 0 0 J
24 „ 1SS4 2 ,, 1884 40 0 0 15 0 0
24 „ 1SS4 0 ,, 1834 40 0 0 1
24 „ 1S84 2 „ 1884 40 0 0
24 „ 1884 2 „ 1884 40 0 0
24 „ 1SS4 2 „ 1884 40 0 0
24 ,, 1884 2 „ 1884 40 0 0 f- U 0
24 „ 3884 2 „ 1884 40 0 0
•24 „ 1884 2 „ 1884 40 0 0
24 „ 1884 2 „ 1334 40 0 0 ;

1 Sept., 1884 IS Nov., 1884 40 0 0 Nil.
IS „ 1884 IS „ 1S‘4 80 0 0 20 0 0
IS „ 1884 IS ,, 1884 SO 0 0 20 0 0
o Mav, 1884 9 Dec., 1884 20 0 0 Nil.

28 July, 1882 30 „ 1884 40 0 0 10 0 0
IS Aug., 1884 13 Jan., 1885 40 0 0 15 0 0
30 Sept., 1884 28 „ 1885 20 0 0 9 0 0
0 „ 1884 28 „ 1885 40 0 0 15 0 0
9 „ 1884 28 „ 1885 40 0 0 15 0 0
7 Julv, 1SS4 24 Feb,, 1885 80 0 0 20 0 0

21 Nov-,, 1884 24 ,, 1885 40 0 0 Nil.
20 Sept., 1884 17 Mar., 1885 20 0 0 5 0 0
20 „ 1834 17 ,, 1885 20 0 0 5 .0 0
27 Oct., 1884 17 ,, 1885 20 0 0 5 0 0
27 „ 3884 17 „ 1885 20 0 0 5 0 0
12 Sept., 1884 24 ,, 1885 20 0 0 5 0 0
23 „ 3884 31 ,, 1885 40 0 0 15 0 0
23 „ 3SS4 31 „ 1885 40 0 0 15 0 0

7 Oct., 1884 31 ,, ISSe) 40 0 0 13 15 0
9 „ 1884 31 „ 1885 40 0 0 13 15 0
9 „ 1884 19 May, 1885 20 0 0 Nil.

11 Feb., 1884 2 June, 1885 20 0 0
28 „ 1884 2 „ 1885 40 0 0 13 19 0
10 „ 18S4 2 „ 1885 20 0 0 9 0 0
10 „ 1884 2 ,, 1885 20 0 0 9 0 0
Hi ,, 1884 2 ,, 1885 20 0 0 9 0 0.
24 Jan., 1885 2 ,, 1885 40 0 0 Nil.
5 Feb., 1385 2 „ 1880 20 0 0
7 „ 1885 2 1SS5 200 0 0 50 0 0

27 Oct., 1SS4 2 ,, 1SS5 20 0 0 Nil.
23 Fob., 18S5 2 ,, 1885 20 0 0 5 0 0
10 Mar., 1885 2 „ 1885 20 0 0 9 0 0
14 Jan., 1885 9 „ 1885 20 0 0 5 0 0
6 July, 3SS2 24 ,, 1885 20 0 0 Nil.
i Au£m 1882 24 „ 1885 40 0 0 10 0 0

22 Sept., 1884 24 „ 1885 50 0 0 12 10 0
20 „ 1884 24 „ 1885 20 0 0 5 0 0
30 Mar., 1SS5 24 „ 1885 20 0 0 6 0 0 ”
20 Sept., 1884 24 „ 1885 20 0 0 5 0 0
22 Dee., JS84 24 ,» 18S5 20 0 0 5 0 0

1 Sept., 18S0 7 July, 1885 40 0 0
26 Ang., 1881 'J „ 1885 20 0 0 9 0 0

0 May, 1885 7 „ JS85 40 0 0 15 0 0
o „ 1885 7 „ 1885 40 0 0 15 0 0
9 July, 1880 17 „ 1885 50 0 0 Nil.
9 „ 1880 17 „ 1885 50 0 0

21 Feb., 1885 17 „ 1885 20 0 0
24 May, 1884 21 „ 1885 40 0 0 30 0 0

9 Jan., 1885 11 Aug., 1885 20 0 0 9 0 0
13 June, 1885 IS „ 1SS5 50 0 0 12 10 0
4 „ 1885 18 „ 1885 20 0 0 5 0 0

24 April, 1S85 18 „ 1885 40 0 0 15 0 0
9 Aug., 1884 8 Sept., 1885 40 0 0 10 0 0

20 „ 1884 8 ,, 1885 40 0 0 10 0 0
5 ,, 1884 22 „ 1885 SO 0 0 20 0 0
5 „ 1884 22 „ 1885 40 0 0 10 0 0

22 June, 1885 22 ,, 1885 20 0 0 9 0 0
9 July, 1885 22 ,, 1885 20 0 0 2 0 0

IS „ 1885 22 ,, 1885 20 0 0 4 0 0
IS „ 1885 22 „ 1885 20 0 0 Nil,28 „ 1880 22 ,, 1885 20 0 010 Jan., 1885 27 Oct., 1885 40 0 0 10 0 020 Aug., 1885 3 Nov., 18S5 40 0 0 15 0 020 ,, 1885 3 ,, 1885 40 0 0 15 0 020 „ 1SS5 3 ,, 1885 40 0 0 15 0 0.20 „ 1885 3 ,, 1885 40 0 0 15 0 0 J1
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Karnes of Applicants, Date of 
Application. Date of Refusal. Area

applied for.
Amount

refunded.
Any special 

reasons loractUm 
taken.

a. r. p- £ s. d.
J. Hieuworth ......................................................... 21 Mar., 18SC 17 Nov., 1885 20 0 0 7 19 0 Abandoned.
C. Rogers ................................................................. 27 Oct., 1884 17 1885 20 0 0 5 O 0 J)
J, Davis..................................................................... 9 Sept., 1885 17 >> 1885 50 0 0 17 10 0 it
W. E. L. Gaffney and another.............................. 17 Aug., 1885 24 >1 1SS5 20 0 0 5 0 0 tt
H. Lane ..................................................................... 26 July, 1883 24 1885 40 0 0 10 0 0 JI
C. Carrott and another ......................................... 20 April, 1877 24 it 1885 20 0 0 Nil. tt
C. Pauley and other's ............................................ 4 Aug., 1885 24 tr 1885 20 0 0 2 0 0 ft
P. MTavish............................................................. 17 „ 1885 24 ) t 1885 40 0 0 j R 6 o

Do ............................................................. 17 „ 1885 24 >♦ 1SS5 40 0 0
H. Hughes and another......................................... 14 July, 1885 24 1885 40 0 0 Nil. tt
K. H, Kennedy ..................................................... 10 Aug., 1885 24 1885 40 0 0 15 0 0 rr

Do ..................................................... 10 „ 1885 24 1885 40 0 0 13 15 0 tt
Do ..................................................... 10 „ 1885 24 1885 40 0 0 13 15 0 11
Do .................................................... 10 „ 1885 24 1885 40 0 0 13 15 0 !)

10 ,, 1885 24 1885 40 0 0 13 15 0 11
Do ..................................................... 10 „ 1885 24 1885 40 0 0 13 15 0 it
Do .................................................... 10 „ 1885 24 1885 40 0 0 13 15 0 tt
Do ..................................................... 10 „ 1885 24 1885 40 0 0 13 15 0 >r
Do .................................................... 10 „ 1885 24 1885 40 0 0 13 15 0 it
Do ..................................................... 10 „ 1885 24 1885 40 0 0 13 15 0 Jt

L. F. Sachs ............................................................. 26 Sept., 1885 24 7> 1885 40 0 0 10 0 0 tr
J. Hamilton ............................................................. 2 Feb., 1885 1 Dec., 1885 20 0 0 7 0 0 tt
H. Hughes and another.......................................... 10 Sept., 1885 1 1 J 1885 40 0 0 Nil. Ji
W. Wiles and another .......................................... 6 Aug., 1884 5 Jam, 1SS6 40 0 0 15 0 0 j i
J, T. Sheldon and others ...................................... 20 Sept., 1835 5 J? 1SS6 40 0 0 Nil
L. Cummings and others ......... ............................ 29 „ 1885 0 JJ 1886 20 0 0 7 19 0 11
J. Lambert ............................................................. 10 Aug., 1885 5 1886 40 0 0 15 0 0 tt
E. V. Gayer and another ..................................... 10 „ 1885 5 a 1886 20 0 0 0 0 0 It
H, Fisher and another ........................................ 10 ,, 1885 0 1886 20 0 0 9 0 0 It
G. V. Gayer and another ...................................... 10 ,, 1885 5 ji 1SS6 29 0 0 9 0 0 it
W. P. Hickey ......................................................... 10 „ 1885 5 SI 1886 40 0 0 15 0 0 it
R. G. Graham ......................................................... 10 „ 1885 5 71 1886 40 0 0 15 0 0 JJ
B, Britten................................................................. 27 April, 1885 5 J J 1SSC 40 0 0 15 0 0 11
K. Waters and others ........................................ IS Sept., 1SS4 19 )) 1886 SO 0 0 20 0 0 tt

Do ............................................. 18 „ 1884 19 1386 SO 0 0 20 0 0 ti
A. Alderman mitl another..................................... 4 Nov., 1885 19 II 1886 20 0 0 Nil. ti
W. Beaumont ......................................................... 14 Sept., 1885 19 > 1SS6 30 0 0 7 10 0 tt

Do ......................................................... 14 ,, 1885 19 1SS6 50 0 0 12 10 0 Jt
1 Aug., 1885 19 1886 20 0 0 Nil. Withdrawn.

G. S. Pender............................................................. 22 Sept., 1885 2 Feb., 1886 60 0 0 20 0 0 Abandoned.
John Gallagher and another................................. 14 Aug., 1884 2 if 1SS6 20 0 0 9 0 0 >>
W, A. Kirby and another..................................... 17 Mar., 1885 2 tt 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 j J

Do .................................... 17 „ 1885 2 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 tt
Do ...................................... 17 „ 1885 2 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 Jt

E. Donnelly ............................................................. 10 Aug., 1885 5 1SS6 40 0 0 15 0 0 ) J
Do ............................................................. 10 „ 1SS5 5 1886 40 0 0 IS 0 0 tt

E. P. Evans ........................................................... 8 June, 1885 16 1886 60 0 0 15 0 0 11
J. M'Donough ......................................................... 30 Nov., 1885 16 tt 1886 40 0 0 Nil. it
T. Kerr and another ............................................. 10 Sept,, 1885 2 Mar., 1880 40 0 0 3 8 6 u

•H. F. Hawson ......................................................... 30 ,, 1865 9 JJ 1S86 40 0 0 Nd. tt
Do ......................................................... 30 „ 1885 9 It 1886 40 0 0 JJ it
Do ......................................................... 30 „ 1885 9 1886 40 0 0 SS t>
Do ........................................................ 30 ,, 1885 9 1886 40 0 0 tt It

A. L. Garot ............................................................. 28 July, 1885 30 It 1886 ' 40 0 0 10 0 0 tt
W. H. Kayser ....................................................... 13 Jan., 1885 13 April, 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 it
P. Donnelly ............................................................ 10 Ang., 1885 13 JT 1886 40 0 0 15 0 0 it
T. Murphy................................................................ 6 Nov., 1885 13 tt 1886 20 0 0 Nil, tt
C. A. M. Billyard ................................................. l Sept.71SS5 13 it 1886 60 0 0 Jt tt
E, W. Trichon and others..................................... 29 Aug., 1885 13 3SS6 40 0 0 10 0 0 Withdrawn.
S. C. T. Brownrigg and another .......................... 9 Mar., 1880 13 Jt 1886 20 0 0 Nil. Abandoned.
M. C. Renhan and another .................................. 6 Sept., 1884 30 t) 1886 40 0 0 S G J>

A. S. Low ................................... ............ ........ . 21 Oct., 1885 7 May, 1886 20 0 0 9 0 0 ti
W. Watkins and others......................................... 20 Feb,, 1836 7 Jt 1886 40 0 0 Nil. Jt
A. L. Garot ............................................................. 8 June, 1885 7 It 1886 25 0 0 10 5 0 it
W. A. Kirby and others........................................ 31 Mar., 1885 21 tt 1SS6 40 0 0 Nil
W. P. Pridham......................................................... 14 July, 1885 8 June, 1886 20 0 0 5 0 0 It
W. E. Overton......................................................... 19 May, 1884 IS JJ 1886 80 0 0 Iso 0

Do ......................................................... 19 „ 1884 18 1886 so 0 0 f „ „
17 Aug., 1885 18 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 ! i

Bo ......................................................... 17 „ 1885 18 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 it
Do ........................................................ 17 „ 1885 18 1886 80 0 0 20 0 0 rt
Do ......................................................... 1 j , > 1885 18 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 tt
Do ......................................................... 17 ,, 1885 18 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 ti
Do ......................................................... 17 „ 1885 18 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 it

9 Oct., 1885 IS tt 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 • t
J. Roberts and another ......................................... 26 ,, 1885 IS Jt 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 tt

26 ,, 1885 18 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 it
26 „ 1885 IS 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 it

J. J. Wilkinson and others .................................. 17 Feb., 1886 IS Jt 1886 40 0 0 Nil. it
12 Mar., 1886 18 1886 20 0 0 5 0 0 Jt
26 Aug,, 1885 IS 1886 60 0 0 15 0 0 tt

26 „ 1885 18 Jt 1886 40 0 0 15 0 0 tt

15 Mar., 1880 IS tt 1886 40 0 0 4 0 0 tt

W, Tully ........................................................ 17 May, 1884 22 tt 1886 40 0 0 Nil. it
S. Barrett and another .................................... 8 July, 1885 22 t 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 tt

Bo do ......... ........................... 23 Sept., 1885 22 1886 40 0 0 10 0 0 Jt

W Tully ...................................................... 3 May, 1884 25 1886 40 0 0 Nil ft

'p palk ^ ........................................ 10 Nov., 1885 6 July, 1886 40 0 0 >! tt

25 Oct., 1883 6 1386 40 0 0 >»
D, M. Anderson .............................................. 17 Sept., 1885 6 1886 20 0 0 5 0 0 it
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Names of Applicants. Date of 
Application. Date of Refusal Area

applied for.
Amount
refunded.

Any special 
caserns for action 

taken.

a. r. p, £ s. a.
J. A. Tait ................................................................. 14 Got., 18S3 20 July, 1SS6 40 0 0 10 0 0 Abandoned.
S, Barrett and others ............................................ 2S July, 1SS5 20 „ 1S8G 40 0 0 Nil. JI

l)o and another .......................................... 2S 1SS.1 20 „ 1SS6 40 0 0 10 0 0 J
C. W. Chanman and another................................ 1!) Get., ISSo 20 „ 1SS6 40 0 0 Nil. J

Do .................................. 10 ,, 1SS5 20 „ 1S86 40 0 0 J
Do ................................ 19 ,, 1SS5 20 „ 1SSG 40 0 0 Ji JJ
Do .................................. 19 „ ISSo 20 „ 18S6 40 0 0 i > 1
Do .................................. 10 Dec., ISSo 20 „ 1SSG 40 0 0 >> JJ
Do ................................. 19 ,, 1SS5 20 ,, 1SSC 40 0 0 i i 1J

H. P. Hawson and others .................................... 27 Oct., ISSo 23 „ 1880 40 O 0 10 0 0 11
Do .................................... 2? „ 1SS3 23 „ ISSO 40 0 0 10 0 0 JJ

Do ......................................................................... 27 ,, 1SS5 23 „ ISSO 40 0 0 10 0 0 JJ

Do .................................... 27 ,, 18S3 23 „ 1SS6 40 0 0 10 0 0 > >

Do ......................................................................... 27 „ ISSo 23 „ ISSO 40 0 0 10 0 0 Ji

Do ............................................................................ 27 ,, ISSo 23 „ 1SS6 40 0 0 10 0 0 JJ

Do ..................................... 27 „ 1SS5 23 „ ISSO 40 0 0 10 0 0 JJ

Do ............................................................................ 27 ,, )SS5 23 „ 1SS6 40 0 0 10 0 0 JJ

Do ...................................... 27 ,, ISSo j 23 „ 1880 40 0 0 10 0 0 JJ

N. Glass ..................................................................................................................................... 20 Not., 1SS5 27 Aug., 1SS6 40 0 0 Nil. JJ

W. P. Itooney and others ..................................... 20 Mar,, 1SS6 27 „ ISSO 20 0 0 JJ ij

G. Kott and another ............................................. 27 Jan., 1SS6 27 ., 1880 34 0 0 J J IJ

S. Barrett and another ........................................ 18 July, ISSo 27 ,, 1SS6 40 O O 10 0 0 JJ

S. Barrett and others............................................. 28 „ ISSo 27 „ ISSO 40 O 0 10 0 0 ti
Do .............................................. 2S „ ISSo 27 „ ISSO 40 0 0 10 0 0 It
Do .............................................. 2S „ ISSo 27 „ ISSO 40 O 0 10 0 0 1

JJ

Do ............................................. 2S „ ISSo 27 „ 1SSG 40 0 0 10 0 0 u
Do .............................................. 30 „ ISSo 1SS6 40 0 0 10 0 0 j j
Do ............................................. 30 „ ISSo 27 ,, 1SS6 40 0 0 10 0 0
Do ............................................ SO „ ISSo 27 ;; 1SS6 40 0 0 10 0 0 ! }

T. H. Nutt and others ......................................... S Aug.. 1883 27 „ ISSO 40 0 0 10 0 0 1 J
Do .......................................... S „ ISSo 27 ,, ISSO 40 0 0 10 0 0 JJ

S. Barrett and another ........................................ 19 „ ISSo 27 ,, 1886 40 0 O 10 0 0 ) J

Do .......................................... 19 „ ISSo 27 „ ISSO 40 O 0 10 0 0 J»

Do .......................................... 2 Sept., ISSo 27 „ ISSO 40 O 0 10 0 0 JJ

Do .......................................... 2 „ ISSo 27 ,, 1SS6 40 0 0 10 0 0 JJ

Do ........................................ 2 „ 1SS3 27 „ ISSO 40 0 0 10 0 0 ) 1
Do .......................................... 2 ,, 18S3 27 ,, ISSO 40 0 0 10 0 0 JI

Do .......................................... 2 „ ISSo 1SS6 40 0 0 8 15 0 JJ

Do .......................................... 2 „ ISSo 27 ,, ISSO 40 0 O 10 0 0 IJ

C. P. Franks and others......................................... 21 April, 18SG 21 Sept., ISSO 40 O 0 15 0 0 JI

A. Cowell ............................................................... 9 „ 1SSC 24 „ ISSO 40 0 O 15 0 0 JJ

J. M. Ternan ......................................................... 29 Aug., ISSo 24 „ 1SS6 40 0 0 Nil. JJ

W. Tally and another............................................ 30 May, 1SS4 24 „ 1SS6 20 0 0 JJ JJ

'VV, Hyams................................................................. 10 Aug., ISSo 24 „ ISSO 40 0 0 10 0 0 JJ

Do ................................................................. 10 ,, 1855 24 „ 18S6 40 0 0 10 0 0 JJ

J. Smileg ................................................................. 2S June, 1SS6 24 ,, 1SS6 40 0 0 10 0 0 >

0. Pauling ................................................................ 6 Aug., ISSo 24 „ 1SS6 20 0 0 2 0 0 SJ

T. Shaw and others................................................. IS Sept, ISSo 1 Oct., 18S6 40 0 0 2 0 0 IJ

G. Chilcott and others ........................................ o Aug., ISSo 0 ,, ISSO 20 0 0 7 19 0 JJ

T. Brooks ................................................................ 25 April, 1883 0 „ 1880 ISO O 0 IS 0 0 r i
Do ................................................................ 2o ,, ISSo 0 „ ISSO 252 1 9 25 4 0 >J

Do ................................................................ 25 ,, 1SS5 6 „ 1SS6 640 0 O 64 0 0 JJ

C. Sweetlaud............................................................ 25 „ 18S3 G ,, ISSO 640 O 0 64 0 0 j j
J. K. Hall................................................................. 23 „ ISSo I8SG 040 O 0 64 0 0 7>

S. Keightly .......................................................................................................................... 23 ,, ISSo 6 1SS6 040 0 0 64 0 0 j •

W, Kennedy......................................................... 9 June, ISSo fi „ ISSO 20 0 0 Nil. jj

C. N. Kidman and others ...................................... 17 1SS3 6 ,7 ISSO 40 0 0 JJ j j
Do ............................................................................ 17 „ ISSo 6 „ 1SS6 40 0 0 JJ JJ

S. Barrett and others ............................................. 2SJuly, ISSo G „ 1SS6 20 0 0 il Ji

"W. Doc and another ............................................ G Oct., 18S5 0 „ ISSO 40 O 0 10 0 0 JJ

C. Collins ............................................................................................................................. 20 Aug., ISSO e ,, 1SS6 39 1 0 15 0 0 jj

S. Faulkner ............................................................. 20 „ ISSO 1SS6 20 O 0 9 0 0 JJ

E. Puss ......................................................................................................................................... 20 „ ISSO « „ 1SS6 40 O 0 15 0 0 JJ

H. Lillyman ..................................................................................................................... 20 „ ISSO 0 ,, 18SG 20 O 0 9 0 0 11

J. M‘Tertian.......................................................... 16 June, 1SS5 22 „ 1SS6 40 0 0 Nil. JJ

E. Beading ............................................................ 7 Sept., ISSo 29 „ 18S6 40 0 0 11 5 0 JJ

Do ............................................................ 7 „ ISSo 20 „ 1SS6 40 0 O 11 - 5 0 JJ

E. W. Bathurst and another................................ 11 ,. ISSo 29 „ ISSO 40 0 0 10 0 0 JJ

Do and others ................................. 11 ,, 1SS5 29 „ 18SC 50 O O 13 15 0
11 ” 1SS5 29 ’„ 1SS6 20 0 0 5 0 0

E. Hr Hewitt and another.................................... 3 Dec., 1885 j 29 " 1SS6 40 0 0 10 0 0 |f
T. P. Palmer......................................-................... 3 Mar.’, ISS6 29 „ ISSO 40 0 0 15 0 0

IS Aug.’ 1585 29 " 1880 40 0 0 4 0 0
J. RoT-vett and others ............................................ 18 FeC.,' 1SS6 12 Nov., ISSO 32 3 5 S 5 0 >1

23 June, ISSO 19 „ ISSO 540 0 O J
Do ............................................................ 23 „ ' ISSO is ;; 18S6 040 0 O
Do ............................................................ 23 „ 18S6 19 „ ISSO 640 O 0 1 IS o
Do .......................................................... .23 „ 18S5 19 „ ISSO 320 0 0
Do .......................................................... .23 ,, ISSO 19 ,, ISSO 040 0 0
Do ............................................................ . 23 ,, ISSO 19 1SS6 639 0 0

G. Ettershank ........................................................ 2 Dec., ISSo 26 „ 1SS6 40 0 O
Do ........................................................ 2 „ 18S3 26 ., ISSO 40 0 O
Do ........................................................ . 2 ,, ISSo 20 ,, ISSO 40 O 0
Do ..................................................... 2 " ISSo 20 ;; 1886 40 O 0 - 80 0 o
Do ........................................................ . 2 ,, ISSo 26 „ 1SS6 40 0 0
Do ..................................................... , 2 „ 1SS5 26 ;■ 1SS6 40 0 0
Do ....................................................... 2 „ ISSo 26 , 1SS6 40 0 O
Do ....................................................... . 2 „ 1S8T 26 , 1880 40 0 0

W. C. Wall ......................................................... . 25 Mar., 1SSG 20 ; 188C 20 O 0 5 0 0 J J
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Niuncs of Applicants.

W. c. Wall ...........................
Jno. Phelps ...........................

Do ...........................
Do ...........................

J. M 'Callrey and others........
.1, T. Kogan ...........................
Sun Sing Lee..........................
C. E. Lewington and others .

Do .
E. Clayton and another ...... .
J. Thompson and others........
W, lr. R. Moore ...................
W. T. Rooney .......................
R, D. Adams...........................
P. B. Wright and another ....
W. Gettings and others........
Joseph Locke .......................
A. J ohnsou ...........................
J. Prescott..............................
E, Whiteford and others .... 
J. Le Messurier ...................
D. D. Rosewame ....................
J. Stone and another ............
J. Clarke ...............................
G. Lukin and others ..........
H. G. Brown....................... ..
G. Boyne ...............................
M. Partridge and others......
L. Fordham ............................
J. FT. Reid and another' ........
Sec Kem...................................
R. Waters and another ........

Do .........
T. Boyd and another .............
M. L. Hoodson........................

Do ........................
J. Pope and others .................
A. M. Robertson and another
E. Mnule and another.............
W. H. Finlay ........................
J5. J. Swyny............................
W. T. Rosewame.....................
C. H. Wilson and others .....
C. G. Lush................................
C. fi. Wilson and other's __
J. Ralph and another............

Do .............
J. Jones and others.................
H. R. Smith............................
J. F. Gelbey and others.........
W, H. Preste and another.....
O’Meagher and others.............

Date of 
Application.

1 Date of Kflfusal.
Are*

applied for.
Amount

refunded.
Any special 

reasons for action 
taken.

a. r. p- £ s. d.
2o Mar., 1SSG 20 Nov. ,1886 20 0 0 5 0 0 Abandoned,

. 20 Aug., ISS.j 30 „ 1SS6 40 0 0 Nil.
20 „ ISSo 30 „ 1886 40 0 0

. 20 „ ISSo 30 „ 1886 40 0 0
14 July, ISSo 14 Dec., 1886 120 0 0 IS 0 0
0 April, 1S8C 14 „ ISSO 40 0 0 Nil.

19 Oct., 1SS6 4 Jan., 1SS7 20 0 0 5 0 0
5 April, 1886 4 „ 18S7 40 0 0 | 30 0 05 „ 1880

10 Nov., ISSO
4 „ 1887 80 0 0 J 4
4 „

15 Feb.,
1887 60 0 0 20 0 0

7Sept., ISSo 1SS7 20 0 0 5 0 0
7 Mar., ISSO 22 „ 1887 40 0 0 10 0 0
S Mar., ISSO ^2

“l Mar, 1887 20 0 0 Nil.
10 Jan., 1887 18S7 040 0 0 64 0 0
4 Ang., ISSo i „ 1887 20 0 0 Nil.
7 Sept., ISSo i „ 1887 SO 0 0

19 Feb,, 1886 i „ 1887 20 0 0
28 Dec., 1880 25 „ 1887 40 0 0
22 Sept., ISSo 26 1887 40 0 0
15 ,, 1885 29 „ 1887 40 0 0
8 „ 1885

21 Feb., 1SS7
29 „ 1887 40 0 0
26 April, 1887 40 0 0 13 19 0

14 July, 1SSG 3 May, 1887 20 0 0 Nil.
4 June, 1885 10 „ 1887 20 0 0 10 0 0
1 Sept., 1885 10 „ 1887 20 0 0 Nil.
7 ,, 1SSo 10 „ 1887 40 0 0 10 0 0

14 Mar., 1887 10 „ 1887 20 0 0 9 0 0
27 April, ISSO 10 „ 1887 20 0 0 Nil.

7 Oct., ISSO 10 „
7 June,

1S87 20 0 0
1 „ 1880 1887 20 0 0
9 April, 1887 14 „ 1887 20 0 0

19 May, 1887 1 July, 1887 40 0 0 i 10 0 019 „ 1837 1 „ 1887 20 0 0
19 Feb., 1885 1 „ 1887 ■20 0 0 5 0 0
31 Mar., ISSO 1 „ 1887 20 0 0 J 10 0

0 April, 18SG 1 „ 1887 20 0 0 u
27 Oct., 1885 1 „ 1887 40 0 0 Nil.
30 May, 1887 9 Aug., 1887 40 0 0

6 June, 1SS7 o 1887 32 3 5
27 Mar., 1887 9 „ 1887 20 0 0

3 Jan., 1887 o 1887 20 0 0
14 Feb., 1882 9 „ 1887 SO 0 0
31 May, 1887 10 „ 1887 40 0 0
19 June, 1SS5 20 „ 1887 40 0 0
31 May, 1887 20 „ 1887 40 0 0
28 Mar., 18S7 26 „ 1887 40 0 0
28 „ 18S7 20 „ 1887 40 0 0
13 June, 1887 20 „

9 Sept., 
23 „

1887 40 0 0
3887
1887

80 o o Withdrawn.
Abandoned.5 Feb., 1885 20 0 0

f

5 Sept., 1SS7 18 Nov., 1887 20 1 30
16 May, 1S87 is „ 1887 20 0 0 J 1 >1

[W]
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer,—1$87,
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Legislative Assembly. ■

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ALLEGED BREACHES OE THE COAL-FIELDS REGULA
TION ACT AT THE DUCKENEIELD COLLIERY.

(COREESPONDEjS'CE.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 7 February, 1888.

CORRESPONDENCE between Mr. Dixon, Mr. Mackenzie, tbe Minister for Minos, 
and Officers of the Back Creek Lodge, No. 10, at Minmi, relating to alleged 
breaches of the Coal-fields Regulation Act at the Duckenficld Colliery.

Mr. J. Curley to Mr. Inspector Dixon.
Sir, Hamilton, 16 August, 1887.

I am instructed by the Bach Creek and Duckenfield miners to respectfully draw your 
attention to the fact of black damp issuing from old workings on to an old road in close proximity to 
what is known as fault heading in tbe Huckenlicld Colliery, and in some cases has extinguished miners’ 
lights. This will indicate what would transpire if a large fall was to displace it, and force it out on to the 
main intake. As it is it is sometimes with difficulty the men got through it. Hoping you will give this 
your earliest consideration, I am, Ac.,
' JAMES CUKLEY,

Miners’ General Secretary.

Mr. Inspector Dixon to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Duckenficld Colliery inspection.

Sir, Glebcland, 22 August, 1887.
For your information I herewith forward a letter which I received on the 17th instant from 

the Miners' general secretary, rc an alleged accumulation of carbonic acid gas (black damp) on the 
fault road in the Duckenficld Colliery.

1 inspected the place complained of on the following day, 18th instant, and beg to report as 
follows:—

Tbe road to the fault workings runs from tbe main beading past the furnace to the split known as 
the fault, and is used as a wheeling road, and also for the purpose of travelling to and from the working 
faces in the fanlt-split. For the most part the road has been made through old workings, which during 
the latter part of last year crushed from the surface several acres in extent, and the present wheeling 
road had to be ridded through tbe crush for some hundreds of yards. The persons employed in the fault- 
split are supplied with fresh air from a shaft in close proximity to the working headings. This air, after 
being used in the split, returns along tbe road above-mentioned to the ventilating furnace, near the west 
headings. The portion of the road complained of is near the weft., headings, and after very careful exami
nation I could only find trace of carbonic acid gas in one place, and that only after putting my light 
over the top of the gob. The road at this spot is about 34 feet area, and at the time of my visit the air- 
current passing this place was almost 6,900 cubic feet per minute. This air passes direct to the furnace, 
and is not used again by any person. I found no difficulty in carrying a light anywhere on the road, and 
tbe escape of black damp appeared to me to be very trifling. Nevertheless, the manager (Mr. Croft) 
promised me that he would, as soon as possible, endeavour to convey this issue of black damp direct to 
the furuace in boxes or pipes, clear of the road altogether.

I have, &c.,
• JOHN DIXON,

-------- Inspector of Collieries.
Mr.
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Mr. Inspector Dixon should make a further inspection and report when sufficient time has been 
allowed to admit of the boxes or pipes being fitted up.—II.W., 5/9/87. Submitted. Approved.—
DA., G/9/87. Mr, Inspector Dixon.—B.D. {per D.S.), B.C., 10/9/87.

The boxes have been fixed and are acting well, yet, on Friday last, 16th instant, I found traces of 
carbonic acid gas in the gob alongside of the road^end requested the manager to brattice the place off 
by wood or brickwork. This he (the manager) promised to do, 1 have also served the manager with a ■ 
written notice to keep the ventilating furnace at work day and night, and to have the gas walled of,— 
J.D., 19/9/87. ‘

The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 19/9/87. Seen. Mr. Inspector Dixon will please 
report again at mi early date.—Q-.E.H. {per U.S.), B.C., 24/9/87.

I visited the place complained of yesterday (Thursday) along with Mr. Inspector Bates, and 
although the colliery was idle, and the ventilating power of the'furnace reduced to less than ono-half, and 
only about 1,890 cubic feet of air per minute psiesing along the fault-road, we could not discover the 
slightest trace of carbonic acid gas. The place is not entirely hratticed off, but now tho boxes are con
nected with the return air-way, the black damp has drained from the road.—J.D., 7/10/87.

Mr. Inspector Dixon to The Examiner of Coal-fields. '
Sir, G-leheland, 24 September, 1887.

I have the honor to report inspection of the Duckenfield Colliery on the 14th and 16lh 
instant, as follows :— .

H heading, dip side: On the first day of inspection the current of air in this split was about 3,240 
cubic feet per minute for about thirty-nine men, &e. This defect was caused by a fall in the return herd, 
and at the time of inspection two men were at work clearing the fall. On tho second day (LGlh instant)
I again visited this split, and found that the Act was being complied with, as there was a current of air of 
about 4,000 cubic feet per minute.

The intake current of air for tho B, D, and K headings was about 7,800 cubic feet per minute for 
about 66 men, Ac. This air current was well sustained in the split, with the exception of the top end of 
B heading, where I found a quantity of air escaping through some of the stentou stoppings, I at once 
drew the manager’s attention to the matter, and he (Mr. Croft) promised to have it remedied as soon as 
possible. It is expected that the narrow place off B heading will shortly be connected with the west 
heading, close to the ventilating furnace, which will be beneficial to the whole of this split, and also to the
II heading dip split.

MTreading split: In this split the current of air ranged from about 5,760 cubic feet per minute lo 
about 6,000 cubic feet per minute for about forty men, Ac.

Fault split: The current of air in this split was about 8,400 cubic feet per minute for about thirty- 
eight men, Ac. Furnace air returns about 47,210 cubic feet per minute. The ordinary stoppings in this 
colliery are built of 4-ineh brick-work, set in mortar, and the permanent stoppings of 9-ineh brich-work, set 
in mortar. I found the wheeling and travelling roads in good condition, with the exception of some of 
them being extremely muddy under foot.

There was plenty of timber ou hand ready for use.
I have, Ac.,

JOHN DIXON,
--------  Inspector of Collieries.

Seen.—J.M., 19/10/87. The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 19/10/87.

Messrs. W. Teague and. J. Cook to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir, Back Creek Lodge, No. 10, Minmi, 29 September, 1887.

We arc instructed by the Duckenfield and Back Creek Lodge of Miners to forward to you the 
accompanving reports of check inspectors of this colliery, and to draw your attention to the many instances 
in which the requirements of the Act are not met.

Our Lodge, finding that all complaints of theirs re bad ventilation of the Duckenfield Colliery 
were ineffectual, some two months ago sent for Mr. Dixon, inspector, who came and examined the mine. 
No improvement having been made to the ventilation after this inspection, Mr. Dixon again came, and, we 
presumed, examined the colliery.

One of these reports (that of 4th August, 1887) was made between these two visits of Mr. Dixon. 
Consequently, seeing that the requirements of the Act were not complied with at this time, Mr. Dixon 
must have known the fact; seeing also that no improvement was made between his first and second visit, 
he must have known that the Act was not complied with.

What we wish to point out to you is, that the Act is violated, and the person whose office it is to 
see that proceedings shall be taken against the offenders does not take proceedings, and our Lodge con
siders G-overnment inspection a failure. Wo hope you will give your consideration to these two reports, 
and take such action as shall secure to the miners of this Lodge the full benefits of the Coal-fields 
Regulation Act.

On behalf of the above miners, We are, Ac.,
W. TEAGUE,
J. COOK,

--------  Miners’ Secretaries.
The matters complained of appear, from tho Inspector’s report, to have been remedied.—J.M., 

17/10/87. To tho Back Creek Lodge Miners’ Secretary, B.C., 17/10/87.

[A’ncfoswm.]
Check inspection of the Duckenfield Colliery.

4 August, 1S87.
We, the undersigned, do hereby certify that we have examined the various headings, cut throughs, and intake, and the 
following is a correct account taken on above date :—

■ Intake, narrow place below main flat, 7,755 cubic feet per minute ; ther., G2°. Intake, 31. heading, 6,720 cubic feet 
per minute; 66“. No. 4 cut-through, No. 4 bord, 5,872 cubic feet per minute, 36 men, 4 wheelers, 2 horses; ther., 67°.

At
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£1™°' w* ^ cut-through, 4,500 cubic feet per minute ; ther,, GS*. At Nos. 1'6 and 17 bords, anemometer registered 
2jG00 cube feet per minute; 70°. Return, M heading district, anemometer registered 3,815 cubic feet per minute;met*., i & •

Intake, fault heading district, auomometer registered 6,500 cubic feet per minute ; G81; 30 men, 4 wheelers, and 2 
horses work on this split of air. No. 1 cut-through off gannou bord, 4,252 cubic feet of air per minute; 0S°; 6 men 
working m this place. No. 10 bord, 6,885 cubic feet per minute ; TO3; 24 men, 4 wheelers, ami 2 horses. At Nos. 11,12, 
and 13 bords could not get anemometer to work.

Return, fault heading, 6,933 cubic feet; 70\ Intake to B, D, and JC heading district, 9,900 cubic feet per minute ; 
62 men, 7 wheelers, 4 horses, and 1 pony work on this split of air. At Gi bord, main B heading, 2,925 cubic feet per 
mmutc ; /0 ; 14 men, 2 wheelers, 1 horse, 1 pony. At No. 43 bord, 2,520 cubic feet per minute ; 73*; 10 men, 1 horse, 
“ wheelers. At 38 bord, No. 2, cut-through, 5,635 cubic feet per minute ; 73°; 12 men work in ibis cut-through. At 33 
o-oA »-*U^kr011l>h> 4,933 cubic feet per minute; 74°; 6 men, 2 horses, 3 wheelers. No. 4 cut-through, 31 bord, 
v ? - <7U^1C P61’ roiimte; 74° ; 4 men. At 36 bord, 3 cut-through, 1881 ; 74° ; 2 men. At 25 to 30 bords, I) heading
district, anemometer would not work; 10 men working here; 76\ At No. 1 gannou bord, K heading, anemometer 
registered 1,623 cubic feet per minute ; 73°; 4 men working here, H heading district, intake, 3,362 cubic feet per minute ; 
30 men, 3 wheelers, work on this split of air. Return, IT heading, 3,594 cubic feet; 68°. Return of the whole of the 
workings in front of the west heading furnace, 48,070 cubic feet per minute. We would draw the manager’s attention to 
the bords from Nos. 25 to 30, where the anemometer would not work.

We found plenty of timber at the flats, and the roads in a pretty safe condition.
As far as the travelling, pretty dry, with the exception of part of H and part of M headings.

GEORGE CLARK, 
FRANCIS CROFT.

Check inspection of the Duckenfield Colliery. 
t 26 September, 1S87,

>\ e, the undersigned, do hereby certify that we have this day examined the various headings, cut-throuchs, and air-wavs 
of the Duckenfield Colliery, this 26th September, 1S87.

■ i narrow place below main flat, 9,625 cubic feet per minute; 66°. H heading district intake* anemometer
registered 3,340 cubic foot per minute ; 65D; 35 men, 3 wheelers, 2 horses. No, 1 cut-through, 3 bord, anemometer gave 
^l l i cubic feet per minute; 66’; 16 men work here. At 16 bord, main heading, 3,658 cubic feet per minute; 72°; 19 men. 
Return, H heading, anemometer gave 2,948 feet; 72!>; took return a second time which gave 3,594 cubic feet. Intake, B 
heading district, anemometer registered 9,317 cubic feet; 63°; 20 men work on Ji heading, 2 wheelers, 2 horses. At 64 
bord, B heading, anemometer would not work ; would not work anywhere in this heading; 20 men, 2 wheelers, and 2 
horses work here. At 49 hoid, No. 1 cut-through to 44 bord, anemometer would not work ; 77fl ; 10 men, 2 wheelers, 
ico0rs<i w?1’" ^erc- 43 bord, 2 cut-through, 3,105 cubic feet per minute ; same cut-through at 39 bord, 5,025 cubic feet; 
76 . At 36&bord, 3 cut-through, 2,371 cubic feet per minute ; 7u ; 4 men, At 33 bord, 4 cut-through, 3,250 cubic feet per 

; 76 ; 6 men. At 31 bord, 5 cut*through, 3,850 cubic feet; 77a; 4 men. At 30 bord, 6 cut-through, no result: 
/S ; 5 men. Return for 4 bords at narrow place off narrow bord, 2,174 cubic feet; 77g* Return for B, D. and H heading 
districts, 22,720 cubic feet per minute.

haulfc heading district, No. 1 cut-through, 20 bord, 3,635 cubic feet per minute; 67°; 12 men work in this cut- 
through. From 14 bord to No. 2 bord anemometer would not work ; 3G men, 4 wheelers, and 2 horses work m this 
strict Return, fault heading, 3.040 cubic feet; 73° ; at this place the air seemed to come in gusts, not regular. 
M heading district intake, 9,760 cubic feet; 723; 34 men, 4 wheelers, 2 horses woik in this section. At 14 bord, 3 cut- 
through, 2,74u cubic feet per minute ; 73°; 20 men. At G bord, 3 cut-through, 4,806 cubic feet; TO0, Return to whole 
of the workings in front of west heading furnace, 38,500. We waited for a little time and tried it again, when the 
anemometer gave 47,850 cubic feet.

Wc found plenty of timber at the various flats.
Roads in pretty good order. There is one place in the II heading where the water is lying which might be kept 

down, o i
GEORGE CLARK, 
FRANCIS CROFT,

______________________  . Check Inspectors,

Messrs. W. Teague and J. Cook to The Secretary for Mines.
^r’ , _ Minmi, 29 September, 1887.

a,'e instructed to forward to you the accompanying reports of check inspections made at 
the Duckenfield Colliery, one on the 4th day of August, 1887, and one on the 26th day of September, 1887.

The object of our Lodge iu forwarding these reports to you is that you may see for yourself the 
fact that the requirements of the Act arG not met at this Colliery; if this or these were exceptional 
instances we should not have troubled you iu the matter, or if your subordinate officers were fulfilling 
their duties we could not complain to you, but tho fact is Mr. Dixon, G-overnment Inspector, at the 
request of the miners, visited the mine immediately prior to the first of these inspections, and again 
between the first and second, and he must have known that the mine was worked iu violation of the Act, 
yet he took no action against the firm. Seeing that mine-owners can with impunity violate the Act of 
1 arhament to the detriment of the health and safety of the miners, this Lodge considers that Government 
inspection, as carried on at present, is a failure. These reports, if examined by you, will prove to you 
fhat at this colliery the Act is violated, and it will be evident to you that the offenders should have been 
punished, which they have not.

It will be evident to you from the foregoing facts that Mr. Dixon has failed in his duty, and we 
would respectfully request that you should take such measures as shall secure the miners the full benefits 
of the law.

W ithout trespassing further on your time and patience we leave the matter in your hands an 
beg to remain, Yours, &c.,

AY. TEAGUE, 7 „ . . . „.
j COOK j secretaries to Miners.

Tlic Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. Inspector Dixon.
®lr’ _ Department of Mines, Sydney, 4 October, 1887.

. ^ have the honor to forward herewith copy of a letter from Messrs. AY. Teague and .1. Cook,
Secretaries to the Duckenfield colliers, covering reports (copies of which are enclosed) by the Dueken- 
neld Colliery check inspectors on the state of the colliery, and I am to ask you to be good enough to at 
once report upon the matters therein referred to. I have, &c., '

G. E. HERRING,
_______________ _______________ (For tho Under Secretary).

Mr.

Reports with 
letter addressed 
to Examiner of 
Coal-fields,
20th Instant

Copies, with 
letter addressed 
to Examiner of 
Coal-fields,
29th September
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Mr. Inspector Bates to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Duckenfield Colliery inspection.

gjr Newcastle, 14 October, 1887.
’ J have the honor to report haring inspected the above Colliery in company with Mr. 

Inspector Dixon, on October 11th. . ~
H heading.—The intake current of air registered 4,300 cubic feet per minute for thirty men, three 

boys, and one horse (total, thirty-four), giving an average of 12G cubic feet per minute. _
1st. Cut off H heading, 'between Nos. 9 and 10 bords, intake current of air registered 2,590

cubic feet per minute for 10 men. ^
B, D, and K headings:—The intake current of air registered 10,200 cubic feet per minute tor fatty 

men, seven boys, five horses, and one pony (total, sixty-three), giving an average of 161 cubic feet per 
minute. There wore four men working at the top of B heading, driving through to connect B heading
with the west heading. .

No. 46 Bord:—Intake current of air registered 2,856 cubic feet per minute for teu men. ^
No. 43 Bord, 2nd cut-through:—Intake current of air registered 6,630 cubic feet per minute for

fourteen men. , „ , . . .
No. 36 bord, 3rd cut-through :—Intake current of air registered 3,420 cubic feet per minute tor

four men. . , .
No. 34 bord, 4th cut-through :—Intake current of air registered 5,140 cubic feet per minute tor six

men
No. 31 bord, 5th cut-through:—Intake current of air registered 4,100 cubic feet per minute for

four men. . ,
No. 30 bord, 6th cut-through:—Intake current of air registered 3,705 cubic feet per mmute tor

eight men. _ ,
M heading:—The intake current of air registered 10,290 cubic feet per mmutc for thirty-two men, 

four boys, and two horses (total, thirty-eight), giving an average of 270 cubic feet per minute. _ _
. Fault heading:—The intake current of air registered 7,800 cubic feet per minute for thirty-six 

men, four boys, and two horses (total, forty-two), giving an average of 185 cubic feet per minute.
At No. 20 bord the air current registered 6,800 cubic feet per minute. The return at furnace 

registered 44,000 cubic feet per minute. 1. tried for black damp on the fault road above the west 
heading, but could not find any trace whatever. I have, &c.,

b THOS. L. BATES, _
Inspector of Collieries.

Mr. Inspector Dixon to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sirj Glebeland, 15 October, 1887.

I do myself the honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication of 4th instant, together 
with copies of the Duckenfield Miners Inspectors’ reports, and copy of letter from the joint secretaries 
of the Back Creek and Duckenfield Miners’ Lodges, wherein I am charged with laxity of duly in not 
having punished the manager of the Duckenfield Colliery for alleged deficient ventilation, <S:c., in reply to 
which letter I beg to state:— _ ,

1. That I did not visit the Duckenficld Colliery “immediately prior ” to the date of the miners 4th
August inspection, “at the request of the miners”; but on the 17th August I received a communication 
from tho miners’ general secretary, drawing my attention to an issue of “ black damp” on one part of tho 
fault road, and in that letter (a copy of which I herewith beg to forward) there is no complaint concerning 
any defect in any other part of the Duckenfield Colliery. On the following day (18th August), 1 visited 
the colliery, and*made a thorough examinatiou of the spot complained of, and all the length of the fault 
road, and at once took such steps ns caused the matter to be remedied eventually. I also beg to forward 
copies of miners inspectors’ reports of 4th August and 26th September, as taken from the report book 
kept in the Duckenficld Colliery office, from which it will be seen that there is no mention of black dam]) 
in either report. The only place where the manager’s attention is drawn to any defect is in the August, 
report, and that relates to the bords 25 to 30 in the D heading, where it is alleged tho anemometer would 
not work. AVhy one report of inspection should be entered in the book specially kept for the purpose in 
the colliery office, and another report of the same inspection (but very different in many respects) should 
be written for the Miners’ Lodge, and forwarded to the Department as a true report of said inspection, I 
am at a loss to know. .

2. On 15th July last I inspected the Duckenfield Colliery, and as regards the ventilation found
nothing to complain of. (Vide my report of 16th July.) Again, on 14th and 16th September,! made another 
inspection of said colliery, and on 24th September wrote a report on the state of the colliery. On the 
first day I found the ventilation a little defective in the H heading district, hut on the second day the 
matter was remedied. During this inspection the ventilation at the far end of the B heading was not 
quite up to the requirements of the Act for the number of men, &c., employed at that time. I at once 
drew the manager's attention to fhc matter, and since that time about sixteen miners have been withdrawn 
from the top end of B heading, until such times as the special places are holed into the west heading. It 
is a fact well known to the miners' inspectors that the places above referred to arc being pushed ahead 
with all speed, in order to connect the B heading district with the west heading venfilating furnace. 
When completed tho whole of the dip side workings will be benefited, as the route for the air currents 
will ho considerably shortened. I however see no notice taken of this matter in either report, which, iu 
fairness to the managcmeul, ought to have been done, as I have no doubt the connection would have been 
made before now, only for trade being so slack at the colliery, as 1 am informed that only about twelve 
days have been worked during the last live weeks. _ ,

3. If the miners’ inspectors had found the ventilation ever so defective in the Duckenficld Colliery 
between my inspeelions, I submit that would be no evidence of any laxity of duty on my part, providing 
I found the Act complied with during my inspections, for it is a fact well known to anyone acquainted 
with mine ventilation that air currents can be deranged even in a few minutes, let alone a few days.

In
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In the colliery under notice, where so many doors are to be depended upon for the proper circulation of 
the air currents, it would be impossible for one person to check the measurements of another person, even 
after the lapse of only 10 minntes, unless the same conditions could be observed during each measure
ment in keeping all the doors shut and having an uniform velocity in the air current at the ventilating 
furnace. And further, I have found in my experience that a difference has been found in the observed 
reading of two anemometers both in the same air current at the same time, and I recollect an instance 
where the anemometer, at present used by the Duckenfield miners' inspectors would not register 1 foot in 
the same air current where the anemometer used by me registered over 2,000 cubic feet per minute.

4. In conclusion, I further beg to state that I have held the office of Inspector of Collieries for a 
period extending over five years, and I defy any person to truthfully charge me with neglect of duty or 
laxity in carrying out the provisions of the Coal Mines Begulation Act either at the Duckenfield Colliery 
or any other colliery in the trade. 1 have at all times endeavoured to keep every mine up to the Act in 
every particular, and have paid immediate attention to every complaint brought under my notice, and had 
the Duckenfield miners requested a joint inspection of the colliery they could have had one at any time. 
To show the present state of the Duckenfield Colliery, I herewith beg to forward a report of inspections 
made by Mr. Inspector Bates on Tuesday last, the'11th inst. I accompanied Mr. Bates through the 
colliery, but he took the measurements of air currents in every instance.

Hoping that the above explanation will bo deemed satisfactory,
I have, <Ssc.,

JOHN DIXON,
--------  . Inspector of Collieries.

Submitted.—H.’W., 25/10/87. Seen. _
I have the fullest confidence in the honesty and ability of Mr, Inspector Dixon. I feel sure he 

will administer the law without fear or favour, and so confirm my present good opinion. Mr. Inspector 
Bates’ report is a strong confirmation of the correctness of Mr. Dixon’s report.—F.A,, 27/10/87.

Messrs. W. Teague and J. Cook informed, 4th November, 1887.

The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. W. Teague and J. Cook.
Gentlemen, 4 November, 1887.

Eefcrring to your letter of the 29th September last, covering reports of check inspections 
made at the Duckenfield Colliery on the 4th August and 29th September last, and intimating that Mr. J. 
Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, was lax in his duty in not prosecuting the manager of that colliery for the 
alleged deficient ventilation therein, I am directed to inform you that Mr. Dixon has been called upon 
for an explanation of the circumstances, and that the Secretary for Mines deems such explanation 
satisfactory. ■ I have, &c.,

G. E. HERE1NG,
(For the Under Secretary).

Messrs. W. Teague and J. Cook to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir, Minmi, 13 November, 1887.

We are instructed to acknowledge receipt of communication from your Department, dated 4th 
November, and to request that you would forward a copy of Mr. Dixou’s explanation re Duckenfield 
Colliery, as our Lodge is anxious to know how such, or any, explanation could bo deemed satisfactory.

" " We are, &c.,
W. TEAGUE,
JAMES COOK,

--------- Secretaries to Miners.
The writer may be informed that the Minister regrets he cannot comply with the request, as to 

comply would tend to impair the efficiency of the Inspectors.—HW., 18/11/87. Approved.—F.A..
19/11/87. Informed, 23/11/87.

The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. W. Teague and J. Cook.
Gentlemen, 23 November, 1887.

Referring to your letter of the 13th instant, in which you ask that a copy of Mr. Inspector 
Dixon’s explanation in relation to the Duckenfield Colliery may he furnished to your Lodge, I have the 
honor to inform you that the Secretary for Mines regrets that he cannot comply with the request, as to 
comply would tend to impair the efficiency of the Inspectors.

I have, Ac.,
HARRIE WOOD,

Under Secretary.

Svduev; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1SSS
6rf] '
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1887-8.

Legislative Assemblt.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

APPLICATION OF MR. J. F. CONNELLY TO MINE IN
PARISH OF CURRAJONG.

' (CORRESPONDENCE, Ac., RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 23 February, 188T,

I

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 3rd November, 1887, That there he laid upon the Table of 
this House,—

c< Copies of all letters, minutes, and correspondence having reference to the 
“ application of Mr. John E. Connelly, of Parkes, between the years 1884 
“and 1887, to mine upon portion 423, parish of Currajong, county of 
“ Ashburnham.5’ ‘

(Mr. Stokes.)

No.

2.
3.
4.
r>.
c.
7.
8,
8.

10.
H,
12.
13.
14. 
lo. 
10. 
17.
15. 
10. 
20. 
21. 
22.
23.
24, 
2.3. 
20.
27.
28.
20.
30.
31.
32.
33. 
31. 
3.7. 
3G.
37.
38.
39.
40.

SCHEDULE. .

John h. Connelly to the Lnrler Secretai'y fot* Lands, for permission to mine upon portion 423, parish of Currajong,
county of Ashhnmham (Minutes). G August, 1S84 ...........................................................................

Same to same. )G August, 1S84..............................................
The Under Secretary for Lands to J. F. Connelty. 4 SeptembeiVisil4,". .!i. ’.i i '.'iiii..."...ii.ii' '.!!!"
■T. I. Connelly to the Secretary for Lands, enclosing cony of above (No. 2). G September, 1884 ,
Same to same. 20 Septembr, 1884......................... .... ................  .................... .......... ............................
The Undersecretary for Lands to J. F. Connelly. 20 September, 1884 .................... ,
J. F. Connelly to tbo Secretary for Lands. 29 September, 1SS4 ....................................................................
Same to same. 18 October, 18S1.......................................................................................................... '
The Under Secretary for Lands to J. F. Connelly. 'sT'betobayissii''.'.'.'.'.'.'.
.1. F. Connelly to the Secretary for Lands (Sketch enclosed). 2S October, 1884...............................
Tho Under Secretary for Lands to J. F. Connelly. 7 January, 1885................................................................
J. F. Connelly to the Secretary for Mines (Minute and tracing). 12 July, 1886 ..........................................
Same to tho Secretary for Lands (Minute). 30 July, 3SSG ................................................ .
J. F. Connelly to A. Stokes, Esq., M.P. 30 August, 1886...... !..i i....................
Tho Under Secretary for Mines to J. E. Connelly. 7 September, 1886..'
■L E; Connelly to the Secretary forljands, 27 September, 1886............................................  i......................
Certificate from Wm. Hazelhnnst, that he has done with permit. 27 September,'' 1886" i...........................
J. F. Connelly to A. Stokes, Esq., M.P. (Minute). 27 September, 18SG.......................................................
Tho Under Secretary for Lands to the Under Secretary for Mines. 29 September, 18SG
Mr. Warden Sharpe (B.C.) to the Under Secretary for Mines. 20 October, 1886 
J. F. Connelly to tho Secretary for Lands (Minute). 20 November, 18SG..
Tho Under Secretary for Lands to J. F. Connelly. 10 December, 1880 .................................
Copy of permit issued to J. F. Connelly. 11 December, 1886.................
J. F. Connelly to the Secretary for Lauds. 22 December, 1886.
Quaile and party to the Secretary for Lauds. 10 January, 1887....... ................................
J. F. Connelly to R. M. Vaughn, Esq., M.P. IS January, 1887
ml Es<1'’ the U“der Secretary for Lands (Minute). 20 January, 1887',

1887
A, Drummond to the Secretary for Lands (Minutes). 27 January, 1887 .
Miuute by the Under Secretary for Mines (with other Memos thereon). 8 March 1887............... ,
W. S. Ritchie to the Sncretaty for Lands (Minute). 10 March, 1887 .............................
Telegram from W. S. Ritchie to the Secretary for Mines (Mmute). 1G March, 1887.!'."..'.!!”.!]'.!!'.”'.!
Telegram from same to the Secretary for Lands. 16 March, 1887.......................................
W. S. Ritchie to the Secretary fc Sfines (Minute). 16 March, 1887 '.! !!',! ',..........! " ”
Telegram from the Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. Warden Sharpe."iV March,"'lSS7!!!!'!!......
E. A. Baker, Esq., M.P., to tbe Secretary for Lands. 18 March, 1887 ......................... !!,!]' ]
The Under Secretary for Mines to the Under Secretary for Lands. IS March] ISSt!.!! !!!!!”!!!!!!]] 
W. T, Coonan, Esq,, to tho Secretary for Lands (Minute). 18 March, 1887 ..............!..!”!]!!!!!]!.]

522—A .............
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See No. 2.
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41. Warden, Forbes, to Warden’a Clerk, Parkes. 18 March, 1887 ........... ...............................................................
42. Mr. Warden Sharpe to the Under Secretary for Mines (Plan and depositions). 19 March, 1887 ....................
43. Telegram from the Warden, Forbes, to the Under Secretary for Mines. 19 March, 1S87 ...............................
44. The Under Secretary for Lands to the Under Secretary for Mines. 23 March, 1887..........................................
45. Telegram from W. S. Eitchie to Mr. Warden Sharpe. 24 March, 1887 ...........................................................
46. The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. Warden Sharpe. 25 March, 1887 ........................................................
47. J. F. Connelly to Mr, Warden Sharpe. 1 April, 1887 ............  ...........................................................................
48. Mr, Warden Sharpe to the Under Secretary for Mines. 2 April, 1887................................................................
49. Same to same. 4 April, 1887 ...........................................;......................................................................................
50. H. H. Cooke, M.P., to the Secretary for Lands. 11 April, 1887 ................................................. . ...... . ........
51. The Crown Solicitor to the Under Secretary for Lands (Memo., Attorney.General, enclosed). 13 April, 1887
52. The Under Secretary for Lands to H. H. Cooke, Esq., M.P. 14 April, 1887.....................................................
53. E. A. Baker, Esq., M.P., to the Under Secretary for Lands (Minute). 1 May, 1887 ......................................
54. Minutes by the Secretary and Under Secretary for Mines. — May, 1SS7 .........................................................
55. J. F. Connelly to the Secretary for Mines (Minute). — May, 1887 ....................................................................
56. The Under Secretary for Mines to H. H. Cooke, Esq., M.P. 10 May, 1887 .....................................................
57. Same to Messrs. Baxtrom and party. 12 May, 1887.............................................................................................
58. Same to Mr. Warden Sharpe. 12 May, 1887 .......................................................................................................
59. Same to J. F. Connelly. 12 May, 1887 ..................................................................................................................
60. Same to .1, F. Connelly. 16 May, 1887 ....................................................... -........................................................
61. The Under Secretary for Lands to E. A. Baker, Esq., M.P. 28 May, 1887 .....................................................
62. The Under Secretary for Mines to E. A. Baker, Esq., M.P. 4 June, 1887 ........................................................
63. Telegram from the Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. Warden Sharpe. 17 June, 1887 ..................................
64. Telegram m reply from Mr. Warden Sharpe. 17 June, 1887 ...............................................................................
65. J. F. Connelly to the Secretary for Mines (Minute), 26 August, 1887 ................................................................

TAflE.
12
12
14
14
14
14
14
14
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IS
18 
IS 
IS 
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No. 1.
Mr. J. S'. Connelly to The Secretary for Lands.

g{r Parkes, 6 August, 1884.
There is a suburban allotment of about 2 acres of land, held by Mr. E. M'Gee as a freehold, 

fenced in for a yard, aud a hay-shed stands upon it, situated on the left-hand side of Dal ton-street and 
adjoining section 42. The said freehold is surrounded on three sides by quartz-mining in full operation, 
and I would most respectfully request that you will kindly grant me permission to mine upon the said 
land, as provided in the “ Lands Act Further Amendment Act of 1880.’' Trusting you will kindly grant 
my application,— I remain, <fcc.,

J W --------- JOHN F. CONNELLY.

For report of survey officer ns to nature of purchase under which the land is held.—J.G-.B., 
12/8/84. The freehold referred to cannot be identified from the information given in this letter.—J. 
SMAjm, 22/8/84. Submitted that the applicant he asked to furnish particulars of the land referred to.— 
J.O.B., 29/8/84. Ask.—H.'W. (for TJ.S.), 30/8/84..

No. 2.
Mr. J. L. Connelly and Party to The Secretary for Lands.

gjF; ■ Parkes, 16 August, 1884.
I wrote you on the 6th inst. in re an application to mine upon a particular piece of land that 

has lately become a freehold to the great surprise of every one, and held hy Mr. Edward M'Gee. I may 
mention" that the said land is in the great centre of present quartz-mining operations, and has been

to commence operations. remain, &c.,
JOHN E. CONNELLY

(For self and party).

No. 3.

The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. J. P. Connelly.
gjr Department of Lands, Sydney, 4 September, 1884.

1 In reference to your letter of the 6th ultimo, applying for permission to mine on certain land 
at Parkes, held as a freehold by Mr. E. M'Gee, I have tho honor to inform you that the particulars given 
in your application are not sufficient to admit of the freehold referred to being identified, and I 1 
therefore to request that yon will be good enough to furnish me with more definite 
subject. f have, &e.,

have
information on the

CHARLES OLIVER,
Under Secretary.

No. 4.
Mr. J. P. Connelly and Party to The Secretary for Lands.

gjT Parkes, 6 September, 1884.
’ In reply to yours of the 4th instant, I beg most respectfully to inform you that you do not 

refer to my letter of tho 16th ultimo, where I have given you particulars under which I apply to mme 
upon Mr. Edward M'Gee’s land. (Copy of same I enclose.)
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I would further beg to draw your attention to the faet that the said land has been occupied for 
mining purposes nearly the whole of the last fourteen years, and it was occupied for mining purposes 
while under application by Mr.' E. M'Gee, and has been occupied ever since. He never resided upon it, 
he got it by ways and means unknown to the miners, and contrary to tbe Crown Lands Alienation Act; 
therefore X pray that you will grant my application to mine upon said land, as I know of a quartz reef 
going through it containing gold. Trusting this will meet with your favourable consideration,—

I remain, Ac.,
JOHN F. CONNELLY

---------  (For self and party).
„ ' 13 October, 1884.

Neither this letter nor the one of the 16th August contains any further information by which the land 
referred to can be identified ou tbe maps of this office, and no freehold in the name - of M'Gee, fronting 
Halton-street, can be traced, except allotments 8 and 11, of section 6, neitber of which would appear to 
be tbe one referred to, as their areas are only 31i perches and 34 perches respectively. A new map of 
the town of Parkes was published in July last, and the writer should therefore be able to give the number 
of the portion. Perhaps he might bo asked .to give a sketch showing the position of the land upon which 
ho wishes to mine ; at all events, to give the number of the portion.

J. T. SMALL,
■-------- 13 October, 1884.

May again be written to perhaps.—J.G.B., 21/10/84. Yes; and inform as suggested.'—E.H.’W.,
21/10/84.

No. 5.
Mr. J. If. Connelly and Party to Tlie Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Parkes, 20 September, 1884.
I again most respectfully beg to ask that you will kindly grant our application to mine upon 

Mr. E. M'Gee’s 2-acre freehold suburban land referred to in my previous letters, under clause 29 of the 
Lauds Act Further Amendment Act, also clauses 6 and 23, Crown Lauds Regulations of 1883.

Trusting this will meet with your most favourable consideration and earliest convenience, as we are 
anxiously waiting to commence operations,— I remain, Ac.,

JOHN E. CONNELLY
--------  (Eor self and party).

Invite attention to letter of the 4th instant.—J.G.B., 23/9/84.

No. 6.
The Tinder Secretary for Lands to Mr. J. P. Connelly.

Sir, Depai’tment of Lands, Sydney, 26 September, 1884.
With reference to your letter of the 20th instant, respecting your application for permission 

to mine upon certain land at Parkes held by Mr. E. M'Gee as a freehold, I have the honor to invite your 
attention to my letter of the 4th instant, requesting you to be good enough to furnish me with particulars 
as to the position of the land referred to. 1 have, Ac.,

CHARLES OLIVER,
Under Secretary.

No. 7.
Mr. J. T\ Connelly and Party to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, • Parkes, 29 September, 1884.
In reply to yours of the 2Gth instant, in re particulars and position of Mr. E. M'Geo’s 2 acres, 

suburban allotment, I beg to inform you that on looking over the plan of the town of Eorbes, find it is 
adjoining the reserve for gold-mining purposes, and abutting W. Boyd’s allotment No. 424, Dalton-street, 
on the south, and No. 423, in the name of J. M'Conncll, hut known as Mr. E. M'Gee’s paddock. I may 
inform you that W. Boyd’s allotment has been called in from sale (cancelled), because it interfered with 
the mining industry, as also does No. 423, which is being mined upon three sides of it, and where quartz 
reefs are known to be going through the whole of the said 2 acres, is now, and has been, held by the miners 
for years, and should duly belong to the miners, as it is known to be highly auriferous, and was occupied 
by the miners while under application, and up to the purchase it has been fenced off, partly fencing in tbe 
holdings of the miners. Trusting that this will bo sufficient explanation, and that you will kindly grant 
our application to mine upon tbe same,— I remain, Ac.,

JOHN E. CONNELLY
(For self and party).

No. 8.
Mr. J. P. Connelly and Party to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Parkes, 18 October, 1884.
I beg most respectfully to draw your attention to the fact that I have been writing to you 

since last August 6th, re our application to mine upon Mr. Edward M'Gee’s freehold suburban land. 
Particulars I have given in detail, being No. 423, in tbo name of John M'Connell, now known as Mr. 
Edward M'Gee. I may inform you that wc have permission by the owner to mine under, but not upon, 
said land, which we are doing, and also other parties, but under a very great disadvantage, and trust 
you will kindly grant our application, to mine upon the said land, as provided under tbe “ Lands Act 
Further Amendment Act of 1880.” The land is highly auriferous, and we are anxiously waiting your kind 
consideration to commence operations. I remain. Ac.,

‘ JOHN F. CONNELLY
(Eor self and party).

. No. 9,
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No. 9.

The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. J. U. Connelly.
Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 27 October, 18S4.

In reference to your letter of the 6th ultimo, respecting your application for permission to 
mine on a suburban allotment of 2 acres fronting Dalton-street, in the town of Parkes, and behl as a 
freehold by Mr. E. M'Gee, I have tho honor to inform you that the land in question cannot be identified 
on the maps in this Department from the particulars given in your communications, and tho only freehold 
in the name of the gentleman mentioned, fronting the street referred to, are allotments Nos. 8 and 11 of 
section 6, containing 31* and 34 perches respectively.

I have, therefore, to request that you will be good enough to specify the number of the allotment 
alluded to you in your application, or to furnish me with a sketch showing the position.

1 have, &C-,
CIIAELES OLIVER.

Under Secretary.

No. 10.

Mr. J. I’. Connelly and Party to Tho Secretary for Lands.
Sirj Parkes, 28 October, 1SS4.

In reply to your letter of the 27th instant, in re the land mentioned in my letters, to mine 
upon Mr. E. M'Gec’s freehold suburban land, I beg most respectfully to inform you that upon esnmining 
the map of Parkes, I find the allotment No. 423, in the name of 3. M'Connell, being a 2-acre block, with 
a barn and hut upon it, adjoining the gold-mining reserve, which is the block of land I am applying for 
to mine upon, and which we are now mining under, and trust you will^ kindly grant our application to 
mine upon the same. ■ I remain, &c.,

1 JOHN E. CONNELLY

P.S.—A copy or plan of the block of land requested.
(Eor self and party).

Dalton Street.

424
W. Boyd.

Hut
m ,, Reserve for Gold-mining

423 13 purposes. «
,1. McConnell.

s

422

Cecik Street.

Portion 423, parish of Currajong, was purchased by John M'Conncll under improvement purchase.— 
J. T. Small, 8/I2/S4. Submitted. Writer may be informed.—J.G.B., 18/12/Si. Yes.—E ll. W. 
(for U.8.), 19/12/84.

No. 11.

The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. J. P. Connelly.
Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 7 January, 1885.

Referring to your letter of tbe 28th October last, I have the honor to inform you that portion 
423, parish of Currajong, was purchased in virtue of improvements hy John M'Connell.

I have, &e.,
F. H. WILSON,

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 12.

Mr. J. P. Connelly to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir, * Parkes, 12 July, 1886.

I beg most respectfully to ask that you will kindly grant me permission to mine upon that 
piece of land. No. 423, being 2 acres applied for by John M'Connell, since transferred to Edward M'Gee, 
and situated in the town of Parkes (as per enclosed sketch). _ _

I further wish to drawr your attention that some months hack I wrote seven letters to the Minister 
for Lands, asking the same privilege, and giving all particulars m re the said land, and was in treaty with 
the Minister some eight or ten months pending bis reply, and could get no satisfaction.

I did a great deal of prospecting outside and under tbe said land, uutil I could do no more for 
baid air.

I



I have good reason to believe that there is gold-bearing quartz reofs in said land, because I found 
good gold-bearing veins outside the fence running into said land, and I wish to further continue 
prospecting said land. The land is being mined upon on three sides at present, and I have been 
prospecting upon the fourth for some considerable time, and wish to continue.

Trusting you will kindly grant my request to mine upon said land, and if so, to grant me an 
opening through the fence,— 1. remain, &c.,

JOH1S' F. CON3TELLT.

If the land in question has been sold the power to grant permission 1.0 search rests with the 
Minister for Lands. Inform, and then forward to the Lands Department.—H.'W., 3/9/86.

Xo. 13.
Mr. J. I7. Connelly to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Parkes, 30 August, 1SSG.
I have tho honor to request that you will grant me permission to mine in and upon that piece 

of land, Ho. 423, situate in the town of Parkes, and being 2 acres applied for by Mr. John M'Connell, 
and since transferred to Mr. Edward M'Gee.

The said land, I helieve, is conditionally purchased, and tho deeds issued about two years, although 
the ground was then held and in occupation for years for mining purposes when granted to him.

I have done a great deal of prospecting outside and under the said land, but through insufficient 
air and fear of trespass J had to abandon the search.

I beg to state that within the past eighteen months I have written seven or eight letters to the 
Minister to the above effect, and have been in treaty some eight or ten months, pending his reply, but up 
to the present have received none ; whilst on the other hand Mr. Wm. Hazelhurst has, within the last 
three or four months, obtained permission to mine upon the said land, and which he has since abandoned. 
The land is being worked on all sides.

Trusting you will kindly consider my application in the most favourable light,—
I have, &e.,

JOIIH F. COKNELLY.

As it is herein alleged that Wm, Hazelhurst. the person to whom a permit was granted on 2oth 
June, 18SG, has not prosecuted the search for gold as required by Kcgulation 171, perhaps the Depart
ment ol Mines may be asked to procure a report from the Warden as to the facts.—S.F., 18/9/86.
C.O., 20/9/86. Approved.—Il .G, 22/9/86.

No. 14.
Mr. J. P. Connelly to A. Stokes, Esq., M.P.

Sir, Parkes, 30 August, 1886.
I have the honor to request that yon will kindly interview the Minister for Lands on my 

behalf respecting an application (posted this 30th day of August, 1886) to mine upon 2 acres of hind, 
No. 423, situate iu the town of Parkes, being a conditional purchase applied for by John M'Connell, and 
since transferred to Mr, Edward M'Gee.

I beg to state that within the cast eighteen months I have written seven or eight letters to the 
Minister in re the above, but up to the present have elicited no reply ; whilst on the other hand Mr. Win. 
■Hazelhurst has, within three or four months, had an application to mine on pari, of said land granted 
him, hut has since abandoned it.

The land I seek is not held in occupation for mining purposes by others.
Kcgretting that I should have occasion to trespass so much on your valuable time,—

I have, &e.,
JOHN F. CONNELLY, Senh,

No. 15.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. J. P. Connelly.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 7 September, 1886.
Deferring to your letter of the 12th July last, in which you apply for permission to mine upon 

portion No. 423 in the town of Parkes, containing 2 acres, applied for as an improvement purchase by 
John M'Conncll, 1 have the honor to inform you that if the land in question has been sold, the power to 
grant permission to search for gold rests with the Minister for Lands, to whose Department your letter 
has been forwarded. I have, Ac.,

HAERIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 16.
Mr. J. P. Connelly to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Parkes, 27 September, LS86.
I most respectfully beg fhat you will kindly grant iny application to prospect for gold upon 

portion 423, town of Parkes, parish of Currajong, county of Ashburnhara, Billabong Gold-held, which, 
on the 14th April, 1883, was sold to John M'Coiniell, as an improvement purchase.

1
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I further humbly beg to draw your attention to the fact that I have been applying to the Minister 
for Lands nearly two years for the same privilege, and have written cloven or twelve letters during that 
time, to the Minister, for permission to mine upon the same, and, np to the present, can get no satis
factory reply.

I now beg that you will grant me the permission so long sought for, and enclose you an acknow
ledgment from Mr. HaKclhurst, who, strange to say, has been a privileged person, be having made 
application for tbe said land on 10th May, and through the instrumentality of Arthur Cubitt, gets tbe 
permit on tho 13th July, 1886, and abandoned it in August following,

I have been expecting that you would send me up tbo proper form to fill up for my application, 
which certainly must have been first (viz., nearly two years), corresponding for same.

Trusting that, under tbe existing circumstances, you will send me up the proper form to fill in, 
and also the permit for same, to search and dig for gold,—

I remain, &c.,
■ JOHN F. CONNELLY.

No. 17.
Certificate.

Parkes, 27 September, 1880.
Permit to dig and search for gold, dated 13th July, 1886.

This is to certify that I, the undersigned, have done with the above permit (having prospected the land 
to my satisfaction), and am willing to return the permit to tbe Under Secretary for Lands.

WILLIAM HAZELHURST.

No. 18.
* Mr, J, E. Connelly to A. Stokes, Esq., M.P.

Sir, Parkes, 27 September, 1886.
The telegram from Mr. Freeman, and your memo, attached, to hand, winch does not seem very 

favourable on my behalf, when you say that the Warden will be. called upon to report on the prior 
applications, and my claim comes next.

I beg to draw your attention to my letter of explanation to you, in which I have already stated 
that my application to tbe Minister to mine upon portion 423, in the town of Parkes, has been pending 
nearly two years, and I have written eleven or twelve letters in re same, consequently, my application 
being first, should have prior claim ; and, strange to say, W. Hazelhurst has been privileged, having 
made application in May last, obtained the permit on 13th July, prospected, and abandoned the same 
iu August last. '

My case seems to me a very hard one, under these circumstances, and, I think, requires a little 
looking into, as there certainly seems to be some very great misunderstanding or neglect somewhere.

Trusting that, under the existing circumstances, you will kindly see into the matter, and get for 
me the proper form to fill in, and also the permit to search and dig for gold, and I will be over thankful. 
Sorry for trespassing so much upon your valuable time,—

I remain &e.,
. JOHN F. CONNELLY.

P.S.—1 have again (27th instant) written to the Minister for Lands in re my application, stating 
my exceptional case.—J.F.C.

Will the Under Secretary for Lands be good enough to say what has been done in this case, so 
that I may inform Mr. Stokes, M.P,, to-day.—H.W., B.C., 14/10/86.

No. 19.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 29 September, 1886.
■ I have the honor to request that you will be good enough to procure for the information of

the Minister for Lands a report from the Warden of the Parkes District as to whether W. Hazelhurst, to 
whom a permit was granted on the 2oth June, 1886, to dig and mine for gold on the land noted below, 
has executed the same as required by the 171st Kcgulation of the “ Crown Lands Act of 1884.”

T hnvp
STEPHEN FKEEMAN

(Eor the Under Secretary).

Parkes, 2 acres, E. M'Gee, No. 423. Mr. Warden Sharpe for report.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), B.C., 
26/9/86.

No. 20.
Mr. Warden Sharpe to Tlie Under Secretary for Mines.

20 October.
J no not understand what information I am requested to supply, and the Kcgulation referred to affords no 
clue. W. Hazelhurst has not presented bis permit to me. nor is he required to by the Kegulation 
referred to. I have seen the permit, and tbe holder, who informs me that be has abandoned tbe land in 
question for a month past, and has written to the Department stating that he will surrender his permit.

ERNEST L. SHARPE,
--------- ' Warden.

The Under Secretary for Lands.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), B.C., 23/9/86.

No. 21.
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m. 21. '

Mi*. J. F. Connelly to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir, Parkes, 20 November, 1886.

I again respectfully beg to inform you that this is the thirteenth or fourteenth letter that I 
have written to you within a period of two years, making applications for permission to mine or prospect 
for gold upon portion No. 423, town of Parkes, being an improvement purchase sold to J. M'Connell 
(No. 80-1,393, Parkes), and up to the present can get no satisfactory reply. 1 do not know what to think 
of such treatment, aud shall be compelled to bring this matter before the House.

Strange to say that in June last Mr. W. Hazelhurst applied for the same land for same purpose, 
obtained it, worked it, and has abandoned it (all within three months). He tells me he had to tip £5 for it, 
and here are my applications (twelve or fourteen, as above) now standing two years perfectly ignored. 
I may inform you that I have on different occasions sent you plans and particulars, and as 1 wish to 
search for gold on that parcel of land, believing it to exist, 1 humbly trust you will kindly grant me that 
permit so long sought for.

Tours, &c,,
JOHN F. CONNELLY.

Submitted—23/11/86.
William Hazelhurst, to whom a permit was granted on 25th June, 1886, has not prosecuted the 

search for gold, as required by Pegu la lion 171. Back strom and party have made application in due form 
for a similar permit, but Connelly has for years been seeking for permission in respect of the same land, 
although he has not lodged same in due form (L.A.-M.) As, however, tlie form is not a schedule to the 
Act or Regulations its use is not apparently imperative. Submitted that a permit be granted to Connelly 
and that Backstrom and party be informed that their application cannot for that reason be granted.

S.F., 7/12/86.
Approved.—H.C., 7/12/86. Permit to Hazelhurst cancelled. Permit issued to Mr. Connelly,

and informed. 10/12/86.

No. 22.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. J. F. Connelly.

Sir, Bcpartment of Lands, Sydney, 10 December, 1886.
With reference to your letter of the 20th ultimo, I have the honor to inform you that Mr. W. 

Hazelhurst having failed to prosecute the search for gold upon the land noted below under the permit 
granted to him, the Secretary for Lands has approved of a permit to dig and search for gold upon the said 
land being granted to you, and herewith I forward such permit.

I have, Ac.,
STEPHEN .FREEMAN

(For the Under Secretary).

Portion 423, parish of Currajong, county of Ashburnham.

No. 23.
Copy of Permit.

(Crown Lands Act of 1884—Part 111, section 45.)
■ Permit to dig and search for gold.

This is to permit John F. Connelly to take possession in accordance with the Mining Board Regulations, 
and to dig and search for gold within a parcel of land of the dimensions of a prospecting protection area, 
as prescribed by the said Regulations, situated within the Billahong G-obl-field, county of Ashburnham, 
parish of Currajong, being part of portion No. 423, which, on the 18th day of January, 1884, was sold to 
John M'Connell as an improvement purchase (No. 80-4, Parkes), but so as not to interfere with any 
prospecting protection area occupied in virtue of any permit of prior date to this.

Given under my hand at the Department of Lands, Sydney, in the Colony of New South Wales, this 
11th day of December, 1886,— '

HENRY COPELAND,
Minister for Lands.

No. 24.
Mr. J. P. Connelly to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Parkes, 22 December, 1886.
I respectfully beg to inform you that, having commenced operations by a special permit from 

the Secretary for Lands to dig and search for gold on part of portion No. 423, parish of Currajong, upon 
a piece of land sold to Mr. John M'Connell on the 18th January. 1884, ns an improvement purchase No. 
80—4. Parkes, that I have started two shafts which I propose sinking to a depth of 200 feet, a great part 
through blue rock ; that there is a parly known as Messrs. Drummond and party trespassing upon my 
right by undermining said land and taking out auriferous quartz, whom I bog you will kmdly order to 
discontinue.

I most positively declare that there is highly auriferous quartz now being worked and traced under 
said land, whicli I respectfully beg you will cause to he cancelled at an early date.

I have, &c.,
JOHN F. CONNELLY.

No. 25.
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No. 25.
Quaile and Party to Tire Secretary for Lands.

Sir Parkes, 10 January, 18S7.
We beg most respectfully to call your attention to tlie faet that Mr. John l’. Connelly, of 

Parkes, has applied for and obtained a permit from you to search for gold on a portion of land situate at 
Parkes, and numbered 423. According to plan sent herewith you will see that our party have sunk two 
shafts on each side of this land, and we have traced the reef right through it and are at present, with the 
permission of tlie owner of the land, working the reef, and wc claim that the spirit of the law was never 
intended to grant permission to mine for gold where gold had already been discovered. Connelly knew 
well of the direction of the line of reef, having frequently gone down our shaft with the pretended purpose 
of buying into the claim, hut as it turns out only to find the direction of tho line of reef. Having the 
permission of the owner of the land to drive under it we thought that was sufficient, but now wc learn 
Mr. Comielly has got a permit and he is now sinking a shaft right on the reef. We claim that the permit 
should he revoked and permission given to us to mine, as we are the discoverers of the reel and should 
have prior claim to the ground. We enclose plan herewith. Tour early attention would greatly oblige,—

Yours, &c.,
A. DRUMMOND

(i?or Quaile and party).

8

The application is for cancellation of Connelly’s permit for the reasons set out in this letter. 
S.F., 11/1(87. , .

The permit to Connelly has been issued in error and was obtained by what appears a suppression 
of the facts of the case. Under the Mining Board Regulations a prospecting protection area can only bo 
held when gold is not being worked within half-a-milc of the land applied for, whereas it appears that 
Quaile and party have a claim immediately adjoining this land and are obtaining gold from the very ground 
applied for by Connelly, and this with the permission of the owner of the land. Connelly’s permit must 
therefore be cancelled as contrary to the Mining Board Regulations, and 1 think additional regulations 
should he provided before any more such permits be granted.—II.C,, 15/1)87. ^

Inform parties, and call upon Connelly & Co. to return tbe permit at once.—R.H.D., 18/1/87,

No. 26.
Mr. J. L. Connelly to II. M. Vaughn, Esq., M.P.

Sir, Parkes, 18 January, 1887.
About the 22nd December, 18SG, by letter, and since personally I called upon Mr. A. E. L. 

Sharpe, the Warden, in re the said trespass. He positively declined to have anything to do with private 
land, he refused me an order to enter trespassers’ shaft, a licensed surveyor to inspect and report, a 
summons against them, and an injunction ; consequently, I have no redress here. _

I have a shaft down over 100 feet, and can hear the trespassers undermining my shaft, which will 
take a considerable time to sink. Trespass still going on. _

I have just returned from Sydney, where I went purposely to consult tlie Lands and Mines 
Departments, but with no result other than from the Under Secretary for Mines, who thought an order 
from the Attorney-General against the trespassers for stealing gold from private land as against the 
Queen without being specially authorized, would be the proper course. It seems to me a very hard case, 
considering that there is now about two and a half years I have been continuously applying for said 
land, and now that 1 have the permit from the Crown, Messrs. Drummond and party still continue the 
trespass, and strange to say, up to the present I have no alternative. Trusting you will, in conjunction 
with Messrs. Jas. Watson, E. A. Baker, T. P. De Courcy Browne, A. A. Stokes, ilsqs., Ms.lh, with whom 
I am personally acquainted, use your influence and see me protected at as early a date as possible; and as 
the party are about to crush in three weeks’ time, 1 beg that yon will, if possible, kindly get an order 
from the Attorney-General to stay their trespass, and also their crushing, ponding further hearing.

The above party have taken about 400 or 500 tons of stone from underneath the said private land.
I may also inform you that during the last three years the reef in question has been working Messrs, 

Drummond and party have had every opportunity, if they so desired, to secure and protect themselves 
in that private land, because they must have known the course of the reef better than any other persons. 
On the other hand, from the first discovering of said line of reef, self aud party sunk and drove about
1,000 feet, prospecting for said reef from the outside of said private land, and while so doing I sent in 
my application to the Minister for Lands for permission to mine upon the same, and for nearly twro years 
and a half I persisted in my application for permission to mine upon said land, and under the above 
circumstances I certainly consider I am the first applicant; and had it been attended to in due course by 
the powers that were I should have had permission granted me two years ago, which would have given 
mo 400 or 500 tons of stone averaging 4 ounces to tho ton in soft country ; hut now through the delay or 
neglect of the Department, I have to content myself by sinking one and probably two shafts to a depth 
of 250 feet, a great portion being through blue rock, for a reef now reduced to 15 inches thick, and about 
11- ounce per ton; hence, my loss through the powers that were, with all due respect. Trusting you, with 
the assistance of the other gentlemen, will put this through for me at an early date, under the circumstances, 
when I will he ever thankful.

Apologising for trespassing so much upon your valuable time,—
I remain, &o,,

JOHN E. CONNELLY.
P.S,—On my return home from Sydney I. called upon Messrs. M'Loughlin and Pilcher, solicitors, 

Ac., of Orange, in «as to how I stood affected under my special authority from the Crown as against the 
trespassers. They told me the Minister had the power to grant and also to withdraw my permit, but consider 
that he had ample time in my case to consider, and to know what he was doing, and that it should have 
been granted long ago, but should he be unfavourably disposed towards me, the Government in all

probability
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probability would recoup me for iny loss aud expenses through having misled me; that in view of the 
present Ministry going out J had better await the new Minister, who will likely hold a very different view,; 
that a few influential members of the House could put the matter through at once for me by getting the 
conditional purchase cancelled; my title would then bo sound; that they thought the Mining Department 
had a right to deal with tlie case; that Drummond and party had had the same opportunity as myself,but 
did not embrace it; that it legally belougs to the first applicant, and that Drummond and party were 
illegally winning gold as against the Crown, and open to criminal prosecution.—J.F.C.

No. 27.
It. M. Vaughn, Esq., M.P., to The Undei’ Secretary for Lands, .

Sir, Sydney, 20 January, 1887. t
I beg to hand you enclosed a letter I have received from J. F. Connelly, and to ask that it See No‘ 

may be favourably considered, and that the protection asked for may be granted.
Tours, <fcc.,

' E. M. VAUGHN.

Special.—This letter of Mr. Vaughn’s, M.P., and its enclosed letter from John F. Connelly, are 
submitted in view of the Minister’s decision of loth January, 1887 (on letter of the 10th January), to 
the effect that the permit to Connelly was issued improvidently. It is observed that the letter of this 
Department to Connelly, conveying the Minister’s decision, is dated 20th instant. Connelly’s letter is 
dated the 18th instant. The letters have crossed each other evidently,—E.H.D., 25/1/87. "

No. 28.
The "Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. J. E. Connelly.

Sir, _ Department of Lands, Sydney, 20 January, 1887.
_ Deferring to the permit, dated 11th December, 1886, to dig and search for gold within the
improvement purchase noted below, issued to you, J am directed to inform you that the authoritv there
under has been withdrawn, as it wras obtained by wrhat appears a suppression of the facts of the case, 
and issued contrary to the Mining Board Eegulations, and therefore request that you will be good enough 
to return the permit to this Department at once. I have, &e.,

STEPHEN EBEEMAN
(For the Under Secretary).

Parkes, I.P. 80-1, 7th July, 1880, 2 acres, parish of Currajong, county of Ashburnham, John 
M'Connell.

No. 29.
Mr. J. E. Connelly to The U nder Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Sydney, 25 January, 1887.
I respectfully beg to inform you that I have, during the last two years and a half, been 

continuously applying for permission to mine upon part of portion 423, which, on the 18th day of 
January, 1884, was sold to John M’Connell as an improvement purchase, No. 80-4, Parkes, and strange 
to say that in June last a Mr. "W. Hazelhurst made application for same land and got it at once over my 
head. He prospected said land to his satisfaction and then abandoned it. Then again, after considerable 
writing to the Department of Lands, I got special permission to search and. dig for gold, I commenced 
my operations about tlie 14th of December last, when I found that Messrs. Drummond and party were 
undermining my workings (shaft) from outside on Crown lands. I cautioned them not to trespass by 
undermining my special authority from the Crown, as I would hold them responsible for any gold they 
may have taken from under said private property.

I have appplied to the AVarden on different occasions for protection. He declined having 
anything to do with it, it being private property.

1 then came to Sydney, saw tlie Assistant Under Secretary for Lands, who told me to settle the 
matter between ourselves as best we could, as 1 had no right to the ground.

On the 22nd instant I received a letter from the Lands Department, staling that the authority has 
been withdrawn, as it was obtained by what appears a suppression of the facts of the case, and issued 
contrary to the Mining Board Eegulations, and therefore requests that I will be good enough to return 
the permit at once.

Now, Sir, 1 would respectfully beg to draw your attention to the facts that I have, during the last 
three years, been prospecting outside said private land, and have sunk and drove about 1,000 feet 
unsuccessfully, and during two years and a half of that time I have been continuously making applications 
to mine in said private property (I am tho first applicant), and during the last two years the said Messrs. 
Drummond and party have been continuously undermining said private land without being specially 
authorized, and have taken 400 or 500 tons of auriferous quartz from underneath, being detrimental to 
my interest; whereas had my application been attended to in due course by the Department, I would 
this day have been £2,000 or £3,000 a better man. As it is I am out at least £300, and now told to 
withdraw from tho land.

Messrs. Drummond and party certainly had the privilege, if they so were inclined, by making the 
first application, inasmuch as they were the only persons in possession of the direction and the course of 
the vein when they opened it some three or four years ago.

522—B
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Trusting you will see that my application has not been a suppression of the facts, as alleged, and 
that I, being the first applicant, should have been duly considered, that Drummond and party, having 
neglected to protect themselves by special authority, have been in illegal possession, taking out what 
should have been my legal right had. it been attended to in due course.

Trusting you will kindly see me protected in the above,—
* I remain, <fcc.,

1 -------- JOHN F. CONNELLY.
Will tbe Under Secretary for Lands do me the favour to say why the permission to search has 

been withdrawn from Mr. Connelly? He has shown me your letter, dated 20th January, in which the 
reasons assigned are a suppression of the facts of the case, and issued contrary to the Mining Board 
Eegulations. Kindly say which Kegulation is infringed, and what was the suppression of facts ?—H.W.,
B.C., 27/1 jH7. Urgent.

No. 30.
Mi*. J. F. Connelly to E. A. Baker, Esq., M.P.

Dear Sir, Sydney, 27 January, 1887.
In re our interview, this day, with Mr. Freeman, I feel very much hurt to think that he should 

be under tbe impression that I should cast any reflections upon the Department in re taking tip from Mr. 
"W. Hazelhurst, as I could not possibly say so, because I knew better. What I did say, or meant to convey, 
was that Hazelhurst had to tip £5 to get the permit, which he told me he had done to an agent outside.

I certainly felt hurt to think that he could get a permit at once, when I had been applying and 
waiting so long without any result. Should you see Mr. Freeman, I trust you will kindly explain this 
matter to him. Trusting he will banish that idea from his mind, as it was never meant,—

I remain, &c.,
JOHN F. CONNELLY.

Notwithstanding this disclaimer, there is no possibility of misunderstanding the nature of Mr. 
Connelly’s insinuation, or his foolish threat to bring the matter before tho House. The threats were, 
however, not allowed to prejudice what then appeared to be his very strong claim for a permit.—
S.F., 22/2/87.

This letter has been attached to the papers at the request of Mr. E. A, Baker.—S.F., 22/2/87.

No. 31.
Mr. A. Drummond to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Parkes, 27 January, 1887.
As the permit to Mr, J. F. Connelly to mine for gold on portion No. 423, at Parkes, has been 

cancelled, wo beg to renew our application for a permit, we already having the permission of the owner 
of the land to mine under it. Yours, &c.,

A. DKUMMOND
--------  (For Quaile and party).

Submitted in view of memo, of 25th January, 1887. Attention is invited lo the minute of the 
Under Secretary for Mines, dated 27th January, 1887.—K.H.D., 31/1/87, Kefer the papers to the 
Under Secretary for Mines with reference to the minute above referred to,—C.O., B.C., 22/2/87. The 
Under Secretary for Mines.

No. 32.
Minute hy The TJuder Secretary for Mines.

8 March, 1887.
Ik view of the decision of the late Minister for Lands (Mr. Copeland), dated 15th January last, in regard 
to the permit granted to Mr. J. F. Connelly, I venture, with great diffidence, to submit that tbe decision 
appears to be based on a misconception concerning the Regulations relating to such permits. The Regu
lation (189) provides that the person named in the permit shall mark out tho land in such position as 
shall interfere as little as possible with any permanent improvements on such land.

This is the only provision in the Regulation concerning the position of the “area.” The words in 
the Regulation quoted, which may have misled the late Minister for Lands, are:—“ Such area shall he of 
the dimensions, and subject to the conditions, and shall be marked out in the manner [e.y., with posts and 
trenches at each angle] prescribed by the Mining Board Regulations.”

The power to cancel such a permit is contained in Regulation 171, and the grounds of cancellation 
are failure to “ maintain the boundary maaks of such area, and prosecute the search for gold in accordance 
with the provisions of the Regulations aforesaid.”

If the facts are as set out hy Mr. Connelly, that he has expended a sum of money in sinking a 
shaft while holding his permit, he will probably lose tbe money so spout unless the permit can be revived.

H. W.,
—8/3/87.

Submitted. For the consideration of the Minister for Lands.—F.A,, 8/3/87. The Under 
Secretary for Lands.—(T.E.H. (for U.S.), B.C., 9/3/87. Submitted specially.—R.H.D., 15/3/87.
S.F., 17/3/87. Perhaps the opinion of the Attorney-General may he sought as to the power of the 
Minister to cancel a permit under section 45, for reasons other than those set out in Regulation 171,—
S.F., 30/3/87. Approved.—T.G., 31/3/87. The Crown Solicitor.—R.H.D, (for the U.S., Lands),
B.C., 4/8/87. •

No. 33.
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No. 33.
Mr. W. S. Ritchie to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir. Partes, 16 March, 1887.
Mr. J. E. Connelly, who, in December last, was in error granted a permit to mine in portion 

No. 428, of 2 acres, parish of Currajong, county of Ashburnham, and which authority was withdrawn by 
the late Minister of Lands, on or about the 18th day of January, 1887, continues to wort in said 
portion, despite the fact that authority to mine in said portion was vested in Drummond and party by the 
late Minister, they also holding a duly registered permission to mine in said portion from Mr. Edward 
M'Gee, the owner thereof.

Connelly has now broken into Drummond and party’s mineral selection No. 251, damaging the 
workings, knocking out our timber, and dropping stones, Ac., on Drummond and party, one of them being 
injured thereby to-day.

Drummond and mates are patient, law-abiding men, suffering from great provocation; have 
summoned Connelly to tho "Warden’s Court. The Warden said he had no jurisdiction, but forwarded the 
papers to the Lands Department, Drummond and party ask that you will take prompt steps, as per 
telegram, for their protection, to prevent a breach of the peace, and possible bloodshed, if Connelly 
attempts to remove quartz from the mine, which he will be in a position to do in a few days.

I am, &c.,
W. S. EITCHIE,

Underground Manager 1
———■ - (Eor Drummond and party).

Eeferred to the Under Secretary for Mines in connection with the previous papers.—H.H.D. 
(for U.S.), 16/5/87. Seen.—HW., 21/5/87.

No. 34.
Telegram from Mr. W. S. Ritchie to Tho Secretary for Mines.

Parkes, 16 March, 1887.
CouTTEtiY, working in portion423,broken into Drummond and party’s mining tenement No.251, weakening 
tho walls of the mine, knocking out our timber, and dropping stones and mullock into Drummond and 
party’s workings, one of whom injured to-day. Prompt steps necessary to prevent a breach of the
Peace- W. S. EITCHIE,

Underground Manager
■-------- (For Drummond and party).

Ask Mr. Warden Sharpe to inquire at once into this matter, and ask the Lands Department 
whether the cancellation of the permit to Connelly has been revoked.—HW., 17/3/87. Mr. Warden
Sharpe.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), B.C., 18/3/87.

No. 35.
Telegram from Mr. W. S. Ritchie to Tlie Secretary for Lands.

Parkes, 16 March, 1887.
CoiTNELiT, working in portion 423, broken into Drummond and party’s mining tenement No. 251, 
weakening the walls of the mine, knocking out our timber, and dropping stones and mullock into 
Drummond and party’s workings, one of whom injured to-day. Prompt steps necessary to prevent a 
breach of the peace. g EITCHIE

Underground Manager
(Eor Drummond and party).

No. 36.
Mr. W. S. Ritchie to The Secretary for Mines.

Sh, Parkes, 16 March, 1887.
_ Mr. J. F. Connelly, who, in December last, was in error granted a permit to mine in portion

No. 423, of 2 acres, parish of Currajong, county of Ashburnham, and which aumority was withdrawn by 
the late Minister for Lands on or about the 18th day of January, 1887, continues to work in said portion 
despite the fact that authority to mine in said portion was vested in Drummond and party bv the late 
Minister for Lands, they also holding a duly registered permission to mine in said portion from Mr. 
Edward M'Gee, tho owner thereof.

Connelly has now broken into Drummond and party’s mineral selection No. 251, damaging the 
workings, knocking out our timber, and dropping stones and mullock on Drummond and party, one of 
them being injured thereby to-day. Drummond aud mates are patient, law-abiding men, suffering from 
great provocation ; have summoned Connelly to the Warden s Court, The Warden said lie had no 
jurisdiction, but forwarded the papers to the Lands Department. Drummond and party ask that you will 
take prompt steps as per telegram, for their protection, to prevent a breach of the peace and possible 
bloodshed, if Connelly attempts to remove quartz from the mine, which lie will be in a position to do in 
a few days. I am, Ac.,

WM. S. EITCHIE,
Underground Manager

--------  (For Drummond and party).
My report in this case was sent to the Department on the 18th instant. 1 have nothing to add to 

it except that it appears the No. of Drummond’s mining tenement is 252, and not 251. See telegram 
herewith.—Erhest A. L. Shaupe, Warden. Tbe Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 26/3/87,

No. 37.
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3STo. 37.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. Warden Sharpe.

. Sydney, 17 Mnvcli, 1887.
Complaint received that one Connelly, working in portion 423, had broken into Drummond and party’s 
mining tenement 251, weakening the walls of mine, and damaging workings. Please inquire into matter 
at once.

• HAKRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary for Mines.

12

. No. 38.
E. A. Baker, Esq., M.P., to Tho Secretary for Lands.

Dear Sir, Sydney, 18 March, 1887.
It is so difficult to see you that I send you a line to ask you to be good enough to give a 

decision as soon as possible in the matter I spoke to you about some time since (Connelly’s permit 
to search for gold in alienated land).

You referred the matter to tbe Mines, and tbe papers are back with the opinion of the Minister. 
Mr. h'reeman tells me they will be on your table to-day.

Will you give your decision, and have mo communicated with.
Yours, dc.,

E. A. BAKElt.

No. 39.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 18 March, 1887.
I have the honor to request that you will be good enough to inform me whether the 

cancellation of tbe permit granted to one Connelly, to mine on certain land, portion 423, I.P. 80-4, 
Parkes, has been revoked. The papers were forwarded to your Department on the 10th instant.

I have, Ac.,
GERAED E. HERRING 

(Eor the Under Secretary,)

No. 40.
W. T. Coonan, Esq., to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Sydney, 18 March, 1887.
On behalf of Messrs. Quaile and party, gold-miners, of Parkes, I am instructed to respectfully 

call your attention to the fact that, notwithstanding the cancellation of J. F. Connelly’s permit to search 
and dig for gold on portion No. 423, town of Parkes, he is still working under the said authority, and has 
sunk a shaft on the line of reef discovered by Qnaile and party, and has also broken into their workings. 
The permit having been obtained by a suppression of tbe facts of tlie whole case, and the same having 
been cancelled, I respectfully submit that action should at once be taken by the proper officer of your 
Department to compel Mr. Connelly to return the permit granted to him.

Yours, Ac.,
--------  W. T. COONAN.

P.S.—Quaile and party seem to have right on their side. Could not the Minister demand from 
Comielly the return of permit, and at same time advertise in the local papers that the permit had been 
drawn? Presented by H. H. Cooke, M.P.

Tbe question as to the cancellation of Connelly’s permit being revoked is now under the considera
tion of the Minister for Lands, submitted on the 16th instant.—R.H.D.

No. 41.
Telegram from Mr. Warden Sharpe to The Warden’s Clerk, Parkes.

18 March, 1887.
Please ask Connelly, ■working portion 423, and Drummond and party, working mining tenement No. 251, 
to meet me at Court-house this evening at half-past 5, re complaint that former has broken into latter s 
mining tenement, weakening walls of mine, aud damaging workings.

No. 42.
Mr. Warden Sharpe to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Warden’s Office, Forbes, IS) March, 1887.
Referring to the annexed telegram, I have the honor to state that, in accordance with your 

request, I proceeded to Parkes with the least possible delay and made inquiry concerning the matter 
complained of. X requested the parties interested to meet me at the Court-house, Parkes, on yesterday 
evening, which they did, and made certain statements, which arc annexed for the information of the 
Minister for Mines. o
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2. It appears that portion 423 is freehold land. 2 acres in area, the property of Edward M'Gce, of 
Parkcs. Mr. John ]?. Connelly obtained permission from the Minister for Laud's to mine on this laud, 
but the permission it seems was withdrawn, having hecn issued in error, and Messrs, Quaile and party or 
Drummond and party were informed by letter, dated 20th January last. Drummond and party have been 
mining under portion 423 for a considerable period, and have removed probably a large body of stone 
with the permission of Mr. M'Cee. Drummond and party admit that they have no permit from the 
Minister for Lands. They sunk two shafts on their quartz claim (see rough sketch) which adjoins Enclosure No,is, 
portion No. 423, and have taken out the reef between these shafts, but under the freehold. Connelly and M’®11111* u. 
party sunk a shaft on the freehold, and broke through into the workings which Drummond and party had 
partly filled up and timbered as they took out the reef.

It seems that a> stone about the size of an egg fell through and inflicted a slight wound on the head 
of Thomas Tulloch, who was in the workings below Connelly’s shaft, and that about a load of mullock has 
fallen through since. Connelly says fine sand fell, through. Drummond and party say rocks and 
mullock.

Connelly states that his party are in danger from Drummond and party, and that they have 
threatened to do them serious injury if they persist in sinking the shaft, which, if continued down, will 
follow the wall of the reef, with one side open to the workings, where the reef has been removed by 
Drummond and party, and this is what Drummond and party arc anxious to prevent. These workings arc 
timbered and partly filled witli mullock. Connelly states that his ob ject is to get down to the reef Drum
mond and party are working. Some time since Drummond and party summoned Connelly and party in 
the Warden’s Court, at Parkcs, for trespass on the freehold land, and the case was dismissed for want of 
jurisdiction, and the parties were warned that they should take the proper steps to determine who had 
a right to mine on the land, and they informed me that they would take legal advice.

It seems to me that neither party has, at present, any right to mine under portion 423, as they do 
not possess any legal permit, and I would urge that the necessary steps be taken at once to determine who 
has a right to mine on it, as a great deal of ill-feeling exists between the parties, who are each evidently 
under the impression that the other is depriving them, or endeavouring to deprive them, of the reef, 
which they each claim. Having heard the statements of each side, I advised them that they should 
abstain from working on the freehold until the dispute was determined, and I also stated that I would 
bring the urgency of the matter under the notice of the Minister.

I may add that 1 believe the reef in Quailc and party's claim (now Drummond and party) was 
very profitable, if not rich, and as it runs through the freehold where Drummond and party have been 
working, probably the stone taken out was rich, and this is the reason the parties in question were so 
hitter against one another, I have, &e.,

ERNEST A. L. SHARPE,
----------------- 'Warden.

[Enclosure.]
DErosmoxs taken at Court-house, Parkcs, on the 18th March, 1S87. ■

Alexander Drum mono states that he is one of the shareholders in mining tenement No. 231, at Parkes, six men’s ground, 
(juartx claim ; I have complained that John F. Connelly and party have so worked tho adjoining mine, which is on a freehold, 
jmrtion 42.3, that tho Ih cs of onr working men arc endangered ; if not stopped, Connelly and party will do our mine serious 
damage ; we are on the freehold belonging to Mr, M’Gec ; we started to work on our mining tenement, hat the workings 
are in the freehold; but I can’t say how far we are under it; 1 have no permit from the Minister for Lands, but I have 
leave from Mr, M‘Gee to work under his land ; I have a letter, which I produce, from the Department of Lands, dated 
20th January. 1887, stating that the permit issued to John F. Connelly was issued in error, and that the authority has 
been withdrawn.

William, Spark Rilchi? states that he is an underground manager for Drummond and Company ; their workings are 
under the freehold portion No. 423; we are on the northern side of portion 423 ; our southern boundary adjoins the north 
boundary of portion 423 ; one of the shafts is about 20 feet from the north boundary of portion 423, the other is on the 
eastern boundary, one 197 feet, the other ISO feet, connected with a drive, and the reef has been taken out to the surface, 
and we are about 17 feet under the freehold at the 197-feet level ; the danger is, Connelly and party have broken into our 
workings at about the IdO-fect level, and drop rocks through ; one of the shareholders received a blow from a rook ; his 
head was cut, and I stanched the blood ; the mullock and rock were falling ; the workings of Connolly and party are still 
lining carried on ; I consider that I am responsible for the safety of the men working in our mine and the mine itself; if 
their work proceeds they wilt be in a position to remove quart;: from the reef we arc working.

Jaim Connelly states that he and his party are working on freehold land, portion 423; we have a permit, but I 
don’t produce it; I can’t say whether it has been cancelled or not; we are sinking a shaft to catch a reef—any we can find ; 
we have come into the workings of Drummond and party ; we have sunk two shafts and driven about 450 feet; the shaft 
complained of is down about 170 feet, and broke through into Quaile and party’s working (now Drummond and party); wo 
have been three days, and successfully timbered up the workings ; there is a pass and an opening, through which small 
stuff (small mulloek) can dribble through ; I can’t account for the fact that a rock fell on Thomas Tulloch ; there arc no 
rocks to come through ; in their workings there is a floor which would prevent anything from falling down ; when we were 
breaking through 1 cautioned Drummond and party to look out below several times for fear anything might fall through ; 
I have been threatened by Drummond and party that they will injure us if we attempt to do any more work ; I complain 
that we are in danger from Drummond and party • I have asked them to put in a stull below to prevent anything that may 
fall from our workings so as to protect their crossing; this they refused to do, and 1 offered to do it myself for our mutual 
benefit and protection.

Thonuu Tullorji. says he was working in the freehold of Edward M‘Gec ; I am one of Drummond’s party; I received 
an injury from a stone, about the size of an egg ; I got a nasty knock ; the skin was cut; it is nearly well; the stone came 
from above; 1 could not say that it came from Connelly’s shaft; I think it did ; about a load of mullock has come from 
where Connelly and party broke through.

Taken heforeme this 18th day of March, 1SS7,—
E.T.

Both parties should be ordered to withdraw at once from the private laud until the Minister for 
Lands has decided what is to be done in regard to Connelly’s permit. Drummond and party appear to 
have been guilty of stealing gold, the property of Her Majesty the Queen, and are probably liable to 
prosecution. As soon as the Minister for Lands has dealt finally with Connolly’s permit, it might be 
considered whether the land, or some part of it, should not be resumed, and whether Drummond and 
party might not he allowed to pay royalty upon the gold taken out.—HAV., 21 /3/S7. Submitted. 
Approved.—E.A., 25/3;S7.

No. 43,
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No. 43.
Telegram from Mr. Warden Sharpe to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Report re Drummond and party’s complaint by next post.
Forbes, 19 March, 1887.

E. A. L. SHARPE,
■ Warden.

No. 44.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 23 March, 1887.
In reply to your letters of the 18th instant, I have the honor to inform you that the 

cancellation of the 'permit, granted to one Connelly to mine on portion 423, T.P. 80-4, of Parkes, has not 
been revoked, but that the case is now under the consideration of the Minister.

■ I have, &c.,
STEPHEN FREEMAN

(Eor the Under Secretary).

No. 45.
Telegram from Mr. W. S. Pdtchie to Mr. Warden Sharpe.

Drummoek and party’s mining tenement should be No. 252 ; calling it 251 was a mistake, 
• W". S. RITCHIE

Parkes, 24 March, 1887. 
s a mistake,
UHIE

(Eor Drummond and party).

No. 46.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. Warden Sharpe.

. Department of Mines, Sydney, 25 March, 1887.
1 I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 19th instant, with your 

report on the complaint of Drummond and party, that one Connelly had broken into their mining tene
ment No. 231, in the parish of Currajong, which lies adjacent to portion 423, on which Connelly was 
working under a permit from the Secretary for Lands; and I am directed by the Secretary for Mines to 
request that you will order both parties to withdraw at once from the private land on which they have 
been working, until the Minister for Lands has decided what is to be done in regard to Connelly’s permit.

I have, &c.,
BARRIE WOOD,

- Under Secretary.

No. 47.
Mr. J. E. Connelly to Mr. Warden Sharpe.

Parkes, 1 April, 1887.
In reply to yours of the 28th ultimo, in re withdrawal from Mr. E. H'Gee’s private land, I 

beg to sav that I have, since your inquiry a fortnight ago, also to inform you that Messrs. Drummond 
and party are working under said land detrimental to my interest, and ask that you will stay them,
pending decision from the Department. Tours, p CONNELLY.

Sir,

Sir,

No. 48.
Mr. Warden Sharpe to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Forbes, 2 April, 1887.
SeeNo tr I enclose a letter I have received from Mr. John F. Connelly, stating that he has withdrawn

' ’ from certain private land at Parkes, portion 423, belonging to Mr. Edward M‘Gee and complaining that
Drummond and party are working under the said portion. I have the honor to state that 1 nave inado 
inquiry as to Connelly’s statement, and am informed by Drummond and party that they have not been 
working under the said land since an order was served on them to desist. Having regard to the tact that 
their working shafts are connected under the freehold land, although the said shafts nave been sunk on 
their quartz claim and follow the reef under the freehold land, at the request of Messrs. Drummond 
and party I have registered the said quartz claim for suspension of labour for a short time; but the parties 
interested have requested me to urge that the matter may be settled as soon as possible, as they are 
unable to follow their occupation pending the settlement of the dispute, and are consequently, they 
allege suffering a heavy loss. I may add that I think that it is very advisable that the question, who has 
or has not a right to mine on the freehold, should he determined with as little delay as possible.

1 have, &c,,
ERNEST A. L. SHARPE,

No. 49.
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No. 49.
Mr. Warden Sharpe to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Forbes, 4 April, 1887,
Referring to you letter of the 25th ultimo, respecting the complaint that Connelly and party 

■were trespassing on the mining tenement of Drummond and party, which lies adjacent to portion No, 423, 
on wliich Connelly and party were working under a permit from the Secretary for Lands, and requesting 
me to order both parties to withdraw from the private land until the Minister for Lands has decided what 
is to be done in regard to Connelly's permit, I have the honor to state that the said request has been 
complied with.

I may add that I am informed that the number of the claim abovementioned is 252, and not 251.
I havo, &c,

ERNEST A, L, SHARPE,
■-------- Warden,

I understand the Lands Department has referred the question for opinion of the Attorney- 
Q-eneral, and I presume definite action will be taken as soon as that is given.—H.W., 7/4/87.

No. 50.
H. H. Cooke, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.

Baitrom and Connelly.
Sir, Parkes, 11 April, 1887.

1 have the honor to again draw your attention to this case, and I earnestly ask yon to give it 
your early consideration, as I have reason to believe there has been some occult working, with the intention, 
perhaps, of misleading your Department.

_ My only desire is, as I am sure it is yours also, that a just and equitable decision may be 
arrived at.

The case seems perfectly clear to me, and to my mind the whole matter depends on the priority of the 
respective applications for the permits of Baxtrom and Connelly, as I think you will also see by referring 
to your letters to Baxtrom, of 5th October and 10th December, 1886, and to the respective applications.

In dealing with, this ease some confusion may have arisen through the party being variously 
designated as Baxtrom and party, Quaile and party, and Drummond and party, which are one and the 
same.

If when Baxtrom and party’s application of 24th August, 1886, was received, the prior application 
of Hazelhurst had been granted, Baxtrom’s application could not be entertained, but when Hazelhurst 
relinquished, and abandoned his right to mine by virtue of his permit, Baxtrom’s application being next in 
order, and not having been withdrawn, ought, I respectfully submit, to have been at once granted.

Connelly’s name does not appear in the correspondence until in your letter to Baxtrom on the 
10th December, 1886, more than two months after you acknowledged Baxtrom’s application.

Baxtrom and party in continuing to work their mining claim, wliich adjoins the freehold, followed 
their quartz reef on the underlay into and under the freehold, having first obtained permission from the 
owner to do so.

There was no intention to evade any law, and they having obtained permission from the owner of 
the freehold were at first ignorantof the necessity of making an application to yon. They are now prepared 
to pay any royalty due on account of any gold obtained from the ground in question, and to comply with 
the law in all respects.

To my mind, by every right in law and equity, Baxtrom and party are entitled to have their appli
cation granted, and tho withdrawal of Connelly’s permit sustained, and to be allowed peaceable possession, 
without having recourse to the Law Courts, which to them would be perhaps costly beyond their 
means.

In addition to the foregoing, please allow me to remind you that the reasons which existed when 
Connelly’s permit was withdrawn still exist.

I may add that a great injustice is attempted against Baxtrom and party, and will fall especially 
heavy on some of the shareholders who bought into the claim, believing the right to mine under the 
freehold was a good right.

Leaving the case with all confidence in your hands,—
I have, &c.t

HENRY H. COOKE.

Forward to the Under Secretary for Mines with reference to previous correspondence.—S.F., B.C., 
14/4/87. Inform.

No. 51.
The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Lands.

SubjectPermit granted to Mr. J. F. Connelly.
Sir, Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 13 April, 1887.

I have the honor to return herewith the papers relating to the above matter, which were 
forwarded to me from your Department on the 30th day March, 1887, and to state that I have submitted 
them to Mr. Attorney-General Foster, a copy of whose memo, thereon will be found below.

I have, &c.,
JOHN WILLIAMS,

Crown Solicitor.

Memo.
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Memo.

I can conceive that tliere tnay be cases not within 171 of the Regulations under the Lands Act in which 
the Minister might.withdraiv or cancel a permit granted under section 45 of the. Lands Act. No case is 
stated sufficient to enable me to form any opinion whether the papers before me come in the category of 
such cases (which must he very exceptional), and I cannot undertake to search through the documents of 
other Departments than my own to lind out what the case contained in them is. Unless a clear statement 
of facts and acts, and the authority under which they purport to be done, is sent, I must decline to enter 
upon the consideration of matters submitted for my opinion.

"\\. J.F.,
Attorney-General, 6/4/87.

The Under Secretary for Mines.—S.F., B.C., 23/4/87.

. No. 52.
The Under Secretary for Lands to H. H. Cooke, Esq., M.P.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 14 April, 1887.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 11th instant, respecting the 

matter of Baxtrom’s application for permission to dig and search for gold, audio inform you that your 
communication has been forwarded to the Department of Mines, where all matters in connection witli the 
issue of such permits are now dealt with, I have, &c.,

■ STEPHEN FREEMAN
(For the Under Secretary).

No. 53.
E. A. Baker, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Dear Sir, Sydney, 1 May, 1887.
As regards the case of Mr. Connelly, of Parkes, to whom was granted a permit to search for 

gold in alienated land by the late Secretary for Lands, will you be good enough to inform me what is being 
done in the matter ?

Mr. Garrett referred the case to the Attorney-General for his opinion, but on inquiry of the 
Secretary, Mr. Stephen, I find the Attorney-General has returned the case to your Department, as he can
not, it seems, understand what he is to advise about.

This case has been sent to the Mines Department, who, I believe, advised on it. It has been in 
hand for a very long time. Tours, &c.,

E. A. BAKER.

Inform Mr. Baker that his letter has been forwarded to Mines Department. Informed, 2S/5/S7. 
The Under Secretary for Mines.—-S.F., B.C., 28/5/87. Mr. Baker, M.P., informed of decision of 
Secretary for Mines, dated 6/5/87.

No. 54.
Minutes by The Under Secretary and Minister for Mines.

Subject:—Permission to dig and search for gold on portion 423, at Parkes.
The papers in this case disclose the following facts :—J. F. Connelly’s application for a permit (not on 
the printed form) is dated 6th /August, 1884. In this he sets out that the land in question is hounded-on 
three sides by quartz-mining in full operation. On the 16th August, 1884, he states, when urging his 
application, “ the land is in the centre of quartz-mining operations.” On the 29th September, 1884, he 
states the land is being mined on three sides, and quartz reefs are known to run through it.

Mr. Hazelhurst’s first application fora permit is dated 3rd November, 1885; his second application 
is dated 10th May, 1886. Permits were granted to Hazelhurst, one dated June, 1886, the other 13th 
July, 1886. On the 1st October, 1886, Hazelhurst notified the Lands Department that he had tested the 
ground and abandoned the permit. The "Warden reported on the 20th October, 1886, that Hazelhurst 
had abandoned Ins permit a month since. Permit to Hazelhurst cancelled by the Minister for Lands on 
the 7th December, 1886. Permits returned by Hazelhurst to the Lands Department on the 22nd 
December, 1886.

Baxtrom and party made application for permit on the printed form, dated 24th August, 1886. 
On the same date as Hazelhurst’s permit was cancelled, namely, 7th December, 1886, the Minister for 
Lands decided that a permit be granted to J. F. Connelly, and a permit dated 11th December, 1886, was 
granted to him.

On the 15th January, 1887, the Minister for Lands decided that the permit had been issued to 
Connelly in error, “ and was obtained by wbat appears a suppression of the facts of the case” * * * 
“whereas it appears Quaile and party (Baxtrom and party) have a claim immediately adjoining this 
land” * * » “ Connelly’s permit must therefore he cancelled.” From the above facts it will be seen
that Connelly was the first applicant, and that lie not only set out in his first application, hut reiterated 
the statement, that mining was being actively carried on upon three sides of the land, that the land was in 
the centre of quartz-mining, and that quartz reefs were known to run through it. His application was 
not on the printed form, because the printed form (Form L.A.M.) was not then iu use.

From the papers it appears that, relying upon the permit, Connelly has sunk two shafts and con
structed drives, the cost of which will he lost to him if he be deprived of his permit.
' , Baxtrom
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the sanction of the Crown and without paying any royalty thereon ^ 7 ^moTed from the land ™Uiont

receive compensation; and if so, by whom should it be mid P q si ij n 1 d' 2'-,If ’ etou,d hecuted for removing gold without peLisiS Should ^ ^ Pr°Se-

______ H.W., 5/5/87.
Submitted.

the lead, *»“ ““ «*
tion as to the quantity of gold takL and sVsf v hLilTnl S „ T{aih™\“d P^ty a statutory declara- 
Inform the members.-H.AF, 7/5/87 3 h,mself “3 far fls P^ticable that a true return is made.

17 '

Sir,

No. 55.
Mr. J. I\ Connelly to The Secretary for Mines.

:Dep„ta^r^^

situate upon the gold-fields reserve town of vel“CT? purchase of Mr. E. M[G-ce, No. 423,
of judgment on their part when after bein°- nut to ™ nni-IreaVn]USfclm Jn \aVC ®ufferod through an error 
and the whole of the affair now held in abeyLce 7 °f 0Ver £1°0, ^ been withdrawn from me,

in Pr„asg°ta Sihrs'Sptazii;0"- “ ,of mi *«**I now beg that you will be nleaBed tn eall fm- +1 ^ v i c °1C1 7 herein enclose). See endomne
the Lands Department for the naat tW ™,f the whole of mypapers.&c., that have passed through AWBBffl*a
showing the injustice I have been^subiected to anent^vTnlvr ^ T t0 be ^d before the Assembl^ 
purchase as compared with others. ^ 7 PPhcations to mine upon the said improvement

I would also humbly ask:—
p^“r ‘ >»'”* ^ -™ "po"«»..n i.p,

a f*™4 "'ltl"1™'™ .ft® Subjecting me to .»eh einen«e »I £‘dflE‘ SA* “a P“y *on,J™ohI.P. *iCt a^ii ? .

I have, &c.,
JOHN E. CONNELLY, Serb.This matter has recently been decided by the Minister 

the case. HAY., 11/5/87. Approved,—F.A., 12/5/87. I presume it is not intended to reopen

Sir,

No. 66.
The Under Secretary for Mines to H. H. Cooke, Esq, M.P.

. I have the honor to acknowledge the receint STornTn °f lne7'.10 Maj’1887-
the Minister for Lands, which has been referred to this ^ of tlie -fith ultimo, addressed to
Connelly and Baxtrom and party for a permit to die and *? tl10 applications of one
and I am directed to inform you that the Secretarv^or Minpe >, rj^°'j jn ^alld’ Por^on ^28, at Tarhes, 
Copeland, the late Minister for Lands canSff ihe m3 3d?d 1° endor8e the acti<m of Mr! 
party have been caEed upon to pay royalty upon all go/taken oTof SuflaSSiiSST

I have, <Ste,
. HABEIE WOOD,

. -------------------------- --------------------- Under Secretary,

No. 67.
Q tl The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. Baxtrom and Party

I have, Ac,
BABBLE WOOD,

q -—■--------------—------- Under Secretary.

' ' No. 5A
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No. 58.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. Warden Sharpe.'

.Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 12 May, 1887.
I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to request that you will obtain 

-from Baxtrom and party a statutory declaration as to the quantity of gold taken from the land, portion 
428, Parkes, and satisfy yourself, as far as practicable, that a true return is made.

I have, &c.,
' HA ERIE WOOD,

Under Secretary.

' 18*

No. 59.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. J. F, Connelly.

Sir, . Department of Mines, Sydney, 12 May, 1887.
I have the honor to inform you that the Secretary for Mines has decided to endorse the 

action of Mr. Copeland, the late Minister for Lands, in cancelling the permit granted to you to dig and 
search for gold on land, portion 423, Parkes, and I am also to inform you that no compensation can be 
made you. I have, Ac.,

HAERIE WOOD,
■ Under Secretary. '

No. 60.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. J. F. Connelly.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 16 May, 1887.
Referring to your letter, bearing no date, in respect to the permit granted to you to dig and 

search for gold on land, portion 423, at Parkes, which has now been cancelled, I am directed by the 
Secretary for Mines to inform you that a decision has been arrived at, and that the case will not be 
reopened. I have, Ac.,

HARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 61. .
The Under Secretary for Lands to E. A. Baker, Esq., M.P.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 28 May, 1887.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 1st instant, respecting the 

matter of the permit to dig and search for gold, granted to Mr. Connelly, of Parkes, and to inform you 
that your communication has been forwarded to the Department of Mines, where all matters in connection 
yvith the issue of such permits are now dealt with. ’

I have, Ac.,
STEPHEN PREEMAN

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 62.
The Under Secretary for Mines to E. A. Baker, Esq., M.P.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 4 .Tune, 1887.
Referring to your letter of the 1st ultimo, addressed to the Under Secretary, Department of 

Lands, in which you ask what is being done in the matter of Mr. J. F. Connelly’s permit to mine for 
-gold on portion 423, at Parkes, 1 am directed to inform you that the Secretary for Mines has decided to 
endorse the action of Mr. Copeland, the late Minister for Lands, cancelling the permit granted to 
Cotmelly, and that Baxtrom and party have been called upon to pay royalty upon all gold taken by them 
from the land above referred to. I have, Ac.,

HARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 63.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. Warden Sharpe.

■ 17 June, 1887.
Hate Baxtrom and party paid royalty on all gold taken out of the land, portion 423, Parkes, and have 
"they made statutory declaration as to the quantity of gold taken, in accordance with request in my letter 
of the 12th ultimo ■’

HARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 64.
Telegram from Mr. Warden Sharpe to The Under Secretary for Mines.

17 June, 1887.
The papers re gold taken from portion 423, referred to in your telegram of to-day, were forwarded to you 
yesterday. No royalty has been paid as far as I know.

* ERNEST A. SHARPE,
Warden.
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Sir,

No. 65.
Mr. J. I1. Connelly to The Secretary for Mines.

Partes, 26 August, 1887.
I respectfully beg to place before your notice the great injustice wliich has been done to the 

mining community of Parkes in reference to portion No. 423-80-4, sold to John M‘Connell on the 18th 
Januarr, 1884, who held said land without improvements or fulfilling the residence clause, he being an 
employe for Mr. E. M'Gee, was shifted and resided at different places to suit Mr. M'Gee’s convenience, 
who afterwards bought said land from J. M’Connell, the said land being then lawfully occupied by 
surveyed and registered claims, viz., Messrs. Bolcher and party, and others who have been in full occupa
tion before and since (refer dates in the Mining Registrar's Books).

I now beg that you will kindly canse an inquiry to be made to show and prove that said land was 
sold to John M* Connell for Mr. E. M’Gee's benefit as an undue preference to him as against all others 
in same locality, when the sale of all other lands on same hill was refused on account of its contiguity to 
the mines surrounding.

I therefore beg to ask that said piece of land be cancelled for the above reasons.
Under the above circumstances I respectfully beg to ask and hereby make application for part of 

said portion No. 428-80-4, town of Parkes, sold to John M‘Connell on the 18th January, 1884, for to 
dig and search for gold. under the Lands Act so provided, and guarantee not to interfere in any way 
whatever with any existing rights, and will do no injury to said land more than is required for ordinary 
mining purposes. I have, &e.,

JOHN P. CONNELLY
--------- (Eor Self and party).

The deed for the portion has issued. Application for permit under section 7 of the Land Act of 
1884 has been made by E. M'Gee (the owner), and the application has been approved by His Excellency 
and the Executive Council. Tho permit is to-day being sent on for His Excellency’s signature.—W.R.C.,
jijtj y/o7.

[Three Plans.]

Sydney ; Charles Potter, Govcrnmtntftmter.-
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Legislative Assembly.

new south wales.

APPLICATIONS OF MESSRS. HOUGHTON AND PALMER 
TO MINE UNDER RESERVES AT KAHIBAH.

' {PAPERS, &c.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,, 7 February, 1SS8.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of 
New South Wales, dated 4th October, 18S7, That there be laid upon the 
Table of this House,—■

“ A copy of all applications made by Messrs. Houghton & Palmer, on the 
“ 31st July, 1886, or at any time during the year 1886, to mine for coal 
“under any reserves in the parish of Rahibah, together with copies of all. 
“ correspondence, surveys, plans, and reports relating to the same, and 
“all advertisements of the same, showing the date of such advertise- 
“ ments and the names of the papers in which the same were inserted, 
“ together with copies of any permits issued in respect of the application 
“ of the said Messrs. Houghton & Palmer, and copies of all applications 
“ made by the said Messrs. Houghton & Palmer to convert any such permit, 
“ as aforesaid, into a lease, and copy of such lease and all papers relating 
“ thereto.”

(Mr. J. P. Abbott.)

443—A
[803 topics—Approximate Coat of Printing (labour and material) £47 Gs, 0d.]
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APPLICATIONS OP MESSRS. HOUGHTON AND PALMER.

No. i.
SCHEDULE. PAGE.

1. V. T. S. Houghtoii and Samuol Palmer, application rinder 2Sth section of the Mining Act of ISSt, to mine for
coal, parish of Kahibah, county of Nortlmmhorland (minutes and tracing attached). HI July, 1SSG. ..............

2, Oormimeret (jaieHr, &c , notice of above. G August, 1836 .........................................................................................
8. The Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines, reporting on above application. 7 September,

+. V, X. S. Houghton to the Under Secretary for Mines, forwarding survey fee (minutes attached). 7 October, 1886
5. Under Secretary for Mines to Under Secretary for Earnls, urging report on above application. 1 November, 1SS6
6. Under Secretary for Lauds to Under Secretary for Mines, in reply to above. 12 ^November, 18S0..........................
7. Mining Surveyor Gray to Chief Mining Surveyor, forwarding plan and tracings (minutes attached). 3 December,

1886 ....................................................................................................................................................................................
S. Copy of permit (diagram). 14 December, 1SSC ...............................................................................................................
9. Under Secretary for Mines to Under Secretary for Einance and Trade, ashing that balance of rent tendered by

above applicants may be transferred to ro\ enuc. 1C April, 1SS7 .................................. ....................................

2
3

3
3
3
3

4
4

6

No. 1.
Application by Messrs. HougMon and Palmer.

The Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney,—
Sir, “ Aaron’s Exchange Hotel,” Sydney, 31 duly, 1886.

By virtue of our mineral licenses of 12th and 31st July, ISSti, we hereby make application for 
permission, under the 28th section of the Mining Act, 1874'. to mine for coal upon and under that portion, 
containing about 1,280 acres, of the reserves hereunder described, such portions being more particularly 

*Soc Appendix A defined on the sketch annexed.'*'
We make this application subject to the notice of the 21st December, IS?1, published in GazeUe 

Ko. 542, and I agree to accept the permission, if granted, subject to the terms, conditions, and restrictions 
set forth in such notice. We have, Ac., '

V. T. SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON.
' SAMUEL PALMER,

Description referred to.
All lands comprising portions Uos. 114,115, and 221, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, 

being portion of W.E. No. 27, notified 23rd November, 1875 ; also the whole of W. it. No. 4, notified 1st 
of January, 1867, including part R. 23a, notified 8th February, 1876, in all about 1,280 acres.

Conditions under which the Application for Authority is made.
1. The area upon or under which permission to mine for minerals or for gold, as the case may bo, 

may be granted by virtue of an authority as aforesaid shall not exceed, in regard to coal or shale, 640 
acres for each person, bnt several persons may make a joint application for any area not exceeding 6,000 
acres ; in regard to any mineral other than coal, shale, silver, and gold, SO acres ; and in regard to gold 
and siher, 20 acres.

2. In regard to mining for coal or shale upon or under any reserve (other than small reserves, 
such as roads, streets, &c.), the Secretary for Mines may impose a royalty of not loss than 6d. per ton 
upon all coal or shale taken under such authority from any reserve, and may fix the times for payment 
of such royalty, aud may, in any case in which it may appear to him expedient, require the persons to 
whom the authority is granted to pay periodically a certain fixed sum of money, and so long as such sum 
exceeds the royalty reserved under the authority, no further sum by way of royalty will be claimed, but if 
at any time, upon adjustment, it appears that the royalty reserved upon the coal or shale raised to date 
amounts to more than has been received to such date by such periodical payments, the difference may be 
thereupon claimed.

3. In regard to mining for minerals other than coal, shale, or gold under any reserve (other than 
small reserves, such as roads, streets, &c.), the Secretary for Mines may impose a royalty not less than 
5 per centum upon tho value of the ore raised from such reserve, and may fix the times for payment of 
such royalty, aud may, in any case in which it may appear to him expedient, require the persons to 
whom the authority is granted to pay periodically a certain fixed sum of money, aud so long as such sum 
exceeds the royalty reserved under the authority no further sum by way of royalty will be claimed, but if 
at any time, upon adjustment, it appears that the royalty reserved upon tho minerals raised to date 
amounts to more than has been received to .such date by such periodical payments, the difference may bo 
thereupon claimed.

4. In regard to mining upon or under small reserves, such as roads, streets, &c, for coal, shale, or 
other minerals, the Secretary for Mines may require the persons to whom the authority is granted to hold 
a certain number of mineral licenses, instead of paying royalty.

5. In regard to mining for gold upon or under any reserve, the Secretary for Mines may require 
tho person to whom the authority is granted to hold such a number of miner's rights as shall appear to 
him necessary to represent a reasonable rent for the use of the land

6. The Secretary for Mines may require the person to whom1 any such authority is granted to 
deposit such a sum of money as he may think fit as security that such person will make good any damage 
that maybe done to any road, street, or reserve, or to any adjoining property by reason of the mine 
works carried on under or iu connection with such authority.

Y.
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Y. T. S. Houghton, Ho. 140,12 July, 1886; S. Palmer, Ho. 155, 31 July, 1SSG; received, n-30 app®1^'a. 
a.iQ., £6 cheque. B.C.P., 3/8/86. Iteceipr sent, 5/8/86; Gazette notice, 6/8/86; copies herewith for 
Lands and Examiner; Chief Draftsman for sketches, please.—W/L . 9/8/86. Mr. J. H. Maves, 12/8/86.
Entered, sketches herewith —P.D., pro SAV., 16/8/86. Chief Mining Surveyor, Chief Clerk—E.P.B.,
18/8/86. Mines, 18/8/86. Copies sent, 19/8/86. Chief Draftsman,—Please state if survey is
necessary.—W.C., 19/8/86. Survey necessary for that portion of TV.lt. 4, included in the application;
fee £8, with 50 per cent, added, in all £12.—Y.D., pro Chief Draftsman, 1/10/86. The Chief Mining- 
Surveyor—It is recommended that survey fee (£12) be asked for—E.P.P., 6/10/86. The Under 
Secretary Mines, 6/10/86. Approved.—H.TV., 11/10/86. Asked, 14 Oct., 1886.

' No. 2.
Government Gazette Notice.

Copy of advertisement which appeared in the Government Gazette of the 6th, 13th, 20th, and 27th August, 
1886. and in the Daily Telegraph on the 14th August, Evening Nmos on the 26th August, and Sydney 
Morning Herald on the 20th August, 1886, and four insertions in the Newcastle Gall.

Department of Mines. Sydney, 6 August, 1886.
Application received in the Department of Mines for permission to mine under roads, &c., &c., under 

' the Mining Act, 1874, section 28.
JAMES ELETCHEE.

Date of 
Application

Date of Receipt 
of Application. Name. Description of Land applied for. EstOnt, Purpose for which land 

is to bo used.

31 July, 1886 3 Aug., 1886 V. T. Sherbrooke 
Houghton and 
Samuel Palmer.

Part of water reserve 27, being 
portions 114, 115, and 221; 
also whole of water reserve 4, 
including part of reserve 23a., 
parish of Kahibah, county of 
N orthumberland.

About 
a. r. p. 

1,280 0 0
To mine for coal.

No. 3.
Report of Tlxe Examiner of Coal-fields.

YJ.E,^ Eo. 4 has been previously applied for by sundry persons, and in my report of 27/4/84 on Mr. 
Lane s application I said I know of no objections to granting authority to mine under it on the usual 
terms. 1 also know of no objection of granting authority to mine under portions 114 and 115, applied 
for, to the applicants, if there is no prior application.

J M 7/9/80
Under Secretary for Mines, E.C., 7/9/86. 1

No. 4*.
Mr. Y. T. S. Houghton to The Under Secretary for Mines.

®’r> “ Aaron’s Exchange Hotel.” Sydney, 7 October, 1886.
! d° myself the honor of herewith enclosing £12, the survey fee for W.E. Ho. 4, parish of 

Kahibah, couuty of Northumberland, in satisfaction of application under the 28th section by Messrs 
Houghton & Palmer. I have, &c., ’

». MULlrm'UJM. 
80/10/86. Seen-£12. E.C.P., 27/10/86. Amount to Treasury. Eeceipt acknowledged,__________________

HAY., 30'10/86. _ The Lands Department may perhaps be asked to expedite report.—\V.E.C., 30/10/86. 
Yes.—HAV., 30/10/86. Lands Department asked, 1/11/86. Instructions may be issued to Minina
Surveyor, J. T. Gray.—E.F.P., 1/11/80. Chief Draftsman. Mr. Gray instructed, 10/11/86.

No. 5.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.

_ Department of Mines, Sydney, 1 November, 1886.
£ nr ^ hotter to request that you will he good enough to cause the report oh the applica

tion of Messrs. Houghton & Palmer, for permission, under the 28th section of the Mining Act of 1874, to 
mine on and under about 1,280 acres of water reserves, Nos. 27 and 4, parish of Kahibah, countv of 
Northumberland, to be expedited. I have. Ac., '

HAKEIE WOOD,
__________________________ __ Under Secretary.

No. 6.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Mines.

®*r’ Department, of Lands, Sydney, 12 November, 1886.
. _ . -Referring to your letter of the 1st instant, relative to an application by Messrs. Houghton 

& Palmer, tor permission, under the 28th section of the Mining Act of 1874, to mine on and under about 
1,280 acres of water reserve, Nos. 27 mid 4, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, I have the 
honor to inform you that the matter is at present under reference to the District Surveyor,

I have, &e.,
STEPHEN .FREEMAN

Await Lands, report and plan.—W.K.C., 16/11/86.
(For the Under Secretary).

No, 7.

4
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No. 7.
Mr. Mining-Surveyor Gray to The Chief Mining Surveyor.

g;r "Winding Creek, 3 December, 1S86.
1 have tbc honor to transmit herewith the plan*, together with three tracings, of portion M.J - 

17/, parish of Kahibah, count}' of Northumberland, tbc survey of which hus been effected by me in 
accordance with vour instructions. f have, &c., „ , ^

■' JAMES T. G-RAY.

Submitted that this application be referred for tbc consideration of the Local Land Board.—R.H.D., 
31/S/8C. S.E., 31/8/86. Approved—H.C., 1/9/86. The Chairman, Land Board, Metropolitan
District, for consideration, 6/9/86. The Metropolitan District Surveyor for report. T. WahtiI'. 
Hahriott, Chairman. Sydney, 7/9/86. The Chairman, L.L. Board, Sydney. This land is m the 
district under the supervision of Mr. District-Surveyor AUworth.—J.W.D., Metropolitan District- 
Surveyor, 10/9/86. The District Surveyor, East Maitland, for report. _ Lands, B.C., 25/9/86. 
Returned to Lands Department, as the land referred to herein is not within the Metropolitan Land 
Board Division.—D.H. (for Chairman). L.B. Office, Sydney, 18/9/86.

Telegram to Y. T. S. Houghton.
“Aaron’s Exchange,” 8 November, 1886.

Yes; forwarded to Lands Department on the 5th instant. Collect, Houghton & Palmer.
J. "W. Ai.lwohth,

District Surveyor, East Maitland.
M.L. for coal, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland.
1 am not aware of any objection to granting the permission. I would, however, point out that 

part of portion 114 falls only within the Newcastle population area. 3 s this a reserve within the meaning 
of the 28th section of the Mining Act of 1874—.1. 'Wittie Alt,woiu']|, District Surveyor, 4/11/86.

Submitted that this report be forwarded for the information of the Mines Department.—R.H.D., 
lOdl/SC S.E, 15TI/86. The Under Secretary for Miues. Department of Lands.— 
R.H.D. (for the U.S.), B.C., 16/11/86. .

86-13,539. V. T. S. Houghton and another—2Sth section—1,280 acresThe Examiner of Coal
fields has furnished his report herewith. The Lands Department lias also reported. Attention is invited 
to that part of the District Surveyor’s report respecting portion 114. Survey is necessary in this case. 
Fee £12 paid, and the surveyor has been instructed to measure the land, but has not furnished his plan
yet.-W.R.C., 18/11/86. ............................. ...

Submitted. Surveys should be expedited, and application dealt with as speedily as possiole. 
HAV., 18/11/86. The Chief Mining Surveyor—G.E.H. (fop the U.S.), 18/11/86. I believe the 
survey has already been made, but tbc plan lias not yet been received. Let action be expedited as soon 
as it arrives.—E.E.P., 18,111/86. Chief Draftsman. . „ i • , ,

The Lands Department and the Examiners’ reports have been received. No objections reported. 
It is submitted as to whether the application may be granted, provided no prior application for the same 
area has been granted or is pending —W.R.C., 9/12/8G.

Submitted for approval.—G.E H. (for the U.S.), 9/12/S6.
V. T. S. Houghton and another. Authority, 352. 1,263 acres, being part of W.R. 4, part of

W.R. 27, and part of reserve 23a, countv Northumberland, parish Kahibah, portions Nos. 115, M.P. 
177 and part of portion 114, 610-325, 82-2-14. The areas comprised in portions M.P. 177 and 221 are 
now hold by the parties under M.Ls. 215 and 216 (48 Vie. No. 107), and Mr. Houghton, on the 2nd 
instant, tendered the sum of £14 5s. rentin respect of the balance of the area, viz., 569 acres 2 roods 
1 perch. It is submitted as to whether the amount may be accepted and be paid to Treasury (Revenue
Account).—W.R.C. 54-87, ,

Full rent on the 1,263 acres under authority has been paid to the 31st March ultimo, Ihe rent 
under leases 215 and 216 (being portions of the 1.263 acres) has been paid for one year in advance, from 
26th March, 1887. He now tenders the rent under authority for the balance of the 1,203 acres for one 
quarter in advance, from the 31st March ultimo. T think such rent should he accepted, bubmitted. ■
H.W., 6/4/87. Approved.—F.A., 7/4'87. £ , -n v

The amount having been paid to Suspense Account may perhaps be transferred^to Revenue Irom 
Suspense Account, and the Treasury be informed as above as to the amount £14 5s. being received. 
Submitted.—W.R.C.. 7,4/87. Approved.—G.E.H. (for the Under Secretary), 14/4/87.

Will the Chief Mining Surveyor please state whether the whole of the area previously held under 
the within permit is now held under mineral lease?—W.R.C., 27/7/87. Chief Draftsman. E.I.P., 28/7/8/. 
Mr. J. IT. Mayes, 28/7/87. ^ t .

Area held under application.—Lease, 215 ; in force, 87-1; Newcastle, M. 4,280. Lease, 216; in 
force 87-2: Newcastle, M. 4,281. Lease, 241: in force. 87-7 ; Newcastle, M. 4,332. Lease, 242; in force, 
87-8; Newcastle, M. 4.333.—J.H.M., 22/7/87. W S.C., 29/7/87. .

The Under Secretary.—C S W. (for C.M.S.), 5/8ib7. Please give dates of above leases — 
W.R.C., 13/8/87. M.L. 215, section 48, 26th March, 1887 ; M.L. 216, section 48, 26th March, 1887; 
M.L. 241, section 48, 26th May, 1837; M.L. 242, section 48, 26th May, 1387.—E.C.P., 16/8/87. Rent
under the authority has been paid to the 30th .Tune, 1887. It is submitted as to whether these papers 
may now be put away.—W.R.C., 1G/S/S7. Yes.—IJ.W. The land being now covered by leases, the 
authority, No. 352, may be cancelled,—H.W., 17/8/87. Submitted. Approved. F.A., 18/8/87.

‘ No. 8.
Copy ol Permit issued to /Messrs. Houghton & Palmer.

Schedule A.—Authority to mine—issued under section 28. Mining Act, 1874.
Victor Thomas Sherbrooke Houmnov and Samuel Palmer, each being the holder of a mineral license, 
having applied to me in writing, in accordance with section 28 of the Mining Act', 18/4, aud I having 
inquired into the case and decided that the same can bo effected without injury to adjoining property, or

injury
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iniurv or obstruction to water rescn'e 4, part ot water reserve 27. and part, ot reserve 23a, county of 
ISortbumbcrlund, parish of Kahibah, I, .lames Fletcher, the Secretary; for Mines for the Colonv ot jNcw 
South 'Wales, in pursuance of the power to me given in this behalf by the said Act, do by tins order, '
authorize empower, and permit the said Victor Thomas Sherbrooke Houghton and Samuel 1. aimer, here
inafter called lessees, to mine for coal under all those parts of the reserves aforesaid being portions JS os. 
lid and M.P. 177, and part of portion No. 114, delineated iu the diagram on the other side hereof,* and ”<**>>* ■
containin'1', exclusive of all reserved roads, except that shown from A to B on diagram, l,2l>3 acies, npon 
conditiornthat the said lessee shall not miuc under this authority in any place other than that hereinbefore 
described, and on the terms and conditions set out on the back hereof, so far as they are applicable to tins 
authority, and on the further special terms and conditions, and subject to the restrictions following, that 
is to say :— .

I'h.gt—That the said lessees, during their occupancy under this authority, shall each be the holder 
of one mineral license in force, which shall he produced at the Department of Mines on ™el2th 
mid 31st days of July iu each yearj and failure therein shall render this authority void, and shall 
on delivery of this authority pay tho sum of 10s, od.> as rent for the quarter ending 31st 
December, 1S80, and thereafter shall pay the sum of £3111s. 6d., on the first day of January,
.April July, and October in each year, and shall on the 1st day of January, April, July, .and 
October respectively, in each year, pay to the Colonial Treasurer, by of royalty, a sum equal 
to tid, for every ton of coal raised from under the said reserves during the three months next 
preceding the day on -which such payment should be made as aforesaid. Provided that it the 
rovalty for any quarter shall exceed the sum of £3111s. Gd,, no rent shall be payable for suc.i 
quarter; butil during any quarter the royalty at the rate aforesaid does not amount to the said 
sum of £31 11a. Gd. such "sum shall ho paid as rent for that quarter iu lieu of royalty.

Second.—That plans and sections of the mine, and books and vouchers showing the quantity of coal 
raised, shall be kept by the lessees, and shall, together with the mine works, be open at all times 
to the inspection of the Examiner of .Coal-fields or ttuch officer as the Secretary for Mines shall 
authorize to inspect the same.

Third—That no excavation shall be made or carried under any public railway line,or any building or 
erection, or within 30 feet thereof, or of any site upon which any building is about to bo erected, 
or under any road or street within the portions, except the road aforesaid, and that the said 
lessees shall in no way interfere with the surface of such reserves without the express sanction 
in writing of the Secretary for Mines aforesaid, who may, and if necessary shall, before giving 
such sanction, require the said lessees to deposit in the hands of the Colonial Treasurer a sum or 
money sullicient to cover the cost of repairing any damage that may be done to any such building 
or erection by reason of such excavation, aud may impose such conditions as he shall deem 
advisable. _

Fourth.—The Secretary for Mines may, at any time, by an order in writing, or by a notice in the 
Govcrmwnt GazeUe, prohibit the construction of mine works under such portion of the reserve 
as shall or may he required for auy public purpose, until such Secretary shall be satisfied that 
such works may be carried on without interfering with such purpose.

Fifth—That all mine works within the portion of the reserves hereby permitted to be mined under 
sh:ill be commenced on or before the 14th day of June, 1S87, by six miners, workmen, or 
and shall thereafter be carried on by such number of miners, workmen, or other persons, and 
shall be constructed in such a maimer as shall be satisfactory to the Secretary for Mines.

Sixth.—Such works shall at all times he open to inspection by the Examiner of Coal-fields or such 
officer as the Secretary for Mines shall authorize to inspect the same ; and if it shall appear to the 
Secretary for Mines that the work has not been commenced, or is not being carried on as aforesaid, 
or that anv excavation or mine work is being, or has been, so made or constructed as to endanger 
or injure any adjoining property, or to interfere with the use^ or enjoyment of the said reserves 
aforesaid, or any public railway line, or any building or erection, or if for any other reason it 
shall appear to the Secretary for Mines expedient so to do. he may cancel this authority, and 
thereupon the right to mine under the said reserves shall cease and determine absolutely.

Seventh—And if the said’Ir ssces shall continue io mine under the said reserves after notice of 
cancellation of this authority shall have been served upon them or published in the Government 
Gazette,t\w\ shall be liable to be prosecuted for unlawfully mining under reserved land, in terms 
of the Mining A.ct, 1874, section 123.

And if the said reserves shall at any time during the existence .of this authority be cancelled, or 
if tlie said lessees shall fail to observe, perform, and keep all and every the terms and conditions, upon 
winch tins order or permission is granted as aforesaid, or shall mine in any way contrary to the restrictions 
hereinbefore stated, then, and in any such case, the permission aud authority hereby given shall 
immediately cease and determine. A.nd the occupation of such reserves under this authority, and the 
makin<* of improvements or construction of works thereunder, shall confer no right to purchase the laud 
in virtue of improvements or otherwise, or entitle the said lessees to any compensation upon the canoe la- 
tion of the reserves or of this authority.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set mv hand, at Sydney, in the said Colony, this Idth daj of
DcccUc, m the .cee of »,„■ I.ovd 18S(i. JAMES IWCIIEB, _

■ Secretary for Mines.
"We hereby accept the within permit upon the terms herein stated,—

‘ V. T. SlIEitBROOKE IIoiICHTO.V.
Samuel Pai.-Wsr

(By his Agent,—Y. T. S. Houohtos).
'Witness,—

\V. Eloyd, 14/12/80.

Authority
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Authority from Sa-muol Palmer for V. T. S. Houghton to sign for him.
m . Brook-street, Newcastle, 13 December, 1SS6.
Iins is to certify that I, Samuel Palmer, do hereby authorize Y. 1\ S. Houghton, of " Aaron’s Exchange 
Hotel, Sydney, to sign on my behalf all papers in connection with our joint application for permission to 
mme under water reserve No. 4 ami sections 114 and 115, portions, county Kahibah.

Witness,—Joiis Heat.
SAMUEL PALMER.

No. 9.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

Sir’ ... Department of Mines, Sydney, 16 April, 1SS7.
I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to inform”you'that the balance of 

rent, amounting to £li os., tendered by Mr. V. T. S. Houghton and another, in respect to authority 
No. 3l>2, may be accepted; and I am to request that you will he good enough to move the Colonial 
Treasurer to cause tho amount above-mentioned, which was placed to Suspense Account on the 
7th instant, to be transferred to Revenue. J have, &c.

HARRIE WOOD,
• Under Secretary.

No. 2.
Schedule in connection with application under 28th Section, dated 2nd August, 1886.

SCHEDULE.
PAOK.No. _

1. V. T. S. Houghton, application muler 28th Section of the Mining Act of] SS4, to mine for coal, parish of Kahibah,
county of iSortlminberland, (Minutes and tracing attached.) 2 August, 1880 ...................................... 6

' 13 August, 1SSG......................................................................  72. Government Gazette, fee., notice of above.
d. Ihe lixannner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretory for Mines, reporting on above application. 20 September, 188G 7
r ttU j SeCretary r ^lnes to Under Secretary for Lands, urging report on above. 1 November, 1888............. 8o. Under Secretary for Lands to Uiiilor Secretary for Mines, in reply to above. 11 November, 1S8G 8
6. Copy of permit. (Diagram.) 14 December, 1SSG......................................................................................g
7. Under Secrotary for Mines to Under Secretary for Lands, forwarding tracing of laud under which permission to

mme was granted to 1 . T. S. Houghton. 24 December, 1886 ............................................. .................. 0
S. Under Secretary for Mines to Examiner of Coal-fielus, forn arding copy of authority issued under Section 28 to V. 1. S. Houghton. 80 December, 1886 ................................................................... q

JNO. 1.

' Application by Mr. V. T. S. Houghton.
mi tt 11 n a , , “ Aaron’s Exchange Hotel,” Sydney, 2 August, 1886.
Tlie Honorable (he Secretary for Miues, Sydney,— J J- ° ’

Sir, ‘
i nP/ v,1't^c °f mineral license of 12th .Inly, 1886,1 hereby make application for permission, 

under the 28th section of the Mining Act, 1874, to mine for coal upon and under that portion containing 
annexed5' ^ reServe 1sreuu^01' described, such portions being more particularly defined on the sketch

xr 1o ma^eTtllis aPPlication ™bjoct to the notice of the 21st December, 1881, published in Gazette, 
1 iA Tf and' ^ .a,brrec. accept the permission, if granted, subject to the terms, conditions, and restrictions 
set forth m such notice. ] pavo &c_

Y. T. SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON.
.. _ Description referred to.

11 lands comprising jiortions 119 and 120, parish Kahibah, county Northumberland, beiug part of 
reserve 27, notified 23rd January, 1875. ’ 1

Conditions under which the application for authority is made.
The area upon or under which permission to mine for minerals or for gold, as the case may he. 

may be granted by virtue of an authority as aforesaid, shall not exceed, in regard to coal or shale, 640 
acres tor each person, but several persons may make a joint application for any area not exceeding 6,000
acres ; m regard to any mineral other lhan coal, shale, silver, and gold, 80 acres; and in regard to sold 
and silver, 20 acres. os

r®gar4 to raining for coal or shale upon or under any reserve (other than small reserves, 
such as roads, streets, <fcc.), the Secretary for Mines may impose a” royalty of not less than 6d. per ton 
upon all coal or shale taken under such authority from any reserve, and may fix the times for payment 
or such royalty, and may m any case in which it may appear to him expedient require the persons to 
whom the authority is granted to pay periodically a certain fixed sum of money, and so long as such sum 
exceeds the royalty reserved under tho authority no further sum by way of royalty will be claimed, but if 
at any time, upon adjustment, it appears that the royalty reserved upon the coal or shale raised to date 
thereuponclakictl reC°ived t0 sucl1 date by sucl1 Periodical payments, the difference may be

„ 3‘ '*'n regard to mining for minerals other than coal, shale, or gold under any reserve (other than
small reserves, such as roads, streets. Ac), the Secretary for Mines may impose a royalty not less than 
5 per centum upon the value of the ore raised from such reserve, and may fix the times for payment 
ot such royalty, and may in any case in which it may appear to him expedient, require the persons to

whom
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whom the authority is granted to pay periodically a certain fixed sum of money, and so long as such sum 
exceeds the royalty reserved under the authority no further sum by way of royalty will be claimed, but if 
at any time, upon adjustment, it appears that the royalty reserved upon the minerals raised to date 
amounts to more than has been received to such date by such periodical payments, the difference may be 
thereupon claimed.

4. —In regard to mining upon or under small reserves, such as roads, streets, &e., for coal, shale, or 
other minerals, the Secretary for Mines may require the persons to whom the authority is granted to hold 
a certain number of mineral licenses instead of paying royalty.

5. —In regard to mining for gold upon or under any reserve, the Secretary for Mines may require 
the person to whom the authority is granted to hold such a number of miner’s rights as shall appear to 
him necessary to represent a reasonable rent for the use of the land,

6. —The Secretary for Mines may require the person to whom any sucli authority is granted to 
deposit such a sum of money as he may think fit as security that such person will make good any damage 
that may be done to any road, street, or reserve, or to any adjoining property, by reason of the mine 
works carried on under or in connection with such authority

V, T Sherbrooke Houghton—28 section application.
The Lands Department has not yol furnished the required report. A reminder was sent respecting same 
on J st instant. The Examiner of Coal-liclds has reported, and his report is favourable. Survey is not 
necessary. It is submitted as to whether this application may be granted, subject to the usual conditions, 
provided no prior application for the same land has been granted or is pending,

--------  W.R.C., 12/1I/8G.
Yes, submitted for approval.—H-W., 13/11/8G. Approved.—J.E, 15/11/86. Chief Mining

Surveyor, for action, 16/11/86. Chief Draftsman.—The Under Secretary for Lands, for 
report.—G-.E.H. (for the U.S.). 16/9/86. The District Surveyor, at Maitland, for report. Lands.—■
R'.H-D. (for the U.S.), B.C., 23/9/86. The Under Secretary. I am not aware of any objection to 
granting the permission.—J. Wittie Ammonur, D.S., 4/11/86. Submitted that this report be for
warded for tho information of the Mines Department.—K.H. D , 10/11/86. Entered.—Jf.E., 15/1.1 /86.
Approved.—H.C., 16/11/86. The Under Secretary for Mines.—li.H.D. (for the U.S.) Department
of Lands, B.C., 16/11/86. The application was granted 15/11/86, submitted 17,'11,86. Seen. Chief 
Mining Surveyor.—G.E.H. (for the IT S.). 18/11/86. Chief Draftsman.—E.E.F., 19/11,86.

V• T. Sherbrooke Houghton.—Application under section 28, Mining Act, for permission to mine for 
coal upon and under 480 acres, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, being part of water reserve 27, 
notified 23 November, 1875, also within population reserve, Newcastle.—W.R.C., 7 December, 1886.

Diagrams herewith entered.
Tracings for Lands.*
Chief Alining Surveyor. Tho Under Secretary for Mines.—E.F.P., 8/12/86. Submitted, as 

to what action should be taken rc road running through the portions.—W.R.C., 9/12/86. See authority
351.—W.R.C., 9/12/86. Kent paid to 31/12/86, £2 17s. Gd, Amount to Treasury, receipt acknow
ledged, reported to Treasury, 15/12/86. Issued by Acting Registrar, 14/12/86. Mr! Morgan,—Please 
forward tracing to Lands and copy of authority to Examiner.—W.R.C., 16/12/86. Tracings to Lauds 
and copy authority to Examiner, 24 December, 1886.

7 .

No. 2.
Copy of advertisement which appeared iu the Government GazeUe of the 13 th, 20th. and 27th August, and 3rd 

September, and in the Sydney Morning Herald and Daily Telegraph of the 20th August, 1886, and 
four insertions in the Newcastle Daily News.

_ _ Department of Alines, Sydney, 13 August, 1886.
ArrmoAiiOTf received in the Department of Mines, for permission to mine under roads, &c., &c., under 
tho Mining Act, 1874, section 28. ‘

JAMES FLETCHER.

Date of 
Application.

Data of Receipt of 
Application. Name, Description of Land applied for. Extent. Purposes for which 

land is to be used.

2 Aug., 18S6 ... 4 Aug., 1886... V. T. Sherbrooke 
Houghton.

Part of reserve 27, beiug portions 119 
and 120, parish of Kahibah, county 
of Northumberland.

a. r. p. 
480 0 0 To mine for coal.

Note.—This notice is in Jiou of that which appeared in Gazette of 10th instant.

. No. 3.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Ike granting of this cannot cause any injury to public or private rights or interests.
2. Permission might he granted to mine upon a portion, and under the whole, area.
3. No sum of money need be deposited as security for repair of any damage and the surface, <&c.

_ 4. All surface or underground works to be carried on and constructed in accordance with the
instructions of the Examiner of Coal-fields, Inspector of Collieries, or any other person authorized by the 
Secretary for Alines.

5. Works to commence in six months.
6. Coal might be wrought from under the reserve, in connection with adjoining lands.

--------- J.M., 20/9/86.
Under Secretary for Alines, B.C , 20/9/86. The Lands Department may perhaps be asked to 

expedite report—W.R.C.. 30/11/86. Yes.—H W., 30/10/86. Lands Department asked.

* Appendix C

No. 4.
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No. 4.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 1 November, 1886.
I hare the honor to request that you will be good enough to cause the report on tho application 

of Messrs. Houghton & Palmer, for permission, under the 28th section of the Mining A.ct of 1874, to 
mine on and under about 1,280 acres of water reserves, Nos. 27 and 4, parish of Kahibah, county of 
Northumberland, to bo expedited. I nave, &c.,

HAKKIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 5.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 11 November, 1886.
I have the honor to acltnowledge receipt of your letter of the 1st instant, and to inform yon 

the matter of Y. T. Sherbrooke Houghton’s application for permission, under the 28th section of tho 
Mining Act, to mine on and under 480 acres of reserve No. 27, parish of Kahibah, county of Northum
berland, is at present under reference to the District Surveyor.

I have, &c.,
STEPHEN FREEMAN 

(Eor the Under Secretary),

No. 6.
Copy of Permit. '

Schedule A.—Authority to mine, issued under Section 28, Mining Act, 1874.
Yictou Tito.mas Sherbuooku Houghton, of Sydney, being the holder of a mineral license,_ having 
applied to me in writing, in accordance with section 28 of the Mining A.ct, 1874, and I, having inquired 
into the case and decided that the same can be effected without injury to adjoining property, or injury or 
obstruction to water reserve 27, county Northumberland, parish Kahibah, I, .Tames Elctcher, the 
Secretary for Mines for the Colony of New South Wales, in pursuance of the power to me given in this 
behalf by the said Act, do, by this order, authorize, empower, and permit the said Victor Thomas 
Sherbrooke Houghton, hereinafter called lessee, to mine for coal under all those parts of the reserve 

See Appendix(1j) aforesaid being portions 119 and 120 delineated in the diagram on the other side hereof,* and containing 
480 acres, exclusive of roads running through the portions, upon condition that the said lessee shall not 
mine under this authority in any place other than that hereinbefore described, and on the terms and 
conditions set out on the back hereof, so far as they are applicable to this authority, and on ihe further 
special terms and conditions, and subject to the restrictions following, that is to say :—

First.—That the said lessee during his occupancy under this authority shall be the holder of 
one mineral license in force, which shall be produced at the Department of Mines on the 12th 
day of July in each year, aud failure therein shall render this authority void, and shall on 
delivery of this authority pay the sum of £2 17s. Gd. as rent for the quarter ending 31st 
December, and thereafter shall pay the sum of £12, on the 1st day of January, April, July, and 
October in each year, and shall, outlie 1st day of January, April, July, and October respectively, 
in each year, pav to the Colonial Treasurer, by way of royalty, a, isum equal to Gd, for every 
ton of coal raised from under tho. said reserve during the three months next preceding tho day 
on which sucli payment should be made as aforesaid: Provided that if the royalty for any 
quarter shall cxeeeii the sum of £ 12, no rent shall be payable for such quarter ; but if during 
any quarter tho royalty at the rate aforesaid does not amount to the said sum of £12, such 
sum shaft be paid as rent for that quarter in lieu of royalty.

Second.—That plans and sections of ihe mine, and books and vouchers showing the quantity of coal 
raised, shall be kept by the lessee, and shall, together with the mine works, he open at. all times 
to the inspect ion of the Examiner of Coal-fields or such offeer as the Secretary for Mines shall 
authorize to inspect the same.

Third.—That no excavation shall be made or camel under any public railway line, or any building or 
erection, or within 30 feet thereof, or of any site upon which any building is about to be erected, 
or under anyroad or street within theportiou, and that the said lessee shall iu no way interfere with 
the surface of such reserve without the express sanction in writing of the Secretary for Mines 
aforesaid, who may, and if necessary shall, before giving such sanction, require the said lessee 
to deposit in the hands of the Colonial 'Treasurer a sum of money sufficient to cover the cost of 
repairing anv damage that may be done to any such building or erection by reason of such 
excavation, and may impose such conditions as he shall deem advisable.

Fourth.—Tho Secretary for Mines may, at any time, by an order in writing, or by a notice in the 
Government Gazelle, prohibit the construction of mine works under sucli portion of the reserve 
ns shall or may be required for any public purpose until snob Secretary shall be satisfied that 
such works may be carried on without interfering with such purpose.

Fifth.—That all mine works within the portion of the reserve hereby permitted to be mined under 
shall be commenced on or before the 10th day of June, 1887, by four miners, workmen, or 
others, and shall thereafter be carrid on by such number of miners, workmen, or other persons, 
and shall be constructed in such a manner as shall he satisfactory to the Secretary for Mines.

Sixth.—Such works shall at all times be open to inspection by the Examiner of Coal-fields or such 
officer as the Secretary for Mines shall authorize to inspect the same ; and if it shall appear to 
the Secretary for Miues that the work lias not been commenced, or is not being carried on as 
aforesaid, or that any excavation or mine work is being, or has been, so made or constructed as 
to endanger or in jure any adjoining property, or to interfere with the use or enjoyment of the 
said reserve aforesaid, or any public railway line, or any building or erection, or if for imy other 
reason it shall appear to the Secretary for Alines expedient so to do, ho may cancel this 
authority, and thereupon tho right to mine under the said reserve shall cease aud determine 
absoluteiy, . Seventh—

t
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Seventh.—And if the said lessee shall continue to mine under the said reserve after notice of 
cancellation of this authority shall have been served upon Mm or published in the Government 
GazeUe, he shall be liable to be prosecuted for unlawfully mining under reserved laud, in terms 
of the Mining Act, 1874, section 123.

.And if the said reserve shall at any time during the existence of this authority be cancelled, or if 
the said lessee shall fail to observe, perforin, and beep all and every the terms and conditions upon which 
this order or permission is granted as aforesaid, or shall mine in any way contrary to the restrictions herein
before stated, then, and in any such case, the permission and authority hereby given shall immediately 
cease and determine. And the occupation of sucli reserve under this authority, and the making of 
improvements or construction of works thereunder, shall confer no right to purchase the land in virtue 
of improvements or otherwise, or entitle the said lessee to any compensation upon the cancellation of the 
reserve or of this authority.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand, at Sydney, in the said Colony, this 10th day of 
December, in the year of our Lord, 188G.

JAMES FLETCHER,
_ _ _ Secretary for Mines.

I hereby accept the within permit upon the terms herein stated.— '
V. T. SmcHBBOOKE Houghton.

‘Witness—Wm. Llotd. 14/12/80.

IST0. V.

Tlie Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 24 December, 1886.

I liave the honor to forward herewith a tracing showing certain lands in the parish of Kahibah, 
county of Northumberland, under wliich permission to mine for coal, in terms of section 28 of the Mining 
Act of 1874, has been granted, under authority No. 352, to Victor Thomas Sherbrooke Houghton and 
Samuel Falmcr. ' I have, &c.,

GERARD B. HERRING
' _______ _____________________ (For the Under Secretary).

No. 8.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 30 December, 1886.
_ ] have the honor to forward herewith a copy of authority No. 352, issued under section 28 of

the Mining Act of 1874 to Victor Thomas Sherbrooke Houghton and Samuel Palmer, to mine for coal; 
],2G3 acres, part of reserve 4, 27 and 23 acres, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland.

* 1 have, &c.,
GERARD E. HERRING

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 3.
Schkuule in connection with Mineral Lease Applications Nos. 1 and 2.

SCHEDULE. •
NO.

1. Notice under Schedule (5, mineral lease application S7-1, by Messrs. V. T. S. Houghton and Samuel Palmer, for
land, parish of Kahibah, county of Nortinmiberlaud. 17 January, 1SS7............................................................

2. Messrs. Houghton & Palmer, application for above, (Kegulations, description, and minutes attached.) 17
January, 1SS7 .............................................................................................................................................................

3. Notice under Schedule (i, mineral lease application S7-2, by same parties. 17 January, 1S87................................
4- Houghton & Palmer, application for above. (Regulations and description attached.) 17 January,

5. Minute of Executive Council approving of above applications 87-1 and 2. {Minutes thereon.) 25 February,

fi. G'oue?-i/mcnt Gazcffp notice of same. IS March, 1887 .............................
7. Copy ofleaso issued, application 87-1. (Diagram.) 28 March, 1SS7 . 
S. Same, S7-2. (Diagram.) £S March, 1887 ............................................

rAcn.
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No. 1.
Application by Messrs. Houghton & Palmer.

Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule 6.—Notice of application and deposit.
Sir Newcastle, 17 January, 1887.

Wc havo tlie honor to inform you that we have this day deposited with the Land Agent at 
Newcastle tho sum of £61 10s., being tho first year’s rent in advance of 615 acres of land at Redhead, 
parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, for the purpose of mining for coal. The number of our 
application is 87-1.

"We have. &c.,
VICTOR THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON. 
SAMUEL PALMER.

The Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney.

443—3
No. 2.
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' No. 2.

Application by Messrs. Hougbton & Palmer.
Mineral lease Regulations.—Schedule 2.—Form of application under 4S Vic. No, 10j section 3.

To the Honorable the Sccretarjr for Mines, Sydney,— _
* Newcastle. 17 January, 1887.

We hereby mate application for a mineral lease of that piece or parcel of land situated at 
Redhead, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, containing 615 acres, ot which we took posses, 
slon on the 17th day cf January, 1887, at tlie hour of 5 o’clock in the forenoon, for the purpose of 
mining thereon and therein for coal fora period.of twenty years, by placing 3-foot stakes and G-fool;
trendies at each angle thereof. The datum point is the south-west corner of water reserve No. 4,
notified 1st January, 1867. * _ _ _

Notice of our having made this application will he given in accordance with the regulations in that 
behalf, and we hand herewith the sum of £61 10s., being the first year’s rent in advance of the said land.

We hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon the distinct understanding and 
condition that if wo shall abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, tlie Secretary for Mines 
for the time being may deduct from the sum of £61 10s. deposited as aforesaid any cost to which in his 
opinion the Crown may have been put in, or about, or in respect of this application ; and this application 
shall thereupon become and he void, and the possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. And if the lease 
shall be granted, we shall and will commence mining operations upon or in connection noth the demised land 
within six months from and after the granting thereof, and shall and will employ upon such land not Jess 
than three men during the first three years of the term thereby created, aud not less than six men during 
the remainder of such term. And shall, and will, at any time when called upon in terms of the regula
tions relating to mineral leases to do so, execute and take delivery of such lease, or failing therein for a 
period of fourteen days after being so called upon we shall and will forfeit the said sum of £6110s., 
aud all right, title, or interest in and to the said land and the possession thereof, and the said lease shall 
he forthwith cancelled.

We have, &c.,
VICTOR THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON, 

of Svdnoy.
SAMHEL PALMER,

. of Newcastle.
i

Description.
All that part of water reserve No. 4, notified 1st January, 1867, situated to the south of portions 

221 of 70 acres, 58 of 40 acres, 40 of 56 acres 1 rood, 57 of 40 acres, and 02 of 44 acres 1 rood, situated 
in the parish of Kahibah. couuly of Northumberland, containing 615 acres.

10

This application was received by me this 17th day of January, 1SS7, at the hour ot 10 o’clock in 
the forenoon, and is numbered S7-1.

ALEXANDER LHMSDAjNE, _
Crown Lands Agent, Newcastle.

Questions to bo answered by applicants for lease.

Wims receiving an application to lease land for mining purposes, tho Warden, Warden’s Clerk, or Land 
Agent, as the case may be, shall require the applicant or applicants, or his or their agent, to answer tho 
following questions, and shall take down sucli in writing. The statement, when complete, to be read 
over to, and signed by, the persons furnishing the answers:— ^ _

1. Were you, or each of you (applicants), the holder of a miner's right in force at the date of taking 
possession of the land referred to in application No. 87-1 ? Not within a gold-field.

2. Do you produce them? Stated to be in Sydney, in favour of V. T. S. Houghton.
3. What was the date and hour of tho day when you took possession of tlie land referred to in applica

tion No. 87-1? 17th February, 1887, at 5 a.m.
4. Did you take possession by erecting posts and cutting trenches at eacli angle of the land ? Yes.
If No. 4 he replied to in the affirmative, then 5, 6, and 7.
5. What was the diameter of the posts ? 3 inches.
6. How high did they project above the surface when fixed in the ground ? 3 feet. _
7. What was the length of each arm of each trench ? and what was the depth of each trench ? 6 feet:

0 inches.
8. If a substitute for post or trench was used, describe it.
9. At which angle of tlie land is the datum post fixed ? South-west corner.

10. Did you affix a board or metal plate to the datum post? Board.
11. What was written or painted on such board or plate? Mineral lease applied for 17th January, 1887,

by V. T- S. Houghton and S. Palmer. >
12. Inhere did you post the notices, Schedule 1 ? At Crown Lands Office, Newcastle, and Post Office, 

Charlestown.
13. When did you post such notices ? 17th January, 1887. _ _ 1
14. Did anybody claim or appear to be in possession of the land applied for, or any portion of it ? No,
15. Did you serve notice in the form Schedule 1 upon every such person? and when? answer to

question 14.) _
16. Have you obtained the consent of every such person to the granting of the lease for which you apply ?

(Sec answer to,questions 14,15.) .
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I, Samuel Palmer, on behalf of Victor Thomas Sherbrooke Houghton and myself, declare that the 
foregoing questions havo been answered by me truthfully in every particular, and the answers thereto 
nave been read over to me and are correctly taken down iu writing.

Witness to signature,— SAMUEL PALMER.

Aivex. Lijhsjuaixe, Crown Lands Agent, Newcastle.

Mining Distinct, Hunter and Maeleay; applicant's locality, Redhead.
Application 87-1, at Newcastle.

Description.
610 acres 3 roods 25 perches, county of Northumherland, parish of Kahibah, portions M.P. 177. 

Commencing at the south-east corner of portion 92, and bounded thence on part of the north by part of 
the soutli boundary of that portion bearing south 87° 50' west 11 chains 44 links; on part of the west 
by the east boundary of portion 57, bearing south 34' west 20 chains 50 links; again on the north 
by the south boundary ol that portion bearing north 89° 26' west 20 chains ; on part of the east by the 
west boundary of that portion bearing north 34' east 20 chains 30 links; again on the north by part 
of the south boundary ot portion 49 bearing west 9 chains 93 links; again on the west by the east 
boundary of portion 58 bearing south 35' east 20 chains 36 links ; again on the north by the south 
boundary of that portion bearing south 80° 25' west 20 chains 24 links ; again on the west by part of the 
east boundary of portion 221 bearing south 35' east 60 links; again on the north by the soutli 
boundary of that portion bearing soutli 87° 45' west 20 chains 1 link; again on the west by part of the 
east boundary of portion 90 bearing soutli 2° 30' oast 16 chains 48 links; on the remainder of the north 
by part of the south boundary of that portion bearing south 87° 30' west 2 chains 54 links; on the 
remainder of the west Jiy parts of the east boundaries of portions 116 and 116 bearing respectively south 
3 30 east 28 chains 35 links and south 1° 36' east 14 chains 73 links ; on the south by part of the north 
boundary of portion 113 bearing north 88° 29' east 91 chains 32 links to the edge of the high clifis 
fronting the South PaciGe Ocean; and on the remainder of the east by the edge of the cliffs northwards, 
to the point of commencement.

W.S.C.

Application No. 87-1, at Newcastle, for a Mineral Lease.
1. Ey whom application was received ? Crown Lands Agent. *
2. At what place ? Newcastle.
3. Date and hour when received ? 17th January, at 10 a.m,
4. Receipt for first year’s rent, No. 87-1. Date ? 17th January, 1887. '
5. To whom receipt was issued ? Samuel Palmer, of Newcastle, one of the two applicants.
G. Jja/fcc when notice to survey was sent to surveyor? Portions surveyed.
7. Date when report and plan were received from the surveyor?
8. Names of objectors, and dates on which they lodged their objections by the 31st January, 1887 ? Nil

lodged. '
9. Date of inquiry ? 3rd February, 1887.

10. Are the applicants holders of miners’ rights? No ; land not being within a gold-field, but of mineral 
licenses,

11. Is the land applied for exempted from leasing under the 34th section of the Mining Act, 1874? No.
12. Is the time proposed for commencing work reasonable ? Tes.
13. Is the number of men proposed to bo employed reasonable? Tes.

Crown Lauds Office, Newcastle, 1st February, 1887.
ALEXR. LUMSDAINE,

Crown Lands Agent.

TiVithin W.R. 4, notified 1st January, 186/; within R. 23a, notified 8th' February, 1876.
Mr, District-Surveyor AUworth reports that he does "not see any objections to granting 

permission to mine upon and under the area herein applied for.” Vide 86-13,539, Mines, The area 
applied for is 615 acres, and the rent for this area (£61 10s.) was paid. The area available is ouly 611 
acres, the rent for which is £61 2s. Jt is submitted that the balance of rent, Ss.. be made available for 
tbc excess area in application 87-2.

Dealt with. Diagrams herewith.—W.S.C, 22/2/87. Chief Draftsman,—E.T.P., 4/2/87. 
Area within applied tor is included in permit granted to same applicants, 9th December, 1886.—R.D. 
{pro C.D.), 4;2/S7. Chief Mining Surveyor. The Under Secretary.—C.S.W. (for Chief Mining 
Surveyor), 15/2/87. Mines, 15/2/87. Authoritv 352 granted 9tb December, 1886, to Hougbton A 
Palmer still m force. Rent paid to 31st March, ] 887. Submitted.—W.R.C., 15/2/87. May go 
on.—H.W., 15/2/87. _ The Chief Draftsman.—C.S.W. (for C.M.S.), 16/2/87.

Will the Examiner of Coal-fields please say whether it is necessary to reserve any of the surface, 
as the applicants cannot at present fix tlie best position to open out and work the coal?—S.B., 19/3/87. 
Under the above circumstances, I recommend that the surface be granted over the whole area, anv portion 
ot which may be resumed at any time.—J.M., 22/3/87. Under Secretary for Mines, E.C.,"22/3/37. 
Approved—H. W., 23/3/87. >> it

No, 3.

i
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_ ' No. 3.
Application by Messrs. Houghton & Palmer.

Mineral Lease Leg illations.—Schedule 6.—Notice of Application and Deposit.
Sir, Newcastle, 17 January, 18S7.

"We have the honor to inform you that we have this day deposited with the Land Agent at 
Newcastle the sum of £7 18s., being tlie first year’s rent, in advance, of 79 acres of land at Ledhcad. parish 
of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, for the purpose of milling for coal. The number of onr appli
cation is 87-2.

'We have, Ac.,
VICTOR THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON. 
.SAMUEL PALMER.

The Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney.

No. 4
Application hy Messrs. Houghton & Palmer.

Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule 2.—I’orm of Application under 48 lie. No. 10, section 3.
To the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney.

Sir, Newcastle, 17 January, 1887.
We hereby make application for a mineral lease of that piece or parcel of land situated parish 

of Kahibah, county of Northumherland, portion No. 221, containing 79 acres, of which we took possession 
on the 17th day of January, 1887, at the hour of G o’clock in the forenoon, for the purpose of mining 
thereon and therein for coal, for a period of twenty years, by placing 3-foot stakes aud 6-ioofc trenches at 
each angle thereof. The datum point is the south-west corner of portion 221, of 79 acres. _

Notice of our having made this application will be given in accordance witli the regulations in 
that behalf, and we hand herewith the sum of £7 18s., being the first year’s rent in advance of the 
said land. .... . . - • •

We hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon the distinct understanding and condition 
that if we shall abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the Secretary for Mines for the time 
being may deduct from the sum of £7 ISs. deposited as aforesaid any cost to which in his opinion the 
Grown may have been put in or about or in respect of this application ; aud this application shall thereupon 
become and be void, and the possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. And if the lease shall be 
granted, we shall and will commence mining operations upon or in connection with the demised land 
within sis months from and after the granting thereof, and shall and will employ upon such land not less 
than two men during the first three years of tho term thereby created, and not less than four men during 
the remainder of such term. And shall and will at any time when called upon in terms of the regulations 
relating to mineral leases to do so, execute and take delivery of such lease, or failing therein for a 
period of fourteen days, after being so called upon, wc shall and will forfeit the said sum of £7 ISs., and 
all right, title, or interest iu and to the said land and the possession thereof, and the said lease shall be 
forthwith cancelled. Wc have, Ac.,

VICTOR THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON, 
of Sydney.

SAMHEL PALMER,
Newcastle.

Description.
Measured portion No. 221, of 79 acres, in the parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, being 

part of water reserve No, 4, notified 1st of January, 1867.

Tuts application was received by mo this 17th day of January, 1887, at the hour of 10'30 o’clock in the 
forenoon, and is numbered 87-2. A LEX. LUMSDAINE,

Crown Lands Agent, Newcastle.
17th January, 1887.

Questions to lie answered by Applicants for Mineral Lease.
Wntitt receiving an application to lease land for mining purposes, the Warden, "Warden’s Clerk, or Land 
Agent, as the case may be, shall hand to the applicant or applicants, or his or their agent, to answer to 
the following questions, and shall take down such answers in writing. The statement, when complete, to 
he read over to, and signed by, the person furnishing the answers :— _ _ _

1. Were you, or each of you (applicants), the holder of a miner’s right in force at tho date of taking
possession of the land referred to in application No. 87-2 ? Not within a gold-field. _

2. Do you produce them (mineral license, 31st July, 1880) ? In favour of S. Palmer, stated to he in
Sydney. _

3. What was the date and hour of the day when you took possession of the land referred to in application
No. 87-2 ? 17th January, 1887, at 0 a.m.

4. Did you take possession by erecting posts and cutting trenches at each angle of the land ? Tes.
If No. 4 be replied to in the affirmative, then 5, 0, and 7.

' 5. What was the diameter of the posts ? 3 inches.
6. How high did they project above tho surface when fixed in the ground? 3 feet.
7. What was the length of each arm of each trench ? and what was the depth of each trench ? 6 feet;

9 inches.
8. If a substitute for post or trench was used, describe it.

9.
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9. At which angle of the land is the datum post fixed ? South-west corner.
10. Did you affix a board or metal plate to the datum post ? Board. _
11. What was written or painted on such hoard or plate? Mineral lease applied for 17th .1 an u ary, 1887, 

by V. T. S. Houghton and S. Palmer.
12. Where did you post the notices, Schedule 1 ? At Crown Lands Office, Newcastle, and Post Office, 

Charlestown.
18. When did you post such notices ? 17th January, 1887. _ _ _
14. Did anybody claim or appear to be in possession of the land applied for, or any portion of it ? No.
lo. Did you serve notice in the form Schedule 1 upon every such person ? and when ? {Sec answer to 

question 14.) _ _
16. Have you obtained the consent of every such person to the granting of the lease for which you 

apply ? (Nee answers to questions 14 and 15.)
J, Samuel Palmer, on behalf of Victor Thomas Sherbrooke Houghton and myself, declare that the 

foregoing questions have been answered by me truthfully in every particular, and the answers thereto 
have hecn read over to me, and are correctly taken down in writing.

‘ SAMUEL PALMEE.
Witness to signature.— _

Alex. Lumsdatne, Crown Lands Agent, Newcastle.

Mining District, Hunter and Maeleay; applicant’s locality, Bedhead.
Application No. 87-2, at Newcastle.

Description. .
82 acres 2 roods 14 perches, county of Northumberland, parish of Kahibah.
Portions 221: Commencing at the south-east corner of portion 65, and bounded thenco ou the 

north by the south boundary of that portion bearing south 88° 4u ; west 20 chains and 871 links ; on tlie 
■west by part of the east boundary of portion 114, and part of the east boundary, of portion. 90, bearing 
respectively south 1° 44f east 37 chains and links and south 2° 30' east 3 chains and 44 links ; on the 
south hva north boundary of portion M.P. 177 bearing north 87° 45r east 20 chains and 1 link ; and on 
the east by a west boundary of that portion, the west boundary of portion 58, and part of the west 
boundary of portion 55, in all bearing north 35' west 40 chains and 211- links, to the point of commence
ment.

Application No. 87-2, at Newcastle, for a Mineral Lease.
1. By whom application was received ? Crown Lands Agent.
2. At what place ? Newcastle.
3. Date and hour when received ? 17th January, 1887. at 10'30 a.m.

' 4. Eeceipt for first year’s rent, No. 87-2 ? Date, 17th January, 1887. . ^
5. To whom receipt was issued ? Samuel Palmer, of Newcastle (one of the two applicants).
6. Date when notice to survey was sent to surveyor ? Portions surveyed.
7. Date when report and plan were received from tho surveyor ?
S. Names of objectors, and dates on which they lodged their objections ? Ijodged by 31st January, 1887.
9. Date of inquiry ? 5th February, 1887. . . 1 ,

10. Are the applicants holders of miners’rights? No. Land not within a gold-field, but of mineral
license. * _ ...... _ „

11. Ts tho land applied for exempted from leasing under the 34th section of the Mmmg Act, 1874.
No. „

12. Is the time proposed for commencing work reasonable ? Yes.
13. Is the number of men proposed to he employed reasonable ? Yes.

ALEX. LUMSDAINE, ___
Crown Lands Office, Newcastle, 1st February, 1887. Crown Lands Agent, Newcastle.

Within W.E. 4, notified 1st January, 1867.
Mr. District-Surveyor Allworth reports that he does uot see any objection lo granting permission 

to mine npon and under the area herein applied for. Vide 86-13,539. The area applied for was 79 acres, 
and the rent for this area, £7 ISs., paid. Tho correct area of portion, by the recent survey of Mr. Gray, 
is 82 acres 2 roods 14 perches, the rent for which is £8 6s. It is submitted that tlie balance due may be 
taken from the amount-overpaid on application 87-1.

Dealt with. Diagrams herewith.—W.S.C., 22/2|S7. _ Chief Draftsman. E.F.P., 4/2/87. Ynm 
within applied for is included in permit granted to same applicants, 9th December, 1886. P.D., pro Lmet 
Draftsman. Chief Mining Surveyor. The Under Secretary. Mines, 15/2/87. Authority, 352, 
granted 9'12/86 to Houghton & Palmer still jn force. Eent paid to 31/3/87.—J.M., 15/2/87. Sub
mitted.—W.E.C., 15/2/87. May go on.—H.W., 15/2/87. Chief Draftsman.

Will the Examiner of Coal-fields please say whether it is necessary to reserve any portion ottlie 
surface, as tlie applicant, cannot at present fix the best position to open out and work the coal. S.15., 
li) B 87

‘ ' Under the above circumstance, I recommend that Ihe surface be granted over the whole area, any 
portion of which may be resumed at any time.—J.M., 22/3/87. Under Secretary for Mines., B.L., 
22/3/87. Approved.—H.W., 23/3/87.

Dcpartmcnt
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Department of Mines.—Under 4S Vic. No. 10,—Hunter and Maeleay Mining District.
Applications No. Newcastle, 87-1 and 2, for mineral leases submitted herewith for tlie consideration 

of tho Honorable tho Minister for Mines.
Tho plans and descriptions have been checked.
No objections appear to have been made.
The number of men proposed to be employed appears reasonable.
The time for commencing work appears to be reasonable.
Applications No. Newcastle S7-1 and 2, as modified, Hunter and Maeleay mining district, approved 

of.
Minute for the Executive Council.

F.A.

. No. 5.
Minute for The Governor and Executive Council.

llecommendhig the approval of certain applications for Mineral Leases. ,
, _ Department of Minos, Sydney, 25 February, 1SS7.

Tue applications for Mineral Leases of Crown Lands, specified in the annexed Schedule, are submitted 
for the approval of His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council, in terms of the Miring Act 
Further Amendment Act of 1884'.

--------- FKANCIS ABIGAIL.
Tho Executive Council advise that tlie recommendations herein set forth be approved.—A.C. 

Euoge, Clerk of the Council, Min.87-7, 2S/2/S7. Confirmed, 7/3/87. Approved.—Cakhisgton, 
28/2/87. GazeUe Notice, 18/3/87.

Schedule alluded to.

No, Name. Portion No. Locality. Aren, ! Period. Diile of 
Application.

Under 48 Vic., No. 10.—Hunter akj> Magleay Mining
District.

Newcastle S7-1 V. T. S. Houghton wr 177 County Northumberland, parish
a. r. p. 

G10 3 25
Years.

20 17 January, 1S87.
and another. Kahibah.

ti ■“ Do ... 221 do do 82 2 1 4 20 17 „ „

No. 6.
Government Gazette Notice.

[1841] Department of Mines,
Sydney, 18th March, 1887,

. _ Notice to -Applicants foe Minkeul Leases.
Notice is hereby given that the undermentioned applications for Mineral Leases of Crown Lands have 
been approved by His Excellency the Governor and tho Executive Council.
[87-2,958; 2,959] ' FEAN CIS ABIGAIL.

Application No Name. Portion No. Locality. Area. Years. Date of 
Application.

Under 48 Vic. No. 10.—Hunter and Magleay Mining
District.

Newcastle 87-1 V. T. S. Houghton 
and another.

air 177 County Northumberland, parish 
Kahibah.

a. r, p. 
610 3 25 20 17 January, 1887.

O Do ...... 221 do do ...... 82 2 14 20 17 „ „

' No. 7.
Copy of Lease issued to Messrs. Houghton and another. .

Tins Indenture, made tlie 26th day of March, in the year of our Lord 1887, between Her Most Gracious 
llajesty Quocn Victoria, o£ tho one part, and Victor Thomas Sherbrooke Houghton, of Sydney, in the 
Co ony of New South Wales, and Samuel Palmer, of Newcastle, in the Colony aforesaid (hereinafter 
called the lessees), of the other part, witnesseth :—That in consideration of the sum of i>01 2s, paid by 
the said lessee on tlie 17th day of January, 1SS7, and of the rents and royalties hereinafter reserved, and 
ot tho .covenants and provisoes hereinafter contained, Her Majesty doth by these presents grant and 
demise unto the lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, all that piece or pared of land, 
eoiitaming by admeasurement 610 acres 3 roods 25 perches, and more particularly described and delineated 
m the schedule hereto or in the plan hereunto annexed, and numbered MP 177, and all those mines, 
\onis, seams, or deposits of coal, in, on. and under tlie said land (hereinafter called the said mine), together 
with all and Singular the shafts^ levels, drifts, works, ways, fixtures, erections, liberties, easements, 
advantages, and appurtenances which are now' or at any time during the term hereby'granted may be held, 
occupied, or enjoyed therewith, for the purpose of mining upon and under the said land for coal, and also 
with lull power lor the said_lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, and his and their 
agents and workmen (including contractors, tributors, and so forth), to dig, sink, drive, make, and use 
excavations, pits, shafts, levels, tunnels, watercourses, and other works necessary for winning and raising 
the coal m, on, or under the said land, and to take and appropriate the same during the term hereby 
granted, and to make and construct, on that portion of the surface of the said land, races, drains, dams, 
reservoirs, roads, and tramways, and also to erect, on that portion of the surface of the said land, all

buildings,
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Tjnildinffs, engines, furnaces, pumps, machinery, and appliances necessary for the purpose of ■n'lnniij, ni 
obtaining the coal in, on, or under the said land, and for effectually carrying op the works of the said 
mine, and also to erect, on that portion of the surface not excepted as aforesaid of the said land, such 
offices, cottages, and dwelling-houses, for the use of the agents, workmen, and persons employed m the 
said mine and works, as the said leasees, their executors, administrators, and transferees shall think proper, 
to hold the said land, mine, and premises, with the appurtenances (subject nevertheless to such rights and 
interests as may be lawfully subsisting therein at the date of these presents), unto the said lessees, their 
executors, administrators, and transferees, from the date hereof, for the term of twenty years, for the purpose 
of mining therein or thereon, for working or winning the said coal, and for no other purpose, Yielding and 
paving therefor unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, yearly and every year during the said term 
the yearly rent of £61 2s. in advance, or in lieu thereof a royalty equal to 6d for every ton of coal raised 
during the year, the first year’s rent having been paid as aforesaid on the 17th day ot January, Iob7, the 
next payment being the rent of the said laud at the rate of 2s. per acre per annum to the 2oth day oi 
March 1889, shall be made to the Colonial Treasurer, m Sydney, on or before the 2Glh day or iVlarci), 
18SS, and thereafter on or before the 26th day of March in each and every year the yearly rent aforesaid 
shall ho paid to the Colonial Treasurer aforesaid, clear of all rates, taxes, and assessments to which t ie 
said land, mine, and premises are now. or at any time daring the said term may be, subiect or liable : 
Provided that if the royalty upon the coal raised during any year of the said term, computed at the rate 
aforesaid, shall exceed the rent paid for such year, such royalty, after deducting therefrom the rent paid 
for such year, shall be paid to the Colouial Treasurer at the expiration of the year or within one month 
thereafter ; but if such royalty in any year amount to less than the rent paid for such year no royalty 
shall he demanded In respect bf the coal raised during that year: Provided always and it is hereby 
agreed, that if the said yearly rent or royalty shall be in arrear for thirty days after the same shall have 
become payable, whether such rent or royalty shall, have been legally demanded or not, any officer 
appointed or authorized thereto by the Secretary for Mines may, by himself or his agent, enter upon the 
said land, and seize and distrain all minerals, metals, and ores actually got and raised from the said mme ; 
and all machinery, apparatus, tools, waggons, carts, carriages, engines, plant, and all other goods, cliaums, 
and effects whatsoever, in, upon, and about the said laud and premises ; and m every distress thus made 
may take away, sell, and dispose of as in cases of distress for rent reserved m common leases, and out of 
the monevs arising thereby retain so much as shall he sufficient to satisfy the said arrears, and which shall 
at the time of such sale be unpaid ; and all expenses incurred by him or them m or m respect ot such 
seizure, distraint, removal, and sale; and if there be any surplus such officer shall pay the same to the said 
lessees,' their executors, administrators, or transferees ; and the acceptance or receipt ot rent or royaltj 
by or on behalf of Her Majesty, after breach of any covenant hereinafter contained, shall not be or be 
deemed a waiver of the right of Her Majesty, or of the Secretary for Mines, or other officer on behalf 
of Her Majesty, to enforce observance of such covenant. And if the said lessees, their executors, admin
istrators, or transferees, shall mine for or win from the said land, mine, and_ promises, any gold, or any 
earth, rock, stone, quartz, clay, sand, gravel, or soil containing gold, or any mineral or metal with, which 
gold is associated or combined, without the express sanction first had and^ obtained or the Secretary tor 
Mines for the time being, the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, may declare these 
presents void, and thereupon all the right, title, and interest of the lessees, their executors, administrators 
mid transferees, under those presents shall cease and determine both at law ana in. cqmty. Ana ie sai 
lessees do hereby for themselves, their htir^.exocutbre, administrators, and transferees, covenant with
Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, in manner following, that is to say : _ . ,

1. That the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, shall and will during the 
said term pay unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, the rent or royalty hereby reserved, at the 
times and places hereinbefore appointed for payment thereof, clear of all deductions.

2. And shall and will, after the expiration of six months from the date of delivery hereof, upon 
and during all lawful working days, except when prevented by inevitable accident or during the execution 
of repairs, work the said land, mine, and premises, or the laud, mine, and premises adjoining thereto and 
proposed to he worked in connection therewith, in the best and most effectual manner, and to the bes’ 
advantage, without interruption, and shall and will with reasonable expedition make and construct all 
necessary works with a view to diligently explore and search for coal in, on, and under the said land, 
mine or premises, by employing thereon not less than three men for the first three years ot the term.

3 And shall‘and will, after the expiration of the said three years, or after the underground works 
shall have reached the said land, employ in the construction of the works, or in mining operations on or 
under the said laud, during the first of "the said term, and during the usual hours ot labour, six able and 
competent workmen and miners at the least; unless prevented by inevitable accident or during the 
execution of repairs : Provided that the lessee, or if there be more than one lessee, each lessee who shall 
work as aforesaid, shall count as and be deemed for the purposes of these presents to he a workman or
miner employed as aforesaid. i , .. ,

4. And shall and will during the said term effectually drain the said mine, and pump ^ .Y3”?1,
likely to cause injury thereto, or which would prevent or interfere with the working thereof; and it the 
said mine shall be affected, or be liable to be affected, by tbc same flow or body of water as any other mine 
or mines contiguous thereto, shall and will, if and whenever requested so^to do, contribute with the lessee 
or lessees or owner or owners of such other mines, a. reasonable proportion of the machinery and labour 
necessary to free and keep such mine or mines free from water to a workable extent; or if the said mine 
shall he kept free from water to a workable extent either wholly or partially by means of the machinery 
and labour of a contiguous mine or mines, or by reason of any works constructed or money expended by 
the lessee or lessees, owner or owners, of such contiguous mine or mines—then shall and will pay to such 
lessee or lessees, owner or owners, as aforesaid, a reasonable proportion of the cost of such machinery, 
labour, or works, or a reasonable proportion of the money so expended; and tho Secretary for Mines tor 
the time being may, if and whenever he shall think fit, depute some efficient person, who shall have a^c^ss 
to and inspection of’all such mines, to determine when the said mine is so freed or kept wholly or partially 
free from water, and what are the reasonable proportions of such expenses aforesaid, and to whom and 
when the same are to he paid,—such decision to be final and conclusive on all parties. - r i

5. And shall and will make such provision for tho disposal of the detritus, dirt, waste, or refuse or
the said mine that the same shall not be an inconvenience, nuisance, or obstruction, to any roadway, river, 
creek, or private or Crown lands, or shall not in any manner occasion any public or private damage or 
inconvenience. ' '
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G. And shall and will erect, and beep erected, during the said term, a post, painted white, at each 
angle o£ the said land, and at such points along the boundary-lines as shall be necessary, so as plainly and 
accurately to define the boundary-lines and angles of the said land; and each such post shall be fixed 
firmly in the ground, and shall project above the surface thereof not less than 3 feet,

, ^• J^nd shall and will beep proper boobs, or a boob, in which shall be entered the quantity of coal
raised each day from the land hereby demised, and shall enter therein as soon as known the value of such 
coal, and permit any officer of tho Department of Mines at all limes to inspect the same, and as often as 
required so to do during the term make and deliver to the Secretary for Mines for the time being, or any 
officer appointed or instructed to collect, obtain, or receive the same, all such true and proper plans, 
sections, returns, statements, and statistics of tho workings and operations of the said mine, made up to 
the last day of tho preceding month (the truth and accuracy of which shall bo verified by the statutory 
declaration of the lessee for the time being, or the manager or other officer having the charge, control, and 
direction of the works of tho said mine), as the Secretary for Mines shall from time to time direct, or as 
shall be required by any regulation, and shall and will, whenever required by the Secretary for Mines so 
to do, deliver to any officer appointed or instructed as aforesaid samples of tho minerals, metals, and ores, 
or any of them, found in or upon such mine and lands.

_ 8, And shall and will during the said term make proper and reasonable compensation to the 
occupier or occupiers, lessee or lessees from the Crown of auv adjoining land in respect of auv damage 
which may bo sustained by him or them, by reason of the working of the said mine, or the carrying on of 
the works thereof or connected therewith, such compensation to be determined by the Secretary for Mines, 
or by some person authorized by him so to do.

. And shall and will permit any mining surveyor, or other person duly authorized in that behalf,
with all proper or necessary assistants, at all reasonable times, during the said term, quietly to enter into 
and upon the said land, mine, and premises, to survey and examine the state and condition thereof, and 
for the purposes aforesaid, to descend all pits and shafts, and to enter into and use all adits, levels, 
galleries, drives, and excavations, and to use all roads, ways, engines, ropes, machinery, gear, appliances, 
materials, labour, and other things in or on the said land and mine, which shall be by him deemed necessary, 
without making any compensation for the same, so nevertheless that in so doing no unnecessary inter
ference is caused with tho carrying on of the said mining works.

10. And further, shall and will at all times during the said term keep and preserve the said mine 
and premises from all avoidable injury or damage, and also the levels, drifts, shafts, watercourses, roads, 
ways, works, erections, and fixtures therein and thereon, in good repair and condition, except such of the 
matters and things last aforesaid as shall from time io time be considered by a mining surveyor or other 
proper officer authorized by the Secretary for Mines to inspect and report upon such matters and things 
to be unnecessary for the proper working of the said mine or any contiguous mine, and in such state and 
condition shall and will at the end or sooner determination of the said term deliver peaceable possession 
thereof, and of all and singular the premises hereby demised to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, 
or to the Warden or other office.r authorized to receive possession thereof. overtheless the Secretary 
for Mines may, if he think fit, permit the lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, within 
six months after possession shall have been received as aforesaid, to enter upon the said land, and to 
remove therefrom such machinery, plant, and apparatus as shall have been erected and fixed upon such 
land, and such earth, rock, ore, mineral, or metal as shall have been won from and raised to the surface of 
such mine.

11. And shall not nor will use or occupy, or permit to bo used or occupied, the said land, or any 
part thereof, for other than mining purposes, or for pasturage, or as sites for dwellings, or garden ground 
for the persons employed in, on, or about the said mine.

12. And shall not nor will mine in or upon the said mine, laud, and premises, for anv mineral,
metal, or ore other than coal, without the express sanction of the Secretary for Mines. ^

. 13- And shall not nor will transfer, underlet, or part with possession of the said land, mine, and 
premises, or any part thereof, or mortgage, charge, or encumber the same, without the license first had 
and obtained of the Secretary for Mines for the time being : Provided always that no such license shall 
be necessary in cases where, by operation of law or otherwise, a sale of the said laud, mine, and premises, 
or any part or parts thereof, is made by any person or persons entitled to sell the same for the benefit of 
the creditors or a creditor of the lessees or their transferees, or m cases where the lessees or their trans
ferees desire to let the said mine and premises, or any part thereof, to he worked on tribute.

, lA. And shall not nor will close np or obstruct any adit or adits to or from any contiguous mine or 
mines whereby fresh air is admitted or ventilation promoted. ^

15. And shall not nor will plead acceptance of rent or royalty by or on behalf of Her Majesty as 
a waiver of the right of Her Majesty, or of the .Secretary for Mines', or other officer on behalf'of Her 
Majesty, to enforce observance of the covenants herein contained, or of the right of tho Governor, with 
the advice of the Executive Council, to declare these presents void for breacli of any such covenant: Pro
vided always and it is hereby agreed and declared in manner following :—
. I®1 ^hat it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, her heirs, successors, and Assigns to make and use
in, on, or under the said land, any levels, drifts, leads, shafts, watercourses, adits, roads, ways, and passages 
for freeing and keeping free any other lands or mines from water, or for conveying water to any other 
lands or mines for mining purposes, or for supplying any other mines with fresh air, or for effectually 
working any other mines, or for any public purpose whatsoever, causing as little damage, obstruction, or 
interference as possible to or with the said mine and the works thereof. And if, at any time during the 
term hereby created, any part or parts of the land hereby demised, or any part or parts of the surface 
thereof, shall be required for tho purpose of any towusliip, village, railway, road, canal, watercourse, 
reservoir, or for any other public purpose, it shall’be lawful for the Governor for the time being, with 
the advice of the Executive Council, on giving throe months’ notice of his intention so to do, to cause to 
he set out the part or parts of the said land, or of tho surface thereof, which shall be so inquired; and as 
soon as the same shall be so set out, such part or parts of the said land, or of the surface thereof, shall 
cease to be included in the land hereby demised, and the lessees, their executors, administrators, or trans
ferees shall not be entitled to any abatement of rent or royalty, or any compensation whatever in respect 
thereof,
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17. And if tho said lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees, shall prove to the satis
faction of the Secretary for Mines for the time being that the said mine is unworkable, or cannot be 
profitably worked, from any cause whatsoever, or that the lessees, their executors, administrators, or 
transferees, is or are unable, by reason of sickness or other sufficient cause, to work in such land or mine, 
or that the supply of water is insufficient to allow the working of the said land, mine, and premises to be 
profitably carried on, the said Secretary for Mines may grant permission to suspend work therein or 
thereon, for any period not exceeding six months, without the lessees, their executors, administrators, or 
transferees incurring in respect thereto any forfeiture or penalty for breach of any covenant herein 
contained.

18. And, lastly, that if the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees, shall at any time 
during the said term fail to use such land bond Jt-de for the purpose for which it has been demised, or if 
and whenever the said rent or royalty shall be in arrear for thirty days after the time appointed for 
payment thereof, whether tho same shall have been legally demanded or not, or if and whenever there 
shall be a breach of or non-compliance with the covenants and provisoes herein contained by the lessees, 
their executors, administrators, or transferees, and the lessees, their executors, administrators, or trans
ferees shall not have obtained from the Secretary for Mines for the time being permission to suspend 
work as aforesaid, in case the breacli shall have been for non-compliance with the covenants for tho 
employment of workmen or miners, or for the working of the mine, the Governor, with the advice of the 
Executive Council, who alone and finally shall ‘judge and determine the matter upon the evidence or 
reports submitted by the Secretary for Mines for the time being, may declare these presents void, and 
upon publication in the Government Gazette of notice of such declaration, all the right, title, and interest 
of the lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease and 
determine both at law aud in equity; and the production of a copy of the Government Gazette containing 
a notice, purporting to be signed by the Secretary for Mines, declaring the lease void, shall be conclusive 
evidence in all Courts whatsoever in the Colony of New South Wales of a breach of or non-compliance 
with the covenants and provisoes herein eonlained sufficient to authorize and sustain such declaration 
having been lawfully made, and that the interest created hereunder lias been lawfully determined ; and 
thereupon it shall be lawful for Ilcr Majesty, her heirs and successors, or her or their agents or officers, 
or for any bailiff: or other person duly authorized thereto, or fqr any holder of a mineral license who has 
the permission of the Secretary for Mines for the time being, without any previous demand whatsoever, 
to enter forthwith into and upon the said land and premises hereby granted, and the same to repossess 
and enjoy as fully and effectually to all intents and purposes as if these premises had not been made, and 
the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees to expel and remove, without any legal 
process, and us effectually as the Sheriff might do in case judgment in ejectment had been obtained and 
a writ of habere facias possessionem had been issued on such judgment; and in case of such entry and any 
legal proceeding taken in respect thereof, the defendant or defendants in any such proceeding may plead 
leave and license in bar thereof ; and these presents shall be conclusive evidence of such leave and license 
by the lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, or other the person or persons, plaintiff or 
plaintiffs in such proceedings, for such entry or other matters complained of in such proceedings.

In witness whereof, His Excellency tho Eight Honorable Charles Hebert, TJaron Carrington, a 
Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross of tlm 
Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander- 
in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, hath, on behalf of Her 
Majesty the Queen, caused the seal of the said Colony to bo affixed to this grant, and also 
set his hand, at Government House, Sydney, in the said Colony, the day and year first 
above written, aud the lessees have also set their hands and seals the 28th day of March, 
1887.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the within- 
named Victor Thomas Sherbrooke 
Houghton and Samuel Palmer, in the 
presence of,—

Stephen T. Burciiee.

CAEEINGTON.

TICTOE THOMAS SHEEBHOOKE HOUGHTON. 
SAB1UEL PALMEE.

FEANCIS ABIGAIL.

Schedule.

CIO acres 3 roods 25 perches. County of Northumberland, parish of Kahibah, portion M.P. 177: 
Commencing at the south-east corner of portion tJ2 ; and hounded thence on part of the north by part of 
the south boundary of that portion bearing south 87 degrees 50 minutes west 11 chains 44 links ; on part 
of the west by the east boundary of portion 57 bearing south 34 minutes west 20 chains 50 links : again 
on the north by the south boundary of that portion bearing north 89 degrees 26 minutes west 20 chains ; 
on part of the east by the west boundary of that portion bearing north 34 minutes east 20 chains 39 links ; 
again on the north by part of the south boundary of portion 49 bearing west 9 chains 93 links ; again on 
the west by the east boundary of portion 58 hearing south 35 minutes east 20 chains 36 links; again on 
the north by the south boundary of that portion hearing south 89 degrees 25 minutes west 20 chains 24 
links ; again on the west by part of the east boundary of portion 221 bearing south 35 minutes east 60 
links; again on the north by the south boundary of that portion bearing south $7 degrees 45 minutes 
west 20 chains 1 link ; again on the west by part of the east boundary of portion 90 bearing south 2 
degrees 30 minutes east 1G chains 48 links; on the remainder of the north by part of the south boundary 
of that portion bearing south 87 degrees 30 minutes west 2 chains 54 links ; on the remainder of the 
west by part of the east boundaries of portions 115 and HG bearing respectively south 1 degree 30 
minutes east 28 chains 35 links, and south 1 degree 36 minutes cast 14 chains 73 links ; on the south by 
part of the north boundary of portion 113 bearing north 88 degrees 29 minutes east 91 chains 32 links, 
to the edge of the high cliffs fronting tho Soutli Pacific Ocean ; and on the remainder of th(| cast by the 
edge of the cliffs northwardly, to point of commencement. "

443—C Han.
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licgistored in tlio Department of Mines, at Sydney, this 28th day of March, a.d. 1887, at the hour 
of 12 o'clock noon, and numberod in tho Register 215,

EDWARD PARR
(For the Registrar).

Transfer from V. T. Sherbrooke Houghton and Samuel Palmer of their interests in mineral lease 
No. 215 to the Scottish Australian Mining Co. (Limited). Registered by me, in the Department of Mines, 
Sydney, this 2nd day of June, 1887, at the hour of 2 o’clock in the afternoon.

EDWARD PARR
(For the Registrar).

No. 8.
Copy of Lease issued to Messrs. Houghton and Palmer.

Tins indenture, made the 2Gthday of March, in the year of our Lord 1887, between Her Most Gracious 
Majesty Queen Victoria, of the one part, and Victor Thomas Sherbrooke Houghton, of Sydney, in the 
Colony of New South Wales, and Samuel Palmer, of Newcastle, in the Colony aforesaid (hereinafter 
called the lessees), of the other part, witnesseth :—That in consideration of the sum of £80 (3s., paid by the 
said lessees on the 17tli day of January, 1887, and of the rents and royalties hereinafter reserved, and of 
the covenants and provisoes hereinafter contained, Her Majesty doth by these presents grant and demise 
unto the lessees, their executors, administrators, aud transferees, all that piece or parcel of land con
taining by admeasurement 82 acres 2 roods 14 perches, and more particularly described and delineated in 
'the Schedule hereto or in the plan hereunto annexed, and numbered 221, and all those mines, veins, 
seams, or deposits of coal, in, on, and under the said land (hereinafter called the said mine), together with 
all and singular the shafts, levels, drifts, works, ways, fixtures, erections, liberties, easements, advantages, 
and appurtenances which are now or at any time during the term hereby granted may be held, occupied, 
or enjoyed therewith, for tho purpose of mining upon or under tho said land for coal, and also with full 
power for the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, and his and their agents and 
workmen (including contractors, tributors, and so forth), to dig, sink, drive, make, and use excavations, 
pits, shafts, levels, tunnels, watercourses, and other work necessary for winning and raising the coal in,on,or 
under the said land, and to take and appropriate the same during the term hereby granted, and to make 
and construct, on that portion of the surface of the said land, races, drains,dams, reservoirs, roads, and tram
ways, and also to erect, on that portion of the surface of the said land, all buildings, engines, furnaces, 
pumps, machinery, and appliances necossaty for the purpose of winning and obtaining the coal in, on, or 
under the said land, and for effectually carrying on the works of the said mine, and also to erect, on that 
portion of the surface of the said land, such offices, cottages, and dwelling-houses, for the use of the agents, 
workmen, and persons employed in the said mine and works, as tho said lessees, their executors, adminis
trators, and transferees shall think proper : to hold the said land, mine, and premises, with the appurten
ances (subject nevertheless to such rights and interests as may be lawfully subsisting therein at the date 
of these presents), unto the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, from the date
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hereof, for ihe term of twenty years, for the purpose of mining therein or thereon, for working or winning 
the said coal, and for no other purpose,—Yielding and paying therefor unto Her Majesty, her heirs and 
successors, yearly and every year during the said term, the yearly rent of £S 6s., in advance, or in lieu 
thereof a royalty equal to 6d. for every ton of coal raised during the year, the first year’s rent having been 
paid as aforesaid, on the 17th day of January, 1887, the next payment being the rent of the said land at 
the rate of 2s. per acre per annum to tho 2oth day of March, 1889, shall be made to the Colonial Treasurer 
in Sydney, on or before the 26th day of March, 1888, and thereafter on or before the 26th day of March, 
in each and every year, the yearly rent aforesaid shall be paid to the Colonial Treasurer aforesaid, clear of 
all rates, taxes, and assessments to which the said land, mine, and premises are now, or at any time during 
the said term may be, subject or liable: Provided that if the royally upon the coal raised during any year 
of the said term, computed at the rate aforesaid, shall exceed tho rent paid for such year, such 
royalty, after deducting therefrom the rent paid for such year, shall he pidd to tho Colonial Treasurer at 
the expiration of the year or within one month thereafter ; but if sucli royalty in any year amount to less 
than the rent paid for such year no royalty shall be demanded in respect of the coal raised during that 
year: Provided always, and it is hereby agreed, that if the said yearly rent or royalty shall ho in arrear 
for thirty days after the same shall have become payable, whether such rent or royalty shall have been 
legally demanded or not, any olDcer appointed or authorized thereto by the Secretary for Mines may, by 
himself or his agent, enter upon the said land, and seize and distrain all minerals, metals, and ores 
actually got and raised from the said mine; and all machinery, apparatus, tools, waggons, carts, carriages, 
engines, plant, and all other goods, chattels, and effects whatsoever, in, upon, and about the said land and 
premises ; and in every distress thus made may take away, sell, and dispose of as in cases of distress for 
rent reserved in common leases, and out of the moneys arising thereby retain so much as shall he sufficient 
to satisfy the said arrears, and which shall at the time of such sale ho unpaid ; and all expenses incurred 
by him or them in or in respect of such seizure, distraint, removal, aud sale ; and if there be any surplus 
such officer shall pay the same to the said lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees ; and the 
acceptance or receipt of rent or royalty by or on behalf of Her Majesty, after breach of any covenant 
hereinafter contained, shall not ho or he deemed a waiver of the right of Her Majesty, or of the Secretary 
for Mines, or other officer on behalf of Her Majesty, to enforce observance of such covenant. And if the 
said lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees, shall mine for or win from the said land, 
mine, and premises, any gold, or any earth, rock, stone, quartz, clay, sand, gravel, or soil containing 
gold, or any mineral or metal with which gold is associated or combined, without the express sanction first 
had and obtained of the Secretary for Mines for the time being, the Governor, with the advice of the 
Executive Council, may declare these presents void, and thereupon all the right, title, and interest of the 
lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease and determine 
both at law and in equity. And tho said lessees do hereby, for themselves, their heirs, executors, administra
tors, aud transferees, covenant with Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, in manner following, that is 
to say:—

1. That the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, shall and will during the 
said term pay unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, the reut or royalty hereby reserved, at the 
times and places hereinbefore appointed for payment thereof, clear of all deductions.

2. And shall and will, after tho expiration of six months from the date of delivery hereof, upon and 
during all lawful working days, except when prevented by inevitable accident or during the execution of 
repairs, work the said land, mine, and premises, or the land, mine, and premises adjoining thereto and 
proposed to be worked in connection therewith, in the best and most effectual manner, and to the best 
advantage, without interruption, and shall and will with reasonable expedition make and construct all 
necessary work's with a view to diligently explore and search for coal in, on, aud under the said land, 
mine, or premises, by employing thereon not loss than two men for the first three years of the term.

3. And shall and will, after the expiration of the said three years, or after the underground works 
shall have reached the said land, employ in the construction of the works, or in mining operations on or 
■under the said land, during the said term, and during the usual hours of labour, four able and competent 
workmen and miners at the least; uidess prevented by inevitable accident or during tho execution of 
repairs: Provided that the lessee, or if there he more than one lessee, each lessee who shall work as afore
said, shall count as and he deemed for the purposes of these presents to be a workman or miner employed 
as aforesaid.

d. And shall and will during the said term effectually drain the said mine, and pump all water 
likely to cause injury thereto, or which would prevent or interfere with the working thereof; and if the 
•said mine shall he affected, or he liable to he affected, by the same flowr or body of water as any other 
mine or mines contiguous thereto, shall and will, if and whenever requested so to do, contribute with the 
lessee or lessees or owner or owners of such other mines, a reasonable proportion of the machinery and labour 
necessary to free and keep such mine or mines free from water to a workable extent; or if the said mine 
shall he kept free from water to a workable extent either wholly or partially by means of the machinery 
and labour of a contiguous mine or mines, or by reason of any works constructed or money expended by 
the lessee or lessees, owner or owners, of such contiguous mine or mines,—then shall and will pay to such 
lessee or lessees, owner or owner's, as aforesaid, a reasonable proportion of the cost of such machinery, 
labour, or works, or a reasonable proportion of the money so expended ; and the Secretary for Mines for 
the time being may, if and whenever he shall think fit, depute some efficient person, Tvho shall have access 
to and inspection of all such mines, to determiue when the said mine is so freed or kept wholly or partially 
free from water, and what arc the reasonable pro portions of .such expenses aforesaid, and to whom and 
when the same are to be paid,—such decision to be final aud conclusive on all parties.

5. And shall and will make such provision for the disposal of the detritus, dirt, waste, or refuse of
the said mine that the some shall not be an inconvenience, nuisance, or obstruction to any roadway, river, 
creek, or private or Crown lands, or shall not in any manner occasion any public or private damage or 
inconvenience. _

6. And shall and will erect, and keep erected, during the said term, a post, painted white, at each 
angle of the said land, and at such points along the boundary lines ns shall ho necessary, so as plainly and 
accurately to define the boundary lines and angles of the said land ; and each such post shall he fixed 
firmly in the ground, and shall project above tho surface thereof not less than 3 feet.

7. And shall and will keep proper hooks, or a hook, in which shall he entered the quantity of coal 
raised each day from the land hereby demised, and shall enter therein as soon as known tho value of such

- coal,
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coal, and permit any officer of the Department of Mines at all times to inspect the same, aud as often as 
required so tododuringtheterm make and deliver to the Secretary for Mines for the time being, or any officer 
appointed or instructed to collect, obtain, orreeeivetlie same, all such true and properplnns, sections, returns, 
statements, and statistics of the workings and operations of the said mine, made up to the last day of the 
preceding month (the truth and accuracy of which shall be verified by the statutory declaration of the lessee 
for the time being, or the manager or other officer having the charge, control, and direction of the works 
of the said mine), as the Secretary for Mines shall from time to time direct, or as shall be required by any 
regulation, and shall and will, whenever required by the Secretary for Mines so to do, deliver to any officer 
appointed or instructed as aforesaid samples of the minerals, metals, and ores, or any of them, found in 
or upon such mine and lands, _

8. And shall and will during the said term make proper and reasonable compensation to the 
occupier or occupiers, lessee or lessees, from the Crown of any adjoining land in respect of any damage 
which may be sustained by him or them, by reason of the working of the said mine, or the carrying on of 
the works thereof or connected therewith, such compensation to be determined by the Secretary for Mines, 
or by some person authorized by him so to do.

9. And shall and will permit any mining surveyor, or other person duly authorized in that behalf,
with all proper or necessary assistants, at all reasonable times, during the said term, quietly to enter into 
and upon the said land, mine, and premises, to survey and examine the state and condition thereof, and 
for the purposes aforesaid, to descend all pits and shafts, aud to enter into and use all adits, levels, 
galleries, drives, and excavations, and to use all roads, ways, engines, ropes, machinery, gear, appliances, 
materials, labour, and other things in or on the said land and mine, which shall be by him deemed 
necessary, without making any compensation for the same, so nevertheless that in so doing no unnecessary 
interference is caused with the carrying on of the said mining works. _

10. And further, shall and will at all times during the said term keep and preserve the said mine
aud premises from all avoidable injury or damage, and also the levels, drifts, shafts, watercourses, roads, 
ways, works, erections and fixtures therein aud thereon, in good repair and condition, except such of tho 
matters aud things last aforesaid as shall from time to time be considered by a mining surveyor or other 
proper officer authorized by the Secretary for Mines to inspect and report upon such matters and things 
to he unnecessary for the proper working of the said mine or any contiguous mine, and in such state and 
condition shall and will at the end or sooner determination of the said term deliver peaceable possession 
thereof, and of all and singular the premises hereby demised to Her'Majesty, her heirs and successors, 
or to the AVarden or other officer authorized to receive possession thereol. rfevertheless, the Secretary 
for Mines may, if he think fit, permit the lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, within 
six months after possession shall have been received as aforesaid, to enter upon the said land, and to 
remove therefrom such raacbinciw, plant, and apparatus as shall have been erected and fixed upon such 
land, and such earth, rock, ore, mineral, or metal as shall have been won from and raised to the surface of 
such mine. _ _

11. And shall not nor will use or occupy, or permit to he used or occupied, the said land, or any
part thereof, for other than mining purposes, or for pasturage, or as sites for dwellings, or garden ground 
for the persons employed in, on, or about the said mine. _

12. And shall not nor will mine hi or upon the said mine, land, and premises, for any mineral, 
metal, or ore other than coal, without the express sanction of the Secretary for Mines.

13. And shall not nor will transfer, underlet, or part with possession of the said land, mine, and
premises, or any part thereof, or mortgage, charge, or encumber the same, without the license first had. 
and obtained of the Secretary for Mines for the time being: Provided always that no such license shall he 
necessary in cases where, by operation of law or otherwise, a sale of the said land, mine, and premises, 
or any part or parts thereof, is made by any person or persons entitled to sell the same for the benefit 
of the creditors or a creditor of the lessees or their transferees, or in cases whore the lessees or their trans
ferees desire to let the said mine and premises, or any part thereof, to be worked on tribute. _

14. And shall not nor will close np or obstruct any adit or adits to or from any contiguous mine or
mines whereby fresh air is admitted or ventilation promoted. _

15. And shall not nor will plead acceptance of rent or royalty by or on behalf of Her Majesty as 
a waiver of the right of Her Majesty, or of the Secretary for Mines, or other officer on behalf of Her 
Majesty, to enforce observance of the covenants herein contained, or of the right of the G-overnor, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, to declare these presents void for breach of any such covenant: Pro
vided always, and it is hereby agreed and declared in manner following:—

1G. That it shall he lawful for Her Maiesty, her heirs, successors, and Assigns, to make and use 
in, on, or under the said land, any levels, drifts, leads, shafts, watercourses, adits, roads, ways, and passages 
for freeing and keeping free any other lands or mines from water, or for conveying water to any other 
lands or mines for mining purposes, or for supplying any other mines with fresh air, or for effectually 
working any other mines, or for any public purpose whatsoever, causing as little damage, obstruction, or 
interference as possible to or with the said mine and the works thereof. And if, at any time during the term 
hereby created, any part or parts of the land hereby demised, or any part or parts of the surface thereof, 
shall be required for the purpose of any township, village, railway, road, canal, watercourse, reservoir, or for 
any other public purpose, it shall be lawful for the Governor for the time being, with the advice of the 
Executive Council, on giving three months’ notice of his intention so to do, to cause to be set out the part 
or parts of the said land or of the surface thereof which shall he so required ; and as soon as the same 
shall be so set out such part or parts of the said land, or of the surface thereof, shall cease to he included 
in the land hereby demised, and the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees shall not he 
entitled to any abatement of rent or royalty, or any compensation whatever in respect thereof.

17. And if the said lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees shall prove to the satis
faction of the Secretary for Mines for the time being that the said mine is unworkable, or cannot be 
profitably worked, from any cause whatsoever, or that the lessees, their executors, administrators, or 
transferees is or are unable, by reason of sickness or other sufficient cause, to work in such land or mine, 
or that the supply of water is insufficient to allow the working of the said land, mine, and premises in he 
profitably carried on, the said Secretary for Mines may grant permission to suspend work therein or 
thereon, for any period not exceeding six months, without the lessees, their executors, administrators, or 
transferees incurring in respect thereto any forfeiture or penalty for breacli of any covenant herein 
contained. . 18-
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18. And, lastly, that if the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees shall at any time 
during the said term fail to use such land Iona fide for the purpose for which it has been demised, or if 
and whenever the said rent or royalty shall he in arrear for thirty days after the time appointed for 
payment thereof, whether the same shall have been legally demanded or not, or if and whenever there 
shall be a breach of or non-compliance with the covenants and provisoes herein contained by the lessees, 
their executors, administrators, or transferees, and the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees 
shall not have obtained )rom the Secretary for Mines for the time being permission to suspend work as 
aforesaid, in case the breach shall have been for non-compliance with the covenants for the employment 
of workmen or miners, or for the working of the mine, the Governor, with the advice of the Executive 
Council, who alone shall finally judge and determine the matter upon the evidence or reports submitted 
by the Secretary for Minos for the time being, may declare these presents void, and upon publication in 
the Government Gazette of notice of such declaration, all the right, title, and interest of the lessees, their 
executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease and determine both at law and 
in equity ; and the production of a copy of the Government Gazette, containing a notice purporting to be 
signed by the (Secretary for Mines, declaring the lease void, shall be conclusive evidence in all Courts 
whatsoever iu the Colony of New South Wales of a breach of or non-compliance with the covenants and 
provisoes herein contained sufficient to authorize and sustain such declaration having been lawfully made, 
and that the interest created hereunder has been lawfully determined; and thereupon it shall be lawful 
for Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, or her or their agents or officers, or for any bailiff or other 
person duly authorized thereto, or for any holder of a mineral license who has the permission of the 
Secretary for Mines for the time being, without any previous demand whatsoever, to enter forthwith into 
and upon the said land and premises hereby granted, and the same to repossess and enjoy as fully and 
effectually to all intents and purposes as if these premises had not been made, and the said lessees, their 
executors, administrators, and transferees to expel and remove, without any legal process, and as effectually 
as the Sheriff might do in case judgment in ejectment had been obtained and a writ of habere facias 
possessionem had been issued on such judgment; and in case of such entry and any legal proceeding taken 
m respect thereof, the defendant or defendants in any such proceeding may plead leave and license in bar 
thereof; and these presents shall he conclusive evidence of such leave and license by the lessees, their 
executors, administrators, and transferees, or other the person or persons, plaintiff or plaintiffs, in such 
proceedings, for such entry or other matters complained of in such proceedings.

In witness whereof, His Excellency the Eight Honorable Charles Eobert. Baron Carrington, 
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross of the 
Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander- 
in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, hath, on behalf of Her 
Majesty the Queen, caused the Seal of the said Colony to be affixed to this grant, and also 
set his hand, at Government House, Sydney, iu the said Colony, the day and year first above 
written, and the lessees have also set their hands and seals, the 28th day of March, 1887.

CAEEINGTON.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the within-^

named Victor Thomas Sherbrooke ( VICTOE THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON.
Houghton and Samuel Palmer, in tho ( SAMUEL PALMER.
presence of) EEANCIS ABIGAIL.

Stephes T. Bukciieb.

Schedule.
82 acres 2 roods 14 perches. County of Northumberland, parish of Kahibah, portion 221: Com

mencing at the south-east corner of portion 65; and bounded thence on the north by the south boundary 
of that portion hearing south 88 degrees 40 miuutes west 20 chains and 871 links; on the west by 
part of the east boundary of portion 1L4 and part of the east boundary of portion 00, bearing respectively 
south 1 degree 41 minutes east 3 chains and 6 j links, and south 2 degrees 30 miuutes east 3 chains and 
44 links ; on the south by a north boundary of portion mp 177, bearing north 87 degrees 45 minutes east 
20 chains and 1 link ; and on the east by a west boundary of that portion, the west boundary of 
portion 58, and part of the west boundary of portion 55, in all bearing north 35 miuutes west 40 chains 
and 21£ links, to the point of commencement.

Plan.
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Registered in the Department of Mines, at Sydney, this 2Sth day o£ March, a.d, 1887, at the hour 
12 o’clock noon, and numbered in tho Register 216.

■ EDWARD EARR
(Eor the Registrar^.

' Transfer from V, T. Sherbrooke Houghton and Samuel Palmer of their interest in mineral lease 
No. 216, to the Scottish Australian Mining Company (Limited). Registered hy me, in the Department 
of Mines, Sydnev, this 2nd day of June, 1SS7, at the hour of 2 o’clock in the afternoon.

' EDWARD PARR
(For the Registrar).

No. 4.
Schedule in connection with Mineral Lease Applications Nos. G and 8.

SCHEDULE.
NO. . _ _ rAQE.

1. Notice under Schedule 6, M.Ii. application 87-C by V. T. S. Houghton, for land, pariah of Kahibah, county of
Northumberland. 14 February, 1SS7 .................................................................................................................... ^2

2. V. T. S. Houghton—Application for above (regulations, description, and tracing attached). 14 February. 1887 22
3. Notice under Schedule (1, M.L. application S7-8, by Messrs. Houghton and Painter, for land, parish of Kahibah,

county of Northumberland. 14 February, 1SS7..................................................................................................... ^4
4. Messrs. Houghton aud Palmer—Application for above (regulations, description, aud tracing attached). 14

February, 1887 .................................................................................................... ........................................ .........24
5. Minute of the Executive Council, approving of above application, S7-G & 8. (Miuutes thereon.) 20 April, 1887
0. Government Gazette notice of same. 17 May', 1SS7...................................................................................................... 26
7. Copy oflcase issued application 87-6 (diagram). 20 May’, 1887 ............................................................ *.................. 27
8. Copy of lease issued application S7-S (diagram). 26 May, 1SS7................................................................................ 30

No. 1.
Application by Mr. V. T. S. Ho 1:1 abton.

Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule 6.—Notice of application and deposit.
Sir, Newcastle, M February, 1887,

I have the honor to inform you that I have tin’s day deposited with tho Crown Lands Agent, 
at Newcastle, the sum of £48, being tbe first year’s rent in advance of 480 acres of land at Redhead for 
the purpose of mining for coal. The number of my application is 87-C.

X have, &e.(
VICTOR THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON.

The Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney.

■ No. 2.
Application by Mr. V. T. S. Houghton.

Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule 2.—Form of application.
To the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney,—

Sir, Newcastle, 12 February, 1887.
I hereby make application for a mineral lease of that piece or parcel of land situated near 

Redhead, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, containing 480 acres, of which I took possession 
on the 12th day of February, 1887, at the hour of 1 minute past 12 o’clock in the afternoon, for the 
purpose of mining thereon and therein for coal for a period of twenty years, hy placing 3-foot stakes 
and 6-foot trenches at each angle thereof. The datum point is the south-west corner of portion No. 7, 
parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland. _

Notice of my having made this application will he given in accordance with the regulations in that 
behalf, and I hand herewith tho sum of £48, being tbe first year’s rent in advance of the said land. _ _

I hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon the distinct understanding and condition 
that if 1 shall abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the Secretary for Mines for the time 
being may deduct from the sum of £48, deposited as aforesaid, any cost to which, in his opinion, the 
Crown may have been put in or about or iu respect of this application ; and this application shall there
upon become and be void, and the possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. And if the lease shall 
be granted I shall and will commence mining operations upon or in connection with the demised land 
within sis months from and after the granting thereof, and shall and will employ upon such land not less 
that four men during the first three years of the term thereby created, and not less than eight men during 
tho remainder of such term. And shall and will, at any time when called upon, in terms of the 
regulations relating to mineral leases, to do so, execute and take delivery of such lease, or failing therein 
for a period of fourteen days, after being so called upon, I shall and will forfeit tho said sum of £48 and 
all right, title, or interest in aud to the said laud and the possession thereof, and the said lease shall 
be forthwith cancelled.

I have, &c.,
’ VICTOR THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON,

Sydney.
Description.
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Description.
Portions 119 and 120, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, being part of water reserve 

No. 27, notified 23rd November, 1875.

This application was received by me 
the forenoon, and is numbered 87-6.

this Mth day of February, 1887,111 the hour of 11 o’clock in

ALEXK. LUMSDAINE,
Crown Lands Agent, Newcastle,

Questions to be answered by applicants to lease.
When receiving an application to lease land for mining purposes, the Warden, Warden s Clork, or an 
Agent, as the case may be, shall require the applicant or applicants, or his or their agent, to answer the 
following questions, and shall take down such in writing. The statement, when complete, to he read over 
to and signed by the person furnishing the answers:—

1. Were you or each of you (applicants) tho holder of a miner’s right in force at the date of taking 
possession of the land referred to in application ? No.

2. Do you produce them ? ,
3. What was the date and hour of the day when you took possession of the land referred to in applica

tion No, 87-6? 12th February, 1887, at 12,i.
4. Did you take possession by erecting posts and cutting trenches at each angle of the land ? Yes.

If No. 4 bo replied to in the affirmative, then 5, 0, and 7.
5. What was the diameter of the posts ? 3 inches.
6. How high did they project above the surface when fixed in the ground ? 3 feet.
7. What was the length of each arm of each trench ? and what was the depth of each trench ? 6 feet;

D inches. .
8. If a substitute for post or trench was used, describe it.
9. At which angle of the land is the datum post fixed ? South-west corner of portion 7.

10. Did you affix a board or metal plate to the datum post? Board. _ >
11. What was written or painted on such board or plate ? Mineral lease applied for by Y. I\ Sherbrooke 

Houghton, of Sydney.
12. Whoro did you post the notices, Schedule 1 ? At Crown Lands Office, Newcastle, and Post Office, 

Charlestown.
13. When did jrou post such notice? 14th February, 1887. _ _ „
14. Did anybody claim or appear to bo in possession of tbe land applied for, or any portion of it? No,
15. Did you serve notice in the form Schedule 1 upon every such person, and when? No. _
16. Have you obtained the consent of every such person to the granting of the lease for which you apply?

No, 1 _
I, Y. T. Sherbrooke Houghton, on behalf of myself,declare that the foregoing questions have been 

answered by me truthfully in every particular, and the answers thereto have been read over to me, and are 
correctly taken down in writing.

VICTOR THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON.
Witness to signature,—

Alex. Ltjmsdaine, Crown Lands Agent, Newcastle, 14/2/87,

Application No. 87-G, at Newcastle, for a Mineral Lease under 48 Yic. No. 10, Reserve 480 (320 X 160) 
acres, portions 119 and 120, at Redhead, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland.

1. By whom application was received? Crown Lands Agent.
2. At what place ? Newcastle. •
3. Date and hour when received? 14th February, 1887, at 11 a.in.
4. Receipt for first year’s rent, No, 87-6, at 2s. per acre. Date ? 14th February, 1887, £48.
5. To whom receipt was issued ? Applicant, Victor Thos. Sherbrooke Houghton, of Sydney.
6. Date when notice to survey was sent to surveyor? Portions already surveyed.
7. Date when report and plan wore received from the surveyor ?
8. Names of objectors, and dates on which they lodged their objections?
9. Dates of inquiry ? Notified for Saturday, 5th March, 1887, at 12 noon.

10. Is the applicant holder of a miner’s right ? ^Land not within a gold-field. _ _
11. Is the land applied for exempted from leasing under the 34th section of the Mining Act, 1874? No.
12. Is the time proposed for commencing work reasonable ? Yes,
13. Is the number of men proposed to be employed reasonable ? Yes.

" ALEXR. LUMSDAINE,
Crown Lands Office, Newcastle, 7th March, 1887. Crown Lands Agent, Newcastle.

Mining District, Hunter and Macleay; applicant’s locality, near Redhead.
Application, No. 87-0, at Newcastle.

Description,
480 acres, county of Northumberland, parish of Kahibah, area included in portions 119 and 120: 

Commencing at the north-east corner of portion No. 5; and bounded thence on the north-west by the 
south-east boundary of that portion bearing south 45° west 33 chains 68 links; thence on part of the 
north-east by the south-west and north-west boundaries of that portion hearing respectively north 45° 
west 36 chains 98 links and north 45' east 9 chains, and the south-west boundary of portion No. 59 aud 
a line hearing respectively north 4o0 15'west 6 chains 35 links aud south 45° west 6 chains 72 links; 
thence on part of the west by part of tho east boundary of portion st.L, 1 bearing south 51 
chains 71 links ; thence on part of the south by part of tbo north boundary of portion No. 121 bearing 
east 55 chains 95 links; thence on part of the cast by part of the west boundary of portion No. 61

' ' ' bearing
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bearing north 15 chains 76 links; thence again on the south by the north boundary of that portion 
bearing east 25 chains 70 links; thence again on part of the east by the west boundary of portion 62 and 
part of the west boundaries of portions 115 and 114, in all bearing north 40 chains 5 links ; thence on 
part of the north by part of tbe south boundary of portion 83 bearing west 10 chains ; thence again on 
part of the east by the west boundary of that portion bearing north 20 chains ; thence again on part of 
the south by part of the north boundary of same portion bearing east 10 chains ; then on the remainder 
of the east by part of tlie west boundary of portion 114 bearing north 20 chains 65 links ; thence on the 
north by part of tbe south boundary of portion 108 bearing west 12 chains 21 links, a line bearing south 
7 chains 31 links, a line and the south boundary ef portion No. 7, in all bearing west 27 chains 73 links, 
part of the east boundary of portion 6 bearing south 10 chains 8 links, the south boundary of portion 
6 bearing west 20 chains 12 links, part of the west boundary of same portion bearing north 17 chains 
30 links, and part of the south boundary of portion No. 107 bearing west 21 chains 67 links; thence 
again on part of the west by a line bearing south 9 chains DO links; thence on the remainder of the 
south-west by a part of the north-east boundary of T. Williams’s 112 acres bearing south 45° east 20 chains 
96 links ; thence on the remainder of the south by part of the north-west and the north boundaries of 
portion No. 59 bearing respectively north 45° east 3 chains 69 links and east 16 chains 50 links; thence 
on the remainder of the west by the east boundary of that portion bearing south 21 chains 53 links to a 
creek forming the north-east boundary of portion No. 5 before mentioned; and thence by that creek in a 
south-easterly direction, to the point of commencement.

Exclusive of reserved roads, 1 chain wide, passing through the portion.
-------- W.L.C.

1/4/87.

Coal.—Application 87-6, at Newcastle.—Y. T. Sherbrooke Hougbton ; 480 acres, portions 119 
and 120, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland. Identical with area granted to same applicant 
under section 28, on 15th November, 1886. Within, water reserve 27, notified 23rd November, 1875, and 
population boundary, Newcastle, portion .119, subject of application 86-13, Newcastle. Portion 120, 
included in application 86-12, at Newcastle.

These portions were measured in 1874 as mineral selections under the Crown Lands Occupation 
Act, 1861. Submitted as to form of measurement.—W.L.C., 1/4/87. 1/4/87. Chief
Mining Surveyor. _

Tbe portion is already held under the 28th section by the same person who now applies for a 
mineral lease. Under the circumstances it is recommended that the dimensions be approved.—E.F.P, 
2/4/87,

The Under Secretary Mines, 4/4/87. Submitted for approval.—G.E.Jl. {for the U.S.), 14/4/S7. 
Approved—E.A., 15/4/87.' Chief Draftsman—E.E.P., 18/4/87. Dealt with. Diagrams here
with.*—W.L.C., 18/4/87. 86-12, Newcastle, refused, 11/2,'87. 86-13, Newcastle, refused, 11/2/87.—
S.E., 4/3/87.

No. 3.
Application by Messrs: Houghton & Palmer.

Mineral Lease Eegulations.—Schedule 6.—Notice of application and deposit.
Sir, Newcastle, 14 Pcbruary. 1887.

Wc have the honor to inform you that vve have this day deposited with tho Land Agent, at 
Newcastle, the sum of £32, being the first year’s rent in advance of 320 acres of land at Bedhead, for the 
purpose of mining for coal. The number of our application is 87-8.

We have, &e.,
VICTOR THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON. 
SAMUEL PALMER _

The Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney. (By his Agent, V. T. S, Hougbtos).

No. 4.
Application by Messrs. Houghton & Palmer.

Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule 2.—Form of application.
To the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney,— Newcastle, 12 February, 1887,

Sir, _
We hereby make application for a mineral lease of that piece or parcel of land situated at 

Redhead, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, containing 320 acres, of which we took posses
sion on the 12th day of February, 1887, at the hour of 6 o’clock in the forenoon, for the purpose of 
mining thereon and therein for coal for a period of twenty years, by placing 3-foot stakes and 6-foot 
trendies at each angle thereof. The datum point is the south-east corner of portion 115, parish of 
Kahibah, county of Northumberland.

Notice of our having made this application will be given in accordance with the regulations in that 
behalf, and we hand herewith the sum of £32, being the first year’s rent in advance of the said land.

We hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon the distinct understanding and 
condition that if we shall abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the Secretary for Mines 
for the time being may deduct from the sum of £32 deposited as aforesaid any cost to which in his 
opinion the Crown may have been put iu, or about, or in respect of this application ; and this application 
shall thereupon become and bo void, and the possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. And if 
the lease shall be granted we shall and will commence mining operations upon or in connection with the 
demised land within six months from and after the granting thereof, and shall aud will employ upon such 
land not less than three men during the first, three years of the term thereby created, and not less than six

men
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men during the remainder of Riieh term. And shall aud will at any time when called upon in terms of 
the regulations relating to mineral leases to do so, execute and take delivery of such lease, or failing 
therein for a period of fourteen days, after being so called upon, we shall and will forfeit tho said sum of 
£32, aud all right, title, or interest in and to the said land and the possession thereof, and the said lease 
shull he forthwith cancelled. "Wo have, &c.,

Y1CTOE THOMAS SHEHBKOOKE HOUGHTON, 
Sydney.

SAMUEL PALMEE,
Newcastle. ■

Description.
All lands comprising portion 115, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, being part of 

water reserve No. 27, noted 23rd November, 1S75.

Tliis application was received by me this 14th day of February, 1887, at the hour of 11 o’clock, 
and is numbered 87-8.

ALEX. LUMSDAINE, _
Crown. Lands Agent, Newcastle.

Questions to be answered by applicants for mineral lease 87-8.
"When receiving an application to lease land for mining purposes, the 'Warden, Warden’s Clerk, or an 
agent, as the case may be, shall require the applicant, or applicants, or his or their ageut, to answer in 
writing the following questions. The statement, when complete, to ho read over to, and signed by, tho 
persons furnishing the answers:—

1. Were you or each of you (applicants) the holder of a miner’s right in force at the date of taking 
possession of the land referred to in application No. ?

2. Do you produce them F
3. What was the date and hour of the day when you took possession of the land referred to in application 

No. 87-8? 12th February, 1887, at 6 a.m.
4. Did you take possession by erecting posts and cutting trendies at each angle of the laud ? Yes.

If No. 4 be replied to in tbe affirmative, then 5, (5, and 7.
5. What was the diameter of the posts? 3 inches. .
G. How high did they project above the surface when fixed in the ground ? 3 feet.
7, What was the length of each arm of each trench, and what was the depth of each french ? G feet

S) inches.
K. If a substitute for post or trench was used, describe it
S). At which angle of the land is the datum post fixed ? South-east corner.

10. Did you affix a hoard or metal plafe to tho datum post? Board.
11. What was written or painted on such board or plate? Mineral lease applied for by Y. T. Sherbrooke

Houghton, of Sydney.
12. Where did yon post the notices, Schedule 1 ? At Crown Lands Office, Newcastle, and Post Office, 

Charlestown.
13. When did you post such notices ? 14th Eebruary, 1887.
34. Did anybody claim or appear to bo iu possession of tbo land applied for, or any portion of it ? No.
15. Did yon serve notice in the form Schedule 1 upon every such person, and when? No.
1G. Have you obtained the consent of every such person to the granting of the lease for which you 

apply ? No.
1, V. T. Sherbrooke Houghton, on behalf of myself and Samuel Palmer, declare that the foregoing 

questions have been answered by me truthfully in every particular, and the answers thereto have been 
read over to me and are correctly taken down in writing.

* YICTOR THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON.
"Witness to signature—Alex. LuirsDAiXE, Crown Lands Ageut, Newcastle, 14/2/87.

Application No. 87-8, at Newcastle, for a mineral lease, under 48 Yie. No. 10. Reserve 320 acres 
(por. 115), at Redhead, parish Kahibah, county Northumberland.

1. By whom application was received.—Crown Lands Agent.
2. At what place.—Newcastle.
3. Date and hour when received.—14th Eebruary, 1887, at 12 noon.
4. Receipt for first year's rent, No. 87-8, date, 14th February, 18S7, at 2s. per acre—£32.
5. To whom receipt was issued.—Applicant, Victor Thos. Sherbrooke Hougbton, of Sydney, for himself 

aud partner, Samuel Palmer, of Newcastle.
G. Date when notice to survey was sent to surveyor.—Portion already surveyed.
7. Dale when report aud plan were received from the surveyor.
8. Names of objectors, and dates on which they lodged their objections.—Thos. G. Alcock, of Redhead, 

Charlestown, on 28th Eebruary, 1887, at 3'30 p.m.
0. Dales of inquiry.—Notified for 5th March, 1887, at 12 noon.

10. Arc the applicants holders of miners’ rights? Land not within a gold-field.
11. Is the land applied for exempted from leasing under the 34th section of the Mining Act, 1874? No.
12. Is the time proposed for commencing work reasonable? Yes.
13. Is the number of men proposed to be employed reasonable ? Yes.

‘ ALEX. LUMSDAINE,
Crown Lands Office, Newcastle, 7th March, 1887. Crown Lands Agent, Newcastle,

This application may go on.—HAY., 20/3/87. Chief Draftsman.—E.E.P., 30/3/87. Mr. ,T. H. 
Mayes, 30/3/87. Diagrams in hand.—J.H.M., 1S/4/87. Dealt with. Diagrams herewith.—W.S.C.,
18/4/87. Will the Examiner of Coal-fields please say whether it is necessary to reserve any of the 
surface, as the applicants cannot at present fix the best position to open out and work the coni ?—S.B., 
17/5'87.
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Mining district, Hunter and Macleay; applicant’s locality, at Bedhead.

Application Ho. 87-3, at Newcastle.
Pescription.

320 acres, county of Northumberland, parish of Kahibah, portion No. 115: Commencing at tho 
north-east corner of portion No. 116; and bounded thence on part of the cast by a line bearing north 27 
chains 77 links; thence on a part of the north by part of the south boundary of portion 90a bearing 
south 89° 14/ west 17 chains 44 links, part of the west boundary of that portion bearing north 46' west 
3 chains, the south boundaries of portion 91 bearing south 89° 14' west 20 chains ; thence again on part 
of the east by the west boundary of portion 91. bearing north 461 west 20 chains ; thence again on part 
of the south by the north boundary of portion 91 bearing north 89° 14' east 20 chains, part of the cast 
boundary of portion 91 hearing south 46' east 3 chains, and part of the north boundary of portion 90a, 
bearing north 89° 14' east 17 chains 71 links: thence on the remainder of the east by a line bearing north 
3 chains 50 links ; thence again on part of the north by the south boundary of portion 114 bearing west 
SS chains 81 links; thence on part of the west hy part of the cast boundary of portion 119 hearing south 
2 chains 7 links; thence again on the south by the north houndary of portion 62 bearing east 23 chains 
68 links ; thence again on part of the west by the cast boundary of portion 62 bearing south 24 chains 
50 links; thence on the remainder of the north by the south boundary of portion 62 bearing west 23 
chains 68 links ; thence on the remainder of the west by the oast boundary of portion 61 bearing south 
24 chains 70 links ; aud thence on the remainder of the south by the north boundary of portion 116, before 
mentioned, bearing east 88 chains 81 links, to the point of commencement. Exclusive of reserved roads 1 
chain wide passing through this portion.

W.S.C. '

EH.M.-1/4/87.
Coal application, 87-8, at Newcastle. Y. 1’. Shcrbroke Houghton and S. Palmer; 320 acres; 

being portion No. 115. parish of Kahibah, county of Xnrlhumberland. Within water reserve No. 
27, notified 23rd November, 1875. ’Within population boundary, Newcastle. Included in area granted 
to Palmer & Houghton (under section 28), 9th December, 1886. This portion was subject of appli
cation 86-10, at Newcastle. Portion was measured in 1874 as a mineral selection, under C.L, Oce. Act 
1861. Submitted as to form of measurement.—W.S.C , Chief Mining Surveyor, 1/4/87.

86-10, Newcastle, refused, 11/2/87.—S.B., d/S/S?.
The portion is already held under the 28th section of the Mining Act by the same persons who 

nowT apply for it as a min oral lease. Under the circumstances it is recommended that tho dimensions he 
approved.—E.E.P., d/t.W-

Submitted for approval.—G-E.H. (for the U.S.), 14/4/87. Approved,—F,A., 15/4/87. Chief
Draftsman.—E.F.P., 16/4/87. Dealt with. Diagrams herewith.—W.AC., M.C., 18/4/87. .

Department of Mines.
Hunter and Macleay Mining District.

Applications, No. 87-6, S, Newcastle, for mineral leases submitted herewith for tho consideration 
of the Honorable the Minister for Mines,

The plans and descriptions have been checked.
No objections appear to have been made.
The number of men proposed to be employed appears reasonable.
The time for commencing work appears to bo reasonable.
Applications, No. 87-6, 8, Newcastle Hunter aud Macleay Mining District, approved of.
Minute for the Executive Council.

No. 5.
iOnute for the Governor and Executive Council.

Ifecoinmending tho approval of certain Applications for Mineral Leases.
Department of Mines, Sydney, 26 April, 1887.

The applications for Mineral Leases of Crown Lands specified in the annexed Schedule are submitted for 
the approval of His Excellency the Crovemor and the Executive Council, in terms of the Mining Act 
Further Amendment Act of 1884.

FEANCIS ABIGAIL.

Approved.—C.iBfiix&TOX, 5/5/87. The Executive Council approve of the course herein recom
mended, and advise that effect be given thereto.—A, C. Budoe, Clerk of the Council. Min. 87-29., 
5/5/87. Confirmed, 10/5/87. Gazette Notice, 17/5/S7. The Examiner of Coal-fields as to 
reservation of roads.—S.B., 20/5/87. I see no objection to the roads being included in the lease, the 
coal not to bo wTonght from under them at a less depth than 500 feet.—J.M., 20/5/87. Under 
Secretary for Mines, B.C., 20/5/87. The works under the roads to be supported to tbe satisfaction of 
the Examiner of Coal-fields and Inspector of Collieries.—H.W., 20/5/87,

A further sum for increased area is required on the following applications, viz., 87-8, 6s.; 87-6, 
£2 4s ; 87-7, 18s.; total, £3 8s. Perhaps the applicants might be asked to forward same.

Submitted.—S.B., 21/5/87. E.F., Acting Itcgistrar, 23/5/87. £3 Ss. Eccoived.—E.F,
23/5/87. Amount to Treasury, Ecvcnuc Account. Keceipt acknowledged.—E.F., 16/7/87. Noted.

Schedule
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Schedule alluded to.
Huxtkr ami Macleay Mining District.

No. Name. Portion No. Locality. Area. | Period. Date of 
Application.

Newcastle S7-6

„ s

V. T. Sherbrooke 
Houghton

V. T. S. Houghton 
and another

no & 120

135

Parish Kahibah, county North- 
umherland

Parish Kahibah, county North
umberland

Acres.
4S0

320

"Voorst 120 ‘j 14 Feb,, 1SS7.

20 14 „ „
i

No. 6.
Copy of Government Gazette Notice.

Notice to Applicants for Mineral Leases.

Department of Mines, Sydney, .17 May, 1887.
Notice is hereby piven that the undermentioned applications for Mineral Leases of Crown Lands have 
been approved by His Excellency the G-overnor and the Executive Council,
[87-5,031] ' -------- EEANCIS ABIGAIL.

Huxtf.r and Macleay Mining District.

Application No. Name, Portion No, Locality. Area. Years. Date of 
Application.

Newcastle 87-0

„ 8

V. T, S. Houghton,.

V. T. S. Houghton 
and another

no & 120

no

County Northumberland, parish 
Kahibah

Do do do

a. r. p. 
4S0 0 0

320 0 0

20

20

14 Feby'., 1887.

JJ JJ

No. 7. ■ '
Copy of Lease issued to Mr. V. T. S. Houghton.

This indenture, made the 2Gth day of May, in the year of our Lord 1887, between Her Most Gracious 
M.ajesty Queen Victoria of the one part, and Victor Thomas Sherbrooke Houghton, of Sydney, in the 
Colony of Now South "Wales (hereinafter called the lessee), of the other part, witnesseth :—That in con
sideration of the sum of £30 4s., paid hy the said lessee on the 14th day of Eebruary, 1.887, and of the rents 
and royalties hereinafter reserved, and of the covenants and provisoes hereinafter contained, Her Majesty 
doth by these presents grant, and demise unto the lessee, his executors, administrators, and transferees, all 
that piece or parcel of land, containing by admeasurement 501 acres 2 roods, and more particularly 
described and delineated in the Schedule hereto or in tho plan hereunto annexed*, and numbered 119 and 
120, except the surface of that portion thereof tinted red, containing 21 acres 2 roods, more or less, and 
all those mines, veins, seams, or deposits of coal in, on, and under the said land (hereinafter called the 
said mine), together with all and singular the shafts, levels, drifts, worts, ways, fixtures, erections, 
liberties, easements, advantages, and appurtenances which are now or at any time during the term hereby 
granted may be held, occupied, or enjoyed therewith, for tbc purpose of mining upon and under the said 
land for coal, and also with full power for the said lessee, his executors, administrators, and transferees, 
and his and their agents and workmen (including contractors, tributors, and so forth), to dig, sink, drive, 
make, and use excavations, pits, shafts, levels, tunnels, watercourses, and other works necessary for 
winning aud raising the coal in, on, or under the said land, and to take aud appropriate the same during tho 
term hereby granted, and to make and construct, on that portion of the surface not excepted as aforesaid of 
the said land, races, drains, dams, reservoirs, roads, and tramways, and also to erect, on that portion of the 
surface not excepted as aforesaid of the said laud, ail buildings, engines, furnaces, pumps, machinery, and 
appliances necessary lor the purpose of winning and obtaining tbe coal in, on, or under the said land, and 
for effectually carrying on the works of the said mine, and also to erect, on that portion of the surface 
not excepted as aforesaid of the said land, such offices, cottages, and dwelling-houses, for the use of the 
agents, workmen, and persons employed in the saidinine and works, as the said lessee, his executors, adminis
trators, and transferees shall think proper: To hold the said land, mine, aud premises, with the appurten
ances (subject, nevertheless, to the reservation or exception of that portion of the surface of the said land 
shown on the plan aforesaid, tinted red, and to such rights and interests as may be lawfully subsisting 
therein at the date of these presents), unto the said lessee, his executors, administrators, and transfereen, 
from the date hereof, for the term of twenty years, for the purpose of mining therein or thereon, for 
working or winning the said coal, and for no other purpose,—yielding and paying therefor unto Her 
Majesty, her heirs and successors, yearly and every year dnriug the said term, the yearly rent of £50 4s. 
in advance, or in lieu thereof a royalty equal to (kl. per ton on all coal raised during the year, the first 
year’s rent having been paid as aforesaid on the 14th day of February, 1887, the next payment being the 
reut of the said laud at the rate of 2s. per acre por annum to the 25th day of May, 1889, shall be made 
to the Colonial Treasurer, in Sydney, on or before tbo 2Gth day of May, 1888, and thereafter on or before 
the 2Gth day of May, in each and every year; the yearly rent aforesaid shall be paid to the Colonial 
Treasurer aforesaid, clear of all rates, taxes, and assessments to which the said land, mine, and premises 
arc now, or at any time during the said term may he, subject or liable: Provided that if the royalty 
upon the coal raised during any year of tbe said term, computed at the rate aforesaid, shall exceed tho 
rent paid for sucli year, such royalty, after deducting therefrom the rent paid for such year, shall he paid 
to the Colonial Treasurer at the expiration of tbe year, or within one month thereafter; but if such 
royally in any year amount to less than the rent paid for such year no royalty shall be demanded in 
respect of the coal raised during the year: Provided always, aud it is hereby agreed, that if the said 
yearly rent or royalty shall be in arrear for thirty days after tho same shall have become payable, whether

such
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such rent or royalty shall hare been legally demanded or not, any officer appointed or authorized thereto 
by the Secretary for Mines may by himself or his agent, enter upon the said land, and seize and distrain 
all minerals, metals, and ores actually got and raised from the said mine ; and all machinery, apparatus, 
tools, waggons, carts, carriages, engines, plant, arid all other goods, chattels, and effects whatsoever, 
in, upon, and about the said land and premises ; and in every distress thus made may take away, sell, and 
dispose of as in cases of distress for rent reserved in common leases, and out of the moneys arising thereby 
retain so much as shall he sufficient to satisfy the said arrears, and which shall at the time of such sale be 
unpaid; and all expenses incurred by him or them in or in respect of sucli seizure, distraint, removal, and 
sale j and if there be any surplus such officer shall pay the same to the said lessee, his executors, adminis
trators, or transferees ; and the acceptance or receipt of rent or royalty by or on behalf of Her Majesty, 
after breach of any covenant hereinafter contained, shall not be or be deemed a waiver of the right of Her 
Majesty, or of the Secretary for Mines, or other officer on behalf of Her Majesty, to enforce observance 
of such covenant. And if the said lessee, his executors, administrators, or transferees, shall mine for or 
win from the said land, mine, and premises, any gold, or any earth, rock, stone, quartz, clay, sand, gravel, 
or soil containing gold, or any mineral or metal with which gold is associated or combined, without the 
express sanction first had and obtained of the Secretary for Mines for the time being, the Governor, with 
the advice of the Executive Council, may declare these presents void, and thereupon all the right, title, 
and interest of the lessee, his executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease 
and determine both at law and in equity. And the said lessee doth hereby, for himself, Iris heirs, 
executors, administrators, and transferees, covenant with Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, in 
manner following, that is to say

1. That tho said lessee, his executors, administrators, aud transferees, shall and will during the said 
term pay unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, the rent or royalty hereby reserved, at the times 
and places hereinbefore appointed for payment thereof, clear of all deductions.

2. And shall and will, after the expiration of six months from the date of delivery hereof, upon and 
during all lawful working days, except when prevented by inevitable accident or during the execution of 
repairs, work the said land, mine, and premises, or the land, mine, and premises adjoining thereto and 
proposed to be worked in connection therewith, iu the best and most effectual manner, and to tbe best 
advantage, without interruption, and shall and will with reasonable expedition make and construct all 
necessary works with a view to diligently explore and search for coal in, on, and under the said land, mine, 
or premises.

3. And shall and will, after tbe expiration of the said six months, or after the underground works 
shall have reached the said land, employ in the construction of the works, or in mining operations on or 
under the said land, during the, first three years of the said term, and during the usual hours of labour, 
four able and competent workmen and miners at the least; and during the remainder of the said term, 
and during the usual hours of labour, shall and 1x111 employ as aforesaid not less than eight such workmen 
and miners, unless prevented by inevitable accident, or during the execution of repairs : Provided that the 
lessee, or if there be more than one lessee, each lessee who shall work as aforesaid, shall count as and bo 
deemed for the purposes of these presents to bo a workman or miner employed as aforesaid.

4. And shall and will during the said term effectually drain the said mine, and pump all water likely to 
cause injury thereto or which would prevent or interfere with the working thereof ; and if the said mine shall 
beraffected, or be liable to be affected, by the same flow or body of water as any othermine or mines contiguous 
thereto, shall and will, if and whenever requested so to do, contribute witb the lessee or lessees or owner 
or owners of such other mines, a reasonable proportion of the machinery and labour necessary to free and 
keep such mine or mines free from water to a workable extent; or if the said mine shall be ke kept free 
from water to a workable extent either wholly or partially by means of the machinery and labour of a 
contiguous mine Or mines, or by reason of any works constructed or money expended by the lessee or 
lessees, owner or owners, of such contiguous mine or mines,—then shall and will pay to such lessee or 
lessees, owner or owners, as aforesaid, a reasonable proportion of the cost of such machinery, labour, or 
works, or a reasonable proportion of the money so expended ; and the Secretary for Mines for the time 
being may, if and whenever he shall think fit, depute some efficient person who shall have access to and 
inspection of all such mines, to determine when the said mine is so freed or kept wholly or partially free 
from water, and what are the reasonable proportions of such expenses aforesaid, and to whom and when 
the same are to be paid,—such decision to be final and conclusive on all parties.

5. And shall and will make such provision for the disposal of the detritus, dirt, waste, or refuse of 
the said mine that the same shall not be an inconvenience, nuisance, or obstruction to any roadway, river, 
creek, or private or Crown lands, or shall not in any manner occasion any public or private damage or 
inconvenience.

6. And shall and will erect, and keep erected, during the said term, a post, painted white, at each 
angle of the said land, and at such points along the boundary-lines as shall be necessary, so as plainly and 
accurately to define the boundary-lines aud angles of the said land ; and each such post shall be fixed 
firmly in the ground, and shall project above the surface thereof not less than three feet,

7. Andshall and will keep proper books, or a book, in which shall be enteredthe quantity of coal raised 
each day from the land hereby demised, and shall enter therein as soon as known the value of such coal, 
and permit any officer of the Department of Mines at all times to inspect the same, and as often as 
required so to do during tho term make and deliver to the Secretary for Mines for the time being, or any 
officer appointed or instructed to collect, obtain, or receive tbe same, all such true and proper plans, 
sections, returns, statements, and statistics of the workings and operations of the said mine, made up to 
the last day of the preceding month (tbe truth and accuracy of which shall be verified by the statutory 
declaration of the lessee for the time being, or the manager or other officer having the charge, control, 
and direction of the works of the said mine), as the Secretary for Mines shall from time to time direct, or 
as shall be required by any regulation, and shall and will, whenever required by tbe Secretary for Mines 
so to do, deliver to any officer appointed or instructed as aforesaid samples of tbc minerals, metals, and 
ores, or any of them, found in or upon such mine and lands,

8. And shall and will during the said term make proper and reasonable compensation to tbo
occupier or occupiers, lessee or lessees from the Crown of any adjoining laud iu respect of any damage 
which may be sustained by him or them, by reason of the working of the said mine, or the carrying on of 
the works thereof or connected therewith, such compensation to be determined by the Secretary for 
Mines, or by some person authorized by him so to do. 9,
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0. And shall and will permit any mining surveyor, or other person duly authorized in that behalf, 
with all proper or necessary assistants, at all reasonable times, during the said term, quietly to enter into 
and upon the said land, mine, and premises, to survey and examine the state and condition thereof, and, 
for the purposes aforesaid, to descend all pits and shafts, and to enter into and use all adits, levels, 
galleries, drives, and excavations, and to use all roads, ways, engines, ropes, machinery, gear, appliances, 
materials, labour, and other things in or on the said land and mine which shall be by him deemed 
necessary, without mating any compensation for the same, so nevertheless that in so doing no unnecessary 
interference is caused with the carrying on of the said mining works.

10. And further, shall and will at all times during the said term keep and preserve the said mine 
and premises from all avoidable injury or damage, and also the levels, drifts, shafts, watercourses, roads, 
ways, works, erections, and fixtures therein and thereon, in good repair and condition, except such of tho 
matters and things last aforesaid as shall from time to time be considered hy a mining surveyor, or other 
proper officer authorized by the Secretary for Mines to inspect and report upon such matters and things, 
to be unnecessary for the proper working of the said mine or any contiguous mine, and in such state and 
condition shall aud will at the end or sooner determination of the said term deliver peaceable possession 
thereof, and of all and singular the premises hereby demised to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, 
or to the Warden or other officer authorized to receive possession thereof. Nevertheless the Secretary 
for Mines may, if ho think fit, permit the lessee, his executors, administrators, and transferees, within six 
months after possession shall have been received as aforesaid, to enter upon the said land, and to remove 
therefrom such machinery, plant, and apparatus as shall have been erected and fixed upon such land, and 
such earth, rock, ore, mineral, or metal as shall have beeu won from and raised to the surface of such 
mine.

11. Andshall not nor wall use or occupy, or permit to he used or occupied, the said land, or any 
part thereof, for other than mining purposes, or for pasturage, or as sites for dwellings, or garden ground 
for the persons employed in, on, or about the said mine, and will not for any purpose occupy any portion 
of the surface excepted as aforesaid, or make or construct any excavation, adit, level, gallery, or drive 
within 500 feet below the surface of the said land, or of the excepted portion thereof, without the sanction 
in writing of the Secretary for Alines. The works under the roads to be supported to tho satisfaction of 
the Examiner of Coal-fields and Inspector of Collieries,

12. Andshall not nor will mine in or upon the said mine, land, and premises, for any mineral, 
metal, or ore other than coal without the express sanction of the Secretary for Alines.

13. And shall not nor will transfer, underlet, or part with possession of the said land, mine, and 
promises, or any part thereof, or mortgage, charge, or encumber the same, without the license first hud 
and obtained of the Secretary for Alines for the time being: Provided always that no such license shall bo 
necessary iu cases where, by operation of law or otherwise, a sale of the said hind, mine, and premises, or 
any part or parts thereof, is made by any person or persons entitled to sell tbe same for tho benefit of the 
creditors or a creditor of the lessee or his transferees, or in cases where the lessee or his transferees desire 
fo let the said mine and premises, or any part thereof, to he worked on tribute.

Id. And shall not nor will close np or obstruct any adit or adits to or from any contiguous mine 
or mines whereby fresh air is admitted or ventilation promoted.

15. And shall not nor will plead acceptance of renter royalty by or on behalf of Her Alajesty as a 
waiver of the right of Her Afajesty, or of the Secretary for Alines, or other officer on behalf of Her 
Majesty, to enforce observance of the covenants herein contained, or of the right of the G-overnor, with 
the iidvice of the Executive Council, to declare these presents void for breach of any such covenant: 
Provided always, aud it is hereby agreed and declared in manner following:—

16. That it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, her heirs, successors, and assigns, to make aud use 
in, on, or under the said land, any levels, drifts, leads, shafts, watercourses, adits, roads, ways, and 
passages for freeing and keeping free any other lands or mines from water, or for conveying water to any 
other lands or mines for mining purposes, or for supplying any other mines with fresh air, or for effectu
ally working any other mince, or for any public purpose whatsoever, causing as little damage, obstruction, 
or interference as possible to or with the said mine and the works thereof. And if, at any time during 
the term hereby created, any part or parts of the land hereby demised, or any part or parts of the surface 
thereof, shall he required for the purpose of any township, village, railway, road, canal, watercourse, 
reservoir, or for any other public purpose, it shall he lawful for tbe Governor for the time being, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, on giving three months’ notice of bis intention so to do, to cause to be 
sot out the part or parts of the said laud or of the surface thereof which shall be so required; and as soon 
as the same shall be so set out, such part or parts of the said land, or of the surface thereof, shall cease to 
be included in the land hereby demised, aud tbe lessee, bis executors, administrators, or transferees shall 
not be entitled to any abatement of rent or royalty, or any compensation whatever in respect thereof.

17. Aud if the said lessee, his executors, administrators, or transferees shall prove to the satisfaction 
of the Secretary for Alines for the time being that the said mine is unworkable, or cannot be profitably 
worked, from any cause whatsoever, or that tbe lessee, his executors, administrators, or transferees is or 
are unable, by reason of sickness or other sufficient cause, to work in such land or mine, or that tho supply 
of water is insufficient to allow the working of tbe said land, mine, and premises to be profitably carried 
on, the said Secretary for Mines may grant permission to suspend work therein or thereon, for any period 
not exceeding six months, without the lessee, his executors, administrators, or transferees incurring in 
respect thereto any forfeiture or penalty for breach of any covenant herein contained,

IS. And, lastly, that if the lessee, his executors, administrators, or transferees shall at any 
time during the said term fail to use such land honli jide for the purpose for which it has been demised, or 
if and whenever the said rent or royalty shall be in arrear for thirty days after the time appointed for 
payment thereof, whether the same shall have been legally demanded or not, or if and whenever there 
shall be a breach of or non-compliance with the covenants and provisoes herein contained by the lessee, 
his executors, administrators, or transferees, and the lessee, his executors, administrators, or transferees 
shall not have obtained from the Secretary for Mines for the time being permission to suspend work as 
aforesaid, in case the breach shall have been for non-compliance with the covenants for the employment 
of workmen or miners, or for the working of tbe mine, the Governor, with the advice of the Executive 
Council, who alone and finally shall judge and determine the matter upon the evidence or reports sub
mitted by the Secretary for Alines for the time being, may declare these presents void, and upon publication
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in the Government Gazette of notice of such declaration, all the right, title, and interest of the lessee, 
his executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease and determine both at law 
and in equity ; and the production of a copy of tho Government Gazette containing a notice, purporting 
to be signed by the Secretary for Mines, declaring the lease void, shall be conclusive evidence in all Courts 
whatsoever in the Colony of New South Wales of a breach of or non-compliance with tbo covenants and 
provisoes herein contained sufficient to authorize and sustain sucli declaration having been lawfully made, 
and that the interest created hereunder has been lawfully determined; and thereupon it shall be lawful 
for Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, or her or their agents or officers, or for any bailiff or other 
person duly authorized thereto, or for any holder of a mineral license who has the permission of the Secre
tary for Mines for the time being, without any previous demand whatsoever, to enter forthwith into and 
upon the said land and premises hereby granted, aud the same to repossess and enjoy as fully and 
effectually to all intents and purposes as if these premises had not been made, and the said lessee, his 
executors”, administrators, and transferees to expel and remove, without any legal process, and as effectu
ally as the Sheriff might do in case judgment in ejectment had been obtained and a writ of habere faeias 
possessionem had been issued on such judgment; and in case of such entry and any legal proceeding taken 
in respect thereof, the defendant or defendants in any such proceeding may plead leave and license in bar 
thereof; and these presents shall bo conclusive evidence of such leave and license by the lessee, his 
executors, administrators, and transferees, or other the person or persons, plaintiff or plaintiffs, in such 
proceedings, for such entry or other matters complained of in such proceedings.

In witness whereof, His Excellency the Eight Honorable Charles llobcrt, Baron Carrington, a 
Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable, Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross of the 
Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor aud Cominandcr-in 
Chief of the Colony of New South Wales audits Dependencies, hath, on behalf of Her 
Majesty the Queen” caused tbe Seal of the said Colony to be affixed to this grant,_ and also 
set his hand, at Government House, Sydney, in the said Colony, the day and year first above 
written, and the lessee has also set his hand and seal the 26th day of May, 1887.

' CARRINGTON.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the within- 

named Victor Thomas Sherbrooke 
Houghton, in the presence of,—

Euwabd Fabb.

VICTOR THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON.

ERA N CIS ABIGAIL.

Registered in the Department of Mines, at Sydney, this 20th day of May, a.d. 1887, at the hour of 
3 o’clock in tlie afternoon, and numbered in the Register, 210.

' GERARD E. HERRING
(Eor the Registrar).

Transfer from V, T. Sherbrooke Houghton of his interest in mineral lease No. 2-10 to The Scottish 
Australian Mining Co., Limited. Registered hy me, in the Department of Mines, Sydney, this 2nd day of 
June, 1887, at the hour of 2 o’clock in the afternoon.

No. 8. .
Copy of Lease issued to Messrs. Houghton & Palmer.

This indenture, made the 26th day of May, in the year of our Lord, 1887, between Her Most Gracious 
Majesty Queen Victoria, of the one part, and Victor Thomas Sherbrooke Houghton, of Sydney, in the 
Colony of New South Wales, and Samuel Palmer of Newcastle, in said Colony (hereinafter called the 
lessees), of the other part, witnesseth:—That in consideration of tho sum of £32 6s., paid by the said 
lessees on the 14th clay of February, 1887, and of the rents and royalties hereinafter reserved, and of the 
covenants and provisoes hereinafter contained, Her Majesty doth by these presents grant and demise unto 
the lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, all that piece or parcel of land, containing by 
admeasurement 322 acres 1 rood, and more particularly described and delineated in the Schedule hereto 
or in the plan hereunto annexed, and numbered 115, except the surface of that portion thereof tinted 
red, containing 2 acres 1 rood, more or loss, and all those mines, veins, seams, or deposits of coal, in, on, 
and under tho”said land (hereinafter called tho said mine), together with all and singular the shafts, levels, 
drifts, works, wavs, fixtures, erections, liberties, easements, advantages, and appurtenances which are now 
orat'any time during the term hereby granted may be held, occupied, or enjoyed therewith, for tho 
purpose of mining upon and under the said land for coal, and also with full power for the said_ lessees, 
their executors, administrators, and transferees, and his and their agents and workmen (including con
tractors, tributors, and so forth), to dig, sink, drive, make, and use excavations, pits, shafts, levels, tunnels, 
watercourses, and other works necessary for winning and raising the coal in, on, or under the said land, 
and to take and appropriate the same during the term hereby granted, and to make and construct, on that 
portion of the surface not excepted as aforesaid of the said land, races, drains, dams, reservoir, roads, and 
tramways, and also to erect, on that portion of the surface not excepted as aforesaid of the said land, all 
buildings, engines, furnaces, pumps, machinery, and appliances necessary for the purpose of winning and 
obtainin'1- tho coal in, on, or under the said land, and for effectually carrying on the works of the said 
mine, and also to erect, on that portion of the surface not excepted as aforesaid of tho said land, such 
offices, cottages, and dwelling-houses, for the use of the agents, workmen, and persons employed in the 
said mine and works, as the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees shall think proper : 
To hold the said land, mine, and premises, with the appurtenances (subject nevertheless to the reservation 
or exception of that portion of the surface of the said land shown on the plan aforesaid, tinted red, and 
to such rights and interests as may he lawfully subsisting therein at the date of these presents), unto the 
said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, from tho date hereof, for tho term of twenty 
years, for tho purpose of mining therein or thereon, for working or winning the said coal, and for no other 
purpose,—Yielding aud paying therefore unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, yearly and every 
year during the said term, "the yearly rent of £32 Cs. in advance, or in lieu thereof a royalty equal to 
Gd. per ton on all coal raised during the year, the first year’s rent having been paid as aforesaid on the 
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14th day of Eebruary, 1887, the next payment being tbe rent of the said land at the rate of 2s. per acre 
per annum to the 25th day of If ay, 1889, shall be made to the Colonial Treasurer in Sydney, on or before 
the 2(5th day of May, 1888, and thereafter on or before the 2Gth day of May, in each and every year tho 
yearly rent aforesaid shall bo paid to tbe Colonial Treasurer aforesaid, clear of all rates, taxes, and assess
ments to which the said land, mine, and premises ai-e now, or at any time during the said term may be, 
subject or liable: Provided that if tho royalty upon the coal raised during any year of the said term, 
computed at the rate aforesaid, shall exceed the rent paid for such year, such royalty, after deducting 
therefrom the rent paid for such year, shall be paid to the Colonial Treasurer at the expiration of the year 
or within one mouth thereafter ; but if such royalty in any year amount to less than the rent paid for 
sucli year no royalty shall be demanded in respect of the coal raised during that year: Provided always, 
and it is hereby agreed, that if the said yearly rent or royalty shall be in arrear for thirty days after the 
same shall have become payable, whether such rent or royalty shall have been legally demanded or not, 
auy officer appointed or authorized thereto by tbe Secretary for Mines may, by himself or his agent, enter 
upon the said land, and seize and distrain all minerals, metals, and ores actually got and raised from the 
said mine; and all machinery, apparatus, tools, waggons, carts, carriages, engines, plant, and all other 
goods, chattels, and effects whatsoever, in, upon, and about the said laud and premises; and in every 
distress thus made may take away, sell, and dispose of as in cases of distress for rent reserved in commoni 
leases, and out of tho moneys arising thereby retain so much as shall be sufficient to satisfy the said 
arrears, and which shall at the thne of such sale be unpaid; aud all expenses incurred by him or them in 
or in respect of such seizure, distraint, removal, and sale; and if there be any surplus such officer shall 
pay the same to the said lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees ; and the acceptance or 
receipt of rent or royalty by or on behalf of Her Majesty, after breach of any covenant hereinafter 
contained, shall not be or be deemed a waiver of tbc right of Her Majesty, or of the Secretary for Mines, 
or other officer on behalf of Her Majesty, to enforce observance of such covenant. And if the said 
lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees, shall mine for or win from tho said land, mine, and 
premises any gold, or any earth, rock, stone, quartz, clay, sand, gravel, or soil containing gold, or any 
mineral or metal with which gold is associated or combined, without the express sanction first had and 

• obtained of the Secretary for Mines for tho time being, tlie G-overnor, with the advice of the Executive 
Council, may declare these pretents void, and thereupon all the right, title, and ini crest of the lessees, 
their executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease and determine both at law 
am! in equity. Aud the said lessees do hereby, for theirsclvcs, their heirs, executors, administrators, and 
transferees, covenant with Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, in manner following, that is to say:—

1. That the said lessees, 1 heir executors, administrators, and transferees, shall and "will during tlie 
said term pay unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, the rent or royalfy hereby reserved, at the 
times and places hereinbefore appointed for payment thereof, clear of all deductions.

2. And shall and will, after tho expiration of six months from the date of delivery hereof, upon and 
during all lawful working days, except when prevented by inevitable accident or during the execution of 
repairs, work the said land, mine, aud premises, or the land, mine, aud premises adjoining thereto and 
proposed to be worked in connection therewith, in the best and most effectual manner, and to tho best 
advantage, without interruption, and shall and will with reasonable expedition, make and construct all 
necessary works with a view to diligently explore and eeareh for coal in, on, and under tho said land, mine, 
or premises.

3. And shall ami will, after the expiration of the said six months, or after the underground works 
shall have reached the said land, employ iu the construction of the works, or in mining operations on or 
under the said land, during the first three years of tho said term, and during the usual hours of labour, 
three able and competent workmen and miners at tbc least; aud during tbe remainder of the said term, 
and during the usual hours of labour, shall and will employ as aforesaid not less than six such workmen 
and minors, unless prevented by inevitable accident, or during tbe execution of repairs : Provided that the 
lessee, or if there be more than one lessee, each lessee who shall work as aforesaid, shall count as and be 
deemed for the purposes of these presents to bo a workman or miner employed as aforesaid.

4. And shall and will during fhe said term effectually drain the said mine, and pump all water 
likely to cause injury thereto, or which would prevent or interfere with the working thereof; and if tho 
said mine shall be affected, or be liable fo be affected, by tbe same flow or body of water as any other 
mino or mines contiguous thereto, shall and will, if and whenever requested so to do, contribute with tho 
lessee or lessees or owner or owners of sucli other mines, a reasonable proportion of the machinery and 
labour necessary to free and keep such mine or mines free from water to a workable extent; or if tbe 
said mine shall be kept free from water to a workable extent either wholly or partially by means of tlie 
machinery and labour of a contiguous mine or mines, or by reason of any works constructed or money 
expended by the lessee or lessees, owner or owners, of such contiguous mine or mines,—then shall and 
will pay to such lessee or lessees, owner or owners, as aforesaid, a reasonable proportion of the cost of 
such machinery, labour, or works, or a reasonable proportion of tlie money so expended; and tbe Secretary 
for Mines for the time being may, if and whenever ho shall think fit, depute some efficient person who 
shall have access to and inspection of all such mines, fo determiue when the said mine is so freed or kept 
wholly or partially free from water, and what are the reasonable proportions of such expenses aforesaid, 
and to whom and when the same are to be paid,—such decision to be final and conclusive on all parties,

_ 5. And shall and will make sucli provision for the disposal of the detritus, dirt, waste, or refuse of 
the said mine that the same shall not be an inconvenience, nuisance, or obstruction to any roadway, river, 
creek, or private or Crown lands, or shall not in any manner occasion anv public or private damage or 
inconvenience.

6. And shall aud will erect, and keep erected, during tbe said term, a post, painted white, at each 
angle of Hie said land, and at such points along the boundary-lines as shall be necessary, so as plainly and 
accurately to define the boundary-lines aud angles of the said land ; and each such post shall bo fixed 
firmly In tlie ground, and shall project above the surface thereof not less than 3 feet.

7. And shall and will keep proper books, or a book, in which shall be entered tbo quantity of coal 
raised each day from the land hereby demised, and shall enter therein as soon as known tho value of such 
coal, and permit any officer of the .Department of Mines at all times to inspect the same, and as often as 
required so to do during the term make and deliver to the Secretary for Mines for the time being, or any 
officer appointed or instructed to collect, obtain, or receive tho same, all such true and proper plans, 
sections, returns, statements, and statistics of the workings andjoperations of the said mine, made up to
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the last day of the preceding month (the truth and accuracy of which shall he verified by the. statutory 
declaration of the lessee for the time being, or the manager or other officer having the charge, control, 
and direction of the works of the said mine), as the [Secretary for Mines shall from time to time direct, 
or as shall be required by auy regulation, aud shall and will, whenever required by the Secretary for Mines 
so to do, deliver to any officer appointed or instructed as aforesaid samples of the minerals, metals, and 
ores, or auy of them, found in or upon such mine and lands. _ _

S. And shall and will during the said term make proper and reasonable compensation'to tbe occupier 
or occupiers, lessee or lessees from the Crown of any adjoining land in respect of any damage which may 
be sustained by him or them, by reason of the working of the said mine, or the carrying on of the works 
thereof or connected therewith’’, such compensation to be determined by the Secretary for Mines, or by 
some person authorized hy him so to do.

9. And shall and will permit any mining surveyor, or other person duly authorized in that behalf,
with all proper or necessary assistants, at all reasonable times, during the said term, quietly to enter into 
and upon the said laud, mine, and premises, to survey and examine the state and condition thereof, and 
for the purposes aforesaid, to descend all. pits and shafts, and to enter into and use all adits, levels, 
galleries, drives, and excavations, and to use all roads, ways, engines, ropes, machinery, gear, appliances, 
materials, labour, and other things in or on the said laud and mine, which shall be by him deemed neces
sary, without making any compensation for the same, so nevertheless that in so doing no unnecessary 
interference is caused with the carrying 011 of the said mining works. _ _

10. And further, shall aud will at all times during the said term keep and preserve the said mine 
aud premises from all avoidable injury or damage, and also the levels, drifts, shafts, watercourses, roads, 
ways, works, erections, and fixtures therein and thereon, in good repair and condition, except such of the 
matters and things last aforesaid as shall from time to time be considered by a mining surveyor or other 
proper officer authorized by the Secretary for Mines to inspect and report upon such matters and things 
to be unnecessary for tbe proper working of the said mine or any contiguous mine, and in such state and 
condition shall and will at the end or sooner determination of the said term deliver peaceable possession 
thereof, and of all and singular the premises hereby demised to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, 
or to the "Warden or other officer authorized to receive possession thereof. Nevertheless the Secretary 
for Mines may, if he think fit, permit the lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, within 
six months after possession shall have been received as aforesaid, to enter upon the said land, aud to 
remove therefrom such machinery, plant, and apparatus as shall have been erected and fixed upon such 
land, and such earth, rock, ore, mineral, or metal as shall have been won from and raised to the surface ot 
such mine.

11. And shall not nor will use or occupy, or permit to he used or occupied, the said land, or any
part thereof, for other than mining purposes, or for pasturage, or as sites for dwellings, or garden ground 
for the persons employed in, on, or about the said mine, and will not for any purpose occupy any portion 
of the surface excepted as aforesaid, or make or construct any excavation, adit, level, gallery, or drive 
within 500 feet below the surface of the said laud, or of the excepted portion thereof, without the sand ion 
in writing of the Secretary for Mines. The works under the roads to be supported to the satisfaction ot 
the Examiner of Coal-fields and Jnspcctor of Collieries. _

12. And shall not nor will mine in or upon tho said mine, land, and premises, for any mineral, metal,
or ore other than coal, without the express sanction of the Secretary for Mines. _

13. And shall not nor will transfer, underlet, or part with possession of the said land, mine, and 
promises, or any part thereof, or mortgage, charge, or encumber the same, without the license first had and 
obtained of the Secretary for Mines for the time being: Provided always that no such license shall be 
aiecessary in cases where, by operation of law or otherwise, a sale of the said land, mine, and premises, or 
any part or parts thereof, is made by any person or persons entitled to sell the same for tho benefit of tho 
creditors or a creditor of the lessees or their transferees, or in cases where the lessees or their transferees 
desire io let the said mine and premises, or any part thereof, to bo worked on tribute.

14. And shall not nor will close up or obstruct auy adit or adits to or from any contiguous mine or 
mines whereby fresh air is admitted or ventilation promoted,

15. And shall not nor will plead acceptance of rent or royalty by or on behalf of Her Majesty as 
a waiver of the right of Her Majesty, or of the Secretary for Mines, or other officer on behalf of Her 
Majesty, to enforce observance of the covenants herein contained, or of the right of the Governor, with 
the advice of the Executive Council, to declare these presents void for breacli of any such covenant: 
Provided always, and it is hereby agreed and declared in manner following :—

16. That it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, her heirs, successors, and assigns, to make and use 
in, on, or under the said land, any levels, drifts, leads, shafts, watercourses, adits, roads, ways, and passages 
for freeing and keeping free any other lands or mines from water, or for conveying water to any other 
lauds or mines for mining purposes, or for supplying any other mines with fresh air, or for effectually 
working any other mines, or for any public purpose whatsoever, causing as little damage, obstruction, or 
interference as possible to or with the said mine and the works thereof. Aud if, at any time during the 
term hereby created, any part or parts of the land hereby demised, or any part or parts of the surface 
thereof, shall be required for tho purpose of any township, village, railway, road, canal, watercourse, 
reservoir, or for any other public purpose, it shall be lawful for the Governor for the time being, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, on giving three months notice of his intention to to do, to cause to he 
set out the part or parts of the said land or of the surface thereof which shall be so required; and as soon 
as the same shall be so set out, such part or parts of the said! and, or of the surface thereof, shall cease to 
be included in the land hereby demised, and the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees 
shall not be entitled to auy abatement of rent or royalty, or any compensation whatever in respect thereof.

17. And if the said lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees shall prove to the satis
faction of the Secretary for Mines for tlie time being that the said mine is unworkable, or cannot be 
profitably worked, from any cause whatsoever, or that the lessees, their .executors, administrators, or 
transferees is or arc unable, by reason ot sickness or other sufficient cause, to work in such land or mine, 
or that the supply of water is insufficient to allow the working of the said land, mine, and premises to be 
profitably carried on, the said Secretary for Mines may grant permission to suspend work therein or 
thereon, for any period not exceeding six months, without tho lessees, their executors, administrators, or 
transferees incurring in respect thereto any forfeiture or penalty for breach of any covenant herein 
contained " 1 ■ ' 18.
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_ IS. And, lastly, that if the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees shall at any time 
during the said term fail to use such land bona fide for tlie purpose for which it has been demised, or if 
and whenever the said rent orroyalty shall he in arrear for thirty days after the time appointedfor payment 
thereof, whether the same shall have been legally demanded or not, or if and whenever there shall be a 
breach of or non-compliance with the covenants and provisoes herein contained hy the lessees, their 
executors, administrators, or transferees, and the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees 
shall not have obtained from the Secretary for Mines for the time being permission to suspend work as 
aforesaid, in case the breach shall have been for non-compliance with the covenants for the employment 
of workmen or miners, or for the working of the mine, tlie Governor, wdth the advice of the Executive 
Council, who alone and finally shall judge and determine the matter upon the evidence or reports submitted 
hy the Secretary for Mines for the time being, may declare these presents void, and upon publication in 
the Government Gazette of notice of such declaration, all the right, title, and interest of tho lessees, their 
executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease and determine both at law' and 
in equity; and the production of a copy of the Govci'nment Gazette containing a notice, purporting to be 
signed hy the Secretary for Mines, declaring the lease void, shall be conclusive evidence in all Courts 
whatsoever in the Colony of New South "Wales of a breach of or non-compliance with the covenants and 
provisoes herein contained sufficient to authorize and sustain such declaration having been lawfully made, 
and that the interest created hereunder has been lawfully determined; and thereupon it shall he lawful 
for Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, or her or their agents or officers, or for any bailiff or other 
person duly authorized thereto, or for auy holder of a mineral lieonse who has the permission of the 
Secretary for Mines for the time being, without any previous demand whatsoever, to enter forthwith into 
and upon the said land and premises hereby granted, and tho same to repossess and enjoy as fully and 
effectually to all intents and purposes as if these premises had not been made, and tbe said lessees, their 
executors, administrators, and transferees to expel and remove, without any legal process, and as effectually 
as the Sheriff might do incase judgment in ejectment had been obtained aud a writ of halere facias 
possessionem bad been issued on such judgment; and in case of such entry and any legal proceeding 
taken in respect thereof, the defendant or defendants in any such proceeding may plead leave and license 
in bar thereof; and these presents shall bo conclusive evidence of such leave and license by the lessees, 
their executors, administrators, and transferees, or other the person or persons, plaintiff or plaintiffs in 
such proceedings, for such entry or other matters complained of in such proceedings.

In witness whereof, His Excellency the Right Honorable Charles Robert Earon Carrington, a 
Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Council, .Knight Grand Cross of the 
Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander- 
in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, hath, on behalf of Her 
Majesty the Queen, caused the seal of the said Colony to be affixed to this grant, and also 
sot bis band, at Government House, Sydney, in the said Colony, tbo day and year first 
above written, and the lessees bare also set their bands and seals, the 26th day of May, 18S7.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the wfithin- 
named Victor Thomas Sherbrooke 
Houghton and Samuel Palmer, in the 
presence of,—

■ Edwaud Eahu,

* CARRINGTON.

VICTOR THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON. 
SAMUEL PALMER, .

FRANCIS ABIGAIL.
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, Registered in the Department of Mines, at Sydney, this 2Gth day of May, a.d, 1S87, at the hour 
of 3 o’clock in the afternoon, and numbered in the Register 242.

GERARD E. HERRING
(Eor tho Registrar).

■ . Transfer from V. T, Sherbrooke Houghton and Samuel Palmer of their interests in mineral lease 
No. 24G, to the Scottish Australian Mining Company, Limited. Registered by me, in Department of 
Mines, Sydney, this 2nd day of June, 1SS7, at the hour of 2 o’clock in the afternoon,

' EDWARD EARR,
Registrar. *
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No. 5*
Scidldtjle in connection with Mineral Lease Application No. 87-7.

SCHEDULE,
1. Kotiee under Schedule 0, M.L. application S7-7, by Messrs Houghton & Palmer, for land, parish of Kahibah,

county of Northumberland. 14th February, 1SS7 ................................. ...........................;..............................-
2. Messrs. Hougbton & Palmer, application for above (regulations, description, and tracing attached). 14th

February, 1887 ..........................................................................................................................................................
3. J. G. Alcock to Land Agent, Newcastle, objecting to above application. 28th February, 1887 ............................
4. Report of Inquiry held m connection with above objection. 5th March, 1887 ................................... -...................
5. Minute of Executive Council approving of above application 87-7 {minutes thereon). 10th May, 1887 .................
0. Qovernmmt Gazelle notice of same. 25th May, 1SS7......................................................................................................
7. Copy of lease issued, application 87-7 (diagram). 26th May, 1SS7 ...........................................................................

1‘ACF..
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No. 1.
Application by Messrs. Hougbton & Palmer.

Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule G.—Notice of Application and Deposit, 
gjr Newcastle, 14 February, 1887.

. We have the honor to inform you that we have this day deposited with the Crown Lands
Agent at Newcastle the sum of £25, being ijhc first year’s rent in advance of 2D0 acres of land at 
Redhead, for the purpose of mining for coal. The number of our application is 87-7.

' We have, Ac.,
' ' YICTOR THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON.

SAMUEL PALMER
The Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney. (By his Agent, Y. T. S. IIouoeiton).

No. 2. '
Application by Messrs. Hougbton & Palmer.

Mineral Lease Regulations,—Schedule 2.—Form of Application.—No. 87-7.

To the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney,— Newcastle, 12 February, 188/.

We hereby make application for a mineral lease of that piece or parcel of land situated at 
Redhead, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, containing about 250 acres, of which we took 
possession on the 12th day of February, 1887, at the hour of one minute past 12 o’clock m the forenoon, 
for tbc purpose of mining thereon and therein for coal for a period of twenty years, by placing 3-foot 
stakes and G-foot trenches at each angle thereof. The datum point is the north-west corner of portion 
114, parish of Kahibah, county7 of Northumberland. _ _ .

Notice of our having made this application will bo given in accordance with tho Regulations m
that behalf, and we hand herewith the sum of £25 sterling, being the first year’s rent in advance of tho

We hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon the distinct understanding and
condition that if wc shall abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the Secretary for Mines for 
the time being may deduct from tbe sum of £25 deposited as aforesaid any cost to which in his opinion 
the Crown may have been put in or about or in respect of this application; and this application shall 
thereupon become and be void, and the possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. And if the lease 
shall be granted we shall and will commence inining operations upon or in connection with the demised 
land within six months from aud after the granting thereof, and shall and will employ upon such land not 
less than three men during the first three years of the term thereby created, and not less than six men 
during the remainder of such term. And shall and will, at any time when called upon in terms oi the 
regulations relating to mineral leases to do so, execute and take delivery of such lease, or iailing therein 
for a period of fourteen days, after being so called upon, we shall and will forfeit the said sum of £25 and 
all right, title, or interest in aud to the said land and the possession thereof, and the said lease shall be 
forthwith cancelled. M'ehave, <fee.,

YICTOR THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON, 
Sydney.

SAMUEL PALMER,
’ ■ Newcastle.

Description
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Description. .
^ All tliat part of portion .No. 1.1-I, parisii ot Kahibali, county of XortlmniL'erla.mi, coming within 

W.lt. M"o. 27, notified 2drd November, lS7o. '

Tliis application was received by mo liiis Idfh day of February, 1887, at the hour of 12 o’clock 
noon, and is numbered S7-7. ’

ALEX. LUMSDAINE,
Crown. Lands Agent, Newcastle.

Questions to bo answered by applicants for mineral lease No. 87-7,
When receiving an application to lease land for mining purposes, the Warden, Warden’s Clerk, or 

Land Agent, as the ease may be, shall require the applicant or applicants, or his or their agent, to answer 
the following questions, and shall take down such answers in writing. The statement, when complete, to 
be read over to and signed by tbe person furnishing the answers;—■
1* Wore you or each of you (applicants) tho bolder of a miner’s right in force at the date of taking ‘■in regard to ail 

possession of the hind referred to in application No. ? applications tor
2 * Do you produce them ? *s,>,<t ,oasc'
3. IV hat was the date and hour of tho day when you took possession of the land referred to iu applica

tion No. 87-7 ? 14th February, 1887, at 12T p.m.
4. Did you take possession by erecting posts aud cutting trenches at each angle of the land? Yes.

If No. 4 he replied to in the affirmative, then 5, 6, and 7.
5. What was the diameter of the posts ? 3 inches.
6. How high did they project above tlie surface when fixed in the ground ? 3 feet.
7. What was the length of each arm of each trench ; and what w-as the depth of each trench ? ti feet;

9 inches.
8. If a substitute for post or trench was used, describe it?
9. At which angle of tho land is the datum post fixed ? At north-west corner.

10. Did you affix a board or metal plate to tlie datum post? Board. ■
11. What was written or painted on such board or plate? Mineral lease, applied for hy V. T, Slier- '' ■ '

brooko Houghton, of Sydney, and Samuel Palmer, of Newcastle.
12. Where did you post the notices, Schedule 1 ? At Crown Lands Office, Newcastle, aud Post Office,

Charlestown. ,
13. When did you post such notices ? 14th February, 1887.
14. Did anybody claim or appear fo be in possession of the land applied for, or any portion of it? No.
In. Did you serve notice in the form Schedule 1 upon every such person, and when ? No.
10. Have you obtained the consent of every sucli person to the granting of the lease for which you apply ?
No.

_ U U. T. Sherbrooke Houghton, on behalf of Samuel Palmer and myself, declare tliat the foregoing 
questions have been answered by me truthfully in every particular, and the answers thereto have been 
road over to me and arc correctly taken down in writing. ■

■ VICTOE THOMAS SHERBEOOKE HOUGHTON.
Witness to signature,—

Alexe. Lu.msdaix ic, C.L.A., Newcastle.
14/2/87.

Application No, 87-7, at Newcastle, for a mineral lease under 48 Yic. No. 10, reserve 250 acres (portion 
114), at Bedhead, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland.

1. By whom application was received.'-Crown Lands Agent.
2. At what place.—Newcastle.
3. Date and hour when received.-—14th February, 1887, at 12 noon.
4. Bcceipt for first year’s rent, No. 87-7, at 2s. per acre.—Date, 14tb February, 1887 ; £25.
5. To whom receipt was issued.—Applicant, Victor T. Sherbrooke Houghton, of Sydney, for himself

and Samuel Palmer, of Newcastle. ■ ”
> 0. Date when notice to survey was sent to surveyor,—Portions already surveyed.

7. Date when report and plan were received from the surveyor.
8. Names of objectors, aud dates on which they lodged their objections.—Tims. G. Alcock, of Bedhead, 

Charlestown, on 28th February, 1887, at 3‘30 p.m.
9. Dates of inquiry—Notified, pro sub., 5 th March, 1887, at 12T noon.

10. Are the applicants holders of miners’ rights ? Land not within a gold-field.
11. Is tlie land applied for exempted from leasing under tho 34th section of the Mining Act, 1874? No.
12. Is tlm time proposed for commencing work reasonable? Yes. .
13. Is the number of men proposed to be employed reasonable? Yes.

Crown Lands Office, Newcastle, 7th March, 1887.

ALEX. LUMSDAINE,
C.L. A., Newcastle.

Coal application, S7-7, at Newcastle. V. T. Sherbrooke Hougbton and S. Palmer, about 250 acres, 
being all that part of portion No. 114, parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, within water 
reserve No. 27, notified 23rd November, 1875. Included in area granted to Houghton & Palmer (under 
section 28), 9th December, 1886, within water reserve 27, notified 23rd November, 1875, and population 
boundary, Newcastle. The whole of this portion was included in application 86-9 at Newcastle, but 
applicant (T. G. Alcock) consented to take the 70 acres available outsido reserve boundary in 87-2,729. 
Portion No. 114 was measured in 1874 as a mineral selection under the Crown Lands Occupation Act, 
1861. . ' J

Submitted
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* Appendix F.

Submitted as to form of measurement.—W.C.C., 1 April, 1S87. Chief Mming Surveyor.
, In view of the fact that Houghton & Palmer already have a title to this land under the 28th 

section of the Mining Act, and as the prior applicant has consented to take the 70 acres available in 
satisfaction of application 86-9, it is now recommended that Honghton & Palmer’s application (No. 87-7) 
be granted for the area shown by pink edging—about 250 acres.—E.F.P,^ 13/4/87.

Submitted for approval.—HAY., 3/5/S7. Approved.—P.A., 5/5/87.

Department of Mines.
Hunter and Macleay Mining District.

Application No. 87-7, Newcastle, for gold-mining leases submitted herewith for the consideration 
of tbe Honorable the Minister for Mines.

The plans and descriptions have been checked.
No objections appear to have been made.
The \Yarden reports that the land does not belong to either of the classes exempted from the 

power of leasing,
The applicants are holders of miners’ rights.
The number of men proposed to be employed appears reasonable.
The time for commencing work appears to he reasonable.
Application No. 87-7, Newcastle, Hunter and Macleay Mining District approved of.
Minute for the Executive Council. F.A.
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No. 3. ’
Mr. J. G-. Alcock to Tlie Land Agent, Newcastle.

Sir, Charlestown, Newcastle, 28 February, 1.887.
A notice being posted outside the Court-house, Newcastle, signed by Mr. V. T. Sherbrooke 

Houghton and Samuel Palmer, setting forth that they had made an application for a mineral lease of lots 
114 and 115, as per plan* of the parish of .Kahibah, I beg respectfully to protest against the leases being 
granted, as I have complied with the conditions of the Act, and made an application for these blocks iu 
November and December last, I have, &c.,

J. G-. ALCOCK.

No. L
Report of Inquiry.

Inquiry holden at the Crown Lands Office, in Newcastle, on Saturday, 8th March, 1887, at 12 o’clock 
noon, by the Crown Lands Agent at Newcastle, into objections duly lodged by Thomas G. Alcock, against 
the issue to the applicants of applications Nos. 87-7 and S* (Yictor Thos. Sherbrooke Hougbton and 
Samuel Palmer), of mineral leases of portions and measurement of Crown Lands No. 114 and 115j 
consisting respectively of 250 and 320 acres, iu parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, within 
tho district of Newcastle. _ .

Thomas Gerouse Alcock, being duly sworn, on oath, states:—On the 20th November last, I applied 
for the mineral lease (for the purpose of mining for coal) of portion 114, 320 acres, at Kedhead, in the 
parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, and with refereneo to same. I complied with the 
conditions of tbe Act bearing upon the matter. ^

Applicants have no questions to ask. L, ALCOCK.
Sworn at Newcastle aforesaid, this 5th day of )

March, 1887, before me,— j ^ _
Alex. Lumshaise, Crown Land Agent, Newcastie.

•Inquiry not gone into re application No. 87-8, for portion Lto.—A.L., Crown Lands Agent, Newcastle.

Victor Thomas Sherbrooke Houghton, on oath, statesAYc (myself and partner, Samuel Palmer) 
have been in possession of 250 acres (about) since the 3rd of August, 1886, by virtue of our mineral 
licenses of the 12th July, 1886, for myself, and of the 31st of July, 1886, for Mr. Palmer. The said 250 
acres form part of reserve (water) No. 27, which also forms part of portion 114, in parish Kahibah, 
county of Northumberland.
Examined by objector:— _ .
1. Did you comply with the regulations under the Mining Act with respect to your mineral license P

Yes.
2. How were you in prior possession of this portion No. 114? By virtue of our application of 3rd 

August, 1886, published in the Government Gazette of 13th August, 1886. .
VICTOR THOMAS SHERBROOKE HOUGHTON,

Sworn at Newcastle, upon the 5th day of )
March, 1887. before me,— }

' Alex. Luhsdaine, Crown Lands Agent, Newcastle.

No. 5.
Minute for The Governor and Executive Council.

Recommending the approval of a certain Application for a Mineral Lease.
’ Department of Mines, Sydney, May, 1887.

The application for mineral lease of Crown Lands specified in the annexed schedule is submitted for the 
approval of His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council, in terms of the Mining Act of 1874. 
tr FRANCIS ABIGAIL.

_______ _ Schedule
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Schedule alluded to .
Hunter and Macleay Mining District,

. No. Kamo. Portion No, J Locality. Area. Period, Date of 
Application.

Newcastle S7-7
acres. 1887.

V. T. S. Houghton 
and another.

Part of 114 iiedheacl, parish Kahibah ................ 250 20 14 February,

The Executive Council advise that the recommendation herein set forth be approved, and the 
necessary notices issued.—A. C. Budoe, Clerk of the Council. Min. 87-30, 10/5/87. Confirmed, 
17/5/S7. Approved.—CAEiiirrGTOX. Gazette, notice, 2oj5f87.

The Examiner of Coal-fields as to reservation of roads.—S.B., 20/5/87. I see no objection to 
the roads being included in the lease, the coal not to bo wrought under them at a less depth than 500 
feet.—20/5/87.

_ Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 20/5/87. The works under the roads to be supported to the 
satisfaction of the Examiner of Coal-fields or Inspector of Collieries.—II.'W,, 20/5/87.

No, 0.
Government Gazette Notice.

Department of Mines, Sydney, 25 May, 1887. 
Notice to Applicants ron Mineral Lease.

Notice is hereby given that the nndermentioned application for mineral lease of Crown Lands has been 
approved by His Excellency tho Governor and the Executive Council.
[87-6,227; 6,31 GJ ‘ --------- , EEANCIS ABIGAIL.

Hosier and Macleay Mtnixc District. ’

No. Name. Portion No. Locality. Area. Years.
:

Date of 
Application.

Newcastle 87-7 V, T. S. Houghton 
and another.

Part of 114 County Northumberland, parish of 
Kahibah. .

a. r. p. 
250 0 0 20 14 Feb., 1887.

No. 7.
Copy of lioase issued to Messrs. Houghton and another.

Tins indenture, made the 26th day of May, in Ihc year of our Lord 1887, between Her Most Gracious 
Majesty Queen Victoria, of the one part, und Victor Thomas Sherbrooke Houghton, of Sydney, iu the 
Colony of New South "Wales, and Samuel Palmer, of Newcastle, in said Colony (hereinafter called the 
lessees), of tho other part, witnesseth :—That in consideration of the sum of £25 18s., paid by the said 
lessees an the 14th day of Eebruary, 1SS7, and of the rents and royalties hereinafter reserved, and of the 
covenants and provisoes hereinafter contained, Her Majesty doth by these presents grant and demise 
unto the lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, all that piece or parcel of land, con
taining hy admeasurement 258 acres 3 roods 10 perches, and more particularly described and delineated in 
the Schedule hereto or in the plan hereunto annexed,* and numbered 114, except the surface of that 'Appendix 
portion thereof tinted red, containing 5 acres 1. rood 24 perches more or less, and all those mines, veins, 
seams or deposits of coal, in, on, and under tho said land (hereinafter called the said mine), together with 
all and singular the shafts, levels, drifts, works, ways, fixtures, erections, liberties, easements, advantages, 
and appurtenances which arc now or at any time during tlie term hereby granted may be held, occupied, or 
enjoyed therewith, for the purpose of mining upon and under the said land for coal, and also with full 
power for the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, and his aud their agents and 
workmen (including contractors, tributors, and so forth), to dig, sink, drive, make, and use excavations, 
pits, shafts, levels, tunnels, watercourses, and other works necessary for winning aud raising tho coal in, 
on, or under the said land, and to take and appropriate the same during the terra hereby granted, and to 
make and construct, on that portion of the surface not excepted as aforesaid of the said land, races, drains, 
dams, reservoirs, roads, and tramways, and also to erect, on that portion of the surface not excepted as 
aforesaid of the said land, all buildings, engines, furnaces, pumps, machinery, aud appliances necessary 
for the purpose of t winning and obtaining the coal in, on, or under tbe said land, and for effectually 
carrying on the works of the said mine, and also to erect, on that portion of the surface not excepted as 
aforesaid of the said land, such ofhees, cottages, aud dwelling-houses, for the use of the agents, workmen, 
and persons employed in the said mine and works, as the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and 
transferees shall think proper: To hold the said land, mine, and premises, with the appurtenances 
(subject nevertheless to the reservation or exception of that portion of the surface of the said land shown 
on the plan aforesaid, tinted red, and to such rights and interests as may he lawfully subsisting therein at 
the date of these presents), unto the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, from 
tbe date hereof, for the term of twenty years, for the purpose of mining therein or thereon, for working 
or winning the said coal, and for no other purpose,—Yielding and paying therefor unto Her Majesty, 
her heirs and successors, yearly and every year during the said term, the yearly rent of £25 ISs., m 
advance, or in lieu thereof a royalty equal to Gd. per ton on all coal raised during the year, the first . 
year’s rent haying been paid as aforesaid on the 14th day of February, 1887, the next payment being the 
rent of the said land at the rate of 2s. per acre per annum to the 25th day of May, 1889, shall bo made to 
tbe Colonial Treasurer in Sydney, on or before tbe 26th day of May, 1888, and thereafter on or before 
the 26th day of May in each and every year the yearly rent aforesaid shall ho paid to the Colonial

Treasurer
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Treasurer aforesaid, clear of all rates, taxes, aud assessments to which the said land, mine, and premises 
are now, or at any time during the said term may be, subject or liable : Provided that if the royalty upon 
the coal raised during auy year of the said term, computed at the rate aforesaid, shall exceed tbo rent 
paid for such year, such royalty, after deducting therefrom the rent paid for such year, shall be paid to 
the Colonial Treasurer at the expiration of the year or within one month thereafter; but if such royalty in 
any year amount to less than the rent paid for such year no royalty shall be demanded in respect of the coal 
raised during that year: Provided always, and it is hereby agreed, that if the said yearly rent or royalty 
shall he iu arrear for thirty days after the same shall have become payable, whether such rent or royalty 
shall have been legally demanded or not, any officer appointed or authorized thereto by the Secretary for 
Mines may, by himself or his agent, enter upon the said land, and seize and distrain all minerals, metals, 
and ores actually got aud raised from the said mine ; and all machinery, apparatus, tools, waggons, carts, 
carriages, engines,plant, aud all other goods, chattels, and effects whatsoever, in, upon, and about the said 
land and premises; and in every distress thus made may take away, sell,'and dispose of as in cases of distress 
for rent reserved in common leases, aud out of the moneys arising thereby retain so much as shall bo 
sufficient to satisfy tho said arrears, and which shall at tho time of such sale be unpaid: and all expenses 
incurred by him or them in or in respect of such seizure, distraint, removal, and sale; and if there be any 
surplus such officer shall pay the same to the said lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees ; 
and the acceptance or receipt of rent or royalty by or on behalf of Her Majesty, after breach of any 
covenant hereinafter contained, shall not be dr be deemed a waiver of the right of Pier Majesty, or of the 
Secretary for Mines, or other officer on behalf of Pier Majesty, to enforce observance of such covenant. 
And if the said lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees, shall mine for or win from the said 
land, mine, and premises any gold, or any earth, rock, stone, quartz, clay, sand, gravel, or soil containing 
gold, or any mineral or metal with which gold is associated or combined, without fhe express sanction 
first had and obtained ot the Secretary for Mines for the time being, the Governor, with the advice of tho 
Executive Council, may declare these presents void, and thereupon all the right, title, and interest of the 
lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease aud determine 
both at lawr and in equity. And the said lessees do hereby, for themselves, their heirs, executors, 
administrators, and transferees, covenant with Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, in manner follow
ing, that is to say:— i

1. That the said lessees, their executors, administrators, aud transferees, shall and will during tho 
said term pay unto Pier Majesty, her heirs and successors, the rent or royalty hereby reserved at the 
times and places hereinbefore appointed for payment thereof, clear of all deductions.

2. And shall and will, after the expiration of six months, from the date of delivery hereof, upon 
and during all lawful worlring days, except wdien prevented by inevitable accident or during the execution 
of repairs, work the said laud, mine, and premises, or the land, mine, and premises adjoining thereto and 
proposed to be worked in connection therewith, in the best and most effectual manner, and to the best 
advantage, without interruption, and shall and will with reasonable expedition make and construct all 
necessary works with a view to diligently explore and search for coal in, on, and under tlie said laud, 
mine, or premises.

3. And shall and will, after the expiration of tho said six months, or after the underground works 
shall have reached the said land, employ in the construction of the works, or in mining operations on or 
under the said land, during the first threo years of the said term, and during the usual hours of labour, 
three able and competent workmen and miners at the least; and during the remainder of tho said term, 
and during the usual hours of labour, shall and will employ as aforesaid not less than six such workmen 
and miners, unless prevented hy inevitable accident, or during tho execution of repairs. Provided that 
the lessee, or if there he more than one lessee, each lessee who shall work as aforesaid, shall count as and 
be deemed for the purposes of these presents to be a workman or miner employed as aforesaid,
. 4i. And shall and will during fhe said term effectually drain the said mine, and pump all water
likely to cause in jury thereto, or which would prevent or interfere with the working thereof ; and if the 
said mine shall he affected, or he liable to he affected, by the same flow or body of water as any other 
mine or mines contiguous thereto, shall and will, if and whenever requested so to do, contribute with the 
lessee or lessees or owner or owners of such other mines, a reasonable proportion of the machinery and 
labour necessary to free and keep such mine or mines free from wafer to a workable extent; or if the 
said mine shall be kept free from water to a workable extent either wholly or partially hy means of the 
machinery and labour of a contiguous mine or mines, or by reason of any works constructed or money 
expended by the lessee or lessees, owner or owners, of such contiguous mine or mines,—then shall and 
will pay to such lessee or lessees, owner or owners, as aforesaid, a reasonable proportion of the cost of 
such machinery, labour, or works, or a reasonable proportion of the money so expended; and the Secretary 
for Mines for the time being may, if and whenever he shall think fit, depute some efficient person who 
shall have access to and inspection of all such mines, to determine when the said mine is so freed or kept 
wholly or partially free from water, and what are the reasonable proportions of such expenses aforesaid, 
and to whom and when the same are to be paid,—sucli decision to be final and conclusive on all parties,

G. Andshall and will make such provision for the disposal of the detritus, dirt, waste, or refuse of 
the said mine, that the same shall not be an inconvenience, nuisance, or obstruction to any roadway, 
river, creek, or private or Crown lands, or shall not iu auy maimer occasion any public or private damage 
or inconvenience. ■

6. And shall and will erect, aud keep erected, during the said term, a post, painted white, at each 
angle of the said land, and at such points along the boundary-lines as shall he necessary, so as plainly and 
accurately to define the boundary-lines and angles of the said land ; and each such post shall be fixed 
firmly in the ground, and shall project above the surface thereof not less than 3 feet.

7. And shall and will keep proper books, or a book, in which shall be entered tho quantity of coal 
raised each day from the land hereby demised, and shall enter therein as soon as known the value of such 
coal, and permit any officer of tlie Department of Mines at all times to inspect the same, ami as often as 
required so to do during the term, make and deliver to the Secretary for Mines for the time being, or 
any officer appointed or instructed fo collect, obtain, or receive the same, all such true and proper-plans, 
sections, returns, statements, and statistics of tbe workings and operations of the said mino, made up to 
the last day of ihe preceding month (the truth and accuracy of which shall he verified by the statutory 
declaration of fhe lessee for the time being, or the manager or other officer having Ihe charge, control,

33
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and diredion of ihe works of the said mine), as the Secretary for Mines shall from time to time direct, or 
as shall be required by any regulation, and shall and will whenever required by the Secretary for Mines 
so to do, deliver to any officer appointed or instructed as aforesaid samples of the minerals, metals, and 
ores, or auy of them, found in or upon sucli mine and lands.

. shall and will during the said term make proper and reasonable compensation to tho
oceupter or occupiers, leasee or lessees from tho Crown, of any adjoining land in respect of any damage 
which may bo sustained by him or them, by reason of tho working of the said mine, or the carrying on of 
the works thereof or connected therewith, sucli compensation to bo" determined by the Secretary for 
Mines, or by some person authorized hy him so to do.

-^n<^ shall and will permit any mining surveyor, or other person duly authorized in tliat behalf, 
with all proper or necessary assistants, at all reasonable times, during the said term, quietly to enter into 
and upon the said land, mine, and premises, to survey and examine the state and condition thereof, and, 
for the purposes aforesaid, to descend all pits and shafts, and to enter into and use all adits, levels, 
galleries, drives, and excavations, and to use all roads, ways, engines, ropes, machinery, gear, appliances, 
materials, labour, and other things iu or on the said land and mine which shall bo by him deemed 
necessary, without making any compensation for the same, so nevertheless that in so doing no unnecessary 
interference is caused with the carrying on of the said mining works.

10. And further, shall and will at all times during the said term keep and preserve the said mine 
and premises from all avoidable injury or damage, and also the levels, drifts, shafts, watercourses, roads, 
u ays, w orks, erections, and fixtures therein and thereon iu good repair and condition, except such of tho 
matters mid tilings last aforesaid as shall from time to time be considered by a mining surveyor or other 
proper officer authorized by tbe Secretary for Mines to inspect and report upon such matters and things 
to be unnecessary for tho proper working of the said mine or any contiguous mine, and in such state and 
condition shall and will at the end or sooner determination of the said term deliver peaceable possession 
thereof, and of all and singular tho premises hereby demised tto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, 
or to the Warden or other officer authorized to receive possession thereof. Hevertheless’the Secretary 
for Mines may, if he think fit, permit tiic lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, within 
six months after possession shall have been received as aforesaid, to enter upon the said land, and to 
remove therefrom such machiney, plant, and apparatus as shall have been erected aud fixed upon such 
land, and such earth, rock, ore, mineral, or metal as shall have been won from and raised to the surface 
ot such mine. ■

i 1101, occuP}ri or permit to be used or occupied, the said land or any
pari, thereof, for other than mining purposes, or for pasturage, or as sites for dwellings, or garden ground 
tor the persons employed in, on, or about the said mine, and wilt not for any purpose occupy any portion 
of the surface excepted as aforesaid, or make or construct any excavation, adit, level, gallery, or drive 
within 500 feet below the surface of the said land, or of the excepted portion thereof, without the sanction 
in writing of the Secretary for Mines. The works under the roads to be supported to the satisfaction of 
ihe Examiner of Coal-fields and .Inspector of Collieries.

12. And shall not nor will mine in or upon the said mine, land, and premises, for any mineral, 
metal, or ore other than coal without the express sanction of the Secretary for Mines.

. ^11<1 'ffi3-!! not not’ "'ill transfer, underlet, or part with possession of the said land, mine, and
premises, or any part thereof, or mortgage, charge, or encumber the same, without the license first had 
and obtained or the Secretary for Mines for the time being: Provided always that no such license shall 
be necessary in cases where, by operation of law or otherwise, a sale of the said land, mine, and premises, 
or any part or parts thereof, is made by any person or persons entitled to sell the same for the benefit of 
the creditors or a creditor of the lessee or his transferees, or in cases where the lessee or his transferees 
desire to lot the said mine and premises, or any part thereof, to be worked on tribute.

. And shall not nor will close up or obstruct auy adit or adits to or from any contiguous mine 
or mmes^ whereby fresh air is admitted or ventilation promoted. -

15. And shall not nor will plead acceptance of rent or royalty by or on behalf of Her Majesty 
as a "’a\rei" tao right of Her Majesty, or of the Secretary for Mines, or other officer on behalf of 

■v , observance of the covenants herein contained, or of the right of tho Governor,
with the advice of thc.Exccutivc Council, to declare these presents void for breach of auy such covenant:
1 rovided always, and it is hereby agreed and declared in manner following:—
. IG' ifc shall be lawful for Her Majesty, her heirs, successors, and assigns to make and use 
in, on, or under the said land, any levels, drifts, leads, shafts, watercourses, adits, roads, ways, and 
passages for freeing and keeping free any other lands or mines from water, or for conveying water to any 
other lands or mines for mining purposes, or for supplying any other mines with fresh air, or for 
cftectunlly working any other mines, or for any public purpose whatsoever, causing as little damage, 
obstruction, or interference as possible to or with the said mine and the works thereof. And if, at any 
time during the term hereby created, any part or parts of the land hereby demised, or any part or parts 
of the surface thereof, shall be required for the purpose of any township, village, railway, road, canal, 
watercourse, reservoir, or for any other public purpose, it shall be lawful for tho Governor for the time 
being, with the advice of tho Executfoc Council, on giving three months’ notice of his intention so to do, 
to cause to be set out the part or parts of the said land or of the surface thereof which shall he so 
required ; and as soon as the same shall be so set out, such part or parts of the said land, or of tho surface 
thereof, shall cease to bo included iu the land hereby demised, and tbe lessee, his executors, administrators, ■ 
or transferees shall not be entitled to auy abatement of rent or royalty, or any compensation whatever in ’ 
respect thereof.

^ ^eSE.ecJ bis executors, administrators, or transferees shall prove to the satisfac-
^l01e 11 e ^ocre^ril7 ^01' Mines for the time being that the said mine is unworkable, or cannot be 
profitably worked, from any cause whatsoever, or that the lessee, his executors, administrators, or trans
ferees is or are unable, by reason of sickness or other sufficient cause, to work in such land or mine, or 
that tlie supply of water is insufficient to allow tlie working of the said land, mine, and premises to bo 
profitably carried on, the said Secretary for Mines may grant permission to suspend work therein or 
thereon, for any period not exceeding six months, without the lessee, his executors, administrators, or 
transferees incurring iu respect thereto any forfeiture or penalty for breach of any covenant herein 
contained. ‘

18.
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18. ibid, lastly, that if the lessee, his executors, administrators, or transferees shall at any time 
during the said term fail to use such laud bond fiio for the purpose for ■which it has heen demised, or if 
and whenever the said rent or royalty shall be in arrear for thirty days after the time appointed for pay
ment thereof, whether the same shall have been legally demanded or not, or if and whenever there shall 
he a breach of or non-compliance with the covenants and provisoes herein contained by the lessee, his 
executors, administrators, or transferees, and the lessee, his executors, administrators, or transferees shall 
not have obtained from the Secretary for Mines for the time being permission to suspend work as afore
said, in case the breach shall have been for non-compliance with the covenants for the employment of 
workmen or miners, or for the working of the mine, the Governor, with the advice of the fixecuthe 
Council, who alone and finally shall judge and determine the matter upon the evidence or reports sub
mitted by the Secretary for Mines for the time being, may declare these presents void, and upon publica
tion in the Government Gazette of notice of such declaration, all the right, title, and interest of the lessees, 
their executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease and determine both at 
law and in equity ; and the production of a copy of the Government Gazette containing a notice, pur
porting to be signed by the Secretary for Mines, declaring the lease void, shall be conclusive evidence in 
all Courts whatsoever in the Colony of New South Wales of a breach of or non-compliance with the 
covenants and provisoes herein contained sufficient to authorize and sustain such declaration having been 
lawfully made, and that the interest created hereunder has heen lawfully determined ; and thereupon it 
shall be lawful for Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, or her or their agents or officers, or for any 
bailiff or other person duly authorized thereto, or for any holder of a mineral license who has the permis
sion of the Secretary for Mines for the time being, without any previous demand whatsoever, to enter 
forthwith into and upon the said land and premises hereby granted, and the same to repossess and enjoy 
as fully and effectually to all intents and purposes as if these premises had not been made, and the said 
lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees to expel and remove, without any legal process, 
and as effectually as the Sheriff might do in ease judgment in ejectment had been obtained and a writ of 
habere faeias possessionem had been issued on such judgment; and in ease of such entry, and any legal 
proceeding taken in respect thereof, the defendant or defendants in any such proceeding may plead leave 
and license in bar thereof; and these presents shall he conclusive evidence of such leave and license by 
the lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, or other the person or persbns, pilaintiff or 
plautiffs in such proceedings, for such entry or other matters complained of in such proceedings.

In witness whereof. His Excellency the Eight Honorable Charles Sobert Earon Carrington- 
a Member of Her Majesty’s hlost Honorable Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross of the 
Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commandcr- 
in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, hath, on behalf of Her 
Majesty the Queen, caused the seal of the said Colony to be affixed to this grant, and also 
set his hand, at Government House, Sydney, in the said Colony, the day and year first 
above written, and the lessees have also set their bands and seals the 26th day of May, 1887.

' C ABE IN G-TON.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the within- 

named Victor Thomas Sherbrooke 
Houghton and Samuel Palmer, in the 
presence of,—

Edwaed Fake.
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Eegistered in the Department of Mines, at Sydney, this 26th day of May, a.d. 1887, at the hour 
of 8 o’clock in the afternoon, and numbered in the Eegistor 241.

. GEEAED E. HERRING
(For the Eegistrar).

Transfer from V. T. Sherbrooke Houghton and Samuel Palmer of their interests in mineral lease 
No. 241, to the Scottish Australian Mining Company (Limited). Eegistered by me, in the Department 

. of Mines, Sydney, the 2nd day of June, 1887, at the hour of 2 o’clock in the afternoon.
EDWAED FAEE,

/ YICTOE THOMAS SHEEBEOOKE HOUGHTON. 
C SAMUEL PALMER,

[Ten Hans,]

[4*.]
Sydney; Charles Potter, Government Printor.—18$8,
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1887-8.

LEaisLATivE Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINING LEASES, BINGEEA DISTRICT.
(APPLIED FOR BETWEEN 31st DECEMBER, 1880, TO 31st DECEMBER, 1885.)

Ordered h/ the Legislative Assembly io be printed, 27 March, 1888.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly, dated 3rd 
August, 1886, That there he laid upon the Table of this House, a Return 
showing,— *

“ (l.) The number of mining leases applied for in the Bingera District 
“ from the 31st December, 1880, to the 31st December, 1885, with date of 

. “ applications and names of applicants.
“ (2.) The number of leases dealt with and the number still under con- 
“ sideration.
“ (3.) The amount of moneys paid on the same, and the amount now due, 
“ with names and dates.
“ (4.) The number of leases refused; also, the number of leases where the 
“ labour conditions have been carried out.
“ (5.) The number of official visits paid by the Warden to the various 
“ mining centres, the number of Wardens’ Courts held, and the number 
” of mining cases dealt with during the present Warden’s term of office.”

(Mr. Mass all.)

RETURN of Mining Lenses in the Bingern District between 31st December, 18S0, and 31st December,
3.885.

Dale of 
Appli

cations.

1881, 
30 April 
5 May
7 „
4 Aug. 
1882.
8 July 
8 „
8 „

19 Aug. 
30 Sept,

1883. 
14 Aug,

7 Sapt,
8 

10 
14 
10
3 Oct.

Namcp of Applicants.
Amount of Moneys paid

on panic. 1

Rent. Survey.

£ s. d. £ s. d.
D. M'Manus and others ... 5 0 0 4 0 0
,T. Plunkett and another ... 5 0 0 4 0 0
J, Corrigan and others....... 5 0 0 4 0 0 1
J. Plunkett and another ...

D. J. Allen and another ... 10 0 0
do ... 10 0 0
do ... 5 0 0

J. L. Nieholls....................... 10 0 0 4 0 0
C. Miller and others.......... 5 0 0

C. Rogers ...........................
H. Miller and another ......

10 0 0
5 0 0

5 0 0

W. Morris and others ...... 10 0 0 
10 0 0

5 0 0

P. Talk .............................. 10 0 0 5 0 0
E, Quickcnden and others.,. 10 0 0 5 0 0
P. Falk and another........... 10 0 0 5 0 0

Date of 
Appli

cations.
Xamcs of Applicants.

Amount of Moneys paid 
on same.

Rent.

1883.
3 Oct,
3 „

11 „
11 „
11 „
18 „ 
18 „
29 „

1 Not, 
1 „
6 „ 

10 „ 
IS
20 „ 
27 „
27 „
28 „
4 Dec.

E. Quickcnden and others...
C. Rogers ...........................
II. W. Powell and another 
H. W. Powell

£
10
10
10

5
C. Rogers ......... .................I 10
H. W. Powell 
P. Ealk and another
H. W. Powell ......
P. Talk ..................

do .................
II. W. Powell and another
P. Enlk .....................
W. Bates and another 
VV. M. Brookes and others 
T. O'Brien and others
E. Quickcnden ........
R. Hillsborough and others 
W. Harvey and others

I

s. d. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
O 0 
0 0 
0 0 o o 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0

Survey,

£ s. d. 
6 0 0 
5 0 0

0 0

0 0 
0 0

4 0 0

4 0 0
5 0 0

631—
[805 copies—Approximate cost o£ printing (labour and material), £2 19s, 5d,]
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2

Date of 
Appli

cations.
Names of Applicants.

Amount of Moneys paid 
on same. * Date of 

Appli
cations.

Names of Applicants.
Amount of Moneys paid 

on same,

Kent. Survey. Rent. Survej.

1883. £ p. d. £ s. d. 1884. £ s. d. £ s. d.
6 Dee. K. Billsborough and others 5 0 0 23 Aug. W. L. Eddy ...................... 10 O 0 6 0 0

10 „ P. Talk .............................. 5 0 0 4 0 0 25 „ H. Urqnhart and anotlier... 5 0 0 4 0 0
22 W. S. Dowell and another 5 0 0 4' 0 0 28 „ M. O’Doud and others...... 20 0 0 5 0 0
22 „ E. ft. Lewis ...................... 20 0 0 P. Falk .............................. in o n 5 0 0

ISSA 10 do .............................. 10 0 0 5 0 0
14 Jan. H. W. Powell ... ............. 5 0 0 15 ,, do ................ ..............
14 t. do .................. 5 0 0 3 0 0 22 „ T9 io n {? o q
11 Mar. P. Falk .............................. 5 0 0 4 0 0 20 in n n & n n
11 „ do .............................. 10 0 0 5 0 0 26 ;; T. O’Keefe and others...... Paid on application 84-20.
11 do .............................. 10 0 0 5 o 0 20 „
11 „ do .............................. 10 0 0 5 0 0 1 Oct. J. M. Jones and another ... 5 0 0 4 0 0

2 Apl. J. H. Boag and another ,, 10 0 0 27 „ 6 0 0 di o 0
17 „ 10 0 0 5 0 o P. Faitr ............................ 5 0 0 4 0 0
17 do ........ ............ . 10 0 0 0 o
26 „ ft. C. Tarnes...................... 30 0 0 4 10 0 7 „ J. H. Boag and another ... do do A4-S9.
28 „ K. (t. .Lewis and ethers...... 5 0 0 4 0 0 8 „ T. Mercer .......................... 5 0 0

3 May E. G-. Lewis ...................... 5 0 0 IB „
5 do .......................... 5 0 0
s ,; M. O'Doud and anotlier ... y 0 0 4 0 0 n „ do ...................... do do 84-33.
6 „ do do ...... 5 0 0 4- 0 0 n ,, do ......................

23 „ II. T. Coonan and others ,. 10 0 0 4 10 0 ii r, do ...................... 5 0 0 4 0 0
23 „ W. L. Eddv ...................... 5 0 o 1883.

7 June P. Fulk ...'. ........................ 10 0 0 5 0 0 20 Jan. W. L. Eddy ...................... Paid on annlication 84-44.
26 „ W. Williamson and another 10 0 0 5 0 0 20 „ do ......................
11 July T. OTveefo and olhers....... 5 0 0 4 0 0 20 Feb. s n n
11 „ 11. ]j. Couseiis ................ 10 0 0 5 0 0 2 Mar JI. Urqiiliart and another . Paul on application 84-47.
17 „ P. FnlL ........................... 10 0 0 0 „ W. Nieholls and others . . 10 0 0 5 0 0

do .............................. ft 0 [) n „
17 „ d. ............................ 0 0 2J n P. Falk ............................ s n n
17 „ do .............................. 10 0 0 20 „ fliV .........................
17 „ do ....... ........... ......... 5 0 0 « 20 '' do S4-M.
17 „ do .............................. 10 0 o :tf> j, 5 n n
17 do .............................. 10 0 0
17 „ J. U. Boag and another ... 10 0 0 14 M ay J. M. Jones and another ... do do 84-82.
2^ „ U. L. Cousons and others... 10 0 0 5 0 0 1 June J. Julcff and others ........... 10 0 0 5 0 0
2'1 „ do do ... 10 0 0 5 0 0 1 „ ft. Lander .......................... 10 0 0 5 0 0

8 Aug. C. J. Barnes ...................... 10 0 0 1 „ ft. Keats.......................... in o n A o o
8 „ do ...................... 10 0 0 5 0 0 s „ AY. Wveth.......... in n n son

14 „ do ...................... 5 0 0 4 0 0 0 K. Holdsworth and another 10 0 0 5 0 0
„ do ...................... 5 0 0 4 0 0 9 „ do do ... 10 0 0 5 0 0

14 „ 9 „ 10 n 0
15 » W. Higgins and another 5 0 0 4 0 0 9 „ do do ...... 10 0 0 5 0 0
15 „ E. G. Lewis ...................... Paid on application S!t-2f) 9 „ J. Urquhart do ...... 10 0 0 5 0 0
15 ,, W. L, Eddy ..................... do do S4-17. 15 „ 0. J. liealy and others...... 10 0 0 6 0 0
18 „ C. J» Barnes ...................... 10 0 0 5 o 0 15 , 10 n 0 5 0 0
io ;; 0. J. Barnes and another... 10 0 0 5 0 0 22 ;; O. .Rogers ......................... 10 0 0
23 „ do ........... 10 0 0 0 0 29 „ P. Fak ..........................
23 „ do ........... 15 0 0 0 0 21 Oct. 6 0 0 d, ft n
23 „ W, L. Eddy ...................... 10 0 0 5 0 0 10 Nov. P. Falk ...................... Paid on annhcdtlon 84-18.
23 „ do ............ ......... 10 0 0 5 0 0

Number of Applications applied for 131.
Number of Leases dealt with :—131.
Number of Leases still under consideration :—Nil.
Amount of Moneys now due :—Nil.
Number of Leases refused :—55.
Number of Leases where the labour conditions have been carried out :—No leases (applied for between 3lst 

December, 1880, and 31st December, 1885) are now in force.
Number of official visils paid by the Warden, &c.:—To Barraba and mines, 35.
Number of Wardens’ Courts held :—60.
Number of mining cases dealt with during present Warden’s term of office :—70.

Sydney: Charles Totter, Government I’rinter.—1SSS.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GOVERNMENT DIAMOND DRILL, No. A.
(INFORMATION RESPECTING APPLICATION FOE USE OF.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 February, 18S8.

PlETTJRNT to an Order made Ly the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 16th December, 1887, Thai- there be laid upon the Table of 
tins House,—

“ Copies of all correspondence and agreements between Mr. John Henry 
“ Mulholland, the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, the Under Secretary 
(< for Mines, and Mr. W. B. Henderson, Superintendent of Drills, and any 
cc other persons having reference to an application for the use of a 
“ Government Diamond Drill, No. A, dispatched to Clarence Siding some- 
“ time between 1st and 8th April, 1885.”

{Mr. Frank Smith, for Mr. Hurley.)

fo- SCHEDULE.
1. J. H.'Mulholland, Esq,, to Under Secretary for Mines, applying on behalf of the Brookdale Coal, Shale, and Iron

Mining Co,, for use of diamond drill to boie for coal and shale at Dargan’s Creek, near Clarence Siding, 
(Minute thereon.) 23 July, 1884 .................................................................................................................................

2. Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq., in reply to above. 29 July, 1SS4
3. J. H. Mulholland, Esq., to Under Secretary for Mines, forwarding plan, &e. (Minute thereon.) 30 July, 18S4
4. Under Secretary for Miues to J. H. Mulholland, Esq., as to depth required to be bored. 2 January, 1885 .........
5. J, H. Mulholland, Esq., to the Under Secretary for Mines, that information as to depth, &c., will be supplied in

a few days. (Minutes thereon.) (i January, 1SS5...........................................................................................................
0. Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq., that drill is now available for work. 14 February, 1885
7. Same to same, for appointment of day to meet Superintendent of Grills to inspect site. 2 March, 1885 ..............
S. J. H. Mulholland, Esq,, to Under Secretary for Mines, appointing a day as requested. (Minutes thereon.)

10 March, 1885 ..................................................................................................................................................................
9. Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq., that a man will be sent to see the proposed site. 

12 March, 1885 .................................................................................................................................................................
10. J. H. Mulholland, Esq., to Superintendent of Drills, as to cost of boring at per foot or by the week. (Minutes

thereon.) 8 April, 1835......................................................................................................................................................
11. Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq., stating price and conditions. 21 April, 1885 ..................
12. J, H. Mulholland, Esq., to Under Secretary for Mines, that above letter will be laid before proprietors of the

Company. 22 April, 1885 ..............................................................................................................................................
13. Same to same, accepting drill on weekly terms, (i May, 1885................................................................... ....................
14. Superintendent of Drills to Under Secretary for Mines reporting supervision of recovery of core-barrel.

14 January, 1S8G..................................................................................................................................................................
15. Same to same, drawing attention to amount due for bore by Company up to ilist December, iaSS. 17 Fcbruaryj

1886 .....................................................................................................................................................................................
10. Under Secretary for Mines to J. II. Mulholland, Esq., forwarding account, &c, 25 February, 1886 .................
17. J. H. Mulholland, Esq., to Under Secretary for Mines, that he has convened a special meeting to deal with the

account. (Minutes thereon.) 2 March, 1S8G..................................................................................... .........................
IS. J. II. Mulholland, Esq., to Superintendent of Drills, further respecting account due, (Minutes thereon.) 

31 March, ISSC .......................................................................................  .......... , ....................................................... .
19. Memo. Superintendent of Drills to Under Secretary for Mines, will advise by telegram when leaving Mitchell,

and asking if the Brookdale Company have settled their account. (Minutes thereon.) 2 April, 1886..............
20. Superintendent of Drills to Under Secretary for Mines, that he will leave ou Wednesday, 7th instant, to inspect

drill at Clarence Siding. 3 April, 1886 .......................................................................................................................
21. Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq., forwarding statement of amount due to 3rd April, 1886

(sec enclosure), 5 April, 1886 ............................................ .........................................................................................
22. Superintendent of Drills to Under Secretary for Mines, re payment of above account. (Minute, &c.) 6 April, 1886
23. Same to same, that unless amount due he paid the drill may he removed. (Minute thereon.) 9 April, 1886 ...
24. Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq., further directing attention to amount due, and informing

him that unless same be paid on or before the 14th hist, the matter will be placed in the hands of the 
Crown Law Officers for recovery. 12 April, 1886.................................... ....................................... ............................
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NO. PAGE.
25. Superintendent of Drills to Under Secretary for Mines, as no arrangements have been made for settlement of

account should ho have drill removed. 1!) April, lS8(i.................................................................................................. S
26. W, Christy, Esn., to Secretary for Mines, for extension of time for drawing rods, &c. 29 April, 1886 ......................... 8
27. Minute, Under Secretary for Mines, granting above request. 29 April, 1886 ................................................................ 8
23. Superintendent of Drills to Under Secretary for Mines, suggesting that he may be allowed to have drill removed.

11 May, 1886 ......................................................................................................... ........................................................... 8
29. Under Secretary for Mines to J. B. Turnbull and others, that unless amount due be paid on or before the 14th

instant the drill will be removed and the Crown Solicitor commence proceedings for recover}' of the amount,
12 May, 1886 ........................................................................................................................................................................ 9

30. Telegram J. Bussell, Esq., to J. H, Mulholland, Esq.—Cannot leave Newcastle before 21st hist. (Minutes
thereon,) 13 May, 1SSU .........................................................................................................................  9

31. Telegram Under Secrctaiy for Mines to J. Russell, Esq., that drill will now be removed, Ac, 14 May, 1886 .... 9
32. Under Secretary for Mines to W. Christy, Esq. Same as above, 14 May, 1886 ................................................ 9
33. Memo. Superintendent of Drills, that instructions be issued to Engineer Goodare to prepare for removal of drill

to Sydney. 15 May, 1886 ................................................................................................................................................. 9
34. Superintendent of Drills to Mr. Engineer Goodare, requesting him to take above action. 15 May, 1886.............. 10
35. Telegram Mr. Engineer Goodare to the Superintendent of Drills in reply to above, and asking for assistance to

remove the drill. (Minutes thereon.) 17 May, 1886 ............................................................................................... 10
36. Telegram Superintendent of Drills to Engineer Goodare, instructing him not to remove drill till lie receives

further orders, 17 May, 1886............................................................................................................................................ 10
37. Same to same, to await further instructions. 17 May, 1886 ........................................................................................ 10
38. J, H. Mulholland, Esq., to Under Secretary for Mines, reporting payment of cheque, £300, and asking that bore

be reduced to 2 inches. 26 May, 1886...........................................................................................................................  10
39. Memo. Superintendent of Drills, that instructions be sent to Engineer Goodare to reduce bore to 2 inches. 26

May, 1886............................................................................................................................................................................... 11
40. Superintendent of Drills to Mr, Engineer Goodare, issuing instructions accordingly. 27 May, 1886..................... 11
41. Undersecretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq., acknowledging receipt of £300, and informmg him that

work will be at Once resumed and bore reduced. 27 May, 1SS6 ........................................................................... 11
42. J. H. Mulholland, Esq., to Under Secretary for Mines, complaining of overcharge in accounts, and asking for

statement showing value of coal passed throngh drill, &c. (Minutes thereon.) 20 July, J886 .......................... 11
43. Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq., fonvarding statement of strata paasod through. 27 July,

1886 ;..................................................................... _............................................_.................... .................................. 12
44. Mr. Engineer Goodare to the Superintendent of Drills, asking for another boiler, &c. (Minutes thereon.) 8

September, 1886 .................................................................................................................................................................. 12
45. The Superintendent of Drills to M r. Engineer Goodare. TV ill visit drill immediately on return from country. 9

September, 1886 ................................................................................................................................................................... 12 '
46. Superintendent of Drills to Under Secretary for Mines, that Storeman Leigh has been instructed to forward three

h.p. vertical boiler. 14 September, 1886   12
47- Superintendent of Drills, recommending that the Company be informed that unless amount due be paid within

eight days from date boring operations will be stopped, &c. (Minute thereon.) 16 September, 1886 ......... 12
48. J. H. Mulholland, Esq., to Under Secretary for Mines, that account will be laid before a meeting of the pro

prietors durmg next week, and asking for further report as to progress of the drill, &c, (Minute thereon.)
21 September, 1886................................................................................................................................................   13

49. Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq., that until account due is paid the drill will be stopped.
25 September, 1886...............................................................................................................................................................  13

50. Same to same, in reply to letter of 21st instant. 28 September, ISS6 ........................................................................ 13
51. Memo. Superintendent of Drills, that boring deeper with drill at Clarence Siding would be dangerous. (Minute

thereon.) 1) November, 1886............................................................................................................................................ 13
52. Mr. Engineer Goodare to Superintendent of Drills re report in connection with machinery. (Minute.) 15

November, 1886 ................................................................................................................................................................... 13
53. Superintendent of Drills to Mr. Engineer Goodare in reply to above. 16 November, 1886 ..................................... 14
54. Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq. Drill at Clarence Siding has hardly sufficient power to

bore depth required, &c. Another drill can be sent to complete the boring on payment of amount due to the 
Department. 19 November, 1886 ......................................................................................................................................  14

55. Mr. Engineer Goodare to Superintendent of Drills, reporting non-safety of boilers, &c., andasking that No. 7 drill

2

56. Under Secretary for Mines to J. fi. Mulholland, Esq., boring has been stopped and asking for immediate reply
to letter of the 19th instant. 24 November, 1886....................................................................................................... 14

57. J. H. Mulholland, Esq., to Under Secretary for Mines in reply to above. (Minutes thereon.) 24 November, 1886 14
58. Superintendent of Drills to Mr. Engineer Goodare instructing him to prepare to erect No. 7 drill. (Minute

thereon.) 29 November1, 1886 ..................................................................................................................................... 15
59. Under Secretary for Mines to J. H, Mulholland, Esq., that the Company will be charged for time lost by reason

of delays. 29 November, 1886 ..................................................................................................................................... 15
60. Mr. Engineer Goodare to Superintendent of Drills that ho will require winch and pump, also, will he accept

Richards’offer for conveyauce of boiler to station. (Minutes thereon.) 30 November, 1886 ............................ 15
61. J. B. Turnbull, Esq., to Under Secretary for Mines for reduction in charges made. (Minutes thereon.) 2 Decem

ber, 1836 ....................................................................................   16
62. Superintendent of Drills to Mr. Engineer Goodare in reply to letter of the 30th ultimo. 3 December, 1886....... 17
63. Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq., if account is not paid at once proceedings will be taken,

&c. 4 December, 18S6.......................................................................................................  17
64. Mr. Engineer Goodare to Superintendent of Drills in reply to letter of 3rd instant. (Minutes thereon.) 4 Decem

ber, 1886...........................................................................-............................. ................................................................ 17
65. M inute, Superintendent of Drills re working of d rill. (Notes thereon.) 4 December, 1886 .................................. 17
66. Superintendent of Drills to Under Secretary for Mines, reporting on complaint of J. B. Turnbull. 21 December,

1886 ........................................................................................................................................ -............................. ............ 19
07. Under Secretary for Mines to J. B. Turnbull, Esq., that no reduction can be made in account as applied for.

19 January, 1887 ............................................................................................................................................................. 19
68. Chairman of Jjocal Land Board to Under Secretary for Mines, for amounts and dates of expenditure in mining

operations in connection with mineral conditional purchase of J. M. Gardner. (Minutes thereon.) 28 January.
1887 .................................................................................................................................................................................... 20

69. Superintendent of Drills to Under Secretary for Mines, that the Company should make some payment before
further rcammg is carried on. (Minutes thereon.) 23 March, 1887........................................................................ 20

70. Under Secretary for Mines to Secretary, Brookdale Company, that balance of account must be paid before further
work will be proceeded jvith, 29 March, 1887 ........................................................................................................... 20

71. Office memo,, giving names of shareholders of Brookdale Company. 14 April, 1887 ................................................ 20
72. Under Secretary for Mines to Chairman of Local Land Board, forwarding information asked for in letter of 2Sth

73. Memo. Superintendent of Drills, that Crown Soheitor may be asked to take proceedings to recover amount due.
9 June, 1SS7 ..................................................................................................................................................................... 21

74. Under Secretary for Mines to Crown Solicitor, forwarding statement of particulars of amount duo for use of the
drill, and requesting that necessary steps be taken for recovery of same, 30 July, 1887 ...................................... 21

75. Memo. Superintendent of Drills, with copy of conditions on which the Company agreed to pay for use of the
drill. 12 August, 1887...................................................................................................................................................... 21

70. Minute, Under Secretary for Minos, that Mr. Mulholland states that if a writ be issued at once for the amount
due the money will be paid forthwith. November, 1887 ............................................................................................ 22
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GOVERNMENT DIAMOND DRILL, NO. A.

No. 1.
J. H. Mulholland, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Brookdale Coal, Shale, and Iron Mining Company, Dargan’s Creek.
Waterloo Chambers, 458, G-eorge-sireet,

Hear Sir, , Sydney, 23rd July, 1S84.
Cn pen all oi the propnetors of the abovenamed Company I write to ask you if we can have 

theuse of the diamond drill to bore for coal and shale at Hargan’s Creek, about 1 mile from Clarence 
Siding, Great Western Railway line. The site selected is about 50 yards from the rail line, and is 
perfectly level. We estimate to cut the first seam at about 230 feet, and the lower seam at about 700 
from the surface. Plenty of water and coal for fuel is easily obtainable by rail from Lithgow. The 
country is of sandstone formation, and easily worked.

I enclose my cheque for £2 2s., the inspection fee, and if the Superintendent would let me know a 
day or two before he is prepared to inspect, I would arrange that one of the proprietors would meet him 
at Clarence Siding, and point out the proposed site where we wish to bore.

Trusting to be favoured with an early answer.
I am, &e.,

JOHN HY. MULHOLLAND,
(Kor Proprietors),

,,, _ TTJ^hl:i|’ca^ h® supply a plan of the land, indicating thereon proposed site of bore.—
M .B.H., B.C., 2u/7/84. The Under Secretary for Mines. Approved.—H.W., 26/7/84.

No. 2.
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq.

®1Ti Department of Mines, Sydney, 29 July, 1884.
With reference to your letter of the 23rd instant, in which you apply for the use of a diamond 

drill to bore for coal and shale at Dargau’s Creek, 1 have the honor to request you to be good enough to 
furnish a plan showing the site of the proposed boro. I have, &c., b

HARRY WOOD,
_________ ____________________ Under Secretary.

No. o.

Sir,
J. H. Mulholland, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Mines.

, , ^ „ 458, George-street, Sydney, 30 July, 1884.
. . jD.;rePU t0 U™ favour 0f yesterday, I now beg to hand you herewith * plan showing

approximate site of bore marked with a red cross. The exact spot will be pointed out by the Company’s 
representative at Dargan s Creek as soon as the Government Engineer visits the place; but please let me 
know a day or two before he leaves, so that I may make the necessary arrangements.

I remain, &c.,
JOHN HY. MULHOLLAND,

(Por the Brookdale Company).
rT I recommend applicant be asked to name the depth it is intended to bore.—W.B.H., B.C., 2/1/85 

The Under Secretary for Mines. Approved.—H.W., U.S., 2/1/85 '

JNo. 4.

Sir,
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq.

dale Comna?v’tC[aTA^-p°Ur l^r l in reference to putting down bore on the Brook
aaie Company s land at Dargan s Creek, I have the honor to request that yoi
inform me the depth it is ntended to bore. T ’ - »

2 January, 1885.
„ bore on the Brook 

. you wilt be good enough tc
I have, &c.,

GERARD E. HERRING,
________ _ (Per the Under Secretary).

No. 5.
J. H. Mulholland, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Mines.

The Brookdale Coal and Iron Company (Limited).
Waterloo Chambers, 458, George-street,

;ll T Tn rel)1>'1,0 of llle 2'k1 instant, re boring at Dargan’s Creek. JUm making sud’lmqmPif 
a. will, 1 tmst, enable me to supply the information you ask for in ike course of a few days.

Yours. &e., ‘
JOHN HY. MULHOLLAND,

: Manager.

Sir,

Appendix,
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X recommend the wiiter may be informed that a drill is now available to carry out the work, and 
request that an early date maybe named to inspect site,—AWI3.H., B.O., 7/2/85. The Under Secretary
for Mines, , .

I recommend that Mr. Mulholland be informed that I am ready to go on with inspection ot site on 
the 4th instant, and that his answer is requested to this to say what arrangements he will make for some 
one to accompany—B.C., 2/3/85. The Under Secretary for Mines.

No. 6.
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq.

Sirj Department of Manes, Sydney, 14 February, 1SS5.
’ Beferriug to your letter of the Gth ultimo and previous correspondence respecting boring at 

Dargan’s Creek, I have the honor to inform you that a drill is now available for the work, and to ask you 
to name an early day for inspection of the site.

I have, &c.,
GBRAED E. HEREINGf,

(Eor the Under Secretary).

No. V.
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. IT. Mulholland, Esq.

Sir, 2 March, 1885.
With reference to my letter of the 14th ultimo (to which I have not received any reply), 

requesting you, on behalf of the Brookdale Coal and Iron Company (Limited), to appoint a day on which 
you could meet the Superintendent of Drills, in order that he might inspect the site at which your 
Company desire to bore for coal atDargan’s Creek, I have now the honor to inform yon that the Superin
tendent of Drills-will bo prepared to visit the proposed site on Wednesday nest, the 4th instant, and I 
have to request that you will be so good as to inform me whether you can make arrangements for a 
representative of your Company to accompany the Superintendent on that day.

1 have, &e.,
HARRIS WOOD,

Under Secretary.

. No. 8.
J. II. Mulholland, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Mines.

The Brookdale Coal and Iron Mining Company (Limited);
Waterloo Chambers, 458, George-street, Sydney,

girj 10 March, 1885.
’ In reply to your favour of 2nd March, I will be prepared, ou Thursday or Eriday next (which 

ever day suits the Inspector best), with a guide at Clarence Tunnel, Great Western Railway, to point 
out the proposed site for boring for coal. Mount Clarence Platform is about a mile from Dargan’s Creek, 
where we propose to begin operations. As it will be necessary for me to get some one np from Lithgow 
to meet the Superintendent at the platform, will you please give me early intimation after you decide the 
day I am, &c., '

JOHN HY. MULHOLLAND,
Manager and Trustee of the above Company.

Inform that a man will he sent to-morrow in the absence of the Superintendent. The man will 
leave Sydney by the morning train.—H.W., 1.2/3/85. The site having been inspected I recommend that 
the drill be sent on and work undertaken at once.—W.B.IL, B.C., 24/8/S5. The Under Secretary for 
Miues. At what rate and on what terms ?—H.W., 24/3/85. I presume the application is made on the 
published weekly terms of charges, as there is no mention made to payment by the foot in the 
papers.—W.B.IL, 24/3/85. _ _

On the assumption that the recommendation is made that the drill be worked at tbe weekly 
rate under the regulations, and subject to the conditions therein, it is approved.—H.W. (in the absence 
of the Minister), 24/3/85. _ _

Storeman has orders to send on drill to-morrow morning ; weightand list of all sent to he obtained. 
Eor storeman’s proof of carrying out the work. Engincer-in-chargo to sign for all handed him. Boiler 
from No. 13 drill to be sent on after and as soon as repaired. Charge carriage and all wages from this date 
on to finish of work; railway carriage to be included.—W.B.IL, 24/3/85. Mr, M’Neil. Seen.—J.M., 
24/3/85. Seen, T.C., 24/3/85. Seen, W.B.H.

No. 9.
Tho Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 12 March, 1885.
Referring to your letter of the 10th instant stating that you are prepared to point out tbe site 

on which your Company desires to bore for coal at Dargan’s Creek, I have the honor to inform you that, 
in the absence of the Superintendent of Drills, a man will be sent by to-morrow morning’s train to see tbe 
nroposed site. I have, &c.,
1 GERARD E. HERRING,

(Eor tbe Under Secretary).
No. 10.
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No. 10.
J. II. Mulholland, Esq., to The Superintendent of Drills.

Brookdale Coal ami Iron Mining Company (Limited).
Waterloo Chambers, 458, Gtcorge-street, Sydney, . '

itearbrn, _ 8 April, 1885.
reference io our conversatmn of this morning re the drill for Dargan’s Creek, I may say 

that on Saturday last I was on the ground, and your man in charge wished me to arrange for the carriage 
of the machinery from Clarence Sidmg to tho spot selected. This I declined to do, as I told him that 
arrangements had not yet been completed. I am under tbe impression that X wrote to the Department 
askmg them to name a price per foot for the work after inspection, but if I have not done so w'ould you 
now kindly name a price per toot, so that I may lay the matter before the owners, &c. Of course wearo 
anxious for the dnll to start work as soon as possible, and must conform to the regulations I presume, but 
still you might gne the Company the option of drilling at per foot or bv the W'eek.

1 hope to be on the ground on Saturday, and should feel obliged if you will notify the rate tho 
Company will be expected to pay. Tours. &c., J

JOHN HT. MULHOLLAND,
---------  (Tor Brookdale Company).

. . t]'e liad t®eui scllt to Clarence Siding the engineer reported that Mr. Mulholland had
niiormed him that no terms had been arrived at between his Company and the Department. On receipt 
of this report I at once waited upon Mr. Mulholland and explained the position. The letter herewith is 
the result, so that work was not stopped. 1. inspected the site on the 11th instant and estimate cost of work 
as loliows »d. from the surface down to a dcptli not exceeding 500 feet, with an additional 3s. per
loot on each 100 feet helow o00, the Department finding everything. Payment to be made fortnightly as 
the work proceeds. The applicant to name his local agent, whose certificate wall be proof of work 
executed. M .B.H., B.C., 14/4/85. Ihe Under Secretary for Mines.
.VrtIllll m3'sTht^e asJlcd tl,e c°re over to the Department. A section from this plan

ould, I thmk he ot public benefit -W.B.K, State price, and ask tbe Company to say at once if they
Vmy uStS ^ 110 f00t’ aS *10 <lri 1 ias kccri sent T V the week, and request core.—H.W., 20/4/85.

No. 11.
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq.

... Department of Mines, Sydney, 21 April, 1885.
1th reference to your letter of the 8th mstant, asking the price per foot for the use of a 

diamond drill for boring at Dargan s Creek, I have tho honor to inform you that from the surface down
?«?uTi' 110™CeudH,1q thc imce wiU be l3s- 0d- Pcr ‘oof. with an additional 3s. per foot on each

100 It. below oOO ; and I am to request you to be good enough to state at once whether the Company
paidfe^Yy tiie wed/00*’ ^ 1110 dri 1 ^ 1)6011 SCnt lip t0 tllC Site 0,1 tl10 undcrstandillff tbat it was to bo

2. Payments for tbe work are to be made fortnightly, tho Department finding fuel, water, &c. 
d. i am also to ask the Company to hand thc core over to this Department.

I have, <fcc.,
IIAltRTE WOOD,

__________ __________________ _ Under Secretary.
No. 12.

J. H. Mulholland, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Mines.
The Brookdale Coal and Iron Mining Company.

Waterloo Chambers, 458 George-street, Sydney,
n . i /Vt1’!7 .V0lu'jfav01,r <>f yesterday’s date re thc cost of diamond drill horin^SVarmn’s 
Cieek per foot, I haste to intimate that your letter will be laid before the proprietors on Friday next and 
he then fully replied to, and election made of the modes of payment either per foot or by the week

J ns, 1 presume, will not interfere with the drill starting at first possible moment. But it seems to 
me that the extra ds. per toot for every foot below 500 is rather an excessive increase on the rate to 500 ft - 
but you may, in view of the opening up of a new industry, assist the Company by some reduction in the 
cost. I w i L do my best to have the matter settled on Friday. The water and timber close to the drill, and 
a Uttle°I>er ^ 01 *1C C0llld bc u--od bT 1:he Department without charge, and thus reduce the cost

The core will be handed over, except such small pieces as may be required for specimens.
Tours, &c.,

JOHN HT. MULHOLLAND, * 
____________ _______________ _ Managing Trustee.

No. 13.
J* H. Mulholland, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Waterloo Chambers, 458, Georgc-st,, City,

In reply to your letter ot the 21 st April, re thc diamond drill for boring at Darmiu’s Creek 
3 am instructed to say that the Company (the Brookdale Coal and Iron Mining Company) have resolved 
that they will pay tor thc drill by tho week and not by tbe foot. If you will render me the accounts 
lortinghtiy the payments will be made as you intimate. I intend leaving for Dargan’s Creek on Friday 
nest, to inspect work done, and render any assistance I can, re fuel, water, &c. * J

The core will be banded to tho Department as requested.
I have, ttc.,

JOHN HT. MULHOLLAND,
Managing Trustee, Brookdale Coal Company.

No. 14.

Sir,

Sir,
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No. 14.
The Superintendent oi Drills to The Under Secretary for Mines.

■ Sir, Clarence Siding, 14 January, 1886.
I have thc honor to inform you that I arrived hero on the 11th instant for the purpose of 

personally supervising the recovery of the core-barrel and rods, which were stuck in !Sro. A drill bore at 
this place. _

Thc men have worked since Monday morning, thc 11th instant, from daylight till dark, to recover 
the core-barrel, but so far we have not met with much success. No less than three steel rods were torn 
asunder through the great power of the hydraulic jacks, but yesterday and to-day we lifted the corc-harrel 
about 5 feet from the bottom.

I cannot get tbe damps to hold the great strain, although I have two on at tbe one time. I have 
instructed the storekeeper to forward another clamp belonging to No. 2 drill, and I have great hopes that 

' the engineer-in-charge will be able to carry on the work of recovering the core-barrel without my personal 
supervision, and without any more extra tools or expense.

It seems to me that something has been dropped down the bore-hole which is stuck between the 
sides of the hole and the core-barrel.

■ I will leave here to-morrow and be at head office on Saturday morning.
• I have, &c., 4

W. H. J. SLEE,
Superintendent of Drills.

6

No. 15.
The Superintendent of Drills to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Sydney, 17 February, 1886.
I have the honor respectfully to direct attention to the fact that, the Brookdale Coal-mining 

Company owe this Department to December 31st, 1885, the sum of £443 3s. Id. The depth bored to tbe 
date given is 338 feet. The small depth bored arises from several accidents which occurred; the core
barrel being lost on two occasions. Everything is now in good working order, and I would suggest that 
the Company be informed that unless the amount be paid forthwith, the drill will be removed, and pro
ceedings taken for the recovery of the amount due. I have, &c.,

W. H. J. SLEE,
—:----- Superintendent of Drills.

Approved.—H.W., 17/2/86. Account to 13 February, 1886, forwarded, and Company 
informed, 25 February, 1886.

No. 16.
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 25 February, 1886.
I have the honor to forward herewith the account due to the Department by the Brookdale 

Coal-mining Company, amounting to £490 10s. 5d., for work done with Diamond Drill, at Clarence 
Siding, and I am to inform you that unless the amount be paid forthwith the drill will be removed, and 
proceedings taken for the recovery of the amount due. I have, &c.,

HABKIE WOOD,
• Under Secretary.

. No. 17. •
J. H. Mulholland, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, ' 458, G-eorge-street, City, 2 March, 1886.
In reply to your letter marked D re the Brookdale Coal-mining Company, and dated February 

25th (received to-day), I have the honor to intimate that I have convened a special board meeting of the 
present shareholders and trustees to make arrangements to pay whatever may be due to your Department 
for the work of boring at Dargan’s Creek. I remain, &c,,

--------- JOHN HT. MULHOLLAND.

■ As the Company has failed to pay the amount due thc work may he stopped and proceedings taken 
to recover the amount owing.—H.W., 23/3/86. Submitted. I have seen the manager, Mr. Mulholland, 
who promised that account should be settled during next week.—W. H. J. Slek, 27/3/86. Seen.—H.W., 
27/3/86.

No. 18.
J. H. Mulholland, Esq., to The Superintendent of Drills.

He The Brookdale Coal Company’s Account at Clarence.
Sir, 458, George-street, 31 March, 1S86.

Begging reference to our conversation this morning, I have consultod with my co-trustee, Mr. 
Garsed. and we have requested the directors to meet on Friday, for thc purpose of signing a cheque to 
meet tfio greater part of the amount due. We shall thou submit a, statement asking for some reduction 
in cost on account of tbe matters explained to you, but; the Department may rest assured that whatever is 
found to be due will be honorably paid by tbe Company. As some two of thc directors reside at Newcastle 
and one at Lithgow, it is impossible to make any payment to-day, as 1 have no power to sign cheques unless 
passed at a hoard meeting duly convened.
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j tlla,t ttci'e 8Vu1^ a’iy delay, but It will only be for a few days, when I trust to have the 
matter definitely settled, which is now my pressing business.

I am, (fee., '
JOHN HT. MULHOLLAND,

1 leave to-morrow by 9 a.m. train for Sunny Corner, Mitchell. Should thc Brookdale Company 
pay up m thc meantime please let me be informed, and I will at once leave for Clarence Siding to set the 
engineer to work to bore through tbe coal. The Prookdale Company could also be informed at tbe same 
time. W. H. J. StjEh, 31/3/8G. Thc Under Secretary for Mines.

Seen. I understand this work has been stopped till tbe money be paid.—H.W., 1/4/86.

■ No. 19.
Memo, from The Superintendent of Brills to The Under Secretary for Mines.

, Mitchell, 2 April, 1886.
I aw likely to be here, at Mitchell, until the 6th or 7th instant, but will advise by telegram should I 
leave earlier.

If Brookdale Company (Clarence Siding) have settled their account, please send me a telegram to 
that effect, and I will stay at Clarence Siding to see Goodare bore through the coal.

W. H. J. SLUE.

See the Company at once, and inform that unless the money due be paid at once tho drill will be 
removed.—HAY., 3/4/86.

Account made out for 3rd instant, £624 11s. 3d., and letter informing the Company as directed 
above. I also informed Mr. Mulholland verbally to the same effect. He stated he could not give a 
definite decision till 'Wednesday, and was powerless before the shareholders meet, hut will communicate 
with the Department to-morrow (Tuesday), and intends waiting personally on the Under Secretary with 
reierence to the matter.—,J. M. {pro Superintendent), 5/4/86. "

No. 20.
The Superintendent of Urills to The Under Secretary for Mines.

. ■ Mitchell, 3 April, 1SS6.
, aavc the honor to inform you that I will complete my work hero on Tuesday evening, 0th
instant. Early on the following morning .I will leave here for Clarence Siding, to inspect No. A drill, 
and hope to be at bond office at 9 a.m. on Eriday morning, the 9th instant.

No letters will reach mo hero which are posted in Sydney after Monday, thc 5th instant, and no 
telegrams will reach me here after Tuesday, 6th instant. ” ‘

Please intonn me by telegram, on Tuesday afternoon, if Mr. Mulholland has arranged with you 
about the Clarehcc Siding bore. * p have, &c.

V. H. J. .SLEE,
___________________________ Superintendent of Drills.

No. 21.
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq.

Department of Mines, Sydney, 5 April, 1886.
J have the honor to hand you the attached statement of this Department’s claim upon you for 

boring at Clarence Siding wnth No. diamond drill, and have to request that you will be good enough to 
forward the amount owing to this office at once, or the drill will be removed.

I have, Ac.,
HAEBIE WOOD,

Under Secretary.

No. 22.
Minute of The Superintendent of Brills to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Be Payment of the Brookdale Company’s account for boring at Clarence Siding.

I CAT.LKU at Mr. Mulholland’s office again to-day, with the view of urging a settlement. ^DidlmTsee 
Mr. Mulholland, but saw a gentleman who represented himself as one of the shareholders of the Company.

Ho informed me that the meeting of shareholders convened for last Eridav, 2nd instant, did not 
take place, as some of them could not attend on that day ; but it has been definitely arranged since that 
the meeting will he held on Saturday first, 10th instant, and promised that, without fail, the matter 
would then he satisfactorily settled.

I stated that as Mr. Mulholland’s promise had failed to he carried out last week the matter 
demanded their immediate attention.

They are to communicate with the Department to-nighl, and give explanation.
J. S. M’NEIL,

■ (Pro Superintendent of Drills).

. ^ handed a letter to the Under Secrelary this morning re thc above subject, giving the Company
time up till “Wednesday, tho 14th instant. If no payment made by that time, the drill is to he taken 
away. This will be submitted to the Minister, and likely to he approved of.—"W, H. J. Slue, 9/4/86. ■

See enclosure 
£624 lie. 3<l,

No. 23.-
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No. 23.
Tlio Superintendent of Drills to Tho Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Diamond Drill Branch, Sydney, 9 April, 1SSG.
_ _ I have the honor to agnin draw your attention to the non-payment of the Brookdale Coal

mining Company for boring done for them by 2fo. A drill at Clarence Siding. They are now indebted 
to tins Department £024 11s. 3d. I have seen Mr. Mulholland (the Company’s Secretary) on two 
different occasions. Mr. M'Neil has also interviewed Mr. Mulholland, but without any practical results.

T beg to recommend that, unless the amount due be paid by thc Brookdale Company on or before 
Wednesday, the 14th instant, No. A drill be taken from Clarence Siding, and placed in the store, Sydney.

I have, &c.,
W. H. J SLEE,

■-------- Superintendent of Drills.
Submitted for approval; and the Crown Solicitor may be instructed to take proceedings to recover 

the amount due.—H.W., 9/4/8G. Appproved.—.T.E., 12/4/8(3.

No. 24.
Tlic Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq.

tiir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 12 April, 1SSG.
I have again the honor to direct your attention to the amount which is owing by vour 

Company to the Government for the use of No. A diamond drill at Clarence Siding, amounting on thc 
9th instant to the sum of £624 11s. 3d.

Application has been frequently made to you, as representing such Company, both personally by 
officers of this Department and by letter, without having any effect. ”

I have now thc honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to inform you that, unless tho 
amount due is paid on or before Wednesday next, the 14th instant, the matter will be placed in the hands 
of the Crown Law Officers for recovery, and the machinery removed from the land.

] have, &c.,
HAKRIE WOOD,

_____________________________ 'Gilder Secretary.

No. 25.
Minute of The Superintendent of Drills to The Under Secretary for Mines.

_ . 19 April, 1SSG.
No arrangements have been made by the Brookdale Coal Company up to date, although ample time has 
been allowed them. I beg to be instructed whether or not I should have No. A drill removed at once
and put in store. _ _ ---------_ W. H. J. SLEE.

The Crown Solicitor may be instructed to take proceedings for the recovery of the amount due.— 
II.W., 19/4/86. Submitted. Approved.—J.F'., 20/4/86.

^ Inform Messrs. Turnbull, Christy, Bussell, and Mulholland that unless the money be paid on 
Eriday next, the drill will be removed, and the Crown Solicitor wilt commence proceedings to recover the 
amount due.—H.W., 12/5/SG.

No. 20.
Mr. 'W. Christy to Thc Secretary for Mines.

Dear Sir, _ " . " 20 April, 1SSG.
_ i Kindly extend time for two days for drawing thc rods, &e., of Brookdale Mining Company, as 

I am waiting to see Mr. Turnbull, senior, and Mr. Bussell, who are both shareholders, and who will setllc 
the matte]1, and enable me, in the absence of Mr. J. H. Mulholland, who, through severe illness, is 
unable to give tho matter his attention.

Tour kind consideration of the above will much oblige the shareholders.
I have, &e.,

WALTER CHRISTY.

No. 27.
Minute of Thc Under Secretary for Mines.

Drill, Clarence Siding, to be allowed one week from 
and proceedings taken to recover amount due.

_ _ 29 April, 1SS6.
to-dav, if money not then paid drill to be removed,

• H.W.

Seen.—W. H. J. Slei!, 3/o/SG. Tho drill may now be removed, and proceedings taken to recover
the amount due—H.W., G/5/SG. Approved.—J.E., 12/5/66.

No. 28.
The Superintendent of Drills fo Thc Under Secretary for Mines.

Jin No. A Drill. Clarence Siding.
Sir> 11 Mav, 1886.

. . 1 do myself the honor to again draw your attention to the faet, that the Brookdale Coal
mining Company have not complied with the decision of the Honorable the Minister for Mines, as no 
money whatever has been received from said Company up to date for boring done for them by No. A 
drill at Clarence Siding. This
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This Company lias been requested for months past to pay up.
They have received several concessions from the Honorable the Minister for Mines, the last being 

that they should pay at least half of tho money due up to the 6th instant, or the drill would be withdrawn. 
This decision they have also ignored.

In tho mean time the wages of the men and other expenditure is going on, and at the end of the 
year this enforced delay and idleness of No. A drill at Clarence Siding will be a blotch in returns of my 
management.

1 beg respectfully to suggest that tho Honorable the Minister’s decision may now he carried out, 
and that I may be instructed to remove the drill.

, Apologising for again drawn attention to this matter so soon after my letter of the 7th instant, to 
which 1 have not as yet received a reply. I have, &c.,

W. H. J. SLEE,
--------- Superintendent of Drills.

Submitted for approval—H.W., 11/5/86. Approved.—J.F., 14/5/86. Seen.—W. H. J. She,
14/5/80.

No. 29.
Thc Under Secretary for Mines to J. B. Turnbull, Esq,, J.P.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 12 May, 1886.
With reference to thc payment of thc amount due by the Broohdale Coal and Iron Mining 

Company to this, Department for boring at Clarence Siding with No. A diamond drill, amounting to 
£624 1 Is. 3d., I have tho honor to inform you that unless the amount be paid on or before Friday next, 
the 14th instant, the drill will bo removed, and the Crown Solicitor will commence proceedings to recover 
the amount due. I have, Ac.,

HAERIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

[A similar commuuication to the above was forwarded to W. Turnbull, Esq., W. Christy, Esq., James 
Russell, Esq., and J, H. Mulholland, Esq., on the same date.]

No. 30.
Telegram from J. Bussell, Esq., to J. H. Mulholland, Esq.

Newcastle, 13 May, 1886.
lx is impossible for Mr, Turnbull and I to leave before the 21st. Let the Minister for Mines see this.

JAS. RUSSELD

How long has tho drill been idle? How much has the delay cost the Department?—H.W., 
14/5/86. From 9 April, 1886.—W. H. J. She, 14/5/86.

The work has already been delayed five weeks to please these gentlemen, and they complain of 
the cost. There can be no reason why they should not have paid tho amount due long since.—H.W., 
14/5/86. Submitted.

Approved.—J.F., 14/5/86. Telegram to Mr. Jas. Russell, and letter to Mr. W. Christy, 14/5/86.
Seen.—'W. H. J. Slee, 15/5/86. Have instructed the drill to be removed.—W. H. J. Slee, 15/5/86.

No. 31.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Mines to J. Itusscll, Esq.

_ _ Sydney, 14 May, 1886.
The money for use of drill should have been paid long since, thc drill will now be removed, and Crown 
Solicitor proceed for recovery of amount due.

HARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary,

No. 32.
The Under Secretary for Mines to W. Christy, Esq.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 14 May, 1886.
As your Company have not complied with the conditions notified to you by letter on tbe 12th 

instant, relative to the payment of the amount due to this Department by them for boring at Clarence 
Siding with No. A diamond drill, I have the honor to inform you that thc machinery will be at once 
removed, and the Crown Solicitor instructed to proceed to recover tho amount due.

I have, Ac.,
HARRIE WOOD,

_____________________________ Under Secretary.

No. 33.
Memo, by The Superintendent of Brills.

t 15 May, 1886.
Txfoeii Engineer Q-oodare that he is to draw tho tubes and dismantle No, A drill ready for removal to 
Sydney. If he requires another man in place of Rodgers ho can wire and another man will be forwarded 
in Rodgers’ place. Also to make inquiries as to the price of carriage to bring the drill from present site 
to Clarence Siding (Station), and let me know as soon as possible.

W. H. J. SLEE.
442—B No. 34.
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, No. 34
. The Superintendent of Drills to Mr. Engineer Goodare.

, . Department of Mines, Diamond Drill Branch,
Sir, Sydney, 15 May, 1886.

I hare to request that you will draw thc tubes and dismantle Ko. A diill ready for removal to 
Sydney. Should you require another man in place of Bodgcrs telegraph to that effect and one will be 
sent to you.

I have also to request that you will make inquiries as to thc price of carriage of drill from present 
site to Clarence Siding, and let mo know' as soon as possible.

I am, &c.,
W. H. J. SLEE,

Superintendent of Drills.

10

No. 35.
Telegram from Mr. Engineer Goodare to The Superintendent of Drills.

Mount Victoria, 17 May, 1886.
Yours to hand': please forward mo a man ; will send price of carriage to-night’s mail; important.

ALP. GOOD ABE.

Please inform me what further extension of time has heen given by tbe Honorable the Minister 
for Mines for the Brookdale Coal-mining Company to pay up at least half of the amount due. On verbal 
instructions given me this morning, I have countermanded thc removal of the drill from Clarence Siding. 
—W. H. J. Slee, 17/5/86. . . .

The removal of drill has been countermanded by tbe Minister.—"W. IT. J. Slee, 17/5/SG. 
The Superintendent of Drills has instructed the engineer not to remove the drill till further instructed.
H.W,, U.S., 17/5/86. Seen—J.P., 18/5/86. Seen.—W. H. J. Slee, 18/5/86. _ The Brookdale 
Coal-mining Company have not kept their promise with thc Honorable the Minister for Mines; no 
money has been paid.—W. H. J. Slee, 26/5/86.

No. 36.
Telegram from The Superintendent of Drills to Mr. Engineer Goodare.

. 17 May, 1886.
Da not draw tubing or remove drill till you receive further instructions.

W. H. J. SLEE,
, i Superintendent of Drills.

No. 37.
, The Superintendent of Drills to Mr. Engineer Goodare.

' ' Department of Mines, Diamond Drill Branch,
Sir, Sydney, 17 May, 1886.

I am in receipt of your telegram of to-day’s date. _ _
I had telegraphed a little earlier in the day, which you probably did not receive until after yours 

was dispatched. _
The contents thereof were’to the effect, that you were not to draw tubing or remove drill, but to 

wait further instructions, which will be sent you when definitely determined upon,
. AY. H. J. SLEE,
' ' Superintendent of Drills.

No. 38.
J. E. Mulholland, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Mines.

The Brookdale Coal, Shale, and Iron Company.
Sir, ■ ' Office, 458, George-street, Sydney, 26 May, 1886.

I have the honor to intimate that the trustees of the abovenamed Company have this day 
paid into the Department the sum of £300 (per their cheque), on account of the work performed by the 
Department; in boring with the diamond drill at Dargan’s Creek, near Clarence Siding (as per agreement). 
I have now to request that you will permit the work of boring to be resumed without delay, in order to 
reach the lower scam of coat; and with a desire to expedite the work of boring, 1 have to suggest that 
tbe size of tbe bore be reduced to 2 inches, if possible (with the present appliances). Begretting that
such delay occurred in making this payment. I have, &c.,

. - s n j J0HlsT jjy. MULHOLLAND.

The Superintendent of Drills.—H.W., U.S., 26/6/86. Amount to Treasury; receipt aeknow- 
ledged, 27/5/86. _ _ _

. If tbe Honorable the' Minister for Mines decides that boring operations on Clarence Siding shall 
be resumed, then,there can be no objections that the bore may be reduced in size from 21 to 2 inches.— 
W. H. Slee, 26/5/86. i

Submitted—the half of sum due would be £345 7s. Id, Cheque now received for £300,—HW.,
U.S., 26/5/86. Work may be again resumed at once, and tbe bore reduced as asked for.—J.E., 
27/5/86, . Mr. Mulhollaud informed, 27/5/86. Seen.—AY.'II. J. Slee, 9/6/86.

No. 39.
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No. 39. .
Memo, by The Superintendent of Drills.

26 May, 1886,
Ib" case the Minister should decide that boring operations at Clarence Siding should be resumed, Engineer 
Q-oodare may be informed that, after he bores through the present seam of coal, he should reduce his 
bore from 2-g- to 2 inches, and 2-inch rods should be forwarded to him to complete the bore, which is 
likely to be about 800 feet.

Qoodare may be asked if he can make use of the 21-inch rods in top part of bore.
' W. H. J. SLEE.

No. 40.
The Superintendent of Drills to ID. Engineer Goodare.

Department of Mines, Diamond Drill Branch,
Sir, Sydney, 27 May, 1886.

I am directed to inform you that you are to resume boring operations again at Clarence 
Siding on account of the Brookdale Company.

After you have bored through the present seam of coal you are requested to reduce the bore 
from 21- inches to 2 inches, and about 300 feet or so of 2-inch rods will be forwarded to you, along with 
a coupling, in order that you may be enabled to use the rods you have, viz., 2|-inch, for the upper part 
of the bore.

Be careful to obtain a good core. I have, &c., , ■
■ . J. S. M'NEIL,

(Pro Superintendent of Drills).

No. 41.
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholland, Esq. r

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 27 May, 1886,
I have the honor f o acknowledge the receipt of cheque for £300 in part payment of the amount 

due by your Company for tho use of No. A diamond drill at Clarence Siding.
1 am further to inform you, by direction of tbe Secretary for Mines, that work will he at once 

resumed, and the bore reduced as requested by you. ’
I have, &c.,

HAREIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

_ No. 42.
J. H. Mulholland, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Mines.

The Brookdale Coal Company, Waterloo Chambers,
Sir, 458, Qeorge-street, Sydney, 20 July, 1886.

I have fo acknowledge the receipt of the Department’s claim against tho above Company to 
the amount of £428 17s. 4d., as per an account furnished.

It seems to me that there is considerable overcharge in tbe account, but as the directors are to 
meet on thc 24th instant, the matter will be brought before them, when doubtless some steps will be taken 
to have the account adjusted.

1 would like to call your attention to the faet that up to the present date we have not received any 
report as to the work performed by the drill or what results have been obtained, and whether more than 
one seam of coal had been met with and at what dcptli. I have personally inquired of Mr. Goodare, who 
is on the ground in charge of tho drill, hut was informed that his instructions were such as precluded him 
from giving any information. I have therefore to request that you will furnish me with such official 
information as may enable the Company to estimate the value of the coal measure or measures passed 
through by the drill, and the various depths at which same were reached. To ascertain this was the 
principal object thc Company had in view in obtaining tbe services of the drill, hut up to the present date 
all information has been withheld, much to our detriment.

If you could furnish the information asked for on or before Saturday nest, you would confer a 
favour upon the Company. I am, &c.,
' * JOHN HY. MULHOLLAND, .

Managing Director.

By Ministerial authority any person or Company for whom boring operations are carried on by 
G-overnment, diamond drills are entitled to one section of their bore, free of cost, provided they have 
paid the full amount due which this Company has not done. Engineers of diamond drills have instruc
tions from me not to give any information about their boring operations only to the person or authorised 
person of the Company for which we bore. Thc Company should have had a person to watch boring 
operations at least once a fortnight, but they have throughout heen very careless in the matter. They 
now try to blame this Department for their own folly and neglect.—W. H, J. Sunn, 22/7/86.

Information concerning the strata passed through may be supplied, but the Company should be 
compelled to pay up at once the amount due.—H.W., 22/7/86. Submitted. Approved.—J.P., 23/7/86. 
Particulars or strata herewith, as directed.—J.M., 24/7/86. Statement of strata passed through for- 
wardedJJuly 27,1886. Seen.—W. H. J. Suke, 29/7/86. Called on thc 27th re account, and found 
the office shut.—D.M‘C.-, 29/7/86. Called again to-day and found office shut.—J.M., 29/7/86. 
Called on Mr. Mulholland to-day and informed him that unless payment was made soon the Department 
would employ other means.—J.M., 30/7/86. I am afraid that it is very little good to call on Mr. 
.Mulholland, and very little, if any, money will be obtained from the Company unless action is taken.— 
W. H. J. Seee, 4/8/86. " _

No. 43.
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No. 13.
Tlie Under Secretary Eor Mines to J. H. Muliioliand, Esq.

Sir, Department of Mines. Sydney, 27 July, 1886.
Heferring to that portion of your letter of the 20th instant, in which you ask, on h’ehaSf of 

rour Company, for particulars of the work done by IN o. A diamond drill at Clarence Siding, I have the 
lonor to forward herewith a statement of the strata passed through to the 17th instant,

I have, &c.(
HAiiKIE WOOD,

Under Secretary.

No. M<.
Mr. Engineer Goodare to The Superintendent of Drills.

Tfo. A Diamond Drill, Clarence Siding,
Sir, 8 September, 1886.

Please forward me return another boiler. I have to press the one I have here to 60 lb. before 
I can start boring, and will not retain that pressure for more than half an hour, when I have to slop 
machine, and run her up again. I have worked her as long as I possibly can to be safe. 60 lb. pressure 

■is too much for this boiler. _ _
The small boiler that was at Dempsey Island will suit. Please send with her stop-valves, fittings, 

fi,nd mountings complete. Let me have it at once, or 1 shall have to stop boring. It would be advisable 
for you to come and inspect boiler and machinery in motion, it being in a critical condition.

I have, &e.,
--------  ALP. G-OODABE.

As it is the intention of the Superintendent to visit this work within the next few days, this 
matter had better wait his instructions.—J.M., 9/9/86. Submitted. The Under Secretary. Yes;
inform.—H.W., 9/9/80. Informed, 9/9/80. Mr. Storeman Leigh will please forward the small 
boiler and fittings used with No, 7 drill at Dempsey Island at once to No. A drill, Clarence Siding.— 
W. H. J. Slee, 14/9/80. Employed Peterson to assist in getting tins boiler away. No. 4 boiler lias 
to be shifted as well as another before the one wanted can be moved.—J.S.L, 15/9/86. Seen.—■
W. H. J. Slee, 18/9/86.

No. 45.
The Superintendent of Drills to Mr. Engineer Goodare.

Department of Mines, Diamond Drill Branch,
Sir, Sydney, 9 September, 1880,

In answer to your letter of the Sth instant.I have to inform you that the Superintendent, Mr. 
Slee, is presently in the country districts, and intends visiting your work on his way back to town.

1 I am, &e.,
J. S. M'NEIL,

(Fro Superintendent of Drills).

No 46.
The Superintendent of Drills to The Under Secretary for Mines.

g;ri Clarence Siding, 14 September, 1880.
I have the honor to inform you of my arrival here for the purpose of inspecting No. A drill, 

and everything in connection therewith. The depth of here is now 840 feet, and probably anotlier 00 
feet will have to be bored before coal is pierced. I find that the boiler, which is only 6-h.p., is not 
powerful enough to supply sufficient steam to bore below the present depth.

The boiler lias to be worked up to from 95 to .100 lb. steam, whereas with safety it should not be 
worked with higher pressure than 75 lb. To prevent an accident to the machinery, or perhaps a calamity, 
I have instructed Storeman Leigh to forward at once the small 3-h.p. vertical boiler formerly in use at 
Dempsey Island with No. 7 drill. ... ,

I hope the above will meet approval, as it is of very urgent necessity. While waiting for the boiler 
I have instructed the engineer to do certain necessary repairs.

Will be at bead office, Thursday, 10th instant.
I have, <£c.,

W. H. J. SLEE,
-------- - Superintendent of Drills.

Thc action of thc Superintendent may be approved,—H.W., 15/9/c'O. Approved.—J.E., 16/9/86.
Seen.—W. H. ,1. Slee, 18/9/80.

No. 47.
The Superintendent of Drills to The Under Secretary for Mines.

1 Department of Mines, Diamond Drill Branch,
Sydney, .10 September, 1880.

Having only yesterday inspected No. A drill at Clarence Siding, which is now down 840 feet, and being 
of opinion that coal is likely to be pierced within tho next 50 or 00 feet, I beg to recommend that the 
Brookdale Coal-mining Company he informed that unless they pay the money duo for boring on their

land
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lanci, near Clarence Siding, with No, A drill, within eight day a from date, boring operations will be stopped 
as soon as coal is struck, but without boring through the coal; the drill will be taken away to save 
expenditure, and proceedings mav be commenced to recover all moneys due.

■ W. H. J. SLEE.

Submitted for approval.—HAV., 17/9/B6. The Company may be informed that no more work 
will be done until the money is paid.—J.F., 18/9/8G. Seen—AF. H. J. Slee, 20/9/SG. Informed,
25/9/SG.

No- 48. ■
J. H. Mulholiand, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, 458, George-street, Sydney, 21 September, 1886.
_ Tour account against the Brookdalo Coal Company, No. 5.13, amounting to £557 15s. 9d.,

will be brought before a meeting of the proprietors during next week, when I have no doubt that prompt 
steps will be taken to reduce the amount considerably.

May I ask for a further report as to the progress of the drill, and results to date of last report 
from Clarence Siding. I have, &c.,

JOHN HY. MULHOLLAND,
_ _ --------- Secretary.

The writer has made similar promises before and has not kept them; he should be warned that 
unless the money be paid forthwith proceedings will be taken,—HAT, 24/9)80. Mr, Mulholiand 
informed, 2S/9/8G.

No. 49, .
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholiand, Esq.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 25 September, 188G.
I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to inform you that until the 

account due to this Department (enclosed herewith) is paid, the diamond drill now at work for the 
Brookdale Coal Company, at Clarence Siding, will be stopped in its working.

I have, &c.,
' HARRIE WOOD,

_____________________________ Under Secretary.

No. 50. •
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholiand, Esq.

Sir, _ Department of Mines, Sydney, 28 September, 18SG.
Referring to your letter of the 21st instant, in respect to the account due to the Department 

for work done with the diamond drill, for the Brookdale Coal Company, and in which you state that 
prompt steps will be taken to reduce the amount, I have the honor to invite your attention to the fact 
that similar promises have been made before, which have not been kept, and I am to inform you that if 
the money due to the Department is not paid, proceedings will be taken.

I have, &e.,
HARRIE AVOOD,

Under Secretary.

No. 51.
Memo, by The Superintendent of Drills to The Under Secretary for Mines.

I-NTORir Undor Secretary that diamond drill at Clarence Siding has hardly sufficient power to bore to the 
depth ot a thousand feet. To boro deeper with said drill would be dangerous.

AT. H. J. SLEE.

Submitted, 12/11/86. The Under Secretary. I do not think another drill should bo sent until
the persons for whom the bore is being sunk pay what is due.—HAT, 12/11/86. Submitted. 
Approved.—J,I\, 13/11/SG. Account herewith to 6 November, 1886, £749 Os. 2d. . Mr. Mul-
holland informed, 16/11/86, Seen.—AT H, J. Slee, 31/12/86.

No. 52.
Mr. Engineer Goodare to The Superintendent of Drills.

Sir, _ No. A Diamond Drill, Clarence Siding, 15 November, 1886.
Tou will find by my report that for week ending, 31/11/86, that I am 1,005 feet from the 

surface. ,
I shall not be able to bore more than another 20 feet with the steam-power I have. At present I am 

working boiler at 85 lb. which is not a very safe pressure to carry.
_ With a little repairs I could bore 250 feet more with this machine, providing I have the large 

boiler that is in the store, and the steam-winch that is at Holt-Sutherland for hauling.
--------  ALE. GOODARE.

Submitted.—J.M., 16/11/86. The Under Secretary. Inform that it is not proposed to send 
any additional machinery till the Company has paid for the boring done, and he may proceed as far as he 
can with safety.—HAT, 16/11/86.

No. 53.
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■ No. 53.
The Superintendent of Drills to Mr. Engineer Goodare.

Department of Mines, Diamond Drill Branch,
Sjj; ' Sydney, 16 November, 1886.

In reply to your letter of the 15th instant, and re forwarding another boiler to the drill under 
your charge, I have to inform you that owing to the non-payment of the boring account by the Company 
no more machinery will be sent you until such is paid, and you must proceed as far as you safely can 
with the present appliances at your disposal.

* J r g i^irarL, _
. (Pro Superintendent of Drills).

14

' No. 54. ■
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholiand, Esq.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 19 November, 1886.
I have the honor, hy direction of the Secretary for Mines, to inform you that it has been 

reported that the diamond drill at Clarence Siding has hardly sufficient power to bore the depth required, 
and that to continue operations with the drill would he dangerous, but 1 am to state that another drill 
can he' sent to complete the boring on payment by your Company of the amount due to the Department, 
which is herewith enclosed (£749 Os. 2d.),

‘ I have,
, HARRIE WOOD,
' Under Secretary.

No. 55.
Mr. Engineer Goodare to The Superintendent of Drills.

Sir, No. A Diamond Drill, Clarence Siding, 19 November, 1886.
■ I have worked these boilers and steam-winch as long as it is safe, having reached a depth of
1,020 feet from surface. ,

There are good indications of coal. On Wednesday last I bored through a 2-inch band of very
bright coal. -, i i

Should this work be continued, I should recommend No. 7 drill being sent here, with the large
boiler and steam-winch requisitioned for.

I have got the levels between Lithgow and Clarence Siding, also dip of the coal. From my 
calculations I find that I shall have to go .1,350 feet before I touch coal, and which is too much for 
No. A plant.

It is my opinion that the Brookdale Company did not calculate upon the dip.
While I am waiting your instructions it would he advisable to disconnect the present machinery 

under my charge, then, it would be all ready and packed, in case of removal, and be out of the way should 
any other he sent in its place. _

Should you require to have this done, will you please issue the necessary instructions.
You need not send the stores requisitioned for unless more machinery is to be sent here.
I stopped horina; last night (Thursday). I have, &c.,^ 6 b V J G00I)AEEt

--------- Engineer.

. By direction of the Under Secretary and Minister’s approval, no other machinery is to he sent till 
the Company have paid the amount due for boring.-—J.M., 20/11 /86. Submitted. The Under Secretary.
Inform Company boring stopped, and request prompt reply,—H.W., 22/11/86. Informed, 24/11/86. 
Let a stronger drill be sent at once.—J.F., 29/11/86. No. 7 drill and No. 12 boiler forwarded, and
Engineer G-oodare instructed accordingly.—J.M., 80/11/86.

No. 56.
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholiand, Esq.

gir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 24 November, 1886.
I have the honor to inform you that boring at Clarence Siding has been stopped, and I am to 

request an immediate reply to my letter of the 19th instant, in which the terms upon which another drill 
would he supplied to the Company were definitely stated,

I have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,

■ Under Secretary.

■ No. 57.
J. H. Mulholiand, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Waterloo Chambers, 458, George-street,
gir, ■ ■ Sydney, 24 November, 1886.

In reply to your favour of the same date herewith, I beg to intimate that a full meeting of 
proprietors of the above Company has been convened, and will be held on Saturday next, when 
some decision must he come to. As several of the shareholders reside at Newcastle and Lithgow, I 
cannot arrange a meeting earlier, I will advise you promptly re the future working of the drill as 
requested. Yours, &c.,

JOHN HY. MULHOLLAND, .
—_____ Secretary.

Inform
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Inform that the Company will be charged for the time lost hy reason of such delay,—H.W., 
27/11/86. Informed, 29/11/86.

By direction of the Honorable the Minister for Mines, another drill is being sent to continue the boro. 
The Company is to arrange with the Minister re payment to the Hepartment of the amount due for 
boring at Clarence Siding, as per account rendered, viz;., £749 Os. 2d.—J.M., 29/11/80. Submitted. 
The tfnder Secretary.

There is a very large sum, £749 Os. 2d., due by this Company. Only one payment has been made, 
and that under extreme pressure. The boro has nearly reached coal, and unless payment he enforced 
before coal is found, I fear there will be difficulty in getting it.—HAY., 1/12/86.

I concur that some settlement should be made, and that speedily; but I am satisfied that the cost 
of putting down the bore has been very much greater than it should have been. The strata is anything 
but unfavourable for boring operations, and had there been anything like intelligence and industry 
practiced among the men the bore should have been done at little more than half what it is now said to have 
cost. Altogether, according to Mr. M'Heil’s statement to me, the work has been eighteen months in 
hand, and it must be apparent to any one with the most superficial knowledge of boring that it should not 
have taken that length of time to put down 1,000 feet if anything like attention had been paid to the 
work by the men in charge of it. Perhaps the better plan would be to call upon the Company to pay, 
and unless they pay the claim without delay, steps should be taken to enforce payment. If, however, the 
charges are proved to he excessive and unreasonable, then some compromise must be arrived at.— 
J.P., 2/12/86.

Let payment be demanded at once, and inform if not naid. Proceedings will be taken.— 
HAY., 3/12/86.

No. 58. '
The Superintendent of Drills to Mr. Engineer Goodare.

Department of Mines, Diamond Drill Branch,
Sydney, 29 November, 1886.

You are hereby instructed to disconnect the present machine and prepare to erect No, 7 drill, 
which, along with the boiler, will be sent yon to-morrow.

_ Send word if it will he necessary to forward you the steam-winch, seeing you have got this strong 
drill. Do not arrange about the forwarding of any machinery to Sydney until you are further instraeted, 
hut arrange with Richards at as low a rate as possible for the conveying of No. 7 drill and boiler to site.

I am, &c.,
J. S. M‘NEIL, *

, _ (Pro Superintendent of Drills).
P.S,—Wire Richards’ price to take drill and boiler to site, and you will thereupon receive definite 

reply from office.—J.M., 29/11/87.

No. 59.
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. H. Mulholiand, Esq.

Sir, _ Department of Mines, Sydney, 29 November, 1886.
Referring to your letter of the 24th instant, to the effect that a rail meeting of your Company 

is convened, when some decision will he arrived at in the matter of continuing the work with diamond 
drill at Clarence Siding, of which the Department will be duly advised, I have the honor to inform you 
that your Company will be charged for time lost by reason of such delays.

1 have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,

Under Secretary.

No. 60.
Mr. Engineer Goodare to The Superintendent of Drills.

Sir, No. A. Diamond Drill, Clarence Siding, 30 November, 1886.
I shall require the large steam-winch, it is much quicker, and will save about fourteen hours 

per week in lifting and lowering rods, and will also be a saving in wear and tear of No. 7 machine.
I also require a large Tangye pump for hydraulics,—should you not have one in stock, one from 

No. 8 would be suitable. A. sinali pump would be of no use.
The pump I have I want it for the bore.
When I receive No. 7 machine I will send a requisition for stores I require. I cancel the requisition 

of a fortnight ago.
Shall I accept Richards’ offer of £5 to convey the machinery, boiler, &e., from station to the site?

I am, &c.,
--------- ALE. GrOODARE.

The stores formerly asked for were forwarded along with the drill and boiler yesterday. It is 
considered that the drill and boiler seut yesterday should be capable of boring to depth of about 1,500 
feet without steam-winch, and the storekeeper informs me that there is already on the site one of the best 
pumps wo have. Will the winch and another pump be sent as asked for ? The weight of machinery, 
boiler, stores, and connections just sent is about 84 tons ; will Richards’ offer of £5, to convey same to 
site, he accepted ?—J.M., 1./12/8G.

Submitted. The Under Secretary.
The foreman may be asked why he cannot make the pump on the ground serve the purpose, and 

wbv he should require the steam-winch. Richards’ offer for carriage, £5, should be accepted.—HAY., 
1/12/86.

Submitted. Approved.—J.E., 2/12/86. Engineer G-oodare instructed, 3/12/86.

No. 61.
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No. 61.
Mr. J. B. Turnbull to The Secretary for Mines.

Dear Sir, Lithgow, 2 December, 1SSG.
I am sorry to draw your attention to the most unj nst way which the Mining Department, now 

under your charge, are billing my Company, viz., (Brookdale Coal-mining Company). _
On or about the 1st May, 1885, your Department consented to put down a bore at Dargan’s Creek, 

near Clarence Siding, on the Great Western Railway, to a depth ot about 1,200 feet, to intersect, if 
possible, the seam known in that locality as the Yale of Clwydd Company’s main seam, and I am given to 
understand that such arrangements were made between Mr. Mulholiand, one of our shareholders at that 
time, and Mr. Henderson, then the Government Superintendent of Drills. _

Well, sir, my Company think, that as this drill has now been more than cighteeen months on the 
property, and having only obtained a depth of 1,020 feet, they are of an opinion that a greater depth and 
a better core ought lo have been obtained, had better management and good machinery been put on their 
estate at the commencement. *

I may further inform yon that the stratified rocks passed through up to the present depth are not 
at all of such a nature as would throw any light on the subject to prevent your Department from not 
seeing their way very clear to allow my Company a large reduction on the present amount charged by 
them. It is no use my dwelling on the point re the first plant sent to our estate by your Department, 
and which has been removed during the past week to allow more suitable machinery being erected.

I am quite sure that when the new plant has commenced work, your present engineer-in-charge 
will give you every reason to believe that had this plant been put on our estate in the first instance, and 
under Mr. Goodare’s charge, the depth, viz., 1,200 feet, would have been reached within eight months from 
the commencement.

Now, sir, seeing that other bores under your Department have been put down to a greater depth 
than 1,200 feet, and in a much less time than eight months, my Company are of an opinion that their 
demands are a most true and just one.

In conclusion, sir, I bog to inform you that the charges made by your Department from the com
mencement and up to the present date, are f 1,049 Os. 2d. for a period of eighteen months boring, but 
bad this bore been conducted under good management, and better machinery sent on our estate at the 
commencement, it would not have cost us more than £4GG 4s. 6d. _

I may further inform you that we paid your Department the sum of £300 on account some time 
ago, but are still indebted to them up to date in the sum of £749 Os. 2d.

I trust you will take our claim into your account, and give us a favourable reply thereto.
J. P. TURNBULL, .

--------  Resident Director.

As regards the time occupied in performing this work, I regret to say the speed has not been 
such as could be desired, but so far as I can see, that fault is 'mainly due to the man placed in charge by 
the late Superintendent, who lost the core-barrel in the bore, and to the failure of the Company to make 
payment at the proper times. As regards the cost, I find that the delay in recovering the core-barrel 
cost £258 5s. 2d., and the cost of delay through failure on the part of the Company to pay for boring cost 
£65 11s. 8d., equal together to £323 16a. 10d., leaving £772 3s. 2d. as the cost of boring 1,020 feet, equal 
to 15s. Id. per foot, which, considering the conglomerate bored through, is a reasonably low price. So 
far as 1 know the loss of the core-barrel was purely accidental, and a contingency which may occur in 
any bore, but there can, I think, be no excuse for the want of punctuality in paying for the work done.— 
II. W., 15/12/86.

Submitted.
The time occupied in boring 1,020 feet appears to disclose a state of indolence or ignorance on the part 

of those in charge of the drill, which is lamentable. The measures in the Clarence Siding district are well 
known, and it must be admitted by those who have any knowledge of the rocks to be passed through, 
and their sequence, that they are not difficult to bore into. I venture to think that, with ordinary 
diligence, the bore should have been put down in six months. The price (21s. 5’d.) per foot is very 
excessive. Had the Department done the work at per foot, I am convinced that the bore would have 
cost considerably less than it has. It appears that the drill sent was not fit for that work. It, therefore, 
becomes a question, whether the Department, having supplied an unsuitable drill, the owners should 
he held responsible and made to pay for it. But, admitting the drill to be suitable, if the dela.y arose 
either from carelessness or ignorance on the part of those in charge of the drill, should the parties for 
whom the bore was being put down be held responsible. The fairest way, both to the Department and to 
the Company, would he to have the work valued by two competent persons, one to be appointed by the 
Company, and one to be appointed by the Department. Railing to agree, they might choose a third to 
act as umpire, and whatever sum per foot was fixed upon, the Company should be compelled to pay ; of 
course the Company is responsible for any stoppage of work that occurred through their failing to pay 
their account, but it must be evident that 15s. Id. per foot named in the Under Secretary’s minute, is very 
excessive. The best proof to me that the drill first sent was unsuitable, is in the fact that another drill 
has had to be sent.—J.P., 21/12/8G.

The Superintendent of Drills.—H."W\, 21/12/86.
Through my absence from Sydney in the Silverton district, I have not seen Mr. Turnbull's letter 

before to-day ; but in his letter he states that Engineer Goodare is very competent, and Goodare was 
put ou by me in charge of Clarence Siding drill, in November, 1885 ; therefore, by Mr. Turnbull’s own 
writing, the work has not been delayed through ignorance of those in charge. The fact is, the bore has 
been an exceptionally difficult one, as it required 3-inch tubing for 340 feet, and 575 feet of 2-)-inch. 
There were no less than four difficult drifts and conglomerate to go through, of this Mr. Turnbull is well 
aware. Please note my letter herewith.—IV. H. J'. Slee, 21/12/SG. .

No. 63.
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No. C2.
Memo.’ from The Sapcrintcndent of Drills to Mr. Engineer Goodare.

Department of Mines, Diamond Drill Branch,
Sydney, 3 December, 1886.

EiirEiuusd to your letter of the 30th ultimo, requesting that another pump and a steam-winch be sent 
you, 1 have the directions of the Under Secretary for Mines to request you to explain why the pump you 
have on the ground will not servo the purpose, and the necessity you have for a steam-winch,

J. S. M'NEIL,
----------------- (Pro Superintendent of Drills).

Telegram from The Superintendent of Drills to Mr. Engineer G-oodare.
3 December, 1886.

Accept Diehard s’ offer of £5 to remove machinery to site, also offer of 30s. to provide second team.
J. S. M‘h)EIL,

----------------- (Pro Superintendent of Drills).
Memo, from The Superintendent of Drills to Mr, Engineer Goodare.

Department of Mines, Diamond Drill Branch,
Sydney, 3 December, 1886.

Tou have been wired to to-day to accept ll-ichards’ offer of £o to remove No. 7 drill and boiler to present 
site of operations; also his offer of 30s. to provide second team of bullocks to assist with boiler.

J, S. M‘NEIL,
------------------(Pro Superintendent of Drills).

Memo, from The Suporintcndont of Drills to Mr. Engineer Goodare.
Drill Branch, Sydney, 7 December, 1887.

Enuineuji Goodare is informed that a pump will bo sent him as soon as possible, and the steam-winch 
(which is now at No. 1L drill, Sutherland) the moment it is available.

.1. S. M‘NEIL,
(Pro Superintendent of Drills).

No. 63.
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. II. Mnlholland, Esq.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 4 December, 1886.
I have the honor, hy direction of the Secretary for Mines, to inform you that if the account 

due to the Department for work done with the diamond drill at Clarence Siding, amounting to £749 Os. 2d., 
be nut paid at once, proceedings will he taken against your Company for the amount due.

I have, &c.,
. GEE ADD E. HEEDING,

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 64.
Mr. Engineer Goodare to The Superintendent of Drills. .

No. A Diamond Drill, Clarence Siding,
Sir, _ 4 December, 1886.

In answer to yours of the 3rd instant, rc pump and steam-winch, I beg to state that I require 
another pump to feed hydraulics.

The pump I have is a 3 x 4, aud is too small to feed hydraulics and wash the silt out of boro.
* My reason for having a steam-winch is that I have to lift the rods very often 18 inches, caused by

core-splitting and jambing in the core-barrel, which takes up a great deal of time if lifted by machine, 
besides knocking it to pieces in a very short time.

A steam-winch is as quick, again, and will be a great saving in the end. Hoping you. will let pig 
have them as soon as possible. I am, &c.,
' --------- - ALE. GOODAEE,

Submitted.—J.M., G/12/S6. The Under Secretary. Forward pump and inform tl}at winch vilj 
bo sent when available, though it is thought lie ought to be able to manage without one.—H.W., 7/12/86. 
Informed, 7/U2/SG. Winch need not he sent until after I have been able to inspect Clarence Siding 
boring operations.—W. H, J. Suke, .31/12/86. No. 5 Blake’s pump brought from Eodliead) and fop? 
warded to Clarence Siding with piping, 13/12/86, '

No. 65.
The Superintendent of Drills to The Under Secretary for Mines,

Department of Mines, Diamond Drill Branch, Sydney,
4 December, 1886,

^boring at Clnvonce Siding for the Brook dal e Coal, Shale, and] Iron Company, with No, A
Total depth bored, 1,020 feet.
Cost to Company to date about £li0fiG.
Cost per foot, 21s. C|d*

442—C Sir,
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Sir, . _
The following facts are most respectfully pointed out, viz.:—

That the work was visited on various occa-sions by the Superintendent, *
There is nothing that can he found on record showing that 1,200 feet was the depth which was 

anticipated that might have to be bored. "When application was made by the Company, they stated that 
it was estimated the first seam would he about 230 feet, and the lower one about 700 feet from surface. 
They were subsequently asked to mention depth again, which question they do no appear to have 
answered.

Before No. A drill was forwarded, to begin the work, it was thoroughly overhauled at Messrs. 
Mort & Co’s, works, which repairs cost about £50, aud everything was added to the plant, in order to 
make the drill complete and to ensure its capability to perform the work for which it was intended.

When the Superintendent visited the work in September last, the depth then obtained was 840 
feet, and as the lower seam had not been met a second boiler was forwarded to enable the drill to bore 
to a greater depth. At that time it was thought that the lower seam would he reached at about a depth 
of 900 feet. .

' Considerable delay to the boring has taken place, owing to non-payment of accounts due and 
promises made by the Company, hut -without tlio result promised, except in one instance, when the drill 
was kept idle for about two months, aud, after considerable correspondence, the sum of £300 was paid on 
26th May of present year. The Company at this time promised to pay the sum of £345.

Other delays took place which at times cannot he obviated, but the Superintendent adopted what 
he considered the best and most expeditious means to overcome such, and during which the Superin
tendent employed the men at the drill by performing other work of importance, i.e., finding and cutting 
fuel or performing repairs to the machinery, &c., in order that when boring was resumed the operations 
should not be retarded, thereby saving the Company considerable cost for fuel, and, by doing such repairs, 
prevented stoppages which might otherwise have taken place. .

I have, &c., .
J. 8. M’JMEIL, _

--------  (Pro Superintendent of Drills),
Mr. Slee took charge about latter part of September, 1885. ,
Discharged Engineer Durning and appointed Engineer Goodare about middle of November, 1885. 
Beport of inspections by Superintendent, dated 14 January, 1886, and 14 September, .1886. 
lie payment ot accounts see dates—17 Bebruary, 1886 ; 11 May, 1886; 15 May, 1886; 17 May, 

1886 (telegram) ; 11 November, 1886 ; and 19 November, 1886. ■
Strata from week ending on 13 February, 1886, to 3 April, 1886—102 feet of conglomerate (some 

of it mixed with sandstone) was bored through. The other strata consisted of sandstone, chirtz, chocolate 
clay, shale, and such like.

Concession whereby the Company speak of such before the boring was started :—
” ft. in.

Depth bored prior to Mr. Slee taking charge... ... ... ... 288 6
Depth bored since taking charge ... ... ... ... ... 736 6

1,020 0

Extracting rods and core-band, reaming, and recovering diamonds—
‘ ' £ s. d.

"Wages, 15 June to 31 December, 1885 ....................................... 227 12 8
Wages, 1 January to 4 February, 1886 ....................................... 41 10 0

£269 2 8
Less boring 9 days— .

Week ending 3 October. 1 day; 31 October, 4 days ; 7 November,
4 days ............. . ....................................... 10 17 6

£258 5 2

Loss of time through non-payment of accounts— £ 8. d.
Wages, 9 April, 1886, to 27 May, 1886 ............... .4* 52 16 8
Wages, November 19 to 29....................................... ............... 12 15 0

£65 11 8

According to time estimated by Mr. Turnbull—34$ weeks=8 months.
Estimated. £ 8. d.

8 months wages, averaged at £33........................... » 4*4 264 0 0
34$ weeks, at £10................................................... ............... 346 13 4

. Exclusive of carriage, fuel, &c. ... ..............* £610 13 4

Actual. £ s. d.
Amount due by Company about ... ... .■ ■ ».< 44* 1,096 0 0

"Amount paid for loss of time ... ... £258
65

5 2
11. 8

; • ■ ■ 323 16 10

1 Amount for actual boring ............... ,.............. *»• 4*4 £772 3 2

J.M., 4/12/86.
No. 66.
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No. 66.
The Superintendent of Drills to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Complaint of Mr. J B. Turnbull to The Honorable the Minister for Mines, re boring with Diamond Drill
near Clarence Siding.

Department of Blines, Diamond Drill Branch, 
Sir, Sydney, 21 December, 1886.

He Clarence Siding boring operations, and complaint of Mr. Turnbull, I have the honor to 
inform you that in September, 1885, 1 took charge as Superintendent of Drills, and in November dismissed 
the then engineer-in-charge of No. A drill, Clarence Siding, and placed the present Engineer Q-oodare 
(who is considered as very competent by Mr. Turnbull) in charge. (See Mr. Turnbull’s letter).
' When the application for a diamond drill was made, the recognised Secretary of the Brookdale 
Company stated in his letter that they expected to strike two seams of coal—the first at 230 feet, and the 
second at 700 foot, from surface.

I have no doubt that, in accordance with this statement, the late Superintendent (Mr. Henderson), 
to save expenditure of carriage to the Company, forwarded a smaller drill than ho otherwise would have done, 
but still a drill powerful enough to bore at least 300 feet deeper than the Company informed the Mines 
Department they intended to go. The bore put down by No. A. drill before No, 7 drill was forwarded, is 
1,020 feet. Since the first application was made Mr. Bl’ulbolland informed me personally that the 
Company expected to bore from 700 to 800 feet, but now tiro Company finds that the seams of coal have' 
dipped considerably more than they expected. They blame the Mines Department for not forwarding a 
drill at first, which was powerful enough to bore over 1,200 feet.

The late Superintendent of Drills estimated the cost of boring at Clarence Siding at 15s. 9d. per 
foot for the first 500 feet, and 3s. per foot extra for every additional 100 feet. Had the Company 
accepted these terms, they would have had to pay a greater sum than at present charged to them.

Whatever the strata may he near Lithgow, at Clarence Siding several layers of loose sand and 
conglomerate have been bored through, which have had to be tubed off, and the bore at the lowest depth 
is continually silting up, requiring the pump whether the drill works or not.

On three different occasions I have been instructed hy the Honorable the Minister for Mines to 
stop boring operations until the Company had paid a certain sum, hy which over two months of time 
was lost. 1

On the 11th May 1 wrote to you that some action may he taken, either to make the Brookdale 
Coal Company respect the decision of the Honorable the Minister for Mines by paying some money, or 
to have the drill withdrawn, and I added that in the meantime the wages of the men aud other expendi
ture was going on, and, at the end of the year, this enforced delay and idleness of No. A drill at Clarence 
Siding would be a blotch in the returns of my management. This also received the approval of 
(Mr, Fletcher) the Honorable the Minister for Mines.

1 beg respectfully to submit that, when all the circumstances of the case are considered, it will he 
found that the Company is more to blame than the Mines Department:—

1st.—In causing a small drill to he sent, hy stating the depth of boring to he only 700 feet.
2nd.—By causing stoppage of work, extra expenditure, and loss of time in not paying up when 

the decision of the Honorable the Minister for Mines was made known to them.
The average cost of boring, exclusive of office expenditure, during the year 1885, was a fraction 

under 17s. per foot.
Mr. Coghlan, of the Australian Diamond Drill Company, informed me some time ago that he 

reckoned liis cost of diamond drill boring at £1 per foot.
1 have, &c.,

W. H. J. SLEE,
' -------- Superintendent of Drills.

This explanation shows the action of the Department is not deserving of the censure. The broken 
character of the country, and the fact that the bore has passed through conglomerate, and also through 
drifts, is evidence that more than ordinary difficulties have had to be contended with. For example, the 
bore, 21 inches diameter, was sunk 454 feet when, in consequence of a running drift, it had to be tubed. 
In order not to reduce the size of the bore too much, it had to be increased to 3| inches diameter by 
reaming, which occupied considerable time, and the conglomerate added to the difficulty of inserting 
tubes. At a lower level another running drift was struck, necessitating other tubing, whereby the 
diameter is now reduced to 2 inches. In view of all these circumstances,! do not think a reduction should 
he made, and the Company should he required to pay the amount due in terms of the contract.—H.W., 
22/12/86. Submitted.

Approved,—C.K.B1,, 17/1/87.

No. 67.
The Under Secretary for Mines to J. B. Turnbull, Esq.

Sir, Department of Blines, Sydney, 19 January, 1887.
Referring to your letter of the 4th ultimo, in respect to the work done for yonr Company with 

the diamond drill at Clarence Siding, and to your statement that your Company consider that the Depart
ment should malic some reduction on the charge, as the boring operations have been so protracted, I have 
the lienor to inform you that the Secretary for Mines does not see his way to make any reduction on the 
charge ; and I am to request that the Company pay the amount due, in terms of the contract, an account 
of which has been already rendered, I have, &c.;

' HARRIE WOOD, '
Under Secretary.

No. 68.
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No. 68.
The Local Land Board to Tlio Tinder Secretary for Mines.

S‘ri ' Local Land Board Office, Sydney, 28 January, 1887.
I have the honor to request that you will be good enough to furnish me with the amounts and 

dates of expenditure in mining operations in connection with the mineral conditional purchase noted
I have, &c.,

CHj\S. W. THOMAS,
. (For the Chairman).

Lithgow M.C.P., 81/C7, JolmM, Gardner; por. 161, parish Clwydd, county Cook.

This information can only he supplied with certainity from the application at Lands; it is suggested 
that reference be made to that Department, or that Mr. S. P. Mayes be directed to obtain it from there.— 
P.D. (pro Cu. D.), 4/2/87. The C.M.S. _ _ Mr. Mayes may obtain it—B.J.P., 7/2j87. On reference 
to Lands Department I find this matter is in connection with diamond drill operations upon the Brook
dale Coal, Shale, andiron Mining Company’s property at Clarence Tunnel, Great ’Western Bailway. It is 
submitted that this paper be referred to the* Diamond Drill Branch.—P.D. (pro C.D.), 9/2/87. The C.M.S. 
Submitted.—C.S.W. (pro C.M.S.), 11/2/S7. The Undersecretary. The Superintendent of Drills, B.C., 
11 February, 1887. The diamond drill bored near Clarence Siding 1,020 feet, at a cost of D1.1.70 2s,, 
of which sum only £300 hashecn paid, and £876 2s. is still due.—W. if. J. Slee, 14/2/87. The Land 
Board may he informed that £300 has been paid for boring with diamond drill at Clarence Sidin" for the 
Brookdale Coal Company. M. H. J. Slee, 14/4/87. Approved.—HAF., U.S., 14/4/87..
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No. 69.
The Superintendent of Drills to The Under Secretary for Mines.

The partial caving in and silting up of the Clarence Siding bore, recommending that tlio Brookdale Coal
mining Company should make some payment before further reaming is carried on.

,. Department of Mines, Diamond Drill Branch,
^lr’ , Sydney, 23 March. 1887.

I have the honor to inform you that Engineer Goodare is down from Clarence Siding this 
morning lo personally report on the partial caving in and silting up of the Clarence Siding bore, thereby 
jambing the rods in the bore. This bore has been a very difficult one, owing to the several layers of 
conglomerate and sand-drifts. At times the sides of the boro have fallen in, and at other times it has silted 

l,rev®nt this 338 feet were tubed with 3-inch, and again 2-^-inch tubes had to be put to the depth 
ot L 0 feet. The lowest depth reached is 1,040 feet, where the bore has again caved in.

This necessitates reaming with 3-)--inch from the 338 feet, to enable 3-inch tubes to be lowered to 
the whole depth of 1,040 feet. This reaming must be done before any further boring can be proceeded 
with. I have instructed Engineer Goodare to recover the rods as soon as possible.

2nd. I beg to recommend that before any further reaming is commenced the Brookdale Coal
mining Company may be requested to make payment for the work already performed, or else that the 
drill macliinery had better be withdrawn, more especially as the Company now seem to think that the 
second seam of coal will not be tapped under 1,200 feet from surface; although at one time they stated, 
through their Secretary, it would he obtained about 700 feet.

Herewith see paper setting forth the amount the Company are liable to pay, and the amount they 
would have had to pay had they accepted Mr. Henderson's terms at per foot. Had they accepted the 
late Superintendent s terms they would have gained ; they took it as a speculation, andbave slightly more 
to pay. J

W. H. J. SLEE,
--------  Superintendent of Drills.

, The Company should he required to pay the balance due, namely, £978 Is. 9d., before any further
Jj J lo VlTl^" 1 11 l-l j"\TlT*n CyX -.__________  _l?jl l** *1 t ■ 1 1 -w * ^ ,.w , . .1" is Put iui otherwise the recommendation of the Superintendent may be approved. 

Submitted. Armroved.—E A 9a/n/S7 on/o/o1?
StEE, 31/3/87.

. , ,, t ,..................... , _____ 23/3/87.
Approved.—F.A., 24/3/87. Balance of account asked for, 29/3/87. Scon.—TV. II. J.

■ No. 70,
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Secretary, Brookdale Coal-mining Company,

t Department of Mines, Sydney, 29 March, 1SS7.
I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to inform yon that the Superintend 

dent reports that owing to the character of the country it is necessary to tube the bore to the bottom, 
and this cannot, in view of the present size of the bore, be done without reaming the bore to Sa- inches 
from a depth of 838 feet, and that the balance of account amounting to £978 Is, 9d., duo by your 
Company for work done with the diamond drill at Clarence Siding, must he paid before further tubing is 
put down Of boring operations proceeded with, I have, &c.t

HAEEIE WOOD,
___________________ Under Secretary.

No. 71.
Office Memo.

TnB shareholders of the Brookdale Coal Company are as follows, viz,» 
William Turnbull, Manager, A. A, Co., Newcastle,
J, B. Turnbull, Beaident Director, Lithgow.
John Gnrsed, Helsnrmel. Leichhardt, Sydney.

14 April, 1887.

Walter
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Walter Christy, care of J. H. Mulholiand, George-street. 
James Russell, Newcastle.
J. H. Mulholiand, Secretary, George-street, Sydney.
A copy of account may be forwarded to each of the shareholders of the Brookdale Coal Company.

. W. H. J. SLEE, ,
Copies forwarded, 14/4/87. 14/4/87.

No. 12.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Chairman of the Local Land Board Office.

. Department of Mines, Sydney, 16 April, 1887.
Reiemng to your letter of the 28th January last, in which you ask to he furnished with the 

amount of expenditure in mining operations in connection with the mineral conditional purchase noted* 
below, I have the honor to inform you that the sum of £300 lias heen paid for borm^ with the diamond 
drill on land held at Clarence Siding by the Brookdale Coal Company.

I have, &c.,
BARRIE WOOD,

--------  Under Secretary.
Lithgow, mineral conditional purchase 81-67, John M. Gardner, portion 164, parish of Clwydd, 

county of Cook. J

No. 73.
Memo, by the Superintendent of Drills,

m „ 9 June, 1887.
Inj! amount due by tins Company up to 21st May, 1887, is £1,086 16s. 7d., who, by direction of the 
Under Secretary, are informed as follows, i.e. :—

Unless the amount be paid within thirty days, the Crown Solicitor will be instructed to take pro
ceedings to recover the amount. 1

J.M.,
--------- {Pro Superintendent of Drills).

As the thirty days have expired, and the amount due has not been paid, the Crown Solicitor may 
“ “"S4 to til,ke proceedings to recover the amount—II.W., 13/7/87. Submitted. Approved.—E.A.,
14/7/87. Crown Solicitor asked, 20/7/87. ^

No. 74.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Crown Solicitor.

bir’ T, , Department of Mines, Sydney, 80 July, 1887.
, - ,,1 have the honor to forward herewith a statement of particulars of amount due to this Depart

ment tor the use of diamond drill No. A, and I am directed by the Secretary for Mines to request that 
you will be good enough to take the necessary steps for the recovery of such sum.

I have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,

Statement
Under Secretary.

Name—Brookdale Coal Company (Limited).
Amount due—£1,086 16s. 7d.
Date on which payment has heen demanded—27th May, 1887, final.

No. 75.
Memo, hy The Superintendent of Drills.

Thu Brookdale Company agreed to pay for the use of the diamond drill at Clarence sfdtiigf^f’rate 7per 
week, as per copy of published conditions herewith,
of the weeklyCconStionsted ^ Maj’ 1885’ fr°m ComPanD ^forming the Department of their acceptance

The following terms and conditions 
information,

W. H. J. SLEE,
------------------Superintendent of Drills.

\JSnclomre,'\
Diamond Drills. ’

Department of Mines, Sydney, 30 November, 1883. 
under which the use of diamond drills may be obtained are published for cener&l

JOSEPH P. ABBOTT.
accom™n^PblCa;^0™f<?t 5 drina ™ust 1jc ^writing, addressed to the Under Secretary for Mines,
C SThe^ep^^tfbf retnd°eT “** °f IMpeCtl°n- H an aPPlicati°n bc having
- . , 2‘ hkeb application must state the mineral to be bored for, the probable depth to be bored, and whether the work 

„ "h" I!1,)re. hol(:hngfl owned or occupied by the applicant, or to be spread over a tract of country for
^ ? ’ and “ C1‘U'r caf.c a.l)1:kI1> sketch. ^ description, defining the holding or tract of country to be 

ZTv direerPan y the application. Upon receipt of any such application and deposit, the Minister for Minesmay direct an inspection and report to be made, or he may refuse the application without inspection or report.
442—D 3'
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3. Applications approval of will be dealt with in the orilev of priority."1 . . ■ 1 j
4. Before commencing operations the Minister may require the applicant to depojit a sum of money as security that

the conditions will bo observed, aud the payments duly made. .
5. Theperwn to whom the use of the drill is rjmtiled muxt:— , , . .

(a.) Defray the co«t of remorhuj the drill and nil w.tejmiiry appliances from the. place where standing to the site of .
the operations, ami placitii) it in position thereon.

(b.) Supply or defray the cosl of all necessary fuel and water for working the drill.
(c.) Pay the cost price of any tubes that may be damttr/eti or destroyed, or that cannot be teUitdmwn front the bore.
(d.) Pay £J0 per week to cover the cost of diamonds and wear and tear of machinery,
(e.) Pay the actual wages of the foreman and labourers working the drill.

6. Payments shall bc made oft'r/enmim! or vjithin fourteen days thereafter, ami uj)ou /«ifMre to do so the drill may be
withdrawn, and the money ilepoeilcd applied lo payment of amount due. _ .

7. Persons preferring to pay for the work by the foot instead of the foregoing rates may, in tboir application, state 
that fact, and the Minister may, if the site bo considered suitable, cause a price per foot to be fixed for various depths, 
such price to include the cost of all labour, diamonds, wear and tear of machinery, and all material, except tubing, and 
shall be inclusive or exclusive of cost of fuel and water according to agreement. _

8. When a drill is required by any body of co-operative mind's, association, or corporation for the purpose of
developing in the public interest the mineral deposits of any district, or for prospecting any lead or lode or the Crown 
lands generally in any given locality, the Minister may reduce the rates aforesaid according to the importance to the 
public of the work. The reduction in no case to exceed 50 per cent. '

9. In any case in which it shall appear necessary in the interest of the public to do so, areas may be reserved under 
the Mining Act, in order to secure to the persons contributing towards the expense of the prospecting operations the 
benefit of any discovery that may he made.

10. Persons desiring the use of a diamond drill to bore for water can, on application made as aforesaid if the site 
prove on inspection suitable, obtain the use of a drill in the order of priority of application, on tlie terms set out in clause 
5, subject, in cases where in the opinion of ttic Minister the work is of public benefit, to a reduction proportionate to the 
public importance of the work.

The portion in italics refer to the weekly terms.—W. H. J. Slee, Superintendent of Brills.

I /■
No. 76. *

Minute by Tbe Under Secretary for Mines.
Mr. Mclholtakd, Manager of the Brookdale Company, says, if a writ be issued at once for the amount 
due for boring at Clarence Siding, the money will be paid forthwith.

The papers are with the Crown Solicitor, _
The Attorney-General would bo obliged if the Crown Solicitor would see to this matter. -

. r 'WAV.8., 23/11/87.

[Enclosure to No. 21.]
The Brookdale Coal Company to The Department of Mines, Sydney.—On account.

.€ s. d.
To amount of account rendered to 13 February .............................................. 490 10 5

15 February to 3 April, 1830.— ■ ■ ^
To wages of engineer and labourers employed working'No.!'A drill at

Clarence Siding .................................................................................................... G7 10 0
To boring twenty-seven days at por week, £10 ................................................ 45 0 0
To carriage on sundry goods, connections, &c.................. ...........;................... S 18 10
To fuel.. ............................................................................................................... 12 G 0

To bo paid to the Registrar, Department of Mines................. £024 11 3
Department of Mines, Diamond Drill Branch, Sydney, 5 April, 1886.

[23/icZosure to No. 69.] i 
Clarence Siding work cost.

The Brookdale Company. About.
4

Had the work been done at rates per foot as per S6*2,714. Bate. Amount

£ s. d. £ s. d.
1,278 1 9 15/9 393 15 0

,, 501 „ GOO ,, ................. 18/9 93 15 0
„ G0L „ 700 „ ................. 21/9 10S 15 0
„ 701 „ 800 „ ................. 24/9 123 15 0
„ SOI „ 900 ..................... 27/9 138 15 0
„ 901 „ 1,000 „ ................. 30/9 153 15 0
„ 1,001 „ 1,040 .................... 33/9 67 10 0

1,040 feet at 24/CH= f 1,278 1 9 ' 1,040 feet at 20/9-3,5 full = £ 1,080 0 0

23/3/87.
W. II. J. SLEE,

Superintendent of Drills.

[One plan.]

Sydney: Charles I’ottcr, ttovennnent Printer.—18SB.
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DIAMOND DRILLS AND WATER AUGERS.
(OUTSTANDING ACCOUNTS FOK USE OF.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 14 February, 18SS.

\_Laid upon the Table of the House in reply to a Question by Mr. Wall, M.F.. dated Qth February, 1SSS, 
respecting amounts due for Diamond Drills and Water Augers.']

RETURN showing all Outstanding Accounts in connection with Diamond Drills and Water Augers at
29th Jannarv, 1887, and 28th Januarv, 1888.

Nani o.

Deiiis.
Brookdale Coal Company ...................
Sydney and Melbourne fcoal Company.
Bedhead Coal Company........................
Great Western Coal Company ............
Cumberland Coal Company ................
Sydney Coal Company ........................
Sunny Corner Silver-mining Company,
Folly Coal Company ............................
David Wilson ...................................... .
H. W. Newman ...................................
Department of Justice ........................
Thompson k Johnson..........................
Department of Works...........................
Cobar Copper Company........................
John Wood ...........................................

A. Armstrong ..............................................
Broken Hill Block Silver-mining Company
H. Blackieton ..............................................
John Coghlan ....... ......................................

Augeub.
Irwin Winter ..... ...........
Daniel Capel.....................

_ 1)
Amount at Amount at 1

6 "3
rq

Locftlity, 29th .Tanuarv, 
1387.,

i

2Sth .January, )
1888.

Remarks.

£ s. d. £ s. d.
A Clarence Siding ....... 889 4 7 1,201 6 10
3 Bundanoon .............. 387 4 8 541 17 5
8 Redhead .................. 530 19 4

10 Bathmorc.................. 197 3 9 230 18 10
11 1,071 0 1
11 Sutherland ............... 1,5(10 10 0 1,560 10 0
13 Mitchell .................. 173 5 4
13 Waratah ................. 251 5 8 251 5 8
8 SIonkwearRiouLh ....... 300 0 0 150 0 0

10 34 17 C
4 Maitlnnd Gaol......... . 279 0 5
2 Bramton .................. 240 1 3 240 1 3

12 Pelican Flat.............. 934 11 0 934 11 0
6 Cobar.......................... 18 4 8
3 295 12 6

13 Fullerton Cove.......... H3 4 1
11 77 0 10

22 10 0
Sydney ...................... 60 8 0

0,967 8 3 6,655 6 5

7 Tulcumboh .............. 359 11 9 359 11 9
9 Gorian Station.......... 136 .0 9 136 0 9

7,463 O 9 6,150 18 11

In hands of Crown Solicitor. 
Payment being arranged.
Paid February 9th, 1887.
Work in progress.
Paid July Mth, 1887.
In hands of Crown Solicitor, 
Paid January 3rd, 18SS.
In hands of Crown Solicitor.

do do
Paid April 12th, 1887.
Paid September 2(1 th, 18871 
In hands of Crown Solicitor. 
Payment delayed.
Settled March 3rd, 1887.
Work just finished. This does 
not include railway carriage of 
plant, Bundanoon to Sydney, 
which the Bailway Depart
ment have not yet rendered. 

Paid February 3rd, 1888.
Work in progress.
Payment requested, 

do.

In hands of Crown Solicitor, 
do do

[3d.] 490—
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(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BULLI COLLIERY EXPLOSION.
(OPINION OF MR. ATTORNEY-GENERAL WISE.)'

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 29 September11887,

Copy of Mr. Attorney-General Wise’s Opinion re Bulli Colliery Explosion.
The questions I am asked to decide arc:—

1. Whether any ground for a criminal prosecution against any person or persons is afforded by the
Report of the Royal Commission on the Bulli Colliery Accident ? And

2. If not, whether the Report justifies the Q-ovemment in taking any other legal steps ?
The finding of the Report so far as it concerns these questions is (p. 23) “ That the person or

persons to whom blame is attachable for this disastrous accident is the man Westwood, or his mate (both 
deceased), who at the moment were working at the face of No. 2 heading, and who prepared and fired 
the shot which, in the opinion of the Commission, was the immediate or primary cause of the explosion. 
The Commission are, however, of opinion that the deputy, Robert Millward (deceased), Richard White,' 
overman, and to a less extent (except in the matter of providing bratticing, for which he was alone 
responsible), Alexander Ross, manager, were guilty of contributory negligence. The Commission are 
firmly convinced that the carelessness, want of skill, and the loose and perfunctory manner in which the 
principal operations in this mine were performed by the majority of the men, and countenanced by at 
least the overman and deputies, were intimately connected mth and led up to the occurrence of the final 
catastrophe, whereby by the direct negligence of probably one man eighty other men lost their lives." 
Assuming, as I must, that this finding of a body of experts is justified by the evidence, which is mostly of 
a scientific character, it implicates criminally only one man, who is a Mr. Westwood, or his mate, both of 
whom are dead.

The criminal law knows nothing of the doctrine of contributory negligence in the sense in which 
that term is used in the Report. If the accident was caused by the negligence of Westwood, although 
White or Ross by the exercise of proper forethought might have prevented the consequences of 
Westwood’s negligence (as to which I express no opinion), still Westwood alone is liable to the 
criminal law. Neither White nor Ross can be ma<le criminally responsible for the results of the conduct 
of another man, unless the results were equally the results of their own conduct, and would have followed 
upon their action, even if Westwood had done nothing.

. 0f course this does not relieve the _ Company from their civil liability (if any), but'that is a 
queskon between the Company and the individual claimants with which the G-overnment cannot interfere.

As to the second question, I notice that the Report (p. 14, p. 21, p. 23) indicates that the rules 
under the Coal Mines Regulation Act, with reference to the use of safetv lamps and to the method of 
preparing shots were not complied with, although it is said that the neglect of these rules was not the 
cause of the accident. None the less, the persons responsible for the non-observance of these rules 
might be proceeded against for a £10 penalty under s. 34 if the Department think that the evidence 
implicates with sufficient clearness any particular individual. Dor my part I have not the necessary 
scientific knowledge to say where in what respects these rules were not complied with, or whether the 
non-compliance with them was culpable or was the result of a mere error of judgment. The evidence on 
both these points seems to me, as an unscientific man, conflicting and obscure, and I would not 
recommend that any proceedings be taken, unless the Department are satisfied that there was a wilful 
and culpable neglect of the regulations.

B.R.W.
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188*7.
(thikd session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BULLI COLLIERY EXPLOSION.
(r.lilTEll THOM Mil. MACKENZIE, EXAMINER OF COAL FIELDS, ON REPORT ON, AND MINUTES &c„ THEREON.

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 30 November, 1887.

HETURN to an Order made by the Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 25th November, 1887, That there be laid upon the Table 
of this House,—

“ Copies of all replies, letters, &c., furnished by Mr. Mackenzie re Com- 
<f mission’s Report on Bulli Accident.” -

(Mr. Melville.)

SCHEDULE.
No. PAGE.
1. Memo, of Under Secretary for Mines, that a copy of the Report of the Royal Commission on the Bulli Colliery Disaster

bc forwarded to the Examiner of Coal Fields for his report. 5 September, 1887.................................................... 1
2. Under Secretary for Mines to Examiner of Coal Melds, forwarding aborementioned report. 6 September, 1887...... 1
3. The Examiner of Coal Fields to tho Under Secretary for Mines, furnishing report on above. Minute thereon.

15 September, 1887.......................................................................................................................... ........................... *2

No. 1.
Memo, by tbe Under Secretary for Mines.

Bulli Colliery.—Report of the Royal Commission.
5 September, 1887.

Shall a copy be forwarded to the Examiner of Coal Fields for any remarks he may make,
--------  H.W

Submitted. Approved.—F.A., 5/9/87,

No. 2.
Tbe Under Secretary for Mines to The Examiner of Coal Eields.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 5 September, 1887,
I have tho honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to forward by accompanying post, 

nnder separate cover, a copy ot the report of the Royal Commission on the Bulli Colliery Accident for 
any remarks you may choose to make with reference thereto.

I have, &c.,
GERARD E. HERRING 

(for the Under Secretary).

837—
[805 copies—Approximate Coat of Printing (labour and material), £1168, Id.)

Ho. 3.
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No. 3.
The Examiner of Coal Eields to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, “ Botanic Hotel, ” Adelaide, 15 September, 18S7.
I hare the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yonr letter of the 5th instant, forwarding me, 

by direction of the Minister, a copy of tbe Report of the Royal Commission on the Bulli Colliery Disaster 
for any remarks I may choose to make with reference thereto.

In reply, I beg to say that the Commission bare arrived at one conclusion and I at another. I am 
prepared to receive and pay all respect to tbe opinions expressed by tbe Commission as tbe conscientious 
utterance of their belief, though I entirely disagree with their finding as to tbe cause of tbe disaster, at the 
same time I can only express regret that the Commission has not displayed tho same courtesy to me, but 
should so unnecessarily, and with evident warmth, bave subjected my convictions to contemptuous aud 
sneering criticism.

2. As an evidence of the recklessness with which damaging assertions are made concerning me, I 
beg to call tbe Minister’s attention to the following extract from the report:—

“ The object of the Examiner’s visit was not to inspect, but to report upon, a section of coal in tbe 
"Western District, leased by the Company from tbe G-overnment. It is somewhat unfortunate that 
he did not thoroughly perform the mission hy visiting the face of Nos. 3 and 4 headings, in which 
some of the plans are shown within Government lands.”

In answer to this, I have only to say that there is no Government land in the Hiilend or Gassy 
District. The Commission having full power, was in a position to avail itself of all and every information.

They have accepted an inaccurate plan instead of the correct one (although they had a special 
survey made of these aud other workings), and bases upon it a charge against me of indifference to or 
neglect of duty, wbicb, in reality, recoils upon themselves. Tbe other inferences which this fact alone 
suggests, it is, I think, unnecessary that I should dilate upon. - '

I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE, _ 

---------  Examiner of Coal Fields.

Submitted,—G.E.H. (for Under Secretary).
Seen.—I do not approve of tbe manner Mr. Mackenzie deals with the Report of the Royal Com

mission on the Bulli Disaster. I am of opinion that his conclusion must give way to that of a number of 
men who inquired and took evidence, aud who are not directly interested in any particular theory.—
F.A., 21/9/87.

Seen.—J.M., 28/10/87.

[3i.J
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—18S7.
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1887-8.

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES ANI) PROCEEDINGS OE TJIE 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Vo tv's ISTo. 40. Tcesdat. 20 DiicuMjiER, ]8S7. .
1(5. MnmuL Conditioxai. PoiiaiASRS, Pauimi of M’ktk ;—Jlr. Levien moved, pursuant to Notice,— 

, (].) That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, for the 
purpose of inquiring into and reporting upon the granting of certain mineral conditional purchases 
in the parish of Metz, county of ftaudon, to John Moore and others, of Armidale: also, with 
reference to the refusal of certain applications, and the granting of other applications, for 
permission to mine on the same laud.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr Abbott, Mr. Abigail. Mr. Copelaud, Mr. Frank Parnell, 
Mr. G-arrett, Mr. Haseall, Mr. Moore, Mr. Yanghn, and the Mover.
Debate ensued.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. (19. 'WjmxKstnY, 21 March:, 1888.
11. Miserat. CojinmojfAe PuiictrASER, Parish of Metz •—Mr. Tonkin presented a Petition from 

dohu Moore and John MMBcau, of Armidale, praying that they may bo heard by Counsel or 
Solicitor before the Select Committee on “Mineral Conditional Purchases, Parish of Metz,’’ with 
liberty to adduce such evidence as may be advised concerning tho subject of tho inquiry, in the 
interests of the Petitioners.
At the request of Mr, Tonkin, the Petition was read by tho Clerk, by direction of Mr. Speaker, 
and received.

Votes No. 70. Thu its day, 22 March, 1888.
8. Mineral Conditional Purchase's, Parish of Metz {Forma} Motion) :—Mr. Hugh Taylor, for 

Mr. Tonkin, moved, pursuant to Notice, That the prayer of the Petition, presented on the 21st 
March, from John Moore and John M‘Bean, of Armidale, for leave to be heard by Counsel or 
Solicitor before the Select Committee on “ Mineral Conditional Purchases, Parish of Metz,” he 
granted.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 02. Thursday. 17 May, 18S8,
5. Mineral Conditional Purchases, Parish of MFjTZ :—Mr. J. I3. Abbott {hy consent) moved, 

without Notice, That the name of Mr. J. P. Abbott, one of the Members for 'Wentworth, be 
removed from the Committee sitting on “ Mineral Conditional Purchases, parish of Metz.” 
Question put and passed.
*##**#*

16. Mineral Conditional Purchases, Parish of Metz :—Mr. Melville (Jy consent) moved, without 
Notice, That the Return to Order and Further Pet urn {in part) to Order, laid upon the Table aud 
ordered to be printed on the 7th July and 21st September, 3887. respectively, respecting “Appli
cations for Mineral Conditional Purchases, parish of Metz,” be referred to the Select Committoo 
now sitting on that subject.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 94. "Wednesday, 23 Mat, 1888.
4. Mineral Conditional Purchases, Parish of Metz .—Mr. Melville presented a Petition from 

Joseph Francis M'Kmlay, of Armidale, representing that Petitioner is, and has been for many 
years, the bolder of a miner’s right; that he and others, forming a mining party, have, for a period 
"of thirteen months, been in possession of certain portions of land, parish of Metz; that John 
Moore, John M'Bean, aud Peter Speare. claim to be entitled to possession of the said land ; that 
a Select Committee has been duly appointed to inquire into the matter; aiid praying that Petitioner 
may be beard before the said Committee, with liberty to adduce evidence.
Petition received.
Mr. Melville {hy consent) moved, without Notice, Thai the prayer of the Petition he granted. 
Question put aud passed.

Votes No. 112. Thursday, 5 July, 1888.
3. Mineral Conditional Purchases, Parish of Metz-—Mr. Levien, as Chairman, brought up tho 

Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, 
- - the Select Committee, for whose consideration and report this subject was referred on 20th

December, 1887, together with Appendix.
Ordered to be printed.

CONTENTS.
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1887-8.

MINERAL CONDITIONAL PURCHASES, PARISH OF METZ.

REPORT.

The Select Committee oi the Legislative. Assembly, appointed on the 20th 
December, 1887, “ with power to send for persons and papers, for the purpose 
“ of inquiring into and reporting upon the granting of certain mineral con- 
“ dilwnal purchases in the parish of Metz, county of Sandon, to John Moore and 
(t others, of Armidale ; also, with reference lo the refusal of certain applications, 
tc and the granting of other applications, for permission lo mine on the same 
“ londf and to whom was referred on 22nd March, 1888, “ the Petition from 
“John Moore and John MAieanf qw the 17th May, 1888, “ the Returns'to 
“Order, ‘Applications for Mineral Conditional Purchases, Parish of Metz,’” 
and on the 23rd May, 1888, ££ the Petition from Joseph Prancis M‘Kinlay f— 
have agreed to the following Report:—

_ Vonr Commil tee, having examined the Arif nesses named in the List* ,Sce lis‘i 6- 
(avIiosg evidence Arill ho found appended hereto), and carefully considered the Avhole 
of the evidence, find as follows :—

(1.) That John Moore, of Armidale, selected portion 110 of 80 acres, 
in the parish of Metz, county of Sandon, as a mineral conditional 
purchase in his OArn name, but tbe evidence is conclusive that the 
selection was made in the interest and on behalf of the copartnership 
of Avhich he, John Moore, Aras a member.

■ (2.) That the said portion 110 Avas held in conjunction Avith portions 109
and. 58, and remained throughout the property of the said copartner
ship.

(3.) That the expenditure in mining—other than gold-mining—on portions 
58 and 109 Avas sufficient to also coatci’ the expenditure otherwise 
required to he made on the adjoining portion 110.

(4.) That Avhen the said John Moore applied to the Minister for Lands for 
the consolidation of portion 110 Avjtb portions 58 and 109, he did so 
on behalf of himself and copartners.

Your Committee therefore are of opinion that there is no evidence before 
them which. Avould tend to hmdidafe the title of the said "John Moore and others” 
to the said mineral conditional purchases.

ROBERT HENRY LEVIEN,
. Chairman.

Uo. 3 Committee Room, .
Sydney, Zbth June, 1888. ■
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

WEDNESDAY, 1G MAY, 18SS.
Mem bees Present:—

Mr. Lcvien, | Mr. Copeland,
Mr. Prank Parnell.

Mr. Levien called to the Chair.
Entries from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee and referring the Petition of John 

Moore and John M‘Benn to he heard by counsel or solicitor before the Committee, read hy the Clerk. 
Committee deliberated.

[Adjourned to Tuesday, 29th May, at half-past Ten o’clock.]

TUESDAY, 29 MAY, 1388.
. Members Present:—

Mr. Levien in the Chair.
Mr. Abigail, Mr. Garrett, _
Mr, Copeland, Mr. Prank Parnell.

Entries from Votes and Proceedings, discharging tho name of Mr. J. P. Abbott from tho Com
mittee, and referring'the petition from Joseph Prancis M'Kinlay, and thelleturns to Order “Applications 
for Mineral Conditional Purchases, parish of Metz,” read hy the Clerk.

Printed copies of Petitions and Papers referred before the Committee.
Present:—E. D. Pring, Esq., Counsel, and Alfred Burrocks, Esq., Solicitor (for Joseph Erancis 

MKinlay), W. C. Proctor, Esq., Solicitor (for Messrs. Moore and M‘Bean).
Mr. Pring addressed the Committee.
AV. H. Capper, Esq. (Clerk in charge, Conditional Sales Branch, Lands Department), called in, 

sworn, and examined. •
Witness ftandei in) application by John Moore for mineral conditional purchase of portion 110,80 

acres, parish of Metz (Appendix A 1), two declarations by Air. Moore (Appendix. A 2), application by 
Jolm Moore and party (Appendix A 3), Inspector Harper’s report respecting mineral conditional 
purchase of John Moore (Appendix A 4), depositions before Land Board at Armidale (Appendix A 5).

Mr. Joseph Erancis MKinlay, called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Air. John Aloore, called in, sworn and, examined.
Witness produced agreement between Glass, Powrie, aud himself, receipt from Oriental Bank for 

balance of account sales of antimony shipped to London, and regular permit to mine for minerals.
Cross-examined by Air, Pring,
Witnesss withdrew.

[Adjourned to Tuesday next, at half-past Ten o’clock.]

- TUESDAY, 5 JUNE, 1888.
Members Present :—

Air. Levien in the Chair.
Air. Aloore, | Air. Copeland.

The Clerk laid before the Committee the MS. evidence of Air. Aloore, to which new matter had 
been added during its revision by the witness.

■ Committee deliberated, and instructed the Clerk to strike out the new matter which had been 
introduced.

Present:—W. C. Proctor, Esq., Solicitor (for Messrs. Moore and M‘Bean), E. D. Pring, Esq., 
Counsel, and Alfred Horrocks, Esq., Solicitor (for Mr. J. E. M'Kinlay).

Air. Jolm Aloore called in and further examined.
Witness pror/Hced account book showing account with APBcan, and Jtanded in) medical certificate 

for John APBean, and statutory declarations of Jolm APBcan and Barnhart Skene Gordon. (Appendices 
B 1, 2, and 3.)

Cross-examined by Air. Proctor and Air. Pring, _
Witness withdrew. ■

[Adjourned to To-morrow, at Ten o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, G JUNE, 1SSS.
AIembers Present :—

Air. Levien in the Chair.
Alt-. Copelaud, | Air. Prank "Parnell,

Air. Aloore.
Present:—E. D. Pring, Esq., Counsel, and Alfred Horrocks, Esq., Solicitor (for J. E. M'Kinhtg), 

W. C. Proctor, Esq., Solicitor ( fur Missis. Moore and M‘Bcan). Mr.
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Mr. John Moore cahcil in and further examined.
"Witness copy of mortgage, M'Bcan to Mrs. Davis, W. G. S. and E. C. Moore.
Cross-examined hy Mr. Pring.
Mr. Richard Palmer called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. Peter Speare called in, sworn, and examined. •
"Witness produced his agreement with Palmer for purchase of share in land at Armidale; aud 

Moore’s receipt to him for third share of instalments paid on block 110.
Cross-examined hy Mr. Pring.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. William Wcstrcn called m, sworn, and examined.
Cross-examined by Mr. Proctor.
"Witness withdrew'.
Mr, Alfred James Hack called in, sworn, aud examined. _
Cross-examined by Mr. Proctor.
Room cleared.
Committee deliberated,
Rc-assctnbling of the Committee to he arranged hy the Chairman.

[Adjourned ]

TUESDAY, 2G JUNE, 1888.
MejEBEIIS PilESEX'T r—

Mr. Copeland, '| Mr. Moore,
Mr. Prank Parnell.

Mr. Copeland called to tho Chair jnv? iem. - 
Committee deliberated.
Deputy Chairman submitted draft report.
Same read aud agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.

^ Claims for expenses as witnesses from Joseph M'JKinlay, £18 17s.; J. Elliott. £18 17s; Wm. 
Wcstrcn, £18 17s._‘; and A. J. Rack, £18 17., were considered and disallowed.

LIST OF WITNKSSES.

Cupper, W. 1L, Esq. 
Huek, Mr. A. J. ., 
M'Kinloy, Mr. J. P.
Moore, Mr, J..........
Palmer. Mr. E........
Speare, Mr, Polor . 
Westron, Mr. W.....

raoc.
7

Mi
1
8

14
15 
Hi
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1887-8.

Le.gtsla ti vis Assembl v.

IS Ely SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN REVOKE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE ■
ox

MINERAL CONDITIONAL PURCHASES, PARISH OP METZ.

TUESDAY, 29 MAY. 18SS. 
Jh'cstni: —

Mu, LEVIEN, 
Mu. ABIGAIL,

Mu. COPELAND,
Mr. PRANK PARNELL, 

Mu. GARRETT.
K. H. LEVIEN, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr. E. T>. Pring Counsel, iustrueterl by Mr. Horroclts, appeared on behalf of Mr. ,T. P. M'Kinlay 
Mr, \V. C. Proctor, solicitor, appeared on behalf of Messrs. Aloore and Al'Bean.

William Henry Capper, Esq., called in, sworn, and examined :—
1. Lou are clerk in charge of the conditional sales branch of the Lands Department ? Yes, W H Capper
Lay n3) S°{ mth-yoil, tle ""S111"1 P^018 wLtl1 reference to the applications for certain mineral ’
conditional purchases m the parish of Metz, which were ordered to be printed by the Legislative r— 
Assembly on tbe 7th July, ]857 Yes. 1 J g 6 29^1888.

0, ■vo'1 prr'fjure the application for the mineral conditional purchase of portion 110 80 acres 
made by John Aloore, on tho 29th September, I SSI ? Yes. [ Fidn Appendix All • ’
A Ho you produce two declarations, the first aud the final one, by Mr. Aloore ? Yes. f Tide Appendix A 2.1 
o. Ho you produce a statutory declaration, and a notice of prosecution of complaint, by Joseph P. M'Kinlav^
.No; they are not with these papers. i > r r .
LD°f}0Vr<TUC? ^ application made by John Aloore and party, on the 1st June, 1887, to the 
Secretary tor Lands, and the reply thereto ? Yes. [Vide Appendix A 3.]
LL^0Uv1OdUrVvr ^1Spee/t0l'*HTiPer’S rcsPccling tlio mineral conditional purchase of John
mo ore r les. Appendix A 4.] ■
n Dfi y°^ P™4?,60, <he tclchfram sent by the Under Secretary for Lands to the Chairman of the Land
?Si °E w-? 1 «* '•'« *«»*

itoicss x m”m' *-d »• **»

Mr. Joseph Francis M'Kinlay called in, sworn, and examined
1°. Chairman.'] Of whom does your party consist? I am not exactly sure of all the names There are Mr ,T P 
twelve or thirteen m the party, which includes Air. Hack, Air. Elliott, Air. Wcstrcn, and a brother of M'Kinky'.
11. You are one of the principal persons in the party ? Yes. SiuLnSSS.

a IT ,inmV p0rtl011 L10’ ";lue]l ^cre is a dispute between Aloore and party and yourself ? Yes ‘ 
prospecting impr°VCments aU 0,1 that l’°Ttlon ? Tliere is :l liHle bolc sunk in one place, like a

M d^sW <l0 y°U thiDk ba3 beCn exPended in aU llP°u 1]le P01'ti0il ? A could do it all in a couple 

by smne'prospecitor Cy ^ th6 impTOVemcnts represent ? Not more t ban £2 or £3. It may have been done
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Mi-. J. F. 1C. Ton went on to tlie land ? Yes. _
M'Kinlay. y] With wbat object? d'o prospect. I did not know that anyone else had a claim on the land,

18. Did yon apply for a permit afterwards to mine on the land ? Yes, i _ _
i9 May, 1888. Did you discover any gold there? When gold was discovered we gave notice of our intention to 

apply for a lease, not knowing that any one had a claim on the ground. It was not distinctly surveyed. 
We found out that Mr. Moore claimed that portion. We each pegged out a miners’ rights claim. I 
lodged the complaint before the Land Board.
20. On the 10th May, 1887 ? Yes.
21. You lodged £10 with the notice of prosecution of complaint? Exactly.
22. An inquiry was held afterwards, and the Board gave a decision against you? Yes. _
23. Did you ever hear that Moore and Company applied to consolidate these portions ? They did some 
time afterwards.
24. Do you know as a fact that Moore applied for the consolidation of the portions after you lodged your 
complaint ? Yes.
25. Mr. Chpc/and,] Was it on portion 1L0 that you discovered the gold? Yes.
2G. I believe you made an application for permission to mine on that land? Yes; to the Minos Depart- 
jnent.
27. The Minister refused your application ? Yes.

Mr. John Moore called in, sworn, and examined :—
Mr, J. Moore. 28. Mr. Proctor.] You reside at Armidale ? Yes. _ _

n 29. Do you remember taking up some mineral leases and mineral conditional purchases in the parish of 
29 May, 1888. Metz, county of Sandon, near Armidale ? Tes. ._ _

30. With whom were you in partnership at first? With James Glass, .Tames Powrie, Richard Palmer,
and John M‘Bean. i _ _ . ,
31. Do yon remember having a dispute with Glass and Powrie? Powrie and Glass issued a writ against 
me to recover £10,000 for trespass.
32. It brought forward au agreement ? The action was settled by the agreement, which I now produce. 
It is duly registered.
33. What portion did it refer to? Portion 58. ■ .
31. Did you afterwards apply for portion 110, SO acres? On the 29th September, 1SS1, I might 
mention that portion 109, which is mentioned, in the agreement, is on the eastern side of portion 58, It 
was not surveyed until some time afterwards.
35. Is portion 110 mentioned in the agreement? No.
30. You applied yourself for that portion? Yes.
37. "Why did you apply for yourself? 1 applied for myself, Speare, and M'Bean. Speare had bought 
out Palmer for £1,000.
38. Did you apply for the portion at thar time for yourself and your partners ? For Speare, M'Bean, 
and myself. It was after Speare gave £1,000 to Palmer for his interest.
39. You knew of tho existence of au agreement between Speare and Palmer ? Yes; I brought about the 
matter. Palmer wanted to sell out. Speare happened to he in Sydney at the time. 1 ■wrote to him 
saying that Palmer would take £1,000 for his interest, and he took it at that price.
4*0. Does fhe schedule to the agreement referring to 80 acres refer to portion 110? Yes ; we could not 
have worked porfions 58 and 109 without portion 110. _
41. Did you continue to work portions 109, 110, and 58 in conjunction with one another for any length
ened period ? About three years.
42. How much money has been spent ? About £3,050. _
43. Mr. Pring.] On each portion? On portious 58 and 109. 1 have receipts to show that £3,051 18s. 6d. 
has been paid for work done.
44. Mr. Proctor] How much was spent on portion 109 ? The greater part of the money was spent on 
that portion named—on some very extensive tunnels and shafts, and tramways.
45. Was it absolutely necessary that you should have portion 110? We could network the others 
without it; the place is so abrupt; it is 1.400 feet from the top to the bottom.
40. You afterwards bought G-lass’ interest? Yes. Powrie, according to the agreement I have produced,
was to remain in England aud sell the antimony. I was to have the management of the mine, and Mr. 
Mitchell was to find me with money as I required it: he held a power of attorney for Powrie. He sent 
home 1,000 tons of antimony ; Powrie offered it for sale, but did not sell it. He came out and remained 
a couple of days here, but I have never heard of him since. The Oriental Bank sent me account sales, 
showing a loss of £1.030 on several shipments. 1 sent a cheque for one-third of the amount to the hank, 
hut they would not tahe it. They sued me for the full amount, and 1 produce a receipt from the hank’s 
solicitor for it. ...
47. The Oriental Bank agreed to transfer Powrie’s interest to you in consideration of your paying his 
share? Yes. I sued Mrs. Glass, and she transferred her interest to me, in consideration of my paying 
her share.
48. Y’ou held and used all these lands together for a long time; do you remember when you made the
first declaration as to the improvements being of the value of £1 4s. an acre—on portion 110? On the

■ 24th December, 1884. _ _ _ _
49. Portion 110 was then in your name ? Yes. After wo gave up working it was considered a question 
whether we should throw it up or not. Speare did not press the transfer, aud I did not press it. After
wards he got a little crotchetty, and I had to transfer to M‘Dean and him. It was some time in May, 1880.
50. When did you make the final declaration? On the 30th December, 1880.
51. Was the hind all this time the property of yourself, M’Bean, and Speare ? Yes, from the
commencement.
52. In your evidence at Armidale before the Land Court you said, “ This always belonged to me.” What
did you mean ? 1 meant that 1 took it up in my own name ; but that, the document shows, it was taken
up really on behalf of myself and the others.
53. It was a joint interest ? Yes.
5-1. As a matter of fact it was held by you in trust for the others5 No doubt about it. Speare would 
not give £1.000 unless 1 had promised that he was to participate in it. 55.
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55. I beliore you knew tbat there was gold in these properties long before ? Oh, yes. From the time we Mr. J. Moovo.
commenced to work it was understood that an assay was to be made of the antimony before tvo could get ,—
an advance on a shipment to London. I suggested to Mr. Mitchell that an assay should be taken for 29 May, 183S.
gold as well as for antimony. Not one of the assays hut showed that it contained from 2 to 4 oz. of gold to
the ton.
56. You know five or six years ago that there was gold there? From the time we got the first advance 
on the antimony.
57. I suppose that if you are deprived of the property i!; will be a very serious loss to you, having spent 
so much money on it ? if should say so.
571. Do you know M‘Kinlay ? Yes.
5S. Have you been down the mine since he applied for it ? Yes.
59. Has he spent any money on the property, do you think ? Ho: I was on block 110.
GO. They bavc spent no money of any consequence ? Hot that I could see.
61, You applied to consolidate the properties ? Yes; on the 1st June, 1837.
62. Do you know whether it was granted ? Yes.
63. The Minister approved of your application ? Yes. _
64, Jlfr. FViwy.] Did you get a document to that effect? Yes ; 1 have not got it with me.
G5. M.r. Procior.'] Do you mean the letter from the Under Secretary for Lands to J. Moore mid party ?
Ho ; I think there is another letter. There was a letter of some kind to that effect.
66. Mr. Print}.] I think you said that the reason why you made the declaration on the 24th December 
was that portion 110 then stood in your own name ? Yes : for myself and partners,
67. It is only made in your own name ? Yes.
68. The reason you gave was that at that time it stood as far as the Government books were concerned 
in your own name ? Yes.
69. And therefore you did not put it. on behalf of Spcare and M'Bean ? Ho.
70. Did you, on the 31st May, 1884, make a declaration in regard, to portion .109 ? I did. _ .
71. Did you not state in that declaration, “I, John Moore, of Armidale, do solemnly and sincerely
declare that John Moore, Fetor Spcare, and John LFBean are the lawful owners, by conditioual purchase 
of the land J. believe I did. i
72. At that time you yourself were not the lawful owner of portion 109 ? No ; there were other parties
in with me. ^
73. Portion 109 was taken up by Fowrie and Glass on the 3rd March, 1881? Yes.
74. It was not transferred to you until the 9th December, 1881? It was transferred on the LOth 
September, 1881, from James Fowrie and James Glass, to Janies Fowrie. James Glass, and John Moore.
75. You made the final declaration as regards portion 110 on the 30th December, 1886 ? Yes, ■ ■
76. You say that it was held by you in trust for others—Spcare. M'Bean, and Palmer ? Yes.
77. Is there any document showing that trust ? Ho ; except that receipt which Spcare got,for his £1,000.
78. Docs it say a word about it being in trust for him ? I am not sure; but if my memory serves me 
aright, I gave him a written document,
79. What about Palmer and M'Bean, did you give them a written document also? M'Bean got a verbal , 
understanding.
SO. Did bo get a written document ? Ho,
81. Did Palmer get one? I believe be did, as well as Spcare.
82. 'Who were the others in with you, when you say it was held by you in 1 rust for others ? Only Spcare
and M'Bean. ,
83. To the one you gave a written document', and to the other you did not ? Speare insisted, and 1 believe _
I gave him one.
84. When ? It was about the date of that document. It was through me that the purchase of the laud 
was made.
85. Mr. Proctor/] The agreement contains this schedule Also SO acres situated near the above laud 
selected at Armidale on Thursday, 29th day of September last, by John Moore, onbebalfof Fowrie, Glass,
Moore, Palmer, and M'Bean.” Did you know of the existence of that schedule when you gave tbe 
document to Speare ? Yes.
86. Chairman.] In your first declaration you say that you had expended an amount equal to £1 4s. per 
acre on portion 110 ? Yes.
87. As a matter of fact there was no such expenditure on the land as £1 4s. per acre? There was a very
large quantity of our antimony on it. _
88. Was there any expenditure at all except £2 or £3 w-ortli ? That was all. except for the purpose of 
mining the other two blocks.
89. Was there an expenditure of £1 4s. per acre on the portion when you made that declaratiou ? I do 
not think so. I did it by virtue of the others.
90. Is there one word in the declaration.' saying that you did it by virtue of tbe others ? I do not see
any. ’ “
91. You made that declaration in you own name ? 1 cs.
92. But in the second declaration you included Peter Speare and John M'Bean? Yes.
93. You state that an expenditure of £2 per acre had been made on the land ? Yes.
94. Both declarations, as far as an expenditure of £2 per acre on portion 110 is concerned, are incorrect ?
There was no expenditure except the antimony that was blasted out of the others.
95. Was there any expenditure on portion 110? There was not. ■
96. I notice that you never made any application to what is termed consolidate the portions until the 1st 
June, 1887 ? No ; I was asked to do so, but from some cause or other I did not.
97. You did not do it until 1SS7 ? Ho.
98. When were you asked to do so ? About, the time I made the first declaration.
99. You allowed nearly three years to pass before you thought of doing it ? Wo thought; of doing it, hut
wo did not think the land of sufficient value at the time.
100. When it became of sufficient value you askedfor leave to consolidate the portions ? Yes.
101. So that it could not have been thought of sufficient value at the time when you made those declara
tions? It was of very great value from the outset. When wc took the antimony out of the land the
value fell off. While wc were taking it nut. it was of very great value, but the price afterwards fell in 
England from £16 to £8. 102.

812—B
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Mr, J. Hooro. 102. Wiy did you not include M'Bean and others in this declaration ? I cannot assign any reason.
y—103, Can you assign any reason for including him in the second declaration ? 1 cannot.

29 May, 1888.104. It stood in your own name in the first instance? \es.
105. That is the reason why you did not include him ? I expect so.
106. Has portion 110 ever been transferred to the three names ? Yes. _
107. "When ? On the 3rd May, 1886. It was about tbe time Speare insisted on the transfer being made.
108. Mr. Proctor.'] Twelve months before any disputes arose ?_ Tes.
109. Chairman^] You say that Speare insisted on his rights being preserved ? Yes. _ _
110. Was there any legal document drawn up by a legal gentleman to that effect ? I believe I signed 
some printed document; I suppose Speare has it.
111. A printed document ? I believe there were some printed documents.
112. Do you Icnow at what time ? I cannot tell you.
113. Have you any idea of it? Ko; 3 think it was about, or a little before, the 3rd of May.
114. In your evidence before the Land Board at Armidnle, you say—the property, I think, when I made 
declaration on 109 belonged to Fowrie, Glass, and Moore. 1 made declaration on portion 110; this always 
belonged to me. I supposed the improvements on 109 would more than cover the £1 4s. improvements on 
110. When I made the first declaration of £14s. per acre it was my own, not in the name of Fowrie, Glass, 
and Moore. So that the whole of the expenditure was boruo by yourself ? .No : every shilling of the 
money was paid bv the firm, although it stood in my name.
110. Who presented the letter on the 1st June to the Lands Office asking for permission to consolidate 
these portions. ■ It is signed Moore and party ? It was not presented. I was in Sydney at the time 
with a bad hand. I got Mr. Sievers, in Hangar, Gedye, & Co/s office, to write the note, and I posted it 
myself.
116. Mr. Proctor.] M'Kinlay’s objection was heard by the Land Board and dismissed ? Yes.
117. He appealed to the Minister ? Yes. ^

■ 118. And the Minister decided against him? Yes.
119. You have applied for permission to mine for minerals to the Secretary for Mines ? Yes ; 3 produce 
a regular permit. I have not got a permit for portion 110 ; Spcare has it. I can produce a certificate of 
conformitv, and the permit to mine for gold on portion 109.
120. Mr. 'Copehnul] With regard to the final declaration on portion 109. Seeing that you had a super
abundance of expenditure to cover that portion, why did you not make a declaration for portion 110 at 
the same time? 1 cannot explain, except that Speare and I were not on very friendly terms at the time. 
There was some obstacle in the way; but what it was I can hardly recolleet. _ _
121. You stated before the Land Board that portion 110 was always your property, in contradistinction
to the other, which stood in the names of several ? I told Mr. Blythe afterwards .that although it stood 
iu my name it belonged to the others, but he would not insert the correction in my evidence. *
122. You say that portion 110 was always held by the partnership ? In my name, with the understanding
that they were to participate in it. ...
123. How would the question be affected by your being on bad terms with Mr. Spcare at the time you

■ made the declaration of expenditure on portion 109—it was equally in his interest that the declaration of 
expenditure should be made on the two portions ? Spcare takes very little interest in these matters. If 
you can get anything done for him. you can do it. If you do it, well and goodhe docs not bother 
himself. Wc had some disputes about mining matters at Vegetable Creek. Wc were not on the best of 
terms.
124. When you made the final declaration on the 31st June, 1880, with regard to portion 109, seeing 
that you had made more than the necessary expenditure, and had a surplus expenditure which could have 
been made to apply to portion 110, why did you not also make a declaration as regards that portion ? I 
cannot assign any reason.
125. Taking your statement before the Land Board that that particular piece of land was always yours, 
in connection with the fact that you only made a declaration on portion 109, totally ignoring portion 3.10, 
it gives one the impression that portion 110 had no connection with portion 109 ? It always had. It 
was understood. We were compelled to take up portion 110 for the purpose of working portion 109. 
It was impossible to work the one without the otlier. ] took it up in my own name with the distinct 
understanding that Speare and M'Bean would participate in it.
126. You have no documents to show that they were partners in portion 110? It was understood. 1 
believe Speare has a document of mine to that effect. M'Bean was living on the spot. He took my 
word. He prospects a great deal for me,
127. Have M'Bean and Speare an interest in portion 110 now? Ves.
128. Mr, Proctor.] What share ? M'Bean has a third. Speare has a third, and I have a third.
129. Mr. Copeland.] They have the same interest in portion 110 as they have in portion 109? Yes.
130. Has any additional consideration passed between you in connection with portion 110 ? Except that 
I have paid M'Bean’s way all along. I sent him a bill the otlier day. I paid £l,0lG on his account. 
He has given me a security on his share.
131. Has any additional consideration passed between you in respect of portion 110 ? No.
132. You always keep books iu connection with your business. Have you any entry to show that the 
time when you’lodged £40 with your application for portion 110 the amount was debited to tbe account of 
this firm ? * I believe Speare paid in Lis share of the amount. M'Bcan’s share was charged to his account.
133. I understood you to say that Spcare was away at the time ? He very likely sent up a cheque for his 
share.
334. Have you any entry showing that fhe '■ antimony'’ firm was debited with the amount ? There is no 
doubt that M'Bean was charged with his share.
135. At the time ? Yes. I have no books here.
136. Considering that portion 109 was held in the name of the firm, and that you applied for portion 110 
separately, it is only reasonable to assume that; you t ook it up separately from the firm ? M'Bean was 
charged with a third of the amount-.
137. Can yon produce books to show that, at tho time you took up the land, you debited M'Bean and 
Speare with their shaves of the amount ? I know that I have M'Bean’s account.
138. Mr. Proctor.] Did you keep an account ? I kept an account against M'Bean,
139. Chairman.] Why not against Speare ? It is very likely I have. ■
140. You say that you took a security from M'Bean ? Yes. 141.
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141, Is it drawn up by a legal gentleman, or registered P It; ia not registered. jlr. j,Moore.
142, When, was it given P A memorandum was given some time ago, and a legal document was drawn up

, 29 May, 1888.
143, Since the inquiry has been initiated P Tcs. There is a document before that, in which he makes 
over his interest.
144, Mr. Copeland.'} If you had time at your disposal, could you produce any evidence to show that, at the 
time you selected portion 110, you debited the members of the firm with their proportion of the amount?
I can produce what books I have.

TUESDAY, 5 JUNE, 1888.

Mb. MOORE. ‘| ' Me. COPELAND,
Me. LEVIEN.

B. H. LEVIEN, Esq., in the Chair.

■ Mr. R. D, Fring, Counsel, instructed by Mr. Horrocks, appeared on behalf of Mr. J. P. M‘K.inlay, Mr, 
W. C. Proctor, solicitor, appeared on behalf of Messrs. Moore and M'Bean.

Mr, John Moore recalled and further examined :—■
145. Mr. Procior^\ You were asked tho otlier day this question, " Do you remember having a dispute with Mr, J. Moore. 
Glass and Powrie,'’ was that before or after the partnership? It was before tbe partnership.
146. .And you said tbe action was settled by agreement. Have you that agreement? Yes. 5 June, 1888.
147. Was it duly registered ? Yes, "
148. You were then asked “What; portion did it refer to,” and you said, “portion 58?” Yes; it included 
several portions.
149. The agreement soys “ the eastern boundary of portion 58,80 acres.” That is measured as 109?
Yes. ~ '
150. Then you said that portion 110 wag not included in it? No ; it was not.
151. Then you were asked, “Why did you apply for yourself?” and you said, “I applied for myself,
Speare, and M'Bean; Speare had bought out Palmer for £1,000 ?’- On the 29th September, 1881,1 took 
up the land. Speare was in treaty with Palmer to purchase for £1,000. It was a week after the land 
was taken up, The sale of the land by Palmer to Speare was made in October, 1881.
152. You negotiated that sale, I understand ? Yes.
] 53. You were asked, “Did you apply for the portion at that time for yourself and your partners,” and in 
reply to that you said, “ for Speare, M'Bean, and myself. It was after Speare gave £] ,000 to Palmer for 
bis interest,’ That agreement bad not actually been completed, bad it? No : it had not.
154. Then you say afterwards that the schedule to the agreement referring to the 80 acres refers to portion 
110. That is the-agreement between Speare and Palmer, I suppose ? Yes.
155. Then you were asked, “you held and used all these lauds together for a long lime ; do you remember 
when you made the first declaration ns to the improvements being of the value of £1 4s. au aero?” I 
believe you have some explanation to make in regard to that information given to you by the land agent ?
When 1 went to make this declaration, Mr. Gordon, the land agent, asked what improvements I had on 
it. I said, “ Very little, but I consider the improvements on lot 109 quite sufficient according to tbe 39 
"Victoria No. 13, section 26.” He then took the declaration,
156. Chairman.'] Is there anything said in the declaration as to these facts that because there were im
provements on lot 109, you made the declaration on lot 110 ? 1 do not know.
157. Mr. Proctor^] You were asked, “Was the land all this time the property of yourself, M'Bean, and 
Speare, and you said it was. What did you mean by that ? It was not from tho commencement. Prom 
tbe IStli July it was in the name of Powrie, Glass, Palmer, myself, and M'Bean. On the 5th October it 
was transferred,* and on the 5th October that agreement was made. Speare bought out Palmer.
158. In whose name was it then ? Powrie, Glass, M'Bean, and Moore.
159. I believe the other partners bought out Powrie’s interest ? Yes.
160. Then it was Moore, Spcare, M'Bean, and Glass? I sued Mrs. Glass, as executrix under her hus
band’s will, for my share ot £1,030 to settle that agreement, her third share. She transferred the’ land 
to me, by power given, I suppose, under her husband’s will,
161. And you were asked, “ Have you been down tbe mine since be (Mr. M'Kinlay) applied for it ” and
you said, “ Yes?” We have to go over lots 58 and 109 to get to 110. ' ’
162. Then you were asked by Mr. Pring this question—" I think you said that tbe reason why you made 
the declaration on the 24th December was, that portion 110 then stood in your own name,” and"you said,
“ Yes, for myself and partners.” I understand that there was a reason for its being in our name?
Yes. When I went with Mr. Palmer to take up the land—and I may say here that a portion of my 
evidence on that point was not taking down at the last sitting—I met Glass, and be asked me if I knew

. that there were two men shooting antimony down the falls. I said, “ No.” I went out with Mr. Palmer, 
and he found 10 or 20 tons shot on the vacant block. I called a man out, and asked what they were 
doing, and he said, “ We are earning as much money with you as will enable us to take up the land and 
pack up the antimony.” I went to Bray, the land agent, and I said, “ I want to take up conditional 
mineral land to-morrow.” I said, “ I want papers to take up a mineral condifional purchase,” and I 
intimated that I wauled to take up under certain names. lie said, “ You cannot do that, by the 39 
Yietoria number 7, sec. 13, it is absolutely necessary to have all the parties present.” I said, “ These 
fellows are very likely to come to-morrow to take it up,” and when I went on Thursday I took it up in 
my own name.
163. Whjr was it that you had to make the declaration in reference to portion 110 in your own name.
Could you have transferred it to the otlier parties. You declare on the 24th December that it was yours; .
why did it stand in your name? Because as I have explained just now.
164. Could you have transferred it to the other names? No ; the three years were not up. I could not

„ have had it in any other name. 165

* NoTETonrcEmow);—Palmer transferred his shave to Speare.
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Wr T Aloavf 1G5. Tlicn you were nskcd, “ You say it was held by you in trust for others-Spcare, M‘Bcau,_ and
■ Palmer,” and to that you said, lrcs.” ].s not that a mistake, Palmer not being a partner at the time.

■5 June, 1888. Yes ; Palmer was not a partner, he had sold out. . , ,
166. Then you were asked, “ Who were the others in with you when you say it was held by you in trust 
for others,” and your reply was, 11 Only Speare and M‘Bcan.” You have already explained the antimony- 
partnership how it existed from the commencement. For some time it was held in trust for Speare and 
M'Bean, was it not, and at others for Powrie, Glass, and M'Uoan ? The land was all held up to the 5th 
October, 18S1, in the name of Powrie, Glass, M'Bean, and myself.
167. Then the Chairman asked, “ In your first declaration you say that yon had expended an amount 
equal to £1 4s. per aero on portion 110,” and you said, " Yes.” You have some explanation to make, 1 
believe, about that? When I went'to make the declaration Mr. Cordon said he would take it after
reading the Act. , , .
168. Chairman.'] At all events you did not include anything in your declaration ns to improvements upon
the other lot that made up the requisite amount? The declaration speaks for itself. _
166. As a matter of fact the declaration shows no such facts, docs it ? 1 have notlooked at the declaration.
170. Mr. Proctor.] You made a declaration believing that the improvements on lot 100 covered lot 110,
because the land was used in conjunction with it ? Yes.
171. In the second declaration in reference to portion 110 you include Peter Speare ami John M Jienn, 
why did you do that? Because Mr. Speare insisted upon it.
172. Had the land been transferred in the mean time ? Yes. .
173. When ? On the 3rd May, 1886,
174. And that is why you included that ? Yes. , ' . , ,

" . 175. You were asked," Why did you not include M'Bean and the of hers in this declaration. ' ion had
some reason for that. I presume. That was the first declaration on lot 110. You said you could not 
assign a reason ; but I believe that you can now give a reason. Hid you make the declaration in your 

. own”name when the land stood in your own name, and iu the others' when it stood in the names of others?
Yes. When I made tho first declaration it stood iu the Government books in my name. After it was 
transferred, after the 3rd May, 1886, I declared in the names of llie three. It was transferred to John 
Moore, P. Speare, and J. M.'Beath. _ # .
176. Then you were asked, “ Can you assign any reason for including him (M'Bean) m the seeonJ 
declaration.” and von said that vou could not. It was because the land had been transferred, was it not;

'' Yes. ’ J '
177. Mr. Copeland asked, “ With regard to the final declaration on portion 100. Seeing that you had a 
superabundance of expenditure to cover that portion, why did you not make a declaratiou for portion 110 
at the same time ? ” My answer to that is, the three years were not up as regards 110.
175. You made a declaration when the three years expired ? Yes.

' 170. When did the three years expire on lot 110 ? They were up on the 20th September. 138-1.
ISO. Chairman.] How did you come to give this answer, “ I eannor explain, except that Speare and I were 
not on very friendly terms at the time. There was some ohslaclc in the way, but what it was I can hardly 
recollect.” How was it that you made that statement. You say not that the three years has not expired.
Is the reason you assigned to Mr. Copeland correct or incorrect. Which statement is correct, the state
ment that the three years had not expired, or the statement that you were at loggerheads with Speare ? 
AVo were at loggerheads at the time, but the three years were not up.
181. What was the use of making that statement ? 1 have refreshed my mind since I went home. ^ ^
182. Is the statement which you made on the last occasion had nothing to do with the matter ? That
was correct. , . , .

■ 183. Then is your present; statement correct or incorrect ? I cannot give any further explanation than
ia given in the margin of my corrected evidence. ,
184. You said, “ 1 cannot explain, except that Speare and I were not on very friendly terms at the lime.
There was some obstacle in tho way, but what it was I can hardly recollect.” _ Was is not that you and 
Speare had not come to final arrangements as to to his having any interest in it ? He had an interest in 
it all along, ^
185. By any document ? Yes.
186. Where is it ? It is here. , ,
187. Mr. Copeland.] You stated that you were not able to make a transfer, because three years had not 
expired. Yes. I understood that it was necessary that three years should expire. _
188. At the time you declared on lot 109, what name did lot 110 stand in ? It stood in my name.
1S9. Mr. Pn«f/.]‘Havc you spent £3,000 on the two blocks ? Ho ; £3,000 altogether, and more than 
half of that was'spent on lot 109. _
190. That was in December, 1884' ? Yes ; when I made the declaration on 110.
191. You say that on tho 31st May, 1884, you made one final declaration on lot 109 ? Yes.
192. In December, 1884, you only declared to the extent of £1 4s. on lot 110 ? Yes.

' 193. Although you were in a position then to make a final declaration on lot 110 ? Mr. Gordon told me 
that £1 4s. was quite enough. . ,
194. Mr. Copeland.] You had a surplus on expenditure, and instead of inakiug a declaration tor £1 4s. 
you could have made it for the full amount, and have got your title straightaway ? Mr. Gordon 
told me that £1 4s. an acre was quite sufficient, until the five years were up. . , ■

■ 195. Mr. Proctor.] You said in the same reply, “ I took it up in my own name, with the distinct under
standing that Speare aud M'Bean would participate in it." 1 believe that at that time Powrie and Glass 
were the other partners ? Yes. Speare was negotiating. _
190. You kept an account r Yes. I was a manager of the mine, and I kept an antimony account, aud 
there is an entry on the 1st October, “ Cash, taking up land, £40.” [Account book produced^

' 197, Look at the item, “ Cash, taking up laud ?” That was for taking up block UO.
198. Was it charged on Hie date mentioned there ? It was charged two days afterwards*

' 199. Did you take up land for anyone else ? Ho. _
■ 20Q,- Mr. Copeland.] That entry does not show that that expenditure was on behalf of tho firm. You 

may have been transacting business ou your own account? The agreement states that I shall be manager,, 
and I was not connected with any other company. 201.

Note (on revision)’.—Jsl October, ISSl,
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201. J/r. Proc/w.] 5lou k«ep no oUior antimony aecouul. ? No. Mr. J. Moore.
202. I believe tliat you have charged tho item to M'Bean. also? I did, by citov. I have a separate ,—
account here, M'Beaix’s account in its entirety. [Acco/itif pivdueed.] 5 June, 1883.
203. I understand you to say that Speare was away at the time you took up block 110 ? He was not a 
partner at tho time.
204. Who was present when you took up block 110? Palmer was present at tbe court-house.
205. And he knows the reason why yon took it up iu your own name ? Yes, Mr. Bray objected unless 
we were all present.
200. Palmer went down to mark it out, did he not? Yes.
207. On the Sunday previously? Yes.
208. And he was then a partner, was he not ? Yrcs.
209. You said M'Bean was charged one-third of the amount, and you were asked, 1: Can you produce 
books to show that at the time you took up tho laud you debited M'Bean and Speare with their share of 
tho amount ? ” Speare was not a partner. I debited the antimony account with £ 10.
210. You were asked why you did not keep the account against Speare, and you said it was charged to 
the antimony account ? Yes.
211. Do you remember just before you rook up lot 110 having written a letter to Speare ? Yes.
212. Is this the letter? Yes; that is my handwriting. '

[Letter read by Chairman as follows:—
Drar Sir, Armidulc, 2G September, 1S8J.

i biive this day sent you pay Cobb A Co. several samples of antimony which wore taken on the reef yesterday,
Sunday, by myself and Pslmoe, at a distance of 600 feet down (bo fulls. At this point it is one mass of antimony, many 
pieces being quite a load. Wc have 4S0 acres of mineral conditional purchase land ou which 10s. per acre is paid up, the 
smelting works which must have cost upwards of £500, in fact Mr. Powrie says £000, in addition to which I take up 80 acres 
more on Thursday. As promised, 1 have seen Palmer. Ho is disposed to soli bis share as under, three shares in all,—Mr.
Powrie one share, Mr. Glass one share, Moore, Palmer, and IPBean, one share, total three—for the sum of (£1,000).
Air. Prcctor can loll you whether the title is correct or not. I commenced to work with fourteen men on Sth August 
last, and up to the present moment have despatched 65 tons.—August, 19; September, 4-6; total 65—out of tho working 
time we had at least ten days’ wet. I have no hesitation in sloting that this is a property that will not be picked up every 
day. The block antimony contains more gold thou the light. Yours, Ac ,
Mr. F. Speare. d. MOORE.d
213. Did be receive tbafc letter? Yes; he told me that lie did.
214. This was at the time you were negotiating for the sale of Palmer’s share to Speare ? Yes.
215. You know the 80 acres referred to iu tho letter—is it what you took up three days afterwards ? 
Yes.
21G. In pursuance of that letter was this agreement euterod into between Speare and Palmer? Yes.
217. And that SO acres is the 80 acres you refer to in the schedule? Yes; in fact I understood from 
Sir. Speare that he would not buy it unless it was included,
218. Have you been up to Armidale since you were last examined ? Yes.
219. Have you seen Mr. M'Bean ? Yes.
220. In what state of health is he ? He is in the Armidale hospital, very bad.
221. Unable to attend ? He is quite a cripple. I got a declaration made by him. and here is the medical 
certificate, aud the declaration by Lambert Gordon (vide Appendices 1, 2, aud 3).
222. Chairman ] Did Messrs. Want aud Johnson, solicitors, act for you in any business matters at all of 
late? Yes.
223. Did yon instruct them to write a letter to M'Bean demanding that he should transfer his interest in 
this block 110 to anyone ? Some time ago be transferred all his right, title, and interest to my daughter, 
a widow. Mrs. Davis, and to my two sons.
224. AVheu did he execute this transfer? I could not tell.
225. He transferred it ? Yes; he signed a document transferring his right, title, an interest,
22G. Who got this declaratiou from him ? lie made it himself.
227. Did you go to the hospital to get it ? I. drove Mr. Sheahan. the Commissioner for Affidavits, over to 
the hospital.
228. Who got the particulars for the declaration before he signed it ? I got the particulars.
229. And you gave them to Mr. Sheahan? No ; Mr. Proctor drew up that affidavit.
230. Prom whom did he get the particulars? Prom me.
231. He says, " I am a partner with John Moore and Peter Speare in regard to mineral conditional 
purchases 58, 109, aud 110, in the parish of Metz, county of Sandon, and I have been such partner since 
January, 1881, and I have resided on block portion 58 from January, 1881, until about three months 
ago, when I was compelled to come into Armidale for medical advice.” This statement, then, is not true. 
As a matter of fact ho transferred all his interest to your daughter? He simply gave a memorandum 
to my daughter and my two sons, and has since executed a mortgage, which has been registered.
232. A mortgage to whom ? To my daughter and two sons.
233. Por what? To cover my £1,000.
234. But they gave him no consideration ? They did ; they gave it through me,
235. Your daughter and your sons did not give Mr. M'Bean one farthing consideration, did they ? They
gave it through mo; they did not give it directly. ’ '
23G. So that this consideration money included in the mortgage never existed as between M'Bean and your 
daughter and the other persons mentioned? No ; I got the money from my daughter and sons.
237. Why did you not, when you gave Mr. Proctor these particulars, insert here, that M'Bean was 
at one time partner, but had transferred all his interest to your daughter? Why did you not instruct 
Air. Proctor as to this transfer of mortgage ? There was no mortgage at the time, it tvas only a document.
238. Am I to understand that there is no mortgage? No ; there is a mortgage,
239. Is it registered? It has been registered lately.
240. When ? Last week. The last time I was in Sydney I went to Messrs. Want, Johnson, and 
Company, and they said I should have to commence an equity suit against AI'Beau. 1 said that I did

■ not want to do that, I went and told my sou, who is a magistrate, and when I came back and explained 
the matter to M'Bean, he consented to execute the mortgage for £1,000 to my daughter aud two sons.

WEDNES'DAl
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. . WEDNESDAY, 6 JUNE, 1388.

present;—

Mb. FRANK PARNELL, j Mb. COPELAND,
Mb. MOORE, [ Me. LEVIEN.

R. H. LEVIEN, .Esq., in tile Chaiu.

Mr. R. D. Pring, Counsel, instructed by Mr. Horrocks, appeared on bebalf of Mr. J. F. M'Kinlay. Mr, 
W, C. Proctor, solicitor, appeared on bebalf of Messrs Moore and M’Bean.

Mr. Jolui Moore called in, and further examined:—
■ Mr. J. Moore. 241. Chairman^ Can you tell when the last rent was paid on lots 109 and 110 ? It was paid before the 

balance of the purchase money was paid.
C June, 1S8S. 242. You paid on the 24th March, in the name of Moore. Speare, and M’Bean, £18 on the 58 and 

109 blocks? Yes.
243. Did you pay it before the 24th March on the 110 block ? Yes; 1 paid it earlier.*
241. When? Some weeks before. The three blocks were paid for in 1888,
245. Who collected these moneys ? 1 paid them into the Land Office.
24(5. Did Mr. Dean ever call upon you for payment of these moneys ? No ; I paid Mr. G-ordon.
247. What interest have you now in these blocks ? My share was one-third less that portion which I 
transferred to my two boys. It is not registered, but simply a memorandum. As I mentioned, I got 
some money from them.
248. Your interest in the matter then is through the two boys? I gave them a memorandum that they 
held certain interest, I held about one-sixth. I Iraie a memorandum as to payment of rent and balance 
of purchase money ; but I have no date.f
249. You say that Dean had nothing whatever to do with this ? I never thought of going to Dean. I 
went to the land agent—first Mr. Bray, and then Mr. Gordon.
250. Mr. Prfaf/.'] When wore the first instalments on the 110 block paid? On the 24th December, 1884,
251. You have no receipt for that then ? 1 have not got it here. I have the land agent’s receipt here for
1884, 1885, and 1886. _
252. There is no receipt iu 1884 for block 110? I declared it on tbe 24th December, and no receipt was 
given until after I had declared.
253. Who was the land agent there in 1834 ? Either Mr. Bray or Mr. Gordon, I do not know which.
254. I see that a transfer of that 110 block was made on the 3rd May, 1886, by yourself to Moore, 
Speare. and M'Bean; canyon account for the lapse of time between Ihetakinsj up of the conditional 
purchase and the transfer to those pci'Pona? 1 think I mentioned that Mr Speare and I had some dis
pute about the Vegetable Creek matter. He then insisted upon a transfer. Ho has a document that will 
show tho transaction. We ceased to work for antimony ; and he insisted that 1 should make a proper 
transfer, and produced the documents, which I signed.
255. Mr. Proctor.] It is almost impossible, I suppose, fot you to remember all the transactions in the 
matter? I have business of snch a character that it requires my undivided attention. It is impossible to 
remember everything accurately.
256. You were asked yesterday about a mortgage, or some transfer of M'Bean to Mrs. Davis r+ Yes; 
that was a mortgage for £1,000.
257. Which bo owes to you ? I got the greater part of the money from my daughter and sons.
258. Is this a copy of it [document produced] ? ] believe that is a copy of it.
259. Then M'Bean holds that third share still ? Yes, subject to tho mortgage for twelve months. I may 
mention that I had some difficulty with M'Bean. He is very much crippled from rheumatism. There 
were several people camping out there, and they used to bring out bottles of whisky and poison his mind 
against me. My daughter and my sons authorised me to employ Want, Johnson, and Company to start an 
equity suit against him. Mr. Minter will testify to that statement.

Mr. Richard Palmer called in, sworn, and examined :—
Mr,E. 260. Mr. Proctor.] You are an hotel-keeper at North Shore? I am. .
Palmer. 261. You formerly lived at Annidalo ? Yes.

f "“v 262. Do you remember any mining properties in which you were interested with Mr. Moore ? Yes.
G June, 1888 263. Who were with you? Powrie, Glass, Moore. and M'Bean.

264. Do you remember what date ? About seven years ago.
265. Do you remember having a dispute with Powrie and Glass ? I do.
266. Did it result in au agreement by which you became entitled to certain shares ? It did.
267. Do you remember what shares you held under the agreement ? I, Mr. Moore, and M'Bean had a 
share between us, that is one-third.
268. Do you remember that you went one Sunday down the falls with Mr. Moore ? I do.

' 269. What occurred ? We took up 80 acres more.
270. On what date? I could not recall the date.
271. Where was the land situated ? Down under the falls, ucar block 109. I think it was in block 110.
272. Do yon remember after visiting the land going to the land agent? Yes; Mr. Moore and I went 
together.
273. What did you do? I could not recollect. . 274,

_ *Note (on revision) 31st March, 1887, and again on 31st Poccmber, 1887, for j oar 1888 ; three months before I Inul 
any right to do.

f Note (on revision) ■.—Balance of purchase money paid on 110 was about Hth January, 1888. ,
7Notp (on revision);—Aud W-, G. S, and E, C, Moore—my two sons.
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274. Whom did you sec ? Mr. Bray.
275. What did he tell you—did you apply to take up the laud ?. Yes, between the lot of us; and he said 
that we could not do so without all being present. Then Moore took it up for the lot of us himself.
276. ' You knew you had a share in it? Yes.
277. Did Mr. Moore negotiate your interest iu it afterwards ? Yes.
278. Dor how much ? £1,000,
279. Did you esecute an agreement of transfer ? I did.
280. The portion mentioned in the schedule to the agreement—SO acres taken up by Mr, Moore on behalf 
of Powrie, Glass, Moore, and M'Bean—is that the portion -which you are referring to ? Yes.
281. Then M'Bean became entitled to a share? Yes.
282. Did you know that Mr. Moore knew of the agreement? Yes. It was Mr. Moore who initiated 
the sale.

Mr. R, . 
Palmer.

0 JunC^888.

Mr. Peter Speare called in, sworn, and examined:—
283. Mr. 'Proctor.'] Do you reside at Summer Hill ? Yes.
284. What are you ? I am a mining speculator.
285. Do you remember purchasing a share in some land at Armidale, from Mr, Palmer? Yes.
286. Was this the agreement [produced] r It was.
287. You have been on the land yourself, I believe ? I went on to it shortly after I purchased.
288. Who negotiated the sale? Mr. Moore.
289. Do you remember receiving a letter from Mr. Moore on the subject? Yes.
290. -And that letter, which has been produced here, refers to the 80-aeroblock ? Yes.
291. Did you give Palmer an interest in it under the agreement? Tes.
292. Did you know in whose name it stood? At the time I did not. I did not understand the trans
action at ilrst. It seemed to be mixed up between Powrie. Glass, and a lot of them.
293. You bought Palmer’s interest in that SO acres included in the agreement ? Tes.
291. .And you have held a share ever since? Yes.
295. You bought out Glass and Powrie. subsequently? Yes.
296. What interest do you hold in it now ? 1 hold a third, and J think a ninth share.
297. Does M'Bean claim a third? I do not know what he claims.
29S, You know he has an interest in it ? Yes.
299. You have held the property and used it in conjunction with other ground adjoining it, have you 
not? Yes. Some of it has been forfeited. That was lot ] 13
300. Do you know block 109 ? Tes.
301. Has much money been spent on that ? lres ; a very large sum.
302. Enough to cover the improvements on 110 ? Yes, ten times over.
303. You have always held and used the lands in conjunction with each other? Yea,
£01. There is no doubt that you, Spcare, and M'Bean have always been partners in the property? Ao 
doubt at all.
305. You had a dispute with Moore some time ago, had you not, at Glen limes ? Yes.
306. Did it result in any agreement ? Yes.
307. It is dated the 25tn April, 1886, is it not ? Yes.
308. It was drawn by Mr. Boyd of Glen Innes, solicitor ? Yes.
309. Did Mr. Moore agree in’this to transfer one-third interest on nil these properties to you ? Yes.
310. In substance tho agreement says that Mr. Moore agrees to transfer onc-lbird interest in the Gara 
antimony mines to you ? Yes.
311. Have you held these blocks ever since in conjunction with Mr. Moore and M'Bean? Yes.
312. Chairman ] Were you interested with Mr. Moore in any other mining speculations ? Yes; in lots
of mines. ■
313. Was there any dispute as to whether you had any right in block 110? Kb; none whatever. Tho 
only difficulty was that 1 was dissatisfied with the way in which the land stood in the Department. 1 
wanted 1o got a proper transfer. Powrie’s interest was transferred to Moore, so was Glass’s, and I had 
nothing to show that 1 had any claim to their interest which had been purchased by Moore and myself.
314. Did you know that tho block stood in Moore’s name ? I knew by the agreement,
315. And that is how you got it inscrlod in that deed? Ho, I did not insert it at all. Mr. Proctor 
inserted it at the time when T bought.
316. How did you come to get that inserted. 1 see that it is in the latter part of the deed after theotlier 
had been done ? The other land was in the partnership agreement between them. This was taken up 
afterwards, aud therefore was not in this partnership agreement,
317. Tho land was not at the time iu Ihe name of this person when the agreement was drawn ; how is it 
that it was put in afterwards ? It was not put in afterwards. It was put in before 1 paid tho money,
318. I see that you have not got this document registered ? It has been fulfilled.
319. You always held au interest iu this 110 block ? Yes.
320. Do you know how it was paid for ? No, I do not. I did not hold an interest iu it until after it was 
taken up.
321. You knew nothing about it until it was taken up? No. I did not, except by Mr. Moore’s letter.^
322. Mr. Proctor.] You have since bad to pay your share of the instalments ? Yes : Ipaid my one-third 
share, and hero is Mr. Moore’s receipt [produced],
323. You have a permit from the Alines Department to work for gold ? Yes.
324. Did you know long ago that there was gold there ? Yes.
325. You produce also a permit to mine for gold dated 27lh August, 18S7 ? Tes.
326. Chairman ^] You got your permit aflcr you heard that they had discovered gold, I suppose? STes ; 
we had not applied previously, and we could not work it until we got a permit. ’
327. "Why had you not applied ? None of us knew how to take up gold land under mineral conditional
purchase. Wo did not find it out until wc were recommended to take up a gold mine lease on onr own 
property. .
328. You then became aware that they bad discovered the gold ? Oh, yes ; I knew it before.
329. Do you mean to tell us that mixing up with mining mailers as you have done you did not know how
to do that ? No; I did not. 330.

Mr. P. Speare.

4
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Mr. r.Spcare. 330 And you did not think it worth while to inquire ? I did. I went to Harrie Woods myself about 
taking out gold on a mineral conditional purchase, and all he said was, “ Oh, we have nothing to do with

6 June, 1888. mineral conditional purchases.” . . ,, .
331. And you mean to say that he would not tell you P My opinion is that he did not know anything at
mt^Mr^rodor:] Do you know that assays have been made of the antimony ore which was senthomo? Tcs. 
333 Do you know that there was gold in it ? [ made an agreement with Mr. Moore to work on my ou n
account for gold and antimony, hut some men actually jumped the laud whilst working on wages forme.
33d. You paid one-third of the money to the Oriental IBank? Yes ; £ 1 „
335. Mr. i^nny.] J3itl you know anything about there being gold bcioro M Kinky s party-dune : JNo. 
336 You have only been up there once or twice? A couple of times a year. _ _ .
33/' Do you know whether lot 110 was used iu connection with antimony milling ? iSo : it was not. 
It was very steep, ami there was a difficulty in getting the ore; but it was necessary to have that, because 
wc had no water frontage to the other land.
338. It was necessary for the water frontage ? STcs.

Mr. William Weslren called in, sworn, and examined
Mr. W. 

Westron,

G June, 18S81

Yes.
nown them a long time.

Yes. _ _ .
? 1 have been living there thirteen or

No.

339. My. Pring] You are a minor ? Yes.
340. Do you know blocks 109 and 110 at Gara ?
341. How long have you known them ? I have k
342. Have you known them the last four or five years ? Y
343. Have you been living there during the last four or five years
fourteen years. . .
344. Has block 110 over been used in any way m conjunction with 109 r
345. Has anything been done at 110 r There is a small bit of a pot-hole sunk on 110,
316. Have you seen anything done on 110 in connection with the mining on 109 r •
347. And you have been living there all this time ? Yes.
348. I think you are one of the men who discovered the gold on 110: 1' es.
349. And your party are still in possession of it? Yes. 1
350. Chairman] Do you think it was necessary to take up 110 for tho purpose of working Lot 109 ? 1
cannot see any reason for it.
351. Mr* Proctor^ Who are your party ? Tliere wore Haekj John Allingnam, niui unseli.
352. How many parties arc there ? There arc different parties. Those arc all tliat arc in the claim iliat

Ko.

353. Do you know that there arc any tunnels in block 10D ? Yes ; there are.
354. How many? I think there are three. . , „ ■ , ,
355. Where would the material taken out of that go to? It would go into the gully just underneath,
356. Under 110 ? No, not near it, I am certain of it. ,
357. Is it not a fact that the stuff has actually gone into 110? It would not go near it.
33S! Mr. Frank Fanidl] What experience have you had in mining? I haie been mining for years.
359. Where ? In different places. First on the Teak Downs, then at Iroubarks. and at Bingera.
360. Mr. Proctor] You say that you ha\ e been there this four years ? No : fourteen or fifteen years.
361. Where ? At Gara.
362. What have vou been doing there all that time ? 1 have been doing a lot ot lencnig.

Mr. Alfred James Hack called in, sworn, and examined ; —
Mr. 363. Mr. Pring] 1 think you are one of those who discovered gold on lot 110 ? I am not one of the first, 

A. J. Hack, but I was there about two days afterwards
n 36K How long have you known lots 100 and 110? About fifteen mouthy 

0 June, 1SS3. Have you overseen anv work done on UOiu connection with the mining on lot 100 . Au.
3Go! Is there any trace of any work at all ? Yew, a small hole there, but nothing beyond that.
367. I suppose you know the lay of the country there pretty well ? Yes.
36S. Do you know whore the tunnels are ? Yes.
300, Where does any antimony taken out of the tunnels go to ? It would roll down tbe gully, and a
little of it might pass what wc suppose io he the boundary of 109 aud 110, hut very little.
370. When were yon last there ? About a month ago. .
371. Did you sec any antimony ore at 110 then ? Nothing to speak of.
372. You have never at any time seen more than a few lumps ? That is all—a few which had fallen down 
the cliffs, water-worn pieces which had come down owing to the cliff decaying, hut none from the work
ings of 109. Very little would go down on to lot 110. It would lodge in the gully, and I should say 
that it would lodge on lot 109.
373. Mr. Proctor] Does not the gully go through lot 110 to Baker’s Crock ? Yes. _
374. You never saw them working at; all? Yes, on 109; at tho time when the antimony was first
discovered I was out there. _ „
375. Since that you have never seen them at work at all, I believe ? No
376. And, of course, you could hardly say what the result ot working lot J09 would be, or whether the 
stone would go over into lot 110 or not ? Yes; I can form a very good opinion, because of the formation
of the gully. ... t •
377. But it would only he a mailer of opinion? Of course, it would be a matter of opinion.
378. Mr. Pring] Arc you a practical miner ? I am not,. ^
379. Mr. Procter] What party do you belong to? My own; to YVcstrcn’s parly.
880. Are there several parties, or only one ? Several.

*Note (on rseitiott):—Yes.

ABPBNDIX.



MINERAL CONDITIONAL PURCHASES, PARISH OF METZ.

APPENDIX.

\To evidence of W. H. Capper.']

A 1.
AjipUcalion by J, Moore.

[Alienation Act, section 19.J
Application for tbe conditional purchase, mthout competition, of unimproved Crown Land 

District of Armidale. ' No. 2G6 of 1881.
Application by John Moore for tho conditional purchase, without competition, of 80 acres, unimproved Crown Laud. 

Received by me, with a deposit of £40, this 29th day of September, 18S1, at 10 o’clock,—
J. BRAY,

Agent for the sale of Crown Lands at Armidale. 
Sir 1 t , • . , . . , 29 September, 1881.ofunimn^J'n de3I™« of Purchasing, without competition, under the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1891, the portion 

ot unimproved Crown Lands hereunder described, containing 80 acres ; and i herewith tender the sum of £40, being a deposit 
at tho late of 10s. per acre on tho area for whiedi I apply. I am &c 5 6 J"
The Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Armidale. JOHN

Desceiptios:
of 80 acrpUsDma?b.SbvPUi>3U ^ Co^7’ 80 ^tending along the eastern boundary of mineral conditional purchase
cornwto^ioHh'o'ast^-rwni'r5!!^''?1!0 ^ ^ M^MSSl, and adjoining said portion from south-east
corner to north-oast eornerj aud extending towards the nver or creek.

Mart-T,,'-Fo,’. measuroment in accordance with rogulations, due regard being had to the river or creek 
BI v n ,d 1 the appheat'On in view of circular S0;18 of 21 Apiil, 1880—J.H. (for Sur.-Cten.), B.C. 27 Oct 1881 
Replied to by my letter to the Surveyor-General, dated 11 March, No. 82-13.—John g' M/.htts. ’ ’ '

Declar&lion of Conditional Purchaset. -
(C.P. 81-266.)

. _ [Alienation Act, 180 Lj
Declaration of conditional purchaser for mining purposes

S'5“-1 “ (“’,fl!r.“°oTS£aTJiS”*1 '■T1'-’I1'

and for the suppression of voluntary aud ’ “d to in lieu thereof,

Desceiption :
1881, in the distric *of Armddal^ °f Me'Z' S° aCre3' °" KuD> beinS <Part <>0 conditional mining purchase No. 266, of

Taken and declared at Armidale, this 24th day of December, 1884, before me,— JOHN MOORE
Lambaep S. Goedon, Commissioner for Affidavits. ^ '

Instalment (£8) credited at Treasury, 30 December, 1881.-J.C., 15/1/83. Inspector Harper, 18/4/85.

Final Declaration of Conditional Purchaser
(Fiual C.P. 81-2C6.) r

, f t [Aliemition Act, 18G1.]
Declarxlion of conditional purtihaser for mining purposes

DeSCBIPWON :
of Arin?d0ai“fcjr °f S“nd0n' PflriSl1 °f 8° aCTe3’ beiug (part of^ conditional mining purchase No. 266, of 1881, in tho district 

Taken and declared at Arnudale, this 30th day of December, 1886, before me,- tOHN vf0m?E
Lambaet S. Goedon, Commissioner for Affidavits. ’

Instalment (£8) credited, 31/12/84, (Fide 1st declaration.) Examined and entered C.P. Register.—C.C., 14/1/87.

Sir, , ,

the fact that these blo^gl adorning ; that we have spent the large sum of ^o'o nTonTmiirtemenruptu'll'rflM

two
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two mentioncfl areas; we have, however, made declarations of having spent £2 per acre upon the whole three blocks, and we have 
now the honor to request that you will allow the three blocks to be consolidated for the purposes ot the improvement under 
the 26th section of the Crown Lands Act.of 1875. We 1!^c'-fOORE & pA?,Ty,

The Secretary for Laud.. ^r0 JoiIX MoOBE-)

The papers are with the Board. So far as can be stated in their absence, there is no objection to the request bemg 
complied with. Mr. Moore may be so informed, and this letter referred to the Board.—C.O„ 3/6/87. _ Approved. I .hr.,
3/C/87. Inform at once, and refer to Chairman.—C.O., 3/6/87. Informed, 4/6/87. The Chairman, Local Land 
Board, Armidale.—S.F., B.C., 4/6/87.

Gentlemen 4 '^urle'
C Referring to your letter of the 1st instant, requesting that the mineral conditional purchases noted in the margin 

may be consolidated, I have the honor to inform you, by direction of the Minister for Lands, that the papers relating to the 
, . - ■ ^ purchase referred to are under reference to the Local Land Board at Armidale, but so far as can bo stated in their absence,
Mooreimdmrty. there is no objection to your request beiug complied with. , T , T l n , ,

I am to add that the tetters under reply have been referred to the Local Land Board, Arsmctale.
I have, &c.,

STEPHEN FREEMAN,
J. Moore and Tarty. (For t!ie Und" Se«et^->

M.C.P. 80-357, 
! I„ 8l-o*, 81-2*6,

Sir,

A 4.
^Report by Mr. Inspector Harper, '

Respecting the mineral conditional purchase of J. Moore, made at Armidale, on 20th September, 1SS1,
Armidale, 0 June, I8S7-

' 1 have the honor to report that I visited and inspected the above described conditional purchase on the 6th day of
June, 1887, and that I found the selector then not resident upon this selection. . .

The land, which consists of precipitous gulf and steep spurs, inaccessible in places, and comprises 80 acres, is held by 
applicant for mining purposes, and the selector, who follows the avocation of merchant, had, at the time of my visit, made the 
improvements hereunder particularly described, the value of which I estimate at the sums respectively stated, viz. ; Aot- 
bolcs, 12 feet x 3 feet average, and 5 feet deep, £6. No other improvements on the block made by selector

From the appearance of the land and the circumstances stated in the following remarks, I am of opinion that the 
selector has been continuously resident upon the selection.

Jf emarAs.
A gold-bearing reef bus been recently discovered on this land which promises to be very rich.
The dividing line between this portion and No. 109 bus never been marked, I presume, because of Hie precipitcuis nature 

of the countrv, A t the south-west corner, however, an apple-tree is marked 109 over 110. A line due north from this tree to 
a position on top of high spur about 10 chains. A line north would cut perpendicular cliffs, inaccessible deep gult intervening

I have, &C-,
WM. HARPER,

Inspector of Conditional Purchases.
Tile Chairman of the Locat Land Board at Armidale.

A 5-

M.C.P. 81-206, 
John Moore, 
Peter Spcarc, & 
John M'Benn, 
Armidale, SO 
acres, parish 
Metz, county 
Sandon.

Caption to Deposition of ’Witness. ►
New South Wale?,')

to Wif. J [Crown Lands Act of 1884—Part II, section 14, subsection 1,]
The examination of Joseph Francis JI'Kinlay, of Armidale, in the Colony of New South Wales, publican, A\ illiarn Wcstreu, 

of Jlillgrove, John Moore, of Armidale, and Mordaunt ASister Maclean, of Armidale, in the said Colony, draftsman. 
WiiMKAs it hath been alleged that the necessary expenditure required by law has not. been made in mining operations (other 
than gold-minino-) 0n the mineral conditional purchase mentioned in the margin, made at Armidale on the 29th September, 
1881, 80 acres, county Snndon, parisli Metz, and it hath been found necessary to investigate the said matter on oath, tiie depo
sitions of the several witnesses are appended hereto.

[Knclofure.']

Examined ly Mr. Kearne.;/, solicUor ; This witness being duly sworn on oath states: My name is Joseph Franae 
M'K/nlay : I am the person who lodged the complaint against, the mineral conditional purchase, John Moore and othere ; 
1 know the mineral conditional purchase portion 110, subject of inquiry; it adjoins mineral conditional purchase portion 
109 on the eastern boundary ; I have known this portion under inquiry about three months ; ] have been over the tana ; 
there is one place on it that there is a small hole about 6 or 6 feet deep x 2 feet wide ; this comprised all the improvements on

P° Bv Mr. Simpson, soliciior .- I know the boundaries of the lands as far as they are surveyed ; I know the portion 
subject, to inquiry, it adjoins portion 109; I know portion 58 ; they all adjoin each other; on portion 58 tlicre is a good 
deal of improvements ; as fares the tracing in my possession shows me there is little expenditure on ]09 ; there is a good deal 
of mining expenditure on portion 109 in the tracing now shown me by you, and I will not say there is not £850 worth ot
improvements on this portion.
Sworn ut Armidale, this 24th day of 1

' a,— i
JOSEPH F. M'KINLAY.

June, 1887, before us,- ,
Stdxf.t Bj.tthe, J.T., Chairman.
C. K Smith, T.M. '

This witness on oath states: My name is JFfWam Westren- I am a miner ; I have been out, in the neighbourhood of 
Hillgrove for this fourteen or fifteen years; I know a mineral conditional purchase of Mr. Moore, portion 110 ; it is only a 
short time ago that 1 knew it; the place I know- now as 110 I Imre known for a number of years ; 1 did not know it was a 
mineral conditional purchase until very lately ; I do not consider there are any mining operations on this portion ; there is 
a bit of a pot-hole on it t hat a man could work for about £1; it ts on the falls.
Sworn at Armidale, this 24th day of )

June, 1887, before us,— j
Symsey Blythk, J,?., Chairman.
C. E. Smith, PAL _

This dosed the evidence for the complaint.

■WM. WESTREN.

This witness being duly sworn on oath states : My name is John Moore; 1, Peter Speare and M‘Bean are the holders 
of three mineral, conditional purchases, portions 58, 109,and 110, Nos. of conditional purchases, 80-35r, 100 acres, 81—d4, 80 
acres, and 81-266, 80 acres ; all these three selections belonged to myself, Peter Speare, and M'Beim ; 1 produce the receipt 

■ for payment of interest at the rate of 2s. per acre, dated 31st of March, 1887 ; on portions 58, 110, and 109 of SO acres we 
have actualiy expended £2,566, the greater part of which has been spent on portion 109; I could produce ■vouchers tor 
£1,743, money actually expended in men’s wages ; 1 have been in possession of tins land uninterrupted since 1881; M Bean

T C S 1%4 C LL
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resided on the land ; it has been his home since it was taken up ; these three blocks named above all adjoin each other; the 
lecttr wbieh has been read by the Chairman, dated 1st dime, 1887, is the one forwarded by mo to the Minister for Lands,
and I produce the reply to the same. _ it, i r

Jhl Mr. Kearney, soliciior : Wo made separate declarations on the three portions named; 1 could not state wnen i 
made declaration on portion 58 ; when 1 made this declaration I could not state if it stood in the name of Powne, Grists, an 
Moore ; 1 could not tell unless I saw the papers whether I made the declaration on mineral conditional purchase SO-joV ; 
I could not say from memory whether the expenditure was made by Powrie, Q-luss, and Moore ; I do not think we applied 
for an extension of time; the property I think when I made declaration on 109 belonged to Powrie, Glass, and Moore; 1 
made declaration on portion 110; this always belonged to me; I suppose the improvements on 109 would more than coyer 
the £1 is. improvements on 110; when I made the first declaration of £1 4s. per acre it was my own, not in the name ot rowne, 
Glass, and Moore; I subsequently transferred this to the firm, and made the declaration at the end of five years at ts per 
acre in the name of firm, John Moore, Peter Speare, and John M'Bean. rrvcrKT urnnwir
Sworn at Armidale, this 24th day of") .1011 is MUUKi;..

June, 1887, before us,— j
Sydsey Blythe, J.P., Chairman,
C. E. Smith, P.M.

This witness being duly sworn, on oath, states ; My name is Mordaunt Aluier Maclean ; I am in the Survey Office; 
I represent the District Surveyor; I produce the original plans showing portions 58, 109, and 110, parish Metz and Cooney; 
1 look at plan of portion 109 ; portion 109 is surveyed for 80 acres, including portions applied for as gold leases ; 1 have no 
doubt whatever; nor of portion 58, 100 acres, surveyed inclusive of any application for gold leases; there was a gold-hcia 
proclaimed Gwym, 29th June, 1383 ; that embraces only portion 58 of these three portions; portions 109 and 110 have 
never boon within any gold-field. . , , , , „

By Mr. Kearney, solicitor; These plans are from the Surveyor-Generals Office; they do not show any gold lease 
applications; the local map docs not show the boundaries of gold lease applications as being within portion 109 ; three of 
them arc upon portion 109 and one on portion 58 ; the fact of their being shown on the local map would not necessarily show 
that these gold leases bad been surveyed before the mineral conditional purchase ; the mineral gold lease on portion 58 is the 
only one that is really included within the gold-field, »<■ i m--m* w
Sworn at Armidale, this 24th day of) . M. A. MACLJtAiM.

June, 1887, before us,— j ' ■
Syd.yky Blythe, J.P., Chairman.
C. E. Smith, J.P.

This closed the evidence.

B 1.
[Zb Ev

John M'Bean is an inmate of the Armidale hospital, 
is unfit to undertake a journey to Sydney.

idence of John Moore.~\
Glenhursf, Armidale, 1 June, 1888.

He is suffering from chronic rheumatic arthritis. In my opinion, he

L. G. MALLAM, M.B., M.R.C.S., England,
Med. Officer, Armidale Hospital.

B 2.
Statutory Declaration.

I, John M'Bean, of Armidale, in the Colony of New South Wales, do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare as follows :
1. I am a partner with John Moore and Peter Speare in regard to mineral conditional purchases 58, 109, and 110 in the

parish of Metz, county of Sandon, and I have been such partner since January, 1881, and I have resided on block 
portion 58, from January, 1881, until about three months ago, when I was compelled to come into Armidale for 
medical advice. .

2. I hold a one-third share or interest in the aforesaid mineral conditional purchases 58, 109, and 110, and have done so
ever since they were taken up.

3. Previous to the 29lh day of September, 1881 (the day in wliich block 110 was taken up), Mr. Moore came over to
inspect the mine and found two men shooting the antimony down into block 110. These men stated in the presence 
of Air. Moore that, they intended earning as much money as would enable them to take up the block, and pack up the 
antimony by horses.

4. Mr. Moore proceeded to Armidale and took up the land in his own name.
5. Mr. Moore came out two or three days later and stated that the land agent could not take our deposit unless Air.

Speare and myself were present, and that as I was crippled with rheumatics, to prevent delay, he had taken up the 
land in his own name. Mr. Aloore further staled that I would have a one-third share or interest in this block as 
well as in the others. He mode this statement in the presence of bis son Mr. James Moore.

G. I have no document or writing to show that I hold any such share or interest, but merely Mr. Moore’s word.
7. Mr. Moore lias paid for my share of all the expenses in taking up the whole of the land, and the expenses of erecting 

machinery thereon, and f am still indebted to him for my share of such expenses. _ _
And T make tin's solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue af the provisions of an Act 
made and passed in the ninth year of the Reign of Her present Majesty intituled “An Act for the more effectual abolition of 
oaths and affirmations taken and made in various departments of the Government of Kcw Soutli Wales, and to substitute 
declarations in lien thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.” ‘
Subscribed and declared at Armidale,this 31st day of) JOHN M'BEAN.

Alay, before me,— j _
John M. Sheahan, a Commissioner for Affidavits.

B3.
Statutory Declaration.

I, Lambart Skene Gobhon, of Armidale, in the Colony of New South Wales, Crown Lands Agent, do hereby solemnly and 
sincerely declare as follows :■ -That I recollect at the time, John Afoore, of Armidale, made his declaration before me as Crown 
Lands Agent, on the 24th day of December, 1884, as to M.C.P,, No. 81-268 being improved to £1 4s. per acre, I asked him if 
such improvements were on such mineral conditional purchase when he, the said John Aloore replied that same ad joined and 
formed one holding with mineral conditional pnrehases, Nos. 80-357 and 81-54, and under the 26th section of Crown Lands 
Act Amendment Act, 39 Victoria No. 13, 1 accepted the said John Moore’s declarations as to improvements above referred to. 
I also recollect tho said John Afoore declaring on the same mineral conditional purchase above referred to, viz., No. 81-2G6on 
the 30th December, 1886, when he valued the improvements thereon at £2 per acre, by virtue of mineral conditional purchase 
adjoining thereto, No. 81-54 being improved to tho value of £5 per acre, and by virtue of mineral conditional purchase ad
joining, No. 80-357 being improved to the value £8 per acre. And 1 make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing 
the same to be true, and by virtue, of the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the Reign of Her present 
Majesty, intituled “an Act for the more effectual abolition of oaths and affirmations taken and made in various departments 
"of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations in lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary 
and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.’’
(Subscribed and declared at Armidale, this 1st day of June,) ' LAMBART S. GORDON.

1883. before me,— J
John Craigik, J.P.

Sydney ; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1S8S-
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1887.
(teikd session.)

t'

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINERAL CONDITIONAL PURCHASES, 
PARISH OF METZ.

(APPLICATIONS FOB.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 21 Septe7nber, 1887.

EUKTHEPl RETURN fin part) to an. Order of the Honorable the Legislative 
Assembly of New South Wales, dated 2nd June, 1887, That there be laid upon 
the Table of this House,—

“Copies of all papers in connection with the applications for mineral 
‘‘conditional purchase of portions 109,110, and 113, parish of Metz, county 
“ of Sandon; also, copies of all papers in respect to applications to mine 
“for gold on the above-mentioned portions.

{Mr. Copeland,)

NO.
1.

SCHEDULE.
Mr. J. A. M‘Donald to the Honorable the Secretary for Lands, enclosing application by Messrs, Westren and 
7 April ISST™1* t0 takC possessiou of 1111116 for fiold upon part of portion 110, parish of Metz, with minutes.

2. Mr. Joseph Penglase to the Honorable the Secretary for !lhnes, callhig attention'to'the’iniustiio’that will be 
t “J11161*® m Armidale District if the rent due by Messrs. Moore and party on portions 109 and 110, parish 

of Metz, be accepted, with minutes. 20 April, 18S7 ................................ ................................
'£he TaT 9°Pfla^’ M-p-> 011 samo subject as No. 2, with minutes, 20 ApthiisSL!!!"!""".'""'"!"

‘V MTJonald to the Honorable the Secretary for Lands (telegram), for reply to No. 1. 22 April, 1887... 
5. The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. Warden C. E. Smith, to report if any gold is taken from M.C.P. 81-266, 

^portion 110, parish of Metz. 2o April, JS87 ......................
n' HnjCT fecretary for Mpes to Mr. J. Penglase, in reply to No.'2.' ' 25Aprii”i887.

1 01 I?'if1!rotary6s tci Mr- John Moore, informing him that he has no right to remove cold from

8’ an<1 °tlierE aPPlication for permit to remove mineral from M.c!pr8oi357, parish'of 'Metzy county

in S10 eamfl aPPIica*jon [or permit to remove mineral from M.C.P. SI-54,'parish of Cooney,' county of'Sandon......
10’ coiintv of Sandon3 °therS’ aPPlloat;ion fpr Permit to remove mineral from M.C.P. 81-266, parish of Cooney,

lo a!rr' n00^6 i° tlle Honorable the Secretary for Mines, in reply to No. 7. 28 April!'1887.!.”!!!...................
' urV ' 11' [A V [yownc, for Messrs. Moore and otliers, to the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, that No. 10

2 jfarW1887 t0 th° LandS ■DePai't]nent t0 fadliL'Lte speedy issue of authority to mine for gold, with minutes.

m1"' 9' to Under Secretary for Mines, in reply to No. 5. 's' May, 1887
gold field ^19 May^JSST™011 f°r autll0nty to ^*8 search for gold on alienated land within a proclaimed

PAGE.

[805 copies—Approximate Cost of
80—A

Printing (labour and material), £3 18s. 2d.]
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MINERAL CONDITIONAL PURCHASES, PARISH OE METZ,

No.' 1.
Sir. J. A. McDonald to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Armidale, 7 April, 1887.
1 have the houor by request o£ the applicants to hand you enclosed herein application by 

Messrs. "VVm. Westren, C. Allingham,. Jno. AUingham, and Win. H. Allinghain, for a permit from you to 
take possession and mine for gold in and upon a part of a measured portion No. 110, in the parish of 
Metz, within the G-yra Hirer Gold-field, in this district. The land is part of a mineral conditional pur
chase of one John Moore, taken up 29th September, 1881, and I am informed by the present applicants 
that no mining operations of any kind nor any expenditure whatever hare been made on this portion, and 
that consequently the mineral conditional purchase is forfeitable for non-performance of the conditions 
attaching to same, if the same has not already been forfeited, and they desire to be informed whether the 
said mineral conditional purchase stands good in the books of the Department, or whether it has been 
forfeited or lapsed. I have, &c.,

J. A. M‘DONALD,
--------  (jmr J.A.G-.)

Mr. Capper,—What is the state of M.C.P. ?—K.H.D., 13/4/87. The C.P. stands good. Papers 
under reference to tho Chairman of the Armidale Board.—W.H.C., 27/4/87.

. \JEnclosure.~\
We, tho undersigned William Westren, Christopher Allingham, John Atlingham, and William Henry Allingham, of Hill- 
grove, near Armidale, hereby apply for a permit to take possession in accordance with the Mining Board Regulations, and 
to dig and search for gold withm a parcel of land of the dimensions of a prospecting protection area as prescribed by tbe 
said regulations, situated within the Gyra River Gold-field, county of Sandon, parish of Metz, being part of portion No. 110, 
which on the 29th day of September, 1881, was sold to John Moore as a mineral conditional purchase,—Dated at 
Armidale, this 7th day of April, 1887.

WILLIAM WESTREN. 
CHRISTOPHER ALLINGHAM. 
JOHN ALLINGHAM.

The Secretary for Lands, —----- W. H. ALLINGHAM.
Must 'await action in vs letter from Messrs. Moore & Co., per Sir. T. F. DeC. Browne, of 2nd May, 1SS7.—W.R.C., 

23/5/87. '

No. 2.
Mr. J. Penglase to The Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Armidale, 20 April, 1887.
I have, on behalf of the miners of this district, to call your attention to a great injustice 

that will he done to them in reference to accepting the rent on two blocks of land situate at Gara Palls, 
Nos. 109 and 110. Tour Mining Act states that the rent must be paid yearly in advance. The ground 
was held by John Moore as a mineral conditional purchase; the rent, I believe, has not been paid for two 
years, and we know that the labour conditions have not been fulfilled. Our party, thinking the ground 
abandoned, began prospecting, and discovered a payable quartz-lode on the block llO. Immediately on 
its becoming known, the rent I have heard was paid into the office here, and Moore claims the ground, 
threatening to sue for trespass. I protest against the rent being received, and apply to you as Minister 
for Mines to see that justice is done in this matter; the rent not being paid according to law, I presume 
that you will throw the land open for selection. I know that you have been tho instrument in exposing 
much corruption in the Civil Service and Government Departments generally, and now you have before 
you a case demanding your best attention. Shall the working man be deprived of his right ? If you 
administer tho Act in its integrity, which I believe you will, you will see your way clear to refuse the 
rent on blocks 109 and 110 and cancel their leases. Give the pioneers a chance; the men who have 
entered into these awful ravines endeavouring to open up roads for the commerce of tho nation, and 
never let it be said that these oft-times half-famished creatures should be driven away from the ground 
that their pluck and perseverance has found for them. Hoping to hear that you will forfeit this ground 
and give it to those better entitled,

I have, &c„
■-------- - JOSEPH PENGLASE.

Presented by Mr. Copeland, 21/4/87. This was handed to me by Mr. Copeland evidently in 
error; forward it to Mines.—Thomas Garrett, 22/4/87. The writer refers to the holdings as 
M.C.P’s.; let me know if the laud is held under mining lease.—H. ~\V., 22/&I&7. Urgent. Chief 
Draftsman,—The Under Secretary is -watting for this information.—E.E.P., 22/4/87. 109 and 110 are 
both M.C.P’s.—W.S.O., 22 April, 1887. Eorward to the Lands Department and inform.—H.W., 
22/4/87. The Under Secretary for Lands.—G.E.H., B.C., 23/4/87.

C.P. 81-266, Armidale, John Moore. Tbe C.P. still stands good. The papers, 80-12,410, are 
under reference to the Chairman of the Armidale Land Board for inspection of the C.P. and inquiry if 
necessary. Under recent arrangements it is presumed the enclosed application to mine may be forwarded 
for consideration to the Undersecretary for Mines,—AY.H.C.. 29/1/87. The Under Secretary for 
Mines.—S.E., B.C., 7/5/87.

No. 3.
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No. 3.
' Mr. J. Ponglasc to H. Copeland, Esq., M.P.

Sb1, Armidale, 20 April, 1887.
I have to call your attention to a great injustice likely to be done to some of the workiug 

men of this district. Mr. Moore had two blocks of ground at (rara halls, taken as mineral purchases. 
On block No. 110 there has been no work done for years, and the diggers believing it to be abandoned 
started work and discovered a gold-bearing quartz-reef. Mr. Moore at once pays up) his arrears of rent, 
about two years’, and claims the ground. The Mining Act is distinct in stating that the rent must be 
paid yearly in advance, and therefore I enter a protest against the money being accepted by Govern
ment, and I have called upon the Minister for Mines to declare the land forfeited. Trusting you will 
see this matter through, and assist the working man to obtain what is justly his own, and acquaint me 
with the first intimation of cancellation, ’ I have, &c.,

JOSEPH PENGLASE.

Chief Mining Surveyor.—M.L. No., please.—E.C.P., 20/4/87. Chief Draftsman.—E.E.P., 
20/4/87. M.C.P,, 81-266.—W.S.C., 20 April, 1887.

The writer may be informed that the land lias been conditionally purchased. The owner’s 
attention may bo invited to the fact that he has no right to the gold, and the warden may be asked to 
report any gold taken from the land.—H.W., 20/4/87. Approved.—E.A., 21/4/87.

» No. 4.
Telegram from Mr. J. A. M'Donald to The Secretary for Lands.

_ Armidale, 22 April, 1887,
Mr letter, 7th instant, re Allingham and party’s permit. Kindly reply soon as possible.

* JOHN A. M‘DONALD, 
--------- Solicitor.

The letter of the 7th inst. has not been received in C.S. Hceords.—J.P.M., 23/4/87. Further 
particulars may be asked for.—W.H.C., 27/4/87.

No. 5.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. Warden Smith.

Sir* i _ ■ Department of Mines, Sydney, 25 April, 1887.
I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to request that you will be good 

enough to report if any gold is taken from the land hold by Mr. J ohn Mooro, of Armidale, under mineral 
conditional purchase, 81-266, the land being situated on block No. 110 at Gara Falls.

I have, &c.,
HAKEIE WOOD,

Under Secretary.

No. 6. .
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. J. Penglase.L O

Sir, _ Department of Mines, Sydney, 25 April, 1887.
Referring to your letter of the 20th instant, presented by Mr. Copeland, M.P., to the effect ace No. 2 

that a Mr. Moore held two blocks of land at Gara Falls, under a mineral conditional purchase, and that 
no work has been done on the land for some years, and deeming it abandoned, certain miners started work 
and discovered a gold-bearing quartz-reef, and in which you ask that the arrears of rent, which have boon 
paid by Mr. Moore, might not be accepted, and that the land might be forfeited, I have tbe honor to 
inform you that the land appears to be held under conditional purchase, and as the Lands Department 
deals with such holdings your letter on the subject lias been sent thither.

In the meantime I may inform you that you have no right to remove any gold from the land.
I have, &c.,

GERARD E. HERRING,
(For the Under Secretary.)

No. 1.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. J. Moore.

Sir> Department of Mines, Sydney, 25 April, 1S87, ’
. . I ',avc tlic fiemor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to inform you, that it appears that

mining operations have been carried on by certain persons on the laud held by you under mineral con
ditional purchase, No. 81-266, and that a gold-bearing quartz-reef lias been discovered, and I am to point 
out to you that you have no right to remove gold from the land in question.

The papers have been referred to the Lauds Department, which deals with mineral conditional 
purchases. I have, &c.,

GERARD E. HERRING,
(For the Under Secretary.)

Nd: 8.
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. No. 8.
Application by P. Speare and otliers.

Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part I, section 7.)
Application for permit to remove Mineral.

We, Peter Speare, John Moore, and John M'Bean, being the owners of that piece or parcel of land, 
being M.C.P. 80-357, in the comity of Sandon, parish of Metz, containing 100 acres, more or less, hereby 
apply for permission to dig, mine for, win, and remove any gold that may be fonnd in such land. We 
make this application in terms of and subject to tbe conditions prescribed m the regulations made under 
the provisions of the Crown Lands Act 1884 ; and wo agree to accept sach permit, subject to, and to be 
bound by the conditions set forth in such regulations, and such other conditions as the G-overnor may 
impose. PETER SPEARE,

JOHN MOORE,
JOHN M'BEAN.

By their Agent, P. Speabe, Smith-street, Summer Hill.
Witness—T. E. DeCoubct Beowse. '

The Honorable tbe Secretary for Mines^ Sydney.

State of conditional purchase, please. Has deed issued?—W.R.C. (pro U.S. Mines), 2/6/87. 
Mr. Cope. Not issued according to C.P. register.—C.C., 2/5/87. Submitted.—W.R.C., 2/5/87.

No. 9.
Application by P. Speare and others.

Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part I, section 7.)
Application for permit to remove Mineral.

We, Peter Speare, John Moore, and John M'Bean, being the owners of that piece or parcel of land, 
being M.C.P. 81-54, in the county of Sandon, parish of Cooney, containing 80 acres, more or less, 
hereby apply for permission to dig, mine for, win, and remove any gold that may be found in such land. 
We make this application in terms of and subject to tbe conditions prescribed in the regulations made 
under tbe provisions of tbe Crown Lands Act 1884; and we agree to accept such permit, subject to, 
and to be bound by the conditions set forth in such regulations, and such other conditions as the 
Governor may impose. PETER SPEARE,

JOHN MOORE,
. JOHN M'BEAN.

By their Agent, P. Speabe, Smith-street, Summer Hill.
Witness—T, E. DeCouecy Browse.

The Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney.

State of conditional purchase, please. Has the deed issued ?—W.R.C. (pro U.S. Mines.) Mr. 
Cope, Not issued according to C.P. registers.—C.C., 2/5/87. Submitted.—W.R.C,, 2/5/87.

No. 10. -
Application by P. Speare and others.
Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part I, section 7.)

Application for permit to remove Mineral.
We, Peter Speare, John Moore, and John M'Bean, being the owners of that piece or parcel of land 
being M.C.P, 81-266, in the county of Sandon, parish of Cooney, containing 80 acres, more or less, 
hereby apply for permission to dig, mine for, win, and remove any gold that may be found in such land. 
We make this application in terms of and subject to the conditions prescribed in the regulations made 
under tbe provisions of the Crown Lands Act 1884; and we agree to accept such permit, subject to, and 
to be bound by the conditions set forth in such regulations, and such other conditions as the G-overnor 
may impose. PETER SPEARE,

JOHN MOORE,
JOHN M'BEAN. _

By their Agent, P. Speabe, Smith-street, Summer Hill. 
Witness—T. E. DeCourcy Browne, '

The Honorable tbe Secretary for Mines, Sydney.

State of conditional purchase, please. Has deed issued?—W.R.C. (pro U.S. Mines), 2/5/87. 
Mr. Cope. Not issued according to C.P. register.—C.C., 2/5/87. Submitted.—W.R.C., 2/5/87.

No. 11.
Mr. J. Moore to Tbe Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Armidale, 28 April, 1887.
In reply to your letter of tbe 25th instant, relative to M.C.P. 81-266, I have the 

honor to state that your informant is not stating facts—report states that a gold-bearing reef has been 
discovered. I am not aware of any person working the land, nor have I given any authority to do so.

. I have, &c., '
JOHN MOORE.

No. 12.
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No. 12.
Mv. T. ]?. D^O. Browne to The Secretary for Mines.

' 52, Castlcreagh-street, Sydney, 2 May, 1887.
11 1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. 87-5,001 dated 25th April, see Ko. 7.

informing me that gold-mining operations hare been earned on by persons other than the owners on 
mineral conditionalSpurcliase 81-260, Armidale, and that I have no right to remove any gold under my

mineral comhnonal purchase^ ^ ^ ^ carrying gold has been discovered as stated, and that on SccNo. io.
the 2Sth April an application, under section 7 of the Land Act of 1881, was lodged in your Department 
hv the owners of the above mineral conditional purchase to remove the gold. Will yon please cause the 
application to be forwarded to the Lands Department (as provided for under the new arrangements of 
Departmental business) without delay, in order to facilitate a speedy issue of the necessary authority to

e»ld- “tohn mooes,

For Self & Co., Owners.
By their authorised agent, T. F. DeCotjecx Beowjte.

Has the application for permit been received.—HAF, 3/5/87. ori
'Jibe only application for permission to extract gold fromM.C.P. S1-2GG, Armidale portion of 80 

acres county of Sandon, parish of Met/.), is one by Messrs. P. Speare, J. Moore, and J. MBean (con
ditional purchasers). The application (No. 22) is under subm.ssion, as upon enquiry at the LaiuL 
Department, it was found that the deed had not been issued, balance not having been paid.—W .11.0., 3/5/a t.

Inform Mr. DeCourcy Browne.—H. W., 9/5/87. , , , , , ,i,,
Ascertain whether this was within, a gold-field when the M.C.l. was made; what would be the 

terms of the deed of grant that will be issued to the purchasers ; and then, it may, perhaps, bo necessary 
to refer to the Crown Law Officers for an opinion whether the permit can issue before the purchase is
completed and the deed of grant issued.—^HW., 23/5/87. rn , „ _

Expedite. The Chief Mining Surveyor.—TF.B.C., 23/5/87. The Chief Draftsman.
E.F.P., 23/5/87. Urgent.

No. 13.
Mr. Warden Smith to The Under Secretary for Mines,

o- Warden's Office, Armidale, 3 May, 1887. __
’ E-eferring to your letter of the 25th ultimo, as to whether any gold is taken from tte land s«No.e. 

held by Mr. John Moore, of Armidale, under mineral conditional purchase 81-266 portions 109 and 
110, at Gara FaEs. it is alleged a small quantity of gold has-been taken from the blocks in question, but 
not by Mr. Moore or any person acting in authority under him. ^

______ ll C. E. SMITH.

Submitted—W.E.C., 9/5/87. I presume no further action need be taken—H.W., 9/5/87. 
Submitted. Approved.—F.A., 10/5/87.

No. M.
Application hy J. McKinlay.

Crown Lands Act of 1881—(Part III, section 46).
Application for authority, to dig and search for gold on alienated land within a proclaimed gold-field.

I, .Tons M'Kixr,ay, hereby apply for authority to dig and search for gold within a parcel of land situated 
in the county of Sandon, parish of Met/, being portion No. 110, which on the 29th day of September, 1881j 
was alienated to Peter Speare, John Moore, and J. M'Bean as a mineral conditional purchase, lhat part 
of the said portion upon which I request authority to mine is described at the foot hereof.

1 make this application in terms of and subject to the Crown Lands Act of 1884, and the regulations 
made thereunder; and I agree, if such authority be granted, to be bound hy the conditions imposed hy 
the said regulations, and any other conditions which may be contained in the permission or authority.

Description of land to he mined upon.
Being mineral conditional purchase No. 81-266 of 80 acres applied for hy Speare, Moore, and 

M'Benn : Commencing on north-west comer of lot 110, and from thence along western boundary for a 
distance of 20 chains south, thence 20 chains east, thence 20 chains north to northern boundary, and 20 
chains west to point of commencement.

1 JOHN M'KINLAY, .
■Witness—P. J. Cooke. c/o Mr. Kennedy, Cove-street, Balmain,

The Under Secretary for Lands, Sydney. 19th May, 1887.

The Chief Mining Surveyor,—Urgent.—W.R.C..27/5/87. Chief Draftsman. E.F.P., 27/5/87.

PW-]
SO—B Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1S$7
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINERAL CONDITIONAL PURCHASES, PARISH OP METZ.
(PRimoy TO BK EMI) HRF0I1K SELECT COMMITTEE, BY COUNSEL Oil SOLICITOll-JOIIN MOORE AND OTHERS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 21 March, 1SSS.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Legislative Assembly of Hew South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Humble Petition of John Moore, John M'Bean, of Armidale, and Peter Speare, of Sydney, 

in the Colony of Hew South Wales,— ’

E.ESPEClTUr.LT SHOWKTH :— .
1. That on the twenty-ninth day of July, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-one, John 

M'Carthy applied for a portion of land being portion fifty-eight, parish of Metz, county of Sandon, under 
tho thirteenth section or the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801, 25 Yictoria Humber 1, and that on 
the twenty-first of October, one thousand eight hundred and eighty, the said John M'Carthy applied to 
have this conditional purchase converted into a mineral conditional purchase, under the nineteenth section 
of the said Act, 25 Victoria Humber 1,

_ 2. That tho said John M‘Car thy transferred the said mineral conditional purchase to James 
Powrie and James Glass, on the thirty-first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-one.

3. That the said James Powrie and James Glass transferred the said mineral conditional purchase 
to James Powrie, James Glass, and John Moore, on the tenth day of September, one thousand eight 
hundred and eighty-one.

4. That the said mineral conditional purchase was transferred by the said James Powrie, James 
Glass, and John Moore, to John Moore, on the ninth of December, one thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-four.

5. That the said John Moore transferred the said mineral conditional purchase to John Moore, 
Peter Speare, and John M'Bean, on the third day of May, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six.

6. That a Select Committee of your Honorable House was on Tuesday, the twentieth of December, 
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, duly appoiuted by your Honorable House, with power to 
send for persons and papers to inquire into and report upon the granting of the above mineral conditional 
purchase, also with reference to the refusal of certain applications, and the granting of other applications 
tor permission to mine on the said laud.

Tour Petitioners therefore humbly pray as follows :—
That your Petitioners may be heard by Counsel or Solicitor before the Select Committee with 

liberty to adduce such evidence as may be advised concerning the subject matter of the 
said inquiry in the interests of your Petitioners.

And your Petitioners as in duty bound will ever pray, Ac.
Dated this twelfth day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-

eight.
JOHH MOORE.

Witness—James J. Moobe, J.P. JOHH M'BEAH.

im 623—
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1887-8.

Legislative Asse^euly.

A E W SOUTH WALLS.

MINERAL CONDITIONAL PURCHASE, PARISH OP METZ,
{PETITION TO HE HEARD BEFORE SELECT COMMITTEE OX—JOSEPH F. M'KINLAY.)

Received bj the Legislative Assembly, 2A May, 18SS.

.1 u Hie MiiiUei- of utTlfiin miuei'al conditional jiui'cLnsos in tlie jiiiwuh of AleU or Cooney, county of Sandon,
Colony of Noiv South Wall's. *

To the Honorable the Speaker and Legislative Assembly ol New South Vales, in Parliament, assembled.
The humble Petition of Joseph Prancis M'Kinlay, of Armidale. in the Colony of New South Wales, 

ininer,—
Kiisrj’.ciTLTiiLi' Shcweth :—

1. That your Petitioner is, and has been since tho year one thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-six, the holder of a miner’s right issued under and iu pursuance of tho Mining Act of 18/4, and 
was and is by virtue of such minor’s right entitled amongst other things to enter upon, mine in for gold, 
and occupy for gold-mining purposes, any Crown Lands. "

, 2. That your Petitioner and others forming'a mining party have been in possession under their
miner’s rights, and have been occupying for gold-mining purposes certain portions of land, known as 
porl ion 58, parish of Meta, comity of Sandon, and portion 109, parisdi of Met/; or Cooney, county of 
Sandon, ami portion 1J0, parish of Meta or Cooney, county of Sandon, for the period of thirteen months.

8. That John Moore, John M'Bean, and Peter Speare, claim to be entitled to the possession of the 
said portions by virtue of certain mineral conditional purchases under the Crown Lands Alienation 
Act of 1861.

4. That a Select Committee of your Honorable House was on Tuesday, tbe twentieth day of 
December, in the year one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, duly appoiuted by your Honorable 
House, with power to send for papers and persons, to inquire into and report upon the above mineral 
conditional purchases ; also, with reference to the refusal of certain applications, and the granting of other 
applications, for permission to mine on the sard land.

Your Petitioner therefore humbly prays as follows;—
That your Petitioner may be heard by counsel or solicitor before the said Kelect Committee, with 

liberty to_adduce such evidence as he may be advised concerning the subject matter of tho 
said inquiry in tbe interest of your Petitioner. ‘

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
Dated this seventeenth day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight.

JOSEPH E. M'KINLAY.
\v it ness—Alfrhd Horricks, Solr., Sydney.

[3d.] 818—
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINEES’ EIGHTS.
<PETITIONii’ROM MINERS OP HILL END, SOPALA, SUNNY CORNER, &c., &c.)

Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 12 April, 1888.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South
"Wales, in Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of the undersigned miners of Hill End, Sofala, Sunny Comer, Eylstone, 
Cargo, Gulgong, Silverton, Limestone, Mount McDonald, Bathurst, Wattle Elat, Nymagee, 
Hargreaves, Copeland, Parkes, Mount Brown, Oberon, and Tambaroora,—

Humbly Showeth :—

That the charge made for a miner’s right is excessive.
That great relief will be afforded to them if the miners’ right remains in force for twelve months, 

irrespective of date of issue.
Your Petitioners pray that your Honorable House will give consideration to tbe matters referred 

to, and grant sueb relief as you may deem fit.
And your Petitioners will, as in duty bound, ever pray, Ac.

[Here follow 929 signatures.]

673—
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINING ON PRIVATE PROPERTY.
(PETITION—MINERS OE FOREST REEF.)

Received by ike Legislative Assembly, 8 February, 1888.

The humble Petition of the miners of Forest Reef.
To the Legislative Assembly of the Colony of New South Wales,—

We, tho undersigned, being miners or interested in the mining developments of Now South Wales, 
respectively request that the Bill about to be introduced on our behalf by Mr. C. L. Garland, M.L,A,, 
for the purpose of mining ou private properties be favourably entertained by you.

There are, without doubt, in this extensive territory of New South Wales, large areas of land known 
to be highly auriferous, and to contain vast deposits of mineral wealth, but which, under existing laws, 
cannot be touched, thus retarding all tendencies towards natural progress and advancement iu the line 
referred to.

The Bill about to be brought forward hy Mr. Garland is, we believe, a step in the right direction, 
and as such should be entitled to the hearty support of all classes.

It is undoubtedly a matter of the deepest importance, not only to the mining but also to all other 
industrial classes, that the mineral resources of the country should be fully developed, as by those means 
new centres of industry would be established, which, with their consequent advantages to tho country, 
would contribute largely to the prosperity and welfare of the whole Colony.

We therefore hope and pray that the said Bill will be treated in the manuer in which we desire, 
aud we, your humble Petitioners, will ever pray.

[Here follow 64 signatures.']

Similar Petitions were received,—■
On 8th February, 1888, from miners of Ironbarks ; 28 signatures.

from miners of Brown’s Creek; 49 signatures, 
from miners of Canowindra; 50 signatures, 
from miners of Galley Swamp ; 31 signatures, 
from miners of Deepwater ; 37 signatures, 
from miners of Lismore ; 17 signatures, 
from miners of Capertee Flat; 14 signatures, 
from miners of Nymagee; 31 signatures, 
from miners of Adelong; 45 signatures, 
from miners of Barraba ; 30 signatures, 
from miners of Araluen ; GO signatures, 
from miners of Biugera; 44 signatures.

[3h] 485—
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1887.
(thikd session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GOLD-MINING AND MINERAL LEASES.
(INFORMATION RESPECTING.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 29 November, 1887.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly, dated 29th 
September, 1887, That there be laid upon the Tabic of this House—

“ A upturn showing the total number of Gold-mining and Mineral Leases 
“ applied for during the five years ending the 1st of September, 1887 ; 
" a^s0 showing the period that has intervened between the date of applica

tion and the date of issue in the case of all applications where the delay 
“ J'as exceeded six months.” J

(Mr. Wall.)

TOTAL number of Gold-uninug Leases applied for during the five years ending tho 1st of September
1887,2,381. 1

TOTAL number of Mineral Leases applied for during tbe five years ending tbe 1st of September
1887,4,042. . ’

LEASES issued m rvbich the period intervening between date of application and date of issue lias 
ciceedcd six months, and showing such period during the five years ending 1st September, 1887.

G01.P Leases.
No. of
Lease.

Date of 
Application, Date of Issue. No, of

I.case.
Date of 

Application. Date of Issue. | No. of 1 Date of
^ Lease. | Application. Date of Issue.

241
215
21G
247
2+8
2+0
250
251
252
253
254 
235 
25fi
257
258
259 
200 
2G1 
2f!2
263
264

1 Aug,, 1881 
10 June, 1882 
26 April, 1SS2

7 Sept., 18S0 
16 Nov, 1890 
16 „ 1S82
16 .7no., 1SS2 
24 Sept., 1881
24 ,, ]8Sl
25 Nov, 1881 
20 Uee, 1831
24 Sept., 1SS1
25 Nov., 1881
6 Feb., 1882

14 Nov., 1SS2
24 I ulv, 1882 
28 1881 
70 Nov., 1882
25 Sept., 1882

2 Aug., 1882
2 „ 18S2

1 Feb., 1SS3 
18 JJec., 1882 
14 Mar, 1883

5 .Inly, 1883
14 Ang., 1383
28 Sept,1883 
21 Nov., 1883 
18 Jan., 1884
15 „ 1834
18 „ 1881 
18 „ 1384
29 „ 18S4
29 „ 1884
21 „ 1834.
29 „ I8S4 
28 „ 13S4
2 Feb., 1831

14 „ 1884
14 „ 1SS4
22 Mar., 1884 
22 „■ 1884

1 265

1 2G6 
267

1 268
269
270

I 27t
1 272 
' 273
I 274

277
278 
£79 
280 
281 
282 
283 
281
285
286 
287

1 May, 1883
1 .1 line, 1882 

29 April. 1882
7 6 Feb , 1882

5 May, 1882
5 ,/ 1882 

19 June, 18S2 
25 Sept., 1882
6 Oct., 1882
2 „ 1882 

23 Sept., 1882
0 ., 1883

21 April, 1833 
21 „ 1883
27 Jnlv, 1883 
23 April, 1883 
25 May, 1883 
14 „ 1883
21 J une, 1882

4 Aug., 1883 
25 Sept., 1883

1 Mar., 1881
13 „ 1884
15 „ 1881
27 „ 1884
27 „ ISSt 
27 „ 1884
27 „ 18S4
27 „ 1884
27 „ 1884
23 April, 1881 
10 May, 1884 
12 „ 1884
7 „ 1881

14 „ 1881 i
14 „ 1881 '
16 „ 1881 |
23 „ 1884
22 „ 1881 
12 June, 1884 
14 „ 1881
14 „ 1884

288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
300
301
302
303
305
306
307
308
309
310
311

29 Juno, 1883
20 Sept., 1882

1 Feb., 1883
24 Ang, 1883 
27 Oct,, 1883

1 May, 1882
4 Dee., 1882

21 Aug., 1883
10 „ 1883
25 Sept., 1882
27 „ 1884
27 „ 1884
15 „ 1881
24 Oct., 1881
8 Mar., 1882
8 „ 1882 

17 Oct., 1881
22 Nov., 1884

2 „ 1884
3 „ 1881

21 Mar., 1881

19 Juno, 1884
12 „ 1884
4 „ 1884

21 „ 1884
25 „ 1884
11 July, 1884 ' 
27 June, 1884
30 „ 1884
4 July, 1684
7 Aug., 1881
7 April, 1885

16 May, 1885
1 June, 1885

18 July, 1885
20 Oct.., 1885
20 „ 1885
26 „ 1885

5 Jan., 1886
3 Feb., 1SSG
3 „ 1886
6 „ 1886

330—A
r.805 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material) £22 14s. Id.]
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GoiiD LiiiSES—continued.

No. of 
Lease.

T)n.tc of 
Application. Date of Issue ; No. of 

Lease.
Date of 

Application. Date of ssue. No of 
Lease.

Dafe of 
Application. Date of Issue.

f

3l2 1C liar., 1885 6 Fob, 1SS6 2G1 19 Jan, 1882 20 Mar. ISSt 319 31 Dec., 1885 15 Dec., 1886
313 2 April, 1 £85 £7 Jan., 1886 2G2 19 1882 29 J? 1884 350 31 „ 1885 15 1886
314 15 .June, 1SS5 27 1SSG 263 IS Nov., 1881 29 f) 1884 351 19 Oct., 1885 22 Jan., 1887
315 G OcJ., 1884 9 Alar., 188G 2G4 11 Feb., 1882 17 April ,1884 352 20 Afar., 1836 28 Alar.. 1887
310 13 „ 1884 0 1SS6 265 27 Alar, 1883 12 Alar. 1 S84t 353 23 „ 1886 G A pril 1887
31 ? 26 Sept., 1884 5 Jnn.. 18SG 260 25 April 1883 C l^Hl 35 4 20 July, 1886 25 1SS7
318 3 July, 1SSJ 27 Sppi., 1830 207 25 *? 1883 6 if 1881 353 27 April, 1846 2 May, 1887
319 S June, 1883 2G Fob, 1886 263 27 June, 1882 13 ISSt 35G 23 Aug, 1S8C 3 1887
320 27 „ 1835 27 1836' 209 19 Jan j 1882 27 1SS4 357 30 yept., 1886 3 1887
321 4 Feb, 1S84 23 Alar, 1886 270 8 Oct, 1831 4 J uJ£j 1884 358 17 Aug., 1886 2G 18S7
322 12 1884 4 1886 271 2 Aug., 18S2 2 :> 1881 359 G Feb, 188G 15 June. 1887
323 11 J ulv, 1884 5 1886 272 22 July, 1SS2 18 1884 300 11 Dec, 1830 4 July, 1887
32 t 2 April, 1883 S 1886 273 12 April 1883 22 3) 1884 361 22 Sept, 1886 22 J unc, 1837
325 15 Dec , 1884 G 1886 274 5 July, 1883 20 1884 3G2 22 ,, 1SSG 22 1887
32G 15 „ 1884 S 1886 275 10 Not., 1883 2G 18S4 363 8 Oct., 1886 14 July, 1837
327 25 Feb, 1885 8 18SG 276 19 1881 31 H 1884 ' 304, 27 Alar., 1830 IS 1887
328 15 Doe., 1SS4 19 1886 277 5 1833 2 Aug. 1884 77 4 Nov., 1881 27 Aug,

>1
1883

329 15 „ 1884 18 May, 1880 278 31 Oct., 1883 19 Sept. 1834 1 78 8 „ 1881 25 1883
330 17 „ 1884 21 3 uly. 18SG 279 17 Sept. 1SS3 30 1334 87 6 Feb., 1884 7 N ov., 1884
331 23 Julv. 1883 5 1880 280 27 May, 1881 4 July, 1884 88 6 » ISSt 7 1884
332 22 Doc., 1884 3 Sept., 1S8G 281 11 Oct, 1831 27 Aug, 1834 89 20 ., 1884 7 1884
333 5 July, 1884 27 1SSG 282 7 Alar., 1884 11 Not., 1884 90 20 ,, 1884 7 1884
335 5 8opt., 3S85 6 Not., 1S3C 2S3 7 18S4 11 ,, 1884 91 31 Oct, 1883 1-1 A pril 1885
330 8 „ 1885 12 18SG 284 17 Oet., 1881 5 Jan., 18S5 92 18 Mar., 188 4 17 Aug., 1885
337 23 Oct., 1SS5 8 1S8C | 285 10 Slay, 188-1 8 1385 93 19 Nor.. 1884 5 Jan., 1886
338 10 Aprit,18S5 8 Dec., 1880 i 236 2 Aug, 1884 7 1885 04 4. April, 1385 24. Feb, 3836
339 24 „ 1886 ‘21 1836 237 17 April 1881 12 Feb., 1885 95 19 Not., 1881 2 A1 ar., 1886
340 28 Aug, 1S84 30 Nov., 1880 283 17 1834 8 1835 06 13 Aug., 1835 14, Sept-, 1886
311 4 „ 1884 30 18«G 239 17 AIsiv, 1884. 7 1883 97 9 Feb , 1886 6 Not., 1886
343 0 April, 1886 19 Jan., 1887 290 20 Oct, 1SS1 28 S] 1SS5 OS 7 Sept, 1885 1 Dec., 3886
342 9 J1 nr., 1886 21 1837 £91 8 Alar , 1S81 9 Mur.. 18S5 09 10 Oct, 1885 1 1886
344 16 Jim., 1886 31 1887 292 13 A pril 1882 14 1SS5 100 12 1SS5 1 it 1836
345 3Cr.April.18S6 14 tJ 1887 293 1 Dec., 1SS3 ID JT 1885 1 10 L 7 Nov., 1885 1 >t 3886
340 11 1886 22 1887 291 5 Mar., 1833 1 A pri! 1885 1 102 19 Oet , 1885 1 it 1886
343 25 June, 1S8G 19 Alar., 1387 205 16 Aug, 1881 4 1885 | 103 14 Nov,, 1885 11 Feb., 1887
349 G July, 1830 28 1887 29G 20 Sept. 1834 30 1SS5 1 104 10 Dec, 1885 15 tt 1887
350 13 Alar., 1880 28 May, 1837 £97 23 OcU 1883 30 1SS5 ! 105 12 Oct , 1SS5 1C .M 1887
351 9 Ang., 1SS6 26 1887 298 6 June, ISSt 29 Alav, 1885 | 106 18 „ 1380 2G Miiy, 1887
352 11 June, 1884 IS June, 1887 299 7 Aug, 1883 29 J} 1885 107 18 ., 18SC 26 >* 1887
353 18 Not., 18SG 22 July, 1887 300 7 1883 29 1885 108 24, June, 1886 1 July, 1887
354 23 Aug., 1S86 4 Juno, 1887 301 25 Oct , 1SS3 1 Juno 1835 109 22 Dec., 1886 22 1887
356 14. Dee., l^SG 17 Aug., 1887 302 7 Jan., 1SS5 12 Aug., 1335 110 7 Aug, 1SS6 10 Aug., 1887
358 2 Oct., 1886 22 1887 303 2S 1882 IS J] 1SS5 112 15 „ 1881 28 Sept.. 1SS2
359 2G Not., 1836 19 1887 304 13 May, 1881 21 13S5 116 29 ., 1881 13 JII Ik , 1883
131 16 Sept., 1SS0 20 Jun, 1880 305 5 Not , 3884 29 Sent. 18S5 118 25 July, 1881 17 Mar., 1883
132 15 Oct., 1880 20 1886 306 6 1SS4 29 1SS5 119 25 „ 1881 21 Alav, 1883
143 13 Dec., 1880 25 Dec., 1885 307 5 1831 29 18S5 120 27 „ . 3881 15 Alav., 1883
149 25 Jan , 1881 22 1835 308 5 1884 £9 1SS5 121 27 „ 1881 12 1833
154 20 Dec., 1830 22 1885 309 10 Jan., 1SS5 1G Nov, 1885 122 2 Sept, 1881 17 1883
1GS 14 June, 1881 20 Jan., 1886 310 24 June, 1882 3 Dec., 1835 125 30 Alay, 1881 19 Jan., 1833
178 7 Sept., 1881 7 Oct., 1882 311 18 Sept, 1884 22 1885 126 18 June, 1881 14 Dec., 1882
179 1 Aug., 1881 22 Nov., 1882 312 3 Nov., 1884 20 Jan., 1SS6 127 21 Bov., 1SS1 23 Jan., 1883
180 4 Alar., 1881 5 Jan.j 1883 313 14 April 1835 15 1880 128 19 April 1881 28 Alov, 1883
181 5 Dec., 1881 28 Oct, 1882 314 14 1835 15 » 1SS6 131 19 Dec., 1881 21 Mar., 1883
182 15 „ 1881 28 1882 315 29 Sept. 1884 23 It 1880 132 2 May, 1881 16 April 3883
185 22 Nov., 1SS1 19 Feb., 1883 316 2 Oet., 1884 16 }* 1880 133 0 Juiip, 1881 16 June, 1884
1SG 0 Jan., 1881 G Jan., 1883 317 30 Aug 1884 29 ,, 1SSG 134 20 Feb., 1882 4 Aug,, 1883
187 28 Not., 1881 19 Feb., 1883 318 27 June 1885 2 Feb., 18S6 135 6 Dee, 1882 2 J ulv, 1883
190 16 Dee., 188 L 17 Alar., 1883 319 4 May, 1885 G 31 1886 136 2 June, 1881 5 1883
191 3 Oct., 1881 17 1883 320 13 Dec, 1384 12 Jan., 18SG 137 2 ,. 1882 4 Dec, 1883
198 22 „ 1881 13 1883 321 30 Sept 1884 19 ■■j 1886 138 9 Sept. 1882 23 J ulv. 1883
199 3 Dec., 1881 4 Dee, 1883 322 4 May, 18S5 15 Feb, 18SG 139 30 „ 1882 23 it 1883
203 7 Not, 1381 16 Alav, 1383 323 9 N ov. 1884 16 1836 140 15 Jan , 1883 19 ,, 1883
208 3 Dec., 1881 11 April ,1883 324 19 Alay, 1885 20 1836 141 20 Oct., 1S80 3 Sept. 1883
212 2 Not., 1880 14 Alay, 1883 325 7 1385 12 Mar. 1886 142 22 „ 1880 3 ,, 1883
213 9 Jan,, 1882 29 June 1883 326 29 Dee., 1883 22 » 1886 143 15 j, 1881 21 Aug., 1883
216 22 Miir., 1881 19 1883 327 29 1833 22 18SC 144. 15 1881 29 1883
218 ii May, 1882 27 1883 323 G *! 1884 30 j? 1880 145 28 Not., 1S81 3 Sept 18S3
221 19 Oct., 1880 6 Sept. 1833 329 5 A1 ay, 1835 26 Jim., 1886 146 |_28 „ 1881 29 Aug. 1883
223 14 April, 1882 14 Aug, 1833 330 10 Jnn., 1883 16 i) 1886 147 28 ., 1881 29 1883
224 4 Oct., 1882 14 1883 331 12 Aug., 1835 3 Sept.,1886 148 28 ., 1881 29 Jt 1883
225 20 Sept., 1882 11 1883 332 2 Oct., 1884 27 }* 1886 149 28 „ 1881 29 >> 1883
229 5 July, 18S2 25 1883 333 4 1SS4 16 ii 1886 151 7 Jnn , 1882 31 3883
233 22 „ 1882 2 Not 1883 334 27 Dec., 1884 28 3 1886 154 4 July, 1881 28 >* ■» 1883
234 11 Sept., 1882 2 1883 335 30 Nov. 1SS5 23 Oet., 1886 .155 13 Mar. 1882 21 ii 1883
235 11 „ 1882 2 1883 336 30 ]SS5 23 1886 15C 17 July, 1882 20 Oct., 1883
237 13 Feb., 1882 22 Sept. 1883 337 7 Aug. 1SS5 10 Not. 188G 157 4, 1 ice,, 3S82 10 Sept. 1883
238 17 „ 1882 16 April ,1884 338 7 18S5 10 13 1886 161 27 Aug 1881 22 1883
239 1 July, 1881 21 Alay, 1884 339 29 Dec, 18S5 17 1886 102 8 Feb., 1882 4 Mar. 1685
253 30 Dec., 1882 £2 Feb., 1884 340 12 Aug. 1685 17 1886 163 8 1882 4 )} 1885
254 30 „ 1882 22 1884 341 G 1885 22 33 1886 164 s „ 1882 4 t> 1885
252 15 Sept., 1882 29 1884 342 15 Oct, 1885 17 1886 165 1 Juno 1882 2 Jan., 1885
255 29 A fay, 1882 6 Mar* 1884 343 15 18S5 17 >* 1886 1G7 22 Apri! ,1882 23 1884
266 22 July, 1882 6 1884 344 20 Not. 1885 26 it 18SG 168 9 Aluj1, 1883 9 Feb., 1884
257 9 Sept., 1882 6 1884 345 2 1885 27 1686 169 7 July, 1882 12 r» 1884
258 19 Not., 1881 8 1884 346 G 1SSS 23 Dee. 1886 170 15 Apn. ,1882 23 1884
259 3 Dec., 1881 8 1884 3i7 2 Dec , 1885 8 Jon., 1887 171 12 Dec., 1881 26 »> 1884
2G0 12 July, 1882 11 1884 348 2 Nov. 1885 14 » 1887 172 22 Apri ,1882 3 Alar. 1834
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So. of Date of I ,
Lease. | Application. I f™ c of Issue. 

! 1

173 11 July, 1883 !
12 Mar. 1834 !

174 12 1883 10 1834 ,
175 14 ” 1883 1 3 1884 ,
176 ! 3 Mur 1882 | 12 Mut 1SS2 j
177 1 18 Dec., 1882 i 13 18S4
178 1 9 Feb., 1383 1 4 June,iss4 ;
179 1 10 July, 1383 1831
ISO 1 25 ., 1381 23 1384- ’
181 J Nov. 1383 1 21 1S3I ‘
183 1 5 Od,, 1SS3 1 17 July 1881 1
181 Aug, 1883 17 ISSt
185 1 3 Dec., 1881 22 1384
186 1 13 Sept ,1882 24 1881
187 1 13Fub., 1881 13 Sept , 1881
188 1 9 July, 1882 10 1831
189 1 3 Mar. 1883 30 1881
190 1 1 May, 1884 3 Not. 1881
191 , 6 Feb, 1883 25 1884
192 27 Juno 1882 n Dee,, 1831
193 27 „ 1882 1 n 1881
194 17 Oct., 1883 1 5 Jfin„ 1885
195 30 Jan., 1832 l 6 1885 1
196 4 May, 1883 ! 10 1885
197 (5 Feb, 1884 1 2 Feb., 1885
198 28 Nov. 1881 ) 2 Jan., 1885
199 | 8 >> 1882 i s 1885
200 '1'6 J une 1881 , 23 Mur. 1885
202 12 >• 1833 30 1883
203 1 21.1 ulv, 188 4 1 12 Apri ,1885 1
20-1 18 Aug, 1831 ‘ 23 Mav, 1383 1
205 4 July, 1881 2% 1885 1
206 12 Sept, 1881 26 1885 1
208 6 Aug. 1883 21 Julv, 1835 i
210 23 Sept. 1881 14 *fov 1885 t
211 20 „ 1884 G Jun., 1886 i
212 2 Mar. 1885 6 1886
213 7 Jan , 1885 19 1SS6
214 30 April ,1835 22 T1 1886
215 18 July, 1885 2 Mar. 1886
216 26 „ 1881 23 1886
217 11 „ 1881 24 1886
218 H „ 1881 16 1886
21!) 17 Not 1884 30 Aug. 1386
220 8 Oct., 1884 12 Oct., 1886
221 21 April,1886 1 Dec, 1886
222 31 Aug., 18S5 29 Jan , 1837
223 5 Fob t 1886 31 Mar. 1RS7 ,
224- 3 Aug., 1886 16 1887
225 3 „ 1886 16 1887
226 22 Dec., 1885 26 Julv, 1887
227 2 i, 1886 9 Aug, 1837
228 19 Aue., 1385 27 May, 1887
229 11 SepU, 1885 11 July, 1SS7 1
265 3 „ 1880 18 Oct., 1882 1
266 3 „ 1880 IS 1832 |
269 4 June, 1881 8 Nov., 1882 |
£70 31 Oct.., 1881 4. Oct , 1833 |
271 10 Feb., 1882 21 Mur., 1883
272 10 June. 1882 20 Dee., 1883
277 17 Dee., 1881 19 Mar., 1883
285 1 Scpl. 1SS1 30 April 1833 !
287 3 Oct., 1881 30 1883 l
290 8 Nov., 18S1 1 Aug., 1883 1
202 4 Jim., 1382 2!) Mur,, 1SS3 1
293 13 Mar, 1882 26 1883 'j
294 26 July, 1SS1 16 18S3 'j
295 9 Fob., 1882 23 Mnv 1383 *1
296 24 Nov., 1881 6 Julv, 1883 ‘i
300 IS Sept, 1882 2 Ou., 1883 |
302 2 Out, 1882 30 1883 i
;si)o 3 July, 1882 22 Nov, 1833 |
306 4 Aug., 1882 13 Dee., 1883
307 127 *" * 1881 4 Feb., 1884 |
308 IS May, 1883 19 1SS4
309 27 Julv, 1833 8 Mar,, 1884 |
312 1 Nov., 1SS3 23 June, 1881 |
313 9 Oet., 1SS3 30 1834 ,
314 11 June, 1SS3 13 July, 1834
315 17 Dec., 1883 11 ‘Jug. 1884 i
316 3 Sept., 1SS3 13 ISS4 |,
317 ] Alar., 1883 3 Sept.. 1881 |
319 25 Oet., 1883 30 1834 1
320 19 „ 1833 0 Aug , 1881
321 18 April, 18S4 25 Oet., 1884
322 3 v 1884 25 Nov , 1884 1
323 10 Feb., 1SS4 7 Jun j 1885 I
324 12 Out., 1381 8 1885
325 23 „ 1882 7 r> 18S5 |

Gold Leases—conlimicd.

No of 
l^ase.

!i2G
327
328 
32!)
330
331
332
333 
331. 
335 
33f> 
337 
33S 
339 
3-tt
311
312 
343 
SU- 
Sl 5 
31G
347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355 
350
357
358 
350 
3G0 
3G1
362
363
364 
3fio

10
22
24
36
39
40
42
43 
45 
57 
85 
09

100
102
120
124
125
126 
127
205
206 
207 
203 
200 
210 
2 LI 
212
213
214
215 
21G
217
218 
210 
220 
221 
222 
223 
221
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233

IMe of
Application. i Pate of Issue. 1 No. of 

Lease.

28 Sept. , 1S82
i
1 12 Jnn. 1835 234

30 „ 1882 1 13 i, 1885 235
30 Nut. 1883 | io „ 1885 230
19 Feb 1884 10 „ 1885 237

3 Alar 1881 10 „ 1885 238
17 May 1884 19 i, 1885 239

2 Fob.. 1S34 30 „ 1885 210
1 1 Mur 1884 1 30 , 1835 241
!17 » 1884. 1 30 ., 1SS5 314
1 23 „ 1SS2 1 G Feb. 1SS5 245
i U Sept. ,1831 ■ £1 Mar . D85 G07
1 1 Aug. 1884 F> j 1835 612
I 10 May, JS84 1 7 April, 1835 C14
i 25 Aug. 1831 24 Mar. 1885

23 „ 1881 1 29 May 1880 626
20 „ 1881 29 July 18S5 627

8 Dec., 1881 14 Aug ,1885 C31
8 Nov. 1881 1 10 Sept ,1885 632

10 Jan, 1885 1 5 Dee., 1885 633
20 „ 1885 1 14 „ 1885 635
3 ii 1835 ' 7 „ ISSo 636

28 Nov 1334 29 July 1SS5 637
24 Aug. 1835 1 23 Sept ,1886 638

1 Oct., 1S85 1 16 1836 639
1 „ 1885 i 16 „ 1836 640

17 Dec, 1885 1 28 Jan., 1SS7 | 611
5 Nov. 1885 1 3 „ 1887 6-12

31 Oct., 1885 l 2 Feb 1887 643
9 July, 1880 1 25 Mar. 1837 C45

15 Sept 1SSG i 4 Apri ,1887 616
8 April ,1885 1 30 May, 1887 647

12 Oct., 1886 2 Julv. 1887 648
27 Feb., 1886 8 1887 649

1 30 Jan., 18S6 3 Aug. 1887 651
30 „ 1886 1 2 1887 652

5 Dec., 1885 1 3 „ 1887 653
15 Oct., 1886 15 „ 1887 654
27 Not.. 1886 ' 16 ., 1887 655

7 Dee., 1886 '10 n . 1887 G56
7 X;'eb., 1885 1 23 „ 1887 657
7 Sept. 18SL i 26 Sept. 1882 i 658

26 Julv, 1881 ! 16 Oii., 1882 659
6 Sept 1881 1 26 „ 1883 , 060

17 Not., 1881 1 16 „ 1882 661
20 July, 1881 1 16 „ 1882 ' 662

| 17 Oct, 1881 | 2 Jan,, 1883 | 663
24 „ 1381 1 21 Dee., 1883 1 664

1 Dee., 1S81 j 9 April ,1883 1 665
22 „ 1831 6 Mar. 1883 1 666
18 Feb., 1SS2 4 Aug., 1883 1 667

1 Nov, 1881 23 Oct., 1883 1 668
18 Sept. 1882 1 7 Sept. 1883 1 069

6 April 18S2 1 1 Oct, 1883 i 670
9 Jan., :SS2 1 3 „ 1883 j 673

11 April 1882 1 31 „ 1883 | 674
13 Aug , 1S83 10 Mm-., 1884 l 100
29 „ 1885 21 Feb., 1887 i 107
29 „ .ISSo 21 „ 1887 108
16 Jan., 1836 28 „ 1887 116
11 July, 1832 27 Mnr., 1884 117
11 „ 1832 2 May, 1884 1 118
24 J une, 1852 26 „ 1884 119

4 Apri1 1S82 20 June, 1881 1 123
29 Aug, 1882 20 „ 1881 ' 125
24 „ 1883 25 Mav, 1885 ' 129
9 June, 1884 16 Sept 1885 ' 132
5 Sept, 1884 V „ 1885 1 134
2 Ort., 1881 >6 „ 1885 ' 138

28 Mar., 1885 16 Aug,, 1886 1 139
23 „ 1835 16 „ 1886 1 140
28 1885 16 „ 1886 j 141
28 Apni, 13SC 22 Mar, 1887 ! 142
1G Sept, 1886 26 April 1887 1 143
17 Nor., 1836 23 Mai. 1887 ' 144
8 Muv, 1386 20 June, 18S7 ' 145

10 ., 1386 22 „ 1887 1 146
30 July, 1386 13 Aug., 1SS7 i 147
27 Nov.. 1S8G 17 1887 1 148
30 April, 1830 28 June, 1887 | 149

5 May, 1SS6 22 July, 1887 ) 150
14 Dee, 1836 28 „ 1887 ! 151
20 Nor^ 1886 16 „ 1887 152
21 Sept, 1S80 16 ,> 1887 ! 153
23 Sept,, 1886 16 „ 1887 l 154

6 Oet, 1886 18 „ 1887 i 155
21 Dec , 1SSC 9 „ 1887 | 156
14 Aug., 1SSG 16 „ 1887 15/
13 Dec., 1886 20 ,, 1887 158

Date of 
Application. Pate of Issue.

| 13 MitT, 1886 
. 14 June, 1886

12 .4pn], 1886
21 Juir, 1886
17 Aug., 1856
27 April, 1886 
12 July, 1HSG
2 Oct., 1SSG 

| 1 ., 1886 
i 20 Aor., 1833 
i 16 Feb.. 1882 
I 0 „ 1881
| 22 Jlar., 1SS1 

12 1881
28 Sot., 1881
25 „ 1881

4 July, 1881 
9 Sept,1881

26 Out, 1SS1 
20 Julr, 1SS3

7 Dec,, 1881
18 Sept., 18S2
16 June, 1882
25 April, 18S3 
20 Aug., 18S2

I 7 July, 18S3 
I 16 1883

17 Dec , 1883
26 Popt., 18S2 

6 July, 1883
25 Mar., 1884 

9 April, 1834
15 June, 1882
16 Aug., 1884
22 Feb., 1884
14 Not., 1884
27 „ 1881

, 24 Jan., 1SS5
15 Sept., 1881 
31 Jan., 1885 
31 „ 1RS5

2 April, 1835
15 Sept., 1885 
15 „ 1885
18 „ 1885
26 „ 1885

1 Oct., 1885
30 Jan, 1S85 
34 Nov., 1885 
15 Feb., 1386
17 Sept,1886
17 „ 188G

3 May, 1886
6 Sept., 1836

18 „ 1186 
11 Nov, 1881

5 April, 1882 
1 Mat, 1832

15 Oct., 1S81 
15 „ 1881
31 „ 1881
18 Nor, 1881 
10 June, 1882
8 Mar., 1SS2
1 Nov., 1881 
5 June, 1SS2

£5 Oct., 18S2 
3 „ 18S1

20 Feb., 13S2 
20 „ 1882
27 July, 1882
9 Scpl., 1882 

17 April,1883
7 June, 1S82

24 Aug., 18S1 
13 Jim., 1883

5 Sept., 1882 
20 Mar., 1S83 
7 Aug., 1S83
2 July, 1883

25 Sept., 1883
23 Nov., 1883 

| 7 Dee, 18S3 
I 22 Sept ,1883

5 Jun , 1883 
30 Mut, 1882 
5 Scpl., 1883 

13 „ 1882

21 J ulv, 18S7
20 „ 1887
18 „ 1887
27 „ 1887
13 Aug., 1887 
30 July, 1887

2 June, 1837
29 Aug, 1887
20 July, 1SS7 
IS Aug, 1837 
15 Mur., 1833
11 „ 1883

8 Aug, 1853
17 Sept ,1883
8 Oet, 1SS3

17 Dee, 1883
18 Feb., 1881
22 „ 1884
12 Mar, 1884 
17 May, 1S84
19 1SS3

'28 „ 1884
30 „ 1884
29 „ 1SS4
6 June, 1SS4

17 „ 1884
17 „ 1S8-1
17 ,. 1881
28 „ 3884
25 July, 1881
21 Nov , 1884

9 Dec., 1SS4
5 „ 1884

21 Jen., 1885
7 April, 1885
5 A ug., t SS5

15 ., 1SS3
12 Sept, 1885 
28 „ 1SS5 
10 Not , 1SS5 
10 1885
17 F.b , 1836
l Mur, 1886

27 Sept., 1886
10 Nov., 1S8G 
10 „ 1S86
10 „ 1886
17 Jan, 18S7
28 Feb., 1887

6 April, 1887
18 Mav, 1897
18 „ 1887
30 „ 1887
23 Junr, 1887 
9 Julv, 1887

17 Feb, 1383 
27 Dec., 1882 
27 „ 1882
23 Mut, 1SS3
23 1SS3
26 Feb , 1S83
26 ., 1883

3 July, 1883
4 Aug, 1883
5 Nov, 1SS3 

17 Oct., 1SS3
6 Sept., 1883

12 Nov., 1883
24 Jan , 1884
21 „ 1884
16 ., 1834
21 1881

9 Feb., 1884 
4 Mar, 1881 

16 April,1834
7 Mav, 1881

23 1884
2 June, 1384 

26 „ 1884
13 „ 1884

1 Jiilv, 1881
7 1881
7 „ IS84
8 „ 1SS1
0 1884

£8 June, 1881 
21 Julv, 1384 
26 „■ 1884
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G-oi.d LfaSES—coniitvel.

No. of 
Lease,

rhite cf 
Application. Date of S5UC. | No of 

j Lease
Pate of 

Application. Date of Tssuo. No. of 
Lease.

Date of 
Application. Date of ssue.

159 30 Mav. j 1883 11 Aug. 1884 1 203 12 Mav, 1890 20 April,1837 203 30 June 1883 31 Dec., 1883
160 8 -Tun, 1884 22 1384 209 2G Oct., 1835 39 1887 20G 9 Sept. 1884 6 Oct., 1885
301 30 .Aug., 3 883 27 1884 210 5 Dee., 1855 29 1837 207 9 June 1384 2 Dec., 1885
163 1 Mnr., 1834 22 Oet., 1884 1 211 5 1886 29 1SS7 2r8 17 1884 2 1885
303 20 A pri 1,3 834 22 Not., ISSt 1 212 S Mar., 1SS6 29 1SS7 209 17 188-1 2 1885
164. 10 Sept., 1SS3 17 M 1884 213 18 Sept. 1886 2 May, 1887 £10 16 1835 7 Oet., 1886
165 3 Jun, 1834 25 188 4 214 24 Julv, 1SS6 22 J ane, 1887 211 24 J uiy. 1884 5 June 1886
1GG 16 Feb., 1883 2:5 1881 215 11 Jan , 18SG 30 MUlTj 1887 212 24 1881 5 1886
167 25 A pril, 1834 27 )} ISSt 216 22 Oct., 1886 2 1837 213 28 Nov., 1884 25 Nov., 1886
168 30 Mar., 1883 10 Jan., 1SS5 £17 14 June 1SHG 3 June, 1887 214 17 Sept. 1835 14 Dec., 1886
369 1 „ 18S2 13 .April ,1885 218 29 Julv, 1836 10 Julv, 1887 213 6 J imp, 1883 8 Jan., 1887
170 9 Oet, 1SS4 7 Julj, 1SS5 219 7 AuS-- 1886 18 June, 1887 1 24 Dec., 1381 18 Sept. 1SS5
171 11 Ang, 3892 30 1835 221 16 Feb., 1836 22 Julv, 1887 2 12 Jan.. 1883 9 Dee., 1885
172 7 June, 18S4 10 Aug. 1885 4 5 Sept. 1882 2 April 1884 4 26 May, 1885 29 Julv, 1886
173 29 Oct., 3884 12 138.5 5 24 Feb, 1835 20 Dee., 1886 5 2 Jan., 1885 8 Mar., 3886
174 20 Feb., l^SS 13 1885 172 2 Mar., 1881 6 1832 e 8 June, 1885 27 Feb., 1886
17b 8 Jan, 1S85 8 Sept 1885 173 23 Sept. 1881 6 1882 \ 7 17 July, 1885 25 1886
176 5 April, 18S2 20 Oet, 1SS5 174 19 1SSL 23 Jan., 1883 8 21 1885 8 Mar., 1886
177 i Nov, 1833 4 jNov,, 1885 175 14 1881 8 Oct., 1883 9 3 Aug., 1835 5 18S6
178 14 Aug, 1834 30 Dee., 1883 170 4 Oct., 1832 16 If or., 1883 10 7 April 1885 8 1886
179 2 Oct., 1883 G Jan., 1836 177 25 A pril 1SS3 6 1883 11 17 Dec., 1SS4 16 1886
180 20 Mar., 1885 27 u 188G 178 25 1332 6 1883 12 11 Feb , 1S8G 18 Oet,, 1886
181 3 Julj, 1884 28 Mav, 1886 179 8 ir.iv. 1SS2 7 A pril 1884 13 8 June, 1835 4 Dec, 1883
183 3 „ 1884 20 June 1886 180 23 Jan., 1883 7 Mar, 1881 34 24 Aug., 1885 8 Jmh, 1887
183 7 Aug, 1884 23 July, 1886 181 23 jS 1883 7 ISSt 15 1 Mar., 1886 17 1887
184 IS June, 1885 16 1886 182 5 June, 1882 19 1884 16 19 ]885 3 Mar., 1887
385 2 Aug, 1881 6 Oet., 1880 183 5 1882 19 1881 17 8 Feb., 1PSG 3 1887
ISO 4 Sept., 1885 5 Nov., 1386 184 20 Nov., 1882 16 Julv, 1881 18 23 Jan., 18SG 19 Feb., 1887
187 18 June, 1885 5 1886 185 3 Julv, 1882 4 1884 19 19 1885 2G April 1887
183 4' Sept., 1885 5 1836 1 186 c Mar., 1834 20 Oet., 1884 20 26 Oet., 1885 19 J8S7
189 20 „ 1884' 1 1886 187 n Aug, 18S3 25 1884 21 3 Nov., 1885 19 1887
190 24 Dee,, 1881 5 1886 188 24 May, 38SJ ii Not., 1831 22 22 Oct., 1886 20 1887
191 10 Aug., 1885 22 188G ISO 3 Mar., 1884 18 1884 23 4 Mar, 1886 18 1887
192 30 ,, 1885 22 1886 190 10 April, 1884 14. Jan,, 1885 24 16 Oet,, 1886 19 Mm", 1S87
193 10 „ 1885 22 1886 191 2 June, 1834 14 1885 28 23 Mnr., 1886 28 April 1887
194 10 „ 1885 22 if 1886 192 17 JT 1884 7 Feb., 1885 29 18 Aug , 1880 16 J une, 1887
195 19 „ 1885 22 188G 193 1 Mur., 1884 3 1885 30 10 May, 1836 23 1887
196 29 „ 1835 29 >* 1886 194 3 1884 2 April, 1885 32 1G Aug., 1886 27 1887
197 13 Oct.f 1SS5 4 Dec., 1886 195 26 Mnv, 1883 20 1885 33 1 May, 1886 1 July, 1887
398 21 Sept., 1S85 10 Jan., 1887 196 ' 27 June, 1884 18 ;1 1885 34 8 Jan, 1886 7 J une, 1887
199 38 Jane, 18S5 10 1887 197 1 Julv, 1884 18 91 1885 35 22 Oct., 1883 27 July, 1887
200 4 „ 1886 13 1837 198 21 Mnv, 1884 3 June, 1385 f’G 20 July, JS8C 25 1887
201 7 A pril, 18SG 25 Mar., 1887 199 24 Dec., 1.383 1 1885 37 7 June, 1886 21 1887
202 9 Oct, 1S8G 28 ff 1887 200 21 183) 1 1885 38 13 July, 1835 1 Juno, 1887
203 2 Deo., 1835 1 April 1837 201 24 1883 1 ltt\S5 i 39 17 April 1886 17 Aug., 1887
201 2 April, 1886 1 1837 202 16 Sept., 1884 3 H 1885 44 11 Sent. 1886 C July, 1887
233 21 Dec,f 183-> 2 1887 203 1 Mar., 1334 7 J uly, 1885 42 13 1SS6 16 1887
206 15 Mar., 1836 2 i) 1337 204 5 April, 1S84 17 it 1885

Misehai Leases.
1328 15 Mnr., 1881 11 Sept, 1882 1 1412 23 Alay. 1SSL 16 Oct., 1882 ■ 1430 27 Sept 1881 27 Dee. 1883
1362 10 Aug., 1889 13 ISSt 1433 25 J> 1381 18 Jt 1882 1431 30 JlIU., 1881 27 •t 1882
1367 3 July, 1330 8 •J 1831 , 1434 25 JJ 1831 18 Jt 1882 1482 30 July, 1881 19 Feb., 1883
1375 5 Dee, 1880 5 Dec,, 1832 , 1435 28 ,} 1831 27 JI 1882 1433 30 *J 3881 19 „ 1883
1378 1 Aug., 1881 18 ct, 1832 1419 25 Sept. 18S0 18 •t 1882 1484 19 Sept. l.SS! 27 Dec., 1882
1379 16 July, 13SL 23 1832 1440 2 July, ] 831 21 JJ 1882 1485 3 Feb, 1882 12 April 1883
1385 24 J une, 1881 23 Dec, 1RS2 1441 6 JJ 1881 17 Jt 1882 1186 10 Nov., 1HSL 25 1883
1386 21 tf 188L 20 i! 1832 , 1442 26 t> 1881 18 t) 1882 H89 17 Sept, 1881 14 Mar., 1883
1390 20 Aug, 1881 16 Nov., 1881 1443 2 Aug., JSS1 16 Jt 1833 1400 12 Got, 3881 6 IJ 1883
1391 29 ■1 1831 16 <1 1882 ’ 1414 9 1SS1 16 JI 1882 1493 0 Dec, 1881 10 May, 1883
1393 7 Dec., 1830 24 Oet., 1332 ’ 1415 9 Sept.,

t f

1881 16 Ji 1882 1494 9 J) 188 L 10 it 1383
1394 24 )* 1880 21 :i 1832 ' 1447 5 1881 13 JJ 1833 1495 25 Mar., 1882 12 Mar., 1883
1395 6 Oct., 1SS0 20 )! 1832 ■ 1448 9 J* 1881 14 Ji 1882 14 90 15 Oet,, 1831 2 JI 1883
1399 22 Jan., 1381 5 it 1832 1419 13 Aug., 1881 18 Jt 1S82 1497 21 |f 1881 17 >1 1883
140J 14 July, 1831 19 it 1832 i 1450 27 July, 1881 16 Jt 1832 1500 15 July, 1881 20 ■J 1883
1401 15 Aug., 1881 5 Jan , 1S83 1451 12 Aug, 1SS1 14 JJ 18S2 1502 8 April IS8L 12 )] 1883
1403 2 May, 1881 14 Feb., 1883 1452 2 Nov.. 1830 18 t» 1882 1501 16 Sept., 1881 10 JJ 1883
1407 7 June 1881 23 Oet., 1832 1 1153 20 June, 1381 15 Nov,, 1S82 1507 9 188 L 12 }> 1883
1408 22 Jan., 1SS1 9 1* 1882 i 1451 10 Aug., 1881 20 Oet., 1882 15U9 28 May, 3 881 30 Jan., 1883
1409 30 J uly, 1881 2 Nov., 1332 ' 1 (55 13 1881 12 JJ 1882 1510 24 Oct., 1881 30 >j 1883
1440- 30 Jan., 1882 5 Jan , 1832 1456 17 Sept., 1881 H Jt 1882 1511 19 June, 1882 12 jj 1883
1414 28 Sept. 1830 5 Oet , 1882 1 1157 8 April 1832 18 ■J 1882 1513 17 Aug., 1831 19 April 1883
1416 30 April 1881 2 ]J 1882 ■ 1458 22 Dec,, 1880 20 JI 1832 1514 24 Jt 1881 12 Mar., 1883
1417 30 11 1831 2 it 1882 1 1459 22 18S0 23 Jt 1882 1516 22 June, 1831 22 JJ 1883
1418 30 J> 1881 2 Jt 1882 | 1461 23 If or, 1881 17 JJ 1882 1517 10 Dee., 1881 10 M 1883
1419 2 May, 1881 2 tl 1882 , 1162 23 u 1881 14 Jt 1882 1519 G JJ 1881 5 jj 1883
1421 9 July, 1881 7 JJ 1832 1463 23 Oct., 1880 23 Dec., 1882 1520 24 June, 1880 2 J J| 1883
1422 4, *> 1SS1 4 Ji 1882 1 1-164 25 J ul v, 1881 28 Oct., 1SS2 1521 19 July, 1880 2 JJ 1883
1423 28 May, 188L 27 Jt 1882 ! 1470 S Aug, 1S81 16 JJ 1882 1522 6 Aug., 1880 8 II 1883
1424 28 1S8L 27 1! 1882 1172 24 JJ 1881 IS J] 1382 1523 7 - 1880 14 U 1883
1425 27 July, 18SL 23 U 18'2 1474 17 Sept 1831 14 JJ 1882 i( 1524 10 Jt 1880 14 iJ 1883
1427 7 Jan., 1882 23 t* 1832 1475 31 Dee, 1381 12 J im , 1883 ,( 1525 13 Jt 1881 14 ! t 1883
1428 7 n 1882 14 It 1882 1476 8 Oet., 1881 31 Dec., 1882 1526 14 Dee, 1881 10 May, 1883
1429 7 a 1832 16 tl 1882 ' 1477 8 JI 1881 31 ii 1882 1527 12 Aug., 1832 20 Mar. 1883
1430 7 1882 16 It 1832 | 1473 8 JJ 1S8L 31 jj 1882 1528 12 Jt 1832 20 ft 1883
1431 7 a 1883 16 >t 1882 1479 8 tt 1881 31 jj 1832 1529 12 >» 1882 20 U 1883
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No or 
Luusc.

3 530
1531
1532
1533 
1531 
1535 
153G 

.1537 
153 S
1512
1513 
1544 
15-15 
1516 
1317
1548
1549
1550
1552
1553
1559
1560
1561 
1563 
1567
1571
1572 
1073 
1671
1575
1576 
1077 
1578 
1079 
15S0 
1585
1588
1589
1590 
1091 
1592 
1095 
159G 
1097
1598
1599
1600 
1G02 
1603 
1G04 
1G07 
1610 
1612 
1614 
1618 
1621 
1622 
1624 
1G25 
1626 
1G30 
1631 
1633
1635
1636
1641
1642
1643
1644 
1640 
1647 
1650
1652
1653
1654 
1057 
1658 
1660 
1G64 
1666
1667
1668
1669
1670
1671 
1072 
1680 
1682

Minehat, Leases—ccntinuecf.

Bate of 
Application. Date of Issue. No. of

1 Lease.
Date of 

Application.

12 Aug.j 1SS2 20 Mnr 1SS3 1 16S3 17 Sept. 1881
12 „ 1882 20 „ 1883 ' I63t 24 J une 1882
12 „ 1882 20 „ 1883 . 1685 2 Aug 1832
12 „ 18S2 20 „ 1833 1 1686 23 „ 1832
2 CM., 1883 20 „ 1883 ' 1637 20 Mar. 1882
b J une 1882 24 Feb., 1833 1 1693 4 April ,1882
5 ,, 1882 24 „ 1883 ■ 1600 10 „ 1882

17 April,1882 21 „ 1883 1 1691 10 1SS2
2) July, 1882 21 1883 | 1693 21 J ime 1382
30 1%, 1881 15 Mnr 1893 ■ 1691 1 Dec., 1881
IS Aug., 1880 4 April ,1883 1 1695 1 „ 1831
20 July, 1881 27 Mar., 1893 1696 3 „ 1881
34 Juu.j 1882 20 „ 18S3 1 1697 29 April ,1882
ii „ 1882 20 „ 1883 1098 'lOA’ov, 1881
23 „ 1882 20 „ 1883 1 1699 0 Oct., 1882
2L „ 1882 22 „ 1893 1700 19 Afar. 1833
21 „ 1882 22 „ 1383 1 1701 19 „ 1883
23 „ 1882 2 April ,1893 1705 8 Oct, 1381
8 F«b., 1882 22 Mnr. 1883 1706 3 Ang., 1882

10 „ 1SS2 22 Mnv, 1883 , 1707 28 „ 1832
30 Aug., 1882 31 Mur, 1883 1710 28 April 1332
15 Dec., 1879 8 Mny, 1883 . 1711 5 Dee., 1832
16 „ 1881 5 April ,1883 1712 5 Juh, 1S82
20 „ 1881 7 May, 1883 , 1713 21 1832
13 June 1881 5 April ,1883 17H 7 Nor., 1882
29 tTun., 1881 IS Sept 1883 1 1715 15 June 1SS2
13 Feb., 188 L 7 June, 1883 1716 13 Oet, 188113 „ 3882 7 „ 1883 . 1717 27 June, 1832
13 „ 1SS2 7 „ 1883 1718 27 „ 1882
13 1882 7 „ I8S3 1720 28 Aug, 1882
9 Mur., 18S2 30 April 1883 1 1721 4 Sept 1882
o „ 1882 30 „ 1883 1722 4 „ 1882
9 ,)

15 Feb.,
1833
1882

30 .,
16 „

1881
1883

1723
1724

' 7 Apiil 
27 July,

,1882
1882

„ 1882 16 „ 1883 1 1725 27 1882
27 ,, 1532 19 J une, 1883 I 1726 4 Dee, 1882

3 Mar., 1SS2 7 May, 1883 1 1727 8 May, 1SS2
4 ]< 1882 11 June, 1883 172S 19 „ 1882

13 „ 1882 n „ 1883 1 1730 ' 1 Feb., 1883
4 FfoT., 1831 12 Alav, 1883 I 1732 19 iVIar,, 1883
4 Feb., 1882 25 „ 1883 1 1733 13 Oet, 1832

11 1882 21 „ 1883 I 1735 16 Mar, 1883
21 1882 31 „ 1883 1 17.36 4 Oct, 18S21S!M 

1

1882 25 June, 1883 1737 8 July, 1882fi „ 1882 12 May, 1883 1710 ' 4 Sept, 1882
0 » 1882 30 June, 1883 1742 1 Nov, 1882

37 „ 1832 28 Mav, 1883 1743 12 June, 1832
JI Jan.* 1882 18 „ 1883 1745 18 Dec, 1882
16 „ 18S2 21 „ 1883 1716 13 „ ' 1882
21 „ 18S2 21 „ 1883 1747 25 July, 1882
28 Slur., 1832 ■17 „ 1833 1748 17 June, 1882
11 April 1882 '18 „ 1883 1750 23 „ 1882
13 „ 1832 18 „ 1883 1751 21 Aug, 1882
20 Mar,, 1882 1 „ 1883 1755 29 Sept, 1832
23 Dec., 1881 16 „ 1883 1756 9 Oet, I8S2
16 „ 1891 1 Aug., 1883 1 1757 9 „ 1832
16 „ 1881 1 „ 1883 1758 10 Kot.j 188221 Feb, 1881 24 Sept., 1883 1759 10 „ 1832
27 Jun., 1882 3 Aug., 1883 1762 26 Jfin., 1F83
27 „ 1882 3 „ 1833 1763 8 Julv, 1882
14 ieb., 18S2 3 „ 1883 1764 26 April, 1882
12 April 1882 3 » 1883 1765 20 June, 1832
27 Jun , 1882 3 „ 1883 1766 20 „ 1882

1 Scpb, 1882 1 1883 1767 9 Aug, 1SS2
^ Ji 1881 19 July, 1883 1768 IS „ 1882
2 Oct., 1882 27 Oct., 1883 1769 4 Oct, 1882

12 Sept., 1882 30 Julv, 1883 1770 30 Dee, 1882
30 Nov.j 1882 28 „ 1883 1772 27 Feb, 1882
4 July, 1881 28 „ 1883 1775 19 .Tune, 1882

27 Dec., 1882 18 Sept., 1883 1776 21 Julv, 1882
^7 H 1882 18 1883 1777 14 Aug, 1882

3 June, 1880 23 „ 1883 1778 28 Sept, 1882
26 May, 1880 22 „ 1883 1779 29 „ 1882
20 Mar., 1882 2 Aug., 1883 1780 23 Oct, 18823 May, 1882 22 Sept., 1883 1781 23 „ 1882
^ JI 1882 27 Aug., 1883 1783 13 Mar, 1882

13 „ 1882 3 Wept.j 1883 1783 8 April, 1882
19 June, 1882 19 Oet, 1893 1781 ’4 May, 1382
28 April, 1882 9 Feb., 1883 1785 29 Sept, 188211 May, 1882 31 Aug;, 1883 1786 11 Nov, 1882
11 1882 31 „ 1883 1787 13 1882
11 „ 1882 31 „ 1883 1783 23 „ 1882
11 » 1882 31 „ 1833 1789 4 Hoc., 1882

J* 1892 31 „ 1383 1790 7 Juno, 188231 „ 1882 3 teept.., 1833 1791 14 Aug., 1882
iTJune, 1882 24 Aug., 1883 1794 13 „ 188013 Jan., 1882 4 Sept., 1883 1800 9 Mar, 188214 Aug., 1880 26 „ 1833 1807 15 June, 1882

J Date of Issue. No. of 
Lease,

Date of 
Application, Date of Issue.

15 Oct, 1883 1808 15 June, 1883 15 Jan, 1884
10 Nov, 1883 1815 14 Jan, 1882 12 Nov' 1883

3 Sept, 1883 1816 24 Mar, 1832 13 „ 183323 Aug, 1833 1817 17 Nov., 1SS2 12 „ 1883
26 ,, 1883 1831 17 Dec, 1881 23 Jan.. 1884
12 Sept,1883 1822 1C July, 1880 25 „ ' 18848 Oet, 1833 1823 30 Sept, 1882 28
8 „ 1SS3 1824 20 Mar, 1832 1 Feb, 1884

21 , 1883 132 5 20 , 1382 1 .. 188.),
10 Jan, 1884 1826 29 „ 1883 20 Jan, 1884
17 „ 1834 1827 30 „ 1883 39 „ ISSt
8 „ 1881 1828 3 Jan, 1882 1 Feb, 1834

J U J uly, ASti l 1829 27 Mar, 1883 5 „ 1834
26 Nov, 1SS4 1830 12 Ang, 1882 29 Jan., 1834
23 „ 1884 1831 10 Nov, 1882 7 Feb, 1884
29 Jun, 1834 1832 29 Alay, 1882 7 „ 183429 „ 1884 183.3 28 Dec, 1884 4 „ 1884

3 Dec, 1883 1834 10 Jnlv, 1883 6 „ 1884
28 „ 1883 1835 4 „ 1882 18 „ 1884
4 „ 1883 1836 29 „ 1882 18 „ 1881

10 „ 1SS3 1837 2 April, 1683 8 „ 1884
13 „ -1FS3 1838 2 „ 1883 8 „ 1884
27 Nov, 1843 1839 28 Aug, 1882 13 „ 1884
27 , 1883 1840 9 Mnr., 1882 16 „ 1884
6 Feb, 1883 1841 20 „ 1882 16 „ 1884

23 Jan, 1884 1842 19 June, 1882 12 „ 1881,
26 Feb, 1881 1842 7 Feb, 1883 12 „ 1834

7 „ 1881 1841 V „ 1883 12 „ 1884
7 „ 1884 1845 28 April, 1883 9 ji 1884

23 , 1SS4 1816 9 Feb, 1883 6 „ 1884
23 Jan, 1881 1847 7 April, 1883 6 „ 1884
15 Dee, 1883 1848 ? „ 1883 6 „ 1884
19 Nov, 1883 1849 1 „ 1882 18 „ 1884
16 Jan, 1384 1850 4 Aug, 1882 18 „ 1884
16 „ 1881 1851 13 July, 1881 16 , 1884
8 Dec, 1883 1352 17 Feb, 1883 3 Mar, 1884

28 Nov, 1883 1853 2 April, 1883 4 „ 1884
13 Dec, 1833 1854 24 Mar, 1882 7 „ 1884
28 „ 1883 1855 24 Oct, 1882 6 „ 1884
8 „ 1883 1856 19 Dec, 1882 10 „ 1884
3 „ 1833 1857 27 Nov, 1882 10 „ 1884

28 Feb, 1884 1858 30 May, 1883 14 „ 1884
17 Dec, 1883 1859 18 April, 1893 3 „ 1884

8 „ 1883 1860 25 „ 1882 5 „ 1884
10 „ 1883 1861 5 „ 1882 31 „ 1884
7 „ 1833 1862 10 „ 1882 31 „ 1884
1 „ 1883 1803 8 Julv, 1882 8 April, 1884
7 Feb, 1884 1864 3 Sept,1882 7 „ 1884
7 „ 1884 1865 11 Nov, 1882 8 „ 1884
8 Dec, 1833 1866 11 „ 1882 8 „ 1884
4 „ 1S83 1867 11 „ 1882 8 „ 1884

15 „ 1883 1868 14 „ 1882 8 „ 1884
29 Nov, 1883 1869 9 April, 1883 9 „ 1884
13 Dee, 1883 1870 18 Dec, 1880 26 „ 1884
15 „ 1883 1871 22 Feb, 1882 29 „ 1884
15 „ 1883 1872 1 Oct, 1881 29 „ 1884
29 Nov, 1833 1873 28 Nov, 1881 29 „ 1884
29 „ 1833 1874 20 „ 1882 27 „ 1884
4 Dec, 1833 1875 20 „ 1882 27 „ 1884
8 „ 1883 1876 22 Feb, 1882 13 May, 1884
4 „ 1883 1877 4 May, 3882 9 „ 1884

14 „ 1883 1878 9 Aug, 1883 10 „ 1884
14 „ 1883 1879 6 May, 1882 14 „ 1884
7 „ 1883 1880 31 July, 1882 14 „ 1884

■31 Nov, 1883 1881 8 Aug, 1882 14 „ 1884
4 Doe, 1883 1882 23 „ 1882 14 „ 1884
7 „ 1883 1833 14 Sept, 1882 14 „ 1881

17 „ 1883 1884 11 July, 1883 20 „ 1884
10 „ 1883 1885 11 „ 1883 20 „ 1881
13 „ 1883 1886 23 April, 1883 15 „ 1884
20 „ 1883 1887 12 Dec, 1882 21 „ 1884
17 „ 1883 1888 13 Aug,, 1883 30 „ 1884
13 „ 1883 1889 4 Dec, 1882 24 „ 1884
13 „ 1883 1890 4 Oct, 1883 23 „ 1884
13 „ 1883 1891 17 April, 1883 26 „ 1884
8 „ 1883 1892 17 „ 1883 26 „ 1884
8 „ 1883 1893 17 „ 1883 26 „ 1884
8 „ 1883 1894 9 Oct, 1883 28 „ 1884
8 „ 1883 1395 23 Sept,1883 31 „ 1884
4 „ 188} 1896 6 Aug, 1883 0 June,

10 „ 1883 1897 17 July, 1882 23 Alay, 1884
19 „ 1883 1898 1 Sept,1882 27 „ 1884
19 „ 1883 1899 14 Oet, 1882 28 „ 1884
13 „ 1883 1900 25 Jan, 1883 31 „ 1884
17 „ 1883 1901 20 June, 1883 31 „ 1884

5 „ 1883 1902 20 „ 1882 31 „ 1884
7 Feb, 1884 1903 10 Aug, 1883 23 „ 1884

15 Jun, 1884 1904 14 „ 1883 25 „ 1884
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. Misebal Leases—continued.

No. of 
Lease.

1 Bate of
| Application. Date of Issue.

1' No. ot
|| lANl.SC,

Bate of 
Application. Date o Issue. No. of 

Jj Lease.
Date of 

Application. Date o Issue.

1905 20 Aug., 1833 22 May, 1881 1994 18 Jan., 1883 16 Au« 1884
Ii

2094 17 July, 1884 13 Jan , 1835
1906 10 April, 1830 7 ,T unc, 1884 1 1995 19 Dec., 1882 16 „ 1884 2095 | 19 Aug., 1884 19 1885
1907 3 Oct., 1333 28 Mav , 1884 j 1996 ' 25 June, 3S83 14 „ 1SS4 2096 i 20 Mar., 1884 6 1885
1903 1 Mar., 1SS3 16 June, 1SS5 1 1997 6 Aug., 1883 16 „ 1881 2097 27 Dec., 1883 15 1885
1909 16 -Tune, 1SS3 13 3? 1884 1998 9 July, 1SS3 1 Sent 1831 1 2093 1 Mar., 1881 7 1885
1910 17 Xov., 1332 17 JJ 1894 . 1999 25 Sept, 1883 1 „ 1884 1 2099 C „ 188t 6 1885
1911 4 Oct., 1332 13 33 1831 1 2000 15 Oct,, 1883 1 „ 1884 j 2100 2 Nor., 1883 5 1885
1912 4 „ 1332 1 19 3J 1881 !' 200L 6 Dec., 1883 16 Aug , 18S4 2101 2 „ 1833 8 1SS5
1913 4 June, 1332 1 3 1881 j. 2002 0 „ 1833 16 „ 1884 2102 ' 29 Dec., 1883 7 tf 1885
1914 25 Nor., 1832 1 17 33 1884 ! 2003 24 Feb., 1883 21 „ 1884 , 2103 10 „ 1883 7 „ 1885
1915 1 Sept., 1882 r10 1834 1 2004 1 Aug., 1883 23 „ 1881 | 2104 6 Jlay, 1881 20 1885
1916 14 Aug., 1333 u >3 1881 2005 12 Feb.. 1884 19 „ 1884 ! 2105 5 Jan,, 1884 22 1885
1917 10 Sept., 1833 11 Jj 1834 2006 12 „ 1884 19 „ 1881 j| 2106 IS June, 1881 22 1SS5
191$ 16 Nov., 1833 16 n 1881 i 2007 22 May, 1883 28 „ 1884 2107 3 Dec., 1883 17 1835
1919 16 „ 1833 1 13 jj 1884 ji 2008 0 Sept., 1882 3 Sept.,1881 1 2108 3 Nor., 1882 30 1885
1920 19 Doc., 1333 ; 10 1894 f 2009 19 June, 1833 29 Aug , 1884 2109 18 Dec., 1883 2 Feb. 1885
1921 31 „ 1883 1 12 jj 1884 |, 2011 22 Dec., 1883 4 Sept., 1884 1 2110 20 Mar., 1884 2 1885
1922 6 Sept., 1833 1 Zi 1884 2012 5 Mar., 1883 31 July 1884 2111 20 „ 1884 2 1885
1923 3 Oct., 1883 3 jj 1834 2013 | 5 „ 1SS3 31 „ 1881 J 2112 20 „ 1834 2 t| 1885
1024 11 „ 1333 23 j? 1884 . 2014 14 June, 1883 25 Aug , 1884 1 2113 8 April, 1884 17 18S5
1925 10 Doc., 1883 9 3! 1834 1 2015 11 Aug., 1SS3 23 „ 1884 , 2114 8 Nor., 1883 19 1885
1927 19 Sept., 1833 23 1884 2016 28 „ 1883 29 „ 1SS4 2113 7 Ang., 1884 27 1835
1928 3 Oct., 1883 ! 23 1881 2017 29 „ 1883 29 „ 1834 2116 27 June;, 1881' 7 Mar. 1885
1929 27 Nov., 1333 23 1884 2018 7 Sept., 1883 20 „ 1884 2117 26 May, 1884 9 1t 1835
1930 1 Sept., 1832 22 JJ 1881 2019 7 „ 1883 20 „ 1SS4 ] 2118 23 Mar., 1882 12 Sept ,1884
1931 11 May, 1333 16 ;> 1884 2020 12 „ 1883 5 Sept- , 1884 2119 7 April, 1884 19 Mar. 1883
1932 23 Sept., 1383 18 JJ 1831 2021 19 Oct,, 1883 28 Aug. , 1884 | 2120 20 May, 1884 19 18S5
1933 19 Oct., 1383 20 JJ 1SS4 2022 25 „ 1883 25 „ 1834 2121 27 „ 1884 23 1885
1931 14 Dec., 1383 19 1884 2023 23 „ 1883 25 „ 1884 i 2122 27 „ 1884 23 1885
1935 7 May, 1S83 9 1884 2024 25 ,, 1883 25 „ 1884 1 2123 27 ,, 1884 23 1885
1936 23 Apri!,1833 4 1884 j 2025 31 Dee,, 1883 1 Sept , 1884 ■ 2124 27 „ 1884 23 1885
1937 10 Dec., 1883 30 JJ 1884 2026 12 Mar., 1883 26 Aug. 1881 2125 6 Juno, 1884 20 1885
1933 1 May, 1882 12 1884 2027 12 „ 1883 2G „ 1884 2126 24- Mar., 1882 2 1885
1939 5 Oct., 1833 28 1884 2028 27 Juno, 1883 18 „ 1884 2127 24 „ 1882 2 1885
1940 19 Not., 1383 23 JJ 1884 2029 26 Not., 1883 18 Julr, 1834 2128 2 Not., 1882 3 1885
1941 13 Oct., 1832 24 Jj 1884 2030 26 „ 1883 10 „ ISSt 2129 6 „ 1883 2 1885
1942 12 Feb., 1883 L4 July 1881 1 2032 17 Fob., 1SS3 17 Sept. ,1834 2130 13 „ 1833 5 1885
1943 15 June, 1883 14 13 1884 l 2033 28 April, 1884 18 „ 1334 2131 3 April, 1884. 24 1885
1914 15 „ 1883 14 JJ 1884 ( 2034 15 Oct., 1883 9 „ 1884 2132 30 May, 1884 21 1885
1945 18 Oct., 1833 14 33 1884 2035 7 „ 1881 20 „ 1884 2133 26 Aug., 1884 21 1885
1946 6 Not., 1833 14 JJ 188.1. 2030 31 Dec., 1883 16 „ 1S84 2134 7 „ 1884 4 A pri! ,1885
1947 20 „ 1383 14 ti 1884 2037 28 J une, 1876 26 „ ISSt 2135 10 Dec., 1883 24 Mar. 1885
1948 7 Aug., 1883 18 J 1884 2038 28 „ 1876 26 „ 1884 £136 27 Junej 1884 2 April,1885
1949 7 „ 1883 18 JJ 1884 2039 28 „ 1876 26 „ 1884 2137 14 July, 1884 27 Mar. 1885
1950 7 „ 1883 18 JJ 1S84 2040 24 Sept., 1883 0 „ 1884 2138 1 Dec., 1883 1 April,1885
1951 7 „ 1833 IS JJ 1.881 2011 24 Not., 1882 25 Aug. 1884 2139 26 J uncj 1884 1 1835
1952 28 Dec., 1882 16 33 188-4 204.2 21 Feb., 1883 20 Sept.,1884 2140 19 „ 1884 17 1885
1953 28 Nov., 1833 16 J3 1884 2043 10 Aug., 1853 9 „ 1884 2141 22 Dec., 1883 10 1885
1954- 7 Feb., 1883 9 Jj 1834 2044 10 „ 1883 9 „ 1884. 2142 17 Mar., 1884 10 1885
1955 26 April, 1833 11 1» 1881 2045 24 Oct, 1883 12 „ 1884 2113 14 July, 188-4 10 1885
1950 6 Aug., 1383 11 3J 1884 2016 3 Sept, 1883 23 „ 1884 2144 14. „ 1884 7 1885
1957 6 „ 1333 12 it 1884 2047 7 Aug., 1883 3 Oct ., 1831 2145 G .Tune, 1884 10 1885
1953 1 April, IS 32 22 33 1884 2043 13 Oct, 1883 3 „ 1884 2146 3 Dec., 1883 23 1885
1959 G „ 1382 22 JJ 1834 2049 16 Not., 1883 , 4 „ 1384 2147 18 „ 1883 n 1885
I960 4 May, 1832 22 1884 2050 2 Oct., 1883 10 „ 1884 2148 8 Aug., 1884 n 1885
1961 17 Aug., 1832 5 May, 1884 2051 16 „ 1882 14- „ 1884 2149 29 „ 1884 14 1885
1962 28 „ 1382 22 July, 1831 2052 27 Mar., 1882 27 „ 1884 2150 7 Dec., 1883 25 1885
1963 8 Sept., 1832 26 1884 2054 3 Sept., 1883 31 May, 1884 2151 8 July, 1834 23 1885
1964 6 Not., 1832 20 Juno 1884 2055 8 „ 1883 29 Oct, 1884 2152 G Aug., 1884 23 1835
1965 4 „ 1882 5 May, 1884- 2056 22 April, 1884 5 iS’ov.j 1884 2153 26 July, 1884 28 1885
I960 14 „ 1882 5 M 1884 2057 29 May, 1884 10 „ 1884 2154 26 „ 1384 28 1885
1967 25 „ 1882 20 June 1884 2058 29 „ 1884 10 „ 1SS4 2155 18 Sept., 1884 28 1885
1968 21 May, 1833 3 Jr 1884 2059 29 „ 1884 10 „ 1884 2156 10 June, 1884 27 1885
1969 21 July, 1883 21 July, 1884 2060 29 „ 1884 10 „ 1884 2157 11 Aug., 1833 2 May, 1835
1970 24 Feb., 1383 17 13 1881 1 2063 8 Mar., 1883 ■3 „ 1834 2158 15 July, 1884 1. 1885
1971 24 „ 1833 17 33 1884 2061 28 June, 1876 2 Dec., 1834 '' 2159 25 Aug,, 1884 2 1885
1972 9 Oct., 1383 21 » 1884 2065 6 Mar., 1883 7 July, 1884 2100 5 Julv, 1884 1 April 1883
1973 9 „ 1SS3 24 JJ 1884 2066 24 Aug., 1883 i 11 NOV,, 1834 1 2161 23 May, 1884 8 Mav, 1885
1974 9 „ 1383 24 JJ 1884 2067 9 Dec., 1882 7 „ 1834 2102 18 Ang., 1884 14 April 1885
1975 19 Dec., 1833 6 Aug., 1884 2068 14 Nor., 1883 JG Bee., 1834 216$ 30 Juno, 1881. 7 Mav, 1885
1976 25 Mar,, 1882 24. July, 1884 1 2069 10 Dec., 1883 | i „ ]SS4 2165 27 Sept., 1884 11 1885
1977 6 Ang., 1883 30 JJ 1SS4 j 2070 20 „ 1883 1 22 „ 1884 2166 8 „ 1884 11 1835
1973 28 Sept., 1333 9 JJ 1884 1 2071 30 Mar, 1SS4 22 „ 1884 2167 18 „ 1884 9 1885
1979 10 Oet., 1883 21 jj 1884 2072 2 Oct, 1883 18 Nor., 1884 l 2168 10 July, 1884 15 1835
1930 13 Mar., 1833 12 Aug., 1884 1 2073 12 Nor., 1883 18 „ 1884 2169 21 Mar, 1884 15 1885
1981 13 „ 1883 12 >3 1884 1 2074 21 Mar., 1884 18 „ J884 2170 21 1884 15 1885
1982 30 tTuiie, 1SS3 4 JJ 1884 2081 7 Fob., 1884 15 Dec., 1884 2171 21 „ 1884 15 1885
1033 21 July, 1883 4 JJ 1884 2082 15 May, 1884 ] 20 „ 1884 ! 2172 21 „ 1384 15 1885
1984 21 „ 1883 4 JJ 1884 2083 15 „ 1884 20 „ 1881 2173 21 „ 1884 15 1885
10S5 21 May, 1833 4 Jj 1884 2085 2 Mar., 1883 1 22 „ 1881 j 2174 7 Dee., 1883 11 1885
1936 21 „ 1883. 4 3> 1884 2086 11 „ 1884 j 5 Jan., 1885 2175 30 May, 1884 11 1885
1987 12 Mar., 1883 4 JJ 1884 2087 17 April, 1884 | 5 „ 1885 21.76 24 July, 1884 27 Mar., 1885
1988 12 „ 1SS3 4 3J 1884 | 2088 22 Feb,, 1SS4 ■ 9 „ 1835 1 2177 18 Aug., 1884 27 May, 1885
1989 12 ,, 1883 4 JJ 1884 1 2089 17 Sept., 1833 9 1885 ] 2178 22 July, 1884- 26 1885
1990 12 „ 1883 4 JJ 1884 2090 23 J til r, 1884 9 „ 1885 : 2179 29 Mot, 1884 29 1885
1991 14 Jan., 1883 15 JJ 1884 1 2091 5 June, 1882 17 „ 1885 | 2180 29 1884 29 lt 1885
1992 3 Oct., 1883 27 JJ iss4; 2092 5 „ 1832 17 „ 1885 1 2181 29 „ 1834 29 1885
1993 IS Aug., 1882 4 JJ 1834 2093 1 Dec., 1883 _ 15 ,j 1885 1 

'
2182 29 „ 1884 29 II 1885
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2183 IS Oet, 1883 29 May, ] tiSa 2269 26 June, 1884 13 July, 1885 2336 8 Sept. ,1883 3 Sept 1885
2181 25 Aug., 1884 IS >3 1 35 2270 28 JI 1884 14 1885 2357 8 1883 3 1885
2183 14 ■J 1881 IS Jl 1885 2271 26 1884 13 1885 2358 8 18S3 3 1885
218G 21 Julv, 1881 IS 11 1885 2272 20 Jj 1882 17 1835 2359 8 1833 3 1SS5
2187 25 1881 IS JJ 1885 2273 13 ,, 1881- 11 1835 2360 2 L 1883 3 1885
2188 9 Au^-j 1831 27 >> 1885 2274 a Mnv, ISSt 11 1835 2361 21 1883 3 1885
2189 21 J ulv, 1881 27 JJ 1885 2275 2 Apiil 1881 11 1SS5 2362 19 Aug 1881 3 1885
2190 2 1881 26 Ji 188 5 j 2276 11 Jen., ISSt 14 1SS5 2363 7 Jnu , 1881 3 1885
2191 2 }> 1SS4 26 i 1885 2277 10 Dec., 188.1 16 3SS5 2:!ii|. 9 July, 1834 3 1835
2193 2 ,, 1881 26 JI 1885 2278 10 JJ 1883 16 1SS5 2365 9 Dec., 1SS4 1 1835
2193 16 JllTlOj 1833 22 1 I8S5 2279 10 1883 1-1 1SS5 2366 23 Oct., 1884 27 Aug., ISS5
2191 5 Julv, 1884 i June, 1835 2280 29 Oct, 1883 13 1855 2367 6 Aug., 1884 8 Sept. 1885
2195 5 11 1881 i *1 1885 2281 18 J une 1881 21 1885 2368 7 1884 7 1SS3
2198 14 ,, 1381 i 1 1885 22S3 8 Dee, 1883 18 June, 1SS3 2369 7 1884 7 1885
2197 28 Aug., 1834 i Ji 1880 | 2283 2 Sept. ISSt 29 1883 2370 7 1881 7 1885
2197 9 1881 i JJ 1885 | 2284 2 JI 1S84 29 1883 2371 13 1881 7 1385
2198 9 J? 1831 i JJ 1885 2285 2 1884 29 1885 2372 2 Nov., 1883 11 3885
2199 14 ii 1881 i JJ 1885 22S6 3 1884 29 1883 2373 8 Aug., 1881 5 1SS5
2200 18 >1 188t i !J 1885 : 2287 16 Jiiii, 1881- 28 July, 1835 2374 8 1884 5 1885
2201 19 July, 1881 7 JJ 1SS5 1 22SS 5 Aug 1881 13 1883 2375 22 Dec., 1SS3 7 1885
2202 S Aug 1831 12 JI 188'> 2289 2 June 1884 30 1883 2376 9 May, 1884 7 1885
2203 14 July, 1881 11 JJ 1885 2290 2 Oet., 1881 30 JI 1885 2377 19 1881 21 Ang., 1885
2201 6 Aug 1SS1 2 31 1885 2291 26 May, 1SS4 6 Aug., 1885 2378 5 J une, 1SS3 1 Sept. 1885
2205 9 1884 2 1 1885 2292 26 1 1881 6 1885 2379 24 Sept 1884 21 1835
2206 5 live , 1883 11 M»t, isss 2293 14 Nov., 1883 6 188 ■ 2380 6 Dec., 18S3 19 1SS5
2207 29 Oet, 1883 27 J unc 1885 2291 5 J uly, 1881. 6 Ji 1881 2381 21 Julj, 1884 17 1885
2208 27 Dec, 1883 25 JJ 1883 2295 10 Sept. 1881 28 July, 1881 2382 29 I SSI 16 1885

.‘1209 18 A ti£L_ 1831 27 JI 188-5 2296 25 Jan., 1881 10 Aug., 1885 2383 30 1SS4 16 1885
2110 18 ,, 1894 27 Jj 1S85 2297 28 Mnv, 1884 10 1885 2384 1 Aug., 1SS1 17 1885
2211 6 Oc', 1884 27 ,, 188-5 2298 19 July, 1884 6 1SS5 2335 23 1884 17 1885
2212 2 June 1881 20 July, 1885 2299 30 Mny, 1881 12 1885 2386 9 Sept., 1381 10 1885
2213 7 Julv, 1834 13 JJ 183-5 2300 30 1881 12 1885 2387 23 July, 1884 19 1885
2211 i Dec., 1833 13 JJ 1885 2301 25 Sopf. 1881 3 1885 238^ 23 Aug., 1831 21 1885
2215 7 Julv, 18S4 13 JJ 1885 2302 25 1884 3 1883 2389 15 Nov., 1884 9 Oct,, 1885
2216 28 Mnv, 1SS4 13 JJ 1SS5 2303 3 1884 3 1885 2390 15 1SS4 6 1885
2217 1 July, 1884 13 JJ 1885 2304 30 Jun , 1885 10 1885 2391 24 Oct., 1884 22 Sept. 1885
2218 28 1S84 13 JJ 1885 2305 24 Mar., 1SS4 1 1885 2392 14 1834 22 1885
2219 20 June, 1884 13 „ 1885 2306 10 Api'i] 1SS1 20 July, 1835 2393 14 1884 22 1885
2220 20 Jj 1SS1 13 J} 1885 . 2307 10 1884 20 1885 2394 8 July, 1834 8 1885
2221 20 n 1884 13 1885 2308 25 1884 27 1835 2395 1 Oct., 1SS4 28 1885
2223 20 Dec, 1883 13 JJ 1885 2309 2 Julv, 1884 30 ISSo 2396 17 u 1831 28 1885
2223 8 Aug., 1884 13 I! 1885 2310 10 JI 1884 22 n 1SS3 2397 S Sept., 1834 5 Oct., 1885
2221 14 Muv, 1884 14 JJ 188-5 2311 10 1881 22 1885 2398 14 Oct., )881 7 1885
2225 C Dec., 1883 14 )> 188-5 2312 18 1884 24 18S5 2399 22 Sept 1SS4 9 1885
2226 20 J unc 1881 14 jj 1885 2313 19 1884 31 1885 2.100 2] Oct, 1884 28 Sept. 1885
2227 1 July, 1884 10 J 1 1885 2314 19 1SS4 31 13S5 2401 2 Mav, 1884 14 Oct., 1885
2228 16 JJ 1881 10 1883 2315 22 1884 27 1835 2402 22 Sept.. 1884 14 1885
2229 14 M 1884 11 1885 2316 2 Aug, 1384 28 1885 2403 22 Jt 1884 14 Jt 1885
2230 25 Aug., 1884 9 JJ 1885 . 2317 7 JJ 1881 3 Ang., 1885 2404 21 Nov., 1884 21 3ept. 1885
2231 1 Oct, 1881 10 IJ 1885 2318 17 May, 1881 14 1885 ’2405 21 1881 21 1885
2232 29 Sept. 1884 27 June, 1885 2319 15 Neb., 1884 17 1835 2406 21 1884 21 1885
2233 3 June, 1884 17 July, 1885 2320 15 1884 17 1885 2407 21 1884 21 1885
2234 3 IJ 1884 17 1883 2321 7 July, 1881 5 1885 2403 21 1884 21 1885
2235 S Nov., 1883 30 J une. 1885 2322 11 Jan., 1881 15 1885 2409 2L 1884 21 1885
2236 15 Dee, 1SS3 7 1885 2323 8 Julv, 1881 15 1SS5 2410 21 1881 21 1885
2237 12 April 1881 6 July. 1885 2324 1 Nov., 1894 12 1885 2411 21 1884 21 1885
2238 IS J unc, 1881 29 June, 1885 2325 24, 8epl„ 1891 15 1SS5 2412 8 Dec., 1884 7- Oet., 1885
2239 27 J) 1884 10 July, 1885 2320 24 Nov, 1884 28 1885 2413 8 1884 7 1885
2240 18 July, 1884 30 June, 1883 2327 24 1884 28 18S5 2414 2 June, 1884 30 3cpt., 1885
2211 IS >> 1884 6 July, 1885 2328 24 Oct-., 1884 18 1885 2415 6 Feb., 1884 21 Oct., 1885
2242 18 n 1881 7 J) 1885 2329 24 1834 18 1885 2416 21 July, 1881 14 1885
2213 26 jj 1881 6 1883 2330 25 Sept. 1884- 27 Julv, 1885 2417 22 Aug., 1881 14 ft 1385
2244 26 u 1884 6 1883 2331 25 1884 27 1SS5 2418 21 Julv, 1881 14 1885
2215 7 Aug, 1884 8 1883 2332 25 1884 27 1835 2419 13 Oct,, 1884 21 Aug., 1885
2216 7 1884 8 1SS3 2333 14 May, 1884 20 Aug., 1885 2420 2 Nov., 1883 2 Oct, 1885
2247 16 JJ 1884 7 1885 2334 21 1881 24 1885 2421 15 Dec., 1883 23 Sept., 1385
224S 26 JJ 1884 7 1885 2335 20 1884 17 1S85 2422 17 Oct, 1883 24 1885
2249 5 Sept., 1884 29 June, 1885 2136 9 July, 1884 20 1885 2423 26 Sept., 1884 29 1883
2250 15 1} 1884 9 July, 1885 2337 17 1894 24 1SS5 2424 8 May, 1881 7 Oct., 1885
2251 15 it 1834 9 1885 2338 2 Aug., 1884 10 1885 2423 19 Aug., 1884 7 1885
2252 16 t) 1881 6 1835 2339 22 1884 20 1885 2426 1 1881 28 1885
2253 27 it 1884 9 1885 2310 16 Oet., 1884 20 1835 2427 27 May, 1884 29 1885
2254 18 Oct., 1831 6 1885 2341 17 1884 17 1885 2428 27 J> 1884 29 1885
2235 27 • J 1884 9 1885 2342 30 June, 1884 11 Sent., 1835 2429 21 Nov., 1884 29 1885
2256 1 Nov., 1834 7 1885 2343 30 1884 11 1885 2430 21 1884 24 1885
2257 8 Sept., 1884 20 1885 2344 11 Oct., 1884- 7 3885 2431 3 Jt 1883 28 1885
2258 8 JJ 1884 14 1885 2345 15 jj 1884 6 Aug^ 1885 2432 18 April 1884 28 1SS5
2259 8 JJ 1884 14 1885 2346 12 June, 1884 6 1885 2433 21 Nov, 1884 3 Ubv,, 1885
2260 8 1884 16 1885 2347 7 July, 1884 3 1885 2434 14 Dec., 1883 19 Oct, 1885
2261 10 1884 15 1883 2343 15 1884 3 1SS5 2435 16 Julv, 1883 29 1885
2262 20 1884 15 1885 2349 15 1884 3 1885 2436 3 April 1884 27 1885
2263 16 July, 1884 22 18S5 2350 15 1884 3 1885 2437 12 Sopt., 1884 21 1885
2264 20 Sept., 1884 16 1885 2351 15 1884 3 1885 2438 14 Aug, 1881 16 1885
2265 8 >1 1884 17 1885 2352 15 1884 3 1885 2439 4 June, 1881 21 1835
2206 17 J uly. 1884 16 1885 2353 15 1884 3 1885 2440 4 3834 21 1885
2267 7 1884 13 1885 2354 15 1884 3 1885 2441 2 July, 1884 29 JI 1885
2268 5 JJ 1884 13 JJ 1885 2355 6 Sept., 1883 3 Sept., 1885 2442 9 Aug., 1884 22 IJ 1885
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2413 24 April, 1884 28 Oct , 1SS5 2531 15 Oct-. 1884 17 Dec , 1885 2619 1 April, 1885 i Mar , 1886
2444 10 JUT)€ ,1884 27 1885 2532 22 „ 1884 17 1885 2620 1 „ 1885 i 1886
2445 20 Oct., 1881 24 ISSo 2533 17 Not , 1884 30 1885 2621 1 „ 1885 i 1886
2446 20 „ 1884 24 a 1SS5 2534 27 Doc. 1884 30 1885 2622 18 „ 1885 i 1886
2447 15 Dec. 1881 24 ,, 1885 | 2535 27 „ 1884 30 1885 2623 10 Fob., 1885 17 Feb , 1886
2448 20 „ 1883 20 Not , 1SS5 2536 14 Mar , 1885 29 1885 2624 20 Doe., 1884 1 1885
2449 2(j Jan.j 1884 20 JJ 1885 2537 19 „ 1885 29 1885 2625 21 Oct., 1884 9 1886
2450 0 Ifcb. 1884 20 1885 2538 20 „ 1885 17 1835 2627 13 Dec., 1884 5 1886
2451 29 July, 1884 2 H 1885 1 2539 20 „ 1835 17 1835 2628 18 April, 1885 25 1886
2452 19 Aug. 1884 5 it 1885 2540 8 A pril, 1885 31 1835 2629 6 Oct., 188 4 2 Alar , 1886
2453 31 Oct. 1881 2 „ 1885 2541 8 „ 1885 31 1885 2630 20 Mar.j ltiS5 26 Feb , 1886
2454 1 Dee 1881 30 Dec. 18S5 2542 8 „ 1885 31 1SS5 2631 9 June, 1885 2 Mar , 1886
2455 13 „ 1881 30 Nov. 1885 2343 8' „ 1885 31 1835 2632 20 Mar, ]885 20 Feb , 1886
2456 13 „ 1881 •10 JJ 1835 2544 8 „ 1835 31 1885 2633 27 Maj, 1885 26 1886
2457 3 Jan., 1885 2 1885 2545 17 Jan., 1885 G Jun. 1836 2634 21 „ ISSi 2 Alar , 1886
2458 19 „ 1885 5 1885 2546 9 Mnr. 1885 11 1886 2635 21 „ 1884 2 18S6
2459 4 ij 1884 ' 20 ft 1883 2547 16 Sept. ,1884 15 1886 2636 IS July, 1884 2 1886
2460 4 „ 1834 | 20

JJ 1885 2543 23 Apri ,1885 11 1886 2637 27 Nov., 1881 9 Fub. 1886
2461 4 „ 1SS4 20 ti 1885 2549 23 „ 1885 11 1886 2638 26 Mar., 1835 26 1886
2462 20 Sept.. 1884. 20 JJ 1835 2550 6 Dee., 1884 16 1886 2039 20 July, 1885 1 ililr 1886
2463 22 „ 1884 20 >* 1885 2551 9 1884 16 1886 1 2040 16 April, 1885 12 1886
2464 25 „ 1881 17 JJ 1885 2552 25 Apri. ,1885 13 1836 2641 14 Feb., 1SS4 24 Feb. 1886
2465 2o „ 1884 20 JJ 1885 2553 15 Oct., 1883 8 1886 2042 25 Aug., 1884 2 Mar. , 1886
2466 2 Oet., 1881 20 ft 1835 2554 7 Dee., 1883 8 1886 2643 5 Sept., 1884 2 1885
2467 4 „ 1881 20 ft 1835 2555 8 „ 1883 4 1886 2644 8 April, 1885 2 1886
2468 21 „ 1884 20 i 1885 2556 20 „ 1883 15 1886 26-15 23 May, 1885 4 1886
2469 27 „ 1884 20 )t 1883 2557 2 Mut, 1884 4 1886 2646 10 April, 1885 10 1886
2470 3 Nor., 1834 20 ti 1885 2558 2 June 1884 2 1886 264.7 5 Feb., 1885 15 1886
2471 ^ Jt 1884 20 tt 1885 2559 1 Aug., 1884 2 1886 2648 3 Sept., 1883 3 1885
2472 22 „ 1884 20 ti 1883 2500 11 „ 1884 5 1886 2649 31 Mar., 1884 11 1885
2473 3 „ 1834 20 tt 1885 2561 13 Sept. 1884 4 1886 2650 19 July, 1884 11 1886
2474 3 Dec., 1881 19 „ 1885 2562 21 „ 1SS4 4 1886 2651 15 Not., 1834 11 18S6
2475 ^ it 1831 19 ,, 1885 2563 14 Out, 1884 4 1886 2652 29 Deo., 1881 11 1886
2476 28 Augy 1881 27 ft 1885 2564 13 Not., 1884 14 1886 2653 5 Nov., 1884 10 1886
2477 2 „ 1SS1 30 tf 1885 2565 17 „ 1834 2 18S6 2654 9 Dee., 1834 8 1886
2478 2 „ 1881 30 tf 1885 2563 17 „ 1881 2 1886 18 Mur., 1885 7 1886
2479 2 „ 1SS4 30 ft 1885 2567 1G Dec., 1884 4 1886 2656 16 Sept., 1834 12 1886
2480 10 Sept 1881 30 tt 1885 2568 30 1834 9 1886 2657 16 Mar, 1885 13 1( 1886
2481 28 April 1881 30 «J 1885 2569 5 Mar. 1885 9 1886 2658 11 May, 1885 12 1886
2482 14 July, 1881 4 Dee., 1885 2570 31 „ 1SS5 7 1886 2659 13 Jan, 1885 18 1886
2483 20 Dee., 1881 26 Not. 1885 2571 11 Oct., 1884. 20 1886 2C60 6 Feb, 1883 18 1886
2481 1 „ 1884 30 tt 1885 2572 22 Jon., 1885 22 1886 2061 24 Mur., ] 885 18 1886
2485 12 Jan., IS85 21 tt 1885 2573 19 Mar. 1885 22 1886 2662 1 Oet., 1883 3 Not 1885
2480 21 Not., 1881 18 Dec., 1883 2574 20 Out., JS84 12 1886 2663 12 Sept., 1884 ] 5 Mar. 1886
2487 21 „ 1884 18 ti 1885 2575 D Nov.» 1884 19 1886 2664 16 Mar., 1885 15 1886
2488 21 „ 1884 18 jj 1885 2576 12 April ,1884 23 1886 2665 16 „ 1885 15 1886
2489 ^ )) 1884 IS „ 1885 2577 12 1884 23 1886 2606 23 j, 18So 15 1886
2490 21 1884 18 jj 1885 2578 17 Mot, 1884 5 Feb., 1886 2667 2 June, 1885 15 1S86
2491 10 April 1684 17 jj 1885 2579 1 July, 1884 5 1886 2668 7 April, 1885 13 1886
2492 30 June, ISSt 28 Nov. 1885 2580 1 1SS4 5 1886 2669 28 Aug., 1885 20 1886
2493 30 „ 1881 27 tt 1885 2581 16 Alay, 1885 4 1886 2670 12 Jan., 1885 23 1886
2494 20 Sept. 1884 15 Dec., 1885 2582 16 „ 1885 4 1886 2671 6 „ 1885 23 Dee., 1885
2495 2 ApriJ 1831 21 tt 1885 2583 22 April 1882 11 1886 2672 6 „ 1885 23 1885
2496 5 Aug., 1881 21 it 1885 2581. 3 Sept 1883 8 1886 2673 28 May, 1835 30 Alar. 1886
2497 15 July, 1884 21 ti 1885 25S5 3 „ 1883 8 1886 2674 20 Mar., 1885 24 1886
2498 16 Oct., 1881 22 tt 1883 2586 17 April 1685 12 Jnu., 1886 2675 8 Jan.j 1885 15 Feb., 1886
2499 ^ 11 1884 21 it 1885 2587 8 Jan,, 1885 10 Feb.. 1886 2676 5 Nov., 1884 20 Alar., 1386
2500 11 Not., 1884 20 it 1885 2583 8 „ 1885 10 fr 1886 2677 15 Dec., 1884 29 1SS6
2501 23 May, 1881 31 it 1885 2589 14 J uly, 1884 12 1886 2078 20 Jan,, 1885 20 1886
2502 8 Not., 1884 29 tt 1885 2590 9 Aug, 1884 12 1886 2679 15 Oct., 1831 y April,1886
2503 12 Jan., 1885 4 •ran.. 1886 2591 25 Oet., 1883 19 1886 2680 11 A pril, 1885 6 1886
325U4 23 „ 1885 26 Dec., 1885 2592 24 Dee, 1883 27 1886 2681 11 „ 1885 6 1886
2505 7 Pcb., 1885 29 jj 1885 2593 19 Aug., 1884 20 Jun., 1886 2682 26 Feb., 1885 G 1886
2500 29 Dec., 1884 26 it 1885 2594 27 ., 1884 25 1886 2683 8 Jun., 1885 22 Alar 1886
2507 9 Jan., 1885 26 tt 1885 2595 3 Sept., 1884 27 n 1886 2684 14 July, 1884 22 1886
2508 J2 JSov.j 1884 30 ti 1885 2596 G Oct., 1884 25 1886 2635 27 Oct., 1884 29 1886
2509 20 Oet, 1884 21 ti 1885 2597 17 „ 1881 1 Feb. 1886 2686 22 A pril, 1885 18 1886
2510 2i Jan j 1885 7 Jan., 1886 2598 3 Nov., 1884 25 Jan., 1886 2687 24 Mar, 1885 1 April,1886
2511 20 Feb., J dbb 7 St 1886 2599 7 „ 1884 25 1836 2688 17 April, 1885 1 1886
2512 17 April, 1882 4 June, 1885 2600 12 Dec., 1884 1 Feb., 1880 2689 31 July, 1885 22 Alar., 1886
2513 17 „ 1882 4 tt 1885 2601 191 - it 1884 1 1886 2630 18 Aug., 1884 12 April 1886
2514 7 Mar., 1885 8 J an.. 1886 2602 2 Feb., 1885 25 Jan,, 1886 2691 13 Mar., 3885 30 A1 ar, 1886
2515 7 „ 1885 8 tt 1886 2603 14 Dec, 1884 10 Fob., 1886 2692 22 Jnlv, 1884 3 April 1886
2510 7 „ 1885 8 tt 1886 2604 11 „ 1884 12 1886 2693 15 „ 1884 15 Jan., 1886
2517 7 „ 1885 8 tt 1880 2605 12 Jun., 1885 12 1886 2694 25 Alar., 1884 6 1886
2513 7 „ 1883 8 tt 1886 2606 3 „ 1885 17 1836 2695 16 Feb, 1885 19 April 1886
2519 17 1SS5 18 tt 1886 2607 11 Dee., 1884 18 1886 2696 21 July, 1884 21 Jan., 1886
2520 7 July, 1881 17 Dee., 1885 2008 30 Mar., 1885 22 Jan., 1386 2097 21 „ 1884 21 1886
2521 28 „ 1881 17 tt 1885 2609 2 July, 1885 23 1SS6 2698 14 Jan., 1885 27 1886
2522 21 Aug., 1881 12 tt 1885 2610 24 Oct., 1884 13 Fob., 1886 2699 14 „ 1885 27 1886
2523 25 „ 1181 15 a 1885 1 2611 12 Feb., 1885 11 1886 2700 8 Dec, 1834 IGF cb.. 1886
2524 15 July, 1881 29 tt 1885 ] 2612 20 Oet., 1884 15 1886 2701 2 Jan., 1885 27 Alar.. 1886
2525 22 Sept, 1881 12 JJ 1885 2613 ]Q Feb., 1885 27 Jnn., 1886 2702 2 „ 1885 27 1886
2520 14 Apn/, 1884 29 ii

1885 | 2614 17 Jan., 1885 16 Feb, 1880 2703 2 „ 1885 27 1886
2527 ii' i. 1884 29 it 1885 2615 3 Not., 1884 15 1886 2704 28 Aug,, 1885 28 Auril 1886
2528 22 Sept., 18S4 17 tt 1885 2616 10 Oct., 1884 3 1886 2705 14 July, 1884 27. 1886
2529 4 Aug., 1884 29 ti 1885 2617 16 Jan., 1885 26 l( 1886 2706 14 „ 1884 27 1886
2530 27 Sept., 1884 5 JJ 1885 | 2618 22 Not., 1884 13 JJ 1886 2707 23 „ 1884 20 >> 1886
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2742
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2753
2754
2755
2756
2757
2768
2759
2760
2761
2762
2763
2764
2765
27G6
2767
2768
2770
2771
2772
2773
2774
2775
2776
2777
2778
2779
2780
2781
2782
2783
2784
2785
2786
2788
2789
2790
2791
2792
2793
2794
2795
2796
2797

/ '\
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Mineral Lea sis—continued.

Date of 
Application.

il
Date of Issue. 1 No. of 1 

Lease* |
Date of 

Application.
II

Dnte of Tssuo. || No. ot 1 
Lease. 1

1

Date of j
Application. j Dak of Issue.

22 Juh, 1884 19 April, 1886 2798 14 Oct., 1884
I!

11 Sept., 1886 i 2886 , 15 Sept, 1885 23 Nov., 1886
22 „ 1884 12 „ 1886 2799 9 June, 1884 20 „ 1886 | 2887 ( 18 „ 1885 23 „ 1886
22 „ 1884 14 „ 3886 2800 20 Sept., 1884 14 „ 1886 2888 22 Oet., 1885 1 Dec., 1886
27 April, 1885 15 „ 1886 ! 2801 20 „ 1884 14 ,, 3886 | 2889 15 Jan., 1886 1 „ 1886
27 „ 1885 15 „ 3886 1 2802 24 Mav., 1885 18 „ 1886 1 2890 ' 19 April, 1886 1 „ 1880
It Aug., 1885 15 „ 1886 1 2803 20 April, 1885 5 Oct., 3886 2891 1 24 Nov., 1884 14 „ 1886
14 Jan., 1885 9 Jan., 1886 1 2804 20 „ 1885 5 „ 1886 2892 1 16 „ 1885 17 „ 3886
14 „ 1885 9 „ 1880 ■ 2805 20 „ 1885 5 ., 3886 2893 j 12 June, 1885 8 „ 1886

7 Feb., 1885 8 May, 1886 2806 16 May, 1885 5 „ 1886 2894 3 7 Sept, 1885 16 1886
7 „ 1885 8 „ 1886 2807 16 „ 1885 5 „ 3886 2895 1 17 „ 1885 16 „ 1886
7 „ 1885 8 „ 188C 2808 9 Sept., 1885 28 Sept,1886 2896 1 5 April, 3886 20 „ 1886
7 „ 18S5 8 „ 1886 2809 27 June,1885 21 Julv, 3886 2897 1 30 Jan., 1886 21 „ 1886
7 „ 1885 8 „ 3886 2810 16 Feb., 1885 4 Oct., 1886 2898 1 7 Aug., 1885 20 „ 1886
7 „ 1885 8 „ 1886 2811 25 Sept., 1885 27 July, 1886 2899 | 7 „ 1885 20 „ 1886

23 Sept,, 1884 22 April, 1886 2812 25 „ 1885 8 Oct., 1886 2900 11 Sept., 1884 23 Nov., 1886
24 Mar., 3885 12 Mav, 1886 2813 15 „ 1884 5 „ 1886 2901 | 3 June, 1885 14 Dee., 1886
3 June, 1885 8 „ 3886 2814 15 „ 1834 5 „ 1886 2902 j 8 „ 1885 9 „ 1886

15 Nov,, 3884 25 Nov., 1885 2815 13 Nov., 1884 2 „ 1886 2903 | 30 July, 1885 13 „ 1880
20 Oct., 1884 27 Mav, 1886 2816 13 „ 1884 2 „ 1886 2904 1 Aug., 1885 13 „ 1886
20 „ 3884 27 „ 1886 2817 3 Dec., 1884 4 „ 1886 2005 1 1 „ 1885 6 „ 1886
25 Mar., 1885 13 „ 1886 2818 , 13 „ 1884 4 „ 1886 2906 i 9 Dee., 1885 13 „ 1886
22 Aug., 1885 28 „ 188G 2819 ( 28 Mar., 1885 28 Sept,1886 2907 ' 14 „ 1885 6 „ 1885

8 April ,1885 22 „ 1886 2820 1 11 April, 1885 24 „ 1886 2908 ! 15 Jan., 1886 6 „ 1886
13 „ 1885 8 April, 1886 2821 I 13 Aug., 1885 4 Oct, 1886 2909 1 11 „ 1886 15 „ 1886
12 Mav, 1885 8 „ 1886 2822 1 14 Sept., 1885 9 „ 1886 2910 1 11 „ 1886 15 „ 1886
25 June, 1883 9 Feb,, 1886 2823 i 23 „ 1885 27 Sept., 3886 2911 i 11 „ 1886 15 „ 1886
21 July, 1884 3 June, 18SG 2824 i 9 Mav, 1885 3 5 Oct., 1886 1 2912 1 11 „ 1880 15 „ 1886
30 Mar., 1885 10 April, 1880 2825 i 9 Oct., 1884 18 „ 1886 | 2913 1 28 „ 1886 15 „ 1886
27 April, 1885 28 May, 3886 2826 ' 16 Doc., 3885 38 „ 3886 2914 | 21 April,1886 3 „ 1886
6 June, 3884 31 „ 1886 2S27 36 „ 1885 18 „ 1886 1 2915 j 21 „ 1886 3 „ 1886

25 July, 1884 4 June, 3886 2828 16 „ 3885 19 „ 1886 1 2916 1 2 Feb., 1886 20 „ 1886
10 Sept., 3884 31 Mav, 3886 2829 9 Mar., 1885 5 „ 1886 2917 1 22 „ 1S86 21 „ 1886
3 2 Mar., 1885 29 „ 3886 2830 10 Sept., 1884 20 „ 1886 2918 15 „ 1886 23 „ 1886
18 „ 1885 9 June, 1886 2831 1 June, 1SS5 20 „ 1886 2919 1 Mar., 1886 23 „ 1886
24 „ 1885 12 „ 1886 2832 3 8 April, 1885 21 „ 1886 2920 4 „ 1886 21 „ 1886
10 April, 1S85 8 „ 1886 2833 6 ., 1886 22 ., 1883 2923 3 9 April, 1886 23 „ 1886
21 „ 1885 28 May, 1886 2834 6 „ 1886 22 3886 2922 8 Feb , 1886 22 „ 1886
24 „ 1885 2 June, 1886 1 2835 6 „ 1886 22 „ 1886 2923 1 11 Dec., 1885 23 „ 1886
30 „ 1885 34 „ 1886 1 2836 6 „ 1886 22 „ 3886 2924 29 June, 1885 38 „ 3836
4 Mar, 1885 10 „ 1886 1 2837 6 1886 22 ., 3 886 1 2925 1 18 Sept., 1885 21 „ 1886

11 „ 3885 25 Mav, 1886 1 2838 23 Jan.. 1885 13 „ 3886 | 2926 14 Oct., 1885 21 „ 1886
19 „ 1885 28 „ 1886 1 2839 24 April, 3885 11 „ 3886 | 2927 1 .14 „ 1885 21 ,, 1886
16 „ 1885 29 „ 1886 1 2810 27 „ 1885 20 „ 3886 2928 1 21 „ 1883 21 „ 3886
18 April, 1885 24 J une, 1886 2841 30 June, 1885 20 „ 1886 2929 1 2 Nov., 1885 21 „ 1886
30 Dec., 1885 1 Jnlv. .1886 2842 27 Julv, 1885 20 „ 1886 2930 1 17 Oct, 1885 17 Oet, 3386

1 Scpl., 1884 2 „ 3886 2813 34 Nov., 1885 11 „ 1S86 2931 1 17 „ 1885 37 „ 1886
18 „ 1884 2 „ 1886 2844 21 Sept., 1885 18 „ 1886 2932 5 Mar., 1886 23 „ 1886
27 Dee., 3.884 27 April, 1886 2845 16 Now, 1885 38 „ 1886 2933 38 Sept, 1885 23 „ 1886
23 „ 1884 28 June, 1886 2846 10 „ 1885 38 „ 1886 2934 26 Aug., 1885 23 „ 1886
6 „ 1883 7 July, 1886 2847 17 Sept., 1885 6 Nov., 3886 2935 10 Nov., 1885 16 „ 1886

27 April,1885 16 June, 1886 2848 6 Oct., 1885 8 „ 3886 2936 10 „ 1885 16 „ 1886
11 „ 1885 29 „ 1886 2849 2 1885 22 Oct., 3886 2937 26 Sept, 3885 24 „ 1886
13 Mav, 1885 29 „ 1886 2850 13 Aug,, 1884 30 1886 2938 26 „ 1885 24 „ 1886

6 Nov., 3885 7 Juh, 1886 2851 25 „ 3884 6 Nov., 1386 2939 28 Oct., 1885 28 „ 1886
3 Oct., 1885 13 „ 1886 2852 31 Mar., 1886 24 „ 1886 2940 9 Mav, 1885 31 „ 1886
3 „ 1885 13 „ 1880 2853 29 June, ] 885 fi „ 1886 2941 9 „ 1885 31 „ 1886
5 Aug., 1885 24 „ 1886 2854 6 July, 1885 10 „ 1886 2942 11 Nov., 1885 28 „ 3886
5 „ 1885 24 „ 1886 2855 6 „ 1885 6 „ 1886 2943 11 „ 1885 28 „ 1886

22 Sept,, 1885 30 „ 18S6 2856 15 Sept., 1885 5 „ 1886 2944 13 Feb., 1886 5 Ian., 1887
22 „ 1885 30 „ 1886 2857 ly ,f 1885 5 „ 1886 2945 13 „ 1886 5 „ 1887
7 Oct., 1885 27 „ 1886 2858 22 „ 1885 10 „ 1886 2946 13 „ 1886 5 „ 1887
3 June, 1885 13 „ 1886 2859 22 „ 1885 10 „ 3886 2947 24 June, 1885 3 „ 1887
4 „ 1885 12 „ 1886 2860 24 „ 1885 25 Oct, 1886 2948 20 Mar., 1885 18 „ 1887

28 July, 1885 12 „ 1886 2861 13 Oct., 1885 30 Nor., 1886 2949 8 „ 1886 21 Dec., 1886
23 Sept., 1884 5 Aug., 1886 2862 19 May, 1884 19 „ 1886 2950 21 Julv, 188(3 25 Jan., 1887

1 May, 1885 4. „ 1836 2863 25 Jan., 1886 19 „ 1886 2951 21 „ 1886 25 „ 1887
20 Jan., 1885 9 „ 1886 2864 17 May, 1884 17 „ 3.886 2952 21 „ 1886 25 „ 1887
33 Feb., 1885 9 July, 1886 2865 26 „ 1885 5 „ 1886 2953 10 Sept., 1883 17 „ 1887
13 „ 1885 9 „ 1886 2366 1 7 Aug., 1885 18 „ 3886 2954 2 Nov., 1885 5 „ 3887
13 „ 1885 9 ,, 1886 2867 I 7 „ 1885 IS „ 1886 2955 16 Jan., 18S6 13 „ 1887
13 „ 1885 9 „ 1886 2868 23 Sept ., 3885 IS „ 1SSG 2956 28 „ 1886 22 „ 1887

4 June, 1885 1 Sept., 1886 2869 26 „ 1885 10 „ 1886 2957 24 Mar., 1886 21 „ 1887
4 May, 1885 7 „ 1886 2870 17 Oct, 3 885 18 „ 1886 2958 20 Feb., 1885 2 Fob., 1887
1 Oet., 1885 25 „ 1886 2871 ! 17 „ 1885 18 „ 3 886 2959 11 Mar., 1885 18 Jan., 1887

23 Doe., 1884 13 „ 1886 2872 6 Dec,, 1885 19 „ 3886 2900 3. Sept, 1885 24. „ 1887
23 „ 1884 13 „ 1885 \ 2873 3 „ 1885 23 „ 3886 2963 35 1885 29 „ 1887
18 Sept,, 1885 17 i) 1886 ! 2874 27 „ 3884 26 „ 3880 2962 15 „ 1885 29 „ 3887
36 Dec., 1885 23 „ 1880 | 2875 38 Jan., 3886 12 ., 1886 2953 3 5 „ 1885 29 „ . 1887
30 May, 1884 30 Aug., 1886 1 2876 10 Oct, 1885 30 „ 1886 2964 13 April, 1886 25 „ 1887
7 June, 1884 17 Sept., 1886 2877 20 Mar., 1886 1 Dee., 1886 2965 13 „ 1886 25 „ 1887
7 „ 1884. 17 „ 1886 2878 7 Aug., 3885 1 „ 1886 2966 IS Sept., 1885 4 Feb., 1887
7 „ 1884 17 „ 1886 2879 7 „ 1885 1 1 „ 1886 2967 12 Oet., 1885 13 Oet, 1886

22 July, 1884 7 „ 1886 2880 21 Sept., 1885 27 Nov., 1886 2968 7 Aug., 1885 17 Feb., 1887
22 „ 1884 7 „ 1886 2883 3 Oet, 1885 30 „ 3 886 | 2069 11 Sept., 1884 12 „ 1887
10 Sept., 1884 20 „ 1886 2882 30 Juh, 1884 20 „ 1886 | 2970 31 „ 1884. 12 „ 1887
22 „ 1884 38 „ 1886 2883 3 Nov., 1884 1 ])ec., 1886 1 2071 9 „ 1885 7 „ 1887
7 Oet., 1884 18 „ 3886 2884 10 Mar., 1885 24 Nov., 1886 j 2972 9 „ 1885 7 „ 1887
7 „ 1884 18 „ 1886 2885 15 Sept., 1885 23 „ 1886 2973 9 „ 1885 7 „ 1887

330—B
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Mikehal Leases—continued.

No. of 
Lcnse,

Date of 
Application. Date of SSUC.

1
| No. of
1 Lease.

Date of 
Application. Date of ssuc. ■i No, of 

jj Lease.
Date of 

Application. Date of SSUC,

2974 7 Oet-, 18S5 3 Feb., 1887 J 3062 20 April 1886 10 May, 1887 i° 10 Oct., 1S8<1 17 Aug. 1885
V37S 7 1885 3 1887 3063 2 iVov. 18SG 7 il 1S87 jj 1 ^ Jnn,, 1885 17 JJ 1885
2976 9 1885 3 1887 1 3064 23 Dec., 1886 7 ii 1SS7 12 1 9 Oct., 1884. 25 JJ 1885
2977 14 April, 1886 4 1887 3065 28 Sept. 1885 28 n 1887 ' 13 1 9 JI 1884 21 JJ 3 885
297S 14 1886 4 1887 3066 28 18S5 23 Mar. 1887 14 n Sept. 1884 5 Sept, 18W5
2079 20 18S6 9 1887 3069 12 April 1886 20 May, 1887 15 21 Nov., 1884 4 ii 1885
2980 20 1886 9 1887 3070 19 1886 20 II 18S7 16 26 JJ 1884 0 jj 1885
2981 18 June; 188G 22 1837 3071 13 Not., 1886 3 June 1887 17 o Ort., 1884- 22 j? 3885
2982 16 Dec., 1884 24 1887 1 3072 23 July, 1886 6 n 1887 IS 4 Dec., 1884 12 jj 1885
2983 16 Mar., 1886 23 1SS7 1 3073 23 1886 6 a 1887 19 5 Not., 1884 10 jj J885
2984 7 Jul£j 1885 9 Mar., 1887 1 3073 .14 April 1885 8 i) 1887 20 22 bob., 1885 8 Oct., 1885
29S5 24 Feb., 1886 25 Feb., 1887 I 3075 16 Oct., 1885 13 ii 1387 ' 21. 26 Sept. 1884 30 u 3885
2986 18 Ixov., 1884 15 Mar. 1887 ! 3076 15 Sept. 1885 13 il 1887 ! 22 12 beb., 1885 21 0 1885
29R7 19 Mar., 1886 15 Feb., 1887 ! 3077 29 Oet,, 1886 3 li 1887 ' 23 11 Not., 20 JJ 1885
29SS 19 1885 12 Mar. 1887 I 3078 30 Nox-., 1885 21 Deo., 1886 1 24 8 Jan., 1835 20 Jt 1885
?nsfl 13 1885 12 1887 j 3079 22 Jan., 1886 24 Tune, 1887 1 25 8 Oct., 1884 2 Nov., 1885
2990 7 Sept., 1886 12 1887 3080 28 Sept. 1880 4 July, 1887 1 26 16 Jan., 3885 30 Oct., 1885
2991 14- 1885 24 Feb., 1887 3081 30 1886 4 II 1887 1 27 9 Dec., 1884 6 Nov., 3.885
2992 2 1885 16 1887 3082 £8 1886 4 tl 1887 28 22 Jan., jfrHo 30 JJ 1885
2993 19 Sepfe*, 1885 28 1887 3033 30 Dec., 1885 4 tl 1837 29 29 Dec., 1884 1 Dec., 1885
2904
2995

30
30

1885
1885

3
3

Mar., 1887
1887

| 3084 
3035

10
1

Sept.
Oct.,

1884
1885

23
24

Junfj
a

1887
1S87

30
31

10
13

Mar.,
Oct.,

1885
1884

1
10

II
it

1885
1885

2996 30 ” 1885 3 1887 | 3086 3 Feb., 1886 18 >i 1887 32 6 Feb., 1885 10 Nov., 1885
2907 9 Oct*, 1885 3 1887 3087 5 May, 1886 H July, 1887 33 7 Nor., 1884 17 jJ 1885
2998 4 1885 18 1887 3088 11 Aug., 18S6 23 June, 1887 34 11 Dec., 1884 15 Dec., 1885
2999 16 April 1886 23 Feb., 1887 3089 25 Oet., 1SSG 9 July, 1887 ' 35 11 J» Jo Jj J8Sb
3000 25 Mar., 1886 23 Mar., 1887 3090 16 2STOY., 18SC 13 il 1887 3ft 11 tt 1884 15 JJ 1885
3001 11 Augi, 1884 14 1887 3091 11 Aug., 188G 14 It 1887 3/ 11 it 1884. 15 ii 3885
3002 H- Oct., 1885 3 1887 3092 20 Oct., 1886 16 II 1887 38 1 Oct., 1884 14 ti ls85
3003 14 18S5 19 1887 3093 16 Not., 1886 18 it 1887 39 29 Dee., 1884- 5 tl JG85
3004 31 1886 31 1887 3094 16 1886 18 >1 1887 40 22 Sept., 1884 12 tl 1885
3005 4 1885 11 Feb., 1887 3095 16 fl 1886 18 It 1887 41 22 it 1884 14 a J885
300G 30 Mur., 1885 29 51ar., 1887 3096 25 June, 1886 9 ii 1887 42 26

Feb.,
1884 14-

Feb.,
1885

3007 22 1885 22 1837 3097 18 July, 1885 21 it 1887 43 V 1885 16 3886
3008 27 1885 29 1837 3098 3 Aug., 1886 9 it 1887 41 23 April 1885 33 Jan., 1886
3009 18 1885 18 1887 3090 30 1886 9 It 1887 A 5

40
26 Sept. isSt J> 1880

3010 8 May, 1886 18 1887 3100 16 Mar., 1886 27 Ji 1887 15 May, 1885 23 tl iMSIj

3011 12 1885 29 1887 3101 16 1886 27 il 1837 47 23 June, 1885 23 II 1886
3012 31 Mar., 1886 24 1887 3102 28 July, 1880 5 Aug., 1887 48 23 Mnr., 23 It 1885
3013 13 Oct,, 1885 28 1887 3103 28 1886 5 it 1887 49 27 J unCj 1885 4 Mar., 1880
3014 6 1886 30 1887 3104 30 1886 5 i> 1887 50 10 Aug., 4 JJ 1886
3015 3 1880 12 April 1887 3105 30 1886 5 it 1887 51 29 April, 1885 2 Feb., 3886
30] G 27 ** 1885 12 1887 3106 28 It 1886 4 i> 3887 ' 52 4 J uly. 1885 27 JJ 1886
3017 22 April, 1885 22 Mar. 1887 3107 28 1886 4 it 1887 . 53 4 it 1885 27 JJ 1886
3013 22 1885 22 1887 3103 10 1886 28 July, 1887 54 4 I'cb., 1885 22 JJ 1886
3019 17 Jxov., 1885 5 April 1887 3109 5 Not., 1S85 2 Aug., 1887 05 .14 JJ 1885 22 JJ 1886
802ft 12 Feb., 1886 31 Mar., 1887 3110 6 Feb., 1885 2 il 3887 5G 18 H 1885 1 it Ifitffi

3021 4 3885 12 1887 3111 2 Mar., 1886 2 >1 1887 57 8 Nov., 1884 21 Dec., 1885
3022 14 Aug., 1886 IS April 1887 3112 23 Aug., 1886 2 1* 1887 58 26 Sept., 1885 ft Mar., 1886
3023 1 Jan., 1886 13 1887 3113 20 Sept., 1886 30 July, 1887 09 1.4 Aug., iyy& 9 J> 18MU
3024 1 1886 13 1887 3114 4 Oct., 1886 2 Aug., 1887 GO 6 JJ 1885 10 It 1886
3025 4 1886 13 1887 3115 7 1886 2 JJ 1887 61 1 JJ 1885 8 It ISSO

302ft 1 1886 1.3 1887 3116 24 Nov., 1886 2 ll 1887 62 31 July, 1885 10 tl 1886
3027 1S86 15 1887 3118 18 Aug., 1886 30 July, 3887 63 29 JJ 1885 27 Feb., 1886
2028 12 1886 15 1887 3119 17 May, 1886 3 Aug.. 1887 64 17 JJ J-iJfSD 5 Mar., ]88fi
302fl c* Feb., 1886 12 1887 3120 17 1886 3 M 1887 65 29 May, 1S8S 5 JJ 1886
3030 24 1885 22 1887 3121 15 Dec., 1880 2 i) 3887 66 10 Sept., 1884 6 It 1886
3031 19 1885 22 1887 3122 18 1886 25 >»ly, 1887 67 29 June, 1885 38 )l 1886
3032 13 1885 14 1887 3123 9 Oct,, ISSO 3 Aug., 1887 68 29 tt 1885 18 Jt 1886
3033
3034

13
13

Sept., 1886
1886

14
14

1887
1887

3124
3125

5
6

Aug.,
Oet.,

1886
1886

17
17

jj
j)

1887
1887

69
70

11
12

Scpfc.,
Jyn.j

1884
1885

21
14

Dec.,
Jan.,

1885
1SSG

3035 19 Oct., 1885 14 1887 3126 27 Juh', 1886 5 1887 71 12 jj 1885 14 Jj iyyt>
303ft 19 1885 14 1887 3127 27 1886 5 1887 72 9 Mar., 1885 25 tl 1886
3037 19 1885 14 1887 3128 27 1886 5 JJ 1387 73 20 JJ J8G5 24 Mar., 1886
3039 2 1886 12 1887 3129 14 Aug., 1886 17 jt 1887 74 3 J uly, 1885 1 JJ 1886

3038 19 Oat ‘ 1885 14 1887 3130 3 Nor., 1886 19 91 1887 75 3 jj 1885 1. Jj 188G
3040 1886 12 1887 3131 21 Oct., 1886 25 July, 1887 76 3 j> 1885 9 JJ 1886
2041 13 1886 12 1S87 3132 30 July, 1886 8 Aug., 1387 77 4 May, 1885 23 J> 3880
3042 16 1886 14 1887 3133 13 Aug-, 1885 10 JJ 1887 78 15 Aug., 1885 6 April, 1886
3043 3 1886 14 1887 3134 21 July, 1886 23 July, 1887 79 ]5 JJ 1885 (3 II 3886
3044 3 1886 14 1887 3135 20 April 1880 7 June, 1887 80 15 it 1885 6 JI 1886
3045 3 1886 14 1887 3138 1 Oct., 1886 29 Aug., 1887 81 5 Sept., 1884 8 Mar., 1886
aft'lfi G 1886 14 1887 3139 19 Aug., 1885 25 IJ 1887 82 8 Jan., 1885 5 JJ 1886
3047 6 1886 14 1887 3145 14 Sept., 1886 31 II 1887 83 20 Mar., 1885 5 JJ 1886
3048 6 1886 14 1587 3149 27 Oct., 1886 31 IJ 3887 84 18 April, 1885 8 JJ 1886
3040 1 1886 12 1837 3150 23 Not., 1880 31 Jj 1887 85 29 JJ

June,
IKSo 29 JI lytsij

3050 10 1884 3 Julv, 1886 3154. 13 Jnu., 1887 31 J> 1887 86 13 itStfa 27 II 1886
3051 12 1835 20 April 1887 3157 20 July, 1886 28 May, 1887 87 1 April, 1885 1U April ISSfj
3052 28 1886 20 1887 3171 30 Sept., 1886 27 Juno, 1887 88 21 Jun*, 1885 1 Alar,, 1886
3053 13 1886 22 1887 1 1 1884 3 Dec., 1884 89 26 Sept., 1885 U April 1.886
3051 13

10
1886
1880

22
30

it 1887
1887

2
3

1
1

1884
1884

3
3

t)
H

1884
1884

90
91

22
16

Aug.,
Feb.,

1885
1885

y
9

j>
j>

1886
1886

305ft 19 1886 30 1887 4 11 1884 20 May, 1885 92 14 July, 1885 19 jj 1886
3057 23 1886 30 1887 5 8 Nor., 1884 14 July, 1885 93 26 Sept., lS8i 27 jj 1886
3058 7 Aug^r 1886 30 1887 6 1G Sopt., 1881 30 J) 1885 94 19 Mar,, 1885 22 j> 1886
3059 20 1886 10 May, 1887 7 16 1884 30 U 1885 95 2 Oct., 1864 6 May, 3886
3000 20 1880 10 1887 8 10 Feb., 1885 17 Aug., 1885 96 11 Sept. 1h84 1 JJ 1886

3001 20 1886 10 tl 1887 9 8 Oct., 1884 17 1885 97 29 April 1885 5 JJ 1886

*
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Mineral Leases—continued.

No. uF 
Lease.

Date of 
Application, Date of Issue. No. of 

Lease,
Date of 

Application. Date of Issue. No. of 
Lease.

Date of 
Application. Date of Issue.

ns 26 June, 1SS5 27 Jan., 1886 158 4 Nov., 1885 7 Sept-., IS8G 219 2 Jan., 1886 31 Mar., 1887
09 23 April, 1885 23 „ 1886 359 4 „ 1885 7 „ 1886 220 16 Mar., 3886 5 April, 1S87

10J lOFeO., 1885 14 May, 1886 160 4 „ 3885 7 „ 3886 223 5 Not., 1884 20 Aug., 1880
101 25 „ 1885 18 Jun., 1886 361 2 Jan., 1886 25 „ 3 886 222 5 ., 3884 20 „ 3 886
103 17 A pril, 1885 IS ,, 1886 102 2 „ 3886 25 „ 3886 223 5 „ 1884 20 „ 1886
103 17 „ 18S5 IS „ 1886 363 2 „ 1886 25 „ 1886 224 2.Jan., 1836 18 April, 1887
104- 2 .May, 1885 18 „ 1886 104 15 July, 3885 27 „ 1880 225 17 Aug., 1885 19 „ 1887
105 17 ApriljlSSS 26 Mar., 1886 365 29 Oct., 1885 2 Oct., 1886 226 7 „ 1886 2 „ 1887
106 6 Oct., 1883 29 A pril, 1886 166 7 Sept,, 3883 4 „ 1886 227 14 Sept., 1885 13 „ 1887
107 7 Julv* 388u 20 May, 1886 167 21 Jan., 3885 22 Jan., 1886 228 14 Dec, 1$S5 13 „ 1887
108 7 „ 1885 20 „ 1886 368 25 June, 1885 27 „ 3886 229 29 Sept,1SS5 23 „ 1887
109 11 „ 1885 20 „ 1886 169 25 „ 1885 27 „ 1886 230 29 „ 1885 23 „ 1887
110 5 Aug.j 1885 3 June, 1886 170 26 May, 1885 12 Oct., 1886 231 19 Oct., 1885 12 „ 1887
111 14 Feb., 1885 .18 Fob., 1886 171 22 Aug., 3 885 31 „ 1886 232 1 Mar., 1SS6 12 „ 3887
112 24* Mar., 1885 22 June, 1886 172 7 Sopt., 1885 2 Not., 1886 233 19 Not., 1885 27 „ 1837
113 6 Feb., 1835 10 April, 1886 173 21 Nov., 3885 2 „ 1883 234 19 „ 1885 27 „ 1887
11.4, 10 Sept.,1884 11 Juno, 1886 174 1 Jan., 1886 8 „ 1886 235 6 Mar., 1886 28 „ 1887
115 17 „ 1884 30 Dec., 1885 175 24 Aug., 1885 14 Oct., 1886 236 7 Oct., 1885 25 „ 1887
DC 26 J une, 1885 16 Mar., 1886 176 8 „ 1885 1 Nov., 3886 237 17 May, 1886 26 Mav, 1837
117 26 „ 1885 3.6 „ 1886 177 1 Feb., 1886 10 „ 1886 238 5 Oet,, 1885 17 „ 1887
118 5 May, 1885 22 Feb., 1886 178 21 Oct,, 1884 16 Jan., 1886 239 20 May, 1886 17 „ 1387
119 10 June, 1885 22 „ 1886 179 18 May, 1885 1 Sept., 1886 243 7 July, 1884 27 „ 1887
120 22 Aug., 1885 22 July, 1886 180 4 „ 1885 4 „ 1886 244. 7 „ 1884 27 „ 1887
121 8 Juno, 1885 22 Mur., 1886 181 11 Oet., 3885 35 Nov., 3 886 245 15 June, 1886 4 June, 3887
122 19 „ 1885 15 „ 1886 182 2 Sept., 1885 17 „ 1886 ■ 246 2 Jnn., 1836 18 May, 1887
123 26 Sept., 1885 4 Aug., 1886 183 4 Jan., 1880 17 „ 3886 247 12 April, 1884 9 Juno, 1887
124 4 Not., 1885 2 „ 1886. 184 4 „ 1886 1 Dec., 1886 243 13 Dec., 1886 15 July, 1887
125 3 Oct., 1884 20 „ 1886 185 13. Dec., 1885 1 „ 1886 250 23 „ 1886 15 1887
120 3 „ 1884 20 „ 1886 186 26 Jan., 1886 1 „ 1886 251 8 Sept., 1886 .1 „ 1887
127 3 „ 1884 20 „ 1886 187 8 Mav, 1885 23 Aug., 1886 252 24 Mar., 1836 35 „ 1887
128 3 „ 1884 20 „ 1885 188 7 Aug., 3885 3 Dee., 1886 253 1 July, 1886 9 „ 1887
729 14 Scpfc., 1885 16 „ 1886 189 7 Oct., 1885 1 „ 1886 254 7 Aug., 1886 9 „ 1887
130 14 „ 1885 16 „ 1886 190 9 „ 3885 1 „ 3886 255 12 Jan., 1887 19 „ 1887
131 16 „ 1885 16 ,, 1886 3.91 15 Julv, 1885 11 „ 1886 256 20 April,!886 2 Aug., 1887
132 1 Oct., 1885 16 „ 1886 392 18 June, 1835 17 Not., 3886 257 23 June, 1886 2 „ 1887
133 11 Deo., 1885 26 „ 1886 393 29 April, 1885 8 „ 1886 258 28 „ 1886 2 „ 1887
334 11 „ 1885 26 „ 1880 194 14 Dec., 1885 18 Dec., 3886 259 14 Sept., 1885 28 July, 1887
135 11 „ 1885 26 „ 1886 395 7 Oct., 1885 20 „ 1886 260 5 Julv, 1886 1 Ang., 1887
136 11 „ 1885 26 „ 1886 196 12 „ 3885 29 „ 1880 261 18 Oct, 1886 1 „ 1887
137 11 June, 1885 18 Fob., 1886 197 2 Jan., 1886 2 „ 1886 262 18 „ 1886 1 „ 1887
138 10 Jon., 1885 30 Aug., 1886 3.98 11 Mar., 1886 31 Jan., 1887 263 31 Mar., 1886 22 June, 1887
139 10 „ 1885 30 „ 1886 199 9 Dec., 1885 27 „ 1887 265 11 Aug., 1886 20 July, 1887
140 17 June, 1885 30 „ 1886 230 16 Oct., 1885 31 „ 1887 266 30 „ 1886 2 Aug., 1837
141 23 Sept,1885 26 „ 1886 201 20 April, 1886 31 „ 1887 267 30 „ 1886 2 „ 1887
143 30 Jan., 1885 21 Jun., 1886 202 1 May, 3886 31 „ 1887 268 30 „ 1886 2 „ 1887
144 17 June, 1885 18 Mar., 1886 203 3 „ 1886 31 „ 1887 269 24 Nov., 1886 27 June, 1837
145 11 May, 1885 7 Sept., 1886 204 31 Jun,, 1885 5 Feb., 1887 270 24 „ 1885 27 „ 1887
146 25 Aug, 1885 6 Aug., 1886 205 30 July, 1885 17 Nov., 1886 271 26 Aug., 1885 27 „ 1887
147 21 April, 1885 28 „ 1886 206 13 Oct., 1884 15 Sept,, 1886 272 14 June, 1880 7 Aug., 1887
148 13 July, 1885 25 „ 1886 207 13 „ 1884 27 „ 1886 273 29 „ 1886 4 Juno, 1887
149 27 „ 1885 35 Sopt., 1886 208 22 „ 1885 14 Feb., 1887 274 29 „ 1886 4 „ 1887
150 4 Aug., 1885 15 „ 1886 £09 35 June, 1886 7 Mar,, 1887 275 2 Jan., 1886 18 May, 1887
151 4 Feb., 1885 .17 „ 1886 210 12 May, 1885 15 Feb., 1887 276 2 „ 1886 18 „ 1887
152 5 „ 1885 17 „ 1886 211 25 Jan., 1886 9 „ 1887 280 21 Aug., 1886 27 Aug., 1887
153 8 May, 1885 23 Ang., 1886 212 7 April, 1884 11 Mar., 1887 281 20 Nov., 1836 5 „ 1887
154 6 July, 1885 23 „ 1886 213 17 Sept., 1885 18 Fob., 1887 282 20 Doc., 1886 22 „ 1887
155 6 „ 1885 23 „ 1886 214 30 Oct., 1883 17 „ 1887 233 7 Sept,, 1886 24 „ 1887
156 6 „ 1885 23 ,, 1886 217 20 Dee., 1884 29 Mar., 1887
157 16 Sept., 1885 7 Sept., 1880 218 18 Feb., 1885 12 April, 1887

[tw.]
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer,-18S7.
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1883.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GOLD-MINING LEASE AT ARMIDALE.
(PAPERS IN' CONNECTION WITH MESSRS. DUNCAN AND WADE’S APPLICATION EOR.)

Ordered hj ike Legislative Assemhly to be printed, 23 July, 1888.

Laid upon the Table of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South 
Wales by the Secretary for Mines—“ Copies of papers in connection with 
ec Messrs. Duncan and Wade’s application for a Gold-mining Lease at Armidale.”

Application for Gold-mining Lease.
Gold-mining Lease Regulations.—Schedule 2.

To tho Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney,—
Sir, Armidale, 3 May, 1887.

We hereby make application for a gold-mining lease of that piece or parcel of land situated 
at Hillgrove Ealls, county of San don, containing 4 acres, of which we took possession on the 29th day 
of April, at the hour of twelve o’clock in tbe forenoon, for the purpose of mining thereon and therein for 
gold, for a period of fifteen years, by erecting posts and digging trenches at each angle thereof. The 
datum post is distant about G inches, adjoining the south-east corner of T. Smith &, Co.’s 15 acres, between 
Smith’s ground as surveyed and Brereton’s land as pegged, about j mile north-westerly from the Eleanora 
mine.
_ Notice of our intention to make this application has been given, in accordance with the Regulations 
in that behalf; and we hand herewith a list of the persons who occupy or claim a right to the land afore
said, or any part thereof, together nith such contents as we have obtained. We also hand herewith the 
sum of £4, being the first year’s rent in advance of the said land, and £110s. to cover tho cost of survey: 
And we hereby request that survey may forthwith be made of the said piece or parcel of land.

We hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon the distinct understanding and condition 
that if wc shall abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the Secretary of Mines for the time 
being may deduct from the sum of £4 deposited as aforesaid any cost to which in his opinion the Crown 
may have been puf; in or about or in respect of this application; and this application shall thereupon 
become and be void, and tbe possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. And if tbe lease shall be 
granted, we shall and will commence mining operations upon or in connection with the demised land 
within fourteen days from and after the granting thereof, and shall and will employ upon such land not 
less than two men during the first three months of the term thereby created, and not less than two men 
during the remainder of such term. And shall and will at any time when called upon in terms of theRegula- 
tions relating to gold-mining leases to do so, execute and take delivery of such lease, or failing therein 
for a period of fourteen days after being so called upon, we shall and will forfeit the said sum of £4, and 
all right, title, or interest in and to the said land and the possession thereof, and the said lease shall be 
forthwith cancelled. We have., &c.,

JOHN MACKIE DUNCAN.
P. WADE.

_ This application was received by me this 3rd day of May, 1887, at the hour of 11 o’clock in the 
forenoon, and is numbered 1,325.

CHARLES S. BADBAM,
Warden’s Clerk, Armidale.

1071—A Questions
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Questions to be answered by Applicants to Lease.
When receiving an application to lease land for mining purposes, the Warden, Warden’s clerk, or an 
agent, as the case may be, shall require the applicant or applicants, or his or their agent, to answer the 
following questions, and shall take down such answers in writing. The statement, when complete, to be 
read over to. and signed by, the person furnishing the answers :—

1. Were you, or each of you (applicants), tho holder of a miner’s right in force at the date of
taking possession of the land refen’ed to in application No. 1,325 ? Yes. P. Wade, No. 12, 
3 .January, 1887, of Beardy-street, Armidale; J. M. Duncan, No. 7, 3 January, 1887, ofBeardy- 
street, Armidale.

2. Do you produce them ? Yes.
3. What was the date and hour of the day when you took possession of the land referred to in

application No. 1,325 ? 29 April, 1887 ; 12 noon.
4*. Did you take possession by erecting posts and cutting trenches at each angle of the land? Yes.

[If No. 4 be replied to in the affirmative, then 5, 9, and 7.]
5. What was the diameter of tbe posts ? G inches.
G. How high did they project above the surface when Used in the ground ? 4 feet.
7. What was the length of each arm of each trench; and what was the depth of each trench r 

6 feet long, 9 inches deep—each trench.
9, At which angle of the land is the datum post fixed ? North-east corner.

11. What was written or painted on each board or plate? Gold lease applied for by Wade &
Duncan.

12. Wbore did you post tbe notices, Schedule 1 ? Warden’s Office, Armidale ; Post Office,
Hillgrove.

13. When did you post such notices ? 29 April, 1887.
14. Did anybody claim or appear to be in possession of the land applied for, or any portion of

it? No. -------- *
■ I, John Mackie Duncan, on behalf of myself and Patrick Wade, declare that the foregoing questions 

have been answered by me truthfully, in every particular, and the answers thereto have been read over to 
me and are correctly taken down in writing.

. J. M. DUNCAN,
Witness to signature,— P, WADE,

Chaules L, Badhaat, Warden’s Clerk. Beardy-street, Armidale.

Ai'Peication No, 1,325, at Armidale, for a gold-mining lease:—
1. By whom application was received.—The Warden’s Cleric, Armidale.
2. At what place.—Armidale.
3. Date and hour when received.—3 May, 1887, 11 a.m.
4. Receipt for first year’s rent, No. 8-87.—Date 3 May, 1887.
5. To whom receipt was issued,—John Maekic Duncan, of Armidale; Patrick Wade, of Armidale. 
G. Date when notice to survey was sent to Surveyor.—14 May, 1887.

10. Arc the applicants holders of miner’s rights?—Yes. J. M. Duncan, No. 7, 3 January, 1887; 
P. Wade, No. 12, 3 January, 1887.

11, Is the land applied for exempted from leasing under the 34th section of the Mining Act, 1874?
No,

Gold-mining Lease Regulations.—Schedule G.
Notice of Application and Deposit.

Sir, Beardy-street, Armidale, 3 May, 1887.
Wc have the honor to inform you that I have this day deposited with the Warden’s Clerk, at 

Armidale, the sum of £4, being tbe first year’s rent in advance of 4 acres of land at Hillgrove Ealls, 
for tbe purpose of gold-mining, and the sum of £1 10s., being the fees for survey of the said land. Tho 
number of our application is 1,325. We have, &e.

J. M. DUNCAN.
The Under Secretaiy for Mines, Sydney. P. WADE.

No. of applica
tion, 1325 ; 
lodged at Arrai- 
dale; area* & 
acres; natnes 
andad dresses 
of applicants— 
John Mackie 
Duncan and 
Patrick Wade 
of Armidale.

Mr. W. G. Brercton to The Warden, Armidale.
Sir, Armidale, 3 May, 1887.

.1 object to Mr. Patrick Wade and Mr. John Mackie Duncan applying for a gold-mining lease 
on a 10-acrc block of land that I have already paid for, south, and adjoining Smith and parly’s 15-acre 
lease applied for ; and I wish you to caution them. ’

Yours, &c.,
----------------- W. G. BEERETON.

Notice to make Survey.
Sir, _ Department of Mines, Sydney, 18 May, 1887.

An application for a gold-mining lease, particulars as per margin, having been lodged in this 
office, I request you will be good enough to survey, in accordance with the Regulations relating to leases, 
the area so applied for, and to furnish me at your earliest convenience with a plan and report.

Your attention is particularly directed to the Regulations for mineral leases numbered respectively, 
2, 3, 12, 13, and 14 [or to the Regulations relating to gold-mining leases, numbered respectively, 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5,14, and 15.]. I have, &c.,

EDWD. P. PITTMAN,
J. H. MfEwen. Mining Surveyor. --------- Chief Mining Surveyor.

Copy of description of the land, as given in the application :—County of Sandon, parish of 
Metz, 4 acres, at Hillgrove 3;'alls ; datum G inches distant and adjoining the south-east corner of T. Smith 
& Co.’slS acres; between Smith’s ground, as surveyed, and Brereton’s Camp, as pegged; about J mile north
westerly from the Eleanora mine.—Charles S. Bahham, Warden’s Clerk, Armidale, 14th Mav, 1887.

Mr.
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Sir,
Mr. Warden Smith to the Under Secretary for Mines.

^ , ' Armidale, 3 June, 1887.
With respect to question 7 and the answer thereto, as at first written in was a clerical error 

and has been altered to 6 feet long and 9 inches deep. ’
The address of each applicant is now inserted, viz., Beardy-street, Armidale 
As regards the objection to tho lease by V. G-. Brereton, that Brereton'declined to lodge an 

objector s fee (£5) with the Warden’s Clerk when he handed in the document, so I could not treat tlie 
objection as a formal one; so 1 merely ordered it to be placed with the papers so that it might come under
the notice of the Mining Surveyor. C. E. SMITH,

Warden.

Sir,
Notice to make Survey.

. v ^ r n • • Department of Mines, Sydney, 26 September, 1887.
An application for a. gold-mining lease, particulars as per margin, having been lodged in this 

othce, J request you will he good enough to survey, in accordance with the Regulations relating to 
leases, the area so applied for, and to furnish me at }rour earliest convenience with a plan and report. ° 
o □ io no1' is particularly directed to the Regulations for mineral leases numbered respectively
2’ y ;7 14 '■or 1:0 the Regulations relating to gold-mining leases, numbered respectively, 1, 2, 3,
*’ and I have, etc.,

EDWD. P. PITTMAN,
H. B. Sullivan, Mining Surveyor, _____ Chief Mining Surveyor.

Copy of description of the land, as given in the application At Hillgrove Falls, county of Sandon, 
Ihe datum post is distant about 6 inches, adjoining the south-east corner of T. Smith & Co’s 15 acres •
between Smith s ground, as surveyed, ami Brereton’s land, as pegged; about i of a mile north-westerly from 
tho -hleanora mine. J

Transmitted to the Chief Mining Surveyor with plan of survey.—H. B. Sullivait, 14/11/87.

No. of applica
tion, 1S25; lodged 
at Armidale; 
area, 4 acres; 
names and 
addresses of 
applicants— 
John Mackie 
Duncan, Patrick 
Wade, Armidale.

Sir,
Mr. W. Gr. Brereton to Mr. Mining-Surveyor Sullivan.

T • t . Hillgrove Falls. 19 October, 1887.
Patrick Wo i W’ , t°™ iv” y°U h i1 0bl“t l° tl10 SUrvC^ of a P01‘tion of a 4-acre lease, applied for by 
1 atrick W ado and J. M. Duncan, as about 2* acres encroaches on a 10-acre lease applied for by me previous 
to tiie application of the abovenamed, m accordance with the Gold-mining Act of 1874.

Yours, &c.,
WILLIAM GORDON BRERETON,

[No. 87-173.] 
Sir,

Gold-mining Lease.
Bingara, 14 November, 1887.ti u i j , ■ , jjiugara. ivovemoer, rosy.nnmbeTPd pV'u.V'in TT tlle plan °f 0,16 PorHou of containing 4 acres, Appiicti^

numbered G.L. 167, m the parish of Cooney, in the county of Sandon, applied for by Duncan & Wade No-at
under the Mining Act of 1874, measured by me on October 6th, 1887, in accordance with instructions! Ar“ldal°'
fWisnrli Rr°re^0'l ob.lccts to this survey, as he claims part of the land under application 1,324 
(.measured as G.L. 1,325). j havei &e ,
The Chief Mining Surveyor, Sydney.------------------ H' B' ^nbg^st^eyoi'-

Gold-mining Lease Regulations,—Schedule 1.
. Notice of intention to apply for a Gold-mining Lease.

Notice is hereby given, that the undermentioned persons intend applyingfor a gold-mining lease of
4 acres of land, situated at Hillgrove Falls, county of Sandon, parish of Mete. S S
ri: T. ■vossessjonof the said land was taken by post and trenches at each angle thereof on the 17th day
in 8'f7; t ie l,0Ur f?Te 0’cli0ck,,o thc forcnoou. a-n<i the datum post is distant 6 inches in
an easterly direction from the eastern angle of Snnth & Co.’s lease of 15 acres.
December^1887^ ^ ^ ^ leaSe ^ Iodse<i wit,]l Warden at Armidale on the 23rd day of 

Dated at Hillgrove, this 17th day of December, 1887. j, M. DUNCAN
------------------ P'. WADE. ’

[Ihih ground has already been surveyed to Duncan and Wade, but has been re-pegged by them it
being numbered G.L. 167. 4 acres.] . 5

Gold-mining Lease Regulations.—Schedule 2.
Application for Gold-mining Lease.

To the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney,—
®1'r' Armidale, 23 December, 1887.

' that piece or parcel of land situated

aow A; it 'i , .1 ' c „ „-----b 4 acres, of which we took possession,, , .of at tho hour of five o’clock m the forenoon, for tho purpose of mining
Jw f TVh™ f°r 'T0ld’i01' a P;rl0r! of fears, by erecting posts and trenches at each angle
thereof. The datum post is distant 6 inches in an easterly direction from tbe eastern angle of Smith &
I/O. s lease ol lo acres. °
in thatStll fiTvTT ^ mak,t R’i? aPlTati°n haS Tn SiveliAn accordance with the Regulations 
nr * t’l d " e han^ IlG1'ewRh a list of the persons who occupy or claim a right to the land aforesaid,
or.am part thereof, together with such contents as we have .obtained. We also hand herewith £4 
being the first years rent m advance of the said land, and £2 to cover the cost of survey • And we 
hereby request that survey may forthwith be made of the said piece or parcel of land.

We
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We hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon the distinct understanding and condition 
that if we shall abandon or fait to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the Secretary for Mines for the time 
being may deduct from the sum of £4 deposited as aforesaid any cost to which in his. opinion 
the Crown may have been put in or about or m respect of this application ; and this application shall 
thereupon become and be void, and the possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. And if the lease 
shall be granted, we shall and will commence mining operations upon or in connection with tbe demised 
land forthwith from and after the granting thereof, and shall and will employ upon such land not less 
than two men during the first period of the term thereby created, and not less than two men during the 
remainder of such term. And shall and will at any time, when called upon in terms of the Regulations 
relating to gold-mining leases to do so, execute and take delivery of such lease, or failing therein for a 
period of fourteen days after being so called upon, we shall and will forfeit the said sum of £6, and 
all right, title, or interest in and to the said land and the possessiou thereof, and the said lease shall
be forthwith cancelled.

This application was received by me this 23rd day of December, 1887, 
tbe afternoon, and is numbered 1,343.

We have, &c.,
J. M. DUNCAN.
P. WADE.

at the hour of 2 o’clock in

C. II. BADHAM,
Warden’s Clerk.

Questions to be answered by Applicants to Lease.
Wheht receiving an application to lease land for mining purposes, the Warden, Warden’s clerk, or an 
agent, as the case may be, shall require the applicant or applicants, or his or their agent, to answer the 
following questions, and shall take down such answers in writing. The statement, when complete, to bo 
read over to, and signed by, the person furnishing the answers :— _

1. Were you, or each of you (applicants), the holder of a miners right in force at the date of
taking possession of the land referred to in application No. 1,343 r* Yes. J. M. Duncan, No. 7, 
1st January, Armidale ; P. Wade, No. 11, 1st January, Armidale.

2. Do you produce them ? Yes, _
3. What was the date and hour of the day when you took possession of the land referred to in

application No. 1,343 ? 17th December, t887, at 5 o’clock in tbe forenoon.
4. Did you take possession by erecting posts and cutting trenches at each angle of the laud ? Yes.

[If No. 4 be replied to in tbe affirmative, then 5, 6, and 7.]
5. What wrns the diameter of the posts ? 0 inches in diameter.
6. How high did they project above the surface when fixed in the ground ? 4 feet.
7. What was the length of each arm of each trench; and what was the depth of each trench ?

7 feet long, 9 inches deep.
9. At which angle of the land is the datum post fixed ? North-east.

10. Did you affix a board or metal plate to the datum post? Yos. _
11. AY hat was written or painted on each board or plate? Applied for by us as a gold-mining

lease by J. M. Duncan and P. Wade.
12. Where did you post tho notices, Schedule 1 ? At Hillgrove Post Office, and Court House,

Armidale, and on a tree adjoining tho datum post.
13. When did you post such notices ? 17th December, 1887.
14. Did anybody claim or appear to be in possession of the land applied for, or any portion of

it? No.
15. Did you serve notice, in the form Schedule 1, upon every such person ; and when? No.

I, J. M. Duncan, on behalf of J. M.’Duncan and P. Wade, do declare that the foregoing questions 
have been answered by me truthfully in every particular, and the answers thereto have been read over to 
me and are correctly taken down in writing.

" J. M. DUNCAN.
Witness to signature,— P. WADE.

CiiAEijis H. Badiiam, Warden’s Clerk.

Gold-mining Lease Regulations.—Schedule C.
Notice of Application and Deposit. ‘

Sir, Armidale, 23 December, 1887.
AVc have the honor to inform you that we have this day deposited with the AYarden’s Clerk 

at Armidale the sum of £4, being the first year’s rent in advance of 4 acres of land at Hillgrove Bails, for 
the purpose of gold-mining, and the sum of £2, being the fees for survey of the said land. The number 
of my application is 1,313. AYo have, &c,,

J. M. DUNCAN.
The Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney. --------- P. AVARD.

The above 4 acres has already been surveyed to us, and is numbered portion G.L. 167, but has been 
re-pegged.

Memo, from The Warden’s Clerk, Armidale, to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Armidale, 4 January, 1888.

Gold-lease 1,343.—AYadc & Duncan.
Tnn Warden handed me a telegram between the Christmas and New Year holidays, asking that this appli
cation might be sent down. The telegram 1 have mislaid, but the lease application is herewith enclosed for 
inspection. Please return ib for Warden's report, which N due on the 7th inst.

CHARLES H. BADHAM,
--------  AVarden’s Clerk,

This application maybe refused, the land not being available at dale of taking possession,— 
HW., 11'1 l/y-t Submitted. Approved.—V. A.. 12/1/88.

Notice
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Notice to make Survey.
Sir, Deparment of Mines, Sydney, 12 January, 1888. _

An application for a gold-mining lease, particulars as per margin, having been lodged in this 
office, I request you will be good enough to survey, in accordance with the Eegulations relating to leases, 
tho area so applied for, and to furnish me at your earliest convenience with a plan and report. _

Tour attention is particularly directed to tho Eegulations for mineral leases numbered respectively, 
2, 8,12,13, and 14 [or to the Eegulations relating to gold-mining leases, numbered respectively, 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, 14, and 15], I have, &c.,

EDWAED E. PITTMAN,
J, H. M'Ewon, Mining Surveyor. -------- Chief Mining Surveyor.

Copv of description of land as given in tbe application.—At Hillgrove Palis, county of Sandon. 
The datum "post is G inches in an easterly direction from Smith and party’s gold lease of 15 acres.

This application is for surveyed portion G.L. 167, previously applied for by “Wade and Duncan.— 
J. H. M'Ewek, 4/2/88. '

No. of applica
tion, 1,8431 
lodged at Armi- 
dale; area, 4 
acres; names and 
addresses.of 
applicants—
J. M. Duncan,
P. Wade, 
Armidale,

Minute for The Governor and Executive Council.
Eecommending the refusal of certain applications for Gold-mining Lease.

Department of Mines, Sydney, 18 January, 1888.
Tt is recommended to His Excellency tbe Governor and the Executive Council that tho applications for 
tho gold-mining leases, of Crown Lands specified in the annexed Schedule be refused, the land not being 
available at date of taking possession. I KAN CIS ABIGAIL.

Schedulis Alluded to.

Peel and Uralla Mining District.

No. Name. Local it}. Area. Date of application.

Armidale.
1,325
1,343 *

J. M. Duncan and another..........
>! JJ .....................

Hillgrove Falls .......... . , ..........
j> ..................

acres.
4
4

1887.
3 May.

23 December.

The Executive Council advise that the recommendation herein set forth be approved—A. C. Budoe, 
Clerk of the Council. Min. 88/4, 6/2/88. Confirmed, 14/2/18. Approved—Cakmsgtos-, 6/2/88.

Gazette Notice.
Department of Mines,

Sydney, ]8th June, 1888.
NOTICE TO APPLICANTS FOE GOLD-MINING LEASES.

Notice is hereby given that tho undermentioned applications for Gold-mining leases of Crown Lands have

8581 --------- FEANCIS ABIGAIL.
rum, and UitAiLA Mining District.

No. Name J Portion No. j Locality. Area. Date of 
Application.

Armidale 1,325 
t, 1,343

J. M. Dunean and annthcr ...........
Do. .. .........

1

IlillgrOTO Falls ..........................
do. .............................

a. r. p. |
4 0 0 3 Mny, 1887
4 0 0 23 Dee., „

The Under Secretary for Mines, to Messrs. Duncan and Wade.
Gentlemen, Department of Mines, Sydney, 19 June, 1888.

J am directed by the Secretary for Mines to inform you that your application for the gold
mining lease 1,325-1,343, Armidale, has been refused, the land not being available at date of taking 
possession.

' T have. Ac.,
GEEAED E. HERRING,

(For the Under Secretary for Mines.)

[One plun.]

[M-]
Sydney: Charles Porter, Goi eminent Printer,—IsSB.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEAV SOUTH WALES.

MESSES. HUGH M NEILL & PARTY—MINEEAL 
LEASE AT CAPTAIN’S ELAT;

■fOOEXUJCE wmi TUI!

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE,

MINUTES OP EVIDENCE,

ATS'D

APPENDIX.

ORDEEED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

12 July, 1888.

SYDNEY : CHARLES TOTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER,

[2s. 3<Z,] 84. L—A
ISSS
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1887-8.

EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OP THE 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 81. Tuesday, 24 Apbil, 1888.

8. Messes. Hugh McNeill am Party—Mineral Lease at Oaptaih’s Flat :—Mr. O’Sullivan 
moved, pursuant to Notice (os amended by consent')
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire 
into and report upon the claims (if any) of Hugh McNeill and party to compensation for loss 
sustained through the neglect of the Mining Department to issue them a mineral lease at Captain’s 
Flat. '
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Abigail, Mr. Eyrie, Mr. Lees, Mr, Hassall, Mr. Tlawken, 
Mr. Walker, Mr. Dowel, Mr. dale, Mr. Garland, and the Mover.
Debate ensued. '
Question put aud passed.

, Votes No. 98. Tuesday, G June, 1888.

2. Messrs. Hugh McNeill and Party—Mineral Lease at Captain’s Flat :—Mr. Dibbs presented 
a Petition from Hugh McNeill, 'William Edwards, and John IIuxbam-Blatchford, of Captain’s 
Flat, referring to the appointment of the Select Committee on the subject of the claims (if any) 
of Hugh McNeill and party to compensation for losses sustained through the neglect of the 
Mining Department to issne them a mineral lease at Captain's Flat; and praying for leave to be 
heard by Counsel or Solicitor before the said Select Committee, with liberty to adduce evidence, 
and examine and cross-examine such witnesses as may give evidence at such inquiry.
Petition received. _
Mr. Dibbs {by consent) moved, without Notice, That the prayer of the Petition be granted. 
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 115. Thursday, 12 July, 1888.

3. Messrs. Hu chi McNeill and Party—Mineral Lease at Captain’s Flat:—Mr. O’Sullivan, as 
Chairman, brought up the Hoport from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, 
and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this subject 
was referred on 24th April, 1888, together with Appendix.
Mr. O’Sullivan moved, That the document be printed.
Debate ensued.
Question put and passed.

CO 1H ENTS.

Estraets from the Votes and Proceedings,
Report ......................................................
Proceedings of tho Committee ................
List of 'Witnesses..................................
Minutes of Evidence...................................
Appendix ..................................................

TAGS.
2
3

5

0
II
41
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MESSES. HUGH M'NEILL A^D PAETY—MINERAL LEASE AT
CAPTAIN’S FLAT.

REPOET.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 24th April, 
1888,—“ with power to send for persons and papers to inquire into and report 
<c upon the claims (if any) of Hugh M‘Neill and party to compensation for loss 
“ snstamed through the neglect of the Mining Department to issue them a mineral 
“lease at Captain’s Flat,” and to whom was referred on the 6th June, 1888, 
the “ Fetition from Hugh M‘Neill, William Edwards, and John Huxham 
“ Blaiehford,”—have agreed to the following Report:—

Your Committee find from the evidence (appended hereto) that M'Neill 
and party took possession and made application for a mineral lease of 20 acres at 
Captain’s Flat, on 9th August, 1884.

That the evidence given by Mr. Capper, of the Lands Department, and the 
G-azette Proclamation, prove that at the date of application portion (about one-half), 
of the land applied for was embraced in a reserve, known as the Quarry Reserve, 
and the other portion (about one-half) was included in a mineral conditional purchase 
of one Jason Irving. ■

That in accordance with a minute of Mr. J. P. Abbott, as Minister for Mines, 
M'Neill and party wore informed, on 6th January, 1885, that their application was 
refused, the land applied for being a reserve, and that they could take possession 
and apply afresh under the Further Amendment Act.

That the application wns formally gazetted refused on the 13th January, 1885.
That in so informing M‘Neill and party that the land was a reserve clearly 

incorrect information was given.
That the minute of the Minister (Mr. Abbott) undoubtedly implied that an 

application, made in accordance with the minute, by M‘Neill and party, would be 
granted. ,

That in accordance with the Minister’s minute M'Neill and party made a fresh 
application, wdth all formalities, on 29th January, 1885. ■

That for a year and ten months from the date of this second application 
M'Neill and party held possession of the land, believing that their application would 
be granted.

That on the 12th November, 1886, M‘Neill and party were informed that 
their application of 29th January, 1885, was refused, the land being unavailable.

That the evidence of Mr. Stephen, of the Mines Department, and the produc
tion of papers in similar cases, show' that the application might have been granted 
as to one half of the land upon the Quarry Reserve which was clearly available 
for mineral lease at the date of application.

That the delay in the Mines Department in dealing with the application was 
excessive, and operated to the prejudice of M‘Neill and party. -

That as the other half of the land formed portion of a mineral conditional 
purchase application at the date of application, and an application made by Messrs. 
Lewis and Hoi ter maim on the 16 th February, 1885, for mineral lease of 20 acres of 
land, also embraced in this mineral conditional purchase application, was granted on 
the 31st August, 1885, before tbe lapse or cancellation of the mineral conditional 
purchase application, M'Neill and party had strong claims to have their application 
granted as to this half as well.

* That
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That prior to the refusal of their application of 29th January, 1885, the 
mineral conditional purchase application was refused, hut no notice whatever was 
sent to M'Ncill and party either of tins fact or that this mineral conditional purchase 
application clashed as to portion of the land with their mineral lease application.

That on the refusal of their application of 29th January, 1885, M‘Neill and 
party according to the practice of the Department were entitled to a beforehand 
notice to enable them to take up the land in respect of which their application was 
refused, and apply afresh.

That the then Minister for Mines, Mr. J. P. Abbott, in refusing the 
application, made the following minute:—

“ It is recommended that the application be refused, the land not having 
been available at date of applying, and the applicants ho informed that 
they may reapply.”

That no such notification, in accordance with the Minister’s minute, was sent 
to M'Neill and party.

That the evidence proves that, on the 12th November, 1886, the land was 
available, and therefore the letter of that date, notifying to M'Neill and party 
that their application of 29th January, 1885, had been refused, the land being 
unavailable, is distinctly wrong and misleading.

That the land was then open for application by any party for a period of 
five months, and was afterwards granted as a mineral lease to Garland and party.

That Garland and party were subsequently granted a mineral lease of the 
said land upon an application made on the 25th April, 1887, approved on 3rd 
January, 1888, and issued on 31st January, 1888, and sold it for £7,000 to a 
syndicate consisting of seven persons, including some members of Garland and party.

That the said syndicate shortly afterwards sold the property to a mining 
company called “ The Vanderbilt,” at a price to the vendors, in excess of £30,000.

That the capital of the Vanderbilt Company is £100,000, and the shares 
therein have had a market value of at least 25s. each.
■ That it is clear, from the evidence, that the Mines Department erred (firstly) 
in informing M‘Neill and party, mi 6th January, 1885, that the land applied for 
was on a reserve, when one-half thereof indisputably was embraced in a mineral 
conditional purchase application ; (secondly), in informing the applicants on 12th 
November, 1886, that their application was refused, the land not being available, as 
the evidence shows it was available; (thirdly), in not sending an intimation 
in accordance with the Minister’s minute in November, 1886; (fourtlily), in not 
sending a beforehand notice in accordance with the practice of the Department; 
and (fifthly), in granting the application of Lewis & Holtermann for mineral lease of 
a portion of the land embraced in the mineral conditional purchase application, while 
refusing the application of M‘Neill and party for mineral lease of lands, half of 
which were indisputably available, and the other half embraced in the mineral 
conditional purchase application.

That in consequence of these errors of the Mines Department, M‘Neill aud 
party have been made seriously to suffer by the loss of a most valuable mining 
property.

That your Committee are of opinion that M‘Neill and party have a clear and 
distinct claim on all grounds in respect of the 10 acres, forming part of the Quarry 
Deserve; and also, in respect of the other 10 acres, which, through the blunders and 
neglect of the Mines Department, and the misleading information given by that 
Department, M‘Neill and party have been wrongly deprived of. And your Committee 
therefore recommend their claim to the favourable consideration of your Honorable 
House.

E. TV. O’SULLIVAN,
jVb. 2 Committee Hoorn, Chairman.

. Sydney, Uh July, 1888.
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PllOCEEDINGS OE TIIE COMMITTEE.

THURSDAY, 17 MAY, 1838.
Membkhs Phesest:—

Mr, O’Sullivau, Mr, Gale,
Mr. Hawkeu, Mr. Gurland.

Mr. O'Sullivan called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing tho Committee, read by the Clerk. 
Committee deliberated.
Unassembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.

[Adjourned.]

WEDNESDAY, 30 MAY, 1888.
' Meicbeiis Pbesent :—■

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr, Dowel, | Mr. Eyrie,

Mr. Gale.
Mr, Hugh M'Neill called in, sworn, and examined.
"Witness handed in plan of Captain’s Elat Gold Meld. [Appendix A.~\
"Witness withdrew. _
Evelyn Stephen, Esq. (Clerk, Mines Department), called in, sworn, and examined.
"Witness yjrudMccrf M'Heill and Party’s first application for a Mineral Lease at Captain’s Elat, 
"Witness withdrew.

■ [Adjourned to To-morrow, at Rleven o’clock.]

THURSDAY, 31 MAY, 1888. 
Members Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Dowel, f Mr. Garland,
Mr. Gale, j Mr. Eyrie.

Evelyn Stephen, Esq., called in and further examined. *
"Witness withdrew.
.John Huxham Blaiehford, Esq., called in, sworn, and examined, 
"Witness withdrew.
Evelyn Stephen, Esq., recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew. '

[Adjourned to half-past Tieo o'clock.]

2-30 p.m.
Members Present :—

Mr. O'Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Eyrie, - Mr, Gale,
Mr. Garland, Mr, "Walker.

Mr. ’William Edwards called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Mr. Hugh M'Hoill called in and further examined.
Hoorn cleared.
Committee deliberated.

[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at half-past Eleven o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, C JUNE, 1888.
Members Present :—

Mr, O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Gale, Mr. Garland,
Mr. Eyrie, Mr. Hawked.

Entry from Votes and Proceedings referring the Petition from Hugh M'Neill, William Edwards, 
qnd John Huxham Blatchford, read by the Clerk.

Copies of Petition referred before the Committee.
Present;—G. C, Waldron, Esq. (Solis it or), for M‘jS"elU and party,

At
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At the request of Mr. "Waldron, the Committee directed the Clerk to furnish him with a copy of 
the evidence as printed.

Evelyn Stephen, Esq., called in and further examined.
Witness withdrew.
William Garland, Esq., called in, sworn, and examined.
Cross-examined by Mr. Waldron.
Witness withdrew,
W. H. Capper, Esq, {Clerk in charge, Conditional Sales Branch, Lands Department), called in, 

sworn, and examined.
Cross-examined by Mr. Waldron,
Koom cleared.
Committee deliberated.

[Adjourned to To-morrow, at half-past One o’clock.]

THUBSDAT, 7 JUND, 1S8S.
MEMnitna Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Eyrie, | Mr. Garland,

Present:—G. C, Waldron, Esq. {Solicittyr), for M’'Neill and parly.
Mr. Edward Holehan called in, sworn, and examined.
Cross-examined by Mr. Waldron.
Witness withdrew,

_ _ Evelyn Stephen, Esq., appeared before the Committee, and requested that several inaccuracies
in his printed evidence might be corrected.

Committee directed the Cicrk to make corrections as requested.
Room cleared.
Committee deliberated.
Ordered,—That the Under Secretary for Mines, and W. II. J. Sice, Inspector of Mines, be 

summoned to give evidence next meeting,
[Adjourned to Tuesday next, at half-past One o’clock.]

TUESDAY, 12 JUNE, 188S. .
Members Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Abigail, Mr. Gale, '
Mr. Garland, Mr. Hawlren.

Present:—G. C, Waldron, Esq. {Solicitor), for MNeill and party.
W. II. J. Sice, Esq, (Inspector of Mines), called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew'.
Evelyn Stephen, Esq., called in and further examined,
AVitness produced papers ^respecting applications from W. Garland, Lewis and Holtermnnn, 

J. H. Blatchford and Hugh M‘Neill and others, for mineral leases at Captain’s Flat.
Cross-examined by Mr. Waldron.
Witness withdrew'.

[Adjourned to To-morrow, at half-past One o’clock,]

WEDNESDAY, 13 JUNE, 1888. '
Members Present:—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Gale, | Mr. Garland,

Mr. Ryrie.
Present:—,!. C. Waldron, Esq. {Solicitor), for M'Neill and party.
Evelyn Stephen, Esq., called in and further examined.
AVitness handed in papers respecting applications from William Garland, and Lewis and 

Holtermann, for mineral leases at Captain’s Elat. [Appendices D 1 and 2.]
Mr. AYilliam Harkness called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
C. L. Garland^ Esq., M.L.A. {a Member of the Committee), sworn and examined in his place. 
Committee deliberated,

[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at half-past One o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 20 JUNE, 1888.
Members Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Ryrie, ] Mr. Gale.

Present:—G. C. Waldron, Esq. (Solicitor), for M‘Neill and party.
Mr. Waldron requested the Committee to secure the attendance of C. L. Garland, Esq., M.P.. at 

the next meeting, to be further examined.
Room cleared.
Committee deliberated.

. Ordered, That C. L. Garland, Esq., M.P., be requested to attend to-morrow to he further 
examined.

[Adjourned to To-morrow, at One o’clock.]

THU BSD A Y,
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. . THURSDAY, 21 TUNE, 1888.
Mmr.liEES PltESEM:—

Mr. O'Sullivan, | Mr. Hawlten.
In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.

. WEDNESDAY, 27 JUNE, 1888. ■
MeMBEKS PbESEXT ;—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Ryrie, | Mr. Q-arland,

' Mr. Abigail.
Present:—G-. C. Waldron, Esq. (Solicitor), for M'Neill and party.
C. L. Garland, Esq., M.E.A, (« Member of the Committee), further examined in his place. 
Room cleared.
Committee deliberated.

[Adjourned to To-morrow, at Two o’clock.]

' THURSDAY, 28 JUNE, 1888.
Members Present :—

■ Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
■ Mr. Ryrie, | Mr. Hawken,

Present:—G. C. Waldron, Esq. (Solicitor), for M'Neill and party.
Mr. Waldron addressed the Committee and handed in Prospectus of the “Vanderbilt Silver 

Mining Company [Limited],” Captain’s Elat. [Appendix (?.]
[Adjourned to Wednesday next, at half-past One o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 4 JULY, 1888. ■'
Members Present :— .

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Gale, | Mr. Ryrie,

_ Mr. Garland.
Chairman submitted Draft Report as follows:—

“ The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 24th April, 1888,—‘ with power 
to send for persons and papers to inquire into and report upon the claims (if any) of Hugh M1 Neill 
and party to compensation for loss sustained through the neglect of the Mining Department to issue 
them a mineral lease at Captain's Elat,’ and to whom was referred on the 6th June, 1888, t\ie‘PetUion 
from Hugh, MHeill, William Edwards, and John Huxham Blatchford,’—have agreed to the following 
Report :r— .

“Tour Committee find from the evidence (appended hereto) that M’Keill and party took 
possession and made application for a mineral lease of 20 acres at Captain’s Elat, on 9th August, 1884.

“ That the evidence given by Mr. Capper, of the Lauds Department, and the Gazette Proclamation, 
prove that at the date .of application portion (about one-half) of the land applied for was embraced in a 
reserve, known as the Quarry Reserve, and the other portion (about one-half) was included in » mineral 
conditional purchase of onb Jason Irving.

“ That in accordance with a minute of Mr. J. P. Abbott, as Minister for Minos, M'Ncill and party 
were informed, on Gth January, 1885, that their application was refused, the land applied for being a 
reserve, and that they could take possession and apply afresh under the Eurther Amendment Act.

“ That the application was formally gazetted refused on the 13th January, 1885.
“ That in so informing M'Neill and party that the land was a reserve clearly incorrect information 

was given.
“ That the minute of the Minister (Mr. Abbott) undoubtedly implied that an application, made in 

accordance with the minute, by M'Neill and party, would be granted.
“ That in accordance with the Minister’s minute M'Neill and party made a fresh application, with 

all formalities, on 29th January, 1885.
“ That for a year and ten months from the date of this second application M'Neill and party held 

possession of the land, believing that their application would be granted. ‘
''That on the 12th November, 1886, M'Neill and party were informed, ‘to their great surprise,’ 

that their application of 29th January, .1885, was refused, the laud being unavailable.
“ That the evidence of Mr. Stephen, of the Minos Department, and the production of papers in 

similar cases, show that the application ‘ should at least’ have been granted as to one half of the land upon 
the Quarry Reserve, which was clearly available for mineral lease at the date of application.

“ That the delay in the Mines Department in dealing with the application was ‘most extraordinary 
and wrongful.’ ■ ■

“ That as the other half of the land formed portion of a mineral conditional purchase application 
afthe 'date of' application, and an application made by Messrs. Lewis and Holtermann on the I6th 
Eebruary, 1885, for mineral lease of 20 acres of land, also embraced in this mineral conditional purchase 
application, was granted on the Slat A.ugust, 1880, before the lapse or cancellation of the mineral con
ditional purchase application, M'Neill and party had strong claims to have their application granted ae to 
this half as well. ■ '

“ That prior to the refusal of their application of 29th January, 1885, the mineral conditional 
purchase application was refused, but no notice whatever was sent to M'Neill and party either of this fact 
or that this mineral conditional purchase application clashed as to portion of the land with their mineral 
lease application. “ That
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“ That on the refusal of their application of 29th January, 1835, M'Noill and party, according to 
the practice of the Department, were entitled to a beforehand notice to enable them to take up the Lmd 
hi respect of which their application was refused, and apply afresh.

“ That the then Minister for Mines, Mr. J. P. Abbott, in refusing the application,, made the 
following minute:— ,

“ i It is recommended that the application be refused, the land not having been available' at date 
of applying, and the applicants be informed that they may reapply.’

“ That no such notification, in accordance with the Minister’s minute, was sent to M‘]STeill and party.
“That the evidence proves that, on the 12th November, 1880, 'the whole of’ the land was 

available, and therefore the letter of that date, notifying to M'Neill and party that their ‘application:’ 
Efad been feiilsed, the land being unavailable, is distinctly wrong and misleading.

il fliat the ‘ land' was afterwards granted as a mineral lease to Garland and party, ‘and M‘Neill 
and party were not informed till after Garland and party’s application had been made either the reason 
their (M'Neill and party's) application was refused, or that the land was available for mineral lease.’ _

“ That Garland and party were subsequently granted a mineral lease of the said 1 laud,’ and sold it 
for £7,000 to a syndicate, consisting of seven persons, including some members of Garland and party.

“ That the said syndicate shortly afterwards sold the property to a mining company called ‘ Tho 
Vanderbilt/ at a price to the vendors in excess of £30,000.

“ That the capital of the Vanderbilt Company is £100,000, and the shares therein have had a 
market value of at least 25s. each. _ _ _

“ That it is clear, from the evidence, that the Mines Department erred (firstly) in informing 
M'Neill and party, on 6th January, 1885, that tho land applied for was on a reserve, when one-half 
thereof indisputably was embraced in a mineral conditional purchase application; (secondly) in informing 
the applicants on 12th November, 188G, that their application was refused, the land not being^ available, 
as the evidence shows it was available ‘on that date/ (thirdly) in not sending an intimation in accord
ance with the Minister’s minute in November, 1880; (fourthly) in not sending a beforehand notice, in 
accordance with the practice of the Department; and (fifthly) in granting the application of Lewis & 
Holtermann for mineral lease of a portion of the land embraced in the mineral conditional purchase 
application, while refusing the application of M‘Nei]l and party for mineral lease of lands, half of which 
were indisputably available, and the other half embraced in the mineral conditional purchase application.

“ That in consequence of these errors of the Mines Department M'Neill and party have been made 
seriously to suffer by tbo loss of a most valuable mining property. _ _

“ That your Committee are of opinion that Mi'Neill and party have a clear and distinct claim on ail 
grounds in respect of the 10 acres forming part of flic Quarry .Reserve, and also in respect of the other 
10 acres, which, through the blunders and neglect of the Mines Department, and the misleading informa
tion given by that Department, M'Neill and party have been wrongly deprived of. And your Committee 
therefore recommend their claim to the favourable consideration of your Honorable Housq.-

Paragraphs 1 to 8 road and agreed to,
Paragraph 9 read and considered. _ .
Amendment proposed (Mr. Gale), Hue 25, Omit “ to their great surprise.”
Amendment put and agreed to.
Paragraph as amended agreed to.
Paragraph 10 read and considered. _
Amendment proposed (Mr. Gale), line 28. Omit “ should M least.” Insert(imight.’
Amendment put and agreed to.
Paragraph as amended agreed to.
Paragraph 11 read and considered.
Amendment proposed (Mr. Gale), lines 30 and 31. Omit “most extraordinary and •wrongful.” 

Insert “ excessive and operated to the prejudice of M'Neill and party."
Amendment put and agreed to.
Motion (Mr. Gale), and Question,—“ That paragraph as amended be agreed to "—put.
Committee divided. '

Ayes, 2. Noes, 1. •
Mr. Gale, Mr- Garland.
Mr. Ryrie.

And so it was resolved in the affirmative.
Paragraphs 12 to 16 read and agreed to.

1 Paragraph 17 read and considered.
Amendments proposed (Mr. Gale), line 50. 

tion” insert “ of 29th January, 188o."
Amendments put and agreed to.
Motion made (Jfs\ Gate), and Question,—That paragraph as amended be agreed to”—put, 
Committee divided.

Omit “ the whole of,” And line 51, after “appKea’

Ayes, 2.
Mr. Gale, 
Mr. Ryrie.

Noes, 1. 
Mr. Garland.

And so it was resolved in the affirmative.
Paragraph 18 read and considered. _ _
Amendments proposed (Mr. Gale), line53, after “land,” insert “was then open for application 

by any party for a period of five months and,” and lines 53 to 55, omit “ and M'Neill and party were 
not informed till after Garland and party’s application had been made, either the reason their (M'Neill 
and party’s) application was refused, or that the land was available for mineral lease.”

Amendments put and agreed to.
Paragraph, as amended, agreed to.
Paragraph 19 read and considered. _
Amendment proposed (Mr. Garland), line 50, after “land” insert “ upon an application made on 

the 25th April, 1S87, approved on 3rd January, 1838, and issued ou 31st January, 1888.”
Amendment
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Amendment put aud agreed to.
Paragraph, as amended, agreed to.
Paragraphs 20 and 21 read and agreed to.
Paragraph 22 read and considered.
Amendment proposed {Mr. Bale), line 65, omit “ on that date.
Amendment put and agreed to.
Paragraph, as amended, agreed to.
Parairraohs 23 and 24 read and aqreed to. ... „
Motion made (Mr. llyrie), “ That Draft Report as amended ho the Report of the Committee 
Amendment proposed (Mr. Garland) to omit all the words after the word That with a ■viewto 

the insertion instead thereof of the words “in view of there being only a minority of the Committee 
present, and the Report never having been submitted to the absent majority, it is not desirable to adopt
this Report till another meeting is called.” . ,' f ^ „ .

Question,—“ That the words proposed to be omitted stand part or tno question3 put.
Committee divided.

Ayes, 2. Noes, 1.
Mr. Gale, Mr. Garland.
Mr. Ryrie.

And so it was resolved in the affirmative. , _ , „ „ .j, ,,
Question then —“ That Draft Report as amended be the Report of the Committee, -put ana

agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.

LIST OF WITNESSES.
Blatchford, J. H., Esq.....
Capper, W. H-, Esq........
Edwards, Mr. W............
Garland, C. L., Esq., M.P.
Garland, W,, Esq.......... .
Harkness, Mr. W. .........
Holehan, Mr. E..............
M'Neill, Mr. H..............
Slee, W. H. J., Esq.........
Stephen, E., Esq............

FA.OB.
.................. 19
.................. 26
........ 21
................ 36, 37
.................. 23
.................. 84
.................. 27
..................11, 23
.................. 80
16, 18,21, 23, 32,34
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly. '

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

. THE SELECT COMMITTEE

■ ON

MESSRS. HUGH M'NEILL AND PARTY-MINERAL LEASE
AT CAPTAIN’S FLAT.

WEDNESDAY, 30 MAY, 1888.

Mr. O’SULLIVAN, 
Mr. DOWEL,

Jprj’Sfnt:—
Me. GALE, 
Me. EYRIE.

E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr. Hugh M’Neill called in, sworn, and examined:—
1. Chnirman.'] What are you ? A miner.

}yjjere? .0n Captain’s Flat, district of Queanbcyan.
r! ’A 1884, mark out in virtue of a mineral license a mineral prospecting claim on
Lap tain s Flat ? I did. 1 1 D
Yes^ wlth^golS00^11^ ^ie ^°r S°me ^me You discover a payable lode of silver and copper ore ?

land ?^ j^did'0 ^'U®US^ ^ You aPply for a 20-acre mineral lease, supposing it to bo Crown

G. Did you afterwards discover that about 10 acres were unoccupied Crown land ? Yes, after I took 
possession of the land.
7. As portion of a proclaimed gold-field ? Yes.
8. And what was the remainder of the land? A mineral conditional purchase.
0, Occupied hy whom ? Jason Irving.
1®” abandon it ? He never did anything to it.
w r e,rVjlS U?t res'finS 011 He was doing some trifling work on this mineral conditional purchase, 
nut nc did not pay the men who were working for him, and they abandoned it.
ir ±r°m that tinle ,to “e Present has anyone ever asserted a right to this mineral conditional purchase ? 
No one ever asserted a right to it, but Mr. Garland applied for a lease of it,and got it. 
i7 tv!? th‘S mmeial conditional purchase been declared void by the Government ? Yes.
1 ' i 1 ?ver rec.eivo notice from the Minos Department that your application was refused, as tho 
Jand applied, for was in a reserve ? I did. '
ic' 'wn3+ *1 a/eSerIe t H w?3 n°t- The land was a mineral conditional purchase, not a reserve.
iSiVlHid ied ynr !°l,elieve ft.was ’10t a reserve ? I could show you the pegs. Tho man had tho land 
marlmd and applied for as a mineral conditional purchase.

lmt !n P]an of Captain’s Flat as documentary'evidence ? Yes. [Vide Appendix A.l
io on.11! ‘y°U kinf -'’ ow ,U3 011 tll,s Plan which is vour claim ? Number 81, mineral lease,
19. that was supposed to he upon the reserve p Mbs.
20. But in point of fact the map shows it is not on the reserve ? Yes.
hL ten Kt“sbee '°“™ C“I'ell“i bCf™’ ft° ”"P WM ? 140 *,""k 80' “ “V
rw,!1i:,i1i 5°'? °f j'0’1 41,011 Uni 10 Ihia n.p yon lolievcd tliat tlii« »■„
»p™)W for by JmI Irrbg™ W“ ‘ P"‘ Sold-“oU- “d ,Ile 0th" * 0011™0»«1

8«-C a

Mr.
H. M'Neill* 

30 May, 1818.
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H. M'Neill. 23. Then he had applied fora mineral conditional purchase on tho reserve? Yes; on what I was 
informed was a reserve, but actually Mr. Irving’s mineral conditional purchase.

30 liar, 18S8. 2_p That was disallowed? Yes. •
25. Your application for a mineral lease was outside the reserve? Yes. Part on Crown Lands and part
on an abandoned mineral conditional purchase. ■ ■ -
26. Can you point out on the map where the lease applied for by Holtermann and Lewis stands? Yes ; 
to the south-west, 20 acres on this mineral conditional purchase.
27. These 20 acres applied for by Holtermann and Lewis were granted ? Yes.
28. Aud their claim adjoins yours, and was found to be on the mineral conditional purchase? Yes.
29. You applied for a mineral dense on a- portion of-the gold-field marked 81 ? Yes; a portion of the 
proclaimed gold-field.
30. That was refused ? Yes.
31. Holtermann and Lewis applied for a mineral lease on tho portion adjoining you on the gold-fields? On
this mineral conditional purchase of Jason Ifving’sl ’ "
32. Holtermann and Lewis applied for the piece of land next to you? Yea. _
33. Which is found to be on the gold field’s reserve ? Yes ; only it is right in the heart of this mineral
conditional purchase. ■
34. But the land adjoined you, and by the map is not on the reserve? By the map it is not.
35. This was granted to them ? Yos.
36. Although their application was made two years later than yours ? Yes.
37. Mr. Gala.} Was the land so granted to them of the same character as yours—on a similar reserve ? Ko 
difference. Both on Hie same mineral conditional purchase.
38 Ho I understand that a portion of land was applied for by yon at a certain period, and refused, and 
subsequently applied for by them—if not the same portion, an area on the same reserve—and granted to 
them ? Yes; 1 swear positively that this is a part of the mineral conditional purchase; and this is more 
in the middle of the mineral conditional purchase. This mineral conditional purchase is right in tho 
middle of the mineral conditional purchase, and mine was a part of the portion of the proclaimed gold
field adjoining the private property, portion 3, and partly on the mineral conditional purchase. _
39. Chairman ] When was the first intimation you received from the Under Secretary for Mines that this
land was on a reserve ? I got a letter after my application bad been in for a long time—some twelve 
months—previous to Garland applying for the land. The Under Secretary wrote back to tell me that the 
land was unavailable. He did not tell me that it was on a reserve.* _ _
40. Did he recommend you to make a fresh application ? The Under Secretary wrote a letter instructing 
me how to apply for the land, and the Acts and Regulations I should take it up under.
41. Under the Amending Mining Act, 48 Victoria, Ho, 10? Yes. . _
42. And you applied, according to instructions, on the 29th January, 1885 ? I did. _
43. Having thus acted on the advice of the Undersecretary for Mines, did you feel secure of getting the 
lease ? I was quite confident that J would get the lease ; by tho way 1 held the land under a mineral 
license.
44. Hid you make any improvements ? Yes ; I bnilt a house and made a garden. I put between £150
and £200 worth of improvements upon the land. . ... .
45. Hid you build your house and make your garden on the land you applied, for, wdiich is now the subject
matter for iuvestigatiou ? Yes. , - ■ _
46. Mr. Galu.} And only ou the faith of your application ? I held a mineral license too, which allowed 
me to work and hold a mineral lease; but I was too poor. I sent assays to Sydney wbiclnvcnt 2i ounces

r of gold to the ton ; but still, in the face of that, T was afraid the Government might take it from memny 
' ' r day, because they did something of the kind before.

' 47. Chairman ] \Vas this map charted before you sent in your application ? I applied some two years
, - or eighteen months before this map was made.

48. On the 12th Hovcmher, 1886, after a lapse of two years and three months from the date of the first 
application, did you receive notice from the Under Secretary for Mines that this second application which 
he himself had recommended was refused, on the ground that the land was not available ou the date of 
taking possession ? Yes, I got a letter to say that.
49. After two years and three months ? Yes; he sent me a letter to say that the land was unavailable,
and said that I had no reason for complaint. ' _
50. This occurred after you had acted upon the advice of the Under Secretary and made fresh 
application? Yes.
51. Mr. Dowd.} In writing ? Yes. ’ ' _
52. Chairman.} So that after occupying the land for two years and three months, making valuable improve
ments, discovering a lode, recently sold for a large sum of money, and applying for it as recommended by 
the Under Secretary for Mines, you were told that it was unavailable on the date of taking possession ? Yes.
53. And do yon contend that it was available on the date of taking possession ? It wras available for me 
when I first took possession ; 1 had possession for two years and eight months before. I was still in 
possession of the land, and doing a certain amount of prospecting under a mining license.
54. Mr. Ryrie,} Before it was proclaimed a gold-field? Ho, not before it was proclaimed a gold-field, but 
this mineral conditional purchase was taken up before it was proclaimed a gold-field. _
55. Mr. Dowel.} In what year was it proclaimed a gold-field ? I am not sure—I think in 1884 we applied
to have it proclaimed a goid-field in Qneanbeyan, . _
56. Chairman ] "What led you U believe that the land was available at the time you first made application 
for it? There was no one in possession of the land. It is all bare rocks, and 1 was prospecting about, 
thinking it a very likely place for minerals, and I discovered this lode.
57. Mr. Gale.} At that time it was some one's leasehold area—Mr. Osborne’s ? It might-have been. 
When I applied for the laud the Warden’^ clerk told me that no one had anything to do with it.
58. Chairman.} 'What further proof have you that the act of the Department Jed yon to believe that this 
was not a reserve?' There w'as another act of the Department. They could not have known exactly 
where the land was situated, because they made it a reserve after I applied for it. _
59. Did the granting of Holtermann and Lewis’s application for 20 acres adjoining, on the. south of 
Jason Irving’s mineral conditional purchase, lead you to believe that your land wras also a portion of the

- _ gold-field ?
*Noie (on revision)This ia an error ; lie did tell me it was on a rcaerre,
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.gold-field ? X thought my land was -quite secure, I asked Mr. Holtermann to get ine this lease granted, H. M'Neill. 
and I would try the land. It took two men to do anything in the land ; it was very hard and had to' he '
Masted; one man with a hammer could make no headway at all. 30May, 1888.
60. If the land selected by Jason Irving, and afterwards granted to Holtermann and Lewis, was allowed 
to lie open for mineral selection or mineral lease. I suppose yon naturally thought tho piece adjoining,
.whiclv yon selected, was also available h .1. made sure that the Government would never think of reserving 
a piece of land between a private property.
,61. Mr. Gale.] "What was the area ? 20 acres. I thought that, having granted Holtermann and Lewis 
.a lease out of the middle of this portion which they said was the reserve, they could not refuse my 
application, and that I had as good a right as Holtermann.
62. Chairman.] As the map shows that the land is not on the quarry reserve, and the Government 
granted a pieco adjoining you to Holtermann and Lewis, there was every indication to show that the 
.land yon applied for was open to mineral lease ? Yos, every indication. Beyond doubt that is very plain.
63. And you submit that you are still entitled to the land? I still sav that the land is mine, because my 
pegs are in the laud to the present time, 'with the No. 81 and M. L. on them. The Government holds my 
.money for the land applied for. They hold tho first year’s rent.
Gd. Do you hold that at least the portion of land outside the measured conditional purchase is yours?
I ^maintain that that was a part or portion of the gold-field which any man could take up.
.Go. What was the area? _ 7 chains, from portion No. 3. Jason Irving applied for land to start 7 chains 
from portion No. 3. Thinking there was going to he a road, lie did not want to take up the road. His 

.area was 40 acres. That left 7 chains along portion No. 3, which was a part or portion of the proclaimed 
gold-field, where anybody could take up a living.
66. Wrhat led you to believe that—the mineral lease registration ? Under a mineral lease you could
take up a prospecting right to hold any land until you found anything payable in it. You need not lease 
it, provided you complied with the labour conditions. " . * ■
67. Mineral lease regulation II provides that an application for a mineral lease, which shall comprise the
whole or part of the land held under a mineral license, the interest of the applicant shall be in no wise 
:iffected by its refusal or abandonment or failure ? The Act specifics that distinctly, •
,08. And you contend that under that provision those 7 chains are indisputably yours ? Those 7 chains- 
are my property. '
,69. Consequently, with all these facts before you, you believe the Government has acted illegally in 
granting the lease of land held by you under a mineral'license to others ? It has. 
iO. Mr. Gala.] Is that portion bold by Holtermann and Lewis a portion of that you originally applied 
for? No ; mine is adjoining. Mine is between private property and Holtermaun's portion. ■
71. "With regard to the question put to you by tho Chairman, that certain land granted by the Department 
to certain persons was illegally granted—if so, would not this grant for which you applied be likewise 
illegally granted ? No ; through tho land being in my possession.
72. Chairman.] There is one point ] would like to bring out. What reason have you for splitting this in 
.two, .saying that the 7 chains are indisputably yours, and admitting there is a haze of doubt about tho 
other ? This land of mine was ou Jason Irving’s conditional purchase. I saw the man was not fulfilling 
the labour conditions bn it, and I said I would have 20 acres.
73. And you overlapped him ? Yes. They would not have granted mo 10 acres on mineral lease if I
had applied for them. ' -
74. These 7 chains of your area overlapped Jason Irving’s ? ■ Fourteen chains. The 7 chains were on it.
Seven chains were on Jason Irving’s mineral conditional purchase, and the other 7 chains are undoubtedly 
my property'.
75. The remaining 7 chains were free and unencumbered Crown lauds open to mineral selection? Yes.
76. Mr. Dowel] Yon could only take that by application for a. gold lease. You could not take less than 
20 acres? By my applying for 20 acres I was quite sure that if they came to measure it I could have 
got 20 acres to go further back. I would have to pay the rent and fee for 20 acres.
77. Chairman.] Do j'ou still hold a mineral license ? Yes.
78. And you continued to do so from the date of application to the present time ? Yes.
79. Have you anything further to say, or any document to put in ? I have the dates of Lewis and Holter-
mann’s application for the land to prove very clearly that at the time they applied for the laud the Depart
ment held my application. 1

'80. You produce thorn to corroborate what you say about the dates ? Yes: to show the date of my 
application applying for this land.

"81. What date is that? That is Ihe second application, January 29th, 1885, and signed by three parties,
Hugh M'Neill, William Edwards, and B. 0. Holtermann.
82. Holtermann was in with you in tho original application ?* Yos.

'83. He was a sleeping partner, I suppose ? No ; he was paying the same as I was.
'84. What is this other document ? That is the same.
85. To showr the later application? No ; that is the older application.
86. This document is to show what? The first application for a mineral lease at Captain’s Elat.
87. Dated August 11,1884 ? Yes. ■ ’
'88. M\ Dowel] This is an application for five people ? Yes. I was the principal in the ■ application.
^That will give the correct dates. On the 9th of August 1 took possession of the laud, and applied for it 
’on the 11th at Qneanbeyan.
89. What made you put in a fresh application after this of the 11th August, 1884 ? The Under Secretary 
for Mines wrote a letter to me, stating tliat the land was unavailable, ■
'90. Mr. Q«?e.] And instructing you to apply in another form ? In another form for the land, writing the 
form of application on the letter he sent me.

'91. Mr. Dtiwel^] Have you that letter ? Yes; I can get it.
■92. Chairman] And that you complied with in making the second application ? I did.
93. And yet found after all that, though acting under the instructions of the Under Secretary for Mines, 
your application was disallow'ed ? Yes.
'94. While the adjoining piece was granted to Holtermann and Lewis? Tho piece which I should think 
in a worse position than mine was granted. ■ 95.

HK3SHS. HUGH ll'surLJi AHi) PAl'TY—MEKEB.IL JjEASE AT C^TAIir’s ELAT. , ■ 13

# Note {on revision) i—No, only in tbo second.
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E, M'Nfill, 95, _3fr, Uyriey The Government still hold the money you paid ? The Government hold my rent for the
land, aud the survey fee. , .. , r 0

30 May, 1888.jyr dajei yoiir contention is that tho land granted to Holtermann and party was ^legally granted .
I am alluding to the land granted to Messrs. William Garland and party being illegal. Garland and party
bought out Holtennann and Lewis. ..
f)7. Mr. Dowel] Did I not understand you to say that you consider you have a right to this application
in consequence of Holtermann and party having theirs granted ? Yes. .
98. Mr. Ryrie.] And that portion has never been cancelled ? It has never been cancelled. Une portion 
of this reserve is unavailable for me, hut it is available for every one else. Holtermann and Lewis got 
20 acres out of the reserve, and yet my application is unavailable. , _ „
99 Mr. OaleJ\ Your argument is that i£ you are not entitled to the land neither are they . lea.
100. But the fact of their having been granted the land is presumptive evidence that yours should be
granted ? I cannot understand the answer of the Minister for Mines when the honorable member tor 
Queanbeyan ashed the question in the House—as this lease was granted to a party on a reserve, why 
should nob M^Heill get his. He said the land was void. .
101. Chairman.] You hold that the fact that the Department granted Holtermann and Lewis this piece 
adioining is evidence that Holtermann and yourself were not on the reserve, and that it was granted to 
them without the reserve being cancelled ? I could not say in what way B. O. Holtermann got permission; 
but I do not think he could have got any permit to take up a lease.. He must have gone through the samo
course and complied with the same instructions as I did to get a mineral lease. .
102. You swear positively that you complied faithfully with the instructions of the Under Secretary tor 
Mines, and that you found after all that your application was not granted, while an adjoining pieco ot 
similar land was granted to Holtermann and Lewis? Yes. ■
103. Mr. Jhiriel] After your application ? Yes; I was before them.
101. Was that before any cancellation of any portion of the reserve ? Yos, before anything was done. 
This mineral conditional purchase was void all the time that the man. was not legally in possession ot tho 
land. ■
105. Jason Irving? Yes; he did not fulfil the labour conditions.

' 100. Mr. Qale.] Is there anything to show that that reserve, as a reserve has been subsequently can
celled ? Nothing that I can see, only hy these parties taking possession of the land.
107. You are not aware of any notification? No. I swear positively that the Department gave me no 
notification. No notice was given me by the Department that Garland was taking possession ot that 
land. This was run through in a day or two. Approved of and granted the day after I think.
108. Chairman.] You now swear that you never received any notification from the Mines Department 
that you were on a reserve after you had complied with the Under Secretary for Mines instructions ,. i 
never did. I got this letter saying that the land was unavailable, and that I had no cause or complaint. 
It went under some revolution that I did not know of. He said in his letter that the land was lying idle 
for two months, but I never got notice of the land being available for anyone but myself.
109. Then, without knowing that this land had been declared open for mineral lease, you were fully under 
the impression that your application would be granted by the Mines Department. I still thought my
application was good. . _ _ • ,t. „
110. And for that reason did not attempt to peg out again? Yes. My pegs are m the ground now; 
they were put in by the surveyor,Eaymond.
111. Do you hold that this neglect on the part of the Mines Department to acquaint you with tho fact 
that your application was void led you into the belief that your application was good, and by that means 
prevented you from taking the land up when it was open to selection ? I thought my application was 
still good because I never got notice of anything. To prove the fact that my title to the land was good, 
and a genuine title, the Government after taking this laud from me, this 20 acres, sent a surveyor from 
Sydney to excise nearly 2 acres out of it, where my house and garden stands.
112 As a proof of your hona fide application the Department have since granted you 2 acres ot this 
very land in dispute ? Yes, very nearly. They have net measured it; but they sent the surveyor to peg 
me in and see that my rights were protected. After taking the flesh they leave me the bone.
113. Mr. Ah/n'e.] How long is it since Garland took possession of that land ? I could not say how long ; 
I do not know whether he ever took possession at all, except by using my pegs. My pegs are the only 
ones holding the land. They have others; hut mine appear to be standing in the ground with the old

114. Mr. Dowd.] When you applied in the first instance for mineral lease 81, who was supposed to be
the holder of it ? Jason Irving had a portion of it. .
115. Chairman.] Seven chains of it ? Yes. _ i -l j j
11G. Mr. Dowell] You then, as I understand, made an application for it, believing that they had abandoned 
it, Hint they had not complied with the labour conditions, and pegged it out as a prospecting area. Acs, 
under a mineral license,
117. That is your title to it ? Yes. , . , .
118. The land was not granted to anyone then ? To nobody. It is granted now, but not to me.
119. But at the time it had not been granted to Irving even ? No ; Irving’s was a mineral conditional

120. Chairman?] The first intimation that you got that the land was open for selection was some time
after it had been granted to another person ? Yes.
121. To whom? Garland and party. . , ^ ... , vat.
122. And then you were told tliat the land had been open for two months to the public, and you had not
pegged it out? And that I had no reason for complaint. .
123. That was the first intimation you received that the land was open to the public ? les. I thought 
I had a good claim, aud would rest and wait untilsuch time as I could get a title aud put men on to work.
124. Mr. Ityrie.] Was there any person in authority that ever saw you working or in occupation of that
124™^Government official ? Yes, Mr. Slee. He said to me, “ M'Neill, you have a nice bit of silver 

lode there ; stick to it and it wilt be real good.”

Evelyn
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I produce the applica- 

It is by Hugh M'Neill,

Evelyn Stephen, Esq., called in, sworn, and examined:—
125. Chairman,'] "What are you ? Clerk in the Department of Mines.
126. In what particular department? The lea.se branch.
127. Do you produce papers and documents in this case ? Yes, I have all the papers here.
128. Do you know the date of M'Neill and party’s first application for this land ? 
tion—9th August, 1884.
129. That is the first application for this land ? That is the first application.
William Edwards, Thomas Edwards, James Geary, and Edward Holehan. ,
130. That was refused? This application was refused because the land was situated on a quarry reserve, 
and at that time reserves were not open to lease. That was why the Act 48 Victoria, No. 10, “The 
Mining Act Further Amendment Act ” was passed to make them available. But wdien this further 
amending Act was passed M'Neill and party took up the land again, and in dealing with the second appli
cation it was found that it clashed with a conditional purchase so that the land was not available at tho 
time, although that conditional purchase was forfeited afterwards, and M'Neill’s application was refused 
in consequence, in November, 1885. Then the land was open for anyone to take up for about four months. 
In April, 1886, the land was applied for by William Garland, but from November, 1885, until April, 1886, 
the land was open for selection.
131. ilfr. Gale.'] It was so open because of the cancellation or the forfeiture of the conditional purchase? 
Yes, the forfeiture of the conditional purchase and the refusal of M'NeiU’s application.
132. M'NeiU’s application was refused because of the conditional purchase ? Yes, _
133. Then afterwards tho conditional purchase became forfeited? The conditional purchase was forfeited 
prior to the refusal of M'Neill’s application. M'Neill’s second application was made on the 29th Janua.ry,
1885. The conditional purchase lapsed on the 27th February, 1886, so that when N'Neill mid party applied 
in 1885 for that land it was really held under this mineral conditional purchase. This mineral conditional 
purchase lapsed on the 27th February, 1.88G, but tho application was gazetted refused on the 12th 
November, 1886, and was refused because the land was not available at the date of taking possession.
134. Mr. Boicel.] It was held by a mineral conditional purchase ? At tbo date of taking possession, not
at the date of refusal. _ _ _
135. Chairman!] But Mr. M'Ncill’s application covers 7 chains outside of Jason Irving’s mineral condi
tional purchase ; why was that 7 chains not granted? Well, the piece coloured blue is the measured 
portion which they applied for.
136. The total area comes over into Irving’s area for 7 chains ? Yes. _ _ _
137. What I want to arrive at is this: Putting out of sight Jason Irving’s application as if it never
existed, was this land a portion of the quarry reserve, or was it Crown land in the gold-field ? Part of 
it was in the quarry reserve and part it appears was not. i
138. Which part was not ? This dotted line is the quarry reserve. You ask me why they did not grant 
that. That would have been less than 20 acres, and wc do not grant leases for less than 20 acres unless 
permission is obtained from the Minister before applying.
139. Mr. Boicel.] A special lease ? Well, we do not call them special leases. The special leases are 
gold-leases.
140. Mr. Ryrie.] What was the cause of the lapsing of the mineral conditional purchase ? Non
fulfilment of various conditions. This mineral conditional purchase was cancelled on tho 27th February,
1886, for non-receipt of declarations and non-payment of instalments.
141. Had it virtually lapsed before that notice ? No.
142. Chairman!] Can you tell us whether this quarry reserve was declared before or after Jason Irving’s 
application for a mineral conditional purchase ? The quarry reserve was notified on tho 20th September,

E, Stephen, 
Esq.

30 May, 1888,

I8S2. _ _ . ,
143. What was the area of that reserve. Did it cover the laud that Jason Irving’s mineral conditional 
purchase afterwards covered ? No; because the reserve boundaries only include unalienated lands.
144. Tho reserve surrounded the purchase ? Yes. __
145. Instead of tho purchase being taken out of the quarry reserve ? I should say the conditional
purchase was prior to the quarry reserve. _ _
146. Can you tell us tho date of Jason Irving's application for the mineral conditional purchase? No, I 
could not tell you that; that is a matter for the Lands Department,
147. Mr. Gale.] What is the date of the quarry reserve? The 20th September, 1882.
148. Did the quarry reserve ever come up to the river frontage ? Only a portion of it.
149. Chairman.] It seems to me that there must have been some reason for giving this reserve the 
extraordinary shape it has ? But Jason Irving’s was no part of that quarry reserve.
150. Can you tell us this: Was Jason Irving’s mineral conditional purchase good. If ho had complied 
with all the conditions would his application have been granted. IVas there any other bar to his application 
beyond what you say there ? Nothing that I can see. It is not a matter for our Department to deal 
with. Tho Lairds Department deals with mineral conditional purchases, and I should not like to make 
auy statement with regard to their action.
151. Mr. Boicel!] Tho ground of refusal, as I understand, was that it was not available as it was on the 
reserve ? Yes.

[Witness here explained the position of tho land on the map.]
152. Chairman.] You said just now that if this Jason Irving had complied with all the conditions his
application would have been granted ? 1 could not say, because mineral conditional purchases are dealt 
with in the Lands Department, and I know nothing of them at all. _
153. Mr. Oale.] The mineral lease could have been granted if-there had been no mineral conditional 
purchase there. The second application of Hugh M'Neill and parly could have been granted, because a 
quarry reserve is open to lease under 48 Yictoria No. 10 ? Fes.
154. And the mineral conditional purchase ? I cannot say about the mineral conditional purchase ; it is
a question for the Lands Department, _ _ _
155. Chairman.] If that mineral conditional purchase had not been there Hugh M'Neill’s applicatiou 
would have been granted ? Yes, the second one, but as that was there at the time we bad to refuse the 
application, although the mineral conditional purchase had been cleared away prior to the gazetting of 
the refusal of M'Ncill’s application.

* 156,
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156. But how did you come to grant the lease to Holtermann and Lewis, from whom G-arland bought? 
I have not the papers in that ease. I suppose they took it up after the cancellation of the conditional 
purchase. _

30 May, 1888. 157, Mr. Ryrie.'] I think it was taken up before the cancellation, of the quarry reserve ? You ask me 
‘ about a case that 1 have not looked at; but I presume that the date of Holtermann and Lewis’s appli

cation was after the cancellation of the mineral conditional purchase. The quarry reserve might have 
been still in force, but that would not matter a bit, because now the Mining Act Further Amendment Act 
has been passed we can grant mineral leases ou reserves. That Act was passed specially for tho purpose 
of throwing open reserves to lease, because there was only one clause in the Mining Act under which wo 

' could allow people to mine, that is the 28th section of the Mining Act.
, 158. Mr. Bowel.] It is still in existence now It is still iu existence now, but in order to enable people 
to get leases, they passed that Act specially.
159. Chairman.] Are you aware that Holtermann and Lewis’s application was nearly two years after that 

‘ of M'Heill and party’s and was granted when the other was refused ? Yes. It was granted, but I don’t
know tbe date of their application,
160. Why did you not give notice to M’Heill and party that the conditional purchase had been
cancelled? Wo have nothing to do with the mineral conditional purchases: that is a question for the 
Lands Department. We refused the application because the land was not available upon date of applica
tion, and it is for Mr. M'Heill himself to find out whether there is anything in the Lands Department 
blocking the lease. _ _
161. Did you detain Hugh M'Heill’s money all this time, giving him to understand that the application
was good? We do not refund such moneys under any circumstances. If a man’s application is refused 
his money will stay in the Treasury for ever, unless he applies for it. _
162. Mr. Bowel.] Whenjou found this application overlapped a portion of this mineral conditional 
purchase, why was not it measured to him in another shape—There was nothing to prevent the Dcpart-

' ment giving him his 20 acres then ? Certainly, if he had pegged it out, but he did not peg it out. 
He pegged out a certain block, and we gave it according to the pegs. If be put pegs in, not a square, then 
we should measure according to that position, and then submit to the Minister whether he would grant 
-it. ]f M'Heill had pegged out his portion like this, it would not have been in accordance with the Act,

' because a man has to peg out a square. But he might have pegged out and asked the Minister specially 
' to be allowed to have it, and it would ho in the power of the Minister to grant it. In a case like this 

where a square is pegged out the portion is measured in accordance with the applicant’s peg. He puts a 
peg in each corner and the land is measured. If vre find that there is something blocking half of it, 

r leaving only 8 or 9 acres, it is not usual to grant that portion as a lease when by refusing the application 
the whole area is available.
163. Is it a hard and fast rule that a lease is never granted in any other form but- a square ? Jf Mr. 
M'Heill had pegged out that portion to make 20 acres, then it would have been a question for the Minister 
to decide whether be should have it in that shape.
161. Chairman.] Are you aware that the second application of Hugh M'Neill was made under specific 
instructions from the Under Secretary for Mines himself ? Yes ; certainly.

, 165. If that was done, apparently in compliance with the law and the regulations, why was it not granted
" at once ? Because it was discovered afterwards that there was a mineral conditional purchase there.
' At the time of the refusal of the first application by M'Heill’s party it was not known that the mineral 

conditional purchase was there. ■
ICG. And you discovered this between tho two applications ? Ho ; after tbo second applicatiou was made. 
The first application was dealt with straight away. Directly they found ihat it was on a quarry reserve 
they saw that it was not open to lease, and it was refused on the grounds of not beiug available because 
of this reserve. Then, an Act of Parliament having passed to enable ns to throw open reserves, we wrote 

' to give notice that they could apply again. When they applied the second time for the land the district 
surveyor reported the conditional purchase.
167. Mr. Ryrie.] Does the Department not often inform applicants that their application is wrong, but

• that they can take up iu such and such a manner ? If there had been no other land available than that 
. little portion that was outside the conditional purchase, and was in the reserve, about 10 acres—if there
• had been no other land available, then a lease of that might have been granted; but there was the whole 
of the quaiTy reserve available, and not only that. The conditional purchase at the date of the second 
application had. been cancelled, consequently it was no use granting that small portion, because tbo whole 
of the other was available. We could not grant the application, because at the date of possession it was

' not available, although at the date of the Gazette notice it actually was available-. It has been decided 
that when land is not available at date of possession the application must be refused. But the land at 
the date of the Gazette nolice of the refusal of M'Heill’s second applicatiou was open, and if they had 
pegged out then they could have got the land. It was then open to anyone, and lay idle for three or four 
months. _
168. Were they informed of the refusal ? They were informed, certainly.
169. Chairman.] They say they never received that notice ? The papers will show that they did.

1170. Can you produce a copy of any document yon posted to them ? This is the form :—
Department of Mines, Sydney, 188 . I

E. Stephen,

No.
I am directed by the Secretary for Mines to inform you that
application for the lease noted in the margin, ha
been refused.

I have the honor to be,

Your most obedient servant,

Fader Secretary for Mines.
■'171. Mr. Gale.] Should not the cancellation of the mineral conditional purchase be gazetted? Jprcsumc 
' it was gazetted. ... . ...
' 172. Qiiairman.] They say that they never received this notice ? There is the notation of it, “ Gazette 

notice 12-11-86. Applicant and warden informed.”
173,
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173. Mr. Eyrie.] You do not know the date of the Gazdie notice of the forfeiture of the mineral con- E. Stephen,- 
ditional purchase? The 27th February. Being a Lands matter I cannot tell you whether it was Bsq.- 
gazetted or not. ' /—
IU, Mr. Gaiel] Q-arland’s application was granted in April, 1880 ? On the 23rd December, 18S7. jjc 30 
applied for it on the 25th April, 1887. M'Yeill’s application was gazetted refused on the 12th November,'
188t>. G-arland applied on the 23th April, 1887 ; so that from tho 12th November, 1886, to the 25th 
April, 1887, tho land was open to anyone to take it.
175. Mr. Dowel.] It distinctly states here that the within application may he refused, the land applied for 
being reserved, and the applicant can take possession and apply afresh ? Yes, and he did so. After that 
we found tliat it clashed with another title to land.
170. Mr. R<;rie?_ But it was virtually lapsed at the time ? Not at the time of the second application. If 
it had lapsed M‘Neill's application would have been granted.
177. "What was it eventually refused for ? Tbe mineral conditional purchase was cancelled on the 27th 
February, 1886, for non-receipt of declaration as to conditions mid non-payment of instalments.
178. And how long after the time allowed by law was it cancelled ? J. could not tell you that. I know 
nothing of tho conditional purchase excepting the date of its being cancelled.
179. Qiiairman.] Can yon draw up a precis of the case for us? I have a precis by the Under Secretary 
here, which I will read:—
“ The facts of the case arc as follow1 On tho 9th August, 1884, M'Neill and party made appli
cation to lease tins land. This application ivas refused 13th January, 1885, the land applied for being 
within a reserve, and the applicants were thereupon informed they could apply again in terms of the Act *
48 Yic., No. 10. Accordingly, on the 29f.h January, 1885, they applied again and in dealing with this 
application the District Surveyor reported tliat ihe application clashed with a mineral conditional purchase.
This mineral conditional purchase was cancelled on the 27th February, 1886, for non-receipt of declaration 
and non-payment of instalments. In consequence of this clash M'Neill and party’s second application 
was refused on the 12th November, 1886, and the applicants were informed of tbe fact. From the 12th'
November, 1886, till the 25th April, 1887, no application for land was made and during that period the 
land was open to the -world. On the 25th April, 18S7, W. Garland lodged an application for a lease of 
the land and then it was discovered that the land had been surveyed for a police paddock, consequently 
action upon this application wras delayed. The Lands Department have now stated that the Minister for 
Lands knows of no objection to the lease being granted, and it has been decided that action upon AY.
Garland’s application may proceed. I do not see that M’Neill and party have any valid grounds of com
plaint, hut I would recommend that before W. Garland’s application be further dealt with, the whole of 
the facts as stated herein he forwarded to M'Neill aud party through Mr. O’Sullivan, M.P., and they' be' 
invited to say what objection, if any, they have to urge against the granting of the lease to W. Garland'.’

Submitted.—H.W., 18/11/87. '
If the above be a true statement of the facts of this case, I cannot see any reasons for delaying the 

lease of Garland, and desire that the same may be proceeded with in the usual manner until completed, 
without further reference to M'Neill and party, who, according to what is here stated, have no rights in" 
connection with this land.—F.A., 19/11/87.’” '
180. Mr. Gale.] The application lay in the office from the date of pegging out, or some time immediately 
thereafter, until the 12th November, 1886, and on the 12th November, 1886, being ten months after the 
forfeiture of the mineral conditional purchase, McNeill was told that the application was refused? Yes.
181. Chairman.] Then his application was really good ? No.
182. "Why, if this had been forfeited ten months before ? The second application was made before tbe 
forfeiture of tbe mineral conditional purchase.
183. Thou for ten months it would have been good if ho had pegged it out ? It would have been good, 
certainly if his second application had not been in existence.
184. Mr. Dowel.] There is a minute which I find written on this application by the Under Secretary,
which says, “The within application maybe refused, the land applied for being a reserve”—distinctly ' .
stating tliat it is a reserve—"and the applicant can take possession, and apply for it afresh after the F. A.
Amendment Act.” Thoy did so, did they not ? Yes. '•
185. That was approved by Mr. Abbott, and McNeill and party as I understand put in a second applica- ' '
tion in compliance with this minute of the Minister and the Under Secretary? Yes; hut that was no '
promise to grant the application without reference to any other Department. When we referred to the
district surveyor be reported that there was a conditional purchase in force, taken up in 1882.
186. But tho Under Secretary says that if the applicant does apply in this form the application will be- 
granted. He points out the reason of tho refusal? That was refused because it was on a reserve. '
187. Chairman.] But then he complied with the information, and in accordance with instructions supplieA ‘' ■
by tho Under Secretary for Mines. 1’hen he got no notification whatever that his second application was l ■ ' , 
no good. He was allowed to remain on the laud all this time under the supposition that his application , . / ' . 
was a bond fide one. He built a house, cultivated a garden, and then to his great surprise he found- 1 ‘ '
that all this time he had no right at all, and tho first intimation he got that his application was refused,
was h}r seeing another person on the ground. You say you sent a notice, but he says he never got it.'
If he wuis not informed he lost the opportunity of pegging out when he might have made it good P We 
sent this notice, filled in directly the application was refused. . .
188. Mr. Doweli] How many months after his application ? It was not refused, I think, for eight or
ten months. ■
189. Chairman.] In this minute it distinctly states that the only grounds for refusal were that it was on
a reserve? Not the only grounds. '
190. It docs not refer to anything else? There might be something else. Afterwards we found out the . 
conditional purchase on reference to the dislrict surveyor. As far as wc knew at that time the reason of 
Ihe refusal was because it was on a reserve. Wc dealt with it as quickly as we could, and told him to 
apply again. _ On the second applicatiou we referred to tho district surveyor, and he stops the application 
because of this conditional purchase of ISS2.
191. This objection has been taken by Mr. M'Neill. On a letter stating to tho Department that he finds > 
his application is on a reserve, and asking what steps he will take, the Under Secretary writes this minute, 
stating that he can take possession and apply ? Yes ; but it does not say that he will grant that applica-

■ ■ tion.
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E. Stephen, tion, It would have been granted if there had not been a prior title. It is impossible for the Department 
of Mines to issue a mineral lease for land which we discover has been granted as a mineral conditional 

nivu^Toafl purchase by another Department, _
a*T’ ' 192. It seems to me that all this trouble has arisen from the fact that tho Lands Department deal with 

the mineral conditional purchases, and you deal with mineral leases ? Yes.
193. Mr. .%«>.] I thought you said that the only objection to his second application was that he had not
pegged out? No ; that was in answer to a question asking why the land was not granted hy extending 
the strip of land and giving him 20 acres, but that is never done. _
194. But his land was pegged out, and those pegs were never removed, they were always retained there. 
Then after the mineral conditional purchase was cancelled why should not those pegs be allowed to 
remain ? It has been decided by the Supreme Court, I believe, if not by the Attorney*General, that if 
the land is not available at date of taking possession the application has to be refused.
195. The pegs were still kept in ? Certainly; but he would have to take them up again if he wanted to
make the application afresh. Supposing in November, 1886, when this application was gazetted refused 
he had gone to take possession again, he could never have used those pegs by not touching them. Ho- 
would have had to go round and actually put those pegs in afresh, and take possession again as if tho land 
had never been taken possession of. _
196. Chairman^] Have you any copy in your Department of the notice that you sent to M'Neill, stating 
that his second application had been refused? Only this form of notice, which is just a printed notice 
filled in and posted in the ordinary way. We have no registered letter or anything, so that wc cannot 
trace it. We have simply to take as evidence that it has been sent this notation on the Gazette, which is 
in my handwriting: “Applicants informed.”
197. Did you send the letter yourself, or was it done by a subordinate ? No, I did not scud the letter 
myself, but I noted the action on it. I did not write the letter myself.
198. You may have given instructions for it to be done, but can you swear that you sent it, because those 
men say they never received it ? I can only say that to the best of my belief it was done, and I feel sure 
that the clerk who did it would be willing to swear to it. I note these things and hand them over to him, 
and he immediately writes them out; it is not put off for any time at all.
199. Mr. Gale.~\ In addition to the printed form of notification, is it not usual to have that refusal likewise 
gazetted ? It was gazetted certainly. It was published in the Gazette, so tliat if he had seen the Gazette 
lie would have known it had been refused.
200. Chairman.'] Do you keep a despatch book in your department? No, not of this sort. We have only
tbe notation. ‘
201. You noted that it had gone, but you have no further proof to offer that it did go, beyond the best of 
your belief that it was sent by a subordinate ? Yes : but 1 feel sure that the gentleman who writes these 
notices would be prepared to swear that he sent it. He would be in this position. He would know that 
every paper in the office that was noted in that way had been sent. There arc certain actions on papers, 
and if I saw my writing on a paper ever so long ago I would know that I bad taken certain action 
afterwards.

THURSDAY, 31 MAY, 1SSS.
present.—

Me. O’SULLIVAN,
Mr. DOWEL,
Mr. GALE,

Mr. GARLAND, 
Mr. RYRIE,
Mr. WALKER.

E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq., in the Chair.
Evelyn Stephen, Esq., called in, sworn, and examined :—

E. Stephen, 202. Chairman.'] I understand that you have certain papers which will show tbe case so far as the Depart
ment aro concerned ? The only paper I have is a copy of tbe precis by Mr. Wood, tbo Under Secretary, 
with the decision of the Minister. That you already have. Of course, if the Committee wish any further 

31 May, 1888. copies of papers, the Under Secretary will be very happy to supply them.
203. I believe you have a letter from Mr. W. P. Crick, a solicitor, on behalf of M'Neill and party, to the 
Department? I think not. There is a letter signed by a Mr. Edwards, apparently written in a lawyer’s 
office, with which I can supply you. It is in these terms;—
The Honorable the Minister for Mines, Sydney,—■

Sir, Bmidwood, 28 October, 1887.
flT-T.RSS. . I desire, on behalf of Hugh M'Neill and myself, to place before you for your consideration the reasons we urge why
Mineral lease a lease should bo granted to us for the land applied for in the lease referred to in the margin hereof.
application No., jn year jgg4, applicants held mineral licenses, and occupied 20 acres of land (the land described in the applica-
queanbeyan, tion) in accordance with tho regulations. A lease was afterwards applied for on August 9th, 1884, and this application was 

refused on the ground that the land applied for was on quarry reserve 163.
In this I respectfully submit that the Department was in error, as no part of tho land applied for was on the said reserve 

as shown on the official plan containing leases on Captain’s Elat.
From this it appears that not only is Ibis land ouiside the reserve hut also about 30 acres ad ditional to the south theicof. 

In the mean time the Act 48 Vic., No. 10, was passed. A second application was put in,No. 13, dated 29th January, 1885, in 
Bccordance with advice received from your department dated 6th January, 1885.

This application was refused on the 12th November, 1886, on the ground (hit it clashed with ft mineral conditional 
purchase.

” On searching it appears that on tho 16th Eebruary, 1885, a lease of adjoining land was granted to W. J. Lewis, On
the plan referred to this lease to Lewis appears to embrace portion of the land supposed to he included iu tho mineral condi
tional purchase in the name of Jason Irving, and I cannot see why our application, which was in at the time Lewis’was 
granted, should be refused, there being no objection to offer to ours that could not with equal force be urged against Lewis’.

Our mineral licenses were taken out regularly and the land occupied.
Tho Act 48 Vic. No. 10, came into operation on the 19th August, 1884, and it will thus be seen that even if the mineral 

conditional purchase was a bar to the granting of the whole lease there would be at any r.te 7 chains of land to the south 
of Q-. Osborne’s portion 3 of 79 acres, and I respectfully submit that at tho date of each application there were lands to which 
wo were entitled. I urge nothing of the fact of onr great expenditure and labour on the land, but submit tho bare facts and ask 
that the Min'eter will favourably consider this opplication and cause ft lease to be issued.

I have, &c.,
WILLIAM EDWARDS.

204.
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£0i. Mr. tyring I think you said yesterday that the second applicatiou was refused on the ground that E. Stephen, 
there were not 20 acres of land left ? It was refused because a large portion of it was comprised in Efq. 
a mineral conditional purchase taken up by Irving, ^
205. But you said the applicant could not receive the surplus land because it did not amount to 20 31 Maf’1888- 
acres ? Yes.
200. Is that one of the rules of the Department? As a rule where there arc less than 20 acres 
involved the application is refused. It is not always the case. .
207. AVhat area was available, supposing it to be the practice of the Department in some cases to allow 
less than 20 acres to be taken up ? If MlYcill had requested the Department to allow a lease to be 
taken up in respect to a smaller portion, I have no doubt that his application would have been granted.
Irving a mineral conditional purchase had lapsed, and consequently the whole area was available. When 
M‘Neill’s application was gazetted as refused lie had the opportunity of taking the whole portion up.
Instead of that he left the matter open for four months, and the land was applied for hy Mr. G-arland.
20S. Supposing the datum peg of the application had been in a reserve would it be possible for the 
Department to measure the ground, or would a fresh application require to be mado embracin'1' the spare 
ground? Yes. ° L
209. Arc you aware that any leases for less than 20 acres have been granted without a
special application ? Yes, I believe that leases have been issued for less than 20 acres. If a man 
applies for 20 acres and it is found that a small portion of 1 acre or so is not available, instead of 
the application being refused it can be granted as modified. Where half the portion applied for is con
cerned, however, no application in a case like this would be granted without application to the Minister.
In this particular case the reason why the matter did not come before the Minister was that at the time 
the whole area was available, that is at the time of the gazetting of the second application. When wo 
discovered that the mineral conditional purchase had lapsed the whole area was available. 1’he applicatiou 
was refused in order that M'Neill or anyone could take up the whole area.
2L0. Mr. Garland.'] In any ease M'Neill’s application with a mineral conditional purchase would have 
been gazetted as refused, inasmuch as the application was made before the land was cleared ? ' That is 
the usual practice of the Department.
211. Mr. Where was the datum peg in this case? The datum peg is about 4 chains in a south
easterly direction from the south-western corner of Mr. Osborne’s 79 acres. I could not say whether the 
peg was in or out of the reserve, and I could not answer the question definitely as I am not a draftsman.
212. But according to the tracing and the description the datum peg would be on available ground ? At
tbe date of the first application it appears it would have been on a reserve ; at the date of the second 
application the datum peg, judging from the tracing and description, would have been outside Irving’s 
conditional purchase. .
213. Mr. Dowel.] When M'Neill and party’s first application was refused and a minute was made by 
ihe Dnder Secretary and hy the Minister that M'Neill could reapply, did he reapply in the form required 
by the minute ? lie appears to have done so, but at that time we had no knowledge of tho conditional 
purchase. It appears that the conditional purchase was not surveyed.
214. How long from the time of M'Neill and party’s second application did they receive a notification
that the second application was refused ? McNeill and party applied ou the 29th January, 1885. Their 
application was gazetted as refused on the 12th November, 1886. It would be about a year and ten 
mouths after. ■
215. On that date the Department gave M'Neill and party notice that the application was'rcfused? Yes.
216. ^ Chairman.] You say that M'Neill and party, acting under instructions from the Department, 
applied in a proper manner ? Yes.
21/. And that a year and ten months elapsed between the date of their application according to instruc
tions and their information that they could not have the land ? Acs. There appears to have been some 
delay in dealing with the application. There appears to have been some error in regard to the answering 
of questions. The application wTas made on tho 29th .Taimary, and it arrived in the Department of Mines 
on tho 10th April. It was in the hands of the Warden’s clerk until that time; but he had no right to keep 
it more than fourteen days. Then the Dnder Secretary decided to let the lease go on. 1
218. Mr. Dowel.] Was not that an intimation that the lease should be granted to this man? No; it 
amounts to saying that at that time there was nothing against it, or that tho Department had not dis
covered anything against it. The matter then went to the chief draftsman, and the draftsman then sent a 
memo, to the surveyor. On the 21st July I find this memo.:—" Wait return of memo, from the surveyor.”
The memo, to surveyor is dated 21st December, 1885. He appears to have taken no notice of this memo., 
and a reminder was sent on the 29th January, 188G. There seems to have been some need for reference 
to the surveyor. There was something wrong, requiring an explanation from the surveyor. He was asked 
two questions as regards the connection of the'portions, and this delayed the ease for some time. '
219. Is one year and ten months an unusual length of time for the Department to decide whether the
application for a mineral lease shall be granted or refused ? Certainly. I have been looking at the papers, 
endeavouring to find out the reason for tbe delay. I find tho delay has occurred through the reference to 
tho surveyor and to the warden’s clerk. .
220. Mr. Garland.] Are there not cases in which delays have occurred for as long a period as four years?
There are cases where applications have been kept back for, certainly, four years. The mineral conditional 
purchase cases at Silverton are an instance. The applications for mineral leases clashing with mineral 
conditional purchases were put by, waiting decision as to the means of dealing with mineral conditional 
purchases on gold-fields.

John Huxham Blatchford, Bsq., called in, sworn, and examined:—■
221. Chairman.] Where do yon reside ? At Bell’s Creek. j jj
222. What is your employment ? I have no particular employment, but I own a few mines. BUtchford,
223. Can you give us any evidence in reference to this matter? I have come here in compliance with a Eiq.
request that I should attend; but I know very little about tbe case. I could give you evidence with 
reference to Irving’s mineral conditional purchase, because I was in treaty with him for the purchase of 81 18881
it. Irving’s application was made on the 13th July, 1882, and the reserve was gazetted on September
20th, 1882. The first refusal which my party got was on the ground that they had selected on a reserve, 
and it was consequently inaccurate. As Mr. Stephen has told you, 10 acres were available.

■ 841-D 224,
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224. Why do you siaie tlml the answer of the Department was inaccurate? X have a GnzrUc. and a
memo, from the land agent at Queanbeyan, showing that it is so. ...
225. Mr. Garland.] On what date did M'Neill and party apply ? The first application was in -1884. ■
22(J. But the reserve, you say, was gazetted in September, 1SS2. The answer of the Department would 
therefore he correct? They could not inalce a reserve of a mineral conditional purchase, Ten acres of 
the application referred to Crown lands, and 10 acres to a mineral conditional purchase. The reserve 
was to the eastward of this land, and had no connection with it,
22?. Chairman.] There could have been no reserve so far as a portion of the applicatiou was concerned, 
because it related to a mineral conditional purchase ? No.
228. The reserve never covered M'Neill and party’s intended lease ?_ No. _
229. "What reasons have you for mailing this statement ? I have evidence in the shape of a memorandum 
from the land agent at Queanbeyan, and the Gazette notice. The Gazelle notice shows that the mineral 
conditional purchase was taken up two months prior to the proclamation of tbe reserve, and it has already 
been explained to the Committee that the reserve was made in ignorance of the mineral conditional 
purchase.
280. If the mineral conditional purchase was taken up prior to the reserve, as shown by tbe documents, 
it is evident that the proclamation of the reserve in so far as it related to land covered by the mineral 
conditional purchase was in error ? Yes. _
231. The description of the reserve covers tho very ground covered by the mineral conditional purchase? 
Yes.
232. You say that M'Neill and party’s claim to the land is good because it was partly Crown land, and 
partly oa a mineral conditional purchase which was afterwards forfeited ? Yes. XYe claim positively in 
respect to the 10 acres of Crown land. Wo also say that the Department having granted a lease^to Lewis 
and Holtermann of the balance of the mineral conditional purchase applied for on the 16th February, 
1885, a month after our second application; if the land was available for them it was also available for us.
233. What is the date of the Gazelle to which you have referred? The 27th February, 1SS6. _
234. Mr. Garland.] At the time Lewis aud Holtermann got their lease what had become of the mining
conditional purchase;—had it been refused ? It was in precisely the same condition as from the first. I 
know of this intimately, because I was in treaty with Irving for the purchase of the land. The land was 
taken up hy Irving, a little work was done, and then it was absolutely abandoned. The land was in pre
cisely the same state when Lewis and Holtermann applied for it as when we applied for it, and they applied 
only a month later. We applied a second time in January, 1885, and Lewis and Holtermann applied on 
the 16th February, 1885. The reserve at present in existence was in existence then, and it is distinct 
from the land in question. The reserve, as I have already explained, is to the eastward. .
235. Can you give any documentary evidence sustaining the position which you take up with reference to
the reserve ? I have a memo, from the land agent at Queanbeyan in these words:—“ Jason Irving’s 
M.C.P. application No. 82-198, made 13 July, 1882, at Queanbeyan, 40 acres. Under 19 sec. C.L. Act of 
1861. Description: County of Murray, parish of Ballalaba, starting at a peg on the cast hank ot the 
Molonglo Fiver, about 7 chains south of the south-west corner of portion No. 3 ; then running east and 
south, bounded ou the west hy the Molouglo Fiver.” _
236. Chairman.] Are you aware of any areas of less than 20 acres being granted under mineral lease
without special application being made for it? Yes; there aro three cases of mine. I cannot give the 
exact details now ; but I applied for three 20-acre blocks at Captain’s Flat, which included three or four 
gold leases which had been gazetted as void. They were gazetted in December, 1884, and I applied for 
them in June or. July, 1885. I applied for mineral leases including these gold leases. _ When Surveyor 
Faymond came to measure the land, he pointed out that these leases were included within my pegs. H© 
telegraphed down to the Department to know if tho leases were void. I saw the answer; it was in tho 
affirmative, and he included them. The claim was afterwards set up by the late Mr. Holtermann upon 
technical ground, namely, that the applicants for these gold leases had not been notified that the leases 
were ready for their acceptance. Thereupon the Mines Department took action, and cut out tho gold 
leases from my mineral leases. Consequently one of my leases amounted only to 11 acres some perches, 
another to 15 acres some perches, and the third to 17 acres some perches. 1 made no special application 
in these cases. I applied for three 20-acre blocks, and I obtained 11, 15, and 17 acres. _ _
237. Have you heard of any other parties having a lesser area granted without a special application ? I 
never knew such a striking instance as that in my own case, but I know that it is a common thing to 
excise small portions. For instance, I had a lease of 32 acres; two portions were excised; one of them 
was the residence of a miner; that was excised at my suggestion.
238. Mr, Garland.] Tt is not usual for the applicant to stale his willingness to accept a less area than 
applied for ? Yes; if he is certain that the other persons have a right to the land.
239. Chairman.] You consider that as the Department reduced the area granted to you in the three
instances which you have named, without your special application, it was also their duty to do the same 
thing for M'Neill ? Yes. Instead of notifying us that there were ouly 10 acres available, they gave an 
answer in general terms that the land was not available at date of application. If they had said that 
there were only 10 acres available we could have applied. '
240. Mr. Downli] As a rule 10-acre leases are not applied for unless specially ? 1 know that we cannot
apply for less than 20 acres as a rule; but it is in the power of tho Department to grant less than that 
area. . ...
241. Mr. Gale.] Did the Department in the three instances you have mentioned intimate to you that 20 
acres were not available ? I am not sure,
242. You have had considerable experience in mining matters ? Thirty-four years.
243. Your experience has caused you to make a study of the mining laws? I was a private gold 
commissioner for seven years. I had charge of all Major’s Creek, the property of Messrs. Hassall aud 
Roberts.
244. With your experience aud knowledge of the mining law do you consider that M'Neill was entitled
to these 10 acres or land under the circumstances narrated ? I feel sure that he was entitled to it on the 
ground of his holding a mineral license. A clause in the Act says that an application for a lease shall not 
be affected by its refusal, abandonment, or failure, if the land was previously held under a mineral license 
as a mineral prospecting area. -
245. Mr. Garland.] Is it not the law tliat the holder of a mineral license should work from day to day
upon the land ? Yes. . 246.
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246. Do you know, as a fact, that M'Neill lias -worked this land from day to day? 1 do not know, I J. H.
know that he has worked it for a long time. X saw him working it myself. lie built a house upon the B!ft^hford, 
land, and-I know that he has lived upon it, and that he is living upon it now. 8<B
247. Is he not living on an area held under a miners right ? He did not hold a miners right as far as I
know. He had a mineial license. lie took up this land on his mineral license, and built a house upon '
it, and he has lived there over since.
24S._ J/n Dowel.] ITo pegged out land as a prospecting area on his mineral license ? Yes; and after 
finding gold he applied for it as a mineral lease.
249. Chairman,] While he was under the impression that his application ’was good and that the lease was 
likely to bo granted, did he start work and make improvements upon the laud ? I do not know that. I 
paw him working off and on for a long time. He told me that he was quite sure of getting tho lease, 
because he had acled upon the suggestion of the Under Secretary for Mines.
250. Drom your knowledge of the Mining law and your experience, are you aware that it is absolutely 
necessary for tho Department of Mines to send a notification to an applicant when his application has been 
refused? I know that it is a matter of courtesy ouly. If a man has any equitable claim they give him 
an early intimation of it, so that he can have an opportunity of repegging immediately after the notification 
is gazetted.
251. Supposing you had been in McNeill’s position and had mado an application according to instructions 
from the Under Secretary for Mines, carrying out those instructions to the letter, and you had been led to 
believe that your application was good, and had not received a notice that it was not, good, would you 
remain under the impression tliat your lease was likely to he granted? I should have relied implicitly ou 
any advice given me by the Under Secretary for Mines under the circumstances.
252. Whenever there is an assumed equitable claim or notice beforehand of the gazettal or the refusal of
the application, is it the custom of the Department to give notice without special application ? I think it 
is the rule of the Department to assist those whom they think have an equitable claim to the land. These 
persons generally get .a notice in advance of the gazettal. .
253. Whenever there is an equitable claim to the land, the Mining Department is in the habit of giving 
persons a prior notice to be first in tbe ground to repeg aud reapply for it? Yes.
251. Do you consider that M‘2vTeill and party had an equitable claim to this land ? Certainly.
255. Do you not think the Department should have given them prior notice to repeg or reapply?
Yes; I never knew a stronger case for it.
256. You think that the failure of tho Department to do so was a neglect of duty ? It was a neglect of 
the usual courtesy.
257. It was a departure from their usage ? Yes ; as far as I know it. -
258. Mr. llyric.] la il; not the case that Irving’s mineral conditional purchase was taken up on the I3th 
July, 1882 ? Yes.
259. And that the reserve was gazetted, including Irving’s mineral conditional purchase, on the 20th 
September, 1882 ? I do not know i)ositively that it includes Irving’s mineral conditional purchase, but 
the reserve was gazetted on that date.
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Evelyn Stephen, Esq., recalled and further examiued:—
260. Jfi\ Garland.] It is tho custom of the Department to give a prior notice to anyone interested in an E. Stophen,
application tor land that the land will be cancelled on a certain date, unless special application is made to ■®s3-
the Minister for prior notice, and unless such reasons exist why such prior notice should not be given?
Yes; that is, if it appears from the papers that the applicant is entitled to the land. 31 1888,
261. In tho event of the purchase of a gold lease and tho parties who purchased finding that through the
non-fulfilment of labour conditions on the paid of the previous holders it has gone on for cancellation, is 
it the custom of the Department then to give a prior notice to the purchasers ? Ho ;. not unless they can 
place before tbe Minister sufficient evidence to show that they clearly own the land, and that they are not 
responsible for the non-fulfilment of the labour conditions. "
262. It is a rule of the Department that when an application is made for a mineral lease it shall be a 
square block of 20 acres ? Yes.
263. Is that ever departed from ? In any number of cases ; but is submitted to tbe Minister for approval.
264. Was there any difficulty in the way of M'Heill taking up his 20 acres in another form ? We do not 
measure any land outside the outermost pegs at any time. If he does not peg it out square we measure 
it in the form according to his pegs, and then it is submitted to the Minister to approve or not of tho 
form in which tho land is pegged out. In no cases is land granted which is not included within the 
applicant’s pegs.
265. As a matter of fact, had M’Heill pegged out a double square as it were, that is to say, a long strip of 
land containing 20 acres, it would have been within the regulations of the Department? It would 
have been in all probability granted. It would have been submitted to the Minister to decide whether bo 
would approve of that form of measurement.
266. Is the laud at the rear of tbe 10 acres refused to M'Neill still open to mineral lease ? I could not 
say whether the laud is occupied or not.

Mr. William Edwards called in, sworn, and examined:—
267. Chairman.] What are you ? 1 am an hotel-keeper at Braidwood.
268. In what way are you connected with Hugh M'Heill and party ? I am a shareholder. I hold a mineral 
license, and I was a partner with M'Heill.
269. Do you supply any money to work the claim ? Yes ; I have found the money to take the land up.
270. Ifow much money has been expended there altogether ? 1 could-not very well say.
271. Can you give us an estimate as nearly as possible ? I know that the land has cost me alone £100.
272. How long did M'Neill work the land ? T couId'”iTbt say. ‘
273. How long do you think ? I was only there now and again.

Mr. W. 
Edwards.

31 May, 188S,

274.
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Mr. W.
Edwards.

274. Mr. Garland.'] Ton do not claim that £100 has been expended upon the land ? Fo.
275. The expenses to which you hare been put directly and indirectly amount to £100 r1 1 cs.
_ ,______ ^ -i mi . i ^ t. . .. _ t_____ J 1__ _ ___ j.1, A J1 urtrt+- iT^t-rturtcjh j-if flwi r"lm in r
£, ! KJ t J 1JC V/A }J LJ.I cJViO WJ It il J V-1 ijmi i v J^r » W j 'TT

'---- ' \ 270. Mr. Gale^ That sum has been advanced by you in the direct interest of the claim f les.
31 May, 1883. 277i chairman^ ^yhen you took up the land as a mineral license did you take it up with the bonajtdo

obiect of working it as a‘mineral claim? Yes. , ,, .. . ,T ,
27k And you made application in the usual way ? Yes; MFeill made the application for the party.
279 l)o you remember what was the first answer you received from the Government ? Ihe first answer 
I received was that the laud was unavailable. Then M.'Neill wrote to the Department asking for instruc
tions os to how to proceed. _ t _
2SO. You were not working on the claim yourself? Fo. j ■ o t-
281. You were living at Braidwood, and supplying funds to work the claim ? les.
2ts2. How far from Captain’s t'lat is Braidwood? About 26 miles. , tl ■■ ,1.
28:}. What was the letter you received from the Department on the 7th February, 1887 ? It is in these 
terms :—“Department of Mines, Sydney, 7 February, 1887, Sir, Deferring to your letter of the 28th 
ultimo, in which you direct attention to the refusal of mineral lease application Bo. 13 Queanbeyan, by 
H M’Neill and others. I have the honor to inform you that the application was mused, as the land was 
not available to lease. ' I have the honor to be, sir, your most obedient servant—Haekie Woob, Under

284 Have you any other letter from the Department? Yes; Ihavcaletter dated the 6th July, 1887. It 
■is in these words, “ Department of Mines, Sydney, Cth July, 1887. Sir,-Referring to your letter of tho 
11th ultimo in which (at the request of Messrs. McFeill, Edwards, and others, residents of Captam a 
Flat) you bring under notice the fact that mineral lease application, numbered 84-12, at 
Queanbeyau, by them has been granted to Messrs. Garland aud others I am directed by the Secretary 
for Mines to inform you that application 84-12 at Queanbeyan, by McNeill and party, dated 9th August, 
1834 was refused on the 13th January, 1885, as it was for land on a reserve which, at that date, was not 
open' to lease. Tho applicants were informed on the Gth January, 188->, that they may again apply 
under the Mining Act Further Amendment Act, 48lh Yictoria, Fo. 10. MFedl and party again 
applied for tbe same land under application Fo. 13, dated 29th January 18So ; tho District burve^r 
reported that the application clashed with a conditional purchase forfeited 2/th February, 1886. O hm 
application was refused on the 12th Foveinber, 1886, the land being unavailable at the date of taking 
possession of it. Mr. Garland applied for the same land on the 25th April tins year It will thus be 
seen that Messrs. M’Feill and party have no cause for complaint—the land was open for anyone to take 
possession of, from tho 12th Foveinber, 1886, to the 25th April last, when it was applied for by Mr. 
Garland. Messrs. M’Neill and party never had any title to the land, except through then applications, 
which were refused, the land being unavailable at the dates of talcing possession ol it. I have the honor 
to be, sir, your most obedient servant,—Ftabkie AFoon, Under Secretary. . .. . .
285. Do you remember M’Neill receiving a letter from the Mining Department instructing him to make
out a fresh application ? Yes. v„„
286. That fresh application under instruction from the Mining Department was made out, les.
287. You believed all the time that the application was good? Yes. . ... .
288. Were you not led to believe that in consequence of tho action of tho Department in not notifying
you to the contrary ? Certainly. We got no notice whatever, _ . _ _ T ., ,,
289. And you went on working the claim as if you really were in occupation by law t Yes. 1 thought
we should get (he land.
290. Mr. Walker.] Who applied ? M’Neill applied for the party.
291. Mr. Garland] After tho land was gazetted as refused, notice was sent to you from the Department;
why did you not act upon that notice? I did not receive any such notice. _ „
292. Chairman] You are one of tbe parties, and you swear that you did not receive such a notice. Jno ;
I did not receive any notice. _ „
293. Mr. Garland] Yon state that you were paying M’Neill to work the land. Are you aware that no
work was being done on it? A little prospecting was being done. 1 was paying M’Neill to look aiter 
the land. I urns not there myself. , . , . ..
294 You could not say whether M’Neill was at work ? X saw him at work myself.
295' Chairman] Do you swear that you saw M’Neill doing bond fide work? I not only saw him 
prospecting, but on one oecasiou I assisted him myself. , , , , , , ,
29G» HTt, Walker.'] I suppose prospecting is about tbo most wort that has been done ; you have sunk no
shaft ^ 0297. When Holehan and Garland applied for the land as a lease, was N’Feil] living on it ? Yes.
298. Did he not see the men at work? I could not say. .
299. Did vou say that he was living on the ground at tho time ? Yes.
300. Then I think he must necessarily have seen men at work ? I dare say he did; I could not be positive.

. I heard him say that he had given the men notice not to work upon tho land.
301. Mr. Garland] That he had given notice to whom? To Holehan and Garland; I heard him say that
he had done so. .
302. Why did not M’Neill object to the granting of the lease ? I could not say. _
303 How many parties were there? In the first application there were five or six of us, but somo
dropped out, an‘d in the second application there were M’Neill, the late B. 0. Holtermann, and myself. 
3041 Can you state whether Holehan was in the first application ? Yes ; but not in tho second.
305. lloltermaim was in tho second ? Yes.
306. You know that the police authorities spoke at one lame about having the land as a police paddock ?
I am not aware of it; they did not ask me. _ ~ .
807. Did they not ask vou whether you would have any objection to their having the land tor a ponce 
paddock ? The application was not mado to me, or to anyone else to my knowledge.
308. They did not speak to you on the subject ? No. 1 ■> o -v-
309. Mr. Walker,'] None of those who applied for the lease notified that that had been done ? No.

Mr.
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Mr. Hugh M'Neill recalled and further examined:—
810. Chairman^] Hid you ever warn Garland and party not to work upon the land which you claimed? 1 
told them that the land was mine. '
311. Hid you ever object to their mining on the land they had pegged out? I told Holehan that the land 
was mine. He said that he would see that I did not get a lease of the land. ■
.112. You gave this intimation to them as a protest against their going on tho land ? Yes.
313. Mr. Garland.'] Yet you never objected to the issue of a lease, although the notice was put up and 
the pegs were put in within the prescribed time ? The pegs in the ground at the present time show the 
portion as measured for me. I did not think that you or your agents were putting in any pegs.
Il-li. Notices were put up in tho ordinary way ? 1 am not aware that that is so.
315. Yet you were living on the ground ? 1 had to work. I had too much to do to be looking about
after Garland and Holehan. ' '
316. You say that you did not lodge a protest with the Bepartment against them ? No; but our solicitor, 
Mr. Crick, did.
117. Hid you lodge a protest with them verbally ? Yes.
118. Chairman.] After you had had a mining lease secured would you have considered yourself bound to 
lodge a protest with the Mining Hopartment in order to drive men off your lease ? I put in an application 
for the land, and the Department held my money for it. I did not think there was need for me to do 
anything of the kind.
110. Can you tell the Committee what kind of work was done upon the land? I can.
120. Bid you sink any shafts ? I cut trenches, and got the ore on the surface. I was working there when 
the Inspector of Mines, Mr. Slee, came to Captain’s Ylat, and he saw me at work,
821. Bid Mr. Slee make any comment upon yonr position there ? He did. I washed a dish of stuff 
while he was there, and gave him some of the gold out of the dish to bring to Sydney.
122, Mr. Garland.] Was not Holehan then your partner iu tbe concern? Not at that time. Ho was
iny partner in the first application. ■
123. I believe Holehan first discovered the outcrop when the gold was found ? No; I discovered the gold.
12 i. What comment did Mr. Slee make about your find ? He said I had a. valuable property in a silver 
lode, pointing to the rocks close to where the gold was got, and he advised me to stick to it. ■
125. Chairman.'] Mr. Slee is the Inspector of diamond drills, I believe ? Yes.
326. And I believe that lie is considered an expert iu mining matters ? Yes; I believe so.

Mr. Hugh 
M'Neill.

31 Mny,1838>

WEDNESDAY, 6 JUNE. 1888. 
present;—

Mb. O’SULLIVAN, I Me. GARLAND,
Me. GALE, | Me. HAWKEN,

Me. ItYRIE.
E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq., in the Chaie.

G. C. Waldron, Esq., Solicitor, appeared on behalf of Messrs. M'Neill & Party,

Evelyn Stephen, Esq., called in and further examined:—
327. Chairman.] We requested you at the last meeting to produce a document ? Yes, I have it 
I will read it and hand it in. It is as follows:—

Application No. 12, Qtteanleyan.
The within application may bo refused) Hie land applied for being a reserve and the applicants can lake possession 
afresh under tho Further Amendment Act,

H.W., 11/12/84.

Submitted. Approved.-J. P. Abbott, W/12/8L Gazette notice, 13/1/85. Applioanta informed, C/1/85.

William Garland, Esq., called in, sworn, and examined
328. Chairman.] What are you? A miner. W. Garland
329. Residing where ? In Sydney at present. ’ Esq, ’
330. Mr. Garland.] How long is it since you first went to Captain’s Elat? Two years this last May.
331. Youthen went to look after some purchases which I and others made in the Holtermann estate® June, 1888.
mining leases ? Yes. '
332. When did you first become acquainted with the land which is the subject of dispute, and which is
now known as the Vanderbilt mine? Shortly after I went there, as I was offered an interest in the 
adjoining land if I would approve of it. '
333. Mr. Holehan and you were prospecting in that part of the country for some considerable time ?
For a considerable time before last Christmas twelve mouths.
334. Previous to your applying for the ground Mr, Holehan told you that he had in prospecting found a 
silver lode? No; gold.
335. He asked you if you would join him in taking up the ground ? Yes ; if I approved of it.
336. Vou were there when Holehan did some prospecting on the ground, and you were so satisfied with 
the results that you made an application in your own name for it ? Yes, for 20 acres.
337. You then wrote to myself and Mr. Forsythe to ask us whether we, with a half interest in the ground,
would contribute half-wngcs to yourself and Holehan to develop it? Yes. ■
338. What amount of work had been done on the ground when you took it up ? On tho crown of the-hill 
there were two small hoi cs put down, which llolchiin chiiintid to hnvc don^.
339. What would the whole amount represent ? About two days work for one man.

’ 340.

with mo. E, Stephen, 
Esq.

6 June, 1888.
and apply
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W. ©nriaud, 340, On the whole ground ? Yes. One of the holes is about 2 feet deep by 4 or 5 feet wide.
-I’ 341. You have traversed the whole of the ground? I have been over every foot of it.

342. And you can swear positively that there is not more than two days’ honest work done on tho 
.6 Juno, 1888. ground ? Yes.*

343. And that Holehan claimed to have done it? Yes.
344. Did you notice whether the ground was of such a character that such work could be done without 
much labour ? I should not like to pay a man more than two days’ wages to get the work done for myself,
345. On taking possession and pegging out tho ground, you and Holehan went to work in a systematic 
manner to develop it ? Yes; the day I pegged it out and applied for it we started work. I think it was 
on the 25th of April, 1887.
346. You worked it continuously from that date ? Continuously, until we sold out.
347. What shafts did you sink upon it? We sunk one 35 feet aud another 62 feet. We drove about 
90 feet below that; 30 feet one way, and 60feet another.
348. Did you do auy driving in the'top shaft ? Yes; wo drove about 10 feet and sunk a monkey shaft 
in it about 8 feet down.
349. Did you do any trenching on the surface? Yes ; we did trenching before we found the lode.
350. The lode had not been opened out in any way before you opened it out ? The silver lode had not 
been touched by any one. We had to clear the bush away before we could find it.
351. What lode had been opened out ? A small gold lode, about 6 or 7 inches wide.
352. That was all that was opened out on the ground? Yes; aud that is what Holehan claimed to have 
opened when he first found the gold.
353. Mr. McNeill has said in his evidence that Mr. Slee saw him working the land, and told him that he
had a valuable silver lode;—what could he have referred to ? He must have taken Mr. Slee up and shown 
him the small gold lode. H e lived ou the ground. .
354. When you pegged out the ground did M'Neill offer any objections? None whatever.
355. M'Neill must have seen your notice ? Yos; he would have to pass it about four times a day to go 
to his work. It was posted in the post-office and in the Warden’s office.
356. What was M'Neill doing at this time ? He was working in the Koh-i-noor on wages.
357. During the time you were on the field did you ever know M'Neill to do any prospecting ? None 
whatever.
358. He was working on wages all the time ? Yes; either at mining or ring-barking, or something of the 
kind. Tin ally he was working on wages in the Koh-i-noor mine.
359. During the whole of the time you were on the field did he do any work on this 20 acres ? I never 
saw him doing any, except cutting firewood for his house outside of his mining tenement,
360. Did M'Neill at any time speak to you or your mate, and claim to own this mine? No. He has 
spoken to mo as he passed, going to and from his work. He has asked ns at times how we were getting 
on at the shaft; that is the only question I remember his putting in connection with the lease.
361. He never made auy complaint or offered any objection to your being there? No; I never heard 
of any complaint being made until I saw in the Braidwood dJcspaf.ch a notice of questions which Mr. 
O’Sullivan had asked in tho House in connection with the lease. That was the first I heard of it,
302. That was some considerable time after you had developed the line ? Yes, some months afterwards.
363. As a matter of fact, neither directly or indirectly did Mr. M'Neill in any way object to your 
occupying or developing this ground, although he uas living on the spot ? No, he did not.
364. The only objection you heard in reference to your securing the lease was from the questions asked 
by Mr. O’Sullivan in the House ? Yes. '
365. You are aware that the police authorities at one time had an idea of utilizing this piece of land 
as a police paddock. Did they ever inform you that they had asked Edwards whether he had any 
objection to their having the land for which he had applied as a police paddock ? Tho question was asked 
when T was in the shaft, but it was not put to me

.366. Was the remark made to Holehan or to you? Holehan was informed that they had inquired about 
the matter.
367. What transpired with regard to the sale of this property ; of what did it consist? There were nine 
gold leases and five mineral lenses.
368. Was there anything else with it ? A 10-hoad stamper, battery and engine, aud everything complete.
369. What was the cost of eonstmcting'the battery ? It was said to have cost £3,000.
370. I believe there was also a water right to the Molonglo Itivcr, and a water race about a mile long? Yes.
371. The whole of this property after you had developed if and had discovered a valuable silver lode, and 
had stacked about 200 tons of rich silver ore, realized how much ? £9,000 net.
372. Chairman.'] You are aware that it is the practice of cute minors after they had made a discovery to 
cover it up ? Yes, usually.
373. Alight not that course have been pursued in regard to the lease you have spoken of ? It could not 

_have been in. respect of this laud. I know every inch of it, and I could see where it had been developed.
‘ 374. Could you not walk over the whole of the ground without finding any plants ? I do not think there

could have been any on the line of lode.
375. Mr. BCawJcin.] As a mailer of fact you saw nothing of the kind ? No.
376. Chairman.] But such a thing may have been there, although you did not see it ? Yes.
377. Holehan told you that he had dug the holes you have referred to ? Yes.
378. Are you aware that Holehan was formerly a partner of M'Neill’s? Yes.
379. May he not have dug the holes when he was with M'Neill’s party ? No ; the party was broken up 
when he prospected the ground.
380. Did he work with M'Neill when he first went on to the Vanderbilt hole ? No.
381. Was he not one of tho parties who applied for the lease ? Yes.
382. Did he not work with M'Neill at that time ? Very likely.
383. Alight he not have been working at Edwards’ expense in the original p" rt/ when he made these holes ? 
He claims never to have worked at Edwards’ expense.
3841 'So far as you know he did not? So far as I know ho did not, 385.

- ih. ■, ■ ------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
♦Note (oa revision}'.—Of coorw tliw statement refera to work done o» the lodes only, and does not take into account a, 

couple of alluTial holes smik by Holclmri, about 8 chains to the cast of the lodes.
.!
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385. Was there no work at all there that M'Xeill could have claimed to have been done before you went W. Garland, 
.on to the ground ? 'The only work that was done when 1 went on to the ground was that which I have F.nq. 
already referred to. There was about two days’ work for one man. It would be very hard to cover any e.T^i'Haa' 
holes such as you refer to, because the ground is all rock. - “ne?" HB8‘
3S0. You said just now that the battery was constructed at a cost of £3,000 ? I was told that that was '
tbe cost; that is what it cost Mr. Holtermann.
387. Carriage and labour were higher then ? Labour was no higher, though carriage may have been a
little higher. •
388. You did not give anything like £3,000 for it F No.
380. Have you any objection to state what you did give for it? I am not one of the purchasers, .
300. Did you ever hear what tho price-given for it was? Yes. ''
391. 'Will you state the amount ? £500.
302. You say that the fourteen leases, with the battery thrown in, fetched only £9,000 ? Yes.
303. Are you aware that one of the bases was floated for £100,000? Yes.
301. Mr. Garland.] Nominal capital? Yes They floated 100,000 shares. ,
395. Chairman-.'] Is not a large proportion of the value of 100,000 shares given to them by what is now
called the Vanderbilt ? Yes. .
396. The value of that land alone, quite apart from the battery aad the other leases, would be £40,000 
or £50,000 ? Not at tbe present time.
307. Wliat do you suppose would be tbe value of the Vanderbilt lead at an ordinary time? I do not 
believe it is worth more than £20,COO. '
398. Supposing you were purchasing tho lead owned by M'Neill what would be the marketable value ?
We sold it for £7,000. 1
399. Supposing it were put upon the open market, what do you think would be tbe real value under com
petition ? We thought ourselves lucky to get what we did for it.
400. What would you put down the whole thing at now? I would not be one of the parties to purchase
at £7,000. 1 r
401. Supposing you floated M'Neill and party’s lease into a company, what would you consider a fair return
for your labour and good fortune ih finding the lode, and your efforts to develop it ? If I got £2,000 
for a fourth share in tbe lease I should think myself well paid. r
402. JUr, 6far/ait(L] As a matter of fact you were satisfied with what you got? Yes. ,
403. What is your opinion of Captain’s Iflat as a mining centre? Outside of the Vanderbilt I would not
give a great deal for any property, that is so far as it is developed at present. ,
404. I believe the Vanderbilt mine is likely to turn out a very valuable property ? Yes.
405. It might be worth half a million yet? Yes.
400. And M'Neill and party have lost the chance of getting that mine then? Yes, I suppose so.
407. At the time you made application for the land had you any information showing you whether it was 
available or not ? I knew-tliat it bad been refused to M'Neill because that bad been some months before 
I took it up ; I wrote down and found it was available for lease, and I leased it in the ordinary course.
408. As a matter of fact, when you leased the land you found that it bad been available for five months? '
Yes.
409. Had you known before prospecting it that the land was rich in silver you would have taken posses
sion of it before ? Yes.
410. Mr. JTfrivfafi.] You say you are aware that the lease had been refused to M'Neill and party ? I saw
it through the Gazette. ' ■ _
411. Mr. M/nc.} You say that no objection was raised by M'Neill when you took possession. Did you 
see his pegs upon the ground ? I saw the surveyor’s pegs, because I accepted the survey of it.
412. Did you not see M'Neill’s pegs ? No. .
413. You have not seen them at all ? No.
414. Chairman.'] Did you ever come across any datum pegs ? No. The only pegs I saw were
surveyors’ pegs. .
415. You have also said that after pegging out, you and Holehan worked the land continuously. Up to 
what date did you work it continuously ? Up to the 20th November, 1887.
416. Mr. Gale.] You say you never knew M'Neill to do auy prospecting ? Yes ; that is what I said. ;
417. But you came upon the hole and took up the lease subsequent to his residence on the spot ? Yes.
Ho had a quarter of an acre on this lease. That was taken up before wo made application for the lease
at all.
418. Are you not aware from rumour that M'Neill was the original prospector, and the means of developing 
whatever there is at Captain s Hat ? I know that M'Neill’s name on the field was never mentioned in 
connection with the prosperity of the Vanderbilt mine. Holehan’s name has been mentioned though. .
410. Do you say that you are not aware that M'Neill was tho original prospector at Captain’s Fiat ?
He was one of them.
420. Chairman.] You went there two years after he had prospected ? I went there in April, 1886. ,
421. That was two years after M'Neill and party were said to have prospected this land ? Yes. .
422. Therefore it was impossible for you to sec them prospecting? Yes. ,
423. Mr. Waldron.] Did you mention in your evidence that anyone was iu possession of the'land ? No.
424. And yet you saw M'NeiU’e house upon a portion of it? Yes. ■
425. Did you give any special notice to him? No. ■ ,
426. M'Neill’s portion of it was only a mining tenement? He had taken it up as a mining tenement, 
and that cannot be objected to when you take up a lease.
427. Did yon know that be held a mineral license ? I did not.
428. lie never told you so ? No; I am certain that he did not, at the time I took up tho ground, hold »
miner’s right.
429. Then how did he come to have this quarter of an acre ? Like a great many other men there, he was 
in possession.
430. Mr. Gale.] Was he not residing on a mineral conditional purchase application? No; it was a
mineral lease application. ‘
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• 'William Henry Capper, Esq., called in, sworn, and examined :—
_ W., H.. . 431, CAa/man.] Wliat is your position? I am clerk-in-charge of the Conditional Sales Branch of the 
Capper, Esq. LandH Dcpartment;. ... .

432. Canyon tell us the date of the application for the mineral conditional purchase of Jason Irving ?J June, 1888. ^ JulyJ lg82 M
433. I believe that Irving never fulfilled certain conditions? Ho; ho did not at the end of the three 
years lodge the necessary declaration and pay the usual instalments.
434. And the mineral conditional purchase was forfeited ? Tes. ' ,
433. Then the land became open to the public? Tes; that I cannot say. It may hare been notified as 
a reserve.
43(3. Could it have been notified as a reserve while it was a mineral conditional purchase ? No. ■ __
437. Until the land was forfeited it could not possibly have been a portion of the quarry reserve ? No ;
provided Jason Irving’s title was good. , *
438. And there arc indications that the title of Jason Irving was good up to the time he failed to fulfil 
certain conditions ? Yes.
439. During the times tho conditions were fulfilled the quarry reserve should not have been declared over 
the mineral conditional purchase ? No.
440. Can you produce any document relating to the quarry reserve ? Yes.
441. What is the date of proclamation? The 20th September, 1882.
442. That is subsequent to the application of Jason Irving for a mineral conditional purchase ? Yes, 
413, Two months later ? Yes.
444. Can you give us the boundaries of this quarry reserve ? Yes. They are contained in a Oazctle 
notice in these terms :—

Department of Lands, Sydney, 20th September, 1882. 
Reserve from Sale fop, Quaeuv. _ _

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified that in pursuance of tho 
provisions of the 4th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801, the land specified in the schedule appended 
hereto shall be reserved from sale for quarry. JOHN ROBERTSON.

No. 103. County of Murray, pariah of Bullnllaba, at Captain’s Flat, area, about 140 acres. The Crown lands within 
the following boundaries : Commencing on the right hank of the Molonglo River, at the south-west corner of portion 3 
(John Hosking’s 79 acres), and bounded thence on the north by the south boundary of that portion east to its south-east 
corner; thence on the east by a line south 40 chains ; thence ou the south hy a line bearing west to the rigiit hank of the 
aforesaid river; and thence on the west by that river downwards to tho point of commencement.
445. These boundaries include the land given to Jason Irving as a mineral conditional purchase ? That I 
cannot say ; but suppose it does include Jason Irving’s selection it would not affect ths validity of the 
purchase, provided he had fulfilled tbe conditions.
446. But, as a matter of fact, tbe mineral conditional purchase would affect the validity of that part of
the reserve? Yes. ,
447. You could not well declare a reserve over a mineral conditional purchase? Not while it stood good.
448. Yet tbe proclamation has done so ? No, it has not. The proclamation refers to Crown lands only ; 
the mineral conditional purchase was not Crown land.
449. Assuming that Jason Irving’s mineral conditional purchase became forfeited would not the whole of 
it revert to the quarry reserve—would it ho Crown land, and he subject to a fresh proclamation ? I 
think it would require a fresh proclamation. The case of Edolls v. Tcrle to some extent governs this.
450. If the Department wrote to the applicant for a mineral lease, whose land was on this mineral con
ditional purchase, and told him that it could not be granted because the land was on a reserve, that would 
ho ail incorrect answer ? I do not know that I quite follow your question, but so far as I understand it 
if what you say were done it would seem to he an error. I am an officer of tho Lands Department, and 
am supposed to know nothing about mineral leases.
451. Mr. Waldron.] Is there anything in tbe papers to show that this application of Joseph Irving’s 
might'not have been granted ? It was granted as far as the Department were concerned. It rested with 
Irving to fulfil tho conditions.
452. The application was regular ? Yes. _
453. Is it not the practice of the Department to chart these applications on a map within a short time 
after they are made ? They are not charted as a rule until they are measured.
454) What would bo the average time ? There is no limit.
455. Would it be within three years ? No; it might never take place.
456. But it must take place before the issue of a grant ? Certainly.
457. Then it is quite conceivable that a person applying otherwise in respect to the same land might not 
know of the application for a mineral conditional purchase? I cannot answer that question. _
458. Chairman.] Do you not communicate with the Mines Department when you arc granting mineral 
conditional purchases ; that is to say, do you have any communication with them to ascertain whether they 
are covering their ground ? Under certain circumstances we have; hut there would be no necessity to 
communicate in this case, because the land is described as ordinary Crown land, open to selection.
459. As a matter of fact does the Mining Department know when and where you issue these mineral 
conditional purchases until after they have issued ? No, certainly not.
460. They have no knowledge of your granting mineral conditional purchases? We do not grant 
mineral conditional purchases ; if the land ia Crown land the title is good.
461. Has the Mines Department any knowledge of the area covered hy these conditional purchases ? 
Mining conditional purchases cannot be made on land reserved for mining purposes.
462. But they have iu this case ? No; this purchase was taken up before the gold reserve was pro
claimed. If the conditional purchase had been taken up subsequent to the date of that proclamation it 
would be a bad one.
463. But how comes it in your opinion that the Mining Department can go and issue a mineral lease ? 
They could not do it, only on account of the gold-field having been proclaimed on the 27th September, 1882.
464. Mr. GWe.] The gold-field extends over an area of the quarry reserves ? Yes.
4G4£. If the mineral conditional purchase taken up by Jason Irving was within the boundaries of the gold 

. reserve proclaimed iu September, 1882, would it become Crown land, or become a portion of tho gold
reserve, in the event of it becoming-forfeited ? It would become Crown lands.

'£0 MlNtTES OF EVIDES'CE TAKES BEFORE THE SELECT COHStlTTEK OS .
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TEVMDAY, 7 JUNE, 1838,

Mr. RYRIE, | Me. GARLAND.

E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq., in the Chair,

G-. C. Waldron, Esq., appeared on lehalf of Hugh M'Neill and party.

Mr. Edward Holehan called in, sworn, and examined :—
435. Chairman.7] What are you ? I am a miner. Mr.
466. Where are you residing at present P Captain’s Flat is my address. Holehan.
I TM^ne of the fiH;1 beli°Te ^ We” amongst tlie first ljarV who went to prospect at Captain’s Flat??

3^^° wen^ with you at that time ? Hugh M'Neill and William Harkness.
4G9. 1 ou went at the same time ? Yes.
JJ®' yand Harkness and M'Neill went in the same party ? Yes; we were partners.
Vanderbilt groiSd ?°r Y™ time afterwards’ ^oli prospected the pieco of ground now known as the

472, Was M'Neill a partner with you then ? No.
Cftoirmajj.] Can you fix the date P No ; we never kept a diary.

4/4. Could you mention it approximately ? I could not.
475. How long do you think it was ? About four years'ago. ■

w "f W°ul1d le1in .1884, ? 1 could not ™'Y racily ; I think it must have been, 
a vu w partnership with M'Neill and Harkness then ? Long before that.
478. Afr. Garland.] When you first went on to this piece of land which is the subject of inquiry it was 
III m?r0Un<t WaI1 j not { J’ltere was nofc a ^S11 of a Pick ever having been put into it.
4/9. I he surface had not been broken? No ; not at that time.
M,°' y°U Irbat *°.ok Place after you prospected the ground, it being virgin ground ? When
S't?tdr™+V ril ]ll\hf ti7 wMTeial1 Il0ng the Hat’ andI fl8ked ^veral to |ve me a hand to 
try to find something bettor, but they all declined. However I got one man, Mr. McGrath; he agreed
to prospect with me ; but gave it up after two days. Ho said it was too far to carry the stuff. I said I 
would stick to it myself. It was costing me the same amount to he idle as it was to work. I worked on 
tbe land for between three w'eeks and a month single-handed.
^1:i did y0* d°T?k d fcank shafts up the gully, getting reef gold; then started cutting
up a hill until the gold ran out. Then I cut back and found the vein.
482. Chairman.] What depth did you sink the shafts ? The depths were about 7 feet.

-a-0U are 4ul^o positive of that ? Somo may be over aud some less than 7 feet
7 {“‘ a'ep ? Tl,“e " om th»t 1 ” » 7 fat, and ths

totSmZSmea„tt8“re‘I'er'? Th,eesh*f,a' »”8 »f "'h“h 1- » fat; Icould nrt bee^, I

486. Mr. Garland.'] Was M'Neill with you at this work? No '
free^™'1 ^ “ y°U COme * ftpply in 1884 with M<Kei11 and party? We will come to that

48ff Mr. Garland.] How dkl you take M'Neill in as a partner? When I found the lode I Went down
489hl CwltVwh0! ^ «7 land’ andJ Said’ 11 baVC f0imd tho lode' and 1 tllbfc ^ ia ^ry good.”
489. Chan man ] What part of the year was it—was it in the winter when there is frost and snow ?b No
it was not winter; it was mild weather. ■ lUBl/ ‘lIlu r 1,1
490. Then it was at the hegiuning or the end of 1884 ? It was very close to the winter. I went away to 
began°b °£ Carpentenug at BraKlwoor]>and 1 remember that the timber was frosty every morning when!

491. Tliat would be in the autumn of 1884 ? I cannot say exactly.
492. Mr. Waldron.] How long had you been on the place before you spoke to M'Neill ? I do not know ;
l suppose a tew weeks. ^,
fn thidisl^llld3 SaW M^eiU? / ^ t0 bisAaCe and CaUed him out 1 had a prospect
m the dish. I said, The vein is pretty good, and wo had better secure the ground.” I said I had a
promise of a job from the Government to do a bridge at Wagga Wagga, and that if I got the job I should
earn a few pounds, and bo able to put a good shaft down when I came hack. M'Neill said to me “ Do
IwrlX ir3 .13;1"7 grdl? “ It:S g00,d eno’lg1' for me> but 1 do no* want to force you to take
I bI™Z both1 irtlf P en y ? C°me “} W,Tth “e‘ P a,so went t0 Mr. Edwards, at Braidwood, and 
I brought both of them on to the ground. I said to them, “There is the shaft, and there is the vein.
There are iny tools; you can take them aud prospect for yourselves. You will never have to say that I
- r™ ?vlucll/ou I1ni>r]lt regret-” T1'i- went and tried the ground at oSe. ?

494. i/r. Waldron.] What time elapsed between your coming to M'Neill and you going to'Mr. Edwards
lo- b”aSmg them on to the ground ? I think the two things occurred on the same day r
49o Chairman.] But does not Eduards live 26 miles away? Ho was at Captain’s Fkt at the time 
After trying the ground they appeared to be satisfied. I said, '' I want only one-fifth of this, and by your
co^]liwIrdsewtask£9 2sP6dtl'e gr0Und n^6’11 and J-011 can have tho rest between you.” AU tliat it

496. Mr. Garland.] M'Neill has sworn that he was the discoverer of this land ? I can bring up fifty 
FHtyeT t0 Pr°Ve t lat ^ WaH n0t‘ AS faT aS 1 lmo',v,! M<Nein haB n°t discovered anything ia Captaiffl

497. Chairman] You say that you discovered the gold lode ? Yes.
498. Then is it not possible that M'Neill may have discovered a silver vein? I do not know what he
claims to have discovered; but 1 have not heard of his discovering anything. ■

841—E ' ' ■
499.
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499. It is quite possible that after you had been at work another man might have come along and 
■ Ho 0 an- discovered the samo vein ? I have prospected all along the land, and I have found no work done except 

- that which I have done myself.
U 1 ’ 500. After what you say happened you went away ? I did.

501. How long were you away ? Seven months.
502. Is it not the practice of old miners to occasionally cover up a find which they are anxious that other
people should not see ? I have been twenty years prospecting, and I have never done such a thing yet; 
I have never seen any mate of mine do it." ■ ■
503. Mr. Garland.'] w ould it be possible where the silver lode occurs for any work in a practical sense to 
be done without your detecting it, no matter what effort might ho made to conceal it F I do not think it 
would be possible to avoid detection. It might be possible in alluvial country, but it would not be possible 
in country like that.

• 504. Chairman.] Supposing a man had sworn that there were no shafts sunk, and that there was very little
. ' work done on the land here and there, you yourself "having sworn that three shafts were sunk on the

ground to which you arc now referring ? I should reckon that the man who said so had made a mistake.
■ ■ 505. In the same way you yourself may he making a mistake ? I might ho making a mistake as to the

work on the alluvial land, hut I cannot be making a mistake as to any work claimed to have been done 
where the lode is.
506 .Mr. Garland.] The shafts you claim to have sunk are on the alluvial fiat ? Yes. I also opened up 
the lode on the hill.
507. It would be impossible to do a day’s work on the hill without the result of that work being detected ? 
Yes.
508. Even though they were covered up with earth ? It would be a hard job to get earth. It is not likely 
that if I were prospecting the ground I should pass over many yards unnoticed.
509. Mr. Waldron.] "When you took M'Neill and Edwards on to the ground did you show them the shafts 
you had sunk ? I showed them nothing but the vein.
510. Chairman.] Will you continue your narrative of what took place ? Yes. After Edwards had paid 
the necessary money in connection with the taking up of the land, we all paid our expenses equally. 
There were Geary, the two Edwards, M'Neill, and myself, McGrath would have nothing to do with it. 
M'Neill and I rode into Queanbeyan and took up the laud. I saw my name in the application. I said to 
M'Neill, “I must now' earn some money to prospect this ground ; look out that nothing occurs to it before 
I come back.” He said, “ It will be all right, wherever you go.” I said, “That is nil I want; if any money 
is required while I am away I will send it.” I sent a cheque to Edw ards from Wagga. When I had 
finished work there, I came back with the intention of thoroughly prospecting the ground. I was prepared 
to do so at the time. When I came on to the place I found that I had no interest. I went to M'Neill 
and asked him what was the cause of it. He told me that Edwards had advised him to do what he had 
done, I said, “I did not think that anyone could advise you against me after what I had done.” How
ever it was so. I went fo Edwards, and accused him of doing it. I went into his bar at Braidwood. 
He said to me, “ It is M'Neill’s doing.” I said. “ Between both of you you have done the trick anyhow j 
but you had better watch the land, because I will get it if I possibly cau.”
511. Granting that your story is perfectly true, you went away under the belief that you had made a lond.
fide application in your name P Yes ; I believed that a bond fi.de application had been made. ,
512. Supposing that bond fide application were refused ? I loft it to my mates to look after me. They 
assured me'that they would do so.
513. Supposing they did their best to comply with the law as far as they were concerned, and yet were 
thrown ont of the land, suppose they made their application and were refused, would not your whole argu
ment fall through ? They passed me by when they made the second application.
514. Suppose the application was refused through no fault of theirs, then, so far ns they are concerned,
they cannot be held in any way responsible for it ? Certainly, I do not mean to say they are. ■
515. Jlfr. Garland.] But if they had been honorable men, seeing that you had made the discovery, you
would have expected them, iu making the second application, to have included your name ? 1 got an
assurance from them before they went away that they would do so.
516. Chairman.] When did you ascertain thatyour first application had fallen through? Notuntillcame
back from Wagga Wagga. '
517. What did you understand then ? I found that a second application had been made, and that three 
of us had been put out and strangers taken in.
518. But would not all the work you had done go for naught in the face of the fact that your application 
was refused ? From a legal point of view of course it would.
519. .1 suppose they started afresh when they made the fresh application, leaving yonr name out. Up to 
that point yon had been connected with them ? There was no fresh party. I do not know that you can 
say a fresh party made the application.
520. Your connection with the first application in your opinion gave you a moral claim to a part iu the
second application ? Yes. _

■ 521. All you have told us hitherto led up to the failure of the first application. What connection had you
with the claim after that. So far as you arc concerned you knew nothing about the second application ? 
I knew it was made, and that was all.
522. You did not know what became of it? I did some time afterwards. I saw from a local paper that 
it was refused.
523. Mr. Garland.] Who was the prospector of the Koh-i-noor? I was.
524. Did M'Neill do any prospecting there? No. We were partners at that time.
525. Did you discover both the Koh-i-noor and the Vanderbilt leads ? Yes, and also Holtermaun’s
quart-zerushing mine. .
526. You have been on the field all this time ? Yes, until my funds have been exhausted and I have 
been compelled to get some work.
527. Is there any known vein on the field that has been opened by M'Neill ? Not that I am aware of.
He has helped to work a claim after it has been found. ,
528. You would not consider M'Neill a prospector ? Not as finding tbe vein himself.
529. His work has been nearly all confined to wages ? Yes, pretty well. I cannot see where he has ever
done any prospecting. 530.
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530. Then any claim he might make to be a prospector would be a bogus one? I should think so. I do 
not know that he has done any prospecting for which he was not paid.
5S1. ]s not a man called a prospector when he is working on wages ? Ifb.
532. Qhairmm.'] M‘]STeill was one of the original prospecting party who opened the Flat as a field? Tes.
533. Although he had net the good luck to discover any special vein ? iNo.
534. Did he belong to any party as a contributing shareholder when they discovered a vein ? Certainly, 
as far as his labour was concerned, but not as a money contributor.
535. You were acting in the interests of JTlveill as well
Tes. ' -

o75. Did you see the datum peg? Ko.~

Mr.
E. Holehan. 

7 June, 18S8.‘

as your own when you discovered the Koh-i-noor?

530. Have yon ever seen M'ihcill working on the Vanderbilt ground at any time, except to try a dish of 
airt ? I have never seen him work continuously at any time.
o37. IVhen you came Lack from liVagga Wagga you found the ground in much tbe same condition as 
when you left it? To the best of my belief there was no change. I think no prospecting had been done. 
I am sure that there had been no work.
538.. Air. Ab/rie.] Did you ever see M'Neiirs pegs in the ground? I saw pegs which M'Neill and I first 
put into the ground ; but I do not admit f hat they were M'Neill’s pegs.
539. Chairnum^] Ton discovered the lead aud M'Neill and Edwards joined you, and you put in your pegs 
as applicant for a mineral lease? Tes. 1 held the land under a mineral license before 1 held it under a' 
mineral lease.
540.. If any witness has stated that he did not see the datum peg he must be in error ? Tes, The peg 
was in the ground, although the witness might not have seen it.
541. Mr. Garland.] M'Neill says iu bis evidence ■
eto’ ’^0 ^0Iir k^vdedge did he mark out the land in virtue of a mineral license ? Nofc to my knowledge.
543. As a matter of fact M'Neill says he pegged out the Land in virtue of a mineral license, aud 
subsequently applied for it as a lease ? He pegged out the residence tenement under a miner’s right. I 
helped him to get the timber and to build the house.
544. Then the land lie holds there is not in virtue of a mineral license'? I do not think so. 1 think if lie
had bad a mineral license I should have known it. He pegged out the residence long before there was 
any prospecting on the Vanderbilt bill. '
545. Mr. Ryrie.] Tbe residence tenement was on the lease? Tes.
54G. How many years was it before you discovered tbe vein ? A good while, because at the time we were 

starting Holtermann s Gold-mining Company. They were getting their machinery erected, 
o47. Are you sure that M'Neill took out a residence under his miner’s right long before the land was 
prospected or applied for? J am sure of it,
548. And that his house was placed there ? Tes.
o49. Now l0,1g before ? It must have been a long time. M'Neill told me that he was thinking of getting 
married, and he asked me if I knew of any good place which be could peg out as a residence allotment. 
J. took him across the fiat, and I said, “This is about as nice a place as any about the flat.” He asked me 
to put up the house, and I did so.
550. Chairman.] As a matter of fact you can tell us nothing about the second application ? No.
551. Beyond the fact that you claim that you ought to have been included in it? Tes.
oj2. Mr. Garland.] Jn regard to tbe silver lode, now the Vanderbilt lode, which gives value to the land, 
who first opened it? I think your brother and myself. ■
553. When you found that silver lode was valuable what did you do? I went to vour brother and told
him about it, and had some assays made privately myself. ' *
554. Mr. Waldron.] This was before application was made by William Garland? Tes. 
every day when we were working on the land, and he never said anything to me about it.
555. How long did you work upon the land from the time you opened it ? Some five or six months. We
sunk a considerable length of shaft. ‘
ooG. Tou sent a payment to Edwards while you were away at Wagga? Tes.
557. What was it for ? To pay mv mining liabilities,
558. What would they be? _My liabilities in Captain’s Elat.
559. Had be applied to you for anything? I told him when I was leaving that if any expenses occurred 
from time to time I would send him money if he would let me know.
550. Did he write to you for money ? Tes. ‘
561. What amount did you send him ? £5.
itmvi ^i?'1 S!7 when you what you thought to he a payable vein you went at once to
r/nbvi ’ an<*' 011 samc ^*7 M'Neill and Edwards looked over the land and agreed to take it up ? Tes. 
o63. Ihen you pegged it out at once? Tes.
564, At that time did M'Neill hold a mineral license? J could not say.

I?,11 t0 havc tlic land n<: timt timc mlder a mineral license yourself? Yes.
566. What season of the year was it when you were away at Wagga Wanna ? '
seven months in a part of the winter and the summer. * °
567. The first application was made in August, 1884,1 believe? 
suppose it would be something like that.
568. When you came back you found that the application to which vou were a party had been refused,
and that the land bad been applied for again? Tes. ”
o69. When did you know that tbe land was open to be taken up as a mineral lease? I did not come hero 
prepared with dates. . ■
570. Mr. Garland.] Was it before you pegged out the ground? Tes.
o7l. As a matter of fact tbe land applied for by William Garland and partv was included in the apnlh 
cation? les. ' "
572. Mr. Waldron.] Did it not include the land where M'Neill lives? 
include a man’s private residence,
573. As a matter of fact was it not included ? I do not think so.
574. Did yon put in the pegs for tho application by William Gariand ?

I met M'Neill

gga ? 1 was away from two to

I could not say about the day, hut I

I do not think so. Tou cannot

1 helped him to do so.
Ov/JAi vtm ;H-t; i.jie uaumi |jt*£ r J>0.

o76. Did you soe M'Ncili’s pegs ? There was a peg on tho south-west corner, and a peg ia the north-east 
corner, but J. do not know wh^sc pegs thoy were, 577
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577. Did you put in the pegs with M'Xeiil ? Yes.
578. Did you not see the same pegs then ? I could not say that they were the pegs.
579. Mr. Garland.] As a matter of fact might not these pegs be those of M'Neill a second application.
Yfts580. ’ Chairman.'] The first time you pegged out the land did it include hTNeill’s residence area? It
in cl tided part, but not the whole. 1.110
581. The second time you pegged out with William Garland did you peg out the samo area as betore i
It might not have been the same. We pegged out according to the survey pegs the second time.
582. Mr. Bt/rie.] Was not the land surveyed according to M'Neills first application, les; but tho
survey lines might not strike through pegs. . . , ,. ,
583 So far as you can gather, the land vou pegged out tho second time was the samo as that which you
pegged out when you were with M'Neill and Edwards ? I cannot swear that it was tho same land.
581. But to the best of your belief it was ? Yes. . o w
585. Mr. Waldron.] You say that the first pegging included a portion of the residence area . les.
586. Then the second must have done the same ? lies; I suppose so. twixt •hi
587. In pegging out the second time you followed tho survey pegs which had been put in on M. JXeiil s
application ? Yos, certainlv. , ,
588. You were in the party'with William Garland which took up the ground which had been surveyed on
M'NeiH’s former application ? Yes,
589. You sold your interest iu it? Yes. , T , ni . , , rm. ,
590. What was the price you obtained for it? I got £1,700 odd, and I held one-fourth interest. That
was for the 40 acres.
591. To whom did you soli? To the Vanderbilt Company. a' at
592. Did you have any interests in excess of tho cash price in the shares of the Company r ^one.
Cm. Mr. Garland.] M'Neill told us this ? If ho stated such a thing ho stated what was not true.
594. Mr. Waldron.'] Is there any difficulty in finding evidence of the work yon did on the kmd. Ao, 
There arc four or five men in Sydney at the present time who are prepared to give evidence with reterence

595. What work was done prior to M'Neill’s coming 011 to it? It was chiefly on the alluviiu ground, 
and it may have been washed away. There would be no difficulty in discovering what was done on the 
rock
596. What would bo the extent of the work you had done on the rock? I should have to make a
calculation. I suppose it might represent a few weeks work. A portion of the time 1 may have been 
carrying my pick OH mv shoulder, but at other times I was working with a hammer and pick, and a 
shovel. _________

TUESDAY, 12 JUEE, 1888.
iPrmnt:—

Mb. O’SULLIVAN, 
Mb. ABIGAIL,

Mb. GALE,
Me. GAHLAND,

Mb. HAWKEN.
E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq., in the Chair.

G. C. Waldron, Esq., solicitor, appeared for Hugh M'Neill and party.

Esq.

12 Juno, 1888.

William Henry John Slee, Esq., called in, sworn, and examined :
W. H. J. Slee, 597. Chairman.] What is your position ? I am Inspector of minos, and Superintenden t of diamond drills ■ 

1?-‘" 598. Canyon produce any papers in this case of M'Neill and party? I have reported with regaid to
Captain’s Elat silver-field. , T , . .i. j. t ,
599. What was your opinion of the flat ? I suppose you mean as a silver-field. I reported on the held 
in 1885, when it-was worked for gold. I was the first to inform them that they had silver which they had
thrown away. I reported generally on the field in Eebruary, 1885.
600. What was the nature of your reports ? It was with reference to general matters; I have made two
reports with reference to Captain’s Elat. .................... T1 __
601. What is your opinion of the flat as a mining centre ; is it likely to last. I think so; I nave every
reason to believe so. „ „ ,, , , ,,
602. Have you auy recollection of the different mines there ? I was there only two or three months ao0.
603. Do you know the Vanderbilt lode? Yes; I wras over them. . . . T -j. r t
601. What is your opinion of that property ? I have not seen it since it lias been open. I saw it lirst
when it was Irving’s selection. „ , n n 1 j 1
605. What is your opinion of the hill as a silver lode ? When I reported upon it only gold had been
found.
606. Mr. Garland.] The silver lode had not been found ? No.
607, Chairman.] ’You wrcre there a few months ago ? Yes ; but I was not over this land.
COS. You did not go over the Vanderbilt hill when you wont up the last time ? No.
609. You think, however, that Captain’s Elat is likely to be a permanent silver-field ot groat value i i

610. Do you remember ever giving a report to the Lanas Department against the granting of Irvings
conditional purchase ? Yes. ii? r
611. What induced you to give that report ? I had tried some prospecting on the land myselt. 1 was 
therewith another man who took out some prospects; I washed them and found gold m them. ^ I 
reported to the Department of Mines, as it wras my duty to do, drawing attention to the fact, and saying 
that I thought a mineral conditional purchase should not be allowed,
612. You wanted the land reserved as a gold-field ? Yes.
613. But the Lauds Department went on with tho miueral conditional purchase ? That I cannot say.
My report was sent to the Department of Mines. .
614. Did you report in favour of tho granting of a quarry reserve? 1 reported that a reserve might jie
made for limestone on that same hill. ■
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615. I suppose you were not airare when, the reserve was marked out that it included a mineral con-^'P-J’SImj 
ditional purchase ? No. ' Exp
610. Mr. Waldron.'] When did you first report upon the matter? In March, 1885.
617. What was the nature of your report at that time, that is, the general nature of it? I reported ■ une' 
generally on the field. I reported that instead of there being quartz-veins as there were supposed to be 
there were gossan lodes. Instead of its being a gold-field it was likely to turn out a large silver-field.
618. Ton knew at the time of the mining conditional purchase application of Jason Irving? I did.
619. And in the course of your report you referred to it? I did.
6J0. Do you know a man named M‘Neill up there? Yes. He showed me where the land was.
621. That was in March, 18S5 ? Yes.
622. Ho was prospecting it ? Yes, he was prospecting there; hut there was a mineral conditional pur- • 
chase application at the Lime.
623. Have you a distinct recollection of referring to the land as being silver-bearing, in a conversation 
with hTNcill ? No; I referred to gold being found on this particular piece of land ; but Montgomery’s 
land, now called the Kooh-i-noor, was the only mine at work at that time. I referred to its being silver
hearing, I reported with reference to this particular mining conditional purchase that the land was gold
hearing, and I requested that it might not be sold.
624. You consider that the wholo nature of tho district was silver-hearing? The whole nature of the 
district was mineral-bearing silver, gold, and copper.
625. Then if M‘Nei!l has sworn that you referred to the place where he was working as being silver
bearing, it is likely that he would he right ? I referred to the place where he was working as being gold
bearing ; but I referred generally to the field as being gold and silver hearing.
626. -3.fr. Garland') If STNeill has sworn that you pointed out what is now the silver lodo on tho Yan- 
derbilt, and told Jinn that ho had a very valuable silver property would that bo true ? No. What I 
pointed out to him was the gold in the land which he had prospected. I sent some prospects down to the 
Department, and said that probably the whole districtuvould turn out to be a silver-field.
627. Did you not pick out any particular lode close by? Not as a silver-bearing lode.
628. Mr. Waldron.] MTYcill says in his evidence,—

124^, A Government official ? Yes, Mr. Stee. He said to me, “ M'Ncill, you have a nice bit of silver 
lode there; stick to it and it will be real good.”

■^° say that. I might have said to him that if the conditional purchase were disallowed he
ought to stick to ihe land and try to get it. No doubt I said something to that effect. •
629. Chairman.] AVliy ought he to stick to the land. If the conditional purchase were disallowed ho 
would have as much right to it as any one else—because it was valuable, I suppose ? Well, gold 
had been found on it.
630. I'rom what you said, he might draw the inference which has been named ? I am quite sure that I 
did not say anything about silver on this side of the creek. As a matter of fact, silver had not been 
discovered there.
631. Mr. Gale.] Were you the first person who discovered the presence of silver at Captain’s Flat? I 
was the first person to draw Montgomery’s attention to the fact that they wore not working quartz-reefs, 
but gossan loads containing silver. I told them the stuff which they had thrown over the shaft was 
actually silver ore. I took some silver ore and had it assayed.
632. Mr. Garlandd] That was on the Kooh-i-noor lode ? Yes.
633. CTmiVwan.] You remember in 1885 when you looked over the Vanderbilt lode and saw some indica
tion of gold-bearing stuff, did you see any projecting work about there ? Yes; there were some holes 
hero and there. M'Neill told me that he did all the prospecting,
634. Did you see any shafts sunk ? No ; I do not think so.
635. How deep would the holes bo? They wore all shallow holes.
630. Was MNeill actually working the ground when you spoke to him ? I came on to tho ground and 
saw the man at work, and asked him what he was doing. '
637. Mr. llaMcon.] What was the nature of the ground ? It was rocky on the surface, but there were 
little solt veins running right through the rode containing gold.
638. Mr. Waldron.] You knmv the boundaries of the 20 acres pointed out by MlNeill ? No: I could not 
say that I do ; but I went all over the land.
639. Some portions are alluvial and some are rocky, I suppose ? Tho lower portion going towards the 
creek is covered with alluvium, but in the upper portion, that is on the middle of the hill, the rocks come 
right out to the surface.
640. I suppose the work you principally saw there would consist of the holes. You do not remember 
seeing any work below ? _ No. Of course there might have been work there. The work was done when 
the Jnnd was under conditional purchase application.
64L Mr. Garland.] At the time you saw JVTNcili, what is now known as the Vanderbilt lode was not 
discovered ? I saw the lode on the top, hut it wras not discovered as a silver lode,

No work was being done on it? No.
643. Wbat M’Neill was prospecting on tho hill was a little narrow gold-vein ? It was a narrow vein 
containing gold. There were three or four places where we tried and got gold on the length of the hill. 
6*.’•., ■ Assuming that M'Neill was prospeotiug for gold was it subsequently discovered that
this identical piece or land was rather silver-bearing? I believe that has since been the result. But in 
my report I slated distinctly that I recommended the Minister for Mines to disallow the granting of the 
mineral conditmnal purchase because the land contained gold, as I thought, in payable quantities, I 
mentioned nothing about silver in my report at that time.
615. It was subsequent to that, then, that you discovered that there was silver there? Yes. That was 
at Jlontgomery’s mine,
946. Mr. Abigail ] Effect was given to your report afterwards by refusing a mineral conditional pur- 
cnaae r ios71 have read so since. r
647. Mr. Waldron.] You say that effect was given to your report by the refusal of Jason Irving’s appli- 
nm1' .Jou caimot S!iy wl'at 'vuro the reasons of the refusal ? No. My report was sent to the Lauds 
Oilme with a strong recommendation that ihe mineral conditional purchase should not be granted.
648. But you arc not prepared to say that it was in consequence of this rcpoit that the application was
refused ? Is o ; I can only say that I reported upon it. ^ 649, '
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6^9. ]\fr, Abigail.] Do you know whether tlie Minister approved oi your report, and seut that approval 
v ®S(1- on. to the Lands Department to influence them in granting a refusal F I believe he did -so. 
ivT^^tshb ®50. That was in 18S5P Yes.

•Mine, *651. 21r. Waldron.] Tho mineral conditional purchase was applied for in July,lS82P It might he. I 
was not specially sent to report upon it. I gave a general report of the field.

Evelyn Stephen, Esq., recalled and further examined
m. Stephen, 652. Chairman.] Have you the pa])Ors vou were directed to produce ? Yes. I produce all papers in eou- 

Euq. nection with the application of William Garland for a mineral lease at Captain's Elat: all papers in cou- 
llec^on "’ith the application of Lewis and Holtermann for a mineral lease at Captain’s Elat; all papers 

3 June,1888, -n c0nnect;0)i nfith Mr, J. H. Blatchford’s application for three mineral leases of 20 acres each at Cap
tain's Elat; and all the papers, including letters written by (he Department, in connection with the first 
and second applications of M'Neill and others at Captain’s Elat,
653. Mr. Waldron.] With regard to Elalchford’s application for the three 20 acres, have you not in your 
experience seen a great number of mineral lease applications granted at as low an area as 10 acres when 
the whole of the area of 20 acres has not been available ? A considerable number.
654. That is to say, when 20 acres were applied for, it being found by (he Department that 20 acres were 
not available, and that something less than 10 acres was available, you have known eases where the 
Department has given a lease of the available land? Yes. What I intended to convey to the Committee 
before in my evidence was that that course would have been pursued in this case, only that at the date oi 
the refusal of the application the whole area appeared to be available, and in consequence the application 
was refused to enable the man to take up the whole land afresh, which might obviate the necessity of his 
paying a fresh survey fee.
655. The Department having refused an application of 20 acres in this case did not in accordance with its 
ordinary practice grant a lease for the available portion in the interest, we would say, of tho applicant, that he 
might apply again to take, up the 20 acres ? There was no departure from the practice of the Department. 
The usual practice of the Departraent in these eases is this: If at the time of the refusal of the first 
application the portion embraced in the reserve had not been available, the applicant would have been 
asked if he would accept a lease of the smaller portion of about Dor 10acres, and he would have got that lease 
granted. But as the Mining Act Further Amendment Act had been passed the reserve became open to lease, 
consequently the application was refused to enable the applicant to take up the whole area, the whole area 
being apparently available. It is never ihe practice to grant a lease of a small portion of the land when 
the whole area.would he available if the application was refused.
656. At the date of tho first application as a matter of record no portion of the land was available ; onc- 
half was included in Jason Irving’s mineral conditional purchase, and the other half was included, in a 
quarry reserve ? In reality at that time no portion of the land was available; Jason Irving's mineral 
conditional purchase had not been surveyed at the time.
657. I mean that as a matter of record at the time of the first application by M'Neill no portion of the 
land applied for was available P No portion was available.
658. But the Under Secretary pointed out to Jason Irving in refusing his application that it was a part 
of a reserve, and pointed out to M'Neill that the application was refused because the whole of the land 
applied for was part of a reserve ? Yes, because it was on a reserve.
659. And there is this further matter of record, (hat the intimation by the Under Secretary to M'Neill 
was incorrect because a portion of the land was not on a reserve, hut was included in Jason Irving’s 
mineral conditional purchase? I am not in a position to say yes orno to that question, because I do not 
know the law. The Gazette notice of Ihe reserve takes no notice of Jason Irving’s application, because 
that application had not been measured. Consequently it appeared to the Department that the whole 
land as comprised in the Gazette notice was part of tho reserve; Then afterwards Jason Irving's 
application for a mineral conditional purchase was measured. Thar cut into tins reserve. The question 
is one of law, of which I know nothing, that is, whether Jaeon Irving’s conditional purchase could be 
declared a reserve while it was in force, and also the point whether the mineral conditional purchase 
becoming cancelled for non-fulfilment of the declarations the land comprised in it would fall into tho 
reserve without a fresh proclamation.
660. Chairman.] Are yon not aware that the Privy Council has decided that all forfeited conditional 
purchases should he Crown Lands P I know nothing of tho legal aspect of the case.
661. Mr. Waldron.] The Under Secretary at the time of the refusal of the first application intimated to 
M'Neill that the application was refused because the land was on a reserve, but between the time of ihe 
application and the time of ifa refusal the new Mining Act had been passed? Yes.
662. M'Neill made his second application shortly after (he intimation of the Under Secretary ? Yes,
663. At the time of the refusal of the second application, was the ground of refusal stated to M'Neill?
Immediately after the gazetting of tho.refusal itwas. _
664. The ground of refusal was stated P The ground of refusal given urns that the land was not available. 
Here is a document dated the 12th Not ember, 1886. It is in these terms:—

Gentlemen, '
I am directed by the Secretary for Mines to inform you that your application for (lie mineral lease noted in tho 

margin has been refused, the land being unavailable. I bare, Ac.,
’ Geuaud IIkheixo.

665. That, I take it, was the notice which M'Neill received that his second application had been refused ? 
That is the notice which M'Neill appears to have swrorn that he never received.
666. As a matter of fact, was any portion of the land available at the time of the second application ? 
Yes; a portion of it was on a quarry reserve, ouLide of Jason Irving's mineral conditional purchase.
667. Was any intimation whatever given to M'Neill at tho time of the notice which I have just read that 
this land was available? No.
668. Yet you say that the portion of the land was available at that time ? Yes.
669. And tho course pursued in other cases el'inl'orming applicants that although the whole of the land for 
which they haveanplied is not available a portion of it is available, was not adopted in this ease ? No. 
toit). Mr. Abigail.] Who was the Minister for Mines qt thgt time ? Mr Fletcher.

671.
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G7l. Is it the custom- of tlie Department to deal with any application for a lease of less than 26 acres; Stephen,
unless the permission of the Minister is obtained before applying? No: in such cases the application is -®e(l'
refused. "
0/2, Before an application is made for less tlian 20 acres an application must be made to the Minister? 12 June, 1888. 
Yes; otherwise the application would be refused.
673. In this case M'Neill did not apply for any less area ? No.

^r' ■H-aw^;en-1, ^ understood you to say that in some cases, where a less quantity of land was avail- 
able than that applied for, not ice was sent to 1 he appl leant, that such area could be had ;—is that the case ?
J hat is done frequently in cases where the area, not available at the date of application, is still not available 
at the date or refusal. -
675. Can you state the peculiar_ circumstances which prevented the Department from sending this
applicant the customary notice with regard to the less quantity of land being available? Because the
whole area was available at the date of refusal.
676. Mr. Waldron.'] Then, as a matter of fact, tlie application was in a-worse position as far as notice
from the Department was concerned, because all the land ho had applied for was available at the time of 
refusal than it would have been if a less amount had been available at the time ? If a less area had been 
available he would have received notice of it. '
677. Because the whole of the land was available he was not notified ? The custom to which reference '
has been made is not invariably adopted.
678. In this case, because the whole of the land applied for was available at the time of refusal, the ■
applicant £ot no particular notice ? I cannot say tiiat he got no notice because the whole of the land •
was available. "
679. Dad there been only 10 acres available at the time of refusal would lie have got notice that that
area was available? The application in that case would not have been refused at all, '
680. If only a portion of the land had been available at the time of refusal, as I understand, he would 
are received a notice, but because the whole of the land was available he received a notice in these terms,

that the application was refused, the land not being available ? If at the time of the application a portion 
or the area applied for had not been available and had remained unavailable until the date of refusal, the 
application would not have been refused, but probably the applicant would have been asked if he would 
accept Inc smaller portion rather tliun have liis application refused,
681. That is the practice ? It is the practice, but not the invariable practice.

‘dbtirail,'] Is this not the case, that the refusal was made because the land was not available at 
the date of taking possession? A small portion of it was available, but not all.
683. fi/r. Gale.] Would it not have been more in accordance with the facts of the case and tho usage of 
the Department if this notification had been worded thus: "The -land being unavailable at the time of 
application? Yes.
684. Mr. Waldron.] Would not that have been especially the case from the Under Secretary communi-
catmg the reason for the refusal of the first application ? I do not think that would have any further 
eneet upon tho matter. '
685. In making an application for mineral lease should not the application state whether the land is
occupied or whether any right m it is claimed by other people ? In making an application for lease the 
applicant is asked this question: '• Does anyone claim or appear to be in possession of the land applied 
tor, or any portion of it.” r-t
686. Have you Mr. Garland’s application ? Yes. . -
68/. What is the answer to the question in that application? The answer is “ No.”
688. Does not the Department require a document distinct from tho application to the same effect? This 
document is distinct from the application.
68D. That is the document then ? Yes.
690. Can you say what fees were paid by M'Neill on his first application, and what fees were paid by him On' 
Ins second application ? On the first application he paid £5 rent and £4 survey fees, hut the £G paid as 
rent appears to have been refunded. In the case of the second application £4 was lodged for rent, and 
the survey-tees were also £4.
coo mu Ve the fef °n ^ "ceoi!d a-PpMon been returned ? I do not see any application for them.'
692. Ibere is a plan published by tlie Mines Department showing this quarry reserve. I believe that that 
plan has been put before the Committee? Yes.
693. ] see it was published on the 8th October, 1886 ? Yes ; it appears to have been.
694. Does this plan represent the exact position of the quarry reserve ? Yes. According to the plan .the
reserve would appear to embrace the whole area applied for, .
095. Do the letters Q. B. on this plan appear to include 81 mineral lease and 117 mineral lease? Yes 
It appears to embrace the whole lot up to the eastern bank of the river. '
Gat' mineral lease does this 117 refer—is that Lewis and Holtermann’s ? Yes.
eno tl^e d^e,of t,he granting of Lewis and Holtermannu application ? The 31st August, 1885
698. But tbs plan is dated the 8th October, 1886 ? Yes. . b
699. Is it likely that the quarry reserve as shown here is intended to cover an application granted by the-
>vinC i ore ? It certainly appears to cover the application according to the map. .
/UU. Mr. Maw&eti ] If the reserve is as stated by you would not it make tlie mineral lease of Lewis and 
Holtermann illegal, as being granted on a reserve ? Tlie fact of Lewis and Holtermann’s lease being on 
a reserve would not make it illegal. 6
701. Chairman.] 1 suppose the application was made after the passing of the Miining Act Further Amend
ment Act? Yes. Tho date of their application is the 16th February, 1885. The Mining Act Further 
Amendment Act was in force at that time. B
702. So that Lewis and Holtermann could take up a mining lease on a reserve ? Yes: anyone could do 
so at that date. J
703. Jfr. Waldron.] This plan issued from the Department makes no reference to Jason Irving’s mineral 
conditional purchase ? The date of this map is the 8th October, 1886 ; the mineral conditional purchase 
lapsed on the 27th February, 1886, consequently when this map was issued the mineral conditional pur
chase was not m existence, 1 .
704. -Yet you say that looking at the map the quarry reserve appears to embrace 81 mineral lease, and 117 ■ 
mineral lease. Yes. That portion of H7 mineral lease which is on the eastern side of the river.' 1

705.



E. Stephen, 705, Mr. Abigail!] Have you the Minister’s minute approving of the first refusal ? Yes. It is already 
Ee<1' in evidence. . , .

- io^T^^ishs Have you the Minister’s minute with regard to the refusal of the second application? Yes. . It is 
• aac' * in these terms:—“It is recommended that the application be refused, the land not having been available 

' at date of applying, and the applicants be informed that they may reapply.” Submitted and approved by 
Mr. Fletcher.

34 MISCTES or EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON

WEDNESDAY, 13 JUNE, 1888.
JJrracnt:—

Mr. O’SULLIVAN, Mr. GAUL AND,
Mr. GALE, Mr. EYEIE.

E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq., in the Chair.

G. 0. Waldron, Esq., Solicitor, appeared on behalf of M'Neill and party.

Evelyn Stephen, Esq., called in and further examined—
E. Stephen, 707. Mr. Waldron.] Was any notice sent in accordance with the Minister’s minute in regard to the 

®S<1- refusal of the second application; was any intimation given to the applicant in terms of that minute ? No. 
-A'-’—'' 708. That minute refers to what is known in the Department as a beforehand notice ? Yes.

13 June, 1683. Qan y0U gjre any reason why that information in accordance with the minute was not given to the
applicant? No. ■ ^
710. Then, in fact, the recommendation of the minute was not carried out? No.
711. Mr. Eyrie,] Why was it not carried out? 1 cannot say. _
712. Was it intentional or otherwise ? I am sure it was not intentional: it was an omission.
713. Nr. Waldron.] The notice in evidence, of the 12th November, ISSU, is the only notice that was
sent ? Yes. _
714. And that one is the notice referred to in your answer to question 172 ? Yes. _
715. Eeferring to question 170, do 3rou note the addition of the words “ The land not being available” to 
the form of notice which you put in as your answer? Yes.
710. Will you produce a copy of William Garland's, and Lewis and noltermann’s applications, and any 
papers in connection therewith ? Yes. [ Vide Appendices D 1 and 2.]
717. Chairmen.] It has been admitted by M'Neill that he received a document dated the 12th November, 
1886, notifying that the ground was not available. But it is denied by him that he ever received any 
document stating that the land was afterwards open to mineral lease. Have you any knowledge of any 
document being sent to M'Neill and party notifying that the laud was then open to mineral lease ? No.
718. You find no record in the Department to that effect? No.

Mr. William Harltness called in, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. W. 719. Chairman,] What are you ? A miner.

Hwkness. 720. You are one of the prospectors of Captain's Flat ? Yes.
-'A'—721. Nr. Garland!] You went to Captain's Flat with M'Neill and Ilolehan ? Yes. __ ■

J.3 June, 1888. 799. Can you tell us who was the prospector of the particular ground which is now known as the Vander
bilt? It was not looked at for a long time after wc first wont to Captain’s Flat.
723. But who first prospected the ground ? The first who went to tlie hill, to my knowledge, was a man 
named Irving, lie never found anything that I know of.
724. Who were the first to find the gold lode on tho bill? Holehan and M'Grath. ■
725. Were you a partner of Holeban’s at that time ? I was nut.
726. Were you partners with M'Neill ? No ; wc had parted before that.
727. Do you know what Holehan did when he found the gold lode on tlie Vanderbilt hill ? He and
M'Grath’went and told M'Neill iiJbout it, and it was taken up the first lime in. the names of Holehan, 
M'Neill, Edwards, and Edwards. M'Grath was left out of it. ■
728. Do you know whether M'Neill was ever prospecting on that hill ? I cannot say that I ever saw him
working there. _ _
729. Yet you have been living on the field all the time ? Nearly all the lime.
730. Yon were living on the field at the time of the first application ? I was.
*781. And you consider that M’Neill was in no way a prospector of the ground ? I should not consider 
him altogether a prospector, but when a man is taken in with another, whether lie happens to be there at 
the time or not, he is looked upon as one of the party.
732. Were you there when the second application was made ? I was not.
733. Was Holehan there? I think not. Wlien the second application was made Holehan was left out 
of it altogether.
734. Arc you aware whether M'Neill opened up any otlur veins at Captain’s Flat, that is, any known 
veins ? Not to my knowledge.
735. And you know all the veins that have been opened up there ? AH the principal ones.
736. And you do not identify M'Neill as the opener of any of those veins as a prospector ? Not person
ally, I do not believe he was.
737. If M'Neill set up a claim to be considered the discoverer of the Vanderbilt, would ycu consider it a 
bogus claim ? Yes.
738. ' Were you on the field when Holehan and Garland applied for their land ? I was not. I was at tho 
head of the Shoalhaven Eiver at that time prospecting.
739. How long after they applied for it was it when you came on to the field ? I cannot exactly say when 
they applied for it, but I was not at Captain’s Flat until the June following.
740. What amount of work had there been done on the hill ? fi here was a lot of work done on the hill 
then, Irving and others had been working there.
741. But with respect to this particular 20 acres ? They were sinking a shaft, but I could not say how 
deep it was. When I eame back Holehan and Mr. William Garland were working there.
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71'2, Tliey had opened out a new silver lode ? Tes. Mr.
743. It was not opened out when you left the field? Ko. w- Harkness,
744. Chairman.'] You are a pioneer prospector in this district ? Yes. ^v
745. You have been in the habit of going all round the country pioneering and prospecting, and leading ^ duno>ISS8.
other people on to good things ? Sometimes. a
746. Since you went on to the Flat have you followed this pursuit ? Yes; when I have not been doing
anything else, ‘ ' b
747. You have been away at times ? Yes.
748. Since you went on to the Flat have you spent more time away from it than on it? I cannot say
1 lio f "
749. Have you not been a sort of eut-and-come-again miner, working on the Flat for a time, and then 
going away ? I worked on the Flat for nearly four years to begin with.
750. But when times have been had you have struck out for yourself, and have gone to other places ? Yes. 
'51. Yon have been away for weeks and months at a time ? Yes.
!52. Of course in your business you have not been able to see what was being done on the Vanderbilt 
lull ? Ko. *
753. Then your statement to-day that M‘Xeill was not doing any work there was purely a matter of 
hearsay ? Yea.
754. IVould you he surprised to hear that Mr. Slee, the Inspector of Mines, has sworn that M'Neill was 
working on the hill, and that he discovered gold there? I would not beat all surprised, as far as that goes. 
' 55. Mr. Garland.] "When an Inspector of Mines comes on to a field it is the usual practice for miners 
to go down their holes and pretend to be prospecting, whether they arc really doing any work or not, that 
is if tliey desire to hold their ground ? It might be done, hut 1 do not know that I would go down a 
hole just simply because tho Inspector happened to be present
/56, Chairman.] The fact of there being a hole upon tho hill shows that some work must have been done ? 
Of course.
/5/. You know that it is a practice for prospectors not to leave what they find open, that is to say, they 
generally cover it up, and hide it as much as possible ? Yes, until they secure the ground.
758. Do you not think that M'Neill may have opened up discoveries and covered them up in this way ? 
He may.
759. Do you know why M'Grath left the party ? He was left out against Ins will. How itwas managed
I do not know. 1
700. Holehan and M'Neill were in the first application ? Yes.
761. It was upset on the ground that the land was on a reserve ? Yes.
^62-. Do you know anything of the second application? I was not on tho field at the time.
703. Holehan never was iu that application? No.
/OI. J.herefore he cannot testify as to what the men did, beyond the fact that he was left out? I do not 
know how long he had been on the Flat when I came hack,
765. Wliat is your opinion of Captain’s Flat as a field ? 1 believe it will ultimately be a- good one.
/OG. Mhat is your opinion of the Vanderbilt lode? I believe it is a good lode,
767. A valuable property ? Yes. I am only speaking from hearsay.
/GS. Do yon know that the piece of land in dispute is in the very centre of the Vanderbilt lode, the most 
valuable portion of it ? That I cannot say.
769. Butyou know that it was on the Vanderbilt property ? I believe so. The Vanderbilt is the only 
mine that is doing anything yet.
7/0. AVhatis the value of the 20 acres iu dispute ? I should not like lo give an opinion.
771. Cannot you give us an approximate idea ? I do not know the value.
772. Supposing you had been the prospector, what would you have considered a fair offer ? I should got
as much as I could. “ °
773. But would yon take £30,000? Yes.
/./■I*. Then you think it is worth £30,000? 1 do not know; but I would take it.
775. You know that the Company wras floated for £100,000 ? I believe it was.
/ 76. Irom the richness of the lode and tlie depth of it, it might be worth a million ? It might. 
i77. Mr. Waldron.] ’When did you first go on to the field? About the 20th December, 1880,
7/S. How long did you stay ou the Flat at that time continuously ? From then until 1884.
779. "Was M'Neill there all the time ? He went away for a little time.
780. But he was there pretty well all the time? He was away once, 1 think,
781. Was Holehan there all the time ? Yes.
/82, Von say that ihe first to find anything on tho Vanderbilt portion were Holehan and M'Grath. and 
jhat they told M'Neill ? ires. M'Grath told me so himself.
783. Do yon know that M'Neill says that he was the first to discover the vein on the Vanderbilt ? I never 
heard him say so.
784 Mr. Garland.] If he said so it would not be correct ? No, because M'Grath came and told mo 
about it.
/35. Mr. Waldron.] Your information is gathered from what you heard from M'Grath ? Yes.
786. And M'Grath claimed to he interested ? Yes.
7S7. Are you in with Holehan and M'Grath at tho present time ? I do not even know now where 
M'Grath is.
788. Yon left tlie Flat at tlie time of the first application, at tho end of 1884 ? Shortly after.
/ 89. You were then away for a long time ? Yes. "
790. Until the June after Garland’s application ? Yes.
Si' VrCU y°11 WOulcl have ,:iccn away fl‘om Augul5t> 1SS4, until sometime in 1887 ? Yes ; I suppose so. 
/92. Mr. Garland.] How long have yon been on the Fiat this time ? I went back last June.
793. Mr Gale.] Were you prospecting during the whole of tho time from 1880 to 1881 on the Flat ? I 
was working on a claim there.
794. During those four years did your prospecting extend to what is known as the Vanderbilt; did you
do any prospecting in that locality ? 1 did. *
795. Was there any indication of the metal ? I never got anything ihere.
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Mr. 790. While prospeciing on the Vanderbilt you were a mate of M'Neill ? I was mate with none of them. 
W. Jlurlcuoss. y^0 p^rt-ed company in 1881 through a little disagreement, „ , , „ ,

■ , 7g-_ j!r ?,/„„.] "When you left in 1881 61‘jlfeill was doing some work in the Vanderbilt—ho was
13June,1888. )ecfcj 'ijp ] ncver gaw him. . . . 7 , i jT , .

798. But you are not prepared to say that he was not doing it ? 1 am not; but 1 was working there a
. litlle time before I left. _ ,
799. No one was working on the Vanderbilt at the time ? iNnt that 1 know or,
800. OJiairma/i.] Since 1884 have you spent more time on the Flat than you have spent away from it.
I do not think I have. „ , ,, . , , .
801. In point of fact you have been away so much since 1881 ihat you could not swear as to what was
done by M‘Neill or anyone else on the Vanderbilt ? I could not, , ^ j , . i
802. Supposing it was said that prior to ISS-t a lot of work had been done, that a shaft of 7 teet had
been sunk, that other shafts had been sunk, and that there had been prospecting ou the lull—is that, of 
your knowledge, true or untrue ? It is untrue. ,,
803. Mr, Garland.] But there was a trench and a bit of a shaft on the gold lead f les; where the gold
was first found. , 0
801. Chairman.] If you saw a hole sunk ou the alluvial ground you would consider it prospecting work f
Shafts were sunk a long time before the Vanderbilt started. .... . .
805. From vour experience as a prospector you admit that there were indications of prospecting

800. Mr. Waldron.] I suppose a good deal of prospecting work could be done on such a bill as the Van
derbilt without any evidence of it appearing on the surface P A man might break a great many stones 
perhaps without it being noticed ; but be could not sink a shaft without something of it being seen.
807. Would you consider that the breaking of stones here and there was fair prospecting ? Vos,
808. A good deal of work could be done in that way without there being any indication of it? Acs,
809. ’chairman.] When you go into a new locality prospecting what is the first thing you do P I shoulder

my pick and go through’'the bush. .. .
810. Would you not consider that, prospecting? Yes, of course, it is tlie first thing it is necessary
to do. '____________________________ .

Charles Launcclot Garland, Esq., M.P. (amember of the Committee), sworn and examined in his place :—
O.L. Gorfand, §11, Chairman.] What arc you ? I am a journalist. .

Esq., M.P. q13> j believe you wish to make a statement ? Yes, I proceeded to Captain’s Elat just about the time 
'—of the startinc-' of the El Capitaine furnace. I was so impressed wish the_ value of the place that I 

13 Juno, 1888. jn(jucc(j 1)lv brother, who was a practical miner, io go on to the field, with a view to obtaining an interest 
there I heard tlmi the Hollermanu estate was for sale, and that estate embraced a great number of 
leases in the field. Eventually Mr. Mark John Hammond, Mr. Thomas Foray the. Mr. Jamieson, and 
myself, purchased the whole of the interest in the Holtermann estate from the trustees. That interest 
included a part of M'NciU’s second application for the identical lease about which the Committee are
now sitting, , , i
813. Mr. Waldron.] Was your brother interested in the purchase P To a small extent, but only through 
me. He was not a purchaser, he had only an indirect interest. Of course, in any claim against the 
Government for compensation. 1 and my party would be entitled to a third of whatever compensation 
might be secured, that is to say, compensation which might be based on tho second application. In 
regard to tho amount of work done on this particular lease when 1. went on to the ground there was 
simply some very small trenching, not much larger than what a man would cut iu putting in tho corner 
pegs.of a lease. There was a small hole down in a vein, which, on being tested, showed very lair 
gold. I am not speaking of tlie alluvial working now._ _____ That was all the work that was done when I went
on to the field, anil if was shown to me by Edward C. H. Holehan, who took some stuff from the shaft and 
showed me a prospect. Ho claimed to have done tho work. The size of the vein and tne prospect shoun 
wore not sufficient to induce me to place any value whatever on the discovery, (ho ugh it might have been 
worth further development. From that date up to the time my brother made application for the land no 
further work had been done by any one except Holehan and my brother. I knew every foot of the land 
from having on many occasion's gone over it. Although my party are entitled to a third iu any compensa
tion that may be got from the State, I do not consider that we have a just claim inasmuch as Hie land was 
not available at the time, and we made no effort to secure it when ii; became available. Tlie land had 
been available for, I think, five months before Holehan found the silver lode, and if 1 had valued the land 
or any of the party had valued the land, we cnuld have taken it up in tlie ordinary way. A o one appeared to 
set any value upon it. Even after my brother and Holehan had prospected Hie land no one appeared to 
take the slightest interest in it until it became generally known that our efforts had resulted m the dis
covery of valuable metal. Subsequently, when the value of tlie mine became known, overtures were made 
to me by Mr. O'Sullivan to compromise with M'Neill, who then claimed to have some moral right to the 

'hind. I did not know M'Neill in the matter, and consequently I refused to negotiate in anyway, not 
rcemuiizing M'Neill’s or any one elsc’s claim, except that of the prospectors of the ground. Subsequently 
a solicitor,"by tho name of Crick, approached me again on the subject, and threatened that it we did not 
take M'Neill into our discovery and give him a share, Edwards and M'Neill would dispute our lease, and 

'if they failed in (hat way they'would enter tho Supremo Court with a view to securing mir land. J. told 
Mr. Crick that I did not recognize that they had any richt whatever, and that it ho intended to take that 
course he was quite at liberty to do so. that we intended to stick to our lease. Since then no proceedings 
whatever have been taken. Tlie next I heard of the matter washy a question asked by Mr. O’Sul
livan in tlie House, which seemed to imply that my brother had been able to obtain the lease through some 
occult influence; but I think the fact of the land' being open for several months entirely docs away wiI h 
any suspicion of that character, for if we wanted the land at tho time it became available as Crown land 
we could have pegged it out at 12 o’clock on the night of the Gazette notice, which was some five months 
before we did peg it out.
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tirTSTiit:— ■

JCn. O’SUJjLI YA 77, - Mb. GABLAJTD,
Mr, ABIGAIL, Mit. EYiME.

E. W. O’SULLIYAX, Esq., in the Chair.

G. 0. Waldron, Esq., solicitor, appeared on Behalf of Messrs. Hugh M'Neill and party.

Charles Launcclot Garland, Esq., M.P., recalled, and further examined:—
814. H/s\ Waldron.Did you receive notice to produce a contract for the purchase of Holtermann’s C.L.Garland, 
interest in Captain's Elat, including his interest in tho application which is the subject of the present Eeq., M.l1. 
inquiry ? Vos,
Sly. l)o you produce that document ? I cannot find the document: it is not amongst my papers, 1 have Jane, 1888. 
a notion that it is amongst the papers of the late Mr. Thomas Forsythe. He kept nearly all the docu
ments in connection with the Captain's Elat property.
81(j. Are you prepared io say that the interest in M'Neill’s application is stated in this sale note F All 
interest held by Holtermann are included, I know. I know that ns a condition of the purchase.
517. What Inman is is tlds particular one stated? I eannot say that. The fact is I had very little to do 
with the original contract; itwas Mr. Mark John Hammond who conducted all the negotiations about 
tiiat. But I know that all the interests held by Holtermann were included in that—everything.
518. At any rate you were a partner with Mr. Hammond in this speculation ? Yes.
519. Was your brother, Mr. "William Garland, interested in the purchase? Only indirectly. He was
not one of’the original purchasers. * ■
820. But he acquired an interest? We agreed to give him a small interest after this purchase was made 
—some considerable time after—if he would remain on the Elat for nine months to look after these 
leases:
821. He was to do something aud was to get an interest for doing it? Yes, and he carried out that 
agreement, and consequently, when the property was sold, we gave him some small interest. His whole 
share amounted to something like £20. Of course it was nothing like an adequate return for the services 
he rendered.
822. You have heard the evidence of Mr. "William Garland as to his interest in the property after he sold 
to the I nndorbilt Company. How far were you interested in that sale ? To the extent of one-fourth.
828. J on were interested in the sale to the Vanderbilt Company to the extent of one-fourth ? Yes.
821. V hat was the purchase money you received for your interest in the properties sold to the Vanderbilt 
Company ? 1 suppose you mean the whole interest, taking Ibis property under dispute and the Holtermann
leases. 1 had a one-fourth interest in £7,000 for the Vanderbilt side, and a one-fifth interest in £2,000 .
for the other side of tho creek. .
825. The £7,000 applied to the leases now under consideration ? Yes. ■
S2G. Practically £7,000 was the purchase money for this lease? Yes.
827. Asa matter of fact the lease now being considered by the Committee was the valuable lease? Yes; 
it was one of two valuable leases. It was flic one upon which most work had been done.
828. Did yon receive as consideration any shares in the Vanderbilt Company? Not us a seller, but as a
purchaser I did. " ”
820, As a matter of fact, the sale made by you of your one-fourth interest iu these two leases was not 
made to the "Vanderbilt Company but to a syndicate? I formed one of a syndicate to purchase the whole 
of the interest held by myself, and the remainder of my party at Captain’s Elat.
880. Then the purchase monev in tho sale to the syndicate of the two leases under consideration was
£7,000? Yes. " '
881, You received as a vendor one-fourth of that? Yes,
832. "What was ihe proportion of your interest as a purchaser ? There was a syndicate of seven, and I
held one-seventh, ‘
833. That syndicate sold to the Vanderbilt C ompany ? Yes. .
834. Do you produce the prospectus of the Vanderbilt Company ? That is Ihe prospectus issued by the
syndicate for the formation of the Company. * .
83o, \V as the Company formed on tlie basis of this prospectus ? Yes,
83G. By this prospectus it appears that the syndicate received £10,000 in cash and 50,000 shares, which 
appear to have been worth 8s. each, taking the subscribed value ? Yes.
837. You received one-seventh of tlie £10.000 cash ? Yes.
838. And you had allotted to you one-seveutb of the 50,000 shares ? Yes.
830. These shares have been to your knowledge dealt with in the market? Yes.
8-JO. I believe they have sold at as high a figure as £1 and 23s. ? They have sold at as high a figure as 2Gs.
841. Then, upon that calculation, the Company must be considered to be worth over £100,000? At one
time, but not now. *
842. Yon cannot sell the shares at the same price now ? No ; although tlie mine is better now than itwas 
then. At the present time the highest price obtainable, according to the market quotations of to-day,

. is 6s.
843. Mr. Abigail.] At the time tlie shares were bringing 26s. the recent mining fever was at its height ?
Yes. ' ■
844. Chairman.] Do you consider 2Gs. a good value for the shares ? I did not huy any at that price.
S45. Mr. Ryric.] And yon say that the mine is more valuable now than it was then ? Yes. ■
846. Chairman.$ Mould Gs. per share represent the value now? I would not say that, but I think the 
shares were welt worth Ss, when the Company was floated.
S47. If they v, ere worth 2Gs. to the public at one time surely they are worth it now ? I think the public 
would be more warranted in giving a higher price now than they were at that time. Do not understand 
me as meaning that 1 think the shares were worth 26s. as an investment. I had telegrams asking for 

" thousands of shares at 25s., but J refused-to sell.
848. Do you believe that ihe buyers at 2Gs, got a good bargain ? I believe the sellers got a good bargain.

• - ’ 849.
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O.L. Garland, 849. Mr. Waldron.] You did not sell at 25s., because you were waiting for a bigger price? Yes.
Eeq, M.P. 850. There is at the present time a depression in the share market? Yes; I think the shares were well 
r—'-‘'“■'"'n worth Ss, when tlie Company was floated. ■ , , . ,

27 June, 1888. 35 p Chairman.] You say that you did not sell at 25s. because you wore waiting for a higher price. Docs 
not that imply that you did not consider 25s. a fair value ? I think it was more than the value, but of 
course I was prepared to get as much as I could for my shares. _ ,
852. Mr. Waldron.] You are at tho present time a shareholder in the Yanderbilt Company ? Yes.
853. Then you claim to be interested in the land in respect to which decision is now sought, firstly, as 
one of M‘Neill’s party, and secondly, as one of the proprietors in the Yanderbilt Company ? I ain 
interested as one of the proprietors in the Vanderbilt Company, but if M'Nciil's second application is a 
good one, and he is entitled to any consideration, of course I am interested with others of the party to

■ the extent of one-third, having bought Holtermann's interest in it. But I do not place any value on it
myself. I would not make a claim in regard to it.
854. You are not a party to this claim being made ? Ko. _ _
855. But yet you volunteer the evidence that if any compensation were granted you would claim onc-
lliird? Quite so, as I have purchased it. ...
85G. Then it becomes pertinent for me to ask if you propose to further sit on this Committee? I nin not 
claiming this money at all; I am opposing the granting of the money. _
857. Let me repeat this question: Do you propose to further sit on this Committee ? Yes. _
858. Do you consider it right in your position as one interested to form part of this judicial Committee ? 
In the first place, 1 do not know on what grounds l\l‘lsTeill is claiming compensation. I understand that 
be is claiming compensation, but I do not know on what grounds. If be claims compensation in regard 
to the second application made for the laud of which J am a part purchaser from the Holtermann estate, 
then of course I am interested in it; hut I do not know that that is tlie basis of his claim for 
compensation.
859. You have seen the evidence which lias been taken ? Yes, _ _
8G0. Does it not appear clear from that evidence that it is upon the refusal of the second application that 
this claim for compensation is based ? Nothing of that kind appears to me clear in the evidence. The 
only thing that appears clear to me is that M'Neill is claiming compensation from the State. _
8G1. Is it not clear to you from the evidence that the application for M'Neill’s lease is in respect of this 
land at Captain’s Flat, in which you admit you hold an interest ? I certainly cannot say that it is clear 
to me that that is the basis of the claim. _
862. Then do I understand tiiat you do not know the basis of the claim ? Certainly not. So far nothing 
appears clear to me except that tlie applicant is claiming compensation.
SG3. You consider it right for you to further sit on this inquiry ? Yes. ^ _
8G1. Let me repeat what has been said to the Committee in my hearing several times, that M'XeilTs 
claim is based upon the refusal of bis second application. Have you not hitherto clearly understood that 
that was so ? No. - i _
805. Upon this statement I again repeat inv question: Do you propose to further sit upon this Committee? 
Yes. . •
86G. And you consider it right in 3rour position as a person interested to form part of the Committee ? 
I am not understood, I do not claim to be interested; I am opposing the granting of compensation.
867. Are you not interested in any compensation that might be granted by this Committee ? In regard 
to that I may make a claim subsequently, I make no claim at present. '
SG8. Have you not already made a claim P Certainly not. _ _
8G9. Let me quote from your evidence taken on the 13th June. You say, “ Of Course in any claim 
against the Government for compensation I and my party would be entitled to a third of whatever 
compensation might be secured, tiiat is to say, compensation which might he based on the second applica
tion.” How does your answer to my last question accord with that ? Perfectly. I said I do not claim 
ail}'compensation in regard to this matter, neither have I. I may at some subsequent stage if compen
sation is granted. 1 am not making any claim against the Government for compensation; I am not 
making any claim against whatever reward may be granted in this ease, tiiat is, so far. _
870. Then, though you have stated that in any claim for compensation you would be entitled to one-third
of the compensation that might be granted, you think that because you have not actually made such a 
claim you are entitled to sit as a judge in this matter ? Certainly I think so. I do not think my sitting 
here will militate against the interest of the State. _ i
871. Mr. Eyrie.] You said you were not aware on what basis M’Neill bad made bis claim for compensation ?
Yes. #
872. Had you not an opportunity of questioning him on that subject? I did not ask him. _ _ _
873. But you bad it in your power to ask him ? Y~es, certainly; but from the evidence given it is difficult 
to ascertain on what the claim is based,
874. Mr. Waldron.] You are quite aware that two courses might be pursued by M'Neill and party, not 
conflicting with one another—one, to contest tho Vanderbilt title, and the other, to secure compensation 
from the G-overnment. And if the latter course w'ere taken, as the parties wrere practically prevented 
from the want of money from fighting a wealthy Company? I deny that the former course is open at all, 
because M'Neill’s fighting the Vanderbilt Company would not give him a title to the land, even supposing 
he were successful in upsetting the Vanderbilt lease. It is one thing to upset the Company’s lease, and 
another matter to get possession of the ground yourself.
875. If ho held the land under a mineral lease, and his bolding bad not been revoked by a special act of 
the Department, is there any doubt about his bolding being a good one ? If he bell it under mineral 
license.
876. But you know that that is his contention ? I should think then that he would have an action against 

. the Government.
877. But do you not know that it is his contention that he held a mineral license ? I do not know so.
878. "Were you not present at the first meeting of the Committee, when M'Neill was examined, and when 
evidence to that effeci was given ? No.
879. You have read the evidence ? 1 have. _
880. Then do you not know that that is M'Neill’s contention ? I dare say it may be; I do not question 
that.
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881. 3)o not you tliiak that the opposition you are sliowiiig suggests tiiat you have a doubt about the C. L. Gurlmvl,
Vanderbilt title, and that you want M'Neill crushed by discredit being thrown upon his evidence at this M.l’. >
inquiry ? Certainly not. If I had any doubt about the Vanderbilt title my policy would be to assist
M’Neill in getting satisfaction, and compensation from the Government, to protect the Vanderbilt 2'188S- 
Company from any claim. '
882. That might be your view of the course to adopt ? I think it would be a natural course.
883. Is it not also possible that by nipping a poor man in the bud of his inquiry, and throwing discredit 
upon his evidence with regard to it, you would prevent him from fighting a wealthy Company? I never 
took that view of the case. I do not know whether M'Neill is a poor or a wealthy man; I have no 
knowledge of his financial standing.
884. But you have met M'Neill a good many times during the last few years? Only twice in my life — 
once at this Committee, and once at the Flat.
885. But I understood from your evidence that you had nearly lived at the Flat for the last two years ?
I have been backwards and forwards a great number of times, but I have not happened to meet M'Neill;
I have had no connection with him whatever.
880. Have you any doubt about his being a poor working miner? I have no reason to believe that he is 
anything else; but I suppose those connected with him arc well able to initiate any proceedings—that is, 
those interested with him in this affair. J
887. Arc you not the proximate cause of "William Garland, Edward Holehan, and William Harkness 
being at this inquiry ? Yee.
888. I asked you on the last occasion to produce for tho Committee some evidence of the number of your
visits to Captain’s Flat, and of the length of them. Have you any such evidence to produce? No, I 
eannot say that I can give any definite evidence on oath as to the number of my visits, or as to the dura
tion of each. In regard to their duration, I can say that I have never been there for more than four or 
five days at a time. So far as tlie number of visits is concerned, I cannot give you information, 
because I have not kept a diary of them, and they have gone out of my mind. v
8Sf). You say in one part of your evidence that you know every foot of this land. Hid you mean to say 
that you were in a position to point to any portion of the land where work bad been done? Yes ; I have 
travelled over the land for hours, looking for indications or lodes, as 1 invariably do when I go on to a 
field in which I am interested.
890. How often did you do that in connection with this particular lease ? I eannot say how often.
Wheneverl have been at the flat andhave had a few hours to spare, I have employed them inlookhmover 
the ground. °
891. How often have you been over this particular land ? I could not say how many times, but I know 
all the work tiiat has been done on it.
892. Is Holehan’s evidence correct about the number of shafts, and the extent of the shafts on the lower 
portion ? Yes; I believe it is as nearly as possible.
893. Then is William Garland’s evidence correct as to the work that lias been done on the higher ground ?
Yes; substantially correct.
894. And when each contradicts ihe other, which is mistaken? I do not know that they contradict each
other. J
895. Ho you not know that William Garland, in answer to question 347, says: “And you can positively swear 
that there is not more than two days’ honest work done on the ground? Yes.” ? The only work M'Neill 
claimed to have done was on the hill, and lie was alluding to that work, I suppose, at tho lime. The other work 
resulted in no discovery, aud was not called into question. Holehan was referring to work done on th 
flat J take it, and my brother was referring to work done on the lode.
893. Will you note this evidence (question 340): “You have traversed the whole of the ground ? I have 
been over every foot of it,” "Would it not appear from that question that the subsequent question in 
reference to the amount of work refers to the whole ground? It would seem so.
897. How does that accord with Holehan’s evidence about that lie sank upon the ground ? IE the evidence 
you have quoted is given in respect to the whole ground it doos not accord with the other evidence, but 
I think it is evident that "William Garland is referring to the work in dispute only.
898. What do you mean by the work iu dispute ? The work that resulted in the discovery is the work on '
the main range, on the lodes, and the dispute was as to whether Holehan did that work, or whether 
M'Neill did it. William Garland's evidence purported to show that Holehan did the work on the lodes,
and referring to the work done on the ground I take it that lie referred to that work only. "
899. Taking the whole of the ground, every portion of it, would you not consider that a considerable 
amount of work was done ? There was no considerable amount of work,
900. Holehan has sworn that he did several weeks’ work ? Yes.
001. Suppose that extent of work was done ? That is no very great amount of work. I take it that the 
alluvial holes were not sunk at all in conncetion with this application. Those holes were sunk in pros
pecting for alluvial on the fiat. This lease was not taken up for the sake of those alluvial holes sunk down 
there. That was prospecting that might he done by any man to discover an alluvial lead. This lease was 
not taken up with any view of utilising those Jioles. The probability is that this lease was not taken up at 
all when lliose holes were sunk.
902. As a matter of fact, when you were at Captain’s Flat you were generally very busy ? Yes; I did not 
waste any time.
903. "Wliat was the nature of your occupation up there ? It was in connection with tlie mining interest I
held there. ,
904. Mr. Abigail.'] You said in your previous examination that overtures were made to you by Mr.
O Cjullivan to compromise with M'Neill. Was that Mr. O’Sullivan the Chairman of this Committee ?
Yes.
905. You also said, '■ Of course, in any claim against the Government for compensation, I and my party 
would be entitled lo one-third of whatever compensation might be secured.” Have you any grounds for 
thinking, from your knowledge of this case, that there is any fair claim for compensation ? Certainly not, 
or I should have taken the ground Jong ago when the application was refused you.
906. In saying that you are perfectly conscious that the evidence you are now giving is against the third
interest that you would have if compensation wore given ? Yes. My evidence and the action I have 
taken with this Committee are against my receiving any compensation in regard to this claim, if it is 
based upon the second applicaffon, * 007.
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C. L.Garlftiicl, 907. So that, as a malter of fact, your evidence io this Committee is against your own interest, and in 
'Esq., M.P. what you conceive to he the interests of the State ? Decidedly so.
----- A---- - 908. Chairman^ Ton said just now that I made overtimes to you; will you kindly state what those over-

27 June, 1883. tiUrc3 were p you stated that M'Neill claimed to have a right to this particular ground for which my 
brother had made application, and you suggested to me that we should admit M'Neill as a partner in this 
application, so as to save any dispute. _ . *
909. I did not say that I was authorized by M'Neill to make that suggestion ? No. _
910. You sav. in point of fact, that tho action you are now taking is in opposition to your pecuniary 
interest, inasmuch as it might prevent your getting a share in any compensation which might be granted f
Yes, if compensation were granted iu respect to this particulai’application. ^
911. At the same time you admit being a shareholder in the ’Vanderbilt mine? Not a very large
shareholder. . ,
912. Yet you arc considerably' interested ? 1 have a substantial interest in the Company. _
913. We will sav, for the sake of argument, that M'Neill and party succeeded in upsetting tho title of 
the Yanderbilt Company in the Supremo Court. In that case, all,hough you might get ouc-third of 
the compensation, you would lose a greater interest in the Yanderbilt mine ? No, I do not think so.
914. But surely your interest in the Yanderbilt mine is a larger interest than your one-fourth of the one- 
third- compensation - would bo? No; I do not think so. 1-bad only one-fourteenth in tho Yanderbilt
Company before 1 sold the shares, an interest of one-fourth.
915. Wliftt do you suppose a-pproxiifiJiicly is the nmoimi which you would get iis the holder or one-fourth 
of the one-third share of compensation ?“ I cannot answer that question until I know what the amount
of compensation is likely to be. . .
fllCi, Then wliat makes you suppose that it would amount to a greater interest than your interest in tho 
Yanderbilt mine ? If the value of the Yanderbilt mine is obtained from the State I should have in the 
shape of compensation a larger share than I now have.
917, Do vou think that if M'Neill and party got just compensation they would get the full value of the 
Yanderbilt mine ? I do not admit that.
91S. What do you think is the amount of compensation that might be awarded? I think that it they are 
entitled to compensation at all ihey are entitled to full compensation. _
919: Mr. Abif/ail ] Do you think-they are entitled to compensation? Certainly not. _
920. Mr. Waldron.] Take the Yanderbilt mine at the prospector’s value, and suppose compensation lo 
that extent were given, your interest, ou your own confession, would be one-twelfth, whereas your interest 
in the Company is only one-fourteenth. But you have to addtoyouroiie-fourteeiith interest in the Com
pany one-seventh of the BLO,000 cash ? Just SO. emnnrk
92]. De you not think that your one-fourteenth interest in the Company, and one-seventh ot the ±-10,000 
cash is better than one-twelfth of the amount which would probably be awarded as compensation ? I do 
not hold one-fourtcenth, -
922. But I am going back now to the time the Company was floated? It might have been then, but it
would not be now. yj j. i o t
923. But vou have said ibat the mine is more valuable now than when the Company was floated f 1
think the development which has taken place since then would warrant the public in giving more for the 
mine than now than at that time. , n..
924. If any compensation were given would it not to a certain extent damage the lease of the Vanderbilt 
mine? Certainly not; it is a Crown lease. If this lease were upset the present Yanderbilt Company 
would have a clear claim against the State for the full value of the property. _
925. Would they not have a claim against you as the vendors to them? Certainly not: they took our 
lease for what it was worth.
926. Chairman.'] You sold ihe lease believing it to be a good one ? Yes. -
927. And tliey bought it as such ? Yes.
928. Mr. Abigail.'] Have you any reason to doubt non that it is not a bond fide lease? It over a lease 
was a bond Jide lease I suppose this is one.
929. It was issued in the usual form, I suppose ? Yes. -t -i. . ■ -i -
930. Chairman.] Admitting that the lease is perfectly sound still is there not a possibility that it might 
have been improperly granted to you ? If there is anything improper in the granting of it it does not 
arise from any fault ou the part oi the applicants.
931. Granting that your application is good and bona fide as far as yon arc concerned, and that yon got 
the lease properly signed aud delivered, still there is a possibility that the State may have blundered. 
Under those circumstances the State would be responsible for its blunders.
932. Mr. Abigail^] Are you aware of any evidence being tendered in support of that contention. Or
noue whatever. . . ,
933. Mr. Waldron.] Are vou not aware that evidence as to any person having, or claiming to have, a 
right, lifle, or interest, on the land, should be stated to the Department at tlie time of application ? J. cs.
934. Are you not aware that M'Neill has sworn that lie held land at the time of William Garlands
application? Yes. _ , . • i i jo
935. And vou are also aware that William Garland said that no one claimed any interest in the iana.
Yes, and it might have been tine at that time.

APPENDIX,
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MESSRS. IiaGH M'NEILL AND PARTY—MINERAL LEASE AT CAPTAIN’S FLAT.

APPENDIX.

[To evidence of II. ITNeill.']
A.

[Plan.]

[To evidence of E. Stephen.']
Bl.

Minute for the Governor and the Executive Council, recommending the approval of certain application for Mineral Leases,
. . Department of Mines, Sydney, 3 December, 1887.

Tiik. application for mineral leases of Crown Lauds specified m the annexed Schedule are submitted for the approval 
of Jiis Excellency tho Governor and the Executive Council, iu terms of the Mining Act of 1874.

--------  ‘ FRANCIS ABIGAIL.
SciIEMJLH ALLUDKO 10.

Tumtt and Adelong Mining District.

Ko Name, Portion Ko. Locality. Area. Pcrioii. Date of Application.

87.5 Captain’s Flat.
W. Garland.

an, 81. County Murray, parish 
Ballalaba.

20 lo 25 April, 1887.

The Executive Council advise that the recommendation in each case heroin set forth he approved and the necessary 
notices issued.—Amx. C. Bcdce, Clerk of the Council. Min. 87-00, 13/12/87. Confirmed, 15/12/87. Approved.— 
Cakrjsgtox, Gazette notice, 23/12,87. '

2Vijtaf and Adelong Mining District.
Department of Mines,

Ari’LiCATJOX Xo. 87-d, Captain’s Plat, for mineral lease, submitted herewith for the consideration of the Honorable the 
Minister for Mines :— -

Tho plan and description has been checked.
No objections appear to have been made.
The number of men proposed to be employed appears reasonable.
The time for commencing work appears to be reasonable.
Application No. 87-5, Captain's Elat, Tumut and Adelong Mjning District approved of.
Minute for the Executive Council. ]r,A.

Afi’LIOATIOn No. 14, at Qucaubeyan, for a mineral lease on a reserve :—
1. By whom application was received,—0. Willans, Warden’s Clerk.
2. At what place,—Qucaubeyan.
3. Date and hour when received,—16 February, 3 o’clock p.m.
4. Receipt for first year's rent, No. 14,—Date ]G February, 1885.
5. To whom receipt was issued,—Walter J. Lewis.
6. Date when notice to surrey was sent to surveyor,—18 March, 1SS3. T.W.R.. 10/4/35,
8. Names of objectors, and dates ou which they lodged their objections,—Nil.
!). Dates of inquiry,—Nil.

Answer to question 11 not in accordance with the Regulations. Signature to declaration not witnessed.—J.R.N., 
11/4,’So. Will the Warden’s Clerk please have omissions supplied.—W.C., 13/4/85. G.E.H. (for U.S.) Declaration 
witnessed. Do not know what Regulations are meant, surely not those gazetted 27th February, 1885, with reference to 
question 11, replied to on 16th February, 188.5.—0. Wjllaxk, W.C., B.C., Queaubeynn, 15/4/85. Mines, 10/4/35. The 
attention of the W.C. should be called to clause 2 of the Regulations relating to mineral leases, Mining Act, 1874.—J.R.N., 
1//0/So. Will the Warden’s Clerk please supply the information required. G.E.H. (for U.S.), B.C., 1S/4/S5.

Referring to question II the Warden's Clerk had to send for Mr. Lewis. lie stat-es that the answer at first given 
was at the Board when here, and that wlien he went back he wrote as now given, and that this is on it at present.

Report us to xchole surface required.—It is ou a precipitous hill, three reefs running through it. Mr. Lewis could not 
say what part of the surface he would not want. This lease aud No. 13 arc ou a limestone reserve of SO acres, and 
where limestone has been taken out; it is not on the leases. It is difficult for the Warden’s Olerk to make reports on 
surface ground without going to see it, which he cannot do ; and as Mr. Warden Woore is in Sydney, aud will he there for 
some time, perhaps Mr. Aldcorn might ho asked to report.

. 0. Willaxs, Warden’s Clerk, 30/4/8-5.
Mines, l/o/So. Submitted, 2/5,85 Answer to question 11 amended: vide above report, resurface,—J.R.N. 

Submit in due course, assume that the whole of the surface is required.--H.W., 13/5/85.

fll'> r ■ . , Department of Lands, .Sydney, 12 November, 1SS7-
Referring to your letter of the 30th May last (No. 87-5,328), 1 am to inform you that the Secretary for Lands 

knows of no objection to the granting of Mr. William Garland's application (No. 0) for a mineral lease of 20 acres of land at 
Captain’s Flat. 1 ' I have, &c„

The Under Secretary for Minos, F. H. WILTON,
(For the Under Secretary.)

All
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^Department, but they
Tho facts of the case are as followsf i nji 
On the ath August, 1884, M'Meill and party made application to lease this land. This application was refused 13th 

of June 1SS5 ; the land applied for being within a reserve, and tho applicants were thereupon informed they could npiny 
a(taiii in terms of the Act 48 Vic, Ko, 10. Accordingly on tho 29th June, 1SS5, they applied again, and, m dealing with this 
application the DUtrict Surveyor reported that the application clashed with a mineral conditional purchase. This mineral 
conditional purchase was cancelled on the 27th February, IS80, for non-receipt of dech^yation and non-payment of instal
ments. In consequence of this clash M ‘Neill and party’s second application was refused on the 12th November. iS8G, and 
the applicants were informed (form of notice herewith) of the fact. From the 12th November, ]SS(i, till the ^oth Apnl 1SS7, 
no application for land was made, and dating that period the land was open to the world. On the 2r>th April, 188i, W, 
(larlaud lodged an application for a lease of the land, and then it was discovered that the land had been surveyed for a 
police paddock. Consequently, action upon this application was delayed. The Lauds Department have now stated that 
the Minister for Lands knows of no objection to the lease being granted; and it has been decided that action ^upon \V.

_______  ... party through__  _-----  - , - - , „ . .
against the granting of a lease to YV*. Garland.—H.W,, 18,'11 ,'87. Submitted. . . . r r« i t

If the above be a true statement of the facts of this case, I cannot see any reasons for delaying the lease ol L,ai Jamt, 
ami desire that the same may be proceeded with in the usual manner until completed without further reference to M'Neill 
ami party, who, according to what is hire stated, have no rights in connection with tins land,—T.A., 19/11/67,

No.

lease

Form n/erred fo.
Department of Mines, Sydney,

I am directed by the Secretary for Mines to inform you that application for the
noted in the margin, ha been refused.

I have the honor to be,
Your most obedient servant,

, 188

Under Secretary for Minos,

Sir, 35, Albion-st., Surry Hills, Sydney, 31 August, 1887.
On behalf nf Mr, Hugh M'Neill, myself, and others, 1 hereby lodge a protest against the granting of mineral 

lease No. 5, Captain’s Mat, near Braidwood, by William f iarland or anyone else. We had made a pnor application and 
our money for survey fees and for rent had been accepted by the Mining Department. The last letter sent to us did not 
state that the obstacles raised against our application were leinovcd, and there was nothing to show that any other appli
cation had been received or was likely to be entertained.

We beg to mv-e notice to the Mining Department that, in the event of the said lease being granted to anyone else, wo 
shall contest the same iu the Supreme Court as wc believe we have a prior claim to the land.

We have, &c.,
for IT. M'NlilLD A others,^ _

The Hon. Francis Abigail, Minister for Mines. WILLIAM LDM ARDS.

I understand that the C.P. referred to in the minute on S7-7A5S. is a M.C. P. If so, when was it made ? 
land within a Gold-field when it was made ? Why was it forfeited V—HAY 1,9/87. . t hief Mining Survey
rhir-f Draftsman B F P 1/9W. Urgent. M.C.P. S2-RJS, Queanbeyan, referred to, is dated the 13th July, 
made was not within a Golddi’eld. The Molonglo Gold-field having been proclaimed 27th September, 1S82, and 
lease receipt of declaration and non-payment of instalments. Papers, G.S., 8o-S,l lo Don., and GaMte -2/2,SO.— 
r C 1 6/9/87 The Chief Milling Surveyor. There appears to be no reason why preparation of lease 
staved. — G. 1'i.H. (for U.S.) Submitted. Approved.—F. A., 16/9,67. Chief Diaftsmim.—L.F.l.
Diagrams have already been drawn aud are with these papers.—P. D, [pro YY.S.C.), 21/9/67. IheUuef Clerk. 
21 $87.
*87 lea6e application S7-5 at Captain's Flat, by William Gailand, for portion M.L, SI, parish of
county of Murray (20 acres.) _ _

"Final action noted on papers 67-5,326.—\i .S.C., f/i,8i.

Was the 
or, 1/9/87. 
and when 
lapsed for 

-P.D. [pro 
should ho 

17/9/67. 
L. UP.,

Ballalaba,

g. Department of Lands, Sydney, 25 August, 1S67.
’ I have tho honor to inform you tiiat your letter of 13th hist, on the subject mentioned hereunder, has been

: 1 have, &c.,referred to Mr. District-Surveyor Betts for report.

The Under Secretary for Mines. , . ,
Asking that present site for police paddock at Captains Flat bo not insisted on.

H. H. DnLOW
(For the Under Secretary).

o- ' Department of Mines, Sydney, 30 July, 1687.
’ In accordance with your instructions contained in papers No. 8,329 herewith, I proceeded to Captain s Hat aud

cxaniii tjlat a vaillaijie silver lode passes through it. This lode has been opened upon by two shafts, one 62 feet deep. 
Average samples of the lode have yielded good assays. Besides this lode there are other ironstone and gossan lodes and 
also large quartz-reefs which have not yet been opened up. I am decidedly of opinion that this land ought not to he 
alienated from the miner. 1 have also examined the laud on which it is proposed to place the township, and find that on
certain portions of it quarto reefs occur, some of them of considerable si/c. , •*4. i i

I am of opinion that before any land be granted in tho township, a map of tlie township should be submitted to tins
Department in order that certain portions be closed to purchase. . _

j, Ha1* (Vc■
\VM. ANDKRSON,

The Geological Surveyor-iu-Cbarge. -------- Geological Survey oi.
The land referred to measured for a police paddock contains a valuable silver-bearing lode, which is being worked ; 

it is therefore required for mining. It is requested that m the laud selected for a township contains certain reefs that plan 
of the township be referred to thin Department so that the portions which may lie alienated may he indicated thereon.—
C S.W., 30'7/S7. The Under Secretary. , , ......

The attention of the 1-ands Department may ho invited to the reports herewith, and may be urged not to insist upon 
the land proposed as a police paddock being set opart for that purpose, as it would retard mimngopeiations. Ihe 
Department may be asked to refer to this Department before selling land m the township.—II. D ■’ , T .

Submitted.—J.J., 3/5/87. The Under Secretary for Lands, B.C., S/S/87. By letter.—HAY, 9/6 8/. Lands,
13/S''S7' _______________ Mineral
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Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule 2.
Form of Application,

^r' T . , , .. . . . Captain’s Flat, 25 April, 1887.
* • • Lrreby , ? .al>pllcation for a mmeral lease of that piece or parcel of land situated at Captain’s Flat, Molontrl* containing 20 acres, of whicb 1 took possession on tho 25th day of April, at the hour of 9 a.n,. of the o’clock ra the fo^ 

noon, tor the purpose of ranung thereon and therein for silver, under 43 Vic. No. 10, for a period of fifteen years ky 
erecting posts and cutting tfcnches at each angle thereof. Tlie datum point is distant 100 yards in a south-east directii* 
trom police quarters and adjoining Mr. Osbornes 70a. ™
, , of niy having made this application will he given iu accordanco with the regulations in that behalf, and-1
hanrt lieieuith a list of the persons who occupy or claim a right to the land aforesaid, or any part thereof, together with 
s n! nf 1 'nVe obtam,ct'' ITJl,a(> herewith £n being the first year’s rent in advance of the said land, and the
sum of present survey ; accepted. Herohy acknowledge that this application is made upon the distinct understanding and
deduct<from''thef almof [&'1 t,>f Pr0Ce°1d with ifc' or if 'lt is refuse{). t!le Secretary for Mines for the time beinf may
ihnnfV • 1 , of £|) deposited as aforesaid any cost to which in his opinion the Crown may have been put in or

X.1II 3’CcCt °fi ^ tS aPPllcatl°n \ ?,nL] tbls application shall thereupon become and be void, and the possession 
. o^said shall cease and determine. And if the lease shall be granted I shall and will commence mining operations upon 
Uimn snrh 1 n^011 «h° dcmls0d 15nd. within one week from and after the granting thereof, and shall and will employ

’ l' d Jess than two men during the first three years of the term thereby created, and not less than two men 
ring the remainder of such term. And shall and will at any time when called upon in terms of the regulations relating 

ll^ ^ ir!^SeS’ ^ 1° u0' jld take del'very of such lease, or failing therein for a period of fourteen days, after
";’1i1/0rf0I^t}1,0,said sunl and il11 "S1^’or“lteteat iu 1,1(1 to the said land and 

the possession thereof, and the said lease shall be forthwith cancelled.
I have, &e.,

WILLIAM GARLAND,
To tho Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney. _. Captain s Flat.

•^-attsss; "Lssays®**01 ^im' - *»01»•"«* “> <■——

Questions to lie answered by Applicants for Mineral Lease.
^vEunief nUiS a!i “PPl^Mion to lease laud for mining purposes, the Warden, Warden’s Clerk, or Land Agent, as the case 
may be, bliall hand to the applicant or applicants one of these forms, aud shall renuire him or them, or his or their agent 

^nfver.s "1 ^ntmg to the following <iucstions, within one woek after lodging the application. The statement! 
•me?1 CtJIUItiete’ aba * be eiK,led 111 the presence of a Justice of the Peace or Government Officer by the person furnishing the

1. What was the date and hour of the day when you took possession of the land referred to in application No. • ’ 
■it> April, 188/. ’

take possession by erecting posts and cutting trenches at each angle of tho land? Yes,
{f r?<x 2 be replied to in the affirmative, then 3, 4, and 5.

3, \\ hat was the diameter of the posts ? 4 inches.
4. How high did they project above the surface when fixed in the ground ? 3 feet.

lat Jva® tJ’6 length of each arm of each trench ? and what was the depth of each trench ? G ft. long bv 9 in deco 
o. If a substitute for post or trench was used, describe it ? Nil. ‘ b * 1
L‘ "’hffih angle of the land is the datum post fixed ? North-east corner.
6. Did yon affix a board or mete] plate to the datum post ? Yes. •

in wiiat was Wl'ittcn 011 painted on such board or plate? Application for M.L.
0. M hens did you post the notices, Schedule 1 ? Post Office, Captain’s Flat, and Warden’s Clerk’s Office 

i.V tv , dld yon l^st snc 1110t,icea ? 25th April, 18S7, at 12 noon.
i-i iv i a!0'')0(ly claim or appear to be in possession of the land applied for, or any portion of it, No 
id. Did you serve notice m the form of Schedule ) upon every such person ? and when ?

ri fWf * imit fsl e4"rt TTi ji/'I 4* Li rv n.TTs ^ A V . -.. — -     1.     . i it .• n.a . «i7 Tj ,J vr 1U1IU VA »uii«uuie t upon every sucu person Y and when ? --------
14. Have you obtained the consent of every such persou to the granting of the lease for which you apply ?

I, W ilham Garland on behalf of self, do hereby declare that the foregoing questions have been answered 
fullv in every nnrr.ir'iMwt' ami fhrt ai'it-TT’rar.e. t.__ .._± a ^aBU’ no Hereoy declare tnas tne loregoing questions have been answered by me Witness to siona? p,^tlcuIftr* and the a]lswers tlleveto hftve bce" nsad over to me and are correctly taken down in writing!

° Thou as Cass,.no, Warden’s Clerk. WILLIAM GARLAND,
Chief Draftsman.—IS.F.P., 7/5/37. Mr. Greville, 11/5/S7,

Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule 4,
No. 4.0. FS7. Receipt for Rent.
ovwv? a l^87, t1'10,™™ of i’ivc pounds shillings, being the first year’s rent in advance of
for the^ptirjmse o^rnffiffig^foi^silve^ atl ^ 0r by the umlermclltioned thc Mineral Lease Regulation,
Application No. 5. '

THOMAS CANNING,
Name ami Address of ApplicantWal'dca’S Clcrk' CaPtain'B Flat’

Wiu.iam Gahlaxu, Captain’s Flat.

Sir,

Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule 6.
Notice of Application and Deposit.

t i it i , ■ r , Captain’s Fiat, 25 April, 1887.
nf ftvo nn,,,! i.™ *10 uni-*0 y0,u tkat 1 Ilave tllis dfly deposited with Warden’s Clerk, at Captain’s Flat, the sum
o ! c l „ aB tnUmgS’ brnw tlie fi,‘St yeal's reQt ia advaTlce of 20 aci'« of land at Captain’s Flat, for the purpose
SsnxtK&hr nmy■hi““s*'“n“■*’"i'ks,0'“<11"1
The Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney. WILLIAM GARLAND.

Submitted,

-C/oySi. J im buder Secretary; for Mines. Approved.—H.W., 26/5/87. Limds Department asked (tracing), 30/5/87 
May go on hut not to bo finally approved by the Kxeeutive till the decision of the Lauds Department is made known— 
H. J/h/b'- Idnef Draftsman—K.F.P., 4/G/S7. Examined, &,o., diagrams drawn, 30/G/87- Dealt with 
Diagrams herewith. See above—W.S.C., 1/7/37. , ’ ' '

841—G 2.
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No. li, Qucan- 
borun* Cast of 
Captain^ Flat, 
Molonglo River; 
arear 20 acres; 
names and ad
dresses ol appli
cants, Walter 3. 
Lewis, Major's 
Crock, via Braid 
wood; Bernard 
Otto Holter* 
monn, 647, 
Gcorpre-Btrcct, 
ydney.

££ APPEND tX.

B 2.
Minute for the Governor and the Executive Council recommending the approval of certain applications for mmeral leases} 

■ Department of Mines, Sydney, 24 August, 1S8A
The applications for mineral leases of Crown Lands specified in the annexed schedule are submitted for the approval of His
Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council in terms of the Mining Act of 18/4. ABBOTT

The Executive Council advise that the course recommended be approved.—Alex. C. Budge, Clerk of the Council. 
Min. S5-27, 26/8/85. Confirmed 31/8/85.—A. L., 26/8/85.

Schedule allddkd to. 
Tumvi and Adelomj Mining DUli'ict,

No* Name- 1’ojtion No. Locality. Area. Period. Bate of Application.

14 Queanbeyan.
W. J. Lewis & anr.

County Murray, parish 
Ballalaba.

20 20

tit m Department of Mines.
48 Vie,, No. 10. m . i*- • tv . * , 1Tumut and Adelong Mining District.

Application No, 14, Queanbeyan for a mineral lease submitted herewith for the consideration of the Honorable the Minister
for Mines ;— ,

The plans and descriptions have been checked.
No objections appear to have been made.
The number'of men proposed to be employed appears reasonable.
The time for commencing work appears to be reasonable. _
Application No. 14, Queanbeyan, Tmnut aud Adelong Mining District approved of. app/YTT
Minute for the Executive Council, 24/8/85, > . • ■ ■

Camp Etirobodalla, 6 July, 1885. _
lr’ I have the honor to transmit herewith the plan of one portion of land containing 25 acres, numbered M.L. 31/, 

in the parish of Bulladelah, in the county of Murray, applied for by W. X Lewis and B O. Holtermann under the 
BectionPof Mining Act, measured by me on 6th June, 1885, in accordance with instructions from Chief Mining feiirvej or, 
dated 10th April, 1885. ■

Tracfn^ha^^en^OT^arf^f to the D.S. and Mining Warden. This lease is situated within Q.B. 163, and 

encroaches partly on M.C.P. 82, Irving, 40 ae. la'°. ‘T RAYMOND,
The Chief Mining Surveyor. ' Mining Surveyor.

Ann No 85-14 at Queanbeyan herewith records, then to Mr. Neate and Chief Draftsman. E.E.P., 13/7/85. 75
nereent advance paid 14 .Inly, 1885, con.; Balance on 30 July, 1885. Mr. Onslow, 23///85. _ , lt,QS

The iX)rtionPapplied for within is included within an area applied for by B. O. Holternmnn, Febrnm-jy *nd. IS , 
under section 28, •* Mming Act of 1874” (papers No. 85-2,431). This application was refused i^ M.mstenal minute 9,7/So. 
Also within quarry reserve No. 163, notified 20/0/82. Dealt with for diagrams.—M .S. C., 30/7/So.

Sir,
On a Deserve—Notice to make survey.

Mines, 10 April, looo.
An application ^ a miiieral^leasc, partieula^a^per mpgm

_.,i i„ nnn,! f.nniudi to aurvev ill accordance with the regulations relating to mineral leases, the area so applied for,a plan and ilport. Your attention is particularly directed to the regulations
* for mineral leases numbered respectively 2, 3, 12, 13, and 14. ^'eD^WD P PITTMAN,

Chief Mining Surveyor.
T. W. Raymond, Esq., Minin| Surveyor, Sydney. 

Copy of description of tlie land as given in tlConv of description of the land as given in tlie applicationOn tho east of Captain's Flat, Molonglo River, pansh of 
' Bullalaba! county of Murray, and on a reserve. The datum point is distant 40 ft., m an easterly direction, from the nort i- 
west corner of the area applied for. Wo require the whole of the surface.

Mining district, Tumut and Adelong ; applicant's locality, east of Captain’s Fiat.
Application No. 14, at Queanbeyan,

Description.
' n0 acres county of Murray, parish of Bullalaba, portion M.L. 117: Commencing at the south-west corner of portion 

I.L. 81, and boundedUtence ou the north by the south boundary of that portion, buanng east 34 elmna and H1 nk , D 
ast bv a line hearing south 14 chains and 15 links ; on the south by a line hearing west 14 chains and 14 links , and on tne 
rest by a line hearing north 14 chains and 15 links to the point of commencement.

Questions to be answered by Applicants to Lease.
Weev receiving an Application to lease land for mining purposes, the Warden, Warden’s Clerk, or a"
>\ HE* re ^ fc, jFF ____ hi:*-*** «« k^b rrr tlieir agent, to answer the following questions, and shall

The statemmit when complete, tote r’ead over to, and signed hyT tlie person furnishing
M £XA1' 4 vv.'-at ' —l i------ i- j_ £ • ■
case may be, shall require the applicant or applicants, of hie c 
take down such answers in writing. The statement when coir
the ^ the (,ate nnd honr of the j;iy when you took possession of the land referrred to in application No. H i

10th day of Fehruaiw, 5 o’clock, p.m. v .
4. Did you take possession by erecting posts and cutting trenches at each angle of the land ? Acs.

If No. 4 be replied to in the aflirmativc, then 5, 6, and 7.
5. -What was the diameter of the posts? Three inches.
6 How high did they project above the surface when fixed m the ground ? Over 3 teet. 
l\ What was the length of each arm of each trench ? ^
8. -H aTuhstitulrtorpost or trench was used, describe it ? Substitute for trench, in two corners being rocky (stones

!) Atwhich angle of the land is the datum post fixed ? Forty-feet easterly from the north-west comer.
10. Did yon affix a hoard or metal plate to the datum post ? A board.

1 nxca in sue grounu ; \j\vv o iccu, . „ - . ,
and what was the depth of eacli trench ?j About 6 feet long

11.
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11. Wliat was written or painted on each beard or plate ? Mineral Lease applied for by Walter J. Lewis.
12. Where did you post the notices Schedule 1 ? Warden’s Office, Queanbeyan, and Post Office, Captain’s Plat.
13. When did you post such notices ? On the 10th and 12th February, 1885.
14. Did anybody'Claim or appear to be in possession of tho land applied for, or any portion of it ? No.
15. Did you serve notice in the form Schedule 1 upon every such person ? and when ? No.
16. Have you obtained the consent of every such person to the granting of the lease for which you apply ? No.
I, Walter J. Lewis, on behalf of self and 13. 0. Holtermann, declare that the foregoing questions have been answered 

by me truthfully in every particular, and tlie answers thereto have been read over to me and are correctly taken down in 
writing.
Witness to signature,—0. Willans. WALTER J. LEWIS.

On a Reserve.
Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule 2.

Form of Application.
Sir, Captain’s Flat, Molonglo River, 16 February, 1885.

We hereby make application for a mineral lease for 20 years of that piece or parcel of land situated on the cast 
of Captain’s Flat, Molonglo River, parish of Ballalaba, county of Murray, and on a resent, containing twenty acres, of which1 
wc took possession on the (10th) tenth day of February, at the hour of five o’clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of mining 
thereon and therein for silver, lead, and copper. Posts and L trenches at each angle thereof. The datum point ia distant 
(40) forty feet in a easterly direction from tho north-west corner of the area applied for.

Notice of our intention to make this application has been given in accordance with the regulations in that behalf, 
and we hand herewith a list of the persons who occupy or claim a right to the land aforesaid, or any part thereof, together 
with such consents as have obtained. We also hand herewith the sum of (£2) two pounds, being the first year’s rent 
in advance of the said land, and the sum (£4) four pounds to cover the cost of survey.

We hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon the distinct understanding and condition that if we shall 
abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the Secretary for Mines for the time being may deduct from the sum of 
six pounds deposited as aforesaid any cost to which in his opinion the Crown may have been put in or about or in respect 
of this application ; and this application shall thereupon become and be void, and tlie possession aforesaid shall cease and 
determine. And if the lease shall be granted, we shall and will commence mining operations upon or in connection with 
the demised land within one month from aud after the granting thereof, aud shall aud will employ upon sucli land not less 
than four men during the first six months of the term thereby created, and not less than six men during the remainder of 
such term. And shall and will at any time wlien called upon in terms of the regulations relating to mineral leases, to do so, 
execute, and take delivery of such lease, or failing therein for a period of fourteen days, after being so called upon, we shall 
and will forfeit the said sum of six pounds, and al! right, title, or interest in and to the said land and the possession thereof, 
and the said lease shall he forthwith cancelled. Tho land applied for is on a reserve, aud we require tho whole of the surface.

We have &c.,
WALTER J. LEWIS,

Major’s Creek, via Braidwood.
' BERNARD O. HOLTERMANN,

To the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney. 674, George-street, Sydney.
This application was received by me this iGth day of February, 1SS5, at tho hour of 3 o’clock in the afternoon, and 

is numbered 14.
0. WILLANS.

Mineral Lease Regulations,—Schedule 6.
Notice of Application and Deposit.

Sir, Queanbeyan, 16 February.
I have the honor to inform you that J have this day deposited with the Warden’s Clerk at Queanbeyan the sum 

of £2, being the first year’s rent in advance of 20 acres of land at Captain’s Flat, for the purpose of mining for silver and 
copper, and the sum of £4, being the fees for survey of the said land. Tire number of my application is i 4.

1 have, &c.,
• WALTER J. LEWIS

The Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney.
(For self and B. 0, Holtjskmann).

If the land herein referred to is within a reserve, you will please insert such word on the notice in accordance with 
instructions forwarded to you in November last, and return it,—T.C.B. (for U.S.), B.C., 19/2/80. The Warden’s Clerk, 
Queanbeyan. The Warden’s Clcrk begs to state this is not an application fora lease, and is not properly a letter I should 
have anything to do with. The noting of a reserve will be found on the applications as directed by your memo, of 
27 October last, and have been carried out since. This is, of course, on a reserve.—0. Willans, Warden’s Clerk, 
20/2/85, Queanbeyan. The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, 674, George-street, Sydney, 24 March, 1885.
I have to request that you will kindly receive this as a special application for the immediate survey and 

issue of a mineral lease of 20 acres, situate at Captain's Flat, Molonglo River, and applied for on the 16th February, 
1885, at Queanbeyan, by myself and W. J. Lewis, as we are anxious to test the value of tho same, prior to the removal of 
machinery from an adjoining locality, which has hitherto proved a failure. Tlie number of my application is 14.

1 have, &c.,
The Honorable The Minister for Mines. B. 0. HOLTERMANN & Co.

Application not received.—E.W.R., 27/3/85. Tlie Warden’s Clerk should be asked to forward the application for 
inspection, and to furnish his weekly returns of applications received during the end of month. Submitted.—R.N., 28/3/85. 
Warden’s Clerk asked, 7/4/85. Approved.—G.E.H. (for U. S.), 30/3/85.

[Handed in l>y Mr. Waldron.]

C.
PnosPECTUS of tho Vanderbilt Silver-mining Company (limited). Captain’s Flat, N.S.W.

To be registered under lf The Companies Statute, 18G4.”
Capital, £100,000, in 100,000 shares of £1 each.

50,000 shar. s, paid up In 15s., are offered to the public at 4s. on application and 4s. on allotment; the remaining 50,000 
shares nre issued to the vendors as paid tip to 15.*., and also the sum of £10,000 in cash as payment for the property. 
The balance, £10,000, goes to the credit of the Company, less cost of printing, legal expenses, &c., in connection with the 
formation of the Company.

Provisional
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W. P. Macgregor, 
C. W. Chapman, 
W. R. Wilson,

Provisional Directors ;

C. L. Garland, M.P., N.S.W.

J. P. Turnbull,
W. Jamieson,
T. H. H. Goodwin, M.P., N.S.W.,

Solicitor ,■
W, J. Woolcott.

Bankers ;
The Commercial Bank of Australia.

Secrelart/ : 
William Knox.

Brokers :
Cliapman & Walt ley, Melbourne, I Horn Sc, Co., Adelaide,
R. M. Turner, Melbourne, | Keats & Temple, Adelaide.

Tins Company is formed to acquire and work for gold, silver, and lead, leases Nos. 1, 2, 4<, li, 19, 20, 21, 22, and 84, situate 
on tho Molonglo gold-field (Captain’s Flat), in the parishes of Bullongong and Ballullaba, Colony of Now South Wales, and 
containing in all about 67 acres 2 roods; and also mineral lots Nos. 36, 37, 81, and 117, containing about 120 a ores, together 
with a fifteen-head stamp mill now erected thereon,
. The above properties have been carefully examined by mining exports engaged by the Provisional Directors, and highly 
satisfactory reports have been received, which can bo seen on application to tho Secretary.

It is not considered necessary to publish further particulars, beyond stating that active operations will at once bo 
commenced under first-class management; and as the financial position of the Company will bo a sound one, good results are 
confidently looked for within a reasonable time. '

1

Note.—The above is printed for public information only, as all the shares are allotted.

[One plan.]

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—]SS
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1887-8*

Legislative Assembly,

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MESSRS. HUGH M'NEILL AND PARTY-MINERAL LEASE -
AT CAPTAIN’S ELAT.

(PETITION EEOM HUGH M'NEILL AND PARTY TO BE HE ABU BY COUNSEL OR SOLICITOR BEFORE
SELECT COMMITTEE ON.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 5 June, 1888.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, ia
Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of Hugh M'Neill, William Edwards, and John Huxham Blatchford, of 
Captain’s Plat, in the said Colony,—

Humbly showeth

1. That on the twenty-fourth day of April, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, a 
Select Committee of your Honorable House was duly appointed by your Honorable House, with power to 
send for persons and papers, to inquire into and report upon the claims (if any) of Hugh M'Neill and 
party to compensation for looses sustained through the neglect of the Mining Hepartment, to issue them 
a mineral lease at Captain’s Plat.

2. That your Petitioners arc the persons referred to as Hugh M'Neill and party.
_ 3. That your Petitioners have been in possession of twenty acres of land at Captain’s Plat afore

said, since the eleventh day of August, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-four, on which date your 
Petitioners applied for a mineral lease of tho said laud, which application was refused.

_ d. That subsequently, namely, on the twenty-ninth day of January, one thousand eight hundred 
and eighty-live, your Petitioners again applied for a mineral lease of tlie said land, which application hag 
also been refused.

5. Tour Petitioners therefore humbly pray as follows :—Tiiat your Petitioners may be beard by 
Counsel or Solicitor before the said Select Committee, with liberty to adduce such evidence as they may 
be advised concerning the subject matter of the said inquiry in tlie interest of your Petitioners, and to 
examine and cross-examine such witnesses as may give evidence at such inquiry.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Dated at Sydney, this 4th day of June, 1888.

[3 signatures.']

D>&] 889—
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1887-8.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINING ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884,
(REO-ULATIONS RELATING TO MINING LEASES.)

flrescntcti io -parliament pursuant io JWt 37 Die. ilo. Hi.

Department oi Mines,
Sydney, 2nd May, 1SSS.

Notices is hereby fpvon that ihe following llegulations relating to Mining Leases under the Mining Act 
Further Amendment Act oi ISSf arc published for general information.

FRANCIS ABIGAIL.

REGULATIONS RELATING TO MINING l in 
LEASES UNDER THE MINING ACT 
FURTHER AMENDMENT ACT OF 18S4-.

'Whereas, by the Mining Act Further Amendment 
Act of 1SS4, the Governor is empowered to make 
Regulations for certain purposes, to be dealt with as 
Regulations made by the Governor under the 
Principal Act: Now, therefore, His Excellency the 
Governor, by and with the advice of the Executive 
Council, doth make the Regulations following, that 
is to say:—

1. The holder or holders of any permit or 
authority granted under the Principal Act, and still 
in force* may make application in the form in the 
Schedule A hereto for the conversion of such permit 
or authority into a lease.

2. Upon receipt in the Department of Mines of
such application, together with a sum of money equal 
to one year’s rent of the land, and (if required) the 
fee for survey of the land, the Governor may, subject 
to the rents or royalties, or both, and to the covenants 
and conditions hereinafter prescribed, and to such 
special covenants and conditions as shall in certain 
cases appear to the Governor necessary, grant a lease 
of the laud for the term applied for, or subject to 
such modifications as shall appear proper. _

3. To obtain a lease of land referred to in section 
2 of the said Act, not included in any permit or 
authority, the mode of taking possession, giving 
notice, and lodging application shall, where practic
able, be the same as prescribed in the Regulations 
made under the Principal Act, relating respectively 
io Gold-mining and Mineral Leases ; and such Regu
lations shall, except as otherwise expressly provided

864—

these Regulations, apply to all other matters 
relating to applications and objections thereto and to 
leases,—but the restrictions in such Regulations as 
to the form and dimensions of the land and the posi
tion of the boundary lines in regard to any vein, reef, 
or lode, shall not apply. Where, by reason of the 
land being under water, or from any other sufficient ■ 
cause, possession cannot he taken, the applicant shall 
attach to his application a plan or sketch of the land 
applied for, and shall, in the notices and application,

five such description as will lead to the ready identi- 
cation thereof.

4. The Regulations made under the Principal Act 
relating to gold-mining shall, except as regards the 
form of application, the area, and the dimensions of 
the land, and the position of the boundaries in rela
tion to any vein, reef, or lode, or as otherwise pro
vided in these Regulations, apply to any Special Ijease 
for gold-mining purposes. Every application for a 
Special Lease shall be in the form in the Schedule B 
hereto, and the extent of land demised by any such 
lease all all be in proportion to the number of men to be 
employed, and the capital to be expended in the pur
chase and erection of machinery, or the construction 
of costly works for the purpose of working the land, 
not exceeding 2 acres for every man employed, and 1 
acre additional for every £200 to be expended in 
machinery, dams, or races, provided that the area 
demised by any one lease shall not exceed 100 acres.

5. Upon approval by the Governor of any appli
cation for a special lease, notice shall be published 
in the Gazette promising a lease of the land applied 
for, or so much thereof as may be available, upon con
dition that within a period to be named in such
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notice, sucli a sum of money us may be approved by 
the Governor shall be expended in the purchase and 
erection of machinery or in the construction of works 
said in the application to be necessary, aud upon 
compliance within such period or such extension 
thereof as may upon cause shown he approved by 
the Secretary for Mines, a special lease of the land 
aforesaid shall forthwith issue to the applicant; but 
upon the applicant failing to comply with tlie con
ditions aforesaid, the Governor may revoke the 
promise of lease and refuse the application, or may 
reduce the area of the land applied for to the dimen
sions proscribed for an ordinary lease.

6. Every lease granted under the Mining Act 
Further Amendment Act of 188*, shall bo subject to 
the rents, or rents and royalties, aud conditions 
following:—

7. Leases for mining for minerals, other than coal 
or gold, including the right to occupy tlie surface or 
some portion thereof. Jive shillings per aero per 
annum; (wlien no right to occupy any portion of 
the surface can be granted the Secretary for Mines 
may reduce the rent to two shillings and sixpence per 
acre per annum) ; for land wholly under water, one 
shilling and sixpence per acre per annum. Leases for 
coal-mining, including the right to occupy the surface 
or some portion thereof, two shillings per acre per 
annum ; without the right to occupy any portion of 
the surface, one shilling and sixpence per acre per 
annum; for land wholly under water, one shilling 
per acre per annum. Leases for gold-mining, one 
pound per aero per annum. In respect of every ton 
of coal raised from the land demised, the sum of six
pence shall he paid as royalty : Provided that if the 
royalty payable in respect of tbe coal raised during 
any one year exceeds the rent paid for such Year, the 
amount paid as rent may he deducted from'’the sum 
payable as royalty ; but if the royalty as aforesaid 
in any one year amounts to less than the rent paid 
for such year, the lessee shall not for such rear be 
required to pay royalty.

S. Upon or in connection with the land demised 
by any such lease, work shall be commenced within 
such period, and be carried on by such a number of 
men, in such manner, within sucli limits, and subject 
to such supervision as ihe Governor may in each case 
direct: Provided that tho Secretary for Mines may at 
any time, and for any period, authorize the suspen
sion, wholly or in part, of work upon or in connection 
with, any such lease. ■

fl. The term of any such lease shall he that named 
iu the application, or such shorter term as shall be 
approved by tbe Governor, not being less than one 
year : and such term shall commence upon, and be 
computed from, the date on which the Governor shall 
approve of tbe granting of the lease.

10. The rents reserved under any such lease shall 
be paid in advance to the Colonial" Treasurer, on or 
before the first day of each year of the term.

11. The royalties reserved under any such lease 
shall, subject to the deduction of rent as afoi*esaid, 
be paid to the Colonial Treasurer at the expiration 
of each year, or within one month thereafter, and 
with each such payment a s tatement sh all be fnrni sh cd, 
under the hand of the lessees, or some one of them, 
or of the manager of the mine, setting out tho quantity 
and value of mineral raised from the land demised, 
and tlie accuracy of every such statement shall be 
verified by the statutory declaration of the person 
matting it. The lessees or lessee shall keep a proper 
hook, in which shall be entered the quantity of coal 
raised each day from the demised laud, and such 
book shall at all times be open to the inspection of 
any officer of the Department of Mines.

12. If any lessee shall fail to execute his lease 
when called upon to do so, or shall fail to pay the 
rent or royalty reserved under his lease within the 
prescribed time, or shall fail to keep a proper record

of the quantity and value of the coal raised, or shall 
refuse to allow such record to be inspected by any 
officer of the Department of Mines, or shall fail to 
observe and perform tbe other conditions or covenants 
of his lease, or iu the ease of a special lease shall fail 
to expend in tho purchase and erection of machinery, 
or the construction of dams, races, or other costly 
works, the amount of money proposed in the appli
cation to bo so expended, he shall forfeit his right 
to such lease, and tho Governor may thereupon, or 
at any time thereafter, cancel such lease, and upon 
publication in tlie Gazette of such cancellation the 
lease shall be absolutely void.

13. From and after the publication of these 
Regulations, the Regulations relating to Mining 
Leases, under the Mining Act Further Amendment 
Act, 1884, made by the Governor on the 1 Gtb day of 
March, 1880. and published in the Gazette, No. 164, 
on the 1 Sth day of March, 1886, are hereby repealed; 
but such repeal shall not ntt'cct any proceeding, 
matter, or thing lawfully taken, done, commenced, or 
rights acquired before these Regulations came into 
operation ; nevertheless, any application made under 
the repealed Regulations may be dealt with under 
these Regulations, and the holders of any lease 
granted under the repealed Regulations may surrender 
such lease with a view fo obtain a lease of the same 
land under these Regulations, and upon such sur
render being approved by the Governor, a lease in 
terms of these Regulations may forthwith issue to 
the holders of tho surrendered lease.

Scheduie A.
To tin; Honorable tin; Scoretury for Mines,

beini; (lie holder of n granted
under section of the Mining Act, 1874, lo mine for .

all that piece or parcel of land being 
and conlnirdng acre?, more or Ins;, do hereby apply for a 
lease of the said land for a period of years, with tlie right 
10 occupy acres of the surface thereof in such position
as min bo approved of, and underrate if such lease
be granted to execute the same when railed upon to do so, and 
witfim days after tho granting of such ]en;c to ooimnonee 
work I hereon [or upon adjoining bind proposed to be worked 
iu conncetion therewith, and to extend the underground works 
into such land with the utmost possible specdj and thereafter 
to employ in mining upon [or under] such land men,
and lo observe and perform all the covenants and conditions 
contained in such lea-'e; and herewith tender
tho turn of being the first year’s rent of such land,
and tho fee for survey of tho land, and agree to
forfeit such rent, if fail lo accept and execute such
lease when called upon to do so.
Dated at ibis day of

llueeived at the Department of Alines, Sydney,’ this
day of 18S , at o'clock in the noon.

Registrar.

SoilUDUUi R.
To the Honorable (he Secretary for Mine?,

hereby make application for a Special lease for 
years, of all that piece of land, being 

eonlaiuing acres for the purpose of gold-nnuiug,
possession of which was token on the day of
18S , ot the hour of o’clock, m. The deposit proposed 
to be worked consists of and bv reason of

requires for its proper development the 
■ erection or construction ol tlie following machinerv or works :—

the estimated cost of which is £ , and propose to
employ upon or in connection with such hind men; and

herewith tender tho sum of , being tho first
year’s rent of such laud and the fen for the survey of the land, 
and agree, upon notification of approval of this applica
tion, to expend the sum of in the purchase and erection
of tho machinery, or ihe construction of the works aforesaid, 
within of notice of such approval, and to accept and
execute the lease when ready, or failing therein to forfeit the 
rent deposited herewith.
Dated at this day of 188 .

Received this day of
of in the noon. 

No. of application

188 , at the hour

HI ining Registrar,

PA]
Nydacy; Charies 1’otter, Uovcriiiucnt rrintci,—15SS.



1887.

(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINING ON CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 10.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 18 November, 1887.

CAKEINGTON, Message No. 10.
■ Governor. ■

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making provision 
to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to make better provision for Mining on Church 
and School Lands.

Govern-mmt Home, Sydney,
Hth November, 1887.

[3d.J 285—
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1887.

(thikd session.)

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DEPARTMENT OF MINES.
(ANNUAL REPORT OF THE STOCK BRANCH, 1SS6.)

JJriAtntei to $avttaincnt bjj Qumunanti.

To the Honorable Erancis Abigail, Esq., M.P., Minister for Mines.

Sir,
In submitting the Annual Beport of tbe Chief Inspector of Stock for 

the year 1886, I have to express regret that, in consequence of the Branch being 
short-handed, and the pressure of work in the Government Printing Office, it 
could not be presented earlier; but the Progress Beport furnished on the 10 th of 
'February last supplied such information as rendered the issue of this Beport 
perhaps less urgent.

The return of horses for 1886 shows an increase for the year of 16,966, and a 
decrease of 5,040, as compared with the number at the end of the previous decennial 
period. The highest number—namely, 398,577—was reached in 1881; but in 1883 
the number had fallen to 326,964. Since,then there has been a steady increase.

The return of cattle for 1886 shows an increase for the year of 50,529, and a 
decrease, as compared with the number at the end of the previous decennial period, 
of 1,763,169, During the past ten years, with slight fluctuations, there was a steady 
decline, the lowest number being reached in 1885. In fact, in 1885 there were 
fewer cattle than at any time during the past twenty-six years.

The return of sheep for 1886 shows an increase for the year of 1,348,398. As 
compared with the number at the end of the previous decennial period, the number 
in 1836 shows an increase of 13,899,549. During the past twenty-six years the 
number of sheep has increased steadily from 6,119,169 in 1861 to 39,169,304 in 
1886; while at the commencement of the present decennial period the number was 
only 21,521,662.

The total clip of wool for 1886 exceeds that of 1885 by 5,138,222 ih. Not
withstanding this increase, the quantity sent to Sydney in 1886 was less by 
3,515,075 lb. than tbe quantity so sent in 1885; while the quantity sent to 
Melbourne shows an increase in 1886 of 4,431,839 lb., and to Adelaide of 
5,047,323 lb.

The appendices to the Beport contain interesting and important information, 
well deserving of careful consideration.

I have, &c.,
habbie wood,

Department of Mines, Under Seeretary.
Sydney, 1st September, 1887.

e—a " ' _ " ' ‘ Tim

[0,458 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (iabour and material), £2t 18s, ()<?,]
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The Chief Inspector of Stock to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir, Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 1 J uly, 1887.

_ On the 10th February last I submitted a Progress Report for the year ending 31st December, 
1886, giving the approximate number of the Horses, Cattle, and Sheep then in the colony ; and I have 
now the honor to submit for your consideration my complete Report for that year on the working of this 
Branch, which is as usual based very much upon Inspectors’ estimates, owners still showing very little 
inclination to furnish data. It will be seen that the actual numbers of Cattle and Sheep in the complete 
Report exceed those slightly in the Progress Report.

ALEX. BRUCE,
■------------------ Chief Inspector of Stock.

. I.—INSPECTORS AND THEIR ’WORK.
" 1. The Inspectors.

There are now forty-five Inspectors, having charge of fifty-nine Sheep Districts.

2. The Inspections made. 
The inspections made during the year were as follows :— 

Of Stock ... .. ... ... ...
Of Reserves ...................................................
Of Pounds ...................................... ...
Of Pastures ... ... ... ... ,.,
Of Dogs (imported) ... ... ... ,,,
Of Pigs (imported from the other colonies)

12,844
3.448

442
6,947

92L
305

. , Total ....................................... 24,907
This would give an average of 554 inspections made by each of the forty-five Inspectors.

3. Horses, (tattle, and Sheep inspected.
Horses.—The number of horses inspected during the year was 70,612, by forty-two Inspectors. 
Cattle.—The number of cattle inspected during tho year was 706,037.

^ S/ifl-y.—Tbe number of sheep inspected during the year was 18,560,361. This is a decrease of 
6,472,570 on last year's inspection. The decrease arises through their having been very Jew sheep 
travelling for feed during the year. ’

_ 4. Inspections at Homebush Sale-yards.
_ During the year bi-weeldy visits to the Homebush Yards have been made by the Sydney Inspector, 

with the view to inspecting the stock yarded. The total number of stock submitted to auction was as 
follows:—Cattle, 88.214 head; sheep, 1,187,211 head, or a weekly average of 1,697 cattle and 22.830 
sheep. . _ '

5. Distance travelled by Inspectors during the year on duty.
The total number of miles travelled by forty-five Inspectors was 181,356, or an average of 4,030 

each per annum, being a slight decrease on last year. ’

6. Frosecutions and Convictions.
The prosecutions instituted during the past year were as follows : —

Under Sheep Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 133
„ Lands Act, trespass on reserves ... ... ... 1
„ Brands Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 7
.. Pastures Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 586
„ Public Watering Places Act ... ... ... ... 18

_ Total ... ... .. ... 745
This shows a very large decrease in the prosecutions under the Pastures Acts, and is accounted for 

by stockowners becoming better acquainted with the provisions of the Act and its enforcement by 
Inspectors. *

The number of convictions were :—
Under Sheep Act ............... . 118

., Lands Act . . ... 1
,, Brands Act ... ... ... 7
„ Pastures Act........................... 398
„ Public Watering Places Act... ........................... 12

Total ... 536
II.—HORSES.
1. The Number.

By returns the number of 
including 1886 was as follows:—

horses in the Colony during the twenty-six years previous to t

Year. No. Year. No. Year. No.
1861 ... ... 251,497 1870 ... 280,304 1879 ... ... 360,038
1862 ... 233,220 1871 ... 337,597 1880 ... ... 395,984
1863 ... ... 273,389 1872 ... 304,100 1881 ... ... 398,577
1864 ... ... 262,554 1873 ... 328,408 1882 ... ... 328,026
1865 ... ... 284,567 1874 ... 334,462 1883 ... ... 326,964
1866 ... ... 282,587 1875 ... 357,697 1884 ... ... 337,172
1867 ... ... 278,437 1876 ... 366,703 1885 ... ... 341,697

.1868 ... 
1869 ...

... 280,201

... 280,818
1877 ...
1878 ...

328,150
336,468

1886 ... ... 361,663

This shows an inerense of 16.966 during the year, and is due to' the favourable season. 
The number of horses in each Sheep District will be found in Appendix A. 2.
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2, The different Breeds.

Draught.—The number returned under this bead is ordinary, 90,509; thoroughbred. 15,473: 
total, 105,982. ' '

Light Harness.—The number returned as ordinary is 87,820; thoroughbred, 12,294; total, 100,114.
Saddle.—The number of ordinary is given as 135,459 ; thoroughbred, 20,128; total, 155,567.

3. Horses introduced.

From other districts.—The number of stud horses introduced was 205, and stud mares, 286; 
ordinary mares, 1,774 ; and horses, 2,790.

From other Colonies.—The number introduced by sea was—stud horses, 86; stud mares, 92; and 
ordinary horses and mares, 1,188. .

The number introduced overland was 85 stud mares and 65 stud horses; and ordinary, 117 mares 
and 102 horses. . ‘

From England and other Countries.—The numbers introduced uuder this head were 4 stud mares 
and 27 stud horses.

4. Horses Jit for Sale.
The number returned as being fit for market during the present year is 17,979 draught, 16,422 

light harness, and 26,380 saddle.
Of this number it is estimated that 14,877 are suited for the India and China Markets.
There were sent from five districts 690 horses to be shipped from Sydney, and from eight districts 

847 horses to Melbourne for foreign countries.

5. Improvement.
, In thirty eight districts tbe horses are said to be improving. The principal reasons given are— 
introduction of superior stud horses, breeding from good mares, more atteution to the rules of breeding, 
and better prices obtainable. In seventeen districts the breed of horses is, so far as regards improvement, 
reported as stationary, and in four districts deteriorating ; the reasons given being too much light blood 
introduced, breeding from weedy mares for racing purposes, and drought.

6. Diseases in Horses.

During the past year several cases of disease amongst horses were reported and investigated by the 
Government Veterinarian; amongst others, a disease termed “Australian Stringhalt,” and chronic poisoning 
at Coonong, through the use of musty ensilage, particulars of which are detailed in Appendices B and C.

Besides this the only diseases reported were mild attacks of strangles in twelve districts, and a few 
eases of inflammation, worms, and colic.

In thirty-nine districts the horses are reported to have been entirely free from disease.

7. Losses in Horses.
The losses in horses from drought, starvation, wire in chaff, and other accidents as reported amount 

to 2,482. This must be considerably under-estimated.

8. Wild Horses.
The number of wild horses in the Colony is estimated at 7,443, which shows a decrease on the 

previous year of 2,179. '

9. Tax on Entire Horses.
At the Babbit Conference, held in Sydney in June 1886, the following resolution was carried on the 

motion of Mr. TV. H. Walker, delegate for Tenterfield, viz.:—“ That in view of the falling off in quality 
of the Australian horse, a tax of £5 he placed on entire horses over oue year of age, and that the funds 
rained by this tax he distributed among the agricultural societies for prizes for horses, as the Government 
think fit." With the view of obtaining an expression of opinion from the various Pastures and Stock 
Protection Boards throughout the Colony, the then Secretary for Mines caused a circular letter (with 
copy resolution attached), dated 30th June, 1886, to be forwarded to the Chairman of each Board, with 
the request that it be submitted to the Board for consideration, and the decision arrived at to be intimated 
to this Department,

Out of fifty-nine Boards written to, forty have forwarded their opinions. Of this number twenty- 
three Boards a])proved of the tax suggested, some, however, consider the age should he eighteen months, 
while many are of opinion that it should he two years. One Board recommends that the tax should he 
increased to £10, so as to weed out inferior stallions. Two Boards only suggest a tax lower than that 
fixed in resolution. ‘

lourteen Boards are opposed to a tax ; some as they consider it an interference with the liberty of 
the people, others that it would be a tax on the poor man’s horse, others that it is not within the province 
of the Board, and others that the improvement of horses should be loft to private enterprise.

One Board recommends the consideration of the resolution by the various Agricultural and Pastoral 
Societies; one Board considers the tax unnecessary so far as that particular district is concerned; the 
members of one Board are equally divided; and two Boards decline to express an opinion.

ni—
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HI—CATTLE.

1. Number.

The returns of cattle in the Colony during the twenty-sis years ending 31st December, 1886, stand 
as follows:—

Tear. No. Year. No.
1861 ... ... 2,271,923 1874 ... ................ 2,856,699
1862 ... ... 2,620,383 1875 ... ................ 3,184,086
1863 ... ... 2,032,522 1870 ... ................ 3,131,013
1864 ... ... 1,924,119 1877 ... ............... 2,746,385
1865 ... ... 1,961,905 1878 ... ................ 2,771,583
1866 ... ... 1,771,809 1879 ... ................ 2,914,210
1867 ... ... 1.728,427 1880 ... ................ 2,580.040
1868 ... ... 1,761,411 1881 ... ................ 2,597,348
1869 ... ... 1,795,904 1882 ... ................ 1,859,985
1870 ... 2,195,096 .1883 ... ................ 1,640,753
1871 ... ... 2,014,888 1884 ... ................ 1,425,130
1872 ... ... 2.287,660 1885 ... ................ 1,317,315
1873 ... ... 3.794,327 1886 ... ................ 1.367,844

This shows an increase during the year of 50,529, and a decrease as compared with the year 1876 
of 1,763,169. * i

The number of cattle in the several sheep districts will he found in .Appendix A.

2. Different Breed#>
Shorthorns.—The number of pure-bred and stud Shorthorns is estimated at 34,819 ; and ordinary 

526,099 ; total, 560,918.
Jlcrefords.—Pure and stud, 15,430 ; ordinary, 151.801; total, 167,231.
Devon.—Pure and stud, 5,699 ; ordinary, 43,138; total, 48,837.
Black-polled.—Pure and stud, 368 ; ordinary, 719 ; total, 1.087.
Ayrshire.—Pure and stud, 942 ; ordinary, 2,595, total, 3,537.
Aldenwys.—Pure and stud, 298 ; ordinary, 175; total, 473.
Crosses.—Pirst crosses, 3,485; ordinary, 582,276; total, 585,761. The crosses are estimated as 

follows :—Shorthorn and Hereford, 220,463 ; Shorthorn and Devon, 75,618 ; Hereford and Devon, 34,533 ; 
Shorthorn and Black-polled, 2,500; Ayrshire and Shorthorn, 4.000; the balance, 248.247 being 
unrecognizable.

3. Stock introduced.
From other Districts.—Stud bulls, 218 ; stud cows, 764; total, 982 ; ordinary cattle, 53,267.
From other Colonies by Sea,—Stud bulls, 58; stud cows, 113; total, 171; ordinary cattle, 3,723.
Overland.—Stud bulls, 57; stud cow's, 1,284; ordinary cattle, 68,172; total, 69,513.
From England and other Countries.—Nil. Importation prohibited.

4. Increase and Decrease of Cattle.
In thirty-three districts the cattle are reported to ho increasing, for which the following reasons 

are given:—(1.) The good season. (2.) Considerable numbers of store cattle have been introduced from 
Queensland. (3.) More owners have taken to breeding cattle, and are selling off their sheep to replace 
them with cattlle. ■

5. The “ Cost ” of Fat and, Store Cattle.
The estimated <rcast ” of fat cattle to be sent to market during the coming year is 213,279, and 

store cattle, 139,209, From fifteen districts the fat cattle arc principally sent to Melbourne; from three 
districts they are principally sent to Adelaide ; and the remaining districts supply the markets of Sydney, 
Maitland, Mudgee, Bathurst, Orange, and Tamworth,

G. How kept.
The number of cattle kept wholly in paddocks is returned as 937,595 ; on open runs, 274,596; 

and the balance, 155,653, are depastured both ways.

7. Improvement and Deterioration. *
In thirty-four districts the cattle are said to be improving; in twenty-one districts they are 

stationary ; and in four districts deteriorating. The principal reasons given for the improvement are— 
introduction of good stud stock ; more attention and care in selection; also, in culling and keeping in 
paddocks. The reasons given for deterioration are—inattention to breeding, many owners breeding from 
all sorts without respect to breed or quality.

8. Their Diseases and Ailments {Plcuro-Pncumonia).
In twenty-eight districts, on 177 runs, the cattle were reported as affected slightly with pleuro

pneumonia; and in thirty-one districts the cattle are reported as being free from that disease.
In twenty-five of the infected districts the disease was caused by contagion, from infected travel

ling stock from Queensland; in two districts its cause could not be traced, aud in one district the cause 
not known.

Prom twenty-seven districts it is reported that inoculation was successfully performed on 117 out 
of 119 holdings or stations.

On the two holdings where the inoculation was unsuccessful the failure is attributed to bad virus, 
for a second operation proved successful.

In every case the result was satisfactory, the disease leaving the herds.
The number of owners in favour of inoculation is given as 4,592 ; against 1,106 ; undecided, 2,215; 

and 6,610 opinions not known. The
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The number of owners in favour of compulsory inoculation in the case of infected herds is given
as 3,(345; against it, 1,682; undecided, 2,0G6; and 6,628 opinions not known. _ _

The Inspectors’ reports show that the practice of inoculation for plcuro-pneumoma is becoming 
more and more general, and with very iavourable results. _

Having recently had occasion to obtain information with respect to the preservation of virus for 
inoculation, amrcular was addressed to a few of the owners who have the largest dealings in cattle in the 
Colony ; and in doing so the opportunity was talten to ast them to give their experience in inoculation. 
The questions asked, together with their answers, will be found in Appendix D to this report. _

It is scarcely necessary to add that they thoroughly confirm the previous experience of this Colony ; 
and it is inconceivable how any one, who is not utterly preiudieed against inoculation, can for a moment 
dispute its efficacy in the face of the statements here made by owners of sucb extensive experience as 
the gentlemen referred to, and who have been practising inoculation for upwards of twenty years, 
for that would be tantamount to saying that our most intelligent and successful stock-owners are guilty 
of the absurdity of regularly going to the trouble, risk, and expense of performing an operation which is 
utterly useless—a conclusion to which, it is submitted, no sensiblo person will come.

But this is not all which can be adduced in suppom of inoculation. ■
It was stated at the Intercolonial Stock Conference held in Sydney, in September and October 

last, by Mr. John M'Kenzie, M.H.E., Otago, one of the delegates from New Zealand, that New Zealand 
having7 had to import cattle from Australia introduced pleuro into Otago, in the end of 1863, and 
that it existed there for two or threo years ; but that with careful regulations aud inoculation they had 
been able to stamp it out, and that there was not a case of that disease now in New Zealand. (See page 
93 of the Report of the Proceedings of the Conference.)

This is information of the greatest value, and ought, with the other confirmatory evidence, to lead 
to the introduction and passing of a law making inoculation compulsory in the case of all cattle infected 
or suspected of being infected with plcuro-pueumonia, aud the slaughter of all those actually diseased.

9, hoatesfi'om Disease and Drought. '
The number of cattle reported to have died from Cumberland disease is 29S; from blackleg, 12; 

from swelling in jaw or throat, 1,130; from ophthalmia, 527 ; from tuberculosis, 490; from red-water, 
500 ; starvation, 500 ; and poisonous plants, 159 ;. total, 3,616.

Dicherculosis.
This disease is attracting more attention year by year as its subtile character and incurable nature 

arc better understood. It has in several instances been detected at the flomebush sale-yards, and brought 
under the notice of the police, who acting under instructions by the Board of Health, have seen that the 
cattle were destroyed as unfit for human food. At the Abattoirs loo, cattle affected with this disease have 
been condemned, and the meat destroyed. As this disease is hereditary, and apt to be confounded with 
pleuro-pneumonia, and oven may be communicated to the human subject by inoculation as well as by 
contact from one animal to another, it is very desirable that it should be stamped out by slaughter of all 
affected animals.

■ ■ IV.—SHEEP.

• - 1. The Number.
The number of sheep in the Colony during the twenty-six years ending 31st December, 1886,-stands 

as follows;—
1861 ... ... 6,119,169 1874 ... ... 22,797,416

1862 ... ... 6,550,896 1875 ... ... 25,353,924

1868 ... ... 7,169,126 1876 ... ... 25,269,755

1864 ... ... 9,082,463 1877 ... ... 21,521,662

1865 ... ... 9,650,106 1878 ... ... 25,479,481

1866 ... ... 11,644,593 1879 ... ... 30,062,910

1867 ... ... 15,066,377 1880 ... ... 35,398,121

1863 ... ... 16,000,090 1881 ... ... 36,591,946

1869 ... ... 16,848,217 1882 ... ... 36,114,814

1870 ... ... 16,218,825 1883 ... ... 37,915,510

1871 ... 16,766,012 1884 ... ... 31,660,321

1872 ... ... 17,873,696 1885 ... ... 37,820,906

1873 ... ... 18,990,595 1886 ... ... 39,169,301

The number of sheep in the several sheep districts will he found in Appendix A.

Increase and Decrease.
. This shows an increase of 1,348,398, which is attributable mainly to the favourable season, and 

good lambing in most of the districts, During the year 672,903 sheep crossed the border into Queens
land. 2l
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2. The different Breeds. 

(1) Merino. 

Combing,

Pure and stud—Superfine ... 
Ordinary ... ... ...

Earns. Ewes. Wethers.
G13.915 144,018

108,735 2,289,751 1,430,715

Lambs.
145,452

1,312,012

Total.
944,618

5,141,213

6,085,831

Pure and stud—Medium ... 
Ordinary ... ... ...

64,463 844,117 369,755
159,435 4,847,472 3,304,493

443,322
2,378,227

1,721,657
10,689,677

12,411,334

Pure and stud—Strong ... 
Ordinary ...........................

78,292 688,084 354,194
84,141 3,310,312 2,429,052

356,204
2,118,453

1,476,724
7,941,958

9,418,682

Total, Combing ... ... ............... 27,915,847

Clothing,
t

Pure and stud—Superfine ... 
Ordinary ... ... ...

9,658 145,301 82,187
42,104 497,183 353,674

79,444
219,528

316,590
1,112,489

1,429,079

Pure and stud—Medium ... 
Ordinary ...........................

25,716 258,102 157,775
124,703 2,198,484 1,436,558

118,423
1,137,980

560,016
4,897,725

5,457,741

Pure and stud—Strong ...
Ordinary ... ... ...

62,805 280,370 135,160
40,735 1,069,898 1,025,332

140,778
509,729

619,113
2,645,694

3,264,807

Total, Clothing ... ... 10,151,627

Total number of Merino Sheep ...............38,067,474

(2) Long-woolled Sheep.
Pure and stud—Lincoln ... 
Ordinary ...........................

2,838 31,514 23,401
3,184 67,633 40,664

21,685
31,045

79,438
142,526

Total, Lincoln ... ... ............... 221,964

Pure and stud—Leicester ... 
Ordinary ... ... ,,,

1,987 27,341 21,695
1,903 20,951 17,092

12,938
15,683

63,961
55,629

Total, Leicester... ... ............... 119,590

Pure and stud—Downs ,.,
Ordinary ... ...

413 3,307 957
1,260 7,285 7,712

2.000
3,710

6,677
19,967

Total, Downs ... ... 26,644

Pure and stud—Bomney Marsb 
Ordinary ... ... ...

10 100 154
428 4,466 3,715

19
1,293

283
9,902

Total, Bomney Marsh ,,, ............... 10,185

Total number, long-woolled sheep ... ............... 378,383

(3) Crosses.
Crosses of the above breeds 

(long-woolled) with Merino 
principally.

3,180 301,116 249,865 169,286 723,447

Total, crosses ... ... ............... 723,447

Grand Total ............... ,, , , ...............39,169,304
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3. Sheep introduced and imported.
(1.) From other districts in this Colony.—Stud, 5,292; ordinary 1,164,449; total, 1,169,741.
(2.) Overland from other Colonies.—Stud, 18,487 ; ordinary, 266,471; total, 284,958.
(3.) By sea from other Colonies.—Stud, 2,199; ordinary, 44; total, 2,243.
(4.) I'rom England aud Countries and Colonies other than Australian,—Nil,—Importation 

prohibited.
Number of sheep passed through quarantine and dressed.—During the year 1,500 stud sheep from 

the other Colonies (nearly all of wniefi were from Tasmania) passed through quarantine and were dressed. 
The sheep from the inland districts in this Colony, through having been in contact with the imported 
sheep at the annual sales, were also dipped. The reports received from the various inspectors, into whose 
districts the sheep went after being dipped, show that the dipping has had no ill eflects on the sheep 
either as to health or condition of wool. In one case only out of so large a number is it reported that a 
ewe died, and there is nothing to show that death was caused from the effects of the dip. Eor particulars 
of sales see Appendix E.

4. Long-woolled sheep.

Amongst the long-woolled sheep the Lincoln is said, in a large majority of the districts, to give the 
best returns in wool and in weight of mutton, the cross-bred sheep being second.

5. The “ Cast” of Fat and Store Sheep.
The annual ‘'cast” of fat sheep for the ensuing season is estimated at 3,824,333, and store sheen 

3,644,703.
6. How Sheep arc kept.

Paddoeked ... ... ... ... .. . 36,682,801
Shepherded ... ... ... ... . 1,504,904
Both ways ... ... ... ,,, ,, . 981,599

39,169,304

7. Condition of the Floeks.
In forty-two districts the sheep are said to be improving; the principal reasons given being_

more attention to breeding, paddockirfg, introduction of high-class rams and ewes, more careful classing 
and culling, and better seasou.

In ten districts they are said to he stationary, and in seven districts they are deteriorating. The 
reasons given are—effects of had seasons, country not suitable, breeding from inferior ewes, bad manage
ment, aud errors of judgment in selecting rams.

8. Lambing.
The general average for the whole of the Colony of the paddoeked sheep is returned by Inspectors 

at 65$ per cent., and shepherded sheep at 61$ per cent. In thirty-three districts the lambing was high ; 
in ten districts, ordinary; in eleven districts, low; and in three districts, very low. The reason given for 
the high percentage m the favourable season, sheep not harassed by dogs ; while the ordinary and low 
percentages are attributable to the drought in early part of year, ewes weak and not able to iear lambs 
owing to scarcity of water and feed, followed by too much rain; and losses by dogs and eagle hawks.

The paddoeked sheep show a higher percentage than the shepherded sheep by dtiy per cent.
9. The Clip. 

Average per Sheep.
Lambs.—The number of lambs shorn in the grease was 5,525,350; the number washed, 62 100 • 

total lambs shorn, 5,587,450. ’ ’
Sheep.—The number of sheep shorn in the grease was 29,446,157; hot water and 

36,645; creek-washed, 494,544; and scoured, 965,874.
The average weights of the clip are estimated as follows :—

Grease ..............
"W ashed ... ...
Hot water and spout 
Creek-washed ... 
Scoured ..............

Lambs. Sheep, 
lb. oz. lb, oz.
1 9$ o 5$

......  3 6
13$ 3 0$
......  2 14

spout washed,

Total Clip.
The total clip in the Colony for the year 1886, according to the number of sheep, would be 

29,446,157 sheep shorn in the grease, average clip, 5 lb. 5$ oz. per sheep = 157,046,170 lb.; 36,645 sheep 
hot water and spout washed, average clip, 3 lb. 6 oz. per sheep = 123,677 lb.; 494,544 sheep, creek- 
washed, average clip, 3 lb. $ oz. per sheep = 1,491,359 lb.; 965,359 sheep scoured, average clip, 2 lb. 14 oz. = 
2,776,888 lb. Lambs—5,525,350 lambs shorn in the grease, average clip, 1 lb. 9$ oz. per lamb = 8,719,693 
lb.; 62,100 lambs wmshed, average clip per lamb, 1 lb. 3$ oz. = 75,684 lbs.; total clip, 170,233,471 lb’.

Condition of Clip.
In twenty-six districts the clip is reported as very good and sound; in twenty-three districts, light and 

sound ; and in remaining districts, light, tender, large quantity grass-seeds and burrs, and almost entire 
absence of yoke.

Exportation of Clip.
The clip grown in the Colony of New South Wales is shipped to England, America, Prance, and 

other countries, from the principal ports of the three Border Colonies, as well as from Sydney. The 
portion of our clip thus shipped from the other Colonies is often mistaken as the produce of those 
Colonies,

The
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The following is an estimate of the clip sent to Sydney, and also the proportion sent across the 
Borders and to Melbourne, Adelaide, and Brisbane, for Ihe years 1885 and 188(5:—

Port of Shipment;
1S85. j 1BS0.

Greasy. Washed. J Total. Greasy. Washed. otal-

Sydney ....................
Melbourne ........................
Adeiaide.............................
Brisbane............................

a.
119,663,541
32,430,779

9,216,164
836,064

a.
2,205,68d 

346,759 
299 322 
91,935

ft.

121,831,226
32,767,538
9,515.486

980^999

ft.

115,810,501
35,913,969
13,891,088

150,300

it.
2,505,650
1,285,408

671,721
4,829

lb.
118,316,151
37,199,377
14,562,809

155,134

102,098,543 2,996,701 165,005,249 105,765^803 4,467,608 170,233,471

■ The decrease in the quantity of wool sent to Sydney in 188G is accounted for by the Murray, 
Murrumbidgee, and Darling Elvers being higher than ordinary during the latter part of the year, which 
enabled a large portion ot the clip in the western and south-westein districts to be sent by steamer to 
Echuca and Goolwa.

Classing the Clip.
In thirtv-two districts the clip is reported as being well classed, and in the other districts it is not 

considered so; the reasons being—owners do not think it pays, want of convenience, sheds not large 
enough to warrant expense, and the difficulty of obtaining competent woolsorters.

'Wool-presses.
A great number of different hinds of presses are used; those most- in favour are Williams and 

Robinson's ; rack, screw, and pinion presses are used, There is still room for improvement in the mode 
of pressing, especially by small owners.

Woolpacks.
The woolpacks used are mostly Calcutta and Dundee, of various sizes, from 4 ft, 6 in. x 2 ft. 2 in. 

to 5 ft. 3 in., and the weight from 10 to 12 lb. _ .
On fortv-two stations the wool is dumped before leaving.

10. Sheep-brands and marks. '
Ear-marking.

In most districts the system of ear-marking sheep is now properly carried out, and nearly all the 
owners approve of it. .

Tattoo-marking.
This system of marking is mostly used by owners of stud sheep—not, as yet, to any great extent in 

the case of ordinary flock sheep; but where tried it has been found to act as a good preventive to sheep
stealing.

V.—DISEASES IN SHEEP.

1. Scab.

The flocks in this Colony, aud in the Colonics of Queensland, Victoria, South Australia, and Tas
mania are free from scab. It exists, but to no great extent, in Now Zealand and Western Australia, and 
good progress in stamping out the disease is being made in both those Colonies. It is hoped they will 
soon be declared dean. The importation of sheep from New Zealand and Western Australia is 
prohibited. ■

2. Anthrax—Splenic Apoplexy.

Anthrax was very disastrous in some districts last year, sheep dying by thousands; and at 
Dubbo the Government Veterinarian investigated an outbreak of this disease in which some 200 cattle in
a travelling mob died. , ,

It is so far satisfactory to know the cause is now well understood ; and steps are being taken to 
cultivate a virus for protective inoculation, as the reports shown below, received from foreign countries 
in reply to questions submitted by this Department, recommend that course to be adopted:—

, Absthact or Reports,

Belgium.—T\\q only successful treatment for this disease is preventive treatment, which consists 
of Pasteur’s method of inoculation, which has been tried against bacteridian anthrax with good practical 
results, the vaccine being procured from Paris. The virus of splenic apoplexy is not considered to be 
protective against all forms of anthraloid diseases, and is suitable for sheep, cattle, aud horses as long as 
the bacteridian anthrax is being dealt with. Impossible to say if any danger would exist by introducing 
to this Colony a European form of anthrax by importing the attenuated virus of Pasteur ; such should be
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tested. As it is probable colonial Mithras: is the same as that in Belgium, it would present but little 
difference in animals of same species. Think that the cultivation of virus as in Paris could be carried on 
elsewhere. Have no special method, being too near place of production ; but are studying mode of culti
vation of vaccine. Tn practising inoculation we use Pravaz syringe, and conform to M'ons. Pasteur’s 
recommendations. The period animals are protected from disea'se—after successful inoculation has not 
been mathematically solved.

America.—lias taken no action in the matter.
AW*!.—Forwarded book on treatment as practised by Hons. Pasteur, from which translations 

have been made, and steps are being taken to cultivate virus.
England.—Has not attempted the cultivation of virus for general inoculation.

3. Anaemia.

This ailment, which has carried off a good many young rams in the country lying between the 
Murray and Murrumbidgee, was investigated by the Government Veterinarian. His report appeared in 
my Report for the year 1885. The ailment again made its appearance last year in the Scone district to 
some slight extent.

4. Foot-rot.

_ In eight districts the sheep have been slightly affected with foot-rot during the year; the reasons 
given being—wet season, swampy ground, country not suitable, and overgrowth of hoof. The remedies 
principally used were paring, arsenic and blue-stone; carbolic acid, turpentine, &c., with satisfactory 
results*

5. Fluke.

In nine districts the sheep were slightly affected with fluke, through drinking stagnant water and 
depasturing on sour, unsound country. The remedies used were—removing to sound country, salt tar 
and turps, sulphate of iron, and salt and sulphur, with good results. ’ ’

6. Farasitic Worms.

In four districts the sheep are reported as having been infested with worms, caused by the rainy 
season aud feeding on wet country. J

Sheep suffer from many varieties at the same time. Amphistomes, in the runner or paunch ; 
pentastomes, in the frontal sinuses; strongyles, in the intestines flukes, in the liver; hydatids, in the 
brain; tcenia, in the bowels; cysticercus, in the flesh ; filaria, m the bronchial tubes; ascardes lumbri- 
cordes, in the bowels; nematodes, eight ovine species; anchytostonum, in the stomach. '

Of these, the most common and most injurious to the sheep, are the tcenia (the tape-worm), 
the filaria (the lung worm), and the anchytostonum (the thread stomach worm). ’

It will be easy to understand that too much reliance should not bo placed on tbe curative effects of 
any one anthelmintic. These remedies should be combined ; as some act on one part of the animal, some 
on another; but the best remedy of all is t o move to good feed on sound land. '

It is during the first year, immediately after weaning, that worms are most likely to do harm, there
fore that is the time to avoid their invasion, and to adopt preventive measures, such as keeping the sheep 
well supplied with Liverpool salt, and drenching, where necessary, with arsenic.

' 7. Supposed Faison Flant—“ Euplwrhia Frummondii."

Euphorbia Hrummondu is no longer looked on as being poisonous in this Colony. In March, and 
again in December, the Government Veterinarian fed sheep on and otherwise experimented with this 
weed, and chemical analysis have been made in the Government Laboratory, which confirm the opinion 
that it contains no poison, while many of the sheep owners in the Riverina district have purposely allowed 
sheep to eat it experimentally in places where it has grown luxuriantly ; aud although they eat it 
voraciously and filled their stomachs with it, no ill effects whatever have followed.

It has been noted that this weed grows abundantly in parts of the Colony, and has been constantly 
eaten by sheep and cattle without any ill effects, '

A probable explanation of its evil reputation among drivers and others may be that it might cause 
flatulency and indigestion to hungry stock, in the same manner as trefoil, clover, young thistles, and other 
succulent herbage would be liable to do under similar circumstances, especially where starving stock 
have gorged themselves on the weed, and then been allowed to drink freely of water.

S. Losses through Drought.

Although the returns for the year show a considerable increase in sheep, yet it will be seen, on 
reference to appendix A, lliat in Borne districts (tlie south-western) the ordinary increase has not been 
reached, through the continuance of the drought in the early part of the year. ‘

VI.—PIGS.

As pigs wfcrc declared by proclamation of 8th January, 1885, to be subject to the provisions of 
the Imported Stock Acts of 1871 and 1884, it is necessary that they should find a place in this Report.

. . nptnher of pigs in the Colony, as returned, is 209,576, being ah increase of 882 as compared
with returns for previous year.

Disease in Figs.

No disease has been reported amongst pigs.
VII.—
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YII.—DOGS.

Thirty-two foreign dogs, i.e., dogs from England, India, America, Prance, and Germany, and 
other places outside the Australasian Colonies, passed through a 6-months’ quarantine during the year, 
and 632 Colonial dogs were inspected at the port of Sydney.

Diseases in Dogs.

■Babies has been more prevalent in England, Erancc, and America than usual; outbreaks are also 
reported from South Africa and the Mauritius. In England packs of fox hounds have had to be killed, 
and the deer in Richmond Park became rabid from the bite of a dog ; they had to be destroyed. In the 
United States of America a rabid dog hit a number of cattle and all had to ho killed ; the last case did 
not develop the disease until 160 days after being bitten. , , , . , ,, ,

Babies never having been introduced into these Colonies it is of the greatest importance that no 
relaxation in the quarantine regulations he entertained; as the short time in which steamers make their 
passages increases the risk of the importation of this the most dreaded of all animal diseases.

VIII.—TRAVELLING STOCK.

1. D'espass on lies ewes.

In forty-three districts the driftways and reserves for travelling stock are reported as having been 
trespassed upon, more or less, by neighbouring lessees’ and selectors’ stock. In many instances the 
stripping of the reserves of pasture arises through their not being withdrawn from lease, and being used 
by the lessees of the run. In sixteen districts they are reported as being entirely free from trespass. 
Inspectors suggest, in order to enable them to exercise proper supervision over them, that the boundaries 
should be properly marked. Some of them also suggest fencing in the reserves and appointing care
takers •The marking of the reserves has not yet been commenced, notwithstanding the urgent necessity
for this work.

2. Grass on Deserves and Driftways.

In fifteen districts the Inspectors report that there is not sufficient grass on the reserves and drift
ways in their districts to enable fat stock to reach the market in good condition; in seven districts that 
there is only sufficient in good seasons ; and in thirty-seven districts, that as a rule, there is sufficient grass 
on these reservations.

3. Bingharhing Driftways and- Deserves.

Although the pasture on the driftways and reserves is not now, during the good season, short of 
the requirements of the stock traffic, it is urged that as the ringharking of the driftways and reserves used 
by travelling stock would everywhere largely increase and improve the pastures upon them m some 
cases to the extent of even 400 and 500 per cent, that this work ho undertaken. It would give 
employment to a large number of the men now out of work, and could be earned out by contract at 
reasonable rates, .

4. New Boaisfw Travelling Stock.

In seventeen districts new roads for travelling stock are required; and in forty-two districts no 
new droving roads are recommended, except those previously reported on,

5. Arcip Deserves for Travelling Stock.

In sixteen districts new reserves for travelling stock are required; in forty-three districts there 
are sufficient reserves, with the exception of those previously recommended.

6. Dew Wells, Tanks, or Dams.

f'TU'hr In twenty-five districts the Inspectors report that new wells, tanks, or dams should he constructed 
by the Government at places which they indicate.

7. Travelling Charges for Stock.

In twenty districts travelling charges for stock have been collected on sixty-two separate occasions; 
the total amount collected being £7,570 9s. 5d, of which £5,057 9s. 54. has been refunded to date on 
appeal to the Boards.

8. Laws relating to Travelling.

In all the districts the Inspectors report that the provisions of the amended sheep Acts relating to 
travelling stock are working well, and have almost put an end to loafing.

■ 9. Sheep Travelling for Brass and Water.

In the case of thirty-four districts the Inspectors report that during the year 2,290,2o0 sheep 
passed through, either making for country where they could obtain grass and water, or returning w their 
own runs. This shows n very large reduction in the number ol sheep travelling lor us purp , 
attributable to the good season. ^__
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IX.—REGISTRATION OR HORSE AND CATTLE BRANDS.
1. Brands registered.

The number of horse and cattlo brands registered up to 31st December, 18S6, was 55,049. The 
number of brands registered during the year 1886 was—horse brands (alone), 34S; cattle brands 
(alone), 396; and horse aud cattle brands, 817; making a total of 1,561, being a decrease of 3 applications 
on the previous year.

2. Brands transferred.

The brands recorded during the year 1886 as transferred were—horse brands, 11; cattle brands, 
13; horse and cattle brands, 69 ; total, 93.

. 3. Brands cancelled, .
The brands cancelled (horse and cattle) in 1886 wore 6.

4. Address changed.
The number of addresses of owners changed in 1886 was 47. ■

5. Compliance with the Act.

In fifty-three districts the provisions relating to registration and the other requirements of the Act 
arc reported as being duly carried out, and in the remaining sis districts fairly so.

. 6. Benefits of the Act.
In all the districts the Inspectors, in alluding to the benefits of the Act, report that it prevents 

duffing, stock stealing, facilitates identification, assists in recovering lost stock, and otherwise is a great 
convenience and protection to stock-owners.'

X.—POUNDS. ■ .
i 1. Number and Inspection.

There are 291 pounds in the Colony, some of which are at present closed for want of pound- 
keepers. Tho whole of the pounds are inspected periodically by the various Inspectors of Stock.

2. State of Yards.
Thirty-four of the pound yards are reported to be old, and several require renewing, being unfit 

for the safe custody of stock; eight are reported as not being up to tbe requirements of tho Act, and the 
remainder are said to be in a fair and good condition.

3. Keeping and Depasturing Bound Stock.
, fh.6 provision made for the proper sustenance of impounded stock, according to the reports 

received, is satisfactory. As a rule poundkeepers have now paddocks for the stock.

4. Management of Bounds.
The poundkeepers generally are reported to he performing their duties in a satisfactory manner, 

except in one instance; and the appointment of Inspectors of Stock as Inspectors of Bounds has had 
a very beneficial effect.

XI.—NOXIOUS ANIMALS.

1. The Districts in which the Pastures and Stock Protection Act is in force. '
The Act has been brought into operation in all the districts, except Kiama.

2. Beceipts and ^Expenditure under the Act.
The amount of assessment paid by stock-owners during the year 1885 was £61,754 15s. 4d., and 

the amount expended, £67,432 Is. 8d. The amount of assessment paid by stock-owners in 1886 
was £41,585, and the amount expended £64,023 8s. 9d., the difference being accounted for by the 
subsidy granted by the Government to the Boards. Rive districts are reported to be in debt to the 
amount of £1,177 5s. 6d.

In twenty districts full rates were levied, in seven districts half rates, and in twenty-six districts 
less than full rates, while in six districts no rates whatever were levied.

During the year the bonuses paid by the Boards for scalps ranged as follows:—Eor kangaroos, 
from 2d. to Is. Gd ; wallaby, from Id. to Is.; paddymelou, from 2d. to Is ; hares, from 2d. to Is. 6d ; 
eagle hawks, 3s. to 3s. 6d.; native dogs, from 10s. to 60s.; pups, 2s. 6d. to 10s.; wild pigs, Is.; and 
opossums, 2d.

3. Estimated number of Noxious Animals.
_ _ The aggregate of the returns by Inspectors of the estimated numbers of noxious animals in their

districts shows that there are supposed to be 2.2-25,700 kangaroos, 2,952,634 wallabies, and 33,618 native 
dogs, 301,532 hares, and 2,460 wild pigs in the Colony. ‘

4.
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4. Increase and Decrease.
Kangaroos arc reported to be increasing in three districte, wallabies in sis districts, native dogs 

in seven districts, hares in sixteen districts, and wild pigs in two districts. In forty districts kangaroos 
are reported to be decreasing, wallabies and native dogs in thirty-two districts, hares in four districts, 
and wild pigs in six districts. ■

, 5. Number destroyed.
The number of kangaroos destroyed during tbe past year was 1,106,4/8; of wallabies, 591,603 ; 

of wild pigs, 562; of bares, 28,623 ; of native dogs, 9,560; and of eagle hawks, 187.

6. Stejjs taken for their Destruction.
In tbe majority of the districts hunting with dogs, drives, shooting, and trapping have been 

adopted with satisfactory results. lu thirty-six districts poison has been used with fair to best results, 
and only from six districts has it been reported as unsuccessful.

7. Amendments suggested in the Act.

It is suggested that the G-ovemment should administer the Act, and grant subsidy at rate of 10s. 
in the £, irrespective of whether full rates have been levied or not: that uniform rates be levied; that aL 
assessments be paid to a general fund at the Treasury; that the rates of bonuses be the same throughout 
the Colony; that all owners make returns of their stock on a particular day; and that all owners should 
contribute, irrespective of the number of stock.

8. Losses from Tame and Native Dogs.
. The losses in stock for tbe past year from the ravages of native dogs are estimated at 72,861 sheep, 

valued at £22,530; and from tame dogs, 67,979 sheep, valued at £28,319; making the loss from tame and 
native dogs together £50,849. .

XII.—COMMONS.
‘ 1. Number and Extent,

Tire number of permanent commons in tho Colony is 140, with an average extent of about 1,250 
acres each. The number of temporary commons is 167, with an average extent of 2,000 acres each.

. 2. Number of Commoners, Steele, Sfc.
Tho average number of commoners to each common is estimated at 148, and tbe average number 

of stock kept on caeb common is 237. _
In twelve districts the commons are reported to be used for other purposes than that of grazing 

commoners’ stock.

XIII.—MISCELLANEOUS.
1. Artificial Grasses.

In twenty-six districts artificial grasses have been sown during the year to a small extent, in 
fourteen districts to a large extent, and in remaining districts none; the most successful being lucerne, 
prairie, and rye.

. 2. Number and Division of Duns.
Tho number of open or unenclosed runs in the Colony is 7,233 ; the number enclosed is 30,395; 

the number partially subdivided is 12,974; and the number properly subdivided is 17,389.

3. Improvements, Fencing, Dams, Tanks, and Wells.
The number of miles of fencing throughout the Colony is estimated at 992,269, at an average cost 

of £50 6s. 9d. per mile, amounting to £49,948,34016s.
The number of dams used for stock purposes is estimated at 19,121., at an average cost of 

£84 13s. 9d.; number of tanks, 23,347, average cost of each, £167 10s. Gd.; and the number of wells 
used is estimated at 2,703, at an average cost of £208 4s. each.

Cost of fencing, £49,948,340 16s.; cost of dams. £1,619,326; cost of tanks, £3,911.291; cost of 
wells, £562,772 ; making a total of £56,041,730, as representing the amount expended by way of improve
ments, &c.

4. Hants and Weeds. ■
In twenty-one districts Trefoil burr grows to a slight extent; in twenty-seven districts to a largo 

extent; and in eleven districts there is none reported. _
In twenty-eight districts variegated thistle is reported to a slight extent; in twenty to a consider

able extent; and eleven districts are reported as free from it.
In tbirty-two districts black thistle is reported to a slight extent; in twelve to a great extent; 

and fifteen districts are reported to be free from it. 1
In thirty-four districts the land is'reported as being slightly infested with Bathurst burr; in 

twenty-one to a large extent; and in four the land is not infested. _ _
Other noxious weeds are reported to a slight extent from twenty-six districts ; to a great extent 

from eighteen districts; and fifteen districts are said to be free from them.
' Darling pea reported in three districts; also roloy poley, dandelion, barley green, and a plant 
known as “ Saucy Jack” is making its appearance.

5,
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5. Cost of Clearing Commons, Reserves, Sfc., of Weeds.

Tho cost of clearing tbe permanent commons of noxious weeds throughout the Colony is estimated 
at £20,321; the temporary commons, £35,817; the police paddocks, £1,990; the travelling stock 
reserves, £lld,083 ; and the droving roads at £102,417; amounting in all to (say) £274,623.

13

6. Examination of intending Applicants for appointment of Inspector.
During the past year two examinations were hold by the Stock Board of Examiners, The following

table shows tho result in each case.

Date of ExaTmD&lion. Number of Candidates. Name1? of Successful Candidates. Nature of Certificate issued.

:886.

February 26 .................................. 12 W. G. Dowling ..................... IsL Class.

John A. Q-amack...................... 2nd Class.

B. O. Mock .............................. 2nd Class.

Alfred Welman .................... 2nd Class.
2nd Class.

4

From the above it will be seen that sixteen candidates were examined, of whom one received 1st 
class, and fonr 2nd class certificates.

7. A Fresh Meat Trade.
Mr. GHlderoy "W. Gtriffin, Consul for the United States, who has done so much to make our resources 

known there, and to promote trade between tho Colonies and America, has kindly obtained from tho 
Commissioner of Agriculture, 'Washington, an exhaustive and very valuable report on the fresh meat 
trade in the United States. ■

This Report, which is given at length as Appendix F, completely confirms the views frequently 
advanced by me during the last five or six years,—“ That our fat stock should no longer be subjected to 
the terrible illusagc and starvation from which they now so frequently suffer, but should be killed 
near the pastures, and the meat sent to market by railfor it shows that the fat stock trade in 
America, in spite of the powerful vested interests which exist there, is fast becoming a fresh meat one.
In the short space of six years tbe volume of the fresh meat trade from the Western to the Eastern 
Slates of America, which only began in 1880, has increased with great rapidity, and has by this time 
overtaken and passed that of the live stock trade; and the Commissioner of Agriculture in reply to the 
question ivhether the fresh meat trade is likely to increase, very tersely observed that, “ It must continue 
to increase unless there should be a revolution in trade affairs, and in the desire of tho people tn obtain 
the best meat for the smallest outlay,” a coutingeney which it would be simply absurd would ever arise.

When, again, we see by this report that fresh meat is now regularly carried at all seasons of tho 
year from the States in the far West to the Eastern seaboard ; and when we know that some 2.000 bodies 
of beef chilled (not frozen) arc regularly sent every week 1000 miles from Chicago to New York or 
Boston by rail, thence by steamer across the Atlantic, over 3,000 more, to Liverpool, and thence by rail 
to London, there to be sold in such good condition that the consumers who purchase it do not know but 
they are being served with Scotch beef-—it is ridiculous to assert, as some of those in the live stock 
trade in Sydney do, that we cannot kill our fat stock at Bourke and send the meat down safely for sale in 
Sydney, seeing that the meat from.there can bo delivered in Sydney in twenty-six hours, while it must 
take at least ten or twelve days before meat from Chicago can bo delivered in London.

Then as to the cost of conveying the cattlo alive and dead to market,—it is found, as was supposed, 
that fully one-third more bodies of beef can be carried on the train in tho same space than live cattle, so 
that taking the charge for the conveyance of a bullock from Bourke to Sydney at 25s,, tbe current rate for 
live stock, under the Fresh Meat Trade (as four more bodies of beef can be put in a truck than live cattle) 
there would be a saving in cost of freight of (say) £5 on the truck load. This would, of course, far more 
than cover the cost of ice (in America with tho temperature at from 90° to 110° in the shade, the icc for 
the same distance costs 2s. per body), and other necessary expenses incurred in carrying out tho fresh meat 
system. In fact, it is believed that there would be a direct saving of 15s. a head by killing and chilling 
cattle at Bourke instead of sending them down alive, while at the same time the following other highly 
important advantages would accrue from the adoption of a fresh meat trade:—

(1.) The terrible illusagc and cruelty to which the live stock are now subjected would, to a 
very large extent, be prevented. Fat stock trucked at Bourke, or even 100 miles nearer 
Sydney, are on an average six or seven days at least without any food whatever.

(2.) All tho flavour and nutriment of the meat would be preserved.
(3.) The heavy shrinkage in the weight of the stock which occurs through this treatment would 

be saved.
(4.) The Railway Department, by being able to make use of the meat-vans for all kinds of back 

loading, would save tens of thousands a year now spent in hauling empty sheep and 
cattle trucks back up country, as there are very few sorts of ordinary loading which can 
be put into these trucks. "Whatever trouble may be taken to clean them tbe smell of - 
the stock can never be got rid of.

Nor would this be all the advantages which would be attained by the change. With the completion 
of the spacious meat market on the railway line at Darling Harbour, now being fitted up with 
salemen’s stalls and chill.room, we will very shortly see extensive Freezing, Tinning, and Salting Works 
erected in the vicinity of the market (they would create no nuisance whatever), and in this way the whole 
of the meat, and every part of it, will be turned to the best possible account, and tbe heavy losses wbieh 
have been entailed on owners in byepast years through glutted markets will, to a very large extent, be 
avoided; for the meat thus killed up country will, as a rule, be of the primest quality aud fit for nnv market

‘ ' ‘ m
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in the world, and when the requirements of the Sydney trade are met the balance will, as the case may be 
either be sold for freezing and shipment to London, or for tinning or salting, aud the market cleared. If, 
our fat stock trade were conducted this way, and due care exercised iu its management, Sydney, with its 
large ocean-going steamers, cheap coals', and the railways running to Hay, Bourke, and Tenterfield, 
ought to do by far the largest meat export trade of any port in the Australian Colonics.

Besides the completion of the meat market and chill-rooms at Barling Harbour, it will be necessary 
that proper meat trucks with refrigerating fittings should he placed on the line, and that a killing and 
chilling depot should he established at Bourke, and another at (say) Dubbo or Wellington on the Western 
line, and at (say) Hay and Junee on the Southern. When they are, others at places such as Orange and 
Groulburn would very soon follow, and also on the Northern line when it is completed.

It is understood that the Railway Department will provide the necessary meat trucks.
As regards again, the killing and chilling depflis, these will have to he provided by Joint Stock 

Companies, in which both owners of stock and the trades people of the towns in which they are established 
will take shares, the owners to enhance the value- of their stock and the tradespeople to increase their 
business.

It is believed that £5,000 or-£6,000 will be sufficient capital to erect and work n killingand chilling 
depot, as the business will he a purely agency one. ■

The companies will receive and slaughter the stock, and chill and put the meat in the trucks at a 
moderate charge per head, as they will take such of the offal as they can utilize as part payment.

For particulars re surplus meat of the Colonies see paper by Mr. Coghlan, Government Statistician 
given as Appendix G.

8. Intercolonial Stock Conference.
With the view to assimilating the regulations in force in the Australasian colonies, relating to stock 

and noxious animals and plants, the Government of this colony on 30th July, 1886, addressed a circular 
letter to the other colonies inviting them to send their Chief Inspectors of Stock, and two (afterwards 
altered to three) gentlemen connected with stock breeding, to a conference on these subjects to be held 
in Sydney. *

This invitation was accepted by all the colonies (except Western Australia), and the Conference 
met on the 27th September following; hut not in equal numbers from all the colonics. The Delegates 
were:—

New South Wales.—Mr. A. Bruce, Chief Inspector of Stock; Mr. R. G. Higgins, Stock Breeder; 
Mr. E. Stanley, F.R.C.V.S., Government Veterinarian.

Victoria.—Mr. E. M. Cuit, Chief Inspector of Stock.
Queensland.—Mr. P. R. Gordon, Chief Inspector of Stock; Hon. H. C. Wood, M.L.C., Stock 

Breeder.
Tasmania.—Mr. T. A. Tabari,, Chief Inspector of Stock; Mr. A. Park, M.R.C.V.S., Government 

Veterinarian; Mr. J. Meredith, Stock Breeder.
New Zealand.—Hon. W. S. Peter, M.L.C., Stock Brooder; Mr. J. D. Lance, M.H.R,, Stock 

Breeder; Mr. J. Mackenzie, M.H.R., Stock Breeder; Mr. G. S. Cooper, Under-Secretary, 
Wellington.

The Conference held ten meetings, and dealt with the following subjects :—■
1. Diseases in animals and their treatment.
2. Interchange of Australasian animals.
3. The introduction of foreign animals.
4. Publication of information with respect to diseases.
5. Destruction of noxious animals. ■
6. Destruction of noxious plants.
7. Branding and marking of stock. *
8. A Triennial Intercolonial Stock Conference.

These matters were fully discussed and resolutions passed with respect to thorn, which, if adopted 
by the several colonies, will, it is believed, effect the object of the Conference; and while they will increase 
the protection of tbe stock from disease, and the land from noxious animals and plants, they will also 
remove unnecessary restrictions from the Intercolonial Stock Traffic.

I have, &c.,
ALEX. BRUCE,

Chief Inspector of Stock.

APPENDIX A.
Retuhn of Stock in the Several Sheep Districts.

Districte.
Year 1883. Year 1S30.

[Acreage. Horses, Cattle, Sheep. Piss Acreage. Horses. Cattle. Sheep, Pigs.

Albury . ............
Armidate...............
Balranald ...........
Bathurst..............
Berrima ..... .
Bombala.............
Booligal ...............
Bourke .............
Braidwood.........
Brewarrina..........
Broulee ..............
Cannonbar ..........
Carcoar ..............
Casino..................
Cobar ..................

5,846
8,502
2,447

12,862
3,631
3,348
2,863
5,819
3.908 
2,428 
2,449 
2,210 
6,718

13,296
1.908

12,698
63,262
3,142

28,822
21,822
11.570

2,340
34,247
23,962
8.689

19,593
11,622
10,712

144,361
3,769

598,171
1,307,099

881,655
419,932
17,706

284,187
1,091,045
2,184,680

58,148
845,244

1.690
856,592
495,916

2,141
1,044,113

834,801 
2,825,707 
5,419 209 i- 
1,224,969 

216,Volf 
537,710 

3,794,208 
2,417,601 

364,553 
3,717,170 

263,69Si 
3,153,168 

994,742 
2,018,482 
6,158,654

5,624
9,103
2,539

14,002
3,490
3,348
2,856
5,648
3,638
2,305
2,554
1,930
6,768

14,555
2,002

11,772
60,049

3.123
28,265
22,457
10,276
2,932

29,490
24,243
10,577
19,148
10,515
10,469

135,050
6,395

539,561
1,347,285
1,058,772

402.795 
12,383

251,020
1,013,632
2,193,743

48,649
927.795 

2,080
919,040
499,184

1,634
1,198,951

........
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Year 1SS5 Year ISSB.
.District*

Acreage. Horses. Cattle. Sliecp. Figs- Acreage, j
Horses. Cattle. Slicop. Pigs.

Condobolin .........
Oooina..................

2,481 | 
7,5SG

4,476
24,369

1,253,437
836,587

5,813,8301
1,571,724

2,760
7,588

6,067
22,478

1,253,127
697,969

.......
Cooriabarabran , .
Cooii&inble..........
Corowa ...............

2,813
2,91G
3,079

4,662
5,140
3,045

675,025
994,895
759,106

2,392,6841
2,824,459
1,132,3291

2 808 
2,934 
3,265

4,402
8,366
3,798

611,600
1,248,163

764,906
JJeniiiqum ..........
Dubbo..................

4,845
4,G27
2,341
3,584

6,578
6.671

21,866
7,239

1,240,260
782,781

1,498
915,865

.......
2,819,615 
3,524,8244 

354,543 
2,551,715i

4,716
6,281
3,321
4,556

6,173
13,094
28,332
10,919

1,323,780
1,025,483

1,459

......

i’orbes................. 860,434
Glen limes......... 10,934 77,698 763,288 2,125,135-J 11,131 73,230 623,547
Goulburn ......... 8,64,1 26.940 369,909 885,335 8,381 26,737 326,650 .......
Grafton ............
Gimdagai ...........
Hay......................
Hume..................
Ivanhoe .............
Kiama..................

13,211
11,114

3,272
5,210
1,952
9,085

60,577
36,951

3,974
19,542

1,8<18
60,196

3,445 
1,082,061 
1,035,905 

519,298 
1,143,780 

4.,583

.......
1,000,675£
1,427,6981
3,180,049
1,291,2941
7,764.278

337,0101

14,042
9,389
3,164
5,391
1,944
8,583

59,608
36,955
4,193

17,638
2,465

64,595

2,626
837,915

1,121,128
482,482

1,270,632
2,731

Maitland ..........
llonindie ...........

15,953
3,360

52,868
2,150

10,307
1,140,550

689,275
11,850,1761

16,157 
4.,462

52,101
2,558

7,904
1,418,094

Mcrriwa...............
Molong .............
Moree..................
Mudgco .. ... .

2,371
7,945
4,746
7,491

7,454
10,434
29,282
18,024

309,864
033,157
563,323
443,273

....... 747,6281
1,727,8081
2,932,3921
1,172,265

2,675
6,615
5,364
8,180 m

s 324,972
568,287
676,341
466,359

......

Mumirnndi ...... 5,180 22,502 411,677 ..... . 786,393 5,303 22,107 397,018 ......
Navrandcra ........ 2,638

2,301
2,779
1,419

7,103
2,583

12,964
4,558

1,109,777
297,749

5,344
262,403

...... 2,859,526 
1,380 359 

227,650 
1,589,889

2,741
2,652
3,291
1,568

6,553
4.778

1,017,003
366,4.58

5,790
304,156

,......
ficton..................
I’illiga ................

14,584
8,665

Port Macqtiuric ... 7,103 33,100 1,723 582,132 8,271 36,099
43,995

1,783
Port Stephens ... 6,445 43,590 1,672 710,637 7,148 2,409
Queanbei an ...... 3,041 12,800 363,163 940,592 4,070 24,525 338,863
Singleton .........
Sydnev ...............

9,0(15
19,000

43,781
16,000

110,445
6,000

727,473
195,700

9,143
23,348

48,746
16,099

95,332
15,524 .......

Tnmworth ..........
Tenterfield..........

12,841
5,554
2,388

31,612
64,966

1,529,128
191,916
811,126

3,878,184
1,902,8421
1,414,695 11

1 43,208
61,139

3,023

1,581,897
168,253
835,898

.......
Uraua................. 2,468
WaggaWagga .. 
WjiTgoti.................

5,172
3,520
8,384

9,122
13,761
40,151

1,314,883 
899,917 
664.,222

2,417,378
5,156,553
3,632,8481

5,915
3,544

10,526
16,893
43,207

1,284,745
1,138,956

776,940Warialda............. 8^32 .......

Wentworth ......
’Wilcannia ..........

1,561
5,517

1,631
16,344

4.98,870
2,039,344

7,348,481
20,553,784

1,592
6,525

1,402
17,865

504,005
2,363,918

Windsor.............. 8,358 16,384 15,935 280,5381 8,795 15,310 6,385 .......
Yass ..................
Young ..............

4,654
9,385

9,030
19,770

396,021
1,294,648 *......

8J 3,156 
2,089,758

4,515
9,426

9,673
18,742

373,837
1,252,141

Total ........... 344,697 1,317,315 |37,820,906 208,694 163,566,6421 361,663 1,367,844 39,169,304 209,576

N. B.—The total number of pig's in the Colony, os shown above, Is taken from the Police Returns, many persons owning pigs who do not possess any
other stock.

APPENDIX B.
Report os Atjstraiias Stringhalt is Horses.

Horse Disease—Australian Stringlmlt.
Sir, _ Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 30 July, 1886.

Having given the above subject a good deal of consideration since I. commenced its investiga
tion, at the instance of the Hon. Jno. Lackey, and your instructions received last May, I have the honor 
of submitting the following report:—

The peculiar ailment to which I give this name is new to me. Although a veterinarian for twenty- 
five years in Great Britain and in India, T had never seen such extraordinary abnormal symptoms as are 
manifest in this disease until investigating an outbreak of it in this Colony.

There is no record of its existence in other countries.
A disease must have a name, and the name, however inappropriate to the pathology, will, never

theless, be accepted by the public if it leads them to recognize the disease when they sec it.
Hence the word “ Btringhalfc” is retained as being well understood by horsemen to mean a 

spasmodic affection of one or both hind legs, which is occasionally met with all over the world. At the 
same time, it is rarely so severe as to incapacitate an animal from work. Its pathology is not well under
stood ; but it differs in many important features from the disease under consideration, so that it will be 
well to dismiss from the mind any idea of those two diseases being identical, or, indeed, of hearing any 
relation to each other. Therefore, the words “Australian Stringhalt” are used, being distinctive and 
leading, as they will convey to the reader the geographical locality of the affection and its most prominent 
symptoms. '

Erom information I have been able to gain from various sources, it is a disease long known to have 
existed in the colony of Victoria, and has from time to time been under inquiry by the Victorian authori
ties and veterinarians ; and I cannot understaud why Mr. Curr, the Chief Inspector of Stock for Victoria, 
should have been so reticent of the information thus obtained, when, at my suggestion, the Chief Inspec
tor of Stock for New South "Wales asked for the result of their inquiries, at the time when a serious 
outbreak of this disease induced this Department to enter on the investigation,

It is both interesting and important to know that this disease can he clearly traced to direct intro
duction from the sister Colony; and it now occupies very limited areas in the counties of Cumberland and 
Camden ; it has also been seen at Orange, and on the Victorian borders. . History
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History of this disease in Heio South Wales.

The first case brought under notice was at Richmond, in a brood mare, sent from Dnndenong, in 
Victoria, five or sis years ago; she came for stud purposes, and was noticed to be badly affected with 
Stringhalt in both hind legs. At the time this attracted little attention; but the following year many 
brood mares occupying tbe paddock she had been in were seen to be affected with Stringhalt, all within a 
few weeks of each other. These mares were of different ages and breeds, and came from various districts. 
Inquiry was diligently made in the neighbourhood, but nothing of the sort could be found outside this 
one paddoet; and, strange to say, this paddock has retained its reputation for producing this disease, out
breaks having occurred in it from time to time ; but no fresh ease has been seen there for the last two 
years, for this reason,—that cattle and ponies have, during that time, occupied the paddock, instead of 

’ mares. In May, of this year, I visited Moss Vale in consequence of serious losses being reported from 
this disease. I found that a very few cases only had been seen in 1885, and it was never seen in that 
locality previous to that year, when a stud mare had been sent to the breeding station first named, and 
returned with Stringhalt. The following year, almost an epidemic of this singular affection suddenly 
appeared amongst the breeding mares, colts, and fillies in the paddock she had occupied. The disease this 
season was wide-spread throughout the district, and many horses, of all descriptions, were found to be more 
or less affected; and being so general it was impossible to trace tbe source of contamination. It was 
certain, however, nothing of tbe kind bad previously been seen.

I visited a third centre of the disease at Camden, and found the history of this outbreak agreed so 
far as tbe vear of invasion was concerned, but the actual method of its introduction could not be defined ; 
two sources were open, one being by purchased animals from an infected place brought on to tbe station, 
although showing no symptom of the disease at the time; the second probable source being a river 
frontage, so shallow from drought that trespassing horses may have introduced the disease.

It is most satisfactory to find, from a circular letter sent to all Inspectors of Stock in New South 
"Wales, that the disease is unknown beyond the places already named in this report. The disease is only 
seen hi the horse species; I believe it to be communicated indirectly from one horse to another, and there
fore it is contagious. _

It is certain that one animal may contaminate a paddock, so that others will have the disease; and 
it mav spread by water, dust storms, and food, as well as by other means.

Nature.
It is a local, nervous affection, characterized by an involuntary spasmodic action of tbe muscles of 

both bind legs, continuing for several weeks, or months, then most frequently recover}’ slowly takes place ; 
in others the disease becomes chronic, and in some instances degeneration and paralysis are the results.

Death occurs from animals being unable to extricate themselves from difficult situations, or being 
unable to get about after food and water.

Causes.

Hitherto the cause has been enveloped in considerable obscurity, and I find that Veterinary 
Surgeon Kendal, in his book on “Diseases of Australian Horses," describes tbe disease as so common to 
Australian horses that some breeders attribute it to a certain herb, prevalent in certain localities, others 
to a species of dandelion. Kendal evidently considers it to be rheumatic in origin, and not dietie, and 
that a sudden chill may be a sufficient exciting cause to develop it.

The Richmond outbreak was attributed to a metallic poison known as renadium, which was found 
on analysis to exist hi the clay taken from the watcrhole supplying the affected paddock, the water being 
very low at the time, and the fact of the disease being only in this paddock, and recurring year after year 
in it, strengthened the assumption. .

With the kind assistance of Messrs. Watt and Hamlet, the Government Analysts, I obtained 
information on tbe poisonous action of this mineral, the Tribasic sodium vanadate, being used for experi
ments by Professor Gamgee, and it was found to act upon the central system of the spinal cord, and 
medulla oblongata, especially affecting tbe respiratory nerve centres. This action does not agree with the 
symptoms exhibited in this disease, which is excited action in the periphery of nerves. However, to 
satisfy myself, I visited the North Shore (Sydney) brick-yards, which are working identically the same 
formation of clay as that found at Richmond, and which extends over a very large geographical area. 
Prom these yards lightly burnt bricks, richly tinted by the yellowish-green oxide of venadium are to be 
seen in many of the surrounding buildings. I also made inquiries of horse owners and shoeing-smiths as 
to the prevalence or otherwise of the disease, and failed to get information of a single case of Australian 
Stringhalt having ever been across tbe harbour, although horses are drinking water from these clayholes 
continually. Further, at Moss Vale I found a similar clay formation; also the venadium efflorescence on 
burnt bricks in several places, which were free from disease. This metal exists probably in very minute 
quantities, and has undoubtedly been present iu these days for all time; but no case of poisoning has 
occurred, and this particular disease was quite new in tbe localities, never having been seen to attract 
attention until the recent outbreak.

At Camden, where the disease was very severe, and in one paddock only, the water supply was 
from a running stream, and no venadium could bo detected, so that tbe venadium theory is untenable.

The Victorians say a dandelion causes it. The weed suspected is not a dandelion ; it is tbe 
hypochceris radicata, tbe common names being cat’s ear, or flat weed. It was introduced from Great 
B'ritain, is hardy, spreads rapidly, and smothers other herbage. It is wholesome and nutritious. Horses 
and ruminants eat it freely,"and-for weeks together have little else to live on, and apparently did well on it. 
That hypochceris radicata has no connection with Australian Stringhalt is proved by great numbers of 
horses eating it, and never having the disease. The disease is known to exist in localities free from this 
weed. The weed has no medicinal or poisonous properties. It is very prevalent in many parts of this 
colony which are free from this disease. After deliberate inquiry and a close investigation of many 
cases, post-mortems and microscopic examinations, with a very careful analysis of facts, I have formed the 
opinion that the origin of this disease is intestinal parasites; in other icords, it is caused hy worms attack
ing the mucous membrane of the horses’ digestive organs. This they do in countless numbers, and as 
larva, or as they escape from their ova, set up intense irritation in tbe bowels. This is conveyed by certain 
nerves to a certain set of muscles, as will be explained further on, and involuntary muscular action is the 
consequence. Based on this foundation, my hypothesis is fully supported by the symptoms, peculiarities, 
and progress of this singular affection. No
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_ No one is able to produce this disease at will, but certain places are known to be liable to produce 
it; and again, it is noticed to originate at certain seasons of the year, and recoveries take place under 
well defined conditions.

The localities favourable to its production and propagation are grazing paddocks. It has never 
occurred in stahle-fed horses, hut may and does occur in horses that run into a paddock and are stable-fed 
also. Such paddocks are cold, wet. and badlv drained, with swampy patches, claysoil where gum and 
oak trees, and sour herbage, such as coarse and fine tussocky grasses, and the weeds, sorrel, rnmes acetosa, 
hypochoeris radicata helichrysum, scorpioidcs apiculatum grow. These have no poisonous properties, 
but thrive in moist places. Hills, vales, and river borders possessing the above characteristics are liable to 
become the home or this plague; but there is little fear of its appearance without being introduced.

Its commencement is only noticed in the summer months, most of the cases I have seen having 
cropped up in January and February of this year. About Chiistmas there was a slight rainfall after a 
long drought, and at the end of spring there was a rush of vegetation, and at the same time of parasitic 
life. 1ST0 combination of circumstances could be more favourable for the development of the lower 
organisms from their ova, in which condition they have been dormant waiting a suitable season for their 
development; and this is the season that the migratory parasites of the horse enter his stomach and bowels 
with food and water in the form of minute larva, there to find their natural habitat and food, grow and 
attain sexual maturity ; and during the ensuing"monlhs they are entertained at the expense of their host, 
finally discharging their ova, or being themselves discharged in the animal’s excrement, and so scattered 
abroad. Some become incepted in the animal’s tissues, and in that manner enter the stomach of a carniv
orous animal or bird of prey, and thus their distribution is extended and their cycle of development 
ensured.

_ The symptoms of this extraordinary affection are veiy marked and distinctive, but require a 
veterinarian’s discrimination to show its distinction from other diseases to which horses are liable.

Symptoms.
There is nothing to indicate the disease so long as the horse is stationary; and although nervous 

on a stranger approaching, he will not move; the pulse, temperature, and respiration arc normal, his 
coat is harsh,^ and the skin sticks to his ribs; usually he is in poor condition, the eye is bright, and the 
conjunctiva often stained, of a brownish colour, and unhealthy looking; the faeces are hard, dark-coloured, 
and coated with mucous, although on green feed. The urine is gelatinous and dark-coloured ; the disease 
makes the evacuation of these excretions difficult; this must be remembered, as it influences their 
appearance; any limb can be picked up and manipulated without inconvenience to the animal; but if 
urged to go forward, he will advance first one fore foot:, and then the other, taking two short steps, stretch 
his head forward, and put his ears back, fix his neck and the muscles of Ids back, and then with extreme 
suddenness one hind leg is spasmodically flexed right up to the belly, and for a second it appears fixed 
in that position, the fetlock touching the belly; during this action tbe fore feet are shuffled a few inches 
further forward, the back is arched, and the body is drawn forward by the muscles of the back, assisted 
by tbe weight of the head and neck, so that the hind leg on the ground is behind the centre of gravity ; 
then this is suddenly snatched up close to the belly, and the first log as suddenly released, or stamped 
down to save the animals hind quarters from falling ; so suddenly is it released, and so straight is it put 
down that often the front of the fetlock strikes the ground, the foot being flexed backwards, and foothold 
is regained with a struggle.

Progression is not assisted by the hind limbs, but is begun by the fore feet, and finished by 
contraction of tho back, and the jumping, not propelling, motion of the hind legs. These movements 
being repeated in rapid succession, both legs being now flexed together, and as the movement is kept up 
the spasmodic action decreases, and a slow gallop is maintained, not unlike the hopping of a kangaroo, 
but with_ very short contracted strides. On stopping to a trot the spasm returns, and, in two or three 
spasmodic steps with alternate legs, the animal comes to a standstill. He is found blowing hard, and 
evidently_ much distressed by tho exertion, in some cases breaking out into a profuse perspiration. 
Others will not show the spasmodic action until they pull up after a gallop, or on being suddenly urged 
to start; and others, less affected, only show it on being made to turn or move backwards. This move
ment is most difficult, because the hind legs cannot he flexed while the weight is upon them, and the 
raised foot cannot be either carried forward or backward, being forcibly thrust straight down ; the horse, 
having himself no control over the affected muscles, the disease prompts him to contract his back and 
throw all the weight forward on to his front feet, theiefore he begins progressively shifting them forward. 
He has great difficulty in lateral movement of his quarters, and to move back is impossible. It is to bo 
noticed that these animals lie down and get up at will, and without difficulty, In many cases pain is 
absent. I have seen a horse gallop up to his mob, pull up, go through the peculiar spasmodic hopping, 
and, before he could properly steady himself, he would bite at one, and attempt to kick at another, 
showing the inconvenience was functional, or mechanical, and caused him no suffering, as it immediately 
returned after an attempt at a frolic. The spasmodic symptoms never entirely leave a badly affected 
animal, but get less marked _as he moves, and vary very much in degree in others. The spasm or tetanic 
action is confined to the hind legs, both being affected in about the same degree, although as time 
progresses one limb often makes more rapid recovery than the other. Out of several horses of mixed 
breeds and all ages exposed in the same paddocks, every degree of the spasmodic affection may he seen, 
from scarcely perceptible to very severe cases; and many in the same paddocks escape being attacked 
altogether, because their systems are less favourable habitations for the parasites, or it may be their 
nervous system is less irritable.

The sufferers continue for weeks and months in about the same state, and as soon as abatement of 
the spasms is noticed, it js observed to gradually subside week by week; but months after apparent 
recovery it affects the animal on being made to go backward, showing that complete recovery is a very 
slow process indeed. Nevertheless, recovery does take place iu from three to six months after the attack, 
and in slight cases earlier. This will depend a good deal on the treatment of the animal—whether still 
exposed to the same influences or removed into the same pasture, or stable fed; also, his age and condition; 
all these circumstances favour recovery, or the reverse, as the case may be. The majority recover ; but 
if the symptoms arc severe, and unaltered for several weeks, structural changes of tissues follow the 
functional excitement, and then grave consequences supervene. As the spasms cease, weakness of the 
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hind limbs becomes apparent, tbe muscles surrounding the thighs from the hock to the stifle have wasted 
away, the hind legs are advanced with difficulty, the toe dragging on the ground, the fetlock joints knuckle 
forward from want of tone in the extensor and flexor muscles. This state may be arrested, and even 
eventual recovery achieved, hut not until several months have elapsed. More frequently, as a sequel, the 
joints suffer, and lameness aggravates the case. The poor sufferer—for now he is a pitiable object is 
unable to move out of a walk, and with difficulty lifts his feet over a door-sill, being scarcely able to 
recover his balance if be stumbles. Such cases are hopelessly incurable.

Pathology.

The pathological changes are chronic inflammation and thickening of the mucous membrane of^tho 
stomach and large intestines, with abscesses and ulcers infested with worms, living and dead. The 
intestines literally swarm with parasites, male and female. Some are embedded in tbe tissues; others 
are attached by their heads. Some are free, and vary in size from the trichonema arcuata—microscopic 
objects, to the largo common ascaris megaloeephalus, a foot long. These worms are of several distinct 
varieties, and are in myriads. The spinal cord and nerves present nothing abnormal to the naked eye 
until the popliteal region is reached, where clots of extravasated blood and serous effusions are seen ; also 
an unusual amount of fatty matter surrounding the bundles of nerves within their sbeatb. The arteries 
and veins are healthy, and free from any obstruction whatever. The muscles of tbe back, loins, and 
haunch are all healthy; hut the muscles surrounding the thigh are flabby and wasted in a most con
spicuous manner, the stifle-joint looking very prominent. The muscles are progressively paler as their 
lower attachments are reached, their texture getting tendinous, from atrophy, and yellow, from fatly 
metamorphosis of the muscular fibres. The affected muscles were.—the biceps femoris, vastus extemus 
and interims ; these were atrophied and pale, but the gastrocneinii, solens, flexor perforans, perforates, 
and popliteus, flexor metatarsi, and extensor pedis were extremely atrophied, and of a dirty, oily 
appearance, all undergoing fatty metamorphosis, I found the libio femoral joints, in chronic cases, to 
be seriously diseased. Tbe posterior attachment of the capsular ligament was ruptured, and synovia, 
of a slight bloody colour, extravasated into the popliteal space and surrounding tissues, the synovial 
membrane being in a state of chronic inflammation. The cartilage on tbe inner condyle of the femur 
was worn flat, and so thin that the congested blood-vessels could be easily seen through it on the bony 
surface. The tibia had over-ridden the articular surface during extreme flexion, and had' rested on the 
outer neck of the femur, the friction exposing the bare bone, and the crucial ligaments were also 
roughened by the attrition with sanguineous effusion, and small blood-clots in the joint. The fetlocks 
also bore evidence of inflammatory changes in the synovial membranes, the sheaths of both tendons and 
ligaments, and also the synovial fringes, being highly congested and fatty, and the cartilages being almost 
worn through in patches. The hoofs becomes deformed, the soles sink, and the toe elongates ; and tho 
other minor structural changes are seen, consequent on the prolonged perverted muscular action. That 
this disease may not be mistaken for others, I will briefly describe the most important of them :

Spinal injury causes more or less paralysis. If the horse is down, he sits like a dog, aaid cannot 
rise without great difficulty and after many attempts ; he has a helpless swaying motion of the hind 
quarters, the tail hangs limp, and almost useless; he cannot walk straight and steady, but strikes one 
hind fetlock with the other foot, and places one hind foot across the front of the other; he can move 
backward with difficulty, but without any snatching up or spasmodic action of the hind legs. Chronic 
cases show atrophy of the muscles of the loins and haunch. . _ _

Eecovery is rarely complete, on account of the injury involving the spinal cord and some branches 
of nerves. ... -

A horse suffering from a chronic spinal injury is called chinked in the hack, or a shiverer. Such 
an one can go forward and trot with case, frequently without any snatching up of the hind legs ; but make 
him go backwards, and tho muscles of the haunch and tail tremble or shiver with slight spasm, the hind 
legs are snatched up and held outwards in a rigid manner, and set down on the ground carefully. Such 
animals sleep standing, and if they fall down, rise with difficulty. _ _

Stringhalt, as ordinarily understood, is an intermittent spasmodic affection of one hind leg, which 
disappears when warm at work, and scarcely interferes with the horses usefulness. It seldom affects 
both legs. Eecovery rarely occurs, and it is incurable. He can advance the foot and place it on the 
ground voluntarily, and propel himself and draw a load. There is no alteration of external structure to 
indicate the existence of this disease. _ _ _

A comparison of these diseases will show they are distinct from Australian Stringhalt; and the 
prognosis of the latter is favourable, although from 20 to 50 per cent., or even more in a mob, may become 
affected, but only a- small percentage will retain tbe affection sufficiently long to become ebronic and 
incurable. My theory being correct, the disease is then not only under control, but can be cured in the 
early stages ; and what is more important, it can be prevented. The contagion is the ova or larvae of 
worms eaten in the spring and autumn on young, fresh herbage, or taken in the water, ^

The drought aud heat of summer and the frosts in winter arrest germ life. It is almost needless 
to say that spontaneous generation of life has no place in science in these days; a horse can no more 
breed worms than an orchard growr oak trees, unless ova and acorns have been first deposited. It is 
interesting to know that horses are infested with several distinct varieties of worms at the same time, and 
they are far more numerous and wide-spread in these colonics than many suppose. To give an idea of 
their procreative properties, Krause mentions a two-year old horse, which contained 500 ascaridcs, 100 
oxyurides, Cl4 stronguli armati, several millions of stronguli tetracanthi, sixty-nine tamise, 287 filavia, and 
six cvsticerci. Sixty millions of eggs have been counted in a single worm; and in a colony of a tape . 
worm a thousand millions of eggs. These figures show how extremely easy it is for one animal to infest ■ 
a paddock with ova, and should the soil, herbage, season, and weather be favourable, and the unfortunate 
victims, a mob of horses, be brought together and only graze for a few hours, under such circumstances 
they cannot fail to become infested; and I believe such has been tbe cause of every outbreak of this 
disease that has recently been investigated ; and this will account for travelling horses becoming suddenly 
attacked, assuming the sudden invasion of myriads of these minute pests into the digestive organs of the 
horse, in a few days after being hatched, aud getting active, they individually attack the mucous membrane, 
some boring right through it, and take up their abode in its structure, others attach themselves to its

surface
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surface, all feed on. its nutrient juices. The result is intense irritation, and interference with the circula
tion and nutrition, the irritation disturbing the sympathetic nervous system is conveyed through the 
mesenteric nerves and communicates the impression through the lumbar and sciatic ganglia to the great 
crural and sciatic nerves, aud acting on their peripheries, or terminal extremities, produces the spasmodic 
muscular movements which arc so diagnostic a symptom of this disease. This phenomenon is known to 
physiologists as reflex nervous action. Eeflex nervous action is shown in young dogs, when infested with 
worms, by cerebral disturbance they have fits, and when teething suffer from convulsions, vomiting is a 
familar illustration of reflex action. It is also seen in horses, after eating wheat, they have lamiiniis,— 
tetanus, arising from a wound, is also from similar reflex nervous action; and many other instances could 
be cited. "Wb see the same effects in a horse suffering from cholic, or spasm of the bowels; irritation, 
pain, restlessness, and its results, are remarkably identical; it causes a peculiar and diagnostic symptom 
called “ kicking at tbe belly,” supposed to indicate tho seat of pain. This action is spasmodic and quite 
involuntary, and is caused by reflex nervous action, indicated by sudden spasmodic contraction of the 
flexor muscles of the hind legs. Ve know that various articles of food, introduced to a horse’s stomach, 
will cause colic, such as change of food, new corn, green food, dry coarse feed, also worms. Each of these 
may cause pain, irritation, altered perisaltic action, cramp or spasm of the bowels. Ruminants are far 
less subject to spasmodic colic, because their nervous system is more lowly organized, and they are less 
susceptible to pain.

The persistence and continuation of the affection is coincident with the development of the 
parasites; they increase in size and activity, and the irritation they set up only subsides as they arrive at 
maturity. Such an explanation of cause and effect agrees in every particular with the facts observed in 
the history of this disease. The disease may only be seen in one paddock, or a run, showing it must 
contain a special infective material, as horses in the next paddock, noth the same formation of soil, 
herbage, water, and climatic influences, all escape. The disease is only seen on cold, wet, retentive soils, 
and in horses that have been in such paddocks, whether temporarily or otherwise. Complete recovery is 
very remarkable, clearly proving that the disease arose from a temporary cause, and that it was strictly 
functional in character, there could have lecn no actual change of structure a& in most diseased processes.

Susceptibility,

Horses of all ages and classes are equally liable to attack ; brood mares perhaps suffer most; cobs 
and ponies seem the least susceptible, and young animals suffer loss than the aged, whether horses are 
working, unbroken, or for breeding purposes, makes no difference, and strange horses contract the disease 
quicker than local ones. Tho recovery of horses brought into the stable, or taken on board ship for a 
voyage, is well known, and proves that feed and situation are important elements in connection with 
recovery. That it is not a poison either mineral or vegetable, or sand in the stomach, is proved by 
history, symptoms, progress, and post-mortem examinations. Eoals never show-it whilst sucking their 
affected mothers. '

That it is not rheumatism, or the result or over-driving, a sudden chill, exposure to rain or cold 
wind, must be apparent, because such influences have for ever existed everywhere, and this disease is,of 
recent introduction, and its geographical extent can be clearly defined, at least in this Colony.

Treatment.

The curative treatment is to expel the parasites by tbe administration of anthelmintics, and dose 
after dose may be required for this purpose. It is necessary to remember that brood after brood have to be 
poisoned ; and that when they are ensconced in a living'being, whose tissues are also liable to suffer from 
tho introduction of drastic drugs, it is impossible to effect our object without perseverance ; and to prevent 
reinfection it is advisable to move the patients to a sound paddock, or, better still, into a yard or stable, 
to feed liberally, and also constantly supply salt with their food.

Prevention.

Preventive measures, I consider, are very important; with this object avoid putting an affected 
animal into a paddock at all favourable for the development of worms. Infected paddocks should not be 
used by horses, even temporarily; half an hours’ grazing may effect them, especially during the spring 
and autumn. The first grass after summer will scour animals, and has been known to cure them, because 
at that season the parasites are prepared for exit, microscopical examination shows this, for many males 
are encysted and dead, and females pregnant with fully developed eggs, some are viviparous; and it is to 
be noted that this is the time the paddocks get contaminated, and suitable soils may retain the ova for an 
indefinite period; so that one affected animal introduced, though he may be eventually cured, means 
later on (all circumstances being favourable) a hot-bed of infection for future tenants of the paddock.

An interesting case came under my notice of a recovery, almost as sudden as the attack-, it occurred 
accidentally; the owner jumped on the affected horse which had only been attacked a few days, to help 
to yard an obstreperous beast; and warmed with the excitement he worked hard and fast, and afterwards 
he was astonished to find bis horse had recovered. The explanation is that the excitement increased the 
perisaltic action of the horse’s bowels, and purged him, and so expelled tbe parasites ; and subsequent 
stable feeding established a cure. The obscurity of the subject, and its importance, has entailed my 
giving much detailed information, which has increased considerably the length of this report.

My thanks are due to those gentlemen who assisted me in the inquiry, by generously giving their 
horses for observation, and subsequent post-mortem examination, as this proved to bo of great importance 
in making the investigation.

I have, Ac.,
EDWARD STANLEY,

Fellow of tho Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons, London, 
Government Veterinarian. N.S.W.

To Alex, Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock,

aebendix c.
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APPENDIX 0.
Horse Disease at Cooeosg.

The following is a copy of a report upon the recent outbreak of disease among horses at Coonong, 
forwarded to the Chief Inspector of Stock by the Grovernmcnt Veterinarian, Mr. Edward Stanley, 
E.E.C.T.S.L._

“ Stock Branch OiSce, Department of Mines,
“ Sydney, 1G July, 1886.

<[ Having concluded my official investigation of this outbreak of disease among horses, I have the 
honour to report that for the last six months the station and working horses have been fed entirely on 
ensilage, and are said to have put on-fat for the first few weeks while they were idle. At that time they 
were having a spell. When put to work they were soft, aud soon lost their condition,

“ About the middle of June a second silo was opened. This contained about 100 tons of wheaten 
hay, cut while green and with grain in the ears, grown on 130 acres in the swamp paddock. This paddock 
was flooded early ip September, when the crop was yellow from drought and about 6 inches high. It 
grew rapidly until cut, and was not noticed to have been otherwise than healthy.. No one remarked rust 
or blight of any kind, but such a condition may or may not have existed.

“The ensilage appeared to be good, but the horses, were remarked to be sluggish and spiritless. 
They sweated a good deal while at work, and all got thin. Some had diarrhoea. These matters were not 
heeded at the time, beyond tbe manager thinking that the work was reducing the animals. The manager 
gave a few oats with the ensilage to the horses engaged in tank sinking. This silo pit being 2 miles from 
the station and 31 miles from the tank work, necessitated a three or four days' supply being fetched from 
the silo twice a week, instead of being fresh every day, as it ought to be. If kept over three days it becomes 
whitened with a fungus like mould, and became rotten and stinking. Usually, the feed troughs were 
cleaned out before fresh ensilage was given, but not always ; hence, the mould fungus was cultivated.

“ This went on for three weeks, some of the horses working down thin. As soon as the tank was 
finished, they were turned into paddocks for a spell. (Grain is very scarce in this district.)

“ The first case of illness noticed was a station mare in a yard standing at the feed trough at mid
day on July 3. She was hied, and a dose of oil was given her. She died on the evening of that day. This 
mare had eaten nothing but ensilage for the preceding eight days. Previously she had been in a grass 
paddock.

“ The next animal noticed to be ill was one of a pair used to draw out tbe dead animal. She had 
eaten ensilage for nine days. She was in a low condition, and was nearly knocked up while employed at the 
work. On the same day she died.

“ The third animal taken ill was a valuable four-year-old draught entire horse. He had never been 
in the paddock, nor had lie been worked. He was kept in the yard during the day, and was put in a 
stable at night. He had been fed on ensilage only for tbe last six weeks. It was noticed that he was 
lying in the yard on Saturday. He was bled, aud oil was given to him. He died the same night.

“ The fourth animal attacked was a station hack. He had been fed on ensilage only for six weeks; 
was taken ill on Sunday, and died on Tuesday.

“ The fifth animal taken ill was a draught horse. He had. been tank-sinking, and had been kept at 
the tank with the other horses. He was 5 or G miles from the station, and there fed on ensilage and 
a few oats for six weeks. He was turned into a paddock situate 4 miles from the station with several 
others when the work was completed. On Monday he was seen ill, aud was too weak to walk home. He 
fell and died in the paddock during Tuesday night.

“ The sixth, a draught horse (companion to the last-mentioned), seemed all right on Monday. On 
Tuesday he was lying down. Upon beijig roused up, he walked weakly. He staggered a quarter of a mile, 
fell into a crab hole, and died the same night.

“And so on with ten more hacks and draughts, everyone of them working horses, fed on similar 
ensilage. Their water supply had been obtained from various sources—crab holes in the paddocks filled 
by the recent rains, tanks, and station creek water. Water from the same sources was used for domestic 
purposes and for cattle, sheep, dogs, and swine. _ _

“ This mortality had occurred before my arrival. There were several horses still alive, but ill. The 
symptoms iu all the cases I saw were alike, varying only in degree. These were listlessness, prostration 
of strength, sore throat, witliout swelling or pain upon manipulation. Extreme irritation was shown by 
liquids being swallowed with great difficulty, although thirst was marked. Food and water were both 
returned through tbe nostrils ; this often being accompanied by fits of coughing. Tins abnormal process 
is stilt seen in the convalescents, now feeding well. The bowels were constipated, with straining, the dung 
was dark coloured and most offensive. The urine was passed freely in large quantities. It was of the 
usual colour aud clear. It presented nothing diagnostic on examination.
' “ The pulse wras small, hard, feeble, aud indistinct. The heart was irritable aud laboured, ranging
from 40 to 60 beats per minute. ^Respiration was slightly accelerated; hut with feeble chest and abdomi
nal movements. Visible mucous membranes were of a dirty brownish-yellowish colour. The tongue was 
pasty and dry, emitting a horrid nauseating odour, almost unbearable. Tbe temperature ranged from 95 
to 100 degrees. The extremities were cold. .

“ There was no indication of suffering from pain, of inclination to lie down, or of cerebral or spinal 
disturbance. The animals were conscious up to the last and attempted to eat and drink, even when lying 
prostrate and unable to rise. Mastication was very slow, as if from muscular weakness, and quids were 
often retained in the mouth. The horses could scarcely swallow fluids, hut could eat dry oaten hay. 
Drenching always caused coughing so that medicine had to be given in other ways.

“Assisted by Mr. Day, I made two post-mortem examinations. One was of a horse that died on 
the night preceding our arrival; the other animal died on the night after our arrival. None of tho 
animals under treatnumt died during our stay.

“ The post-mortem ap learances I give as briefly as possible, avoiding technicalities. They were ns 
follow :—Congestion of the nasal passages, larynx, trachese. This was more marked in the first rase. The 
tongues were dry and thickly furred. The pharynx was inflamed, but free from ulceration or diptheritiq 
deposit. The stomachs and large intestines were of a brownish black colour, the mucous membrane being 
decplv stained. The stain would not wash off. The contents were soft. The bowels were less affected.

* The
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The contents of the rectum ivere dry and hard. The peritoneum was stained in large patches of a ruddy ' 
colour, and the mesenteric veins were filled with black coagulated blood. The bladders were ecchymosed 
in a most remarkable manner. The heart was flabby, dark in colour. Extravasations of blood occurred 
along the course of the blood vessels, and also on the fleshy pillars inside the ventricles. Both right and 
left cavities contained firm clots of blood, formed partly of yellow lymph and almost black blood, separated 
by gravitation. The liver was dark, and slightly ecchymosed. The spleen was healthy in appearance. 
Tho lungs, in one case, were full of congested blood, and the trachese and bronchial tubes were greenish 
black in colour. In tbe other case, the lungs were nearly normal,

“ I noticed the entire absence of fat, which circumstance is very unusual in the horse, I also 
noticed the presence of many intestinal worms, four varieties being recognised.

11 Death was the result of failure of the heart’s action, the blood being; in a state of chronic 
poisoning, and the vital powers eonsequeutly exhausted. No bacilli were in the blood.

“ Mr, Day’s successful treatment, carried out by Mr. Morales, who undertook the hospital duty, 
consisted in evacuating the poison, and restoring the blood to its normal condition by tbe judicious adminis
tration of salines and antiseptics, wiih easily-digested and nutritious food. The sufferers wero sheltered 
at night from the cutting winds, G-eneral attention was given to cleanliness and comfort,

“ As a means of prevention, I suggest the institution of change of feed for ensilage, such as chaff, 
with bran, oats, oaten hay, and grass—and a constant supply of salt within their reach.

“ It is to he noted that these horses have been living on ensilage from the first pit for the last six 
months, getting a fresh supply daily, and that they did satisfactorily on it.

“ Cattle and sheep do well on this artificially-preserved food ; but it is never advisable to limit 
animals to one article of diet. Change of food is as necessary for them as it is for human beings. No
doubt ruminating animals, which have only tn eat and sleep and time to browse over the paddocks, stand 
a far better chance of thriving on food of this character than the single-stomached, hard-worked horse, 
who is required to exhaust his muscular strength day by day, so that he cannot thrive and work unless fed 
on clean and wholesome food with concentrated nutriment in small bulk. Hence, grain of some kind or 
other is his usual fare.

“I cannot rail to mind any record of ill-effects arising from the use of ensilage, which is now 
largely in use in Great Britain, Europe, and America. No doubt it will prove to be a very valuable 
means of preserving food for stock in these colonies. If possible, it should be usid in conjunction with 
other feed, and care should be taken that it is not used if damaged by age or exposure to the air. Mixed 
grasses would make a more nutritious ensilage for horses than growing grain. Wheat and wheat straw 
are both unsuitable, and arc had feed for horses ; and, in the form of ensilage, being heated by fermentation 
is soft, and not wholesome as a stable diet. Consequently the strength of the horses is lowered.

“The unfortunate fatality leads me to the conclusion that ensilage exposed to the air for a verv 
few days, under favourable climatic conditions, such as moisture and temperature heat, forms an excellent 
seed-bed and nourishing medium for fungoid growths, such as moulds and low forms of vegetable life. 
Their germs, being always present in the air, arc increased to myriads under favourable conditions, and 
such undoubtedly existed in this outbreak". Bain having recently fallen, following on a long period of 
heat and drought, and the horses being weak, predisposed them to the ill-effects of the fungus, which not 
only entered their systems through the stomach, but also during respiration. Being exposed to the same 
poisonous agents day after day, chronic poisoning and latal consequences followed.

“ Sixteen valuable horses died. Eleven horses were treated by Mr. Day, in consultation with me. 
Ten of the latter are convalescent, recovery beluga slow process. One animal, I fear, is incurable, it 
being dangerously ill, utterly prostrate and delirious.

“ There are several other horses scattered on the station; but these have not had ensilage. They 
are all healthy.

“I cannot conclude without expressing my sympathy for Mr. Craig, the station manager, and 
thanking him for his assistance iu carrying out the inquiry. Mr. Inspector P. B. Brett deserves especial 
thanks, for he spared neither himself nor his horses, Erom his long experience in the district and his 
practical knowledge of stock and their management, his services, so willingly rendered, were most 
opportune,

“EDWABD STANLEY, F.E.C.V.S.L.,
“ Government Veterinarian.

“ To A. Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock.”

Accompanying tho report were three packages of ensilage obtained from the station. The samples 
are of “ Eresh Ensilage,” “ Ensilage, three or four days exposed, showing mould fungus—as given to the 
horses on the station,” “Ensilage, showing fully-developed mould fungus.”

APPENDIX D.
PniUHO-rxEuirosiA.

Question Wo. 1.—"What number of cattle on an average pass through your hands during the year P
Names of Owners. 

Mr. Thos. Mitrhell 
Mr. Edward White 
Mr. Thos. Hungerford 
Mr. G. Loder ...

■ Mr. J. K. Mackay 
Mr. D. F. Mackay

Keplies.
Now about 300.
Varies much with the season, but would average about 4,000. 
About 3,000 or 4,000.
5,000.
2,000 or 3,000.
2,000 head of store bullocks have been 

twelve months from my Tilpah Station,
placed on Ravensworth within last 
Rockhampton,

Question
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Question -Aro. 2.—Wl\at is your eipericucc iu inoculation for pieuro-pneumonia ?
(1.) When did you first inoculate ?
(2.) How often (approximately) have you done so?
(3.) How many cattle (approximately) have you inoculated ?
Names of Omiers* Beplies.

Mr. Thos. Mitchell ... If properly done believe in it, never having known it to fail, except on one
occasion of a mob of 100 bullocks.

(1.) About twenty-eight years ago I was instructed how to do it by a gentleman 
from the Cape of (iood Hope, and have continued to do so ever since.

(2.) About twice annually.
(3.) 50.000 head, but could say with truth nearer 100,000. _

Mr. Edward White ... I believe inoculation to be an absolute preventive of pleuro-pneumonia, and
even ameliorates an attack if performed in the earlier stages of the disease; 

(1.) I first inoculated cattle in 186di.
(2.) Have inoculated on an average 2,000 bead per annum.
(3.) From 40.000 to 50,000. .

Mr. Thos. Hungerford ... My experience has effectually satisfied me that inoculation is an effective
preventive.

(1.) Inoculated first in 1863.
(2.) Inoculated all cattle newly purchased when I could get good virus.
(3.) About 20,000 head or over.

... (1.) 1362, with effect.
(2.) .
(3.) I should think 7,000.
I believe in it thorough]3'.
(1.) When pleuro first appeared in this district, some thirty years hack.
(2.)
(3.) Perhaps 10,000 head.
I am in favour of inoculation, aud have inoculated my stock for the last 15 

years when I can get virus, and would recommend every one to inoculate 
their wcaners when 12 months old. I have also inoculated store bullocks, 
and always found it beneficial, as regards stopping disease. I cannot say 
how many I have inoculated, hut many thousands. The above also answers 
your question Xo. 3. .

Mr. Q-. Loder.........

Mr. J. K. Mackay...

Mr. D. F, Mackay.,,

Question No. 3.—Do you believe in the efficacy of inoculation, if so, why ?
MnTiies of Owners. Replies.

Mr. Thos. Mitchell ... Yes, from long experience; have never known it to fail except on one occasion.
Mr. Edward White ... I thoroughly believe in its efficacy ; have inoculated one portion of a draft aud

left the other uninoculated ; the former have become sound and the latter 
continued to die of pleuro. On one occasion I purchased a draft of mixed 
cattle (stores and fats) travelling through Denman, on the way to market, 
the owner was with them and they had pleuro very badly; the owner offered 
them to mo at a low figure, and I accepted the risk, selected the host of the 
fats (40), and inoculated the balance 160. Out of the 160, I lost none and 
fattened them off; of the 40 I lost several, and then sold them to save further 
loss. On one occasion 1 halved a lot of stores with a neighbour, who did not 
believe in inoculation ; these cattle proved to have pleuro. I inoculated my 
half and the disease soon disappeared, but the other half left to chance 
continued dying for months and the losses were very heavy. After this my 
friend inoculated his store cattle, and now there is hardly a grazier in this 
district who docs not inoculate.

Mr. Thos. Hungerford I have great faith in inoculation; I have known it to stop pleuro ; and have
seen uninoculated cattle dying while running with inoculated cattle, while 
the latter were perfectly healthy.

Mr. Gh Loder................ In all cases, with proper virus, a change or staying of disease the result.
Mr. J. K, Mackay... .... Because it always stops disease aud does good.

Question No. 8,—Do you know any case in which cattle which had recovered for a time, and afterwards 
had a relapse, infected others ; if so, after what length of time ?
Names of Owners. Replies,

Mr. Thos. Mitchell ... No; having always inoculated, they never got a chance of taking the disease.
Mr. Edward White I da not think these cattle can communicate the disease to sound ones, as the

post mortem appearances in this case display no signs of actual pleuro ; death 
seems to arise in these cases from ulceration of the lung and gradual 
wasting of the system extending over months aud even years, hastened by 
want of nourishment, and retarded by soft succulent vegetation. ■

Mr. Thos. Hungerford ... I have never known any case of this kind.
Mr. J. K. Mackay ... Cannot answer. ■
Mr. D. F. Maekay ... I do not think cattle that have been inoculated take the disease a second time*

, Question
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Questim No. 10.—How soon after inoculation of an infected herd would it be safe to mix them with 
healthy cattle ? ,
Names of Owners. 

Mr. Thos. Mitchell

Mr. Edward "White 
Mr. Thos. Hungerford 
Mr. G-. Loder ...
Mr. J. K. Mackay 
Mr, D. F. Mackay

Replies,
About three months; but if healthy cattle were well inoculated they could 

mix any time, I think, with safety.
Twenty-eight days.
I should not like to mix them before two months.
Immediately after they recover from effects of inoculation.
Perhaps one month or six weeks.
I have known diseased cows suckling a diseased calf, and vice versa; but 

cannot say if the disease is contagious or not,having seen it act in different ways.
I have known cattle in different paddocks, only divided by the fence, with . 
disease in one paddock and none in the other.

APPENDIX E.
Annual Sweep Sales.

The following lots of sheep, bred by the several New South "Wales, Queensland, and Tasmanian 
■ owners, were disposed of at the Annual Stud Sales held in July 18S6:—

Number Number Total.
Names of Breeders. Address. of

Bains,
of

Ewes. Rams. Ewes.

Sold by I

A. Lucian Faithful], Esq. ... ...

Vlessrs. Mort & Co., Ltd., on account of- 
Ncw South Wales.

Springfield, Goulburn ...; 8 1
H. It. F. Hume, Esq...................... Everton, Bye Park ,,, ... 3 4
Hon. G-. IT. Cox ... ... ... Mudgee ... ... ...
-Richard House, Esq. ... ... Guntawang, Gulgong ... 10 • •4 r ■ «
.lames D. Cox, Esq,,,. ... Mudgee ... ... ... 3 4
F. & A. Cox, Esqs.......................... Mudgco ... ... ... ...... 7 21 20

James Gibson, Esq.... ,,,
Tasmania.

Bellevue ... ... ... 216
'

David Taylor, Esq, ... ... ... St. Johnston... ... 20
W . li. Gibson, Esq.... ... ... Fairfield ....................... 54
Thos. Parramore, Esq..................... Beaulront ... ... ... 54 25
George Parramore, Esq. ... ... Wetmore ... ,,, ... 21
Eobort Jones. Esq. ... ... ... Eiccarton ... ... ... 12
J. D. Gibson, Esq. ... Perth ... ... ... 24
G. W. Ileaeh, Esq. ... Chiswick ....................... 26 5
Chas. Field, Esq............................ Cressy ,,. ,,. ... 36 5
Wm. Gatenby, Esq,... ... Woodburn ... ... ... 26 12
Itobt. D. Einlav, Esq. ... ... Douglas Park ... ... 20 8
W. H. Bennett, Esq. ... Bloomfield ....................... 9 10
Percy W. Archer, Esq.................... Pansb anger....................... 12
D. MkKinnon, Esq. ... ... ... Daluess ... ... ... 44 .....
James Cox, Esq, ... ... ... Clarendon ... ... ,,, 3
E. Dowling, Esq. ... ... ... Quorn Hall....................... 15
Henry S. Smith, Esq. ............. Evan dale ' ....................... IS
Messrs. T, & W. A.. Gatenby ... Lake Biver ... ... ... 18
Arthur Gatenby, Esq. ... "Lemon Springs ... ... IS
John L. Smith, Esq. ... ... Camboch ... ... ... 7 12
Thos, Itiggall, Esq......................... Somcreotes ... ... ,,, S G61 77

Messrs. G. Clark & Co. ... ...
Queensland.

East Talgai ... ... ... 16
Messrs. Marshall & Slade............. Glengallan....................... 12 G 28 6

Sold by Messrs. Drunker & Wolfe on account of— 
Tasmania.

Messrs. W. Gibson & Son.............. Scone ......................... 203 16
Thos. Gibson, Esq. ... ... ... Eskvalc ... ... ... 21 4,2
Bobert Taylor, Esq__ ... ... Valiev field .... ... ... 11 25
Bobcrt Viney, Esq. ... ... ... Eernhill, Lymington ... 11
Chas. B. Grubb. Esq. ... ... Strathrav ... ... 41
Herbert Gatenby, Esq. ... ... Ehodes ... ... ... 40
A. M. Mackinnon, Esq. ... ... Mountford ... ... ... 35
Miles Bennett. Esq. ... ... Esk Finn, Longford ... 6 4
Basil Archer, Esq. ... ... ... Woodside, Cressy ... ... 12 ...... 380 87

■ Grand total ... 1,090 196

N,B,—Particulars of other sales effected not to hand.
APPENDIX 1.
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APPENDIX E.
, American Chilled Meat Trade.

EetOht of tile U.S. Commissioner for Agriculture.
The Hon. Jas. D. Porter, Assistant Secretary of State, "Washington, D.C.

Sir, _
Tour favour of the 2nd ultimo, enclosing a despatch from Mr. G-. W. Griffin, U.S. Consul at 

Sydney, New South Wales, requesting information relating to the subject of “ Chilled Meat,” which had 
been requested by the Premier of that Colony, was duly received. The information desired occasioned 
considerable correspondence with parties engaged in the dressed meat business, and this must he my 
apology for an apparent delay in replying to your request. In the following pages and accompanying 
enclosures I think will be found answers to the questions propounded by Mr. Griffin :—

The Dressed Meat Traffic.
1. By whom is the dressed meat traffic conducted, and how?—The dressed meat traffic in the 

United States is conducted almost exclusively by firms employing large amounts of capital and many men 
in the work.

[This may ultimately be tbe ease in Australia; but at first it is thought tbe business will bo conducted by companies 
killing, chilling, loading, and icing for owners at per carcase, the meat being bent on for sale in the public meat market.]

The greatest part of the slaughtering is done in Kansas City, Mo.; Omaha, Nebraska ; St. Louis, 
Missouri; and Chicago, Illinois. (These places are from 1,000 to 1,500 miles from the seaboard and 
eastern markets.) All of these places are centres to which the live stock of the western aud middle 
states arc sent for sale. The slaughter-houses are in nearly every instance near the stock-yards iu which 
the animals to be slaughtered are received from the railroads and are fed, watered, and sold, or are shipped 
to other markets. Firms engaged in the dressed meat traffic employ prof'c.-sional buyers who receive 
liberal salaries for their services, because of their ability to judge accurately of the weight and quality of 
the animals offered for sale. In all cases the cattle or sheep are weighed after purchase, the price per cent, 
having been first agreed upon by tbe purchasers and sellers. The scales are so arranged that from fifty 
to eighty cattle may be weighed together upon the platform.

[Tho saies should be conducted the same way here. All the cattle should bo weighed alive. This leaves only ono 
thing to judge—the quality, and owners get paid for every pound their stock weigh.]

Within the last two years an abattoir has been established on the line of the Northern Pacific 
Railway in Dakota (1,500 miles from Bolton) for tbe purpose of killing cattle grazed and fattened on the 
range near the abattoir, and of sending the beef from such cattle in refrigerator cars or vans to the 
markets of the eastern States, of Great Britain, aud the Continent.

[The meat when offered in London could not he less than from ten to fourteen days killed ; and yet the consuraerg do 
not know but they are culing Scotch bi-ef.]

2. In what part of the States is it carried on ?—Chiefly Eastern Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, 
aud Illinois. At Kansas City' large numbers of cattle, sheep, and swine are received from Arizona, 
Colorado, New Mexico, the In lian Territory, Kansas, and Missouri. At Omaha live stock from Idaho, 
Utah, Wyoming, Kansas, Dakota, and Nebraska are received. Tbe stock so received is either sold to 
resident buyers” who slaughter iu houses in the (owns named, or who ship to other markets farther east, 
or the animals are forwarded to those other markets without having boon sold. Agents of the refrige
rator car companies are called upon to furnish cars for a large number of western points, some of them 
in the heart of the range country where grass-fed cattle are cheap and abundant. Cattle that could not 
endure the hardships of transportation “ on the hoof,” can be shipped in refrigerator cars with profit.

[If this is the ease with respect to American cattle, it is very much more so here, where the cattle are never taken out 
of the trucka to be watered and fed (as they are in America every tweut)-four hours), alihough tho journey by train may 
occupy more than two days, and that too after perhaps a long trump of from 200 to 400 miles on foot will) scanty feed.]

3. Is the business carried on to the same extent all the year round, or more at one season than 
another, and if it varies, why?—This business is carried on throughout every month, and the traffic is 
extending each year into more distant parts ; the extent of the trade depending largely upon the available 
supply of cattle and not upon the condition of the weather, for heat or cold in the weather seems to have 
little effect upon the volume of the business. In tho winter here it is as necessary that the meat shall be 
kept from freezing as it is that it shall be protected from the effects of heat in the summer. The receipts 
of dressed beef at New Turk City may be taken as showing fairly the volume of the traffic month by 
month throughout the year, therefore the subjoined statement has been prepared. As the greater part 
of the traffic in dressed meat has its origin in Chicago, another statement has been prepared showing the 
number of tons of 2,000 pounds sent to the eastern markets by Chicago houses. That question (No. 18), 
“What proportion does the dead meat trade now bear to the rat stock trade ?” may he answered at the 
same time in convenient form. I have included in that table shipments of cattle from Chicago to the 
same eastern markets for the same years.

24

Statexieht of Tons of Dressed Beef received at New York between January 1, 1882, and December
31, 1885—by months.________________________ ______

Months. 1882. 1833. 18S4. 1685. Average.

1,201 1,913 3,643 2,252 3
lf555 1,846 3.246 2,216
1,590 1,937 3,564 2,364

......... 1,311 1,960 4,593 2,621
769 3,170 ■ 4 237 2,727
748 3,122 4,074 2,643
921 3,024 4,050 ' 2,665

1,321 3,187 4,577 3,028
1,670 3,526 5,392 3,529

October......... 1,783 3,941 5,638 3,787
November...... 1,283 1,569 3,&E>h 4,9 53 3,770
December .... 1,400 1,919 3,869 5,377 . 4,155

Total ............................. 2,683 T 16,306 34,956 53,344
________

36,821
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In July of each year cattle from Texas ami the plains of the south-west generally begin to reach 
the great live stock markets named above. The arrivals generally increase in number until they are 
joined in August and later by cattle from tbe ranges of the States and territories further north. The 
receipts of the plains cattle continue until December, at which time the supply from the plains ceases, 
but its place is at once occupied in tbe market by the stock which, has fattened on the grass of the 
pastures of the States east of Missouri River.

COMPAEAIIVE STATTMEUT.
Shipments of Cattle and Dressed Beef during Calendar Tears 1880-85, inclusive, from'Chicago.

Tons of 2,000 lbs. .

Destination. 1SS0. 1881. 1SS2. 1833. 1884. 1885.

New York City—
Cattle ...... ................... .. 222,203 265,367 257,281 191,736 182,199
Beef....................................... ... 23,160114 3,812 32,722 45,112Boston—
Cattle ............................................... 81,914

9,800
96,222
14,405

56,391
7 R 683

KA. &AA
Beef............................................ 37,724Philadelphia—
Cattle ................. . 19,280 80,403 36,137

475
20,225
9,033

23,235
22,825Beef.............................. 14,299

Baltimore—
Cattle ......................................... .. 4,053 3,807 6,085

1,393
6,916
7,676Beef................................... 4,160 4,208

New England States—
Cattlo ..................... ... 45,145

20,845
12,021
29,227

146
38,672

1,151 2,587
60,252Beef....................................

New York State—
Cattle..................... 30,632 22,908

18
21,778

907
7,262

25,506Beef............................................. 16,605 24,552
New Jersey and Delaware—

Cattle ......................... 1,560 1,017 1,664
630

1 514
10,619Beef................. ............................. 6,237 14,041Pennsylvania—

Cattlo ....... .................... 1,050 1,283 2,684
370

15,863
9,438Beef................................................... 5,893 8,746

Maryland and South—
Cattle ............................ 1,308 672 ? 5q4 CJ dl ^
Beef ............................... 878 2,557 5,545 7,701Eastern Canada—
Beef.................................. , 1,592 1,359

Cattle ................................. 410,204
80,705

433,600
43,774

383,660
65,776

372,214
149,640Beef.................................... 184,993 231,634

[Nothing can be more encouraging than these statements. They show that tho fat stock trade is fast—notwithstanding 
the powerful vested interests—becoming a fresh meat trade in America, and there are much stronger reasons for its doing so 
in Australia.]

4. Do those engaged in it carry on the trade on their own account as dealers in stock or in meat 
or as agents for others ? If as agents on what terms ?—This trade is in the control of firms using their 
own capital, owning the slaughter-houses, and in some cases the refrigerator cars used in the business. 
These firms buy, kil^ transport, aud in some cases even retail their meat to the consumers. At the 
termini they have built and own cold storage rooms for their own uses, and are in almost every way 
independent of all outside dealers or agents, so far as concerns the buying of the cattle in the west, the 
selling to the actual consumer in the east, and all intermediate transactions necessary to the business, 
except the hauling of the refrigerator cars over the railways. I do not intend to convey the idea that 
the firms in the business do sell large quantities of their meat to the consumer, for they do not; but 
they are able to do so at any time. They do not carry on any part of the business as agents for others.

.[Here the Railway Department will provide the meat trucks, as they will bo able with a fresh meat, instead of a Jive 
stock trade, to take any kind of goods back in tho meat trucks, and thus save the expense of hauling empty sheep and cattle 
trucks hack long distances like those to Bourke and Hay.]

5. How are the stock awaiting slaughter kept ?—Beeves and sheep are brought from day to day at 
the stock-yards named above; the supply is scarcely ever below the needs of tbe shippers of dressed beef 
or mutton, thereioro there is never any need of keeping a supply on band for the next coming day. On 
arrival in the stock-yards, usually at an early hour in the morning, the stock receives hay ; after eating 
the hay they receive water iu practically unlimited quantities. They are then, if sold, weighed and 
delivered to the buyer. His assistants drive the stock to the slaughter-houses near, and there they are 
killed, very often almost immediately after arrival at the slaughter-houses.

6. Describe the yards, slaughter-houses, and appurtenances, sending plans and lithographs where 
procurable,—-The stock-yards of Chicago are the largest iu the world, and maybe considered representative 
yards; but they are perhaps less perfectly planned than are those built at a"comparatively recent date in 
.Kansas City, Missouri. The latter are on the sandy bank of the Kan Biver, to which the drainage of the 
yards flow's freely through the sewers of ample size. These sewers underlie nearly every street in the 
yard, as their branches underlie nearly every alley. The area covered by tho yards is divided by streets 
and alleys into blocks as nearly square as the nature of the ground permits. The blocks arc subdivided 
into pens of various sizes by fences made of strong cedar posts deeply planted in the earth, and of pine 
planks 2 inches thick firmly nailed to the posts, rJ he planks are G inches wide, and are surmounted by a 
broad plank 2 inches thick extending along the entire length of the fences, including the tops of the 
many gates. This broad plank thua affords a continuous walk from one part of the yard to any oilier 
part, high above the ground. At frequent intervals elevated bridges span the streets and alleys, that
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there may be no necessity for descending to tbe level of the ground. To each block a letter is given 
to distinguish it from the others, as block A, &c. To each pen in a block a number is given, "When a 
lot of stock is put into a pen a record is made on the books of the company operating the yards, as for 
illustration, if a car load of cattle was received for John Doe, tho record would read: “ 16 cattle, John 
Doe, lot 34, block G.” At convenient places in tbe yards scales are placed for weighing the stock. 
These scales are made expressly for tins purpose, and are each covered by a substantially built house. 
Of their capacity something has been said above. The pens are floored with pine planks 4 inches thick, 
resting on other planks of like description. The latter rests in turn upon their edges upon planks lying 
upon the ground. In places where the pens are not so floored, they are paved or macadamized. For 
cattle-pens no roofs are provided, but pens for sheltering hogs and sheep are roofed. In every pen is a 
water-trough of ample size, filled, when desired, from cocks iu pipes conueeting with a water-tank. In 
Chicago the water supply is taken from a stand-pipe, 100 feet in height and 7 feet in diameter. This 
pipe is filled by engines driving strong pumps, taking their supply from artesian wells, some 1,200 to 
1,300 feet deep. The stock-yards of Chicago cover 300 acres. The slaughter-houses are of brick. From 
the stock-pens at one side of the houses, an inclined plane, 7 or 8 feet wide, extends to the height of the 
second floor. Between the side of the building and the drive-way mentioned is a row of pens, each 8 feet long 
and 4 feet wide. Each of these pens connects by a strong door with the drive-way, and at the other end is 
another door covered by a plate of iron, through winch door access can he had to the interior of the slaughter
house. In the operation of the business cattle are driven up tho inclined plane to the level drive-way, and a 
gate closes behind them. The gates of the small pens are open, and the cattle naturally enter to escape tho 
crowd and the shouting drivers behind. Only one animal, or at the least two small beasts, can enter one 
of these pens at a time. The door is closed behind the animal, and it finds itself imprisoned in a space so 
small that it cannot turn itself around, but must stand with its nose close to the ironclad door, beyond which 
are the butchers. Over the heads of the beast awaiting death is a running board or walk 1 foot wide. 
Along this goes a man armed with a rifle carrying a ball 44T00 calibre, or with a piece of iron pipe -J inch 
in diameter, in the end of which a lance-shaped point has been fastened. With the rifle placed within a 
few inches of the head of the animal the trigger is pulled, and the heavy ball tears its way through the 
menulla oblongata and the brain, or if the lance is used, the spinal cord is severed by its sharp edge; 
either way causes instant death. The ironclad door is raised when the butchers within are ready, 
and a chain is passed around the horns of the beast. This chain is operated by a steam engine, and 
quickly drags the bullock into the dressing-room,where it lies upon a floor sloping slightly toward a gutter 
through which runs a stream of water, carrying away all the blood, and offal that is not saved in the 
operations of slaughtering. When the throat of the bullock is cut, the blood is caught in shallow pans 
aud saved. The skin is quickly stripped from the warm carcass, which is then hoisted by steam machinery, 
split along the backbone, and the sides, hanging by hooks depending from wheels running upon a sus
pended rail of iron, are pushed into the cooling-room, there to hang until their temperature shall have 
fallen to that of tho outer air. The sides are then taken to the chill-rooms to be kept until they shall he 
ready and wanted for shipment. "

[This was ashed in order to obtain information as to the system (companies killing for owners) which it is expected 
will exist here.]

7. What is the cost of slaughtering the stock P—No definite answer can he given to query No. 7, 
for the reason that so many elements enter into the cost that it is quite impossible for any one not having 
access to the books of the slaughterers to arrive at it. The cost varies, being less in some houses having 
the best appliances and superior management than it is in smaller or less completely appointed establish
ments, or large ones not so nicely managed as others. Those engaged in the business naturally object to 
telling what the cost is of their operations.

S. Are beasts slaughtered at a price for their owners,—if so, at what rate?—As a rule, animals are 
not so slaughtered. It is said, however, that it is the intention of those who have recently started 
slaughtering establishments in the plain country of the west to slaughter for any and all who may bring 
them a cartload or more at a time for that purpose.

9. Are fat, tongues, or the offal taken by slaughterers as part payment for their work P—This 
query is answered by the reply to No. 8.

10. Describe the chill-rooms,—how they are built, and of what material ?—Chill-rooms are prepared 
by making next to their walls, a dead air-space, as nearly air-tight as possible. In some of the rooms 
racks or cribs rise from the floor of the room to that of the room next above. These cribs are filled from 
time to time with ice, traps in the floor above being opened for the purpose. Means for ventilation are 
provided at the top of the chill-room. In most chill-rooms, and in cold storage houses in the north, 
naturally-formed ice is used; hut in the cold storage houses in the south artificial means are used for 
reducing the temperature. They are of brick or of wood.

[Prom the specification a, advertisements, and plana furmahed, it would seem that the cheapest mode of cliilling ia by 
one of the processes like Mort’s at Darling Harbour, and at the Sydney Ice-making Company, while the heat for freezing for 
export would seem to be Bell <£ Coleman’s, and Haslam’a machines.]

11. Describe the cooling machinery, and state which is the best?—Without personal experience 
of the workings of the different kinds of refrigerating machinery, I would not he competent to decide as 
to which is the best adapted to the purposes of the dressed beef business.

12. What are the modes, extent, and cost of cooling meats pea pound or per carcass ?—Without 
knowing the cost of ice, of coal, or other fuel and the other elements of cost, it will he difficult 
to answer the question quoted, and tho operators are as reluctant about answering this as they are 
about answering other queries as to the cost of the several operations necessary to their business. The 
cost of the operation may be ascertained approximately from, the statements of the matter of cooling 
machines in the circulars sent herewith.

18. Describe tbe van by which the meat is carried by rail, the mode of sending it, and give full 
details as to how cold is provided on the way where necessary and the cost?—Several different cars are 
used for tho purpose of carrying fresh meats long distances by rail; of these the oldest in use is that 
invented some twenty years ago by Mr. Wm. Chandler. Since that gentleman put the first refrigerator 
car into service, hundreds of patents have been taken out in the United States for devices of the kind. 
Of these none are more generally used than is the one known as the Tiffany refrigerator car. As at 
present constructed these are 30 feet long inside, and provided with hooks for suspending the fore and
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hind quarters into which the meat is cut just before it is placed in the car. In the top of the car are 
ice boxes, which are filled with ice before the meat is placed in the car. The car is closed as quickly as 
possible after the meat is placed in the car. From thirty to sixty minutes are required in loading a car' 
with 20,000 lbs. (20,000 lbs. would be, equal to twenty-five bodies) of beef quarters, four men clad in 
white frocks doing the work. While hanging in the cooling or chill-room the meat is nsually in halves or 
sides, and is cut apart by workmen as it leaves the hook on the scale where it is weighed at the 
place of loading. The ice tanks are examined two or three times on the way from Chicago to New York 
or Boston, or once in twenty-four or thirty-six hours, and, if necessary, are replenished with ice and salt. 
The larger concerns attend to this at their own expense, having ice and men ready at the stations where 
required. The cost depends upon the condition of the weather at tho time the beef is in transit and also 
at tho time of putting up the ice used. In a favourable winter ice can be housed iu the north for less 
than one dollar per ton. From I,GOO to 1,200 lbs. are placed in each car, the quantity depending on the 
season. During the hottest part of August last dressed beef was sent from Chicago to New York and to 
Boston in cars in which 900 lbs. of ice were placed at Buffalo, and 600 lbs at Albany, to replace 
that which was put in before starting from Chicago. (That is three ieeings altogether, one at starting, 
and two by the way, for ],u05 miles.) Several cars safely took their loads of beef from Chicago to New 
York, using only 1,800 lbs. of ico in the trip. It maybe said that the average cost of iceing will range from 
5d. to 7d. per car at each iceing station.

[TaJriog the distance from liourko to Sydney at 505 miles, and the average cost of an iceing of tt ear with 20,000 lbs. 
meat at 25s.'; and supposing that two ieeings would be required in the height of summer, one before starting, and one at 
Dubbo or Wellington, the cost of ice for a ear load of meat, 20,000 lbs., would be 60s., or one-thirty-third of a penny per lb., 
or (say) 2s. per body, while only one iceing would bo suflicient for a good part of the year, and in the winter none would bo 
needed. The coat is, however, so little that it would be bad policy to run any risk.]

14. Say how trains with chilled meat are run, the distances they run, their average speed, and the 
average cost per mile per ton, or per body, for carrying and for keeping cool ?—It is the custom with rail
road companies carrying meats from Chicago to make up special trains carrying fresh meats and other 
perishable freight to the seaboard. Each day such a train consisting of twenty or thirty cars is made up, 
to which are added those containing butter, cheese, and fruit, all in refrigerator cars. Such trains run at 
the rate of twenty-five or thirty miles per hour, including stoppages. Trains not infrequently make tbe 
run from Chicago to Buffalo, 523 miles, in twenty-six hours, including one stop at Cleveland, when it is 
found necessary to ice there. As Buffalo is a common point at which eastward bound trains meet on 
their way from the west to New York and Boston, all refrigerator cars are examined there, and iced if 
re-icing appears to be required. The tariff rate on dressed beef is 65 cents per 1001b. (£3 10s. 8d. per 
ton) from Chicago to New York, To this charge is to be added the cost of iceing as given above. In 
answering the above questions I have been largely guided by the conditions of the trade of Chicago, 
because this city has done by far the greater part of the dressed meat business of this country. In the 
year 1884 shipments of dressed beef from Chicago amounted to 694,026 carcases, and they have since 
that time increased. Perishable property is, it may be added here, carried to the Atlantic seaboard 
(making a journey altogether of 2,000 miles) in refrigerator cars named, from points 1,000 miles or more west 
and south-west from Chicago, at which points the temperature ranges from 90° to 100° F., in the shade, 
during the heated months. Tn trips through such heated districts new supplies of ice are put into 
the tanks in the cars three times in each 1,000 miles.

15. "Whether the meat ever arrives in bad condition? If it does, what is the cause and the per
centage of loss from this cause?—In the earlier days of this business, when people were experimenting 
for the purpose of overcoming tbe obstacles then met, some cargoes reached their destinations in bad 
order, the cause having been imperfect insulation, and the ignorance of employees ; but it is now held 
that there is little, if any, risk of loss in shipping fresh meats or other perishable property. The per
centage of loss of goods in refrigerator cars is too small to be estimated.

16. What are the form and construction of the meat markets, and of the cold store attached; the 
rate of market dues and the charges per day for keeping meats in the chill rooms ?—As tho markets are 
largely owned er rented by private parties who make leases, when they do lease, upon private terms, no 
answer that would have value in another country, or in other conditions, can be made. In a few cities, 
stalls are rented by retailers from tbe municipal authorities ; but tbe rates and conditions vary greatly. 
In regard to the construction of the markets, it may perhaps be well to try to answer by describing the 
retail market of one of Chicago firm, which ships large quantities of fresh beef to tbe eastern States, to 
Europe, and to many interior points in this country. In the market referred to, a counter extends the 
entire length of the room, the walls of which are frequently covered by a coating of whitewash, and the 
floor thickly carpeted each day with fresh clean fine pine sawdust. Through the middle of the room is a 
row of square pine posts supporting the floor above. These posts are also whitewashed, and each has 
attached to it brackets which support bunches of fresh flowers during the season when the flowers bloom 
in the open air here. The top of the counter on which the meat is served to customers is of marble, 
smoothly polished. Behind the counter are rows of strong hooks upon which are suspended a few—and 
only a few—pieces of meat in a fresh state, most of the meats thereon being cured hams or bacon, or 
sausage. On the heavy cutting blocks under the rows of hooks the butchers cut such pieces as the buyers 
require. Immediately after the wants of the buyer are satisfied the quarter of beef from which tbe cuts 
have been taken is returned to the cool room from which it was brought. It remains there until another 
piece is wanted for another buyer. Scales are suspended behind the counter for weighing the meats as 
they are served to the buyers. The chill room or cold store in which the meat is kept while awaiting the 
coming of the buyers, has walls insulated by dead air spaces, or by other devices, or is kept cool by ice

■ stored in proper receptacles so arranged that while tbe dulled air falls in the room below, the moisture
thereupon passes away without coming into contact with the meats. Great care is used in all cold store 

" arrangements to prevent the cold air bearing moisture to tbe goods to be preserved, and so perfect are 
some of the cooling devices in use that not the slightest trace of moisture can be seen in the apartment 
where the goods are stored. In this room the ice is placed in a receptacle at one side. From the ice the 
cold air falls into a store-room below where it becomes slightly warmed by passing over tbe meats or other 
food placed there. The warm air rises through the open floor of the second chill-room, and thence through 
openings near the ceiling into the room where the ice is stored to again make the round as before. 
Arrangements are made so that valves close tbe opening near tbe ceiling the instant tbe door of either of

tbe
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the cold storage rooms is opened. The closing of the valves stops the current of warm air, which would 
hut for this fall upon the ice and cause it to waste rapidly away. When the door is again closed, the 
valve is opened and the circulation of air goes on as before. ■

l1?. Describe the receiving of meat intended for sale in the market; the mode of selling and 
delivery?—Upon arrival of the train conveying fresh meat, say in New York, the cars are run into a 
storage establishment. The meat is carried into the cold storage room, and remains there in a temperature 
of about 36 deg. to 42 deg. F. until wanted. As a rule the quarters are sold to retailers, who come at an 
early hour in the morning, or who send in their orders in the afternoon of one day for the meats they 
want for the next morning. "Waggons prepared for the purpose go about in the morning delivering the 
meats ordered by the retailers. In some cases hotel managers and others using large quantities of meat 
order one or two car loads at a time, and keep the meat in cold storage rooms until required for their daily 
business. Poultry and game are also kept in this way.

IS. What proportion does the dead meat now stand to the fat stock trade ? Is the dead meat 
increasing and likely to increase?—This question is in part answered by the reply to query No. 3. The 
traffic in fresh meats grew rapidly, but not steadily, almost from its inception. It must continue to 
increase unless there shall be a revolution in trade affairs, and in the desire of the people to obtain the 
best meats for the smallest outlay. During the last five years the growth of the trade in dressed beef has 
been as follows:—From 1881 to 1882 the increase was 42A per cent, over the trade of 1880; in 1882 the 
gain was 52‘3 per cent, over the traffic of 1881; in 1888 it was 127'5 per cent.; in 1884 it was only 23'6 
per cent., and in 1885 it was 25'2 per cent. The relation borne by the entire dressed beef trade of 
Chicago to the fat stock traffic of that city may be seen by a glance at the figures given in the second table 
sent herewith,

19. "What distances are live stock carried by rail, and are they taken out and fed on the journey; 
if so, how often?—Cattlo have been sent by rail from Oregon on the Pacific Coast to New York on the 
Atlantic seaboard. It is a law that cattlo sliall not be kept confined in cattle cars for a period longer than 
twenty-four hours without being unloaded for food,-water, and rest. In the region west of Chicago trains 
do not, as a rule, run at as high a- rate of speed as trains maintain on railways east of Chicago. Such 
trains now rim from 250 to 500 miles without stopping for feeding and resting the stock.

20. What is the average cost of carrying a fat bullock per mile for 100 miles and upwards ?—-From 
Kausas city to Chicago the distance is 500 miles, and the rate is 65 dollars (that is, at 4a. Id. for the dollar, 
£13 5s. 5d. for the truck for 500 miles or (say) ICs. 8d. per head) per car load for cattle, nominally 20,000 
lb. but really often nearly or quite 24,000 lb. From Chicago to New York the rate charged is £22 
per truck for 1,005 miles, or £1 8s. per head. The average number of cattle in a car load is sixteen, the 
range being from twelve fat heavy cattle to twenty thin and small ones.

This shows that while it costs in this Colony 25s. to convey a fat bullock by rail 500 miles, in 
America it only costs from 14s. to 16s. 3d.

Very respectfully,
NO EM AN J. COLMAN,

Washington, D.C., 19 July, 1886. Commissioner of Agriculture.
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APPENDIX G-.
The question, of meat supply has lately attracted a considerable amount of attention, and opinions 
have been expressed by well known authorities amongst the stock breeders of tliis Colony and Queensland, 
that the supply of meat was little, if any, in excess of the demand. The matter appeared of so much im
portance, that, at my request, Mr. Coghlau, the Government Statistician, made an investigation of the 
requirements of Australia, and the supply available. A copy of this gentleman’s report is appended, from 
which it will appear that the time is still fairly distant when, if our present rate of consumption continue, 
the demand will overtake the supply.

Increase of Population.
The ratio at which the population of the Colonies tends to increase, intimately concerns the 

question of food supply. We are not only our owrn chief customer for meat in ordinary seasons, but in 
the most abundant times the surplus, after the wants of the Colonies have been supplied, is but a small 
proportion to the total quantity produced.

In the year 1871, the population of the five Colonics, New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, 
South Australia, and Western Australia, numbered 1,610,382. Ten years afterwards it reached 2,193,730, 
which gives a ratio of increase of about 3'14 per cent, per annum. The probabilities are, that towards the 
end of the decennial period the increase was larger than atits commencement, for since 1881, the increase 
of population has been at the rate of 4'15 per cent. It will therefore he safe to take 4'0 per cent, as 
the probable rate at which the population of tho Colonies may be expected to increase during the 
coming decade.

Increase of Stock.
There has been no regularity in the increase of either sheep or cattle, the numbers especially of 

the latter have increased for a series of years, and then have declined, have risen and again fallen, 
and though the upward tendency will he visible over a long series of years, it cannot be discovered from 
viewing a short period. Thus there were less cattle in 1885, and less sheep in 1SS4, than in 1880. 
Yet, taking a long series of years, the general law of increase of stock is plainly visible, and it would 
appear that the ratio of increase is inversely as the number of stock. ’The numbers of sheep and cattle 
in the five Colonies during each year, from 1876 to 1885, wore:—

Year. Number of Sheep. Humber of Cattle. [ Year. Number of Sheep. Number of Cattle.

1876................ 50,896,507 6,612,756 1 1881................ , 63,230,862 7,880,465
1877............... 44,807,810 6,498,279 | 1882................ 65,981,116 7,608,307 •
1878................ ■47,737,531 6.733.941 1883................ 68,154,228 7,568,618
1879................. 52,047,975 7,176,380 ' 1884................ 59,850,1.11 7,440,075
1880 ................ 60,389,987 7,309,955 ! 1885................

1
65,896,190 . 7,230,891
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. The number of sheep tends generally to increase, but bad years succeed good years, and it often 
happens the gains of three or four years of plenty are swept away by one bad season. Taking the largest 
number of sheep in any year of a series of fair years between two bad seasons and compare it with the 
largest number in any other series of a similar kind, a fair ratio of increase may be established. The 
same result will be got by taking the lowest of any series with the lowest of another series of years. 
Thus in the table given above the number of sheep in 1877 was 41,807,810, in 1881 the number had 
risen to 59,850,111, being an increase of 15,042,301 in seven years, or at the rate of 4-22 per cent, per 
annum. This ratio fairly represents the increase for the whole of Australia.

The rate of increase of cattle is not so apparent, inasmuch as the number at the close of 1885 was 
considerably less than in 1880. Leaving out the year 1876, and commencing wit-h the following year we 
Jiave a series of five years in which tho number of cattle increased year by year till 1881, the average 
number of each year of the five being 7,137,800; then follows a period of five descending years from 
1881 to 1885 ; the average of which is 7,445,670. The number of years between these two means is four, 
and tho total increase for the four years is 307,870. This gives a rate of increase of only 1 per cent., a 
very small increase truly, hut one which seems to agree with tho experience of Queensland, where the 
bulk of the cattle arc grazed.

Having established the respective rates of increase of sheep and cattle it will be necessary 
to find the ratio of increase of sheep and cattle combined, as tho deficiency in the supply of mutton mav 
be. and is, made good by beef, and vice versa; for, though the consuraption of meat per head may remain 
tho same in quantity per annum in the various divisions of Australia, it differs in kind in different places, 
mutton being the predominating diet in some parts, beef in others, and an almost equal proportion of 
each in other places, as in Sydney.

Working on. the basis of the last year of the series given above (1885), the increase of sheep and 
cattle, after allowing for all the requirements of the country, should bo—

65,806,190 sheep....................................... @ 4'22 % = 2,770,829
7,230,891 cattlo....................................... @ L00 % = 72,309

The weight of the annual increase, assuming 700 lb. as the weight per head of cattle, and 48 lb. per 
bead of sheep, would he—

Sheep ........................... 2,770.829 @ 48 lb. - - 132,999,792 lb.
Cattle ........................... 72,309 @ 700 „ * 50,616,300 „

Ghing a total increase of ... ... 183,616,092 ,,

The total equivalent weight of the sheep aud cattle at the close of 1885 would be—
Sheep........................... 65,896.190 x 48 lb. = 3,163,017,120 lb.
Cattle........................... 7,230,891 x 700 „ - 5,061,623,700 „

Total ....................................... 8,224,640,820 „

The net annual increase has been found lo be 183,616,092 lb. on a total weight of sheep aud cattle of 
8,224,040,820 lb., or equal to 2 23 per cent.

Haying determined the respective rates of increase of population, and of food, it will be necessary 
to ascertain the amount of the surplus supply which obviously exists. In order to do this, the whole 
Colonics must be taken as one run, otherwise the individual experience of any one district, or even 
Colony, will be likely to mislead, by making the “ cast ” appear on the one hand too high, if a fattening 
country be taken as a standard, or on the other hand too low if a breeding station is adopted. I. have 
preferred taking a representative herd or flock of 20,000 head, and applying the experience of qualified 
persons to arrive at a general notion of the cast or yield.

In a herd of 20,000 cattle there would he on an average about 5,000 breeding cows, and from 
these cows there would be obtained 72 per cent, of calves, or 3,600 in all—1,800 male and 1,800 female. 
In five years the males would be fit for market, and the females at eight years. During these years tho 
loss of stock would he about 5 per cent, for bullocks and 6 per cent, for cows, for each year.

Out of 1,800 males born, 1,710 would survive at the end of the first year, 1,625 at the end of the 
second, 1,544 at tho end of the third, 1,467 at four years, 1,394 at five years, and would be then available 
for market. "

Similarly with the cows there would be out of 1,800 born—
1,692 surviving at 1st year
1,591 2nd Jj
1,496 !) 3rd 1)

1,406 JJ 4th J>

1,322 ; j 5th j t
1,243 :) Gth i)

1,170 4? - 7th n

1,100 Sth tj
Or 1,100 ready for market at eight years old.

Meanwhile the herd would be increasing, as already shown, at the rale of 1 per cent, per annum 
so that a herd of 20.000 would number 21,('20 in fivo years, aud in eight years would reach 21,058, giving 
an average of 21,339 head when the 1,394 bullocks and 1,100 cows were fit for slaughter. The “ cast,-’ 
therefore, would virtually be 2,494 on a herd of 21,339, or at the rate of 1L7 per cent.

At the close of 1885 the total stock numbered 7.230.891, and the cast of fat stock at the rate of
11-7 per cent, would be 846,014 head, which at 700 lb. per head gives the total weight of beef available, 
viz., 846,014 x 700 lb., = 592,209,800 lb.

_ Similarly in regard to sheep, out of a flock of 20,000 there will be on an average about 6,500 
breeding ewes. The general average of lambing is in round numbers GO per cent., so that the lambing 
may he set down at 3,900, Allowing a loss of 4per cent, alike on male andfcmalo, out of 1,950 ewes, 1,458 

6—L . would



would reach seven years, at which ago they would prolmbtybo ready for market; and of a similar number 
of wethers, 1,648 would reach four years, when they too would be available for slaughter, thus:—

30

Tear. Ewes. Wethers.
0 1,950 1,950
1 1,872 1,872
2 1,797 1,797
3 ' 1,715 1,715
4 1,648 1,648
5 1,582
6 1,519
7 1,458

The total available would, therefore, be Ijd-'jS + 1,048, or 3,100 sheep. Tn four years the flock of 20,000 
would, increasing at the rate of 4 22 per cent., number 23,004, aud in seven years 26,724, giving an 
an average of 25,165 sheep, upon which there would he a east of 3,106, or 12'34 per cent. Tho sheep 

‘at the close of 1885 numbered 65,896,190, and 12'34 on this would be 8,131,590. Taking 481b. as the 
weight of each, the cast would represent 8,131,590 X 48 lb. = 390,316,320 lb.

The total quantity of stock available for consumption would then her—Beef, 592,209,800 lb.; 
mutton, 390,316,320 lb. ;* total, 982,526,120 lb.

Against this there is a demand for meat equivalent to 709,500,000 lb. In this Colony there is a 
consumption at tho rate of 2'5 sheep and 018 cattle for every inhabitant. Taking this os true of the rest 
of Australia, we have a consumption of—

Beef ................................................... 018 x 700 lb. = 126 lb.
Mutton................................................... 2-50 x 48 lb. = 120 „

240 lb.

The average annual consumption per head is therefore, say 246 lb. for the whole of Australia, though 
the respective quantities of beef and mutton consumed very probably differ from those given above, while 
the total would remain the same. At the end of 1885 the population was approximately 3,250,000, and 
at 246 lb. per head the year's consumption would be 799,500,000 lb., as against a total cast of 982,520,120 
lb., showing an estimated surplus of 183,026,120 lb., which is practically the same amount as already 
ascertained/

According to these figures there would be, in ordinary seasons good and bad, an annual meat 
surplus of nearly 183 million lb. A series of good seasons, by diminishing the losses of stock, may 
materially increase this surplus; but on the oiher hand we have no reason to rely on the clemency of 
f uturo seasons to a greater degree than is warranted by the experience of the seasons that have gone.

It has already been shown that past experience determines the yearly rate of increase of food 
supply to be 2‘23 per cent. The increase of population is, however, 4 0 per cent., and the demand 
therefore must eventually, if the present rate of consumption continue, overtake the supply, no matter 
how great the surplus may be. How long it will be before this happens is of course doubtful, but with a 
surplus supply of 183 million lb., increasing at the rate of 2 23 per cent., and with a population 
increasing as it does at 4' O per cent., the time cannot be more than twelve years.

New South Wales, however, is much more favourably situated than any other continental colony 
in respect to meat supply derived from its own territory. It has relatively more stock than any other 
colony, and tho yearly east therefrom is larger than the average of all Australia. Against this, its popu
lation increases much more rapidly. Thus though the meat supply increases at the rate of 3'50 per cent, 
in each year, as against 2'23 per cent, for Australia, and shows a present surplus of nearly 100,000,000 lb., 
or five-ninths of the entire surplus, the population of this colony increases at the rate of 5 per cent.; and so 
to a great extent, counterbalances the gain from the larger east and proportionately larger flocks. The 
total consumption of meat in the colony at the end of 1886 amounted to 250,000,000 lb., while the total 
cast or return from cattle and sheep amounted to nearly 350,000,000 lb.

The former increasing at 5 per cent., will overtake the latter at 3'5 per cent, per annum in 23'4
years.

T. A. COGHLAN,
16th March, 1887. Statistician.

O- 6tf.]
Sydney: Charles Potter, Govemmetit Printer,—1387.
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NEW SOUTH AY ALES.

DEPARTMENT OE MINES.
(ANNUAL REPORT OF STOCK BRANCH. 1S8L)

grrsoitfb i-o J3arUamtnt bj) Conunnub.

To the Honorable Erancis Abigail, Esq., M.P., Minister for Mines, Ac,, Ac.

Sir,
I have the honor herewith to submit the Report of the Chief Inspector 

of Stock upon the working of the Branch of this Department under his charge for 
the year 1887. '

The increases in the number of horses, cattle, and sheep respectively arc very 
satisfactory. The number of sheep in 1887 was considerably larger than in any 
previous year since 1801, but the number of horses has been exceeded in two years, 
namely, 1880 and 1881, while the number of cattle in 1887 was less than half the 
number in 1873, and little more than half the number in 1875 and 1876.

The clip for 1887 exceeds that of 1880 by 21,331,089 lb. Of this excess 
9,835,003 lb. was exported from Sydney, 9,813,610 lb. by way of Melbourne, 
1,491,751 lb. by way of Adelaide, and 193,722 lb. by way of Brisbane. However, 
more than two-thirds of our total clip is shipped from Sydney, which, considering all 
the circumstances, may he regarded as satisfactory.

Some of the appendices contain matter of great interest to stock owners.

Department of Mines,
Sydney, 21st April, 1888.

I have, Ac.,
HARRIE WOOD,

Under Secretary for Mines.

620—A
[1,358 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £20 Ss. 2d.]

The
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- Tlie Chief Inspector of Stock to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir, Department of Mines, Stock Brancli, Sydney, 1 March, 1888,

On the 1st February last I submitted a Progress Deport for the year ending 31st December, 
1887, giving the approximate number of the horses, cattle, and sheep then in the Colony; and I have 
now the honor to submit for your consideration my complete Deport for that year on the working of this 
Branch, winch is as usual based very much upon Inspectors’ estimates—owners still showing very little 
inclination to furnish data. It will be seen that the actual number of cattle and sheep in this Eeport 
exceed those in the Progress Deport.

ALEX, EDUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock.

I.—INSPECTORS AND THEID WODK.

1, The Inspectors.
There are now forty-six Inspectors, having charge of fifty-nine Sheep Districts.

2, Tho Inspections made.
The inspections made during the year were as follows

Of Stock ... ... ... .. . ...

„ Deserves ...............
„ Pounds ...............
„ Noxious Animals ...
„ Dogs ............... ...

» ^gs ...............

15,669
4,254

389
4,914

637
147

Total 26,010

This would give an average of 565 inspections made by each of the forty-six Inspectors.

3, TTorses, Oattle, and Sheep inspected.
Horses.—The number of horses inspected during the year was 78,509, by forty-five Inspectors.
Oattle.—The number of cattle inspected during the year was 1,011,357. ... .
Sheep.—The number of sheep inspected during the year wras 22,021,120. This is an increase of 

3,470,759 on last year’s inspection. ,

4. Inspections at Homebmh Sale-yards.
During the year hi-weekly visits to the Homebush Yards have been made by the Sydney Inspector, 

with ihe view to inspecting the stock yarded. The total number of stock submitted to auction was 
as follows;—Cattle, 91,659 head; sheep, 1,433,921, or a weekly average of 1,762 cattle and 27,675 
sheep. These inspections are called for not only for the prevention of disease but also to check stock 
stealing, and with that view the Inspector sees that the brands and marks of the stock correspond with 
those in the permits or travelling statements accompanying the stock, which arc collected and filed in 
this office for future reference, should, as it at times happens, enquiry be made with respect to stock 
suspected of having been stolen.

5. Distance travelled by Inspectors during the year on duty.
The toial number of miles travelled by forty-six Inspectors was 179,081, or an average of 3,893 

each per annum, being a slight decrease on last year.

6. Prosecutions and Convictions.
The prosecutions instituted during the past year were as follows:—

Under Sheep Act ... ... ... ... 8(3
„ Brands Act ... ... ... ... ... _14j
„ Pastures Act ... ... ... ' ... ... ... ^0^
„ Public Watering Places Act....................................... 7

Total ........................... 606

This shows a decrease in the prosecutions nnder the Pastures Acts, and is accounted for by stock
owners becoming better acquainted with the provisions of the Act and its enforcement by Inspectors.

The number of convictions were :—
Under Sheep Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 08

„ Brands Act ... ... ... ... ... 13
., Pastures Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 394
„ Public Watering Places Act........................... ... 5

Total ... ... ... 480

II.
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IT.—HOBSES.

1, The Number.
The number of horses in 

1887 was as follows: —
Year.
1861 ...

No.
... 251,497

1862 ... ... 233,220
1863 ... ... 273,389
1864 ... ... 262,554
1865 ... ... 284,-567
1866 ... ... 282,587
1867 ... ... 278,137
1868 ... ... 280,201
1869 ... ... 280,818

the Colony during-tlie .twenty-i

Year.
1870 ...

No
... 280,304

1871 ... ... 337.597
1872 ... ... 304,100
1873 ... ... 328,408
1874 ... ... 334,467
1875 ... ... 3-57,697
1876 ... ... 66.703
1877 ... ... 328,150
1878 ... ... 336,468

years previous to and includin

Year. No.
1879 ... ... 360,038
1880 ... ... 395,984
1881 ... ... 398,577
1882 ... ... 323,026
1883 ... ... 326,964
1881 ... ... 337,172-
1885 ... ... 344,097
-1886 ... ... 361,603
1887 ... ... 390,609

Tin's shows an increase of 28,946 during the year, and is due to the very favourable season. 
The number of horses in each Sheep District will be found in Appendix A.

2. The different JBrecds.
Draught.—The numbers returned nnder this head are ordinary, 112,026; thoroughbred, 17,255: 

total, 129,281.
Light Harness,—Thenumber returned as ordinary is 89,610; thoroughbred, 13,098 ; total, 102,708. 
Saddle.—The numbers of ordinary are given as 136,168 ; thoroughbred, 22,-452 ; total, 158,620.

3. Morses introduced.
From other districts.—The numbers of stud horses introduced were 186, and stud mares, 320; 

ordinary mares, 1,597 ; and horses, 1,811. "
From other Colonies.—The number introduced by sea was—stud horses, 30 ; stud mares, 43 ; and 

ordinary horses and mares, 388.
The number introduced overland was 71 stud mares and 86 stud horses ; and ordinary, 261 mares 

and 271 horses.
From England and other Countries.—The numbers introduced under this head were 2 stud mares 

and 10 stud horses.
4. Morses fit for Sale.

The numbers returned as being fit for market during the present year are 19,731 draught, 18,103 
light harness, and 26,938 saddle. '

Of this number it is estimated that 15,446 are suited for the India and China Markets.
There were sent from six districts 464 horses to bo shipped from Sydney, and from nine districts 

994 horses to Melbourne for foreign countries,

5. Improvement.
In forty-four districts the horses are said to be improving. The principal reasons given are— 

introduction of superior stud horses, breeding from good marcs, more attention to the rules of breeding, 
and better prices obtainable; and in twelve districts there is no improvement. In three districts they are 
deteriorating,—the reasons given being too much light blood introduced, breeding from weedy mares for 
racing purposes, and the effect of the drought in 1884.

6. Diseases in Morses.
Norse Fever.—An epizootic contagious equine fever broke out in South Australia in 1886, and the 

infection was carried by teamsters and coaching horses from that Colony to the horses in the Silverton 
district in the end of that year and the beginning of 1887. It continued with considerable virulence 
during the hot dry summer, but disappeared with the autumn rains. It will be found fully described in 
Mr. Government Veterinarian Stanley’s report on the outbreak, which forms Appendix B to this report,

Australian Stringhalt.—This ailment again appeared in this Colony at Berricoota, on the Murray 
below Moama, but subsided under the treatment prescribed by Mr. Stanley. His report on the case 
forms Appendix C to this.

Rheumatism and Pneumonia.—These ailments, especially the former, attacked horses on several 
holdings in the south-western portion of tho Colony, and caused gome losses. The Government 
Veterinarian attributes these ailments to the wet changeable weather and rank grass. {See his report, 
Appendix D.) .

Strangles.—This disease has been somewhat widely spread, and, in a few instances, of a malignant 
type, as in that reported on as per Appendix B.

In most of the other outbreaks of this disease the attacks were mild and caused few losses.
In thirty-four districts the horses are reported entirely free from disease.

7. Losses in Horses through accidents, Sfc.
The losses in horses from wire in chaff, and other accidents as reported amount to 1,632.

8, Wild Morses.
Tho number of wild horses in the Colony is estimated at 6,220, which show's a decrease on tire 

previous year of 1,223.
9. Tax on Entire Morses.

A large majority of owners are still in favour of a special tax being placed on entires.

III.—
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III—CATTLE.

1. Number.
The returns of cattle in tlie Colony during the twenty-seven years ending 31st December, ISS7, 

stand as follows:—

4

Year. No. Year, No.
1861 ... ............... 2,271,923 1875 ... 3,134,086
1862 ... ............... 2,620,383 1876 ... 3,131,018
1863 ... ............... 2,032.522 1877 ... 2,716,385
1864 ... ............... 1,924,119

............... 1.961,905
1873 ... 2,771,583

1865 ... 1879 ... ............... 2,914,210
1866 ... ............... 1,771,809 1880 ... ............... 2,580,040
1867 ... ............... 1,728,427 188 L ... 2,597,348
1868 ... ............... 1,761,411 1882 ... * * ■ *** 1,859,985
1869 ... ............... 1,795,904 . 1883 ... 1.640.753
1870 ... ............... 2,195,096 1884 ... 1,425,130
1871 ... ............... 2,014,888 1885 ... ............... 1,317,315
1872 ... ............... 2,287,660 1886 ... 1,367,844
1873 ...
1874 ...

............... 3,791,327

............... 2,856,690
1887 ............... 1,575,487

This shows 
170,898.

an increase during the year of 207,643, aud a decrease as compared with the year

The number of cattle in the several sheep districts will be found in Appendix A.

2. Different Breeds.
Shorthorns.—The number of pure-bred and stud Shorthorns is estimated at 43,402 ; and ordinary 

042,140; total, 685,542.
Hereford.—Pure and stud, 17,534 ; ordinary, 179,131; total, 196,065.
Devon.—Pure and stud, 7,502 ; ordinary, 56,240; total, 03,742.
Black-polled.—Pure and stud, 312 ; ordinary, 831; total, 1,143.
Ayrshire.—Pure and stud, 1,277 ; ordinary,*3,297 ; total, 4,574.
Afrferncyff.—Pure and stud, 242 ; ordinary, 340 ; total, 582. ■
Jersey.—Pure and stud, 19 ; ordinary, 240 ; total, 259.
Brittany.—Pure and stud, 106.
Grosses.—First crosses, 2,230 ; ordinary, 020,044 ; total, 622,874. The crosses are estimated as 

follows :—Shorthorn and Hereford, 218,065 ; Shorthorn and Devon, 64,641; Hereford and Devon, 34,065 ; 
Shorthorn aud Black-polled, 1,551; Black-polled and Devon, 200; Ayrshire and Shorthorn, 2,700; Jersey 
and Shorthorn, 1,000 ; the balance, 300,652 being unrecognizable.

It will be observed that there is a proportionately large increase in the milking breeds of cattle. Tliis 
arises through many of our cattle owners in the coast districts having turned their attention to dairying 
instead of fattening for market; and it is believed that this change will continue and increase.

3. Slock introduced.
From other Districts.—Stud hulls, 323 ; stud cows, 672; total, 995 ; ordinary cattle, 75,726.
From other Colonies by Sea.—Stud bulls, 52 ; stud cows, 136 ; total, 188 ; ordinary cattle, 347.
Overland.—Stud bulls, 126 ; stud cows, 937 ; ordinary cattle, 115,785 ; total, 116,848.
From Countries outside the Australian Colonies.—Nil. Importation prohibited.

4. Increase and Decrease of Cattle.
In fifty-one districts the cattle are reported to be increasing, for which the following reasons are 

given :—(]..) The good season, (2.) Buns heavily stocked. (3.) Increase in number of owners. 
(4.) Considerable numbers of store cattle have been introduced from Queensland. (5.) More owners 
have taken to breeding cattle, and are selling oft" their sheep to replace them with cattle.

5. The “ Cast" of Fat and Store Cattle.
The estimated “ cast” of fat cattle to be sent lo market during the coming year is 278,081, and 

store cattle, 160,319. Prom twelve dish’icts the fat cattle are principally sent to Melbourne ; from two 
districts they are principally sent to Adelaide ; and the remaining districts supply the markets of Sydney, 
Maitland, Mudgee, Bathurst, Orange, and Tamworth.

6. How kept.
The number of cattle kept wholly in paddocks is returned as 1,150,511; on open runs, 254,592; 

and the balance, 170,384, are depastured both ways.

7. Improvement and Deterioration.
In thirty-seven districts the cattle are said to be improving; in twenty districts they are 

stationary; and in two districts deteriorating. The principal reasons given for the improvement are— 
introduction of good stud stock ; more attention and care in selection; also, in culling and keeping in 
paddocks. The reasons given for deterioration are—inattention to breeding, many owners breeding from 
all sorts without respect to breed or quality.

8. Their Diseases and Ailments.
Pleiiro-Fneumonia.—In forty-two districts, on 4G7 runs, the cattle were reported as affected with 

pleuro-pneumonia ; and in seventeen districts the cattle are reported as being free from that disease.
In thirty-eight of the infected districts the disease was caused by contagion, from infected travel, 

ling stock from Queensland ; in three districts supposed to be latent in herds, and in one district thc 
cause not known. From
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From forty-one districts it is reported that inoculation was successfully performed on 328 out of 
333 Foldings or stations.

Jn two eases only was it unsuccessful tlirougli using Fad virus.
In almost every case the result was satisfactory, the disease leaving the herds without further loss.
The number of owners in favour of inoculation is given as 5,531; against, 5S2 ; undecided, 2,324 ; 

and v,S71 opinions not tnown. _ _
The number of owners in favour of compulsory inoculation in the ease of infected herds is given 

as 4,2(i8 ; against it, 1,510 ; undecided, 2,200 ; and 8.430 opinions not known.
This shows a very large majority of owners in favour of tho compulsory inoculation of all herds in 

which ihe disease appears ; and I am glad to say that there is now a- near prospect of this being brought 
about, as the Stock Conference held in Sydney in May last, for the purpose of revising the Stock and 
Fasturos Bill, passed nu almost unanimous resolution to that effect, aud the necessary provisions have 
been included in thc Bill.

9. Losses from Disease and oiher causes.

The number of cattlo reported to have died from Cumberland disease is 1,780 ; from blackleg, 87 ; 
from swelling in jaw or throat, 1.598; from opthalmia. 409; from tuberculosis, 724 ; from poisonous 
plants, 52 ; and from pleuro-pneumonia, 260 ; total, 4,910.

SWcrtti/om still prevails iu cattle, although the importance of stamping it out is now recognized 
by breeders, and cattle sent into thc Sydney markets arc condemned and destroyed as unfit for food. As 
tuberculosis is hereditary, infectious, and liable to be communicated to human beings, it is most important 
that it should, as far as possible, be eradicated from our herds. It is to be feared, too, that this disease 
is at times mistaken for pleuro-pneumonia iu inoculating for that disease; and inoculation with such virus 
must be attended with disastrous consequences.

Dlai7}c.—This disease was reported at .Tamberoo in April last, and the attack is the first which has 
been brought under the notice of tho Department. The Government Veterinarian's report on the case 
will be found as Appendix F,

IV.—SHEEP.

1. The Number.
The Number of sheep in the Colony during the twenty-seven years ending 31st December, 18S7, 

stands as follows:—
1861 ... ... 6,119,169 1875 ... ... 25,353,924
1862 ... ... 6,558,896 1876 ... ... 25,269,755
1863 ... ... 7,109,126 1877 ... ... 21,521,662
1861 ... ... 9,082,463 1878 ... ... 25,479,484
1865 ... ... 9,650,106 1879 ... ... 30,062,910
1860 ... ... 11,644,593 1880 ... ... 35,398,121
1867 ... ... 15,060,877 1881 ... ... 36.591,946
1868 ... ... 16,000,090 1882 ... ... 36,114,814
1869 ... ... 16,848,217 1883 ... ... 37,915,510
1870 ... ... 16,218,825 1884 ... ... 31,660,321
1871 ... ... 16,766,012 1885 ... ... 37,820,906
1872 ... ... 17,873,696 1886 ... ... 39,169,304
1873 ... ... 18,990,595 1887 ... ... 40,905,152
1874 ... ... 22,797,416

The number of sheep in the several sheep districts will ho found in Appendix A.

Increase and Decrease.
This shows an increase of 7,795,848, which is attributable mainly to the very fine season, aud 

good lambing in most of the districts. During the year, 500,000 sheep crossed the border into Queens
land.

. 2. The different Breeds.

(1) Merino.
Combing.

Pure and stud—Superfine .. 
Ordinary ..........................

Ruins.
. 42,940
. 76,031

Ewes.
461,875

1,744,904

Wethers.
124.571

1,341,129

lamhs.
214,593

1,221,672

Total.
843,979

4,383,736

5,227,715

Pure and stud—Medium ... 
Ordinary ... ... ..

. 68,142

. 171,128
995,278

5,796,684
435,152

-3,857,549
660,987

3,579,810
2,159,559

13,405,171

15,564,730

Pure aud stud—Strong .. 
Ordinary ..........................

. 49,280
. 110,878

877.332
4,179,713

414,860
2,647,385

601,024
2,795,268

1,942,492
9,739,244

11,681,736

Total, Combing........................... ... 32,474,181

Clothing
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Clothing.
Pure aud stud—Superfine ... 
Ordinary ...

10,977
25,019

208,276 
536,257 ■

107,626
572,454

136,404
302,941

463,283
1,436,671

1,899,954

Pure and stud—Medium ... 
Ordinary ... ... ...

24,074
65,203

314,945
2,579,689

205,617
1,752,776

203,741.
1,550,674

748,377
5,948,342

6,696,719

Pure and stud—Strong ...
Ordinary ... ... ...

19,349
49,794

299,520
1,811,695

175,550
1,191,705

215,425
1,175,818

709,844
4,229,012

4,938,856

Total, clothing ............... 13,535,529

Total number of Merino Sheep ... ............... 46,009,710

P are and stud—Lincoln ... 
Ordinary ............... ...

(2) Long-woolled and cross-bred Sheep.
3,075 31,338 27,301 28,471
3,342 36,631 37,890 21,564

85,185
99,427

4 Total Lincoln . 184,612

Pure and stud—Leicester ... 
Ordinary ... ... ...

2,957
2,545

29,860
22,638

29,747
19,947

21,485
15,990

84,049
61,120

Total, Leicester ... 145,169

Pure and stud—Downs ... 
Ordinary ...........................

626
1,003

3,678
7,747

1,991
10,948

2,949
5,267

9,244
24,965

Total, Donna . .. 34,209

Pure and stud—Eomncy Marsh 
Ordinary ... ... ...

10
613

91
5,086

173
10,195

69
4,292

343
20,186

Total, Bomney Marsh.,, 20,529

Total number, long-woolled sheep ... ............... 384,510

Crosses of the above breeds 
(long-woolled) with Merino

1,828
(3) Crosses. 
213,494 197,580 ' 158,021 570,923

principally.
Total, crosses............................................................... 570,923

Grand Total............................................................... 46,965,152

Earns ... 
Ewes ... 
Wethers 
Lamhs

Sexes and Classes.
...................................................... 734,820
...................................................  20,156,721
........................................................13,162,146
........................................................12,911,465

46,965,152

3. Sheep introduced and imported.

(1.) From other districts in this Colony.—Stud, 6,403 ; ordinary, 1,702,058 ; total, 1,708,461.
(2.) Overland from other Colonies.—Stud, 16,211; ordinary, 597,907 ; total, 614,118.
(3.) By sea from other Colonies.—Stud, 3,399 ; ordinary, 195 ; total, 3,594.

. (dO Erom England and Countries and Colonies other than Australian.—Nil. Importation! 
prohibited. '

Number of sheep passed through quarantine and dressed.—During the year 2,199 stud sheep from 
the other Colonies by Sea (nearly all of which were from Tasmania) passed through quarantine and were 
dressed. The sheep from the inland districts in this Colony, through having heen in contact with the impor
ted sheep at the annual sales, were also dipped. The reports received from the various Inspectors into whose- 
districts the sheep went after being dipped, show that the dipping has had no ill effects on the sheep, 
cither has to health or condition of wool. In one case only out of so large a number is it reported that a. 
ram died, and there is nothing to show that it died from the effects of the dip. {For particulars of Sales 
see Appendix <?,) J

4. Long-woollcdand cross-bred Sheep.

Amongst the long-woolled sheep the Lincoln is said, in a large majority of the districts, to give 
the best returns in wool and in weight of mutton, the cross-bred sheep being second.

5-
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5. The “ Cast ” of Fat and Store Sheep. '

The annual “ cast ” o£ fat sheep for the ensuing season is estimated at 5,182,890, and store sheep 
1,711,716. • 1

■ 6.- Sow Sheep are Tcept.
Paddocked ....................................................................................... 44,725,073
Shepherded..........................    1,238,868
Both ways ................................................................................... 1,001,211

46,965,152

7. Condition 'of ihe Flocks.
Tn forty-five districts the sheep are said to be improving; the principal reasons given being—. 

more attention to breeding, paddocking, introduction of high-class rams and ewes, more careful classing 
and culling, and better season.

In ten districts they are said to be stationary, and in four districts they are deteriorating. Tho 
reasons given are—effects of bad seasons in 1884 and 1886, breeding from inferior ewes, bad management 
and country not suitable for sheop. ■ ’

8. Lainbing.
The general average for the whole of the Colony of the paddocked sheep is returned by Inspectors 

at 76v per cent., and shepherded sheep at GSl per cent. In thirty-ono districts the lambing was very 
high : in fourteen districts, high; in seven districts, fair ; in five districts, low. The reason given for the 
high percentage is the very fine season, sheep in good condition and not harassed by dogs ; while the fair 
and low percentages are attributable to tlie rams not being in goed condition, want of attention, lambs 
lost in long grass, and deaths through continuance of wet weather. ■

The paddocked sheep show a higher percentage than the shepherded sheep by 81 per cent.

9. The Clip.
Average per Sheep.

Lambs.—The number of lambs shorn in the grease was 8,185,458 ; the number washed, 123,745 ■ 
total lambs shorn, 8,309,203.

*S7feey>.—The number of sheep shorn in the grease was 31,082,201; hot water and spout washed, 
$0,000; creek-washed, 647,945; and scoured, 554,687.

The average weights of the clip are estimated as follows:—
Lambs. Sheep.

Grease ... ... ... ... ■
lb. oz.

............................ 1 12$
ib. oz.
5 9

Hot water and spout.............. 3 12
Creek-washed .... ... ■... .............. ......... 1 5 3 1$
Scoured... ... ... ... 2 14'

Total Clip.
The total clip in the Colony for the year 1887, according to the number of sheep, would be 

,082,201 sheep shorn in the grease, average clip, 5 lb. 9 oz. per sheep = 172,894,743 lbs.; 90,000 sheep 
hot water and spout washed, average clip 3 lb. 12 oz. per sheop = 337,500 lbs.; 647,945 sheop, cieck- 
-on! i*? aTeraoe ehp,^31b. la- oz. per sheep = 1,997,830 lbs.; 554,687 sheop scoured, average clip, 
2 lb. 14 oz. r 1,594,725 lbs. Lambs—8,185,458 lambs shorn in the grease, average clip, 1 lb. 12| oz, pet- 
lamb = 14,580,347 lbs.; 123,745 lambs washed, average dip per lamb, 1 lb. 5 oz. = 162,415 lbs • total 
■clip, 191,567,560 lbs.

Condition of Clip.
In twenty-eight districts the clip is reported as sound and full of yolk; in twenty-six districts, 

■sound, but light iu yolk ; and in thc ten remaining districts, light and tender. On thc'wbole the clip was 
^ed1 anA £Te<3 fr°m ljUITS’ but in a few districts value of the wool was considerably affected by grass

' Exportation of Clip.
The clip grown in the Colony of Now South "Wales is shipped to England, America, Erance. and 

•other countries, from the principal ports of the three neighbouring Colonies, as well as from Sydney. Thc 
portion of our clip thus shipped from the other Colonies is often mistaken as the produce of those 
•Colonies, more particularly for that of Victoria, and South Australia.

The following is an estimate of the clip sent to Sydney, and also the proportion sent across the 
Borders and to Melbourne, Adelaide, and Brisbane, for tlie years 1886 and 1887.

Port of Shipment.
1SS0. 1887.

Greasy. Washed. Total. Greasy. Washed. Total,

■Sydney .............................
Melbourne .........................
Adelaide...........'..........
Brisbane ......................

lb.
115,810,501
35,913,960
13,891,038

150,305

lb.
2,505,650

'1,285,408
671,721

4,829

ft.

118,316,151
37,199,377
14,562,809

155,134

125,107,424
45,922,914
16,054,563

330,189

187,475,090

ft.

2,983,730
1,090,073

18,667

a.
128,151,154
47,012,987
16,054,563

348,856
163,765,863 4,467,608 170,233,471 4,092,470 IQljCiGyrSGO

Through the Murray, Murrumbidgee, and Darling Bivers being navigable during tbc wool season 
-a considerable portion of the dip in 1ho northern, north-western, and western districts of the Colonyhave 
been sent by steamers to Ecbuea and G-oolwa, consigned to Melbourne and Adelaide.

Classing
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Classing the Clip. ■
In twenty-seven, districts the clip is reported as being well classed, and in the other districts it is 

not considered so ; the reasons being—owners do not think it pays, want of convenience, sheds not large 
enough to warrant expense, and thc difficulty of obtaining competent woolsorters,

'Wool-presses.
A great number of different kinds of presses are used; those most in favour are William’s and 

Robinson’s; rack screw, and pinion presses are used. There is still room for improvement in the mode 
of pressing, especially by small owners.

Woolpacks.
. The woolpacks used are mostly Calcutta and Dundee, of various sizes, from 4 ft. 6 in. x 2 ft. 2 in 

to 5 ft. 3 in., and the weight from 10 to 12 lb.
On forty-six stations the wool is dumped before leaving.

10. Shcep-lrands and marks.

Ear-marking.
In most districts the system of ear-marking sheep is now properly carried out, and nearly all the 

owners approve of it.
Tattoo-marking.

This system of marking is mostly used by owners of stud-sheep—not, as yet to any great extent iu 
the ease of ordinary flock sheep, but where tried it has been found to act as a good preventive to sheep- 
stealing.

8

T.—DISEASES IN SHEEP.
1. Seal. '

The flocks in this Colony, and in .the Colonies of Queensland, Yictoria, South Australia, and 
Tasmania are free from scab. It exists, but to a very slight extent, in New Zealand and_ Western Aus
tralia, and it is hoped they will soon be declared clean. The importation of sheep into this Colony from 
New Zealand and Western Australia is prohibited.

2. Anthrax—Splenic Apoplexy.
This most fatal disease continues its ravages iu several parts of the Colony, and pastornlists seein 

content to trust to moving their sheep from thc dangerous ground and leaving it idle during the height of 
summer rather than attempt to eradicate the infection from it altogether, or to protect their sheep by 
inoculation, as advised by M. Pasteur. If, however, M. Pasteur’s nephew comes to Australia, as it is 
expected he will, with the view to tlie introduction of the microbes of chicken cholera for tho destruction 
of rabbits, the Minister for Mines intends, if possible, to make an arrangement with him to teach some 
qualified person here the culture of thc germs of splenic apoplexy (Cumberland disease) for tlie protection 
of our flocks in the infested country. This disease and thc method of its treatment arc occupying 
the attention of the veterinary profession in England, and much valuable information will no doubt 
bo gained by watching the result of the inquiries carried out there. A fatal attack ot anthrax in 
travelling sheep is reported on by the Government Veterinary Surgeon as having taken place in -a flock 
near Eourke, in August last. (See Appendix IT).

3. Foot-rot.
In twenty-two districts the sheep have been more or less affected with foot-rot during the year ; 

the reasons given being—wet season, long grass,' swampy ground, and unsuitable country. The principal 
remedies were careful paring, butter of antimony and blucstone for hand-dressing, and arsenic, carbolic 
acid, in shallow bath—with satisfactory results.

4. Fluke.
In thirteen districts the sheep were slightly affected with fluke, through thc continued wet season and 

depasturing on sour, unsound country. The remedies used were—removing to sound country, salt, tar, 
and turps, sulphate of iron and Liverpool salt and sulphur—with good results.

5. Parasitic Worms.
In tiventy-five districts the sheep are reported as having been, infested with worms, to an extent of 

(say) 14 per cent,, caused by the rainy season, feeding on wet country, and rank pasture. _
v . Of these worms the most common and most injurious to tlie sheep have been thc toenia (the tape

worm), tlie anchytostonum (the thread stomach worm), and the filaria (the lung worm).
It is during the first year, immediately after weaning, that worms are most likely to do_ harm, 

therefore that is tlie time to avoid their invasion, and to adopt preventive measures, such as keeping the 
sheep well supplied with Liverpool salt, and drenching, where necessary, with arsenic, which has proved 
the most effective drench, aud for which the prescription has already been published iu^the various 
country papers. Some owners bare used turpentine and linseed oil with fair success. Turpentine, 
sulphur and salt, and an infusion of tobacco, have also been tried.

VI.—PIGS.
The number of pigs in the Colony, as returned at 31st December, 1887, is 203,000, being an 

increase of 54,324 as compared with the returns for the previous year.

■ Diseases in Pigs.
No disease whatever has heen reported amongst pigs. Vff ■
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VII.—DOGS.
Twenty-two foreign dogs, i,e,, dogs from England, India, America, Erance, and Germany, and other 

places outside thc Australasian Colonics, passed through quarantine during the year, and 615 Colonial 
dogs were inspected at tlie port of Sydney.

diseases in Dogs. ,
Rabies has been very prevalent in Europe during the past year, and has attracted considerable 

attention owing to Pasteur’s method of treatment, which has not turned out so satisfactory as ho 
anticipated. It requires every precaution to be taken to prevent its introduction, and with this object 
the period of quarantine for foreign dogs Iras been extended to six months from thc date of arrival in this 
Colony. •

’ VIII.—TRAVELLING- STOCK. '
1. Trespass on Reserves.

In thirty-eight districts the driftways and reserves for travelling stock are reported as having been 
trespassed upon, more or less, by neighbouring lessees’ and selectors’ stock. In many instances the 
stripping of the reserves of pasture arises through their not being withdrawn from lease, and being used 
by the lessees of the run. In twenty-one districts they are reported as being entirely free from trespass. 
Inspectors suggest, in order to enable them to exercise proper supervision over them, that the boundaries 
should he properly marked. Some of them also suggest fencing in thc reserves and appointing care
takers.

The systematic marking of the reserves lias not yet been commenced, notwithstanding the urgent 
necessity for tliis work.

2. Grass oh Reserves and Drift wags.
In twelve districts the Inspectors report that there is not sufficient grass on the reserves and drift

ways in their districts to enable fat stock to reach market in good condition ; in nine districts that there 
is only sufficient in good seasons; and in thirty-eight districts that, as a rule, there is sufficient grass on 
these reservations.

3. Ringbaricing Driftways and Reserves.
Although the feed on the driftways and reserves is not now, during the good season far short of 

the requirements of thc stock traffic, it is urged that as the ringbarking of thc driftways and reserves 
used by travelling stock would everywhere largely increase and improve the pasture upon ihem—in some 
cases to tho extent of even dOO and oOD per cent,—that this work he undertaken. It would give employ
ment to a large number of the men now idle, and could be carried out by con tract at reasonable rates,

1. New Roads for Travelling Sioclc.

In twenty districts new roads, including those previously reported on, are required for travelling 
stock : and in thirty-nine districts no new droving roads are recommended.

5. JYrie Reserves for Travelling Stock.
In fourteen districts new reserves and alteration of existing ones for travelling stock arc required : 

iu forty-five districts there are sufficient reserves.
6. New Wells, Tanks, or Dams. ' '

In twenty-two districts thc Inspectors report that new wells, tanks, or dams, should be constructed 
by thc Government at places which they indicate.

7. Travelling Charges for Slock.
In eight districts travelling charges for stock have been collected on eleven separate occasions ; 

the total amount collected being £970 5s., of which £S15 has been refunded to date on appeal to thc 
Boards.

8. Laws relating to T-avelling.

In all the districts the Inspectors report that the provisions of the amended Sheep Acts relating to 
travelling stock arc working well, and have almostput an end to loafing.

9. Sheep Travelling for Grass and Water.
Owing to tho abundance of grass and water throughout the Colony during the year, no sheep are 

reported as having loft their runs in search of either. "

IX.—KEGISTBATION OE HOUSE AND CATTLE BRANDS.
1. Rrands registered.

The number of horse and cattle brands registered up to 31st December, 1887, was 57,054. The 
number of brands registered, during the year 1887 was—horse brands (alone), 499; cattle brands 
(alone), 439 ; and horse and cattle brands, 1,067; making a total of 2,005, being an increase of 444i 
applications on the previous year,

This large increase is accounted for by the increase of settlement in the outlying portions of thc 
Colony. The total number of registrations is larger than that of any previous year for twelve vears 
hack. There is* also a large increase in thc number of brands transferred, and changes of addresses 
recorded.

2. Rrands.transferred.

The brands recorded during the year 1887 as transferred were—horse brands, 13; entile brands, 
22 ; horse and cattle brands, 136 ; total, 171. ’

3, Brands cancelled.
Tlie brands cancelled (horse aud cattle) in 1887 were 25.

620—B 4
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4. Addresses changed.
The number of addresses of owners changed in 18S7 was 174.

5. Compliance icitk the Act.
In fifty districts tlie provisions relating to registration and the other requirements of the Act are 

reported as being duly carried .out, and in the remaining nine districts fairly so.

6. Benefits of the Act.

The Inspectors, in alluding to the benefits of the Act, report that it prevents duffing, stock stealing, 
facilitates identification, assists in recovering lost stock, and otherwise is a great convenience and 
protection to stock-owners.

X.—POUNDS.
1. Number and Inspection.

There arc 378 pounds in the Colony, some of which arc at present closed for want of pound- 
keepers. The whole of thc pounds arc inspected periodically by the various Inspectors of Stock.

2. State of yards.
I'orty-ono of the pound yards are reported to be old ; several require renewing, being unfit for the 

safe custody of stock ; and the remainder are said to he iu a fair and good condition.

3. Keeping and Depasturing Bound Steeles.

The provision made for the proper sustenance of impounded stock, according to the reports 
receii ed. is satisfactory. As a rule, poundkeepers hare now paddocks for the stock.

4. Management of Pounds.
The pound keepers generally are reported to he performing their duties in a satisfactory manner, 

aud ihe appointment of Inspectors of Slock as Inspectors of Pounds has had a very beneficial effect.

Xl.-XOXIODS ANIMALS.
1. The Districts in which the Pastures and Stock Prolection Act is in force.

The Act has been brought into operation in all thc districts, except Kiama.

2. Baccipts and Expenditure under the Act.
Thc amount of assessment paid by stock-oivners daring the year 1886 was £41,585 2s, Sd., and 

the amount expended, £64,023 Ss. 9d. Thc amount of assessment paid by stock-owners in 1877 
was £32,651 13s. 8d., and the amount expended, £37,354 11s. Id., the ditferencc being accounted for by 
the subsidy granted by the Government to the Boards. One district is reported to bo in debt to the 
amount of £175 7s. KM.

In nineteen districts full rates were levied, in twelve districts half rates, and iu twenty-two districts 
less than half rates, while in six districts no rates whatever wore levied.

During the year thc bonuses paid by the Boards for scalps ranged as follows —Tor kangai'oos, 
from 2d. to Is. Gd.; wallaroo, 4d. to 9d.; wallaby, from Id. to Is.: paddymelon, from 2d to Is. Gd.; hares, 
from 2d. to Is. Gd.; kangaroo rats, 2d. to Gd.; native dogs, from 10s. to 80s.; pups, 2s. Gd. to 10s.; 
opossum, 2d. to 4d.; wombats, 2s. Gd,; wild pigs, Is. to 2s.; bilbees, 5s.; eagle hawks, 3s. Gd. to 7s. Gd.; 
and emus, Gd. to 2s.

3. Estimated number of Noxious Animals.

The aggregate of the returns by Inspectors of the estimated numbers of noxious animals in their 
districts shows that there are supposed to be 1,881,510 kangaroos, 2,742,-550 wallabies, 32,706 native 
dogs, 429,670 hares, and 2,480 wild pigs in the Colony.

4. Increase and Decrease.

Kangaroos arc reported to he increasing in nine districts, wallabies in six districts, native dogs in 
six districts, hares in sixteen districts, and wild pigs in two districts. In forty districts kangaroos are 
reported to bo decreasing, wallabies and native dogs in thirty-eight districts, hares in eight districts, and 
■wild pigs in six districts.

5. Number destroyed. ,

The number of kangaroos destroyed during the past year was 476,438 ; of wallabies, 388,089 ; of 
wild pigs, 664; of hares, 56,628 ; of native dogs, 7,739 ; and of eagle hawks, 234.

6. iS'feps taken for their Destruction.

In the majority of the districts hunting -with dogs, drives, shooting, and trapping have been 
adopted with satisfactory results. In thirty-seven districts poison has been used with fair to host results, 
and only from one district has if been reported as unsuccessful.

7. Amendments suggested in the Act.

It is suggested that the Government should grant subsidy at rate of £1 for £L ; that the Stock 
and Pastures Bill as amended become law ; that uniform rates be levied ; that all assessments he paid lo 
a general fund at the Treasury ; that the rates of bonuses ire the same throughout tbo Colony ; aud that 
all owners make returns of their stock on a particular dav

8.
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8. X.osscs from Tome arid Native Dogs.
The losses in stock for the past year from tlie ravages of native dogs are estimated at 74,195 sheep, 

valued at £24,181; and from tame dogs, 71,003 sheop, valued at £24,930 ; making the loss from tame and 
native dogs together £49,111,

Appendix I. shows the work which has been done under the Pastures and Stock Protection Acts 
since they were passed, aud how far tho objects for which they were so have been attained, Tho 
statement is not a very satisfactory one ; for it shows that with the exception of kangaroos, the number 
of the other noxious animals is supposed to have decreased very little, and in the case of some of these 
vermin, none at all, although the large sum of upwards of £390,000 has heen expended.

With respect to the estimated numbers iu the statement referred to, it will perhaps bo as well to 
explain, though I have done so before on more occasions than one, that while there is no certainty as to 
the correctness of numbers estimated by tho Inspectors, aud that they are iu fact mere guesses, it is much 
better to get an idea of tlie prevalence of these pests from them in this way than in the exceedingly vague 
and doubtful expressions such as “ very numerous,'’ “numerous,” “few,” “very few,” <fcc,, &c.” which, 
according to the mews of no two individuals, mean tho same number.

As regards again the reduction in the number of kangaroos to about one-third of what it was in 
18S0, that has been mainly brought about by tlie high price of thc larger skins, and as thc older kangaroos 
have been mostly killed off, and there is not thc same inducement to shoot the younger, it is not to he 
expected that there will be much of a decrease in the existing number, unless the law be differently 
administered. 1 ”

Thc fact is thc compulsory provisions of these Acts, in so far as they relate to the destruction of 
noxious animals, have not been put in force in any of the districts. Some owners have been and still arc 
neglecting to destroy tlie noxious animals on their land. These have heen allowed to breed up and 
re-infest their neighbours land, and the result is that the work has not been so thoroughly simultaneously 
nor economically carried out, as if the Directors (who have thc full power to do so) had enforced the law 
against defaulting owners.

XII.—COMMONS.
1. Number and JSxfent.

The number of permanent commons in tho Colony is 140, with an average extent of about 1,250 
acres each. The number of temporary commons is 167, with an average extent of 2,000 acres each,

2. Number of Commoners, Stock, §'c.

The average number of Commoners to each common is estimated at 98, and thc average number 
of stock kept on each common is 178.

In twelve districts tho commons are reported to ho used for other purposes than that of grazing 
commoners’ stock.

XIII,—MISCELLANEOUS.

1. Artificial Grasses.
In fifteen districts artificial grasses have been sown during the year to a small extent, in sixteen 

districts to a large extent, and iu remaining districts none; tbc most successful being lucerne, prairie, 
and rye.

2. Number and Division of Buns.

Tlie number open or unenclosed rims in tho Colony is 8j201; the number enclosed is 30,888 ; the 
number partially subdivided is 12,228 ; and the number properly subdivided is 19,039

3. Improvements, Fencing, Dmns, Tanks, and Wells.

Tbe number of miles of fencing throughout the Colony is estimated at 998,486, at an average cost 
of £50 2s. per mile, amounting to £50,024,148.

The number of dams used for stock purposes is estimated at 20,558, at an average cost of £85 14s.; 
number of tanks 21,561, average cost of each £193 10s.; and the number of wells used is estimated at 
2,738, at an average cost of £207 13s. each.

Cost of fencing, £50,024,148 ; cost of dams, £1,762,069 ; cost of tanks, £4,172,508 ; cost of welts, 
£568,033; making a total of £56,527,323 as representing the amount expended by way of improvements, <fcc.

4. Plants and Weeds.
, In ten districts. JBurr grows to a slight extent; in thirty-two districts to a large extent;

and in seventeen districts there is none reported. *
In twenty districts Variegated Thistle is reported to a slight extent; hi twenty-six to a considerable 

extent; and thirteen districts are reported as free from it. '
In fifteen districts Black Thistle is reported to a slight extent; in thirty to a great extent; and 

fourteen districts are reported to bo free from it. "
In sixteen districts the land is reported as being slightly infested with Bathurst Burr-, in thirty-six 

to a large extent; and in seven the land is not infested.
Darling Ben is reported in seven districts; also rolcy poley, dandelion, “ Saucy Jack,” and a plant 

known as “Yellow Hoy ” is making its appearance.
■ Fuphorbxt Dnmmondii.—Although this plant has been carefully experimented with, and shown so
far to he non-poisonous, and put to a practical test by owners (ace Mr. Stanley’s report, Appendix J), 
reports still continue to ho received of its causing tbe death of sheep.

Annexed wilt bo found as Appendix K a Eeport, obtained from tbe Director of the Botanic 
Gardens, on the plants near Bourke aud Dubbo, known or suspected to he poisonous to stock.

-- Other noxious weeds are reported to a slight extent from fourteen districts; to. a great extent 
from thirty-three districts; and twelve districts are said to be free from them.

5.
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5. Cost of Clearing Commons, Reserves, tj'e., of Weeds.

Tlie cost of clearing tlie permanent commons of noxious weeds throughout the Colony is estimated 
at £82,247; the temporary commons, £141,201; the police paddocks, £2,036; the travelling stock 
reserves, £118,448; and the droving roads at £83.988; amounting in all to (say) £250,920.

6. Examination of intending Applicants for appointment of Inspector.

During the past year four examinations were held by the Stock Board of Examiners. Tlie following
table shows tho result in each case.

Bute of EvamLimtion. Number of Candulotca. Names of Successful Candidates. Nature of Certificate issued.

1SS7.
March 2S ....................................... 7 2iicl Class.

June 24 ........................................... 1
Theodore Watson .................
Cecil W. Dargin..................

2nd Class.
2ik1 Class.

July IS ........................................... 12 H, J, Scaly............................ 1st Class.
H. A. Gothings....................
E, W. Procter.......................

2nd Class.
2nd Class.

N. Silvcrthome................... 2nd Class.
Joseph Wilks......................... 2nd Class.
S. T. Cox ....................... . 2nd Class.

November 7 .................................. 4
E, May-Steers......................
Thomas Cadell .....................

2nd Class.
2nd Class.

Total ............................ 24

It will thus be seen that twenty-four candidates were examined, of whom one received a 1st class 
certificate, and ten received 2nd class certificates.

The result of these examinations is considered highly satisfactory, and, since their iuiliation, tlie 
Staff has been considerably strengthened by f be-addition of some very capable men.

7. Stock Conference to consider the Stock and 'Pastures Bill.

On the 23rd Jlay last, in response to a circular issued by the Sydney Ihisfures and Stock Protec
tion Board, a Conference of delegates from no less than 49 of thc Boards in fho Colony assembled in 
Sydney to discuss the provisions of this Bill, which has for its object the consolidation ami amendment of 
nineteen Acts of Parliament relating to prevention of cruelty to animals, branding, prevention of stock 
stealing, impounding, diseases in stock, dog nuisance, noxious animals, and noxious plants.

The Conference continued to sit until 1st Juno, and very careful consideration was given to thc 
various clauses of the proposed Bill, most of which were adopted; but some were amended and others 
omitted altogether with the view to the insertion of new clauses embodying the ideas of the Conference. 
There was a general feeling amongst the members of the Conference tiiat the Local Boards should have 
more control in these matters, and the Bill was amended in that direction. Q’here cannot be a doubt, 
whatever shape the Bill may ultimately take, that tho consolidation of tho Acts ahovo referred to will bo 
hailed with satisfaction by those interested when the Bill becomes law; aud it is hoped that Government 
business will at an early date be in such a state as to admit of its being introduced.

8. The Fresh Meat Trade.

It is satisfactory to be able to report tiiat tbe arrangements for tliis trade are fast progressing 
towards completion, and there is a good prospect of its being shortly commenced.

This will not be a day too soon, for with an increase for this year of 7,795,848 sheep and 207,643 
cattle, and every appearance of another favourable season in. 1888, it is of the highest importance to 
owners that their stock should be killed as near as possible to their pastures, and thus save the very 
serious waste and deterioration in the meat which the live stock trade entails, inasmuch ns the best outlet 
for our surplus stock is in tbe exportation of frozen meat, and that again will never be put on a payable 
footing until we can place our meat in prime condition (which tlie fresh meat trade will enable us to do) 
on tbe London market. It is only courting disappointment and loss to offer inferior or wasted meat in 
that market.

At present New South Wales mutton usually sells at from id. to ad. per lb,, or say G to 13 per cent, 
loss than New Zealand, and although this is to some extent attributable to tbe New Zealand sheep being 
crossbreds, and heavier than ours, the condition and flavour of our mutton has still more to do with the 
difference. Besides, as we have suitable country, there is no doubt but our owners will in many cases 
raise crossbreds, which, when properly managed, pay well for wool as well as mutton.

APPENDIX A,
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APPENDIX &.
IlETUitN of Stock in the several Sheep Districts.

Districts
Veai- 1SSG Year 1S37.

Acreage. Horses, j Cattle. Sheep. I'ijs. Acreage. Horses. Cattle.
Sheep, j

I'infS.

Albury .......... 831,801 5,624 11,773 539,501 854,473 6,050 13,088
1

580,903 1 ......
Armidale ..... 2,825,70? 0.10S 60,049 1 1,347,285 3,122,590 10,441 60,955 1,347,470 1 .......
Bainmald...... 5,-n9,209fc 2,539 3,123 1 1,058,772 ......  5,103,673 2,543 4,881 1,175,201 ......
Bathurst ...... 1,224,909 14-.002 28,265 1 402,705 ..... 1 1.275,531 13,773 30,234 483,049 ! ......

216,7511 3,490 22,457 1 12,383 ...... 1 185,507,2 3.575 22,443 16,761 ! .......
Booibola ...... 537,710 10,275 1 251,020 ....... ■ 509,067 8,378 11,352 287,679 .......
Booligul ....... 3,794-,20S 2,856 2,932 | 1,013,532 ..... 1 3.378,275 3,053 6,027 1,258,143 | ......
Bourke........... 2,417,601 5,618 29,490 2,103,743 ....... ! 11,689,292 6,634 33,032 2,636,519 .......
Brrvichvood ... 301,553 3,638 24,213 48,649 ......  346,008 3,986 29.628 60,571 .......
Brewarrinn . 3,717,170 3,305 10,577 | 927,795 ....... 3 979,4-12 3,071 12,588 1,094,974 ’ ...
Broulce.......... 263,698^ 2,554 19,148 2,080 ... , 1 249,262 2,467 20,834 2,141 i .......
Cnnnonbnr ... 3,153,163 1,080 10,515 f 919,040 .....  ' 3,154.007 2.791 14,596 1,092,272
Cnrconr ......... 994,742 6.768 10,469 499,184 ....... ' 1,074,476 7,503 14,972 610,544

2,013,482 14,555 135,050 1,634 2,221,951s 15,203 137,098 1,251
2,002 6.395 1 1.193.951 6,027,618 2,053 7,896 1,573,484

Condobolin ... 5.813,8301- 2)760 5,067 1,253,127 5,740,902 2,978 8,360 1,762,201
1,571,721- 7,588 22,473 697,960 1,772,453 7,624 22,583 784,202

Ooonabftr&bran 2.-302,08 2,808 4,402 611,600 2,353,765;- 3,053 5,678 792,704
Coonumblc <, 2,824,459 2,934 8.366 1,248,163 3.343,044 3,874 10,184 1,368,928

1,132,3291 3,265 3,798 764,006 1,152,42S; 3.836 6169 848,857
Dcniliquin...... 2'819'G15’ 4,716 6,173 1,323,780 2,941.209 4,872 8,417 1,370,006
Dubbo ........... 3,521,8241 5,281 13,094 1,025,483 3,143,lfi3 6.596 16,384 1,106,277
3£den . ............ 354,513 3.321 28,332 ' 1,459 350,561 3,772 38,913 2,145
Forbes .......... 2,551,715± 4,550 10,919 860,434 2.563 2031 5.996 18,502 1.220.200
Glen lanes 2,125,135i 11,131 73,230 623,547 2,160,0191 11,494 92,795 623,739
Goulburn...... 885.335 8.381 26,737 326,650 881,237 8,486 #7,0/3 390,222
Grafton. ...... 1,000,0731 14,042 59,608 2,626 J .... 883,263; 14,515 55,635 2,558
Guudagai....... 1.427.G9S. 0,389 36,955 837,915 I ....... 1,480,748 10.602 40,302 8S/?2o8 .......

3,180,010 3,164 4,193 1,121,123 ......  10,153,622 3,745 5,469 1,483,731 ! ...
Hume .......... 1.291,291. 5,391 17,638 482,482 1,269,2671 5.222 20,390 477,443 I . .
Jranhoc.......... 7,761,278 1,9-14 2)405 1,270,632 7.872.866 2,219 2,556 1 501,360 | ......

337,010; 8,583 64.595 2,731 314,4971 8,182 69,847 3,986 | ... .
Mali land .... 689,275 16,157 52,101 7.904 . . .14 466,723 14 597 46,032 4,981 | .......

11,850,1761 4,402 2,553 1,418,094 12,097,3771 4,341 3,093 1,781,519 I .......
747,6281 2,675 7,325 324,972 751,839 3,081 12,891 354,829 .......

1,727,8081- 6,015 9,909 568,287 1,740,275 7,978 14,850 652,988
2,952,3925 5,364 35,926 676,341 2,919,0135 5,526 33,718 870,611
1,172,265 8,180 20,082 466,359 1,130,8655- 8,081 25,588 494,150

Mumirundi ... 786,393 5-303 22,107 397,018 779,708 5,730 £6,798 406,073
2,859.526 2,741 6,553 1,017,003 2,894.589 2,973 11,506 l;245,893
1,330,350 2,652 4,778 366,438 1,345,627 3,118 7,362 523,269

227,650 3,291 14,584 5,790 259,552; 3,398 18,417 6,901
Filliga. 1,589.889 1,568 8,665 301,156 1,553,006 1,676 10,091 404,386
PortMuequaric 582,132 8,271 36,099 1,783 663,277 9,561 36,069 1,370
Port Stephans 710,637 7,148 43,995 2,409 525,834 7,868 1,920

940,592 4,070 24,525 338,863 950,197 3,861 18,034 413,790
727,473 9,143 48,740 95,332 784,331 11,412 72,239 lllj#/ 1
195,700 23,348 16,099 15,524 195,200 23,054 16,008 12,180

3.878,184 14,055 43,203 1,581,897 4,090,811 14,948 58,513 1,906,477
1,902,842-; 5,476 61,139 168,253 1,889,444.; 5,770 61,421 138,199
1,414,595 2,329 3,023 835,893 1,410,017; 2,422 5,587 1,049,232
2,417,378 5,915 10,526 1,284,745 2,703,9 Hi 8,801 24,894 1,661,554
5,15(>j553 3,541 16,893 1,138,956 5,251,378 4,963 25,531 1,571,061
3,632,818; 8,832 43,207 776,910 3,469,243 9,234 49,586 836.940
7,348,481 1,592 1,402 504,005 6,903,311 1,588 1,524 683,863

■Wilcannift..... 20,553.784 6,525 17,865 2,368,918 20,427,734 7,202 18,811 2,792,946
280,538i 8,795 15,310 6,385 231,406 8,355 7,025
813,156 4,515 9,673 373,837 819,023 5,204 13,973 475,199

Toung ......... 2,089^758 9,420 18,742 1,252,141 l,952,S76i 12,105 23,937 1,643,139

Total..... 163,566,642; 361,663 1,367,844 39,169,304 209,7576 163,813,075 390,609 1,575,487 40,965,152 263,900

Thc decrease this 3-ear in the acreage returns for some of the districts, as compared with those for 
last year, is accounted for by alteration in district boundaries, by the returns being made more correctly, by 
some of last year’s returns' being now found to be incorrect, while in some few eases at least the original 
lessees have not returned the resumed portions of their holdings, as they do not intend keeping them, as 
the whole of the water frontages have been taken up lyy homestead lessees.

' APPENDIX B.
The Hoese Petee at Sixteuxos.

Mr. Edward Stanley, the Government Veterinarian, reports, under date 22nd March, to the Chief
Inspector of Stock as follows:— , , „

I have the honor to report that during my short trip to Silverton I have seen about 100 cases 01 
ihe disease, and have been able to make notes from careful observation of a, few. Ihe disease having pre
vailed in that neighbourhood for six weeks, most of the town horses had either recovered or died, and the 
alarm had consequently subsided. However, fresh arrivals were innocentl)' caught in thc contagious trap ; 
and horsekeepers, by fetching in grass horses to lill up the blanks, kept the contagion supplied with fuel;

1 o d necessity
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necessity compelled tliem to fulfil their contracts, and familiarity with thc disease reduced its terrors, and 
experience had taught them to avoid some-errors iu treatment which, on the outbreak of the malady had 
caused tatal results. In consequence of thc brevity of my visit, compared with the progress and numer
ous phases o± tins interesting disease, my report must be accepted as merely introductory ; and I antici
pate much valuable information may bo added to the subject by veterinary surgeons in thc adioinino 
colonies, where I have reason to believe it is not unknown. ‘ ■ °

JTutory.
So fay as I can learn, the present outbreak was first noticed in a teamster’s horses from the Barrier 

.Kanges mining districts (it is not known which Colony they came from). A dead horse was left at 
Jllnigary, (South Australia, early in December, 18SG, and tlie contagion spread through the railway 
contractors teams, which were idle at that time, proving fatal to forty horses out of 150. These were 
valuable draught animals in good condition. 'Those young and fat suffered most.

The construction of the Betersburgh to Silverton railway, also thc mining industries, caused the 
extensive employment of horse labour ; and the disease being attributed to a local cause, the betc noir 
bemg Jiuphorbm Drummondii (which my experiments hitherto have proved to bean innocent weed) 
misled horseownera as to its true contagious character, therefore farmers and teamsters easily contracted 
the disease, and becoming alarmed, nlslicd away from the plague spot, taking the disease with them. So 
the country has bccom.e gradually invaded, following tbe railway line south to Port Pirie, and by sea it 
has gone to Albany, Vl estern Australia, and north to Cockburn. there crossing the Barrier Pangea into 
Aew South Ivales. It appeared in Silverton on 12th January, 1887, and has travelled to Corowa, 
Maicuica, Ihe Gorge, Bound Hill, Gardiner’s Creek, Poolamaccn, Purnamoota, Langawera, Double Wells 
JMonnt Brown Bencanma Lake en route for Wilcannia and Menindie. Mundy Mundy, Mount Gipps, 
and Buna stations have taken thc disease home by buggy horses visiting Silverton, and have infected the 
home station horses; -but, by careful isolation, had prevented the disease spreading to paddocked horses 
and breeding stock. , ° 1

Character.
It is an epizootic contagious equine fever—a disease which elaborates a virulent element, through 

t le medium or which it is propagated and extended by contagion from horse to horse, and it appears not 
to spread through the medium of the air, or to attack any other animals.
. _ -k1 801110 aspects it resembles the horse diseases Ihavo seen in other countries, and are described
in retermary works under the names of epizootic cellulitis, rheumatic influenza, pinkeve. purpura, hsemor- 
rbagica, epizootic pneumonia, but differs from all these very materially, "

. ,, I'lre fever which follows the reception of the diseased germs, although high in many cases, is very 
variable m intensity, the disease is by no means uniform in attach-, location, or subsequenteompHcations.'
, , ,il'° oiood withdrawn m the early stages is dark-coloured, the corpuscles.rapidly coalesce, and sink
to the bottom oi the vessel, leaving a thick, huffy upper surface. During thc height of the fever thc blood 
is darter and coagulates so rapidly that the huffy coat docs not appear. In the last stages the blood is 
tarry and only forms soft clots.
r- i fhe remarkably rapid loss of flesh very characteristic in this disease is, I think, explained bv Dr, 
Lionel Beale, who says that “ in cases where tbe body heat rises several degrees in the course of a few 
hours the germinal matter increases with great rapidity. The capillaries of a great part of tho bodv are 
lound to be gorged with particles of living matter, for the most part descended from the colourless blood 
corpuscles, while the masses of bioplasm of thc neighbouring tissues have increased to twice their normal 
size. On microscopic examination of tbe blood, the white corpuscles were conspicuous by their absence- 
many ot the red cells appeared granular, micrococci, diploeocci, and baecili could be detected in tbe same 
ueld, but m so tar as I could judge were not sufficiently numerous to be distinctively patboo-enic and 
possibly some were accidental contaminations during tbe examinations. This is a field for further research 
and experimental demonstration.
,, , 11)6 disease shows a disturbance of the vascular system, with alterations in the character of thc
blood which cause obstructions m the capillary vessels, followed by hsemorrhagic spots, accompanied by 
organic complications, more or less severe. 1 1. J

Cause.
. 18 due to specific poison, most likely a micro-organism, eliminated from a diseased animal,

entering the system of a healthy one, apparently through the digestive organs. In no case has the 
disease (so tar as I can learn) spread atmospherically. Horses carefully kept from contaminated food 
aud water have- continued free from tho disease, although only a few yards have separated them from tho 
diseased and dying, and it has not spread to paddocked horses along the routes the disease has taken 
without actual contact. -

' < Symptoms. .
On the first day of illness attracting attention, the following symptoms are presented;—Drowsy, 

sleepy appearance, loss of energy, appetite diminished; if worked, is slow to answer the whin, and soon 
tires ; at rest, the coat stands up ; it is harsh and dry, the skin sticks to the ribs, tho flanks are hollow, 
tlie bowels constipated, the urine scanty and often high-coloured. Tho con junctiva lining the eyelids, thc 
mucous membrane of tho lips, gums, and tongue, are a reddish colour, .j >
+i i ,iF'll,nloG? ^ pcr fnl1 011(1 dl8li,1cl; respiration, 20 to 30 per minute ; temperature of
tne body, 101 to lOd ; ears and legs are uniformly warm throughout the illness.

(Second day.—Increasing lassitudo, muscular weakness, general debility, unsteady gait; if driven, 
drag the limbs wearily along, carry the head low, with drooping ears and half-closed eves; tears trickle 
down race, and tenacious loam hangs from flabby lips, giving thc countenance a inostdeiectcd appear
ance, which is not improved by swarms of flies and dust; heart heats quicker and with force, the bodily- 
temperature is rising^; eats and drinks in a dreamy, indifferent way.

Third day —The eyes are extremely sensitive to light, arc retracted in tbe orbits, the eyelids are 
swollen, the membraua nectitans is ffidematous, and very distinct dark red blood-snots appear on the now 
orange-red conjunctiva; the cornea loses its transparency, and becomes dull and opaque, so that the pupil 
cannot be seen; tears mingled with a- inuco-pumlent discharge continually escape from the eyes and 
adhere to the taee. attracting swarms of flies, the poor animal being too ill to disturb them.

The
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The lips are swollen and pendulous, and masses of tenacious mucous fall into the feed as he eats 
in a very languid, indifferent manner.

The mouth and sides of the tongue are high coloured, the raucuouspapillas are inflamed, presenting 
a spotted appearance; the upper surface is covered with a thick dirty gray fur.

The nostrils arc dry and dusty, they arc less inflamed than thc eyes, and I have not seen any 
catarrhal discharge.

Fourth day.—The fever is now at its height, and continues for three or four days with little 
variation; pulse ranges from 70 to 80 or higher, full and distinct; respirations from 25 to 35, movements 
arc thoracic ; temperature from 105° to 100° or even higher, varying two or three degrees in 12 hours. 
Although nearly blind, the patient is perfectly conscious and sensitive to touch or sound; he will not 
seek food or water, but takes both when offered ; stands in one place, uneasily shifting the quarters by 
continually flexing iirst one bind leg aud then thc other without moving thc feet, indicating pain in the 
joints ; does not lie down or give any indication of abdominal pain. The foeces soften with the mashed 
diet, and the bowels act normally; the urine is clear, deep yellow, and often gelatinous. The cornea is 
milky; the blood-spots in thc eyes enlarge into patches of extrarasated purple blood, giving a liver colour 
to tho membrana nectitans, the month and lips get darker and purplish, and patches of extravasated blood 
are visible in tbe vagina.

The appetite never entirely fails, but tbe act of drinking, especially if the bead is held low, is 
difficult; the lips arc frequently dipped before swallowing; the act sometimes excites coughing, but this 
is painful, as it shakes tho aching joints ; it is low and suppressed, so as almost to escape notice, Tho 
ritna glottis is inflamed and (Edematous, but there is no external swelling apparent in the glands or throat. 
The loss of flesh is incredible; a stout horse is reduced almost to a skeleton.

On the seventh or eighth day the crisis is .reached ; the advent of cedematoiis swelling in all tho 
limbs is favourable, The joiuts appear relieved from pain, the respirations are less frequent; the pulse 
becomes softer and slower, and tbc temperature is more settled, being two or three degrees lower. Very 
slowly, hut surely, day by day, cheerfulness returns, tlie appetite improves, and the patient moves slowly 
about; the evacuations become natural, the eyes improve, cornea clears from the top, leaving a white, 
saucer-shaped patch, and small, ulcerated spots ; in process of time these clear away, During convales
cence thc muscles arc often functionally deranged. Some walk most painfully and exceedingly slow, 
feeling their way step by step like a man with rheumatism; ethers are weak, they roll like a drunken 
man ; others droop the quarters, crouching along as if suffering from lumbago, drag tho hind feet along 
the ground, aud appear in danger of falling at every step. Others walk stiff, jointed as if the swelling was 
only a mechanical hindrance to progression; others have cramp in the muscles, causing partial luxation 
of thcpctftllft; others have stringhalt; others have hunminitis in all the feet. Xo case ol; paralysis or 
ccrchro spinal disturbance came under my notice. Convalescence after thc severe fever is never rapid ; 
the dropsical swellings extend under the abdomen to the sheath; it is two or three weeks before tbo legs 
get line, or health and spirits arc restored.

The conjunction changes from liver coloui' to a dirty brown, and as the debris of disease get 
absorbed, the deeper spots of extravasated blood show up clearly on the rest of the membrane, which 
gradually assumes the healthy pink colour. ’

Course and Terminal ion.
Some cases run a mild course throughout, and may even escape observation; others go to work with 

swollen legs after two or three days’ spell, and recover ; but the fatal eases occur in horses fresh in to work 
off grass, or hard-worked horses urged on while the disease is in progress. Ail rapidly lose flesh and 
condition. This is due in a great measure to want of nutritious feed. The mistaken practice of bleeding 
and making the poor brutes walk about while they have a drowsy headache, eyes to painful to open, and 
shooting pains in every limb—such treatment, aided by drugging, has killed many a good horse; others 
turned into a paddock to “rip,” where food is scanty and water scarce, beingtooill to walk, die from such 
inhuman neglect. ‘

If good green feed-and water were abundant:, I think affected horses would make good recoveries, 
especially if unmolested.

Pathological Anatomy.
Hemorrhagic spots and stellate patches of inflammation are diffused over both serous and mucous 

surfaces, effusions of serous lymph, and adhesive inflammation of the coverings of the lungs, heart, liver, 
and spleen ; also serous effusions into cellular tissues of the limbs and head. In fatal cases, the inflam
mation is so intense as to obstruct the circulation; local mortification is speedily followed, by death.

■ No animal under my observation died. I made post-mortems on four casual cases of fever, but 
knowing very little of their history or treatment, simply state the cause of their deaths:—

1. A coach horse.—Putrid lungs.
2. A teamster’s back.—Pleuritic inflammation and gelatinous effusion covering the pericardial

sac; also slight enlargement and inflammation of the spleen.
3. A teamster’s marc, 5 years old.—111 three or four weeks. The spleen was very much enlarged

and honcy-combed, with purulent matter, and thc lymphatic glands generally inflamed.
4. A hack marc, 3 years old; foal at foot.—111 about three weeks, with spleen in the same

condition.
Tho microscope revealed crowded clusters of bacteria in these spleens.
The small intestines in every case were healthy.
Contayium.—The virus probably escapes from the iufected by the mucous membranes—that is, 

from all tbe orifices of the body—and appears to be principally communicated by thc discharges from the 
head. '

Jidda of access.—This is by contaminated drinking water-troughs, buckets, feed, mangers, hoi'cs, 
bags, bridles, harness, horse brushes, rubbers, &c., and also by the evacuations. These, after drying in the 
sun, are actually eaten by stray loafers (loose horses).

Under certain atmospheric conditions, which are at present incompletely understood, this disease 
may spread tlirougli the air; but usually intense heat with a dry pure atmosphere are unfavourable .to 
such development; while a moist atmosphere with impure air, such as is found in crowded stables, would 
favour such a result.® . Incubation.—

15

* Xoru.-’-This diseusu entirely (UsDppeared as toon as rain eet in.
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Incubation.—From the time of exposure to infection is from three days to three weeks.
Extension.—Only by contagion from horse to horse, healthy horses becoming contaminated by 

direct contact with the virus escaped from a diseased animal. It has distinctly followed the horse tracks 
used by mails and teamsters, and has heen taken to run homesteads by infected animals, and has been 
arrested on runs by isolation.

Mortality and Loss.-^^Losi deaths occur during first week of attack; some chronic eases also die 
weeks later. About 10 to 15 per cent, was the average number of deaths during my inquiry, although at 
Hungary, I was told forty deaths occurred in a mob of 150. The indirect loss Irom illness" is very great. 
Few horses are fit for work for two or three weeks ; many require twice as long, and they loso all their 
flesh and strength, requiring good feed and a long spell of rest; others do not make goodu'ceoveries, and 
suffer from chronic mischief, linger for weeks, and then die. Good feed and care are necessary to ensure 
complete recovery.

Immunity.—A. team of nine donkeys have drank and fed with tho sick constantly, and have 
escaped infection. Bullocks are also exempt, About 20 per cent, of horses escaped infection, or more 
probably have it so lightly as to escape observation. T know of no ease in which a human being 1ms 
contracted tbe disease.

Sanitary Measures.—Carcases should be burned or buried with tbe sacks, cloths, feed-boxes, and 
valueless articles used about them. Bits and harness should bo put inlo boiling water. Stable sheds 
should be lira ©washed, or tarred, and disinfected with chloride of lime, carbolic acid, or chlorine gas. 
Horse droppings and manure should bo burned, especially on watering resen cs aud camping grounds. 
Local authorities should look to this. .

Preventive Measures.—Sick animals should be isolated from tbe healthy, and every" article used 
about them be kept separate. ’ '

The hospital attendant should not mix with the healthy animals, aud strangers should be cautioned 
against visiting the sick. ^Regulations prohibiting tbc movements of infected animals should be enforced. 
As the disease is rapidly approaching to the river Barling, and its flooded condition diverts the traffic to 
the punt crossings, this is where 1 recommended tho plague should be stayed. Thc river, forming a natural 
barrier, would be an invaluable adjunct to assist legislation in preventing the spread of this distinctly 
contagious disease throughout this Colony.

Curative measures consist of absolute rest, with room to move about, pure air and water, soft 
food, as wet bran, scalded oats, and chaff, given in small quantities, and often, and not allowed to become 
soiled or sour; linseed tea and gruel to drink ; green fodder nhen it can be bad.

Saline Medicines.—Give early a dose of sulphate magnesia. 4 oas. in a pint, of water, to relax the 
bowels; then chlorate or nitrate of potass, 2 lo 1 drams, night and morning, in tho drinking water, during 
the fever, and until the urine is clear and free. Some cases with languid circulation mav benefit, by beer 
or porter, carbonate ammonia, aromatic spirits of ammonia, spirit icther nitrous, &c. " '

_ Restoration will be promoted by liberal feeding, and the addition of such tonics as sulphate of iron, 
liquor arsenical is. vegetable aromatics, bitters, and common salt.
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APPENDIX C.
Avsteawa^' SiJinvcjrjiXT.

Si!1) Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 1 September, 1SS7.
I have the honor to report having visited Perricoota Station, accompanied by Mr. AVatson, 

Inspector of Stock, Moama. I at once recognized tbe disease, Australian stringhalt, as described in my 
report, July, 1886. ' “

It appears the disease was first noticed in the latter end of May and the beginning of Juno 
amongst the selectors’ horses (it has not attacked tlie station horses), and now some fifty are affected on 
an area of about 30 miles at Altcar, Caloola, Wamboota, and Bunaloc.

The disease is on tbe decline at tbe present time, a fciv having died and some recovered, others are 
progressing favourably. No recent outbreak of fresh cases has occurred.

At Altcar I met Messrs. Lyons, Bairstows, Denny. Grimisou, Thompson, Smith, and others. 
Having inspected, the horses, paddocks, herbage, water, &c., we bad a general consultation. 1 made a 
post-mortem examination of a young horse (two years old) given by Mr. Lyons and killed for the purpose. 
He bad been ailing three months, aud was a typical ease of tbc disease.

Tlie gentlemen present were all satisfied that their horses were affected in a similar manner.
The selections are in a rung swamp box forest surrounded by chocolate soil on tbo plains.
AVater is in earth tanks filled by surface drainage. ”
Herbage is made up of mired weeds, notably eocke-spur, flat-weed the misnamed dandelion, Cape- 

weed, larks-spur, geranium, &c. Spring grasses and trefoil are now growing.
Shortly before this outbreak the district was unusually wel, having had heavy rains, and locusts 

had cleared off the grasses. " *
The symptoms of the disease were identical with those already very fully described in my former

report.
The post-mortem appearances were also tbc same, briefly tbe stomach and digestive portion of the 

bowels were extraordinarily infested with parasitic worms, and the mucous membrane highly diseased 
throughout. In tbe diseased limbs 1 have observed delicate oval colls with granular contents distributed 
in innumerable numbers in tbc muscular tissues. They probably thrive at 1he expense of these tissues, 
but whether these cells arc pathogenic or only saprophytic has yet to lie determined. Hitherto I 
have only1' seen this disease in its chronic forms. More light will be thrown upon it when it has been 
investigated from its origin or commencement, and carefully watched all through the progressive stages 
of development and microscopic examination of tbe affected parts carried on during the life of tho 
patient,

As to the manner of its introduction inlo this district, the germs may have been diseminnted by 
shearers’ horses allowed to feed in these paddocks. I may add that it is not impossible that tlie locusts 
may have played tbe part of intermediate bearers of parasitic organisms, as it is well kuonn that animal 
parasites do pass a portion of their cycle of existence in the bodies of insects. 1
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I Btill find the disease associated with parasitism, and I cannot connect it with the toxic effects of 
herbage, therefore I wish again to record my opposition to the poison plant theory.

Is remedial measures, J advise the infested pad doe It tanks to be fenced in from horses, and if tho 
water is to be used from them it should be first boiled so as to destroy the germs of disease.

I am informed wells could be sunk at very little expense.
The brackish water from this source and locality, containing as it does the salts of sodium and 

iron, would have a valuable medicinal effect. These snlincs are not unpleasant or unwholesome for horses.
Change of feed and locality will certainly assist recovery.

, Such medicines as the sulphate of iron, given in combination with chloride of sodium (2 drams of 
the iron to 1 ounce of salt), should be given once in everv twenty-four hours in a feed and continued for 
six days. ‘ * .

. Then administer a drench consisting of 2 ounces each of oil turpentine and oil eucalyptus and a 
pint of linseed or olive oil. Allow one week to pass without giving auy medicine, then repeat tho iron 
and salt, and follow' up with tho turpentine and oil drench.

It will be necessary to watch thc progress of tho case, as recover}' is usually very slow indeed, but; 
the treatment should not be given up until the horses’ skin gets loose, the health}' gloss returns to the ' 
hair, and other symptoms which denote a change indicating progressive restoration to health.

It is w'ell known some horses recover without any doctoring whatever and others die.
, There are several anthelmintic and tonic medicines which I feel sure would act beneficially, but 

their administration would require veterinary supervision.
I have taken the opportunity of exchanging ideas on this subject with tho veterinarians in 

Melbourne, aud I am sanguine as to the results. ’
I have. Ac..

EDWARD STANLEY, F.EC.V.S.,
Government Veterinarian.

APPENDIX D.
Muscular R-heumatisit axi> Paeumonia.

®’r> . . . ... Stock Branch, Sydney, 7 May, 18S7.
In connection with my recent ^investigation re horse diseases, I have the honor of submitting 

the following reports:— ’ °
. . On April 10 1 visited Lake Midgeon Station, Narrandera, and found three deaths had occurred 

within about a fortnight.—
1. One paddock horse was shot.
2. One plough horse, ill a few days, died.
8. One entire horse, also w'orkmg, vois taken ill and died in a week, I made a post-jiiorfewi. and 

found pneumonia wais the cause of death. Prom inquiries I juadc I concluded this horse 
had been chilled by cold winds after being heated by work, and both draught horses had 
been recently feeding on damaged wheat chaff, which would predispose them to disease.

. No other cases of illness existed either on this rim or in the neighbourhood. I prescribed for a 
police horse suffering from_a wound in the shoulder and for another horse that had constipation in tho 
bowels, and for a third having chronic diarrhoea. These three eases were in the town of Narrandera.

April 23rd, at Lrana.—During this month about twenty-five horses had been reported ill to 
Inspector Brett; nineteen hud recovered, and five had died or been killed.

. I''10 illness was described as of a lingering character, with weakness of tho limbs and difficulty in
getting up when down.

I saw one case that was recovering—an eight-year old harness mare, in good health and condition; 
she had defective action, and a peculiar wide gait with the front limbs. There being no cerelro-spiual 
disease, I conclude she was suffering from muscular rheumatism.

At Burrengon Station I saw two horses that had completely recovered
And at a selector s I saw a case of severe injury to the stifle joint, causing considerable lameness ; 

and two horses belonging to teamsters, said to have been affected, had recovered. ’
The teamsters reported the disease at Corowa. I telegraphed to Inspector Lowes, and he wired me 

they were cases of illness due to feeding on wheat.
No other eases of illness could be found in Lrana or tbe district during my stay there.
April 2Gth, at Gernianton.—During the month seventeen horses, scattered throughout thc district, 

had been reported ill. Twelve had completely recovered, five had been killed, none had died. 3
On the 27th I'saw a five-year old pony with several large bed-sores, caused by bruising while on 

the ground. lie could not lift his head from the ground, and the rolling eyes and quivering lids indicated 
disturbance of the brain. On the head being raised he got uji, and had no indication of ill-health. I 
jouutl the hair hail been knocked off thc forehead, mid concluded the case was concussion of the brain— 
now in a convalescent condition—and he has gone on well without any treatment beyond nursing.

_ I next went to Three-mile Creek, and saw' a yearling colt. lie wars very badly bruised, and 
required hclp to get up. He was suffering from acute rheumatism in tho sheath and tendons of all four 
legs. I advised killing him. On 28th, owner consented, and I made a post-mortem confirming mv 
opinion. ° “

On 2Sth I visited a joining selection and saw a ten-year old cart horse in good condition, slightly 
lame on near hind leg, and dragging the toe. Otherwise he was in perfect health. ‘

On 29th this horse was down and could not get np. He fell while his fore-leg was strapped up to 
prevent his kicking. I suggested treatment which the owoier acted on.

On 30th he was still prostrate, and being an irritable brute, was very restless, and "ot badly 
bruised. o j

I advised putting him up in slings, as ho was not paralyzed, and was in perfect health.
May 1st. Is in the same state. Owner decided to kill him rather than sling him,
Post-mortem.—I ntemal organs healthy; the cartilage was worn off outer-con d vie of the femur, 

almost exposing the bone, indicating defective muscular action of tbe limb of long standing ; the lumbar 
spinal cord was congested, and hosmorrhnge had taken place into tho cancellated structure of three or 
four of tbc bones. p

620—C
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I concluded tiiat tliis was a case of muscular rheumatism, and the inability to rise was due to 
accidental injury to the spine.

My attention was called to several cases, which I visited and examined, then prescribed for—■
A case of spasmodic colic; she recovered.
An old harness mare, with chronic diarrhoea.
A draught entire horse, quidding his food, caused by irregular teeth,
A haclr with open fetlock joint, caused by a stake.
A blood horse, unthrifty, suffering from worms.

Other cases were reported; but being of the same miscellaneous description, I did not stay to see 
them, having satisfied myself that no disease existed of a- destructive character or likely to extend in the 
district. _

It is to be noted that during the time these cases of horse disease have been reported there has 
been a sudden and remarkable change in their surroundings—rank herbage, abundant rain, and sudden 
fall in temperature. Animals exposed to such changes often suffer, and rheumatism is not unusual.

May 3.—At Berry Jerry Station five or six horses had died from various causes. One from old 
age; and another, ruptured bladder, caused by getting hung up in a fence. One had taken cold, and died 
with inflammation of thc lungs; another, supposed to be the same, but was not opened.

I saw a working mare with inflammation of the lungs, brought on by exposure, while sweating from 
work, to thc raw, cold, wet night air aud wet paddock. I prescribed treatment, and believe no other 
cases of illness existed in the neighbourhood I nave, &c.,

* EDW. STANLEY, F.E-.C.Y.S.,
To Alex. Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock. Government Yeterinarian.
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APPENDIX E.
Maugj-anx Stiujs’gkes.

Department of Mines. Sydney, 1 April, 1887.
Mejco.—Acting on your instructions, 1 have visited Mr. T. Cook's station near Scone, and have the honor 
to report that his horses are not suffering from tlie contagious horse fever that I had recently reported on at 
Silverton ; but I found he had many of the young horses, suffering from strangles, an epidemic contagious 
disease of an unusually severe form, attributable to the moist wet season. I gave instructions as to 
general treatment and special advice suitable to the worst cases.

EDWD. STANLEY, _
To Alex. Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock. Government Yeterinarian.

APPENDIX E.
Blaitte.

Stock Office, 12 April, 1887.
Memo.—In reply to your inquiries for further information, re cattle, Jamheroo District, I have the honor 
to report that Blaine is caused by wet pastures and exposure to the weather ; it is a sore throat with cough 
and swelling iu the submaxillary region. It rarely assumes a severe form ; when it docs it is anthracoid in 
character; then the post-mortem appearances would be sanguineous effusions in the region of the throat 
and mouth. It is not infectious. Treatment that I prescribed was 1 lb. cattle salt, 2 m. ginger as a 
drench, in 2 quarts of water; hot fomentations, and mustard applications to the throat; shelter and dry 
bed. Disease was first noticed about 5th April; oue cow died that day, and two on the following day. 
The symptoms of illness reported were very ambiguous, aud did not resemble the bullock.

The disease was confined to the one farm. I suggested, and advised movement to drier pasture 
ground; as I have already said the remainder of the herd appeared healthy.

EDAYD. STANLEY, G.Y.S.
To Alex. Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock.

APPENDIX G.
AriisTTAii Sheep Sales.

The following lots of sheep, bred by the several New South Wales, Queensland, and Tasmanian owners, 
were disposed of at the Annual Stud Sales held in July, 1887:— .

Number Number Total.
Name of Breeders, Address. of

Rams.
of

Ewes. Rams. Ewes,

Sold by Messrs. Mort & Co., Ltd., on account of- 
Ifew South Wales.

A. L. Eaithfull, Esq.
B. It. F. Hume, Esq. 
Stephen White, Esq. 
Hon. G. H. Cox ... 
Jas. D. Cox, Esq. ...
H. C. White, Esq— 
Them. Armstrong, Esq. 
John Macvean, Esq. 
Messrs. Lackey, Wallac 
James Lee, Esq. ... 
Joseph Penzer, Esq.

Goulburn ... ... ... 10
Hye Park ... ... ... 5 2
Bethungra ... ... ... 2 6
Mudgee ........................... 8 5
Mudgee ........................... 10
Mudgee ... ... ... 21
Deniliquin ... ... ' ... 9
Dcniliquin ........................... 5
Wallendbeen ... ... ... 6
Molong ... ... ... 40
Dubbo....................................... 12 128 13
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Number Number Total.
Kame of Breeders. Address. of

Bams.
of

Ewes. Rams. Ewes.

Messrs. G. Clark & Co. ... ...
Queensland.

East Talgai ... ,,, ... 5 1
Messrs. Marshall & Slade............... Glengallan ........................... 9 14 1

James Gibson, Esq. ... ...
Tasmania.

Bellevue ... ... .. 115 29
David Tn yl or, Esq.... ... ... St. Johnston ... ... ... 0
W. H. Gibson, Esq. ... ... Fairfield ... ... ... OS 10
G. Parramore, Esq. ... ... Wetmorc ........................... 28
T. Parramore, Esq. ... .. Beaufront ........................... 71
Robert Jones, Esq. ... ... Riccarton ... ... 17 47
J. B. Gibson, Esq..., ... ... Pleasant Banks ... ... 27 S
Robert Kcrmode, Esq..................... Mona Talc ... ... ... 3(5
&. W. Reach, Esq. ... ... Chiswick ... ... ... 115 24
Chas. Pick!, Esq, ... ... ... Woodfield ........................... 37 4
"Wm. Gatenby, Esq. ............... Woodbourne ... ... ... 18 10
K. D. Finlay, Esq. ... ... Campbclltown ............... 39 10
W. 11. Bennett, Esq. ... ... Bloomfield ... ... ... 94 14
P. W. Archer, Esq. ............... Pansh anger ... ... ... IS 6
D. M'Kinnon, Esq. ............... Dalness ... ... ... 45
James Cox, Esq. ... ... ... Clarendon ........................... 102
E. Dowling, Esq. ... ... ... Quorn H all ........................... 33 9
H. S. Smith, Esq. ... ... ... Harland Rise........................... 18 4
W. A. Gatenby, Esq........................ Lake River ... ... ... 4
Thos. Gatenby, Esq. ............... Pisa ... ... ... ... 55 0
Arthur G-atenby, Esq. .., ... Lemon Springs ... ... 41
W. H. Ralston, Esq. ... ...j Woolmess ........................... 18
R. C. Gatenby, Esq. ... ..J Stewarton ........................... 10 1,015 193

Sold by Messrs. Brunber & "Wolfe on account of—

Messrs. Wm. Q-ibson & Son 
Thos. G-ibson, Esq. ...
Eobcrt Taylor, Esq. ...
Robert "Viney, Esq. ...
Chas. B. Grubb, Esq. ...
Herbert Gatenby, Esq. ...
A. M. M'Kinnon, Esq. ...
Miles Bennett, Esq. ...
Basil Archer, Esq................
E. "W. Grubb, Esq. ...

Tasmania.
Scone... ... ...
Eskvale ...............
Talley Field ... ...
Eernbill, Lymington ... 
Strathroy ... ...
Rhodes ... ...
Mountford ... ...
Longford ... ...
Woodside, Cressy ... 
Bengeo ... ...

Grand total

334 14
28
18
28
30
77
40

205 39
22 6 .......
25 862 59

....... 2,019 206

A PPENDIX H.
Aiotieaz in Sheep.

Sir, Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, IS August, 1SS7.
In accordance with instructions from the Under Secretary for Mines on August 9th, I pro

ceeded to Bourke, to investigate the sudden fatality in a mob of sheep, and have the honor of submitting 
tbo following report:— ■

_ It appears that Mr. Hurtle Esher purchased a mob of 12,000 ewes in lamb, from Nelyambo ; and, 
owing to tbe flooded state of tbe country, had to rent a paddock on .Tandra Station, near the Cobar Road. 
After remaining there for four months, during which time most of tbe ewes lambed, they commenced the 
journey with 9,000 lambs, via Bourke, in order to cross tlie Darling River to Nee Nee Station, Queens
land—Mr. C. Gould, drover, in charge.

On tbe afternoon of the fifth day some of tbe leading sheep began to lag behind, looked ill. 
staggered about, and quickly died. The mob went on to the camp named Stone Quarry Reserve, and nest 
morning, 800 were dead.

The ewes were old and low in condition ; tbe lambs were vigorous, well grown, and healthy. 
About fifteen or twenty sheep were too ill to walk off the camp; these, and several others that were 
ailing (say) 150, were bled; about twenty of these are alive still. All tbe mob that could move passed ou 
leaving a track, marked by dead sheep here and there, for a distance of 3 miles. Twelve more died at 
the sixth camp, on Bourke Common, and two tbe following night. Since then very few deaths have 
occurred.

_ Accompanied by Mr. C. Gould, drover, and Mr. Inspector Mallon, 1 visited the sheep; and, on 
passing the tail of the mob, a very few sickly ones could be noticed walking slowly, and carrying their 
heads straight, with stiff necks, not attempting to feed. The mob, both ewes aud lambs, were wrell spread 
and feeding, and looked healthy.

Several
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Several dead slieep were passed scattered along; tine track, presenting nothing striking in their 
appearance. At length we reached Stone Quarry .Reserve Camp, and there saw about SOO lying dead in 
all sorts of attitudes ; some having died asleep ; others having struggles in convulsions ; some in groups and 
many apart; but all being upon a two-acre space. Almost all these were ewes ; not more than a dozen 
lamhs had died. On the fatal patch there were three sheep alive; one too ill to stand and almost 
unconscious; this was killed and examined. Two others had jumped on their feet; they watched us; 
then soon lay down again, and did not attempt to move when we examined them. Another lot of six 
had moved off together; these had heen left behind ill; this was evident, as they had been bled and 
recovered ; they were too lively to be caught. '

About half tbe carcases were skinned; they were decomposing. I opened and examined some of 
them, but they wore of no use for diagnosis. On looking through the unskitmed carcases I noticed a 
great many had blood trickling from the nostrils; and on the skin being removed the characteristic 
bruised patches of anthra,x wore uumistakeable ; and thc butcher informed me that he hud not skinned a 
single sheep that did not show the blood-stained patches m some part or other of the body, chiefly about 
the shoulders and neck.

I made ten or twelve posi-moriem examinations, two being killed for the purpose. Three had 
apparently died only a few hours. Tlie internal organs were very variably affected, and the pathological 
changes were not very decided in any one case, as it was at least the fourth day after the outbreak. The 
sheep I saw ill only suffered from a mild form of the disease, and that explained the absence of the 
virulent indications. Thc spleens of several were enlarged and dark coloured, but in some wore very 
little affected. In oue the urine was blood-stained in the bladder. Tho stomach and bowels were 
comparatively healthy.

I could see no indication of plant poisoning. I secured thc spleens of two fresh eases (but tbe 
disease was not well marked in them) for further examination, and 1 mixed a little of the spleen blood 
with water and gave it to three hoggets. Pifty-six hours afterwards it had taken no effect whatever. I 
then introduced a seton (saturated with this blood while fresh aud then dried) under the skin of tho 
thigh in twro of these hoggets, but it did not produce any ill effects. Tbe cultivation of micro-organisms 
is necessary, lo determine whether they are bacilli or bacterias, to distinguish splenic anthrax from 
symptomatic anthrax.

"With reference to the rumour that, the euphorbia drummondii caused their deaths, it is simply too 
absurd : and I cannot understand the tenacity with which stockmen arc content to stick to this blunder.

1 went to the place and examined the feed with the drover, W'herc he said they had eaten it (the 
euphorbia drummondii), and instead of finding abundance we had to search for it, and found small plants 
scattered about hero ami there just as it is found to be thc case wherever it has been introduced; and I 
subsequently found it quite as plentiful ou the town common : also, in the town, and near the trucking 
yards, where hundreds of thousands of sheep have eaten it on all occasions with impunity. At this season 
of the year the plant is very email indeed, and close to the ground. There was ample feed besides it. 
These sheep were not hungry ; therefore, J fail to connect it in any way whatever with their deaths.

_ I]1 my opinion anthrax was the poison ; and thc genus were loft on this road at ibis place last year
•during spring, when eighty sheep died out of 4,000 in one night. These germs have renewed their 
virulent vitality with the early spring vegetation, and hence the mortality of this mob. A similar case 
occurred S miles from Bourke, on the "Western Railway slock last year ; then 150 died in a night in a 
mob of 15,000. I‘have. &c.,

EDWD. STANLEY, E.R.C.V.S.,
Government Veterinarian.

The Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney.
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APPENDIX I.

Statoient of the estimated number of noxious animals in the Colony at 31st December in the years 
1SS0 to 1887 inclusive; the number of the different kinds of noxious animals killed during these 
years ; the amount of assessment collected ; the amount of Government subsidy received, and the 
"total expenditure for each of these years.

Kangaroos, Wallabies. Native Dogs. Babbits, Hares, Wild Pigs.

Amount
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Expenditure.

1SS0 . .5,484,000 3,317,000 80,000 702300
£ 6. d. £ 9. d. £ a. d.

1SS1 0,057,OOC 551,753 4,242,200
3,0*33,000

43,724 30,500 2,250 5092000 3,999 17,648 19 10 749 11 2 15,517 5 4
1882 .. 4,s33,ooo M&a.sa? 347,842 30,800 6,980 2500000 188,257 45,772 12 6 25,299 19 2 61,191 14 3
]SS3 
1SS4 ..

8,322,200 750,840
3,01)7,UOO11,403,233

2,!>!<II600
2,765,700

330,1(10
473,609
500,372

24,600
23,300

7,115
7,336

32,761 34 2 
48,009 15 8 
01,754 15 4

16,381 19 6 
21,606 10 6

58,132 7 1 
62,121 0 0

1885 . 2,500,000 865,G70 2,300,000 20,000 8,474 5,878 922 23,753 3 8 04,072 8 2
.. 2,220,700 1,100,473 2,052,000 594,003 $8,600 0,500

7,739
301,500 23,623 2,400 662 41,585 0 0 16,163 3 0 67,783 6 6

1S37 l.SSl.oOO 476,433 2,742,500 383,081) 32,700 429,600 56,028 2,400 cm 32,651 13 8 6,223 17 0 30,912 2 10

0,027,253 2,684,348 49,534 192,256 91,129 2,148 280,284 11 4 110,183 4 0 360,331) 4 2

N B.—The whole ot the accounts of expenditure tor 18S7 are not yet to hand. When they arc the total amount of expenditure for that year 
will roach about £3flf000.

APPENDIX J.
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APPENDIX J.
Department of Mines, Stock Branch, 13tli December, 1887, 

Be Euphorbia Deummondji.
Memo.—To the Chief Inspector of Stock,—
■Wjth reference to the question of the properties of this weed, I hare the honor to report that, while iu 
Melbourne, I interviewed Baron von Mueller on tho subject, and, as I have every respect for the view he 
takes on thc matter, I am especially careful in giving my opinion, which is thc result of two years’ 
observation, and having recently repeated experiments with”this weed, by feeding starving sheep upon it 
for several consecutive days, with some sheep using the weed green and fresh, and others dry, some sheep 
living on the weed alone, others taking it with other food. Babbits and G-uinea pigs also eat it.

I inlroduced the milky juice into tbe eyes of sheep and dogs, and applied it to the skin of sheep, 
in every instance, without being able to detect thc slightest toxic or irritant action, either from its internal 
or external nsc.

In order to confirm my opinion, I have, from time to time, asked stock-owners to make careful 
observations of its effects under ordinary conditions on their runs, and having received written statements 
that support my views, J annex extracts from their letters, and take this opportunity of thankino- them 
for courteously supplying the information. 1 °

Devlm & Co., G-anmain, 24/8/87, says, <! That our sheep have jncked out this weed from amongst 
other grass, and have catep it ravenously, and no ill cfleets have resulted; that sheop have been fed 
exclusively on this weed witli no ill effects; that the herbage in the paddocks where the milking cows 
were kept last year was entirely composed of this weed, and no harm ever resulted.”

Mr. J. Holloway, Mumblcdool, 20/8/87, says,—“ It is first-rate feed for our station sheep. During 
the drought this run wae badly off for feed, and stock were very weak. In several email paddocks which 
had been oaten completely out, and the sheep removed, after along spell and a little rain this plant came 
up and grow luxuriantly, spreading in some instances to 12 inches from tho centre. Into one of these 
paddocks I put a few hundred of our best owes; they were very hungry, famishing in fact, and were 
yarded the previous night; they eat thc Euphorbia Drummondii ravenously, and had a good bdlv full 
right away, without seeking for anything else; these sheep were left in the 'same paddocks for week's and 
did first,-rate the whole time, although there was little or nothing hut the plant in question for them. I 
am satisfied it is in no way injurious to sheep, and consider it a good useful plant.” ’

Mr. J. E. AYarhy, Billenbah,—“This plant grows more or less over my estate of 8,000 acres; and 
on GO acres that had heen irrigated it grow very' abundantly, from plants half the size of the hand’ to a, 
foot, in diameter. ,1 have had horses, cattle, and sheep-five or six to the acre—in the paddock for several 
weeks nt a stretch, and have noticed cattle and sheep eat large mouthfuls of it, and none of my stock 
suffered from it in any wav.”

Mr. D. M'Larty, Bundure,—“ There is a large quantity of the plant grows over thc run here, and 
when other feeds were scarce stock could get plenty of this said poisonous plant. 1 never considered it 
poisonous, and never saw any had results from it,”

Inspector of Stock F. 31. Brett, Urana, formerly believed the plant to he poisonous, and con
sequently has taken a good deal of trouble, and made several experiments to satisfy himself—“He shut 
np 400 wethers in a yard for two days, and then turned them into a paddock full of this weed, and next 
<Uiy lie could not find one sick sheep, and says, 1 The fact is, in place of this plant being a poisonous one, 
I think it is a very valuable one, being the first to show above ground after summer rain.’ A small lot 
of sheep for ^killing purposes arc doing very well on this wreed and croivsfoot, no grass.”

. ;A1t- George Faithful, Brcwarrana, writes.—111 have frequently observed cattle eating it in larrm 
quantities, and have watched individuals, hut have never observed any effects. It cannot be poisonous 
or numbers of my cattle would die.” ‘ ’

Mr. J. H. Spiller, Tubbo, writes,—" My experience proves that it is perfectly harmless. I had a 
paddock covered with it, and was afraid to put sheep in; at last I ventured to do so ; the sheep ate it 
aud thrived wmll on it.” 1

Mr. David M'Caughey, Coree, writes,—“ J have a great deal of this so-called poison plant on the 
run, and never find any loss of stock or bad effect from them eating it. Paddocks that have had a spell, 
after the first summer rains throw up an immense quantity of this milk-wood. I generally put my 
most valuable sheop in these paddocks, and find they do splendidly on the fresh green feed, of which this 
milk-weed forms a very large proportion.” ”

Mr. Angus Kobertson, Yarrabec Park, writes,—“As to the so-called poison plant, I have really 
knowii sheep to thrive on it.” J

Mr. Arthur Devlin, Uarah, tvrites,—“I penned some sheep and fed them on Euphorbia Drum- 
mondn for about a week. They appeared to he very partial to it, and were thriving on it. I also put a 
largo number of sheep into a paddock where there was an abundance of it growing very luxuriantlv 
and tho sheep devoured it without any injurious effect ” ° ’

Air. J. A. Gunn. Yalgogrin Station, writes,—“I have seen the ground covered with the plant after 
autumn rams, before grass Imd time to spring, and slieep feeding on very little else for weeks without 
the slightest harm resulting, either to stntion stock or to travelling sheop.”

Inspector of Stock 'W. J. Ehvorthy. Narrandera, writes,—“ The plant was growing all over the 
recreation reserve, and I watched to see its effects on a flock of sheep that had eaten it, but no ill result's 
followed.” _

■, 'a' wor^1 noling that all this evidence is from actual observation of facts, and I have purposely
avoided hearsay testimony. 1 1 *

Mr. Hamlett, the Government Analyst, 2/8/86, reports on Euphorbia Drummondii,—11 The samples 
oi plant, extracts and tinctured, sent by you in April last, have been found to contain an alkaloid or 
crystalline body, capable of giving the usual alkaloid reactions and having a hitter astringent taste. As 
far as it was possible to ascertain, no distinctly poisonous properties were observed."

The Queensland authorities were very strong in their opinions of its being a fatal and poisonous 
weed ; but, judging from a recent letter, the views of Mr. Chief-Inspeetor Gordon, are changing. He 
says about Euphorbia Drummondii,—“Erom what we have seen here, no results of any value will follow 
the iceding of sheep on that plant.” He further says,—“"We have immense quantities of Euphorbia

Drummondii
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Drummondii iu Queensland, and sheep eat it in any quantity, and with no evil results;” and then he 
adds,;—“ Yet if you place sheep on ground where they can eat it in the early morning, ywsf as it has come 
through the ground, it is decidedly poisonous,”

To say the least of this, it strites me as very extraordinary. Sheep invariably feed early in the 
morning, and during the drought were kept alive by eating this plant, keeping it so close to the ground 
that whatever they ate were young shoots; but no bad effects have been recorded that will bear investigation.

The wholesale losses in stock that occur from time to time are caused by micro-organisms named 
baceilli, far more subtle and fatal in their effects that the action of any plants, and the wide-spread 
distribution and hardy nature of the weed. Euphorbia Drummondii, which is probably eaten by tens of 
thousands of slieep every day in the various Colonics of Australasia, should I think, make us careful, to 
search further into tho causes of disease and fatalities in stock, and not to be content to attribute such 
calamities to tbo popular phantom, “ poison plant.”

The Materia Mediea coniains along list of medicinal plants, and several are undoubtedly poisonous, 
so far as their special toxic action goes; but it should be remembered that the active principles are so 
eombmed with digestible materials, that animals provided with the powerful stomachs of ruminants can 
resist the ill effects of improper feed. They arc provided wiih a keen sense of taste and smell, and 
naturally avoid noxious plants, which are frequently acrid, bitter, nauseous, or odourous, so that it is only 
when pressed by a craving appetite that they feed indiscreetly. At such times, lucerne, trefoil, thistles, 
or any other succulent green food may be so rapidly swallowed as to engorge the first stomach, and then 
chemical action proves stronger than the vital functions, suffocation from flatulency is the consequence. 
This condition lias often been mistaken for poisoning, and this explains, I think, tbe very conflicting views 
that have been expressed on the subject of this paper. ■

As tbe object of this inquiry is to elicit truth and dispel error, I would caution drovers and others 
to be careful about permitting hungry sheep to engorge themselves with this weed, which is often abundant 
near creeks and water-holes. Do not water immediately after feeding or drive them about; it is better to- 
let them rest until rumination gives them relief from the discomfort of over feeding.

I have, &c.,
EDWARD STANLEY, E.R.C.Y.S.,

G-overnment Yeterinarian,
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APPENDIX K. ■
Poisonous Plants.

Sir, Botanic Gardens, Sydney, 19th December, 1S87.
I have the honor to enclose to you the report of my assistant, Mr. Betche, who was sent by 

me, at the request of tbo Minister for Mines, to examine those districts of the Colony where a large 
number of both sheep and cattle lately died, as alleged through their having eaten some poisonous plant 
or plants.

In Mr. Betche’s list of plants, found both in Bourke and Dubbo districts, there is not one peculiar 
to those parts, all being found, more or less, throughout the western country. Those to which any danger 
may reasonably bo attached are—Cassia, Sophera, Solanum esuriale, S. ellipticum, Datura, Tatula, Poly- 
ganum hydropipor, Euphorbia Drummondii, Swainsona procumbens, S. galegifolia, and S. coronillifolia ; 
but, as already said, none of these are purely local. 1 do not think, therefore, that the deaths referred 
to could have arisen from eating in quantity one or more of these plants.

I would, however, suggest that steps be taken to practically test whether they be really dangerous, 
by feeding stock with food in which each of these plants separately should be largely intermixed.

I have, &c.,
■ CHARLES MOORE.

Report on Poisonous Frants. .
Ch. Moore, Esq., F.L.S., &c., Director, Botanic Gardens.

Sir, _ Botanic Gardens, 2 December, 1887.
I have the honor to submit to you the report on the poisonous plants near Bourke and near

Dubbo.
The properties of the Australian plants are still so imperfectly known that a great uncertainty 

exists as to which plants are harmless and which are noxious. Fortunately; plants nearly allied in form 
and structure are also usually allied in chemical properties, i.e., the same or similar properties pervade 
whole natural groups of plants. This law of nature enables us to estimate the properties of an unknown 
plant from its affinities to other well known plants ; and though we cannot positively qualify plants as 
poisonous because some nearly allied plants are poisonous, they must be considered suspicious till they 
have been proved to be harmless by practical test or chemical analysis. I.

I. BoTJnia;.
General character of the vegetation.

The country, from Bourke to about 30 miles on the Cobar Road, consists of sparsely timbered 
woods, interspersed with treeless plains. The woods are chiefly composed of the following trees :—A few 
species of Eucalyptus, about six species of Acacia—Flindersia maculosa (Leopard tree) Hcterodendron 
oleifolium, Atalaya hemiglauca, Gcijera parviflora (Wilga), Codonocarpus cotinifolius, Casuarina glauca 
(Bull Oak), Tusanus acuminatus (Quandong), Cappans Mitchelli (Wild Orange). The shrubs consist 
chiefly, of several small or tall species of Eremphoila, of Dodoncea attenuate (Hopbush), and of a few 
species of Cassia. The low or herbaceous vegetation is composed to thc greater part of plants of the 
natural orders of Chenopodiacese and Composite, too numerous to be enumerated. Other herbs or low 
undershrubs, observed as common in the district, are :—Several species of Sida, Abutilon cryptopetalum, 
Goodenia, cycloptera, Convolvulus erubescens, Erythrcea australis, Teucriumracemosum, Solanum esuriale 
and elliqdneum, Trichinium senilanatuni, Altcrnanthera triandra, Muhlenbeckia Cunuinghainii (Lignum), 
Euphorbia Drummondii, Marsilea Drummondii (Nardoo), and a small number of grasses.

Poisonous
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.Poisonous or suspicious 'plants,
Ko plant positively Icdowh as poisonous has been found, in the district in the present season, but 

the following plants arc suspicio,,s :—Solanum esurialc and ellipticmn, Codonocarpus cotinifolius, Nico- 
tiana suaveolens, swain son n proci mbens, and Pimelea paueiflora.

Solanum esurialc, Lindl and S. elliptieum, E, Br. (Nightshade).—Very common in the country the 
sheep travelled over. All species of Solanum contain a narcotic alcaloid solanine; in most species in 
harmless email quantities, but some species arc known as poisonous. i _

Codonocarpus cotinifolius, F. v. M.—A small tree, rather common in some parte of the district. 
The small order to which the tree belongs contains generally an acrid drastic principle, and one American 
species is a violent purgative. _ _ _

Nicotina suaveolens, Lebm. (Australian Tobacco).—Common on river banks, hut rare in the 
country the sheep travelled over. All species of nicotiana contain more or less the dangerous alcaloid— 
nicotine. _

Swainsona proeumbens, I', v. 51. (Darling pea).—Not common in the country examined. Deputed 
to be injurious to stock, but the nature of the poison is entirely unknown. _

Pimelea paueiflora, E. Br.—Bare in the district. All species of Pimelea contain, more or less, a 
volatile acrid principle, chiefly in the hark, which, in some species, may he dangerously powerful. None 
of the numerous species appears to be ever touched by cattle.

Euphorbia Drummondii, Boiss.—Would have been included amongst the suspicious plants, but 
practical experiments, lately undertaken by the Inspector of Stock in Bourkc, have proved it to be quite 
harmless.

II. Dubbo.
General character of the vegetation.

The country examined near Dubbo is densely wooded, with occasionally a thick scrubby under
growth. The woods are chiefly composed of various species of Eucalyptus and the Pine-tree, Prcnela 
robusta, intermixed with Casuarina, Acacias, Sterculia diversifolia (Kiirrajong), Pusanus aeuminatus 
(Quandong), Myoporum acuminatum (White Wood), Eremophila Mitchelli, &c. The underwood is 
formed by a great variety of sbrubs, chiefly from the genera—Calythrix, Baachea, Kumsea, Melaleuca, 
Callestemon, Acacia, Cassia, Dillwynia, Daviesia, Dodonosa, Pimella. The low or herbacious vegetation 
is less varied and numerous than in the western plains, and the Chenqpodiaceie and Compositsc are less 
predominent. Introduced European weeds arc very common on roadsides and in paddocks, especially the 
variegated Thistle, Carduus Marian us, and the Black Thistle, Carduus lanceolatus.

Poisonous and suspicious plants. .
The following poisonous plants have been found:—Datura Tatula, Solanum nigrum, and Polygonum 

hydropiper; and the following suspicious plants :—Swainsona proeumbens and galegifolia, Pimelea glauca, 
Cassia Sophera and Sambueus Graudichaudiana. . ■

Datura Tatula, Linn. (Stramonium).—Very common in the paddock where the first lot of cattle 
died. Contains a violent narcotic poison, but catilo are said never to touch it on account of its fetid 
smell. _ ...

Solanum nigrum, Linn. (Nightshade).—Common in the paddock. Contains a narcotic poison, but 
in less dangerous quantities than the Datura, _

Polygonum hydropiper, Linn. (Water-pepper).—Very common on the river hanks. Contains an 
irritant poison, but it has such a very pungent taste, owing to an acrid volatile oil, that cattle are not 
likely to touch it more than once.

Swainsona galegifolio, R. Br. (erroneously called “Indigo plant”) and S. proeumbens, P. v. M. 
(Darling pea).—Rather common in grasslands. Both arc known as injurious to cattle, but the nature of 
the poison is entirely unknown. _

Pimelea glauca, R. Br.—Very common in open forest-land (see remarks on Pimelea paueiflora, 
Bourke.

Cassia Sophera. Linn, (called “ yellow boy ” in the district).—Very common in grasslands and 
clearings in forests. Eepulcd to be, poisonous, and never touched by cattle.

Sambueus G-audichaudiana, Dl. (Australian Elder).—Very common on river banks. The leaves of 
all species of Sambueus have a very strong taste and smell; one European species, S. Ebulus, has violent 
purgative and emetic properties, and is considered as poisonous.

E. BETCHE.

O. SJ.]
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—188S.
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIVE STOCK.
(RETURN OF—WITHIN THE COLONIES, 1871, 1831, AND 1837.)

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 4 July, 18S8.

No. VI!.—LIVE STOCK IN THE AUSTRALASIAN COLONIES, 187), 18SI, 1SS7.

1371. 1331.
|

1SS7-*

Colon}'. Sheep. Cattle, Horses rig;, Total, Sheep. Cattle. Horses. I’ijs. Total. Sheep. Cattle. Horses. Pi"3. Total.

Now South Wales ......... 10*278,097 2,014,333 304,100 213,193
i

13,310,873 30,S!)l ,9 Kl 2,597,343 393,577 213,910

39,801,787 Li,9G5,15'2
1,575,487 390,009 204,111 19,195,359

Victoria ......................... 10,002,331 709,000 181,043 177,447 11,100,980 1,280,077 278,105 230,020 12.072,00310,023,985 1,333,373 315,000 243,401 12,610,319

Queensland ..................... 7*403,334 1,103,235 91,010 32,707 8,GDC,ISO 5,292,359 8,013,513 194,217 60,438 12,102,051 12,920,153 4*473,710 303*805 73,003 17,779,402

South Australia .... 4,412,055 143,403 78,12.7 95,542 4,729*135 0,810,350 SU,018 159,073 120,718
7,406,17o[ 7,2.34,000

440,000 170,000 179,000 3,043,000

Western Australia.......... 070,990 40,503 22,008 14,205 757,555 1,207,912 0.1,009 31,755 22,530 1,339,200 1,930,073 97,070 42,190 27,120 2,150,373

Tasmania......................... 1,305,430 101,540 23,054 52,303 1,482,9101 1,847,470 130,520 27,805 49,000 2,055,470 1,517,242 147*092 23,523 52,103 1,776,270

Ncift Zealand................. 0,700*020 430,592 31,023 151,400 10,309*70912,935,035
1

093,037 1C1,73Q 200,083 14,045,511 10,677*445
1

895,401 1S7,3S2 369,991 18,130,279

Total, Australasian 
Colonics...........

[
49,773*584 4,713,320

|
782,553 737,477 MS,007,133 78,063,42(1

1 |
8,709,G23jL,251,0031903,27]

as,923,ossjsr,933,900
8,902,703 1,440,580 1,209,754 109,597,002

* Voar ended 31st March, 1SS8.

No. VI.—LIVE STOCK, 18S7-S.

Colony.

Sheep. Honied Cattle. Horses. * Pigs. Total Stock.

Number.
Percentage 

in each 
Colony.

N umber.
Percentage 

in each 
Colon/.

Number.
Percentage 

in each 
Colony.

Number.
Percentage 

in each 
Colon}.

Number.
Percentage 

in co£l] 
Colony,

New South Wales ........................................... 40,905,162 47-04 1,575,487 17*59 390,609 27*11 264,111 2183 40,195,359 44-89

Victoria.............................................................. 10*623,935 10'84 1,333,873 14-83 315,000 21-S7 243,401 20-12 12*510,319 11-42

Queensland ....................................................... 12,020,153 13 If) 4,473,710 49-91 ;«5,S65 21 23 73,603 0*09 10 22

South Australia............................................... 7,234,000 7 40 440,000 4*91 170,000 ll'SO 179,000 14-81 8,013*000 7-34

Western Australia .......................................... 1,989,978 2'04 97,079 1*03 42,196 2*93 27*120 2-24 2,150,373 1-97

Tasmania....................................................... 1,547,242 1 63 147,092 1*64 29,528 2-05 52,403 4-33 1,776*270 102

New Zealand ................................................... 16,677,445 17*01 895,461 9*09 187,382 13-01 309,991 30-53 13,130,279 10-54

Total, Australasian Colonics ........ 97,033,900 100*00 3,962,708 100 00 1*440,530 100*00 1,209,751 100 00 lOO,597,002 100 00

DM.] *980—
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188*7-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES,

PASTURES AND STOCK PBOTECTION BOARDS.
(RETURN SHOWING BALANCE SHEETS OE—YEAR ENDING 31 DECEMBER, 1887.)

Ordered ly He Legislative Assembly to leprinted, 19 July, VSS8.

RETUEN («j pari) to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of
^ SoI1Ith Wales> dated 22nd March, 1888, That there be laid upon the Table 
oi this House,—

" Copies of the Balance Sheets of each of the Pastures and’ Stock Protection 
Boards for the year ending 31st December. 1887.”

{Mr. J. P. Abbott.)

fsi'ATEJiKsi of Heveuue and Expenditure of the Pa-durcs and vSioek Protection Board at Alburv, for the 
__________ Tear ending 31st December, JSS7. ^

Reciipts. £ s. d.
Bulance, Bank N. S. Woles........... 309 1.") 0
Loss cheques not presented........... 10 15 0

Allowance, office rent .................... ]3 2 6
Subsidy ............................... " 117 18 10
Petty cash in hand ..................... 4 (; g
Arrears nssessment, 1886.................... 3 2 6
Cash in hand............................... 3 4 g

..........................................3 0 6
Assessment levied on 

16,201 large stock, 
at lid. each ... £101 12 7 

OS'l.OOO sheep at !
id. each ........... 557 3 9 i

_ -----------------  658 16 4 I
Less arreora assessment .............. 15 1 11 1

1
I
I

£ s.

209 0

d. I E'xrExnrxuiti;.
I By ccrtiGcatea issued for scalps— 
I Kangaroo, 1,922, at Is. .

0 Padainelon, 217, at 6d........
Hares, 6,411?, at 6d..............
Kangaioo rats, 951, at 6d... 
Bogs, 1, at 20s.....................

£ s. d.
96 2 0 

0 8 6 
1GL 4 0 

23 15 6 
10 0

145 0 4

643 14 5

1
1

Scalps from 1886 .................. 0 17 6
Secretary (salary and allow

ance) ................................  125 0 0
Printing, advertising, and 1

stationery ......................... 12 12 10 1
Enmiturc ............................. 33 10 3 '
Rent (nffice and board-room).. 37 12 G*
Office expenses .......   16 15 5 I
Audit, fees ............................. 4 4 0 I
Borough rates ...................... 2 10 8 I
Nuisance Prevention Act......  0 19 C
Laving on gas to office ......... 15 0 0 I
Delegate to Conference......... 17 0 0 j
Share expenses Conference 2 5 0'
Wood to destroy scalps ...... 2 0 0 j
Law costs ............................ 2 2 0
Directors’ foes .................... 514 3

Exchange and duty stamp . . 0 117

W. Steel (refund assessment) 0 11 9
Postage stamps ................... ,5 10 3 I
Ereight on scalps .................. 0 10 6 |
Sundries................................. 1 8 9
Telegrams ............................. 0 6 1
Petty cash in hand .............. 0 15 1
Postage stamps in hand,........  0 4 9

Balance in Bank N.S.W........  536 17 1
Less cheques not presented ... 24 15 0

£ s. d.

£87 10 0

283 2 8

|----------
£ 1,087 14

1 9 £
512 2 1 

1,087 14 9

J. W. M'KEILLAR, Treasurer.
T ji , 1, , , . TV KIDDLE, Chairman,

found to ho correct ^ ° 1 ^ b0°i8 flnti vol:c5lcrs iQ lIl° of the Board have Veen duly audited by me, and
Dated at Albury, tlv‘s Oth day of January, 1888. Jxo. H. Paike, Auditor.

104G—A
[830 copies Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and niatcrigl), £51 Is, 7d,]

Stateuest
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Statement of Kevenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection. Board at Armidnle, for
the Year endine; diet December, 1887.

Da. C“-

£ s. d.
To amount of balance at 31 >tDecember, 1886... 141 12 2

Assessment leried on stock during half
jeer—

On 66,642 largo stock, at
l£d. per bead.................... £416 10 3

On 1,362,876 sheep, at. id.
per bend .............................,1,420 0 0

Excess collected ................. 1 12 7
"Written off by Board ........ 3 14 6

1,841 18 1
Less arrears of assessment.......  77 14 3

Government subsidy ..........................................
Arrears of assessment, from 1886, collected... 
Outstanding cheques, at 31st Dec., 1837......

1,764 3 
114 8 
SIS 11 

43 3

10
5
7
9

By certificates issued for scalps—
48,109 kangaroo, nt 3d. per

scalp ........................£601 7 3
12,010 wallaby, at 3d. per

scalp .................  150 2 6
445 native dogs, at 20s.

per scalp.............. 445 0 0
238 native dogs, at 30s.

per scalp.............  357 0 0
7 native dogs, at 10s.

per scalp.............. 3 10 0
1,130 kangaroo rat?, at 3d. '

per scalp.............. 14 2 6

Secretary’s salary ........................................
Postages............................................... .......
Advertising .........................................................
Office vent ..................................................
Auditors’ fees..............................................
Stamped cheque-books................................
Director’s mileage .......................................
Delegates expenses to Stock Conference ... 
Throe outstanding cheques, 31st Dec., 1886. 
Balance, as per Bank-book .......................

£ s. d.

1,671 2 3 
50 0 0 
13 9 3 

5 5 0 
13 0 0 

8 8 0 
15 0

21 19 0
22 14 0 
4 1 B

1,167 15 9

2,378 19 9 2,878 19 9

A.W. BELFIELD, Treasurer.
Dated at Armidale, this 19lh day of June, 1883. BDW IN C. BLOMh IELD, Chairman.

Wc hereby certify that nil the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 

found to be correct. John Fraotraaoh, | A^jtoril- 
H. A. Holden, )

Statement of Eevonue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Balranald, for
the Half-Tear ended'30th June, 1S87.-

]8S7—'Juno 30— £ s. d 1887— £ s. d.
To amount of balance at Australian Joint, Stock By certificates issued for scalps—

i3ank ................. ........................... ............ 1,593 8 9 , 1,213 kangaroo, at 4d. per
18 10 7 i scalp .................... 20 4 4

29 native dogs, at 5s. per ,
■ 1 

|
scalp ...................... 7 5 0

27 9 4
T 1 Secretary’s salary .......................................... 33 0 8

1 Advertising .................................................. 6 17 6
Stationery ...................................................... 0 11 0
Postage stamps ............................................. ISO
Ineidunlal expenses ..................................... 110

f Office rent duo 31 st March.......................... 5 0 0
Audit fees ...................................................... 2 2 0
Balance at Australian Joint

Stock Bank...................... £342 11 10
Less outstonding cheques....... 3 8 0

Balance per Bank-book........... 339 3 10
Add fixed deposit.................. i,20u 0 0

Balance .................................. 1,539 3 10 1,539 3 10

£ 1,616 19 4 £ 1,616 19 4

Statement
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the Half-year ending 31st December, 1887.
Db. Ck.

Statement of Kevenue and Expenditure of tlie Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Balranald, for

1 July, 1887— £ s. d. 31 Dec., 1887— £ s. d.
To balance, Aust. Joint Stock Bank £339 3 1 0 By oertffieates issued for scalps—

Fixed deposit account .......... 1,200 0 0 3,093 kangaroo, at 4d. per
1,539 3 10 scalp ......................... £51 11 0

Interest on fixed deposits ............................. 42 0 0 58 native dogs, at 6s, per
74 ]9 0

Government subsidy for rent of office.......... 0 19 8 66 1 0
Secretary's salary ........................................ 5S G 8
Advertising and printing............................. G 16 0
Stationery, &c......................................... . 0 7 6
Postages and stamps................. .................. 4 9 8
Incidental Expenses.................................... 27 13 6
Office rent ................................................... 10 0 0
Auditors’ fees............................................... 2 2 0
Exchange on cheques ................... * .......... 0 2 0
Balance, Aust. Joint Stocx Bank, deposited

account ................................................... 1,200 0 0
Balance, Aust. Joint Stock

Bank .................................£321 13 8
Lcsa outstunding cheques......  31 9 6

----- -—------ 290 4 2

£ 1,666 2 G £ 1,066 2 6

Robkbt T). Mtfbbay, ) . J. H. MORl’HJiTT, Chairman.
Noeman Lockhaet, ) u ltor!!' A. LA WHENCE, Treasurer.

Stateitent of Kevenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Bathurst, for
tlie Tear ending 31st December, 18S7,

Pa. Cr.

£ a. d.
To amount of balance at City Bank................  1,087 11 0

Assessment levied on Stock during half
year— ,

On 36,233 large stock, at
23s. per 100 ..................£452 18 3

On 396,778 sheep, at 4s. 2d. 
per 100 ......................... 826 12 5

Less arrears of assessment

Q-overmnent subsidy ......
Do ......
Do ......

Assessments, 1885 ..........
Do 1S86 ..........

Fines..................................
Stamps on hand..............

£1,279 10 8 | 
.. 28 6 2 |

37 12 7 
248 17 3 
329 13 G

2 18 4 
4 10 1

0 2 0 
24 19 8

1,251

616

7

25

4

3

8

1

6

4

5

8

By certificates issued for scalps—
36,323 kangaroo, at, Gd. per

seal]) .......................£908 1 G
6,353 wallaby, tit 6d. per

sculp ................. 158 16 6
2,842 rock wallaby, at 3d.

per scalp................. 35 10 6
27 native dogs, at 5s.

per scalp................. 6 15 0
47 native doge, at 10s,

per scalp................. 23 JO 0

1,132 13 6
Unpaid cheque, since paid......  011 0

Secretary's salary ................. ......................
Advertising...................................................
Stationery and cheque-books .....................
Office cleaning ............................................
Board expenses in Sydney .........................
Auditors’ fees..............................................
Tradgett's refund........................................
Discount on stumps ........................ ..........
Postage-stamps, Ac.......................................
Cash on hand...................... ........................
Fixed deposit .................... £1,000 0 0

Balance, as per Bank-book 732 11 2

£ s. d.

1,132 2 6 
81 5 0 

4 8 3 
4 4 6 
6 10 0 
2 5 0 
4 4 0 
1 17 6 
1 10 0 

14 19 0 
1 12 9

1,732 11 2

£ 2,987 9 8 £ 2,987 9 8

CHARLES MACPHiLLAMy, Treasurer.
Dated at Bathurst, this day of ,1888. JOHN N. GILMOUR, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

Thos. Green, ’i 
E. H. Tcp.eeli, ) Auditors.

Statement
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, Half-vcar ending 30th June, 1887.
J>n, ' Oh.

Statemkst d" Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Bernina, for the

’Io amount of batancj at Commerriul Bank 
As-essnient lericd on stodt duriii" year— 

On 21,300 large slock, at
25a. per 100 ................  £26G 5 0

On 11,402 sheep, nt 4s. 2d. 
per 100 ......................... 23 16 0

290 1 9
Less arrears of assessment...... 132 13 1

1 January— 
Cash on hand ... 
Stamps on hand

£ s. d. 
‘0 18 &

137 8 8

By cheques not presented last half-year, since'
presented ................................... -.........

Secretary's salary .......................................
Stationery and stamps ................................
Audit fees ..................................................
Stamps on hand .........................................
Cash on hand .............................................
Balance, as per Bank-book ... £122 8 7 
Cheques not presented..........  4 0 5

£ s. d.

9 11 3 
4 3 4 

10 1 6 
2 2 0 

22 2 4 
14 0 11

118 8 2

fi 6 10 
0 15 7

£ ISO 9 C £ 180 9 6

Dated at Bomma, tins IGth day of July, 1SS7.
TV. J- CORDEATJX, Treasurer. 
W. J. COBDEAUX, Chairman.

Wc hereby certify that all the hooks and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to he correct.

E. E. Wilsuiee, "I 
r. GilMlAlTU, j

Auditors.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures aud Stock Protection Board at Berrima, for the
Half-year ending 3lst December, 1887.

Da. Ob.

To amount of balance at Commercial Bank ... . 
Assessment lei ted on stock during half

year—
On 9,052 large stock, at 25s.

per 100 ......................... £120 13 0
On (i,lli4 sheep, at. 4s. 2d. 

per 100 ....................... 12 16 10

133 9 10
Less arrears of assessment......  4 6 9

Government subsidy
O rerpaid ...............
Arrears from 1886 .. 
Stamps on hand .. 
Cash do ... .

£ 8. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.
118 8 2 By certificates issued for scalps—

90 padamelon, at Gd. ... . 2 5 0
1,625 „ at 4d..... . 27 1 8

792 „ at 2d..... . 6 12 0
j 13 kangaroo, at 2d..... . 0 2 2
i 15 „ at 4d..... , 0 5 0

10 u'allinoo, at 4d..... . 0 3 4
| 458 wallaby, at 3d.... . 5 14 6

220 „ at Id. .. . 0 18 4
1 native dog, at 20s,.,, . 1 0 0

129 3 i, 27 native dogs, at 30s,... . 40 10 0
155 8 10 „ at 10s .., . 5 0 0

U 0 1 j 25 „ at 6s ... . 6 5 0
0 10 3 Overpaid ............... 2 7

22 2 4 ------- 95 19 7
14 0 11 Secretary’s salary ............... 37 10 0

Advertising.......... ............. 12 10 3
Stationery and stamps ......... 2 3 G

1 2 2 0
( Expenses of Conference .... 7 9 0

Exchanges on cheques ....... 0 3 0
Cheque books...................... 0 8 4
Cash on hand....................... G 0 10
Si amps on hand................... 22 14 1
Jialanoe, as per linnk-book . . £253 17 8

i Less uppreseiUod cheque ... , 1 5 0
| — 252 12 8

439 13 3 £ 439 13 3

Dated nt Berrima, this IGth day of January, 1S8S.
W. J. COBDEAUX, Treasurer. 
W. J. COBDEAUX, Chairman.

Wo hereby certify that all Ihc bosks and Touchers in the possession of the Board Imre been duly audited by us, and 
und to be correc!.

E. B. Wii.shirb, l
F. Galuhajtu, )

Auditors,

Statement



Half-year ending 30th June, 1887.
JJr.  Cb.

Statement of Kevenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Bombala, for the

JE s.
liKCElVTS.

Jan. 1—18S7—
To balance at Bank of X.S.W. ... ........

Cash in receircrs’ hands.............................
Arrears of assessment received .............
Assessment on—

11,947 large stock, at 25s.
per 100 ........................... 149 6

271,128 sheep, at 4s. 2d. 
per 100 .......................... 664 17

d.i £ s. 6.

149
53
42

Less arrears of assessment,..

Cfovernment subside, rent... 
Government subsidy ...........

734 3 0 
3G7 0 3

I
Ei'prxDiTuitE.

£ s. d.

347 3 6 
6 30 0 

171 6 0

769 9 6 i

By certificates issued for scalps, viz—
579 kangaroo, at 6d........... . 14 9 G
133 wallaby, at 3d................ 113 3
20 „ at 2d................ 0 3 4

112 dogs, at 20s.................... 113 0 0
1 dog, at 10s.................... 0 10 0

31 dogs, at Iris................... 23 5 0
35 hanks, at 3s. Gd............  6 2 6
12 „ at 5s.................. 3 0 0

Hof und to Mrs. Nicholson .........................
Advertising, local papers .............................

Bo Gazette....................................
Cheque book ................................................
Auditors' fees.... ............................................
Itent of office ..............................................
Secretary's salary .........................................
Exchange .....................................................
Delegates’ expenses to Sydney.....................
Legal expenses .............................................
Iron safe ................................. ......................
Cash in receivers’ hands ............................
To Balance at Bank ...............£512 0 G
Less outstanding cheques ..... 13 11 6

£ s. d.

163 3 
8 2 
5 5
1 19 
O 4 
3 3

13 O 0 
25 0 O 

0 5 0
2 5 0 
2 2 0

11 17 6 
36 12 11

49S 9 0

769 9 6

H. M. JOSEPH,
Chairman and Treasurer.

o be cornet0™^ CCriirj 1111 Uiel,00la aud T0U!!liel,s ;u ttie possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and found

IV. A. Mackenzie, ) ,
C. G. Kyle, > Audltors'

Sr.vTEiiEKX of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Bombala, for the
Half-year ending 81st December. 1837.

Da. 8 „ Cn.

1887—July 1—
To balance at Bank of If.SAT...............

Cash in hand ...................................
Arrears of assessment......................
Government subsidy ......................

Do (for iron safe)

£ p. d, 
498 9 0 

36 12 11 
209 14 10 
136 5 0 

5 18 9

887 0 6

£ s. d.
By certificates for scalps—

94 hawks, at 5s.................. 23 10 0
131 dogs, at 15s................... 98 6 0

7 „ at 7s. Gd............... 2 12 6

Auditors’ fees,,....................
Secretary’s salary ..............
Kent of office.......................
Cheque hook ......................
Govt. Printer (advertising) 
Local papers ( do )
Amount placed deposit.......
Stamps used ......................

Do in hand ..................
Cash in band......................
Balance at Bank ...............

£ s. d.

12 i 7 6 
2 2 0 

25 0 0 
13 0 0
0 4 2 
3 10 0
1 11 G 

500 0 0
8 2 6 
3 2 6 

16 10 5 
189 9 11

887 0 6

H. M. JOSEPH,
Chairman and Treasurer,

found tYbchcorrectCellif'V t'llat aU the bTOk3 and voucllers In t!ic possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and

\V. A. Mackenzie,l 
G. E. Madpisox, j Auditors,

Statement
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Statement of Revenue aud Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board, at JTilJstou for

Cii.Pr.
Rooligal District for the YTear ending 31st December, 1887.

To amount of balance nt A.J.S. Bank, 31st
December, 188G....................................

Assessment levied on Slock durin" yenr—
On 5,570 large stock, at 10s.

per 100 .......................... £31 0 0
On 1,01 ■l,77o sheep, nt 2s.

Gd. per 1,000.................. 130 15 0

£

dal

Less arrears of assessment for 
1887 .....................

£161 15 0

Government subsidy ..........

Arrears for 1835-1886 paid

s. d

4 6

15G
42

£1 652 2 5
t

By certificates issued for scalps— 

1,447 kangaroo, at 6d. per seal p 

53 wallaby, at 6d. „

23 native dogs, at £1. „

£ s. d.

36 3 6 

16 6 

23 0 0

Secretary’s salary .........................................
Printing ......................................................\
Advertising......... ...................................... /
Stationery and postage stamps .................
Auditors’ fees.................................................
Delegates’ expenses .....................................
Cheque book .................................................
Dank exchange .............................................
Cash in hand.................................................
Balance at fixed deposit.........£200 O 0
Balance, as per Bank-book.....  282 12 1

£ s. d.

60 10 0

50 0 0 
6 18 0
3 14 6
4 4 0 

40 O 0
0 8 4 
0 10 
3 14 6

482 12 1

652 2 5

AUSTEN LOUG-HNAN, Treasurer.
Dated at Hillston tins 18th day of May, 1888. .

We hereby certify that oil the hooks and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and
found to be correct. _ „ „ .Phillip S. Kniomt, \ .

Town SrmiTKG, S Audltors'

Statemekt of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at
Plalf-year ending 30th June, 1887.

Ph.

Bourke, for the

Cr.

To amount of balance at 31 December, J896 ..
Less arrears of assessment paid.....................
Duty stamps paid .........................................

£ s. d. 
861 16 7 
ISO 
0 0 6

Bv certificates issued for scalps—
* l,790ktingnroo,utls.perscidp £S9 10 0

108 „ at 6d. „ 2 14 0
11 wallaby, at 3d. „ 0 2 0
28 native dogs, nt 10s. per

scalp.............................. Id' 0 0
28 pigs, at 2s. ................... 2 16 0

£ s. d.

£, 863 5 1 j 
I I

£109 2 9
Loss certificates not presented 7 14 0

Secretary’s salary ..........................................
Printing.........................................................
Stationery .....................................................
Office rent ...................................................
Fixed deposit at 6 months ..........................
Postage stamps ..............................................
Auditors' fees.................................................
Cyclostylar ....................................................
Delegates’ portion of expenses......................
Hotel, &a., expenses, delegates to Sydney ...
Gratuity voted by Board io delegate..........
Cheques outstanding 31st December, 1886... 
Balance, as per Bank-book (£1,300 at fixed 

deposit) ..................................................

101 8 9 
58 6 8 

6 0 0
3 8 31 
7 10 0

500 0 0 
10 0
4 4 0 
2 0 0 
2 5 0

18 8 3 
29 8 0 
58 5 0

72 0 6

£ 8C3 5 1

Dated nt Bourke this 25th day of April, 1888.
We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of 

found to be correct.

MALCOLM BOBERTSON, Treasurer. 
WM. OLIVER, Chairman, 

the Board have been duly audited by us, and

John Lavbbs, 
James J. Gibson, Auditors.

Statement
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Staxesiest of Kevenue and Expenditure! of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Bourke, for the
Half-vcar ending 31st December, 1S87.

Pn. ' Cb.
1

£ s. a. £ s. a.
To amount of balance at 30t.h June, 1887.......... 72 0 6 By certificates issued for scalps—■

Arrears of assessment paid.............................. 43 19 6 3,781 kanguroo.utls.perscalp £189 1 0
Government; subsidy .................................... 239 9 1 55 ,, nt 6d. „ 17 6
Portion of fired deposit, £500 ....................... 200 O 0 30 wallnbv, at 3d. „ 0 2 G
Interest on lixed deposit .............................. 123 0 0 fcl7 native dogs, at 10s» per

scalp.............................. 43 10 0
64 pigs at 2s..................... 6 8 0

240 9 0
Leas certificates not presented 7 15 0

232 14 0
Scoretnry’s salary .......................................... 50 0 O
Printing .......................................................... 6 4 0
Office rent ...................................................... 7 10 0
Cheque outstanding, 30th June, 1887........... 7 14 0
Balance, as per Bank-book .......................... 394 7 1

£ 698 9 1 £ 698 9 1

MALCOLM BOBEETSON, Treasurer.
Pated at Bourto tins 25Lli day of April, 1SS8. "WM. OLTVEB, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the boots and vouchors in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by ns, and 
found to be correct,

Jons’ Laveks, 
James V. &. Cros, Auditors.

BaTjAAtce Sheet of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Braidwood, for the Tear ending 31st
December, 1887.

Dr. Cr.

To amount of balance nt Bank N.S.W., Decem
ber 31st, 1886 ............................................

£ s. d.
Assessment on 26,718 large

stock, at 12s, tid, per 100 1G6 19 9 
Assessment on ATAll sheep, at

2s. per 100.......................... dS 7 TO
Surplus in fractional parts........ 0 3 6

Government subsidy ...........................
Cash on hand, 31st December, 1886
Police Court fines ...............................
Arrears from 1886 ..............................

i

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ 5s d.
By 80 hares, nt Gd. per scalp.... .. 2 0 0

94 13 4 8 kangaroo, at^cL .................. i 0
10,457 wallaby, at 4d............ .. 174 5 8
9 native dogs, at 10s.............. . 4 10 0
2 „ at 7s. Gd... . .. O 15 0
44 „ at Ids.............. O 0
52 „ at 20s............. .. 52 0 0

266 11 S
Secretary’s salary ................ 35 0 0

216 11 1 Stamps ................................. 2 30 5
65 8 5 Auditors’ fees .................... 2 2 0
13 8 10 Advertising............................ 8 13 0
8 0 0 Office rent ............................. 7 5 0

10 16 2 Stationery ............................. 2 1 0
Fine returned.......*............... 1 0 0
Exchange on cheques ....... 0 2 0
Directors’ foes, attending in Sydney 10 4 0
Scalp burning........................ 2 0 0
Cheque-book ......................... 0 2 1
Cash on hand....... ................ O 0 5
Balance, as per Bank-book 69 16 3

407 7 10 £ 407 7 10

JOHN WALLACE, Treasurer. 
BOBT, MADDEELL, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the boobs and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to bo correct.

Dated at Braidwood, this 14th day of January, 1S88.
W. McRae, l ,H. E. SeaeeeJ Audltors-

Statement
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Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Moruya 
(Brouleo), for the Tear ending 31st December, 1SS7.

Bk. Cb.

£ s. cl.
To amount of balance at Commer

cial Bank ..................... . ...............
Assessment on stock—

21,089 Inrgestoekjat 25s,... 2G3 12 8 
] ,670 sheep at 4s. 2d........ 3 9 7

267 1 10
Less arrears of assessment... 2 2 3

G-orermnent subsidy .............
Police Court fines .................
Cash in band, 31st Doc, 1886

fi

£ B. d. £ S< d.
By scalps-

162 10 7 73 native dogs, at 10s. ... . 36 10 0
80 „ at 5s. .... .. 20 0 0

5 kangaroo, at Is............ .. 0 5 0
157 „ afc (id........... . 3 18 6
173 kangaroo rats, at 6d. , .. 4 6 6
160 „ at 3d. . . 1 17 6

12,034 opossum, at 4d............ . 200 10 8
264 19 7 5,852 „ at 2d............ . 4S 15 4
101 3 10 1,730 ualhiby, at Is.............. . SO 10 0

1 0 0 1,405 ,, at 6d.............. . 35 2 0
13 17 7 5 padameloD, at Is....... . 0 5 0

Soerefary'a salary ..........................................
Printing................................................. .........
Advertising......................................................
Stationery ......................................................
Glanville's assessment (returned) ..............
Stamps .........................................................
Auditor's’ fees......................................................
Director’s expenses attending Sydney Con

ference..........................................................
Telegrams   ............................................... i
Exchange .......................... ... .......... ............ |
Cash in hand .................................................
Balance, as per Bank-book .........................

543 11 7 £

438 1 0 
35 0 0 
0 10 0 

IS 0 S 
0 9 0 
0 9 0 
3 15 8 
2 2 0

17 18 6 
0 2 0 
0 10 
0 11 0 

26 11 9

543 11 7

Dated at iloruya, this 24th day of January, 1SSS.
B. AUTDEBSOK, Chairman. 
X. T. GA.\jN'0>", Treasurer.

IVe hereby certify that alt the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been dnly audited by us, and 
found to bo correct.

.To its Kbxsiy,
E. Bloom rjjtui.J Auditors.

SiATEitEyT of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board, at Cannonhar,
for the Half-year endiug 30th June, 1SS7.

Db. Ck.

To assessment levied on stock during half
year—

On 14,548 large stock, at
2s. Id. per 100 ..............  £15 3 1

On 879,632 sheep, at Id. 
per 100 ........................... 36 13 0

Arrears of assessment ................................
Government subsidy ....................................
Interest on fixed deposit ..............................
0 utstanding cheques, 1886 ..........................

Do do 1887 ..........................

£

£ s. d. i
1 By balance due Mercantile Bank.....................
! Certificate issued for sculps—
[ 20 native dog*, at £2 per scalp .........
! Secretary’s salary ...........................................
i Stamps, £5; Learmonth, stamps, £‘2...........

Stationery .....................................................

£ s d.
4 5 0

40 0 0 
32 10 0 
7 0 0
5 0 0

51 16 1 Delegates’ expenses to Conference.............. 15 4 3
1 18 4. Direetorj’ travelling expenses.................... 3 15 0

900 0 0 Auditors’ fees................................................ 4 4 0
22 10 0 Cheque book ................................................. 0 8 4
33 9 10 Interest on account ..................................... 0 15 6

2 0 0 Outstanding cheques, 188(i, paid ..... .
Cheques still outstanding.............................
balance, as per Dunk-book............................

28 0 0 
5 9 10

813 6 3

059 18 2
i

£ 959 18 2

T. L. LIPIKGSTONK LEAIKHOMTH, Treasurer. 
Dated at Dubbo, this 19th day of September, 1837. ED. S. AUTILL, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board hare been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

Geo. A. Daniel,') 
J. P. Bukhovs, j Audilors,

SlATI'hMl'.yT
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the Half-year ending 31st December, 1887.
. Da. . Cr.

Statemext of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stoch Protection Board at Cannonhar, for

To amount of baknee at.......................................
Assessment levied on stock during half

year—
On 11,730 largo stock, at

8s. 4d. per 100 .............. £49 1 8
On 27,168 sheep, at 2s, Id. 

per 100 ........................... 28 6 0

Government siibsidy ...................................
Outstanding cheque ......................................

£ s. A. 
813 6 3

77 7 8 
5 15 3 
1 G O

By certificates issued for scalps—
1,778 kangaroo, at 6d. per

scalp ............................. £41 9 0
9 native dog», at 40s. per

s-ulp .............................. 18 O 0
1 pup, 5s..............  0 5 O

Secretary's salary ...............................................
Audit fees .....................................................
Piinling..........................................................
liiehango ......................................................
Directors’ expenses ...................... ...............
Outstanding cheques.....................................
Cheque ns duplicate, and paid in error to

0. Armstrong .................................................
Balance, as per Bank-look ..........................

£ s. d.

62 11 0 
16 5 0 
8 8 0 
3 6 0 
0 G C 

15 5 0 
22 0 0

2 0 0 
7G7 5 8

£ 897 15 2 £ 807 15 2

If. LIVINGSTON LEABMONTH, Treasurer.
Dated at Dubbo, this 29th day of March, 1888. II. S. ANTILL, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the hooks and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct. ’ L

F. L. SWUETJUS, 1 
J. P. Bukbovvs, j Auditors,

Statemes't of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at
Tear endiug 31st Deccinher, 1887.

Dr.

Carcoar, for the

Cb.

To amount of balance nt Commercial Bank,
Carcoar ............................. ........................

Assessment levied on stock during year:— 
On 14,949 large stock, at IGs.

8d. per 100...................... £124 11 G
On 490,252 sheep, at Is. Id.

per 100 or fraction of 100 270 1 0

394 12 6
ArrcnrSjls.; haddebts,2s.4J. 0 3 4

39-1 9 2
Arrears of assessment for

38S6 .............................. 0 0 4

G overnment subsidy ................
Mines Department for fuel, Ac.
Pines under S.P. Act................
Petty cash on 1st January........

By certificates issued for scalps—
197 kangaroo, at 4d. per scalp £3 5 8

5,687 uallaby, nt 4d. „ 94 15 8
7,324 hares, at 2d. „ 61 O 8

Secretary’s salary ..........................................
Advertising .....................................................
Stationery .....................................................
O ut si an ding cheques paid ...........................
Postage and duty stamps..............................
Delegate's expenses to Conference............
Conference expenses (printing report) .......
Cheque book................................................
Member’s expenses attending meetings.......
Auditing accounts.........................................
Office-el caning and fuel ..............................
Burning scalps .............................................
Refund to P. O'Brien ................................
Pixed deposit in Commercial Bank ..........
Balance, us per Bank-book ..........................

£ s. d. 

608 14 2

394 9 6 
65 7 6 
6 10 5 
2 15 0 
0 18

£ s. d.

159 2 0 
70 0 0 

7 3 6
5 0 0 

49 4 10 
1G 9 6 
10 0 0
2 5 0
0 9 0 

32 17 0
6 6 0 
9 0 0
1 10 0 
0 5 5

400 0 0 
308 12 0

£ 1,078 4 3 £ 1,078 4 3

JOHN KAGAN, Treasurer.
Dated nt Carcoar, this 4th day of February, 18S8. 1TKNI1T GLASSON, Chairman.

I hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by me, and 
found to bo correct.

W, B, Warner, Auditor,

1046—B SlA'f ESI ENT
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STATEirEsr of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Casino, for tlie
Tear ending 31st December, 1887.

Dr. ■ Ce. '

£ e. d. £ s. d. £ B. d.
To amount of balance at 31st December, 1886... 23 8 0 By certificates issued for sculps—

Fixed deposit, in CoBnncrci&t iJank at 5 per 5 kangaroo, at 6d, per scalp 0 2 6
cent............................................................ 1,000 O 0 8G5 „ 3d. „ 10 16 3

Stamps on hand ........................................... 1 IS 2 2 wallaby, at dd, j, 0 0 6
Interest on fixed deposit of £1,000 to July, 228nntivedogs.at2s.6d. ,, 28 10 0

1SST, at 6 per cent ..................................... GO 0 0 1,989 padnmelons, at 3d. „ 2i 19 9
33alancc to Bank us per Bank-book .............. 38 8 3 ■----

61 9 O
Certificates not presented .......... 8 17 0

— 5o 12 0
Secretary’s salary.............................................. 30 0 0
Cheques outstanding now paid...................... 25 0 10
Advertising Baimer outstanding cheque now

paid .......................................................... 1 11 6
H. E. Smith, share cheque of cipenses at

conference, Sydney.................................. 2 5 0
Cheque book..................................................... 0 8 4
Pettv sculp1! account ...................................... 6 0 0
Eivecl deposit for 12 months at o per cent ... 1,000 0 0
Interest, on overdraft ...................................... 1 19 1
Cash and stamps on hand .............................. 1 18 2

£ 1,123 14 11 £ 1,133 14 11

JOHN C. TRYING, Treasurer.
Dated at Casino, tins 2let day of liny, 1S83. C. EDWARDS, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct. hi. Solmxg, ']

J. HlNMIAESiT, } ‘ '

State it ent of Revenue and Expenditure of tho Pastures aud Stock Protection Board at Cobar, for the
Year ending 31st December, 1887.

Da. ‘ ■ Cb.

£ P, d. ,C s. d. £ e. a. £ 6. d.
600 0 0 1 318 6 11

Assessment levied on stock Certificates issued for scalps—
during year— 5,388 kangaroo, at Is. per

Un large stock, at scalp............................. 269 8 0
12s. 6d, per ]00... 51 11 0 14/1 kangaroo, at fld. per

On 1,198,937 sheep, at scalp............................. 5 10 3
6d. per 100............. 300 4 6 1,620 wallaby, at 9d............ 60 15 0

28 „ at 3d............. 0 7 0
351 15 6 14 nativo dogs, at 20s. ... 14 0 0

10 „ ntlOs. ... 5 0 0
Less arrears of assessment.. 0 3 .10 — 355 0 3

351 11 8 ,
Secretarv’s salary .................. 100 0 0

23 4. 0 Printing advertising...... 14 16 0
2 5 7 34 5 0

205 0 0 5 O 0
318 0 0 2 2 0

18 0 0 1 O 0 0
Interest on overdraft,,,......... . 10 1 8
Clipque-book .......................... 0 8 4
lilxed deposits ...................... 600 0 O

1 Balance, as per Bank-book . . 129 4 4
1 Less outstanding cheques...... 53 3 3

....
— - 76 1 1

f 11,518 1
1

3 i
£ 1,518 1 3

PHILIP 0ARDEN, Treasurer. 
PETER LESLIE, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all (he boots and vouch’ro in the possession 
found to be correct.

Jauts Coirox, Secretary.
Da'ed at Cobar, this 1st day of May, 1883.

of the Board have been duly audited by us, and

Thomas Blakey, 
M. Pavtbx,

1 Auditors.

Balance
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Balance Sheet of Pastures and Stock Protection Board for the Tear ended 31st December, 1887—
Slieop District Condobolin.

Db- Ob.

1SS7—January 1st— £ s. d.
To balance, A.J.S. Bank,............. 257 12 1

Assessment, 7,287 largo stock,
st 12s. 6d. per 100 ...... 43 10 10

Assessment, 1,250,043 sheep,
at 2s. Id. per 100.......... 1,305 0 2

Assessment on unstocked run... 50 0 0

Less arrears of assessment..
1,401 0 0 

. 56 12 3

Government subsidy .............. 363 3 0
Postage stamps on hand......... 0 1 8
Unpresented cheques.............. 92 13 2

£ B. d. January 1st— £ 3. d.
By 12,191 kangaroo, at Is, per

257 12 1 scalp ................................. 609 11 0
301 wallaby, at Is. pur scalp 15 l 0
112 nafive dogs, at 40s. per

scalp ................................... 224 0 0
7 native dogs, at 20s. per scalp 7 0 0

Secretary and Inspector’s sal-
ary and stationery............ 175 0 0

Printing........................................ 0 5 8
1,344 7 9 Advertising .............................. 18 14 0

Interest, A.J.S. Bank ............ 2 18 0
Ofllcc rent .................................. 9 5 0
Postage stamps ............... . .. C 1 0

455 18 7 Auditors” fees.............................. 6 6 0
Cheques paid since balance

31 at December, 1886........ 148 14 0
Delegates expenses—Attend-

ing Conference in Sydney 32 6 0
Directors1 mileage .................... 30 9 0
Stamped cheque-book ............ 2 1 8
Exchange ................................... 0 1 0
Cash on hand.............................. 3 O 9i
Losses by half-pennies............ O 0 7i
Balance, as per Bank-book ... 767 1 8

2,057 18 5 £

d.

855 12 0

1,202 6 5

£ 2,057 18 5

Dated nt Condobolin, this 9th day of January, 1888.
CHAELES BURCHEB, Treasurer. 
CHARLES EURCHER, Chairman.

"We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, aud 
found correct.

M. Boultoit, 7 .
A. H. WKKi.JAl,dltOTS-

Statement of Bevenue and Expenditure of the Postures and Stock Protection Board at Cooma, for the
Tear ending 31st December, 1887.

Db. Ce.

£ e. d. £ B. d.
To amount of balance at........................... 50 7 3 By certificates issued for scalps—

Assessment levied on I £ d.
stock during year— 1 3 kangaroo, at Is. per scalp O 3 0

£ 9. d. 21 irullabv, at Gd. ., ... 0 10 G
On 28,320 large stock, at 2s. 6d. 4 native doffs, at 209, per

per 100 ........................ 69 2 0 scalp ............................. 4 O 0
On 620,437 sheep, at 6d. per 11 native does, at 15s. per

100................................. 163 6 0 scalp ............................. 8 5 0
17 native dogs, at 10s. per

237 8 6 scalp ............................. 8 10 0
Less arrears of assessment ... 20 12 0 1 10 eagle hawks, at 7s, 6d. per

-------- ----- 21G 16 6 , scalp ............................. 6 0 0
Arrears of assessment for IHSfci, collected 13 5 G 9 cnglo hawks, 5s. pci* scalp 2 6 0
Cash in hand, on 31st December. 1886.... 0 18 5 42 „ 3s. Gd. per

scalp ................ ............ 7 7 0
37 0 6

Secretary’s salary .................... 80 0 0
Office rent ................................ 17 11 0
Adverfismg ........................... 0 11 0
Stationery (postage stamps) ,, 3 0 0
J. Grracie, for destruction of scalps aud wood 6 10 0
Expenses of Conference to Sydney Board ... 2 5 6
Expenses of Conference to Delegate 36 10 O
Municipal rates .................... 1 7 4

■Cash in hands of outlying receivers 8 15 O
„ Secretary............. 4 17 5

Cheque book ............................ 0 3 1
Balance, ns per Bank-book ..... 82 17 10

£ 281 7 8 £ 281 7 8

_ . WM, COSGROVE, Treasurer.
Dated at Cooma, this 15th day of May, 1888. DAVID EYRIE, Chairman.

Wo hereby certify that fdl the Books and Vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct. .

H. W. Jackson, 1 
E. B. Reekbs, / Auditors,

Statement
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SrATEMKsr oF Itcvcnuc and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Coonaharahran,
for the Year ending 31st December, 18S7.

tin.

To amount o£ balance at 30 June, 1SS6 ......
Assessment levied on stock during half-year—

£, s. d.
On 9,31S large stock, at

12s. Gd. per 100.............. 58 4 81
On 983,020 sheep, at 2s. Id. 

per 100 ................. ........ 1,023 19 81

1,032 4 5
Less arrears of assessment......  302 2 1

Government subsidy 188G-7.

£ s. 
353 1G

720
551

By certificates is sued for scalps— 
19,489 kangaroo, at 4d. per

scalp .................
121 kangaroo, at 6d. per

scalp .................
12,GG7 wallaby, at 4d. per

scalp ..................
4,560 wallaby, at Gd. per

scalp ..................
44 native dogs, at 20s.

per scalp..............
Ill native dogs, at 40s,

per scalp..............
29 nativo pups, at 10s.

1.G30 3 11

£ 8. d.

324 16 4

3 0 G

211 2 4

114 0 0

44 0 0

222 0 0

14 10 0

Secretary’s salary ........................
Stamps ............................................
Advertising ....................................
Stationery........................................
Bent ................................................
Auditors’ fees....................................
Stamped ebeque-books.....................
Exchange ........................................
Balance as per Bank-book...... £693
Less outstanding cheques......  74

Cb.

£ a.

933 9 2 
37 10 O 

3 0 0 
9 11 
2 2 2 

115 0 
8 8 0 
16 0 
0 2 C

621 1 0

1,030 3 11

Dated at Coonabarabran, Ibis 1st day of March, 1883.
IVc hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession 

found to be correct.

C. FETHERSTONHATJGH, Treasurer. 
SAMUEL HOLE, Chairman.

of the Board have been duly audited by us, and

B. J. Pabker, l 
Jethro White, j Auditors.

Stateuest of Bi'venuo and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Coonamble, for
tbe Year ending 31st December, 1887.

Hr. Cb.

To amount of bnhmor at ................. ...
.Assessment mi largo stoi-k

11,561........................ ,C3fi 1 3
Assessment on sheep 1,1G6,157 607 6 10

643 8 1
Loss arrears of assessment . . 11 18 3

Cheques outstanding...................................
Fixed deposits in Bank...............................

£ s. 
300 9 By

631 9 10 ' 
46 11 G ] 

2,1.14 17 0 I

certificates issued frr scalps—
3,556 kangaroo, at Gd............  £38 18

10 wallaby, at 4d............. 0 3
27 native "dogs, at 20s....... 27 0
5 „ at 40s........ 10 0
1 native dog, at 10s......... 0 10

77 padamclons, at 2d. 0 9
35 pigs, at Is..................... 1 15

Prinling .........................................
Secretary's salary ...................
Advertising...................................
Forage.................................. .
Stationery and stumps ...........
Bent of office..........................
Auditors’ fees..........................
Directors' fees ........................
Delegates’ expenses ...............
Cheque book ..........................
Kefund of assessment ..........
Fixed deposit at A.J.S. Bonk , 
Cheques outstanding now paid
Cash in band ........................
Balance, as per Bank.book ....

O
4
0
0
0
8
O

£ s. d.

128 1G 0 
4 10 O 

131 5 0 
6 13 O 

50 O 0 
8 11 1 

16 4 0 
8 0 0 

C8 17 0
29 8 0 
0 8 4 
2 3 11

2,414 17 O
30 11 2 

0 13 O
583 10 1

i 3,433 7 7 £ 3,483 7 7

Dated at Coonamble, Ibis 17th day of April, 1883.
We hereby certify that all tbe books and vouchers in the possession of the 

found to be correct.

Tnos. W. Medley, Secretary.

EDW. WHITHEY, Treasurer. 
Board have been duly audited by us, and

C. JL A. Baxter, 
H. Caskett, } Auditors.

Statement
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Stateheitt of Kovcnuc mid Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Coroiva, for tlio
Tear ending 31st December, 18S7,

Dr. Cli-

£ s. d.
To funonnt of balance, cash in 

hand 31st Dec., 18SS ... 
Assessment levied on stock 

during the year—
On large stock at IJd. per

head .............................
On sheep at id. per head.,. 

Arrears of Assessment, 188G,„

3fi 9 4 
793 13 3 
18 4 3

£850 6 10
Less arrears of assessment ...... 40 14 3

J. Burns, paid in error .... 
S. M'Henry, paid in error . 
Exchanges .......................

£ s. d. 

0 2 4

803 12 7 
0 2 6 
0 0 1 
0 3 0

£j 804 1 0

By amount of balance at 31st
December, 1886..............

Scalps—
2,755 kangaroo, at Is. per

scalp .....................
4 kangaroo, at 6d. per

scalp .....................
352 padamelon, at Is. per

scalp .....................
278 padamelon, at Gd, per

scalp .....................
147 kangaroo rats, at Gd.

per scalp.................
70S hares, at Is. per scalp 
581 hares, at Gd. „

1,103 opossums, at Id. per 
scalp ......................

£ s. d.

137 15 0

0 2 0

17 13 0

6 19 0

3 13 6
33 8 O
14 10 c

4 11 11

Secretary's salary, to 30th September, 1837...
Printing........................................................
Advertising...................................................
Stationery ....................................................
Auditors’ fees, £6 6s.; scalp receivers, £38

10s. 5d....................................................
Bent of office to 31st August, 1887, £11 5s.:

delegal expeises to Conference, £18 7s. 
Share of Conference expenses, £2 5s.; in1 

tcrest on bank overdraft, £4 19s. 10d.,..
Begistered not lees........................................
Stamps, £3 ; telegrams, 5s. 5ch .................
Stamped cheque-book, IGs. 8d. ; exchanges,

£1 8s. 3d................................................
C'Sh in hand................................................
Balance, as per Bank account.....................

£ s. d. 

8 0 2

223 11 11

48 15 0 
2 0 0 
8 2 0 
0 13 6

44 16 5

29 12 0

7 4 10 
0 4 0 
3 5 5

2 4 11 
2 0 2 

410 10 8

804 1 O

II. MORAS, Treasurer,
Dated at Coiwn, this Sth day of February, 1888. A. ANDEBSOH, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

Sl'.vtejcext of Revenue and Expenditure of tbe Pastures and Stock Protection Board, at Deniliquin. 
Summary for tbe Tear ending 31st December, 1SS7.

Dr. Cr.

£ t*. d. £ s. a. £ s. a.
209 0 0 By certificates issued for scalps—
701 1 O 14,417 kangaroo, at Gd. per
137, 0 9 scalp ..... ............ 360 8 0

3 wallaby, at 2s. Gd.
per scalp.............. 0 7 0

— 300 10 0
Secretary’s salary ................... 100 0 0
Office rent ............................. 20 0 0
Travelling expenses ............... 14 17 1
Sundries—Stamps.................. 2 16 i

Rates ................... 2 0 0
Government Prmtcr 0 11 0
Interest................. 0 11 0

— 5 18 1
Balances—Cash.................... . 13 19 8

Scalp account...... 41 14 6
55 14 2

Balance, as per Bank-book .... 484 8 11

1,047 14 3 £ 1,047 14 3

To amount of balance at 31st December, 1880 .. 
Assessment received on stock during year ... 
Government subsidy ....................................

A. M'COLLOUGH, Treasurer.
Dated at Dcniliquin, this Sth day of February, 1SS3. R. W. FBANKS, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in tho possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

James Thier, >
John Jr re my,

Statement
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Statement of Revenue ami Expenditure of the Pastures aud Stock Protection Board at Dukbo. for the
Half-year ending 30th June, 1887.

Du. ' Cit,

£ s. d. £ s. d.
To amount of balance at Bank, Non South Wales, 1 Bv certificates issued for scalps—

Dubho ................................................ 2(11 (> 5 7,138kangaroo,atAd.pcrscalp £89 4 G
Assessment levied on stock during half-vear— 1 233 ,, atGd. ,, 5 1G 0

On 17,:?75 large etocK, at S3 native dogs, at 20s. „ 53 0 0
8s. 4d. per 100 .............. £iT2 1 11 31 „ pups, at 10s. ,, 15 10 0

On 974,002 sheep, at Is. id. 1 163 11 0
J 18 15 O

Printing and advertising ...................... i... 4 17 6
£579 14 4 Stationery ................................................... 5 0 0
— 1 Stamps ........................................................ 5 0 0

Less arrears of assessment, 188G ................ 32 18 11 i , Jliirnmg scalps ............................................ 0 15 0
10 0 9 3 15 0

Directors’ travelling expenses ..................... 42 0 0
Outstanding cheques.................................... G2 4 G
Balance, as per Bank-book ........................ 31 S l

. £ 337 G 1 £ 337 6 1

THOMAS BAIRD, Trcaeuver. 
JOHN D. M A OKAY, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books aud vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

Geo. A. Daniel, l 
J. P. Busiiows, j Auditors.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Dubho, for the
Half-year ending December, 1SS7.

Du. Cn.

£ s. d £ s. d.
To amount of balance nt Bank ......................... 31 S 1 By certificates issued for scalps—

Assessment levied on &tock d tiring half-j car— 7j201kaiigaroo,at3d.peLiscalp £90 0 3
On 17,292 large stock, nt Amount paid in excess., 0 0 1

Ss. 4d. per 100.............. £72 1 0 4 dogs, at 40s. per scalp 8 0 0
On 1,04(1,960 sheep, at Is ^d. 74 nahvedogs,at 20s. „ 74 0 0

per 103 ......................... 545 5 10 11 „ at 10s. ,. 7 0 0
179 0 4

617 6 10 Secvelnrv’a salary and rent ........................ ■ 45 0 0
Less arrears of assessment......  150 9 4 Audit .......................................................... ‘ 8 8 0

— 4GG 17 fi Directors...................................................... 28 10 0
8 10 0 7 10 0

Burning scalps ......................................... 5 15 0
Stamps ........................................................ 5 0 0
Refund to Roberts .................................... 10 0
Cheque-book ............................................... 15 0

■* Outstanding cheques.................................... 10 0 9
Balance, as per Bank-book .......... ............. 215 6 G

£ 506 15 7 £ 500 15 7

Dated at Dubbo, this 6lh day of February, 1H88.
FREDK. M. BODY, Treasurer. 
JOHN D. MACEAY, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchors in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be oorreet.

F, L. Sweetman, l 
J. P. Bueboms, J Auditors.

Statement
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Statement of "Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Forbes, for tbe

Db.
- Year ending 31st December 1887.

On,

& s. A.
To amount of balance afc Bank on

1st January, 1837 .............................
Asso'smcnt levied on stock 

during year—
On 14,033 largo stock, at

12a. fid per 100 .............. 67 14 11
On 859,898 sheep, at 2s. Id. 

per 100 ........................ 895 14 fil

983 8 8
Less arrears of assessment...... ofi 18 7

Government subsidy to 3lst December, 1S8C 
j, ,, 30th June, 1887... .
„ i, (additional for vear

ISSfi) ............................................
Dines paid by Inspector under P. &S.P. Art 
Outstanding cheque (Jus. Goran) .............

£ s. d. 

598 16 2

926 10 1 
123 2 1 

14 17 0

502 12 8 
10 0 
1 10 0

£ s. d.
By certificates paid for scalps—

972 hares, at 6d. per scalp 24 6 0
913 kangaroo, at, Is. per

scalp ......................... 45 13 0
10,716 kangaroo, at Od. per

scalp ......................... 267 18 0
185 wallaby, at Is. per

sealp ......................... 9 5 0
3,598 wallaby, at fid. per

scalp ......................... 89 19 0
146 native dogs, at £1 per

scalp ......................... 146 0 0
9 native pups, at 10s. per
sealp ......................... 4 10 0

1 native pup, at 5s. per 
scalp ......................... 0 5 0

587 16 0
Le,s certifica'es not presented, 

unasoeria nabie through 
non-receipt of slips .........................

Secretary's salary (£60 per annum) to 31st
December, 1887....................................

Burning scalps .......... ........................
Advertising................................... ..............
Stationery and postage stamps ..................
Directors’ outlays ........................................
Auditors’ fees...............................................
Share of Conference expenses at Sydney ... 
Chairman’s expenses, attending Conference 
Balance, as per Bank-book .........................

£ s.

587 16

60 0 
12 3 
31 19 
Id 15 
28 3 

4. 4 
2 5 

19 0 
1,405 1

d.

0
0
9
7
0
0
0
0
6
2

2,165 S 0 2,165 8 0

Dated at Forbes, this 25th day of January, 1883.
THOS. LESUB, Treasurer.
THOS. LESLIE, Acting Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchors in tho possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to bo correct.

Citis. F. Bakke, 1 
E. E, SiUAon, J Auditors.

Statement of the Revenue and Expenditure of tbe Pastures and Stock Protection Board, Eden District
at Bega. for tbe Year ending 31st December, ] 3S7.

Db. ■ Cb,

£ 3 d. 1 Certificates issued for scalps— £ s. d. £ s. d.
To balance per rues book, Slat Deccinber, 1836 

Assessment levied on stock during yefir—
£ s d.

On 36,756 large stock at Ss. 4d.

266 12 2 265 kangaroo, at 3d...............
960 „ at 4d ............
367 wallaby at 3d............
165 „ at 4d................

. 3 6 3
. 16 0 0 

4 11 9 
. 2 15 0

per 100 
On 636 sheep,

153 3 0
at, 4s. 2d. per

99 dogs, at. 10s........................ 49 10
82 „ at 5s.......................... 20 10

100.................................... 1 6 G

154 9 6
Less arrears ............................. 27 15 9

Amount of last year’s arrears paid
Refund Court fees ........................
Government subsidy..................

126 13 9 
16 4 0 
3 15 C 

22 8 5

S6 13 0
Less certificates not presented......  1 9 3

Secretary ..................
Printing......................
Advertising..................
Stationery .................
Kent of office...............
Law expenses...............
Auditor’s fees ..........
Postage stamps...........
Petty cash.................
Balance, per Pass book

95 3 0 
75 0 0 

1 17 0 
7 8 4
0 13 0 

12 13 0 
10 10 0

4 4 0 
6 0 0
1 18 8 

220 5 7

£ 435 13 4 £| 435 13 4
_________

24th January, 1888.

Examined and found correct,
FEED. BROWN, l 
WILLIAM DOW,] Auditors.

Statement
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the Year ending 31st December, 1887.
Dn. Cb.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Glen limes, for

To amount of balance at Bant of N.S.W,
Do deposits do do .........
Assessment levied on Stock 

during half-year—
81,294 large stock, at 8s.

4d. per 100.............. 338 14 6
624,360 sheep, at ls.43d.

per 100 .................. 433 11 S

£ s. d. 
29? 17 10 

1,200 0 0

£ 772 0 2 
Less arrears of assessment ... 1 2 2

Government subsidy on account of 1885 ..
Interest on deposits....................................
Assessment on account of 1886 .................

Do paid in excess .....................
Cush on hand at 1st January.....................
Outstarding cheques at 31st December, 18S7

771 4 0 
740 16 6 
32 5 0 
118 
0 7 0 
2 3 0 

10 18 7

_ £ s. d.
By unpresented certificates at 1st

January, 1887 .............. 87 16 11
Certificates issued for scalps —

10 kangaroo, nt Gd, per
scalp ..................... 0 5 0

11,243 kangaroo, at 4d. per
scalp ..................... 187 9 4

800 kangaroo, at 3d. per
scalp ..................... 10 0 0

185 wallaby, s., ut 6d.
per scalp...... .......... 4 12 C

4,204 wallaby r., at 3d.
per scalp................. 53 13 6

314 native dog=, at lOs.
per scalp.................. 157 0 0

22 native dogs, at 5s. per
scalp ........................ 5 10 0

498 kangaroo rat, at 3d.
per scalp....... ......... 6 4 6

S3 kangaroo rat, ut 2d.
per scalp................. 0 13 10

£ e. d.

£ 3,056 13 7

£ 463 5 7 
Less certificates not presented 53 18 11

Secretary's salary ........................................
Directors’ mileage.......................................
Share of Conference expenses ......................
Postage stamps ...........................................
Advertising...................................................
Auditors’ fees..............................................
Stationery ...................................................
Telegrams ...................................................
■Exchange and Stamp Duty.........................
Office rent ...................................................
Firewood.......................................................
Commission on stamps................................
Outstandmgcheques, ouSlsfc December, 1886
Cash on hand, 31st December, 1887 ..........
Fixed deposit...............................................
Balance ns per Dank-book ........................

400 6 S 
57 0 0 
25 16 0

2 5 0 
7 8 0

16 14 6 
6 6 0
3 0 0 
0 4 10
011 
5 0 0 
0 7 0
12 9 

11 13 8
2 6 11 

1,000 0 0 
1,508 1 2

£ 3,056 13 7

JAS. MAItTIN, Treasurer.
Dated nt Glen Tunes, tins 21st day of February, 1883. CECIL BLOXSOME, Chairman.

IVe hereby certify that all the hooks and vouchers iu tho possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to ho correct. B. A. H. Mitcmhit,, 1 . r,Chas. J. Kexwood, j Alldltors-

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Ihistures and Stock Protection Board at Goulburn, for
tbe Year ending 31st December, 1SS7.

Dk. » Cn.

£ s. d. £ s. d.
To amount of balance at................................. 19 13 3

Assessment levied on stock 
during balf-yoar—

On 31,446 large stock, at
25s. per 100 .................. 393 1 6

On 320,842 sheep, at 4s. 2d.
• per 100 ......................... 668 8 5

Outstanding .................... 136 13 3

1,198 3 2
Less arrears of assessment...... 183 7 3

G-ovcrnment subsidy ..............
Amount overpaid by A. Gibson

1,012 15 11 
575 17 9 

0 0 10

By certificates issued for scalps— £ s. d.
61,401 wallaby,at 4d. perscalp 1,023 7 0 
1,067 kangaroo, at 4d. „ 17 15 8
4 416 wallaby, at 3d. „ 55 4 0
5.774 ,, rock, at 2d per

scalp ............................. 43 2 4
499 wallaby, at Gd. per scalp... 12 9 6
29 native dogs, at 30s............. 43 10 0
12 pups, nt 10s......r............... 6 0 0
9.774 hares, at 4d................... 162 18 0

£ e. d.

1,369 6 6
Lees certificates not presented 50 5 6

Secretary’s salary ................................... .
Printing and advertising ...............................
Stationery—1,000 notices of assessment.........
Summonses and law costs..............................
Stamps ..........................................................
Bout .............................................................
Jfr. Morrice’s expenses as delegate................
Auditing............................................... .........
Firing.............................................................
Cleaning office ..............................................
Balance, as per Bank-book ...........................

1,319 1 0 
100 0 0

6 10 3 
4 3 4
7 16 8 

12 0 0 
26 0 0 
16 0 0
4 4 0 
3 0 0
5 4 0 

105 8 6

£ 1,608 9 £ 1,608 7 9

We hereby certify that all the hooks and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to bo correct. A. W. Buliis. ‘I ,H. WhueheauJ AudltorE-
Dated at Goulburn, this ICth day of January, 1888. R HLNDEBSON, Treasurer and Chairman,

States i ent
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for the Tear ending 31st December, 1887.
Db. Ce.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Grafton,

£ s. d. £ e. d.
To amount of balance at 31st December, "By certificates issued for scalps—

18S6 ................................................... LOGS S 4 SO 5 6
Interest on fixed deposits.,........................... 60 0 0 307 wallaby, at 6d.......... . ......... 7 13 6

85 padamelons, at 3d............................. 1 1 3
156 native dogs, at 2&. 6d.......................... 19 10 O

Secretary’s s&iarv and office accommodation 75 0 O
Printing, advertising, stationery, and postage 10 11 0
Receivers1 fcea ..............  ........................... 12 10 0
Interest on account and cheque book.......... 1 10 8
Cash in hand.............................................. 57 18 11
Balance as per Bank-book............................. 889 4 6

L 1,125 6 4 £ 1,125 5 4

T. B AW DEN, Treasurer. 
-WILLIAM SMALL, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the boots and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

B. L. Eotiedge,'! ,
Dated at Grafton, this 21st day of March, 1S83. Thomas Page, ) ‘

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Gundagai, for
the Half-year ending 30th June, 1887.

Dk. Ch. ‘

To amount, of balance nt 31st December, 1S86 
liiicrest on fixed deposit ..........................

£ 8. d. £ s. d. £ e. d.
2,849 11 3 By certificates issued for scalps—

110 0 o G59 kangaroo, at 9d. per
scalp .................. 24 14 3

406 kangaroo, at 6d. per
scalp ................. 10 3 0

10,968 wallaby, at 9d. per
scalp ................. 411 6 0

1,401 wallaby, at 6d. per
scalp ................. 5o 0 6

4 wallabr, at 8d. per
sealp ................ 0 2 8

43 native dogs, at 40s,
per scalp.............. 86 0 0

33 native dogs, at 20s.
per sealp.............. 33 0 0

1,282 hares, ut 6d. per scalp 32 1 0
306 „ at 9d. „ 11 9 6
28 wallaroos, at 9dr per

scalp .................. 1 1 0
7 padamelons, at 4d* j

per scalp.............. 0 2 4
S4-5 U 3

Burning scalps ....................... 7 2 11
Secret ary1 s salary ................... 58 6 8
Printing, advertising, and stationery 20 15 6
Directors1 fees ....................... 19 19 0
Auditors’ fees.......................... 4 4 0
Office rent ............................. 10 0 0
Interest on overdraft............... 6 19 9
Balance as per Bankbook .... 2,187 6 2

2,959 11 3 £ 2,959 11 3

W. B.' SMITH, Treasurer.
Dated at Gundagai, this 27th day of August, 1887. Ji. J. BLOWN, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

C. W. Wbexts, l AllllitorS. 
Mac, W. Thenee, J A

1046—C Statement
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Statement of Bevenue and Expenditure of tlie Pastures and Stock Protection Board at G-undagai, for
the Half-year ending 31st December, 1SS7.

De. Cb.

18

To amount of balance...................
Assessment leried on Stock 

during half-year—
On 49,581 large Block, at 

8s. 4d. per 100 . . 
On 853,541 sheep, at 6d. 

per 100 .............

£ b. d.

206 11 9 

213 7 6

£ s. d, 
2,187 6 2

419 19 3
loss arrears of assessment...... G3 1G 8

Interest on fixed deposit*
356 2 7 

54 O 0

£ s.
By certificates issued for scalps—

56 kangaroo, at Sd.'per
scalp ................. 1 8

1,365 kangaroo, at 9d. per
scalp .................. 51 3

16,118 wallaby, at 9d. per
scalp .................. 604 8

1,144 padamelon, at 6d.
per sealp.............. 28 12

42 native dogs, at 409.
per scalp.............. 84 O

34 native pups, at 20s.
per scalp.............. 34 O

6,608 hares, at 6d. per sealp 165 4
Destroying same .............. 19 9

d.

0

9

6

0

0

0
0
O

Office rent ..............................
Secretary’s salary ...................
Director, attending Conference

Do Attendance fee ........
Stationery ...............................
Auditors’ fees..........................
Stamps ..................................
Office furniture, cleaning, &c. ,
Telegrams ..............................
Commission on sale of stamps.
Refund to E. Gr. Brown ........
Balau ce as per Bank-book ....

£ a. d.

988 5 3
15 O 0
41 13 4
16 8 O 
4 4 0 
19 6 
4 4 0

10 17 6
17 12 O 
0 6 3 
2 15 O 
7 15 10

1,480 18 1

£ 2,697 8 9 £ 2,597 8 9

Dated at Gundagai, this 20th day of March, 1888.
W. B. SMITH, Treasurer. 
E. G-. BROWIN', Chairman.

We hereby certify that all tho books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

Crus. W. Wt.bkesD 
Mac. W. Tuiinie, / Auditors.

Statement of Bevenue rind Expenditure of the Hume Pastures and Stock Board G-ermanton, for the
Year 1887.

De. Ce.

£ s. d. £ s. d.
To credit balance, 1st January ......................... 762 1 O

Rates—
22,067 large stock, at 25s.

per 100 ..................... 283 G 9
28,055 sheep, at 5s. per

1,000 ......................... 131 5 O

414 11 9
Less arrears ......................... 42 9 3

1885 and 1886—Rates collected
Subsidy ....................................
Interest on filed deposit ..........

372 2 6 
35 8 6 
78 12 6 
10 2 6

1886. £ s. d.
By cheques paid .......... ...................................

0,817 kangaroo, at 9d............. 255 15 3
1,866 wallaby, at 9d............... 69 19 6
2,609 hares, at Gd................  Go 4 fi

94 dogs at 20s.................... 94 0 0

484 19 3
Less cheques unpaid .............. 24 14. 3

Salary...........................................................
Rent ..........................................................
Delegates’ expenses in Sydney.....................
Share cost Conference ................................
Office furniture ............................................
Stamps...................................................................
Printing and advertising .............................
Exchange on cheques ................................
Cheque book ............... .............................
Audit fees ...................................................
Interest on overdraft....................................
Balance, as per Bank-book .........................

£ s. d. 
42 8 1

460 5 0 
50 O 0 
21 11 3 
10 0 O 
2 6 0 
5 5 0
3 11 0 
G 4 6 
0 7 0 
0 8 4
4 4 0 
0 14 10

651 3 0

£ 1,258 7 0 £ 1,258 7 0

' Germanton, 14th April, 1888. GORDON BRUCE, Secretary,

Statement
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Statement of Bevenue and Expenditure of tlie Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Hay, for the
Year ending 31st December, 1887.

Db- Ce.

£ E, d
To amount of bnlanco at Bank at

31st December, 1886.........................
Assessment levied on stock 

during vear—
On 7,1'19 large stock at 10s.

per ] 00 .................... 35 15 0
On 1,228,976 sheep at 2s.

per 100..................... 122 17 10

Loss arrears of assessment............................
Cheque drawn but not presented ...............

£ s. d.

216 10 4
By certificates issued for scalps—

4,t)16 kangaroo nt per scalp ...............

Stationery and stamps ...............................
Mr. A. M'JfaTland’a expenses as delegate to 

conference .........................................
E. C. Weller (Svdncy) ...............................

358 32 10 
30 19 11 
27 9 0 ;

Exchange on cheques .................................
Overpaid (0 Bank as error .........................
Balance as per Bank-book............................

439 11 3 1

£ s. d.

G1 9 0 
50 0 0 
n 2 G 
10 0

19 18 0
2 5 6 
0 2 6 
4 12 11 

280 0 10

439 11 3

T PAX. OltANT, Treasurer.
Butod at Hay, this 23rd day of May, 1888. DAX. G-ltAKT, Chairman.

I hereby certify that all tho books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by me, and 
found to be correct.

T. W. Bbanche, Auditor.

Statement of Bevenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board
Half-year ending 30th June, 1887.

■ Dr

at Ivanhoe, for the 

Ce.

To amount of balance at Bank, 31st December,!
1886 ..................................................  |

Cash in hand ............................................... j
£ s. dV

less arrears of assessment ...... 51 1 10

Government subsidy 
Cheque unpresented

£ s. d.

342 16 11 
2 17 11

51 1 10 
74' 13 3 
5 5 0

£ s. d.
By certificates issued for scalps—

5,933 kangaroo, at 6d. per
scalp................................. 148 6 6

1,000 kangaroo.atGd. per scalp 2 15 0
291 wallaby, at Id, „ 14 3
4 „ at 40s. per 100. 8 0 0
7 native dogs, nt 20s............. 7 0 0
15 „ atlas............. 11 5 0

Secretary’s salary ........................................
Printing .......................................................
Stationery ...................................................
Dirccl ors’ fees and mileage to 31st December,

1886 ...........................................................
Unpresented cheques, balance-sheet, 31stDe

ccinher, 1886 ............................................
Cheque-book ................................................
Exchange on cheques....................................
Office rent ................ .................. ...............
Cash in hand ................................................
Balance, as per Bank-book .......................

178 10 9 
25 0 0 
15 0 
2 15 3

57 2 0

20 18 7 
0 16 8 
0 5 2 
7 10 0 

37 0 0 
145 11 6

£ 476 14 11 £ 476 14 11

11. E, BROUGHAM, Treasurer.
, . , ■ — . i, i i i , WILLIAM BEDEORD, Chairman.

Wo hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

Dated at Ivanhoe this 27th of September, 1887.
Geo. WrimrAMSON, 
Feed. O. Bora, j Auditors.

Statement of Bevenue and Expenditure of tho Pastures and Stock Protection. Board at Ivanhoe, for tho
Half-year ending 31st December. 1887.

‘ Ce.De.

To amount of balance at Bank, 30th June, 1887
Cash in hand ...............................................
Assessment levied on stock dur

ing half-year—
On largo stock, at 3d. per £ s. d

bend............................. 52 14 6
On sheep, at 10s. per 1,000 

head ...........................  fi44 10 0

Less arrears of assessment...
697 4 C 
32 14 1

Government subsidy 
Cheques unpresented

£ s. d. 
145 11 6 
37 0 0

664 10 5 
4 6 9 

23 15 2

£ 875 3 10

£ s, d.
By certificates issued for scalps—

Kangaroo, at6d. per scalp 77 O 0
Wallaby, at Id. ,, ... 117

„ at 20s. per 100...... 5 0 0
Xativedogs,atl5s. „ scalp ... 50 5 0

Mr. Fartinc’s expenses at Stock Conference...
Secretary's salary ........................................
Office rent .................................................
Printing and advertising .............................
Stationery ...................................................
Stamps...........................................................
Exchange on cheques,...................................
Cash in hand ................................................
Balance, as per Bank-book.............................

£

£ b. d.

133 6 7
36 10 0
25 0 0

5 12 6
15 15 6

1 10 6
2 2 9
1 14 2

14 10 11
639 0 11

875 3 10

Statement
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Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Maitland, for
the Year ending 31st December, 1887.

Db. Cb'

£ 3. d.
To Filed deposit at CotnmcrcialBanlt 500 0 0 

Amount of balance at Commercial
Bank, 31nt Dec., 1886 ........................

Assebsmcnt levied on stock during half-year—
£ s. (1.

On 56,019 large stock at 8s, 4d.
per 100 ......................... !. 237 3 3

On 5,055 sheep, at Is. fd.
per 100................................ 2 12 9

239 16 0
Less arrears of assessment..........  18 13 0

Interest on hied deposit ...............................
Ca^h in hands of scalp collectors, as per

account, December, 1886 .....................
Cash in bands of scalp colleclors, us per 

amended account heron ith ................

£ s. d. 

231 0 7

£ s. d.
By certificates issued for scalps—

123 kangaroo, at 6d. per sealp 3 16
2,803 wallaby, at 3d. „ 35 0 9

199 native dogs, at 10s. „ 99 0 0
14 native pups, at 5s. „ 3 10 0

221 3 0 
30 0 0

35 13 G

50 O 0 l

Secretary’s salary, 12 months....................
Printing......................................................
Stationery, £3 2s. 3d.; cheque-book, 4s. 2d.
Stamps .......................................................
Bent of office, 12 months.............................
Auditor’s fee............... ...........................
Office furniture .........................................
Secretary's travelling expenses....................
Delegate’s expenses at Conference ..........
Clerical assistance......................................
Paid to Sydney Board for expenses of Con

ference ................................................
Cash in hands of sealp collectors, 31st Doe..

1887 ................................................................■
Cash and stamps m hand............................
Balance as per Bank-book...........................

£ s. d.

140 12 3

50 0 0 
1 18 6
3 6 5 

20 O 0 
13 10 0
2 2 0
4 6 2
5 0 0 

12 12 0
3 3 0

2 5 0

45 1 3 
1G0 5 3 
103 15 3

£ 567 17 1 £ 567 17■ 1

Dated at West Maitland, this 7th day of May, 1888.
I hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in 

to be correct.

JAS. F. DOYLE, Treasurer. 
SAMUEL CLIFT, Chairmou.

the possession of the Board hove been duly audited by me, and found

A. Visdix, Auditor.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection
the Year ending 31st December, 1887.

Db.

Board at Mcnindie, for 

Cb.

To amount of balance at 1st January, 1887 ......
Assessment levied on stock during half-year— 

On 6,795 large stock, at 25s.
per 100 ......................... £84 19 0

On 1,419,931 sheep, at Is. 3d.
per 100 ......................... 887 17 9

£ s. d. 
553 11 0 By certificates issued for scalps—

1,364 kangaroo, at Is. per scalp £68 4 0 
183 native dogs, at 20s. per

scalp............................. 186 0 0
5 native dogs, at 2s. Cd.

per scalp ...................... 0 12 6

972 16 9
Less arrears of assessment ...... 0 1 8

Government subsidy ....................................
Credit unaccounted for—supposed error in 

last year's book........................................

972 15 1 
134 10 2

6 11 4

1,667 7 7

Secretary’s salary........................................
Advertising .................................................
Office furniture .........................................
Cleaning office ..........................................
Director's fees ............................................
Bent of office...............................................
Delegates expenses to Sydney.....................
Auditors fees...............................................
Exchange on cheques ...............................
Fixed deposits .................... .......................
Cash on hand..............................................
Balance, as per Bank-book .........................

£

£ s. d.

251 16 C 
116 13 4 

6 15 6 
2 10 0 

20 0 0 
33 6 0 
26 10 0 
GO 0 0 
10 10 0 
0 4 6 

1,000 0 0 
3 4 3 

135 17 6

1,667 7 7

Dated at Silvertoo, this 19th day of April, 1888.
Wo hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession 

found to be correct.

ROBEBT BROWN, Treasurer.
J. S. ARMSTRONG, Chairman, 

of tho Board have been duly audited by us, and

A. RrownO . ditcm 
L. You no, J

Statement
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Tear ending Slat December, 1887.
Dn. Oa.

Statement of K-evonue and Expenditure of the Pastures; and Stock Protection Board nt Merriwa, for the

To amount of balance at Bank N.S.W., Merrivra,
SlatDec., JS8G ....................................

Cwb on hand, 31st Doc., 1886.....................
Government subsidy ....................................

£ e. d.

677 8 9 
6 0 5 

169 16 5

I

i
i

£ 9. a. £ a. d.
By certificates issued for scalps—

9,181 kangaroo, at Gd. per
scalp .................. 229 10 6

7,630 -wallaby, at 3d. per
scalp .................. 95 7 6

23 wallaby, at 2d. per
scalp ..............  0 4 2

137 native dogs, at 20s. per
sealp .................. 137 0 0

Secretary’s salary, 1886-87 ................ ........
Auditor's fees.............................................
Advertising ................................................
Stationery ..................................................
Cassilis allowance ........................................
Board’s share of expenses at Conference ...
Rental...........................................................
Cheque book ................................................
Cush on hand...............................................

£ s. d.
Balance as per Bank-book ... 255 7 1 
Less outstanding cheques......  39 6 0

462 2 2 
129 3 4 

4 4 0
4 8 8
1 15 11 

18 6 8
2 5 0 
9 3 4 
0 8 4
5 7 1

216 1 1

£ 853 5 7 j 4! 853 6 7

Dated at Merriwa, this 23rd day of January, 1888.
A. W. BLAXL AN I.), Treasurer. 
,TA3. B. BETTIXGXON, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all tbe books and vouchers in the possession of the Board hive been duly audiled by us, and
found to he correct.

H. W. Gibes, “j 
A. S. Bahneli, ) Auditors.

Statement of licvenuc and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Molong, for the
Year ending 31st December, 1887.

De. Cm

To amount of balance at A.J.S. Bank, 31st
December, 1886 .................................

Cash and stamps on band.............................
Assessment levied on stock during 

half-year—
£ =. d.

On 14,672 large stock, at
12s. 6d. per 100 .. 91 14 0

On 560,095 sheep, at 2s. Id.
per 109 .............. 583 S 71

Less arrears of assessment 88 0 9
Do do for 1886 .............

Government subsidy ....................................
Errors in certificates ....... .............. ............
Outstanding cheques..................................

£ s. d.

754 4 10 
46 0 11

By certificates issued for scalps—
£ s. d.

27,9<14 kangaroo, at 6d. per 
scalp ............... 60S 12 0

3,535 wallaby, at 6d. per 
scalp .................. 88 7 6

121 nativo dogs, at 20s. 
per scalp .............. 121 0 0

2{J nafche dogs, at 10s. 
per scalp.............. 13 0 0

920 19 6
675 2 72
587 1 102 
92 4 8 

649 2 9 
0 3 6 
6 5 10

Certificates issued m 18S6 for ]2 nativo dogs
scalps, at 20s. each ............... .................

By Secretary’s salary .......................................
Office rent ....................................................
Burning scalps ............................................
Advertising...........................................................
Auditors fees................................................
Stationery ..................................................
Refund to G. Gordon ...............................
Cheque-books................................................
Municipal rates..........................................
Error in receipt, Ko. 339 .............................
Delegates expenses attending Conference . .
Stock Board Conference, Sydney................
Losses in half-pence and farthings ..............
Stamps .....................................................
Exchange on cheques ......................... ......
Errors in certificates issued 2nd May ami

1st September, 1837 ............................
Errors in cheque issued 4th July, 1887......
Outstanding cheque for 1886 .....................
Directors expenses attending meetings ......
Office furniture ..........................................
Cash and stamps on hand 31st December,

1S87.......................................................
Balance, as per Bank-book .........................

12 0 
50 0 
10 0 
2S 5 

4. 17 
4 4 
0 13 
8 9 
0 8
0 9 
0 0

10 16 
2 5 
0 0 

17 0 
0 2

1 10 
0 0 
1 0 
2 13 
4 18

1 14 
1,052 18

0
0
0
0
6
0
9
2
4
0
3
0
0
3i
0
0

6
6
0
6
0

10k
3

2,135 4 4S 2,135 4 4}

H, S. M. BETTS, Treasurer.
Dated at Molong, this 12th day of May, 1838. H- s- M- BETTS, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouch era in tho possession of tho Board have been duly audited by us, and

V. H. Tempest. , ^
Cuas. If. Evans, i

Statement
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District, for Tear ending 31st December, 1887.
Da. Or.

SiATEsnari of ilie Annual Eeccipts and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board Moreo

To balance at bank on 31st December, 188G, less
cheques not presented .............................

Cash in band on 31st December, 18SG.........
Assessments received on stock for the year

18S7 .....................................■..............
Amount received by Government subsidy ...

£
I
2,418 9

d. £ s. d.
B v amount paid for noxious animals for year 1887 1,508 12 9

10 Cheque-book .....................  ........................ 0 16 8
9 Advertising accounts....................................

Secretary’s salary ........................................
13 14 6
51 5 0

2 Stamps and at ationerv .............................. 9 10 9
0 Auditors’ fees.......................... .................... 5 5 0

Directors’ fees ............................................ 48 15 0
Delegate, Sydney Conference .................... 20 0 0
Share Board's expenses, Sydney Conference 2 5 0
E. W. Ridley—Office rent ......................... 3 15 0
Cash in hand on 31st December, 1887 ......
Balance at bank on 31st December, 1887-

6 6 6

less cheques not presented......................... 748 3 7

9 j £ 2,418 9 9

A. G. S’. MITN.RO, Chairman. 
P. C. WATT, Treasurer.
J. E. WEYMICK, Secretary.

Statement of Eovetnio and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Mudgee, for the
Tear ending 31st December, 1887.

Dr. Cr.

To amount of balance at Commercial Bank ... 
Assessment levied on stuck during year— 

On 25,851 large stock at
25s. per 100 ..............£323 2 9

On 403,366 sheep at 8s. 
per 100 ..................... 699 7 C

1,021 10 3
Dess arrears of assessment 9 9 0

Government subsidy...................................
Refund—Rabbit money..............................
Amount received on account of 1880 assess

ment ..............................................
Exchange............................. .................

0 16 9 
0 10

To Balance Commercial Bank.........................£

1,662 17 4

541 0 1

! £ a. d.
■ 260 19 1 Bv certificates issued for ecfilps—

16,437 kangaroo, at 4d. per
scalp ............... £273 19 0

| 10,940 kangaroo, at 3d. per
scalp ..................... 136 15 0

10,933 hare, at 4d. per scalp 182 4 4
1 8,785 „ afcSd. „ 109 16 3

146 native dogs at 20s,
per scalp.................. 146 0 0

1,013 i 3 28 native pups, at 10s.
294 11 7 per scalp.................. 14 0 0

93 7 8 3,637 rabbits, at 4£d. iter
scalp .................... 68 3 9

Secretary’s salary .........
Priming and advertising
Stationery ......................
Receiver and clerk...........
Directors expenses...........
Rent of office...................
Auditors’ fees...................
Legal expenses ...............
Incidental expenses ...... .
Postage stamps ...............
Exchange on cheques .. , 
Expenses—Conference .... 
Balance in bank...............

£

£ s. d.

930 18 4 
80 0 0 
17 13 0 
15 5 

21 0 0 
22 0 0
15 0 0
4 4 0
3 3 0 
7 2 11

16 7 7 
0 8 0 
2 16 0

541 0 1

1,662 17 4

Dated at Mudgee, this 20th day January, 1888.
JAMES D. COX, Treasurer. 
A. H. COX, Chairman.

Wc hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

John J. Phillips, "J 
W. Kelletp, J Auditors.

Statement
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the Year ending 31st December, 1SS7.
Dr. Ce.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Murrurundi, for

£ a. d.
To amount of balance at Com

mercial Dank......................................
Assessment levied on Stock 

during balf-year—
On 20,311 large stock, at

25s. per 100 ................... 32S 17 9
On 396,466 slieep, at 4s. 2d. 

per 100 ............. ............ 820 0 3

Government subsidy ................ .
Deposit.............................................
I ntorest............................................
Mines Department, office rent ......
Mines Department, furniture vote 
Sines......................................... .......

&

£ s. d,

349 11 10

1,154 18 0 
288 14 4

£ s. d.
By certificates issued for scalps— ■

29,248 kangaroo, at Gd. per
scalp ..............................  731 4 0

15,786 Trailaby, at 3d, per
scalp ..............................  197 G G

69 native dogs, at 20s. per 
scalp ............................. 69 0 0

500 O 0 
12 10 0

9 15 0
8 19 7
0 14 0 Furniture .....................................................

£2,325 2 9

£

997
100
21
10
19
4
0

17
15

1
1,000

137

2,325

10
0
3 
0

10
4 
8

19
0

14
0

12

2

d.

6
0
6
0
0
0
4
3
0
6
0
8

9

Dated at Murrurundi, this 10th day of January, 1888. W. A. WILSON, Treasurer. 
W. E. ABBOTT, Chairman.

Wc hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

A. Busbv,
W. T. Goard, } Auditors.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board, Narandera, for
Year ending 31st December, 1SS7.

Dn. Cr.

£ s. d. £ 9. d. £ s. d. £ s d.
To balance in Bank, 31st Deecm- Bv certificates issued for scalps

ber, 1886 .......................... 474 17 3 and skins, as follows—
Assessment levied on 9,10] 1 101 bilbics, at 5s.............. 25 5 0

large stock, at Id. per head 37 18 5 35 kangaroo, at Is. 6d.... 2 12 6
Assessment on 1,016,040 sheep, 3,501 ,, at Is........ 175 1 0

at 6s. per 1,000.................. 266 0 0 62 hawke, at os, .... 13 0 0
2 1 o

303 IS 5 179 emus, at 2s................ 17 18 0
Less arrears of assessment 5 4 6 “ 13 native sluts, at £4i ... 52 0 0

298 13 11 26 „ dogs, at £3 ... 78 0 0
Government subsidy account, 1880 .. 14 5 7 40 „ „ at £2 ... 80 0 0

Do do office furniture 9 4, 1
TVagga scalp orders, credited . 6 0 0 445 17 6
Assessment twice paid ............ 1 1 4 Leas certificates not yet paid 9 15 6

436 2 0
Auditors’ fees............................ 4 4 0
Printing and advertising ........ 14 12 0
Secrctarv’s salary .................... 120 0 0
Office furniture........................ 18 8 6
Delegates expenses conference. 17 18 6
Postage stamps ........................ 5 0 0
Office rent ................................ 6 18 0
Eefund assessment twice paid. 1 1 4
Expenses burning scalps ........ 4 10 0
Balance in Bank .................... 175 7 10

£ 804 2 2 £ 804 2 l

ALBERT MACE, Hon. Treasurer. 
A. A. DEVLIN, Chairman.
W. J. ELWORTHV, Secretary.

TVe hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have
¥n nAfound to be correct.

A. W. Beah, 
S. Dewhukst, Auditors.

Statement
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Tear ending 31st December, 1887.
Du. Oe.

Statement of Rerenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Narrahri, for the

To assessment leried on stock (luring half
year—

On 6,730 large stock, at 25s. £ n. <3.
per 100.............................. 84 2 6

On 395,591 sheep, at 4s. 2d. 
per 100..............................  824 2 11

■ 908 5 5
Less arrears of assessment....... 130 7 11

Oovernmenl subsidy .....................................
Amount of assessment overpaid.....................
Arrears of assessment, 18S6 .........................

£

111 17 6 
GS2 3 8 

0 9 11 
17 13 4

1,473 4. o

£ s. d.
Ey overdraft on Bank of Austral

asia ......................................................
certificates issued for scalps—

477 kangaroo, at 4d. per
scalp .......................... 7 19 0

8,373 wallaby, at 4d. per
scalp .......................... 139 11 0

68 native dogs, at 20s. per
scalp ...   ....... 68 0 0

£ s. d. 

646 6 0

215 10 0
Less certificates not presented 26 5 8

Secretary’s salary to 30th September, 1887...
Printing ....................................................... t
Advertising..............   J
Stationery .........................I...........................
Bent .............................................................
W. Pirie, altending Conference ..................
Cheque book ..................................................
Auditors.............................................. ...........
Interest on overdraft......................................
Balance, as per Bank-book ..........................

189 4 4 
37 10 0
10 O 0
5 0 0 

40 0 0 
15 0 9 
0 10 0 
4 0 0 
7 17 5 

522 16 11

£ 1,478 4 5

A. BUCHAls AN, Treasurer.
Dated at Ufarrabri, this 18th day of January, 1888. IVJl. PIEIB, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct,

Chas. J. Phuitt, \ Auditors,
T. A. Stihtos, )

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock
Half-year ending 30th .Tune, 1887.

Db.

Protection Board at Picton, for tho

Cb.

Deposit receipt and interest
£ s. d. 

210 0- 0
£ e. d. j

By overdraft at Bank......................................
Certificates issued for scalps—

39 kangaroo, at 6d. per
scalp...................... 0 19 6

2,401 'wallaby, at 4d. per ,
scalp....................... 40 0 4

29 native dogs, at 20s.
per scalp .............. 29 0 0

4 wild dogs, at os. per
scalp...................... 1 0 0

Secretary’s salary .............
Printing .............................
Interest on account .........
Balance, as per Bank-book

£ e. d.
42 14 7

70 19 10 
25 0 0 

1 16 0 
0 8 6 

69 1 1

£ 210 0 0 £ 210 0 0

Dated at Picton, this 20th day of September, 1887.
Wc hereby certify that all the books and vouchors in the possession 

found to be correct.

W. B. ANTILL, Treasurer.
J. M. ANTILL, Chairman.

of the Board hove been duly audited by us, and

Sep. Skelltt, 1 
Gbo. Bkadduet. j Auditors.

Statement
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Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Picton, for the
Half-year ending 31st December, 1887.

D*- Cb.

£ 8. d. £ e. d. £ d.
To amount of balance at Commercial Bank .. G9 1 1 By certificates issued for scalps—

Assessment levied on stock during half-year— 22 kangaroo, at 2d. per
On 16,998 large stock, at scalp .......................... 0 3 S

25s. per 100 .................. £212 9 6 213 wallaby, at 4d. per
On 5,270 sheep, at 4s. 2d. scalp........................... 3 11 0

per 100 ........................... 10 19 7 119 wallaby, at 2d, per
scalp.......................... 0 19 10

223 9 1 32 native dogs, at 20s. per
Loss arrears of assessment....... 34 13 4 scalp.......................... 32 0 0

188 15 9 12 native dogs, at 5s. per
scalp.......................... 3 0 0

39 14 C
Secretary’s salary ..................... 25 0 0
Printing..................................... 4 9 6
Stationery ................................. 2 3 4
Stamps ..................................... 3 0 0
Expenses of Conference re Stock and Pas-

tures Bill ......................... 2 5 O
Cheque book ............................. 0 4 2
Balance, aa per Bank-book ..... 181 0 4

£ 257 1G 10 £ 257 16 10

Dated at Picton, this 29th day of February, 1SS3.
W. It AW TILL, Treasurer. 
J, M. AWTILIj, Chairman.

We hereby certify that nil the hooks and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by ue, and 
found (o be correct.

Geo. BBAuTmav, 1 
Anotrnvs Geaiiam,! Auditors.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Pilliga, for tho
Half-year ending 30th June, 1887.

Db. " Cn.

, I
£ s. d. I

To amount of balance, Bank of |
A ustrnlasift..........................................

Assessment levied on stock I
during half-year—

On 7,99G large slock, at \
8s. 4d per 100 ............... 33 6 4 ]

On 240,428 sheep, at Is. Id. I
per 100 .......................... 128 6 lit I

Government subsidy for half-year ending!

31st December, 18SG ........................... I
Moneys paid in excess..........................  I
Arrears, 188G, paid by Byan mid Bennett.. I 
Fixed deposit, Bank of Australasia ...........I

£

449

s. d.

1 11
By certificates issued for scalps— 

1,043 kangaroo, at Gd. per
scalp ..........................

939 wallaby, atGd. per s-alp 
19 „ at 3d. ,,
22 dog-i, at 20s, „

£ s. d. |

2f> 1 6 
23 9 G 
0 4 9 

22 0 0

1C1 13 3£

27 17 G 1
0 0 Gat
4 13 3

500 0 0

Secretary’s salary, half-year ending 31s'
March, 1887..............................................

Gazette account and exchange ...................
Stationery and stamps ..................................
Auditors’ fees.................................................
Directors’ expenses, from January, 1884, to

February, 1887 ............ ....................
Expenses, Conference, Sydney ................
Fixed deposit..................................................
Cash in Secretary’s hands ...........................
Balance as per Bank-book ... £503 14 11 
Less unpresenfed cheques....... 22 14 4

£ s. d.

71 15 9

39 0 0
4 8 0
5 3 4 
2 2 0

37 0 0 
2 5 0 

500 0 0 
0 11 10

481 0 7
1,143 6 6 1,143 6 C

J. C. CAMPBELL, Treasurer. 
C. A. LEVY, Chairman.

Wc hereby certify that all tho books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have boon duly audited by us, and 
found correct.'

Dated at, Pillign, this 28th day of July, 1887.
E. V. Br,ACK\VKiJ.,
A. J. Knight, Auditors.

1046—D
Statement
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Statement of 'Rovcnuc and Expenditure; of tho Pastures and Stock Protection Board Pilliga, for the
Half-year ending Blst December, 1887.

Da,
Cn,

£ E.
To amount of balance, Bank of

Australasia......................................
Assessment levied on stock 

during half-year—
On 1,053 large stock, at

8s, 4d. per 100 .............. 4 7
On 50,367 sheep, at Is, id. 

per 100 .......................... 20 4

Moneys paid in excess of assessment ... 
Government subsidy for half-year ending

30th June ........................................
Government subsidy, additional for 1886
Filed deposit. Bank of Australasia.........
Interest on fixed deposit .........................
Cash in Secretary's hands.........................

£ s. d.

481 0 7

30 12 4f
0 0 2i

33 5 1
102 4 8
500 0 0
30 0 0

0 11 10

1,237 14 9

£ s. d.
By certificates issued for scalps—

2,464- kangaroo, at 6d. per
scalp .............................. 61 6

967 wallaby, at 6d.per scalp 24 3 6
28 dogs,at 20s.per scalp... 28 O 0

Secretary’s salary for quarter ending 30th
June ..................... ............................ .

Printing notices, Walgsit Nevis .................
Gazette account, with exchange.................
Cash in Secretary’s hands ........ ................
Fixed deposit, Bank of Australasia .........
Balance as per Bank-book ,.,£641 1 6
Less uupresented cheques ... 42 7 6

£ s. d.

113 15 C

19 10 0 
4 0 0 
16 0 
0 9 3 

500 0 0

598 14 0

£ 1,237 14 9

Dated at Pilliga, this 5th day of January, 1888.
J, C. CAMPBELL. Treasurer. 
C. A. LONG, Chairman.. tvU A * S J ‘ ttj ut-j V-l-lAS V -.XX V* v ^1 9 ^ v ^

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board hare been duly audited by us, and 

found to be correct. E< y BlaokwIlL, 1 Allditor:,
A T "IT”-v tj*" ty m I

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures apd Stock Protection Board at Port Stephens,
for the Tear ending 31st December, 1887.

Dn. 

£ e. d.
To amount of balance at Bank,

31st December, 1886 ..........................
Assessment levied on stock * 

during year—
On 47,879 large stock, at

8s. 4d. per 100.................. 199 9 11
On 963 sheep, at Is. 6d. per 

100 .................................. 0 14 5i

200 4 4f
Less arrears of assessment ..... 1113 OJ

Government subsidy .............................
31st Dec., 18SS—

Cash and stamps on hand.........
Cash in hand, various receivers,.

Arrears for 1886 paid.............................
Police flues .............................................
Cash due receivers.................................
Cheque not presented.............................

£ s. d. £ s. d.
By certificates issued for scalps—

21 16 4, 826 padamelon, at 3d. per scalp 4p 1 6
334 native dogs, at 5s. „ 83 10 0
106 „ at 10s. „ 53 0 0

Bank charge on subsidy ..............................
Secretary’s salary ..........................................
Printing and advertising ..............................
Board's share of Conference expenses.........
Delegates’ eipenscs fit Conference......... .

188 11 4 Director’s mileage..........................................
32 13 10 Cheque-book ..................................................

Exchange on cheques ..................................
4 3 4 Discount on stamps .......................................

60 6 0 Cash in hand, various receivers ...............
2 18 1 Cash and stamps on hand..............................
9 8 0 Postage stamps, &c.........................................
6 17 9 Balance, ns per Bank-book ..........................
1 10 0

327 4 11 &

Ce.

£ s. d.

140 11 6 
0 0 2 

30 0 0 
6 16
2 5 0 

10 O 0
2 2 0 
9 17 0 
0 5 0 
0 12
3 6 

61 C 
19 9
8 8

32 18 6

327 4 11

JOHN HIGGINS, Treasurer. 
A. T. LADBIE, Chairman.Dated at Copeland North, this 14th day of February, 1888.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and
found to be correct. B vJ B. Hig&ins, | Auditors, 

Albsaneeb Shaw, J

Statement
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Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Port Macquarie,
for the Tear ending 31st December, 1887.

Db. Cb.

To amount of balance at..............
Assessment Levied on stock 

during half-year—
On large stock, at 8s,

4d. per 100..................
On sheep, at 4s. 2d.

per 100 .....................

Less arrears of assessment......

Finos of Court

£ s. d.

171 14 8

1 7 1

173 1 9 
34 7 1

£ B. cl. £ S. d. £ s. d.
13 14 11 By certificates issued for scalps—

Kangaroo, at Is. per scalp 12 9 0
Wnllabv, at Is. „ 14 12 0
Padamelon, at 2s. per

scalp ...................... 8 7 6
Native dogs, at 7s. 6d.

per scalp.................. 38 14 9
Native pup?, at 3s. 9d.

per scalp.................. 3 7 G
75 10 9

138 14 8 Secretary's salary ........................ 36 0 0
Advertising.................................... 8 8 0

1 9 0 Stationery, posting notices, stamps ... 3 4 3
Trayplling expenses to directors . 8 6 0
Blank cheque-book .................... 0 2 1
Postage stamp; and cash in hand .... 21 17 6

163 18 7 153 8 7

Dated at Ketnpsey, this 25th day of Juno, 1888.
JAS. IS. MTVEB, Treasurer, 
W. D. SCOIT, Chairman.

Wo hereby ccrlify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of 
found to be correct.

tho Board have been duly audited by us, and

Wilton C. Bd»h. UttditoM.
J. Dennis, J

bi'ATEMEXT of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Queanbeyan, for
the Tear ending 31et December, 1887.

Da. Cb.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d.
To balance as per current a/c......  694 1 8 By 2,020 kangaroo scalps, at tid, bU i9 U

Do. fixed deposit......... ,1,000 0 0 10,792 bush wallaby, at 4d. 179 17 4
1,594 1 8 7,051 rock „ at l|d. 44 1 4i

Assessment collected .................................. 227 1 2 182 native dogs, at £1 10s. 273 0 0
Q-oTcrnmcnt subsidy .................................. 35(1 19 11 

fiO n o
214 eagle hawks at 7a Cd......  80 0 0

627 13 8k
Secret ary's salary ...................................... 43 15 0
Advertising................................................. 0 15 0
Stationery and stumps........... ............... 3 13 6
Legal expenses .......................................... 2 2 0
Audit fees .................................................. 2 2 0
Excb, on cheque....................... ............ 0 2 0
Balance as per current a/c ... 547 1 9 7

Do. fixed deposit... 1,000 0 0
1,547 19 7

2,228 2 9 £ 2,228 2 9

Queanbeyan, this 27th day of January, 1888.
Wc hereby certify that all tho books and vouchers in 

found correct.

W. FORSTER RUTLEDGE, Treasurer.
F. CAMPBELL, Chairman.

Ibc possession of tho Board have been duly audited by us, and

J. G. Harris, I 
F. Williams, J Auditors

Statement
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■Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Singleton, for
the Year ending 31st December, 1SS7.

Da. Cit.

28

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s, d.
To amount of balance at Bank....................... 283 3 11 By certificates issued for scalps—

Assessment levied on stock 5,442 kangaroo, at 6d. per sculp 136 1 0
during year— 971 wallaby, at Id. ,, 4 0 It

56,616 large slock, at 12s. 6d. 7C native dogs, at 20s......... h
per 100 .............................. 353 4 6 142 „ at 15s......... ( loo in n

92,922 sheep at 2s. Id. per 100 9G 15 10 8 native pups, at 10s.........(
1G » at 7s. Gd ... J

450 0 4 — 332 11 11
Less arrears of assessment , 30 9 4 Secretary's salary ................................... . 70 0 0

4.1 on n 12 9 0
Stationery and Elamps.................. ........... 7ns

Arrears of assessment for 1886 paid 1887 ... 11 11 10 Directors’ expenses .......................... ....... 24. 0 0
Auditors' fees for 1SS6................................. 3 3 0
Office stamp ...... ........................ .................. O 16 6
6,000 scalps .it 15s. per 1,000 allowed rccei vers 4 10 0
Cheque-book^.............................................. 0 8 4
Sundries (private bags)................................. 18 4
Halancef as per Bank-book .,,£632 19 6
Less cheques unpresented... . 4 15 7

------------- --- 028 3 11

£ 1,034 11 8 ' £ 1,084 11 8

Dated a; Singleton, this 24th day of January, 1SSS.
II. ROTTBKK, Treasurer. 
JOHN ALFORD, Chairman.

I hereby certify that all the boots and vouchers in the possession of lbs Beard have tcea duly audited by roc, and 
found to be correct. .

J. F, Riiy, Auditor.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Sydney, for the
Year ending 31st December, 1887.

Dr. Cr.

■ £ s. d.
To amount of balance at 1st

January, 1837 ......................................
Assessment levied on Stock 

. during half-year—
' On 19,745 large stock at

25s. per 100 ................... 240 16 3
On 11,000 sheep, at 4s. 2d. 

per 100 .......................... 22 18 7

209 14 10
Dess arrears of assessment ... 8t G 3

Government subsidy .........................
Contributions by Boards, Conference
Arrears of assessment, 18S5 .............

Do do 18S0 .............

£ s, d. 

187 6 0

£ 3. d.
By certificates unpaid 31st Decem

ber, 1S86..............................................
Cerlifieal.es issued for scalps—

5,924 hares, at Is. 6d, per
scalp ...................... 444 0 0

11 native dogs at EOs.
per scalp.................. 11 O 0

185 8 7 
114 8 1 
S3 7 6 
0 14 3 
8 0 3

455 0 0
Less certificates not presented 68 4 0

Secretary’s salary ...
Printing .................
Advertising..............
Stationery ..............
Postage ..................
Director's expenses
Auditors' foes.........
Conference expenses
Exchange ..............
Balance ..................

£ s. ds 

4 8 6

3S7 2 0 
30 O 0

3 13 4 
2 10 6 
0 G O

15 0 0
12 0
4 4 0 

49 2 8
0 14 O 

81 1 5

£ 570 4 5 £ 579 4 5

DUNCAN M'MASTER, Treasurer.
Dated at Sydney, this 20th day of March, 1888, J. de Y. LAMB, Chairman.

I hereby certify that all tho books and vouchers in the possession of the Board havo been duly audited by me, and 
found to be correct, *

< Geo. Hamilton, Auditor.

Statement



Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Tamworth, for
tho Tear ending 31st December, 1887. •

Du. Cb.

29

£ e. d.
To amount of bain nee at 31st

December, 1886 ............................
Assessment levied on stock 

(luring year—
On 53,587 large stock, at

IGs. Sd. per 100 ..............  446 11 £
On 1,623,103slieep, at 2s. Id. 

per 100............................. .],G92 16 3

Less arrears of assessment

Government subsidy w................................
Outstanding cheques at 31s( December, 18S7

£

8G7

s. d. 

6 10

2,136 10 
1,300 2 

£13 19

By certificates issued for scalps— 
7,609 kangaroo at 2d. per scalp

£ s.

63 8

d.

2
42,394 „ at 4d. 706 11 4

61 „ at 6d. 1 10 6
143 „ at 9d. 5 7 3

15,095 wallaby at 2d. 125 16 10
67 „ at 3d. 11 0 1G 9

241 native dogs at 
scalp ...............

20s. per
241 O 0

2 native dogs at 
scalp .............

30s. per
3 0 0

Secretary's salary . ...

4,907 18 S

Clerical assistance ......................................
Priming .................................................
Advertising ..................................................
Stationery......................................................
Auditors’ fees ..............................................
Travelling expenses ....................................
PosLuges ...................... . ............................
Office rent.....................................................
Expense^, Conference at Sydney ............
Cheque-book.................................................
Cheques outstanding at 31st December, 188S 
.Balances as per Bank-book .......................

• £

£ s. d.

U47
125
10

0
17

7
8 
4

20
20
11

4
121

3,410

0 10 
0 0 
o 0 
8 6 
8 6 
6 11 
8 0

0 0
13 11 
13 O

4,907 18 8

GPO. B. GIDLEY KING, Treasurer.
Dated at Tamworth, this 31st day of December, 1887. ALEX. KODGEKS, Chairman.

Wc hereby certify that nil the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

W. J, Boy unit, 1 ,E. G. JlAKiriPi,lAucllLo‘‘=-

627

Statement of liovomic and Expondiiure of the Xhasturcs and Stock Protection Board at Teuterficld, for
tho Year ending Blst December, 1887.

Db. Cn.

£ B, a. £ s. d.

452 17 ii

662 14 0

38 9 4

86 2 8

181 17 0

0 10 0

02 0 0

£ s. d.
To amount of balance at A.J.S.

Bank ....................................................
, Assessment, levied on stock dur

ing year—
64,984 large stock, at 25s. per

100.................................. 812 C 0
171,948 sheep, at 4s. 2d. per

100 .................................. 33S 4 G

Less arrears of assessment..
1,170 10 G 

3 11 1

Government subsidy, on account of 1886......
Government subsidy, on account of bulf-

year ending 30th June.........................
Bonus, on account of 1886 .........................
Assessment, on account of 1886 ..................
Police Court fines .........................................
Amount paid in excess of assessments..........
Scalp certificate drawn in error......................
Outstanding cheques at 31st December, 1SS7

4 18
By unpresented certificates at

Certificates issued forsealps— 
26,308 kangaroo, at 4d. per

1,166 19 
357 14

290 3 
400 0 

O 4 
0 4 
0 1 
0 0 
9 5

o
6

10
2 l|
L» j|
O |i

1,151 kangaroo, at 8d. per
scalp................ .........

5,168 wallaby (s), at 41 per
scalp..........................

14,551 wallaby (r), at 3d. per
scalp..........................

1 native dog, at 10s. per
scalp ........................

3G8 native dogs, at 5s. per 
scalp..........................

1,514 11 8
Loss ccrlifieatcs not presented 33 18 0

Secretary's salary .........................................
Director’s mileage.........................................
Share of expenses of Conference in Sydney
Advertising .................................................
Delegates’ expenses attending Conference..
Stationery .....................................................
Auditors’fees................................................
Postage stamps.........
J. Dwyer, scalp certificate, short paid..... 10 0
100 stamped cheques..................................... 0 8 4
Duty stamps ..................... ........................... 0 0 8
Balance, as per Bank-book ......................... 637 4 11

£ 2,229 10 7
■

£ 2,229 10 7

1,480 13 8 
52 0 0 
15 9 O

2 5 0 
9 5 6

1G 17 fi
3 0 0 
6 6 0 
5 0 0

Date! at Tenterfield, this 13ih day of February, 1888.-
We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers 

found to be correct.

ALFRED GREENUP, Treasurer. 
AUGUSTUS R. FRASER, Chairman.

in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, aud

SI:
Statement
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Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Tirana, for the
Year ending 31st December, 1887.

Db. Ce.

To amount of balance at Slat December, 1881... 
Assessment levied on stock during

year—
On large stock.......................... £10 8 3
On sheep .................................. 44 13 0

Less arrears of assessment....... 8 0 1

Do paid to SOth June, 1887
Interest on fixed deposits .................
Filed deposit receipt paid..................
Amount at fixed deposit, 31/12/87 ...

£ s, d, 
174 0 2

55 1 3

47 1 2 
15 4 9 
45 0 0 

200 0 0 
600 0 0

£ 1,081 6 1

By certificates issued for scalps—
Kangaroo, at Is. per scalp... £174 2 0 
Native doge, at 20s.............. 1 0 0

Secretary’s salary..............................................
Inspector’s „ ..............................................
Printing ............ ............ ................................
Office rent ......................................................
Stationery, stamps, £6 10s., and cheque book,

IGs. 8d..........................................................
Auditing fees .................................................
Delegates’ expenses to Conference..................
Burning scalps.................................................
Interest on overdraft, 4s. fid., and exchange,

3s. 6d............................................................
Amount at fixed deposit, 31/12/87 ..............
Cash in Secretary’s hands, 31/12/87..............
Balance, as per Bank-book, 31/12/87 ..........

£

£ 6. d.

175 2 0 
50 0 0 

120 0 0 
8 17 0 

13 0 0

7 G 8 
2 2 0 

11 1 6 
3 16 0

0 7 11 
600 0 0 

16 18 10 
72 14 2

1,081 6 '1

Dated at Tirana this 23rd day of March, 1888.
SEDG-, OKME BOD, Treasurer. 
CHAS. BEELL, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have 
found to be correct.

A.
A.

boen duly audited by ns, and

J. Murray, 1 
B. Moffixt, j Auditors.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Walgett, for the 
, Half-year ending 30th June, 1887.

Db. Ce.

£ s. d. £ s. d.
To amount of balance at 31st

December, 1886 .................................. 484 16 8
Assessment levied on stock 

during half-year—
On 20,364 large stock, at 3s.

Gd. per 100 ....................... 45 14 6
On 1,005,974 sheep, at 6d. 

per 100 .............................. 284 9 6

Less arrears of assessment

Interest on fixed deposit ... 
Arrears for year 1885 paid...

Do do 1886 do ... 
Amount paid in excess ......

330 4 0 
105 18 7

224 5 
25 0 
0 19 
0 3 
0 7

£ 735 12 1

£ s. d. £ s. d.
By certificates paid for scalps—■

373 kangaroo, at Is-per scalp 18 13 0 
95 pigs, at Is...................... 4 15 0

Secretary's salary.............................................
Stationery, Secretary’s allowance ................
Secretary’s allowance for forage ............. ...
Treasurer’s salary.............................. ..............
Interest on overdrawn current account .....
Balance as per Bank-book.............................

23 8 0
30 0 0

2 10 0
20 0 0
10 0 0
0 15 4

648 18 9

£ 735 12 1

F. WILLIAMS, Treasurer.
Dated at Walgett, this 9th day of September, 1887. EICHABD W. CHASE, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

A. F. T. Caswell, T 
Ebnebt E. Shone, j Auditors,

Statement
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Statement of Ttcvouuo and Expenditure of tie Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Walgett, for tho
Half-year ending 31st December, 1887.

Db. Cji-

To amount of balance at 30th June, 1887 ......
Government subsidy ......................................
Arrears of assessment received since 30th 

June, 1887..............................................

£

£ s. d. 
648 18 9 
28 4 3

77 19 0

By certificates paid for scalps—

Secretary’s allowance, office ftmoiture.........

£755 2 0

£ s. d.

6 9 0 
9 11 0 
2 IS 0 
0 0 6 

30 0 0 
13 0 0 
4 3 10' 

20 0 0 
8 6 6 

10 0 0 
651 16 0

755 2 0

Dated at Walgett, this 27th day of February, 1888.
We hereby certify that all the boots and vouchers in tho possession 

found to be correct.

W. J. SKINNER, Treasurer. 
RICHARD W. CHASE, Chairman.

of the Board have been duly audited by us, and

A. F. Y. CaswbIlL, 
Eexkst R. Shone, Auditors.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures aud Stock Protection
year ending 31st December, 1887.

Db.

Board at Warialda, for the

Cb.

To amount of balance as per statement, 31st De
cember, 1886..............................................

Assessment on stock ......................................
Government subsidy, balance due from 1886 

Do do for 1887,,,
Arrears of assessment from 1886...................
Interest, lixed deposit ..................................

£ s. d.

766 4 6
2,241 3 10

32 7 0
1,100 4 9

9 4 9
11 6 0

£ 4,161 9 10

By scalps ..............................................................
Secretary’s salary ............ .............................
Brinting, advertising, and certificate books...
Stationery, stamps, telegrams, &c.................
Exchange, 5s ; interest on overdraft, 11s. 8d. 
Auditors’fees, £4 4s.; Directors’ fees, £8 6s.
Board’s share of Conference expenses...........
Delegate’s expenses to Conference ...............
Refund (W. J. Dangnr & Co.) ...................
Office rent (Inspector of Stock) ...................
Firewood allowances......................................
Balance, as per Bank-book ...........................

£

£ s. d. 
3,442 14 4 

75 0 0
10 3 3
11 11 7 
0 16 8

12 10 0
2 5 0 

22 0 0
6 9 2
3 15 0 
0 15 0

663 9 10

4,161 910

Dated at Warialda, this 10th day of January, 1888.
We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in tho possession of 

found to be correct.

A. F. GREIG, Treasurer, 
the Board have been duly audited by us, and

W. H. Newman,! 
Feed. Rutter, J Auditors,

Statement
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Siatkitest of EcvcTiuft and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stoclc Protection Board at Wagga AVagga,
for the Half-year ending 2nd August, 1887,

Dr. Cr.

I
£ s. d. ] £ a. d.
157 2 11 443 15 8

2,120 0 0 394 11 0
512 10 0 50 0 O

Advertising, £t 14s. Gd.; Gazette, 69.......... 5 0 6
Sfationevv ...................................................... 5 6 9
Itent- of office................................... ............. 26 0 0
Cheque book .................................................. 0 16 8
Auditors fees.................................................. 3 3 0
Exchange ...................................... .............. 0 3 0
Interest ......................................................... 7 8 10
Postage stamps ................................. ............ 10 0 0
Delegate and expenses .................................. 22 5 0
Expenses........................................ .............. 18 4
Stamps on hand.............................................. 35 4 3
Eiscd deposit.................................................. 1,000 0 0

Balance, as per Bank-book............... 784 9 11

‘ ' . £ 2,789 12 11 ' £ 2,789 12 11

■ TII03. HAMllOXD, Treasurer.
Diitcfl at Wagga Wagga tliis.llth day o£ August, 1887. JAMES ROBERTSON, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and Touchers in the possession of the Board bare been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

C. R. Heath, 1 
E. E. Ward, j Auditors.

Statement of Bevemie and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Wagga AVaggn,
for the Half-year ending 31 fit December, 1887.

Dn. Cr.

To amount of balance at........................
Less arrears of assessment collected
Cash in hand .................................
Eiicd deposit ....................................

£ a. 3. 
784 9 11 

10 9 2 
35 4 3 

1,000 0 0

Auditors’ fees..................................................

Petty expenses ..............................................

Cash in hand..........................  £20 4 3
Balance, as per Bank-book ... 440 16 0

£1,830 3 4

£ s <1. 
205 14 0 
25 0 0 

1 14 G 
14 3 

15 0 0 
3 3 0 

2G 0 0 
0 18 0 
0 9 1. 

1,000 0 0

461 0 3

1,830 3 4

TJIOS. HAMMOND, Treasurer. 
JAMES ROBERTSON, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and Touchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, aud 
found to be correct.

C. R. Heath, T 
E. E. Wahd, J Auditors.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Wentworth, for
the Year ending 31st December, 1887.

Dn. Cr.

£ a. d. £ s. d. £ e, d.
To amount of balance at AJ.S. Bank .............. 535 2 8 By certificates issued for scalps-^-

Assessment levied on stock during year— 206 kangaroo, at la. per scalp 10 6 0
On sheep at per 100............................. 1,078 6 10 359 native dogs, at various

Arrears of assessment* 1S8G .......................... 0 6 5 ■ prices ................. ............ 511 10 0
Government subsidy ..................  .................. 852 16 4, — 521 16 0

503 lo 0 65 5 0
58 O 0 4 7 0

Auditor’s ...................................................... 8 8 0
Cheques outstanding end of 1886 .............. OS 0 0
Miscellaneous ..................... ....................... 9 12
Fixed deposit.................................................. 1,000 0 0
Legal expenses ............................................. - 10 10 0
Director's expenses ...................................... 124 10 0
Delegates to Sydney...................................... 84 2 9
Expense cheque book .................................. 1 17 2

' ' ■ ■ ■ - Cash in'hand.................................................. 5 13 9
Balance, as per Bank-book .......................... 1,103 16 5

£ 3,037 7 3 £ 3,037 7 3

Dated at Wentworth, tins £lsl day of April, 1888.
We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in [he possession of tho Board 

found to be correct.

D. IT. CUDMORE, Treasurer. 
ROBT. TDLLT, Chairman, 

have been duly audited by us, aud

J. C, Gillicax, 
C. MTveb,

| Auditors.

Statement
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Statement of Revenue aud Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Windsor, for
tho Year ending 31st December, 1887.

To

Da.

£ b. d. £

Cn.

0. d.

amount of balance at Bonk
If. 9. Wales, Bichmond .......................

Assessment levied on stock 
during half-year—

On 17,474 large stock, at
25s. per 100 ............... 218 8 C

On 4,867 slieep at 4s. 2d per
100.............................. 10 2 91

23 3 3

228 11 3*
Less arrears—Discount on sale

of stamps, £8413s. at 5% 4 4 0

Government subsidy......................................
J. Popps’ moiety of Municipal rates ..... .

224 7 31 
75 8 4 

0 9 0

£ 323 7 101

Certificates issued for scalps—
3 kangaroo, at Is, per scalp 0 3 0
536 wallaby, at Is. per

scalp.............................. 26 16 o
8 native dogs, at 6s. per

scalp.............................. 2 0 0
2,436 hares, at Is. per scalp 121 16 0

150 IS 0
Loss certificates not presented 19 0

1 Secretary’s salary, 12 months to December
j 31st, 1887 ..........................................
i Exchange on cheque......................................
| Advertising .........................................................
I Stationery .......................................................
| Municipal rates on office ..............................

I| Rent on office, 12 months..............................
j D. Mitchell, office board ..............................

Postage stamps .C14 15s. lOd, (on hand £1)
Cheque-books.................................................
Balance as per Bank-book .........................

I £i

149 6 0

100 O 0
0 1 1
9 19 4
0 9 Gk
0 18 0
7 10 0
O 5 0

14 15 10
O 16 8

39 6 5

323 7 10i

_ W. H. BOWMAN, Treasurer.
Dated at Richmond, this SOth day of January, 1888. W. LAMBOCK, Chairman.

Wo hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of tho Board have been duly audited by us” and 
found to be correct. - '

Chas. Chesteu, ") 
Wm. Fitzgebald, j Auditors.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of tho Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Wilcanuia, for 
■ tho Half-year ending SOth June. 1887.

' Cn.

£ s. d.
To amount of balance at Bank ......................
. Arrears of assessment 1886,

paid 1887 ..........................................
Cash in hands of Secretary since

banked ..............................................
Interest ......................................................
Eixed deposit B.............................................
Balance as per Bank-book __ 279 14 1
Add unpresented cheques ....... 50 7 6

£ e. <1. I
361 11 7 1'

47 10 C !

9 2 2 1 
200 0 0 | 

6,000 0 0 |

By certificates issued for scalps—> 
14,438 kangaroo, at Is. per

scalp ..............................
247 wallaby, at6d. per scalp 
152 native dogs, at 10s, per

scalp ..............................
838 emu, at Gd. per scalp.,.

330 1 7

H
Ii

Secretary's salary ..................
Advertising..............................
Stationery ..............................
Bent ......................................
Director's expenses for 1885

and 1886..........................
Audil, fees .........................
Postage .................................
Interest and exchange ..........

£ a. d.

721 IS 0 
6 3 6

76 0 0 
20 18 0

50 0 0 
9 12 0 
0 7 6 

17 6 8

38 0 0 
110 
4 19 0 
2 0 2

£ s. d.

824 10 6

123 6 4

Fixed deposits 5,000 0 0

£! 5,948 5 10 5,948 5 10

Dated at Wileaunia, this 11th day of May, 1888. AETHUR J. JOHNSTON, Treasurer.
ARTHUR J. JOHNSTON, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

J. Fbabk Fehgcsof, 
F, A, TEV.-0i,i;y, Auditors.

1010—E Statement
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'Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Wilcannin, for
the Half-year ending 31st December, 1887.

Dn. Ok.

_ £ s. d.
To assessment levied on stock during 

balf-yoor—
On 22,231 large slock, at 4s.

2d. pet 100......................... 46 6
On 2,359,000 sheep, nt Id.

per 100 .............................. 98 6 7
On 1,597,860 acres, at id. 

per 100 .............................. 1G 12 10J

161 5 9i

£ s. d.
balance due Bank..................
Certificates issued for scalps— 

8,064 kangaroo, at Is. per
scalp.................................

1,460 wallaby, at 6d. per
scalp.................... ............

74 native dogs, at 10s. per
scalp.................................

3,303 emu, at 6d, per scalp,.

£ d. £ s. d. 
330 1 7

448 4 0

3G 10 0

37 O 0 
83 16 6

603 10 6

Less arrears of assessment....... 28 14. 2ij
132 11 G|

Arrears of assessment, 1886, paid..................
Withdrawn from F.D., and placed to current

account ................................................
Interest on filed deposits .............................
Bicbange added to cheque ......... ................
Fixed deposit B................................................

2 16

1,000 0 
125 0 

0 4 
4,000 0

0

0
0
3
0

Secretary's salary................... 75 0 0
Advertising..... ........................ 1 16 0
Rent ...................................... 15 11 0
Furniture .............................. 8 15 0
Director’s expenses................... 21 0 0
Expenses re Conference ....... 29 1 3
Audit fees .............................. 1 1 0
Postage, &c.............................. 3 17 6
Interest And exchange...........
Small sums in Secretary’s hand s

4 19 6
1 4 0i

162 5 Zi

5,260 11 9i

Fixed deposit.....................
Balance, as per Bank-book. 
Less unpresented cheques,.

............... 4,000 0 0
336 16 9 
174 2 4
--------------- 162 14 5

£] 5,260 11 O.i

Dated at Wilcanuia, this 11th day of May, ISsS. ARTHUR I. .TOHNSIW, Treasurer. 
ARTHUR I. JOUNSTOiV, Chairman.

Wo hereby certify that all tho hooks and vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and
found to he correct.

J, Frank Fekodson, 
F. A, Tbwseet, Auditors.

Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Tass, for tho
Year ending 31st December, 1887,

De. Ce.

To amount of balance at 1st Janu
ary, 1887 ..........................

Assessment levied on stock dur
ing half-year—

On 12,543 largo stock, at
Is. 4d per 100 ..............

On 359,073 sheep, at 6d. per 
1,000 or part of...............

Less arrears of assessment 

Government subsidy...............

£ s. d.

52 5 3

92 11 6

144 16 9 
13 11 4

£

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
By certificates issued for scalps—

358 14 9 339 kangaroo, at 6d. per
ecalp ................... . 8 9 G

i 2,117 waliabv, at 4d. per scalp 35 5 8
10 native dogs, at 30s, „ 15 0 0

58 15 2

Secretary's salary .......................................... 37 10 O
Printing .......................................................... 2 5 0
Advertising...................................................... 2 7 7
Stationery and stamps ............................. . 2 11 6

131 5 5 Office rent ...................................................... 3 5 0
49 5 9 Cleaning office.................................................. 2 10 O

Interest on overdraft, 1884, not charged at
date.............................................................. 14 7

Balance, as per Bank-book.............................. 428 17 1

539 5 11 . £ 539 5 11

Dated at Yass, this 7th day of February, 1888.
A. M'OALLUM, Treasurer. 
A. CAMPBELL, Chairman.

Wo hereby cer 
found lo bo correct.

tify that all tho hooks and vouchers in the possession of the Board havo been duly audited by us, and

J. C. Yeo,
E. Molestvoeth, Auditors,

Statement
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Statement of Revenue and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board, Young,
for the Year ending 31st December, 1887.

De. Ce.

Jan. 1, 1S87— £ B. d. £ B. a.
To balance at Commercial Bank ... 877 8 11

Dess outstanding cheques ....... 12 11 2
S64. 17 9

Assessment levied on stock
duriug year—

21,510 large stock, at Id.
por head.......................... 89 12 6

1,223,801 sheep, at -J^d. per
head ........................ 424, 5 2

513 17 8

Less arrears of assessment...... 7 2 3
506 15 5

Government subsidies................ 133 16 2
Arrears for 1886........................ 44, 2 9
Lost cheques.............................. 10 14 6

Fines........................................ 0 17 6
Payments in excess.................... 3 7 10

£ 1,564 11 11

By certificates issued for scalps—
3,115 kangaroo, at 6d. per scalp 77 17 6
2,616 -wallaby, at 6d. „ 65 8 0

23 native dogs, at 20s. per
scalp .........................  23 0 0

Less certificates not presented

Secretary’s salary........................
Printing and advertising ........
Cheque-book ............................
Commission on stamps ............
Auditor’s fees ............................
Kefunds ............................ .
Duplicate cheques ....................
Expenses of Conference...
Postage stamps ...... .......
Director's fees..................

Dec. 31,1887—
Balance ns per Bank-book

166 5 6 
5 12 2

160 13 4
145 0 0

12 18 9
0 8 4
1 8 0
4 4 0
0 6 0

10 14 6
20 8 6
40 10 0
30 15 0

1,137 5 6

1,564 11 11

Dated at Young, this SOth day of January, 1888. R. H. ROBERTS, Treasurer. 
Q-. H. GKEEKE, Chairman.

We hereby certify that all tho hooks aud vouchers in the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and 
found to be correct.

E. E. LuiWKLnrir, l 
R, C. WlLeillBK, ) Auditors.

Yote.—1,223,801 sheep at Vjd- amounts to...................................£424 18 7
Amount entered above..................................................... 424 5 2

This difference of 13s, 6d. arises from tho omission of fractions of a penny in calculating the several assessments.

[Is. 6d.]
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—ISSS.
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTION BOARD.
(RETURN SHOWING BALANCE-SHEET OF—YEAR ENDING 31 DECEMBER. 1887.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 23 July, 18SS.

EURTHER RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative 
Assembly of New South Wales, dated the 22nd March, 1888, That there be 
laid upon the Table of this House,—

t: Copies of the Balance-sheets of each of the Pastures and Stock Protection 
“ Boards for the year ending 31st December, 1887.”

(Mr. J. P. Abbott.)

BALANCE-SHEET.
Statement of Kevcmie and Expenditure of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board at Erewarrina, for

the Y'car ending 31st December, 1887.
Db. Cb.

Asscsamenb levied on stock during .
half-year :— £ s. d

On large stock, at lOs. per 100... S'l 0 0 
On sheep, at lOs. per 1,000 ... 452 10 0

& d.

Less arrears of assessment 

Government subsidy ......

630 TO 0 
3 1G 6

-------------  532 13 G
...................  12S 6 6

By certificates issued for sculps :—• 
Kangaroo, at Is. per scalp 
WalUby, at „
Native dogs, at 10s. „
Pigs, at Is, „

Secretary’s salary ..................
Printing ..................................
Advertising..............................
Stationery ................. .............
Interest ....................................
Dr. balanre at 1/1/87............. .
Balance, as per Bank-book at 1/1/83

£ s, d.

284 17 O'

82 10 0
6 0 0
0 4 2 
0 10 
2 0 0 

282 18 1

£ 659 0 0 £ 650 0 0-

Dated at Brcwarrina, this 5th day of June, 1838.
M. MCDONALD, Treasurer.

We hereby certify that all the books and vouchers in 
found io be correct.

the possession of the Board have been duly audited by us, and

If. G. Morgan, ) 
T. B. Davis, j

Auditors.

C3</.] 1066—
[830 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £1 Ss. 9d.]





1887.
(third session.)

NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMPORTED STOCK ACTS. 1871-1884
(EEOULATION.)

^rcsenttb to parliament pursuant to .Arts,

Department ol Mines, Stock Branch,
Sydney, 17 June, 1887.

Iir l’Oet ed Stock: Act of 1871, asd the Imported Stock Act Ame>'dieent Act of 1884.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to cancel so much- 
of No. 8 of the Regulation of 1st July, 1836, issued under the abovenamed Act, as refers to the quarantine 
of Stud Sheep imported from any clean Australian Colony, and to substitute the following Regulation in 
lieu thereof:—

Quarantine of Australian Imported Sheep.

The quarantine for such slieep shall only extend to such time as will admit of their being once dipped-
ERANCIS ABIGAIL.

[3*.] 76-
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1887.
(third session.)

NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMPORTED STOCK ACTS, 1871-1884.
(REGULATION.)

•Pvfsmtib to Jjtoriianimt pitrsnant to Act?.

Department of Mines, Stock Branch,
Sydney, 13 August, 1887.

Ijiooeted Stock Act of 1871, and the Ijipoiited Stock Act Ajiendhekt Act of 1881.
Thf. following Regulation, made by His Excellency the G-overnor, with the advice of the Executive Council, 
under the provisions of the abovenamed Act, is hereby published for general information, in lieu of 
Regulation of 6th August, 1886, which is hereby cancelled.

Sow imported Australian sheep are to he admitted overland from other Cobnies.

_ Sheep imported from any clean Australian Colony into any other clean Colony, and intended to he 
introduced overland into this Colony, may be admitted, if their owner produce to the Inspector for this 
Colony at the border a certificate, under the hand of the Chief Inspector for the Colony from which they 
-are intended to be introduced, that w'hen such sheep were introduced into that Colony they were certified 
to be free from infection by the Chief Inspector for the Colony from which they were imported, and that 
speh sheep have been once dipped with proper preparations of tobacco and sulphur, or of sulphur and 
lime, in a bath given at the temperature and of the duration aud in the manner prescribed by number 8 
of the Regulations of 1st July, 1886. But all such sheep, unless they shall have been imported, quarantined, 
and dressed as herein prescribed, shall, on crossing the border, be placed in quarantine, and kept and 
dipped in the same manner in every respect as prescribed with regard to Australian imported sheep 
landed at Sydney.

JAS. INGHJS.

■pw-]
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1SS7-8.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

IMPORTED STOCK ACTS.
(RMULATrONS U,N])EE.)

ItkcGcnlcii ter fjiiviiumeut p-uvsunut io the impodcit (Siod; J^rt of 1S7J.

IMPORTED STOCK ACTS. '

NewSocth Wales, I Proclamation Ty His Excellency The 
to wit. j Eight Honourable Cifatu.es Rotjekt, 

Babon CAKiiiyGTOX, a Member of Her 
Majesty’s Jlost Honourable Privy 

(L.S.) Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Catvbinoton, Moat Distinguished Order of Saint 

Gwcrnor. Michael and SaintGcorgcHovemor and 
Commander-iu-Chief of the Colony of 
New South Wales and itsDependencies.

WnEBEAa by scclion three of an Act passed in the forty- 
eighth year of the Reign of Her present Majesty, intituled 
“ The Imported Stock Act Amendment Act of ISSt,” it is 
enacted that the term “Stock" shall, io addition to cattle 
and sheep, ine'udc goats, swine, dogs, and such other animals, 
as the Governor may,by Proclamation published in the Govern
ment Gazette, declare to be subject to the provisions of the 
said Act: And whereas horses suffer from the diseases known 
ns Glanders and Farcy, and deer suiter from the diseases known 
as Foot and Mouth Disease and Rinderpest: And it is there- 
foro desirable that their importation into the Colony should he 
made subject to the provisions of the abovenamed Act and of 
the ‘'Imported Stock Act of 1S71" : Now, therefore, I, 
Charles Koiibet, Baron Ca ruing ton, the Governor aforesaid, 
with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by this my 
Porelamation, hereby cancel tho Proclamation of 6lh February, 
1888, and declaro that horses, camels, and deer shall be 
included in the term “Stock,'’ and shall be subject to tho jiro- 
visions of “ The Imported Stock Act of 1871“ and ‘'The 
Imported Stock Act Amendment Act of 1881.”

Given under my Hand and Seat, at Government House, 
Sydney, this twenty-second day of May, in the year 
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- 
eight, and in the fifty-first year of Her Majesty's 
Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,

FRANCIS ABIGAIL. 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

New South Wales, l Proclamation by His Excellency Tho 
to wit. J Right Honourable Charles RokeRt, 

Baron Carrington, a Member of Her 
Majesty's Most Honourable Privy 

(l.s.) Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Carrington, Most Distinguished Order of Saint 

Governor. Michael and SaintGeorgo,Governor ami 
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of 
New South Wales and itsDependencies. 

Whereas by section one of an Act passed in tho thirty- 
fifth year of the Reign of Her present Majesty, intituled 
“The Imported Stock Act of 1871," the Governor, with 
tho advice of the Executive Council, is empowered to 
declare, by' Proclamation in the Gazette, diseases, other than 
Riuderpost, Foot and Mouth Disease, and Sheep-pox, to be 
infectious or contagious diseases for the purposes of the said 
Act: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron Carring
ton, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive 
Council, do, by this iny Proclamation, hereby cancel the 
Proclamation of 6th February, 1888, and declare the diseases 
known as Scab, Catarrh, Rabies, Plenro-Pncumonia, Tubercu
losis, Glanders, Farcy, Swine-fever, and Mange in Dogs to be 
infectious or contagious diseases within the meaning and for 
the purposes of the said Act.

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, 
Sydney, this twenty-second day of May, in the year 
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty* 
eight, and in the fifty-first year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
FRANCIS ABIGAIL.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN [ .

New South Wales, l Proclamation by His Excellency The 
to wit. J Right Honourable Charles Uobert,

Baron Carrington, a Member of Her 
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy 

(l.s.) Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Carrington, Most Distinguished Order of Saint 

Got’errzor, Michael and SaintGeorge,Governor and 
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of 
New SouthIVales and itsDependencies.

Whereas by section 10 of the “Imported Stock Act of 
1871,” the Governor is empowered, by Proclamation it? the 
Government Gazette, to restrict or absolutely prohibit for 
any specified time flic importation or introduction of any

920—A
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stock, fodder, or fittings from any other colony or country in 
Tvhich thera is reason to believe any infectious or contagious 
disease in stock exists; and whereas there is reason to believe 
that certain infectious and contagious diseases exist in some of 
the countries in Europe, Asia, Africa, America, and in 
colonies other than the Australian Colonies : And ■whereas 
the introduction of certain stock was prohibited by Pro
clamation dated 6th .February last from the countries and 
colonies therein named : Now, therefore I, Cuakies Robekt, 
Baboh Cabeixgtox, the Governor aforesaid, do, by this my 
Proclamation, hereby cancel the said Proclamation, and 
absolutely prohibit for a period of two years from the date hereof 
tho importation or introdnelion into this Colony of the stock, 
articles, or things mentioned in Schedule A hereto, except from 
the countries and colonies therein named, and tinder the 
conditions therein specified, and subject to the Regulations 
issued under the abovenamed Act.

Sciiedube A.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871 AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 188*.
Foreign Stock and Things Prohibited from being Imported or 

Introduced,

Slock. Trcm what colony or country.

Cattle, Sheep, and From all foreign countries and colonies.
Dogs. cxceptfrom GreatBrilainond Ireland,

I unless such cattle, sheep, or dogs shall 
have been 14 days in Great Britain 

j or Ireland.
Swine ..........................  From all foreign colonies and countries.
Goats and Deer..........  From all foreign colonies and countries,

unless they arc imported for a Zoo
logical Society, when they may be 
landed and quarantined as provided 
by regulation.

Fodder and litter......  From any foreign colony or country,
or from any foreign vessel.

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, 
Sydney, this twenty-second day of May, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- 
eight, and in the fifty-first year of Her Majesty’s 
Reign.

By His Excellency's Command,
FRANCIS ABIGAIL.

GOD SATE THE QUEEN ’
HofE.—The foreign stock untlormtmUoned are not within the terms of 

the above prohibition.
Foreign Slock not Prohibited.

Stock. I thorn what colony or country.

Any colony or country.
Any colony or country.
From Great Britain and Ireland. 
From Great Britain and Ireland.
From any colony or country, if they 
are intended for a Zoological Society j 
otherwise they are inadmissible. 

From Great Britain and Ireland.

Horses. 
Camels 
Cattle . 
Sheep .
Goats 
Deer .
Dogs

New South Wai.es, I Proclamation by His Excellency The 
to wit. J Right Honourable Charles Robert, 

Baron Carrington, a Member of Her 
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy 

(l,s.) Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Carrington, Most Distinguished Order of Saint 

Governor. Michael and SaintGeorge, Governor and 
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of 
New South Wales and itsDependencies.

Whereas by tho third section of an Act passed in [the 
forty-eighth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, 
intituled "lhe Imported Stock Act Amendment Act of 1884," 
the Governor is empowered by Proclamation to suspend the 
provisions of any one or more of the sections of that Act or of 
" The Imported Stock Act of 1871 ” for any period not exceed
ing six months, in respect to any stock introduced or proposed 
to be introduced from any of the Australian Colonies : And 
whereas it is desirable to suspend the operation of the provi
sions of the fourth section of “ The Imported Slock Act Amend
ment Act of ISSi" and of any regulation made thereunder 
relating to tho quarantining of stock, other than sheep imported 
from any of the Australian Colonies, for a period of six months: 
Now, therefore, T, Charms Robert, Baron Carrington, tho 
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, 
do hereby suspend, for a period of six months from this date, 
the provisions of section 3 of “The Imported Stock Act

Amendment Act of 1884,” and of any such regulation as afore- 
siad, so far as the some relate to the quarantining of stock other 
than sheep from any of the Australian Colonies.

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, 
Sydney, this twenty-second day of May, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, 
and in the fifty-first year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellencv’s Command,
FRANCIS ABIGAIL. 

GOD SATE THE QUEEN!

New South Wales, ) Proclamation by Hie Excellency The 
to wit, j Right Honourable Charles Robert, 

Baron Carrington, a Member of Her 
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy 

(l.s.) Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Carrington, Most Distinguished Order of Saint 

Governor, Michael and SaintGeorge, Governor and 
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of 
New South Wales and its Dependencies. 

Whereas by section ten of the “Imported Stock Act 
of 1871,” the Governor is empowered by Proclamation in 
the Government Gazette, to restrict or absolutely prohibit 
for any specified time the importation or introduction 
of any stock, fodder, or fillings from any other colony or 
country in which there is reason to believe any infectious or 
cortngious disease in stock exists : And whereas by a Proclama
tion under the hand of His Excellency the Governor, published 
in the Government Gazette of this date, pursuant to the pro
visions of “Tlie Imported Stock Act of 1871,” amongst other 
things Scab in Sheep was declared to he an infectious or con
tagious disease: And whereas there is reason to believe that 
Scab at the present time exists in sheep both in tho Colony of 
New Zealand and also in the Colony of Western Australia : 
Now, therefore, I, Charms Robert, Baron Carrington, Ihe 
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of tho Executive Council, 
do, by this my Proclamation, absolutely prohibit for a period 
of twelve months from the date of this Proclamation, Ihe 
importation or introduction of any sheep, or any fodder or 
fittings put on board any vessel with, or for the use of, any 
sheep, from either of the Colonies of New Zealand or of 
Western Australia,

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, 
Sydney, this twenty-second day of May, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, 
and in the fifty-first year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
FRANCIS ABIGAIL. 

GOD SATE THE QUEEN!

Department, of Mines,
Stock Branch,

Sydney, 22nd May, 1888.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
The following Regulations which have been made by His 
Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive 
Council, for carrying into effect tho provisions of the above- 
named Acts relating to tho importation and introduction of 
stock by sea into this Colony, are hereby published for general 
information.

FRANCIS ABIGAIL.

Those Regulations are divided into the following Parts:—
A. —Introductory and General.
B. —Foreign Stock and Things.
C. —Australian Stock and Things.
D. —Penalties, Confiscations, &c,

PART A.-INTRODUCTORY AND GENERAL.
I.—Introductory.

Pepeal of previous Regulations,
1. All previous Regulations under the abovenamed Acts are 

hereby repealed.
Interpretation.

2. In these Regulations, the following words and terms shall 
have tho meanings which they bear in section 1 of tho Imported 
Stock Act of 18/1, namely :—

“Attendant,” "Cattle,” “Destroy," “Disease," “Rudder,” 
“Governor," “Inspector,” "Masler,” “Minister,”and “Sheep”; 
and the following other words and terms shall, in those Regu
lations, unless the context otherwise indicate, have the meanings 
set against them respectively, namely:—
“Australian.”—As regards places—any of the Colonies of 

Queensland, Now South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, 
Western Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand, and any 
port or place in any of such Colonies ; as regards stock ir 
things—any stock or things from any of such Colonies; 
and as regards vessels—any vessels trading solely and 
which have traded solely for twelve months preceding 
between such Colonies,
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“ Doe.”—Any dog, slut, or rrhelp of any treed or age.
‘‘Fittings.”—Any pens, stalls, boxes, cages, cases, or materials 

for keeping or conGning stock; and any halters, brusbes, 
clothes, buckets, and other articles used with, for, or about 
stock.

“Foreign.”—As regards places, stock, things, or resscls—any 
place, stock, thing, or vessel other than any Australian 
place, port, stock, thing, or vessel,

“ Horses,”—Any one or more horses, mares, colts, fillies, foals, 
asses, or mules.

” Imported stock.”—Any stock arriving in this Colony by sen, 
and for six months after arrival; and tho skin, hair, wool, 
horns, and hoofs of any such stock.

"Infected.”—As applicable to stock—any stock suffering from 
or actually affected with disease, or which have been in 
direct or indirect contact with, or on the snmn vessel as, 
such infected stock during the next preceding six months, 
or which have been under treatment during such period 
for disease, or dressed or disinfectol for disease ; and ns 
applicable to vessels or things—any vessels or things with 
which any such infected stock shall have come in contact 
■within the next preceding three months.

" Infectious or Contagious Disease.”—Cattle plague or rinder
pest, foot and mouth disease, sheep-pox, swine-i'ever, scab, 
in sheep and camels, catarrh, rabies, pleuro pneumonia, 
glanders, farcy, and tuberculosis.

“ Litter.”—Any straw, or other bedding or litter, or any manure 
or other excreta with which stock shall havo been in direct 
or indirect contact.

“Owner.”—Any consignee or owner, jointly or in sevoraltyj 
superintendent, or person in tho possession or charge of 
any stock, fodder, or fittings.

“ Prescribed ” means prescribed by any Regulations.
“ Stock.”—Any one or mote horses, camels, cattle, sheep, goats, 

swine, deer, and dogs.
“Stud stock.”—Any stock, whether thoroughbred or not., 

intended to be bred from.
“Swine.”—Anyone or more boars, sows, farrows, or pigs of 

any breed or age.
" Vessel.”—Any steamer, ship, lighter, launch, boat, punt, or 

ferryboat.
II.—Gbnebal,

Otvners to giee notice of arrival of stock-.
3. If any stock are brought by sea to a port or place in 

this Colony, tho owner thereof shall, within twelve hours of 
their arrival, give the inspector at or near such port or place 
notice to the effect of Form I hereto.

Declaration and certificate to accompany all stock.
4. All stock intended to be landed shall be accompanied by 

a Declaration and Certificate to the effect of Form 3 hereto.
Ab stock to le landed but on Inspector's permit.

5. No stock, fodder, fittings, or effects relating to stock, nor 
any skins, although their introduction may not be prohibited, 
shall bo landed, or moved from, or allowed to leave the verscl 
by which they shall have arrived, without the written per- 
mu e ion of an Inspector, to the effect of Form 2 hereto, except 
Australian dogs as provided by No. 39 hereof.

Oioner to receive notice when stock are ailing or when 
destroyed.

fi. When any stock are niling or shall have been destroyed 
under the abovenamed Acte or Regulations thereunder, notice 
thereof shall be given to tho owner of such stock to tho effect 
of Form 4 hereto.

How notices ore to be given.
7. Notices under the abovenamed Acts or Regulations may 

be cither served personally on the person to whom such notice 
is required to be given, or left at his residence or place of 
business, or sent to him by registered letter through the post.

PART B.—FOREIGN STOCK AND THINGS.

III.—Foreign Stock, &c., Atmissihle.
8. Tho foreign stock and things specified which are per

mitted to he imported or introduced into this Colony shall be 
so, subject to the provisions of the abovenamed Ac's, and of 
the Regulations hereinafter prescribed.

I.—Foreign Stock prior to leaving Port of Shipment. 
Foreign, horses, camels, cattle, sheep, mine, and goats to be 

accompanied by Certificate from Inspector for District 
from which they come.

9. If on owner intend to introduce any foreign stock into 
this Colony he shall give the Chief Inspector of Stock at least 
six weeks' notice of his intention to the effect of Form 5 hereto. 
All foreign horses and camels, cattle, sheep, swine, and 
goats intended and permitttd to be introduced into this Colony,

shall be accompanied by a declaration from the breeder or . 
owner, and by a certificate to the effect of Form 3 hereto, from 
the Inspector for the District from which they start for the 
port of shipment, that they are not, nor have within the next 
preceding six months been, infected with any infectious or 
contagious disease.

Inspection of stock by Veterinary Surgeons appointed for 
the Colony at port of shipment.

10. Prior to any foreign stock which are intended to be 
introduced into this Colony leaving the port at which they are 
to be shipped, all such stock, as well as all other stock put or 
to be put on board the same vessel as the first-mentioned stock 
(including those not intended to be introduced and those for 
the use of the passengers and crew), shall be carefully 
inspected by a duly qualified Veterinary Surgeon appointed in 
that behalf for this Colony, and the owner or shipper of the 
stock shall satisfy such Veterinary Surgeon that the stock 
arc not infected, and shall pay him the authorised fee for their 
inspection.

If stock are not infected Veterinary Surgeon to grant and 
hand certificate to Master.

11. If the Veterinary Surgeon appointed in that behalf for 
this Colony shall have been satisfied that the stock intended 
to be introduced into this Colony have been brought direct to 
the port of shipment, and tliat they have not been in any con
veyance, stable, or other place where stock liable to the same 
diseases as such stock have been within the next proceeding 
sixty days, and that such stock havo been fourteen days at 
least in Groat Britain or Ireland, and that such stock and all 
other stock put on board, or to be put on board for the ship’s 
use, aie free from infection, and that all the other requirements 
of the abovenamed Acts and of these Regulations up to that 
time, have been duly complied with, he shall, but not other
wise, grant a certificate to the effect of Form 5 hereto, and 
shall deliver the same to the Muster of the vessel, together with, 
the certificate by the Inspector hereinafter mentioned where 
prescribed.

II.—Foreign Stock during the Voyage.

llecord of health of stock io be. kept by attendant and certified 
by Master.

12. If any stock on board a foreign vessel bound for this 
Colony become infected, or show any symptoms of disease, the 
attendant on such stock shall during the voyage make a daily 
entry m a book, to be kept by him for that purpose, of the 
state of their health ; and the Master of the vessel shall once 
in every week during the voyage examine all such stock and 
certify to the correctness of tile entries made by the attendant.

Skins of slock slaughtered or dying not to be landed.

13. The skins of all stork which may have died or been 
slaughtered on board any foreign vessel during the voyage, 
and not destroyed or thrown overboard, shall be salted and 
securely packed iu cases or casks, and shall not be landed in 
this Colony.

III.—Foreign Stock on arrival, and while in the Waters of 
this Colony.

Stock while in New South Wales wafers io be properly 
confined.

Id. It shall be tho duty of the Master of the vessel, on board 
of which there are any foreign slock, as well as of the actual 
owner thereof, to cause all such stock (o be kept securely 
confined, penned, chained, or fastened up, as soon as such 
vessel is in tho waters ot this Colony ; and no person except 
the attendant on such stock shall touch or handle the same 
without the permission of the Inspector ; and while the vessel 
remains therein all such stock shall be kept and treated, to 
the satis action of the Inspector, so as that they shall not be 
able to como in contact with any person other than their 
attendant, nor with other stock which may come on board 
such vessel, until the Inspector shall otherwise order in 
writing.

Master on arrival to make declaration, and hand over 
certificate, l('c.

15. On the arrival of a foreign vessel the Master and the 
attendant on the stock on hoard such vessel shall make and 
deliver to the Customs Officer first boarding such vessel a 
declaration to the effect of Form 6 hereto, and shall forthwith 
deliver at the Office of tho Chief Inspector of Stock the record 
kept by the attendant (if any) on board such vessel, and all 
documents relating to the same required by the abovenamed 
Acts or these Regulations.

Foreign stock only admitted at Sydney,

18. No foreign stock shall be Admitted into this Colonjr 
except at tho Port of Sydney.
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IV.—As to Foreign Stoefc Intended to be Landed.

All foreign slock intended to le landed to le examined ly a 
Veterinary surgeon and inspector.

17. Foreign stock which may lawfully be landed in this 
Colony shall, previous lo landing, he forthwith examined on 
board tho vossc! by wlr'ch they arrived, by n duly qualified 
veterinary surgeon and by an inspector of stork, who shall 
report whether or not such or any other stock on board such 
vessel are infected, and shall join in a certificate to the effect 
of Form 8 hereto, which they shalt forthwith forward to tho 
Chief Inspector of Stock.

Foreign stock infected to le disposed of as Mimster directs.
18. If such stock arc reported to be infected, Ihe report 

shall be immediately submitted by the Chief Inspector to the 
Minister; and if the Minister decide that such stock arc 
infected they shall be forthwith destroyed or otherwise disposed 
of as he shall direct; and if ordered to be destroyed, the 
Inspector shall serve the owner with a notice to the effect of 
Form 14 hereto.

. As to camels,
19. If camels are found on arrival to ho infected with scab, 

they shall not be destroyed, but shall be dressed as the Chief 
Inspector shall direct.

V.—Landing, Quarantine, Disinfecting, and Dressing of 
Foreign Stock.

Foreign horses admitted on inspection.
20. Foreign horses shall bo admitted without detention or 

quarantine, if found, on inspection at Sydney, to be free from 
disease.

Foreign stock not infected, if intended to le landed, to be 
sent io quarantine.

21. If foreign stock other than horses are not prohibited from 
, being landed, and arc reported to be free from infection, and
if the Chief Inspector is satisfied that they are not infected, 
and that the requirements of tho abovenamed Acts and those 
llegulations havo been complied wi’h, he shall, on obtaining 
from the owner or consignee of such stock a bond and 
guarantee, duly executed by the owner or consignee and two 
approved sureties, in the terms of Form 9 hereto, grant an order 
for the removal of such stock to quarantine to the efleet of 
Form 2 hereto, without which no stock shall leave the vessel 
by which they arrived.
Stock to le taken by water to quarantine, and kept al owner’s 

risk and expense.
22. All such foreign stock found on inspection to he free 

from inspection shall, where necessary, before leaving tho 
vessel, be washed and disinfected os the Chief Inspector shall 
direct, and shall be taken from the vessel by which they arrive 
in “ tho stream,” and previous to her coming to or near the 
wharf, and shall bo conveyed by water, at tho owner’s risk and 
expense, to tho quarantine set apart for such foreign stock, and 
shall remain in quarantine for the terms respectively prescribed 
hereunder for the different kinds of sueh stock, during which 
they shall be kept at their owner's risk and expense, and shall 
ho washed, dipped, and disinfected as proscribed by these 
Eegulatione, and as the Chief Inspector of Stock shall direct.

Quarantine of foreign stock. •
23. Foreign stock permitted to he introduced shall, on being 

landed, remain in quarantine for the periods specified in Form 
7 hereto.

As to foreign sheep in quarantine.
24. All foreign sheep landed in this Colony shall forthwith 

receive three dressings with tobacco and sulphur or with lime 
and sulphur, at intervals of from ten to fifteen days between 
each dressing; aud tho medicaments shall be of the strength 
and the bath at the temperature and for the duration herein
after prescribed in regard to imported Australian sheep under 
the abovenamed Acts and Regulations thereunder.

Foreign dogs may in certain cases le at once destroyed.
25. In all cases which the Inspector or Veterinary Surgeon 

consider urgent, dogs found to be infected with rabies, may bo 
forthwith destroyed by the order of either officer.

Ilovs foreign stock released from quarantine.
26. On the expiry of the prescribed term of quarantine for 

such stock, they shall bo examined by a duly qualified 
Veterinary Surgeon and on Inspector of Stock, who shall 
ascertain whether the disinfecting and dressing prescribed by 
the abovenamed Acts and Regulations, as well as all the other 
requirements thereof, have been duly complied with, and shall 
thereupon determine whether such stock nrc free from infection, 
and forthwith forward to the Chief Inspector of Stock a certifi
cate to the effect of Form 11 hereto; hut Mich stock shall not 
leave quarantine until the charges and expenses due thereon 
shall have been paid to the Inspector, and until an order for 
their release shall have been endorsed by the Chief Inspector 
on such certificate.

IV. —ClIAEOES FOR iNSl'ECirOX A NO RISK OF TltAM8l’ORT,
AND QUARAJTIIfE OF FOREIGN STOCK.

Charges and expenses in relation to foreign stock to be borne 
bg oivner.

27. All charges and expenses connected with the veterinary 
inspection or treatment, aud the lauding, conveying, detaining, 
feeding, dressing, disinfecting, and reeouvoying of any stock, 
or with the destruction, or other dealing with any stock fodder 
or under the said Acts or any regulations thereunder, shall bo 
borne by theowner of such stock, and sueh charges and expenses 
shall he at the rates stated respectively in Form 12 hereto, in so 
far as therein specified.

The like as lo risk and loss.
28. All loss sustained with respect to such stock fodder, or 

whilst being conveyed to or from, or whilst in quarantine, 
whether by accident or by sickness arising from natural causes, 
or contracted from other stock, or by the destruction or deten
tion or quarantine of such stock, to prevent the spread of 
disease, shall he borne by the owner of such stock, and ho shall 
have no claim whatever for compensation for any such loss nor 
for any toss sustained by such owner through the carrying out 
or enforcement of these Regulations.

V. —Foreign Stock foe Ships’ dse and toe Tranship
ment. '

Foreign dock to be quarantined.
29. All foreign dogs brought into Few South Wales waters, 

whether intended to be introduced into this Colony or not, 
shall within twenty-four hours after they shall have been 
examined by an Inspector, be removed .to quarantine, where 
they shall remain nt their owner’s risk and expense until re
shipped cn the order of tho Chief Inspector of Stock, on board 
some foreign vessel about to leave this Colony.

No foreign stock to le transhipped without pennit and not on 
to Australian vessels,

30. Fo foreign stock, except dogs as provided by Fo. 39 
hereof, shall be transhipped in tho waters of this Colony without 
the permission, in writing, of the Inspector; And no stock, 
other than stock from any Australian Colony, brought by nny 
vcssels into the waters of this Colony, shall he transhipped 
from such vessel to any of tho vessels usually or occasionally 
trading between any of the Australian Colonies until sueti 
stork, if allowed to be landed, shall have performed the 
quarantine, and otherwise complied with tho provisions of tho 
nbovemoutioned Acts and these Regulations.

81. Foreign dogs which arc securely penned and fastened up 
may, if there are no other dogs on board an Australian vessel, 
be transhipped by such vessel to their destination.

VI. —Miscellaneous Regulations relating to Foreign
Stock.

Foreign stock and attendants clothes and stalls aud pens io le 
disinfected.

32. While within the waters and territory of Few South 
Wales all foreign stock shall be, kept and cleansed and dis
infected, together with the clothes of their attendants, and of 
any person coming in contact therewith, and their stalls, pens, 
and fittings, as the Chief Inspector shall direct.

Foreign fodder or Htier not to le landed, fittings, io le 
disinfected.

33. Fo fodder or litter on board any foreign vessel, nor any 
fodder or litter with which foreign stock or their attendants 
shall have come into direct or indirect contact, shall be landed 
iu this Colony; and all fittings used on board any foreign 
vessel with or about any stock, ond all effects belonging to their 
attende-ats, shall be disinfected both before and after being 
landed, as and where the Chief Inspector shall direct.

Australian stock aiming into coniaci with foreign stock to be 
held lo be infected.

34. All Australian stock coming into direct or indirect con
tact with foreign stock, or with infected stock, shall be held 
and deemed to be inf cctcd stock; and all foreigner infected 
stock, as tho case may be, which have not passed through 
quarantine, and which shall not have been released in accordance 
with the abovenamed Acts and these Regulations, shall he held 
and deemed to be infected stock,

PART C.—AUSTRALTAF IMPORTED STOCK AFD 
THIFG9.

X—General, as regards Australian IjiroBTun Stock 
and Things.

Declaration and certificate io be produced lo Inspector 
examining stock.

35. If an owner intends to introduce any Australian imported 
stock other than sheep into this Colony, ho shnli produce to 
the Inspector examining the sumo a declaration duly certified 
by tho Inspector of the port or place from which such etoek 
were shipped to the effect of Farm 8 hereto.
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If found free from infection, slock, other than sheep, to he 
allowed to land.

36. If any such st-oefr other than ehccp brought to port or 
place in this Colony shall be accompanied by a declaration as 
prescribed, and be found, on examination by the Inspector, to 
bo free from infection, ha may grant permission for the same 
to bo landed in terms of Form 2 hereto, without which such 
stock shall not. be landed.

If Inspector is doubtful he map detain stock,
37. If on the examination of such stock the Inspector has 

any reason to doubt their entire freedom from infection, he may 
either temporarily detain the same on board the vessel by 
which they were brought, or temporarily isolate them On some 
otlier vessel or in some safe and convenient place; and the 
owners of the stock shall bear the expense of such detention or 
isolation.

Infected stock, how to be dispossd of.
38. If any such stock shall be found on arrival or within one 

month thereafler to be infected, such stock shall be either 
destroyed by the owner, without compensation, or otherwise 
disposed of as the Minister shall direct.

2. Special as beuauds Axtstealiam Docs. 
Imported Australian Dogs to he admitted by Customs Officer on 

Declaration of Certificate from Inspector.
30. All Australian dogs imported from any of the Australian 

Colonies, if they are apparently free from disease and are 
accompanied by a declaration, duly certified by the Inspector 
for the port from which such dogs were shipped, to the effect 
of Form 3 hereto—may be landed on the permit of the Oflicer 
of Customs in charge of the vessel by which such dogs are so 
imported.
Dogs not acconijianied by certificate to be admitted on inspection 

if found uninfected.
40. If any Australian dog imported from any of the Austra

lian Colonics is not accompanied by a declaration and certifi- 
calo, as provided by the next preceding Regulation, such dog 
shall not be landed until the owner thereof shall have made a 
declaration to the effect of Form 3 hereto, and the dog shall 
have been examined by the Inspector and found to be free 
from disease.

3, Austkalux Stto Sheep.
Sheep to be only landed at Sydney.

41. No stud sheep from any Colony other than New South 
IVides shall be landed at any port or place in New South 
Wales other than the port of Sydney.

What is to be deemed a elean Colony.
42. No Colony shall he deemed to be a clean Colony in which 

scab or catarrh or any other infectious or contagious disease 
exists, or is suspected to exist, nor any Colony in which scab 
shall have existed within the next preceding twelve months, 
and no sheep shall be imported except from a clean Australian 
Colony,

What is to be deemed a dean vessel. '
43. No stud sheep shall he imported except by a clean vessel, 

and no vessel shall he deemed a clean vessel which shall within 
the next preceding twelve months have traded to a place not 
in a clean Australian Colony, nor any vessel which shall within 
the period hereinbefore mentioned have had any sheep on board 
from any place not in a elean Australian Colony.

Vessel to carry sheep must be cleansed and disinfected.
44. Every part of a vessel where it is intended to place any 

such stud sheep shall be thoroughly cleansed and disinfected 
before tbc sheep are shipped.

Sheep must he accompanied by a certificate from Inspector 
of exporting Colony.

45. All such stud sheep shall be accompanied by a certificate 
and declaration to (lie effect of Form 3 hereto, that they have 
been examined carefully by an Inspector for the Colony from 
which they arc exported cerlifying that they have been so 
examined and that they are free from any infectious or 
contagious disease, and that scab has not existed in such Colony 
for tho next preceding twelve months.
Sheep on arrival to be examined by an Inspector and Veterinary 

Surgeon.
46. No sheep from any clean Australian Colony shall be 

landed in this Colony until they shall have been examined and 
a certificate to the effect of Form 8 hereto, granted by an 
Inspector of Stock and a duly qualified Veterinary Surgeon, 
that all the requirements of the abovenamed Acts and of these 
Regulations with respect to such sheep have been duly complied 
with and that they are not infected.

Infected sheep, how destroyed or disposed of,
47. If any such stud sheep brought by sea into a port or 

place in this Colony bo found to bo infected they may be 
forthwith destroyed, or otherwise disposed of, as the Minister 
may direct.

Quarantine, and dressing of Australian imported sheep.
48. Stud sheep from any clean Australian Colony may, if 

found on inspection to be not infected, bo funded and taken 
by a conveyance to the quarantine for such sheep, where they 
shall be quarantined and dipped under the supervision and 
direction of the Inspector, and the length of such quarantine, 
the medicaments to be used in dipping, tho temperature and 
duration of the bath, the dipping, and the fees to he charged 
for the keeping and dipping of the sheep, shall be as follows, 
viz.: —

Quarantine.
(1.) Tiro sheep shall remain in quarantine until they shall 

hnvo been dipped as hereinafter prescribed.
Medicaments.

(2.) The medicaments to be used in dipping shall be good 
sound tobacco, or tobacco leaves and flowers of 
sulphur, at the rate of lib. of each to every 5 gallons 
of water, the tobacco to be pul; into boiling water and 
infused for five hours at least, and tho sulphur to bo 
added to the infusion in tho dip.

Temperature.
(3.) Tho lemperature shall not he less than 100 nor more 

than 110 degrees Fahrenheit.

Hath and Duration.
(4.) The sheep shall swim and bo completely immersed 

while in the bath, and the bath shsll last from one to 
two'minutes, according to its temperature, and ns the 
case may require.

Ntmi her of D ippings.
(5.) The sheep shall receive one dipping.

Charges.
(6.) The rates to be charged for the keeping and dressing 

of sheep in quarantine shall ho as set forth in Form 
12 hereto.

Declaration by persons dipping, dressing, or disinfecting.
49. Every Inspector or other person who shall have superin

tended any dipping, dressing, or disinfecting, shall make and 
transmit with dne despatch to the Chief Inspector a declaration 
to the effect of Form 13 hereto.

Mow sheep are to be reicased from quarantine.
50. No sheep shall he released from quarantine until they 

shall have been examined by the Inspector and a duly qualified 
Veterinary Snrgeon in consultation, and a certificate granted 
by them to the effect of Form 11 hereto that such sheep have 
been duly quarantined and dressed, os prescribed by these 
Regulations, and are free from infection.

How imported Australian sheep are to be admitted overland 
from other Colonies.

61. Sheep imported from any clean Australian Colony into 
any other elean Colony, and intended to bo introduced overland 
into this Colony, may be admitted if their owner produce to tho 
Inspector for this Colony at the border a certificate under the 
hand of the Chief Inspector for the Colony from which they 
arc intended to he introduced, that when such sheep were 
introduced into that Colony' they were certified to be freo from 
infection by an inspector of that Colony from which they were 
imported, and that such sheep have been once dipped with 
proper preparations of tobacco and sulphur, or of sulphur and 
lime, in a hath given at the temperature and of the duration 
and in the manner prescribed by number 47 of these Regula
tions. But all such sheep, unless they shall Love been imported, 
quarantined, and dressed as herein prescribed, shall, on crossing 
the Border, be placed in quarantine, and kept snd dipped in 
the same manner in every respect as prescribed with regard to 
Australian imported sheep landed at Sydney,
How Australian imported sheep which have not complied with 

all the Regulations are to be admitted.
52. Should any Australian sheep he imported into this Colony 

by a vessel which shall not have been cleansed and disinfected, 
as provided by these Regulations, or should any such sheep not 
have been examined in the Colony from which they were 
exported, as prescribed by these Regulations, then such sheep 
may, with the sanction of the Minister, bo admitted to and 
shall remain in quarantine for twenty-one days, and shall in 
every such case receive three dippings at intervals of not loss 
than ten days.
Stud sheep from inland or orertand froin other Colonies to be

treated as “ imported” if in or near Sydney at same time.
53. Stud and show sheep brought from any of the inland 

districts of this Colony or introduced overland from any 
adjoining clean Colony which shall be in Sydney or in any of 
the suburbs during the time Ibat any imported sheep eLuH 
remain in Sydney or the suburbs, shall, prior to their leaving 
the coast district, bo dipped the same as if they were imported 
Australian sheep.
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Owners of special quarantines to pay for attendant.
54>, In any case where a special quarantine has been granted 

for Australian imported sheep, an attendant mar, whore neces
sary, bo placed by the Chief Inspector of Stock in charge of 
the sheep in such quarantine ; and the person to whom such 
quarantine lias been granted shall pay the espenso of such- 
attendant.

No fodder, fc., to he landed, without disinfecting.
55. No fodder or other food, straw, or litter, which shall 

hare been used for, with, or about imported sheep, nor any 
fittings on board any vessel for such sheep shall bo landed ; 
and all cases or cages brought with such sheep shall before 
being landed be cleansed and disinfected as tho Chief Inspector 
shall direct.

XT.—As to Australian Pat Sheep tor Slaughter.

Conditions on which these sheep tiraq he landed for slaughter,
5G. Pat imported sheep from a clean Australian Colony may 

be landed at the port of Sydney for slaughter under the 
following conditions, namely :—

Owner to give notice of arrival and produce certificate.
1st. The owner of such sheep shall give the Inspector for 

the Port immediate notice of their arrival, and shall 
produce to him a declaration and certificate of health 
to the effect of Perm 3 hereto, from the Inspector of 
the Port from which such sheep were shipped.

Sheep not to leave vessel until inspected.
2nd. Such sheep shall not be allowed to leave the vessel by 

which they arrive until they have been examined by 
the Inspector.

Sheep to he taken direct to Abattoirs.
3rd. Upon being inspected and found free from infection 

such sheep shall be taken direct to the Abattoirs on 
Glebe Island, and there delivered into tbc charge of 
the Inspector of Slaughter-houses, to be slaughtered 
under his supervision.

XII.—Transhipment op Australian Imported Stock.

Transhipment of Australian stock.
57. No Australian imported stock shall be transhipped in 

the waters of this Colony without the permission, in writing, 
of the Inspector,

Australian uninfected slock may be landed for transhipment.
58. Any such stock arriving at a port or place in this Colony 

for transhipment may, if accompanied by the prescribed 
declaration and certificate, and found to be free from infection, 
bo landed and kept in any place approved by the Chief Inspector 
for a period not exceeding fourteen days without being subject 
to quarantine and dipping.

PART D.—PENALTIES, CONFISCATIONS, Ac.
XIII.—Penalties ,

I.—General Penalties.
Penalties for breaches of Regulations.

50. If any person does any of tbc following things ho shall 
be guilty of an offence against these Regulations, and shall on 
conviction for every such offence be liable to a penalty not 
exceeding £20.

Par introducing infected stock.
(1.) If he lands, introduces, or tranships, or attempts to 

land, introduce, or tranship, or assists, or is concerned 
in landing, introducing, or transhipping any infected 
stack.

(2.) If, not being the attendant, ho touches, handles, or 
in any way interferes with foreign stock on board any 
vessel in the waters of this Colony without the per
mission of tho Inspector.

For trespass on Quarantine.
(3.) If he shall enter upon any quarantine without the 

written permission of on Inspector, or approach or 
handle, examine, let loose, or in any way interfere

. with any foreign stock without such permission.

For refusing to carry out Inspector’s directions.
(4-.) I f he shall refuse or neglect forthwith to carry out 

any requisition made or direction issued under these 
Regulations.

I
.Fbr obstructing an Inspector,

jS.) If he ehhil obstruct or hinder an Inspector in the 
execution of hie duty Under these Regulations.

For not paying expense's incurred by Inspector,
(6.) It he shall neglect or refuse to pay on demand by an 

Inspector Any costs, charges, or expenses for which he 
is liable under these Regulations.

For nf using to give information.
(7.) If, being in a position to give any information required 

by an Inspector as such, he refuses to gire such 
information or gives misleading information with 
respect to any stock or thing.

(8.) If he commits any other breach of these Regulations 
for which a penalty is not specially provided.

II. —Penalties for Offences by Masters of Vessels.
60. Every master of a vessel with any slock on board who 

does any of the following things, shall be guilty of an offence 
against these Regulations,—

For failure to give notice to Inspector.
(1.) If he shall fail or neglect to forward to the Inspector 

notice of the arrival of anch vessel with stock on 
board, or to produce on demand the declaration and 
certificate as per Form 3 hereto for such stock.

For allowing stock to stray off vessel or to be transhipped 
without Inspector s order.

(2.) If he shall, without tho written permission of an 
Inspector, permit or suffer any stock to stray or go 
ashore from his vessel or to be transhipped or moved 
to or from any other vessel while such first-mentioned 
vessel is in the water of this Colony.

Forfaiting to secure animal as Inspector directs.
(3.) If he shall fail or neglect to cause any foreign flock 

on board his vessel to be securely confined or other
wise secured, as the Inspector shall direct, or shall 
allow any person to touch or handle such slock.

For allowing stock to stray on to vessel,
(4.) If the master, mate, or other member of tho crew of 

any foreign vessel shall permit or suffer any stock 
to go on board such vessel while there is any foreign 
stock thereon.

And he shall, on conviction for every such offence, be liable to 
a penalty not exceeding £20.

III. —Penalties for Offences by Owners of Stock.
61. The owner (including the consignee, agent of the owner, 

or person in possession or charge) of any sleek who does any 
of the following things shall be guilty of an offence against 
these Regulations,—

For allowing stock to stray on to Foreign vessels.
(1.) If he takes or allows any stock, of which he is the 

owner, to stray on to any vessel on which there is any 
foreign stock.

For allowing stock to stray on to Quarantines.
(2) If he takes or allows any stock, of which he is the 

owner, to stray on to any quarantine for foreign 
stock.

For failing to carry out Inspector’s instructions.
(3.) If he for more than twenty-four hours fails or 

neglects, when directed by an Inspector, to remove 
any stock from any vessel to or from a quarantine 
ground, cr other place, or to any vessel.

And ho shall, on conviction for every such offence, incur a 
penalty not exceeding £20.

XIV.—Dbstruotion or Coneisoation on Stock and 
Things.

When Stock and things may be disposed of by Minister.
62. Stock may under all or any of the following circum

stances, be destroyed or otherwise disposed of, as the Minister 
shall direct i—

If they are infected. -
(1.) If stock arc infecled with auy infectious or con

tagious disease, whether they be on land, or on board 
any vessel within tho territorial limits of this Colony.

If owners commit breach of Acts or Regulations.
(2.) If the owners of any stock shall have committed, or 

attempted to commit, or be concerned in committing, 
any breach of the abovenamed Acts or of any Regula
tions thereunder.

If stock are Foreign, and are not properly confined or secured.
(3.) If foreign stock be found uneonfined or unsecured 

on, or he removed or stray from, the vessel by which 
they arrive, or from quarantine.

If stock stray on board a foreign vessel,
(4.) If stray stock from shore bo found on board a vessel 

on which there is any foreign stock.
If stock are found in quarantine,

(5.) If stock, other than those for which an Inspector shall 
have issued an order for quarantine, are found within 
any quarantine for foreign stock.

If charges and expenses be not paid.
(6.) If the fees, charges, and expenses connected with any 

stock be not duly paid.
If stock are not removed when quarantine is up.

(7.) If any stock shall not be removed oh the expiry of thfl 
term of quorantinsi
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POEMS.
Fom 1.

IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.

Notice of arrival of stoclc.
To 188 .

Inspector ot Stock,
Take notice that the 
belonging to
of, more particularly described in (he Schedule
below, are expected to arrive by the vessel named, at or about 
the time tktrein stated (or have arrived).

Owner or his Agent.
ScstEDfLE.

No.
By what 1 When expected. 

vesfiGl, 1 For what
and where 1

Jying. 1 Date. Tinlc.
purpose.

N.n —A separate notice must bo given for each owner's stock.

Form 2.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
Permit to land imported at-ocir.

To the Landing Waiter
at Wharf,

Sydney, 188 .
Please allow which ha arrived by the
from to be landed

Inspector of Stock.

Form 3,
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
Declaration and Cerlifcale of Health.

I (Name and Address') do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the undermentioned stock are, to the best of my 
knowledge and belief, free from all infections and contagious 
diseases, and have not within tho next preceding six months 
been in direct or indirect contact with stock infected with any 
such diseases, and are the produce of 

Particulars of Numbers, Smtes, Kinds, and Brands of the Stock:— 
And l make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing 
the same to be true, and in virtue of the provisions of an Act 
made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present 
Majesty, intituled “An Act for the more effectual abolition of 
Oaths and Affirmations taken and made in various Departments 
of tho Ocvcrnment of Now South Wales and to substitute 
Declarations in lieu thereof and for the suppression of Voluntary 
and Extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.”

Signed
Made and signed before me at l

this day of 188 . /
(Signature of Magistrate.)

J.P.
I have examined the stock referred to, and have no reason to 

doubt the correctness of this declaration in any particnlar.
Y,S. or Inspector of Stock.

Form 4.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
Notice of Sickness of Stock.

To Mr.
Take notice that the

belonging to
more particularly described

■ in the Schedule below [here state subject of the notice].
Schedule eefeebed to.

No, jotecrtpLion.

Sex.

[ Name and 
Brands, | By what Address of 

| Ship. Owner or
ConFignec.

Where 
Stock are.

j

Inspector of Stock. 
Dated at this day of 188 ,

orm 5.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
Certificate by Veterinary Surgeon at port of shipment.

I, of a duly qualified Veterinary Sureeom
appointed in that behalf for tho Colony of New South Wales: 
having made a thorough inquiry respecting and a careful 
examination of tho stock about to be shipped from the Port 
of by the of which is the Master, for the
port of Sydney, which are more psrtieuarly described in the 
Schedule below, and having made the like inquiry respecting 
and examination of all stock on board or about to be put on 
board such vessel for the use of the passengers or crew (parti
culars of which are also given below), do hereby certify that 
none of the said stock are infected with any infectious or con
tagious disease.

V.S.
Dated at this day of 188 .

Schedule keferkkd to above.

No. of 
Stock. Sex. Descrip

tion.
Brands

and
marks.

Date of 
shipment.

Name and 
address of 

owner and of 
attendant.

Con
signee.

DobII-
nation.

i

I

Form 6.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
' Form of Declaration h/ Master of vessel.

Hi |

03 %. Descrip- 
o-^i tion...a © *0 !
* i

J;'33 a ,2 *
tiC-sj ® ■a 2

IPsjs aj P3 ■

Where
from.

Sickness Canso f Date
or | of , of

deaths j sickness {outbreak 
during J or ^ of

voyage. ^ death, j disease.

Date of 
last 

death.

1

!
I, , master, do hereby solemnly declare that the

above statement is (rue with regard to the stock shipped on 
board the , which is now lying at , and
for which arc agents. And I moreover solemnly
declare that such stock have been duly examined by me, as 
prescribed by these Regulations, and that such stock, fodder, 
fittings, and effects are likely to be infected (or not likely to be 
infected.

Dated this day of 188 .
(Signed) Master.

Notice to Masters of VosseH
No straw, fodder, or any other food shipped for tho use of 

the stock on hoard, on any account to be landed, under a 
penalty of £200. "

Masters of vessels, before signing this declaration, are 
requested to observe that the meaning under tho abovemen- 
tioned Act of tho term “Infected Stock” is as follows:— 
“ Any stock suffering from or actually affected with disease, 
glanders, farcy, tuberculosis, catllo plague, foot and mouth 
disease, sheep-pox, scab in sheep and camels, catarrh, rabies, 
and pleuro-pneumonia, swine fever, or which have been in 
direct or indirect contact, or have been on the same vessel
with such infecled stock during the next preceding three 
months, or which have been under treatment during such 
period for the cure of any such disease.” And that the term 
“ Stock” includes cattle, sheep, swine, goats, dogs and deer.

Form 7.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1874.
Length op Q.CAitAstrrfE or Stock.

Stock, Quarantines.

Horses ...... ........................... None.
Camels ................... ................... 120 days.
Cattle ...................................... 120 days.
Sheep ...................................... SO days.
Pigs .......................................... 90 days.
Goats.......................................... 90 days.
Antelopes............................... 90 days.
Deer ........................................... 90 days.
Dogs.......................................... 6 month
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Form 8.

IMPOUTJ3D STOCK ACT OP 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 18S4.

Joint certificate of inspection of imported Stoci-.
We, the undersigned, Inspector of Stock and

, a duly qualified Veterinary Surgeon, 
liaTing satisfied ourselYCs that all the requirements of the above- 
named Acts and of these Regulations with respect to the 
declarations and certificates to be made, granted, and produced, 
for the more particularly described in tho Schedule
below, and with respect also to the vessel by which such 
have arrived, and having carefully examined such 
do hereby certify that such are infected with
[or are apparently free from infection.]

Inspector.
V.S.

Sydney, 188 .
ScnBDUiE,

Wo.
Descrip
tion of 
Stock.

Brands
or

marks*
Wliere from, by 
what ship, and 

vrbeo.
tfame and address 
of owner and of 

person in charge.
Quaran
tined at.

Form 9.

IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.

i Form 11.
IMPORTED STOCKACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
Clean Certificate and Release from Quarantine.

We, the undersigned, Chief Inspector (or Inspector) of Stock 
and , a duly qualified veterinary surgeon, having
carefully examined the , of which
the owner, and which are more particularly specified in the 
Schedule below, do hereby certify that such have
remained in quarantine for a period of more than ,
and have been duly dressed and disinfected in accordance with 
the provisions of the abovenamed Acts, and of the Regulations 
issued thereunder; and that such are not infected,
and may be removed from quarantine to the destination 
specified.

Chief Inspector (or Inspector). 
V.S.

Sydney, , 188 .
. Schedule.

No. Descrip
tion,

Bran cU 
or

mnrk&
Where from, by 
what ship, and 
at what date.

Name and address 
of owner and of 

]>erson in charge.
It onto and 

Destination,

Form 12.
IMPORTED STOCKACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
Scale of Tbanstobt ajtd Qua k ant ike Ohabois an» 

Extinseb.
Importer's Bond and Guarantee,

To tho
Inspector of Stock, Sydney,

We, do hereby request that
the imported stock which arrived on the 
by the ship and of which
the owner , more particularly described in the Schedule 
below, may, if found free from infection, be removed to 
Quarantine under tho conditions set forth in the Regulations 
under the abovenamed Acts, which Regulations are signed as 
relative hereto, and which we agree to carry out, and by way 
of guarantee wo hold ourselves firmly bound to the Chief 
Inspector of Stock in the sum of , to bo
paid to him or his assigns on demand.

Owner
or

Consignee. 
Surety. . 
Surety.

Dated at this day of 188 .
Schedule.

No. 1Sox, Description. Brands or marks, ncr. Coosignees.

I
Form 10.

IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.

Order to Quarantine Keeper to Receive Stock.

Sydney, , 188 .
Tun Quarantine Keeper 

at
Be so good as to receive into Quarantine 

the ex from
more particularly described in the Schedule below.

Inspector of Stock.

r<o. oi 
SLnck. Sex. 1 Desert, tion 

I '

Brands { Name and 
and nddrees 

marks. of owner.
| Name and ad- 
jdress of agent 

or consignee.
Remarks.

I

Veterinary Surgeon’s Fees for inspection.
Boreiffn horses and cattle.

£ a. d.
Where tho number does not exceed two head, a fee of 1 1 0 
Where the number exceeds two head, and does not 

exceed four head, an additional fee for every
additional head of ..............................................  0 10 0

For every additional head over four head, an addi
tional foe of .......................................................... 0 6 0

Foreign sheep, goats, pigs, or dogs.
Where the number does not exceed four head, for

each visit and inspection, a fee of......... ............ 1 I 0
Where the number exceeds four, and does not exceed 

eight head, for every additional head an addi
tional fee of .......................................................... 0 2 G

Where the number exceeds eight head, or where the 
sheep, goats, pigs, or dogs are inspected along 
with the cattle, on additional fee for each of ... 0 1 0

When inspected with horses or cattle, whatever the
number may be, a fee each of.............................. 0 1 0

Charges for Transport of Stock to and from Quarantine.— 
Payable each way.

Foreign cattle. £ s. d.
For one head .............................................................. 1 0 0
For two head...................... ....................................... 1 5 0
For every additional head arriving on board the

same vessel......................................................... 0 5 0
Foreign sheep, goals, prigs, or dogs.

When conveyed with cattle, every sheep, goat, dog,
or pig ...................... ...................'' ’.................... 0 1 0

When conveyed without cattle, any number from 1
to 20...................................................................... 15 0

When conveyed without cattle, any number from 21
to 50...................................................................... 1 15 0

When conveyed without eatlle, any numberfrom 01
to 100 .................................................................. 2 10 0

When conveyed without cattle, any number from
101 and upwards .............................................. 3 0 0

For every trip to either quarantine with forage or
other loading ...................................... ............... 15 0

For unnecessary detention over 1 hour, per hour... 0 10 0
Charges for snsteiiance and in quarantine of foreign animals.

Cattle per head, per day— £ s. d.
Stud cattle .......................................................... 0 3 0
Ship's cattle,................. .................................... . 0 2 6
Pigs, each, per day.............................................. 0 10
xoung pigs, 2 months old (not over) .............. 0 0 3
Sheep .................................................................. 0 0 6
Dog ...................................................................... 0 0 6
Pups, 2 months old ............. ............................. 003

The cost of disinfecting such slock, or the vessel in which
they arrive, or the fittings thereof, or the effeets of their 
attendants, as well as all other charges and expenses of every 
description incurred through the importation of such stock.
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Keep of A ustralian Sheep in Quarantine.

Susttnaneo and attendance per sheep per day ....... 0 0
Dipping Foreign and Australian Sheep—each dressing.

1 sheep.........................................................................
2 sheep, and not more than 5 sheep, per sheep'.......
6 sheep, and not more than 10 sheep, per sheep ... 
11 sheep, and not more than 20 sheep, per sheep... 
21 sheep, and not more than 40 sheep, per sheep ... 
41 sheep, and not more than 100 sheep, per sheep 
101 sheep, and not more than 200 sheep, per sheep 
201 sheep and over, per sheep..................... ............

£ s. 
0 10 
0 5 
0 3 
0 2 
0 1 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0

a.
6

d.
0
0
0
0
6
0
9
c

Form 13.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884. 
Declaration as to dipping.

I> , do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the sheep of which ia the owner,
and which are more particularly described in tho Schedule 
below, have been dipped times in all respects as prescribed 
by the Regulations under the aborenamed Acts, on the dates 
specified.

Scheduie.

Deflcriji'
U^a.

Brands
or

murks,

Wltero from 
fttid by what 

ship.

tTame and address 
of owner and of 
person in charge 

of Quarantine,

Quaran
tine.

Dates of 
dipping.

j
1

And I mate this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing 
tho same to be true, and in virtue of the provisions of an Act 
made and passed in the ninth year of tho reign of Her present 
Majesty, intituled “ An Act for the more effectual abolition of

Oaths and Affirmations taken and made in various depart
ments of the Government of New South Wales and to substi
tute Declarations in hen thereof and for the suppression of 
Voluntary and Eitra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.”

Made and signed before me at , this 1
day of , 188 . J

(Signed.) J.p.

Form 14.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
Notice to destroy infected stoclc.

(This form is provided for under the Imported Stock Act 
of 1871.)

Form 15.
IHPO RTBD STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
Notice of intention to introduce Foreign Stock.

To tho Chief Inspector of Stock,
Sydney.

Take notice that it is my intention to introduce in the Colony 
of New Soutli Wales the Foreign Stock more particularly 
described in the Schedule below.

(Owner),
Dated at

this day of , 188 .

Schedule eefebbed to above.

No. Sex. Descrip
tion.

Breed, 
Colour, 

Brands, & 
Marks.

Name and 
Address of 

Owner,
Wherefrom 

and by 
what Vessel,

When 
expected 
to arrive.

Con
signee.

mi 920—B
Sydney; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1888.
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1887-8.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS AND IMPORTED STOCK ACTS.
(REGULATIONS UNDER)

^rcscnlcfc to ttorliiimcnt juu-simut to JUts 30 “Qic. 4I0.10, str. 77, anls 35 ^ir. ^o. 0, scr, 7.

New SoornWALES, I Proclamation by His Excellency Tho 
to wit. j Right Hononrablc Chahles 1'obeht,

Baron Carrington, a Member of Her 
Majesty's Most Honourable Pnvy 

(l.s.) Council, Knight Grand Cross of tho
Carrington, Most Distinguished Order of Saint 

Govtrnor, Michael and Saint George,Governor and 
Coinmamler-in-Chicf of the Colony of 
New South Wales and its Dependencies. 

Whkbkas by section 45 of on Act passed in tho thirtieth 
year of the Reign of Her present Majesty, and numbered 
sixteen, intituled “The Diseases in Sheep Act of 1866,” it is, 
amongst other things, enacted that no sheep shall be introduced 
from an adjacent Colony at any crossing-places other than those 
appointed from time to time by Proclamation in the Gazet I e : 
Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, the 
Governor aforesaid, with tho advice of the Executive Council, 
do, by this ray Proclamation, hereby appoint the crossing- 
places named below to be crossing-places at which sheep may 
cross from the Colonies of Queensland, Victoria, and South 
Australia into this Colony, namely:—

Ballnndean
For Sheep from Queensland, 

Danear’s Horse Station, n
Goondiwindi Hungerford
Muiigmdi Brenda

Tintaldra
For Sheep from Victoria. 

Bama
Jingcliic Swan Hill
Wngra Euston
Albury Tooleybuc
Corowa Wentworth
Mulwnln Bondi
Tocumwal Kirkimong, near Delegate
Moama

For Sheep from South Australia. 
Tlmcltcringn Chowella 
Mootm
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, 

Sydney, this sixth day of February, in tho year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, 
and in the fifty-first year of Her Majesty’s Heign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
FRANCIS ABIGAIL.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

New South Wales, I Proclamation by His Excellency Tho 
to wit. J Right Honourable Charles Roekrt, 

Baron Carrington, a Member of Her 
Majesty's Most Honourable Privy 

(l.s.) Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Carrington, Most Distinguished Order of Saint 

Governor. Michael and SaintGeorge, Governor and 
Commauder-in-Chicf of the Colony of 
Now South Wales and itsDcpcndcncies.

Whereas by section 49 of an Act of the Parliament of 
New South Wales, passed in the thirticlh year of the 
Beign of Her present Majesty, intituled “The Diseases in 
Sheep Act of 1866,” it is enacted that the Governor may, for 
any period not exceeding six months, by Proclamation, suspend 
the provisions of any one or more of the sections 45, 46, and 
48 thereof, in respect of sheep introduced or proposed to bo 
introduced from any adjoining Colony in uhieh disease is not 
known to exst. And whereas the disease called “Scab in 
Sheep,” is not known to exist in the Colonies of Queensland and 
South Australia: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron 
Carrington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of tbc 
Executive Council, do hereby suspend for aperiod of six months 
from the date of this Proclamation, the whole of sections 45 and 
48 of the said Act, mid so much of the provisions of section 46 
of the said Act, with respect to sheep introduced or proposed 
to be introduced from the said Colonies of Queensland and 
South Australia, ns will admit of such sheep being introduced, 
upon their owner giving the Inspector for the District, in this 
Colony, into which such sheep cros", not less than 48 nor more 
than % hours notice in writing, stating where and when such 
sheep shall first enter this Colony, and their route and destin
ation.

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, 
Sydney, this sixth day of February, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- 
eight, and in the fifty-first year of Her Majesty’s 
Reign.

By His Excellency's Command,

FRANCIS ABIGAIL.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN! ’

4G4i—A
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JCew Sooth TV ales, ) Proclamation liy His KxceHency The 
to wit. j iiight Hononrablc Ciiari.es Kobert, 

Baron Carrington, a Member of Her 
Majesty^ Most Honourable I’rivy 
Council, Knight Grand Cross of the 

Carrington', Most Distinguished Order of ijaint 
Governor. Michael and SaintGeorge,Governor and 

Commauder-in-Chicf of the Colony of 
New South’!Vales and its Dependencies.

Whereas by section 30 of an Aet passed in the forty-first 
year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled 
the “Diseases in Sheep Acts Amendment Aet of 1S"S,” it is 
enacted that the Governor, with the advice of the Kvocutive 
Council, may, by Proclamation in the Gazette, suejicnd all or 
any of the provisions of the fifty-fifth and fifty-eighth sections 
of the principal Act {the Diseases in Sheep Aet of 18GG), for 
any period not exceeding twelve mouths : And whereas it is 
provided by the said sections (hat Coastwise and Coast District 
Sheep shall receive certain dressings prior to (heir being tuhon 
inland or out of the Coast Scab District: Now, therefore, I, 
Charles Korkrt, Baron Carrington, the Governor aforesaid, 
»i(h the advice of the Executive Council, do hereby for a 
further period of twelve months from the date of this’Procla
mation suspend the whole of the provisions of tho said sections 
55 and 58 bo iiir as they apply' to Coastwise Sheep, and so much 
of the provisions of the said sections in as far as they relate to the 
dressing of Const District Sheep, and declare that for the said 
period Coastwise Sheep may be taken inland, and Const District 
Sheep may be taken out of the Coast Scab District without 
such dressings, upon their owner obtaining from tho Inspector 
a certificate that such sheep arc free from disease and a permit 
for their removal.

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, 
Sydney, this sixth day of February, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand .eight hundred and eighty-eight, 
and in the fi ft.y-first year of Her Jfaj esty’s Ifeign.

By His Excellency's Command,
FRANCIS ABIGAIL, 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN! * 1 2 3

De])artment of Alines,
Stock Branch,

Sydney, 6th February, 18S8-
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1SGG, AND THE 

DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACTS 
OF 1878 AND 1882.

Tub following Regulations, which have been made and 
issued by His Excellency Hie Oiovcrnor, with the advice 
of the Executive Council, for carrying into client the pro
visions of the abovenamed Acts, are hereby published for 
general information.

FRANCIS ABIGAIL.

' I. Preliminary.
Repeal of preriom RepidafioJia.

1. All previous Regulations under the abovenamed Acts 
are hereby repealed.

Definition of words and terms.
2. In these Regulations the following words and terms shall 

have the meanings which they bear in section 2 of the Diseases 
in Sheep Act of 18GG, and section 3 of the Diseases in Sheep 
Acts Amendment Act of 1878, namely:—“Brand,” “Coast 
Sheep,” "Destroy,” “Director,'’ “Disease," “District,” 
“Drover” “Governor,” “Infected Sheep,” " Inspector,'’ 
“Introduced Sheep,” “Minister,” "Owner,” 11 Proprietor,” 
"Run,” “Sheep,” and “Travelling Stock”; and the following 
other words and terms shall in these Proclamations and Regula- 
hons, unless the context otherwise indicate, have the meanings 
eet against them respectively, namely:—

“ Crossing-place ”—Any place on the Border of the Colony 
proclaimed a crossing-place under (he abovenamed 
Acts.

“Distinctive”—As applied to any brand or mark—any 
brand or mark branded or marked to denote any 
matter or tbiug other than ownership.

“ Mark ”—Any mark made by cutting on stock.
“ Reserve ”—Any (ravelling stock or camping reserve.
“ Tattoo Mark ”—Any tattoo mark on sheep.

0.—INTRODUCED ANIMALS.
II.—Regulations as to introduchu sHEF.r.

Imported Sheep introduced Overland, .
3. No sheep which have been imported within the next pre

ceding six months into any adjoining Colony shall ho introduced 
into this Colony unless in conformity with the provisions of the 
Imported Stock Aet of IS71 and of the imported Slock Act 
Amendment Act of ]f?8L and of any Proclamations Or Regula
tions issued or made thereunder in regard to imported sheep.

Crossings for sheep intended to he introduced.
4. All sheep intended to bo introduced into this Colony 

from any adjoining Colony shall, unless tho provisions of sec
tion 45 of the Diseases in Sheep Act of 18GG shall have been 
suspended with respect to sheep from any such Colony, be so at 
one or other of the proclaimed crossing-places, or at some 
other crossing-place specially sanctioned by the Directors for 
the District through which tho sheep would first pass on 
crossing the Border.

Owner to give Inspector notice of intention to cross.
5. The owner of sheep, which it is proposed to bring over

land into this Colony, shall give the Inspector for the orossing- 
place at which they are intended to be introduced not loss 
than forty-eight nor more (ban ninety-six hours’ notice in 
writing, stating the day and hour when it is intended to cross 
such sheep, to the effect of Form A hereto.

Sheep to be branded before crossing.
G. All such sheep shall, before crossing the Border, be legibly 

branded as required by section 47 of the Diseases in Sheep Act 
of 18GG, in addition to their owners brand, and shall be kept so 
branded for six months after their introduction.

D.—TRAVELLING STOCK.
Districts in which Regulations relating to travelling sheep are 

in force.
7. The Regulations I, 2, 3, and 4, contained in section 14 of 

the Act 41 Vie, No. 18, with respect to travelling sheep, shall 
apply to and be in force in the following sheep districts, 
namely :—

Albury, - Hume.
Armidale. 1 vanhoc.
Balranald, Menindie.
Bathurst. Molong.
Bombalu. Merriwn,
Brewarrinu. Morec.
Braid wood. Mndgee.
Bonrkc. Murriiruudi.
Booligal. Narrandcra.
Cannonbar. Nurmbri.
Curcoar. 1’illiga.
Cobar. Qaiounbey an.
Coomn. Singleton.
Coonabarrabrnn, ■ Taniworth.
Condobolin. Tcntcrfield.
Coonamblc. Urnnn. '
Corowa. Wagga Wagga.
Dcniliquin. Walgett.
Dubbo. Warialda.
Forbes. Wentworth.
Glen limes. Wilcnmiia.
Goulburn. Yass.
Gundagnt, Young.
Hay.

Oztuier requiring permit, or renewed permit, to make application 
to Inspector.

8. Every owner intending to travel any sheep for which a 
permit or renewed permit is required shall, as the case may be, 
make an application to an Inspector, to I lie effect of Form B 
hereto ; and if the application is for ft renewed permit the owner 
shall, with such application, transmit or deliver to the Inspector 
the original or renewed permit under which such sheep shall 
be travelling at the time the application is made; and the 
Inspector shall, in accordance with these Regulations, grant the 
applicant, as the case may be, a permit to the effect oi Form C, 
or a renewed permit to the effect of Form D hereto, on receipt 
of tho travelling charges payable for such renewed permit.

Owner mag appeal against travelling charges on depositing 
amount or giving bond for it.

9. The travelling charges payable for any renewed permit 
for travelling sheep, may be paid under protest to the Director 
or Inspector granting the same, or a bond for the amount 
thereof, and of the expenses of appeal, iu terms of Form G 
hereto, executed by two responsible persons to bo approved by 
Ibe Director or Inspector, as the ease may be, may be lodged 
with him under protest; and the drover of the sheep or their 
owner, or some one on his behalf, may appeal to the Minister 
against the payment of such charges; and the Minister on 
obtaining the report of the proper Board or Boards of Directors 
will decide whether or not such charges shall bo paid.

Inspector mag call for declaration as to returning fat sheep.
10. Every owner requiring a renewed permit for sheep whic-k 

ore represented as fat sheep sent, iond fide to and returning un
sold from market, shall, when required by the Inspector, make 
and deliver to him a statutory declaration (Form E) to tins 
effect that, the statements contained in the application for such 
permit are true.

Stack mag be counted.
11. The Inspector may, when necessary, count any travelling 

stock, and tho drover thereof shall, when required, afford the 
Inspector every assistance in making such count,.
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E.—SHEEP JtABKS AND BRANDS.
I.—Cut Mabes,

The uTip1* or "Crop” Har-marleprohibited.
12. Tho tip or point shall not be cut or cropped oil any 

sheep’s ear ereept unless in so far as it shall be so by an 
authorized mart.

Number of CtUs in lHar-marJc.
13. All owners’ sheep ear-marks shall consist of one or two 

cuts or marks and no more, cicept iu the case of special marks,
' Shape and size of JHar-marks,

14. The shape and size of the several “owners’ " sheep ear
marks (other than special marks, which may be of such shape 
and size as tho Chief Inspector shall decide) shall bo as set 
forth in Form H hereto.

No marks shall is made except with ear-pipers.
15. All sheep car-marks shall be made or marked with 

an oar-plycrs, the cutters of which shall be of the size and 
shape described by Form H hereto ; and all owners’ sheep ear
marks made or marked in any other way than with an ear- 
plycrs shall be held and deemed to be unrecorded ear-marks.

Jluhs of marking “ owners” and ‘‘distinctive” marks.
1G. Pho “ owners ” sheep oar-mark shall in every case be 

marked on the near or left ear of male sheep, and on the off or 
right car of female sheep ; and “distinctive” car-marks, such as 
those denoting tho age and class of sheep, shall in every ease ho 
marked on the off or right ear of male sheep, and on the near 
or loft ear of female sheep. And ail oar-marks made on sheep 
after the publication of this Regulation shall he held and 
deemed to be ’ owners’” or distinctive” ear-marks, according 
to the car of the sheep on which they arc marked,

IVhen the same brand or mark is claimed by two or more 
applicants.

17. Sheep brands and marks not already registered, if 
unobjectionable, shall bo recorded in the order in which they 
are received ; and if two or more owners in the same district 
apply at the same time for a similar brand or mark, it skull be 
allotted by the Inspector to the applicant who can prove that 
he was the first to use such brand or mark in that district ; 
but if no such proof can be adduced the brand or mark 
shall he allotted to the applicant who owns the larger number 
of sheep.

II—Becobdisq of Sheep Bhands akd Marks.
Order of Registration.

18. When two or more applicants claim the same owners' 
brand or mark, and they decline to agree to the settlement 
proposed by the Inspector, their claims shall he referred by him 
to tho Directors for the District, who shall hear and deeiclo the 
same, and deal with the espensos of such hearing in the same 
manner as applications are heard and decided under the 
“ Diseases in Shoep Act of 1SGG” ; and the brand or mark in 
dispute shall ho allotted and recorded as the Directors shall so 
decide. If the Directors decline'to decide, the brand or mark 
shall he allotted us the Minister shall direct.

A. fee of ten shillings to be p.aid for special brands,
19. An Owner applying for a special brand must lodge with his 

application ihe sum of ten shillings to cover the expense of the 
block required for publishing the same in the Government 
Gazette.

III.—Tattoo Sheep Mares.
Their description, size, registration, and order of marking.
20. All tattoo sheep marks shall be of the description and 

size, and shall bo registered and marked as follows, namely
Description and size of Tattoo Marks.

(1.) Tattoo marks used as owners’ sheep marks shall con- 
s'St of one or more letters, signs, or characters.

(2.) Tile letters used shall be of tho Roman or Script style, 
and all letters and signs or characters shall be not less’ 
than £ of an inch in length and i of an inch in width.

Mode of Registration of Tattoo Marks.
(3.) All applications for tattoo marks shall he made in the 

first instance to the Inspector for the District in which 
it is intended to use such marks (Form L. 1), who 
wilt make tho necessary entries iu his Record, and 
forward the applications to tho office of the Registrar 
of Braude, Sydney, to he recorded for the Colony.

(4.) Tlie fee for recording each tattoo mark, including 
publication in the Gazette, will be six shillings (Gs.) °

Mode and order of marking and proof of ownersh ip of 
Tattoo Marks.

(o.) The portions of the sheep on which recorded tattoo 
marks shall be imprinted shall be Die following:—

Tortion 1. The under side of the near or left ear.
„ 2. The under side of the off or right, ear.
i, 3. Tho under side of tho tail.
,, 4. On the ribs, beneath the near fore arm.
,, 5, On the ribs, beneath the off fore arm.

(6.) The part, of tho sheep’s ears nearest to the head shall 
be held to ho highest part of that portion; and the 
part of the tail nearest to the body of the sheep the 
highest part of that portion.

(f.) In imprinting recorded tattoo marks on sheep, tho 
breeder or person imprinting the first mark shall do 
so on the highes; available part of portion 1; and tho 
second and every subsequent tattoo mark imprinted 
shall be so immediately-under tie preceding mark, if 
there be room on the same portion, and, if not, then 
on Urn highest available part of the next portion, 
according to the order hereinbefore laid down,

(8.) All sheep shall he deemed to be marked with the 
recorded tattoo mark which shall appear to bo the last 
mark imprinted upon such sheep, according to the 
order hereinbefore prescribed.

(9.) Notwithstanding any thing contained in these Regu
lations, the owner of pedigree sheep may, with tho 
sanction of the Directors, number such sheep with a 
tattoo mark on the oil’ oar for stud purposes, and in 
that ease the third portion shall beheld to be the next 
iu order to the first.

F.—STOCK BOARD OF EXAMINERS.
XIII—Examihation of Applicants for Appointment as 

iNsncroHs.
21. The Chairman of the Board of Sheep Directors, Sydney, 

tho Chief Inspector of Stock, and such duly qualified Yeterinary 
Surgeon as the Minister may from time to time appoint, shall 
be a Board to examine persons who may intend to apply for 
tho appointment of Inspector of Sheep,’ and such Board shall ’ 
meet, at such places and times, and hold such examinations as 
the Minister for Mines shall direct, and shall report the result 
of tho same to the Minister within ten days after the holding 
of the same,

22. The Board on being satisfied that tho persons examined 
possess the necessary qualifications, and are in all other respects 
fit to hold tho appointment of Inspector, shall grant a certifi
cate to the effect of Form M. hereto; and any peraonunable to 
produce any such ccrlificato shall not be eligible to apply for 
such appointment.

23. No certificate shall be granted by the Board unless the 
person examined shall produce to the Board satisfactory testi
monials as to character, temperance, honesty, trustworthiness, 
as well as practical experience of stock and their management, 
and is found to possess, among others, the following qualifica
tions :—

(l.) That the applicant is over 25 and under SO years of 
age.

(2.) That he is not in any way incapacitated by ill-health 
or bodily infirmity for the active discharge of an 
Inspector’s duties. '

(3.) That he is thoroughly conversant with the provisions 
of the Acts relating to Diseases in Stock, the branding, 
marking, mustering, travelling, and impounding of 
stock; to tho prevention of stock-stealing; to the 
destruction of noxious animals ; to public watering- 
places ; to dividing fences; and to those portions of 
the Land Law which relate to reserves for travelline 
stock. b

(4-.) That he is possessed of a practical knowledge of 
horses, cattle, and sheep, and their management, and 
a thorough theoretical and practical knowledge of tho 
diseases known ns Scab, Catarrh, Fluke, Worms, 
Foot-rot, Pleuro-pneumonia, Black-leg, Tuberculosis, 
Anthrax (Cumberland) Disease, Iniluenza in horses, 
and of the proper treatment of these diseases.

(5.) That he has a general knowledge of tho character, 
nature, cause, symptoms, and treatment of Rinder
pest, Shaep-pox, Foot and Mouth Disease, Glanders, 
Farcy, Swine-fever, Rabies, and Hydatids.

24. Notwithstanding anything herdiubefore contained, the 
Board, on receiving twenty-four hours notice may, in urgent 
eases, where the Minister may deem it necessary to appoint 
Acting-Inspectors, examine provisionally the persons applying 
for such appointments ; and if (ho Board is satisfied that the 
examinees are qualified to fill such appointments it shall grant 
provisional certificates accordingly.

25. At all meetings for examinations two members shal 
form a quorum.

G.—APPEALS AND APPLICATIONS.
26. Any person intending to make an application or appeal 

to a Board of Sheep Directors, as provided by section 86 of the 
Diseases in Sheep Act of 1866, shall, with every such applica
tion or appeal, deposit with tho Inspector the sum of £10, to 
pay the expenses connected therewith, and in the case of appeals 
against, the payment of travelling charges on sheep, the amount 
of such charges shall also he deposited, or a bond for tho 
amount, to the effect of Form G. hereto.
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Form A. '
DISEASES IN' SHEEP ACI OF 1SG6, AND DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACTS OF 1878 AND 1882,

Notice of intention to introduce stock.

To
Inspector of Stock,

Tahe notice that it is
crossing place at . , , . ,
are more particularly described in the Schedule below, at the time and date therein mentioned, ana or which

, of is the owner.
Dated > 188 . _ , . . .Owner or his Agent.

intention to introduce at the 
which

Schedule.

No. Description. Where bred, Where from. By what route. When eypectod.

Date. Time.

-

. Form B.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 18G6, AND DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACTS OF 1878 AND 1882,

Application for Permit or Pteneioed Pennil to travel sheep.

To the Inspector of Sheep,—■
hare to request that you will furnish with a Permit (or Renewed Permit) to travel the uhcep more

particularly described in the Schedule below, as required by section 14 of the abovenamed Act. The sheep are somid, and have 
not travelled (or have travelled) within the next preceding weeks.

Schedule repebeed to above.

Number, Description. Brands and 
marks.

Name and address of owner and 
of person Sn charge.

From what District 
and Run.

Route intended to travel 
and distance.

Consignee and 
destination.

Applicant.

Dated at this day of 188 ,

No.
Form C,

DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1866, AND DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACTS OE 1878 AND 1882.
Permit to travel.

(This Form is provided for under tho Diseases in Sheep Acts Amendment Act of 1878. See the second Schedule thereto.)

Form D.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1866, AND DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACTS OF 1878AND1882,

Renewed Fennit to travel.
This is to certify that a Renewed Permit has this day been granted to 
in the Schedule below, from their destination, to
sum of £ , as the Travelling Charges payable for such Renewed Permit.

to travel the sheep more particularly described 
; and I acknowledge to have received the

Schedule hipebeed to above.

Number. Description. Brands or 
marks.

Nome and address Of 
owner and of 

person in charge.

Date of arrival at last 
destination, and ^hore sheep 

originally started from.

Route now 
permitted to 

travel
Consignee and 

destination,
II
£ o

Travelling charges 
at two pence per 
tnile per hundred.

£

188 Inspector of Stock.
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Form E.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OE 18G6, AND DISEASES 

IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACTS OE 18V8 
AND 1883.

Declaration with respect to fat sheep returning from market,
I of do solemnly and sincerely declare that
the particulars stated ia tho accompanying "application for a 
renewed permit to travel hon&fde fat sheep bach
from their previous destination, to
are correct to the best of my knowledge and belief r And I make 
this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing tho same to 
he true, and by virtue of tho provisions of an Act made and 
passed in the ninth year of tho reign of Her present Majesty, 
intituled “ An Act for the more effectual abolition of Oaths and 
Affirmations taken and made in various Departments of the 
Government of New South Wales and to substitute Declarations 
iu lieu thereof and for the suppression of voluntary and extra
judicial Oaths and Affidavits.'’
Made and signed before mo, at "l

_ this day of 188 . j
Signature of a Justice "l 

of tho Peace— )

Form F.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OE 1886, AND DISEASES 

IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACTS OF 1878 
AND 1383.

Travelling Statement.
I, of do solemnly declare that I nm
the of the travelling stock,
more particularly described in the Schedule below; And I 
further declare that the said stock are this day to be taken by 

drover, from [state name of place or run | in the 
Shoep District of , and are intended to be driven by

to being their destination [name of place
or run] in the district of by the following route,
which is [ontinarg or direct] route, viz.

and to he delivered thereto
as consignee.

Form H.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1866, AND DISEASES 

IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACTS OP 1878 
AND 1882.

Name, Shape, a>’d Size ov Sheep Eae-maem.

Name of mark. Shape of Length, not Width, not
mark. exceeding’— exceeding—

The bayonet..................... . o 1 inch ... ■g inch.

o 7
8 >>

5.
8 33

„ fork ............................... o 3. A.
8 J* 8 33

„ half half-penny ........ D> 6
8 J)

3
8" J>

o B. A
8 8 33

„ note ............................... o i A
8 3>

.. shears .......................... o .6 _S
8 3> 8 33

c$> i-2- i
* 8 1 (5 >>

D> i _L
ti 3^ 1 (5 »

„ swallow-tail ................. o 5 6
8 3> 8 33

o s. 4
8 33 8 3 J

D> 5 5
8 J> 8 33

„ w................................... o 0 G
8 JJ8 »

Schedule heterhed to.

Number
of

. Sleek,
Description of 

Stock. Sox. Marks. How and Wliere 
Branded.

Diseased
or

Sound,

. O.wncr (or Superintendent).
Signed at this day of 188 .

Witnesss—

Form G.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OE 1866, AND DISEASES 

IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACTS OE 18/8 
AND 1882.

Bond where owner appeals against payment of travelling 
charges.

Know all men by these presents,
That , of , in the Colony of New South
Wales, and , of , in the Colony aforesaid,

arc jointly and severally held and firmly bound 
unto Her Most Gracious Majesty Q.ueen Victoria, under the 
abovenamed Acts, iu the sum of to be paid to Her
said Majesty, her boil’s, or successors, for which payment to he 
made wc bind ourselves, and each of us bind ourselves, our 
heirs, executors, and administrators severally, firmly, by these 
presents.
Sealed with our Seals, and dated") 

the dav of >
188 . " J

Witness.

Form I.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OE 1866, AND DISEASES 

IN SHEEP ACIS AMENDMENT ACTS OE 1878 
. AND 1882.

Application to record a sheep brand or mark.

Owner’s Brand. Owner's Marks. A<</j Mark.

To

Class Mark,

183

Inspector of Sheep,
I have to request that you will record the Brand and Marks 

on the margin hereof, as the Sheep Brand and Marks to be 
used on Station, of , of which
is the Post Town, and on which there are now sheep
and lambs belonging to ; and that you will also enter
in your Record that the age of the sheep on the station is 
denoted by and the class by

I enclose the authorized fee, amounting to £ 
particulars of which are given in the Schedule below.
Witness—

Owner (or Superintendent),

Scumdie eeff.rred to above.

Particulars recorded. Number Of gliocp.

Recording owner’s brand, tar... 
„ „ paint or tar
,> i, mark...........
,, distinctive age mark 
j, ,, class mark,..

Publication in Gazette....... cacli

Fees.

Rate each. Amount,

5/
V-

N.B.—The above bond is granted by in security
for the payment of the travelling charges due on 
sheep belonging to for which
of has granted from to

in the event of the Honorable Die Minister for 
Mines after receiving the report of the Board of Sheep Directors 
for the District of deciding that such charges
shall be paid.

When received.

Date. Time. j
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Form J,
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 186(5, AND DISEASES 

IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACTS OF 1S78 
AND 18S2.

Certificate of Record.
No.

188 .
Tins ie to certify, thiH the owner’s brand and mark

mentioned in tbc margin hereof, was this dny duly 
recorded as the sheep brand and mark of

in terms of the prorisions of the nbovenamod Acts.
Inspcelor of Stock.

Form K.

DISEASES TN SHEEP ACI’ OF 18C6, AND DISEASES 
IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT A.CTS OF 1S7S 
AND 1S82.

Memorandum of acceptance of modification.
188 .

Urawl. Ear-innrk. JMstinctivc Mark,

Stock, haring examined and having found that
lie possesses the qualifications prescribed by tbe regulations 
issued under tho obovementioned Acts,' do hereby certify to 
that effect.—Dated ut Sydney, this day of

a.h. 183 . -
Signatures of Examiners ^ ■

IMPORTED STOCK ACTS,

New Soimi Walks, l Proclamation by Hia Excellency The 
to wit. ) jygjjt; Honourable Charles 'Robert',

. Baroh Carrixgtom, a Member of Her
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy 

(l.s.) Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Carrington, Most Distinguished Order of Saint 

CrOWTTior. Michael and SaintGeorge,Governor and 
■ Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of

New South Wales and its Dependencies,

Brand or marks applied for...
Modifications suggested..........  -
I hereby agree to accept (he Brand or Mark modified as above, 
and request that the same may be recorded accordingly.

Signature................
Insert dale..............

Witness—
Should this memorandum not be returned within twenty- 

one days from (he above date, the Brands or Marks herein 
suggested will he recorded as yours, in terms of the above- 
named Acts.

Form L.
DISEASES TN SHEEP ACT OF 1866, AND DISEASES 

IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACT'S OF 1878 
AND 1882.

Mi-morondv.rn of transfer of brand Or marie.
188 .

Owner's Brand. Owner's Marl;. Age Mark. Class Mark.
To the Inspector of Sheep, ■

District of
I being the recorded owner of the Sheep Brand
and Marks on the margin hereof, having transferred the same 
with sheep and lambs to of
do hereby request that you will make the necessary transfer to 

, of such "Brand and Mark in your Kecord, and
enclose herewith the sum of , as the

authorized fees for such transfer.
Transferror.
Trnnsferrce.

Willies.?— .

Form L 1.
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACT OF 

1878.
Application to Record a Sheep Tattoo Mark.

188 .
To Inspector of Sheep,

have to request that you will record the first available of 
any of the five Sheep Tattoo Marks mentioned on the margin 
hereof, (o bo imprinted on the portion specified in
the Schedule hereunder, as tho Owners” Sheep Tailoo Mark 
of of Station, of which is the Post
Town, and I hereby enclose the sum of eix shillings (6s.), the 
authorised fee for recording the same.

Portion 1. 
„ 2- 
n 3-
„ T

Owner (or Superintendent). 
Schedule referred to above :—

The under side of the near or left ear.
The under side of the off or right ear.
The under side of the tail.
On the ribs beneath the near fore arm.
On the ribs beneath tbc ofl' fore arm.

Form M,
DISEASES IN SHEEP ACT OF 1866, AND DISEASES 

IN SHEEP ACTS AMENDMENT ACTS OF 1878 
AND 1882.

Certificate of Examination.
We, the undersigned, being a quorum of tbe Board of 
Examiners, appointed by His Excellency tbe Governor, with 
the advice of the Executive Council, for the purpose of 
examining applicants for the appointment of Inspector of

Whereas by section three of an Act passed in the forty- 
cighlh year of the. Beign of Her present Majesty, intituled, 
' The Imported Stock Act Amendment Act of 1884,” it is 
enacted that the term “Stock” shall, in addition to cattle 
and sheep, include goats, swine, dogs, and such other animals 
as the Governor may, by Proclamation published in the Govern
ment Gazetle, declare to be subject to the provisions of 
tho said Act : And whereas horses suffer from the diseases 
known as Glanders and Farcy and deer suffer from the diseases 
known as Foot and Mouth Disease and Einderpest: And it is 
therefore desirable that their importation into the Colony 
should be made subject to the provisions of the abovenamed 
Aet and of tho "Imported Stock Aet of 1871” ; Now, there
fore, I, Charles Bobeiit, Baron Carrington, the Governor 
aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, do, by 
this my Proclamation, hereby cancel the proclamation of 5th 
January, 1885, and declare that horses, camels, and doer 
shall be included in tho term “ Stock.” and shall bo subject to 
tho provisions of “ The Imported Stock Aet of 1871,” and 
“ The Imported Stock Act Amendment Act of 1884.”

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, 
Sydney, this sixth day of February', in the year 
of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- 
eight, and in the fifty-first year of Her Majesty’s 
Befgn.

By His Excellency’s Command,

' FRANCIS ABIGAIL.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

Proclamation by His Excellency The 
Bight Honourable Charles Eobert, 
Baron Carrington, a Member of Her 
Majesty's Most Honourable Privy 
Council, Knight Grand Cross of the 
Most Distinguished Order of Saint 
Michael and SaintGeorge,Governor and 
Commauder-in-Chicf of the Colony of 
New South Wales and its Dependencies.

Whereas by section one of an Act passed fin the thirty- 
fifth year of the Beign of Her present Majesty, intituled, 
“The Imported Stock Act of 1871,” the Governor, with 
the advice of the Executive Coimeil, is empowered to 
declare, by Proclamation in the Gazette, diseases, other than 
Rinderpest, Foot and Mouth Disease, and Sheep-pox, to be 
infectious or contagious diseases for tho purposes of the said 
Aet: Now, therefore, I, GTiables Robert, Baron Carring
ton, the Governor aforesaid, with tho advice of the Executive 
Council, do, by this my Proclamation, hereby cancel the 
proclamation of 5th January, 1885, and declare the diseases 
known ns Scab, Catarrh, Babies, Pleuro-Pneumonia, Tubercu- 

I losis. Glanders, Farcy, Swine-fever, and Mange in Dogs to be 
infectious or contagious diseases within the meaning and for 
the purposes of the said Act.

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, 
Sydney, this sixth day of February, in the year of 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, 
and in the fifty-first year of Her Majesty’s Beign,

By His Excellency’s Command,

FRANCIS ABIGAIL.

■ GOD SAVE THE QUEEN 1

New South Wales, 
to wit.

(L.S.)
Carrington,

Governor,
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N Ste w' ’) JvO?la^tl0n by His ExccHonoy I'ho 
to wit, J Right Honourable Chatilks Robkbt, 

IJakon Cakjitsgton, a Member of Her 
f . Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy

r Connell, Knight Grand Cross of the
Carrington, Most Distinguished Order of Saint 

Governor. Michael and SamtCeoro^Governor and 
Oommau d er-m-Chief of tbc Colony of 
I'Jew Souths ales and itsHepeadencies

asrat?
ctbe, re;e» of. ^present” Majest^/intituled'the

i/l.’ and numbered six, tho im-“Imported Stock Act of 18'm," ami numbered six, tho im- 
portatmn or introduction into this Colony of cattle sheep
AWca0 and'Tmc”^ °f ioiAn' ^om Kurope, Asil,
Auslrali^n kt ' ’ an,y, 1)kce not he'mS within tlie
foi a ncHnl^ ?!1fS f definecl,by t!l0 said Act, are prohibited 
3SS7 PA?Ha f .,nont!ts, from tho 1st of Fcbrnar\%

And whereas it is considered that while certain dc-
iutoPthkVrLSt0ef may’ u"dor proper regulations, be imported 
nhmWlS1' 7 l-0"1 C°rta,n C0-l0nics a,'d countries without 

enW Vnteeti°-tlS ^ cont;lg'Ous disease, there are other 
colonies and countries m which there is reason to believe such 
too ex,sts : How, therefore, I, Chaulkj Robert, Barov 
Carrington, tlie (.overnor aforesaid, with the advice of the 
ofXtwn1V° Coufn.cl1’ d°, by this my Proclamation, for a period 
■ j. ycai s from tbe date hereof, absolutely prohibit the 
importation or introduction into this Colony* of tho stock 
mentioned in Schedule A hereto. 7

SCUEDUI.K A.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OR 1371, AN!) THIS IMPORTED 

STOCK ACI AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884. 
Foreyn Stock and thSnrj, prohibit,,l from bdmj Imported or 

____ ________ Introduced*

Stock, From what colony or country.

CattDogsSheOP’ and! FI°I.”aiLforej?nc?'^ri®sand|lol''nies,

Swine..............
Goats and Deer

..... ...........'■/•■-ijjiii.uiiuii lesanu colonies
except from Great Britain and Ireland, 
unless such cattle, sheep, ordogsshaii 
have been 14 days in Great Britain or 
Ireland.

From all foreign colonies and countries. 
I romall foreign colonies and countries 
unless they are imported for a Zou- 

. ogica! Society, when they may be 
landed and quarantined as provided 

w n I by regulation.Fodder and Fittings.,.| From any foreign colony or country,
! or from any foreign vessel.

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, 
Sydney, this sixth day of February, in the year 
oi our Lord, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-
Refgn a”d ln tle fifty'first year of Her Majesty's

By His Excellency’s Command,
■ FRANCIS ABIGAIL.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN ! 
iheSo«^hmtiMl.,,t#el‘und"me“ti™,!a ar,! not ’rini'!'1 11,5

Stoch.

Horses 
Camels 
Cattle ... 
■Sheep ...
Goats ... 
Deer ...
Dogs ...

Foreign Stock not prohibited.

From wiiat colony or country.

Any colony or country.
Any colony or country.
From Great Britain and Ireland. 
From Great Britain and Ireland.
From any colony or country, if they 
are intended for a Zoological Society : 
otherwise they are inadmissible. 

From Great Britain and Ireland.

Carrington, 
Governor.

New Soutti Wales, I Proclamation by His Excellency The 
to wit. j Right Honourable Chart,ks Robert 

Baron Carrington, a Member of Her 
Majesty's Most Honourable Privy 
Council, Knight Grand Cross of the 
Most Distinguished Order of Saint 
Michael and Su inf G eorge, Governor and 
Commatider-in-Chkf of the Colony of 
New South IValcs and its Dependencies.

Whereas by the third section of an Act passed in the 
forty-eighth year of the reign of Her present Haicctv 
intituled “ The Imporicd Slock Act Amendment Act of 1884 ”
nvev?kTCVn7 15 cn'Powcrcd by Proclamation to suspend the 
piOTJMOns of any one or more of the sections of that Act or of

The Imported Stock Act of 1871” for auy period not exceed- 
toShe m0l1B,S’!? f515^ t0 3,ly st0(''k Produced or proposed 
wher™', ir°dTd- fr?m. any 0f ih6 Australian Colonies: And 
rienkriR !9f des‘™ble.t0 suspend the operation of theprovi- 

Acf f “ Tho lml)0rtcd S'oA Act Amend-
iclarint tcfL188 r^0i 7y ^'ftMalion made thereunder 
i elating to the quarantining of stock, other than elieep imported
Now rimvefe C“lonies> for a Pe!'iod of six months :
Now, therefore, I, Chaiu.es Robeet, Baeon Carbington llm
Go™ aforesaid, with the advice of the Executive Council, 
do heieby suspend, for a period of six months from this date 
the prormons of section 3 of "Tlie Imported Stock Act
kd^o"/^' 0f 1881\ :lnd of BI|y 8ucb regulation as afore
said, so fai as the same relate to the quarantining of stock other 
than sheep from any of the Australian Colonies

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House 
Sydney, this sixth dny of February, in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight bundled and eighty-eight, 
and in the fifty-first; year of Her Majriij’s Reign. S

By His Excellency’s Command,
FRANCIS ABIGAIL. 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

New South Wales, ) Proclamation by His Excellency Tho
to Wlo» v Pjo-lif. TTi-Ln.nnMt-.t.A n+. _____ ts t

(L.S.)
Carrington,

Governor,

i Right Honourable Charles Robert* 
Baron Carrington, a Member of Her 
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy 
Council Knight Grand Cross of tile 
Most Distinguished Order of Saint 
Michael and Sain t G eorge, Governor and 
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of 
Isew South’Wales audits Dependencies.

AerofW” 7Cli°P tcn 0f- 11,3 “^Ported Stock 
M ■1 A1’ r. * 10 G'0T0m0r 18 empowered, bv Procla- 

Zi wi‘r 10 aoyeiTm,er,t Odette, to restrictor absolutely 
of Zv1 !0r,a7 Ep,oc,fied tmm the importation or introduction
countvv Zr’ 0r. flttinS3 fr°m any other Colony or
ouritij in winch there is reason to brtieve auy infectious or 

contagious Otsease m stock exists : And whereas by A Trodama-
inThn'c*1' ile haiJd7£ [llE tho Governor, published
Z 'i! « of tbis dftte' P'msuant to tho pro-

L lhmIl',p01'<Cd St00k Actof 1871 " amongst oUmr 
things Scab m feheep was declared le be an infectious or oon-
Scab 7 hT5'0 : And.'TbeTe!‘s there is reason to believe that 
AW 7,1jhe P”®0,111- exists in aheep belli in tbe Colony of
Now^W "V nS° ln ''7 Col0ny of Westem Australia: 
Now, therefore, I Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, tlie
Goiernor aforesaid, noth the advice of the Executive Council, 
do, by this my Proclamation, absolutely prohibit for a period
Ln i 7 fT0m tih0 da,e of proclamation, the
importation or introduction of any sheep, or any fodder or 
fittings put on board any vessel with, or for thoVe of.
Weat^ZS C°!0niC9 °f NrW ZrallUld M of

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, 
Sydney, this sixth day of February, in the year of onr 
Dord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eiriit 
and in the fifty-flest year of Her Majesty’s Reign. * 

By His Excellency’s Command,
FRANCIS ABIGAIL. 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

Department of Mines,
Stock Branch, .

Sydney, 6th February, 1SS8.
IMPQRTED STOCE; ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

SIOCE ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884. '
Fhe following Regulations which hove been made by His 
Excellency the Governor, with theadvice of Hie Eicculivo 
naZed \f7 ^ ib« RrOTisians of the above-
ZZ R, • f 7- 7 7° “'PoMntion and introduction of 
information11 thlB Colci,1-T’ hereby published for general

. ' FRANCIS ABIGAIL.

Those Regulations are divided into the following Parts
A. —Introductory and General-.
B. —Foreign Stock ash Things.
C. —Australian Stock and Things.
D. PenaTaTIes, Coyi'rscATToySj &c.

PART A.—INTRODUCTORY AND GENERAL.
I.—INI'KGDUCTORY.

.Repeat of previous Ser/ulaliom.

1. All previous Regulations under the abovenamed Acls an 
Hereby repealed.
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Interpretation.
2. In these Regulations the following words and terms shall 

hare the meanings which they bear in section 1 of the Imported 
Stock Act of 1871, namely

»Attendant” "Cattle,” "Destroy,” "Disease,■■"Fittings,;; 
“Fodder,” "Governor,” "Inspector,” “Master,” “Minister 
"Owner," and “Sheep” ; and tho following other words and 
terms shall, in these Regulations, unless the context otherwise 
indicate, have tho meanings set against them respectively, 
namely;—
“Australian ”—Ae regards Colonies, places, or ports—any of the 

Colonies of Queensland, New South Wales, 1 ictona, Soutti 
Australia, Western Australia, Tasmania, and hew Zealand, 
and any port or place in any of such Colonies ; as regards 
stock or things—any stock or things from any of such 
Colonies; and as regards vessels—any vessels trading solely 
and which have traded solely for twelve months preceding 
between such Colonics.

« j}0g »—Any dog, slut, or whelp of any breed or age.
“ Foreign "—Any Colony, place, port, animal, thing, or vessel 

other than any Australian Colony, place, port, stock, thing, 
or vessel,

“ Horses ’’—Any one or more horses, mares, colts, fillies, foals, 
asses, or mules.

"Imported stock’’—Any stock arriving by sea, and for six 
months after arrival.

“ Infected ”—As applicable to stock—any stock suffering from 
or actually affected with disease, or which have been in 
direct or indirect contact with, or on the same vessel as, 
such infected stock during the nest preceding six months, 
or which have been under treatment during such period 
for disease, or dressed, or disinfected for disease; and as 
applicable to vessels or things-^-any vessels or things with 
which any such infected stock shall have come m contact 
within the next preceding three months.

" Infectious or Contagions Disease’’—Cattle plague or rinder
pest, foot and mouth disease, sheep-pox, swine-fevor, scat), 
in sheep and camels, catarrh, rabies, pleuro-pneumonia, 
glanders, farcy, and tuberculosis.

" Prescribed ” means prescribed by any Regulations.
"Stock ’’—Any one or more horses, camels, cattle, sheep, goats, 

swine, deer, and dogs.
"Stud stockAny stock, whether thoroughbred or not, 

intended to be bred from.
“ Swino ’’—Any one or more boars, sows, farrows, or pigs of 

any breed or age.
‘'Vessel”—Any steamer, ship, lighter, launch, boat, punt, or 

ferry.
II.—Gene ha i.

Owners to give notice of arrival of stoele.
3. If any stock are brought by sea to a port or place in 

this Colony, the owner thereof shall, within twelve hours or 
their arrival, give the inspector at or near such port or place 
notice to the effect of Form 1 hereto.

Declaration and certificate to accompany all itock.
4 All stock intended to be landed shall be accompanied 

by a Declaration and Certificate to tho effect of Form 3 hereto.

No slock to be landed but on Inspector's permit.
5 No stock, although their introduction may not be 

prohibited, shall he landed, or moved from, or allowed to 
leave the vessel by which they shall have arrived, without the 
written permission of an Inspector, to tlie effect of Form 2 
hereto.

Owner to receive notice when stock are ailing or xeben 
destroyed.

6 When any stock are ailing or shall have been destroyed 
under the abovenamed Acts or Regulations thereunder, notice 
thereof shall be given to the owner of such stock to the effect 
of Form i hereto.

Note notices are to he given,

7. Notices under the abovenamed Acts or Regulations may 
e either served personally on the person to whom such notice 
s required to be given, or left at his residence or place of 

business, or sent to him by registered letter through the post.

PART B.—FOREIGN STOCK AND THINGS.

Ill—Fobeigs Stock, Ac., amiissibt.e.
8. The foreign stock and things specified which are per

mitted to be imported or introduced into this Colony shall be 
so, subject to the provisions of the abovenamed Aets, and of 
the Regulations hereinafter prescribed.

1.—Foreign Stock prior to leaving Port of Shipment.
Foreign horses, camels, cattle, sheep, swine, and goats to be 

accompanied by Certificate from Inspector for D,strict 
from which they come.

9. Ail foreign horses and camels, cattle, sheep, swine, and 
goats intended and permitted to be introduced into this Colony, 
shall be accompanied by a declaration from tbe breeder or 
owner, and by a certificate to the effect of Form 3 hereto, from 
the Inspector for th c District, from which they start for t he port 
of shipment, that they are not, nor have within the next pre
ceding six months been, infected with any infectious or 
contagious disease.
Inspection of stock by Veterinary Surgeons appointed for

J J. v. /Trt/rt-tiw stt eftAsrh fif
10. Prior to any foreign stock which are intended to be 

introduced into this Colony leaving the port at which they arc to 
be shipped, all such stock, as well as all other stock put or to 
be nut on board the same vessel as the first-mentioned stock 
(including those not; intended to he introduced and those lor 
the use of the passengers and cre^), shall be carefully 
inspected by ft duly qualified Veterinary Surgeon appointed in 
that behalf for this Colony, and the owner or shipper of the 
stock shall satisfy such Veterinary Surgeon that the slock 
are not infected and shal! pay him the authorised fee for their 
inspection.
If stock are not infected Veterinary Surgeon to grant and 

hand certificate to Master.
U, If the Veterinary Surgeon appointed in that behalf for 

this colony shall have been satisfied that the stojk intended 
to be introduced into this colony have been brought direct to 
the port of shipment, and that they have not been m any con
veyance, stable, or other place, where stock liable to the same 
diseases as such stock have been within the nextprecedingsixty 
days, and that such stock have been fourteen days at least in 
Great Britain or Ireland, and that such stock and all other 
stock put on board, or to bo put on board for the ship’s use, are 
free from infection, and that all the other requirements of the 
abovenamed Acts and of these Regulations up to that time, have 
been duly complied with, ho shall, but not otherwise, grantncer
tificate to the effect of Form 5 hereto, and shall deliver tho 
same to the Master of tbe vessel together with tho certificate 
by the Inspector hereinafter mentioned where prescribed.

2.—Fortign Stock during the Voyage.

llecord of health of stock to be kept by attendant and certified 
hy Master.*

12. The attendant on foreign stock intended to be intro
duced into this Colony shall during the voyage make a daily 
entry in a book, to be kept by him for that purpose, of the 
state of their health, and of that of all other stock on board 
such vessel; and the Master of tho vessel shall once m every 
week during the voyage examine all such stock and certify 
to tho correctness of the entries made by the attendant.

Skins of stock slaughtered or dying not to be landed.

13. The skins of all stock which may have died or been 
slangbtcred on board any foreign vessel during the voyage, 
and not destroyed or thrown overboard, shall bo suited and 
securely packed in cases or casks, and shall not bo lauded m 
this Colony.
3_Foreign stock on Arrival, and while in the Waters of

’ this Colony.

Slock while in New South Wales xcaters to be properly 
confined.

14. It shall he the duty of the Master of the vessel, onboard 
of which there arc any toreign stock, as well us of the actual 
owner thereof, to cause all such stock to be kept securely 
confined, penned, chained, or fastened up, ns soon ns such 
vessel is in the waters of this Colony j and while the vessel 
remains therein all such stock shall be kept and treated, to 
the satisfaction of the Inspector, so as that they shall not be 
able to come in contact with any person other than their 
attendant, nor with other stock which may come on board 
such vessel, until the Inspector shall otherwise order in writing.

Master on arrival to make declaration, and hand over 
certificate, cfe.

15. On the arrival of a foreign vessel the Master shall make 
and deliver to tbe Customs Officer first boarding such vessel a 
declaration to the effect of Form 6 hereto, and shall forthwith 
deliver at the Office of the Chief Inspector of Stock the record 
kept bv the attendant (if any) on hoard such vessel, and all 
documents relating to the same required by the abovenamed 
Acts or theeo Regulations.

Foreign slock only admitted at Sydney,
16. No Foreign stock shall be admitted into this Colony 

except at the Port of-Sydney.
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4.—As to Foreign stock intended to be landed.
All foreign stoclc intended to be landed to be examined by a 

Veterinary Snrgeon and Inspector,
17, Foreign Block which may lawfully he landed in this 

Colony shall, previous to landing, bo forthwith examined on 
board Hie tcsscI hy which they arrived by a duly qualiCcd 
Veterinary Surgeon and by an Inspector of Stock,'who shall 
report whether or riot such or any other stock on board such 
vessel are infected, and shall join in a certificate to the effect 
of Form 8 hereto, which they shall forthwith forward to the 
Chief Inspector of Stock.

Foreign stoclc infected to be disposed of as Minister directs.
18. If such stock are reported to be infected, the report 

shall be immediately submitted by tlie Chief Inspector to tho 
Minister; and if tho Minister decide that such stock are 
infected they shall be forthwith destroyed or otherwise disposed 
of ns he shall direct; and if ordered to be destroyed, the 
Inspector shall serve the owner with a. notice to the effect of 
Form 14 hereto.

As to Camels.
10. If camels are found on arrival to he infected with scab or 

skin disease, they ahall not be destroyed, but shall be dressed 
as tbe Chief Inspector shall direct. *

V—.Landing, Quarantine, Disinfecting, and Dressing of Foreign 
Stock.

Foreign horses admitted on inspection.
20. Foreign horses shall bo admitted without detention or 

quarantine, if found, on inspection at Sydney, to be free from 
disease.

Foreign stoclc not infected, if intended to U landed, to be 
sent to quarantine.

21. If foreign stock other than horses arc not prohibited 
froni being landed, and are reported to be free from infection, 
and if the Chief Inspector is satisfied that they are not infected, 
and that the requirements of the aborenimied Acts and these 
Regulations have been complied with, ho shall, on obtaining 
from the owner or consignee of such stock a bond and 
guarantee, duly' executed by the owner or consignee and two 
approved sureties, in the terms of Form 9 hereto, grant an order 
for tho removal of such stock to quarantine to the effect of 
Form 2 hereto, without which no stock shall leave tho vessel 
hy which they arrived.
Stoclc to be taken by icaicr to quarantine, and kept at cucjter’s 

risk and expense.
22. All such foreign stock found on inspection to bo free 

from infection, shall, where necessary, before leaving tbc 
vessel bo washed, ami disinfected as the Chief Inspector shall 
direct, and shall bo convoyed by water, at the owner’s risk and 
expense, to the quarantine set apart for such foreign stock, 
and shal] remain in quarantine for tbe terms respectively pre
scribed hereunder for the different kinds of snob stock, during 
which they shall ho kept at their owner's risk and expense, and 
shall be washed, dipped, and disinfected as prescribed by these 
Regulations, and as the Chief Inspector of Stock shall direct.

Quarantine of Foreign Slock.
23. Foreign stock permitted to be introduced shall, on bcinff 

landed, remain in quarantine for the periods specified in Form 
7 hereto.

As to foreign sheep in quarantine.
2f. All foreign sheep landed in this Colony shall forthwith 

reem-e three dressings with tobacco and sulphur or with lime 
and sulphur, at intervals of from ten to fifteen days between each 
dressing; and the medicaments shall he oi tho strength and the 
bath at the temperature and for the duration hereinafter 
prescribed in regard to Imported Australian sheep under the 
abovenamed Acts and Regulations thereunder.

Foreign dogs may in certain cases be at once destroyed.
2.7. In all cases which tho Inspector or Veterinary Surgeon 

consider urgent, dogs found to be infected with rabies, may be 
forthwith destroyed by the order of cither officer.

IToic foreign stock released from quarantine.
2G. On the expiry of tho proscribed term of quarantine for 

such stock, they shall be examined by a duly qualified 
Veterinary Surgeon andean Inspector of Stock,'who shall 
ascertaiu whether the disinfecting and dressing prescribed by 
the abovenamed Acts and Regulations, as well as all the other 
requirements thereof, have been duly complied with, and shall 
thereupon determine whether such stock are free from 
infection, and forthwith forward to the Chief Inspector of 
Stock a certificate to the effect of Form II hereto ; but such 
stock shall not leave quarantine until the charges and 
expenses due thereon shall have been paid to the Inspector, 
and until an order for their release shall have been endorsed by 
the Chief Inspector on such certificate.

IV. —OnAKCES iob Inspection and Risk of Teanspobt,
and Quarantine of Foeeiqn Stock.

Charges and expenses in relation to foreign stoclc to be borne 
by owner.

_ 27. All charges and expenses connected with the veterinary 
inspection or treatment, and the landing, conveying, detaining, 
feeding, dressing, disinfecting, and reconveying of any stock, 
or with the destruction, or other dealing with any stock under 
tho said Acts or any regulations thereunder, shall be borne by 
the owner of such stock, and such charges and expenses shall 
be at the rates stated respectively in Form 12 hereto, in so far 
as therein specified.

The like as to risk and loss,

28. All loss sustained with respect to such stock whilst 
being conveyed to or from, or whilst in quarantine, whether 
by accident or by sickness arising from natural causes, or 
contracted from other stock, or by the destruction or deten
tion or quarantine of such stock, to prevent the spread of 
disease, shall bo borne by tbe owner of such stock, and he 
shall have no claim whatever for compensation for any such loss 
nor for any loss sustained by such owner through the carrying 
out or enforcement of these Regulations.

V. —Foeeign Stock foe Suits’ use and foe teansuip-
■ MENT,

. Foreign stock to be quarantined.

29. .All foreign stock brought into New South Wales waters, 
whether intended to be introduced into this Colony or not, shall 
within twenty-four hours after they shall have been examined 
hy an Inspector, be removed to quarantine, where they shall 
remain at their owner’s risk and expense until re-shipped on 
the order of the Chief Inspect ir of Stock, on board some 
foreign vessel about to leave this Colony.

Fo Foreign stock to be transhipped without permit and not on 
to Australian vessels.

30. No foreign stock shall be transhipped in the waters of 
this Colony without the permission, in writing, of the Inspector : 
And no stock, other than stouk from any Australian Colony 
brought by any vessels into the waters of this Colony, shall bo 
transhipped from such vessel to any of the vessel s'usually or 
occasionally trading between any of tlie Australian Colonics 
until such stock, if allowed to be landed, shall have per
formed the quarantine, and otherwise complied with the pro
visions of the abovomenlioned Acts and these Regulations,

VI. —Miscellaneous Regulations eelating to Foeeign
Stock.

Foreign slock and attendants clothes and stalls and pens 
to be disinfected.

31. While within the waters and territory of New South 
Wales all foreign stock shall bo kept and cleansed and dis
infected, together with tlie clothes of their attendants and their 
stalls, pens, and fittings, as tbe Chief Inspector shall direct.

Foreign fodder or fittings not to be landed except in certain 
cases,

32. No fodder, or fittings, winch shall have been put on 
board any vessel for the use of foreign stock, nor auy fodder 
or fittings with which foreign stock or their attendants 
shall have come into direct or indirect contact, shall he landed 
in this Colony.

Australian stock coming into contact with foreign stock to be 
held to be infected.

33. All Australian stock coming into direct or indirect con
tact with foreign stock, or with infected stock, shall be held 
and deemed to bo infected stock ; and all foreign or infected 
stock, as the case may be, which have not passed through 
quarantine, and which shall not have been released in accordance 
with the abovenamed Acts, and these Regulations shall be held 
and deemed to be infected stock.

PART 0.—AUSTRALIAN IMPORTED STOCK AND
thin as.

X.—General, as recaeds Australian Imtoeted Stock 
and Things.

Declaration and certificate to be produced to Inspector 
ea'ttfttiriing stocky

34s Tfan owner intends to introduce nny Australian imported
stock other Ilian shoep into this Colony, he shall produce to 
the Inspector examining tlie same n dectiirafion duly certified by 
the Inspector of the port; or place from which such stock were 
shipped to the effect of Form 3 hereto.

40*—B
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If found free from infection, stock, other then sheep, to he
' alloived to land.
35. If any such stock otlier tbnn sheep brought to port or 

place in this Colony, shall be occompanied by a declaration as 
prescribed and he foiind: on examination by the Inspector, to 
be free from infection, he jnny grant permission for the same 
to be landed in terms of Form 2 hereto, irithout which such 
stock shall not be landed.

' If Inspector is doubtful he map detain slock.
36. If on the examination of such slock the Inspector 1ms 

any reason to doubt their entire freedom from infection, he may 
either temporarily detain the same on board the vessel by 
which they were brought, or temporarily isolate them on some 
other vessel, or in some safe and convenient place ; and the 
owners of the stock shall hear the expense of such detention 
or isolation.

Infected stock, how to he disposed of.
37. If any such stock shall bo found on arrival or within 

one month thereafter to be infected, snob stock shall be either 
destroyed by the owner, without compensation, or otherwise 
disposed of as the Minister shall direct.

2.—Special as hegaebs Austbalias Doop.

Imported Australian. Dogs to he admitted hy Customs Officer on 
Declaration of Certifcale from Inspector. '

38. All Australian dogs imported from any of the Austra
lian Colonies, if they are apparently free from disease and are 
accompanied by a declaration, duly certified by the Inspector 
for the port from which such (logs were shipped, to, the 
effect of Form 3 hereto—may he landed on the permit of 
the Officer of Customs in charge of the vessel by which such 
dogs are so imported.

Dogs not accompanied hy certificate to be admitted on inspection 
(f found uninfected.

39. If an Australian dog imported from any of the Austra
lian Colonies is not accompanied hy a declaration and certifi
cate, as provided hy the next preceding Regulation, such dog 
shall not be landed until the owner thereof shall have made a 
declaration to the effect of form 3 hereto, and tho dog ahall 
have been examined by tho Inspector, and found to be free 
from disease.

3.—Australiay Stui> Sheep. ‘

i'heep to he only landed at Sydney,
.40. No stud sheep from any Colony other than New South ' 

Wales shall lie landed at any port or place in New South 
Wales at other than the port of Sydney.

What is to he deemed a clean- Colony.
41. No colony shall be deemed to bea clean Colony in which 

scab or catarrh or any other infectious or contagious disease 
exists, or is suspected to exist, nor auy Colony in which scab 
shall have existed within the next preceding twelve months, 
and no sheep shall be imported except from a clean Australian 
colony.

What is to be deemed a dean vessel.

42. No stud sheep shall bo imported except by vessels that 
have not traded to any but a clean Australian Colony within 
the next preceding twelve months, nor by any vessel which 
shall within the period hereinbefore mentioned have had any 
sheep on board from any Colony other than a clean Austro- 
Han Colony.

Vessel to carry sheep must he cleansed and disinfected.

43. Every vessel on which it is intended to carry any such 
stud sheep shall be thoroughly cleausod and disinfected before 
the sheep ha ve been shipped.

Sheep must be aecompaitieil hy a certificate from Inspector 
of exporting Colony.

44. All such stud sheep snal! he accompanied by a certifi
cate and declaration to tbe effect of form 3 hereto, that they 
have been examined one by one by an Inspector for the Colony 
from which they are exported certifying that they have been 
so examined, and that they are free from any infectious or 
contagions disease, and that scab lias not existed in such 
Colony for the next preceding twelve months.

Sheep on arrival to he examined by an Inspector and Veterinary 
Surgeon.

45. No sheep from any clean Australian Colony shall be 
landed in this Colony until they shall have been examined 
and a certificate to the effect of Form S hereto, granted by an 
Inspector of Stock and a duly qualified Veterinary Surgeon, 
that all the requirements of tho abovenamed Acts and of 
these Regulations with respect to such sheep have been duly 
complied with, and that they arc not infected.

Injected sheejr, how destroyed or disposed of,
46. If any such stud sheep brought by sea into a port or 

place in this Colony be found to be infected they may be 
forthwith destroyed, or otherwise disposed of, as the Minister 
may direct.

Quarantine and dressing tfi Australian imported sheep.
47. Stud sheep from any clean Australian Colony may, if 

found on inspection to lie not infected, he lauded and taken 
by a conveyance to the quarantine for such sheep, -where they 
shall be quarantined and dipped under the supervision and 
direction of the Inspector, and the length of such quarantine, 
the medicaments to be used in dipping, the temperature and 
duration of tho bath, the dipping, and the fees to be charged 
for the keeping and dipping of the sheep, shall be as follows, 
viz.:—

Quarantine.
(1.) The sheep shall remain in quarantine until they shall 

have been dipped as hereinafter prescribed.

Medicaments.
(2.) The medicaments to be used in dipping shall be good 

sound tobacco, or tobacco leaves and flowers of 
sulphur, at the rate of lib. ol each to every 5 gallons 
of water, the tobacco to be put into boiling water 
and infused for five hours at least, and the sulphur 
to bo added to tlie infusion iu the dip.

.Temperature.
(3.) The temperature shall not be less than 100 nor more 

than 110 degrees Fahrenheit.

Bath and Duration.
(4.) Tho sheep shsdl swim and be completely immersed 

while in the bath, and (he bath shall last from one to 
two minutes, according to its temperat ure, and as the 
case may require.

Number of dippings.

(5.) The sheep shall receive one dipping.

Charges.
(C.) The rates to be charged for tho keeping and dressing 

of sheep in quarantine shall be as set forth in Form 
12 hereto.

Declaration by persons dipping, dressing, or disinfecting.
48. Every Inspcelor or other person who shall have superin

tended any dipping, dressing, or disinfecting, shall make and 
transmit with due dispatch to the Chief Inspector a declaration 
to the effect of Form 13 hereto.

Mow sheep are to be released from quarantine.
49. No sheep shall be released from quarantine until they 

shall have been examined by tbc Inspector and aduly qualified 
Veterinary Surgeon in consultation and a certificate granted 
by them to the effect of Form 11 hereto that such sheep have 
been duly quarantined and dressed, os prescribed by those 
Regulations, and are free from infection.

Mom imported Australian sheep are to be admitted overland 
from other Colonies.

50. Sheep imported from any elean Australian Colony into 
any oilier clean Colony,and intended to be introduced overland 
into this Colony, may be admitted if tbeir owner produce to the 
Inspector for this Colony at the border a certificate under the 
hand of the Chief Inspector for the Colony from which they 
are intended to be introduced, that when such sheep were 
introduced into that Colony they were certified to be free from 
infection by an inspector for the Colony from which they were 
imported, and that such sheep have been once dipped with 
proper preparations of tobacco and sulphur, or of sulphur and 
time, in a bath given at the temperature and of the duration 
and in the manner prescribed by number 47 of these Rcgula- 
t ions. But all sueb sheep, unless they shall have been imported, 
quarantined, and dressed as herein prescribed, shall, on crossing 
the Border, be placed in quarantine, and kept and dipped in 
the same manner in every respect as prescribed with regard to 
Australian imported sheep landed at Sydney.

Mow Australian imported sheep which have not complied with 
all the Regulations are to be admitted.

51. Should any Australian sheep be imported into this Colony 
by a vessel which shall not have been cleansed and disinfected, 
as provided hy these Regulations, or should any such sheep not 
have been examined in the Colony from which they were 
exported, as prescribed hy these Regulations, then such sheep 
may, with tbe sanction of the Minister, be admitted to and shall 
remain in quarantine for twenty-one days, and shall iu every 
such case receive three dippings at intervals of not less than ten 
days.
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Stud sheep from inland or overland from other Colonies io he
treated us " imported’’ if in or near Sydney at same time.

52. Stud and show shoep brought from any of the inland 
districts of this Colony or introduced overland from any 
adjoining clean Colony which shall be in Sydney or in any of 
the suburbs during the time that any imported sheep shall 
remain in Sydney or Ihesuburbs, shall, prior to their leavingthe 
coast district, he dipped the same as if they were imported 
Australian eheep.

Otoners of special quarantines to pay for attendant. .
53. In any cose whore a special quarantine has been granted 

for Australian imported shoe]?, an attendant may, where neces
sary, be placed by the Chief Inspector of Stock in charge of the 
shoep in such quarantine ; and the person to whom such quaran
tine has been granted shall pay the expense of such attendant.

Tito fodder, ^e,, to helanded, without disinfecting.
54. No fodder or other food, straw, or litter, which shall 

Imre been used for, with, or about imported sheep, nor any 
fittings on board any vessel for such sheep shall be landed; 
and all cases or cages brought with such sheep shall before 
being landed bo cleansed and disinfected as the Chief Inspector 
shall direct.

XL—As to Austbaliait fat Sheep foe Siatoiiteb.
Conditions on whith these sheep mag be landed for slaughter,
55. Fat imported sheep from a clean Australian Colony may be 

landed at (he port of Sydney for slaughter under tho following 
conditions, namely :—

Owner to give notice of arrival and produce certificate.
1st. The owner of such sheep shall give the Inspector for 

the Port immediate notice of their arrival, and shall 
produce to him a declaration and certificate of health 
to the ell'ect of Form 3 hereto, from the Inspector 
of the Port from which such sheep were shipped.

Sheep not to leave vessel until inspected.
2nd. Such sheep shall not be allowed to leave the vessel by 

which they arrive until they have been examined by 
the Inspector.

Sheep to he taken direct lo Abattoirs,
3rd. Upon being inspected and found free from infection 

such sheep shall be taken direct to tbe Abattoirs on
’ Glebe Island, and there delivered into the charge of 

the Inspector of Slaughter-houses, to be slaughtered 
under his supeivision.

XII.—Transhifmeni of Australian IitwmTiiD Stock.
Transhipment of -Australian stock.

56. No Australian imported stock shall be transhipped in 
the waters of this Colony without the jjemission, in writing, of 
the Inspector.
Australian •uninfected slock may he landed for transhipment.

57. Any such stock arriving at a port or place in this 
Colony for transhipment may, if accompanied by tbe prescribed 
declaration and certificate, and found to be freo from infection, 
be landed and kept in any place approved by the Chief Inspector 
for a period not. exceeding fourteen days without being subject 
to quarantine and dipping.

PABT D.—PENALTIES, CONFISCATIONS, &c.
XIII.—Penalties.

I.—General Penalties. _
Penalties for breaches of Regulations.

58. If any person does any of the following things he shall 
ho guilty of an ofleuce against these Regulations, and shall on 
conviction for every such offence be liable to a penalty not ex
ceeding £-20.

For introducing infected stock.
(I.) If lie lands, introduces, or tranships, or attempts to 

land, introduce, or tranship, or assists, or is concerned 
in landing, introducing, or transhipping any infected 
stock. -

For trespass on Quarantine.
(2.) IE ho shall enter upon any quarantine without the 

written permission of an Inspector, or approach or 
handle, examine, lot loose, or in any way interfere with 
any foreign stock without such permission.

For refusing to carry out Inspector's directions.
(3.) If he shall refuse or neglect foithwith to carry out j

1 any requisition made or direction issued under these j 
Regulations. j

For obstructing an Inspector.
(4.) If he shall obstruct or hinder an Inspector in the 

execution of his duty under these Regulations. j

For not paying expenses incurred by Inspector.
(5.) If ho shall neglect or refuse to pay on demand by an 

Inspector any costs, charges, or expenses for which he 
is liable under these Regulations.

For refusing to give information.
(6.) If, being in a position to give any information required 

hy an inspector as such, ho refuses to give such 
information or gives misleading information with 
respect to any stock or thing.

(7.) If he commits any other breach of these Regulations 
for which a penalty is not specially provided.

II.—Penalties for Offences bv Masters of Vessels.
59. Every master of a vessel with any stock on board who 

does any of the following things, shall be guilty of an offence 
against these Regulations,—

For failure to give notice to Inspector.
(1.) If he shall fail or neglect to forward to the Inspector 

notice of the arrival of such vessel with stock on 
board, or to produce on demand the declaration and 
certificate as per Form 3 hereto for such stock.

Nor allowing stock to stray off vessel or to be transhipped 
without Inspector s order.

(2.) If he shall, without the written permission of an 
Inspector, permit or suffer any stock to stray or go 
ashore from his vessel or to be transhipped or moved 
to or from any other vessel while such first-mentioned 
vessel is in the water of this Colony.

For failing io secure animal as Inspector directs.
(3.) If he shall fail or neglect lo cause any foreign stock 

on board his vessel to he securely confined or other
wise secured, as the Inspector shall direct.

Nor allowing stock to stray on to vessel.
(4.) If the master, mate, or other member of the crow of 

any foreign vessel shall permit or suffer any stock 
to go on board such vessel while there is any foreign 
stock thereon, .

And he shall, on conviction for every such offence, he liable to a 
penalty not exceeding £20,

TIL—Penalties for Offences by Owners of Stock.
60. The owner (including the consignee, agent of the owner, 

or person in possession or charge) of any stock who does any 
of the following things shall be guilty of an offence against 
these Regulations,—

For allowing stock to stray on to Foreign vessels.
(I.) If he takes or allows any stock, of which he is tho 

owner, to stray on to any vessel on which there is any 
foreign slock.

Nor allowing stock to stray on io Quarantines.
(2.) If ho takes or allows any stock, of which lie is the 

owner, to stray on to any quarantine for foreign 
stock.

For failing to carry out Inspector's instructions.
(3.) If he for more than twonty-four hours fails or neglects, 

when directed by an Inspector, to remove any stock 
from any vessel to or from a quarantine ground, or 
other place, or to any vessel.

And he shall, on conviction fof every such offence, incur a 
penalty not exceeding £20.

XIV.—Destruction or Confiscation of Stock and 
Thing-s.

When Slock and Things may be disposed of hy Minister.
61. Stock may, under all Or any cf the following circum

stances, be destroyed or otherwise disposed of, as the Minister 
shall direct -.—

If they are infected.
(1.) If stock are infected with any infectious or con

tagious disease, whether they be on land, or on board 
any vessel within the territorial limits of this Colony,

If owners commit breach of Acts or Regulations.
(2.) If the owners of any stock shall have committed, or 

attempted to commit, or bo concerned in committing, 
any breach of the abovenamed" Acls or of any Regula
tions thereunder.

If stock are Foreign, and are not properly confined or secured.
(3.) If foreign stock be found uneonfined or unsecured 

on, or be removed or stray from the vessel by which 
they arrive, or from quarantine.
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If stock stray on board a foreign vessel.
(4.) If stray stock from shore be found on board a vessel 

on vrbieh there is any foreign stock.
. If stoclc are found in q\taTantine.

(5.) If stock, other than those for which an Inspector 
shal! have issued an order for quarantine, are found 
within any quarantine for foreign stock.

If charges and expenses be not paid,
(6.) If the fees, charges, and expenses connected with any 

stock be not duly paid.
If stock are not removed when quarantine is up.

(7.) If any stock shall not be removed on the expiry of 
the term of quarantine.

Honius,
Pom 1,

IMPORTED STOCK ACT OP 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.

Hotice of arrival of stock,
188 . 

To
Inspector of Stock,

Take notice that the 
belonging to
of, more particularly described in the Schedule
below, are expected to arrive by tbe vessel named, at or 
about the time therein stated (or have arrived).

Form 4.

IMPORTED STOCK ACT OP 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OP 1884.

Notice of Sickness of Stock,
To Mr.

Take notice that the
belonging to

more particularly described 
in the Schedule below \}iere state subject of the notice].

Schedule khfhrred to.

No. Description. Sex. HrawiSj
&c.

By what 
Ship.

Name amt 
Address of 
Owner or

Consignee,

Where 
Stock are.

Inspector of Stock. 
Dated at this . day of 188 ,

Form 5.

IMPORTED STOCK ACT OP 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OP 1884.

Owner or his Agent. 
Schedule. '

No. Description Where from.
By what 

vessel, 
and where 

lying.

Wien expected.
For what

of stock.
Date. Time.

pur|>ose.

lLh.~A separate notice must be given tor each owner's stock.

Form 2. '

IMPORTED STOCK ACTOP1871, AND THE IMPORTED 
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884 

Permit to land rmported stock.
To the Landing Waiter

at Wharf.
Sydney 188 .

Please allow which ha arrived by the
from to bo landed

Inspector of Stock.

Form 3.
liiPOHTED Stock Act op 1871, and the Iitpoeted Stock 

Act Amendment Act or 1884.

Certificate by Yeterinary Surgeon, at port of shipment,
I, of a duly qualified Veterinary

Surgeon, appointed in that behalf for the Colony of New South 
Wales, having made a thorough inquiry respecting and acareful 
examination of the sioek about to be shipped from the Port 
of by the of which is the Master, for Dio
port of Sydney, which are more particularly described in the 
Schedule below, and having made the like inquiry respecting 
and examination of all stock on board or about to be put on 
board such vessel for tho use of the passengers or crow (parti
culars of which are also given below), do hereby certify that 
none of the. said stock are infected with any infectious or 
contagious disease.

V.S.
Dated at this day of 188 .

Schedule eefebeed to above.

Ko- ofLrv
Stock, p*-

DescripJ Bra"‘is

^ Lit
Date of 

shipment.

Name and 
address of 

owner and of 
attendant,

Con
signee.

Desti
nation.

Form 6,

IMPORTED STOCKACT OP 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OP 1884.

Declaration and Certificate of Health,

I (name and address J do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the undermentioned stock arc, to the best of my 
knowledge and belief, free from all infections and contagious 
diseases, and have not within the next preceding six months 
been in direct or indirect contact with stock infected with 
any such diseases, and are the prod uce of

Particulaks of Numbers, Sexes, Kinds, and Brands of 
the Stock :—

And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing 
the same to be true, and in virtue of tlie provisions of an Act 
made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present 
Majesty, intituled “An Act for the more effectual abolition of 
oaths and affirmations taken and made in various departments 
of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute 
declarations in lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary 
and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.”

Signed
Made and signed before me at )

_ this day of ■ 188 . J
(Signature of Magistrate)

J.P.
I have examined the stock referred to, and have no reason to 

doubt the correctness of this declaration in any particular,
V.S. or Inspector of Stock.

If orm of Declaration by Master of vessel.

No. of 
stock 

shipped.
Description. Where from.

Sickness
or

deaths
during
voyage.

Cause
of

sickness
or

. death.

Date
of

Outbreak
of

disease.

Date of 
last 

death.

It , master, do hereby solemnly declare that, tho
above statement is true with regard to the slock shipped on 
board the _ , which is now lying at ,
and for which are agents. And I moreover
solemnly declare that such stock have been duly examined by 
me, ns prescribed by these Regulations, and that such stock, 
fodder, fittings, and effects are likely to be infected (ov not 
likely to be infected).

Doted this day of 188 .
(Signed) Master.

Notice to Masters of Vessels.

No straw, fodder, or any otlier food shipped for the use of 
the stock on board, on any account to be landed, under a 
penalty of £200,
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Masters of vessels, before signing this declaration, arc 
requested to observe that the meaning under the abovemcn-' 
tioned Act of the term “Infected Stock” is as follows 
11 Any stock suffering from or actually a fleeted with disease, 
glanders, farcy, tuberculosis, cattle plague, foot and mouth 
disease, sheep-pox, scab in sheep and camels, catarrh, rabies, 
and pleuro-pneumonia, swine fever, or which have been in 
direct ov indirect contact, or have been on the same vessel 
with such infected stock during the next preceding three 
months, or which have been under treatment during such 
period for the cure of any such disease.” And that the term 
“Stock” includes cattle, sheep, swine, goats, dogs and deer.

Pom 7.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OE 1834..
Lex Gin op Quarantine op Stock.

Stock. Quarantine.

Horses ,, 
Camels ..
Cattle.....
Sheep.....
Pigs.........
Goats.....
Antelopes 
Deer .. ., 
Dogs ... .

None,
120_days.
120*day s.

90 days.
90 days.
00 days.
90 days.
90 days.
0 months.

Form 8.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 188-1..
Joint certijieate of inspection of 'imparled Stoci.

Me, tho undersigned. Inspector of Stock and
, _ , a duly qualifled Veterinary Surgeon,

having satisfied ourselves that all the requirements of the above- 
named Acts and of these Regulations with respect to tlie 
declarations and certificates to be made, granted, and produced, 
for the more particularly described in tbe Schedule
below, and with respect also to tho vessel by which such 
have arrived, and having carefully examined such 
do hereby certify that such are infeeted with
[or are apparently free from infection.]

Inspector.
H , V.S.
Sydney, 188 .

ScnEnriE.

No.
Desurip* 
tion of 
Stock.

.Brands
or

marks.
Where from, by Name and address p, 
what ship, and I of owner ami of v^ran* 

when. • person in uhai-^c. “ned atl

Form 9.
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OP 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OP 1884.

To tlie
Importer's Bond and Guarantee.

Inspector of Stock, Sydney,
We, (jo hereby request that
the imported stock which arrived on the 
by the ship und of which
the Owner , more particularly described in the Schedule
below, may, if found free from infection, be removed to 
Quarantine under tho conditions sot forth in the Regulations 
under the abovenamed Acla, which Regulations are signed as 
relative hereto, and which we agree to carry out, and by way 
of guarantee we hold ourselves firmly bound to the Chief 
Inspector of Stock in tho sum of to be
paid to him or his assigns on demand. ’

Dated at this day of

Owner
or

Consignee.
Surety.
Surety.

18S .
SCHJimjLE,

Ko. Sex. Description, ttiTLiuis or marks. Owner. Consignees.

Form 10.

IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND IMPORTED 
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.

Order to Quarantine Keeper to Eeeeiee Slock.

Sydney, 188 .
The Quarantine Keeper 

at
Bo so good as to receive into Quamuline 

the ex from
more particularly described in the Schedule below.

Inspector of Stock.

Ko. of 
Stock. Sex. Description.

Brands
and

marks.

Name and Name and ad- 
address dress of agent 

of owner. | or consignee.
.Remarks

j

1

Form 11.

IMPORTED STOCK ACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 
-STOCK ACT AMENDMENT A.CT OF 1884.

Clean Certificate and Release from Quarantine.

IVr, the undersigned, Chief Inspector (or Inspector) of Slock 
, a duly qualified veterinary surgeon, having 

carefully examined the , of which
theowmr, and which are more particularly specified in the 
Schedule below, do hereby certify that, such have
remained in quarantine for a period of more than ,
and have been duly dressed and disinfected iu accordance with 
the provisions of the abovenamed Acts, and of the Regulations 
issued thereunder; and that such are not infected,
and may be removed from quarantine to the destination 
specified.

Chief Inspector (or Inspector). 

Sydney, 188 .

Schedule,

■st. Descrip
" tion.

Brands
or

marks.

Wherefrom, by 
what ship, and 
at what date.

Name ami address 
of owner and of 

person in charge.
Route and 

Destination.

1

*

Form 12.
IMPORTED STOCKACT OF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.
Scale of Traxseoet and Quarantine Charges and 

Expenses.

Veterinary Surgeon’s Fees for inspection on board ship. 

Foreign horses and cattle.

IV here the number docs not exceed two head, a fee of 
Whore tlie number exceeds two head, and does not 

exceed four head, au additional fee for every
additional head of..............................................

For every additional head over four head, an addi
tional foe of...................................................

£ s. d. 
110

0 10 0 

0 5 0
Foreign skeep, goats, pigs, or dogs. 

Where the number does not exceed four head, for
_ oaeli visit and inspection, a fee of ..................  1 1 0

W here the number exceeds four, and does not exceed 
eight head, for every additional head an addi
tional fee of.......................................................... o 2 0

Where tlie number exceeds eight head, or where the 
sheep, goats, pigs, or dogs are inspected along 
with the cattle, au additional fee for each of... 0 10

When inspected with horses or cattle, whatever the
number may be, a fee each of ........................... 0 1 0

Inspection in Quarantine,—For each visit and inspection, one- 
half of the above rates.

464!—0
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Charges for Transport of Stock to and from Quarantine.—
Payable each way.

Foreign eatlle. & s. d.
Por one head ..............................................................  10 0
For two head.............................................................. 1 5 0
For every additional head arriving on hoard tho

same vessel.......................................................... 0 5 0
Foreign theep, goats, pigs, or dogs.

When conveyed with cattle, every sheep, goat, dog,
or pig up to twenty .......................................... 0 1 0

When conveyed without cattle, any number not
exceeding five...................................................... I 0 0

For every additional aheep, goat, dog, or pig, not
exceeding twenty, without cattle...................... 0 1 0

Por every sheep, goat, dog, or pig over twenty, with
or without cattle.................................................. 0 0 9

Keep in quarantine of foreign animals.
Cattle, per head, per day—

Stud cattle .......................................................... 0 3 0
Ship's cattle ...... ............................................... 0 2 6
Pigs, each, per day .......................................... 0 1 0
Young pigs, 2 months old (not over).............. 0 0 3
Sheep .................................................................. 0 0 C
Dog...................................................................... 0 0 G
Pups, 2 months old ......................................... 0 0 3

Tho cost of disinfecting such stock, or tho vessel in which 
they arrive, or the fittings thereof, or tho effects of their 
attendants, as well as all other charges and expenses of every 
description incurred through the importation of such stock.

Keep of Australian Sheep in Quarantine.
& s. d.

Sustenance and attendance per sheep per day ......  0 0 6
Dipping Foreign and Australian Sheep—each dressing.

1 sheep....................................................................... 0 10 0
2 sheep, and not more than 5 sheep, per sheep.......  0 S 0
0 sheep, and not more than 10 sheep, per shrep ...0 3 0
11 sheep, and not more than 20 sheep, per sheep ..020 
21 sheep, and not more than 40 sheep, per sheep ..016 
41 sheep, and not mare (Inn 100 sheep, per sheep 0 10
101 sheep, and not more than 200 sheep, per sheep 0 0 9
201 sheep and over, per sheep .................................. 0 0 6

Form 13,
IMPORTED STOCK ACT OP 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 

STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.

Declaration as to dipping.

I, , do solemnly and sincerely
declare that the sheep of which is the owner,
and which are more particularly described in the Schedule 
below, have been dipped limes in alt respects as prescribed 
by tbe Regulations under tho abovenamed Aels, on the dates 
speciited. .

Schedule.

No. Descrip
tion.

Brands
or

marks.

«ru „ Name and address
Where from j 0j 0WUcr and of
antl«Vin»'liat person m charge 

snjp, , 0f qliaranting
Quaran

tine.
Dates of 
dimiing.

and I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing tbe 
same to bo true, and in virtue of the provisions of an Aet 
made and passed in tlie ninth year of the reign of Her present 
Majesty, intituled " An Act for the more effectual abolition of 
Oaths and Affirmations taken and made in various depart
ments of the Gtovernment of New South Wales, and to substi
tute Declarations in lieu thereof, and for tho suppression of 
voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.”

Made and signed before mo at , this }
day of , 188 . J

(Signed.) J.P.

Form 14;

IMPORTED STOCK ACTOF 1871, AND THE IMPORTED 
STOCK ACT AMENDMENT ACT OF 1884.

Notice to destroy infected stock.
(This Form is provided for under the Imported Stock Act 

of 1871.)

[Is.-]
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer —1SS8
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

new south wales.

animals infectious diseases bill.
(MESSAGE No. 37.)

Ordered hg tie Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 Marcl, 1888.

CARRINGTON,

Governor. Message No. 37.

Io accordance „i«, the provision, contained in the 54th section of the Comtitution Act tie 
: f°r tl“ ->* «» lafgielfttive As.cn.hlp the erpedienop of njdng
Id™ ,n “P“SC5 “ ^ a Bm to a*—,

and to regulate the .ntroduction and propagation of ,neh disease, antengs. nild or dentestic anitnale.

Government Mouse,
Sydney, March, 1888.
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DISEASED ANIMALS AND MEAT BILL.
{MESSAGE No. 62.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 26 June, 1888.-

CARRINGTON,

Governor,

Message No. 62.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 

Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making provision 

to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill for prohibiting the Sale of Diseased Animals, and 

amending the Law relating to the Sale of Diseased Meat,

Gommrmnt House,

Sydney, 2(h/< June, 1888.

L^O 956
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1887.
(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ABATTOIRS, GLEBE ISLAND.
(PETITION FOR REMOVAL OF—MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF LEICHHARDT.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 22 September, IS87.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the Mayor and Aldermen of the Municipal District of Leichhardt, in 

the Colony of New South Wales,—
ShOWETK :—-

. I. That your Petitioners and the inhabitants of Leichhardt suffer great injury, and live in
considerable danger to their health through the unwholesome odours arising from the public Abattoirs on 
Glebe Island.

2. That although the existence of typhoid and other diseases, winch arc caused by inhaling noxious 
smells, has been officially attributed to other sources, your Petitiouers are of opinion that such diseases 
are largely traceable to the pestiferous odours from the Abattoirs.

_ 3. That Leichhardt contains 2,540 houses and 10,500 inhabitants, fully one-half of the latter being
directly affected by the foul smells above alluded to.

4. That some three or four years ago the Mayor and Aldermen of this Council were, at a deputa
tion to the then Colonial Treasurer, Mr. Dibbs, promised by that Minister that the Abattoirs should bo 
forthwith abolished.

5. That nothing has been done to ameliorate the condition of the thousands so disastrously affected 
hy the noxious odours, and that unless some remedial stops he soon taken your Petitioners apprehend 
serious consequences to the inhabitants.

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will take immediate steps for 
tbe abolition of the public Abattoirs now existing on Glebe Island.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will over pray, &c.
Dated this 18th day of April, in the year of our Lord, 18S7.

[Here follow 10 signature!.]

S'l-
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1887-8.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC TANKS AND WELLS.

(INFORMATION RESPECTING CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE.)

RETURN TO AN ORDER MADE BY THE HONORABLE THE 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OE NEW SOUTH WALES, 

DATED 23 NOVEMBER, 1SB1.

OEDEEED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED, 

7 February, 1888,

SYDNEY: CHARLES POTTEE, &OVEBNMENT PEINTEE.

O. 6rf.] 422—a
1888.
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC TANKS AND WELLS.
MfFOHlfATlON ItESPECTIIfG CONSIKUCTIOX AX1) MAINTENANCE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 7 February, 1888.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 23rd November, 1887, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,—

Copies of all papers, minutes, and reports with reference to complaints 
^made by Officers of the Mines Department against Mr. Bennett, Commis- 
f[ S10^er and Engineer for Roads, re the construction and maintenance of 
tt XT' aiT* ^ail^s ’ alS0) all other correspondence between the Works and 
(^mcs Department having reference to loss and inconvenience that have 

‘‘ been occasioned through the works of construction and maintenance of 
“wells and tanks being divided between the two Departments,—with 
‘additional information, subsequent to date of order, embodied on 

■ " authority of the Minister for Mines.”
(Mr. Stokes, for Mr. Waddell.)

Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, 
Sydney, 20 January, 1888.

Minute Paper by The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Subject: Papers to be submitted to Tanlis and Wells Commission as evidence.

The Chairman of the Eoyal Commission re Tanks and Wells, having stated that no papers will be received
un T VCri^efI oa.th.’ s!lould PerlluPs bo informed that the printed papers herewith a« 

submitted m evidence, that the originals are at the service of the Commissioners, and that no doubt the
evidence ^ ^ VOri ed tbe writers. The Commissioners should perhaps he invited to call for this

HARRY GTLLIAT,
Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Submitted for approval. The Commission will of course decide which of the matters require 
veritication, and what witnesses will he required for that purpose—H.W., 23/1/88,

. Approved. I should think the Royal Commission will satisfy themselves as to the truth or other 
wise of any statements made in any of the papers submitted ; in cases where this is not done, I should 
take it as accepting in truth that which does not want confirmation —F A 24/1/88

P.W.P.,
88^74.

_ Minute Paper by The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Subject .—Summary of deductions based on cases submitted to Royal Commission on Tanks and Wells.

T . ■ Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Sydney, 10 January, 1888.
evidenced— acre'Tlt l to tbo ®°yai Commission re tanks and wells, there appears to he

1.
2.

Faults of judgment in the selection of sites for tanks.
Of defective design and faulty construction, with but little concern to take advantage of 

formation of ground or selection of catchment area, so as to avoid collection of silt; of too 
steep batters in most cases, and apparently the adoption of a certain form of tank, without 
reference to formation of ground or nature of soil; the defective construction of flumes 
and erection of inlet pipes, with carelessness in laying out drains, and excessive cost in 
construction. <j

422—A
[1,005 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing {labour and material) £288 3s, 3d.]
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3. Expensive forms of machinery for lifting water, necessitating greater cost of maintenance.
' 4. Faulty construction and excessive cost of fencing._ _ .

5. Interference with caretakers and overseers; greasing of service tanks.
6. Sub-letting of contracts.
7. Faulty construction of wells, sinking, timbering and centering of shafts, erection of head

works, whim, service tanks, and troughing before testing for supply and quality of water.
8. Excessive cost of construction.
9. Costly hutting for caretakers.

10. Defective construction of troughing. _
And finally, the evidence throughout confirming the unfortunate effects of a divided control, 

under which each Department denies responsibility.
HAIiRY G-ILLTAT,

The Under Secretary for Mines. Chief Inspector of Public "Watering Places.

2

Precis of Cases submitted to the Royal Commission re Construction and Main
' tenance of Tanks and Wells.

i—p.WP., A tahaghaph appeared in the Sydney Morning Herald containing statements and reflections upon the 
87-5,750. officers of the Public Works Department, Mr. Bennett wrote a reply to the S.M. Herald, imputing the

authorization of paragraph to interested motives of the officers of Mines Department. The Chief 
Inspector, in denying this, desired to be allowed to reply publicly, but the Minister refused, urging that 
although Mr. Bennett bad broken a well-known departmental rule, it was a bad example to follow, and 
that Mr. Bennett’s reflections upon the Mines officers were unjust and unwarrantable, and that the 
Commission will judge who is right and who is wrong.

n—P.W.P., Toe Minister’s minute, directing preparation of papers for submission to the Commission, and directing 
87-C,42g!’ that Chief Inspector should hand the minute to the Commissioners and state the facts of the ease that 

no reflections had been cast upon the integrity or capacity of Works officers, but reference only had 
boeu made to the way the works were carried out and the rates paid.

jjj_p ^r p _ Mr. Overseer Brett informs the Chief Inspector that Mr. Road-Superintendent Cronin had written to
87-G,920. ’ him asking an expression of opinion upon certain matters relating to tanks and wells. Mr. Abigail 

drew Mr. Sutherland’s attention to this, and the Works Department forwarded copy of circular that 
had been sent to their local officers as evidence of the only instructions issued to them re the inquiry. 
Tins Mr. Abigail referred to Mr. Sutherland, and, commenting upon it, asked if this sort of thing, 
circulated over the Colony, was likely to promote good feeling between the Departments.

IT_r w P. t,ie Minister’s minute to the Cabinet, showing legal status of public watering places,_ and recommending 
87-1,300. ’ construction and maintenance be placed in the hands of the Mines Department covciing an uncopied and 

’ unsigned draft prepared by Mr. Q-illiat for Mr. Abigail’s information, pointing out the results of dual 
control, Ac. This, it is believed, was bonded either to the Secretary for Works or the Premier, and all 
traces of it have been lost. To this Mr. Bennett replied mainly attributing the whole faults to the Mines 
Department officers. The Chief Inspector replied in 87-2,586, rebutting Mr. Bennett’s statements, and 
adducing evidence of what he states. (See Appendices, Precis, and Extracts from Cases.)

v_pyy p An article from Bourke paper re dual control, “Centralistic Bureaucracy;” Chief Inspector’s minute
87-5,102. '’ thereon, and note by "the Minister for Mines.

vi—p.w.p., A letter from a Mr. Earngey, offering to give evidence re conduct of Public Works officers, 
87-0,084. '*

vii—P W P f>API:K8 and extracts relative to subletting of contracts: Fencing at Ivanhoc, £114 per mile; sublet three 
87-1,583, times; drains, 26 miles—let, 4s, 6d. per chain, sublet, 3s. 6d.; Mount Manara Tank—let, Is. 4Jd. per cubic 
87-0,685. yard, sublet at Is. per cubic yard; Hulong fence—sublet; 12-mile tank—let at 2s. 6d. per cubic yard, 

sublet at Is. 3d. per cubic yard.

"Wooloondool
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Wooloondool Well.

This well Lis been bored from bottom of shaft, neither pipe nor floor placed in well. Bore liable vm— 
to, and is, constantly choked from silt. Constant baling, even when water is not required, necessitating P.W.P., 
great wear and tear and useless labour, insisted on by Works Department as necessary to keep bore from 86-1,521, 
silting. Bore choked on many occasions, and has caused muck needless labour and correspondence. The 
Works Department endeavour to show it is fault of Mines caretaker or lessee.

Dry Xako Well.

A similar case as foregoing, in which request for repairs and alterations are referred to by Mr. Bennett ix—Tanks 
as complaints. and Wells,

______________ 85-2,008,
, el teq,

Willandra Well.

The construction of this well not asked for by the Mines Department; site selected by Works Department, x—P.W.P,, 
When nearly completed, aud supply tank, troughs, and whim erected, it was found portion of head-works 86-933. 
were upon Kilfera private property. Chief Inspector recommended one tank between Clare and Ivanhoe.
Works constructed one tank and one well. He also pointed out that, from experience gained in district, 
wells were not suitable. Construction so defective that although only 102 feet deep the cost has exceeded gg.5 
£1,050. 87-5lo92‘.

Peri Springs Tank.

These papers show that a tank had been constructed within 500 yards of a number of springs, one of which xi—Public 
is opened and yields 7,000 gallons per diem. Works defends the selection of this site. Works,

This is simply a ease of construction alongside permanent water. 84-804,
tit

Interference of Works Officer with orders of Local Mines Officer at Pulletop and Hulong Tanks.

Ijt this case, orders were issued to lessee by'Mines officer. These, the papers show, wore countermanded xu—P.W.P. 
by Works officer, though it is denied by that officer, and reflections made upon Mines officers. Lessee 86-5,852, 
uses this to neglect the conditions of his lease and regulations under .the Act. At Hulong, orders re ac<1' 
shoots by local Mines officer countermanded, and a 21-inch rubber hose sent to do work a shoot 1 foot 
in chord barely suffices for. Orders re painting steam pump interfered with.

Be coating inside of Supply Tank aud Troughs with objectionable Composition.
In this case a travelling mechanic, employed by Works Department, and paid £6 per week, instructed to xui—P.W.P, 
coat inside of service tank and troughs with tar-pitch aud tallow, rendering water undrinkable, especially 87-371,
for domestic use. When tarring is required, it is the duty of the caretaker or leasee. It is unnecessary to ^3f^'
employ skilled and highly paid labour to do the work of the Mines caretaker or tenant.

Old Gunbar Well.
Well completed and transfer accepted by this Department, subject to an analysis of water, which proved 
to be too salt for any purpose. Although admitted by the Works Department that this water is too salt, 
they endeavour to show the water is fit for use, and urge that constant baling will improve the quality. 
This was done for about two years without any improvement. Works then consented to bore well, but 
this has apparently been abandoned. Mines Department have had in meantime to employ caretaker to 
bale and protect headworks. The well was completed, supply-tank, troughs, whim, and fencing erected, 
although Works Department was requested to defer latter work till the water was proved. Mo stock ever 
watered here, A small tank has been recommended at this place. Well useless as a public watering-place.

xiv—T.ttW,, 
84^1,637, 

el seq.

Clearing out Silt-tauk at Merimerriwa by Works Department.
Tins work is one of the Mines caretaker’s duties. Papers show this had not been neglected; but at xv—87-3,060 
the time, owing to rain and water in silt-tank, caretaker could not perform the work. The Works 
Department officer conceives this to bo a case of neglect by Mines caretaker, and lets a contract for this 
work; but the contractor also has to wait till silt-tank dries before commencing work. A case of unneces
sary expenditure. See also paper re caretaker by Mr. Bennett.

' Ivanhoc Tank.

The Waiko (or Ivanhoe) well fallen in through neglect prior to 1879. Tank required for use of township xvi—83-325, 
and travelling stock, and, after much correspondence. Ihe Works consented to construct it. A site was .
recommended by Mr. Gilliat, but not adopted—another site chosen for tank upon Waiko private 
property. Tank site was altered to present position in main street of Ivanhoe. Compensation paid to 
contractor for moving. Tank sunk in had holding ground. Papers relating to prices paid for fencing 
and drains, also to character of drains and fencing, in this ease.

Holy
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XVII.

XVIII—Pub, 
Works, 

78-3,677. 
T. &, W., 
80-58.

XIX.
Tanks and 

Wells, 
84-616.

XX.

XXI.

xxn.

XXIII.

xxiv.

Holy Box Well.
This well wag sunk, and small supply of fresh water tapped, followed by a great flow of salt water, which, 
when twice analysed, was declared unfit for use. Evidence as to saltness was submitted. Well was 
abandoned and tank commenced. Works officer stopped work at tank when about 3 feet deep, declaring 
well water good. Well again handed to Mines, and constant baling insisted upon to improve quality of 
water; this done without result. Cost of well and price referred to—94 feet deep, cost over £1,000. 
Mines lias to hear cost of maintenance and employ caretaker to bale and protect head-works. There is 
no prospect of leasing salt wells. Caretaker has carted drinking water 17 miles. IVhim, service tank, 
and troughs erected before quality of water decided suitable. Iron in troughs destroyed by action of 
salt. Well almost useless for stock, and quite unfit for travelling public.

4

Mount Manara Well.

This well sunk on shoulder of hill; hut supply too limited, and depth too great, to be of use. Works 
erected whim, tank, and troughs before testing supply. Endeavours were made to increase supply by 
driving w'itbout success. Well finally abandoned, and tank sunk 4 miles away. See paragraph from 
Sydney Morning Herald—Mr. Abbott’s and Chief Inspector’s minutes.

Boro and Bunghill Tanks. ’

In this case the tanks were transferred to the Mines Department, and the state of them shortly after
wards reported by the local Mines officer. The construction, the system of open drinking tanks, is 
referred to, and the Works officers, while admitting some statements fair, give denial to others. Several 
minutes passed between the Departments, culminating in one of Mr. Bennett’s, in which he states the 
Mines first neglect the works, and then complain. This Mr. Abbott replied to in minute 30/5/84.

Day Dream Tank.

This is simply an illustration where faulty work has been passed by the Works Department, necessitating 
expense in alteration and repairs.

Dolmoreve W ell.

Is an instance of brackish and what is considered stock water by the Department of Works. The local 
officer at time of transfer called attention to quality of water, and advised tank. Constant haling was urged 
by Works Department to improve the quality, but without success. Possibility of leasing this well is small. 
Caretaker has had to take his horse 4 miles to fresh water. Case of breakage of wire rope submitted as 
an instance of action of saline matter in water.

Papers re Fencing.

These papers show the cost of fencing, as alleged to have been paid by the Works Department; also the 
cost at which this Department is prepared to erect it. Examples of undesirable concession made to 
contractors at One-tree and Ivanhoe, &c., viss,, the erection of fence without straining posts, and disregard 
to the requirements of travelling stock, as at Ivanhoe, and the delay in completion of contracts.

Erection of Caretakers’ Cottages.

The erection of cottages for caretakers having been decided to be necessary, a vole of £13,000 for the 
service was taken. Tenders for the work were called for by the Works Department, the average price 
being £85 each, the highest £114, lowest £4G, and these were recommended for acceptance. The papers 
were submitted to the Mines Department, before committing the country to this expense, for an expression 
of opinion. This was given, and it stated that £85 was considered too high for the service required, and 
named £50 each as an average. This is stated by the Works officers to he absurd, and that the work 
should be transferred to the Mines Department. The Mines Department undertook the work, This 
work was performed by contract, with exception of four cases, in which daily labour was used, but 
unfettered by the conditions of the Works Department, the approval of both Ministers being obtained. 
This M!r. Bennett considered to be a censure upon himself, although the proposal to transfer to the Mines 
emanated from his own Department; but, after an explanation from the Secretary for Mines that no 
censure was intended, the vote was transferred and operations commenced with the result that the 
average of £50 has not been exceeded. The average is now £42 15s. for thirty-four cottages.

Walla Walla Tank.
Papers indicate that this tank is in close proximity to large swamp, although this site was reported upon 
adversely by the Chief Inspector, Public Walering Places. Even if required at its present site, the rain
fall is sufficiently great to have rendered a very much smaller tank sufficient.

Papers
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Papers rc Pluming.

SnowiNO the defective design and construction in many cases of the inlets or flumes at Government 
tanks, whereby the difficulties of maintenance have been increased, and where neglect has been imputed 
to Mines caretakers when flumes have failed to meet the requirements.

5

Baloola and Normanstonc Wells.

TiinsE wells have been for a lengthened period in course of construction. The usual headworks erected 
before supply assured. There appears a reasonable doubt that the sites recommended by the Chief 
Inspector were not adhered to by the Works Department, Basaltic formation and cost of the wells per 
foot is also shown. The Normanstone is reported as abandoned.

Papers re Transfers.
Showing directions of Minister for Mines that ail public watering places are to be taken over when 
notified ready for transfer, and that alterations are to be made good by the Works Department, Showing 
delays in effecting transfers after notification by Works Department owing to non-completion.

Papers rc Troughing Bails,

An alteration, owing to faulty erection of troughing, was found necessary in the railings to enable large 
stock to water with readiness and comfort. It was authorized by Hon. Secretary for Mines, and in calling 
attention to this, the Works oflieers express douht as to there being any bvnd fide complaints; and it was 
suggested that the alteration, at the caprice of an overseer, should be prevented. Cases are submitted, 
showing the grounds for complaints and the action taken by this Department.

Drains.

These papers show cases of defective levels, and where it has necessitated grading by the caretaker—■ 
Hulong, Ivanhoe, Tom’s Lake,

Yentabangee and Warramurtee Tanks. .
This is a case similar to that of the Peri Springs Tank, viz., tanks excavated in vicinity of almost per
manent water. Their construction is defended by the Works Department. The minutes of Chief 
Inspector and letters from independent sonrees are submitted.

Boto Well.

Tms well has been sunk alongside almost permanent waterhole in Willandra Creek. The lessee of 
this well was prosecuted by local overseer for breach of regulations under Public Watering Places Act. 
The case was dismissed, and the decision of the Bench upholds the above statement.

Tanks, Bourke to Wanaaring.

Memo, by the Superintendent of Drills, and telegram from Inspector Mackenzie, show that tanks have 
been lot by tbe Works Department upon tins road, in close proximity to artesian borings, without reference 
to this Department.

Chesney’s Papers. '

A series of articles from $. M. Herald, and letters from Mr. Cliesney, condemning the system of 
supplying water, &c., to stock. The replies of Chief Inspector and Mr, A. P. Wood are submitted, 
showing the reasons for the present system.

Galathera and Boggy Creek Tanks.

Tina is simply a proof of the inconvenience of open drinking tanks system, and points out delay in 
furnishing supply tanks and troughs at these tanks.

XXV.-

XXVI.'

XXVII.

XXVIII.h

XXLX,

XXX.

xxxt.

XXXII.

XXXIII.

XXXIV.

Papers
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^XXT.

XXXYl*

XXXYII.

xxxrnr.

xxxxx-

XL.

XLI,

XLIL

Papers re Cost of 'Works.

Thesjg papers show cost of works, as indicated by returns called for by Mr. Abbott; the prices stated to 
have been paid for excavation, draining, fencing, engine-sheds, &c., by the Works Department; also 
showing delay by Works Department to furnish return desired by Mr. Abigail. Cost of steam pumping 
plant is also shown. ‘

Cost of hutting and fencing and engine-sheds by the Mines and Works Departments respectively 
is compared.

6

Jtc non-adaptation of work to formation of ground or local conditions, in ease of wells, without reference
to the probability of obtaining suitable water.

Roto Well .............. ... ... Proximity to waterhole. •
Cobham Lake Tank................ ... Submerged.
Dry Lake Tank .............. ... do.
Seaville’s Tank......................... ... do.
Booroorban Tank .............. ... Proximity to waterhole.
Peri Springs Tank .............. ... do springs.
Tantabangee Tank ... ... ... do waterhole.
Tarella Tank ... ... ... ... do do.
Warramurtee Tank ... ... ... do do.
Box Creek Tank .............. ... Injudicious site. "
Youhl Plain Tank .............. ... do.
Kerrigundi Tank .............. ... do.
J.K. Well ......................... ,.. Proximity to waterhole; Mr. Kennedy's letter.
Old Gunbar Well .............. ... Salt,
Holy Box Well ... ... ... do.
Dolmoreve Well .............. ... do.
Willandra Well .............. ... do.
Normanstone Well .............. ... In basalt.
Baloola Well ... ... ... ... do.
Milparinka Well ... ... ... In vertical slate formation. "
Menamurtic Well .............. ... Proximity to waterhole.

Papers shelving tone of Correspondence and Minutes by Works Officers.

Boro and Buughill—Papers.
Appliances do.
Brolgan Creek Pump do. 
Boonoona do.
One-tree do.
Bullagreen do.

By-wash, Brolgan.
Mount Manara.
Tinda.
Boona.
Crows’ Nest.
Re Mr. Wood’s complaints.

Tarella and Menamurtee Well.

These papers are simply as an example of the construction of tank and well in close proximity to 
permanent water. The minutes in this case and Mr. Quin’s letter are referred to.

Papers re Appliances.

Show that the adoption of steam-pumps, for the service of water to travelling stock, was not advocated 
by the Mines Department—that their recommendation for simpler appliances was overruled.

Reports by Inspectors and Overseers.

Miscellaneous Papers.

Carson's swamp tank; means for watering stock; Ho veil’s dam by-wash ; Muriel horse-walk; Shearleg’s 
tank.

Reports of Chief Inspector of Tanks for 1880-81-82-83. 

Public Watering P aces Act. • *■
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I.

Letter of Mr. W. C. Bennett, Commissioner and Engineer for Roads and 
Bridges, to Herald, re charges made by Mines Department against 
Officers of Works Department, and minutes thereon.

. Minute by Tbe Chief Inspector of Public TVatering Places.
' Department of Minos, Public Watering Places, Sydney, 2 November, 1887.

Mu. W, C. Bennett, in his letter to this morning’s Herald (copy attached), implies that the allegations 
of the previous day’s article, reflecting upon the construction of public watering places, proceeded from 
officers of the Mines Department, This, I think, should he as publicly denied as it has been made. - 

That it is not the case is admitted by the writer of the article of which Mr. Bennett complains. I 
must also ask leave to point out, with the greatest respect, that I am unaware of any accusation having 
been made by this Department against Mr. Bennett, as stated in the minute of the Honorable the 
Secretary for Public Works, quoted by Mr. Bennett.

I beg to submit, for the consideration of the Secretary for Mines, that this information may he 
given to the editor of the Herald. HARRY GILLIAT.

Exthacx from Sydney Horning Herald of 2nd November, 1887.
" Government Tanks and Dams.

“ Sir, (To the Editor of the Herald.)
“ In reference to the allegations as to the jobbery, as it is styled, in carrying out the tank and 

well works by this Department, it is right the public should be aware that I asked (nay, pressed) for an 
inquiry into the statements sent to tins office from the Mines for the last twelve months. This inquiry 
has not been instituted; I presume the Government thought it unnecessary.

“ I forwarded your article of this morning to the Minister for Works, with the following minute :—■ 
‘ I request the attention of the Honorable Secretary for Public Works to the extract from this morning’s 
Herald, which I attach; I need not say it is unfounded. 1 would remind the Minister that I pressed for 
an inquiry into the allegations made by the officers of the Mines Department, and that I furnished reams 
of replies and reports rebutting these accusations. The article calls for a full vindication of my honesty 
and capabilities. The allegations are made for a purpose in a way I will not characterize; but if they are 
well founded I should be at once dismissed; it false, the originators should, on the other hand, be 
distnissed.’ W.B., 1/11/87.”

Mr, Sutherland submitted the paper to the Chief Secretary, who was pleased to write as follows:— 
“ I have carefully read this printed paragraph, which has the internal evidence of being a newspaper 
writing, and not derived from official sources. In this ease Mr. Bennett’s only course is to seek redress 
from the newspaper, who, if demanded of them, must either give up the authority or assume all the 
responsibility of the publication. Clearly it is not a case for a Board of Inquiry.”—H.P.

On -which the Minister for Works endorsed the following :—“ A Board of Inquiry will he granted 
as asked for by Mr. Bennett months ago to inquire into the accusations of the officers of the Mines 
Department against Mr. Bennett and officers of the Roads Department.—J.S.”

I must now wait the result of the inquiry for a vindication of the character borne by me in tbe 
service for thirty'-three years, and in the service of the Crown for nearly forty-three years. This character, 
which is the sole result of that number of years’ hard work, it is now sought to deprive me of in this 
underhand way by those who have misled your reporter for a purpose which will he patent when the 
papers are published.—William C. Bennett, Roads Office, 1 November.

Submitted for the consideration of the Minister for Mines. I do not think the letter of 
Mr. Bennett’s should have been sent to the Press, and I cannot recommend that any officer of this 
Department bo allowed to reply to it.—G.E.H. {pro ti.S.), 2/11/87,

Approved. See minute attached.—E.A., 3/11/87,

. Minute of The Hon. the Secretary for Mines.
Department of Mines, Sydney. 

Mr. W. C. Bennett’s letter to the Herald.

I think Mr. Bennett has broken a well-known Governmental rule in replying to newspaper paragraphs, 
and it would be following a very bad example to take the same course. My opinion is that Mr, Bennett’s 
references to officers of this Department are unwarrantable and unjust. As the whole of the papers 
have been moved for, they maybe prepared as speedily as possible; the public will then be able to judge 
who is right and who is wrong.

E.A., 3/11/87.

n.

P.W.P.,
87/5,750.
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P.W.P.
87-6,426.

P.W.P.
87-6,290.

s

II. •
Memo, by Minister for Mines re allegations by Works Department that 

charges against integrity and capacity of their Officers have been 
made by Mines Officers. "

Tania and Bams Inquiry.
Department of Mines, Sydney.

Seeisg that a Commission, consisting of the Hon. G. H. Cox, M.L.C., Major Penrose, E.E., and Mr. J. C. 
Woore, Police Magistrate at Queanbeyan, has been appointed by the Executive Council to inquire into 
and report as to certain allegations made inside and out of Parliament, respecting the construction of 
tanks, wells, &c., by tbe Roads Department, I have to request that all tbe particulars in this Depart
ment maybe prepared in tbe clearest manner for submission to tbe Commission.

When Mr. Gilliat is called it should also be pointed out by that officer that so far as this Depart
ment is concerned no reflection has been cast on tbe integrity of tbe officers of tbe Roads Department. 
What has been done bad reference to the unsatisfactory manner that many of the works appear to have 
been carried out, and the very high prices paid for them,

I hope, therefore, this may be made plain to tbe Commission.
E. ABIGAIL, 20/11/87.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.—H.W., 29/11/87.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places to the Under Secretary for Mines,—I may, 

perhaps, point out that the Royal Commission may elect to peruse all papers before calling witnesses, in 
which case the explanation herewith authorized by the Minister would not be before them at tbe com
mencement of their labours. It is, I urge, of the utmost importance that the attention of the Chairman 
of the Commission should he called to this statement, as an act of simple justice to this Department, which 
could not reply to the paragraphs in the press alleging that such charges had been made—H.G., 1/12/87.

_ A copy of this minute might perhaps be sent to the Hon. G. H. Cox, as Chairman of the Commission. 
He might be informed that the papers are being prepared to lay on the Table of the Legislative Assembly, 
aiM if lie would like to have copies before entering upon the inquiry the printing will be expedited, ami 
copies supplied without delay. He may also be asked bow soon the Royal Commission will commence to 
take evidence so that the country officers may be directed to hold themselves in readiness. Submitted,—
H.W., 5/12/87.

Approved.—P-A., C/12/87. Prepare letters.—H.G., 0/12/87. Letter to Hon. G. H. Cox, 7/12/87.

III.
He Circular sent by Works Department to their local Officers.
i _ _ Urana, 19 November, 18S7.

Harry Gilliat, Esq., Chief Inspector of P.W. Places,—
Dear Sir,

Tour very kind note of tbe 15th duly to hand to-day. I saw Morris, the owner of the ponies, 
and he tells me they belong to his children, and he could not say if they were for sale.

I will see him again, and if I cannot get this pair I will get as good, and break them in myself for 
Mr. Abigail, so that he can drive them with safety. Last week I had a letter from Mr. Cronin, asking 
me to give an opinion re the public watering places I had seen; whether open tanks or troughing were 
best for watering cattle and sheep, and also as to the general character of the works. In replv I informed 
him. I understood a Board would be appointed to investigate the dispute between the Works and our 
Department, and as most likely I would be called to give evidence, I must decline to give an opinion just 
now. Was not this the best reply to give, my dear Mr. Gilliat ? I sincerely hope you will not be like 
my poor countryman, but come out of this fight in flying colours.
_ As I have had a lot of tank work some years back, perhaps my evidence would be of some good; 
if so, drop me a line. Tours sincerely,

P. R. BRETT.

I beg to call attention to the marked portion of annexed letter, Mr, Inspector Low also reports a 
letter having been written to a gentleman near Ivanhoe in similar terns. It will, perhaps, be advisable to 
inform tbe local officers that a Commission is to be appointed, and that they should be prepared to give 
evidence if called upon.—H.G., 21/11/87. The Under Secretary. “

. Submitted that any information they desire to furnish should he sent through this office.—II.W., 
28/11/87. Approved.—F.A., 29/11/87.

Sir,
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Sir, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 7 December, 1887.
Deferring to your iefeter of tbe 21st ultimo, in regard to officers of the Hoads Department 

seeking information from subordinate officers of the Department of Mines on the subject of tanks and dams, 
I am directed to transmit for your information copy of the only instructions upon the subject which have 
been issued to officers of the Hoads Department. I have, &c.,

JOHN RAE.
The Hon. F. Abigail, M.P., Minister for Mines.

9

Hoads and Bridges Department, Sydney, 3 November, 1887,
Memo,
As the Minister for Works has promised that a Board shall be appointed to enquire into the working of 
the Tank and Well Branch of this Department, you are requested to furnish full information on the 
following points at once:—

1st, Mention any and all eases that have come under your notice where the contractors with this 
Department have sub-let their work, and to what extent this has been done in each case.

2nd, Give such reliable information you may possess or may he able to obtain as to whether the 
contractors for these works have made excessive profits out of the works.

3rd. Give a full statement of all such works let without tendering or without public notice being 
given; the prices paid in all such cases ; as also the prices for similar work let under same con
siderations, but for which lenders were received after public notice.

4th. Give a full report of the maintenance of these works by the Mines Department, whether such 
maintenance has been efficient, or whether neglect has been shown.

5th. Give a concise record of all cases where the Mines’ Oflieers in charge of these works have 
clashed with your suggestions or operations to the detriment of the public interest, aud where 
they have neglected to make repairs recommended by you, or have opposed your making such 
repairs.

Oth. Obtain from the Crown lessees, or others who can form reliable opinions on the matter, an 
expression of opinion in writiiu/ as to the advantages of the open and trough systems of watering, 
and furnish the addresses of such gentlemen, as we might opeu direct communication with them.

7th. Obtain records of the prices jmid by the squatters for excavation during the dry seasons, giving 
depth, slopes, &c,, of the tanks, also such details in regard to water, grass, rations, Ac., as bear 
on a comparison of prices.

8th. Give your own opinion and that of others as to the character of our appurtenances. '
0th. Give full details as to the capabilities of our pumps, as to their simplicity, effectiveness, Ac.; 

whether they can be kept in good order by an average careful man; and whether their main
tenance by the Mines has been neglected and their efficiency impaired.

The report on the preceding points must bo in tin's office not. later than the 15th inst.
ARTHUR P. WOOD,

Assistant Engineer.

Letter to Minister for Works from Minister for Mines,
My dear Sutherland, 12 December, 1887. ,

I have just received from your office copy of a memo, sent out from ihe Roads and Bridges 
Department, bearing tbe signature of Mr. Arthur P. Wood, Assistant Engineer, and, while admitting 
much of the contents are very proper, I desire to direct your attention to the following :—

Clause 4. Give a full report of the maintenance of these works by the Mines Department; whether 
such maintenance has been efficient, or whether neglect has been shown.

Clause 5. Give a concise record of all cases where the Mines Officers in charge of t lie sc works have 
clashed with your suggestions or operations to the delrimeut of the public interest, and where 

‘ they have neglected to make repairs recommended by you, or have opposed your making such 
repairs. _

Clause 9. Give full details as to tbe capabilities of our pumps, as to their simplicity, effectiveness,"Ac.; 
. whether they can bo kept in good order by an average careful man, and whether their main

tenance by the Mines has been neglected, and their efficiency impaired.
1 desire to know if you think the above a proper document to be sent all over the Colony from 

one branch of the Public Service, referring to another, and whether such is calculated to promote that 
good feeling between Departments so necessary to protect the public interest. Awaiting the favour of 
your reply,— I am, yours,

F. ABIGAIL.

Copies of the letters addressed to the Inspectors arid Overseers of P.W. Places in connection with 
the enquiry by the Royal Commission may perhaps he attached for the information of the Commissioners, 
—II.G,, 12/12/87. The Hnder Secretary. ■

Submitted—H.W., 12/12/87. Approved—F. A., 13/12/87. Copies annexed - T.H.S., 14/12/87.

Sir,

P.W.P.,
87-0,738.

Works.—No. 
87-10,027.

P.W.P.,
87-6,738,

422—B
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P.W.P.,
87-6,095.

P.W.P.,
87-6,290.

P.W.P.,
87-1,360.

■ Sir, Department of Mines. Public Watering Places, Sydney, 1 December, 1837.
In compliance with a direction of the Hon, the Minister for Mines, you will be good enough 

to furnish me as quickly as possible with replies to the following questions. It is to be understood that 
the information afforded shall be based on your own experience or observation:—

1. At tbe public tanks whether is it preferable that stock should have admission to the excavation, or 
be supplied from troughing ? State reasons for your preference.

■ 2. What are the general rates paid per cubic yard for excavation by private persons and by tbo
Government ? -

3. What are tbe general rates for sinking wells per lineal foot paid by private persons and by the
Government ?

4. What are the relative costs of head-works paid by private persons and by the Government?
5. Are the costly appliances at the Government tanks more effective than simpler methods of raising

water? State which are most liable to get out of repair, and present greater difficulties in 
restoring them to order.

G. Are there any substantial reasons why the Government works should not he constructed at the 
same relative prices as those given for work undertaken by private enterprise? If so, state 
them.

• 7. State the most serious errors in construction you have noticed of public tanks and wells.
I have, &c., '

HA HitY GILLIAT,
Inspectors of F.W. Places. Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

10

Sir, Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Sydney, 2 December, 1837.
I have the lienor to inform you that a Commission is being appointed to inquire into the 

manner in which the Government tanks and wells have Loon constructed. The Hon. the Minister for 
Mines directs that any information you may desire to furnish should be scut through this office.

It is desirable that you should he prepared to give evidence if called upon by tho Commission.
I have, &e.,

IIAREY GILLIAT,
Overseers of P.W. Places. Chief Inspector of P.W. Places.

IV
Minute by The Minister for Mines for Cabinet—Minutes, Appendices,

precis of cases and copies of extracts.

Minute by The Secretary for Mines.
■ Department of Mines, 21 March, 1887.

The administration of the Public Watering Places Act, 48 Yie., No. 16, which gives statutory authority 
for the construction, control, aud maintenance of works for storing or providing water, adjacent to any 
public road, is charged to the Department of Mines.

Tho administrative arrangements of 1880, which arc still in force, also allot to that Department 
the charge of works for the storage of water in tho pastoral districts. In addition to the control, main
tenance, and leasing, the survey of tho watering places, and the construction of huts have more recently 
been undertaken, and it is now found necessary to assume the charge of fencing, and provision has been 
asked for that purpose on this year’s estimates. _ . , . ,

The construction and repairs still remain with tbe Department of Public Works, but this division 
of authority is accompanied by drawbacks, such as much unnecessary correspondence, great loss of time, 
and a resulting want of economy, which it is thought will bo obviated if the service is placed under one 
Department. ...

The Secretary for Public AVmrks will perhaps agree with me that under the circumstances it might 
be desirable in the public interest that the whole of tho business connected with these works, including 
•onstruction aud repairs he handed over to this Department.

FRANCIS ABIGAIL.

Alternative proposal in case the Cabinet should decide that Works Department retain construction 
of tanks, leaving all head works and subsequent control to Mines Department.

H the Cabinet decide to retain the construction of tanks and wells with the Works Department, 
it may in the interests of economy be desirable that the Works should he confined to the hare construction.

J Hutting, fencing, erection of machinery, and troughing to be dealt with by this Department, as well 
as subsequent repairs.

In short, that, after the tank or well has been transferred from the Works Department, all control 
or interference on the part of that Department ceases.

Memorandum which was covered by tho Minister’s minute, and which was attached for the infor
mation of the Minister was handed to him uncopied and unsigned.

The Memo, in question, it is supposed was handed to the Premier, and all trace of it has been lost.
J.W.B.

Minute
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Minute by the Chief Inspector of Public "WateringlPlaces. 

Sulject:—Administration of Public Watering Places.

Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Sydney, 13 May, 1887.
It appears, to put it briefly, from Mr. Bennett’s minute, that the difficulties 
connected ivith tbe maintenance and construction of public watering places 
are chiefly the fault of the officers of the Mines Department. There are no 
doubt faults in this as in other Departments, but 1 submit that this is not a 
reply to the ministerial minute, or my memorandum prepared for the 

' Secretary for Mines, and which I regret to see was forwarded to the "Works 
Department unsigned, but which 1 desire to acknowledge and affirm as an 
impartial statement.

The papers now annexed are a few of the cases referred to by the Com
missioner for Hoads; they are not selected, hut are some of the more recent 
ones, and do not, I respectfully submit, hear out the contention of Mr.

See papers re tone of minutes. Bennett; the character of the minutes written by the Mines and Works
officers will speak for themselves.

See paper comparative cost of "With reference to economy in construction I must refer to the cost of 
hutting, with hutting papers. hutting as quoted by the Works Department, and the rates now being paid

by this Department. "With respect to the fencing I must refer to the 
Ivanhoe case.

Sod Muriel Tank case, 
Seavillo’s Tank ease, 
Cobham Lake Tank case. 

See Peri Springs Tank case, 
Yentabangee „ 
Wavramurtie „

With respect to the construction of tanks, reference may perhaps be 
allowed to the Dry Lalie, Seaville’s, Cobham Lake, and Copago Tanks. The 
first three new tanks, the latter an old one, but all four under water for the 
last fifteen months; to the Paroo Tanks, three of which arc sunk within easy 
distance of water more permanent than they afford.

Mere professional training in construction of tanks is hardly. I contend, 
so much required as practical experience and absolute economy. Pastoral 
tenants construct scores of tanks for one by the Grovernment, comparing 
favourably in most respects, at cheaper rates per cubic yard, and I rail to 
see why Government work should he paid so much in excess of private, and 
I venture to submit the opinion that contractors would not ask it if they 
were properly supervised and promptly paid.

It will he neither necessary nor desirable in my opinion to maintain such 
a staff ns employed by the Commissioner for Bonds; half a dozen active 
practical men, similar to Mr. Inspector Boultbee, with ample hush experi
ence, who can use a level, will readily do all the work required, ensuring, I. 
have every reason to believe, a marked reduction in prime outlay without 
interfering with efficiency (the result as shown with the hutting is in favour 
of this view).

The reflections upon the officers of this Department have been, I think, 
uncalled for and unjust.

HAKRY GILLIAT,
The Under Secretary for Mines. Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

P.W.P. 
87-2,636

Acpenmx A.

Extract from Mr. Overseer Tally’s letter, Wilcannia, re fencing in his district.

See P.W.P., 87-1,314, with 
papers re fencing.

' 19 March, 1887.
W ire delivered anvwhcre within 100 miles of Wilcannia, £20 per ton. 

If a supply of the wire required was purchased privately it could be 
delivered here under £14 per ton ; at least the stores offer to supply it at that 
price, and carriage is very low at present.

M. J. C. TULLY.
See P.W.P., 87-2,048, with Ferguson, Wilcannia, quotes hv wire on 11th inst.:—Best brands, No. 8 

papers re fencing, s|0ej wJrCj £13 53i a ion in bond,

Apcjindix B.

Extract from Mr. Overseer Yeo’s letter of 5th May, 1887, covering estimates for huts.

Their (the contractors’) tenders would be ridiculous, as they inform me the huts would cost from £90 
to £120 each ; in fact they are very reluctant in giving any information to assist me, as they are afraid if 
they do it will be the means of cutting down the very high prices received for Government works.

. J. YEO, Ivanhoe.

Appendix
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Appendix C.

Compahatiye statement, showing prices of tenders recommended for acceptance by the ’Works Depart
ment, and the prices at which this Department is doing the work.

Erection of Qoltages.

District. "Worts Tender. Mines Prices.
£ s. d. £ s. d.

Bourke ... ... 93 7 8 CO 0 0
Cobar (a) ... ... 82 6 0 50 0 0
Corow.a (6) ... ... 68 0 0 • . a . • • 40 7 0

. Silverton (e) ... ... . ... Iron 50 0 0
Estimate reduced to £48 10s, 

at which price it was let, Wilcannia (d)
( Iron 
\ Wood

52
69

0
0

0
0

Deniliquin (e) ... 69 10 0 44 3 G
Condobolin ... ... 78 19 9 . 47 2 0
Coonabarabran 54 3 0

• Beduccd to ... 48 1 0
*Thi9 estimate is now reduced *Tfarrandera (f) ... 87 10 8 '<> 4 » . 50 0 0

to £38, and erection authorized Jialranald ... 59 17 2
and completed. Reduced io ... 42 10 0

Albury ... ... GS 0 0 f Iron 
(. Wood

48 12 
54 10

2
0

Ivanhoe .,, ... 114 7 1 f Iron 
} Wood

56
58

13
4

0
0

Forbes {g) ... 2G 1 6
Actual cost... 30 11 2

Some of these arc let and completed by the Mines officers.
(a) 1C completed. (&) 3 completed. (c) 6 complete, (d) 1 complete for £'t7 10s. 

(<?) 1 completed. (/) 3 completed for £38 10s.; 1 completed for £35 lOi, (fj) 1 
eompletdd.—12/12/87, ■

A list prepared up to date is with papers re cost of works.—J.W.B., 31/12/87,

Appendix D.

* Including gales; £51 without.

Fencing.

0 yep seeps liaYe only been Lately asked to furnish specifications and estimates 
for fencing in their districts, and replies have not yet been received from all. 

Tbe following have replied, and the price quoted is per mile complete :—
£ s. d.

Information receired 
original was written.

fNarrandera. 
Silverton 
Cobar ..,

Deniliquin
Condobolin
Wilcannia.

f Coonamblc 
j Ivanhoe ...
) Narrabri...
V. Coonabarabran

59
7<!

11 0*
’/& 0 0 

...£38to 45 0 0 
according to distance from Cohar.

............  69 0 0

............. 39 19 0
C 52 0 0 

■” / 40 0 0
............. 47 10 0

54 5 0 
61 14 0 
48 1 0

See also later list with papers re cost” of works.

' Fault;/ construction.—Horse-walk at Muriel Tank.

See papers re Muriel Tanh, Bor some reason inexplicable the Department of Works decided to erect
the horse-walk and works on the upper side of the embankment.

The bottom of embankment is, so near as I remember, about 30 feet from 
edge of tank. .

To raise the horse-walk a sufficient height it became necessary that a 
portion of it should extend into the tank, and load after load of spoil was 
tipped in until the tank was almost filled in (after 'being just excavated) 
without bringing tbo walk to the desired height. The tank was full of water 
when this work was done, and every load of spoil tipped in, melted like 

♦Approximate.—The taut is in sugar, till the tank was half full or more of silt. 3,000* loads of earth were
this condition now. The horse- used to build Up this liorsc-walk,
wait after last flood subsided, J.W.B.
and there vos considerable 
amount of work in repairs.—J.W.B

Precis
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Tricis of papers in connection with construction and administration of public watering places.

Willi papers re rub-lolling 
contracts. Mr. Yea's letlers, 
117-1,583 and 87-5,071. Mr. 
Low's letters, 87-6,088 and 
87-4,999. Mr. Booitbec’s letter, 
86-5,783, with papers re fencing.

Gomparatitc cod of Fencing.

The papers (which arc now with the Minister) show that at the Ivanhoe 
Tank the fencing was let in first instance to Bevan at £112 per mile. He 
sub-let: to Elliot at a price not ascertained ; Elliot sub-let again to Anderson 
at a price equal to about £52 per mile ; he sublet again (the wiring of the 
fence) presumably; each of the four contractors expected to realise a profit 
out of the fencing.

The price of £112 per mile is about £00 per mile over station rates.

P.W.P.,
87-2,847.

Mr. Yeo’s teller, 87-5,788, 
with papers re fencing. Mr. 
Yeo’s letter, 87-2,154. Mr. 
Low's report, 87-5,047, with 
papers re dinning. Mr. Boult- 
bee’s report, 86-5,442, with 
papers re One Tree Tank. Mr. 
Boultbco’s report, 80-5,4.11, 
with papers re fencing.

Fencing along the Booligal and Ivanhoe Bead erected by the M7orks 
Department was in very many cases erected without straining posts, the 
wires betug simply attached to the posts in strains extending to 100 yards, 
he., for Ho. 4, and to tighten that length properly is impossible.

At Wooloondool the fence consists of six strains of barbed wire, an 
apparently very unnecessary expense ; it is not well constructed, and cost, 
though not accurately ascertained, must be high.

Faulty construction.

Tbe dwarf railing at Ivanhoc, Mt. Mauar.i, Boonoona troughing, and in 
See 87-34 and minutes with many other cases is too high to admit of small stock fie., calves, &c.)

papers re troughing rail?. drinking over or under it, and did not prevent shcojt from getting into trough,
and polluting the water.

Alterations were directed by the Hon, the Secretary for Alines, and the 
Commissioner for Hoads asked in a minute if these alterations at the caprice 
of an overseer should not be prevented. Air. Stillwell expressed a doubt as 

See 87-30 with papers re to whether there were any bona fide complaints. (See decision of Alossgiel 
troughing rails, Boonoona. Bench of Magistrates.) '

Mr. A. P. Wood's minntc, Willandra "Well.—Air. A. P. "Wood's minute on S7--2,321 and Air. 
kmU-a^Wdl'*^ Mr^Boudlboe’s ®oll^hce's report on same submitted for comparison.
report, 80-5,781, also, with ease 
re Willandra Well.

Mr. Boullbce's report,
86- 5,587, with Ivanhoe Tank 
papers. Mr. Low’s report,
87- 4,900, with Ivanhoe Tank 
papers.

TJloiig and Ivanhoc Tanks Drains, see 80-5,8551

Mr. Keighrau’s report, 
86-4,015, with papers re 
“Drains.”

Sec Wooloondool Well papers.

Sec Cobham Luke Tank papers. 
See Scavil'c's Tank papers. 
See Tarella Tank papers.

Tom’s Lake Drains, see 80-5,401.

At Wooloondool aud Dry Lake AVells no pipe has been placed in bore
hole, which is continually filling in and choking, necessitating constant 
baling to keep them clear—a sorce of continual trouble to the Department.

Cobham Lake, Dry Lake, Copago, and Seaville’s Tanks.
These have been under water for nearly two years.

See Peri Springs Tank papers. 
See Warramurrtee Tank papers. 
See Yenlabangce Tank papera.

Of four tanks on the Baroo Hirer three arc in neighbourhood of water 
more permanent than their own.

Private individuals are able to get work done at prices from 75 to 100 per 
cent, less than G-ovcrnment pays. Sec Air. Tully’s and Air. Teo’s letters, 
now with Minister.

Interference with Officers.

Sec 86-2,849, 80-5,927, with Pulletop Tank papers, 87-1,128. Ch. Inspector’s minute, 
above papers. THong tank (same papers).

See 87-667, wilh papers re 
tarring inside of Service tank 
mid troughs.

See 86-5,927, will) papers re 
interference with officers.

See 87-1,228, wilh papers re 
fencing. Mr. Yco’s letter, 
87-1,583, also Mr. Low's, 
87-6,583, 6,586, 6,311, and 
6,588, with papers re snb-leU ing 
contracts. See also fencing 
papers.

General.

Troughing at Ivanhoe, Boonoona, Mount Alanara coated with composition 
of tar, tallow, and pitch, which was most objectionable, and rendered water 
undrinkable by stock and human beings, (See Chief Inspector’s minute.)

A skilled mechanic paid at rate of £6 per week for this work, which is 
part of caretaker's duty.

Tops of embankments lately dished by direction of this Department to 
prevent scour of embankments. Storm water is carried off in shoots at the 
four angles, and they arc 1 foot in the chord and they are barely adequate. 
Air. Stillwell, ns an innovation, desired caretakers not to fix the shoots in 
position, but provided 2i-inch diameter india-rubber hose to act as syphon 
and carry off what four 1-foot shoots would hardly do.

Fencing upon Booligal Hoad has cost, so far as is ascertainable, £94, 
£.105, £112 per mile.

Average fencing throughout tho Colony should not exceed £50 per mile.

Fraction
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Erection of Ooitajes? '

. See list with papers re erec- The tenders received bj the Department of Works for erection of cottages 
tion of cottages. averaged about £87 for each cottage throughout the Colony, the maximum

price being £114.
The tenders were submitted to the Department of Mines for concurrence 

before committing the country to such an expenditure, and it was considered 
that by utilizing the caretakers’ labour the cottages could he erected at a far 
less cost, and £50 was the amount named by the Chief Inspector as an 
average. This sum has not been exceeded by this Department.

In Ivanhoe District the Works tenders recommended for acceptance were 
£114 per cottage. This Department is prepared to erect in this same 
district at £53 each. (Papers with Minister.)

Engine Sheds.

Sco 87-4,712,87-2,286, with Several have been erected on the Booligal and Wilcannia Hoads at £50 
papers rr cost of works. each, and later on at £30.

The shed about to be erected by this Department at Brolgan Creek tank 
will cost £0 7s.

In the Condobolin District Mr. Jones has offered to have them erected 
for £10 each.

Cottages are being erected by this Department in Silverton District at 
£50 each.

87-6,583. Original with 
fencing papers.

Extract from Telegram from Mr. Overseer Tully, 27 May, 1S87.

87-2,286. Original, with Poncing oil Booligal Hoad, £94 per mile. Beefwood now going up. down 
papers referring to cost of works, to £52 per mile.

**##**##
M. J. C. TULLY.

Attention is also called to the price quoted for fencing on the Booligal 
Bead, which is nearly double the estimate considered ample by this Depart
ment. ‘ H. GILLIAT.

The Under Secretary. Submitted for the information of the Minister.— 
H.W., 30/5/87. Seen.—E.A., 30/5/87.

Copies of extracts from Mr. Inspector Low’s reports on,—
48-Mile Tank, 27 Nov., 1887.

Fencing not yet completed j this of split halar, none of it being carted 
more than 5 miles. Contractor would not tell price, but told me it was 
between £90 and £100 per mile. .1. LOW.

Mount Manara Tank, 24 Nov., 1887.
Fencing in good order, not yet transferred. This has lately been erected 

by Works Department at £120 per mile; is of pine about half split, and tbe 
balance young round pine with no straining posts. The round pine will Inst 
only a few years. None of the timber had to be carted 5 miles.

J. LOW.
Extract from Mr. Inspector Low’s report on Boonoona Tank,—

14 November, 1887,
Fencing in fair order, not yet transferred, lately erected by Works 

Department at £120 per mile.
Gates in good order, lately erected by Works Department at £15 per 

gate, not yet transferred. .1. LOW.
35-Mile Tank.

Fencing in good order, not yet transferred. This has been erected at 
£95 per mile : none of tbe timber was carted over 4 miles. -

■ ■ ■ " * ■ ■■ *

87-6,586. Original 
fencing papers.

with

87-6,311. Original 
fencing papers.

87-6,588. Original 
fencing papers.

with

with

#*##*** 
Engine-shed was erected by Works Department, and cost £50.

J. LOW.
87-2,535. Original with 

papers re subletting contracts.
See also papers re sub-letting fencing at Ivanhoe. Fence cost £112 per 

mile. ' J.W.B.

P.W.P.,
87-2,535.

opy attached, 
onjpnal with 
papers re suId 
Jetting contract.

Note—Anderson 
sublet the wiring 
of this fence at 
£3 per mile.

Minute by Chief Inspector.

Re Fencing at Bublie Watering Places.
II May, 1887.

#
Tms letter from Mr. Overseer Yeo shows the prices alleged to have been given by Mr. Stillwell for the 
erection of fencing at Ihe Ivanhoe Tank. ‘

First and original contract to Bevan, £112 per mile; Bevan sublet to R. Elliott, price not 
ascertained. Elliott sub-let again to Anderson ; 30s. per 100 for getting posts, £18 per mile for erecting 
same; £5 per hundred for carting posts from Kajulijah to Ivanhoe, equal to about £52 per mile, to which 
may be added cost aud carriage of wire from Hay, showing that from £35 to £40 per mile has been paid 
in the excessive prices given over and above a fair estimate, and about £60 per mile above the current 
station rates, which should not, 1 submit, he exceeded by this department.

In
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In submitting these particulars, I may state that from what I understand, the prices paid for 
fencing upon this road, and indeed at most of the PAV. places fenced by the Poads and Bridges Branch 
are greatly in excess of ordinary rates, but this is the only instance in which I ha,ve directed the overseer 
to endeavour to verify the statement.

I bare, however, reports from Mr. Inspector Boultbee and Mr, Overseer Kcighrau, and a deehira- 
iion made by the late caretaker of the One Tree Tank, of a very undesirable aud, I may say, unfortunate report s7-i,s»?, 
concession to some fencing contractors by allowing them to dispense with straining posts. I append 
extracts that bear very forcibly upon the existing state of things, and show the necessity of the Govern- tracts. _ _ 
ment making a sland against the exorbitant prices that the careless manner of accepting contracts fect^' 
have induced contractors now to staud out for.

ITAKKY GILLIAT,
Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Sir, Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 1 April, 1887. 87-1,583.
I bog to submit for your information (he cost of fencing at the Ivanhoe Tank, which seems to ^‘“re'sutl. 

me to be an extravagant price, taking into consideration tho price station-owners get their fencing done for; letting con- 
of course 1. make allowance for the extra-sized posts, Ac, required for Government fences. Mr, Bevan,lrac ‘ 
the contractor for the fencing at the Ivanhoe Tank, told me that he was getting £112 per mile ; he also 
told me that he had sublet the contract to Mr. It. Elliot, hut to find wire himself (Bevan). Elliot after
wards sublet the work to a man called Anderson at 80s. per 100 for cutting and splitting posts, £18 per 
mile for putting up posts and wiring same, £5 per 100 for carting the posts from Kajulijah to Ivanhoe.
Anderson’s sub-contract should cost about £52 per mile. The cost of wire delivered at Ivanhoe should 
not exceed £30 per mile. 1 consider this will show that £30 per mile is being paid in excess to what it 
could be done for.

I have not been able to ascertain the price that Elliot was to receive from Bevan. Anderson told 
me himself the price he was to get for his sub-contract, which I have already stated.

In forwarding this information I trust I am not exceeding my duty, as I considered you would 
wigh to know,

I omitted to mention that Anderson sublet a portion of tbe wiring to a man at 60s, per mile.
JAS. YEO.

Harry Gilliat, Esq., Chief Inspector, P.W.P., Sydney.

Extract from report on Wooloondool Well, by Inspector Boultbee.
16 November, 1886. P.W.P.,

The T.L. is newly fenced with split pine posts and six wires of barbed wire, in my opinion a most useless 86-5,441. 
expenditure, the plain wire being ample for all requirements. The wire is of a poor description, named,
I think, the “Pish Barbed Wire”; it is impossible to make a really satisfactory splice in this kind; it is 
fastened to the posts by staples, and in most cases tbe post is split an inch up from each staple, in some 
cases the staple is bent over and broken, and there is a very poor strain on the wire. The wire is flat 
iron galvanized, with a small core, and barbs cut.

J. W. BOULTBEE.

Sir, Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 16 May, 1887. P.W.P.,
I herewith beg to apply to you for instructions re taking delivery of fencing at P.W. Places 87-2,154. 

from Department of Works, whether I must object to take delivery of a fence which has no straining Sing papers, 
post provided, as in the case of the fence in course of construction at Ivanhoe, where the wires are run 
out to its full length, and strained to the post to which it might reach.

I am of opinion that this is not a good way to strain wires in a fence, consequently I don’t care to 
take delivery of a fence erected in this way unless instructed to do so.

‘ JAMES YEO.

Mr. Boultbee,—Have you ever seen a fence constructed on this principle, except in Mr. Ttond- 
Superintendent Stillwell’s experiment at the One Tree ?—H.G-., 23/5/87.

1 have never seen fences erected in this manner outside of Mr. Stillwell’s district, and I beg in the ^ith papers Vs 
most unqualified terms to condemn it, since I cannot see how it is possible to strain the wire properly One Treo Tank1 
without straining posts. The fence at One Tree is a strong ease in point. It was finished by eon tractors, 
and, I presume, passed by Mr. Stillwell, for within a few weeks after its completion the caretaker was 
reported by Mr. Stillwell for having the wires all slack, and some very harsh comments made upon the 
Mines officers.—J. W, Boultuek.

As the future direction of these works is at present under consideration, Mr. Yeo may perhaps be 
instructed to take over the fencing at Ivanhoe, stating in his receipt the objections he takes to the 
character of the fence.—ILaket Gilliat. The Under Secretary.

Submitted.—H.W., 26/5/87. Approved.—F.A., 27/5/87. Mr. Yeo.—H.G., B.C., 28/5/87.
Contents noted.—J. Yeo, 4/6/87. Mr. Inspector Low.—H.G., B.C., 22/8/87.

I have inspected this fence, and can strongly bear out Mr. Inspector Boultbee’s condemnation of 
tins slyle of fencing. I have seen no instance where such a style of fencing was done by a practical man, 
neither do I expect to; it is simply absurd to attempt to strain a wire fence in tbe manner tried here ; 
some of the posts are already splitting from wires being strained to them, being split pine, and many are 
much pulled over.—J. Low, 30/8/87.

Extract
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r.w.p.,
87-5,047.

Original with 
flaming papers.

P.W.P.,
87-5,788.

Original and 
sketch with 
fencing papers,

P.W.P.,
87-3,321,

Original with 
WiliaiKtra Wei 
papers.

p.w.p.,
86-5,781.

Original with Willandra Well papers.
As to cost - 
£1,087 6s. Sd.
Papers, 87-5,CSC.

P.W.P.,
86/5,587.

Original with Ivanhoe Tajik 
papers.
See also Sir. Lew’s report, 
80/#,fl00, also with Ivanhoe 
Tank papers.

P.W.P,
86/5,064.

Original and sketch with 
draining pajxjrs.

P.W.P.,
86/4,015.

Original with 
draining papera.

Extract, from Mr. Low’s report on Ivanhoe Tank.
_ 27 September, ISS7.

The cause of the posts splitting is that they are split pine posts, which, unless much stronger, and 
at least 44-in., are liable to commence splitting by the insertion of pin to hold wire while fastening it. 
When one wire is strained on them—i.e., one wire round one half of post—other wire round other half 
causes a strain which in some instances here the posts have been unequal to, and are splittino-,

JOHN LOW.

16

. Sir, _ Stock Office, Moss Vale, 1 November, 1SS7.
Before leaving Ivanhoc I omitted to point out what I considered a defect in the fence erected 

round the T.L. at the .Ivanhoe Government Tank, viz., the way in which the wire is strained to the post; 
the greater quantity of the posts arc split pine posts 8 x4, with no straining posts, except at corners and 
angles in fence. The wire is run out to its full length, then strained to any post which it may reach ; hut 
instead of the wire going round the whole of the post it only goes round half, and the next wire goes 
round the other half, consequently, when the wire is strained from both sides it in many eases splits 
the posts in half. I beg to enclose a rough sketch which may possibly explain more fully 'what I moan.

' ‘ J. TEO.

Minute by Mr. A. P. Wood.
Bcply to a letter asking when tbe Willandra Well will be ready for transfer to this Depot. 
***####
We arc not in a position to give the required information at present. The deepening of this well 

in loose running drift has been a most difficult undertaking; and the contractor has had further difficulties, 
causing great delay in obtaining and keeping good men. The work is now being pushed on, aud should 
bo finished without any unnecessary delav.

" A, P. 'WOOD, 28/5/87.

Extract from Mr. Inspector Boultbee’s report upon Willandra Well for 10th December, 1886.
.1. went below and inspected the shaft and workings, and I would strongly recommend that this shaft 

should he abandoned, and a new one sunk alongside. The state of ihe shaft below, even if temporarily put 
right, cannot ever admit of a permanent or satisfactory job being made. The shaft for about 75 ft. is 
plumb and true; below this the plumb lino is gradually left, and at 102 ft. (ihe bottom) the shaft is over 
6 in. out, A bore has been put down, and the pipe is immediately under the plumb line. There is about 
20 ft. of drift, an iron box is in, and this and the pipe and 25 ft. of timber will have to be removed to 
bring the shaft plumb. An immense amount of drift has come in, and there must be a largo cavity. The 
man in charge has made a chamber below to enable them to raise pipe and box. The box he may raise, 
but ho has no appliances for raising the pipe out of wet drift. If he succeeds in raising these and 
straightens the shaft, 1 am afraid, from the amount of drift that comes in, of the cavity behind the slabs; 
and that it will only be, at the best, a patehed-up job, and very liable to go wrong and set out of plumb 
again. '

I did not like the look of the shaft at all. He has some very strong stout box-beams that bend and 
split in all directions. 1 never saw any good done by trying to patch or straighten a drift-well if the (box) 
shaft got out of plumb. A new shaft would be cheaper in the long run.

* ® * # *

■ —--------------J. W. BOULTBEE. 10/12/8G.
Extract from report on Ivanhoc Tank, J. W. Boultbee, 22 November, 1886- 

# *■*##*#
There is one drain that for a considerable distance rims up hill, and a cutting 3 feet deep is required 

to run the uuter down. Mr. Stillwell had a man at this, but it is now left for our caretaker to do. I 
in strutted him not to touch it until he has everything else in good order. The place is fully half-mile 
from the tank, and working there he cau have no cheek upon travellers. ”

J. W. BOULTBEE.

Sir, Whitlon, 23 December, 1SS6.
_ Deferring to the enclosed papers relative to.the drainage at Hulong Tank and the complaints

of Mr. Koad-Superintei’clent Stillwell against the caretaker that ho is not giving the drains proper 
attention, 1 now have the honor to submit a rough plan of drains which 1 inspected, and from my own 
observation, and from the statemends of both Mr. Elworthy aud the caretaker, •who have seen the drams 
full of water, I have no hesitation in raying they have been very badly and carelessly laid out, and that 
our caretaker, who 1ms I think honestly done his best to remedy ihe very glaring defects, is being 
blamed for neglecting oilier portions of his work to do what he never should have been called upon to do, 
namely, grade and level the drains. 'J he inlet flume was'lowered !) inches before the ivater ■would run 
into the tank at all. The main and side drains have been lowered a long distance up, and two of the 
drains are I submit quite useless. The drains at Hulong are not an isolated ease. At the Ivanhoe tank 
the levels are imperfect, and water expected to run up hill.

J. W. BOULTBEE.

Extract from Mr. K.eighrau's report cm Tom’s Lake Tank, 12 August, 1886.
* # *****

The main drain, which is over 1 mile in length, was in my opinion badly laid out at first, the levels 
not properly taken, as at its head there is a swamj> where an embankment of earth had to ho formed to 
force the water from there inlo the drain, which embankment has given way ; the consequence is that tho 
drains render no assistance in conveying water from the plain into the tanks. Besides this, ihe drainis on

the
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tho main route, where travelling stock has to pass along, and is constantly getting damaged by being 
trampled in, and again at its junction near the tank teams, coaches, &c., have to cross over, and get 
bogged. _ ...

At the time of my inspection it was a perfect quagmire and a hindrance to the travelling public. 
Two culverts are required, otherwise the drains are useless.

: J, A. KELG-HEAN.

17

Extract from Mr. A. V. Stillwell’s report on Ivanhoc Tank, dated 22/12/87.
* # * * *

_ Tiie caretaker was lowering the dwarf fence rail of the troughing to 7 inches from bearer. This p.w.l1. 
will prevent sheep watering on that side, practically curtailing the length of troughing one half for sheep. 87-31. ’ 
He said it was by the Mines overseer’s instructions, and to facilitate watering of cattle, the rail having 0rl .na] w.,, 
been found too high for them. It is of tho same height as at tho troughing in the district, and the troujhuii/'rivi! 
raising of ground level along that side would have answered the purpose if there were any bona fide I0011180
Complaints, which I douht. " trougbini; rail

_____ ' papers, Boononacase.—Pub,
itjr tit ic-iiTJi. - /vv. , . Works, 86-11,803Mr. Wood,—baould not alteration or this sort, at the caprice of the ovoraeer, be prevented.—

W.C.B., 24/12/86. Yes ; I do not think, as we are responsible for these works, that this should have 
been done. The same levels suit in other cases, and should do in this ease.—A-EAV,, 24/12786. The 
Undcr-Secrctary for Mines.—J.K., RC., 31/1.2/SC. ‘

The action was taken under the authority of the Secretary for Mines and by statutory power con
ferred by_the Public Watering Places Act—tho ouly statute empowering construction, the administration 
of which is vested in him.—I-I.Ga

Minute by Chief Inspector re alleged interference with Mr. Overseer Elworthy’s instructions to
the tenant at Pulletop Tank. ’

# * # * *
. _ Pulletop Tank, II March, 1887.

In this case the alleged interference by Mr. Stillwell is denied by tho Department of Public Wort's, P-W.P., 
and here, iu the ordinary course of business, the question would ‘have dropped. But tho minuto of 8'-2’849. 
Mr. A. P. Wood, concurred iu by tbe Commissioner and Engineer for Eoads and Bridges, contains what I Original, with 
venture to think such an entirely unauthorized criticism upon the administration of the Public Watering Idth10'' 
Places, us unjust as it is incorrect, that I consider mjself justified in asking that the attention 0f the offlcf:r5.-Pflpi'ra 
Hon. the Secretary for Mines may be specially drawn to all the papers. I am in entire agreement with sfosffsMa?!’ 
the oflieers of the Department of Public Works with respect to the serious disadvantages of a divided 
control, and reference to our records will show that the attention of the heads of both Departments have 
been directed by me on several occasions to its unfortunate results.

_ The administration of the Public Watering Places Act, which is the only Act that I am aware of, 
gives legal powers for the construction of works of this nature, is vested in the Hon. the Secretary for 
Mines, and I may perhaps respectfully submit lor his consideration that some permanent arrangement of 
the duties of Ihe two Departments is probably desirable.

The statements of Mr. Wood can bo readily refuted, were he entitled to u reply; but, in the 
interests of the Public Service and of the special duties allotted to me. I consider any reply, from mo 
unnecessary—unless specially directed to do so.

HAEKY GILLIAT,
Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

The Under Secretary for Mines.

Minute of the Chief Inspector. ,
. _ _ 12 February, 1887,

Tarring inside of Troughing.
«■****$#

. , On Mr. Inspector Boultbco’s return from his last inspection, he reported an objectionable com- P.W.P., 
position of pitch, tar, and tallow, was being used for coating a portion of the inside of service tank and 87-667. 
troughing at some of tho watering places, by a man in the service of the Works Department, acting origiimi,win, 
under instructions from the Local Eoad Superintendent. Eepairs of this nature are carried out by our ppens retainin' 
own caretakers, who are paid for tbo service, and the employment of a skilled mechanic for the purpose 
appears unnecessary. Tunis.

Objection has. been taken to the use of tho composition referred to (aide Mr. Boultbee’s memo.), 
and I need hardly point out that it is apparently even more unsuitable when tho water may, at any time, 
bo required in considerable quantities for domestic purposes as at the Ivanhoe Tank. with above

_ Our own officers are instructed to use boiled coal-tar and pitch for coating service tank and joints i’;i[K-’ri 
of troughing, when required. Tins forms a hard glaze, and has, so far, been found suitable. ’

I am in doubt whether Mr. Wood is correct in assuming that the Department of Bublie Works is '
responsible for repairs until they arc authorized by the Hon. the Secretary for Mines; and I am 
equally in doubt whether it is desirable for that Department to take such steps as it may deem necessary 
to protect or render the works more efficient without reference to the Department responsible for their 
maintenance and control, under the Act. The effect of a divided control can only tend to confusion and 
lowering the standard of efficiency, as well as cause friction between the Departments; and anv steps 
taken, I would respectfully suggest for the consideration of the lion, the Secretary for Mines,"would 
preferably be in the direction of relieving the Works Department entirely of all repairs iu future.

H. GILLIAT.

422—0 Mr.
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Mr. Inspector Bouitbeo states:—A composition o£ tar. tallow, and pitch, and the water was, afte 
standing a short time, most objectionable and undrinkable, bearing a greasy prismatic scum on top.

Mr. Overseer Yeo states :—It melts and forms a scum on top of the water which prevents stock 
from drinking. Boonoma and Mount Manara troughing had already been done. There have been 
several complaints about it.

If the use of .tbe composition renders the water unfit for the purpose for which it is conserved, 
it is not clear how the use of it can be said to render tbe works more efficient. It is very desirable, in 
the public interest, that when the works have been taken over by this Department they should not bo 
interfered with by the officers of another Department; and it is to be hoped the question of construction, 
control, <tc.. will be dealt with at an early date.—H.W., 16/2/87.

Submitted. Approved.—l’.A., 21/2/87.

Extract from Mr. Overseer Aeo's letter of 13 September, 1887.
Rc Cost of Engine-sheds.

*******
87-4,712.

Original, with 
papers cost ofj 
works.

But I am informed, through the caretaker at tbe Merri Merriwa 
Cobar and Hillston Eoads cost £27 each.

tank, that the shelter-sheds along the
J. YEO.

Copy of wire from Overseer Tully on same subject.
87-2,280. Sheds on Ivanhoe Eoad cost £50; some erected since by Mr. Hanna, in other parts, down to £30,

Original, with ******
papers re cost,of M. J. C. TULLY,works.

Size of shed 12 x 12. The same shed is about to be erected in Eorbes district for £9. In 
Condobolin district oilers are made to erect shed for £10. * * * *
Hr. GriLLiAT, 30/5/87. The Under Secretary.

Submitted for tbe information of Minister.—HAY, 30/5/87. Seen.—E.A., 30/5/87.

Extract.
. Sir; Whitton, 2 L December, 18S6.

■ 86-5 927 lieferring to my instructions to visit Hulong Tank, 1 now have tbe honor to inform you that
orijjinak with I did so, and found that Mr. Eoad-Superintendent Stillwell, after Mr. Overseer Elworthy had instructed 
papers relative tj10 caretaker to coaltar the boiler, &c.. in accordance with your circular, 3rd September last, had issued 
iH'WmkToniMsr frpsh orders to the caretaker to paint it red, and to apply to Mr. Elworthy for paint. 
al Pulletop. Mr. Elworthy instructed the caretaker to prepare the newly dished top of embankments for the

reception of a shoot for carrying off the storm-water, material for which Mr. Elworthy was supplying. 
These instructions were also countermanded; and a length of India-rubber hose, 21 inches iu diameter, 
was supplied by Mr. .Stillwell to carry off all the storm-water from the four embankments. I need 
hardly say how totally inadequate this is, and must, at the same time, protest against such a useless waste 
of money, and such a childish innovation, that in tbe eyes of the travelling public so reflects upon tbo 
Public Watering Places officers. I wish to bring this immediately aud urgently before you, as I understand 
Mr. Stillwell is about supplying other tanks with the same. A shoot of less than 1 foot across is perfectly 
useless, and is required in each angle. Actual experience, both at Hulong and Pulletop, have proved the 
folly of the 2i-inch hose, and caretakers have now definite instructions to proceed with the shoots so

J ► i • ?soon as material arrives.
*******

J. W. BOULTBEE.

. V.
Minute of Minister for Mines, and Extract from Bourke paper, re

Centralistic Bureaucracy.
With P W P. Mb. Quin, late member for Wentworth, told mo to day of a case whore a small, piece of fencing at a tank 

BB-SjlOS * requiring' renewal a cost of £'3 cost £50 to have it inspected by tho district officers oJ: tho works, to soo 
if Ihe local officers had not made a mistake ip/nf

Thc report stated yes, the fences must he removed as recommended. I .A,, 1/fi/Si,

Extract from Central Australian, Bourke, Saturday, 23 October, 1886.
, Centralistic Bureaucracy.

p w p ■ To show tbe evils of centralizing all authority in Sydney, we quote a couple of glaring instances that
86-5,102 have recently come to our knowledge. Some lime ago the lessees of country adjoining a Government
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tank submitted to tbe Public Watering Places Branch of the Mines Department a plan for the modifica
tion of one of the fences. The proposed alteration would have cost exactly £3, for which sum the care
taker was fully prepared to undertake the work. Eed-tapc routine, however, aud Sydney bureaucracy 
demanded an official inspection by an inspector; even one inspection was not sufficient and two had to ho 
made.

The travelling expenses of this inspector amounted to over £30, so what it really cost to supervise 
the outlay of this £3 is almost beyond calculation.

-As the above appeared in a Bourke paper, will Mr. Mallon he good enough to report to what it 
refers.—H.G-., B.C., 28 Oct., 1886. Mr. Overseer Mallon, Bourke. I am not aware to what the 
paragraph refers.—Jas. Mat.lok, Bourke, 2/11/86.

Memorandum from Central Australian, Bourke, 30 Oct., 1886. to Jas. Mallon, Esq., Bourke. 
Dear Sir,—lie article in Central Australian headed “ Centralistic Bureaucracy,” the statements made 
therein ! believe to ho perfectly correct, and refer to this Colony, beyond this I do not feel inclined to 
go at present.—J. L. Parsons, Editor. *

I have ascertained that no such action has occurred in this Department, and am informed it refers 
to a tank at Silverton and the officer belonged to the Department of Public Works.—H.G., 10 Nov., 
1886. The Under Secretary for Mines. Seen.—H.W., 21/11/86.

_ H has since been ascertained from Mr. Quin, who furnished the information to the Minister, that 
this refers to the Warramurtee Tank. The recommendation of an alteration to some fencing at a cost of 
£3, made by Mr. Tully. This was referred to Works Department for action, and tho expense referred to 
wTas presumably incurred in effecting and supervising the alteration.—J.W.B., 20/12/87.
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VI.
Letter from Mr. Earngey.

Envelope addressed II, Gilliat, Esq., Inspector of Public Watering Places, Mines Department, Sydney.
Dear Sir, ■ Mangrove Creek, 13 November, 1887.

Concerning the Roads Department’s management of tanks and wells, I could show that in Copy of 
the Albert District the most criminal management existed, and the embezzlements by the officers iu P.W.P., 
charge there up to 1883 were more daring and formidable than ever happened to any public department 084 
in the history of the Colony, The officer, W'ho was a particular favorite of Mr. Bennett, never explored 
for best sites; the publican or the coachman invariably picked out the well and tank sites, consequently 
each picked to suit individual interest, and seldom or ever were the measurements according to specifica
tion. The lank, say, was to he 18 feet deep ; well, since there were no sections of the work, the contractors 
heaped the material all over the surface previous to forming embankments ; consequently, by only going 
15 feet deep the tank was wrell made to appear IS feet deep. But the worst features are the atrocious 
sites, endorsed too by inspecting officers, who do not leave the coach, and remain satisfied that coachy 
knows more about it than they, and coachy’s opinion is endorsed by the publican, who joins in chorus 
with coachman, singing, splendid site, beautiful catchment; some of their beautiful catchments have been 
on the summit of high ground. The officer whom I allude to, in 1882, out of 100 engagements there were 
sixty-five embezzlements; and in 1883, out of twrenty-two engagements there were nineteen embezzle
ments. The officer had trial shafts 18 feet deep at us. per foot, according to vouchers, sunk all over the 
country, and was accordingly looked upon as a very energetic and painstaking officer; one shaft in 
perhaps twenty was sunk, but not more; he pocketed those items to pay hotel expenses. This officer, 
although he had a fidelity guarantee for £1,000 in the Victoria Life Assurance Society, the Commissioner 
for Roads dared not close on it, knowing that the Company would prosecute, and the Roads Department 
consequently would be exposed. "

There have been dozens of officers guilty of fraud, and not one (with the exception of one only) 
has been prosecuted. Mr. Bennett cannot entertain the veriest reflection upon his Department; accord- 
inglv everything is hushed up. The non-passing of the Local Government Bill is terribly annoying him, 
as this hushing up business is multiplying, and he is impotent to stop irregularities; he looks to the Bill 
to do so.

I can give you any amount of such management if you wish.
1 Tours, &c.,

GEORGE EARNGEY.

This letter was received by me to-day, I am not acquainted with the writer, who addresses me, 
I assume from the envelope, officially.—H.G., 15/11/87, The Hnder Secretary. Submitted as to 
whether any action should be taken upon it.—HW., 16/11/87. The writer should be called upon by 
the Commission appointed to make inquiry into such matters to give evidence, and this letter should be 
placed before the Commission as soon as they are ready to commence the work of inquiry.—E, A., 17/11/87. 
Should the letter be acknowledged and the -writer informed as to what action has been taken on it?— 
J.R., 17/11/87. In ordinary courtesy, this course might be taken.—H.G., 17/11/87. The Under 
Secretary. Approved.—H.AV., 18/11/87, Mr. Earngey informed, 21/11/87.

vn
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VII.
Jlc sub-letting Contracts ; refers also to faulty construction of fencing.

P.W.P., 
87-6,585. 

Original with paj>er6 rc feucin;

Extract from Mr. Low’s report on 2G-miIe Tank, 26th November, 1S87.
Tbe drains lierc in first instance were let at 4s. 6d. per chain, and afterwards sub-let at 3s, Gd. per 

chain to man who did tho work, These are quite equal to drains at Ivanhoe Tank.
J. LOW.

P.WP., 
87-0,586. 

Original with 
paperarf fencing

Note:—See Mr. Boultbec’s report Ivanhoe Tank, 80-5,587, with Ivanhoe Tank papers recost of
drains. -----------------

Extract from Mr. Inspector Low’s report on Mount Manara Tank, 24th November, 1.887,
Mr. Hay, Mount Manara Station, contracted to excavate tank at Is. 4-id. He sub-let to Fred. 

Hardie, who did the work at Is. per cubic yard. J. LOW.

Sir, ' Stock Office, Ivanhoc, 1st April, 1887.
I beg to submit for your information the cost of fencing at the Ivanhoe Tank, which seems to 

mo to be an extravagant price, taking into consideration tbe price station owners get their fencing done 
j0 ' for. Of course, I make an allowance for the extra si/e posts, &c., required for Government fences, 

Mr. Bevan, the contractor for the fencing at the Ivanhoe Tank, told me that he was getting £112 per 
mile, he also told me that he had sub-let the contract, to Mr. It. Elliott hot to find wire himself (Bevan). 
Elliott afterwards sub-let the work to a man called Anderson at 30s. per 100 for cutting and splitting posts, 
£18 per mile for putting up posts and wiring same, £5 per 100 for carting the posts from Kagulijah to 
Ivanhoe, Anderson’s sub-contract should cost about £52.

The cost of the wire delivered at Ivanhoe should not exceed £30 per mile. I consider this will 
show that £30 per mile is being paid in excess to what it could be done for.

I have not boon able to ascertain the price that Elliott was to receive from Bevan,
Anderson told me himself the price he was to get for his sub-contract, which I have already stated. 
In forwarding this information I trust 1 am not exceeding my duty, as I considered you would 

wish to know. _ _
I omitted to mention that Anderson sub-lfet a portion of the wiring to a man at 60s. per mile.

I have, &c.,
JAMES YEO,

Overseer, Public Watering Places.
Harry Gilliat, Esq., Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places, Sydney.

P.W.P.,
87-5,971.

S?-ft,7SS. 
Fendiif papers.

P.W.P., 
87 6,08 .

Stock Inspector Yeo, late overseer at Ivanhoe, statement re sub-letting of fencing at Ivanhoe Tank and
had quality of said fence.—S.B., 87-20.

Sir, ' Stock Office, Moss Yale, H November, 1887.
Keferring to your letter dated 2nd inst., re fencing at the Ivanhoe Tank for report, I herewith 

beg to submit the required information which I obtained personally while in charge of the Ivanhoc Dis
trict. In the first instance I might mention that the contractor, Mr. Bevan, informed me that he did not 
tender for this work, but as be had done other fences along the Booligal and Wilcannia Hoad,-Mr. 
Stillwell let him this fence at £112 per mile. Mr. Bevan then sub-let the fencing to l?.. Elliott (but 1 was 
unable to ascertain tbe price), but to find wire himself (Bevan). Elliott then sub-let it to a man called 
Charles Anderson at 30s. per 100 for cutting and splitting posts, £5 per 100 for carting posts from 
Kagulijah to Ivanhoc (a distance of 30 miles), £18 per mile for putting up posts and wiring same. I 
consider Anderson’s sub-contract should not cost more than £52. The cost of the wire delivered at 
Ivanhoe should not be more than £20 pier mile, consequently the fence at the above-named prices would 
cost £72 per mile, which shows that the original contractor (Bevan) obtained £40 per mile for doing 
nothing; and notwithstanding this very high pirico paid I consider, from my own experience as well as 
other practical men in the Ivanhoe District, that this fence is not erected in a practicable manner, there 
being no straining posts only at tbe corners and angles in fence, the posts are pine, and a great portion 
of them arc split 8 ,x 4. The wire is drawn out at its full length, and in a great many instances it 
reaches a split post and the consequence is that when tho wire is strained to those posts it simply spflits 
them through the centre where they have been bored as stated in my letter of the 1st instant.

I might mention that I have not seen tho specifications, but of course presume the work has been 
done according to specifications supplied by Mr. Assistant-Engineer Stillwell.

I have, Ac.,
JAMES YEO,

Ex-Overseer, Public Watering Places,
—■ Ivanhoe District.

Sir, Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Ivanhoe, 11 November, 1887.
In answer to vour telegram of 10tb inst. re sub-letting of Government work or contracts, I 

have the honor to report that the only case upon which I can as yet get any definite information is the 
erection of fence on Public Watering Place, Ivnnboe, which in first instance was let to one Bevan at 
either £116 or £120 per mile ; this was sub-let to Elliott who afterwards sub-let to one Anderson at the 
following rates:—30s. per 100 splitting, 100s. per 100 carting, and £18 per mile erecting; tho panels arc
10 feet, which would allow the following per mile:—

Splitting posts, 530 at 30s.
Carting „ 530 at 100s.
Erecting per mile ... ...
Wire per mile ... ...

£
7

26
18
30

s.
10
10
0
0

d.
0
0
0
0

_ £82 9 0
The allowance for wire is amply sufficient for any season, which would allow of a net profit of at 

least £33 11s. per mile from first contract.
I shall endeavour to find out if any others have occurred, but I can place little reliance on outside 

information. The contractors under the Works Department evince the strongest dislike to giving any 
information as to prices and specifications. 1
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I am writing Mr. Webl). of Kilfera, who X hear is in Melbourne, to see if he can give any informa
tion rc "Willandra. Well, and shall forward same to you as well ns any further information I can glean.

1 have, &c.,
JOHN LOW,

Inspector of Public Watering Places.

21

Sir, Department of Mines, lJnblie Watering Places, Ivanhoc, 23 September, 18S7.
X have the honor to acknowledge receipt of yours of loth instant, re furnishing estimate of

cost in items when submitting recommendations for work to bo done at public watering places, which
shall have my attention.

I may here add that the value of work by me are much lower, and leave a great margin to the
rates I can get parties willing to perform any work for, and when they are spoken to by me on the
subject simply refer to the previous rates paid for Government work, and are unwilling on their paid to 
tender at lower rates in case they should be blamed by others for reducing the former high rates. In 
support of this, instances have come under my notice where a Government contract has been sub-let as 
often as three times ere it got to the party that actually did the work.

X have, Ac..
JOHN LOW,

The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places, Sydney. Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Submitted for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines as an illustration of the 
evils I have called attention to.—H.G-., 30/9/87. The Under Secretary. Submitted.—H.W., 5/10/87. 
Seen.—P.A., 12/10/87. Request Mr. Inspector Low to report all the cases of which he is aware 
Government work being sub-lot, giving the fullest particulars at his command. Urgent.—H.G., 8/L1/87.
Wire sent, 10/11/87. '---------------

Extract from 87/5,61-1—Report A1 for 3rd October, 1887, by Mr. Inspector Boultbee, on tbe
"Hulong Tank.

Narrandcra District, 24 October, 1887.
Tbe fence was let, so I understand, to a man named Hackett for £52 per mile; ho has sub-let. 

hut at what price I was unable to ascertain. J. W. BOULTBEE.

Sec following paper, 87-3,261, sub-contract. '

Extract from Mr. Inspector Low's report on Hulong Tank, 9th July, 1887.
The price of £700 for fencing, Mount Elliot, Pulletop, and this appears also very high, as a sub

contract, which I saw, has been let for splitting, erecting, boring, and wiring at £16 10s. per mile. This 
does not include large posts, rails, and gates. J. LOW.

Sir, Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Ivanhoe, 12 November, 1887,
I have the honor to report that Mr. G. Williamson, Ivanhoe, informs me that contract for 

excavating 12-milc tank was, by Works Department, let to Burton Brothers, Balranald, at 2s. 6d. per 
cubic yard, who afterwards sub-let to Ford Brothers, tank-sinkers in this district, at Is. 3d. per yard, who 
performed contract and made money at it. I have, Ac.,

JOHN LOW,
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places, Sydney, Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Memorandum.—Mr. G. W. Townsend, C.E., informs me that he was present on the 70-milc track, 
Booligal to Wilcannia, at the time when Burton Brothers obtained the contract for the construction of 
certain tanks upon that road at the rale of 2s. 6d. per cubic yard; they immediately sub-let it to Ford 
Brothers at about Is. or Is. 2d. per cubic yard.

Mr. Townsend authorized me, in the presence of Mr. H. G. McKinney, C.E , to call upon him, if 
necessary, to verify this statement.—H.G., 11 Nov., 1887.

P.W.P.,
87-4JI99.

P.W.P.,
87-G,0G5.

P.W.P., 
87-3,2G1.

Original, with 
papers rc 
fencing.

P.W.P.,
87-8,089.

P.W.P.,
87-8,058.

. VIII.

Wooloondool Well.

Telegram from Mr. Overseer Keghran to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places,
. . . . ITa^’ 31 March, 1886. P.W.P.

Wooloodooi, well giving out; can be baled dry in one hour; requires deepening; 40,000 sheep 86-1,521. 
approaching.

-------  J. A. KEIGHRAN.
This may perhaps be forwarded at onec to tbe Commissioner and Engineer for Roads and Bridges.—

H.G., 1/4/86. The Under Secretary for Mines. The Under Secretary for Public Works.—H.W.,
B.C., 1/4/86. Roads.—J.R., B.C., 3/4/S6. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 7/4/86. Telegram sent to have
well deepened at once, and full report sent. I doubt the statement.—A.P.W., 9/4/80.

Telegram from Mr. Road-Superintendent Stillwell to The Commissioner for Roads.
Hay, 10 April, 1886.

In reply to Mr, Wood, Wooloondool well, supply strong as ever; inexhaustible; reported by post 
yesterday. ■

------------- -- A. W. STILLWELL.
Telegram
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P.W.P.,
86-1,539.

Telegram from Mr. Overseer Keighran to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
. Hay, 2 April, 1837.

Wooloouhool Well now all right; particulars post.
—— JOHN A. KEIGHEAN.

In view of the former telegram sent to the Works Department this may perhaps be forwarded to 
the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads and Bridges.—1I.G\, o/l'/SG, The Under Secretary for 
Mines. Tho Under Secretary for Public Works.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), B.C., 7/4/80. Roads.—J.R.,
B.C., 10/4/86. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 12/4/86. Mr. Keigbran telegraphs this well “now” all right. 
It has never been wrong; there lias been no occasion for any alarm, not even on account of the 40,000 
approaching sheep,—A.P.W., 12/4/86. Papers herewith.—W.B. .

Sir, Hay, 3 April, 1886.
P.W.B., Referring to your telegram of 1st April re Wooloondool Well, I have the honor to report
86-1,593, that the well has been regularly baled in accordance with your instructions. The chief cause of the well 

giving out was that when bored for to get the supply of water there was no pipe left in the bore, 
consequently, with the constant baling, tbe bore gets choked up by the fine drift sand which is drawn up 
by the suction of the buckets.

I reported tho matter to Mr. Road-Superintendent Stillwell, and he at once sent his man out, who 
went down and probed tbe bore with an iron rod, so that the well is now in working order. What is 
required is that the bottom of the shaft- be cleaned out, fresh bored, and a pipe left in the bore, otherwise 
she will be constantly getting choked up with sand.

I have, Ac,
.TOHX A. KEIGHRAN,

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer of Tanks and Wells.

This may perhaps be forwarded, for the consideration of tbe Commissioner and Engineer for 
Roads.—H.G., 13/4/86. The Under Secretary for Mines. Approved.—H.W., 14/4/86. The Under
Secretary for Public Works.—H.W.. B.C.. 15/4/86. Roads.—UR., B.C., 16/4/86. Mr. Wood.—
W.B., 17/4/80. Mr. Stillwell reports that the supply was never stopped.—A.P.W., 22/4/86. This 
is another case in which a groundless complaint is made; so far from tbe supply being stopped as reported, 
there was very great difficulty in bailing it down to get at bore.—W.C.B., 22/4/80. Under Secretary.—
P.W.O., B.C., 27/4/86. Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., 27/4/86. Mr. Keigbran will be 
good enough to furnish an explanation without delay.—H.G., B.C., 20/4/86.

I don’t know what Mr. Road-Superintendent Stillwell means by a groundless report. All I can 
say is this, that I was present when the man was baling, and before he had worked one hour tbe buckets 
were coming up half-empty—then of course with iron buckets there would be a difficulty in baling it 
down for a man to get at the bore. But how would that answer with 40,000 sheep approaching that 
required water? It would never do to depend upon quarter or half-buckets water filling the service 
tank—why a body of sheep would drink it faster than it could be hauled up—therefore I considered it 
my duty to report tho matter, Mr. Stillwell being a trained engineer his opinion must be taken before 
mine, consequently it will be better for me not to make any reports on these unfinished works.—J.A.K., 
3/5/86. The Chief Inspector, P.W. Places, Sydney.

Wooloondool or 13-milc Well.
Sir, Hay, 9 April, 1886.

p w p On 3tst ultimo Mr. Keighran, the local Mines officer, reported that the supply at this well had
86-1,873. failed, but it took three hours hard baling to lower water sufficiently to free tbe bore, which only took 

a few minutes, running an iron rod down, when the normal flow was at once restored, maintaining 17 feet 
of water in the well against the fastest baling.

This nestionij fcnci]1g in of T.L. here has been let io W, Richmond, but tbe work is suspended until
now borne dealt a decision respecting tho alteration of the surveyed area is come to bv Mines Department. (See paper 
with by the 86-448.) " I have, Ac.,

' The Commissioner and Engineer for Roads. A. W. STILLWELL.

Mr. Wood.—W.C.B, 12/4/S6.
Mr. Keighran’s telegram of the 31st ultimo stated ihat the well was giving out; that it could be haled 

dry in one hour; that it required deepening; and that 40,000 sheep were approaching, Itis interesting to 
compare this telegram with Mr. Stillwell’s report on the facts of the case, which proves that there was not 
the slightest ground for the sensational statements conveyed by the telegram. This is not the first 
incorrect report we have received on our works, and I think it would be very much better in the interests 
of both Departments if the complaints made in reference to these works were only sent on to this office 
when there were some grounds to base them on. There would then be very few received.—A.P.W, 12/4/86.

I recommend that this paper be sent on to Mines. Mr. Keighran’s telegram received this morning 
herewith.—W.C.B, 12/4/86. Under Secretary. B.C. The Under Secretary for Mines.—UR, B.C, 
14/4/S6. Mr. Overseer Keighran for report.—II.G, B.C, 21/4/86.

P.W.P,
86-2,103.

P.W.P,
86-2,360.

Extract from Report of Mr. Overseer J. A. Keighran of 5th April, 1886, on Wooloondool Well.
I would beg leave to recommend that the shaft of this well be deepened until a good or sufficient supply 

of water was obtained, the bottom of shaft to be well secured, and, if bored, a pipe left in, then there 
would be no fear of her giving out, as I am confident a large supply of water could be obtained by sinking 
the shaft a few feet deeper. "

J. A. KEIGHRAN,
■------- Overseer.

_ As Mr. Overseer Keighran is a very old resident, I think his suggestion may be forwarded for tho 
consideration of the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads.—H.G, 27/4/86. The Under Secretary for 
Mines.

Approved.—H.W, 30/4/86. The Under Secretary for Public Works.—H.W., B.C, 30/4/86.
Roads.—-UR, B.C, 4/5/80. Mr. Wood, see me rc this.—W.C.B, 4/5/86.

Mr.
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Mr. Stillwell, in paper SG-536, forwarded to Mines on tlio 12th ultimo, states that 17 feet of water 
was maintained in well against fastest baling. 'What, more can be required ?—it is practically an un! imited 
supply. 1 shall be in the Hay district in a few days lienee, and will report on this case; in the meantime, 
in the face of Mr. Still well’s report, 1 cannot recommend any deepening of shaft.—A.P.W., 4/5/86. '

Paper might now be sent on to Mines.—W.C.B.. o/o/SG. Under Secretary, B C. The Under 
Secretary for Mines.—J.E., B.C., 10/5/86.

Minute by the Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Department of Mines, Public Watering Places Branch, Sydney, 13 May, 18SG.

I beo to submit the annexed papers as one out of many instances of the unfortunate results of the control 
of the Public Watering Places resting between two Departments, In this case reports that flatly contradict 
are received from two local officers resident within 13 miles of the spot. From my personal knowledge 
of He character of the well at the time I took it over from the Public Works Department, I consider the 
evidence in favour of Mr. Keighran’s statement; but 1 must take leave to point out that more interest 
appears to bo taken m detecting the errors committed by either Department than in maintaining the 
works or promoting the best interests of the service. As it lias been decided that all repairs should be 
effected by the Works Department, it is my duty to report any defects that are apparent to my local 
officers, "

The attached correspondence shows what is unfortunately too frequently the result.
I would suggest that these papers may be brought to the notice of the Hon. tho Secretary for 

Mines. HARRY GHLLIAT,
Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. 

This should await settlement of Mr. Keighran’s case.—H.C-.

23

IX.

Dry Lake Well.

Dry Lake Well.—Carralhool to Ilillston Road.
Sir, Hay, 25 July, 1SS5.

On the 21st instant I found all in fair working order hero, but the service lank was only half 
full. The work is now in charge of the Mines, and their caretaker promised to hil the tank without 
delay; but it is evident there had been negligence.

If the well is not kept baled frequently the bore will choke again, as it did recently, entailing 
expense to free it. 1

There is surface water along the road now, so that there is no demand for the well water.
The joints of the lining of the tank require tightening up near the top, andl will send the repairer 

out to do it shortly. . I have, &c.,
The Commissioner for Roads and Bridges. A. W. STILLWBLU.

I recommend that this paper be transmitted to Department of Mines. The Under Secretary.— 
W.C.B., B.C., 23/7/85. Forward to Mines.—F.A.W., 29/7/85. The Under Secretary for Mines.— 
J.R., B.C., 29/7/85. Mr. G-ilHat.—A.B., B.C., 31/7/85.

Mr. Keighran’s attention should be called to the neglect here attributed to the caretaker, the 
orders are strict that the tank shall always be kept full, and with this and the other bored wells frequent 
baling is needed.—H. Gictuat, 11/9/85.

Sir, Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 15 September, 1885.
I beg to draw your attention to the fact that it has been reported that the caretaker at Dry 

Lake Well has shown negligence in not keeping the supply tank full. The orders are strict that tho 
tank shall be always kept full, and with this and the other bored wells frequent baling is needed. Bo 
good enough to see that these matters are strictly attended to.

I have, Ac.,
ALES. BRUCE, .

Mr. Overseer Keighran, Hay, Chief Inspector of Stock.

It would, I think, be well to frame additional instructions to caretakers in charge of wells in 
regard to the care of the lifting appliances, and keeping the service tank full, and where, as in tho present 
case, there was any doubt as to the quality of the water, the necessity for frequent baling. Please submit 
draft.—A.B., 14/9/85. Mr. Gilliat.—Instructions framed, 1st December, 1885.

Sir, Dry Lake Well, Hay, 29 December, 1885.
The service tank jointing has been -repaired by Jones, the travelling mechanic, and is now 

tight; one of the well runners, which had become loose, has also been fixed, and the bore, which had 
become choked by negligence in baling by the Mines caretaker, again freed ; the supply now being as 
strong as ever. All was loft in perfect order by him on the 10th instant, and two or three days afterwards 
the caretaker-let a bucket go down. He says the rope—a now one and qnite sound—broke at the bucket 
shackle. If so, it must have been from overwinding or other negligence. The bucket was full and was 
of course much damaged. I have had an old damaged one lying in store here repaired and have sent it 
out to replace it. It will be sent in and, if possible, repaired.

The fencing in of lease area- is proceeding, and should be finished in three weeks,
■ I have, &e.,

The Commissioner and Engineer for Roads and Bridges. A. W. STILLWELL.

P.W.P.,
86-2,360.

Tanks & 
Wells, 

85-2,008.

P.W.P.,
86-88.
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P.W.P.,
86-730.

P.W.P.,
86-5,417.

P.W.P.,
87-563.

87-661,

H

I recommend that this copy of report be sent to Mines, The Under Secretary.—W.C.B., B.C., 
6/1/85. The Under Secretary for Mines.—LB., B.O., 8/1/86. Mr. Stillwell's report implies 
negligence or incompetence on the part of the caretaker. Mr. Overseer Keighran for report.—H.G., 
B.C., 11/1/86. _

I agree with Mr.Boad-Superintendeut Stillwell that this work was in good order on the 16th Decem
ber, but cannot see how or why he (Mr. Stillwell) can say that the damage to the bucket by rope breaking was 
caused by negligence of caretaker, I came to the well some two hours after tho accident occurred, and I 
reported it to Mr. Stillwell.—J.A.K., Overseer, 10/2/86. Tlie Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Is the caretaker in your opinion an attentive and reliable man, or has Mr. Stillwell any grounds, 
as far as you can judge, for considering him negligent ? liven a Beads and Bridges caretaker may meet 
with an accident; but I wish to be kept informed by the local officers whether they are satisfied with tho 
manner in which the caretakers perform their duty,—H.G-., B.C., 11/2/86. Mr. Keighran;

Sir, Hay, 17 February, 1886.
He Dry Lake Well. The caretaker at this watering place, William Egan, appears to be an 

attentive and careful wan, no complaints having been made of inattention to his duties, therefore I cannot 
understand Mr. Bead-Superintendent Stillwell reporting negligence or incompetence on the part of the 
Mines caretaker when anything goes wrong at any of the works. If a wrel] gives out,—blame is attached 
to the caretaker; again, when a rope breaks,—“ negligence on the part of the caretaker caused it.” The 
fact of the wells giving out is that there is not one public well in my district thoroughly sunk. Instead 
of the contractors being compelled to sink until the supply of water was obtained, they were allowed to' 
bore them with no pipe left in the bore. What is the consequence ? In a few months the bore chokes 
up, and the works are at a standstill; whereas if the shaft was properly sunk, and the bottom secured by 
a box, there would he no danger of choking. Although not a trained engineer, I have had for many years 
practical training in well-sinking and dam-making. There is no accounting for wire ropes breaking; they 
may be new and strong, but liable to snap at any moment on a whim ; steel wrirc rope stands best.

I have, &c.,
.JOHN A. KEIGHBAN,

Overseer, Tanks and Wells.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney,

Dry Lake Well.—Carrathool to Hillston Boad.
Sir, Hay, 13 November, 1886.

I visited this well on the 11th instant; 9,000 sheep had just been watered, and the service 
tank was not half full. The caretaker’s horse was not there, and consequently he could not bale. He 
said he should not have it in until the following day. I remained there two hours. No baling had been 
done for a fortnight, and the consequence will probably be that the bore will be found choked, which has 
on several occasions here been the result of neglect in baling. _

The well is, I believe. leased to Cobb & Co., and their man was in charge.
All appurtenances were in good order so far as visible ; the buckets I could not sec.

I have, Ac.,
The Commissioner and Engineer for Boads and Bridges. A. W. STILLWELL.

Mr. Wood.—W.C.B,, 15/11/86. Copy should be sent to Mines.—A.P.W., 15/11/86.
Yes. Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B., 15/11/86. The Under Secretarv for 
Mines.—J.B., B.C., 17/11/86. ‘

Dear' Sir, Hay, 2 February, 1887.
We respectfully beg to draw your attention to the fact that the supply of water in Dry Lake 

Well, on the road from Carathool to Gunbar, 1ms given out in consequence of the bore-hole, from which 
tho tube or pipe had been extracted, becoming choked. This has happened on previous occasions, and a 
supply of water again obtained by forcing a pole down the boro; but- this has now failed, and we ask you 
to kindly take such steps as will put the water supply iu the well past the chances of being periodically 
stopped through the want of a pipe in the bore. We arc, &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. EOBEBTSON, WAGNEB & Co.

A copy of this may perhaps be forwarded to the Department- of Works.—II.G., 7/3/87. The 
Under Secretary. Submitted.—H.W.. 8/3/87. Approved.—F.A., 9/3/87. Forward, 10/3/87. 
Not to be sent to Works Department.

Copy of Extract from Mr. Overseer Kcighran’s Eeport (87-548) on Dry Lake Well.
January, 1887.

# * # * # *•'#
I would beg leave to recommend that a pipe or tube be placed in the bore-hole at once, or as soon 

as possible, as on several occasions the bore has got choked, and the well may give out at a time when 
most required by the travelling public for watering their stock.

The lessees say they will not hold themselves responsible for the water failing.
■ J. A. KEIGHBAN.

Can you obtain pipe of proper diameter in Hay? If not, forward diameter and length required, 
and I will submit for approval that you may havo it tamped in to bore.—H.G., B.C., 16/2/87. Mr. 
Keighran.

Pipe of proper size or diameter could be obtained at the Boads Office, Hay, by asking or getting 
authority from the Works Department, Sydney. The well having again given out, 1 am afraid it will be 
a troublesome and costly job to put right.—Joinr A. Keigheaw, Overseer, Hay, 3/3/87.. The Chief 
Inspector, P.W. Places.

Urgent.
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Urgent. 5. our first report recommends that a. pijje be placed in tlio bore-hole, your last stales
that you are afraid it will be a troublesome and costly job. What has occurred since you first wrote to 
make you think so ? Be good enough to furnish a careful report on this matter without delay, replying 
to my question as to length and diameter of pipe that will be required, what difficulties you anticipate. 
The tenants, or course, would furnish you with all assistance you might require.—H.G,, B.C., 7/3/87. 
Mr. Orcrscer Koighran.

My reason for stating in my last report that I was afraid that tho placing of a pipe in the bore
hole would be a trouhloso mo and costly job, was in consequence of information obtained from the man 
who went down the well, he said that the bore-hole from having been probed so often, had enlarged to 
such an extent, that a man could nearly get into it at the top, and that the hole had not been bored 
straight^ but slantways, consequently it would require a fresh hole bored for a pipe, and if that was done, 
the suction of the buckets coming up, would draw with them the fine drift sand from the old bore-hole, 
and fill up the bottom of the shaft.—.Tons A. KmaiiRAisq Overseer, 22/4/87. The Chief Inspector, 
P. W. Places.

A copy of this may perhaps be forwarded for the information of the Commissioner for Boads,—
H.G., 4/5/87. The Under Secretary. Submitted—HAV., 5/5/37. Approved.—P.A., 0/5/87.
Inform Work!? Department,—H.G., 6/5/87. 1 '

25

^'r’ r> -n r t nr ii . . Hay, 7 March, 1887.
lie Dry Lake Well. In consequence of the lessee's manager reporting thatthe well had given 

out a second time, within two months, I have the honor to make tho following report:—Visited this 
watering place on the afternoon of the 4th instant, and found the service tank a little more than half full 
of water; asked the man in charge tlio reason of it not being kept tilled, and lie said the supply of water 
was not sufficient, and that he could .bale the well dry in one hour. Mr. Boad-Superintendent Stillwell 
arrived shortly afterwards, and I informed him of my business, viz., to test the supply of water. Then, in 
company with Mr. Stillwell, measured the depth of water in the shaft, and found that it was 20 ft. 6 in.; 
ordered the man to start baling, which he did, but it being late, and the gear going wrong, only 13 
buckets could be drawn. Upon measuring, found that the water had only reduced some^i ft. G iu., a very 
large quantity of fine sand came up in the buckets, which was with difficulty removed, and caused delay. 
The following morning at 7 o’clock commenced baling again, and continued for ono hour, during which 
time 4-0 buckets were lifted, representing 1,000 gallons of water ; we then measured the depth and found 
that the water had only been reduced 5 ft., leaving about 14 ft. G in. still in the shaft, which would take 
some considerable time to bale dry, as she appeared to be making water fast; the man wanting to 
make out that the bottom of tho well must have blown up since his last baling. I have written a rather 
lengthy report on this matter to show that Messrs. Itobertson and ’Wagner’s manager’s report was 
unfounded, and caused me a journey for nothing.

. Tlie ™a«- Ike lessees'have in charge of the well is not capable of fulfilling the work that is 
required of him (through old age), and I have given instructions to the manager that he must put a man 
on iu his place at once. ] have Ac. 1

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. JOHN A. KEIGHBAN,
Overseer,

Telegram from The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places to Messrs. Bobertson and Wagner, Hay.
G March, 1887.

A competent man as caretaker must be sent at once to the Dry Lake Well. Mr. Kemhran reports 
present one incapable. " °

IIABBY GILLIAT,
Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Telegram from The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places to Mr. Overseer Keighran, Hay.
9 March 1887.

He. Dry Lake Well. Have wired Bohortson and Wagner to send competent caretaker at once. ’ If thej 
delay doing so, report immediatelv.

‘ ' HABEY GILLIAT,
Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Dry Lake Well.
, , Hay, 7 March, 1887.

The Mines Overseer having reported to me that the supply of water had failed at this well, 
and that the lessee had endeavoured in vain to make it good. When out there to arrange as to the fence 
alteration, I tested the supply in presence of Mines officer, and found it practically unlimited. No 
practical amount of baling being able to lower tho depth of water below 15 feet, and the yield above that 
depth being at rate of 1,500 gallons an hour. Two hours baling was done, *

The well had most evidently been neglected by the lessee, who has an incapable old man in charge, 
who does not raise water at all if he can help it. The service tank was nearly empty. It was solely 
owing to want of the most ordinary attention in baling that the bore had become temporarily obstructed."

. I bave, &c.,
The Commissioner and Engineer for Boads. A. W. STILLWELL.

I forward this report of Mr. Stillwell in further reference to the character of tho complaints made 
by tho Mines officers.—W.C.B., 11/3/87. Under Secretary, B.C. Korwnrd to Minos. The
Under Secretary for Mines.—J.B-., B.C., 14/3/87. ‘

P.W.P.,
87-1,071.

Notf.—This is 
not “ Kgan1' tiy*j- 
viously referred 
to on 80-739.

P.W.V.,
87-1,246.

422—D Report
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P.W.P.,
87-1,209.

P.W.P.,
87-1,103.

P.W.P.,
87-1,402.

P.W.P.,
87-2,322.

P.W.P.,
87-2,441.

Heport by tenant at Dry Lake "Well for week ending Saturday, Maica 5,1SS7 r 
Deptli of water in tank, dam, or well—dry. Estimated rainfall for week—nil. Condition of feed 

on Eeserve and neighbourhood—good.
Dated at Dry Lake Well, this 5th day of March, 18S7. JOSHUA. FORTES

Caretaker.
______ (pro Robertsox & Waoner.)

26

This well again reported dry.—R.W.D., 14/3/87. 
ease, is dated 7/3/87.—R.W.Gh, 14/3/87.

Mr. ICeighran’s report, that this is not the

22 March, 1857.
Memo.—I have the honor to acquaint you that the last weekly return &, dated 12th March, received from 
Dry Lake Well, again shows that watering place to he dry.

The same caretaker, Joshua Forter, signs this. rium>n-c>
R. \V. (jTjUKltrj.

Record Clerk of Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Urgent. Inform the overseer by wire, and request him to inform me by wire if the tenants have faded 
to carry out his instructions with respect to sending competent caretaker. tL.lr., 22/0/»/.

Telegram from The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places to Mr. Overseer Keighran, Hay.
Sydney, 22 March, 1887.

Caretaker Porter, Dry Lake Well, signs weekly report, and states well to be dry. Be good enough to 
inform me by wire if tenants have failed to carry out your instructions with respect to sending a com
petent caretaker to Dry Lake Well. HARRY GILLIAT,

Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Telegram from Messrs. Robertson, Wagner, & Co., Hay, to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering
Places. Sydney,

' Hay, 10 March, 1887.
Capart.e man will be sent Dry Lake, Sunday. _____ ROBERTSON, WAG NEB, * CO.

Resubmit with the overseer’s reply.—H.G., 14/3/87.

Telegram from Overseer Keighran, Hay, to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney.
° . Hay, 23 March, 1887.

Rohehtsox & Wagxer have placed competent caretaker, E. Langshaw, at Dry Lake Well; 20 ft. water
now in well. j A_ KEIGHRAN, ■

___________ Overseer.

cj Public Watering Places, Mines Department, 11 May, 1887. ^
1 ’ I bave the honor to forward herewith a copy of an extract from Mr. Overseer Keighran s 

report upon the Dry Lake Welt, for your information. I have, wnen

The Under Secretary for Public Works. _____ Under Secretary for Mines.

Roads.—J.R., B.C., 17/5/87. Mr. Wood.-W.C.B., 17/5/87. Mr. Stillwell will be in office
on Friday This paper can then be submitted to him.—A.P.W., lS/o/87. _ ,,

In consequence of complaints as to failure of supply at thm wc l, in ^
I tested the yield some two montha ago. 11 was then found to be inexhaustible and that the suBpensmn 
of flow throJSi bore was owing to neglect in baling. Mr. Keighran’s statements are not based upon 1 ,a 
own kn owl edge, but upon hearsay; fut if the bore » enlarged as he
strength of the inflow than otherwise, and goes to show that a fresh bore is unnecessary. A. \. .,
20/0/8 Should be forwarded to Mines.-A.P.W., 27/5/87. Under Secretary for Mines,-J.E„

E‘C'’ 2xhifmatter may perhaps be permitted to stand over until the question of construction and repairs 
is finally settled.61 The^baling is aliays insisted upon ; but I need hardly point out that the construction 
must be very faulty when such a useless waste of water and labour is required to keep the bore free. II.G.,
1 WS7'S,.tSf-w7/s“ 2/G/87. >» upo„

regular baling by the lessees, and to report failure to do so. , l/G/87.

. Hay, 5 June, 1887.
Referring to paper 87-2,322 of the 1st June, I have the honor to report that my instructions 

to the lessees of the various wells under my inspectorate are that they are to fe ^ci 
know for certain that either of the wells mentioned (Wooloondool and Dry Lake) can be baled dij n
three hours'continuous baling. T . ■L'-i.'ir'TT'R axt
The Chief Inspector, Public AVatering Places. '>• A- *

X.
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X.
WilLmdra Well.

Extract from Mr. Inspector Gilliat’s report upon tlie road from Balranald to iTanhoc, 13th January, 1SS0.
On the road from Balranald to Ivanlioe tho water supply is required chiefly for carriers and their 

teams, and the works do not need to he on so larf'e a scale, or so close to each other, as upon roads more 
frequently used by travelling stock. I am of opinion that, if the proposed tank at Clare is completed, ono 
other halt-way from Clare to Ivanhoe will be sufiieient. Itcmembermg that the larger number of trial-shafts 
sunk for wells throughout the district have resulted in obtaining water either salt or brackish, 1 consider 
the works best adapted at present for the water supply to bo tanks, and, judging by the numbers that have 
been constructed with private capita!, mv view appears to he confirmed by the pastoral tenant.

_ H. GILLIAT. '
n L'f° "jerks have been constructed on this road between Clare and Ivanhoe—viz , Gunnaramby and Willandra

Wells—neither of which were recommended by thia Department.—H.G., 1/12/87.

®lr> Ivanhoe, 30 January, 1885.
I have the hopor to transmit herewith tho plan of a special lease around tho "Willandra Crook 

Government Well, containing 200 acres exclusive of reserved road situated in the parish of Whitumbah, 
county ot Manara, and surveyed in compliance with instructions, No. 81-89, August 18, to Mr. Surveyor 
Conolly, and transferred to me on the 3rd September, ISSi, numbered S. L. Well 84-2, upon reference to 
the plan it will be seen the works have been partially erected on the Kilfera Pastorial Company’s portion 
iSo. 2, containing 125 acres. 1 presume it will now be necessary to resume a small area from that property 
and would suggest that the northern boundary of tho special lease be continued easterly for 10 chains, 
then south 10 chains, and west 10 chains, to its eastern boundary, which would allow of su flic lent access 
to the troughing. J have, &e.,

, G. B. CAltXER,
The Surveyor-General. -------- Incensed Surveyor.

■ Keceived, 10 February, 1885. Forwarded to Mr. District-Surveyor, It. M'Donald.—F. W. Cojtollv, 
Surveyor, Wentworth, 17 February, 1885.

Forwarded to the Surveyor-General. The instructions direct the measurement of areas of 
Dolmorcve, North Clare, and Willandra tanks, but Mr. Carter has only measured the last-mentioned; 
the instructions have therefore been detained. With reference to the encroachment of improvements on 
portion No. 2,1 think it would be more advisable to move the cistern and tank, there appears to be room. 
The connection charged for appears to be unnecessary.—Eon but M‘Donai.i>, District Surveyor, Hay, 3/3/85.

It is submitted that these papers be forwarded for the information of the Department of Mines 
with tracing enclosed, which shows the position of portion measured, and the reserves in which it is 
situated, and for amendment of survey if considered desirable.—Lewis (for the Survevor-Geiieral), 19 
February, 1885. 'The Under Secretary for Lands. '

The action suggested may be taken. The Under Secretary for Mines.—E.H.D.

Parish of Whitumbah, county of Manara,—Tracing. 
(Vide Appendix A.)

Willandra Well.
. Sydney, 14 March, 1888.

Lf this ease it appears that a portion of the head works of the Willandra Well have been placed on 
improvement purchase No. 2, of the Kilfera Pastoral Company.

Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Carter recommends the resumption of a certain part, of the improvement 
purchase, while Mr. District-Surveyor M'Donald considers it would he more advisable to remove the 
cistern, that is, service tank and troughing.

Mr. Carter’s view appears to mo tho least expensive and most easily carried out, but I would 
suggest that the papers may be forwarded in the first instance, for the information and opinion of the 
Commissioner and Engineer for Koads and Bridges.

, ^ may at the same time suggest a letter be forwarded to tho Department of Lands stating the
action taken and. advising that us surveys are being made under arrangement with that Department of all 
the public watering places of the Colony no further action is required with respect to the special lease 
well 84-2, parish of Whitumbah, county of Manara.

The Under Secretary for Mines. -------- HAEET GILLIAT.
Approved.—H.W., G/3/8G. The Under Secretary for Works.—H.W., B.C., 10/3/86. Inform

Lands Department. Lands informed, 9/3/86. Hoads, B.C., 11/3/86. Mr. Wood.-W.C.B., 
12/3/86. Should be sent on to Mr. Stillwell for a full report and recommendation. The cost of 
removing service tank and troughing would be very great. I think resumption would be preferable.— 
A.P.W., 13/3/86, Will Sir. Stillwell make an accurate plan on a larger scale showing troughing. Ac., 
and best position to move it to. State cost, also show land required to be resumed and probable cost.— 
W.C.B., 13/3/86. Mr. Stillwell. Eeport and plan herewith.—A.W.S., 29/3/86. ,

®lri , Department of Mines, Sydney, 9 March, 18SG.
' With reference to your blank cover communication of the 26th ultimo (Misc. 85-5,1.35)

respecting measurement of lease area of 200 acres at Willandra Well, and Mr. Licensed-Surveyor 
Carter s and Mr. District-Surveyor M'Donald’s views as to the resumption of certain land to include a 
portion of the head works, I havo the honor to inform you that the matter has been referred to the 
Commissioner for Eoads and Bridges for his opinion, and as surveys are being made, under arrangement 
with your Department, of all tbo public watering places of the Colony, no further action is required with 
respect to the special lease well, 84-2, parish Whitumbah, county of Manara. 
mi _ , I havo, &c.,
The Under Secretary for Lands. HAEEIE WOOD.

P.W.P.,
86-933.

P.W.P.,
86-981.

1VW.P.,
86-1,014.

Sir.
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P.W.P.,
8tPl,708.

P.W.P.,
SG-3,286.

28

Sir, Hay, 23 Marcli, 188G.
In reply to your mmutc SC—332, attached herewith in submitted a plan at i chains to the inch, 

showing position of Willandra Well and appurtenances with reference to the Kilfera estate freehold on 
which portion of them have been placed. ■ _

The best position to which troughing, Ac., could be removed would be to the opposite, or western 
side of well. As the service tank and whim would then also require removal, the cost would not be less 
than, say, £140. ... .

On the plan is also shown portion (within red lines) of which it is suggested resumption should be 
made in order to obviate removal of any of the appurtenances. Eight acres is comprised for which Mr. 
Webb demands £00, as he says it would constitute a partial severance of their property. This is an 
excessive price, and 1 do not recommend payment of it. In order to reduce the severance, and thus 
remove Mr. Webb’s chief objection to the resumption, I suggest a reduced area—to dotted pencil line on 
plan, of G acres. For this a payment of £30 should amply suffice.

I have, Ac.,
The Commissioner and Engineer for Koads. A. W. STILLWELL.

I recommend that this paper go on to the Mines Department, which has power to deal with land 
resumptions ; it should be ascertained that this really was alienated land at the time the troughiug was 
put there. I think they might offer Mr. Webb £30, if there is no objection or other way of doing this 
under Act.—W.C.B., 31/3/8G. The Under Secretary for transmission to Mines. The Under Secretary
for Mines.—LK,, B.C., 2/4/86. .... .

This may perhaps be forwarded to the Department of Lands with the view ofhaving the resumption 
made; the plan suggested by Mr. Assistant-Engineer Stillwell will meet, I think, all the requirements of 
the case, and reduce the cost.—H.G-., 12/4/86. The Under Secretary for Mines. _ _ _

The power to resume land for such purposes is in the Minister for Public Works, but it is possible 
the area required could be purchased and thus save the trouble and delay attending resumption.—H.W., 
14/4/86. The Undersecretary for Works, B.C., 15/4/86. Koads.—J.K., B.C,, 16/4/86. Mr. 
Wood.—W.C.B, 17/4/86. , .

Mr. Stillwell might offer Mr. Webb the reduced sum named by him (£30), this should be accepted 
by him. This Department has in all eases done all it could to meet Mr. Webb’s views iu regard to these 
works, and the least he can now do is to accept a reasonable offer for this land.—A.P.W , 22/4/86. 

Approved.—W.C.B, 22/4/86. Mr. Stillwell. _ , ,
Mr. Webb, to whom, I have made this offer of £30 as instructed, says his company decline to part 

with the land at less than tho price he first named, viz, £60 for the 8 acres, or the same price, viz, £7 10s, 
an acre for any less area. This, for the suggested reduced area of 6 acres, would amount to £45, 
A.W.S, 8/5/86.

Mr. Wood.—W.C.B , .10/5/86. Presume we had better purchase and settle the matter.—A.P.W,
10/5/86. Inform Mr. Webb this will be notified to Lands as value of an acre of land here for their 
guidance.—W.C.B, 10/5/86. Mr. Stillwell, B.C. '

Kilfera Pastoral Company.—Plan. 
(Vu/e Appendix B.)

Willandra Well.—As to purchase of land from Kilfera Pastoral Company, on which appurtenances
are erected.

Sir, Hay, 24 June, 1886.
Deferring to 86-476, Ae, herewith, after conferring on the spot with Mr. W ood respecting 

the area necessary to be purchased from the Kilfera 1. P, holding to afford access to the troughing, Ac, 
at Willandra Well, 1 submit attached tracing showing a modified area of about 4 acres, coloured pink, 
bounded by lines starling from the peg at northern boundary of tho T. L. area marked T L 57, and run
ning south-easterly 7| chains to a peg 2 chains north-east from eastern end of the troughing; thence 
southerly 2 chaius to a peg 2 chains south-east from end of the troughing ; thence south-westerly 7i 
chains to a peg on tho western boundary of tlie Kilfera 1. P.; and thence northerly 11 chains to the peg 
at the starting point. .

I presume the next step is to have a legal conveyance prepared by the Crown Law officers, 
which can be forwarded to me for execution, and the purchase completed. _

I also send, as you direct, a voucher iu favour of the Kilfera Company for £30, being for the 4 acres 
at their price, viz, £7 10s, an acre.

I have, Ac,
Tlie Commissioner and Engineer for Koads. A. W. STILLWELL.

Before paying the money, I think paper should be sent to Mines to advise that office, as it is just 
possible there may be some adjustment of boundaries, or exchanges by w'hieli this could be arranged with
out paying money.—W.C.B, 26/6/86, Under Secretary for transmission.

The Under Secretary for Mines—B.C, 30/6/86. ■
To effect an exchange would probably require reference to the Lauds Department', and would 

certainly entail considerable delay-. J am unable to slate whether any readjustment of boundary would 
meet the views of the Kilfera Pastoral Company.—1I.G-, 6/7/86. Tlie Under Secretary for Mines.

The papers may be forwarded to the Lands Department to ascertain whether the exchange suggested 
can bo effected.—H.W", 13/7 86. The Under Secretary for Lands.—B.C, 13/7/S6. Submitted.—
K.H.D, 18/8/86. Is the I. P. a freehold P—S.F, 28/8/86. No. De Low, very urgent. _ Tho 
deeds of portions 1 and 2 of .125 acres each, in the parish of Whitumbah, were sent to the Kegistrnr- 
Gcucral on 19/0/82 iu favour of Messrs. J. MacDonald and J. Makeson.—K.H.D, 2/0/86.

Dear
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Dear Sir, ■ “ Kilfera,” Ivanhoe, 22 March, 1886.
In reply to yours of 18th instant, asking at what price per acre the Kilfera Pastoral Company 

would be willing to sell 8 acres at the "Willandra Well, 1 think £00 (sixty pounds) for the 8 acres is a 
fair estimate. You will bear in mind that I do not by any means value the land itself at that price. It 
is that you would almost cut half-way across our portion, and as wo have extensive and valuable water 
improvements on this portion, it would necessitate our going to some expense in removing some of our 
fencing. I may here state that until the Surveyor surveyed the well reserve, I was unaware that tho 
Government improvements encroached on our portion. Otherwise, I should have drawn your attention 
to the matter earlier. I remain, &c.,
Mr. Assistant-Engineer Stillwell. It. CAPPER WEBB.

Proposed exchange of part of Willandra Tank Reserve for part of a Freehold granted to MacDonald and
Matheson.

Submitted as to whether the exchange is such as was contemplated hy clause 105 of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, or whether this land to be exchanged under that section for reserved or dedicated 
areas is only Crown Land,

The clause, line No. 9, refers to the exchange of reserved land for other land, and tho Governor is 
empowered—see last two lines of tho section—“ to issue such grants and execute ” such exchanges, deeds, 
assurances, and “instruments as the circumstances of each case may require.” The matter is urgent.

_ -------- _ S.F., 4/9/86.
Tho section referred to was inserted in the original Bill to facilitate dealings with dedicated and 

reserved lands which were found to be unsuitable for the purpose for which they had been appropriated ; 
and although it is not perfectly clear that it was intended that lands other than Crown Lands should be 
granted in exchange, it appears that there is no specific enactment to tho contrary, and, therefore, tho 
provisions of tho section 105 may he applied to this case.—C.O., 6/9/86.

Approved.—H.C., 7/9/80. The District Surveyor at Hay for description.—Lands, B.C., Sep
tember, 1886. ’

The legality of dealing with granted lands under section 105 having on another paper, 86-11,320 
Ms., been considered, it was decided to seek the advice of the Crown Law Officers, and an adverse 
opinion was given. It is therefore submitted that the action proposed to be taken in this case must be 
abandoned.—C.O,, 30/5/87.

Approved.—T.G., 30/5/87. Enter in Precedent Book and then send to Department of Mines.— 
W.D., 1/6/87. Mr. Stevens. Entered.—J.G.S., 1/6/87. The Under Secretary for Mines. Depart
ment of Lands, B.C., .1 June, 1887.—RH.D., for the TJ.S.

Reporting on well recently constructed at Willandra Creek, Kilfera.—Road from Ivanhoe to Balranald.— 
Distance from and name of Post Town:—18 miles from Ivanhoe.—.10 December, 1886.

(1.) Name of road and length ? Ivanhoe to Balranald, 160 miles. ■
(2.) If near a town; give estimate of population that maybe dependent on the watering place ? 18 miles 
from Ivanhoe; none.
(3.) Estimate traffic in stock and teams ? -------- .
(4 ) The traffic ; hy what roads ; the destination? This road is an offshoot from the main track, and will 

largely relieve it. The Victorian railway is now- open to Kerang, 30 miles from Swan Hill, and from 
Balranald to that place is not far : 1 expect considerable traffic this way.

(5.) Its distance from nearest watering place, or permanent natural water on each side ? Ivanhoe 
tank, 18 miles; Gunarramby tank, 16 miles.

(8.) Depth of well; depth and quality of water? 102 feet; 26 feet of water; very brackish, hut 
stock water.

(13.) Full description of watering appliance1, and delivery in gallons per hour ? Whim and gal
vanized iron self-acting buckets.

(14.) Supply tank; size, construction, capacity hi gallons? Wood, iron lined, 30 x 15 x 5; 27,000 
gallons.

(15.) Troughing; length, width, depth, material, and position ? 300 feet, galvanized iron, 2 feet 0 inches 
wide.

(16.) Area enclosed; description, distance between posts,number and gauge of wires? None.
(17.) Gates? None.
(L8.) Probabilities of obtaining tenant, and estimated rent? Would be leased when finished hy Kilfera. 
(19.) Area, position, and quantity of land included or to be included iu tenant's lease; area notified for 

public watering place ? 640 acres, poor country.
(20.) Caretaker’s cottage and description ? None yet,

* J. W. BOULTBEE,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Acting Inspector, Public Watering Places.

General remarks.

The appliances at this well, namely, whim, tank troughing, &c., arc almost identical with others lately 
erected. I, however, in this one noticed a serious fault, and which I do not remember seeing anywhere 
except here and at Dolmorcve, and that is from the brace of the shaft to tho spindle gudgeon is only 
15 feet 9 inches, and the same distance from gudgeon to either king post. The horse is consequently 
walking on the extreme edge of horse-walk, and has barely room to turn, and if required to turn close 
to shaft or cither king post he has not room, and has to be backed. 23 feet is the distance required from 
gudgeon to brace, and 18 feet 6 inches from gudgeons to king post. Horse and balance arms, 14 feet 
6 inches each ; span beam, 32 feet. I went below and inspected the shaft-and workings, and I would 
strongly recommend that this shaft should be abandoned and a new one sunk alongside. The state of 
the shaft below, even if temporarily put. right, cannot ever admit of a permanent or satisfactory job being 
made. The shaft for about 75 feet, is plumb aud true ; below this the plumb line is gradually loft, and at 
102 feet, the bottom, the shaft is over 6 inches out. A bore has been put down, and the pipe is immediately 
under tlie plumb line. There is about 20 feet of drift; an iron box is in, and this, and the pipe, and 25 foot 
of timber will have to he removed to bring the shaft plumb; an immense amount of drift has come in, aud 
there must be a large cavity. The man in charge has made a chamber below to enable them to raise pipe

r-?
/

r.w.ir,
87-2,329.

P.AV.V , 
86-5,78 [.

Extract for
Works
Department.
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P.W.F..
86-6,781.

P.W.P..
87-913.

P.W.P.,
87-2,321.

P.W.P.,
87-2,436.

and box. Tho box he may raise, but he has no appliances for raising the pipe out of wet drift. If ha 
succeeds in raising these and straightens tho timber I am afraid, from the amount of drift that comes in, 
of the cavity behind the slabs, and that at the best it will only be a patched up job, and very liable to go 
wrong and set out of plumb again. I did not like the look of the shaft at all; he has some very stout box 
beams that are bent and split in all directions.

I never saw any good done by trying to patch or straighten a drift well if tho shaft got out of 
plumb. A new shaft would be cheaper in the long run. The timber is all available, A now shaft could 
be put down to tho drift, aud boring could be started from this point, and fresher water possibly bo 
obtained. The present supply is about o,000 gallons. JAMES W. BOOJ/f.HHM,

Acting Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Willandra Wcll.—Tracing.
Appendix C.

(1.) Kb action need be taken on this report until tlie well is notified ready for transfer, when it must 
be resubmitted.

(2.) Mr. Inspector Boultbee’s general remarks upon the shaft should be copied into tank book.
(3.) Mr. Yeo may bo asked if any work is being douo in the old shaft, or if a new one is commenced.

H.G-.. 1G/2/S7.
Mr. Yeo asked.—JAV.B., 17/2/87. ' '
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Sir, Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Sydney, 17 Pebruary, 1887.
I have the honor to request that you will be good enough to inform me whether any work is 

being done by tbe Department of Public Works in the old shaft at Willandra Well, or whether a new 
shaft has been commenced. I bave, &c.,

IIABBY GILLIAT,
Mr. Overseer Yeo. Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Sir, Ivanhoe, 23 Pebruary, 1887.
I have the honor to inform you that no work is being done by the Department of Works in 

the old shaft at tho Willandra Well.
The sub-contractor will not proceed with the work on account of hisnot being able to got an advance 

on bis contract to pay his men, consequently all work is at a standstill, and has been for some time.
I have, Ac.,

JAMES YEO,
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Mr. Inspector Boultbcc’s general remarks have yet to be entered in tank book. See report and 
minute thereon.—7/3/S7. Koted in action book.— S.A.M., 7/3/87. The Works Department may 
perhaps be asked whether it is intended to abandon the shaft, or to proceed with a new one.—Haiuiv 
Gjuliat, 1G/5/S7. The Under Secretarv. Submitted,—IT.W., 1(1/5/87. Approved.—P.A., 17/5/87. 
Asked, 25/5/87. ‘ '

Sir. Public Watering Places, Department of Mines, 25 May, 1SS7.
1 have the honor to request that you will be good enough to inform me when the Willandra 

Well will be ready for transfer to this Department. I have, Ac.,
’ HABEIE WOOD,

The Under Secretary for Public Works. Under Secretary for Mines.

Beads.—B.C., 27/5/37. Mr. Wood.- W.C.B., 27/5/S7.
Wc arc not in a position to give the required information at present. The deepening of this well 

in loose running drift has been a most difficult undertaking ; the contractor has hud further difficulties, 
causing great delay, in obtaining and keeping good men. The work is now being pushed on, and should 
he finished without any unnecessary delay.—A.P.W.. 28/5/87.

Under Secretary.—W.C.B., B.C., 28/5/87. The Under Secretary for Mines.—B.C., 30/5/87.
The annexed plan of shaft (Vide Appendix C)of this well gives a very different complexion to that 

of Mr. A, P. Wood’s reply, hut bears out very strongly the views 1 have had occasion so often to express as 
to the faulty construction and defective design, resulting in waste of money; dissatisfied contractors, and 
tends to explain the exorbitant prices now asked for Government work.—II,G-., l/G/87. The Under 
Secretary.

Submitted.—H-.W.. l/G/87.

Sir, Ivanhoe, 4 June, 18S7.
I have the honor to report for your information that nothing is being done towards the com

pletion of tho Willandra Well, but I would beg to state that I have been informed by a good authority 
that the contractor, a Mr, Stanley, engaged with five men iu Sydney to complete the well, and tlie men 
deposited £5 each with the contractor, which they would forfeit if the work was not completed. The 
men worked at it for some little time, and found they could do nothing with it; consequently, they havo 
cleared out, and forfeited their deposits.

I am of an opinion that it is simply waste of time aud money attempting to complete this well, as 
there has been four different parties to my knowledge who have given it up, and some of them havo been 
successful well-sinkers in this district for some years past.

I have, Ac.,
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. JAMES YEO,

Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Submitted in connection with the papers relating to this well, now with tho Minister for Mines.— 
Harrt Gilliat, 10/G/87. The Under Secretary. Submitted.—H.W., 10/6/87.

----------------- Minute
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Minute by the Cliiet Iiisjiector, Public Watering Places to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Willandra Wei],

. , Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Sydney, 20 June, 1887. pWP
The shaft is so defective that a new one will probably bave to be put down, in which case the tenant’s 
lease need not be disturbed. But until the final adjustment of works, to be completed by the Works * *
Department, takes place no further action need be taken, ns 1 am of opinion that it a new shaft is to be 
sunk it should be done by this Department. H APJtY GILLIAT,

Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

31

Submitted. II.W., 1/7/87. Approved,—I would like to know how much has been spent on this 
work up to-the present, and who is responsible for tbe apparent waste of public money—U. A., 2/7/87. 
A letter may perhaps he addressed to the Works Department asking for the information desired by tbe 
Secretary for Mines.—H.G-., 7/7/87. The Under Secretary. Approved.—H.W., 13/7/87. Works
asked,—U/7/87. The Works may perhaps he reminded of the Minister’s request.—TI.G-., 29/9/87.
The Under Secretary, Approved.—H.W., 7/10/87. Letter to Under Secretary Works.—10/10/87'.

SlT,> Public Watering Places, Mines Department, 14 July, 1887.
■ -' 'ie Honorable the Secretary for Mines is desirous of ascertaining how much the Willandra 

Well, now being sunk by your Department, has cost up to the present time, I have, therefore, the honor 
to request that you will be good enough to furnish the required information,

The Under Secretary for Public Works.
I have, &c.,

HABEIE WOOD.

P.W.P.,
87-2,819.

^n'> . . Department of Mines, Sydney, 10 October, 1887.
XT 11 1 a c the ‘0”01'to. iuvi?:e ■ro!Jr Mention to my letter, 14th July last, informing you that the
Honorable tbe Secretary for Mines is desirous of ascertaining certain information rc Willandra Well, and 
beg to request the favour of an immediate reply. I have, &c.,
mi -ft j ci , * HABEIE WOOD,
The Under Secretary for Public Works. Under Secretarv.

P.W.P.,
87-5,636.

^ i 17!l0JS7- Mr. Wood. Urgent.-W.C.B., 18/10/87. The information is
attached.—A.PAV -,18/10/87. Accountant.-W.C.B, 21/10/87. The cost of the work up to the
present date is £1,08/ 5s. 8d. Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B., 24/10/87. The 
Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 20/10/87. The information asked fur by the Secretary for Mines 
in bis Minute, 2nd July, 1887, is given herewith, it may perhaps be read with Mr. Inspector Low’s 
report marked red.-II.G, 4/11/87. Submitted.—G.E.H. (for U.S.) 7/11/87. Approved Let a
copy of tins report be sent to Colonial Secretary.-E.A., 7/11/87. Copy of Eeport forwarded with 
letter.—22/11/87. .

Bcporting on well in course of construction at Willandra Creek.
Boad from Balranald to Ivanhoe—Distance from and name of post town, 20 miles from Ivanhoe, nearest 

post town —Eeserve, No., and date—T.S.B. No. 428, 29 September, 1877, County of Manara
1. Name of road and length P Balranald to Ivanhoe, 153 miles.
2. If near town, give estimate of population that may bo dependent on the watering place? Not near

any town, ' ° 1
3. Estimate of traffic in stock and teams ? Mail coach, teams, about 14,000 sheep.
5. Its distance from nearest watering place or permanent natural water on each side? 20 miles from 

Ivanhoe lank, 11 miles Gunarramby Tank.
8. Depthofwell, depth and qiiality of water? 98 feet depth of shaft, 11 feet depth of water; shaft, 

5 feet 3 inches x 2 feet 0 inches. Has stood too .long without baling to give any definite opinion, 
-pn j 10. ,Efly no time first class stock water. Certainly unfit for human consumption.

13. bull description ot watering appliances and delivery in gallons per hour ? Whim, to be worked by 
one horse, erected. J

Supply tank size construction, capacity in gallons? Timber, lined with galvanized iron, 55 feet x 
Id reet x <> tcet, 2d,000 gallons, 4-inch service valve and wheel erected.

Troughing, length, width, depth, material, and position ? Timber, lined with galvanized iron 300 feet 
30 inches x 12 niches, fenced, two rails and one rail erected.

P.W.P,,
87-5,092

14.

15.

Ge7ioral Remarks,
This well is, I should say, a most unsuitable means of supplying travelling stock and tbe public 

wi 1 "afor. Ihc water is unfit for human use. Upon inspection I could find no means of getthm down 
shaft, as there vvas only a wire rope there lying on the ground, and quite unfit for any one goiim down 
with, owing to its being rusty. / & o
. ..TlleJsh;1^ JS reported by Mr. Overseer Yeo to have been given up by different contractors owing 
to aritt, aud it having caved m. Should such he the case it cati never he made safe, as any one with any 
experience m sinking wells or shafts in drift can testify to. J

Since my inspection a carrier came to Ivanhoe and asked mo to go out to this well, and receive 20 
tons of red gum timber he had brought from Balranald for this well. This I declined to do. Of course I 
don t know what it is intended to do with this timber, but if it is to be put down present shaft, I can 
unhesitatingly say it will be so much money wasted. .

Close
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Public Worts, 
84-S04.

Public Works, 
84—80-1.

Public Works, 
84-804,

Close to the present well there is a good site for a tank, and were a tank of 12,Of.O yards excavated, 
it would be ample for ail the requirements of this track, and furnish travellers with water they could 
drink.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. JOHN LOW, 17/9/87.

Sir, Department of Minos, Sydney, 22 November, 1887.
I am directed by tbe Honorable the Minister for Mines to forward, for the information of the 

Honorable the Colonial Secretary, the enclosed copy of a report, dated 17th September, 1887., by Mr. 
Inspector Low, on the Willandra Well, now in course of construction by the Department of Works.

I have, &c.,
- BARRIE WOOD,

The Principal Under Secretary. Under Secretary for Mines.
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XL
Pevi Springs Tank.

Dear Sir, Wilcannia, 13 December, 1877.
A.s the Estimates arc about being prepared, we take the liberty of putting before you the 

pressing wants of this portion of your electorate.
Tallies.

Tanks for the conservation of water on tho Paroo Road are of the first necessity to enable stock and 
even teams to travel safely ; at the present time there is not a drop of water in the road for tho first 
45 miles, for travelling stock and teams have to carry it themselves. We therefore trust you will use every 
effort to get a sufficient sum put on the Estimates so as to keep this important stock route open.

Booligal Rond.
. Tho works are now left half completed at the Tallywalka, and all the money that has been spent 

will be simply thrown away, unless G overnment place a sufficient sum on the Estimates for their completion.

Hospital. ,
In this widely scattered district it is simply inhuman for a township of this importance to be 

without, and we trust you will get the Government grant for same.
' Very faithfully yours,

Colin W. Simson, Esq. CRAMSIE, EOWDEN, & CO.

Eorwardcd to Minister for Works. I have already preferred applications personally, and shall be 
glad to have an immediate reply for the information of my constituents, as the matters referred to are 
urgently required.—C.W.S. Roads, E.C., 40/78. _ ...

The works are still in progress, aud there is no intention of stopping, the only delay is difficulty in 
obtaining timber.—W.C.B., 2G/1/78. -

1 have recommended £1,000 to be put on Supplementary Estimates for dam at Copago on the 
Paroo Road. Mr. Simpson might be informed.—W.C.B,, 30/1/78.

Sir, 21. Exchange, Sydney, 9 February, 1S77.
We have been requested to call your attention to the necessity of having a sum of money 

placed on the Additional Estimates for sinking three or four tanks or wells on the Paroo Road, between 
Wilcannia, on the Darling, and Hungerford. _

Wc would point out to you that the road is perfectly unavailable without these tanks, as there,is 
not a drop of water on that line in dry seasons, also that considerable losses have been sustained by 
travelling stock during the last dry weather, in ono instance not less than 4,000 sheep having perished 
in one night. As there is now very considerable traffic on this road it would be of inestimable value to 
the travelling public, as well as a benefit to the whole community, if these tanks were placed on the line, 
and we would therefore feel obliged by your giving this matter your earliest consideration.

^ " We have, &e.,
The Secretary for Public Works. H H, BROWN & CO.

I am very doubtful of the propriety of sinking tanks in the wholesale way now proposed, A small 
expenditure is useless. To make a route available for stock in droughts will cost at least £LoO a mile. 
We have not yet got one really good route. The difficulties as to reserves and station rights are greafer 
than tlie mechanical difficulties of sinking the tanks or wells. That we can control ourselves, but the 
reserves, &c., require the intervention of the Lands Department, and that delay renders our work much 
more expensive.—W.C.B., 5/3/77.

H. H. Brown, Esq., informed, 18/3/77.

gir . Wilcannia, 2(> January, 1878.
’ I have the honor to inform you that, at a public meeting held here last evening, the 25th 

instant, a copy of the proceedings of which accompanies this letter, it was resolved that you be written to 
and respectfully requested to take into your earnest consideration the desirability of at once constructing 
tanks on the main roads from this town to Hungerford (on the Queensland border), as the present state 
of things seriously interferes with trade, and completely stops all traffic in stock, and if the drought 
continues the mails will have extreme difficulty in getting through. 1 would also respectfully call your 
attention to the fact that many lives have been sacrificed iti consequence of the absence of water at 
shorter intervals, 4
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. ^ have been asked to call your attention to the foregoing matters) as it is of vital importance to
the interests of "Wilcannia and surrounding district.
m, „ „ I have, &c.
The Secretary for Public Works. . EDWARD QUIN.

_ Mr. Quin might ho informed that £1,009 will be placed on Supplementary Estimates (decision 
herewith) for dam at Copago. on this road, and that further inquiry will be made as to what other tanks 
are necessary.—W.C.B., 12/2/78. Mr. Quin informed. “

/Report by Mr. Road-Superintendent Henry Cambridge,
Sir) _ _ Tanks, Paroo Road, Hay, 30 June, IS79.

In accordance with your instructions, I visited tlie Paroo, respecting proposed tanks on that 
road. I found that the following would he about tlie stages from Wileanniu to—

1. Copago Dam, 27 miles.—Dam and tank here already made hy Department,
2. Momba Dam, 50 miles.—Nothing required here.
3. Pori Sand Hills, 70 miles.—Tank required here.
4. Nipper’s Creek, S3 miles, or Yentabangoo Lake, Si) miles.—(rood sites for tank at either.
5. Warramurtie, 106 miles.—Tank.

_ 6. Gumbelara, 13.1 miles.—Tank.
1 think the £6,000 available will make four tanks, at £1,500 each ; they need not be very largo—> 

say 12,000 cubic yards each. I should recommend that tanks be put down at Peri Sand Hills, Nipper’s 
Creek, or Yentabaugee Lake, Warramurtie, and Gumbahira, At this last place the Paroo Channel 
becomes defined, and water is found in the water-holes. The places recommended are all cane grass 
swamps, and have good drainage area.

The sites recommended have been suggested hy some of the oldest residents in the district, to 
whom I am indebted for a great deal of information respecting the road and sites suitable for tanks.

I should have mentioned that we already havo a tank and dam at Copago. At Momba there's a 
good biliabong, which is very seldom dry, and has at present a good supply of water, so that the tanks I 
suggest will cover tho portion of the track at present unwatered.

, My v'sif was wry bunded, and consequently I had not such a good opportunity of thoroughly 
examining the country as I could have wished, especially as it rained tlie whole of the time I was away 
from Wilcannia; but I think that very little more can he said of these sites I propose than that they are 
suitable. •

. 1 should not think of recommending any tanks with pumping gear for this portion of tlie district, 
but similar ones to those that arc being put down between Hay and Booligal.

. I am, Ac.,
The Commissioner for Roads. HENRY CAMBRIDGE.

I should suggest that these tanks be lot as soon ad possible, to enable contractor to take advantage 
of grass and water. This will save at least 20 per cent.

23
20

13 oi 19 
SSorlll 

25

Copy of Minutes on Mr. Cambridge’s Report, dated 30th June, 1870, and No. 79/<l',616, on the Tanks,
Paroo Road.

In order to take advantage of the grass and water here, I recommend that tenders be invited; 
plans to he deposited at Wilcannia, Bourkc, aud Hay. I also recommend that a copy of Mr. Cambridge's 
report be transmitted to the Chief Ofiicer-iu-ehargo, Crown Lauds Occupation Office, for tlie report of tho 
local Commissioner on the proposed sites.—W.C.B., 3/7/79,

Under Sec., B.C. Approved.—J.L., 9/7/79, U.S. Mines, witli copy of report; C.W. Simpson,
M.P., with copy of report, 12/7/79. Roads,—W.H., B.C., 14 7/79. ’

Will Mr. Cambridge confer with the Comm. Crown Lands for this district (Mr. Woore, I think), 
and invito tenders for these worliSj and forward same to Sydney, with C.L, Officer’a report, and a report 
and recommendation from Mr. C. himself? It is not necessary he should visit.—W.C.B., 18/7/79.

See C.C.Tj. Officer’s reports.—II.C., 21/8/79. (Again under-Mr. Cambridge, B.C., 18 7/79. 
stood).—W.C.B., 7/0/84. "

^ir’ T . . Sydney, 1.2 July, 1879.
1 am directed by the Secretary for Public Works to forward herewith copy of a report which 

has been received from the local Road Superintendent, respecting tanks on the road between Wilcannia 
and Paroo, and 1 am to request that you will have the goodness to obtain a report on the sites proposed 
iroin tho local Commissioner for Crown Lands. 1 have <£c

GERALD HALLIGAX,
Die Under Secretary lor Mmes. Acting Under Secretary.

, Mto copy of report can he forwarded to Mr. Commissioner Woore. requesting his report upon tlie 
sites proposed. P.W.H., 16/7//9. ,1. C. Woore, C.C.L., with copy to lie returned, 17 July, 1879.

, Crown Lands Office, Albert, 4 August, 1879.
With reference to your letter of the 17th ultimo, requesting mo to report upon the-sites for 

Tanks between Wilcannia aud the Paroo, proposed by Mr. Road-Superintendent II. Cambridge iu his 
report of the 30th June last, returned herewith, I have the honor to state that there are very suitable 
sites for Tanks at the places named by Mr. Cambridge.

Tho Chief Officer, Occupation of Lands Office.

422—E

I have, &e.,
JOHN C. woo lit;

Commissioner of Crown Lands, Albert.
Eorwardcd
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Tante&Wells,
83-319.

Tflnfcg&Wells 
83-319.

Tank sitWells,
83-308.

34

Forwarded for tbe information of the Commisaioner for Roads.—T.W.H., Occupation Lands, 16 
Aupiisf. 1S79, "B.C. Acknowledge with thanks. Resubmit when Cambridge comes.—W.C.B., 16'8/79.
I. 'W. Harriot, Esq., 16/8/79. Mr. Cambridge will give specifications and have tenders invited.—' 
AV.C.B.j 21/8/79. Tenders invited, 22/8/79.

Wilcannia to Paroo.
Extract from Mr. 11. Cambridge’s report, dated 20th March, 1880. on the Tanks in progress, Wilcannia-

to Hungerford.
Peri Tank.—On the 22nd January I received the enclosed letter from flic contractor, advising 

me that he had got on to a hard sandstone in the drinking tank, aud asking for extra remuneration on 
that account. 1 wrote him the reply herewith, and on my visit found matters as described by the con
tractor. 1 found powder was heiug used to blast out the stone. I brought a sample with me, which I 
send by post. I think some slight allowance might be made. Will you kindly inform me if tho stone,- 
being in the tank and not having shown in any of the trial shafts, will nullify the contract; I have 
never had such a case before, and shall he glad to know lor future guidance. The main tank and also 
the silt tank were completed. A good deal of gritty material came out of the main tank; the banks round 
the tank were well consolidated and were well trimmed. I laid out a series of drains, shown on accom
panying plan; they follow the water courses, which at this tank are fairly plain_and are welt graded,—in 
fact the fall throughout is about 1 in 200 to 1 iu 100. I laid out about 118 chains of drains, which will 
be quite sufficient Imre. The water at this tank will be good, as it all runs off sand hills and hard ground. 
] find a great deal of salt in all the ground about, but T do not think this will injure the water.

There are a good many clay-pans; these places are hollows that have been coated with clay from 
water lying in them; these will all be drained into tbe main drains.

Reduce the size of the tank ; arrange it so that the cattle will stand on tho stone as far as possible 
when drinking. I find that it is objected to that they bog in these tanks.—W.C.B.

One would think Mr. Cambridge’s common sense would guide him here; of course the man must 
be paid extra, bat I cannot conceive how Mr. Cambridge laid out a tank in a place where there was the 
slightest possibility of meeting rock; I hope such a thing will not occur again ; if the printed specification 
was complied with it could not. Will the tank be water-tight ?—AY .C.B.

My dear Mr. Hogarth, " Ivanhoe, IS January, .1883.
I wish to obtain an opinion from an independent observer with regard to the value of the Peri 

Sand Hill, the Ycnlabangec, and AVarramutty C-overnmcut Tanks on the Paroo, aud whether they arc or
are not so close to other sources of water as to interfere with their being leased. _

Any remarks you may have to make upon them will be sure of careful attention.
As I am preparing a paper on these works I shall be glad if you will let me hear from you as early

as possible. ■ ,
I am sorry to say that the tracing you lent me with the other papers connected with the wells of 

the Colony were destroyed in the fire at the Garden Palace.
I expect to be on tbe Paroo in four or five months’ time, when I hope to have the pleasure 

of meeting you.
° HARRY GILLIAT.

W. Hogarth, Esq., Manager, Momba Pastoral Company.

My dear Mr. Gilliat, . _ _ Momba, 27 January, 1883.
Yours of the LSth to hand, re tanks in this district. Pori Sand-hill Tank I don’t think you 

will ever be able to let, simply because it is within quarter of a mile of the Peri Springs, therefore I think 
putting the tank down in the present site a great waste of public money. Had the Government and 
station owners (M. P. Co.) combined and spent, say £300 on the Springs, they would have watered all 
the stock that ever came down the Paroo, and all station stock that the country would carry.

Yentabaugee is almost similiarly situated, being nothin about 3 miles of the Tongo Watevhole, 
which is almost permanent on the one side, and Olpoloko AAhiterholc on the other side, also about 3 miles 
distant from tank. In my opinion this tank should have been put down at the Olpoloko AYaterhole, as it 
would have divided the distance between the Peri Springs to the Tongo AVatorhole, making about 10 miles 
from tbo former and C or 0) from tire latter.

AALarramurtio Tank I don’t know anything about, as 1 have never seen it. I note the tracing, &c., 
I sent you, got burnt; should it bo of any'further use to you I could get you another, and also showing 
another well where I was fortunate in getting good stock water at 148 feet. The supply is not great, but 
I believe by going down 5 or G foot there will be an abundant supply. Hoping to see you in tlie course 
of a few months. J am, &c.,

AY'. HOGARTH. .
Mr. H. Gilliat, Inspector of Tanks and AFclls.

Sir, Tongo, 10 February, 1883.
I Slave the honor to hand you my report on Peri Sand-hills Tank.

On visiting this tank I found that the caretaker had just finished repairing tho fence around the 
main tank. For months past drovers and others have used tbe tank for a stockyard. Something like 
twenty-five rails are missing; these, I suppose, have been used as firewood. The tank is nearly full ; the 
size of inlet-pipe is 12 inches; connecting-pipe, -1 inches, same as at the other tanks. This tank is useless 
where it is, for there is plenty of water alt the year round at tbo several springs.
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If, inslefid of constructing fliis large tank, a small one. say 1,500 yards, had been made near one 
of the best springs it would have answered all purposes, and a large amount; would have been saved, or 
expended some distance further down the road towards Wilcannia. The station people have constructed 
150 feet of stone troughing at a spring about 500 yards away from tho tank; only a portion of the 
water flows into the troughing, the balance goes to waste. This spring discharges something like
7,000 gallons in tlie twenty-four hours.
t There are several other springs that would furnish large supplies. This tank will never he leased ; 
if left unprotected it will he destroyed. I have, &c.,

JOHN HANSEN,
_ Overseer of Public Tanks and Wells.

Tho Inspector of Public Tanks and Wells.

Mexco.
Referring to Mr. Overseer Hansen’s report on the Paroo Tanka, and others papers herewith, T&nkB&We 

it appears that the Peri Sand Hill and Warramurtie ’Tank have permanent water close by, and that the 83-302- 
Nipper’s Greek or Yentabaugee Tank has the Tongo Waterhole about 3 miles distant on one side, and 
tlie Opoloko Waterhole about the same distance on the other.

The G-oomboolara Tank lias water at 8 and 12 miles on either side.
_ I agree with Mr. Hansen that it is unlikely that the first three tanks will find tenants on tins 
account; so far no tenders have, I believe, been received for the latter. A travelling caretaker visiting tho 
tanks in turn has been tried and proved to be unsuccessful in protecting them from injury.

Overseer Hausen reports that certain repairs are required at the Nipper’s Creek and Peri Sand Hill 
Tanks. A good resident caretaker if supplied with wire, wheelbarrow, and a few tools, would he able to 
do all that is required at any of the works.

I would recommend that caretakers bo appointed at the Peri Sand Hills and G-oomboolara Tauks, "
and that they, with the caretaker at tho Nipper’s Creek Tank be furnished with tho requisite tools, and 
that the caretaker at the latter, under the overseer’s supervision, clean as much as possible of the 
watering tank before rain falls. To call for tenders for this with the present scarcity of grass and 
water would he expensive, nor at present do I consider that or the fencing the month of the watering tank 
necessary. I would further recommend that all the caretakers arc authorized to collect rates.

■ H.G., 21/2/83.
The Chief Inspector of Stock. ---------

See abstract overseer's reports and separate memoranda on papers herewith.—A.B., 5/3/83. The 
Under Secretary for Mines.
_ Mr. Gilliat’s report on Paroo Tanks for April, 1881, cannot, be traced. It was presumably destroyed 
in the fire at the Garden Palace. '

The Minister for Mines with reference to an extract from the Sydney Morniny Herald.
_ _ Department of Mines, Sydney. 84-541.

t In en article published in the Sndney Morniny Herald on tlie 10th instant, I find tlie following;—
“ Tanks and wells have been repeatedly constructed where they were not wanted, and where no local 
authority would ever have placed them. For example, on Menamnrtee Station a Government well has been 
sunk within a mile or two of permanent waterholes. both on the stock road. A Government tank has been 
constructed on Tarclla Station, close to the Coonawatta dam, on the stock route. This dam has been used 
by travellers and drovers for long; and though a station work it is available for the general public, there 
being abundance of water. A Government tank has been made on the Paroo Road, close to the Peri 
springs, a natural reservoir on the Stock Reserve, sullieient for all the stock that ever can travel that way.
Now for a case of another kind. On Mount Manara an expensive well has been sunk, securing abund
ance of water good for stock. The well has been abandoned, and no one is looking after it. It is said 
that some years ago one of the slabs with which the well is lined got loose ; the bucket stuck, and could 
not be brought up. No attempt was made to put it right, and there it remains. As the well is sunk in 
hard rock, there is not the least risk of its giving way, and it is believed that it could be put in working 
order for a few pounds, hut no official lias any instructions to deal with it. and though the public suffer 
by the want nothing is done. This is certainly a burlesque of centralization and officialdom."

It is alleged that a Government tank has been sunk within one mile of two permanent water- 
holes, on a stock road on Menamnrtee Station. I shall he glad if Mr. Gilliat will inform me whether this 
allegation—1st, Is true; 2nd, If true, why was the tank so constructed ?
10 May, 1881. ,T. P. ABBOTT.

Mr. H. Gilliat, Inspector of Public Tank's and "Wells, in reply to the memo, of The Minister for Mines. Tanka&WeUs,
The Peri Springs and Public Tank. 20 May, 1884. 84-583.

In reply to the minute of the Hon. the Secretary for Mines, T. and AV. 542, with reference (o the state- copv from Press- 
merit in the Sydney Morniny Herald, of the 10th instant, that a public tank has been made close to the root; orismai 
Peri Springs, 1 havo fo way it is correct. Works,honU’ S'

Early in 188 LI was directed hy the Secretary for Mines to take delivery and report upon the tanks 
on the Paroo, between "Wilcannia and Hungerford. My report was submitted in April of that year, and it/ii/s?!1’ 
pointed out that it was improbable that tenants would ever be obtained for the Peri, the Nipper’s Creek, 
or the Warramurtie, on account of their neighbourhood to good water supply.

The Peri Springs are within 500 yards of the Peri Tank, and are practically inexhaustible.
The Nipper’s Creek Tank has the Olepoloko AY. H., 5 miles on one side, and the Tongo AY. II.,

3 miles on the other side.
_ The WarranmI't.ie tank is about half-a-mile distant from the AVarramurtie AY. H., one of the finest 
in the Lower Paroo.

The attention of the Department has on various occasions beeu directed to these works. I may 
add that it is only within the past ten months that the Department of Mines has been admitted to have 
any voice in the selection of sites for works, and that I am not aware of any instance in which it has been 
consulted with regard to their construction. HARRY GILLIAT.

■----- Minute
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84-1,026.
Original, svilh 
Tarclla Tank 
case,

^ Sec Mr. Cam- 
bridged report 
on page 33.

f Sec page 33.

Minute by The Commissioner and Engineer for Koads and Bridges.
Koads, Sydney, 8 August, 1881'.

Tftnls&Wells, Is compliance with instructions to report on the strictures contained in a paragraph by letter from
In the Herald of 10th May, on the operations of this. Department in the dry country, I think it 

necessary to deal with the paragraph in its entirety.
It begins hy pointing out the desirability of a Local Government Act. As I have long advocated 

such a course I append two paragraphs from reports of mine, dated 81st March, 1S65, and 9fch February, 
1871, respectively.

It is generally represented that the Department is opposed to such a measure; tlie extracts 
appended show on the contrary that 1 have always advocated it, but from reasons different to those 
generally put forward as I cannot admit that the works would be better done as throughout tlie Colony 
where municipalities do exist, it will almost without exception be found that the best roads aud bridges 
therein have been made under this Department either prior or subsequent to the formation of tlie 
municipality.

As to not giving consideration to the wishes of those on the spot, Mr. Cambridge reports that the 
sites were recommended by the oldest residents, and Mr. Quin’s letter of approval was an evidence that 
Mr. Wood gave satisfaction.

The first specific accusation in the paragraphs is with reference to the Pori Tank. Tlie Minister 
for Mines asks that the Minister for Works will ascertain who is responsible for this gross waste of 
public money, and the cost or amount so wasted.

The amount is £1,500. The tanks in this Paroo Koutc were demanded in very strong terms by 
the local press, by a petition forwarded and urged on by the then Member for the district, .Mr. Colin Simpson, 
and hy letter from Mr. W. Brown, of Wilcannia. Mr. Cambridge, Koad Superintendent at Hay, was 
directed to report. ■

I attach copy of his report*’ with parts underlined ; but, not satisfied with Mr. Cambridge’s 
examination, as he was then new to the locality, and liable to bo misled by interested persons, I requested 
that tho opinion of the gentleman whom 1 considered, and had a right to be, the best and most 
disinterested authority—Mr. Woore, the then Commissioner for Crown Lands—should be obtained, and 
asked Mr. Cambridge to confer with him. 11 is letter is attached.f

The water-holes referred to by Mr. Gilliat cither have been made since, or it was considered that 
they were private property, and not available for imblie purposes, as Air. Brown distinctly states there 
was not a drop of water on the line in dry seasons, and that great losses of travelling stock had been 
sustained. I am not sufficiently informed on this point, but I will endeavour to ascertain.

It is no doubt extremely easy to find faults now that the country is known and of easy access, 
water conserved, and communication facilitated.

When the inquiry ns to works was being made the course of post was at least six weeks, and there 
was no railway nearer than Junee.

It should not be forgotten that tenders were invited for the construction of these works in Oaze/fe 
and local papers for some weeks, lSro one during that time objected, and excessive pressure was put on 
the Department to get the work executed during tbe season when it was alone possible.

J.f there has been a gross waste of public money, which, notwithstanding Mr, Gilliat’s assertions, 
I doubt very much, I alone am responsible if it is considered I could bave done more and laid tlie Depart
ment open to accusations of delay and accountable for loss of stock.

Mr. Wood had nothing whatever to do with these Paroo works; hut that the springs wore not 
overlooked is evident from the sketch plans sent by Mr. Cambridge.

I have not had time to get detailed information about tbe relative positions of other works, and 
respecting adjacent waters; but Air. Woore’s approval applies to all on this line.

I need not further dwell on accusations made after seven years, when the whole circumstances of 
the ease have changed; but in the interests of the future, 1 think that Air. Gilliat’s recommendation as 
to further expenditure on these works should be considered in tbe light of Air. Uigur an’a recommendation 
of 2G November, 187S, as to tho probability of this route being superseded when rail opens to Bourkc.
I will therefore not proceed with the alterations and additions suggested by Air. Gilliat until further 
instructed. At most the Copago ’Tank or well there, which I believe would bo most advisable ; and at 
the Peri Air. Hanna reports that the slopes are easy and the ground firm, and stock can be watered with 
safety and despatch, thus avoiding expense which Iho erecting of pumping gear would involve.

As regards Alount Brown Road and Air. Abbott’s memo, on Air. Gilliat’s paper, requesting that 
searching inquiry be made into the matter, I append Air. Wood’s paper.

There were a number of communications from the district urging on the construction of some sort 
of water supply about the commencement of 1881, and at the urgent and pressing request of those 
interested Mr. Wood was despatched to let such works and take such steps as seemed to him necessary 
for the permanent opening of route to a large gold-field which was then pronounced to have been proved. 
Air. Wood’s mission gave great satisfaction at tlio time, and I might say an unparalleled letter was 
written by Air. Quinn, M.P., expressing approval of the action taken.
The Under Secretary for Public Works. W C. BENNETT.

36

Under Secretary, B.C. Printed paragraph herewith, 
for Mines.—J.K., B.C., 11/8/87.

Forward to Alines. The Under Secretary

Roconimendinj? 
local manage 
went.

Extract from Commissioner for Koads’ Report, dated 31st Alarch, 1805.
Future management.

Having endeavored to set before the Honorable Secretary for Public Works a full statement of 
the past working of the Department, it is now my duty to submit my views as to future management of 
live roads of tlio Colony.

I am decidedly of opinion that tho time has now arrived when, iu the more settled parts of tho 
Colony, either by extension of tho Municipalities’ Act, the consolidation of municipalities, or some new 
legislation analogous to the District Road Boards’ Act of Victoria, the management and cost of local roads 
in the first instance, and ultimately of the main roads, should be transferred to local bodies. The
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... , Tho anomaly existing m tins Colony of tho main tnmk roiwls most used being in the most thinly 
settled portions of rhe Colony, will be obviated by the railway extensions to Mount Victoria and Bernina - 
beyond these points, within the settled districts, and in the county of Cumberland, with few exceptions’ 
where roads are required, suflicient population exists to create a local interest in their construction and 
maintenance, and to initiate a system of local taxation for such purposes.

Provision might be made for the partial endowment oE those bodies at first; but I would not 
recommend the transfer to then- charge of the main thoroughfares to the interior until the system had 
got into working order on the roads ot local importance, say for three years ; and, when transferred, tlie 
eiiieienf maintenance oi the mam roads should be made imperative.

The portions^of the main roads within the railway termini should, however, be transferred to tho 
charge ot ihe local bodies m tlie first instance, and as soon as possible.

^ beyond my province to point out how such an Act should be framed in detail; but I 
think the District Boad Act' m Victoria, aud a modification of the Irish Grand Jury Act,'” would be 
the best models for legislation.

It would be for tbe Parliament to determine whether such local taxation should comprise provision 
or other public works, as in Ireland; but there are two provisions in the Irish 

Act which, 1 think, should certainty be contained in any Act for this purpose in New South Males.
. 0,1f> for B>e compulsory repair by Government, aud recovery of cost of same from local body of 

any important postal road allowed to get out of order by them. '
Ihe other, that a properly qualified professional officer or surveyor should be appointed for each 

board or trust, who should have had a regular professional training, and have passed a professional exam
ination before a board in Sydney, to bo composed of civil engineers of standing, either in or out of the 
Government service. The district should be sufficiently targe to admit of the adequate remuneration of 
such »n officer, tlie engagement of whom I consider indispensable to the success of the measure 
. , U lib reference to the roads beyond tbe more settled districts, or roads of more than local
importance, the Mam Beads Act ’ might be amended, as recommended bv I: Joint Beport on Transfer 
01 Minor Koads, so as to admit ox the Government proclaiming any road a main road.

r -ri ?01rC rc£cr to the roads to the frontier districts, communication with which should
incilitated as much as possible, to prevent trade gravitating to the other Colonies viz, .—

The road from Grafton to the Tableland. ’
,, „ South Coast to Tableland.
„ „ Murrurimdi, via Brceza and Pocataroo, to the frontier of Queensland.
» » Molong or Wellington to Fort Bourke.
” . ” ^Vaggn, via Dcniliquin, Balranald, and Wentworth, to the South Australian

frontier.

Main tlioroujjh- 
fares not to Liu 
transfer] cd for a time-

Roads parallel 
to railnuya to be 
transferred at 
once.

bo

Compulsory 
repair. *

Qualified 
surveyor to be 
Appointed.

Roada in thinly 
populated * 
pin uu 9.

Roads of
colonial
importance

Extract from Commissioner for Roads Beport, dated 9th I’ebrnnrv, 1871.
. . , ^ conclusion, I feel it my duty again U repeat my recommendation of ISG-j—that some local ad

ministration, similar to tlie Irish G rand J ury system, be at once adopted, with the modifications then recom
mended by me. Each day strengthens my conviction on this point, and I cannot too etroimlv urge its 
adoption, for every reason. The census about to be taken might he made a means of part inllv rntreduemg 
tins system by refusing to expend money on such works in any district when the population exceeded a 
certain number per square mile, unless through the medium of a municipality.

• 1’‘:ndl'n8 0,c; ^troiuction of such system, it is absolutely necessary that Ihe Act amending the 
“Main Boads Act should be made law. 8

Subject:-

Minute by Mr. A. P. Wood, Assistant Engineer for Boads and Bridges,
w n 1 w. , „ Boads. Sydney, 3 June, 188J.

“Metis amt lanks Avueannia to Mount Browne.—Reply to the statements made by the
Herald correspondent. '

in 1,™ t0 su1J!nit the f?1ImvinS report on tlio statements made in the Sidney Mamina Herald of TanlaiWelU.
the lOth nil', regarding certain wells and tanks in tbe Wilcannia District. Those statements include 8«.02fi. 
four diflerent works as under :—

1. Menamnrtie Well.
2. Tarella Tank.
3. Peri Springs Tank,
4. Mount Manahra Well.

I will deal with these in the Order in winch they stand.
. „] - Menamurtic Well,—This work is stated to be within a few miles of two permanent waterholcs— 

the interence being that tlie assumed permanent water is at the command of the travel!inn- public and 
the work being carried out by this Department a waste of public money. In reply to this I may state 
that there are no permanent waterholes on the Bnmkor Creek ; that, in a natural state, this creek would 
in an ordinary season be dry from end to end ; that the water alluded to by the Herald correspondent 
has been artificially conserved by tbe lessee of the run ; that, though on reserves, the improvements belong 
to the squatter, as the reservation is from sale only, not from lease; that though the present lessee may 
not object to the travelling public using his conserved water at the present time, there is no guarantee 
that 111 the event of there being a large stock traffic, the same tolerance would be shown ; or that, iu the 
event ot the run changing hands, the new owners would permit stock to use tho water, for it must be 
remembered that travelling stock watering at private improvements might, and often would, materially 
interfere with station stock. J

2. Tarella Tank.—The above remarks apply to this ease also, the conditions being tho same.
Springs Tank.—This 'work wna constructed before t hud any connection with this Branch, 

and 1 hove never seen the site; but 1 know lhat it was approved by the Crown Lauds Commissioner and 
by those who petitioned for the works on tlio Paroo Boad.

- f; ^{mmi Hanahra Well.—This was ono of tho first works constructed by mo in this district and 
the yield, though of good quality, was of limited quantity, the test only giving 400 gallons an hour. This 
deficiency was met by the construction of a chamber in the bottom of the shaft, and by an extra large

service-
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service tank on tlie surface. This work, with all others constructed by us, was handed over to the 
Mines, and, as was the ease with several other similar works, was eventually condemned by that Depart
ment, after having been maintained and repaired by them for some years. The works were handed over 
in good order, and this Department is not responsible for the present state ot the well. This question has 
not been dealt with in Mr. Gilliat’s memo., but as it is mentioned by the Herald s correspondent I havo
pointed out the real facte of the ease. . m . . ■ ,T

In regard to the Menamurtie 'Well and the Tarella Tank, for which this Department is blamed, 1 
may state that if such blame has any lodgment it must be on my shoulders. I was sent up to that district 
with full power to select sites and let all necessary works. I went, over the road m company with Mr. 
Barlow, the District Surveyor, and Mr. Cambridge, tho Road Superintendent, and the action taken by me 
was supported bv their opinions. I acted at the time in the interests of the public and the Department 1 
represented, and' notwithstanding the adverse opinions that have been expressed I have no reason to alter 
my views, and still think that the two works referred to and as yet unfinished, though withm a few miles
of station improvements, are necessary in the public interest.

I am well aware that my recommendations were not referred to the Mines .tor the approval ot 
its officers; such a course would bave entirely negatived tbe object of my special trip by causing endless 
delay in settling tbe question ; nor was such a course necessary, as the powers given me were sanctioned
hy the then Minister for Works. , , , , . .i t ■ -j. n,flI may add that I gave Mr. Quin, M.L.A., a list of the works let. during that visit, and that the
people in that district, through that gentleman, expressed their satisfaction at tbe course adopted by me
at the time.
The Commissioner for Roads. ARTHUR. P. WOOD.

Tanks&Wells, Road 
85-852 (85).

The Overseer of Public Tanks and Wells to the Inspector of Public Tanks and Wells, reporting on
Peri Tank. '

Peri Springs and Tank.
•Hungerford Road. Situation—75 miles from Wilcannia and^ Post Town, 25 miles from Momba,

]5,SNipper’s Creek. Reserve, Nature, and No—C.R., No G31, S.L. b; Camping Reserve, 
C31. Special Boase, 1, inside the Reserve. This Reserve also numbered 37. Notified 11th 
March, ’(58. F«ri,h-I,al-e. Coanty-Killan,. WILLIA>[ PEASEB,

April 7th 188A ' Overseer of Public Tanks and Wells.

Questions:—
1. Name of road, its commencement, termination, and length? Hungerford Road, Wilcannia and

Hungerford, 250 miles. _ , . ,, , , , ......i ,,
11-, If in or near a town, give the number of inhabitants in the town and neighbourhood, and the numbci

which would likely have to depend on watering place in dry weather r No town near.
2. Extent aud description of annual traffic—(1) general, (2) stock—and probable increase or decrease.

Only the travelling public. Permanent springs being close to it, very little traffic ot late years ot 
any description, but probably the traffic in stock will increase again after tlie general ram and break
up of the drought. , j. o,

O.i Mr. Tully, report how many springs there are, and what area it would be necessary to fence to 
! enclose all the springs so as to prevent stock being watered without payment of watering charges. 

If apriim is to be used instead of tank, describe fully how the stock should be watered at it. jhere 
are about twenty springs of different sixes, comprised in an area of about a of a mile by v ot a 
mile, but to enclose them hy a fence it would be advisable to alter or rather extend, tlie Special
Lease so as to include them. (See sketch other side. See separate sheet Appendix D.)

3. Tlie direction of the traffic—(1) where from; (2) by what roads ; and (3; its destination. Prom
Queensland, principally by the Hungerford Road; Melbourne and Adelaide principally; a tew to 
Sydney, and from Wilcannia to Queensland, via Hungerford. , ,

4. I'he site of proposed new watering place; its position, and how maiked? None proposed, and none
required at the Peri Springs. Would recommend Peri Springs be utilized ; they are about 20 chains

4A. HowV'"Describe fullv what would have to be done to enable stock to water without boggmg or
' destroying springs? 'Would recommend making an embankment round some of the springs, mm

convey the water bv means of pipes f o large stone troughs. (See separate sheet. Vide Appendix h.)
5. The distance from nearest watering place, or permanent natural water on each side. I ermanent

springs close to existing tank. t , , , j.
G. The natural features, description, and suitability of proposed site, with rough sketch of cieelm, 

lagoons, roads, reserves, &e., &c. ? No new site proposed.
Say also the nearest natural supply, and its extent and permanency, 
of tank, various springs, and state area they occupy ? The springs.

Jf a Tank. ■
7. The length, width, depth, and capacity, cubic yards, gallons ? 100 yards long on top, 40 yards wide,

may be 10 or 12 feet deep, slopes probably H to 1, probably 10,000 yards, 1,087,000 gallons.
The heiolit of tbe embankment: its length, form, and construction ? Embankment is 8 feet high 

and very solid, quite 24 feet wide on top in places, less at ends, 400 yards measuring right round,
aud the slopes are about 1 to 1.

0. Any other remarks with regard to tanks, its site, dimensions, or capacity ? Ren bprmgs are simply 
low hillocks of muddy sand, not more than from 2 to 4 feet high. They are about twenty in 
number, but only four or five give any quantity of water; tho others show only by oozing a. their 
sides. The best‘spring is utilized by having a pipe conveying the water from the spring into J.dU 
feet of stone troughing, 4 feet wide and about 1 foot 2 inches deep, the surplus water flowing over 
the ettec and away to the lake, as shown. If a good foundation could be got for stone shallow 

0 J service

Rough sketch showing position

8
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service-tank and 1 roughing at a lower spot and tho water conveyed by pipes to the tank from tlio 
best of tho springs, I think it would be the best way to make them really serviceable. If a low 
bank was thrown up round each spring, and a pipe through this hank to lead the water to the 
troughs, a great quantity of water might be collected. This might be done at one or two of the 
best, and perhaps no more would need to be done. The present troughing might do for small lots, 
coming every few hours as paddoeked stock water, but it would require a very long trough and 
wide to contain at least 10,000 gallons if no tank was erected, and I believe this would be the 
cheaper plan; 400 feet long, 4 foot wide, and 15 inches deep would contain just about 10,000 
gallons. In this spot it would cost from 12s. Od. to 15s. per foot for troughing. The springs 
could he included in the Special Lease, as shown by dashes on sketch. 1 could not ihul the peg 
of Camping Eeserve, but the dotted line must he nearly its position, as tbo S.L. is right in tbe 
middle on the west side.

10. Estimate of cost of work? 2s. per yard.

39

Watering appliances.

If drinking tank describe fully ? An open drinking tank.
20. Description of whip: its advantages, delivery, and position? Size—00 yards by 40 yards on top. 

Slope—May be 4 to 1 at ends, and 3 to 1 at sides. I’encing—Only two lines from fence of main 
tank; not enclosing drinking tank. Condition—Apparently in good order; quite full. Efficiency— 
As a drinking tank it appears quite right, but should bo fenced in properly, and fence made out in 
line with main fence.

Fencing as doited, G2 panels by 32 round the main and silt tanks, and 22 panels each side of drinking tank, which has 
never been fenced across the end, ns the water is above the edges of the excavation. I could only guess at the size, but I 
think it is correct; if not, there must be a correct measurement of these tanks in the Roads and 'Bridges Department.

This is the tank where the service-tap is broken, but it appears to bo open. When 1 first visited these tanks tbe 
wells were so full of sludge that. 1 could not tell how the taps were.

23. Supply tank ; sort, size, position, construction, and estimated cost? The supply tank here is not 
fitted with any watering appliances, the stock watering at the open tank. May have been 1,500 
cubic yards, probably 4,000 yards. Probably 675,000 gallons.

24. Pipes and connections; extent, sizes, &c. ? C.I. inlet pipe, and also CJ. service pipe, with tap 
between main and supply tank. Tlie tap is broken, but as it appears to be open 1 would not 
recommend anything to be done to it at present.

25. Troughing ; sort, size, position, extent, &c. ? 300 feet good. 18-inch iron troughing required to be 
erected at the Peri Springs, together with a good wooden storing tank of about 50,000 gallons.

Fencing.

26. Description, position, extent, and cost per rod (with sketch) ? Tho main aud silt tank are fenced in 
. (but not the drinking tank) with six wires and top rail posts, about f) feet apart; about 116 rods of 
. fencing.

G-eneral.

28, Seasons for proposing the sort of work recommended iu preference to cither of the others ? None 
proposed.

20. Chances of letting when constructed, and rental? ] think if a Eeserve of 640 acres were proclaimed 
at the existing tank aud springs, well fenced, that it could bo rented for £50 or £60. As there is 
no one living near, I don’t think this tank will let well, for the following reasons :—1st. Peri Lake 
will have water in for years, and is only half a mile from tank, and a quarter of a mile from springs. 
There is an outer road, by which most of the traffic goes, quite 2 miles eastward of the road by the 
springs, and it is only iu very wet times that the springs road is used, as it is very heavy sandy 
country, and the springs road is much longer. ■ '

30.
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30, Extent and position of Reserves required for use of tenant, and in connection with the watering- 
place for the use of travellers, teamsters, and drover’s stock? .1 would recommend a Reserve of 
010 acres at each of tho tanks, with the tank in one corner of the Reserve. If this wrcrc done 
there would he no difficulty in renting any of them.
The description of the land and its grazing capabilities, Whether or not it is fenced? Tho land 
is rather poor and sandy ; good grazing land in a good season, but would not carry much stock all 
the year round; 8 acres to a sheep, as much of the area consists of bare sandy country and 

. clay-pans. ■
Whether there is a caretaker’s cottage ? No,

40

Tanks&Wells, Report by Overseer Tully on tbe Peri Tank and Springs.—Road from Wilcannia to Hungerford, in charge
85-1,128. of J. B. Cameron, on taking delivery from Overseer Eraser.

State of drains.—In good order.
Silt tauk.—Is full of water, probably much silted.
Inlet or flume.—C.I. pipes, under water at present.
Main tank.—Eull, in good order.
Embankments.—Good order,
Ecncing.—In good order, save where a few rails have been destroyed by teamsters ns reported by 

Caretaker Cameron, and on which I made a special report.
General remarks.—Would recommend the springs to be utilized instead of the tank, as more per

manent, and not dependent on rainfall.
Peri Spriiif/s.

Slate of shaft.—There arc a number of inferior springs, each giving a little water, and one main 
spring with a C.I. pipe inserted, from which the water flows m a continuous stream into about 50 feet of 

whims, a-c. good stone troughing. These works were made by the lessees of tho run (Momba). I am convinced 
that a sufficient supply of water for all travelling stock is running from this spring, and with a large shallow 

Boiw, buckets slone supply lank, and (say) 100 feet of stone troughing a never failing supply would be at hand.
Waicrhtfj appliances, •

State of drinking tauk.—.Full, and in order.
Service pipe and tap.—Pipe under water, well for access to tap has several feet of mud in it, covering 

tho tap.
State of fencing.—Tho drinking lank has never been fenced around, but only two wings from main 

tank fence.
Work laid out for caretaker.—Cleaning the well for access to service-tap of silt, and to put the 

tap in proper order.
Repairs and alterations recommended to be given in detail, with estimated cost of each item:—

Cost of erecting supply tank and troughing of stone and cement at Peri Springs— ’ .
. £ s. d.

100 feet troughing, at 10s. Gd............. ... ... ... ... 210 0 0
30,000-gallon tank............................................................................... 220 0 0

Reply to circular 109.—No work of repair or alterations has been done here by Works 
Department. MARK J. C. TULLY.

Dated at Wilcannia this 4th day of May, 1885.

Has the alteration in the special lease, so as to include the springs as recommended by me, been yet 
carried into effect? If so, I would submit that a recommendation for the fencing, to be completed as soon 
as possible, may be forwarded to the Department of Public Works.—H. C it.liat, B.C., 15/6/85.

Minute by Mr. H. Gilliat. .
Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 16 September, 1885.

'TanhsifcWolls, RnFKiiitiNO to Mr. Overseer Tully’s report on the Peri Springs and Tank I submit for the consideration
85-3,433. of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines tho following remarks:—

1st. 'The Peri Tank, as pointed out in my first report upon it, and in frequent minutes since, has 
been constructed within a short distance, some 15 or 18 chains, of a group of the best flowing freshwater 
springs in tbe Colony, which only require tapping aud fitting with service tank and troughing to furnish 
an ample supply for all the stock and traffic ever likely to pass up and down the Paroo.

Both the tank and springs are unfortunately oil the road used in dry weather, and upon one about 
two miles to the west passing over heavy sand ridges; this back track is several miles longer, and is rarely 
used, except in wret weather, or when the Paroo is in flood.

Had the Peri Tank been placed'upon tbe shorter or dry weather track there would have been some 
apparent reason for its construction ; but at present both sources of supply, the tank and springs, are on 
the wet w eather and longer road, forcing stock and traffic to make a detour of some four miles, when 
there is no water in the Peri Lake, or when that becomes—as in these lakes it always does after two or 
three years’ storage—too salt for use.

2nd. Under, the circumstances it is now, I think, desirable the Minister should decide which source 
of supply is to be adopted, and that in future no expense may be incurred for tbe other. In my reports 
and minutes upon tbe Peri Tank aud Springs I have opposed any outlay upon the tank for tbo same 
reasons given by Mr. Tully, that the springs afford a permanent and ample supply, entirely independent 
of th# limited and uncertain rainfall,

While repeating my former recommendations that the lease area should be extended to include 
within its limits both springs aud tauk, I think it will be desirable to abandon the latter so far as further 
outlay upon it is concerned, reserving it merely as a stand-by until the improvements to bo made at tho 
springs are completed. ■

3rd. There is an alternative plan that I have always had in view when the time should come of 
dealing with this subject.

As
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As shown by Mr. Tully and myself the supply at present is some 2 miles west of tlie shortest 
and dry weather track, and compels a longer journey at the very time ready access to water is the most 
urgent.

Abreast of the Peri Tank and Springs, but a few hundred yards to the east of the shorter or dry 
weather track, is another spring. A shallow shaft has been sunk in it, in which as far as I could learn 
the water is always standing, and in cloudy or before wet weather usually overflows. My informant, the 
late Mr. Bonny, of Mombah, was a careful observer, and had the experience of a twenty years residence 
on the Paroo. ”

It struck me when first visiting this spring that a bore in its immediate neighbourhood would 
probably tap artesian water, which, from its position on the shorter dry weather road, would prove more 
convenient to stock and traffic, attract more custom and rates, and be much more likely to find a tenant 
than at the present springs. ■ ”

There are three water augurs on the Bourke-’Wanaaring road, and but one, I believe, unless quite 
recently, has been in regular work. One of those might perhaps be sent to test tlie supply at this spring, 
a distance of about 140 miles, before finally deciding upon the improvements being made at Peri,

The time is favourable for the experiment, as there is both grass and water, and the expense would 
he inconsiderable.

_ 4th. Should the Minister’s decision be favourable to tho improvements suggested at either of these 
springs, the question of the stone service tank aud troughing, recommended hy Mr. Tully (and which, 
personally, I think the best under the circumstances), as veil as the embanking and tapping of the spring 
at Peri (should tbe alternative course submitted not be decided upon or prove unsuccessful), should, I 
think, be referred to the Commissioner for Beads for an opinion.

5th. In any ease, I would recommend a lease area of 640 acres being laid out and marked at tlie 
spring on the inner road. IIABBY GILLIAT.

41

I should like to be informed of tbe estimated cost of boring at the spot recommended by 
Mr. Gilliat,—P.AAY., 12/10/85. The Superintendent of Drills,—H.G., B.G., 12/10/85. The cost to 
the Department of boring with water augur at per foot was £2 6s. during last year, but I hope to be 
able to reduce tho cost considerably.—W. II. Slek, 30/11/S7. IS'o funds for the work ; resubmit in 
three months.—H.G., 4/12/85.
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XII.
Interference by Mr. Road-Superintendent Stillwell with Mr. Overseer 

Elworthy, at Pulletop and Hulong Tanks!

Pulletop Tank,
Sir, Hay, G December, 188G.

P. W. P., On risiting this tank on 3rd instant, the water was 2 ft. above level of berm—20 ft. depth in the
86-6,852. {an]Ci John O’Neil is lessee; be has been in possession six weeks, and was in charge when 1 visited.

The embankment was iu very bad repair, and no effort had been made by lessee to remedy it. Water had 
been allowed to accumulate on top (which is dished) and break over at two comers, carrying down some 
thirty cubic yards of earth. The batters throughout were also corrugated by neglected rain-scour. The 
-wires of enclosing fence were very slack, and should be attended to.

The service-tank was not full, and the lessee appeared to know little about tbo care or working of 
the steam pump. 1 got it to work, and he said he would employ a man to take charge of it. It worked 
satisfactorily, but the boiler needed cleaning. The troughing was in good repair; but it also needed 
cleaning. I have, &e.,
The Commissioner and Engineer for Eoads. A. W. STILLWELL.

Make copy to send Mines; resubmit on Mr. Wood’s return.—W.O.B., S/12/8G. The Mines 
should certainly be informed, and requested to insist on lessees keeping works in proper order.— 
A.P.W., 10/12/86 Herewith.—i3/12/SG. Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—
W.C.B., 13/12/8G. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J..R., B.C., 15/12/8G. Mr. Overseer Elworthy 
for report. If these statements are correct, Mr. Elworthy will please say why reports of neglect at 
watering places in his district should be so frequently received through another Department before being 
reported on by him.—Hiiiiiv G-h.liat, B.C., 20/12/8G. Mr. Overseer Elworthy.

These statements by Mr. Stillwell are very annoying. I visit these tanks regularly, and report 
you fully after each inspection. The last time I reported on this tank was when 1 handed it over to 
O’Neil in October. At two ends of the embankment the earth was washing away, and 1 gave O’Neil 
instructions to mend this up, and bave sent him iron to make tho V shaped gutter at corners. When 
passing the tank subsequently I noticed my instructions had not been carried out, mainly owing to 
Mr. Stillwell, whom the lessee said had countermanded my orders, and void O'Neil not to touch the 
embankments without instructions from him. Why does Mr. Stillwell do this ? I have personally 
complained of this interference to Mr. Boultbee, who can tell Mr. Gilliat all about it, and I am sending 
Mr. Boultbee copies of several letters on tbe subject. 1 also refer you to my letter of 10th instant, 
wdierein I complained about Mr. Stillwell. I will write O’Neil, and insist on the work being carried out 
at once; and if not done by the time I pay my next periodical inspection in January, I will report to 
you. 1 opposed O’Neil’s tender for this tank, but he got it after all.—W. J. Elwouthy, 22/12/8G.

P.W.P.,
86-6,927.

See P.W.P., 
86-4,292 k 

86-5443 
attached.

Sir, Wliitton, 21 December, 1886.
Referring to my instructions to visit tbe Hulong Tank, 1 now bave the honor to inform you 

that I did so and found that Mr. Boad-Superintendent Stillwell—after Mr. Overseer Elworthy had 
instructed the caretaker to coal tar tlie boiler, &c., in accordance with your circular, 3rd September last,— 
had issued fresh orders to the caretaker to paint it red mid to apply to Mr. Elworthy for paint. Mr. 
Elworthv instructed the caretaker to prepare the newly dished top of the embankment for the reception 
of a shoot, for carrying off the storm water and material, for which Mr. Elworthy was supplying. These 
instructions were also countermanded and a length of india-rubber hose 2k in. diameter was supplied hy 
Mr. Stillwell to carry off all the storm water from the four embankments. .1 need hardly say how totally 
inadequate this is, and must at tlie same time protest against such a useless waste of money and such a 
childish innovation, lhat in the eyes of the travelling public so reflects upon the Public Watering Places’ 
officer. I wish to bring this immediately and urgently before you, us I understand Mr. Stillwell is about 
supplying other tanks in bis district with the same. A shoot of less than 1 fc. across is perfectly useless 
and is required in each angle. Actual experience, both at Hulong and Pulletop, has proved the folly of 
tbe 2(--in. hose, and caretakers have now definite instructions to proceed with shoots so soon as material 
arrives. .

The interference on the part of Mr. Stillwell and his assistant in regard to the control of Public 
Watering Places transferred to us is highly objectionable. The overseers do not appear to have the interest 
in their work they should bave, while dictated to and snubbed by an officer who has no control over them. 
The caretakers cannot understand what appears to them a divided and antagonistic authority (antagonistic, 
however, only on tlie part of the Works officer), and between the two tbe Public Watering Places suffer.

After the transfer of Public Watering Places to us in good order, I would urge that the responsi
bility of tbe Works officers should cease, Wc have capable men as overseers, who, if they understood itto 
be their duty, could see all repairs executed, and, 1 think, with less expense, and thus avoid a correspondence 
and interference that, I venture to think, is hardly creditable to Mr. Stillwell aud his endless and groundless 
complaints.

It is only from Mr. Stillwell’s district that these frivolous charges come.
The accompanying copies of letters are, 1 think, a substantiation for my remarks.

' I have, Ac..
JAMES AY.1 BOULTBEE.

Inspector, Public 'Watering Places,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places,

Extract
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Extract from Mr, Inspector Boultbec’s report on Quandong Tank, 17 November, 1887. 
**#■*#**# 

Shoots are required to carry off the water from the top of the embankments at each angle. Care
taker informs me Mr. Stillwell intends to supply him with a length of indiarubber hose to act as a syphon. 
I think a pannikin to bail it out would be as much use. The excavation for the road embankments bold 
water for a long time, and greatly interfere with the takings here. Stock drinking at these excavations 
should he compelled to pay if it can be done. J. W. BOULTBEE,

-------- Hay, 17/11/86.
Submitted in confirmation of my report on hose at Hulong Tauk.—J.W.B.
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1 September, 1886.
SubjectKef erring to the enclosed extract from your report upon the Quondong Tank, you will 

be good enough to state if you mean that such a hole as described exists in the embankment.
HAKRY GHLLIAT,

Mr. Overseer Keighran, Hay. Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Extract from Mr. Overseer Keighran’s report upon Quondong Tank. 27th August, 1886.
Embankments,—Newly repaired, but are now damaged by rain in consequence of the top being 

made flavor rather hollowed out, which catches the rain, the soakage from which causes the earth to give 
way, leaving a hole big enough to swal 1 ow a bullock. J. A. KEIGHRAN,

Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Hay, 6 Sepl ember, 1886.
Yes, such a hole as described did exist in tho embankment, and could not he filled up until such 

time as the ground dried sufficient to allow it to be done. Mr. Assistant Engineer .Stillwell talks of 
having a svphon placed to carry off the rain water; but I question very much if that will answer.

' ' ‘ ' .10HN A. KEIGHRAN,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer.

Mi-. Gilliat’s letter of 3rd September, stating colours to be used in painting engine, &c.
Sir,

I have to request that you will be good enough to instruct the caretakers of steam-pumps in 
your district that boilers should in all cases he coal tarred while hot, and that steam-pumps should always 
be painted a dark green. H. G.

Sir, . ditli December.
Mr. Stillwell was here yesterday; Iried engine, which went splendid; he was quite pleased 

with her. lie gave instructions for her to be painted—tbe boiler, red ; engine, dark green; discharge- 
pipe, black. I bave to take paint off facing, and sbal) want sand-paper. &c.
W. J. Elworthy, Esq. S. LEIGHTON.

Extract from S. Leighton's letter, 1 st December. ■
“ I should also inform you that when Mr. Stillwell came here he brought a hose to take water off 

embankment, so the ridging will not bo required.” S. LEIGHTON.

Pulletop Tank.
Sir, Public Watering Places Office, Narrandera, 10th December, 1886.

A few days before I banded over this tank to John O’Neill on 20th October last, a heavy 
rainfall washed a by-gutter on the two outer corners of the emhankjnent, and 1 told O’Neill it would be 
necessary to have these repaired, and I would send him material to avoid a similar break away; and 1 
read him your instructions, dated 16th September, explaining how the drainage from embankment was 
to be earned down corners into tank. When passing the tank last week I noticed no repairs had been 
made,firstly, because the material which I had sent on 6th November bad not arrived; and, secondly, O’Neill 
informed me Mr. Stillwell bad been at the tank subsequent to my visit, and said nothing was to be inter
fered with at embankment without his instructions.

I merely mention this to save myself from blame should the embankment break away further, as 
Mr. Stillwell has countermanded my instructions. I have, &c.,
H. Gilliat, Esq. W. J. ELWORTHY,

----------------- Overseer.
Dear sir, 4th December, 1886.

I beg to let you know that Mr. Stillwell was here yesterday. I pointed out to him that the 
hose he sent was useless for the purpose of taking off tho water from tlie bank. He told me he did not 
think Jardiue had done anything to the bank ; but I told him that he had made Ihe hank up. Whatever 
blame there is about the hank solely lies on Mr. Stillwell himself. I told Mr. Stillwell that I would put 
in the ridging as soon as it came, and he did not say anything. It appears to me that he wants to leave 
his own shortcomings on other people’s shoulders. -

I drew his attention to the state of the road crossing tlie drain, but he took no notice.
W. J. Elworthy, Esq. JOHN O’NEILL.

Memo, re above.
O’Neill told me personally, and previous to this, that when he told Mr. Stillwell what instructions 

I had given him re embankment, Mr. Stillwell countermanded, and said O'Neill was not to do anything 
without his, Mr. Stillwell’s, instructions. W. J. E.

Sir,

P.W.P.,
86-5,443.

P.W.P,,
86-4,292.

P.W.P.,
86-5,707.



P.W.P.,
87-137.

r.w.r,,
87-137.

P.W.P.,
87-417.

Tanka and 
Punts 

87-119.
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Sir, Public Watering Places Oflicc, Narrandera, 17 September, 1886.
1 have the boner to acknowledge jour 86-3,832 of 3rd instant, rc painting of boilers, and I 

would advise that 1 left instructions witli caretakers to coal tar the boilers, Ac., but these instructions 
were superseded by the Koad Superintendent. Hay (Mr. Stillwell), who has had the boilers painted red 
and the remainder black, French grey, blue, and other colors.
H. Gilliatt, Esq. W.J.E., Overseer,

. Minute Paper.
Subject:—Interference of Works Officer with Mr. Overseer Elworthy's instructions to tenant, Pulletop 

. Tank.
Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, 13 January, 1887.

Mr. Elworthy's report upon Mr. Koad-Superintendeut Stillwell’s action in directing the tenant to 
disobey the instructions of the overseer with respect to the repairs to the embankments at Pulletop Tank, 
were, owing to my absence on leave, withheld from action till now.

The course pursued by Mr. Stillwell is open to several objections, notably that the authority of 
the local officers must be weakened hy such interference in his dealings with a tenant.

2. That such interference is not warranted by any existing arrangement between the two depart
ments.

3. That the maintenance of the Public Watering Places and the administration of the Act is vested 
in this department, and, under its regulations, the tenant is made responsible for these repairs, and the 
overseers, that they are carried out properly. This it is impossible he can successfully accomplish, when 
his orders are countermanded by an officer of another department possessed of no authority to interfere.

In this case the interference is with the functions of the lion, the Minister for Mines, I think it 
necessary to submit my recommendation that through the proper channel tho Commissioner for Koads 
may perhaps be requested to direct his local officers to refrain from anjr interference with either the 
tenants, caretakers, or overseers of the Public Watering Places. With reference to Mr. Elworthy’s 
letter ho may, I think, he desired to direct the attention of the tenant at Pulbtop to the regulations under 
the Act, and to his indenture of lease, and to inform him that ho is solely responsible to this department 
for his instructions, aud that any failure in tlie conditions arising from disobedience of them will neces
sitate the enforcing of the penalties therein contained.
The Under Secretary for Mines. , HAKRY GILLIAT,

Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Submitted for approval,—H.AV\, 17/1/87. Approved.—C.K.M., 18/1/87. Inform. Mr.
Elworthy informed,—J.W.B., 21G/87. The Under Secretary for Works.—'H. W-, B.C., 18-27/L/37. 
Koads, B.C., 27/1/87, W.C.B., 29/1/87. Mr. Stillwell for full report on separate paper.—J.W.B.,
7/2/87. Eeport attached.—-YW.S., 9/2/87.

Sir, Public Watering Places, Mines Department, Sydney, 21 January, 1887.
Referring to your communication of 10th ultimo, complaining of the interference of Mr, 

Road-Superintendent Stillwell with your orders to the tenant of Pulletop Tank, I have the honor to 
inform you that the matter has been referred to the Under Secretary for Works, with a request that the 
Commissioner for Koads may be asked to direct his local officers to refrain from any interference with 
either tenants, caretakers, or overseers of Public Watering Places. You are at the same time requested 
to he good enough to direct the attention of the tenant of Pulletop Tank to the Regulations under the Act 
and to his Indenture of Lease, and to inform him that he is solely responsible to this department for his 
instructions and that any failure in the conditions arising from disobedience of them will necessitate the 
enforcing of the penalties therein contained.
Mr. Overseer Elworthv. HY. GILLIAT.

Sir, Public Watering Places Office, Narrandera, 24 January, 1887.
I have the honor to acknowledge your 87-137 of 21st instant, re interference of Works Depart

ment Officers with my instructions to caretakers and tenants, and I have advised the caretakers in my 
charge, as also the tenant of Pulletop Tanks, of the contents of your letter under reply.

I have, Ac.,
W. J. ELWORTHY,

The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. Overseer.

As to alleged interference with the authority of the Mines Overseer at Pulletop Tank,
Sir, " Hay, 9 February, 1887.

Referring to the attached papers, it is to be observed that Mr. Elworthy does not state that I 
countermanded his orders to the tenant, but that the tenant, O’Neill, informed him so. An obvious 
preliminary on Mr. Elworthy’s part would bave been to ascertain whether such were the facts. For 
your information I may state that it is about the reverse of tlie facts; but as this was not elicited by 
Mr. Elworthy it may perhaps be neglected as irrelevant, and now apparently the points to be considered 
are that this man’s unsupported statement is taken by his overseer (as he intended it should be) as an 
excuse for gross neglect, for some two months, of a most obvious and urgent duty, and thr/i his band is 
unwittingly played further to by Mr. Elworthy’s report and Mr. Gilliat’s consequent minute being based 
upon it.

It would really appear that up to the present Mr. O’Neill has been master of the situation. I do 
not see how any responsibility regarding it rests with this department.

In
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In fiUjfc, the mailer sliould be one as Mr, Gilliat somewhat elaborates in his minute—so obviously 
and solely between the Mines officers and their tenant, that unless it had been forced upon me I should 
bave had some delicacy or reluctance in dealing with it.

I can however heartily concur in what Mr. Gilliat says respecting the interference of officers with 
the men under another department—the more especially as this has been at times somewhat realised for 
me by actions of his overseers at works still under my jurisdiction ; but I confess that I have failed to 
draw from it the somewhat anomalous conclusion that it is impossible an officer can successfully accom
plish his work if his orders are countermanded by an officer of another department possessed of no 
authority to interfere.

On the contrary, I have found little difficulty iu maintaining my authority, and little harm has 
resulted, and I have taken it all in good part as evincing only mistaken zeal on the part of his officers.

1 have, &c.,
The Commissioner and Engineer for It-oads. A. "\V. STILLWELL.

45

Mr. Wood.—"W.C.B., 11/2/87. Minute hy the Commissioner for Eoads:—Copies to be made 
of this correspondence and retained in this office.

Minute Paper.

Subject:—Alleged interference with Mr. Elworthy’s instructions to tenant of Pulletop Tank.
■ Eoads, Sydney, 11 February, 1837.

The attached minute from the Mines, enclosing a report from Mr. Elworthy, complaining of Mr, Stillwell’s 
interference with the tenant of Pulletop Tank, has been submitted to that officer for report, and his reply 
proves that there was no ground for the charges made by Mr, Elworthy, nor for the protest made in the 
minute against the so-called “ interference with the functions of the lion, the Minister for Mines.”

Prom the tenor of Mr. Stillwell’s report attached, it would appear that any complaint as to inter
ference should, if made at all, have been made by him; hut his good sense prevented any such action 
being taken, as he preferred attributing the actions of the local Mines officers to “ mistaken zeal,” and 
found himself fully equal to coping with their interference, ami maintaining his own authority in his own 
province without any appeal to the head office for support.

The minute from the Mines is, ns regards the charges made against Mr. Stillwell, fully disposed of, 
hut it more than ever proves what tins department has been cognizant of for a long time—that the 
existing arrangements in regard to the control of these works should be radically altered. A large sum 
of money has now been expended on tanks and wells, and, in tho interests of tbe general public, to whom 
these works are a great boon, the management of them should ho as perfect as possible. Under existing 
arrangements this is not the ease, and tbe system of dual control has long proved an evil. The works 
are constructed by this department, and the maintenance of them when it involves an expenditure of over 
£10 is also one of our duties, hut here we arc confronted by a serious evil, for the lessees and caretakers, 
being subjected to tho control of tbe Minos, any action on our part involving instructions to them is, as 
is evident in this case, jealously resented, the.public interests being sacrificed to personal or departmental 
feeling. The old adage of “a stitch in time saving nine” is peculiarly applicable to tbe maintenance of 
these works, and in many eases the saving stitch, through the neglect or want of knowledge on the 
part of the local watering places overseers, is never put in, the result being complaints levelled at this 
department, and a large increase in the cost of maintenance. Should any of our officers instruct the 
lessees or caretakers as to the necessity of attending to any small point, instead of this course being 
received as being in ihc public interest, which both departments should equally strive to maintain, it is at 
ouee brought up against us as an interference with the functions of the Hon. the Minister of that 
department, and while the red tape is being unravelled and unknotted, the amount that will have to be 
expended on repairs is rapidly increasing.

As the Eoads officers in charge of the dry districts construct the works, aud are practically responsible 
for them afterwards, they are reasonably and justly entitled to have a eontroling influence, and it would 
be in the public interest, both as regards tho efficiency of them, and also as a step towards retrenchment, 
if the full supervision of them were placed in our hands, leaving to the Mines, which includes the Stock 
Branch, the determination of the routes to be watered, aud the number of works required.

ARTHUR P. WOOD.
The Commissioner for Eoads.

I concur in Mr. Wood’s remarks. 1! have nothing to add to them except to disclaim any intention 
whatever of interfering with the functions of the Minister for Mines.—W.C.B., 11/2/87. Under 
Secretary, B.C. Forwarded to Mines.—J.E., B.C., 14/2/87.

Minute Paper.

Subject:—Alleged interference with Mr. Overseer Elworthy’s instructions to the tenant of Pulletop Tank.
Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Sydney. 11 March, 1887. 

.In this case the alleged interference by Mr. Stillwell is denied by the Department of Public Works, and 
here iu the ordinary course of business the question would have dropped. But the minute of Mr. A. P. 
Wood, concurred in hy the Commissioner and Engineer for Koads and Bridges, contains, what I venture 
to think, such an entirely unauthorized criticism upon the administration of’ the Public Watering Places, 
as unjust as it is incorrect—that I consider myself justified in asking that the attention of the Hon. tho 
Secretary for Mines may he specially drawn to all tlie papers. I am in entire agreement with the officers 
of the Department of Public Works with respect to the serious disadvantages of a divided control, and 
reference to our records will show that the attention of the heads of both departments have been directed 
by me on several occasions to its unfortunate results.

P. W, P„ 
87-741.

P.W.P.,
87-1,128.

The
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P.W.P 
87-371.

P.W.P.,
87-375.

P.W.P.,
87-530.

87-433.

46

Tlie administration of the Public "Watering Places Act, which is the only Act that I am aware of 
that gives legal powers for the construction of works of this nature, is vested in the Hon. the Secretary 
for Alines, and I may perhaps respectfully submit for his consideration, that some permanent arrangement 
of the duties of the two .Departments is probably desirable. Tbe statements of Air. Wood can be readily 
refuted, were lie entitled to receive a reply, but in the interests of the public service, aud of the special 
duties allotted to me, I consider any reply from me unnecessary, unless specially directed to do so.

, ‘ HAKK.Y GILLIAT.
The "Under Secretary for Alines.

Submitted. If the Minister could spare time to confer with the Minister for Public Works 
upon this subject, a more satisfactory arrangement may perhaps he made.—H.W., 14/S/87.

XIII.
Re coating inside of Service Tank and Troughs with objectionable 

composition by Works Department.
Telegram.

. _ _ 25 January, 1SS7.
TitAVELLurG mechanic is here, hy instructions from Air. Assistant-Engineer Stillwell, to tar inside of 
troughing, and about 2 feet from lop of supply tank. I object to its being done as the tar molts and forms 
a scum on top of the water which prevents stock from drinking. The Boonoona and Mount Manara 
troughing had already been done ; there has been several complaints about it; please inform me by wire 
if I am to prevent its being done to troughing at Ivanhoe Tank.

, . . JAMES YEO,
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. Overseer.

Minute.
Subject:—Tarring inside supply tank and troughs, at Ivanhoe.

_ _ Department of Alines, Sydney, 25 January, 1887.
It is perhaps unnecessary for a travelling mechanic to employ his time in tarring troughing and service 
tank, when there is a competent caretaker. I understand from Air. Inspector Boultbee the mixture used 
for the purpose contains tallow, and should not therefore be used inside ; probably boiled coal tar is not 
objectionable. '

Air. Yeo may perhaps be directed to inform the travelling mechanic that this service is not reqnired 
and to write to Air. Assistant-Engineer Stillwell for his instructions to that effect.

HABEY GILLIAT,
The Under Secretary for Mines. Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Submitted for approval—H.W., 25/1/87. Approved—P.A., 25/1/87. Telegram sent.—J.W.B. 
Copy of minute forwarded to Air. Overseer Yeo, 25 January, 1887, Telegram from the Chief Inspector 
of Public Watering Places to Air. Overseer Yeo, Sydney, 25th January, 1887. Inform travelling 
mechanic this service, that is, tarring troughs and service tank is not required; write also to Stillwell that 
you have been instructed as above.—Harry Gilliat, Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Subject:—Tarring inside supply tank aud troughs, at Ivanhoe.
Sir 29 January, 1887.

]. havo the honor to acknowledge receipt of your instructions re the above subject, contents 
noted. I beg to state that I am communicating next mail with Air. Assistant-Engineer Stillwell, informing 
him that my instructions are to the effect that this service is not required.

J I have, &c.,
JAMES YEO,

The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. . Overseer.

Sir, _ Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 25 January, 1887.
I am instructed by the Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places to inform you that tarring 

troughs and supply tank is not required at the Ivanhoe Tank.

A. W. Stillwell, Esq., Assistant Engineer, Hay,

J have, &c.,
JAMES YEO,

Overseer.

Alemo. from Mr. Inspector James AY. Boultbee.
Ix reference to Air. Overseer Yeo’s protest of 25th instant against tarring tlie inside of the troughing, &c., 
at Ivanhoe, I have the honor to state that when at Mount Manara Tank on 25th November last, I observed 
thatthe Works mechanic had covered the inside of the tank and troughs with a composition of tallow, tar, 
and pitch, and that the water pumped into them was, after standing a short time, most objectionable and

undrinkable,
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undrinliable, bearing a greasy and prismatic scum on the top. Macdonald, the drover, who was fined £10 for 
removing the rails at Boonoona, attributed the fact that his cattle would not drink at Mount Manara to 
this as much as to the height of the dwarf rail. The water at these tanks is quite fresh, and 1 think it is 
only where brackish water is met with that the galvanized iron of tho troughs requires any dressing, and 
then I should omit the tallow, well boiled coal tar and pitch answering all requirements in my opinion. 
Another matter for your comideratiou is this, that this duty is clearly laid down as part of the caretakers' 
duties, and, with deference I submit, hardly the work for a skilled meehauic, who is, I believe, paid £6 
per week.

JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
The Chief Inspector of Public "Watering Places. Inspector, Public Watering Places.
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Ivanhoe Tank.
Sir, ■ Hay, 29 January, 1887.

The Douglas pump has been fixed on the service tank, and the steam pump taken apart, 
cleaned, and new leathers put in by the travelling mechanic.

The Mines overseer would not permit the troughing to be coated with a composition of pitch, tar, 
and tallow, in accordance with Mr. Wood’s instruction. He told the mechanic it was unnecessary, and 
that he had received instructions from Sydney not to have it done. He has since written me to same 
efi'ect; his letter is attached. _

There was 5 feet of water in tlie tank on 27tli instant, and up to that time no rain had fallen 
sufficient to cause any flow in drains, so that the subsidence since my last report on 17th December last, 
when there was feet, has been at rate of v-inch per diem ouly.

I have, &e.,
The Commissioner and Engineer for Hoads. A. W. STILLWELL.

Noted. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 31/1/87. It appears to me that, as this Department is respon
sible for repairs and renewals, no objection should be raised to such steps being taken as wc consider 
necessary to protect the works or make them more efficient.—A.P.W., 7/2/87. I think the instruc
tions of this Department should be carried out for the protection of this iron. Mr. Wood gave those 
orders after consulting on the matter, and the work is absolutely necessary.—W.C.B., 7/2/87. Under 
Secretary, B.C., for transmission. The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 10/2/87, Transmitted.—J.B.

Minute by the Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
With respect to the Commissioner’s Minute,.! find, after enquiry from all the overseers, that the use of 
tallow with the pitch and tar lias, apparently, only been found necessary in Mr. Boad-Superintendent 
Stilwell’s district. H.Gr.

Minute of the Chief Inspector.
Subject:—Tarring inside of troughing, &c.

Department of Mines, Sydney, 12 February, 1887.
On Mr. Inspector Boullbee's return from his last inspection, he reported an objectionable composition of 
pitch, tar, and (.allow was being used for coating a portion of the inside of service tank and troughing at 
some of the watering places by a man in the service of the Works Department, acting under instructions 
through the Local Boad Superintendent. Bcpairs of this nature are carried out by oar own caretakers, 
who are paid for the service, and the employment of a skilled mechanic for the purpose appears therefore 
unnecessary.

Objection has been taken to the use of the composition referred to (vide Mr. Boultboe’s memo.), 
and I need hardly point out that it is apparently oven more unsuitable when the water may at any time 
be required in considerable quantities for domestic purposes, as at the Ivanhoe Tauk.

Our own officers are instructed to use boiled coal tar aud pitch for coating service tanks and joints 
of troughing when required. This forms a hard glaze, and has so far been found suitable.

1 am in doubt whether Mr. Wood is correct in assuming that the Department of Public Works is 
responsible for repairs, until they are authorized by the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, and I am 
equally in doubt whether it is desirable for that Department to take such steps as it may deem necessary 
to protect or render the works more efficient without reference to the Department responsible for their 
maintenance and control under the Act.

The effect of a divided control can only tend to confusion and lowering of the standard of 
efficiency, as well as to create friction between the Departments; and any steps taken, I would respect
fully suggest, for the consideration of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, would preferably be in 
the direction of relieving the Works Department entirely of all repairs in the future. .

■ - HAEBT GILLIAT,
The Under Secretary for Mines. Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Mr. Inspector Boultbee states:—“ A composition of tallow, tar, and pitch; and the water was, 
after standing a short time, most objectionable and undrinkable, bearing a greasy and prismatic scum on 
top.

Mr. Overseer Yeo states:—“ It melts and forms a scum on top of the wafer, which prevents stock 
from drinking. Boonoona and Mount Manara troughing had already been done. There have been 
several complaints about it.”

If the use of the composition renders the water unfit for the purpose for which it is conserved it 
is not clear how the use of it can be said to render the works more efficient. It is very desirable, in tlie 
public interest, that when the works have been taken over by this Department the}- should not be interfered 
with by the officers of another Department, and it is to be hoped the question of construction, control, Ac., 
will bo dealt with at an early date.—H.W., 16/2/87. .

Submitted. Approved.—F.A., 21/2/87. Prepare copy for transmission to Works Department.
—H.G., 23/2/87. Copy prepared and forwarded by letter.—J.WIB., 24/2/87.

----------------- - Sir,

P.W.F.,
87-617.

r.w.r.,
87-667.
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' Sir, Public Watering Places, Mines Department, Sydney, 24 February, 1887,
P.W.P,, lief erring to your B.C. communication of tbelOth instant, relative to the coating of the inside
87-67. of the service tanks and troughiug with a composition at several of the public watering places, and to the 

PublicWorks, minute thereon. 1 now have the honor to forward for your information a cony of a minute denlinu with 
^ ^ the matter. I have, &c,,

HAKRIE WOOD,
1 he Under Secretary for Public Works. Under Secretary for Mines.

Copy of Minute, P.W.P. S7/GG7, enclosed.

87-S67. 
Tanks and 

Punts, 
87-89.

XIV.
Old Gunbar Well.

Telegram from the Inspector of Tanks and Wells to Chief Inspector of Stock.
17 December, 1881,

Tants&WclIs 014 0unbar Well, have accepted transfer subject to Minister’s approval; require analysis of water;
81-] ,037. ’ report to follow.

HARRY GrILLIAT,

Submitted for approval.—A.B., 17/12/81. The Under Secretary for Mines. Mr. Gilliat.—A .B., 
B.C., 29/12/Sl. I have to request; that I may be furnished with two 1-gallon Winch ester bottles ; I 
wish to submit samples of ibis water for analysis.—H.G., B.C.. 30/J2/84, Requisition, 3/1/85.
Supplied, 19/1/85.

Report respecting sample of water received from Tbc Honorable the Minister for Mines.—Sample
received 21st March, 1885.

T<u it pit Well? Old Gunbar Well, near Carathool.
85-612. ’ 25 March, 1885.

Total solids, grains per gallon ... ... ... ....................................... 982-00

Soluble solids „ ... ... ... ....................................... 826-20
Insoluble solids „ ... ... ... ....................................... 68-00
Volatile, at red heat... ... ... ... ... ' ........................... 87-80

982-00

Chlorine ... ... ... ... ... ... ....................................... 313-25
Saline ammonia, parts per 100,090 ............... ....................................... 0-028
Organic ammonia, ,, ... ... ... ... not determined

Tibs water has been found to contain a very large quantity of organic impurity, derived partly 
from animal and partly from vegetable origin. This alone is quite sufficient to condemn it for domestic use.

There is also an excessive amount of saline matter, consisting chiefly of common salt, carbonate, aud 
sulphate of lime. The water may he used for cattle if no other is to be obtained in the neighbourhood, 
but it should never be used for domestic purposes without first being boiled or properly filtered. How
ever, no amount of boiling or filtration will remove tbc extraordinary quantity of soluble matter present. 
Distillation would be the only method of properly purifying such a water, and as I am not acquainted 
with the history of the water and its surroundings, .1. am unable to indicate the sources of pollution.

CHAS. WATT,
The Honorable the Minister for Mines. Government Analyst.

Mr. Gilliat —A.B., B.C., 2G/3/S5. The report of the Government Analyst upon the water of the 
Old Gunbar Well cannot be regarded as satisfactory, but I would point out that the organic impurities,' 
especially those derived from animal origin, in water from a well shaft recently sunk 109 feet deep, lead 
to a suspicion that the water may not have been taken from the source intended. I would recommend 
that a gallon jar he packed and forwarded to Mr. ICeigbran with a request that he should draw the water 
himself and forward for analysis —H.G., B.C., 7/4/85.

Forward jar and instruct Mr, Keighran.—A..B , 11/1/85. Letter sent, 15/4/85.

Tanka &,Wolls 
85-981.

Gunbar Well.
Newspaper extract. Name of paper aud date not noted.

I observe that you had the Minister for Mines in Hay lately, and promised to send up apparatus 
for deep bore water. The Government has lately put down a well at Old Gunbar, on the Hay to Ilillston 
road, about 100 feet deep.

■ It is on tlit that there is not one animal in Riverina that would drink one pint of this water unless 
he was first subjected to starvation by thirst, the water is so salt. Therefore, it is to be hoped that the 
Members for the District will urge the Minister for Mines to bore deeper in this well, so as to test what 
sort of water is to be procured at a greater depth, for a poor selector could not do worse than the Govern
ment has done in. this case up to this.

Mr.



Mr. GilKftfc,—A.B., 23/4/85.
~Wliter was sent down from this well and condemned by the Government Analyst, but as there 

appeared some reason to suspect that the sample procured was not a pure one from the well, a fresh 
sample has been sent for. In any case, I have no hesitation in saying that in its present state horses will 
not drink it, and I am doubtful if sheep or cattle will. I have withheld making a recommendation to the ■ 
Works Department upon the subject until the analysis of the water could accompany the paper.—H.G-.,

Mr. Overseer Keighran was asked to obtain sample of the water on the 15th instant.—E.W,, 
23/4/85.

Sir, ... , Hay, 4 May, 1885.
Referring to instructions contained in your 85-612 “Tanks” of the 15th ultimo, I do myself Tnnks&'Welb, 

the honor to inform you that I visited Old Gunbar Well and drew a jar of water from the well, which 85-1,066 
I am forwarding you by rail to-morrow, per Messrs. Wright, Heaton, & Co.

I have, &c.,
JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,

The Chief Inspector of Stock. Inspector of Stock.

The Governmeut Analyst might be asked to furnish a report upon the sample of wTater now sub
mitted by Mr. Overseer Keighran,—A.B., 8/5/85. Under Secretary for Mines, Approved.—H.W., 
8/5/85. The Government Analyst.—H.W., 8/5/85., B.C.

' Government Laboratory, 12 May, 1885.
Memo.—The sample of water was found to contain 1,09A4 grains of solid matter per gallon. The Tanka&Wells, 
water is quite unfit for use. The remarks made in the report, dated 25th March, apply to this sample 85-1,167. 
even more strongly than to the previous one. 85-612.

It is possible that the organic matter may arise at any rate in part from the well not having boon 
thoroughly cleaned out after the workmen left it. Nevertheless, the saline matter alone condemns the 
water. CHAS. WATT,

The Under Secretary for Mines. -------- Government Analyst.

Copy and forward to Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., 14/5/85. Letter and copy to Mr. Gilliat.—18/5/85.

Overseer Keighran’s Report on Old Gunbar Well, Carratbool to Hillston. in charge of Jacob Marks, Tnnke&Wells,
April, 1885. 85-1,156.

State of shaft.—Very good, ■
Whim.—Very good.
Rope, buckets, Ac.—Good,
Fencing.—No fencing here only that which protects the troughiug.
General remarks.—This work is in very good repair throughout, but I am afraid that it will never 

answer the purpose for which it was intended, on account of the water being too salt for stock purposes, 
several shafts having been sunk in the vicinity by Armstrong Brothers, and had to he abandoned.

Watering appliances.
State of supply tank.—hull of water and in good condition.
Troughiug,—In very good condition.
Machinery.—Horse-power ; water raised by whim.
State of fencing.—None; only that which protects the troughiug.
General remark.—Would not recommend any further outlay of money until such time as the 

water was proved to be fit for stock.
Work done by caretaker.—Little or no work here for a caretaker to do, only to see that the works 

are not damaged.
Work laid out for caretaker.—To clean up surroundings.
Repairs and alterations to be given in detail, with estimated cost of each item.—The excavation 

of a tank near to the township of Gunbar would have answered all purposes much better than this well, 
as it would have benefitted the public travelling out back, via Wheolbah, as well as those travelling to 
Hillslon, besides benefitting the townspeople of Gunbar,

JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
Hay, 12 May, 1885. Inspector of Stock.

A copy of this report, with papers relating to the analysis of the water, might perhaps be forwarded 
to the Works Department for consideration before allowing the fencing of the special lease to bo proceeded 
with.—A.B., 22/5/85. The Under Secretary for Mines. Approved.—II.W., 30/5/85. Letter and 
copy of papers to Works, 2/6/85.

Sir, , Department of Mines, Slock Branch, Sydney, 18 May, 1885.
Herewith I have the honor to forward you copy of report by the Government Analyst on Tanke&Welk, 

the second sample of water from Old Gunbar Well, submitted by Mr. Overseer Keighrau, 85-1,446.
1 have, Ac.,

Mr. Harry Gilliat. ALES. BRUCE,
--------  Chief Inspector of Stock.
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T would submit; that these, with the previous papers and my telegram nt^ the tiirm of inspecting 
this welb may be forwarded for the information of the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads and 
llridgcs, with tbc view of learning whether measures can bs taken to improve the quality by boring.—■ 
H. Grm.tAT, 11.C., 0/6/85.

Submitted.—A.B.. U/G/85. The Under Secretarv for Mines. Tbc Under Secretary for Public 
Works.—H.W., B.C., 15/6/85. Roads—T.R., B.C., I7t]i June, 1885. Mr. lilies—Can the telegram 
be traced—W.C.B., 10/6/85. Telegram herewith, 19/6/85. As Mr. Wood, was present when this 
work was taken, will he report?—will it not be included in his proposed trip?—W.C.B., 19/6/85. 
Mr. Wood, 19/6/85. , _

My own opinion was that this water was unsuitable for stock. The Department, in carrying out 
this work, was misled by the sample furnished by the local officer. I have, on a previous paper, rocorn- 
mended that continuous baling be carried out, and that that failing to give better water, a bore should bo 
put down to bottom of shaft.—A.P. W., 25/6/85.

Telegraph to Mr. Stillwell to know what he is doing. Sent.—A.P.W., 30/G/S5.

50

Tanks &\V ells, 
85-1,573.

Sec former 
minute by Mr. 
Wood, 25/fl/fi5, 
ante.

' Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 2 June, 1885. _
I have the honor to forward you herewith copy of report and papers relating to tlie analysis 

of water from the Old Gunbar Well for your consideration, before allowing the fencing of the special 
lease to be proceeded with, . I have, &c.,
The Under Secretary for Public Work?. --------- HARRM WOOD.

Roads, B.C., 9th June, 1885. Re-submit noth all papers relating to this well.—W.C.B., 10/6/85. 
Mr. Hiles,—'There must bo other papers, probably 'with papers relating to other_ works on this road; 
see me with them aud book.—W.C.B., 11/6/85. Will Mr. Wood report on this, which was^ taken 
over bv Mr Gilliat who tasted the water, and whose inspection was to be considered final on such points.— 
W.C.B, 13/6/85. _ . ,

Mr. Wood,—Tins work was inspected by Mr. Gilliat and myself on the 15th of December last 
year. The water was tested, and the whole taken over by Mr. Gilliat on that date. I was under the 
impression that Mr. Gilliat accompanied me on these trips to finally decide for his Department as in 
whether these works should be taken over or not. It is now rather late in the day to condemn the 
water. Would it not be advisable for the Mines to have the well baled for (say) eight hours a day ; this 
might lead to an improvement in the water. In the event of this not being Ihe case, a bore might be put 
down from the bottom of shaft and ihe country tested at a lower level.—A.P.W15/0/85.

Very few of the well waters, though good enough for stock, will stand the test of analysis.. The 
only course is to give up well-sinking completely if the works arc to be rejected because water is not 
chemically pure. Mr. Gilliat passed'this water, and took over the well. The character of the water may 
have since deteriorated, since finis being allowed to remain in well. If it docs not improve in working, it 
may be advisable to bore, which will be done if ordered.—W.C.B., 15/6/85. . __

Under Secretary for transmission. Submitted.—J.R,, 17/G/S5. I'orward to Mines.—I.A.W., 
17/6/85. Under Secretary for Mines, J.R., B.C., 17/6/85. Mr. Gilliat,B.C., 19/6/85. Please attach 
the papers with my minute recommending this analysis being forwarded to the Works Department.—
H. Gilliat, B.C., *20/6/85.

Tsuks&WcJle,
85-1,7o5.

Sir, Sydney, 9 July, 1885.
I have the honor to bring under your notice the fact that the Government well at Old Gunbar, 

on tbc Hay and Hillston Road, although about 100 feet deep, and elaborately supplied with whim, 
troughiug, &c,, is altogether useless by reason of the water being so brackish that no animal can be got to 
drink of it.

I have therefore the honor to request that you will be good enough to cause the salt water to bo 
puddled back, and a bore to good water be sunk in tbc shaft, or otherwise take steps lo cause this well to 
be of some use. I have, Ac.,
The Honorable the Minister for Mines, ROBT. B. WILKINSON.

I think the suggestion of Mr. Wilkinson a very good one, hut should like a report without delay 
from Mr. Bruce.—J. P. Aujjott, 10/7/85.

Sir, Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 13 July, 1885.
I have the honor to forward you herewith copy of a letter from Mr. R. B. Wilkinson, M.P., 

re Old Gunbar Well, and request that you will be good enough lo furnish a report upon this matter for 
the information of the Honorable the Minister without delay'.

I have, &C., ■
Mr. Harry Gilliat, ALEX. BRUCE,

--------- Chief.Inspector of Stock.
See minute paper herewith.—II.G., 16/7/85.

“ The Gunbar Well.'’ _
Department of Mines, Cobar, 16 J uly, 1885.

IVnkE&Wclls, 1 have to request that the previous papers connected with this ease may be attached, for the information 
85-1,833. of the Honorable the Secretary for Alines. 4

It will he scon from my telegram, amongst these, that this well was taken over subject to an 
. . analysis of'the water. -

'That, on my recommendation, two analyses were made, bolh condemning the water.
And, finally, my minute, recommending that the papers should be referred to the Works Depart

ment for the purpose of a bore being put in the shaft, as suggested bv Mr. Wilkinson, M.L.A.
Mr. Alex. Bruce. * HARRY GILLIAT.

This
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This might he forwarded to the Vorhs Department, with a request that the previous papers, which 
were referred to that Department on the 16th June last, may be returned.—A.B., 22/7/S5. The Under 
Secretary for Mines. The Under Secretary for Public Worhs.—H.W., B.C'., 2S/7/S5. Eoads,
J li K C 3/ 8/85

’ ’ I would point out that fair water was got from this well in the first instance, and sample sent to '
this office of very good water. Doubts are now raised as to the authenticity of this sample; but in any 
case I think the well should have a trial, by being haled dry for several days, which has not been done as 
surface water was abundant. The well not being baled the water accumulates, gets tainted and spoiled 
by the timber, and is unfairly condemned, as in the case of the Holy Box Well, the water of which is 
practically good, the purity necessary to secure chemical approval would he quite impossible to attain. I 
would refer the Minister to the tests of the Sydney water some years ago, which pronounced it to he unfit 
for use, though the people have been drinking it ever since—W'.C.B., 8/8/85. i’orward to Mines —
F.A.W., B.C., 12/8/85. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.B., B.C., 13 August, 1885. Mr. Gilliat.—
A.B., b!c., 14/8/85. Mr. Keighran should" be instructed to liave the well baled for three days, and to 
report the* result, and to forward a gallon of the water after baling is finished ; a gallon jar might be
sent him.—H. Gilltat, B.O., 11/9/85. , .

Write Mr. Keighran, and forward jar for sample of water—A.B., 15/9/85. Mr. Keighran
informed—E.W.G., 18/9/85.

Sir, . Hay, 25 July, 1885.
’ On 22nd inst., I. found all in good (order) at this well and the service tank full, hut the Mines Tanks&Wells, 

caretaker was absent. The water continues veiy salt, and is reputed unfit for stock. There is no demand So-2,009. 
for water now, as there is plenty of surface water obtainable ; but the well should be kept baled at the 
rate of at least 2,000 gallons a day to test whether a better quality of water is obtainable. A constant 
flow frequently produces this result, and I recommend that the Mines be requested to have this 
done. Periodical samples of the water could then be obtained for comparison.

The fencing of the special lease here is now in band. I have, Ac.,
The Commissioner for Eoads and Bridges,

See 85*1^73, 
ante.

A. W. STILLWELL.

I recommend this paper be transmitted to the Mines—W.C.B., 28/1/85. 
B.C., 31/7/85.

Mr. Gilliat.—A.B..

Ecport by Overseer Keighran on Old Gunbar Well.—August, 1885.
9 September, 1885.

Fencing.—Good—that is, the fencing that protects the troughiug. _
General remarks—1 consider this work in good order and, condition ; but as the water in the well 

is so very salt, am greatly afraid stock won’t drink it.

Tanks &Wolls, 
85-3,350,

Watering Appliances.

State of supply tank—Full of water and in good condition.
Machinery.—Horse-power and whim for lifting water from shaft. _
General remarks.—No stock water at this well, consequently the caretaker has nothing to do.

Paddocks, tj'c.
State of fencing.—At date of my inspection, 12th July, 

reserve area. ,
State of gates.—There was none at that time.

contractors were at work fencing the 

JOHN A. KEIGHRAN.

Mr. Gilliat, B.C., 11/9/85.

. Hay, 20 October, 1885.
Gunbar Well—Further as to quality of water.

’ In reply to Mr. Wood’s minute attached, the water in this well is generally reported unfit for TankB&WeUs, 
stock. I have not seen this put to the tost, as since I have been in the district there has been surface ' ■
water obtainable, and consequently no demand for that from the well. My own knowledge is only that it
is unfit for horses. ... in

I have before reported advising constant baling be persisted in for (say) a month, to test whether a 
better quality of water is obtainable at the present depth—but this has not been done. The well is in 
charge of Mines Department, and while 1 have been here (10 months) practically no water has been 
raised from it, As Mr. Wood says, something must bo done to render the well available. I would 
again suggest that Mines Department be asked to direct their caretaker to bale at rate of (say) not less 
than 10,000 gallons daily for a month. This should be done under responsible supervision, and samples 
of the water forwarded weekly to Sydney. This should be started at once. _ .

If better water is then not obtained it will be necessary to try deeper for it. The Government 
boring party aud plant are in the district, about putting a trial bore down on the Hay to Gunbar Eoad, 
and they might be directed to bore from the bottom of this well, I have, &e.,
The Commissioner for Roads. A. W. STILLWELL.

This should be forwarded to the Mines, asking them to have this well baled, ns suggested by Mr. 
Stillwell.—A.F.W., 22/10/85. Under Secretary—W.C.B., B.C,, 2/10/85. The Under Secretary
for Mines.—J.E., B.C., 24/10/85. ... _ .

Request Mr. Overseer Keighran to give instructions to the caretaker at the Gunbar Well to bale 
forty buckets per diem until further orders. Mr. Keighran will please report at his next inspection 
whether he considers there is any improvement in the quality of the water. Please inform Works. 
H.G., 29/10/85. Mr. Keighran and Works informed, 29/LO/85.

Sir,
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P.W.P.,
85-4,137.

P.W.P., 
85-4,669,

P.W.P.,
86-2,982,

P.W.P.,
86-4,013.
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Sir, ■^aj! 12 November, 1885,
Referring to your telegram of the 30th ultimo, I have the honor to infonn you that I inspected 

the Old G-unbar Well on the 6th instant, the service tank being at the time full of water, which tasted 
very much of salt. I ran off about half the water from the tank, and instructed Caretaker Marks to bale 
forty buckets per diem until further orders. I have, &c.,

JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer, Tanks and Wells.

Seen.—H.G-., 17/11/85.

Sir, Cowl Cowl Station, 13 December, 1885.
I have the honor to report .for your information of my having visited and inspected Old 

Gunbar Well on the 9th instant, and found Caretaker Marks baling. He informed me that he had been 
drawing forty buckets of water per day from the well for the last month, in accordance with my 
instructions.

I stayed at the well and saw thirty-five buckets lifted, and from out of the last bucket drawn I took 
a pannikin and tasted it (a good gulp), and found it to be very salt, with a nasty bitter taste, which did not 
leave my mouth for hours afterwards. I then tried my horses, and although very thirsty they would not 
drink. Therefore I am of the opinion that the water in this well is not fit for stock purposes.

I have, &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Watering Places. JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,

--------  Overseer, Tanks and Wells.
Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places to Under Secretary for Mines.—A copy of this might 

perhaps be forwrarded for the information of the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads and Bridges.—
H.G., 16/12/85, Approved,—H.W., 18/12/85. Copy for Department of Works,—H.G., 21/12/85.

Sir, Hillston, 12 June, 1886.
Referring to your telegram instructing me to report upon those cases in which the access for 

stock to the troughiug is inconvenient, I now have the honor to report that at the Old Gunbar Well the 
troughiug is parallel to, and only 30 feet to 35 feet distant from, a portion of the west fence of the T. L. 
I append a rough diagram overleaf, showing that on the east side of troughs there is little or no room for 
stock. Thirsty sheep wmuld be very liable to jam and smother in such a narrow place.

I am, &c.,
JAMBS W. BOULTBEE, _

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering.Places. Acting Inspector, Public Watering Places.

wo a

Mr. Boultbee,—Will stock drink this water?—H.G., 31/8/86. No ; since the well was taken over
by this Department there has not been a penny collected for fees. Thirsty sheep have been tried at it, 
but refused to drink. Mr. Keighran’s last report attached.—J.W.B., 31/8/86.

Report by Mr. Overseer John A. Keighran on the Old Gunbar Well, Road from Carathool to Hillston, 
in charge of Jacob Marks, Caretaker, for 1st August, T886.

State of shaft.—In good order; has been lately repaired.
Whim, &c.—In good order, with the exception of tarring, which will be done as soon as the 

weather permits; both tar and brushes are now on the ground for that purpose.
Rope, buckets, &c.—Wire rope good; buckets in good order.

Watering Appliances.
State of supply tank.—In good order, and in about the same state as when taken over from the 

Works Department. _ _
Troughiug.—In good order, with the exception of tarring, which will be done along with whim 

and tank. •
Machinery.—All the appurtenances and appliances for lifting water are in good condition.

Padiloclcs and Fencing.
State of fencing.—In good order. _
State of gates.—New, but of a bad description, nor are so many gates and slip-panels required.
Remarks.—The water here being so very bad that stock won’t drink it, consequently the' 

caretaker collects no fees. ‘ Caretaker’s



Caretaker's Work.
Work done by caretaker.—Baling water and cutting burrs.
Work laid out for caretaker.—To bale water regularly, and to tar whim, &c., service tank, and 

trougliing, as soon as the weather permits—tar and brush having been provided.
Kemarks and recommendations.—As this watering place has proved a failure on account of the 

water being so bad that stock won’t drink it, I would recommend that it be abandoned, and a tank 
excavated. There is a grand place here for a tank in close proximity to the well. The paddock would 
then be available for the same purpose as it is now. I don’t believe boring will improve the water, 
because, allowing they bored and struck fresh water, the bad water now in the shaft would require to be 
puddled back, which would cost more money than the excavating of a tank ; besides, in summer time 
stock cannot get a drink between Dry Lake and Crow’s Nest Well, a distance of 40 odd miles.

JOHN A. KEIGHEAN,
Overseer of Public Watering Places.

Hay and Booligal, 19th August, 18SC.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Mines Department, Sydney.

Minute.
Failure of Old G-unbar AVell as a Watering Place.

In view of the reiterated report-of Mr. Overseer Ivcighran upon the saltness of the water, aud in spite of P.W.P., 
the continuous baling ordered at this well, and its consequent inutility as a watering place for stock, the 8<M,192. 
Department of Public Works may, perhaps, be asked to inform this department if it is their intention to 
bore this well for a supply of better water.

" IIAERY GILLIAT,
The Tinder Secretary for Mines. Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Approved.—H.W., 17/9/80.

Sir,
I have the honor to request that you will be good enough to inform me if it is the intention of p.w.P., 

your Department to bore the Old Gunbar AVell, on the road from Carratbool to Hillston, for a supply of 8(>-4,6-i2, 
better water. " I have, &c,,

HAERIE AVOOD,
The Under Secretary for Public Works. Under Secretary.

Roads, J.E., B.C.,25/9/80. Mr.AVood.—J.AV.B.,27/9/87. Mineshavebeenpreviouslyinformed 
that such was our intention. AVork is now in hand.—A.P.AV., 27/9/89, Under Secretary.—AV.C.B., 
B.C., 27/9/89. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.E., B.C., 29/9/89. Note.—Mr. A. P. AVood’s
minute in Tank Book.—H.G., 12/10/89. Noted, 2:j/10/8G. '

Extract from Mr. Overseer Keighran’s Report upon the Old Gunbar AATell for January, 1887.
_ I would recommend that this well be abandoned and a tank excavated in its stead, as I do not p.w.P., 

believe the boring party will succeed in obtaining fresh water. 87-CCO.
They are now down 130 feet from bottom of shaft (on rock), and are going to leave it for a time.

J. A. KEIGHRAN.

Is there a good tank site within the area of the T.L. or P/WIP. ?—H.G., 1G/2/S7. Mr. Overseer 
Keighran.—B.C., 16/2/87. The Chief Inspector. One of the best catches for a tank is within the area
of the T.L.; in fact, inside of the paddock enclosure.—Jons A. Keighsan, Overseer, Hay, 28/2/87. 
This may perhaps be forwarded for the information of the Commissioner for Roads, with the view, in the 
first inatance, of ascertaining if ills the intention of the AVorks Department to abandon boring.—II. G., 
7/3/87. The Under Secretary. Approved.—11.AV.. 8/3/87. The Under Secretary for AVorks, 
—H.W., B.C., 10/3/87. . Roads, B.C., 16/3/87. Mr. Stillwell.—AV.C.B., 18/3/87. There is no
question at present of abandoning this well. A contract of boring from the bottom is in hand, and pend
ing the result of this no decision could he come to.—A.AV.S., 29/3/87. The Under Secretary for 
Mines.—J.R., B.C., 29/3/87.

Sir, _ Hay, 24 May, 1887.
I have the honor to report having visited this well on the 20th instant, and found caretaker P.W.P., 

Marks in charge; also that the boring party were working in the shaft. They had bored down 133 feet, 87-2,244. 
and were on rock which was causing slow progress. I have, &e.,

JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer.

Mr. Keighran,—Be good enough to forward as early as you can a sample of the stuff from the 
bottom of the bore.—H.G., B.C., 3/6/87.

Tbe Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places,—As requested a sample of the stuff will he 
forwarded to your office as soon as possible, say ten days.—John A. Kkighiian, Overseer Tanks and 
AVells, 12/9/87. —-----------

Sir,
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P.W.P.,
87-2,856.

P.W.P.,
87-4,046.

p.w:p.,
87-4,047.

P.W.P.,
87-4,011.

P.W.P.,
87-6,408.

Sir, Hay, Stock Office, 2G June, 1887.
I have the honor to report that there is no possible chance of my being able to send you any 

stuff (sample) from the bottom of the bore of this well (at all events for some time to come), as the men 
cannot get to the bottom on account of the drift sand. They have not been working latterly, awaiting 
the arrival of machinery from Sydney. I have, &e.,

JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
The Chief Inspector of Public "Watering Places. Overseer, Tanks and Wells.

"For Mr. Inspector Boultbce’s information and report.—H.G., B.O., 23/8/87.

Sir, Hay, Stock Office, 17 August, 1887.
I have the honor to forward herewith enclosed a communication from Caretaker Marks upon 

the Old Gunbar Well, from which you will observe that the men have abandoned the work of boring.
I have, &c.,

JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer, Tanks and Wells.

Mr. Inspector Boidtbee.—H.G., B.C., 1/0/87.

Sir, Old Gunbar Well, Hay, 15 August, 1887.
I beg to inform you that the boring parly that was working at this well when you were last 

here on the 2nd instant only remained here one day, putting smaller pipes inside of the former ones that 
they had previously put down. They went to Hay, and returned on the 0th. The men told me they were 
sent back by the contractor, Stanley, to draw the pipes they last put in, which they did, and left them 
here, and told me they were the property of the Government; and they gave me to understand that the 
contractor intended to abandon tbe work altogether. I thought I had better let you know' about the 
matter at once. 1 have, Ac.,

JACOB MARKS.
John A. Keighran, Esg., Overseer of Public Watering Places.

Report by Overseer John A. Keighran on the Old Gunbar Well, road from Hay and Carratbool to 
Hillston, in charge of Jacob Marks, caretaker, for August, 1887.

State of Shaft.—Apparently sound.
Whim &c.—Good.
Rope, buckets, Ac.—Good.

Watering Appliances.

State of supply tank,—Good but empty, and has been for months.
Troughiug.—Good.

* Paddocks mi Fencing.
State of fencing.—Good.
State of Gates.—Good.
Remarks.—The shaft of this well has been in the hands of the Works Department for over 12 

months. Mr. Assistant-Engineer Stillwell has had a party of men boring down to try and obtain a supply 
of fresh water, but after boring down some 133 feet the men cleared out and abandoned it; I don’t know 
what the Works intend doing nest, it has been a great mistake all through.

. Rates collected since last report.—There has been no fees collected on account of the water 
being that bad stock would not drink it.

Weekly depth of water since last report.—Cannot say.
Caretaker’s Work.

Work done by caretaker.—Cutting burrs from off T.L. and killing rabbits, no other employment 
for a man.

Work laid out for caretaker.—There is no work to lay out for a caretaker to do, nor has there been 
except to protect Government property. As a watering place it has been a complete failure.
■ Remarks and recommendations.—I would recommend that the well bo abandoned and a tank 
excavated in its stead ; there is a grand catch for a tank close by in the paddock. It is very desirable 
that this should become a public watering place on account of it being nearly central between Crow's 
Nest and Drv Lake Wells, 20 miles from the former and 18 miles from the latter.

‘ JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
Overseer of Public Watering Places.

Hillston, 21st September, 1887.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Mines Department, Sydney.

Extract from Stock Branch, 87-10,904.
Hay, Stock Office, 22 October, 1887.

“ Diseases in Sheep Act Amendment Act,” “Pastures and Stock Protection Act.”
A meeting of the Hay Board of Directors, under the abovenamed Acts, was held this day, 22nd 

October, 1887, at Messrs. Wilkinson and Lavender’s offices, Hay.
Mr. Keighran said there was a well at Old Gunbar, on the road from Carratbool to Hillston, and a 

man in charge of it for over three years, and no stock had been watered there during that time. The man 
got 8s. per day, and was still doing nothing but looking after the works,

Mr. Grant.—When tilings like this were allowed to go on, it was not likely to inspire confidence 
in the Department. ' ■

■ ' Mr.
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Mr. Keighran said there was a tank wanted badly at Old Gunbar, as there was no public watering 
place where stock could get water between Dry Lake and Crow’s Kest "Wells, a. distance of about 3d 
miles. Mr. Grant said they could put down a (ank to supply water all the year round at one-half the 
cost of wells. Half the wells were of no use for watering stock, yet men were being paid to look after 
them Mr. Grant asked Mr. Bruce if he was aware that there was a party boring for artesian water a 
few miles out. Twelve months ago they had got down 400 feet, and they were at that depth still. They 
had been over two and a half years boring, and the men were there still; but ho did not know what they 
were doing. The bore was within 6 miles of a. navigable river, and artesian water would bo of no use if it 
was got. That is another w'astc of public money.

Mr. McFarland,—This here would be of some use if it were at Tvanhoe or some other place.
The Chief Inspector Public Watering Places.—A.B., B.C., 26/11/87.

Minute by Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Old Gunbar Well.

9th December, 1887.
With reference to the annexed minutes of a. meeting of the Hay Stock Board :—1st. With respect P.W.P., 

to Mr. Keighran’s, Overseer of Public Watering Places, remarks upon the extravagance of keeping a 87-8,707. 
caretaker in charge of the Old Gunbar Welt, it will be seen from the papers that in my telegram of 17th 
December, 1884,1 informed the Department I had accepted transfer, subject to Minister’s approval; but 
that an analysis of the waiter w'ould be required. This analysis was furnished on 25th March, 1885, and s® S5-*12' 
condemned the waiter for domestic use;" but it seemed desirable for' certam reasons that a fresh "analysis 
should be made. This second analysis, received 12t.h May, 1885, still more strongly condemned the water. n“(.5' ’ ’
On 17th June, 1SS3, J recommended that the papers should be sent to tbe Works Department to ascer
tain if they would take steps to try and improve the quality of the water by boring. Baling was continued See S5-i,t73, 
daily at tbe desire of tbe Works Department to see if any improvement would result. Onl7t.h September, 102 
1886, I wrote, calling attention to Mr. Keighran’s continued reports that there was no improvement in ante. ’ '
the water in spite of the continued baling, and urging that the Works be asked for the second time if it 
was their intention lo bore this well. On the 27th September, 1836, this Department was informed that SccS6-t«2. 
the boring was in baud. On 17th August, .1887, wrc are informed by Overseer Keighran that the bore ^“F”4'046 and 
was abandoned. ’

A caretaker was kept on to endeavour to improve tbe water by constant buliug. as requested by 
tbe Works Department, and io protect the head-works and Government property.

It will bo seen that in June, 1835, and September, 1886, after analysis of the water, the Works 
Department rvere asked to bore, for the purpose of improving the water, and that to this date wo have no 
intimation from them that they have abandoned it.

This case may be, l think, regarded as an illustration of tbe bad effect of a dual control, aud also

aorts my vieiv of the defective method adopted in the construction of wells—vix;., of erecting expensive 
-works—whim, service tank, and 1 roughing—before obtaining, by trial-shaft or boring, a satisfactory 
test of tbe quality and supply of the water. Before recommending the abandonment of the well, .1 have 

waited an intimation from the Works Department that Iheir boring operation bad failed. Mr, Inspector 
Boultbee was, however, directed to report upon it on receipt of Overseer Keighran’s notice of 17th August,
1887. This he has been unable, so far, to do on account of the pressing nature of other duties.

2nd. With reference to the boring operations on tbe road from Hay to Gunbar, on 17th February,
1884, I reported that a well half-way—i.e., about 25 miles—would meet all requirements. On 19th July,
1884,1 again reported to the same effect.

Boring was subsequently commenced by the Drills Branch. A minute of mine—9th February,
1887—points out that, owing to the position selected for tbc bore being only 18 miles, instead of 25, from 
Hay, a second source of water supply will be needed to bridge the gap of 37 miles to Gunbar, and I 
recommended a tank, which paper was forwarded to the Department of Works. As soon as a report is 
received from Mr. Boultbee ro the Old Gunbar Well, its abandonment will most probably become necessary, , 
and it may be found advisable to remove the whim to the bore put down by tbe Drills Branch, as a tank 
site is available on the present public watering place at Old Gunbar, and any further boring required for 
Public Watering Places should, I think, be done by contract, if reasonable tenders can be obtained.

HAKRY GILLIAT,
The Under Secretary for Mines. Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Submitted.—H.W., 20/12/87. Seen, These papers should bp submitted to the Commission on
Tanks, Dams, and Wells, when they commence the inquiry.—F A ., 23/12/87.

XV.
Cleaning out Silt Tank at Merri Merrivva.

Beport by Overseer James Yeo on the Merri Merriwa Tank, road from Hillston to Cobar, in charge of P.W.P., 
William Mortimer, caretaker, for 16th February, 1887. 87-851.

State of drains.—Slightly filled with silt in places.
Silt tank.—Full of water.
Inlet or flume.— In good repair.
Main tank.—Full of water.
Embankments.—Slightly scoured from late heavy rains. Caretaker is proceeding with hollowing 

the top, and is making a very good job of it. -
Watering
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P.W.P.,
87-1,837,

P.W.P.,
87-4,648.

P.W.P.,
87-5,361.

Watering Appliances.

State of supply tank.—lu very good order,
Trougliing.—In good order.
Machinery.—In good working order, and is kept nice and clean.

Paddocks and Fencing.
State of fencing.—In good order.
State of gates.—In good repair.
Bates collected since last report.—Books examined and found correct to date,
"Weekly depth of water since last report.—Bull of water.

Caretalcer's Work.
Work done by caretaker.—Hollowing and repairing embankments, cleaning, screwing bolts, and 

painting service tank, cleaning engine and trougliing, cleaning silt tank and drain, and general duties.
Work laid out for caretaker.—Complete hollowing embankments, keep machinery clean, clean 

drains, cut scrub in spare time, and general duties.
JAMES YEO,

Ivanhoe, 21 February, 1S87. Overseer of Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Mines Department, Sydney,

Ecport by Overseer James Yeo on the Merri Merriwa Tank, road from Hillston to Cobar, in charge of
William Mortimer, for 18th April, 1887,

State of drains,—Filled with sand in places. _ _
Silt tank.—A great quantity of sand has washed in the silt tank during the late heavy rains,
Inlet or flume.—Under water.
Main tank.—Full of wrater over top of excavation.
Embankments.—Scoured in places.

Watering Appliances.
State of supply tank.—In good order, but water has been standing about under the tank around 

the concrete piers. I have instructed the caretaker to run off a portion of the water.
Troughing.—In good order.'
Machinery.— Clean and in good order.

•. Paddocks and Fencing.
State of fencing.—lu good repair, with exception of a portion round silt tank which was washed 

out of ground, during late heavy rain. A portion of fence round T. L. was washed away, but has been 
repaired again by caretaker.

Bemarks.—The caretaker reports that enormous quantities of sand is continually washing off the 
ranges, and completely fills the drains and silt tank. I have instructed him to put in a few breaks in the 
drams which will block the sand from going into tbe silt tank, but will not prevent the water going its 
usual course.

Bates collected since last report.—Books examined and found correct to date.
Weekly depth of water since last report.—Full over top of excavation.

Caretaker's Work.
AVork done by c are ta k c r. - - E ep; u r i ti g and hollowing embankments, cleaning drains, repairing 

fence, and general duties. _
AVork laid out for caretaker.—Continue cleaning drains, complete hollowing and repairing em

bankments, put remainder of fence in order, let part of water out of service tank, clean silt tank when 
sufficiently dry (at present full of water which is backed out in the drains) and general duties.

JAMES YEO,
Overseer of Public AVatcring Places.

Ivanhoe, 19 April, 1887.
The Chief Inspector of Public AAratering Places, Mines Department, Sydney.

Extract from report H by Caretaker AVilliam Mortimer, for August, 1887, on Mem Merriwa Tank.
Mr. Adam, Road Superintendent, has got a contract for cleaning out silt tank when it is dry 

enough. AVILLIAM MORTIMER,
4th September, 1887. Caretaker, Merri Merriwa Tank.

The respective responsibilities of the Department of Public Works and of the Mines, with regard 
to the maintenance of public watering places, will perhaps be definitely settled shortly by the Cabinet, 
otherwise, it appears undesirable that the former Department should continue to undertake the charge of 
repairs as in fhis instance, I should perhaps point out that the cleaning of silt tanks is considered by 
this Department a port ion of the caretaker’s duty, and that having it done by contract appears an unnecessary 
expenditure.'—H.G-., 14/9/87.

The Under Secretary. Inform.—G.E.H., (pro U.S.) 15/9/87. Letter to Works, 5/10/87.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 5 October, 1887.
I have the honor to inform you that tbc caretaker at tbe Merri Merriwa Tank reports that 

Mr. Eoad-Superintendent Adams “ has got a contract for cleaning out silt tank when it is dry enough,” 
and I would point out that this work is considered a portion of the caretaker’s duties, and to do it by 
contract would seem to be an unnecessary expenditure.

■ I have, &c.,
HAREIE WOOD,

The Under Secretary for Public AVorks. Under Secretary.
--------  Eoads
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Koads.~J.R , H.C., 7/10/87. 31 r. Wood.—W.C.B., 10/10/87. _
There is no clnuht llnifc Ihe enrotaker should keep the silt tank clean, bui when this duty is 

neglected, and silt tank is allowed to fill with deposit, then, in the general interest, it is time lor steps to 
be taken to save the main tank. In this ease, seeing the work was neccssarv, this Department took action.— 
A.P.W., 18/10/87. "

Under Secretary for transmission to Mines,—W.C.B. 10/10/87. Under Secretary, B.C. 
Forward to Mines Department, The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.B., B.C,, 11/10/87. Ascertain 
from Mr, Yeo if up to the time he left the district any opportunity to clean out the silt tank was 
neglected.—H.G., 2/11/87. ^

Sir, Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Sydney, 4 November, 1887.
I liave to request that you will be good enough to inform me whether, up to the time you left 

the Ivanhoe District, any opportunity to clean out the silt tank at Merri Merriwa Tank was neglected.
I have, &c.,

HARRY GILLIAT,
Mr. J. Yeo, Inspector of Stock, Moss Yale. Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

P.W.P.,
87-5,361.

Sir, _ . Stock Office, Moss Vale, 5 November, 1887.
Referring to your letter of the 4th instant, re cleaning silt tank at the Merri Merriwa Tank, 

I beg to state that no opportunity was missed to clean out silt tank previous to my leaving the Ivanhoe 
District.

X might also mention that tins is the most difficult silt tank- in the district to keep clean, owing to 
the great quantity of silt coming oil the ranges, but tbe caretaker always did bis utmost to keep it clean.

I liave, Ac.,
JAMES YEO,

_ _ Inspector of Stock.
Harry Gilliat, Chief Inspector of Public Wateiing Places.

P.W.P.,
87-5,881.

Minute by Harry Gilliat, Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, to The Under Secretary for Mines.
The attention of the Hon. the Secretary for Mines is invited to the Minute of Mr. A. P. Wood, on P.W.P., 
87-5,861, and to Mr. Yco’s reply, 87-6,242.

Mr. Wood makes an assertion without advancing a shadow of evidence, that the caretaker has 
neglected to clean the silt tank; this is directly denied by the late overseer, and in the absence of any 
evidence advanced by Air. Wood, I am disposed to rely upon my own officer.

It is, of course, very probable owing to the wet season, that tbe caretaker has been obliged to wait 
until tbc tank is dry enough to clean it, but it will bo observed on 87-4,048 that the contractor engaged 
by the 'Works Department is compelled to do the same. But the main point which does not appear to 
occur to the officers of the Works Department, is that any proven neglect on the part of the caretaker 
can hardly be regarded as a justification for expending public money on a contract to do work that should 
properly be performed by a public servant, and that a due regard for the public service would have led 
them to show to this Department that the caretaker’s duties were neglected. .

Since writing tbc above, my attention has been called to the minute of Mr. Bennett, 86-3,!)G0.
3n justice to the caretaker, I beg to submit it with tbc other papers.

HARRY GILLIAT.
--------  18 November, 1887.

Submitted.—H.W., 22/11/87. Approved—F.A., 22/11/87.

Extract from P.W.P., 87-5,780, report Al, by Air. Overseer Proctor, for September, 1887, on the
Alerri Alerriwa Tank,

Silt Tank.—In good order, newly cleaned out by contract, by order of Air. Road-Superintendent p w P 
Adams. E. W. PROCTOR. 87-6,600.
Ivanhoe, 21 October, 1887. ------------------

Merri Alerriwa Tank.
Extract from Air. Alexander Adams’ (Road Superintendent) Report, dated 0/8/86.

Embankments also are in very good order; the caretaker at this tank keeps his embankments in P.W.P,, 
better order than any other. 86-3,960.

Dept., of
I think this should go on lo Alines. We report bad men ; a good man should have the benefit of PublicWorks, 

the favourable report, as far as it may weigh with the authorities at the Mines.—AV.C.B., 14/8/86. 86-7,457.
Under Secretary, for transmission to Alines, The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., 17/8/86.

Extract from Air. Inspector Low’s Report on Alouut Alauara Tank. 
#######

_ _ _ 24 November, 1887.
Silt tank, one on north side of main tank, dry and silted up to within two feet of surface, * *

Caretaker Alurray informs me, Air. Stillwell, in August, told him not to interfere with silt tank, as he (Air. 
Stillwell) would get it cleaned out.

. . . -------- . . J. LOW.
Aly minute upon the Alerri Alerriwa case applies to this. The cleaning of the silt tank is a portion 

of the caretaker's or tenant’s duty, and it appears an unnecessary expenditure of money to have it done 
either by contract or by the Roads Department.—H.G-., 30/12/87. The Under Secretary.

The Under Seeretarv directed me verbally to place this with the Alerri Alerriwa case —J AV B 
30/12/87. " “

87-6,580.
Original with 
fencing papere.

r.w.p.,
39/12/87,
87-7,124.

422-11
XVI.



XVI.
Ivanhoe Tank.

Sir, Ivanhoe, 27 April, 1S80.
eh?i I have the honor to inform you that; t.he following tenders have heen received for the repairs

at the "Waiko AVell, Ivanhoe
B. Ford....................................................................................... £410

. AV. It. Parker ... ... ... ... ... ... 450
R. G-. Casey ........................................................................... 000

The difficulty of estimating the amount of damage at the bottom of the shaft, without a large 
preliminary expenditure, accounts for the high prices, and I have therefore the honor to recommend that 
the work be abandoned, and that the timber of the whim and shaft'be sold.

I am in correspondence with Mr. George AVilliam son, of Ivanhoe, upon whose land the only
available site for a tank in the neighbourhood is found, which I shall have the honor to submit to you, if
it terminates in a reasonable proposal, with a recommendation for the construction of a tank at this place,

I have, &c,,
HARRY GILLIAT,

The Chief Inspector of Stock. Inspector, Tanks and AVells.

Sir, Sydney, 25 June, 1SS0.
elL, 1. have the honor to report that since the 23rd February the tank's and wells upon the road
■ from Hay to Booligal, and from Booligal to AVilcannia, have been inspected, spccihcations prepared, and

tenders for repairs invited and accepted.
The contractors have completed their work at the Mossglcl and Holy Box AVcIIk, and are rapidly 

proceeding with it at the Jumping Sand.hill AVell, the 12-mile, 35-mile, and 48-inile Tanks.
Boonoona Tank flooded.—At the Boouoona Tank the flood-water from the last rains will prevent 

the contractor from completing his work for some months.
Abandonment of wells, AVaiko aud Mount Alanara.—After careful consideration I have thought 

if advisable to recommend the Department to abandon the Waiko and Mount Manara AVells, aud to dis
pose of the material.

Reasons for this at AVaiko.—My reasons for this, with regard io the AVaiko AVell, are that the 
shaft is in a dangerous conditiefn, and attempted repairs will be attended with risk; that the extent of the 
injury at: the bottom of the shaft, occasioned by tho giving way of the slabbing and silting in of the drift, 
may be. and probably is, of such a character as to make it questionable whether the damage could bo 
repaired to the satisfaction of the inspecting officer ; and, finally, that the amount required by that one of 
the contractors who had the requisite plant to undertake the work with a prospect of success, is more 
than suflieieol to sink aud complete a new shaft and whim of the best description.

Reasons for abandoning Mount Manara.—Tho shaft of the Mount Manara AVell is one of the 
oldest on the line. The supply from it is too limited to he depended upon. A few years since an officer 
of the AVorks Department expended a considerable sum of money in deepening it, in the hope of securing 
a better supply, but without success, and the shaft is now 210 ft. deep, and bottomed on a hard clay slate. 
I do not consider that, further expenditure on a work of this class would be desirable, more especially since 
the immediate neighbourhood has numerous good situations for tanks.

Tanks preferred.—The large proportion of wells sunk in this district are salt; I am, therefore, 
strongly in favour of the construction of tanks wherever practicable, both as affording fresh water to 
travelling stock, aud also, when properly made, being practically permanent.

Tank' at fvanboe.—At Ivanhoe, the site of tlie Waiko well, the only good drainage area suitable for 
a tank is upon an SO-acre selection of Mr. George AVilliamsoii, postmaster aud storekeeper. He is willing 
to alienate this to the Government with the improvements, consisting of fencing and several small tanks, 
in consideration of receiving CIO acres of vacant Crown J jands adjoining his selection. It is very desirable, 
in my opinion, that the Government should secure this, either by exchange or purchase, no other suitable 
situntiou that has not already been secured by the lessee of the run occurring between this and the 
Boonoona Tank, 22 miles distant. '

Reserve at the Boonoona Tank.—At tho Boonoona Tank a reserve was originally ga/.etted of 4 
square miles. This was subsequently cancelled, and ihe Reserve No. 423, 2nd October, 1879, 450 acres, 
proclaimed. The lessee has been allowed to purchase, immediately adjoining tho Government tank, 200 
acres, including within it a considerable portion of the draius which supply the work at the high level. The 
swamp is sufficiently large to allow the owners of the run 200 acres without interference with ihe 
Government work, and the gentleman in charge, R. G. Casey, Bsq., Kilfcra, is willing that a resurvey 
should be made, and I would strongly recommend that it should be done as early as possible.

Reserve beyond Hardy’s.—At a point near the road 12^ miles northerly from the Boonoona. Tank, 
the lessees, Messrs. J. M'Donald & Co., Kilfcra, have secured a cane grass swamp; it is ihe only one suitable 
iu point of distance from the Boonoona and Mount Manara works ; the lessees are willing to exchange it 
for an equal area at Hardy’s public house, 8 miles from ihe Boonoona Tank. It is desirable that the 
swamp should be secured and proclaimed as a water reserve with a view to future requirements.

Between Ivanhoe and the Boonoona Tank the road passes through thick scrub for a -distance of 
22 miles; it is a long stage in the hot weal her for travelling stock without water, and is especially 
dreaded by drovers. By clearing the road a chain wide, stock would be enabled to travel by night and 
avoid any serious risk of loss.

These are several portions of the 72-mile track that would be benefitted by clearing, and would 
form a great inducement to drovers to follow this route. As the scrub is light, with but little timber, 
tho cost tyould be small—probably from £1.5 to £20 sterling per mile. This, I consider a most important 
step in the interests of travelling stock. AYould urge its early consideration.

Errors
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En-ors in construction of lanlts.—] had occasion in my former report to point out some of tlio 
errors m construction that were apparent to me in tho Onc-tree and Quondong Tank, and mv obiections 
liave been confirmed by the opinions of the drovers and lessees of runs. They are extremely wasteful 
of water, difficult of access and largely increase the area of evaporation as well as the cost of construction, 
llus plan, J regret to say, has been followed in the four new tanks just completed on the Paroo River 
1 am of opinion that the watering tank will eventually have to be abandoned, and suitable troimhins and 
pump substituted, ' 0 &

Tenders to be invited for remaining works—I take leave to suggest that tenders should be called 
at an early diite for the lease of the tanks on the road between Hay and Hcniliquin, those on the road 
between Bourke and Cobar, and those between Cobar and Nyngan ; and that as soon as the Department 
is notified ot the completion of the works upon the Paroo that also should be offered for lease, it being 
undesirable that these works should he Left in the charge of irresponsible caretakers, unless where 
tenants cannot be obtained. . , . . .

far1,1C iuturo extension of these works.—I have also the honor to call vour attention io 
the rapidly increasing demand from the dry parts of the Colony for the adoption of measures for the 
conservation of water, and would beg to submit that it has now become necessarv that for the future 
theso works should be constructed as parts of a carefully considered and arranged plan, bv means of 
which the passage of stock and traffic may be facilitated'through the drv districts to the railways of 
this Colony, and that no work should be undertaken without careful consideration of its value iu relation 
to this plan, '
„ . , . I rotofale lines of roads requiring to be dealt with.—It may be briefly stated that a scheme of 
tins kind would probably include works on the road from Mount Gipps to bVilcaiiuia; from Mount Poole 
on tnc north-west frontier, to some point on the Paroo River; from If ungerford, southward. Prom 
V\ neannia it will probably be found desirable to proclaim a stock route direct to Cobar, thus openiim 
a Imc,!«« Cobav to Orange, in one direction, and Nyngan in another, both on the road; and that from 
-Couth to Cobar, works will probably be required.

... A ^tailed examination of the Northern Districts would be required before submitting the general 
outline ot a plan for consideration. .

I would also take leave to suggest that 1 should be furnished with a circular letter to the Sheep 
inspectors or the Colony, desiring them to afford me all information concerning the various reserves in 
their districts; and it would he advisable, also, that I should have a letter-authorizing my takino- delivery 
irom the officers ot the W orks Department at the completed works upon the different roads. ’

I have, itc.,
re • * r n r , HARRY GILLIAT,

The Chief Inspector of Stock. Inspector, Tanks and Wells.

Memo, to accompany Report.
The accompanying Schedule shows that at several points distances exceeding 25 miles are waterless, and TanksfeWdls, 
I have already explained that the saline character of the water at the Mossgiei and Holy Box Wells would 82-121. 
make it necessary tor them to be ultimately superseded by tanks.

.In the meantime I -would suggest taking into consideration the construction of tanks at the 
toUowuig points along the road:—

At, *,lc .rf011l’s M)1’1 Station, about 13 miles from the Reserve, at the Adelaide Camp
and 9 miles from the Jumping Sand Hill Well. -

(2.) At the Polygonum Hut, half way between the Jumping Sand Hill Well and the township 
or Mossgiei. 1

(3.) At a point about 12s- miles southerly from Mount Manara. " ’ "
(4-.) At Mount Manara.
(5.) At the 2<Lini!e peg, 13£ miles from the 12-mile tank. *
(G.) That a trial shaft should be sunk to test the character of the water at a point between 

ivanhoe and the Boonooua Tank, about 11 miles from each. .

SCHEDULE showing the distances between existing works on the road from Hav to Wilcanma. omitting 
the Waiko and Mount Manara Wells recommended to bo abandoned;—r.

Hay to—One Tree .. ... .
Quondong ...
Booligal, Lachlan Crossing 
Reserve to Lachlan... ' 
Jumping Sand Hill... 
Mossgiei .,
Holy Box ... ”
Boonoona ... ...
12-mile ... ...
35-mile ..............
f-S-mile ...............
AVilcannia, Darling Bivcr

Tank
Miles.
25

! 5 12
Jl 12
3' 10

AVell 22
?i 25
1) 13

Tank 38
17 3G
■> - 23

13
24

HAEHY GILLIAT,
Inspector, Tanks and Wells.

- ru/so.

PltESESiT
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Present and Additional "Works.

Schedule 1.
In order to show at a glance, how far tho road from Hay to Wilcamiia is now provided with water, 

and what works are still required, Schedule I, showing the former, and Schedule II, showing the latter, 
have been prepared.

Place.

One Tree ... ... ...
Quondong ... ... ...
Booligal Crossing, Lachlan River 
Reserve, Adelaide Camp ...
Jumping Sand Hill ...............

Mossgiei ... ... ...

Holy Bos ...........................
■Waiko (?) ...........................
Boonoona ... ... ...
Mount Manara (?) ... ...
12-mile ... ... ... ...
3o-inite ... ... ... ...
48-mile.......................................
Tallywalka Creek ... ...
Wileannia, Darling River ...

Well or 
Tank, Dimensions.

Tank

To river.. 
Well \

17.000 yards.
10.000 „ .

M3
t'
{

130 feet) 
x 6 „ J 
130 
x 6 
130 
x 0

JJ /

}
Tank
Well
Tank

... 1-3,000 yards., 
f 210 feel)
(3x6 „ J

10,000 yards.. 
10,000 ., ., 
10,000 ..

Depth of 
Water.

Distance from 
other Works.

Distance 
from Hay.

10 feet.. 12 miles.. 25 miles
16 „ .. 12 „ ... 37 „

13 „ ... 50 „
10 „ ... 00 „

32 feel.. 23 „ ... 83 „

30 „ 28 „ ... HO „

30 „ .. 13 „ ... 123 „
....... 10 „ ... 139 „

14 feet.. 22 „ ... 101 „

....... 24 „ ... 185 „
15 feet.. 12* „ ... 1974 „

8 „ .. 23 „ ... 220V „
15 „ .. 13 „ ... 233-V „

.15 ....... 2484 „
....... 9 „ ... 2574 „

Memo.—Not having received tbc plans and measurements relating to these works, T am able to 
give only approximate particulars. I may add that the falling in of the banks at some of tbc tanks has 
materially affected the depth originally excavated.—H.G-.. fl/7/S0,

Schedule II.

Place.

One-tree ...........................
Quondong ... .. ...
Booligal Crossing, Lachlan River 
Reserve, Adelaide Camp ... 
New. Tom’s Lake ...............
Jumping Sand Hill ... ...
New. Polygonum Hut ...
Mossgiei ...........................

Holy Box ... ...
'Waiko (?) ...........................
New. 1 L-mile, near Ivanhoe.,.
Boonoona ...........................
New. 12^-mile, Boonoona ... 
Mount Manara (?) ... ...
12-mile.......................................
New. 2G-mile Peg ...............
35-milc ... ... ... ...
48-mile ... ... ... ...
Tallywalka Creek ... ...
Wilcannia, Darling ... ...

Watering Places as proposed.

Well or 
Taut. Dimensions.

Tank
!>

Tank
Well
Tank
Well

)>

...J 17,000 yards.. 

...j 10,000" ., ..

...118,000 yards..'

1 130 feet 
3x0 ,,

. 18,000 
( 130
(3x0 
(I 130 

3x0

Tank

Well
Tank

if

15.000 yards., i
18.000 „ ...i

10.000 vards..
18.000 „ ...
10,000 „ ... 
10,000 ....... i

Deptli of 
Water.

Distance 
from Works,

Distance 
from Hay

16 feet... 12 miles.. 25 mile.
10 „ .. 12 „ ... 37 „

13 „ ... 50 „
10 „ .. 00 „

IS feet.. 13 „ ... 73 „
32 „ 10 „ .. 83 ,,

is „ .. 11 ,. ... 94 „
30 „ .. 10 „ ... no ;,
30 „ .. 13 „ ... 123 „

10 „ ... 139 „
11 ......... 150 „

14 feet.. 11 „ - 16 L „
is „ .. 124 ., ... 173 .,
12 .. 12. „ .. 185 „
15 „ .. 12* „ ... 197 „
18 „ .. 14 „ ... 211 „
8 „ .. 9 „ ... 220 „

15 „ .. 13 „ ... 233 „
15 „ ... 248 „

9 „ ... 257 „

(?) Works recommended to be abandoned.—1I.G., 0/7/80. The most urgently needed works are 
the Waiko, the ll-mi!c, near Ivanhoe, Mount Manara, 20-mile Peg, 121- miles beyond Boonoona, in tbe 
order here given.—H.G., 10/7/S0.

Statement,
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Statement.
Mn. G-illiit ; when engaged, wliat he has done, what repairs, to what tanks, what lines now require inspec

tion, what have been leased,_ briefly what terms of lease, what tanks in charge of caretakers, aud who 
they are; map showing additional tanks.

1st. Mr. Gilliat, when appointed—6th October, 18/9.
2nd. What he has done:—Inspected the tanks aud wells on the roads between Hay and Wilcannia, 

and between Batranald and Ivanhoe, fourteen in number ; examined the country carefully with a view to 
recommending water reserves, and to the selection of situations for additional works when required. 
Submitted to tho Departments two reports upon the matter.

From the 23rd of February, 1880, engaged in calling for tenders for repairs to the works ou the 
abovenamed lines, preparing estimates, tenders, and specifications; further inspection of works, and 
closing arrangements with successful tenderers.

Visit of inspection with the Chief Inspector of Stock.
My reports and letters deal with the above matters in full. ■
Sepairs have been completed but not yet passed at the Jumping Sand Hill, Mossgiei, and Holy Box 

^Wells, and are in progress and well towards completion at tho 12-mile, 35-mile, and 48-mile tanks.
At the Boonoona Tank the contractor has been unable to commence work owing to tbe flood-water 

in tbe surrounding swamp,
_ Tho repairs to tho works on the works on the Balranald aud Ivanhoe road require to be put at 

once into the hands of the contractor. Works on tho road from Hay to Dcniliquin inspected and taken 
delivery of.

_ The road from Jerilderic to Tocumwal to be reported upon ; the works between Hay and Wilcannia 
to be inspected, and contractors' work examined and passed ; the new works on the Faroe Fiver to be 
inspected and taken delivery of ; the road from Mount Poole to Wilcannia to be reported upon ; the road 
from the Paroo to the Darling to be reported upon ; the works upon the roads from Bourke to Cobar, 
from Cobar to Nyngan, to be inspected and taken delivery of; the works on the road from Bourke to 
Fjringonia and Bourke to Ford’s Bridge to bo inspected and taken delivery of. If recommendations with 
regard to the roads from Wilcannia to Cobar, and Louth to Cobar, be approved, these roads will require 
reporting upon with regard to reserves and sites for water supply.

I am informed that the works on the road from Hay to Wilcannia have been leased to Messrs. 
Cobb & Co. What terms of lease? £350 sterling per annum. No papers embodying conditions of 
lease have been referred to me. '

Tanks in charge of caretakers:—Tho One-tree Tank, Win. Small; the Quondong Tank, IT. Eich- 
mond; the 12-milc Tank, Charles Millar; the 35-mile Tank, Ed. Ford; the 48-mile Tank, Hn. Hiskins; 
the Til Til and Youl Plain Tank, M. Guerin ; the Box Creek Tank, J. Thompson.

My report of the 2nd July, 1SS0, deals fully with the more important of these subjects.
' HAFEY GILLIAT, '

Sydney, 8 July, 1880, ’ Inspector, Tanks and Wells.

To amount voted for 1880

By payments, principally salaries and Inspectors’travelling ^ B' fT
exptmses ............. . ....................................... 025 16 9

Probable expenses for ensuing six mouths on work already 
reported on— '

Due contractors ...................................................  S40 10 0
Overseer’s salary ........................................................156 O 0
Present caretaker's, for two months............................. 82 10 0
1 caretaker, four months, with horse, at 48s. per week 44 10 0

Inspector’s salary ...............................................................  200 O 0
Travelling allowance...............................................................  227 0 0

£ S, d.
2,500 0 0

2,182 18 9

£317 1 3

^lr> , Sydney. 2 July, 1SS0.
With reference to my future movements, I have to suggest that after leaving Sydney I should, 

on reaching the Murrumbidgee, deal with Mr. Barbour’s (M.L.A.) paper 80-25. Then visit and take 
delivery of the tanks between Hay and Dcniliquin. Going on to the Lachlan, put men to work on tho 
Balranald and Ivanhoe tanks; inspect and pass the works repaired between Booligal and Wilcannia. 
Crossing the Darling, report on paper 80-83, road from Mount Poole to Wilcannia; paper 80-37, road 
from Warramurtie to Til pah. Take delivery of the tanks on the Paroo. Eecrossing the Darling, take 
delivery and report on the Bourke, Cobar, and Nyngan works.

Should these suggestions be approved of, I think if; desirable that I should start at as early a date 
as may be convenient to the Department. '

I have, &c.,
, . HAFEY GILLIAT,

The Chief Inspector of Stock. Inspector, Tanks and Wells.

Foad Superintendent Cambridge’s Feport as to abandoning or repairing Waiko and Mount Manara Wells.
Sir, _ ^ Hay, 26 .Inly, 1880.

I have the honor to report herewith on the wells at Waiko and Mount Manara.
Waiko Well.—I personally examined this well throughout about 18 months ago. I found that 

the shaft was very much out of order. The ground behind the lining had by degrees been washed down 
to the bottom of the well, to a distance of some 20 feet from the bottom, by the surface water soaking 
downwards, and when the water was baled, large quantities of sand were brought up in the buckets. The

■ shaft,

Tanks&Well9, 
80-154.
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This T consider a very serious damage, 
in fair order. About one-third would

Mr. Cambridge contemplates 
more extensive repairs,

shaft, or at least a portion, is standing without any support lo it. 
and may, if interfered, fall clown. The slabs are, on an average 
require replacing with new ones.

The whim requires a thorough repairing, as it is very much out of order, The spindle is also out 
of plumb. The tank requires reconstructin']:; a good deal of the timber in it is decayed, and some of the 
galvanized iron lining corroded, and full of holes. "
* Tender is for £410. Most likely The timber work in the trougliing is also very much decayed and will have

to bo replaced by new. I estimate that tbe shaft, whim, tank, and trough
ing can be put in efficient order at a cost of about £800.* Tbe shaft would 
have to be relined throughout, the best of the present lining being worked 
in with the new material, aud where the supply of salt water comes in, tlie 
space behind the slabs to be puddled with the best clay obtainable (in the 
district) in the immediate neighbourhood.

The chief objection to this well being repaired is that the quality of the 
water is very bad and not fit for use, in fact sheep will only drink it when 
very thirsty. The people in Ivanhoe arc working to get a tank put down, as 
the water for domestic use is very scarce, and that the inhabitants are* 
dependent on Mr. George Williamson for drinking water, during the summer 
months.

Before deciding on a recointnendalion to abandon this well, finally or other
wise, J. should like to again make a thorough and careful examination if you 
would authorize the expenditure which would be small.f 

Note.—Tlirse marginal notes arc in Mr. Bonn rtf’s linndivriling, but not. initialled.—J.W.B.
Nora.—For completion of report, see Mount Manara Well papers.

I think the character of tho 
water should condemn the well.

Waiko Well.
Tanks&Wells, It seems to be tbc opinion of the Commissioner for Roads that this well should he abandoned mainly

80-1C/. on account. of the had quality of the water. "
As this is also Mr. Instieclor Gilliat’s opinion, I presume that course will be taken, and a tank 

constructed in place of the well. If so, I would recommend that the work be carried out with.all 
possible despatch, as Ivanhoe, where the Waiko Well is situated, is one of the most important points on 
tlie Wilcannia and Hay route, and in the meantime Mr. Gilliat might perhaps bo asked to report ou tbe 
most suitable site iu this neighbourhood for a tank. '

_ I believe there are no funds now available for such work, but if its construction be approved tlie 
site might be selected, and plans and specifications prepared in the meantime, so that it could be carried 
out immediately tho money is voted.

The Under Secretary for Mines. A.B., 11 August, 1880.

Submitted.—H.W., 1.4/8/SO. Approved,—E.A.R, 18/8/80. Inspector Gilliat, 19 August, 1880.

Tanks (kWclls, 
80-79.

Memo.—Under Secretary for Mines to Stock Branch.
As the construction of the works still rests with the Public Works Department, should not tlie 

matter be referred for report as to probable cost of constructing tanks In order that a decision may he 
arrived at upon Mr. Gilliat’s recommendation? H.W., 14/5/SO.

Approved.—E.A.B, 21/5/80.
Referred to the Works Department for report as to the probable cost of constructing a tank in 

place of repairing tlie well herein referred to, for which tenders have heen received by Mr. Inspector 
Gilliat. The Under Secretary for Works,—H.W., B.C., 4th June, 1880. Commissioner for Roads.—
J.R., B.C., 9/G/80. Mr, Cambridge.—W.C.B., .10/0/80. Report herewith, 15/6/80.

I attach reports. Tanks have been made in tlie Bourke district, for from £750 to £1,000; 
as such works are to a certain extent experimental in their locality, J consider £1,000 sufficient. Reports 
appended.—W.C.B , 29/7/80. Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 2/3/SO. ■

Sir, Hay, 1,5 June, 1880.
J. have the honor to report ns follows on the cost of nutting down tanks, and abandoning tho 

Mount Manara and Waiko Wells:—Tanks, such as hove lately been constructed on the Paroo, consisting 
of silt tank, main tank, and drinking tank, containing 1.8,501) cubic yards, with fencing, piping, and all 
complete, will cost £1,500 each. 'l nm. &c,,
The Commissioner for Roads. HENRY CAMBRIDGE.

It was not necessary to send the papers to Mr. Cambridge to get this amount of information. I wish 
to know what state tho wells referred to are in, and if it is advisable lo abandon them. I would not do 
so without regret. Could not a gallery he driven, or the wells relined from the top and sunk deeper. I 
do not like fins ignoring of our work, and I wish Mr. Cambridge bad gone into the matter more fully. 
Will he write a fresh report on a separate paper, and let me have it as soon as possible,—W.C.B., 21/0/80.

Recommendation by the Inspector, Public Tanks and Wells, for tbe cons!ruction of two new tanks on tbe 
road from Hay lu AVilcannia, between the Lachlan and the Darling. - 

lih', Sydney. 22 July, .1881.
Tanks (Wells, . J- have the honor lo recommend Ihe construction of two new tanks, between Hay and

81-424. . AVilcannia.
Tbe road is a most impor1a.nl one, leading directly from the great pastoral districts in the nest and 

north-west of the Colony to the terminus of the Southern Railway, which will shortly be completed to 
Hav, ■ ‘ ‘

Tho
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Tho traffic in stock and wool passing over it has always been large, but hitherto has been to a great 
extent diverted to Victoria; but on the completion of the Southern liue this road will becomo one of its 
most important feeders, and the direct route between the lower Darling and the great pastoral districts 
beyond and Sidney.

The tanks recommended arc doubly important, as contributing towards the completion of the 
water supply of the road, and by bridging over in each case distances exceeding 30 miles without 
provision of water. The first tank to he at Ivanhoe, the site being at the junction of' the Balranald road, 
will have the additional advantage of contributing towards the completion upon that road, as well as upon 
the main line, between Hay and Wilcannia ; estimated cost, £1,500 sterling. The second tank to bo at 
Mount Manara, replacing the old and useless well at that place; estimated cost, £1,500 sterling,

I have, &c.,
HARK.T GILLIAT,

The Chief Inspector of Stock. Inspector, Tanks and Wells.

Sir, No. 133, Macquaric-strcet, 25 June, 1881.
_ I enclose you a- letter sent to me by tho Honorary Secretary of the AVilcannia Progress 

Committee, dated the 14th instant, and addressed by mistake to the Minister for Public AVorks, with 
reference to tlie necessity that exists for the construction of two or more tanks on the main road between 
AVilcannia and Booligal, viz., one at Mount Manara and tbe other at Ivanhoe. Owing to tho bad state of 
the Darling Kiver for some time past provisions hero are very scarce, so tlie merchants are now buying 
largely in the Sydney market, intending to have goods conveyed by carriers from Narrandcra, on tho 
Murrumbidgee Jtiver, the present terminus of railway.

I hope you will kindly take those important matters into your consideration, and have these tanks 
completed as early as possible. I have, &c.,
The Honorable The Minister for Mines. 1 AV. A. BKODBIBB.

Mr. Bruce,—These works have been recommended in my paper upon the subject.—H.G.. 22/7/81.

^'r, AVilcannia, 14 June. 1881,
_ I have been requested by tbc AALlcanuia Progress Committee to bring under your notice the. 

necessity that exists for the construction of two more tanks on the main road between Wilcannia and 
Booligal, viz., one at Mount Manara and the other at Ivanhoe,

Owing to the low state of the Darling River for some time past, provisions here are very scarce., so 
the merchants arc now buying largely in the Sydney market, intending to have the goods conveyed by 
carriers from Narrandcra, on the Murrumbidgee, aud the present terminus of tho rail way. The merchants 
boro feel convinced that after the railway reaches Hay a considerable trade will be done between Sydney 
and AVilcaiuiia, for tho river navigation is very uncertain and cannot be depended upon. There will 
therefore be a constant traffic by teams between Hay and this place, aud water should he made plentiful 
in order to enable earricfS lo travel. Tanks at Ivanhoe and Mount Manara will then be an absolute 
necessity, and if taken in hand at once could be completed by the lime the railway reached Hay.

Apart from the traffic by teams that will be certain io ensue, great numbers o£ sheep and caltle 
f ravel by this route. Last summer a flock of 7,000 store sheep nearly perished for water near Mount 
Mfiuara. owing to the distances between the Go\ernmcnt tanks being too great. Probably when the 
railway reaches Hay several stations will truck their stock to the Sydney market.

_ It will be wise policy for the Government to render tho principal roads leading to the railway 
termini easy to travel over, in order to induce the residents of the middle Darling to trade more with 
Sydney than they have done during the paM.

Trusting tills request of the Committee will meet with your favourable consideration.
1 have, Ac.,

T. J. JIATDON.
Tho Honorable The Minister for Mines. Hon. See.. Wilcannia Progress Cominitiec,

fcir. Sydney, 31 May, 1882.
, Referring to our conversation yesterday, and Mr. Oamsie’s and my'previous conversations TnntsiWells,

with you on the subject of the lank at Mossgiei. 1 have now the honor to bring under vour notice tho 82-443. 
great necessity for having that tank in the township of Mossgiei, or as near to the township as possible, 
as the inhabitants arc in the summer-time entirely dependent on it for their water supply.

I have, &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Stock. ROBT. B. AVILKINSON.

Minute by tbe Commissioner and Hngmccr for Roads.
, , 10 May, 1882.

In further reference io the tanks and wells, it may he desirable that I should report to the Minister the 
action taken with respect to those ordered on 1st March to be commenced immediately.

On the Hay and AVilcannia route tenders lime been instructed to be accepted for tank at Tom’s
Lake.

Tonka AWells, 
82-416.

Tank or dam at AVillandra.—Local ofiicef has been instructed to invite tenders for plain square 
tank or dam, leaving adjuncts to be determined and contracted for afterwards.

Rurther correspondence about the Mossgiei Holy Box and Waiko or Ivanhoe AVells show's that 
the two first are in fair order, and yield a fair supply of wmter, which can be used by the station sheep, 
and Mr. AVood, Assistant 'Engineer for Roads, stares tiiat he has known himself that during the first year 
of the AVaiko AVell travelling stock constantly watered there, and that the experience is that the water in 
such wells improves by the washing out of the salt instead of deteriorating.

At tho same time, I would point out the anomaly of sinking tanks here tvhere the Department has 
made wells, and on the Mount Browne Road sinkiog wells where the Department has made small 
emergency tanks.

At
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Tanks &. Welle, 
Eilrucfa from 

82-283.

TanisiWells,
82-425.
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At Mount Manara, the supply from wtll is msuflic-ieul. and lank will be let at once. On the other 
roads represented hy Mr. Bruce as of 1 he iirst imporlanco, vir... Carathool to Hillston, and Hillston to 
Cobar, Mr. Wood has marked out the sites for tanks, and his reports have been forwarded to Mining 
Department with a view lo tho approval of sites and proclamation of reserves.

The urgent communication from the Department of Mines relating to Mount Browne road 
rendering the immediate presence of Mr. Cambridge necessary on that route, he proceeded from Cobar to 
AVilcannia, where he now is preparing to siart out to let tlie tanks aud wells; and Mr. AVood, with whom 
it was arranged he should proceed from Cobar, Louth, and AVamaring, returned to Sydney from Cobar 
via Kyngan, inspecting the Booramugga, Muriel, and Hermitage Tanks en route.

This will delay a little the determination of the sites of the seven tanks decided on between Cobar, 
Louth, and AVamaring, and thence to Bourke,

Mr. Bostic has not yet been able to report ou the four tanks, Bourke to the Culgoa, on sites for 
which he was instructed to report; on 13th March, This comprises all the works which I have been 
instructed to proceed with ; but, in addition, tenders have been invited for the tank at Mount Hope. It is 
extremely difficult in this dry season to let such works, and even if tenders are accepted, the contractors 
cannot be expected to proceed until rain Falls.

Hi May, 1S82. AVILLIAM C. BENNETT.
Tlie Under Secretary for Public AVorks.

Forward to Minos Department.—J.L., lfl/o/82. Tbc Under Secretary for Mines, .LB,, B.C., 
10/5/82, Mr. Gilliat—E AV. (for A.B.), 22/5/82. ' .

Extracts from Beport by tlie Chief Inspector of Public Watering-Places.
Sir, Sydney, 25 April, 1883.

In referring to my proposal to put tanks iu place of the wells constructed by the AVorks 
Department at Mossgiei, the Holy Box, and Ivanhoe, the Commissioner says:—

“ All these wells where sunk gave a strong supply of fair stock water. The gear and slabbing, I 
am told, has been allowed to get out of order, and if tho water accumulates in a well it 
would necessarily get very bad.”

The Commissioner has apparently been misinformed upon several important points. There has 
been no question of want of supply at any of the works named.

A t the Ivanhoe or AVaiko Well, the slabbing at tlie bottom had fallen in, and the whim was useless 
before this Department took it over from the care of tho Department of Public AVorks. The gear, at all 
three of these works, had certainly been allowed to get out of order, and at the time this Department 
received the charge of them, none of them were in working order, the Mossgiei, and Holy Box were com
pletely refuted by this Department, and have been in effective working order ever since ; the objection 
to them is that they do not afford stock water.

Tho well at Ivanhoe, owing to its state of disrepair, I advised to be abandoned, finding that it 
would cost nearly as much to repair it as to put down a new shaft. Mr. Cambridge's minute against this 
work upon my list of works annexed to the Commissioner's paper must ho read, therefore, as applying to 
his own Department.

The water from this well was said lo be fair stock water but unfit for human use. Judging that 
Ivanhoe, from its situation at tbe junction of the Balranald and Paddington roads, would probably support 
a small population, T advised the construction of a tank of sufficient size to supply the wants of both 
township and travelling stock.

AVith regard to the Mossgiei and Holy Box AVells, it is not necessary to make, as suggested by tho 
Commissioner, “ Some judicious effort lo put and keep the wells and gear in order,” that having been 
done and maintained by the Mines Department ever since they were transferred from the Department of 
Public AVorks. As regards tbc well at Ivanhoe, I have submitted my opinion aud my reasons for it.

The Commissioner continues :—
“And that if a tank is decided on it should be placed at some convenient distance from the 

existing wclis, so as to utilize the small supply therefrom.”
Tlie objection urged by mo against theso wells, with the exception of that at Mount Manara, is 

not that the supply is insufficient, but that they do not yield stock water, or in other words water which 
not only sheep, but horses and cattle will drink, and which it appears to me, at public works of this 
nature, should also be suitable for human consumption. 1 would submit, therefore, that no advantage can 
be gained by placing tanks at convenient distances from such wells.

In cases of wells with small supply, such as at Mount Manara, the advantage seems doubtful; this 
well docs not yield more than 3,000 gallons in the twenty-four hours. Even for a large supply tank for 
storage this is insufficient for travelling stock, aud yet it would be necessary to maintain it at the same 
expense as a good work. Unless leased by some one who could utilize it for a special purpose, it would 
remain on the hands of the Department, charged with the expense of a caretaker, horse, and harness.

I have, Ac.,
HARRY GILLIAT.

-----------------Inspector, Tanks and AVells. I

I had the honor recently to give some details in connection with the Mossgiei, Holy Box, and 
AVaiko AVells for the information of the Hon. tho Secretary for Mines ; from the annexed Minute-paper 
of the Commissioner and Engineer for Eoads and Bridges, to whom the paper was sent, it appears that I 
have failed io express myself with sufficient clearness on some points,

1st. In the previous paper, I endeavoured lo show that the supply of water from tho wells 
named was ample, and that after being received from the Department of Public AVorks they 
were thoroughly refitted, and had been maintained in effective order since.

2nd, That the real objection io the Mossgiei and Holy Box AVells was that they did not yield 
stock water, stating that while the station sheep would drink in dry seasons the water from 
the Mossgiei AA'cll, neither travelling stock, cattle, or horses would drink from either that 
or the Holy Box AVell.

v 3rd.
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3rd, That the Waiko or Ivanhoe Well being so much out of repair at the time of its transfer 
from the Works Department I advised ils abandonment, on the ground that it would, cost 
nearly as much to repair it as to sink a new shaft, adding that, while fair stock water, it was 
not fit for human consumption, and that the probable increase of population at Ivanhoe 
made it desirable that a tank should be placed there.

Two telegrams were submitted at the same time—one from Messrs. Robertson, Wagner, & Co., the 
present lessees, stating that no application for water had been made at either of the works during their 
tenancy, and that their own horses would not drink it; tlie other, from Overseer Hansen, was to tho 
same effect, With regard to Mr. Wood’s recollection of travelling stock watering at the Ivanhoe Well, 
it was distinctly stated that the water was reported fair stock water.

In wells not so brackish, but that water will be drunk by sheep broken to it on tbe station, Mr.
Wood’s experience and my own agrees—viz., that by constant use for a sufficient period a proportion of 
the salts in the water-hearing strata may become diluted, and the water improves in consequence; but I 
do not see how this can affect these wells, for if no stock will drink the water they are not likely to bo 
improved by constant use, and baling for weeks would probably have no effect upon them.

But what appears to be the fatal objections to these wells remaining part of a line of public water 
supply on one of the most largely travelled roads of tbe Colony I would submit, are:—

1st. Their being unfit for human consumption, wbicb may be considered of great importance 
in public works of this nature. 4

2nd. That two out of three wells are unfit for stock, and the third being so much out of repair 
a new work is advisable that would be of use to the inhabitants.

Referring to the information given by the Commissioner that a tank or dam near or in the 
Willondra is to be constructed, which will supersede the Mossgiei Well, tbe site is tbe one that I 
proposed; but it has recently been suggested by Messrs. Cramsee and Wilkinson, tbe Members for the see letter from 
district, that a site near the township of Mossgiei would be jointly available to the residents, as well as berewith.1"8™ 
the travelling public. The consideration of this joint service is now with the Secretary for Mines, and I 82-443.
have only to say that a very suitable site may be found in " Smith's Clump,” half a mile south-west of 
the township. As soon as the position is determined, it will be very desirable that a Reserve of 2 square 
miles should be applied for.

The anomaly of the Mines Department recommending tanks w'here the Department of Public 
Works has placed wells, and on the road to Mount Brown Wells where that_Ilcpa.rtment has constructed vim c-f ™"[in 
service tanks, may, I think, he simply explained. I referred in my report on the latter to the excep- ni^to^ibert1111" 
tionally low average and irregular rainfall common to the district, and to the fact that wells had been 
sunk in various parts of it obtaining fair supply of good water at moderate depths, and drew my con- oasoj, 
elusion that wells would prove tbe more reliable source of supply under such conditions. _

Tho Government wells ou tho road from Booligal to Wilcannia, five in number, cannot be considered 
successful; three are not fit for human consumption; one is unpalatable from its sickly sweet 
flavour, so noticeable that tea made from it does not need sweetening; and the fifth has no supply. Tho 
climatic conditions are different, the rainfall is slightly heavier and more regular. Under these circum
stances I considered it my duty to advise tho adoption of tanks.

As the Commissioner notifies his intention of abandoning the well at Mount Manara on account 
of insufficient supply, the course I had the honor of recommending in 1880,1 would suggest that tlie 
overseer of that division may be authorized to remove such of tbe material as may prove useful for 
repairs at neighbouring works. HARRY GILLIAT,

----------------- 25/5/82.
Abandonment of Holy Box and Waiko Wells.

Memo.—It is, I think, evident from Mr. Gilliat’s Memo., and the evidence to which he alludes TanksAWelb, 
that the Holy Box AVell cannot ho deemed a suitable watering place, for if the water there bad been 82-439. 
drinkable, even by sheep, no drover would, in such a trying season as the last, have passed it, as every 
one of them did, without watering his sheep, supposing they had been supplied, which they were not, 
with water at Mossgiei. The fact that no application was made to water stock at the “ Holy Box” is 
sufficient proof that the water is unfit for any but station sheep, which have been made to drink such 
water by three or four days starvation, a course of procedure drovers dare uot attempt with sheep on the 
road. _

Then as regards the ” AVaiko” AVell, at Ivanhoe, there is no doubt but that this will be a township 
of some size, and likely before long a place of Petty Sessions, situated as it is about midway between 
Balranald and Cobar, and about the same position between Booligal and Hay, at tbe point where the 
roads between Ibese townships cross each other, and it would tend not only to the comfort of the people 
travellers on these roads, to have a sufficient supply of fresh water here, but also to promote the growth of 
tho township.

It would, I think too, be unsafe to have two doubtful means of supply, such as tbe “ Holy Box” and 
“ AVaiko" AVells afford, next each other; for if tbe water at both wells were to be refused by stock (I was Mr. Cambridge's 
informed by several persons, ou my way to AVilcannia and back, that only some stock would drink tbe ^j'8^54Ju,y’ 
AVaiko water) they would have to travel 45 miles (from Mossgiei to Boonoona) without a drink. Then 
again with regard to travellers. It is not right that on an important road, such as this now is, they should 
liave to go half that distance in dry times without being able to obtain fit water for themselves or their 
horses, except perhaps by begging it, wbicb they could only do at one or two places by the way.

Taking all these circumstances into consideration, and also tho important fact pointed out by Mr.
Gilliat, that the cost of repairing the “AVaiko ” AVell will be nearly as much as sinking a new shaft, I 
would suggest that these papers be returned to the Department of Public AVorks, with a view to a recon
sideration of tbe question of tbc abandonment of the two wells here referred to, especially that at 
Ivanhoe; and in doing so it should also be borne in mind that the nearest watering place on the Balranald 
Road (on which there is a considerable amount of both stock and general fraffic) is at Til Til, more 
than 25 miles from Ivanhoe, and that if a sufficient supply of good water is not provided at the latter 
place, travellers by the Balranald Road will get none till they reach Boouoona, some 16 miles farther on.
The Under Secretary for Mines. A.B., 30/5/82.

422—1 Submitted.—
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■ Submitted.—H.W., 1/6/82. Refer to Department of Public “Worts, together with tho letter of 
Mr. R. B. Wilkinson, M.P., on this subject. —A.R.. 2/6/S2. The Under Secretary for Public Works, 
B.C., 3/6/82. . Bonds.—J.R, B.C., 3/6/82. '
. It is no use irriting more—I have not time. Will Mr. Wood prepare instructions to Mr. Gordon 
to invite tenders for a tank at Mossgiei, though in another paper from the Mines the combination of 
town and stock tank is objected to. Will Mr. Wood also note the importauee of having a section of 
.the Willandra and of the Lachlan at its junction taken. This information may probably be at Harbours 
and Elvers Office. Instructions to be also given to invite tenders for tank at Holy Box and a small tank 
at Waiko, which, in the event of the artesian bore turning out a failure, can be supplemented by a largo 
'stock tank. _

Also a tank at Mount Manara, as, even if sufficient water could be obtained in well,ot would pro
bably bo too deep to lift economically.—W.C.B,, 7/6/82. Mr. Wood.

Draft instructions herewith.—Autuur P, Wood, 9/6/82.

Ivanhoe Tank.—Contractor’s claim for compensation.'
Roads, Sydney, 10 March, 1885.

Tanks&WeUs, works for watering stock routes were first undertaken iu 1870 a well was sunk at Ivanhoe, which
So-52l. yje]cjefj a plentiful supply of good water. This well was subsequently handed over to the Mining Depart

ment, fell into disrepair, and was ultimately condemned by its officers.
' In 1882 application was made for a tank at this place, but in view of the fact that good water has 

been proved to exist under ground a well was strongly recommended by the Department, both on the 
score of economy and certainty of supply. This proposal was strongly opposed, and tenders were then 
invited for constructing a tank on the Balranald Eoad, about 1 mile west from tho township, but owing 
to the seasons no reasonable tenders were received, or, when accepted, were not taken up. This occurred 
time after time until a change took place in the season, and tenders were again invited and Casey’s tender 
accepted for constructing a tank at the site already mentioned. This being settled, the lessees of 

■ Kilfera Run, in conjunction with some of the townspeople, brought pressure to bear, and the site was 
removed to the Box Swamp, about 1 mile cast of the town, on Ticehurst Emu Here the contractor was 
served with a notice by the lessee that he was trespassing, and it was then discovered that the land was 
selected a lew weeks before. _

The question of site was ultimately settled by constructing the tank on the Village Reserve, which 
pleases Kilfcra, Ticehurst, and the residents of tbe township. _

Mr. Casey’s letter ghes a faithful account of the changes that were made, and by which he lost 
the time for which he claims compensation. _

The amount of his claim, £497 IGs., is excessive ; but as be is fairly entitled to sonic compensation 
for the'fifteen weeks loss of time, it can be estimated at £10 a week for idle plant, £150, which added to 
£152 IGs., Mr. Stillwell's estimate of actual cash losses, makes a total of £302 16s.

ARTHUR P. WOOD.

It will be seen the bungling was not the fault, of this Department but of the law. The contractor 
has been offered £300. Mr. \\rood advises that he should get £302 16s. and no more.—“W.C.B., 11/3/85. 
Under Secretary, B.C. Forward to Mines.—F.A.W., 13/3/85. The Under Secretary for Mines.—
J.B.. B.C., 14/3/85. Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., B.C., 17/3/85. '

Minute by The Chief Inspector Public Watering Places,
Ivanhoe Tank.

18 March, 1885,
Tanks&Welle, Tins exception taken by this Department to a well at Ivanhoe has always been based on the ground that

85-541. the subterranean water, while good stock water, was too brackish for domestic purposes; 2nd., that any
watoring-place constructed here would be required for tho use of the township, as well as for slock
purposes.

It was therefore submitted the watering-place should be a tank, and within a convenient distance 
of the township. These conditions arc, 1 think, fully met with in the site Mr. Wood has selected.

I must ask leave to correct a misapprehension of Mr. Wood with respect to the Waiko Well. Ho
states, “ the well was subsequently handed over to the Mining Department; fell into disrepair, &c.”
Tlie well was leased by the Works Department to the Messrs. Kennedy, of Ticehurst; fell into disrepair 
while in their hands, and was thrown up by them before I took delivery, in 1879.

As I was unable to find a contractor who would undertake the repairs at a lower price than -I 
the cost of a new well, and in view of the requirements of tho inhabitants of the township, I recom
mended the construction of a tank. ■

HARRY GILLIAT.

Mr, Gilliat,—Be so good as to report with reference to the subject of the Commissioner’s minute.— 
A.B., 23/3/85. The changes of site alluded to by Mr. Assistant-Engineer Wood wore made without 
reference to or in consequence of any action on tho part of this Department.—H.G., 23/3/85.

Minute by Tho Chief Inspector of Stock.
Correspondence between tho Works and Mines Departments.

■ 26 March, 1885.
W,™, j think, with Mr. Gilliat, that such remarks as those made by Mr. Assistant-Engineer Wood, on 85-164, 

“ herewith, should be carefully avoided, as likely to cause friction between the Departments, and unnecessary
correspondence. This applies also to references to matters which have been long settled, such as that made 
by Mr. Wood in the accompanying paper, in regard to the Waiko (Ivanhoe) Well, where he has, I think 
quite unnecessarily, taken the trouble to recur to matters which took place some seven years ago, and 
unfortunately without being careful that, his statements are borne out by the facts. Mr. Gilliat’s reply 
with regard to state of well when transferred.

--------  A.B., 27/3/85.
Submitted.—
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rrOO./ Off ^

Submitted.—-H.W,, 11/4/85.
If Mr. Gilliatt ia correct, then tlie statements of Mr. Wood are somewhat reckless, and seem to be 

exceedingly offensive. I have no desire to encourage anything like illfeeling between the two Depart
ments, but have at all times condemned in officers of this Department any action of tlieirs likely to pro
duce such a feeling, and Mr. Wood should be certain of bis facts.—.T. P. Abbott, 21/4/85.

Mr. Gilliat, 23. _
It may, perhaps, be as well to submit extracts from my reports on the Waiko Well, to show my 

opinion of the state of the work in 1879 and 1880; and Mr. Brougham, the Messrs. Kennedy's manager 
at Ticehurst, who leased the well, can, if it is thought necessary, no doubt confirm all I have said in my 
minute 85-541. The Chief Inspector of stock also visited this well with me, and heard from local report 
all that I have here stated.—H.G., B.C., 24/4/85.

Minute bv the Commissioner and Engineer for Eoads and Bridges to The Under Secretary for Public 
' Works.

Be P. A. Casey’s claim for compensation, re Ivanhoe Tank.
‘ May 18,1885.

Ok the 12/3/85 I forwarded a minute paper recommending that the sum of £802 IGs. be paid to Mr.
Casey in full of all demands. Mr. Casey having now intimated his willingness to accept the sum named, ~ >
I have to request the return from the Department of Mines of the paper in question, as no abtion can be 
taken in the matter pending its receipt. W.C.B., 18/5/85. _

Forward to Mines, 22/5/85. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R-., B.C., 22/5/85. Return 
papers 85-521, tanks, to the Works Department, 29/5/85.

Sir, . Department of Mines, 29 May, 1887. _
Herewith I have the honor to return papers, tanks and punts, forwarded by you to this Tanks&Wclb, 

Department on the 14th March last, respecting the claim made by F. A. Casey, for compensation in con- 85-1,209 
nection with the Ivanhoe Tank, as asked for by you in your blank cover communication of the 22ud instant.

I have, &c,,
HAERIE WOOD,

Tbe Under Secretary, Public Works. Under Secretary.

Sir, Ivanhoe, 18 May, 1885.
I herewith enclose rough sketch of tank in course of construction at Ivanhoe. The contractor TanksAWells, 

lias, I should think, excavated about 15,000 to Hi,000 yards of soil, and is now into a sand drift which will 80-1,254
he tlie bottom of the tank which, in my opinion, will not hold water. There is a good drainage, and I 
think the position I have shown the drains in the rough sketch would be most suitable for the catchment 
of surface water. Tbe best position for tbe trougliing will bo at tbe south-east end. It will avoid stock 
from running across the drains. There is no reserve round this tank ; the land adjoining has heen laid 
out for the township, but I believe it has not yet been offered for sale by the Government. I cannot give 
an estimate of the cost of fencing, not knowing the description of fence required by the Government.
There is no timber round this immediate neighbourhood that would be suitable for posts. I think there 
is a possibility of leasing this tank when finished to Cobb and Co.

I have, &c., ‘
JAMES YEO,

Tlie Chief Inspector of Stock. Overseer of Tanks and Wells.

Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., B.C,, 22/5/85. _ _
I do net see what use can he made of this information. The construction of the work is being 

conducted under the supervision of a qualified officer of tbe Works Department. Criticisms of this sort, 
with suggestions as to tbe method of continuing the work, appear to me impossible between tbe two 
Departments, unless proceeding from an officer specially instructed to that effect by the bead of the Depart
ment. Tlie information, if conveyed as a private memo, for tlie information of tlie Chief Inspector of 
Public Watering Places, would perhaps have some value. I cannot recommend any action upon this.— 
Hajuit Ginliat, B.C., 9/6/85.

Ask Mr. Yeo to report on this tank on printed form.—A.B., 13/6/85. ■
Mr. Overseer Yeo should have used the printed form of report (he will be asked to do so) in 

reporting on this work, as the greater part of the information which is required with respect to it has not 
been sent. I think, however, the information which he gives in regard to the unsoundness of the ground 
should, in the public interest, have been transmitted by him, and that it should, as you suggest, be con
veyed in a private note from you to Mr. A. P. Wood, of the Works Department. Tbe other matters to 
which he alluded may he considered as for your information only.—A.B., B.C., 13/6/85. Mr. Gilliat. ■ 

Letter to Mr, Yeo, 16/6/85.
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Dr'fiiH V; u/v u/nj? ,S. E'

Inspector J. W. Boultbee to the Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, reporting on tank recently 
constructed at Ivanhoe.—Road—from Hay to Wilcannia; distance from and name of post town—at 
Ivanhoe; parish—Warwilly; county—Manara,

Questions:— 25 April, 1881.
1. Name of road and length?—Hay to Wilcannia, 28G miles.
2. If near a town, give estimate of population that may he dependent on the watering place?—In centre 

of Ivanhoe township; from one to two hundred.
3. Estimate of traffic in stock and teams?—The traffic is very large, especially in seasons like this, when 

it is necessary to send sheep to the mountains.
4. The traffic; by what roads; the destination ?—Both stock and teams; it is the main stock route from 

the north.
5. Its distance from neared watoring-place, or permanent natural water on each side ?—18 miles from 

Holy Box Well on south ; 23 miles from Boonoona Tank.
If a Tank,

G. Tlie dimensions and capacity in cubic yards ? 05 x 65,18 feet deep ; 20,000 cubic yards.
7. Form of embankment and distance from excavation ?—Amphitheatre. The hank on the inlet side is 

lower, however, than the others,
Watering appliances.

13. Pull description of watering appliances and delivery in gallons per hour?—A 4-horse power Tangye 
steam force pump in course of erection.

14. Supply tank; size, construction, capacity in gallons ? A bucklcplate iron tank, 25 x 25 x 25; 20,500 
gallons.

15. Troughing, length, width, depth, material, and position? 300 feet galvanized iron troughing, with 
post and rails of sawn pine.

Fencing.
1G. Area enclosed ; description ; distance between posts; number and gauge of wires ?—Tank is enclosed 

in T. L.; G10 acres; Nos. G and 8.
■17. Gates ?—None erected yet.

General.
18. Probabilities of obtaining tenant and estimated rent?—The distances from watering-places on either 

side are greatly in this tank’s favour; a high rent should be obtained. The paddock being in the 
township, so to say, should render it valuable for agistment. Not less than £100 a year should he taken,

10, Area, position, and quality of land included or to he included in tenant’s lease ; area notified for 
public watering-place ?—The T.L now being fenced is CIO acres in extent, is not first-class country, 
being open broom and hop brush scrub; clearing would increase tbe value.

20. Caretaker’s cottage and description ?—None erected.
•TAMES W. BOULTBEE,

Acting Inspector, Public Watering Places.

General
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General Remarks on Ivanhoe Tank.
i I ™ited this tank on 29th April last, and found that it was not out of the contractor’s hands. I 
do not think, however, that it will be long before it is ready for transfer. The main tank is a fine 
excavation, G5 feet x G5 feet and IS feet deep, excavated in red elavey soil with a substratum of white 
greasy sand. I heard several opinions expressed that it would not hold, but anywhere where the sand 
shows the smallest admixture of clay, the ground holds well The tank is surrounded by a drain to carry 
off the water from the batters and thus save guttering; but the ends of the drain, where they run into the 
flume, are at present closed. The embankments are 10 feet high upon three sides, and on tlie side where 
the inlet upon East comes m the Dank is considerably less. The arrangement at the flume is different from 
any I have seen, and I think the plan a weak one. The drains empty into a small silt tank, 10 yards 
square and 6 feet deep, excavated almost in the hanks, and a lower horseshoe bank is raised and passes 
over the flume on a logging of rough leopard wood, a timber that is perfectly useless in the ground. Tho 
loilowmg diagram may perhaps explain

. The effect of this will be that the body of water coming down tho drains will fill tho silt tank, and 
dam back and eventually carry away tho bridge and all the embankment in tbe half circle into the tank 
Jl- the bridging ot the flume had been well made, and the banks of the same height as main banks I think 
risk would have been avoided. ’

The drains, of which there is a very great extent, are well made; but they run about and through 
the township, and must collect a great amount of filth, on tlie drain from the north from the tank On 
its very edge is a piggery belonging to Macdougal’s Hotel, and Cobb & Co.’s yards are in close proximity 
too close tor the benefit of the water. The ftuming on tlie east, connecting the small silt and main tank 
is sawn pine tarred, 5 x 2 ending upon a 12 x 12 apron, also sawn pine. That on the west is round iron 
flume leading to an open box flume of sawn pine 2 x 2, and ending in an apron 12 x 12. On the inlet 
Bide ot this flume the valve is quite unprotected; even now the earth is falling in around it. A small staging 
aud a protcc ion of stubbing to keep tho loose earth of the embankment from falling in is highly necessary 
The silt tank on the west side is 30 x SO x 6 feet; is almost half full of sludge The embankment is 
pierced for the suction pipe upon the ground level, which is supported by sawn pine uprights, upon which 
the depth iu feet could now be easily marked. There is no nozzle tank. The supply tank is the usual 
buckle plate iron, 25 x 2o x 5, upon small girders upon concrete piers. It lias now a coatiim of 
refrigerating paint. The valve to the troughs is defective; it is too short to allow of the wheel beiim fixed. 
Ihe pipe or valve is shorter than others I liave seen, and it consequently brings the wheel against the 
side ot the tank. If it is retained as placed, a spanner will have to he used. The troughim* is the usual 
300 feet galvanized iron troughing, protected by posts and rails, wbicb, in this as in other cases has the 
same fault—the rails are too high from the edge of the troughs. There is no flushing outlet to troughs 

. . The engine and gear is a 4-horse power Tangye now in course of erection. It is, however in mv 
opinion, too close to the supply tank. There is no room left for tho erection of enmne-home The 
fencing is pine posts with top rail of pine of a substantial character, but without any bamk As pine is of 
a very brittle nature when dry, I think these hoop-iron hands would be an improvement. The T L 
is now being fenced in, and comprises an area of fair country—hop bush and broom scrub; its value 
would be largely enhanced by being cleared and burned off. A paddock like this, almost in the heart of 
tho township, should command a high rental. The tank is enclosed in the area, but the troughs are 
outside, and running parallel to the fence. From the north the approach to the troughs is only down tlie 
mam street, or by going behind some of the houses and entering the street again by a narrow pass 
I think all arrangements of the position of tanks and troughing should be made with a view to the con
venience of stock-. To get cattle or sheep into the troughs from the north will necessitate knockin'’ them 
about to get them there. 0

The space between tho troughs aud the T. L. fence does not give verv much space on the one side 
of the troughs for a body of stock. ' qqie
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The tanlc is a considerable distance from watering places an either side._ The township is at present 
dependent upon a small private tank of Mr. -Williamson’s. This public watering place should let well and 
readily, and I think nothing less than £100 a year should be taken as rent When particulars of surveys 
of township public watering places are complete, 1 am of Pkees aTC
betteriu the hands of trustees. JAMBS W. BOULlBkE,

Acting Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Mr Yeo will be good enough to note this report carefully, with a view of pointing out defects 
when taking over from the Works Department. I shall be glad to have a report as soon as he can make
it and to be informed of the probable date of transfer. H.G. ^ .

Mr. Overseer Yeo for report—B.C., 21st May, 1886. To be returned.-H.G. Contents
noted. Eeport will be forwarded at an early date.—J. Yeo, 28/5/86.

Sir, Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 1 June, 1886.
Deferring to your request to report on the Ivanhoe tank I now beg to furnish you with the

following general remarks, of tbe contractor who lias only to finish the erection of the
machinerv, when it should be ready for transfer, provided that the tank will hold water,. which, I think, 
is very doubtful. There was about 4 feet of water m tbe tank on the 18th May last since then it has 
soaked away, with the exception of 4 inches on the west side of the tank, which is a little deeper than the 
east side, tlie water has quite gone from the east side. The mam tank is a fine piece of work nansl i , 
67 x 67 x 18 feet deep, which is excavated m a red clayey sod with a substratum of white sand, wlncl, 
in my opinion, will never hold water unless it is puddled with clay. There is a df 8 
main tank to catch the water from the embankments and thus save the batters of 
guttering but the ends of the drains ou the east side of the tank, when they should empty, are at pieseut 
dosed by an embankment over the flume and round the end of the silt tank winch, in my op”"0'1. ^]1 
bo washed into the main tank after a licavy fall of ram, for it will be impossible for the flume under the 
embankment to carry the water away into the the mam tank. The flume is of the ordinary size, A feet In 
2 feet deep. I consider the silt tank on the east side is much too small and also too near the mam tank.

The embankments are 10 feet high and 60 feet wide at base on three sides; on the cast side is 
much less. It is necessary that some one should attend to the embankments as soon as possible tor there
arc several deep gutters washed in them already. , , n,__.It would have been much better if the embankments had not been so steep, then they would not
Kqvo wn^lipd iu gutters nenrly fis bad aa tbey "wil] now, mi , -

' The drains are very well made, and I consider they are about three miles altogether. Tlie dram 
which runs from the north-west corner of the main tank goes through the township allotments, consequently 
it will frustrate the idea of ever forming a township here unless tho dram is do”°
as Mr. Boultbee reports, on tbe very edge of Mrs. Macdougall s piggery, and Cobb & Co. s stable yards 
are in very close proximity, Mrs. Macdougall holds a special lease (on which the piggery and Cobb 
& Go’s yard stamfs) granted from 1st January, 1884, lo 81st December, 1888, to H. T. Millie. Tins 
drain is naturally boufd to collect a great amount of filth. Mrs. Macdougall says she will remove the 
piggery if required, but complains that she has been done a great jnece ot injustice by cutting off the 
supply of water. Tho fluming on the east is sawn pine, tarred, o x 2, ending upon a 12 X 12 apron, 
n]iPsawn pine. That on the west is round iron flume, leading to an open flume of sawn pmo 
2 feet x 2 Lt, and ending in an apron 12 x 12. The valve is quite unprotected on the west side of the 
tank consequently Ihe earth from the embankments is continually tailing around it; some protection 
should be erected around it, which I presume will be done by the Department of Works. Tho silt tanks
are bo^®^“1Ja”kWJteJf imckkd plate iron 25 feet x 25 feet x 5 feet upon iron girders upon con
crete piers The valve mentioned in Mr. Boultbee’s report has since been removed, and another put in 
its place which appeal's to be all right. The section pipe goes through the embankment on the ground 
level which is supported by sawn pine uprights, and on which I have arranged with a man to pamt tho
depths in feet, which will cost 10s. .

The engine and gear is a 4-h.p. Tangye, now m course of erection. , . , . ,, ,
The troubling is 300 feet in length, 30 inches x 12 inches deep, galvanized iron on timber 

bearers' the troughing is protected by post and rails of sawn pine, tarred, of the usual description. 
I am of the same opinion as Mr. Boultbee that the rail is too high from the edge of_ the traugh- The 
fence round the T.L. is now being erected. The country winch it includes is very fair, but a great deal 
of the scrub can be cleared, which I propose to have done by the caretaker when it )B handed oyer to this 
Department. It will be a great improvement to set back the fence some distance on the east side of the 
tank so that stock will not require to go through the main street.

’ The tank is about 20 miles from the Holy Box Well, aud 20 miles trom Boonoona Tank. _
Tbe township people have for some time been dependent upon a email private tank belonging to 

Mr George Williamson, who complains very strongly about tlie dram which runs from the north-west 
side of the tank and cuts off the water-supply. It will be a serious matter with the township people it 
this tank does not hold water, for it prevents private tanks being filled that will hold water

There are parties who are anxious to rent this tank, but I would recommend that it should be
placed in the hands of trustees. 1 have> fe‘̂ 0

Overseer, Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Connect this with Mr. Boultbec’s report and all other papers relating to this tank. Has Mr. 
Yeo wired any reports of its filling from late rains ?—H.G, 6/6/80. All papers herewith. S.A.,
16/0/86. Suspend until notice is received that the tank is ready for transfer.

Sir*
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Sir, Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 21/6/86.
I have the honor to inform you that 3 ft. 6 in. of water ran into the Ivanhoe Tank on 

Thursday, 17th instant, but is soaking away at tho rate of 3 inches per day.
The same depth of water which ran into the tank about a month since had all soaked away previous 

to this catch of water. I do not think it is possible for this tank to hold water unless it is puddled, 
which I consider should be done as soon as possible.

. , J. YEO.
Tlie Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

This tank is not yet transferred, I think.—H.G. No.—S.M". Please watch the loss by per
colation, and report from time to time. In taking delivery of this tank (when you are instructed), you 
should embody iu your report the exact loss you have noted from time to time.—H.J., B.C. 29/6/86. 
Mr. Yeo.

Contents noted. The loss by percolation from 17th Juno to 5th July was 2 ft. 6 in. We had 
1'30 points of rain on night of 5th July, which put 5 ft. 10 in. of water into the tank, and with 1 ft. in it 
before, it now has 6 ft. 10 in. in it.—J. Yeo, 7/7/S6.

Jiesubmit with Mr. Yco’s new works report.—H.G.

Department of Roads and Bridges, Sydney, 1 September, 1886, 
Memo.—Mr. Stillwell wires that Ivanhoe Tank will probably be ready to transfer to your Department in a 
fortnight. _ Tlie heavy roads have delayed delivery of material necessary to complete alterations ordered 
by Ibis oflicc. "

. ARTHUR P. WOOD,
Tbe Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. Assistant Engineer.

Mr. AV ood states he will wire to-day to Mr. Stillwell, and ask if Ivanhoe Tank is ready for transfer, 
and when answer is received will at once send memo, to Mr. Gilliat.—R.W.G., 7/10/86.

r t _ Department of Roads and Bridges, Sydney, 7 October, 1886.
Memo.—Telegram from Mr. Stillwell this day that Ivanhoe Tank will be visited in the course of a few 
days, when it can be transferred ; 12 feet of water. '
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. ARTHUR P. WOOD.

Mr. Yoo can be instructed by wire to arrange with Mr. Stillwell as to date of transfer of Ivanhoe 
Tank, and Mr. A. P. Wood informed by memo, that such instructions have been niven.—H G , 8 October 
1886. ’ 

Telegram to Mr. Yeo, 0/10/86. Memo, to Mr. Wood, 9/10/80.

Telegram from Mr. Overseer Yeo to The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places,
. Ivanhoe, 12 October, 1886.

Mr. Siim.wjiu.. is here, and proposes transferring the Ivanhoe Tank on Thursday next, when there will be 
a trifling amount of work left to complete. Shall I take delivery until the whole of work is completed ? 
Please arrange for Caretaker Playford to proceed here to take charge. I can arrange with a man prior to 
his arrival. J AMES YEO,

. -------- Overseer,
. I fhink transfer may be made without delay.—H.G., 12 October, 1886. The Under Secretary for 

Mines. Approved.—H.W., 12/10/86. Inform Mr. Yeo by wire.—H.G., 12 October, 1886. 
Telegram to Mr. Overseer Yeo, 18/10/86.

Telegram from Mr. Overseer Yeo to The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.
, , T m , Ivanhoe, Sydney, 18 October, 1886.

Delivery was taken of the Ivanhoe Tank on Saturday, 16th instant.
JAS. YEO,

--------  Overseer, Public Watering Places.
Resubmit with report.—H.G., 19/19/86.

_ , 16 October, 1886.
Overseer James Yeo to the Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, reporting on tank recently 

. constructed at Ivanhoe.—Road—from Hay to Wilcannia ; distance from and name of post town—at 
Ivanhoe; reserve (nature, No., and date)—within T.L. 66, 29/1/86; parish—Ivanhoe; county— 
Mossgiei.

Questions:—
1. Name of road and length ? Hay to AVilcannia, 255 miles.
2. If near a town give estimate of population that may be dependent on the watering place ? In

centre of Ivanhoe township, 40. '

P.W.P.,
86-3,173.

P.W.P.,
86-4,728.

P.W.P.,
86-4,793.

P.W.P.,
86-4,844,

P.W.P.,
86-4,947.

P.W.P.,
86-4.992.

3.
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Portions itali
cised note in 
Tank Book.— 
11*0., eeth Oct, 86,

Tanks A-Wclls, 
86-5,587.

Estimate of fraffic in slock and teams ? The traffic is very large, it being a main road from Victoria 
to Queensland ; at present there is a great number of cattle coming down from Queensland for the
Victorian markets. . „

4, The traffic, by what roads, the destination ? Both stock and teams. It is the mam road irom 
Queensland to Victoria and from Paddington to Balranald. _ .

ti. Its distance from nearest watering place or permanent natural water on each side. 20 miles from
Boonoona Tank; 20 miles from Holy Box "Well.

1/a Tank.
6. Tbe dimensions and capacity in cubic yards ? 200 X 200 ft., top ; 146 x 146 ft., bottom ; 18 ft

deep; 20,000 cubic yards. , ,.
7. Form of embankment aud distance from excavation ? Surrounding tank 20 it. from excavation.

Walering appliances.
13. Full description of watering appliances and delivery in gallons per hour ? Especial three h.-p. steam

pump (Tangye), 4,000 gallons per hour. , ,, , . .
14. Supply tank; size, construction, capacity in gallons ? 25 x 25 X o ft.; iron buckled plates on

concrete piers; 20,000 gallons. _
15. Troughing, length, width, depth, material, and position ? 300 ft, long, 30 in. wide, 9 in. deep; 

galvanized iron on timber bearers ; south side of service tank.

Fencing.
16. Area enclosed ; description; distance between posts; number and gauge of wires ? 640 acres in 

progress, post and wire; 10 ft. apart; live Ho. 6, and one No. 4 wires.
17. Gatos ? To be 12 ft. wide.

General.
18. Probabilities of obtaining tenant and estimated rent ? There would be no difficulty in getting a

tenant for tins tank, it being, so to say, in the centre of the township, and should command a high 
rental. I consider at least it would be worth £100 a year. .-c 7 r

ID. Area, position, and quality of land included or to be included in tenant’s lease. Area notified lor 
public watering place ? T.L., 640 acres, fencing in progress, on south-east side ox mam tank. The 
country is fairly good, but its value can be improved by clearing tbe useless scrub.

20. Caretaker’s cottage and description P None erected,

General Bemarks.
Tho Ivanhoe Tank, with its appurtenances, was transferred by Mr. A. W. Stilwcll, A.E., Hay, to 

James Yeo, overseer of PAV. Places, Ivanhoe, on Saturday, October 16th, 1886.
The main lank at present has 11 ft. 6 in. ivatcr in it, which is soaking away and emporahng at the 

rate of 1-| inch every twenty-four hours, which is much less than it has heen. (About six weeks since the 
water tens Ooing out of the tank at the rate of 3 in. everg twenty.four hours.) The baiters are washed 
from the continual swell of the water into little steps, which, I consider will be advisable to let remain, for 
it will catch any silt which might settle on the batters, and perhaps eventmllg stop the leakage.

The embankments have been holloioed out the top to prevent them from scouring ; they teere scoured 
previous to it being done. The caretaker can put them in order again with two days’ work. The embank
ment over the flume on the east side of the tank is on a, logging of leopard wood, which I consider is not 
suitable for the purpose. I drew Mr. Stillwell's attention to this when taking delivery. _

The silt tanks arc both partly full of water, but are in a good state of repair, Ihe sue tank on 
tbe east side was first put inside the embankment, which was found to be too near the main tank. It 
has since been filled up, and a fresh one put down outside the embankment. ,

The drains arc well made, but will require a lot of grading aud clearing before the water will run 
in them properly. In places they will require to be deaued at least 3 ft. deep, winch 1 have set the
caretaker to do at once. . , , , ,

There is ft piggery, belonging to IVPDougaH’s hotel, on the edge of the dram running north, which 
I consider should be removed, but I don’t know if I have power to have it removed, it being on a con
ditional lease. _ _ ,

The fencing round tank and T.L, is in course of construction.^ _
Machinery is in good working order, but requires painting, tarring, and cleaning. ^
The troughiug is in good order, but the rail over which cattle have to drink is much too high; 

this I pointed out to Mf. Stilwcll, aud ho has since made arrangements to raise the ground.
J. YEO,

Overseer of P.W. Places.
The percolation and evaporation now does not exceed 1 iu. every 24 hours. There is, I thmk, 

little doubt but that every succeeding rain will help the holding powers of this tank. There 
is already a diminution of 2 in. per day in the soakage.—James TV. Boultbee, Acting 
Inspector of Public Watering Places, Ivanboe, 27/11/86.

Beport by Acting-Inspector J. W. Boultbee, on the Ivanhoe Tank, road from Ivanhoe to Wilcannia, in
charge of Playford, for 23rd November, 1886.

State of drains.—In fair order ; require levelling and cleaning at crossings.
Silt tank—Half-full of water. The small one has been_ filled in, and a larger one excavated.
Inlet or flume.—In good order, but covered with a logging of leopard wood. ■
Main tank.—Cut into shelves by action of waves. _ ...
Embankments.—In good order, dished on top, but no shoot for water to run out—it is left to run 

out the one end of embankment, which is apparently the highest part.
Watering
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Watering Appliances.
State of supply tank.—Good; tlie refrigerating paint lias peeled off. 
Troughing.—In good order. Earth been raised, but rails are still too high, 
Machinery.—In very good order.

Paddocks and Fencing.
State of Ecncing.-—T.L. incomplete, apparently in the same state as my last visit. Contractor 

Bcvan has sub-let to Elliot, he has sub-let to, Anderson, and he has sub-let again. Bevanand Elliot are, I 
believe, wool-carting; meanwhile travelling stock are skinning the paddock. No alteration has been 
made to give access to tank by the back, as suggested in my new works report. The wire round enclosure 
is simply reeved, and I hear that there are no strainers, and that the wire is to be strained in long lengths 
to the post where it ends. This is a concession made by Mr. Stillwell. The first contractor must be 
getting a fine price for this.

Pates collected since last Report. £ s. d.
Month ending October, 1886 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 1 2

November, 1886............................................................................ 4 2 2 ’

Traffic since last Report.
Month ending October, 1886 ... ... ... ...

„ November, 1886.......................................

£4 3 4

7 horses.
31 horses, 7,638 sheep.

Weekly Depth of water since last report.—The water is going away at the rate of * of an inch 
per day ; now about 8'6.

Imnkoe Tank.
The alterations made by "Works Department since my last report, arc as follows:—
Top of embankment dished, but no way of storm water to escape. The small silt tank and horse 

shoe embankment has been filled in and removed. A new tank excavated and long fluming put down.
The alterations suggested in fencing have not been attended to. 1 think it is highly necessary, and 

I furthermore think that the troughs should he enclosed. Bed lines show fence as it is, blue lines the 
proposed fence. , _

The iron fluming mouth has been protected by a sort of cover. The drains will always he a source 
of trouble, espeemlly where the road crosses them. All the stock traffic runs over them, and one runs 
right through the town allotments, which are advertised for sale. 1 think the leopard wood cover to 
fluming should be removed. It is very useless timber, especially in the ground. I believe 15s. per chain 
was paid for the drains here, work that I got done on the Darling for 3s. 6d. to 4s. 6d. a chain, 6 ft. wide, 
and 18 in. deep. G-auge has been painted on derricks.

JAMES W. BOUJjTBBE.
Caretaker s Work.

Work done by caretaker.—Trimming embankments, tarring engine, and painting and pumping.
Work laid out for caretaker.—To clean drains aud finish embankments, cut scrub when able.
Remarks and recommendations.—There is one drain that for a eonsiderrblc distance runs up hill, 

and a cutting 3 ft. deep is required to run the water down. Mr. Stillwell had a man at this, but it is now 
left for our caretaker to do. I instructed him not to touch it until he has put everything else in good 
order. The place is fully half a mile from tank, and working there he can have no check upon travellers. 
Travelling stock are watering at Elliott's Tank in preference to G-overnment Tank since the rails are 
inconvenient. The ground has been raised, hut the rails seem to block wild cattle. We are losing 
hundreds of pounds all over the Colony, owing to this one defect.

The alterations made by the "Works Department, since my last report, arc as follows:—Top of 
embankments disked, but no way for storm’water to escape. The small silt tank and horse shoe embank
ment has been filled in and removed, a new tank excavated, and long fluming put dowu.

As it was As it is

sitt Tank

1------------- 1
Stlt TAnM

1

Emban >£NT

'\

Mfs >n TanK

The alterations suggested in fencing have not been attended to. 
I furthermore think that the troughs should be enclosed.

Ivanhoe, 28th Nov., 1.S86.
422—K —------- :------ -

I think it is highly necessary, and 

JAMES W. BOULTBEE.

Extract
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Extract from Ecport by Mr, Inspector Low.

Ivanhoe Tank,
31 August, 1887.

P.W.P., State of fencing.—Kot yet transferred from Works Department. This stylo of fencing cannot bo
37-4,900. £00 strongly condemned, by running wire and straining to any post.. Although this is only lately erected

some of the posts are now splitting, owing to being split pine and straining wires to them.
The drains here have evidently been constructed with no respect as to what a drain is for. One 

drain for a good half-mile running water from tank. Another is brought along road to Mossgiel and cut 
up very badly by both stock and teams. The water from this drain overflows silt tank, which is very 
smalt, and partly upon main road, and runs into Elliott’s tank on opposite side of road. Which water 
Elliott afterwards sells to the public. Another long drain runs through township allotments which have 
been sold, and is now being blocked up.

JOHN LOW,
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. Inspector of Public Watering Places.

1 submit this extract from Inspector Low’s report upon the Ivanhoe Tank and fencing for the 
information of the Hon. the Secretary for Mines, as it so strongly confirms my former remarks. It is work 
of this sort that occasions so much discredit, and for which this Department is so frequently blamed.—
H.G-.. 28/9/87. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 29/9/87.

Seen. I cannot help saying after having seen this tank that, in my opinion, a very improper 
situation was selected, and the work, in my estimation, is badly donc.^E.A,, 12/10/87.

XVII.
Holy Box Well.

Sir, Wilcannia, 13 May.
Tanks and I have this day let to Prod. Bichelman, a task for sinking a trial shaft in the Holy Pox Pad

dock, between Ivanhoe, Waiko, and Mossgiel, at (is. per lineal foot, to 150 feet; and 7s. 6d. per foot, 
50 feet deeper. . I have. Ac.,
The Commissioner for Eoads. W. H. HIGrMAN,

I understood that there was to be a tank here.—W.B.C., 22/5/77. A tank was never proposed, 
the country is unsuited.—W.H.H, Mr, Bigman to telegraph result.—W.C.B., 13/6/77.

Telegram from Mr. W. H. Higman, to Commissioner, Hoads.
Tanks and Kicuei.ma'N has very good water at 95 feet, Holy Pox, between Mossgiel and Ivanhoe.

Punts, ’--------- W. H. HIGMAN.
^ Telegraph, arrange for a well.—W.C.P., 26/7/77. Telegram sent.-—26/7/87. Register and file.

Holy Box Well,
Sir, Wilcannia Road, 29 October, 1877.

Tanks and In passing through Hay early this month, I saw the iron-work, fittings, and sheet iron,
Punts, required for this work, on drays. The timber (pine) is beiug cut about 60 miles north.
77*34. p have, &c.,

The Commissioner for Roads. ----------------- W. H. HIGMAN.
Holy Pox,

Sir, ■ Wilcannia Road, 1 December, 1877.
Tanks and I have to report that the material for this work is daily arriving on the ground. I am not

Punts, without hope that it may be completed to be available during the present summer. I attach a statement 
77-88. showing detailed quantities and schedule rates to agree with contractor’s bulk sum.

I have, &c.,
The Commissioner for Roads. --------- W. H. HIGMAN.

Little or no progress here yet. No possibility of getting timber. Three or four thousand feet 
of timber on the ground. Trial shaft down 95 feet, good water.—26/1/78.

Holy Box.
Sir, Darling Road, 1 April, 1878.

Tanks end The bulk of the material for this work is now on the ground, the shaft aud tank have been
Punts, started by the same men who built those at the Jumping Sand Hill, and I anticipate equally good work.
78-16. The utility of this well has been strikingly proved by the saving of three lives. In each ease the men

reached the trial shaft utterly exhausted, and by making ropes of their blankets fortunately succeeded in 
getting water. I am anxious to receive instructions for Taylor to go on with the Lignum Hut Well.

I forward return by same mail with this. I have, Ac,.
The Commissioner for Roads. W- H. HIGMAN.

I
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I do not wish to give instructions for the commencement of more work until I know exactly how 
Mr. Higman stands with respect to funds.—W.C.B., 16/4/78. Mr. Higman.—To be returned.

Unless the amount required would be advanced from some general vote, I am afraid the work 
must stand over. I regret this as Taylor has an excellent staff together, and it is an important 
work.—'W. IT. Higman, 23/4/78.

W.C.B., 29/4/78.
Holy Box Weli.

Showing quantities and Schedule of prices to agree with Contractor’s bulk sum of £1,031.

No. Dimensions. Quan
tity. Price. | No. Dimensions. Quan

tity. Price.
£ b. d. £ s. d. J £ s. d. £ s. d.288 6' 4" X 8" X 2" 2 6' 4" x 6" x 6"288 3' 2" x 8" X 2'' 2 41 x 6" x 6"54 3' x 4" x 4" 2 9' x 8" x 8"19 12' x 3" x 3" 2 4' x 8" x 8"19 12' x 4" x 4" (I 4,515 GOO 225 0 0

Tank,

70 6" x 4" x 5'6" f 2 8" x 6" x 17' 3"
4 s’xe* x 5'6" 16 8" x H" x 15'47 6" x 4" X17' 3" 222 8' x It" x 10'

5,077 oo

84 | 6'' x G" x 10' 0"| 
30 |i4"x6"x 2' 4"l

1
2
2
3
0
2

12' x 12" x 12’' 
14' x 8"x 8" 
14' x 8" x 4" 
10' x 6" x 4" 
12' x 7'' x 7" 
8' x 7"x 7"

150 | Oregon Battens

Tkottgiiing.

j | 60 j 6" x 3" x 10’

AThim and Poppet Legs.

3,966 | 4 0 0 j 158 0 0

2 4’ x 7" x 7"
4 10' x 6" x 4"
5 5' x G" x 4"

30 9' x 4" x 3"
14 4'6V x 14" x 2''

1,348 54 0 0 
10 10 0

32'' X 8'' dr. span beam (i/C 
256' King posts,-&c., 4/C
336 sleepers 8/-.............
Screws, holts, wasters, &c. 
Fencing ... ... ...
Ho. 4 wire, llewt. ...
Galvanized iron, 27 cwt.
Copper nails .............
Spikes .......................

nails ... ... ...
4" nails.......................
1 set whim mountings
2 cast-iron cocks

Total

Bound Tijibeh.
... 10 8 0
... 57 12 0
... 84 0 0
... 10 0 0
... 50 0 0
... 1 10 0
... 108 0 0
... 8 15 0
... 1 0 0
... 5 12 0
... 5 12 0
... 30 0 0
... 8 1 0

...£1,031 0 0

. Holy Box Well.
®ir> T, i _, . Hay, 13 May, 1878.

i have to report that work at this place is progressing very satisfactorily, the shaft is timbered for 
65 feet, and is now in hard slate, which must be blasted. The tank timber is all fitted ready for erection. 
This well should be comp]etc iu two months at the outside. ’
The Commissioner for Eoads. I }uive &c

--------------- W. H. HIGMAN.
Mr. Higman gives no idea of the quantity of water. Would a hore hole through this slate 

answer?—W. C. B., 17/5/78. Mr. Higman, B.C. To be returned.
. . water obtained yet in main shaft, nor expected until reaching depth of trial shaft, 95 feet •
it is too early yet to bore, we must have a certain depth of water to work the buckets in.—W.H.H ’ 
23/5/78. __________

Tanks and 
Puntu, 
78-20.

. Holy Box ATell.
®ir’ ttt i , , • , ■ Hay, 18 June, 1878.

Work at this place is progressing, the shaft being timbered and centred for 80 feet. The 
tank and whim are commenced all material is on the ground fitted and ready for fixing. I am in great 
hopes that the well will be ready for use in August.
The Commissioner for Eoads. ------— j have &c _

Seen.—W.C.B., 25/6/78. W. H. HIGMAN.

Tanks and 
Punts, 
78-27.

Telegram
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Tanil 8 and 
Punte, 
78-41.

Tanks and 
Punts. 
78-36.

Tanks and 
Punts. 
78-37.

Telegram from Mr. W. IL Higman to Commissioner for Eoads. _ ,
We have splendid water, Holy Eos Well, every prospect large supply; work now progressing satis
factorily. W- H. HIGMAIN.

Booligal, 26 August, 1878.---------------
Holy Eos Well.

g;rj Ha}r, 16 August, 1878.
I have to report unsatisfactory progress at this place, some difficulty with the men being the 

cause; there has been scarcely any work done since my last report. I have given the contractor, J. H. 
Taylor, to understand that unless he can make an immediate arrangement for completion at an early 
date the work will be taken off his hands and carried out at his risk. This I am prepared to do. i 
return here in a day or two. I have’^c,’>1- HIG]\pANT

The Commissioner for Eoads. -------
Mr. Cambridge to report on this at once.—W.C.E., 19/8/78. Hay, B.C. Mr. Cambridge, 

B.C. To be returned. , ,
As mentioned in tins report I returned to these works immediately, and found work recommenced 

on good progress being made. On the return trip again I found that excellent water had been struck 
at 92 feet, and in the next 3 feet increased rapidly, giving every prospect of a good supply. 
W. H. HmiiAif, 28/8/78. Bile.—W.C.B., 6/9/78.

Telegram from Henry- Cambridge to Commissioner for Eoads.
0 Hay, 24 September, 1878.

Contractor for Holy Box Well likelv to become insolvent. Can the workmen claim their wages due

from bondsmen if they agree to carry out work ?____ BETsEY CAMBEIDGE.

Mr, Fkm) to sec with reference to payments due, then record for reference.—W-CJi., 29/9/78, 
Accountant.—J. K. Taylor is the contractor for the work. The amount of the contract is £1,031, patd on 
account £611 ]2s. There are no vouchers in office at present,—25/9/78. Tut with papers. 
W.tm, 25/9/78. ----- :-------- . . ^ ^ ,

Telegram from Henry Cambridge to Commissioner for Eoads,
Hay, 28 September, 1878.

Tavror relinquishes contract Holy Box; gives up all claim to balance of money now due. Saunders, 
his security,, agrees to complete and pay all arrears of wages provided Jie be guaranteed all nionoys noi\ 
due or to become due on contract, even though Taylor should be forced into Insolvent Court. Instruct at
once as I leave Hay in the morning. I have promised to relet to Saunders.• __________ HY. CAMBEIDGE.

Telegram from Mr. James H. Saunders to Commissioner for Eoads.
Hay, 30 September, 1878

As surety for Taylor^ I should complete'the work, Holy Box, if he fails to do so HI accept the 
position and pay wages duo and Taylor be made insolvent, can assignee impound or obtain possession ot 
balance of contract money, about £100 ? Will the Department guarantee that I receive it f—if so what
steps must Taylor take? Ecply immediately. Important. JAMES.'ll. SAUNBEBS.

Mr. Cambridge has been instructed, File.—4/10/7S.

Extract from Mr, Cambridge's Ecport.
■ The Holy Box Well. ■

Wilcannia, 9 September, 1880.
The Holy Box Well has been attended to by Mr. Gilliat. The wood work 1ms received two coats 

of tar. A11 joints in 1 roughing and tank have been attended to and everything is m good order, i could 
not aster tain what cost of repairs were here or at the Mossgiel Well.

Telegram from Messrs. Robertson, Wagner, & Co., to Mr. Harry Gilliat, Inspector, Public Tanks and 
b Wells.

Hay, 27 April, 1832.
T.S.|W,11.1 No fpM™. other plate. Coach hor*» rvou^rink the “l^BBETS0N WAGNEKi j. c0,

Mr. Bruce,—In answer to my request for information whether they had received any applications 
for water from travelling stock, or if tlieir own horses would drink the water f^0111 , 7 iTXrir
Mossgiel Well, I have received this reply from Messrs. Robertson & Wagner (Cobb & Co ?.)—H.G.,
B.C., 1/5/82. ---------------

Telegram from Mr. John Hansen to Mr. Harry Gilliat, Inspector, Public Tanks and Wells.
Wilcannia, 4 May, 1882.

Tunksi&Wi'lla No travelling sheep or cattle have ever applied for water at Holy Box and Mossgiel wells, water 
82-359. ’ too salt, no stock will drink it, cannot get to Copago, return to-morrow Ivanhoe. Then Hay report re

Clancey sheep posted. j0H3T HANSEN,
___ _ Overseer, Felgate’s Hotel.

Mr. Bruce,—This telegram might be attached to the similar one from the lessees of these wells. ■
' G ’ Th's might perhaps he forwarded to the Department of Public Works, in connection with previous

papers. (Works 82'299, T. & \V„ 82-45).—The Under Secretary for Mines—AJJ 6/o/W.
Under Secretary for Public Works, B.C., 0/5/82. G.E.H. (for U.S.) Roads.-J.E., B.C., IO/^j/82.

Tanks and 
Punts, 
78-38.

Tanks and 
Punts, 
80-17.
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Holy Box ‘Well.
H. Cambridge—Well is finished.
Memo, with voucher for completion of the Holy Box Well.
The well is finished at last, and everything is satisfactory.

_ I visited the work on the 7th, and had the supply tested"; and am of opinion that it will not only 
give the required supply, but four or five times as much in every twenty-four hours, and then not fail. 
The quality of the water is good. The material and workmanship is very fair. I could not get to the 
bottom, but the shaft had been timbered to the bottom before the supply was obtained.

When the bailing began, there was a depth of nearly 30 feet; after bailing about two hours, the 
top water was gob rid of, and the depth then was about 15 feet, at which depth it kept, whilst bailing at 
the rate of 1,500 gallons an hour. HENRY CAMBRIDGE.

Original of above bears no date, but was forwarded with final voucher of Dee. 1/32.—T.H.

Memo.
_ X had the honor recently to give some details in connection with the Mossgiel, Holy Box, and Tanlts&Welb, 

Waiko wells, for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, from the annexed minute 0r; 
paper of the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads and Bridges, to whom the paper was sent. It appears iraKfiatik 
that I have failed to express myself with sufficient clearness on some points. pai»r«.

1st. In the previous paper I endeavoured to show that the supply of water from the wells named was 25 April, 1882 
ample, and that after being received from the Department of Public Works, they were thoroughly 
refitted, and had been maintained in effective order since.

2nd, That the real objection to the Mossgiel aud Holy Box wells was that they did not yield stock 
water, stating that while the station sheep would drink in dry seasons the water from the Moss
giel Well neither travelling sheep, cattle, or horses would drink from cither that or the Holy 
Box Well.

3rd. That the Waiko or Ivanhoe well being so much out of repair at the time of its transfer from the 
Works Department, I advised its abandonment, on the ground that it would cost nearly as much 
to repair as to sink a new shaft, adding that while fair stock water, it was not fit for human 
consumption, and that the probable increase of population at Ivauboe mado it desirable that 
a tank should be placed there.

Two telegrams were submitted at the same time, one from Messrs. Robertson, Wagner, & Co., 
the present lessees, stating that no application for water had been made at either of the works during 
their tenancy, and that their own horses would not drink it. The other, from Overseer Hansen, was 
was to the same effect.

_ _ With regard to Mr, Woods’ recollection of travelling stock watering at the Ivanhoe Well, it was 
distinctly stated that the water was reported fair stock water.

In wells not so brackish, but that water will be drunk by sheep broken to it on the station, Mr.
Woods’ experience and my own agrees, viz,, that by constant use for a sufficient period, a proportion of 
the salts in the water bearing strata may become diluted, and the water improved in consequence; but I 
do not see how this can effect these wells, for if no stock will drink the water, they are not likely to bo 
improved by constant use,_ and bailing for weeks would probably have no effect upon them. But what 
appears to be the fatal objection to these wells remaining part of a line of a public water supply on one 
of the most largely travelled roads of the Colony, I would submit,—

1st. Their being unfit for human consumption, which may be considered of great importance in 
public works of this nature.

2nd. That two out of the three wells are unfit for stock, and the third being so much out of repair, a 
new work is advisable that would be of use to the inhabitants. Referring to the information 
given by the Commissioner that a tank or dam near or in the Willandra is to be constructed 
(which will supersede the Mossgiel Well), the site is the one that I proposed; but it has been 
recently suggested by Messrs. Cramsie and Wilkinson, the Members for the District, that a site 
near the township of Mossgiel would be jointly available to the residents as well as the travelling 
public, the consideration of their joint service is now' with the Secretary for Mines ; and I have 
only to say that a very suitable site may be found iu Smith’s Chump, 1 mile S. W. of the township.
As soon as the position is determined, it will be very desirable that a reserve of (say) 2 miles 
should he applied for. "

The anomaly of the Mines Department recommending tanks where the Department of Public Works 
has placed wells, and on the road to Mount Brown (wells where the department has constructed service 
tanks), may, I think, be simply explained. 1 referred in my report on the latter to the exceptionally low 
average and irregular rainfall common to the district, and to the fact that wells had been sunk in various 
parts of it, obtaining fair supply of good water at moderate depths, and drew my conclusions that wells 
would prove the more reliable source of supply under such conditions.

The Government wells on the road from Booligal to Wilcannia, five iu number, cannot be considered 
successful. Three are not fit for human consumption, one is unpalatable from its sickly, sweet flavour, so 
noticeable that tea made from it does not need sweetening, and the fifth has no supply. The climatic 
conditions are different; the rainfall is slightly heavier, and more regular. Under these conditions I 
considered it my duty to advise the adoption of tanks.

As the Commissioner notifies his intention of abandoning the well at Mount Manara, on account 
of insufficient supply, the course 1 had the honor of recommending in 1880,1 would suggest that the 
overseer of that division may be authorised to remove such of the material as may prove useful for 
repairs at neighbouring works. HY. GILLIAT,

--------------- 25/5/82.
Abandonment of Holy Box and Waiko Wells.

Memo.
It is I think evident from Mr. Gilliat’s memo., and the evidence to which ho alludes, that Holy 

Box Well cannot be deemed a suitable watering place, for if the water there had been drinkable, even by Timk^&Wells, 
sheep, no drover would in such a trying season as the last have passed it as every one of them did with- ‘
out watering his sheep, supposing they had been supplied, which they were not, with water at Mossgiel.
- The

Tanks and 
Pants, 
83-180.
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The fact that no application was made to water stoelc at Holy Box is sufficient proof that the water is 
unfit for any but station sheep which have been made to drink such water by three or four days' starvation, 
a course of procedure drovers dare not attempt with sheep on the road.

Then, as regards the Waiko Well at Ivanhoe. There is no doubt but that this will be a township 
of some size, and likely before long a place’of Petty Sessions, situated as it is about midway between 
Balranald and Cohar, and about the same position between Booligal and Hay at the point where the roads 
between these townships cross each other, and it would tend not only to the comfort of the people in the 
township and that of the travellers on these roads to have a sufficient supply of good, fresh water here 
but also promote the growth of the township.

It would I think be unsafe to have two doubtful means of supply such as the Holy Box and. 
Waiko wells afford next to each other, for if the water at both wells were to be refused by stock (I was 
informed by several persons on my way to Wilcannia and back that only some stock would drink the' 
Waiko water) they would have to travel 45 miles from Mossgiel to Boonoona without a drink. Then, 
again, with regard "to travellers, it is not right that on an important road such as this now is they should 
have to go half that distance in dry times without being able to obtain fit water for themselves or their 
horses, except perhaps by begging it, which they could only do at one or two places by the way.

Taking all those circumstances into consideration, and also the important fact pointed out by Mr. 
Q-illiat, that the cost of repairing the Waiko Well will be nearly as much as sinking a new shaft, I would 
suggest that these papers he returned to the Department of Public Works with a view to reconsideration 
of the question of the abandonment of the two wells here referred to, more especially that at Ivanhoe, 
and in doing so it should also be borne in mind that the nearest watering place on the Balranald Road 
(on which there is a considerable amount of both stock and general traffic) is at Til Til, more than 
25 miles from Ivanhoe, and that if a sufficient supply of good water is not provided at the latter place 
travellers by the Balranald Road will get none till they reach Boonoona, some 10 miles further on.

1 A. BRUCE,

Mr. Wood.—Draft instructions herewith. A. P. Wood, Commmissioner Roads.—B.C. 
Submitted.—H.W., 1/6/82. Refer to Department of Public Works together with the letter of Mr.
R. B. Wilkinson, M.P.. on same subject.—A.R., 2/6/82. The Under Secretary for Public Works.— 
B.C., 3/6/82. Roads.—DR., B.C., 3/6/82. ■■

It is no use writing more. I have not time. Mr. Wood, prepare instructions to Mr. Gordon to 
invite tenders for a tank at Mossgiel, though in another paper from tho Mines the combination of town 
and stock tanks are objected to. Will Mr. Wood also note tlie importance of having a section of the 
Willandra and of the Lachlan at its junction taken? This information may probably he at Harbours 
and Rivers Office. Instructions to be also given to invite tenders for tank at Holy Box and a small 
tank at Waiko which, in the event of the artesian bore turning out a failure, can be supplemented by a 
large stock tank.

Also a tank at Mount Manara, as even if sufficient water could bo obtained in the well it would 
probably be too deep to lift economically. W.C.B,, 7/6/82.

Holy Box and Mossgiel Wells.
Sir, Jumping Sand Hill Well, 27 August, 1882.

These works are in repair, Whilst at Mossgiel Station I drove over with Mr. Parsons, the 
Tauks&Wells, owner, to inspect Mossgiel Well. He is prepared to buy the material above and below ground of these

82-920. wena) filling up the old shafts. Eor the Mossgiel Well, the material of which is not so good or is it in 
such good order, he is prepared to give £100, and for the Holy Box, £200. If this price suits the 
department he would like an early answer, as the material is wanted for other wells. Address—Messrs.
C. J, Parsons & Co,, Mossgiel Station. I have, &c,,
Mr. H, A, Gilliat, Inspector of Public Tanks and Wells. T. ILBERY,

Overseer, Public Tanks and Wells, 
---------  S. W. Division.

Mr. Bruce:—This letter with another, was missent, and has just reached me, please forward it or a 
copy to me at Ivanhoe that I may make enquiries. It may he advisable also to instruct me if such a sale 
would be confirmed by the Hon. the Secretary for Mines.—H.G., B.C., 2/11/82. Copy forwarded, 
17/11/82.

Do you not think that the owners of the runs on which these wells are might purchase the wells ?
■ If they would, more would be got than by selling the material.—A.B., B.C., 17/11/82.

Mr. Gilliat:—The water from these wells is practically useless ; sheep in very dry seasons hare 
drunk that at the Mossgiel, but been always more or less injured in doing so ; neither stations, will buy 
them; but the present offer from the managing partner of Mossgiel is too good in my opinion to be 
neglected.—H.G., 8/1/83. -

Sir, Kilfera, 30 November, 1882.
I have just returned from having visited these works. I was unable to seo Mr. Armstrong, the 

resident partner of C. J. Parsons & Co., he being absent from the station ; his representative, however, 
informed me that they were still prepared to purchase at the prices already quoted to you, and would like 
an early answer; I wired you to this effect from Mossgiel.

I have, &c., ■
H. A. Gilliat, Inspector of Public Tanks and Wells, T. ILBERY,

Overseer, Public Tanks and Wells, 
------------------- S. W. Division.

Mr,
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Tanka on Hay io Wilcannia Koad.
As the price here quoted (Is. lOd. per cubic yard) is an extremely high one, and as the season of TankstWelle, 
iho year is becoming more favorable for getting the work done at a reasonable price, I would suggest '82-699. 
that the Works Department bo invited to call for iresh tenders, and if a scarcity of water still exists it 
might be conditional (as Mr. Quin, M J3., tells me it often is in such cases in the Darling District) that 
the period allowed to do the work should be counted from the date at which sufficient rain fell, to enable 
the contractor to obtain grass and water for bis working stock.
The Under Secretary for Mines. ALEXiR. BRUCE, '

---------  Stock Branch, 1/9/82.
Submitted.—H.W., 2/9/82. Approved.—A.R., 4/9/82. Under Secretary for Works.—

H.W., B.C., 6/9/82.
Roads.—B.C., 13 Sept., 1882. Holy Box aud Mossgiel tanks are let, and new shaft, Waiko,

■will be let as soon as a reasonable ofier can be obtained,—A.PAV., 3/1/83. Commissioner for Roads.

®ir» , _ Stock Office, Euston, 10 November, 1882.
When in Balranald, a few days ago, I met Mr, Brougham, from Tycehurst Station, near TaukuttWclls 

Ivanhoe, aud he informed me that the well at Ivanhoe had fallen in, and that stock hare now to travel 82-925. *
along the Booligal Road, for a distance of 85 miles, without getting water from G-overnment tanks or 
wells, vis,, from Boonoona Tajik to the Jumping Sand Hill. Mr. Brougham states that there are two 
wells between Ivanhoe and the Jumping Sand Hill, but they are both as salt as the sea, ‘ ’

Can any water improvement be made on this very important line of stock route ?
I have, <£c.,

J. M‘LEOD,
Mr. Aloxr. Bruce, Chief Inspector of Stock. Inspector of Stock.

Mr. Gilliat.—A.B„ B.C., 6/12/82.
Tlie subject of this letter has formed tlie material of numerous reports from me during tho last 

three years, and the steps, considered most suitable to cure the evil, have been urged as often ; at present 
I understand that a tank has been marked at the Holy Box Well, and another near the Mossgiel Well. 
1 shall shortly have occasion to visit those sites, and shall inform the department more particularly.

The actual distance from the Jumping Sand Hill Well to the Boonoona Tank is 80 miles, in this 
interval are three Government wells, two of which are salt and tho third fallen in and condemned.

Bull particulars of this road aud tho works on it, with schedule of the distances between water, 
have been furnished by me on several occasions in addition to my reports, and recommendations for the 
construction of works suitable for stock purposes, and at proper distances apart.—H.G., B.C., 29/12/82.

Telegram to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Mossgiel. 3 January, 1883.

Mossgiel and Holy Box Wells
Owj’Etts urge early reply to their ofier, viz., one hundred pounds sterling for material, Mossgiel: two Tanks&Wells, 
hundred, Holy Box—not likely to get more. Will reply. Mossgiel, thirty January. 83-58.

H. GILLIAT,
Inspector,

Ivanhoe.
Telegram to The Chief Inspector of Stock.

Booligal, 8 January, 1883.
Re Mossgiel and Holy Box Wells.

The manager urges a reply to his offer for the material by the 20th instant. I expect to be there Tanks&Weils, 
eighteenth. Will you wire decision to Mossgiel that I may inform. Papers posted to-day, 83-59

HARRY GILLIAT,
-------------------- Inspector of Public Tanks, &c.

Telegram from Mr. H. Gilliat to Chief Inspector of Stock.
, , _ _ Mossgiel, 19 January, 1888.

Has a decision been arrived at regarding sale of material at Holy Box and Mossgiel Wells ? Unless TanfeB&Wells, 
dealt with at once tender must be withdrawn, as contractor’s men are waiting for tho material. 83-103.

Mr. Gilliat informed by telegram.—22/1/83.
H. GILLIAT.

Minute by Commissioner and Engineer for Roads,
Subject:—Transfer of the Holy Box Well and appurtenances from the Mining Department to

this Department.
. . _ Roads, Sydney, 8 January, 1883.

The officers of the Mining Department having condemned the quality of water in the Holy Box Well as TanksiAVells, 
being unfit for stock use, I nave to recommend, that, as the timber and ironwork in the shaft and 83-87. 
appurtenances will greatly reduce the costs of the work now being constructed to replace tho well, the 
Mining Department be requested to band the well, &e., over to this Department, the material to be used 
up in the new tank works. This course should be the more readily adopted, as the local officer reports 
that it is the intention of that Department to sell tho material to certain residents in that district. While 
recommending this course I feel it to be my duty to again draw your attention to the difference of opinion 
regarding the quality of tlie well water entertained by their officers and ours.—W.C.B., 8/1/83.

The Under Secretary for Minos,—B.C., 9/1/83. This recommendation might perhaps be acted 
on, and the -wells and material handed over to the Department of Works. The prices offered for the 
material were £100 and £200—£300 for the two.—A.B , 19/1/83. The Under Secretary for Mines.
Submitted.—H.W., 20/1/83. Approved.—J.P.A., 20/1/83. Public Works informed.—24/1/83.
Mr. Gilliat informed by telegram.—24/1/83.

------------------- Mr.
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Sir, Hny, 5 February, 18S3.
I have the honor to request that you will give me authority to use material of abandoned 

tanks aud wells on the road from Booligal to "Wilcannia, so that same may he utilized iu new works now 
in progress. I have, &c.,
The Inspector of Tanks aud Wells, Ivanhoe. JOHN GORDON,

-------- - Assistant Engineer.
Mr. Gordon informed that (he material at the Holy Box and Mossgiel Wells are at his disposal, 

but that they are the only ones I have been directed to transfer to his Department—H.G., B.O., 9/2/83.
Mr. Bruce,—Mr. Gilliat may perhaps he instructed to hand over the material of any abandoned 

works for which the Officers of the Department of Works may apply.—A.B., 13/2/83. The Under Secre
tary for Mines. .

Submitted.—H.W., 14/2/83, Mr. Gilliat may do so, always at once reporting to his Department
that fact.—J. P. Abbott, 14/2/83. Mr. Gilliat—A.B.. B.C., 15/2/83. Mr. Gordon informed,—
H.G., B.C., 22/2/83. -------------------

Holy Box Tank.
Copy of Telegram from A, P. Wood, dated Wilcannia, 27 February, 1883.

The construction of the Holy Box Tank in the face of the recent test, which has proved the well fit for 
human consumption, will he an absolute loss of £1,900. I must strongly recommend abandonment of 
tank works. If you think they should go on despite this, please telegraph Gordon.

J A. P. WOOD,
---------  Assistant Engineer.

Telegram sent to Mr. Gordon to proceed with tank works.—28/2/83.

Telegram to Tlie Commissioner for Roads.
Wilcannia, 26 February, 1883.

Instruct Contractor at Holy Box Tank to start aud bale well. The result has been most satisfactory for 
Department, as Mr. Gordon telegraphs me that water is better than Jumping Sandhill, and was readily 
drunk by horses, and this is a crucial test. This should be communicated to Mines, and is another proof 
in support of views already advanced. Further comment is unnecessary.

ARTHUR P. WOOD,
______ - Assistant Engineer.

Mr. Wood has been instructed to let work at tank proceed.

Sir, Tank at Holy Box, Hay, 9 March, 1883.
On testing the water at the "Holy Box ” Well, and finding that stock would use it, 1 told 

Parker not to do any more to the tank.
I have a letter from him stating that since he had si lifted his camp from the Holy Box, the sheep 

had used all the water he had in the silt tank, and that he could not do any more, there till rain came. 
I have written reminding him that water can be got from the well, which I consider better than what 
they were using from the silt lank at the time I was there, and that lie must push on the work. I will 
let you know the result when 1 hear from him. I have, &c,,

■ JOHN GORDON.
The Commissioner for Roads. ---------

Mr. Hiles as to last action about tank or well here. Has not a telegram been sent on to Mines. 
Has not Mr. Gordon been told to wait.—W.C.B., 12/3/83. East action submitted.—12/3/83.

Sir, Hay, 28 February, 1883.
I have the honor to forward a jar coniainiug water taken from the well at Holy Box.

This well has been for months condemned by the Mines Department as unfit for use, and tho 
construction of a tank was in consequence commenced. .

When on our way to Mount Manara a few days ago, Mr. Wood and myself thought it advisable 
before dismantling the well, to have it baled out and see what quality of water would be found after 
taking out what had been standing in tlie shaft for months, mid which was as salt as sea-water. 
Accordingly a horse was put to work on Monday eve, and baling carried on until my return on Friday 
morning, when good water was being brought up, a sample of which I forward. I showed it to Mr. 
Armstrong, and his opinion is that, so long as we can get water like it from the well, no tank will he 
required. When I drove up to the well on Friday the horses drank two buckets full each, and would 
have taken more. When I saw that, and tasted the water, I stopped the work at the tank. Parker had 
about 3,000 cubic yards out, I told him to level out the bed of the pit so that it might be measured.

In my opinion the well only requires to be regularly wrought, in order to have a plentiful supply
of good water.

Mr. Armstrong would like to know the result of the analysis, as 
a similar quality.

he has two wells giving water of 
I have, &e.t

JOHN GORDON.
The Commissioner and Engineer for Roads.

Mr, Flynn, look up the jar.—W.C.B., 2/3/83. Jar received this day, 14/3/87.
I forward sample of water from well condemned by the Mines Department. It seems to me good 

enough for all purposes, though it has a slight taste; in all probability the tank water would also have a 
taste. I wait instructions as to whether in the face of this sample I am to direct work to be resumed
at tank.—W.C.B.—14/3./S3. _ ..................................... , ,

Under Secretary, B.C., with bottle of water. The Minister of Mines with sample ot tho 
water.—A.S., 2/4/83. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., 4/4/83. Submitted. Shall the
water be analysed?—HW., 5/4/83. Yes.—J. P. Abbott, 6/4/83. The Geological Surveyor.
B-C., 6/4/83. ' _______________- Mr;



Holy Box 'Well.
Sir, 1 Albert-street, 10 April, 1883.

For tbo information of tho Honorable the Minister for Mines, I hare the honor to report as 
follows, respeeting the sample of water received from you on the 3th instant. Tanie&WellF,

This sample (about 3 ozs.), was far too small for a proper analysis. S3-8o8.
Grains.

Total fixed matter (about) ... ... ... STO'd! per gallon.
Total chlorine „ ....................................... 173'95 per gallon.

Fixed matter consisting of chlorides of sodium and magnesium, carbonate, and sulphate of lime,
Unsuitable for domestic use.

I have, &c.,
Tho Under Secretary, Department of Mines. CHA.S. WATT,

‘ Government Analyst.

Mark Ho. 65—Water from well at Holy Box for analysis.—The Geo. Surveyor, 16/4/83, Ho ted.
A.H.T., 16/4/83. Mines, 17/4/83. Result may be sent to Works Department and Mr, Russell 
informed.—IT.W., 17/4/83. Submitted. Approved.—J. P. Abbott, 18/4/83. Mr. Russell informed.— 
20/4/83. The Under Secretary for Public Works,—H.W., B.C., 17/4/83. Roads.—J.R., B.O., 24/4/83.

Mr. Watt considers this water unfit for domestic use. He also considers the sample too small. I have 
ajar of it here, but I think further analysis only unnecessary delay ; the water, as I have on another paper 
stated, has been tried by Messrs. Broadbent, Cramsie, and Quin, who all prononced it excellent, and I now 
attach a message stating that ten thousand sheep had been watered at it, and that tlie drover considered 
it better than the Jumping Sand Hill. I have stopped tho tank, and still wait instructions. I think the 
decision as to Ivanhoe should also be reconsidered.—W.C.B., 26/4/83.

The Under Secretary for Alines.—J.R., 13.C., 7/6/83. The Chief Inspector of Stock.—H.W., 
9/G/83. Mr. Gilliat B.C., 28/7/83. _

Tlie evidence I have submitted as to the character of the water and Mr. Watt’s analysis, renders 
it unnecessary for me to add more evidence; the annexed letter from Mr. Surveyor Carter might, 
however, be attached to these papers. In the interests of the public it is desirable to ascertain if this 
well has been thoroughly baled. At the time of my report, and for the reasons given in it;, there was no 
appearance of it. I fear that the fresh water alluded to in the Commissioner’s minute will be found to 
prove the drainage of the surface water that, from its lighter specific gravity, remains on tlie top. Halt- 
hour’s constant baling may, under proper supervision, probably settle the question.—H.G'., B.C., 1/8/83.

lie Holy Box Well.
Sir, " Mount Manara, 28 February, 1883. ^

I learn through a private letter yesterday from Wilcannia that Mr. Assistant Engineer Wood, l'1'4^6^11?, 
of the Roads Branch, has received a telegram from the contractor sinking a tank near the Holy Box ' •
Well, stating that he was using the water from the well, which was drunk readily by his horses, and lie 
considered it heller than the water at the Jumping Sand Hill. It was further stated that Mr. Assistant 
Engineer Wood had stopped work at the tank.

As this well was condemned upon my report that I considered the water unfit for stock purposes, 
and that horses would not drink of it, it seems due to myself that the Department should at once be 
informed of this statement. _

I have written to Mr. Overseer Casey, directing him to forward, after inspecting the well, an 
independent report, with a sample of the water.

I shall inspect and report on the well personally and forward a sample o£ the wafer for tlie 
information of the Department. I have, &c.,
Alex. Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock. HARRY GILLIAT.

Submitted iu connection with previous papers, 83-333. Submitted.—A.B., 5/3/83. The Lndcr 
Secretary for Minos.

Holy Box Well, Ivanhoe, 9/3/S3.
Ox the 7th instant I visited the Holy Box Wi 11, in company with H. C. Brougham, Esq , of Ticchurst, Tanks&\Vclle(
and Mr. Overseer Casev, and found that the contractor for Ibo new Government tank there had removed 83-387.
his camp and plant, so that I was unable to obtain any information from him. On raising a bucket of
water from the shaft, I found it was excellent stock water, quite fit for horses to drink, and, although
slightly brackish, sufficiently palatable for man ; two bottles were filled and given Mr. Casey to forward
to the Department. Tlie reports that reached me were that the water had improved by steadily baling—
one saying for six days and nights, the other for three. On examination I have been unable to detect
any signs that the well has been closely haled down ; the horse-walk has not apparently been much used
recently ; the service tank has only about a foot of water in it, and in this are several dead birds and a
great number of feathers that seem to have been there for some time ; there is no appearance around tlie
well, or below tlie troughing, of any quantity of water having been run out, and the sheep troughing,
through which it probably would have been allowed to waste, has small bones, feathers, and other rubbish _
along its length ; these, with even a few buckets full passing through, would have been carried to tho
lower end; the cattle troughing had about 4 inches of water in it, and was thickly crusted with salt, the ■
water being quite thick with it; samples of it are forwarded by Mr. Casey and herewith.

As this well has not been previously worked for a year, and horses or cattle to have drunk the 
water must have used the troughing, it seems probable that the salt has been deposited from the water 
lately lifted.

If the well has not been haled out it is probable that the water from the fresh spring, of which 
there is nearly always one or more yielding a limited supply in these shafts, has from its lesser density 
collected, during the last ten or twelve months, above (he heavier salt water, in this easq I fear, on baling, 
bitter water will be again obtained. ' If?

422—L .
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If, however, the well haa been heavily baled it may prove that a more powerful fresh water spring 
has broken in when there will probably be a permanent improvement in the water. A case of this kind 
occurred a number of years ago en the adjoining station, and has, 1 am informed, yielded excellent water 
ever since. Or, it is possible, that continuous baling night and day may have caused the water to flow 
into the shaft so rapidly, from a point beyond the saline stratum, in which it usually becomes impregnated, 
that it has not had time to take up the salts, iu which case the well may continue to improve if constantly 
worked. I would suggest that information he obtained from the "Works Department, how long the well 
was baled, and if, as reported for several days and nights, it will be advisable to put on a caretaker and to 
supply h™ with a horse, as at present there is no water between the Boonoona Tank and the Jumping 
Sand Hill Well. ' 1 6

I hand you herewith letters from Messrs. Armstrong and Brougham, the latter gentleman, probably 
the oldest resident in the district, which will show what the water from this well has hitherto been.

Both the water and salt I think should be sent for analysis.
I should add that, as regards the quality' of the water, I do not consider it as nearly equal to that 

from the Jumping Sand Hill Well, the water from that leaves no trace of salt on evaporation. 1 have 
also, since visiting the Holy Box. Inspected two station tvells. One with the water about equally brackish, 
the other a little more so, but at neither of these, which have been carefully examined, can any trace of 
salt be found in either troughing or service tank, while at the Holy Box it can be picked up in large lumps 
below every leak in the troughing or tank.

------------------ HARRY GTLLIAT.
Telegram from Mr, Inspector Grilliat to Chief Inspector of Stock.

. Ivanhoe, Id March, 1883.
amelli!,'*':F ™n- ROmc£!' ^r- Brougham will send down enough horses, men, and feed to bale Holy Box for 

* three nights and days, and All the supply tank for £27. It cannot be done cheaper. Wire me Wilcannia 
if I can accept. H. GILLIAT.

82

Telegram from Mr. Inspector Gilliat to Chief Inspector of Stock.
. _ Wilcannia, 14 March, 1883.

Tanks&Wells, Am informed contractor is sent hack to work at Holy Box, aud that well is to be baled out by him.
83-395. Have received no communication from officers of the Works Department with regard to this.

H. GILLIAT.

Mr. Gilliat informed by telegram, 14/3/83.
, Mr. Gilliat’s report on the Holy Box Well, which is now said to give good stock water, is here

with, and he suggests that the well be baled to scltlc the question as to the fitness of the water. As, 
however, it seems from this telegram that the Department of Works is about to have this done, no action 
appears called for by this Branch in the meantime, unless it be thought necessary to inquire whether or 
not the haling has been ordered. The sample salt is herewith, but the water has not arrived. Inquiry 
will bo made if it does not. come to band to-day.—A.B., 15/3/83.

The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—II.W., 15/3/83. Approved.—J. 1J. Abbott,
17/3/83,

Telegram from Chief Inspector of Stock to Inspector, Tanks and Wells.

I think you should instruct Mr. Casey to be at Holy
Sydney, 14 March, 1883.

Box when well is baled.
ALES. BRUCE,

Chief Inspector of Stock.

Memorandum.
, , i Mount Manara, 28 Eebruary, 1883.

I learn by the last mail from Wilcannia that Mr. Assistant Engineer Wood, of the Roads Department, 
has received a telegram from the contractor sinking a tank near the Holy Box Well, to the effect that ho 
has pumped out the well and finds the water better than at Jumping Sand Hill Welt, and that bis horses 
drink it readily. This well has recently been condemned by this Department on the score that the water 
was unfit for stock ; it is important that the truth of this report should at once he inquired into and a 
report made upon the quality of the water, or if horses have really been drinking it readily. I will visit 
the well myself about tho 6th of March, but I wish you to do so at once on your return from Gol Gol, 
and to prepare an independent report. You will also procure a bottlo of the water from the shaft and 
forward it to Sydney for the satisfaction of tho Department. You will please spare no pains in obtaining 
the facts of the case. HARRY GILLIAT,

\ Inspector, Tanks and Wells.
Frank G. Casey, Esq., Overseer, Tanks and Wells, Ivanhoe.

Urgent.

kir, _ Ivanhoe, G March, 1883.
Tftnks&'Wells, I have the honor to forward to you the following report on tho water in tlie Holy Box Well

83-398. on the Wilcannia Road.
On the 5th instant 1 visited this well, and obtained from the shaft two bottles of water, which I 

forward for your inspection. The water I have obtained appears to be a good stock water; but I feel 
quite sure from what 1 have heard from people who have resided iu this district for some years, aud from 
my own knowledge of the water in the well, that after it has been baled for some time, until all the 
drainage water has been baled out, that tlie water in the well will be found quite unfit for watering stock 
of any description.

In evidence of this theory, I collected from the cattle-troughs in which there was some water left, 
the salt which is forwarded for your inspection. This salt was formed in a thick cake on the top of the 
water that remained in the troughs, and was collected by me by just running my hand along the top of 
the water. Messrs.
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Messrs, .Robertson and Wagner also leased this tank from the G-overnment, and have never taken 
any money at it, though numerous mohs of both sheep and cattle have frequently passed this well, 
wanting water very badly.

in some places, where the troughs have leaked, there are large deposits of salt and solid lumps,
Residents who have lived in this part of the countrv for years are quite unanimous in declaring 

that this water, when it was in use before, was quite unfit for watering stock with.
I have, &c.,

. ' FRANK G. CASEY,
Overseer, Public Tanks and Wells, South-western Division. 

The Chief Inspector of Stock. ---------
Submitted in connection with previous papers. 83-395—A.B.. 1G/3/83. The Under Secretary 

for Mines. Submitted,—H.W., 1G/3/83. Approved. The saline matter forwarded may be analysed, 
and the result submitted to me; and when the water comes to hand it should also be analysed.—J. P. 
Abbott, 17/3/83. Water also herewith—two bottles. The Under Secretnryfor .Finance,—A.B., B.C,,
19/3/83. To Mr. Watt, for analysis.—21/3/83. The Government Analyst.—J.T. for U.S., B C,, 
22/3/83. Samples herewith—two bottles and two packages.—Mr, C. ’

Telegram from Mr, Geo. Parker to Mr. Assistant-Engineer Wood.
_ i Mossgiel, 13/4/83.

Tbn thousand sheep waiting at Holv Box Woil. Drover considers it better than Jumping Sand Hill. Tanks and
‘ GEO. PARKER, rvmto,

__________________ 83-179.

Sir, Albert-street, 28 March, 1883.
1 have to acknowledge the receipt of two bottles of water, and two samples of saline matter, Tanks A Wells, 

respecting which I have now the honor to report as follows;— 83-484. J
The “ saline matter” was found to consist almost entirely of chloride of sodium (com. salt).

Water from the Holy Box AY ell, Wilcannia Read.
The sample of water marked as per margin yielded ;—

Total solids ... ... ... 373'44 grs. per gallon
Containing chlorine ........................... 1G3‘30 ,, „

By far the largest proportion of the above consists of chloride of sodium (com. salt); the remainder 
of carbonates of lime and magnesia, sulphate of lime, iron, alumina, &c.
_ The water when received was found to be much charged with sulphuretted hydrogen gas; 
information should he furnished whether the water has this odour originally. This water is seriously 
charged with saline matter; it is unfit for human consumption, and should only be used for cattle when 
no better water is obtainable. It is probable that cattle will refuse it unless they have been long without 
water. Nevertheless, 1 am aware that in parts of this Colony and in Queensland, cattle have to depend 
upon water containing even more saline substances than exist in this water. Such water should not he 
exposed in open troughs, as by evaporation the relative quantity of saline matter may thus he much 
increased, and then the water would be rendered totally unfit to support animal life,

I have, &e,,
CHAS. AYATT,

The Under Secretary, Finance and Trade. Government Analyst.

The Under Secretary^for Mines.—B.C., 29/3/83. J.T. for U.S. Submitted.—A.B., 30/3/83
The Under Secretary for Alines. Submitted. See Overseer’s report herewith.—H.W., 31/3/83.

I wish Air. Bennett fo see this report of Mr. AYatts, also1 Mr. Hansen’s report, I desire then 
that a copy of each of these should he made and forwarded to Mr. Russell, the Astronomer, with a 
statement of the locality of the well.—3. P. Abbott. 2/4/83. The Under Sccretarv for Public 
Works.—H.AY.,B.C., 4/4/83. J .

Air. Gilliat is in error in regard to the salt in the troughs, &c., having been deposited from tho 
water haled out at the late trial. It was there before the baling, and had very probably been accumu
lating for a lengthened period, A.s the result of the trial hears out the direct evidence of our officers as 
to the character of the water, which is further supported by the telegram, which I now attach, the better 
plan to adopt to satisfy the 11 Mines ” and this Department that the water is suited for watering purposes, 
will he to bale the well night and day for a week. 1 may add that Mr. Gilliat’s opinion that the water 
drawn being fresh has by its lesser specific gravity floated on the salt water beneath, is scarcely tenable, 
inasmuch as the buckets run to the bottom of the well; and did such a state of things ever exist, which 
is improbable, tlie whole would, by the disturbance caused by the buckets, soon be uniformly mixed.—
A. P. Wood, 17/4/83. Commissioner for Roads.—B.C. '

_ Some more of the water is iu this office. It has been pronounced excellent by Alessrs. Brodribb, 
Quinn, & Cramsie. As the tank was let and tho resumption of the work ordered by telegram, in accord 
with the orders from Mining Department, hut the contractor has not yet resumed, I wait further 
instructions as to whether this work should be gone on with or not. It will cost £2,000—W.C.B.,
B. C., 17/4/83. Under Secretary,

, _ _ _ _ Alount AJanara, 28 February, 1883.
I Air informed by last mail from AYilcannia that Air. Assistant Engineer AYood, of the Roads 
Department, has received a telegram from tho contractor sinking a tank near the Holy Box Well, to the 
eftect that he has pumped out the well and finds tlie water better than that at the Jumping Sand Hill, 
and that his horses drmk it readily. The work has recently been condemned by this Department on the 
score that tho water was unfit for stock, and this step was taken, in a considerable measure, on your 
reports that the water would not he used by any travelling stock, not even sheep.

Please
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TanistWclls,
83-182.

TauisS, Wells, 
83-380.

Tanks&Wells,
83-1,183.

TiinksitWelb,
83-1,170.

84

Please inform me at once what tests were made by you during the time the work was in your 
charge, and also if it was pumped out and offered to any stock during the time it was leased to Kobertson, 
Wagner, & Co.

All particulars hearing on the subject are important, and you will please report without delay.
HAREY GILLIAT,

Mr. Overseer Hansen. Inspector, Public Tanks and Wells.

g;rj Port Bourke, 8 March, 1883.
I bare the honor to acknowledge your letter dated 28th February last, requiring further 

particulars rc Holy Box Well on road from Ivanhoe to Mossgiol.
If the information referred to in your letter is correct, viz., that the water in said well is now 

drinkable, all I can say is, something extraordinary must have brought this change about. While 
stationed in that division, 1 never knew of any stock that would drink the water during tlie time this well 
was leased to Messrs. Robertson, Wagner, & Co. The said well was baled down repeatedly, hut no stock 
of any kind would touch it. I do not speak from what I heard, but what I saw myself. I often tried 
my horses, but they would not drink it Further, ] have seen sheep brought there in very hot weather, 
that had been travelling for three days without water, but the result was the same ; and as no money was 
taken by lessees, it proves that the water was very bad. Had it been otherwise, large sums would have 
been collected, as there was no water on either side of this well for a long while nearer than about 20 
in ilcs,

' I visited Canoble Station, as per your instructions, dated 2nd May, 1882, in order to ascertain whether 
this well could he sold to the station. The Manager, Mr. Evans, was not at home, hut the officer in 
charge, Mr. Ridgway, promised to write to Mr. Evans, telling me, at the same time, that he would not 
advise to have it bought on station account, as the water was too salt. _

If the uater at present in the Holy Box 'Well is better than the Jumping Sand Hills, it must be 
very good indeed. I have always drank the water at the last-named well, and so have many others that 
had to pass that way, 1 have, &c.,
Mr. Inspector Gilliat. JOHH HANSEN, _

--------  Overseer, Public Tanks and Wells,
He Holy Box Well.—H.G , 26/3/83. Mr. Bruce, B.C. Submitted.—A.B., 30,-3/83. The

Under Secretary for Mines. f

Dear Sir, Booligal, 3 March, 1883.
It is quite true that tho contractor for tho Holy Box Tank lias baled out the well, and that 

the water it now yields is not simply drinkable but very good—at least I may say this of the sample ho 
brought to me. .

Of the quality of the water previously obtained I can speak only from hearsay, not having at any 
lime tested it personally ; hut I think it must be conceded to have been very had, because, during the 
time the well was worked (it had a fairly extended trial), stock taken there to water refused to drink.

This is all I know of the matter. 67 points of rain on Tuesday.
Touts, &c..

Mr. Inspector Gilliat. A. ARMSTRONG.

My dear Gilliat, Caiwarra, 1 July, I8S3.
Tour letter, dated as far back as 9th March last, only to hand last week, which will account 

for my not replying sooner. In re Holy Box Well, 1 can quite "understand you and Brougham finding 
the water so good. The first water tapped in tho well was good, hut considered not sufficient supply ; 
consequently contractor bored and struck a heavier supply, hut quite salt in comparison to the first water, 
I drank some of tho first water (so did my horse), aud must say it was quite equal to the North Abbots
ford Well near main road. I also tasted the second water when first struck, and must confess it was so 
salt that I wondered the Road Superintendent did not block up the boro and put a chamber in tlie well 
to help the light supply of good water. The second water was so salt that it used to leave a very large 
deposit of salt and potassium in the troughs.

We missed each other, 1 regret to say, by half an hour in Wilcannia last March. I hope you 
will come and see us should you visit the Cuttaburra, on the road from Bourke to Hungerford. That 
township, and along the border for 30 odd miles east of that town, forms the south boundary of these two 
ruus. The Cuttaburra Creek at the crossing is only 40 miles from our Thorbindah Station, and 56 miles 
from Caiwarra H. S. With kind regards. I have, &c.,

ALFRED J. COTTER.
Mr. Inspector Gilliat.

Jte Holy Box Well.—Mr. Cotter was for a long time manager of North Abbotsford, within a few 
miles (eight, I think) of this well, and was on the spot at the time the shaft was put down. I have 
now submitted so much evidence with regard to the quality of the water, and the opinion entertained 
of it by old residents of the district, that should the water prove, on being lowered in the shaft to tho 
.salt spring, unfit for stock purposes, the responsibility will not rest with this Department. Mr. Cotter’s 
letter might be annexed to the previous papers.—H.G., B.C., 2/8/73.

Submitted —A.B. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., S/8/83. Seen.—
J. P. Abbott, 14/8/83.

Sir, St. Hilda, 9 April, 1883.
With reference to your recent letter, asking my opinion as to the utility of the Holy Box 

Well, I beg to state that the water contained therein is the very worst for stock purposes within the whole 
district. I am continually passing the well when carrying out my instructions in the neighbourhood, and 
when tlie swamp dries up have tried on several occasions to get my horses to drink the well water, but 
could never induce them to touch it however hot and thirsty they might be. The neighbouring squatters

* inform
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inform me that it is equally distasteful to sheep and other stock. It appears to have been a great over
sight that the excellence of the site (close to where the shaft is sunk) for a large tank was not pointed 
out to the Department, it being the best for that purpose within a considerable radius, and, from my own 
knowledge of the water after a fair rainfall, is retained in the swamp for a longer period than in any other 
swamp in the neighbourhood. I am, &c.,
Mr. Inspector Gilliat. -------- G. B. CARTER.

This might be attached to report and evidence as to the quality of the water at the Holy Box 
'Well.—II. Gilliat, B.C., 1/8/83. Submitted.—A.B., 3/8/83. <The Under Secretary for Mines.

lie Holy Box Well.
Dear Sir, 57, Bonrke-street West, Melbourne, 6 March, 1883.

In reply to your query as to quality of water in the Holy Box Well, in my opinion the water Tanlo-.tWells, 1 
is utterly unfit for stock purposes. 83-397.

1 have tried to get my thirsty buggy borse to drink it in bot weather unavailingly. I have seen an 
inch and a half of saline deposit in the troughs after water has been left lying in them. The opinion of 
drovers and others interested in travelling stock used to be that it was simply a trap for drovers who 
expected to get water there for their stock and found poison. In an old shaft close to Mossgiel station, 
which I knew to be as salt as the sea, I saw water nearly fresh drawn up for a few weeks—after some 
years’ interval of disuse—but the water became again as bad as in former times.

I think a tank in this locality is an urgent public want.
Yours faithfully,

Mr. Inspector Gilliat. -------- - R. G. CASEY.
Mr. Casey managed Kilferafor the late Mr. JohnMathison,of the Bank of Victoria; is considered, 

from his great experience, one of the best authorities on wells in Riverina.—H.G., 11/3/83. Mr.
Bruce, B.C. ____________

Dear Gilliat, Ticehurst, 2 March, 1883.
Yours re Holy Box Well to hand, and, as requested therein, give you particulars as far as I 

know respecting said well. What you say about the water greatly surprises me, for I know, not only 
from hearsay, but from personal knowledge, that the water is unfit for travelling stock, I know of 
instances of cattle and sheep perishing for a drink, and being taken to the well and not touching the 
water, and have had drovers coming to me and offering fabulous prices for ivater, stating that tho stock 
would not touch tho water at Holy Box. Had the water been as good as you tell me it is, two or three , 
years ago, there would not have been the severe losses that have occurred on the Darling track. This 
well is so thoroughly condemned by drovers that not one ever thinks of applying to the lessees for a drink.

Last year and this year also I have known cattle to go from Boonoona Tank to Mossgiel, a 
distance of GO miles, without a drink, and one mob this year from Boonoona to J mnping Sand Hill Well, a 
distance of 80 miles. 1 think this goes to prove (whatever the water maybe like now) that at one time 
it was perfeellv unfit for stock. Yours, &c.,

' II. E. BROUGHAM.

Sir, Ticehurst.
Since writing you my former letter on the subject of the Holy Box Well, wc having inspected TanluiAVells, 

said well together, I now, at your request, give you my opinion about it. 83-385.
The water drawn up by us last Wednesday is not only fit for stock, but would be used, on 

emergency, for domestic purposes. I must say I am somewhat at a loss to account for this change ; it 
must be either owing to a spring of fresh water having broken out below, or that the well has not had a 
thorough baling, and, as is often the case, there is a small spring of fresh water, which water rises to the 
surface, and, after baling a short time, the supply of fresh wTatcr is exhausted.

1 am rather inclined to think the latter is the cause in this case, as there are no great signs of 
constant baling being done.

In the supply-tank there are quantities of feathers and the remains of several dead birds. Had 
the tank been filled, these naturally would have been carried through the escape-pipe into tho sheep 
troughing, which also contains a number of small bones and other rubbish, showing there had not been a 
rush of water down the troughing at all; this matter would have been carried to the far end of the trough, 
whereas it is now lying all along the troughing.

The cattle-trough had about 4 or 5 inches of water in it, which was covered with a coating of pure 
salt—and this could only have originated from the water that had lately holed, as no water had been 
drawn out of the well for months previous. Lumps of salt are to be found under the troughing and 
around the tank where the water has been leaking out. I do know of an instance of a well in this district 
where the water changed from salt to good water. This well was sunk in 18G8. The water was perfectly 
salt; tho whim horses would not touch it; water had to be carted for them. In 1873, I rented this well 
from the station. I found, to my surprise, that not only was the water good enough for horses, but for 
domestic purposes also, and has since remained so. I have, &c.,
The Chief Lispector of Public Watering Places. H. E. BROUGHAM.

Minute by Commissioner and Engineer for Roads to Under Secretary for Public "Works.
Holy Box Well, road Booligal to Wilcannia.

I hate to suggest that the Department of Mines be requested to again take over charge of this well aud Tunis £.We] Is, 
make the necessary arrangements for its being worked. £3-1,454.

The water has been a second time tested by Mr, Gordon, Assistant Engineer, and been pronounced 
quite fit for the use of stock. Mr. Gordon’s report is forwarded herewith. W.C.B,, 24/9/83.
Under Secretary for Public Works. ---------

Forward to Mines.—E. A.W.. 2G/9/S3. The Under Secretary for Mines. J.R., B.C., 26/9/83.
Acting on this report, Mr. Overseer Casey might perhaps be instructed to meet Mr. Gordon or . 

some other ofiicer of the Works Department, take over the well, and place a caretaker in charge, pending 
the work being let.—A.B., 27/9/83. Tho Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 28/9/83.
Approved.—J. P. Abbott, 29/9/83. Mr. Casey informed, 1/10/83.

Reporting
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Ec porting on trial of water at Holy Box Well.
Sir, Hay, 19 September, 1883.

When in Mossgiel. on the 13th instant, I was shown a copy of the Wilcannia Times, in which 
reference was made to the bad quality of1 the water in the Holy Box Well.

In that letter it ivas stated that the water was not tit for stock after the ivell had remained for a 
few days unwrought.

Knowing that the well had not been wrought for more than three months, T thought it was a good 
time to put the said statement to the test, aud got the contractor for the Mossgiel Tank to send a horse 
and man to the well. I followed, aud was in time to taste the water from the first bucket drawn up. I 
cannot detect any difference between it and the water drawn after the well had been wrought for 
four days. _ _ _

At that time I sent you a sample in a jar. I now send you a sample in a bottle, being a portion 
taken from the first bucket brought up after the well having remained unwrought for more than three 
months.

Barker, the contractor for the tank at Mossgiel, informs me that about three and a half months 
ago a drover got him to work the whim hen 10,000 sheep were watered, and that he did not hear of any 
damage being done by it or any deaths as the result of having taken the water.

When at the Qnondongs, on my way home, 1 met with a drover in charge of sheep. I got him to 
taste the water, and he pronounced it good stock water. _

Parker informs me that Mr. Evans, the Manager of Canoble, said he would work the well during 
the summer months if allowed. It might he well to let him do so, in order that the efficiency of it might 
he established, on the presumption that he would charge the public no more than the usual G-overn
ment rates.

If you think of this I will try aud make arrangements. I have, &c.,
JOHN GOB-DON.

I do not know of any man in the mean time, but will be on tbe look out. lost you should object to 
Mr. Evans’ proposal.—J.G., 19/9/83.

Sir, Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 1 October, 1883.
It having been decided to again take over tlie charge of the Holy Box Well, I am directed by 

the Minister for Mines to instruct you to meet Mr. Assistant-Engineer Gordon, or some other officer of 
the Works, take of (over ?) the well, and place a caretaker in charge until the work is let.

Xou will, of course, report as to the rate of wages to be paid, and date of caretaker's appointment,
I have. &e.,

ALEX. BBUCE,
Mr. Overseer Casey. Chief inspector of Stock.

Telegram from Mr. J. G. Casey to Chief Inspector of Stock.
Balranald, 22 October, 1883.

Hate not seen Sir. Gordon. Have telegraphed him, and waiting replv.
‘ J.G. CASEY.

Sir, Clare, 20 October, 1883.
I have the honor to report that, through the Postmasters not having followed my instructions 

about my letters, I have not received them until to day. _
Your letter re the Holy Box Well, I have received. Have telegraphed to Mr. Engineer Gordon to 

find out what date I can meet him there. 1 have, &e.,
Chief Inspector of Stock. ------------------ E. G. CASEY.

Sir, Waiko, 2G October, 1883.
I bavc tbe honor to report having seen Mr. Engineer Gordon on tlie 26th instant.

He stated, -when I showed him your telegram, that he had received no instructions to hand over 
the Holy Box Well to me, and that he was at present malting arrangements for working the well, and 
having the water properly analysed, then advertising in the papers tlie result.

Will you please inform me how to proceed in the matter.
I have, &c.,

The Chief Inspector of Stock. --------- E. G. CASEY.

These papers should perhaps be referred to the Works Department, with a view to tho necessary 
instructions being issued to Mr. Engineer Gordon.—A.B., 2/11/83. Tbe Under Secretary for Mines. 
The Under Secretary for Public Works.—H.W., 3/11/83, B.C. Eorward to Eoads.—E.A'.W., 8/11/83. 
B.C., 8/11/83. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B..12/11/83. Mr. Gordon has been instructed to arrange for 
working this well, when it has been still further proved that the water is suitable; then it will be 
advisable to transfer to tbe Mines again—jN-PAV., 12/11/83. Under Secretary.—W.C.B., 12/11/83,
B.C. Submitted.—J.R. Approved—E.A.W., 16/11/83. The Under Secretary for Mines.—
J.E., 19/11/83, B.C. Mr. Casey might perhaps be so informed.—E.W., 21/11/83. Mr. Overseer 
Casey informed.—22/11/83. No reply was received from Mr. Casey in this matter.—E.W., 8/2/84. 
Mr. Gilliat,—Should Mr. Keighran not visit this well and report?-—A.B., 8.

Since the date of Mr. A. P. Wood’s minute, no stock could have travelled this road, so that his 
proposal to further test the water under Mr. Gordon’s supervision cannot yet have been acted on; but 
as Mr. Gordon’s head quarters are in Hay, Mr. Keighran might perhaps arrange to be present when the 
test is made. To be any way conclusive, it will require at least four or five days and nights continuous 
baling.—H.G., 11/2/84.

Sir,
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_ Department of Minos, Stock Branch, Sydney, 22 November, 1883.
With reference to your letter of the 2Gth instant, respecting tlie Holy Box Well, I have the Copy, 

honor to inform you that Mr. Gordon has been instructed to arrange for working aud banding over this 83-1,595. 
well to the Mines Department, when it has been ascertained beyond all doubt that tbe water is good.

I bave, &c., .
Mr. Overseer Casey. ALEX. BltTTCE,

■---------------- - Chief Inspector of Stock.
Eeport by Mr. Overseer Keighran upon Holy Box Well.

February, 1884.
Here there is a well newly erected, with all necessary appliances for watering stock ; but, on account Tanlw&.Welh, 
of the water killing some two or three hundred sheep belonging to Canoble Station, it is now shunned 84-258. 
by the travelling public, teamsters, and others.

I noticed that a tank had been commenced within half a mile from this well, and had been 
abandoned. It was a great pity tbe work was not carried out, as there is no water between the Jumping 
Sandhill and Boonoona, a distance of 70 miles.

JOHN A. KEIGH.EAN,
--------  Inspector of Stock.

I have so frequently reported on tins well and the bad quality of the water, that it is unnecessary for 
mo to say more.—H.G., 4/3/84, B.C., Tlie Chief Inspector of Stock. Inspector Gilliat,—
Recommend that Inspector Keighran be instructed lo be present when Engineer Gordon again tests tbe Tnnks&Wclls, 
water at tlie well. Mr, Inspector Keighran will be good enough to arrange with Mr. Gordon, as 83-1,5!)5. 
recommended by Mr. Gilliat.—A.B,, 12/3/84, B.C. Mr. Engineer Gordon and myself having tested 
the water at the Holy Box Well, we are of opinion that it is fit for the use of stock.—Jons A. Keighhan,
Inspector of Stock. Air. Gilliat.—A.B., 2/7/84, B.C. No further action can bo taken until it has 
been shown whether this is a permanent improvement or not.—H.G-., 19/7/84, B.C.
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Sir, Hay, 25 March, 1884.
Referring to your 1,595/83 Tanks, of the 12th instant, I have the honor to inform you the Tnnks&WclIs, 

engineer (Gordon) is at the present time in Sydney. On his return, tvill arrange to be present when he 84^392. 
tests tlie water at Holy Box Well, as recommended by you.

I have, &c.,
Inspector, Tanks and Wells. ------------------ JOHN A. KEIGHRAN.

Holy Box Well—That the Mines be requested to take charge.
This well which was constructed by this Department some years ago and handed over to the TanksiWells, 
Alines, was condemned by them under the impression that the water was unfit for stock purposes. It was 84-1,208. 
subsequently handed over to us to be dismantled, but prior to doing this, as tbe reports of our officers 
were so different to those furnished to the Alining Department, it was deemed advisable to have the well 
tested. This was done, the result being that the water was found fo be quite suitable for stock. ISince 
then travelling sheep have been watered there. The Canoble sheep were watered there, and Cobb & Co. 
are now using it for their horses. In the face of these facts 1 must recommend that the Alining Depart
ment be requested to resume charge of this work, which was constructed at great cost and is now in first 
rate order, aud work it for the benefit of the travelling public.

--------  ARTHUR P. WOOD.
I recommend that this well be taken charge of by the Mines.—W.C.B , Under Secretary, B.C.,

25/9/84. Eorward to Alines.—E.A.AV., 29/9/84. The Under Secretary for Alines.—JR.,
B.C., 30/9/84. Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., B.C.. 2/10/84. The Chief Inspector of Stock.—I have already 
submitted a minute upon the well. I would recommend that tenders for its lease should be immediately 
called.—H.G., B.C., 28/10/84.

Minute by Mr. Inspector Gilliat, suggesting leasing Holy Box Well.
Department of Alines, 29 November, 1884.

I would suggest, -with reference to tbe Holy Box AVcll, that as it is impossible to put a caretaker in Tanks&Wolle, 
charge without making arrangements to cart water for his uso, it is desirable no delay should be made in 84-1,511. 
calling for ten dors for its lease.

But as the well has an inexhaustible supply of water, and all our experience tends to show tbe more 
these salt-water wells are used the greater the chance of the water improving, J would submit, for the 
consideration of tlie Hon. the Secretary for Mines, the propriety of leasing the ’.veil to the pastoral lessee, 
with permission to water his own sheep, he being bound to give priority to travelling stock,

HARRY GILLIAT.

Submitted for approval.—A.B., 15/12/84. The Under Secretary for Alines. Submitted.—
G.E.H., (for the Under Secretary), 29/12/84, Approved.—J. P. Abbott, 3/12/84. Mr. Inspector 
Gilliat, 2/1/85. Air, John Evans, of Canoble, Alossgiel, might now be informed that tenders have been 
called for the lease of tlie Holy Box Well, and that if his tender should be that accepted, permission will 
be given to water his own sheep, travelling stock in all cases having priority.—H.G.,B.C., 5/1/85. Air.
Evans, 28/1/85. ------------------

Sir, Department of Alines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 28 January, 1885.
The Holy Box We]! is about to be advertised for lease, aud as I believe you are io tender for Tanks, 

same, I am directed by the Minister for Alines to ask whether you will be good enough to take charge of 84-1,511. 
the well on behalf of the Department until such time as it is handed over to you as lessee, in the event 
of your tender being tbe highest.

You will be allowed to water your own stock, but must give priority to travelling stock.
X bave

John Evans, Esq., Canoble, Alossgiel. ALEX. BRUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock.

------------------ 24 September, 1884.
Report
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Report by Mr. Road-Supcrintcndent Stillwell on Holy Box 'Well.
’ May, 1885.

On Tisitiog ibis well to-day I found no one in charge; the. service tank empty; six rails and one stud 
’ missing from cattle troughing ; the top wire broken on sheep troughing, and trough foul with sediment 
aud sheep droppings; fifteen rails gone from the fence round sheep trough, and the wire broken, and two 
of the drum struts loose.

At my last inspection I found a man of Mr. Evans’, of K.cmoblc Station, in charge, and watering 
the station sheep, hut since the rain has rendered this unnecessary the well apparently has been 
abandoned, and at the mercy of travellers and teamsters.

Were it not that the track in present use is some % mile away much more wanton damage would 
probably have been done. .

Should not the 11 Mines ” be communicated with as to this ? ■ ■
--------- A. W. STILLWELL.

I recommend that this paper he sent on to Mines.—W.C.B., 5/5/85, Undersecretary.— B.C.
Eorward to Mines. Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., G/5/85. Letter and Copy of Report 
to Mr, Keighran. Letter and extract to Mr. Evans.—9/5/85.

Sir, ' Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 5 May, 1885.
I have the honor to call your attention to the notice published in the Gazette of the 1st 

instant, calling for tenders for the lease of certain watering places, including the Holy Box Well.
If you are still desirous of obtaining a lease of this well you should submit a fresh tender.

I have, &c.,
ALEX. BRUCE,

Mr. John Evans, Canoble, Mossgiel. _ Chief Inspector of Stock.

Sir, Department of Mines, Stock Branch. Sydney, 9 May, 1885.
Herewith I forward you copy of report upon Holy Box Well, by Mr. Road-Superintendent 

Stillwell, and beg to state that you will be held responsible for the damage done, for if you had handed 
the.works that arc iu the Ivanhoe district to Mr. Too before this, the well would have been under Mr. 
Yeo’s supervision. Be good enough to attend to this at once.

I have. &c.
ALEX. BRUCE,

Mr. J. Keighran, Overseer, Public Watering Places, Hay. Chief Inspector of Stock.

Sir, Department of Mines, Stock .Branch, Sydney, 9 May, ISS5.
Herewith] forward you extract from report upon Holy Box Well, and have the honor to 

inform von that as the Government allowed you to liavo the charge of this well until such time as it was 
handed to you as lessee in the event of your tinder being the highest, you ought to have taken better 
care of it, and I have to request that you will bo good enough to at once .put it and keep it in good order.

1 have, &c.,
■ ALEX. BRUCE,

Mr. John Evans,<! Canoble,” Mossgiel, Chief Inspector of Stock.

Extract from Tanks, 85-1,081. Report by Mr. Road-Superintendent Stillwell, rc Holy Box Well, Booligal
to Wilcannia Road.

“ On visiting this well to-day I found no one iu charge; the service tank empty; six rails and one stud 
missing from cattle troughing; the top wire broken on sheep troughing, and trough foul with sediment 
and sheep droppings ; fifteen rails gone from tho fence round sheep trough, and the wire broken, and 
two of the drum struts loose.”

A. W. STILLWELL.

Sir, _ Hay, 27 May, 1885.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your 85/1,081 tanks of the 9th May, with copy 

of report from Mr. Road Superintendent Stillwell, on the Holy Box Well, and beg to state that the well 
referred to in his report was never handed over to me by my superior officer, Mr. Inspector Gilliat. If it 
had I should have placed a man in charge of the works as caretaker, aud you would have been made 
acquainted with the fact of my having done so.

I was under the impression that Holy Box Well was still in the hands of the Works Department, 
as the water in it was considered too salt, and not fit for stock purposes, in fact it was said to be 
poisonous. Then allowing that it had been passed and taken over by the Mines Department, why was I 
not instructed to put a man in charge, the same as had been done at other watering places in my district.

I should like to ho informed who the person was that gave Mr. Evans, of Canoble Station, 
permission to water his sheep at the well, as Mr. Stillwell says in his report. At my last inspection I found 
a man of Mr. Evans’, of Konoble Station in charge and watering the station sheep ; then I think it was 
Mr. Stillwell’s duty to have ascertained by whose authority the man was placed in charge, and reported 
the matter at once to the Department for enquiry. '

Therefore under these circumstances I consider it very hard, and fail to see why I should be held 
responsible for damages done through no fault or neglect on my part.

Mr. Yeo had every opportunity of inspecting aud reporting on the works as they stood ; he had his 
authority the same as was supplied me when appointed overseer of Public Tanks and Wells.

I have, &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Stock. --------- d. A.. KEIGHRAN.

Send Mr. Yeo, who has now taken this work over o copy of letters to Mr. Evans, to show him how 
the matter stands, and let him see that tho repairs are carried out at once by them, or report.—A.B., 
1/0/85. ' ' __

Letter and copy of papers to Mr. Yeo.—2/0/85.
------------------ Sir,
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Sir, ' ■ Department of Mines, Stork Branch. Sydney, 2 June, 1SS5.
' Herewith T forward you copy of letter aud extract rc Holy Box Well, sent to Mr. Evans, of Tanks. 

Canoble, on the 9t.h May Inst, to show you how matters stand, and 1 have to request that you will see that 85-1,327. 
tho repairs are carried out at once by him, or report. I have, &c.,

■ ALEX. BRUCE,
Mr. James Teo, Overseer, Public Watering Places, Ivanhoe. Chief Inspector of Stock.

[jEncbsure.]

Copy of letter and extract from report, rent to Mr, John Evans, Canoble, via Mossgiel, from the 
Chief.Inspector of Stock, on the 9th May, 1885.

Report by Overseer Yeo, on the Holy Box Well, on taking delivery from Mr, Keighran. TanksiWelle
State of Shaft.—In good order. 85-1,358.
Whim, &c.:—In good order, with the exception of two stays which want a holt or large nail in each.
Ropes, buckets, &c.—Ropes in good order, the buckets were down the shaft, and could not see '

them.
Fencing round sheep troughing is in bad repair.
General remarks.—This well has not been used for a long while, the water being too salt for stock 

todrink. - •
Repairs required.—Cattle troughing has six panels missing, aud the end post which will require to 

be replaced. The top wire on the sheep troughing is broken, and fence round sheep troughing wants 
14 new panels and the wire to he mended. JAMES YEO,

■ Overseer, Public Watering Places.
Ivanhoe, 28th May, 1885. ------------------

Mr. Overseer Yeo to Chief Inspector of Stock. .
Sir, ' Ivanhoe, 6 June, 1885.

With reference to yours of June 2nd, re Holy Box Well, I have already reported on its state TankeiWolIa, 
of repair. ' 85-1,420.

I intend going by way of Canoble on Tuesday next, and will then see Mr. Evans and know his 
intentions with regard to repairing Holy Box Well, and will report accordingly. ,

I have, &c.,
JAMES YEO,

--------  Overseer, Public Watering Places.
Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., B.C., 9/5/85. ' _ _
Reference to these papers shows that on the 29th November, 1884,1 called attention to this well, 

and stated that it was impossible to put a man in charge without arranging to cart water for him.
That tlie well being unfit for domestic use, no delay should be made in calling for tenders for its lease, 
and recommending that Mr. Evans of Canoble, should he informed.

My minute of 12th December, 1884, again recommends Mr. Evans to be infermed. The present 
papers do not show any action between the Department and Mr. Evans, except that a letter was sent to 
him, 28th January, 1885, and a passage in Mr. Stillwell’s undated report, that on a former inspection a man 
of Mr. Evans’ was in charge. I am unable to make any recommendation on the subject until I am 
informed of the arrangements made as to Mr. Evans and his position with the Department.—H. Gilliat,
B.C., 13/6/85. ___________ '

Sir, * Ivanhoe, 12 June, 1885.
By your request I have visited the Holy Box Well and find that no repairs have been done. TanksA,Wells, 

1 bave also seen Mr, Evans, and he informs me that be does not intend doing repairs beyond the 85-1,498, 
two stays on the whim. Mr. Evans also informs me that he does not hold himself responsible for any , 
charge of this well. I have, &c.,

JAMES YEO, .
The Chief Inspector of Stock. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Mr. Evans has not replied to letter of 28th January last, but appeal’s to bave taken possession of 
the tank, which is confirmed by the fact that ho informed Mr. Overseer Yeo he would repair the slays on 
the whim.

No tender having been received from Mr, Evans or any one else, it appears necessary to make 
some fresh arrangements, and to ask the Works Department to make the slight repairs which are required.
—A.B., 20/G/SG. The Under Secretary lor Mines. Submitted.—G.E.H, (for the U.S.), 2/7/85.
Approved.—J. P. Auhott, 3/7/85.

Sir, Canoble, Mossgiel, 17 June, 1885.
I have received two letters from you in reference to ihe Holy Box Well, and in reply beg to 

state that I have never been the lessee of it, and am, therefore, not responsible for the present state of J ’ 
tho fences, troughing, &e.

I presume you are aware that the well has been abandoned for some years, and that there was 
nothing to prevent any swag-man using tbe timber for firewood.

If you wish me to take charge of the ivell I am willing to do so, providing you have it put iu 
repair, and allow me to water the stock at it. '

I will not bind myself to keep a man always at the well, as tbe man in charge of the paddock lives 
at the Oat Swamp out station, which is 5 miles distant, but will supply travelling-stock with water on 
receipt of not less than twelve nor more than twenty-four hours’ notice. I may add that I do not think 
tho well is good unless it is worked continually.

. * I have, &e.,
The Chief Inspector of Stock. JOHN EVANS.
_ 422—M ------------------ Report
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Eeport by Mr. Overseer Teo on the Holy Box "Well. ■
Ivanhoe, 1 August, 1885,

State of Shaft.—Appears to be iu good order.
Whim, Ac.—Two stays want repairing. . ■'
Hope, Buckets, Ac.—In good working order. ^
Fencing.—Fencing rounding troughing very much out of repair. -
General Kcmarks,—Nothing has been done with regard to any repairs at this well since my last

report.
State ot Supply Tank.—In good order.
Troughing.—In very bad repair. ■ JAMES YEO,

. ' --------- Inspector of Stock.

85-1,59 i. 
21 Sept, 18S4. 

20 Nov., 18S4.

28 Jfln., 1S85.

5 May, 1835*

9 May, 1SS5.

3 May, 1835
27 Slay, 1836,

2 June, 1835, ■ 
l£ Junfl, 18S5.

2 June, 1835,

Pate of letter, 
17 June,

Fi'Ctis.— Re Holy Box Well.

In September last the Works Department asked that this well be again resumed by us.
This it appears was done, and Mr. Gilliat suggested that instead of placing a caretaker in charge 

it be leased. _
■ Mr. Evans, of Canoble Station, was asked that as we believed be was to tender for this well, that 
he would take charge of it until it was handed over to him as lessee, in event of his tender being tho 
highest. _ . , ,

This letter was never aoknowledged until his attention was called to notice in Gazette of 1st May, 
calling for tenders, and bo was asked if he was still desirous of obtaining a lease of this well.- _ '

The well having been reported by Mr. Road Superintendent Stillwell, as out of repair, and that 
when he visited it he found a man of Mr. Evans’ in charge and watering the station sheep.

Mr. Evans was informed that as the G-overnment allowed him to have charge of the well, he would 
have to put it, and keep it in good order. _ _

Mr. Keighran was also informed of the damage and told that be was held responsible for it.
. . He replied that it was never banded over to him by Mr. G-illiat, and that he was under tho

impression that it was still in the hands of tbe Works Department.
The tank having in tho meantime been put under Mr. Teo’s charge, the case was reported to him, 

and he was asked to see that the repairs were carried out at once by Mr. Evans. He replied that he had 
seen Mr. Evans, who informed him he did not hold himself responsible for the charge of tills well. .

As Mr. Evans had not, up to this date, replied to letter of 28 January, it was submitted, that as no 
tender had been received from Mr. Evans or any one else, fresh arrangements be made, and the Works 
Department asked to make the slight repairs needed. Tins was approved by the Honorable the Minister 
on the 3rd insf. While this was under submission, a letter was received on the 24th June from Mr. 
Evans, acknowledging letters, and stating that he had never been tho lessee of this well, and was there
fore not responsible for the present state of it, but offering to lea.se it under certain conditions.

S.A.H., 0;7/85.

Mr. Evans letter of tho 17th ultimo, with Mr. Stillwell’s memo.. May last, and Mr. Overseer Teo’s 
letter of the 12th ultimo, show that although Mr. Evans mado use of the well he refuses to make tho 
slight repairs necessary, and only offers to rent the well on his own terms. Vide his letter of the 17th 
ultimo, 85/1,594, Tanks. t A.B., 13/7/86.

Mr. Gilliat, B.C. ------------------ ■

- Sir, Holy Box Well, Ivanhoej 10 August, 1885.
TankstWellf, I visited this well to-day; found no one in charge, the service-tank empty, six of the rails over

65-3,202. * cattle-trough missing, and also 19 fence rails from the sheep troughing enclosure. Three of the cage 
struts of whim are also loose. . _ ,

The Mines Department appears to have abandoned this work to its fate; Their local Inspector 
says that the water is reputed unfit for stock, but last summer Mr. Evans, of Kanoble Station, used it 
for his sheep. _ _ ■

The fencing in of the special lease hore is let, and will shortly be in hand.
I have, Ac.,

The Commissioner for Eoads. -------- A. W. STILLWELL.

. Telegraph to Mr. Stillwell to appoint a caretaker. Make copy of this and rc-submit when Mi*.
Wood is in office.—W.C.B., 14/8/85. Telegram sent.—14/8/85. . - ;

Tbe attention of tlie Mines should be drawn to this, and the question of water settled finally. In 
November last it was arranged that this work should be taken over, and I was under tbe impression that 
a caretaker had been appointed. Before fencing is carried out and repairs eflected, there should be a 
distinct understanding that the well will be worked.—A.W.P., 15/8/85. ■

■ There is a sample of this water in this office—it is perfectly good; the bad water referred to by 
. ■ - officers of Mines Department must have been drawn after the shaft had been lying unused for some time,

as stated. It is desired to economize, aud not have unnecessary outlay in sinking tank when well should 
answer. It is no use referring to analysis, for chemists would condemn most of the well water in the 
interior, though used for years by cattle and men with impunity.—W.C.B., 15/8/85.

ThelTnder Secretary for transmission to Mines. Forward to Mines.—F.A. W., 24/8/87. Under 
Secretary for Mines.—J.K., B.C., 2-5/S/85, Mr. Giiliat.—A.B., B.C., 28/8/85. -

Referring to my previous minute, 13/6/S5, T.W., 1,420, .1. recommend that Mr. Overseer Teo 
may at once make arrangements to put a caretaker in charge of this well. The man will have to provide 
himself with a horse and harness to work the whim, and some sort of vehicle to cart water for his own 
consumption. The slight repairs, a handy man can make without any trouble. Especial care should be 
taken that Mr. Evans’ sheep do not interfere with ihe grass or water on this reserve.—H. Gilliat, 
9/9/85., B.C. Submitted for approval—A.B., 10/9/85. _

■ Submitted.—H.W., 17/9/85. Approved.—J. P. Abbott, 18/9/85. Inform Mr. Teo. Mr.
Teo informed.—21/9/S5. p
. ■ ----------- — ' Holy
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TT 1 r, iir „ -nr ■ ' Hayj 21 Uct>
Holy liox Well.—Eeferrmg to my report of IGfch August, is it advisable to fence lease area ?

Tim Commissioner for Roads. --------- Assistant Engineer.

, , Mn Wood.—W.C.B., 2/10/85. _ Paper transmitted to Mines, 15/8/85, requesting a definite
niiaeretandmg regarding this well—fencing can stand over pending their reply.—A.P.W., 21/10/85. 
Hesirable that a definite reply be obtained from Alines in reference to paper 85/1,384, sent to that office.—
W.C.B., 22/10/85. Under Secretary for Mines.—J.E., B.C., 24/10/85.
.... Thf,e.xte"s’on ol t®nan1?’ leases, approved by the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, is in the case 

of this well to 040 acres hut should not, I think, be permitted to interfere with the completion of fencing 
prewous y arranged for by the Department of Works, especially as our survey cannot now he completed 
tms year. Ihe Department of Works may perhaps he informed that a caretaker is in charge, and that 
this Department has no wish to delay the completion of the fencing or repairs.—H. G-, 29/10/85

fnr -Approved, H.W., 29/10/85. Inform the Works Depart
ment.—H.G., 29/10/85. Works informed.—31/10/85.

Tanks&Wells,
86-3,950.

Extract from Monthly Eeport of T. Pollard, caretaker of Holy Box Well, for month of January, 1880. 
Fence over cattle troughing too low, and is continually being broken while stock are watering.

' ■ T. POLLARD,
--------- Caretaker.

Mr. Overseer Teo, for report—B.C., 6 February, 1886. To he returned.—H.G.
Ihe fence over cattle troughing has been in a very indifferent state of repair for some time. The 

caretaker, by my instructions, has repaired it at different times with some saplings, hut he could only 
make a temporary job of it, winch I have stated in a previous report.—J. Teo, 12/2/86, '
H G B C "le/a/SG^Mr Teo'3 WCl1 CaiTied 0ut bj t1,e ” orks Department at the present time?—

shnnn riepairS w'licb ycre carried out by Department of Works were repairing buckets, whim, 
sheep Houghing and bottom ot cattle trougbmg, but nothing was done to tbe rail over cattle
Overseer"?d°nC ^ WeU bj :Dcl',:irtmcn1; of MTrks at present time.—J. Teo,

This may perhaps be forwarded to the Department of Public Works, with the view of having such 
W "ece8fry effected.-H.G-, 11/3/86. The Under Secretary for Mines. Ap-

he. wsm '’ B'c" 12/',/SG' R»ad'-,'E-
sl-Ulm/rhl'f’ Lup0ri ?r 'Ta,uuar‘D is ralher !'atc; WR have a report from the local officer, dated 12th inst, 
stating that well and troughing have been repaired by the travelling mechanic. I may add that had not
have Wn rBl T T V T^TT °f Mnl0fi’ 0,1 tbc Wound of bad water, the top works would 
TTTTi^T 0rder , 1 als,0 add' as a corollary to this, that the last report referred to above,

J”"i,ines"',dJ”11'bM"u,edf”— 

B C Swsr nV ^"^ion-W.C.B., 15/3/86. The Under Secretary for Mines.-J.R,
2O M»“fl8S0. re',0rl Mr‘ **** W“a’B B'°-

sincp foofb: Mj™te.-The top rail of cattle troughing has not been repaired
foThumafcuT14 r T.+T1' iaS BbS,,tIy ”nProvea siuce it has been regularly baled, hut it is not fit 
nf t W T Pt,0,1'i At ib10J,,r?jnt; tlme tbe caretaker in charge carts water for his own use a distance
of h f a!S° add tbat drovcrs1 WIi:h Btoek a™id watering their stock at this well on account
ot the saluiess of the water, and m no ease do they water stock unless they are perishing,—J. Teo, 1/4/86
19/4/SG a C°Py 1,repared f°r ti;ans,nission t0 tIlfi Works Department.-H.G. Copy to Works.-

P.W.P.,
8(3-493.

86-1,173.

S ’ T n ,, , , . , Department of Alines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 21 September, 1885.
Holv Hot W kavc thek™or inf<mn you that you may at once arrange and put a caretaker in charge of 
Doly Pox Well; he will hayo to provide horse and harness to work the whim, and some sort of vehicle to 
cart water tor his own consumption. Please report date of engagement and rate of wages. ,
carp iWWr p TT ^epored at tliis watering place, a handy man can make; he should take especial 
care that Mr. Evans sheep do not interfere with the grass or water on this reserve. 1

I have, Ac.,
Mr. J. Teo, Overseer, Public Watering Placea} Ivanhoe. ^^rfSJSor of Stock.

Tanks,
83-3,202.

’ w.., p , ,, . ' Department of Aliues, Sydney, 3 October, 1885.
.. . , ;V,tb reference to your blank'covef communication of 24th instant, 83-8,917, respecting the
eSiil r n le“0 ‘ tl’° ?0,J 'p11'1 “ tIi™ted *" ^ «>» >»« -bee'
extended to 640 acres, hut this need not interfere with the completion of the fencing previously arranged
especially as the survey of the increased area will not he made for some time. ° ’
pf fi.p. t may add tba:fc fl caretllker is in charge, 'and this Department has no wish to delay the completion 
ot the fencing or repairs. ''' ; ; I have, Ac,
The Under Secretary for Public Works. HA uSrI£r°cS'i7-.

Tanks,
85-3,950.

Mr.
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Mr. Assistant Engineer Stillwell’s Ecport on Holy Box Well, in reply to complaints by Mr. Yeo,
' ■ Inspector of Stock.

P.W.P.,
8fi-2,615.

Tub whim, well buckets, and troughing have recently been repaired by the travelling mechanic. As it 
is purposed shortly to renew the troughing, any direct outlay upon this portion otthe work is not justmame. 
The repair of the trough nails from time to time in the interim (a slight matter) is quite within the 
power of the caretaker. As to the quality of the waterOn 7th March last I saw Mr. Yeo in l™nh(>e> 
and he then informed me that baling had greatly improved it, rendering it quite fit for stock. On tlie 
followin'* day I visited the well, when the caretaker more than confirmed this—saying, horses drank it 
well, and that it was generally reputed better than the Jumping Sand-hill water. This I have heard 
repeated since by people travelling the road. As to the caretaker not using it—neither does 
taker at Jumping Sand-hill. He carts all the water for his own consumption. I could not distinguish
any difference in tbe waters to the taste, ■ A w gm^L^ELL,

Irt/K/fif!

I recommend this copy of report be transmitted to Mines for the Chief Inspector, Watering Places. 
—W.C.B., 17/5/36. The Under Secretary. The Under Secretary for Mines.—B.O., 13/o/Sb. o.k.

There is a remarkable discrepancy between these statements. It will be advisable, I think, to send 
a gallon carefully corked and sealed for analysis ; the vessel should be absolutely clean. Be good enough 
to give me categorical reply to Mr. Stillwell.—5/6/86.

Mr. Overseer Yeo for report.—B.C., 5 June, 1886. Contents noted ; water and reply forwarded. 
—J, i6:o, 24/6/86.

Sir, Ivanhoe, 24 June, 1886.
p w P Beferring to your memo of 5th June, re giving a categorical reply to Mr. Stillwell’s report re

86-3199. Holy Box Well, Mr. Stillwell is correct iu his statement that tbe water had slightly improved after baling, 
’ but he must have misunderstood me, because I never told him that the water was quite fit tor stock. As 

regards the caretaker confirming the statement made by Mr. Stillwell, I consider the reason the caretaker 
makes out tlie water is better than it really is, is for fear that the well should be abandoned and he would 
lose his billot. With reference to its being better water than at the Jumping Sand-hill, 1 beg to state 
I am informed from good authorities that the Jumping Sand-hill water is much better than the Holy Box 
Well water: but from my own judgment, I am not in a position to say which is the best tor I don t know 
the qualities of the water at the Jumping Sand-hill. I anight further state that the caretaker at the Holy 

_ Box Well has carted his water from the Mossgiel Tank, which is 17 miles, rather than use the well water.

The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.
I have, &c.,

J. YEO.

Eesubmit when water arrives.—11.0., 29/ G/8G. EesubmiUed.—C.IL, 2/7/86. It is sub muted 
that this water may be forwarded for aiialysis.-H.G, 2/7/86. The Under Secretary for Mums. 
Approved.—U.W., 7/7/80,
The Curator.

The Geological’ Survevor.—H. W. Send for analysis.—C.S.W., 14/7/86.

Sir, Ivanhoe, 24 June, 1886. ■
P.W.P. I have the honor to inform you that I havo forwarded from Mossgiel, per Cobb and Co.’a

86-3,198 coach, addressed to you, a small case containing six bottles water from the Holy Box Well; 1 could not 
get a jar to hold a gallon of water, and as you requested me to forward a gallon of water I considered 
the bottles would do as well. The water was taken from the well after tho care-taker had been bating 
for a qnartcr-of-an-hour. ia'° 'e’’
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Sent for analysis No. 909—J. E. C., 14/7/88. Ecsult of analysis herewith—J .E.C. (for Geo. Sur.), 
21/7/86. '

Eeport on a sample of water received 15th July. from tbe Department of Mines.

909.—Six bottles of water for analysis.
Total solids, grains per gallon 
Soluble saline matter „ 
Insoluble matter „
Volatile at a red heat ,,

Total solids „

437-2
408-4

55-2
So

437-2

Chlorine „
Saline ammonia, parts per 100,000 ...
Organic ammonia' ...........................

1350
None

•002

Eemarks.
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Eemarks.
This water when viewed through the standard two foot tube was clear and bright, but not free 

from suspended matter. ■
The organic impurity is very small indeed, and were it not for the abnormal quantity of saline 

matter, the water might be used for domestic purposes.
The solid saline matter however, is so great, that its use must bo prohibited for drinking, either 

raw or as tea. It may bo used for boiling vegetables aud for washing. Distillation would he the only 
means of rendering the water drinkable.

WILLIAM M. HAMLET, F.C.S.,
The Hon. The Minister for Minos. Assistant Government Analyst.

Holy Box Well.—Analysis of Water.
This paper should be put away for reference, as the matter will probably be reopened.—H.G. 24 ■ P.W.P., 

Aug., 1886. 1 1 ' i j i 86-3,G43,

A copy of this might perhaps be forwarded for the information of the Works Department.—E. W. 
(for H. G.), 24/7/86, The Under-Secretary for Mines, Approved.—H.W., 24/7/86, Tlie Under
secretary for Works.—B.C., 24/7/86. To be returned.—H, W. Heads.—J.R., B.C., 28/7/86.—
Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 28/7/86.

This water is often used by humans without any ill effects.—A. P. W., 30/7/86.
No doubt much of the water used as stock water, and approved of by stock owners, would be con

demned by chemists. I have a jar of this water in my room, which has been pronounced by experienced 
people as really good stock water. W.C.B.

Sir, Hatfield, 9 December, 1886. pwp
Deferring to tbc enclosed papers relative to the alleged saltness of the Holy Box and 86-5 967 

Dolmoreve Wells, I now have the honor to report that I visited the Holy Box, 22nd November, and ’
found the caretaker baling ; . on two subsequent dates I passed the well, 3Qth November and 2nd 
December, and on each occasion the caretaker was drawing water. At my first visit I took my horse to 
it, thirsty, and he refused to drink it; I also tasted it myself, and I am of opinion that stock would be very 
hard pushed indeed to drink It. It is totally unfit for human consumption, and if, as tho caretaker says, 
the quality is improving it must have been very bad indeed at first. 1 do not think baling can have much .
effect upon It. The Jumping Sand-hill and Lignum Hut Wells are far before this in quality. Having 
tasted them all I do not concur with Air. Yeo;s remarks, which are made from hearsay. Last season, a 
dry and bad one, the Ivanhoe Tank was not available, and stock had a long stage to travel from Boonoona f
to Alossgiel, 55 miles, and only those who were compelled broke the stage at the Holy Box. In rough 
numbers, only half the stock watered at Boonoona were watered at Holy Box. I think this speaks for 
itself. I hear it is intended to renew troughing, &r., here. I would suggest that the outlay should he ■
deferred until definite action is decided upon. The present troughs though old and worn arc sufficient for 
all present requirements. A. tank was commenced here in a good and large catchment, and after being 
sunk a few feet was abandoned. I think this is much to be regretted, as I am of opinion that for the use 
of travelling stock tanks arc superior to wells.

In regard to Dolmoreve Well, the caretaker in three hours forks the well. The supply, so far as I 
could ascertain, is barely 6,000 gallons in 24 hours. The rope and runners, however, do not let the 
buckets to the bottom of the shaft. This water is, I think, freer from organic matter than thoHoly Box— 
very clear and sparkling. It is, however, very salt and quite unfit for human consumption. Stock used 
to fresh water would, I think, hardly drink it; 8,000 sheep were lately watered there, and I understand 
from Air. Lindsay, Til Til, two-thirds did not touch it, and on the other hand the caretaker says they drank 
fairly. The other mobs cf the same owner (Chrystal) did not try it, but got permission to try ihc’Station 
Well, g--a-milc away. Mr, Lindsay’s offer I can quite understand ; he has the well j-milc away somewhat 
similar in quality. His stock arc bred on brackish water, and used to it; it would save him using his own 
well, and at tho same time give him opportunity and excuse for eating down P.W.P. aud T.S.E.

There is no doubt whatever that sheep used to this class of water can live on it, but they do not 
thrive or do so well, and stock from frontages or tanks will not drink it unless almost in extremis 
Ireland used to take his horse 4 miles daily to fresh water. Eor station sheep, bred on and watering 
regularly, used to and broken into brackish water, these may be stock water wells, but for the general 
travelling stock 1 am decidedly of opinion that neither well yields stock water. A further trial of tho 
baling might he made, and in the event of there being no improvement boring might be tried ; three months 
more of regular baling would enable a better opinion to be formed before further expense is incurred.

I have, &c,
_ JAMES W. BOULTBEE,

The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. Inspector, Public Watering Places.

XYIII.
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Mount Manara Well. ■
Sir, ■ Hay, 18 June, 1878.

X have to report the completion of repairs at this well; the tank lias been strengthened by 
stays and made thoroughly water-tight, so that a top ground water supply of 50,000 gallons may always 
be on hand. .The whim and troughing has also been overhauled and put into repair, wanting only a pair 
of brasses on tho spindle, which 1 cannot at present procure. I have at this well a portion of the wire 
rope purchased of M'Loan Brothers and Xtigg working admirably, and one pair of buckets. .

These repairs will obviate the necessity for attempting an increased supply, a step which I have 
always regarded as of uncertain success at this place. Though I should wish to see a deep bore started 
somewhere in the district, I could propose no special site at present; but I should be glad to receive 
instructions to make a barometric survey of the country north and west of the Darling as low as Mcnindie. 
This would take about a month, and would cost not less than £100, X remain, Ac.,
. W. II. HIGMAN,
The Commissioner for Eoads, Sydney. Hoad Superintendent,

I have asked the Department of Mines to attend to this.—W.C.B., 25/0/78. Mr. Higman, B.C. 
To be returned. Noted.—W.H.H.. 10/7/78.

Mr. Oillial's report upon this well at time of transfer destroyed hy fire at Garden, Palace. '

Mount Manara Well.
Sir, Ivanhoe, 27 April, 1880.

I have the honor lo inform you that 1 have received the following tenders for repairs to the 
Mount Manara well —

B. Bord........................................................................................■ ... £260
A?. E. Parker........................................................................... ... £350 _

The supply from this well is so limited that I cannot recommend any further expenditure upon it. 
I would advise its beiug abandoned, the timber of whim and shaft, iron, Ac., to he sold to the best advantage.

The immediate neighbourhood affords excellent situations for a tank, and I have the honor to 
recommend the construction of one at this place. I have, Ac,

IIABET GILLIAT,
The Chief Inspector of Stock. Inspector of Tanks and AVells.

Mount Manara AVcll.
X exajiixkd the well some eighteen months ago, and found then that the spikes holding the slabs 
were all rusted away, and the lining was giving way.

The depth of this well (240 feet) makes the coat of lifting tho water very heavy and the watering 
©f stock very expensive and tedious, besides which the supply is very limited.

Mr. Hay of the Mount Manara station has wafer in a well about half-a-milc away from tho Govern
ment well, and in that he has a never failing supply at from GO to 70 feet from the surface. The station 
well is fully 20 feet higher than the Government well; that should give us the water at from 10 to 50 
feet from the surface, if we could cut the strata that supplies the station well.

I think that before any decision is arrived at with regard to giving up the well, we might try, by 
boring between the two wells, to see how near the Government well the reservoir that supplies the station 
well could he got to the Government well. If it is found that the distance is reasonable, a drive could be 
put from tbe Government well to meet the supply.

Until these experiments are tried I cannot recommend any definite action as to abandoning or 
repairing the well.* -

I may also suggest that boring from the bottom of the well may be tried, as we may thus tap a 
supply that may rise well up in the shaft.

The tank aud troughing, as well as the whim, all requiring thoroughly repairing, I cannot well 
estimate the cost of repairing this well, as I have not been down it lately.

I have, Ac.
The Commissioner for Eoads, Sydney. HHNIIT CAMBEIDGE.

* Memo, by Commissioner for Eoads.—I concur.

■ Mount Mauara AVell.
11 August, 1880. ‘

Memo.—
Mr. Commissioner Bennett here concurs in Mr. Cambridge's recommendation not to abandon this well 

in the meantime, hut to make another attempt by boring and driving to secure a good supply of water.
If this course be taken, perhaps the Minister for AVorks might be moved to direct that Mr, Cam

bridge's recommendations may be carried out as soon as possible, at any rate in time to place the necessary 
amount on the Estimates for 1881, should new works he required here.

ALEX. BEUCE.
Tlie Under Secretary for Mines. --------- '

Submitted.—H. AV., 14/3/80. The Alii) is ter for Minos would like an expression of opinion from
Mr. Gilliat.—H. AV., 19/8/80. Mr. Bruce, Copy Mr. Cambridge’s report on this well, and send to Air. 
Gilliat for his opinion.—A.B., 21/8/80. Mr. Gilliat, for an expression of opinion on this report for the 
information of the Minister for Mines.—A.B., B.C., 21/8/80. Minute annexed.—H.G., 8/9/80.

------------------ Eeport
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Report by Mr, Inspector Grilliat, as to improving tlie "Water Supply at Mount Manara Well. Tanks fcWclls,
Mr, Cambridge's Report. 80-.13.

Memo.— .
1. I thoroughly agree with Mr. Cambridge in respect to the tediousness and expense ot lifting

water from such a depth, more particularly with a limited supply. .
2. Mr. Hay, of the Mount Manara Station, has obtained excellent water at the depth named hy Mr.

Cambridge, 60 to 70 feet, hut I have no information to lead me to the conclusion that it is “ a never 
failing supply.”

. Unless I am wrongly- informed, Mr. Hay’s well has been sunk since the last drought, and I cannot 
learn that its supply has ever beou put to any severe test.

I am disposed, to think that the supply to Mr. Hay’s well is obtained from the strata of the 
adjoining ridges, known as Mount Manara, a low isolated range extending nearly east and west for G or 7 
miles, and upon a shoulder of which tlie shaft is sunk.

The freedom of the water from any salts would support my inference that it is not from the same 
source from which the wells of the district usually derive tlieir supply.

Water in these is obtainable at from 120 to 130 ft., and is more or less impregnated with salt.
If the supply to this well is from the strata, I fear it would fail in severe drought.
I would suggest that the opinion of the Grovemment Geologist would bo of great value on this

point.
“ Boring between tlie two Wells.'1

H it is decided that a sufficient supply is probable, I would support action being taken to test it, 
but 1 think a trial shaft could be put down here as cheaply as a bore.

Driving from the present well would, I think, prove a costly aud tedious task, tho bottom being of 
bard clay slate. ,

' 4. Boring from the bottom of tlie present shaft is open to the same objections, and has, 1 am
informed, already been tried by an officer of tlie Works Department,. '

5. Troughing and supply tank are hardly worth repairing.
Remarks.—I am of opinion that if tho Government Geologist considers the circumstances favourable 

for obtaining a permanent supply of water, the expense of a boro or trial shaft would be amply justified.
If the water was obtained, I would recommend putting down a permanent shaft, and erecting new 

whim and appliances. “
I would not advise boring from the present well, taking into consideratian tho character of the 

bottom.
I may add that no point on this road affords better sites for tanks—should it be deemed inexpedient 

to sink a shaft—than this neighbourhood. .
HARRY GILLIAT,

------------------Inspector oPTanks and Wells.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to The Under Secretary for Mines.

This report might perhaps he referred to the Government Geologist (as suggested by Mr. Gilliat, page 3) 
for his opinion as to the permanency of the supply of water obtained bv Mr. Hay.

' ' A. B.,
--------  20/9/80.

The Under Secretary for Mines. The Geological Surveyor.—H.W., 20/9/80. '
If the drainage area above Mr. Hay’s shaft be of considerable extent, say about live or six square 

miles, then I believe that the present supply of water in tho well will be permanent, and it would therefore 
be advisable to sink a trial shaft as near as possible to Air. Hay’s, in order to trace the course of the fresh 
water-bearing strata.

I agree with Air. Inspector Gilliat that it would be useless to sink a hore in the clay slate formation, 
for the water obtainable does not occcur in quantity in that formation, but in the s/indy drifts which have 
been deposited in hollows or depressions worn out in the slate formation by denudation. The slate may 

.he considered tho bed rock of the district,—C.S.W., 8/10/80. .

Be Tank Site, Alount Alanara.
, Mount Alanara, 9 Alarch, 1883.

1 have the honor to inform you that tho site recommended by mo for the Public Tank at Tanks&Wolls» 
Mount Alanara, is on water reserve 441, notified 9th February, 1880, Arlington Run B, about 300 yards 83-220. 
south from the gate or. the main road, in the boundary fence between Arlington Runs B and A. ' ’

Tho site was recommended on account of its excellent catch, and its being almost exactly half-way . "
between the Boonoona and Twelve-mile Tanks. 1 have, &c., .

HARRY GILLIAT,
Alex. Bruce, Esq., Cluef Inspector of Stock, Sydney. Inspector of Tanks and Wells.

Original papers to U. S. Works, 17/2/83. Requested to return, 30/11/87.

Air. Gilliat will inform me whether it is true, as stated in the S. M. Herald of the 10th instant, that Tanke&Wclls, 
on Alount Alanara an expensive well had been sunk, securing an abundance of good water for stock, that 84-540. 
tho well has been abandoned and allowed to go to ruin. If this is true why was it abandoned P ’

J. P. ABBOTT.

Air. Inspector Gilliat,—A, B., B.C., 12/5/84, Alemo. herewith.—-H.G., B.O., 20/5/84. Extract
■54-541, with

--------------------- Peri Spring's
papers.In
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' Sydney, 20 Slay, 1884.
Tanis&Wolls, Ik reply io tlie minute of tlie Hon. tlic.Secrciary for Mines (Tanks and Wells, 540), with respect to the

81-53i. sinking of an expensive well at Mount Mauara, I have to say that a shaft was sunk there some twelve 
or fourteen years ago by the Department of Public AVorks. When these works were transferred to the 
Department’of Mines, I made a careful inspection of, and report upon it, and pointed out that Giving to 
tlie small supply, 2,800 gallons per diem, the work, as a public watering place, was useless. This report, 
and my subsequent representations urging the importance of a public watering place at this point, induced 
a correspondence with the Department of Public Works, resulting in their consenting to construct a tank 
about 4 miles south of the old well. _ _ _ _ , _

„ At the time of its transfer, the well was in such a state of disrepair, that to utilize even the limited
supply would have necessitated a considerable outlay, which appeared undesirable, anticipating^ the 
construction of a tank by the Department of Public Works, and as the travelling public, in ordinary 

■ seasons, wrere supplied with water by Mr. John Hay, the lessee, it was- recommended the welt should be
abandoned.' _ . . .

The correspondent of the Sydney Morning Herald, of the 10th instant, has been misinformed with 
respect to tlie abundant supply. The papers in the records of this Department and that of the Public 
AVorks contain ample evidence iu support of this.
The Hon. The Minister for Mines. --------- HAREY GTLLIAT.

Submitted.—H. W., 19/5/84,

. 20 May, 1884/
This may be shown to the S. M. Herald, with a request that this report should be published, and 

inform that I am causing inquiries into tho other matters of a most searching character. .
J. P. ABBOTT.

Shown to S. M. Herald, 20/5/84.

XIX.
Boro and Bimghill Tanks.

Telegram from Mr. Road-Supcrintcndent Adams to The Commissioner for Roads.

Tanka&Welb Ta:,k at Boro Waterholo finished : going to make final measurement 
S2-702. ’ be instructed to take it over.

Walgett, 23 August, 1882. 
Mr, Gilliat who is here should

J. H. ADAMS.

Under Secretary B.C., for transmission to Mines.—AV.C.B., 28/8/82. Under Secretary for 
Mines.—J.K., B.C., 29/8/82. .

Mr. Gilliat is now on his way to Sydney and will not likely be at AValgctt again for some time. 
Perhaps Mr. Inspector Doyle might bo directed to take this lank over and place a caretaker in charge, 
till it can let. The nearest overseer is Mr. Hansen, at Bourke.—A.B,, 4/9/S2.

The Under Secretarv for Mines. Submitted.—H.AV., 5/9/S2. Approved.—A.R., G/9/S2. Mr.
Gilliat.—B.C., 8/9/82. '

Mr. Bruce,—This work was inspected by me two days before the final measurements were made, 
and at the same time I made arrangements for placing a caretaker in charge as soon as the Department 
should be notified that the -work was ready to be transferred. I consider that tenders should be called 
for as soon as the tank is ready for delivery bv advertisements for one month in the Walgett paper.—
H.G., B.C., 12/9/82. *

Tenders called—Gazette, 21/9/82. ■ .

P.W.P.
82-889.

Tenders for Government Tank at Boro Waterbole on the road from Walgett to Bangatc.
Dear Sir, 2, Spring-street, Sydney, 25 October, 1882.

AVo arc desirous of leasing the abovementinned tank, subject to the conditions specified in the 
Government Gazelle, and hereby beg to lender for leasing same at £50 per annum.

Tours. &c.,
' JOHN GORDON,

J. A. CAMPBELL,
Care of Australian Mortgage Land and Finance

Company, 2, Spring-street, Sydney.
Guarantors:—W. A. Cottcc, 2, Spring-street; G. N. Griffiths, care of Griffiths & Weaver, corner 

Hunter and George Streets.
The Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney.

Telegram from The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. Inspector Gilliat, Bourke.
Sydney, 13 November, 1882.

Messes. Gonnox and Campbell’s tender for Boro AVatcrhole Tank at £50, report on receipt ns lo
whether it should be accepted. __

. ALES. BRUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock,

Tolcsram
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Telegram from Mr. Inspector Gilliat to The Chief Inspector bf Stoelr, Sydney.
Cobar, 1 December, 1882.

Bono Tank ; your telegram, Bourke, reached me by mail; strongly urge acceptance of Gordon & 
Campbell’s tenders. ' ’ ‘

. --------- If. GILLIAT.
Recommended,—A.B,, 4/12/82. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.AV"., 4/12/82.

Approved.—A.R., 4/12/82, ■ Treasury informed.—6/12/82.

Gentlemen, Stock Branch, Department of Alines, Sydney, 6 December, 1882.
Ecfemng to your tender to lease 200 acres of Crown'Lands including the Boro AVatcrhole Annual rent. 

Tank on tlie road from Walgett to Bangatc, I havo the honor to inform yon that your tender has been £50- Amount 
accepted, subject to your paying tlie amount mentioned in the margin into the Government Treasury, 
when an interim authority will be scut you to take possession forthwith. ’ ’

I have, <!fcc., - .
ALEX. BRUCE,

Alessrs. Gordon & Campbell, 2, Spring-stre-et, Sydney. Chief Inspector of Stock.

Australian Alortgage, Land, and Finance Company (Limited),
Sir, 2, Spring-street, Sydney, lo December, 1882.

I have tbe honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 6th instant (82-1,002 Ta’]}I6^,'yclIs> 
Tanks). _ _ 82-1,070.

The Boro Waterholo Tank lias keen damaged by flood waters since date of louder, and Alessrs,
Gordon and Campbell stipulate that you have it placed iu good order before they complete tho matter,

I have, &c.,
„ W. A. COTTIE,

Afanager,
The Chief Inspector of Stock. Agent for Gordon & Campbell.

Slinutc of the Commissioner for Roads.
That Mining Department be requested to take charge of tank at Lightning Ridge, AValgctt district.

Sydney, 1 December, 1882.
Tine local officer having reported that the tank at Lightning Ridge, on the road from AValgctt. to PublicWorks, 
Bangatc, is finished and foil of water. I have to request that the Alining Department be requesled to take 
charge ot tlie work. Punts

I would also call the attention fo the fact that, on the 2Slh August, notice was sent from this office 82-391. 
of the completion of tank at Boro AAraterliole, in same vicinity, and a request made that Minos would take Tanks&Wdls, 
charge. This has not been done, and this Department has been paying out of Capital Arote for a caretaker 82-1,038. 
since that date. After the 1st of January there will bo no funds for this purpose.

AV.C.B., 7/12/82.
The Under Secretary for Public AVorks, B.C.

Tho Under Secretary for Alines.—J.R , B.C., 8/12/82. Air. Inspector Doyle, AValgctt, might 
perhaps be instructed to place a caretaker in charge, who would do any necessary work pending the leasing 
of this tank. AVngcs, £2 2s. a week.—A.B., 28/1.2/82. The Under Secretary for Alines. Submitted.—
H.AV,, 29/12/82. Approved.—A.R., 30/12/82. Inspector Doyle, by telegram — 28/12/82.

Boro Tank, 82-8,420, AVorks.—Extract from 82-1,038 Tanks.
I would also call the attention to the fact that, on tlie 2Slh August, notice was sent from this TanksLtWells, 

office of the completion of tank at Boro AVaterhole in same locality, and a request made that Alines would 82-1,090. 
fake charge. This has not been done,and this Department has hern paying out of Capital Vote tor a care
taker since tbat date. After the 1st of January there will bc'no funds for this purpose.
The Under Secretary, B.C. ' . AV.C.B., 7/12/82.

The Under Secretary for Alines.—J.R., B.C., 8/12/82. Ask Air. Gilliat whether caretaker has 
been placed in charge; if so, when ? Telegram, H'Dccember, 1882.

Telegram from Air. Inspector Gilliat to Chief Inspector of Stock.
Alossgiel, 22 December, 1882.

Bono Tank was nearly completed when I saw it, but had not been delivered by contractor lo Roads Tanks&Wells, 
Superiulendout. I think a telegram was sent to that officer with regard to a caretaker, but bavc had no 82-1,087. 
intimation since.

HARRY GILLIAT.
Inspector, Tanks and AVells.

----------------- 28 December, 1882.
Air. Doyle should place caretaker in charge, at salary of £2 2s. per week, and report.

Inspector Doylo, by telegram, 28/12/82. Air. Gilliat informed—29/12/82.

Sir, Sfock Branch,■Dcparfmcut of Alines, Sydney, 29 December, 1882. .
Referring to your telegram of 22nd instant rc Boro Tank, I have the honor to inform you 

that Air. Doyle, Inspector of Slock, has been instructed to place a caretaker in ehargo.
I have, &c.,

Air. Inspector Harry Gilliat. ALEX. BRUCE.

Tanks aAVells 
82-42.

Air. Bruce,—Was Alessrs. Gordon and Campbell’s 
2/1/83. ------------------

tender declined for this tank ?—H.G., B.C,,
Sir,

422—N
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Tanfcs&Wells,
83-79.

Tanks iWell;, 
83-330.

TankB&Wells,
88-1,400.

Sir, Walgetfc, 6 January, 1883.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your recent telegram rc the Lightning Itidgc and 

Boro Tank?, and to report upon the same, having visited them in accordance with your instructions.
The Lightning Bidge Tank is in good order, but is capable of holding 3 feet of water more than is 

at present in it.
The Boro Tank, I regret to say, is very much damaged, owing to the recent heavy rains which fell 

about five weeks ago. I attribute the damage lo the water finding its way along (outside) the pipe 
connecting the main and watering tanks. This caused the earth to give way and to fall into the tank, 
together with an immense quantity of tbc silt, that had been heaped upon it to such an extent as to choke 
the supply pipe, which 1 discovered by ordering the caretaker lo turn the tap on, the supply tank being 
2 feet lower than the main lank. Although the tap was open for 36 hours, no water passed through. 
The caretaker has so far repaired outward damages that to a casual observer the tank is in good order, but 
as I visited the tank just after the rains, I am of opinion that very serious damage has been sustained, 
though, owing to the presence of the water, it is difficult to say to what extent. I do not think any one 
would be found to lease it in its present state, or that with the appliances here available the damage can 
be repaired even sufficiently to allow the supply pipe to work, as there must be at least 17 feet of water 
or silt above the pipe in question. I have appointed caretakers at each tank.

I have, <fce.,
The Chief Inspector of Stock. J. It. DOTLE.

Mr. Gilliat,—This report will enable you to see why a caretaker was necessary at the Boro Tank. 
Being out of repair through the damage caused by the Hood water, the lessees will not take delivery till 
it is put in proper order. Nothing can, I suppose, be done in the case till the water subsides.—A.B., 
B.C., 19/1/83.

It might perhaps be advisable in the case of this tank and that of Lightning Eidge to authorize 
the caretakers to collect charges, if they are suitable men.—A..B ,B.C., 20/1/83,

Nothing can be done to this tank until the water in the watering tank has gone down either 
by evaporation or by consumption. The embankment of the main tank was far too close, being only 
yards from the main excavation, and even closer to the watering tank. I have, however, communicated 
with Messrs, Gordon and Campbell’s manager to inquire if any of their contractors will lender for the 
repairs. Before any considerable repairs are undertaken 1 wish to submit a report upon the way in 
which this tank has been constructed, and to suggest alterations in the method of admitting the water 
as well as adopting troughing and a double whip.—II.G., B.O., 14/2/83.

Mr. Bruce,— I have already submitted a recommendation that all caretakers should bo authorized . 
to collect rates. The men therefore should be carefully selected, and a close supervision kept over their 
accounts.—H.G., B.C., 14'/2/S3.

Sir, _ ... Widgctt, 26 February, 1883.
Ifofemng to the Government tanks at Boro and Lightning Kidge, 1 have the honor to inquire 

whether travelling stock are to be aliened access thereto for the purpose of watering. Since visiting and 
reporting upon the first named tank on 6th January, I find that the water has fallen about G feet in the 
supply tank, and ns the supply pipe will not act and admit of its being refilled from the main tank, a 
considerable amount of damage will be done by allowing stock (large stock more particularly) to water 
thereat, I would therefore suggest that some immediate steps be taken to put the supply pipe into working 
order, and that in the meantime the tank bo closed against travelling stock.

I have, &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Stock, J. B, DOTLE,

The admission of stock to the watering tanks will, as Mr. Doyle points out, do great injury to the 
tanks; these are lined with stones, and stock walking down will push them into the bottom, and increase the 
accumulation over the supply tank. J cannot suggest any remedy, except what I have recommended of 
whip and troughing without delay.—II. G., B.C., 1/8/83.

Sir, Walgett, 13 September, 1883.
I have the honor to enclose a letter just received from the caretaker of the tank at Boro. 

This letter shows clearly the necessity of having a fence erected round the tank as first mentioned in my 
letter to you of the 28th ultimo. '

I would beg further to suggest that, should the fencing he approved of, the whole of the 200 
acres reserved should he fenced in, as the cost would not be much greater than a fence which would 
include all the drains. I am, &e..
The Chief Inspector of Stock. J. - B. DOTLE.

Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., B.C., .1.7/9/83.

Sir! Boro Tank, 10 September, 1SS3.
I beg to call your earliest attention to the present condition of the tank at this place. There 

has no water come through the suction pipe from supply tank during the past four months. The water 
in drinking tank is 3 feet less than the supply tank. The stones all round the drinking tank are dropping 
down, having no foundation. Every morning for the past week I have pulled out from the drinking tank 
bogged and dead sheep. I am. &c.,
Mr. Stock-Inspector J. B. Doyle. ' WILLIAM BEGAN'.

Mr.
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Mr. Stock-Inspector J. E. Doyle’s report. 
Lightning Eidge Tank.

_ ■ "Walget, 1 March, 1884.
Tins tank contains 15 feet of water at the end of the platform, being 3 feet below high-water mark Tanks&Wells,
thus showing that very little silt has found its way into this portion of the tank. This tank is in excellent 84-292.
order with the exception of a little caving in of the sides of the main tank caused by the rippling of the
■water. The drinking tank is also in good order, the paving stones round it have not been displaced to any
extent, and the caretaker appears to devote a good deal of time in keeping his tank in repair; the water is
sweet and wholesome and the supply pipe acts freely. As the tank seems to have been made after the
same plan as the others, I attribute its present good condition to the fact of its having been filled
gradually aud stock not being allowed to use it until there wras a sufficient supply of water to enable
them to driuk, without crushing down into the drinking tank. This tank also requires fencing, but
the caretaker is not so much annoyed by stray stock, as the other caretakers, because the lessees’ paddocks
do not open to this tank. A hut also is required here.

J. E. DOYLE.

Mr. Gilliat.—A.E., E.C., 6/3/84. Memo, herewith.—H.G., B.C., 10/3/84.
Although this tank has not suffered yet from the caving in of the steep batters, it will undoubtedly 

do so, and the same stoppage of the connecting pipe sooner or later occur.
It is very urgent that1 troughing, &c., should be placed at all tho public watering places.

H.G., BC., 10/3/84.

Mr. Stock-Inspector J. E. Doyle’s report on Bunghill Tank.

_ _ Walget, 1st March, 1884.
I found this tank contains 12 feet of water, taking the depth from the end of the platform, as shoivn in TanksAWella,
the accompanying sketch ; the water is 3 feet below the top of the tank, and allowing the tank to have S4-294,
been IS feet deep this shows a sitting up of about 3 feet. I fancy the silt lias accumulated more at the
mouth of the roadway. This tank sustained a considerable amount of damage at the first rush of water
after its completion ; it carried awray part of the brake between the silt tank and the main tank (shown
in the sketch.) The water is swreet and wholesome, but the supply pipe from the main tank to the
drinking tank acts very feebly, doubtless on account of the silt in the drinking tank choking up the month
of the pipe. In consequence of the steepness of tho hatter in the main tank the ripple of the water has
undermined a considerable quantity of earth at the edges, and caused it to cave into the tank. The
drinking tank cannot he said to he in good order; the rough paving stones that were placed on the
sloping surface of the sides and ond have become very much displaced, and a great number of them have
slipped in towards the bottom of the tan It; it would, in my opinion, he advisable to have the stones
broken into ordinary-sized metal, so as it would mix witli the earth and form a more solid foundation for
stock. The silt tank into which the drains empty is filled up to within 2 feet of the top noth silt; this
should be cleaned out, and, in my opinion, instead of allowing tbe water to enter the main tank aa it does
at present, it should be conveyed from the silt tank by means of a wooden flume sufficiently long enough
to carry the water clear of the bottom of the hatters; this would prevent a very large quantity
of silt from finding its way into the main tank, I. have inspected several large private tanks in
the neighbourhood, and find that they are all supplied by this means, aud I am told they all answer well.
The fence round the main tank is in good order. I would strongly recommend that the drinking tank be 
also fenced and fitted with gates for the entrance and exit of stock, as half the caretaker’s time is taken 
up in endeavouring to prevent stock, tho property of lessees and others, from using the tank, hut it is 
impossible for him to do so, for, though driven away in the day time, they return at night. It would also 
he desirable to erect a suitable hut for the caretaker, as it is a matter of great difficulty to get competent 
and trustworthy men as caretakers unless provided witli a weather-jrroof hut to live in.

--------- J, R. DOYLE.
Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., B.O., 6/3/84. Memo, herewith.—II. G-., B.C., 10/3/84,
The erection of troughing and pumps at this tank will be the only permanent remedy against the 

stoppage of tho connecting-pipc between the main reservoir and the watering tauk, and ]. am strongly of 
opinion that the embankment should he completed, aud tho flood-water admitted by a flume, similar to 
those 1 had made for the tanks in the south-west, and which J recommended to a former manager on the 
Llanillo station, near this work.—H. G ., B.C., 10/3/84.

Mr, Stock-Inspector J, E. Doyle’s report on Boro Tank.

Tins tank contains only 9 feet of water at the end of the platform, and is 5 feet below high water Tanke&WaHs
mark, thus showing an accumulation of 4 feet of silt, allowing the tank to have been 18 feet deep. Tho 84-293.
water in the main tank is sweet and wholesome, hut in the drinking tank it is quite green and unfit for
use. The supply pipe does not act, and there are no present means of remedying it. The paving stones
round the drinking tank are very much displaced ; a great number have been forced down into the bottom
of the tauk. It is dangerous to drive stock promiscuously to water at this tank on that account, I would
recommend that all the available stone be broken into ordinary-sized metal, and laid around the sides and
end of the drinking tank. As this tank is in a very desirable position, and absolutely necessary for stock
travelling this route, I would recommend that prompt steps be taken to supply troughing to enable the
caretaker to water stock, but as this will necessarily take a little time, I could at a slight cost, if instructed,
take a couple of blackfellows out with me, and got them to dive down to the mouth of the pipe and clear
away the silt, now that the water is tolerably low, and thus euable stock to get water until a pump and
troughing could be provided. The silt tank is nearly full of silt, and I have directed the caretaker to clean
it out. I would strongly recommend that the same means of feeding the main tank be employed, as
suggested in my report on Bunghill Tank. This tank requires fencing immediately, as the caretaker is all
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his time endeavouring to keep lessees' sheep from using tho tank, hut notwithstanding his endeavours they 
come at all hours during the night and consume the water, and, as they are in such a weak state, they bog 
and die round the tank. The lessee informs me that ho has tanks in the same paddock, hut cannot keep 
his sheep from trespassing at the G-overumont tank'. A hut is also required. The caretaker has a most 
wretched hovel to live in, and in wet weather he lias to cover his books and papers up in a bucket or 
camp-oven in order to keep them dry. The banks of the main tank have caved in to a greater extent than 
any of the other tanks, hut it may he owing to the soil being of a more crumbling nature. I have ascer
tained the opinions of a number of gentlemen in the district, and they all agree that 1 to 1 hatter is far 
too steep for these tanks.. As the supply pipe at this tank acted slightly four months ago, there cannot 
ho a very large quantity of silt accumulated since that time. I would like to get your instructions to 
endeavour it; the manner suggested to get this pipe to act, if only temporarily, as it is a great boon to the 
public to keep this water lit for use. Teamsters have now to water their stock out of buckets. It would 
also he advisable to have an additional drain to this tank, as the caretaker informs me that the main tank 
was originally filled bv water coming from a different direction to that followed by the present drains.

' ' ' ' J. R. BOYLE.
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Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., B.C.,-6/3/84. Memo, herewith.—II.G., B.C, 10/3/84.
The damage at this tank is'even greater than at the Bunghill. I inspected it the day it was com

pleted by the contractor, and the workmanship was excellent, hut from the design I predicted exactly 
what has occurred.

Tho only remedy in my opinion is troughing and pump, and admitting the flood-water by flume, 
and completing the embankment. H.G., B.C., 10/3/84.

My dear Sir, Dungalcar, 4 June, 1883.
According to promise J saw Regan about the state of the pipes in tank. He had the valve 

turned on for thirtv-six hours, and can get no water into tank. At present they are useless. I believe 
the quantity of eartH that has gone into main tank will render the pipes useless. Any further information 
I can obtain I will he most happv to furnish you with. Yours, &e.,

" - A. M'OLYMONT.
Mr. Inspector Doyle. --------- ----- —

Minute of Mr. Inspector Gilliat.
Boro, Bunghill, and Lightning Ridge Tanks.

Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 10 March, 1884. 
Tanks^Wells, WiTii reference to Mr. Overseer Doyle’s reports upon the condition of the three tanks between the

84-319. Barwon and the Harrnn Rivers, I beg leave to point out that at tho time the arrangement between this 
mrntg11^ Department and that of Public Works was made with regard to carrying out the repairs and alterations 
84-30C. required from time to time at public watering places, I recommended that in cases of emergency the 

PublicWorltF, Inspector of Public Tanks and Wells might effect repairs to an amount not exceeding £50 sterling at 
84-2,143, any one work.

This was objected to by the Department of Public Works, and not confirmed. I think the arrange
ment then made should he maintained, and the undivided responsibility rest with the one Department; 
and especially as the Department of Public Works has resident officers in eacli of the districts to perform 
these duties, the interference of this Department in opposition to the existing arrangement appears to me 
undesirable.

I would therefore recommend for the consideration of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines that 
Mr. Doyle’s reports upon the state of these works, which merely confirm my own knowledge of them, 
should he forwarded for the information of the Department of Works, with the suggestion that', if unable, 
from the severity of tho drought, to immediately undertake their permanent refit, such temporary repairs 
may be made as to enable stock to water.

I would again call attention to the urgent importance of fencing the special leases with as little 
delay as possible. ' ' HARRY GILLIAT.

Mr. Gilliat,—Could you not suggest, for the consideration of the Works Department, some tem
porary arrangement by which stock could be watered at these tanks, pending full necessary repairs being 
made and permanent appliances fitted?—A.B., 12/3/Si. ^

With two single and a snatch-block, a few poles, rope, canvass for a bucket, and a few sheets of 
iron, a single whip could ho rigged. The caretaker with a horse could lift the water from the main 
reservoir and run it bade into the silt tank, from which, pending repairs, permission might be given to 
water stock.—II.G., B.C., 14/3/84.

The temporary mode of supply here suggested by Mr. Gilliat, might perhaps he brought under 
the notice of the Works Department.—A.B., 18/3/84. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted,—■
II.W., 13/3/84. For Works Department.—J. P. Abbott, 22/3/84. ’ The Under Secretarv for 
Works.—II.W„ B.C., 25/3/84. Roads.—J.R., B.C., 1/4/84. '

Telegram from Mr. Road-Superintendent Adams to Commissioner for Roads.
_ Goodooga, 14 April, 1884.

Tanks and Eroni feet of water in Boro, about twelve in Lightning Ridge; both tanks are working well; traffic
Punts, would he suspended between Barwon and Narrnn Rivers onlv for them.84-355. 1 ■'

--------  J. II. ADAMS.
Mr. Wocd with reference to complaints as to these works.—W.C.B., 15/4/84.

Telegram
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Telegram from Mr. Eoad-Superinlendent Adams to The Commissioner for Roads.
... AValgetf, 3 April, ISSd.

vVas afc Boro and Lightning Ridge tanks twice last month : saw mob of cattle watering at Boro; waited 
till they finished and got out of drinking tank ; water appeared in good condition ; then asked caretaker 
how valve was _ working; lie said all right. Drank at Lightning Ridge; water could not be better; 
works seemed in good order save a few stones loose at Boro tank, which I ordered the man to put right, 
and reported him to Mr. Doyle for allowing such things. Have heard no complaints from travellers; 
shall visit again soon. J, pj, ADAMS.

No report as to Bunghill; Mr. Wood, telegraph again.—W.C.B , 3/4/SL 
A.P.W., 3/4/84. ° ^ 11 Telegram sent.—

Telegram from Mr. Road-Superintendent Adams to The Commissioner for Roads.
_ Walgett, 7 April, 1881.

.Titst returned from Bungliill; about 12 feet ot water in main, ami drinking tank-water very good, only 
gets foul when a mob of cattle rushes through it. Valve working well and lank generallv in serviceable 
condition; considered great boon by travellers. J. f-I, ADAMS.

Mr. Wood.—See me with papers.—W.C.B.

Minute by Mr. Assistant-Engineer Wood.
Reports of Stock Inspector on Tanks in Walgett District.

■h Sydney, 17th April, 1884.
Buxom i,I. Tank,—Mr. Doyle, the Inspector under tho Mining Department, reports that the supply Tanks & Wells 
pipe connecting tho main and drinking tanks acts very feebly, that the pitching of slopes is much displaced, 84-495. ‘ 
and that the works generally have been considerably injured by the action of the water. Our local officer,
Mr. Adams, in telegram attached, reports that the supply pipe is working well, and the tank generally 
in serviceable condition, and a great boon to travellers. “

t BoroTank.—Mr. Doyle reports that the supply pipe at this tank does not act. that the waterin drinking 
tank is green and unfit for use, and that the pitching on the drinking slopes is very much displaced. Mr.
A.dams reports that the caretaker stated to him that the supply pipe was working allright; that the water 
appeared in good condition; that he saw a mob of cattle water there ; that a few stones wore loose which 
should have been attended to by caretaker, and for which negligence Mr. Adams reported him to Mr.
Doyle. Li a subsequent telegram (attached) he reports this tank as working well, and that, hut for it 
and Lightning Ridge Tank, all traffic between Barwon and Narran Rivers would be suspended,

Lightning Ridge Tank.—In regard to this tank Mr. Doyle’s and Mr. Adam’s reports are the same—tlm 
lank being in good order, with a plentiful supply of wholesome water. It appears strange that there should 
be such discrepancies between the reports sent in by the Mines officer and Mr. Adams as to the first two 
tanks ; and without wishing to in the slightest degree impute any wilful misstatement to Mr. Doyle, I still 
think that Mr. Adams’ opinion is the more reliable, and must, until proyed incorrect, be accepted by this 
Department. 1 *

, As regards the design of these tanks which Mr, Gilliat objects to, and has on several previous 
occasions objected kg I am not prepared to make any defence beyond that which has been constantly 
urged to these complaints—that it was adopted at a time when funds were short and when it was con
sidered advisable, in the face of the fate that attended our earlier w'orks with separate drinking appliances, 
to make these works as simple as possible. Tins department has never upheld this design, and all our 
later works have been on the separate drinking system, and the drinking-slope tanks are being converted 
as rapidly as possible to the same system. In the face of these facts, I cannot see that any good result is 
to he attained by so constantly drawing our atlention to defects which have been readily’ acknowledged, 
and which are being remedied as rapidly as possible. Great allowances should be made on account of 
the seasons, which have been exceptionally severe, and have very considerably hampered our operations

_ „ . ’ “ ARTHUR P. WOOD.
The Commissioner for Roads.

I have nothing to add to what Mr. Wood has stated, except that tho Mines Department first 
neglect the works, and then complain.—W.C.B.. 17/4/84. Under Secretary, B.C. Forward to Mines.-—
F.A.W., 27/4/84. • The Under Secretary for Mines—.LR,, 23/4/84., B.C. Submitted—A.B.,
25/4/S4-. The Under Secretary for Mines. Do not the complaints of this Department refer to tho
construction of tho works ?—.WAV., 28/4/84. Yes. Submitted.—IIAV., 7/5/84. These papers may 
go to Mr. Doyle for his report.—,1. I\ Ajjbott, 8/5/84. '

lie Mr. Doyle's Report on Bunghill Tank.
Roads Office, "Walgett, 25 April, 1384.

Mr. Doyle s report on the present state of the Bunghill tauk is a very fair one. It is true Tods and 
that the first rush of water after its completion did a lot of damage to the apron of inlet, uprootiim the runts, 
stone pitching at the entrance, and scouring the bed beneath, the abrading action continuing until w84"3^2- 
it was destroyed by meeting the water in the main tank'. I may mention that the work was subjected to t k&Wll'
an unusually severe trial on this occasion, as 5 inches of rain fell in that storm. The wonder therefore is, 84-602:! Ej
not that it did damage', but that it had done so little. Mr. Doyle states that the supply pipe from the Miucs Dept, 
main to the drinking tank acts very feebly. I am at a loss to understand this expression, or why tho 
statement was made; for, as a matter of fact, the valve has never failed to keep the supply tank full, which,
I submit, is all that it is expected to do, and as long as this goes on there should he no cause for com
plaint.

In another part of the report it is urged that, in consequence of the steepness of the hatter in
the main tauk, the ripple of the water has undermined a considerable quantity of earth at the edges and

caused
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caused it to care into the taut. Now, while not defending tho batter in any way, I may state that this 
is a perfectly natural result to expect from the unprotected sides of a reservoir ; for, besides the tendency 
of earth to fall down by the effect of gravity, there is also a full abrasive action of the water exercised 
beneath the dry portion of the slopes, and this will go on, no matter what their ratio may be, unless 
puddled or stone-faced, neither of which could the Department afford to do. -

The report goes on to say that the drinking tank could not be said to be in good order, because 
some of the rough stones placed on the sloping surface of the sides bad become very much displaced and 
had slipped in towards the bottom of the tank, &c. I think this is too had that such a state of things 
should exist where a caretaker is regularly employed and has very little else to do but to see that these 
trifling repairs are attended to. If he only gave the slightest attention to his work he could easily re-set 
any stones that may have got displaced after the passage of cattle over them. I have already reported 
this man for being drunk and away from his work, but it would seem that little notice lias been taken 
of it, for he is in charge of the tank still. What can I expect under such circumstances but that the work 
will be neglected. During my late visit I found the silt tank full of perfectly dry silt. I asked Mordaunt 
(caretaker) why it was he had not cleaned it out, he said because ho had no plank to wheel on. I ordered 
him to go and split a slab if he could not find one, and not make such idle excuses as that. He promised, 
to do 80.

1 wish it to be understood that 1 conferred with Mr. Doyle before giving orders to the caretakers 
re keeping their tanks in order, he fully concurring that during my visits I should in struct them ns regards 
repairs; but I think my hands should he further strengthened by the Department in this particular, as it 
is but fair to myself to see that the works are kept in repair when the cost of doing so takes but little 
labour. It is too bad that risks should be incurred through tho indolence of men who have not two days’ 
work to do in a month. The valves, imperfect as they are as regards position, should work for years if 
they had received that daily attention from caretakers which it is necessary should he paid them. I agree 
with Mr. Doyle that a wooden flume would be a better arrangement for conveying the water into the 
main tank than the present stone apron. This principle’ is fully understood by the Department, and if 
Mr. Doyle noticed the drawings that were exhibited here for the Narran Tank be would see it embodied. 
It is to be adopted when tho pumping gear is erected ; but when the present tank was designed, now some 
four years since, there was very little money at my disposal, so that every item had to be cut down to the 
utmost. I think, under the eircumstances, the works must he considered satisfactory, for they never once 
failed throughout the present prolonged drought in supplying the wants of the district with good water. 
How long this may last it is impossible for me to say.

The report further recommends that the drinking tank be fenced in, as at present it is impossible 
to kcep stray stock away from the water. I may say, in reply to this, that the matter has already been 
dealt with, and that tenders have been invited for the work.

Mr. Doyle concludes his report by further recommending that a suitable but he erected for the 
caretaker. I quite concur in this, as it is most desirable to have respectable men in charge (and married 
ones if possible), because, as it sometimes happens when the men are forced to go some distance for meat, 
&c.. there Would in their absence be someone on the works to prevent trespass. I think, in order to 
induce family men to take employment of this kind, a suitable cottage should be erected at each tank, say 
of four rooms for tho family, and a store-room for tools and material. ’

The arrangement I think should be as follows, viz.:—hiving room, IT x 12'; parents’ bod-room, 
11' x 10'; boys’ room, 1' x 10'; and tool-room, 6' x 7', all to be 8' high to the wall-plate, with galvanized 
iron roof, and built of pine timber, to be contracted for by Hudson Bros, or some firm of that kind, to he 
put together at tbe works in Sydney, marked and numbered, and transmitted here by train and teams, 
with a man to put them up at the respective sites. This, in my opinion, would be the best and most 
economical way of getting the work done, as the rate of skilled labour here (when you can get it.) is 
excessively high and the cost of material equally so.
_ The necessity for decent houses at the works need hardly be urged, for I feel sure they will induce 
industrious aud steady men to seek employment, and so enable the Government to get rid of the worthless 
fellows now engaged, There is also another advantage that may be expected, and that is that the tanks 
are much more likely to be let by tender when it is known that such important advantages as a good 
cottage and well-fenced paddock are to be acquired, and there cau be very little doubt but that a person 
once settled there will be most anxious to retain and improve them.

I have, &c.,
■I, H. ADAMS.

The Commissioner for Koads.
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Minute by Mr. Assistant Engineer ’Wood on portion of report marked.
Plaxs will be prepared for huts with two rooms, which is all that can be expected to be provided 
Designs will be prepared for huts built of pine logs, weatherboards (pise), and galvanized iron. The cost 
of carriage will in most cases prove prohibitory.

Mr. Wood,— See me.—W.C.B., 30/4/84. Should be copied and sent to Mines. I have nothing
to add beyond the opinions expressed in my minutes on papers 84-391 and 393.—A.P.W., 30/4/34.

I recommend that this copy of report from Poad Superintendent Adams be scut to Mines.—
W.C.B., ll!/ii/84. Under Secretarv, B.C. ".Forward to Mines.—RAW., 20/5/84. Tbc Under 
Secretary for Mines.—J.It,, 21/5/84, B.C. Copy to Mines, 1G/4/84. Rile.—W.C.B., 10/5/84.

Be
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Re i'll.r, Doyle’s Deport on Boro AValerholo Tanlt.
Sir, _ Walgett, 25 April, 1S8-1.

t consider this a most extraordinary report of Mr. Doyle’s, because if such a state of things as Tanta&Welif, 
it has disclosed existed, I feel that 1 should have been communicated witli at once by the Inspector in 84-603. 
such a vital matter as the non-action of the inlet valve, instead of what the first intimation 1 received 
about it was a telegram from the Department on the 3rd instant, probably some weeks after the report 
had been written. Fortunately, it found me at borne, which enabled me to take prompt action 
by starting tho maintenance man off at once with instructions to clear the valve—myself following 
after, wondering at the sudden collapse of work that I had inspected 20 days before, and was 
informed then by the caretaker that everything was all right—in fact this has been the report received 
from him every time I visited the work. I was therefore surprised to receive the telegram; on my arrival 
at the tank I was informed that there was nothing wrong with the valve. This I could sec was correct, 
flic water being on the same level in both tanks, and very good; hut tho man informed me that 
it was not always so in the drinking slopes, for after cattle had drunk and waded through, it became very 
muddy and bad. This I could easily understand; tbe wonder would be if it were not so, as tbe accumu
lated silt of two years was there, in addition to the usual cxerementitious deposits of tbe stock that bad 
watered there during the time ; but notwithstanding these drawbacks (common to tanks on this system) 
the water was good, the supply from the main tauk no doubt keeping it so. 1 can only account for Mr.
Doyle’s statement re the valve on the supposition that he framed his report on information received from 
the caretaker, who is a thoroughly worthless man, and one whom I had to report on several occasions for 
not keeping his tank in order. This is the only explanation I can give for the statements in the report.
I have been to the tank every month regularly, and have always been informed by tbe caretaker that the 
valve was working well, and this was borne out by my seeing the drinking tank well supplied. Yet Mr.
Doyle has informed me that he told him it ivas not working right. I must again give it as my opinion 
that Mr. Doyle has been deceived by the caretaker, who, probably through ignorance of the valve action, 
had reported’ it would not work, when most likely the water had attained the same level in both tanks. I 
wish here to say that I am not defending the position or action of the valve in any way, nor attempting to 
prove that it may not become choked at any moment, but merely stating what I found on inspection and 
by report to be true, Before finishing with this portion of the report, I would like to add that I have 
always received the assistance of Mr. Doyle to the fullest extent in all matters relating to the lank service, 
and believe him to he thoroughly conscientious and painstaking, hence my strong belief in the theory of 
his being misinformed. The fact that the paving stones round the drinking tank were loose only confirms 
my opinion of the caretaker, that he is thoroughly useless ; the few stones that are likely to get displaced 
after cattle watering could soon be put right by a slight expenditure of labour ; but if neglected they 
quickly develop into serious defects. 1. have ordered my maintenance man to remain, and help to do all 
necessary repairs. As to the danger of driving stock promiscuously to water at this tank, I can safely 
say that no such risk exists, for even supposing tho pitching got displaced, the ground beneath, from tho 
water line upwards, is always safe. As to the recommendation of breaking the pitching up into metal, I 
cannot say whether it would be an improvement or not; but I propose to lay out a, small portion aud see 
how it will act. As to the recommendation contained in the report that the tank should be fenced, I have 
to state tha! the question of doing so has already been considered by the Department, and that tenders 
have been invited for the same.

I agree with Mr. Doyle that the caretaker has a very wretched place to live in, and would recom
mend that a cottage he erected at an early date.

Mr, Doyle further on remarks that the banks of the main tank have “ caved” in more than any of 
the others ; this I think is correct and may have been caused through the greater porosity of this ground, 
or probably by the first rush of water over the berm causing injury to the slopes in several parts, and 
this, I maintain, would have happened no matter what their hatter had been.

Mr. Doyle goes on to suggest that a couple of black follows be engaged to dive down to the pipe 
and clear away the silt aud so get the pipe to act, if only temporarily. Now supposing this was neces
sary (winch up to the present has not been tbe case), it is hardly the expedient I should resort to 
with my present knowledge of the blackfellows of this district, who, I find, are not fond of water, and 
even if they were would find something more congenial to their tastes than to go diving in the manner 
suggested.

Mr. Doyle concludes Iris report by recommending that an additional drain be cut to this tank, this 
is simply an echo of an order of mine given to the caretaker months ago, in order to employ bis leisure 
time in a profitable way, but it has not been done. Mr. Doyle lias been misled by the caretaker in 
stating that the water that had filled the tank had come from a different direction to that of the drains.
This is a very stupid statement, for how could the water enter the tauk except through the drains led into 
the silt tank. I have seen the locality under the most favourable conditions for judging of these matters, 
and have been over the ground when the heaviest of the rain fell which enabled me to have the drains 
placed in the best position ; as alread stated, tbe catchment can be considerably improved by increased 
drainage if found necessary, but as the tank got full before, so it will again with those in present use.
In conclusion, I would like the Commissioner to understand that I am not defending my work, or the 
principle of these tanks in any shape; they were made in the most economical manner, and in the simplest 
way, in order that they might be finished for tho sum voted ; plans could have been prepared for a 
similar class of work just as easily which would have prevented the caving in of banks and the feebleness 
of pipes, but where was the money coming from ? I had to do the best I could with the amount at my 
disposn], and consider I have done so.
The Commissioner for Koads. J, II. ADAMS,

■ I recommend that this copy of report of Koad-Superintendent Adams be forwarded to Mines.—
W.C.B,, 16/5/84', Under Secretary, B.C. Forward to Mines.—F.A.W., 20/5/84. The Under 
Secretary for Mines.—J.K,, B.C., 21/5/84. Mr. Inspector Gilliat.—A.B., B.C., 22/5/84. Before dealing 
with these reports, I think they should be sent to Mr, Overseer Doyle for any remark he may have to make 
upon them,—H.G., B.C., 2'7/6/84. Mr. Inspector Doyle.—A.B., B.C., 30/6/84.

Sir,
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oil'. 1 WalgcU, 13 May, 18S4.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your B.C., 9/5/84. enclosing papers for report. 

In reply, I beg to state that my reports upon the tanks in the Walgett district are strictly true, and nave 
not been overrated in any way. With regal’d to Bunghill Tanlt, the supply pipe, I was informed by the 
caretaker (an intelligent man), only acted feebly, and at times not at all. The pitching on the slopes of 
the drinking tank was very much displaced, but by my instructions the caretaker has been engaged in 
replacing the stones as_opportunities presented themselves, I still maintain that tho works generally did 
receive considerable injury from the first rush of water, augmented by permitting the stock to use the 
drinking tank long before it contained a sufficiency of water to enable them to drink without crowding, 
and thus displacing the stones on the slopes. I quite agree with Mr. Adams that the tank is a great boon, 
and still serviceable, as it contains a large supply of good wholesome water. It would be a hard matter 
indeed if this tank was rendered useless at this early date ; hut 1 contend that unless some substantial 
form of inlet be adopted, lo prevent tbe silting up of this tank, it will become useless years before it 
should do. Since my report of March 1st, I have again visited this tank, aud have no reason to alter my 
former opinions. -

With reference to Boro tank I have no reason to alter my opinion, expressed in my report of 
January 6th, 1883, and March 1st, 1SS4, and I enclose you a letter from Mr. M'Clymont, then of 
Dungalear. I may state that I was present when the valve was turned on, but not having time at 
my disposal to wait and see the result, 1 arranged with Mr. M'CIymont to report the effect 
to me. The pitching on the drinking slopes was very much displaced at tho time of my report, 
so much so that carriers and others deemed it unsafe to turn their horses loose to drink, but 
preferred to lead them or water them in buckets. Mr. Adams did report the caretaker, W. Began, to 
me for neglecting to replace the stones; but as the greater portion of the displacement was under 
tho water, and many of the stones very heavy and embedded in mud, I consider it was beyond 
the power of any one man to remedy this. I still maintain that tho water in the drinking tauk 
was green and unfit for use. My own horse refused to drink it after I had ridden him 20 miles. 
In one of the several conversations I have had with Mr. Adams with regard Lo this pipe not working, ho 
seemed to repudiate the idea that either the caretaker or myself could form any correct estimate ot the 
respective depths of the water in each lank without proper instruments, and hinted at the probability of 
the water being on a level in each tank when the valve was turned on; but as the upright posts which 
support the platform in the main tank clearly show the high-water mark, and the fencing posts in the 
drinking tank also show the high-water mark, it is a safe conclusion to draw that if the water is 2 feet 
below the mark in the main tank, and 6 feet below tbe mark in the drinking tank, that a difference of 
4 feet exists in the level of the two waters. On more than one occasion when visiting Boro Tauk, 1 
have been accompanied by H. G. Crombie, Esq.. Dungalcar, and on a recent occasion also by R. W. 
Chase, Esq , Llanillo, who will doubtless, if necessary, verify what I have stated. Mr. Adams rcconily 
sent a maintenance man out to Boro tank to assist the caretaker in repairing the works, and who 
reported that there was 7 feet of silt in the drinking tank.

I note a memo, by tbe Commissioner for Roads, that tho Mines Department first neglect the works 
and then complain; but tbc chief damage sustained by these tanks was done by the first rush of water, 
the state especially of Bunghil] tank having been well known and a by-word in the district, and this 
long before they were handed over to the Mines Department. "

In conclusion, I may say that 1 can quite understand how a casual observer can be deceived with 
regard to the water in the drinking tanka, particularly when it has not been disturbed for two or three 
days. It then looks clear and in good condition, but when it is stirred up by thirsty stock rushing into it, 
as they always do, it becomes black and emits a very unpleasant odour, caused by the atirring up of tho 
putrid matter that has found its way into this tank. I have, Ae.,

. . . J. R. DOYLE,
The Chief Inspector of Stock, -------- Inspector of Stock.

Mr. Adams for report, with all the papers. Very ureeul:.—W.C.B., 11/7/84. To be returned 
at once. Mr. Adams,—B.C., 12/7/S4. Herewith.—j.H.A'., 29/7/84.

Minute by The Commissioner on portion marked.
Bv whom was this permittedP—W.C.B. By the so-called caretakers.—LILA. See report
on separate paper herewith-LILA. The Commissioner for Roads.—B.C. Mr. Gilliat. B.C.,
17/8/81.—A.B. ' ’

Memo, by Mr. Inspector Gilliat.
27 May, 1884.

Tnji mmuic of tho Commissioner and Engineer for Roads and Bridges attached to Mr. A, P. Wood's 
memo on the Boro, Lightning Ridge, and Bunghill tanks. I have nothing to add to what Mr. Wood lias 
stated, except that the Mines Department first neglect the Works and then complain, appears to me 
sufficient justification to submit, for the consideration of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, a brief 
review of the position with regard to these works. "

Erom the date of my first inspection of the public tanks, I have been reluctantly compelled to 
report both verbally and iu writing to the Under Secretary for Alines and the Chief Inspector of Stock, 
that the construction of these works was so defective that I saw no prospect of the Department being able 
to maintain them, except by carrying out extensive alterations and repairs; and I believe I may say it 
was chiefly owing to the fact that the cost of the repairs and alterations deemed urgently necessary to 
maintain the works in order, amounting to so large a sum, besides being so widely distributed, that the 
staff at the disposal of the Mines Department was not able to supervise its expenditure, that the recom
mendation was made to remit the repairs to the Constructing Department. 1 was not aware that the 
defects in these works had been readily acknowledged by the Department of Public Works, as hero stated 
by Air. A. P. Wood, except in his present memo, and once formerly with reference, I think, to some 
particular tank; but at tho same time I fail to see how its admission affects the question, or how my reports 
for the information of the Secretary for Alines arc to be prepared without allusion to the defects in works 
this Department is to maintain, and for which it became an important part of my duties to submit remedies.

That
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That this Department has reileratcdly urged attention to tho condition of worts requiring repair is 
true j but the attention of the Mines is as frequently directed to the delay in effecting what arc admittedly 
urgent: repairs, and these are forwarded for the information of the Department of Public Works, at the 
same time that allowance has been made for the severity of the season is shown in my memo, attached to 
these papers. ■

I cannot, however, agree with Mr. A. P. Wood, that shortness of funds is a legitimate defence for IquitBasreewith 
defective design or faulty construction, thh.--j.p.a.

In view, therefore, of Mr. A. P. Wood’s statements in the paper to which this minute is attached— 
that he is not prepared to make any defence of the design of these works beyond want of funds ; that his 
Department has never upheld the designs, and has readily acknowledged their defects; and finally, his 
complaint that the attention of the Department of Public Works has been so constantly directed to these 
things by myself, I beg to submit, for the consideration of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, that 
the minute of the Commissioner and Engineer for Koads and Bridges, coming from an officer of such 
high standing, conveys an undeserved censure upon myself.

With regard to tho works particularly referred to in these papers, I can confirm, from my own 
observation, Mr. Doyle’s statement concerning the Bunghill tank—that it was seriously damaged before 
being transferred to this Department; and I informed Mr. Adams, the constructing officer, of it at the time.

A private letter from H. G-. Crombie, of Dungalear, received more than a year ago, confirmed all 
that Mr. Doyle had stated in his reports upon the Boro tank, .

In fact, the damage at each of these works is the necessary consequence of their defective design.
The point of difference between Mr. Doyle aud Mr. Adams appears to be in the working of tho -

connecting pipes between the main and drinking tank at Boro and Bunghill,
Each of these has, or had, steep 1 to 1 batters. These have fallen in and filled, more or less, the 

bottom of the main tank, and must interfere with the discharge of the connecting pipe sooner or later.
Mr. Doyle, in January, 1883, found this pipe choked. Mr. McClymont, late overseer at Dungalear, con
firms his statement, and says that after the valve was open for thirty-sis hours no water could be had 
in tho drinking tank.

Mr. Adams recently sent a maintenance man to remedy this. No doubt he probably by some 
means freed the inlet pipe and temporarily restored the connection ; hut that it is liable to be choked 
again at any moment, no one knows better than Mr. A. P. Wood and Mr, Adams.

I have very great confidence in Mr. Doyle’s ability and experience, and believe him to bo a 
thoroughly reliable officer. I also know Mr, Adams intimately, and I am equally sure that he could not 
be guilty of a wilful misstatement; but these works were constructed by him, and he is naturally enough 
not disposed to judge them as critically as a less interested observer will do.

The only remedy for these works is, I consider, the one I have already submitted—tho erection of 
troughing and pumping gear as soon as the season will admit.

HARRY GILLIAT.
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Submitted.—A.B., 24/5/84. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 80/5/84.
Mr. Gilliat's actions are so prominently before me in the performance of his duties, and always 

meeting with my approval, I do not think he need concern himself about the censure or praise of Mr. 
Wood of the Works, who seems to delight in reporting in an antagonistic spirit towards Mr. Gilliat. 1 
do think it is not just to myself for Mr. Bennett to make the remarks he has upon Mr. Wood’s report. 
There was the less cause for his doing so, because I have endeavoured to make the two Departments work 
harmoniously, and Mr. Bennett is well aware of the fact.—J. P. Abbott, 30/5/84.

The Under Secretary for Public Works.—H.W., B.C., 4/6/84. Roads.—J.R., B.C., 5/C/84.

Minute by Tbe Commissioner for Roads.
I must disclaim, in tbe most earnest way, any intention to attribute neglect to the Honorable tlicMinister for 
Mines, but I would respectfully point out that from the very beginning these works have been neglected, 
and such neglect has resulted in the state of things described in Mr. Gilliat's first report. The Galathcra 
aud Boggy Creek tanks were not what they should have been, but the other later works were, when com
pleted, what they were intended to be, in order to avoid cost and injury from neglect, and were no more 
imperfect in design than an ordinary road can be called imperfect in design, because it is not a railway. 1 
attach Mr. Adams’ report. I am doing all that can possibly be done to cany out the more expensive 
works now determined on properly. W.C.B., 8/8/84.

Under Secretary.—W.C.B., B.C., 8/8/S4. Submitted.—A.B., 15/S/84. Tbe Under Secretary 
for Miucs. Submitted.—H.W., 15/8/84. Seen.—J. P. Abbott, 6/0/84. Mr. Gilliat,—A.B.,
B.C., 6/0/34, Seen.—II,G., 8/9/84.

Having further reference to Tanks.
Sir, Roads Office, Walgett, 29 July, 1884.

In obedience to your minute of tbe 11th instant (fire papers 700, and Mines 574) herewith,
I bog to report that I have only returned from an inspection of tho tank on the Llanillo Road, and am 
pleased to say found them pretty well full of water, and in good serviceable order. The caretakers, on 4 ' Cl'
being asked by me, state that the valves are working well. In the face of this, I feel rather surprised at Mines Dept, 
the report of Mr. Doyle, for one or two things must have happened—either that the men in charge are Tanks and 
untruthful, or that Mr. Doyle expects some wonderful degree of perfection from common earthwork 
reservoirs. I think, if any engineer were to examine these tanks, he would say that they are doing their Worla p ’ ti 
duty well. It has been hinted that because I constructed them, I am therefore not disposed to judge ’
them as critically as a less interested observer would do. I absolutely deny that any notice of the kind 
would influence me, for I have stated over and over again that I never claimed any merit for them save 
that of cheapness and simplicity, and have always pointed out what appeared to me to be their inherent 
defects long before Mr. Gilliat came to the district. . • I

“ 422—0
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I recommended that pumps aud troughing should be substituted when the season aud other 
circumstances permit, and at the present time I. have pumps and horsc-goar ready to erect when there is 
a chance of getting the work done ; for hitherto it lias boon almost, impossible to find men to tender for 
anything here, in consecjuence of the drought and its effects on stock and carriage; but this state of things, 
I trust, will soon pass away and permit the work to be done.

I think 1 need not follow' Mr. Doyle through his report' very minutely, as the statements therein 
are merely repetitions of those already replied to. It is urged that unless some substantial form of 
inlet be adopted to prevent tbe silting up of Bimgliill Tank it will become useless years before it should 
do. I may say in reply to this that there is no form of inlet that will prevent silting ; all that can ho 
done is to provide pits as at present, and catch all wo can by precipitation—for, in the absence of costly 
and extensive filter-beds, that is all we can hope to do. The storms here are of short duration and far 
between. It is therefore imperative to catch them as quickly as may be, and at all risks silt therefrom is 
inevitable. It is intended, however, to put in a wooden flume 5 feet wide when the pumping-gear is being 
erected.

'The statement about the stones on the drinking slopes getting loose only proves that the caretakers 
neglected their duty. I pointed this out to Mr. Doyle from time to time; iu fact, tho men w'ere perfectly 
useless when I last visited Bunghill. I found the silt-tank full of sand, and quite useless; if that was not 
neglect, I don’t know what is. 1 ordered the man to clean it out at once, On several occasions 1 found 
tho berm of the tanks damaged through the silt from the embankment being allowed to collect, and so 
conduct the water over the slopes, causing dangerous scour. These and other points caused me to engage 
a maintenance man who would be under my full control, as I really felt afraid that some serious accident 
would happen to the earthwork through carelessnessandnegloet. I was most reluctant to incur this expense, 
as 1 felt the caretakers should suffice ; but proving their worthlessness, and knowing that they did not 
consider themselves under my orders, I could not see any other alternative. It was for this reason that 
in a previous report 1 asked that my bauds should be further strengthened in this respect, for although 
Mr. Doyle in every instance concurred in my instructions, still I felt the men did not regard me as having 
any authority over them. They have since been dismissed, and I hope those now engaged will pay more 
attention to the works, and so prevent much trouble and annoyance. I am sorry Mr. Doyle misunder
stood my remarks about the possibility of the caretaker being mistaken in the height of water when 
trying the valve—this man always stated to me that the valve was in good order. I think I merely 
said that care was required to get the difference of level between tho two tanks. The Bifnghill Tank was 
in good order when handed over to the Mines, the slight damage it sustained at the mouth of tho inlet 
being put in first-rate repair by the contractors. I cannot compliment Mr. Doyle on his statement that 
this tank is a “ by-word in the district;,” as 1 think the expression unnecessary, and not a fact—tho tank 
being ever full of water, and doing good work. I venture to assort that this t ank, if spoken of at all, will 
have the name of being one that will never go dry, and as being a boon to the country. J. do not think I 
need say any more, beyond that I am doing my best to preserve the usefulness of these works, and if 
Mr. Doyle will only assist by causing his men to exercise greater vigileuce and industry, tbe Public Service 
will be better served, and my duties made much lighter.

1 have, &c.,
The Commissioner for Beads. J. H. ADAMS.
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Forward to Mines. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., 11/8/84.

Sir, ■ Walgett, 15 August, 1884.
Tanks&Wells, In compliance with the memo, of Mr. Inspector Gilliat, re. Tauk at Boro, No, GOd, 22/5/84,1

84-1,042. enclose a letter which I received from Mr. Chase, of Llanillo, 21/5/84, and 1 would remark :—
1 That the batter would not have caved in so much if it had been less steep.
2. That the first rush of water found its ivay alongside of the supply pipe as well as through it.
3. The accumulation of 7 feet of silt can be accounted for by the earth washed away along the 

outside of the supply pipe.
4. That the earth washed out from under fhc embankment caused the sinking of cm bank men t 

and solid earth between the two tanks.
5. That the promiscuous entrance of horses caused in jury to the drinking tauk.
G. I have seen sheep jammed between the stones aud bogged in tho drinking tank.
7. I do not think that one man unassisted could have remedied tbc damage done to the work or

replace the paving stones. _
S. I have known the supply-pipe refuse to act, aud remedied by probing with an iron bar to remove 

the silt which had accumulated at its mouth.
0, I have known the water in the Boro Tank to be unfit for use.

. 10. I have given my opinion in a former report that Began was feeble, and physically incapable
of performing the duties.

11. That the Dungalear lessees tendered for Boro Tank, but did not undertake the care of the 
tank because their masiager reported that it was in a dilapidated condition.

12. I am of opinion that, after 1 inch of rain, by extra drains cut iu another contrary direction to 
those now in use, the supply of. water to this tank would be doubled.

13. I would respectfully submit that the levels should be taken and the line of drains pegged out,
■ to show where the caretaker could expend his labour most profitably iu cutting drains.

I enclose you the return of rainfall near the Boro Tank, or within a mile thereof. A very few of 
these showers have increased the water in the Boro 'lank, while other tanks in the vicinity w’ere filled.

- I consider the country around Boro Tank admirably suited to make drains upon to keep the tank
' well supplied. Since my last report Mr. Adams has sent out a maintenance man to assist in repairing

the tank, and lias improved the drinking tank as far as the water would permit them to reach. There is 
no present inconvenience to tho travelling stock, but wdieu the water becomes low in the drinking tank 
it would require to be pumped out, the silt removed, and the stones securely fixed.

X lutvQ
The Chief Inspector of Stock. ------- J. B. DOTLE.

- Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., B.C., 22/8/84.
RaiitfalI
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Boro Tank, Dungalcar, .from 1st January, 1883, to 30th June, 1884.
1SS4.

January 4 ... 10 points. February 1 ... ... 50 points.
February 10 ... 30 !) April 19 ... ... 16 „

:j 14 ... 0 25 ... ... 128
ri 27 ... 35 ji " May 12 ... ... 12 „
'.t 28 30 22 ... ... 24 . „

March 20 ... 98 June 10 ... ... 25 „
>1 28 ... 10 14 ... ... 46 „

April 1 ... 03 ji a
July

25 ... ... 80 „
5 ... 15 ts 2 ..." ... 144 „
8 ... 20 4 ... ... io „May 7 ... 02 15 ... ... 22 „

14 ... 90 u 23 ... ... 42 „ .■
15 ... 8

June 20 ... 22
July 20 ... 20
August 3 ... 31

JJ 21 ... 52
September 12 14

IS) ... 8
26 ... 5

October 4 ... 38
JJ 15 ... 104
>> 10 ... 24

27 ... 24
November 4 ... 31 ’

71 8 ... 10
, >> 10 ... 29

20 ... 67 j)
Rainfall in 1883 . . • 968

From register kept by the Manager of Dungalear Station, and furnished to Mr. Inspector Doyle. 
25th July, 1884.

XX.
Day Dream Tank.

®'rj i The Day Dream Tank, Silverton, Stock Office, 14 February, 1887.
On the 10th instant, I visited "Wilson's reservoir and inspected it, also the tank at Purnamootft. 

Tho Purnamoota Tank is in good order, troughs, pump, and everything. "
Wilsons s reservoir on the contrary lias nothing exactly right. There was a space of 20 feet 

between the end of the piping and the troughs." Every joint in the piping leaked, and in one place the 
contractor, instead of connecting the pipes by screwing on the coupling, had actually apparently put the 
coupling on an anvil, beaten out the thread, slipped it on, added a little red lead, and left it.

, 1 took 4hc caretaker from tho Silverton Tank with me (he is a first-class man); he took the pump 
to pieces and did what he could, not leaving off until dark. On Sunday he went out again, took all the 
pipes asunder, aud put the couplings on again, making a thorough job of them.

Tho horse was then put in, but he could only get the water to ruu in driblets; he is going out 
again to-morrow.
, It appears the works were not tried at all: I took the tank over, presuming all was right, but 
instead of that all was wrong. 1 shall have to drive Cole, the engineer, out to-morrow, which will cost 30s. 
There is luckily a little water outside the tank. The caretaker there, James Bolton, informed me the 
works had not been tested. ' .

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
I have, <fce.,

JAMES C. W. CKOMMELIis.

Mi\ Crommclin will please report at once if the requisite repairs to the Day Dream Tank can be 
made by him and the men in the employ of the Department, or if it will be necessary to refer 1 hem tc the Department of Works. r ^ r . j
. -ft-0 a^30 be good enough to furnish an explanation of his departure from his detailed
instructions upon taking delivery of new works. (Section viii, clause 20, page 2G, of “ Instructions tc 
Overseers.”) ' '

His careful observance and compliance with his instructions is requested in future.—H.G-.

s’r> , , Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Sydney, 28 February, 1887.
■ . , Referring to your letter of the 14th instant, re Day Dream Tank, aud stating you took it over
without a trial, &e., &a,, &c., 1 have to request that you will be good enough to furnish an explanation of 
your departure from your detailed instructions upon taking delivery of new works. (Section viii, 
clause 20, page 20, of “ Instructions to Overseers.”)

Tour careful observance and compliance with your instructions is requested in future. ■
I have, &e.,

™ . HARRY GILLIAT,
Air, Overseer Crommelin, Silverton. Chief Inspector of Public "Watering Places.
• --------------- Telegram

n
l
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87-767.
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Telegram from Mr, Overseer Crommelin to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Silverton, 23 February, 18S7.

tie mv letter of the 14tli, cannot get pump to work; it will require to be taken up and the pipes under 
ground all looked to. JAMES C. CROMMELIN.

Since writing my minute of the 23rd instant, this telegram has been received from Mr. Overseer 
Crommelin. It will perhaps be desirable to forward a copy of his letter and telegram to the Works 
Department, that the repairs may be carried out without delay.—H.G-., 21/2/87. The Under Secretary. 
Approved.—H.W., 21/2/37. Copies to Works, with letter.—J.W.B., 23/2/87.

Sir, Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Sydney, 25 February, 1837.
I have the honor to forward herewith copy of letter and telegram from Mr. Overseer 

Crommelin relative to the state of tho Day Dream Tank for your information, witli a request that the 
necessary repairs may be carried out without delay.

I have. &c.,
IIAERIE WOOD,

The Under Secretary for Public Works. Under Secretary for Mines.

[Enclosures,1 ■ ■
Copy of Overseer Crommelin’s letter of the 14th February, 1SS7, to the Chief Inspector of Public 

Watering Places; and copy of telegram from Overseer Crommelin to the Chief Inspector of Public 
Watering Places, dated 23rd February, 1887.
Sir, ■ Silverton, Stock Office, 14 March, 1887.

In reply lo your letter of the 2Sth ultimo, asking me to furnish an explanation why I took 
over the Day Dream Tank without first testing all the works, I have the honor to inform you that I. find 
I made a mistake in so doing. It is no use making a lot of excuses when a man is in the wrong, and 
I shall take very good care in tho future that it does not occur again,

I have, &c.,
JAMES C. W. CROMMELIN.

H. Gilliat, Esq., Chief Inspector of Watering Places.

I am very glad that Mr. Crommelin has replied in this straightforward way, and do not anticipafe 
that I shall have to call upon him for further explanation,—H.G., B.C., 2L/3/87. Mr. Crommelin. 
Noted witli thanks. The Works Department are going to alter the pipes.—J. C. W, Croimeux', B.C., 
20/3/87, IT. Gilliat, Esq.

XXL
Dolmoreve Well. .

Telegram from Overseer McLeod to Tho Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Euston, 25 February, 1880.

Hate been asked by Mr. Assistant-Engineer Stillwell, of Hay, to say when it would be convenient to 
offer Dolmoreve Well, near Clare. Can 1 do so? Please reply by telegram to Balranald. .

J. McLEOD.

Department of Mines, Public Watering Places,
g;rj Sydney, 27 February, 1830.

Referring to your telegram of tbe 25th instant, I have tho honor to request you to arrange 
with Mr. Assistant-Engineer Stillwell a date for taking delivery of the Do]morevej Well, and desire you 
will follow the instructions respecting taking delivery of new works.

I have, Ac.,
HARRY GILLIATT,

Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Mr. J. McLeod, Overseer of Public Watering Places.

Sir, Stock Office, Euston, 23 March, 18SG.
I have the honor to inform you that I did, by appointment, visit Dolmoreve Well, on the 11th 

instant, for the purpose of taking delivery of the works at that watering place.
The works were completed with the exception that the battens holding the slabs at bottom bad 

not been properly nailed, and consequently interfered with the working of tbc bucket. _
As one horse was not sufficient to relieve tbe well of enough water to allow the repairer to get at 

the work I could not remain until it was completed. _
Mr. Lindsay was good enough to lend the repairer a horse, so that with the two horses there 

would he sufficient strength to keep the well free of water until the work was finished. _ ^
I presume there will be no necessity for me to go out again, as the work to he finished will he 

executed by a Government repairer. I have, Ac.,
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. J' McLEOD.

— Mr.
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- Mr. McLeod,—It will be very necessary for you to personally inspect, test, aud report upon tliis 
well. By reference to your instructions you will find how mucli stress is laid upon tlic personal inspection 
of tbe overseer, and although you will shortly receive a memo, directing you to take over a work even if 
not tlioroughly in order, yet a subsequent report aud inspection will be required. But in no case should 
you take over a wateringqdace without tbe local officer of the Works Department being present to make the 
transfer, i.c., in all cases you should make arrangements to meet the Works officer,—H G-., B.C., 26/3/8C.

I waited in Balranald a day for a reply to my telegram of the 25th ^February. 1 lad I got it, I 
would have gone straight out and would have met Mr, Stillwell. My telegram was replied to by letter, 
which was sent to Euston. Will have pleasure in attending to instructions contained in your memo.— 
J. McLeod, 30/3/8G. H. Gilliat, Esq., Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places,

Overseer McLeod to the Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, reporting on well recently constructed 
at Dolmoreve, near Clare Corner.—Road—from Balranald to Ivanhoe ; distance from and name of 
post town—35 miles from Hatfield; reserve (nature, No., and date)—No. GO, date 9th ’February, 
1886 ; parish—Cubarba; county—Manara. '

i Questions:—
1. Name of road and length ? Ivanhoe Road, D5 miles from Balranald.
2. If near a town, give estimate of population that may be dependent on the watering place ? Hatfield 

is the nearest town, 35 miles distant.
3. Estimate of traffic in stock and teams ? It is a very difficult matter to give an estimate of the traffic 

on these roads, as it varies so much with the seasons. During the last four years the traffic has been a 
mere bagatelle. I would estimate the traffic in bad years such as the last four or five years:—Travel
ling sheep, 50,000; travelling cattle, 1,000 ; bullocks in teams, 800; horses in teams, 250. Very few- 
more teams are required in good seasons, if any; but in travelling sheep and cattle tho differences 
will be considerable, say 200,000 sheep and 10,000 head of cattle.

4. The traffic; by what roads ; the destination? Tho principal traffic is by teams from the various 
stations between Ivanhoe and Balranald ; all the wool and return loading (stores) is taken along 
this road; cattle and sheep from the Darling and surrounding stations also use the road.

5. Its distance from nearest watering place, or permanent natural water on each side? The nearest 
watering place on the south is Till Till Tank, distant about 20 miles, and on the north a tank distant 
about 21 miles.

If a Well.

8. Depth of well; depth and quality of water? The well is 125 feet deep with 27 feet of water. Tho 
water is of a very inferior quality, being very salt, and T consider unfit for stock. The water has the 
effect of giving the stock diarrhoea. When the tauk at Till Till gets down to G feet it affects stock 
in the same way. -

Watei'ing Appliances.

13. Full description of watering appliances and delivery in gallons per hour? The Dolmoreve Well
stands on an open salt-bush plain 121 miles north from Till Till station, and 71 miles south from 
Clare station, where there is a Police station, and a Court held every two months. The water is 
raised by a whim; the whim ring measures in diameter 4G feet 8 inches at bottom, and 30 feet on 
top. The span beam measures in length 30 feet, and is 17 feet high ; the barrel is 8 feet in diameter 
with 120 feet of -J-iueh wire rope, aud two galvanized iron cages eacli bolding 50 gallons; tbc whim 
will lift 900 gallons per hour. The shaft is 5ft, 2iu. by 2ft. 7 in. in tbe clear. ■

14. Supply tank; size, construction, cajiaeity iu gallons ? The supply tauk is 54 feet by 15 feet in tbe 
clear ; depth 5 feet. The material is pine boards G inches by 2 inches, supported by feet uprights 
G inches thick, resting on sole plates G inches by G inches; the whole rests upon 14-in. sleepern 
bedded into tbc ground. The inside of tbe tank is lined with galvanized iron -J- of an inch thick.

15. Troughing; length, width, depth, material, and position? Tbe troughing is 300 feet in length, 3 
feet in width, and 10 inches in depth. The sides of the troughing arc sawn pine lined with galvanized 
iron -J-in thick, jointed, riveted, and tarred; tho whole rests upon 9 in. X 9 in. sleepers, with timber 
guards. Railing for horses, cattle, and sheep 41 feet high. The troughing points north from the 
tank.

Fencing.

10. Area enclosed ; description; distance between ptosts: number and gauge of wires ? The well is not 
enclosed.

General.

18. Probabilities of obtaining tenant and estimated rent ? 1 do not think tiicrc is the .slightest probability 
of obtaining a tenant so long as the watering place remains a well, the water being too salt for stock,

19. Area, position, and quality of land included or to be included in tenant’s lease. Area notified for 
public watering place? The land included in the area is average salt-bush plain ; there is fi 10 acres 
in the well reserve and 51G|- acres adjoining it.

20. Caretaker’s cottage and description ? None, but much wanted, it being a very bleak spot.
J. McLEOD,

Euston, 12th August, 1886, Overseer of Public Watering Places.

Sir, Euston, 10 August, 18SG.
I have tbe honor to inform you that I have taken over the Dolmoreve Well, Ivanhoe road, 

and near Clare Corner.
I have retained tho services of Samuel Ireland, who was in charge of the well for the Works 

Department; his wages will be 10s. per day, including horse hire. Ireland’s wages will commence on 1st 
August, " -

The

P.W.P.,
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The "W'orks Department garc liim the above wages, which can be reduced when there is more grass. 
At present chaff is worth from 12s. to 14b. per bag, delivered at the well. -

I am very much afraid tliis well will never bo made use of, the water being very salt. I am of 
opinion that a tank should be put down on tbe opposite side of the road, where there is a good 
catching place. ■ _

A large tank is not required ; one of 8,000 or 10,000 yards would answer all present requirements. 
Should you think of taking any action in this matter it will require to be done at once, as I under

stand tbe contract is let for fencing in tbe reserve round tbe well, and tbe contractor has men at work 
getting timber for the purpose. 1 have, &c.,
H. GHUiat, Esq., Chief Inspector, P.W. Places, Sydney. J. McLEOD.

Authority is requested to the appointment of Samuel Ireland as caretaker of Dolmoreve Well, 
with wages at the rate of 10s. per day, commencing from the 1st August, 1886. Authority for Ireland to 
collect watering charges herewith for signature of the Secretary for Mines.—E. W1 (for H.G.), 17/8/86. 
The Under Secretary for Mines. _ i

Submitted for approval, but the Inspector of Public "Watering Places should deal with this matter 
at once, as it would probably be a waste of public monev to fence in a well If the water is not good.—■ 
H.W., 18/8/86. Approved.—J.E., ] S/8/86. “ .

Inform Treasury and Overseer G-ilman.—19/8/86. Treasury,—C, S. Board and Overseer Gilman
informed, and Overseer Gilman sent authority for Ireland to collect fees,—20/8/86.

A copy of Mr. Overseer McLeod’s letter should perhaps be sent at once to tbc Works Department, 
with the view of their attention being directed to tbe alleged saltness of tbe water.—H.G., 23 Aug., 1886. 
Tbe Under Secretary for Mines. Approved,—H.W., 25/8/86. Letter and extract from Mr. McLeod’s
letter sent to Works Department, 26/8/86.

Sir, Public Watering Places Branch, Department of Mines, 26 August, 1886.
I have the honor io forward herewith a copy of an extract from a letter of Mr. Overseer 

McLeod, Euston, with a view to your attention being directed to tbe alleged saltness of the water at tbe 
Dolmoreve Government Well, lately transferred to tliis Department.

■ I have, Ac.,
. JIAEEIE WOOD,

Tbe Under Secretary for Public Works. . Under Secretary for Mines.

Copy of extract from communication received from Mr. Overseer J, McLeod, of Euston, by H, Gilliat, 
Esq., Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, of 10th August, 1886, as to taking over Dolmoreve 
Well.
Sir, _

I have the honor to inform you that I have taken over the Dolmoreve Well, Ivanhoe Eoad, 
and near Clare Corner. _

I am vbry much afraid this well will never be made use of, tbe wrater being very salt. I am of 
opinion that a tank should be put down on the opposite side of the road, whore there is a good catching 
place. A large tank is not required, onc'of 8,000 or 10,000 yards would answer all present requirements.

Should you think of taking any action in this matter it will require to be done at once, as I 
understand the contract is lot for fencing in the reserve round tbe well, and the contractor has men at 
work getting timber for tbe purpose. I have, Ac.,

J. McLEOD,
IT. Gilliat, Esq., Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Eoads. -J.lt., B.C., 30/8/86. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 31 /8/SG.

Should be sent to Mr, Stillwell for report. Would it not be advisable to bore before abandoning, 
that is, if the water is not too strong to puddle back. Stanley, who has the deepening of the Willandra 
Well, might examine and make an offer. A.P.W., 31/8/86.
Tbe Commissioner for Eoads. -------

Appd.—Mr. Stillwell.—W.C.B., 31/8/86. Mr. Stillwell, B.C. _ ’
I do not think that it lias yet been by any means proved that this water is unsuitable. Tbc well 

should be baled at rate of at least 5,000 gallons daily for a month, when it is possible much better water 
would be obtained than that now standing in tbe well or service tank. If no improvement resulted, 
boring, if practicable, for a fresh supply might be tried. It is quite premature to talk of abandoning tbe 
well and substituting a tank,—Holy Box case to wit.—A.W.8., 3/9/86. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 6/9/86.

Should be returned to Mines, with a request to have at least 5,000 gallons a day for a month baled 
from the shaft.—A.P.W., 0/9/86. Under Secretary for transmission.—W.C.B., 6/9/86. The Under
Secretary for Mines.—J.K., B.C., 9/9/86. Mr. Acting-Overseer Gilman,—Your attention is called to 
section 11, clause 30, page 27, of your printed instructions. Have these instructions been carried out, and 
tbe baling been constant and regular; if not, please state tbe reason?—J.W.B. (for Chief Inspector 
P.W. Places), B.C, 14/9/80.

Sir, Balranald, 30 October, 1886.
1 now have the honor to write in reply to your B.C. memo, of 14/9/86, written on letter of 

correspondence on the subject of the Dolmoreve Well, and asking if my printed instructions bad been 
carried out in regard to the baling of the water. Attached to this letter 1 beg to draw your attention, lo 
one from tbc caretaker of Dolmoreve Well, Samuel Ireland, in which be states that he has been baling 
according to tbe regulations, and the fact is borne out by tbe coach-drivers and tbe station-hands on 
151 Til, who have constantly seen Ireland drawing the water. The manager of Til Til also tells me that 
since Ireland took charge of tbe well he has greatly improved the horse walk by forming a raised 
embankment off the ground, it being before often under water this season, and thus unworkable.
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. 1 1k‘o to report tliat all tlie woodwork of ivlum and troughing at Dolmoreve Well requires fresh
tarring to stand the summer months ; the contractors appear to have put on a. very light coating, as it is 
already wearing off. Caretaker Ireland could gradually put on a coating of tar, if he mav be supplied 
with tar and brushes. "

Hcferring to .Dolmoreve TiVcll, my belief is that this water must have improved very much from 
constant baling and exposure to the air, for I found it by no means bod smelling, and although decidedly 
brackish it is not bad tasting or drinking water in its cold natural state.

I boiled some of the water and tasted it after it had become cold, also made tea of it; in each of 
these eases it was quite undrinkable. With constant haling, however, I. cannot understand why it should 
be ^unsuitable for stock. I gave this as my opinion to Mr. Lindsay, the manager of Til Til Station, who 
informed me that some of the wells that their sheep watered at were no better, if even as good as the 
Dolmoreve, and that if the Government would let him waiter his stock at it, instead of baling and lotting 
the water run to waste, he would gladly avail himself of it, and would not be afraid of his sheep being 
injured in any way from drinking the water. It is now nineteen years since I first went to the Kilfera 
back-blocks, where I remained for about two years, and was at the sinking of several wells, the water 
being quite ns brackish as .Dolmoreve Well, and decidedly worse smelling, yet the sheep drank freely of 
the water, and without auy ill effects ; in fact, some of this description of water at tho Homestead WclI 
(Kilfera) was condensed at the well by a condenser, aud turned out quite drinkable for human beings, 
thus saving long cartage of water.

In reference to Dolmoreve Well, I would respectfully suggest that if the water as at present 
drawn is not considered by the general stock travelling public sufficiently good for watering purposes, 
that the well should be constantly baled dry, and boring-rods used to deepen the present shaft, on the 
clmnco of striking fresher water. Should the new supply turn out no bettor than the old, I w'ould then 
respectfully suggest that trial bores be sunk in the vicinity of the Dolmoreve Well, so that, if successful 
m securing better water, the whole of the Dolmoreve whim plant may come in, with short distance 
carting, for the new well. I have, Ac., ‘

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
1?.. J. GILMAN,

Acting Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Mr. Inspector Bmiltbec for inquiry and report,—H.G., 12/11/86. Report herewith.—J. W.
Koui/ntEE, Hatfield, 9/12/80.

k|rt _ i Dolmoreve AVell, 14 October, 1886.
, . . 1 received from you per last mail my salary voucher from 1st October to 31st October. In
filling it up you have omitted stating what month, so 1 think it best to send it on through you, so that 
if it wants correcting you will have an opportunity of doing so, or if you send another voucher 1 will sign 
it and sent it on, should you think it requires it. Ton write in your note that you wish me to bale 5,009 
gallons of water per diem. 1 think the well is capable of giving that amount of water per 24 hours if the 
cages baled to the bottom of the shaft, but they don’t. I have been carrying out the instructions I 
received until I got yours—that was, baling 6,000 gallons per week, or 120 tankfulls. I. will draw as 
much as I can until you come up and report—that will he at the end of the month, you state.

I have, &c.,
. . SAMUEL IRELAND,
Mr. Acting-Overseer Gilman, Balranald. Caretaker, Dolmoreve Well.

I have also received per same mail Perms H, envelopes, and paper, for which I am much obliged — 
Samuel Ieelaud.

f',lr- . 1 Hatfield, 9 December, 1880.
Referring to the enclosed papers relative to the alleged saltness of the Holy Box and pwp 

Dolmoreve Wells, I non- have the honor to report that I visited the Holy Box (22nd November), 6f;-5,9R7. 
and found the caretaker baling. On two subsequent dates I passed the well (30th November and 2nd 
December), and on each occasion the caretaker was drawing water. At my first visit I took my horse to 
it, thirsty, and he refused to drink it. I also tasted it myself, and am of opinion that stock would bo very- 
hard pushed indeed to drink it. It is totally unfit for human consumption, and if, as the caretaker says, the 
quality is improving, it must have been very bad indeed at first. I do not think baling can have much effect 
on it. The Jumping Sand-hill and Lignum Hut Wells are far before this in quality, having tasted them 
all. I do not concur with Mr. Yen’s remarks, which are made from hcresay. Last season—a dry and 
bad one—the Ivanhoe Tank was not available, and stock had a long stage to travel from Boonoona to *
Mossgicl (55 miles), aud only those who were compelled broke the' stage at tho Holy Box. In romdi 
numbers, only half the stock watered at Boonoona were watered at Holy Box. I think this speaks for ■
itself. I hear it is intended to renew troughing, Ac,, here. 1 would request that this outlay should he 
deferred until definite action is decided upon. The present troughs, though old and worn, are sufficient 
for all present requirements.
’ A. tank was commenced here in a good and large catchment, and, after being sunk a few feet, was 
abandoned. I think this is much to be regretted, as I am of opinion that for the use of travelling stock 
tanks are superior to wells.

In regard to Dolmoreve Well, the caretaker in three hours forks the well. The supply, so far as 
I could ascertain, is barely 6,000 gallons in 24 hours. The rope and runners do not, however, let the 
bucket to tbc bottom of the shaft. This water is, I think, freer from organic matter than the Holy 
Box, very clear, and sparkling. ^ It is, however, very salt, and quite unfit for human consumption. Stock 
used to fresh water would, I think, hardly drink it. Eight thousand sheep were lately watered there, and 
I understand from Mr. Lindsay, Til Til, that two-thirds did not touch it, and on the other hand, the care
taker says they drank fairly. Tho other mobs ot the same owners did not try it, but got permission to 
try the station wetl half-a-mile away. Mr. Lindsay’s offer I can quite understand ; he has the well half- 
a-mile away, somewhat similar in quality; his stock are bred upon brackish water and used to it; it 
would save him using his own well, and at the same time give him an opportunity aud excuse for eating

P.W.B.
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87 3,240.

P.W.P.,
87-3,223.

P.W.P.,
87-4,304.

r.W.P. and T.L. There is; no doubh whatever that sheep used to tliis class of water can lii-c oil ifc, but 
they do not thrive and do welt on if. and stock from frontages and tanks will not driuk it unless almost 
in extremis.

Ireland used to take his.horse four miles daily to water.
Tor station sheep, bred on and watering regularly, used to and broken into brackish water, these 

may be “stock-water” wells, but for the general travelling stock I am decidedly of opinion that neither 
well yields stock-water.

A further trial of the haling might be made, and in the event of there being no improvement 
boring might be tried. Throe months more of regular baling would enable a better opinion to be formed 
before further expense is incurred.'

i JAMES W. nOUTTBEE.
The Chief Inspector of Watering Places.
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Sir, Dolmoreve Well, 22 May, 1887.
This morning while baling the rope broke near lo the bucket, so it is at the bottom of the 

shaft, Now that the rope is broken it can be seen that the mineral iu the water has eaten through it. 
All the country about here is covered with water. I have written by this mail to Mr. Engineer Stillwell 
aud Mr. Overseer M'Ecod. I have, <tc.,

' SAME. IRELAND,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Caretaker.

Telegram from the Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places to Mr. Overseer M'Lcod, Euston.
Sydney,! June, 1887.

Please report what action has been taken to recover bucket at Dolmoreve Well.
HARRY GILLIAT,

Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Telegram from the Chief Inspector of Public Wratcring Places to Mr. Overseer M'Lcod, Euston.
. Sydney, 25 June, 1887,

My telegram of 1st June about bucket at Dolmoreve Well not answered. Please reply at once.
HARRY GILLIAT,

Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Mr. M'Lcod lias been more than a month in making this reply. 1 shall be glad to learn the cause 
of the delay.—H.G., B.C.,2/7/87. .

Sir, Stock Office, Euston, 10 July, 1887.
In reply to your memos., asking what action had been taken to recover the bucket at 

Dolmoreve Well, 1 have now the honor to inform you that I returned from the well in question on the 
7lh instant. On my arrival at tho well I found Repairer Tlynn there for the purpose of recovering the 
bucket. He is delayed from want of sufficient power to reduce the water.. Upon the return of Mr. 
Lindsay, of Til Til, from Melbourne, which was expected every day, he would no doubt get what horse
power ho required, and would at once proceed with the work.

The break in the wire-rope was caused by it rusting, through coining in contact with the salt
water. The delay in reply to your memo, was caused by being absent from Euston from 31st May to !)th 
June, and not being able to leave for the well until the 2‘2nd June. I was also greatly delayed in going 
out, and, on my return, through tbe continuous rain and boggy stale of the country.

I do not think that water will ho required from tanks or wells for some considerable, time, there 
being such quantities in all directions. I have, Ac.,

J. M'LEOD.

Liquiro from caretaker if bucket has been recovered. The paper may then ho forwarded to 
Mr. Inspector Low. Such a delay in the recovery of a bucket requires investigation aud explana
tion.—11.G., 22/7/87. Mr. Inspector Low, E.C. Memo, received, 11/8/87, from caretaker, replying 
bucket has now been raised, 6/8/87 (87-3,834, P.W.P,).—J.’W.B. Memo, to caretaker Ireland,
27/7/87.

Report by Inspector Low on the Dolmoreve well, road from Balranald to Ivanhoe, in charge of Samuel
Ireland, for 6th September, 1887.

State of shaft.—Cannot give report; no rope or fittings to go down.
'Whim, Ac.—In good order; lately been tarred by caretaker.
Rope, buckets, Ac.—Only one bucket here, other bucket taken to Hay by travelling mechanic, 

Works Department, to he repaired.
Watering Appliances.

Stale of supply tank.—In good order; about 3 feet of water ; lately been tarred l>3r caretaker.
Troughing.—In good order; lately been levelled by travelling mechanic, Works Department, and 

tarred by caretaker.
. Padiloelcs and Fencing.

State of fencing.—Nil; about one mile of pine posts erected but not bored; no wire on ground.
Stale of gates.—Nil.
Remarks.—The bucket here was lost 22nd May; travelling mechanic arrived 20th June, and 

levelled troughing, but owing to wet weather, could not touch well; left 27th Juno; returned 13th July; 
got; up buckets 23rd July; loft on 28lh July, taking bucket, which was smashed, to Hay, to be repaired.

There is no rope here, only one bucket, and no bumpers for valves of buckets. ■
Rates
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liat.es collected since last report.—Months ending April, Stay, June, 1SS7—Nil.
Traffic since last report.—-MonUis ending April, May, .lime, 1887—Nil.
Weekly depth of water since last report,—"Weekly report shows 2d feet.

Caretaker's Work.
Work done by caretaker,—Baling every day until rope broke, and general duties.

-n r 0lli: ^or careiaker.—15th January, 1887.—Inspected this Dolmoreve well to day.
Baling of the water has been kept up, and is to be continued. Outlet for getting away of water of trough 
has not been undertaken by caretaker S. Ireland, as the Grovernment repairer is daily expected, and will 
do such work, Ireland not having suitable tools. 2nd duly.—Inspected works at i.his watering place. 
Baling to bp continued when the buckets are found aud put in working order, also auy new work done 
by the repairer to be tarred. Kepairer Flynn, at present prepairing to raise buckets. Books incorrectly 
iquv’ w“,ou . su?“ a thing occur again, will be immediately reported to head quarters. 6th September, 
1837.—Examined books and found correct. Caretaker xvill assist repairer ou his arrival to get everything 
in order, after which he will empty supply tank, and continue baling until it is filled, also bale every day.

I^narks and recommendations.—Caretaker here explains accounts referred to as wrong 
(Mr. J. M Leod, 2nd July) was owing to him having no receipt-book, hence he was unable to give receipts 
for money drawn. The error complained, which would have been more satisfactory had it been entered iu 
a more definite form. ^ Caretaker at present gets 8s. per day. The work here I should say is never likely 
to be heavy, and drawings email,_ if auy. So soon as T.L. fence is completed I consider Gs. Gd. per day is

i-ropes.
„ , ., n JOHN LOW,
Balranald, G September, 1887. Inspector of Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Piaees, Mines Department, Sydney.

Telegram from Mr. Inspector Low to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
^ . Ivanhoe, 9 September, 1887.
UOLifOitF.vi, \\ ell still without rope, and one of the buckets in Hay. Protest against wire ropes. Recom
mend 5 inch Manilla. JOHN LOW,

Inspector of Public Watering Places.

k‘r> Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Ivanhoe, 19 September, 1887.
'ii * Referring to your B.C. document, 22/7/87, and accompanying papers, re Dolmoreve Well, herc- 
t i re,;ul’ne<b I ^avo honor to report that, when bucket was lost through wire rope breaking, several 

ot the runners and some of the centre were knocked out. When employe of Works Department arrived 
and tried to get up bucket tbe rope broke, and thus the other bucket was lost.

. -^251 sknit has been repaired, but as yet there is no rope, neither has one of the buckets, which was
taken to Hay for repairs by employd of Works Department, been returned.

The rope at present shows signs of being much rusted, and 1 should imagine, had the caretaker 
carefully examined it, he would have seen long ere the accident happened signs of its being unsafe, 
although I can in no way discover that he is to blame for the long delay and the well being still useless, 
so Jar as drawing water is concerned.

The delay entirely rests with the Works Department, 
m i ma? ^C,I0 enter my strong protest against wire ropes being used, for tho reason they break 

suddenly and without showing the slightest signs of decay, and in this T am borne out bv every practical 
nnan in this district. Indeed I have met several who distinctly state that they would not go down a well 
with a wire rope that has been any time in uso aud coining in contact with the water here. I would 
recommend that a 5 or G inch Manilla rope be used, and were this put on drum of whim, one from top 
and other from bottom, in other words, a double rope, judging from my past experience of wells, I tbiuk 
Bus would be found quite as lasting and much more safe.

Caretaker Ireland is too old to have anything to do with xvclls, and since inspecting, Mr. Hudson, 
Overseer, .Kilfera, informs me he has several times seen Ireland drunk in Clare. 1 have therefore to 
recommend thfit Jus services be dispensed with.

I have, tte.,
JOHN LOW,

m m ■ r r i I’T, Inspector of Public Watering Places.The Chief Inspector of Public \\ uiering Places.

i i 'V£ltor soon rG(lu',,e<I upon this road, the Works Department may perhaps he
asked it they intend to supply the rope, or if Jhc duly shall be undertaken by us.—H.G., 27/9/87 The 
L nder Secretary, ‘ J > , i ■

Approved.—O.E.H. (for U.S.), 27/0/87.

Sir> Department of Mines, Sydney, 29 September, 1887.
(*ii i j ' /1’sl,®c™1’ -IjOW having reported that there is no rope at Dolmoreve Well, neither has one 

ot the buckets (which was taken to Hay for repairs by an employe of your Department) been returned 
I naic the honor to request that you will he good enough to inform me, with as little delay as possible, ii 
your Department intend to supply the rope, or if the duty shall be undertaken by this Department.

* I have, Ac.,

Ifie l nder becretary for Public \Vorks. Under Secretary.

122—P Telegram

P.W.P.,
87-4,592.

P.W.P., 
87-4,849.
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P.W.P.,
87-5,362.

Appendix to 
P.W.P., 

87-5,362.

Telegram from The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places to Mr. Inspector Low, Ivanhoe.
_ Sydney, 27 September, 1SS7.

Be ready to supply a rope to Dolmoreve, in case water should be urgently required at short notice before 
the Works Department do so. Report to me whether the gin wheels will carry C-inch Manilla.

HARRY GILLIAT,
Chief Inspector, Public Watering Piaees.
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Telegram from Mr. Inspector Low to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Ivanhoe, 28 September, .1887.

Think I can get rope, if required for Dolmoreve, at Til Til. Will inquire when there, and measure wheels; 
also put Maiarkey in charge of Clare. JOHN LOW,

* Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Sir) Ivanhoe, 28 September, 1887.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your telegram of. 27th instant re Dolmoreve well. 

Should water be urgently wanted before Works Department send rope, I think I shall be able to get 
one from Mr. Lindsay, manager, Til Til, and shall see him on the 3rd proximo, when 1 intend placing 
Od’Ell in charge of this well. _

When wiring you, I stated that I would measure wheels. If, in report. I have stated wheels to be 
of this size (“ 0 inches”), I think ] must have made a mistake. Would it not be “gin ” wheels.

. I have, &e.,
JOHN LOW,

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Sir, Ivanhoe, 6 October, 1887.
Referring to your telegram of 27th ultimo rc securing rope for Dolmoreve well, I have (ho 

honor to report that Mr. Waugh, of Clare, upon application of caretaker, will, for this well, supply rope 
should it any time he required before "Work's Department do.

I have further the honor to report that gin wheels are 2 ft. in diameter, groove 2J in. wide and 
2 in. deem being quite large enough for a G-im Manilla rope. 1 have, &c,

1 ° 1 JOHN LOW,
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. Inspector, Public Wntcring Places.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 20 September, 1SS7.
Mr. Inspector Low'having reported that there is no rope at Dolmoreve Well, neither has one 

of tho buckets (which was taken to Hay for repairs by an employe of your Department) been returned, 
I have the honor to request that you will be good enough to inform me, with as little delay as possible, if 
your Department intend to supply the rope, or if the duty shall be undertaken by this Department,

' I have, <tc.,
The Under Secretary for Public Works. HARRIS "WOOD,

--------  Under Secretary.

Roads.—J.R., B.C., 7/.L0/S7. Mr. Wood. Urgent.—W.C.B., 10/10/87. Mr. Stillwell, 
wired re bucket; the Mines should deal with tho renewal of rope.—A.P.W., 10/10/87. The Mines 
might be referred to paper S7-G56 of August last, in which Mr. Stillwell reported that the caretaker was 
at fault and tho author of the damage.—A.P.W., 10/10/87.

Dolmoreve Well. ■
Copy of Tanks and Punts 87-656.

Sir, " Hay, 8 August, 18S7.
The travelling mechanic, on going (o this well -to modify the gins, Ac., found the well-rope 

broken, Ihc centering below water level forced out by fall of the bucket, the bucket (still attached to the 
rope) caught below the displaced centering, and the bucket detached when rope broke at bottom of well.

He bad to obtain use of horses and canvas buckets, with two men to assist, from Til Til station, to 
lower the water and effect repairs. This has been done aud new rope and bucket sent out. The rope 
broke close to the bucket, and apparently from effects of being left under water in the well. .

The bucket which fell ivas much damaged, and has been brought into Hay.
' A. W. STILLWELL.

The Commissioner for Roads. ---------

Mr. Wood.—W.C.B,, 10/8/87. This should he sent to Alines, calling their attention to the 
necessity of having the buckets swung out of water when not in use.—A.P.W., 10f8/87.* _

Under Secretary, for transmission to Alines.—W.C.B.. 10/1.0/87. Under Secretary, B.C., for
ward to Mines Department. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., 11/10/87. Mr. Low 
should be instructed to obtain this rope, reporting price, without delay.—H.G., 17/11/87. The Under 
Secretarv. Submitted.—H.W., 18/11/87. Approved.—P.A., 10/11/S7.

Telegram

* RofM-rin" to tbo marginal noto aliovu, itiifcMM A.H.W., and dateil 10/S/5T, J might be jxirmittficl to statu Hint, neither Ihe original nor any 
copy of it was received at this office before this copy, which was received on 12th Instant with $7-0,362, to which it was attached,—It.!' ,G., 13/10/S7
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Telegram from The Chief Inspector of Public "Watering Places to Mr. Inspector Low, Iranlioe.
Sydney, 24 November, 1887.

Omaik rope for Dolmoreve well, and report price without delay. *
HAllRY GILLIAT,

Chief Inspector, Public "Watering Places.

With respect to Mr. A. P. Wood’s minute, 10/10/87, referring to an extract from Mr. Stillwell’s 
report, 1 submit that Mr. Stillwell’s report does not justify Mr. Wood’s conclusion. There is nothing to 
show that tho caretaker had disobeyed his departmental orders by leaving the bucket in the water, but 
it appears to have been taken for granted on tbe statement of tbe travelling mechanic.
- H.G., 25/11/87.

The Under Secretary. Submitted.— H.W., 29/11/87. Approved.—P.A., 30/11/87.

Telegram from Mr. Inspector Low' to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
■ Wilcannia, 2 December, 1S87.

CatuvTA k'Kii, Dolmoreve well, informs me Works Department have supplied rope and bucket. Everything 
there is now in good order.

JOHN LOW,
Inspector, Public Watering Places.

In connection with Mr. A. P. Wood’s minute of 10/10/87, it is desirable to call attention that 
after wo have arranged for the supply of a rope, in accordance with the wish there expressed, I am now 
informed by the Inspector that tbe Works Department have forwarded a rope to the well. Mr. Inspector 
Low may perhaps be directed to cancel the arrangements made.—H.G,, 2/12/87. Tbe Under Secretary. 

Submitted.—II.W., 5/12/87. Approved.—E.A., 8/12/87.

Telegram from The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places to Mr. Inspector Low, Silverton.
■ Sydney, 10 December, 1887.

Works Department having supplied rope to Dolmoreve, please cancel any arrangements made by you.
HARRY GILLIAT,

Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

‘ XXII.
Fencing Papers.

Mannum Well Pence.
Baradine, 2 November, 1886.

The local Superintendent of Works has asked me to take delivery of paddock at Public Watering Place, 
Mannum. What stock should this fence be proof against? Please instruct me. ■

AETHUR mackie,
' Overseer, Public Watering Piaees,

--------  Coonabarabran,

The fence would not be of much service unless sheep-proof, hut take delivery and forward a careful 
report. If you consider it not suitable it can bo referred to the Works for alteration.—II.G., 4/11/80. 
Mr. Horne,—Send telegram. Telegram sent, 4/11/80.

Sir, Coonabarabran, 11 November, 1868.
I have tbe honor to forward you herewith mt7 report on the Mannum Public Watering 

Place for the months of September and October, 1880. I beg to stafe that, as.the local Superintendent 
of Works was not present when I inspected the paddock fence, I did not take delivery as instructed by 
you. . 1 have, &c.,

AETHUR MACKIE,
_ ■ Overseer, Public Watering Places.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Mr. Mackie will please arrange with local Works officer for a day on which they can meet, and 
make the transfer. After this is done a full report must be submitted.—H.G., 17/11/SG. Informed.— 
18/11/80. Mr, Mackie’s report on fence now received.—H.G., 17/11/80.

P.W.P.,
87-6,499.

P.W.P.,
86-5,159.

P.W.P.,
86-5,356.

Report
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P.W.P.,
80-5,357.

P.W.P.,
80-5,239,

Report by Arthur Mackie on tbe Mannum Web, road from Coonabarabran to G-unnedaH, in charge of 
Thomas Hook, caretaker, for September and October, 18SU.

State of shaft.—Good.
Whim, &c.—In good order.
Rope, buckets, &c.—All in good order.

Watering Appliances.
State of supply tank,—Water-tight.
Troughing.—Water-tight.

Paddocks and Fencing. ,

t State of fencing.—It is erected with good ironbark timber and six wires,—top wire, No. d, other
wires, No. 7;. corner posts and gate posts, 10 feet long, will average about 15 inches in diameter; strainers, 
9 feet long, will average 12 inches in diameter; stmts, 0 inches by 4; split posts, 7 feet G inches long 
will average fully 7 inches by Sir.

State of gates.—A slip panel 12 feet wide; six pine rails, 3 inches in diameter, with iron bar and 
padlock ; also a double gate of sawn timber 12 feet wide ; six bars, 3 inches by Id of hardwood.

Remarks.—The paddock fence, and gates above described have been completed since my last visit. 
All tbe timber is very good, but the fence will not keep sheep or goats; deficient, one wire (see sketch of 
gauge attached.) ’

Sketch showing gauge of wire fence at Mannum Well.
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b Inches ;

Collections, Traffic, Work, $'c.

Rates collected since last report.—Month ending 30th September, 1880 : Nil; month ending 31st 
October, 1880: Nil.

Traffic since last report.

Month ending 30th September, 18SG : Nil; month ending 31st October,,183G: Nil.
Weekly depth of water since last report.—50 feet 4 inches.

Caretaker's Work.
Work done by caretaker—Satisfactory.
Work laid out for caretaker.—Burning ofE and ringbarking trees until my next visit.

Remarks and Recommendations.—I should recommend another No. 7 wire to be put in paddock 
fence, in order to prevent sheep and goats from trespassing.

' ARTHUR MACKIE,
Overseer of Public Watering Places. .

Coonabarabran, 10th November, IS86.
Tho Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney.

j Mannum Well.
Telegram from Mr. I). Ij. Wilson to The Commissioner for Roads.

' Coonabarabran, 1 November, 1886.
Mn. Stock-Inspector Mackie declines to take over Mannum fencing without being instructed through 
his Department.

-------- - D. Ii. WIDSON.

Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 1/11/86. Should be forwarded to the Minos in order that the Chief 
Inspeci or of Public Watering Places may instruct the Overseer of Public Watering Places to meet: the 
Local Board Superintendent, and take over tbc fencing of a special lease area of 200 acres at tbe Mannum 
Well.—A.P.W., 1/11/86. The Under Secretary for Mines.—.T.K., B.C., 4/11/86, Ask Mr. Mackie 
by memo, the action taken.—II.G., 12/11/86. Asked, 12/L1/S6.

Sir,
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^irj Coonubarabi'an, 7 Dceembcr. 18SG.
I bare tbe honor to acknowledge your memo, of tbe 12th November, 188(5, asking what action 

I had taken re your telegram of 4th November, 1SS6, and in reply I beg to state that tbe local 
Superintendent of Works did not accompany me when I inspected the fence at Mannum, consequently 
no transfer was made. I have, &e.,

. _ , ARTHUR. MACKIE,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Overseer, Public Watering Places.

k'1'; Coonabarabran, 7 December, 1887.
_ I have tbe honor to acknowledge your letter of tho 18th November, 1886, relative to taking

delivery of tbe Mannum Paddock, and in reply beg to state that I shall attend to your instructions.
' I have, &c.,

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. ARTHUR MACKIE,
Overseer, Public Watering Places.% 0

^iri Coonabarabran, 22 December, 1880.
Referring to your letter of 12th November, No. 86-5,366, re taking delivery of paddock at 

Mannum Well, I have the honor to say that the local Superintendent of Works, Mr. D. L. Wilson, called 
on me yesterday evening, and asked me for a receipt for the paddock at Mannum Watering Place, 
inspected by me on the 5th November, 1886, and reported to you on the 11th, but as I am under tbe 
impression that a receipt cannot be legally given unless both parties concerned were on tbe ground at tbe 
time of delivery, and as Mr. Wilson said he would not go out to the works I refused to give a receipt 
until I referred the matter to you. I would also submit to you that tbo manager of Ulamambria Station 
informs me that the land enclosed by this fence embraces certain improvements belonging to the owner of 
Ulamambria Station, and that he should claim compensation for them. I therefore thought it advisable 
to ask for your further instructions before taking delivery. Kindly reply by wire.

I have, &c.,
‘ ARTHUR MACKIE,

Tbc Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer. Public Watering Places,

If you are satisfied with the substantial character of tbe improvements to be transferred to tliis 
Department, I do not think it is necessary for Works officer to be on the' ground. Of course you will 
carry out your instructions with respect to transfer papers. You will please report fully upon the nature 
aud value of the improvements alleged to belong to the station in vour letter of 22nd instant, and inform 
me if they are upon travelling stock reserve—II. G. Letter to Mr. Mackie, 19/1/87.

k’ri Coonabarabran, 21 January, 1887.
. , I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of 19th January, 1887, No. 87-5,926, relative to

taking delivery of the paddock at Mannum Public Watering Place, and reporting on tbe improvements 
claimed by the lessees of Ulamambria Run, and, in reply, 1 beg to state that I shall carry out your 
instructions. I have, Ac., "

ARTHUR MACKIE,
_ _ Overseer of Public Watering Places.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Sil*, Department of Mines, Sydney, 22 November, 1886.
I have the honor to forward herewith extract from report of Mr. Overseer Mackie on 

Mannum Well, on road from Coonabarabran to Gunnedab, re fencing around paddock, for tbo informa
tion of the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads and Bridges.

I have, &c.,
„ HARRIE WOOD, *
Tbe Under Secretary for Public Works. Under Secretary.

Extract from 86-5,357, Mr. Overseer Mackie’s report on Mannum Well.
_ State of fencing.—It is erected with good ironbark timber and six wires top—top wire No, 4, other 

wires No. 7 ; corner-posts and gate-posts. 10 feet long, will average about 15 inches in diameter: strainers, 
9 feet long, will average 12 inches in diameter ; stmts, 6 inches by 4 ; split posts, 7 feet 6 inches long, 
will average fully 7 inches by ll-j.

Stale of gates.—A slip-panel, 12 feet wide; G pine rails, 3 inches in diameter, witli iron bar and 
padlock ; also a double gate of sawm timber, 12 feet wide ; 6 bar, 3 inches by 1-J, of hardwood.

Remarks.-—The paddock fence and gales above described have been completed since my last visit. 
All the timber is very good ; but the fence will not keep sheep or goats. Deficient one wire (see sketch 
of gauge attached).

Recommendation.—I should recommend another No. 7 wire to be put in paddock fence, in order 
to prevent sheep and goats trespassing. "

Roads.—J.R,, B.C., 23/11/86. Mr. Wood.—W.B., 24/11/86. Mr. Wilson for report.—
A.P.W., 10/12/80. Is not this the same as at Baradine, which Ins been accepted?—W.C.B , 10/12/86. 
Mr. Wilson, B.C.

_ I exicc enclosing special lease area, at Mannu in Well, differs somewhat from that creeled at Baradine, 
in terms with circular, dated 22nd January, 1884, No. 4 wire being substituted in lieu of atop rail. A six- 
wire fence, with gate, &c., enclosing paddock for use of caretaker's horse, has been faithfully erected, and 
paid for by the ^Commissioner. Whereupon Mr, Overseer Mackie, under telegraphic instructions "from 
bis Department, inspected tbc fence in queslion on 5th of last November, on which day bo banded tbe 
keys of tbe gates to Ihe man in charge of (he well. * I

P.W.P., 
86-5,C90.

P.W.P.,
86-5,691.

P.W.P.,
86-5,926.

P.W.P..
87-458.

P.W.P.,
87-614.
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P.W.P.,
87-S29.
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whom X liaTO 
The caTetaker'

I have on several occasions asked Mj. Mackie for a receipt for this fence, which he washy telegram 
instructed <o give me, and I delayed returning these papers until I had the receipt for the fence to annex 
thereto ; but on each occasion he has made some trivial excuse,—that he thinks he must rc-nispect the 
fence; that he hears that somebody has told somebody else that portion of the fence is on the TJlamambna 
Xtun, that it should have an extra wire to be goat-proof. &c. How an extra wire will achieve tins I am at 
a loss to know; in fact, it is evident to me he does not know what ho wants, and I think a receipt had
better be obtained from some other source. -.triTomw n ji/cw
The Commissioner for XXoads, -------- H L. WJLbOJN, 1.1/1/87.

Mr. Wood,_W.C.B., B.C., 14/1/87. Mr. Wilson should state definitely whether the fence is
sheep and goat proof or not;—he will forward a sketch showing the gauging of the ivires. A,.P.W
14/1/S7, Mr. Wilson.—W.C.B., 14/1/87- „ „ i

Posts are 10 feet apart; top wire No. 4 gauge, others No. 7.^ Sheep owners to 
submitted the question pronounce the fence sheep-proof, though certainly not goat-proof, 
and family are the only persons living within several miles of the well, and are the owners of the goats 
now running there. To make this a goat,-proof fence would involve great expense. It will be remembered 
that fresh tenders were invited for this fence, the specifications in the first instance being nought too 
heavy for fencing in a paddock for the caretaker’s horse.—D. L. Winsos, 24/1/87. The Com
missioner, B.C. „ i

Mr. Wood—W.C.B., 28/1/87. As the caretaker at this well is the only owner ot goats tho
fencing is required to bo proof against, and as it is already sheep-proof, I would recommend that 
the question of alteration be referred back to the Mines Department before any action is taken.
A P.W, 7/2/87. . . , . ,

1 recommend that paper be returned to Mines. It is not desirable to incur extra outlay to 
prevent the caretaker’s goats trespassing.—W.C.B, 7/2/87. Under Secretary, P.W.0, fi/2/87. T c
Under Secretary for Miues.—J.B., B.C, 10/2/87.

For Mr, Overseer Mackie’s perusal and any remarks be may wish to make with respect to the 
fence or Mr. Wilson’s statements.

. He will please report the number of goats running at the well belonging to the caretaker, and
whether he gave permission for tbeir agistment and watering. . . *.
Mr. Overseer A. Mackie. -------- 11.0, B.C, 14/_/S/.

Mr. Wilson was given a decided answer by me when he asked for a receipt for the paddock, and 
if he knew anything about a fence he would not bo at a loss to know how an extra wire would improve it.

Perhaps Mr. Wilson might be asked to furnish the names of the sheep owners who pronounced 
the fence in question sheep proof. With reference to the goats, the caretaker informs me that he has 
fourteen ten of which he will remove. I have not given permission for their agistment and watering.

ABTHHK MACKIE,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places, 4/3/87.

gjr Coonabarabran, 18 February, 1887.
1 have the honor to inform you that in accordance with instructions contained in your letter 

of 19th January, No. 87-5,026, I have given a receipt for the public well paddock at Mannum to Mr.
D. L. Wilson, local Superintendent of Works, and have also taken one from Thomas Hook, caretaker.
Duplicate herewith. , . ,,

1 inspected the improvements on the 12ih instant made by the lessees of Ulamambria dtun, on the 
Public Waterin" Place Eeserve No. 107, and they consist of the following 11 miles of wire 
fencing, value £57 ; ringbarking about 400 acres, value £25 ; well, 22 feet deep, value £25 ; total amount
of improvements, £107. I have, &('■, r-i-m

1 ARTIIUE, MACKIE,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

' Mr Mackie will please reply to the question in tny letter, 19/1/87, whether these improvements 
wore on the travelling stock reserve; and be will also please inform me, if so, whether they were 
made before the notification of that reserve.—H.Gf, B.C, 18/3/87. ^

The improvements arc not on travelling stock reserve, No. 1.550, hut are within water resenc 
No. 892, notified IGth July, 1875. Well sunk previous to this date.—Arthur Mackie, 24/3/8/.

Public Watering Place Act of 1884—Eoceipt on delivery of Public Watering Place.
I, tbe undersigned, have this day taken delivery from Mr. D. L. Wilson, Superintendent of Eoads, acting 
on behalf of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, of the public paddock known ns the Mannum Public 
Watering Place Paddock, and acknowledge it, aud all its appurtenances and appliances, as per statement 
and list at back* signed as relative hereto, to be in good order and condition, but it is not sheep 01 goa 
proof.
Witness_ ABTBUB MACKIE,

D. E. Wnsox, dated 2nd February, 1887. ' Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Statement and list of works, appurtenances, and appliances at the Public Watering Place at Mannum, 
Coonabarabran. banded over by Mr. D. D, Wilson, Superintendent of Eoads, to Arthur Mackie, 
Overseer, Public Watering Places, Coonabarabran, on the 2nd day of February, 1887 :

A wire paddock enclosing about 200 acres. Fence consisting of six wires and good ironbark timber of 
the following dimensions, viz., corner posts, and gate posts, 10 feet long, will average 12 'n
diameter ; strainers, 9 feet long, 4 feet in ground, will average 12 inches in diameter; struts, 6 niches by 4; 
split posts, 7 feet C inches long, 2 feet 6 inches in ground, will average fully 7 inches by Si ; slip 
panels, 12 feet wide, six pine rails, 3 inches in diameter, iron bar and padlock to secure^ them; a double 
ii-atc of sawn timber, 12 feet wide. 6 bars, 3 inches by li- of hardwood, padlock, and chain. 
c ' ABTHUB. MACKIE,
Witness— Overseer, Public Watering Places.

D. D. Wilson. ------------------ - Subject:-
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Subject:—Fence at Man mm Well.
Department of Mines, Pullio Watering Places, Sydney, 18 March, 1887 

Till! gauge cf tins fence appears sufficient to show that it is not sheep proof, and Mr. Overseer Mackie's 
memo, upon it may perhaps be forwarded for the information of the Works Department.

No object-ions have been made to caretakers running a few head of stock to conduce to their 
comfort, and I have mdeed encouraged them to do so, and there is no reason why they should not be 
admitted to the paddock, * ‘ •

. T*10 objection that Mr. Mackie, I think, very properly takes to the fence, is that it is not proof
against trespass from travelling or station sheep. As provision has been asked on this year's Estimates to 
enable this Department in future to carry out its own fencing, it ivill perhaps, until the decision of 
Parliament is known, be unnecessary to ask the Works Department to undertake any alteration

HAJtJ&y GILLIAT, “
Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Submitted for approval.—H.W., 19/3/87. Apnrovcd.—F.A., 22/3/S7. Cony to Works in
terms or minute, 1/-1/87. ‘

®’r’ r t i , Stock Office, Euston, 13 March, 1887.
i In reply to your letter, S7-S)40, of the 3rd instant respecting the trespassing of Glen Emu

sheep on Box Creek Eeserve, I am very glad to find that steps are about to be taken to'have tbc tank 
reserve fenced.
. . .-1 iltn 110t a™,e tllat any contract for the fencing of the above tank bas been let, but will nmlm

^ I have, &e., ~
Ihe Chief inspector of Public Watering Places, j mxeqd

T i ii i . . Hatfield, 10 December, 1880.
TX Tvr 1 tbc 10n0J; t0 report for y°av ^formation that tbe fencing of the tenants’ leases on the
Hay to Mount Manara road, and Ivanhoe to Balranald road, is in a very backward state, and in a season 
like tho present it appears to me inexplicable that the contractors are not bound down to time or at auy 
riRC urged to greater oxpeiliiion. It is a serious loss to the Department that so much delay has occurred 
and a very great hardship to those tenants who have leased a public watering place. ’
■ ^ Mount Manara road the fencing is pretty much in tbe same state as when I
inspected last April.. Ihe Wooloondool tenant’s lease has been fenced with six wires of barbed wire and 
which J referred to m my report on that public watering place. 1

At the One Tree and Q.uondong the fencing is in statu quo, meanwhile travelling stock arc ruimiim 
over thorn and giving the caretaker extra work in warning them off. ' ”

. -A* 't-U 1 informed, the station makes a regular roadway of the public wateriim p]llcc tnkiim
1 heir sheep into the shed, and lias killed the dog used by caretaker in keeping sheep off. ”

At Ivanhoe a most important paddock m still unfcnced and over-run by township and travelling 
stock, liio contractor for this work has, I understand, also the contract for Mount iMaimva tenant’s 
lease, at which his men are now working. He himself is, I was told, away wool carting. The Ivanhoe 
fence he has sub-lot to Elliot who is also wool carting. Elliot lias sub-let to Anderson, who is building 
tor \ ilia & Kosei,.Ivanhoe. .He has also sub-lot. 1 heard the price given was £120 per mile, but of this 
I have no authentic information, at any rate a price has been given, out of which four contractors hope to 
make money. I think it is only right that your attention should bo drawn to Ibis.
.... r, 011 t!l,c Ivlmh°e to Balranald road the fencing was let, 1 believe, twelve months or more a<m to 
Mr Casey, who has since gone insolvent, and nothing has been done. In Mav last 1 drew vour attention 
to tho dangerous state of the Clare Tank, there being no fence round it, and I find it in the same state 
now. A tew posts arc erected, but the men have been removed elsewhere,
,, v M a'hy tenant's lease on this road yet, and the ease of M. Guerin, who leased
the 1 ouhl llam lank for £40 a year, is a bard one. The only return expected is from the use of tbc 
paddock, ilia intention was to lay a portion down under crop. He has lost a most favourable season, 
and ins return from travelling stock is almost nil.

I am furthermore of the opinion that the fences erected, i.e., posts and wire, are unnecessarily 
heavy and expensive, especially m country where there is a dearth of timber. Pine posts arc very 
generally used, and are m nearly all cases charred, a pmelicc that cannot he condemned too much sinco* 
it deprives the wood of its best preserver the rosin. A fence, such as I described for the Colombo Dam 
.niiatennS ^ W011M’ 1 venture to think, be ample for all requirements, it being almost identical 

with, the fence erected for police paddocks. That, at Mossgiel, iu a country devoid of timber being erected,
I think,, for £/0 per mile, almost half that paid by the Works Department, if my information is correct 
and a high price at that. ’

. The use of a larger gauge of wire than i\o. 8 is, I thinly to be avoided since a caretaker cannot 
res tram it siuglo handed. 1 would again urge that some action be taken to expedite tins matter.

I have, &c.,
JAMES W. BOTJLTBEE,

Th, Chief mpeetc, of Poblie Weferiug ]W ACti"8 Pu,,]ic P1“es'

. 1 may mention that in some cases straining posts are not utilized in the fences enclosin'" tanks and
m eases round tenant s lease whermer a length of wire ends.there it is strained. Tliis is a concession 
made by Air. fatillwell to the contractors, and it must fail to bring about a good result.

Memo, by Jhc Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places as to fencing tenants’ Leases.
Wmr reference to the complaints that arc made of the trespass of station sheep upon the wateriu" 
place reserves, and more particularly upon the tenants’ leases, 1 hat have not been fenced, it mav perhaps 
be undesirable to deal with them as trespass cases until the watering place bas been duly notified as such.

But

P.W.P.,
87-1,306.

P.W.P., 
37-1,228. ■
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r.w.p.,
87-J ,682.

£86 nnd £75 
per mile 
respectively.

3\W.P*,
87-2,333.

But :is tho deal ruction of tho feed u])on tlic toiumt’s loasc will cntai forage .allowance for tho 
caretolicr’B horto, it is urgent that steps should bo taken to comjilcte tlio fencing with us little delay as 
possible,

The fencing by the Department of Works proceeded so slowly that a sum was placed upon our 
Estimates for this year to enable tbc work to bo carried on under tbe supervision of our own officers, 
pending its approval by Parliament. It may perhaps be of advantage if tbe overseer should bo directed 
to furnish*the number of tenants’ leases in each district which require fencing, those at which euntracls 
have been taken by the Works Department, hut arc yet uncommenccd or incoiupleie, the class of gauge 
of fence they recommend, and a careful specification and estimate of tho cost per mile at which they can 
obtain tenders in their districts. If (he money is voted by Parliament, tenderers should be informed that 
nn delays will be allowed in payments if the work is according to the specifications, and that 2-5 per cent, 
will be paid upon approval of fit) per cent, of eacli contract; GO per cent, upon approval of 7G per cent, 
and the balance immediately the work is approved.—H.Gr.

Attach papers and reports on fencing to this before copying.—H.Cf.

320

Copy of circular sent to Overseers of Public Watering Places by The Chief Inspector.
Sir. Department of Mines, Public Watering Places Branch,

, Sydney, 2 April, 1887.
]. have to request that you will he good enough to inform me of the amount of fencing required, 

lo complete each public watering place in your district.
Specifications should state number and brand of wire, dimensions of posts, distance from each other 

centre to centre, and distance apart of strainers, and depth of each in the ground, that you would 
recommend. _ < _

Your estimate should state the cost of each item separately, with cost of carriage and erection 
added, I have, &e.,

HARRY GILLIAT,
Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Sir, Stock Branch Office, Bourke, 12 April, 1887,
In reply to your letter of 2nd instant, No. 87-1,228,1 have the honor to enclose specifications 

for fencing special lease, as used by Works Department, which contains the information asked for.
The price per chain paid by the Works Department for the fence at tho Goonery artesian bore 

was 21s. Gd. per chain. The contract; price for the fence now in course of construction at Mulga, No. 5 
Tank, By rock aud Gougolgan road, is 18s. Od. per chain, gates, &c., included.

I have, &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. JAS. MALLON.

Sir, Branch Stock Office, Coonamble. 80 May, 1887.
Herewith I. have the honor lo forward you an estimate as near as I can, of the cost of fencing 

for Bullagrcen Tank. Fencing is being done close to the BuSlagrcen at, as 1 mentioned in a former letter, 
from e-G18 to £20; hut being a Government job, they generally ask a higher price, as they say it must be 
stronger and more particular, and though 1 have asked two or three about" here, their prices arc higher 
than my estimate—but if let by tender, may be done about the price I mention.

1 have, &c.,
T1IOS. W. MEDLEY,

Overseer of Public Watering Places, Coonamble.'
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Specifications of post and seven (7) wire fence to be erected at Bullagrcen Tank.
Posts to be of split pine G' G" long, 8" x H ; the heart not lo be taken out if split ou the quarter : 

the large end to be put in tbc ground 2 feet deep.
Strainers of round pine T Gv long, not less than 3 feet in the ground—the large end being down

* wards ; to measure not less than 8 inches at small end in diameter.
Each post to measure not less than 10 feet long, or more than 10 feet from centre to centre, and a 

strainer to be put in every 25 panels. ,
The whole to be erected, bored, and wired, and strained in a workman-like manner, posts being 

thoroughly rammed ; the wire to ho knotted with the telegraph knot; the holes to bo bored with a -j-ineh 
hit, and all wires to be pegged in each straining post with hardwood pegs ; holes for wires to measure 
from the ground G: 5, 5, 5, 5, 7,12, all posts io he bored through the centre. ^

The contractor to place every necessary on the line, ware being placed at the Bullagrecn Tank lor 
him, he finding all tools and plant.

Estimated cost of fencing in Bullagrecn T.L. of (HO acres, being about 
at per mile.

4 miles and 25 chains— 

£ s. d.
50G split posts @ 1G/- per 100 * ...

Cartage do. ...
22 strainers do. ...

Cartage do. ...
Boring and wiring @ 20/- per wire per mile 

Erection @ per mile ... ...

4 1 0 
4 10' 
0 3 0 
0 3 0
7 0 0
8 0 0

£23 8 0
Cost
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£11 C 8
2 4 0 
6 15 10

3 15 0 

£47 10 3
I believe the steel wire can be supplied by Andrew Bowen & Co. at tbe above price.

°ir> Stock Office, Wileamiia, 9 March, 1887.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt oi your communication of March 2nd, No. 

87-291, re specifications for construction of caretakers’ huts, &c. This will be attended to at once, and I 
am confident a saving of 50 per cent, can be effected in the erection of these huts and sheds, as well as 
in the fencing of TX.’s. Engine-sheds sufficiently substantial and commodious should not cost more 
than £20, and fencing sufficiently substantia] should not cost more than from £55 to £65, according to 
distance of carriage of material. Of all these 1 will forward specifications, &c., as soon as 1 possibly can,

I have, &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. MARK J. C. TULLY.

This may be connected with the specifications and estimates as received.—H.G., 16/3/84.

“iri r i v • Stock Office, Wilcannia, 19 March, 1887.
I have the honor to forward herewith plan and specifications of fencing which I consider 

suitable for fencing the tenants’ leases at Public Watering Places in this district, and which can be 
erected at about £50 to £55 per mile, thus :—Wire delivered anywhere within 100 miles of Wilcannia, 
£20 per mile ; furnishing posts and erecting, £30 per mile. This is very high. If a supply of the wire 
required were purchased privntchjl it could be delivered bero under £14 per ton : at least the stores offer 
to supply it at that price, and carriage is very low at present,

I have, &c.,
----- ------------ MARK J. C. TELLY.

Specifications of Fencing suggested as suitable for enclosing Tenants’ Leases at Public AVatcring Places
in the Wilcannia District.

, Timber.—Ko sapling gum nor round helar will he admitted, nor any timber which in the opinion 
of the officer superintending the work may be considered ef a perishable nature.

, Posts._—To bo 5 feet 11 inches long, not less Ilian 6 inches in diameter, if round, nothing under 
8 inches in diameter to be split [mulga only will be allowed not less Ilian 5 inches in diameter, and 
nothing under 7 inches to be split) ; all properly squared at both ends, placed 12 feet apart from centre 
to centre, and sunk two feet in the ground well and firmly rammed, every twentieth (20th) post to he a 
draining post, not loss than 8 inches in diameter, and sunk 3 feet in the ground.

At every corner and angle struts will be placed on both sides, as shown on figure 3 of plan ; the 
si ruts being borc-d to receive the wire same as posts.

. Boring. Holes not more than inch iu diameter to be bored through the centre or thickest part 
of the post, and according to the gauge shown in figure 1 on plan.

_ Wiring.—Top wire to he Ho. C, bottom wire to be No. 7, all the rest No. 8 host iron annealed (or 
steel if considered advisable).

Note.—Galvanized wire sliould be used at all places subject to inundation, and this will apply to 
nearly every Public AYatering Place in this district; some will require one half, others one third or one 
fourth galvanized wire.

Posts might he placed 10 feet apart, which will make a, stronger fence.
MARK J. C. TULLY.

Cost of AVire in Sydney,
No. 8 of 6 wires, 26, 2, 2, @ £9 5s...................................................................
No. 0 of 1 wire, top 5, 1, 7, @ same..............................................................
Carriage of wire from Sydney to Novertire, 341 miles, 1st class, £410s. lOd 
Carriage per ton from Ncvcrtire to Bullagrcen Tank, ton, @ £2 10s 

per ton ...................................................................................................

[Plan of foncing for T.L. al P.W.P.’s, Wilcannia District-.] 

S/Ji

7 in
A-lifJ fro/Tijr-OUti#

n
i

P.W.P.,
87-1,195.

P.W.P.,
87-1,374.
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Coiiy of Telegram from Overseer Tully to Inspector J. TV. Boultbee.
11 Mav, 1887.

Fj-ntocsoN siqtplies wire on commission only, No. 8 test brands steel, £13 5s. per ton landed at Wilcannia, 
in bond ; no No. 6. If could be sent from Sj’duey, care of George Ferguson & Co., Adelaide, can you 
let me know if this will be done ? iim iusfc in from the 70-mile.

' M. J. C. TULLY,

122

P.W.P.,
86-5,442.

Original, with 
loiters re Ono- 
tree Tank.

Extract from Mr. Inspector Boultbee’s report on One-tree Tank for 16th November, 1886. 
Fencing enclosing tank bas been raised and moved ont, is very badly strained—left so by con

tractor—wire is strained from corner to corner.
J. W. BOULTBEE.

Caretaker Yonng’s declaration re fence at Onc-treo was handed to the Minister, and all trace has 
been lost. ■

Estimated cost of fencing T.L.’s at per mile, and at which price Overseers are prepared to get
done

District. ' £ S. d.
Narrandora............... . . . ... 55 0 0 per mile
Narrandera, let ... ... 44 0 0 „
Corowa ... ... ... 58 4 0 „
Albury, approximate ... 70 2 5 „
Wilcannia ,, ... 40 0 0 „
Cobar ............... ... 38 0 0 „
Cobar ............... ... 45 0 0 „
Coonamble ... ... ... 47 10 0 „
Walgett ... ... ... 57 0 0 ::
Dcniliquin............... ... G3 13 4 „
Nan-ftbri ... ... ... GL 14 0 „
Dubbo ............... ... 56 10 0 „
Condobolin ... ... ... 39 19 0 „
Ivanhoe ... ... ... 54 0 0 „
Silverton ... ... ... 75 0 0 „
Balranald ... ... ... 35 10 0 ..
Coonabarabran ... ... 42 1' 0 „

work

iln average of about £52, but it is to be noted that the estimates sent in, and tbe specifications accom
panying them, were upon a. most liberal scale, and capable of very great reduction and modification.

P.W.P.,
87-6,240,

6,24-1,
Original, with 
papers rc cost.

Copy of telegram from Inspector Low to Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
IS November, 1887.

Betas’, original contractor for fencing Boonoona and Mount Manara, told Stewart, hotel-keeper, Ivanhoe, 
the price was £120 per mile. Bcvan lias lately been erecting 10 or 12 feet swing gates there, for which 
his men informed caretakers he was getting £15 per gate,

J. LOAF.

Copy of telegram from Inspector Low to Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Plenty of belar within 5 miles of Boonoona, and pine within 5 miles Mount Manara Tanks, for fencing.

J. LOW.
Note.—This refers to query rc fencing at these tanks, and to show timber did not require to be 

carted far, and is in addition to my telegram of 18/11/87, giving prices paid for fencing.—J. Low.

Keport by Inspector Low on the Mount Manara Tank or Dam, road from Booligal to Wilcannia, in 
charge of John Murray, caretaker, for 24th November, 1887.

P.W.P., State,of drains —In good order, showing good attention on part of caretaker.
87-6,586. Silt tanks.—One on east side of main tauk lately been cleaned out by caretaker. One on north

side of main tank dry, and silted up to within 2 feet of surface.
Inlet or ilume.—One on north side iron pipe. One on east side open ; both in good order.
Main tank.—In good order; batters slightly water-washed ; no depth indicator ; upright carrying 

suction valve only requires figuring for this.
" Embankments.—In fair order, but much bun-owed by rabbits; caretaker is doing his utmost to

protect these. A good deal of herbage and natural grasses ; couch sown in April, but none appearing.
Waierimfj Appliances.

State of supply tank.—Full of water, in good order, and now being tarred by caretaker; concrete 
pillars lately been repaired by Works Department, aud now seem all right.

Troughing.—In good order; timber requires tarring ; all stock drink fairly well at this.
Machinery.—In first rate order, well kept, works steadily, giving full supply of discharge pipe.

Paddocks and Pencinrj.
State of fencing.—In good order ; not yet transferred. This has lately been erected by Works 

Department at £120 per mite, is of pine about half split, and balance young round pine, with no straining 
posts. The round pine will last only a few years. None of the timber had to be carted 5 miles.

State of gates.—In good order ; not yet transferred ; lately erected by Works Department at £15 
per gate.

Itemarks.—Caretaker Murray informs me Mr. Superintendent Stillwell, in August, told him not, to 
interfere with silt tank, as he would get it cleared out. Engine shed erected by one man in four days, 
for which he got £10. Mr, Hay, Mount Manara Station, contracted to excavate tank at Is. 4-id.; he 
sub-let to Fred Hardie. who did the work at Is. per cubic yard.

Examined books and found correct, but Treasury receipt for October drawings not yefc received.
Weekly depth of water since last report.—Last deqd.h, 13 ft. G in. Caretaker's
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Qaretakcr’s Work.
Work done by caretaker.—Cleaning out silt tank, cleaning drains, cleaning and painting engine 

and pump, scrubbing, repairing embankments, tarring supply tank, assisting Works Department employe 
repairing pillars, and general duties. ‘

Work laid out for caretaker.—12/1/87: Work laid out—lower rail of trougliing, and leave a 
space of 0 inches between rail and edge of trough, and let rail incline inwards; clean silt out of silt 
tanks when sufficiently dry, keep drains clean, get firewood, and general duties.—,T. Yeo. 4/3/S7: 
Keep drains clean, sow couch grass on embankments, and rake it in, on receipt of it from Ivanhoe; after 
rain keep machinery clean, cut burrs, and general duties.—J. Yeo. 13/5/87: Clean silt tank when 
sufficiently dry, repair baiters and ends of drains, keep drains clean, cut scrub, and general duties.— 
.1. Yeo. 29/7/87: Continue clearing scrub on reserve, clean silt out of silt tank, keep machinery and 
drains clean, and general duties; fix rain-gauge on receipt, according to instructions forwarded.—J.Yeo. 
5/11/87: Caretaker will tar supply tank, trougliing fence, and railing, cut up burrs and black thistles, 
and^open the mouth of small silt tank as instructed. I have authorized caretaker to obtain fallow for 
engine from Mr, Ward, and to send account to me.—E, Pitocron. 24/11/87 : Examined books and found 
correct, but no Treasury receipt for October drawings yet received. Caretaker will watch carefully for 
and destroy any rabbit burrows near supply tank or embankments, continue tarring supply tank, tar 
timber of trougliing and flaming, get nine sheete of iron from old troughing, Mount Manara well, and 
make shoot to prevent wash in eastern silt tank, and general duties.—J. Low.

Ecmarks and recommendations—I would recommend that caretaker’s cottage be erected at south
east corner of T.L. There is plenty of pine within 5 miles of this tank suitable for horizontal buildings, 
'Jins reserve is simply alive with rabbits, and in my opinion it is only waste of time and money to 
attempt to keep them down, as tlioy come from the stations for feed and water. Were it fenced with iron 
netting something might be done. Caretaker Murray is one of the best 1 have yet seen—understands 
his duties, and willingly performs them.

” - JOHN LOW,
Ivanhoe, 24th November, 1887. Inspector of Public Watering Places,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Report by Inspector Low on the Boonoona Tank, road from Booligal to Wileannia, in charge of Frank
Kellick, for 14th November, 1887,

State of drains.—In good order, and show good attention on part of caretaker.
■ Silt tank.—Almost dry, and full of silt to within 3 ft. of surface ; requires cleaning out.

Inlet or flume.—All under water, iron pipe closed, but evidently in good order; ground much 
washed from some of the posts of open flume from water overflowing; open flume requires enlarging by 
raising depth of sides G inches for about 40 feet; timber requires tarring. "

_ Main tank.—Full of water and overflowing; no depth indicator, but upright for M’Comas’ water 
lift frame only requires figuring to do for same; is at present used as such by caretaker.

Embankments.—In good order and show signs of considerable attention: couch sown in March 
last, but none appearing ; little or no vegetation on these.

P.W.P.,
87-6,311.

Watering Appliances.
State of supply tank.—Full of water; paint pooling off; requires tarring; otherwise in good

order.
_ Trougliing.—In good order, but requires tarring. This has originally been badly constructed, 

being wedged on both sides between frame and posts of fence, with 1 inen boards to keep it straight, and 
is carried by support or cross pieces being bolted to posts of fence.

Machinery —In good order; lately been painted and packed by caretaker ; gives a steady and full 
supply of discharge pipe.

Paddocks and IPcneing.
State of fencing.—In fair order; not yet transferred; lately erected bjr Works Department at 

£120 per mile. ,
State of gates.—In good order; lately erected by Works Department at £15 per gate; not yet 

transferred. ”
Ecmarks.—Much water in swamp, which is lower than in main tank; cattle can have been watering 

in this for some time without damage to aiivdihing ; it is far too boggy for sheep. Caretaker seems willing 
and anxious to perform Ins duties. About 200 acres enclosed here; very scrubby ; ought to be all ring- 
barked, and small scrub cut down.

Collections, Traffic, Work. <kc.—Examined books and found correct.

Caretaker's Work.
, Work done by caretaker.—Cleaning drains, painting pump and horse works, packing pump, level

ling embankments, clearing scrub.
Work laid out for caretaker.—14/1/87 ■ To lower rail of trougliing and leave a space of 9 inches 

between rail and edge of trougbinm pump water, keep drains clean, clean silt tank when sufficiently dry, 
and general duties.— J.Yeo. 5i3fe7 . Clean drains and silt tank, sow couch grass on embankment, and 
rake it in after shower, keep machinery clean, and general duties.—J. Yeo 11/5/87 : Repair embank
ments, clean drains, cut burrs and weeds inside embankments, clean silt tank when sufficiently dry, put 
silt on either side of flaming, put post behind gate to prevent it opening round and breaking the hang
ings, paint cover of horse works, and general duties.—J. Yeo. 28/6/87: Inspected tank to-day, and laid 
out repairs—-filling water course, and repair embankments of drains where broken away during late 
rains.-—J. T eo. 27/7/87: Complete repairing embankments, keep drains clean, ring and cut scrub on 
reserve, if time keep machinery clean, and general duties.—J. Yeo. 4/11/87: To clean away all grass 
from supply tank, fiuming and trougliing, tar all wood uorlc about same, also tar supply tank when pro
vided with same, and general duties.—E Proctor. 14/11/87 . Examined books to date, and found 
correct,^ but no Treasury receipt for October yet received. Caretaker will carry out Mr. Overseer 
Proctor’s instructions, also level embankments and excavate three silt pits in drains 10 ft. x 3 ft., and get 
material ready for rectifying flume.—J oils' Low, Remarks
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^Remarks and recommendations.—I would recommend that caretaker’s cottage be erected about 
20 chains west of main tank. There is plenty of ballah suitable for horizontal work within 5 miles from 
this, and I shall endeavour to get some one to tender for erection of this. Open flume requires increasing 
in size at end nearest, to silt tank where it is very level and has formerly overflowed. This can easily be 
done with old material of troughing. I have instructed caretaker to select sufficient material to enlarge 
this by raising sides 6 inches for about 40 feet, also to heighten logging from silt tank about 40 ft. 9 in., 
and fin. coach screws wilt be required for this, and 4lbs. If in. clouts, and these I have asked Mr. Proctor 
to have forwarded. Silt tank : I am endeavouring to get some one to clean out, and owing to small job 
consider it worth Is. per cubic yard. Tar : I have arranged with Mr. "Webb, Kilfera, to cart from Mt. 
Manara where there is plenty.'

JOHN LOW,
Ivanhoe, 14th November, 1S87. Inspector of Public "Watering Places,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Report by Inspector Low on the 3o-Milc Tank, road from Booligal to Wileannia, in charge of J. W.
Carnc, caretaker, for 20th November, 1887.

State of drains.—-Much silt in these in swamp near silt tank.
Silt tank,—Pull of water; this was partly cleaned out by Works Department in May, 1880, but 

owing to getting filled with water was stopped; it is uufcnccd at two ends, and stock in paddock watering 
at it.

Inlet or flume.—Old and worn out; 90 feet 12-inch iron pipe here intended to be put in by Works 
Department. *

Main tank.—Pull of water; depth indicator requires refiguring.
Embankments.—No signs of waterwnsh, but uneven, owing to much of spoil from excavation being

stone.
Watering Appliances.

State of supply lank,—Pull of water, in good order, and lately been painted by caretaker.
Troughing.—Some of the timber in this is getting old and rotting ; requires tarring.
Machinery.—In good order, works well and steadily, giving full discharge of supply pipe. Top of 

pump leaking; pump requires painting and facings polishing; suction valve not fixed to end of pipe. 
Mr. Superintendent Hanna has promised to supply Ihe necessary pipe for this, caretaker informs me.

Paddocks and Fencing.
State of fencing.—In good order ; not yet transferred ; ’this has been erected at £95 per mile 

none of the timber was carted over 4 miles.
State of gates.—In good order; lately painted by caretaker ; caretaker lias kept no diary of bis 

work ; he has been allowing horses and cattle to be put in paddock, but says he got nothing for that. He 
appears to be a fair caretaker, and could, I think, were the material supplied, erect his own cottage.

Ecmarks.—The paddock here is quite overrun with kangaroos and rabbits.
Collections, traffic, work, Ac.
Examined books and found correct, but no receipt for sum 4d,, which caretaker states ho remitted 

to Treasury. Treasurer’s receipt for October, £2 ICs. 5d., not yet received.

Caretaker’s Work.
■ Work done by caretaker.— Painting pump, flooring engine-shed, cleaning machinery, painting gales,

cleaning drains, and clearing up embankments.
Work laid out for caretaker.—5/3/87 : Examined books and works, and found all in order ; work 

for caretaker to repaint tank and give boiler a second coat of tar, also the woodwork of trougliing, also clean 
up inside embankments.—M. J. C. Tullv.—9/5/87. M. J. C. Ti;ua\—10/7/87; Inspected.—M. J. C. 
Tut.lv. 14/11/87 : Inspected books and lank; to finish tarring trough, clean up embankment, and kill 
rabbits which arc over-running the countryM. J. O. Tullv. 2G/11/87: Examined books and found 
correct to date, but no receipt for June drawings, 4cL and October drawings, £2 ICs. 5d. Caretaker will 
clean out and keep clean all drains, tar timber of troughing, paint pump dark green, polish facings and 
pump tap, keep diary of work in journal, allow no strange stock in paddock, apply to Mr. Overseer Tully 
for tar, 2 lbs. dark green paint, small paint brush, 1 doz, sheets emery paper. "

> Remarks and recommendations.—I would recommend caretaker’s cottage he erected about 10 
chains south ol main tank and near present camp. Caretaker has six horses and five cattle in this 
paddock. Engine-shed was erected by W orks Department, and cost £50. The troughing hero, now that 
the paddock is fenced in, is next to useless, so far as watering cattle is concerned—that is, if a big mob or 
wild. 1. would recommend 300 loot steel trougliing be erected. The present troughing will last for not 
more than another year, and the expense of removing fence would go towards paying for new troughing. 
Owing to not knowing where this troughing is to be procured, I am unable to give estimate of cost. Silt 
tank has been left open at Mr. Road-Superintendent Hanna’s special request, in order that be might have 
it cleaned out when dry.

“ JOHN LOW,
Wileannia, 20 November, 1887. Inspector of Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Report by Inspector Low on the 43-Mile Tank, road from Booligal to Wileannia, in charge of Robertson
and Wagner, Tenants, for 27th November, 1887,

State of drains.—In fair order, but much water washed in front of silt tank, whom fall is sudden. 
Silt tanks.—Both full of wilt and dry; contract has just been let by Works Department to have 

these cleaned out. • ‘
Inlet or flume.—Under water, and much silt about them.

Main
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Main tank.—If’nil of water ; depth indicator water-washed ; requires refigurhifr: lessees report 
this to he quite half full of silt.

Embankments.—In fair order but uneven, owing to stock having gained admittance at one time.

Watering Appliances.
State of supply tank.—Eull of water ; requires painting ; never been painted since erection. 
Troughing.—In good order; has lately been repaired by lessees; timber requires tarring. 
Machinery.-—In good working order, but requires tarring, painting, and facings polishing.

_ State of fencing.—Not yet completed. This is of split ballah, none of it being carted more than 
5 miles. Contractor would not tell price, but told me it was between £90 and £100 per mile.

State of gates.—Old and worn out, but has been repaired by lessees.

Hates collected since last ’Report..
Month ending January, 1887 

' „ February „
„ March „
„ October .,
,, November

Traffic since last Report.

January, 1887
Horses. Cnttle.

... 27G 436
February, „ ... 21 130
March ,, ... G
October ,, ... 57
November „ ... 98 1,335

£ s. d.
8 2 4 
0 14 10 
0 10 
0 9 G 
G 14 7

£1G 2 3

Slicrp.
8,000

700
Work done by caretaker.—9/5/87: Inspected,—M. J. C. Tl'cly.

. W<>Vk ]aid ont f'or caretaker.—27/11/87: Inspected this Public Watering Place to-day, but leave 
no instructions till I see Mr, Overseer Tully. "
. Remarks and recommendations.—Mr. Itoad-Superintendent ITanna. of Works Department, 
informs mo all painting and tarring referred to in this report was to be done by Works Department, and 
that lie had let contract for same. He also informs me that he intends enlarging silt tank, so as main 
tank can be emptied and cleaned out, Mr. Overseer Tully endorses lessees’ statement that Works 
Department were to paint, &e., and give everything over in good order. .JOHN LOW

„ Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Wilcamna, 27 iNovember, 1887,

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Iteport by Inspector Low on the 2C-Mile Tank, road from Booligal to Wileannia, in charge of John
Balfour, for 26th November, 1887,

State of drain.—In fair order; very well laid out, but don’t cross main road, thus allowing water to 
spread and find its own way to silt tank. b

Silt tank.—Almost full of water and no sign of silt.
Inlet or flume.—In good order.
Main tank.—Batters much cut up from cattle watering at this; this tank has not previously held 

the water well, and all stock have been allowed to water at it; no depih indicator, and nothing in lank to 
make one. ”

Embankments.—All trodden by stock, but droppings well cleaned off by caretaker ■ one an<dc- 
shoot at north-cast corner required here which would carry off all storm water ; no vegetation’. b

Watering Appliances.

State of supply tank. In good order ; full of water ; lately been tarred by caretaker.
Troughing.—In good order; lately tarred by caretnkcr,

, j, ^acbinery. Well kept, but could not be tested, owing to caretaker fixing pine to supply tank ■ 
also fixing suction valve and lengthening pipe for same. rL J ’

_ State of fencing.—Finished, and in good order. This is of ballah, lately erected at £95 per mile ■ 
strainers every fit teen panels. 1 ’

liemarits.—Caretaker has been taking stock on agistment, and says be lias drawn about £2 10s 
and was unaware he bad not power to do so ; he seems a good man, and ought, if possible be retained as 
caretaker when tins tank is transferred ; he has not been supplied with books or copy of regulations ami 
no PW.P. notice exhibited. ° ’

Rates collected since last Repo

Month ending Juno, 1887 ...
» scpt., „
„ Oct., „ ...
„ Nov..............

£ s. d,
2 15 0
3 10 5

33 15 7 
15 5 4

£G0 G 10
Traffic

P.W.P., 
S7-G, CS5.
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Stock Branch; 
87-4,720.

Stock Branch, 
87-5,712.

P.W.P., 
87-514. 

State of fencing.
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Traffic since last Report.

Afonth ending June, 1887
Horses. Cot.tlc.

660
Sheep,

„ September, 1887 845
,, October ... 239 6,558 15.600
., November „ ... 144 3,376

Remarks and recommendations.—The drains here in first instance were let at 4s. Gd. per chain, 
and afterwards sublet at 3s. Gd. to man who did the work. These are quite equal to drains at Ivanhoe 
tank. Caretaker is here erecting weatherboard cottage, three rooms, 20 x 12 x 8. I would strongly 
recommend that cattle be prohibited from watering at this tank, but sheep might be allowed until the 
cutting by the cattle is levelled, which would improve the tank. This tank has not yet been transferred. 
Mr. Overseer Tully hopes it will be in about a month from now. Juno drawings, £2 15s. Gd., were 
remitted with 35-mile drawings for that mouth to Treasury. Mr. Overseer Tully has since received 
£50 9s. lid. which he will remit to Treasury with 35-mile tank drawings for this month, leaving a 
balance of £7 Is. 5d., in caretaker’s possession at my inspection.

JOHN LOW,
Wileannia, 2G November, 1887. Inspector of Public Watering Places.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Sir, Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 17 May, 1887.
I herewith beg to apply for information re T.S.R. through the township of Ivanhoe, for, as far 

as I can obtain information, there has been no provision made.
The township allotments, &c., with the T.L. at the Ivanhoe G-overnment tank, take up the whole 

half-mile on the east side of the road, and on the west side of the road I am informed that the land 
is freehold; consequently the travelling stock have to pass through the main street, which is a very 
difficult thing to get the Queensland cattle to do. - .

The township people are complaining that stock are allowed to pass through the main street.
I might mention that the main street is about 3 chains wide.

I have, &c.,
. JAMES YEO,

The Chief Inspector of Stock, Inspector of Stock.

Mr. Leigh,—Please prepare tracing if there is no map.—A.B., 20/5/85. Air. Yeo,—A tracing 
is herewith, showing the various reserves.—B.W. (for A ,E.), 24/G/87. Tracing received.—J.Y., 27/G/S7.

Sir, 27 June, 1887.
T have the honor to acknowledge tracing of reserves and T.S.lt, through and around the 

township of Ivanhoe.
I find that the travelling stock, according to the tracing, will he compelled to go through the main 

street, unless a lane or roadway is opened at the back of the Government lank, and run through a corner 
of the T.L., which has already been suggested to the Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

1 have marked in blue pencil the places where the lane should run through reserve 457. I might 
mention that the Government tank is on reserve 457.

This lane would be no disadvantage to stock having access to the troughing at the tank, as the lane 
would pass in close proximity to it. I have, &e.,
The Chief Inspector of Stock. J. YEO.

Will the Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places please say what action has been taken in 
regard to Air. Yeo's suggestion ?—A.B., B.C., 4/7/87. *

An Inspector will, it is anticipated, he stationed at Ivanhoe within a few weeks, from whom a 
report will he at once obtained. If it sustains Mr, Yeo’s recommendation, steps will be at once taken to 
have the fence set back.—H.G., B.C., 12/7/87. The Chief Inspector of Stock.

This matter was brought under the notice of the Hon. the Minister for Alines at Ivanhoe yesterday.— 
E.W., 13/8/87. '

Air. Inspector Low,—If the proposed alterations can he made without interfering with the efficiency 
of the tank or paddock, the caretaker can he put at it. or you may report what assistance he will reemiro, 
and the cost.—II.G, B.C, 23/8/87. ‘

Extract from P.W.P., 87-208, Report by Mr. Overseer Yeo, Ivanhoe, on Ivanhoe Tank.
In course of construction; but I would again suggest that, before the fencing is completed, a road

way should he left at the back of the tank to allow stock to pass that way, instead of going through the 
township.

' JAAJES YEO,
Ivanhoe, 10/1/-87. Overseer. Public Watering Places.

Mr. Yeo,—Is this fence completed, or is the contractor at work upon it?—H.G., 14/2/87. The 
fence is not completed, with the excoplion of portion shown, on rough skelch attached, by red lines. Q’lie 
sub-contractor is at work upon it, with two men assisting him.—J. Yeo, 21/2/87. '

Rough
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Rough sketch showing state of fencing towards completion at Ivanhoe Tank.

The double lines show fence completed. Lines marked thus = = = = = = is the portion of fence where posts arc put in
hut not wired yet.

I do not anticipate that any good would result from forwarding this to the Works Department. 
]f the Draft Estimates are passed by Parliament, the fencing in future will be provided for in that Vote, 
and the required alterations may bo made by our own officers. The case had perhaps better await the 
passing of the Estimates.—II.G., UP3/87. The Under Secretary.

Submitted for approval.—H.W., 21/3/87. Approved, JF.A.—22/3/87.

Sir, Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 21 September, 1887,
I have the honor to inform you that I have been making inquiries and trying to obtain prices 

re alterations in fencing at Ivanhoe tank, but to date I have not been able to get an offer for it, owing to 
the scarcity of men at prevent; hut I am of opinion that within the course of a few weeks, when the 
shearing is completed, there will he plenty of men who will he glad to get it to do at a reasonable price.

1 will still continue to make inquiries, and will communicate with yon as soon as 1 can got a 
reasonable offer. I have, &e.,

_ . _ JAMES YEO, _
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Sir, Department of Mines, Public Watering Place, Ivanhoe, 28 September, 1887.
In reply to yours of the 19th inst. re fencing at Ivanhoe tank, 1 have the honor to inform you 

that, although I have made every possible inquiry, 1 have as yet been unable to get anyone to tender for 
ibis work.

This is, I think, partly owing to shearing time, and the high wages earned by others rabbiting.
I shall continue my inquiries, and hope ere long to hear of some one.

I have, &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. JOHN LOW,

Memo, by The Chief Inspector of Public "Watering Places.
Ask Mr. Inspector Low to report by wire with respect to alteration of fencing at Ivanhoe tank for 
convenience of stock passing through township. Inform Geo. Williamson, Esq., J.P., lhat Inspector Low 
lias been directed to report by wire, and that alteration will be made as soon as Minister’s approval 
received. --------- H.G., 29/8/87.

"Wired.—T.H.S., 29/8/87.

Copy of telegrams from Inspector J. Low, Ivanhoe, to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Ivanhoe, 30 August, 1887.

Letteb posted with details of alteration of Ivanhoe fence; think new7 fence worth £70 per mile; old 
fence removing, under twenty-five; am allowing higher rates, owing to small job; Pro ugh am Ticehurat 
agrees with me as to figures. JOHN LOW.

P.W.P.,
87-4,1)96.

P.W.P.,
87-5,093.

P.W.P.,
87-4,223.

P.W.P.,
87-4,291.

Ivanhoe,
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P.W.P.,
87-4,290.

r.w.p.,
87-4,292.

Appendix E.

V ?

Ivaulioc, 30 August, 18S7.
EECOJijfKjru ]aiic G chains wide, north-easterly Ivanhoe tank, if troughing left unfenced; 13 chains 
present fence to be shifted, ami chains new fence required if troughing fenced; 8 chains present fence 
to he shifted, 22 chains new fence required ; fence not yet transferred from Works ; caretaker cannot do 
this: workmen about want £100 per mile for new, £80 per mile for shifting—too much.

JOHN LOW.

See if you can define this in pencil upon plan.—II.G., 30/8/87. Mr. Higinhotham,
The plan of the T.L. does not show the troughing, and the lank is merely sketched in. ■ The 

survey has not vet boon approved of or charted; the information cannot therefore be shown on it.—■ 
W.C.H., 30/8/87.

Wire request to Mr. Low to forward detailed report by post with careful estimate of the actual 
cost of fencing.—H.G., 30/8/87. Wired.—T.H.S., 30/8/87. '

' Sir, Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Ivanhoe, 30 August, 1887.
Deferring to B.C. and accompanying documents herewith returned, relative to alteration of 

fence at Ivanhoe tank, and thus allow travelling stock to water without going through township, I have 
the honor to enclose three traciugs.

No. 1 shows present position of fencing ; dotted lines, proposed new fence. No. 2 shows proposed 
lines of fences, should it he decided that troughing be fenced.in, and which I would strongly recommend. 
Owing to this tank being almost in middle of township, in hot weather stock will he continually hanging 
about the troughing, and should it he left unfenced there will he no end of disputes re watering stock. 
In the recommendation of this, I am fully borne out by Mr. Overseer Teo. I have allowed 5 chains for 
lane, so that stock will have lots of room and little chance of their rushing fence, even if wild or thirsty. 
No. 3 shows proposed position of fence, should it be so decided to leave troughing unfenced; dotted lines, 
present fence. This, although less expensive for the present, would, I feel certain, require soon to ho 
altered to No. 2, in which case it would then be replaciug fence already up, but of course it could be 
much quicker done.

I enclose proposed style of new work for your approval (the posts, owing to being almost a tank 
fence, and where a rush might take place, should, I think, be 2 feet in the ground), and estimate by sub
contractor who erected present fence, which I consider much too high; but, owing to high prices paid by 
Works Department, it is difficult to get contractors to understand that they ought not to get about 
double price because it is Government work. Of course a small job like this is worth more per chain 
than were it a large one. Mr. Overseer Teo and I shall endeavor to got some other offers and forward to 
you. _ ....

The fencing hero has not yet been transferred from Works Department, neither is it finished, no 
gates being up. Is it desirable to interfere with it before transfer ? In no case will any stock water at 
this tank for say six weeks.

I have written all the above under the impression that this road was applied for, for the con
venience of stock getting easier access to public watering place, hut have just had an interview with Mr. 
Williamson, who informs me this is wanted for all travelling stock—in fact, become a travelling stock road. 
Were a travelling stock road made between T.L. and tank, how would this affect reserve ? If so, would 
it not require lobe accurately surveyed before any fencing is erected? No doubt it would bo a great 
convenience for all travelling stock to go along this proposed road, instead of having to go as at present.

1 have, &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Bublic Watering Places. JOHN LOW.

Extract and inform inspector aud overseer that no interference can be permitted until transfer 
is made, and the transfer must be made in terms of recent instructions.—II.G. Informed, 10/3/87.

Alterations proposed in Fencing at Ivanhoe Tank.

Tracing No. 2.—8 chains present fence to he taken down and erected on line shown.
22 chains new line of fence, piuc or ballah, post 8 in. x 4 in., 2 ft. in ground, 4 ft. 6 in. above 

ground; strainers 0 in. in small end, 3 ft. in ground, every 18 panels, same wire and gauge as in present 
fence.

Two gateways, 12 ft. wide, each hawug four gates G ft. 6 in.
Gate posts 3 ft. G in. in ground, 5 ft. above ground, 12 in. small cud.
Gates 4 ft. G in. x G ft. 6 in., heads 4x3, rails 4 x J 1, braces 4 x 1, one brace to each 

gate, 4 rails to each gale, fastened at ends with f in. holts ; distance from bottom between each rail, 0 in,, 
8 in., 9 in., 32 in.; each gate two single strap iron hinges, 2 ft. G in. x 2 in. x in., fastened with f in,

holts,
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bolts, eye 1 in. wrouglit iron ; crooks 1 in. through gate-post, fastened by nuts and screws; two iron 
hasps for fastening with i in, holts.

Tracing No. 3.—13 chains of present fence to be taken down and erected on lino shown.
.■ 4-2 chains new fence, same gauge and stylo of present; fence, with 0 in. strainers in small end, 

3 ft. in ground, every 18 panels.
JOHN LOW, 30/8/87.

Estimate of Prices.
New fence at 25s. per chain. Old fence, taking down and erecting, 20s. per chain. Gates at 

60s. each.

Siri Ivauhoo, 11th October, 1887.
I have the honor to enclose tender by John Clyde for this work, which, although the lowest I 

can get, I consider still very high. '
No. 3 refers to style of fencing, leaving troughing open ; No. 2 having troughing fenced in. 
Mhould yon have decided to have the troughing uufcnccd, it will he a small job, and no one would 

come from a distance to do it; but I think after shearing is finished it ought to ho done cheaper.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
I have, Ac.,

JOHN LOW.

Memo, by The Chief Lispcetor of Public Watering Places.
Tun position of the tank being so close lo the township, it will, I think, bo necessary to fence in 
the troughing. Mr. Low may he perhaps informed to this effect; hut the work must be held over/in my 
opinion, until more reasonable tenders arc obtained.—II.G., 18/11/87.

Ivanhoe Fence.—Tender of John Clyde.

No. 3 Sketch. £ s. d.
.Removing 13 chains of present fence, and erecting, @ £40 per mile.......... 0 10 0
4J- chain new fence, same stylo as present, @ £100 per mile ....................... 5 12 6

No. 2 Sketch.

8 chains present fence, removed and erected, @ £40 per mile ........
22 chains new fence, pine or ballah, 2 ft. in ground, @ £75 per mile 
4 gates aud posts, @ £3 .................................................................

£12 2 G

4 0 0 
20 12 0 
12 0 0

£3G 12 G

Su‘, Stock Office, Moss Vale, 10 December, 1887.
Again referring to your circular re any commuuications I had to make re tanks and wells 

should bo made direct to the head office, it lias occurred to mo that in my previous communication to you 
on the fencing at the Ivanhoe tank, I omitted to mention a conversation which took place between 
Mr. Assistant Engineer Stillwell and myself re the access for stock to the troughing. At the time the 
posts were being erected on the red line from A to B, on rough sketch attached, 1 proposed to Mr. Still
well, and also pointed out to him the advisability of having a Jane behind the tank, as shown on rough 
sketch from A to D and from B to C, which would allow all travelling stock to get to tho troughing 
without being compelled to go through the main street; but Mr. Stillwell’s reply was, that as the contract 
was let, lie would not think of making any alterations, and that I should have pointed it out to him 
before, which I had no opportunity of doing, not knowing how ho had proposed to fence off the T. J;. 
Consequently, tho fence was erected, although Mr. Stillwell admitted the great inconvenience it would bo 
to travelling stock, and also to the township people. 1 have, &c.,

To the Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
JAMES YEO.

This should perhaps be attached to Mr. Overseer Yeo’s previous communication.—H.G., 29/12/87. 
The Under Secretary. Yes.—H.W., 29/12/87.

®lri Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 16 May, 1887.
_ I herewith beg to apply io you for instructions rc taking delivery of fencing at public 

watering places from Department of Works, whether 1 must object to take delivery of a fence which 
has no straining posts provided, as in the case of the fouco in course of construction at Ivanhoe, whore 
the wire is run out to its full length and strained to tho post to which it might reach.

422—It

Appendix F.

r.w.p.,
87—5,418.

r.w.r.,
87-6,S34.

P.W.P.,
87-2,154.
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I am of opinion that this is not a good way to strain wires in a fence, consequently I don’t care to 
take deli very of a fence erected in this way unless instructed to do so. I haveL&c.,^

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Memo, by Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Mr. Boultbee,—Have you ever seen fences constructed on this principle, except in Mr. lioad- 

Supcrintendcnt Stillwell’s experiment at the One-tree tank ?—H.Q-., 22/5/87. .

I have never seen fences erected in this manner outside of Mr. Stillwell s district; and I beg, in the 
most unqualified way, to condemn it, since I cannot see how it is possible to strain the fence properly 
without proper straining posts. The fence at the One-tree is a- strong case in point. It was finished by 
the contractor, and, I presume, passed by Mr. Stillwell, for within a few weeks after its completion tho 
caretaker was reported by Mr. Stillwell for having the wires all slack, and some very harsh comments 
made upon the Mines officers.—James W. Houlthee. _ _

sco impure rc j\B the future direction of these works is at present under consideration, Mr. Yeo may perhaps be
tone ol Minutes. iustructe(i te ta-|£e over t]le fencing at Ivanhoe, stating in his receipt form the objection he takes to the 

character of tho fence.—Hen by Gilo at, 28/5/87. The "Under Secretary.
Submitted.—H.W., 26/5/87. Approved.—P.A., 27/5/87. Mr. Yeo, B.C. J.R., for H.G.,

28/5/87. Contents noted—J. Yeo, 4/6/87. Mr. Inspector Low.—H.G., B.C., 22/S/S7. _
I have inspected this fence, and can strongly bear out Mr. Inspector Boultbee’s condemnation of 

this style of fencing, I have seen no instance where such a style of straining was done by a practical 
man, neither do I expect to. It is simply absurd to attempt to strain a wire fence in tho manner tried 
here. Some of the posts are already splitting from wires being strained to them, being split pine, and 
many are much pulled over.—John Low, Inspector of Bublic Watering Places, 30/8/87.

Sir,
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Sir, Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 16 May, 18S7.
Bcfcrring io papers 1,635 and I.636, of 4/4/S7, for report, I have now the honor to inform 

you that I am in receipt of a communication from Mr. Assistant Engineer Stillwell, re the transfer of 
fencing at the Holy Box well and Mossgiel tank, which Mr. Stihveil reports ready for transfer; but he 
desires that the transfer should stand over until the fencing and gates are ready for transfer at the 
Ivanhoe tank, which the contractor reports will be complete in about a fortnight, when Mr. Stillwell 
intends to he at Ivanhoe to pass the work. 1 have, &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. JAMES TEO.

P.W.P.,
87-2,155.

Extract from Mr. Low’s report on Ivanhoe Tank, 27 September, 1887.
Eencino.—The cause of posts splitting is that they are split pine posts, which, unless much stronger and with ivanhoe 
at least 41," inches, are liable to commence splitting by insertion of pin to hold wire while fastening it. Tank paper. 
"When one wire is strained on them, i.c., one wire round one half of post, other wire round other half, 
causes a strain which in some instances here the posts have been unequal to, and are splitting.

JOHN LOW.

Memo, of Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Please forward full report, containing all particulars relating to letting and construction of fencing at 
Ivanhoe tank. H.G.
Mr. Inspector Teo.

Letter to Mr. Teo, 2/11/87.

Sir, Stock Office, Moss Yale, 4 November, 1887.
Tour letter of 2nd instant re fencing at Ivanhoe tank will receive my attention ; but before I 

can report fully I must obtain some papers whieb 1 left at Ivanhoe. I am writing by this mail, asking 
Mr. Overseer Proctor to furnish me with a copy of the same.

I have, &c.,
The Chief Inspector ef Public Water Places. JAMES TEO.

P.W.P.,
87-5,858.

Sir, Stock Office, Moss Yale, 1 November, 1887.
Before leaving Ivanhoe I omitted to point out what I considered a defect in the fence erected P,YhP-> 

round the T.L. at the Ivanhoe Government tank, viz., the way in which the wire is strained to the post. S/-5,7SS. 
The greater quantity of the posts are split pine, 8 * 4, with no straining posts except at corners and ™®^ntco°havc 
angles in fence. The wire is run out to its full length, then strained to any post to which it may reach ; cosiinaper 
hut instead of tho wire going round the whole of the post, it only goes round half, and the next wire goes ■ii-
round tho other half ; consequently, wrhen the wire is strained from both sides, it in many cases splits the 
post in half. I beg to enclose a rough sketch, which possibly may explain more fully what I mean.

' I have, &e.,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. JAMES TEO.

Extract from P.W.P., 86-2,275.—Report by Mr. Inspector Boultbee on Clare Tank.
An enclosure round this tank is badly wanted. Any stock getting into it would he drowned, owing 

to ihe steep batters, and the wave-cut step in them. 10,000 weaners aud some cattle are in tho paddock, 
and should thev rush tho tank in the night there would be a great loss.
7 May, 18SG. ‘ JAMES W. BOULTBEE.

This may perhaps be forwarded for the information of the Department of Public Works.—H.G., 
10/5/86. The Under Secretary for Mines. The Under Secretary for Public Works.—G-.E.H., U.S.. 
B.C., 10/5/86. Mr. Wood,—I thought this tank was fenced.—W.C.B., 26/5/86. Mr. Wood, Hay.

Poncing around tank wras not included in contract for excavation, &c., hut the contractor for 
fencing the tenant’s lease area will attend to it at once. I saw the proprietor of the station, and he does 
not think there is any danger at present, as there is plenty of surface water. He will erect a temporary 
fence if he sees any necessity.—A.P.W., 21/6/86.

Tlie Under Secretary, for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B., 24/6/86, The Under Secretary for
Mines.—J.R., B.C., 28/6/86. Mr. Overseer Teo, for report, B.C., 6/7/86.

Sir, _ Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 12 July, 1886.
Referring to your request for report, B.C1., 6th July, 1886,1 have the honor to inform you 

that the contractor has commenced the fence round the main tank.
I have, &c,,

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. J. TEO.

P.W.P.,
86-3,544.

Report by Inspector J. W. Boultbee on the Clare Tank, road from Ivanhoe to Balranald, in charge of
Robert Oxley, caretaker, for 6th December, 1880,

State of drams.—Pull of water; 3 inches of rain up to time of my visit; were running full.
Silt tank.—Pull of water. _ _ _
Inlet or flume.—In good order ; I reported this as being too small on my last visit; it,howrever, 

seems to have met all requirements; the tank is quite full.
Main tank.—Quito full.
Embankments.—In very good order; rain does not appear to have much effect on them.

Mr. Hlies,—Copy Mr, Wood’s Minute and Mr. Stillwell’s E.T. Message on this for transmission.— 
W.C.B., 29/6/86. Pencing around Clare Tank is in hand.—A, W. Stillwell, 26/6/86.

Watering
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P.W.P.,
80-6,441.

P.W.P.,
87-3,201.

Watering Appliances.

State of supply tank.—Good ; lias been newly tarred outside, which is a decided improvement on
paint.

Troughing.—In good order, rails high.
Machinery.—In good external order; plunger requires leather instead of rope-yarn.

132

Paddocks and Fencing.

State of fencing.—None. At my last visit, I reported tank as having no fence round it; still in 
the same condition.

State of gates.—None.
Kemarks,—The question of caretaker’s wages has been referred to separately ; A Go in. rain here 

since October 1st.
"Weekly depth of water since last report.—Tank quite full—17 ft. 10 in.

Caretaker's Work.
"Work done by caretaker.—Laid out by Mr. Yeo, d/ll/S6: Tar troughs, trim embankments, raise 

a bank round service tank, and general duties.
Work laid out for caretaker.—To complete tarring troughs aud clean drains when dry. _ 
Eemarks and recommendations.—The fencing of the tank is, I think, an urgent matter. It is now 

8 months since I referred to it; men were engaged and got a few posts in, and were removed to start fence 
at; Dolmoreve, a place that could be well left nnfcncod until the fate of the well was decided. I think 
this work the most pressing of any on the road; stock once getting ioto the tank would be drowned. 
Mr. Waugh, of Clare, offers £25 a year rent. He wishes, he says, to keep away shanty keepers. I 
think all these tanks worth more rental than this. This completes Mr. Yoo’s district, and I must say he 
has every thing in very fair order, and is most anxious to maintain the efficiency of the public watering 
places under his charge.

JAMBS W. BOULTBEE,
Ivanhoe, 10 December, 18SG. Inspector of Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Beport by Inspector J. W. Boultbee on the Wooloondool Well, road from Hay to Booligal, in charge of
Stewart, tenant, for 10th November, 1886.

State of shaft.—Good.
Whim, Ac.—In very good order; lately tarred. _ _
Bope, buckets, &c.—Hope good ; buckets good, but one allowed to remain in water; caretaker 

cautioned about this.
Watering Appliances.

State of supply tank.—Good; been tarred since last inspection.
Troughing.—Good ; been tarred since last inspection.
Machinery.—Spindle of outlet-valve bent; great force required to open it.

Paddocks and Fencing.

State of fencing.—See remarks, &e.
State of gates.—Good. -
Eemarks.—The works are certainly in better condition than at my last visit; caretaker is Cobb & 

Co.’s groom.
Weekly depth of Water since last Beport.—18 feet 3 inches.

Ca,retaker's Work.

Work laid out fur caretaker.—To get spindle of outlet valve straightened, and bale the regulation 
quantity of water. This was entered in his journal in writing by me.

Kemarks and Bccommendations.—The T.L. is newly fenced with split pine posts and six wires of 
barbed wire—in my opinion a most useless expenditure, the plain wire being ample for all requirements. 
The wire is of a poor description, named, I think, tho fish barbed wire. It is impossible to make a really 
satisfactory splice in this Idnd. It is fastened to the posts by staples, and in most cases the post is 
split an inch up from each staple. In some cases the staple is bent over and broken, and there is a very 
poor strain on the wires. The wire is flat iron galvanized with a smal core and barbs cut. The lessee 
has not yet sent a horse out to caretaker. He however was expecting one daily. He has not conse
quently baled the regulation quantity,

’ JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
Hay, 10 November, 13SG. Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Beport by Acting-Inspector Low, on the Hulong (37) Tank, road from Whitton to Lake Cudgellico, in, 
charge of Samuel Leighton, caretaker, for 9th July, 1887.

State of drains.—Nearly all full of water; where bottom can be seen free from silt. One of these 
already blocked ought to be banked up nearer to tank to prevent, water running from tank.

Silt tank,—Pull of water. No silt could be found.
Inlet
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Inlet or flume.—In good order,under water, worked all right; this was closed; wheil opened,found no 
more water would run into main tank.

Main tank.—In good order and full of water. Indicator registered 17 feet t inch.
Embankments.—In good order and very free from corrugation. Caretaker has not recently been 

raking these, in ease of destroying couch-grass lately sown. Couch-grass on these showing in different 
places.

Wirfet'iny Appliances.
State of supply tank.—In good order and full of water.
Troughing.—In good order and full of water, free from silt. iMo silt tap, which is much wanted. 

The rail along middle of troughing is highly spoken of by the adjacent owners of stock.
Machinery,—In good order. After being put through all trials, worked satisfactorily. Graduating 

hand wheel of injector broken by contractor, while erecting engine-shed. Caretaker reports that 
he has several times spoken to Mr. Stillwell, Ji.S., as to this, 'when Sir. Stillwell told him not to interfere 
with it, and that he would see that the man who broke it should replace it. Chimney of engine rusty 
much, owing to roof of engine shed not being flushed.

Paddocks mid Fencing.
State of fencing,—In good order. In consequence of these being lately strained corner-posts 

slightly shifted.
State of gates.—In good order. _
Remark?.—About 450 acres here have been ringbarked by caretaker; very little scrubbing required. 

Caretaker evinces a desire to perform his duties. Couch-grass appearing in small patches on embank
ments. Angle-shoots as placed act well, but more ridging is required. Mr. Overseer Elwortby has ordered 
this.

Bates collected since last report.—Month ending April, 1SS7—5s. 3d.; May—£] ; June—4s 6d.; 
total, £1 9s. 9d. Checked caretaker’s hooks and found them correct.

Traffic since last report.—Month ending April, 1887—14 horses, 35 cattle; May—32 horses, 170 
cattle; June—3 horses, 48 cattle.

Weekly depth of water since last report.—April—2nd, 16 feet 10 inches ; 9th, 10 feet 11 inches; 
16th, 16 feet 10inches; 23rd, 16feet 9 inches; 30th, 16 feet 9 inches, May—7th, 16 feet 9 inches; 14th, 
16 feet 8 inches; 21st, 16 feet 8 inches; 28th, 16 feet 8 inches. June—4tli, 16 feet 8 inches ; 11th, 
16 feet 8 inches; 18th, 16 feet 8 inches; 25th, 16feet 9inches.

Caretaker's IVork.
"Work done by caretaker.—Hinging bov timber, all good pine being loft; attending to drains, 

levelling embankments. January 22 : Caretaker tar-paving, polished facings, and keep drains clean. March 
4: To ring timber and sow couch-grass seed. June 11: To continue ringing.

"Work laid out for caretaker.—July 9: Caretaker will continue keeping drains clean, bank-up 
drain (already blocked) closer to silt-tank ; tar chimney, and cut small drain round supply tank,

Eemarks and Recommendations.—The tenders for fencing this have been accepted, as contractor is 
splitting posts. Enclosed is copy of specification, which appears to me to be novel as well as absurd, i.e., 
dimension of posts and depth in ground. I can add in this I am borne out by the opinion of Mr. Cowper, 
manager, Connpaira, who has had much and long local experience in the erection of fences. The price, 
£700 for fencing Mount Elliot Rullctop, and this T.L. appears also very high, as a sub-contract, which I 
saw, lias been let for splitting, erecting, boring, and wiring at £16 10s. per mile, this does not include 
large post rails and gates. In conjunction with Mr. Overseer Elwortby, I would beg to recommend that 
caretaker’s cottage be erected south-west of main tank, east and adjoining present cam]). The drain 
referred to, as being ordered to be closed at present, leads water from instead of to silt-tank. The drain 
round supply-tank is to prevent water lodging near pillars.

JOHN LOW, ‘
jSaramlera District, 9 July, 1887. Inspector of Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney.

Eexcixg Specifications.

Special Lease Areas on road Whitton to Cudgellico, Hay District.
Tins contract comprises the fencing, gates, and slip-panels, as follows:—At Hulong Tank, fencing in lease 
area G42 acres, one gate, and two slip-panels ; at Mount Elliott Tank, fencing ju lease area 64L acres, one 
gate, and two slip-panels ; at Pulletop Tank, fencing in lease area 040 acres, one gate, and two slip-panels ; 
making a total of three areas to he fenced, comprising in all some 1,140 chains of fencing, more or less, 
three gates, and six slip-panels.

The fencing to be erected on the surveyed lines or those set out by the officer in charge, and to he 
finished 4 feet G inches above the ground line ; posts to be 7 feet long by 9 inches by 3 inches thick, sunk 
10 feet apart from centre to centre to a depth of 2 feet 6 inches; straining posts to be 9 inches diameter, 
sunk 3 feet in ground, to be provided at intervals of twelve panels. All corner posts to be 12 inches 
diameter, sunk 3 feet 6 inches in ground, and securely strutted.

Six wires to be used for all. the fencing ; the top wire to be No. 4 gauge, all the rest No. 7; all 
wires run through every post. '

Gales.—One good five-barred field-gate to be fixed where directed, to be 5 feet high and 12 feet 
wide. The gates to be constructed of best red gum timber, wrought and planed, and strongly framed to 
4x3 uprights, aud strengthened by a J-in. round, wrought-iron, diagonal, tension brace, nutted and 
wasbered. The gates are each to be supported on red gum posts, 18 inches diameter, 9 feet long, and 
sunk 4 feet into the ground ; the underground portion to be well charred, and portion above ground level 
squared and champorcd, and top shaped, and the whole well tarred.

The gates to be each hujig on two double-strap wrougbt-iron hinges, 3 feet C inches by 2£ inches 
thick, amply secured by ,-incli bolts and washers, each hinge to have an eye worked in the solid to take 
a wrougbt-iron crook 1 inch in diameter, which shall pass through the posts recurcly nutted and wadmred ; 
each gate to have an approved spring fastening and catch fixed complete. The
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. Hio scantling of the gate timbers shall be as follows, viz., uprights 4 inches x 3 inches, bars and strut, 
4 inches x inch, to be secured by -f-inch bolts, and to receive three coats of Peacock’s patent paint j the 
ironwork to he painted black.

Slip-panels.—There shall he a 12-foot slip-panel at each side of gates, with 12-inch diameter 
posts and five rails 7 inches x 3 inches, accurately morticed into posts. The fence, gates, and slip-rails to 
he sheep and pig proof. No wires to be strained from gate or slip-panel posts.

Timber. The timber throughout to be of the best description, to be straight and sound, without 
wave, shake, gum veins, or sun cracks, and to be perfectly free from all other imperfections or defects. 
Pme timber for the fence posts, and the best red gum for gates and slip-panels and posts,
, Time.—All the works specified to be completed within three months from date of signing the bond 
irrespective of bad weather or any other cause of delay, except a written order be given by the officer in 
charge not to proceed with the work or to increase the same, when a proportionate extension of lime must 
he allowed.

Tenders to state a bulk sum for all the work specified, also a schedule of prices for the fencing and 
for gates and slip-panels at which any deductions or additions shall he valued; such additions or deduc
tions, no matter to what extent ordered, shall not vitiate or set aside the contract.

Conditions.—In all matters relating to this contract not herein specified, the Contractor to he bound 
by the "printed general conditions hereto attached.

’’ir' _ Nnrrandera, 25 October, 1887.
Keferring to the fencing round the tenant’s leases at the Hulong, Mount Elliott, and Pulletop 

Tanks I have the honor to draw your attention to the following :—
. contract time allowed for the completion of the fencing is now up, and the fence at each place
in a very backward state.

The depth of the post-holes is 2 ft. Gin., this I am of opinion is unnecessarily deep, and must 
greatly increase the cost of erection ; 22 inches is, I think, generally considered deep enough. Every 
twelfth post'- is a straining post, and each panel 0 ft. from centre to centre ; the length of each strain is 
consequently 108 ft. ihe wire to be used is Nos. 8 and 0, and I wish to point out that it is almost 
impossible to have tho heavy wire properly strained in such short lengths. The kinks will not be taken 
out of it. '

The lines of the fencing have followed the lines of the T.L. survey, excepting in the neighbourhood 
of the tanks, and it is arranged in such a way as to leave the tank troughing,' &c., outside of the area 
fenced. At Pulletop there will be hardly sufficient; room between the fence and the troughs, and the 
ingress and egress for stock will be very inconvenient, as the mob watered and leaving the troughs will 
be in the way of the incoming mob. ’

At Mount Elliott the tank, &e., is quite separated from the T.L. by a road; there arc, iti fact, two 
■ roads, one each side of tho tank, and placing the tank in a loop. The system of leaving the works outside 
the fenced area is, 1 think, to he deprecated, since the drains, and in places, crab holes near the tank, hold 
water for some time, and many a drink is stolon that should otherwise have been paid for. The caretaker 
cannot always be on the lookout. The fencing in of the whole gives greater securilv, the troughs are not 
left in an unprotected slate, and can he kept constantly full, and every beast coming into water is under 
the caretakcr’s eyc. The enclosing of the troughing is, I think, a matter that is generally considered by a 
person in offering to lease. The posts of the fencing arc very good and substantial. ’ ’

J have, &c.,
JAMES AY. "BOULTBEE,

--------  Inspector, Public Watering Places.
With respect to the fencing alluded io it is evident this Department can take no action to enforce 

contractors to comply with tho condition of their tender, nor yet to interfere with the unnecessarily 
expensive character of the work. The case is another instance of the importance of these works being 
dealt with by one authority. Mr. Boultbee may perhaps he directed to let. the caretaker make the required 
alterations as soon as the fence is transferred, to enable stock to have free insi'ess and egress.—M.Gr., 
31/10/87. The Undersecretary.

Submitted.—G.E.IL (pro US.) -Approved,—F.A,, 1/11/87. Mr. Inspector Boultbee, for his
information.—II.G., B.C., 4/11/87. Noted.—LAY.B., S/U/S7.

Pulletop Tank.
Sir, ^ _ Public Watering Places Office, Narrandera, 3 December, 1887.

When passing this tank last week I was informed by the caretaker that the sub-contractors 
for the fencing had thrown up their work and cleared out on account of their inability to get paid. The 
posts are all in, and it only remained for the wire to he put in and the gates fixed.

I also noticed the men were not at work at Mount Elliott Tank, hut I do not. know if they also hare 
stopped work. I was not at Hulong Tank. I have, &C.,
_ . . . AY. J. ELAYOETHY, '
Harry Gilliat, Esq., Chief Inspector, Public AYatering Places, Sydney. Overseer.

Connect with previous papers.—H.G-., 0/12/87.

XXIII.
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XXIII.
Papers re Cottages.

Sir, ■ ' G-overnment Tank, Boro, near Walgett, 27 July, 1.883.
I beg to call your attention to tbe unsafe camp I have here. It is made up from the fragments Tanks AWcIIb, 

of old bark which the contractor of this tank left as useless. It is open to be blown down at any’hour. 83-1,16)3.
I am obliged at present to carry on my person all moneys received, having no place to keep it with safety.

I am, &c.,
. ' WILLIAM BEGAN,

The Chief Inspector of Stock,----------------- Caretaker.

Minute by Chief Inspector of Tanks, and Wells.
Bjs so good as to report as to whether it would assist in lotting the Public Watering Places to erect at 
them plain substantial 2-roomed weatherboard cottages for the use of the tenants or caretakers. It is 
evident that something of this kind is greatly needed where caretakers (now living in tents) are in 
charge, and the cost, I think, would be repaid in more rent and greater certainty in letting.
Mr. Gilliat. _ A.B, B.C., 31/7/33.

After fencing, no doubt a bouse would be a great assistance in leasing. If theTe was any traffic 
over tbe road that could be reckoned on as affording a regular income. But no complaints have been 
received from other caretakers, who live in tents, while this man has not at all a bad hut, that with a few 
hours work he could make very comfortable.—H.G,, B.C., 1/8/83. ■

Minute from Mr. Bruce, Chief Inspector of Stock, re caretakers’ huts.
Ir the question here raised be considered as regards tbe caretaker, tbe accommodation suggested will, I TankskWells, 
think, be considered necessary, both for his reasonable comfort, and for the safe custody of the foes he 83-1,107. 
collects, neither of whieb a tent can afford.

Then, again, tbe want of this accommodation precludes any but single men from engaging as care
takers, which of course is also a disadvantage. When, therefore, it is considered that tho erection of a hut 
or cottage as described, or of any other construction suitable for the locality, would also be a great induce
ment to desirable persons tendering for these works, it is submitted that tbe accommodation should be 

■provided. The building would cost less than £100 at all the public watering-places,
A.B., 6/8/83.

Submitted.—H.W., 7/8/83. I think the buildings ought to be provided, but perhaps tbe papers
should be sent to Mr. Bennett for his report.— J. P. A.bbott, 7/8/83. The Under Secretary for Works, 
—H.W., B.C., 8/8/83. Mr. Bennett.—J.K., B.C., 10/8/83. ' '

Buildings may be required to make the tanks let. I do not think any additions will make them pay 
interest. There is no money at the disposal of this Department for such houses, the cost of which for 
all the works would be over £10j000, and it would be a question for some consideration to make the 
buildings habitable in such a trying climate. Galvanized iron would be cheapest; timber might be more 
habitable, but perishable bouses of gypsum, where available, or “ adob ” or “ pise,” when gypsum is to be 
bad, would be the best; tbe roofs to bo thatched if rushes or coarse grass could be had, The minimum 
accommodation should be stated by the Mines Department, it must be very small, not to exceed £100. 
When money is made available and tbe material and accommodation required is stated tbe houses can be 
arranged for by this Department; it should also be stated at what works the houses are most urgently 
wanted, and also if they should be included in the original contract in every case.—W.C.B., 13/8/83. 
Under Secretary, B.C. Submitted—J.R, 16/8/83. Approved.—17/8/83. Under Secretary for 
Mines, B.C., 18/8/83.

Mr. Gilliat to report:—
1. Whether a sufficient 2-roomed hut, say 12 x 24', of tbe material here mentioned by Mr. 

Bennett, or of logs or slabs, might not be erected by the caretakers under tbe oversight of tbe maintenance 
men of the Hoads Department, doors, windows, iron for roof, &c., &c, being found by that Department.

2. What such huts, if built by contract, with tbe articles mentioned found by the Department,
would cost ? And .

3. Which he would consider the best mode of providing the proposed accommodation.
' A.B., B.C., 21/8/83.

Mr. Boad-Superintcndent Stillwell to the Commissioner for Beads, as to houses for caretakers of Tanks
and Wells, Hay District,

Befereiitcj to my report of 30th nltimo recommending galvanized iron for construction of caretakers 
huts, tho portable iron bouses shown ou attached sheet by McLean, Bros, and Bigg, of Melbourne, 
appears suitable as regards prices and portability, the weight being about 1 ton a room.

A. WL8XILLWELL,
--------  27 June, 1885.

■ ■ Mr.
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Tanltsi, Wells, 
85-3,103,

Mr. Flynn,—-This purchase is approved of long ago, and the house erected; look ui> papers.—W.C.B,, 
20/6/85.^ Mr. Hilcs,—Let me liavc any papers as Io houses, cost; of, recently put up at Parramatta 
Ktvcr Bridges, and of one sent to Polygonum Hut, with weight.—"W.C.B., 29/C/8t>.

Mr. Wood for report. To state the cases in which we have supplied or purchased houses, and their 
cost, aud, in view of the opinion of the Under Secretary for Mines that needless expense was incurred in 
many instances, the question whether sheds for engines should also be dealt with.—W.C.B., 4/8/85.

Minute by Mr. A. P. Wood, Assistant Engineer, Roads and Bridges, re caretakers’ huts, Tanks and Wells. 
As it has been advanced by the Minister for Mines that needless expenditure has been incurred in 
the construction of tanks, and as, under proposals that have been made by the officers of that Department, 
it has also been arranged that still further expenditure is to be incurred in the construction of huts for 
the caretakers in charge, an expenditure which has been sanctioned by Parliament, and provided for by a 
sum of £18,000 on this year’s Estimates, it now seems advisable lhat before expending that money," ns 
proposed, the opinion of the Mining Department should be obtained, and instructions issued by the ITon. 
the Minister for the construction of the works. At the Lignum Well, on the road from Boolignl-Wilcanuia, 
a two-roomed weatherboard cottage was erectedfor £90 ; the rooms are 12' x 12', and 12' xr 8' rcspectivelv, 
and the roof is corrugated iron. 1. think this may be taken as the average cost of these huts, or say, 
including a weather shed for the steam pumps, £100 for each tank, as provided on the Estimates. There 
will be many eases, more particularily between Cobar and Hillstorgand Nymagee and Condobolin, where 
by a modification of the design, using half-round pine set horizontally in slotted studs in lieu of weather
boards, a considerable saving might be effected, and in the timber]ess Riverine, district corrugated iron 
might be .used and reduce the expense as compared with any kind of timber walling.

_ The construction of these huts xvill very probably have an influence on the tendering for lenses of 
watering-places, and produce a rental in excess of the interest on the capital outlay ; they may also he the 
means of a reduction in the wages of the caretakers that will meet the same end. This possibility is 
wortli consideration in dealing with the question.

The weather sheds for the pumping gear will have to he about 12'x 12', and will average about £20 
each; they can be put in band at once.

ARTHUR P WOOD.
As I learn from Mr. Wood that many of the caretakers are erecting in their spare time sufficient 

huts, I think some small bonus should be given in such eases to encourage such economy, and that doors 
and windows might be supplied, the cost to be paid by this Department ou the certificate of the Mines 
officer. I also advise that the Roads officers, in eases where houses should be provided, be authorized to do 
so by this office of the character best suited to the locality, pise, timber, concrete or brick, or stone.— 
W.C.B., 9/8/85. Under Secretary, B.C., 9/8/85.

Submitted.—J.R,, 13/8/85. Forwarded for tbe consideration of my bon. colleague the Minister
for Mines.—F.A.W., 14/8/85. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.K., B.C., 15/8/85. Mr. Gilliat
B.C., 18/8/85. ’ ' ' ’

Letter from The Under Secretary for Mines, forwarding copy of minute with regard to the erection of
the caretakers’ huts :it Public Watering Places.

Mines Department, 4 November, 1885.
Herewith J. have the honor to forward you the copy of a minute with regard to the erection 

of caretakers’ huts at Public Watering Places, with copy of the minute of the Secretary for Mines thereon. 
I also supply a list of the public watering-places, and have marked these at which a hut is required.

HARRIS WOOD,
--------  Under Secretary.

Will Mr. Wood [urgent] say what action should be taken on this, and report in detail papers, also 
as to the sort of huts, and if there arc not plans in this office.—W.C.B., 11/11/85. Mr. Wood, Walgett.

Mr. Wood,—Have tracing made and general estimate of total cost for places when signed, and send 
to Mines for approval.—W.C.B., 14/11/85.

_ A rough draft of a two-roomed hut will be. found on my office table, hut I do not see that there is 
any immediate action required ; the matter can stand over until my return ; or, if tho Commissioner thinks 
it advisable to have plans put through, Mr. Smith can be instructed to have them prepared on tho basis 
of the rough plan referred to above.—A.P.W., 18/11/85.

Approved. 
Let this be 
done fitst.— 
J.P.A., 
17,10/85.

Minute Paper.
Be Caretakers erecting cottages at Public Watering Places.

I no not think there would be any difficulty in settling tho questions of bonus aud right to cottages 
erected as here proposed by caretakers. They are now fully paid for their time, and the offer of even 
£5, or, at the outside, £10, additional for erecting a cottage, coupled with the additional comfort to 
themselves, would be sufficient to induce caretakers who can do so to put cottages up.

As to the caretakers being capable of erecting these cottages, the officers of the Works Department 
would no doubt give such explicit directions as would enable any fair bushman to do the work/and they 
would, of course, also supervise Ihe erection as it proceeded. The overseer, also, could see how the work 
was being done. 1 think, therefore, that, unless where it has been decided to erect iron cottages, the 
caretakers, if they are at all capable, should be called upon to do this work, being, of course, supplied 
with the necessary materials. In this way, I believe, half the cost of tbe cottages would bo saved, and, 
at most places, tho caretakers have little else to do. In any case it will, I think, have first to bo decided 

x at which of the watering-places iron cottages should be erected, and at which weatherboard or round 
J pme; and if the Works Department require any informarion to assist in coming to a decision on this 
> point, the different overseers might be instructed to report how far materials for weatherboard or half

round pine cottages arc procurable in their districts, ami their cost per cottage laid down at the watering 
) place. ' ”

On its being decided how many iron cottages are to be erected, tenders could be at once called for 
them, and the necessary steps could also be taken for the erection of the others by the caretakers, should 
that course be approved by the Honorable the Minister. The
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Tho weather sheds to protect the steam pumps should, I think (as they would be more easily 
cons true led), be at once proceeded with by the caretakers where material is to be had, or is readily 
procurable, on plan and specifications prepared by the Works Department,

It has been decided not to allow Messrs, Wright, Heaton, & Co. for the improvements claimed 
by them. ALEX. BRUCE,

t ' ■—-—■ Chief Inspector of Stock,
Submitted,—H.W., 6/10/815. Mr, Gilliat, B.C., 7/10/85,
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Minute from Chief Inspector, Tanks and Wells, re caretakers’ huts at Public Watering Places.
Department of Mines, Stock Branch, 28 September, 1885.

With reference to Mr, A. P. Wood’s minute on huts for caretakers, I must submit that the object Tnnks&WcUs, 
of this Department in urging their immediate construction has been precisely for the reasons given by 85-3,450. 
Mr. Wood, that, when completed, “ they will very probably have an influence upon the tendering for 
leases, and produce a rental in excess of the interest on the capital outlay.” It is with the view to secure 
this increased rental, to obtain a better class of tenants, and to reduce the wages of caretakers as speedily 
os possible, that tbe early construction of these buildings and the fencing of the lease areas has been 
pressed for. .

I agree with Mr. Wood generally as to the use of iron in timberless country, and where carriage is 
dear, and in the use of half-round pine in those neighbourhoods where it is to he procured. The two- 
roomed cottage will he sufficient, 1 consider, where there is a long or costly carriage, but where the 
material can he delivered at a moderate outlay, I. would suggest that Ihree rooms may be given.

With respect to giving a bonus to such caretakers ns have hulled themselves, the difficulty I 
anticipate is that upon removal or discharge it will frequently be hard to convince them that they have 
no right or interest in tho building. I think it will be better on the whole, and found to work with [css 
risk of misunderstandings, if these improvements are made, as a rule, by the Works Department upon 
some generally uniform plan or plans, according to the district. Comparatively few' of the caretakers, so 
far as I am aware, have yet hutted themselves, and those are noted in the accompanying list of Public 
Watering-places.

At the Muriel aud Hermitage Tanks, Co bar and Xyngan Road, claims for improvements liavc been 
made by Messrs. Wright, Heaton, &Co.; hut as they are upon reserves, and made without the sanction of 
the Minister, it is perhaps doubtful if they can be sustained. They liavc been referred to the Works 
Department to learn whether they are willing to take them over as caretakers’huts, and make some allow
ance for labour and material.

At the Two Waterholcs the late lessee, Barrett, made a claim for his hut; but it was, I think, 
reported adversely upon by the local works oflieer. A hut was also erected at the Gorilla by the lessee ; 
upon this action lias been taken.

The caretaker at Currawecna has erected a hut, and made a claim for it; and another has been put 
up by the caretaker at Keighran’s, for his wife and family. In the three latter cases a bonus might per
haps be awarded if the Works Department approve of the huts, and upon tho distinct understanding that; 
it is not in recognition of any claim to the building or material. The construction of weather sheds at all 
the watering-places fltted with steam pumps is, I think, of immediate urgency,

I submit herewith for the consideration of tho Hon. the Secretary for Mines a list of Ihe Public 
Watering-places at which I recommend caretakers’huts may be erected at once. The number amounts 
to ninety-four in all for the present, and does not include any of those recommended for construction.

--------  II. GILLIAT.
Copy of minute by Minister for Mines .—I think these ought to be erected; it may bo referred to 

Works Department.—J. P. Abbott, 81/10/85.
Lor ward copy of this minute with list to Works Department with letter.—H.W., 2/11/85. Letter, 

with copy of minute, to Works Department, 4/11/85.

Tanks and Wells.
Commissioner. Keferring tenders for cottages to Mines. 6/7/86. Under Secretary, B.C.
Papers returned to this office on tho 31st ulfc., with a verbal message that as they were urgently Miscellaneous, 

required no action beyond the memos, referring to huts built by caretakers. Sent back this day for a SG-1,022. 
written reply to the Commissioner’s minute as to the necessity of erecting these cottages.—J.C., 3/8/86.

Minute by Mr. Bennett, Commissioner and Engineer for Reads and Bridges, re Cottages for caretakers,
Tanks and AVells. Sydney, 6 July, 1886.

Pauli a. at kxt having granted a vote of £10,000 for erection of caretakers’ cottages, ibis Department, after P.W.P., 
correspondence with the Mining Department as to the necessity for, and subsequently .as to the, nature of, 8G-3,397. 
tho buildings required, prepared plans and specifications, and invited tenders for these buildings in the 
different districts whore they are required. .

The enclosed tenders have been received, the prices ranging from £68 to £.114, the average for 74, 
as shown on attached schedule, being £85 each. The vote provided for 100 at £100 each, so that as far 
as tenders have been received the cost with f/iree rooms will be 15 per cent, under the original estimate.

Before finally committing the country to this outlay it would be well to refer the papers to tbe 
Mines to obtain the opinion of that Department as to the necessity for erecting these works.
Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 8/7/86. W. C. BENXETT, 7/7/86.

It is most desirable that this paper he pnt through without delay ; it has been delayed here 
unavoidably. The contractors are pressing for replies.—W.C.B. The Under Secretary for Mines.—
J.R., B.C, 8/7/86.

422—S
List
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List of Tenders for erection of Caretakers’ Cottages forwarded by local officers, Roads Department.

Tank. Itoad, Tenderer,

Babinda............................................ W Hpndry
Gilgaii..............................................
Thorndalc........................................
Booroomugga ................................ Cobar to Nyngari ..................
Muriel...............................................
Hermitage........................................ 1
Merrimerriwa ................................ Cobar to Hillston ..........................
Wagga Wagga...... .........................
Roto North™.................................... ” ........................
Rock Holes ....................................
Brura...............................................
Sandy Crock......................................
Shearlegs .......................................
Priory. T.............................................
Coba r Reservoir .............................. Cobar ............................................. G. Giil ......
Mombil .......................................... Cobar to Condobolin..............
Mowabla ......................................
Wicklow .........................................
Tinda............................ '............ 1
Boona.............................................
Beloura ..............................................
Nymagee ........................................ 57
Keighran's.....................................
Pretty Pine Well.............................. Dcniliquin to Hay..........................
Wangonilla ....................................
Beriean Creek .................................. Jerildorifl to Tor:nnnvT».l .. . " ......................................... 1
Murray Hut....................................
Boro ................................................. Walgett to Baugate ...................
Lightning Ridge ............................
Bungliill........................................... Walgett to Nan an River ” .................................
Two'Watcrholes ............................. Bout’ke to Cobar........................
Currawecna .....................................
Tuidarie.............................................
Nullamut .........................................
Heilmans ......................................... 71
Cuttygallaroo .................................. Cobar to Louth ............. .
Booroondara......................................
Kerigundi.........................................
Mulya or 64-mile..............................
Dry Lake ......................................... Bourke to Eringonia......................
Grass Hut........................................
Bightecn-milo .................................
LMnappa .........................................
Ford’sliridge ................................. . .........  **'
Nellie’s Paddock..............................
Goonery Bore .................................
MulgaNo. 5.....................................
Galathera .........................................
Boggy Creek.....................................
Nine-mile .................................... ..
Mount Elliott or G7 -mile ..............
Pulletop............................................. n
Wooloondool Well ..........................
One-tree .........................................
Quandongs.........................................
Jumping Sandhill..............................
Mossgiel.............................................
Holy'Box Well.................................
Ivanhoe............................................ 3 J
Boonoona ..........................................
Ward's ......................................'......
Coolaman .......................................... T. Y. M'Carthy ..
Major’s Dam...................................... W. Dumbrcll..........
Lowcsdale........................................
Carson’s Swamp .............................
Jindera .........*................................. Albury to Walla Waifs
Daysdale ........................................
Walla Walla..................................... Albury to Walla Walla ..
Brocklesby.........................................
Bullagroen..... ................................... M. Kerz ............................
Black Swamp ................................ Dcniliquin to Hay..........
Pine Ridge..?.......... .. ........................
Sixteen-mile Gums .......................... i 7
Derribong........................................ Trangie to Dandaloo......................

AllDHpai

£ s. d.
78 0 0
78 0 0
78 0 0
85 0 0
85 0 0
85 0 0
85 0 e
85 0 0
S3 0 0
85 0 0
85 0 0
85 0 0
85 0 0
So 0 0
87 0 0
78 19 0
78 19 9
78 19 9
SO 0 0
SO 0 0
SO 0 0
SO 0 0
80 0 0
09 0 0
09 0 0
70 0 0
70 0 0
79 0 0
79 0 0
79 0 0
93 0 0
94 0 0
94 0 0
94 0 0
94 0 0
94 0 0
94 0 0
94 0 0
94 0 0
92 10 0
94 0 0
90 0 0
90 0 0
94 0 0
94 0 0
94 0 0
94 0 0
74 1C 0
79 16 0
87 10 8
87 10 s
87 10 8
83 12 0
S3 12 0
83 12 0

114 7 1
114 7 1
114 7 1
114 7 1
114 7 1
114 7 1
40 0 0
68 0 0
OS 0 0
68 0 0
68 0 0
68 0 0
68 0 0
68 0 0
91 1 6
87 10 8
87 10 s
87 :10 8
SO 0 0

CoMI’jmATITE
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CoilPAEATiVE cost of Hutting, showing tenders (average) in eacli district, recommended for acceptance 
by the Works Department, and the'cost by tho Mines Department.

District. Average teiuiera of 
Works Department.

Bourke ....................................
£ s. d. 
92 15 3 
82 6 10

Corowa ...................................... 68 0 6

Hay.......................... !.................. S3 12 0

78 10 4
91 1 6

87 10 8
87 10 8
87 10 8

Albury ..................................... 68 0 0

114 7 1

Narrabri..................................... 77 6 0

Walgett...................................... 79 0 0

Department of Mines.

Tenders and 
Estimates. Actual cost

£ s. d. £ s. d.
60 0 0

50 0 0
47 2 0

40 7 b
, r..... 50 0 0

40 0 0
47 10 0
48 5 2

49 15 0
37 7 8
S9 12 6
42 10 0

48 12 0
54 10 0
56 13 0
58 4 0

49 0 0
30 11 2

Remarks as to Mines tenders.

Too high; not accepted, 
10 erected (contract). 
Returned for amendment. 
3 erected (contract).
5 erected (contract).
In action.
1 erected (contract).
1 erected (labour).

In action.
3 erected by caretaker.
1 erected (contract).
2 let.
Iron ; in action.
Wood; in action.
Iron; in action.
Wood ; in action.
I erected (caretaker).
1 erected (contract).

Works average, £85 each ; Mines average, £43 odd for thirty-four cottages let and completed. The 
average £50 each mentioned by Mr. Gilliat, will not he exceeded.

Minute by The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.
Caretakers’ Cottages.

' Sydney, 24 August, 1886.
The annexed papers, covering tenders for the erection of huts at a number of public watering places have 
been forwarded to this Department by the Commissioner and Engineer for Eoads and Bridges.

J should have hesitated in expressing any opinion upon them had it not been for the final paragraph 
of the covering paper which, as it is minuted forward B.C. has, I assume, the sanction of the Commissioner 
for Beads, _ _

I have no doubt of the necessity for these huts, and have given the reasons on which I found my 
view, so frequently to the Works Department, that it appears needless to repeat them. The outlay has 
been sanctioned by the Secretary for Mines, approved by the Cabinet, and the money voted by Parliament. 
The carrying out of the work is in the hands of the Works Department.

But since the tenders have been sent to this Department it is invited to give an opinion upon the 
necessity for executing the work and committing the country to this outlay. It appears to me I am quite 
at liberty to say that while nothing'has occurred to render shelters at public watering places unnecessary 
in most instances, the lowest tenders in the schedule are too high for the services required.

HAEBT GILLIAT,
Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

The Dndor Secretary for Mines.

Should not such buildings as are required for this purpose be procurable at considerably less prices 
than those quoted? Will the Chief Inspector say what in his opinion they should cost?—H.W., 24/8/86. 
1 think a fair price on an average would he £50 sterling.—H.G., 25 Aug., 1886.

This work would probably ho done much more cheaply and more satisfactorily by lessees and 
caretakers than in the manner proposed.—H.W., 25/8/80. Submitted. Approved.—J.E., 2G/8/86. 
The Under Secretary for Public Works.—H.W., B.C., 31/8/86. Minute herewith.—A.PW., 8/9/86.

Minute by the Assistant-Engineer for Beads and Bridges to The Commissioner for Beads, &c.
Caretakers’ Cottages. .

Sydney, 8 September. 1886.
As the officers of the Mining Department state that they can carry out the construction of 
caretakers’ cottages much more cheaply than this Department, and that their lessees and caretakers can 
probably do the work in a more satisfactory manner than can be done by regular contractors, under the 
supervision of our officers, 1 think the erection of these buildings might he transferred to that Department, 
so that it may have an opportunity of practically proving the statements made ; hut as my experience of the 
caretakers employed by that Department, and the character of the work done, lead me to doubt the results, 
I consider that in justice to ourselves the same conditions of uniformity of design, character of workman
ship, and cost should he imposed on the Mines officers in regard to these works as was imposed on us by 
them.

Our field officers should have the opportunity of inspecting and reporting on the character of the 
work done, and in addition this Department should he furnished with the cost of these various works 
when completed.

P.W.P.,
86-4,031.

Tanks and 
Punts, 

86-1,271.
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P.W.P,,
80-4,419.

I have seen the work done by these caretakers, and therefore feel fully justified in doubting 
whether better results can accrue from the proposals of the Mines than from the regular practice of this 
Department, with the work under the supervision of competent and trained officers.

ARTHUK P. WOOD.

340

The Mines might note that the erection of huts is being carried out at the following watering places, 
and that no further action is therefore necessary:—Sixteen-mile Gums, Piue Ridge, Black Swamp, 
(Dcniliquin district;) Bullagrccn, Derribong, (Dubho district;) Mowabla, (Cobar district;) Coolaman, 
(Wagga "Wagga district.) 1 endorse Mr. "Wood’s recommendation that this work should be transferred to 
the Mines. I have been forty-five years engaged in such works, and I question very much if there is any 
oflieer of the Mines has that experience. Much unjust faultfinding with our w orks was made when they 
first w'crc authorized to lease them, and I think that the result of this proposal will vindicate the correct
ness of this Department as fully as the result of work done since that time.—W.C.B., 8/9/8G.

Submitted, 11/9/86 —J.R. Transfer works to Mines if that Department will undertake it.—
W. J.L., 13/9/SG. Tho Under Secretary for Mines.-J.R., B.C., M/9/86.

Minute by Chief Inspector, Public Watering-places, re Caretakers’ cottages.
Sydney, 15 September, 1886.

RePEiiiuk'o to tbe annexed papers, but chiefly to the minute of the Honorable the Secretary for 
Public Works, I beg leave to submit that there are no apparent objections to tbe construction of huts at 
the public watering-places being undertaken by tins Department, subject to tho transfer to the credit of 
the Honorable tbe Secretary for Mines of tbe unexpended balance of the vote taken for that purpose, and 
independent of any conditions, as suggested by Mr. A. P. Wood.

' HARRY GILLIAT, _
Chief Inspector, Public Watering-places.

The work may be undertaken free of the conditions referred to.—IT.W., 15/9/87. Submitted. 
I think it would be better for the Service if all wmrk connected with watering-places was undertaken by 
this Department.—J.P., 1G/9/SG. A copy may be prepared for transmission to the Department of 
Public Works. Copy to Works.—H.G., 17/9/8G, Tne Under Secretary for Works.—1I.W., B.C., 
17/9/86. The Commissioner for Roads, B.C., 21/9/SG. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 23/9/SG.

The offer to hand over the construction of these works to the officers of the Mines was made under 
certain conditions, which would have ensured uniformity of design and good workmanship, and in addition 
provided for this Department being furnished with the cost when completed. This latter provision was in 
self-defence a necessary one, inasmuch as Mr, Gilliat has queried our recommendations, and put down the 
average cost of construction at £50. This, for a three-roomed cottage is, in my opinion, absurd. If Mr. 
Gilliat’s estimate refers to reasonable accommodation and two rooms, I wrould draw the Commissioner's 
attention to tho fact that the necessity for three rooms was urged on us by tbe Mines ; aud we are not 
responsible. But, even taking two rooms as tbe basis, I maintain Mr. Gilliat’s estimate will be found 
incorrect when the whole of the works are averaged. Exception has been taken to any conditions being 
attached to the transfer. This being the case, our offer should be withdrawn, as such an open arrangement 
would, considering the spirit in which this Department has been dealt with by the Mines officers, be unfair 
to ourselves. I would add that my experience of the caretakers engaged by the Mines leads me to a very 
different opinion to that expressed by Mr. Harrio Wood. We have constant complaints sent to this office 
by the local officers, showing the inefficiency of these men—complaints that in all cases that have come 
under my personal notice have boon fully substantiated, notwithstanding the reports of the Stock Inspectors 
to the contrary, and I nowr consider that, under such conditions as are now imposed by the Mines, The 
result will be inferior work in the cottages, and an excuse for greater neglect of their proper functions.— 
A.P.W.

Letter from Commissioner for Roads and Bridges.
Sydney, 6 October, 1886.

I ketuhn' this paper to the Honorable the Minister for Mines in compliance with his request.
The withdrawal of these works from this Department can only be regarded as a censure, which 1 

do not think Mr. Fletcher intended. Mr. Abbott refused to withdraw them from our charge. I attach 
press copies of the minutes from this office, which accompanied the papers.

W. C. BENXETT.

The assent to tho proposal that the Mines should build the cottages was conditional, which 
condition they decline to accept.

1 am afraid that the intention of my minute has been misinterpreted. It never was intended to 
reflect in any way upon the Commissioner for Roads, I have too much confidence in that gentleman's 
great ability to write or even sanction anything calculated to reflect upon Mr. Bennett or his Department. 
All that was intended by the minute in question was, as the majority of the caretakers are handy men, 
they could erect a house for themselves, if we provided the material, at far less cost than could be done by 
contract. If tbe minute was thought to convey any other meaning than I have stated, 1 now desire to 
say that it was not so intended.—J.F., 20/10/86.

The Commissioner for Roads.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), B.C, 20/10/86.
The wishes of the Minister with reference to the houses will be carried out, and tbe tenders not 

be accepted by this office for those not already arranged for as stated below, the cost of which will be 
about £600. It is hoped that the construction of these houses will not be allowed to interfere with the 
caretakers’ other duties, as in many cases lately complaints have been made of the most reprehensible

carelessness
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carelessness of some of tlioso men with reference particularly to pumps and machinery,^., that lately sent 
on from Boonoono.—W.C.B., 27/10/SG. The Under Secretary,'B.C. " ^

The works for which provision has been made by this Department are Black Swamp, Pine Eidge, 
16-mile Gums, Girilambone, Bullagreen, Derribong, Mowabla, Coolaman.—A.P.W., 1/Ll/86, The 
Under Secretary for Mines.—-T.E., B.C., 3/11/SG.
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Minute by The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Sydney, 21 October, 1SS6. P.W.P.,

It appears from the annexed report of Mr. Inspector Boultbee that the tenants of The Lake, Grass 86-5,013. 
Hut, and Lcdknappa Tanks are prepared to construct huts on the general specifications quoted for sums 
from £50 and £55 sterling. ’

Before dealing with these cases, it will he perhaps desirable that I may bo informed if the minutes 
of the Hon. the Secretaries for Works and Mines relating to tbe construction of huts by this Department 
are to be acted upon.
The Under Secretary for Mines. HAERY GILLIAT.

_ He Commissioner for Roads called attention to the terms in which the decision in regard to the 
erection of such huts was couched, and the Minister has explained that he had no intention of reflecting 
upon the Commissioner, but I understand nothing has been done to set aside the decision of the Minister 
for Works and the Minister for Mines to the effect that the vote should be turned over to this Depart
ment with a view to the work being done at tho least possible cost.—II.W., 27/10/86. Submitted.

Letter from The Under Secretary of Public Works.
Sir, Sydney, 21 December, 1886. P.W.P.,

In reply to your B.C. communication of the 29th ultimo, with reference to the unappropriated 86-5,908, 
balance of the vote for buildings, &e., for caretakers of tanks, item 4G5, on the Appropriation Act of
1885,1 am directed to inform you that the Secretary for Public Works has approved of the transfer to 
your Department of the sum of £9,000 from the vote in question, and that the Treasury has been advised 
to that effect.
The Under Secretary for Alines, JOHN RAE.

XXIV.
Walla Walla Tank.

Copy of minute.by Mr. Bruce. 
Memo.—Applications for New Watering Places,

_ - _ 21 October, 1884.
I hate already suggested, in order to place the action in regard to applications for tho construction of 
fresh watering places in the proper train, that they should all, as they are received, be sent to the 
overseers for the district in which tho sites of proposed works are, with the view to the necessary 
information being obtained to enable Afr. Inspector Gilliat to report upon them, and I would further 
suggest, in regard to this matter, that the Department of Public Works should be invited to send all 
applications received by it for new public watering places of classes A and B, or alterations or improve
ments of existing works of those classes to this Department, to be dealt with in the first instance as here 
suggested. It was arranged between the two Departments that this course would be followed, but a 
good many new works have been begun, and some nearly constructed before this Department was aware 
that they had been decided upon through some such course as that here proposed not having been taken. 
—A.B., 28/10/84. .

Submitted —H.W., 30/10/84. Approved; where are the works situated winch have been begun 
by the Works Department without reference to this ?—J. P. Abbott, 31/10/84. See tanks marked * in 
accompanying list.—A.B., 3/11/84. The Under Secretary for Minos. Submitted.—HAY., 4/11/84.
Seen.—J.P.A. Letter to AYorks.—13/11/84.

Stock Brandi, 
1,283,

*Black Swamp Tank 
Pine Ridge ... 
IG-mile Gums 
One Tree ,.. 
Quandongs ... 
Tom’s Lake ... 
Afossgicl 
Holy Box Well 
Dry Lake A Yell 
Old Gunbar Well 
Crow’s Nest AYell 
Roto ... ...
Hermitage Tank

AYorks ready for transfer to Alining Department.
Deniliquin to Hay. Sbearlegs ... Cobar to Hillston.

1) Priory...........................
3) . Rock holes ............... 55

Hay to Booligal.
i)
>)

♦Nymagee ... ...
Alombil ... ...
Alowabla ...............

Cobar to Condobolin
)5

Alount Hope...............
Girilambone ... ... Bourke to Nyngan.

Carathool tollillston. Baradine ............... Township.
3 9
J}

Hillston to Cobar.

•Walla AAraIla...............

♦Jindera ... ...

Albury to Doodle 
Cooma.

Cobar to Nyngan. ♦Galathera ... ... Narrabri to Alorce,
All works marked * have been 

Department.
begun by the AYorks Department without reference to this

Copy.—
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Copy.—Extracted from Mr, G-iiliat’s report ou Peri Springs Tank,
20 May, 1884.

TanksitWells, I may add that it is only within, the past ten months that the Department of Mines has been admitted
84-5S3. to have any voice in the selection of sites of works, and that I am not aware of any instance in which it has 

with Peri ■ been consulted with regard to their construction. ■ H.G-.,
Springs papers, 20/5/84.

P.W.P., 
S7-3,590.

Extract from report by Mr. Inspector Low on Tanks in Albury District.

Sir, Stock Office, Albury, 2G July, 188/.
' Keferring to your letter of instructions of 30tb June, and relative B.C. documents, I have the 

honor to report that on the 16fh, 18th, 19th, and 21st instant 1 inspected Horse-shoe Lagoon, Jindera 
Tauk, Ho veil’s Dam, Brocklesby Tank, and IValia Walla Tank, accompanied by Mr. Overseer Maekay, 
district Albury.

Mr. In^jector 
Boultbee for 
action.—II.G.

Mr. Inspector 
Boultbee for 
estimate of cost 
and report as to 
whether the 
work should bo 
tut by contract. 
This apgtears 
urgent,—H.G.

Mr. Boultljee to 
obtain tenders 
for converting- 
this to model. 
Urgent.—H.G.

Mr, Boultbeo 
should obtain 
tenders for this 
work and pre
pare an estimate 
of the fair cost.— 
H.G,

Mr. Boultbee will 
goc to this.— 
HG

Walla Walla Tank.—In charge of lessees H. and 0. Douglas.

Drains.—None at this nor required, water being led to silt tank by natural water-course.
Silt tank.—GO ft. square on top, 42 ft. square in bottom, G ft. deep. Dull of water and overflowing, 

so impossible to get near it to ascertain if any silt.
Inlet or flume.—G3 ft. 12 in. east-iron pipe and valve, timber 56 ft. x 2 ft. x 2 ft., lined with gal

vanized iron, valve under water and closed, all in good order.
Main tank.—153 ft. square on top, 117 ft. square in bottom, IS ft. deep. Eull of water and 

overflowing; no depth indicator, but from lessees’ marks shows 21 ft. Gin. Were it necessary, these 
embankments could be filled with water by pumping, as there is sufficient water lying outside for this, 
but in this locality I think this is scarcely necessary.

Embankments.—Around four sides of excavation much cut up, corrugated, water washed, and 
uneven. These require much more attention than has lately been given to them in all the above as also 
levelling and dishing in centre, although some work has evidently been done in this respect. Were this 
thoroughly done, and four angle shoots of approved design properly fixed and placed, I feel convinced there 
would he no danger of storm water doing any damage from their incapacity to carry it off. I would here 
also strongly indorse Mr. Overseer Mackay’s recommendation to have an embankment erected to prevent 
water running round and washing foundations from troughing. otherwise in case of heavy rain there will 
be much danger of troughing being washed away. No couch grass as yet sown here.

Supply tanks.—Timber 15 ft. x 30 ft, x *6 ft., lined with galvanized iron, valve and wheel, This I 
found about half-full of water, and showing signs of leaking, also valve requiring painting. Lessees 
instructed to keep tank full and paint valve.

_ Troughing.—100 yds, lined with galvanized iron, fenced on one side with two rails, other side one
rail. This is in a most unsatisfactory condition, and 1 was unable to have it filled, owing to a hole having been 
punched in bottom (about inch) about middle of troughing, evidently for slush tap. There is a 2-in. 
brass tap in this at end furthest from supply tank, but fixed much too high to empty trough or run out 
silt. This appears to be anything but level and lowest at end nearest supply tank. The ground underneath 
is much washed away from water running round embankment at opposite side from byewash, the whole 
being, I should say, in great danger of being washed away. The single rail fence along this is quite 
unsuitable, a space of 1 ft. 3 in. intervening between rail and troughing. I would recommend that this 
space be lessened to 9 inches, aud rail be fastened on inside of post with bolts, instead of being as at 
present let into middle of posts on the angle, thus increasing the height large stock have to drink over.

Machinery.—3-in. Holman’s pump with horse-gear. This requires painting and cleaning up); pump 
tried but found to be out of order, and would not draw water. Lessees report that this was only dis
covered a few days ago, that ere this it would have been repaired, had their engineer not been otherwise 
engaged, and their knowing on account of so much water lying outside no pumping would bo required.

Poncing.—Top rail and five (No. 4) wires round tank, 94 rods, one barbed and five (No. 7) wires, 
123t chains. In fairly good order, but a good deal of dead wood aud rubbish lying ou them in water
course, which requires clearing away; the barbed wire is badly fixed on posts.

Gates.—Three 12-ft. swing and four 12-ft. slip panels. Those require painting, but otherwise in
good order.

Angle-shoots.—Four timber 14 ft. x 8 in. x G in. and three one-sheet corrugated galvanized iron 
bent, placed to run water outside. These I think unsuitable, and ought to be replaced by four of approved 
design, which if properly fixed and placed would carry oil-all storm water gathered on tins embankment.

Scrubbing, &c.—Little or no scrub, nearly all this lias been ring-harked by lessees previous to its 
being a Public Watering Place ; a good deal of dead wood on ground, little or no scrub.

Byewash.—ISO ft. x 34 ft. x 1 ft. 6 in. This had sometime ago been blocked up with earth, which 
is now washed away; were proposed embankment on opposite side erected, it might be advisable to block 
this with logs, allowing surplus water to run over them ; were this done much more water would run into 
main tank.

Site of cottage.—In conjunction with Mr. Overseer Maekay, I would beg to recommond that 
caretaker’s cottage be erected about G chains north-west of main tank, and adjoining present camp.

On my arrival here, about 2 p.m., 1 found lessees and caretaker both absent. Caretaker’s wife 
reports caretaker often absent during day. Some work has been done levelling and dishing embankments, 
and caretaker reports muck of his time occupied in building and patching up hut on account of so much 
wet weather. With the exception of these, no work seems to have been done by lessees. The appearance 
here of works in general is much below the required standard.

Lessees urge that they ought to be supplied with tar, paint, &c., in fact all material to keep things 
in order. I read Regulation 37, but failed to convince them that they had to do this. It would also be 
well to have all dead wood in water-course to tank cleaned up and burned off.

Cottages
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Cottages.—For this district T would recommend that these he of weatherboard, as per specification tinders ''1
87-1,843, which can be erected at all public watering places in this district at an average rate of £54 10s. with as little dc- 
each. Here, where good bricks can be obtained, it might be quite as economical to erect brick chimneys possible.— 
instead of the proposed wood and iron, in which case the prices would be £57 each. I may here add that ' 
flooring and doors would be tongued and grooved. -

Couch grass seed has not been sown on embankments in this district, owing to so much cold and 
wet weather, but it is purposed this will be sown next month (August), which I should say will be suitable 
for this climate.

Mr, Overseer Maekay has been very regular in bis visits to tanks under Ins charge, and where care
takers are employed a very fair amount of work has been done, especially in cleaning up reserves, 
scrubbing, and ringbarking, as well as painting and keeping machinery in order. A little more attention ■ 
by caretakers to drains and embankments might, I think with advantage,-be given.

In tho case of Tenants, although I feci sure ho has regularly visited, he has omitted to make entries 
of such visits in journal. This, 1 have pointed out to him, should be done.

Little or no attention has, at the time of erection of embankments, been given as to their being 
level, thus causing a large amount of work to caretakers to put them straight.

1 have, &c.,
JOHN LOW,

The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. Acting Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Sir. Wagga Wagga, 10 September, 1887.
Befernug to Mr. Inspector Low’s report upon the Walla Walla Tank, and to your marginal P.W.P., 

instructions, &e., I have tho honor to inform you that at present the tank is almost surrounded by water, 8/-i,G29. 
the creek which flows down to ihe tank is now running a strong wide stream (30 ft.) down the bye-wash 
into the Walia Swamp in which the water is now backed up within a few feet of the end of the troughs.
In view of the fact that the takings for stock watering here since the tank was made are almost nil, and 
that the water in the swamp will—in my opinion—last for two years or more, it is, I think, a matter for 
consideration whether any additional expense should be incurred at this place in carrying into effect Mr.
Low’s recommendations that a wing embankment should be made to protect the troughs, or that the 
byc-wash should be made into an overshot dam, or that the railing at the troughs should be altered, or 
new sboots fixed to embankments. In tbe event of it being decided to carry them ont, considerable time 
must elapse before anything, owing to the boggy slate of tho place, cun be done. Tho various matters 
which lessee appears to have neglected, I have given him notice of in writing, a copy of which J enclose.
The additions suggested by Mr. Low would, were the tank used at all by travelling stock, he very necessary; 
but as the tank in its present position appears to mo to have been hardly required, 1 think perhaps that 
any further expenditure should bo deferred. If it is decided that the additions in question should he 
made, I will, at my next inspection, obtain tenders for the work.

_ _ ‘ JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
Tbe Chief Inspector of Public 'Watering Places. Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Iteport by Inspector J. W. Boultbee, ou tbe Walla Walla Tank, road from Albury to Walbuudrie, in 
charge of C. H. Douglas, tenant, for 7th September, 1887.

State of drains.—None. ■ P.W.P.,
Silt tank.—Completely covered with water. 87-4,630.
Inlet or flume.—Under water. Reported in good order by lesssee, but valve stiff in working.
Main tank,—Quite full.
Embankments.—Scoured by rain. There is a small spring of native grass here. Couch grass 

should he sown, and I have asked Mr. Maekay to forward supply.

Watering Appliances,
State of supply tank.—Only half-full, apparently in good order, but requiring tar.
Troughing.—Keq uiring tar. There is a flashing-hole iu the centre that I have desired lessees to 

close. Tbe alteration to railing is referred to in my memo, on this taifk of to day’s date.
Machinery,—As caretaker was absent, I was unable to test if, hut it is admitted by lessees lo 

require new packing. It also requires painting and the well emptying, which 1 have directed lessee to do.

iBaddochs and Fencing.
State of fencing.—In fair order. Barbed wire badly put on.
State of gates.—In good order, but require paiut.
Remarks.—Caretaker was absent at the station at the time «f my visit. His wife, however, was 

present. There is a considerable air of neglect at this place, and I have given lessees written notice to 
repair, &e.

Weekly depth of water since last report.—Tank quite full.

Garetalcer's Worlc.
Work done by caretaker.—Apparently nothing lately.
Work laid out for caretaker,—I have forwarded written notice of repairs, &c., required to lessees.

(Copy herewith.)
Remarks and recommendations.—This tank is on the edge of a very large swamp, which, from 

appearances, should hold water for two jrears. It is therefore certain that neither tank or appliances will 
he required for—at the very least—eighteen months; and I very much question the advisability of incurring 
any expense iu carrying out Mr. Low’s recommendations for a wing embankment. The alteration to the 
trough railing may also, I think, be deferred. There is an immense body of water ail round this tank.

There
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p w.p., 
87-3,072.

P.W.P.,
87-5,915.

P.W.P.
80-4,154.

‘Appendix G.

There is a strong ivide ereck going down byewash, which has every indication of continuing for months, 
and until this subsides nothing can be done in the matter of earthworks. The pump should be painted 
and well made water-tight, but I would recommend that no fresh leather buckets be put on plunger, as 
they would only rot. The supply-tank, too, should, I think, be kept as it is—half-empty, as 1 think the 
tank, being kept full while the ground is so soft, would only cause a subsidence. This is a case in'which 
the regulatiou re keeping supply-tanks full should be relaxed,

JAMES "W. BOULTBEE,
"Wagga Wagga, 10th September, 1887. Inspector of Public Watering Places.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Mines Department, Sydney.
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Copy of Minute by Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places,
Walla Walla Tanka.

11 ^November, 1887.
The annexed extract from my report of 0th October, 1882, shows that this Department considered the 
construction of a tank unnecessary. Mr, Inspector Bonltbee’s report herewith states that the water in 
the adjoining swamp will last for two years or more, while the receipts for stock watering since the tank 
was made are almost nil. The tank is leased to the Messrs. Douglas, of the adjoining station, who are 
reported to have neglected it, and are now called upon under the regulations to put it in proper order. 
Under the circumstances I think it will be desirable to give tho lessees the option of taking the machinery 
to pieces and storing it, after thoroughly painting and tallowing, leaving the troughing and service-tank 
standing, which, of course, must be kept iu good order.

If the tank was not leased, I should propose to utilize such part of tbe service as could be 
transported to some more useful watering place, arid this course may yet be adopted at the expiry of the 
lease. '

HARRY GILLIAT,
The Under Secretary for Mines. Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Submitted.—H.W;, 18/11/87. Approved.—F.A., 19/11/87.

Extract from Report of the Inspector of Tanks and Wells on the application for a public tank on watering 
reserve, 891; sale reserve, 172; lease, County Hume, parish Walla Walla: road, Walbundrv to 
Albury:— ■ * ' 1 ■'

_ _ _ Sydney, 9 October, 18S2.
Bearing in mind the largo expenditure required in the dry districts of the Colony, the comparatively 

good rainfall usual here, and tho trifling expense at uhich water can be conserved by the settlers 
themselves, and the fact that tho construction of a tank here would be taken as a precedent and be 
followed by numerous applications for similar works which would he convenient, but not absolutely 
necessary for the well being of the settlers, 1 am not prepared to recommend the granting of this 
application. I have, &o.,

HARRY GILLIAT,
A. Bruce, Esq.. Chief Inspector of Stock. Inspector, Public Tanks and Wells.

. XXV.
Fiuming Papers.

Gunnaramby Tank.
Extract from new Works Report Bonn B of Mr. Overseer James Yeo, 8G-3.0G3, of 2lst January, 1SSG 

on Gunnaramby Swamp Tank (late 35-mile, on road Balranald to Ivanhoe). ' '
General Remarks—There are two silt tanks, one on south side, emptying itself into the main tank 

through a 12-inch pipe and apron G feet by 2 feet. *
The silt tank on north-east side empties itself, as shown on sketch* attached, and, in my opinion, 

when we get a heavy fall of rain, will wash over the sides of the drains aud carry a largo quantity of onrth 
into the tank. The water just commenced to run in the drain on the south-east side of main tank, and 
has washed the mouth of the drain 6 inches deep. I would recommend that a flume ho put to earrv 
the water straight into the main tank, instead of round on the top of the excavation. This was pointed 
out to Mr. Wood aud Mr. Stillwell when taking delivery.

JAMES YEO,
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Extract
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Extract from Mr. Overseer Yeo’s Eeport on Gunnaramby Tank for ISth September, 1886,
Eemarks and recommendations.—I would again recommend that a flume should be put from tbo 

silt tank, on tbe north-west side of main tank, to tbe main tank, as previously suggested. I have P.W.P., 
instructed caretaker not to allow any water to run into the drains ou the top of the excavation. Iconsider 86-4,462. 
if it is allowed to go into these drains that it will eventually carry away the whole of the soil between tbe 
excavation and the drains. .

JAMES YEO, _
Ivanhoe, 18 September, 1886. Overseer, Public Watering Places. _

Extract from Eeport A1 of Mr. Acting-Inspector Boultbee, of 5th October, 1886, on tank leased by
Messrs. Cobb & Co.

Grass Hut Tank. .
Eemarks and recommendations.—Notice should perhaps he sent to Messrs. Cobb & Co. to tar 

tank and troughs, also clean and paiut machinery. The construction of fluming at all these tanks except 
the Lake Tank is very faulty, since it only extends a few feet from the edge of tank, and where the cutting 
pierces tho hanks there is no protection. Each succeeding flood cuts in more aud more, and the banks 
consequently fall in. At Ledknapper tbe case is n bad one.

JAMES W. BOULTBEE, '
Acting Inspector, Public Watering Places.

P.W.P., 
87- 5,046.

Mr. Mai Ion,—Please see tenants aud give them written instructions if necessary as to painting and 
tarring. You should call their attention to clause 37 of Eegulations.—H.G., B.C., 20/10/86. This has 
already been done, and I have no doubt the work will be performed at once.—Jas. M., Bourke, 27/10/86.

Extract from Eeport by Mr, Overseer Elwortby on Hulong Tank, 17th September, 1S8G.
Hulong Tank, '

Inlet or flume.—In good order. This was originally too high, but has been lowered 6 inches, and 
will now carry water into main tank.

Eemarks.—The caretaker says there would have been 6 or 8 feet water in the main tank had the 
inlet pipe not been so high. It is now rectified and all square.

W. J. ELWOETHY.
Narrandera, 17 September, 1886.

■ Eeport by Inspector Gilliat upon Box Creek, 7th September, 1880.

Sir, Box Creek Tank, Balranald Eoad.
I have the honor to report that on 27th ultimo I made an inspection of the Box Creek Tank Tant,swells 

The site is an injudicious one, but the tank would have probably collected more water hut for the position of eo'-jiW, ’ 
inlet pipe, which is 3 feet some inches above the level of the water in the silt tank.

To get a head of water high enough to pass through the inlet pipe in its present position, the Box 
Creek would be backed up for probably three miles. I would urge that the 9-inch inlet pipe he removed, 
and a box flume, 2 feet by 1 foot, such as recommended at Til Til Tank, bo substituted ; this box flume to 
be laid 4 feet below the level of the present inlet pipe.

The horse-power pump and platform require the same repairs as those described at the Til Til and 
Youhl Plain Tanks, and these are not tho result of wear and tear, for the works show no evidence of 
ever having been used.

Belting.—The belting for this work is at the Box Creek public house, three miles lower down 
the creek.

Cattle troughing.—The cattle trougliing requires connecting with the pumps by means of irou
piping.

Drains.—The drains laid out arc extensive, and I am of opinion insufficient to collect the drainage of 
the neighbourhood. Should they prove insufficient when thou the inlet pipeis enlarged and lowered, I would 
suggest that a line of levels should be run from the belter holding ground down the creek to ascertain if 
a dam could not be constructed at some point across tbe ereck where a sufficient head of water could he 
stored to fill the tank by means of a drain. I am of opinion that this could he done, but cannot he certain 
until I have taken au instrument over it. I would strongly urge reserving at once both sides of tbe 
creek between the tank and the public house, about three miles below, fl'he creek changes the character 
of its bed very greatly below the site of the Government tank, both above and below tbe inn. There 
was a good supply of water at the time of my visit,

HAEEY GILLIAT,
A. Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock. Inspector, Tanks and Wells.

Mr. Gilliat here recommends several alterations and repairs, hut does not say what the cost will be- 
He might, perhaps, be asked to submit an estimate. The belting should, I think, he handed over by Mr- 
Hausen to tbe caretaker, who should be held responsible for this as well as the other appliances. Mr. 
Gilliat's reenmmendation with respect to the reserve at this tank has been submitted on separate 
extract.—A.B., 17/9)80.

422—T Tho
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The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.1V., 20/9/80. Approved.—E.A.B., 21/9/80.
Inspector Grilliat, 11/10/80. In Mr. Q-illint’s telegram of 29/9/80, he estimates the cost of these 
alterations and repairs at £120,—11/JO/SO. .

As the funds still available under the Vote for Tanks and "Wells would be insufficient to meet tho 
expense of all these alterations and repairs, I would suggest that the more urgent portion—the lowering, 
and enlarging of the inlet pipe—be carried out at once, under Mr. Overseer Hansen’s supervision, the 
work being done by contract, if possible, and if not, by day labour.—A.B., 5/11/80.
The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 8/11/SO. Approved.—E.A.B., 8/11/80.
Mr. Inspector Gilliat, 8/11/80,
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Extract from report by Mr. Overseer Cotton on tbe Muriel Tan It for Ecbruary, 1884.
Muriel Tank,

fr # # # * # * ##
Tanks&WeUs, Eluming.—Unsatisfactory ; water running underneath.

84-337. ##’***##**:*#
JAMES COTTON,

Cobar, 14/3/84. Inspector of Stock. ■

Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., B.C., 17/3/84. Noted.—H.G., 19/3/84.

Beport by Acting-Inspector Boultbee on the Muriel Tank, road from Cobar to Nyngan, in charge of
F. Mullarkey, caretaker, for 10th July, 188(1.

sfi'^sTo State of drains.—In fair order, mostly on hard stony ridges that do not cut. They are damaged
86-3,549. where the road crosses, and require either pitching with stone or logging.

Silt tank.—Not visible, but reported by caretaker to be filled with silt.
Inlet or flume.—A small portion just visible, reported by caretaker to be broken by heavy flood 

some time ago. The water has never been low enough to allow repairs. I believe it is on.lv 2 feet x 1 ; 
too small, I think, for the catchment. ’

Main tank.—Not visible. Keported by caretaker to have much silt in it.
Embankments.—Considering rough spoil and construction,in fair order; guttered in places.

■ Watering Appliances.
State of supply tank,—Good; buckle plate.
Troughing.—Good; the ground has been recently made up at each side. The site, however, is 

not, in my opinion, well chosen, being on what must be a very boggy flat in wet season, ■ and liable to be 
flooded from overflow from wings of dam.

Machinery.—Tangye horse works and pump in good working order, excepting that the cup iu 
which the main or king pin works it wants paiut. Caretaker has been promised new cup.

Paddocks and Fencing. .
State of fencing.—T.L. good. There is a rail or two broken in the old fence round main tank ; 

cannot, however, be got at for some time yet, owing to water.
State of gates.—In good order.
Eemarks.—Caretaker Mullarkey has leased this tank. The valve at supply-tank does not work 

well; instead of being placed with wheel at the top it is at the side, and when (he valve is first opened 
the water misses the troughs altogether; a bag has to be used, and it is inconvenient.

. Bates collected since last report.

Month ending April, 1886 ...........................
» May „ ...........................
„ Juno „ ...........................

Traffic since last report.
Horses. Cattle.

Month ending April, 1886 ... 543 76
„ May ,, ... 474 142
„ June „ ... 491 94

150 gallons for domestic purposes.

Weekly depth of water since last report.—Excavation quite full, and a large sheet of surface 
water. '

Caretaker's work.
Work done by caretaker.—Making up earth at troughs (not yet finished); cleaning drains.
Work laid out for caretaker,—Mullarkey is now ill, suffering from pleurisy. To fill in gutters on 

bank and complete work at troughs.
Eemarks and recommendations.—There is a remarkable bit of work here in the shape of a horse- 

walk, which has been constructed on tho inside of the dam and also partly in the tank. It, is lo me 
inexplicable. It is somewhat lower than the dam, and tbe water runs off the dam and settles on the 
walk, in one place causing considerable settlement, in fact, leaving a good sized bole ; the outside edges 
of the walk, where it joins the water, seem to me to have settled a great deal. Loam haa been used

1 entirely

£ s. d. 
21 14 4 
15 17 2 

6 9 8

£44 1 2

Sheep. Mail horses, 
29,595 480
17,500 496
....... ■ 480
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entirely for tho walk,. find it simply melts wherever it touohe* water. The caretaker's report about the 
amount of silt in main tank is evidently quite oorreet. A. byewash is in course of construction, and side 
wings on the opposite side to throw the water clear of the troughs, is, I am told, in contemplation; it will, 
however, cut off one of tho drains. The caretaker's hut is inconveniently placed in the narrowest portion 
of the lane by which stock go to water. Judgment will have to be exercised in placing tbe new cottage.

JAMES TV. BOULTBEE,
Cobar, 14th July, 1886. ■ Inspector of Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Mines Department, Sydney,
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Extract from Mr. Inspector Boulthee’a report upon the Two Waterholes Tank.
Bourke, 22 July, 1886.

Inlet or flume.—Both poor and old ; too small 1 ft. x 1 ft.; earth cut from each side, from silt
tank.
*#**##**

JAMES W. BOULTBEE.

Extract from Mr. Inspector Boultbee’s report on Curraweena Tank, for 15th July, 1886.
Bourke, 22 July, 1886.

#*•****•
Inlet or flume,—One is choked ; they are I think formed upon an exploded principle, the water 

spreads over a space between tank and embankments, and the fluming starts from a shallow well.
*###*■##«■
I would also recommend the fluming be altered; it is too small, and the plan a poor one.

JAMES W. BOULTBEE.

Extract from Mr. Overseer Doyle’s report upon the Bunghiil Tank, 6th May, 1884.
Walgett, G May, 1884.

Inlet or flume very much damaged.
**###*##

_ Owing to the rapid rush of water, consequent upon the close proximity of this tank to hard stony 
ridges, a considerable amount of rubbish and silt is carried into the main tank by every lieavy fall of rain, 
it is only a matter of time before the tank is entirely filled witli silt. To prevent this, a flume as recom
mended in my inst report, would materially prevent this.

# * # $ # #
J. R. DOYLE.

Mr. Inspector Gilliat.—A.B., B.C., 18/5/84. The flume suggested by Mr. Doyle was recom
mended by me in October last, to be pnt in at each of the tanks in this district. The caretakers should 
he instructed to clean out silt tank at every opportunity.—II.G., B.C., 21/5/84. Inform Overseer, 
27/5/84. Done, 31/5/84.

[Copy.]
Extract from the statement of the Inspector of Tanks and Wells of repairs and alterations recommended 

as urgent for the consideration of the Secretary for Mines.
Bunghiil Tank.

Eitliug with machinery for lifting water, supply tank and troughing. I would submit for con
sideration the advantage to be obtained by completing the embankment round tins work, and admitting 
the flood water through a flume or sufficiently largo iulet pipe. The embankments can then be utilized 
hereafter for additional storage, by pumping in.—H.G., 18/10/83.

Extract from report by Inspector Boultbee on the Gorilla Tank, 17th July, 1886.
Bourke, 22 July, 1886.

Inlet or flume.—There are two, both in very bad order, and too small. They are much broken and 
patched, earth washed away on each side of them. They require renewing altogether. That between 
service tank and main tank lias caved in altogether.
********

JAMES W. BOULTBEE.

Extract from report by Mr. Inspector Boultbee on Holman's Tank, 15th July, 1886.
# # * #

Tbe fluming here is not of good design, in my opinion ; it only commences inside the embankments. 
There is an open cutting from the silt-tank through the embankment to tho mouth of the flume. There 
is nothing to prevent this cutting being washed in, and carrying the soil from each side of the embank
ment ; it already shows signs of wear.

# # #
Bourke, 22/7/86. JAMES W. BOULTBEE.

P.W.P.,
86-3,660,

P.W.P.,
86-3,668.

Tanks&Wdb,
84-639.

Original with 
Works Depart 
meivt

P.W.P.,
86-3,657.

P.W.P.,
86-3,659.

Extract
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r.w.p.,
87-7,012.

Tanks iWellf, 
85-1,410.

I r.w.r,, 
86-4,887.

Extract from Mr. Mackenzie’s report upon Helman’s Tank, 10th December, 1887.
In reference to the cutting of embankment at inlet where flaming terminates between the banks, 

I am of opinion that if they were logged up for about 4 feet on each side it would prevent further cutting, 
and answer equally as well as sawn timber, besides being less expensive. This work I can instruct 
caretaker to carry out on subsidence of water if you approve of it.
Bourke, 10/12/87. E. MACKENZIE.
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Eeport of Chief Inspector of Public "Watering Places npon the Ledkuapper Public Panic, road from Erin- 
gonia, on Warrego Eiver, to Goorianawa, on the Culgoa.

Sir, Sydney, G June, 1885.
I have tho honor to submit for the information of the Hon. the Secretary for Mines tho 

following report upon the Eedkuapper Public Tank, 22 miles from tbe 18-Mile Tank, now1 in course of con
struction, and 20 miles from Goorianawa, on tire Culgoa Eiver. The main excavation of 20,000 cubic 
yards was empty at the time of my visit, the water that had been running down the Mungunyah overflow 
for the previous 24 weeks having been stopped out by the contractor until the excavation was measured. 
1 noticed an ugly-looking sand-pipe in both the east and west slopes of the excavation, hut am uncertain 
whether they will prove serious until the tank is filled. The framework for supporting, lowering, and 
raising down-pipe from pump appears to me rather slight and insecure for the purpose. The embankment 
is carried round the four sides, but that on the upper side is cut to admit by a trench the flood-water from 
the silt-pit. At 10 feet from the edge of the excavation a shoot has been put in to receive this water, 
and carries it down the slope to the bottom of excavation. The inrush of flood-water must I fear in time 
cut away the soil on either side and below the shoot, and carry it into the excavation.

The pump is of an excellent pattern with double cylinder, driven by a small engine connected to a 
vertical boiler, standing on a cast-iron feed tank, from which the inject pipe to the boiler is fed. A feed
pipe from tbe service tank to that below the boiler would be of great service, as at present the latter will 
have to be filled by bucket and funnel. I also noticed there was no pressure gauge on boiler, nor any 
shed over boiler or engine, both of which required at least two good coats of paint. I was also informed 
by the contractor that there were no oil-cans or fitter’s tools accompanying the plant.

The service tank of timber and galvanized iron, with a capacity of 17,000 gallons, is both well 
finished and substantial. The troughing, also of timber and galvanized iron, is equally welt built, while 
the fencing and gates to Tank Special Lease and troughing are excellent, while steam pumps are as yet 
untried at these E.W. Places.

So far removed from skilled labour it may be as well to witbold any expression of opinion as to their 
suitability, but it will be as well to submit for the consideration of the honorable the Secretary for 
Mines, _

1st. That it will be necessary to make early arrangements for a supply of firewood to bo delivered 
at the work. If this is to be part of the duty of the caretaker he must be furnished with or else paid for 
a horse and cart, or arrangements must be made for tbe delivery of firewood at per cord.

Although reported ready for transfer I found this work in too unfinished a state to take over, I 
hare, however, detailed in this report what appeared to me necessary to complete it, and I have to request 
that a copy may be furnished to Mr. Overseer Mallon for bis information when taking delivery.

HAEET G1LLIAT.
The Chief Inspector of Stock.

Submitted.—A.B., 17/G/85. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 27/6/85. 
Bead.—J. P. Abbott, 30/6/85. Send copy of report to Mr. Mallon.—■E.W'., 2/7/85. Copy sent, 
3/7/85. Ask Mr. Overseer Mallon to report when the Ledkuapper Tank will be ready for transfer.— 
H.G-., 12/11/85. Reply 85-4,277, with papers re transfer Ledkuapper Tauk. Further action taken 
upon extracts from this report, with same case.—JAV-B,

Eeport by Inspector Boultbeo, on the Ledkuapper Tank, road from Eringonia to Brewarrina, in charge 
of J. C. Collins, tenant, for 7th October, 1886, date of inspection.

State of drains.—Hardly visible for water.
Silt tank.—Under water.
Inlet or flume.—Much cut and displaced by flood; the embankments each side have fallen in 

considerably ; caretaker reports, every endeavour was made to save it.
Main tank.—Full, over excavation.
Embankments.—In fair order, guttered in places.

Watering appliances.
State of supply tank.—Empty, has not yet been filled.
Troughing.—Almost under water, apparently in fair order; it has never been filled yet.
Machinery.—In bad order, rusty and dirty, has not owing to want of water been transferred to 

Mines, and now from a superabundance, transfer delayed. Mr. Coleman's travelling mechanic will put it 
in order shortly, and hand it over.

Faddoeks and fencing.
State of fencing.—Very good.
State of gates.—Very good.
Remarks.—Since the engine could not be tested on 19th March, date of transfer, and latterly too 

much water has prevented, lessee consequently signed no receipt for the tauk: will do so when engine is 
put in good order.

Traffic since last report.
Horses.

Month ending July, 1886 ... ... ... 37
„ August, 1886 ... ... ...
„ September, 1886 ...............

Cattle.
1,920
Nil.
Nil.

Teams.
50

"Weekly
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Woi It j depth of water since last report.—Quite full.

Caretaker's work.
Work laid out for Caretaker.—There is a running sea of water here, took me up to the horse’s 

k elly to reach the embankment of tank. Tsothing can be done at present.
Eemarks and recommendations.—No mail runningregukuly. Lessee has to go into Corolla, 12 

miles, with returns. It seems to me a great pity this and the 18-mile Tauk were not utilized as pump up 
tanks, there being now enough water to 1111 embankments twice over. Another flood would tear out 
fluming altogether, and as soon as water permits, repairs should be undertaken. Lessee has some timber 
on ground, and would undertake to erect cottage. Ho will remain in charge after his lease is transferred 
to Mr. h’eatherstouhaugh. I was delayed here ; 120 points rain. ■

.TAMES W. BOULT BEE,
Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Bourke, 13th October, 18S0.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Mines Department, Sydney,
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Tindarie and Cuttgullyaroo Tanks.
Sir, _ ' Department of Mines, Sydney, 16 March, 1885.

_ I have the honor to inform you that the flume at Tindarie Tank has been reported as displaced Tanks&Wclls, 
and floating, and request that it may be attended to with the least possible delay. 85-744.

I have, Ac.,
HARRIE WOOD,

The Under Secretary for Public AYorks. Under Secretary.

Roads.—J.E., B.C., 20/3/85, Mr. Wood.—W.C.B, 21/3/85.
This so called flume is a box shoot through which the tank excavation is intended to be filled, the 

water being above the natural surface. Tho shoot having been insufficiently fastened down has floated; this 
is no injury as things stand, nor can it be repaired until water level is very much lower.—A.P.W., 
23/3/S5. J

_ I observe that every trivial eomplai nt as to these tanks is made the subject of a special formal letter ; I 
think that the replies and explanations should be also formal letters. In this case had tho caretaker done - 
his duty, this accident could not have occurred.—W.C.B., 23/3/85.

Tho Under Secretary, B.C. Eorward to Mines.—E.A.W., 27/3/85. Under Secretary for 
Mines, B.C., 27/3/85. Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., B.C., 30/3/85.—J.R, '

®ir> _ Department of Mines, 1G March, 1885,
I have the honor to inform you that the flume at Cutty gully aroo Tank has been reported as Tafiks& Welle, 

displaced, and floating, and request that it may be attended to witli the least possible delay. 85-744.
. I have, Ac.,

t. , „ , . HARRIE WOOD,
J/bc Under Secrctury for Public AVorks. Under Secretary,

Roads. J.R., B.C., 20/3/85. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 21/3/85. The remarks as to Tindarie 
shoot, apply to this case,—A.P.W., 23/3/85. All my remarks on 85-2,145, apply in this case. A 
formal letter should bo written.—W.C.B., 23/3/85. Under Secretary, B.C. Forward to Mines.—
E.A.W., 27/3/85, Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., 27/3/85. Mr. Gilliat—A.B„ B.C..
30/3/85. >’ i i , ,

A copy of these minutes should be sent to Mr. Cotton, who will report if there is evidence to 
show that the caretaker has failed in his duty as stated by the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads and 
Bridges.—H.G., B.C, 3/4/85.

Send copy and ask.—A.B., 11/4/85. Letter and copy to Mr. Cotton.—17/4/85.

Cobar, 25 April, 18S5.
^ 1 have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter (tank, 85—741), accompanied bv a copy Tank si Wells

of minute made by the Commissioner for Roads to Mr. Assistant-Engineer Wood, re the displacement of 85-1,000, 
flumes at Tindarie and Cuttvgullyaroo Tank, and complaining of neglect on the part of the caretaker.

In reply I have the honor to inform you that no blame can be attached to the caretakers for their 
displacement. The flume in the first place was insufficient lor the purpose for which it wan intended, and 
was not properly fastened down.

_ Mr. Assistant-Engineer Wood admifs so much in his minute. I quite agree with Mr. Wood that 
as things stand, the displacement is no injury, and does not in any way take from the usefulness of the 
watering places. Water has been conserved over the surface of both tanks for the past eighteen months, 
and it is now very probable that the water level will never he low enough to replace the flumes ; in fact, 
they are now rendered unnecessary. The displacement was reported in an ordinary way in answer to 
question Ho. 3 of my report on tanks.

• caretaker at each of these tanks I have never found neglecting their duty, and in this case I am 
convinced that no exertion on their part could have prevented the flumes from being displaced.

I have, Ac.,
JAMES COTTON,

The Chief Inspector of Stock, Stock Branch, Department of Mines. Overseer of Tanks, Cobar.

Mr. Gilliat,—A.B., B.C., 27/4/85. 
Works,—10/5/85.

Copy for Works.—15/G/S5. Letter and copy of report to

S
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IunlfsAWella,
S3 -1,450.

Sir,
Referring to your B.C, communication of the 2“th Murch last, ro tho displacement of flumes 

nt Tindarie and Cuttygullyaroo Tanks, I ]iaire the honor to forward you herewith copy of report by Mr, 
Overseer Cotton on this matter, showing that no blame can bo attached to the caretakers.

I have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,

The Under Secretary for Public Works. Under Secretary.

Roads.—J.R., B.C,, 22/5/85. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 23/5/85. These flumes are going to bo 
removed, and when the level of water in tanks admits, further provision will bo made.—A.P.W., 
8/6/85. Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B,, 8/6/85. The Under Secretary for 
Mines.—J.R., B.C., 10/6/85. Mr. Gilliat, B.O., 11/6/85. ‘

Mr, Cotton should, I think, be informed that the caretakers are not thought to blame by this 
Department, and as the charge against them by the Works appears to be withdrawn, no further action 
is necessary, and the papers may be put away.—II. Gilliat, B.C., 15/0/85. ■

Inform.—A.B., 18/6/85. Letter to Mr. Cotton. 22/6/S5.

Sir, Stock Branch, 22 June, 1885.
Referring to your letter of 25th April, rc the displacement of flumes at Tindarie and 

Cuttygullyaroo Tanks, and stating that no blame can be attached to the caretakers, I have the honor to 
inform you that the caretakers are not considered to blame by this Department, and tbe charge against 
them by tbe Department of Works appears to be withdrawn.

1 have, &c.,
James Cotton, Inspector of Stock, Cobar. ALEX. BRUCE.

Sir,
Tanlts&yVellfl, I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter, tanks S5-1.150, informing me that the

85-3,003. charge of carelessness made by the Department of Work's against the caretakers of the Tindarie and 
Cuttygullyaroo Tanks has been withdrawn. I have, &c.,

' JAMES COTTON,
The Chief Inspector of Stock. Overseer of Tanks.

S7-G90. 
87-1,2 J 3.

Ivanhoe Tank.
Sir, 17 Eebruary, 1887.

I have the honor to forward herewith an extract from a communication from Mr. Overseer 
Teo, Ivanhoe, with a request that the necessary action may be taken.

I have, Ac.,
HARRIE WOOD,

The Under Secretary for Public Works. Under Secretary,

Roads, B.C., 18/2/S7. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B, 19/2)87. Should be sent to Mr. Stillwell for 
report.—A.P.W., 21/2/87. Mr. Stillwell.—W.C.B, 21/2/87. Report attached.—A.W.S., 24/2/87.

Extract from Communication of Sth Eebruary, 1887, by Mr. Overseer Yeo, Ivanhoe. '
P. W.P, J beg to report, for your information, that tbe inlet pipe and valve at tbe Ivanhoe Tank is not large
87-626. enough to carry the water into the main tank from the silt tank, on the south-west side, consequently 

the water oveiflows across the main road into a tank owned by Mr. R. Elliott, who has been supplying a 
great quantity of travelling stock with water from his tank, which water should have been in the Govern
ment tank. 1 would beg to suggest that some alteration be made to this inlet as soon as possible.

JAMES YEO,
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Report by Mr. Road-Superintendent Stillwell on Ivanhoe Tank to tho Commissioner and Engineer for
Roads.

1 vanhoc Tank.—Yeo’s Report re Inlet.
Sir, Hay, 24 Eebruary, 1887.

P.W.P, Referring to 87-148, attached. The main inlet of this tank is a 5 feet by 2 feet open shoot
87-1,213. on the upper or eastern side, which affords an ample duet for the water brought in by the drains on that 

side. On the lower side, the western, of tho tank has command of an increased shed, owing to its lower level. 
Subsidiary drains, almost parallel to, and some chains below the main drains, were provided, the inlet 
from these being a 12-inch pipe through the embankment. This, as the shed for this side is very limited, 
suffices, if tho small embankment on the lower side of the silt tank, which is only required in very heavy 
falls, is kept intact by the caretaker.

It is, I surmise, owing to want of attention here that there has been a loss of water. Even so, 
there could not have been the great loss reported by Mr. Yeo if tbe drains on the upper side were dean 
throughout. Certainly no alteration of tho inlet pipe, as Mr. Yeo suggests, is advisable.

I have, &c.,
A. W. STILLWELL.

Mr.
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Mr. Stillwell.—'W.C.B., B.C., 28/2/87. Mr. Scott, copy Mr. Stillwell’s report, also on general 
complaint, and ro-sn’bmit botli.—W.C.B, 9/8/87, Also my last minute and Mr. S.’s reply.—Copy 
made.—10/3/87. I forward tliis report, which shows that cause of complaint is not with this .Depart
ment.—W.C.B., 10/3/87. Under Secretary, B.C. Mr. Stillwell make alterationaton.ee.—W.C.B.,
28/2/87. I could not have made myself understood. I reported that no alteration is advisable.
Attention on 3)art of carerakcr being all that is requisite.—A.W.S., 7 j3jS7. The Under Secretary for
Mines.—J.lt, B.C., 12/3/87.

Sir, 10 March, 1887.
Mr. Stillwell emphatically states that he does not consider it advisable to make any alteration r.W.P.,

to the iron inlet pipe at the Ivanhoe Tank, and he further refers to the main flume, which was not brought 87-1,232.
into question by Mr. Yeo at all, and says it is evidently owing to want of attention that the iron inlet pipe 
does not carry all the flood-water into the tank. The drains are large wide drains, 0 feet by 12 inches 
deep, and discharge into silt tank, from which the inlet pipe, 12 inches in diameter, is supposed to carry 
all the wrater from them into the tank. It is simply a case of two into 'one will not go. and the water 
consequently banks up and flows into Elliott’s tank,

Ho furthermore states that if the upper level drains—which are quite distiuct from the lower one, 
and I cannot see how they can affect the question, since no loss of water is reported from that side—were 
kept clean there would not have been the great loss of water reported by Mr. Yeo.

The drains were either clean or in course of being cleaned at the time of my inspection of this tauk, 
to my report upon which I here refer. The upper level drains are badly graded, and at one point, nearly 
half a mile from the tank, a cutting 3 feet deep or more is required to bring the water into the tank.

This, Mr. Stillwell commenced to do, and, on the transfer of the tank to us, he instructed our
caretaker to complete, but having in view the more urgent work required at the tank I instructed him to 
leave it.

The cutting I think should have been done by the Department whose carelessness rendered it 
necessary.

I have always found caretaker Playford’s work good, and can see no reason whatever for Mr.
Stillwell’s assertion that care and attention was required.

It is evident I think that the inlet pipe cannot meet the demands made upon it by an extraordinary 
fall of rain, and It is a matter for consideration whether alteration is advisable.

I have, <tc,,
. JAMES. W. BOULTBEE,

Inspector, Public Watering Places,
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.
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Copy minute of Chief Inspector of Watering Places.
Iron Inlot Pipe to Ivanhoe Tank.

16 March, 1887.
Tins appears to be another ease similar to those that are now so frequently occurring, in which the 
reports of repairs that appear necessary at public watering places, on being forwarded to the Department 
of Works, are treated ns complaints, and become the cause of what I venture to think are entirely 
unnecessary correspondence.

Putting aside all irrelevant matter, Mr. Stillwell assumes apparently that if the drains were kept 
clean, and the small embankment at the lower silt tank intact the 12-inch inlet pipe to the main tauk 
would be sufficient, but does not show that the drains are not clean or the embankment not intact. As a 
matter of fact, the cleaner tho drains the greater the amount of water delivered, and the more work thrown 
upon the inlet pipe.

This paper may perhaps be considered by the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, in conjunction 
with those recently submitted, as pointing to the desirability of placing the construction and maintenance 
of the public watering places upon a footing where the work to be done may be'earried out promptly and 
economically by officers directly responsible, and not under a divided control, with but an indirect 
responsibility.

HAERY GILLIAT, .
Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

P.W.P., 
87-1,247.

Submitted for approval.—H.W., 21/3/87. Approved.—F.A., 22/3/87, Ask Mr. Yeo if small 
embankment on lower side of western silt tank has always been kept up and in good order.—H.G-., 
16/3/87. Wire sent, 16/3/87. Embankment has been kept up on lower side silt tank, and is in 
good order.—James Yko., Overseer, Public Watermg Places, Ivanhoe, 16/3/87.

Sir, Ivanhoe, 8 September, 1887.
.Referring to B.C. document herewith returned relative to batters under fluming, and fencing p.w.P., 

Ivanhoe tank, I have the honor to inform you bags have some time ago been placed here by caretaker, 87-4,510. 
but owing to batters being so sleep earth from under them gets washed away. _ . .

1 would recommend that 40 sheets 20 B.W.Gr. galvanized iron, and 400 rent 1 meal 4, X 3 gum bean expensive 
timber he got for this, so as when the water falls it can be sunk inlo batters well rammed, nailed to side mtaS»tchpian 
of shoot and inside Ailed up with earth. nnd section.

The fence is now all creeled, but no gates. Hre long fresh posts will require to bo got, as already 
some of them are splitting, owing to being split pine, and having wire strained to them instead of the 
usual and practical method of erecting wire fences.

I have, &c.,
JOHN LOW,

Inspector, Public Watering Places.

This

The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.



r.w.p,,
87-3,642.

P.W.P
87-5,047,

This is not very clear; apparently there are no straining posts, but there are no data to account 
for the defective character of the fence. In making such a report the defects should bo distinctly pointed 
out.—H.G., 13/9/87. Mr. Low, B.C.
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Extracts from Eeport A1 by Mr. Overseer Yeo, Ivanhoe, for 21st July, 1S87.
Ivanhoe Tank,

Ivanhoe District, 21 July, 1887.
The batters on the east side of the tank round the fluming have caved in a good deal. The 

caretaker has procured some bags and filled with earth and rammed them under the fluming.

The fence round the tenant’s lease is not yet completed. About three-quarters of a mile of posts 
have been put in since my last report, but there is still about a quarter of a mile of posts to be put iu, 
and which have to he carted from Kajulijah.

There appears to he a great waste of time over this fence. It was supposed to he finished and 
ready for transfer within a fortnight when I last reported on this tank.

JAMES YEO,
Overseer of Public "Watering Places.

Mr. Inspector Low.—H.G-., B.C., 30/7/87.

Inspector Low's report as to hatters under fluming and fencing at Ivanhoe Tauk.
Sir, _ Ivanhoe, 27 September, 1887.

_ Ecfemng to B.C. document, 13/9/87, re batters under fluming and fencing, Ivanhoe Tank, 
herewith returned, 1 have the honor to enclose sketch,* which I trust wall give the required 
information.

The posts at side of shoot arc 6 in. x 4 in. and G ft. apart, as far as I can find out, above present 
water. The space between shoot and outside of post is 4 in.; this I propose filling up with one piece, 
4x3 in., so as to get even surface to nail iron to. It would also' be well to have bottom of iron nailed to 
4x3 piece.

Water is now down 9 ft. from commencement of water washing or top of excavation, and in some 
places ground is washed away from under shoot to quite a depth of 2 ft., and as the posts of shoots were 
originally 2 ft. G in. in the ground, llieir hold now1 must he very small ; indeed iron ought to be sunk 
quite 1 It. in solid ground, in which case two widths of iron woultl required.

I may here add that the ground from underneath shoot;, on wrest side of main tank, is also washed 
away to a depth of one foot, so far as at present can he discovered, and that the material recommended to 
be got by me was intended to make both shoots secure. '

Of course I cannot say if the washing away continues to bottom of excavation, but it continues 
under tho present level of water, so far as I can discover, and, should it continue to the bottom, all the 
iron mentioned in my report of 1st September will be required, should it he decided to protect shoot in 
manner proposed by me.

The proposed ought to be commenced from bottom of water wash, as, if commenced from top, it 
would be almost useless, and liable to be torn up, until finished, unless made much stronger. All the 
material mentioned in my letter may not be required, but it may ; and I would strongly urge that every
thing he ready for repairing this as the water falls, there being no appliances here for keeping water out, 
neither do any of the local storekeepers keep the required material in stock.

. The remedy may appear expensive, but tbe mistake is in having 1, to 1 batters in ground such as 
this, which any practical man might have seen would not stand.

Fencing.—The cause of posts splitting is that they are split pine posts, which, unless much stronger 
and at least 4| in., are liable to commence splitting by insertion of pin to hold wire while fastening it, 
when one wire is strained on them, i.e., one wire round one-half of post, other wire round other half, 
causes a strain which, in some instances here, the posts have been unequal to, and are splitting.

I have, Ac..
joins7 low,

Inspector of Public Watering Places.
E-S.—I may add that that tho fresh posts that will require ere long to be got, referred to in my 

report of the 1st 8eptcmber, are those that are splitting on account of wire being strained on them.—

Direct Inspector Low’s attention to his continued neglect to comply with his instructions in all 
cases to give an estimate of cost,—H,G\, 10/11/87.

This paper will probably he required in the return to be moved for; but in tbe meantime, to 
prevent further injury to the shoots, the material may perhaps be supplied to Mr. Low, after ascertaining 
the prices at which it can be procured locally in Hay and in town.—H.G-., 3/11/S7. The Under
Secretary. Submitted-G.E.H. (for the U.S.)', 3/11/87. Approved.—E.A., 5/11/87. Wire sent,

XXVI.
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XXVI.
Baloola and Normanstone Wells.

Eeport of the Inspector of Public Tanks and Weils on the water supply for the road between tho 
townships of Coonabarabran, Kocky Glen, 'Melally, and Gunnedah, counties Gowen, White and 
Pottinger.
Sir, _ _ Walgctt, 16 August, 1882.

I have the honor to return you herewith the joint report* of Messrs. Mackie and Dowe, ‘Forwarded to 
referring to sites for works for water supply on the above road, and I beg leave to submit for tho 
consideration of tbe Honorable tbe Secretary for Mines tbe following recommendations for sites and for ss-zss. funks 
tbe class of works upon tbe same road. i/e/ss,' Asked

The first site recommended by Messrs. Mackie and Howe is for a well at tbe junction of the ̂ 1^rn it-
Mannum and Burloo Creeks,parish of Manuum, county of White, 15 miles from Coonabarabran, the site is 1 '
well selected, and the indications arc good for a large supply of water; the site and position of reserve I 
have marked in red upon the annexed 1 racing.

I have to further suggest that the shaft 3 ft. x G ft. in the clear be properly timbered and centred, 
and sunk as far as tbe water will permit, it may perhaps be advisable to bore some distance deeper, but 
this will depend on the supply ; a frame for double whip to work tw'o self-acting buckets should be 
erected with all the necessary gear complete, with ivooden shoots to lead the water into a steel or iron 
supply tank of not less than 20,000 gallons, this to be furnished with a 4-inch pipe and tap to lead the 
water into 400 feet of iron troughing. Estimates are furnished in the annexe marked C.

Messrs. Mackie and Howe submit a recommendation for a 4,000-yard tank at the second site at a 
point about 13 miles from Rocky Glen, parish of Garrawmlla, county Pottinger. .

This site is 19 miles distant from the .last, but I endorse Messrs. Mackie and Howe’s suggestion, it 
being the only spot suitable at anything approaching a convenient distance. With reference to the class of 
■work 1 am unable to agree with those gentlemen, wratcr is readily obtained by sinking in tbe Garrawella 
Run in good supply, and perfectly sweet, under 100 feet, and at tbe site I have marked on tho annexed 
tracing 1 am disposed to think it may be obtaiued at less.

Tbe same appliances will be required as recommended at silo No. 1.
Eor tbeir third site Messrs. Mackie and Hoivo suggest a point 10 miles from Melally, and suggest 

a 4,000-yard tank, this point is very nearly the water-shed between Cox’s Creek and the Namoi.
Alter careful examination I consider the point marked in red on the annexed tracing will prove the 

best site.
II is 4 and about ^ miles from Melally. parish of Melville, county Pottinger. Water will be obtained 

at a depth of about 100 feet, 1 am inclined to think, from tbe inquiries I have made.
The same appliances will be required as recommended at the previous sites.
My enquiries do not justify me in placing the estimates of annual stock passings at as high a rale 

as stated by Messrs. Mackie and How'e, tliougli it is probable that it will increase when direct railway 
communication between Gunnedah and Sydney is established. At present I should estimate it at CO,009 
sheep, 2,000 cattle, 500 horses.

J may say in conclusion that tanks of the size suggested by Messrs. Mackie and Howe, say, of
4,000 cubic yards arc of no use in keeping open traffic.

There is every reason to believe that water can be obtained by sinking at a moderate depth, and 
wells are at once a. cheaper and more durable source of supply. *

I have, therefore, to recommend that those works bo approved for construction.
I have, &c.,

. HARRY GILLIAT,
Inspector of Public Tanks and Wells.

Alos. Bruce, Esq,, Inspector of Stock, Sydney.

C.
Estimate of Cost.

Sinking, slabbing, and centreing well shaft at 25s. per foot, average depth, 90 feet 
Houblc whip frame, buckets, and gear ... ... ... ... ... ...
Iron supply tank, £90, carriage £50 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
400 feet troughing£70, carriage £20 ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Total

Eor three wells, say,

£ s. d. 
... 112 10 0 
... 80 0 0 
... 140 0 0 
... 90 0 0

... £422 10 0

£1,500 sterling
A. —Tracing herewith of road with sites and proposed reserves marked in red.
B. —Messrs. Mackie and How'e’s report herewith.

These papers with the accompanying tracing might perhaps he forwarded to the Department of 
Public AYorks.—A.B., 21/8/82. The Undersecretary for Mines. Submitted.—II.W. Approved.—
A.R., 25/8/S2. The Under Secretary for Public AYorks, B.C., 29/S/S2. Roads.—J.R., B.C., 
3I/S/82. Re-submit with papers relating to tank at Baradine.—AY.C.B., 31/8/82. Note in list of 
now' tanks as per list herewith,—AY.C.B., 2/10/82. Three wells at £800 each, noted for estimates.—■ 
A.P.AY, 3/10/82.

422—H ----------------- - Department
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Departmental Kegulations.
T k JtW li Department of Mines, Public 'Watering Places, Sydney, 20 May, 1SS4.

sissi0 Sl ^ submitting tlic accompanying papers, I beg to suggest, for the consideration of the Honorable the 
’ Secretary for Minos, that it appears to me important to have, with the consent of the Honorable the 

Secretary for Public Works, the regulations between the officers of the two Departments for the settle
ment of the position and construction of new works of water supply, in which the Departments are jointly 
interested, and for the repairs to existing works, so distinctly defined that the officers of cither Department 
may have no difficulty in distinguishing tbeir respective duties, and also that the responsibility of the 
officers of each Department may be clearly understood. H AEET G-lLLl AT.

I think it is desirable that the arrangements agreed upon by the Minister for Mines and the 
Minister for Public Works for the guidance of those officers of thou- respective Departments who arc 
engaged upon works connected with inland water supply should be adhered to and enforced until others 
shall have been adopted, if those already made are not suitable, and that a copy of tho document should be 
supplied to each of the officers referred to.—H. W., 19/5/84. Submitted.

1 was under the impression that these duties had been clearly defined by myself, and by Mr. 
Dennett; is not this so?—J. P. Abbott,20/5/84. I think they arc defined ; see accompanying papers. 
If Mr. Gilliat is in doubt, or if the arrangement is not being carried out, be might perhaps state in what 
respect.—A.P., 2/6/84.

The Under Secretary for Mines. A sic Mr. Gilliat to state in what respect the arrangement is not 
adhered fo.—H. W., 4/6/84. Mr, Gilliat.

The sites referred to were wells, road Gunnedah to Coonabarabran. The tracings accompanying 
my report appear never to have come back to this Department, and, unfortunately, no copies wore kept. 
I do not see at present how the question can be proceeded with.—H.G.

Telegram from Mr, W. D. Dowo, Inspector of Stock, to Mr, H. Gilliat, Inspector, Government Wells and
Tanks.

19 May, 1884.
Tanks&Wells, Have arranged with Mr. Mackie; will meet you in Gunnedah on the evening of the 2Sth instant. 

84-595. W. D. DOWE.

Mr. Bruce,—It was my intention lo have left on the 21st instant, but will now leave on the 26th,— 
H.G., B.C., 21/5/84. Submitted for the information of the Minister.—H.W., 23/5/84.

Approved. I shall be glad if Mr. Gilliat will give mo a report on the wells on the road to Cooua- 
bnrubran as far as Melally : 1 presume he will sec the trough at Tamhar.—J, P. Abbott, 24/5/84. Mr. 
Gilliat.—A.B., B.C., 26/5/84.

Telegram from Mr. II. Gilliat to iMr. T. li. Myring, Stock Branch, Department of Alines.
' 8 June, 1884.

Ueturniitg- please get my report and tracing of road from Gunnedah to Coonabarabran from Works 
Department—Urgent. HABRY GILLIAT,

Inspector, Pub be Tanks and Wells.

Will tbe Under Secretary for Works be good enough to furnish answers to the enclosed questions ? 
84—1,180. _g-.E.H. (for U.S.), B.C, 25/9/84. Euads.—J.B, B.C, 26/9/84. _ Answers herewith. Under

Secretary. Copy handed to Minister for Works to reply in Parliament as requested.—30/9/84. 
Under Secretary for Mines.—W.P. (for U.S.), B.C, 30/9/84. Answered by Secretary for Works.—■ 
30/9/84.

Legislative Assembly.
Question .- 30 September, 1884.

Air. Dangar to ask the Secretary for Mines:—
1. Has the Government contracted for tho further sinking of the wells at Baloola and ATormistou, 
on the Gunnedah to Coonabarabran Road ; if so, at what rate ?
2. Was the work let by tender ?
3. Arc those wells on the sites selected by the gentlemen appointed for that purpose ?

Answer :
1. Yes-; at £5 10s. per foot through basalt; but tho contractor is refusing to proceed.
2. Yes, in tho first instance; but-original contractor failing to deal with the rock, the work was
taken out of his hands, and the few remaining feet let to a highly recommended man who now 
declines to proceed. ■ ■ •
3. Yes. -----------------

Department of Alines. Stock Branch, 3 October, 1884.
^Wcll, bALoola Well.—I examined the site of this well on the 17th June, 1884, but the works not being 

J ' completed reserved my report. I find from my journal of that date.
The position chosen is about a quarter of a mile from where I would hare put it; the shaft has 

been sunk on the shoulder of the hill, and is now down 94 feet: 9 feet of stiff clay, 5 feet of sandstone, 
tho remainder basalt; no water ; on the fiat below in tho black soil water is usually obtained at from 80 

r to 100 feet; the station, 1 think, has a well in the neighbourhood.
’ Normanstone Well.—This shaft has been sunk 4 miles from the site selected by me on Basin

Plain.
Under the arrangements between the Department of Alines and that of Public Works, the former 

is to select the general position, the latter to fix the exact site. II. GILLIAT.

Submitted.
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Submitted.—A.B., fi/10/Sl. Tbe Under Secretary for Miiies. Submitted.—G.E.H., (for U.S.), 
G/10/84. 1 would like to direct tbe attention of the Secretary for Public AVbrks to the answers
given in the Assembly, and to this report, which shows, I think, that the "Works Department have not carried 
out the regulations as to tho fixing of sites.—.1, P. Ajusotx, 8/10/84.

The Under Secretary, Public Works, B.C., 9/10/84.

Sites of Watering Places between Gunnedah and Coonabarabran.
Sydney, 15 October, 1884.

Mr. Gilliat states that at the Baloola and Hormanstono Wells, the sites selected have been deviated 
from. The Hoad Superintendent was instructed to adhere as closely as possible to the sites marked out " ’ '
by the Stock Inspectors, and which it was understood were approved of by Mr. Gilliat., A copy of the 
instructions from this office and of the tracings furnished by the Mines, transmitted therewith, are 
attached. ■

The Baloola Well was placed at a level higher than the creek, in order to get favourable ground 
for troughing, otherwise it is sunk as nearly as possible on the site indicated, and there can he no doubt, 
will bare a good supply of water when completed. "

The Xormanstone Well is sunk near the 55-mile tree, and nearly opposite Hamilton’s selection, 
being tbe approximate site shown on the tracing furnished, not 4 miles from it as Mr. Gilliat states in his 
minute.

Mr. Gilliat in his concluding paragraph instances the arrangement between the two Departments, 
under which the Minos select the “ general ” site, and this Department the “exact” site. This in itself, 
should he enough to cover any difference that may possibly exist on account of approximate descriptions.
■—W.C.B., 1G/10/84. The Under Secretary.—B.C.

[Jihicfogure,']
Tajiks and Wells—Coonabarabran to Gunnedah.

Mr. Wilsoh will prepare plans and specifications (copies herewith) and invite tenders for wells at Tanks and 
the undermentioned places on the road from Coonabarabran to Gunnedab. 83U291

1. Near the junction of the Mann am and Burloo Creeks, about 15 miles from Coonabarabran.
2. 13 miles from Bocky Glen, and 34 from Coonabarabran.
3. About 55 miles from Coonabarabran, and about 43 from Melally.

Attached is a sketch showing the approximate positions of these proposed works. Mr. Wilson 
will report on the necessity for extending the reserves round the wells, and forward a sketch showing any 
alienation interfering with such extensions.

The specifications will provide for sinking 100 feet, and intending tenderers must bo instructed to 
give a schedule rate at which reductions from, or additions to, this depth can be valued.

Tenders must also give a separate price for service tank and for troughing,
Mr. Wilson will examine this line of country, and if he thinks any slight alteration in the sites 

advisable, report same to the office, giving his reasons for same, ho will not, however, delay calling for 
tenders on this account.—W.C.B., 7/6/83.

Eorward to Mines.—F.A.W., 21/10/84. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.Jft., B.C., 21/10/84.
Mr. Inspector Gilliat.—A .B., B.C., 23/10/84. Please furnish me with my report and the accompanying 
tracing.—H.G., B.C., 30/12/84, Eeport herewith.—B.W. (for A.B.), 19/1/85.

The tracing I ask for is a large one in three or four sheets, of the road from Coonabarabran to 
Gunnedab, upon it was marked the sites of the wells referred to. This tracing was sent with m3’ report.— 
H.G., B.C, 19/1/85. ■ . - _

No tracing in records, thorough search made, cannot find tracing.—S.M., 22/1/85. Mr. Gilliat.
—A.B, B.C, 24/1/85. Has inquiry been made at AYorks ?—H.G, 27/1/85. Enquiry made at Works,
no record of tracing.—S.M, 31/1/85.

Mr. Gilliat,—If tracing of reserve were obtained, could not tbe sites selected by you be marked 
on it?—A.B, B.C, 20/3/85. Yes ; but will not be evidence as to tbe original.—H.G-.,21/3/85. Tho
Chief Draftsman,—Please supply tracing required.—A.B, B.C, 23/3/85. Mr. Gilliat, with tracing.— 
A.B, B.C, 30/3/85. ‘ - .

Telegram from Mr. Arthur P. Wood, Assistant Engineer, to Mr. D. L. Wilson, Road-Superintendent.
24 September, 1883.

Plla.se send at once a tracing showing position of proposed tank, 15 miles from Baradine, at Holders, and Tanks&Wella, 
of the three wells being constructed between Coonabarabran and Gunnedab. 83-1,665,

A. P. WOOD.

Papers re tank near Holders relumed Head Office, 7 October, 1883. Sketch of wells, &c, on 
Gunnedab Road herewith.—D.L.W, 10/10/83. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B,’13/10/83.

This might he forwarded to the Mining Department, requesting them to have steps taken to define 
the boundaries of special leases at these wells, so that the necessary fencing can be arranged, for while 
these works are in hand.—A. P. Wood, 10/10/83. Under Seci’etary for transmission.—W.C.B, 17/10/88,-

Forward to Mines.—F.A.W, 18/10/83. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R, B.C, 19/10/83.
Mr. Gilliat.—A.B, 26/10/83. '

Approximate
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AppEOsotATE positions for tlie tires wells on road Coonabarabran to Grtmnedali 

Skctcli slowing approximate position oE Site Wo. 1 for the Mannum Weil, about 15 miles N.E. of Coonabarabran—

Pariah of Hannuiii, 
County of White,

nIo Gunnedah

Sketch showing approximate position of Site No. 2 for the Baloola Well, about 31 miles N.E, of Coonabarabran.

TJSR/SUS

Parish of Carravitle, 
Comity of Pottinger.

To Gunnedah.

Sketch showing approximate pojilion of Site No. 3 for the Normanslonc Well, about 53 milea N.E. of Coonabarabran.

Parish of Millie, 
Oouufcy of Pottinger.

I would propose that camping reserves of (say) 200 acres each (from lease) be provided for these 
three wells.—D. L. Wilson, 10/10/83.

[Circular.]
Sir, Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 11 April, 1885.
4 Deferring to my circular of the 11th February last, asking particulars with respect to the 

Public Watering Places in your district, and forwarding printed forms on which these particulars were to 
be given, I have now tho honor to inform you that tbe Commissioner for Hoads has instructed the 
Dead Superintendents in the several districts to supply the information required so far as they are in a 
position to do so, and to request that you will forthwith apply accordingly, and make and forward as 
perfect a report as possible. * "

1 return the forms already sent you for completion.
In reporting on a watering place for the first time you will use this and not your monthly form.

' I have, &c.,
ALEX. EDUCE,

Chief Inspector of Stock.
Mr. W. D. Dowe,

Overseer, Public Tanks and Wells, Tamworth. .
P.S.—Perhaps the best way would be to band the reports to the Dead Superintendent for com

pletion by him, *
Pendi
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Pending completion Nor man stone "Well I think your information is all that can he given, likewise 
with regard to Tamhar Springs.— D. Jj. "Wilsos, E.S., 7/S/8o. Mr. Dowe, B.C. Mr. Bruce,—Mr.
Hoad Superintendent Wilson s memo, forwarded for your information.—W.D.D., 13/5/83.

167

Normanstone Well.

Tho Overseer of Public Tanks and Wells, reporting on proposed new works.—Road—^ tm’m'M1'Tants&yVfUa 
Coonabarabran; Situation—Collygrab Creek ami Post Towrn, Gunnedah; Reserve (nature and 83-374. '
No.)—T. S.Rcscrvc, No. 1,549; Parish—Collygrah; County—Pottinger,

Questions:

1. Name of road, its commencement, termination, and length ? Coonabarabran Road ; commencing at
Gunnedah, and leading to Mudgce and Sydney.

11, If in or near a town give the number of inhabitants in the town and neighbourhood, and the number 
which wrould likely have to depend on watering place in dry weather? Gunnedah the nearest town,
12 miles distant.

2. Extent and description of annual traffic:—l. general; 2. stock, and probable increase or decrease ?
400 drays, 100,000 sheep, 6,000 cattle, and 500 horses.

3. The direction of the traffic:—1. wherefrom; 2. by whatroads, and 3. its destination ? Sydney; from
Liverpool Plains; Gwydir and Queensland; Sydney.

4. The site of proposed new watering place—its position, and how marked ? Site already chosen ; works
in course of erection,

5. The distance from nearest watering place, or permanent natural water on each side? 14 miles from
Gunnedah, 58 from Coonabarabran.

G. The natural features, description and suitability of proposed site, witli rough sketch of creeks, lagoons, 
roads, reserves, &c., &c. Say also the nearest natural supply and its extent and permanency?
Site chosen is on the left bank of Collygrah Crock on travelling stock reserve, 1,549, Namoi River at 
Gunnedah, Castlereagh River at Coonabarabran.

If a iatih.
7. The length, width, depth, and capacity? Nil.
8. The height of the embankment, its length, form, and construction? Nil.
9. Any other remarks with regard to tank, its site, dimensions, or capacity? Nil.
10. Estimate of cost of work ? Nil.

Jf a well.
11. Whether it should he sunk or bored, or partly suuk or partly bored ? This well is now down 100 

feet, and I believe tbe Works Department now intend boring.
12. Any other remarks in regard to ivell or on its use ? Nil.

Waiering appliances.
19. Description of pump—its advantages, delivery, and position? Nil. .
20. Description of whip—its advantages, delivery, and position? Tenders and specifications are accepted 

for whips, &c , but as I have not seen them cannot give any information.
21. Description of liorse-works or whip-gear and position ? Tenders and specifications are accepted for 

whips, &c., but as I have not seen them cannot give any information.
22. Windmill—Description and size? Nil.
23. Supply tank—Sort, sire, position, construction, and estimated cost? Have not seen specification, so 

cannot give size, Ac.
24. Pipes and connections—Extent, size, &e. ? Not having seen the specifications of the work am not in 

a position to give the answer asked for.
23. Troughing—Sort, size, position, extent, Ac. ? Not having seen the specifications of the work, am not 

iu a position lo give the answer asked for.

Fencing,
26. Description, position, extent, and cost per rod (with sketch) ? Not having seen the specifications of 

tho work, am not in a position to give the answer asked for. The specification for fencing I hear is 
also out, but not yet accepted.

27. Gates—Their number, description, position, size, fastenings, and cost per gate? Not having seen the 
specification of the work, am not in a position to give the answer asked for.

General. •
28. Reasons for proposing the sort of work recommended in preference to either of the others ? Nil.
29. Chances of lotting when constructed, and rental? To let by tender would be tbe better way. I 

fancy this could be done without much difficulty.
30. Extent and position of reserves required for use of tenant, and in connection with the watering place

for the use of travellers, teamsters, and drovers’ stocks ? 200 acres have been surveyed.
31. The description of the land and its grazing capabilities ; whether or not it is fenced ; whether there is 

a caretaker’s cottage; if so, describe it? Box forest, with a few pines; about four acres to the 
sheep ; it is not fenced; there is no caretaker’s cottage.

WILLIAM D. DOWE,
Tamworth, 21st Eebruary, 1885. Overseer of Public Tanks and Wells.
The Inspector of Public Tanks and Wells, Sydney.

Baloola
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Balook ‘Well. ,
The Overseer of Public Tanks and "WeHs, reporting on Baloola Well.—Boat!—Prom Coonabarabran to 

Gunnedah. Situation— miles from Coonabarabran and Post Town, Coonabarabran.—Beserve, 
Tanks&Wells, nature and Mo,—Mo. 841 (special lease).—Parish of Goally.—County of Pottinger.

85-85$, - _ _

Questions:— .
1. Name of road, its commencement, termination, and length ? Coonabarabran to Gunnedah, 67 miles. 
I'i'- If in or near a town give the number of inhabitants in the town and neighbourhood, and the number

which would likely have to depend on watering place iu dry weather ? Mo population in the vieinity 
to depend on tilts source for water in dry weather.

2. Bstent and description of annual tra [fie—l, general; 2, stock; and probable increase or decrease?
General traffic inconsiderable, consisting of haulage of goods from railway station, and of wool and 
other produce to railway station, and light vehicle traffic; a considerable annual stock traffic, but 
there has been a perceptible decrease during the last few years, and there is likely to be a further 
decrease as the railways extend inland.

3. Tho direction of the traffic—1, where from; 2, by what roads; and 3, its destination ? Stock traffic
from Victoria and south-western portions of Mew South Wales to Mew England, Queensland, &c., 
and vice versa.

4. The site of proposed new watering place; its position, and how marked ? Well already sunk 100 feet
and no water obtained. Between Melally and Rocky Glen, 200 acres measured and marked as a 
special lease. Sketch herewith.

5. The distance from nearest watering place or permanent natural water on each side ? 13 miles from
Rocky Glen, and 8 miles from Melally, which places are private wells.

G. The natural features, description, and suitability of proposed site, with rough sketch of creeks, lagoons, ■ 
roads, reserves, &c. Say also the nearest natural supply and its extent and permanency ? 
Undulating basaltic ranges, with precipitous rocks northerly from well; box and apple; very 
suitable holding ground for tank .(sketch herewith) ; also creek. Melally contains a sufficient supply 
in ordinary seasons, but is not permanent. ' "

If a tank.
7. The length, width, depth, and capacity ? A well in this instance.

If a icell,
11. Whether it should be sunk or bored, or partly sunk or partly bored? Well sunk 100 feet, but no 

water obtained. I should recommend that a boring rod be used if practicable, in order to ascertain 
whether water can bo obtained on the site chosen.

12. Any other remarks in regard to well or on its use? A tank would have been the best and most
inexpensive in this instance, as formerly recommended. -

21. Description of horse work or whip-gear and position 7 Whim with necessary gearing would be best 
and cheapest in this instance if water is obtained.

23. Supply tauk; sort, size, position, construction, and estimated cost ? Tank on the ground of wood 
- 55 ft. x 15 ft. x 5 ft. south-westerly from well, ironbark sawn timber, not completed, to be lined 

with 20-gauge iron.
25. Troughing ; sort, size, position, extent, &c. ? I should recommend iron troughing 300 ft. x 2 ft. 4 in.

Fencing.
26. Description, position, extent, and cost per rod (with sketch) ? Top rail and six wires, Mo. 6, on the

. boundaries of 200 acres, which is measured, say 720 rods, at 5s. per rod, £180.
27. Gates; their number, description, position, size, fastenings, and cost per gate? Double gate, 12 

feet span of sawn timber, southerly from well; size of each gate, 6 feet long by 5 feet high ; 
fastening, two iron bolts with screw nuts to each gate, with hinges to hold, bolts to be full}7 IS inches 
long, so as to pass through a gate post 18 inches in diameter ; hasp and padlock to secure gate when 
closed.

General.
28. Reasons for proposing the sort of work recommended in preference to either of the others? Well 

commenced in tins instance and sunk to a depth of 100 feet, I have already reported on this site as 
being most suitable for a tank.

29. Chances of letting when constructed, and rental ? Very slight chance of letting, unless at a very low 
rental.

30. Extent and position of reserves required for use of tenant, and in connection with the watering place 
for the use of travellers, teamsters, and drovers stock. The description of land and its grazing 
capabilities; whether or not it is fenced ; whether there is a caretaker’s cottage ; if so, describe it ? 
200 acres, to include the well, for tenant adjoining reserves, sufficient for travellers and drovers 
stock. 200 acres, principally sloping hilly basaltic open box, well grassed country, including a few dry 
water-courses and a small flat, very suitable for tank. Grazing capabilities, 4 acres to one sheep, 
unfenced, and no caretaker’s cottage.

„ . . ARTHUR MACKIE,
^ ■Ap1'1*, 1885. Overseer of Public Tanks and Wells. -

Ihe Inspector of Public Tanks and Wells, Sydney. . -

Subject :—
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Subject.— . 18 December, 1885.
Deferring to your communication of the 12th instinil', staling you anticipated taking delivery of P.W.P., 

the Mannum and Baloola Wells, and so requisitioned for stores for caretakers, 1 bog -to inform you that 86-16, 
the Department has received so far no intimation that the wells were ready for transfer, and that your 
action was quite right in declining to take over the Mannum Well until directed to do so. I shall be 
glad if you will inform me if water has been obtained at Baloola, and, if so, tho quality and what 
quantity ? .

HA RET GILLIAT,
_ Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places,

Mr. A. Mackie, Overseer, Public Watering Places, Coonabarabran.

Eeply :— Observed and noted.
I am informed by A. Mosman that be obtained water at Baloola, at 106 feet; quality, good; 

quantity, when allowed to stand a week, G feet; merely a soaka^o from the north side.
ARTHUR MACKIE, 20/12/85.

Re the proposed well at Mcllaly.
■ Department of Mines, Public Watering Places Branch,

Sydney, 3 Eebruary, 1SSG.
Witk respect to tbe proposed well at Melkly, it appears from tbe annexed advertisements that Tanks&Wells, 
the shaft at Baloola is to be abandoned and the head works removed to Mellaly. No well has been 86-476, 
recommended by tins Department at that township, and I thin], that a small tank of 12,000 cubic yards, at 
or near Baloola, would better meet the requirements of the Gnimedah and Coonabarabran Road. '

The sinking of a well has been contemplated on tbe road between Mellaly and Boggabri, and a ■ .
report obtained and the site marked in green on water reserve 1,342 (see papers herewith) ; but, with “
tho view of reducing expenses nt present, the papers were held over. 1 cannot recommend sinking 
of the well as proposed, but would submit for the consideration of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, 
that it would perhaps be better, in tbe public interest, to utilize the head works of the abandoned shaft at 
Baloola for a well, on the road between "Boggabri and Mellaly, at the point shown on reserve 1,342, reserving 
the completion of the tank at Baloola until next year.

If the suggestion meets the approval of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, the papers may 
perhaps be forwarded for the information of tlie Department of Public Works.

HARRY GILLIAT.

Submitted.—II.W., 4/2/86. Approved.—E.M.V., 0/2/86. Under Secretary Works.—H.W.,
B.C., G/2/86. Inform Mr. Thompson, M.L.A., and forward to Works. Informed, 8/2/SG. Roads.—
J.R., B.C., 11/2/80. Mr. Wood. Urgent. Post Office, Gunnedah.—W.C.B., 11/2/86. '

W ould it not be better, if it is still intended to have a watering place at Baloola, to invite tenders 
for deepening the shaft or for boring from bottom of that sunk (100 feet)? I think there is little doubt as 
to water being obtaiued, Jf Commissioner agrees Mr. "Wilson might he instructed to call tenders for 
sinking.—A.P.W., 24/2/86.

Telegraph to Mr. Wilson.—"W.C.B., 24/2/86. Telegram sent to invite tenders for sinking 100
feet or less if water is obtained.—A..P.W,, 24/2/86.

Telegram from Mining-Surveyor John Barling to The Chief Mining Surveyor.
, _ _ _ 12 May, 1886.

Locau Works Officer informed me no present intention of abandoning work cither at Baloola or Tanks&WeUfl, 
Normanstone. Shall I, therefore, make surveys of these places ? Commissioner for Roads has definite 86-2,340. 
information as to works.

Attach papers from Public Works Department relating to abandonment of Baloola, and transfer 
of head works to Mellaly.—H.G-,, 12/5/86. Mr. A. P. Wood informed me that the Works Department 
had no intention of abandoning either of these wells.—S.M., 12/5/86.

The survey should proceed both at Baloola and Normanstone.—H.G-., B.C., 12/5/86. Mr. Barling
informed by telegram.—E.E.P., 13/5/86.

Sir, Stock Office, Tamworth, 27 October, 1886.
I have the honor to inform you that on 21st instant I inspected Normanstone Well, on the Tanks&Wells, 

road from G-unnedali to Coonabarabran. The depth at present is 106 feet. Two men were working on 86-6,095. 
date of inspection who have taken a contract from the Roads Department to deepen it 74* feet. At 
present there is a supply of about 5 feet of water in tbe well.

I have, Ac.,
W. D. DOWE, '

Overseer of Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney.

Normanstone Well.
Sir, ' Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Bourke, 27 August, 1887.

, I have tbe honor to inform you that, owing to this well being beyond any of tlie works I was P.W.P.,
instructed to report on, 1 did not visit it. Mr. Overseer Mackie informed me that the work was still in 87-4,228. 
an unfinished state ; and 1 was unable to see Ihe Superintendent for Public Works, as he was absent 
during the time I was in Coonabarabran. I have, Ac., '

_ F. MACKENZIE, _
A cting Inspector of Public Watering Places.

- Sir,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
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Sir, Coonabarabran, 8 November, 1887.
P.W.P., I have tho honor to inform you that I have inspected Baloola "Well, which is now abandoned,
87-6,006. The shaft is 145 feet deep, and has 70 feet of water in it, which I am informed is only rain-water,

no water having been struck at the time of sinking. A good substantial whim has been erected, and 
-wooden framework for supply-tank partially put up, both of which are rotting from exposure and neglect.

Stanley, the contractor, from Normanstone, ia going to commence boring in a few weeks’ time.

I have, &c.,
F. MACKENZIE,

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Tliis is one of the cases iu which a well-shaft has been carried down to its full dimensions, whim 
and service tank erected, before it has been proved that water could bo obtained. It is some years since 
I inspected this well; it was then—17th June, 1834—down 0-i feet, SO of which were, the contractor 
informed me, through basalt and no water,—II.Gh, 18/11/87.

The Under Secretary, for the information of tho Minister.—H.W., 25/11 |'S7. Approved.—E.A.,
25/11/87.

Sir, Coonabarabran, 8 November, 1SS7.
P.W.P., Beferriiig to your letter of 25th October, I have the honor to inform you that I havo inspected

87-6,007. Normanstone Well. Tlie shaft, 5 ft. 2 in. x 2 ft. 6 in., has been sunk to a depth of ISO foot, and a small
quantity of water obtained—good stock water, slightly brackish. ... , .

Stanley, the contractor, is now timbering the shaft, which he will finish in a few days’ time, and 
he is thou going to bore, and is very sanguine of striking a large supply of water in a few weeks. Coal 
was struck a few feet above where the present water was tapped.

I have, Ac.,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. E. MACKENZIE,

Inspector of Public Watering Places.

T&nksiWplls, Note.—Baloola and Normanstone Wells were notified by the Works Department on 25th September,
Si-1,202. ’ 1885, to be ready for transfer to this Department in January, 188(5. Tlie transfer has not been effected 

yet, nor is it likely to bo for considerable time to come.—J.W.B., 7/12/87.

P.W.P.,
S5-4,74S.

XXVII.
. -Papers re Transfers.

Transfer of Mulga No. 5, Mulya, and Bcndemero Tanks.
Koads.

Sisty-four-milc Tank, Loutb lo Cobar Eoad.
Sydney, 18 December, 1885.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places should be informed that the tank at the 64-milo, 
on tbe road from Cobar to Loutb, will bo ready to hand over early in January, and he might be requested 
to instruct the local stock inspector to meet Mr. Coleman, tho Eoad Superintendent, and arrange for
transfer when work is completed. ABTHUE P WOOD

The Commissioner for Eoads, B.C. Under Secretary for transmission.—W.C.B, 16/12,8a. 
The Under Secretary for Mines.-J.E, B.C, 10/12/85. Inform Mr. Overseer Mallon, and instruct 
him to arrange with’Mr. Coleman as to date of delivery. Mr. Mallon should be furnished vuth the forms 
of receipts and statements required.-H.G-, 22/12/85. Mr. Mallon informed,-24/12/S5. Works
informed.—29/12/85. . .. . . . ■ .

This paper was discovered by Mr. Boultbee yesterday, m searching for papers in connection v.ith
* 1 * i _ . _ .T 1   J!___-a! n .<1 r , f- urns I i-v ei 1- tsiiVriT rtT V'l Tl T1/S TV!!

Public’Watering Places, 87-6,475, is not affected by the finding of those papers.—J.S.E, 15/12/87. 
Seen. These papers should now be put in their proper places—H.G, 16/12/87.

Eeport
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Eeport on 64'-mile Tank, Eoad Cottar to Louth.
Sir, Hoads Office, Bourke, 16 May, 1SS7.

This tank is ready to hand over to the Mines Department, all the work having been completed 
and in good order. The works necessary to complete throughout are weather-shed, a task for which lias 
been let, the fencing of special lease, tenders for which will be invited upon the receipt of tracing of 
survey, aud the construction of caretaker’s cottage.

I am, &c.,
The Commissioner for Eoads, Sydney. J. COLEMAN.

Mr. "Wood.—W.C.B., 1S/5/87. Mines might be asked for tracings of all outstanding tenants' lease 
areas.—A.P.W., IS/u/S?. Eorward to the Under Secretary for transmission to Mines. It is desirable
we should have the tracings, as tenders are accepted for most of the works.—W.C.B., 18/5/87. Under 
Secretary, B.C. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.E.., B.C., 21/5/87.

Until tho surveys have been finally dealt with by the Lands Department, it appears undesirable to 
forward the tracings asked for by the Department of Works. And as at present the question as to which 
Department is in future to be charged with this service, it may perhaps be better if further action should 
he suspended until the Cabinet have given tbeir final decision.—11amtr Giiuat, 3/'G/87. The Under 
Secretary.

1 do not see how tracings can be supplied until tho surveys are made.—IT.W., 4/6/87. Sub- 
• milted. Approved.—F.A., fi/G/87. Inform that tracings cannot bo scut until the surveys arc finally

dealt with by the Department of Lauds.—H.G-., 7/6/S7. Informed, 7/6/87.

161

Inspector Mackenzie’s Eeport on Mulga No. 5 Tank.
General Eemarks.

At lime of inspection there was 14 feet water in tank. Embankments were irregular, and had fallen 
in in several places.

Pump and engine were not iu working order, and were undergoing repairs.
Contractor had not delivered lank to superintendent, but with exception of embankment, it was 

completed. Could not measure depth, hut it is stated to be 16 feet.

Inspector M'Kemie’s special report on site for Tan It, Mulga No. 5. _
Sir, Bourke, 24 September, 1SM7.

I have the honor to inform you that I have made inspection of new tank on road Byrock lo 
Gongolgon, Mulga No. 5.

There was 14 feet of water in main tank, and I was unable to take measurements, but Mr. 
Superintendent Coleman informed me it has capacity of 12,000 cubic yards, and that it is 10 feet deep. 
The, first 2 feet of excavation is in a red loam soil, aud does not appear to retain the water, the remaining 
14 feet is in what appears to he an old creek bed, aud is a mixture of gravel and quartz iroustone with a 
bottom of conglomerate which hold well.

The batter is 1-b- to 1 which I do not consider sufficient, and in many places the water lias washed 
under the banks and cut them away. ■ .

The embankments are placed 30 feet back from excavation, with an average height of about 10 feet 
aud 25 feet across tbe top. They are very irregular, and have never been properly finished off.

The silt tank has a capacity of about 500 cubic yards, and a depth of 4 feet. The fluming, composed 
of wood and iron, is 4 feet wide by 2 feet deep.

Supply tank and troughing are of iron, very substantia], with a joint capacity of 30.000 gallons. 
Tnugye pump and engine were not in working order. An engine-house has been erected of 

galvanized iron, pine studs, and roof frame 12 x 12 x 10, and is at present utilised as a residence by tlie 
man left in charge for contractor.

This tank was not ready to take over at time of my inspection, but Superintendent Coleman has 
promised to have everything ready in a month’s time, and on my next visit I shall make a full report.

I have, &c..
F. M'KENZIE,

Inspector, Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public "Watering Places,

Sir, . Bourke, 24 September, 1887.
I have the honor to inform you during my late visit to Byrock and thence to Mulga No. 5 

Tank, I was unable to reach Bendemere Tank owing to floods in Barwou and Bogan Eivers, the country is 
submerged for miles. Superintendent Coleman informs me that it is not ready for delivery to Public 
"Watering Places Branch. I have, &c,,

■ E. M'KENZIE,
Inspector, Public Watering Places.

The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Tanks and Wells. Transfer of Mulga Tank, Cobar and Louth Eoad.
Tun Mines Department might bo requested to instruct tbeir officer to arrange to meet Mr. Adam, 
of Cobar, aud accept transfer from tliis Department of the Mulya tank on the Cobar to Louth Eoad.

AETIIUE .li. WOOD.
The Commissioner for Eoads.

Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B., 11/10/87, Forward to Mines Department. 
The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.K., B.C., 12/10/87.

----------------- [/Telegram.]

P.W.P.,
87-4.954.

P.W.P.
87-4,955

P.W.P.
S7-4,95Cli

422—X
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' [Telegram.]
Mr, Cotton,—Canyon arrange to take over this work if in good order from the Works. If 

there is anything to delay you, wire your reply.—H.G-., B.C., 17/10/87.
„ Cobar Station.

Mulya Tank is not in my district. Have pressure of work just now. Mr. Road-Superintendent 
~ ‘ ' Adam is absent. Writing by to-morrow’s mail.

JAS. COTTON,
Overseer, Public Watering Places, 25/10/87. 

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney.

162 '

Mulya tank is not in my district, but if the Chief Inspector wishes, I can accept the transfer and 
hand it over to the officer in whose district it is. Mr. Road-Superintendent Adam is absent just now, 
but when he returns I shall endeavour to find time to take the tank over, if so instructed.—Jas. Cotton, 
Overseer, Public Watering Places, 2(5/10/87. The Chief Inspector, Public Watermg Places, Department 
of Mines, Mulya Tank appears to be in the Bourke District.—J.S.R., 28/10/87.

I am aware the tank is in the Bourke District, but as it is apparent we cannot depend on the 
services of Mr. Overseer Mallon, Mr. Cotton may perhaps be requested to effect the transfer, and to put 
a competent caretaker in charge, or to engage the present one, who I understand is a very good one, at 
our current rate of wages.—H.G., 7/11/87. The Under Secretary. .

Submitted.—G.E.H, (pro U.S.), 8/11/87. Approved.—E.A.; 10/11/87. Mr. Cotton informed,
17/11/87. '

Sir, Cobar, 23 November, 1887.
P.W.P., I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter 87-5,603, instructing me to accept transfer of

87-6,368, Mulya Tank and appoint a caretaker to take charge.
Referring to tlie above, I beg to inform you that I am making the necessary arrangements with 

Mr. Road-Superintendent Adam to make the transfer at an early date, but I trust the Department will 
shortly relieve me of the supervision of this tank, as I have already twenty-one P.W.Ps. under my super
vision, three of which are not in my district, and rhat recently some large additions have beeu proposed to - 
my sheep district, which will increase my work. T have, &c.,

. JAS. COTTON.
Tho Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places Branch, Mines Department.

Inform Mr. Cotton that his services have only been required to effect the transfer,—H.G., 16/12/87. 
Informed, 17/12/87. -

Delay in transfer of works. 16 November, 1887.
P.W.P., As complaints have been made by the Mines as to the delay in carrying out, and excessive cost of, the 

Tftnk&W6/! works at the Public W atering Places, I would draw tho Commissioner’s attention to the fact that in July 
n B e *• last that Department was requested to accept transfer of three tanks in the Bourke District—Mulya, 

Mulya No. 5, and Nellie’s Paddock, and that up to the present time no action has been taken to carry out 
this request. This delay rests solely with the Mines, aud has increased the charges against these works 

~ by nearly £120.
I enclose a telegram from Mr. Adam, explaining why tho Mulya Tank has not been transferred.

. . ARTHUR P. WOOD.
The Commissioner for Roads.

I send this to the Under Secretary for information of the Minister.—W.C.B., 17/11/87. Under 
Secretary, B.C. Submitted for information.—J.R., 21/U/S7. Eorward to Mines.—J.S., 2i/.1.1/87. 
Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., 22/11/87.

No communication has been received from the Works since the beginning of 1886 about Mulya 
No. 5 and Nellie’s Paddock (Bendemeer), and none was received at all in July as to Mulya; No. 87-2,201 
in tliis latter case was received in May, 1887.—J.S.R., 26/11/87. ^

The following papers on Bendemeer Tank may perhaps be obtained from the officer to whom they 
arc marked:—87-2,144, with Inspector McKenzie, on 25/7/87; 86-2,442, with Overseer Dovle, on 
7/10/86.—J.S.R., 28/11/87. '

. Copy of telegram sent to Mr. Adam, 14/11/87.
Have the Mines taken over 64-mile 'Tank, or instructed local officer to do so ?

Ahthuk P. Woob.

Please report dates and amounts expended in caretaking.—W.C.B., 15/11/87. Erom 1st Sept., 
1886, amount paid for caretaking, £127 17s. Od.—J.G.D., 15/11/87. Mines were requested to take 
over, 29/7/87; wages since, about £40.—A.P.W.

Telegram from Mr. Road-Superintendent Adam to Commissioner for Eoads.
Cobar, 15 November, 1887.

Just returned Cobar. He Mr. Wood’s telegram Seventy-four-mile Tank, Mr. Gilliat instructed local 
officer to take over tank. He replied few days ago that it was not iu his district, but would take it over 
from me and hand it to proper officer if instructed to do so. Mr. Cotton informs me that be has not yet 
received reply from Gilliat.

A. ADAM,
Road Superintendent.

Charges
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Charges l>y Mr. A. V. Wood as to alleged delay in transfer of Mulga No. 5, Mulya, and Bendermcre
Tanlcs.

Department of Mines, Public Watering Place, Sydney, 30 November, 1887. 
Mr. A. P. Wood’s minute of tlie IGtli November, 1887, is admittedly written in retaliation of the 
complaints alleged to have been made by this Department as to the delay in carrying out, and the exces
sive cost of, their works, and not for the more legitimate purpose of discharging a public duty by having 
corrected an oversight or ease of negligence. ^

Mr. A.. P, Wood is, however, in error in his charge. He calls the attention of the Commissioner 
to the fact that in July last this Department was requested to accept transfer of three tanks in the Bourke 
district, tho Mulyn, the Mulga No. 5, and the Nellie’s Paddock (or Bendemere), and that up to the 
present time no action has been taken. In reply I may say that in July no papers to this effect were 
received from the Wrorks Department; that since the beginning of 1886 no communication lias been 
received from it concerning the Mulya No. 5, or Bendemere Tanks ; that on September 24th, 1887 (vide 
87-4,954 and 4,955) Inspector Mackenzie reports the contractor as not having delivered the Mulya No. 5 
Tauk to the Eoad Superintendent, and on the same date that he has seen Eoad-Superintendent Coleman, 
who has promised to have everything ready in a month’s time. Upon the same date, 24th September, 
1887 (87-4,956), Mr. Inspector Mackenzie reports that he was unable to reach Nellie’s Paddock, or Ben- 
demerc Tan]?, owing to floods, but that Superintendent Coleman informs him that it is not yet ready for 
delivery. ■

Two of the tanks therefore, according to tlie local Eoads oflicer, are not ready for transfer two 
months after the date on which Mr. A. P. Wood alleges wo were asked to accept delivery.

With respect to the Mulya Tank, on the 25th May, 1887, a letter from Eoad-Superintendent Cole
man was forwarded, with a B.C,, from the Commissioner asking for a tracing of the lease area to enable 
tenders for fencing to be called for.

Mr. Coleman’s letter states the tank to be ready for transfer, but goes on to detail additional work 
needed to complete it; but neither Mr. A. P. Wood nor the Commissioner endorses his statement of the 
tank being ready for transfer. _

Dpon the 10th October, Mr. A. P. W7ood recommends tho transfer of this lank to the Mines. 
Owing to circumstances it was deemed advisable that Mr. Overseer Cotton, of Cohar, should be the officer 
to take delivery, although the tank was out of his district. Upon the 17th, he was asked if ho could 
arrange to do so. On the 26th, he replied that Mr, Eoad-Superintendent Adam is absent, but on his 
return lie will endeavour to find the time if instructed. On the 15th November, Mr. Eoad-Superinten
dent Adam wires his Department that lie has returned, and that Mr. Cotton is waiting instructions, On 
the 17th November, Mr. Cotton was instructed.

This caso, I think, very fairly illustrates the unnecessary difficulties this Department has to 
contend witli in its intercourse with the Eoads and Bridges.

HAEEY GILLIAT,
Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.
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Submitted.—H.W., 2/12/87. Seen. Copy of this report should be sent to the Secretary for
Public Works.—BA., 3/12/87. Copy sent, 10/12/87. ■

Transfer Lekdnapper Tank.—Eoad Eringonia to The Culgoa.
Bourke, 16 May, 1885.

Examtjted this work on the Sth instant, and found everything satisfactorily completed, with the 
exception of pipe connections. Eor these, a 7 ft. x 4 in. fitting length has been ordered for the suction, 
and when that arrives the work will be at once finished and handed over to the local Stock Inspector.

The special lease area is fenced, and the paddock contains spleudid feed and plenty of eurface-
water. ___

Tlio Commissioner for Eoads. AETHUE P. WOOD.

Mr. Smith.—Has this been sent? Sent on 13th inst.—W.A.S., 18/5/85. Mr. Hiles,—Note, as
to be handed over.—W.C.B., 18/5/85. Noted, J.H.

Extract from Chief Inspector’s Eeport on Ledknapper Tank.
6 June, 1885.

#**
Although reported ready for transfer, I found tho work in too unfinished a state to take over.

# * *
H. GILLIAT,

Note.—Mr. Gilliat in June, 1885, reported a feed-pipe required at this pump. In July, 1885, Mr. 
Coleman agrees he will, at his next visit, arrange for proper feed-pipe. In August, 1885, Mr. Wood 
reports the feed-pipe has been made, &c. The necessary connection docs not appear to have been made 
until November, 1886.

Extract from 85-1,410. Eeport by Mr. Chief-Inspector Gilliat on Ledknapper Tank.
The pump is of an excellent pattern, with double cylinders, and driven by a small engine connected 

to a vertical boiler, standing on a cast-iron feed-tank, from which the hrject-pipe to the boiler is fed. A 
feed-pipe from the service-tank to that below this boiler would be of great service, as at present the latter 
will have to be filled by bucket and runnel,

P.W.P.,
87-0,475.

P.W.P.,
85-3,908.

P.W.P.,
85-1,410.

Original, with 
papers, rg 
fluiling.

Stock Branch 
85-1,461.

Original with 
papers, re 
flaming.
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J- also noticed that there was no pressure-gauge on boiler, nor any shod over boiler and engine, 
both of which required, at least, two good coats of paint.

I was also informed by the contractor that there were no oil-cans or fitters’ tools accompanying 
plant. HAEEY GILLIAT.

It would seem very necessary that the engine and pumps should be protected by a shed. If so, 
the Department of Works might be asked to have sheds erected, and to make the other additions, and 
give the coats of paint suggested by Mr. Gilliat. It would be well also if the Works Department would 
in all such eases provide and leave the necessary tools and a supply of oil.—A.B,, 18/6/85. The Under 
Secretary for Mines.

Submitted.—H.W., 27/G/85. Approved.—J. P. Aubott, 29/6/85. The Under Secretary for
Works. G.E.H. (pro U.S.), B.C., 1/7/85. Eoads.—J.E., B.C., 6/7/85, Send copy this day of all to
Mr. Coleman for report; re-submit when Mr. Wood returns.—W.C.B., 7/7/85. Copy sent to Mr. 
Coleman, 7/7/85. “

The feed connection alluded to by Mr. Gilliat lias been made, instructions haying been given nt 
tho time. The pressure-gauge was being cleaned at the time of inspection. The sheds over machinery 
w'onld be an improvement, and arrangements wil be made to invite tenders for tliis work ; but I would 
point out that it comes within our province as required by the Minister, and should therefore be effected 
by our own officers. Tools and stores can either be supplied by us or by the Mines.—A.P.W., 5/8/85.

I concur with Mr. Wood, the tools and stores required by the Mines officers should be supplied 
by that Department.—W.C.B., 5/8/85. Under Secretary, Eorward to Mines.—E.A.W., 8/8/85. 
The Under Secretary for Mines.—W.E. (pro TJ.S.J, B.C., 8/8/83.

Eecently, in delivering several tanks at which there are steam pumps, the necessary tools, and 
balance stores have been banded over by the officers of the Works Department, and it would, I think, be 
more convenient if this practice was continued, csqiecially as in most cases the same caretaker is employed 
by this Department.—A.B., 12/8/85. The Under Secretary for Mines.

Submitted.—II.W., 19/8/83. Approved.—J. P. A.bbott, 20/8/85. The Under Secretary
for Works.—HAY., B.C., 21/8/83.

In no case where steam pumps are erected have arrangements been made to protect them by 
sheds; it is, I think, very necessary such should be done. In Mr. Adam’s district I am informed several 
sheds have been built by the caretakers, who, as a rule have plenty of spare time and might be supplied 
with the necessary brushes and material for painting engine and pump. With the exception of 
Kerrigundi and Booroondara steam pumps none have been provided with working material, which should 
consist of tallow kettle, oil feeder, cotton waste, tallow, hammer, files, chisels, hemp packing, rubber, 
insertion, spare water gauges, screw wrench, and castor oil. When Mr. Gilliat visited Ledknapper Tank, 
pressure-gauge was in Bourke undergoing repairs, which have now been effected, and the gauge fixed in 
position. Upon my next visit I will arrange for proper supply of feed water, the present system, as 
mentioned by Mr. Gilliat, not being satisfactory.—J.C.,‘13/7/85.

Mr. Smith,—J think Mr. Brunkcr had boxes of tools fitted.—W.C.B., 17/7/33. Only a sample
tool-box was made and fitted, which is now in my room.—W.A.S., 17/7/85. See me on Monday 
morning. W.C.B., 18/7/85. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 25/8/85. Presume from this memo, that stores, 
Ac., must be supplied by this Department.—A.P.W., 27/8/85.

We have no funds for this. Considerable sums have had to be paid from votes for this Depart
ment for caretakers’wages, pending taking over these tanks, wo that, unless delayed until January, it is 
impossible these articles can be supplied by this Department.—W.C.B., 27/8/85. ” Under Secretary,

Submitted, J.E., 29/8/85. Inform Mines.—E.A.W., 31/8/85, Tbe Under Secretary 
for Mines.-J.E., B.C., 1/9/85. Mr. Gilliat.—A.B,, B.C., 9/9/S5. Perhaps the Works Depart
ment will give me particulars and price of sample tool-box, so that an estimate can be made of the 
cost.—II. Gilliat, 11/9/85.

r.w.p.,
85-0,34-8.

20 November, 1885.
Please ask Mr. Overseer Mallon by wire to inform me if tbe Ledknapper and 18-mile Tanks are ready for 
transfer, and how long it will be before the tanks between Brewarrina and Byrock are completed.

. , H.G., 20/11/85.
Attended to.—E.W.G., 20/11/85.

P.W.P.,
85-0.,277.

Telegram from Mr. Jas, Mallon, Bourke, to Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney.
. 24 November, 1885.

Mr. Coleman informs me that all the tanks in my district will be ready to hand over about 1st new year, 
with tbe exception of those on the road Byrock and Brewarrina, contractor for those having thrown up 
contract. Only returned last night.

. JAS. MALLON.

Ask Mr. Mallon by wire to sqiecify by name all the tanks that will be ready for transfer by the 
1st of January.—H.G., 24/11/83. Telegram to Mr. Mallon, 24/11/85.

P.W.P.,
85-4,282.

Telegram from Mr. Jas. Mallon, Bourke, to Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney.
Hillman s rank, Currawena Tank, Corelia Tank, Watcrholes, l^ord’s Bridge, Ledknapper, and IS-mile 
Tanks, Eungonia Eoad. Mr. Coleman says they will all be finished, but I think it is doubtful, as the 
work is getting on very slow. Letter by mail.

Seen.—H.G., 25/11/85.
JAS. MALLON, 24/11/85.

Telegram
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Telegram from Mr. James Mallon, Bourke, to Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney. 
SriWTDro to-morrow take over tanks, Cobar Itoad, with J. Coleman.

. -------- JAMES MALLON, 2S/1/8C.
In fourlecn days.—II &., 1/2/S6.

165

"'L _ Stock Oflicc, Bourke, 2 Eebruary, 1SSG.
I have the honor to inform you that, on the 2oth ultimo, I had made arrangements to proceed 

On the following day with Mr. Coleman and take over the tanks on tho Cohar Boad. "We were to have 
met Mr, Barton, of Cohar, at the Two Waterholes Tank (Mr. Barton is one of the sureties for tlie 
contractor who has failed to carry it out), Mr. Barton did not keep his appointment; and after arrival 
at tlie I'wo Waterholcs Tank, Mr. Coleman found out that two of the tanks were not completed and 
would not be ready to take over for a week or more. Mr. Coleman then returned to Bourke, and the 
following day we started to inspect aud take over the 18-Milc and Ledknapper Tanks, believing that they 
were all right. Pii'st day, went from here to Grass Hut, 35 miles; second day, from Grass Hut to 
18-Mile Tank, vid Nellie’s Springs. On arrival at 18-Milc Tank, we found the tank perfectly dry, the 
caretaker having to carry water, for use, about miles. All the work in connection with this* tank 
appears very good and substantial; but as we could not try the pump, on account of no water, T would 
not (until 1 receive notice from you to that effect) take it over without a trial with the pump. Mr. 
Coleman then found out that the pump at Ledknapper had not been ro-stuffed according to instructions 
forwarded by birn to engineer, aud it was under these circumstances no use going to Ledknapper. We 
then returned to Grass Hut, GO miles ; and following day to Bourke. 35 miles.

Matters now stand thus:—Mr. Coleman has started from Bourke, with the engineer, to put the 
pump at Ledknapper in order, so that it will he ready in a few days. The 18-Mile Tank is drv, and, if 
necessary that it must be taken over, will have to be so without a trial. The tanks on the Cohar Road arc 
supposed to be finished this week, and I, yesterday afternoon, saw a telegram from Mr, G. Baitonto 
Mr. Coleman, making an appointment to meet him (Mr. C.) in Bourke on nest Monday, and then pro
ceed along Cohar Road, and hand over the works fully completed. Until that date arrives I cannot say 
whether they will he ready or nob I have, &c.,

■-------- - JAS. MALLON.
, ,^r' Ovcr®ccr Mallon to ho informed that his action with respect to 18-Mile Tank is in accordance

with his instructions (Section 8, Clause 21). Ask him to suggest some local native name for 18-Mile 
Tank. I shall want, him to make now works report on the 'watering places, Bourke and Cohar Road.— 
11.G., S/2/8G. Mr. Mallon informed, 12/2/80.

Telegram from Mr. Jas, Mallon to Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney,
Bourke, 2 April, 1886.

The tanks were formally handed over lo lessees few days after 15tli ultimo by me; they are all quite dry; 
could not be tested, and cannot do so until after rain. Caretaker for works still at tanks, and will not 
leave until I give receipt to Mr. Coleman, and cannot do that until there is water to try the engines.

JAS. MALLON.

Call Mr. Malloii’s attention to tlie instructions with respect to this matter.—H.G,, 5/4/86. 
Telegram to Mr. Mallon to take over works according to instructions of 31st March.—5/4/86. Re
quest Mr. Mallon to report his action without further delay.—H.G., 14/5/86. Memo, to Mr. Mallon, 
17/5/86. J

_ Memorandum to Mr. Jas. Mallon, Bourke.
Suljecf:—■

_ Be good enough to inform me what action has beeu taken by you re tbe transfer of "Ford's 
Bridge, Ledknapper, and 18-Milc Tanks from local works oflicer.

HARRY GILLIAT,
Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Reply:—
As there is no water in any of these tanks, they have been taken over by me in accordance with 

your last instructions, and handed over by me to the lessees. As soon as rain comes works officer to 
show that pumps and appliances are all in thorough working order.

•-------- J. MALLON.
Mr. Mallon should be asked if the late rain baa put water in any of these tanks.—H.G., 31/5/86. 

Mr. Mallon asked,—R.W.G., 7/6/87.

_ Memorandum to Mr. Jas. Mallon, Bourke.
Suhjcct:—

Referring to your reply to my memo, of the 17th ultimo, stating that as soon as rain came the 
local works officer wmuld show that the pumps and appliances at Ford’s Bridge, Ledknapper, and 18-Mile 
Tanks were in thorough working order, also that you had already handed these works over to lessees, be 
good enough to inform me if the late rain has put water in any of these tanks.

HARRY GILLIAT,
Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Reply;—
Not enough rain yet at any of these tanks’to lay the dust, 

Bourke, 10/6/86. ------------------
JAS. MALLON.

P.W.P.,
80-348.

P.W.P.,
80-484.

P.W.P.,
86-1,503.

P.W.P.,
80-2,643.

P.W P„ 
80-2,920.

Extract
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86-4,887.
Original with 
Flutuing jKipers.

P.W.P.,
86-5,291.

P.W.P.,
86-5,658,

P.W.P., 
87-2,341.

P.W.P.,
86-4,619.

86-3,608.
Original with papers relating to tone of minutes. (See 
86-4,619.)

Extract from Inspector Boultbce’g Report on Ledknapper Tank for 7tli October, 1886. 
#*#*###*#*#

Machinery in had order, rusty and dirty ; was not, owing to want of water, transferred to Mines, 
aud now, from a superabundance, transfer delayed. Mr. Coleman’s travelling mechanic will put it in 
thorough order shortly, and hand it over.

■' ------------------ J. W. BOULTBEE.
Steam-pumps at 18-mile and Ledknapper Tanks.

Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Sydney, 10 November, 1886. 
Befeerisg- to my reports upon the above-mentioned tanks wherein I state that the steam-pumps 
have not yet been transferred to this Department, owing to Ihe absence of water to test them with when 
the tanks were transferred, I now have the honor to draw the attention of the Chief ] nspcctor to the fact 
that nothing has yet been done in the matter. The steam-pumps were in a very rusty and dirty con
dition ; they will, 1 think, require repainting, repacking, and thoroughly overhauling. The surface water 
will doubtless last for a long time yet at these tanks, hut 1 do not think it wise that this matter should 
be left so long unattended to. ' JAS. BOULTBEE,

Acting Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Mr. Mallon lias furnished no reports since bis explanation of bis neglect to do so on 4/4/87. No 
reply has been received to the repeated reminders on tbe within matter. The neglect to reply to tbe 
question of Hart’s (Currawecna) vouchers, has been again referred to him. .

J.W.B., 26/6/87.
Suspend for ten days, or until reply received rc Hart's matter.—H.G., 27/5/87.
Action Liken on another paper relative to non-payment of caretaker Hart’s voucher. Mr. Mallon 

was called upon to explain his conduct, aud an inquiry was subsequently hold by the Chairman, Local 
Land Board, Bourke, papers 87-4,221.—J.W.B.

Sir, Stock Branch Office, Bourke, 30 November, 1886.
In acknowledging receipt of your letter of the 20th instant, marked P.W.P., 86-5,347,1 have 

tlie honor to state the transfer will be attended to with as little delay as possible.
I have, &c.,

H. Gilliat, Esq. --------- JAS. MALLON.
Ask Mr. Mallon when this work is to be handed over, 20/12/86. Asked, 21/12/86.

Sir, Stock Branch Office, Bourke, 30 May, 1887,
In reply to your letter of the 19th instant, No. 86-5,291,1 have the honor to state that Mr. Eoad- 

Superintendent Coleman informed me that the steam-pumps at the 18-mile and Ledknapper Tanks, are in 
thorough good working order, and can he handed over to the P.W.P. Department as soon as he has time 
to attend to same; at present he is very busy. I have, &c.,
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. JAS. MALLON.
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Mr. Mallon may perhaps be directed to arrange with Mr. Coleman to take over these works, and to 
report fully when he does so.—H.G-., 3/6/87. The Under Secretary, Approved.—H.W., 4/6/87. 
Informed, 8/6/87. Ask Mr. Mallon if he has yet made arrangements for the transfer.—H.G-.,24/6/87, 
Asked, 25/6/87.

Tanks 26, 35, and 48-mile, Booligal and Wileannia Eoad.
22 September, 1886.

The Mining Department might he informed that the pumping machinery and iron service tanks at the 
35 and 4S-mile Tanks have been under the charge of, and worked by, the caretakers for some months, and 
that Mr. Hanna, the Eoad Superintendent, has been instructed to obtain receipts for same from the local 
Stock Inspector.

Mr, Hanna reports that the 26-milc Tank will be ready to hand over in about a fortnight.
AETHUE P. WOOD.

The Commissioner for Eoads.

Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B.,22/9/86. The Under Secretary for Mines.-
J.E., B.C., 28/9/86.

The local overseers may be, I think, instructed to put themselves in communication with Mr. Eoad- 
Superintendent Hanna, for the purpose of arranging a date to take delivery of the works.—H.G,, 
30/9/86. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted for approval.—H.W., 8/10/86. Approved.— 
•LF., 8/10/86. Instruct overseer, and inform Works Department.—H.G., 11/10/86. Overseer Tully 
and Works Department informed, 13/10/86.

Extract from Mr. Overseer Tally’s reply to charges against caretaker, 48-mile Tank.
[In reference to Mr. Wood's statement, that the pumps referred to have been in charge of and worked by

the Mines caretaker for some months.]
‘ 14 July, 1886.

* ###*#**#*#
On my placing Caretaker Downing in charge of this tank, I pointed out to him that until the new 

pump and machinery were handed over to this Department he was not to use the watering appliances. 
Subsequently the contractor requesied him to work the pump and fill and test the service-tank. He 
mentioned in a letter to me that he had done so, and that the pump did not work well. I at once wrote, 
instructing him not to use the machinery again under any circumstance.

Hence the disorder in which the pump was found by Mr. A. P. Wood.
M. J. G TULLY,

-'IT..
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Sir, Stoclc Office, Wileannia, 4 November, 1886.
T have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of 27th October, P.W.P., P.W.P.,

86-4,619, informing me that the pumping machinery and iron tank at .85 and 43-mile Tanks are ready to 86-5,284, 
be banded over, and also tbe 26-mile Tank. I have seen Mr. Poad-.Superintendent Hanna and arranged 
for the transfer of these works. I have, &c.,

MARK J. 0. TULLY,
Oversee}' of Public Watering Places,

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Sydney.

Mr. Tully reminded that no notice of tbe transfer of 2,635 and 48-mile Tanks has yet been 
received from him, aud that no answer lias been received to telegram of 12th October last, ro transfer of 
works at 12-milo Tank by memo.—H.G-., 18/2/87.

Sir, Stock Office, Wileannia, 23 February, 1887,
I have the honor to acknowledge The receipt of your communication, dated 18th February, P.W.P., 

P.W.P., 86-5,264, re taking over the 26-mile Tank and machinoy at the 35 and 48-mile. 87-924.
On the 23rd November, I visited these tanks in company with Mr. Hanna. At the 26-mile there 

were several tilings to do,—the engine-house to be erected, which Mr, Hanna wished the caretaker 
employed by him to complete ; therefore the transfer of this work was postponed. At tbe 35-mile I took 
delivery of the machinery, but as a new silt tank was in course of construction I delayed forwarding a 
statement. At Ihe 48-inile I took over tbe machinery ; but here also, tbe silt tank was not mafic, which 
was the reason for my not forwarding a statement. I regret that I should have neglected acknowledging 
your telegram of 12th October. I received it at Tibooburra when out ou a tour of inspection, and was 
under the impression I bad acknowledged it from that place, and as the 12-milc Tank is not under my 
supervision I did not again need to refer to it. I have, &e.,

MARK J. 0. TULLY,
Overseer of Public Watering Places.

Mr. Tully may he asked by memo, to report upon completion of all tlie repairs at the old watering 
places, and upon New Works form upon the 26-milo. These papers may then be put away,—H.G.,
19/4/87.

Informed.—J.W.B., 20/4/87.

Eitract from Mr. Inspector Low’s report on 26-milc Tank, for 20tli November, 1887.
# * * # # * # * ■ * # #

This tank has not yet been transferred. Mr. Overseer Tully hopes it will be iu a month from 87-6,585.
HOW* Original with_ T ✓■v-.Ty fencing papers.

Esfract from 86-1,209, report by Mr. Overseer Tully on the 48-mile Tank.
_ Tho new steam pump and service-tank are all but completed. From actual test the depth of water P.W.P., 
iu this tauk is only about 6 or 7 feet, while the gauge shows 14 feet, thus there must bo 7 feet of silt in tho 86-1,631. 
bottom.

I understand from the contractor for erecting pumps that a new silt tank is to be made here by 
Mr. Road-Superintendent Hanna’s direction.

This may I think be forwarded for tbe information of the Department of Public Works.—H.G., 
8/4/86. Tbe Under Secretary for Mines,—Approved, H.W., 14/4/86. Tbe Under Secretary for Works.— 
H.W., B.C., 15/4/86, Roads, B.C,, 16/4/SG. Mr. Hanna ; very urgent.—W.C.B., 17/4/86. The 
depths quoted by Mr. Tully are correct. The new silt tank when completed will contain about 1,400 
cubic yards. Steps should then be taken to have tbe main tank cleaned out after the first heavy rain fall, 
but not before.— W.J.H., 19/4/86.

This silt lias been thirteen years accumulating, during great part of which time, tliougli under 
Mines Department, the tank was neglected, and stock allowed to water iu it. The cleaning out will be 
a more or less constant outlay on all these works, according to the care bestowed on them.—W.C.B., 
19/4/86. Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.

The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.O., 21/4/86. Mr. Tully to note reply, and re-open 
case after first heavy rain.—II.G., 28/4/86. Replies noted.—M, J. C. Tijj.li', 3/5/86. The cleaning 
out of these works will I suppose have to rest with the Works Department; no further action can be 
taken by tliis Department.—H.G., 15/5/86.

Exiract from 86-1,208.
Overseer Tully’s report on 35-mile Tank, week ending 28th February, 1886.

The new steam pumps and service tanks are nearly finished, and will shortly be handed overby contractor. p.w.P. 
Travelling stock cannot water here, but have made temporary arrangements for watering mail horses 86-1,632. 
only. As tbe troughing is placed on an incline, an excavation had to be made at outer end of sheep 
troughing to allow tbe trough to fie laid level. ’This is a great cause of the trough gelding sanded up in 
every dust storm, and only for tbe danger of damaging the iron in the removal I should recommend the 
sheep troughing to be raised 6 inches or thereabout.

_ I understand Mr. Road-Superintendent Hanna is making arrangements for cleaning out the silt, 
putting in new inlet pipes, giving drains a proper cleaning, &e. Therefore, until tlie contractor is finished 
I do not know bow much of tbe necessary repairs will be left for the caretaker to do, but will see Mr.
Hanna in a few days.

This should, 1 think, be forwarded for tlie information of: the Public Works Department.—H.G.,
8/4/86. Tho Under Secretary for Minos. Approved.—H.W., 14/4/SO. Tlie Under Secretary for
Works—H.W., B.C., 15/4/86. Roads,—J.R., B.C.. 16/4/SG. Mr. Hanna.—W.C.B., 17/4/86. ’

I
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P.W.P.,
86-1,645.

P.W.P..
87-1,110.

P.W.P.,
85-4,503.

P.W.P.,
85-4,794.

_ I do not know why stock cannot be watered at this tank. Mr. Tully docs not state what is wrong 
or incomplete. When I left (end of last month) the pump was working well, aud service-tank half full 
of water. The sand was not all cleaned away from sheep trough, but that has since been completed, and 
even then I think stock could easily have obtained water. If the outer end of trough was too low a little 
clay could have been put in trough to form a dam, and shut off wmler for SO or 100 feet if necessary. 
With reference to raising the troughing I cannot at present recommend any alteration. It must be 
remembered that this sand has heen accumulating for several years. When removed I do not think the 
caretaker will have much trouble in keeping the trough clear.

. W.J.H., 10/4/86.
Ho date to Mr. Tully’s report. It was written most likely before Mr. Hanna had completed tho 

works he describes. It would be advisable to have dates in future.—W.C.B., 10/4/86. Under Secretary, 
B.C. For transmission to Minos.—P.4V.O., 20/4/86.' The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R.,, B.C., 
21/4/86 Urgent. Mr. Overseer Tally for report, B.C., 2S/4/18S6. To be returned.— II.G.

My report, made on tbe 2Sth February, was before contractor had finished erecting tank and 
steam-pump, aud as proof of the correctness of my statement that stock could not water here several lots 
of sheep passing up only got water after paj’ing tbe contractor for permission to use the watering appli
ances and troughs. When I reported there was no connection between the service tank and the sheep 
troughing, and the only way yet of filling the cattle troughing is by a temporary hose made by the 
caretaker and at his own expense. From the caretaker’s latest communication to me I understand a tele
gram has been received by the contractor from one of the Departments, on receipt o£ which he has given 
permission for stock to water at the sheep troughs. Although raising the sheep troughing would he a 
very decided improvement, I did not recommend the outlay at present.

’ M.J.C.T., 3/5/86.
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12-mile Tank, Booligal and Wileannia Eoad.
i _ Sydney, 25 September, 1886.

The Mines may be informed that Mr. Hanna reports that the alterations to the 12-milo Tank on the 
Booligal and Wileannia Eoad will be finished next iveek, and the local Stock Inspector should be 
instructed to take over and furnish the usual form of receipt.
Tho Commissioner lor Eoads. -------- ARTHUR P. WOOD.

Under Secretary, for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B., 25/9/86. The Under Secretary for 
Mines.—J.E., B.C., 28/9/86. Inform Mr. Tully by wire, and notify Works.—H.G., 12/10/86. 
Telegram to Mr. Tully, 12/10/86. Under Secretary Works informed, 12/10/86. Instructions trans
ferred to Mr. Overseer Teo, Ivanhoe, 16/10/86.

_ Stock Office, Ivanhoe, S March, 1887.
I beg to inform yon that I met Mr. Eoad-Superintendent Hanna by appointment at the 

12-milc Tank on Saturday, 5th instant, to take delivery of new works, but as they arc not completed I 
deferred the transfer until a further date, "

The steam-pump is erected and is iu good working order, but until it is tarred and painted I 
refused to take delivery. Tho contractor is completing the service-tank at once. Mr. W. H. ICeast, 
manager for the lessees, has agreed to take charge and work the pump in its present state, but the final 
transfer will not be effected until the repairs are complete. There ia an alteration to he made in tho 
cattle troughing, aud the ground is to be risen, so that it will be more convenient for young cattle to 
drink. "

Mr. Hanna informs me that acontract is let for the erection of a shed over the engine and pump, 
but nothing is being done. '

Jte a caretaker's hut, I endeavoured to come to terms with (he manager for the lessees to put up 
the caretaker’s hut, but lie would have nothing to do with it, as he says they do not require a hut for 
tho caretaker. Consequently, I presume it will not be necessary to erect a hut at present at this tank.

JAS. YEO, '
_ -------- Overseer. Public Watering Places.

These repairs have now been in hand since the 26th July, 1886, or seven and a half months, and it 
appears there must be a further delay arising from alterations required to troughing, &c.—H.G-., 14/3/87. 
Submitted for the .information of the Minister.—H.W. Seen.—F.A., 22/3/87. This should bo
noted when the question of hutting comes up.—II.G., 14/3/87.

Memo, by Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.
Inronir Mr. Overseer Yeo this Department has been notified that Ward's Tank, Mount Manara Eoad, 
Booligal to Wileannia, will he ready for transfer about 21st instant, and request him to ascertain from 
the local officer, Department Public Works, tbe date upon which it will he convenient for him to make 
the transfer. Mr. Yeo should be supplied with the proper caretaker’s hooks and forms, and be requested 
to have suitable caretaker in readiness.

Letter to Mr. Yeo, 3/12/S5. II.G.. 3/12/85.

Transfer Ward’s, Clare and Gunuaramby Tanks.
Sir, 8tock Office, Ivanhoe, 24 December, 1885.

_ I proceeded to take delivery of Ward's Tank on 22nd instant, but found on inspection that 
the service-tank was leaking and there was no water in the main tank to try the pump aud engiue to see 
if it was in order to take over, so I declined to take delivery. I engaged a man to take charge of the 
tank; and as there was no one in charge of tho tank, I deemed it expedient to leave him in charge. I 
engaged him to commence his duties on the 22nd instant at 7s. per day. His name is William Eac.

I have, Ac.,
J. YEO,

' _ _ _ _ Overseer, Public Watering Places.
H. Gilliat. Esq., Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places, Sydney.

Mr.
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Mr. Yeo,—1st. Please say if the local officer of the Eoads Department was present. 2nd. If 
there was no water in the main tank, where did you get the water for the service-tank. Please report 
fully on Porm 3 for new works sent you for this purpose.—H.G-., B.C., 4/1/86.

Extract from Eeport hy Overseer Yeo re Ward’s Tank, Mount Manara.
24i December.

I_ engaged a man to take charge of the tank, and as there was no one in charge of the tank, I 
deemed it expedient to leave him in charge. I engaged him to commence his duties on the 22nd inst. at 
7s. per day. His name is William Eae.

This watering place the overseer declined lo take over on the ground that tlie service-tank leaked, 
and there being no water in tlie main tank he was unable to test the steam-pump, but as there was no 
caretaker on tho part of tho Works Department he put a man in charge. I have to submit the appoint
ment may be approved.—H.G-., 5/1/8G. Submitted, and the matter may be reported to tbe Works 
Depnrfment. H.W., 13/1/SG. Approved.—E.M.Y., J4/1/SG. Inform Treasury and Works
Department.—H.G-., 15/1/SG. Treasury, Works, and Civil Service Board informed.—E.W.G-., 17/1/8G.
Authority appointment of Wm. Eae forwarded through Mr. Overseer Yeo—E.W.G-.. 22/1/86. The 
Accountant—E.W., 22/1/8G. Noted.—F.L., 4/2/86.

®1]'j _ Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 23 January, 188G.
Herewith I hog to acknowledge receipt of appointment of William Eac as caretaker of Mount. 

Manara Tank, which has been forwarded to him bv post. I have. &c.,
Mr. H. Gilliat, " J. YEO,

Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places, Sydney. Overseer, Public AYatering Places.

Extract from return of William Eae, caretaker of Mount Manara Tank, for w-cek ending
31st December, 1885.

Pence wanted verj' badly here, as stock is always trespassing in the paddock: it is difficult to keep 
them out of tanks. WM. EAE,

-------- - Caretaker.
Please ascertain from the local Works officer, when you inspect this tank together, what arrange

ments are made for fencing. I was informed by the lessee of the run that the contract was let.—H.G-., 
B.C., 15/1/86. Mr. Overseer Yeo.

The works at this tank have been passed by tbe Eoads Department, but I don’t think it advisable 
to take them over until there is some water in the main tank to test the pump, &c.

The contract for fencing has heen let, and ihe contractor, 1 am informed, has commenced to cart 
tlie posts. J. YEO, 23/1/86.

®ir> t< Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Sydney, 13 January,' 1886.
AY ill you be good enough to inform me if you made any arraugments with the local AYorks 

officer to fix a time for taking delivery of tho Mount Manara Tank, as desired in my letter 85/43/75. 
Tour report states that the local officer of the AYorks Department had visited the tanks a few days pre
viously. It is not desirable that a transaction of this kind should take place with only one officer present, 
and 1 fail to see how you proposed to carry out your instructions in case tbe tank bad been in a suitable 
condition. I must now request you to be good enough to communicate with the Works officer, and to 
arrange a date at which it will bo convenient for you both to meet at the tauk, when tke AYorks Depart
ment will have a representative who will be able lo reply to your objections, and I request vour careful 
attention to sec. 21 of 3rour instructions. I have, &c.. “

. ’hENEY GILLIAT,
Mr. Overseer Yeo, Ivanhoe. Chief Inspector of Public AVatering Places.

Shb Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 21 January, 1886.
I beg to acknowledge your jetter of the 13th of January last re taking delivery of Mount 

Manara Tauk. 1 have not appointed a date with the local Eoads officer to take delivery of this tank, as I 
do not deem it advisable to take delivery until there is some water in the main tank, so that tlie steam 
pump and service-tank can be tested. I have, &c.,

. . ’j. YEO,
Harry Gilliat, Esq., Overseer, Public AYatering Places.

Chief Inspector, Public AYatering Places, Sydney,

Inform Mr. Yeo that I wish him to report as soon as they get rain at Mount Manara, and I 
approve of his idea to delay taking delivery until tbe works can bo tested—H.G., 5/2/86. Informed 
5/2/86.

k,r; Stock Office, 13 February, 1886.
I beg to acknowledge yours of February 5, rc taking delivery of Mount Manara Tank. As 

soon as there is sufficient water iu the tank to test the works I will report to you accordingly.
1 have, <£c.,

Harry Gilliat, . , . J- YEO,
Chief Inspector, Public AVatering Places, Sydney, Overseer, Public Watering Places.

' ---------- -------- ■ Ward’s

P.W.P.,
86-4S.

P.W.P,,
86-391.

86-194.

P.W.P,,
80-429.

86-704.
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P.W.P.,
80-1,794.

85-1,721.

P.W.P.,
86-428.

r.w.p.,
86-2,518.

86-2,552.

P.W.P.,
86-138.

Ward’s Tank,
Sir, _ Hay, 12 March, 1886.

This work is completed, and now awaits rain, that pump, <fcc., may be tested and the whole 
handed over to the Mines.

The fencing in of lease area is delayed owing to water not being procurable for the teams to draw 
in the posts, which have heen cut for some time,

I have, &c.,
The Commissioner and Engineer for Eoads. A. W. STILLWELL.
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IS'oted.—16/3/86. Mr. Wood,—See me ou this.—W.C.B., 15/3/86. This work should he
taken over hy Mines, Should anv minor detail require attention there is a travelling mechanic to carry 
it out.-A.P.W., 15/3/86. Mines alone. Mr. Stillwell.—W.C.B., 15/3/86. _

_ I have tried-to effect transfer, but Mr. Yeo said his instructions were positive as to not taking over 
without water tost of appliances. As soon as I hear that he is prepared to take over work, I will make 
no delay.—A.W.S , 18/3/86.

It should he noted though that I have not yet finally taken the work out of the contractor’s hands.— 
A.W.S., 18/3/86. This absurd system of refusing to take over the works should be brought under tho 
notice of the Minister. A paper on the same subject re Clare Tank lias been sent on, and should be 
returned with action noted.—A.P.W, 22/3/86.

Much inconvenience and delay is caused by tliis system. It should be recollected that this branch 
has to keep these works in order, T think they should be taken over unless there is something radically 
wrong, and note on tlie receipt that no test has been made would be sufficient protection to the officers of 
the Mines.—W.C.B., 22/3/86. Under Secretary.

The Minister for Mines,—W.J.L., 10/4i/86. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.E., B.C., 12/4/86.

Extract from Mr. Bennett and Mr. A. P. Wood's Minutes on 83-1,721, re transfer Public Watering Places. 
*••*#*#»•

But we can keep these works in repair pending Mr. Gilliat's arrival on the ground.
_ i --------- _ A. P. WOOD, 10/12/83.

Every possible notice will be given, and the works will be taken care of and kept in order until 
handed over.

----------------- W.C.B., 10/12/83.
Paper 86-1,554, with Minute by Minister for Mines, directing that in future new works should be 

taken over from Department of Works, the officers of the Mines to report upon any alterations, &c., 
required, which alterations should be effected by the Works Department on notification.

This Minute was forwarded to Works Department 12/4/86, and the return of it was asked on 
5/12/87.

Circular to Overseers of Public Watering Places.
Sir, Department of Mines, Public Watering Places Branch, Sydney, 31 March, 1886.

In future, upon instruction from tliis Department, you will take delivery of new works, 
reporting upon any alterations, repairs, or adjustments that may be required. These, it is arranged, will 
bo completed by the Department of Public Works on notification.

1 have, &c.,
Mr. , Overseer of Public Watering Places. Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Hay District.
Ward's and 34-mile Tanks.

Sydney, 17 May, 1886.
1 hate to submit that tiie Department of Mines be requested to instruct Mr. Yeo to arrange to lake over 
charge of Ward’s and 34-mile Tanks. Mr. Wood, Assistant Engineer of this Department, will com
municate with Mr. Yeo as to time. It would be wrell if a telegram was sent, as Mr. Yeo is in the locality. 
The Under Secretary, Public Works. W.C.B. 17/5/86.

Submitted.—J.E., 20/5/86 Under Sccrclary for Mines, B.C.
Send telegram to Mr, Yeo to take over the Mount Manara and Gunuaramby Tanks from Mr. A. 

P. Wood, who will communicate with him as to time. Inform the Works Department of action.—H.G. 
Telegram to Mr. Yeo, and Memo, to Eoads, 25/1/86.

Telegram from Overseer, Public Watering Places, to H. Gilliat,Esq., Chief Inspector, Public Watering

Ivanhoe Station, 22 May, 1886.
I noti: your telegram re taking delivery, Mount Manara and Gunuaramby Tauk.

‘ , JAMES YEO,
■-------- Overseer, Public Watering Places.

The tanks have been taken over by Mr, Overseer Yeo. See 86-3,062, and SG-3,0GG.—H.G. 
Mr. Yeo may be asked if works arc yet transferred, and what arrangements he has made with local 
AYorks officer.—H.G. Mr. Yeo asked.—E.W.G, 15/G/S7

Exiract from Mr. Overseer Yco’s Eeport on AYard’s Tank.
General remarks.—I proceeded to take delivery of this tank on 22nd December, 1885, and finding 

tbe work was not completed to my satisfaction, I declined to take delivery.
There was about 1 foot of water in the main tank, but the pipe fromThe pump was not long enough 

to reach the bottom of the tank, which prevented me from testing it. The
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■ The local officer of the Roads Department had visited the tank a fe’fr days previous. I was away 
m another part of my district at the time, or would have visited the tank with him.

, f he water in the service-tank was from tlie late rains, and was covering the bottom of tank about 
2 inches deep, which enabled me to detect a large quantity of leakages at the different joints and bolt-holes.

' JAS. YEO.

f5iri Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 19 June, 1886.
I beg to acknowledge your letter dated loth June, re the transfer of the Mount Manara and 

G-unnaramby Tanks.
I havo the honor to inform you that the Mount Manara Tank was transferred on 9th June, and 

the Gunnaiamby Tank on 12th June last, of which reports have been forwarded.
I have, &c.,

JAMES YEO,
. . Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Harry Gilliat, Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places, Sydney.

Miscellaneous.—Reads.
Wells and Tanks.—Clare and 34-mile Tanks ready to hand over.

, , Sydney 31st December, 1885.
The Mining Department might be informed that the Clare and 34-mile Tanks on the road from Balranald 
to Ivanhoe are completed and ready to be handed over. The local Stock Inspector might be instructed 
to visit with Mr, Stillwell, and accept transfer if the work is satisfactory.
„ . . * ARTHUR P. WOOD.
Tho Commissioner for Roads. .—-—

Under Secretary for transmission.—W.C.B., B.C., 31/12/85. The Under Secretary for Mines.— 
J.R,, B.C., 6/1/86. J

Instruct Mr. Overseer Yeo to arrange with the local Works officer, Mr. Stillwell, for the delivery of 
these -watering places, aud to make arrangements for caretaker, and to report fully upon the watering 
place and all public property there.—H.G., 11/1/86.

Inform Works.—H.G-. Mr. Yeo and Works informed —E.W.G., 12/1/86.

Sir, ■ Stock Offices, Ivanhoe, 16 January, 1886.
Your letter of January 12th has been duly received rc taking delivery of Clare and 34-milo 

Tanks. I beg to inform you that I shall proceed to take delivery of the Clare and 34-mile Tanks on 
Monday 18th instant with the local officer. I have &c
_ . . J. YEO,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

®irJ ' _ Stock Offices, Ivanhoe, 28 January, 1886.
. I proceeded by appointment with the assistant local Roads officer, to take delivery on the 21st
instant of Gunuaramby or 34-mile and Clare Tanks ; but on inspection, I found no water in the Gunna- 
ramby Tank to test the works, and the pump at the Clare Tank would network, so I declined to take over 
the Gunnaramby Tank until there is some water in the main tank, and the Clare Tank I declined to take 
over until the pump is put in proper order. ’ I have, &c.,

Tho Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
J. YEO,

Overseer, Public Watering Places.

A copy of this should perhaps be forwarded for the information of the Department of Public 
Works,—H.G., 3/2/8C. The Under Secretary for Mines. Approved.—H.W., 4/2/86. Letter and 
copy of this to Works, 5/2/86.

XXVII.
Troughing Hailing.

Troughing Rails, Ivanhoe Tank,
Extract from Report by Mr. Overseer Yeo, of Ivanhoe Tank. '

„ , Ivanhoe Tank. 16 October, 1886.

. The troughing is in good order, but tbe rail over which cattle have to drink is much too high; this 
I pointed out to Mr. Stillwell, and he has since made arrangements to raise the ground.

JAMES YEO,
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Mr. Yeo,—Cannot tbe caretaker make a better job by lowering tbe rails?—H.G., B.C., 28/10/86. 
If this rail is lowered it will be too close to tlie troughing to allow rams to get tbeir heads between 
tho rail and troughing.—,1. Yeo., 1/11/86.

Mr, Boultbee for report.
The height of this rail is. inside measurement, 12 inches from edge of trough, and outside, 16 inches. 

As an alternative', I think lowering the rails preferable to banking up the earth, since constant trampling 
moves it outwards, and these rails might be lowered 3 inches, and yet leave ample room for rams to drink. 
As they are, the ground has been banked, it is a difficult matter for small cattle to drink.—J. W. 
Boultbee, Acting Inspector, Public Watering Places, Ivanhoe, 26/11/86. A

p.w.p.r
86-3,135.

P.W.P.,
86-61.

P.W.P.,
80-276.

P.W.P.,
86-428,

P. W. P., 
86-5,108.
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A comparatively small space is required for rams to drink. Mr. Teo will please instruct the 
caretaker to lower the rails 3 inches, and to incline the posts inwards.—H.Gr., J3.C., 9/12/8(1. Care
taker instructed, and will proceed with tho alterations as requested at once.—J. Yeo, 13/12/8G.

Extract from Eeport on Ivanhoe Tank.
23 November, 1886.

T-Wl r.j Travelling stock are watering at Elliot’s Tank in preference to the Government Tank. Since the
CWinal with ra^8 are inconvenient, tlie ground has been raised, but the rails seem to block wild cattle. AVc are losing 
ivanW Tnni,- hundreds of pounds all over the Colonv owing to this one defect.

J. AY. BOULTBEE,

Ivanhoe Tank.
Extract from Mr, A, W. Stillwell’s Eeport on Ivanhoe Tank, dated 22 December, 1886. 
*»*»###**# 

The caretaker was lowering the dwarf fence rail of the troughing to 7 inches from bearer; tliis 
will prevent sheep watering on that side practically curtailing the length of troughing one half for sheep; 
he said it was by the Mines Overseer’s instructions, and to facilitate watermg of cattle, the rail having 
been found too high for them. It is of the same height as at the troughing in the district, and the raising 
of ground level along that side would havo answered the purpose if there were any bond fide complaints,
which I doubt,* --------

Mr. Wood,—Should not alterations of this sort at the caprice of the overseer be prevented ?— 
W.C.B., 24/12/86. Yes; I do not think as we are responsible for these works that this should have 
been done. The same levels suit in other places, and should do in this case.—A.P.AY., 24/12/86. Under 
Secretary for transmission to Mines.—AY.C.B., 30/12/86. Under Secretary for Mines.—J.K-, B.C., 
31/12/86.

This action was taken under the authority of the Secretary for Mines, and by statutory power, 
conferred by the Public AYatering Places Act, the only statute empowering construction, the adminis
tration of which is vested in him.—H.G. ■

*The following grounds for complaint appear.—J.W.B., 12/1/87 :—

From tho Australasian (Melbourne), 11 December, 1SS6,
Bad management of New South AYales Water Tanks.

To the Editor of The Australasian.
Sir, 1 December, 18SG.

Along the travelling stock route, the New South AA7ales Governtr.eut have constructed large 
and costly tanks for supplying travelling stock with water. Those tanks arc utterly inadequate owing to 
the badly designed railings protecting the troughing into which the water is pumped from the reservoirs. 
Cattle cannot drink over the rails, and sheep can walk under into the troughs where they wallow' about, 
splash out and dirty the water, and frighten the other sheep away. At present, the season being good, 
drovers are making arrangements with station owners to purchase water from open tanks, so that the Now 
South AYales Government has lost some hundreds of pounds in water fees (in a bad season squatters 
would not sell water). A small outlay superintended by a practical man would put all the troughing in a 
thoroughly efficient state, and it is the duty of that Government, while they charge for water, to give 
value for the money.

QUEENSLANDER,
--------  Hillston and Bonrke Eoad.

Mr. Boultbee please connect this with papers relative to troughing.—H.G., 14/L/37.

papers.

*
P.W.P.,

Minute by Mr. J. AY. Boultbee, Inspector of Public AYatering Places.
Public AVatering Places, Mines Department, 5 January, 1887. _ 

I have already, upon more than one occasion, drawn the attention of the Chief Inspector lo this 
grave fault in the construction of the rails at the Government tanks, and acting upon his instructions, I 
have given the necessary orders to the overseers to amend the fault by lowering the dwarf rail to enable 
cattle to drink.

Tbe complaints have been universal, and it appears to me excessively strange that they have not 
reached Mr. Stillwell's ears. They have culminated in a drover removing the rails, for which he was fined 
£10, backed up however by a strong recommendation from the Mossgiel Bench of Magistrates that steps 
should be taken at once to remedy the defect. The instructions given xvere to bring the dwarf rail the 
lower edge to !)j- inches from edge of trough, which will give ample room for tho largest mm to water. 
Mr. Stillwell does not seem to be alive to the fact that raising the ground makes the difficulty greater for 
large stock to water. Mr. A. P. AVood makes a minute to the effect that11 the same levels suit in other 
places and should do in this case.” I however beg leave to inform that gentleman, that wherever Govern
ment tanks are in the Colouy, and that have the measurements and construction as these referred to, tho 
complaints are general and loud. As to Air. Stillwell’s remark as to hand fide complaints, it is a remark 
that perhaps might have been expected from him. The Commissioner and Engineer might perhaps be 
informed that no overseer’s caprice dictated the alteration, but a strong desire to attain tbe highest 
efficiency in these works, and I am sure that the benefit of tbe alteration will be marked.

The papers relating to tho question of troughing rails is still under your consideration. I may add 
the lowering of the dwarf rail will not prevent sheep from watering.

JAMES AY. BOULTBEE,
Inspector of Public AYatering Places.

--------  Eamsay,
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Ramsay, .'W'utfcagoona; Miller, Bourke; Alison, Oannonbar ; Moffat, Brush, Evans, "Webb, 
Brougham, 'Williamson, Parsons, Tally—for reference. ’
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Telegram from W. H. Playford, Ivanhoe, to Mr. J. W. Boultbee, Inspector, Public Watering Places.

_ Ivanboe, 6 January, I8S7.
Space left, about 8 inches; last sheep watered all right.

W. H. PLAYEORD.

W, H. Playford. Ivanhoe, to Mr. J. W. Boultbee, Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Space left is 7# inches.
Ivanhoe, 7 January, 1887. 

W. H. PLAYFORD.

The space ordered by Mr. Boultbee, in accordance with my instructions, was not less than 9 inches. 
Mr. Yeo must see that it is raised to that at once. Inform Mr. Yeo by wire.—H.G-., 7/1/87.

Re Tronghing at Ivanhoe Tank.
S'r» Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 8 January, 1887.

Your telegram of 7th January, 1887, duly to hand as follows: —
“ Space ordered by Mr. Boultbee, in accordance witli my instructions, was not less than 9 inches 

between lower edge of rail and edge of tronghing; please see rail is raised at Ivanhoe to that at 
once. “Hauby G-illiat,

“ Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.”
I beg to inform you that Caretaker Playford has been instructed to raise the rail to the height 

according to your instructions.
When Playford altered the rail I instructed him (verbally) to leave a space of 9 inches between 

lower edge of rail mid edge of trough. After the alteration had been made, Playford informed me that 
lie had not left quite so much space as he was instructed to do, but that he bad watered a mob of sheep, 
and that they could drink very well, consequently I thought it would be as well to let it remain. In any 
case the rail cannot be lowered to be 9 inches all through, owing to the rails having warped, which will 
make at least an inch difference in places. I have, &c.,
™ „ . JAMES YEO,
Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Extract from Mr, Overseer Keighran’s Report for month of May, 1885, on Crow’s Nest Well.
Crow’s Nest Well.

. . . . . Hay> 27 May, 1885.
Tins work is in a fair condition ; the timber having shrunk, the joints require closing, *
State of supply tank.—New, of wood and galvanized iron, full of water at date of inspection, a 

leakage from valve. ‘

Tronghing.—New and strong, but construction bad for watering stock expeditiously. Noticed a 
slight leakage caused by timber shrinking.

. Remarks —I would recommend the reserve from lease should be fenced in at once; and consider 
that this well will he readily leased, and fetch more money than any other watering place on the road.

JOHN A, KEIGHRAN,
--------  Inspector of Stock.

Will Mr. Overseer Keighran please state the objection to the tronghing. I shall be glad to bo 
furnished with Mr. Keighran’s full report on taking delivery of this well.—II. Gilltat, B.C., 10/0/85, 
Mr. lieighran,—Please furnish particulars of your objection to the tronghing.—A.B., B.C., 21'/G/85,

The Chief Inspector of Stock.
The tronghing at all the public watering places has on one side a strong substantial two-rail fence, about 
4 feet high, to prevent large stock from damaging tronghing. On the opposite side there is a dwarf 
fence, say 2 feet 6 inches high, where large stock have to water (one rail), Sheep are supposed to water 
from under bottom of rail on either side, and in many instances get their beads fast or tumble into the 
troughs. In iny opinion there was no occasion for these fences whatever ; the tronghing being a rail or 
piece of timber laid cm blocks, and placed down the centre of the troughs, stock of all descriptions could 
water freely from either side. Cross-legs—pieces of timber placed over the trough with rail laid on— 
would prevent large stock from damaging troughs, and has been proved to answer admirably, and last for 
years.

JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
■ — ----- Inspector of Stock.

‘ Extract

P.W.P.,
87-134.

Tanks A Wells, 
85-1,471.
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■ ' ' Extract from Report by Mr. Overseer Keighran.
Crow’s Nest Well.

Tanfcs&Wells, Trougliiag could be made to water stock more expeditiously than at present by doing away
85-1^38. with the fence (which is a mistake).

Troughing can be protected from being damaged by slock without the two fences, which has been 
a costly affair, and for no good purpose.

Have had forty years' practical experience among stock, and seen all devices for watering, conse
quently should know which is the best, J, A KEIGHRAN*,

Overseer, Public "Watering Places, Hay.
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Memo, from Chief Inspector of Stock.
Tanks&Wellg, With reference to Mr. Keighran’s proposal, I would imagine that the dogdegs would be in the 

85-1,074. way of the sheep, and I would suggest (hat in place of the single rail supported in the way he proposes, 
it would be better to have two rails of sawn stuff, say 4 inches by 4 inches, 10 feet long rounded, one on 
each side of the trough, and bolted at the proper height to strong posts, which should be let well into the 
ground, and should stand perpendicularly at the side of the troughs. The rail should be fitted at such a 
height as would admit of large stock drinking over it, and sheep under it; and at the same time keep 
large stock from going over, or putting their feet info the trough. Should that leave so big a space as to 
allow sheep to get through underneath into the trough, a second narrow rail could be bolted on.

The posts would have to be let well into the ground, and to he supported as shown on the accom
panying tracing.—A.B., B.C., 27/7/SG.
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Sir, Condoholin, 10 September, 1885.
Tttnks&Welb, . I have the honor to stale for your information that drovers in charge of travelling cattle eom-

85-3,383, plain of the tronghing at the public tanks in this district being unsuitable for cattle of alt ages to drink 
at. The fencing constructed along each side of the troughs is as follows :—Upon the one side, two rails 
high, under the lower rail of which sheep can drink, upon the other side of trough there is a low one rail 
fence, over which cattle, and under which sheep, arc supposed to drink. The two rail fence being placed 
in position to prevent cattle or borses from crossing over the 1 roughing. The one rail fence above referred 
to is too high for all aged and sized cattle to drink over, and as a consequence many cattle do not get a 
drink. Should one side (the low fence side) be filled up with earth sufficiently high to enable cattle to 
drink over it, it would then be too high for sheep to drink under. *

^ In my opinion this difficulty might bo surmounted by removing the lower fence away and sub
stituting a line of rails along the centre of the troughing, which would enable cattle and sheep also to 
drink on both sides of centre rail, the cattle by protruding their heads over (the rail being placed suffi
ciently low for that purpose)—it must also prevent cattle from getting into the tronghing; either this 
course, or a separate line of troughing for cattle and horses would be an improvement upon the present 
arrangement in my opinion. Of course the centre rail would be much cheaper, and I think quite as 
useful.

In order to induce stock to travel these roads, it is I think advisable to make the arrangements for 
wafer at the different tanks as easy of access, and suitable as possible.

I have, &e.,
R. D. JONES,

Inspector of Stock.
The Chief Inspector of Stock.

Mr. Qilliat.—A.B., B.O., 14/9/85.

Minute by The Chief Inspector of Public W atering Places.
Fences at Troughing.

Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 21 September, 1885. 
Tite cross-logs suggested by Mr. Keighran have been frequently tried, and, where sheep alone are 
to be watered, been found satisfactory, but with large stock, particularly cattle, the centre rail is found 
inconvenient, entangling their horns and being torn out of its place, or else breaking the horn of the 
animal. The centre rail at the Jumpiug Sand Hill cattle trough has frequently been brolten in this way. .

To a certain extent the cross legs would reduce the space for sheep watering along the troughing, 
which is what I understand Mr. Bruce to refer to in his minute,

Mr. Bruce’s proposed fencing appears to be only a modification of the present form, as adopted by 
the "Works Department, to the extent of shortening the posts and taking off one of the rails along one 
side of the present fencing, with an addition of cross-stays, bolted to the posts. It would certainly enable 
cattle to draw up to each side of the troughing, but 1 question if, with the present width of that, it would 
enable a greater number to drink. To make it effective, however, the top rail should, I think, be bolted 
on top or to the inside of the post.

_ But, as I have stated in my minute to Mr. Overseer Jones’ report to fencing (minute and sketch 
herewith), I consider the present fencing a very good one, if proper attention is paid to the height of the 
rails in proportion to the position of the troughing upon the ground; and! think a little energy, com
bined with a desire to make the best of what ] think are substantially good, although not perhaps perfect 
improvements, yet certainly far in advance of anything done for the convenience and comfort of 
travelling stock, as far as my experience goes, in any part of the world I have visited, would enable 
the overseer, with the labour of the caretaker, to remedy the defects that exist in the height of the rail. 
This depends to a great extent upon the formation of the ground, and may not be the same along the 
length of the troughing. The sketch submitted will show the plan I think may preferably be adopted.
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I may repeat what 1 said on Mr. Jones’report, that it will perhaps bo well for tho oTcrsoer in future 
to examine the trough fencing very carefully before taking over, m order that any rer[uired alterations may 
be made by the Works Department.

At the same time, too hasty criticism upon the details of these new works should be, I think, 
avoided, at least until they are proved defective, and until the overseers have shown that, with tho means 
at their disposal, they are not to be remedied,

Mr. Bruce's plan might perhaps be forwarded to the Works Department.
HAEBrT G-ILLIAT.
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Minute by The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, re Mr. Overseer Jones’ Report on defects in
Troughing. '

Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney 17 September, 188-3. 
u i.i- -p,j111'''0 closely observed the fencing here referred to by Mr. Overseer Jones at a number of the Tankfi.Wid]E 
1 tibhc Watering Places, and, when properly erected, consider it very effective. It has undoubtedly in a 85-3,-M5,' ’ 
number ol cases, been put in such a way as to require alteration, but I think a little energy on the part of 
tho overseers will in nearly all cases enable them, with the labour of the caretakers, to correct it.

I attach sketch, showing how this can be done most effectively.
The post is taken out of the ground, lowered slightlj by deepening post-hole, a. check cut, as shown 

at A, to rest upon edge of troughing, and the post reset, with a slight tilt inwards, as shown by the post 
in red ink on sketch.

'• ®ie overseer can judge for himself by the formation of the ground the best height to allow between 
trough and rail, .

It will perhaps ho as well if in future overseers examine the trough fencing carefully before taking 
over from the officers of the Works Department, in order that these or any other alterations may bo made 
before taking delivery.

. HARRY QILLIAT.

Minute of The Chief Inspector of Stock.
Pences at Troughing.

, Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 28 September, 1883.
I understand the object of tho two rails at what may now be termed’the back of the troughs is to Tanfcsft. Wells, 

keep cattle from gettiug iuto them. This can, I think, be equally well attained by fixing a rail at each 85-3,536, 
mde of the trough as proposed by me, over which the cattle can drink at each side, but will not attempt 
(through there being a rail at each side) to leap or to put their feet into the trough, and where this is tho 
ease the sheep can freely drink under the rail at each side.

, There can be no doubt hut this plan would enable a great many more stock to water at one time, 
especially in the case of cattle, as those that are at diflerent sides could not horn and knock each other 
about as they can now do when drawiug up side by side.

Where, therefore, Mr. Gilliat’s recommendations with respect to tho existing fencing at the 
troughs might be adopted, the sort of fixing proposed by mo might perhaps bo brought under the 
notice of the Works Departinent, and if approved some of the troughing at the new works in course of 
construction could be put up in this way, and if the plans were found to answer to such au extent as to 
call for an alteration in the troughs, as now fixed, it could afterwards bo made.

A.B., 28/9/85.
Submitted.—-H.W., 1/10/85. I entirely agree with Mr. Gilliat’s report of the 21st instant, and 

see no reason to ask the Works Department to make tho alterations suggested.—J. I.’. Abuott, 2/10/85. 
Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., 2/10/85. Messrs. Jones and Keighran should be informed, and a copy of my 
minute with sketch sent to each.—ILvuity Gibliat, B.C., 7/10/85. Inform—A B 7/10/85
Diformed, 8/10/85. •> it-

Sir,
_ I have the honor to acknowledge

minute and sketch of Mr. Gilliat’s, referring 
prior to receipt of which, I had instructed 
think will meet the cases complained of.

The Chief Inspector of Stock.

. Condoholin, 22 October, 1885.
receipt of your letter dated 8th instant, with accompanying 
to troughing and fencing at the public tanks in this district, 85-3^885, ’ 
the different caretakers to make some alterations which I * *

I have, &c.,
R. D. JOKES,

Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Seen. Put away.—H.G., 26/10/85,

&ir’ r i, in i - i Condoholin, 23 October, 1885.
1 have the honor, m reply to your minute upon my report upon troughing and fencing at tho 

public watering places^ in my district, to inform you that, prior to receipt of your minute, and whilst 
making my last inspection of these tanks, 1 instructed the caretakers to make some alterations at some of 
the troughs to enable cattle to drink more readily.

' I have, <fcc.,
' R. D. JOKES,

rm. nn-rr , _ , -,tT , , „ Overseer, Public Watering Places
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places,

Tanta & Wells, 
85-3,889.

Extract
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Extract from Eeport by Mr, Overseer Keighran on Tom’s Labe Tank. 
Tom’s Late Tank,

Tanks ifcWellp, 
85-1,742,

Troughing could be made to water stock more expeditiously than at present by doing away with 
the fence, which is a mistake.

I could suggest a more simple and cheaper plan for protecting the troughing from being damaged, 
and, at the same time, allow stock free access to water,

J. A. KEIGHRAK, . 
Overseer, Public "Watering Places, Hay.

Extract from letter of 7tb March, 1886, from Mr. J. A. Keighran, Overseer of Public Watering Places, 
Hay, to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Tom’s Lake Tank.
T. W. P., The pump requires slight repairs. It requires a small brass plate, the iron one having worn away.
86-1,896. 7\pr_ Stillwell’s assistant promised to have this repaired when the works were handed over to the lessee.

The troughing also requires to be lowered, to allow largo stock to water with greater ease.
J. A. KEIGHRAN,

-------- - Overseer, Public Watering Places.

This may, perhaps, be forwarded for the information of the Commissioner and Engineer for Roads 
and Bridges.—H.G., 20/3/86, The Under Secretary for Mines. Approved.—H.W., 25/3/86. The 
Under Secretary for Works.—H.W., B.C., 25/3/86. Roads,—J.R., B.C., 29/3/86. Mr, Stillwell,
urgent.—W.C.B., 30/3/86. _ _

I have, as reported (86-406), had the alteration made to dwarf fence of the troughing to facilitate 
watering of large stock. There is nothing at all wrong with the pump : it was working well when I visited 
subsequently to date of this report of Mr, Keigbran's. The central bearing of horse-works requires 
bushino', and the repairer has instructions to do it. In the meantime, the working of the pump is not 
affected.—A.W.S., 2/4/SO. - _ '

Mr. Wood,—Bushing should be done.—W.C.B., 5/4/86. It appears that troughing has been
altered, and that bushing will be done as soon as possible, but the delay is not in any way prejudicing 

, the lessee’s interests. This may, perhaps, be forwarded for the information of the Inspector oi Public 
Watering Places.—A.P.W., 5/4/86. Under Secretary for transmission,—W.C.B., 5/4/86. The 
Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C.. 7/4/80.

Extract from Eeport A1 of Mr. Overseer Yeo. 16 February, 1886.
12-mile Tank.

Messrs. Robertson and Wagner’s manager complains to me that the cattle troughing is much loo 
P.W.P., high, and that a mob of young cattle which passed a few days since had great difficulty in drinking, and

86-1,006. n gr0;it quantity of them bad to go away without water. I would recommend that the troughing be 
lowered so that young cattle can reach it.

--------  JAMES YEO.

Mr. Overseer Tully,—When you arc inspecting the 35-mile Tank next be good enough to furnish 
me a report on this, and whether, if an alteration is required, it can be made by a caretaker.—H.G-., 
B.C., 5/3/86. *

This troughing is situated on an incline; therefore, at the outer end, it is quite low enough for tho 
smallest cattle to drink from. Some new sheets of iron will require to be put in, as there are innumer
able patches which are difficult to keep water-tight. Caretaker could do this, hut would recommend any 
repairs to be made by the contractor now at work as they are likely to be better done.—M. J. C. Tully, 
10/3/86. _ _ _

This may perhaps be forwarded for the information of the Department of Public Works.—H.G., 
15/3/86. The Under Secretary for Mines. Approved.—H.W., 17/3/86. Tho Under Secretary for 
Works.—H.W., B.C., 17/3/86. _

This troughing, as Mr. Tully states, is rather high at one end, but this defect can he easily remedied 
by spreading a few cubic yards of earth. This will also prevent the water lodging under the trough, and 
be much better than lowering the troughing, which would leave one end too low.—W.J.II,, 31/3)86,

Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B., 31 )3/86. Tho Under Secretary for Mines. 
—J.R., B.C., 2/4/8G. Mr. Yeo,—Instruct the tenant to this effect.—H.G., B.C., 12/5/86. The 
tenant has been instructed.—J. Yeo, 25/5/SC.

P.W.P.,
87-6,600.

Extract from Report of Mr. Overseer J. A. Keighran, for November, 1887.
Crows’ Nest Well. •

I would also recommend that the troughing fence be removed. It is no earthly use, but a 
hindernuce to stock watering. A rail or plank placed along the top would be sufficient to prevent the 
troughs from being damaged,

JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
Cowl Cowl, 3 December, 1887. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Sir, Albury, 10 July, 1886.
I have the honor to inform you that stockowners complain that their young cattle cannot get 

water at the public tanks owing to the defective construction of the break fence on the watering side 
of the troughing, it being too high for them to reach over and too low for them to put their heads under

the

P.W.P.,
86-3,438.
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the rail as sheep do. I might suggest that in future this break might be made with the rail high enough 
for stock to get their heads underneath, and that the foundation of the troughing be deck-planked to the 
curve of the trough, so that if a beast got into it, its foot would not go through the iron.

X have, &c., -
. . ^ . G. E. MACKA.Y,

The Chief Inspector of Public "Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

The same fault has occurred at several of the troughiugs. I have cured it by directing the 
overseer to let the caretaker slightly lower the post and tilt it inwards.—H.G;, B.C., 2(>/S/8G. 
Mr. Overseer Mackay.—Will instruct caretaker as to this.—G.E.M., 30/8/86.

i511! _ _ _ Albury, 3 Januaiy, 1887.
I have the honor lo. inform you that on visiting the Jindera Tank last week I found that tho 

caretaker had taken out the rails. He said that a mob of Queensland cattle had been there a few days 
before, and would not or could not water until the rails were taken out. You suggested some time ago, 
as per attached memo., altering the position of the posts. This will not do. What I would suggest is 
that each alternate rail be lowered, which would not be hard to do.

I might suggest that, in constructing troughing in future, a solid bottom should be fixed to the 
curve of the iron, as in the event of a beast getting into a trough he would not put his feet through the 
iron, as I have seen a horse do lately in a stable with a manger made of sheet iron.

, I have, &e.,
,. . . G-mackay,

The Chief Inspector of Public "Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places,

Extract from Mr. Inspector Boultbec's report on Gorilla Tank for I7tb July, 1886. 
*********

Here, as at other places, the rails to the troughs are too high.
J. W. BOULTBEE.

Extract from report of Mr. Overseer Keighran for month of June, 1885.
Dry Lake Well.

Hav, 15 ilulv, 1SS5.* * * * * * * * *
. Iroughing good, but do not approve of construction of fence, consider it an' impediment to stock 

watering expeditiously.
" JOHN A. KEIGHKAN.

Extract from Mr, Overseer Keighran’s report for November, 1887. 
One Tree Tank.

Hay, 20 November, 1887.
* * * * * * ***'#

Would recommend that the tank be leased at once (or put up for fender), and get rid of the 
expense of paying a caretaker to do nothing, ns there has not been Is. taken bore as fees for the last 
nine months, nor is it at all likely there will be for some months longer, as the publican close by has 
ft tank where persons prefer to water their stock, because the tank is open, and they get a better drink 
than they do out of the Government troughs.

JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
Overseer, Public Watering Places. .

Extract from Report of Mr. Inspector Mackenzie, of 23 July, 1887. 
Baradine Well.

Coonabarabran, 23 July, 1887.
***** ## * »

The railing at troughiugs far too high—2 feet 9 inches from ground, and cattle would not he able 
to reach the water in trough over the rail, while sheep can get into trough by squeezing underneath the 
rail. I propose overcoming this by raising the ground along the tronghing which has been considerably 
cut away.

E. MACKENZIE,
Acting Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Extract from Mr. Inspector Boultbee’s report on Gunnaramby Tank.

Troughing.—Pair order, leaks slightly, rails too high
6 December, 1886. 

JAMES W. BOULTBEE.

Extract from report of Acting-Inspector Boultbee, of 1th October, 1886.
Tho Lake Tank.

* * * * * * # # #
The arrangement of trough fencing is much complained of. The lessee, C. J. Hughes, reports that

10,000 head of cattle last; year tried to drink, but were unable. Permission might perhaps be granted 
him to alter them. J. W. BOULTBEE,

--------- Inspector, Public Watering Places.
422—Z ' Mr.

P.W.P.,
87-29.

P.W.P., 
86-.3,657..

Original with 
Cuming inpcni.

Tanka S,Wo11b, 
85-1,832.

P.W.P.,
87-0,442.

P.W.P.,
87-3,548.

P.W.P.,
86-5,780.

P.W.P.,
86-5,045.
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P.W.P.,
87-3,823.

OriRinnl with 
Walla Walla 
Tank papers.

P.W.P.,
87-32.

P.W.P
87-317.

P.W.P.,
87-316.

P.W.P.,
87-2,202.

P.W.P.,
87-2,437.

' Mr. Mallon,—TTas tlio teuaut applied to you to alter fencing? There can be no objection to tho
rail being lowered under your supervision.—H.G-., 28 October, 1886. ■,

Tenant has not applied to me for leave to alter height of rail, but I am of opinion that the rails are 
too high for small cattle to drink freely at, and under present instructions will suggest an alteration.— 
Jas. Mallon, Bourke, 30/10/86.

Extract from Mr. Inspector Low’s report on TValia TV alia lank, 26 duly, 1887.
# # • * •* » * * - *

The single rail fence along this (the trough) is cpjitc unsuitable, a space of 1ft. 3 in. inton cuing 
between rail and tronghing. 1. would recommend that this space be lessened to 9 iu., and rail lie 
fastened on inside of post with bolts instead of being as at present, let into the middle of post, the angle 
thus increasing the height large stock have to drink over. ■

Extract from report of Mr. Overseer Yeo, to 30 December, ISSG.
. Mossgicl Tank. .
#*#**#***

The rail at this troughing is the same height as the troughing at the Boonoona and Ivanhoe Tanks, which 
has been found to be too high for cattle, consequently.! have instructed the caretaker to lower it about
3 inches and bring tho rail in fair with the edge of the trough. ^ _

JAMES LEO,
Ivanboe,l /l /S7. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

gjr_ Ivanboe, 17 January. 1887.
I am in receipt of communication from the caretaker of the Mossgiel Tank, which I enclose

under same cover. . . ,
Be alteration of rail. This rail is exceptionally thick and heavy, it being 6 inches x 6 inches 

square, and when inclined inward the top edge comes about the same height as it is at present. 1 would 
be"1 to recommend that the caretaker be allowed to saw the rail in hall, which would make it lower for 
cattle and leave plenty of room for sheep at the same time. It would leave tho rail suflicicntly strong.

] have, &c.,
JAMES YEO,

1 ■ Overseer, Public, Watering Places.
Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. ---------

The rail should he sawn iu half, as suggested, but from corner to corner, as shown by dotted 
line.—H.Gl, Mr. Overseer Yeo.—H.G-., B.C., 25/1/S7. ■ Contents noted. Caretaker instructed to
saw the rail in half.—J. Yeo, 30/1/87.

gjjt VjTUVCI LLUUylll/ J.T. , - w ,
According to your instructions I have altered four panels of the Mossgiel Government l ank 

troughmr,) -md hi no way can make it suit better than it is at present. The top rail is too heavy to slant 
it the way you require, aud if done that way cattle or sheep could not drink out of it, and especially 
rams with horns. Drovers say now what we want is opened tanks and pump water into them for their 
cattle to drink. It is very hard to please them.

Government Tank, Mossgiel, 8 January, 1887.

I have heard the Wikndera Creek is coming down a banker.

Mr. Overseer Yeo, Ivanhoe.

I have, &c.,
P. WELSH,

Caretaker.

g;rj Ivanhoe, 21 May, 1887.
Referring to your instructions of 25/1/87, re lowering rail of troughing at Mossgiel, I beg to 

inform you that on my visit, of inspection on 18/3/87, the caretaker had taken off tho rails, but had not 
commenced to saw them in half, as instructed, from corner to corner. Since then he commenced the 
work, os instructed, and found that the rails were Colonial pine, and by cutting them in the way which 
was suggested would have a tendency to weaken the rail. Consequently he communicated with me on 
the matter, and I informed him to let it remain until! sawit again. At the time I suggested that the 
rail should be cut in half I was under the impression that it was red gum timber, but I would beg to 
recommend that instead of cutting the rail in half that a piece should be taken off the ends of rails where 
they rest on the post, as shown on rough shetch attached, which would lower tho rail^ about 2£ inches, 
and leave a space of 9 inches between bottom of rail and troughing. which would be quite sufficient, and 
I consider it would not interfere with the strength of the rail.

Trusting this alteration will meet with your approval,
' 1 have, &c.,

JAMES YEO,
. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

g;r) ' Ivanboe, 3 June, 1887.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your memo, of 26th May, 1887, on alteration of 

rails at Mossgiel troughing, which shall receive my attention with the least possible delay,
I have, &c,,

JAMES YEO,
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
___________ — Troughing
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TrougliiEg railing, Ivanhoe District.
Telegram from Mr. Overseer Yeo to Tiie Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Ivanhoe, 4 December, 1886.
M'Dosalo, drover, lias let his cattle into Boonoona Main Tank. Cattle would not drink at trough; W.P.P., 
had travelled 12 miles without a drink: would not drink at troughs on Mount Manara, Embankments 86-5,632. 
are damaged. Eeport from caretaker vill follow. Must M‘Donald be prosecuted?

I have, Ac.,
JAMES YEO,

Inspector, Public Watering Places,

This appears to bo au infringement of the Act, and the drover must, I think, be prosecuted. The 
overseer perhaps should be instructed to this effect by wire.—H.G-., 5/12/86. The Under Secretary 
for Mines. The drover should be prosecuted.—G-.E.H. (for the U.S.),6/12/86. Submitted.—Approved.—
J.P., 6/12/86. „

Sir, Ivanhoe, 4 December, 1886.
I telegraphed to you this morning that E, M'Donald, a drover, had let his cattle into Boonoona P.W.P., 

main tank as they would not drink at the troughs, asking instructions if I must prosecute M'Donald, It 86-5,664. 
appears the cattle did not get a drink after leaving the 12-mile Tank. Some of the rails over which the 
cattle have to drink were taken out, but still the cattle would not drink, consequently the drover persisted 
in letting his cattle into the tank, contrary to the caretakers instructions to him. Under same cover 
please find Caretaker Kellick’s report to me, where he explains the matter fully. I have written to him 
and instructed him to adhere to his previous instructions—not to allow cattle into the main tank.

I await your instructions by wire, on receipt of caretaker's report, before taking action in the 
matter. 1 have, Ac.,

J. YEO,
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

In this case the difficulty appears to have been occasioned in a great measure by the rail of the 
troughing being too high, and I am of opinion that it is the fault of the overseer and the caretaker; the 
former should have directed the latter to louver the rail as soon as the defect was discovered. The 
overseer should perhaps he directed by wire to have the rail lowered at once. The drover, however, 
removed the rails and still the cattle would not drink. It appears to me there is no course to pursue but 
to wire Mr. Y"eo to carry out bis instructions and prosecute.—H.G-., 16/12/86.

The Under Secretary for Minos. Submitted for approval.—H.W., 17/12/86. Approved.— 
J.P., 20/12/86. Telegram to Mr Yeo.—23/12/86.

Sir, Boonoona Tank, 1 December, 1886.
1 have the honor to report for your information that E. M‘Donald, in charge of 340 fat P.W.P,,

cattle, called at this tank and wanted water, lie went down and had a look at the troughing, and coming 85-5,665. 
back said the cattle would not drink out of it on account of the rail running in front of it, and asking at 
the same time if fie could take some of the railing away, in order to w'ater his cattle, which he said must 
have wrnter, as they had come nearly 40 miles without water, and being unable to get a drink at Mount 
Manara Tank, owing to the cattle refusing to go up to the troughing.

I said I could not allow’ it, and on his saying that if he was fined £100 he wrould get it there or at 
the main tank, as his cattle were perishing for the w’ant of it, I said, “ If you do it, you do it at your own 
risk." lie then removed some of the railings and brought the cattle down, and after a lot of trouble tliey 
would not go near the troughing. He then came up to me and said that ho was going to go into the big 
tank and put up witli the damages. 1 said, “ Of course I cannot stop you. hut if you do go it is at your 
own risk.” Ho then ran the mob of cattle into the big tank; the cattle ran up and down the embank
ments and across the tank, thoroughly ploughing it up; but, other than cutting up the embankment and 
puddling the water, there is no further damage done. The damage done to the railings he paid the 
groom to repair, which he did.

I beg to report also, that I think one of the reasons for the cattle not'going to the troughing was 
that lately the roads mechanic put a mixture of tar-pitch and fat on the troughing, and not only does it 
smell, but it tastes the water, and even quiet horses and wrorkiug bullocks refuse to drink it. As there 
is still a coating of the same mixture to go on the inside of the service tank, I would respectfully beg 
that you would mention ibis to the Department, that if the same stuff is put on the service tank it will 
not only taste the w’ater, but will melt and run into the water, owing to tho excessive heat in this 
district.

I would also respectfully report, that even if the cattle w'ould come up to the troughing, one-half 
of them could not get a drink owing to the railing being too high, and they would choke, as their necks 
arc too short to enable them to reach the water. This is a defect that cannot well he remedied, as if 
the earth were risen underneath tho railing, sheep would he unable to get their heads underneath to 
drink.

1 would also beg to state that M‘Donald’s cattle w’ere in a very had state for want of water, more 
so in consequence of thorn being fat cattle.

As there are, I believe, several mobs of cattle coming down, would you let me know what course I 
hod better pursue in the event of the man in charge wanting to get into the big tank.

I have, Ac.,
EEANK EELLICK,

Mr. Overseer Yeo. Caretaker.

Sir,
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P.W.P.,
86-5,835.

P.W.P,, 
SG-3 963.

P.W.P.,
8G-5,93o.

P.W.P.,
87-31.

P.W.P.,
87-30.

Tania AWells 
85-3,331.
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Sir, Ivanhoe, 13i]i December, 1880.
The caretaker, Mr. F. Kellick, at Boonoona tank, will have to be at Mossgiel on the 31st 

instant as a witness in the case re M'Donald, for allowing bis cattle into the main tank, &c., consequently 
Kellick will have to employ some one to take charge of the tank during his absence. Will you please 
he good enough to inform me how this temporary man is to be paid.

I have, &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. JAMES YEO,

--------- Overseer, Public Watering Places.
Inform Mr. Yeo that he should apply to the Bench in the event of his gaining the case for sufficient 

expenses for his witness Kellick to cover the expense incurred in employing a substitute.—E.W., 23/12/8(1. 
Telegram to Mr. Yeo, 24/12/8G.

Sir, • Hay, 20 December, 188G.
Deferring to your telegram re the troughing at Bronoona tank, and desiring me to suggest 

nature and cost of alterations, I now have the honor to submit for your consideration that it is not at 
Boonoona alone that the arrangement of the railing is inconvenient, but at all the later constructed 
watering places, where wood and iron troughs have been erected. The design, plan B, employed on the 
Ivanhoe and Balrannld road, is in every way a preferable one. The high railing of this existing arrange
ment acts as a check to wild cattle, and the low railing is too high to admit of small beasts drinking at all, 
and is no prevention against sheep getting into tho troughs and fouling the water. The alterations that I 
submit, plan A, will not necessitate the use of any timber beyond what is employed in the present railing, 
and such alterations would bo easily made and inexpensive; £6 would, I think, cover it if outside labor 
was employed; and where the caretaker is a carpenter as at Gunnaramby, Til Til, &c., the expense would 
simply be the caretaker’s labor.

I also would suggest that the uprights should be morticed or iron elects used for the introduction 
of a moveable 3x2 rail, to be put in !) inches from edge of trough when sheep are watering, and removed 
when cattle require it. Tlio top rail will prevent cattle from getliug into the trough and will not be in 
any way a block to them. At Boonoona, and at tanks along the same road, and whore cattle traffic is 
large, I think this alteration would be appreciated, and be an immense boon to travelling stock, and 
furthermore, would largely increase our receipts. The plans A and B could cither be used, and at a very 
small cost. I have, &c.,

JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Sir, Ivanhoe, 2-1 December, I88G.
Your telegram of 23/12/80 duly to band as follows, viz., “ Have rail of troughing at Boonoona 

tank lowered at once. Carry out your instructions and prosecute M'Donald.—E. E. WELLED, Pro 
Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.” -

I have the honor to inform you that I have written instructions to the caretaker to lower the rail 
at once as requested, and to leave f) inches between the troughing and the rail for sheep to drink.

Farquhar M'Donald is summoned to appear at Mossgiel on the 31st December next,
I have, &c.,

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. JAMES YEO,
. • Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Mr, Overseer Yeo to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Sir, Ivanhoe, 1 January, 1887.

I have the honor to submit my report re proceedings taken against Farquhar McDonald for 
removing the rail of troughing and driving bis cattle into the Boonoona Main Tank, thereby damaging 
the embankments and polluting the water, on 1st December last.

McDonald was summoned to appear at Mossgiel on 31st December, 1886, but as McDonald did 
not appear, and the facts of the case having been stated to the Bench he was fined £10 and expenses. 
The Bench informed me that it was beyond their jurisdiction to impose a higher fine.

I also bog to enclose a letter from the Bench, recommending that some alterations should be made 
m the Iroughings at different tanks along this road. 1 informed the Bench that alterations were being 
made, and that some of the tronghing had already been altered.

I have, &c.,
JAMES YEO,

------------------ ----- Overseer, Public Watering Places.

The Bench of Magistrates, Mossgiel, to Mr. Overseer Yeo.
Sir, . Mossgiel, 31 December, 18SG.

The Bench of Magistrates here are of the opinion that something should be done at once to 
troughing in connection with several of the Government tanks situated along the travelling stock route 
between Booligal and Wilcannia, there being a universal complaint as to their inadequateness to water 
stock, more especially cattle,

H. A. LAIRD, J.P,
Mr. Yeo. -------------------------------------- C. BRUSH, J.P.

Troughing Railing, Cobar District.
Extract from Mr. Caretaker Crick ton’s letter to the Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Nymagee Tank, 3 September, 188j.
The rail in front of troughs is too high for cattle. They are 22 inches high. If they were 4 inches 
lower they would not be too high for cattle nor too low for sheep.

DAVID CRICHTON,
Caretaker, Government Tank, Nymagee.

--------- A
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A copy should he forwarded to the Commissioner for "Roads. The letter to be sent to Mr. Cotton 
for report.—H. Gu.liat. 11/9/85. Copy and write letter.—A.B., 11/9/85. Copy to Works, 17/9/85. 
Referred to Mr. Cotton for report, and whether this was previously reported to him by the caretaker.— 
A.B., B.C., 17/9, 85. A copy of the letter was forwarded to me by Caretaker Crichton. On receipt I 
forwarded it to Road Superintendent for the district. * * * # —Jajies Cotto>", Overseer 
P.W.P., 22/9/85. Mr. GiUiat.—A.B., B.C, 26/9/85. _

Minute by Mr. A. P. Wood:—The design of the troughing and fencing has been approved by both 
Mr. GfiUiat and Mr. Cotton. 1 consider them more capable of forming au opinion than the caretaker,— 
A. P. Woon, 30/9/85. _ _ _ -

Send copies to Mr. Adam, then to Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B., 30/9/85. 
Under Secretary, B.C. Porward to Dept, of Minos.—F.A.W., 3/10/85. Under Secretary for 
Mines.—J.R., B.C., 6/10/85. Mr. GiUiat.—A.B., 7/10/85.
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Minute by Tho Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Request Mr. Overseer Cotton to direct the caretaker to lift posts on the low side of troughing, slightly 
deepen holes and check them inward, notching them to rest on edge of troughing sufficiently to enable 
cattle to drink without difficult?. The caretaker also to remove the silt from silt tank.

' H.G-., 13/10/85.

Mr. Cotton informed.—14/10/85.

Department of Mines, Public Watering Places Branch,
Sir, - Sydney, 14 October, 1884,

With reference to Hymagee Tank, I have the honor to request that yon will direct the care
taker to lift the posts on the low side of the troughing, slightly deepen holes, and check them inwards, 
notching them to rest on edge of troughing sufficiently to enable cattle to drink without difficulty.

The caretaker also to remove tho silt from tho silt tank.
I have, &c.,

HARRY QTLLIAT,
Mr. Overseer Cotton. Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places,

Sir, Cobar, 23 October, 1885.
1 beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter directing me to instruct the caretaker at Nymagee Tfmite&vtV.ln 

Tank to lower the rails at the troughing, and incline the posts inward. I have the honor to inform you 85-3,909, 
that this can be done by the caretaker, but it would not do away witli the difficulty to cattle watering.
The real hindrance is that the troughs are set too low in the ground for about half the distance of the 
troughing, so that the water the animal has to reach is actually below the level of the ground upon which 
it is standing. ’

I inspected this tank on the 7th instant, and found that the trough can be raised at least 4 inches 
without interfering with the valve of the service tank.

I have now the honor to recommend that the alteration should be done by the Department of 
Works, being too great an undertaking to he entrusted to the caretaker. The rail could be lowered and 
inclined on to tho trough at the same time, and I think with considerable advantage. I instructed the 
caretaker at Priory Tank to alter the rails in this way, and the alteration is a decided success.

The raisingof the troughs at Nymagee Tank will necessitate banking up with earth for some distance 
at the further end. The ground on which the troughs are laid falls from the service tank, so that at 
present some distance of the troughing is sunk to the level of the ground, while the extreme end stands 
considerably above the ground, consequently cattle can only water about midway in the troughs as matters 
stand. I have, &c.,

_ JAMBS COTTON,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Mr. Overseer Cotton,—Cannot the ground level he cut away and lowered sufficiently to meet this 
difficulty, at the same time that the posts arc sunk and checked forward. The mere raising of the trough- ' 
ing will hardly, to my recollection, cure the evil, as at some points the surface level needed raising, while 
at others it was as much too high.—H.G-., B.C., 27/10/85.

Have instructed the caretaker to lower the rails and incline them inward, also to level the ground 
as much as possible. This will I think in a great measure do away with the inconvenience complained of.

James Cotton,
Cobar/31/10/85. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Extract from Report11 A” of Mr. James Colton, Overseer, Public Watering Places, Cobar, for period
ending 13tb October, 1886.

Tindary Tank.
■ 16 October, 1SS6.

I propose, with the consent of the Chief Inspector, to make an alteration at this tank, which I think 
will answer very well. The railing at the troughing at this, and in fact at all the tanks, does not answer 
the purpose intended, and prevents many stock from obtaining a drink. I propose to lay the rails down 
the centre of tlio troughs, using the posts which now support them to span the troughing and carry the 
rail. The caretaker is a handy man with tools, and could do the work required. Some alteration is 
necessary, and I should like to try this as an experiment.

JAMES COTTON,
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

P.W.P
86-5,049.

Mr,
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Appendix L.

P.W.P.,
S6-5,049.

P.W.P.,
86-5,726,

P.W.P.,
87-C62.

P.W.P.,
S7-5701

P.W.P.,
86-3,656,

■ Mr. Colton,—Please send me sketch showing what you propose. The old plan of rail down centre 
did not suit at all for cattle, and permitted sheep to get sideways iuto troughing.—H.G-., B,C., 26th 
Oct., 18SG.

182

Sir, Cobar, 2 November, 1886.
Herewith 1 beg to hand you a rough sketch showing tho alteration I propose to make in the 

railing at Tindary Tank. Drovers complain very much at the present arrangement, and wherever they 
can avoid the Government tanks they do so, and give as a reason the railing and fence at the trough 
preventing the slock from obtaining a drink.

I may mention that I have lived on a station in South Australia where 70,000 sheep, besides horses 
and cattle were all watered out of troughs, and those troughs were in every instance made with a rail 
over the centre, and the plan answered very well there. -

I have, &c.,
_ _ JAMES COTTON,

The Chief Inspector of Public ’Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

I beg to recommend that Mr. Cotton may try this alteration at the Tindary troughing, it will 
entail no outlay, the work being performed by the caretaker.—H.G., 12 November, 1886. The Under 
Secretary for Mines. Submitted for approval.—H.W., 25/11/86. Approved.—J.F., 26/11/86.
Mr. Cotton informed.—26/11/86.

Department of Mines, Public Watering Places,
Sir, Sydney, 26 November, 1886.

Eeferring to your recommendation of the 2nd instant, that a railing be placed along the 
troughing at .Tindary Tank, as shown in the sketch submitted by you, I have the honor to inform you 
that the Honorable the Secretary for Mines approves of your experiment being tried—the caretaker to 
do the work as you suggest.

I have, &c.,
. E. C. WELDEE,

{Pro Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places).
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Sir, Cobar, 11 December, 1886.
I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter informing me that the Honorable the Secretary for 

Mines has approved of my trying the experiment at Tindary Tank of placing the railing along the trough 
as shown in the sketch sent by me. The caretaker is instructed to proceed with work, and I shall report 
to you how the arrangement answers when completed.

I have, <£c.
_ _ ^ _ .JAMES COTTON, _

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Copy of extract from Mr. Overseer Cotton’s report on Tindary Tank. 
**#*#** # #

29 January, 1887.
The alteration of the railing at the troughs of this tank will be shortly finished. It is a decided 

improvement, and meets with the approval of the public,
■ JAMES COTTON.

Do you recommend any alterations at other tanks.—H.G., 16/2/87. Mr. Overseer Cotton, B.C., 
16/2/87. Yes; but would recommend iron supports being used for the railing instead of wood, tho 
troughing at all the tanks would be much improved by the alteration. At this tank the railing was 
especially awkward for stock.—Jaiius Cottow. 4/8/87.

Extract from report AT by Mr. Overseer Cotton, Cobar. for the period ending 28 January, 1887.
Nullamut Tank,

The tenant complains that the public pass this lauk without watering on account of the railing at 
tho troughs. ■ JAMES COTTON,

r. . Overseer, Public Watering Places.
Cobar, 29 January, 1887. -------- . ■

This paper may go with other complaints re troughing, with a view of the subject being dealt with 
as a whole.—H.G., 11/2/87.

Mr. Acting-Inspector Boultbee to The Chief Inspector Public Watering Places.
■ Sir, Bourke, 22 July, 1886.

While inspectiug the Eerrigundi Tank, Mr. Bamsay, the new lessee, called my attention to the 
manner in which the rails are arranged at the troughs at that tank, and announced Ins intention of 
applying for permission to alter them and render them more convenient for stock. While upon the 
iS'yngan to Cobar Eoad. a Mr. Alison, of Canonbar, called my attention to the same defect. A Mr. Miller, 
a drover, with 1,000 head of cattle, also referred to the matter, and informed me he was unable to do 
justice to his cattle at any of the Government tanks on the road from Bourke to Cobar and Nyngan 
that he called at. At the Gorilla Tank, he watered at an old excavation, but could not water all his mob there,' 
although the troughs were full. Mr. Alisou also informed me that he had given his drovers instructions 
in the event of his stock not watering to chop down the rails.

I have had considerable experience in watering stock at troughs and wells, and for your information 
I do not hesitate to say that the arrangement of the rails at nearly all the Government tanks is incon
venient. The defects are in my opinion as follows:—The rails are cumbersome and set too high from 

. the
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the edge of the troughing, and arc outside the line of troughs instead of being orcr the edge, allowing 
sheep to get into the troughs, and their height making it a difficult matter for cattle and horses to drink, 
aud m places where the earth is cut away an impossibility. When the earth is banked up to the edge of 
the trough it is again difficult for sheep to water. Tho high fence is, I think, a block to paddock sheep 
and cattle, both having, unless very thirsty, a disinclination to face it. I therefore beg to submit for your 
consideration a plan based somewhat on the railing fit ted to the new steel troughing, and which I venture 
to think is very workable and inexpensive. To apply it to existing troughs would be a very great 
improvement, though perhaps it. would be a work of time and additional expense. The present rails, 
however, could in nearly all cases be utilized. To troughing about to be constructed I venture to think 
it could bo applied with satisfaction to all concerned, observing that tlio new steel troughing has only the 
top rail, and nothing to prevent sheep getting into them.

■ By reference to the sketch enclosed it will he seen that the only alteration made is with the rails. 
X propose that "J" iron or fiat iron standards and wooden rails should be used, and a space of 10 inches from 
tho edge of the trough to the lower side of the rail he left, bringing the rail exactly over the edge of the 
w'ater, and ample for any sheep or ram to water at, and not too high for the smallest horse or beast to 
drink over. The top or centre rail effectually prevents any large stock getting into the trough.

If this proposed arrangement cannot he applied to the existing troughs, I w'ould urge most strongly 
that some plan by which tho rails can be lowered and altered, may be adopted. ] feel sure in my own 
mind that plenty of stock would water at Government tanks that now, owing to the inconvenient arrange
ment of the rails, pass by. Trom inquiry made by me from the caretakers I find that almost without 
exception drovers have complained to the caretaker's about the troughing rails, and J think that on refer
ence being made to the different overseers of Public 'Watering Places it will bo found that the complaint 
is nearly general. ■ I have, &c.,

JAMES W. BOULTBEE, 
Acting-Inspector Public Watering Places,

183 - •

Extract from letter of Mr. James Ramsay, lessee Booroondara tank.
16 October, 1880.

•**#**##*# P.W.T.,
4 The troughing is now protected by a low railing on one side and a two-railed fence on the opposite, 0 

malting it a most difficult and dangerous place for stock to water. yaJwrT™ '
Many sheep eiihcr go away without getting adriuk or jump into trough, fall down, and polIuteS^1™1' 

the water. Cattle walk into it, endangering the safety of the troughing, and when very thirsty' 
occasionally throw one or more beasts on their backs in tbe troughs. This invariably frightens all the 
stock away, aud when the troughing has been again cleaned it is with the utmost difficulty they can bo 
brought back to water, Each drover complains most grievously of this very awkward arrangement.

„ JAMES RAMSAY.

Extract from Mr. Overseer Cotton’s report upon Mr. Ramsay’s letter of 11th October, 1886, relative to
Booroondara Tank.

**•#**#*■##
The lessee s idea of a rail down tho centre of the troughing ove.r the water has been previouslv 

recommended by me at other watering places, and I think it would be an improvement. “
JAMES COTTON.

®iri Cobar, 7 December, 1S87.
In reply to your letter instructing mo to alter the troughing to the design approved of by this 

Department,, T have now the honor to inform you that the Department of Works have taken the matter 
in hand, and I am informed that it is the intention of that Department to make tho alteration at all the 
public watering places in my district. The troughing at Nullamut has been completed, tbe side rail 
having been put over tho centre of the troughing, as reported iu my report of tho 5th iustant.

. X have, &c., -
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. JAMES COTTON.

P.W.P.,
87-6,656.

The alteration to tho troughing alluded to as being undertaken by the Department of Public 
Works is simply carrying out a re-modelling of the railing of the existing troughing upon a pattern 
adopted by this Department at Tmdario and Mossgiol. Tho disadvantage of tho course taken by the 
Works Department is that in most cases the caretaker would have been able to do tho work.—H.G. 
20/12/87. Submitted.—H.W., 23/12/87. Seen.—P,A., 23/12/87, ’ ’

Extract from Mr. Overseer Cotton’s report on Brura Tunic for period ending 14th September, 1887.
Cobar, 13 September, 1887.

t 'While inspecting tbe tank I saw 1,300 cattle watering at the troughs, and am more than ever 
convinced that the railing at the side of the trough is a mistake, and that the, rail should be over the 
centre of the trough. Further lhan this the person in charge, Mr. J. H, Harding, informed me that he 
had watered his cattle at the Tinciaric Tank, where 1 have had tho railing placed over the centre of the 
trough, and he was much pleased with the alteration, his cattle having obtained the most satisfactory 
drink since he had been on the road, at the Tindarie Tank.

JAMES COTTON,
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

P.W.P.,
87-4,764.

Extract
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P.W.P.,
87-7,070.

Extract from Mr. Inspector Mackenzie's report on the Tindarie Tank. 1
Cobar, 11 December, 1887.

*********
The troughing has been much improved at this tank by the alterations made to the railing. The 

side rail has been removed, and is now placed along centre of troughing and supported on a piece of 
G x 2 sawn timber, which is securely bolted to the posts on each side of the trough, and about 4 inches 
above the top of it.

F. MACKENZIE, _
Inspector, Public Watering Places.

XXIX.
Drains.

Tom’s Lake Tank.
Extracts from Mr. Overseer Keighran’s Eeport on Tom’s Lake Tank or Dam.

12 August, 18S6.
State of Drains.

p p Bad ; no water during the late rains made its way into the tank from the drains, on account of the
86-4,015! embankment at the head of main drain having given way, as shown by rough sketch enclosed herewith.

ai- Eemarks.
tacnoa. . 1 i , T £ • ■ 1With the exception of main drain, this watering-place is in good order; but I am of opinion that

tbe drains will always be a source of annoyance and trouble on account of the loose nature of the soil, 
which cuts away.

Kemarks aud recommendations on Eeport.
Booligal, 19 August, 1SS6.

The main drain, which is over one mile ill length, was, in my opinion, badly laid out at the first; 
the levels not properly taken, as, at its head, there is a swamp, where au embankment of cartli had to be 
formed to force the water from there into the drain, which embankment has given way. The consequence 
is that the drain renders no assistance in conveying water from the plain into the tank; besides, tins 
drain is on tbe main route where travelling stock has to pass along, and is constantly getting damaged by 
being trampled in, and again, at its junction near the tank, teams, coaches, &C-, have to cross over, and 
get bogged, At tbe time of my inspection it was a perfect quagmire, and a hindrance to the travelling 
public. Two culverts are required here, otherwise the drains are useless.

JOHN A. KEIGHKAN.

Extract from Mr. Assistant-Engineer Stillwell's report, dated 21st October, 188(3.
P, W. P., The main drain was in a most neglected state, silted up, batters scoured down, and a large gap
86-5ios! close to tank, which had allowed all the water brought down to escape into the swamps near the troughing;

but for this there would have been perhaps two feet more water in the tank, and, correspondingly, less to 
deal with in the swamp outside. Owing to the drain not being attended to, the embankment across the 
swamp at northern end has been cut away for about a chain at one end, from water accumulating, which 
the drain otherwise would hare allowed to escape into the tank. The lessees should also be made to 
repair this.

The Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—'W’.C.B., 25/10/86. The Under Secretary for 
Mines.—B.C., J.E., 27/10/86. Mr. Inspector Boultbee for report.—H.Gr., B.C., 1/11/86. Eeport 

. herewith.—James TV. Boumuee, Mossgiel, 20/11/86.

Sir, Mossgiel, 20 November, 1886.
P.W.P., Eeferring to tbe enclosed papers, and more especially to Mr. Stillwell’s report upon the
86-5,491. damage at the Tom’s Lake Tank, I now have the honor to inform you that I visited the tank in question 

and find that, with reference to the repairs required, that at present, with the exception of the broken 
dam, it is quite impossible from the amount of water lying about for the lessees, Messrs. Cobb & Co., to 
undertake tbe work at present. The silt tanks are full and under water respectively, and the lower drains 
mostly under water.

With reference to the main drain and the broken dam, the drain is. I should say, considerably oyer 
a mile long, from 12 to 14 feet wide, and from 3 to 5 feet dee]). It starts from a watercourse, aud a wide 
low dam across this forces the water into the drain. The water will have, I think, to rise 3 feet in this 
dam before it enters the drain. Prom appearances, the water has been within an inch of flowing over 
the dam, the break, which is a cutting in the solid earth about 20 yards wide, evidently saving the dam, 
the bottom level of the drain being in places too high to carry the amount of water. If this cutting or 
by-wash is to be repaired, I think the whole dam should he raised 2 feet for safety. The water will then 
flow down the dram to the place where the water has escaped into the swamp, and where I think the 
ground surface is lower than at the tank. The earth excavated from the drain is placed in irregular heaps 
each side without making a continuous hank, and it is between these heaps the water has made its way 
and cut down. The drain continues and ends abruptly about a chain from and parallel to the tank. A

small
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small dam throws the water by a small drain into the tank. I was informed the drain was originally an 
uniform size, but owing to the obstruction to the traffic was filled in. The main road, I must mention, 
passes between tbe drain and tank, and follows tbe drain the whole way, and I am told that when the 
water came through to the tank the space here was a perfect bog-holc. The original intention was, I 
suppose, to bring sufficient water down to fill up tbe embankments, and to do this X think it will be 
necessary to raise the dam and bank the earth along the low portion of the main drain in a form that can 
he utilized as a roadway, and to construct a culvert and open up the drain again. I found the drain 
scoured and cut, which, owing to the friable nature of the soil, is inevitable, but not so much silted. The 
caretaker informs me that he and a man were at work in the water endeavouring to arrest the flow of 
water from the drain iuto the swamp, hut were unsuccessful. I do not think it is a case so much of 
neglect but of fault in construction. Mr. Overseer Keigbran’s report on this tank is attached, and is, I 
think, corroborative of my view. I append a rough sketch*, which may perhaps make my remarks* 
clearer. Tho dam and drain also, I believe, are off the public watering place, and the amount of water 
lodging in the dam militates against the tank, since the lessee cannot charge for water from it.

I have, &c.,
JAMES XV. BOULTBEE,

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Acting Inspector, Public Watering Places,

Hulong Drains.
Hulong Tank.

Sir, Public Watering Places Office, Narandera, 7 October, 1886.
When the first rain came after this tank was taken over it was found the drains were most 

uneven, aud the water actually ran from, instead of to, the tanks. On my last inspection (L5th September) 
I heard Mr. Stillwell had, a few days previously, inspected and had tested the machinery. _

The caretaker had just finished painting the engine and pump, and had given the service tank one 
coat of paint, and it has subsequently bad another coat, _

When Mr. Stillwell found him absent the caretaker was on his way to Whitton to bring out somo 
tools, &c., which 1 had sent him, and this trip was rendered necessary as the agents refused to give up tho 
goods until tho carriage was paid (a rather sharp trick), so I told the caretaker to get them himself.

He has been levelling the drains, and got the water to run into tank, but advises me the new drains 
made by the Works Department are so low he will have to deepen the other drains for several chains to 
make them of service. .

The caretaker’s camp is 100 yards from tank.
I have, &c.,

W. J. ELWORTIIY,
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. Overseer.

Can you bring evidence to confirm your statement witli respect to the drains, an assertion of this 
kind requires proving; report fully before further action is taken in this case.—H.G-., B.C., 11 October, 
1886. _

Mr. Overseer El worthy,—My statement is being based on that of the caretaker. Report here
with.—W.I.E., 20/L0/'96. Machinery in good order and works well. .

Drains at Hulong Tank.
A to B is now in order, the caretaker having deepened it a foot near silt tank. 1

C to D, a good drain and requires no alteration. _
E to E has also had to be channelled by caretaker, and water led into same from various crab- 

holes near.
G to H has had to be channelled and deepened as the water used to run backwards.
J to K is a had drain, and the Works Department are proposing to close it. The caretaker 

commenced to level this, but when rain came, ho saw it would be useless, as the water level between, was 
13 inches below that of drain G to H. _

The water is now lying in this drain and being fed byL to M and N to 0, is so much waste, as the 
water lays at the junction of these drains. _ _

P to Q is a new drain along main road and the water lays in northern end of it. To make this 
drain a dead level, would bring it below the water level in silt tank, and the caretaker has not interfered 
with it.

R to S is a useful little drain as it stands at present.—W.J.E., 25/10/86.

Sir, Public Watering Places, Narrandcra, 25 October, 1886.
I have just returned from Hulong Tank, where I have made a careful inspection of the drains, 

machinery, embankments, &c., and report as follows :— _
The statement made hy me on 7th October is based on tho assertion of the caretaker, who has 

confirmed same, aud further says Mr. Stillwell, Assistant Engineer of Works Department, Hav, was at 
tank during a hail-storm and saw the water going the wrong way, in consequence of which he has sinco 
had the inlet flume and valve lowered 1 foot, to try and remedy the defect.

I enclose a plan showing position of tank and drains, and as the latter had water in them, I was 
enabled to notice the levels, and I have marked the drains alphabetically to explain the various defects.

A day or two previous to my visit another officer from Hay (Works Department) inspected the 
drains and told the caretaker some alterations would have to be made.

I have, <fcc., ■
■ W. J. EL WORTHY,

------ — Overseer.
Mr.

Appendix I.

r.w.p.,
86-4,760.

Appendix J

P.W.P.,
86-5,080.
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Mr. Boultbee for report.—H.Gr., 10/11/86. Eeport attached.—J/W-B., 23/12/86,’Whitton.

186

P.W.P.,
86-6,855.

P.W.P.,
86-5,964.

* Appendix K.

P.W.P.,
87-^1261. 

Original with 
papers rc 
Pencin?.

P.W.P.,
87-6,062.

t Hulong Tank.
Extract from Mr. A. W. Stillwell’s report of 9th December. .1.886.

I inspected this tank on the 3rd instant. There was then 6^ feet of water in it, which has been increased 
to 8 feet by late rain. The drains require much more attention during wet weather than the old man 
stationed here, as caretaker, gives them.

The embankment was in good repair, but the wires were very slack in the fence around the tank.

_ The Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—T.W.B., 15/12/86. The Under Secretary for 
Mines.—J.R., B.C., 16/12/86. Mr. Overseer Elworthy for report.—H.Gr., 20/12/86.

I have just inspected this tank with Mr. Boultbee, who mil give you a concise report on same.
_ Had the Works Department taken a little more trouble regarding the level of the drains at this 

tank^ it would have saved the caretaker an endless amount of work. There is now a large supply of water 
at this tank, more than sufficient for onr requirements for many months. I will write the caretaker again, 
and stir him up—W.J.E., 22/12/86.

Sir, _ Whitton, 23 December, 1886.
Eeferring to the enclosed papers relative to the drainage at the Hulong Tank, and to the 

complaint of Mr. Eoad-Superintendent Stillwell against the caretaker, that he is not giving the drains 
proper attention, I now have the honor to submit a rough jilnn* of the drains which I inspected, and from 
my own observation, and from the statements of both Mr. Elworthy and the caretaker, who have seen the 
drains full of water, I have no hesitation in saying they have been very badly and carelessly laid out, and 
that our caretaker, who has, I think, honestly done his best to remedy the very glaring defects, is being 
blamed for not neglecting other portions of his work to do what he never should have been called upon 
to do, namely, grade and level the drains. The inlet flume was lowered 9 in. before the water would run 
into the tank at all; the main and side drains have been lowered a long distance up, and two of the drains 
are, I submit, quite useless. Tile drains at Hulong arc not an isolated case; at the Ivanhoe tank tho 
levels are imperfect and water expected to run up hill,

■ I have, &c.,
> JAMES W. BOULTBEE,

The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. _____ Inspector, Public Watering Places.

_ The fencing has not been erected more than nine months, and I think should not be in the state 
described had the work been properly done by contractor.—J.’W.B., 6/1/87.

Extract from Mr. Inspector Low’s Eeport on Hulong Tank.
_ . 9 July, 1887.

Drains. Nearly all full of water; where bottom can be seen, very free from silt. One of these 
already blocked up; ought to be banked up nearer to tank to prevent water runnimr from tank.

; “ J. LOW.

Extract from 87-5,614, Eeport A1 for 3 October, 1887, by Mr. Inspector Boultbee on the 
' Hulong Tank.

Narrandera District, G October, 1887.
_ Mostly full of water, I was enabled to confirm iny report upon the drains here, and two of the 

drains are now blocked, as they run the wrong way. 1
■ JAMES W. BOULTBEE.

P.W.P,,
86-3,548.

Extract from report of Mr. Acting Inspector J. W. Boultbee, on the Hermitage Tank,
_ 19 July, 1886.

State of drains.—Wide shallow drains, free from silt, cut on road. The road crosses these among 
some gilgai holes, and they are much cut by teams. Stone pitching or logging very necessary.

Watering Appliances,
State of supply tank.—A buckle plate in good order on iron cylinders, filled with cement, the best 

arrangement I have seen yet. A mistake has been made in putting the heads of the bolts outside and 
nuts inside tank.

. Remarks and Recommendations.

The tenants’ lease fenced is a hard hit of country, full of gilgai holes and covered with yarmn. <tc. 
X saw Mr. Alison, ol Caunonbar, here, and he drew my attention to the inconvenient way the troughs are 
fenced here and at most of the tanks (sec separate memo.) and in Keegan’s hearing, informed me he had 
given his drovers instructions, in the event of his sheep not drinking, to cut down the rails. The rails 
are inconvenient, but I hardly think he would venture on such strong measures.

JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
14/7/86. -------- Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Extract from Mr, Inspector Boultbee’s report, on Booroondara Tank.
29 June, 1886.

_ Two long drains converge at the tank from each side of the catchment. No by-wash has been 
provided ; the hanks on the low side of the drains have been carried away about a chain from silt tank, and 

papersincaaese. ^le water has flowed broad side on to troughs and swept over aud under them. Caretaker pointed out to 
me site proposed by Works’ officer for by-wash ; I am of opinion it will he simply useless, as the ground 
(without taking level) appears to me to be higher than top of drain embankment on other side.

J. W. BOULTBEE.
--------  Extract

P.W.P.,
86-3,331.

Original with
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Extract from Mr. Inspector Low’s report, on Ivanhoe Tank.
. 31 August, 1887.

State of fencing.—Not yet transferred from Works Department. This style of fencing cannot be P.W.P., 
too strongly condemned, by running wire and straining it to any post. Although this is only lately erected, 87-4,960. - 
some of the posts are now splitting, owing to being split pine and straining wires to them. pap?re'reVlth

Eemarks.—The drains here have evidently been constructed with no respect as to what a drain is ivantioeTank. 
for. One drain for a good half mile running water from tank, another is brought along road to Mossgiel, 
and cut up very badly by both stock and teams. The water from this drain overflows silt tank, which is 
very small and partly upon main road and runs into Elliot’s tank on opposite side of road, which water 
Elliot afterwards sells to the public. Another long drain runs through township allotments, which have 
been sold and is now being blocked up.

J. LOW,
--------  Inspector, Public Watering Places.

I submit this extract from Inspector Low’s report upon the Ivanhoe Tank and fencing for the 
information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, as it so strongly confirms my former remarks. It 
is work of this sort that occasions so much discredit, and for which this Department is so frequently 
blamed.—H.G-., 28/9/87. ,

The Under Secretary,—Submitted.—H.W., 29/9/87.
Seen. I cannot help saying, after having seen this tank, that, in my opinion, a very inproper 

situation was selected, and the work in my estimation is badly done.—E.A., 12/10/87.

187 '

Extract from Mr. Boultbee’s Eeport on Ivanhoe Tank.
22 November, 1886.

I believe 15s. per chain was paid for the drains here—work that I got done on the Darling from 
3s. 6d. to 4s. 6d. per ebaiu, 6 feet wide 18 inches deep.

. .1. W. BOULTBEE.

Too.
Can you give any information with respect to the cost of these drains.—H.GB.C., 20/12/87. Mr.

P.W.P.
85-7,030.
P.W.P.

85-5,687.
Original with 
papers, Ivanhoe 
Tank.

The drains at the Ivanhoe Tank were made by Messrs Darrell and Gallagher, who received 15s. per 
chain, which was an exhorbitant price, as stations in the district were only giving 3s. Gd. to 5s. per chain, 
and I might mention that a reliable person informed me at the time the contrrct was let that one of the 
contractors, while consulting his partner as to what price they should do the work for, said they should 
ask 7s. Gd. per chain, which he said would pay them well, but the partner said “ As it’s Government work 
let us ask 15s. per chain,” winch they did, and got. I might also mention that the drain running from the 
north-east corner of the main tank, from a point about half-a-mile from the main tank, should not have 
been passed by the Eoad Superintendent, as it was never graded properly, and the water runs in tho 
opposite direction of the tank. No tenders were called forthe cutting of these drains.—J. Yeo, 22/12/87.

Submitted for the information of the Secretary for Mines,—H.G., 23/12/87. The Under Secretary. 
Submitted.—HAV. ’

Extract from Eeport on Ivanhoe Tank hy J. “W, Boultbee, for 22nd November, 188G. .
There is one drain that for a considerable distance runs uphill, and a cutting 3 feet deep is required P.W.P., 

to run the water down. Mr. Stillwell had a man at this, but it is now left for our caretaker to do. I 80-5,587. 
instructed him not to touch it until he has everything else in good order. The place is fully half-a-mile mpfrafivanhna 
from the tank, and working there he can have no check on travellers.

J. AV. BOULTBEE.

XXX.
Yentabangce & Warramurtee Tanks.

Copy Extract from Mr. Eoad-Superintendent- Cambridge’s Eeport on Paroo Eoad, 30th Juno, 1879. orij-mai with

4. Nipper’s Creek or Yentabangee holes, good sites for tanks at either.
5. 'Warramurtee Tank.

****#***«••
The sites recommended have been suggested by some of tho oldest residents in the district, to 

whom 1 am indebted for a great deal of information respecting the road and sites suitable for tanks.
H. CAMBEIDGE.

Fen Springs paper,

Extract from letter by Mr. H. GiUiat to Mr. Hogarth, Manager Mombi P. Company.
My dear Mr. Hogarth, 18 January, 1883.

I wish to obtain an opinion from an independent observer with regard to Peri Sand Hills, original with 
Yentabangee and Warramurtee Government Tanks, whether they are or are not so close to other sources ^pe^rine® 
of water supply as to interfere with their being leased, <&c.
*********** abovS.ln

. H. GILLIAT.
Letter on similar terms to W. H. L. Ranken, Esq., Tongo, dated January, 1883.

Extract
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Extract from letter of Mr. Hogarth, in reply to Mr. G-illiatt’s letter of 18th January, 1883. 
#*#*#*##*## 

Original with Yentanbangee ia almost similarly situated, being within 3 miles of tho Tongo "Waterhole,
Pen springs which is almost permanent on tho one side, Oipoloko Waterhole on the other side, also about 3 miles 

distant from tank. In my opinion this tank should hare been put down at the Oipoloko Waterhole, as 
Tanks&Wells, it would have divided the distance from Peri Springs to Tongo Waterhole, making about 10 miles from 

83-310. the former, and 6 or 6^ miles from the latter.
***********

----------------- W. HOGARTH.

188

. Letter from W. II. L. Ranken, Tongo Station, Parroo.
My dear GiUiat, Melbourne, 6 February, 1SS3.

Tanks&Wells, Your note was forwarded to me from Tongo.
83-301. The Tank at Nipper’s Creek has no permanent water near it, strictly speaking, but the water in

Wonko or Purnanga Creek at Murphy's Inn has only failed twice during the last five years, and then 
for a very short period in mid-summer; that is 3 miles from Nipper’s Creek.

Warramurtee Tank is 2 miles from a station dam containing the old original “Warramurtee.” 
“Murteo " is the native for a lagoon.

There is a comparison in calling Nipper’s Creek by the name of Yentabangee in official notices, 
&c., which causes drivers and others much trouble. No such name is known there, and it is sometimes 
set down as meaning Yentabangee, that is 4 miles from Nipper’s Creek Tank.

We have been in Tasmania all the summer, aud look forward to returning to Tongo in May. I 
. hope you will visit us during the winter.

I remain, &e.,
■ W. H. L. RANKEN.

Copy of extract from Report by Bfr. GiUiat, 22nd February, 1883.
TankaiWells Referring to Mr. Overseer Hansen's report on the Paroo Tanks and other papers herewith, it

83-302. appears that the Peri Sand Hills 'Tank and Warramurtee Tanks have permanent water close by, and that 
PCT?iCrim-!h ™fi Nipper’s Creek, or Yentabangee Tank, has the Tongo Waterhole about 3 miles distant on the one side, 
pipers. ° and the Oipoloko Waterhole on the other.

###*##*#**# 
I agree with Mr. Hansen that it ia unlikely that the first three tanks will find tenants on this account. 
So far, I believe, no tenders have been received.
*#**#####**

H. GILLIAT.

Yentabangee Tank,
Sir, Tongo, 10 February, 1883.

TanksiWclls, I have the honor to hand you my report on Yentabangee Tank.
83-310, This tank is very much out of order, and there is, at the present time, very little water in it—

■ about 2 feet. The drinking tank has about 6 feet of silt in it, and the service pipe buried. The caretaker 
, is now busy in clearing a space of 15 feet square at the mouth of the service pipe, so as to give the water

a chance to get through when the main tank fills again. The pipe on the inside is quite clear, but whether 
the water will force the mud through that is now in the pipe remains to be seen. These small 4-inch 
pipes arc of no use whatever, and once they get blocked up with silt, there is no chance of clearing them. 
The connecting valve I found broken; I have removed this, and will send it to Wilcannia for repairs. The 
caretaker will replace it when returned. The inlet pipe is a 12-inch cast-iron; this, also, was blocked up, 
hut is now clear. There was rain enough in November last to fill this tank, but no water could get in. 
The silt tank requires to be cleaned. The fencing is in a very bad state, cut in several places, and about 
thirty rails are gone. The front of the drinking tank was never fenced,—this should be seen to. I would 
advise that early steps he taken to have this tank put in order, as it is next in importance to the 
Goombalara Tank. The site is a very good one, and this tank is often used; yet, at the present time, 
there is plenty of water 6 miles on the Peri side, in Poloko Creek, also in the creek at Murphy’s hotel, 4 
miles from Yentabangee,

On separate sheet you will find statement of repairs required.
I have, &c.,

- JOHN HANSEN,
Overseer, Public Tanks and Wells.

Harry GiUiat, Esq., Inspector, Public Tanks and Wells, Ivanhoe.

Tank at Nipper’s Creek, Road Wilcannia to Hungerford.
Extract from Western Grazier.

The Nipper’s Creek Tank.
Sir, To the Editor.

Stock, Owing to some defect in construction, or stoppage in pipes connected with this tank, no water
82-1,083. from the rain that fell in the vicinity of the tank on 21st instant was conserved, notwithstanding that a sea 

of water surrounded the tank, and only required a little atteution to make it run in. The questions arise : 
Who is responsible for the neglect ? and, if immediate attention is given, cannot some of the water that 
stiU remains round the tank, and must otherwise be wasted, be still conserved.

- Yours, &e.,
Wilcannia, November 29th, ANXIOUS DROYER.

[We
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[We judge this to be ft matter for Mr. llberry’a immediate attention, and we trust that, under bis control, 
such an instance of gross neglect as that complained of will become impossible. We are not so often 
favoured with rain that we can afford to let it run to waste when it does come.—Ed.]

‘ 189

The watercourses and pipes were all clear when I visited this tauh early in the year. The debris 
brought down by late rain must have stopped inlet pipe.—ILC., 13/12/82. Mr. Wood to see.—W.C.E.,
19/12/82.

This tank has been handed oyer to the Mining Department, and they are solely responsible for 
this “instance of gross neglect.” This is another fact supporting my long since expressed views as to the 
evil of taking control of these works out of our hands.—Authttk P. Wood, 19/12/82.

I think this might he sent on to Mines.—W.C.B., 19/12/82. Under Secretary, B.C. The Under 
Secretary for Mines.—J.P., B.C., 20/12/82. ' Urgent. Mr. Inspector Gilliat.—A.B., B C., 22/12/82,

Mr. Bruce,—Mr. Hansen instructed to make an early report. The inlet pipe to this tank is the 
usual 9-ineh supplied hy the Works Department, and is quite insufficient to take in the water required. I 
refused, in my report on this work, to recommend any outlay, on account of its neighbourhood to more 
permanent water.—H.G-., B.C., 28/12/82. Eeturned, 2/1/83.

You will, I think, on reconsideration, see that as this and other works on the Paroo have been 
taken over by this Department, they should have been made as efficient as possible, and that the inlet 
here, and at the other tanks (which are so very unsuitable), should have been altered. I hope Mr. 
Hansen will see to this immediately—A.B., 4/1/83. Mr. GiUiat.

Copy from Mr. Gilliat’s Eeport on Peri Springs Public Tank, 
****####*** 

My report was submitted in April, 1881, and pointed out that it was impracticable that tenants 
would over he obtained for Peri, Nipper's Creek, or Warramurtee Tanks, on account of their neighbour
hood to good water supply.
****#***###

The Nipper’s Creek has Olepoloko "Waterhole situated on one side, and Tongo Waterhole situated 
on the other. The Warramurtee Tank is about 4 mile distant from the Warramurtee Waterhole, one of 
the finest on the lower Paroo. The attention of the Department has on various occasions been directed 
to these works. I may add that it is only within the past ten months that the Department of Mines 
has been admitted to have any voice in the selecting of sites of works, and that X am not aware of any 
instance in which it has been consulted with regard to their construction.

. II. GILLIAT,
20tli May, 1884,

Sir,

XXXI.
Roto Well.

T, , Hay, 3 May, 188(5.
. 1 'lave the honor to forward the attached report received from Carelaker Boss, at Eoto Well
in which he says that one of the runners down the shaft has got out of place. I suppose that Mr. Stillwel 
will say it was caused by the carlessness of the Alines caretaker.

Please inform me what I am to do in the matter of having it repaired.
I have, &c.,

tw rw rv . m „ JOHN -A. KEIGHRAN,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney. Overseer.

lim/nJ4" COpTn,of ??8S, rePOTfc mfiy perhaps he forwarded to the Department of Public Works,—H.G., 
It/d/SG. I he Lnder Secretary for Mines. Approved.—G.E.H. (for US.), 19/5/80. Forward

Oepm'tment of Public Works.-H.G, 21/5/36, Letter and copy of Boss’ report to Works,
it>/5/o0.

Copy of Letter from Joseph G. Boss, Caretaker, at Eoto Well.
Sir’ t t f ,, , . ... Hillston, 27 April, 1886.

i ft J hcrflV'lt:h l11*0™ y°u that during halemg water on Saturday one of the runners down'the 
shatt came out of its place, and stopped me from pulling any more water. I went down shaft and found 
it out ol place under water. Please to inform me what lam to do. I cannot replace it myself: the 
water must be taken down before anything can be done. It will require a canvas bucket for the broken 
side. And 1 am, Yours, &c,

JOSEPH G. BOSS,
Mr. John Keighran, Overseer of Public Watering Places, Hay. Caretaker.

Mechanic sent 
water there now.

Copy of telegram from Mr. A. W. Stillwell, Assistant Engineer, Hay. 
to repair Eoto "Well from Hay yesterday. No urgency, as there is plenty of surface

The Commissioner and Engineer for Beads and Bridges, Sydney.
A. W. STILLWELL,

Assistant Engineer.

I

Tanks &WeHs, 
84-583, 

WithPeriSprings 
papers.

P.W.P.,
88-2,207.

P.W.P.,
86-2,208.

Oripitml
mutilated.

P.W.P., 
86-.813
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P.W.P.,
86-3,134.

P.W.P.,
87-1,576.

87-1,576.

P.W.P.,
87-2,247.

I recommend that this paper be transmitted to Mines for the informarioii of the Inspector of Tanks 
and 'Wells.—W.C.B,, 3/6/86. Under Secretary, B.C. The Under Secretary for Mines.—B.C., 4/6/86. 
The urgency in this case was that the well is about to bo transferred to the tenant.—H.G-., 7/6/66.

Extract from Eeport by Acting-Inspector J. W. Boultbee, at the Eoto Well.

State of shaft,—Out of order. A runner has come away, and will not allow the bucket to descend. 
The engineer is expected shortly (o put this right. Caretaker has tried to repair this himself. 
*#*#**#**#* 

There is a fine dam close to this well, which is used by travelling stock, hence the poor returns.
JAMES W. BOULTBEE, 

Inspector of Public Watering Places.
----------------- 13 June, 1886.

Eoto Well.
Sir, Hay, 29 March, 1887.

Mr Eicholson visited this well on the 24th instant. Reports considerable neglect on part of 
lessee. There is no one in charge, nor had there been apparently. The horse-walk was washed down at 
sides, in one place exposing king post to ground surface. The troughing was all overgrown by burrs, and 
the surface tank needed filling. I have, &c.,

A. W. STILLWELL, _
The Commissioner for Eoads. Assistant Engineer.

Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B., 1/4/87. TheUnder Secretary for Mines.— 
J.R., B.C,, 2/4/87. Mr. Overseer Keighran.—H.G., B.C., 18/4/87.

23 April, 1887.
This report of Mr. Stillwell is partly correct. For full information see my report on this well, 

which goes by same post as this. JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
Overseer.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Report by Overseer John A. Keighran on the Roto Well, Road from Hillston to Cobar, in charge of Evan 
, Evans, tenant, for May, 1887.

State of shaft.—In good condition. The water in this well is very good, equal if not better than 
the river water. _ _ _ _

Whim, <fcc.—Good, but tbe horse walk is damaged in two places by rain, close to king posts.
Ropes, buckets, &c.—In good condition.

Watering Appliances.

State of supply tank.—Good ; full of water to within 18 inches.
Troughing,—Good, but burrs have been allowed to grow along the sides, and should have been cut 

down. _
State of fencing—Six wire enclosing tenant’s lease, in good condition; trough fence good.
State of gates.—Good. _ _
Remarks.—On my visiting this well, on the 14th instant, there was no one in charge, that is, 

residing at the well, nor has there been since the works were handed over. The lessee and his manager 
were away from the station, so that I did not see either of them. No stock will require watering at their 
well for the next twelve or eighteen months, there being sufficient water in the creek to last that time.

Sates collected since last report.

No stock has ever been watered at this well.
Weekly depth of water since last report.

16 feet 6 inches. _ _
Remarks and recommendations.—This work shows neglect, on the part of the lessee, by not having 

the horse-walk repaired, and keeping of the surroundings clean, and free from burr. The whole of the 
work required to be done would not take a man more than one hour to do it. I do not know who has the 
clearing of the burr from off the public road, but the roadway here for over a mile, between the 
Government and station fence is thickly covered with this Bathurst burr, and is an impediment to stock 
travelling.

JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
Hillston, 24th May, 1887. Overseer of Public Watering Places.

The tenant is reported by the Overseer to have no one in charge of the well or residing at it. 
This is a breach of regulations 41 and 47. Mr. Keighran should, 1 think, at once have instituted 
proceedings against him under the 13th clause of the Act, and I submit majr be now instructed to take 
that course.—H.G., 31/5/87. The Under Secretary. _ _

Submitted for approval.—H.W., l/G/87. Approved.—F.A., 2/6/87. Is this a notified public
watering place ? No, this has not yet been notified.—K.W.G., 9/6/87. Is it notified in Mr. Bruce’s 
list?—J.W.B. Yes; this public watering place is included in travelling stock reserve 2,447, notified
19/9/81, and in travelling stock reserve 253, notified 26/4/76, both of which are notified in Mr. Bruce’s 
list as reserves for tbe purposes of the Public Watering Places Act.—J.W.B., 30/6/87.

Instruct
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Instruct Overseer to proceed, and to furnish a full report. He should have Gazette notice of the 
reserve and his appointment under the Act to produce in Court—H.G-., 30)6/8/'. Mr. Keighran 
instructed.—4/7/87, Bequest Mr. Keighran to explain without delay his reasons for not 
informing the Department of his action in this case.—H.G119/87. Letter to Mr. Keighran—7/9/87. 
Tho clerk in charge should keep such cases as this constantly in view until tliey are settled.—H.G., 
1/9/87. Mr. Ramsay.

191

°irJ _ _ _ Hay Stock Office, 10 September, 1887.
’ Referring to your public watering places 2,247, of 7th September, I have the honor to give

the following reasons for not proceeding |agaiust the lessee of Roto Well, which I trust will he found 
satisfactory,
, Before taking action in the matter I wished to make certain whether the lessee had, during the 
interval, complied with regulation 47 of the Public Watering Places Act by having a caretaker residing 
at the works ^f or that purpose. I again visited at the well on tho 24th August, and in company with the 
lessee (Mr. Evans) found it in the same condition as on my last inspection. To the fact of tins I drew 
Mr. Evans attention, and informed him that my instructions were to prosecute. He replied by saying 
that he would, at the termination of his lease, deliver over the works in the same order and condition in 
which they were received, and what more did the Government require; and as to not haring a man 
residing at the well he considered his residence, half mile from the works, -was sufficient protection. 
Moreover, no slock would require -watering from the well for the next two years, there being sufficient in 
the creek to last during that period, aud that he would not place a man there to do nothing. On my 
returning to Hillston to procure a summons J found lhat the police magistrate (Mr. O'Heill) was absent 
in Sydney, on leave In consequence of that I have allowed the matter to stand over, hut as soon as 1 
hear of Mr. O’/Ncill’s return, it is my intention to institute proceediugs, as I should wish that gentleman 
to be on the Bench at the time to adjudicate. It being the iirst case of the kind that has happened in the 
district, I would not care to ho bested. 1 have, &e.

. ’ JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
The Chief Inspector of Watering Places, Sydney. Overseer, Tanka and Wells.

Mr, Keighran’s explanation is satisfactory; it would have been more correct if he bad informed 
the Department at once of tho cause of delay. I trust he will take great pains with this case. As soon 
as summons issues ho will inform mo and Inspector Boultbee, at Narrandera, by wire, of the date case 
will be heard.—H.G., B.C., 10/4/87. Mr. J. A. Keighran.

Report by Overseer John A. Keighran on the Roto Well, Road from Hillston to Cobar—in charge
of Evan Evans, for November, 1887.

State of shaft.—Apparently in good condition. No water has been baled for some considerable 
length of time.

Whim, Ac.—Good, hut requires tarring.
Rope, buckets, &e.—Rope goed ; buckets good. •

Watering Appliances.

State of supply tank.—About three parts full of water, and apparently sound, but requires tarriug.
Troughing.—Sound, but as no stock has been watered at them, burrs and grass have been allowed 

to grow up alongside without being cut down.
M aehinery.—N one.
State of fence.—Paddock fence, tenant’s lease, in good condition.
State of gates.—(2). Good. .

. Remarks,—With the exception, that the horse walk has been repaired, nothing else has been done
since my last inspection; no caretaker or man residing at the well; prosecuted the lessee, but the case 
was dismissed by the Hillston Bench of Magistrates.

Rates collected since last report,—No fees have been collectedhere during the tenant’s time of lease.
Work done by caretaker.—None, with the exception of repairing horse-walk, which had been 

damaged by rain.
Work laid out for caretaker.—Instructed the lessee to have all tho wood work above ground tarred 

and the troughing freed from burr and grass. He promised to have the tarring done at once, but as to 
clearing away the burr, &e.} be said he would not do unless the Government cleared the road which 
adjoins the works.

^Remarks and recommendations.—In accordance with the Chief Inspector of Public Watering 
Places’ instructions I prosecuted the lessee, Mr. Evan Evans, under section 13 of the Public Watering 
Places Act, for not having a man residing in the immediate neighbourhood of the well, and although I 
proved my case, it was dismissed by the Bench of Magistrates then sitting, on the grounds that the well 
was not required, it being situated alongside of the Willandra Creek, on which there was a large dam of 
water, which was open to tho travelling public free of charge, and that it would be persecuting the lessee 
by compelling him to pay and keep a man there to do nothing. The Police Magistrate remarking that 
their decision must not be taken as a precedent at other wells or tanks where water was required.

JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
Hillston, 3 December, 1887. Overseer of Public Watering Places.

®iri Hay Stock Office, 8 December, 1887.
I have tbe honor to report that in accordance with your instructions of the 4th July last, I 

proceeded against the lessee of lloto Well, under section 13 of the Public Watering Places Act, for 
having no one residing at the well. The Magistrates adjudicating were Mr. N. C. O’Neill, P.M,, and Mr. 
R. W, Stewart. My authority to prosecute ami Gazette notice of the 24th April, 1885,1 produced to 
the Court, and mavo the several dates of inspection to the well, and found no oncm charge. After hearing 
evidence on both sides, the Bench dismissed the case, on the grounds that the well was situated alongside

of

P.W.P.,
87-4,609.

P.W.P.,
87-6,599.

P.W.P.,
87-6,692,
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of the "Willandra Creek, on which there was a large dam of water, to which the travelling public had free 
access, it being part of the travelling stock reserve, and as it has been admitted in evidence that no 
complaints were made of the non-attendance of a caretaker, it would be unjust to compel the tenant to 
keep a man stationed at the well to do nothing. The Police Magistrate remarking that in giving this, 
decision, it must not be taken as a precedent to other Public Watering Places, where the attendance of 
a caretaker would bo required at any time. I have, &e.,

‘ JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
3he Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. Overseer, Tanks and Wells.

The Bench appear to have failed to take into consideration that the defendant was prosecuted for 
breach of a contract with the Government. The conditions were the same as when he executed his lease, 
except that the Willandra Creek was then empty. No doubt it would have been more desirable that the 
Willandra should have been utilized for the public watering place, but with this question, I submit, the 
Bench had nothing to do.—H.G., 8/12/S7. Tho Under Secretary. Submitted.—H.W., 9jl2/S7,
Approved.—P.A., 10/12/87. Shall the attention of the Justice Department be called to the action of

87-6,757. the Bench in this case?—H.W., 12/12/87. Yes.—B.A, 13/12/87. Letter to Under Secretary for
Justice, 16/12/87.

XXXII.
Tanks, Bourke to Wanaaring Road.

Minute of the Superintendent of Drills on the subject of Water Supply on the Bourke to Wanaaring Road.
Sir) ' 23 December, 1887.

p p I consider it my duty to inform you that I have received private information to the effect that
87-7,042! the Works Department intended constructing a tank on the Cuttaburra. Creek, on the Bourke to 

Wanaaring road ; if said information is correct, then all the money expended in boring for artesian water 
at the lOH-mile, or about 2 miles from the Cuttabnrra Creek, will be wasted, as it would not require 
three different public watering places within 24 miles, viz., tho Kulkinc Tank, the Cuttaburra Tank 
proposed to be constructed, and the artesian water supply, of which I have no doubt will be obtained at 
the lOl-J-mile.

The 1011-mile bore was started on the 22nd. June last, and on Saturday the 19th instant was down 
to the depth of 611 feet 0 inches. _ ^ ...

This bore passed through a very hard layer of quartzite, but the boring is now hotter, as it is in 
cretaceous clay, and I fully expect that within the next two months an artesian water supply will he 
tapped, equal if not superior to the supply at the 75-mile bore, which is 960 feet in depth, and flows at 
the rate of 30,000 gallons per dav, I have, &c,,

W. H. J. SLEE,
■ ----- Superintendent of Drills.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places for any remarks ho may have to offer.—H.W., 
23/12/87. Ask Inspector Mackenzie to ascertain whether it is true that two new tanks are proposed 
by the Works Department between Bourke and Wanaaring.—H.G., 23/12/87. _ Wire sent, 23/12/87.

I have wired Inspector Mackenzie, at Bourke, to ascertain if this report is correct; I can hardly 
imagine it is, as the neighbourhood of each of the supposed new tanks to permanent water is so well 
known that it is improbable any responsible officer would commit so manifest a blunder. Such a course 
would also be in direct opposition to the Departmental arrangements that sites should he selected by this 
Department, an arrangement however that has been departed from in more than one instance by the 
Works.—H.G., 23/12/87.

The Under Secretary. The Public Works Department may be asked not to proceed with the 
tanks referred to without making further inquiry.—H. W., 29/12/87. Submitted. Approved,—E.A ,
30/12/87. Letter to Works Department, 3/ J /88.

P.W.P.,
87-7,049.

Telegram from Mr. Inspector F, M'Kenzie to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Bourke, 24 December, 1887.

Two new tanks are proposed between Bourke and Wanaaring, one at 63 mile, and one at Cuttaburra 
supply tanks, 1,000 yards have been let. F. M'KENZIE, _ _

" --------- Inspector, Public Watering Places.
Mr. Inspector MTvenzie’s telegram appears to confirm the information received by Mr. Slee, hut 

the action taken upon that paper renders any further steps unnecessary, pending a reply from the Depart, 
ment of Public Works.—H.G, 3/1/88. ■ The Under Secretary. Approved.—H.W, 3/1/88.

■ Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney. 3 January, 1888.
p w p It having been reported that your Department propose to construct two new tanks on tho

87-7 049! Bourke Wanaaring road on sites which do not appear to have been approvod'^by this Department, I am 
1 " directed by the Honorable the Minister for Minos to ask that you may be good enough not to proceed

with the tanks without making further inquiry. I have, &c,
’ HARRIS WOOD,

The Under Secretary for Public Works. Under Secretary,

SXXIII.
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XXXIII.
Clicsney Correspondence.

Dear Sir, _ Sydney, 14 April, 1887.
1 enclose a memo. I made for you a few days a^o up country. I spoke to Mr. Sutherland P.W.P., 

anent the matter yesterday, hut believe that the business belongs to your Department. This is, I assure 87-1,732. 
you, one of the most urgent matters of the kind that has been for some time brought under your notice, 
and, as a practical man who knows quite well what he is talking about, I would strongly advise the cutting 
down of a passage at one end of these tanks to admit of stock going straight up to the water to drink.
This is as most practical men use their tanks. "With travelling stock, however, the thing is an imperative 
necessity ; people who use troughs in the manner which the Government propose to make use of theirs, 
own stock that have been taught to drink out of them. But nine-tenths of travelling stock have never 
been so taught when young, and by stock so bred, and hence will perish before they will learn. Had it 
not been for the private tanks in the neighbourhood of our public one we would have had serious losses in 
fat stock last summer. Tills whole business is seriously mismanaged, mismanaged by men who evidently 
know nothing about it. Yours, itc.,
The Honorable the Minister for Mines. JOHN E. .KELLY.

Memo.—
Tanks public.—Those along Cobar and Bourke stock routes are securely fenced off, and all water 

must be pumped out into troughs. These are so badly constructed that neither sheep nor cattle can 
drink out of them. Travelling stock owners prefer paying run holders double the money for a drink for 
stock. These tanks should he cut down at one end to enable stock to get at the water. Travelling stock 
for most part are unaccustomed to drinking out of troughs, and, to my own knowledge, have perished around 
troughs, and could not bo made to drink out of them. A return of the takings for the past twelve 
months of these tanks should satisfy you that there is something radically wrong somewhere. These 
things should be revenue producing, instead of which 1 feel sure, if what I hear be anything like true, that 
they are a heavy cost to the country. JOHN E. KELLY.
The Honorable the Minister for Mines.

A;sk Overseers Tully, Brett, Cotton, and Mallon if the use of troughing at station tanks is being 
adopted in their districts.—H.G-., 18/4/87. Informed, 19/4/87.

Minute by The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places on (Mr. J. E. Kelly’s, M.P., view's) the subject
of troughing at Watering Places,

_ Sydney, 2 .Tune, 1887.
With reference to Mr. John E. Kelly’s, M.P., letter, objecting to the use of troughing at public p.w.P., 

watering places, I may say that the question was apparently settled at the time of the passing of the 87-2,353. 
Public Watering Places Act, which provided severe penalties for the pollution of water.

A. few of the reasons may be briefly given. The Government having provided watering places at a 
largo coat upon the principal roads of the Colony, it is necessary tho water should he economized and 
distributed with as little wmste as possible. Stock, especially sheep, admitted to the tank, bring out moro 
water on their bodies than they drink. When admitted to the tank they pollute the main body of the 
water by their droppings, as well as hy stirring up the mud on tho slopes in their passage in and out; and 
with the frequent watering of stock that would be required at a public watering place, the main body of 
water would very soon in hot weather become undrinkable.

The public watering places, while enabling the owners of stock to travel in all seasons when there 
is sufficient feed, wore not, 1 submit, constructed for these gentlemen alone. They are for the use and 
convenience of tho travelling public and carriers, and they are frequently utilized to supply the public- 
houses upon the dry stages of the western roads. They are to be utilized for human consumption as well 
as for stock.

If Mr. Kelly’s contention was admitted, there is no question the public tanks would shortly 
become hotbeds of disease, both for human beings and stock.

Where troughing is properly constructed, aud the stock rightly brought to it, there is no difficulty 
in watering them. I say this advisedly, of my own experience ; and I submit tho attached letters from 
gentlemen, station-managers iu the driest district of the west, in corroboration of it.

HAERY GILLIAT,
Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Submitted.—II.W., 3/fi/S7. Approved.—E.A., (S/G/S/. Mr. Kelly, M.P., may bo asked to
call and see these papers. It will, perhaps, be moro convenient if Mr. Kelly were furnished with a copy 
oi these papers.—H.G., 7IG/S7. Tho Under Secretary. Yes.—H.W., 7/GJS7. Copy In Mr. Kelly, 
M.P., 10/G/S7.

Sir, Sydney, 3L May, 1887
I. do myself the honor to lay before you .anothercommunication from Mr. Charles A. Chesney, P.W.P., 

a gentleman whose opinion on such subjects as stock watering ,qnd their management is equal to that of 87-21342.
any South Australian. ................ J '
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_ < I stall certainly as It for a. Hoyal Commission or something of tho kitul to inquire into the maimer
in which public money is and has been ruthlessly wasted for years past in the various public Department*, 
particularly that of Works.
_ The work which is now being done at the Nevertire Tank is a wanton waste of money, 11 robbeay” 
is scarcely a severe enough term to characterize this piece of bungling.

Yours, Ac.,
The Secretary for Mines. JOIliSE E, KELLY.

_ _ E.S.—If this correspondence is to leave your Departinent to go on to another, 1 hope that you 
will direct Sir Henry’s attention to it, before you part with it, as I scarcely sec anything beyond promises 
from Works Department. " J .E.K.

Dear Sir, Cobar, 26 May, 1SS7.
Your letter of the 19th May with enclosures is to hand. I have also received a letter written 

hy you to^Mr. Smith, of Moquilamba, enclosing a copy of Mr. A. P. Wood's report on your complaint,
With reference to tlio reply of Mr. Wood’s to you, that gentleman seems to lay great stress on 

the opinion expressed by Mr. Peter Waile, of South Australia, on the advantages of trough-walering, but 
he fails also to show that Mr. Waite’s troughs are properly constructed for watering stock, while those 
erected by the Departinent under, I presume, Mr. Wood’s direction are utterly unsuited for their work. 
He also fails to notice that the mere fact of Mr, Waite being satisfied with the troughs as suitable for bis 
paddock sheep where they have been broken into such a style of watering from the time they are 
dropped, does not prove that troughs arc suitable for watering stock on the travelling stock roads of the 
Colony.

_ As everyone knows who has had the least experience of trough-watering it takes a considerable 
time to break in stock to approach troughs, and never advocated against the use of troughs on sheep or 
cattle holdings, where it was necessary to utilize every drop of water and to be free from waste. Put I 
hold that trough-watering for travelling stock is a mistake. If all animals had been accustomed (o runs 
where this method is in use, alt might be well, but to bring slice]) from country where such a method had 
never been resorted to, in hot weather the chances are many would die before they could be accustomed 
to the troughs. Aud besides, it makes a considerable difference as well in tbe quantity of water wasted, 
comparing troughs erected in sheep paddocks and those on main roads.

In tbe former case sheep come when they are thirsty and water at tho troughs iu small mobs, while 
on the road a big mob has to be brought up, and so pollute the water with dirt and muck of various 
descriptions, that after the first mob has watered, the troughs have to he cleaned out, or tho balance of tbe 
sheep will refuse to touch the water. In fact tbe whole of Mr. A. P. Wood's contentions lies in tbe fact 
that the Department has made a mess of this troughing business, and of course they must defend them
selves somehow, even if they have to go to Mr. P. Waite, of South Australia, as an authority. Surely 
Mr. "Wood might have got an equally competent authority to refer to nearer home. He says this is the 
first complaint he has ever beard made against the tanks. Well, this may be so ; who can prove to the 
contrary ? Hut bis subordinates have heard plenty, and if they have not informed lheir superior officer he 

* should ask at once for an explanation. Overseer Adam, of Cobar, has heard plenty, hut the Department 
took fine care to keep these complaints back. The time has come for a big row on the subject, and tbe 
Eoyal Commission will be the only thing to unearth the Departmental bungling and incompetency that 
exists. Keep worrying the matter up, and the drovers aud owners whose sheep have suffered through the 
mismanagement of these watering places will bless you. 1 would like as a preliminary that you would 
ask in the House a return showing,—(1) Amount received as watering charges at the various public 
watering places of the Colony for years 1885 and 1SS6. (2) Amount of wages of caretakers for same
period. (3) Humber aud names of tanks leased, with the name of lessee and amount received from him, 
(4) Cost of repairs and supervision of tanks for same period. Yours, &c.,

Mr. John E. Kelly, M.P. CHARLES A. CHESNEY.
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Minute by The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places on (Mr. C. E. Chesney’s views) the subject of
troughing at Government tanks.

Sydney, 2 June, 1887.
P.W.P., With respect to Mr. Chesney’s letter to Air. John E. Kelly, M.P., a few remarks may tend to give a 

87-2,357. somewhat different colour to his views. ”
1. Stock watering from tronghing consume and waste certainly less than one-half of what they do 

when allowed admission to the tank, woollcd sheep in particular bring out more in their fleece than they 
drink.

2. By admission to the tank the water is polluted hy the dung aud urine, and by tbe trampling up 
of the mud upon the slopes, the pollution of the main supply and consequent waste would he generally 
considered a more serious matter than the pollution in the troughs of which Mr. Chesney complains, and 
which, when the troughing is properly constructed, rarely, if over, occurs, and when it does necessitates only

■ the waste of the water left in the troughs. ”
3. The public watering places are not for tbe convenience of squatters or pastoral tenants alone, 

and while the action of tbo Government in watering the main stock roads enables them to move their 
sheep and cattle with a minimum of loss iu most seasons, they are also for the use and convenience of 
the travelling public, the carriers, and men seeking work, and, unlike the station tanks, arc to he used 
for human consumption ; for this reason the Act rightly provides such stringent measures against the 
pollution of the water.

_ These are some of the reasons against Mr. Chesney’s opinion, that trough watering for travelling 
stock is a mistake. Mr. Chesney’s assertion, that every one with any experience knows that it takes a 
considerable time to break stock to approaching troughing, may be" replied to by this extract from a 
lettcrof Mr. John Low, a gentleman of at least as much experience as Mr. Chesney:—“ I have never 
experienced any difficulty in getting stock requiring water to drink at troughing, while in hand, where 
the water is properly supplied to the troughs, j-.c., by self-acting valves, tho great desideratum being to 
have it supplied regularly aud without noise.’- Air. Mackenzie, late manager of Nuntbcrungee, says 
also :—“ I have never had any difficulty in inducing sheep to drink from the troughs, and I have frequently 
watered weaners in this manner that had been accustomed to water from the tanks.”

Mr.
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Mr. Chesney further says, that on the roatl large mohs have to be brought up (i.e.. to the troughing). 
Mr. Chesney is not perhaps accustomed to the road, but I have no hesitation in saying that a drover wno 
would bring his sheep or cattle up iu a large mob, either to troughing or when they are admitted to the 
tank, should be dismissed.

Mr. Chesney’s reference to Mr. Peter Wailo appears somewhat disparaging. I may perhaps say 
that Mr. Waite is a partner and general manager of the Sir John Elder’s Pastoral Company, probably 
Ihe owners of (he largest number of sheep in Australia. This gentleman's management has always been 
upon tbo most advanced methods, and scientific skill has been liberally made use of in the most practical 
manner. A

I have had occasion to prepare a paper upon this subject, in reply to a letter from Mr. Kelly, to 
tlio Secretary for Mines, to which the originals of the letters referred to are attached.

"In conclusion, I may say it is well known that no one perhaps differs more widely from Mr. A. P. 
\V ood’s views upon the construction of tanks and troughing than myself. My dissent from Mr. Chesney’s 
opinion is iounded therefore upon what 1 consider his radical misapprehension of the subject.

HARRY G-ILLIAT,
Chief Inspector, PublieWatering Places,

Submitted.—H.W., 3/6/87. Approved.—P.A., 6/6/87.

Memo, by Mr. GiUiat.
As Mr. Chesney’s letter was forwarded by Mr. Kelly a copy may perhaps be forwarded to that 

gentleman.—H.G., 7/0/87. The Under Secretary Yes.—H.W., 7/6/87. Copy forwarded to Mr. 
Kelly. 10/6/S7. This need not bo resubmitted until a reply is received from either Mr. Kelly or Mr. 
Chesney, 1/7/87. ISo reply yet.—R.W.G., 8/11/87. Afr. Chosney’s letter to tho Daily Telegraph 
may bo attached. It is probable the question may occupy the attention of the Commission.—II.G. 
17/11/87. Letters of Mr. Chesney attached, 24/11/87. " '

, Memo.—Troughing at Station and Government tanks. ’ "
SiL , . 20 April, 1887.

In reply to your inquiry under the above heading, I have the honor to submit for your con
sideration, that I have had twelve years experience in the Western District as overseer and manager of 
stations, and can speak from practical experience. In all cases it was found to he far preferable to adopt- 
Ibc plan of supply-tanks and troughs, and pump the water to the stock rather than allow them into the 
excavation, for tho following reasons :—

Stock admitted to it, especially cattle, rapidly puddled and polluted the water by ibeir excreta, and 
swimming in it, causing excessive waste by the quantity of water carried out, the trampling of the slopes 
when satimated by the water draining from the beasts, rapidly cutting them down, and filling in the tanks 
and rendering the necessity for cleaning out very frequent. It was furthermore found an impossibility to 
use the water even for stock, when low down in the tank, it being simply a solution oE dung and urine.

The tanks are now fenced in, and troughing erected, obviating all this, rendering the damage to 
wcol, and loss by bogging, an impossibility, and the -water is used to tbe last drop. °

Water pumped to 10,000 slice]: from a 10.000-yard tank", would last three months in hot dry 
weather, longer lhan if they were allowed iuto it.

Gnalta, Nuntherungee, Salisbury Downs, Momba, all large western properties, abandoned the old 
styles for this.

The notion of allowing stock into tanks, except iu the cases of selectors or to small tanks, is a poor 
one, aud now quite exploded, and tho reverse of economical.

Ihe practice ot allowing stock into specially constructed tanks at Government watering places, was 
first adopted, but eventually abandoned, for some of the foregoing reasons.

Ihe steepness of tbe slopes, 1 to 1, of tho later constructed tanks, renders it an utter impossibility 
to allow stock iuto them,

- _ _ My experience tells me that stock, if thirsty, will drink anywhere, and I never knew cases of stock 
petishing at the water, unless too far gone when brought to it.

JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
. . Inspector of Public Watering Places.

t P 8. Since writing the above I have seen Air. Earquhar Mackenzie, for many years the manager 
Nuntherungee Station, and have requested him (ogive his views in the form of a memo, upon this 
subject.

Dear Sir ^ • Sydney, 3 May, 1887.
, . After many years'experience on tho back Darling (among stock), 1 am of opinion thattroughing
is in every way preferable to allowing them 1o water at the tanks.

, J11 first place sheep will carry out more water than they drink, besides carrying gi-eatquantities
of dirt into the excavation, and if kept for any length of time without water they will swim into the tank 
and carry many gallons of water away in tho fleece. '

In tlie event of the water becoming low in the excavation they render it altogether unfit for human 
consumption, in fact I have frequently known the water to be so much nolluted that stock, though requiring 
water, would not drink it. "

3 have never experienced any difficulty in inducing sheep to drink from the trough, and have 
frequently watered weaners in this manner that had been accustomed to water from tho tanks.

Air. GiUiat.

I have, &c,
F. AIACKENZIE,

Late Afanager, Nuntherungee.

I have seen Iroughing used successfully at Nuntherungee, Wonnnminta, Alordcn, Tarella, and 
other stations in Albert District of New South Wales. '

P.W.P.,
87-1,773,

P.W.P.,
87-1,947.

Dear
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P.W.P.,
87-2,362.

P.W.P.,
87-3,098.
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Dear Sir, Sydney, 2 June, 1887.
Eeferring to our interview re watering of stock at tanks, aud whether it is preferable to allow 

them free ingress to tbe tank or to have it fenced oft'and stock watered by troughing.
Having had considerable experience iu Eiverina aud Darling country, I have no hesitation in stating 

that where troughing and appliances are properly fixed, this without doubt is the proper method. Sub
joined are a few of the advantages derived from troughing.

' The tank being fenced off the water is not polluted with excrement, which any practical man will 
admit is the custom of stock in hot weather when they get into water; neither are the tanks cut up and 
the tank thereby filled in, this applies more forcibly to slopes, say 1 to 1, which are sudden for even strong 
stock, and more so to weak, after being a considerable time without water, which, unfortunately, is often 
the condition of travelling stock, the great danger being a rush when those in the lead are liable to bc 
pushed in and drowned. I have myself seen this happen where every precaution was taken, it being 
simply impossible, iu fact dangerous, to try to block cattle when they are thirsty.

The water by being supplied to stock in troughs will last much longer, is clean, consequently much 
better for them, especially should water be scarce, when, were stock allowed to get into tho tank, the 
chances are, if a large mob, tbe tail would get nothing hut mud, or the water would be so nauseous that 
they would sooner starve than drink it. _

I have never experienced any difficulty in getting stock requiring water to drink at troughing while 
in hand, where the water is properly supplied to the troughs, that is by self acting valves, the great 
desideratum being to have it supplied regularly and without noise.

The disadvantages of allowing stock to water at tanks are many. Sheep, by getting into tanks and 
water iu hot weather, destroy or perish wool to quite on an average of (6d.) per head.

The water becomes polluted and poisonous from contact with wool, also by dead sheep (getting 
drowned), thereby causing or spreading disease, a- matter of great importance at the present time.

The slopes in many eases get cut up and become quite boggy.
I may further add that this matter has been subject of discussion with many practical squatters, 

and I have never met one who after having tried troughing would return to the old fashioned and exploded 
idea of watering at open tanks; certainly I would not.

Yours truly,
J. W. Boultbee, Esq., Inspector of Public Watering Places. JOHN LOW.

Sir, Marrickville, 1G June, 1887.
With reference to our conversation, re the inadvisability of allowing stock to water at open 

tanks, allow me to refer to the evidence of Mr. Harvey Paterson, in Supreme Court, Kidman v. Paterson, 
14tb instant. _

Mr. Paterson is one of the largest squatters in the Western District, and undoubtedly a practical 
one. In his evidence he distinctly states that on no account would he allow cattle to water at open tanks, 
for the reasons that they cut up banks, thereby causing them to become boggy, silt up tank, and render 
the water unfit for drinking. Yours, Ac.,

JOHN LOW,
Inspector of Public Watering Places.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Mr. Bamsay,—Please obtain copy of this evidence, N.S.W, Law Eeports, published by Maxwell, 
Wentworth Court.—H.G., 16/6/87. Mr. Eamsay to apply for copy of evidence to Allen & Allen, 
solicitors.—H.O., 22/6/87. Asked, 22/6/87.

Sir, Sydney, 27 June, 1887.
In answer to your letter of 22nd instant, inquiring where a copy of the evidence given by Mr. 

Harvey Paterson, in the case of Kidman ». Paterson, could he obtained, we have the honor to inform 
you that a copy of, or extracts from, the Judge’s notes, of the evidence may be procured from the Cleric 
Associate to Sir George limes, the Judge who tried the case.

We have, &c., ■
ALLEN & ALLEN,

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. {Per W. H. Palmer).

The extracts of the evidence referred to may perhaps be obtained from tho clerk associate to Sir 
George Lines.—Harry G-illiat, 23/6/87. The Under Secretary. Submitted.—H.W., 1/7/87.
Approved.—P.A:, 2/7/87. The Clerk Associate asked, -1/7/87.

Sir, Supreme Court, 8 July, 1887.
In reply to your letter of the 4th instant, I herewith send, by direction of His Honor Sir 

George Tunes, that portion of the evidence of Mr. H. Paterson referring to the admission of cattle to 
tanks, as given in the case of Kidman v. Paterson. I have, Ac.,

E. C. L. INNES, _
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Clerk Associate.

Please acknowledge, with thanks, His Honor Sir George Lines’ courtesy.—H.G., 8/7/87. 
Acknowledged, 12/7/87. '

Extract of Evidence.
“ The dams or tanks for sheep were full of water, but cattle would damage them greatly,
“ There was no other water for tho cattle there, and had I kept the cattle in that night and let 

them water there, they would have damaged the tanks.
“ The nearest water, besides the sheep dams, was 9 miles off, in tbe direction of the ground where 

we bad mustered the cattle.”
•--------------- Extract
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Eitract from Report by Mr. Overseer Cotton on Tindarie Taut.
_ Cobar, 3 June, 1387.

Tbe alteration of the rail from the side of the troughing to over the centre ia much appreciated by 
drovers.

JAMES COTTON,
--------  Overseer, Public Watering Places.

A.ttach to papers in connection vvith Mr. J. E. Kelly's complaint, rc fencing, &c., and troughing,—
II.Gh, 22/G/87. ■

P.W.P.,
87-2,620.

Tanks for Cattle.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 13 April, 1SS7.

Mn. Kei.lt, M.P, at a deputation to-day, referred to the tanks made in the Western District for TtV’W 
supplying water to travelling stock. Mr. Kelly states that, under the present arrangements of supply, 7" ’ 1
the tanks are comparatively useless. The water is poured into troughs, but cattle or sheep that are not 
used to troughs refuse to go near them, and drovers have, consequently, to go to the squatter’s dams.
He urges that a pathway should be made to the water, as is done by squatters, otherwise the dams are of 
little use, and will not reptay tho wages of the men attending to them. ■

I promised to get a report on the matter.
JOHN SUTHERLAND.

Roads.—J.R., B.C., 15/4/87. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B. 1C;4/S7.

Tire question of open watering in the tanks, or of watering from troughing has, from the first initiation 
of these works by this Department, received grave consideration at our hands, with the result that 
troughing is now invariably supplied to both tanks and wells.

In some of our earlier works, when the grants were very low and a comparatively large amount of 
work had to be done with a very small amount of money, open watering was resorted to, as only by such 
a cheap system could the lines being dealt with be opened for traffic, and on the Cobar to Nyngan Road 
stock originally watered in the main tanks.

As a compromise on Ibis system, and with the intention of lessening the evils of open watering 
without very much increase in the expense of the works, the system of double tauks was introduced, a 
communication between the two being maintained by an iron pipe and a regulating valve. Under tins 
system the larger of the two tanks was used for storage, the smaller, which was given flatter slopes, for 
drinking purposes, and Ihe water, as required, was admitted from the storage to the drinking tank.

Both these systems were found to involve so much loss of water, carried away in the sheeps’ fleeces, 
so much pollution and consequent lo.:s from urine, &c., always voided by stock when standing in water, 
and so much silting up from dirt brought by stock into the tanks, that they had to be abandoned ; and 
not only have all subsequent works been provided with lifting appliances and troughing, but similar 
appliances have, at the recommendation of tho Stock Branch of the Mines, been added to the earlier 
works, and the open watering system generally abandoned.

_ _ The troughing now complained of by Mr. Kelly, M.L.A., has been adopted all over the dry
districts, and is only a very slight modification of that used in some of the pastoral holdings in Riverina.

My experience of stock is that when they are really thirsty the difficulty is to keep them away 
from the troughs, not in getting them to them.

"With all wells troughing -must bo used, and stock arc as much dependent on wells as tanks; they 
water at troughing in the one case, why not in the other ?

We have now about 150 of those works, and this is the first complaint on this score that has, as 
far as I know, been made.

Our experience, backed up by tbe expressed views of most pastoral men, not only in this, hut in 
the neighbouring Colonies, is most decidedly in favour of watering from troughing as a system, which is 
absolutely necessary, to economise the water and protect it from pollution. Such economy must be 
practised, otherwise, with a small and uncertain rainfall, the storage capacity must be increased to an 
extent involving an outlay iu excess of that required for watering appliances, and this, too, without any 
protection from pollution and silting up.

. . -------- ARTHUR P. WOOD.
The Commissioner for Roads. Tho Under Secretary.—W.C.B., 18/4/87. Submitted.—J.R.,

21 il/37. Forward a copy of report to Mr. Kelly.—J.S., 21/4/87. J- E. Kelly, Esq., M.P., 21/4/87.

Sir, Assembly, 22 April, 1887.
I have your favour of yesterday, covering Mr. Assistant-Engineer Wood's report upon my Tanks and 

representations re watering stock from troughs, &c., and have sent same on to the persons who have Tunis,
lodged complaint with me. One part of Mr. Wood’s report is, to my own knowledge, incorrect, and 87-321.
probably all lie says may be disputed hy these gentlemen. If you will kindly ask to be furnished with 
ihe receipts of the tanks sinco these troughs have been in use, it is probable that it will throw a light on 
the subject. Yours, &c.,
The Under Secretary for Public Works. JOHN E, KELLY.

Roads.—J.R., B.C, 25/4/87. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B, B.C, 26/4/87.
Mr, Kelly makes no specific statement. What portion of my minute does he consider incorrect? X 

am afraid that the receipts of these tanks can scarcely be considered as a fair proof of his statement. 
Change in seasons and variation in tho number of stock travelling have to be considered. I may add that 
Mr. Peter Waite, Sir Thomas Elder’s representative in South Australia, was very decided in the opinions 
he expressed to me on the advantages of trough-watering as compared with open watering, ami I think 
Mr. Kelly will agree that he is no mean authority on the question. I presume there will be further 
communications from Mr. Kelly when he receives replies from the gentlemen referred to.—A.P.W, 
26/4/87. The Under Secretary.—W.C.B, B.C, 26/4/87. Submitted.—J.R, 28/4/87. Inform
Mr. Kelly, 2/5/87. J. E. Kelly, Esq, M.P, 16/5/87.

Sir,
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r.w.p.,
87-2,407.

P.W.P.,
87-2,404.
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Sir. Assembly, 18 May, 1SS?.
I do myself the honor to own receipt of your letter and also extract from a reply given by 

Mr. A. P. Wood to my former communication on the subject of public tanks and public watering places for 
stock in the'interior. Mr. Wood states that “ he is afraid that the receipts of these tanks can scarcely be 
taken as fair proof of my statement.1’ I hope to be able to furnish you with quite sufficient proof of all 
that I have said within a few days, but, surely, the fact that since these troughs have been erected there 
lias been little or no money taken at them should be a corroboration of my statement.

As to any opinion expressed by 8ir Thomas Elder’s manager, that gentleman might be the very 
worst possible authority, seeing that, for the most part, S.A, stock, amongst which that gentleman 
probably gained bis experience, arc taught to drink out of troughs ; in which case many of my objections 
do not come in. I am speaking of travelling stock, not station stock. Can Mr. Wood not distinguish 
the difference P J have, &c.,
The Honorable the Minister for Works, '.JOHN E. KELLY.

Eoads.—J.E., B.C., 25/5/87. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 20/5/87. Mr. Wood’s explanation, with
which I concur, herewith.—W.C.B., 26/5/87. The Under Secretary, B.C. This is more a question 
for Mr. Kelly to discuss with the Mines officers, W.C.B, The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.H., 28/5/87. 
Mr. Kelly having written to this Department on the question of the troughing, a copy of the minutes 
sent to him, may perhaps bo forwarded to the Department of Works.—H.G-., 13/0/87. The Under 
Secretary. Submitted for approval—H.W., ld/O/87. Approved.—E.A., 15/6/87. Copy of
minutes with letter, forwarded to Works, 28/6/87.

Minute.
Mr. Kelly, M.L.A., on Trough-watering for Stock.

Sydney, 26 May, 1887.
Mr. Kelly takes exception to my view, that the receipts at the tanks and ■wells provided with troughing 
cannot be accepted as proof that the troughing is objectionable.

It appears to me that the seasons must have an important bearing on the fees collected ; that when 
there is an abundance of green feed and plenty of natural surface-water drovers are not at all likely to 
fake stock to the public watering places, whether with or without troughing.

The rates charged have an important bearing; and if drovers can be supplied by private tank 
owners at lower cost than at the Government works, they will in all probability prefer the former.

• Many of the earlier tanks made were not supplied with troughing, provision having been made for 
open watering. In these cases there was frequent complaint in regard to the impure water ; and acting 
on the advice of the Mines officers, who have been charged with the decision of this question, watering 
appliances were added and open watering abolished.

The opinion expressed by Mr. Peter Waite, who is Sir Thomas Elder’s managing partner, wTas in 
reference to watering on the slock routes, not on stations ; and I may add that the same views have been 
expressed on many occasions by gentlemen interested in squatting in. this Colony.

The objections raised by Mr. Kelly, M.L.A., have not reached us from other parts of the Colony, 
where troughing has been used for years, and it is only fair to assume that if these objections were general 
it would have been brought before us long since.

_ I am aware that there is a difference in some respects between station and travelling stock; but 
without any desire to put my views on this question in opposition to such an experienced authority as 
Mr. Kelly, I may say that two or three days without water on some of the long stock stages lias a 
wonderful effect; and I have seen troughing rushed by stock quite as freely as an open tank would be, 
and with less risk to the stock itself.

I may add that trough-watering has been imposed on us by the Mines, but that we, as far as our 
knowledge of stock was concerned, fully endorsed the system.
The Commissioner for Roads. ' * ARTHUR V. WOOD.

Government Tanks—Their management.
I.

(To the Editor of the Daily Telegraph?)
Sir, Daily Telegraph, 10 November, 1887.

“The Problem of the West” articles have had in me an earnest and appreciative reader, but I 
am sorry that the writer of these did not. during bis trip journey as far as Cobar, as, having only mentioned 
bis mission, he would have been supplied with such facts as on publication would have opened the eyes of 
your readers to the grievious waste of public moneys—exclusive of the rabbit business—which is now and 
has been for year's taking place throughout the length and breadth of this arid district. Recent events, 
more especially the action of Mr. John E, Kelly, M.P. for the Bogan electorate, in making inquiries of 
the G overnment in the House on September 27 last about the public watering places of the Colony, have 
induced me to institute inquiries locally concerning Ibese, so that I might be in a position to put facts, 
not theories, before your readers to enable them to judge whether my conclusions are correct or not. I 
propose also, to show how the Watering Places Branch of the Department of Mines maybe made, instead 
of being a serious financial drag on the country, to add considerably to the State coffers. According to 
an answer given in our Legislative Assembly to Mr. Kelly, M.P., by the Minister for Mines, it appears 
that the total expenditure during the past two years upon the public watering places for travelling stock 
was £70,259 5s. 9d. sterling. Well, to mj' mind this way of stating the expenditure is very misleading, 
as I will show later on. It does not let the public understand whether this amount is for new works 
constructed during these two years, or whether it is the total loss the consolidated revenue suffers from 
the way these public works are at present managed. If it represents the former why not give the latter 
also ? so that the public may have an insight into the amount spent on new works, and the loss on the 
working per year of existing works. If the £70,000 odd represent new works, then the total expenditure 
during the past 2 years has been understated by £70,000 or £80,000. This, of course, is taking into con
sideration a low-rate of interest on the money invested, the caretaker’s xvages, less their takings from stock 
watered, to say nothing of the cost of supervision, engineers’ and travelling expenses of 'the various heads 
of Departments, ' To
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To many people who have not thoroughly considered the matt or in its different hearings it might 
appear that these watering places are self-supporting, hut when it is found that during the year preceding 
the issuing of the “ Report of the Royal Commission on Water Conservation” only £400 was raised ns revenue 
from the various public watering places of the Colony—seven wells, four dams, ten springs, and thirty-five 
tanks—it is self-evident that both “ cost of construction and maintenance are wholly defrayed from the 
public revenue.” But to details. In the first place the Government tanks pass through the hands of two 
Departments. The Works branch construct them, and when finished, they are taken charge of by the 
Mines Department. And while in both bauds they are equally mismanaged. In the first place, I shall 
deal with them while in charge of the Works. Presuming that the best and most convenient sites have 
been chosen for the tanks; that the plans have been properly prepared ; that the trial shafts have been 
sunk to ascertain the nature of the strat a, and that in fact, everything lias been made ready for commencing 
the work, and that tenders have been called for and accepted, the first thing that strikes one on reading 
the amount of the successful tender is the high, in fact exorbitant, prices ruling for this class of work 
compared with what work of a similar nature can be done for by private individuals. My business since 
the discussion has taken place is to find out the reasons for the difference shown, and which 1 conclude 
are as follows:—

L The Government contractor requires to employ so much hand labour after the main work has 
been finished—in pickdrcssing the sides of the excavations and making the bottom level enough for a 
bowling-green or tennis-court, while the embankments require such unnecessary levelling, filling up, and 
grading—that the contractor calculates a large loss in this item, and consequently adds a considerable 
margin to his tender to cover it, although this extra labour is mostly done for show.
, There are too many superintendents of various grades to supervise the work. If a superior 
inspector desires to make himself officious or disagreeable to another who may be under him, he may 
not pass the work when-completed through some trivial reason, though the superintending overseer may 
have been perfectly satisfied with the way the contract had been carried out. The result is that the con
tractor suffers. Ilis camp in the meanwhile may have been broken up ; his men and plant may have 
gone away, as these contractors, as a general rule, cannot afford to allow their plants to remain idle for 
even a short time. The contractor has then in a case of this sort to complete the contract to the satis
faction of this superior officer, and consequently, in justice to himself, to allow a considerable factor of 
safety in the computation of his tender price to cover this risk.

>). After the work has been completed and passed as satisfactory by all concerned, through some 
red-tape arrangement, the contractor cannot get paid his due for six or perhaps twelve months. What is 
the result, unless he he a man of means ? He cannot pny,his labourers, his storekeeper, or his produce- 
dealer. Thus, the contractor (firstly) has to pay higher rates for labour on the Government contracts 
than on private ones, as the workmen know they have to run the risk of not getting their money for a 
considerable time after having been earned; and (secondly) the contractor has to pay exorbitant prices 
for Iris stores and produce, -because storekeepers as a general rule do not care about waiting too long for 
the payment of their accounts of this class without a corresponding advantage to themselves; and 
further, he has also a high rate of interest on the renewed bills to these storekeepers, as it was expected 
that when the bills matured his contract money would have been in hand to meet thorn; and (thirdly) 
the contractor may be forced into the most undesirable position of having to shelter himself in the 
Insolvent Court, and having at the same time the satisfaction of knowing that could he only get his due 
he is a solvent member of the community—so we see that a further factor of safety is required to cover 
this risk. '

4>. The change of plan that so very frequently takes place during the progress of the work requires 
also consideratiou for ihc trouble and anxiety that the contractor has to endure.

_ 5. The division of what ought to he naturally one contract into a number of smaller ones leads to
higher rates. Bor example, the Department, instead of calling for tenders for everything required about 
any particular tank, divide the whole up into a number of smaller contracts, somewhat as follows :—

1. Excavating main tank.
2. Enclosing embankment with fence.
3. Fencing in 200 acres round excavation.
4. Erecting troughing and service tank.
5. Erecting pump and engine or horse works.
0. Erecting caretakers' cottages.

0. What one inspector orders to-day, another countermands to-morrow, and refuses io pass often 
after the work has been completed, alleging as a reason that 1he one who ordered such work exceeded his 
authority. A friend of mine, a Sydney gentleman, was in ibis predicament, ami only obtained his con
tract money after a long delay and much trouble. What is a contractor to do under the circumstances ? 
He has to do the work by order, and, after completion, is refused payment. He can't fight the Govern
ment, or, if he does, he is sure to come off second best, although he may get a verdict. Eor instance, the 
late arbitration case of Messrs. O’Rourke and M'Sharry, But one thing certain is, that when he next 
tenders he allows a further margin for this risk.

7. The extraordinarily steep slopes that the Government insist on having on every side of their 
tank excavations, viz., to 1, raises the price of work to a great degree. No horse could haul a load of 
earth up such a slope, and as the Government will not allow roadways it stands to reason that it must be 
a troublesome and expensive job to get the bottom clay out of a cutting 18 feet deep with such slopes. 
However, the Government contractor secs an easy way out of the difficulty, and his method is worth 
public notice. In sinking the tank he leaves a roadway with a slope of 5 or 6 to 1 on one side of the 
excavation as he proceeds with his work, Up this slope a horse can haul the excavated earth. "When he 
arrives at the contract depth he does not then knock off sinking, hut continues several feet deeper, 
according to circumstances. Into this extra depth he ]>uts all his road material, and levels the bottom 
up to contract depth, so that as a matter of fact in a number of Government tanks with these steep 
slopes there arc several feet of loose earth left, which as soon as the tank gets filled with water for the 
first time turns into sludge.
_ These are some of the reasons for the high prices ruling for Government work of all descriptions 
in the back country as compared with that of a similiar nature required in the same locality by private

■ individuals.
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individuals. The latter want their tanks for use, not show, and so long as they know that a certain work 
being done for them is carried out in the true spirit of the contract they are satisfied, and the money is 
waiting the completion of the job. 1 have been told by several of the most successful Government 
contractors in (he Eourke and Cobar districts that they would much rather excavate earthwork for a 
squatter at Od. per cubic yard than for the Government at Is. 6d. Their principal reasons for this 
preference I have pointed out above, and the fact remains that earthwork can be done for pastoralists 
from f)d. to Is. 2d. per cubic yard, while the Government have to pay Is. 6d. to 2s., the contractors 
making more money at the former price than the latter. The works are equally good, the embankments 
are as level after the first rains, for, although the Government dams and cuttings look better just at first, 
still this nicencss at the outset is a snare and a delusion, as holes are filled up temporarily to pass the 
inspector, and after the first heavy rain this filling-up either washes away or sinks, leaving the last state 
of the dam as bad as the first. I have actually seen a contraclor carting earth that had been already 
been taken out into the excavation again to fill up and level tbc bottom so that it might pass the inspection ; 
and, futhermore, it is reported, with good foundation, too, I believe, that in one of the Government tanks^ 
on the Nyngan and Cobar road 1,000 or 2,000 cubic yards of earth were filled into the centre of the 
excavation when full of water to make a horse walk so that the pump might be worked. To my mind 
all this shows the absurdity of the pick dressing and levelling. 1 do not see the reason of this absolute 
precision, as I fancy the great object in constructing a tank is that it may hold so many gallons of water 
and he of a certain average depth, with provision being made to hold as much water as possible over the 
surface. _

The first remedy I would therefore suggest to obviate the difficulties enumerated would be to design 
the tanks so that they could be constructed by scoops or other machinery and do away with the great 
amount of hard labour required to dress them up unnecessarily. So long as a proper hole is made, with 
slopes fairly near that mentioned in specification, the bottom of cutting fairly level and the embankments 
of the proper height fairly and honestly made, I would bs quite satisfied. This item would reduce the 
prime cost considerably. _

The second remedy would be to place one competent man iu charge of the various works of a district 
and let him reside in the district. He, and he only, would be responsible to a local board or trust, either 
nominative or elective, or a combination of both systems, for fhe proper construction and maintenance of 
the work. If found to be untrustworthy or incompetent, let him be replaced by a more reliable man. It 
is all very well iu theory to have flying visits to the various works of the Colony from Sydney inspectors 
every year or two ; but I hold that a man to ho properly in charge of works ought to have the right of 
determining whether a contract is being properly carried out or not. He must also have the authority to 
pass the work for payment when finished, and ho must not be placed in the disagreeable and unsatisfactory 
position of having some superior official who may happen to bo in the district on one of his flying visits 
condemn the works when everything has been completed.

The third and most important remedy is when the work has been passed lot it he paid for at once.

Tindarey Station, Cobar, October 28.

Yours, &c.,
CHABLES AEFEED CHESNEY, C.E.,

Chairman Cobar Board of Sheep Eircctors.

Government Tanks—Their Management or otherwise.
II.

Daily Telegraph, llth November, 1887.
Tun Government arc placing expensive steam and borse pumps, receiving tanks, and troughs at all 
their watering places. This expenditure, as carried out, 1 consider a great mistake, and, without entering 
upon the question whether stock thrive better, as a general rule, by being watered at troughs or allowed 
to drink direct from the excavation, I hold that travelling stock ought io be allowed to drink direct from 
tbc water iu cutting, instead of at troughs as proposed, at least until such time as the financial success of 
the tanks justifies the Government in entering upon a greater expenditure. These engines and pumps 
arc very expensive articles at the outset, and the risk that the public run in case of a breakdown is an 
unknown factor to most of them. The disastrous consequences may he well imagined that might follow 
some slight breakage for only a short time of any portion of fhe pumping-gear or fixings. Supposing 
during a dry, hot season a mob of, say, 10,000 sheen had travelled 20 or 25 miles without water, and it 
was expected they would get a drink where the breakdown took place—and these breakdowns aro of 
frequent occurrence—do you think the Government would hold themselves legally or morally bound_ to 
recoup the owner for any loss he might suffer through sheep dying before reaching the next watering 
place? I do not think they would; and it would be impossible, owing to the way that many of the tanks 
are constructed, to allow the sheep to water direct at the excavation. At first, when everything is new, 
there may not be many breakdowns ; but after a while they are sure to be plentiful, as machinery of this 
class will not last for ever, and so also it follows that in a few years these engines, &c., will have to be 
replaced with new ones. If it is necessary to pump the water into troughs, why not minimise the risk of 
breakage by erecting a hand-pump such as manufactured by M'Comas & Co., of Melbourne? This cannot 
easily get out of order with fair use ; but if an accident did happen, its construction is so simple that any 
ordinary blacksmith or handy labourer can put it to rights again. The fencing round the tanks is of a 
description too expensive altogether. An ordinary six-wire fence would have answered the purpose 
admirably. This would have cost, erected, about £4t) per mile, whereas the fencing now put up is said 
to cost from 35s. to GOs. per chain, or from £140 to £-240 per mile. And all this to keep sheep from 
watering direct at the tank ! The caretakers’ paddocks, generally of an area of 200 acres, are enclosed 
with the same expensive style of fencing, while an ordinary six-wire would have answered the purpose. 
I do not, at the same time, see the necessity of enclosing such a large area, .
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The troughing, as at present laid down, has evidently been designed by someone who has never 
had an opportunity o£ seeing sheep watered at troughs. The construction is so defective that it is 
impossible to water a mob of travelling sheep with despatch. There has not been a single drover who has 
travelled between Bourke and Cobar with either sheep or cattle for the past two or three years but what 
has complained about these troughs. The Department has repeatedly been written to on the matter, the 
local superintendents and stock inspectors have been appealed to on the subject, the Cobar Board of 
Sheep Directors has had the matter repeatedly brought before' them, and yet nothing can be done, as the 
various heads of the Department in Sydney must nurse their offspring, and one has recently declared that 
he never heard any complaint about these troughs, while at the same time it is a matter of public 
notoriety over the length and breadth of the Colony the unsuitableness of the troughs as at present 
constructed, and the danger to which travelling stock are liable that depend on them for their watering 
requirements. In fact, if proof of this be needed, the following extract from a letter addressed to myself 
from Mr. Denton, drover of 5,000 sheep belonging to Messrs. Fulton and llastie, of Springfield, 
may be interesting. He says:—“'Will you kindly allow 5,000 sheep to water at, &c. P I have 
had great difficulty in making them water at the troughs, and in consequence they are in a 
bad state for a drink. If you will not allow me to water, I shall have to stay all day lo try 
to water here (Hillman's Government Tank), and go on to-morrow." This is one of some 
hundreds of letters I have received in a similar strain, and when everyone complains some
thing must be wrong. So we see the drover placed in a rather awkward position. If he cannot 
water his sheep in fair time, he leaves himself liable to a heavy penalty for not travelling his legal distance. 
I ask—Is it fair to place the drover between two fires, so to apeak? If betakes his time to water— 
which is generally about a day for 10,000 sheep—lie cannot do his distance ; if he docs his proper stage, 
his sheep may die for want of water. I know quite a number of eases where sheep had to be left on the 
roads to die because they would not drink out of the troughs. The troughing is constructed on wrong 
principles. At present at one side of the troughs large sheep cannot water, and it is almost impossible 
for small cattle or calves to get a drink at all. It is quite a usual thing when a mob is watering to see 
the troughing full of sheep. The result is that in a very short time the water gets so bad that the balance 
of the sheep will not drink it. The following day, if any water be left standing in the troughs, it looks 
as if it had come from a sheepwash, the yolk floating on the top as a thick scum. The next mob will not 
touch this water, and so the troughs have to he cleaned out after every watering, and the water that the 
f rough is supposed to save is wasted. Besides this, there is a much larger amount of evaporation by using 
troughs than otherwise. The evaporation from the main excavation remains the same as before the 
troughs were erected, while there is an extra double evaporation from the receiving-tanks and troughs if 
these aro kept full, according to departmental regulations. AVe all know how much more quickly water 
evaporates in open iron tanks elevated several feet above the ground compared with that in sunk tanks. 
] estimate that the water lost at each cleaning-out of the troughs is sufficient to water 3,000 or 4,000 
sheep, and still it is alleged that no water is wasted by the system of watering at troughs. In fact, in 
connection with the pumping gear, I hold that troughing for travelling stock to water at is a mistake, for 
as everyone knows who lias had any experience, it takes a considerable time to break in sheep to drink 
from troughs if they have not been reared in country where as lambs they had been accustomed to this 
method of watering. This adds a new element of danger for the drover to face who starts on a track with 
sheep unaccustomed to water by this means. He runs a great risk-, as his sheep, though thirsty, may 
not face the troughs.

When the works arc completed by the Department of Works they are taken over by the Depart
ment of Mines and worked by it. Oarctnkere appointed at wages ranging from Gs. per day upwards, and 
if they arc required to supply a horse to work the horsepump they get an extra allowance, from 10s. to 
15s. per week. Tor all this wage they have absolutely nothing to do. They are supposed to keep the 
embankments in repair and the drains cleaned out; but this is merely a nominal matter, as the embank
ments cannot get very much damaged when they are surrounded by the highly expensive fence already 
alluded to. The caretakers arc also supposed to keep the troughs filled with water, and likewise collect 
the regulation watering charges. This last duty does not employ the caretakers to any great extent, as 
is proved by the fact that there is not taken in fees at the great majority of the tanks during the year 
one-tenth of the amount the Government find it necessary to pay the caretaker in wages. Thus the 
Government tanks as they are at present managed are most unproductive works. The aggregate cost of 
all works in connection with each tank, by the way, not including the four-roomed cottages now being 
erected for the caretakers, is supposed to range from £2,000 to £3,000, It is very hard to arrive at the 
actual figures, but I do not think I am overstating the cost. Taking the interest on the mean of these 
sums—say £2.500—at 5 per cent, per annum, to say nothing of the actual cost of repairs, supervision, 
&e., together with the difference between the caretaker’s wages and his collection in fees, there is shown 
a tidy sum as annual loss on each tank. This loss,! calculate, on the whole amounts to £25,000 per 
annum at; the very least, when it was estimated that at the end of 1SS5 there would he 134 watering 
places in this Colony in charge of the Chief Inspector of 'Tanks and Wells. I have no later information as 
to actual number now in charge of the Watering branch of the Mines Department. The Government 
may say that the public get the benefit of these works, but a litile consideration will show that the public 
have not benefitted by these works to the extent the Department would have us to believe. If fhev have, 
the watering foos last year would have amounted to more than £400, which is equivalent to the watering 
of 800,000 sheep at Government rates, or else there is a lot of money received for fees which never finds 
its way into the Treasury, a theory I do not believe to be correct. Asa proof that the public have no 
faith in the tanks as a speculation, how often do we see tenders called again and again for the lease of 
the same tank, and no offers. These leases have again been put up to auction and no bids, although I 
have known the auctioneer to tell most preposterous yarns about the rapid fortune to ho acquired by any 
lucky purchaser. Even the 200 acres paddock adjoining the tank for the use of the lessee does not act 
as an inducement. It is even now proposed to fence in a further lot of (>10 or 1,280 acres round each tank 
as a bait; but it won’t do. The public know what shams they are, and won’t touch them. One poor, 
old man, I know well, tendered in a moment of weakness the sum of £50 per year for a well-known tank. 
This was about twelve months ago. Since then he has not taken enough fees hardly to keep his soul and 
body together; so that I fear that (he prospects of a money-making speculation in connection with the 
lease of one of these tanks aro very remote. Occasionally a tank docs get leased, but it is by reason of 
some particular local cireumstanco which suits the lessee to have it under control.
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To remedy this unsatisfactory state of affairs, more particularly the annual loss the Mines Depart
ment incurs through the management of the Watering Branch, I would respectfully suggest to the 
Glovernment: —

1. That they discharge all caretakers of G-ovcrnment tanks, as they are expensive and unnecessary 
luxuries.

2. That alt the tanks be left free to water at, after fencing in the embankment alone and enclosing 
with a good six-wire fence about 50 acres round each tank, I propose to erect this merely for the 
purpose of protecting the water from the pastoral lessees’ stock which might water at the Government 
tank if not fenced off. Erect two pair of gates, one set for ingress of travelling stock to water, the other 
set for their egress.

3. That a travelling working tank superintendent, with two assistants he employed for each
district. His duty would be to travel round the various tanks in his charge with his assistants—working 
men—in a suitable conveyance, and make any repairs to dams, drains, or fences requisite. A strong box 
could bo put at each tank, under lock and key, to hold tools, such as picks, shovels, axes, straining 
tools, &c. .

d. That all pastoral, conditional and homestead lessees and others be liable to a heavy penalty for 
wilfully watering their stock at these tanks unless under permit, as hereinafter described, and appoint 
some person, such as the Inspector of Stock or the chairman of the Sheep Board, or of a Water Trust, if 
formed, in whose name and by whose authority persons infringing regulations may be used.

5. That a watering charge he put on all travelling stock in the Colony, including sheep, cattle, and 
horses, with certain provisos in favour of teamsters, &c., and those who, under the present Diseases in 
Sheep Act and its amendments are not required to take out permits. This charge would be -pro rata 
according to the distance to their destination by the specified route for which a permit had been granted.

G. That all travelling stock (horses and cattle, as well as sheep) he made to obtain before starting 
on their journey a permit from the nearest inspector, and be made to pay him the authorized charges, said 
charges to be handed into a separate account at the Treasury.

7. That all stock travelling without a permit he liable to a heavy penalty.
8. That every person damaging the tanks or their works, or wilfully or negligently leaving the 

gates open, be also liable to a heavy penalty.
9. That where troughing lias been erected let the present expensive pumps be change for hand- 

pumps, of the M'Comas or other pattern, and let those who use the water raise it into troughs, lam 
sure no drover would object to pump the water, if he would only get it free.

10. Where no troughing has been placed let the stock water dissect at the excavation.
11. Put the management and control of the tanks in the hands of a Local Hoard or Trust.
The above suggestions, if carried out properly would do away with a lot of grumbling among 

drovers. By the present regulations a man has to pay for water according to the number of stock entered 
on his permit, or travelling statement, as the case may be, even if he only waters a small portion of his 
flock. So that under the present system it is impossible for a drover to water only a portion of the mob, 
unless he is prepared to pay for watering the whole lot. On the other hand rain may come when a drover 
with stock is near a tank, so that there is no use for him to use the Government water. Still, as the 
country has made the tanks for his benefit, I think as a matter of fairness he ought to contribute something 
towards their revenue and maintenance. Ao doubt the Department will take exception to my saying that 
the tanks were made for the benefit of the man who travels stock. I have at present in my hands a 
minute paper signed by the Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, in which he says, in reply to 
some strictures of mine re the tank question, that the public watering places are not for the 
convenience of squatters or pastoral tenants alone, and while the action of the Government in watering 
the main stock roads of the Colony enables them to move their sheep and cattle with a minimum of loss 
in most seasons, they are also for the use and convenience of the travelling public.” I quite agree with 
him that the tanks and troughs are not for the convenience of squatters or those who have to travel 
sheep. I am endeavouring to prove that the Department, through the incompotency and bungling of its 
officials, has made the tanks as inconvenient to the travelling public as it is possible for the official mind 
to devise. They have succeeded admirably. The suggestions thrown out by me as above are only 
equitable, and show one method whereby these expensive works may be made to pay. Drovers 
would then have the same inducement to steal in the dead of night down to a private tank and sur
reptitiously water the stock in their charge. This is often done to save the cost of watering at the public 
watering places by those drovers who, driving their stock under a specific contract, endeavour to reduce 
their expenses to the lowest limit. Who can blame them ?

In conclusion, I must reiterate that the Government have no right to supplement this cost of the 
tanks as originally constructed by the addition of steam or horse pumps, expensive receiving tanks or 
troughs, all of which require a certain amount of skilled labour to repair and work, .when, as originally 
constructed, they answered Ihcir purpose admirably. I must now close, as I fear I have trespassed too 
far already on your valuable space, but the importance of the subject demands proper ventilation, and as 
I know your sympathies are with those who have sunk their fortunes in the West, I ask you, on behalf of 
the stockowners and drovers in this arid district, to publish the result of my inquiries. I feel certain that 
when once the matter is ventilated good will come out of it. The public do not at present know the 
amount of loss the revenue suffers from the departmental bungling and incompetcncy that exists in this 
particular branch, uot only when the works are in progress hut while in operation. The subject is far 
from being exhausted, and I have no doubt now that the ball has been set rolling but that the travelling 
public will keep agitating till a superior system oi: management supersedes the present one. The more 
constant the agitation the sooner will the remedy appear.

I am, Ac.,
CHARLES ALFRED CHESNEY-, C.E.,

Tindarey, 2G October, 1887. Chairman, Cobar Board of Sheep Directors.
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XXXIV.
Galathera and Boggy Creek Tanks.

Sir, Karrabri, di July, 1883.
I bavc llic honor to inform you that 1 have been out again to the G-alathcra aud Boggy Creek 

'.rant’s, and am very sorry to bavc to inform you that, unless immediate steps are taken to arrest it, both 
main tanks will be tilled in with earth in a very short time ; owing to there being an inefficient batter to 
them, the constant action of the water is undermining the banks of the tank and causing them to fall in. 
I would earnestly beg to urge that tire Department take immediate steps to stop this, and put the tanks 
in working order before it. is too late ; if not done shortly, all the money expended upon them hitherto 
will have been wasted.

The weather just now is favourable, as the repairs could be carried out readily. Summer will be 
upon us in a very short time, and if something is not done travelling stock will be tortured, as heretofore, 
with the pangs of thirst, and in many eases reach water after crossing these arid plains but to die, as I 
have frequently witnessed. I have, &c.,

ARTHUR. W. P. COPEMAN,
The Chief Inspector of Stock. Inspector of Stock.

Sir, Boggy Creek, 5 August, 1883.
I have received by this morning’s coach a printed form, I presume for the money collected at 

this'tank for which I suppose they hold me responsible. Ho doubt you are aware that I have received 
instructions, ever since my appointment to the Boggy Creek Tank, not to allow any stock inside the fence, 
by the District Inspector; if they persisted in driving stock in, I was to summon them, which I have done 
onec. I don’t know' why they should send to me for the money collected when they know very well that 
no stock is allowed to water cither at this tank or Galathera, although I think it is very wrong that this 
tank is not thrown open. I think if the public were allowed to have the use of the water, that is in the 
drinking tank, then something could be done to it in the way of repairs, which it needs very badly. The 
water cannot come out of the standing tank on account of the pipe being stopped up, and there is no way 
of getting at it to clean it only by letting stock drink’ what water there is in the drinking tank. I am 
sending this form back to you. I bavc, &e.,
The Chief Inspector of Stock. CYRUS W. MORROW,

------------------- Caretaker.
Sir, Boggy Creek, 29 February, 1884.

.1 have the honor to report to you that the water in the drinking tank here is unfit for stock 
to drink, it is perfectly green. I brought a number of both horses and cattle across the plains to the tank 
to-day, but they would not touch it.

The tank at Galathera is now a great blessing, but there are in my opinion several serious matters 
of alteration which require to be made in that tank. *

I have, &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Stock. W. D. WRIGHT.

Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., B.C., 3/3/81.
The notice of the Department of Public Works 1ms been several times lately called to the complaints 

in connection with the Galathera and Boggy Creek Tanks. I think this might be forwarded for the 
information of the Commissioner and Engineer of Roads.—H.G., B.C., 6/3/84. Mr. Bruce.

Submitted.—A.B., 7/3/84. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 10/3/84.
Approved. I wish the Works Department would do something about these.—J.P. Abbott, 11/3/84. 
The Under Secretary for Public Works.—H.W., B.C., 11/3/84. Roads.—J.R., B.C., 15/3/84.
Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 17/3/84.

I attach report from the local officer, the complaint made is a necessary result of the drinking tank 
system, when there is not a steady demand for water to allow of a free flow or to allow of noxious foreign 
matter being removed. It has been our intention to fix pump service tank, &c., at this place and the 
delay is due to Mr. Nnssan’s delay in carrying out his contract of service-tanks.—A.P. W., 2-0/3/84. The 
Commissioner and Engineer for Roads and Bridges.

The pump is at Narrabri.—W.C.B., 20/3/S3. The Under Secretary, B.C.

Sir, Ifarrabri, 17 March, 1884.
1 have the honor to inform you that I have visited the Galathera and Boggy Creek Tanks for 

the purpose of reporting upon them, hut have refrained from doing so, owing to the unfinished state they 
are, and are likely to be in for some time to come. At Boggy Creek, stock will not be able to water, as 
the supply is exhausted in the drinking tank and no means of feeding it again.

Galathera is open to the public, and a return coming in from it. It is still in an unfinished state, 
and the troughing requires fencing in. Mr. Budge, the Road Superintendent, instructed the caretaker 
to use his horses for the purpose of lifting the water, but never made any arrangement with him as to 
payment for use of same. Will I do this ?

The Galathera caretaker requires a supply of weekly return forms. I enclose a letter received 
from him, re travelling to Narrabri to remit his moneys and sign bis attested returns. Can be he allowed 
anything for travelling in and out ?

Will I send in report as to present state of tanks or wait till they are handed over? The con
tractor at Boggy Creek says he will be quite six months at work there. *

■ I have, &c.,
_ ^ A. W. P. COPEMAN,

The Chief Inspector of Stock, ' Overseer of Public Tanks and Wells,

Mr,
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r.w.p.
87-2,320.

r.w.p j
87-4,928
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Mr. Gilliait.—A.B., B.C., 19/3/84. _ _
The Chief Inspector of Stock,—Mr. Overseer Copetnan might be instructed to arrange for the 

forwarding of rates collected by caretakers in his district in the manner adopted by other overseers. An 
understanding with the Department of Public Works seems desirable with reference to tbc caretaker 
lifting water at the Galathera Tank. This Department has not been informed of the completion of the 
lifting appliances, and it seems undesirable to interfere until so notified; at the same time it is urgent 
the caretaker should have water in readiness for persons requiring it. Any engagements made by the 
District Road Superintendent will—Mr. Copoman might be informed—be discharged by bis own Depart
ment. A copy or Mr. Copeman’s letter might perhaps be forwarded to the Works.—H.G., B.C., 1/4/84.

Sir, Narrabri. 18 March, 1884.
In compliance with the instructions contained in telegram sent by Mr. Wood yesterday, I beg 

to report as follows on water in the Boggy Creek Tank :—
The water in the drinking tank is totally unfit for use.
The water iu the reservoir is 8 feet deep, and sweet and good.
Until the drinking tank is emptied aud cleaned out it will bo unfit for use, and until that time water 

must be taken directly from the reservoir.
A wooden trough and temporary pump might meet the difficulty for the present, as water is 

obtainable 6 miles north of Boggy Creek, and also at Galathera. •
A service-tank and pump, similar to the one at Galathera, or a substitute for one, should be erected 

as soon as possible. I have, &c.,
W. P. BUDGE,

The Commissioner and Engineer for Roads. Road Superintendent.

Mr. Wood,—See me at once.—W.C.B.
This would have been remedied ere this had Mr. Nussan satisfied the terms of his contract by 

delivering the iron tanks he has contracted for; the pump was forwarded some months ago.—A.P.W., 
20/3/84. The Commissioner and Engineer for Roads and Bridges.

Forward to Mines.—T.A.W., 22/3/84. The Under Secretary for Mines.—W.F. (for U.S.), 
B.C., 24/3/84, Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., B.C., 25/3/84. I may point out that this is an additional instance 
of the importance of having water supplied from pumps and troughings,—II.G., B.C., 1/4/84. Mr. Bruce. 
Submitted.—A.B., 2/4/84, The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—G.E.H. (for U.S.) 
Seen ; inform Mr. Wright.—J. P. Abbott, 5/4/84.

XXXV. .
Papers re cost.

Minute by The Honorable the Secretary for Mines, 1st June, 1887.
I would like a return prepared showing,—

1st. The cost of tanks and wells and dams, showing each one separately.
2nd, The cost of machinery, &c., to work the same.
3rd, Wages of men attached to each.
4th. The revenue derived from each.

--------  F.A., 1/G/S7.

Urgent. Mr. Ramsay,—Please prepare a return showing the information asked for by the Secretary 
for Mines under questions three and four.—H.G., 2/G/S7. Return herewith.—J.S.R., 9/G/87. The 
information asked for by the Hon. tbc Secretary for Mines in questions one and two will, I think, have 
to be obtained from the Secretary of Public Works.—HAuttiY Gclliat, 2/6/87. The Under Secretary, 
Ask the Under Secretary for Works for the information.—H.W., 2/6/87. Asked.—2/6/87. The 
Under Secretary for Works may perhaps be reminded that no reply has been received.—H.G., 22/8/87. 
Asked.—30/8/87.

Minute by Chief Inspector Public Watering Places.
Expenditure and Revenue for 1886 at Public Watering Places.

26 September, 1887.
In' submitting this return for the consideration of tbo Hon. the Secretary for Mines, I may point out,-—.

1st. That the year 1886 was an exceptionally favourable one, and that during the greater part of it 
water could be obtained by travelling stock almost everywhere without having to fall back upon 
the public watering places.

2nd. That when the Department is enabled to gazette the works as public watering places no further 
obstacle will exist to their being leased, and the majority of these works will be producing 
revenue. .

The Under Secretary. HARRY GILLIAT.

Submitted.—G.E.H. (for H.S.), 27/9/87. Have the works gazetted as early as possible —
F.A., 28/9/87. The papers for this purpose should bo prepared in accordance with my previous 
minute.—H.G., 29/9/87.

Public
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Public Watering Places.
Eeturit showing Wages paid, and Revenue received for the Tear 1886.

Revenuo received.

Name of Watering Place. Wa^ea paid to 
Caretakers in 1880. Fees collected by 

Caretakers,
Rent received 
from Lessees. Total Receipts.

Amphitheatre Tank ............
liabinda Tank ......................
Baradine Well......................
Beloura Tank ......................
Berrigan Well ......................
Black Swamp Tank..............
Boggy (Irccfe Tank .............
Boona Tank ..........................
Boonoona Tank......................
Booroomugga .......................
Booroondara Tank ..............
Booroorban Tank..................

- Boro Tank............................
Box Creek Tank ..................
Brocklesby Tank..................
Brolgan Creek Tank ..........
Brura Creek Tank ..............
Bullagreen Tank ..................
Bur.ghill Tank ......................
Carson’s Swamp Tank..........
Clare Tank..............................
Claypan (Crass Hut) Tank...
Cobar Stock Tank ..............
Colombo Dam ......................
Coolaman Tank......................
Gorilla Tank........................
Corowra Swamp Tank.........
Crow's Nest ell..................
Cnrrawcena Tank..................
Cuttygullyaroo Tank ..........
Daysdale Tank......................
Dolmoreve Well ..................
Dry Lake Well......................
Eighteen-mile Tank..............
Ford’s Bridge Tank..............
Forty-eight-milc Tank ......
Galathera Tank ..................
Gilgaii Tank .........................
Ginlambone Tank ..............
G ooncry Artesian Well ......
Gunnaramby Tank ..............
Helman’s Tank......................
Hermitage Tank ..................
Holy Box Well......................
Hovell's Dam ......................
Hulong Tank.........................
Ivanhoe Tank ......................
Jindera Tank..........................
Jumping Sand Hill Well ..
Junee Dam ..........................
Keighran’s Tank ..................
Kerrigundi Tank..................
Ledknapper Tank.................
Lightning Itidge Tank..........
Manmim Well......................
Merri Merriwa Tank ..........
Mombil Tank ..................
Mossgiel Tank ......................
Mena Murtee Well ..............
Mount Elliot Tank ..............
Mount Hope Tank ..............
Mount Manara Tank ..........
Mowabla Tank .....................
Muriel Tank..........................
Murray Hut Well ..............
North Koto Well..................
Nullamut Tank.....................
Nymagce Tank......................
Old Cunbar Welt..................
One Tree Tank......................
Polygonum Hut Well.........
Pretty Pine Well..................
Priory Tank..........................
Pulletop Tank ......................
Pnrnamoota Tank ..............
Quandong Tank .................
Rat Holes Tank .................
Rock Holes Tank..................
Roto Well ............................
Sandy Creek Tank .............
Shearleg’s Tank ..............
Silverton Tank......................
Silverton Well......................
Sixteen-mile Gums Tank ...

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
111 17 6 11 18 9 11 18 9
127 15 0 30 6 10 30 6 10
54 15 0 9 5 0 9 5 0

127 15 0 3 16 2 3 16 2
O O 20 0 0

49 1 6 84 14’ 10 16 13 4 101 8 2
78 0 0 78 0 0

127 15 0 14 11 0 14 11 0
231 3 0 00 13 6 60 13 6
118 12 6 39 15 1 39 15 1

70 14 0 29 19 6 16 5 0 46 4 6
$5 0 0 85 0 0

109 10 0 9 10 4 9 10 4
132 0 0 24 0 2 24 0 2
130 8 0 0 0 6 0 0 6
86 9 0 1 4 0 1 4 0

127 15 0 90 6 7 90 6 7
28 2 6 0 6 0 0 6 0

118 12 6 1 10 8 1 10 8
70 0 0

153 0 0 5 0 4 5 0 4
53 0 0 53 0 0

118 12 6 133 7 9 133 7 9
135 1 0 5 0 5 5 0 5
84 6 0 0 6 2 0 6 2

40 0 0 40 0 0185 12 6 9 3 0 9 3 0
9 10 0 40 0 0 40 0 0

146 0 0 54 7 0 54 7 O
127 15 0 62 11 9 62 11 9
116 18 0 1 5 8 1 5 8
76 10 0 4 6 6 4 6 6

103 12 0 26 6 10 11 13 4 38 0 2
36 8 7 36 8 7

17 14 0 56 15 6 56 15 6
110 17 0 30 9 11 4 3 4 34 13 3

126 0 0 120 0 0
91 14 0 50 9 9 35 0 0 85 9 9
78 10 0 0 7 8 0 7 8

60 0 0 60 0 0
71 IS 0 0 4 4 0 4 4

128 8 0 95 14 8 95 14 8
139 5 0 87 9 8 87 9 8
170 6 0 39 8 0 39 8 0
75 8 0 H 5 9 7 10 0 18 15 9
59 3 0 10 9 5 10 9 5
29 12 0 D 19 4 9 19 4

130 8 0 5 2 10 5 2 10
101 0 4 41 1 8 41 1 8
104 IS 9

71 8 0 11 7 0 n 7 o
70 0 0 27 1 6 16 7 10 43 9 4

78 1 4 78 1 4
118 12 6 16 1 8 16 1 8
45 3 0 4 1 0 4 1 0

127 15 0 8 16 7 8 16 7
127 15 0 18 15 10 18 15 10
174 3 6 67 11 2 67 11 2

12 8 0 *-
64 8 0 7 7 10 7 7 10

127 15 0 7 11 4 7 11 4
129 2 7 25 4 1 25 4 1
127 15 0 12 10 3 12 19 3
61 4 0 82 6 2 32 1 8 114 7 10

20 0 0 20 0 0
110 10 0 4 6 5 14 0 0 18 6 5
54 6 0 72 19 S 30 12 6 103 12 2

127 15 0 2 17 0 2 17 0
140 0 0 ..........
22S 12 0 87 10 0 87 10 0
130 14 0 40 18 8 40 18 8
135 0 0 15 8 7 23 6 8 38 15 3
03 16 0 33 12 9 33 12 9
85 15 0 13 3 8 15 0 0 28 3 8
55 4 0
38 14 10 GO 19 0 00 19 0
76 16 0 50 10 1 50 10 1

127 15 0 29 0 0 29 0 0
126 10 0 0 0 4 15 6 8 15 7 0
127 15 0 20 13 9 20 13 9

........... 50 0 0 50 0 0
03 12 0

120 0 0 2 16 9 2 10 9
146 0 0 73 15 0 .......... 73 15 0

Remarks.

Leased 1/9/SC, £50 per aim.

Leased 4/9/8G, £50 per

Leased 1/12/85, £40 per ann

Leased 1/9/SC, £35 per atm. 
„ 1/9/80, £52 „
„ 15/3/86, £80 „
„ 1/12/SG, £50 „

„ 1/6/86, £60 „

Leased 1/10/86, £30 per ann.

Stock water gratis.

Leased 3/9/S6, £50 per ann.

Leased 1/6/86, £55 per ann.

„ 1/5/86, £21 „
„ l/6/S6,£52 103. „

Water bad,

Leased 1 /6/S6, £40 per ann. 

„ 1/10/86, £60 ,

Leased 1/5/86, £23 per ann.

P.W.P.
87-2,483.



P.W.P.,
87-5,104.

P.W.P.,
87-5,842.
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Return elioiving Wages paid and Revenue for the Year 1886—continued.

Name oi Watering t'lace.

Tam bar Springs ........
Thackaringii Tank ....
Tile Lake Tank......
Thirty-five-imle Tank.
Tborndale Tank ........
Till Till Tank ...........
Tinda Tank ...............
Ttudario Tank ............
Tom’s Lake Tank........
Twelve-mile Tank .... 
Two Waterholes Tank
Wagga Tank................
Walla Walla Tank ....
Wangonella Well........
Wicklow Tank............
Wooloondool Well .... 
Ventabangee Tank .... 
Yonhl Plain Tank ....

Totals...............

Wages paid to 
Caretakers in 188G.

Reveuitf! received.

Fees collected bj 
Caretakers.

Rent received 
from Lessees. Total Receipts.

£ S. (1. £ e. tl. £ 3. d. £ s. A.
6 0 0
4 0 0

50 0 0 liO. 0 0
131 5 0 52 2 4 52 2 4
127 15 0 78 0 3 78 0 3
109 10 0 4 13 S 4 13 8
122 17 0 3 1 2 3 1 2
125 15 0 55 8 2 55 8 2

51 o o 51 o o
57 o o 57 o o
52 0 0 59! n r>

127 15 0 4 15 0 4 15 0
106 0 0 2 1 4 12 10 0 14 11 4

SO 0 0 1 0 6 1 0 6
127 15 0 0 15 4 0 15 4
94 7 6 66 1 11 IS 6 8 84 8 7

30 0 0 30 0 0
79 16 0 16 4 1 13 G 8 29 10 9

8,922 4 0 2,177 16 2 1,265 9 1 3,443 5 3

No charge made for water. 
Lately taken over.

Leased 1/10/SG, £50 per ann.

„ 1/9/S6, £55 

„ 1/9/86, £40

Summary.

Total wages paid.....................................................................
Total Revenue.........................................................................

Number of tanks under lease in 1886... ,
Total rental per annum ............................... .......................
Average rental per annum...................................................
9 June, 1887.

.....  £8,922 4 0

......  8,443 5 3
, 36
........ 1,777 10 0
........  49 7 2
J. S. RAMSAY.

Mr. Kelly, M.P., carried a motion last session for a return re water-tanks, dams, &c. Is it ready? 
If not, when will it be ?—R.A., 26/9/87. I cannot find any motion carried by Mr. Kelly, M.P., on the 
subject —P.M.O., 26/9/87. The Minister directs that the Under Secretary for Works may be again
reminded.—H.G., 27/9/87. Letter to Under Secretary for Works, 27/9/87.

Sir, 27 September, 1887.
_ 1 have the honor to again invite your attention to my letter of 2nd June last, asking for

certain particulars re Public Watering Place*, for tbo information of the Hon. the Secretary for Mines. I 
am directed by him to request that you will be good enough to have the information furnished with the 
least possible delay.

GERARD HERRING,
The Under Secretary for Public Works. -------- (For Under Secretary for Mines.)

Roads.-—J.R., B.C., 29/9;S7. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 29/9/87. The information is being 
prepared.—A.P.W., 30/9/87. Under Secretary,—W.C.B., B.C., 30/9/87. The Under Secretary for
Mines.—J.R., B.C., 6/10/87.

My dear Sutherland, 31 October, 1887.
I beg to remind you that up to the present I have not received the return I asked for a long 

time ago, showing the cost per cubic yard paid by the Roads Department for excavation of tanks, 
dams, &e. Kindly send it on and oblige. . Yours,

P. ABIGAIL.
The Secretary for Public Works, ---------

I am not aware of the return asked for, but this is clear, and I desire it to he prepared as soon as 
possible.—J.S., 1/11/87. With Minister.—J.R. Roads.—J.R., B.C., 1/11/87. Urgent. This
list was furnished upon 6th June last, but new list will now be prepared.—A.P.W., 2/11/87. Paper 
now herewith was with the papers given to me out of the Minister’s room on yesterday. It was sent 
down, as Mr. Wood states, on 6th June.—W.C.B,, 2/11/87. Porward to Mines Department. Under 
Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., 2/11/87. Memo, by Record Clerk, P.W. Places:—The receipt of 
former list is not recorded ; I have never received it, and I feel confident it was never received in this 
office.—R.W.G., 4/11/87.

Assmcf
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Abstract showing Prices for excavating Tanks, from 1882 to 1886.

Boad, Locality. Price per 
cubic yard. Remarks.

s. d.
-JJeniliquin to Hay ... ... Black Swamp ... ... 1 U

Pine Ridge ............... 1 2
Uoobgal to Wilcanuia ... ... Tom’s Lake ............... 1 1

Mossgiel ... ... ... 1 4
Ivanhoe ... ... ... 1 7
Wards ........................... 1 6
26-mile ... ... ... 1 8

W ileannia to Ti bboo b nrra ... Dry Lake... ... ... 1 6
Tarolla ........................... 1 6
Peak ... ... .. 1 6
Murlippa ... ... ... 1 6
Cobham ... ... .. 1 6
Waratta........................... 1 5

Balranald to Ivanhoe ............... Clare ........................... 1 5
34-milc ... ... 1 6

Cobar to Louth ... ... Cuttygullyaroo .............
Booroondara ... ... 1
Kerrigundi ... ... 1
64-mile ... ... ... 1 5

Cobar to Bourke........................... Holmans ... ... ... 1 8
Bourke to Enngonia ... The Lake ........................... 1 5?

Clav Run Hollow............... 1 K !
Enngonia to Culgoa ,,, ... I8-milc ... ... ... 1 4

Ledknapper ... ... 1
Byroek to Brcwarrina ............... Mulga No. 5 ... ... I 4* Abandoned by contractor.

Nellie’s Paddock ... ... 1 9
Nyina-gee to Nyngan ... ... Babinda .. ... .. 1 4 ■ Steam plant, flat slopes, low

banks.
Gilgaii ........................... 1 4
Thorndale........................... 1 6J-

Trangic to Daudaloo ............... Derribong........................... 1 6 Unemployed engaged.
Hillston to Cobar ... ... Merri Merriwa ............... 1 9

Wagga ........................... 1 9
Rock Holes ... ... 1 9
Sandy Creek ... ... 1 8 ■
Priory ........................... 1 7
Shearlegs ... ... ... 1 9
Brura ... ............... 1 9

Condoboliu to Cobar ... ... Mowabla........................... 1 5*
Boona ........................... 1 9 Steam plant, 2s.
Tinda ... ... ... 1 9 Work done by steam plant.
Mombil ... ... ... 1 9
Wicklow ... ... ... 1 9
Beloura ... ... ■ ... 1 G
Nymagee ... ... .. 1 9
Keighran’s ... .. 1 7 Steam Plant Co. refused Is. 8d.

Whitton lo Euabalong ... 9-mile ... ............... 1 1
Pulletop........................... 1 2
Mount Elliott ... 1 li

Silverton District........................... Silverton ... ... ... 1 6
Eat Hole ... ... ... 1 6
Wilson’s ... ... ... 1 4J
Pnrnamoota ... ... 1 6
Thaekaringa ... ... 1 5

Albuiy District.......................... Carson’s Swamp............... 1 1
Jindera ... ... ... 0 lOf-
Walla Walla ............... i 3
Lowesdale... ... ... i 5
Davsdale ... ............... i 4
Brocklesby ... ... i 0

Warren to Coon amble ............... Bullagreen ... ... i 3

Memo, by Clerk iu Charge, Public Watering Places.—On 2nd June the Department of Public Works 
was asked to furnish the following information:—(1.) Cost of tanks, wells, and dams, showing each 
one separately. (2.) Cost of machinery to work the same. On 80th August Ihe Works was 
reminded of this request, and again on 27th September. This latter communication was returned 
B.C. from the Works on 7th October, bearing a minute as follows:—“The information is being 
prepared.—A.P.W., 30/8/87." I have to point out that the information applied for on 2nd June has 
not yet been supplied. (2.) The return attached to 87-5,842 does not afford that information. 
(3.) This return, said to have been already furnished on 6th June, has not previously been received 
by this Department. ' --------- J.S.B., 8/11/87.

The
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P.W.P.,
87-7,150.

P.W.P.,
88-2.

P.W.P.,
83-43.

The information asked for by the Honorable the Secretary for Minos, 2/0/87, is not given in the 
return that has been made by the Department of Public Works, which is an abstract, showing prices for 
excavating tanks, 1882 to 1886. The information requested is—(1st) the cost of each tank, dam, or well, 
showing each one separately ; (2nd) the cost of machinery, &c., to work the same. The Honorable the 
Secretary for Public Works may perhaps be asked to have this information supplied.—H.G-., 10/11/87. 
The tinker Secretary.

Submitted.—H.W., 11/11/87. Approved.—P.A., 11/11/87. Letter to Works, 15/11/87. A
reminder may be sent to the Secretary for Public Works.—F.A., 20/11/87. Letter to Works, 29/11/87. 
I beg to submit for direction whether a fresh effort shall he made to obtain this return, or whether the 
papers shall appear in their incomplete state in the Parliamentary Jteturn.—H.Gr., 12/12/87. The 
Under Secretary. Submitted.—H.W., 14/12/87. The Works Department may he requested to furnish 
a full return of what is required.—F.A., 15/12/87. Asked, 19/12/87.
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Sir, 29 December, 1887.
In reply to your letter of 29th ultimo, asking to be supplied with certain information as to 

the cost of tanks, (Lams, wells, &c., I am directed to inform you that the information is being obtained; 
but that, in view of the recent appointment of a Commission to inquire into the matter of tanks and wells, 
the Secretary for Public Works is of opinion that the return should in the first instance be submitted to 
the Commission. I have, &c.,

JOHN BAB, ^
The Under Secretary for Mines. Under Secretary for Public Works.

Minute by The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
3 January, 1SSS.

The return referred to in this letter was asked for, by direction of the Honorable the Secretary for 
Mines, on the 2nd June, 1887. The Works Department were reminded on SOLli August, 1887, and again 
on 27th September. Upon 80th September this Department was informed by a minute that the 
“ information is being prepared.” On 31st October the Secretary for Minos wrote to the Secretary for 
Public Works, asking again for the return. A. reply by minute was received, on 4tli November, that the 
list was furnished on Cth June last., but that a new list would be prepared.

The list referred to, which had not been previously received by this Department, proved lo be 
merely an abstract of prices for excavating tanks from 1882 to 1880. And on 29tb November a letter 
was again sent to the Department of Public Works, calling attention to tbo point that the return desired 
by the Secretary for Mines was (1st) the cost of each tank, dam, and well, showing each one separately; 
(2nd) the cost of machinery, &c., to work the same. . _

In view of the preparation of papers for the Parliamentary return on 12th December, instructions 
were asked whether a fresh effort should be made to obtain this return or whether the papers should 
appear in their incomplete state. A final letter was, by direction, sent on 19th December, 1837. As the 
return, it is stated, is now to be made to the lioyal Commission, it will perhaps be advisable the 
accompanying papers should he also submitted.

HAElir GILLIAT,
The Under Secretary. Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Submitted.—H.W., 3/L/88, Seen and dealt with by minute.—F.A., 4/1/38.

Minute by The Honorable the Secretary for Mines.
4 January, 1888.

I have just seen the Secretary for Works, and pointed out that the return asked for is required to 
complete the papers ordered by Parliament, and which will be placed upon the Table of the House as soon 
they meet. He informed me that he had overlooked the fact that the House had ordered these papers, 
and if the request be made again, pointing out the above facts, he will at once order the return to be 
supplied. Let such be done immediately, so that they may be all ready.

. F.A., 4/1/88.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.—II.W., 4/1/88. A. letter in the above terms lo
be prepared and forwarded to the Department of Public Works to-day. Urgent.—H.G-., 5/1/88. 
Letter to Works, 5/1/88. _ _

In compliance with the general direction of the Hon. the Minister these papers have been included 
amongst those submitted to the Tanks and Wells Commission, although incomplete by reason that the 
information required to perfect the return asked for by the Minister for Mines has not been furnished 
by the Department of Works.—J.S.E-., 19/1/88.

This refers to the cost of the public watering places and their machinery, asked for 2 J une, 1887.—■
H.G-., 19/1/88. The Under Secretary.

Hemind the Secretary for Works of his promise to let me have this return to complete the papers 
to be laid on the Table of Parliament when it again meets in February. If this is not forthcoming 1 must 
state that I have been unable to obtain it from the Works Department.—F.A., 19/1/88. ■

Prepare letter.—H.G-., 19/1/88. Letter to Works, 20/1/88.

Minute
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Minute by The Chief Inspector of Stock on The Hon. T. Cummings’ Application as to the Average 
Expense of Drinking Appliances at Grovernment tanks, 

m rr nr™. • Department of Mines, Slock Branch, Sydney, 20 July, 1885.
J ue Honorable Thomas Cummings has asked the average expense approximately of drinking appliances stock Branch 
at the Q-overnment tanks whore slock are watered at troughs filled from a service tank into which it is 85-1,927. ' 
raised by horse-power, and the cost where raised by steam-pump, specifying the cost of the service-tank 
separately. As this can only be given by the Works Department application might perhaps be made 
accordingly, if approved.—A.B., 20/7/S5.
, ^ sybmittod'—H.W., 20/7/85. Inform him.—J. P. Abuott, 21/7/85. The Hndcr Secretary 
oQrJI-rka‘—G,E'H' (for U'S4)’ B'C-’24th Ju]y.1885- Hoads, B.C., 27/7/85. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B.,
2a jo'O*

Timber Service Tank (say) 
Iron B.P. do ..
Troughing ... .
Steam-pump ... ,,
Horse, gear, &c. ... .

£ s. d. 
250 0 0 
300 0 O 
225 0 0 
170 0 0 
00 0 0

£785 0 0
A.P.W. I'S'SS.Say £785.—W.C.B., 4/8/85. Undersecretary. Forward to Mines—P A.W., 8/8/85. ‘ 1 The 

Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 8/8/85, W.F. (for the U.S.).

Extract from Minute by The Commissioner and Engineer for Hoads and Bridges.
■ 11 June, 1883.

' i t'flnKj it is mtendea to make of buckled plated it will weigh 6 tone, and 120 ft. of troughing 
will weigh 1 ton. It is considered the tank will cost £280, and the usual 300 ft. of troughing £L20, or 
certainly not more than the present appliances. W.C.B.

£0 7s.

Cost of Excavations as said to have been paid by the Works Department:—
Mount Manara Tank, Is. 4|d. per cubic yard, with fencing papers.
Twelve-mile Tank, 2s. 6d, per cubic yard, writh sub-letting papers.

Of Drains:—
Ivanhoe Tank. 15s. per chain, with Ivanhoe papers.
Twrenty-Six-milo, 4s. 6d. per chain, with fencing papers.

Miscellaneous:—
Engine-shed, Thirty-Eive-mile, £50 ; others to £30, with fencing papers.
Note. This Department have erected a 12x12 vertical slab shed, door and window', iron roof, for

Willandra Well cost £1,087 5s. 8d.; 100 ft. deep, no supply, bad water.
Supply tank, Tom’s Lake, £300.

Cost of Fencing.
The following prices aro alleged to have been paid by the Department of Public Works:

*&oonery ... 
*Mulga, No. 5 
*Bendemere ... 
flvanhoe Tank 
^Boonoona ... 
•Mount Manara 
•Forty-eight-mile 
•Tliirty-hvc-milo 
•Twenfy-six-milo

P.W.P., 
87-6,58G. 
r.vv.p., 

87-6,089.
r.w.p.,

87-5,587.
P.W.P.,

87-6,585.
P.W.P.,

87-6,588.
P.W.P.,

87-5,630.
P.W.P,

So-2,010.

tBaloola ... 
Black Swamp 
Lightning llidgc 
Bunghill ,,, 
Boro...............

Per mile.
£ P. d.

... 86 0 0

No. of Papers. 
P.W.P.,
87-1,68?.

4.. . ... ... 70 O 0
4.. ... 70 0 0

... ... 112 0 0 87-1,583.

... 4.4 ... 120 0 0 £7-6,210, 87-6,311

... ... ................. . . ... 120 0 0 87-6,586,

... 90 to 100 0 0 87-6,683.
... • r. ... 95 0 0 87-6,588.

•44 .4. 1 4 ... 95 0 0 87-6,585.

... 4 » ... 80 0 0
Tanks ikWclls. 

85-858,
... .44 ... 100 0 0 85-414.
... .4. ..4 .44 ... 80 0 0 85-394.

.44 ... ... 80 0 0 85-395.
... ... •................ ... 80 0 0 85-393.

Estimated Cost of Fencing by this Department, and at which it is prepared to undertake the wrork, and
.has done so :—

District. Per mile. 
£~ s-Narrandera ............... 55 0

Do (let) 44 0
Corowa........................... gg 4

§Albury (approx.) ... 70 2
Wilcaunia ... ... 50 0
Cobar ... ... ,,, gg 0

Do ........................... 4.5 0
Coonamblo ... ... 47 10
Walgett........................... 57 0

* W'Sth fencing papers, f Papers, with suta-letting contracts.

422—2 D

District,

Deniliquin
Narrabri
Dubbo ...
Condoboliu
Ivanhoe
Silverton
Balranald
Coonabarabran

Per mile.
£

63
Gl
56
39
54
75
35
42

13
14 
10 
19
0
0

10
1

d.
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P.W.P., 
87-J, 228. 

With fencing 
papers. ‘

J With Ba'.oola and Korauxastonc. | An exceedingly heavy fence, unnecessarily bo.
An
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P.W.P,,
87-7,000.

P.W.P.,
87-1,374.

.Original with 
fencing papers.

P.W.P.,
87-2,286.

An average of about £52, but it is to be noted that the estimates sent in and specifications accom
panying them were upon a most liberal scale, and capable of very great reductions and modifications

Extract from Mr. Inspector’s Low’s report on Day Dream Tank.
15 December, 1887.

Main Tank,—Pull of water, no depth indicator, and nothing iu tank to make one; reported to he 
11 feet deep, and cost Is. 6d. per cubic yard.

J. LOW.

Compabatite Cost of hutting, showing average tenders in each district recommended for acceptance by 
the Works Department, and cost by the Mines Department.

Average Works 
Tenders.

Mines. j
District.

, . i „ , Tenders andActual Cost. j
Remarks.

Bourke ... 
Cobar... ... 
Condoboliu ... 
Corowa ... 
Silverton ...
Hay...............
Wilcanuia ... 
Deniliquin ... 
Coonamble ... 
Coonabarrabran
Narrandera ...
Balranald ..,
Albury ..,

Ivanhoe ...
Narrabri ... 
Forbes ... 
Walgett ...

{
I
!

£ 8. d. £ 9. d.
92 15 3
82 6 0 50 0 0

68 0 0 40 7 0
50 0 0

83 12 0
47 10 0

78 10 4 43 5 2
91 1 6

87 10 8 37 7 S
39 12 6
42 10 0

68 0 0 ....

114 7 1

77 6 0 49 0 0
30 11 2

79 0 0.

£ s. d. 
60 0 0

47 2 0

40 0 0

Too high, not accepted. 
Sixteen erected (contract). 
Beturned for amendment. 
Three erected (contract). 
Five „ „
In action.
One erected ,.
One ,, (labour).

49 15 0

48 12 2
54 10 0 
56 13 0
55 4 0

In action.
Three erected (caretaker). 
One „ (contract). 
Two let (contract).
Iron.
Wood.
Iron.
Wood.
One erected (caretaker). 
One ., (contract).

Works average, £85 each; Mines average, £43 odd, for thirty-four cottages let and completed. 
The average of £50 will not be exceeded.

Copy of letter from Mr. Overseer Tally, of 19th March, 1887.
Sir,

I have the honor to forward herewith plan aud specification of fencing which I consider suitable 
for fencing the tenant leases at Public Watering Places in this district, and which can be erected at about 
£50 to £55 per mile, thus:—

Wire delivered anywhere within 100 miles of Wilcanuia, £20 per mile.
Furnishing posts and erecting, £30* * per mile,

* This is very high. If a supply of tho wire required were purchased privately it could be delivered here under £14 
per ton, at least the stores offer to supply it at that price, and carriage is very low at present.

I have, &c.,
MAKE J. C. TULLY,

----------------- Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Telegram from Mr. Overseer Mark J. C. Tally to Mr. Inspector J, W. Boultbee,
Wilcanuia, 27 May, 1887.

Engine sheds on Ivanhoe Eoad cost £50; some erected since by Mr. Hanna in other parts down 
to £30; fencing on Booligal Eoad, £94 per mile; Beefwood non' going up, down to £52 per mile; no 
huts; starting out to Paroo and Cobham Eoad to-day,

' MARK J. C. TULLY,
------------------Overseer, Public Watering Places,

Engine sheds, 12 x 12, Ivanhoe Road, £50; some erected later, £30.
Mr. Overseer Dowling offers to get engine shed erected at Brolgan, 12 x 12, for £9.
Size of shed, 12 x 12. The same sized shed is about to be erected in the Forbes district for £9. 

In Condoboliu district offers are made to erect the shed for £10. Attention is also called- to the price 
quoted for fencing on Booligal Road, which is nearly double the estimate considered ample bvthis Depart
ment. " HARRY GILLIAT, ,
The Under Secretary. --------- 30/5/87. '

Submitted for the information of the Minister.—H.W., 30/5/87, Seen.—F.A., 30/5/87. _
----------------- - Sir,
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Sir, Bourke, 15 August, 1887.
I have tho honor to report that in accordance with your instructions I visited the Brolgan 

Creek Tank on tho 12th instant, and met Mr. Overseer Dowling and Bagwill the contractor for the 
cottage and engine shed newly completed.

J inspected them both, and am glad to be able to report favourably of them. The cottage is a 
most substantial one, and for its price, £30 Ils. 2d., very reasonable ; the posts, horizontals, rafters, &e., 
aro all up to contract; the chimney is well built and lined with stone by the contractor, this latter work 
not being a part of his contract. The finish of the work I can hardly call first-class, but the joints all 
appear to lit and fill, and of its durability there can be no quostion. The flooring is well laid and the 
doors and windows fit.

The caretaker has lined the place with hessian and papered it, lie has also erected a vertical slab 
kitchen with bark roof, and has made himself and family really comfortable. I think authority should he 
granted to the Overseer to send out 7 lb. of white lead, and 1 gallon of paint oil and brush, so that the 
caretaker can paint the doors, windows, &c., exposed portions of posts inside. The back door is at 
present fastened by a bolt, authority might perhaps ho given for the purchase of a latch.

The engine shed is a vertical slab hut with windows and doors of sawn pine, the whole very 
strongly framed, and slabs let into grooves, it is water-tight, and although it only cost £9 9s. 5d., I have 
no doubt it null outlast those erected by the Works Department at £50 each. There is ample space all 
round the engine, and a strong shelf has been erected for tools, oil, &c. Credit. I think, is due to Mr. 
Overseer Dowling for the interest he has apparently taken in bringing the erection of the buildings to a 
successful finish. .

The contractor may, I think, be safely entrusted with the like work in the Condoboliu District. 
From what I understand, he has barely made wages at the work, and that any further tender will be 
slightly in excess of this. JAMES W. BOULTBEE,

Inspector of Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Mr. Jones may be directed to assist Bagwill in obtaining information.—H.G., 20/8/87. Letter to 
Overseer Jones, 22/8/87.

Extract from Mr. Inspector J. W. Boultbee’s report on Ivanhoe Tank.
_ 22 November, 1886.

I believe 15s. per chain was paid for the drains here, work tbatl got done on the Darling from 
3s. Gd. to 4s. 6d. per chain, 6 feet wide, 1 foot deep.

J, W. BOULTBEE.

Can you give any information with respect to the cost of these drains?—H.G-., B.C., 20/12/87. 
Mr. Teo.

The drains at the Ivanhoe Tank were made by Messrs. Farrell and Gallagher, who received 15s. 
per chain, which was an exorbitant price as stations in the district were only giving from 3s. 6d. to 5s. 
per chain, and I might mention that a reliable person informed me at the time the contract was let, that 
one of the coniractors while consulting his partner as to what price they should do the work for, said Ihey 
should ask 7s. Gd, per chain, which he said would pay them well ; but the partner said, as it is 
Government work, let us ask 15s. per chain, which they did, and got it. 1 might also mention that the 
drain running from the north-east corner of the main tank from a point about half a mile from the main 
tank should not have been passed by the Boad Superintendent, as it was never graded properly, and the 
water runs in the opposite direction of the tank. No tenders were called for the cutting of these drains.—
J. Yko, 22/12/87.

Submitted for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines.—H.G., 23/12/87. The 
Under Secretary. Submitted.—H.W., 23/12/87. Seen.—P.A., 3/12/87.

Extract from Mr. Overseer Yeo’s report on the Merri Merriwa Tank.

Ivanhoe, 19 July, 1887.
Eemarks.—The Works Department have had a shelter-shed erected over the machinery.

JAMES YEO,
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Mr. Yco may be asked if he is aware of the cost of the sheds.—H.G. Asked, 30/7/87.

Sir, Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 13 September, 1887.
Deferring to your letter dated 30th July last, re informing you the cost of the shelter-shed 

erected at the Merri Merriwa Tank.
I beg to inform you that I cannot give yon the cost of this particular shed, but I am informed, 

through the caretaker at the Merri Merriwa Tank, that the shelter sheds along the Cobar and Hillston 
Boad, cost £27 each. I have, &c.,

. - JAMES YEO,
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

P.W.P.,
87-3,977.

P.W.P.,
87-6,936.
Original, 

8G-5,5S7, with 
Ivanhoe Tank 

papers.

P.W.P.,
87-3,494.

P.W.P.,
87-4,712.

Extract
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p w.iv,
67 2,485.

P.W.P.,
37-3,150,

Tanks&Wdls,
84-1,032.

Extract from Mr. Overseer Jones’ report on Tinda Tank for March and April, 1887.
Condoholin, 18 May, 1887.

Some sawn timber lias been left here, which I am told is intended for a shed over the engine and 
shoots at the corners of the the embankments. But not having received any official intimation of 
the intention of despatching this kind of material to this tank, I can only state that some timber is upon 
the ground, and as I hear for the purpose abovenamed.

‘ RICH A ED D. JONES.
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Mr. Jones,—Please report when work is commenced, also ascertain prices paid, if possible.—H.G., 
14/6/87. I will report and obtain required information, if possible,—R.D.J., 24/6/87. Mr. Gilliat. 
This information should not be lost sight of.—H.G., 28/6/87, Mr. Ramsay.

Sir, Condoholin, 8 July, 1887.
J have the honor to report in reference to your B.C. dated 10th [? 14] ultimo, “ Construction 

of shoots at public tanks,” I beg to inform you that the caretakers report to me that shoots have been 
constructed at the following tanks, i.e., Boona, Tinda and Wicklow Tanks, and engine-sheds at Mowabla, 
Boona, Tinda, Mombill, and Wicklow Tanks. The cost of the shoots I have not been able to ascertain, but 
the cost of the engine-sheds was £27 10s. each.

I have, etc.,
R. D. JONES, _

Overseer, Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Mr. Jones may be asked to furnish an exact description of sheds, size, dimensions, and approximate 
amount of material.—H.G., 14/7/87. Mr, Jones asked, 15/7/87.

Minute by Mr. Secretary for Mines, J. P. Abbott.
13 December, 1834.

1 Mr. Bennett to be good enough to furnish me with a return showing the name of every tank 
constructed during the last two years. ^

2. The same as to wells. ”
3. The locality and the district.
4. The size.
5. The quantity of water each is capable of holding.
G, The depth of the wells, and of the water, and the quality of the water.
7. The line of road on which each is situated.
8. The lengths of the roads served.
6. The cost of each.

IP. The number of tanks, wells, Ac., now being made.
_ J. P. ABBOTT, 13/12/84.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. [Urgent.]

Very Urgent. The Under Secretary for Works.—H.W., B.C., 16/12/84. Roads.—J.R.,
B.C, 17/12/84. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B, 17/12/84. Will Mr. Steel assist?—W.C.B. Herewith, as 
asked for urgently, sent direct.—W.C.B, B.C, 5/1/85. Forward to Mines.

Excavation per cubic yard for squatters costs from lOd. to Is,, or £900 for an 18,000 cubic yard 
tank, or rather more than 3,000,000 gallons of water,'and when tools and draught cattle are found by tho 
employer, it has frequently been done at 4d. per cubic yard, and good wages made; Is. per cubic yard ', b 
a maximum price.—H.G.



District Road.

Deniliquin ,

Hay.

Cobar

Deniliquin to Hay ....

Hay to Booligal........
Booligal to Wilcannia

Balranald to Ivanboe.

Carathool to HiUston

Hillston to Cobar .....

Condobolin to Cobar .

Nymagec to Nyngan .

Locality.

Black Swamp . 
Pine Ridge ...

Twclce-milc.................
Tom’s Lake..................
Lignum Hut ..............
Mossgiel ....................
Box Creek or Ward’s
Twenty-Rix-Iuile..........
Dolmoreve .................
Clare..............................
Thirty-four-mile.........
Willandra ..................
Dry Lake ....................
Gunbar ........................
Crow’s Rest.................

Roto................................
North Roto...................
Merrimerriwa .............
Cross Roads or Wagga
Rock Holes...................
Sandy Creek ...............
Priory ............................
Shearleg's........................
Gibbes’............................
Mowabla........................
Boona ...........................
Tinda ............................
Mombill .......................
Wicklow ........................
Beloura...........................
Nymagee ......................
Koighran’a ...................
Babinrta ........................
Twenty-nine-mile ........
Fifty-mile........................
Mount Hope ................

Carried forward....

Nature of work.

Tank. Capacity. Well. Depth.

Gallons. ft. in.

Tank 3,000,000
3,000,000

Well Well 110 0
Tank 5,000,000

Well 130 0
Tank 4,000,000

4,000,000
Well

Tank

Well
107 0
94 0

S» 120 0

130 0
107 0

Tank 3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000 ...............
3,000,000
3,000,000 ...............
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000.000

Water.

Length of 
Hoad,

ft. in.

30 0 

29 0

22 0 
27 0 
6 0

18 0
(i 0

Cost.

s. s> d.

1,710 5 4
1,774 2 11

*038 0 0
2,542 4 7

18
0

4
0

*1,174 13 6
*560 0 0

*833 0 0
*600 0 0
*739 4 0
*645 1 0
777 7 9

*700 0 0
*306 16 7

*2,015 3 6
1,906 7 6
2,427 14 8
2,061 5 -0

*2,349 3 9
2,583 8 2

*1,584 3 0
2,163 8 2

*2,018 12 8
2,612 18 10
2,460 3 5

*1,276 19 6
2,222 3 10
3,002
*594

3
2

5
8

*766 6 4

2.272 13 4

Remarks.
Water
stored

Completed, and full of water ,

good water.

50,214 11 9

Nearly completed, good water, windmill pump
Completed, and excavation full......................
In progress.
Excavation completed.
In progress.

Completed, good water.
brackish.

,, good water.

Nearly completed.
Completed, full ...........

,, nearly full
n a
„ full............
,, nearly full

Nearly completed. 
Completed, nearly full 
Noaily completed.
Completed, $ full .......
Completed.
Nearly completed. 
Completed.

,, full............
In progress.

a

Completed, full...........

Million
Gallons.

3 
3

3
2
2
3
4

24

354



District.

Bourke

Wilcannia

Walgett..................

Coonabarrabran ..

Dubbo.
Albury

Deniliquin

Eoad. Locality

Cobar to Louth

Cobar to Bourke......
Bourke to Eringonia

Eringonia to Culgoa

Brought forward ..
Cuttygullyaroo ..............
Booroondnrra ..................
Kerrigundi .....................
Hillinaji’a..........................
The Lake..........................
Clay-pan Hollow .........
Lednappa..........................

Nature of work.

Tank Capacity. Wei). Depth. Water.

Length
Hoad.

Cost. Eemarke.

Gallons. ft. ft. in.

Tank

> )
Jt
it

3,000,000
3.000. 000
5.000. 000
3.000. 000 
4,500,000
3.000. 000
3.000. 000

£ a. d. 
50,214 11 9

*1,552 11 S 
*2,356 7 3 
*1,043 0 0 
2,294 18 11 
2,086 6 11 

*1,520 5 8

Nearly completed, full......................
,, 7 feet of water..
,, 12 feet of water
) )

Completed,

Nearly completed.

Wilcannia to Hungerford.

Mulga Valley ......
Dry Lake ............
Beefwood .........
Menamurtee.........
Tarella ..................
The Peak.............
J.K, Water-hole..
Murlippa ..............
Cobhiim..................
Coalley ................
Milparinka .........
Warratta.............
Twelve-mile.........
Silverton District

Tank 2,'ooo!oob

Tank 3,000,000
3,000,000

Tank

t > 

ft 
tt

3,000,000
3,000,000
3.000. 000
5.000. 000
3.000. 000
2.000. 000

Well

Well

Well

*337 4 0 
*1,003 2 II 

*230 9 6 
*218 11 0 
*570 Hi 0 
*662 0 0

*1,013 5 10 
*910 15 6 
*200 0 0 

*67 10 0 
*448 3 0 

*1,134 6 2 
*1,241 0 0

7

- Not completed, delayed by seasons.

J

■Works in progress.
Walgett to Goodooga Narran , Tank 3,000,000

Coonabarrabran to Pilliga ... Baradine ......
Coonabarrabran to Gunnedah M annum ......

Baloola..........
Normanstone

Well
I t 
t f 

ft

122 0 
76 6

40 0 
44 0

*128 12 4 In progress.

8SS 111 
*387 2 0 
*425 0 0 
*435 10 0

Completed, good water.
13 1J

Not completed,
> >

Water
Stored.

Million
Gallons.

36J
3
1
2

i

Corowa to Tirana 

Albury to............

Tocumwal to Jerilderie

Girilamboue......
Lowesdalc ......
Daysdalc ...........
Jindera...............
Walla'Walla ... 
Carson's Swamp

Tank
ft
y>
Ji

f)

4.000. 000
3.000. 000 
3,000,000 
3,000,000 
3,000,000 
1,500,000

Murray Hut,.. 
Berican Creek

Well 126 0 
139 0

11 0 
28 0

1,709 16 6

1,351 18 9 
1,377 8 10

Completed.
In progress.

J J
Completed, full 

)*
In progress.

J *1,2)9 11 3

£77,030 7 8

Completed, good water.
I

46

to
M

X
X

Note,—The tanka named in this list will have (approximately) a capacity of 151,000,000 gallons, and the quantity now stored is estimated at about46,000 gallons. The eleven wells that arc on water arc estimated
to yield 250,000 gallons per diem. Figures marked thus (*) denote payments on account. much
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Minute by The Secretary for Mines, J, P. Abbott. .
i ~ 15 January, 18S4.

I shall bo glad if the Secretary for Works will cause me to bo furnished with a return showing the cost TunksitWells, 
of the several tanks and wells mentioned in Schedule 13 hereto, as also the cost of improving the springs 84-55, 
in Schedule A, mentioned in Schedule B. I would like the total cost of each work,

J. P. ABBOTT.
The Secretary for Works. ----- -— ■

The Under Secretary for Works.—B.C., 15/1/S4. Roads—J.K,, B.C., T7/1/84.
Schedule showing cost of tanks and wells mentioned in Mr. Oilliat's report attached. The four 

tanks constructed by the Survey Department we have no record of. No money has been expended by 
this Department in improving the springs, so no return of cost can be furnished.—A.P.W., 22/1/84.

Herewith.—W.C.B., 13.C., 23/l/S4. Under Secretary, B.C. Have this prepared in the nature of 
a return, giving the parish and. county of tank, to lav upon the (able of the House.—J. P. Abbott, 3/1/84.
Mr. G-illiat.—L/2/84. The Chief Inspector of Stock.—H, Gh, B.C., 25/2/84. Submitted—A.B., 2(5/2/84.
The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 20/2/84. Return herewith—A.B., 7/3/84. :

Return prepared and laid upon the Table of the Legislative Assembly, 11th March, 1884.

216 ' .

WORKS DEPARTMENT.
Schedule showing cost of tanks and wells referred to in Mr, Gilliat’s report for 1882.

Pine Ridge Dam ...
IG-mile Gums Tank ...
One Tree Tank..............
Quoudong Tank ...
Jumping Sand Hill Well

M , J)
Moasgiel Well ... ...
Holy Box Well..............
Ivanhoo Well ... ...
BoonoonaTank ... 

r Mount Manara Well ... 
Twelve-mile Tank - ... 
Thirty-five-mile Tank ... 
Forty-eight-mile Tank ...
Copago Tank ..............

■ Peri Sand Hill Tank ...
Nipper’s Creek Tank ... 
Warramurtie Tank ... 
Goomboolara Tank ■ ... 
Box Creek Tank ...
A oukl Creek Tank ,..
Til Til Tank ..............
Two Water-holes Tank
Gorilla Tank ..............
Curraweena Tank ...
Tindarie Tank..............
N ullamut Tank..............
Cobar Tank ... ...

ti ■ ■ ■ **
Booroomugga Tank ...
Muriel Tank ..............
Hermitage Tank ... 
Cuttygullyaroo Tank .., 
Ford’s Bridge Tank ... 
Eunghill Tank ... ...
Boro Waterboles Tank... 
Bushman's Dam ... 
Junee Lam ...

Forward to Mines,—F.A.W., 28/1/87.

£ s. d. 
408 19 6 
790 11 3 

1,609 11 2 
1,144 1 9 
1,046 10 0 

400 0 0 
480 0 O 

1,088 18 O 
543 10 0 

1,733 3 6 
580 0 0 

2,834 15 3 
2,699 '9 9 
1,204 8 0 

941 11 9 
1,549 7 6 
1,532 1 3 
1,536 7 6 
1,321 17 6 
1,866 0 0 
2,246 5 8 
2,234 0 4 

752 16 0 
780 12 9 
854 12 1 
744 2 7 
714 16 3 
952 3 7 
739 8 8 
908 13 3 
931 19 3 
755 18 9 
992 10 0 

1,318 0 3 
2,140 17 10 
1,928 8 4 

405 12 6 
465 7 9

Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 30/1/87.

Office Memo, to Mr. Ramsay.
■ 14 November, 1887.

Wire Mr. Inspector Low to ascertain name of original contractor and cost per mile of fencing at 
Mount Manara and Boonoona Tanks. Wire sent.—14/11/87. Repeat telegram to Inspector
Low at Wilcannia—J.S.R., 1/12/87. Wire sent.—1/12/87.

P.W.P.,
87-5,994.

Telegram from Mr. Inspector John Low to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
' Ivanboe, 18 November, 1887.

Be van, original contractor for fencing Boonoona and Mount Manara; be told Stewart, hotelkeeper, P.W.P., 
Ivanboe, the^ price 'was £120 per mile. Bevan hae lately been erecting 10 feet or 12 feet swing gates 87-0,240. 
there, for which his men informed caretakers he was getting £15 per gate.

JOHN LOW,
Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Telegram
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P.W.P.,
67-6,241.

P.W.P.,
87-6,497.

83-477.

TanksitWellE,
83-477.

T. k P., 
83-173.

Telegram from Mr. Inspector John Low to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. ■
_ Ivanhoe, 19 November, 1887.

Plenty ballah within 5 miles of Boonoona, and pine within 5 miles of Mount Manara Tanks for 
fencing. JOHN LOW,

Inspector, Public Watering Places.
' This refers to query on price of fencing at these tanks, and. to show timber did not require to bo 

carted far, and is in addition to my telegram of 18th November, giving prices paid for fencing.
JOHN LOW,

Inspector, Public Watering Places, 2/12/87.

216

Telegram from Mr, Inspector John Low to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Wilcannia, 2 December, 1887.

Betas', of Hay, original contractor for fencing Mount Manara and Boonoona, at £120 per mile. 
See my telegram to you 18th November. ■ JOHN LOW,

Inspector, Public Watering Places.

XXXVI.
Papers re non-adaptation of work to formation of ground, &c.

Seaville Tajik.
Dear Sir, Mbmba, 17 March, 1883.

Whilst you arc in the district I wish to draw your attention to the site selected for a Govern
ment tank at the 9-milc. and should the work be proceeded with it will be a waste of public money similar 
to the Peri and Yentabangee Tanks. I fail to see why any sane man could select such a site at the 9-mile 
for an accommodation tank for public use, especially when there is such a good site at or near the lo-milc 
gale, and (if I mistake not) you recommended this latter site some two years ago.

I think this matter should be looked to at once, as there is nothing done at the 9-milc site with the 
exception of cutting the cane grass. Yours faithfully.
Mr. Harry Gilliat. ----------------- W. HOG-AltTH.

Memo, by Mr. Harry Gilliat.
Beferbing to the annexed letter from Mr. Hogarth, manager of the Momba Pastoral Company, it appears 
that the site complained of has been solcetod on the Wilcannia to Hungerford Hoad, between Wilcannia 
and the Copago Government Tank ; the distance between these points is about 28 miles. At the lo-mjlo 
gate there is a better catch than at the 9-mile, and it divides the distance with equal stages. There is also 
a waterhole about 2 miles out of Wilcannia, a portion of which has been alienated; the remainder is 
reserved, and makes a good Camping place for teamsters or others who desire to be near the town.

When I visited the site at the 9-milc the contractor had knocked off work and removed the camp, 
and nothing had been done beyond clearing the cane gi'ass in the swamp. There is in jny opinion no 
question that the most suitable site for the new tank will be at a point about 50 chains northerly along 
the road after passing the 15-mile gate, and I would recommend that the question be submitted to the 
Works Department for consideration.

IIAEEY GILLIAT, 26/3/38.

Submitted.—A.B., 30/3/83. The Undersecretary for Mines. Submitted.—II. W., 31/3/83.
Por the Works Department—J. P. Abbott, 2/4/33. The Under Secretary for Public Works.—
H.W., B.C., 3 April, 1883. Eoads.—J.R., B.C., 5/4/83,

Memo, re Paper on Tank near Wilcannia, on Hungerford Hoad.
The site for the tank on the Hungerford Road is over 12 miles, and not 9, as stated in paper —■/r", and 
lias a good drainage, and is good holding ground. A very large scope of ground can be drained into the 
tank.

I may mention that Mr. Hogarth was putting down a tank for the Momba Station, on the same 
swamp where the G-overnment tank is now going down.

The country round the present site is good grass country, and therefore a good camping ground.
The contractor had to stop work on account of there being no water near the spot.

' II. CAMBRIDGE, 16/4/83.
The Commissioner for Roads, Sydney. --------

Mr. Wood.—W.B., 17/4/83. This site from Mr. Cambridge’s description supplies all the con
ditions necessary, and subdivides the distance between Wilcannia and Copago into two nearly equal stages. 
This work is rclet and in hand.—A.P.W., 17/4/83.

It appears, for the reasons stated, that the place called the Nine-mile, which is 13 miles from 
Wilcannia, is more central, and, as Mr. Cambridge states, altogether a better site than that proposed by 
Mr. Gilliat at the Fifteen-mile.—W.B., 17 /4/S3. Under Secretary, B.C. Inform—J.R., 19/4183. The 
Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., 21-23/4/83. Mr. G-illiat,—A.B., B.C., 24/4/83. ’

_ I do not agree with Mr. Cambridge's distances. The question might be referred to the Road 
Superintendent now at Wilcannia, and the Secretary of the Wilcannia Progress Committee could 
probably give some information.—H.G-., B.C., 3/7/83. I do not think that this need be carried further. 
The two statements arc now on record, and should the question come up again it can if necessary be seen 
who is right.—A.B., 1/8/83. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submilled.—H.W., 2/8/83” Ap
proved.—J. P. Abbott, 4/8/S3.

------------------- Sir,
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Sir. ■ Stock Office, Wilcannia, 10 January, 1887.
I have the honor to recommend that a caretaker be appointed to the P.W.P. at the JSTine-milo 

Lake, about 11 miles out of Wilcannia, on the Paroo lioad, as the water of the lake has receded within 
the surveyed lines and a revenue should he obtained from it. There are several good men applying for 
such appointments here, X would not recommend more than Os. per day at this work.

I have, &c.,
Mr. Harry Gilliat, Chief Inspector. --------- . M. J. C. TUXLY,

It is recommended that a caretaker he engaged by Mr. Overseer Tully for the Nine-mile or Sea- 
ville’s Tank, at wages not exceeding 6s. per day.—11aitnr Gillfat, 15/1/87. The Under Secretary for 
Mines. Submitted for approval.—H.W., 19/1/87. Approved, 24/1/87.—P.A. Mr. Overseer
Tully should be asked whether he has yet engaged a caretaker, if so to forward his name, and date of his 
being engaged.—E.W., 18/2/87.

Sir, Wilcannia, 19 February, 1887.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your telegram authorizing me to appoint a care

taker at Seaville’s Tank. Since communicating with you I visited it again in company with Mr. Hanna, 
Hoad Superintendent, and found that the recent rains have again filled up the lake, and the tank is quite 
surrounded with water, so that we could not get within 200 yards of the tank, so for the present a con- 
taker could be of no use, but as soon as I consider it advisable to have a caretaker placed there I will 
appoint one and inform you at once. I have, &c.,

MAEK J. C. TULLY,
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places,

Sir, Wilcannia, 8 March, 1887.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication of 26th February, No. 17-194, 

requesting information re appointment of caretaker at Seavillc’s Tank. On the 19th ultimo, I had the 
honor to report that the recent rains had refilled the lake, and that as the tank was surrounded by water 
I did not consider it advisable to appoint a caretaker for the present.

I have, &c.,
M. .1. 0. TULLY,

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Telegram from Mr. Overseer Tully to The Cliief Inspector, Public Watering Places.
Wilcannia, 18 November, 1887.

Seaviple’s tank submerged in January, 1835, has been surrounded ever since, excepting for a week or 
two in January last (see my letter of loth January). Hain fell soon after and refilled the lake, which 
will last through the summer. Inspected this morning. Embankments now showing above water.

MAEK J. C. TULLY 
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Extract from Mr. A. P, Wood’s Minute of 9th December, 1882.
The following works are let and in progress:—

# # £ # ^ #

4. J.K, Waterhole, enlarging hole.
# * #*####*

These works were let under considerable difficulties, hut the recent rains will enable them to he 
completed more rapidly than was anticipated.

A, P. WOOD, 9/12/82.

The .1, K. Well.
Copy of Mr. Gilliat’s Minute of 24th June, 1884.

PjcrEitENCE to my report, page 14, will show that my opinion has always been that of Mr. A. P. Wood, 
and that I have consistently urged the adoption of wells on this road, hut combined with the utilization 
of natural waterboles, which have been proved to fill with alight rainfall, say of 1 inch, and to he of good 
lasting capacity, _

These conditions are fulfilled at the J. K. waterhole. The question of the lessee’s improvements, 
it appears tome, must he dealt with in the interests of the general public, and as in this case the small 
improvements he has made are required for the service of a main stock route, he may be compensated, 
hut the water should be reserved. Here, as at the One-tree Waterhole, in the Evelyn Creek, I am opposed 
to the expenditure of the vote for a new work, when a moderate outlay in fencing troughing, with some 
simple means of raising water, would in my opinion suffice.

These waterboles arc reported to have always stood well in the past, and it must he taken into con
sideration that when protected from the admission of stock they will last still longer, until the road 
becomes much more important than it is likely to do for years to come. I would submit for the considera
tion of the Hon. the Secretary for Mines that a well is not at present required in the neighbourhood of 
this waterhole.

------------------- IIAEEY GILLIAT.
Mr. Gilliat’s minute dated 24lh June, 1884, on J.K. Waterhole, Eoad Wilcannia to Mount 

Brown.
Minister’s Minute,—I think tenders should he accepted for a well, as by this means a more 

permanent water supply is likely to be had, and entirely independent of the lessee.—J. P. Abbott, 
3/7/84. ‘

422—2 E
Extract

p.w.r.;
87-194.

P.W.P.,
87-925.

P.W.P.,
87-1,193.

P.W.P., 
87-6,218.

83-72.
Original with 
TErelia Tank 
care,

84,693. 
Original sen to 
U.S. Works 
D/D/84.
Kcqucstod to 
return it on 
17/11/87.
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P.W.P.,
85-3,630.

P.W.P.,
88-79.

Extract from Mr. Tolly's E-eport upon "Watering Places, Mount Brown.
3 October, 188-5.

*
J.K". Well.—Is about 200 feet deep ; contractor had to erect temporary whim ; is now at work 

again; no water.
M. J. C. TULLY.

218

" Extract from Mr. Overseer Tally’s Telegram of 26/11/87.
# # * ####*#

Small dam made J.K. Nothing done except by owners of Yancannia Station. 'This from reliable 
information, not from personal knowledge.

M. J. C. TULLY.

Note.—There is no record of the question of construction of a well at this place ever having been 
referred to this Department, since 1! was a resident for years in this district. I may add that I believe 
the commencement of this well was the cause of a protest against its construction lodged by E. H. 
Kennedy, of Wonnaminta Station, with Works Department, who at the same time offered to construct a 
dam, enlarge hole, and fence and erect troughs, provided he was permitted use of it.

J.W.B., 2/1/S8.

Sir, Wonnaminta Station, N.S.W.. 29 December, 1887.
As I understand an inquiry is about to be made relative to tbo present very bad system of 

conserving water on the travelling stock routes, and the maintenance thereof/1 beg to be allowed to make 
a few remarks on these subjects.

I should have been willing to go to Sydney to give evidence if it would bo accepted, but as there 
is no possibility of my doing so (as I am unable ito leave my bed at present, and am writing lying on my 
back), but being anxious to add my quota of information on such very important matter, I beg to be 
permitted to do so by letter. '

1 will attempt to point out whore I consider great mistakes have been made, and large sums of 
money uasted. Pirst, all Government tanks that I have seen are, in iny opinion, wrongly constructed, 
with not nearly sufficient batter, which should be something like 4 or 5 to 1, enabling stock to drink at the 
tanks with safety, and do away altogether with the present what I consider useless and costly parapher
nalia, such as pumps, engines, &c.

I wrote to the S. M. Herald some time ago, stating my views on these works ; unfortunately my 
letter was too lengthy, and they did not publish it in full. My suggestion then was, that tanks should 
be made very large, with groat batter—sheep to be allowed to drink all round, large stock at both ends. 
This could be all arranged by a proper system of good fencing. 3 would suggest that about 4 acres 
be fenced round each tank, with good strong double gates on either side, which could be opened and shut 
by travellers as required. Caretakers quite unnecessary.

If, as it may bo suggested, that we hungry squatters—as we are often termed—did now and then 
purloin a drink of water, there would not. be much to dread on that score, as wo could be held in check, 
if necessary, by the infliction of a heavy penalty for so cribbing from the Government tanks. The feneiug 
in of large paddocks at these tanks is quite useless and heavy expenditure. What arc they required for, 
and who benefits by them ?

I will point out to you the danger travelling stock are in by having to trust to the elaborately 
constructed tanks. Supposing a large mob of sheep should come along during one of our very hot bursts 
(which wo are very subject to in our district) and the engine or pump went wrong, the sheep must die, 
as the batter in the tauk is so steep that they dare not he allowed in or they would no doubt smother.

When in Sydney, during the time Mr. Abbott was in office, 1 waited on him, also on Mr. Bennett 
and,] think, Mr. Wood. 1 was introduced by my late lamented and great friend, the Hon. W". A. 
Brodribb, also by Mr. Quin. 1 wished to be allowed to make a tank and dam at the J K waterhole on 
this run (Wonnaminta), on the proclaimed reserve, for which 1 wished to be paid by the Government at 
the rate of Gd. per yard, the Government Inspector to measure and pass the work ; and to dispense with 
fencing and leave the whole thing open to my stock and the public—the paddock is a small one, and 
seldom has more than 5,000 shce.p in, so that I could have little idea of monopolizing the lion’s share of 
the water. Mr. Bennett read some telegrams from the then Inspector—I do not know who he was— 
condemning the proposal, and there the matter ended, but unfortunately not so the expense. Since then, 
I do not know at whose suggestion, an expensive and wholly useless well has been sunk, and close beside 
a good creek too, this same J K Creek, one that is seldom dry.

I was never an advocate for wells for travelling stock for many reasons. They are an expensive 
mistake, except of course in artesian country. I am writing now of our own district.

I do not know who chose the sites for the wells at J K and Mena Murtco Plain, The latter is also 
beside a permanent waterhole and will nei er be used.

There are other departments in which I could point out a great and useless expenditure of money, 
In my opinion, quite unnecessary. Among such large numbers who advocate the rabbit-proof fencing, 
I am almost afraid to speak of the matter, but I can't help saying I am not an enthusiast in that wav. 
It requires great consideration before attempting such a gigantic scheme. One hour’s tropical rain will 
destroy scores of miles in hilly country, and rabbits will get over and be put over. My idea is that 
disease is our only hope of eradicating or checking them.—

Hoping that the importance or the matter dealt with in this somewhat lengthy letter will he 
accepted as sufficient excuse for my occupying your valuable time,—

- I am, &c.,
The Honorable t\ Abigail, M.P. K. H. KENNEDY.

P.S.—No work has been done at the J K Waterhole (by the Governmcut) of any sort, except 
the well, ,

Sir,



Sir, 'Womiaininta- Station, N.S.W., 3 January, 1888. p.w.P.,
In my letter of last week J suggested that largo stock should he allowed to drink at the ends 88-214.’

of the tanks. This will be argued agfdnst, and justly so, on the ground that, stock will cut up the ends 
and make them boggy. 1. have been considering the matter, and bog to propose the following:—That a 
long line of good troughing be erected at each tank, and a inch McComas lift be put up, to he worked 
by hand. (If a large lift is substituted and a horse-power used, there will he no end of smashes by people 
using horses unused to the work.) Let every party pump water for their own stock. I would have a 
caretaker for every live tanks. He could live at one, and have two on either side of liim. He could 
attend to the pumps, and sec that everything was kept in order. 'Travellers would of course water their 
stock free of charge, But is not that far more economical than the present system, which cannot possibly 
ho of any benefit in the shape of revenue (I should say quite the reverse) ? My proposal of oue caretaker 
to five tanks saves, in wages alone, £000 por annum. A good yard would be required to eack tank, so 
that sheep might not: he allowed to go to water in too largo mobs, as it is well known that the smaller the 
mob allowed at the water at one time the less they go in. I have, &c.,
The Honorable F. Abigail, M.T., Sydney. ' G. H. KENNEDY.

This should perhaps be included among the printed papers for the Parliamentary return. The 
Under Secretary.—H.G-., 19/1/88. Submitted.—JI.W., 19/1/88. Approved.—F.A., 20/1/88.

Ecport by the Chief Inspector. Tanks and Wells on the Youhl Plain Tank.
Sir, Ivanhoe, 7/9/80.

I have the honor to report, for your information, that on the 20th ultimo I made a careful TankeitWel!?, 
inspection of the Youhl Plain Tank on the Balranald Eoad. '

Construction.—The tank is a four-sided embankment surrounding the excavation, the latter con
taining at present about G feet of water. -

Horse-power.—The horse-power requires relaying on substantial bed-pieces,trueing up,and centreing 
with the belt-pulley at the pump.

The pump platform is too slight and insecure to resist the swaying and strain of the great length 
of belting, and will need staying and cross-bracing before it can he used. Belt-carriers require fitting 
on the platform, ■

Belting.—The belt belonging to this work has been left for protection at Byrne’s public-house by 
the District Eoad Superintendent. I did not ascertain this until too late to measure it; but I am led 
to suppose that the same error has been committed as at the Til Til Tank,

Cattle-troughing,—A rough board V trough, less than G inches deep, is all the provision made to 
supply the cattle-troughing. About 50 foot of iron piping will be necessary to complete it.

Inlet Pipe.—I would strongly urge the same provision for this tank as I have done at the Til 
Til Tank. .

Drains.—The drains require some alterations in places, and want cleaning and widening throughout 
Ditch.—The ditch to bo filled in as advised at the Til Til Tank.
Silt Tank.—There is still water in the silt tank; and 1 gave instructions to the caretaker to allow 

people in want of it to use what they require.
----------------- HAREY GILLIAT.

Youhl Plain Tank.
Extract from Mr. Inspector Gilliat’s Letter on Youhl Plain Tank of 20 September, 1881.

Mr. Overseer Hansen reports to me that the late rains have filled the Youhl Plain Tank. As this work '^'LsiWelle, 
has not, to my knowledge, ever before held more than G or 7 feci of water, the report is satisfactory 61-530. 
evidence of the value of the alterations sanctioned bv the Secretary for Mines.

- Extract from Public Watering Places., 8G-],412.
Report bv Mr. Overseer McLeod on Youhl Plain Tank.

Balranald, 19 March, 1886.
Unfortunately this tauk lias been placed in a very bad position, both as regards the porous 

ground over which the drains have to he taken and the very small watershed. I have, on former 
occasions, recommended that another silt tank he put down at the northern end of the tank. If this was 
done, it wrould greatly assist in securing a supply of water.

Had the Youhl Plain Tank been put down 1 mile nearer Hatfield, where there is a splendid catching 
place, any amount of water could have been secured. J. McLEOD,

Overseer, Public Watering Places.

This may perhaps be forwarded to the Commissioner and Engineer for Eoads.—H.G., 18/4/86, 
The Under Secretary for Mines. Approved.—H.W., 14/4/86. The Under Secretary for Works, 
B.C., 15/4/86. ‘ .

Mr. McLeod made a similar complaint and recommendation in November last, and Mr. Stillwell 
reported that the existing works would fullv meet the case if the caretaker paid proper attention to 
drains.—A.P.W., 24/4/86. '' - _

This reply might be sent to Mines Department. This is the second complaint of the same character 
on this work—both without foundation.—W.C.B., 22/4/86. Under Secretary for Mines.

Box Creek Tank.
Extract from Inspector Gilliat’s Report upon Box Creek Tank.

' Ivanhoe, 7 September, 1880 Tal]k8&Wel;
The site is an injudicious one, but the tank would have probably collected water but for the 80-199. 

position of the inlet pipe, which is 3 feet some inches above the level of the water in the silt tank. original, with
* # * * # t * # fluining paper

The drains laid out are extensive, and I am of opinion insufficient to collect the drainage of the 
neighbourhood, Should they prove insufficient when the inlet pipe is enlarged and lowered, X would 
suggest that a line of levels’should he run from the better holding ground up the creek to ascertain if a

dam
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dam could not be constructed at some point across the creek, where a sufficient bead of water could be 
stored to fill the tank by means of a drain. I am of opinion this could be done, but cannot be certain 
until I have taken an instrument over it. .
## ## ##** 

The creek changes the character of its bed very greatly below the site of the Groyermnent Tank, 
and both above and below the inn there was a good supply of water at the time of my visit.

H. GILLIAT,

520

P.W.P, 
87-6,005.

Clare Tank.
Extract from Public 'Watering Places, 87-5,050. Keport by Mr. Overseer Proctor for September, 1887,

on the Clare Tank.
Ivanhoe District, 1 November, 1887.

This tank is entirely surrounded by water, which extends beyond the boundary of the reserve on 
to the road and stock route. At present travelling stock water on the road within 100 yards of the tank. 
I should be glad to know if tbe caretaker can charge for this water, as it is a portion of the reserve 
swamp, and is on the travelling stock reserve P ^ p^qqpqr

P.W.P.,
87-6,617

Booroorban Tank.
Extract from Public Watering Places, 87-5,941. Deport A, by Mr. Overseer Kcighran, for November

1887, on the Booroorban Tank.
Hay District, 8 November, 1887. , 

I have no remarks to make further than that I consider the site chosen for this tank was bad, 
bcin0, situated or excavated in a swamp, and too close to tbe Pine Kidge Creek, which bolds water for a 
consTdorable length of time. Nor do I see what benefit there is in having these largo embankments ; they 
are very expensive to construct, and no earthly use, unless there was an engine to pump it full of water. 

* J, A« K.1j1 (rliJvAJN,

P.W.P.,
85-3,630.

Copy of rejjort, 
with Tarella 
Tank papers.

Dry Lake Tank.
Extract from Mr. Gilliat’s Ecport on Water Supply for Mount Brown Road, 17th April, 1882.

There is a public-house here kept by a Mr. G. T. Smith, who has three small tanks, with a total 
capacity of 7,G70 cubic yards on bis selection of 610 acres. Smith has also sunk a well that yields, so he
informed me, a good supply of fair stock water. . . . . i •£ -i ■

Dry Lake.—There'is a water reserve of some 3,200 acres, and a capital site for a tank it tt is 
ever required. For the present Smith has gone to a good deal of expense to provide water for the supply 
of travellers and stock; and I would suggest that, so long as his charges are reasonable, it appears 
unnecessary for the Department to incur the expense of a work here. _ _ ■

The following works I consider of immediate importance to keep communication open:
1st. A well half-way between Wilcannia and Dry Lake, with a reserve of 61-0 acres, say, 9 miles

from Wilcannia, _
2nd. A well 13 miles beyond the Dry Lake, on one of the Box Rials, with a reserve of 040 acres,

t„j 31 mil™ from Wilamota. GILLIAT.

P.W.P.,
85-3,630.

With Tarella 
Tank papers.

With Tarella 
Tank papers

P.W.P.,
85-3,630.

With Tarella 
Tank papers

Extract from Mr. Tally’s Report on Public Watering Places in course of construction from
Wilcannia to Tibbooburra,

2, Dry Lake Tank is 15 feet under water.
M. J. C. TULLY.

Cobham Lake Tank.
Extract from Mr. Gilliat's Report on Water Supply for Mount Brown Road, 17th April, 1882. 

Cobbham Lake was dry with exception of a small hole at the mouth of the Evelyn Creek, and this 
was so foul that cattle or horses who drank it died very shortly. My horses had to be sent 5 miles to the 
Wash Pool, a magnificent hole 300 yards long, and still 5 or .6 feet deep in the Evelyn Creek.
* * * * * * 

I do not consider that Cobbham holes can be regarded as a source of water supply, as it may 
remain for long periods unfilled, and when filled, must become brackish after a short time. I have, 
therefore to recommend that a shaft he sunk about 1 mile south from tbe public-house.

5 .. A,. iL J6 *

6. A well 1 mile south from the public-house at Lake Cobbham.
H. GILLIAT.

Extract trom Mr. Tully’s Report on Public Watering Places in course of construction, Road from
Wilcannia to Tibbooburra.

Cobham Lake Tank.
Many feet under water. Extract
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Extract from Mr. Overseer Kei^hran’s report upon lloto Well for November, 18S7.

In accordance ivith tlie Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places instructions, I prosecuted the P.W.P., 
lessee, Mr. Evan Evans, under section 13 of the Public Watering Places Act, for not having a man 87-6,599. 
residing in the immediate neighbourhood of the well, and although I proved my case it was dismissed by geepaper.s 
the Bench of Magistrates then sitting, on the ground that the well wfas not required, it being situated KotoWeu. 
alongside the Willandra Creek, on whicli there was a large dam of water which was open to the travelling 
public free of charge, and that it would be persecuting the lessee by compelling him to pay and keep ft 
man there to do nothing. The Police Magistrate remarking that this decision must not be taken as a 
precedent at other wells or tanks where water wuis required.

J. A. KEIGHRAN.

• 221 .

Telegram from Jas. Cotton, Overseer, Public Tanks and Wells, Cobar, to The Inspector, Public
Tanks and Wells.

Cobar, 31 January, 1S85.
Ekcbst rains have done serious damage to tanks. Kerrigundi: half the embankment, trough, service TanksiWells, 
tank, and fencing displaced. Eooroondarra: fence round silt tank washed away. Cuttygullaroo: portion 85-164. 
of embankment washed away.

JAMES COTTON.

The Under Secretary for Public Works.—II.W., B.C., 14/2/85. Hoads.—J.K., 33.C.,
17/2/85. Mr, Hilcs,—Let me have papers.—W.C.B., 18/2/85. Mr. Wood, on his return.—W.C.B., 
19/2/85. _ _

At Kerrigundi very little damage has been done, considering that the creek in which the tauk is 
made had to carry off a 5-inch rainfall in one night. The embankments can be repaired for £20. The 
work will soon be in order and ready to hand over. ]3ooroondoora is all right, and Cuttygullaroo could 
have all repairs effected in less time than is taken to correspond about it.—A.P.W., 6/3/85.

Under Secretary.—W.C.B., B.C,, 6/3/85. Eorward to Mines. Under Secretary for Mines.— 
J.R., B.C., 10/3/85. ^ Mr. Gilliat—A.B., B.C., 13/3/85. It is the overseer’s duty to report these 
damages. I think, therefore, Mr. Wood's remark is undesirable. By arrangement with the Department 
of Public Works, especially insisted upon by them, all repairs must be made by their officers. Mr. Wood 
is consequently inconsistent.—H.G., B.C., 20/3/85.

Kerrigundi Station, 16 October, 1886. p w P 
Ox taking over the Government tank here I found that a considerable amount of work required to 8^.5 jej’ 
bo done before the tank, &c., could be passed as in a fair state of repair, all the improvements having ' 
suffered very much from the late rains. 3. consider the embankment in a most precarious state, and liable 
to considerable if not total destruction in the event of another flood on the creek in its present state.
The south corner is very much washed away, and if not protected with stone the evil will be greatly 
increased after each rain. _

An embankment is required at the north corner to he carried out to the high ground to prevent 
tbo water running round on that side and washing away the earth from about the troughing, service tank, 
and pumping machinery. The troughing non' requires banking up and the fencing there altered. At 
present it is a two-rail fence on one side and one-rail on the other. These fences make it a most awkward 
watering place—indeed stock cannot water there with any degree of comfort or in a reasonable time, and 
many of the sheep and cattle taken there leave without having obtained a drink. Every drover complains 
of this matter, and would sooner pay twice the charge to be permitted to water at the station tanks. This 
evil can be easily remedied by supplying iron stanchions for the troughing, and if these arc furnished I 
will make the necessary alteration without any further expense to the Department. The pumping 
machinery requires banking round or elevating to px-event flood waters rising over it, and a small iron shed 
to protect it from the weather. This latter 1 would also erect free of charge if the necessary iron were 
supplied. The embankment is flat on the top, and at each rain the water collected oxx it washes great 
gutters down the side injuring the works and necessitating a considex'able outlay for repairs: I would 
suggest the advisability of rounding off the top of the embankments or putting drains on the inner 
side with wooden or galvanized iron flumes down the corners to carry the water into the tank.

If an extra pipe were attached to the pump, the water from the supply tank could be pumped over 
the embankment, and thus store a very large quantity which at present goes to waste.

There is no caretaker’s residence, though I notice that tenders were on several occasions called for 
the erection of one. I could easily got this matter attended to, and carried out in accordance with the 
specifications, if allowed a fair price for the work. I would even, for my own sake, get it done for less 
than if contracted for in the ordinary way. The paddock is very small, and a large propoi’tion of it is fi'e- 
qucntly under water. May I request that a little more of the reserve be enclosed. Two short lines at a 
small outlay would be sufficient. Trusting that these matters may receive your favourable consideration.

1 am, &c.,
JAMES BAMSAY.

The Chief Inspector. Public Watering Places.

A copy of Mr. Eamsay’s letter, with extract from Mx\ Boultbee’s report, may I think he forwarded 
to the Works Department, with a request that the uecessai-y action may be taken to protect the tank.— 
H.G., 10/11/86. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted for approval,—H.W., 25/11/80. 
Approved.—26/11/80. Eorward copy to Works and inform Mr. Earn pay.—E.W., 26/11/86. 
Copy to Works, and Mr. Eamsay informed.—1/12/86. Mr. Cotton may bo asked by memo, if any 
steps have been taken by tbe Works,—H.G., 7/2/S7. Asked.—J.W.B., 8/2/87.

Extract
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p. w. p.,
S/—659*

P. W. P., 
87-6C9,

p. w. p, 
87-1,7o7

Extract from Mr. Overseer’s Colton report on Kerrigundi Tank, January, 18S7 (87-554).
J again beg to urge the necessity for the alterations suggested in my last report upon the tank.
The wing embankment is necessary to protect the troughing and engine from injury by flood 

wator, and tbe storm bve-wash is required to prevent more of the embankment being washed awa-v.
' JAMES COTTON.

This ease has been referred to the Works department, but no reply received as yet.—H.G., 
B.C., 1C/2/S7. Mr. Cotton,—Mr. A. Adam, the local Itond Superintendent, informs me that tenders 
have been recommended for acceptance, and lhat tbe work will probably be commenced in a few days.— 
James Cottoit, Overseer, Public Watering Places, Cobar, 1/3/87.

222 .

Minute by Cliief Inspector, Tanks and Wells.
Sydney, 8 February, 1887.

Kisdut inform me whether any repairs have been commenced or completed at the Kerrigundi Tank 
since Mr. Kamsay took delivery from you ?

H. GILLIAT.
Mr. Overseer Cotton. -----.—

I inspected Kerrigundi Tank on the 1st instant. No repairs had been commenced then, and I am 
of opinion none have been commenced since.—James Cotton, Overseer, Public Watering Places. Cobar, 
12/2/87.

Tbe Department of Works may perhaps bo asked if it is proposed to undertake these repairs at an 
early date.—L .G., 23/3/87. Tbe Under Secretary. Approved.—II.W., 28/3/87. Letter to Under
Secretary for Works, 30/3/87.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 30 March, 1887.
Iteferring to my letter of the 1st December last, rn repairs, &c., required at Kerrigundi tank, 

I have the honor to request that you will be good enough to inform me if it is proposed to undertake 
these rojiairs at an early date. I have, &c.,

HAKRIE WOOD,
The Under Secretary for Public Works. Under Secretary.

Eoads.—J.E., B.C., 5/4/87, Mr. Scott.—Any information?—W.C.B., 6/4/S7. Mr. Adam
reports, 5/3/87, that work will be completed in Iwo or three weeks. Papers, 87-213, herewith,—
D.M.P.S., G/4/87. The works this day reported as complete. The Under Secretary, for transmission 
to Mines.—W.C.B., 0/-1/S7. Tbe Under Secretary for Mines.—,T.E.. 12/4/87. Inform Mr. Cotton, 
and ask him to inspect and forward a full report.—H.G., 15/4/87. Mr. Cotton, 21 /4/S7.

Extract from Report for March, 1887, of Mr. Adam, Road Superintendent.
The repairs to Kerrigundah Tank, Louth Road, and Wicklow Tank, Nymagee-Nyngan Road, 

have just been completed, _
A. ADAM, _

Road Superintendent.

Under Secretary, for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B., 15/4/87. The Under Secretary for 
Mines.—J.R., B.C., 1 G/4/87. Mr. Cotton, for report.—J.W.B. (for H.G.), B.C., 20/4/87.

_ _ 23 May, 1887.
I hate inspected the Kerrigundah Tank, and find the wing embankment on the north side of the 
tank, and the stone bye-wash on the south side completed in a satisfactory manner. The damage to tbe 
earthwork along the troughing has also been repaired.

The works, I think, are now secure from damage by ordinary floods.
' ' JAMES COTTON,

Overseer, Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places,

Report by Mr. Road-Inspector Adam, for the month of March, 1887.
Sir, _ 4 March, 1887.

I forward you herewith usual monthly report:—
During the month a good deal of rain has fallen, particularly between Cobar and Nyngan and 

Nymagee and Nyngan, and the roads are in a bad .state.*
Some of the teams have been a month on tbe road, and the mail coach is from twelve to twenty- 

four hours late every trip. ■
All the tanks in the district are full of water.f

. The repairs to Kerrigundah Tank, Louth Road, and Wicklow Tank, Nymagee-Nyngan Road, have 
just been completed. About twenty weathersheds over steam pumps in my district were let a short time 
ago, but the contractor has been delayed very much, owing to tbe state of the roads preventing the timber 
and iron required being forwarded. It is now on the ground at most of the tanks.J 

Reports on road clearing contracts and tanks are attached.
■;-------- ALEXANDER ADAM.

Advise Mines, 14/5/87. Report

* Cannot be other triso, railway cheapest road hero.—W.O.B. Noted, A. A., 11/7/87. fG-ooil, keep them bo. Are the 
leaky ones getting tighter?—W.C.B. JPash on this work as much as possible.—W.C.B.



Eeporfc by Acting Inspector J. YV\ Boultbee, on tlie Kerrigundi Tank or Dam, road from Louth to Cobar,
in charge of Edward Kevan, for 29th June, 1886.

State of drains.—None. .
Silt tank.—Nearly full; was cleaned 10 months ago ; is not likely to have much silt in.
Inlet or fume.—An iron one; in capital order, but a grating is required; I understand it got 

choked some time ago.
Main tank.—In good order.
Embankments.—In fair order; slightly guttered by Into rains. (See remarks and recommendations.)

Watering Appliances.
State of supply tank.—In good order.
Troughing,—Good, newly banked up ; several posts in fence split; hoop-iron bands required. 
Machinery,—A d-horse power Tangye, in good order, painted red (see separate memo.) ; wants 

tarring; ucw leathers and packing lately supplied and adjusted. ■

Paddocks and Pe.ncing.
State of fencing.—Good.
State of gates.—Good.
Remarks.—This caretaker is to take service with Mr. Kamsay, the new lessee of this tank.
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Pates collected since last Report. £, s. d.
Month ending April, 1886 ... ... ... . 12 IS 10

May, „ ................................................................. . 5 0 2
» Juue, „ ................................................................ , 2 9 2

£20 8 2
Traffic since last Report.

Month ending April, 1SSG ... ... ... ...

Horses. Cattle- Sheep.
79 500 20,400

May> » ....................................... 99 1,004
)i J unCj ,, nr , ... 40 1SG 2,900

WceJclg Depth of Water since last Report.
Tank full.

Caretaker's Work. '

"Work done by caretaker.—Making new ba?rk to assist bye-wasb.
"Work laid out for caretaker.—To tar engine, make up gutters in embankment, and make drain 

along top of same.
Remarks and recomniemla.tions.—This tank has been placed in the full force of a strong watercourse, 

and has been greatly damaged ; troughs were carried quite away, supply tanks moved, and embankments 
damaged. This was before transfer by \Vorks. The same is !i kciy to occur again. The main bye-wash sweeps 
round the south and east of tank, and,at that corner, some of'tho bank has washed away. It has been done up 
by caretaker ; but a permanent work of brush and stones is required to protect it. On the other side of ttio 
tank a storm channel has been cut to assist, but it is too small, I am afraid, to bo of any benefit. The floods 
that did the damage, I am told, almost covered the tank banks. The soil that was used to make up the 
ground at troughs has boon excavated broadside on, and in close proximity to troughs, occupying a 
considerable porfion of the watering place area with what will, when nearly dry, he a bog and trap for sheep. 
It is now fall. This work was, I believe, done by "Works officer. '

JAMES "W. BOULTBEE,
Cobar, 2nd July, 1SS6. Inspector of Public "Watering Places.

Report by James Cotton, Overseer, Public Watering Places, on the Kerrigundi Tank, road from Cobar 
to Louth, in charge of Edward Kevan, caretaker, for tho period ending 2nd September, 1886.

State of drains.—No drains. ■
Silt tank.—Not visible.
Inlet or flume.—Under water; apparently in good order. ■
Main tank.—Underwater; apparently in good order.
Embankments.—Damaged to a considerable extent by flood water. Will require about 200 loads 

of stone at the south corner of the embankment to form a bye-wash and prevent further cutting, and a 
wing embankment on the north of about 4,000 yards of earth to protect the troughing and machinery 
and throw all the water round the south side.

Watering Appliances.
State of supply tank.—In good order.
Troughing.—Slightly damaged by the flood; the banking-up recently completed bjr the Department 

of Works is now washed away.
Machinery.—In good order.

Paddocks and Renting.

State of fencing.—Damaged to a considerable extent by the flood water ; lias now been repaired 
by the caretaker.

State of gates.—In good order.
Remarks.—About quarter of the fenced paddock is at present under water.

P. W. P 
86-3,329

P.W.P., 
86- 4,256.

Rates
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P.W.P.,
68-331.

Hates collected since lest Beport.

I have checked bhe caretaker’s books to date, and find them correct.

Weekly depth of wafer since last Beport.
Twenty-one feet.

Caretaker’s Work.
Work done by caretaker.—Trimming embankment, painting and tarring machinery, repairing 

damage done to fencing by flood-water. _ _ ,
Work laid out for caretaker.—Continue trimming embankment and make further repairs to

fences
Eemarks and recommendations.—Keferring to the foregoing report, and the sketch herewith, I 

beg to point out that flood-water runs now on both sides of the tank, hut the greater portion on the south 
side. The water flowing round the north side damages tho troughing, fences, and the engine. This 
should not be, and I now beg to recommend that a wing embankment be made, as shown in the accom
panying sketch, and that a bye-wash, built of loose stones, be constructed at the southern corner of the 
embankment. I consider these works absolutely necessary for the safety of the watering place, and I do 
not think anything less would have the effect of preventing damage. The troughs also require banking up 
with gravel before they will be available for watering any number of stock.

This tank was banded over to Mr. James Ramsay, lessee, on 3rd September, 1880.
JAMES COTTON,

Overseer of Public Watering Places.
Cobar, 2nd September, 1886.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Anticipating a reorganization in repairs and alterations at public watering places, and m view of 
the Department of Public Worts having, in various instances, stated that funds are not available for 
services asked by this Department, it appears that no adequate end would be obtained by asking for the 
costly alterations that are required at present to put this tank in good repair. This applies also to your 
minute on Booroondarra tank.—Jliititr G-tt.liat, Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Mr. Overseer Cotton.-B.C., 15/0/86. Noted—James Cotton, Overseer of Public Watering 
Places, 27/0/86.

Report bv A.cting-Iuspector J. W. Boultbee, on the Booroondarra Tank, road from Louth to Cobar,
" in charge of II. Elbon, caretaker, for 20th June, 1S86.

Slate of drains.—Require cleaning. (See note in remarks and recommendations.)
Silt tank.—Almost full of spuey drift; will be months before dry enough to clean.
Inlet or flume—Silted; but too^much water to clean it out; approach to flume has been pitched 

with rubble, and bank is worn each side of this; it should be stoned or stubbed.
Main tank.—Not visible.
Embankments.—Good : gutters newly Ailed in.

Watering Appliances.

State of supply tank.—Slight leak ; lately tarred.
Troughing.—Good ; earth carried from under them by flood ; rails, <tc., want tar.
Machinery.—A 4-horse-power Tangye, newly painted, and in capital order; thcro is, however, 

a slight leak at the cylinder, owing to the use of a too small bolt; it can be remedied at once.

Paddocks and Fencing.

State of fencing.—Good and new.
State of gates.—Good. _
Remarks.—Caretaker is a married man ; he is, however, going to take the charge of this place for 

Mr. Ramsay, the new lessee.

Bates collected since last Beport.

Month ending April, 1886 ... ... ...
„ May, „ ...........................
„ June, ,, ...........................

Total ...............

£ s. d. 
7 17 8 

15 13 -2 
0 4 2

£23 15 O

Trafftc since last Beport.
Horses. Cattle. Sheep.

Month ending April, 1886... ... 06 500 10,000
„ May, .................... 79 ....... 30,000
„ June, .................. 25 ....... .......

Weekly depth of water since last report.—Tank quite full. This is a very rapid and good catch.
Caretaker's
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Caretaker’s Work.
Work done by caretaker,—Painting appliances, repairing embankments, and cleaning; drains.
Work laid out for caretaker.—To clean drains, tar troughs, and clean flume and silt tank when 

possible. ■
Remarks and recommendations.—This is a very good and quick catch. Two long drains converge 

at the tank from each side of tho catchment. No bye-wash has been provided, and the banks on the low 
side of the drain have been carried away about a chain from silt tank, and the water has flowed broadside 
on to troughs and swept over and under them. Caretaker pointed out to me site proposed by Works 
officer for bye-wash. I am of opinion it will be simply useless, as the ground (without taking levels) 
appears to me to be higher than top of drain embankment on other side. The approach to tank from tho 
Cobar side is very inconvenient, and the tenant’s lease paddock is divided into two parts (see sketch), and 
small consideration shown to the requirements of the lessee of the run, Wuttagoona.

JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Cobar, 2nd July, 1886..
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Sir, . 11 October, 1886.
Allow me to call your attention to the state of the Booroondarra Tank.

1. The surface of the embankment is table-topped, and at every fall of rain collects a quantity of 
water. This water runs down and washes deep gutters in the embankment, entailing a considerable amount 
of expense for repairs. I should beg to suggest the advisability of either rounding the top or forming a 
drain'on the inner side, with two wooden or iron shoots at opposite corners to convey the water iuto the 
tank. A portion, of the drains are silted up and hanks washed away, and owing to the steepness of these 
drains the same thing will occur at any heavy fall of rain.

2. Silt tank is also nearly full of silt.
3. A drain and bank is required to protect pumping machinery and troughing.
4. There is no caretaker’s residence (man now in charge living in a hark humpy). The purchase of

the said tank was made with the understanditig that a good weatherboard four-roomed cottage would he 
erected for caretaker. '

5. One of the two small paddocks is nearly covered with water and perfectly useless at present, 
and as soon as the paddocks become dry enough to put stock in, there will be no water in either of them 
for animals to drink, entailing the expense of bringing any stock placed in them to the troughs twice a 
day. This may be easily obviated by supplying a few lengths of 1 inch or inch piping, and two small 
troughs—one for each paddock.

6. I would also beg that the balance of the 610 acres leased with the tank be fenced in, as it is of
no value at present. ■ ■

7. The troughing is now protected by a low railing on one side and a two-rail fence on the opposite, 
making it a most difficult and dangerous place for stock to water. Many sheep cither go away without 
getting a drink or jump iuto the trough, fall down, and pollute the water. Cattle walk into it, endangering 
the safety of the troughing; and, when very thirsty, occasionally throw one or more beasts on their backs 
in the trough. This invariably frightens all the stock away, and when the troughing has been again cleared 
it is with the utmost difficulty that they can be brought back to water. Each drover complains most 
grievously of this very awkward arrangement.

If the iron supqwrts were supplied to make the ordinary guard, the timber now there is sufficient 
to make the necessary alterations, which could be done at a trifling expense. The ground near the 
troughing requires banking up.

8. There is no gauge in the tank to show the quantity of water there, and the report of the care
taker is mere guess-work.

9. A shed is also required to protect pump and engine, and a gauge'to record the fall of rain would 
be an advantage.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. JAMES RAMSAY.

Mr. Cotton for report.—H.G., B.C., 11/11/86.

Report by James Cotton, Overseer, Public Watering Places, Cobar District, on Booroondarra Tank.
19 November, 1886.

RHFnitnmi to the attached papers and your minute requesting my report, I have now the honor to report 
as follows

1st. This embankment requires no more Ilian the average attention required to keep the embank
ments at the tanks in the district in repair.

2nd. The fact of the silt tank being nearly silted up, I think, was mentioned in my last report on 
this tank, and tho reason I gave for its being so was the steepness of the drains, causing them to cut, and, 
in the rapid flowing of the water, the silt is carried down with it.

3rd. Tho protecting drain and embankment has been previously recommended by me.
4th. Nothing appears cither in the notification of tho sales of lease, or in the lease itself, referring 

to the erection of a residence for the caretaker.
5th. Perhaps as the gates into each paddock are in tho immediate vicinity of the troughing, the 

lessee will not find the inconvenience he anticipates in watering his stock.
Gth. This is a very difficult matter for me to express an opinion upon. The notification of the 

area enclosed, or to he enclosed, seems vague, and as the land leased at the tank comprises 640 acres, it 
may he interpreted that 640 acres are to he enclosed.

7th. Ihe lessee’s idea of a rail down the centre of the troughing, over the water, has been previously 
recommended by me at other watering places, and I think it would he an improvement.

422-2 P 8th.

P.W.P.,
86-5,164.

P.W.P.,
86-5,463.
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P.W.P.,
86-3,389.

P.W.P.,
86-5,257.

P.W.P.,
86-5,317.

P.W.P.,
86-5,343.

8th, As I do not think the supply of water will ever run so short ns to render the exact measure
ment of any public value, perhaps the caretaker’s estimates are sufficient, and the expense of a gauge 
unnecessary.

Oth, The erection of sheds to protect the machinery from the weather, I think, would be a justifiable 
expense.

.TAMES COTTON,
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.
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XXXVII.
Papers re Tone of Correspondence.

Brolgan Creek Pimp.
Extracts from Public Watering Places, 86-3,389:—Beport by Mr. Overseer Dowling on Brolgan Creek

Tank. ■
Eorbcs, 31 July, 1886.

Machinery.—The engine has been worked to fill supply-tank, but the injector does not work satis
factorily. I have had it taken to pieces and cleaned, and since I hear it is working freer. The tank being 
low, more or less mud is bound to accumulate.

General remarks,—When the engine was taken over there was no means of testing the pumping- 
gear. The pipe into the main tank was placed too near the bottom.

W. G. DOWLING.

Telegram from Mr. Overseer Dowling to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Forbes, 9 November, 1886.

Pistow-eod of steam pump, Brolgan Tank, out of order ; will require screw-wrench, perhaps a man; 
wire to Parkes, M'Lcan’s hotel, Thursday; letter to follow.

' W. G. DOWLING.

Telegram from The Chief Inspector of Public "Watering Places to Mr. Overseer Dowling.
_ Sydney, 12 September, 1886.

Get repairs made without delay, and report fully upon matter.
IIAKEY GILLIAT,

Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Sir, Brolgan Creek Tank, 8 November, 1886.
I have the honor to inform you that, after having raised the end of suction pipe, I got up 

steam to pump, but found the piston rod would not move. Then took out the steam valves and cleaned 
them, thinking that they might have become corroded from disuse, but they were in very good order. 
Then tried with steam up to 40 pounds, but still piston rod would not move. Then took off steam chest 
and examined it, and cannot see anything that would cause a stoppage. As a great deal of water comes 
from the pet-cocks, the exhaust pipe may have something to do with it. 1 endeavoured to make an 
examination, and had to give it up for want of a spanner or ■wrench to fit that part or end of steam cylinder 
that is close to the visible pjortion of piston-rod. The nuts are too close to the floor for the “ clyburn” to 
be of any use, or I could manage to take it off, and so get at the exhaust pipe.

Please give the matter your earliest consideration, and instruct me accordingly. The bye-wash 
appears to work very well now, although the pump end of margin is still under water, and I believe always 
will be while the tank is full, because the land lies lower there than elsewhere.

If I could take off steam cylinder ihe stoppage would perhaps he found out and pumping gone on 
with, which I am very anxious about, on account of having plenty of water ready when wanted.

I IlttYC dte
Mr. Overseer Dowling. COBNELHTS OBRIEN.

Sir, Stock Office, Forbes, 9 November, 1886.
I have the honor to inform you that the piston-rod of steam pump sticks, and with 40 pounds 

steam up will not move. I fancy it is not well packed. I am starting out in the morning, and will see 
whatl Cfm'do. If I do not succeed in getting it to work I will let yon know at once. In my instructions 
there is no mention of a screw-wrench—only shifting spanner ; this is required. 1 will apply in the 
regular form.
_ You will he pleased to hear that bye-wash, which I have had widened by the caretaker, acts well, and 
is equal to the overflow. IFe recent heavy rains proved it.

I have, <tc.,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. AY. G. DOAVLING.

Telegram from Mr. Overseer Dowling to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
■ Forbes, 12 November, 1886.

Steaii pump will not work. Report next post.
' ‘ AY. G. DOAYLING.

A copy of this may perhaps be forwarded to the Commissioner for Roads,—H.G., 16/11/86, The 
Under Secretary for Mines. Approved.'—H.AY., 16/11/86.

-------- g;rj
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8ir> _ Stock Office, Fortes, 13 November, 1886.
I have the honor to inform you that I have been out to the Brolgan Creek Tank, but am sorry P.W.P., 

to state I am unable to get the piston rod to work. I think it has been caused by the foundation of the 86-5,354i 
boiler settling dpwn a little. However, I will send a man out who understands engine work, and report 
fully on work when repaired. ' X have, &c.,

W. G-. BOWLING,
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

S|r! Bepartment of Mines, Sydney, 16 November, 1886.
_ I have the honor to forward herewith, for the Commissioner and Engineer for Bonds and P.W.P.,

Bridges, copy of reports re steam pump at Brolgan Creek Tank being unworkable, and request that you 86-5,469 j 
will be good enough to have the necessary action taken.

I have, Ac.,
. HABRIE WOOB,

The Under Secretary for Public Works. Under Secretary.

[Enclosures.—Copies of Public Watering Places, 86-5,343 and 86-5,354.]
Mr. Wood. Yery urgent.—W.C.B., T7/II/86.

. It is a great pity that tho officers engaged by the Mines to inspect these works and report on their 
maintenance, <fec., do not know a little more of the very simple mechanical details of the pumps that have 
hecn provided. There is very little doubt that if the pump will uot work it is due to carelessness in not 
keeping it in order and properly lubricated. Last trip I made, the same complaints were made in regard 
to two of the steam pumps, which I had to take to pieces'and clean myself, tho caretakers being incapable 
of giving any practical assistance. In both these cases gross carelessness was the cause. Mr. Bowling’s 
idea that it is due to a settlement in the foundation plate is absurd. These pumps will work in almost 
any position if tbe steam connections are all right. Mr. Dowling’s best plan is to take the pump to pieces 
and have it cleaned and oiled; but before doing so lie should be certain that he will be able to put the parts 
together again. Before these works were handed over to the Mines, such complaints were unknown, and 
should not be made now. It might bo well for Mr. Morton to be -wired to go out to the work and see 
17/1 "'SC amaKe *9 ^0ne ^le l)umP Overseer of Public Watering Places efforts to repair.—A.P. W.

Telegram sent Mr. Morton’s successor, Mr. Alexander Adams.—W.C.B., 17/11/86. Under 
Secretary, for transmission to Mines..—W.C.B., 17/11/86. Tbe Under Secretary for Mines.—J.B.,
B.C., 18/11/87. Forward for Mr, Overseer Dowling’s information.—E.W. (for H.G.), B.C., 22/11/86. 
Noted.—W.G.D., 24/11/86. .

Sir, Stock Office, Forbes, 24 November, 1886,
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication. No. 5,469. I will report on 

the state of the engine at Brolgan Creek as soon as I can get out to test it; but having been away for 
the past eight or nine days, I have a lot of work on hand. I will not leave it later than next week.

_ Mr. Boad-Superintendent Adam has reported on the matter. I hear the engine is working all 
right. I attach a letter from the man I sent out to repair the works.

I have, Ac.,
W. G. DOWLING,

Overseer, Public Watering Places.
P.S.—Tho cost of repairs will exceed £7. 

24/11/86.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

I could not get a man to go out for less.—W.G.D.,

P.WP.,
86-5,503.

Sir, Brolgan Creek Tank, 22 November, 1886.
I baye tlie honor to inform yon that I have given the steam engine a thorough overhauling, p.w.P. 

and have taken it all to pieces and given every part a minute examination. It is now perfectly clean, and 86-5,502. 
working well, excepting the injector, which I took into Parkes to-day to have the previous repairs altered.
The old cracks in flange are opening, and it is dangerous to work it in that state. .

I am of opinion that tho engine never was put together properly, and thus causing all the trouble 
that has-been. It has taken a much longer time to overlook than X at first thought, owing to some of the 
parts being very awkward to get at. I hope to get finished to-morrow.

I have, Ac.,
T. BAYLEY.

B S.—1 find that the end of plunger has been greatly cut about by chiseling.
Mr. Overseer Bowling.

S'11! Brolgan Creek Tank, 22 November, 1886.
_ 1 have the honor to inform you that the engine works well now, excepting the injector, the

repairs of which have not proved efficient. The old cracks having opened, allow the hot water to escape. 
Under the advice of tho man you sent out, I have taken it to Parkes to the man who did it before to have 
the job made a bettor one. I assisted to take it all to pieces, and we have cleaned every portion of the 
inside. Several parts had to be adjusted (that is, the steam-engine). The day I received your telegram 
and letter this man had not arrived, so I immediately went into Parkes to try to get someone to come; but 
fortunately, as it happened, I could not. Found this man bad arrived a little before my return, of which I

was



P.W.P., 
86-5,651.

r\v 00

waa very glad. This was Thursday, so we started to work upon the engine Friday morning, and have hecn 
at it ever since. .

Hope to get the injector to work to-morrow. I have the honor to acknowledge receipt or pay 
voucher forms. I have, &c,,

COBNELIUS O’BEIEN.
P.S.—I had forgotten to mention that we tried to put on a new bucket on plunger, hut found it 

(that is, the holt that holds it on) so cut and battered that it was impossible to get it off, therefore had to 
leave on the old one.
Mr. Overseer Dowling.
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Sir, Brolgan Creek Tank, 22 November, 1886.
1 have the honor to inform you that the steam-pump and engine are going well. As leakages 

occurred, Bayley and myself have broken the joints and remade them, until it is now in good working 
order. The service tank and troughing are both full. X null for the future get up steam and pump a 
little every week to prevent it sticking fast. A wrench is required for the sludge cock, for the clyburn 
which I have been using will wear the square edge of tbe tap quite round in time. I would remind you 
that if occasion required that 1 should have to take the engine to pieces again, I have not proper sized 
spanners to do it with. ■ I have, &c.,1 COBNELHTS 0:BKIEN.
Mr. Overseer Dowling.

Sir, Stock Office, Forbes, 6 December, 1SS6.
I have the honor to send in a report on the engine at Brolgan Creek Tank. Tlie cause of the 

stoppage was not with the pump but with the steam gear. Herewith you will find a statement attached, 
made by the man I sent out. This man was recommended to me as being a thoroughly competent man iu 
his trade, and everyone states who has employed him that lie has given satisfaction. I made these inquiries 
previous to sending him, as it was no use sending out an incompetent man, and then have the work to do 
all over again. _

The man who put the engine together was named Pye, but X do not think he was_ a good trades
man. The injector pipe which Bayley states had been put right before ho went there; this pipe was put 
the wrong end to the engine, which 1 put right, so as to fill the boiler. I trust the Department has not 
been inconvenienced in any way, and am sorry there was no water to test the whole thing when the works 
were taken over. 1 have, &c.,

W. Q. DOWLING,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer, X’ublic Watering Places.

Beport.
Stock Office, Forbes, G December, 1886..

On the 11th November I visited Brolgan Creek Tank to ascertain the cause of stoppage, as stated in 
O'Brien’s letter of the 8th November. ■ _

On careful examination of tlie pump part of the works, I found that they were all right, so got up 
steam to 10 lb., but the piston-rod would not move—too much steam escaped. I came to the conclusion 
that something in the cylinder was the cause. _ _ . .

I thought it best to get someone who thoroughly understood the fittings to repair it. I made strict 
inquiries if the caretaker had been tampering with it in any w ay, but I do not think lie is to blame in any
way. Previously it toon always about 80 lb. steam to start wdtli, now it starts with 20 lb. _ _

On the 17th instant I sent Thomas Bayley, an engine fitter at Forbes, out to repair it. He was 
working at it till the 29fch. This includes a trip to Forbes to make a new collar for injector. On tbe 
3rd instant I went out to tbe tank, got up steam. All tho parts worked smoothly and well. I filled the 
boiler, so the injector is all right now. I believe it is a good job. I think the cause of the stoppage as 
stated by Thos. Bayley to bo correct, as some of tbe old packing taken out is very badly cut. Everything 
is now in good working order. The embankment of the tank requires grass seed sowing on it. Attached 
is correspondence, Ac. I have, &c.,

W. G. DOWLING,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Ovcrsbcr, Public Watering Places.

Statement by Thomas Bayley, engine-fitter.
Forbes, 6 December, 1886.

Tub injector would not act wdieu I went out, which I attribute to the pipe being burred up at the end 
which had to be screwed, _

The coupling plate which screwed on to tlie boiler was brbkcn, which I bad to renew. The packing 
was badly put in, and extended across the hole, which stopped the water from going in. This must have 
been done when the boiler was put together. The piston-rod was fast in the cylinder. _ I do not know 
the cause. Perhaps it may have not been properly fixed before. _

' Tbe slide in tbe steam chest was not level—badly fitted. I believe it had been meddled with by the 
parties who put it up in the first instance. 151b. of steam ought to start it if properly put together. The 
steam pipe was stopped. The hole was three parts full of packing. When the gutta-percha had been cut in 
the first instance, it was cut to the size of the hole, so when it was screwed up it had spread, which 
caused the stoppage. , ,

There was too much packing in between in the top box, which had to he taken out and new joints 
made right through. _

The injector pipe had been put in the wrong way up, which had been altered ami put on right 
before I went there. ^ _

I consider the engine is now working well and in good repair, and should last for any length 
of time.

I believe the cause of the present stoppage duo to the works being badly put together at first. I 
made a new wronght-iron collar and fixed it, for which I-chargo 1.0s.

THOMAS BAYLEY.
Boonoona
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Boonoona Tank.
Sir, IIa)r, 20 October, IS SO.

I visited this tank on tbe 17th instant, it was then full 2 feet above the ground surface. Tlie 
pump, a Holman horse-power, had been taken apart by the caretaker, he said six weeks before, and in the 
interim had remained so, the cylinder plates, nuts, plunger, rod, and standard lying rusted and imbedded 
in mud on the horse walk. The caretaker explained that as the pump was not throwing a full stream, tbe 
same complaint made before Mr. Wood’s visit, he bad endeavoured to take out tbe plunger to renew the 
bucket leathers, but not having proper tools be could not do it, and had been instructed by his overseer to 
leave it as it wTas, until I came or sent up. On asking him what tools he required he could not say, and 
witli tho appliances I found there 1 removed the plunger, and had within an hour tho pump ready to start 
work again. A now bucket leather was put on and the pump delivered at the rate of 2,600 gallons an 
hour with the horse going at a fair walk.

Through the negligence and gross incompetence here displayed, this pump has been quite unneces
sarily kept disabled for nearly two months.

Fortunately there was surface water along the road and in the swamp here, and consequently no 
public loss or inconvenience ensued, but it is this kind of thing which gives rise to the adverse comments 
respecting appliances at Gfovernmcnt Wat.cring Places so frequently made by the press, &c.

1 ’ A. W. STILLWELL,
The Commissioner for Roads.

P.S.—Tho fencing of tenant’s leases is finished, but tbe gates not up yet. Grates are now on tlie 
way up from Hay.—A.W.S.

The complaints in regard to tbe way iu which tho Mines caretakers neglect their work and prejudice 
our connection with these works are becoming so frequent that in self-defence some action must be taken. 
During my last trip in the district, I had to find fault, and the attention of the Mines officers was directed 
to it, with the result that wo wrerc informed that the matter had been referred to their local officers and 
the reports furnished by them—not sent onto us—were satisfactory. Matters are now getting worse, and 
we shall have a repetition of old evils, unless more earc is paid to their duties by these caretakers. They 
receive good wages and have but little to do—that little should be done well.—A.P.W., 23/10/86.

The old evils mentioned refers to the ruinous condition these wells were allowed to fall into for 
want of proper control, between their construction and being taken charge of by Minos, when the evils 
referred to were attributed to faults of construction or neglect of this Department.—W.C.B., 25/10/86.

Under Secretary for transmission to Mines. The Under Secetary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., 
27/10/80. Mr. Yeo will report upon this at once.—H.G., B.C., 29/10/86. Copy of Public Watering 
Places, 86/5,107, B.C. to Mr. Inspector Boultbee for report., 1/11/S6.

Sir, Stock Office, Ivanhoe, l November, 1886.
Referring to Mr. Stillwell’s report on the state of the pump at the Boonoona Tank, I beg to 

inform you that when I inspected (his tank on 16th August last, I had the pump tested and found that it 
did not work properly, consequently with the assistance of the caretaker the pump was taken to pieces 
and overhauled, when I discovered that tho leathers had quite perished (which I have already reported), 
and on my arrival in Ivanhoe I forwarded a piece of leather for the caretaker, and instructed the care
taker to repair the pump at once (I distinctinctly deny having instructed the caretaker to leave it as it 
was) which can also be seen by reference to the caretaker's journal in which I entered tho work for 
him to perform until I visited the tank again.

I was surprised when Mr. Stillwell informed me after his return from Boonoona Tank that such 
was tho case, but on my next inspection on 19th October last, I found the pump had been repaired and 
was in working order. I have, &c.,

J. XEO,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Report by Mr. Inspector Boultbee to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, upon Mr. Road- 
Superintendent Stillwell’s complaint againet caretaker, Boonoona Tank.

Ivanhoe, 27 November, 1886.
llEFEiUtnra to the enclosed papers, and more especially to Mr. Stillwell’s report upon the negligence 
of tho caretaker at Boonoona Tank, I have the honor to submit a written reply from caretaker Killiek, in 
answer to my queries on the points of Mr. Stillwell’s reports.

From what I have been able to gather the facts are as follows :— Killiek look charge on August 16th. 
On tho following day, together with Mr, Yeo, he started to overhaul the machinery which, owing to long 
disuse during the winter months, was out of order. It was found that the bucket leathers were completely 
perished. They endeavoured to draw tho plunger, but it was found to be too firmly bedded and rusted in, 
and although leather, and the only tool obtainable was sent up, the caretaker was unable to get the 
plunger out. Mr. Yco wrote instructions, copy attached, to the caretaker to put the pump right if 
possible. This he was unable to do, and informed Mr. Yeo who at once wired to Mr. Stillwell for the 
travelling mechanic, but as he was at Deniliquin he could not be got. Tlie caretaker placed tbe parts of 
tbe pump upon the old wooden cover of the pump and covered them with a bag. 11c strcnously denies 
they were rusted or embedded in the mud, a lact Mr. Yeo corroborates. _

In this state they remained until Mr. Stillwell visited the tank since, as the caretaker says, it was 
useless to quit the pump up again in an unworkable state. Mr. Stillwell, his groom, and Killiek were 
employed for 20 minutes using great force, and finally, with the aid of a lever, got the plunger free. 
Mr. Stillwell then directed the caretaker to have the pump in good order by the time he returned next 
day. Killiek informs me he worked until 1 p.m. that night before he had Things righted. Ho also says 
lie* has no recollection of Mr. Stillwell asking what tools he required. See the last paragraph of bis 
reply. Mr. Stillwoll was aware, for a considerable time before bis visit, that this pump was disabled, and 
must have been aware at tbe time of making Ins report of the impossibility of the caretaker removing the

plunger

P.W.P.,
80-5,107.

P.W.P.,
86-5,215,

P.W.P.,
86-5,540.
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P.W.P., 
36-5,58!),

plunger single Banded. I think that both Mr. Teo and the caretaker did all they could to put matters 
right. I do not think Mr Stillwell will find room for complaint now. Eilliek is hardworking and 
anxious to please, and has everything in admirable order at Boonoona. Mr. Yeo reported the pump as 
out of order to our Department.

JAMES 'W. BOULTBEE,
The Commissioner for Eoads. Acting Inspector, Public 'Watering Places.
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Extract from instructions written to Mr. Prank Killiek, caretaker, Boonoona Tank, Ivanhoe, on 23rd
' August, 1886. '

I Lave communicated with the travelling mechanic, and it will be impossible for him to be this way 
for some considerable time, so it will he as well if possible for you to repair the pump yourself.

■-------- J. YEO.
Mr. Yeo sent a telegram to Mr. Stillwell, I believe.—J.W.B.

Boonoona Tank.
Sir, 26 'November, 1886.

I have the honor to report, in answer to your inquiry re pump, that I took charge of Boonoona 
Tank on the 16th of August. I found the pump in a defective state. I found on taking the pump to 
pieces that the suckers were entirely perished. On trying to get the plunger out I found that the 
cylinder was so rusted that I failed to get it out.

The rust I believe was caused by tho pump not being worked much during the winter months. I 
told the overseer who was present at the time, and I asked him to get me a key to unscrew the bottom 
nuts in the cylinder. He brought me one down from Mount Manttra, but I found, on attempting to use 
it, that it was not long enough in the shank to admit of the end of the rod so the key ivas useless, and I 
duly reported the matter to Mr. Yeo, the overseer.

I then placed the parts of machinery on the covering of- Ihe pump and covered them with a bag 
awaiting the arrival of the Eoads mechanic. It remained like this from the 17th of August till the 
arrival of Mr. Stillwell. A day or two previous to his coming wo had a shower of rain accompanied with 
heavy wind which blew' the bag off the parts, otherwise the pump machinery was not hurt. I had written 
instructions from Mr. Yeo to repair the pump if possible, vvhich I found was not. When Mr. Stillwell 
came it took myself and his groom and himself all we knew to draw the plunger out in twenty minutes, 
Mr, Stillwell gave me instructions to have the pump in working order by the time be came down, which 
was next day, and in consequence I had to work till very far into the night to accomplish it. The pump 
then worked fairly.

The swamp round the tank was full of water at the time, so the travelling public were not incon
venienced, and it was no use putting the pmnp together as I expected the mechanic. I deny that the pump 
machinery was lying rusting and covered in sand, and I would respectfully refer this to Mr. Yeo who 
could confirm what I say.

In reference to Mr. Stillwell asking me what tools I required, I don’t recollect him asking any 
such question, and as I am a mechanic I would have told him if I required any and what they were. '

• I have, &c.,
EBANK KILLICK.

Mr. J. W. Boultbee, Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Ivanhoe, 28 November, 1886.
Eeport by Acting-Inspector J. W. Boultbee on the Boonoona Tank, road from Ivanhoe to Wileannia ; in

charge of E. Killiek, for 25th November, 1886.
_ Tank or Dam. ' .

State of drains.—Very good.
Silt tank—Eull of silt; caretaker has started to clean out.
\ nlet or ffume.—Is old, newly tarred. ’
Main tank.—In good order.
Embankments.—In good order.

Watering Appliances.
State of supply-tank.—Good.
Troughing,—Good ; newly tarred inside by travelling mechanic; rail very high at end furthest 

from tank.
Machinery.—In very good order.

Paddocks and Fencing.
State of fencing.—Tenant’s lease good; enclosure old and might be better.
State of gates.—None.
Eemarks.—Caretaker Killiek will, I think, give satisfaction, Mr. Yeo appears well pleased with

him.
Rates collected since last report.

£ s. a.
Mouth ending October, 1886 ....................................... 9 5 11

„ November, 1886 ....................................... 12 12 4

. 21 18 3
Traffic since last report.

Horses. Cattle. Sheep. Bullocks.
Month ending October, 1886  ............... 100 ... 1,793 ................... 238

„ November, 1386 ............... ICS ... 600 ... 19,482 28
Caretaker's
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Garctaher's work.
'Work done by caretaker.—Tarring flume, cleaning drains, repairing embankments, ski ft fence at 

end of troughs.—J.Y., 19/10/86. Tar flume, clear sand away from troughs, keep drains clean, pump water 
when pump is repaired,and general duties—J.Y., 16/8/86.

Work laid out for caretaker.—To complete Mr. Yeo’s written instructions and finish silt tank.
Eemarks and recommendations.—Eilliek has evidently worked well here and I think 1011 give 

satisfaction. The drains are very much in the way of travelling stock coming to water. The fence 
here is, I believe, erected without strainers. A great amount of water could be conserved here within 
embankments. In view of Killiek’s and Mr. Yeo’s reply to Mr. Stillwell's allegations, and the evident 
pains lie has been at to improve the place, I did not consider that there was just cause for suspending 
this man, JAMES W. BOULTBEE,

Inspector of Public Watering Places.
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One Tree Tank.
Hay, 16 November, 1886.

Eeport by Acting-Inspector J. W. Boultbee, on the One Tree Tank, road from Hay to Booligal; in 
charge of Young, caretaker, for 16th November, 1886.

_ Tank or Bam.
State of drains.—Bequire cleaning.
Silt tank.—Eull of water.
Inlet or flume.—Good, newly replaced.
Main tank.—Eull.
Embankments.—Good, newly made up ; dished on top; shoots required at angles to carry of£ 

storm water,
Watering Appliances.

State of supply-tank.—Good. ’ '
Troughing.—Good, but low in centre.
Machinery.—Not satisfactory. The Works mechanic is due here on Saturday to put in thorough

order.
Paddocks and Fencing.

State of fencing.—Enclosing tank, has been raised and moved out, is very badly strained (left so 
by contractor), wire is strained from corner to corner.

State of gates.—Good,
_ Eemarks.—The fencing of tenant’s lease is not yet finished ; is apparently in the same stale it was

nine months ago. ’
Weekly depth of water since last report.—18 feet.

Caretaker's Work. .
Work done by caretaker.—Has been trimming embankments and cleaning troughs. Ho will clean 

out supply-tank next Saturday. Tank and trough is left empty, so that Works mechanic can tar them inside.
Work laid out for caretaker.—To clean drains and strain wire round tank.

_ Eemarks and recommendations.—Tlie tenant’s lease being unfenced is a great drawback, since it is 
most impossible to prevent trespass, and it looks bare consequently. The horse walk, which was so bad 
at my previous visit, has been enlarged and carefully done up. The fluming between main tank and old 
drinking tank is out of order. New brasses and packing required for piston-rod, which is much worn. 
Tho horse purchased for this caretaker by Mr. Overseer Keighran was a satisfactory purchase.

JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Telegram from Mr. Overseer Keighran to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Hay, 2d November, 1886.

Tor glands of pump at One Tree Tank broken ; no pumping can be done until repaired. Please advise
JOHN A. KEIGHKAN,

Overseer.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Public Works.

Sir, . ■ . _ Department of Mines, Sydney, 29 November, 1886.
I have the honor to forward herewith for the information of the Commissioner and Engineer 

for Eoads and Bridges, copy of telegram re pump at One Tree Tank being unworkable, and request that 
you will be good enough to have the necessary action taken.

I have, &c.,
HAEEIE WOOD,

------------------ Under Secretary.
[Fnclosvrc.]

Copy of Telegram from Mr. Overseer Keighran, Hay, re pump at One Tree Tank.
' 24/11/86.

Top glands of pump at One Tree Tank broken; no pumping can be done until repaired. Please advise.

Bead-Superintendent Stillwell to The Commissioner for Eoads.
Sir, Hay, 25 November, 1886.

On the 23rd inst. I found, on testing the pump here, that it did not throw more than half the 
normal stream, and that the collar-plate of the gland on end of cylinder was fractured across. The

caretaker

P.W.P.,
86-5,442.

P.W.P.,
86-5,479.

P.W.P.,
86-5,803.
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P.W.P.,
86-5,802.

Private, but at 
liberty to make 
(use ?) of any 
jiart of it if 
required,
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caretaker—a man lately sent up from Sydney—said lie was quite ignorant, and was apparently equally 
indifferent as to how it occurred. One of the holts had evidently been screwed down tight, while tho 
opposite one was left quite slack, throwing all strain to one side, and thus breaking the plate.

Yesterday Mr. .Nicholson—Jones being up at Boonoona—took out spare leathers, valve, buffers, 
&c., and got the pump into good working order, excepting as regards the plate. A duplicate should, if 
possible, be sent me from Sydney. The pump is a Holman horse-gear.

I have, Ac.,
--------- - A. W. STILLWELL.

Borwardcd to Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—"W.C.B., 10/12/86. Under Secre
tary, B.C. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., 13/12/86. -

Minute by Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
This man was very highly recommended by the hon. the Secretary for Mines as having been in bis 
service for a number of years, and fully competent for the doty required. Forward papers to Mr. 
Overseer Keighran for report, and to ascertain if the alleged incompetence and carelessness on tho part 
of the caretaker appears to be correct. H.G-., 20/12/86.

I presume this refers to Cavanagh, who has been dismissed.—J.AV.B., 4/1/87. No, to Young,

Minute by Inspector Boultbee.
I visited this Public Watering Place on November 17th, and saw no reason for Mr. Stillwell’s strictness. 
See my report of this date. - J.W.B,

Sir, Hay, 26 November, 1886.
On tbe 23rd inst, this tank was full to the surface level, but I found the pump, from incompe

tence and carelessness on part of ihe caretaker, almost disabled, tho service tank only half full, about an 
inch of liquid mud in the troughing, and the wires slack in the fence surrounding the tank. .

Tho pump was in a most dirty and neglected state, the bearings being almost dry and clogged with 
dirt; the key of the housing, only lately erected, lost; the valve chamber obstructed from want of 
cleaning out, and new bucket leathers needed. By last post I have also reported that the gland plate 
on cylinder bad been fractured. My assistant, Mr. Nicholson, has since got the pump into a workable 
state, and it throws a fair stream of water, but a new plate is required. _

The caretaker says he knows nothing of this breakage, or of tho pump at all, in fact, and so hail 
not touched it. He has been in charge nearly a month, and apparently, excepting just after a fashion 
to work the pump, the work might as well have been without a caretaker at all.

If any disposition to work or to learn their duties were evinced on tho part of these men some 
allowances, when new to the work, would cheerfully be made for them, but when they make it^so very 
obvious that their ignorance is equalled by their indifference, and that their view of the position that 
they are not there to work, bat merely to take charge, make complaints, and look in hope for improve
ment, is futile, and it is as ivcll that tho state of the case should be recognised aud stated plainly at 
onco, because a number of this class of men are being sent up from Sydney of late, and the resulting 
negligence aud complaints will have to be met and provided against.
The Commissioner for Hoads. 4 have. Ac.,

A. W. STILLWELL.

V

Forwarded to Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B., 10/12/86. Under Secre
tary, B.C. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.E.,B.C., 13/12/86. -

Minute by Mr. Inspector Boultbee.
CviiKTAKKn was desired by Works mechanic Jones to leave troughs and tank alone, and uot pump 
into them, as he would be clown on tbe Saturday following to tar inside of tank and troughs, and ^put 
pump, which has heen some time out of order, light. Caretaker had key of housing on 17/11/86. Ihe 
fencing round lank avhs only lately completed by contractors, and is in exactly the same state as loffc 
by them. Mr. Stillwell's assistants give orders, and Mr. Stillwell apparently reports our caretakers for 
carrying them out. I think his remarks ou the ignorance aud uselessness of caretakers employed by 
us quite uncalled for, and reflects upon the Mines officers in a very undeserving manner, and I would 
amain urge that all interference of Works officers should cease when a work is transferred.
° b JAMES AY. BOULTBEE,

Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Dear Mr. Boultbee, _ _ Hay, 22 January, 18S7.
3iy siuiic post ns this I hnvo forwarded to tlie Chief Inspector of Public "Watering Places a 

statement from George Young, card alter, One Tree Tank, re Mr. Stillwell’s complaint., which statement 
was taken down by me just as the caretaker Young explained tbe matter, I certainly should have gone 
out and got you this explanation before the present date, but my eye (the good one) has been effected 
with swelling blight, so that I was pretty well handicapped, especially having a lot of official work to get 
through this month. I quite agree with you that we have just cause for complaint against Mr. StimveU 
and his assistant, Mr. Nicholson’s interference. ^-ou
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Tou mil observe in Young’s statement, where Nicholson came to him, from the “ One Tree Hotel,” 
at twenty minutes past 5 a.m,, and ordered him to get his horse and pump for one hour, he, Nicholson 
giving no reason for the pumping, as the pump had been lately repaired, and required nothing doing to it; 
1 think if Mr. Stillwell looked after his own work it would become him better, as the fencing in of tbe 
tenants’ leases will show, One Tree aud Quaudong fence, neither of which is completed, besides, nothing 
has been done as regards the erection of cottages for caretakers, now in Mr. Cronin’s district, all these 
improvements have boon completed long since, then may I ask why or what is the cause of Mr. Stillwoll 
not having done his likewise ?

The wires in the fence at One Tree Tank, he, Mr. Stillwell complains, are slack, and require 
tightening. I can tell Mr. Stillwell that they are now,—fence and wire in as good order ns they were 
when he took over the work from tho contractor, besides the wire being old, they would not stand 
straining, neither is there any posts left in the fence to strain them to. The old cask that floats the main 
pipe from the mud, that sunk on Wednesday last, and I suppose that he, Mr. Stillwell, will say that it is 
from carelessness of tho caretaker. Now', if I recollect right, at the time of Mr. Gfilliat taking this work 
over from Mr. A, P. Wood, he, Mr. Wood, promised to have these old casks replaced by proper buoys 
(painted), this promise has not been fulfilled at any of tho tanks, Tom’s Lake, Quaudong, and One-Tree.

"While writing, a report has come to me that the Dry Lake Well has given out, so that I shall 
have to proceed there to-morrow and get it in working order again, by opening out the bore which 
must have got choked, all this bother and trouble is caused by tbe shaft not having been smile deep 
enough, but taken over from the contractor before the supply of water was obtained, and not leaving a 
pipe in the bore. Now I must conclude this rigmarole of a letter, as I am still unable to use both eyes.

I remain, Ac.,
Mr. Inspector Boultbee. JOHN A, KEIGHKAN.
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Statutory declaration made by Caretaker George Young.
Sir, One Tree Tank, 21 January, 1887.

Keferring to Mr. Assistant-Engineer Stillwell’s report against me of tlie 26th November last, re 
the state of tho One Tree Tank and appliances, at the time of his, Mr. Stillwell’s inspection, I have the honor 
to give a truthful statement, which are as follows:—On the 2Gth October last, I took charge of the works 
here as caretaker, the pump was then in a disabled state, as can be proved by Mr. Overseer Keighran, 
who stated that he would report the matter to Mr, Stillwoll, which he did, as a few days afterwards Mr. 
Nicholson (Air. Stillwell’s assistant) came out and partly repaired it, but could not put it in working 
order, as there was a leakage that he could not stop, and left it for the repairer—Jones—to put right, 
which lie did shortly afterwards ; the next visit I had from AH. Nicholson was early one morning, twenty 
minutes past 5, rousing me out of bed, and calling me a lazy fellow, at tbe same time threatening to punch 
my head, ho then tested the pump by having the horse workcd'for one hour, and found it working well, 
aud made no complaint of tho machinery being in a dirty state. The top gland was broken shortly 
afterwards through uot being properly fitted on by Ibe man who put it up, aud not through any fault of 
mine.

The wires in the fence if considered slack, I think Air. Stillwell should have seen to that part of the 
work before talcing it over from the contractor, which was only a few days previous, and was in the same 
state as it was at the time of being banded over, and was in no way injured afterwards, by getting slacker, 
one thing is, if the wires do get slack there is no straining posts left to tighten them, the distance on one 
side from corner post to corner post being 160 yards.

Tbe reason that the service tank was kept half empty, was by orders from Air. Jones, repairer, who 
said he wanted to pitch the inside, and wished to have no delay when he came to do it, in consequence of 
this the tank was not kept filled, otherwise it would have been. The key of the housing was not lost, but 
is still in my possession, therefore, I cannot understand the reason or why Air. Stillwell makes these 
unfounded reports against me as he appeared to be well satisfied with my work, not having drawn my 
attention to any part of tlie works that showed any signs of neglect.

The tanlc and all appliances arc now in good working order, with the exception of the old cask that 
floats the main pipe, and keeps it out of the mud, it has sunk in consequence of never having been 
painted.

Since my appointment here as caretaker, 1 have found it a difficult matter to give satisfaction on 
account of both Air. Stillwell's and Air. Nicholson’s interference in the works.

I have, &e.,
_ GEOKGE YOUNG,

Declared before mo at Hay, this 3rd day of Alarch, 1887,—■ Caretaker.
N. J. Tukvina, J,P.

The Chief Inspector of Public "Watering Places.

Telegram from Overseer Keighran to The Chief Inspector of Public "Watering Places.
Hay, 2nd Ecbruary, 1887.

Yousxs prepared to make dcclarafion before a magistrate of the truth of his statement.
JOHN A. KEIGHKAN,

Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Forward statement fo Air. Keighran with request to obtain declaration, and inform him by ware of 
the action taken.—II.G., 7,12187. Air. Overseer Keighran.—J.AV.B., B.C., 7,'2<'87. Urgent.

Sir, Hay, 28 February, 1887.
I have the honor to inform you that in consequence of George Young, late caretaker at 

One Tree Tank, breaking out drinking, I have been unable to get him to make the required declaration 
to hie statement.

422—2 G Ho

P.W.P.,
87-343.

«P.W.P., 
■87-500.

P.W.P., 
87-963. ■
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87-1,095.

P.W.P.,
86-5,448.

P.W.P,,
87-303.

He hna been drinking heavily for the last three weeks, both here and in Hay, and out at the One Tree 
I am told that he sold his horse and everything else that he possessed, and is now dangerously ill in the 
Hay Hospital. His salary voucher for January I still hold, which will be of some service to him when 
he comes out of the hospital. I have, &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. JOHN' A. KEIGHRAN.

Young’s conduct since leaving the tank appears to leave some grounds for the alleged illtreatment 
he complains of. Mr. Keighran will please say if he is aware of his having been drinking while In charge 
of the tank.—H.G., B.C., 4/3/87. Mr. Overseer Keighran. The Chief Inspector of .Public Watering 
Places. From inquiry, and my own personal knowledge, I can safely state, that Young did not taste 
spirituous liquors while in charge of the tank, but broke out while in Hay.—John A. Kuroirnan, 
Overseer, Hays 9/3/87.

. Young’s declaration re One Tree fence handed with other papers to Mr. Abigail, and presumably 
by him to Premier. Trace has been lost of it.

------------------ J.W.B., 31/12/87.

Bullagreen Tank.
Sir, Bullagreen Tank, 15 November, 1886.

I have the honor to inform you I was ordered by the overseer to clean out the iron tank on 
last Friday. 1 did so on Saturday or Sunday; got steam up this morning; was pumping Ihreo 
hours. The tank was nearly full when the piston-rod, connecting the main tank with the engine, broke 
short off at the collar; only 25 lb. on steam gauge, I cannot send telegram, as this will be as soon as it.

I have, &c,
' _ JAMES MURPHY,

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Caretaker, Bullagreen.

Telegram from Mr. Overseer Medley to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
_ Coonamblc, 18 November, 1886.

Just received from Bullagreen the following:—The piston, pump rod connection train with engine is 
broken. Cannot work engine till repaired. Signed caretaker,

THOS. W. MEDLEY,
--------- Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Send copy to "Works Department with letter. Inform Medley. 20/11/87.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 20 November, 1886.
T have the honor to forward herewith for the information of the Commissioner and Engineer 

for Eoads and Bridges copy of telegram re piston pump 'rod at Bullagreen Tank unworkable, aud 
request that you will be good enough to have the necessary action taken.

’ I have, &c.,
HAEEIE WOOD,

The Under Secretary for Public "Works. Under Secretary.

[Enclosure.]
Copy of Telegram, Public Watering Places 86-5,416, received from Mr. Overseer Medley, Coonamble.

Just received from Bullagreen the following:—The piston pump rod connection train with engine is 
broken ; cannot work engine till rep:iirod. Signed caretaker.

Department of Mines, Public Watering Places,
Sir, Sydney, 30 November, 1SSG.

Referring to your telegram of the ISth instant re piston pump rod at Bullagreen Tank being 
unworkable, 1 have tbe honor to inform you that the matter has been referred to the Department of 
Public Works. I have, &c.,

HAEEY G-ILLIAT,
Mr. Overseer Medley, Coonamblc. Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Sir, Coonamble, IS January, 1887.
I have the honor to inform you that I am informed by the caretaker of the Bullagreen Tank 

that he has not yet heard anything of the rod for the pmnp, and it may bo wanted any day now the dry 
weather has set in. 9,000 sheex) passed there last week aud report they could not get water till they got 
to the Castiereagh, I have, &c.,

THOS. W. MEDLEY,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Ascertain from Messrs. Samuel and Courtenay if they can furnish a spare rod ; if so, despatch 
to-night.—H.G-., 20/1/87. Messrs. Samuel and Courtenay do not keep any portions in stock. They 
have to wire to England.—J.W.B., 20/1/87. ~

■----------------- Telegram
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Telegram from Chief Inspector of Public 'Watering Places to Mr. Overseer Medley.
„ , , . , , , Sydney, 20 January, 1887.
Uolt broken piston-rod sent down at once. Send specially to Nevertire ■

HARRY GILLIAT, -
Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
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As it is absolutely necessary that this broken rod should be repaired or a new one in its place by 
1st February, the date of transfer to Mr. Barry, lessee, Mr. Inspector Boultbee may perhaps be instructed 
to have a new one turned, to take up with him and place in position. Messrs. Samuel and Courtenay have 
drawings of all the parts.
The Under Secretary for Mines, H.G., 24/1/87.

Approved. -Gf.E.H. (for U.S.), 24/1/87. Mr, Boultbee will have a piston-rod turned out by 
Samuel and Courtenay, and take up with him in time to have fitted before transferrine; the tank,—
H.G., 24/1/87. Seen and noted.-J.W.B.

Coonamble, 24 January, 1887.
Messenger returned from Bullagreen. Piston-rod taken down bv Mr. Fraser and Mr. Wood some 

weeks ago. '

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
THOS. W. MEDLEY, 

Overseer.

“ir> Department of Mines, Sydney, 20 November, 1886.
1 nave the honor to forward berewith, for the information of the Commissioner and Engineer 

lor Roads and Bridges, copy of telegram, re piston pump-rod, at Bullagreen Tank, unworkable, and 
request tbat you will be good enough to have the necessary action taken.

The Under Secretary for Public Works.

I have, &c.,
HARRIS WOOD,

Under Secretary.

■ Enclosure.
Copy of telegram, P.W.P., 86-5,416, received from Mr, Overseer Medley, Coonamble,

Jusr received from Bullagreen the following-.—The piston pump-rod connection train with engine 
is broken; cannot work engine till repaired. Signed caretaker.

Department 
of Public 
Works, 

86-1,619.
Tanks&Ptmtg.
Department 

of Public 
Works, 

86-10,693. 
P.W.P., 

5,853.
Department 

of Minos,

Roads.—E.G, (for U.S.), B.C., 23/11/86.
. Examining tins tank on tbe 26th instant, and found tbat one of tbe pump piston-rods was broken at 

,its junction with cross-head. A new rod has been made and forwarded to Mr. Frazer, and will be fixed as 
soon as possible. If the caretaker would keep the stuffing-boxes thoroughly packed, so as to avoid 
screwing the gland down so tight, there would be less jar and less chance of failure —A P W 1.3/12/86 
Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B., 13/12/86. The Under Secretary’for Mines.—

B.C., 16/12/86.

Minute by Inspector Boultbee.
m , , , , . , 4 January, 1887.
InEitE does not appear to be the slightest grounds for the default on part of Caretaker Murphy as 
the minute of Mr. A. P. Wood would infer. I took delivery of this machinery 16th October, and no new 
packing, Ac., should be required in so short a time. A defective piston-rod has broken, an accident likely 
to happen at any moment. *

JAMES W. BOULTBEE, 
Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Minute by Mr, Inspector Boultbee, 102-87.
I assisted to put in new piston-rod on let February. No packing or stuffing was required - I paid 
particular attention to this. Rod was broken, 15/11/86, and on 31/1/87. I discovered rod sent up by 
Works Department lying at Contractor’s Camp, Nevertire Tank; new rod was fixed, 1/2/87.

J.W.B.. 10/2/87.

By-wash, Brolgan.
®lr’ T . Stock Office, Forbes 5 October, 1886.

1 have the honor to draw your attention to Brolgan Creek Tanlc. On Saturday last there was 
a storm in which 2 inches of rain fell, and the by-wash was quite incapable of taking off the overfiow. 
Ihis tank being constructed right in the bed of a creek would require a by-wasb 12 feet wide and about 3 
teet deep, or otherwise some day the flood will wash away the embaukment. These are periodical storms 
and not at all frequent, but still I think it would he ns well to be prepared. '

1 have instructed the caretaker to widen it, but will wait your instructions before deepening the
same' . I have &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. ’ W. G. DOWLING.

P.W.P.,
86-4,738

As repairs of this nature are under existing arrangements usually left for the officers of the 
Department of Public Works, a copy of this report may perhaps be forwarded for the information of tbe 
Commissioner for Roads.—H.Q., 7/10/80. The Under Secretary for Mines,

Approved.—H.W., 8/10/86.

Sir,
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Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 22 October, 1S8G.
P. W.P., Herewith I have the honor to forward for your information copy of a report received from Mr.
8d-5,447. TV, Gr, Dowling, our local overseer at Dorbes, relative to the state of the by-wash at Brolgan Creek Tank.

I have, &c.,
The Under Secretary for Public Works. HARRIE WOOD,

' Under Secretary for Mines.

Enclose copy of P.W.P., 86-4,738. Roads.—J.R., B.C., 27/10/86. Mr. Wood at Blayney.— 
W.C.B., 29/10/86. _

Mr. Dowling has not made out a case. The unusual storm is reported, but no damage to the 
embankments. Why then the surmise that some day the whole will be swept away ? Tins paper should 
he sent to Mr. Morton for report. I do not think the Minos officer should have undertaken this work 
without conferring with the local officer.

I think deepening the by-wash would be a mistake, as it would lower the level of water conserved. I 
question whether any alteration is necessary unless to find work for the caretaker.—A.P.W., 1/11/86. 
Mr. Morton or Mr. Adams, Eorbes.—W.C.B., 1/11/86.

In company with Mr. Morton I made an inspection of this tank. To deepen by-wash by 3 feet, as 
Mr. Dowling directs, would reduce the water conserved by about one-fifth of its total holding capacity. 
This I presume is not at all requisite; and again, to widen it according to Mr. Dowling’s dimensions would 
be worse than useless as a means of escape for such storm-water as that referred to in his letter. In 
my opinion I do not think any alterations or precautions are necessary for the safety of tlie tank._ If the 
side slopes of embankments were kept dressed and in a better state of repair they would add considerably 
to its appearance, and also to the stability of the tank.—A.A., 13/11/86. The Commissioner, B.C.

Mr Wood.—W.C.B., 15/11/86. Copy should be sent to Mines.—A.P.W., 15/11/86. Under 
Secretary for transmission to Mines.—P.W.O., 17/11/86. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., 
B.C., 18/11/86.

■ P.W.P., 
86-5,317. 

Original, with 
pajiera re tone of 
minutes.

Extract from Mr. Overseer Dowling’s letter, 9th November, 1886.
* # ##**##*

You will be pleased to hear that Ihe by-wash which I have had widened by the caretaker acts well, 
and is equal to the overflow. The recent heavy rains proved it.

W. GL DO WRING.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

(Ward’s Tank.)
Mount Manara Tank.

Extract from Mr. Assistant-Engineer Stillwell’s Report of 20th October, 1886, on Ward’s Tank, 
##&**#*«*** 

The steam-pump was in a disgracefully dirty state. The caretaker admitted he had not overhauled it 
since Mr. Wood and I visited in .Time last; and I had to do it myself, a repetition of the job. Mr. Wood
will remember we then had. ---------

Under Secretary for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B., 25/10/86. The Under Secretary for Mines. 
—J.R., B.C., 27/10/86. . , .

Mr. Yeo will report upon this without delay, and, if true, should_ give an explanation of his 
own neglect and that of the caretaker. If those allegations arc correct it is extremely discreditable to 
this Department. If they arc not Mr. Yco should see that they are fully refuted.—H.G., B.C., 29/10/86.

Mr. Yco’s report Public Watering Places (86-5,577) herewith.—H.G-. Mr. Inspector Boultbee
for report, B.C., 1 /11/86. Report attached.—James W. Bocltbf.e, Ivanhoe, 27/11/SC.

P.W.P., 
8C-5,577.

It

Sir> Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 29 November, 1886.
Referring to Mr. Assistant-Engineer Stillwell’s report of 20th October last on Ward's Tank, 

it appears to me that Mr. Stillwoll attributes, in the first instance, the disgraceful, dirty state in which 
the steam-pump was found by Mr. Wood and himself to the neglect of the caretaker. I beg to state that 
at that time the steam-pump had not heen handed over to this Department by the Department of Works ; 
also that it had been arranged by Mr. Wood and Mr. Stillwell with contractor, who erected the steam- 
pump to he present, for the purpose of having the work passed, but the contractor failed to attend, 
consequently Mr. Wood and Mr. Stillwell set to work to put the works in order to transfer, and to do 
this they spent nearly the whole of the day; then it did not work properly, hut to effect the transfer, 
Mr. Stillwell promised that he would send the travelling mechanic a.s soon as possible, and put it in 
working order. Mr. Stillwell further stated that I should not allow the caretaker to interfere with the 
pump internally, as the travelling mechanic would sec to all that sort of work, but up to the time of Mr, 
Stillwell’s visit of 20th October, the travelling mechanic had not been to put the pump in order, as was 
promised. _ _

Referring to your request to know why the steam-pump was left in this state after I was aware of 
it, I beg to inform you that the caretaker cleaned it externally, according to my instructions of 17th 
August0last, hut from that date to tho date of Mr. Stillwell’s visit, I was not at tlie^ tank, consequently I 
was not in a position to know whether it had boon kept clean or not, but when I visited the tank on 20th 
October last, I found tbat tlie brass work, &c., was still dirty, I reprimanded the caretaker for his 
negligence, when he tendered his resignation. I might state that as this tank is a very dusty place, and 
there being no house or covering for the steam-pump, it is a difficult matter to keep it clean.

■ I have, &c,,
J. TEO, .

Overseer, Public "Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places.

------ ------ ------- Report
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^Report upon Mr. Eond-Superintendent Stillwell’s complaint of neglect of Caretaker at Ward’s Tank.
HEFEitEnfO to tlie enclosed copy of Mr. Stillwell’s report upon the machinery at "Ward's or Mount 
Manara Tank; I have the honor to report that, so far as I have been able to ascertain, the facts are as 
followsOn Oth June last Mr. A. P. Wood, Mr. Stillwell, Mr. Teo, and the contractor were to meet, 
for the purpose of transferring the works—steam-pump—to this Department. The contractor, however, 
failed to be present, and as the pump was not then in working order, Mr. Wood and Mr, Stillwell 
endeavoured to rectify matters so that it could be handed over to our local officers. It will be inferred, I 
think, from Mr. Stillwell's report, that our Department was in fault for “ the job” Mr. Wood and Mr. 
Stillwell then had. As,however, the machinery was not on that date even taken over from the contractor, the 
fault cannot be attributed to this Department. Our local officer, Mr. Teo, took over the works, reporting 
at the time that pump, &c., was out of order, under a distinct understanding from Mr. Stillwell that the 
machinery should be put into thorough going order by his mechanic. This, however, has never been done. 
Our caretaker worked the pump three times in June, three in July, four in August, aud none in Sep
tember, and thoroughly cleaned all outside work on August 3rd, according to his statements and journal, 
lie admits that he did not take engine to pieces, since, though able to work the machinery, he was no 
engineer, and his predecessor was told at the time of the transfer that the travelling mechanic would put 
the engine right, and not to do it himself. The maker's coat of dull red paint, now much faded, does not 
add to the appearance of tho engine. The repairs effected by Mr. Stillwell consisted of moving some 
rust from the cylinder. Prom the date of transfer of tank, 9th June last, until Mr. Stillwell’s visit, I am 
told the pump never worked properly, not so far as I can sec, having in view Mr. Stillwell’s promises 
and instructions to caretaker, caused by our neglect, as from the neglect of the Works Officer to nave the 
thing in thorough working order before taking it over from the contractor, aud transferring to the Mines. 
An almost parallel case to this has occurred in Mr. Tully’s district, and, which, according to Mr. A.P. 
"Wood, was one of the things he saw that was not satisfactory. The condition of the pump at the 18- 
mile and Dcdknapper Tanks are cases in point, and if Mr. Wood saw them, the Mines’ caretakers would 
bo blamed for tbo unsatisfactory state of them, and the “ connection of the Works Department wit!i these 
works would be prejudiced.” 3. think, these reports upon the various caretakers’ negligence at the tanks 
in this district, if they do no other good, tend to show the animus that the Works’ officers here entertain 
towards the Mines’ officers. I think I can fairly quote the hist paragraph of Mr. Stillwell’s report on 
BoonoomaTank, and say 11 it is this kind of thing which gives rise to adverse comments of tbe Press, so 
frequently made respecting appliances at Government watering places.”

I do not think a single instance can be cited in which adverse comment has been made by the 
Press respecting appliances while under our charge, excepting only tlie railing at the troughs, and about 
this, a fault in construction or a wrong design. Whichever it is, the complaints are universal, and, in 
reference to Mr. A. P, Wood’s minute, I think that in most cases the charges made against the care
takers by the Works officers have been due to misapprehension ou their part, and that where they have 
been sustained have been dealt with summarily. Both myself and our local officers are most anxious to 
maintain the efficiency of these Public Watering Places. I further beg to submit that distinct instruc
tions should be issued to the overseers that in cases where the work is incomplete or not thoroughly in 
order that the transfer should not be effected until it is so.

JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
Acting Inspector, Public Watering Places.

Ivanhoe, 27th November, I88G.
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I must add that Mount Manara Tank is a most dusty place, and that without proper protection it 
is almost impossible to keep tho machinery in a constant state of cleanliness.—J.W.B. Considerable 
pressure was brought to bear by Works to effect transfer of this, G unnaramby and Clare Tanks. A 
distinct understanding was made by Works that all appliances were to be put in thorough working
order.—J.W.B. -----------------

Memorandum.
Sir, 15 December, 188G.

I have to inform you that I have this day received a letter from the caretaker of Tinda 
Public Tank, dated 13th inst., stating that upon tho 7th inst. the heavy rain (375 points) made a large 
gap in the embankment of tho main tank, washing the shoot away. Ho has repaired same until it can be 
properly done. Ifrom his description of the nature of the injury 3 am of opinion that it is a work that 
will entail considerable labour, and I advise you that you, if you think it necessary, may take tho 
requisite steps for its repair.
Mr. A. Adam, Eoad Superintendent, Cobar, E. D. JONES.

Tinda Tank.
' 4 January, 1887.

I BECEiYED the attached letter from stock inspector, Condobolin, iuformiug me that heavy rains had 
carried the shoot away, and left a large gap in main embankment. _

I proceeded as soon as possible to this tank, about 130 miles from Cobar, after receiving enclosed 
letter, and have just returned from visiting tank.

I found on arrival that it was a false alarm.
The inlet shoot is not damaged in the least, and the shoot turns out to be a bark one tho caretaker 

had placed against side of embaukment to carry off water from top of embankment.
The gap in embankment referred to was a gut in embankment caused by water collected on top, 

and could be repaired by caretaker in about a week. ■
He had half of it filled up on my arrival.
Caretaker had misled Mr. Jones, or the latter had misunderstood him.
Service tank, troughing, pumping gear are in good order.
Depth of water, 21 feet.

The Commissioner for Eoads and Bridges. ALEXANDER ADAM.

P.W.P.,
87-190.

it
I
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I recommend that this paper be sent on to Mines in reference to the nature of the complaints 
from that office.—W.C.B., B.C., 11/1/87. Under Secretary, Forward to Mines. The Under 
Secretary for Mines.—J.B., B.C., 12/1/87. Mr. Jones for immediate report.—H.G-., B.O., 14/1/87.

238 *

T Condobolin, 18 January, 1887.
1 append hereto copy of extract from caretaker of Tinda Tank whereon I based my letter of 15th 
ultimo to Mr. Boad-Superintendent Adam.
r -u i j t!0 n°*sl:ate ^lai: tbe inlet is damaged ; if I understood that to hare been the case, 
I should haye stated the “ inlet or flume” was washed away as per caretaker’s letter. I was not misled 
by, nor did I misunderstand, the caretaker. Mr. Adam seems to have misunderstood me. Upon tho 
13th ultimo I telegraphed Mr. Adam that the embankment around silt tank at "Wicklow Public Tank was 
washed into two gaps. He replied the same day by same means that he would inspect Wicklow Tank in 
a few days, and take steps to get damage repaired.

On account of receipt of this telegram I wrote Mr. Adam with the view of saving, and not causing 
him extra travelling, as he insinuates, as from his own telegram he was about idsiting Wicklow Tank in a 
fewr days. I thought he would perhaps be anxious to ascertain, and, if necessary, repair any damage at 
Tinda Tank, more especially as when at Wicklow Tank ho would be within 30 miles of Tinda. The bark 
shoot Mr, Adam refers to has heen very useful (and is the only material available to the caretaker on 
account of carriage) in carrying off rain before, but upon this occasion was unequal to such a heavy fall. 
I think Mr. Adam might, instead of deprecating my action, have given me credit for at least endeavourino- 
to make his visit to one tank, with a little more travelling, serve for the two, and so not put him to the 
trouble of a special journey.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. R. D, JONES.

Extract from letter from H. C. Shaw, Caretaker of above Tank.
, Tinda Public Tank, 13 December, 1880.

I have to inform you that a very heavy rain (375 points), on Tuesday, 7th last, made a large gap in 
the embankment of the main tank, washing the shoot away, but I have now got it mended, and will hold 
till it can be properly done. ’

Mr. R. D. Jones, Overseer, Public Watering Places, Condobolin.
H. C. SHAW,

Caretaker.

Minute by Mr. Inspector Boultbee.
Mm Road-Supeeintendent Adam appears to have misunderstood Mr. Jones’ letter, which was distinct 
and clear. _ No reference was made to tho inlet shoot or flume. Mr. Adam does not appear to have made 
a special journey of 130 miles, since Mr, Jones received a wire saying he was inspecting Wicklow Tank 
in a few days.—J.W.B., 25/1/87. . ‘

PAV.P.,
8(5-1,404.

Boona Tank.
Memo, re Overseer Jones’ Report re Supply Tank, Boona.

3 March, 1880.
1 was at Boona lank oyer a week ago, and examined service tank. The cap plates have slightly warped 
with the hot weather this summer and risen slightly, but I consider there is no danger to the tank for a 
year or two; but I wrote a memo, to Hendry to bring a suflicient number of bolts with him from Nyn>ran 
to secure plates. ‘ ‘ °

On my previous visit to this tank, some time before date of Mr. Jones’s letter, I noticed this, and 
asked tlie caretaker, who was going into Condobolin, to obtain a certain number of f-in. bolts and secure 
plates, which he said be would do.

On my last visit 1 found this had not heen done, and on inquiring the reason caretaker said Mr. 
Jones would not let him do it because I had omitted to communicate with him first.

I have since written to Hendry, as stated.
Since my previous visit there is no additional warping.

The Commissioner for Roads,
ALEXANDER ADAM.

Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 5/8/86.
It appears to me that the action taken by Mr. Jones was never contemplated by his Department', 

and that if persisted in must act most prejudicially. If such formalities are necessary it will be quite 
impossible for our officers to act in any case of emergency, and the works must consequently suffer.—
A.P.W., 5/3/86.
, . I_would draw the Commissioner’s attention to the memo, of Mr. Bruce, approved by the Minister
in his minute, dated 23/7/84. In this Mr. Bruce suggests the co-operation of our officers in carrying out 
urgent repairs, hut the intention has not been embodied in the instructions issued by tbe Mines ; hence 
I presume, the attitude taken by Mr. Jones—A.P. W., 11/3/86. Memo, referred to.

Extract from paper 84-895 Tanks and Pumps, 84-959 Tanks and Wells.
18 July, 1884.

******#:**
I would suggest that as objection was taken by the Works Department to any repairs, however 

urgent or temporary, being made at the instance of the officers of tbe Mines Department that the 
caretaker or lessee, as the case may be, should be allowed to communicate direct with tho proper officer 
of the Works Department, as well as with the Overseer or Head Officer, in order that there may be as 
little delay as possible in tbe necessary.repairs being done. A.B.

I ■ Extract
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Extract herewith. I recommend that this paper be sent on to Mines.—W.C.B., 11/3/86. 
Under Secretary, B.C. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J It., B.C., 18/3/10. Mr. Overseer Jones 
for report,—H.G., B.C., 26/3/86.
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Beport by Mr. Overseer Jones upon Mr. Boad-Superintendent Adam’s remarks ra Mr. Jones’s report re
Boona Supply Tank.

Condobolin, D April, 1886.
BETEnRiTra to Mr. Adam’s remark upon my reports of supply tank, Boona., as per his report herewith, 
dated 3rd ultimo, I beg to state with all respect that Mr. Adam is in error, and probably his remarks 
may be intended to refer to some other tan];;. There certainly is not at present, nor was there upon tho 
date he names, any defect in the Boona, Supply tank that I have observed.

The corners of the supply tank were originally pegged, which allowed the timber (pine) of which 
it is constructed to slightly—very slightly—warp. IJpon the 3rd January last I bought 4 bolts, conveyed 
them to this tank, and the caretaker put them into their proper places, i e., the corners of the tank, upon 
the 5th of the same month. The “ no additional warping” referred to by Mr. Adam is due to the fact 
that these bolts were put into the lank,

I would here remark that Mr. Adam appears to have given undue prominence to me iuthis 
matter, which is not at all warranted by tlie facts of tbe case, which are as follows ;—Upon two or three 
occasions when periodically visiting the tanks in my district, the caretakers said that Mr. Adam told 
them to tell me to get or to do something,, heeling that this was not quite tlie proper course for Mr. 
Adam to pursue, I told the caretakers that upon similar occasions and circumstances if they would please 
licllMr. Adam to write me upon auy matter requiring attention, when it would receive it. Mr. Adam, 
however, has never written me upon any requirements at any of the tanks.

I would be sorry to take any notion or adopt auy course likely to be detrimental in the slightest 
degree to any works or matters under my supervision, nor am 1 in any way a quibbler for official 
etiquette, yet I do think any-suggestions, or rather orders, from Mr. Adam to me through a caretaker is 
undesirable, the same facilities for communicating with me being available to both. I may add, Mr. Adam 
asking or telling the caretakers to obtain any material for the tanks could only be done at their own cost 
primarily, as they have no power to incur expense.

I regret such a lengthy explanation has been necessary in this case, but feel, so to speak, that Mr. 
Adam has made a charge against me without in the first instance inquiring from me if I had adopted the 
course he states I did in the concluding paragraph of his report.

BICHABD D. JOKES,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Crow’s Kest Well.
Extract from weekly return of George Keys, caretaker of Crow’s Kest Well, for week ending

2Gth December, 1885. .
All the works in good repair; the water in the well has changed, it is not so saltish, but very sweet 

and sickly to drink ; one tablespoonful of sugar makes 2 quarts of tea too sweet; I cannot drink it now 
without being sick ; I wish I could tell what mineral it is, if it is injurious to drink.

GEOBGE KEYS,
--------  Caretaker, Crow’s Kest Well.

About what date did the baling commence?—H.G., B.C., 4/1/86. Mr. Overseer Keighran-
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering-places.—Service tank emptied the Gth November last > 

commenced next morning, 7th, to bale. 1 again inspected Crow’s Kest Well, on the 9th October, the 
water was then good for stock, but was not, nor never has been, fit for human consumption.—John 
A. Keioiiean, Overseer of Tanks and Wells.

A copy of this may perhaps be submitted for the information of the Department of Public 
Works.—H.G-., 11/1/86. The Under Secretary for Mines. Approved.—II.W., 13/1/86.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 14 January, 1886.
Herewith I have the honor to forward for your information a copy or an extract from the 

weekly return of George Keys, caretaker of Crow’s Nest Well, with the remarks of Mr. Overseer J. A. 
Keighran thereon. I have, Ac.,

IIAKKIE WOOD,
The Under Secretary for Public Works. ' Under Secretary,

Copy of Public Watering Places, 85/4,857, forwarded with this letter. Boads.—J.E., B.C.,
18/1/16. Mr. Wood.—W.O.B., 18/1/86. This is a rather peculiar case if it has heen correctly 
stated, and Mr. Stillwell might be asked to report the particulars.—A.P.W., 25/1/86. Mr. Stillwell 
for careful report; see that the well is well worked before taking sample.—-W.C.B., 25/1/86. Mr. 
Stillwell.—B.C. This man Keys is an ignorant, officious, troublesome caretaker, whom Mr. Keighran 
has discharged.

This water has always been good stock water, and of late, owing to increased demand for it, and 
consequent baling of the well, it has improved. Mr. Keighran fully agrees with me as to this.—
A.W.S., 2/2/86.

Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 4/2/86. Should be sent to Mines.—A.P.W., 4/2/86. Under Secretary.— 
W.C.B., B.O., 4/2/86. P.W.O., 6/2/80. Eorward to Mines.—J.G., 6/2/ 86. The Under Secretary 
for Mines.—J.B., B.C., 6/2/86.

If Mr. Stillwell’s statement is correct. Mr. Keighrau will please inform me why lie did not report 
Key’s conduct aud character when the original was sent to him, and state distinctly that no reliance 
should be given to his reports. 1 must express my surprise that I am to learn the character of one of 
Mr. Keighran’s caretakers from an officer of another Department, with the information that Mr. Keighran 
agrees with it.

Mr. Overseer Keighran for report.—H.G., B.C., 10/2/86.

P.W.P.,
80-1,85*2.

P.W.P.,
85-4,857,

P.W.P.,
85-4,857.

1
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I did not gee that there was any great occasion to report caretaker Keys’ conduct and character. 
If lie was, as Mr. Stillwoll save, an ignorant, officious, troublesome character, then why did he retain him 
in his service, as he had charge of the well when it was taken over from the Works to the Mines Depart
ment. As far as the works were concerned, Keys attended to them properly, no complaints were made, 
but lie was one of these fussy old men that would try to make a mountain out of au ant-hill; look at the 
number of extracts that were taken from his weekly reports tbat were sent me for report; in all proba
bility his liver was out of order when he reported tbe water changing. Mr. Stillwell may thank the old 
fellow’s watchfulness, that he was not hookwinked by the men putting up the paddock fence, instead of 
the posts being 2 feet in the ground (contract), the follow was cutting 1 foot off the posts, and placing 
Ihe spare piece in the hole with the post to hide detection, so that actually the post would only bo 1 foot 
in the ground, instead of 2. Keys detected the fellow at this and lodged a complaint; the consequence 
was that a large number of the posts were pulled up, and Keys’ statement found correct.—J.A.K., 
Overseer, 17/2/86. .

P.W.P.,
86-1,160.

Minute by the Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Subject:—Mr. A. P. Wood’s reports on several tanks.

Department of Mines, Public Watering Places Branch, Sydney, 31 August, 1886. 
The reports made by Mr, A. P. Wood, Assistant Engineer for Eoads and Bridges, on the various 
tanks and wells in charge of tins Department, calling attention to cases of neglect, having been referred 
to the different overseers, and their reports upon the matters alleged having been found satisfactory, tlie 
Department of Public Works may perhaps be informed to that effect.

. HAEEY GILLIAT,
The Under Secretary for Mines. Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Submitted for approval.—H.W., 2/9/86. Approved.—J.F., 3/9/86.

P.W.P.,
87-4,644.

Sir,- Public Watering Places, Department of Mines, Sydney, 16 December, 1886.
Keferring to your minute of the 16th June last, covering extracts from tbo reports of the 

Assistant Engineer for Eoads and Bridges, upon certain tanks and. wells, I now have the honor to inform 
you that the allegations contained therein have been referred to the various Overseers of Public Watering 
Places concerned, and that their replies have been satisfactory. I have furthermore to state that 
instructions were issued by this Department on tbe 21st July last with respect to suspending buckets in 
well-shafts, and not permitting them to remain in the water.

I have, &e.,
HAEEIE WOOD,

The Under Secretary for Public Works. Under Secretary for Mines.

Eoads.—J.E., B.C., 23/9/86. Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 24/9/86. As the replies are not submitted, 
this office is necessarily in the dark as to what is considered satisfactory. "What I saw was not satisfactory, 
hence my reports.—A .P.W., 25/9/86. _

As either originals or extracts of reports of Eoads officers, relating to the matters in question are 
sent to Mining Department, it would be more conclusive if the reports of their officers, or similar 
extracts, were attached to papers in reply when sent to this office.—W.O.B., B.C., 25/9/16. Under 
Secretary.

Mr. A, P. Wood’s reports, &c.
Minute by Mr. Assistant-Engineer Wood.

Eoads, Sydney, 12 Kovember, 1886.
Subject:—Tank and Wells. Application for reports by Overseers of Public Watering Places on complaints

as to maintenance.
sr—Vo? Os' the 25th September a letter was received from the Mines stating that my reports on the
80-a, o . neglect of duty shown by some of the caretakers had been referred to their local officers, and that their

replies were satisfactory. As what I saw and reported upon was not satisfactory, it was considered 
advisable to obtain information from the Mines, to show how such a strange difference of opinion was 
supported, and, on the same date, application was made for tlie reports, or extracts from them, as always 
furnished by this Department iu similar cases; these have not been supplied, and a further application 
should now be made for copies of the reports.

It is always a disagreeable duty to have to make complaints as to the maintenance of these works, 
and it is with a desire to lessen, as much as possible, the grounds for such complaints, now becomingvcry 
frequent, that application was made for the reports in question, which would, I presume, explain the 
extraordinary difference in opinion alluded to, and tend to a more perfect maintenance of works, for 
which we are still responsible.

on two Our readiness to recognise all eases where tbe duties of these men are efficiently discharged has

’ * Some short time since we forwarded to the Mines a favourable report, received from one of our
local officers, on the work being done by one of tlie caretakers in bis district ; but, considering tbat over 
100 of these works have been transferred to tbe Mines, the pleasure of recognising merit should be of 
more frequent occurrence.

AKTHUB P. WOOD, _
The Commissioner for Eoads. Assistant Engineer.

Uuder Secretary for transmission to Mines.—W.C.B., 12/11/86. 
Mines.—J.E., B.C., 15/11/86.

The Under Secretary for 

P.W.O.,
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P.W.O., 27/9/86. _ _ _ ,
That the replies are considered satisfactory by the Department in charge of tlie works is perhaps 

sufficient.
The tone of Mr. Assistant Engineer Wood’s communications upon various occasions (forwarded 

without remark by the Commissioner and Engineer of Eoads) has been such as to induce me to confine 
the correspondence between the Departments to the smallest required limits, I submit that no further 
action appears necessary in this case.—Habet G-ilxiat. 15 October, 1SS6. The Under Secretary for 
Mines.

Submitted.—H.W., 27/10/86. Approved.—J.F., 30/10/86.

Subject:—Extracts from Reports on Tanks and Wells.
Eoads, Sydney, 10 June, 1886.

Herewith I have to submit for transmission to the Department of Mines extracts from reports by Mr. 
A. P. Wood, Assistant Engineer, on tbe undermentioned tanks and wells, lately visited by him:—

Wooloondool Well... ... ... P.W.P., 86-3,081--A ‘
Holy Box Well ............... «i » B
Mossgiel Tauk ... ... • • - JJ 57 C
Lignum Hut Well............... ,, „ I)
Jumping Sandhill Well ... ■ *4 57 E
48-mile Tank ............... E
Boonoona Tank ...............

The Under Secretary for Public Works,

55 3? G
W.C.B., 16/6/86

The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.E., B.C., 17/6/86. Submit with replies.—H.G.

Wooloondool Well.
Extract from minute paper by Mr. A. P. Wood, Assistant Engineer.

Subject:—Tanks and Wells.—Wooloondool Well. Hay to Booligal Eoad.
Kilfera, 5 June, 1886.

The supply is derived from bore put down from the bottom of tbe shaft; this, if the well is allowed to 
stand too long without haling, becomes choked with the sand from the water bearing drift, but when the 
level of the water is reduced in the shaft it generally frees itself, the then pressure from below forcing 
tho sand out. Should this not bo the case, a rod put down a few feet will always clear it.

The Mines have reported in favour of. this boro being tubed, hut there is no necessity for this, as 
the clay through which it has been put down will uot close iu, tho boro being more probably enlarged by 
the upward current; nor would a tube in any way prevent tlie bore from being choked by the sand.

ARTHUR P. WOOD.
The Commissioner for Eoads,

Under Secretary, for .transmission to Mines.

Holy Box Well.
Extract from minute paper by Mr. A. P. Wood, Assistant Engineer.

Subject-,—Tanks and Wells.—Holy Box Well, Booligal and Wileannia Eoad.
Xilfcra, 5 June, 1886.

Examined this work on the 4th instant; found the quality of the water very good, fully equal to that 
at either the Jumping Sandhill or the Lignum Hut. I drank a considerable quantity of it, and also usedit 
for tea when camping there in the middle of the day. The horses also drank it readily; notwithstanding 
this the local stock inspector tells me, that evening when I met him at Ivanhoe, that the water was too 
salt for sheep. I have had no practical or personal experience with these animals, but am of opinion that 
water a man can driuk without inconvenience or injury should ho good enough for sheep.

. A. P. WOOD.
The Commissioner for Eoads. "

Under Secretary, for transmission to Minos. Mr. Yco for report.—II,G., B.C., 22/6/86.

Sir, Stock Office, Ivanhoe, 3/7/SG.
Eeferring to extract from minute paper by Mr. A. P. Wood, Assistant Engineer, on tho Holy 

Box Well, I beg to state that I have already reported oil 1 know with regard to the water at this well, 
and have alro forwarded six bottles, containing 1 gallon, for analysis. I might mention that Messrs. Cobb 
& Co.’s road manager informed me that at the time they had the lease of this well a horse that was used 
for the purpose of baling water would have died from the effects of drinking this water had not he been 
removed from the well. I have, &c.,

J. YEO,
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. .

P.W.P.,
86-3,081.

P.W.P., 
86-3,081—A,

P.W.P., 
86-3,081—B

P.W.P.,
86-3,418.

422—2 H Eeport
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P.W.P.,
86-5,583.

P.W.P.,
86-3,081-c.

P.W.P.,
86-3,419.

Report by Acting Inspector J. W. Boultbee, on the Holy Box Well, road from Mossgiel to Ivanhoe, in 
charge of T. Pollard, caretaker, for 22nd November, 1886.

28 November, 1886.
■ State of shaft.—Good as far as I could ascertain. No battens in corner; timbers joggled.

Whim, &c.—In poor order. One king post is badly sprung, and two fish plates bolted on. It 
must be very weak. The span beam has sagged, and resting on top on spindle. The splice is only 2 
feet long, so it could not be otherwise.

Rope, buckets, Ac.—Good. There is a spare lot of new wire rope lying here.

Watering appliances.
State of supply tank.—Is old. One w:all plate has split from the mortices.
Troughing.— Poor, old, aud worn, and leak badly, liails broken.
Machinery. Valves in good order.
State of fencing.—Good and new.
State of gates,—None yet. A double set of slip panels is provided for at the entrance to paddock. 

I am at a less to know why there arc also four fine gate posts lying here.
Remarks.—The drum of whim is working on the spindle. Iron stays, as suggested before, wanted. 

The present wooden stays to drum are quite loose, and the nails broken and can be drawn.

Mates collected since last report.
£ s. d.

Month ending , 1886 ....................................... 0 2 8

Traffic since last report.
Horses,

Month ending ,1886 ........................... ... 16

Memarks and recommendations.
Mr. Yeo visited this well in A.ugust and October. Caretaker was baling when I arrived, and says 

he bales regularly. I am unable to say if the water has improved. My horse went there thirsty and 
would not drink it. I do not consider tho whim perfectly safe as it is, Caretaker has it screwed up, hut 
informs me some of the bolts turn. As ho had no oil feeder I forwarded him one from Ivanhoe. He was 
wasting as much oil as would pay for two oil feeders. I think it is a very great pity the tank that was 
commenced was not completed. Only stock bred on brackish water could do here.

JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
Inspector of Public Watering Places.
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Mossgiel Tank.
Extract from Minute Paper by Mr. A. P. Wood, Assistant Engineer.

Subject:—Tanks and Wells.
Mossgiel Tank, Booligal and Wileannia Boad.

Examined this work yesterday, 4th instant, and found the tank quite full. The inlet valves were open. 
Care should be taken to have these closed as soon as the inside level is the same as that outside the tank, 
otherwise the water within the embankment is drawn on to supply the evaporation outside. Some slabbing 
should he fixed to protect the inlets of these valves.

Inlet shoots under water, so could not examine them, but caretaker informed me they were in good 
order, and not starting from the frames as reported by Mr. Boultbee. This gentleman has’I think mixed 
up the Tom’s Lake Tanlc with this at the latter place, though in thorough working order a couple of planks 
were drawing away.

Pump in good order and working well. The horse walk and slopes require dressing which should 
be attended to by caretaker.

The caretaker should not allow fellmongoring to be carried on at this tank. The stench was most 
abominable.

ARTHUR P. WOOD.

Memorandum from The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
_ Sydney, 1 July, 1886.

I FonwiED herewith copy of report by Mr. Assistant-Engineer Wood on Mossgiel Tank received from 
.the Works Department, and request that you will be good enough to report on the several matters 
contained therein.

HARRY GILLIAT,
Mr. Overseer Yeo, Ivanhoe. Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Enclosure copy of P.W.P., 86-3,081c.

' Memorandum from Mr. Overseer Yeo.
Whks proceeding to Mossgiel on 29th June last, I instructed the caretaker to watch the valve and close 
it directly he saw it was necessary. Referring to the slabbing to be fixed to protect the inlet valves, it 
wiR receive my attention when visiting the tank. I did not observe anything wrong with the shoots, as 
hey werevunder water. The horse walk and slopes were in order, having heen dressed bv caretaker.

' The
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The fellmougering alluded to by Mi. Wood is a mistake, as there was no fellmongering carried on 
at this tank. What Mr. Wood saw was a quantity of sheepskins taken from the Kincra sheep which 
died in the immediate neighbourhood, and were merely hung on the fence to dry. When I passed on 
June 20th they had all been cleared away. ' * ’ J. YEO,
Tho Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer, Public Watering Places.
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Memorandum from The Chief Inspector of Watering Places.
Sydney, 28 June, 1886.

Mb. A. P. Woon, Assistant Engineer of the Department of Public Works, reports that you permit 
fcllmongering to be carried on at this tank, and that the stench was most abominable. You will he good 
enough to report, without delay, if this is correct, and upon what grounds you allowed such a nuisance 
to bo committed.

HAEEY GILLIAT,
Patrick Walsh, Caretaker, Mossgiel Tank. Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Sir,
In reference to tbe attached report, I have the honor to state that Mr. Wood has made a 

mistake in stating I pennitted fellmongering to be carried on at the tank. The wool referred to in this 
report was the property of Kilfera Station, who had some two or three hundred sheep die while watering 
at the tank. I allowed the man collecting the wool and skins off the dead sheep to store them in a shed 
that I have erected. After he had collected the whole of it, it was lying there for four days before 
removal. On no account would I permit anyone to wash wool or commit any nuisance about the tank.

I have, &e.,
■ P. WELSH,

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Caretaker.

Memorandum from The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.
Sydney, 3 July, 1886.

IIeeewjth I beg to forward you a copy of an extract from minute paper by Mr. A. P, Wood, Assistant 
Engineer, for your information.

‘ . HAEEY GILLIAT,
Mr. Inspector Boultbee, at Cobar. Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Kilfera, 5 July, 1886.
Copy of Extract (from 86-3,081c, P. W. P.) referred to. *

“ Inlet shoots under water, so could uot examine them; but caretaker informed me they were in 
good order, aud not starting from the frames, as reported by Mr. Boultbee. This gentleman has, I think, 
mixed up the Tom’s Lake tank with this. At the latter place, though in thorough working order, a couple 
of planks were drawing away.

AKTHUK P. WOOD.
The Commissioner for Eoads.”------------------

Eeport by Acting-Inspector J. W. Boultbee, on the Mossgiel Tank, Eoad from Mossgiel to Ivanhoe, in 
charge of P. Welsh, Caretaker, for 21st November, 1886.

State of drains.—Have a great deal of water in them ; one drain requires cleaning.
Silt tank.—Eull of water, but reported almost full of silt.
Inlet or flume.—Under water, but I believe in the same condition as when I last reported, and 

when Mr. A. P. Wood was of opinion I was “ mixed” in regard to to this and Tom’s Lake fluming.
Main tank.—Quite full.
Embankments.—In good order; these embankments have a long slopic, and are rounded on the 

top, and they give very little trouble.

Watering Appliances.
State of supply tank.—In good order; is to be tarred inside by travelling mechanic.
Troughing.—In good order, rails inconvenient.
Machinery.—Yery good, clean, and newly painted.

Paddocks and Fencing.
State of fencing.—Tenant's leasehold good, enclosure good.
State of gates.—Not yet hung.

_ Eemarks,—Mouth of box fluming on western side been damaged ; lias heen done up and faced
with old sheets of iron.

Bates Collected since last Report.
Nil.

Nil.
Traffic since last Beport.

Weekly Depth of Water since last Beport.
Tank quite full.

Caretaker’s Work.
Work done by caretaker.—Eepairing embankments, cleaning drains, tarring troughs, Ac. 
Work laid out for caretaker.—To clean drains.

P.W.P.,
86-3,381.

P.W.P.,
86-3,081.

P. W.P.,
86-5,585.

Eemarks
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P.W.P.,
86-3081,

FW.P.,
86-3,081.

P.W.P.,
36-3,484-.

P.W.P.,
86-3,08!.
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Bemarks and recommendations.—Tlie dates of Mr. Overseer Yeo’s visits, noted in Journal, arc 
13/8/86 and 15/10/86. Caretaker informs mo that flumes on cast side is at a lower level than west side, 
and as the tank fills from west before the water runs in from east side, he has to keep waive shut on 
that side. The drain that follows the road would, I think, he far better if lengthened. I questioned 
caretaker re Mr. Wood’s charge of his having fellmongering done at the tank. He says he informed 
Mr, Wood and Mr. Stihvell, at the time of their visit, that the wool was taken from the Kilfera sheep 
that had died round the tank (and still the charge was made); he allowed them to stack it for three 
days in a bough shed he has. He says there was no other grounds whatever for the charge made, and 
is surprised, after his explanation to Mr. Wood, that it was made. From outside inquiry I cannot 
ascertain that fcllmongering was ever done or contemplated by Welsh, This is one of the tilings 
Mr. Wood saw that was not satisfaetorv.

‘ JAMES W. BOULTBEE, _
Ivanhoe, 28 November, 18S6. Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Extract from Minute Paper by Mr. A. P. Wood, Assistant Engineer.
Subject:—Tanks and Wells.—Jumping Sand Hill Well, Booligal and Wileannia Road,

5 June, 1886.
Found tlie buckets left, one at bottom and the other at top of well. The caretaker should be instructed 
to leave them midway out of the water, and save corrosion of wire rope.

Service tank in good order, but only half full, iu which state it has been for some time, no regular 
baling having been carried on.

ARTHUR P. WOOD.

Sir, Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Sydney 25 June, 1886.
I have to inform you that it has been reported to me that you have not been carrying on the 

baling, as required by your instructions, and that you do not keep your service tank full. Be good enough 
to inform mo if this is the case ; and, if so, do not neglect it in future. It appears you keep one bucket 
at the bottom of the well and the other at the top. This practice must not be continued. When they are 
not actually in use you must keep them suspended midway in the shaft to prevent corrosion of the wire 
rope. I have, &c.,

HARRY GILLIAT,
Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Mr. B. Doalman, caretaker, Jumping Sand Hill Well.

Sir, Jumping Sand Hill Well, 9 July, 1886.
In reply to yours of 25th instant (? ultimo), I beg to state that on one occasion my Link was 

not quite full. The reason I did not fill it was for there was plenty of water on tho ground outside tbe 
well ; and I also state that I did leave one of the buckets at tlie bottom of tbe well. The reason I did 
so was for when I took posscssien of the well the buckets were the same way. I have them out of the 
water now, and always keep them tho same way in future.

I remain, &c.,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. B. DOALMAN.

Sir, Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Sydney, 30 June, 1836.
I have tho honor to inform you that Mr. A, P. Wood, Assistant Engineer, has reported that 

certain irregularities occur at Jumping Sand Hill Well. A copy of the report is hereto attached. The 
caretaker has been instructed to attend to the matters therein referred to.

I have, &c„
HARRY GILLIAT.

Mr, Overseer Keighran, . Chief Inspector of Public 'Watering Places.

Copy of Public Watering Places S6-3,0SL forwarded.

gir. Hay, 12 July, 1886.
’ Referring to paper Public Watering Places, 86-3,081, of 30tb ultimo, re certain irregularities 

which occur at Jumping Sand Hill Well, as reported by Mr. Assistant Engineer A. P. Wood, I have the 
honor to inform you that my instruction to all caretakers at wells under my charge are that the buckets 
are to be left midway down the shaft when not working, and on no account leave a bucket exposed to the 
weather, as the leather on valves gets perished and put out of working order; also tbat baling has to be 
regularly kept up whether required or not, and tbat the service tank at all times must be kept full of water. 

1 have written Caretaker Doalman, and cautioned him against a repetition of these irregularities.
I have, &c.,

JOHN A. KEIGHRAN,
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places. Overseer.

Extract from Minute Paper by Mr. A. P. Wood, Assistant Engineer.
Subject:—Tanks and Wells.—Forty-eight Mile Tank, Booligal and Wileannia road.

Gypsum Place, 9 June, 1886.
Examined this work on the 7 th instant; tank full to the surface; found the caretaker absent. This 
was the case the day before when Mr. Hanna visited the work.

The inlet pipe is acting well, but the valve at outer end has been taken off by tho caretaker. Jt_ 
seems that it was stiff, and presumably to save himself the trouble of cleaning and lubricating it he took 
it off. d’lie
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The steam pump special 4" x 3" would not work. Took it to pieces and cleaned and lubricated it, 
when it worked splendidly, throwing a line stream of water. There would have been no difficulty^ with 
this pump had tlie caretaker paid ordinary care to it when previously working, instead of running it 
without using any oil or tallow. No foot valve has as yet been fitted to the suction pipe, but at present, 
as the lift is small, it does not affect the working. The old M'Comas framing should be taken down, and 
the timber stacked for use. The engine plant should be cleaned up at present, it, and the whole 
surroundings, appear to be completely neglected by the caretaker. It would be very much better for all 
concerned if, instead of leaving the tank to go kangarooing and rabbiting, be attended to his work. There 
is plenty for him to do at present if inclined to do it.

--------- ARTHUR P. WOOD.
Mr. Tully for report.—H.G., B.C., 22/0/SG.

P.W.P.,
86-3,081.

Sir, Stock Office, Wileannia, 5 July, 1SSG.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Mr. A. P. Wood’s report on .Forty-eight Mile 

Tank. Until I inspect this work I will hold over my report, and would respectfully point out that my 
instructions, both written and oral, to the caretaker were to in no way interfere with nor work the 
machinery nor use the tank until those had been handed over to me by the Department of Works.

. I have, &c.,
MARK J. C- TULLY,

Overseer of Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places.

P.W.P.,
87-3,420.

See
86-4,619.

These repairs are now reported ready ; resubmit when Mr, Tully reports.—H.G-., 30/9/8G.

Report by Overseer Tully in reply to Mr. Assistant-Engineer A. P. Wood’s Minute Paper on Forty- 
eight Mile Tank, road Booligal to Wileannia, dated June 9, 1S8G.

1. "Examined this work on the 7th instant; found caretaker absent; this was the ease the day
before, when Mr. Hanna visited the work.” _

On one occasion the caretaker was at his quatters 200 or 300 yards away. On the other occasion 
he had gone to a neighbouring boundary rider’s for rations.

2. “ The valve at outer end of inlet pipe has heen taken off, &c.” _
On the occasion of my visit to this wTork, when the contractor was at work erecting the service

tank, lie, the contractor, and myself spent a considerable time endeavouring to free and open this valve, 
but could not succeed. He, Mr. Grant, offered to lubricate and unscrew the bolts, and try everything to 
get it work, but did not succeed, and to admit tbe water tbe valve had to be taken off. This valve was 
broken once before, which shows it is liable to get out of order.

3. “ The steam pump would not work, Ac.” _ _
On my placing Caretaker Downing in charge of this tank, I pointed out to him that until the new 

pump and machinery were handed over to this Department he was not to use the watering appliances. 
Subsequently the contractor requested him to work tlie pump to fill and test tbe service tauk. He 
mentioned in a letter to me tbat he had done so and that the pump did not work well, I at once wrote 
instructing him not to use the machinery again under any circumstances, hence the disorder in which the 
pump was found by Mr. A. P. Wood.

4. “ The old M’Comas pump should be taken down, &c.”
I did not consider this to come within the sphere of a caretaker’s duties, as many of the parts 

would require two men to remove, nor was I made aware that the Department of Works wished them to 
be removed.

5. “The engine plant should be cleaned up. The whole surroundings appear to be completely 
neglected by the caretaker.”

I distinctly instructed the caretaker tbat, until the repairs and alterations being made at this work 
were finished, it would be of little use cleaning up and sotting things in order, as I was not sure what 
alteration and repairs were to he made. No notice has been given me that these repairs are completed.

6. “ It would he better for all concerned if the caretaker, instead of kangarooing and rabbiting, 
attended to his work.”

The caretaker denies having gone kangarooing or rabbiting.
MARK J. C. TULLY,

Wileannia, July 14,1SSG. Overseer of Public Watering Places.

Boonoona Tank.
Extract from Minute Paper by Mr. A. P. Wood, Assistant Engineer. T & P

■ Subject:—Tanks and Wells.—Boonoona Tank, Booligal and Wileannia Road. 86-917.
Ivanhoe, 11 June, 18SG.

The troughing, which is of timber, iron lined, is also satisfactory; hut the drift accumulating 
on the upper side should be cleared away. _ _ Sg 3 q8|’

The pump, a horse-gear Holman* and in half-au-hour sent fully 41 inches of water in the tank, '
which is 25 feet square, this is equal very nearly 3,000 gallons an hour, or a little over six hours to fill 
the tank. The caretaker informed that he could not fill it in less than two and a half days, aud this 
statement was supported by tlie local Stock Inspector, who stated that he fully believed this man’s report.
3'n this way, without any test to check the accuracy of the caretaker’s statements, we have reports made 
by these officers finding fault with and condemning tho work done by this Department.

Tlie caretaker was working this machinery with dry bearings, and seemed rather surprised when 
instructed to oil them. ARTHUR P. WOOD.
The Commissioner for Roads, ■

Mr. Yco for report.—H.G.. B.C., 22/G/8G.
----------------- . Sir,
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11/6/86.

P.W.P.,
86-3,105.

Copy original 
forwarded to 
Under Secretary 
Works, 20/J/82.
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®lr> Stock Office, Ivanhoe, / July, 1886.
Eeferring to your request of 22/6/S6 for report on extract from Minute Paper by Mr. A. P 

Wood, assistant engineer, on Boonoona Tank.
The pump, of which I took delivery on 8th March last, was simply tested by running the horse- 

gear for a few minutes by two men. At that time the caretaker bad no horse, consequently it did not throw 
a full stream of water, but I considered that when it was worked with a horse that it would work all right, 
and on my periodical visits the service tank has been full, and I have not tested it since, but the caretaker 
has frequently reported that it takes him nearly two days to fill the service-tank (not as Mr. Wood states, 
nearly two and a half days) which I told Mr. Wood when he was at Ivanhoe. '

With reference to Mr. A. P. Wood’s remarks as to reports being made by these officers “finding 
fault with and condemning the work done by this Department,” I presume these reports allude to me; I 
beg to state, that I have not found fault with or condemned work without reason for it; in fact when I 
was suggesting some alteration to Mr. Wood and Mr. Stihvell on their last visit, I was told by Mr. 
Wood that I was not here to criticise, but that I had to take over works as they then stood.
. On my last visit the caretaker was working the pump without oil, which I spoke to him about, and 
instructed him not to work it again without using plenty of oil.

I have, <&c.,
' J. YEO,

--------- Overseer, Public Watering Places,
Extract from 86-2,980, report by Mr. Overseer James Yco, 11/6/86 on Boonoona Tank.

Machinery.—The pump is in working order, but it takes two days to fill the service tank, it pumps 
tlie water so slowly.
. Eemarks.—The pump has not turned out a success ; it pumps the water so slowly that if a large
quantity of stock came to water in a short time, the pump would not supply them fast enough.

' JAMES YEO, ,
Overseer, Public Watering Places,

Ivanhoe.
This may perhaps be forwarded for tbe information of tbe Commissioner and Engineer for Eoads 

and Bridges.—H.G-., 19/6/86. The Under Secretary for Mines. Approved.—II.W. The Under
Secretary for Works—H.W., B.G., 23/6/86. Mr. Hiles,—Let me sec last report; I think this is an 
error—that the pump was not properly worked.—W.C.B., 2C/G/S6. Mr. Hiles,—Extract Mr. Wood’s
report on this paper, and send to Mines.—W.C.B,, 28/6/86. See Mr. A. P. Wood’s report of 11th
June, 1886, Ho, P.W.P 86-3,081o (Tanks and Punts, 86-917). Under Secretary, for transmission 
to Mines.—P.W.O., 29/6/86. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.E.. B.C., 29/6/86. Has not a copy 
of this been sent to Mr. Yeo for report? if so, connect this on return.—H.G. Yes ■ P.W.P., 86-3,081g, 
sent to Mr. Yco, 22/6/86—S.M.

XXXVIII.
Tarella Tank and Menamurtie Wei].

Eeport of Mr. Harry Giiliat, Inspector of Public Tanks aud Wells, on a plan of water supply for the road
from W ilcannia to the Albert G old-field. '

Sir, _ _ _ Sydney, 17 April, 1882.
In accordance with instructions of the Hon. the Secretary for Mines, I left Sydney on the Gth 

of March to inspect the road from Wileannia to the Albert Gold-field. On reaching Wileannia I found, 
owing to the protracted drought, there was great difficulty in keeping open mail communication with 
Milparinka and Tiboolnirra.

A sum of £85 7s. 9d, was paid by three gentlemen from Adelaide for conveyance by Yancowinna 
and Lake Yantara to the gold-field, while Cobb & Co.’s agent refused to book more than one passenger, 
who was taken principally with a view to assist the driver, and each coach was expected to be tbe last 
tbat could get through. .

I at once saw Mr. Byrne, Messrs. Cobb & Co.’s local manager, who, without a moment’s hesitation, 
placed a special conveyance at my disposal and offered to accompany me himself. Three days were 
occupied in preparation in having waterbags made of sufficient size to enable me to carry water for tho 
horses across tho dry stages, one of which was reported as of being 80 miles long. I left Wileannia on 
tbe 18th of March, the road passing over low, red, sandy ridges, wooded with mulga scrub, divided by 
short clay-pans, reaching in 9 miles a small service tank of about 1,500 yards, constructed by District 
Eoad Superintendent. The site appeared to have heen the best that could have been selected, but cannot 
be recommended, the greater part of tbe catchment area being covered with loose sand, absorbs a large 
quantity of water before it begins to run. This, with the limited rainfall of the district, is a serious 
consideration, more particularly as tlie soil is not one that will puddle or harden by stocking. I 
recommend, therefore, that a well shaft be sunkjiere for 150 or 200 feet, when, if a sufficient supply 
is not obtained, the diamond drill or one of the water borers may be used to complete it.

Erom O’Leary’s Tank, as this is the catch, the road becomes heavier, the ridges steeper, and more 
thickly covered with mulga (portions of this part of the road have been cleared by the Eoad 
Superintendent) until the large cane grass swamp, known as the Dry Lake, is reached, 18 miles from 
Wileannia,.^ There is a public-house here, kept by a Mr. G-. J. Smith, who has three small tanks with a 
total capacity of 7,670 cubic yards on bis selection of 640 acres. Smith has also sunk a well that yields, 
so he informed me, a good supply of fair stock water.

Mr. Eoad Superintendent Cambridge appears to have heen in error in stating in his printed report 
of the 30th January, 1881, that tho land has been selected here by Smith and Mr. Patterson, of Mena 
Murtie, and that there is none available for a tank. There
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There is a water reserve of some 3,200 acres, and a eapii al site for a tanlc if it is ever required. For 
the present Smith has gone to a good deal of expense to provide water for the supply of travellers and 
stock, and I would suggest that so long as his charges arc reasonable it appears unnecessary for the 
Bepartment to incur the expense of a. work here.

When it becomes necessary I would advise a well on tlie reserve.
bYom the Dry Lake the road continues for 14 miles over the same description of loose sandy 

ridges, wooded with mulga, with occasional box flats, to a cane grass swamp, called the Beefwood Tree. 
A service tank of some 1,200 or 1,500 cubic yards has heen placed here, hut a portion of a catch has 
heen alienated to a selector named Patrick Mather, ivho has a conditional purchase of 40 acres. Mather 
has a shaft down 135 feet, and will, I think, get water before he gets much deeper.

I would recommend a well here or a mile further back toward the Dry Lake. If Mather strikes a 
good supply it may be found more convenient to resume his conditional purchase and well, otherwise a 
reserve of 040 acres might be notified a mile back, and a shaft put down on one of the box flats.

For 8 miles beyond the Eeefwood the road continues over sandy ridges and then over open plains 
for another mile to Sandy’s 100 acres selection and Victoria Hotel. On the Bunker Creek a well has 
been put down hut no supply obtained. It is 3 miles further to the Menamurtie Station, winch stands 
about half a mile hack from the Menamurtie 'Waterhole. Tins has heen dammed, as well as the hole 
immediately below it, and is as described by Mr. Eoad Superintendent Cambridge in his report, a 
very fair one; but tbat gentleman is, I think, in error in saying that the station is on the only reserve on 
the Gambool Kun, and that Mr. B. Patterson is trying to have it cancelled. *

I annex a rough sketch showing the reserves as I am informed they have been notified, and if I am 
correct the Menamurtie ‘Waterhole is protected on each side by reserve 3, The "Wirra Wirra Waterhole 
is a billabong of the Bunker Creek, about 2 miles distant by reserve 4, while a small waterhole, called 
the Yallaroo, a mile above the Menamurtie, has had one bank alienated by Martin’s conditional purchase 
of 40 acres, tlie north ban It being protected by reserve 2.

, The road shown in my sketch is tbat in general use, and I consider it the most suitable. Stock 
passing can water at any of tbe ivaterboles in tbe creek without inconvenience, and without interfering 
with tlie lessee’s improvements.

A new shaft was sunk at the bead station, and I was informed by tbe manager on my return, tbat 
good water bad been obtained at 135 feet. With these waterholcs" in tbe Bunker Creek, it is not 
necessary to go to any expense at present; but I would recommend, in addition to tbe existing reserves, 
one half a mile wide, extending from Sandy’s Victoria Hotel, along the north bank of the Bunker Creek 
to Paiterson’s Bunker Creek Hotel, or tbe Tin Hut, as it is generally called, a distance of about 30 
miles.

It is o miles from Menamurtie to Tarella, Mr. Quin’s Station, over some gravelly plain and low 
downs. Mr. Quin has several dams along tbe creek, and tbe road through bis run is excellently watered. 
His first dam is at the station, tbe second 7 miles above it, and the third 9 miles higher. Five miles 
further over fine open salt-bush plains to Patterson’s Bunker Creek Hotel, or the Tin Hut, 2(5 miles 
from Menamurtie.

Patterson has sunk a small shaft in the bed of the crock, which supplies him with sufficient soakage 
water for domestic purposes ; he has also a trial shaft down 115 feet, but hasbottomed on slate and given 
it up.

From Patterson’s tbe road leaves tlie Bunker Creek, ascending, after a few miles, low' stony ridges 
of slate and quartz, and bending gradually to the west, to avoid the more broken country to the north ; 
this continues for about 16 miles, till it falls into open cotton-hush plains at Millard’s, 18 miles from the 
Tin Hut.

These ridges form the watershed to a number of small creeks flowing io tbe north, the north-east, 
and the south-wmst.

_ A flat near the foot of a bald hill, about 11 miles from Patterson’s and 16 miles from Quin’s last 
dam, in the Bunker Creek, is, in point of distance, the most suitable ; and it is sufficiently probable that 
water can be obtained by sinking to justify a trial shaft being put down. In the event' of this failing 
there is an excellent site for a tank in the immediate neighbourhood. Millard, *J miles beyond this site, 
has a 40-aere conditional purchase and public-house on Turkey Creek, He lias put two small tanks on 
a small creek tbat joins Turkey Creek, a few hundred yards below the house. On this creek is one of the 
sites selected for a tank by Mr. Eoad Superintendent Cambridge; it is an excellent one, but not 
convenient in distance for an economical division of the supply.

From Millard s the road bends abruptly to the west for 6 miles over fine pebbly downs and plains 
to Mr. Wren s Hayrunncra Well. As this well has but a limited supply, about 2,500 gallons in the twenty- 
four hours, nothing is gained by this deviation, and I wish to suggest that, the road should go direct 
from Millard s to the J. K. Waterhole in the ICayrunnera Creek. It can ho reached in about 8 miles, and 
will be shown in the annexed sketch to bo shorter and more direct. I have to recommend that a reserve of 
640 acres should be notified around this waterhole, which fills readily with a very small rainfall, and 
that it should he fenced in without delay. From the Kayrunnera Well the present road bends back to 
the norfh-west, passing within a short distance of the j. H. Waterhole, and continued over magnificent 
rolling downs, with Mount Kooningberry on the left to Mordern Station, 22 miles from Millard’s, and 14 
from the J. 1C. Waterhole. A considerable distance could be saved if the road was taken direct between 
the two places,

Messrs. Gayer and Hamilton have a very fine dam at thehead station, although with only about two 
week s water in it at the time I passed for the few stock they haie on the station, all their sheep having 
been sent to the Warrego, and they will he entirely dependent on some springs they have opened out at 
the foot of Mount Kooningberry, about 7 miles distant, which were yielding about 4,000 gallons per diem.

Leaving Mordern the road follows the Mordern Creek down for about 9 miles to Maxwell’s public- 
house, then for 0 miles over thinly grassed plains with low sand ridges, and then for 15 miles over very 
heavy loose red sand ridges with clay-pans between. The present road, as shown on the map, keeps too 
far to the right, and a great saving in labour, as well as distance, would be gained if a line" was run between 
Mordern and Cobham Lake, particularly as the sand hills are lower, less heavy, and indeed run out 
entirely a few miles to the westward. ’

The distance between the two places, though called 35 miles, is not more than 30. and if the line I 
suggest be surveyed would probably be less. ' p
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I have to recommend that a shaft be sunk on a large elay-pan about 15 miles from Mordem, or, if 
the line of the road be straightened, at a point half way.

Cobham Lake was dry, with the exception of a small hole at the mouth of the Evelyn Creek, and 
this was so foul that cattle or horses that drank it died very shortly. My horses had to be sent 5 miles 
to the Washpool, a magnificent hole, 300 yards long, and still 5 or G feet deep in the Evelyn Creek. _

The Messrs. Donnelly have been obliged to remove their cattle from the station, this hole being 
tbo only water they have loft. Cobb & Co.’s groom was camped here, and several teamsters who had left 
their loading and brought their horses on here, although there was no feed for miles round, but no one 
seemed to think it necessary to remove the carcases of the bogged and drowned cattle (of which I saw at 
least half a dozen) from the water. _ _

I do not consider that Cobham Lake can he regarded as a source of water supply, as it may remain 
for long periods unfilled, and when filled it must become brackish after a short time, having no effluent. 
I have therefore to recommend that a shaft be sunk about a mile south from the public house, and a 
reserve of 640 acres notified around it, at the same time reserving the northern and eastern shore of the 
lake, so that the water will be available for stock so long as they can drink it. _ _

From Cobham to the One-tree is 12 miles of steady drag over heavy red sand ridges, and is the 
worst stage on tbo road. A service tank has been placed here, but as the One-tree "Watcrholo 
in the Evelyn Creek, which is within half a mile, fills, I learn, and during the last twelve months carried 
about 4,000 head of cattle for quite six months, I would recommend placing two small dams as shown iu 
the annexed sketch, fencing it in and notifying a reserve of 2 square miles around it. _

From the One-tree the road follows the west bank of the Evelyn Creek over very fine open plains 
for 7 miles to a selector named Fleming, who, since my return I learn has got water at 90 feet in his 
trial shaft. _

Crossing here to the east bank the road goes over long rolling downs covered with salt and cotton 
bush, 10 miles to Milaing, a small shanty on the creek; in 3 miles from there it turns the point of the 
peak, a part of the range, and, for 5 miles farther, over beautiful downs into Milparinka. _

The township lias been placed on a low sandstone ridge on the west bank of the Evelyn Creek; it 
is about 10 miles from the township laid out at Mount Brown, 15 from the camp at the reefs, and 30 
from the township at the Granite or Tibooburra. _ _

A Government well has been sunk here to a depth of 160 feet which yields a limited supply of 
excellent water; this will probably bo increased by sinking 15 or 20 feet, and I would recommend its 
being proceeded with at once. 1 am unable to see any special advantages that Milparinka possesses to 

. make it probable that it will become the central point of the gold-field, or even the depot of supplies for 
large pastoral country around. It has been fairly shown that good water may be obtained in wells at a 
moderate depth over large part of the surrounding country ; and the mining population usually expect 
the storekeepers to come to them, and are not likely to give their custom to stores at a distance from the 
mining centre.

The estimated population at Milparinka on the 30th March was under 50 ; at Mount Brown not 
more than 25. The greater part of the supplies arriving here for the Reef or the Granite, where the bulk 
of the population of the field had collected in spite of the difficulty of conveying water for several miles.

I have great hesitation, therefore, in recommending more than a provisional supply at Milparinka, 
sufficient to meet all probable requirements, until it is more apparent that a permanent population will 
need to be provided for. _ _

This I may suggest can bo done by sinking Urn Government well until a sufficient supply is 
obtained, authorizing the construction of a stone supply tank of at least 25,000 gallons, and laying down 350 
feet of sheep troughing, and 150 feet for large cattle: a suitable whim with ropes and self-acting buckets have 
I understand been already authorised. In addition 1o this I would recommend that the large watorholo 
in the Evelyn Creek should be securely fenced in from a point opposite the warden’s office to another 
point 4 chains below the sandstone shoulders on each side of the creek below the township. And it will 
be desirable later to sweep out the main channel, and form the material into a dam below the fence.

The fence should be of seven wires with posts 8 feet apart, and of the best description. _
It is 30 miles from Milparinka to the Granite, or Tibooburra, and the road is at present without 

water. I would recommend a reserve of 640 acres about a mile beyond Mr. Andrew’s bouse on the 
Vuratta Creek ; and near where the road crosses a small tributary of the latter is a good position for a 
well.

At present I do not consider it necessary to make any provisions for water supply at Mount 
Brown ; the miners have a good creek there, and very little labour will enable them to secure sufficient 
water to test this part of the field. 35 miles north from the Granite is the W amp ah Creek, and about a 
mile within the boundary of New South Wales is the Wampah Waterhole, probably the finest and mosr 
permanent in the north-west; it is over a mile in length and reported to ho 26 feet deep from its natural 
water supply, which is within the usual limits of the tropical rains, and its position about 240 miles via 
Wanaaring, on the Faroe to Bourke, where our western railway will shortly be. I think it desirable to call 
your attention to it, as it appears probable that it will become a central depot for the distribution of 
supplies to the great pastoral district surrounding it, and, when the telegraph is extended here, the point 
to which the stock from the north-west and north will concentrate for instructions ns to their market, 
since from here they can take the most direct routes for Sydney, Melbourne, or Adelaide.

I understand that Mr. Thompson, the last Warden at Milparinka, recommended a village reserve. 
I would suggest that the necessary reserve should be made to secure the water. I may add that the 
Queensland Government have bad a Customs officer stationed here for sometime past, and that the 
population at present is estimated at 150 persons.

Proposed plan of water supply for the road from Wilcannia, on the Darling, to the Albert Gold-field.
The limited rainfall and the frequent and prolonged droughts common to the north-west portion 
of the Colony, but particularly to that part lying west of the Darling and Paroo, are strong-arguments 
against the use of tanks for public purposes, while the results obtained in so many recent instances showing 
that good water in fair supply can be obtained at moderate depth in the proper geological formation, 
confirm the view that -wells afford the most permanent and reliable sources for the water supply of this 
district. The
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The plan I have 1 lie honor to submit for the consideration of the Honorable the Secretary for 
Mines is accordingly based upon this principle, combined with the utilizing of such natural waterholcs 
as have been proved to fill with a light rainfall, say of 1 inch, and to be of good lasting capacity.

If tbe traffic over tins road should ever become very heavy, provision will have to be made for 
additional works along the Bunker Creek, which is at present well watered from the 30 miles that the 
road follows its course, hy the Menainurlie Waterhole and the three Tarella dams belonging to Mr. Quin. 

A well will also be required at some point near the Mordem head station.
The following works 1 consider of immediate importance to keep communication open :—

1. A well half-way between Wilcannia and the Dry Lake, with a reserve of 640 acres, say 9 miles
from Wilcannia,

2. A well, 13 miles beyond the Dry Lake, on one of the box flats, with a reserve of 640 acres, say
31 miles from Wilcannia.

3. A well at the foot of tbe Bald Hill, 11 miles from Patterson’s Tin Hut on the Bunker Creek,
with a reserve of 040 acres, say 70 miles from Wilcannia.

4. To reserve and fence in the J. 1C. Waterhole in the Kayrunnera Creek, about 3 miles from
Millard’s public-house, with a reserve of 640 acres, say 06 miles from Wilcannia.

6. A well, about 15 miles beyond Mbrderns, and about half-way to Cobham Lake, with a reserve
of 640 acres, 125 miles from Wilcannia.

C. A well 1 mile south from the public-house at Cobham Lake, with a reserve of 640 acres. Also 
a half-mile wide reserve along the northern and eastern shore of C6bham Lake, 130 miles 
from Wilcannia.

7. lieserving, fencing in, and putting two small dams at the One-tree Waterhole in the Evelyn
Creek, with a reserve of 2 square miles, commencing at a point 40 chains east of the trees 
marked /fi R on the hank of the creek, 151 miles from Wilcannia.

5. Deepening the Government well at Milparinka until a sufficient supply is obtained, construct
ing whim. stone supply tank of 25,000 gallons; 350 feet of sheep troughing, and 150 feet of 
cattle troughing ; also fencing the waterhole in the Evelyn Creek, J.76 miles from Wilcannia.

9. A well, 14 miles beyond Milparinka near the Waratta Creek, with a reserve of 640 acres. 
100 miles from Wilcannia.

_ It appears therefore that in ordinary seasons water can he obtained on the road at the following 
points:—

1. At Smith's well, Dry Lake ... ... ... IS miles.
2. Menamurtie Waterhole, Bunker Creek............... 25 „
3. Tarella Dam... ... ... ... ... ... 5 „
4. Tarella Seven-mile Dam ... ■ ... ... ,,, 7 ,,
5. Tarella Sixteen-mile Dam ... ... ... ... 0 ,,
6. Kayrunnera Well, no supply ... ... ,,, 29 ,,
7. Mordern Dam ou purchased laud, now empty ... 15 „
8. Lake Cobham—dry................................................... 30 „

- 9. One-tree Waterhole, Evelyn Creek, dry............... 12 „
' 10. Government Well, Milparinka ... ... ,,, 25

Leaving the following stages where water can 
. 1. The Dry Lake ...

2. Menamurtie Waterhole
3. Tarella Dam... ...
4. Tarella Seven-mile Dam
5. Tarella Sixteen-mile Dam
6. Wash-pool, Lake Cobham
7. Government Well, Milparinka

The following table shows the distances between u 
Table showing distances between water, under the plan proposed for the supply of the road from

'Wilcannia to the Albert Gold-field.

:e obtained at present:—
IS miles.
25 „

5 „ '
^ ,,

80 .,
37 „

ater, if tbe plan submitted be carried into effect.

Wilcannia on Darling Eiver.

To 1st Well...........................
Miles.

... 9 At or near O’Leary’s Camp.
Dry Lake ............... ... 9-18 Smith’s public-house, tanks and wells.
2nd Well ............... ... 13-31 Hear the Beefwood Tree.
Menamurtie Waterhole ... 12-43 In the Bunker Creek. /
Tarella Dam ............... ... 5-48 do
Tarella Seven-mile Dam ... 7-55 do
Tarella Sixteen-mile Dam ... 9-64 do
3rd Well ............... ... 16-80 On flat, foot of Bald Hilt.
J K Waterhole.., ... 15-95 In the Kayrunnera Creek.
Mordern Dam............... ... DK109 In the Mordern or Ynndarlo Creek. ■
4th Well ............... ... 15-124 Half-way between Mordern & Lake Cobham.
5th -Well ............... ... 14-138 1 mile south, Lake Cobham,
Lake Cobham ... ... ... 1-139 Northern and eastern shores.
One-tree Waterhole ... ... 12-151 In the Evelyn Creek.
Milparinka ... ... ... 25-17G The Government Well.
Gth Well ............... ... 14-190 Half-way between Milparinka and Granite.
Notk.—The new works and proposed reserves are underlined with red. '

Before closing my report, I beg leave again to urge the importance of watering all travelling stock 
from troughing, the small extra expense of providing the necessary appliances is more than compensated 
for in the duration of the water during the first dry season ; the objection to pump, water-lift or other 
machinery on account of their liability to get out of order, can be met by tbe adoption of a simple double 
whip, this can be rigged by any bushman, it is impossible for it to get cut of order, so that it cannot be 
repaired by a common labourer, and where water does not require to be lifted over 100 feet, it is more 
effective than a whim, X

422—2 I

i
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Tants&Wells
82-268.

TanksifcWelle,
82-828.

Tanks (tWells, 
83-72.

* 8« teleffmtn 
attacbed.

I desire, therefore, to recommend that at all the walerholes that are fenced in and reserved the 
erection of a platform and double whip, a small supply tank and 400 feet of troughing.

The wells, I assume, will have whims, ropes, self-acting buckets, supply tanks, and troughing 
included in the contract.

In conclusion, I take the liberty of calling the attention of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines 
to the great courtesy shown by Mr. Byrne, the Eesident Manager of Messrs. Cobb & Co. at "Wilcannia: 
this gentleman not only placed a buggy and horses, free of charge, at my disposal, but volunteered to 
accompany me, on what he was well aware would ho a difficult and fatiguing journey. I may add that; 
had 1 been compelled to travel by coach it would have been impossible for me to have made the careful 
examination of the road, that by this means I have been enabled to do.

I have, &e.,
HARRY GILLIAT,

Sydney, 17 April, 1882. . Inspector of Public Tanks and Wells.
The Chief Inspector of Stock.------------------

Minister for Mines re Wilcannia to Albert Gold-field.
Department of Mines, Sydney.

Ret'ERPjno to the report of the Inspector of Public Tanks and Wells on a plan of water supply for the 
road from Wilcannia to the Albert Gold-field, 1 now direct—

1. That the wells and tanks there referred to as necessary, and underlined in red ink on the 
table, showing distances between water supplies on above road, be enumerated iu a minute to be prepared 
for the consideration of my Honorable colleague, the Secretary for Public Works, with a request that they 
he constructed as described, without delay. I am so impressed with the urgency of this matter that I am 
of opinion that, if they cannot he carried out at once under the provision made under the vote for tin’s 
purpose granted to the Works Department, this Department, although its vote is hut small, and nigh 
exhausted hy this undertaking, ought at once to provide them.

2. The fencing round waterholcs and tan Its and wells already in use ought (with the precaution 
referred to in a minute prepared hy the Chief Inspector of Stock, which I have approved), at once to be 
provided by this Department.

3. Tbe reserves referred to in report ought to bo made at once, especially that referred to at page 
13, at Wampah Creek, and the necessary steps taken to bring this subject under the notice of my Honor
able colleague the Secretary for Lands.

--------- A.li,, 19/4/S2.

The Chief Inspector of Stock.—H.W., B.C., 19/4/82. Extracts have been made from this minute 
and Mr. Gilliat’s report, so far as action is called for iu this Branch and in the Department of Lands, and 
the papers might perhaps now be forwarded to the Department of Public Works.—A.li., 20/4/S2. The 
Tinder Secretary for Mines. Yes.—G.E.H. (pro Under Secretary), 20/4/82. The Under Secretary 
for Public Works,—G.E.H. (pro Under Secretary), 20/4/82. Roads.—.I.K., B.C., 20/4/82. Mr. Bennett 
will have this carried out at once.—J.L., 20, 21/4/82, Received by me ou the 22nd.—W.C.B., 22/4/S2.

Copies of Mr. Gilliat’s report retained, as it is improbable all the works proposed lobe carried out 
can bo done before the end of the year. I think the works proposed on this line should be at once com
menced by this Department, I have therefore instructed Mr, Canibi’idgo to proceed at once to Wilcannia, 
and have forwarded him instructions, plans, &c., to that place, so that tenders may be at once invited.— 
"W.O.B., 28/4/82. Under Secretary, B.C.

250

Copy of Extract from Mr. Gilliat’s Minute on 82-828, of 22nd November, 1882. 
#*##*##**

I would call attention to Mr. King’s report, which appears to indicate that the recommendations of 
this Department are not being carried out, but that the Works Department are putting down tanks.

H.G., 22/11/82.

The papers might perhaps he forwarded to the Department of Works, with the view to ascertain 
what is being done in providing water for the portion of the road here referred to.—A.B., 28/11/82. The 
Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 29/11/82. Approved.—A.R., 1/12/82. The Under 
Secretary Public Works.—H.W., B.C.

Memo, by Mr. A. P. Wood, Assistant Engineer for Roads and Bridges, to The Commissioner for Roads.
Tanks, &c., Wilcannia to" Mount Brown.

The following works are let and in progress ;—
1. Well at Mulga Valley or O’Leary's. .
2. Tank at Beefwood or Mathers.
3. The Peak or Bald Hill Tank.
4. J. K. Waterhole enlarging hole.* .
5. Tank at Maxwell’s. . ■
6. Tank (small) 7 miles south of Lake Cobham.
7. One-tree.

- 8. Enlarging creek bed, Milparinka.
These works were let under considerable difficulties, but the recent rains will enable them to bo 

completed more rapidly than was anticipated.
I see by Mr. Gilliat’s minute that he is under the impression that the recommendations made by 

his Department have not received due consideration at our bunds, but it will be found that the works, 
with the exception of one at Lake Cobham, have been carried out at sites recommended by himself. The 
alteration in the character of the work was made after trial shafts had been sunk and wells considered 
inadvisable. ■ A s
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.As to a certain extent bearing on this, lam glad to see that Mr, Crilliat, in a previous minute 
attached to these papers, takes the same views as to division of control that I have always held, and more 
firmly since my visit to the lank districts. I quite concur with Mr. Gilliat that as the construction of 
these works is in our hands, and as division of control is objectionable, the maintenance of these works 
should also be vested in this Department. AVere this the case I am sure that many of the evils that now 
characterize the system would be eliminated. "

. AltTHUR P. WOOD, 9/12/82.

251

Under Secretary.—W.C.B., B.C., 9/12/82, Forward to Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R.., B.C., 
4/1/83. '

The Department of Works might perhaps he invited to supply the same information as that here 
given with respect to the works on the Wilcannia to Mount Brown road, with respect to the other new 
works undertaken and proposed to be undertaken on the different lines of road.—A.B., 11/1/83, The 
Under Secretary for Mines.

Submitted.— II.W., 12/1/83. Approved.—J. P. Ajibott, 15/1/83. The Under Secretary for
Public Works for information, 17/1/83.

i Memo, of Inspector of Public Tanks and Wells extracted from paper (Tanks and Wells, 83-73) 
relative to Mr. A. P. Wood’s minute of 9/12/S2 in reply to extract numbered as above, sent B.C. to 
Mr. Gilliat by Chief Inspector of Slock on 27/1/83.

I am not aware that this Department has been informed of the works to be constructed on this 
road. W ells were recommended for tbe reasons fully given in report, and the soundness of that recom
mendation has heen confirmed hy fhe numher of successful shafts put down by private enterprise since it 
was written. With regard to the latter paragraph, as .1 attribute the evils of divided control to the errors 
in construction in tbe first instance, I cannot expect the writer to agree with my view.—H.G., B.C., 
31/7/83. fa J

Submitted.—AB., 2/8/83. The Under Secretary for Mines.

A comparison with the report of Mr. Gilliat, pages 17, 18, 19, 20, and his recommendations will 
show the statement of Mr. A, P. Wood to be incorrect, and from Mr. Tally’s telegram the work at the
J.K., staled to be let and in progress, was not undertaken by the Works Department. See 85-3,G30 
herewith. . ,

Telegram from Mr. M. J. C. Tully, Overseer of Public Watering Places, Wilcannia, to Mr. J. W. 
Boultbce, Inspector of Public Watering Places, Mines Department,

_ Wilcannia, 26 November, 1887.
Am informed small tank was made at fence 8 miles from Cobham, and two trial wells between that place 
and Cobham. Milparinka Waterhole was enlarged and small dam made. J.K., nothing done except by 
owners of Faneannin Station. Tins is from reliable information not from personal knowledge.

' M. J. C. TULLY.

Department of Mines, Sydney, 10 May, 1881.
I wish Mr. Gilliat to inlorm me whether it is true, as stated in the Sydney Morning Herald of the 10th ipan!tB&yy(,ii9 
instant, that a Government tank has been constructed on Tarella Station, closo to the Coonawatta Dam, 84-643. ‘ 
on the stock route, although the latter dam had been used by travellers and drovers for a long time, and 
was available for the general public and abundance of water: and, if so, why was the tank constructed? The extract from

J. P. ABBOTT.
_________________ Peri Spring

Tank case

Minute by Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 20 May, 1884.
Sulject;—The Public Well, near the Menamurtie Waterhole, and the Public Tank, close to the

Coonawatta Dam, Tarella Station.
In reply to the minutes of the Hon. the Secretary for Mines, Tanks and Wells 541 and 543, Tanfea&Wella, 
respecting the sinking of a public well within a mile or two of permanent water in the Menamurtie 84-683. 
Waterhole, and the construction of a public tank close to tbe Coonawarta Dam, on the Tarella Station, X 
have to say, although not verified by personal inspection, I understand the statement of the correspondent 
of the Sydney Morning Herald of the 10th instant is correct. -

On the Gth of March, 1882,1 received instructions from the Secretary for Mines to inspect the 
road between Wilcannia and the Albert Gold-field, and to report upon a plan of water supply. On the copy herewith, 
17lh of April the report was submitted, and from it I extract the following as hearing directly upon the 
question asked by the Hon. the Secretary for Mines :—

“ With tliese waterholcs in the Bunker Creek, the Menamurtie, the Wirra Wirra, and the 
Yallaroo, it is not necessary to go to any expense at present, but J would recommend in addition to the 
existing reserves one half a mile extending from Sanders’ Victoria Hotel, along the north bank of 
tho Bunker Creek to Patterson’s Bunker Creek Hotel, or tbo Tin Hat, as it is generally called, a distance 
of about 30 miles. * * * Mr. Quin has several dams along the creek, and the road through
his run is excellently watered. His first dam is at the station, the second 7 miles above it, the third 
9 miles higher. #***■*###*

^ “If the traffic over this road should ever become very heavy, provision will have to be made for 
additional works along tho Bunker Creek, which is at present well watered for the 30 miles that the 
road follows its course by the Menamurtie Waterhole and tho three Tarella dams belonging to Mr.
Quin. ***######*

“ Table
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" Tabic showing distances between water under plan proposed lor Ilia supply of the road from Wilcannia
to the Albert Gold-field,

Wilcannia, on the Darling —

To first Well............... ...
Miles.

9
Dry Lake ... ... ... 0-18 Smith’s public-house, tanks and well.
Second Well ............... 13-3 L Near the Beefwood Tree.
Menamurtie Waterhole ... 12-43 In the Bunker Creek.
Tarella Dam ... ... 5-4S 3 >
Tarella, Seven-mile Dam... 7-55 >1
Tarella. Sixteen-mile Dam 9-61

Oa flal;, fool; of Bald Hill.’1Third Well ............... 16-80
* * # ’ # . # #

The plan here submitted for approval placed the No. 2 well 12 miles from the Menamurtie Water- 
hole, and the No. 3 well 1G miles beyond the third Tarella Dam, and was understood to he forwarded for 
the information of the Department of Public Works.

I am unable to say why tliese alterations of sites selected by this Department were made, and I 
am not aware that snch changes were ever referred for the consideration and acceptance of the Hon. the 
Secretary for Mines.

—---- HARRY GILLIAT.
Submitted,—H.W., 10/o/Sd. Porwarded for the information of Mr. Wright. I wish he would 

cause a searching enquiry to be made into this matter.—J. P. Abbott, 20/5/31'. Tbe TTudor Secretary 
for Works.—H.W., B.C., 20/5/S1-. Roads.—J.R., B.C., 27/5/84

Tanks and 
Punts, 
84-604.

Minnie by Mr. A. ]?. Wood to the Commissioner for Hoads,
Wells and Tanks, Wilcannia to Mount Brown. Reply to the statements made by the Herald corres

pondent.
Sydney, 3 June, 1881.

I hare to submit the following report ou the statements made in the Sydney Morning Herald of 
the 10th ultimo, regarding certain wells and tanks in the Wilcannia District. These statements include 
four different works, as under :—

1. Menamurtie Well. '
2. Tarella Tank.
3. Peri Springs Tank.
1. Mount Manara Well. '

Th& Menamurtie 
Waterhole was 
never flry 
throughout tho 
last drought, 
nor, I am in
formed, before 
the dam was 
constnietcd in 
the previousi 
drought.—H.G.

I will deal with them in the order in which they stand.
1. Menamurtie Well.—This work is stated to he within a few miles of two permanent water-holes, 

the inference being that the assumed permanent water is at the command of the travelling public, and 
tho work being carried out by this Department a -waste of public money. Iu reply to dbis I may state 
that there arc no permanent water-holes in the Bunker Creek; that, in a natural state, this creek would 
in an ordinary season be dry from end to end ; that the watery alluded to by tbe Herald correspondent 
has been artificially conserved by tbe lessee of the ran; that, though on reserves, tho improvements 
belong to the squatter, as tbe reservation is from sale only, not from lease; that, though the present 
lessee may not object to the travelling public using his conserved water at tbe present time, there is no 
guarantee that, in the event of there being a large stock traffic, the same tolerance would be shown, or 
that, in the event of the run changing hands, the now owners would permit stock to use tho water, for it 
must he remembered that travelling stock watering at private improvements might, and often would, 
materially interfere with station stock.

2. Tarella Tank.—The above remarks apply to this ease also, the conditions being the same,
3. Peri Springs Tank.—This work was constructed before I had any connection with this branch, 

and I have never seen the site, but I know that it was approved by the Crown Lauds Commissioner, and 
by those who petitioned for Ihe works on the Paroo Road.

4. Mount Manara AVcII.—This was one of the first works constructed by me in tin’s district, and the
yield, though of good quality, was of limited quantity,|the test only giving 400 gal ions an hour. This deficiency 
was met by- the construction of a chamber in the bottom of the shaft, and by an extra large service tank 
on the surface. This work, with all others constructed by us, was handed over to the “Mines,” and, as 
was the case with several other similar works, -was eventually condemned hy that Department, after 
having heen maintained and repaired by them for some years. The works were handed over in good 
order, and this Department is not responsible for the present state of the well. This question has not 
been dealt with in Mr.' Gilliat’s memo., but as it is mentioned by the Herald's correspondent, I have 
pointed out the real facts of the case. .

In regard to the Menamurtie "Well and the Tarella Tank, for which this Department is blamed, I 
may state that if such blame has any lodgment it nyist be on my shoulders. I was sent up to that 
district with full power to select sites and let all necessary works. I went over tho road in company 
with Mr, Barlow, the District Surveyor, and Mr. Cambridge, the Road Superintendent, and the action 
taken by me was supported by their opinions. I acted at the time in the interests of the public and the 
Department I represented, and, notwithstanding the adverse opinions that have been expressed, I have 
no reason to alter my views, and still think that the two works referred to and as yet unfinished, though 
within a few miles of station improvements, are necessary iu the public interest. I am well aware that 
my recommendations were not referred to the “Mines” for the approval of its officers; such a course 
would have entirely negatived the object of my special trip, by causing endless delay in settling tbe

Question ; nor was such a course necessary, as tho powers given me were sanctioned by the then Minister 
or Works. ' -

I may add that I gave Mr. Quin, M.L.A., a list of the works lot during that visit, and that the 
people in that district, through that gentleman, expressed their satisfaction at the course adopted hy 
me at the time.

ARTHUR P. WOOD.
Minute
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Minute by The Commissioner for Roads to The Secretary for Public 'Works.
Sydney, 8 August, 1831.

py compliance with instructions to report on the strictures contained in a paragraph of letter from (no 
name) in the Herald of 10th May, on the operations of this Department in the dry country, I think it 
necessary to deal with the paragraph in its entirety.

It begins by pointing out the desirability of a Local Government Act. As I have long advocated 
such a course, I append two paragraphs from reports of mine, dated 31st March, 1S65, and 9th February, 
1871, respectively.

It is generally represented that the Department is opposed to such a measure, the extracts 
appended show on the contrary that I have always advocated it, but from reasons different from those 
generally put forward, as I cannot admit that the work would he better done, as throughout the Colony 
where Municipalities do exist it will almost, without exception, bo found that the best roads and bridges 
therein have been made under this Department, either prior or subsequent to the formation of the 
Municipality.

As to not giving consideration to the wishes of those on the spot, Mr. Cambridge reports that the 
sites were recommended by the oldest residents, and Mr, Quin’s letter of approval was an evidence that 
Mr. 'Wood gave satisfaction.

The first specific accusation in the paragraph is with reference to the Peri Tank. The Minister for 
Mines asks that the Minister for Works wilt ascertain who is responsible for this gross waste of public 
money, and the cost or amount so wasted. The amount is £1,500.

The tanks in this Paroo route were demanded in very strong terms by the local press, by a petition 
forwarded and urged by the then member for the district, Mr. Colin Simpson, and by letters from Mr. W. 
Brown, of Wilcannia. Mr. Cambridge, Road Superintendent at Hay, was directed to report (I attach copy 
of his report with parts underlined), but not satisfied with Mr. Cambridge’s examination, as he was then 
new to locality, and liable to he misled hy interested perstins, I requested that the opinion of the gentleman 
whom 1 considered, and had a right to he, the best and most disinterested authority, Mr. Wooro, tho 
then Commissioner for Crown Lands, should be obtained, and asked Mr. Cambridge to confer with him. 
Ilis letter is attached.

The waterholcs referred to by Mr. Gilliat either have been made since, or it was considered that 
they were private property, and not available for public purposes, as Mr. Brown distinctly states there was 
not a drop of water on the line in dry seasons, and that great losses of travelling stock had been sustained. 
1 am not sufficiently informed on this point, but I will endeavour to ascertain.

It is no doubt extremely easy to find these faults now that the country is known and of easy access, 
water conserved, and communication facilitated. When the inquiry as to works was being made the course 
of post was at least six weeks, and there was no railway nearer than Juucc. It should not he forgotten 
that tenders were invited for the construction of these works in tho Gazette and local papers for some 
weeks. Ho one during that time objected, and excessive pressure was put on the Department to get the 
work executed during the season when it was alone possible.

If there has been a gross waste of public money, which, notwithstanding Mr. Gilliat’s assertions, I 
doubt very much, I alone am responsible if it is considered I could have done more and laid the Depart
ment open to accusations of delay, and accountable for loss of stock.

Mr. Wood had nothing whatever to do with these Paroo works, hut that tho springs wore not 
overlooked is evident from the sketch plans sent hy Mr. Cambridge.

I have not had time to get detailed information about the relative positions of other works and 
respecting adjacent waters, but Mr. Woore’s approval aqiplies to all on this line.

I need not further dwell on accusations made after seven years, when the whole circumstances of 
the case have changed, hut in the interests of the future I think that Mr. Gilliat’s recommendation as to 
further expenditure on these works should bo considered in the light of Mr. Higman’s recommendation of 
26th November, 1878, as to the qmobability of this route being superseded when rail opens to Bourke. I 
will, therefore, not proceed with the alterations and additions suggested by Mr. Gilliat until further 
instructed.

At most the Copago Tank or well there, which I believe would ha most advisable, and at the Peri 
Mr. Hanna reports that the slopes arc easy and the ground firm, and stock can he watered with safety 
and despatch, thus avoiding expense which the erecting of pumping gear would involve. As regards 
Mount Brown road, and Mr. Abbott’s memo, on Mr. Gilliat’s paper requesting that searching inquiry be 
made into the matter, I append Mr. Wood’s paper.

There were a number of communications from the district urging on the construction of some sort 
of water supply about the commencement of JS8I, and at the urgent and pressing request of those 
interested, Mr. Wood was despatched to let such works, and take such steps as seemed to him necessary 
for the permanent opening of a route to a large gold-field, which was then pronounced to have been proved, 
Mr. Wood’s mission gave great satisfaction at the time, and I might siy an unparalleled letter was written 
hy Mr, Quin, M.P., expressing approval of the action taken.

W. C. BENNETT.

Extract from Commissioner for Roads’ Report, dated 31st March, 1865. 
r Euturc Management.

Recommending local management.—Having endeavoured to set before the Honorable Secretary 
for Public Works, a full statement of the past working of the Department, it is now my duty to submit 
my views as to the future management of the roads of the Colony,

I am decidedly of opinion that the time has now arrived when, in the more sotted parts of tho 
Colony, either by the extension of the Municipalities Act, the consolidation of Municipalities, or some 
new legislation, analogous to the District Road Boards’ Act of Victoria, the management and cost of local 
roads in the first instance, and ultimately of the main roads, should be transferred to local bodies.

The anomaly existing in this Colony, of the main trunk roads most used being in the most thinly 
settled portions of the Colony, will he obviated by the railway extensions to Mount Victoria and Bcrrima ; 
beyond those points, within the settled distriefs, and in the County of Cumberland, with few exceptions, 
where roads arc required, sufficient population exists to create a local interest in their construction and 
maintenance, and to initiate a sj stem of local taxation for such purposes. Main

Tanks i Wells, 
84-1,026.

Note.—See a 
Jotter from Mr. 
Quin, dated 15 
Dec., 1887 
(87-(lI822).-H,G-
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Main thoroughfares not to be transferred for a time.—Provision might be made for the partial 
endowment of those bodies at first, but I would not recommend the transfer to their charge of the main 
thoroughfares to the interior, until tbe system bad got into working order on the roads of local import
ance (say) for three years; and, when transferred, the efficient maintenance of the main roads should be 
made imperative.

_ Eoads parallel to railways to be transferred at once.—The portions of the main roads within the 
railway termini should however be transferred to the charge of the local bodies in the first instance, and 
as soon as possible.

_ It would be beyond my province to point out how such an Act should he framed in detail ; but I 
think the District Road Act in Victoria, and a modification of the “ Irish G-rand Jury Act ” would he the 
best models for legislation.

It would be for the Parliament to determine whether sucli local taxation should comprise provision 
for gaols, court-houses, or other public works, as in Ireland ; but there are two provisions in the Irish 
Act which, I think, should certainly he contained in any Act for this purpose in New South "Wales.

Compulsory repair.—One, for the compulsory repair by Government, and recovery of cost of same 
from local body, of any important postal road allowed to get out of order by them.

Qualified surveyor to be appointed.—The other, that a properly qualified professional officer or 
surveyor should be appointed for each Board or Trust, who should have had a regular professional 
training, and have passed a professional examination before a Board in Sydney, to be composed of civil 
engineers of standing, either in or out of fhe Government service. The districts should be sufficiently 
large to admit of the adequate remuneration of such an officer, the engagement of whom I consider 
indispensable to the success of the measure.

Roads in thinly populated districts.—"With reference to the roads beyond the more settled districts, 
or roads of more than local importance, the “ Main Roads Act” might be amended, as recommended by 
“Joint Report on Transfer of Minor Roads,” so aa to admit of the Government proclaiming any road a 
main road.

I more particularly refer f.o tbe roads to tbe frontier districts, communication with which should 
be facilitated as much as possible, to prevent trade gravitating to the other Colonies, namely:—

Roads of Colonial importance.—The road from Grafton to the Tableland, from south coast to 
Tableland, from Murrurundi, via Brecza and Pocataroo, to the frontier of Queensland, 
from Molong or Wellington to Port Bourke, from WaggaWagga, via Deniliquin, Balranald, 
and Wentworth, to the South Australian frontier.

Extract from Commissioner for Roads Report, dated 9th Eebruary, 1S71.

_ In conclusion I feel it my duty again to repeat my recommendation of 18G5,—That some local 
administration, similar to tho Irish Grand Jury system, be at once adopted, with the modifications then 
recommended by me. Each day strengthens my conviction of this point, and I cannot too strongly urge 
its adoption, for every reason. The census about to be taken might be made a means of partially 
introducing this system, by refusing to expend money on such works in any district when the population 
exceeded a certain number per square mile, unless through the medium of a Municipality.

_ Pending the introduction of such system, it is absolutely necessary that the Act amending the 
Main Eoads Act should ho law. '

Forward to Mines. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., 11/8/84. Submitted.—A.B,,
13/8/84'. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted. Unless it is thought the discussion should 
not be prolonged, perhaps the papers should be referred to Mr. Gilliat.—H.W., 1S/S/84. Let this 
discussion end so far as this Department is concerned.—J. P. AnnoTt, 15/8/84. Mr. Gilliat.—A.B.,
15/S/S4. Seen,—MG., 1C/S/S4.

Tanl;s& Wells, 
85-3,630.

Sir, Wilcannia, 3 October, 1885.
I have tho honor to forward with this, my report on the public watering places now in course 

of construction on tbo road from Wilcannia to Tibooburra.
I may mention that "Waratta 'Tank, Maxwell’s Tank, Milparinka Well, and Menamurtie should be 

completed very soon.
MARE J. C. TULLY.

The Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney.

Report by Overseer Tully on the Public Watering Places in courseof construction, road from Wilcannia
to Tibooburra, travelling stock reserves 500 and 55S.

Mulga Valley Well.—Is about 80 feet deep; has been abandoned for a considerable time, but con
tract is let for cleaning out and timbering.

Dry Lake Tank.—Is 15 feet under water.
Beefwood Well —Contract for boring to 300 feet is let; now down about 170 feet; had some delay 

through piping (tubing) giving way, which had to be taken out.
_ Menamurtie Well.—Is down about 167 feet, on good water. The whim is being erected, and

sinking will go on again till sufficient supply is reached,
Tarella Tank.—Contractor is now at work; down about 12 feet.
Peak Tank (Kandie).—Got filled with water when. 8 feet deep. Fresh contract has been made for 

pumping out water and finishing.
i L K. Well,—la about 200 feet deep; contractor had to erect temporary whim, and is now at work 

again; no water. Maxwell’s
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Maxwell’s Tank (Yandenbory).—Was nearly completed when I visited it, but the rain of tbe 13th 
September put 2 feet of water in it. which has delayed operations a little.

Cobham Lake Tank.—Many feet under water.
One-tree Tank.—This is a small open tank of perhaps 2,000 yards, and nothing more is likely to be 

done here, ns from Cobham to Coally Dam will be the regular stages.
Coally Dam.—Was washed away soon after being finished (or perhaps it was hardly finished) 

by the floods of the 27th January. Fresh tenders are being called for.
Milparinka Well.—Struck good water a day or two befere my visit at 110 feet. Contract for whim 

is let, and sinking will be continued till a sufficient supply is reached.
Waratta Tank.— ■Srearly finished, and a credit to the contractor.

_ Tibooburra Well.—A small supply of good water at 100 feet; tender for whim called for (207
mites from Wilcannia).
Wilcannia, 2nd October, 1885. M. J. C. TULLY.
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Overseer Mark J. C. Tully to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, reporting on well recently 
constructed at Menamurtie.—Hoad.—from Wilcannia to Tibooburra; distance from and name of 
post town—40 miles from Wilcannia ; reserve (nature, No., and date)—Not on any reserve; is olF 
T.S.E-. 500, and only part of tbe T.L. is on W.E. 305, 4th August, 1879; parish—Menamurtie; 
c aunty—Y ungnulgra.

Questions:—
1. Name of road and length ? T.S.1L 500, road from Wilcannia to tho Queensland border at Yalpunga,

via Milparinka and Tibooburra.
2. If near a town give estimate of population that may bo dependent on the watering place? Not near

any town, only a road side public-house, and a small selection near, about 1 mile distant; say, twenty 
people,

3. Estimate of traffic in stock and teams ? 150,000 sheep annually, 10,000 cattle annually, 250 teams
annually, I coaches per week. Note.—The opening of railway communication with Adelaide from 
Silverton will divert much of this traffic. ■

4. The traffic ; by what roads ; the destination ? From Wilcannia, to and from South-west Queensland.
From Silverton up the Paroo, and vice versa; all the goods required by stations and towns in the 
north-west, and all wool for shipment at Wilcannia. Queensland stock for Melbourne, and all stock 
to and from the stations in the north-west, al so stock from the Paroo to Adelaide by proposed T.8.K., 
which will junction with T.S.B. 500 here. Coach to Mount Q-ipps via Gnalta branches off hero, and 
coaches twice a week to and from Tibooburra via Milparinka and Yendarlo.

5. Its distance from nearest watering place, or permanent natural water on each side ? From Beefwood
Well, unfinished, on the south side 9 miles. From Tarella Tank on the north 13 miles. Tarella 
Station Dam, which is on a. reserve, and in most seasons is available, is only 5 miles north-west of 
this well, and stock will always avail themselves of it,

Jf a well. .
(5, Depth of well; depth and quality of water ? 183 feet 6 inches deep, water rises to within about 60 feet 

of the surface. Is in my opinion quite fit for domestic use, although a little brackish; gives a supply 
of 700 gallons per hour.

Watering appliances.
7. Full description of watering appliances and delivery in gallons per hour? An ordinary horse whim of

excellent construction, and very strong drum 8 feet iu diameter. Steel wire rope galvanized, 
galvanized iron self-acting buckets, each 45 gallons capacity. Delivery about 1,000 gallons per hour.

8. Supply tank ; size, construction, capacity in gallons ? 54 feet long, 15 feet wide, and 5 feet deep, of
sawn gum timber, and galvanized iron clouted on to the timbers, very substantial, and perfectly 
water-tight.

9. Troughing, length, width, depth, material, and position? 200 feet long, 3 foot 6inches wide at top,
10 inches deep, of best steel, placed on heavy gum sleepers in a direct line with a tank, and has a 
protecting top-rail.

' JJ'cncing,
10. Area enclosed ; description ; distance between posts ; number and gauge of wires ? No fencing 

erected ; should be done as soon as possible, as this will be the only inducement for a tenant to lease 
the work.

General.
11. Probabilities of obtaining tenant and estimated rent ? If the T.L. were enclosed a tenant would most

probably be got, but at a low rent, as .1. do not anticipate a large revenue from this well except in 
very dry times. .

12. Area, position, and quality of land included or to he included in tenant’s lease. Area notified for 
public watering place ? Area 445f acres of excellent grazing land for T.L., and 640 acres for public 
watering place, also excellent grazing land.

13. Caretaker’s cottage and description ? None erected.

General remarks.
This well being only 9 miles from tho Beefwood Well now in course of construction, and 5 miles 

from a dam near Tarella will not be of so much service to the public as the Beefwood Well will be, and 
it (the Beefwood) should be pushed on. as it is in a dry scrubby region which holds no water, oven in 
crab-holes after rain. *

MAE.K J. C. TULLY,
81st December, 1886. _ Overseer of Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney.

Mr. Tully.—What about the Menainurlie AYaierhole?—U.G-., 20/4/87. I did not take it info 
account, as it is only a mile from the surveyed road, and is hemmed in by C.P. and station fences.—
M.J.C.T., 28/4/87.

P.W.P,
87-922.

Memo,
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P.W.P., 
87-6,787.

P.W.P.,
87-6,854.

Memo, by The Honorable tho Sccrelary for Mines.
I wotri.D like to know what is the receipt and expenditure in connection with Tarella Tank, on Mr. Quin’s 
run, and also tho same with reference to Victoria "Well. h\A., 13/12/87,
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Minute by Tho Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Subject:—Tarella Tank and Menamurtie "Well.

Department of Mines, Public Watering Places, Sydney, 15 December, 1887. 
With respect to the minute of tbe Honorable the Secretary for Mines referring to tho Tarella Tank and 
Menamurtie "Well, both works are upon Bunker Creek, on the road from Wilcannia to Mount Brown 
and Milpaiinka.

In my report of the 17th April, 1882, recommending a scheme of water supply for tins road, I gave 
the^stages and proposed sites for nine new works, specially referring to the Bunker Creek, us being 
sufficiently watered by the unfailing water-hole at Menamurtie, and by Mr. Quin’s Tarella Dams 
(Coonawater, Goondamurtce, and White Cliff), and therefore, that portion of of tbo road would require 
no further provision. '

On the lOtb April. 1SS2, this report was forwarded by the Minister for Mines requesting that tho 
works enumerated might be constructed as early as possible by the Works Department.

0)1 the 20th May, 1884, a paper in The Sydney Morning Herald stated the Menamurtie Well 
to be close to permanent water, and tbe Tarella Tank to be within a few miles on either side of large dams 
in the Brunker Creek.

Eeporting on these statements under instructions from the Honorable J. P. Abbott, then Minister 
for Mines, I quoted from my original report showing wdiat my recommendations had been, and that; 1 was 
unable to say why the alterations were made 'in the' sites selected by this Department, and that such 
alterations had not been referred to us for consideration.

This report Mr. Abbott minuted to the Secretary for Works, urging that a searching inquiry 
should be made.

Mr. A. P. Wood replies, 3rd .Tune, 1884, that the Menamurtie waterhole is not permanent, that 
the improvements to it belong to the Crown tenant, and that complications between the public and 
pastoral tenant would probably arise if tho ivell wras not there.

With respect to the Tarella Tank, Mr. Wood states that the same remarks apply.
It may be observed the improvements here refer red io wore made on reserves, and were open to 

the public use. ' ’
Mr. Wood continues that his selection of sites was supported by District Surveyor Barlow and 

Itoad Superintendent Cambridge, and that he adheers to his views,
Mr. W. C. Bennett follows in a long minute, which concludes by stating that “ Mr. Wood’s mission 

gave great satisfaction at the time, and I might say an unparalled letter was written by Mr. Quin, M.P., 
expressing approval of the action taken.”

Upon this Mr. Abbott directed, 5/8/82, that so far as this Department was concerned the matter 
slmuld end. Despite the urgency, that was one of the reasons why the alterations recommended by Mr. 
W ood were not referred to Ibis Dcpat tment.

The Menamurtie Well was not handed over as completed until the 23rd of December, 1886, and 
tho Tarella Tank, although wo were informed, 81-960, that it would be ready early in 1884, has not yet 
been transferred.

At the Menamurtie Well a caretaker was placed to protect tho head works, and it is not improbable 
that, although entirely unnecessary, it will be used in seasons of drought by drovers on account of its 
neighbourhood to the public house. A T.L. has been surveyed there as the best chance of obtaining a 
tenant when it was fenced.

No stronger case could perhaps be advanced of the urgency of placing the construction and main
tenance of these works under one supervision ; and, in submitting this report to the Honorable the 
Secretary for Alines, I may remind him that action on the part of this Department in dealing with many 
cases requiring correction has been practically suspended during Ihe last seven or eight months, pending 
the settlement of the question between tho two Departments. HAHBY GILLIAT.

Expenditure at Menamurtie Well to November 30th, 1887. 
Caretaker's wages ... ... ... ,,, £146 0 0
Tools ............................................................................ 8 6 6
Inspecting allowance to Overseers ... ... ... 110 0

£155 16 6
Submitted.—H.W., 23/12/87.
Seen. This case should be referred to the Commission appointed to inquire into this question, 

more especially as Mr. Quin has told me that the statements that he approved of and recommended these 
works are wholly incorrect, and his letter of 15/12/87 describes such a statement as absurd.—E.A.,23/12/87.

Mumo.—
1 believe that previously to Sth August, 1884, the date of Mr. Bennett’s memo.,in which he states 

that an unparalleled letter approving of the action taken had been received from Air. Quin, Af.P., Air. 
Quin had interviewed him and protested against the construction of the Tarella Tank, and in consequence 
of which a telegram was sent to Air. Hanna, either late in 1SS3 or early in 1884, to stop the work. It was, 
however found, that as compensalion in excess of the amount required to complete tbe tank would have 
to be paid the work was allowed to proceed. I may mention that the tank, ns originally pegged out, had 
its inlet down si ream, and Davis, the contractor, had to wait until this was corrected before commencing 
work. This can be corroborated by both Air. Quin and Afr. Tally, the then Manager. I refer to these 
matters, since I was at that time overseer of Tarella Station, and acquainted with all that was said to have 
been done. . JAMES W. BOULTBEE,

----------------- " 20/12/87.
Letter
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Letter from Edward Quin, Esq., to The Hon. the Secretary for Mines.
Dear Sir, Reform Club, Sydney, 15 December, 1887.

I have been told that it has been said that I approved of the construction of the Tarella Tank P.W.P,, 
and tho Victoria Well. 87-6,822.

As a matter of fact I drew the attention of Mr. Bennett to the absurdity of this tank, but in 
justice to that gentleman I must say it had proceeded considerably before his attention was drawn to it.
The fault docs not lie with Mr, Bennett, but with the officer or officers who recommended this work, 
which I am sure must remain a most unproductive and costly work to the State,

I have, &c.,
The Hon. E, Abigail, Esq., M.P., Secretary for Mines. EDWARD QUIN.

XXXIX.
Papers, re Appliances, &c.

Bee annual report of Inspector of Tanks and Wells, 1882.
Steel and iron supply-tanks.—Iron troughing for sheep and cattle.

Memo.—
In submitting tbe accompanying plans and specification of steel and iron supply-tanks, iron sheep „ . ,w 

and cattle troughing, I beg leave to offer a few remarks upon them for the consideration of the Honorable 1 go-ao ’ 
the Secretary for Mines. Having been always strongly of opinion that tho use of supply-tanks and troughing '
would in time be generally adopted at the Government tanks and wells, I have for a considerable p'eriod 
given careful consideration to tho different methods in use, with the purpose of ascertaining the most 
suitable form, and also to learn if an improvement could be made in the material and a reduction in the 
cost. Under instructions from me, Messrs. D. & W. Robertson, of Sydney, have prepared the accom
panying plan and specification.

The price at which the tanks of 20,000 gallons capacity can be delivered in Sydney, in lengths ready £$<> to moo 
for erection, will, 1 think, be found to admit of their being conveyed to the point required at a lower rate sterling, 
than in any other material (except where stone is abundant), with a certainty of having a tank of the 
most suitable description, of the most durable nature, without being dependent on the more or less 
unskilled labour and imperfect material liable to he obtained at places so remote. The same remarks it is 
considered will apply with equal force to the proposed form of troughin0-.
. . It is mtendeii to bolt together the plates of the tanks and the sections of the troughs, lining tho 
joints with felt soaked in boiled coal, tar, or, if more convenient, the joints may be cemented.

The tank is to rest on log trestles, sufficiently high to admit of a defective holt being replaced if 
needed, and to enable the bottom to be coated every two years with boiled coal-tar.
. is a difference of £10 sterling iu cost, and of about 1 ton in weight, between the steel and
iron ;_the former, I consider, has the advantage in lightness and strength, though both are so strong that 
no objection can be entertained on that score, while the difference in price will be probably made up iu 
tho saving in carriage. ' L

With regard to tho troughing, the cradles are intended to be bolted with square-headed coach &. ad. per foot, 
screws to sleepers, sunk to tho level of the ground, and although it is not considered absolutely necessary run- 
the plans alluded to by Mr. Woods, in bis report on the road from Hillston to Cobar, of placing a rail in 
front of the troughing, at such height as to enable sheep to drink below it and larger cattle over it 
might perhaps he usefully adopted. ’

_ Should the Honorable tbe Secretary for Mines approve of the plans and specifications herewith 
submitted, I would recommend that Messrs. D. & W. Robertson’s tender for ten of the tanks and d 000' 
feet of the troughing be accepted. ’

I might also suggest that these papers might be submitted for the opinion of the Commissioner 
and Engineer for Roads and Bridges.

' HARRY GILLIAT, 18/5/82.

. . ^ GiUiat’s suggestion as to forwarding tliese papers ou io the Works Department for the
opmion of the Commissioner for Roads,might perhaps in the first instance be approved —E W /For A B \ 18/5/82. The Under Secretary for Mints. Submitfed.-H.W., 19/5/82. PJ would Iffie toMiow the 
opinion of the Commissioner for Roads on the herein contained suggestions.—A R 23/5/S2 Tho 

Secretary for Public Works.—H.W., B.C., 23/5/82. Roads,—J.R,, B.C., 3/6/82. Mr’Wood.—
W.C.B., 0/6/82. Mr. Bruce, Will you he kind enough to have me supplied with copies of these 
papers—H.G., B.C., 22/6/82. r

While there is much io recommend Mi-. Gilliat’s proposal, to use iron in the construction of 
supply-tanks there are at the same time many drawbacks militating against its successful use, more 
particularly if of the design submitted.

a P1!1 P}906 1 would draw the Commissioners attention to the excessive lightness of the iron
and or the framing for a tank of such a size. Next I fail to see the particular advantages of employing a 
practically imperishable material like iron in a tank while the foundations are to be of timber. This at 
once introduces the main objection to onr existing service-tanks. Lastly, the cost is decidedly in favour 
of the existing system, m as much as a 20,000-gallon tank can at present be constructed for £90, whereas 
the cost of the steel tank at the wharf, in Sydney, will be £100; to this add carriage by train and team 
and trestles, and fixing, which will together cost £75, and the total then amounts to £175, or nearly 
double that of any existing works of similar capacity. This too with a defective design as a substitute 
wiuchj if amended, would make the comparative cost much greater.

Under these circumstances I cannot recommend the use of the iron tanks as proposed.

122—2 K Tho
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The troughing will cost, 3n Sydney, about the same per foot now as our existing troughing on the 
ground. Protection to the trough would be needed, as there is not sufficient strength in the design to 
stand either the lateral or vertical strain, likely to be thrown on it by stock when watering. The chief 
consideration in this case is,—whether the advantage ot the trough proposed is so much greater than the 
better type of troughing used by us as to warrant the greater expenditure. I am of opinion that it is 
not. If, however, a trial should be made, the iron ought to be galvanized before being forwarded from 
Sydney. This remark equally applies to the steel or iron tanks.
6/6/82. _ A. P. WOOD.
The Commissioner for Hoads.
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_ I concur with Mr. Wood. I cannot recommend the tanka and troughs proposed, they are defective 
in design, not so strong as, and would he double the cost of those' used by this Department, and unless 
galvanized, which -would he a further addition to cost, would not last any longer.—W.C.D., 7/0/86. 
Under Secretary,—J.R.

Two plans herewith.—P.W.O., 9/6/82. Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., 9-12/6/82. 
Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., B.C., 13/6/82. ^ ' '

Telegram from Inspector Gilliat to Alexander Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock
_ _ Cobar, 29 November, 1882.

Tauks&Wclls, RoEEiiTsoJr’s prices were, iron, £90; steel, £100; present price absurd ; iron troughing of proper size 
82-989. preferable to any other at 6s. per foot, if we cannot get steel; puddle with good overseer in charge, 

. cheapest and best. II. GILEIAT
■— ---- Inspector.

Erom what I have heard with regard to “ Puddle ” supply tanks getting out of repair and leaking, 
I would not recommend their use pendiug further enquiry; but as Mr. Gilliat still considers them best, 
and as the construction of supply tanks on this line is pressing, his recommendation might perhaps bo 
approved. I believe they are about one-half the price of galvanized iron tanks, which is about £90.— 
A.B., 1st December, 1882.

The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—II,W., 2/12/82. Approved.—4/12/82. Mr.
' Gilliat informed by telegram.—5/12/82.

Memo from Inspector Gilliat, re supply tanks.
Tanks&Welle, rePV ^'nc minute of the Honorable tbe Secretary for Mines, 26 Eebruary, 1883,1 bog to say that 

83-388, * pn roads where the traffic is not large or where the conserving tanks arc small or imperfect in construction, 
it appears to me that the cheapest form of supply tank is the best.

When the cubic contents of tbe supply tank are not required to exceed 10,000 gallons, I consider 
the puddle quite as durable, and much more cheaply and easily repaired than the supply tank of wood 
and iron ; where a small tank will answer the purpose 1 think this form the preferable one ; a wooden 
tank lined with iron of the same size as the puddle tank, costing £65 sterling, say 7,345 gallons will cost 
£116 sterling, or £51 sterling in excess of the former.

Eor large tanks I am of opinion that contracts can be obtained for tho steel or iron tanks designed 
by me last year, and if so they will prove not only tho cheapest but far the more durable than any yet 

- adopted. *
Eailing these the wooden tank built from seasoned timber, and using heavy uprights, plates, and 

sleepers, so as to avoid shrinkage, giving a wide lap to the galvanized iron, and fastening it with a double 
row of screws with leaden washers, instead of the clout nails generally used, might be made to stand the 
severe wear and tear of the service and climate they arc exposed to.

The size of the supply tanks could be modified, were the 200 acres of special lease fenced, so that 
the caretaker’s horses would always be at hand, and if the machinery now in use was replaced by the more 
simple whip recommended, the necessity of keeping a large body of water stored in a supply tank would 
be greatly reduced, but where the usual horse powers arc employed it is not safe to depend on a less 
supply than 20,000 gallons; the castings of these powers are constantly breaking or getting out of order 
with the rough usage they receive, sot-hat the'supply may at any moment be interrupted; while on 
the other hand sheep in the dry season will drink even from troughing, where there is no waste, at least a 
gallon of water.

------------------ HARRY GILLIAT.
Supply Tanks.

Whether they should be of Puddle or of wood lined with galvanized iron.
Is this case Mr. Gilliat was instructed to prepare specifications and call for tenders for the throe 

Tanks&Wclls, public tanks on the road from Balraaiald to Ivanhoe, which had been constructed without these necessary 
&s~291’ appendages, and the want of which has heen much against their letting. Mr. Gilliat accordingly called

for tenders, but be did so for Puddle supply tanks, which are constructed hy laying down a floor, say 4 
•l- feet thick of good clay puddle, erecting upon the fioor a double frame of saplings, 4 feet apart, and 4 feet

6 inches high, and filling up with solid puddle well rammed.
The Puddle supply tanks are somewhat about onc-fourth cheaper than tanks of wood lined with 

1 galvanized iron, but the Puddle tanks are not so secure as the wood and iron. According to the tenders
received, Puddle tanks, with a capacity of 7,000 gallons would cost £65 each, while wood and iron of tho 

3_ same capacity according to his estimate would cost from £80 to £82,
4 When the clay is of the proper sort properly repaired, the whole work carefully done, and the
' tanks always kept full and moisf, and not allowed to dry and crack, the Puddle tanks answer well; but

these conditions are not always obtained, and the puddle tanks begin to leak, and when they do it is very 
hard to find where the defect is, while the saplings being between wind and water are apt to rot and decav.

I
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I would therefore suggest that these supply tanks he constructed of wood and iron, which I under
stand, if properly put together, will last fifteen or twenty years ; but it might perhaps be well to ask Mi'. 5. 
Gilliat to report upon the two sorts of supply tanks before a decision is come to.

I have gone at some length into this subject, because the description of supply tanks null shortly 
have to be considered, when the sort of appliances for watering from troughs which are to take tho place <5. 
of the present drinking tanks is decided upon. _ _

If this change is to be made (and I think it ought to be so, as speedily as possible) something like 
fifteen or sixteen supply tauks will have to be provided. A.B,, 22/2/83.

Let Mr. G-illiat report upon both classes of tanks, and tho probable cost of each.—J. P. Abbott, 
2 /2/83. Mr. Qilliat for report.—A.B., B.C., 1/3/83.

Telegram from Alexander Bruce to II. Gilliat, Inspector of Tanks and Wells, Ivanhoe.
Sydney, 5 March, 1883.

Is reporting on puddle and wood, andiron supply tanks, say whether it would not be safer and more 
economical to make these tanks at least 20,000 gallons ou the principal roads.

ALEX. BRUCE.

Minute Paper.—Department of Public Works. 
Wrought Iron Service Tanks.

For Tanks and Wells.
Tni’ wrought-iron buckle plate service-tanks, proposed for use in lieu of the timber-framed and iron-lined Tanka AWells, 
tanks that have been erected up to the present time, will weigh 0 tons. This includes the rolled iron joists S3-S6S. 
carrying the tank. _ _

Where building stone is procurable it is proposed to lay tbe joists on masonary piers. Where the 
stone is not suitable for this purpose concrete will be employed, and where there is no stone at all piers 
of cement mortar will be adopted.

The cost will be as follows:—
Tanks (19,500 gallons) in Sydney 
Carriage ... ... ... ,,
Fixing ... ... ... ..
Foundations in cement (5 to 1) .

... G tons, at £25 = £150 

... 6 tons, at £12 = £72 

... 6 tons, at £5 = £30 
...Vic.yds. at £4 = £29

Total £281
Where masonry or concrete can be used the cost will he reduced about £270.
These prices compare favourably with those now being paid for the old style of tank, and leave 

little room for doubt that the proposed change should be effected.
ARTHUR P. WOOD.

The Under Secretary for Minos.—■i.K., B.C., 14/7/83. Submitted.—A.B., 17/7/83. The Under
Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 19/7 /83. Drawings and specifications.

Minute Paper—Reply to minute, Minister for Mines.
Tanks and Wells.

Department of Public Works, 11 June, 1883.
A eh rr.v would have been sent to the-minute of the Minister for Mines ere this, but waiting to have TantstWells, 
the accompanying plan ready. As the work is to be done permanently, I tbink a buckled plate tank, as •
shown on plan herewith, would be tho most advisable. A sketch suggestive for iron troughing is also for
warded herewith. It is proposed to support both tank and trough on concrete blocks, so that they will be 
almost imperishable. _ .

The tank it is intended to make of buckled plates. It will weigh 6 tons, and 120 feet of the 
troughing will weigh 1 ton. It is considered the tank will cost £280, and the usual 300 feet of troughing 
£120, or certainly not more than the present appliances.

A special Tangye pump has been sent for trial at Mount Hope, and ahorse gear force and lift pump 
to Tom’s Lake. Both” will be tried in a short time, as the excavation at both places is complete. The 
gearing of horse motion so arranged that a wind-mill can be applied.

The adoption of either of those arrangements will do away with all timber work about the tanks.
It is proposed, as far as possible, to apply the same arrangements to wells when tried at the tanks.
Twenty-five out of forty-eight tanks proposed have been let, and are in progress. Eleven out of 

fourteen wells have been let or arc in progress. ,
Tenders have heen declined for twelve tanks and one well, in order to wait for the reduction or 

prices, which will be caused by a more favourable season. _
Those in progress are over average rates, but were accepted for excavation only, in order to have 

the tanks ready to receive rainfall. Fencing and appliances are being arranged for as rapidly as possible.
12/6/83. ^ C. BESHET.

Forward to Mines Department.—F.A."W., 13/6/88. Under Secretary for Mines. J.R., B.C., 
13/6/83, Submitted with plans.—A.B., 12/6/83. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted —
H.W., 18/6/83.

These
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These papers may be sent bade to Mr. Bennett, who might send a copy of the same to this Depart
ment when they are completed, with a copy of the specifications, I return these so that there should be 
no delay, in ease Mr. Bennett requires the plans, &c.—J.P. Abbott, 12/6/83.

Copy to Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., 14/6/S3. The Commissioner for Eoads—T.C.B. (for U.S.), B.C., 
14/G/83. Drawings and specifications herewith.—"W\C.B. Under Secretary.—J.E. Submitted
writh plan.—J.B., 11/7/82. Forward to Mines.—F.A.’W7’., 13/7/83.
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Supply and Drinking Tanks.
Tanka&Wells, Irr reference to /Mr, Gilliat’s report, Ko. 3, recommending iron or steel supply tanks and troughing 

• instead of the kind now used, I think there are many reasons why these suggestions should be adopted, 
and among tho chief of these reasons is the saving of water which would he effected by having both 
supply tanks and troughing which could be made perfectly water-tight.

. iron, I think, should he preferred to steol, for either being sufficiently strong, and the
ultimate destruction of the material being caused by its rusting away the thicker material would last the 
longer and cost the least.

. advantage of having a practically imperishable material, which can be put together with little
assistance from the unskilled labour to be found in remote districts, and of being able to make both 
supply tank and troughing perfectly water-tight whore water is so precious, are so great as to over
balance a very considerable increase in the first cost of erection.

fn Mr. "Wood's minute upon Mr. Gilliat’s suggestion, in which Mr. Bennett concurs, there seems 
to be some inconsistency, as tbo chief ground of Mr. "Wood’s objection is the placing “a practically 
imperishable” tank on a perishable foundation, and he afterwards says tho iron for the tanks and 
troughing ought to be galvanized.

If the material as suggested by Mr. Gilliat is practically imperishable, whence the necessity for 
galvanizing it. -

Tanks of steel now are used on tbe railway lines as supply tanks for the engines, and are always 
supported upon timber foundations. They seem to answer well here where other material for foundation 
is plentiful and skilled labour available, and the difficulty of replacing failing timbers docs not seem very 
great, so that they should answer as well in remote districts of the Colony.

An improvement in the method of raising water from the main tanks and the absence of any 
leakage in the siipply tanks or troughing might allow of a reduction in the capacity of the supply tanks, 
and their size might be regulated in each place by tho greatest probable number of stock requiring water 
in one day.

In reference to the report markedly of Mr, Gilliat, and the appended report of Mr. Bruce, wdiat 
I have above stated applies. ”

There can be no advantage in adopting an inferior method in the smaller tanks, as the saving of 
water is just as important in this as in the former case, and if the irou supply tanks are best in one case 
they are best in all, ‘

I might bore add that any error in tbe design of Mr. Gilliat’s plans for iron supply tanks might be 
corrected by comparison with the plan in use on the railway, and a specification of the same might bo 
obtained from the Eailway Department.

, reference to tbe plan for raising water with buckets by means of what Mr. Gilliat calls a double 
whip, which is reported on by Mr. Bennett (papers marked II). As both Mr. Bennett, Mr. Wood, and 
Mr. Gilliat are agreed that this is superior to the present system, it should certainly be adopted. Unless 
a still better plan can be found, and I think in the plan which is so generally used in the Liverpool 
Plains District, kuowTi as the “ Wheel and Foie,” or “Bagot’s whirligig,” we have one superior to any 
other both for simplicity, cheapness of first cost, and facility for making repairs; tbe machine can bo 
constructed for about £25 or £30, so as to raise 20,000 gallons of wvater to a height of 20 feet in six or 
seven hours with one horse.

In reference to Mr. Bruce’s suggestion that windmills shonld be used to raise water from the 
main tanks to the supply tanks, I think there is one insuperable objection. As there is often a week or 
ten days of calm weather, even though the averge duration of the wind throughout the year is six or 
seven hours per day, it wrould be necessary to make a supply tank capable of holding at least fourteen days’ 
water for the largest possible number of stock likely to travel the road in that time. This, with the 
difficulty which would be experienced by unskilled caretakers in making necessary repairs, will at once 
put this plan out of the question.

. , . I think the Works Department, might be asked to construct all the tanks hereafter to he made 
with iron supply tanks and troughing of the same material.

28th March, 1883.
J. P. ABBOTT.

Minute by The Chief Inspector of Stock.
"Wood and galvanized iron or steel and iron supply tanks.

Tanke&Wclls, Being under the impression that it bad been decided in Mr. Bennett’s memo, of 7th June last, on 82-410, 
83-624. that steel or iron tanks were not to be used, and that the only question was between wood-lined with 

galvanized iron and puddle tanks, I did not, when submitting my memo, of 21st instant (83-444), put 
all the papers relating to steel tanks before the Minister for Mines.

. 1_now do so, with a letter from Messrs. Kobertson, of 29th instant, from winch it will be seen that 
they invite inspection of a 10,000 gallon tank which has just been completed, and state the price at 
which they are prepared to supply tanks of that capacity, and 20,000 gallons£125 and £200 
respectively.

On comparing the prices now quoted with those first mentioned it will be seen that those now 
quoted are about twice as much as first asked, and it will, perhaps—now that the cost is greater than was 
at first supposed—be matter for consideration whether with the carriage (the weight is about 2^ tons) 
and the expense of fitting up at the tank (say £20, exclusive of stand or foundation) added to the first 
cost in Sydney, the greater durability and efficiency of those tanks, aa compared with wood and galvanized 
iron is such as compensate for the difference in price.

Taking
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Taking the price* quoted by Mr. Gilliat, of wood and galvanized iron tanks, to contain 7,345 and 
19/00 gallons respectively, at £116 and £250, the cost of a 10,000 gallon tank of wood and galvanized 
iron erected would be £150, while that of a steel tank would be as follows: —

First cost in Sydney ...
Carriage, say ...............
Filling up and fixing ...
Foundations and sleepers...

£125
30
20
25

£200
or £50, say ^ more than wood and galvanized iron.—A.B.. 3/4/83.
The Under Secretary for Mines.

I would ask Mr. Bennett to favour me with a report upon my minute of the 2St!i ultimo, and upon 
this of the Chief Inspector.—J. P. Ahuott, 5/4/83. The Under Secretary for Public Works.—H.W.,
B.C., 0/4/83. Eoads,—J.K., B.C., 9/4/83. See paper herewith.—W.C.B., 12/0/83. Sent on to ,
Mines.

Tender for steel tanks.
Sir, Central Exchange Buildings, Tork-street, Sydney, 29 March, 1SS3.

In reply to your inquiry wc could undertake to make a number of steel tanks, to hold 20,000 
gallons, for £200 each, and would make a similar tank, to hold 10,000 gallons for £125 nett.

Wo have one of the latter size about 20 ft. x 4 ft. x 15 ft. just completed, and would be glad to go 
with you and let you examine it.

The thickness of steel used is in., and wc can recommend it for strength and durability.
Yours, &c.,

D. & W. EOBEKTSOIY
Ales. Bruce, Esq., Inspector of Stock.

Summary Eeport on drinking tank and well papers, by The Commissioner and Engineer of Eoads.
TirEitn is much in the papers relating to tanks on which it is necessary I should comment, but as an Tanks and 
immediate decision is required as to the action to be taken, I have to state that from Messrs. Bruce and 
Gilliat’s reports and those of Mr. Wood, the Assistant Engineer of this office, who has recently inspected '
some of tho works, I consider a lifting arrangement better than the drinking tanks, and as far as I am 
able to judge from the papers an arrangement for lifting with buckets, as now used on many of the 
stations, and as suggested by Mr. Gilliat, and called by him a double whip, should be adopted ou all new 
works. •

With reference to the existing drinking tanks I consider they shonld bo used as constructed for 
tbe present, until tbe cost of the double-whip arrangement can be ascertained, its erection, and more data _ 
obtained to estimate cost of the devices proposed by Mr. Bruce; I fear they would be expensive and 
likely to get out of order. .

In initiating these works simplicity was studied as much as possible; the whole thing was tentative, 
and except in details there has not been much alteration,

I will deal with the details of those reports iu another paper. I should add that I, for the first 
time, now see the printed report of the Stock Department on tanks, &c,

* W. C. BENNETT.

Under Secretary for Mines.—J.E., B.C., 1G/5/82. Mr. Inspector Gilliat.—E.W. (for A.B.), 
B.C., 18/5/82. _

In reporting here on the best mode of supplying travelling stock with water from tanks, tho 
Commissioner and Engineer of Eoads, while considering the “ lifting ” system the better recommends 
that tbe drinking tanks (which Mr, Gilliat proposed to alter) should be used as constructed till the cost 
of the double whip is ascertained and more data obtained with respect to alterations proposed for improving 
the drinking tanks. If Mr. Bennett’s recommendations are acted on a considerable sum, say £6,000 or 
£7,000 will be available from the Vote taken by this Department for tanks and wells, and might, perhaps, 
be used in the construction of new tanks, as suggested by Mr. Bennett in his minute of 22nd April last, 
of which a copy is herewith.—A.B., 5/6/82.

In view of the fact that the whole of the Tote will be required for works and repairs already 
authorized, no portion of it shall be used for the construction of new tanks in the dry country between 
the rivers, and the alterations recommended by the Inspector of Tanks should, I think, be proceeded 
with.—H.W., 5/6/82. ’’

Approved.—A.E. Under Secretary Works informed, 26th June, 1882.

Minute by Mr. Koad-Supcrintcndcnt A, P. Wood.
Tanks and Wells.

Eecommcnding decision as to Lifting appliances. ■
i t Sydney, 28 September, 1883.

As the Minister for Works has refused to sanction the use of pumps, as recommended hy this Depart- Tania&Wells, 
ment, and as many cf our works are so far advanced that it is absolutely necessary that immediate steps 83-1,50S. 
should be taken to ] rovidc some means for lifting water out o.f them for public use, T must again urge the 
necessity for a speedy settlement of the question.

' ■ The
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The recommendations already made in favour of steam and horse gear pumps were the result of a 
careful consideration of the question, but if it is considered advisable to fall bach on the M‘Comas lift, 
which has always been a source of annoyance, or to adopt the more primitive double-whip which will be 
a source of greater annoyance, then the sooner instructions arc issued and the work put in hand the 
better, but it should be distinctly understood that these appliances are not recommended by this office.

' ARTHUR P. WOOD.
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The Commissioner for Roads, B.C. 1 could not advise either of those appliances. I think tho 
Mines should be requested to return paper re double-whip, sent them some time ago, with a decision on 
same.—W.C.B., 28/9/83.

_ I since find the paper has been returned, but the information or decision is not given. What was 
specially asked for was a drawing of the double-wrhip, as applied to tanks.—W.C.B., 28/9/83. Under 
Secretary, B.C.

Ask my honorable colleague, the Minister for Mines, if he will be kind enough to favour mo with 
his decision on this matter.—1?. A.W., 9/L0/33. The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C,, 9/10/83. Mr. 
Gilliat to supply drawing of double-whip arrangement.—A.B.,B.C., 11/10/83. The Chief Draftsman.— 
A.B., B,C., 26/10/83. Drawing made from information supplied by Mr. Gilliat herewith, The Under 
Secretary for Works. B.C., 27/10/83.

T can offer no opinion as to the method of raising water from these tanks. It appears to me that 
this is a question which could best be settled by Mr. Bennett and Mr. Gilliat.—J. P. Abbott, 29/10/83.

The Under Secretary for Public Works.-—H.W., B.C., 29/10/83. P.W.O., 17/11/83.

29 October, 1883.
TanltBitWens, Memo :—Tbe reports on tbe new works for 1884 and for repairs and alterations at existing works having 

83-1,581. been prepared, I beg leave now to submit for the consideration of the Hon. the Secretary for Mines w'hcther 
it is not desirable to learn from tho Department of Public Works if the time has not arrived for a decision 
on section 6 of the arrangement between tbe two Departments, viz;., 11 to determine tbe sort of watering 
appliances.”

As the repairs and alterations to existing works include the introduction of maebiuery for lifting 
water, and arc of urgent importance, while the partial breaking up of the drought will perhaps admit of 
many new works being proceeded with, it may be of advantage if an officer from each Department should 
meet on this subject, and prepare a statement for the consideration of their respective Ministers.

HARRY GILLIAT,
The Chief Inspector of Stock. Inspector, Public Tanks and Wells.

This memo, submitted the same day. The annexed minute was written by tbe Hon. the Secretary 
for Mines. I would suggest my memo, being submitted for his consideration. The plan and section might 
go on to the Department of Public Works.—H.G., B.C., 30/10/83.

Submitted.—A.B., 31/10/83. Tbe Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 3/11/83.
Approved,—J. P. Abbott, 8/11/83.

Minute to tbe Commissioner and Engineer of Roads.

Subject:—Tbe double-whip for tanks, by Superintendent A. P. Wood.
TanksA-,Wells, I HAVE carefully examined tbe design for a double-whip submitted by the Mines for lifting water at tho 

83-1,710. tanks that have and arc being constructed by this Department, and would suggest that Mr, Gilliat, as 
recommended hy the Hon. tire Minister for Mines, interview the Commissioner and explain his views on 
this question.

I am afraid there are many objections to its adoption. Some of these I enumerate.
1. It cannot he applied to old works unless they are empty, which in many cases will not occur for

years. .
2. The cost will be about double that of a simple 4-inch " Holman” pump and horse gear capable of

raising 2,500 gallons an hour.
3. The cost will be about the same as that of a Tangye special pump and boiler capable of raising

10,000 gallons an hour, and that could be used for pumping water into the main tank and storing 
water above the ground level.

4. When the tanks silt up and water is low, the buckets being fed through a bottom valve as is neces
sary will stir up the silt, and a mixture of mud and water will he supplied to stock. ’

5. It necessitates the use of a considerable amount of timber work underwater, apian which has heen
proved to be very objectionable, and is likely to be more so in this case, as there is more liability 
to derangement.

ARTHUR P. WOOD.
The Commissioner for Hoads.

I could not recommend this device. I do not think it equal to the old M'Comas lift. It has all 
the timber; and! think when the officers of the Mines sec the simple pumps, horse, and steam, with square 
tanks, and nothing to get out of order or decay, that they will agree.—W.C.B., 20/11/83.

Submitted.—J.R., 23/11/83. Eorward to Mines.—P.A.W , 20/11/83. The Under Secretary
for Mines.—.T.R., B.C., 26/11/83. Mr. Gilliat—A.B., B.C., 29/11/83. > ‘

Perhaps the Departmet of Public Works will be good enough to furnish plans of the different 
jjumps and steam and horse powers they propose for this service. At present no comparison can be made.

Submitted



Submitted.—A.B., 30/11/83. The Under Secretary for Mines. The Under Secretary for 
Public Works.—H.W., B.C., 3/12/83. The Commissioner for Eoads.—J.E., 5/12/83. Mr. Wood,
6/12/83.

Mr. Gilliat says that without his being famished with plan of the horse gear and steam pumps 
recommended by this Department no comparison can be made by him as between them and his proposed 
double whip. The preparation of these plans will entail a very considerable loss both in time and money, 
and I would suggest as an alternative that Mr. Gilliat visit Messrs. Tange Brothers’ establishment in 
Bathurst-strect, where he will see the pumps themselves. I ■would have made the suggestion before, but 
thought that when I named two well-known types of pump, as wre recommended, nobody having a suffi
cient knowledge of such machinery as to be competent to judge of the question could have required any 
further information.—A.P.W., 6/12/83. Commissioner for Eoads.

Send litho,—W.C.B., B.C. I attach engravings of “Special” and “Holman” pumps. They
may perhaps answer Mr. Gilliat’s purpose.—A.W.P. 1 now forward lithographs of the pumps pro
posed.—W.C.B., 12/12/83. The Under Secrettary, B.C. Forwarded to my honorable colleague the
Minister for Mines.—F.A.W., 14/12/83. The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C,, 14/12/83. 
Mr. Inspector Gilliat.—A.B., B.C., 19/12/83. -

It appears that pumps are being supplied, and the Department has been informed are in some places 
already erected, so that before long practical evidence of their efficiency will be obtained. My own ex
perience is so largely in favour of the simplest machinery, that 1 have considered it my duty to urge the 
adoption of a form that can be easily repaired by tbe class of men usually obtained as caretakers.—H.G., 
B.C., 1/2/84. Submitted.—A.B., 12/2/84. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 
13/2/84. Seen.—J. P. Abbott, 14/2/84.

Sec also Mr. Gilliat’s report on Ledknapper Tank, No. 85-1,410, with fluming paper,

XL.
Miscellaneous.

Carson’s Swamp Tank.—Hovel’s Dam.—Muriel Horscwalk.—Shearings Tank.

Carson’s Swamp Tank.
Minute hy Mr. W. C. Bennett, dated 28th May, 1886.

Subject:—Carson’s Swamp Tan)!; to be handed over.
Mb. Smttiu’, tbo local officer at Albury under this Department, having reported that the tank at Copy of 
Carson’s Swamp is ready to be banded over, I would suggest that the Department of Mines bo requested P.^'-P,, 
to take over charge through their local officer. 86-2,689.
The Under Secretary for Public Works. W.C.B,

Under Secretary for Mines.—J.R., B.C., 29/5/86.
Mr. Lowes,—Please arrange with Mr Smytho to take over this tank, and furnish a new Works 

report.—H.G., B.C., 2/6/86. Mr. M., Mr. Lowes should be supplied with the required forms.—H.G,
Mr. Lowes was supplied with necessary forms, B and D, on 30/12/85, and has had no occasion (to 

date) for their use. Cash and receipt books and journal to-day.—R.W.G., 3/5/86. Noted.—E.L.,

_ Carson’s Swamp Tank,
Sir, Stock Office, Corowa, 5 June, 1886. Copy of

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your memo, of 2nd instant to arrange with Mr. 86-2,846. 
Smytho to take over Carson’s Swamp Tank, which I will attend to.

On the 21st April last T nominated three persons to act as trustees for the Carson’s Swamp Tank.
Will you be good enough to inform me if such are likely to be appointed, as if so, I notice by the Regula
tions, seetioiL 49, sub-section 2, that trustees must engage a caretaker. Therefore, in the event of trustees 
being appointed, it will not be necessary for me to engage a caretaker.

I have, &C.,
E. LOWES,

> Overseer of Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney.

Mr. Lowes,'—Action with respect to appointment of trustees is waiting for the notification by 
Lands Department of travelling stock and camping reserves. Until that is completed I am unable to 
move. Ton may perhaps ascertain from your Land Board how the case stands.—H.G., B.C., 9/6/86. 

Noted.—E.L., 12/6/86.

Carson’s
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Copy of 
P.W.P., 
86-3,035,

Carson's Swamp Tank,
Sir, Stock Office, Corowa, 15 June, 1886.

I have the honor to inform you that, in company with Mr. Smythe, the local officer at Albury, 
I took over charge of Carson’s Swamp Tank on the 11th instant, and a receipt from Mr. Smythe of the 
necessary forms X) (statement of list of works, &c.). I will forward you a Hew Works report,

' X have, &c.,
-R. LOWES, .

. Overseer of Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney.

Overseer E. Lowes to The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, reporting on tank recently con- 
Copy of structed at Carson’s Swamp, road from Corowa to Piney Range; distance from and name of post

86-3,562, town—7 miles from Corowa; reserve (nature, Ho., and date)—water supply, No. 2,915, Sth May, 
1882; parish—Buraja; county—Hume.

Questions:—
1. Name of road and length ? Corowa to Piney Bange, 36 miles. _ ^
2. If near a town give estimate of population that may be dependent on the watering place ? Ho town

near tank.
3. Estimate of traffic in stock and teams ? Stock during 1885: 81 horses, 439 cattle, 10,650 sheep.

Teams: Wool season average 1 team per day, rest of year 2 teams per week, and occasionally 
selectors’ teams.

4. The traffic; by what roads; the destination? Stock traffic from Wagga Wagga, Germanton, Piney
Bange, and Mahonga, also from Corowa towards stations on the route to the abovenamed places. 
By roads from parishes Burraja, Granville, Kentucky, Brocklesby W cst, Burrumbuttock, and 
Mabonga. p

5. Its distance from nearest watering place, or permanent natural water on each side ? To a lagoon near
the River Murray about 4 miles, and to the Oil Tree Swamp about 6 miles, but this latter only con
tains water after a very heavy rainy season.

If a tank.
6. The dimensions and capacity in cubic yards? On top length, 222 feet; width, 150 feet; on bottom

length, 78 feet; width, S3 feet; depth, 18 feet; capacity, 12,270 cubic yards.
7. Bonn of embankment and distance from excavation? 11, to 1 slopes, concave top with shoots at

corners; toe of bank, 28 feet from edge of excavation.

Watering appliances.
13. Full description of watering appliances and delivery in gallons per hour ? Fenced roadway into tank 

30 feet wide, 103 feet long and paved.
Fencing.

16. Area enclosed ; description; distance between posts; number and gauge of wires ? 32£ chains; 
posts, top rail, and wires; posts 10 feet apart; 5 Ho. 4 wires.

17. Gates ? Two 12-feet gates.
General.

18. Probabilities of obtaining tenant and estimated rent ? Ho chance of obtaining a tenant. _
19. Area, position, and quality of land included or to be included in tenant’s lease. Area notified for 

public watering place? Area not yet decided, situated on water reserve Ho, 2,945, clayey and sandy 
soil, box forest with patches of pine scrub. Area not notified.

20. Caretaker's cottage and description? Hone.

General remarks.
Ho gauge exists at tbe tank.
An alteration to the roadway into the tank is desirable, so as to allow sheep the full width down to 

the water by taking four wires out of tbe fence at present existing at top of 6 to 1 slope, and on each side 
of the paved way by fencing off two sides with posts and five wires to protect the slopes, as per sketch 
below, thus leaving free access for sheep by passing under the fence with top rail and one wire, and the 
eattlo would go to water by the fenced off paved .roadway 30 feet wide. This work can be done by the 
caretaker, and posts can be procured by him in the neighbourhood. The four wires taken out of the 
present fence would be available, and no extra expense incurred with the exception of the cost ot one coil 
of Ho. 4 wire, which I hope will meet with your approval.

R, LOWES,
11th June, 1886. Overseer of Public Watering Places.
The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney.

Copy of 
P.W.P., 

36-3,563.

Carson’s Swamp Tank.
Sjr; Stock Office, Corowa, 12 July, 1886.

’ I have the honor to hand yon herewith my report on the Carson’s Swamp Tank, form B, with
receipt on deli very, and statement and list of works, &e., form D.

1 * ’ Should
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Should you approve of my having the work done by the caretaker as stated hy mo iu form B 
under general remarks, such will fmilitate the watering of sheep greatly, and give more satisfaction to 
those persons who may use the tank. I have, &c., -

R. LOWES, .
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

Tho Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney.
It appears to me .that tho alteration proposed by Mr, Lowes is highly necessary, and if he thinks 

caretaker can carry it out, instructions might perhaps be niven to him to instruct caretaker accordingly.
. JAMES W. BOULTBEE.

■ 265

It is suggested that the fencing he altered by the caretaker as suggested by Mr. Overseer Lowes.—■
E.W. (for U.G-.), 30/7/86. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted for approval.—H.W., 30/7/86. 
Approved.—J.E., 30/7/86. Inform Overseer, 30/7/86. Overseer Lowes informed, 3/8/86.

■ Carson’s Swamp Tank.
Sir, Stock Office, Corowa, 25 August, 1886.

Ecferring to your letter 86-3,563 of 3rd instant, acknowledged on the 12th instant, I have 
the honor to inform you that I have instructed the caretaker at Carson’s Swam]) Tank to carry out the 
alteration in the arrangement of the fencing,’but as he will require to obtain posts for the fence from the 
ground npon which water reserve No. 2,945, parish of Buraja, county of Hume, is situated and near 
to the tank on the road from Corowa to Piney Bange, will yoii be good enough to obtain the necessary 
permission for the caretaker to cut timber on the reserve named.

I have, &c..
E. LOWES,

„ Overseer, Public Watering Places.
The authority to cut timber on water reserve 2,945 may perhaps be granted.

HAEKY GILLIAT.

' The Undersecretary for Mines. 31/8/86. I think the permission should ho granted, but only 
lor so much timber as is required for the fence.—H.W., 2/9/86. Submitted.—Approved.—J.E.,
3/9/86. Inform Eoresfc Branch, and notify overseer.—H.G., 6/9/86. The Chief Clerk of Borest 
Branch, B.C., 8/9/86. Overseer Lowes informed.—J.W.B., 6/9/86. The Chief Clerk, Forest Branch.— 
Harry Giiliat, B.C., 6/9/86. Inform Crown bailiff and ranger.—E. E. Patten". The Crown 
Bailiff, 17/9/86. The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, B.C., 17/9/86.

Sir, Stock Office, Corowa, 10 September, 1886.
1 have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 6th instant, 86-4,118, granting 

authority to the caretaker of the Carson’s Swamp Tank to cut timber for the purpose of fencing in the 
reserve. I have, Ac.,

E. LOWES,
Overseer, Public Watering Places.

The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Sydney.

Alterations completed on date of my last inspection, 31st October last. Until this was done, I do 
not sec how it was possible to water a large mob of sheep expeditiously, the entrance to water being 103 

_ feet long, and 30 feet wide.—J.W.B., 6/12/87.

Hovell’s Dam.
Extract from P.W.P., 87-4,390. Report Al by Mr. Inspector Boultbee, for 1st September, 1887, on

Hovell’s Dam.
State of Supply Tank.—None, , ‘
Troughing.—None. .
Machinery.—None. ,
I am of opinion that these appliances should be erected. The site indicated would be a safe and 

suitable one.
**##*##**##

This an open watering place, and I would recommend erection of tank, troughs, pump, and horse- 
works. In view, however, of the large body of water now in dam, and the present rainy season, I think 
there is no urgency for these worts. The byewash is a'brilliant example of engineering skill and 
waste of money. The dam is abnormally strong, abuts on to a rocky spur on the north ; on the south side 
there is a fine wide open fiat, eminently suited for a natural byewash.

The existing byewash is excavated through tho spur spoken of, from 1 to 15 feet deep, through 
solid rock, almost as wide as a railway cutting, and about 70 yards long. It must have cost more than 
the dam.

JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
Albury, 3rd September, 1887. Inspector of Public Watering Places.

Copy of 
P. W. P., 
87-4,746.-

Copy of 
P.W.P. 

86-4,335.

Copy of 
P.W.P., 

86-4,118,

422—2 L
Horse-walk
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Orig’toal pajjer,
35-119, cannot 
be traced, 
marked to U. S. 
Mines, 30/1/86 - iMY.B*

TiinliB&Wclls,
85-137*

Horse-walk, Muriel Tank.
Sir, Muriel Tank, 22 January, 1885.

In consequence of a report from Messrs. Wright, Heaton, & Co., complaining that carriers 
and others were.almost prevented from watering their stock at this tank, and the lives of their stock were 
endangered while watering, by reason of some earthworks that were being made, I have made an 
inspection to-day and report as follows :—1st. An embankment of earth has been made from the middle 
of the original embankment, extending towards the main tank. 2nd. This embankment has been made 
in the water which was conserved over the surface of the tank. 3rd. The roadway of the tank where stock 
nsed to water has silted up with soft mud, caused by the melting of the earthworks referred to. 4th. 
Stock are constantly getting bogged, and their lives endangered thereby.

On enquiry, I find the contractor has been knocked off the work, pending an inquiry by the 
Department of IV orks. Heavy rain is now falling, which will, I think, raise the level of the water above 
the silt mentioned, and so do away for a time, at any rate, with the public inconvenience complained of,

• I have, &c.,
JAMES COTTON,

Overseer of Public Watering Places, Cobar. 
The Inspector of Tanks and Wells, Department of Mines, Sydney.

266

Memorandum. .
Dear Sir, Cobar, ] 0 January, 1885.

4 Herewith I beg to hand you letters from caretaker and our general manager with reference to
improvements going on at Muriel Tank. Kindly inspect and report on same.

' Yours, &c.,
JOHN LEAHY,

Jas. Cotton, Esq., Inspector of Stock, Cobar. Agent at Cobar for Wright, Heaton, & Co.

Memorandum.
Dear Sir, Nyngan, 15 January, 1885,

Please soe Air. Cotton, Inspector of Stock. Let him rend Malarkcy’s report, and ask him to 
kindly remedy the evil complained of, or else wc shall lose all our tank receipts, as carriers will not water 
there ; also get him to make entrance in a more suitable place for carriers to get at the tank.

O. R. BONAMY.
Mr. John Leahy, Cobar.

Muriel Tank, 12 January, 1885.
Dear Sir,

1 am very much afraid the contractor here is going to make a great mess of this tank. Ho 
is running a great bank of earthwork, some 3,000 or 4,000 yards of soft loam, into the centre of the tank, 
where stock formerly nent in to drink, which is drying the water up very much, and in the event of a few 
hours heavy rain, 1 think the greater part of it will wash into tho tank. The carriers grumble very much, 
as it is dangerous for stock watering. Bill Sykes had a horse almost drowned here yesterday. The 
carriers also complain about the lane and the distance they have to drive their horses to water, in fact, 
many of the large teams pass without watering; but the lane way might he remedied yet by making a gate
way on the old road above our house. That is towards Cobar: then teams could come through that way and 
out the lane. Mr. T. Aul/.ark promised me lie would mention the matter to you. I thought that he 
could explain it better than I could in writing. It appears the lane-way at Boorooinugga was similar to 
Ibis tank, and the caretaker wrote to Air. Cotton, who had it altered at once.

When sending returns to Air, Leahy, I sent a memo, referring to state of tank. I have got no 
lessee’s journal to keep return of stock, Ac. The book that was here the last three years is used up. I 
sent for one to Cobar 29th October, also 2nd instant, but have not got one yet.

Yours faithfully,
F. MALARKEY.

G-. R. Bonamy, Esq., Nyngan.

Report hy James Cotton, Overseer of Tanks, Cobar, on the Aluriol Tank, road from Cobar to Nyngan, in 
charge of F. Malarkey, for the period from 1st July to December 31st, 1881;. Wrightj Heaton, 
& Co,, lessees.

Tank or Bam.
, State of drains.—G-ood order.

Silt tank.—G-ood order.
Inlet or flume.—Under water.

. Alain tank.—Roadway considerably silted up) by the earth works recently made, ,
Embankments.—Good order.
Fencing,—Fair order.
General remarks.—In consequence of a complaint made by Wright, Heaton, & Co. that carriers’ 

horses were being bogged at tbe usual watering place at the tank. 1 made an inspection and forwarded 
special report on the 22nd January, 1885. *

Watering
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Watering Appliances.

State of supply tank.—Being erected.
Troughing.—Being erected.
Machinery.—Not erected.
State of fencing.—In course of construction.

Paddocks, §c.

State of fencing,—In course of construction.
State of Gates.—No gates.

267

Collections, Traffic, Woi’k, $'c.

Kates collected monthly since last report.
£ s. d.

Month ending July 31st, 1884 ... ... 15 11 6
„ A.ugust 3.1st, 1884... ... 25 11 6
„ September 30th, 1884 ... 11 16 10
„ October Elst, 1884 ... 23 10 7
„ November 30 th, 1884 ... 21 5 £)
„ December 31st, 1884 ... 18 4 7

116 0 9
Remitted to Wright, Heaton, <$• Co.

Traffic since last report.
Horses, Cattle. Sheep. Teams. Mail horses

Month ending July 31st, 1884 ............... 1,869 496
August 31st, 1884 ............... 18 ... 1,800 1,967 496

n September 30th, 1884 ... 4 ... 2,000 1,357 480
October 31st, 1884 ... 38 242 17,389 1,620 496
November 30th, 1884 ... 04 460 12,300 1,504 480

"Weekly depth of water since last report,—II feet.
Memo.—The Caretaker’s journal being filled, ho could not supply me with traffic for December, I have 
Supplied him with a new journal, and he promises to make up tho number and forward them to me.

Work done by caretaker.—Cleaning drains and burning rubbish on the catch of the tank.
TVork laid for Caretaker—To keep the drains clear, burn all rubbish ou the catch, and to attend 

to stock watering.

Dated at Cobar, 24th January, 1S85.

JAMES COTTON,
Inspector of Stock.

Muriel Tank.
Sir, 26 July, 1886.

I beg respectfully to report that during the night of the 24th instant tho bank at this tank, 
where the horsewalk is on, got injured through heavy rain. It is sunk very much, and a portion of it 
washed away, so that a horse could not walk on It at present to work tho pump. Fortunately’ there is no 
further damage done to works.

Would Mr. Cotton please advise me how to act with regard to damaged hank. I mean the bank 
McFadyen put iu tank some time ago. ■

Tours respectfully,
James Cotton, Esrp, Overseer, Public Watering Places, Cobar. F. MALAKKET.

Copy of 
P.W.P.

8G-3,75(5,

I have anticipated the sinking of this bank for some time. It has been an unfortunate piece of 
work from the commencement. The water is so high that I do not think any permanent repairs could be 
effected at present. The roads are in a fearful condition, but I shall inspect and furnish a further report 
on this matter as soon as possible.—James Cotton, Overseer, Public Watering Places, 30/7/86,
Mr, Boultbee.—H.G., 3/8/86. Extract from my report on this work submitted.— J.W.B. A copy of
Malarkey’s letter and Mr. Cotton’s report may perhaps he furnished the Works Department with the 
view of tho necessary repairs being effected,—H.G., 23/8/86. The "Under Secretary for Mines. 
Approved.—H.W., 25/8/86. Copies made and forwarded to Works Department.—K.W.G., 26/8/86.

Memo.—It appears that there is at present too much water about horsewalk to do anything in the way of 
repairs. This might perhaps await Mr. Cotton’s further report, and permission given to caretaker to 
water stock if necessary. The water must now be a very long way over the tank and outside the ring 
fence.

Inform Mr. Cotton—10/8/86. Informed.—J.W.B., 10/8/S6.-

JAMES W. BOULTBEE.

- “ ------- 3 ?/!!?.
' Sir
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gfr Oobar, 18 August, 1886.
Cw, 0f ’ I have tbe honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter, as per margin, relative to the recent
P.W.P., damage at Muriel, caused by the heavy rain. Since forwarding the caretaker’s letter minuted by myself, 

86-4,071. J have visited Muriel Tank and forwarded my report. The caretaker has been instructed to allow any 
stock requiring it to water at the old drinking place.

The damage has beea caused by the great height of the conserved water over the surface, 
percolating into the hank which was huilt to form the horscwalk, and this bank has subsided to the extent 
of a foot at least. The edges of the hank have also washed away, rendering it difficult to make the
necessary repairs. ■

I beg to suggest that tbe most effectual way to make tbe necessary repairs would be by 
driving piles or. very stout stakes about half way down the slope of the present embankment as it stands, 
and logging up inside these piles to the required height, when it can be again built up with gravel and
clay.

The pump is not injured in any way, but cannot be worked, owing to the sinking of the horsewalk. 
The watering place, with all appliances ‘ and appurtenances, are in fair order as reported, with the 
exception of the damage to the bank.

I think tbe logging is absolutely necessary, and that any earth now put on the bank without the 
logs to protect it would wash into the tank with the first rain.

■ ' , JAMES COTTON,
The Chief Inspector, Public Watering Places Branch. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

A copy of this letter may be sent to the Works Department—H.G., 2C/S/8G. Copied and sent 
to Works.—R.W.G., 26/8/86,

. gjr , Cobar, 10 September, 1886.
pWp ’ I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter, informing me that my reports and

86-4,331'. communication, referring to the damage done to the horsewalk at Muriel Tank, have been referred to 
the Works Department. ... . ■

Trusting that some immediate action may be taken towards repairs.
■ I have, &c.,

JAMES COTTON,
Overseer, Public Watering Places,

The Chief Inspector of Stock, Department of Mines.

Ask Mr. Cotton whether work has been completed.—H.G., 20/11/86. Asked.—20/11/86.

P.W.P.,
86-5,626.

g;r Cobar, 24 November, 1886.
I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter, re horsewalk at Muriel Tank, and I have now the 

honor to inform you that the horsewalk was reported upon as completed, in my periodical report of the
tank, dated 21st September, 1886.

. I have,1 &c.,
JAMES COTTON,

. Overseer, Public Watering Places.
Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places, Department of Mines.

. P.W.P, Report by James Cotton, Overseer Public Watering Places, Cobar, on tbe Muriel Tank, Road from 
86^3,83o! Cobar to Nyngan, in charge of P. Malarky, tenant, for June, and July, 1886.

' • 'State of drains.—Pair order.
Silt tank.—Under water. ■
Inlet or flume.—Under water.
Main tank.—Under water. ■
Embankments.—Pair order.

Watering Appliances.
' State of supply-tank,—Good order.

Troughing.—In good order.
Machinery.—Horse gear pump in good order.

Paddocks and Fencing.
State of fencing.—In good order.
State of gates.—In good order.

Rates collected since last report.

Month ending 30th June, 1886 ... 
„ 31st July, 1886 ...

£ s. d. 
6 9 8 
5 10 10

£12 0 6

Traffic since last report.
Horses.

Month ending 30th June, 1886 ... 491
„ 31st July, 1886 ... 403

Cattle. Mail horses. 
94 480
28 496

Weekly
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~Weekly depth of water since last report.—17 feet.
Remarks and recommendations,—Referring to Malarky’s letter, reporting damage to embankment, 

and my minute on the letter of 30th ultimo, 1 have to report that I inspected the tank on the Sth instant, 
and find the horsewalk subsided about 18 inches, and the pump not workable on that account. 1 have 
interviewed Mr. Road Superintendent Adam on tho subject, and suggested that piles should be driven 
round the ^embankment as it stands and logs laid inside the piles to the proper height and filled up with 
gravel dhis appears to he the only way to make the horscwalk permanent. The bank was originally 
built of loose red earth, and any portion that is now disturbed will wash into the tank with the next 
rain.
_ , „ JAMES COTTON,
Cobar, 7 August, 1886. Overseer, Public Watering Places.

[See also Mr. Inspector Bonltbee’s report on Muriel Tank, 86-3,549, with fiuming papers.]

Shearlegs Tank.
,, Cobar, 25 June, 1886.
Report by Acting Inspector J. W. Boultbee, on the Shearlegs Tank, Road from Hillston to Cobar, in 

' charge of John Hennings, tenant, for 22nd June, 1886. '
State of drains.—ltcquire cleaning, since rain has put some silt in them, the hank protecting the 

dram is hurst, but Mr. Cotton intorms me this was broken purposely as the banks of the tank were 
endangered by the great rush of water.

Silt tank,—Not visible.
Inlet or flume.—Just visible, the banks each side lias been carried away. (See sketch).
Main tank.—Water is 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet at embankments.
Embankments.—Gutters require filling in. .

Copy of 
P.W.P.

SC-3,214

Watering appliances.
State of supply tank.—Leaks a little, wants tar.
Troughing, but wants tar.
Machinery. Tangye 4-horse power, boiler painted white. I recommend this be scraped, and boiler 

tarred when hot. Engine painted white, it wants a coat of green paint, looks dirty. Brasses clean. 
Gi'inmiond, travelling engineer, had this working a short time ago, then in good order. Lessee was 
absent, his man did not understand the machinery. I preferred not to interfere with it, so 1 did not test it.

Paddocks and fencing.
State of fencing.—Good, and new.
Stale of gates—Good, catch wanted for one gate.
Remarks,—This is a magnificent catch, 50 points T am told sends a great rush of water into the 

tank ; the paddock is good. Lessees’ man asked if tenants are permitted to plough and crop the land. I 
should be glad to have instructions on this point.

Rates collected since last report.—See form L.
M eokly depth of water since since last report.—3 feet over edge of excavation. .

•S/LT.TAA/A'

MAIN TANK

TANK

<=0

Caretaker's work.
Work laid out for caretaker.—In regard to the break of the 

hank at the flume. The bank in the first place is not high enough, 
and is now all hut covered. Mr. Cotton informs me this break 
was done some time ago, but owing to the amount of water, 
repairs could not he effected. To do any good the bank should 
be raised about 3 feet. It will be months before they can get near 
the break. .

Remarks and recommendations.—There are two silt tanks, 
the one on the south side I cannot conceive the use of, as it is on 
low side of the tank, and there is no fluming or inlet at all con
necting it with the main tank. The embankment behind the silt- 
tank has been carried away. I cannot see that anything would 
be gained by having it made up again. The place wants a little 
cleaning up, and a few bones of dead slock require burning. The 
lease of this tank has been or is about to be transferred to a 
man named Erancisco.

JAMES W. BOULTBEE,
Tt. /u ■ c t a j.-r.n- , Inspector of Public Watering Places,
i he Chiet Inspector of Public Watering Places, Mines Department, Sydney.

422—2 M The
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ADDENDUM.
[ Return received from Works Department too late to appear in its place among the papers.']

The Under Secretary for Public Works to Tire Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir, Department of Public "Works, Sydney, 3 February, 1SS8.

At the special request of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, X am directed to transmit 
herewith, for his information, copy of a return showing the cost of tanks, weils, and dams constructed by 
this Department, and of machinery for working same. I have, &c.,

JOHN EAE.

270

Submitted.—H.W., 3/2/88. Seen.—F.A., 3/2/88. The Chief Inspector of P.W. Places.—
H/W., 3/2/88.

[Enclosure.]
HETURN showing cost of Tanks, "Weils, and Dams; also Machinery for working same.

Bond. W'atering-pkcc.

Deniliquin to Hay

Tocumwall to Jerildcrie 

Hay to Booligal............

Boolignl to Wilcannia

Mosigiel (o Paddington, 
Balranald to Ivanhoe....

Carathool to Hillston

Whitton to Euabnlong

Nammdcra to Grenfell 
Hillston to Carathool...

Condobolin to Cobar

Nyngan to Cobar

Nyngan to Nymagce

Cobar to Wilcannia

Protly Pino Well
Wangomlla >1
Pine Bidgo Tank
Blncfc Swamp J!
10-imlo Gums >1
Murray Hut Well
Berrican Creek
Wallandool
One-tree Tank
Quandongs ri
Tom’s Lake M

^Jumping Sandhill Well
*Lignum Hut >>

Mossgiel Tank
•Holy Bos Well
Ivanhoe Tank
Boonoona
Ward’s 1)
12-mile It
2G-imlo tt
35-mile J)
48-mile t»
Carowra Swamp It
Dowdiean’s >1
Bos Creek 13
Youhl Plain tt
Til Til 7J

fDolmoreve Well
Clare Tank
Gunnaramby

fWillandra Well
Dry Lake ft

tGunbar >}
Crows' Nest It
9-Mile or Ulotig Tank
Mount Elliott tt
Pulletop tt
Waterman’s tt
Harman’s t*
Eoto Well
North Eoto >t
Merri Mcrriwa Tank
Wagga tt
Eoto Holes St
Sandy Creek tt
Priory
Shearlegs tt
Gibbs St
Mowabla tt
Boona
Tinda tt
Mombill tt
Wicklow tt
Beloura t?
Nymugee
Keigbran’s ts
Hermitage St
Muriel tt
Booroomugga J 1
Thorndole St
Gilgie's t)
Babindn ts
Leslie s tt
Meadows ti
Springfiidd
Barnata

Eartliworic, Shoot, 
Fencing1, &c,

S. Tanks 
Troughing, 
Machinery.

Total.

}

}

£ s. d. £ Sr d.

2,155 9 1 515 7 4
1,420 10 8 414 1 4
1,186 7 8 571 1 4

2,393 34 10 746 2 4
1,742 11 2 639 1 1
2,149 6 1 614 1 8

’oi’s’ s' s 597 16 7
1,764 13 7 77G 0 10

2,011 15 11 C99 7 G
587 4 2

1,413 11 9 637 0 9

1,387 17 10 469 5 11
2,931 3 10 GG7 G 0
2.590 9 1 435 4 2
1,926 19 3 5G8 15 5

In progress.
1,8G6 19 2 023 1G 4
2,253 8 7 51G 16 3
2,164 16 3 593 7 4
1,219 9 10
2,019 4 10 630 9 6
1,818 14 0 678 11 0

In pro jress.

1,440 14 4 004 11 0
1,185 5 3 515 17 2
1,511 1 6 557 6 10

In progress, 
do

2,530 12 6 723 17 11
2,G01 11 6 587 IS 9
2,505 5 0 382 3 8
2,240 16 6 565 9 3
2,252 13 7 476 14 9
2,538 16 5 407 9 S
2,28 L 16 G 552 14 9
2,061 6 11 550 19 3
2,283 9 4 574 14 8
2,436 5 9 600 0 11
1,960 5 0 598 7 0
2,221 11 8 527 2 6
2,290 0 9 539 2 1
2,418 0 8 522 0 7
2,498 0 0 567 15 2
3,038 1 7 G60 14 11
1,456 13 2 505 14 2

979 4 3 481 12 0
2,051 16 7 484 8 0
1,514 19 6 495 19 4
2,309 14 1 537 9 1
1,674 1 3 512 11 11

In progress, 
do 
do

£ s. d. 
1,672 0 5
2,670 1 0 5 
1,834 12 0 
1,757 9 0
2,225 15 3
1,75G G 7 
3,144 17 2 
2,381 12 3 
2,763 7 9 
1,124 12 1 
1,211 1 10 
2,540 14 6 
1,0G4 9 9 
2,711 3 G

2,050 12 G 
3,333 4 3 
1,857 3 9 
3,593 9 10 
3,025 13 3 
2,495 14 8
1.066 19 9 
2,490 15 G 
2,770 4 10 
2,758 3 7 
1,219 9 10 
2,049 14 4 
2,395 5 0 
1,087 5 8

794 4 0 
1,555 1 11 
1,130 7 2
1.945 5 4 
1,701 2 5 
2,008 8 4

40 16 4
360 0 0 

1,181 4 0 
1,206 16 3 
3,254 10 5 
3,189 10 3 
2,947 8 8 
2,806 5 9 
2,729 8 4
2.946 6 1 
2,834 11 3 
2,612 6 2 
2,8G0 4 0
3.066 6 8 
2,558 12 O 
2,748 14 2 
2,829 2 10 
2,940 12 3 
3,005 15 2 
3,698 1G G 
1,962 7 4 
1,460 1G 3 
2,53G 4 7 
2,010 18 10 
2,847 3 2 
2,186 13 2

953 11 7 
1,206 3 4

786 12 11

* Unfit for human consumption, 
t Ik> do and stock.
; Po do do. 'this well is abandoned, and a new shaft is, it is aid, being commenced.
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Bead. Watering-place,

Cobar to Loulli

Cobar to Bourke.

Bourke to Eringonia......

Eringouia to Brewarrina

Bourke to Hungerford ,,,

Bourke to Wanaaring ...

By rock to Brewarrina ...,

Trangie to Dundaloo ......
JieTertire to Coonamble

Dubbo District ................

Wilcannia to Hungerford

Wilcannia to Tibbooburrn

Silverton District

Cutlygullnroo Tank
Booroondarra 
Eerrigundie „
Mulya „
Cobar (stock) „
Cobar (town) 2 „
Etdlinm „
Tindarie ,,
Hilmau’s
Curraweena
Corilhi
Tivo Waterholcs
Tbo Lake
Clay-pan Hollow ))
18-niile it
Lcdknappa 1J “
Ford's Bridge fi .......
1 antnbilla
18-niile
Kulkine
Mulga, No. 5 >J .......
Nellie’s Paddock
Derribong 1) .......
Nevertire i> i.. ...
iiuUagreen
Girilambono
'i'omingiy .......

‘Scaville’s
Copago tt ■*••••
Peri Spring ii ••••-•
Yantatangeo
Warramiirtic
Goomboolura
Mulga Valley Well ......

*Dry Lake Tank .......
Beefwood Well ......
HennMurtic
Tarella Tank ......
Tho Peak
Murlippa Jt

*Cobham
'Milparinka Well .......
W arrnttn Tank .. .
Tibbooburra Well .....
Silverton Tank ....

arthwork, Shoot, 
Fencing* &c.

S. Tunics
Troughing**
Machinery.

Total.

£ e. d. £ S. d. £ s. d.
1,200 9 11 598 3 3 1,798 13 2
2,233 10 5 569 16 0 2,803 15 5
2,202 15 0 725 8 7 2,928 3 7
1,223 0 3 584 10 0 1,806 10 3

880 5 5 ■ • t 880 5 5
8,743 16 3 8,743 16 3

066 11 0 461 I 9 1,427 12 9
977 8 8 472 4 3 1,449 12 11

1,620 15 10 550 3 9 2,170 18 7
1,118 14 1 463 0 8 1,581 14 9
1,303 12 0 520 12 4 1,824 4 4
1,075 4 6 651 15 11 1,727 O 5
2,129 15 5 437 17 4 2,567 12 9
2,083 16 3 470 17 1 2,554 13 4
1,599 13 9 582 13 2 2,182 6 11
2,127 16 7 576 18 3 2,704 14 10
2,662 14 4 580 7 10 3,243 2 2

In progress. 756 10 10

Purchased for. 850 6 0
1,586 15 1 488 12 9 2,075 7 10
1,545 19 0 551 C 10 2,007 5 10
2,212 11 6 4-42 1 2 2,654 12 8
1,872 15 10 £10 12 5 2,383 8 3
1,281 14 2 813 7 10 2,095 2 0
1,646 7 7 879 18 9 2,526 6 4

In progress. 837 11 0
1,151 17 4 1,151 17 4
1,741 11 9 1,741 11 9
1,549 7 6 1,549 7 6

1,536 8 0 1,536 8 0
1,407 8 5

In progress. 920 7 9
1,001 17 11
1,230 8 4
'967 3 i

1,101 13 4 37S 9 10 1,480 3 2
1,635 H 10 377 7 9 2,012 10 7
1,865 10 11 344 & 4 2,209 16 3
1,251 8 6 1,251 8 6
1,185 9 11 341 8 9 1,526 18 8
1,587 17 8 414 12 6 2,002 10 2

.... 1,238 -17 6

Wulgett to Bangatc

Barwon to Nnrran................
Kurrnbri to Moreo................

Gunncdub to Coonabarabran

Coonabarsbrah to Pilliga 
Albury District .............

Wagga District ..............
Wariulda to luverelt ........
klount Hope ....................
Parkcs to Bogan................
Bourke to Wanaaring 
Wilcannia to Tibbooburra

Silverton Well .
Bat-hole Tank .
Thaekeringa , „ .
Purnamoota „ ,
Wilson’s Dam .
Broken-bill Tank .
Boro Waterhole „ 
Lightning Eidge „
Narran »
Cumbornh tt
Galathera
Boggy Creek 1*

fNormanstone Well
Baloolft II
Mannum JJ
Baradtne U
Jindora Tank
Walla Walk Jt
Carson’s Swamp 11
Brocklesby JJ
Lowesdule ft
Dnysdale tt
Wallace Town Dam
Junoe JJ
Hurley’s J>
Minor’s Waterhole „
Coolamon Tank
Wbiteoaks Well
Mount Hope Tank
Brolgan *»

JGoonery Well
J K Waterhole JJ
Coally Dam

510 7 5
1,056 5 10 403 5 9
1,968 1 7 413 19 3
1,533 19 9 387 15 6

In pro jress.

1,912 11 0 - 397 2 4

1,665 15 6 481 8 0
2,058 9 0 570 17 7

In pro] P'ess.

1,023 2 0 379 18 4
1,336 2 3 239 7 10

819 11 6
948 0 0 523 12 4

1,215 15 9 471 16 11
1,305 12 1 271 18 6

609 15 0

511 4 6
1,210 15 2
1,533 1 8 314 19 0

1 845 2 0 486 4 4
1,283 2 10 567 6 9

1,095 6 0 390 O 0
546 1 0

5,749 2 1

2,059 11 7 
2,382 0 10 
1,021 15 3 
1,181 3 4 
2,370 18 6 
2,729 7 10 
2,309 13 4 
2,518 3 1 
2,147 3 5 
2,529 6 7 
1,090 16 3 
1,024 O 0 

828 8 6 
1,001 16 1 
1,403 O 4 
1,575 10 l 

810 11 6 
1,476 12 4 
1,687 12 8 
1,577 10 7 

609 15 0

511 4 6 
1,2(9 15 2 
1,818 0 8 

020 1 11 
2,331 e 4 
1,830 8 7 

450 8 7 
1,483 6 0 

546 1 0

* Under water since January, 1SSS, 
t Abandoned ; no water.
} Tins Is an artesian bore put down by the Drills Branch, Mines Department. This item o( expenditure is doubtless tor service tank and 

troughing. J H.O., 0/2,SS.

ISotes.—Tho cubic contents of the above tanks may be ascertained on reference to pages 213-214of the prinled papers, 
A million gallons represents 5,943 cubic yards, ■

On page 207 will be found an abstract showing prices per cubic yard for cicavating tanks from 1S82 to 1886.
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P.W.P.,
8S-G49.

272.

Compavison is iavited lioLween the above fable furnished hy tho Department of Works on February 3rd, 1838, and the 
table on pages 213-214, supplied by tho same Department on 5 January, 1835. Some discrepancy appears to exist with 
regard-to the gross cost of the folloivitig «orks as shown m these tables. It will be seen on reference to thb former table that 
the " cost” was in respect of works completed at tbe dates it was compiled.

Black Swamp Tank ................................

Return of
January fi, ISSj.

........................ £1,710 5 4

Itctarn of 
Fchrmry S, 1SS8.
£1,834 12 0

I’ineBidgc ..........................................
Tom’a Lake „ .................................

.......................... 1,774 2 11 2,670 16 5
........................... 2,542 4 7 2.763 7 9

Mossgiel „ ................................. .......................... 2,445 18 4 2,540 14 6
Wagga „ ................................. C 3,189 10 3
Hock Holes „ ............................... .......................... 2,427 14 8 2,947 8 8
Sandy Crook „ .................................. 0 2,806 6 9 

2,946 6 1Sliearloga „ ................................. .......................... 2,583 8 2
Mowabla ........................... ............... .......................... 2,163 8 2 2,012 6 2
Tinda ,, .................................. ........................... 2,612 18 10 3,056 6 8
Mombil „ .................................. .......................... 2,460 3 5 2,558 12 0
Uokmra .......................................... .......................... 2,222 3 10 2,820 2 10
KVmagee „ .................................. .......................... 3,002 3 5 2,940 12 3
Mount Hope „ .................................. .......................... 2,272 13 4 2,331 6 4
Girilambonc „ ................................. ......................... 1,709 16 C 2,526 6 4
Jindera „ .................................. .......................... 1,351 18 9 1,403 0 4
Walla Walla „ .................................. ......................... 1,377 8 10 1,575 10 l
Tlse Lake „ ................................ 11 2,567 12 9
CiiTpan Hollow Tank .............................. ......................... 2,086 C 11 2,554 13 4
Baradino Welt .......................................... .......................... 888 1 11 .1,001 16 1
Crowa' ATesfc Well ..................................... .......................... 777 7 9 1,130 7 2

Minute by The Chief Inspector of Public Watering Places to The Under Secretary
for Mines.

Subject:—Discrepancies in Eeturns furnished by Department of Works as to cost of Tanks and Wells.
Department of Mines, Public Watering Places,

Sydney, 6 February, 1S8S.
Mx attention baring boon called to some discrepancies in the cost of certain of tbe works as given in tbe 
returns furnished by tbe Works Department in January, 1885, and February, 1888.1 have thought it 
desirable to append the above “ notes” to the final return which is now prepared for printing for the 
use of the Commission, and for the return ordered by Parliament.

The discrepancies referred to amount to a considerable sum, and as in tho return of 1885 it 
appeared to be distinctly implied that the amounts, except where noted, were for the work completed 
and full of water, it may be reasonably inferred that the later works constructed since, the prices of 
which are now given for the first time, have perhaps outstanding claims in the same way against them. 
As upon statements of tlie Works Department 1 have been asked to supply certified vouchers for work 
carried out by this Department (which were at once furnished) it appears to mo quite justifiable that the 
Koval Commission may be invited to take tbe same course to verify these prices.

' ' HARKY GILLIAT,
Chief Inspector, P.W. Places.

The following is a list of averages compiled from the works return of February 3rd, 1885:—
Tanks.

Earthwork
Machinery

Kb, of Works.

. ... 90 ...

. ... 81 ...

Average cost. 
£ s. d. 

... 1,842 1? 0

... 532 2 3

Total .. , ... 96 ... ... £2,314 15 4

Total ..
Wells.

. ... 23 ... ... £1,078 4 9

Total
Dams.

. ... 5 ... ... £961 14 2

--------  II. G., 0/2/SS.
Submitted.—H.W., 6/2/88. Approved.—F.A., 6/2/88.

[Thirteen plana.]

-
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer —18SS,
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4/mfmA. PLAN
Shm/0 S.L 84.2<an(f rf/e rf/ffire/it/feserres //? which /f is situated

pm/sm of m/mmM7 coi/wty of ma/vfpf.
Partly within W. ft513, Notified /P^OcF/S/Z

■" « TSM4Z6, ■' * /ftPS.

SCALE
X, 40 ’ chains

r.s.a /z\

0 p /
a b
V i «0

F
\T

u*F.
w/

. r ?.Out (/'Q :pr /

/f/lfera tots/onai 

Coy IS

USO-O

X
P;7i>&Z

f#fO ' &/Q ■#

// r &

$ Motifteft 6ihOctS8/ft.

Situated in the Wh/tm/ndalt ffc/n 

Date of Survey 7f^A/ovr/S8ft
Signed ’C.3. Carter

Licensed Surveyor
Witt) letter #S16 

ftQTft:-
The part edged tied on original here shown thus__

.............. Sreen ' - ’ • • —

(S/ym-)
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Ki/fera fostora/Company

■ ■

; Sttfrm/f/ed w/h report of c9^Morc/i /886.

The part edged Redon Qrigf/na/ shown thus----------------------
..............Blue - ■ - " ---------------------
' ■ " Green ‘ v " —+ —+— + —

Q
U 4- $ca/e - a 12 chains



Appendix c.

Wiifandra WeJL

Blue line on Original shown thus—— P/urnh Line

Ped ■ - ■ ■■ ^---------- ShaP Line

Green - * ' ■ • +— + —Chamber Line

The Laj of theground is toward the East.

East West

0

(SIg4Z2~)
BOX

{.«—I



Pm Tam Sfirms 

& Spscml Lease

Do/ted /me isprobab/y die shape of the camping 
Reserve jV°63/ on which i ease/)/°J is shown 
Rots ot springs show iowesfptrounet o'enem/iy wet 
hard s&nefyj/round ^

(Sigt22-j



Arpem/x £

\j3QfX stone trouehwS _{(

4 feet mde bj Minches deep tdfo
which the waler is conveyed by a pipe

from the spr/n^

Special lease. Fen Springs

(Si§422-)
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^fTWD/X //.

SJioof /ined mrf)j}<3/r-3n/zed/re/? s/row/?rivs 

Groi/fid txas/ied fro/r? ////(ferneoTfi " - MSL

SfyootZfS .

fosfs 2 ff 6/7? //ijJroond.

<.7>?ro<rr :.i-o , 2?'. v

STZeo/' s-tu/mr —

N\ ~lYa^r/njtrA



jtf’PEW/Xl-

ROUGH SKETCH

TOMS LIKE Tiffi&c



ZiPPfA/H/X J

Road from Lake Cadge///co to WP/ttoo Raj/way Staf/OR

tv bn Jb.'uoA ef<.v 
(/se/ess



tyPEM/X K.

DRAINAGE PLAN, HULONG TANK

-redlytJ-drain Pp_

r/t/s Dram fills si/t tank and badcs wa>

Main Red Drain before d runs into Mam fanf

pyj/fTTO/f TO l A XT CODGOLl/CO

(S/p4?2-j
Hdtc/iedportions /save been/owered



APPEMDIX L.

Rough sketch

showing the proposed alteration of railing at the 
troughsof Tindary Tank

Jamas Cotton, Orersetr

Side view

(Sig. 422)



1887.

(third session.)

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC TANKS.
(GALATHEEA AND BOGGY CREEK.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 23 November, 1887.

RETURN {in pari) to on Order of the HonoraMc the Legislative Assembly of 
New South Wales, dated loth Eebmaiy, 1884, That there ho kid upon the Table 
of this House, a Return showing,—

“ (1.) The number of Public Tanks, Wells, or Dams constructed, or in 
“ course of construction, in the Namoi, Gunnedah, Gwydir, Bogan, and 
“ Bourke Electorates (distinguishing the Electorate), specifying the road 
“ upon which constructed, name of the place, and distance from each other 
“ on the same line of road.
“ (2.) The name of contractor in each case, the cost of construction, and 
“ amounts paid since by way of repairs, and if such were let by tender or 
“ otherwise.
“ (3.) How such are workedby whim, windmill, windlass, or horse-power; 
“ if fenced in, or how protected. _
“ (4.) Denoting those handed over to the Mines Department for manage- 

ment,—the uncompleted ones, with the names of contractors, and time 
“ fixed for completion.
ci (5.) Yearly rent received from each of these, names of lessees and 
" caretakers, scale of charges adopted at each, with copy of general 
“ regulations, and if such has been published for general information.
“ (6.) Numbers, particulars, area, and date of proclamation in Gazette of 
“ all Travelling Stock Reserves connected with or surrounding such Tanks, 
<c Wells, or Dams, and if such are fenced, or intended to he.
“(7.) Names of present Tank Inspectors; copies of their reports, or of 
“ Stock Inspectors, or any other person relating in any way to these Tanks, 
“ &c ” '

(Mr. Dmgar)

SCHEDULE.
NO. PAGE.
1. The Inspector of Steel, Narrabn, to the Chief Inspector of Sloct, reporting on the bad state of the Gnhslliera and

Boggy Creek tanks, and staling that unless immediate steps are taken, both main tanks would be filled with earth 
Ac. 4 July, 1883 .................................................................................................................................................... 2

2. The Caretaker, Boggy Creek tank, to the Chief Inspector of Stock, with reference to money collected at that lank.
5 August, 1883................................................................................................................................................. .................. 2

3. Mr. W. D. Wright to the Chief Inspector of Stock, re state of drinking tank, Boggy Crcek—water unfit for stock
to drink, Ac. {Minutes thereon.) 23 February, 1SS1........................ ................ .................. 2

4. Mr. A W. P. Copcman, Ocrseor Public Tanks and Wells, to the Chief Inspector of Slock, staling that Bogey
Creek and Galathera tanks are in a too unfinished state to icport on, and are likely to befor some lime. (Minutes 
thereon.) 17 March, 1SS4 ...................................................................... :........................................ ;........................... 2

5. Mr W. B Budgo, Bond Superintendent, to the Conimbsioner and Engineer for Roads and Bridges—Report on
uater in Boggy Creek tank. (Minutes thereon.) IS March, 1SS4 ....................................................................... 3

308—
[805 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £2 11s. Gd.]
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PUBLIC TAKES.

No. 1.
The Inspector of Stock, Narrabri, to The Chief Inspector of Stock.

Narrabri, 4 July, 1SS3.
I have the honor to inform you that I have been out again to tho Galathera and Boggy Creek 

tanks, and am very sorry to have to inform you that, unless immediate steps arc taken to arrest it, both 
main tanks will be filled in with earth in a very short time; owing to there being an insufficient hatter to 
them, the constant action of the water is undermining the banks of the tank and causing them to fall in. 
I would earnestly beg to_ urge that the Department take immediate steps to stop this, and put the tanks iii 
working order before it is too late; if not done shortly, all the money expended upon them hitherto will 
have been wasted.

The weather just now is favourable, and the repairs could be carried out readily. Summer will be 
upon us in a very short time, and if something is not done travelling stock will be tortured, as heretofore, 
with tho pangs or thirst, and in many cases reach water after crossing these arid plains but to die, as I 
have frequently witnessed. I have, &c., ’

AKTHUK W. P. COPEMAN, 
Inspector of Stock.

No. 2.
Tbe Caretaker, Boggy Creek Tank, to The Chief Inspector of Stock.

Sir* . E°ggy Creek, 5 August, 1883.
_ I have received by this morning’s coach a printed form, I presume for the money collected at

this tank for which I suppose they hold me responsible. No doubt yon are aware that I have received 
instructions, ever siuce my appointment to the Boggy Creek tank, not to allow any stock inside the fence, 
by the District Inspector; if they persisted in driving stock in, I was to summons them, which I have done 
once. I don’t know why they should send to mo for the money collected when they know very well that 
no stock is allowed to water either at this tank or Galathera, although I think it is very wrom' that this 
tank is not thrown open. I think if the public were allowed to have the use of the water, that is in the 
drinking tank, then something could bo done to it in tho way of repairs, which it needs very badly. The 
water cannot come out of the standing tank on account of the pipe being stopped up, and there is no way 
of getting at it to clean it only by letting stock drink wbat water there is in the drinking tank. I am 
sending this form back to you. I have (fee. °

' • CYIUIS W. MOlGiOW.

No. 3.
Mr. W. D. Wright to The Chief Inspector of Stock.

®ir> B°ggy Creek, 29 February, 1SS4.
_ I have the honor to report to you that the water in the drinking tank here is unfit for stock 

to. drink, it is perfectly green. I brought a number of both horses and cattle across the plains to tho tank 
to day, but they would not touch it.

The tank at Galathera is now a great blessing, but there arc in my opinion several serious matters 
of alteration which require to be made in that tank.

Mr. Gilliat.—A.B., B.C., 3/3/SI.
I have, &c.,

W. D. WEIGHT.

The notice of the Department of Public Works lias been several times lately called to the complaints 
in connection with the Galathera and Boggy Creel!; tanks. I think this might bo forwarded for the 
information of the Commissioner and Engineer of Hoads.—H.G., B.C., G/SjSi. Mr. Bruce.

Submitted.—A.B., 7/3/81. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 10/3/Sd. 
Approved. I wish the Works Department would do something about these.—J. P. Abbott, 11/3/84.. 
The Under Secretory for Public Works.—IT.W., B.C., 11/3/84. Koads—J.E., B C. 15/3/84'
Mr. Wood.—W.C.B., 17/3/84. , , l l ■

I attach report from the local officer, the complaint made is a necessary result of the drinking tank 
system, when there is not a steady demand for water to allow of a free flow or to allow of noxious foreton 
matter being removed. It has been our intention to fix pump service tank, .fee., at this place and the dclav 
is due to Mr. Nassau's delay in carrying out his contract of service tanks.—A.P.W., 20/3/84. The 
Commissioner and Engineer for Eoads and Bridges.

Tho pump is at Narrabri.—W.C.B., 20/3/83. The Under Secretary, B.C.

No. 4.
. The Overseer Public Tanks and Wells to Tho Chief Inspector of Stock.

®’r) _ Narrabri, 17 March, 1884.
I have the honor to inform you that I have visited the Galathera and Boggy Creek tanks for 

the purpose of reporting upon them, but have refrained from doing so, owing to the unfinished state thev 
are, and aro likely to be in for some time to come. At Boggy Creek, stock will not be able to water, as 
tho supply is exhausted iu tho drinking tank and no mpaps'of feeding it again, 0ala!bora



3

Galathera is open to the public, and a return coming in from it. It is still in an unfinished state
fenem8ri,i:, Mr' Bud"e’ the Eoad S^htondent, instructed the clSS

‘h,! W“er' bUt made “>■ “Wnent with him as to
The Galathera caretaker requires a supply of weekly return forms. I enclose a letter received

I have, &c.,
A. W. P. COPEMAN',

Overseer of Public Tanks and 'Wells.

i ■ ^'1^' > The Chief Inspector of Stock,—Mr. Overseer Coneman miuht
be instaictcd to arrange for the forwarding of rates collected by caretakers in his district i/the manner 
adopted by other overseers An understanding with the Department of Public Works seems desirable 

t0 t3,e, CharCta,keI ^tor at tbe GaUera tank. This department h» not been
informed of the completion of the lifting appliances, and it seems undesirable to interfere until so notified • 
at the same time it is urgent the caretaker should have water in readiness for persons requiring l Any 

“ade b-7 ,tlle PlslTlct Superintendent will—Mr. Copeman might ^be informed-be 
C°Py °f Mr' C°peinan’S letter mighfc PerliaP3 be f0Iwarded to the

JNo. 5.
Mr. Eoad Supermteadent Budge to The Commissioner and Engineer for Boads.

Sir 0 *
’ T, r vwl ■ .l Narrabri, 18 March, 1884.

tn compliance with tbe instructions contained in telegram sent by Mr. Wood yesterday I betr 
to report as follows on water in tbe Boggy Creek Tank:— , ^steraay, x neg

Tho water in tho drinking tank is totally unfit for use. ’
The water in the reservoir is 8 ft. deep, and sweet and good
Until the drinking tank is emptied and cleaned out it will he unfit for use, and until that time water 

must be taken directly from the reservoir,
A wooden trough and temporary pump might meet the difficulty for the present, as water is 

obtainable su miles north of Boggy Creek, and also at Galathera 1
^a'rsoonM possihle1)’ SImiIa'r ^ the ^ ^ Galilthera’ "a Bubstitnte for one, should be erected

W. P. BUDGE,
Eoad Superintendent.

Mr. Wood,—See mo at once.—W.C.B.
deUw^i8uW0-UldhfYeibleniremedifd CrQ,^is bad Mr- Nusaan ^tisfied the terms of his contract by
2oA/^ Si?Cr011 bS 10 bas™ntrade{ foj;; the pump was forwarded some months ago.-A.P.W^ 
20/3/84. The Commissioner and Engineer for Eoads and Bridges °
U r t0JIiu"3ir?-A^1 Tbe Ullder Secretary for Mines.-W.E. (for U. S.l

fi’ 2-4/ 3 8f' ^ C., 2o/3/84. I may point out that this is an additional instance
of the importance of having water supplied from pumps and troughings.—H.G., B.C., 1/4/84. Mr Bruco 
Submitted. A. B., 2/4/84. I be Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—G.E.II. (for US)’
Seen; inform Mr. Wright.—J. P. Abdott, 5/4/84. K }'

Prf-] Syilucy : CharlM Potter, Covcrnmcnt Printer,—ISS?
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1837.

(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WATERING PLACES.
(COST or MAINTENANCE AND REVENUE FROM, FOR TWO YEARS ENDING 30 SEPTEMBER, 1887.)

Ordered hj the Lejislative Assembly to be printed, 20 October, 1887.

Department of Mines, Sydney, 13 October, 1SS7.
RE CURN allowing cost oE maintenance and revenue of Public "Watering Places constructed during the

two years ending 30 September, 1887 ;—

No. of Tanks 
„ Wells 
„ Dams

29
8
3

40 watering places.

Mainij NANCE.

Caretakers’ wages ...
Tools ...............
Overseers’ travelling allowance ...

£ s. d. 
6,093 17 6 

200 0 0 
200 0 0

£6,493 17 6

Revenue.

Collected by caretakers ... ...
Rental of nine watering places leased ...

902 6 2 
427 10 0

£1,329 16 2

The amount collected by the caretakers was unusual] v small dur n'T the vast two years owin'1' to
the abundant rainfall. ^ o j. j o

174- RETURN
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2

RfiTUHX shomug PuWic "Watering Places constructed during the last two years (from 1st October,
1S86), locality, and net revenue derived from each.

Public Watering Place.
Revenue from 

lstOctober,1885.

Walla Walla Tank 
Hovel Vs Ham ... 
Brock! eshy Tank 
Dolmoreve Well... 
Polygonum Hut Well 
Helman’s Tank ... 
Girilambone Tank 
Hcrribong Tank... 
Babinda Tank ... 
G-ilgaii Tank ...
Thorndale Tank ... 
Booroondarra Tank 
Kerrigundi Tank 
BullagreenTank... 
Lowcsdale Tank... 
Haysdale Tank ... 
Carson’s Swamp Tank 
Bara-dine Well ... 
Mannum Well ... 
Pretty Pine Well 
Wangonilla Well 
Brolgan Creek Tank 
Illabo ... ... ■
Clare Tank ... 
Gunnaramby Tank 
Cowrowra Swamp Tank 
Ivanhoe Tank ...
Mt. Manara Tank 
TTIong Tank ...
Mt. Elliot Tank... 
Pulletop Tank ... 
Coolaman Tank ... 
Glendon Tank ... 
Mena Murtie Well 
Rat Hole Tank ... 
Pumamoota Tank 
Day Dream Tank 
Silverton Well ...
Thackeringa Tank

4 Ibury to Walia Walla ... ...
Howlong to Walla Walla ... ...
Howlong to Walbnndry ...............
Bab'anald to Ivanhoe ...............
Booligal to Mossgiel ...............
Cobar to Bourke ...........................
Bourke to Hyngan...........................
Trangie to Dandaloo ...............
Nymagec to Nyngan ...............
Hymagec to iSTyrgan ...............
Hymagec to Nyngan ...............
Cobar to Louth ... ... ...
Cobar to Louth ... ... ...
Coonamble to Warren ... ...
Corowa to Urana ... ...
Corowa to Urana ... ...
Corowa to Walbundrie ...............
Pilliga, via Baradinc. to Coonabarabran 
Coonabarabran to Gunnedah ...
Deniliquin to Hay ... ... ...
Deniliquin to Hay ... ... ...
Parkes to Bogan Gates ... ...
Illabo... ... ....
Balranald to Ivanhoe ... ...
Balranald to Ivanhoe ... ...
Mossgiel to Paddington ... ...
Mossgiel to Ivanhoe ... ...
Ivanhoe to Wilcannia ... ...
Whittoo Railway Station to Cudgellico 
Whitton Railway Station to Cudgellico 
Whitton Railway Station to Cudgellico
Cowabie to Wagga...........................
Walgett. via Bangate, to G oodooga 
Wilcannia to Mil pari nka ... ...
Silverton to TTuiberumberka ...
Pumamoota ... ... ... ...
Silverton to Hiekleville ... ...
Silverton ... ... ... ■
Silverton to Dmberumberka ...

£ s. d.
52 1 4
41 5 9

3 15 7
4 7 8

42 H 8
135 15 O

5 7 8

33 10 10
158 1 3

87 0 9
02 9 0
89 11 6

1 10 2

8 7 8
0 9 2
0 17 4
4 19 10

65 8 7
23 C 10

2 10 0

7 14 2
0 13 4

16 16 0
11 6 4
57 19 8
24 5 11
10 15 1
73 3 8
0 16 0
0 5 6

199 10 5
2 7 11
5 .17 8

34 5 7
25 Id 4

Total & 1,820 Hi 2

[3d.]
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.--1387.
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1887-8.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OP LAND UNDER, IN CONNECTION WITH CONSTRUCTION OP THE DAYSDADE TANK.)

fMfletvteb to pursuant to |lct 44 '<3ic. |to. 16, sec. 6.

NOTIFICATION OP RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER ' 
U VICTORIA No. 16,

ByHis ExccllencyThe RightHonourable 
Charlks Robert, Baron Carrington, 

a Member of Her Majesty's Most 
Honourable Privy Council, Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished 
Order of Saint Michael and Saint 
George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South 
"Wales and its Dependencies.

W nr. be as I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the 
Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanctioned 
the carrying out of certain public works for and in connection 
withthe conservation of water, that is to fay by the construction 
of the Daysdale Tank, for and towards the completion of 
which said work public funds are available under the pro
visions of tho “ Appropriation Act of 1887 And whereas the 
lands hereinafter described are required for the construction 
of the said works : Now, I, the Governor of the said Colony, 
with the advice of tho Executive Council of the said Colony, 
in pursuance of the powers in this behalf given to or vested 
in mo by the "Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” 
do by this notification, published in the Gazette and in a news
paper, that is to say, in the " Sydney Morning Herald,” 
circulated in the Police District wherein the said lands are 
situated, declare that the land hereinafter described have been 
resumed for the public purpose hereinafter' mentioned, that is 
to say, for and in connection with the conservation of 
water by the construction of the Daysdale Tank, to the intent 
that, upon the publication of this notification in tho Gazette, 
the legal estate in tho said land shall forthwith bo vested in 
the Minister for Public Works and his successors, on behalf of

New South Wales, 
to wit.

<L,S.)

Carrington,
Governor.

Her Majesty, for the purpose of the said last-mentioned Act, 
for an estate of inheritance in fee-simple in possession freed and 
discharged from all trusts, obligations, estate, interests, con
tracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other easements whatso
ever ; and to tho intent, further, that the legal estate therein, 
together with all powers incident thereto or conferred by the 
said Act, shall be vested in tbe said Minister as a trustee, with 
the powers stated in the said last-mentioned Act: And I 
declare that the following is a description of the land herein
before referred to, that is to say

All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of Gordon, 
countyof Hume, and Colony of New South Wales : Commencing 
at the south-west comer of portion 24 of 250 acres, on the 
Coreen Creek; and bounded thence on the south by part of the 
south boundary of portion 24, cast about 1 chain and 17 links; 
on the north-east by aline bearing north 30 degrees 32minutes 
west 8 chains and 14 links : on the north by a line west about 
1 chain and GO liuks to tho bank of the Coreen Creek aforesaid, 
and by that creek in a south-easterly direction for about 8 
chains ; thence east about 50 links to the point of commence
ment, containing 1 acre 2 roods or thereabouts, and said to he 
in the possession and occupation of William Wilson.

In witness whereof,! have hereunto set my Hand and caused 
tho Great Seal of tho Colony to be hereto affixed, at 
Government House, Sydney, this tenth day of April, 
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-first year of Her 
Majesty's Reign,

By His Excellency’s Command,

JOHN SUTHERLAND.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

[3d.] 718—





1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BORING OPERATIONS ON THE BOURKE TO
WANAARING ROAD.

(REPORT OR SUPERINTENDENT 'OR DRILLS ON.)

Ordered hj the legislative Assembly to he printed, 28 February, 1888.

[Laid upon the Table of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales by the Secretary for 

Mines, in answer to Question No. 18, Votes 57, of Thursday, 23 February, 1888.]

Refobt by the Superintendent of Drills on the Boring operations on the 101J- mile, Bourke to
"Wanaaring Road.

3)I> _ Department of Mines, Sydney, February, 1888.
-p, „ l,™ve ™e honor and the pleasing duty to inform you that the boring operations under Foreman
11. O. Oarnnehael, on the 1014- mile, Bourke to Wannaring Road, hare been crowned with success. 
East year, during the month of May, I started from Sydney to Bourke, and via Wanaaring to Milparinka, 
tor the purpose of examining the country west of the Paroo as to its indication for artesian water 
supply. 1 had Carmichael with me, and we took a track known as the old peg line, which had been 
travelled over by very few white persons. The track has generally been known as the Dry Track 
to Mount Browne (and on which track two men nearly perished for want of water within this last 
i'ortmght, one of whom was rescued, but the other perished near the 48-mile post). We successfully 
reached Milparinka, and I marked off eight different boring sites en route, about 15 miles apart of each 
"™er-,, Un niy r?t1PTn top *0 Bourke I also marked the site known as 1014 west of West Bourke, or 
105 miles west ox Bourke* and 11^ miles east of Wanaaring on tlie Paroo.
,, tolj-mile bore were commenced the latter end of June, but having to pierce
' roug thick layers of quartzite, limestone, and drift, the progress made has been slower than it other

wise would have been.
_ On the 8th instant Foreman Carmichael wired me that on the previous day he tapped a supply of 

artesian water at a depth of 851 feet, equal to 7,400 gallons per day. I replied to Carmichapl that he had 
done well, but that he should bore deeper, as I was certain a large supply of artesian water would be 
7pPfd- to-'fy Carmichael wires me that an increased supply of artesian water had been tapped at the 
oi cnri0 ii ° *ee*j 0r ^e.ePer t^an tomre first met with), flowing to the surface at the rate of

■iii? £,er increasing; and I am certain that in a few feet deeper a still larger supply
will be obtained, more than sufficient for the purpose intended, and the bore, which is 5 inches at 
bottom, is ia-rger than is really required.

The full importance of this artesian water supply can hardly bo estimated at present; it will not 
only be a valuable boon for human beings, and stock which have to travel here in dry seasons, but it will 
enhance the ya ue of all the pastoral properties which are in the area of the Cretaceous formation. It 
also proves that Mr. C. S. Milkinson, Government Geologist, was right in advising the Government to 
s art boring tor artesian water west of Bourke, and which report and advice were acted upon, and boring 
was commenced in 1882, near the mudholos and artesian well of Goonery, where, at no great depth, 
artesian water was obtained. During my term of Gold-fields Warden at Mount Browne, in 1881,1 also 
wrote that Milparinka ought to be connected with Bourke by opening up underground water supplies 
along the route, which was likely to be found in abundance. I am glad that under my supervision the 
two deepest artesian wells m New South Wales have been opened—one 87 miles west of Bourke, 960 
teet m depth, flowing at the rate of 35,000 gallons of excellent quality water per day ; the other, 105 
miles west of Bourke, now 900 feet in depth (still boring), flowing to surface 21,600 gallons per day 
water ot good quality, and volume still increasing, X

538—
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I am confident that the success attained at the bore site marked out by me at the 101 i mile, or 
105 miles west of Bourke, will also be attained at the eight boring sites marked out by me about the 
same time, west of the Paroo, between 'Wanaaring and Milparinka; and I beg to recommend that these 
sites may be operated upon as soon as possible during these favourable seasons, more especially as the 
nature of the country is a dry sandy soil unsuitable for tank construction.

Before I close this report I again beg to bring under your notice h'oremau D. C. Carmichael, who 
has always been willing and ready to assist mo in all matters in connection with the boring operations 
under his immediate charge, and through whose ability, energy, and peiueverance a good deal of the 
success obtained is due.

In a few days more I expect to report still greater results.
• I have, &c.,

W. H. J. SLBE,
--------  Superintendent of Drills,

Since writing the above Carmichael wired again that heavy flow of water flowing from bore to 
the road, and ample supply for all purposes. He may be wired to to stop boring and fix tubing, and 
fence similar to 75-mile bore.—W. H. J. Slue.

2

pw.] Sydney; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1SS8.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

THE EABBIT PEST. •
(REPORT OP HEALTH BOARD AND OTHER PAPERS ON PROPOSALS TO EPPECT DESTRUCTION OP 

. RABBITS BY MEANS OP DISEASES TO BE INTRODUCED.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 14 March, 1888.

No. 1.
Tlio Secretary for Lands to The Colonial Secretary.

Sir,
. 1 wish you would cause the enclosed papers, in which proposals are made to the Grovermnent

to sanction the introduction of contagions diseases among rabbits, for the purpose of ensuring their 
destruction, to be referred to the Health Board, for their consideration and report, as to whether the 
introduction of these diseases, as proposed, would be dangerous to human life or health.

The papers are—
Mens. Pasteur’s scheme.
Drs. Ellis & Butcher’s scheme.
Professor Watson’s scheme.

THOS. GARRETT, 8/2/88.

The Principal Under Secretary.—C.O., B.C., S/2/8S. Referred for report of the Board as desired 
by the Minister for Lands.—H.P., 8/2/88. C.W., B.C., 8/2/88. The Under Secretary for Einanee and
Trade. Approved.—J.E.B., 13/2/88. The Secretary, Board of Health.—F.K. (for U.S.), B.C.,

M. Pasteurs Scheme.

[Translated from Le Temps (Paris), 20th November, 1887.]
M. Pasteur has favoured us with the following letter :—

M. Pasteuk and the Destetjction or Rabbits.
To the editor of Lc Temps.

. Paris, 27 November.
Lour journal announced a few days ago that the Government of New South Wales felt itself so powerless 
to cope with the a particular jiest, the increase of rabbits, that it offered a reward of 625,000 francs 
(£25,000) for the discovery of a means 1o exterminate them.

Large areas of New Zealand, no less infested than Australia, are abandoned by the farmers, who 
have given up the raising of sheep owing to the impossibility of feeding them. Every winter the rabbits 
are killed in millions, but tbis carnage does not appear to lessen the numbers.
p Will you permit me to make known to those distant countries, by the medium of Le Temps, certain 
ideas, the application of which may meet with some success ?

Up to the present the means employed for the destruction of the pest has consisted of mineral 
substances, notably phosphorjzed combinations. In adopting such means, has not the wrong course been 
taken ? Of what use are such mineral poisons to destroy animals which propagate at a frightful rate ? 
These poisons kill only on the spot where they arc placed, but to reach the great body of the living is it 
not rather necessary, if 1 may dare to say it, to adopt a poison gifted with life, like them, and, like them, 
able to multiply with a surprising fecundity ?

I would like to sec death carried into the burrows of New South Wales and New Zealand by trying 
■to communicate to the rabbits a disease which should become epidemic.

* 527—A
Such
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Such a disease exists under the name o£ poultry cholera (cholera des ponies), and has been the 
object of careful study on my part. It is equally peculiar to rabbits. Among my experiments with this 
disease was the following:—I gathered together in a limited space a certain number of fowls, and by 
giving them food infected by the microbe, which is the cause of poultry cholera, they were not slow to 
die. Poultry yards are sometimes devastated by real epidemics of this evil, whose propagation is due, 
without doubt, to the droppings of the first sick fowls, which infect the soil and the food.

“ I imagine that the same thing would happen with rabbits, and that on returning to their burrows 
to die they would communicate the disease to others who would propagate it in their turn. ^ But what 
is to be done so that the first rabbits shall become tainted with the destructive evil? -Nothing is more
simple. , . ,

Around a burrow I would place a light movable fence, enclosing a certain space, where the rabbits 
would come to seek their food. Experimeuts have proved that it is easy to cultivate with perfect purity, 
and on as large a scale as may be desired, the microbe of poultry cholera in water in which meat has been 
boiled. With this liquor, full of microbes, the food of the rabbits should be sprinkled, and iu a short 
time they would perish here and there within the enclosure, and spread the eyil on all sides. ^ _

I may add that the parasite of the disease of which i have just spoken is harmiess to farm animals, 
except, of course, poultry, but these are not compelled to live in the open field.

1 doubt not that there may be persons in the infested countries quite ready to adopt the means 
which I propose, a very simple method, aud one which, in any case, is worthy of being tried.

Please accept, Mr. ‘Editor, the assurance of mv most distinguished consideration.
' e PASTEUR

2

Addressed to Abigail, Secretary, Mines, Sydney.
Paris, 18/1/88.

Have you received the communication which appeared in the Temps newspaper ? I have since made 
conclusive experiments. May I send immediately delegates, with the certainty that the Commission will
investigate the process ? PASTEUR

Professor Watsons Scheme.

Ho. 1. ■
Processor Watson on Rabbit Destruction.

'From the S. A. Register, Monday, October 5,1885.
■ gir) To the Editor.

As all questions bearing directly or indirectly on the public good find full discussion in your 
journal, if venture to send you the following remarks ou the rabbit nuisance. We are not iu a position 
to look hopefully forward to the extermination of this pest, either in the immediate or remote future, by 
any of the moans at present in vogue. The labour involved iu their application is so great that we must 
regard them rather as palliatives than radical measures, and as such, but barely sufficient to cope with 
the continual marginal spread of the pest in already infested districts, much less to prevent a possible 
dissemination of the evil at a distance by unscrupulous and interested persons. Complete extermination 
by direct violence such as shooting, snaring, &c., under existing conditions may be looked on as practically 
impossible, although it is true that wire fencing, acting as a preventive of invasion from without, 
facilitates the application of direct violence within; but under certain circumstances buck rabbits manage 
to scramble over more serious obstacles than wire fences. Rivers also, which are looked upon as even 
more restrictive than fences, are easily swum across by individuals of both sexes, as readily as by hares, 
kangaroos, emus, and pigs, when hard pressed by dogs. In flood times, too, rabbits might also be drifted 
across streams in hollow logs, if we may judge from the fact of large fish being frequently found stranded 
a considerable distance inland, and we know also that rabbits have been ferried across rivers by dishonest 
men. (See Register, September 15,1885.) Having thus touched upon the more or less inadequate nature 
of fences aud rivers to confine rabbits within given limits, it remains to consider what effects may be 
produced by the agency of poison. '

The rabbit requiring no water ■when surrounded by green herbage naturally prefers .fresh grass to 
dry oats (poisoned or otherwise) intentionally placed in its way, and will in all probability leave thorn 
untouched as long as the more succulent food is within its reach. It is only in times of drought thatthe 
animal, being forced to moisten its meal of dry grass, and finding the neighbouring waterhole fenced off, 
falls a victim to poisoned water left in its run. A single dose of some deadly gas or volatile liquid 
(bisulphide of carbon) although it may extonnhuite a particular colony of rabbits, does not affect the 
neighbouring ones ; and the process, at the expense of time, labour, and money, has to be repeated iu 
every warren in succession. No doubt the widespread cultivation of a plant which, while agreeable but 
deadly to the rabbit, would be innocuous to other animals, and which would thrive under the same varying 
conditions of season aud place as its intended victim, would prove the most efficacious of remedies, but 
unfortunately for both squatters and farmers such a plant has yet to be discovered. The introduction ot 
animals preying upon rabbits has been frequently mentioned, 1 suppose on the principle of the law of the 
survival of the fittest; but this scheme, to prove effective, presumes an increase on their part in direct 
ratio to the decrease of the rodent they are called upon to destroy ; and assuming that the rabbit was 
finally wiped out by their moans, they themselves would remain to constitute a pest necessitating drastic 
measures for its cure. ... ; . .

The introduction among rabbits of some form of disease such as Jllaria, sgphtlis, or tuberculosis, has 
been proposed, and rejected as dangerous to man, on the ground that it could only be compared to the 
scattering fire of a blunderbuss, which Ijits other objects besides that at which it is aimed ; or to the 
introduction of the Colorado beetle or the locust for the purpose of eradicating the Scotch thistle, which 
while perhaps effecting their object ruin the surrounding crops. Of undoubted value would be the 
introduction of a fatal disease incident to rabbits alone—analogous, in fact, to one I remember as having 

- caused
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caused sad havoc among the native dogs on the Upper Murray. ]STo doubt one factor in the disappearance 
of those dogs was strychnine, but it was not poison alone which transformed the large red jocund-looking 
dingo into a poor hairless diarrhoeic wretch, too weak to howl or even to escape from the stick of the 
weary swagman in whose path it happened to lie, much less to overtake as prey the light-footed bandicoot 
which crossed its own.

More directly connected with the subject under discussion was the total disappearance of a whole 
tribe of rabbits, the descendants of some score or more turned loose iu 1858 under apparently the most 
favourable conditions, all their wants being supplied by a bounteous nature in a protected glade on tbe 
Victorian side of the Upper Murray, where, for two years, and notwithstanding the presence of dingo, 
iguana, and hawk, they increased and multiplied, but dually, during the course of the third year, disap
peared. It might be impossible ever to make a retrospective diagnosis of twenty-five years as to the 
cause of their death, but I am inclined to attribute it to a parasite, perhaps' still to be found in Australia, 
but at any rate having its liluropean prototype in the Bar copies cuniculi mentioned in tbe “ Anatomie des 
Kaninebens,” by the illustrious biologist, Krause. As bis pupil I remember well tbe importance he used 
to attach to early topical treatment (Peruvian balsam, &c.) for the eradication of that parasite in rabbits 
brought to his laboratory for physiological purposes, as late treatment always proved in vain.

Tbe following short description of the course of the disease induced by this fatal parasite may 
interest your lay as well as your medical readers :—

At first there is apparently little the matter with the rabbit. It soon, however, shows a few crusts 
about its face, which extend by continuity of epidermal tissue, as well as by auto infection from scratching 
to more distant parts of its integumental surface. It begins to lose flesh from loss of appetite, unrest and 
slow septic intoxication resulting from the venous and lymphatic absorption of the products of a hitherto 
purely localised and easily curable cutaneous affection. Extensive suppuration, principally of tbe cervical 
and sub-maxillary lymphatic glands, corresponding to the lymphatic capillary areas of the face, supervenes. 
In like maimer the absorbed toxic matter circulating in the blood iuduces coagulation and extensive 
thrombosis (plugging) in various parts of its venous system, and usually some low form of pneumonia 
intervening mercifully puts an end to its sufferings.

I propose, therefore, the introduction into South Australia of a few German rabbits infested with 
this parasite, thereby constituting a nucleus, which would snon produce the disease in some thousands of 
their Australian cousins. A stock of infected animals could thus be formed, from which samples could 
be distributed, and the propagation of a disease encouraged, which, when left to itself, leads infallibly to 
the death of the patient, and indirectly to that of his kindred.

In older animals this disease is relatively slow, lasting more than a year, hut, in consequence, it allows 
them for a longer period to be a source of infection to their younger brethren, in whom there is a relatively 
greater predisposition to acquire the parasite, and in whom from some inherent pyogenic tendency on 
their part the resulting disease runs a more rapid hut none the less fatal course.

The above plan for the inoculation and consequent death of the rabbit has the advantage of being 
peculiarly adapted for application in rocky fastnesses and belts of scrub, which ou account of their almost 
inaccessible character become the happy breeding grounds of this prolific pest. It is in country of this 
kind where the rabbits are thickest that the victims of tbe disease will necessarily be both absolutely and 
relatively the most numerous. Of special importance is the fact that the parasite being peculiar to tbe 
rabbit is harmless to man and sheep, eacli of whom is already sufficiently handicapped by their own 
specific forms, earcoplcs kominis (itch), and sarcopie.s ovis (scab), respectively. It is just possible that in 
parts of Australia some obscure climatic or telluric conditions may exist which would minimise its 
ravages, just as iu Central Australia the flukey-livered ox of the Murray swamps outlives its parasites 
{dhtoma), which when they die undergo calcification, and, except as ordinary foreign bodies (swallowed 
pins, dtc.), are thenceforth inert. In conclusion. I would like to ask how many years it would take if we 
ceased to import fresh stock, and if at the same time wo encouraged to the utmost the propagation of 
ordinary scab, before our sheep would eventually become extinct ? AVhat would become of our vineyards 
and potatoes were phylloxera in. the one case and the potato disease in the other in like manner encour
aged ? AVhat would he the fate of a human idiot affected with itch and abandoned by bis fellow-creatures ? 
AVhat has and is still hourly taking place among our aboriginals since first we unintentionally strewed the 
germs of consumption {Kochs bacillus) amongst them ?

■ I am, &c.,
The University, Adelaide, September 30. A.ECHD. AVATSON, M.U.. E.E-.C.S.

(No. 2.)
South Australian Register, 16th November, 1887.

Desteoying Eaeeits by Disease.
The following report by Dr. Paterson (Colonial Surgeon) relative to tbe danger to stock through the 
introduction of disease amongst rabbits, was laid before the Assembly on Tuesday by the Commissioner of 
Crown Lands :—“ In pursuance of your instructions I conferred with ProfessorAVatson on the subject of 
the disease which he proposes to introduce for the extermination of rabbits—1. In reference to the nature 
of the disease ; 2. With a view to expressing an opinion whether the disease in question was communic
able to man, horses, sheep, cattle, and pigs. I bad an iuterview with Professor AVatson, who readily 
furnished tbe information asked for, showed me the infected animals, and demonstrated the nature of the 
disease under the microscope. The rabbits experimented on are confined within the precincts of the old 
powder magazine at the rear of the University buildings. They occupy a small area of ground which is 
mtersected with their burrows. A high wall ivitb deep foundations prevents any possibility of escape, 
cither above or below the surface. I counted eight rabbits in tbis enclosure, of which, judging by the 
colour, two were wild, the remainder domesticated animals. Lying about were the dead bodies of a 
considerable number of young ones, which had come to their fulltime, but were either stillborn or had died 
immediately after birth. This effect of the disease in cheeking fecundity should not be overlooked. One 
rabbit, a white one, was in an advanced stage of the disease. It. was inactive and emaciated. The fur 
was falling off its body in places, and the face about tbe nose and eyes was without hair, and covered with 
a scurvy incrustation. The animal having been caught and a pinch of fur removed from its body, the 
scurf adhering to the roots of the hair was separated, and placed under the microscope, and the presence
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of an insect parasite revealed. This parasite is the Sarcoptes eueiculi. Its existence denotes that the 
animal is affected with rabbit itch or rabbit scab. Sarcoptes cuniculi belongs to the family of the Acarani 
or true itch mites. Itch mites infest the bodies of a large number of animals, including man, horses, 
cattle, pigs, camels, dogs, cats, goats, lions, tigers, and others. They differ in size and external appear, 
ance according to the species of animal whose body they inhabit. They arc confined to the skin 
exclusively, never penetrating to the tissues below the skin. The bodies and eggs cannot he taken up 
into the circulation, as they are larger than the capillary vessels, and so cannot effect an entrance. The 
itch mites of man and the lower animals have been variously estimated to live from twenty to forty days, 
and even two months, according as they are placed under unfavourable or favourable conditions. The 
total number of eggs laid by the female in the burrow which she makes for herself in the skin has been 
computed by G-erlach not to esceed fifty, hut Hebra says he never saw in one burrow more than fourteen 
eggs, besides ten or twelve empty shells. The disease in question—rabbit scab—is rabbit itch. In the 
rabbit it corresponds to itch in the human subject, mange in horses, cattle, pigs, and dogs, and to scab in 
sheep, all of which diseases are dependent on the presence of an insect parasite. _ Itch in the human 
subject is due to an itch mite which has been variously named Acaras scabiei bominis, Acaras exulcerans 
(Lirmams), Sarcoptes hominis (Raspail). In the horse it is called Sarcoptes equi; in the ox, Sarcoptes 
bovis; in the pig, Sarcoptes suis ; in the dog, Sarcoptes canis ; in the cat, Sarcoptes eatorum. It is an 
eminently contagious disease. In the human being it is communicated from person to person by contact 
in eight cases out of ten, according to Bourgiognong, by their sleeping together. It would be a waste of 
words to describe at length the extreme contagiousness of mange in horses, cattle, pigs, and dogs,_ or that 
of scab in sheep. Reference to any veterinary work will confirm what is said here both as to the virulence 
and the nature of these affections. In rabbits itch is not only a virulent hut a fatal disease. Professor 
"Watson assures me that every animal which has been exposed to the contagion has caught it and died. Its 
remarkahleinfluence in restraining increase has been already mentioned. But the rabbit in captivity and the 
rabbit in its natural state in the open country are under very different conditions. The itch mite is said to be 
fond of warmth, and to display increased liveliness when exposed to the rays of the sun, and the warmth 
engendered by the contact of two living bodies, as of two persons sleeping in the same bed, is believed to play 
a prominent part in the spread of the disease by inducing the creature to leave its burrow and wander about. 
The heat of our climate may operate in a similar way ; but, as a set-off against this, it ia to bo borne in mind 
that itcb as observed in man in Europe is not confined to warm latitudes, but is prevalent in the northern 
countries of that continent in an aggravated form. There the disease has been chiefly observed in 
rabbits reared in hutches. So far as ] have been able to ascertain it has not been observed in the wild 
rabbit, but any information on this point is scanty. There are many things in the environment of the 
wild rabbit, especially in certain localities, which would make against the virulence of the disease, some 
of which may be surmised; others, and these probably the most important, might escape conjecture. 
Contact with saline or sulphurous substances in the earth, brackish water, the contact of fresh earth in 
the formation of new burrows, brushing the coat against aromatic shrubs, or when the herbage fails an 
enforced diet of leaves like those of the eucalyptus, containing essential oils which arc known to be 
poisonous to the mite, and the increased resisting power to the effect of the disease imparted to the 
animal by an active open-air life—all those would modify and perhaps in the end render the vitality of 
the mite impossible. Anyhow this can he said—that history records no plague, however desolating, 
which by itself, and unaided by other causes, has exterminated man or animal. 2. As regards the 
communicability of the disease to man, horse, ox, sheep, or pig. As to man there need ho little or no 
ground for apprehension. The skin and fur of infected animals as articles of commereo are valueless, 
and therefore would not ho handled; the carcass would be rejected for food, or, if used, would be 
innocuous, as the disease does not penetrate below the skin. Itch in man is a curable disease, and 
neither endangers life nor injures the health of the patient. Persons are known to have it from youth 
to old age without impairment of their general health. At the same time it is a, disreputable and loath
some malady. Kuchcnmcistci' in his manual of human parasites states that itch mites of the following 
animals have been accidentally transferred to man, and have been found upon him:—Sarcoptes cati (cat), 
Sarcoptes bovis (ox), Sarcoptes canis (dog), Sarcoptes equi (horse). He also slates that the Sarcoptes 
eatorum may he transferred to a variety of animals, and among others to sheep, and quotes his authorities. 
Professor A^atson has experimented on himself both with live rabbit mite (Sarcoptes cuniculi) and its 
ova without effect, and emphatically denies that rabbit itch is communicable to human beings. With 
regard to the transference of certain itcb mites from the lower animals, and the communication of itch 
by them to man, some observers are of opinion that the insects so transferred die out without being able 
to reproduce themselves in their now locality. When the disease is of longer duration than is warranted 
by this belief, they explain its persistence by the repeated reproduction of fresh batches of the creature 
by constant contact of the patient with the animal from which the contagion was derived in the firstinstauce. 
Kuchenmeister expresses his belief that if mites from the lower animals are able to establish themselves 
permanently on man, it will apply only to those winch have a close resemblance to tlie_ human parasite. 
Hebra, another eminent dermatologist, holds that there is no difference between the mites which infest 
man aud the lower animals—that they are not different species of one family, but only variations of one 
and the same animal; that, in fact, the mites of the lower animals and men are identical. On this point 
Hebra is entirely at variance with veterinary surgeons of the English school. The following extract 
show's his view's :—‘ * * * My observations on the lower animals, as well as on the human patients,
have led me to believe that not only several of the acari said by Gerlach to have been taken from different 
animals, but those described by Fiirutenberg under the names of Sarcoptes scabiei and Scabiei emstosm 
belong to the same1 genus and to the same species, or (it is better to say) arc specimens of one and the 
same animals. # * * There is no better proof of the identity of the acari which have hitherto been
found in different animals than the fact that the diseases produced by them have always been com
municable, whether by design or accident, from those animals to man. and vice versa. Is Sarcoptes cuni
culi transferable to the horse, ox, or pig ? Professor Watson replies to this that there are no experi
ments in this country, but that Krause, a recent German writer on. the rabbit, denies its communicability 
to horses, cattle, or pigs. Mange in horses is a highly contagious disorder, and is due to the presence of 
an itch mite, Sarcoptes equi. Mahew, author of various treatises on the horse, says that all doubts seem 
to have been put to rest by the investigations conducted by M. BourgLngnon, who demonstrated the unfitness 
of one creature to support parasites generated by another. 3 s Sarcoptes cuniculi communicable to sheep ?

' Professor
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Professor Watson replies emphatically no, and in confirmation of his opinion refers to experiments on 
three sheep belonging; to the S.A. Stockowners’Association, which were under care in M. Marcean’s 
hack yard. They were young healthy animals, unshorn. About a month ago they had been inoculated by 
separating the wool all down the back and applying the contagious material copiously to the skin of the 
back and other parts of the body. The animals were rather wild, hut M. Mareeau caught and threw one 
so as to allow of a careful examination. There was no disease apparent, and T believe none was present. 
Professor Watson admits that according to Krause, Sarcoptes cuniculi is communicable to cats. Xow 
Kuchenmeister states that Sarcoptes eatorum is communicable among other animals to sheep. If Kuchen- 
meister is correct there is a presumption that Sarcoptes cuniculi may also be communicable lo sheep, 
either with or without passing in the first instance through the cat, and it would tend 1o confirm Hebra's 
view of the identity of the various itcb mites, and that they are not different species, but only variations 
of one and the same animal. Is the disease communicable to marsupials? Professor AVatson replies 
possibly, yet to try. I do not share Professor Watson's confident opinion that Sarcoptes cuniculi is not 
communicable to sheep, so far as it is based on the experiments that have been made here. The literature 
of itch contains numerous instances of unsuccessful experiments to communicate the disease by inocula
tion. To be of any value the experiments must be of more varied character and under more varied con
ditions. They should be made on shorn as well as unshorn sheep, and the contagious material applied on a 
loose bandage round the body. Quiet animals, accustomed to be handled, such as have been brought up 
about a farm, would be preferable to those mi a run. The natural mode of conveying the contagion 
might be initiated by introducing infected rabbits into the pen, and experiments should be made not only 
with sheep, but with horses, cattle, and pigs. An instance is related of a cat communicating mange 
(Sarcoptes) to a horse by perching on its back in the stable. So far us I can see the weight of evidence 
inclines to Hcbra’s view that the itch mites in different animals are identical, and therefore interchangeable. 
But opinion on a matter of this sort is nothing but con jecture. The question can only be decided by 
direct experiments. If the scheme is to accomplish its purpose centres of infection must be multiplied 
indefinitely over the country infested by rabbits. The dissemination of scab and mange would be too 
high a price to pay even for bunny's annihilation, and before the Government can sanction such a step it 
should be in possession of evidence to satisfy the most sceptical minds that the disease is not com
municable. I do not see much force in the sentimental objections to the scheme, bunny's undue multi
plication in outlying country being attributable to the absence of his natural enemies—man, dogs, and 
birds of prey. The reduction of his number by disease is only a scientific way of restoring the natural 
balance of life, Professor Watson's scheme deserves further investigation. If it is harmless to stock it 
may prove a useful auxiliary in dealing with the rabbit pest, even if it fails to eradicate it.”

(So. a.)
Exthact from a semi-official note received from Mr. Taylor, in charge of the 11 nhb it Branch.—11 .W., lf>/12/S7 _

Alloy0st other things I desire to mention that I saw the diseased rabbits and heard a great deal about 
them and the experiments made. The rabbits are now the property of a committee of pastoralists, of 
which Mr. II. B. Hughes is the chairman, and admission to this exclusive committee or association is 
obtained upou payment of the sum of £50.

tdo not think I will be far out when I state 1lmt before long these rabbits, of which fhey have 
about seventy, will be turned out, if not in Hew South Wales, at least in such close proximity to the 
border, that they will serve the purpose intended. I must state that 1 have become imbued with some of 
the confidence that many of our squatters have with regard to this disease, and I think the Government 
should without delay carry out experiments, but not in the same manner as has been done in Adelaide. 
There the rabbits are confined in an enclosure, about 20 feet by 12 feet, with not a vestige of grass, &C.. 
and the bodies of dead rabbits lying about, the stench from them being very offensive,. The infected 
rabbits are most abject looking objects, and I do not think that a person who has once seen the disease 
could ever mistake it. The skin is covered with an inerusLatioii similar to scurf, and between the crutch 
they are quite bare. The genitive organs are in such a state that breeding is impossible, and although it 
is some time before the rodents die it does not take long for clean rabbits to become infected. I propose, 
when opportunity offers, to send fuller information on the subject.

I am inclined to think that the Government should obtain specimens of these diseased rabbits and 
turn them out in a largo enclosure, where stock of every description would have room to move about 
freely, and where natural grasses, scrubs, herbage, &e,, is plentiful, as it may be found that with room to 
move about, &c., some of the natural food may act as antidote to the disease.

(Ho. 4.)
Sir, Wentworth, H.S.W., 12 December, 1SS7.

1 detire to place before you the result of the inquiries J made in Adelaide respecting t he 
action being taken with regard to the Sarcoptic rabbits, and the opinions J formed from an inspection of 
the infected animals. After meeting several prominent pastoralists, who arc interested in the work I am 
at present engaged upon, I ascertained that the diseased rabbits are not now the property of Professor 
Watson, a number of gentlemen bolding stations either in this Colony or in South Australia having pur
chased his interest therein, and formed themselves into a committee, having for its object the develop
ment of the disease and the ndvocal ing of its introduction into infested country. Bach member of the 
committee has contributed to the fund the sum of £50. and Mr. 11. B. Hughes is the chairman. After 
some trouble in finding Mr. Hughes I was at last favored with a sight of the rabbits, which are confined 
within the walls of an old building, at the rear of the University, the area of which is of a very limited 
extent, the surface being riddled with burrows. There must have been upwards ol sixty live rabbits 
within the enclosure, and those which 1 examined closely were more or less diseased. One rabbit was 
apparently in an advanced stage of the disease, the fur having entirely disappeared from between the hind 
legs and ihe back of the neck. The face was covered with a thick scurvy incrustation, somewhat

resembling
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resembling a coating of lime, and altogether he presented a most dejected appearance. The gentlemen 
present handled these rabbits with perfect impunity, seemingly having no dread of the disease being com
municated to them. In the enclosure I noticed the dead bodies of several fairly grown rabbits, and of 
some young ones which were either still-born or had died a short time after birth. I am somewhat at a 
loss to describe clearly the nature of the disease, but the ravages of it were most marked, and I think that 
an examination of the infected animals, by a gentleman (professional) in the employ of the Grovemment 
of iNcw South 'Wales would for many reasons be most desirable.

Mons. Marciaux, an assistant to Professor Watson (who I may mention is absent from Adelaide) 
informed me that several of the parasites had been taken from the rabbits and placed in his hair, round 
which a handkerchief was then bound. The hair remained in this state, unwashed, for twelve days and at 
the- expiration of that time no trace of the parasite could be found. I next proceeded in company with 
several other gentlemen to the residence of Marciaux, where I saw three sheep coniined in a small back 
yard. I was informed that efforts had been made to communicate the disease to these sheep without 
success. I made a close examination of them, and, so far as I was able to judge, the skin was 
perfectly clean and the sheep in sound condition, although they had been cooped up there _ 
for over two months. These represent the facts as far as I was able to ascertain by careful inquiry and 
observation, and I will now proceed to make a few suggestions on the subject. It appears that in South 
Australia any person may keep live rabbits in bis possession, ihe penalty being simply for wilfully turning 
thorn loose. When this is borne in mind it can he understood how easily a number of them could be 
conveyed to points contiguous to the western boundary of this Colony, and, either by accident or by design, 
escape and possibly spread the disease. As it is I know that a number of persons deeply interested in the 
extermination of the rabbit pest are each already in possession of a pair of those diseased, and it would 
be absurd to suppose that they have not been obtained for a specific purpose. I would therefore, as 
before stated, suggest that a professional gentleman be sent to .Adelaide to inspect and report upon the 
disease, and that a number of the rabbits should be obtained, either by purchase or otherwise, and experi
ments conducted in a proper manner. The rabbits I saw are within a small and dirty enclosure, without 
a vestige of herbage of any kind, and they may be said to bo existing under unnatural conditions. If the 
Governments were, as suggested, to obtain diseased rabbits and turn them out, with healthy ones, in a 
securely enclosed area of (say) 6t0 acres, where their natural food is accessible, it could then he seen 
whether the disease is as readily communicable as it appears to be. Sheep, cattle, horses, &c., could 
roam at large within the enclosure, and it could, in addition, be ascertained whether the natural herbage 
would not net as an antidote to the disease. If this wore done it would, I think, meet with the approval 
of interested pastoralists, aud the owners of country which is at present uninfested would have some 
guarantee that their interests are not being neglected. I have, <tc.,
' IIENBT C. TAYLOB.
The Under Secretary for Mines. -----------------
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(No. 5.)

Telegram from Adelaide Station to Alex. Bruce, Bsq., Chief Inspector of Stock, Department of Mines.

Ox microscopic examination of Professor Watson’s rabbit disease I have found two distinct species of 
scab acari, namely, sarcoptr/i and pwropfes. These varieties infest, several mammalian animals, and until 
the immunity of sheep has been established beyond all doubt, 1 am decidedly opposed to the liberation 
of rabbits affected with scabies.

EDWD. STANLEY,
Government Veterinarian,

----------------- New South Wales.

. (^To. G.)
Sir, Tintinallogy, 31 December, 1.S87.

I have the honor to report having met Mr. Taylor, chief of the Babbit Department, at Cock- 
burn. I found that he had reported on Professor Watson’s experiments, detailing information we had gainer! 
that it will bo unnecessary for me to repeat. I will therefore briefly state my own opinion of what I saw 
and heard. I was very much surprised to find such slight evidence of disease amongst the rabbits; only 
two were distinctly affected ; one of those was considerably diseased about the head, legs, and scrotum, 
the disease being superficial and caused by acari; these I examined under the microscope, and found two 
species, the larger variety, the psoroptes having apparently escaped the observation of those in charge. I 
understood some infested rabbits had been already distributed in South Australia. Mr. H. B. Hughes, 
who has charge of the rabbits, having purchased them jointly with others from Professor Watson, unhesi
tatingly attested that he would risk infecting sheep, as he would rather have scab in sheep than, the rabbit 
pest. Uis statement that does cast their young in consequence of the disease is to me incredible, because 
scab does not cause abortion—on the contrary, scabby ewes have very healthy lambs. It cannot be 
expected that wild recently caught pregnant rabbits are going to make a comfortable nest in such a place 
as they were confined in ; it is only natural that they would cast their young under such circumstances. 
The badly diseased buck still copulated, hut was said to scream from pain ; it is by no means an uncommon 
thing for rabbits to scream during connection, so that I consider that evidence of no value. I was told 
150 rabbits had died since April, but the cause of their deaths remains a mystery. That the disease can 
be communicated to cats is admitted ; three sheep were repeatedly infected on their bodies, without any 
result; these I again infected specially with the psoroptes on the hairy portions of their body, and shall 
-note the result later on. I wish to note that scabies depends on atmospheric and other conditions, such 
as the condition of the animals, quantity of feed, &c., as to whether it spreads or not, and it is most 
exceptional for it to prove fatal in its effects, even to a small extent. As there is a distinct danger of its 
affecting other animals, and its capability of surviving the hot dry climate ro be sufficiently virulent in its 
effects in rabbits is uncertain, it appears undesirable to encourage its indiscriminate introduction until its 
effects have been thoroughlv tried experimental!v. I remain, &c.,
Alex. Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock. ' EDWD. STANLEY, G.V.S.

(No. 7.)
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(No. 7.)
Department of Mines, Stock Branch, 19 January, 1S88. 

Memo.— Watson's Babbit Disease—“ Scabies Canicali."
Brom the information 1 have been able to obtain in Adelaide I have the honor of submitting 

the following report on this disease:— _
' After two failures, rabbits arrived from Germany last April affected with rabbit scab. It ia 

caused by acari or mites, parasites that live and breed on the skin of mammalian animals and mankind, 
exciting irritation and eansing diseases identical jn their nature, but known by various names, according 
to the animals affected.

We have scabies in sheep, camels, rabbits. &C., and itch in human beings, mange in dogs, borscs, 
cats, &e., and somewhat similar mites are found in cheese, flour, &c.

There are several varieties of acari. as there arc several varieties of flies. Bach variety has its own 
special habitation and food ; so that the acari of aruminant will not, generally speaking, live on a carnivora, 
and what is more remarkable is the fact that two or three distinct species of acari may infest the skin of 
one animal, but they keep their colonics distinct, and are each found on special parts of the body. .Never
theless, there are exceptions, regulated by external conditions, such as temperature, climatic influences, 
poverty of condition, intimate association, ifcc.

During tlic hardships of the Crimean war our soldiers contracted itch from their mangy horses. 
It is noticed that the lilthy Afghans in charge of camels imported inlo South Australia suffer with itch 
contracted from the scabies of their animals.

The same parasite may be common to different animals, as the sarcoptes of rabbits find a suitable 
home on cats. It is quite possible that they may do so on other animals, such as marsupials. Hence it is a 
very important point to determine experimentally whether it may under any conditions be communicated 
to aud propagated by sheep. Moist cool weather and poverty of condition assist the development of the 
iusects, so hot, dry weather aud plentiful feed will retard its progress ; hence it is a question that cannot 
be settled off-hand, but it will require prolonged observation, as a few cases of experimental infection is 
too limited a method of settling the question. I found the S A. Government, although they assisted in the 
introduction of the disease, have declined further expense in the matter. Therefore I suggested to the 
Secretary for the squatters, who are interesting themselves in extending this disease amongst rabbits, to ask 
them to select a large area of a rabbit infested country, enclose it, infest it with the disease, and then keep 
a considerable number of sheep on the same area for several monfhs, subjecting them to periodical 
examinations of the Chief Inspector of Stock or some other qualified authority. Ho promised to call a 
meeting to discuss this proposal and to communicate the result to the N.S.W. Stock Department.

Nrom the foregoing remarks it will he seen that I consider the probability of its infecting sheep is 
uncertain, perhaps remote, but not impossible.

As to its efficacy for killing rabbits 1 am very doubtful. From my knowledge of the progress of 
this disease in other animals, and judging from the extreme paucity of the rabbits J saw actually diseased, 
not half a dozen (I was told some had been sent away and others had died), and its very slow progress, 
the rabbit most severely diseased had been suffering for three months, and judging from his condition he 
is likely to live for another three months, and although be has the skiu disease well established on his 
legs, head, and scrotium (N.B.) it does not attack the body nor prevent him from copulating.

I was fold abortion and sterility are results of infection, also that the infected were in burrows 
out of sight, but I accepted these statements (although I believe they were in good faith) cum grano salts, 
as I know too well that such skin diseases have no direct effeef on the generative organs, and cannot be 
regarded as fatal in their character. If, as appears, very few rabbits exposed in a confined space take the 
disease, its progress amongst wild ones at large would be still less, as the healthy will avoid cohabitation 
with the afflicted. The Darwinian theory of the selection of the fittest will prevail, and although some of 
the afflicted may die the majority will live long enough to propagate the species before doing so.

Disease of this character when it attacks the whole surface of the body will cause marasmus, 
debility, and wasting of the body, exhausting the vital powers and ultimately death, but the rate of 

’ mortality is extremely small, and there are very few' instances on record where the disease has assumed an 
epidemic character amongst animals, and even supposing such an outbreak could be induced it would be 
limited by local geographical and atmospheric conditions to a very small area. 1 therefore arrive at the 
conclusion that it is not desirable to introduce this foreigu disease, because large numbers of rabbits in 
their natural state would escape infections. It is not without danger to other animals. It is very slow in 
its progress, and does not prevent rabbits breeding, and it is not fatal in its effects to any appreciable 
extent.

I carefully examined four sheep that had been exposed to the disease, and on some of which I had 
purposely placed the acari, fourteen days previously ; traces of local irritation could be scon, but although 
tho disease may not become established on these sheep, I could not consider such crude experiments as 
conclusive, because these sheep are too artificially kept, and the present high summer temperature is fatal 
to the development of the acari.

EDTm STANLEY, E.E.C.V.S.,
Alex. Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock. , Government Veterinarian.

Minute of The Chief Inspector of Stock on The Government Veterinarian’s report.
Ik submitting this report, J think it right to call special attention to the fact, noticed by Mr. Stanley, 
that tho time of the year and the season are such as to render the diseases here referred to com
paratively inert, and that it would not be safe to act upon any results which may be obtained until 
after next winter, particularly as the experiments have been but few, and only a short time has elapsed 
since they were commenced. '

A.B., 20/1/88.

Drs.
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. Drs. Ellis and Butcher’s scheme.

(No. 1.)
To the Minister for Mines,— Double Bay,

Sir, , .
As the medical profession has of recent years been studying the relation of germs to the 

various diseases, as originally proved by Pasteur, and it now having been proved that a certain number of 
diseases of animals are dependent on the presence of organisms capable of being transmitted by inoculation, 
it struck me some time ago that the study might be turned with advantage to the extermination of rabbits, 
not as has been proposed by inoculating them with diseases common to man or to other animals, but with 
some disease of their own. Pursuing this idea, I. have imported the necessary opperati for the cultivation 
of germs, with a view to tailing up the study with reference to rabbits. The idea I hold is that nowhere 
docs any animal or plant prevail in very large numbers for any length of time without some disease 
appearing, as has notably been exemplified where any country has devoted itself to any particular produc
tion. To study the diseases of rabbits to any advantage it would first be necessary that I should be 
allowed to keep a few rabbits, ami, secondarily, that if anywhere through the Colony rabbits appear either 
to be suffering or dying out, from any particular disease (as lias occurred at least once to my knowledge), 
I should receive information of the fact, and that some of the sick rabbits should be sent to me to study 
the disease, and if possible isolate its cause with a view to its inoculation and its propagation through the 
Colony. I should like, in addition, to have access to any papers which treat of the disappearance of 
rabbits anywhere, or other allied matters. I am already acquainted with a specific disease in Germany ; it 
is an external parasite, and only infects rabbits, and is very fatal. It would of course be necessary to 
import it for its study in the climate. AATmt I require is :—

1st. That I should have leave to keep rabbits on some specified place.
2nd. That I should receive knowledge and specimens of any disease of rabbits through the 

Colony.
3rd. That I should with certain restrictions both have the leave and the aid of the Government in 

importing rabbits with the disease I have mentioned, and any other disease I may hear of 
in the future. I remain, &c.,

--------  HENEY A. ELLIS.
My dear Abigail,—

I know Dr. Ellis well, and am sure he is quite competent to perform anything he undertakes. I 
know that he has been studying the growth of germs for some time, and I believe there is only one other 
scientific man in Sydney who has his appliances for conducting experiments, and there are few who have 
his knowledge. Yours, <&c.,

B. E. WISE.
Hon. P. Abigail. -----------------

(No. 2.)

The Hon. Minister for Mines, Babbit Branch,—
Sir, ■ Tintinallogy, Wilcamiia, 10 September, 1887.

In iiccordance with permission received from Mr. A.. J. Clark, your inspector for this district, 
I have been keeping rabbits alive for experimental purposes. My first experiments were conducted in 
Wilcannia, to try the effects and doses of poisons such as could be used for general destruction on large 
areas of country. The results are somewdiat surprising at first sight, but I may say that the doses and 
results can be spoken to by various independent witnesses as Messrs. Barnes, Dickons, Desdilly, and 
others of Wilcannia, saw' most of the doses administered and noted with me the effects. All doses were 
weighed by Mr. Gibson, a qualified chemist in Wilcannia. _ ...

lu the first place, I find that a full grown rabbit will, with unlimited food, such as it likes, take a 
dose of arsenic out of all proportion to its size, and feel no ill effects.

a. In one instance 1 grain of pure arsenic was administered for four successive days without 
any result whatever; the effect of It grain on the fifth day killed the rabbit, 

it. Half a grain daily was administered to ten full grown rabbits for eight days, and not one 
sickened. ■

c. Two grains killed a buck in twenty-two hours.
n. When kept short of food, or fed on gum leaves or bark, the dose was sooner felt, hut required 

just as much. I may here say that the rabbits would not touch the ordinary hark till 
nearly starving.

With strychnine the effect was very different as 1I7 of a grain of strychnine killed in 20 
minutes a well fed rabbi!:.

In these trials of strychnia I started with :|V of a grain, and decreased to find the least dose 
effective. Tho quantity named, 17 of a grain, was effectual in every case.

In leaving for future report the poisoning by other means, I may say that as far as the poison 
used goes it would not matter to the stock on the run which poison is used. I say, as one with practical 
experience of this country, that it will be necessary when carried out on a large scale to have men looking 
after the baits used to gather up the remains and burn them.

My attention was drawn some time since to report that South Australia was endeavouring to 
introduce i: rabbit scab ” from Germany. The rabbits died on the voyage, 1 have now in my possession 
a number of rabbits on which I have, by inoculation from a rabbit caught in the bush, introduced a 
disease which I believe to be a form of scab. But before giving a fuller report I should like to know 
from your Government Veterinary Surgeon what is known of this rabbit scab.
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I may say that both by inoculation and contagion I have passed on the disease, and that its effects 
arc, so far, to cause death in half the cases.

I am trying its effects now on sheep, especially isolated, to see the effect on stock.
1 trust that you will get me the information 1 ask if possible, as the problem of rabbit destruction 

lies, 1 am certain, in disease not in poison.
I have further to ask you that in case I find that this disease can be safely spread to give me 

authority to bring a case of live rabbits to Sydney for examination.
It is useless your sending any other than a qualified veterinary to see a matter like this, and I 

think that if brought to Sydney that further skilled report could be obtained.
Meanwhile I will continue work in various ways. Awaiting reply,

I have, &c., *
HERBERT BUTCHER,

----------------- M.R.C.S., L.S.A,

_ _ (So. 3.)
The Hon. Minister for Mines.—

Sir, 10 October, 1887.
_ As wc expect within a short period to be ready to apply our method for the extermination of

rabbits, we would feel obliged if information could be given to us as to tests the Government will think 
sufficient before allowing us to apply our method, as regards the safety of stock of applying it. Also 
any other test which they may think it necessary for us to fulfil.

We would respectfully propose that the best method of arriving at a definite conclusion would be 
the allowing us to test our method in an isolated portion of the thickly infested district of the Middle 
Darling River, such as one of the river islands, where we would propose exterminating the rabbits, 
keeping all varieties of stock thereon without detriment to same, under special G'Ovcrmncnt supervision 
if necessary. Likewise we would be much obliged if we could be informed as to the personnel of the 
board which is to he appointed to test the efficacy of the plans, and where they .propose to applv the test. 
Also, if the various rabbit inspectors along the route from Wilcannia to Sydney, inn Bourkc, may bo 
informed of the permission given to us to transfer rabbits in locked boxes from one to the other, such 
cases being marked with our names in full. We have, &c.,

HENRY A. ELLIS, M.B, per II. B. 
HERBERT BUTCHER, MR.C.S.E. 

Care of Herbert Butcher, Metropolitan Hotel,” .King-street, Sydney.

(No. 4.)

■ Telegium from Wilcannia, addressed to Harrie 'Wood, Under Secretary, Mines.
M l are ready for Stanley s inspection with regard to inspection of stock ; would like him to come at 
once, also, to know if the Department requires any other guarantee before allowing inoculation of 
whole run. .

BUTCHER & ELLIS,
-------------- — Tiiitinuillogy, 12/12/87.

(No. 5.)
To Alex. Bruce, Chief Inspector Stock, Sydney,— Wilcannia.
Buxcimt’s disease is very interesting ; it takes fourteen to twenty days to develop in rabbits ; experi
ments on other animals would require several, weeks observation. I will commence experiments, and 
suggest Inspector Tully bo instructed to assist. He could periodically visit the animals, and report the 
result. I will return to Sydney and prosecute further inquiry with Dr. Ellis. Please wire reply via 
Menindie, also Wilcannia. ' 1

EDWARD STANLEY,
----------------- Government Yet., Tintinallogy.

(No. 6.) '
The Under Secretary, Department of Mines, Rabbit Branch, Sydney,—

_ Wilcannia, 18 December, 1887.
. .. ..f i^vc , 0 h°110r fp report having made a careful inspection of the experiments being carried

on by Dr. H. Butcher, of Tintinallogy. The country selected is a river bend, on Werinbella block, and 
contains about GOO acres. The mouth of the bend is securely fenced across. The country is very well 
grassed, and has been unslocked for at least eighteen months. The feed in this bend is better than in any 
of the adjoining bends. The disease which Dr. Butcher has introduced has the effect of preventing the 
rabbits from breeding, and also has more effect on young and half-grown rabbits than on old ones. Irode 
over the whole ol: this country, but I did not see any young rabbits, although in the adjoining bends I 
saw four nests, and also a great many young rabbits just able to leave the nest.

I made my inspection Dr. Buicher had 120 rabbits in small yards, boxes, &o., and the 
death-rate tor that day was twenty-six. On my next inspection I shall be able to inform you if there is 
any decrease in the number of rabbits on the countiy experimented on.

I have, Ac.,
A. ,J. CLARKE,

■—1-------- ^—* Rabbit Inspector.

* 527—B (No. 7.)
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. (No. 7.)
Tintinallogy, 7 January, 1S88.

Eabbit disease v. Stock.
Memo.— . ,

I have the honor of reporting the result of my visit to Tintinallogy. the object being to inquire 
whether there is ianqer to stock contracting disease from the rabbits in Mr. Butcher’s experimental camp, 
formed on a bend of the river Darling, especially secured by a wire netting fence. ^ _

I ascertained that the disease is natnral to rabbits, and of local origin, as it exists on the run. 
Having had several rabbits caught in the originally infested paddock, I made a number of post-mortem 
examinations, and so found evidence of the affection still prevailing there. Since tbe disease has attracted 
Dr. Butcher’s attention I am informed thousands of sheep have passed over the same ground, Some 
sheep and horses have been continually in the next paddock, and it has now been arranged to keep 100 
rams in the infected paddock for the next two months. In the river bend, where the diseased rabbits are 
kept, some have been liberated amongst tbeir healthy fellows. A few sheep, horses, goats, cattle, guinea 
pigs, dogs, and cats are constantly kept, and several of these have been purposely inoculated, without the 
slightest indication of the disease being transmitted to them. I am therefore of tbe opinion that there is 
little or no danger of stock becoming affected, but to test tiie matter more completely I have inoculated 
some fresh animals, and placed them under the observation of Mr. Tully, the district local inspector of 
stock, with instructions to visit and muster them fortnightly. (Attached see a copy of these instructions.)

Mr. lieid, in charge, and part owner of the run, informs me that all the stock have been, and 
continue to be, perfectly healthy.
The Chief Inspector of Stock. ' EDWD. STANLEY, E.R.C.V.S,

------------ . (xovemment Veterinarian.

Memo._ Tintinallogy, 4 January, 1888.
In accordance with instructions received from the Chief Inspector of Stock, I have the honor 

to give you the following statement of experimental animals and others under observation on the river 
bend near this station, enclosed by a wire netting fence. (This is exclusive of the rabbits retained by Mr. 
Butcher or of the wild ones already there) :—

20 sheep and 2 lambs ... ... ..
4 goats.
4 horses ... ... ... ..
1 cow, white.....................................
1 calf, white ... ..........................
1 calf, red and white.
3 guinea pigs............... ... ..

Total, 36 animals.
Please to muster and inspect them fortnightly. In the slip paddock near the wool-sheds are two 

poddy lambs, and 100 rams are to go in on Monday, 8th January, and two remain about two months.
EDWD. STANLEY, B.R.C.Y.S., E.Y.S.

Mr. M. Tully, Inspector of Stock, Wilcannia.

10

Inoculated.
... 10 marked, as per margin.

... 2 saddle hacks and draught horse. 

... 1

... 1 '

... 3

(No. S.)
SiTj Department of Mines, Stock Branch, 19 February, 1888,

"With reference to the disease in rabbits on Tintinallogy Station, I have the honor to report 
that measures are being taken by Mr. Butcher for the cultivation of a disease found occasionally in the 
locality with the object of obtaining a virus to assist its spread amongst rabbits, but as the work is only in 
an parly experimental stage it would be premature on my part to express a decided opinion as to its
efficacy. _ .

So far as I have seen the pathological conditions are not uniform, the results are uncertain and 
unsatisfactory; therefore I am not so sanguine of its value for destroying rabbits as tbo promoter appears 
to be. I have, Ac.,

EDWD. STANLEY, F.E.C.Y.S.,
Alex. Bruce, Esq., Chief Inspector of Stock. Government Veterinarian.

(No. 9.)
Reporting on stock under observation at Tintinallogy.

Si,-. Stock Office, Wilcannia, 23 January, 1888.
' I have the honor to report that, on the 19th and 20th inst., I inspected the stock described by 

Mr. Government Veterinarian Stanley as inoculated from diseased rabbits or running on diseased country. 
All the animals appeared perfectly healthy. Each animal was carefully examined, and no indication of 
any disease showed itself. _

” 1 also mustered the 100 rams and two poddy lambs running in the slip-panel paddock, and could
see nothing wrong with them. _

The spot where the inoeulalion was made on the sheep especially scarcely could be found, so little 
did it show any mark. _ i

Mr. Butcher wishes me to see them again in a fortnight or about the 3rd or 4th of February. It 
appears to me that there is no clanger tu stock from this particular disease, and the sooner permission is 
given to spread it the better. I have, &e.,
° MARK J. C. TULLY,
The Chief Inspector of Stock, Department of Mines, Sydney. Inspector of Stock.

The
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The Under Secretary for Lands to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 10 February, 1888,

I tave the honor to forward herewith a copy of a letter received from Dr. Wilkinson, 
respecting the method proposed by M. Pasteur for the extermination of rabbits, and to request, by 
direction of the Secretary for Lands, that you will favour me by forwarding to tbe Board of Health, for 
consideration in connection with other papers on the subject already referred (on 8th instant).

] have, &c.,
CHA RLKS OLIVEE,

--------  Under Secretary.
The Medical Adviser.—C.W., B.C., 13/2/SS.

11

Dr. Wilkinson to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir, Glebe, 9 February, 1888.

Now that there seems to be a general idea that of all the methods proposed for the extermina
tion of tbe rabbits, Pasteur’s method is the one ■which promises best, it is right to pause and consider 
how this method may be so tested in the country as to prove first of all its efficacy in destroying the 
rabbits under the conditions that exist in the Colonics: and, secondly, its inuocnousness now and always 
with regard to man and other animals. Generalisations made in a laboratory do not always hold when 
they have to face the conditions of the outside world. Further time must elapse before one can trace 
with the least precision the possible events associated with the life, history, and character of any micro
organism. The study of these micro-organisms is yet in its infancy; and any one familiar with the subject 
knows only too well how little one can infer concerning the action and qualities of these minute organisms 
under altered circumstances. There is no logical process that would lead one to infer that an inoculation 
with a certain bacillus, which would destroy an ordinary mouse in afew hours, would still leave absolutely 
unharmed a field mouse. Yet such is a fact, and surely when we know' that altered circumstances may 
diminish the virulence of these micro-organisms, we may be justified in assuming that altered circum
stances may increase their virulence, aye, and possibly alter their qualities.

Pasteur now' with every good intention, and in the best or faith is offering us a dangerous living 
weapon with which to combat the rabbit pest. His idea is that the microbe of fowl cholera will effectually 
exterminate the rabbit. Even granting that his experiments have been entirely successful, are we certain 
that the disease will spread and infect the rabbits over large tracts of country, as it did in his enclosure 
of a few acres ? Aud more important still, will the disease begin and end with tbe rabbits ? Of this 
everyone must be certain, that if it kills the rabbits in this wholesale fashion it will not spare tbe birds, 
and possibly other animals will become infected. I am not in the mind to put my whole trust in M. 
Pasteur’s sanguine anticipations that we shall have all good and no evil results. M. Pasteur has not always 
been happy in applying his deductions in the field of science to a practical purpose. We admired the 
ingenuity and enthusiasm with which he laboured to work out the paths, by which anthrax was communi
cated to cattle, and his positiveuess convinced his admirers he wras right. Yet later investigations 
disproved many of the most important facts ; in this very disease too can we say that the virtues, which 
he so positively claimed for vaccination with his attenuated virus, are of any great practical value ? 
Therefore it is that I say that until we are in a position to know' from our own investigations that the 
microbe of fowl cholera wnll destroy rabbits without doing any great mischief we should positively forbid 
the introduction of this disease into the Colonies. It appears to me at least possible that some man of 
enterprise, out of patience with the utter futility of his owrn efforts to keep down the rabbits on his run 
by any of tbe known methods, may in desperation be tempted to try Pasteur’s soup of microbes. In the 
present state of our knowledge wre cannot deny that an evil might be introduced far greater than tbe one 
we wish to remedy. It is right then that the Government should take timely steps to prevent any such 
contingency.

But in order that Pasteur’s method should have a full and fair trial, I would suggest that the 
Government should choose some suitable island where the necessary experiments could be made and 
watched.

By some such scheme all danger to the people and stock on our continent would he removed. 
This island could be stocked with rabbits and every form of useful animal that is to be found in tbe 
Colony, and in time Pasteur’s microbe could he introduced to this isolated community. Time will then 
soon settle the question without any risk of extensive mischief.

There is, it may be said, still the risk to human beings, hut in my opinion this risk is infinitesimal, 
and few men who have worked with these micro-organisms would have any objection to live on this 
island, not so much for the purpose of proving their own immunity, hut merely to sec that the method 
wTas being fairly and thoroughly tried. They would then accidentally prove the immunity of human 
beings against this special disease or any other disease which might he tried for the same object.

There is no occasion to consult with the College of Physicians in London or the authorities, great 
and many, of whom Mr. Creed speaks. The Colonies can find men who will do the necessary work as 
well and as thoroughly as the men who would be likely to visit us for this purpose.

Before closing, I should like to say that it seems to me that some encouragement should he given 
in this Colony to scientific work, which aims at discovering the essential cause of disease, not in man only 
but also in animals, with a view to checking and possibly eradicating sueli disease. Such encouragement 
is given pre-eminently in Germany, and Koch’s splendid work basin part flown from it. France vies with 
Germany, and England is following the example. There should he a Bacteriological Laboratory, either 
at the University or in connection with the Board of Health, as I urged three years ago. Work of this kind 
requires much time and constant care. I remember well when Mr. Creed’s crude notion of inoculating 
rabbits with tuberculosis for the purpose of exterminating them was calmly considered by a body of 
intelligent men. I could not help smiling at the state of knowledge—no, of ignorance, concerning 
bacteriology. No doubt inoculations with these bacilli of tubercle would have caused the death of the 
rabbits so inoculated, say in two or three weeks; but if ore had the rabbits to inoculate there are much 
simpler and speedier ways of putting an end to their life than by pricking them with a syringe full of 
tubercle bacilli. Every one knows that tuberculosis is not a disease that spreads from rabbit to rabbit 
very rapidly.

Apologising for trespassing so far on your attention, Lam, &e,. '
W. CAMAC WILKINSON, M.D.,

London,
[The Board of Health acknowledged the receipt of tide letter, but did not specificially report upon it.—T.Gh]

t Beport
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foot-note,

Hop or t of Board of Health.
As to proposal 1o exterminate EaWnts by the introduction of contagious diseases.

Board of Health Office, 127, Macquarie-street,
girj Sydney, 22 February, 18SS.

In returning to you tbe enclosed papers relating to the proposals to exterminate rabbits by 
the introduction of contagious diseases, 1 have the honor to inform you that the matter was further 
considered at a meeting of the Board of Health this day, when the following resolution was passed :—

“ The Board of Health having taken into consideration the schemes for the destruction of rabbits by 
tbe introduction of contagious diseases referred to tbe Board, at the request of tbe Secretary for 
Lands, and the letter from Hr. Wilkinson attached, arc of opinion:—
“1. That while there is every reason to believe that the introduction of the diseases referred to 

among rabbits crowded in large numbers in a limited area would prove very fatal to them, 
it is not equally clear that infection would spread to any very great extent among rabbits 
living in a state of freedom, and ivith practically an unlimited area at tbeir command. More 
especially having regard to the history of such epi/.ootics aud epidemics as we are acquainted 
with, it would be too much to expect! as some writers seem to do, that the introduction of 
any infection would be so successful as to cause complete extermination of the rabbits,

“ 2. The diseases recommended for introduction are three in number:
“ Firstly.—With respect to that recommended by Messrs. Butcher aud Ellis, tbereisno evidence 

to show what is the real pathological nature of the disease referred to. It is therefore 
clearly impossible for any one to say that it might not be communicated to human beings or 
to other animals. _ _

“ Secondlv.—The disease recommended by Professor Watson, is the 'itch’ or scab of rabbits ; tbe 
Board are of opinion that there is not sufficient evidence to show that this loathsome 
affection, if introduced among rabbits, might not be communicated to other animals or even 
to human beings. _ _

“ Thirdly.—The disease recommended by M. Pasteur is a remarkably fatal affection, which 
prevails among poultry, and is known as 1 chicken cholera.’ It is stated by M. Pasteur that 
this disease is equally peculiar to rabbits, and be imagines thatit could be readily propagated 
among them with very fatal results. He states also that the parasite of this disease is 
harmless to farm animals, excepting of course poultry, but be makes no reference in bis 
letter to the possibility of its communication to human beings: considering the recent 
discoveries that have been made with reference to the communicability of grave diseases, 
such for instance as scarlet fever, from the lower animals to man, the Board are of opinion 
that it would take much clearer and more convincing evidence than has as yet been adduced 
to prove beyond a doubt that tbe introduction of a virulent disease like ‘chicken cholera’ 
might not directly or indirectly produce among human beings disastrous results which are 
at present unsuspected. In introducing an epidemic or infectious disease of any kind into 
this country, the Government would he adopting a measure, the results of which cannot be 
at present foreseen ; and if, in the course of events, it were to be found that these results 
were in any way prejudicial to the health, either of human beings or of stock, it would he 
almost certainly beyond the power of any authority to remedy the mischief which had been 
done. '

“ 3. The Board would therefore recommend that tbe measures proposed for the introduction of 
infection among rabbits should not he adopted by the Government.

I have, Ac.,
KDMTJXD SAGER,

--------  Secretary.

* Extract from a letter by M, Pasteur to Le Temps, Paris, of tbe 29th November, 1S87.
"Iimagine that the same thing would hap]>eu with rabbits, and that on returning to their burrows to die they 

would communieale the disease to others, who would propagate it in their turn.”

12

Second reference to the Report of Board of Health on M.

Pasteur’s Scheme.

M. Pasteur’s experiments with Chicken Cholera, re destruction of Rabbits.
Enclosed are two translations of letters received from M. Pasteur on the subject of his experiments with 
chicken cholera. In the letter of the 5th January M. Pasteur goes very fully into the matter, and gives 
the result of experiments which indicate a success not hitherto communicated to the Government. These 
letters should, perhaps, be forwarded to tbe Colonial Secretary's Department with a view to their heing 
laid before tbe Board of Health, with the object of it being ascertained whether the Board sees any reason 
to modify the opinion already expressed as to the danger of permitting the introduction of chicken 
cholera, as a means of destroying rabbits.

-----— C.O., 25/2/88.

Forward these papers to my horn colleague, the Colonial Secretary, who will. I hope, send them on 
to Health Board at once, with request to that body to report hereon as quickly as possible.—T.G., 
27/2/S8. The Principal Under Secretary.—C.O.,27/2/88. This should perhaps now he
referred to the Board of Health, as herein suggested.—C.’W., 27/2/88. Board of Health for report,— 
H.P., 27/2/88. The Medical Adviser to the Government.— CA\r., P.U.S., B.C., 27/2/88. The Board 
of Health.—H.N.M., 28/2/88.

—,---- 1--------- [Translation.]



, [Translation.] ■
Sir, Pasteur Institute, Paris, 8 January, 1888.

1 have the honor to submit this communication, in reply to the official notification published 
by your direction in the Temps do l3arts, and in conformity with the accompanying cutting that I have 
extracted from that paper.

The delegates whom I am sending to Australia will leave Marseilles for Melbourne on the 8th of 
February next.

With the hope that they will be accorded a hearty welcome in Australia, and that any scheme will 
answer all expectations in connection w'ith the destruction of the rabbits that are devastating your fair 
land, I have the honor to request vour acceptance of the assurance of my sincere regard.
The Hon. F. Abigail, Ac. ‘ L. PASTEUE.

13

To Sir Saul Samuel, 1\.C.M.G., Agent-General for Hew South Wales,—
Paris, 5 January, 1888.

Upon the destruction of rabbits in Australia and Hew Zealand.
The liejiue des Deux-Mondcs in its issue of the 15th of August, 1887, has published an article by Mona,
C. do Varigny, from -which I make the following extracts ;—

“Suddenly enriched by the War of Secession in the United States, wliich enhanced the price of wool 
by checking its production in America, the Australian Colonies all at once found themselves in possession 
of considerable revenues.

“ Zealous imitators of Rnglish customs, they conceived a passion for the chase, and founded 
Acclimatization Societies in Australia and New Zealand for the purpose of importing hares and rabbits 
from Europe. It became a perfect mania, a storm of madness that pervaded the whole Colony. * *
Every large landed proprietor had but one idea, that of creating hunting preserves for his amusement. 
The soil aud climate were both so admirably suited to the rabbits, which in England only have from four 
to six litters of three or four young ones in the course of the year, that in Australia they had as many as 
ten litters in the year with eight or ten young ones at a birth.

“Fruitless efforts were made to enclose the land with network, for they burrowed underneath it 
and gained the open to the intense chagrin of the landowners, whose redoubled endeavors and exertions 
only served to increase their numbers. They have been so successful that to-day this pest is making 
New Zealand and Australia desolate. Market gardens are laid waste ; and districts, which a few Years 
ago yielded 150 bushels of barley, and from 75 to 80 bushels of wheat per hectare (about 21 acres), have 
been abandoned, all cultivation, except in certain localities, having become an impossibility.

“Mons. Crawford mentions the case of a large landowner who, after having expended £4.0,000 
sterling (1.000,000 francs) in endeavouring to get rid of this scourge, was compelled to abandon the 
attempt. On certain holdings their number is estimated at hundreds of thousands, and every year the 
tax increases with their numbers. Possessed of marvellous voracity they eat the vegetation down to tho 
very root, and convert enormous tracts of pasture lands, which would support from five and twenty to 
thirty sheep per hectare, into barren and dusty areas. The vineyards have been ruined, and up to'the 
present time the methods employed for the destruction of these animals have achieved no perceptible 
results. They are hunted, slaughtered, poisoned, and jmt they swarm like ants.

“ Mons. Williamson states, that during a journey that he made with a representative of the 
G-ovcrnment, they noticed that throughout the entire district the vegetation had disappeared. Enormous 
hordes of rabbits scoured the country, scarcely taking the trouble to move out of the way of their buggy. 
Tho ground, riddled with burrows, would only admit of their travelling with extreme caution. The 
rabbits, says he, are everywhere, over the track, and over the plain ; they gambol about in troops, and 
chase each other over tho sandhills; and they are seen sitting in hundreds at the entrances of their 
burrows. Driven to bay in one direction they find refuge in another, and they increase with such rapidit v 
that a universal deluge is the only thing that would give a satisfactory account of them.'’ '

The following publication has recently confirmed tho foregoing remarks.
On the 9th of November and 2nd of December, 1887, the paper, Le Temps, of Paris, published tho 

following official notice issued by the Government of New South Wales:—

\_Jlere follows a literal version of the Gazette notice, offering a reward q/'£25,000 for a method of extermin
ating the rallitsdj

Avery few days before this news was published by Ac I had received from a resident in New
Zealand an account of the depredations that the rabbits n ere also committing in that island.

On the 27th of November, 1887, 1 wrote the following letter to Le Temps, which was published on 
the 29th of that month.

Copy of letter attached herewith .—
“ To the editor of Le Temps.

“ Paris, 27 November.
“ Tour paper announced a few days ago that the Government of New South Wales was so powerless to 
contend with a plague of a peculiar nature—the rapid increase of rabbits—that it was offering a reward of 
025,000 francs for the discovery of a process that would ensure their extermination. Considerable por
tions of New Zealand, as badly devastated as Australia, have been abandoned by the owners, who have 
given up the breeding of sheep through their inability to feed them. Every winter the rabbits are killed 
by millions, but this wholesale slaughter appears to have no effect so far as any diminution in their number 
is concerned. Will you permit me through the medium of Le Temps, to convey some suggestions to those 
distant lands, which if given effect to may he attended by a certain amount of success.

“ Up to the present time mineral substances, especially preparations of phosphorus, have been 
used for the destruction of this pest. In having recourse to these means has not a wrong course been 
pursued ? What can such mineral poisons avail in the destruction of animals whose propagation is 
characterized by such alarming vitality ? They certainly prove fatal in the locality where they are laid ;

hut
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tut to cope with living creatures is it not essential, if I dare say so, that a poison should he employed 
endued with a vitality similar to their own, and like it, able to increase with the same marvellous fecundity ? 
I would like an attempt to he made to carry death into the burrows of New South Wales and Now 
Zealand by communicating a disease to tbe rabbits that would become epidemic. One such exists which is 
known by the name of1 chicken cholera,’ and has engrossed my closest attention-while engaged in the studies 
of my laboratory. This disease is equally suitable for rabbits. Now, among the experiments that I have mad.e,
I find the following :—I collected a certain number of fowls within a limited space, and by administering 
food soiled with the microbe which is the cause of chicken-cholera, they were not long in dying.. Poultry- 
yards are sometimes depopulated by epidemics of this disorder, the propagation of which is undoubtedly 
ascribable to the excretions of the first sick fowls that pollute the ground and the food. I am of opinion 
that the same thing would happen with the rabbits, and that they, upon returning to their burrows to die 
there, would communicate the disease to others, who in their turn would assist to spread the contagion. 
But how are the first rabbits to introduce the destroying disease into their systems ? Nothing is easier.

“ Around a burrow I would erect a light fence, enclosing a certain spot to which the rabbits resort 
in search of food. Experiments have taught us that it is easy to cultivate the microbe of chicken cholera 
in a state of perfect purity, aud on as large a scale as may be desired, in tbe broth of any kind of meat. 
With this broth of microbes the food of the rabbits should be sprinkled, and they dying here and there 
would spread the disease in all directions.

“ I may add that the parasite of the disease that I have just spoken about is harmless to farm-yard 
animals, except, of course, fowls ; but there is no necessity for the latter to feed in'the open country.

“ I have no doubt that there are persons in the infested districts who are quite prepared to make 
use of tbe method proposed, a most simple one, and, in every respect, worthy of a trial.

“ Kindly accept, Mr. Editor, this assurance of my most sincere respect.
“PASTEUE.”

Immediately after the despatch of this letter I had the curiosity to make experiments on the 
rabbits themselves. I remembered that chicken cholera is very easily communicable to rabbits, though I 
had never made a special study of the rodents. I had often seen them die in cages that had not been 
disinfected after fowls bad succumbed to cholera in them. It is an open question, and one which has 
been answered in the affirmative by many, whether ehieken-cholera is not simply the septic mini a of rabbits, 
formerly diagnosed by Ur. Davine. _

I was very soon convinced of the facility with which the least meal given to rabbits, after the food 
has been tainted with the germ of the microbe of chicken cholera, will speedily entail tho death of the 
rodents. _

I recapitulate some of the experiments that were made by Mons. Loir, a student attached to my 
laboratory, at my instigation:— _

“ On the 27th of November five rabbits were put into a box: they remained there without food 
until 6 o’clock in the evening. At that hour 100 centigrammes of a virulent growth of chicken cholera 
were placed in a small basin where the leaves of a cabbage were soaking. Those leaves were allowed to 

■ drain, and were then given tu tho five rabbits to be eaten, and in 5 minutes they had finished their 
meal. At midnight three fresh uninfected rabbits arc placed with the others.

“ At 8 o’clock in the morning of the 28th November the five infected rabbits seemed ill. At 11 
o’clock, that is to say, seventeen hours after their meal, two of them were dead. The remaining three 
died at 3 iu the afternoon, twenty hours after their meal.

On the 28th of November, at 7 in the evening, one of tbe rabbits that had been confined on 
tbe previous day at midnight writh those that had eaten the tainted food was found to be dead. The two 
other rabbits did not become sick. ' _

At 5 o’clock on the evening of Saturday, the 3rd of December, some cahbagfi leaves—upon which 
10 centigrammes of virulent growth of chicken cholera had been spread, diluted with 100 centigrammes 
of sterilized water—were given to four rabbits. At midnight all the food had disappeared some hours 
beforo, and four fresh rabbits were placed with the others.

At 8 o’clock on tbe morning of the 4th of December two of the rabbits seemed unwell. At
II o’clock one of them was dead; at 2 o’clock two others died, and at 4 o’clock the last of those that 
had eaten was dead.

The carcases were left in the box with the fresh rabbits that were put there at midnight on the 
previous day. ■

On the 5th of December one of the rabbits was found to be dead; one on the 6th; a third on the 
7th ; and the fourth died on the 9th of December. All of these were tame rabbits.

On the 17th of December ten centigrammes of the growth of chicken cholera were administered to 
a wild rabbit on a cabbage leaf. On the 18th it was dead.

In all the foregoing instances it has been placed beyond doubt that death was owing to tbe 
microbe of chicken cholera. _

On the 3rd of December and succeeding days experiments were made on the following animals: 
—Swine, dogs, goats, sheep, rats, and always by the infection of their food ; not one of these'animals 
became indisposed.

What is more, its operation on the rabbits is so rapid that there is little or no necessity to increase 
their supply of food; and, on resuming my previous experiments with fowls, 1 am convinced that 
they even would not succumb if allowed to remain on ground which the rabbit food bad only partly 
succeeded in contaminating. Fowls are far less susceptible to tbe disease than rabbits.

Chicken cholera soon dies upon exposure to the atmosphere. It loses its intensity at 51° 
centigrade, a temperature by no means uncommon, so I am informed, during tho summer in Australia ; 
but it would never be necessary to devote attention to the rabbits during the heat of the day.

The preservation of the microbe of chicken cholera, on the other hand, is attended with no 
difficulty, and when not exposed to the atmosphere it will last for years; so that the most powerful germs 
will always be procurable. The experiments that I have already reported on to the Academy of Sciences 
furnish sufficient evidence of the fact.

The cultivation of chicken cholera may be made from the broth obtained from many different 
animals. One of the cheapest might undoubtedly be prepared from the flesh of rabbits. ■

It
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_ follows, from tlie foregoing experiments, that not only do the rabbits that have taken the food
impregnated with the microbe die oft very quickly—in less than four and twenty hours—but also that the 
companions of such rabbits, though they have not eaten the infected food, died off in great numbers.

I reserve tho question of tho mode of contagion—it is a point that T will inquire into later on. 
Is it true that tbe rabbits inhabiting ono burrow do not consort with tbe denizens of adjacent burrows P 

, 0‘le may look forward without any misgiving to the success of the method in the case where the 
rabbits belonging to one burrow do not come in contact wit?) ibose from neighbouring burrows, aud do 
not spread tbe conlagion after they have become infected.

The disease is so easily communicable through the instrumentality of their food that even if the 
possibility of contagion from the infected to the noninfected rabbits did not exist the destruction of these 
animals would be none tbe less easy.

, my letter to Le Temps I refer to tbe erection of light network around tbe burrows. This 
contrivance would now be unnecessarv.

_ I picture to myself an experiment ou a large scale in tbe following manner:—Around one or 
more burrows I would have a certain quantity of the grass mowed down, which would be gathered together 
by rakes within reach of the rabbits before they went out iu the evening. This grass, tainted with the 
microbe germ, would be devoured by tbe rabbits as soon as they came across it in their way. A fence 
would be powerless to stop them and compel them to eat. There would thus be a repetition "to a certain 
extent of the Reims experiment, which I am about to narrate. ■

It was most desirable that an experiment on a large scale should bo made.
An opportunity for the accomplishment of (bis desideratum under partieulary favourable 

circumstances soon presented itself.
Tbe widow Pommcry, proprietress of tbo great champagne establishment that bears her name, has 

sent me the following letter, after the perusal of mine that appeared in Le Temps:—
*'®ir> t “ Reims, .3 December, 1887.

“ I have a paddock at Reims, over my cellars, 8 hectares in extent, which is entirely sur
rounded by walls. 1 conceited the foolish idea of placing rabbits there for the purpose of providing 
some town bunting for my grandchildren.

“ These creatures have increased to such an extent, and imdernnue the ground to that degree, that 
1 am anxious to destroy them. Icrrets are unable to dislodge them from the large mounds of chalk in 
which they have taken refuge.

“ If i| "'ill be convenient for yon to make an experiment of tbe process that you recommend for 
the destruction of rabbits in Australia I offer you an easy means of doing so.”

“EYE POMMEEr."
_ Very soon afterwards I learned from my clever correspondent that through fear of seeing tbe 

rabbits in her paddock by force of hunger endeavouring to extend their subterranean galleries to an 
illimitable extent, and endanger the stability of the arches of the cellars, she had for some considerable time 
thought that they might he confined to their burrows near the surface by giving them daily a meal of 
lucerne or hay sprinkled about in the vicinity of tbeir burrows. It will be readily understood, 
therefore, what an easy matter it would be to try and exterminate the rabbits in Madame Pommery’s 
paddock.

On Friday, tbe 23rd December, I despatched Mons. Loir to Reims for tbe purpose of sprinkling 
the day’s food with a fresh growth of the microbe of chicken cholera.

As usual, tho food was consumed in a few minutes. The result was something marvellous.
On the 26th of December, Madame Pommery wrote to me in the following terms :—“ On Saturday 

morning (consequently the day after the fatal meal) nineteen dead rabbits were counted outside the 
burrows. No one visited tbe paddock on Sunday. On Monday morning thirteen more dead rabbits were 
counted, and since Saturday not a single rabbit has been seen on tbo ground. 3'toreover, as a light fall 
of snow took place during the nigbt.no traces of tbeir footmarks have been discernible in tho neighbour
hood of the chalk mounds.”

As a rule, rabbits die in tbeir burrows. 'The thirty-two dead bodies that were found on the 
ground iu the paddock represent but a very small minority of tho dead, as will be seen later on.

In another letter, dated Tuesday, tbe 27th of December, Madame Pommery writes :—“ The lucerne 
(that which was scattered round the burrows on Monday evening) has not been touched, and, moreover,
no footprtnts have been seen in tbe snow. Every one of them is dead...................................................... ”

, And Madame Pommery, alluding to the English papers which bad freely criticised my scheme, 
copies of which she courteously forwarded to me, adds “ What becomes of the English critiques in the 
face of such a result ? A paddock of eight hectares, swarming with rabbits, has become a field of death. 
Mons. Pasteur poisons one ordinary mea! for the rabbits, and a few days afterwards nothing lives : every 
one is put an end to—every ono is dead.”

Dow many rabbits are dead in the burrows ? It is difficult to determine exactly. Nevertheless, 
Madame Pommery informs me, in a letter that I have received to-day, the 5th of .1aimary, "That the 
workmen estimate tbe number of rabbits that used each clay to cotno and oat the eight enormous trusses 
of hay that were daily scattered about tbeir burrows at much more than a thousand.0

Madame Pommery adds further, that wherever the least iraci' of the chalk mounds is visible, the 
usual resort of the rabbits, heaps of carcases of two, three, four, and the rabbits may bo seen.

In concluding this article, I have the honor to state, lor the information of tbe Agent-General, 
that it is my intention to despatch two experts to Australia and New Zealand for tbo purpose of putting 
into practice in those remote countries the process that T have just explained.

, _ ih in ally, I express the hope that my labour may be permitted to compete for the reward of 
dji5,000 sterling that has been lately offered by the Government ol .New South Wales for tbe extermina
tion of rabbits in Australia. '

Kindly accept, Mr. Agent-General, tbe expression of mv sincere regard.
L. PASTEUR,

Of tbe Institute of France, and of tbe Royal Society of London.

Echo,

45 rue d'UIm, a Paris.
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Ecliot February 14ih, 18S8.
M. Pasteuk and tiie Eabbit Pest.

(From iho Times.)
The rabbit race must be prepared to encounter a formidable antagonist to its progress in tbe annexa
tion of Australasia. M. Pasteur has entered the lists against it, and has taken the side of the human 
proprietors. Everybody lias heard of the speed with which the few rabbits, originally imported have 
occupied the land. Prom Australia, from New Zealand, and from Tasmania the same cry resounds. 
Tenants of the State domain have in vain been ordered to extirpate the intruders, or have sought to effect 
it in their own interest. ’When rabbits are very pertinaciously harassed they find a refuge in less dis
turbed quarters. Ecu aids have been bountifully offered by the several Governments, and have been 
lar^elv earned. Many millions have been destroyed in the more extensive Colonies. The comparatively 
small island of Tasmania exported in a single year 1,100,000 skins. Eabbits make excellent food, which, 
t hough the Colonial palate does not appreciate it, is sure of a market abroad. Both for their fur and their 
■flesh, as well as for the premium ou their destruction, they are a valuable commodity. All kinds of induce
ments exist for their slaughter. Tot tho_y survive and thrive through the whole. It would almost seem 
as if butchery encouraged their multiplication, as roses benefit from free plucking. In despair legislatures 
declare that the pest is worse than ever after the measures adopted to stay it. Every sort of engine 
of death has been employed. Antipodean rabbits have to run the gauntlet of guns, traps, nets, and 
mineral poisons of the sharpest nature, and do not mind in the least. The race appears to have 
lighted upon qualities of atmosphere and vegetation peculiarly grateful to it in Australasia. It is of 
a philosophical temperament, and bears with the damp and the frost and the stunted herbage of an 
English common. Transplanted to the South Sea, it has quieltly perceived that there it was meant to be. 
It can scarcely be said to have acclimatized itself, so congenial to it are all the circumstances of its new 
lodgings. Hunters and trappers are welcome to the heaviest poll-tax they can levy. The race fills up tho 
gaps in its ranks in an instant. There is a natural thinning machinery iu these islands, continually 
operating, from which on the other side of the globe it is free. Here a drought may befall, or a bitter 
winter, and it mav starve. Winter there is scarcely known, and, though droughts are frequent, it appears 
to have learnt how to evade their fatal consequences. Here are weasels, stoats, foxes,.and rats; and 
among them they curtail the most prolific warren within moderate dimensions. Australasia possesses no 
such carnivorous quadrupeds ; aud the rabbit shows its gratitude for tbeir absence by propagating at a 
rate of geometrical progression.

As local remedies are ineffectual, New* South Wales has sought counsel from the world at large. 
Its Government lias promised a prize of £25,000 for a satisfactory specific. M. Pasteur has noticed the 
offer, and, if be does not actually himself compete, ho suggests, in a letter to the Temps, how its condi
tions might be fulfilled. Previous attacks upon the enemy have been conducted from outside. M. Pasteur 
believes they must necessarily fail, in the existing state of tho field of campaign, agaiust the recuperative 
power of animal life. While at a few isolated points the besiegers are slaying the casual defenders they meet 
with, a whole nation is in an intrenched citadel, in command of unlimited food, aud with a birth-rate infinitely 
exceeding tbe death-rate. External assaults be obviously considers equally futile, whatever tho particular 
description of arm used—whether poison, nets, or shot. The sole real resource, in his judgment, is 
something which will work automatically, and enlist the tribe itself in his own slaughter. An adequate 
weapon, he believes, has been invented in the shape of a microbe, which rabbits could be persuaded lo 
distribute as if they were retail vendors at a liberal commission of a patent medicine. There is a malady, 
denominated hen cholera, especially baneful, though to two classes of annimals, it is alleged, exclusively. 
Poultry suffer from it, as the name implies. When it has once been introduced into a poultry yard 
nothing but isolation will save the inmates. M. Pasteur, iu the course of his researches, has satisfied 
himself by experiments that if the sick remain with the rest, all in time will catch and perish by the disease. 
He has ascertained that rabbits are as liable as poultry to hen cholera, and he is confident that their 
gregarious instinct ensures an impartial communication of the complaint to the entire society. He 
has devised a way of generating the microbe and bringing it within reach of the rabbits which 
are to domesticate it in their burrows. He concocts in bis chemical kitchen a microbe soup 
which simply has to be sprinkled over vegetable bait in order to produce the desired catastrophe 
among the rabbit tasters. They, he warrants them, will do as much for tbeir comrades. As tbeir might 
be a natural apprehension that the microbe and tbo pastures incidentally affected by it would be equally 
noxious to sheep aud cattle, he has been at the pains to study its habits in this respect. The conclusion 
is so far satisfactory that be lias discovered the ben cholera microbe will not meddle with any four-footed 
domestic animal. Its predilection for poultry is not, he supposes, of importance on an Australian sheep 
farm. ...

Science concerns itself with truth aud fact. M. Pasteur, having set himself to investigate the 
problem of a cure for a plague which afflicts Australasian colonists, has sought for ono by scientific 
methods. He thinks be has found it, and he has explained its nature. It is hardly his business to 
decide on tbe morality of the employment of such a remedy. Those who hold it not to he justifiable 
have no right to fall foul of the great chemist for publishing tbe lesson of bis laboratory. On the 
practical moral question anybody is entitled to an opinion, though he be neither a man of science 
nor an Australian squatter. M. Pasteur’s present proposal is not the first of the sort.. A year 
ago, possibly in consequence of bis experiments, New Zealand, which has suffered terribly^ from 
the depredations of rabbits, tried to import some from Europe inoculated with a sickness it was 
hoped they might disseminate. The strangers died on tbo journey, and Englishmen who heard of 
it did not mourn over the casualty. It cannot he denied that the class of procedure vouched for 
by M. Pasteur as efficacious has on unpleasant semblance of treachery. There is something of tho 
air about it of poisoning wells. Doubtless it, can be argued that tbe tenderness is squeamish 
which would administer shot, strangulation, and strychnine on tbe amplest scale to these trouble
some rodents, yet revolts from the propagation among them of an epidemic. Tet tbe sentiment is 
pretty universal. It raised an uproar when a few redundant Museum pigeons were regaled on poisoned 
grain, and is not likely to be less active and articulate should advantage be taken by graziers at the 
Antipodes of M. Pasteur’s recondite inquiries, A rat is hedged by no lawr or sanctity. Every man’s hand is 
against it. The one question is how to eradicate il in the most direct and ruthless manner. But we doubt
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very much if an ordinary Engl.sh householder would bo inclined to clear his cellars of rats by invcMin* 
T y 1 bfC01jlll%r a medium of mortal contagion tor its confiding fellows. Before M. Pasteur's
plan is applied to Australian rabbit warrens, time might at any rale be allowed for the operation of tbe 

?TiJ1°mM m 0'1!' some months since, of peopling the infosted regions with a fair
il mielo'hVIrffl'0!!1!'1 T"viX S w*?1 ke?f) d1own the suPerlluity in Great Britain. Perhaps for a rabbit 
ehnwl ' .d *cult ‘f decide whether death bj the teeth of a weasel or stoat were preferable to lien
witfrl&n'to th^resuTr “ ^ CaSe Seem3 t0 °CCUpy a rather m0re resPecblblc: P08itioD

Sir,

The Secretary, 13card of Health, to The Principal Under Secretary.
Proposal to exterminate Babbits by the introduction of Diseases.

. , Board of Health Office, 127, Macquaiie-strect, Sydney, 29 February, 1888.
M p.,a* ■ P"0 J. . bonor to inform you that the enclosed papers, respecting further experiments by
■ ',. ‘ CU1 1 chicken cholera, as a means of exterminating rabbits, forwarded by you on the 27th 

1,11 ‘‘mt,rCuCa ccc^'nlerc-f) by the Board this day, when tlic folloiving resolution was passed :—
., . . . u oard, baMng taken these papers into their careful consideratiou, see no reason to modify 
their opinions expressed m their resolution of the 22nd instant.” J

I have, &c,,
EDMUND SAGEB,

The Secretary for Lands.—H.P., 1/3/88. Secretary.

[G. 3i/.]
Sydney r Cliarle* Potter, Oo\crnment Printer—1SSS.

* 527—C
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1887.
(thijud session.)

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

THE RABBIT PEST.
(RUNS INVESTED, AND COST OE EXTERMINATION, Ac.)

Ordered by the leyiuhtive Assembly to be printed, 16 November, 1887.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South 
Wales, dated 28th April, 1887, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House, a Return showing,—

“ (!•) Tlle names of each of the pastoral holdings in the Colony, and the 
“ distnct in which the same is situated, which are reputed as beino- infested 
“ with rabbits. 3
“ (2.) The total expenditure in each year on each of such holdings since

ic passing of the Rabbit Act, in and towards the extermination of such 
‘ rabbits.
“(3.) The amount paid by the Department of Mines to each of the 

owners of such holdings as a subsidy for the cost of such extermination.
« 1'cn*’s eac^ suc'1 holdings, including the resumed area, paid

by the lessees thereof before the passing of the Land Act of 1881).
(C !!h(i Presen^ appi'aised rents of such holdings, including the resumed 

area.

(Mr. Abbott.)

270-A

[805 copies—-Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £10 5s. 9d„]



THE RABBIT PEST.
roapcctTing the iliabbit

ITsme of Pastoral Holding 
reputed as bcine mfcated 'ivith 

Babbits.

Cunoon .................................
Waiiganella .........................
Moorara.................................
Mallura .................................
Burmenngce .........................
Moornn ................................
Avoca.....................................
Gol Gol ..................................
Deiuliqum.............................
Magenta.................................
Tapio .....................................
Turloe ....................................
Topar......................... ..........
Mungadal ............................
Bake Victoria ...................
Huston .................................
Manfred................................
Canally ................................
Poon Boon............................
Quiamong ............................
Buekalow ............................
Darling, Block D................
Kallara ................................
Murray Downs....................
Woorooina............................
Culpaulin ............................
Huntawang ........................
Gunniguldric ......................
Paika ....................................
Tapalin ................................
Malice Cliffs ........................
Cultowa................................
Coombir.................................
Tarcoola.................................
Pan Ban...............................
Oxley ....................................
Outer Netallie ...................
Grassmere..........................
Pulham .................................
Barratta.................................
Aratula .................................
Comalla................................

District in which same is situated.

Hay ......................................
Deniliqtnn ..........................
Wentworth and Wilcannia 
Wentworth.........................

i t
Ualranald...
Demliquin ,
Balranaltl...
W entworth 
Balranald ...
^Vilcanhia .
Hay...........
'Weutwbrth..........................................
Balranald and Wentworth..............
Wilcamiia and Baliauald................
Balrcinald ...........................................
Heniliquin .........................................

...... *.......................
Wilcannia ..........................................
Balraniild.............................................
Bourlte..................................................
Detiiliqmii ..........................................
Denihquin and Hay .......................
Wilcannia ..........................................
Hillston ..............................................
Hillston North ..................................
Balranald.............................................
Wentworth .........................................

Wilcannia .... 
Hillston North 
Wentworth ...,
Balranald .......
Hay ................
Wilcannia .... 

Demliqnin ....
3? , . . .
jt ■

Total expenditure in eanh year on such holding «mce of
Rabbit Act m and tnwaids extermination of Kabbita.

1SS3. ISS,.
!

33Sr>- ISSG.

£■ s* d. £ d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

SI 17 7 821 15 10 405 5 6 537 n 6
r>0 2 11 207 6 10 37 18 0 25 8 0

i,7r>5 17 2 3,383 3 4 2,707 12 4 6,433 19 10
BIT 12 7 Oil 8 1 536 14 1 340 17 f>
<115 G 0 3,000 o 5 687 0 6 408 11 0

1,070 17 0 2.384 14 0 356 4 0 313 14 3
3,144 12 ii 7,113 2 6 2,432 14 4 1,580 0 3

G»1 11 ii 1,278 2 6 799 11 G 510 7 G
ry2 8 3 100 12 10 42 5 0

1,208 4 1 2,801 0 2 2,092 6 6 884 16 0
2,006 0 0 7,481 G 5 3,068 3 3 2,306 13 11

G13 14 0 2,341 4 11 520 1 0 G2S 7 9
4 6 8 132 1 9 373 12 5 783 19 0

347 5 7 G32 1 0 GO 6 0 44 6 0
2,606 0 10 4,837 8 8 3,954 3 3 2,516 1 3
1,408 4 5 2,536 14 T) 1,042 10 0 703 4 4
1,384 10 S 2,761 4 n 1,564 19 0 2,484 12 6
3,261 1 5 0,708 0 9 1,562 8 5 2,385 0 0

771 10 11 2,452 19 8 733 3 0 469 17 6
37 n o 4\> 5 6

266 18 6 so 9 i 82 6 6 159 14 0
323 11 3 425 9 i 217 13 0 20G 11 0

11 1 9 15 1 0
53S 13 5 722 3 2 118 7 0
40 5 6 734 12 0 504 2 7 212 0 0

68 14 8 220 2 0 1,142 13 10
184 0 0 36G 13 3 254 10 4 233 7 10
34 17 0 82 14 1 00 12 8

2,070 1 1 4,432 5 8 3,137 IS 6 1,637 8 G

2,307 16 3 8,537 0 1 3,215 0 0 2,226 7 7

321 2 8 1,121 4 5 186 18 0 572 10 0
1*2,3 7 1 145 10 5 167 n 11 221 17 0
sso H 10 2,521 5 6 1,371 8 1 1,211 G 0
1SG 10 0 149 9 10 190 2 1 510 13 0

822 15 11 278 5 G 242 18 0

118 e 11 72 3 3 71 15 0 1,260 7 9

172 12 3 ISO 13 9 213 2 0
40 7 G 341 5 111 117 IS 0 132 0 0
37 11 6 110 7 8 16 9 0

......
257 14 0 27 9 8 62 15 G

Amount paid by Department of Mines to owners as subsidy 
for tlic cost of such cjLtcnniuation.

Rent of holding 
including 

resumed area, 
paid lif\ lessees 

before
passing of Land 

Act of 1BS4.

Present 
appraised rent 

of holding, 
including 

the resumed 
area.13SS. 1SS4. ISS5. 1880.

£ 8. d. £ 3. d. £ ft. d. £ s. d. £ B. d. £ B. A.

.. 430 7 2 142 1 7 271 5 7 528 0 0 1,091 10 3
. 177 6 i 39 0 3 12 34 0 SO 0 0 24S 10 0

842 7 10 2,507 3 2 1,842 12 1 2,047 13 7 732 0 0 3,723 39 0
62 1 4 652 8 iT 251 o 3 353 1 9 150 0 0 400 7 s

1,221 13 2 787 5 3 131 2 ;o 452 32 0 994 0 3
1,102 0 o 772 15 4 192 17 3 339 17 0 377 12 i
4,050 10 2,935 7 3 831 2 7 842 0 10 2,670 1 10

821 8 0 740 12 13 355 4 9 403 0 0 1,329 19 0
153 17 7 21 13 4 4 15 0 81 O 0 472 14 2

2,006 5 7 1,691 39 6 892 0 7 205 0 0 1,295 12 T
3,712 3 2 3,833 32 0 1,490 7 6 67h 10 0 2,038 1 10
1,019 12 ii 007 3 8 317 5 C 168 0 0 SG0 1 1

22 14 4 63 7 0 38 i 2 414 0 0 1,163 4 7
570 12 3 99 32 4 48 5 1 1 62 0 0 251 7 0

3,313 1 10 2,305 14 8 1,434 9 0 1,453 0 0 5,120 6 6
1,328 16 8 1,830 37 4 311 7 0 55 0 0 136 16 i)

009 10 0 2,152 s 11 1.721 10 6 545 0 0 2.062 11 0
7,552 16 1 2,817 1 0 942 11 o ■ 751 30 0 2,254 1 1
1,160 4 11 1,286 3 7 409 10 10 425 0 0 643 17 4

14 10 7 0 34 7 10 0 0 208 4 0
88 3 5 49 19 7 89 12 7 335 0 0 1,462 18 4

135 17 5 411 0 i 182 0 9 40 0 0 192 8 0
14 0 4 1,450 13 0 4,024 14 3

381 11 9 273 7 i 17 5 0 199 0 0 436 7 7
146 10 1 324 2 4 51 9 5 so 0 0 421 12 0

18 2 6 36 36 6 232 9 2 452 0 0 7 GO 12 1
209 2 9 79 16 0 116 7 2 345 ] 10 1,214 10 0
40 1G 2 34 17 3 2 3 6 105 0 0 294 16 8

2,967 13 8 5,248 39 2,133 7 3 521 7 6 1,231 IS 5
/ 88 9 0 3,445 3 5 4 i 585 15 0 1,957 10 10

2,470 5 7 { 229 0 0 1,050 3 4
49 19 0 G50 15 3 130 7 10 131 15 O 310 0 0 1,564 2 7

107 3 11 93 7 6 45 5 5 130 0 0 4G7 2 H
1,309 39 7 1,349 3 3 6 407 15 0 4GG 0 0 1,348 13 8

91 3 0 272 37 7 257 15 9 153 0 0 482 5 5
253 18 6 437 14 6 102 0 7 307 10 0 Gil 7 3

97 6 7 556 7 10
l 25 
( 82

0
0

0
0

404
777

6
2

6
6

52 17 G Gi> 34 31 103 1G 8 nG 0 0 707 14 7
162 10 10 ( 90 0 0 361 0 0 308 10 5
42 1 10 J- 1G7 17 G 1 . ... 78 0 0 280 5 ii

108 3 7 ( 24 19 C 281 0 0 520 IS 8

ID
-d
4^



Information respecting the Eabbit Pest—continued.

Kune of Pastoral Holding 
reputed zls bumg infested Viith 

Rabbits,
District in winch same is situated.

Total expenditure in each year on such holding since passing of 
Rabbit Act in and towards extermination of Rabbits.

Amount paid by Department of Mines to owners as subsidy 
for tho cost of such extermination.

Rent of holding, 
including 

resumed area, 
paid by lessees 

before.
passing of Land 

Act of lSa4.

Present 
appraised rent 

of bolding, 
including 

the resumed 
area.1SB3. 1SS4. 18Sj. 1SS0. 1383. 1S34. ISSo. ISSG.

£ s. cl. £ e. d. £ s. d. £ 6. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ H. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

Cuthro ................................... s.'zes 7 4 5,121 14 0 1,443 0 0 2,788 4 0 2,902 4 4 2,467 18 5 948 10 6 1,962 0 O 4,171 0 6
132 6 s 405) 16 1 , 266 14 4 279 4 7 135 S 3 132 12 4 145 4 4 96 0 0 516 4 ft
71 2 340 13 363 7 0 227 2 0 283 19 11 104 IS 6 84 0 0 301 17 11

421 9 3 1S1 9 6 12 12 {> 121 13 6 130 2 1 42 12 5 18 16 3 390 0 0 772 18 1
212 5 o 825 35 1 620 (j s 410 12 10 458 12 2 190 S 156 15 3 316 0 1} 1,386 2

Tuppal X..................................... Deniliquiu ...................................................... so 0 9 97 11 4 31 3 0 01 15 9 70 5 11 IS 18 6 3 5 150 0 0 '448 6 0
Nelyambo ................................... 7fl 11 (j 501 J7 0 324 9 0 505 18 3 202 10 1 145 0 Ii 98 0 3 495 0 0 3,714 11 U

20 0 0 130 J6 34 9 100 16 0 10 5 27 17 5 ' 2 8 s 131 6 3 468 12 G
006 19 4 1,537 0 1,102 19 G 1,736 1 10 10 1 018 5 $ 550 19 0 995 0 0 3,264 3 R
127 0 o 182 ‘A ‘607 8 0 S2 3 3 34 6 3 227 S 5 so 0 0 780 17 1
307 0 10 132 0 4 362 3 4 563 5 6 131 0 7 176 14 4 176 1 7 203 10 0 661 ]y 1

858 6 0 944 3 0 I 6 255 9 4 630 0| 8 213 13 1 407 10 0 650 1 0 10
67 10 0 115 17 6 67 17 6 29 5 0 103 0 0 652 7 ft
36 11 0 1(51 12 463 17 3 1,864 IS 6 57 16 6 96 , 8 8 440 16 ii 0 0 ] ,493 i 0

1,070 s 2 7,160 O 0 4,220 15 (J 4|737 11 0 2,384 13 3 2,780 3 7 3,501 8 0 1,80] H 0 3^87 15 0
84 16 0 211 13 7 ' 64 10 0 327 15 0 33 4 11 77 12 s 120 ,3 9 246 0 0 GO] 4 9

Hay ........................................................... 43 13 3 4G5 0 8 121 0 0 124 1 7 156 7 3 86 11 7 52 10 7 373 0 0 623 15 n
122 12 2 S0G 10 ]] 225 15 ii 222 2 0 424 17 1 110 18 0 PI 0 s 605 0 0 1,361 8 5
OSS 0 1 3,053 15 2 3,624 G 4 4,856 17 0 604 15 7 2,243 16 7 2,797 9 9 300 0 0 3,003 O ft

3,621 17 10 3;3S1 13 3 1J15 19 11 2,910 11 1,433 10 3 i 947 0 0 814 14 0
Hay ........................................................... 153 14 11 ' 27 0 9 90 19 5

| 1,307 4 1 1 10 0 0 46 O q
30G 11 11 649 16 O 224 9 G 140 0 6 285 12 1 229 9 7 107 14 S 812 0 0 1 247 0 0
115 13 1 04 o 4 94 9 6 104 1 4 92 2 30 43 14 10 115 0 0 07 0 0

11 0 191 8 210 15 3 9 6 77 15 127 () 0 S3 .3 1 164 10 0 1S5 18 10
302 13 0 344 0 139 0 00 1 4 0 0 079 3 0

■Rodda............................. 51 11 6 19 7 0 0 10 9 105 0 0 2S3 15 10
Til TU .............................. 3,114 0 10 1,673 14 S 2,270 14 0 O Oft0 5 a 692 12 8 2,135 3 1 1,670 8 3 400 0 0 1,05S 8 1

' 50 A 9 0 17 150 0 0 16 11
1,020 8 9 2,324 12 n 1,034 12 10 5,063 3 9 1,418 1 2 927 10 4 1,100 9 4 648 0 0 9 S0Q 5 11

Hay .......................................................... 02 10 10 '373 16 4 245 13 10 '472 14 9 153 17 6 156 ] 9 4 209 17 3 70 15 0 27fi If* 0

206 6 2 1,276 18 8 473 8 8 17 6 830 2 6 190 IS 4 256 3 3 110 0 0 GRO 10 ft
1,201 17 1 2,790 17 0 1,930 s 0 3,074 10 O 1,307 19 S 1,333 15 11 1,164 S 1,185 0 0 3 59.1 9 0

Kinehega. ............................... do ........................................ . ............ 32G 
oi 7

G 0
9

666
d‘7fi

7
5

4
o

‘535
071

14
14

0
3

4>20
9fi<i

7
18

9
0

273
32S

6
]d

8
JO

399
90

3
1

1
(3

518
as

7 2
Q

2^892
LD

0
0

0
q

4^543 17 3

in 13 0 2S4 13 4 226 17 8 276 1 6 99 5 4 122 1 8 132 11 2 125 0 0 fi07 14. n
690 5 2,057 19 10 1,013 0 3 1,787 0 502 11 6 1,715 8 1 980 s 3 400 0 0 IjGOG is 1

IS 13 0 313 0 10 1,691 10 11 1,799 4 6 153 4 2 301 10 ] 661 11 10 44 0 0 4fi3 in 0

Tujivft,..................... ..... 2,101 4 30 10,757 14 1 3,557 15 0 2,715 12 0 3,044 11 1 8,267 16 0 1,359 17 10 1,603 1 8 4 PSfi R
Cowl Cowl.................... . . '200 12 4 605 7 10 '630 11 6 1,119 7 0 100 2 10 329 5 0 337 10 10 '200 0 0 I’flll 1G

231 1 0 17 18 6 325 0 0 491 4
Booligal ................................. Hay North ............................................... 301 4 5 703 5 3 657 17 0 903 1 6 124 0 1 773 8 0 429 17 0 ■ 95 0 0 315 3 11

CO

ZQ
-4
Ol



Iitpoe'mation' respecting the Eabbit Pest—continued.

&

Kamo of Pastoral Holding 
reputed US bemu infosted with 

Rabbits.

Warwillab..........
Melool................
Yanko..................
Tchelery ............
Willandra ..........
Bcncrcmbah ......
BareUan..............
Roto ..................
Urunaway .........
Uabba ................
Para ..................
Kew ..................
North Yanko__
Nap Nap ...........
Mulurulu .........
Arumpo .............
Burtundy ..........
Nyingay..............
Momba .............
Mount Manara ..
Tibora..................
Merungle ..........
Murray ..............
Barooga ..............
Mount Gipps.....
IHillawa..............
Morago ..............
Gualta.................
Billilla............. .
North Merrowie
Willurah .........
Barham ..............
Mooloomoon .....
Booabula ........
"VVarbreccan .....
Gonn ................
Keri Keri ........
Thackaringa __
Chah Slug........
Bengallow........
Garnpung ........

Total expenditure in each year on such holding since passing of 
Rabbit Act in and towards extermination of Riihuits.

Amount paid by Department of Mines to owners as subsidy 
for tire cost of such extermination.

District in which same is situated.

Hay ............................................................
Denihquin ................................................
Urana .......................................................
Hay ............................................................
Hillston North .......................................
Hay ...........................................................
Narrandera.................................................
Hillston North .......................................

do ........................................
Hillston ...................................................
Wentworth...............................................
Wilcannia ...............................................
Narrandera..............................................
Hay ..........................................................
Balranald...................................................
Wentworth...............................................

do ...............................................
Hay ........................ ..................................
Cobar and Wilcannia ...........................
Wilcannia ................................................
Hillston North .......................................
Hay North ...............................................
Corowa.......................................................

do .......................................................
Wilcannia ...............................................
Hay ..........................................................
Denihquin ...............................................
Wilcannia ...............................................

do ...............................................
Hillston North .......................................
Hay ............................................................
Deniiiquin ...............................................
Hay, Denihquin, and Balranald South
Hay and Deniiiquin ...............................
Deniiiquin ...............................................

do ...............................................
Hay and Balranald South......................
Wilcannia ........................................... .
Deniiiquin ...............................................
Wariafda..................................................
Wentworth and Balranald ...................

1363. 1834* 1865- 1880. 1SS3. 13S4. 1885. 1880.

£ B. a. £ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ B. d. £ s. d. £ s. a. £ £» d. £ a. d.

1S3 9 6 183 IS o 63 3 1 41 12 6 33 16 0
137 5 9 390 12 8 16 14 9 182 11 9 134 G 10

176 6 82 19 7 35 9 9
374 9 o 115 17 2 40 19 o 160 f> 68 10 1 24 3 3

490 4 0 1,313 2 11 1,065 2 s 1,163 5 6 231 3 7 870 10 0 609 s 5
190 16 0 526 18 7 400 7 7 178 0 11 344 0 4 116 1 3 50 5 7

37 0 o 4 o G
218 9 ii 358 9 9 425 3 3 467 0 6 171 0 1 190 7 11 149 18 n

229 3 9 88 1] 10 193 4 10 64 7 3 79 18 6
39 13 11 91 1 4 89 11 2 38 15 5

983 16 9 2,391 0 10 2,067 11 3 787 IS 3 891 4 7 1,293 13 i 415 3 3
45 7 9 51 11 S 96 5 3 843 5 7 50 11 9 15 5 7 35 9 1

3i n o 132 15 o
60 17 6 1,429 7 9 344 16 11 392 18 9 66S 7 7 337 16 7 281 13 7

487 1 7 1,005 2 185 1 0 842 14 0 614 14 S 456 18 11
463 17 11 1 j 135 2 3 409 10 0 367 15 6 110 5 11 618 ii 1 869 19 3

1,530 17 11 1,350 7 9 488 14 6 22S 14 o 1,410 2 9 1,054 8 o
14 16 0 108 19 6 16 1 0 69 18 0 53 i 4 ' 16 2 0 ' 4 8 9

297 0 170 14 0 2,016 8 3 106 3 10 77 2 11 295 s 3
410 19 5 1,010 0 6 3,184 9 3 98 16 3 440 17 11 918 3 8

23 7 4 153 6 6 179 6 3 155 2 6 35 9 2 69 5 2 89 17 8
306 6 11 523 12 2 298 17 0 748 0 6 99 2 0 328 12 2 397 10 8

40 10 0 34 17 G
105 10 0 28 2 6 30 6 3

176 14 8 355 12 7 349 9 0 1,291 5 0 125 0 9 184 17 7 613 6 5
267 10 6 773 2 0 240 13 0 712 3 3 220 16 5 407 19 2 409 5 8

187 2 11 117 2 6
274 12 0 30 6 0

262 5 10 463 18 3 047 3 6 2,953 17 6 229 7 9 404 1 11 574 13 9
42 19 1 74 4 l 133 15 6 117 10 6 47 5 1 40 19 10 96 2 1

290 19 2 194 16 4 170 6 65 2 6 74 16 10 37 2 5
205 5 6 34 0 114 0 34 12 0 4 5 0

99 12 0 517 2 5 126 17 4 82 t 4 162 15 8 80 8 11 30 10 1
109 13 11 66 14 9 50 13 9
60 4 5 10 2 4 33 3

332 1 4 IK 0 o 174 12 11 47 1 1 7 10 0
2S3 o 9 103 17 9 '73 17 3 101 15 3 76 11 2 24 16 11

129 11 0 911 17 0 3 4 6 407 8 G
209 3 5 94 5 4 39 13 5

30 0 0 11 9 3 8 19 0 i 12 0 15 0 0 12 13 5 2 13 6
750 4 0 930 15 2 614 13 0 1,392 19 0 261 19 5 892 11 2 394 10 0

Kent of bolding, 
including' resumed area, 

pultl by lessees 
before

passing: of Land 
Act of 1884.

£ s. a.

50 0 0
158 0 0
153 0 0
105 0 0

1,14) 0 0
230 0 0
200 10 0
200 0 0
426 0 0
292 10 0
706 15 0
20 0 0
62 0 0

1,185 0 0
75 0 0

190 0 0
217 0 0

50 0 0
3,485 0 0

60 0 0
30 0 0

629 10 0
02 0 0
64 0 0

560 10 0
890 0 0

51 0 0
378 0 0
767 0 0
274 0 0
239 0 0
391 0 0

92 0 0
244 0 0

10 0 0
306 0 0
313 0 0

80 0 0
147 0 0
231 10 0

95 0 0

Prosont 
appraised rent 

of holding, including 
the resumed 

area.

£ s. d.

253 16 0
438 1 7
390 11 8
432 9 2

2,728 15 6
777 11 1
565 0 2

1,150 4 0
453 3 3
480 19 ft

1,344 12 1
269 11 8
668 9 0

1,783 17 1
539 0 5
622 12 11
471 7 7
138 3 1

9,639 1 2
796 18 4
341 7 6

1,214 13 9
292 19 11
253 10 0

3,051 16 10
2,187 5 6

309 5 10
1,660 S 8
1,719

339
10 3
17 2

463 3 6
1,208 4 5

170 7 6
220 5 5
157 9 9
782 17 10
640 0 11
462 14 2
565 11 11
545 6 11
731 0 0

<1
Oi
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Information respecting the Eabbit Pest—continued.

Name of Pastoral Holding' 
reputed as hoing: infested with 

Babbits.

Trida, ...................
South Tiiouonga
Redan...................
Goolgumbla, .......
"VVciuteriga..........
Mai-ooba ............
Iimcscwen...........
Hartwood ...........
M^otwingeo .....
Merri Memwa ...
Benduck...............
tTerilderie ...........
North Peak .......
Canoble...............
Bumimbuttock*
Ophara .............
C&limo ............
Perricoota ...........

Glen Lyon...........
Boomanoomana...
Cobnin ...............
Moolpar...............
Mathoura ...........
Yandembah .......
Poolamacca .......
Mena Murtee__
Corona...................
Marra...................
Wargam...............
Liewah ...............
Kecwong ............
Yallock ................
Caroonboon ........
Winbar................
Paddington ........
Nokarboo ............
Teryawynia ........
Mnssgiel................
Mt. iJoorithumble 
Ooonalga................

District in whksh sumo is situated.

Total expenditure in each year on such holding- since passing of 
Babbit Acc iu and towards extermination of Babbits.

Hillston North ....................................
Hay ........................................ ...............
Wilcannia ............................................
Hay and Tirana ....................................
Wilcannia .............................................
Hillston North ....................................
Bourke .....................................................
Cobar .....................................................
Wilcannia .............................................
Hillston North ....................................
Hay .........................................................
Urana ...................................................
Cobar .............. ......................
Hillston North ....................................
Albury.....................................................
Wilcannia ...........................................
Deniiiquin .............................................

a .............................. .......
Wilcannia .............................................
Corowa,.....................................................
Deniiiquin .............................................
Deniiiquin and Balranald South........
Deniiiquin .............................................
If ay North ...........................................
Wilcannia ........................ . . , k,_

*........................... ......
Bourke....................................................
Hay ..................... . ........................
Deniiiquin ..............................................
Hillston North .................  ........... .

j? ...........................
Deniiiquin ................... ..........................
Bourke ......................................................
Wilcannia and Cobar..............................

Wilcannia . .. 
Hillston North

j?
Wilcannia ....

1SS3. 1SS4. 1SS5. ISSfl

£ B. d. £ a. d. £ s d. £ a. d.

3S3 3 3 6S2 9 0 834 7 6
'■■ii l 0 452 2 1 347 7 0 675 12 6
36 14 6 S5 1 9 54 14 11 42 0 0

226 14 3 159 12 2 225 19 0
466 8 J 1,479 10 4 7 SO 16 0 4,768 19 0

28 7 6 131 2 0 34 8 6 9S 1 6
60 9 x

191 1 4
34 5 s 10S s o

10,T 16 0 14S 19 6 29 13 6 123 5 6
413 11 0 102 8 1 109 IS 8
105 6 0
44 S 3

347 S 5 SOB 12 i SIS 10 4 791 6 0
37 3 0

45 19 iss 12 9
88 2 tl 16 IS

190 7 0 43 3 4 42 8 6

150 9 6 272 3 6 1,540 3 O
41 11 11 Ad. 17 o

139 19 9 28 o 0
6061 10 6 390 4 O 193 n

68 13 6 24 12 0 33 0 0
24 4 9 49 0 0 22 4 6 55 3 3

IS 0 0 395 s 6
8S 11 0 292 S 0 1,071 12 3

341 s o
7 IS 9 83 1 10 13 4 6 2,33 15 0

18 17 0 135 10 0
232 O 3
J04 19 0 298 1,5 2 306 19 6

44 10 8 1S6 2 2 314 5 5 437 15 0
162 7 6 1S6 7 6 115 13 6
103 o
177 15 4 413 0 11 1,245 0 G

40 8 6 31L 5 S 344 11 9 842 14 9
162 1C 0 916 6 0 2,615 16 (i 11,462 6 6

1,040 1 3 1,174 13 5 1,190 1 L 0
Co 12 11 73 4 10 170 7 6 no 7 6
69 9 3 171 16 4 114 9 9 38 0 0

Amount paid by Department of Mines to owners as subsidy 
for the tost of such extermination ’

18SS. IS84. 1885. 18S0.

Bent of holding, 
including 

resumed area, 
paid bj lessees 

before
passing of Land 

Act Of 1884.

Present 
appraised rent 

of holding, 
including 

the resumed 
area.

£ a.

7 11

£ 8. d, £ 8. a. £ s. d. £ 8. a. £ a. d.

25 14 0 2SS o 4 484 2 5 320 0 0 1,164 2 6
49 7 9 255 4 0 304 7 8 564 0 0 1,293 6 8
35 IS O 32 11 9 3 6 5 30 0 0 216 2 11

S s 11 44 19 2 0 0 3 78 0 0 317 0 0
630 5 1 570 19 7 249 S 6 1,129 0 0 2,065 16 5
66 7 5 49 15 i 22 7 7 75 0 0 231 9 11
33 4 4 4 i 3 125 15 0 1 639 10 0

107 9 2 23 16 3 111 0 0 229 14 5
12 3 10 140 0 0 2S5 19 4

116 6 1 42 11 S 19 6 1 56 0 0 54 10 0
50 13 9 171 6 3 51 1 4 158 15 0 003 12 10
54 6 9 14 11 9 132 0 0 281 6 11

8 0 10 21 7 3 30 0 0 124 12 0
160 13 7 716 9 3 286 10 8 420 0 0 1,361 5 8
30 12 6 10 0 0

138 16 5 25 0 0 228 0 S
66 1 11 107 o o 4!U n 10

124 14 0 52 9 0 3 15 9 224 15 0 Not yet
gazetted.

12 11 3 82 O 97 3 *) 178 0 0 830 4 2
16 14 9 14 9 o 22 8 6 135 0 0 799 4 G
<S5 15 10 6 3 4 212 0 0 522 16 10

14S 6 2 153 18 0 01 7 1 303 0 0 337 4 5
0 2 3 32 JO 4 13 13 0 90 0 0 185 0 S
9 10 0 22 1 7 11 7 7 6“> 0 0 262 11 6

13 10 0 143 0 10 323 0 0 1,281 18 9
14 15 1 23 2 3 139 18 8 285 0 0 1,520 10 10

22 1 6 1.321 15 0 6,032 17 11
17 12 4 3fj 17 10 24 14 7 1,780 0 0 2,467 10 4

24 7 0 190 0 0 330 15 1
43 3 4 80 2 11 203 0 0 422 6 3
21 19 0 64 0 9 29 16 8 409 0 0 920 0 9
30 19 6 156 15 0 154 3 2 160 0 0 973 11 10

133 11 0 35 1 6 66 0 0 327 17 4
67 10 0 942 0 0 2,527 1 10

130 8 0 2S4 2 9 307 0 0 2,103 6 {>
SS 3 7 374 6 6 140 0 0 891 6 1

1,130 18 10 4,977 7 0 1,106 0 0 3,475 17 8
627 8 11 529 2 1 460 0 0 1,333 1 0

89 9 3 18 19 3 30 0 0 112 7 4
103 5 0 20 1 3 14 0 0 196 5 9

This run has not been brought under tbe provisions of the Crown Lands Act of 18Si, aiid tho lease under Repealed Acts expired on Slst December, 1386,
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IsrOHMATioy respecting the Eabbit Vest—continued.

Name of Pastoral Holding- 
reputed ob heinj? infested with 

Babbits.
District in which same is situated.

Total expenditure in each year on such holding since tiuising- of 
Babbit Act in and towards extermination of Rabbits.

Amount i>aiil by Department of Mines to owners as subsidy 
for tiie cost of such extermination.

Rent of holding-, 
inclurtlntf 

resumed area, 
paid by lessees

Piescnt 
appraised rent 

of holding, 
including 

the resumed 
area.1888. 1334. 18S5. 1336. 1833. 1831. 1B35. 18S6.

before
passing of Land 

Act of 1S34.

£ cl- £ 3. d. £ 3. d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ a. d. £ s. d.

241 15 4 777 n 2 2,737 3 H 4,490
1,118

4 4 514 0 11 3,541 6 3 200 0 0 1,735 18 4
Hay ............................................................. 305 12 0 906 2 0 1,371 0 9 10 6 970 IS 6 492 15 7 1,245 0 0 1,560 19 3

10 14 0 14 15 6 31 0 0 99 5 3
78 10 0 23 11 3 25 0 0 98 13 2

206 3 0 245 0 2 107 15 0 801 17 6 209 5 4 295 15 6 797 0 0 977 2 9
20 2 9 15 2 0 175 0 0 436 6 7
87 17 6 157 10 6 632 16 6 56 3 0 249 18 0 207 0 0 1,691 13 4
37 8 0 53 18 0 91 3 9 28 1 11 37 9 0 23 0 0 73 11 8
54 10 5 495 7 6 25 12 9 203 IS 6 179 0 0 81o 2 1

Hav ................................................... 113 0 0 133 5 0 134 4 9 99 0 8 84 11 11 19 0 0 535 G 9
3A**y ............... ..........................................

227 8 3 323 7 3 506 9 3 207 15 2 212 14 8 19S 0 0 280 S 4
41 8 7 31 1 5 47 0 0 339 15 0

Conapaira .................................. 30 9 7 101 8 3 89 10 0 23 12 2 4 10 0 400 0 0 1,228 8 9
55 5 0 194 1 4 752 14 6 135 17 2 3G0 10 0 1,238 16 11

Hav .............................................................. 610 12 7 820 10 5 310 2 0 765 16 0 566 9 2 373 18 2 1,773 0 0 2,283 14 11
134 1 0 320 2 2 305 10 11 148 2 0 71 0 5 195 9 2 270 0 0 1,138 19

30 16 ii 109 2 0 22 11 8 7 2 10 428 0 0 724 12 5
7 7 9 201 18 5 58 0 6 10 14 7 19 15 0 251 0 0 728 12 4

45 17 7 32 13 0 ns 15 9 32 IS 4 31 i 4 247 0 0 892 7 9
52 11 2 197 0 4 39 4 0 39 15 5 7 17 1 1,028 0 0 1,862 10 2

13 12 6 1 13 9 115 0 0 555 6 3
275 10 0 209 3 0 324 10 6 115 6 7 165 16 2 250 0 0 889 4 10

74 14 3 91 2 0 32 6 6 42 5 11 70 0 0 355 0 0
Tnh>in 245 15 2 214 11 10 191 16 6 109 14 1 11 17 4 344 0 0 1,092 0 0

38 7 0 73 2 3 0 17 3 5 0 4 25 0 0 175 10 10
89 9 11 141 15 6 39 6 S 09 7 6 205 0 0 089 10 4
20 15 0 41 7 6 2 2 0 12 n 3 30 0 0 316 7 1

Hav ............ .......................................... 15 17 10 20 18 0 0 10 0 21 14 3 4 b 10 18 15 0 20 6 3
56 2 6 4 35 5 152 0 0 1,034 11 4

9 17 0 72 16 6 6 2 7 200 0 0 466 13 4
629 3 0 12 13 6 118 0 0 411 6 8
43 2 0 0 8 6 255 0 0 486 0 9
47 5 0 ................. 5 3 9 150 0 0 331 16 7
42 IS 3 11 17 7 207 0 0 580 0 3

51 0 10 37 2 5 117 0 0 1,900 5 1
7 1 0 2 9 0 SO 0 0 139 7 11

304 5 6 24 10 8 46 0 0 590 17 6
01 1 4 7 19 4 255 0 0 921 17 5

203 10 0 7 15 4 425 0 0 526 18 7•’ *....................... * * ■ ........... 128 16 2 44 10 7 70 0 0 264 4 9_ ^ ......................*................
796 12 6 23 11 4 714 0 0 2,592 19 1

t£>

00
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1887.

(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

THE EABBIT PEST.
(PARTICULARS 0E RABBIT-PROOP FENCING ERECTED POR PREVENTION OP.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to le printed, 14' December, 1887.

KETUPlN to an Order made by tbe Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 29th November, 1887, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,—

“ A Return showing the total number of miles of wire netting now erected 
“ in the Colony by the Government for the prevention of rabbits; also the 
“ total cost of erecting same at per mile, including cost of material, carriage, 
“ &c.; also the number of officers who have been employed to inspect such 
“work, and the respective amounts paid to each officer for salary and 
“ travelling expenses.”

(Mr. Wall.)

EETUBN hi owing the number of miles of wire netting now erected in the Colony by the Government
for the prevention of rabbits :■—■

200ft miles.

Cost of erecting 20Gft miles of wire netting as under:—
Cost of materials ......................................

„ carriage .................................................
„ erection ... ..................................... .

Salaries to officers ............... ..........................

Total cost per mile ... ... ... ... ...

Amounts paid to inspecting officers:—
Mr. C. J. Lyne, salary ...........................
Mr. M. Mealy, salary . ... ... ...

(No travelling expenses allowed.)

£ s. d.
10,035 4 0 

1,871 16 6 
4,853 2 0 

262 2 8

£17,022 5 11

£82 6 li

19 L 2 0 
70 19 11

£262 2 8

[3d.] 384— '
[S05 copica—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £1 Is. lOfb]
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RABBIT PEST SUPPRESSION BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 32.)

Ordered iy the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 February, 1888.

CARRINGTON, Message Mo. 32.
Governor.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to repeal the “ Rabbit Nuisance Act 
of 1883,” and to make better provision for the suppression of the rabbit pest.

Government Souse,
Sydney, lOllt, February, 1888.

[ad.] 477—
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1887-8.

■ Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NOXIOUS WEEDS IN THE DISTRICT OE 
RICHMOND RIVER.

(REPORT, &0., IN CONNECTION WITH,)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to he printed. 10 July, 1SSS.

UETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South 
Wales, dated 27tb June, 1888, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
Ilonse,—

“ A copy of the Report, &c., in connexion with Noxious Weeds in the 
(f district of Richmond River/3

(Mr. Ewing)

REPORT re Noxious Weeds in the District of Richmond River.
Sir, Department of jU.inep, 15 July, 1SSG.

In accordance vrith personal instructions from the Honorable the Minister for Minos, I have 
t.lie lionor to report that I carefully noted the spread of the weeds, Si da Setusa, Lantana, ami others, 
before receiving the Minister’s telegram of instructions, through the Chief Inspector of Stock. I found 
that the Sida Jielvsa had spread over nearly the whole district, with the exception of a large portion of 
the pastoral country. On nearly nil the roadsides it is growing luxuriantly. At; Tintenbar, and in all 
the cleared areas in the neighbourhood, it is terrible, and it is also nearly as bad in the neighbourhood of t he 
Tweed River, where it wras first introduced by an inhabitant for the purpose of making fibre from it.s 
stems. It seeds very freely, and is spread by the cattle and horses carrying the seeds about, in their 
hoofs. Stock eat, it freely, especially when the grass is dry, and it is said that cows thrive well and 
produce splendid butter and milk when fed on its leaves and tender stalks. I was informed, on most, 
reliable authority, that in the pastoral country, not far from Casino, a small farmer kept his cows through 
the dry season in a. paddock overgrown by this weed and he was able to supply excellent butter, when 
without this food it would have been impossiblc.

Notwithstamling this in its favour it should he eradicated, otherwise it is like to become a terrible 
post in orchards and arable land.

The Lantana has taken entire possession of some portions of the country, and is a fearful pest. 
On each side of the road from JVyralla to Lisinore, and also for some miles around Lismore, hundreds of 
acres of land that had once been cleared, have become utterly useless through the spread of this shrub. 
It is growing luxuriantly also near and about Ballina, and unless checked soon will take possession of that 
part of the district. It is continuously in seed, and this is spread about chiefly by birds. It will be 
exceedingly difficult to eradicate. I think continued burning would be the best means to adopt.

But the worst of all the wmeds is the nut grass {Gyperm rotimdus). I first noticed this on the 
southern hank of the Richmond River, at and around the Colonial Sugar Company’s Mill at Broadwater, 
then in the parish of Broadw'ater (on the opposite side of the river) ; at Coraki, and in the vicinity of 
Lismore; and I believe it is to be found along the south arm of the Richmond River and beyond Casino; 
I found it on the Tweed in several localities.

There are several indigenous s.edges very like it in appearance, and might easily be mistaken for it, 
but they are harmless.

The “black thistle-’ is making its appearance here and there throughout the district, very 
frequently ou the roadsides. It has, I think, been introduced with rye-grass seed, and will become an 
abominable pest if not looked after. 'Iho

1008—
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The “ inkwced,” or “dye plant” (Phytolacca decandra), or “Virginian poke weed,” is a groat 
nuisance, and is the cause of considerable expense to the farmers. The plants appear in millions on 
nearly every clearing as soon as the fallen timber is burned off. It is a soft-wooded succulent plant, 
growing sometimes to a height of 20 feet and upwards.

The “ blue weed ” (Verbena bastata), or vervain, is at times a very great nuisance, but it can bo 
destroyed without very great difficulty.

Another weed, called “ stinking roger” (Triyeto calendula), causes great-trouble in cane fields' 
and cultivated lands. It grows to a height, at times, of from 12 to ID feet. It seeds very freely.

There are many other weeds which cause considerable annoyance, but the above are tho worst.
I beg most respectfully to invite attention to one of the largest and most beautiful of the brush 

timber trees, the “ Castanospernum Australe,” locally known as tho “ Bean-tree,” and also as the “Moreton 
Bay Chestnut.” This tree, or rather the seeds or beans, are a very great nuisance, aud cause of loss to 
stockowners. In very dry seasons, and when the grass is dry, some cattle and horses become ravenously 
fond of the beans ; after eating these death is almost certain to follow. The effect on cattle is the head 
swells, sometimes bleeding at tho nose, scour, and a gradual waste away. A horse drops down dead 
suddenly without sign of sickness, except hoven. Post-mortem examinations of horses invariably show a 
compacted mass of undigested bean in the stomach. Many persons destroy all the bean-trees to be found 
on their properties ; others do not appear to be aware of the effects of tho beans. Tho trees are very 
difficult to destroy ; shoots sprout up around the stump when the tree is cut down. They are very deep 
rooted, and their stumps are the most difficult to destroy of all the brush timber trees. I could not 
ascertain that the beans affected pigs. I think not, for I saw pigs feeding on them freely, and they must 
have done so for some time before.

There is a grass creeping over the district and eradicating far more nutritious grasses, and that is 
the “jS/efiofap/vram called tfie “buffalo-grass.” Some persons encourage tbe growth on
their farms, but I think they arc making a great mistake. It grows with wonderful luxuriance, and soon 
overgrows almost anything in its way, logs, stumps, &c, ■

- "With respect to the “ maize blight,” I found that the Tweed district suffered the most from the 
attack of the fuugus; here half crops only were obtained as a rule. Some farmers on tho banks ,of the 
Eichmend, and also some on the “Big Scrub,” suffered to some extenf, but not so much as is generally 
supposed. I was informed on the “Lower Eichmoud” that the farmers up tho river had suffered terribly, 
but the higher up the river I wont the better the returns appeared to be, and the crops were up to the 
average. I am quite satisfied that the supposition that a sudden downpour of rain after drought was the 
cause of the blight is wrong, and I have uo doubt that the blight is caused by a fungus. It first appears ou 
the apex of a leaf, then generally in patches, and sometimes it spreads all over the leaf, from apex to bagina 
or sheathing petiole. It not only attacks the cuticle but enters the parenchyma of the leaf, and prevents 
it from performing its proper functions. ■

When the leaves are severely attacked tho grain suffers and shrivels up, sometimes the whole of 
the grain in a “ cob,” and sometimes that only on the apex of a “ cob ” : tho fungus docs not necessarily 
attack the grain, but sometimes the spores arc found amongst the grain, but not frequently. Plantations 
of maize are attacked by the fuugus very irregularly. An entire field may be blighted, sometimes a half 
a corner, a strip through the centre, one may be entirely blighted, and an adjoining one escape. Moist or 
dry soil makes no difference. I believe the best preventives will bo the destruction of the spores of the 
fungus by burning all the refuse leaves, stalks, rubbish, and weeds, deep and subsoil ploughing, wider 
planting, good drainage, careful and clean cultivation, and rotation. If means are taken to keep the plants 
in full vigour the disease need not be feared. One important matter should be attended to, and that is 
the careful selection of good seed. All seeds sown for a number of 3rears successively on the same soil arc 
found to acquire a constitutional tendency to deteriorate, and there is no doubt of the general correctness 
of the proposition, and the discovery of this fact has given origin to some of tho most useful maxims of 
husbandry which have directed the operations of the cultivator ever since the dawn of the science. I may 
mention as an instance of the productiveness of the plant that a yield of 200 bushels and 12 quarts per 
acre was obtained in Columbia, America, by uuderdraining, manuring, and high cultivation. “ There is 
no plant or vegetable grown by the farmer that is more variable in its yield, or more susceptible of the 
influences of soil, season, and treatment than this grain. * # # rj’he contingencies attending a large 
yield of corn are neither few7 uor trifling, but the persevering and resolute purpose of the well informed 
cultivator is equal to them all, and the impunity with which his successful crop escapes and defies con
tingencies is an evidence how much can be accomplished when intelligence is guided by science, and 
industry by skill.”—JSnJieli.

I have, &e.,
■ WALTllli SCOTT CAMPBELL.

[3tf.]
Sydney : Charles Potto*, Qovermnont Printer,—ItfcS.
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ADELAIDE JUDILEE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, Itiffl.

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE NEW SOUTH
WALES COMMISSION.

To His Excellency The Right Honorable Chahles Robert, Baron Carrington, 

a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Conncil, Knight Grand 
Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George,
Governor and Commandcr-in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its 
Dependencies.

May it please your Excellency,—

Tbe Commissioners appointed under the Great Seal of the Colony to 
devise and carry out the details necessary for the collection and transmission to the 
Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition, of all articles intended for exposition 
thereat, have the honor to submit to Your Excellency this their report.

The first members of your Commission were gazetted on the 14th January, Appointment 
1887, and from time to time, there were added to their number, gentlemen to assist^001'11"'6' 
in the work of securing an adequate representation of this Colony.

It was felt that the most strenuous efforts would require to he made to ensure Most to be 

the collection of suitable exhibits, and deliver them in Adelaide in anything like 
time for the official opening of the Exhibition, which was fixed for the 21st June, 'A disP0Sftl- 

1887, and that during the brief space of time at disposal the greater portion of the 
Commissions work would have to be compressed. The Commission for the neigh
bouring Colony of Victoria had got to work some nine months before.

The first meeting of your Commission was held on the 21st January, 1887, a Krst meeting 
week after the Gazette notice had appeared—The Honorable Arthur Renwick, sLCo“miE' 
M.D., M.L.C., Vice-President (afterwards President, on the resignation of His Honor 
Sir 1. M. Darley, Chief Justice), in the chair. The Secretary read the instrument 
appointing the Commission, and the names of the members will be found in Appointment 
Appendix A. The meeting proceeded with the appointment of a Committee to take 
charge of finance and shipping arrangements, and agreed that certain members of 
Commission should formulate and present business in the various Departments 
comprised within tbe classification of exhibits published by the authorities in South 
Australia. Other names were afterwards added for tho more immediate control of 
the business of Departments, and in Appendix B will be found the complete list of 
these appointments.

In connection with the work of previous Commissions, only one collector Two coiiccioM 
of exhibits had been engaged to canvass town and country; hut the Commission, 
having regard to the short interval at disposal, decided at this—tho first meeting— 
that two collectors should he engaged—one to interview likely exhibitors in the city
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and suburbs, and the other to perform similar work in the country districts. The 
official programme and form of application for space were adopted, and in the pio 
gramme the New South Wales Commission earnestly invited the producers and 
manufacturers of the Colony to become exhibitors at Adelaide, and urgently 
impressed the necessity for immediate action on the part of intending participatois. 
The terms of the official invitation issued to New South Wales exhibitors will be 
found to form Appendix C. It was resolved “to obtain the approval of the 
Honorable the Colonial Secretary to a cablegram being sent to tbe Agent-General 
for the Colony in London, asking that the return to Sydney of unsold Departmental 
and Commission exhibits—including maps, and of private collections of photographs 
and return exhibits, be expedited; and that suitable Court decorations and panels 
not disposed of, be also returned.” The Secretary, in reply to a question, said that 
he understood that Sir Patrick Jennings, K.C.M.G., had applied—prior to the 
appointment of the Commission—for 10,000 superficial feet of space for a New 
South Wales Court, and it was resolved that application he at once made for the 
increase of this area to 15,000 feet. It was resolved that meetings of Commission he, 
in the meantime, held weekly—so that all urgent business accruing may he promptly 
dealt with.

At the following meeting of Commission steps were taken to procure, 
with the assistance of tbe Department of Mines, an appropriate collection of 
timbers and other forest products of tbe Colony; a selected Natural History exhibit 
to be prepared under the auspices ot the Trustees of the Australian Museum, while 
it was resolved that the small pamphlet on the Progress and Resources of the 
Colony he revised for distribution at the Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition.

Tbe Einance Committee reported fully on the 8tk February as to the mode 
in which they proposed to deal with the moneys advanced from time to time for the 
purposes of the local Commission, and a resolution was agreed to recommending 
that the Minister for Mines be asked to undertake the preparation and collection of 
minerals, mining and geological maps and diagrams illustrative of the mineral 
resources of New South Wales; also to make the necessary arrangements for the 
display of the mineral exhibits of private exhibitors, and that the Commission 
provide for the cost of the preparation and display of the exhibits. It was 
reported from the art section that the Art Society of New South. Wales would 
ho represented in the New South Wales Court, that the leading photographers of 
the city would also exhibit, while the Picturesque Atlas Company of Australasia 
would forward a selection from the drawings made for the purposes of that valuable 
publication. Mr. Charles Moore, Director of tho Botanic Gardens, informed the 
Commission that efforts were being put forth to ensure an adequate illustration 
of our varied cereal produce. The Secretary of the Adelaide Exhibition, Mr. J. 
Fairfax Conigrave, had suggested the desirability of the Secretary of the New South 
Wales Commission visiting Adelaide for the purpose of inspecting the space 
apportioned to the Colony. But as no Executive Commissioner had yet been 
appointed, and the Secretary could not leave Sydney at the present initiatory stage 
of tho Commission’s proceedings, it was decided to ask Mr. F. A. Franklin, C.E., 
LP„ a member of the Commission, and one who possessed all the necessary practical 
skill, to proceed to Adelaide to confer with the Commissioners of the Jubilee 
Exhibition, to plan the Court space, suggest subdivision according to Departments 
of Classifications of Exhibits, formulate plan of decoration, and generally to report.

Mr.
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Mr. Franklin consented to place his services at the disposal of the Commis
sion, for the purpose specified. As hut a limited time was available for the prepara- ®ll0W'Mf:esi 
tion of show-cases in Sydney, it was decided that a cablegram he sent to the Asjent- Colonial and

J1 O .... Indian Eilnbi-
Gencral, urging tliat suitable show-cases from tho Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1'mn' 
if not already forwarded, be si lipped to Sydney for use at Adelaide.

Telegram was read at meeting of the 15th February, from Mr. Franklin, sPMe- 
delegate from the Commission, reporting as to New South Males space; while 
on the same date Mr. Augustus Morris informed tbe Commission of the action commercial° timbers.
taken by Department III, on Education and Science, to obtain exhibits; and Mr.
Charles Moore received tbe authority of tbe meeting for the obtaining and prepara
tion of thirty-one varieties of timbers of commercial value and use in industries.

Mr. Franklin submitted to tbe next ensuing meeting, detailed report, with ippyt from 

plans, and this report was adopted on tbe 1st March, when Mr. Franklin was 
present. Plans and specifications for preliminary Court decorations, submitted by Court decom- 
Mr. Franklin, were approved, and tender of Mr. James Brunei), of Adelaide, agreed 
to, for sum of £100. (It may here be mentioned that at this, as at previous and 
subsequent meetings of tbe Commission, there were submitted detailed progress 
reports from the collectors in town and country.) It having been intimated that 
tho allotment of space to New South Wales, did not include the gallery over our 
Court in tbe main building, it was resolved, there being no other suitable space, to G-aiicrj space, 
urge upon tbe Adelaide Exhibition authorities, tbe absolute necessity that the allot
ment to this Colony should include tbe gallery space referred to.

It was reported to the Commission, on tbe 8th March, that tbe Agent- siw-eases 
General had been authorised to ship show-cases to Adelaide, and that the “LeylandLanSon.1™"1 
Brothers,” a sailing vessel, was bringing out to Sydney, in addition to return 
exhibits, a number of packages of decorations from the late Colonial and Indian 
Exhibition, which would be available for tbe New South Wales Court in Adelaide.
Tbe President reported from special meeting of representatives of departments bold 
that day as to space requirements, and it was recommended that the Adelaide 
Exhibition authorities be urged to see that our space in the eastern annexe, then in Space in 
course of erection, be directly in alignment with tbe boundaries of our space in tbe annexe, 

main building. It was also held that tire whole of our space should be confined to 
an apportionment between tbe principal floor of tbe main building and tbe eastern 
annexe, while the Secretary was instructed to point out that no basement space 
would be required. Tbe Commission had, however, eventually to content itself 
with the allotment in tbe basement of part of New South Wales space, although 
this was indifferently lighted, and by no means so suitable for purposes of display as 
our other space. Before this meeting closed the Secretary was instructed to prepare, Abridged 
and forward to Adelaide at fbe earliest possible moment, an abridgment of tbe New oataloei3e' 
South Wales catalogue, to be incorporated with tbe general official catalogue, the 
Commission insisting on their right to prepare and pitblisli for gratuitous distribu
tion, if that be thought advisable, a detailed catalogue of exhibits.

In tbe interests and for tho further convenience of exhibitors it was resolved Entries
extended.that the date for tbe reception of entries for general exhibits be extended from 

March 31st to April 20th, and for receiving exhibits into store, from April 15th to 
May 10th, and the Commission, on the report of the Wine Committee, decided to 
avail of the suggestion of tbe Adelaide Exhibition authorities, that tbe Colony, in for K(.„. 
common with others to be represented, have a separate wine bar. South Wales 

wmea.
The
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The Commissioners, at a meeting held on the 22nd March, agreed to the 
recommendation of the Mining Department, to ask for special advance from the 
Government, for the purchase of sufficient silver, in ingot, to illustrate the growing 
importance of the silver-mining industry, and also to an expenditure upon charac
teristic specimens of gold. The Secretary submitted, for the information of the 
meeting, memorandum drawn up, at his request, by Mr. Id. S. Pryee, officcr-in- 
charge of Now . South Wales exhibits, at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 
describing the character of the Court decorations now on their way to the Colony, 
and which could be made use of for Adelaide.

The appointment of Mr. John Cash Ncild, M.P., as Executive Commissioner 
for ISTcw South Wales, for the Adelaide Exhibition, was officially notified to the 
Commissioners on the 5th April. The Executive Commissioner addressed the 
meeting, and stated that it was his intention to proceed, without delay, to Adelaide, 
and a conversation took place as to the matters which would ho likely to engage 
Mr. Neild’s attention more immediately after his arrival in South Australia. Mr. 
Burdctt Smith moved, that Mr. Neild be empowered, during his visit to Adelaide, 
to incur any expense he, in his judgment, may think fit in the interests of the 
Commission; hut this motion was withdrawn, on its being understood that Mr. Neild 
had power, by the authority vested in him by his Commission, to incur such 
expenses as he may consider necessary in connection with the representation in 
Adelaide, that such expenditure will he met by advances directly authorised, the 
accounts in connection with which will be quite apart from those of the Commission 
in* Sydney, whose functions, as set forth in their appointment, were essentially 
distinct.

The Einance Committee, at meeting held on the 19th April, reported that 
Messrs. Elood & Co., of the Blackwall Wool Stores, had been so good as to offer 
free storage for incoming exhibits, and the Committee had decided to accept this 
offer with thanks; but that payment must be made for such labour in store as the 
Commission may find it necessary to employ, or the proprietors convenient to spare. 
The same Committee also recommended the acceptance of tender of the Adelaide 
Steamship Co., to carry goods to Adelaide, to attend to all necessary Customs business, 
transfer the exhibits to the train (on which the authorities had granted free carnage) 
between Port Adelaide and Adelaide, and to deliver to the Exhibition Building for 
sum of Its. per ton. This was agreed to, but ou account of special circumstances 
of expense, the Commission raised the amount payable per ton to 16s. 6d.

The Executive Commissioner reported to meeting of 26th April, the results 
of Ills visit to Adelaide, describing tbe Court space, which now included portion of 
the gallery over our space in main building, the obtaining of which had formerly 
been doubtful,—illustrating bis remarks with plans. This report, which sets forth 
the difficulties which Mr. Neild had to encounter in the matter of seeming appro
priate and adequate space, will he found as Appendix D, and it was decided, on tho 
motion of the Executive Commissioner that Colonial (New South Wales) wines to 
the value of say, £200, be purchased for a New South Wales wine bar, and that it 
was advisable that a local man be sent from Sydney to take charge of this bar.

Mr. Neild reported at some length on tbe 3rd May as to the decoration of 
tbe Court space, and its divisions into main floor (CourtNo. 1), gallery space (Court 
No. 2), basement space (Court No. 3), and eastern annexe (Court No. 4); and recom
mended that the packages be despatched from Sydney so marked that they may be

placed

4



placed according to their classification on the floor of section of space or Court in 
which it is proposed they shall he exhibited. This report, which dealt with other 
matters, appears as appendix E. It was announced at the same meeting by Mr.
Maiden, a member of the Commission, and Curator of the Technological Museum, Technological

» • * Musmimthat the Museum authorities were sending an exhibit which he believed would he exhibits, 
the finest of the kind ever shown in a New South Wales Court.

At the meeting of the following week (the 10th May) it was intimated that 
the Agent-General would forward on the 12th instant, the photographs shown in the 
New South Wales Court at the recent Exhibition in London, and afterwards donated 
to the Imperial Jubilee Institute, and now lent by the authorities of the Institute. 
Steps were taken to ascertain the bearing capacity of the floor and the height of 
roof, respectively, of the Main Court, basement, and eastern annexe, so that it might 
be decided where to suitably place the heavier mineral trophies, tin, copper, golds 
&c., and it was subsequently agreed that the space best adapted for this purpose, 
was in the eastern annexe, to which were relegated all minerals and timber exhibits. 
The Executive Commissioner (see appendix E) reported as to Court decorations and 
mineral show-cases now on their way to the Colony; the difficulty of providing the 
whole of the null space likely to he required for pictures, photgoraphs, and maps; 
and the general eligibility of the space alloted to this Colony for Exhibition purposes.

Mr. It. ID. Adams, Chairman of the Committee on Einance and Shipping 
arrangements, reported at weekly meeting on the 17th May as to initiatory 
shipments of Court decorations and exhibits by the steamers “ South Australian” 
and <( Adelaide,” 167 packages in all; and also as to the steps that had been taken 
to insure exhibits while in store, on the voyage to Adelaide, and while on view in 
the Exhibition Building.

Subsequent to this, the exhibits bad weekly despatch from the stores in 
Macquarie-street, Sydney. There was an intermission of some months, when ship
ments were resumed in connection noth the forwarding of wool exhibits to the 
special show opened on the 9th November. A general alphabetical index to the 
whole of the shipments of New South Wales exhibits will he found as Appendix G-.

Mr. Charles Moore, Chairman of the Horticultural Section, reported to the 
Commissioners on the 31st May as to the steps he had taken to obtain largo plants, 
including macrozamias and stag-horn and bird-nest ferns, for the decoration of tho 
New South Wales Court; and in procuring these plants, which were of unusually 
large dimensions, he had had the very valuable assistance of Mr. David Berry, of 
Coolangatta, Shoalhavcn. The Colomal Secretary afterwards agreed that Mr. Moore 
should proceed to Adelaide to personally assist the Executive Commissioner in the 
arrangement of these plants upon the various sections of our Court space.

At subsequent meetings of the Commission, at the instance of the Executive 
Commissioner, and in compliance with his request, the Commission purchased flags 
to the value of nearly £100 for Court decorations, and obtained from the Trustees 
of the Australian Museum a large number of unmounted Natural History specimens 
to he used for a similar purpose.
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The following report from the Secretary was received at meeting of the yjsit of tll0 

12th July Presided and
" ■ Secretary to

“ I have the honor to report, for the information of the Commission, that the Adciaide.with
A remarks on

President, accompanied by your Secretary, loft Sydney on the afternoon of Prjn“P111 
Thursday, the 10th ultimo, to ho present at the official opening of the Adelaide

Jubilee
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Jubilee International Exhibition, fixed for Tuesday, the 21st June—Jubilee 
Day,—and arrived in Adelaide on tbe Saturday forenoon. On that day tbe President 
paid bis first visit to tbe Exhibition Building, and found that the work of placing and 
arranging the whole of tbe Court was being actively proceeded with. This was the 
case with our Main Court in the principal building, and with our basement space 
beneath it; but in both several of the principal exhibits were in situ. Tho archway, 
with statues, a reproduction of that which formed the entrance to the New South 
Wales Court at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, formed an imposing introduction 
to our Main Court; aud the wine trophy and agricultural produce trophy, and the' 
exhibits of the Colonial Sugar Refining Company, of Alderman Jones, and of other 
firms, placed in that Court, were effective in appearance. There wore afterwards 
added the very valuable collection from the Government Printing Office, and other 
exhibits of interest. The plants obtained by Mr. Moore and arranged by him in 
Adelaide added much to the attraction of our principal Courts. But at the time of 
the President’s visit the New South Wales space in the eastern annexe, devoted to our 
extensive and imposing display of mineral wealth and forest products, and the 
numerous and valuable economic exhibits of the Technological Museum, was more 
advanced than any other section of our space, aud may be said to have been 
practically complete; and however interesting and attractive other portions of the 
Exhibition set apart for New South Wales have been, the eastern annexe is 
certain of special admiration | from visitors. As the opening day approached, 
the various Courts, including our own, assumed a more settled appearance. 
The ceremonies of that day, in spite of frequent showers in the forenoon, 
were very largely and influentially attended, and eminently successful. The 
President of the Commission was present, aud was accommodated with a seat 
on the platform amongst the leading representatives of the countries and colonies 
participating in the Exhibition. After the cantata had been sung, and the opening 
addresses delivered, His Excellency the Governor of South Australia (Sir William 
Robinson) visited the different sections of the New South Wales space, and in the 
Main Court Mr. J. C. Neild, as Executive Commissioner for the Colony, introduced 
the following ladies and gentlemen to His Excellency:—The President of 
the New South Wales Commission, Mrs. J. C. Ncild, Mr. P. A. Eranklin, C.E., 
Member of Commission, and Mrs. Eranklin, Mr. Kirwan, Member of Com
mission, and Mrs. Kirwan, Mr. E. Lee, Mr. J. H. Maiden, Mr. Charles Moore, 
Professor Warren, Mr. Harric Wood, Member of Commission, and Mrs. Harrie Wood, 
Mr. J. E. Carne, Mr. A. Gumming, Secretary of Commission, and Mr. A. T. Edwards, 
Superintendent of New South Wales Court. The President and Secretary returned 
to Sydney on the 24th of June, having paid several visits to the New South Wales 
Courts during their stay in Adelaide.

“The Einance Committee furnished to this meeting summary of shipments, 
with their dates, and the amount of measurement tonnage, and pointed out that 
exhibits had the earliest possible despatch after reception into store, and that the 
groat bulk of tho goods was due, and had been received at the Exhibition Building 
long before tbe opening, although it lias been learnt from experience that the time 
taken to deliver goods from Port Adelaide to the Exhibition Building in Adelaide— 
there being only a single line of rail available, and that over-crowded with work— 
and to transmit by rail from Sydney to Adelaide, which was done with a few exhibits, 
including that of the Government Printer’s Department—took up a much longer 
time than was ever anticipated by your Commissioners or the Executive Commissioner.

During

6
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During the trip to Adelaide it was found necessary to call at all the principal shunting 
stations to hurry on the exhibits sent by rail, many of these having been delayed at 
these stations by the large amount of goods being forwarded through about tliis 
particular time. It is necessary to refer to tliis matter, as, from a statement in the 
press, it might possibly be inferred that by the opening day there were only a few 
packages in the New South Wales Court, whereas more than half the goods (by 
measurement) had been shipped from Sydney before the end of May, and when it is 
remembered that the Commission did not hold its first meeting till the end of 
January—many months after Colonial and other Commissions had been at work, and 
that the whole city and chief country towns had to be canvassed, and dates perforce 
extended so as to allow of the preparation and reception of exhibits—it will doubtless 
be admitted that a good deal has been done within the brief time at the Commission’s 
disposal, and that, in spite of the difficulties to be contended with, this Colony’s 
exhibits form an important and valuable part of the general display at Adelaide.”

The following' memorandum by Mr. J. Park Wilson, in charge of shipments, Report as to
° . ■ /-'i *j_j j_ Ji suipmenta of

was read and submitted by the Chairman of the Knance Committee at the same exhibits, 
meeting:—

“ The first shipment was despatched by the “ Adelaide ” (s.s.) on the 14th 
May, and included all packages received prior to that date.

“ And each week subsequently, the ship leaving on Saturday took away what 
arrived during the current week. The only exceptions were in the case of the few 
packages of Art and School exliibits (twenty-four packages in all), which had to bo 
retained for the purpose of being inspected by the Committees appointed for that 
purpose, and also a few small exhibits, which required to he placed in a repack case 
for safer carriage. '

£c These were all forwarded in the shipments leaving Sydney on and prior to 
the 11th June.

“ The greater hulk of goods—250 out of about 400 tons, in all—were shipped 
from Sydney by the 28th May, while 150 tons were shipped by steamers leaving on 
the 14th and 21st of same month.”

The nuance Committee, at meeting held on the 26th July, submitted a report Accounts
D ^ 1 reeeiTed from

which was received and adopted—dealing with claims from the Executive Com- *gecu,‘v?
J- ° # # Commisgioner,

missioner for amounts which Mr. Neild considered the Commission ought to pay, 
while he asked for £350 to meet immediate demands—the matter having been 
remitted to the Committee by the previous meeting of Commission. The report is 
as follows :—

“ It may be necessary to premise that this Commission applied to that for 
tlie Colonial and Indian Exhibition for tbe use of all spare show-cases to he landed 
in Adelaide. Such being the case the Executive Commissioner may, jjerhaps, 
reasonably expect to be repaid the cost of glazing, polishing, and putting the 
same in good order; and, therefore, provided complete vouchers be shown for the 
said expenditure, your Committee think that the amounts of £23 8s. 6d. for mineral 
cases, &c., £16 for rcpolishing woods, &c., and £10 19s. for repairing and polishing 
cases, &c., for the Technological Museum exhibits, specified by the Executive Com
missioner, are fairly chargeable to this Commission; and also should the Com
mission authorise the expenditure of £38 for cases ordered by Mr. Maiden for

museum

7 '
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museum specimens; aud also of £15 10s. on account of the Fisheries Commission 
exhibits that these two last-named amounts may also be fairly chargeable to this 
Commission—maJdng a total sum in all of £103 17s. 6d.; but with regard to the £70 
on account of timber and labour, and for repair of glass cases from London, this Com
mittee must have some more definite information as to items before expressing an 
opinion on this account. Owing to the pressure caused by the very limited time 
at the Executive Commissioner’s disposal on his arrival in Adelaide, and as your 
Committee were told by him that fire insurances on exhibits while on view could 
not possibly be effected in Adelaide, it was felt absolutely necessary by your Com
mittee that in the interests of exhibitors it should take upon itself to immediately 
complete such insurances in Sydney. This was accordingly done at a cost of 
£238 Is. 6d.; and your Committee trusts that its action in this matter has the full 
approval of tho Commission. Further, the Executive Commissioner could not 
obtain dags in Adelaide for the decoration of our Court there, aud these therefore 
had to be immediately purchased by the Commission and forwarded to Mr. Neild, 
the cost being £95 10s. 9d., whilst again at the very inception of the Commission’s 
work, there had also to be expended a sum of £100 (£75 of which has been paid) 
for preliminary Court decorations. At the time your Committee recommended 
these payments to the Commission, its members felt the great responsibility they 
were incurring, knowing it to be entirely the province of the Executive Commis
sioner to defray all these costs ; but had they hesitated to act, and any serious delay 
or loss had occurred, through their failing to accept this responsibility, the Com
mission might probably have deemed your Committee lacking in necessary attention 
to the interests of exhibitors at a crisis demanding the greatest promptitude and 
vigour of action. This sums up the matter specially referred to your Committee, 
and also other accounts of a cognate nature (which have not hitherto been paid by 
any former Commission), so that a total settlement can he made to date of all dis
putable items, should tho Commission approve of our recommendation; but, as 
likewise bearing on the subject generally, your Committee brings under your notice 
that they are also now in receipt of accounts amounting to £170 3s. for wines sup
plied, and which are now in the possession of the Executive Commissioner at 
Adelaide, to he sold at the New South Wales wine bar, and eventually accounted for 
by him to the Treasury, as in all former cases. This latter amount, therefore, your 
Committee now' recommends should also be debited to the Executive Commissioner’s 
account by the Government here, as it certainly is a sum which this Commission is 
not legitimately liable for.”

8

Recapitulation.

Adelaide accounts which may be debited to the New South Wales Corn-

£ s. d.
Mineral cases, &c. ... ... ... ... 23 8 6
Itepolisliing woods, &c. ... ... ... 16 0 0
Repairing and polishing cases, &c. ... ol-f 19 0

(P) Cases ordered by Mr. Maiden ... ... 38 0 0
(?) Fisheries Commission ... ... 15 10 0

£103 17 6

Accounts
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Accounts paid in Sydney which Finance Committee thinks should bo debited 
to Executive Commissioner’s account:—

Eire insurances ... ...
Flags and poles ...............
Court decorations (Bruncll)... 
Wines for Now South Wales bar

£ s. d. 
. . 238 1 6 
... 95 10 9 
... 100 0 0 

... 170 3 0

£603 15 3

The terms of transference of New South Wales exhibits from the New South Transference 
Wales Court at Adelaide to the local Commission for the Centennial International new South 
Exhibition to be held in Melbourne formed the subject of a special report from the mission0^’ 
Einance Committee, which was adopted at meeting of Commission, held 13th Sonnki 
September. This report forms Appendix H.

At meeting, on Tuesday, the 20th December, on motion of Mr. C. S. Wilkin- Return of 
son, in charge of the Mining Department, a resolution was passed requesting the Ccntennini 
Executive Commissioner to have the specimens of minerals, fossils, and timbers, Bihibition.fli 
together with the exhibits from the Technological Museum then being shown in 
Adelaide, repacked, so as to arrive in Sydney in time for the Centennial Inter
colonial Exhibition, and asking the Agricultural Society of New South Wales to 
defray the cost of freights and insurances from Adelaide to Sydney of exhibits so 
returned, on account of tbe Society. It was further resolved, on the motion of 
Mr. Wilkinson, to ask the Colonial Secretary to authorise the loan to the Depart
ment of Mines of gold, copper, tin, silver, coal, marble, and antimony, then at 
Adelaide, so that they may be shown at the Sydney Centennial Exhibition.

At the same meeting, Mr, W. W. Bichardson, in charge of wool section, Awards to 
submitted official list of tbe awards to New South Wales wool exhibits, and said: WODl eilubl< 
“ Your Committee was not aware, until a late date, that the South Australian 
Commission had issued a special circular of classification, and the local Commission 
had long before issued its own wool circular, which had been largely distributed 
throughout the Colony; but tbe Secretary communicated with intending exhibitors, 
asking them for additional particulars of information demanded by the Adelaide 
Schedule. The entries were also received by your Commission, under what after
wards appeared to have been a mistaken apprehension that they came, 'in this 
respect, under the same category as other exliibits; and the Executive Commissioner 
made fresh entries with the Adelaide Commission, and these entries, as per 
information supplied, which in several instances was defective, and led to certain . 
exhibits being disqualified, and several were also thrown out through being skirted, 
although it was believed here that these would bo received, and judged on their 
respective merits. Nearly the whole of these exhibits will, with the consent of 
their owners, be shown at tbe Centennial Intercolonial Exhibition at Moore Park, 
and the Government has been asked to authorise the loan of the Wool show-cases, 
in which they were exhibited.”

Mr. Donkin, the Chairman of the Wool Jury, who seconded the adoption of 
the report, said that the show of New South Wales wools was highly creditable.

779—B At
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Summary of At the same'meeting Mr. It. D. Adams, Chairman of the Committee on
forward ship .
ments. Jj mance and Shipping Arrangements, reported that there had been, to date, twenty- 

five shipments, and four consignments by rail, of exhibits to Adelaide, consisting of 
2,181 packages and pieces, and measuring in all 458^ tons.

Return ex
hibits. The Exhibition closed on the 7th January, and the following are the dates, as 

per shipping lists received in Sydney, on which the various shipments of return 
exhibits were made:—

Dale. Steamship.

11 January ... ... “Colac.”
16 January ... ... “Victorian.”
16 January ... . . " South Australian” and “ Warrego
81 January ... ... “ Colac.”
18 Eebmary ... ... “Colac.”

2 March .,. ... “Adelaide.”
6 March ... ... “Colac.”

17 March ... ... “Adelaide.”
5 April ... ... “Victorian.”

The first three shipments received in Sydney were, for the most part, intended 
for tbe Centennial Intercolonial Exhibition, which was opened on the Agricultural 
Society’s Grounds, Moore Park, on Wednesday, the 25th January. The greater 
portion of the exhibits thus brought on from Adelaide consisted of minerals, metals, 
and wool, and with regard to these the Agricultural Society had agreed to pay 
charges connected with their transit between the Adelaide Exhibition and Sydney; 
and these exhibits arrived in time to be carefully arranged for display at Moore 
Park, where they formed a most important portion of the collection of New South 
Wales products. The Committee on Einance and Shipping Arrangements, dealing 
with this matter, in a comprehensive report submitted to meeting of Commission, 
held on the 27th March, 1888, said: “The greater part of New South Wales 
exhibits (viz., those undisposed of) have now been returned to Sydney, and have 
been distributed as follows:—The three first shipments to the Agricultural Society 
and private exhibitors, and subsequent shipments to the Mines Department and 
New South Wales Commission for the Melbourne Centennial Exhibition at Mort’s 
Stores, including a number of private exliibits, in accordance until the instructions 
of tho owners that they are to he shown in the New South Wales Court at 
Melbourne, while other private exhibits have been forwarded to their destinations 
by cart, steamer, and rail. The shipping lists and lists showing modes of disposal 
are herewith submitted.” At the time tliis report was made there only remained in 

‘ store undisposed of about twelve packages of returned exhibits. The Committee 
charges on further reported that it had been decided to ask the Executive Commissioner if he 
“ will he so good as to defray from his account the charges on returned exhibits to 

Sydney, as this is regarded as portion of the official work falling specially within his 
province, viz., the delivery to the Commission in Sydney of goods undisposed of 

Verbal report &fter the close of the Exhibition. The Executive Commissioner verbally reported 
tiTeComm'ia- to this meeting as to his action in Adelaide in connection with the suitable repre- 
’loner' sentation of this Colony at the Exhibition, and, at the close of his remarks, the 

following resolution was moved by Mr. R.. Eurdett Smith, M.P., seconded by Mr. 
Alderman Jones, and carried unanimously, “ That the cordial acknowledgments

and
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and thanks of the Commission be tendered to Mr. J. C. Neild, M.P., Executive yo£oftlrte 
Commissioner for New South ‘Wales, of the Adelaide Exhibition Commission, for the Commisnioner, 
energy, zeal, and ability with which he discharged the important duties confided to 
him.”

' At this same meeting there was road letter addressed to the President, by N-s-w-Couy3 J misaionforthe
bir John Hay, President of the New South. Wales Commission for the Melbourne 
Centennial Exhibition, conveying the decision of the last-named Commission, notnot tate. 
to take over official exhibits and court decorations shown and in use in the New ax- 
South Wales Court at the Adelaide Exhibition. b,blts’ &’‘

The final meeting of tho Commission was hold at the Colonial Secretary’s Office J0"1™1 
at 4'30 p.m. on Tuesday, the 29th May, 1888, when there were present,— Commission,

29 May, 1888.
The Hon. Arthur Renwick, M.I)., M.L.C., President.
J. 0. Neild, Esq., M.P., Executive Commissioner.
R. H. Adams, Esq.
J. B. Donkin, Esq., J.P.
P. A. Eranklin, Esq., J.P.
Edward Lee, Esq., J.P.
Thos. Littlejohn, Esq.
Hon. G. A. Lloyd, M.L.C.
J. H. Maiden, Esq., P.R.G.S., Curator, Technological Museum.
James Martin, Esq.
Au&usxus Morris, Esq.
J. M. Purves, Esq., M.A.
Alderman Alban J. Riley*, Esq., J.P., M.P.
R. Burdett Smith, Esq., J.P., M.P.
Critchett Walker, Esq., J.P., Principal Under Secretary.
Harrie Wood, Esq., J.P., Tinder Secretary for Mines.
And the Secretary of the Commission.

Mr. Neild rose and expressed to the members of the Commission his very 
high sense of the courtesy and kindness which they had shown to him, and his 
appreciation of the vote of thanks from the Commission at previous meeting.

The following report from the Committee on Einance and Shipping Arrange- iw report 
ments, with balance sheet and statement, showing disposal of purchased exhibits, Committed 
was submitted by Mr. R. D. Adams, Chairman of tho Committee, and received:—

Your Committee has the honor to report, for the information of the Com
mission, tliat since the last meeting of Commission the following accounts have been
passed:—•

Accounts for Marcli ... ... ...
Do for April ...........................
Do for May... ... ... ...

Total of accounts (Marcli, April, and May), 
now submitted ... ... ...

Total of accounts previously passed

£ s. d. £ s, d.

95 12 1 
121 14 10 
73 10 7

290 17 6 
7,575 3 3

£7,866 0 9
Total of advances from the Treasury ... 7,867 9 4 
Erom which deducting ........................... 7,866 0 9

Leaves as Or. balance £18 7
Balance
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Summary of 
figures ia 
Balance sheet 
and statement 
showing 
disposal of 
exhibits.

Account sales 
of exhibits.

Balance disposed of by cheque to Secretary for petty expenses in moving 
furniture, &c., from present premises. .

The Commission remitted to your Committee to be dealt with, claims pre
ferred on account of damage, &c., to exhibits. These claims have been carefully 
considered, and, although under the regulations to which exhibitors subscribed, the 
Commission is not liable; there were three claims for small amounts, which your 
Committee, under the circumstances detailed, decided to satisfy, and this they have 
done by cheques—276 and 283—with regard to two of the claims; while with 
regard to a third, from the Board of Technical Education, just received, it is 
recommended for the approval of the Commission, that the Colonial Secretary be 
respectfully requested to pay a sum of £5 10s. Gd. for broken models and casts, as 
tho Commission is not in the possession of the necessary funds.

Your Committee now begs to submit balance sheet appended showing the 
local account and the total of receipts and expenditure to date,, Advances from the 
Treasury, it will be seen, amounted in all to £7,867 9s. Id., and with exception of 
small balance (£1 8s. 7d.) this has been expended. But of the gross disbursements 
it mil be seen from tabulated statement also annexed, that no less a sum than 
£4,998 3s. lOd. has been expended in connection with the purchase and preparation 
of exhibits, and of this again as much as £3,405 19s. 5d. was dispensed in the 
purchase of gold, silver, tin, copper, &c., which, if they were sold, would realise a 
very much greater aggregate sum. But as is fully explained, they are held by the 
Mines Department, to whom they were handed over by authority for further exhibi
tion purposes. The statement referred to distinctly shows how the purchased exliibits 
have been dealt with. The balance sheet shows that the Sydney charges have been 
£2,406 16s. 2d.; the Adelaide charges (payments on account of the Executive Commis
sioner, including portion of purchased exhibits), £846 Os. 10d.; while there has further 
been expended in the purchase and preparation of exhibits a sum of £4,613 3s. 9d.

Account sales of exhibits, amounting, according to recent memo, from the 
Executive Commissioner, to £55 15s. 6d. in all, have yet to be rendered to exhibitors. 
This is a matter which has usually been dealt with by the Einance Committee before 
closing; but as your Committee has not been furnished with the necessary funds 
it has been decided to leave the matter in the hands of the Commission. The 
Executive Commissioner’s memorandum of sales is as follows:—■

12

Date. Exhibitor. No. in 
Catalogue. Article. Amount.

• 1887.
16 December... Stephenson & Sons ... ... ... 260 Sculls.......................................

£ s. d. 
4 0 0

31 „ ... 260 2 0 0
3 November,.. Iiasaetter & Co. ... ... ... B36 Ice-chcst ........................... 3 7 6
3 „ .. Macgregor, Harris, & Co.................. 120 2 water and earth carriers .. 3 10 0
3 „ ... John Donaldson ........................... .265 Cedar plank . ... ... 3 0 0
3 „ ... W. Hanscombe ... ... ... 511 Cheese ............... ... 0 16 0
3 „ ... W. Wilson....................................... 514 JJ * •«* • 0 16 0
3 „ ... A. C. Pratt ... ........................... 84 IS brooms ... ............... 2 0 0
3 „ ... A. Sloanc ............. . ............... 1 bale wool ... ... 9 11 1

1888.
1 March ... Australian Kerosene Oil & Mineral 50 Shales ........................... 3 6 6

14 April ...
Co.

Sydney Meat Preserving Co. ... 511 1,006 lb. meat, at Bid. ... 13 12 5
J, B. Holmes ... ... ... 424 Wine used in bar, in bond ... 9 16 0

£ 55 15 6
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It has also been usual, wherever practicable, for the Local Commission to 
issue diplomas and medals before winding up affairs; but as these are not yet quite 
ready tho Colonial Secretary’s Department will bo asked to be so good as to 
distribute them, for which purpose there has been prepared a full list of successful 
exhibitors, with their names aud addresses. So far no complete lists of awards 
have yet been published in Sydney. Erom printed list of revised awards recently 
received from the Secretary of the Adelaide Exhibition copies have been prepared 
for purpose of local publication.

The Adelaide S.S. Co., in letter of the 23rd instant, applies to the Commission 
for payment of sum of £128 3s. 7d. on account of January shipments from Adelaide 
of return exhibits. Your Committee understood that the Executive Commissioner 
would, as is customary, defray freights and other charges in connection with the 
return of exhibits to Sydney, though, after all, this is but a matter incidental to 
the definition of two separate sets of functions and accounts, as the charge must 
necessarily be paid by the Executive Commissioner, or, failing this, by the Com
mission itself; therefore on this matter your Committee would be glad to have 
the direction of the Commission, as it has no funds in hand for this unforeseen 
expenditure.

The items yet remaining open are—Ercights, £128 3s. 7d.; account sales, 
£5515s. 6d.; claim of Board of Technical Education, £5 10s. 6d.; in all, £189 9s. 7d.

It was agreed that these three matters be dealt with by the President or 
Executive Commissioner in communication with the Government. The report was 
then adopted.

13

Adelaide S.S. 
Co.’b claim for 
January re
turn freights.

Items remain
ing open.

NEW
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NEW SOUTH WALES COMMISSION FOE, THE ADELAIDE JUBILEE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1887.

Balance Sheet, showing Local Account. Or.

Receipts.

1887.
21 February ... To 1st

2 May ... „ 2nd
13 „ ... „ 3rd
8 June ... „ 4th

25 July ... „ 5th
22 August ... ,, 6 th

1 November ... „ 7th
1888.

19 January ... „ 8th
14 May ... „ 9 th

Expenditure.

£ s. d.
1,2.52 13 4

100 0 0
41 14 4

116 2 7
62 17 3

178 17 11
14 11 6
87 14 4

366 10 0
90

r
3

5 7

30 6 10
55 7 6

9 15 0

37 16 0
65 6 3

210 14 3

281 0 10

251 3 6

3,708 0 1
664 14 6
227 7 2

13 2 0

* * *■ ’

£, s. 
500 0 
500 0 

1,000 0 
2,500 0 
1,000 0 
1,207 9

GOO 0

500 0 
GO 0

£7,867 9 4

to Sydney, and

1887-88.
By Sydney charges :—

Salaries and wages ... ... ...
Rent ... ... ... ... ...
Stationery ... ... ... ...
Petty cash and postages ... ...
Country collectors’ expenses ...
Advertising ... ... ... ...
Insurances—Fire, in store ... ...

„ Marine, to Adelaide ...
Freights (Exhibits per coasting steam cl's 

from Sydney to Adelaide Exhibition). 
Cartages ... ... ... ... .

exhibit, (fee.) 
Labour in store 
Storage—free 
Customs entries

nnsstonar .'—
*Mr, Franklin’s expenses, as Delegate of Commission 
Horticultural Department (plants) ... ... ...

^Decoration of Court—
Brunell’s contract ...
Flags .............................
Natural history specimens 
Other disbursements ...

*Fire insurance on exliibits at Adelaide Exhibition

By Pwrchase of Exhibits, t&c..—
Mining Department ... ... ... ... ... ...
Agricultural Department (except purchase of wines, ante).. 
Education and Science Department ... ... ..,
Art Department ... ... ... ... ... ...

By Balance

d.

2,406 16 2

846 0 10

4,613 3 9 
18 7

£7,867 9 4

O
o
o

The Coinmisaion was suddenly compelled to take these expenses on itself in consequence of delay in appointment of Executive Commissioner.
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Statement showing disposal of Exhibits purchased and prepared at cost of New South Wales Commission.

Exhibit.

Auriferous quartz
Alluvial gold .......
Silver in ingot.
Tin do .......
Copper in bar......
Lead........
Antimony

Cost.

£ s. d. J
I 24 4 3 

, 73 S 6
/ 2,709 11 4 
I 393 9 8 

160 2 2 
33 6 S I 
11 16 11 j

Coal .............................................
Iron ores .....................................
Marble............*.........................
Stone cubes...................... ...........
Mining and geological maps......
Mineral cases and trophy stands 
Mining photos, (framing and

glazing only) .........................
Parqueterie..................................
Timbers (mines).........................

Do (Mr. Charles Moore’s)...

74 9 9 
12 6 

26 0 0 
10 3 0 
19 7 6 

115 9 0

3 7 6 
15 0 0 

363 8 7 
38 2 6

£ s.

405 19

How disposed of. Value

d.
These exhibits were, by the authority of the 

Government, handed over to the Mines 
Department, to be shown at the Centennial 
Intercolonial Exhibition on Moore Park,' 
Had they been sold at time of transfer they 
would have realized at least cost price, the 
tin and copper considerably more. There 
would have been a gain of some £260 ou the 
tin, and of about £140 on the copper; or 
£400 in all ..................................................

£ s. d.

3,405 10 6

By authority of tho Government transferred to 
„ the Mines Department. These exhibits arc 

estimated as value at cost for further exhibi
tion purposes..................................................... 666 10 4

Timbers (Professor IVarren’s .............
tests, data for pamphlet).

Plants for decoration of N.S.W....................
Court.

Flags.................................................................

Cork for grottoes in Court ...........................
Wines forN.S.W. wine-bar...........................
Fisheries and other natural his-i ..............

tory exhibits, with incidental' 
expenses. |

Wool show-eases..............................................

Technological Museum packing- 
eases.

666 10 4 
53 0 0

05 0 3

95 5 9

4 13 4 
210 14 3 
289 16 11

191 13 0

15 4 6

Timbers, at his request, sent to Professor
Warren ........................... ................................

Those in good order donated by Executive
Commissioner .................................................

Transferred by authority to Centennial Cele
bration Exhibition .........................................

In charge of the Executive Commissioner for
disposal ............................................................

Portion presented by Executive Commissioner; 
remainder returned to Sydney, aud handed 
over to Australian Museum, by direction of
Colonial Secretary ..........................................

Transferred, by authority of the Government, 
to Agricultural Society of N.S.W., for Cen
tennial Intercolonial Exhibition ..................

Ketumed with Technological Museum exhibits

53 0 0

65 6 3

95 5 9 
4 13 4 

210 14 3

289 16 11

191 13 0 
15 4 6

£4,998 3 10 £4,998 3 10

A vote of thanks to Government Departments, &c., was moved hy Mr. 11. Thanks to 

Burdett Smith, seconded by the Hon. G. A. Lloyd, and carried unanimously, to the Departments, 
following effect:— PrciTate

That the cordial acknowledgments of this Commission are hereby tendered to 
the various Government Departments, and private firms and individuals, 
who contributed to the success of the New South Wales representation at 
Adelaide; and to the Railway Departments of Victoria, South Australia, 
and this Colony for free transit of the exliibits hy rail, and other facilities 
courteously afforded.”

A vote of thanks to Messrs. Plood and Co. was moved by Mr. R. D. Adams, Thanks to

seconded by Mr. Edward Lee, and carried unanimously in tbe following terms:— and Co. for*

• . ^rec at0rag0-
“ That tbe special thanks of this Commission be conveyed to Messrs. Elood and

Co., of the Blackwall Wool Stores, Circular Quay, for their important and 
valuable concession of free storage of the New South Wales exhibits, both 
for and from Adelaide.”

. A vote of thanks to Einance Committee was moved hy Mr. J. M. Purvcs, 
seconded by Mr. James Martin, and carried unanimously as follows:—

“ That the thanks of this Commission are especially due and arc hereby accorded 
to the Einance Committee, whose functions have been more important and 
more continuous than those of any other committee.”

Thanks to 
Finance 
Committee for 
services.

Mr.
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Thttnks to 
President.

Reply of 
President.

Mr. 11. D. Adams briefly thanked the members of the Commission for the 
compliment paid to the members of the Committee and himself, and stated it had 
given him great pleasure to preside over the meetings of the linance Committee.

A vote of thanks to the President was moved by Mr. Augustus Morris, 
seconded by Mr. Critchett TV alker, aud carried unanimously,

“ That the cordial thanks of the Commission be offered to the President for the 
admirable and successful manner in which he has conducted the 
proceedings.”

Mr. Neild also spoke, and complimented the President on the way in which 
he had carried out his duties.

The President, in reply, said : “lam sure I have never felt so overcome hy 
my feelings as I do at this time, although on many occasions I have received votes 
of thanks in connection with my services on somewhat similar occasions; and this 
arises from the fact that the expressions so generously employed have come from 
gentlemen of such large experience in connection with public Commissions. I have 
always, gentlemen, rendered whatever services lay in my power, as far as my humble 
ability extended, to promote the objects of the Commission generally. It is therefore 
with great satisfaction that I receive this kind vote of thanks as an appreciation of 
the services I have rendered. (Hear, hear.) I thank the Commissioners for their 
patience and attention to the business of the Commission during the long time it 
has been in existence; and I may state that, connected as I have been with many 
Commissions having similar objects with the present, I have never known any 
Commissioners more painstaking and attentive to their duties than the gentlemen 
connected with the Adelaide Exhibition. And now, gentlemen, the Commission 
having completed its labours in connection with the Adelaide Jubilee International 
Exhibition, I may state that I am preparing a report of its proceedings up 
to the present time, and with the authority of the meeting I propose to have 
it completed and submitted to Parliament at the earliest possible date. I 
feel that I am only performing my duty in referring to the harmonious action 
of the whole body of the Commissioners in reference to the important duties 
which were conferred upon them hy the Government. As has already frequently 
been stated, at the commencement of its labours the Commission was hampered 
in many ways in the performance of its duties. In tho first place there was 
found to be great reluctance on the part of many to exhibit their goods, or to 
enter in any way into the competition naturally belonging to an Exhibition, and 
the Commission had great difficulties in regard to tliis matter. And next, in con
sequence of the short time at its disposal to make the necessary preparations, it 
became a matter of necessity that the Commissioners should use every possible 
endeavour, even reaching as far as personal applications by members of the Com
mission in order to obtain what might be considered a fitting and adequate 
representation at the Adelaide Exhibition; but in consequence of the zeal and 
the diligence of many of the Commissioners all these difficulties were overcome, 
and the New South Wales Court,'under the excellent management of the Execu
tive Commissioner, at the opening day presented as complete and effective an 
appearance as any of the other Courts in the building, and during the whole course 
of tho Exhibition our Court both in regard to the character of its exhibits and the 
manner in wliich they were displayed reflected credit on all concerned. (Applause.)

This

16



This resultj of course, was not obtained without considerable personal exertion 
being made by several of the Commissioners, and although it would be invidious 
for me to specify all the members of the Commission to whom the country is 
indebted for their labours in this respect, I cannot avoid referring to Mr, Trauklin, 
who, in the early stages of the work of the Commission, aided its labors consider
ably by the results of his visit to Adelaide, and his description of the space required 
for the purposes of the Colony, and other matters of a similiarly important character; 
and the thanks of the Commission are especially due to the Chairmen of the various ■ 
Committees, many of whom visited Adelaide, and all of whom took a personal 
interest in the collection of exhibits in their particular sections. I feci it my duty, 
in this respect, to make special reference to the1 very great services rendered by 
Mr. Charles Moore, Director of the Botanic Gardens. (Hear, hear.) I need 
scarcely remind you of the invaluable services rendered by tbe Finance Committee 
all through the continuance of the labours of the Commission, and more especially 
to tbe valuable assistance given by the Chairman of this Committee, Mr. Adams, 
who, with unwearied industry, has superintended every matter connected with 
the shipment of exhibits, and the various disbursements of the Commission. 
(Applause.) One matter wliich has given me extreme satisfaction is that, so far as 
this Commission is concerned, the expenses have been kept within trulv reasonable 
bounds, and while everything has been done to make tbe display of the Colony as 
satisfactory as possible, no undue or lavish expenditure has been incurred in attaining 
tins object, as will be discovered on careful examination of the final accounts of tbe 
Commission. (Hear, bear.) And in the last place it affords me great pleasure 
to bear testimony to the energetic and devoted attention to all matters connected 
with the duties of the Commission paid by the Secretary, Mr. Alexander Gumming.
Every member of the Commission must be aware that the success of an undertaking 
such as this is necessarily dependent, to a large extent, on the zeal and devotion of 
such an officer; and having myself attended all the meetings of the Commission, 
and otherwise taken a personal interest in its management, I can bear my testimony 
to the fact that much of the success which lias attended the labours of the 
Commission has boon duo to the unwearied efforts of its Secretary. (Hear, hear.)

A vote of thanks to tho Secretary was moved by Mr. Harrie Mood, seconded Services of 
by Mr. It. D. Adams, and carried unanimously, in terms as follows :—• Scoretmv.

I{ That a special vote of thanks be accorded to Mr. Gumming for the services he ,
- has rendered to the Commissi on.”

Mr. Ncild said that it was only due to Mr. Gumming to say that ho 
(Mr. Neild) had never met with so prompt a correspondent.

The Commission agreed that the preparation of Report of its Proceedings for 
Parliament should be left in the hands of the President.

[The Commission having thus completed the various duties which devolved 
on tlicm, by virtue of the commission which your Excellency was pleased, in Her 
Majesty s name, and under tbe Great Seal of the Colony, to issue, adjourned sine die.]

1 have the honor to bo.
Tour Excellency’s most obedient Servant,

ARTHUR RENWICK,
President.
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APPENDIX A.

NEW SOUTH WALES COMMISSION.
(Gazetted 14 January, 1S87.)

PRESIBEKT :

The Honorable Arthur Renwick, M.D., M.P. 

Vios-Presibest :

Tire Honorable John H. Want, M.P.

Executive Commissiosek ; 

John Cash Neild, Esq., M.P.

Members or Commissiox :

Robert Dudley Adams, Esq.
John Fitzgerald Burns, Esq., M.P.
Frederick Augustus Fraukliu, Esq., C.E., J.P.
Thomas Littlejohn, Esq.
Charles Moore, Esq., E.L.S., Director of the Botanic 

Gardens.
Eliezer Levi Montefiore, F/sq., J.P.
Augustus Morris, Esq.

John Mitchell Purves, Esq., M.A,
Charles Smith Wilkinson, Esq., F.G.S., F.L.S., Geological 

Surveyor.
William Wright Richardson, Esq., J.P.
John Davies, Esq., C-M.G.

I Alfred Hilder, Esq., J.P.
John Jackson Calvert, Esq., J. P., Clerk of the Parliaments,

(Gazetted 18 March, 18S7.)
Alexander Gray, Esq. j
Henry Halloran, Esq., C.M.C4., J.P. |
John George Hanks, Esq. ;
John Kidd, Esq., J.P. .
Edward Lee, Esq.
John Mackenzie, Esq., F.G.S., Examiner of Coal-fields.
James Martin, Esq.
Joseph Benjamin OllifFc, Esq.

(Gazetted 2!) A
Evan Jones, Esq. I
John Tait, Esq., J.P. ]

Varney Parkes, Esq., M.P.
Alban Joseph Riley, Esq., J.P., M.P., Mayor of Sydney. 
Robert Burdett Smith, Esq., M.P.
Critchett Walker, Esq., J.P,, Principal Under Secretary. 
William Henry Warren, Esq., M.I.C.E., Professor of En

gineering, Sydney University.
Harrie Wood, Esq., J.P., Under Secretary for Mines.

prit, 1887.)
Joseph Henry Maiden, Esq., Curator and Secretary, Tech

nological Museum.

Martin E. Kirwan, Esq.
M. J. Hammond, Esq., J.P. 
R. H. D. White, Esq., J.P. 
J. B. Donkin, Esq., J.P.

Edward Combes, Esq., C.M.O. 
William John Fergusson, Esq. 
Frederick Jamison Gibbes, Esq., M.I’. 
Hon. George Alfred Lloyd, M.L.C.

Charles Cowper, Esq., Sheriff. 
Joseph Greer, Esq., M. P.

(Ga '.died 14 June, J887-)
J. G. Griffin, Esq., A.M.J.C.E.
George Pile, Esq,
Albert Chapman, Esq.
Peter F. Hart, Esq.

{Gaze.Ued 1 July, 1887.)
| John Macgregor, Esq.

John McLaughlin, Esq.
, George McLeod Matheson, Esq., M.P.
; Hon. George Bowen Simpson, Q.C., M.L.C.

[Gazetted 15 July, 1887.)
[ William Consett Proctor, Esq.

Alexander Gumming, Esq., Secretary.

APPENDIX B.
SYNorsiS of the Classification of Exhibits, with names of Members of Commission in charge.*

Department. Section. Class. Particulars.

C. S. Wilkinson, Esq., Alexander Gray, Esq.,^
, John Mackenzie, Esq., F Cl.S., Examiner 

of Coal-fields; Harris Wood, Esq , J.P., • 
Under Secretary for Mines, to formulate 
and present business in this Department.J

John Davies, Esq.; John George Hanks, 
Esq.; Joseph Benjamin Ollifie, Esq.; 
Alban Joseph Riley, Esq., J.P., M.P.,- 
Mayor of Sydney, to formulate and pre
sent business in this Department.

I.—Mixing.

A 100 to 112
B 113 to 117
C 1 IS to 120

IL—Masufag

A 200 to 205a1
B 200 to 213
C 214 to 210
D 217 to 228

E 220 to 238
F 239 to 248

G 210 to 258
II 259 to 267
J 2G8 to 275
J 270 to 282
K 283 to 289
L 290 to 296
M 297 to 302
N 303 to 306

Rock, Minerals, and Mining Products. 
Metallurgical Products.
Mine Engineering, Mode]?, Maps, and Section’.

Chemical Manufactures.
Ceramics, Pottery, Porcelain, ,tc.
Glass and Glassware.
Furniture and objects of general use in Construction and 

in Dwellings.
Yarns and Woven Goods of Tcgetnble or Mineral Materials. 
Yarns and Woven and Felted Goods of Wool and Mixture 

of Wool.
Silk and Silk Fabrics, &c.
Clothing, Jewelry, Ornaments, and Travelling Equipments. 
Paper, Blank Books, Stationery.
Weapons, &c. (Military, Naval, and Sporting).
Medicine and Surgery.
Hardware, Edge Tools, Cutlery, and Metallic Products. 
Fabrics of Vegetable, Animal, or Mineral Materials. 
Ctirriages, Vehicles, and Accessories.

* The President, Vice-President, and Kxecutivc Commissioner arc ex-officio members of oil Committees.
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APPENDIX continued.

Department. Section. Class. Particulars.

III.—Education and Science.
Augustus Morris, Esq.; Robert, Burdett"^ 

Smith, Esq., M.P.; Critchett Walker, 
Esq., J.P., Principal Under Secretary; J 
'William Henry Warren, Esq., j-
Profeasor of Engineerin g, Sy rtney Univcr- I 
sity, to forirmlatc and present business j 
in this Department. J

3. J, Culvert, Esq. ; E. A. Eranklin, Esq. ;^| 
Henry Halloran, Esq., C.M.G., J.P.; 
Eliezer Levi Montefiore, Esq., J.P.; 
Varney Parkes, Esq., M.P.; and Critchett j- 
Walker, Esq., J.P., Principal Under ' 
Secretary, to formicate and present busi
ness to this Department. J

E, A. Eranklin, Esq.; Alexander Cray, 
Esq.; James Martin, Esq. ; and "William 
Henry Warren, Esq., M.I.C.E., Professor 
of Engineering, Sydney University, to 
formulate mid present business in this 
Department.

J. E. Burns, Esq. ; Cliarles Moore, Esq.; 
Augustus Morris, Esq,; J. M, Purves, 
Esq.; W. W. Richardson, Esq.; John 
Kidd, Esq., J.P.; Edward Lee, Esq.; 
Varney Parkes, Esq., M.P.; William 
Henry Warren, Esq., M.LC.'E., Pro
fessor of Engineering, Sydney University; 
Harrie Wood, Esq., J.P., Under Secre
tary for Mines; and Joseph Henry' 
Maiden, Esq., to formulate and present 

- business in this Deportment.,
u

r

A
B
C
D

350 to 357 
358 to 364 
365 to 370 
371 to 380

Educational Systems, Methods, and Libraries. 
Scientific and Philosophical Instruments and Methods. 
Engineering, Architecture, Maps, &c.
Physical, Social, and Moral Condition of Man.

TV.—Akt.

Charles Moore, Esq.; John George Hanks, , 
Esq., John Cash Neild, Esq., M.P., to ! 
formulate and present business in thisl 
Department.

A 400 to K)5
B 40G to 409
C 410 to 414
D 415 to 417
E 418 to 423
E 424i to 429

V.—Maohin

A 500 to 509

B 510 to 521
C 522 to 531
D 532 to 539
E 540 to 549
E 550 to 555

G 556 to 564
II 5G5 to 5/2
I 573 to 583
J 584 to 591
K 592
L 593

VI.—Agkicut

A 600 to 007
1 B 608 to 616

C 619 to 624
]) 625 to 629

i E 630 to 633
If 634 to G40
a 611 to 647
H 648 to 660
I 661 to 662
J 663 to 666
K 667 to 672
L 673 to 676
M 677 to 681

IIoemcultuke and

A 700 to 701 j
B 702 to 711
C 712 to 716

D 717 to 719 :
]fl 720 to 722

■rangements :

Sculpture.
Painting.
Drawing, Engraving, and Lithography.
Photography.
Industrial, Architectural, and Ecclesiastical Designs, &e. 
Ceramic Decorations, Mosaics, &c.

Machines, Tools, and Apparatus of Mining, Metallurgy, 
Chemistry, and the Extractive Arts.

Machines and Tools for Working Metal, Wood, and Stone. 
Machines and Implements of Spinning, Weaving, Ac. 
Machines, &c., used in Sewing, Making Clothing, Ac. 
Machines for Printing, Making Books, Paper Working, &o. 
Motors and Apparatus for tho Generation and Trans

mission of Power.
Hydraulic and Pneumatic Apparatus.
Railway Plant, Rolling Stock, &c.
Machines used in preparing Agricultural Products.
Aerial, Pneumatic, and Water Transportation.
Castings (various), Iran, Brass, or other Metal.
Machinery' and other Apparatus especially adapted to the 

requirements of the Exhibition.

Arboriculture and Purest Products,
Agricultural Produeta.
Vegetable Products (used as food). •
Wine—Spirituous, Eermented, and other Drinks. 
Animal Product?, Land and Marine (used ns food). 
Animal Products, Land and Marine (used as materials). 
Textile Substances of Vegetable or Animal Origin.
Land Animals.
Insects, Ac.
Water Animals, Eish Cnlfure, and Apparatus. 
Machines, Implements, and Processes of Manufacture. 
Agricultural Engineering and Administration.
Tillage and General Management.

Pomology. ■
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, and Flowers. •
Hothouses, Conservatories, Graperies, and their Manage- 

■ ment.
Garden Tools, Accessories of Gardening.
Garden Designing, Construction, and Management.

Committee on Finance and Shipping arrangement
R. D. ADAMS, Esquire.
THOMAS LITTLEJOHN, Esquire.
HON. GEORGE ALFRED LLOYD, M.L.C.

APPEXDIX C.
Invitation issued to Nkw South Wales Exhimtohs.

The Now South Wales Commission earnestly invites the producers and mnnufnelurers of the Colony to become exhibitors at 
Adelaide ; and would urgently impress the necessity for immediate action on the part of intending participators, as the 
applications for space must reach the Commission in Sydney not later than 31st March, 1887, while exhibits are due in 
Adelaide on the 20tli of May, and the official opening takes place on the 20th of June.

It will he remembered that South Australia took part in the Sydney International Exhibition of 1879; and the 
opportunity is now offered for suitable representation of the produce and manufactures of this Colony in the city of Adelaide.

Every facility, it will he seen, is afforded by the New South Wales Commission to intending exhibitors, who are put to 
no appreciable expense beyond the preparation of goods for display; while the nearness of their destinafion and facility for 
return to tho Colony' should ho additional incentives.

The synopsis of classification only is here printed. The exhibitor need only in entering give the department and 
section. The class will he filled in in the offices of the Commission for catalogue purposes.

The printed regulations show tho nature and extent of the facilities which the Commission offer to the producers and 
manufacturers of this Colony. These regulations are printed herein, aud will also be found on the back of the general form 
of entry, or application for space.

Exhibitors are requested to furnish ou or with entry form, for the purpose of proper compilation of the cutalogue, 
information such as the following:—Wines—full particulars, ns per heads of special entry forms ; Minerals—locality of mine, 
extent of yield, and ils ratio to quantity of ore; Grain—area under cultivation, yield per acre, weight per bushel; Timber— 
full particulars os to habitat, growth, nnd economic value.

Appended arc n few speeint notes, embodying those of the Adelaide Commission, which are essential for the guidance 
of Exhibitors.

Ar/.—Section IV.—Pick tires must he suitably framed. No copies admissible. Only four exhibits to ho admitted from 
any one artist. Exhibitors desirous of having their pictures disposed of by Art Uuiou to so specify tlieir intention.

M o.chinory —
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Miiehiiiery.—Sei-ticm T'.—Exhibitor of machinfry inlcixled to be in motion to so stotej that suitable arrangements may 
be made for mol ire-power, &a.

Pastoral —Wool.—Exliibits of 1890 clip (if any) may be shown from opening of Exhibition in June. Special show 
for clip of 188/ to be opened in November of llial. jear.

Agriculture.— Section VI.— Cereals—3 bushels of each hind should be shown. Wines for competition—six boillcs 
of each hind to be exhibited. Wines for sale, and (o be consumed in the Exhibition—not more than six kinds, nor less than 
twelie donen, or one quarter-cash of each kind, nor mora than 100 cases of one dozen each, or twelve quarter-casks. Total 
quantity in bulk and bottle not to exceed 3o0 gallons from any one exhibitor. Wine Committee of South Australian 
Commission to approve of wines for sale : and all sent for sale to be for exhibition also. Spirits, liqueurs, bitters, and cordials— 
for exhibition, three bottles ; for sale, not less than one dozen, nor more than five dozen in bottle. Ale, beer, and porter—for 
exhibition, two dozen bottles of each hind, or, in bulk, not less than 18, nor more than 3(i gallons ; for enlv, not less than one 
hogshead, nor more Hum five hogsheads. Aerated water?—twenty-four bottles of each kind for exhibition ; and for sale, not 
less than twenty-four dozen, nor more than 100 dozen of any kind.

The Agricultural Society of Adelaide will hold a Live Stock, Agricultural, and Horticultural Show in September, 188?, 
the Jubilee Exhibition Commission, in addition to tbe ordinary awards, giving honors in Champion Cki'ses.

The awards for exhibits generally shall consist of three classes, viz. —
1st class—Diploma of first order of merit and medal.
2nd class—Diploma of second order of merit.
3rd elnsi—Diploma of third order of merit.

APPEXDIX D.
Eel’out of Executive Commissioner to meeting of Commission, 2Gtli April, 1SS?.

“ Aokkeablt with the wish of the Commission, I left Sydney on the Iith instant, and reaching Adelaide on the 15th instant, 
I immediately had an interview u ith the Executive Commissionei for South Australia, Sir Samuel Davenport, who informed 
mo that New South It ales could not have any space in the eastern annexe, as the whole of tho space therein was required 
for South Australia. On inquiring where it was proposed tho New South Wales exhibits were to be placed, I was informed 
that it was thought that they might he shown in the basement of the main building, under the New South Wales Court, 
ami upon my representing that only part of this space was suitable on account of the poor light, I was informed that a 
meeting of the Executive Committee was to be held on the following Tuesday, when the erection of another annexe would 
be taken into consideration. I therefore determined to remain in Adelaide until the meeting in question was held, and 
meanwhile had interviews with a number of tho loading inhabitants, whose aid I sought in securing proper consideration for 
the requirements of this Colony ; and I also addressed a lengthy communication to Sir Samuel Davenport, urging that 
faith should be kept with New South Wales in respect of the space promised in the eastern annexe. In a brief interview 
with Sir Samuel Davenport, on Tuesday morning, I was informed that in the course of the day I should bo placed in 
possession of the views of the Executive Committee, and consulted as to the space requirements of New South Wales, 
fioon after midday I received a note from the Secretary, stating that the Committee had adjourned till Friday, and 
that ‘ if it is convenient to yon to remain until then, 1 may bo in a position to give you some information before your 
return.’ This letter uaa followed by tho appearance of reports of the meeting of the Executive Committee, showing that 
the Executive Commissioner for South Australia had applied for the entire eastern annexe for his Colony, in addition to 
double the space in the main building granted to New South Wales—the total space demanded by Sir Samuel Davenport 
for South Australia being 40,000 feet. The prospects of fair treatment for the Mother Colony appeared increasingly remote, 
when fortunately an informal meeting was arranged between the Mayor of Adelaide, Mr. E. T. Smith, M.P., Chairman of 
the "Building and Grounds Committee, the prime mover and ruling spirit of the Exhibition, Mr, A. W. Meeds (Chairman of 
the Finance Committee), and myself. After a lengthy examination of the entire buildings, we arrived at an understanding 
to the effect that No. 1 Court in the eastern annexe should lie allotted to South .Australia, No. 2 Court to New Smith Wales, 
and No. 3 Court to Victoria. These Courts contain, respectively, 7,091 feet, fi.03o feet, and 4,479 feet. This understanding 
was confirmed by the Executive Committee on Friday last, and"I am very glad to be able to congratulate the Commission 
upon New South Wales having obtained space and position inferior to none in the Exhibition. 'The space scoured to this 
Colony is as under -—Main building, 3,789 feat; basement (say), 4,000 feet; eastern annexe, G,635 feet; total (say), 14,500 
feet. We have also wall space 50 feet in length in the gallery over our Court in the main building, and are entitled 
to further space in the implement aud machinery halls. There is also the wine bar and celleragc for wines. Our 
eastern annexe Court communicates directly by covered way (to be erected) with our space in tho basement, 
and the passage nay in question will certainly become the leading thoroughfare between tho two buildings. 
The decorations contracted for are progressing satisfactorily, and I have arranged with the architects for the buildings 
with respect to the erection of olficcs and the fitting of the eastern annexe Court. The end wall of the latter will 
require lining with T, and G. boarding ; the decoration of the roof I propose leaving until tho properties used at the 
Colonial and Indian Exhibition are fully examined, with a view to their adaptability to the requirements of our Court.'’

(Mr, Neild then explained the nature of the dilliculties lie had experienced in obtaining the requisite amount of 
space for the proper display of the exhibits of the Colony. He also stated that the utmost courtesy had been shown him 
by the press and people of Adelaide, with the exception of the difficulty to which he had referred in his report. In fighting 
for Now South \\ ales he had been practically fighting for Ahetoria, and he was certain that if the Parent Colony of Australia 
had not obtained its full share of space the Sister Colony would hai e fared badly. He thought he should make this known, 
as it would explain the position more fully, and because, to some persons, the report might seem egotistical. Mr. Neild 
then exhibited plans showing the space allotted to New South Wales in the eastern annexe, and explained the same to the 
members of the Commission.)

APPENDIX E.
Repokt of Executive Commissioner to Meeting of Commission, fil’d May, ISS7.

I reo to report that I have accepted, through the architect for the buildings, a contract for the lining of the end 
walls of the New South Wales Court m the eastern annexe, as mentioned In my last report.

With regard to the decorations ordered by the Commission before my appointment, I beg to say that tho contractor 
is at a standstill for want of photographs or views of the cities and towns which it was proposed to paint into the panels 
prepared for them. I find these photos, or views me not obtainable at i he Government Printing Office, and unless procurable 
elsewhere, the whole decoration must be remodelled. As this work was commenced long before my appointment, 1 must 
ask the Commission to supply the views.

As exhibits are beginning to come into stove I beg to recommend that they be shipped for Adelaide week hy week, 
provision being made for their insurance against fire vv hen delivered at the Exhibition buildings, and I iccommend that 
arrangements be at once made with the coutvaetois to place the packages in the various divisions of the New South Wales 
Court, according to instructions given in advance of shipment, by the Executive Com missioner, _

For this purpose I suggest that the Court on mam flooi bo called No. 1, gallery space No. 2, basement space No. 3, 
and eastern annexe No. 4.

The packages being so marked and delivered will save much labour, loss of time, and expense.
Arrangements having been already made for inspection of the Art and Public School exhibits, 1 recommend that these 

be examined as rapidly as possible, and, as regards other exhibits, unless there is ev idently something of an objectionable 
character, 1 recommend that they be despatched without inspection, ns any attempt to examine them here would be costly 
m time and money. _

Should any exhibit eventually prove unsuitable ou unpacking hi Adelaide, it would be returned with loss expense 
than could a general overhaul he made in Sydney.

Agreeably with the wish of the Coni miss ion, I mot Air. Chas. Moore at the Botanic Cardens, and accompanied by 
Mr. F. A. Franklin, we examined the various ferns and other plants suitable for our Court, aud agreed upon those not 
likely to be shown by any other Colony. With
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V, itli reference to palms Mr. Moore will, I Wilevc, inaite n separate report. It will bo requisite for some one to no 
tlown in cliargc of tiio plants to care for them daring the voyage, otherwise they would run tho great risk of irreparable 
damage. r

1 produce for the information of the Commission, summary of the space required in various sections of classification 
winch, even after making allowance for exeessho estimates on the part of some of the applicants for space, shows that I 
was after ail, fortunate m securing, while in Adelaide, an increase of space from 12,500 feet superficial to 14,500 feet. The 
total allotted is not inclusive of main passages, but necessary .avenues between exhibits will have to ho deducted therefrom 
lalso produce summary of the catalogue of New South Wales exhibits for incorporation with the general official catalogue 
to be published by the Adelaide Exhibition Authorities. Tile Catalogue of New South Wales Court which will 'five a 
more detailed description of our exhibits in now being compiled. °

APPENDIX F.
Rkpout of Executive Commissioner to Meeting of Commission, 10th May, 18S7.

I have the honor to report the arrival of the ship '‘Lcyland Brothers,” bringing tho decorations used in the New South 
■Wales Court at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, and the eases containing these will be forthwith shipped to Adelaide.

The Agent-General has cabled the Colonial Secretary, in answer to the inquiry made by tliis Commission, that the 
on i^xf1868 re(luireci for the uainoral exhibits, fee., were shipped at Loudon for Adelaide direct by the “ Liguria,” on the 
:10th March, and that the collections of photographs will be despatched to Adelaide per “ Chimborazo” on the 12th inst,, a 
date, I may remark, quite too late to admit or their proper placement in our Court, as they cannot roach the building more 1 
than two or three days before the opening. ’

The quantity of wall space required is so greatly in excess of the space available that some considerable number of 
these photographs from London must necessarily remain unexhihited.

A meeting of the Mining Committee has been held, and stops taken in order to test the possibility of carrying out 
the Executive Commissioner's recommendation re a model of one of the Jonolan caves, and upon this matter a report will 
probably be presented at the next meeting of the Commission.

At the same meeting the question of the strength of tile main floor of the Exhibition Building, to bear the strain of 
the mineral trophies, was discusserl, and a telegram was since despatched to Adelaide inquiring whether the floor will bear 
tiic weight. If it will not, these trophies must be placed in the basement court.
+ 4-1 tllC evcil?118jt>urnak has recently published statements to the effect that Victoria has secured a better position
to that obtained by this Colony, and though lam in no way responsible for the position selected for New South Wales on 
the mam floor of the principal building, 1 feel it is but right to say that in my opinion, it possesses many advantages of tbe 
space obtained by ’V ictom ; while, ns regards the gallery space and eastern annexe Court, secured by me, I have no hesitation 
in asserting that tney are superior in every way to the space granted to the Sister Colony. "

APPEXDIX GK
General Index to Shipments of New South Whiles Eslubit^ Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition, ISS7.

Nmneot Hxhibitn. Sbip, ite.

Admns, George Hill............... i
Alford, Alien ........................ |
Anderson, Bobert ................... |
Architect of Public Schools .
Armsfrong, Wilburn..............
Arnold, Alfred Edward ,,, | 
Art Society of New South 

Wales.
Australian Agrieull.ur.d Co. . 
Australian Joint Sfocli Bonk. . 
Australian Kerosene O.l until 

Mineral Co. 1
Do .......
Do .
Do .......

Bailey, William....................... |
Balfour, lion. James ......... I
Barker, A. E..........................  !
Barker, T. C............................. |
Beaumont, J. T ....................
BcUington, J. B.......................|
Bcvau, Theodore F.................. I

Do ...............
Bishop, L................................. .
Bouke, B. C.............................
Bombala Public School........... !
Bouffler Brothers .......... i

Do .................
Do  I

Bowden, O. B........................... |
Do .......................

Bowrey Brothers .................
Brandt, Charles............. .......
Bray, Janies S..................
Brecht, Carl ...........................
Breckonridgc, Robert ..........
Broadhead, J. M.....................
Broughall Colliery Co...........
Brown, J. & A.........................
Brown, John..........................
Browne, Thomas ...................
Bull. Coal-mining Co..............
Burwood Coal-mining Co. ..
Calvert, Mrs.............................
Campbell, George...................
Cariniehnel, Gh T, & J, B......
Chisscll, W. J..........................

Adelaide
do

Victorian
Adelaide

do
do
do

Victorian
Adelaide

do

do
Victorian

do
do

Adelaide
Victorian
Adelaide

do
Victorian
Adelaide
Victorian

do
Adelaide

do
do
do
do

Victorian
do

Adelaide
do
do
do

Victorian
Adelaide
Victorian

do
Adelaide
Victorian

do
Adelaide 
Rad way . 
Adelaide 

do 
do

Date No. of 
' Package. Department, Sec

tion

1SS7.
11 June 61? 11. Mamifftoturcs M
It n 617 IV. Art............. E
2L May 319 li. Manufacture!! N
H J line 095 fit. Education... A
14 May 17 If. Manufactures N
It }} 125 VI. Agriculture,. V
14 JJ 135-137 IV. Art............ B

21 2SI T. Mining.......... A
11 Junoi G12 IV Art............. B
2S May 291 1. Mining.......... A

2S 473-471
4 JuiK' 450-193 II. Mamifuct tiros A
4 404-517 do ... A

21 May 191 AT. Agriculture . B
29 Oel. 1003 do ... a

2 July 898 do . B
14 May G3-76 do ... D
29 Get. 1012 do . . G-
22 1001-1002 do ... G
25 Ju nc 878 II. Manufactures J

2 Jnlv 897
21 Max 265 I. Mining ........ A
11 ■J imp C75-67G IV. Art............. D
11 017 ]Lf. Education... A
28 May 4C7-472 VI. -Agriculture. D
6 Aug 951 do ... D

23 963 do . . D
21 Mar 169 do ... 11
21 183 do .. B
14 Mai 131 ITT. Education . B
U ■J 14 G VI. Agriculture.. B
n June 008 Jl Msmul’iicfure-i II
14 M ay 37 AT. Agriculture,, D
21 237 I. Alining........... A
14 113 V J. Agriculture. B
21 203 1, Mining ...... A
21 273 do . . A
1-1 77 IV. Art ............ A
21 258 I. Mining ........ A
21 260 do .......... A
28 236 do . , A
U June 821 II. Ediiealional. a
11 Muy 12G VI. Agriculture.. D
14 }J 127-130 do ... D
11 Juno 017 III. Education .. A

Class. Nature of Exhibit.

299 Cordage,
418 Designs for files.
301 Perambulators.
352 Photos, of schools.
30G Hiding saddle.
634 Compressed leather.

406-407 Uil and water colour

100
paintings.

Coal.
407 Drawing of Bank.
106 4 blocks shale.

Trophy.
2dl Candles.
201 Oil.
009 Maize,
GU AVool.
G0S Wheat.
G25 Wine.
G41 Wool.
G41 do
2S2 Ethnological collection

Puniphlels.
107 Building stone.
415 Photographs.
357 Pupils’ work.
G25 AV me.
025 do
625 do
009 <&c.
003 do
360 Weighing machines.
G08 Wheat.
267 Photographs,
625 Wine.
100 Iron ore.
609 Barley. 4
106 Coal.
10G Coke.
405 Carved Emu eggs.
107 Building slom?.
10G Coal.
10G clo .
254 Needlework.
625 AA'ine.
623 do

Book in Phonography.
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APPENDIX Q—continued.

Name of Exhibitor. I i
Ship, &c.

1
Date. No. of 

Packages. Department. Sec
tion. Class.' Nature of Exhibit,

1887.
Clarence River Agricultural Adelaide ... U May 56-57 VI, Agriculture.. B 6C9 Produce.

Society.
Clark ifcKoivlcv..,.................. do ... 11 June 027 Ill, Education. . C 370 Maps of New South

= Wales.
Cochran, U.............................  I Victorian ... 16 July 931 11, Manufactures H 261 Cabbage-tree hats.
Cochrane, George .................. Adelaide ... 25 June 856 1. Mining.......... A 109 Fire-clay,
Coghlan and party.................. Victorian . 16 Jnlv 911 do ......... A 103 Sliver ore.
Colemane & Sons .................. do ... 4 June 546 1J. Manufactures A 201 Eucalyptus oil.
Collarov Co. (Limited).......... Adelaide . 29 Oct. 1004 I VI. Agriculture. G 641 Wool.
Collingridge, A....................... Railway ... . 15 June, 8tfi i IV. Art.............. B 406, 4071 Pictures.

J)0 ......................... do ...... 15 .. 849 ‘ . do ............. B 406, 407 do
Colonial Sugar Refining Co.... Adelaide . . ii „ 635-637 1

D
Show-eases, stands, A’c.

Do clo . u „ 617-649 VI. Agriculture. 628 Spirits.
Do -I do .. H „ 650-657 do C 622 Sugar*
Do .. Railway...... H „ 729-730 clo ... 0 622 2 casks treacle.

Cominissioners for X.S.W* S. Australian 9 May No Adelaide ... ► Court decorations from
Nos. London.

Do ..... Adelaide ... U „ 151-162 Court decorations.
Do ....... Victorian ... 21 196-199 do
Do ....
Do .....

do ..
Adcluidc .

21 „
28 „

301-325
397

do
Vases, Ac.
Natural history specimens.Do ....... Victorian ... 4 June 552-555 YT, Agriculture ii 660

Do ..... do ... 4 „ 588 do ... A GOO Timbers*
Do ...... do ... 4 „ 597 11. Manufactures D 217 Parqueterie.

, Do ..... do . 4 „ 598 Stationery for Executive 
Commissioner.

Do Adelaide ... 
do

11 .. 638-639 ...... 2 bales cork.
Do . .. . 11 „ 678-679 VI. Agriculture H 660 Nat ttral history speehn cns.
Do ...... Railway...... 14 „ 731-819 do ... D 625 Purchased wines.
Do ....... do ...... 14 „ 820 do H 660 Natural history specimens.
Do do ....... 14 821 .......... Labels for exhibits (mine

rals, &c.).
Do ....... do ..... 15 „ 838-843 VI, Agriculture D 625 Purchased wines.
Do ......
Do ......

do ... . 
Victorian ...

15 „
18 „

849
857 VI. Agriculture D ”625

Bale of flags.
Purchased wines.

Do ....... Adelaide . . 25 „ 879-893 do ... D 625 do
Do ....... Victorian ... 2 July 899-903 ...... Pamphlets on Colony.
Tin 9 907 Show-case for silver.
Do ....... Victorian ... 16 „ 925-930 ...... Catalogues.
lln Hi „ 932-910 A 103 Sil\ er in ingot*

Catalogues.
do

Do .
Do ... ,
Dn ......

30 ,, 943-947
Victorian ... 27 Aug. 

3 Sept. 
22 Oct.

969-973
977-978 Pamphlets.

Show-cases for wool.Do ....... Victorian ... 990-997
Do ..... Adelaide ... 29 „ 1017 2 empty wool abow-rases.
Do ..... do ... 29 „ 1020 I. Mining...... A ioi Mud gee nugget.
Do . .<
J)o

850 Flag-poles and heads. 
Pamphlets.
Purchased wines,

10 Sept. 
8 Oct.

981
Do .... do ... 982-988 VI Agriculture D 625
Do ..... do ... 8 „ 089 . . . Prof. W urren’s pamphlet.
Do ....

Conlon, 13............................. -
Adelaide ... 
Victorian ..

5 Nov. 
A June

1022
540 VI. Agriculture.. B 609

Empty wool show-cases, 
Farm produce.

Corriu, John.......................... Adelaide .. 14 3fajr 91 do . . B 008 Wheat.
Cotton, Herbert. W................. Railway...... 15 June 845 III. Education A 351 Drawing and map.
Cowdcry & Thomaa .............. Victorian ... 4 „ 596 V. Machinery ... H 509 Rails, sleepers, Ac.
Cox, D. & A............................ Adelaide ... 29 Oct. 1012 VI. Agriculture., G 641 Wool.

do ... 11 June 617 do ... A 600 Collection of timbers.
do 14 Muy 

21 „
133 II. Manufactures N 306 Horsc-shocs.

Do ...................... Victorian ... 182 VI. Agriculture. K 667 Plough.
Dalton, Bros............................ do ... 21 „ 167 do 0 619 Flour,
Dangar, Macdonald, Bros. ... Adelaide .. 29 Oct. 1018 do G 641 Wool.
Dawson, J. II.......................... Victorian ... 4 une 591 V. Machinery J 588 Sculls.
Dewhurst, A............................

Do .......................
11 G84 TV, Art.............. D 415 Pliptographs.

Drawings.u ii do .......... B 407
Ditzcll, Henry ...................... Victorian ... 21 Ma> 186 VI. Agriculture. B 60S Wheat.
Ditzell, John ........................ do .., 21 „ 187 do ... D 625 W inc.
Donaldson, John .................. Adelaide . . 11 June 641 do ... A 600 Cedar plank.
Dorncr, Henry ....................... do ... 11 ,, 682-683 IV. Art............... D 415 Photographs.
Elwin, W. H-, A Co................ Victorian . 21 Mav 176-177 VI. Agriculture.. D 626 Ale and porter.
Eskbnnk Public School ......... Adelaide ,, 11 June 617 III. Education... A 351 Pupils’ work.
Eieculive Commissioner .... Victorian .. 27 Aug 975 Stationery.
Paint, Gcorgo.......................... do . 21 ?Jn.T 164-166 VI. Agriculture. B 609 Barley, oats, and wheat.

Yairfax & Sons ...................... S. Australian 30 July 951-952 | V. Machinery .. 
IV. Art...... i......

F
D

5411 
416 J

Stereotypes and photo
graphs.

Fallon, James T....................... Adelaide . 14 May 58-62 VI. Agriculture. D 625 Wine.
Do ................... Victomu v.. 4 June 560-661 do D 625 do
Do * .................. Adelaide 20 Aug, 

4 June
965-966 do ... D 625 do

Farleigh, Kcttheim, <fc Co..... Victorian 541 VI. Agricult ure.. F 634 Sole leather.
Ffrost, Henry C..................... Adelaide ... ii „ C3B IX. Manufflct nrcs 1 272 Printing.
Fisheries Commission ........... j Victorian 21 May 192-194 VI. Agriculture.. J 664 lush specimens.

Do .......
Do ..........

Adtdaide ... 
do .

28 „
28 ,,

32fi
465 IV. Art.............. B 407

Showcase,
Drawings of fish.

Fleming, G. T....................... do 14 ,, 88-89 Vf. Agriculture. D 625 Wine.
Folkes, Mr*. E. E.................... Rnilw ay . .. 15 June 345 IV. Art.............. B 406 Drawings.
Forsyth & Sons .....................
Francis, G-oorgc.....................

Adelaide . . 14 May 55 VI. Agriculture. F 634 Leather.
do .. U „ 36 VI. „ • D 625 Wine.
do ... 006-607 IV. Art.............. D 415 Photographs.
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APPENDIX Gr—eontinued,

Name of Exhibitor. Ship, &c. j Bite. 1

1

No. of 1 
Packiiges. ^ Department. Sec-

tion.^ Class.

1887.
Frcmlin. A. R.......................... Adelaide ... 29 Get. 1007 S'J. Agriculture- G GH
Frero, Lisonce.......................... Victorian ... 4 June 592, 593 do ... B 623
Frost, Mrs. J........................... do ...| 4 „

14 May
549 If. Manufacture. H 239

Gcddes, G. W...................... Adelaide ... in TV. Art............. A 405
Gnrrcu, A. II........................... Victorian .. 21 0 181 VI. Agriculture.. 0 622
Goohan, J............................... Adelaide .. 2S „ 418 do . . B 609
Goodwin, Henry ................. do . 23 ,. 475-477 do ... Jj 675

Bo .................. Victorian .. 4 June 478 do ... Ij 675
Bo ................. Adelaide ., H „ 707-709 do ... L 675
Bo .................. Victorian .. IS „ 862 do ... D 675
Do ................ do 18 •„ 803 do . L 675
Bo ................. Adelaide .. 25 853-861 do . E 675
Bo .................. do ,,

do . .
25 j 1 864-870 do .. L 675

Gorus & Son........................... 14 May 150 do .. J) C23
Government Printer ............... Railway... . 14- June 822-835 do ...

Bo ............... Victorian .. 12 Nov. 1025 do ... ...
Gow, Stephen II.................... do ... 4 J uno 547 do ... B 609
G rant, William...................... Adelaide .. 14 Muy 16 do F 631
Great Northern Colliery . , do .. 3 Sept. 979 T. Mining.......... A 106
Green, Thomas...................... do ... 14 May 134 VI. Agriculture.. L 674
Grerillr, 1L................................ do ... 11 iluno 6S7 III. Education... A 357
Grover, E. .. . ..................... do ... 28 May 417 VI. Agriculturo. C 619
Hill, William.......................... do .. 14 188 do ... B 68
Ifanseombe, William.............. Victorian 21 „ 174 do ... E 631
Ilurbottio, AI^op, & Co........... Adelaide . . 14 „ 82-87 do ... D 625

Bo do . ... do 20 Aue 964 tlo ,, B 625
Do do ..... Victorian . . 14 Nov 1023,1024 do ... ]) 625

Havdou, B............................... Adelaide 29 Oct 1007 do ... G 641
Hstyes, Henry ........................ Victorian .4, 21 May 18S do .. 0 619
Harter, James ..................... do . . 4 June 536-539 do ... B 609
lliiidmarah, W. R................... do .. 4 „ 543 do .. Vj 631
Hookings, If., & Co................. Adelaide It Slay 26-29 do ... B 625

Do ............. do ... C Aug. 955, 956 1 do B 625
Bo ............... do 20 „

4 Jum
961 do ... B C25

Ilogbon, E.............................. Victorian ,, 548 II. Manufactures A 300
Bo .............................. Adelaide ... 11 „ 617 . V. Machinery ... IT 668

Hogg, S. P., A Co................... do .. 14 „ 92, 93 YL Agriculture.. B 114
Bo .......... do .. 28 „ 4G6 ...................

Holmes, J. B........................... do ... 14 „ 80-88 YL Agriculture.. B 425
HiilbeH, Beniamin ............... do . . 11 „ 645 ] TI. Manufactures B 217

Bo .............. do .. 11 697-706 , do .. D 217
Hume, K. Ft. F..................... do 29 Oct. 1014 I VI. Agriculture. G 641

847 j IV. Art ........... E ‘106
Hursl, William ....................... Adelaide .., 14 Mav 139 VI. Agriculture... B 608
Isaacaohn, Martin.................. Victorian ,, 4 June 599-602 I. Mining........... A 100
Jack, David.............................. do ... 21 May 189 VI. Agriculture... D 625

Bo ............................. do ... 27 Aug 974 do ... B 625
Jackcs Brothers..................... do .. 4 June 54>o VII, Horticulture A 700
Jacob, U................................... Railway .. 844. do ... A 700
James, Arthur B.................... Adelaide ... 14 May 94-96 VI. Agriculture... B 629
James and Gray ..................... do ... 29 Oet, 1013 do G 641

Bo .................. do ... 29 „ 1015 do ... ; G 641
John, Thomas ...................... Victorian ... 21 May 173 do ... B 609
Jones, Evan .......................... Adelaide ... 14 „ 1 V. Machinery . B 521

Bo ........................... do ... 11 June 721-723 11. Slanufactures H 263
Do ..........................
Bo ...........................

Victorian ... 
Adelaide ... 
Victorian ..

2 July
9
4 June

904-906
1 915

[ do ... TF 263

Jones, Thomas ...................... 658 TI. Manufactures B 228
Kelman, James...................... Adelaide ... 14 May 42^45 VI. Agriculture.. B 625

Do ........................... do .. 20 Aug 962 do ... B 625
Kellon, Arthur E. ................ do ... 1L June! t>30 III. Education .. A 351
Kelton, John h.................. do ... 14 Mav 114 VI. Agriculture.. B 608

do 646 IV. Art.............. B
Kindergarten Public School . do ... U „ 612 I1L 'Education. . A 351

Do do ... Railway ... 15 „ 845 do A 351
Klemke, J. G..........................
Kopseh, Cbas. F. G.................

Adelaide .. 11 June 640 Vf Agriculture.. B 608
do ... 14 May 140 HI. Education B 363

Laescttor & Co., F................... Victorian . . 4 June 521-535 VI. Agriculture.. K G71-C72

Do .................... Adelaide ... 11 „ 604, 605 do ... E 671
Baurie, Alex. T........................ do ... 11 „ 617 do . C 619
Bee, John E............................. do .. 14 Slav 50-54 If. .Manufactures A 200

Bo .......................... Victorian . 31 „ 180 _____
Bo ...................... Adelaide ... 28 „ 407-416 II. Sfaniifactures A 200

Levy, Rosa.............................. do 11 June 634 do H 259
Liversidge, A.......................... do ... 2S May 446-149 1. Milling ......... A 100
Loder, T. J............................... do . . 11 June 617 VI. Agriculture.. F 634
Ludowic, J. 0.......................... Victorian ... 18 June 871,872 V. Aliiclnnery ... F 553
Lysaghfc Brother* A Co.......... do ... 21 Mav 320 II. Manufactures L 296
M'Callum, Argylc .................. do ... 4 June 542 VI. Agriculture F 634
M'Ciillum A Co....................... Adelaide ... 14 Mav 122,123 do ... B 626
M'Ourl.hT, Charles W............. 2L „ 178,179

190
TV. Art............. A 400

M‘Dolin’ 1, John .................. do ... 21 ;; V. Machinery ... H
M'Grath, J. A F..................... do ... 4 Juno 51S VI. Agriculture.. E 631
MlCenney Sc Parker.............. do 21 Slay 195 do ... D 626

Nature of Eihibit.

Wool.
Champagne.
Woolwork.
Can'cd Uraukots. 
Sugar-rane.
Maize. ,
3 rohiclos.
Waggon.
3 vohieles.
Barroir.
Wheel.
Wheels.

do and axle.
Wine.
Photos, pictures, books. 
Publications for JCxccufcive 
Mairo. [Commissioner. 
Solo leather.
Coal.
Bouednet.
Year-book of Australia. 
Plour.
Wheat.
Cheese.
Wine.
do
do for E3eculive Com

missioner.
Wool.
Flour.
Maize.
Butter.
Wine.
do
do

Balsam of aniseed.
R ail way wheels. 
Condiments.
Show stand.
Wine.
Floor of billiard-table. 
Billiard-table.
Wool.
Picture.
Wheat.
Mineral collection.
Wine.

do
Fruit.
Collection of chillies. 
Cordials.
Wool.
do

Beaus, pens, &o.
Bed of press.
Silverware, &c. 

do
Show case.
Venetian blinds.
Wino.

do
Mapping, Ac.
Wheat.
Photographs.
Pupils’ work, 

do
Wheat.
Telephones.
Refrigerators and Incu

bators.
Churns.
Arrowroot.
B aking-powder.
Show ease.
Baking-powder and show 

stand.
JInir-work.
Minerals, Ac.
Furs.
Mill belting.
Wire netting.
Itu g.
Ale and porter.
Bust nod pedestal. 
Expansion rnller.
Butter.
Ale.
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APPENDIX G-—continual,

Name of Evhibitor.
i

Shiji, &c. 1
i

Date. No.of 1 
Paukrigca. [

1
Department.

1

Sec
tion. Class

1887.
M/Deod, Alex........................... Adelaide ... 14 May 133 V. Machinery ... K 592
MTjaod, Mrs........................... Victorian ... 4 June 694 II. Manufactures H 259
MacGregor, Harris, & Co....... Adelaide ,.. n „ 710-716 do L 295

Do do ....... do ... 25 „ 674-877 do ... L 295
MacKonzic & Henderson....... do ... 25 „ S73 I. Mining......... A 106

Do do ....... Victorian ... 2 July 894,895 do .......... A 106
Manchec, J. C......................... do ... 22 Oct. 999 VI. Agriculture.. G 641

Do ...................... Adelaide ... 20 1010 do . G 641
Manner?, John ...................... Victorian ... 21 Mav 183 do ... K CG7
Marks, Samuel ...................... do ... 4 June 4S3- 430 do ... D 626
Mathews & Son...................... do ... 21 May 1G3 do .. C CIO
Mines Department.................. do ... 21 „ 200-300

cxcoptmE'
Xos.2^t. 2S6,
291, 21)2, 203

Do ................... Adelaide .. 23 ., 327-396 VI...................... A GOO
Do .................. 28 „ 292, 293
Do ................... 28 " 420-450
Do ................... Victorian ... 31 June 613-026
Do .................. 4 „ 563-588
Do ................... do ... a ;; 590 VI. Agriculture.. A GOO
Do .................. 11 „ 6SR-C94
Do .................. do .. 11 s! 720 I........................... A 101
Do ................... do ... f) July 913 I. Alining.......... A 100
Do .................. Victorian ... 27 Aug. 976 111. Education... C 370

Monk, D. -I............................ 14 Hay 46
Do .......................... do ... 1A 47-A9 VI. Agriculture.. D 627

Jifoore & JBamctir .................. do ... 14 „ 33-39 do ... D 625
Mather, Thomas .................. do 14 „ 34,33 do ... D G25
Mount Eembla Coal Company do . . G Aug 953 I. Alining ........ A 106
Mulhollnnd, 0-. J................... do . 29 Oet. 1000 VI. Agriculture.. G 011

Do ....................... do ... 20 „ 1003 do ... G 641
Do ...................... do 29 „ 1019 do ... G 641

Mulholkmd, T. J.................. do ... 29 „ 1011 do .. G 641
Mullins, C. S............................ do . 14 Mav 149 do .. D 626
Munro, Alexr......................... do , 14 115-119 do .. D 625

Do ....................... do 20 Aug 963 do .. D 625
680 IV. Art IT

Newman, J. Hubert.............. do . 28 May 39S-402 do ' . D A15
Oppenhcimer, A..................... Victoria]) 4 June 562 I. Mining......... A 101
Papini, Leopolds ............. . Adelaide .. 14 May 90 1. Alanuiactures, K 287
J^eucock* George..................... do ll June 003

Do ...................... do ... U „ 658-673 VI. Agriculture . C 620
Peimse, T , & Co..................... Railway .... 14 821 do .. a 641
Piltniarij "VVillmm ................. Adehude 11 Hay 81 11. Manufactures N 306
.PoilniorCj George .................. do .. 11 Jum* 617 lAr. Art............. B 407
Postmnstei,'Geiici,al ............. do ii „ 628 III. Education. C 370

Do ....................... Victorian 18 June 831-853 do .. B 363
Do ..................... do .. IS „ 855 clo . B 363
Du ...................... do .. 16 July 916-924 do ., B 363
Do ...................... do 33

PownalS, Harry..................... Victorian 4 519 II. Alunufaclurec c 216
Pratt, A. C............................... Adelaide . . 14 May 147 do . D 225
Public WorfcSiUnfWSecretarj S. Australian 30 July 943 IV. Art............. B 407
Kondwick Municipal Council do ... 30 Julv 950 clo D 415
Raymond Prothera .. Adelaide 28 Mav 403-40G YL Agriculture. D 626
Reeve, Gt, J............................. do ... 11 June 017 III. Education.,, A O.W,
Richardson, T. D.................... do ... 29 Oct. ion VI. Agriculture.. G 6J1
Richardson, W. W.................. i 430,431 T inn
Picket t$, J. J............... . do ... 11 June | 643 1V. Art "......... O 410
Rosedule Coal Co.................... Victorian 21 Mav 2)9 I. Aiming........ A 106
Russell, J. J5. M..................... Adelaide ... HJutiel GX7 II. Alanuiactures 11 261
Rutter, Samuel ...................... 9,1 Mtn-1 119 IV Art 77
See, John .............................. Adelaide ... 23 , 4S3 AH. Agriculture.. C 022

Ho ............................ do . , 9 July 1 914 Ho .. 0 622
Do ............................. do . . G Aug 957-959 do ,. c 622

Kim, Richard ..................................................... do .. ! 14 May | 121 do , c 619
28 IV. Art \ I 400

Singleton Coal (Jo..... ............. Yictoiiun ... ;21 ” 1 253 1. Mining . ... A 106
Sloano, A................................. Adelaide ... 29 Oct. 1009 V!. Agriculture. G 641

Do ............................ do ,. 20 „ 1016 do ... G 611
Smith H. T.............................. do .. 14 May 98-105 V. Machinery ... G 561

Do .......................... do ..
in. „ 1 106 11. Aianufactures D 217

Do ..................................................... do .. i 14 .. 107,108 ArI. Agriculture., D 629
Do .................................................... do .. 1 U' 109 V. Machinery ... a 561

Do ..................................................... do .
I 110 II. Manufactures D 217

Do ................................................... do 1 H .. Ml V. Machinery A 509
Do ................................................... do 14 „ 1 142-14.4 do G 561

Do ..................................................... do ... 11 „
| 11-5 If. Manufactures D 224

Do ................................................... Victorian 4 June 1 479 V. Machinery ... G 661
Do ................................................... do .. 4 „ 551 do . G 561
Do ..................................................... do .. 4 „ 480 IT. Manufacture?: D 217
Do ..................................................... do ... 4 „ ! 481,482 V. Machinery , A 509

Smith, R, Burdctt..................................... Adelaide ... 11 „ j 717-719 IV. Art ...................... A 400

Nature of Eslnliit.

Brnssworlr.
Coiintorpniie, &c. 
Jnparmcd goods. 
Whcclbnrvorvf,
Bogliead tnineiTl. 

do
Wool,

do
Plough.
Ale aud porter.
Flour.
Prhutc&nd depart menUl 

mineral exhibits.

Timber?.
Minerals.

do
tlo
do (private.) 

Timbers.
Mineral* (priiute.)
Gold epccimens.
Fossil bones.
Majis.
Show Stand.
Vinegar.
Wine.

do
Block of coal.
Wool.

do
do
do

Ale.
Wine.

do
Photograph?.

do
Quart?;.
Truss,
(show case 
Jams
Collection of wools. 
Horseshoes.
Drawings of fish.
Poslul map
Telegraphic instruments, 

do
Telephone columns, kc. 
Telegraphic instruments. 
Engraved glassware. 
Millet broom'! 
Water-colour drawing. 
Photographs.
Stout.
Book in phonography. 
Woo).
Silver and gold ores. 
Illuminated address.
Coal.
Bullion bank. 
Potichomanic table.
Sugar cane, 

do
do ■

Flour.
Sculpture (busts).
Coal and cake.
Wool.

do
Soda-water machine. 
Table.
Cordials.
Part of soda-water 

machine.
Table.
Gas-gcncralor,
Parts of soda-water 

machine.
Injector for lamps. 
Soda-water machine, 

do
Revolving table. 
Gas-machine.
Statuette of Captain Cook 

and stand.
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APPENDIX Gr—continued

Name of Exhibitor* Ship, &lc. Date. No. of 
Packages- Department Sec

tion. Class. Nature cf Exhibit,

1887.
Smith, W. J............................. Victorian ... J June 595 Y- Machinery 141 j 58S Life-buoy.
Stanley & Littlewood ........... Adelaide ... 11 May 78,79 YL Agriculture.. D 625 Wine
Stephenson &Son3..................... do .. 14 „ 80 V. Machinery ... J 588 Oars, sculls, blocks.
Stevens & Co................................ do 14 „ 120,121 YL Agriculture.- D 626 Ale and porter.
Stevenson, *T ........................ do , , 681 IV. Art.............. D 415
Stuart, Professor A................. do . 11 „ 074 III. Education... A 352 Plans of Medical College.
Surveyor-General ..................... Kail way...... 15 „ 836,837 do ... c 370
Sydney Meat Preserving Co Adelaide .. ]4 May l-’lo VI. Agriculture.. 15 630 Preserved meats,
Sydney Municipal Council .. South Aus- 30 July 9J9 IV. Art.............. E 419 Plans of Centennial Hall.

Iralian.
Technical College .................... Adelaide ... 28 May 451-456 Ill- Education... A 352 Students’ work.

Do .................. do ... 11 June 615, 616 do . . A 352 do
Technological Museum............ Victorian 21 Muy 301-318 YL Agriculture . A 600 Timbers., &c.
Tooae, WE................................. Adelaide 14 „ 148 11. Manufacture A 200 Plate-powder.
Town and Country Journal Victorian ... 4 June 550 111. Education.. A 357 Files of Totvu a?id Country

Proprietors. Journal.
Traill Bros.................................... do . , 22 Oct. 1003 VI. Agriculture.. G 64 L Wool.

Do ................................... Adelaide . 20 „ 1009 do .. G 6il do
Xremain, William ..................... Victorian .. 21 May 168 do ... 0 619 Flour.
Trevitt, George ......................... do 4 June 544 VII. Horticulture A 700 Apples.
Turner <fe Henderson*,............. Adelaide ... 11 „ C96 IV. Art................. B 407 Piet ure-cards.
Vercoe, Hcnrv .......................... do 2S May 419 VI. Agriculture,. B 609 Maize
Walker, Henry .......................... do ,.. 29 Oet. 1005 do G 041 Wool.
Wark, William .......................... C31 IV. Art............... P 4.1 5
Warren^ JProfessor.................... Railway....... 14 „ 724-728 VI. A griculturc . A 600 Tested timbers.
Walcrlow, Paul L...................... Adelaide ... 11 „ 629 JV. Art............... B 406 407
Watson <fc Young ............... do .. ii ;; 609,610 VI Agriculture-. D 029 ’ Cordials.
Walson, P. Eletcher............ do . ii 632 IV. Art............... B 467 Paintiogs (water coIouje).
Webb, j'. P.................................. Victorian ... 4 „ 520 11- Manufactures C 216 Engraved glassware.
Wodderburn, Robert .............. Adelaide ... 28 May 460-462 III. Education... B 360 Weighing machine.
"Weingarllij J................... . Victorian ... 21 „ 181 VI. Agriculture-, K 667 Plough.
West Maitland Public School Adelaide . 11 June 613 HI. Education,., A 351 Pupils’ work.
White, H C.......................... do 29 Oct, 1013 YL Agriculture.. G 64.1 Wool.
White, J. F. & H..................... Victorian ... .22 „ 908 do ... G 641 do

Do ..................... Adelaide ... 29 „ 1014 do . . G 641 do
Wickham Public School ........ do 11 June 611 III. Education,,, A 351 Pupils1 woit.
Wilber tree i'ubiic School , do ... ii „ 617 do ... A 351 do
Wilkins & Kennedy' ................ do ... 9 July 908-912 II. Manufactures N 303 Buegt harness* whips, &c.
Wilkinson, C. S........................... do ... 23 „ 942 V. Machinery ... F 551 Sell-acting pump.

Do ........................ do 3 Sept. 980 Publications.
Wilkinson, J. A........................... do ... 14 May 40, 41 VI. Agriculture.. ii 625 Wine.

Do ..................... do .. 20 Aug. 960 do ... D 625 do
Wilson, A. S........................... do ... 11 June 644 do .. F 634 Tanned snake skins.
Wilson, William ................. Victorian ... 21 Mav 175 do ... E 631 Cheese.
Works Department .............. Adelaide ... 617 IV. Art........... P 41 ft
Woodford Leigh Public School do ... 11 „ 617 Ill, Education .. A 351 Pupils’ work.
Wombah Public School.......... do ... H 614 do .. A Sol do
Wood house, K. ii................... 2 July 896 IV. Art ......... B 406

Do ' .................. Adelaide ... £9 Oct. 1006 VI. Agriculture.. G 641 Wool.
Wyndham, John ................. do ... 14 May 18-25 do ... D 625 Wine.

Do .................. Victorian ... 4 June 557-559 do , . D 625 do
Do .................. Adelaide 20 Aug 967 do D 025 doZig Zag (Joal (Jo..................... Victorian ... 21 May 283 I. Mining.,,,,.... A 106 Coal (full section).

APPENDIX H.
Terms of transfer of New South Wales Exhibits at Adelaide and Melbourne Commission,

Copy of Report of Finance Committee received at a meeting of Commission, held on Tuesday, 16th August, 18S7, and
adopted on Tuesday, 13th September, 1887.

“ Your Committee took into consideration a letter from the New South Wales Commission for the Melbourne 
Centennial Exhibition of 1888, rt the transfer of public or departmental exinbits and private exhibits now being shown at 
Adelaide, which letter was remitted to. your Committee by the last meeting of the Commission, with a view to formulating 
tile terms on which a transfer may be made. We decided that it was not within our province to make a definite recom
mendation with regard to exhibits other than those actually the property of the Commission, and purchased with funds 

* placed at its disposal. We are of opinion that bullion and gems, with ingots of silver, tin, aud copper, should be transferred, 
subject to the approval of the Hon, the Colonial Secretary, to the Melbourne Commission at current market prices at time 
of transfer. Although your Commission has expended a very considerable sum of money on the preparation for display of 
the timbers and other forest products shown through ihe Department of Mines, the timbers having been obtained on loan 
from the Department cannot be regarded as the Commission’s property, and it is therefore suggested that tile Melbourne 
Commission apply to the Department for the transfer of the exhibits, and that the trustees of the Technological Museum be 
communicated with m the same manner with regard to the Museum exhibits. We are of opinion that show-cases for exhibits 
may be transferred at prime cost, and that the same course may be pursued as to the mounted natural history specimens 
prepared at the cost of the Commission by the trustees of the Australian Museum, As to court decorations and fittings 
being made available for Melbourne, we would recommend that the Commission for the Exhibition to be held there apply 
through this Commission to Mr. Neild, the Executive Commissioner, If it be desii-ed to show in the New South Wales Court at 
Melbourne the photographs donated to the Imperial Jubilee Institute, aud lent to this Commission for exhibition in Adelaide, 
the Melbourne Commission should apply, through the Agent-General, to the authorities of the Institute for the further loan, 
as it is not in the power of this Commission to transfer them. As in the opinion of your Committee the Commission has no 
power to deal with the transference to Melbourne of private exhibits, it is suggested that the Melbourne Commission 
communicate directly with private exhibitors on this subject, Tiie secretary of this Commission will prepare an interleaved 
catalogue giving full information as to exhibits, and suggestions as to action that maybe taken by the Melbourne Commission 
thereupon, based upon the plan laid down in this report, if it be the pleasure of this Commission to adopt it. We may add 
that departmental exhibits not obtained or prepared at the cost of your Commission would fotiu, m the opinion of your 
Committee, the subjects of correspondence between the Melbourne Commission and Departments, as in the case of all private 
exhibits.”

779—D
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer —18S8.
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1887.
(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MR. J. C. NEILD, M.P.
(AMOUNTS PAID TO, AS EXECUTIVE COMMISSIONER FOR SOUTH AUSTRALIAN EXHIBITION,)

Ordt j'ed- by the Legisla tive Assembly to be printed, 18 October, 1887.

EETUEN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 28th September, 1887, That there lie laid upon the Table of 
this House, a Keturn showing—

“ The amount paid by the Treasurer to Mr. L C. Neild, M.P., since his 
“ appointment ns Executive Commissioner for the South Australian 
“ Exhibition.”

fMr. Knssall.J

RETURN showing tlic amoiml paid by the Treasurer to Mr.
Executive Commissioner tor the South

.1. C. Neild. M.P.. sim-e his appointment as 
Australian Exhibition,

Unto. Pari k-ulfirs.

1887. 
18 April ... 
2G May ... 
IS .lime ... 
23 „ ...

ft July ... 
20 „ ...

S August 
28 September

Advance to pay expenses of a general character 
!! !! ,,
:• ,, urgent claims ... ...
t> claims for space ... _ ...
>i outstanding claims ...

;) amount due on account of space 
;; » expenses of a general character

A inn tint.

' £ H. (i.
...j 200 0 0
...j 500' 0 0
...' 500 0 0

250 0 0 
... 500 0 0
... 250 0 0
... 350 0 0
... 500 0 0

£3,050 0 0

The Treasury, New South AVnlcs, 
5th detober, 1887. J. N. OATLEV,

Acting Accountant.

13d.] , 101—

[805 copies—Approximate Cost of Piinting {laiiour ami material), £1 7s. 10tl.
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1887-8,

NEW SOOTH WALES.

APPLICATIONS POE CERTIFICATES OP COMPETENCY AS
MASTERS AND MATES.

(DESPATCH RESPECTING,)

JiJrmnicI) to ^avlimufut bn Coiimanii,

(Circulnr.) ,
Downing-street,

g;^ UtR Februaiw, 1888.
I bnvc the honor to transmit to you, for communication to your Government, the accom

panying copy of a letter (B. of T., 31 Jam. 1888) from the Board of Trade, respecting the question of 
requiring persons applying for Certificates of competency as Masters and Mates to give up all previous 
certificates held by them.

Copies of the correspondence (Gov. 509, 21 IN'ov,, 1887), in which this question was raised and to 
which the Board of Trade letter (C.O., 10 Jan., 1888) refers, are also enclosed for the information of 
your Government.

I have, &c.,
H. T. HOLLAND.

The Officer Administering
The Government of New South Wales.

[Enclosures.']

The Board of Trade to -The Colonial Office.
CEETJrlOlTDS.

(M. 754.) Hoard of Trade (Marine Department), ‘
London, S.W., January 81,1888.

Sir, , .
I am directed by the Board of Trade to acknowledge tbe receipt of your letter of the 10th instant, transmit!irg, for 

their obrerval ions, a copy of a Despatch from the Governor of the Straits Settlements, on the question of requiring persons apply* 
ing for certificates of competency as masters and mates, to give up all previous certificates held by them.

In reply, I am to state that the Board of Trade see many objections to the holding by an officer in the Mercanlilo Marina 
of more than one certificate. One may be lost or lent and improperly used, or may enable him to act as an officer when a court 
has decided that he is not fit so to art, and has cancelled his other certificate. This principle applies to the case of a man holding 
a local Colonial certificate, just as much as to the case of a man who holds an Imperial one, when he is an applicant for a certifi
cate of a higher grade or superior kind. As long as (he certifleale he holds docs not confer any power which is not alao conferred 
by the certificate ho applies for, no injustice would seem to be done by withdrawing the former before the latter is granted.

The Board are therefore of opinion that all previous certificates held by a candidate, -whether granted in the United 
Kingdom or in a British possession, and whether issued under the Merchant Shipping Acts or for local purposes only, should be 
given up before a certificate of a higher grade or of a superior kind is granted to the holder.

709—A
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With reference to Mr. Tbomsett’s remark that tho master of a British ship holding a local certificate can lose his vessel 
however carelessly, and retain his certificate, I am to observe that though Wreck Courts held outside of a colony have no power 
to deal with certificates of oflicers in the Mercantile Marine granted by the authorities of such colony, sinless they are brought by 
Order in Council under the provisions of tho Imperial Merchant Shipping Acts, gueh certificates should be revocable by the 
authority which granted them, and that if the present law applicable to local certificates granted at Singapore docs not provide 
for this, the defect should be remedied.

The enclosed form of application which has to be signed by every applicant for a certificate of competency granted by this 
Board, requires tbe particulars of all previous certificates held by him to be fully stated, and the certificates given up to the 
examiner before the examination is proceeded with. Jf the candidate passes, the certificates so given up are not returned to him, 
but are forwarded to the authorities by whom they were issued.

The Boord of Trade would suggest, if Sir II. Holland sees no objection, that a copy of this letter and of the printed form 
of application Examination 2, should he scot to each of tho British Possessions (Victoria, Canada, New Zealand, New South 
Wales, Malta, South Australia, Tasmania, Newfoundland, Queensland, Hong Kong) which iisuo certificates of competency under 
the provisions of the Merchant Shipping (Colonial) Act, 1869, for their information and future guidance in this matter.

T have, &c.,
. (Signed) THOMAS G-RAY.

The Under Secretary of State,
Colonial Office.

[Issued by the Board of Trade in pursuance of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1854.
Port of Rotation No.
Application to be Examined voit a Cektieicate of Competency as Master or Mate.

Note.—This form can be obtained at any Mercantile Marine Offie?,freeof charge. Divisions (A.), (B.), (0.), (H.), (E),aHrf 
(G-.), of this paper are to be filled tip by the Applicant for Examination and handed to the Examiners, with Ms Testimonials, and 

former Certificate, if any. Ro remuneration or gratuity whatever mu st be offered to or received by any officers or servants of the 
Board of Trade beyond the fees mentioned in the Regulations. Any officer, messenger, or servant of the Board who accepts any 
present or gratuity will be immediately discharged from his office, and any Candidate so offering motley will be subject to the penalty 
mentioned in par. 13, at the bach of this form.

Before filling in the required particulars the applicant should read, carefully the notice on pages 4' and 5.

(A.)—Xiime, tic., of Applicant.
Christian Kamos at full length. 1 Surname.

1. 2,

Permanent Address, stating Toivn, Streefc. and Ko. of House, 
and name of Person (if any) with whom residing.

3.

i

Date of Rirfcli. Where Bom.

Day.
_____4.

Month. YtiAr.
fi. 1 0.

Tou ii, 1 Count;'.
7. | S.

(B.)—Particulars of all previous Certificates (if any), whether issued in the United Kingdom, the British
Possessions, or elsewhere.

Number. ^ “Competency,” “Servioc'1 
or “ K.N.K." 

now or former!;.
C ratio.

For Fora ami Aft" or “Square" 
Rigged Vessels or Steamships, 

or other class of Vessel.
Whole
issued

Date of 
issue.

If at any time Riispcmdeil or 
uinccllcd, state by what Court 

or Authority,
Date. Cause.

9. 1 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. Jfi, 1ft 17.

(C.)—Certificate now required.

Oracle.

18.

For " I-ore aitd Aft/' or “Square ' Rigged 
Vessels or Steamships 

It)

Mercanlilo Marine Office to which it is 
to l>e $eut.20.

(D.)—If Applicant has failed in a previous Examination for tho Certificate now required, he must here 
state when and where. If he has not failed he must state so in writing across this Division.

Day
21.

Month
22.

Year.
2?.

Port Subjects in which he fvletl.
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(E.)—Declaration to be made by .Applicant.

3

(TAKE NOTICE, feg Any person-wlio makes, procures to be made, or assists in making, any false representation for the 
purpose of obtaining for himself or any ether person a Certificate either of Competency or Service, is for cadi uffencc liable to bo 
punished as for a Misdemeanour.) "

I M hereby declare that the particulars contained in Divisions (A.), (E), (C), (D.), and (G-.) of this Form arc correct 
and true to the best of my knowledge and belief j and that tbe Papers cnumtra'cd in Division (G.) and sent with tins Form 
are true and genuine documents, given and signed by the persons whose names appear on them. I further declare that the 
Statement (G.) contains a true and correct account of the whole ofiny services at sea without exception.

And 1 make this Declaration conscientiously bcheiiug the same to be true. '

Dated at this day of IS ,
Signed in the presence of the Superintendent of the Mercantile Marine Office.

Signature of Applicant.

Present Address,

(F.)—Superintendent to Examiner,
The Declaration (E.) above was signed in my presence, and tbe Fee of £

Dated at this day of 18
received by me.

Super in (endent.

(G.)—List of Testimonials and Statement of Service at Sea.
(The Testimonials to he mmibered consecstwely according to the number given in column 26 below.)

«5
If Scmuc on Board Ship Sen ice of Applicant.

ce>s+.£.s a-ti C! tfl 'it;
Ship ;s Namu

itijr
Tort of KugiAtiv

1
Date Date

of of

Time em
ployed m this 

Service.

Trade
in

which
em-

Remarks.
* Initials 

of
Verifier,

o
c5?:

i£rtC
0H

and
Official Iso. of Ship CJrtA

a

Coni' Tenni- 
mcncc- nation, 
ment. rtVin

to
cc

rq d'P

ployed.

26, 27. 28 20, 30 SI. 82. | 33. M. S3. 30. 37. 38 30.
1

!

i 1

Total Service at Sea

Time served for which Certificates are now produced ,.

Time served for which no Certificates are produced ..............

(H.)—Certificate of Examiner.
boiE. The Examiner should Jill up Divisions (IT) and (T,), mid in all eases as soon as possible forward this Paper to 

the Registrar General of Shipping and Seamen, Custom House, London, E.C. If the Applicant passes, his Testimonials and 
precious Certificate, if any, must be sent with this Paper to the Registrar General. The New Certificate and the Testimonials 
will be delivered to the Applicant at the Office named in Divmou (C.), col. 20,

Date and riaeeof Examination, Insert passed or failed ia each coUidui.

Date, Place,
Colour Teat, j Navigation. Seamanship.

If failed in Seamanship state 
how much further Sea Service

Rank for which paa'sed

40. 41, 42 I 43 p 44. (if any) must he performed.
45, 4.6.

!

i
i

.

i

4.

(I.)—Personal Description of Applicant.

Height. Compleiidn,
49.

1
PciBOual Marks [ ____ _Or PeculiaTitiesj if any, C ou o

50

Feet Ineheis.
47, J 48, Hair, Eyes.

51. 62,
i

I hereby eerfify that the particulars contained in Divisions (H.) and (I.) are correct.
This Form and the Testimonials are forwarded to the Registrar General of filiipping and Seamen.

Dated this day ol 18 .
To Ilia Eegistiar General of Shipping and Seamen, tSi^Hafure of JUmmiivy.

Custom-hou&i!,.Loudon. E.C. -
NOTICE
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d,

NOTICE TO BE TO BN OIF AND K.ETT BY TIIE APPLICANT.
N.B,—Any person wio makes, procures to be made, or assists in making any false representation for the p^oso of obfaming for 

himself or for any other person a Certificate either of Competency or Service, is for each such offence liable to be 
punished as for a Misdemeanour. Candidates are prohibited from taking into the Eiammation Boom any books or 
papers of any kind whatever, and tho slightest infringement of tins regulation will subject the offender to all tho

EorTfonnation^trilie Time, Place, and Subjects of Examination the Applicants should either apply to the Examiners 

at the Local ■Marine Board Office at which they propose to be examined, or refer to the Kegnlations Exn. 1.
■ Candidates for Examination must make their Applications on Form Exn. 2, and PY,thLEs/ml?Vrt not

h taken, whether by inquiring into their services or testing their quahBcations, &c. it he found that their service is not
sufficient, to entitle them to be examined do part of the fee will le returned, but they will be allowed to present themselves aDam 
for examination for a Certificate o£ the same grade without further fee when they have completed the requisite service

Testimonials of character, and of sobriety, experience, ability, and good conduct on hoard ship, will be inquired of all 
applicants for at least the Twelve Months of Service immediately preceding the date of application to be examined, and without

p^'7.g?j:cr—...»f,_ ,1... i. „.m hm™,.. t,..
colours the Board of Trade have decided that all Candidates for Examination for Masters or Mates Certificates should be tested 
as to their ability to distinguish such colours. This examination is also open to any person serving, or about to serve in tile 
Mercantile Marine.

Qualifications for Certificates of Competency for a t( loreigu-going Ship.’1

The qualifications required for the several rants undermentioned arc as follow 
A Second Mate must be seventeen years of age, and must have served four years at Sea.
Au ouly Mate must he nineteen years of age, and have seivcd five years at Sea. . . ,
A First Mate must he nineteen years of age, and have served five years at Sea, of which one year must have been as either

Second or Only Mate, or as both. , . , „ ■ „ . , __
A Master must be twenty-one years of age, and have served either six years at Sea, of which at least one year must have 

been as First or Only Mate, and one year os Second Mate in a Foreign-going Slop, or he must hare served six and a half years at 
Sea, of which two and a half years must have been as Second Male in a Foreign-going Ship, during the last twelve months ot
which he must have been in possession of a First Mate’s Certificate. _ _ , _ . m ,

Service in the Coasting Trade must amount to half as much again as Service in the Foreign Trade. A Candidate whose 
whole time has been in the Coasting Trade most havs served three years as First or Only Mate, and nine months as Master, to 
qualify him for examination for an Ordinary Master’s Certificate. , • , e

Service in the capacily of Third or Fourth Mate while in possession of a Certificate of Competency, and m charge ot a 
Watch, is, under certain conditions, allowed to count to qualify a Candidate for examination for a Certificate of a higher grade.

N.B—Certificates for Foreign-going Ships are divided into two classes, vix,Ordinary Certificates and Certificates tor
l7ore and Aft rieged vessels. * ,, ,

A Candidate for an Ordinary Certificate of any grade must have served twelve months as Apprentice, Seaman, Mate, ov
Master of a Square-rigged Sailing Teasel.

Qualifications for Certificates of Competency for Eoreign-going Steamships.
A Second Mate must he seventeen years of age, and mast have been four years at Sea.
An Only Mate must be nineteen years of age, and must have served five years at Sea. o
A First Mate must be niueteon years of age, and have served live years at Sea, of which one year must have been as Second 

or Only Mate of a Foreign-going Steamship.
A Master must be twenty-one years of age. and have been six years at Sea, of which one year must have been as J) irst Mac 

in a Foreign-going Steamship, and one year as Second or Only Mate : or he must hare been six and a half years at Sea, of ■which 
two and a half years must have been as Second or Only Mate in a Foreign-going Steamship, during the last twelve Months oi 
which he must have been in possession of a First Mate’s Certificate.

These Certificates are available for Steamships only, either Fore and Aft or Square Bigged.

Qualifications for Certificates of Competency for a "Home Trade Passenger Ship.”
A Mate must be nineteen years of age, and have served four years at Sea.
A Master must be tweuty years of age, and have served five years at Sea, of which one year must have been as First or 

Only Mate in the Foreign or Home Trade, during which service he must have been in possession of a Mate’s Certificate for Homo 
Trade Passenger Ships, or of a First or Only Mate’s Certificate for Foreign-going Ships.

Voluntary Examination for Extra Master.
An Extra Master’s Examination is voluntary, and intended for such persons as wish to prove their superior qualifications, 

and are desirous of having certificates for the highest grade granted by tho Board of Trade. The Examination may take place 
when the applicant goes up for Master, or afterwards.

Masters’ and Mates’ Voluntary Examinations in Steam.
Arrangements have been made for giving to those Masters and First or Only Mates who are possessed of or entitled to 

Certificates of Competency, an opportunity of undergoing a voluntary examination as to their practical knowledge of the use 
and working of tho steam engine. These examinations are conducted on the premises, and under the superintendence of the 
Local Marine Boards, at such times as they may appoint for the purpose i aud the Examiners are selected by the Board of Trade 
from the Engineer Surveyors, appointed under the fourth part of “ The Merchant Shipping Act, 1854.”

Syllabus of Masters’ or Matos’ Examination in Compass Deviation,
Any Master or Mate who wishes to pass a Voluntary Examination in the Syllabus of Examination on the Lows of the 

Deviation of the Compasses of an Iron Ship, &c., which Candidates for Extra Master.’ Certificates are required to pass, can at 
any time be examined upon payment to the Superintendent of the Mercantile Marine Office of the usual fee of Ono Pound. If 
the Candidate passes the endorsement successfully'on endorsement to that effect will he duly made upon the Master’s or Mate’s 
Ccnificato held by him.

■'LB.—The Board of Trade trust that holders of Certificates of Competency will gladly take ail steps in their powir to 
earn the special distinctions conferred by these Examinations,

Certificates of Competency as Masters of Pleasure Yachts.
Persons who are the eole Owners of Pleasure Yachts may be examined for Certificates of Competency as Masters, hut 

such Certificates will only enable them to take command of their own Pleasure Yachts.
(A.)
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(A.)—Table of Ifecn.

Fore and Aft,Ordinary and Steamship Certificates.* 1 2 3 4 * 6 * * 9

_ _ I,

ifrister,,.....
First Mate ,, 

Only Mate,,. 

Second Mate.

If not in 
possession 

of a
Certificate

of
Compf tency 

of
inferior 
Grailo l

£ a, d.
2 0 0

I O 0

IOO

10 0

Tf In po^e^ion of

Certltkatc
ot

Comjtefccncy!
of

infotlor
f3rade.+

£ P d.
IOO

o io o 

o io o
o io O

A Certificate of the 
same Grade 

obtained In a lirilislt 
Tosscspion abroad.

FirstExami
nation,

No See.

Each
Bub*c<imjnt

Exami
nation.

As in
Col. 2.

Voluntary Examination^

For
v Pleasure

„ Yachts.Home Trifle ___
linger Havmg

b authority of
I Board 
| of Trade 

for Examl*
I nation,

fi. I 7

Extra. I

First
Exami
nation.

Second , 
or In Steam, 

subsequent f 
Exami- . 

nations.

lu
Compass

Deviation,
includingthe
Syllabu'!.

£ s. cl.
IOO

£ s. d, 
2 0 0 No Fee.

£ s. d.
IOO

£ p. d. £ a- d.
i o o h i o o

too IOO

i o o r i o o
......... ! I 0 O

Tn
Colours 

only 
■where a 

Certificate 
of Com* 

peteney is 
not

required.

12.

B “V nPVC
-5 B

& H O «

•Holders of Steamship Certificates can be examined for ordinary Certificates of the name grade on payment of half the usualfce.
i f ^ie w®Tds ^ Inferior Orade1J refer to a ^Foro and AftM Cortificati* of tho same grade,nr, except In. the case of Mastor, to a Certificate of a lower grade- i* > t r ,

Notice to Candidates.

1. Candidate? arc required to appear at the Examination Room punctually at the time appointed.
2. Candidates are prohibited from bringing into the Examination Room books, paper, or memoranda of any kind whatever. 

The slightest infringement of tins regulation will aubject the offender to all the penalties of a failure, and he will not he allowed 
to present himeelf for re-examination for a period of three months.

3. In the event of any candidate being detected iu defacing, blotting, writing in, or otherwise injuring any book or hooka 
belonging to the Board, the papers of such candidate will he detained until the book or books so defaced be replaced by him. He 
will not, however, be at liberty to remove the damaged hook, which will still remain tho property of the Board.

4. In the event ol any candidate being discovered copying from another, or affording any assistance or giving any informa
tion to another, or communicating in any way with another, during the time of examination, he will subject himself to all the
penalties of a failure, and he will not be allowed to he examined for a period of six months.

6. No candidate will he allowed to work out his problems on a elate or on waste paper,
6. No candidate will he permitted to leave the room until he has given up the paper on which he is engaged.

will find it more convenient, both here and at sea, to correct the declination and other elements from the 
Nautical Almanac by the “ hourly differences ” which have been given in that work in order to facilitate such calculations i they 
will thereby render themselves independent of any proportional or logarithmic table for such purpose,
vr coirrec^ori.s,^^^n9l)eL'^on fr0ui tables given in some of the works on navigation will not be allowed (see Tables IX.,
XI., and XXI., in Nome’s Epitome, Arc.) ; every correction must appear on the papers of the candidates.

9. Candidates are expected to work out their answers to all problems, except those referred to hereafter, to within, or not 
to exceed, a margin of one mile of portion from a correct result, with the exception of the ship’s position by “ Sumner’s method,” 
whore a margin of miles may be allowed.

finding the longitude by chronometer the logarithms used in finding the hour angle should be taken out for seconds 
of arc. Also accuracy should be observed in computing the hour angles for the projection by u Sumner’s method.”

1L In all other problems the logarithms to the nearest minute will be sufficiently correct for all grades, except Extra Master, 
from whom a degree of precision will be required, both in tho work and in the rcsulte, beyond what is demanded from the inferior 
grades.

12. Any candidate who nmy be guilty of insolence to the Examiner or of other misconduct will render himself liable to the 
postponement of his examination, or, if he has passed, to the detention of his Certificate for such period as the Board of Trade 
may direct.

13. 0 he fee for examination must be paid to the Superintendent, of the Mercantile Marine Office in the Cash Office. In 
any ciwe in which a Candidate offers money to any other officer than u. Superintendent, and in any place but in the Cash Office, 
the Candidate so offering money will he regarded as having committed an act of misconduct, and will be rejected, and not allowed 
to be examined for twelve months, either at the port where the offence was committed or at any other port.
„ If the candidate passes he will receive the Form Exn, 1G from the Examiner, which will entitle him to receive bis
Certificate of Competency from the Superintendent of the Mercantile Marine Office, at the port to which be has directed it to be 
forwarded. If hia testimonials have been sent to the Registrar to be verified, they will be returned with his Certificate.

• j Mter a Candidate has passed his examination, it is discovered on further investigation, g^r., by verification on the
• i°V i RoS1Bbrar General of Seamen, that hia services are insufficient to entitle him to receive a Certificate of the grade for 

which he has pnBficd, it will not be granted Io him ; but if the Board of Trade are satisfied that the «rror in the calculation of his 
sen ices did not occur through any fault or wilful misrepresentation on his part, he will be allowed to go up for examination without 
payment of further fee when he has performed tho amount of service in which he was deficient.

10, Jn all cases of failure the candidate must be examined de ttovo. If a candidate fails three times in UTaviffafion ho will 
not he re-examined until after a lapse of Tjieue Months from the date of the last failure. If ho fails in Seamanship he will not 
be re-examined until after a lapse of Six Months, "Whether the whole Or part of this period muet be served at sea must depend 

subjects in Seamanship in which the candidate iailed, but what amount (if any) of sea service will be required will be 
left to the discretion of the Local Marine Board, subject, however, to revision by the Board of Trade, should they eco fit.

Board of Trade, Marine Department, 
December, 1684.

THOMAS GRAY,
Assistant Secretary.

[6rL]

?-

7G9—B
Sydney; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—188S.
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1887-S.

Legislatiyt; Assembly.
a

:raw south wales

ASSOCIATION CRICKET GROUND.
(REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE PROM MARCH, 1876, TO AUGUST, 1887.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 25 April, 1888.

RETURN to an Order made by tbe Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 8 December, 1887, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House, a Return showing,—

“ (1.) The amount of money received from all sources by the Trustees of 
“ the Cricket Ground at Moore Park.
“ (2.) The amount of money spent by the Trustees of the said Cricket 
“ Ground, particularly specifying the items of expenditure, and what it was 
“ spent for, and the amount received by each of the Trustees as salary for 
“personal expenses.” *

{Mr. McElhone.)

The Managing Trustee of the Association Cricket Ground to The Under Secretary
for Lands.

_ The Association Crieket Ground Secretary’s Office, 99,'Elizabeth-strcot,
S'ri Sydney, 28 February, 1888.

In response to the request contained in your letter of 29th December last, and as an act of 
courtesy, I have the honor to herewith furnish a statement of receipts and disbursements in connection 
with the Association Cricket Ground for the period commencing from March, 1876, and endimr 
31st August, 1887.

Ttefeiring to the final portion of section 2 of the Order of the Legislative Assembly, I have to say 
that the duties of the Trustees are honorary, and that no payments of any kind have been made to these 
gentlemen.

I may add that the statements of receipts and disbursements and balance sheets, duly audited, have 
been annually published in the daily papers for the information of the public.

' I have, &c.,
PHILIP SHERIDAN,

Managing Trustee.

710— ASSOCIATION
[805 copies—Approximate coat of printing (labour and material), £2 3s. 2d,]
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ASSOCIATION CRICKET GROUND.

Revenue and Expekditxjee from March, 1876, to August, 1887.

3

To grant from If.S.W. Cricket Asso
ciation ..........................................

Less account paid from November, 
1883, to July, 18S4 ..................

Grant from Government..............
Ground members’ subscriptions ... 
Commission on English and Aus

tralian cricket matches, and
Highland gatherings..................

Ground fees, including football,
bicycle, and other sports ..........

Intercolonial cricket matches
Gross receipts........................
Less expenses ......................

Delegate fees................. ................
Rent of bare ..................................
Debentures:—

Amount issued......................
Less matured ......................

Balance, ns per annual balance 
sheet, on August 31st, 1887.......

£ a. d. £ d.

784 3 3

268 3 2
516 0 1 
500 0 0 

10.823 5 3

6,376 12 1 

7,957 14 2

5,938 1 3 
2,780 7 1

3,157
51

4,047

14
9
O

2
O
0

12,000 O 0
4,500 O O

------------------- 7,500 0 0

.................. 1,144 14 1

£42,074 8 10

£ s. d. £ s. d.
550 0 6

8,159 9 10
1,897 17 5

Buildings—old grandstand, old
3,716 5 2

New gmndetand ...................... 7,947 1 2 2
New pavilion ........................... 7,217 1 3
Interest on debentures and

3,009 3 5
530 5 4

Improvements:—
Excavations....................... 329 18 6
Painting ........................... 272 15 9
Laying on water.............. 432 11 9
Ironmongery .................. 338 11 2
Soil and manure .............. 1,250 3 0
Terraces ........................... 528 C 2
Sundries ........................... 696 6 0

— 3,848 12 4.
General charges:—

Insurance.............. ........... 170 12 3
Printing and advertising... 1,315 10 8
Material .......................... 1,548 11 4
Cifcv rates.......................... 560 6 3
Repairs.............................. 348 7 11
Horse feed ...................... 407 13 3
Sundries ........................... 846 19 9

5,198 1 5

£42,074 8 10

E. & O.E., Sydney, 28th February, 1888.

M. H. STJtrnEN, } 
Charles Oliver, ) Trustees.

PHILIP SHERIDAN,
Managing Trustee.

[3A]
Sydney: Charles Totter, Government Printer.—1$$S,
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Legislative Assembly.

new south wales.

ASSOCIATION CRICKET GROUND.
(RETURN RESPECTING TRUSTEES OF.)

Ordered ly ike Legislative Assembly to le printed, 15 June, 1888.

[Laid upon the Table of this Souse, in answer to Question So. 2, Votes 102, of 14 June, 1888.]

Questions and Anstfeb.

2. Mb, MoEehone to ask The Colonial Secretary,—
(1.) Is it a fact that the trustees of the Association Cricket Ground hare spent large sums of 
money in the purchase of wines, spirits, ale, &c., for the use of themselves and friends, and that 
the money to pay for such wines, &c., has been taken out of the funds obtained for the use of the 
cricket ground ?
(2.) What money has been paid for wines, Ac., used as above ? '
(3.) Are not Mr. Justice M. H. Stephen and Mr. C. Oliver trustees of the cricket ground ; if so, 
are either or both of them aware that the cricket funds have been used for the above purpose ?
(4.) Were not the trustees appointed by the Government; and, if so, have not the Government 
the right and power to call on and compel the trustees of public parks, cricket grounds, &c., to 
give an account of the expenditure of all moneys received by them P 
(5.) Did not the Government have a sum of money voted to make the said cricket ground ?
(6.) Is not the answer given to Mr. McElhone’s questions, re trustees of cricket ground, on the 
15th May, 1888, by Mr, Garrett, Secretary for Lands, stating the trustees of the cricket ground 
are not within the control of the Government, misleading ?
(7.) How often.do the trustees meet per year?
(8.) Is it not a fact that neither Mr. Justice Stephen nor Mr. Oliver and Mr. P. Sheridan ever 
meet to consult on the affairs of the cricket ground, and that Mr. Philip Sheridan has almost 
absolute and sole control of the affairs, management, receipts, and expenditure of the cricket 
ground trust funds ?

Tho following information has been supplied by the Department of Lands :—
“It is a fact that during the many years in which the present trustees have held office sums 

of money have been expended in the purchase of wines, and out of the funds obtained from the ground. 
These sums, though they may be large in the aggregate, have been expended not extravagantly, and only 
in ways customary among similar institutions and for purposes directly or indirectly connected with the 
advancement of the interests of the ground.

Visitors, for instance, from '.England and the colonies, and others, have been entertained, and it 
may be mentioned that gifts in kind have been at times received in return for hospitality shown.

All the trustees have been aware of such expenditure. This, together with all expenses and 
receipts in connection with the trust, have been regularly laid before meetings held by the trustees and a - 
ground committee, which the trustees have associated with them for the better management of the ground 
aud the supervision of the accounts.

While the trustees hold themselves responsible for all that is done, the advice of the ground com
mittee is always taken, and as a rule acted upon. The accounts, moreover, are regularly and duly 
audited by public accountants, and annually published in the daily newspapers.

The trustees, viz., Mr. Justice Stephen, Mr. Oliver, and Mr. Sheridan, are appointed by the 
Government, and hold the ground under trust conferred by a deed of grant vesting the control of the 
ground in them, and, iufercntially, of the moneys arising from its use.

Whether the Government has power or not to call the trustees to account, they are at all times 
most willing to furnish any Information that may he required, although all that is necessary is from time 
to time published as above mentioned. ,

907-
In



Ill the year 1878 a sum of ,-€500 was granted by the Government for the improvement of tho 
ground, but during the period from March, 1S7G, to August. 1887, no less than tho sum of £41,574! 8s. lOd. 
was (exclusive of the £500 just mentioned) expended in connection with the ground, as detailed by 
a statement laid upon the table of tbe Legislative Assembly upon tho 25th April last.

Of late Mr. Justice Stephen and Mr. Oliver have not regularly attended meetings of the trust, but 
no matter of importance is dealt with unless special reference is made to them. Mr. Sheri don is the 
managing trustee of the ground, but beyond the authority usually attaching to such a position ho has no 
more control over the affairs of the trust than other members of it. He is, however, unceasing iu 
his efforts to promote the interest of the ground, and his zeal and untiring energy are fully appreciated 
by his eo-trustecs.

The ground committee referred tn consists of Messrs. Richard Teecc, John M, Gibson, ~W. C. 
Goddard, IT. jM. Faithful. A. H. Bray, A. R. Docker, and C. W. Beal, who meet weekly for the purposes 
already mentioned, and it is only proper to slate that these gentlemen take a lively interest in the affairs 
of the ground, and that they have devoted much of their time and considerable labour to their voluntary 
duties, and that the trustees and the public are much indebted to them for the ad\anced state of the 
ground and the buildings and the management generally,’’

[3d.)
Sydney: Oiarlon rotter, Government Printer.—1S&&
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ATTORNEYS’ BILLS OP COSTS AND PRACTICE OF 
CONVEYANCING AMENDMENT BILL.

(PETITION—CERTIFICATED CONVEYANCERS OF THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES.)

Received hij the Legislative Assembly, 15 February, 188S.

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned certificated conveyancers of tho Supreme Court of Hew 

South Wales,—
Respectfully Showicte :— '

That your Petitioners are all duly certificated conveyancers of the Supreme Court of New 
South Wales, under the 14th section of the Act 11 Victoria No. 33, intituled “ An Act to regulate the 
taxation of Attorneys’ Bills of Costs, and the practice of conveyancing.”

'That your Petitioners’ attention have been drawn to a Bill now before Parliament, introduced by 
Prank Parnell, Bsq., having for its object the repeal of the 14th section, of the said Act, and to provide for 
the admission of conveyancers already certificated to practise as solicitors, upon the conditions therein set 
forth. ‘

That the 1st section of the Bill referred to purposes absolutely to repeal the said 14th section.
That the 2nd section of such Bill provides a discretionary power for conveyancers to apply for 

admission as attorneys, solicitors, and proctors.
That should the said 1st section of the Bill be passed into law in its present shape, it might he 

construed so as to prevent conveyancers already admitted to continue the practice of their profession as 
such, and thereby seriously prejudice existing and vested interests.

That your Petitioners comprise nine in number out of twenty-six, the total number of conveyancers 
already certificated, and they have taken no part whatever in introducing the Bill referred to into 
Parliament.

That, without desiring to offer any opposition to the Bill, if amended, being passed into law, your 
Petitioners would respectfully point out that unless the same be amended, empowering conveyancers 
already admitted to continue practice as such, notwithstanding the repeal of the said 14th section, a great 
hardship and much injustice would be inflicted upon those who have established businesses in their 
profession as conveyancers, and who might not he desirous of seeking admission as solicitors.

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that- you will take the circumstances before stated into 
your favourable consideration and amend the 1st clause of the said Bill, so that conveyancers already 
admitted may continue to practise as such, the repeal of the said 14th section notwithstanding.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
Sydney, 9 February, 1888.

[Sere follow 9 signatures.']
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1887.

{thihd session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CASUAL LABOUR BUREAU.
(BETURN RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 29 September, 1S87.

[Laid upon the Table of the Rouse by the Oolonial Secretary, in answer to Question No. 11, on Votes
No. 6, of ike TtHh September, 1887.]

Questions .-—
Mn. O’Sijllitax asked The Colotiax Secretary,—

(1.) The names of the gentlemen forming the Labour Bureau ?
(2.) The amount of remuneration they receive ? "
&■{ clerical assistance is employed by the Bureau, and the cost of tho same ?
(4.) The amount spent in cab-hire and contingencies by members of the Bureau since the Bureau 
was established ?

t1l.e ^ureau fixed tho rate of pay per day to be paid to the unemployed ?
(6.) What is the rate fixed? - '
(7) Did the Labour Bureau send any of the unemployed to do the work of shearing on stations 
where shearers were on strike for the rate of wages fixed by their union ?

Answers :—
{or 5)h,1).Da™9. (Chairman), Colonel E. Wells, and David Houison, Esquires.
(2.) JNothmg has been received. ^
(3.) 1 Secretary and Paymaster, at £350 per annum, who provides a fidelity guarantee bond in the 

sum oi £1,000.
1 Assistant Paymaster and Registrar, at £250 per annum.
2 Clerks, at 6s. per day each. .

(5 ) Yes am0Ullt pai^ £or cal>llire> &c-.to members of the Board, up to date, is £8 18s. Gd.

(6.) Wages men, 3s. 6d. per day, less rations ; but most of tho men are engaged on piece work, 
unward^ ofS9mS0t0t0 aPPIlcataona Reived from employers in various portions of the Colony 
perAOQ3sheep0 hearer3 were enSa-ed and forwarded at the highest current rates paid, viz., 20s

[Sd,] 101—
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CENTENARY OE THE COLONY.
(STATEMENT OF AMOUNTS PAID ON ACCOUNT OF CELEBRATION TO 30 APRIL, 183S.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 9 May, 1888.

STATEMENT o£ Amounts Paid or passed for Payment on account of the Celebration of tbe Centenary-
up to 30th April, 1838.

Head of Service. Amount.

Designs for Postage Stamps .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Towards erection of Monument to Lady Mary Eitzroy ... ... ... ... ...
Entertainment of tho Inmates of tho Government Asylums, Parramatta, and Industrial

School for G-irls ... .....................................................................................................
Agricultural Society of New South AYales. to enable the Society to bold an Inter

national Exhibition of Products and Manufactures ... ... ... ... ...
Entertainment of Inmates of Newington Asylum... ... ... ... ... ...
Celebration of the Centenary by tbe industrial classes ... ... ... ... ...
Expense in connection with the Centenary Begatta ... ... ... ... ...
Expense of production of the Children’s Cantata at the Exhibition Building ... ...
Expense in connection with the band contest ... ... ... ... ... ...
Entertainment of Inmates of Randvvick Asylum ... ... ... ... ... ...
Centennial Medals ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Expense connected with the Centennial Banquet... ' ....................................................
Centennial gifts of provisions ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
For the purchase of 3,000 copies of tho centennial number of tho illustrated papers 

for distribution abroad ... ... ... ... ... .. ... - ... ..
Expense of opening ceremony of tbe Centennial Park....................................................
Grant in aid of Juvenile Centennial Celebrations at Armidale ..................................... .
Illuminations and also decoration of Public Buildings ... ... ... ... ...
Expense connected with the unveiling of the Statue of Her Majesty the Queen ...
Excursion of Newsboys, Ac , to National Park ... ... ... ... ... ...
Expense connected with laying tho foundation-stone of new Houses of Parliament ... 
Premium for design for State House ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Decorations, Oxford-street, Ac. ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Celebrations in connection with the Inmates of the Benevolent Asylum, at Liverpool.. 
Girls’Festival, Inner Domain ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Centennial Celebrations generally, including entertainments, advertising, stationery, 

hire of furniture, clerical assistance, and petty expenses ............... ...............

£ s. d. 
109 4 0 

CO 0 0

250 0 0

7,350 0 0 
58 0 O 

250 0 O
500 0 0 
205 5 0 
400 0 0

50. 0 0 
197 10 0 

2,854 18 1 
2,7(17 14 0

113 10 0 
373 16 0 

50 0 0 
5,084 3 0 

693 8 0 
218 5 10 
752 7 O
501 4 4 
323 14 0 
156 0 0 
170 0 7

2,352 5 11

Total... ...£ 25,839 6 3

The Treasury, New South Wales, 
7th May, 1888.

J. PEARSON,
Accountant.

[3<70 766—
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RELIEF OE THE POOR OE SYDNEY DURING
CENTENNIAL WEEK.

(INFORMATION RESPECTING.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 28 February, 1888.

[Laid upon the Table of this Souse iu answer io Question No. 15, Votes No. 57, ofT?,rd February, 1888.]

Mr. Chapter Io ash The Coloniai. Secretary,—

(1.) "What number of tickets were issued for tbe relief of the poor of Sydney during the Centennial 
week ? .
(2.) What was the number of tickets presented to Mr. Kidman, grocer, of Sydney, and relief 
obtained ?
(3.) What was the nature of the contract between the Government and the contractor, Mr. 
'Kidman ?
(4.) What amount has the Government paid Mr, Kidman for this relief ?
(5.) If no amount has yet been paid, wdiat is the amount due to Mr. Kidman ?

The following information has been furnished by the Chairman of the Casual Labour Board:—

(1.) 11,395, viz., 10,962 full tickets (5s.) and 433 half tickets (2s. 6d.)
(2.) 11,154, viz., 10,784 full tickets and 370 half tickets.
(3.) Mr. Kidman to supply the following provisions of the best quality, viz.:—2 loaves of bread 
(4 lb.), 1 joint of beef or mutton (6 lb.), 2 lb. white sugar, £ lb, tea, £ lb. butter, 1 lb. cheese, 
1 lb. currants, 1 lb. raisins, 4 lb. flour, 1 cake of tobacco and pipe, 1 tin of fish or jam, 1 quart of 
milk, 7 lb. assorted vegetables.
Such parcels were supplied to holders of full tickets, and half the quantities to holders of half tickets. 
(4 and 5.) The amount due to Mr. Kidman is £2,742 5s.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CLAIM OF JAMES H. HUSBAND.
(COEBESPOWDENCE HESPECTIN0—IN CONKECTIOX WITH CAPTITEE OE EUSHEANGEES.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 8 February, 1888.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 29th June, 1887, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House,—

“ Copies of all letters, papers, and corrcspondenec relative to a claim by 
“James H. Husband, relating to his capture of some notorious bushrangers 
“ in the year 1864.”

{Mr. Barbour,)

The Agent-General to The Colonial Secretary.
3, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, S.W.,

®ir> _ ’ London, 1 Juno, 1876.
. . I the honor to enclose herewith a letter dated 24th ultimo, from Mr. Itobert Nixon, sub

mitting his claims for a medal in consideration of services rendered by him in the capture of bushrangers 
in Now South Wales. ‘ j ]1;|VC &c

‘ ’william lobster.

[Enclosure]
,n -.T tit,,. Corby, near Thrapstone, Northamptonshire, 24 May, 187G.
Jlic Hon. John Eobortson, Colonial Secretary, Sydney, New South Wales,—

Sir,
Having seen an announcement that the New South Wales Government lias issued a number of gold and silver 

medals for services rendered in the capture of bushrangers in the Colony, I trust that under the following circumstances 
you w i lave the kindness to recommend that one of the gold medals shall be awarded to me as having been the means of 
lliigli VuughanSUbS<iC1UCIltljr 1)rinsil's to Plmi3i"neut. in the year I8G2, the notorious criminals Alexander McGregor and

These culprits were tried by ITis Honor the Chief Justice (Sir Alfred Stephen) at tbo Bathurst Assizes, on the 11th 
ocptcmuer, JSG2, when McGregor, who was known as one of the worst characters at Norfolk Island, was sentenced to 15 
years bard labour (two m irons) and Vaughan to 10 years hard labour, the first two in irons.

A report of the trial appeared in the Ucithurst Free Press ot the 17th September, 1SG2, and the depositions in the 
case are ot course registered m the proper oilico and can be now referred to. I may, however, shortly state the circumstances 
unuer which I was attacked and robbed, and of my subsequent pursuit and arrest of the robbers.
,, 111 :Wrll» I was on my way from the Lachlan to open a store at Port Bourkc. When on my way down the

°?!lo' j111 , W" J;wo stations, S miles apart, three men came from behind some trees by the road-side, stopped me,
and tied my hands behind my hack. They then took me nearly a mile into the bush, and there bound me hand and foot 
witti ropes to a tree, one of the men standing in front of me with a loaded gun, threatening to shoot me if I attempted to 
move or speak. Finally I released myself, and removed the portion of goods they had left me to the nearest station.

icro engaged a young man to -assist me in following their tracks through the hush and to help in arresting them, as no 
pohco wore stationed near. On the third day 1 ca pturod one of them in a shepherd’s hut, and, after binding him, I travelled 
all night, and bavmg obtained more assistance from a station, I captured the other two. The next day, when taking them 
to J-ort liourke to have them committed for trial, two of them escaped, but, after following them for 30 miles, I retook 
them, and brought them back. I may state that iny losses, between money and goods stolen from me by the bushrangers 
am w list in pursuit of them, amounted to nearly £n00. I do not, however, make any claim on this account, but I trust 
you wall oo able to recommend m the proper quarter that one of the gold medals should bo awarded to me.

I have, Ac.,
EGBERT NIXON,

Late of 56, Bathurst-streot, Sydney,

309—A
[805 copies—Approximate coat of printing (labour and material), £10 1b, Sd,]
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It is scarcely my province to make any direct recommendation upon this application, which, 
however, upon the assumption that the facts arc correctly stated, requires very little recommendation 
from anyone, as it speaks sufficiently for itself. The facts can be better ascertained in the Colony than 
in London ; and in order that they may be ascertained, and justice done to the application, I have much 
pleasure in submitting it for consideration by the Government.—W.h\, 30/5/76.

The Inspector-General of Police.—H.H., B.C., 20/7/76. Referred to Supt. Lydiard for fnll 
inquiry into the facts and for report.—Edmuitd Posbeby, I. G.P., Police Department, Inspector-General's 
Office, Sydney, 22 July, 1876. Supt. Lydiard, Bathurst.

The Inspector-G-encral of Police to The Principal Under Secretary.
Police Department, Inspector-General’s Office, Sydney, 4 November, 1876. 

More than fourteen years having elapsed since the occurrences referred to by Mr. Nison took place, it 
is very difficult to obtain information on the subject.

Mr. Husband cannot be found at present, but I am informed that he was placed on the commission 
of the peace by the Government for his conduct on the occasion referred to.

Herewith I submit a newspaper report of the trial of the offenders alluded to.
Probably Sir Alfred. Stephen, who tried the casts, might be able to afford some information.
Mr. Nison apparently behaved in a most praiseworthy manner, but it is doubtful whether the 

circumstances were such as would justify the Government in awarding him one of the gold medals 
presented for conspicuously brave and gallant conduct.

EDMUND EOSBERY,
--------  Inspector-General of Police.

Submitted, 7/11/76. It can hardly be allowed.—8/11/76. The Honorable Sir A. Stephen
may be asked for any information on tbe matter that be may possess.—Joes R., 10/11/76.

[^Enclosure.]
BATEUBST ASSIZES.

Thursday, September 11.—Before His Honor the Chief Justice.
Barristers present: Mr. Butler, Acting Attorney-General; and Messrs. Holroyd, Dailey, Stephen, and Lee.

Ass A tut ash Eobdery with EntiARMS.
Alexander McGregor and Jlugb Vaughan were indicted for that they, on the 26th day of April, 1862, at the Bogan 

Biver, with firearms in their possession, did feloniously assault one Robert Hison and put Wm in bodily fear of his life, and 
stole from him a certain sum of money and various other articles, the property of the said Robert Bison.

The prisoner McGregor had applied to have his trial postponed for the production of tw-o witnesses; but his Honor 
said, after the prisoner's statement and from the depositions, he was convinced that the Crown Prosecutor might safely admit 
as facta the statement made by the prisoner, and still the case was one that ought, to go to a jury ; he therefore should not, 
postpone tire trial, as he believed by doing so the ends of justice would be defeated.

McGregtyr said he might as well submit to ho crucified as to go to trial under such circumstances, but he must bow to 
the decision of the Court.

The prisoners pleaded Hot Guilty.
The Public Prosecutor stated the facts of the cose to the Jury, and called
Henry IVilliums, who being sworn, said : I am a constable, stationed at Fort Bourke; I arrested the prisoners on the 

5th of June; they were in the township of Fort Bourke ; the two prisoners were in the company of a third person ; I found 
a pair of cord trousers in a swag which McGregor claimed as his property ; they were afterwards proved to be the property of 
Robert Nixon ; there was another swag belonging to the third man, who has made his escape ; in that swag I found a Crimean 
shirt, a blue shirt, and a lamb’s wool undershirt; these articles were claimed by Nixon ; Nixon was present and saw what I 
found in the swags; the articles were sent to Bathurst by the police conveyance; they ore here now and I can identify them 
if produced.

[His Honor said the witness ought to have the articles in Court.]
Mr, Butler said this was one of the singular cases sent from Fort Bourke ; he always found in cases from Fort Bourke 

there was considerable deficiency and something wrong.
By McGregor: I apprehended you upon a warrant; the cord trousers were in a blanket belonging to you; I had 

possession of a swag which you claimed as your property; you were brought into Fort Bourke and discharged; a new 
information was laid and a warrant granted, upon which I apprehended you within half-an-hour of yoxir discharge ; you had 
not an opportunity of escape at the time Henderson escaped; you wore secured in handcuffs and handcuffed to another 
constable. _

By Vaughan : I don’t know how long yon were in custody before I apprehended you ; you had been sick when I 
apprehended you, but you were sensible ; you had no opportunity of escaping at the time Henderson escaped ; I was watching 
at the time Henderson went away hut did not see him go; I was not asleep at the time; you were handcuffed to one of the 
prisoners.

Two bundles of goods were here produced one of which had been sent from Fort Bourke and the other from Dubbo.
Robert Hixon being sxvorn said : I am a dealer; at the time I was robbed I had not a license ; but was on my way 

from the Lachlan to open a store at Fort Bourko ; I had three horses and a dray with me and a spring cart with one horse, 
the conveyances were.both loaded with store goods, consisting of drapery, hoots and shoes, wearing apparel, and groceries; 

■I. had about £850 worth of property ; before I got to Fort Bourko about 250 miles on this side 1 was stopped on the road by 
three men ; I think it was on the 25th April; it was about 10 or 11 in the morning ; I saw the same men after that, I have 
no doubt hut what the prisoners in the dock are the men; one of the prisoners came out from behind a tree ; he - 
asked me for a little castor oil to put in his eye; I told him I had none that I could get to, and I did not 
think it was good for him; the same men had passed me on the river two days before; they had three horses; one 
of the men, Vaughan, was walking; it was near a station on the Bogan; Vaughan seized me and kept my arms
down; other two men then came up; Vaughan then tied my hands behind my back; he then tied my legs; I
asked what they wanted; they said your money; they put me into the cart; Vaughan drove the cart; McGregor and 
Anderson were in the dray; I asked Vaughan why they would uot lei. me go on, and I would give thorn my 
monev; Vaughan said, the old devil, meaning McGregor, begun it, and he would finish it; about three-quarters of a mile 
from the place I saw three horses, they were hobbled and the saddles were on the ground; the prisoners then asked me 
where my money was ; I told them I had not much; McGregor searched my pockets and took out my keys, knife, and comb ; 
they then asked me where my firearms were ; they took my revolver and my gun, also my purse out of a trunk that was in 
the cart; they counted my money ; I think it was £21 or £22, and then said this is only £7 odd each ; McGregor said he 
had heard 1 had £300, and would have it; I told him I had uot, I had parted with it on the Lachlan ; they then said 
they would shoot me dead- if they found any more; Anderson had the gun ; McGregor sent Anderson down 
to get some water for dinner ; they made a fire and got some dinner ; they untied my hands and I took some
dinner with them; Anderson gave me my knife and keys; they did not untie my legs; when I had taken dinner

McGregor
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McGregor told Anderson to take a ro]je from the dray; they untied my legs; I was placed on a tree they said they would 
tic me ; before they tied me, I told them I would make them a present of the money if they would let mo go ; I told them 
they could have a suit of clothes also; they said they would not he dictated to by me; I then said if they would not 
agree to those terms 1 would hunt them until 1 had them taken; they hound my hands again, and tied me to a tree 
with the rope; they said if I tried to escape they would shoot mo ; one man stood over mo with a gun ; they then began 
to pick the goods; Anderson went to light his pipe, and 1 thought I would try to get away; they were men's goods 
they took chiefly; 1 twisted the rope and released my hands, took my knife from my pocket, and cut the rope which 
bound me across the breast; I ran to the next station, about 4 miles off; two men returned with me ; as we rode we found 
tracks of a cart; on arriving at the spot I found that my horses were gone, and the spring cart; the dray was loft; I missed 
some boots, trousers, a gun, a revolver, jumpers, four pair blankets, eight vests, a dozen hats ; they took four plush hots, and 
a great many other articles; the men who were with me put the goods on the cart and I went to another station to get 
assistance; the next day we got a horse each, and wont, to Mr. Strahorn's station ; we then met the two men and followed on 
the track till we came to the cart; there were a few things left in the eart; and very near the cart we found three suits of 
clothes, similar to those which the prisoner wore; I then obtained more assistance and we followed on the tracks ; we after
wards returned to Mr. Strahorn’s station ; the other men returned bringing some goods with them ; I then went with another 
person to Mr. King's station, and stopped there that night; in the meantime X had recovered three of the horses; I then 
wont to Mr. Brown’s station and heard that they had been there; I then started with one person to see the place where the 
prisoner’s had camped ; we then came in sight of a hut, and I got the other man to go towards it, and we found the prisoner 
Vaughan in the bed there; this was about 11 o’clock at. night; we tiiod the prisoner’s hands and legs together 
and secured him; he hauded me £7 odd, which he said was his share of the money stolen from me; we took 
from him some of the articles he had stolen from me; everything prisoner had at the time belonged to me ; we 
left the prisoner confined and rode on to one of Mr. Thomas’ outer stations; while talking to the overseer, McGregor, 
and Anderson came up ; the overseer went in for a revolver and a gun, but when he came out the prisoner had made away 
into the bush; Mr. Husband was overseer at the station; I and four others then followed and overtook and arrested McGregor 
and Anderson; McGregor had a revolver which we took from him; Anderson was leading a horse over which a gun was 
slung, together with a quantity of my property ; when we were taking the prisoners to Cannonbee they made their escape; 
they were retaken on the Marra Creek; they were then taken on to Fort Bourko.

JSy McGregor-. I believe the trousers produced are those referred to as the trousers found upon you.
James Husband, being sworn, said: I remember the morning when Hixon came to the station ; we followed two men, 

overtook them and brought them hack to the station; McGregor was one of the men ; they had a rjuanlity of wearing 
apparel and other goods with them at the time ; the prisoners asked why I took them ; they admitted that they had stuck 
the man up; Anderson said that McGregor had put up the robbery; and McGregor said lie had done it out of revenge.

By McGregor : Yon admitted to me that you hod stuck the man up out of revenge.
By Vaughan: I never saw you before.
John Bcardon being sworn said ' I was with Mr. Nixon when Vaughan was arrested; Nixon asked him to pull his shirt 

oil, hut Vaughan said no it’s not yours; he said the seven pounds in his purse was his share of the money from the dealer; he 
said that he and two other men did it.

McGregor said that he had no opportunity of producing his witnesses, or they would have proved an alibi; he denied 
the statements made by the witnesses as to his admissions.

Vaughan said he had nothing to say to the Jury, as ho hud not been able to procure the attendance of his witnesses.
His Honor summed up; the Jury retired, and returned a verdict against both the prisoners of guilty of robbery with 

firearms.
His Honor said that McGregor was an abominably bud character, who was known as one of the worst characters at 

Norfolk Island, where he was known by the name of Bobert Knox. His Honor said he knew his character well.
Sentence:—McGregor hard labour on the roads or other public works of the Colony for fifteen years, the first two years 

in irons. ’
Vaughan was sentenced to ten years hard labour on the roads or other public works of the Colony, the first two years 

in irons.
His Honor said that he took the opportunity of publicly thanking Mr. Husband and the prosecutor for the part they 

had taken in apprehending the prisoners, their conduct was most praiseworthy, and deserved the thanks of the Colony.

The Prinerpal Under Secretary to The Honorable Sir Alfred Stephen, C.B., K.C.M.G.
Sir, ' Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 11 November, 1876.

I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to enclose for your perusal papers having to do with (To bo returned.) 
an application made by Mr. Bobert Nixon, through the Agent-General in London, for a gold modal, in 
recognition of the services rendered by him in the year 1862, in the capture of the two criminals named 
in the margin, who were convicted before yourself sitting as Chief Justice, at Bathurst, on the 11th of Alexander 
September, 1802. ‘ . ' ' ‘ HughlaX.

2. I am desired to request that you will have the goodness to furnish Mr. Robertson with any 
information that you may possess regarding this matter.

■ 1 have, &e.,
■ HENRY HALLORAN,

Principal Under Secretary.

The Honorable Sir Alfred Stephen, C.B., K.C.M.G., to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir, Hyde Park, 16 November, 1876. '

In compliance with the request conveyed in your letter of the 11th iustani;, I have, after 
referring to my notes of Vaughan’s and McGregor’s trial in 1862, and to my report on the case to the 
Government in 1869, to report to you, that Mr. Nixon’s statement of the particulars of the robbery by 
those men, and a third who escaped, is substantially correct. After the outrage, terminating in their 
tying him to a tree in the unfrequented bush, Mr. Nixon contrived to extricate himself; and then, 
proceeding to the nearest cattle station, he procured the assistance of two stockmen whom he paid for 
their services, and for several days followed the tracks of the robbers through a wild country (although 
knowing that they were armed), until at length he, and the people with him, succeeded in recovering the 
greater part of his property, and in arresting the throe bushrangers themselves, two of them being in the 
sequel convicted on his testimony. In accomplishing the arrest, Mr. Nixon incurred no personal risk, 
for the men (first one of them alone, and the others a day or two afterwards) were not at the time in a 
position to resist. It was nevertheless a plucky, ]. might say a gallant thing on the whole to do; but 
whether Mr. Nixon is within the conditions specified, entitling a man to one of the medals awarded for 
“ conspicuous bravery and gallant conduct,” it is not within my province to determine.

I am, &c.,
ALPRE1) STEPHEN.

Tbo
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Tlie Inspector-General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary.
Police Department, Inspector-Goner,Tl’e Olliee,

Sir, _ Sydney, 17 November, 1S76.
deferring to my 1 >.C, report of tbe 4tli instant, on Mr, Nixon’s application for a gold medal 

(C S. papers, No. 70, 5207), I have non- the honor to submit for tbo consideration of tbe Honorable the
Colonial Secretary a letter i have 
fact that it materially affects tbe i 
no claim to the distinction he seek;

received from Mr, James H- Husband, and to draw attention to the 
tatemeut of facts as put forward by Mr. Nixon, who appears to have 
. I have, &c.,

EDMUND DOS BEET,
Inspector-General of Police.

[.Enc/osure.]
To The Inspector-General of Police, Sydney,

Sir, ^ _ _ Post Office, BulrannW, N.S.W., 4 November, 187G.
Yesterday I received a communiration from Mr. (T, Bowling Brown, Superintendent of Police, Deuiliquin, to the 

effect that inquiries had been made from headquarters in reference to a claim for compensation made by a man named 
“Niion," now at Home, and who demands some recognition of bis services in apprehending some bushrangers as far hack as 
the year ’62 ; and although it lias been my intention for some years to make similar application, I have refrained from doing 
so until I could visit town, ns in the affray above alluded to I am myself tbo party entitled to recognition; and from 
Mr. Charles Cowper, who was at that time Colonial Secretary, I was promised ample return for the part I took in the 
apprehension. The facts are these—Some time in the month of May, 1802, “Nixon" camo to my station, where I was 
niuuugmg, and told me that he hod been stuck up, robbed, &e„ etc., and asked my assistance in taking tbe men and 
recover his property. Not having but one man on the head station at the time, I told him that it would be impossible, 
but strongly advised him—he at the time being in company with another man, and both armed—to meet the men face 
to face and have satisfaction. He then told me that they bad captured one Yaughn, by name, who was stone blind from 
blight, and having been left behind by bis mates was easily secured. That it would take ten men to take tbe other two who 
were armed to the teeth and very desperate, J nst at this time the men appeared in sight, and I immediately saddled a horse 
and certainly with a revolver, single handed, met the men, forced them off their horses, took tlicm back to tbo house where 
“ Nixon” had remained all the time, recovered all the property in goods and money to a large amount, and then forwarded 
them to Cannonbar on the Duck Creek, os tbo nearest point where I could obtain assistance to send for police, the nearest 
in those days being at Dubbo, 140 miles away. Mr. Harriott, who happened to be at the time going to Bourko with his 
troopers, took charge of the two, viz., McGregor and Henderson, and I was indue course summoned to Bourke for trial. I 
was ill at the tune and found it impossible to go, so sent the only man I had, named Andrews, with letter to the Bench Ac. 
Andrews met a trooper on the road and they travel led together, when meeting a sly grog curt they got drunk, and us perhaps 
it. may be in your recollection, Andrews was shot by the constable and died. The case proceeded, and I was then summoned 
to Bathurst, at winch Court I attended, and the case was tried before his Honor the cx-Chicf Justice Sir Alfred Stephen, (lie 
prisoners receiving lb and 10 years respectively, the first three years in irons. I must tell you that I was most highly 
comptmiented by his Honor. And I will now quote, verbatim, an extract of a letter that I have since received from him 
* * * " If it can be of any service to you, I have pleasure in saying, that several years ago I know of yourdoing the
Colony a groat service, by tracking and following, and finally, in a gallant manner, apprehending a gang of robbers. T writo 
1 bis purposely on the fly-leaf oi J our own note which is evidently that of an educated gentleman, and if eventually you succeed 
in your object 1 shall be glad of ibe result.—Alfjieo STErnutr."

Surely from fhis it will be seen to whom recognition or award (if any) should bo made, and although on my meeting 
Mr. Cowper in Sydney, and his promise that at some future lime something should be done in the matter, to the present 
moment I have never even received as much as “thank you” from the Government for the risking my own life when bush- 
rmiging was at its height, for the less of my man through him being shot by a trooper, irrespective of the time and heavy 
expenses incurred over ft matter which I undertook purely and solely as an example to others and for the benefit of society.

_ Certainly in those days I was in prosperous circumstances, or should, I have no doubt, have made some application. Now 
times have changed, and as Mr. Brown, with whom I am personally acquainted, informed mo of an application being made 
by one whose share in the transact ion consisted in lus being stuck up, I consider it right I should ask if I am to bo totally 
ignored in the transaction, and why, if records are correctly kept, I should not have been one of the recipients of those 
medals which not so long ago wore distributed to those who assisted the Colony in suppressing lawlessness.

I trust if anything can bo dene in the matter you will lend mo your aid. I should much like to obtain somo appoint
ment under Government, to which I consider I am justly entitled, and as I see that now there are plenty of appointments 
being made I do not think I could choose a more fitting time to forward this request.

1 am, &o,
JAB. H. HUSBAND.

It is quite clear from tliis,uot less tkm from Sir Alfred Stephen's report herewith, that Mr. Nixon's 
application cannot be entertained;—moreover, had Ms claim been of a conspicuous character, his name 
would hardly have been omit tod from the list approved of by the late Sir Charles Cowper.—24/11/70.

The Colonial Secretary to The A gent-General,
Sir, _ Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 27 November, 1S7G.

With reference to your letter of the 1st June last, enclosing an application from Mr. Kobcrt 
Nixon, of Corby, near Thrapstone in Northamptonshire, for a gold medal in recognition of the services 
rendered by him in the year 18(52, in connection with the capture of two criminals, named Alexander 
McGregor and Hugh Yaughau, I have the honor to. request that you will inform Mr. Nixon that his 
application cannot be entertained. I baus, &c.,

JOHN EOBEETSON,

The Principal Under Secretary to The Inspector-General of Police.
Sir, _ Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 27 November, J876.

With reference to your letter of the 17th instant, reporting on the application of Mr. Eobort 
Nixon for a gold medal in recognition of the services rendered by him in 1862, in connection with the 
capture of the criminals. Alexander McGregor and Hugh Vaughan, T am directed by tlie Colonial Secretary 
to inform you that Mr, Nixon has been apprised through the Agent-General in London, that his application 
cannot be entertained. I have, Ac..

HENEY BALLOEAN,
Principal Under Secretary.

Mr.
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Sir, tfninmahl, jSr.tj.W., 4 January, ]877.
1 liave received a communication from the Inspector-General oi' Police which informs me that 

my explanation to him in reference to a bushranging affair in which I was engaged tsoine f'ows years ago 
had been forwarded to you for your perusal.

An I am now desirous of an appointment under Government, for which promise has been held out 
to me for some time, I have the honor to request if you will kindly now' inform me whether it will he 
necessary for me to make further application, or will the communication already forwarded be sufficient 
to meet your view of my reasons for making such request.

I have, &c.,
--------- - JAS. H. HUSBAKD.

2Ir. J. H. Husband to The Colonial Secretary.

Submitted, 12/1/77. Mr. Husband, 10 Jan., 1877.

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. H. Husband.
Sir, Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 10 January, 1877.

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 4th instant, in which you state that a 
promise of an appointment under the Government has been held out to you for some time, I am directed 
by the Colonial Secretary to inquire by whom such a promise has been held out to you.

I have, <fee.,
HENRY HALLOltAN, 

Principal Under Secretary.

Mr. J. H. Husband to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir, Balranald, 26 January; 1877.

] have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 16tb instant, and in reply beg 1o 
inform you that it was the late Sir Charles Cow per who, upon my having occasion to see him on business 
during a visit to Sydney, told me that should circumstances ever occur in which the Government could 
assist mein return for the part I had taken in apprehending the bushrangers McGregor and Ynughnn, 
Hint.I was to make application, and ho felt sure such application would be entertained. This occurred 
sometime in the end of the year 1862, when then Mr. Chas. Cowper was Colonial Secretary.

I haic, (fee,,
■ JAS. H. HUSBAND.

The Inspector-General of Police.—H.H., B.C., 6/2/77. 1 am not aware of any such promise
having been made, hut; if Mr. Husband can produce suitable testimonials I think his application for 
employment might bo considered by the Government. I do not know what employment he seeks,— 
Edmusi) Fosisehy, I.-G.P., B.C., 7 Feb., 1887. The Principal Under Secretary,

Without admitting that any such promise was made by the late Sir Charles Cowper, Mr. Husband 
may bo asked what employment he seeks.—John R, 0/2/77.

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. Husband.
Sir, Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 13 February, 1877.

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 26th of last month, relative to your appli
cation for employment in the Public Service, and to a promise of employment alleged to have been made 
to you by the late Sir Charles Cowper in consideration of the part which you had taken in the appro- 
honskui of bushrangers, 1 am directed to request that you will state the kind of employment that you 
nish to obtain. I have, (fee.,

HENRY HALLORAN,
Principal Under Secretary.

Mr. J. H. Husband to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir, Balranald, 4 March, 1877.

In acknowledging tlic receipt of your letter of the 13th ult., and which only reached mo 
to-day, T have the honor to inform you that from my long residence in the bush, and my thorough know
ledge of squatters and selectors, that I would be happy to accept the appointment as Inspector of 
Selections or Conditional Purchases if any opening, or should you feel disposed to entrust me with an 
appointment as Police Magistrate, where the duties at first not being too heavy I might by degrees 
qualify myself to he promoted to a larger sphere, I would willingly undertake the duties.

1 may add that, no matter to what position you may do me the honor to appoint mo, that I will 
faithfully and honorably perform all as required, and that you will never have cause to regret the trust 
imposed in me. I have, Ac.,

JAS. H, HUSBAND.

The Secretary for Lands.—John R., 10/3/77. The Under Secretary for Lands.—H.H., B.C., 
10/3/77. " ‘ '

Mr.
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T i it -i , Balranald, S April, 1S77.
i have the honor to draw your attention to a letter addressed me by the late Colonial Secretary 

dated 13th February, and to my reply of 4-th March last, and trust that you will kindly take into con
sideration the circumstances of my application ; and also, I may add, to the fact of my not having brought 
the slightest political influence to bear upon my case, which prevents the possibility of any one demurring 
to an appointment made purely as a reward of merit. I have, &c., &

JAS.'k. HUSBAND.

Mr. J. H. Husband to The Colonial Secretary.

The Secretary for Lands.—H.P., 21/4/77. The Undersecretary for Lands.—H.H. B.C. 21/4/77. 
To be noted with other applications.—W.W.S.. 16 May. ’ 3 '

Mr. J. H. Husband to The Colonial Secretary.
. Balranald, Murrumbidgee River, 1 July, 1877.

I have the honor to inform you that irp to the present date I have not received any reply to 
my communication written in answer to a letter from the late Colonial Secretary, dated 13th February 
1877, and to which I replied on the 4th March, as also to a letter addressed you on the same subioct’ 
dated April last, which still remains unanswered, J

I have the honor to request that my letters may receive some attention at your hands, and
Have the honor, &c.,

--------  JAS. H. HUSBAND.
The Under Secretary for Lands, who will perhaps be so good as to say whether his Department 

affords means of employment to Mr. Husband.—H.H., B.C., 6/8/77. To be returned.

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. H. Husband.
S*r’ . . Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 6 August, 1877.

1 am directed by the Colonial Secretary to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 1st ultimo 
urging reply to your former letter respecting employment in the public service, and to inform you that 
your communication has been brought under the notice of the Secretary for Lands.

I have, <fce.,
HENRY HALLORAN,

' Principal Under Secretary.
ait in- a am rl0t aWare °f auy emPloJmcut which can be offered to Mr. Husband in this Department.— 
W.W.S., 15 August, 1877. Returned to the Principal Under Secretary as requested.—W.W.S., B.C. 
17 August, 1877. Inform that gentleman of the reference and the report,—H.H., 20/8/77. 1 '

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. H. Husband.
^ Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 21 August, 1877.

. With reference to my letter of the 6th instant, stating that your application for employment
m the public service had been brought under the notice of the Secretary for Lands, I am directed by the 
Colonial Secretary to inform you that a reply has now been received from the Under Secretary for Lands 
to the effect, that lie is not aware of any employment, that could ho offered to you in the Lands Department.

I have, &e., *
HENRY HALLORAN,

______________________________ Principal Under Secretary.

Mr. J. H. Husband to The Colonial Secretary.
T -l i i 1 Balranald, 1 September, 1877.
1 have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 21st August, and in reply beg to 

state that I can hardly reconcile your communication of that date with your previous one of February 
13th last, in which you desired me to state the sort of employment I wished to obtain.

. -kty r^ply to the latter was dated March 4th, and as numerous appointments have been made since 
that time, I nave the honor to request that you will kindly inform me whether it is the intention of your 
Government that I shall receive any appointment or not. I have

--------  JAS. H. HUSBAND.
Will the Under Secretary for Lands kindly let me have the other papers in this ease —H H 

HU, 11 Sept., 77. Papers 77-1,672, Misl, now herewith, 12. The Principal Under Secretary.— 
W. W.S., B.C., 20 Sept., 711. . May be informed that the intention was, and is, if any suitable situation
for which Mr, Husband ia qualified to consider his application as circumstances may warrant 21/9/7‘7_
John E., 24/9/77. ’ 7/

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. H. Husband.
Si*-) _ _ Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 25 September, 1887.

, t - . the receipt of your letter of the 1st instant regnrding the communication
which I was instructed to make to you on the 21st of last month, in the matter of your application for 
employment in the public service, 1 am directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform you that the intention 
of the Gtovernment was and is to consider your application as circumstances may warrant the doing so 
when any suitable situation for which you are qualified, is to be filled. ’

I have, &c.,
HENRY HALLORAN,

______________ _______________ Principal Under Secretary.

The
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Sir, St. Leonards, North Shore, Sydney, 2 September, 1878.
I have the honor to request that I may become the recipient of a medal for the apprehension 

of the bushrangers, McGregor, Vaughan, and Henderson, in the year 18G2.
I beg to quote a paragraph of a letter from Sir Alfred Stephen, then Chief Justice, who states, 

“ If it can be of any service to you f have much pleasure in saying that several years ago I knew of your 
doing tile Colony a great service by tracking, following, and in a gallant manner apprehending a gang of 
robbers.”

I can also with pleasure refer you to Mr. i’osbcry, the Inspector-General of Police, who is aware 
of the circumstances, and who the year before last placed all the papers before John Eobertson Esq., 
then Colonial Secretary, but from whom I received no reply.

I have, &c,,
JAS. H. HUSBAND.

1 . "

Mr. J. H. Husband to Tlio Colonial Secretary.

The Inspector-General of Police.—M.P., 4/9/78. B.C., 4/9/78.—M.lt.A.

The In specter-General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary.
Police Department, In specter-General’s Office, Sydney, G September, 1878. 

OnsEiiviyCr that Mr. Harriott’s name was mentioned in the attached papers as having taken charge of the 
offenders, I wrote to him to obtain any information he could afford relative to the circumstances; his 
reply is submitted herewith for the Hon. The Colonial Secretary’s information.

Mr. Husband’s conduct on the occasion referred to was most praiseworthy and certainly deserving 
of recognition in some form by the Government. It may ho open to question whether Mr. Husband has 
earned the distinction of a gold medal awarded for conspicuous courage and gallantry ; upon this point 
the Colonial Secretary will decide, hut I strongly recommend for favourable consideration his application 
for public employment, for which, as far as I can "judge, he appears eligible.

' EDMUND EOSBEEY, I.-G.P.

[Enclosure.]
My dear Sir, Office, Thursday, 5/9/7S.

I recollect the circumstance you refer to me very well. Neither Mr. Husband’s or Mr. Nixon’s statements quite 
agree with evidence at the trial as recorded, or with the facts.

The account of the capture of the two men and recovery of the hawker Nixon’s property by Mr. Husband is no doubt 
correct, but these men almost immediately escaped, a fact which has escaped the memories of the two claimants of metallic 
honors.

^On my way down tho Hogan 1 met Nixon the day after their escape, as I think, who told mo of the case, and also 
that Vaughan, one of his assailants, was lit and lying in on old hut near. I found him prostrate with some low fever, and 
so ill that I think ho would have died had I not taken him on with me. When at Messrs. Richardson’s station, Duck 
Crook, two days afterwards, 1 think, we heard of a cheque being changed at their store by two men, and suspecting who 
they wore, my troopers (as my men were then called) arrested Anderson and McGregor at their camp fire, some 7 miles 
away, the next morning. Itook all three men with me to the "Darling, where I kept them at the camp I formed until 
P.M. and Police arrived at tlie river. I recollect that an application was made by my trooper, John Mahoney, to your 
Department for cost of rations for tho three men, which was referred to mo some years ago. The Court discharged the men 
as illegally in custody, and they were then apprehended under warrant and committed for trial at Bathurst. Anderson 
escaped from the police whilst being conveyed to trial. There can be no doubt that Mr. Husband’s behaviour in taking 
these men into custody and recovering the stolen property merited public recognition, occurring as it did at a time when • 
Gardiner’s gang were commencing their career. The bushranging interest no doubt were deprived of very effective recruits, 
but I do not feel competent to class his merit as you appear to wish me to. I find that I have been led into a much longer 
narrative than I intended, for which I must apologize. Yours, <tc.,

T. WARRE HARRIOTT.

At this distance of time I hardly feel called upon to authorize the issue of a medal to Mr. Husband 
hut I have pleasure in repeating the offer of employment made by my predecessor,—M.E., 7/9/78.

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. H. Husband.
Sir, Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 9 September, 1878.

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 2nd instant, requesting that yon may be 
awarded a medal for the aprehension of the bushrangers named McGregor, Vaughan, and Henderson, in 
1802, I am directed to inform you that at this distance of time the Colonial Secretary hardly feels called 
upon lo authorize the issue of a medal to you, but that Mr. Eitzpatrick has great pleasure in repeating 
the offer of employment made to you by his predecessor. I have, &c.,

M. E. ALLAN,
Principal Under Secretary.

Mr. J. H. Husband to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir, St. Leonards, North Shore, 18 September, 1878.

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication of the 9th instant, and have 
to thank you for your offer of employment in the public sendee. I therefore hold myself in readiness to 
accept any appointment for which you might deem me fitted, and assuring you that your confidence will 
not he misplaced. I have, &c.,

JAS. H. HUSBAND.

Cabinet.—Inform Department of Works, Post Office, and Treasury of the promise made to this 
gentleman, and beg that advantage may be taken of any favourable opportunity for his employment.— 
M.E., 17/9/78.

The
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Sir, Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, IS September, 18”S.
Mr. James H. Husband, oi: St. Jjoonards, who in the. year 18G2, effected the apprehension o£ 

three bushrangers, named McGregor, Vaughan, and Henderson, having been promised by tbo late Colonial 
Secretary employment in the Government service, in recognition of his conduct, and Mr. Ktsopatrick 
having repeated such promise, I am directed to request that you will invite the Postmaster-General to 
have the goodness to cause advantage to he taken of any favourable opportunity for Mr. Husband’s em
ployment in the Department under his Ministerial control, ■

X have, Ac.,
M. R. ALL AX,

Principal Under Secretary.

8

The Principal Under Secretary to The Secretary to the Post Office.

The Principal Under Secretary to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir, Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, .18 September, 1S7S.

Mr. James II. Husband, of St. Leonards, who, in the year 1862, effected the apprehension of 
three bushrangers named McGregor, Vaughan, and Henderson, having been promised by the late Colonial 
Secretary, employment in the Government service in recognition of his conduct, and Mr. Fitzpatrick 
having repeated sucli promise, I am directed to request that you will invite the Secretary for Public 
"Works lo have the goodness to cause advantage to be taken of auy favourable opportunity for Mr. 
Husband’s employment in the Departments under his Ministerial control.

2. A similar communication lias been addressed to the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, 
and the Secretary to the Post Office. I have, Ac..

M, K, ALLAN,
--------  Principal Under Secretary.

Send to heads of Brandies. Commissioner for Hoads.—J.1L, B.C., 20/0/78. Seen.—"W.B.,
21/0/87. The Under Secretary, B.C. Harbours and Rivers.—J.R., B.C., 24-25/9/78. Seen.—S.S., 
27/0/78. The Under Secretary, Public "Works. Commissioner for Railways.—J.R.,B.C., 30-1/0-10/78, 
What position would Husband take ? What age is he ? Employment as a porter could he found for him 
if he is willing to accept such a position, and ho is able to pass examination. Mr. Husband’s status, 
however, may lie above a position of the kind ; if so, there is no vacancy at present.—Cn.A.G., 7/10/78. 
Under Secretary, B.C. Principal Under Secretary.—J.R., B.C., 11/10/ 78. I think Mr. Husband’s 
status much above that of a porter. The Under Secretary for Public Wbrks.—M.R.A., B.C., 12/10/78. 
Commissioner for Railways.—J.R., B.C., 15/10/78. Noted.—D.V. {pro Commissioner), 28/10/78.

The Principal Under Secretary to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Sir, Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 18 Soptemher, 1870.

Mr, James H. Husband, of St, Leonards, who, in the year 1862, effected the apprehension of 
three bushrangers named M‘Gregor, Vaughan, and Henderson, having been promised by the late 
Colonial Secretary employment in tho Government service in recognition of his conduct, and Mr. Fitz
patrick having repeated such promise, I am directed to request that you will invite the Colonial Treasurer 
to have tho goodness to cause advantage to be taken of any favourable opportunity for Mr. Husband’s 
employment in the Departments under his Ministerial control.

2. A similar communication has been addressed to tho Under Secretary for Public Works aud the 
Secretary to the Post Office. I have, Ac.,

M. R. ALLAN,
--------  Principal Under Secretary.

I shall he happy to give Mr. Husband employment upon the first opportunity.—II.E.C., 24/9/78.

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. H. Husband.
Sir, Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 18 September, 1878.

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 13th instant, I am directed by the Colonial 
Secretary to inform you that the Colonial Treasurer, the Secretary for Public Works, and the Postmaster- 
General respectively have been invited to have tho goodness to cause advantage to be taken of any 
favourable opportunity for your employment in the Department under their Ministerial control.

I have, Ac., ■
M. R. ALLAN,

Principal Under Secretary.

Mr. J. H. Husband to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir, “ Wambiana," Dubbo, ]4 February, 1879.

I have the honor to refer you to two communications dated 9th and 18th September, 1878, 
that I received from the late Colonial Secretary in reference to an appointment, the promise of which lias 
now for years been held out to me, and up to tho present time I seem as far off as ever. On my visiting 
Sydney last September I had interviews with Mr, Fitzpatrick and Mr. Sutherland, and after their inquiries 
as to my claim on tho Government (and a claim they considered that 1 had), and also as to m3r fitness, 
they both informed me that, on the first favourable opportunhy, the Government would remember the 
services ] rendered to the Colony and the promise given me, and hoped they would be able to place me in 
sucli a position where, with credit to the Government and also to myself, my services could be utilized. 
At the same time a circular dated IStb September, 1878, was addressed by the Colonial Secretary to the 
Heads of certain Departments calling attention fo my application, and Mr. Driver also interested himself 
on my behalf. Mr. Sutherland intimated to me his intention of procuring for me an appointment as

Inspector
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Inspector of Selections, should a vacancy occur or for some equally remunerative post, aud on the strength 
of this I loft town naturally expecting, as appointments are continually being made, I should not be 
forgotten.

I must apologize for writing to you at such length, but trust that at your hands my application 
may not bo iu vain, and that advantage may bo taken of the first opportunity, considering as I do that 
I have not been fairly dealt with, and that up to the present the Government have broken faith with me.

I have, &c.,
--------  JAS. H. HUSBAND.

_ Submitted, 17/2/79. I know nothing of Mr. Husband’s claims. "What are they alleged to be, 
and is there any circular such as is mentioned in this letter?—H.P., 20/2/79. Short precis.—21st. 
Precis herewith.—22 Feb., 1879. -

9

Precis.
Mr. James H. Husband’s application for employment.

22 February, 1879.
Me, Husband having furnished a written statement touching a claim put forward in connection with the 77.410. 
capture of the bushrangers McGregor aud "Vaughn in 1SG2, took occasion to apply for employment on 
account of his own services in that affair. He referred to “ promises held out to him,” which, on inquiry, 
he explained by mentioning a promise made to him by Sir C. Cowper when in office in 1862. In answer 77,1218; 
to an inquiry, ho stated_ that the appointment of Inspector of Conditional Purchases or that of Police ’ ’
Magistrate would suit him. After some further correspondence, he was informed by order of Sir John 77-7,340. 
Bobertson (25 Sept., 1877) that it was intended to consider his application as circumstances might 
warrant, if auy suitable situation should be vacant. '

In September, 1878, Mr. Husband, having come to Sydney, made application for a medal on ts-t.oos. 
account of his sendees, citing a high testimony from Sir Alfred' Stephen. The Inspector-General, being 
consulted, refrained from recommending anything as to the medal, but considered that Mr. Husband’s 
conduct had been most praiseworthy, and strongly recommended his application for employment.
Hereupon Mr. Fitzpatrick, made it known to Mr. Husband that, while he did not feel called upon to 
grant a medal, he “ had pleasure in repeating tho ofier of employment made by his predecessor.” ’ ■

Mr. Husband reported that he ‘‘ held himself in readiness to accept any appointment for which he 7S-7,m 
might be deemed fitted.” Mr. Fitzpatrick, after lading the papers before the Cabinet, caused identical is September, 
letter,to be sent to the Treasury, Works, and Post Office Departments, informing them of the “ promise 13 September, 
made,” and asking that ‘‘advantage might be taken of any favourable opportunity for his (Mr. Husband’s) 
employment.” Mr. Husband was informed of this, aud this is the “ circular” of which ho makes mention 
in his letter of the 14th inst.

Submitted, 22/2/79. This does not seem to me to be very satisfactory. Mr. Husband does not 
appear to have done anything which proves his fitness for a public office. Bominders might be sent to 
those Departments which were formerly communicated with.—H.P., 26/2/79.

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. H. Husband.
S,r’ Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 27 Fcbruarv, 1879.

In acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 14th instant, concerning your application 
for employment in the public service, I. am directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform von that you do 
not appear to him to have done anything that proves your fitness for a public office, but that he has, 
nevertheless, caused reminders to be sent to those Departments, to which on the ISfh of September last, 
communications were addressed asking that advantage might be taken of any favourable opportunity that 
might present itself for giving you employment

I have, &c.,
MAXWELL ALLAN,

________________________ ______ Principal Under Secretary.

The Principal Under Secretary to The Secretary to the Post Office.
Sh, Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 27 February, 1879.

lam directed by the Colonial Secretary to request that you will invito tho attention of the 
1 ostmaster-General to my letter of tho 18th of September last, asking that advantage mmht be taken of 
any favourable opportunity that might present itself for giving employment to Mr. James's, Husband.

1 have, &c.,
MAXWELL ALLAN,

Principal Under Secretary.

The Principal Under Secretary to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir> . , Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 27th December, 1879.

I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to request that you will invite the attention of the 
Secretary for Public Works to my letter of the 18th of September last, asking that advantage might be 
taken of any favourable opportunity that might present itself for giving employment to Mr. James H. 
Husband. I have, &c., '

MAXWELL ALLAN,
--------  Principal Under Secretary.

Railways.—J.R., E.C., 8 March, 1879. There is no vacancy in the Railway Department 
suitable to Mr. Husband at present.—Cn.A.G. Under Secretary, B.C., 8/8/79. Ascertain mother 
Departments. J.R., 11/8/79. Roads.—J.R., B.C., 12/3/79. No vacancy in this office.—W.B, 14/3/79 
Harbours and Rivers, B.C., 17/3U7. Colonial Architect.—W.F. (for US.), B.C., 17/3/79, 1 have
no vacancy.—J.B., 19/3/79. The Principal Under Secretary.—J.R., B.C., 22/8/79.

309—B Tho
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Sir, Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 27 February, 1879.
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to request that you will invite the attention of the 

Colonial Treasurer to my letter of the 18th of September last, asking that advantage might be taken of 
any favourable opportunity that might present itself for giving employment to Mr. James H. lliisbaud.

I have, &c.,
MAXWELL ALLEN,

--------  Principal Under Secretary.
I should like to see the letter of 18 September.—J.W., 4/3/79. Mr. Monday. Previous letter.— 

G-.E., 6/3/79. '
I am not a ware what duties Mr. Husband can perform, or in what capacity he can be employed. 

If I am furnished with this information, I shall offer Mr. Husband the first suitable vacancy, in 
recognition of the services alluded to in separate letter.—J.W., S/3/79.

The Under Secretary, Colonial Secretary’s Department.—G-.E.. L.C., 10/3/79. Submitted, 
11/3/79, Such information as can be obtained from papers in this office may be furnished, but I have 
no means of forming an opinion.—H.P., 19/4/79,

10

The Principal Under Secretary to The Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade.

The Principal Under Secretary to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Sir, Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 22 April, 1879.

In reply to your communication of the 10th of last month, forwarding a minute of the Colonial 
Treasurer, asking for information as to the duties that Mr. .Tames H, Husband can. undertake, if his 
application for employment be granted, I am directed to state that the Colonial Secretary has no means 
of forming an opinion on the subject, but that Mr. Husband lias intimated, in the course of his corres
pondence with this Department, that a country appointment would be most acceptable to him.

1 have, &c.,
CHTTCHETT WALKER, 

Principal Under Secretary.

Mr. J. H. Husband to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir, Tbargomindah, via Bourko, 26 September, 1883.

I have the honor to request that you will cause an inspection of the correspondence that has 
taken place between myself aud former Colonial Secretaries in reference to my appointment in the 
Government service. You cannot fail to sec that faith has been broken, and I now place my case in your 
hands, feeling assured that justice will be accorded. I have, &c.,

JAS. H. HUSBAND.

Submitted, 21/S/S4. This is rather a curious case .In seems to me that if a Forest Rangership, or 
suchlike be vacant, it might he offered to Air. Husband.—A.S, 23/8/84. The Under Secretary for 
Mines.—C.W., B.C., 25/8/84. Submitted.—H.W., 25/8/84. There is no vacancy.—J. P. Abbott, 1/9/84, 
The Principal Under Secretary.—H.W., B.C, 1/9/S1. Submitted, 3/9/84. Cabinet.—A.S. Put by.

Mr. J. H. Husband to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir, “"Woodstock,” Armidale, 14 April, 1885.

' I have the honor respectfully to request that I may receive appointment as Inspector of 
Selections under the Act now in force, and I base this application on the following grounds :—

That the Government have for many years promised me a remunerative appointment.
That during lengthy correspondence with the Government I have been asked what appointment 

I desired, and I replied mentioning “Inspector of Selections.”
That when in Sydney six months ago I had personal interviews with Mr. Stuart, who not only 

■ expressed surprise that I had not years ago been appointed to the Service, but promised me 
faithfully that on the very first opportunity I should be appointed.

My papers are all in your office, and if you would kindly glance over the same I feel sure you will 
at once see the justice of my demand and take the necessary steps for my receiving an appointment as 
above (for after many years bush experience I am thorough])1-well up in all selection matters), or in any 
other capacity where a faithful and prompt discharge of duties required would be my sole aim.

' I have, (tc,
--------  JAS. H. HUSBAND.

The Under Secretary for Lands.—C.W, B.C, 17/4/85. Place with similar applications.—C.O. 
The Chief Inspector, B.C, 6/5/85.

Mr. J. H. Husband to The Colonial Secretary. ‘
Sir, ■ “ Woodstock,” Armidale, 27 April, 1885.

I have the honor to draw your attention to a communication of mine dated the 14th instant, 
to which, up to the present, I have not received any reply.

I shall esteem it as a favour if you will, at your earliest convenience, let me hear from you on the 
subject of my last. I have, Ac,

--------  JAS. H. HUSBAND.

Inform and refer to Lands.—'C-W, 5/5/85. The Under Secretary for Lands.—C.W, B.C,
5/5/85.

The
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Sir, Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 5 May, 1SS3.
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to acknowledge the receipt of your further letter of 

the 27th ultimo respecting your application for appointment as Inspector of Selections, and to inform 
you that your communication has been brought under the notice of the Secretary for Lands, to whoso 
Deijartmont the business belongs. 1 have, &c.,

CEITCHKTT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.

11

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. H. Husband.

Mr. J. H. Husband to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir, ■ Woodstock,” Armidale, 0 May, 1SS5.

I have received a communication from the Colonial Secretary, dated 5th May, by ivhich I am 
informed that my application for appointment as an Inspector of Selections lias been referred to you.

1 have now the honor to request that sucli application may receive your immediate attention, as I 
have now been waiting for some months. Mr Stuart having promised me last September that I should 
receive an appointment in acknowledgment, for disinterested services rendered to the Government some 
years since.

I may inform you that I have had now nearly thirty years’ bush life, during which time I have 
become thoroughly acquainted with the working of the land laws,'and T feel sure, should you honor me 
with an appointment, you would not find your confidence misplaced.

* 1 have, &c.,
JAS. H. HUSBAND.

Mr. J. H. Husband to Tho Colonial Secretary. 1
Sir, “Woodstock,” Armidale, 15 May, 1885.

1 have the honor to draw your attention to a promise made by you to me, now eight months 
ago, of an appointment under Government, and of which up to tho present moment 1 have heard nothing.

During your absence from Sydney 1 wrote twice to Mr. Dailey asking to bo appointed an Inspector 
of Selections, and about a fortnight ago f received a letter from your office staling that my communications 
had boon forwarded to flic Secretary for Lands. 1 then wrote to the Secretary for Lands hut as yet have 
received no reply. 1 have the Sionor therefore to request that you will cause some notice to be taken in 
this matter, and that pisticc which I humbly seek may be accorded me.

f have, &c.,
--------  JAS. H. HUSBAND.

The Under Secretary for Lands.—J.B. (for P.U.S.), B.C., 0/6/85. Inform there is no vacancy.—
E.A.W., 15/6/85.

Mr. J. H. Husband to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir, “ Woodstock,” Armidale, 4> June, 1885.

1 beg to call your attention to the fact that I have been waiting now for a considerable time 
for tho fulfilment of promises made to me by Messrs. Parnell and Stuart that they would find me an 
appointment under the Government. Mr. Stuart, just previous to his leaving for Now Zealand, told 
me that be would strain a point to procure me a good billot, and this he said in tho presence of Mr. 
It. H. D. White, M.LA. 1 am thoroughly competent for any appointment, such ns Inspector of 
Conditional Purchases, Forest Banger, or Inspector of Stock, for which I am prepared to pass the 
necessary examination, besides having had several years practical experience in the same. 1 received a 
letter from 1 lie Colonial Secretary’s Office dated the 5th May, and numbered S5-4S)6S, stating that my 
application had been forwarded to you. I immediately wrote you on the subject, but fear my letter 
must have gone astray, as .1 have, up to the present, received no reply. J shall be exceedingly obliged 
if you will do all in your power to obtain me an appointment. Awaiting your reply.

I am, &c.,
■ JAS. II. HUSBAND.

P.S.—I can produce the highest testimonials as to my qualifications for cither of the appoint
ments I apply for.—J.H.II.

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. J. H. Husband.
Sir, Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney 0 June, 1885.

1 am directed by the Colonial Secretary to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 15th 
ultimo applying for an appointment as Inspector of Selections, and to inform you that your communi
cation has been brought tinder the notice of the Secretary for Lands.

I have, &c.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,

Principal Under Secretary.

The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. J. H. Husband.
Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 25 June, 1885.

In reply to your communication of the loth ultimo, I have the honor to inform you, by 
direction of the Acting Secretary for Lands, that there is no vacancy for the position of Inspector of 
Selections. I have, &c., ■

T. H. WILSON.
(Eor the Under Secretary.)

Mr.
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Sir, _ “ \\rootUloek,’‘ Armidale, 30 June, 18S3.
I have the honor to inform you that yesterday I received a communication from the Lauda 

Office, stating that there were no vacancies for appointments in their Department.
# The length of time that has elapsed since you yourself promised me a billet, and the numerous 

appointments that have been made during these last ten months, causes me to think that 1 have not been 
dealt very fairly with, for there aro men lately appointed to positions that I myself am perfectly competent 

. of occupying, that I am aware have not any call upon the Government, and I believe that I am about tho 
only one that, acting as I did disinterestedly and as Sir Alfred Stephen told me “setting a good example 
in the Colony,” by risking my life for no benefit that has not received any recognition whatever, although, 
from year to year I have been kept in suspense by repeated promises.

I beg, therefore, now to ask you that something may at once be done, or that I may be informed 
what steps (if any) the G-overnment may think of taking in this matter.

I have, &c.,
--------  JAS. H HUSBAND.

The Under Secretary for Lands.—J.B. (for P.U.S.), B.C., 7/7/85. Letters from the writer 
have been frequently referred to this Department from the Colonial Secretary’s Department, but 
nothing is known of the circumstances under which the claim to employment is urged or of the promises 
alleged to have been made, CIO., 9/7/S5.

Defer to my hon. colleague the Colonial Secretary.—J.S.D., 14/7/83. The Principal Under 
Secretary.—C.O., B.C., 13/7/85. Submitted, 17/7/85.

, I sc/14 these papers on in order that the Department might inform itself as to tho circumstances 
which arc fully described hero. It seems to me that the applicant has strong claims upon the G-overnment, 
and where so many appointments in connection with tho Lands Department, some of which he is no doubt 
capable of filling, have been made during the years he has been waiting, 1 thought that my hon. colleague 
the Minister of Lands might have taken his case into consideration. 1 know nothing of the applicant 
except what his case discloses.—A.S., 23/7/85.

The Under Secretary for Lands,—J.B. (for P.U.S.), B.C., 23 July, 1885.

12

Mr. J. H. Husband to The Colonial Secretary.

Petition for Employment.
J. II. Husband.

To His Excellency the Bight Honorable Lord Augustus William Broderick Spencer Loftus, Knight Grand 
Cross of the most Honorable Order of the Bath, a member of Her Majesty's Most Honorable Privy 
Council, Governor and Commonder-in-Chief of tho Colony of How South Wales and its Dependencies. 

The Petition of James Home Husband, of Ollcra, in the Colony of New South Wales,— 
Humuiy Siiowetii :—

1. That your. Petitioner, in the year 1862, assisted in the arrest of certain highway robbers, 
named McGregor, Henderson, and Vaughan, who wore subsequently tried and convicted at the Bathurst 
Assizes in September, 1SG2, before His Honor Sir Alfred Stephen, the late Chief Justice, who highly 
commended the conduct of your Petitioner for the part lie had taken in the arrest, of the said prisoners. '

. That thc/Honorable the late Sir Charles Cowper, who was at that time Premier of this Colony, 
promised your Petitioner that ho would confer a Government appointment upon your Petitioner in tho 
Government Service of this Colony. ' ■

_ 3. That your Petitioner at one time occupied the position of Scab Inspector for tho New England 
District, which was not a G-overmnont appointment, but one made by the Board of Directors under tho 
Scab Act of this Colony at that time, and your Petitioner has pleasure in stating that his services in that 
employment gave universal satisfaction.

4. That your Petitioner has been in communication with tho present Premier of this Colony, Sir 
Alexander Stuart, relative to the Governraent’s promised grants, and your Petitioner expected employment 
of hire in the Government Service, and though your Petitioner received an assurance that he should be, he 
has not been so employed up to the present time, Your Petitioner respectfully refers your Excellency to 
the correspondence on the subject, which is to be found in the Honorable the Colonial Secretary’s 
Department.

1^oul' Tciilionfr, therefore, humbly prays that in view of tho public service which he rendered to 
the Colony m assisting in tho arrest of the prisoners mentioned without feo or reward, and of the promises 
made to your Petitioner by successive Governments, that he should be employed in the Government Service 
of this Colony, that your Excellency would bo pleased to lay the matter of this Petition before the 
Honorable the Executive Council, and after due enquiry that your Excellency would be further pleased to 
recommend your Petitioner employment by the Government of this Colony in such capacity as his abilities 
would best fit him. "

And your Petitioner, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
Dated this 1st day of September, 1885. ‘

“ Ollera,” Guyrale, W.L.W.
JAS. H. HUSBAND.

The Colonial Secretary, A,L., 5/9/85. Submitted, 17/9/S3. The Cabinet.—A.S. Put by
for the present.—C.W., 21/12/85.

Minute by The Colonial Secretary.
Give Sir. Husband a note to Mr. Davies asking if he can employ him as overseer. 1I.P.

Done, 10/C/87. '

Air.
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Dear Sir Sydney, 11 .Tune, 1887.
. 1 ,'rc lo thank you for your note to Mr. Davies, but T am sorry to say that at present there
I®I10|i,alD opening. Should you know of anything else you would do ine a great kindness by lotting 
Mr Lurbour know; at any rate I ieel sure you will bear me in mind, as what to do at present 1 really do 
not know. ■ 1 J

■Willi kind regards. Yours, &c.,
____________________________ _ JAS. II. HUSBAND.

Mr. J. II. Husband to The Principal Under Secretary.
Dear Sir, • 21 June, 1887.

It was Sir Henry that told me to come to yon, and what I want is this—a letter to Mr, Abigail, 
as Hnncy that as they are going to do more fencing (re rabbits), there might be a ebanco of my getting 
a billet on the hue. I hate troubling you, but it is really imperative that X should get something, and 
backed by a letter from you 1 might be successful.

T ... Yours, <fcc.,
1 will call m to-morrow morning, JAS. XT. HUSBAND.

13

Mr, J. H. Husband to The Principal Under Secretary.

11 n en/e!'0r ^ ^oar^'—CW-j 30/(1/87. The Chairman of the Casual Labour Board—C.W, 
H.O., 60/bjSi. Noted and returned.—J.D., Chairman. The Principal Under Secretary, B.C., 13/7/87’

Sydney; Charles Potterj Government Printer.—IKSfi
[Is.J 309—C
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1887.

(thiku session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

COPYRIGHT.
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING INFRINGEMENT OF LAWS OF GREAT BRITAIN.)

Ordered by ike Legislative Assembly to be printed, 24 JVbvember, 1887.

_ Department of Trade and Customs,
Sir, Melbourne, 10 May, 1887.

I am directed by tlic Commissioner of Trade and Customs to inform you that several instances 
have recently occurred in which attempts have been made to introduce into this Colony pirated editions of 
copyright works.

_ _ As some of these works were brought overlaud, the Minister desires me to state that he is of 
opinion that the adoption of an uniform system of dealing with importations of this kind is very desirable, 
and with a view to such being established (if practicable) wishes me to ask if you would be so good as to 
state the practice prevailing in New South “Wales of dealing with such importations.

I beg to forward you herewith a copy of a notice bearing upon the subject published by this Department, J “ I have, &c.,
A. W. MTJSGROVK,

The Collector of Customs, Sydney.------------------- Secretary.
[LJnclos?/re.]

From the Victoria Government Gazette of 10th December, 1886. No. 132.
COPYRIGHT.

Several instimcos having recently occurred whore the copyright Jaws of Great Britain have been infringed by the importation 
of pirated works, the attention of the public and of tho officers of tlic Department ia called to the sections of Acta quoted 
below. Importers and others are warned that it is the intention to enforce tlie law strictly, and the officers of the Department 
are hereby directed to eiereiso the utmost vigilance in this respect. In any case of doubt the books must be detained and the 
matter reported. ’ W. E. WALB.ER,
Department of Trade and Customs, Commissioner of Trade and Customs.

Melbourne, 2nd December, 1886. --------
47 Viet. No. 768, sect. oO.

■ Goons rnonriiTiD to be Imported.
60. Boots wherein the copyright shall be first subsisting, first composed or written or printed in the United Kingdom, 

or in Victoria, and printed or reprinted in any other part of the world as to which the proprietor of such copyright, or his 
agent, shall have given to tho Commissioner a notice in writing that snch copyright subsists, such notice also stating when 
such copyright will expire,

G & 6 Viet., cap. 46, scot. 17.
'That after the passing of this Act it shall not be lawful for any person not being the proprietor of the copyright or 

some person authorized by him lo import into any part of the United Kingdom, or into any other part of the British 
dominions, for sale or hire any printed book first composed or written or printed and published in any part of the said United 
Kingdom wherein there shall be copyright, and reprinted in any country or place whatsoever out of the British dominions ; 
and if any person, not being such proprietor or person authorized as aforesaid, shall import, or bring or cause to be imported, 
or brought for sale or biro, any such printed book into any part of the British dominions contrary to the trite intent and meaning 
of this Act, or shall knowingly sell publish or expose to sale or let to hire or have in his possession for sale or biro any such 
hook, then every such book shall bo forfeited and shall be seized by any oflicer of Customs or Excise, and the same shall be 
destroyed by sucli officer; and every person so offending being duly convicted thereof before two justices of the peace for the 
country or place in which such book shall be found shall also for every such offence forfeit tho sum of Ten pounds and double 
the value of every copy of such book which he shall so import, or cause to be imported, into any part of the British dominions, 
or shall knowingly eo11 publish or expose to sale or let to hire, or shall cause to be sold published or exposed to sale Or let to 
hire, or shall have in his possession for sale or hire, contrary to the true intent, and meaning of this Act, Five pounds to the 
use of such officer of Customs or Excise, and the remainder of the penalty to the use of the proprietor of the copyright in 
such book, ’ 30

311—
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2

39 & 40 Viet,, eh. 30.
Customs Law Consolidation'. '

152, Any books wherein the copyright shall be subsisting, first composed or written or printed in the United Kingdom, 
and printed or reprinted in any otlicr country, shall be and are hereby absolutely prohibited to be imported in the British 
possessions abroad: Provided always that no such books shall be prohibited to be imported as aforesaid unless the proprietor 
of such copyright or his agent shall have given notice, iu writing, to the Commissioner of Customs that such copyright subsists, 
and in such notice shall have stated when the copyright will expire; and the said Commissioners shall cause to be made and 
transmitted to the several ports in the British possessions abroad, from time to timo to be publicly exposed there, list of books 
respecting which such notice shall have been duly given, and all books imported contrary thereto shall be forfeited; but 
nothing herein contained shal! be taken to prevent Her Majesty from exercising the powers vested in her by the tenth and 
eleventh Victoria, chapter ninety-five, intituled fl An Act lo amend the law relating to the Protection in the Colonies of Works 
entitled to Copyright in the United Kingdom," to suspend in certain cases sneh prohibition.

The Collectoi* of Customs to The Secretary, Trade and Customs, Melbourne.v * j

Sir, Custom House, Sydney, 12 May, 1887.
In reply to your letter of the 10th instant, calling my attention to the introduction into this 

Colony of pirated editions of copyright books written or printed in the United Kingdom, I have tho 
honor to inform you that it has not been the practice in this Colony to enforce the Acts you refer to, 
the law officers of the Colony holding that persons aggrieved by infringement of copyright, have their 
remedy by appeal to the Courts. I have, &c.,

JAMBS POWELL,
Collector of Customs.

Sydney: diaries Potter, Government Printer.—ISST.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOITTH WALES.

CREMATION BILL.
(PETITION IN FAVOUR OF—DAVID BUCHANAN.)

Iteceivcd bj the Legislatioe Assembly, 14 February, 188S.

To the Houorriblc the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of David Buchanan, .Barrister-at-law, praying that the Cremation Bill now before 

your Honorable House may be passed,—
Humbly Showkth:—

That the Cremation Bill now before your Honorable House should he passed in the intereBts 
of the public health.

That the present practice of disposing of the dead by burial poisons the air, the water, and the 
laud, and is prejudicial to the health and wellbeing of the community, disseminating disease and death 
silently and unperceived, and is consequently a source of constant and continually increasing danger to 
the living.

That the process of cremation, as it may be soon at the present time in operation in England and 
other countries, brings about the same result as burial, namely, consumption of the body to ashes, with 
this difference, that while cremation consumes the body to ashes in about half-an-hour, thereby destroying 
every germ of disease and every possibility of infection, the process of burial leaves the body to go slowly 
through all the stages of loathsome corruption, sending up poisonous gases from the earth, vitiating all 
water for a considerable distance around, and thus endangering, in a. serious degree, the health of the 
people. ■

That the possibility of crime escaping detection through the operation ot cremation is most 
stringently and carefully prevented by the wholesome clauses, for that purpose embodied in the Bill now 
before your Honorable House, which clauses preclude the possibility of such a thing; while under the 
process' of burial there is the far more terrible and appalling danger of burial alive, which has not 
unfrcquently happened, proved by the fact that, on disinterring bodies, many of them have been found 
turned right round in their coffins, and lying on their faces, with distinct evidences of a struggle, the hare 
thought of which out-horrors horror..

That under the Bill before your Honorable House cremation is not compulsory but optional, so 
that those who approve of .burial may still practise that process without let or hinderanee; while the 
thousands who would take advantage of the crematory process would relieve our burial-grounds of a 
frightful and dangerous overcrowding, that could not but have a beneficial effect ou the general health of 
the people.

That although the evils ot those crowded burial-grounds may not be at once seen as directly 
traceable to that so^iirce, still we have the testimony of high medical authority that many virulent epidemic 
diseases have had their origin in the poisoned air from burial-grounds, and hence the unanimity amongst 
medical and scientific men in recommending cremation as preferable from its cleanness, speediness, and 
safety to the dangerous process of allowing an innumerable crowd of dead bodies to lie in the earth, going 
through the slow process of corruption and decay, and unquestionably' endangering the health and lives 
of the living.

That, on the grounds stated, your Petitioner humbly prays that your Honorable House will pass the 
Cremation Bill as a large contribution to the health,, safety, and wellbeing of the community.

And your Petitioner, as in duty hound, will ever pray. . „ , „
‘ DA.YID BUCHAN AN.

[3d.] fill-
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DEATHS UNDER CHLOROFORM.
(KEIURNS RESPECTING.)

Ordered, by the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 10 July, 1SSS.

HETUEN 1.0 an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 21lli April, 18SS, That there be laid upon the Tabic of 
this House, a Return showing,—■

“ (1.) The number of deaths that have taken place when the person has 
“ been under the influence of chloroform, during the years 1885, 1886, and 
“ 1887.
“ (2.) The date and number of inquests on persons who died while under 
“ chloroform during the same years.
“ (3.) The name of: Coroner or Magistrate who held the inquests.
" (4.) Nature of verdict in each case. 
tc (5.) Locality of deaths.
“ (G.) Name of places where inquests were held. '
“ (7.) Name of each deceased. ■
“ (8.) Name of the doctor or doctors when the chloroform was 

administered.”

(Mr. Garrard, for Mr. Withers.)

RETURN showing the number of deaths registered as occurring from chloroform during the years
1885,1886, 1887.

District. j 1883. 1886. 1887.

Sydney ...............

Newcastle ... ...
Goiilbnrn ... ...
Albury ... ...
"Wngga ...............
Petersham...............

1
* ( 1 

' tiuicirie—Chloroform nod 
Belltidonna

3
1 Chloroform for operation, 
1 Accidental inhaling to 

stop suffering,
1 Syncope whilst under the 

influence of chloroform. 
]

.1 ....................... 1.
1

1
...

i
1 X

Returns from the other Registry Districts given as nil.
E. (x. WARD,

Registrar-General’s Department, 4 Uuly, 1888. Registrar-General.
[S30 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £3 '2s. fid.J 
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Sidney : Cliarlcs Pottcrj G
ovem

racut Printer.-

dumber
of

liiquost.
Date

of
Inquest.

Name of Mn^istraLc 
or Coroner. Verdict or Finding*. Locality of Death.

Name of place 
where Inquest 

or Inquiry 
was held.

Name of Deceased,
Names of Doctors 

present when Cldoro* 
form was administered.-

I. 1885. 1835.
6">6 18 June We find that the deceased, James Kelly, died from exhaustion immediately after an operation, 

consisting of the amputation of his left leg, which had been rendered imperative by the nature 
of a wound accidentally inflicted with a knife hy himself. (Chloroform was administered.)

Gulgong Hospital ... Gulgong .. James Kelly ..... JoEcpUPtk. Kealey 
& Clias. Swauston.

II. 1 & 4 Henry Sliiell ............... Hied from the effects of chloroform administered to her hy Hr. Loaves. The jury are of opinion 
that chloroform should never 3>e administered in the hospital, unless in the presence of a 
second medical max^ and that the practice hitherto existing, of one medical man only giving 
chloroform in that institution should be at once discontinued.

Sydney Hospital....... Sydney....... Olivia Green ....... .Septimus Lowes.7S4 August.

III. 1SSG. 1886.
2S0

IY.

17 Feb. M. Ibilbunty, J.P......... My opinion is tho deceased came hy his death from failing of tho heart caused by the adminis
tration of chloroform which, by the evidence had been properly administered by Hr. Kennedy 
in his medical capacity, and after all necessary precautions had been taken.

Albury .Hospital Albury....... Philip Norris ....... William Cleaver 
Woods & Patrick 
Kennedy,

706 15 July Henry Sliiell.................. Died from the effects of chloroform administered to him for the purpose of undergoing an opera* 
tion. We further find, that the chloroform was administered with due cave and caution, and 
that every possible effort ^as adopted by Hie medical men present to save deceased’s life 
when unfavorable symptoms manifested themselves.

Sydney....... William Ijanc&stcr Alfred Keenan, 
Charles H. Maher, 
and E. Fairfax 
Ross.

Hospital.

V. 1887. 1887.
258 7 Mar. Henry Sliiell ............... Hied from the effects of chloroform, which was being administered to him for the purpose of 

an operation. M e further And that the said chloroform was administered to him with duo 
care and caution, mid that when unfavorable symptoms manifested themselves everything 
was done by the medical men in charge of tile case that could be done, with a view of 
preventing if possible a fatal termination.

Sydney Hospital..... Sydney....... Walter Charles
Wagstaff.

William R. Clay 
and Thomas C\ 
Fisher.

VI.
407

VII.

11 May deorge Cannon Martin Wo find that the said Oeorgo Merritt died in the Newcastle Hospital on the 11th May, 1887. 
Wo further find that he died in accordance with the medical testimony, whilst under the 
influence of chloroform ; we also find that all due care and skill were used in administering 
the chloroform.

Newcastle Hospital.. Newcastle .. George Merritt ... John Kerr, Joseph 
L. Bernstein, and 
Cosby IV. Morgan.

859 23Aug. Henry Sliiell ............... Hied whilst under the effects of chloroform. Wo further find that the said chloroform was Thomas C. Fisher, 
and Ralph 
Worrell,

VIII.

administered with due care and caution, and that when unfavorable symptoms manifested 
themselves, everything was done by the medical men present -with a view of averting a 
fatal result. The jury are of opinion that in every case in every public hospital in which it 
is necessary to administer chloroform, the patient should be carefully examined by not leas 
than two medical men before the exhibition of such chloroform.

870

IX.

25 Aug. Chas.S. Alexander, P.M. I 'find that John D, Rhodes came by his death by the inhalation of chloroform duly and 
carefully administered by two legally qualified medical practitioners for the purpose of 
performing a surgical operation on him.

G oulbm-n H ospital.. .1
Goulbum ... John David 11 bodes Robert M'Killop 

and Henry Ray.

1.072 24 Oct.. Henry Sliiell ............... Died from the effects of chloroform, which was being administered to her for the purposes of an 
operation. A\ e further find that due care and caution were exercised in the administration of 
the chloroform, and that, when unfavourable symptoms manifested themselves, everything 
was done that was necessary, with a view of averting a fatal termination.

Hi1. Wood's residence, 
“ Climes,11 Cam- 
bridge-atrcct.

Petersham,. Julia Constance 
Campbell.

i

Wm. E. R. Wood, 
Joseph Foreman, 
and Edward 
Thomas Tkring.

f

0
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. 1887.
(thikd session.)

, /

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DEPARTMENT OE PUBLIC WORKS.
(RETRENCHMENT IN—PERMANENT-WAY MEN EMPLOYED.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 28 September, 1887.

Legislative Assemble.
Question:— •

2. Me. McErjrQNJi ashed the Secret.uii- foe Public Works,—
(1.) Is it not the fact that several, if not all, the officers in. charge of the various hranehes of the 
Department of Public Works sent reports to the late or present Minister for Works, suggesting 
that reductions in the staff of officers under them might he judiciously made without impairing the 
efficiency of the Service, and pointing out how such retrenchment in the public expenditure could be 
brought about; and is it not also the fact that up to the present time such suggestions have not been 
given effect to ?
(2.) How many men has he appointed on the permanent-way since he took office ?

Answer:—
In reply to the above question I give the following information, received from the heads of the 
various branches;—
Ministerial.—There is one position on the staff vacant which it is not intended to fill up at present. 
Harbours and Bivers.—Recommendations have been made as indicated, and so far- as they were 
practicable were carried into effect.
Boads.—In accordance with a Minute by Mr. Lync, Secretary for Public Works, dated I4th 
December, 1880, notifying the appointment of Commissioners to inquire into the working of the 
Department of Public Works, the Commissioner for Roads reported that changes and reductions in 
the office staff of the Roads Branch might he effected, by which a reduction in number of three 
officers and a saving of £030 per annum would be made, and this has been done. The Pield Staff 
was remodelled, and all officers placed on the Estimates, and it was proposed that three should retire, 
but owing to the late passing of the Estimates and the unexpected increase of votes by nearly 30 
per cent., their services will be required to the end of the year when two will retire ; one must be 
retained until work is decreased; but a saving of £4,851 has been effected this year, w'hich will be 
increased to £5,946 for 1888.
Colonial Architect.—The question is having consideration.
Baihmys.—1. The principal scheme of retrenchment was in the Existing Lines Branch in regard to 
the maintenance of the permanent-way. The Engineer responsible for the safety of the line 
accompanied the suggested scheme with tho statement that he was not convinced that in the long run 
there would be any real economy in the proposed reductions. I have hesitated therefore to give full 
effect to the scheme, more especially in view of the wet weather we have had during the past season, 
which has necessarily required more attention to the roadway than at the time the scheme was 
proposed, but partial effect has been given to it by drafting the men to new extensions as opened 
instead of taking on new hands. 2. Seven new bands have been appointed since the present 
(rovernment came into office; the number of permanent-way men to the mile of line prior to the 
present G-ovemment coming into office was 0'8G; it is now 0'82.

[3rf.] 98—
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DEV ON SHIRE-STREET CEMETERY.
(RETURN SHOWING THE NAMES OF THE TRUSTEES OF.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 9 February, 1SS8.

[Laid upon the Table, in accordance with promise made, in ansiccr to Question No. 7, Votes No. 15,
Thursday, 20 October, 1887.]

DEVON SHIRE-STREET CEMETERY,—NAMES OE TRUSTEES.

CmaiCH or Ej'cland.

Mn. Robert Atkixs, Secretary, reports that the present Trustees for the above denomination are,— 
The Most Reverend the Bishop of Sydney, and William Her,let and Alfred James Lewington,—Esquires.

EosrAS" Catholic.

The Very Reverend Dean Sheridan states that he is the sole surviving Trustee for this section, 
the other appointed Trustees, the Very Rev. Archbishop Vaughan and Mr. Charles Earrcll, being dead.

PjffiS 1)T TEE TAN.
The Reverend R. S. Paterson reports that Alexander Dodds, Esq., M.L.C.. and himself are the 

Trustees for Ibis section.
Independent.'

Mr. Samuel Thompson states that Dr. P. S. Jones, T. B. Rolin, J. Palmer; Esquires, and himself, 
are Trustees for this section.

Wesleyan.

For this section the Rev. Dr. Sellers reports that, all the original Trustees arc dead, and that ho 
has reason to believe that no successors have been appointed.

Friends or Quakers.

No information has been obtainable as to the names of the Trustees of this section. The Sexton 
states that no interment has taken place in the area allotted to them for several years.

Jewish.

Mr. J'-rani;el. the 8cere!ary to the Great Synagogue, reports that the Trustees for the Jewish 
section of the Devonsbire-strcet Cemetery are dead, and he is not aware of any others having been 
appointed.

[3rf.] 468—
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1887-8.

IjKGISLATI VE A.S8J5MJJLY.

NEIY SOUTH WALES.

DIYOROE EXTENSION BILL.
(petthox ftiom w. sr. cowrEK, co^nns^AEY tor jnsnor of Sydney, against.)

Jlrcnced b;/ Ihe Legislative Assembly, 7 June, 1SSS.

To the Honorable Ihe Leyisbtf ivc Assembly of 1lie Colony of New Smith AValca in Ibirlinment assembled.

The Petition of the uiulersignecl 'William JUaequarie Cowpev, >LA.. Commissary of the Bishop 
of Sydney, with the advice of the Standing Committee of the Synod of the Church of 
England in the Diocese of Sydney, within (ho said Colony,—

IlminiA' StrowKTH:—

That your Petitioner is conscientiously opposed to the provisions of the Divorce Extension 
Bill now before your Honorable House :—

1. Because he believes that the proposed extension of the conditions of Divorce is at variance with 
the Christian law as laid down in the New Testament.

2. Because he believes that it is likely to impair the sense of the sacreduess of marriage and of the 
responsibility of entrance upon the married state, to introduce dangerous facilities for disruption of the 
marriage tie, and so to inflict a serious injury upon the domestic and social welfare of the whole 
community.

3. Because he considers that variation upon so important a matter from the law established in 
England and in other Colonics of the British Empire is in itself undesirable, and is likely to introduce 
serious difficulties into family and social life.

Tour Petitioner, therefore, earnestly prays that your Honorable House will be pleased to refuse 
your assent to the said Bill.

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray, Ac,

WILLIAM M. COWPER,
Commissary for the Bishop of Sydney,

' With the advice and by the desire of the Standing Committee of the Synod.

OH] 8S3—
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

^EW SOUTH WALES.

DIVORCE EXTENSION BILL.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN MINISTERS OP VARIOUS RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS AGAINST.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 12 June, 1888.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales, in Parliament assembled.

The respectful Memorial of the undersigned Ministers of Religion of various Religious Denomi
nations in this Colony,—

Humbly Showeth.:—

That your Petitioners regard with much concern the Bill now before your Honorable House 
intituled the Divorce Extension Act.

That while entertaining other strong objections to the provisions of the said Bill, by which divorce 
is facilitated, your Petitioners are still more strongly opposed to that which provides for the remarriage 
of the persons divorced—the guilty as well as the innocent.

That your Petitioners feel the greatest repugnance to this provision, inasmuch a* it gives to those 
who have been guilty of the greatest cruelty and sin, opportunity to repeat their offences upon fresh 
victims of their licentiousness.

That your Petitioners—accepting the solemn declaration of our Lord JesuS Christ, that “ Whosoever 
marrieth her that is put away committeth adultery,” as the law of the Christian Church—are of opinion 
that any legislation which provides for the remarriage of one who is put away affords a direct sanction to 
sin, and is opposed to the Divine law in the Seventh Commandment.

Your Petitioners therefore pray your Honorable House to withhold your assent from the aforesaid 
Bill.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., Ac.

[Here foiloio 182 Signatures^

pW.] 917—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

DIVORCE EXTENSION BILL OE 188L
(DESPATCH RESPECTING.)

ijSrtsEnttb ta parliament tig Commant).

The Secretary of State for the Colonies to The Eight Honorable Lord Carrington,
O.C.M.GK

(N.S.V., 12.)

My Lord, Downing-street, 27 January, 1888.
Her Majesty’s Government have given very careful consideration to your Despatch, No. 147, 

of the 29th July, 1887, transmitting the Bill to amend and extend the law of divorce, which you had 
reserved for the signification of Her Majesty’s pleasure.

After full deliberation they have come to the con elusion that they ought not to advise Her Majesty to 
assent to the Bill, and I request you to invite the attention of your Ministers to the reasons for that 
conclusion as stated in this Despatch, which should ho communicated to both Houses of the Legislature.

2. Her Majesty’s Government have no desire to interfere with legislation which is within the 
competence of the Parliament of New South Wales, and laws operative within the Colony on the subject 
of matrimony and divorce fall, as a general rule, within that class of legislation. But it is impossible for 
Her Majesty’s Government to ignore the exceptional importance of the proposed alteration of the existing 
law. ] t will introduce a divergence between the law of this country and the law of Now South Wales upon 
a matter most deeply affecting the morality of the people and the happiness of families. It will make 
those who are wives or legitimate children in one country unmarried mothers and illegitimate children in 
the other; and it will make the same action innocent in one counixy and, possibly (as constituting bigamy, 
if followed by remarriage), criminal in the other.

8. Her Majesty’s Government do not feel that these consequences, grave as they undoubtedly are, 
render it incumbent upon them to advise the Queen to exercise her power of controlling the privilege of 
legislating for their own requirements, which has been conceded in full measure to the Australian 
Colonies. But they are of opinion that, in order to reduce to the lowest possible point the inconveniences 
which this change in the law would cause, three precautionary conditions should be satisfied before it is 
adopted.

4. Jn the first place, so far ns possible, it should be ascertained that the change is the deliberate 
resolve of the people of Now South Wales, and is not likely in the future to he modified by any accidental 
alteration in the balance of political parties ; and it would therefore be, in the opinion of Her Majesty’s 
Government, more expedient that the Queen’s assent to such a measure should be deferred until it has 
been again passed by another Parliament after the occurrence of a General Election.

5. Secondly, it appears to Her Majesty’s Government to be exceedingly inconvenient that a 
different law on this subject should prevail among the different Colonies of Australia. The many evils 
which would result from the existence of a conflict of law upon this subject between more distant parts 
of the same Empire will be intensified in the case of communities so closely connected as the Australian 
Colonies, if they should not be prepared to adopt similar legislation on this subject,

G. And thirdly, Her Majesty’s Government arc of opinion that the operation of the change should 
be confined to those who are really inhabitants of tho Colony in which the new law is made, and should 
not bo extended to persons whose residence for any reason is transitory. They are of opinion, therefore, 
that, in place of a two years’ residence, a legal domicil should be required, as the condition of a capacity 
to obtain a divorce under this measure.

7. If the Bill had been made to apply only to persons possessing a domicil in New South Wales, a 
decree of dissolution pronounced by the Supreme Court would doubtless be recognized elsewhere ; but 
the Bill substitutes for domicil a residence of two years, and it is far from certain that the Courts of this 
country, or of other, colonics, or of foreign countries, would in such circumstances recognize a decree of 
the Court of New South Wales, which may alter the status of their citizens. Your advisers are probably 
familiar with the case of Niboyot t> Niboyct, L.E, 4, P.D. 1, in which the Court of Appeal, held, by a 
majority of two to one, that Ihe Court had power to decree a dissolution of the marriage of a French 
subject who was resident in England, but who still rciained his French domicil; but I would observe 
lhat, even in that case, both the Judges who formed the ma jority admitted that it did not follow that 

601— the
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the decree would be recognized in other countries; and that it might he that the parties, although in 
England no longer husband and wife, might in other countries be still so regarded.

8. It should, further be borne in mind that cases might occur in which the husband had 
never lost his domicil in another conntry, and his residence in New South Wales, though extend
ing oyer two years, had only been temporary, and with the intention of leaving the Colony after 
obtaining the decree in which case the probability would be much increased of other countries declining 
to recognize the validity of such decree. I may also observe that, as I am advised, an English Court 
would refuse to recognize the validhy of a divorce between two English residents in New South Wales 
effected upon the grounds provided by the Bill.

9. I request you to invite your Ministers, in connection with this Despatch, again to give their
careful consideration to the Despatches No. 40, of Sir Michael Hieks-Beacb, dated the 15th July, 1878, 
and No. 18, of the Earl of Kimberley, dated the 22nd ,luue, 1880, oti the Bills then proposed to amend 
the law relating to divorce and matrimonial causes. The reasoning of those Despatches (of which copies 
are enclosed for convenience of reference) appears to he equally applicable in the present case ; and I 
need only add, in the words used by Lord Kimberley, that Her Majesty's Government arc confident 
that the Legislature of the Colony will not object to such an amendment of the Bill as may secure 
that.the fact of domicil should in all cases ho substantiated as a necessary condition of the exercise of 
the jurisdiction. "

10. In conclusion, then, 1 have only to repeat that Her Majesty’s Government would strongly urge 
upon your Advisers the inexpediency of enlarging the grounds upon which a divorce can he obtained, uni i! 
it has been fully established that the general feeling of the Colony is decidedly in favour of the change, 
and until after communication with the other Australian Colonics it is made clear that they are prepared 
to adopt a similar alteration in their laws. Her Majesty’s Government, however, attach still 
greater importance to the necessity of securing that legal domicil, and not a transitory residence, such as 
that of two years, laid down in tho Bill, should be a condition of the exercise of the jurisdiction of the 
Court in decreeing a divorce. They earnestly trust that those views will, upon further consideration, 
commend themselves to your Ministers,

I have. Ac.,
H. T. HOLLAND,

2

APPENDIX I.

Sir Michael Hichs-Beach to Sir Hercules Kobinson.
(N.S.W., 40.)

S'rt Downing-street, 15 July, 1878.
I have not failed to give my best consideration lo the important questions involved in the Bill passed by the 

Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of Xew South Wales, and reserved by you for the signification of Her Majesty's 
pleasure, entitled, “ An Act to amend the Law relating to Divorce and Matrimonial Causes,” a transcript of which, accom
panied by a protest signed by eight Members of tbe Legislative Council, was transmitted in your Despatch, Tvo. 67, of the iJOtli 
of April, 1877. "

2. I regret tho delay which has occurred in replying to your Despatch, but the questions raised by this measure 
appeared to my predecessor, as well as to myself, to be of sueh grave importance as to demand the most careful deliberation ; 
and I have felt it my duty to seek for advice from tbe highest legal sources before communicating to you the view taken by 
Her Majesty’s Government. '
. 5. In tbe first place, I have to point out that this Bill, if passed into law, would conflict with tho law of divorce in

England, It would no doubt place the law of Hew South Wales upon the same footing in respect of tho grounds for 
dissolving marriage os the law of Scotland. But it would only partially assimilate the marriage laws of tho Colony and 
Scotland ; seeing that they would still differ in respect of the conditions which are required for contraeiing a legal anion, so 
(hot the Colony under your Government would acquire a system of marriage law peculiar to itself, and differing from that 
provailing in any part of the United Kingdom, or in any oilier portion of Her Majesty's dominions.

4. If the effect of such legislation could be confined to New South Wales this difference would be a matter of Colonial 
concern, and I should not feel it necessary to dwell upon the social results which might follow from tbe proposed change, or the 
facilities for collusion which it might give. But as questions of marriage and divorce affect persons domiciled in various parts 
of the Empire, it appears to Her Majesty’s Government highly impolitic, unless for tho strongest reasons, to add to the dis
crepancy already uniortimntcly existing between the laws in force in different parts of Her Majesty’s Dominions.

5. I am advised that under this Bill, except in cases where the parties to the petition clearly bad their domicile in New- 
South Wales, very delicate and dillicult questions might follow upon a decree of dissolution of marriage, mid the future status 
of an innocent wife might he very grievously compromised beyond the Colony were she to follow up a successful suit by tho 
solemnization of a second marriage during the life of the divorced husband. If the first marriage were an English one, and 
the parties had notehangod their domicile, the decree of dissolution would be simply inoperative in England for any purpose, 
mid the same inconvenience might possibly follow if the marriage had been contracted elsewhere out of the Colony, and the 
parties had not acquired a domicile iu New South Wales.

6.. The very serious consequences that may result from changes of this nature in tho marriage law are illustrated so 
forcibly in the reasons given by the Bouse of Lords in 1800, for disagreeing to certain amendments made by tbe House of 
Commons iu “The Conjugal Bights Bill,” introduced by Lord Campbell into tbe House of Lords, that I will quote them 
for your information.

Their Lordships stated that they disagreed to the amendments, among other reasons, " because the most grievous 
inconvcnienco arises from the existing state of the law of England and Scotland on this subject, as declared by judicial 
decisions in both countries, for according to this when parties have been married in England a sentence of divorce pronounced 
iu Scotland is valid in Scotland and a nullity in England, so that the divorced women still remains the wife of the husband in 
England, but the husband and wife arc free to contract another valid marriage in Scotland, and the children of sueh second 
marriage are legitimate in Scotland, but bastards in England ; and tbe husband or wife marrying in England after the divorce 
in Scotland is liable to be indicted for bigamy and punished by penal servitude.”

7. 1 have now explained to you the reasons for which I have found myself compelled to refrain from submitting this 
Bill for Her Majesty’s assent.

I request you to communicate this Despatch to both Houses of the Legislature, and 1 trust that they- will appreciate 
the considerations by w-hich I have been actuated in arriving at this decision. ’

I have, &c,,
M. E. IHCKS-BEACH.

Lord
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APPENDIX II. ■

Lord Kimberley to Lord A. Loft us,
(N.S.W , IS.) ^

MV Lord, DoTTiiing-Btreet, 22 June, 1S80.
The question of the ndviee to be tenderort to Her Majesty, ■n'ith respect to the Bill passed by the Legislative 

Comieil and Legislative Assembly of How South Wales mid reserfed by you for the signification ot Her Majesty’s pleasure, 
entitled, an Act to amend the Law relating to Divorce and Matrimonial Causes, a transcript of which accompanied your 
despatch, No. 62 of the 4th of December last, has boon under the consideration of Her Majesty's Government; and after 
careful esamiuation of the very grave issues raised by this measure, they have arrived ut the decision which I have now the 
honor to convey to your Lordship. _

2, Her Majesty’s Government are fully sensible of the force of the reasons which induced thoir predecessors to advise
Her Majesty to withhold her assent from two Bills previously passed by the Colonial Legislature, identical with the Bill now 
in question, vis. (1), the inexpediency of introducing conflict and divergence on a most important subject affecting 
family and social relations between the law of New South Wales and that of England, and every other part 
(except Scotland) of the British Empire (including the other Australian Colonies) between which nod New South Wales 
there is a constant interchange of population; and (2) the confusion and uncertainty as to the validity of subsequent 
marriages, the status of children, and rights of succession to property which would ensue if sentences of dissolution of marriage 
wore pronounced by the Courts of New South Wales, the validity of which was not recognized in other countries. But 
whilst on the general ground that it is much to he lamented that a different marriage law should prevail in different parts of 
the Empire, Her Majesty's Government very greatly regret that the New South Wales Legislature has determined to persevere 
in this measure, they have come to the conclusion that it is not their duty any longer to resist the principle of a Bill which 
has now been passed for the third lime, and with full knowledge of tho objections to which I have referred, provided certain 
modifications are introduced into it, which I will now proceed to explain. '

3. Her Majesty’s Government understand the object of those who introduced and supported the Bill in the Council 
and Assembly to be, that a sentence for dissolution of marriage, on the ground of the husband’s adultery, may be pronounced 
by t be Matrimonial Courts of the Colony when, and only when, the parties are domiciled in New South Wales. In order 
effectually to secure this object, they are of opinion that it should be made a condition by express words in the Act, that 
any Judge pronouncing such a sentence should first be satisfied, by sufficient evidence in tho suit, that the married 
parties were so domiciled. Of all questions of fact which may require incidental determination for the purpose of ascer
taining rights of status, succession, or inheritance, it would be impossible to suggest one more frequently involving difficult 
and complicated inquiries and voluminous evidence than that of domicil; and it is most important that it should be clearly 
laid down by law as the duty of a tribunal, on which it is proposed to confer a new matrimonial jurisdiction, dependent 
for its effect on domicil, to require proof for that domicil as the foundation of its jurisdiction, and to afford^ easy 
means of obviating, by the judgment and evidence on record, the questions which might otherwise he liable to arise in 
neighbouring colonies or in Great Britain or elsewhere at a distance of time, and after the remarriage or death of either of the 
parties. The proof of domicil, when hotli parties are living, will generally be much mare easy and simple than after their 
deaths, and (in the absence of collusion) even an admission of tlio fact of domicil by a husband defendant upon the record, so 
made as to satisfy the Judge, might often be held conclusive if an attempt were afterwards made to raise the same question.

4'. Her Majesty's Government are confident that the Colonial Legislature will not object to such an amendment of the 
Bill as may secure that the fact of domicil should in all eases be substantiated, as a necessary condition of tbe exercise of the 
jurisdiction, and, if this should he done, they will be prepared to advise Her Majesty to give her assent to a Bill passed in that 
form.

5. But in the absence of such an express condition, they think that there would be a very serious risk of suits 
being instituted and sentences of dissolution of marriage pronounced under tho proposed law in cases in which there was no 
real colonial domicil, and of the consequent confusion and uncertainty above adverted to, I am therefore unable to submit 
the Bill in its present shape for Her Majesty's assent,

I have, &c.,
KIMBEELEY.

tqdiicj'; Clunks I'oltui', Giworniuout I’rLiUcr.—18SS.
[3d.]
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

ESTATE OF THE LATE CAPTAIN JOHN POSTER COCHRAN.
(COPIES OF PAPERS RELATING TO.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2G June, 1888.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 12th June, 1888, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House,—

“ Copies of all letters and other documents, including extracts from Police 
f£ Court records and books in the office of the Inspector-General of Police, 
(< relating to the estate of the late Captain John Roster Cochran, who died 
“ in the Sydney Infirmary on 2nd October, 1861.”

(Mr. Neild.)

Senior-Constable Kelly to Mr. Police-Superintendent Ryeland.
No. 1 Police Station, Sydney, 10 June, 1888.

Se Captain Join Foster Cocliran.
Senioe-Cok stable Kelly respectfully reports, for the information of Mr. Superintendent It Ireland, that 
he has made diligent search in the police records for the month of October, 1861, but cannot find any 
trace of the name inquired for. ,

The Senior-Constable has been informed by Mr. Itusaell, Secretary to the Sydney Hospital, that the 
person, subject of inquiry, was admitted to that institution by Hr. Houston (since deceased) on tho 7th 
October, 1861, suffering from consumption, and died on 22nd of same month. The name recorded in the 
Hospital register is _ John Foster Cochran, 63 years of age, a labourer, a native of Ireland, and was 
admitted to the hospital as a pauper patient.

_ Inquiry has been made at the Registrar-General's Office, and search having been made, no trace of 
any will in the name of John Foster Cochran could be discovered in the Wills Branch of that Department.

Inquiry has also been made at the office of the Curator of Intestate Estates, and search having 
been made in that Department no estate belonging to the deceased is mentioned in the records of the 
office from 1860 to 1875,

THOS. KELLY,
■ Senior Constable.

Forwarded to the Inspector-General of Police.—J. Rtelaitd, Supt., 11/6/88. The Principal 
Under Secretary,—G. Read, a.I.-G., 11/6/88.

[3rf.] 961—

[830 copies—Approrimate Cost of PrintiDg (labour and material), £1 Is. 3d.)
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1887-8.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

EXTRADITION.
(AUTHENTICATION OF PAPERS—DESPATCH.)

Jlreaentei trr JJarliament i)) Ctommaiib.

Departmeut of Justice,
Sjdnej, 2/th Februarj, 1888.

?M7E^T'^V,?<?0T"0,r frcct8‘’ie Publication, for general information, of the following despnteb, dated 28th December, 
XoS7, iroin tho Principal Secretary of Slate for the Colonics.

WILLIAM CLARKE.

(Circular.) Downing-strect,
28th December, 1887.

Sir,
With reference to my predecessor’s Circular Despatch of 

the 29tli December, 1885, relative to the authentication of 
extradition papers required by section 5 of the Act passed in 
August, 1882, by the United States Congress, I have the 
honour to transmit herewith, for your information, a memo- 
rand um embodying a copy of a form of authentication adopted 
in 1883. _ This certificate, with the certificate of the United 
States Minister in similar terms, was accepted, in the particular 
ease, ns sufficient by the United States Courts, and the same 
forms have been employed in subsequent eases without 
sueocssful objection being raised to them.

The memorandum also comprises an extract from a let,ter 
from the Counsel to Her Majesty's Consulate-General at New 
York, concerning the particulars required by the United States 
Courts when a request for extradition for the crime of forgery 
is transmitted by telegraph.

The Officer Administering the 
Government of New South Wales.

I have, Ac.,
H. T. HOLLAND.

AUTHENTICATION OF DOCUMENTS IN UNITED 
STATES EXTRADITION CASES.

MEMOBASntjjr.
In consequence of difficulties wliich had arisen as to the Evi
dence in Extradition case?, theUnited States Congress in August, 
1882, passed an Act “ Regulating Fees and practice in Extra
dition Cases” ; and section 5 of this Act now contains the law 
as to the Authentication of the Documentary Evidence ofiered 
in support of a demand for tho Extradition of a fugitive 
offender from the United States.

The section is as follows :—
Section 5. That in cases where any depositions, warrants, or 

other papers, or copies thereof, shall be offered in evidence 
upon the hearing of any Extradition Case under title 
sixty-six of tho Revised Statutes of the United States, 
such depositions, warrants, and other papers, or the copies 
thereof, shall bo received and admitted as evidence on such 
hearing for all tho purposes of such hear ng, if they shall 
be properly and legally authenticated so as to entitle them 
to be received for similar purposes by the tribunals of the 
foreign country from which the accused party shall have 
escaped; and the certificate of the principal diplomatio or 
consular officer of the United States resident in such 
foreign country shall bo proof that any deposition, warrant, 
or other paper, or copies thereof, so offered, are authenti
cated in the manner required by this Act.

The following form of certificate for the authentication of 
extradition papers was prepared by tho Home Office and 
attached to tho papers in a case which occurred in 1883 :—
I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief 

the signatures “Ohas. Lister” on the annexed Warrant of 
Arrest, and on the annexed information and depositions on 
which the Warrant was granted, are the signatures of 
Charles Lister, Esq., one of Her Majesty’s Justices of tho 
Peace for the City of Manchester, having authority to 
issue and j'oeeive the same, and I further certify that such 
documents so signed by a Magistrate having jurisdiction 
in the place where the same were issued and taken and 
authenticated by a Minister of State and scaled with his 
official seal, would be received as evidence ofihecriminatity 
of a fugitive criminal from the United States charged before a 
tribunal in Great Britain viitk an Extradition crime under 
the Extradition Treaty between Great Britain and the 
United States.

(pty (Signed) A. F. O. LIDDELL,
Under Secretary of State for the 

Home Department,
Whitehall, 4th May, 1883.

The above Home Office Ccrtifieato of 4th May, 1883, and tho 
Certificate of the United States Minister which followed the 
terms of the Home Office Certificate, were accepted in this 
caso as sufficient by tho United States Courts. The same forms 
of Certificate have been employed in all subsequent cases, and, 
so far as the Home Office is aware, no successful objection has 
been raised to them.

The following is an extract of a letter from Messrs. Mar- 
bury. Counsel to Her Majesty's Consulate-General at New 
York, concerning tho particulars required by the United States 
Courts when a request for Extradition for the crime of forgery 
is transmitted by telegraph : —

_ _ (Exteact.) -
1. It is of prime importance, where a person is apprehended 

upon a telegraphic despatch, lo have as far as possible complete 
particulars of the character of tho offence committed, to secure 
his detention until the depositions and documentary evidence 
shall he received. In cases of forgery the despatch should con
tain a description of the instrument claimed to be forged, date, 
amount if draft or hill upon whom drawn, name of payee, 
place of utterance, name forged or character of forgery, and 
the person defrauded, or as much of these as can bo furnished, 
md more to bo supplied as soon as obtained. Where adequate 
particulars are contained in the despatch, which is the foun
dation for the complaint, there will .be no difficulty in having 
the accused remanded until tho arrival of the papers.

623-
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1887.
(third session.)

NEW SOUTH WALES.

FISHERIES OF THE COLONY.
(REPORT OE THE COMMISSIONERS OF FISHERIES TP TO 31 DECEMBER, 1886.)

JDvescnicli to ^adiameni bji (Eomtnimb.

Report of the Commissioners of Fisheries for New South 

Wales on the Fisheries of the Colony, to the 31st

December, 1886.

To tlic Honorable The Colonial Secretary.v
Sir, '

We have tlio honor to submit to you the following Report on the Fisheries of the Colony to 
the end of the year 1886.

After the presentation of our last very voluminous Report, it 'became apparent to us that the 
system under which the Oyster Fisheries on our coast were being worked was proving absolutely 
destructive io the continued existence of the natural beds, and that unless some other system of dealing 
with them could be devised, oysters would soon become a product of the past.

Our deliberations in this regard resulted in the passing into law of the present statute, the 
“ Oyster Fisheries Act, 1881.”

By ibis Act the indiscriminate dredging of oysters under license, which had been working such 
havoc both on the natural beds and the foreshore deposits, had to give place to the more equitable and 
economic system of distributing the oyster-bearing areas amongst persons who were willing to hold them 
under leases of lengthened tenure, and to devote themselves to the not unprofitable work of cultivating 
and producing oysters as a means of livelihood ; the Crown on its part affording to the lessees such an 
absolute control over their leased areas, and such complete protection against trespass, that your Com
missioners were warranted in expecting not only that the hitherto wholesale destruction of oysters would 
cease, but that the supply would be regular and ample for the demands of the market. That we were 
justified in our expectations may be gathered from the fact that within five months from the measure 
becoming law, no less than 700 applications for leases had been received, and these applications embraced 
the enormous extent of over 505,000 lineal yards of foreshore.

It will be readily comprehended that such an influx of applications pouring in immediately upon 
the enactment of the new legislation, very much retarded the work of modelling the Department to fit 
it for the administration of the new law.

As it was found impossible within any reasonable time to have all these areas measured and 
reported on, with the view to the early issue of tho leases, and as, nevertheless, it was our desire that 
the applicants should speedily obtain some beneficial results from tho areas for which virtually they had 
paid the State a rental, we availed ourselves of the provision afforded by the Regulations to allow 
applicants to work their areas under permits. These permits entitled the holders to enter upon and occupy 
the portions of foreshore for which they had applied for the purposes of cultivation, and removal of 
oysters. ' ' ' ' ' This

34—A
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This system would have worked fairly well, and to a large extent would have compensated bond fide 
workers for the non issue of their leases, hut it was found that the law as it stood did not protect their 
work from spoliation by others, and it was by no means an infrequent experience of these holders to find 
their areas, upon which they had expended considerable labour and time, divested by unprincipled persons 
of every oyster that could be found there. Notwithstanding this, however, the yield of oysters shows a 
very fair average, no less than Id,'/74 bags having been won during tbe year 18S6, as against 12,801 bags 
taken during 1885.

We note that tbe greatest output has been from Port Stephens, 3,223 bags. This is followed by 
2,683 bags from the Hawkcsbury and 1,022 bags from tbe Clarence, 1,469 from tbe Clyde, and 1,324 
bags from the Shoalbaven and Crookhaven Rivers.

At the close of the year 1,831 leases had been applied for, and of these 736 had been granted..

Very nearly all the coastal waters are oyster-hearing, hut those above enumerated may at present 
beregarded as the chief sources of supply.

The royalty collected during 18SG amounted to £2,216 2s. The greatest take was obtained in 
January, when 2,103 bags were won. The monthly average during the summer was about 1,436 bags. 
Fully detailed information rcspcciing tho catch will be found in .Appendix C. '

In addition to oysters locally produced, there were received from other colonics during 1886 no 
less than 4,906 bags. These oysters are not subject to royalty, and lessees complain very strongly of 
tbe heavy handicap under which they are thus placed. To instance this it may be stated that it costs in 
freight alone on an average 2s. 9d. per bag to land oysters in Sydney from Port Stephens, and on arrival 
they arc subject to an additional charge of 3s. per bag for royalty, while at tbe same time oysters can be 
carried from New Zealand for 2s. 6d. per bag, and on arrival are not subject to any Crown charge whatever.

As against this argument, it must be remembered that lessees hold their areas at a very nominal 
rental, only 20s. for ever}* 100 lineal yards of foreshore, and as these areas in some instances extend into 
deep water GOO yards, and on an average quite 300 yards, it will be apparent that for 20s. a considerable 
superficial area, viz., from 6 to 12 acres, is assured to the lessee.

Of course it is not contended that all of such an area would be oyster bearing, but in judiciously 
selected portions much of it would be naturally so, and much more could be made so by artificial means.

Referring again to the advantage accruing by tbe leasing over the previous system of indiscriminate 
dredging, such advantage is especially evidenced in (he report for 1885 of the Inspector for the Northern 
Division of Fisheries, who, writing of the output of oysters from the Clarence River, says, that when 
opened to dredgers in 1883 it was worked by sixty-four boats, and although these boats were limited to 
two days work each per week no less than 1,000 bags wore won within a month, and this rate of catch 
bad in four months so reduced the beds as to necessitate their immediate closing against further dredging.

This same river, worked under lease during 1885 under the new law, which makes oysters the 
property of the lessees, was under judicious management allowed to produce an average of only 166 bags 
per month.

A like experience, though perhaps in a less degree, lias been gained in other coastal waters, but we 
cite the fact to show, that while under tbe licensed dredging system tbe oyster-beds and shore deposits 
were really plundered and destroyed, they may under tbe present system of leases embracing them, 
and affording to the lessees a secure tenure and an alfnost permanent vested interest, be expected to thrive 
and yield a steady market supply.

The Crown holds large areas of shore on which the oyster thrives only to a certain limit, and then 
ceasing to grow further remains useless for market purposes. Oysters of this kind are to be found in 
abundance in the lower parts of most of our tidal waters, tho rocks between high and low water mark 
being literally plastered with them.

In the Oyster Fisheries Act provision has been very wisely made for the disposal of these immature 
oysters to holders of oyster culture leases for the purpose of stocking their areas, which in many instances, 
notably so in the Hnwkesbury River, are move suitable for fattening than production ; this provision has 
been largely availed of, and will be more so as soon as its advantages become more widely known.

Coming to tbe year 1886, it is to be noted, with much regret, that a fatality has exhibited itself 
amongst the oysters, but it has been almost confined to the waters north of Port Jackson. This disease

2
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in the tidal waters between the Bichmond Kiver and Port Macquarie is attributed by the Inspector to the 
appearance of a fine sea-weed which was washed into the inlets, and decomposing in quantities on the beds 
caused the destruction. In the Evans Biver the deposit was so heavy as to destroy not only the oysters 
but tho fish also.

In the Manning the fatality is attributed to deposits of mud and sand. In the Hawkesbury, to 
an extensive growth of congewoi, and in the Hunter and Port Stephens to the ravages of a small worm 
which, boring through the shell, affords the entrance for a deposit of fine mud, by which the mollusc is 
eventually killed.

Tour Commissioners having given very careful consideration to the latter, which at one time it 
was thought would lead to the ultimate extinction of the oyster in at least the northern waters, have 
arrived at the conclusion that although it has asserted itself in different ways in different waters its 
existence is due to the one cause of the long continued absence of floods. It is a recognised fact that 
oysters will not thrive in water of a too great salinity—it is the salinity of the water which hinders the 
perfect development of oysters at the mouths of tidal waters,—while in waters, the salinity of which is 
modified by the admixture of a considerable proportion of fresh water, oysters arrive very rapidly at 
maturity and fatten quickly.

Until floods of sufficient volume and force occur to clear the accumulated mud, silt, or marine 
vegetable growth, as the ease may be, we may not expect our oyster-beds to resume that vigor and 
productiveness which they previously possessed.

Mr. Benson, the Inspector for the Southern Division of Fisheries in his report writes somewhat 
despondingly of the state of the oysters in Ins district. Ho states that lessees are not paying that attention 
to their areas wliich it was reasonably expected they would do, and that their sole desire seems to bo to get 
as many marketable oysters off the beds as possible, leaving none for breeding purposes, thus annihilat- 
iug the very source of production. While saying thus much of the greed and negligence of these lessees, 
he notes, as exceptions, certain leaseholders in the Clyde Biver, who, he says, are carrying on their work
ings in a systematic manner, and while obtaining a fair return for their outlay are improving their 
holdings considerably.

Mr. Benson’s summarised remarks on the several waters in his division, which are to he found in 
the appendices hereto, afford a very fair idea of their respective oyster-bearing capabilities; a perusal of 
these remarks and of the reports from inspectors on other costal waters is invited.

We have much satisfaction in stating the revenue returns from our Oyster Fisheries during the 
last three years.

In 1884 there were received as rental, £2,980 ; and as royalty, £1,098 3s. Gd. In 1885, as rental, 
£2,141 ; as royalty, £1,920 3s.; and in 1886, as rental, £3,641 5s. 2d.; as royalty, £2,216 2s.—making 
a total of £14,996 13s. 8d,, giving an average of £4,998 l/s. lOd. per year.

During the year 1885 a very strong pressure wras brought to hear against the granting of leases for 
oyster culture along the shores of Port .Taekson and its tributaries. It was represented that such a 
disposition of those shores would debar the public from what was deemed to be their legitimate rights to 
those shores for purposes of recreation and amusement.

In deference to this represented public feeling we succeeded in obtaining the cancellation of all the 
applications which had been made for areas in those waters.

Hollowing upon the success of the agitation in regard to the Port Jackson shores, numerously 
signed petitions wore sent to us praying that leases might not he granted in Greorge’s Biver.

After very careful deliberation your Commissioners having regard to the public interest could not 
see their way to meet the prayer of the petitioners.

George's Biver is a very capable oyster-bearing water, and to have withdrawn it from the leasing 
provisions of the Oyster Fisheries Act would, in fact, have been to deprive the general public of a 
prolific source of supply. However, we decided on a compromise which we think is in the public interest 
equitable. We have proposed the issue of leases on all parts of its shores, excepting for a distance of 
one half mile on either side of the Bailway Bridge. This area we propose to reserve from lease for the 
use of persons seeking pleasure and recreation.

A further concession to reereationists is to be found in the proclamation as a Public Oyster 
Keservo of the shores of the National Park at Port Hacking,, .

FISH.
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The supply of fisli to the Metropolis is obtained almost wholly from the Home Division of Fisheries, 
the limits of which are Port Stephens on the north, and Shoalhaven on the south. In the absence of 
proper facilities for carriage, the waters to the north and south of this Division are too remote to admit 
of fish being lauded in a fresh state, except in the extreme winter months.

In these remoter waters, however, fish of all kinds abound, hut arc not utilised, except for meeting 
local demand, or affording a supply to a few Chinamen engaged in curing them for the China market, ’

Your Commissioners contemplate with deep regret the fact that so far capital and enterprise have 
not been forthcoming to render these enormous preserves available to the metropolis and its suburbs as 
an article of every day food.

"When it is remembered that in the greater number of homes fish is regarded as a luxury to ho 
indulged in only occasionally, it might reasonably be expected that any scheme which would result in 
bringing that food to those homes in cheapness and plenty would yield abundant profit to the enterprising 
persons embarking in the undertaking.

In the appendices will be found carefully prepared tables setting forth particulars of the supply of 
fish food to the Sydney Markets.

The large quantities shown therein to have passed into consumption will perhaps be a matter of 
surprise to many.

As an evidence that a popular taste for fish food exists amongst us to a large degree, wc quote 
from these tables and offer the quotations in support of our argument that a properly conceived scheme 
for the carriage of fish from remote waters would yield handsome results.

During the last year no less than 45,583 baskets of mixed fish were brought to the Fish Market, 
besides 1,I30| dozens of schnapper, 1,080 dozens of mullet, 19| dozens of jew-fish, 173i dozens of king- 
fish, 680 dozens of salmon, 1171 dozens of various large fish, and 2,673 dozens of cray-fish. The sales of 
these fish realised no less an amount than £34,331 18s. 9d.

In 1884 the supply reached 32,956 baskets, which realised £30,115 17s. Id., while the revenue 
derived by the Department for fishermen’s and fishing-boat licenses was £543 10s,

In 1885 there were passed through the Market 38,162 baskets on which £30,789 were realised, the 
Departmental revenue being £564.

If with this large supply, fish be, as it certainly is, a rarity in most homes, what a vastly increased 
total might be quoted if, in plentiful supply, it could be brought to every door.

There may he said to be in the home division seven principal sources of supply. Wc give them 
in the following order of productiveness:—Lake Macquarie, Dotany and Q-eorge's Fiver, Lake 
Illawarra, Broken Bay, Tuggerah, Port Stephens, and Port Jackson. To conserve these sources to the 
greatest possible extent we have adopted the practice of closing against the use of fishing-nets all the 
tributaries of those waters. These tributaries thus become havens of protection to spawning fish and 
young fry, as, by a provision of the Fisheries Act, persons found netting in them render themselves liable 
to the confiscation of their nets and to a considerable money penalty. The beneficial result of exempting 
these waters from the use of fishing-nets has already made itself apparent, and its advantages are 
beginning to be admitted even by some of those fishermen who have made the loudest complaints of the 
curtailment of what they have been accustomed to regard as their legitimate right.

For convenience of perusal wc epitomise the inspectors’ reports on some of the principal waters in 
the home division.

i

LAKE MACQIJAEIE.

This lake continues to be our most productive water; no less than 12,739 baskets of fish were 
taken from it during last year, which is very nearly double the quantity taken from the Illawarra Lake.

Its productive quality causes it to he very much worked by fishermen; and the temptation to evade 
the law by using nets of unlawful length and mesh seems to have been very great, for it has resulted in 
the conviction and punishment of several fishermen for offences—in some cases more than once repeated.

As in other waters so in this have the tributaries and entrance been in the interests of the fisher
men protected against the use of fishing nets,

- The
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The great drawback which has to be contended with is the difficulty in sending the catch to 
market.

The lake entrance, being very shallow, can be availed of only at certain states of tide, and 
tbe plan of sending the catch by boat to a steamer in waiting off tbe bar was attempted; the attempt, 
however, fell through—strangc'to say, for want of support—so the old plan of sending via Newcastle had 
to be resumed. This route involves a journey by dray of some 12 miles over a very rough road; the sub
sequent transference of the fish to the steamboat; and at the Sydney end, from the steamboat to tbe fish 
market—tbe result being, especially in hot weather, that a large proportion of the consignments are, on 
arrival at the market, found to be unfit for human food.

It may be noted that during last summer the lake channel became tbe resort of an immense 
quantity of salmon, a fish not highly esteemed for food, but very destructive to tbe more edible varieties. 
In December some persons undertook tbe task of destroying those salmon, and were largely successful; 
but the remedy created an evil of another kind, for, having left the results of their efforts to decay on tho 
shore, the pestilential odours arising therefrom rendered it for a time almost impossible for the residents 
to remain in the locality.

This lake is not oyster-bearing; a few arc to be found in isolated spots, but not in quantity.

GEORGE’S RIVER AND BOTANY.
The inspector states that these waters are more abundant than ever in their supply of fish, 

notwithstanding that their number of net and line fishers have doubled. Oysters on the contrary have 
not thriven although the fall of spat during the year was unusually plentiful.

LAKE ILLAWARRA. .
This water is a very important breeding ground and nursery for fish, so much so that it was found 

necessary to secure its closure against the use of fishing nets; but, on urgent representations by the local 
fishermen that this step had deprived them of their ineans of living and prevented tho residents of 
Illawarra from obtaining any fish whatever, the closure was eventually modified so as to include only the 
tributaries and the sea entrance with a certain length of shore on either side of each, leaving the great 
body of the lake open to tbe use of fishermen.

Tho Inspector, whom consequently it was found necessary to appoint to protect the closures from 
netting, reports that the lake is estremely prolific, and certainly it has contributed very largely to tho 
metropolitan supply. '

It is uorthy of remark that the local supply, the alleged curtailment of which was made a matter 
of such urgency by tbe fishermen, is reported by the Inspector to be very small, averaging only one basket 
per week. He states that the fishermen will not trouble to hawk fish about the district, as they find it 
more profitable to ship direct to Sydney, so that, notwithstanding tbe now modified closure, the matter of 
local supply must be almost as deficient as before.

There are no oysters in Lake Illawarra.

THE HAWKESBURY.
Both net and Hne fishing are carried on in this water, and in the lower part of the river it is 

continued through the year, for being so adjacent to Sydney fish can be carried fresh in the hottest 
weather.

The supply during the past year has, however (it is hoped temporarily), fallen off materially, 
owing to continuous blasting operations on the railway line, the effect of which has been to drive the fish 
away from some of their most usual grounds. Shoals of large mullet and quantities of young fish frequent 
the upper parts of the river.

Schnapper, bream, and other fish find the waters of Cowan Creek—which, like those of tho ocean, 
are clear and salt—a favourable resort.

During the spring and summer months schnapper entered the creek in large numbers to spawn ; it 
was noted that at this time they would not take the bait.

The
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The oyster fishery has been only moderately successful; those taken were chiefly rock oysters— 
artificial layings yielding only a small percentage, but owing to their having been stocked for only a very 
short time better results ought not to have been expected. Besides, a disease, popularly known as the 
worm disease, began to show itself towards the end of last year, and has fatally affected some of the 
layings. It is feared that this fatality will materially lessen the supply for 1887.

BRISBANE WATER

is reported to be improving greatly in its oyster-bearing capabilities. Tbe Inspector states that two years 
since not twenty bags of marketable oysters could be found,^ while during last year some 300 were 
produced. He attributes this result to the careful oversight and attention of lessees.

There are said to he thousands of yards in Woy Woy Creek fit for oyster culture, but they have 
not, so far, been availed of, owing to their liability to interference by the railway labourers working on its 
banks. ^

TUGGERAH BEACH LAKES.

These waters are not oyster producing.

During last year they were not netted, except in certain months, but in those months they main
tained their celebrity for fisb supply. Regarding tbe importance these waters possess ns breeding grounds 
and nurseries, we have bestowed much attention upon them.

"We think that the temporary prevention of netting has been beneficial; but if the tributaries and 
entrances to the lakes can be protected against tbe use of fishing-nets, we think it probable that the main 
water may be kept available for fish capture unimpeded by further restrictions.

. PORT STEPHENS.

The supply has been fair in quantity, and obtained principally from the lower part of the Harbour, 
and from the outside fishing grounds. '

The Inspector reports that, during the months from May to August, there were no fish in the 
upper waters of the harbour. After this they appeared in large numbers ; but as the upper waters are 
too remote for means of transit, they are not much netted by the fishermen.

PORT JACKSON.

- This 'water comes seventh in order of productiveness. The Inspector reports that in the early part of 
the year fish were very scarce in all of the Port, from Middle Harbour to Hen and Chicken Bay on the 
Parramatta Biver; but while this was the case as regards fish, prawns were more plentiful than has 
hitherto been known. We regard the tributaries of this Port as of great value as nurseries for spawning 
fish, and we keep them constantly closed against Betters., Inspector Muihall and his assistants are most 
unceasing in their efforts to protect these closures from plunder, and very much improvement in the shape 
of increasing supply is observable. ‘

INLAND EISHBRIES. ■

As we have before had the honor to report, the Inland Fisheries are very imperfectly protected by 
legislation so that our control of them is but little more than nominal. The principal catch is made on 
tho Murray River in the vicinity of Moama,from whence it is forwarded by rail to tbe Melbourne market. 
During last year 46,828 lb. were so captured and sent. This catch is by far the lowest we have yet recorded, 
the quantity obtained in 1883 having been no less than 330,568 lb.; tho decrease, which is attributed to 
the high state of the waters and the vigour with which the Inspector has suppressed the use of the 
destructive bag nets previously in use, has been regular since that year, for in 1884 the catch weighed 
155,918 lb., in 1885, 73,752 lb., and in 1886, as already stated, 46,828 lb. '

■ As however all of this supply has gone to the Victorian market the decrease has not affected New 
South Wales prejudicially. The Murray River fisheries cannot be said to he revenue producing, for there 
are only about twelve men engaged in catching, and these men are not required by law to pay any license 
fee. All the law demands is an annual fee of £1 for the boats they use.

What
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AVliat supervision we arc maintaining over tins water is practically for the benefit of Victoria 
only. We think an effort should be made to conserve this fishery for our own people, or at least that 
legislation sufficient to prevent tbe supervision being an unreinuncrativc charge on our revenue should be 
provided.

We invite attention to the report of tbe local Inspector, Mr. Osborne Wilshire, which will be 
found in the appendix.

The Lake G-eorge fishery, which by rail to Bungcndoro can be reached in six or seven hours, ia 
within distance which can be made readily available for a supply of fresh water fish to the metropolis ; 
this fishery is deserving of more attention than it has hitherto received from fishermen.

Your Commissioners have pleasure in stating that in response to an invitation from the local 
Commission they undertook the preparation and collection for the Colonial and Indian Exhibition, 1886, 
of exhibits which should be illustrative of the condition and progress of the fisheries of the Colony.

These exhibits consisted of specimens of oysters taken from our several coastal waters, also of the 
various edible kinds of fish preserved io our order, both in the fresh and smoked state by two of the 
principal meat preserving comj)anies, the Sydney Meat Preserving Company (Limited), and Messrs. 
Walsh, Elliott, and Eennie, of Botany, as well as tinned oysters, prawns, and crayfish, and a collection of 
fish oils.

In addition, assisted by tbe Australian Museum, we supplied a splendid collection of Australian 
sponges.

Dr. Von Lendenfekl, who has made this matter of sponges one of diligent research, estimates tbe 
number of known species at 350, and considering how little knowledge we possess of the Australian 
marine invertebrates, compared with our acquaintance with those in European seas, we may conclude that 
the species in our waters exceed in number those found in any other locality of like extent.

In addition, and with like assistance, wc wore enabled to supply photographs, as well as life-size 
oil paintings, of Australian fish, fish in alcohol, stuffed fishes, and marine mammalia.

A reference to the Appendix B, 18S5, will afford information as to the extent and description of 
these exhibits, and we venture to think that at that Exhibition Hew South Wales was in this particular 
direction worthily represented.

Your Commissioners find a satisfaction in being able to state that in the three years, 18S4, 1885, 
and 1886, tho revenue of the Department has in total exceeded the expenditure by the sum of 
£2,151 Is. Id., as will ho seen from the following table:—

Year, llcvunuc. Expenditure,
1884 ............. . ... £5,865 17 9 .................. ... £4,525 6 9
1885 ... .. . ... 4,988 4 0 .............. ... 5,565 18 8

1886 ............. . .. 7,089 3 2 .................. ... 5,700 18 5

£17,943 4 11 £15,792 3 10
Excess of total revenue over expenditure, £2,151 Is. Id.

Your Commissioners hope early next year to he able to report a similar favourable result for 1887.

Since your Commissioners last had the honor to address you, three vacancies occurred on their 
Board by reason of the resignations of Messrs. Cfeddes, Want, and Thomas. These vacancies were 
respectively filled by the appointments of Messrs. James Eichnrd Hill, Alexander Oliver, M.A., and S. H. 
Hyam, M,]?., so that the Commission at present consists of tho following :—

James C. Cox, M.D., President;
Edward Pierson Ramsay, LL.D.;

. James Richard Hill ;
Alexander Oliver, M.A.;
S. H. Hyam.

In October of the present year Drs. Cox and Ramsay’s tenure of office as Commissioners will have 
expired.

In
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In the permanent staff at head quarters no change has taken place beyond the appointment of the 
Secretary, Mr. Lindsay Thompson, to the additional position of Chief Inspector of Fisheries. The creation 
of this office was considered desirable in the interests of the fisheries. In order to cope with the large 
number of applications for leases for oyster culture, and to secure the efficient performance of tho general 
business of the Department, it was found necessary to employ temporary assistance; some of this assist
ance being still required has so far been retained.

In tbe inspectorial staff we have to report the removal of Mr. Jas. Quinan, the Inspector for the 
Home Division of Fisheries, his services having been dispensed with. It is not at present intended to 
recommend that the vacancy so created he filled; also, the appointment of Mr. D. TV. Benson to Lalce 
Illawarra, of Mr. C. H. Otway to Port Stephens, in the room of Mr. J. C. White, resigned, and of Mr. 
Angus Sutherland to Moruya vice Captain Tranent, deceased. We may note also the appointment of 
Bourne Russell as an Acting Assistant Inspector of Fisheries at Eden, and Frederick Nelson to a like 
position at Lake George.

In submitting this Report for your consideration, we think we are warranted in offering our con
gratulations upon the general results achieved.

JAMES C. COX,
President.
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APPENDIX A.
.lie International Vishcrit 

New SorTii Wai.es.

_ _ Junv No. S.
The Commission ore of the Ne’.\ South Wales Fisheries—Collection . .0.....^-.

Nets, &e.
Jcry No. 13.

The Commissioners of the New South "Wnlcs Fishcnca—Collective Exhibit .........
The Commission ere of tho New South Wales Fisheries—Tinned Fish......................
The Commissioners of the New South Wales Fisheries—Smoked and Dried Fish

s Exhibition, London, 1SS3.

Cl old 
Medal.

Silver
Mcdul,

Bronze
1 Medal, Diploma,

!

Jury No. 23. See, I.
The Trustees of the Australian Museum, Sydney—General Exhihi 
The Commissioners of tho New South Wales Fisheries—Edible Me

Ixhihit ......
Mollusks

1 in Spirits
Jiiky No. 23. See. II.

The Trustees of the Australian Museum, Sydney—Collection of Fish i 
I he Commissioners of New South Wales Fisheries—Collection of Oil-Faintings of 

Fish.
The lion. TV. J. Macleay, F.L.S—Work on Ichthyology ...............................................
N. F. Ramsay, F.L.S., F.G.S., &.C.,—MS. Notes on Australian Fishes and Fhotogrnphs, 
The Itcv, J« K, Tenison-Woods, IMj.S*—Works on Ichthyology....................................

The

Tho
The

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
Tho
The

Jury No, 23. See. 
Trustees of the Australian Museum, Sydney- 
Aquatic Mammals destructive to Fish. 
Trustees of the Australian Museum, Sydney— 
Trustees of the Australian Museum, Sydney- 
Fish, &c.

Jury No. 26.
Trustees of the Australian Museum, Sydney— 
Trustees of the Australian Museum, Sydney- 
Trnstces of the Australian Museum, Sydney- 
Trustees of tho Australian Museum, Sydney- 
Trustecs of the Australian Museum, Sydney- 
Trustees of the Australian Museum, Sydney- 
Trustees of the Australian Museum, Sydncy- 
Trustecs of the Australian Museum, Syduey- 
Trustccs of the Australian Museum, Sydney- 
Truatees of the Australian Museum, Sydney— 
Trustees of the Australian Museum, Sydncy- 
Trustees of the Australian Museum, Syduey-

1 Ichthyology.

III.
■General Exhibit of Seals and other

-Dugongs (ITalkor?. auRtralk}..........
-Collection of Birds destructive to

■Squalkkc .........................................
-Muramidm .....................................
-Mugilidte .........................................
-Ciri'liitidm........................................
-Triglidre ........................................
-Seoinhridie .....................................
-Fercidie...................... ,..................
-Sparidro............................................
-Raiidie ........................................
-Large specimen of Oi lAaiyorwcfn sp.
-Silurkhu ........................................
-Sciamidie .......................................

Jury No. 27. Sec. I.
The Trustees of the Australian Museum, Sydney—Collection of Stuffed Fish,

Tasmania.
Total

J tiRY No. 23. See. I.
Beddome, Lieut. C. E,—General Collection of Tasmanian Shells..

_ . Jury No. 23. Seo, II,
The Commissioners of tho Tasmanian Fisheries—Collection of Fish ..............................
The Commissioners of the Tasmanian Fislieries—Collection of Water-colour Faiutings.

, , Jury No. 23. Sec. III.
The Commissioners of the Tasmanian Fisheries—General Exhibit of Birds and Mam

mals.
Jury No. 20.

The Commissioners of the Tasmanian Fisheries—Triehinrid®....................................
The Commissioners of the Tasmanian Fisheries—Cirrhitkbe........................................

Total.

G.

G.

G.
G.

G.
G.

G.

O.

G.
G.
G.
G.

G.

S.

13

G.

G.

S.

B.

B.

D.

B.
B.

APPENDIX B.
Commissioners of Fisheries for New South Wales, LSSi 

James C. Cox., Esq., M.D., President.
George F. Want, Esq., I Edward P. Eamsay, Esq.,
John H. Geddes, Esq., J Frederick Thomas, Esq.

Official Sfqf, 1884.
Lindsay G' Thompson, Secretary to the Commissioners and Chief Inspector of Fisheries.

Edward J. Ellis, 1st Clerk. 
J. F. O’Grady, Clerk.
J. II, Maeken/.ie, ,,

Edgar Cox, Clerk.
W. A. Trengrouse, Draftsman. 
A. Jtcid,

William Lannen, Messenger. James
34—a
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James Quinan, Inspector for Home Division of Fisheries. 
Tbos. Temperley, ,, Northern ,,
George G. Unison „ Southern „

Andrew Gyler, Assistant Inspector of Fisheries, 
Thomas Muihall, „ ,,
Henry Curan, „ „
Peter Smith, „
Charles Gordon, „ ,,
J. C. White, „ „
William Boyd, „ „
John D. Grant, „ „

Manning River.
Sydney.
Newcastle.
Hawkesbury River. 
Shoalhaven.
Port Stephens.
Lake Macquarie.
Botany and George’s River.

Richard Seymour, Assistant Inspector of Fisheries, Fish Market, Sydney. 
W. N. Cain „ Brisbane Water.
F. W. Smithcrs, ,, Eden.
William McGregor, Acting Assistant Inspector of Fisheries, Tweed River,
Thomas Stewart,
W. J. Whaites, „ .,
John Jamieson,
A. H. Kendal],
H. W. C. Windcyer,
Thomas Laman, ,,
A. T. Black, „ J(
Bourne Russell, „ „
Angus Sutherland, „ „
George Glading, Boatman Sydney.
Richard Hellings, ,, „
Frank Aldrich, ,, Botany and George’s River.

Bellinger River. 
Nambucca River. 
Macleay River.
Cape Hawke.
Port Macquarie,
Port Stephen’s Heads. 
Broken Bay.
Twofold Bay.
Moruya.

APPENDIX C.
Retues showing the quantity of

January , 
February 
March.,., 
April 
May
June ....

fish exported from Moama to Melbourne during 1884:—
lbs. lbs.

93,01 G
27,770 July ...................................................... 3,172
18,250 August .................................................. 5,500
21,280 September.............................................. 9,570
16,080 October.................................................. 20,272
0,904 November.............................................. 15,190
3,120 December ............................................. 9,120

93,010 155,918

APPENDIX D.
Return of the number of bags of Oysters received at Sydney from various places on the Coast during 

each month of the year 1884, and tho amount of Royalty collected thereon at the Custom House.

Hate, Royalty.

a. d. J? a. d.
2 6 0 12 6

79 2 6
8 15 0
6 12 6

23 10 0
27 15 0

9 5 0
21 12 6
8 17 6
5 17 6

2 6 50 5 0
17 0 0
4 7 6
8 12 6

106 5 0
16 7 G
28 2 G
12 2 G

1 17 G
0 12 G

11 0 0
8 5 0

It 3 5 0

Date,

1884, 
Jnn......

Feb.

Port of Shipment.

Bateman’s Bay... 
Palmer’s Island 
George’s Biver ..
Oroide ...........
Port Stephens ...
Jervis Bay ......
Shoalhaven ......
Moruya..............
Forster..............
Eden..................

Kamo of Place. No. of Hags.

Clyde ..................................
Clarence ..............................
George’s Biver..................
Manning Biver..................
Port Stephens ;..................
Bherewerre .......................
Shoalhaven..........................
Tuross..................................
Wallis Lake, Cape Hawke 
Wondboyne ......................

Bu Leman’s Bay ..................  Clyde ................
Palmer’s Island ..................  Clarence Biver .
George’s Biver.......................i George’s Biver .
Crolde .................................. Manning Biver .
Port Stephens ...................... j Port Stephens
Shoalbaicu .......................... Shoalhaven ....
Moroya.................................. [ Tuross.

Do
Forster .. ..
Tatbra ......
Evans Biver 
Ballina 
Eden

Moruya ..................................
Wallis Lake, Captain Hawke .
Bega Biver..............................
Erans Biver .....................
Bichmond ...............................
Panbula...................................

E
633

70 
53

188
222
74

173
71 
47

1,536

402
136
35
69

850
131
225

97
35

5
88
66
26

2,145

Amount.

£ s. d.

192 0 0

263 2 6
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Date. Port of Shipment.

1884 
llaroli .. Dutoinan’s Bay 

l>almm,,s iBland 
George’s River...
Crokie ...............
Skoal] ia ven ......
Moruya............. .
Evans River......
I'ulbra ...............
tJlladiilla ..........
Bunina...............
Eden..................
Bo ..................

April Bullinu......................
Bateman’s Buy...........
Crokie ......................
SlioaDiavcn ..............
Port Jackson ..........
Eden...........................

May Bateman's Buy
Crokie ...........
Edeu..............

Juno Eutemun’e Buy
Croki ..............
BnLlinu............
X weed ...........
Port Stephens , 
Eden..... ........

July Bateman’s Bay
Croki................
Ballina ............
Eden................

August .. Bateman’s Bay.
Croki..............
Ballina............
Bort Stephens , 
Eden................

Sept. Bateman’s Bay.
Croki................
Ballina ............
Port Stephens ,
Forster............
Port Macquarie 
Camden Haven
Eden................
Palmer’s Island

October . Bateman’s Bay.
Forster............
Port Stephens .
Tomakin ........
Moruya............
Port Macquarie 
Shoalhaven .. .
Ballina............
Eden................

Nov. Bateman's Bay 
Shoalhaven ...
Moruya .........
Port Stephens 
Tomngo ........ .
Forster... 
Ballina ... 
Newcastle 
Eden.......

Name of rtaco.

Clyde ..............
Clarence ..........
George’s River 
Manning River 
Shoalhaven.,. .
Tuross..............
Evans River ... 
Bega River... .
Ollnclnlla ......
Richmond......
Wonboyno .....
Panbula..........
NnrrawiUa......
Port Jackson...

Richmond ..
Clyde ...........
Manning......
Shoalhaven... 
Bort Jackson 
Wonhoync

Clyde ......
Manning ., 
Wonhoync

Clyde..........
M arming......
Richmond ...
Tweed..........
Bort Stephen 
Wonhoync...

Clyde.......
Manning.,.
Richmond
Wonhoync

Clyde............
Manning........
Richmond .... 
Port Stephens 
Wonhoync....

Clyde.................................
Maiming...........................
Richmond .........................
Port Stephens .................
Wallis Late, Cape Hawke
Hastings.............................
Camden Haven.................
Wonboyne.........................
Chwencc.............................

Clyde.................................
Wallis Lake, Capo Hawke
Port Stephens .................
Tomakin .............................
Tuross.................................
Hastings ............................ .
Shoalhaven.........................
Richmond ..........................
Panbula.............................

Clyde .................................
Shoalhaven.........................
Tuross.................................
Port Stephens ............... .
Tomngo .............................
Wallis Lake, Cape Hawke
Richmond .........................
Newcastle .........................
Panbula.............................

Fo. of Bags. Eflte. Royalty. Amount.

s. d. ,C B, d. £ s. d.
2 6 23 0 0

8 10 0
88 4 15 0

40S 61 0 0
20 2 10 0

IfO 21 5 O
20 3 5 0
12 1 10 0

G O 15 0
409 51 2 6

22 2 15 0
■ 30 3 15 0

21 3 7 6
4 0 10 0

— 170 10 0
1,364

54 2 6 6 15 0
67 8 7 6
30 3 15 0
16 2 0 0

6 0 15 0
20 a 2 10 0

24 2 6
193

47 . 2 G 5 37 6
18 }} 2 5 0

C 0 15 0
______ — 8 17 6

71

159 2 6 19 17 6
93 12 5 0
22 2 15 0
54 6 15 0
10 15 0
13 1 12 0

- -____ 44 10 0
356

142 2 6 17 15 0
G6 8 5 0

6 O 15 0
20 2 10 0

________ 29 5 0
234

152 2 6 19 0 0
15 117 e
6 O 15 0

26 3 5 0
10 » 15 0

26 2 6
209

164 2 6 20 10 0
15 1 17 0

8 10 0
42 5 5 0
27 3 7 6
31 3 17 6

5 0 12 6
19 2 7 6

8 10 0
■___ __ ____ 39 17 C

319

96 2 6 12 0 0
20 n 2 10 0
88 11 0 0
24 3 0 0
17 2 2 6
29 3 12 6
15 1 17 C
2 0 5 0
7 fl 0 17 6

37 5 0
208

70 3 0 10 10 0
96 14 8 O
31 4 13 0

122 18 6 O
7 1 1 O

44 6 12 0
37 5 11 0

9 1 7 0
15 JJ 2 5 0
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APPENDIX Ei—-continued.

Date.

1884,
Nov.

Bee.

Port of Shipment, Xamo of Plnca

Broltea Bay
Crotti.................
Balmer's lilmid 
George’s River...

Pori, Stephens
Shoalhaven .....
Broken Bay.....
Totnago............
Forster ............
Port Mucqniirie
BiiUina ............
Camden Haven
Troki....................
Bnlcman’s Bav 
Palmer's Island
Kden.................
Wagonga ..........
Bcnnagui ........
Kewcnslic.........
George's River...

Broken Bay ...
Manning...........
Clarence..........
George’s Riior

Port Stephens ..................
Shoalh'ivcn ........................
Broken Bay .....................
Toningo .................................
Wallis Lake, Cape Hawke
Hastings.............................
Richmond .........................
Camden Haven .................
Manning.................................
Clyde..................................
Clarence .............................
Panhnkt..............................
Wagon ga ..............................
Bmoogui .........................
Newcastle ..........................
George’s River .................

Total.

No ff Dnps. Kate.

S. (1,
105 3 0
20
14

8 11

584

305 3 0
201
182

0
35
20
16
42

187
JJ

41
13
9
4
8
9 11

1,133

8,442

Uoyalty. Amount.

£ 9. d.
15 15 0 
3 18 0 
2 2 0 
1 4 0

45 15 0 
30 3 0 
23 6 0 
0 18 0 
5 5 0 
3 IS 0 
2 8 0 
0 0 0 

7 0 
1 0 
3 0 

1 19 0 
17 0 
0 12 0 
14 0 
17 0

7
28

0

£ s. d.

87 12 0

169 19 0

1,098 3 C

APPENDIX E.
IIecuen of Revenue for 1884.

Pishing-boot; licenses... ... ...
^ Do ................

Eishcrtncn’s licenses . .
Do ................

Oyster-dealers’ licenses ...
Do ...............

Oyster-dredging licenses ...
Hraiid certificates ... ... ...
Royalties on oyslcrs raised from natural beds 
Deposits on applications for leases for oyster cull 
Sundries, including moiety of penalties, fines, am 

under Pisberies Act ... ... ... .

£ B. d. £ s. d.
222 @ 1 0 0 222 0 0

61 @ 0 10 0 30 10 0
513 @ 0 10 0 256 10 0
138 @ 0 5 0 34 10 0

94 @ 5 0 0 470 0 0
9 @ 2 10 0 22 10 0

163 3 0 0 489 0 0
56 0 2 0 7 0 0

,,, 1,098 3 0
■e ... 2,980 0 0
forfeitures recovered

• 11 .,, 255 14 3

£5,865 17 9

APPENDIX E.
Schedule of Applications for Leases of Shore for Oyster Culture,

Yds-
Edwin Cain ...................... 500
Walter Foreman ............ 800
James Bnrclay .................. 200
Samuel Lillcy .................. 1,000

Peler Melvey...................... 200

300
Joseph Southwell.............. 300
Marian Quinan ................... 2,000

Mary Ann Quinan ........... 2 000
Claud Quinan...................... 2,000
.Annie Erntricc Quinan...... 2,000
Laura Quinan .................. 2,000
Hnrold Quinan................ 2,000
Nina Quinan ...................... 2,000
Joseph Kennedy ............. 400

Murdock M^ntosh ........... 300
Jolm Forster.................... 1,000

Frank Griffin...................... 1,360

Thomas Cohillo................ 1,400

Alber Sttuart...................... 200
Thomas Padden.................. 200
Charles Evans ................ 1,000
Alexander Ross................ 400

Burns Water 
The Pages, Tuross Lake 
Narrau dice Greek _
Fcimingham Island, Port 

Stephens 
Fisherman's Point, Hawkesbury 

River
do io

Maiming River 
Bob’s Fnnn Creek, Port 

Stephens
Boto Bolo Point, Pori. Stephens 
Karuah River, Port Slephena 

do do
Middle Bed, Karuah River 
Swan Bay, Port Stephens 
Kamuh River, Port Stephens 
Mooney Mooney Creek, Hawkes

bury River
South Foster, Wallis Lake 
Wngongn River, parish of 

Kooroona
Port Stephens, between Lium 

burners' and Pipc-cl-iy Creeks, 
Between the North of Pipe-clay 

Creek mid the Little Mountain 
Tuross Lnko 
Evans River
Schnapper Island, Port Stephens 
Micalo Island, Tolombi

P. M. Rot ton.....................
Claude Quman ............
William Ougloy.................
William Oiigley .................
G other K. Maim .............
Daniel O'Connor .............
Henry Woodward..............

Bo .............
Percy Wakefield ..............
dames Newell....................
Margaret C. Han don .....
•Tames Newell......................
Patrick O’Gounor............

Bo .............
Thomas Wdscn, senr, ,,
Thomas Wilson, jtmr.......
John Wilson......................
Joseph Haisor .................
Henry Hajscr ..................
George Haisor .................

Bo...........................
Joseph Coote, jutir..............
William Coolc ................
Richard Cistern ................
Joseph Coote ..................
Alfred Begin old Frcinlin.

Bo ..
Bo . .

Mutlow Cuthbcrt Frcmlin

Reginald William Frcmlin

Yds.
1,000
2,000
1,000

600
200
250

2,000
1,000

300
800

1,000
1,000
2,000
1,200

800
800
800
800
600
800
800
800
800
800
800

2.000
2,000
2,000
2,000

2,000

Wngongn River, Nooroonn 
Karuah River, PorOStephens 
Myall River 
Pipe-clay Kiver
Ball’s Head Bay, Port Jackson 
Platt's Passage, Hunter River 
Bnil’s Island, Port Stephens 
Mud Island, Port Stephens 
Nrlson’s Lake, Tunjn 
North Creek, Richmond River 
Kyln Park, Tuross Lake 
North Creek, Richmond River 
B rowern Creek,I fawkeshuryRivcr 
Platt’s PassaEO, Hunter River 
Crookha\cn River 
Western Arm, Crookhaven River 
ComcrongBny, Crookhaven River

do 
do

Curley's Bay 
do

Comcrong Bay 
do 
clo 
do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Limcburncrs' Creek, Hastings river 
Limcbumers’ Creek 

do
Limobumers’ Creek, Hastings 

River
do do
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Cullibort MuLlow Frcnilin

Hotirj B. Oolicti .........
Do .......

William Colicn .............
Fdward Boso ................
Albert Stuart................
Herbert M‘I ut oab.........
John Ijonesborou|»b . 
Alexander Philp, juur,..
Henry Woodward.........

Do .........
Do .........
Do .........

Aimio Beatrice Quinan.
Laura Quinan ..........
Harold Quinan.............
Claudius Quinan .........
H. W. Bell.....................
William Coolo ...........

.Joseph Coote .............
Joseph Coote, junr.......
Bichard Ostern ........
Patrick Donovan . .
Michael Byan................
Thomas Templcman ...
Bichard Ostern........
William Cooto ............
Joseph Coote..............
John E. Wcekos . . 
Bichard E. Armstrong

John C. Walker ............
WoldyreWellngtonl'ailctoi 
Birhard R. Armstrong
William Martin................
James Hunt .....................
Bobert C. Rose.................
W. H. Hicks.....................
Jolm Bird ........................
J. Arnold .....................
James Hanley .............
Thomas H. Buddon ........

Do .........
William Frederick GriHin.

A. E. Griflin ..................
F. A. GrifTm ....................
Joseph Haiscr .................
Henry Haisor.....................
George Haiser, junr...........
George Haiser, senr. 
Margaret C. Hmvdon . . .

Do .....
Do ...
Do ....

Joseph Coote.....................
William Coote .................
Charles Peterson ............
Henry Woodward ............
John Holdom.....................

Do .....................
John M'Millau ................
John M'Millan, senr..........
James M‘Millan .............
William Latta, .................
Thomas Hewlett .............
J. Sharp & E. M'Bimion ..
Geo. Maunsell .................
John Callaghan.................

Do ...............

John S. Dick .....................
J. Sureombo ......................
C. J. Carter .....................
William Clement.............
George Dent, junr.............
Alfred Harvey Emerson ..
Thomas Field ..................
E. J. Coonan .................
Thomas Howlclt .............
George Philben.................
C. H. Hespie .................
Edwin Cain .....................
John Bryce ........ ............
Charles Brown .................
John & Alexander Ayles .. 
William Vincent Seymour.,

E. J. Cowan .....................
John Crumpton.................

Yd?
2,000 Limeburnor's Creek, Hustings Thomas Davis ................

Kiver Frederick J. Gibbins..........
2,000 do do Henry Burns .....................
2,000 do do Frederick J. Gibbins.........
2,000 do do Alfred J. Gibbins.............

300 Tuross Lake Bezwick Bulmcr .............
300 do William Ouglci..............
500 Wallis Lake Frederick J. Gibbins..........
700 Crookhaven River Huns Anderson..................

1,000 Micalo Island, Clarence River William Bird .................
1,700 Lake Channel, Clurcnco River Frederick J. Gibbins .. .
5,000 do do John Bird ..........................
1,700 do do William Ougloy ..............

750 do do
2,000 Wonbovn Elver Andrew Knox ..................
2,000 rto Do ..................
2,000 Port Stephens Joseph Coote ................
2,000' do Richard Ostern ..............
1,200 Tuross Lake EduinCain ......................

500 Applotrcc Island, Crookhaven H. Y. Harrison..................
Kiver Do ............... .

500 do do L. V. Harrison .................
500
500

do do
do do Alexander Ross ........

200 Clyde Biver Peter Engsham .................
400 do Charles Brine ................
300 do John Severs ......................
SOO Windy Wnppa, Myall River William Laviiigtoii, senr....
800 Sand Island, Mvall River Do ...
800 do do ■Tomes Stanlmry, junr.........
800 do do William Lavington, senr. .

2,000 Cabbage-tree Lagoon, Port Do
Hacking Do ...

2,000 do do Do ..
ooo Oyster Creek, Clarence River Philip Wethcridge .........

1,100 Quibrav Boy, Botany Philemon Wethcridge ...
1,100 do P. Witheridge..................
2,000 Oyster Creek, Clarenco Biver

Frederick Christenson......2,000 do do
1,100 Quibrav Buy, Botany Alfred Reginald Freinhn. .

500
1,100

Camden Haven
Qniljrfiy Bnv, Bolany AHreJ J. Gihbms .............

500 Camden Haven Do ...............
2,000
2,000

Wonboyn River Philip Cchen......................
do

JI. V, Harrison .............500 Limcburncrs’ Creek, Port
Stephens Albert Edward Stuart.....

GOO do Athanasio Comino ...........
GOO do John Fisher......................
500 Crookhaven Kiver (jfcorjre Dimitri .................
500 do Sydney Heber Loten .....
GOO do
500 do William Lavington, senior
300 Kylu Park, Tuross Lake Frederick •). Gibbins..........
400 do do Do ...........
100 do do Thomas Paddoti...................
200 do do Do ..................

1,000 Tillighcry Creek, Port Stephens William Templcman...........
1,000
1,000

do do
Bull's Island, Tilliglicry Creek

John Duron ......................
Edwin Kirkbam ...............

300 Mogo Creek, Clvde Biver Walter Thomas Coonan ...
500 Hamah River, Port Stephens Do ...

. 400 do do Do ...
300 Durras Lake Frederick Henry Mdineth

. 500 do John Smith ......................

. 300
. 1,000

do
do '

William Templcman..........
Cuthberb Mutlow Fremlin

Bateman's Bay
North Creek, Kichmond Kiver. 200 William Thomas Pool .......
Clyde River
Middle Ground, Karuah River. 300 Joseph Benjamin Olitlc ...

100 Billy Button’s Point, Port Do ...
Stephens Richard R. Armstrong.......

. 400 Port ifncquaric Do .......
. 900 Bogti River, north side Tancred D. C. Armstrong,,,
. GOO South side of Bega River, Tathru Lanrons F. M. Armstrong...
, 250 North Creek, Richmond River William Goo. Armstrong...
. 500 Currumbenc Creek, Jervis Bay J. Sharp A, E. Mackinnon...
. 1,300 North Bank, Wagoiiga River Christopher West..............
. 500

2,000
do do

Wngongn Biver
Arthur Mai don..................
Henry Groll ............*.........

, 2,000 
. 500
. 1,000

do
do

Clyde Biver

William Stephens..............
George Stephens ..............
Henrv Woodward...............

Durras Lake
Bhcrrewcrrc Biver. 300 Do ..............

. 2,000 South Bank, Tuross River Alfred Carter.....................

. 300 North Creek, Richmond River Henry C. Beall ..................

. 200 Money Money Creek, Huvkcs- Do ........ ..........
bury Kiver Andrew Gyler, junior ......

. 2,000 Wagonga River Henry C. Beall, junior.....
200 Rorowra Pt., Hawkesbury Kiver

Yd".
500 Long Point, Tuross Lake 
700 North Creek, Richmond Biver 

2,000 Warwiba, Creek, Manning Biver 
2,000 do do
1,500 North Creek, Bichmond River 

220 Oyster Beach, Manning River 
70 Nnrrobeen Lagoon 

2,000 Spit Island, Hunter River
1,340 do do

700 Camden Haven 
2,000 do
2.000 do

900 Cubbngctree Islimd, Manning 
River

1.000 East side, Clyde Bircr
1,500 do do

800 Sand Island, Poet Stephens
500 do do

1,000 Clyde River 
GOO Eiah River 

1,000 Mvm«l Inlet, Eden 
1,000 ' do do

500 Wagonga Bay 
GC0 Lake Channel, Clarence River 
GOO Cnrragee Lake 
SOO Bermagui River 
944 Broadwater 
400 South hank, Bega River 
100 do do
500 Crookhaven 
300 North bank, Bega River 
100 do do

1,300 South bunk, do
300 North bank, do
500 Shoalhaven River 
500 Duck Creek, Shoalhaven Biver

1.000 Comcrong Island Shoalhaven
Biver

2.000 Shoalhaven Biver
1.000 Hostings Biver
1,000 do
1,500 Bichmond River 

730 do
1.000 Limcburncrs’ Creek, Hastings

River
500 Kinh River 
500| Tuross lake

2.0001 Evans Biver
2,000 do
2,000 Evans River

300 Cabbage-tree Island, Manning 
River

GOO Bega River 
400 Evans River

2.000 do
1.000 do

194 do
400 Clyde River 
500 Waaonga River 
500 do
500 Karuah Biver
500 do
500 do
200 Sawyer's Point, Karuah River 
300 Clyde River 
200 ' do

2.000 Waltamolla, Port Hacking 
2,000 Hastings River
2,000 Cockle Creek 

500 Wagonga River 
2,000 Wonboyn River 
2,000 do 
2,000 do
2,000 do 
2,000 do 
2,000 do
2.000 do

SOO Richmond River 
200 Cockle Creek 
500' Broadwater, Panbula Biver 
522 Panbula Biver

1.000 do
GOO Broadwater, Panbula River 

1,000 Camden Haven 
400 Wallis Lake

1.000 do
2.000 Panbula River 
2,000 do 
2,000 do

500 Scott’s Creek, Manning Biver 
2,000 Panbula River
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Alexander Newton.............
M.'A. Black ......................
Henry Woodward .............

Do .............
Do ..............
Do ..............
Do ..............
Do .............

J. E Hill .........................
Drank Bertram..................
Bichard Lloyd .................
Constantino Ifisher . .
MarkBishcr ......................
Peter Melvey......................
Timothy Wray ..................
Christopher Fredk. Schmidt
Thomas .Codell ..................
Xicholas J". Cusack ......
Mrs. H. Baker ..................
A. Hunter & M. Russell ..
Thomas Abbott Palmer.....

Do ...
Peter Melvey......................

Mrs. Marian Quinan ........
Samuel Liliey.....................
Henry Thompson ............
Samuel Liliey......................

Do ......................

John MilsOn ......................
R. Wisdom & S. II. Terry
William Layton..................
Jolm Cameron ..................
Hana Anderson..................
Frederick J. Gibbins..........

Do ..........
Edwin Cain ......................
Frederick Henry Melmeth
William Cohen ..................
Francis Hughes..................
Jas. William Gordon.........
Richard Ostern..................
Henry Thompson ..............
James Graham ..................

Do .............
Francis Syron .....................
Percy Wakefield ............

Do .............
James Dunlop ..................
Edwin Cain ......................
W. C. Muston &A. Allardice 
Cuthhert Mutlow Frcinlin
Fred. J. Gibbius ..............
Richard R. Armstrong......

Do .......
William Lee .................. .

Do ......................
Alfred J. Gibbins..............
Henry Woodward..............
James Evans ......................
William O. McMahon ......

Do .. .
John Haldom......................
E. Brown ........................

Do ..........................
Henry Woodward..............
Mrs. F. M. Tosephson ......
James Cole..........................
John Archer ......................
Henry Woodward..............

iio ...............
Do ...............
Do .............
Do ..............

Bamuel Holdom.................
Frank Bertram..................
William Harkus..................
lohn William Bcttini ......
Abraham Windiey..............
Richard R. Armstrong.......
Alexander Newton...............
J. C. Walker ......................
Richard R. Armstrong......
Francis Adams ..................
— Harrison ........;.............
William Clerment..............
A. Emerson..........................

Do ..........................
Do ..........................

APPENDIX E—continued.

Yde.
300
700|

1,000,
1,000

220j
220
500
500
650
600
200

1,000
2,000

600
500
200
170

2,000
800
600
100
100
900

500
600

1,000
500

1,000

500
2,000

300
200
880
880
880
GOO
200

1,000
250
300

1,600
500
100
200
300

1,000
1,000

500,
5oo;
100!

1,000
2,000
1,500

1,500

Manning River 
Bose Bay 
Wallis Lake 

do
Manning River 
Manning River 
Port Hacking

Yaucluse, Port Jackson 
Evans River
Peat’s Ferry, Hawkesbury Rivci 
Wagonga River 

do
Bar Point, Hawkesbury River 
Clyde Biver 

do
Kirribilli 
Evans Creek
Oyster Creek, Clarence Biver 
Soutli Ballina, Richmond River 
Cockle Creek 

clo
Browera Creek, and Hawkesbni 

River "
Merica Creek 
Port Stephens 

do
Port Stephens
Flemmington’s Island, Port 

Stephen
Hawkesbury Biver 
George’s Biver 
Manning Biver 

do
Moqusito Island, Hunter Elver 
Hunter Biver 

do
Clyde Biver
Sawyer’s Point, Port Stephens 
Hastings Biver 
Hunter Biver 
Manning Biver 
Nogeo (Seek, Wonboyn Biver 
Tillighery Creek, Port Stephor" 
Oyster Beach, Manning Kiver 
Oyster Creek, Manning Biver 
Oyster Bank 
Outtageo Lake 

do
Kineumber, Broadwater 
Clyde Biver 
Port Stephens 
Maria and Hastings Eivcrs 
Clyde Biver
Danger Island, Hawkesbury 

Bavcr ' 
do do

383
500
142

2,000
400
264
264
300
6oo;
500
440,
440
600
400
400
200

1,000
200
200
400,
eoo! 
200 

1,000

AVASt
400
400
150
200
253
500
450
600

60ffl
500n/\n

Manuing Rher 
do

Clyde River 
do

Koruah River 
Manning River 

Do
Karuah River 
Tuross Lake 

do
South Passage, Manning River 

do do
Mooney Mooney Creek 
Evans River 
Manning River 

do
Camden Haven River 
Manning River 

do
Port Stephens 
Evans River 
Moruya River 
Tuross Lake 
Tomago River 
Clyde River 
Manning River 
Port Stephens 
Bob’s Creek, Port Stephens 
Middle Harbour 
Kiah Riior 
North Creek 
George's River 

do 
do

A. Emerson..........................
William Marsh...................
Edward Butcher ..............
Henry Moore ....................
Eliza C, Davis ..................
R, C. Rose..........................
Walter Blank......................
Sarah Ann Baker ..............
Frederick Schmitzer..........
J. F. Merrott......................
Mary Agnes Dick ..............
Mathew Henry Woolland 
Reginald C. F. Armstrong.. 
William George Armstrong
Richard R. Armstrong......
Laurens F. M. Armstrong.,,
James Kennedy ..............
John Ruprecht ..................
John Severs.........................
John Seiers, jun..................
John Wilson ......................
J ohn Longworth ..............

Do ...............
Do .............

Sarah Martins.....................
Do .....................
Do .....................
Do .....................

John Gyler.........................
Fred J. Gibbins..................
Joseph Laurie......................
J. Graham Love..................
W. Thompson......................
E. O, Moriarty .................
James Wherry ..................
Joseph Ross .....................
James Wherry ..................
George Murdoch, jun. ... 
Henry Woodwai'd..............

Do .............
William Mitehell ..............
Joseph John Spruson..........
W, A. Uhr..........................
Thomas Street ..................
H. W, Forster .................

Do ..................
F. A. Wright......................
Archibald M’Lean...............
Harold Quinan .................
R. Emmett ............

Do ..........................
A. W. Davison .................
E. MTnherncycfc J. Butler .
J.MTnherney ..................
ArchibatdNicoH..................
Nicholas J, Cusack .........
Joseph Lewis......................
C. & A, Ainsworth............
John Severs..........................
Joseph Lewis......................
Henry Woodward..............
Besewick B ulmer .............
T. E. Harrison ................
J, H. Martin ......................
John Ross ........ .................
George F. Want.................
Henry Rooko .........

Do ......................
George Rookc......................

Do ......................
George Schmitzer..............
John A. Bettini .................
F. S. Ellis Holt..................
Francis Budd .....................
William Latta ...................
David Latta ......................
Eyre G. Ellis......................
Reginald C, F. Armstrong ..
James Donnelly, jun...........
Richard R. Armstrong......
Laurens F, M. Armstrong...
T. C. Armstrong ...............
W. G. Armstrong ..........
J. C Walker ......................
A. R. Fremlin....................
William Ougley..................
T. Toulo & G. P. Morse ...
M. A. Black ......................
John C. Neild ..................
G. Withers......................
S. Taylor&F. Milford . ..
Samuel Taylor ..................

Yds.
600
700
100
189
200

1,500
300
800
100
100
250
300

2,000
200
200
200
600
400
400

1,000
300
204

1,000
400
200
200

1,000
300
400

1,200
500

2,000
300
100
300
400
100
300

2,000
1,000

100
23
37

1,500
200
200
510
300
300

1,000
COO
500
500

1,300
300
100
700
600
300
500
200
200
200

1,000
400
160
200
200

1,200
100
200

1,000
COO
400
400
500

1,014
200
SOO

1,000
900
600
600

1,200
300
400
6G0
300
700

1,000
200

1,000

George’s River
North Creek, Richmond Biver 
Lane Cove Biver 
Bose Bay 
Cockle Creek
Bull’s Island, Port Stephens
Oyster Channel
Clarence Biver
Manning River
Cockle Creek
Port Macquarie
Green Point, Pambula
Weeny Bay, George's River

do do
do do
do do

Comerong Island 
Manning River
Saltwiit0i‘ Creek, PimbulftRivi 
Broadwater, Panbula River
Blaekwall, Brisbane Water 
Camden Haven River 

do 
do

Oyster Channel, Clarence Biver 
South Ann, Brunswick Biver 
North Ann, do 

do do
Manning River 
Camden Haven River 

do
Wallunga Lake 
Panbula River 
Shell Cove 
Manning River 
Goat Island
Michcll’s Island, Manning Rivor 
Oxley Island, Manning River 
Broughton Creek 
Goodwin’s Island 
Oxley Island 
Neutral Boy 

do
Manning Rivor 
Camden Haven 

do
Kissing Point Ray 
Manning River 
Panbula River
PatongaCrookjHawkesburyRivcr 
Porto Bay, do
Kiah Kiver 
Hastings River 

do ■
Mooney Mooney Creek 
Clarenec River
North Creek, Richmond River 

do do
Panbula Rivor
North Creek, Richmond Biver 
Manning Biver 

do
Wonboyn Biver 
Panbula Biver
Micolo Island ,
Double Bay 
Port Stephens 

do 
do 
do

Manning River 
Clyde River 
George’s River
Donovan’s Creek, Clyde River 
M’Leed’s Creek, do 
Cnllendulla Creek 
Little Cabbage Bay, Manly Cove 
Butangabee Bay 
Wonboyn River 

do 
do 
do

Merica Creek, Wonboyn River
Wonboyn River
Hastings River
Middle Harbour
Hunter River
Rose Bay
Manly Cove
Hawkesbury River
Pittwatcr
Bar Point, Hawkesbury River



Francis Butler ..................
Mrs. Jessie Campbell Brown

Do .......
F. G-. Wearer......................
Stanley Lees Pcydon..........
Jnnics W. Meiklc .............
Philip Colion......................
Kobcrt MXean ..................
Charles Croeso ................
C. Cecil Griffiths ..............
Edward Blake .............
James Ramsay ..................
David Ramsay ..................

A. R. Fremlin ..................
F. M. Hunt .....................
C. Cecil Griffiths ..............
E. M. Hunt ......................
D, Quigley & J. Black ......
William Thomas Poole
D. Quigley & J. Block .......
A. Armstrong.....................
W. Spier..............................
Alexander Barclay Block... 
Edw. Augustus Mncphorson
John Hall ..........................
William Pritchard..............
F. L. Partridge ..................
J. Murphy, manager Holt-

Sutherland Estate . ,. 
Do ....
Do ......
Do ......
Do ......

Michael Fagan ..................
Do ..............
Do .................

Peter Francis Fagan..........
_ Do ......

Michael Fagan ..................
William Cooper..................
A. Stuart & R, Harnett ...

Do ......
Do ......
Do ......
Do .. .
Do , ,
Do .....

Samuel Crawford..............
Do .......

J. L. C. Rankin & Executors 
of the late Hon. Bowie
Wilson ......................

Do .....
Do .......
Do ......
Do .......

G. S. Caird..........................
E. Harnett. & A. Stuart . . 
R. G. Enneber&G, Phillips
William Templcinan......
Alexander Martin..............
Archibald Campbell.........
Taiioe Dobbins ...................
J. Callaghan and W. H.

McIntosh ..................
Do ......

Edwin Cain .....................
Robert Craig......................
Nicholas J. Cusack .........
R. Ostcrn ..........................
Will iam Gloyor ..................
Thomas Bali .....................
A. Hunter A M, Russell
Alexander Tern pieman......
Henry C. Ziegler .............
Edwin Cain ......................
A. Philp..............................
Chnrles d’Apriee ..............
Samuel H. Terry .............
James Marshall..................
Joseph Kennedy ............

Do .......
Jjnura Quinlan ..................
Annie B. Quinlan..............
Nina Quinan......................
Clam Quinan......................
Frederick Cbavc ..............

Do .......
M. D. Harmston ..............

Do ......

APPENDIX E—continued.
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Yds.
IW Tabourcc Lake Joseph J. Lewis..................

1.10C St. Hubert’s Isle William Wilson..................
594 do Do ..................
IOC Double Bay Francis Guy.......................

44 Lane Cove River Edward Rose......................
33J Rose Bay William T. Tucker .........
40C Hastings River Samuel R. Smart ..............
30C Oxley Island John Allen..........................
20C Mosquito Island

George’s River
Joirn S. Dick......................

1,30C Isabella Martin.................
IOC Touneon's Uay, (George’s Kiver Robert H. D. White..........
88C Iron Cove Creek Henry Woodward..............

1,32C Long Cove Creek and Iron Cove Do ...............
Creek Emily Fremlin ..................

sot Hastings River , Philemon Witheridgc ......
30C Rose Bay

George’s River
Rock Davis...........................

1,10c Robert Oanlley..................
30C Rose Bay James Gill...........................

£,00C Cockle Bay James Pickering ..............
1,800 Clarence Itiror Alexander Finch.................
2,000 Hunter River Do ................
2,000 Cockle Creek Alexander Ross ..................
2,000 do F. G. Crouch & M. Soiling
1,200 Sandy Island - John Milton..................... .7

400 Middle Harbour Alexander Bryce, jun.........
600 Cockle Creek Thomas Davis, jun..............
993 Five-dock Bay James Armstrong..............

64 Shell Cove Henry Woodward..............

1,500 Botany Bay
Frank Griffin ......... .
James Ross..........................

1,000 Weeny Bay Robert Hardy.......................
2,000 W ceny Bay Henry Woodward................

E00 Qnibray Bay Edw in Cain ........................
300 Weeny Bay F. Yeremysec & A. E.
400 Watson Taylor's Creek Woodward....................
300 do Charles Blaxlnnd.................
300 Brisbane Water ' Murdoch McIntosh...........

1,200 do Do ...............
550 Hawtesbury River "Frank Griffin................. .
800 Brisbane Water Patrick Murray...................

1,500 Bouble Bay Samuel Richardson.............
2,000 Lane Cove River F. Edward Joyce.................
2,000 Middle Harbour Richard R. Armstrong......

40C Burna’ 33 av Do .........
400 Great Sirius Cove Henry Woodward.............
400 Little Sirins Cove Do ...............

2,000 Sugnrloaf Bay Samuel Lilly.........................
400 Middle Harbour Richard Flood...................
300 Broken Bay Do ...............
400 do Peter Korsman...................

1,000 Middle Harbour

W. Vickers Jacob..............
Nina Quinan .....................
Henry Woodward..............

2,000 do Do ...............
1,000 North Sugarloaf Bay Walter Foreman ................
1,000 Middle iinrbour Do ..............

100 do Do ................
2,000 do Do ...............
2,000 Great Sirius Cove Do ...............

88 Neutral Buy Henry Woodward..............
1,400 Big Island Nina Quinan........................

47 Long Cove
Tillighcry’a Creek

George Hellings..................
400 William Stannard...............
100 Manning River Philip F. Richardson...,,,...

300 Lane Cove River .
Do ...........

G. Haiser, jun.....................
300 Little Sirius Cove Robert H. D. White..........
200 Cullcndulla Creek Fred J, Gibbins..................
100 Neutral Bav George Haiser.....................
400 Oyster Creek, Clarence River Do .......................
200 Wotcnger River Henry Woodward..............
200 do Do ...............
200 lJMfgogftmar, Moruja

Richmond River
Holt-Sutherland Estate

400 Land Company............
300 Clyde River Do ..............
250 Pompcv Point, Broulee Frank Griffin......................
200 Cullcndulla Creek William Busby....................
300 Miealo Island Henry Woodward..............
140 Lane Coro Eivor Do ...............
300 George's River Alexander Ross....................
100 Manning River S. T. Hobart.......................

2,000 Mooney Mooney Creek Edwin Cain..........................
2,000 do Do ..............
2,000 Wonboyn River John Holdom......................
2,000 do Henry Woodward..............
2,000
1,500

do Do ..............
do Do ...............

200 Bittwatcr John Longworth.............
200 Do Henry Woodward...............
400 North Creek Do ...............
300 Do Do ..............

Yds.
400 North Creek

1,000 George’s River
70( do
500 Durras Lake
300 Tuross Lake.
500 do
500 Tuross Riycr
500 Big Island
400 Hastings Rivor
270 Rose Bay
700 Balberook Cove
300 TiHigherry Creek

1,000 Manning River
400 Coolnbong Creek
50( Shoullmven
200 Brisbane Water
200 Tuross Lake
400 Camden Haven Rive
600 Woniora River
200 Wallis Island
700 Goodwin Island
450 Miealo Island

83 Richmond River
100 Clyde River
500 Bherrewerre Rivor
100 Tuross River
600 Wapengo Lake

1,000 Port Stephens
20C do
800 Hawkcsburv River
100 Brisbane Water

1,000; Port Stephens
300 Clyde Rivor

24.0 Rose Bay
600 Parramatta River
100 Cockatoo Island ,
100 Tuncurry
200 Port Stephens .
100 Brisbane Water
100 Double Bav
150 do
200 Port Stephens
800 do

1,000 do
1,000 do

500 do
100 Myall River
100 do
100 do
100 Rose Bay

1,500 Won boy ii River
200 Goat Island
600 Stinko Creek
200 Boning Lake
400 do
200 do .
200 do
300 do ,
300 Broughton Creek
500 Wonboyn River
500 Woolloomooloo Bav

8 Double Bay
700 North Creek
300 do
300 Crookhavcn River
700 Farm Cove

2,000 Mullet Creek
300 Sboalbaveu

1,000 do
800 Crookhavcn River
500 do

2,000 Toma Point, George’
500 Cummins’ Pointy
200 Wirrung Island
200 Double Bay

1,000 Swan Island
600 do
200 Warringa Island
100 Tarcan
300 Bateman's Bay
200 do

1,100 Knruah River
1,100 Pelican Island, Clyde

300 Clyde River
200 do
400 Stinko Creek
200 Clyde River
200 do
400 Mundalla Creek
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Henry Woodward..............
Do .............
Po ..............
Do ..............
Do ...............
Po ..............
Po ..............
Po ..............
Po ..............
Po .............

John Longworth.................
Jones Agncw Smith..........

Po .............
Robert IT, P. White..........
F. Edward Joseph.............
John Wm. Bettini ............

Po ..............
R. Harnett, junr.................

Po .............
Henry Woodward............

Po ..............
Alexander Ross.................
James Bare lay .................
John Milton.....................
William Paris.................
George Sly, jun..................
Charles Evens .................
Fred. J. Gibbins.................
Hans Anderson.................
G. E. Want....................
Henry Woodward.............

Po .............
Andrew Cylcr, jun.............j 400
Joseph Southwell......
John Lewis..................

Po ..................
Po ..................
Po ..................
Do ..................
Do ..................

Henrv Woodward......
' Do _ ......

William Riley ..........
Fred. J. Gibbins......
Robert H. P. W'liitc 
Demetrius Donnell. .

Do .......
John Murray.............
R. H. D. White..........
Stephen Covell..........

Po ..........
Henry Woodward......

Po ......
Po ......
Po ......
Po ......
Po ......
Po ......
Po .....
Do ......
Po ......

R, H. P. White.........
Frank Griffin.............
Paul B, Bettini......... .
Henry Bannister .....
Anthony Patrech ....
G. F. Want.................
Henry Woodward......
G. F. Want.............. .
William Brvcc .........

Yds.
326 Crookhavcn River G. F. Want..........................
500 do Samuel Holdon.................
500 do R. H. P. White.................

1,000 do Philemon Witheridgc.....
500 do John IiongboLOUgh . ,
300 do R. Lloyd .............................
500 do O. Haiser............................
300 Sheep Station Creek, Clyde River Richard Lloyd..................
300 do Henry "Woodward..............
200 do John Longwoiih........ ..
400 Stinko Creek James Evans....................
700 Balberook Cove James Jouss .....................
800. Coekrenojon Point-, Pi. SIoiiIiciif iienry Lngel.....................
200 0 nrden Island William Engel.............
200 Seven-shilling Beach Edward Cain......................
500 Horse Island, Tuross Henry Kaiser ..................
500 Bateman's Bay W. Bute.............................
400 Mosstunn’s Bay Mrs. H. Must on..................
400 Middle ITarhour A. Windlcv ........................
600 G-ood-niglit Island Patrick Graham..................
200 Clyde River William Wells .................
200 Orngandaman Island R. E. Symonds..................
600 Clyde River William "Wells .................
300 JJatrTnan’s Bay

Colin, Bcrgfdin.
Percy "Wakefield , . .

500 George Rahlra ................
100 Tuross Lake Arthur Hood Pcgus .......
400 Port Stephens Charles Leusi't..................
800 Hunter River Walter G. Bate..................

1,000 Spectacle Island, Hunter River 
Ewcy Bay, Port Hacking

Po ..................
200 Henry Thompson..............
300 Camden Haven Po ............
400 do William Thompson..........
400 Mangrove Island Samuel Lilloy......................
400 do Tbos. V. Want.................
200 Tomnkin River Po ..................
400 do John Holdom.....................
300 do Arthur Hood Pegus ........
100 do R. 11. P. White ................
400 do Po .................
300 do Do .................
200 Wallis Lake Do ...................
200 do F. 11. Metmcth .................
200 Uriftbmio Wider Geo. Sly, jun ..............
300 Pelican Wand John Longborough .........
GOO Tullighcrry Creek Timothy Wray ..................
100 Wngonga Heads Peter Melvoy......................
500 do Henry Woodward..............
100 Brisbane Water Po .............
500 Rocky Point, Port Stephens Po ...............
600 Port Stephens Jones A. Smith..................
600 Karuah River Po ..................

- 600 Clyde Bivcr James Holdon ..................
200 Broughton Creek Henry Woodward..............
600 Crookhavcn River E. J. Gibbons......................
174 do Walter f oreman ..............
GOO Ferningham’s Island Henry Woodward ............

1,600 Crookhaven River Po ..............
400 do Burton Crosslnnd ...............
400 do William Simpson ..............

1,000 Bciicb Creek, Sltoalhavcn Po .............
1,000 do Po ..............

100 Port Stephens James Stanbury..................
200 Karuah River John Longborough . ..

'470 Moruya Rivrr Timothy Wray ..................
100 Clyde River Henry Woodward .........
500 do Do ............
200 Port Hacking Po .........
300 Camden Haven Robert Rupert Milton
300 Pori, Hacking Po ... .
30C Bherrewerre Creek Frederick J. Gibbins ......

Yds.
100
200
400
GOO
400
400
500
S00
500
500
600

1,000
400
800
200
300
GOO
500
200
100
500
500
500

2,000
200;
300 

Loooi 
200 

1,000 
200i 
200 
400 

1,000; 
200| 

. 200 
800 
200 
150 
250
200
250
200
100
300
100
500
200

1,000
400
300
300
500

1,000
300
150
300
300
300
100
100
200
100
300
100
200

1,000
300.
000

1,250
1,300

Port Hacking 
Karuah Birer 
Port Stephens 
Shoal haven 

do
Hawkeshury River 
Crookhavcn River 
Hawkeshury River 
Clarence River 
Camden Haven 
Karuah River 
Port Stephens 
S wan Bay ,
Swan Island 
Bateman’s Bay 
Crookhaven River 
Port Stephens 

do
Bateman’s Bay 
Maiming River 
Hunter River 
Port Stephens 

do
Bega
Capo Hankc
Oyster Channel, Clarence River 
Srobby's Bay, Port Stephens 
Bundabul Creek, do 
Port Stephens 
TiHigherry Creek 
Pelican Island 
Tomuree 

do
Port Hacking 

do
W’orong Island 
Waringa Island 
Balberook Cove 

■ Tellighorry Oreik 
Farm Core 
'Pelligherry Creek 
Goat Island 
Horse Island, Tuross 
Crookhavcn River 
Clyde River 
Barr Point 
Wallis Lake 
Cromarty’s Bay
South Channel, Manning River 
Balberook Cove 

do
Clarence River 
Farningham Creek 
Mooney Mooney Creek 
Congo, Pampier 
Wallis Lake 

do
Hawkeshury River 
Port Hacking 

do 
do

Crookhavcn River 
do

Clyde River 
Wallis Lake 
Cromarty Bay
Oyster Channel, Clarence River 
Hawkeshury River 

do
Evans River

APPENDIX Gk
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APPENDIX Cr.
iliixuits allowing Ui3 quantity, in baskets, of Fisk, brought to the Fisk Market, Woolloomooloo, from

January to December, 1884:—

Place. Jan. F«b. March Apiil May, June. July. August. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total.

Uolany ...................... 242 392 333 486 243 260 200 337 313 363 208 371 3,877
Broken Bay .............. 185 582 257 314 247 336 265 224 271 441 300 3,887
Clarence Birer .......... 23 153 223 96 500
Hanning Birer......... 7 17 31 5 GO
Neivcnslio and Lake

Msicquario .............. 227 337 312 50G 719 520 890 014 '60S 431 407 248 5,843
N&rrabuci] Lagoon..... 10 35 51 53 15 137 6 93 495
Port Jackson and

tribulnrice ............. 1G7 315 278 304 201 95 07 80 87 230 221 240 2,378
5 23 50 507 720 G35 523 550 783 571 341 4,820

SliOftlhavcn................. 28 0 91 212 279 221 203 93 18 4. 1,101
Sliell Barbour .......... 5 0 39 26 15 31 14 19 11 160
Tugt'crah Lakes......... 450 794 078 404 CGI 1,080 510 456 555 713 304 129 6,854,
UliXlulla ................. 5 51 65 68 73 47 19 30 3 360
AVollongong .............. 10 73 102 245 360 111 322 301 228 204 156 131 2,543
Various places .......... 33 5 0 18 1 15 10 01

Total................... 1,200 2,G05 2,110 2,526 3,241 3,924 3,028 2,936 2,892 3,388 2,531 1,973 32,956

Condemned as unfit for
food,,....................... 1-0 71 42 i 107 7 18 38 25 15 28 12 34 472 baskets.

Seized under Fisliertef
1 £ 1 15 1 1 11 i 31 „

Brawns ..................... G ... • . 0 „
Crayfish.................. 15 155 124 H4 213 13 i 44 829 dozen.
Jen and Kingfish .... 4 10 ii i 14 12 2 63 „
Mullet ...................... 1,470 1,509 150 3,198 „
Sohnappor ................. 10 47 75 113 104 77£ 134 173 58 27 33 857* „
Various large fish ...... ....... 390 390 „

1 1 2 „

APPENDIX I.
34-n



APPENDIX H.
Reiu’BX' sliowing range of prices obtained at Fish Market for fish sold, from January to December, ISSd.

Name of Fish. January. February. Marcii. April. , May. June.

J July,

August. September. October. November. December.

ScUnapper, per dozen ...................................... 16/ to 40/ 0/ to 45/ 12/to 66/ 9/ to 148/ 7/ to 78/ 8/ to 96/ 13/ to 68/ 6/ to 60/ 8/ to 48/ 8/ to 60/ 7/ to 50/ 8/ to 84/
Squire 7/ to 12/ 4/ to 15/ 3/6 to 19/ 4/ to 18/ 2/ to 12/ 4/to 18/6 4/Co 15/ 4/ to 10/ 6/ to 9/ 5/ to 10/ 3/ to 11/ 4/ to 15/
Flathead }} .................... ■»*«••**• 5/ to 12/ 2/0 to 20/ 2/6 to 12/ 3/ to 24/ 6/ to 15/ 3/ to 18/ 3/ to 24/ 2/6 to 19/ 4/to 18/ 4/ to 36/ 2/ to 24/ 2/ to 24/
Whitiug ii ......................*....................... 3/ to 6/ 2/6 to 10/ 3/ to 8/6 2/6 to 9/ 1/to 7/ 1/6 to 7/6 1/9 to 8/ 1/to 7/ 1/ to 9/ 2/C to 8/ 1/3 to 9/ 1/ to 10/
Flounders & Soles ti ............. ............................... 3/ to 12/ 2/G to 11/ 3/6 to 8/ 2/to 13/ 2/ to 10/ 2/6 to 12/ 2/6 to 12/ 2/ to 16/ 2/ to 11/ 2/ to 10/ 1/6 to 11/ 2/ to 14/

2/G to 7/ 3/to 17/ 4/6 to 12/ 4/6 to 18/ 2/6 to 18/ 3/ to 27/ 12/to 18/ 5/ to 60/ 6/ to 18/ 3/ to 12/ ft/ fin 1ft/
Jew’ >i ........*.................. 2/ to 54/ 11/ to 96/ 12/ to 72/ 9/ to 66/ 6/ to 126/ 8/ to 72/6 9/ to 78/ 8/ to 72/ 2/to 78/ 8/ to 66/ 3/6 to 96/ 4/ to 108/

12/ 12/ to 30/ 12/ to 24/ 18/ 24/ 18/ to 42/ 36/
4/ to 10/ 4/ to 16/ 4/ to 13/ 8/ to 25/ 4/ to 12/ 9/ 8/ to 10/ 5/ to 20/ ft/ tn 14/

3/6 to 9/6 5/ to 15/ 6/ to 10/ 8/ 3/ tn 10/
4/ to 7/ 1/6 to 15/ 4-/ to 10/ 3/ to 3/6 7/ to 8/ 3/ to 6/ 1/ to 2/ 2/ to 13/

Mullet (sea) J> *.• **•* *■ *.......................... 5/to 7/ 3/ to 18/ /9 to 10/6 1/to 13/6 1/6 to 15/ 4/ to 14/6 6/ to 13/ 4/6 to 11/ 6/ to 11/G 5/ to 12/6 3/ to 13/ 3/ to 14/6
2/G to 3/6 2/6 to 4/6 2/6 5/ to 71 1/6 to 5/ 1/6 to 6/ 2/ to 4/fi

Bock Cod 4/ to 10/ 2/6 to 8/ 2/6 to 18/ 5/ to 30/ 2/6 to 15/ 2/ to 6/ 2/6 to 7/ 2/to 7/ 2/to 6/ 2/to 9/ 1/6 to 15/ 1/6 to 6/
1/ to 2/ 4/ 1/

Eels ti ....... ......................... 9/ to 12/ 9/ to 10/ 6/ to 18/ 5/ to 48/ 7/ to 25/ 9/ to 20/ 6/ to 30/ 6/ to 24/ 2/ to 24/ 9/ to 48/ 7/6 to 36/ 8/ to 30/
Bream, per basket, 80 to 90 lbs......................... 13/ to 44/ 7/ to 38/ 11/ to 38/ 12/ to 64/ 10/ to 50/ 10/ to 34/ 7/ to 33/ 2/ to 33/ 5/ to 34/ 6/ to 30/ 4/ to 36/ 7/ to 60/
Garfish „ >) ....................... 10/ to 48/ 5/ to 48/ 9/ to 54/ 11/ to 80/ 6/ to 56/ 8/ to 38/ 7/ to 36/ 10/ to 36/ 2/to 38/ 10/ to 48/ 10/ to 42/ 8/ to 74/
Blacklist! „ JI .. .4...*. ...... ... 6/ to 20/ 4/ to 30/ 8/ to 39/ 7/ to 31/ 6/ to 30/ 5/ to 23/ 6/to 28/ 2/ to 35/ 3/to 25/ 4/ to 22/ 3/ to 31/ 5/ to 34/

9/ to 18/ 6/ to 16/ 9/ 4/ to 8/ 14/ to 18/ 0/ to 15/ 8/ 5/ to 14/ 3/ to 11/ 3/ to 9/
10/ to 31/ 8/ to 20/ 4/ to 12/ 3/ to 8/ 5/to 14/ 2/ to 17/ 8/to 10/

Mullet (sand) „ ,, ...................... 12/to 42/ 6/to 42/ 4/6 to 50/ 2/6 to 50/ 5/ to 34/ 5/ to 26/ 5/ to 26/ 2/to 23/ 5/ to 23/ 2/ to 27/ 3/ to 31/ 4/ to 42/
Iravally „ J> •** ................... 8/ 4/to 26/ 4/ to 30/ 7/ to 15/ 4/6 to 18/ 7/6 to 16/ 4/ to 18/ 4/6 to 23/ 2/ to 17/ 3/ to 19/ 5/ to 21/ 6/ to 17/
Yellowtoil „ fi ....................... 8/ to 23/ 4/ to 40/ 10/ to 35/ 8/ to 30/ 9/ to 26/ 10/ to 18/ 5/ to 17/ 9/ to 20/ 8/ to 18/ 10/ to 16/ 9/ to 20/ 7/ to 24/
TaGors ,, J> ....................... 6/ to 12/ 3/ to 24/ 3/ to 14/ 4/ to 26/ 3/ to 16/ 6/ to 18/ 5/ to 16/ 7/ to 14/ 2/ to 18/ 6/ to 19/ 3/ to 25/ 1/6 to 34/
Lobsters, per dozen 21/ 15/ to 20/ 23/ to 26/ S/6 to 28/ 15/ to 28/ £0/ to 25/ 11/6 to 24/ 14/ to 27/ 13/ to 18/
Crabs „ 2/to 4/ 1/ to 9/ ]/ to 5/6 2/to 5/ 1/6 to 6/ 1/9 to 5/ 2/to 4/6 2/to 5/ 1/6 to 3/ 2/to 5/6 2/to 4/6 2/ to 5/

17/ to 66/ 24/ to 60/ 11/6 to 50/ 9/ to 60/ 3/6 to 28/ 20/ to 69/ 18/ to 60/ 16/ to 60/

o
00



APPENDIX I.
HOME EISHEEIES DIVISION, 1884.

Inspector Q.nman’s Export.
Sir) Fisheries Office, Sydney.

_ _ I do myself the honor to furnish herewith, for the information of the Commissioner of
Fisheries, my report ns to the condition of the fisheries, “ Home Division,” for the year 1884,

PoH Jackson and Tributaries.—During the early months of the year fish of all descriptions were 
very plentiful—all the hays in the rivers were well stocked with young fish—mullet especially were in great 
abundance.^ Great care and constant watching, both by night and day, had to be exercised to prevent 
illegal netting; several breaches of the Act were brought under notice, and fines inflicted by the Magis
trates. In a separate return furnished by me will be found the quantity of fish sold at the Fish Market, 
"Woolloomooloo, that arrived from all the fishing stations within the Colony, also the prices obtained, which 
were very fluctuating. It has been noticed that if more than two hundred baskets of fish are brought to 
market in any one day the prices obtained are not remunerative, and an excess of this quantity is often 
difficult to dispose of.

Several sources of pollution to the waters have been specially reported upon ; thousands of small 
fish are destroyed by polluted sewers.

Oj'ster culture in Port Jackson is a thing of the past; the numerous picnic parties have stripped 
the rocks of all oysters, the Fisheries Act giving them power to do so. Several applications have been 
made for oyster culture areas; at the Middle Harbour small oysters arc in great abundance, but they 
never grow to marketable size, nor from inquiries I have made do they increase in size if transplanted to 
other waters, Messrs. Woodward and Coming obtained small areas for the purpose of reviving oysters 
which arrived out of condition, principally those from bjew Zealand, but it has not proved to be a 
remunerative enterprise—fully one half the oysters are lost. Assistant-Inspector Mulhall has charge of 
these waters.

Botany and George's River.—These waters are of great value in consequence of the abundance of 
fish at all times of the year, and the fresh state that they can be placed in the market for sale (often alive 
even in summer-time) ; this is also one of the most permanent fishing stations in the Colony, supporting 
quite a village of fishermen and their families. During the mullet season, about February, tons weight 
of these fish are captured and sold very cheap, enabling the public to enjoy for a few pence what at other 
times becomes a luxury.

The George’s Eiver is not availed of much by net fishermen; they state that the river is closed at 
the wrong time of year. During the summer months, when the waters are open, the blubber fish arc so 
numerous that it is impossible to use their nets ; tons weight of this blubber gather in the net and injure 
it, besides killing at once any food fish that may have entered the net. Thousands of young fish are caught 
by hook and line.

George’s Fiver produces some of the finest oysters in the Colony, those obtained from the rocks 
about 40 feet deep being the largest and best flavoured; these are only obtainable by a diver in full 
dress, and costs, I am informed, more than £ L per ban; to gather. Foreshore, rock, and mangrove 
oysters are fairly plentiful; the men employed on the railway bridge have, as well as the general public, 
helped themselves pretty freely, and greatly injure the growth. Several applications for oyster culture 
leases _ have been made and reported upon. A special report has been furnished upon the source of 
pollution to these waters, Assistant-Inspector Grant is in cliarge of these wafers, and pays periodical 
visits to — ' ‘

Port. Hacking.—These waters are visited by the Botany fishermen, who obtain good hauls of nearly 
all description of fish ; they are easily brought to market, and are always fresh. The upper portion of 
these waters is closed during the winter months for breeding purposes.

The foreshores are well stocked with oysters, though rather small. Several applications have been 
made for oyster culture areas, and reported upon.

_ Sboalltaven and Crookhavcn Rivers.—Although fish are very plentiful in these waters, it is only in 
the winter months that consignments can reach Sydney in good condition; during the summer months fish 
are preserved, and find a ready sale at all times. A good many of the residents have turned their attention 
to oyster culture, and have applied for areas for that purpose. Tlie foreshores arc well stocked with oysters, 
which grow on the mangrove flats ; these are being gathered and laid down on suitable beds ; they grow 
very rapidly and are generally in good condition, and demand a fair market value. Assistant Inspector 
Gordon is in charge of this district and visits.—

Jervis Bay.—A number of fishermen from Sydney established a fishing station at the hay, and 
although they made excellent hauls and a good prospect of doing well, fish being in great abundance 
and of good quality, they were obliged to abandon it, as no reliance could be placed upon steamers calling 
regularly for their fish ; they tried overland cartage to Green well Point, Shoalhaven, but found it not to 
answer.

Mud oysters were some years ago very plentiful in the bay, but they are nearly all exterminated 
from natural causes.

_ Currurabene Creek at the head of the bay is well stocked with mangrove oysters, and some 
applicants for leases are planting them out; they are not of much value without cultivation.

_ Hawkeshury River, Broken Bay, and Brisbane Water.—These waters arc under the supervision of 
Assistant Inspectors Smith and Black ; the former is stationed at Peat’s Ferry, and as fishing operations 
are almost confined to the Lower Hawkeshury, his principal work lies in looking after the oyster beds ; 
extensive areas have been taken up for oyster culture. Spat is very plentiful; dredge oysters none ; the 
oysters obtained from this river are those growing on the rocks, and alike in character and excellence to 
those obtained at George’s Fiver.

Mr. Smith pays an occasional visit to Brisbane Water; the oysters growing in these waters arc very 
small, and not of much commercial value; areas for cultivation have been applied for and cultivation 
commenced.

Assistant
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Assistant Inspector Black, who is stationed at Barrenjocy, looks after fishing operations and 
vessels outward-bound convoying oysters ; by his vigilance that destructive process known as stalling has 
been put a stop to, ninny thousands of small fish were left on the sands to die, by' this illegal netting.

Fish were very plentiful in these waters, the returns show a supply equal to Botany, and a steamer 
leaves Peat’s Ferry late at night and conveys fish direct to the Woolloomooloo market, arriving there at 
4 a.m., thus assuring a fresh supply each morning.

Tuggcrah Beach Lakes.—These lakes are situated about 2 miles inland from Bungarce Nornh, 
where a small steamer calls for consignments of fish, the fish are carted overland to the steamer, and 
arrive at the markets early in the morning; as a rule the fish are in good condition; at times, however, the 
weather prevents the steamer from calling, and great loss is occasioned by the fisherman.

These lakes abound with fish of all description, including squire or young schnapper. Fish have a 
peculiar smoky flavour from these waters; I attribute this to the feed, which on account of the stillness 
of the water, having little if any rise and fall of tide, the entrance being very narrow, cannot get away 
to make room for younger growth.

Oysters are not to be found in these waters. These fisheries are not under the supervision of a 
local Inspector. I paid a visit during the latter part of the year. ,

Lake Macquarie.—The great drawback to the fishing industry at these lakes is the rough and 
tedious journey to the shipping port at Newcastle, 12 miles distant; although the greatest care is taken 
in packing the fish, they very often arrive in such a bruised condition that while consignments have to be 
condemned as unfit for food to the great loss of the fisherman. Some of the finest fish on the coast are 
obtained in these waters, the large blue-nosed whiting and black bream are especially prized for their size 
and delicious flavour; the lakes arc so extensive that no fear need be entertained that the fisheries 
could be exhausted.

The chaunel leading from the entrance to the lakes, about 4 miles in length, is permanently closed 
as a breeding ground, is well stocked with fish of all description ; the sharks and salmon at certain 
seasons of the year drive the fish into the lakes; this channel is so tempting to the fishermen that 
Assistant Inspector Boyd has to keep a watch both by night and day so as to prevent illegal netting ; 
offences of this nature have taken place, and offenders fined.'

Bori Hunter and Tributaries.—The once famous oyster-beds at this place arc, as regards dredge- 
oysters, completely destroyed by tho worm which enters tfie sliell and kills the fish—hardly a live oyster 
is to bo found below low-water-mark; the foreshores are fairly stocked with rock and mangrove oysters. 
Numerous applications have been made for oyster culture areas. Mr. Gibbins, one of the lessees, laid 
a quantity or Now Zealand oysters down on his beds so as to restock them, but they shared the same 
fate as those indigenous to the waters. I am of opinion, and have expressed it in my reports some time 
back, that unless the beds are thoroughly cleaned at flood-time this disease cannot be eradicated.

Fish are plentiful, hut strange to say the supply obtained by local fishermen docs not equal the 
demand, the outlying mining townships roly upon their fish supply from Lake Macquarie.

_ In the upper nunter, near Kaymond Terrace, during the season a good supply of prawns is 
obtained, where they are cured, and sent to all parts of the Colony ; these are not accountable for in tho 
market returns. Assistant Inspector Curan, who has charge of tliia distinct, has bis time fully occupied, 
he also attends to shipments of oysters from Port Stephens that roach Newcastle en route for Sydney 
by way of Haymond Terrace and by water.

Tort Stephens.—In consequence of the local Assistant Inspector not supplying me with returns, 
although I have repeatedly brought this neglect of instruction under notice, I am unable to furnish any 
information in respect to the fisheries at this place ; during the early part of the year several consign
ments of oysters were seized, being under the regulation size ; the market report shows a good supply of 
fish.

Lake Lllaicarra.—Tins lake is distant from "Wollongong about G miles, and is well stocked with 
fish ; Mullet Creek, one of the tributaries, is teeming with the fish it is named after ; meshing nets arc 
only used, and large consignments are sent to Sydney in the winter months. This lake, although quite ns 
valuable as Lake Macquarie, is without an Inspector.

_ In conclusion, 1 would respectfully recommend that tho waters of Port Jackson be closed during 
tho winter months (April to September), from the Heads upwards—this will give the Harbour a rest, 
without in any way diminishing the market supply; also that an Assistant Inspector be appointed to 
look after the fisheries at Lake Ilia warm.

I have, &c.,
JAMES QUINAN,

Inspector, Home Division of Fisheries.

APPENDIX J.

NORTHERN EISHERIES DIVISION, 1881.
Inspector Temperlcy’s Report.

The Fisheries Act of 1S81 having been amended by the Fisheries Act of 1884, the natural oyster-beds were 
worked during 1881 under two systems—the licensing boat system in the first half of the year, and the 
leasing system by means of provisional permits in the latter part of the year.

The large number of licensed dredgers in 1 he Clarence Bivcr at the close of 1883 having reduced the 
beds, there by February proceeded to the llichmond and Evans Fivers. They discovered a natural oyster- 
bed in the hatter rivor, reduced it, together with tho natural hods on the Richmond, and then proceeded 
elsewhere. A number of them settled down on tho Manning Elver, and continued to dredge its already 
reduced beds—working for as low a quantity as half a hag per day—the high price of the oysters returning 
sufficient remuneration for even so low a yield. "

The evils previously pointed out in connection with the licensing boat system continued while that 
system .lasted. The dredgers rushed from river to river working the beds regardless of their condition, and 
depositing callings despite supervision, where they were least liable to give further trouble, and regardless 
of injury to the natural beds, while the old leases having expired tho work of laying immature oysters was 
entirely discontinued, ' ]n
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In the third quarter most of the dredgers’ licenses had expired, and the natural beds were allowed 
a brief but at the same time much-needed period of rest.

The immediate outcome of the Amended 1’isherios Act of the 2lst .1 uly, 18S4, was a large amount 
of inquiry for suitable cultivation sites and numerous applications for oyster-bearing foreshores The work 
of measuring tire proposed leases and reporting upon the applications considerably increased the duties 
and responsibilities of the officers in charge of the respective inlets. Where the applications were for 
foreshores not previously surveyed and charted the identification of sites was rendered difficult, and on 
this account was often inevitably delayed. _ . , .

Concerning oyster deposits there was but one natural oyster-bed in tho whole of the Division in 
good working condition, viz., the House bed on the Clarence Eiver. _ The remainder were in a more or less 
reduced condition. ’ Those which had been closed for any length of time and left to improve themselves un
assisted showed but little or no improvement whatever. The permits issued in the latter part of the year 
enabled the lessees to work the areas they had secured, but the House bed was not worked up to the close 
of the year, the delay being duo to the difficulty attending the determination of prior right between con
tending applicants for the lease. In several instances where permits bad been issued the lessees set to 
work without delay to restock their deep-water areas with immature oysters from the foreshores.

The spawning season of 1881 was not of a hopeful character. That the oysters had spawned was 
evidenced by the presence of young oysters, but the spawning season had evidently been a moderate one, 
and was generally unnoticed during its occurrence, _

The total quantity of oysters procured in the North Division was 3,ISG bags, and the royalty paid 
thereon £4-35 lus.

The following return shows the rivers from which the oysters were procured, and the quantities 
and royalty for each :— 

Rhcr. No. of Bogs. Royalty pniil in 
’Sydney.

Royalty
loc

collected
illy. Total Royalty.

£ s. cl. & s, 8. £ s. d.
105 10 12 0 4 8 0 21 0 0
715 101 2 0 3 3 0 107 5 0

Evans Hivetf .............................................*................... 228 27 0 6 2 5 6 29 6 0

Chircnec River............. ........................................ 004 81 10 G 2 7 0 83 18 0
80 12 0 0 32 0 0

Manning River.............................................................. 1,226 153 8 0 1 17 6 135 5 0

Cape Huwke ..................... *........................................... 1G8 27 0 6 27 0 li

Total ................................................ 3,186 421 13 6 14 1 6 435 15 0

'With reference to fish, the north coast rivers teem with an abundance of the finest kinds, but the 
present means of transit arc not sufficiently rapid to admit of their conveyance in a fresh condition to 
Sydney. During the last few years the local fishermen on the rivers possessing good steam communica
tion have shipped fresh fish to Sydney during the winter months—the quantity shipped depending 
entirely upon the length and severity of the winter. That of 1834 was an exceptionally mild one, and 
consequcntlv was not "favourable to extensive operations. The rivers which contributed to the winter 
supplv were" the following :—The Clarence River, Manning River, Maclcay River, and Tort Macquarie.

” Qu the Clarence River the experiment was tried of boiling down mullet for oil. It was found 
that on an average it required about iorty fish to produce one gallon of oil. The appliances used were 
meagre and crude, and the oil was injured for the want of sufficient apparatus to reduce the fish in 
quantity while they were fresh. The men engaged in the work had neither the knowledge nor tho 
means to purify their produce, and the result of boiling down stale fish was the production of a much 
discoloured and offensively odorous oil that realized in the market the insignificant price of 2s. per 
gallon. The boiled fish which, after the extraction of the oil, would have been good food for poultry or 
pigs, was not utilized in any manner, and the work was eventually discontinued.

Detailed Rcpovt upon tbe Oyster-bearing inlets of tbe Northern Division of 
- Dish erics.

Tweed River.—The Tweed River contains several natural oyster-beds, and a fair quantity of 
mangrove ovsters. Tbe beds were closed since 1882, and were undisturbed until May, 1884, when they 
were worked for two months only and were then reduced. These beds have not recovered after their 
rest to the extent that was expected, and they furnish another illustration of the fact that exhausted 
oyster-beds require something more than mere rest to ensure their recovery.

The river contains a good quantity of foreshore oysters on shallow fiats, well adapted for restock
ing the natural beds. ,

The Brunswick .After.—The Brunswick River has not had any oysters taken from jt during the 
Fisheries Act of 1881. This is due to the difficulties attending their transit. There arc both in the north 
and south arms quantities of foreshore oysters; both of the mangrove and rock oyster class, and there are 
many suitable sites for laying them down. When the necessities of tho large extent of alienated land in 
the Brunswick River have developed means of transit this river will contribute its quota of oysters to the 
metropolitan supply.

The Richmond River.—Tlie natural oyster-beds of the Richmond River having been undisturbed 
for about six months were reworked in February by several licensed dredges. They procured a quantity 
of good oysters by hand in shallow7 water and in Shaw’s Bay, a portion of the river not previously worked, 
and since reserved to the residents of Ballina as an oyster recreation reserve. The oysters opened well 
up to April, and fell off in condition during the winter months. _

No spawning season was observed, but it is believed there was a moderate spawn in the early part 
of the year. The upper bed was considerably worked, first under license, and later under a lessee’s permit,
and is only in a moderate condition. ,

, 1 The
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The lower bed not being worked during the latter half-year, pending the determination of the 
right to lease, is in a fair condition, and contains a large quantity of bank oysters well adapted for laying 
down.

Mwms River.—A natural oyster-bed on a rough bottom was discovered and dredged here during 
the year, and oysters shipped from the river for the first time.

The bedis situated at a narrow rocky part, known as tbe “Iron Grates,” through which the tide 
flows with considerable rapidity. The oysters at this place spawn freely, and from the Grates downwards 

- to within a quarter of a mile of the river mouth the foreshores are abundantly covered with foreshore 
oysters. -

The principal drawback to oyster cultivation here is the absence of suitable sites for laying down, 
the bed of nearly the whole of the river being more or less affected with drift sand. Some of the oysters 
were shipped by the Clarence River, but the greater part of them via 'W'oodburn, on the Richmond River.

1'he Clarence River.—The Clarence River contains several good natural oyster-beds, and but very 
few foreshore oysters. The House bed is one of the best natural beds in the Colony. At the 
close of 1884 it was in first-class condition, having a good coating of marketable oysters and an abundance 
of young oysters. It was not worked, for the reason stated in the Annual Report.' The remaining natural 
oyster-beds in the Lower Channel have been closely dredged by licensed dredgers, and were in a reduced 
condition. The Upper Chaunel beds have been undisturbed for two years, and have not recovered to the 
extent that could have been expected from their period of rest. Portions were smothered by a coating of 
thick spongy weed ; other portions contained at the end of the year a moderate quantity of young oysters.

Some of the oysters in the Lower Channel beds spawned during November.
Bellinger Rivet'.—-The Bellinger River has not had its natural oyster-beds worked for two years. 

They are slow in recovering. The lower bed is covered with the thick spongy weed that has proved to be 
so injurious on tlie Clarence River. It is thought probably that a good fresh would remove this weed 
from the beds. There is only a small quantity of foreshore oysters on this river.

Nambuccra River.—The Nambuccra River contains but a moderate quantity of oysters, and has 
not bad any marketable oysters shipped from it within the Fisheries Act of 1881.

_ The Macleay River.—The Macleay River is devoid of oysters, and in this respect differs from every 
river, creek, or inlet on the coast. It is the exception to the rule that the inlets of New South Wales 
are oyster-bearing. As previously pointed out, there are deposits of old shell on the river banks, showing 
that oysters formerly existed.

l‘ort Macquarie.—Port Macquarie contains deep-water natural oyster-beds, and a fair quantity of 
foreshore oysters of the mangrove class, Tho deep-water natural beds, for some unaccountable 
reason, almost died out, and although they have had a long period of rest they have not recovered. The 
oysters shipped from here during 1884 were chiefly procured from the foreshores.

Tho oyster lessees on this river have restocked portions of tho natural oyster with quantities of 
foreshore oysters.

Camden Haven.—The oyster deposits in this inlet consist of good natural beds, and a fair quantity 
of foreshore oysters of the rock and mangrove class. The beds had been closely worked underan expiring 
lease in 1883, and by licensed dredgers later on in the same year. They were then in a low condition. 
They have not been worked during any part of 1884.

Manning River.—This river contains several good natural oyster-beds, and a fair quantity of 
mangrove oysters.

It will he seen from the returns for the whole of the rivers that the Manning produced in 1884 
more oysters than any other of the northern rivers.

Tlie price which the oysters realized was sufficient remuneration for the dredgers to work when 
they could procure but two bags per week.

The result is that the beds have been much dredged and overworked, and are in a low condition.
Some of tho lessees have restocked their leases with foreshore oysters.
Cape Haidkc {Wallis Lake).—The oyster deposits at Capo Hawke lie in shallow water, and consist 

chiefly of a largo extent of good bank oysters.
Licensed dredgers worked this inlet in January; it was then provisionally closed, and was reworked 

after a rest of eight months by lessees under permits. Tho old exhausted natural beds, being in shallow 
water, arc well adapted for developing the immature bank oysters, the work of lifting them up after they 
have been laid down being effected by hand without the use of a dredge. The principal lessee, on 
obtaining bis permit, at once entered extensively into tbe work of laying down.

THOS. TEMPERLEY,
2t) August, 1885. Inspector, Northern Fisheries.

APPENDIX K.
SOUTHERN EISHERIES DIVISION, 1884.

Inspector Benson’s Report, Southern Division of Fisheries, Narrawilla Creek to
Wagonga.

Sir, Bateman’s Bay.
I have the honor to forward my report on the Southern Fisheries for the year 1884.

Clyde River.—This river is the most prolific oyster-bearing water in the Southern Division. For 
full particulars of its natural oyster-beds and capabilities for oyster culture I would rcspcctfully refer you 
to tbe Chief Inspector’s and my own reports for the year 1883.
_ On the 1st September, 1883, the lease held by Mr. F. J. Gibbins, of the Clyde River, expired, and 
in January. 1884, four of the principal deep-water beds, viz., Schnapper Point, Rocky Point, Bold Shore, 
and Big Island beds, were, in accordance with my recommendation, opened to licensed dredgers, who worked 
them till tbe 5th of October, during which time sixteen hundred and forty (1,640) bags of oysters were 
obtained. Permits were also granted in the beginning of September to several applicants who had applied, 
under the provisions of the 4th section Oyster Fisheries Act, 1884, for leases for oyster culture, and had
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paid the first year’s rent to ship oysters, resulting in the transmission to market of an additional 337 bags, 
making a total of 1,977 hags or oysters shipped to Sydney from the Clyde Elver during the year ISSt.

When it is taken into consideration that during the ton years prior to 1881 no less than 13,130 
bags of oysters were shipped from this river, there can he no doubt of its oyster-bearing capabilities,

During the year sixty-seven applications for leases, representing an area of 41,700 lineal yards, on 
the Clyde River, were received by me to report on; several of the applicants having conformed to the 
2nd Regulation under the Act entered upon sufferance into occupation, laid down young oysters, and 
otherwise improved the areas for which they had applied. There seems, however, a disinclination among 
many to incur expense until there is a certainty of the leases being granted.
■ Most of the applicants are practical men, and have applied in good faith. The foreshores generally 
are naturally suitable for growing and fattening. Large quantities of spat and brood arc available for 
laying down, and nothing now remains but the granting of the leases to make oyster culture on the Clyde 
River an extensive and profitable industry.

Tuross River.—This river was held by Mr. Robert Martin, under a lease which expired on the 
28th February, 1884, but on the application of the lessee for jJQrmission to remove, after the expiry of his 
validated lease, oysters which had been laid down by him, the Commissioners of Fisheries were pleased to 
grant him an extension of time, viz,, to the 31st of March, up to which date 368 bags of oysters were 
shipped for the year 1884. At the expiration of the lease I visited the river and examined the foreshores, 
finding them well stocked with spat and brood suitable for laying down. During the year, 14,550 lineal 
yards were applied for, the oyster-bearing capabilities of which could he greatly improved by judicious 
management. Permission was granted in October to throe of tho applicants to ship oysters, of which 
privilege only one availed himself, and shipped thirty-four bags of oysters for the year.

(?) 308 bags wore shipped up to the 1st of March, which is the date of the last return forwarded 
by the late Acting Assistant Inspector Tranent, of Moruya, who had tho supervision of these shipments.

NarrawiUa Creek, situated about 35 miles north of the Clyde River, was gazetted as closed for a 
period of three years dating from the 31st day of March, 1884. Both sides of the creek, extending from 
the mouth upwards for a distance of about 1 mile, are lined with mangroves well covered with oysters in 
all stages of development; the bottom consists of hard mud and rock. I consider it one of the best waters 
in the Southern Division for oyster culture. Two applications for leases have been received, the areas 
applied for being respectively 200 and 300 yards; permission was granted to one of the applicants on the 
17th September to ship oysters. I am not aware of the number shipped, as in cases where there is no 
local Inspector particulars of shipment would be wired direct by the consignor to the Collector of Customs 
at Sydney.

Cullendulla Creek is situated about 2 miles north of the Clyde River. It was gazetted as closed 
for a period of three years dating from the 30th Juno, 1883. Its oyster-bearing limits extend from the 
mouth of the creek upwards for 1 mile. The banks are composed of soft mud lined with mangroves, which 
at present are almost destitute of oysters; patches of hard ground suitable for oyster culture occur at 
intervals. Much labour and capital will be required to make the areas applied for remunerative. Appli
cations for 3,900 lineal yards have been received, and one of the applicants, who received a permit on tho 
7th of October, 1884, has shipped twenty hags of oysters.

Tomago Creek is 10 miles south of tbe Clyde River. It was gazetted as closed on the 30th of June, 
1883, for three years. The banks of the creek, with the exception of a few rocky points, are composed of 
soft mud; the foreshores generally are unsuitable for oyster culture. Mangroves fairly stocked with 
spat and brood occur at intervals. 2,200 yards have been applied for, and thirty hags of oysters have been 
shipped during the year.

Turrets Lake, about 10 miles north of the Clyde River, was closed against dredging till 30th 
August, 1885. The banks and beds are composed chiefly of mud suitable for oyster culture. Oysters grow 
aud fatten in a remarkably short space of time, and are considered of perfect shape in the shell. There is 
no spat or brood available for laying down ; the oysters on the natural beds, owing to the lake having been 
closed for a lengthened period, have been destroyed by the weeds and slime. Mud oysters are found in 
large quantity on several parts of lake. Applications have been received for 3,600 yards, and no oysters 
have been shipped during the year.

Wagonga River.—This river is about 55 miles south of Bateman’s Bay. The banks are principally 
rock, and arc fairly stocked with spat aud brood. The foreshore on most parts of tho river does not extend 
for more than 10 or 12 yards; the bottom, outside of low-wafcer-mark, is soft mud. 17,860 yards have 
been applied for. Oysters wore shipped during the year by applicants who liad received permits; particulars 
of such shipments would he wired direct to the Collector of Customs, Sydney, by the consignors.

Moruya River is 20 miles south from Bateman’s Bay. The oysters are found on the reefs and 
mangroves. Acting Assistant Inspector Sutherland states that the principal bed has been destroyed by 
an accumulation of mud ; the foreshores are narrow and unsuitable for oyster culture. 1,250 yards have 
been applied for, and sixteen bags were shipped during the year under the old Act.

I have, &c.,
GEORGE G. BENSON,

Inspector of Southern Fisheries.

15
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EETmijr showing the number of Bags of Oysters ia-ken from the Clyde Elver during the year 1881. and
the amount of Royalty thereon.

Year.
No of ba.ps of 

OynLors slupped 
under old Act.

No of bajra of 
Oysters shipped 
under new Act.

No. on
which KoyalLy 

nos paid.

No. on whirh 
lio.yaltv was to 

he (vdlectcd 
in Sidney.

Amount
collected.

Amount: 
to he collected, 

Sydney.
Total.

ISS4. !fi s. d. £ s. d. ,C s. d.
5 5 0 12 G O 12 fl

317 317 39 12 0 30 1 ? O
320 320 40 0 O jo n n
157 4 153 0 10 0 19 2 6 10 1? 0

May................................. 104 4 1 120 5 10 0 15 0 0 20 10 0
226 4$ 178 0 0 0 23 5 0 2ft R n

July.............................................. 16G 45 m 5 12 G 13 17 G 19 10 0
128 42 KG 5 5 0 10 15 0 in n n

September ... ................. 155 42 87 no 10 17 G 14 1G 0 25 ] 3 6
12 49 Gi 8 17 0 8 17 0

G3 G3 0 9 0 0 0 0
December ...................... 183 1 182 0 3 0 27 G 0 27 9 0

1,010 337 27G 1,701 3i 10 G 221 0 6 £55 11 0

There were twenty bags of oysters shipped at the Clyde, but taken from Cullcndulla Creek, wliio} 
are nob included In this list; they were shipped under the new Act, royalty to be paid in Sydney ; also 
ninety bags of oysters from Tuross leased beds—no royally.

List giving the Number of Bags of Oysters which I have been advised were shipped for the year 
1881 from tlie undermentioned Kivery, and the Eoyalty to he collected in Sydney.
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Royally 

to bo
collected in 

Sydney

Moruya Diver ..................... 16

£ S. d.

2 0 0

Tuross Diver...................... 173 131 61 17 17 4 5 0

Tomago Ritcr .................. 7 10 7 0 3 15 0

Cullendulla Creek .......... G 7 7 2 10 0

Collections under Fisheries Act paid into the Treasury by Inspector Benson for the year 1881.

Brand
Certificates.Royalty. Total.

January 

rebruary 

March ...

August.... 

September 

October....

November

December

Total



APPENDIX L.
Report of Hr. Assistant-Inspector Smithers for 1884j of the waters under his

supervision.
Eden, 5 April, 18S6.

I hate the honor to forward for the information of the Commissioners of Fisheries, the following report 
on the waters under my supervision:—

The district is an extensive one, reaching from Cape Howe to Tuross Kiver, including the rivers, 
lahes, and creeks, as per schedule marked A. Tlie whole of the places mentioned in the schedule were 
well stocked with fish till about the middle of the year, when a very noticeable falling off in the quantity of 
fish took place, more particularly along the coast in the vicinity of Twofold Bay, on the well known 
schnapper grounds. Up to about August the fish above-mentioned were plentiful, but after that there 
was a change, for leather jackets had now appeared, not however, in considerable numbers, and schnapper 
wore almost gone. In the bay the fish, which had been so plentiful, began to disappear in the same 
way as the schnapper had done by gradually falling off in numbers, although no leather jackets to 
speak of had come. At the Womboyne Kiver, 20 miles south of Eden, there was a large supply 
of fish throughout the year, more particularly towards the end. The same may be said of the "Merrica 
Creek and Laglia Kiver. The Kiah Kiver at Twofold Bay gave a large supply of fish throughout the 
year, principally mullet, bream, and black fish. Nellica Creek has always appeared to me to be well filled 
with young fish, mostly mullet. Urallo Lake, the greater portion of which is closed, has been well stocked 
with full-grown fish, as well as some thousands of young fish which will go out when tho mouth opens. 
Panbula Kiver kept up its name for fish throughout year; Merimbula Lake supplied great quantities of 
fish at the commencement of the year, but towards the last part a great falling off took place. Bournda 
Lake and Wallagoot Lake have very large quantities of fish in them; Bega Kiver produced great 
■quantities of fish throughout the year; mostly mullet, bream, perch, and whiting. I might mention that 
great quantities of prawns are in this river, but persons never endeavour to catch them. Kelson Lake 
.always appeared to me to have a plentiful supply of fish, but from inquiries 1 find that it fell off at the latter 
part of tlie year. Middle Lake is fairly alive with fish, and there is one thing worthy of notice, viz,, that 
this place has the largest quantity of garfish I ever saw; the mouth of this lake is also closed. Wapengo 
Lake I have not observed much, but am advised of its being a splendid place for mullet, &c. The Hurrah 
Kiver has towards its mouth a number of full grown fish, and further up it produces thousands of young 
fish ; I have not heard of the supply falling off Burragate Lake and Cuttagce Lake have a good supply 
of fish, more especially the latter, which is full of large fish, and also thousands of young fish, besides 
great quantities of whiting; the mouths of both these places are closed. The cormorants are at times 
very plentiful; while at Burragate the place is always full of shags, Bermague River has, as far as I can 
gather, been only moderately supplied with fish, but off the Port the schnapper have been very plentiful; 
the same may be said with regard to Montague Island, there being a very large supply of schnapper 
there. Wallngha Lake, the mouth of which is closed, is, I understand, well supplied with fish, and the 

■ supply never diminished throughout the year. This lake is 30 miles round with plenty of deep water 
throughout; no person ever attempts to catch fish there. I might mention that this lake also produces 
thousands of young fish. With regard to Tilba Tilba and Corunna Lakes I cannot give any information 
-as I have never been on them with a boat, and am only informed that such places contain a few mullet.

In conclusion, I wish to draw attention to all the lakes which have the mouths closed. When the 
mouths open then all the fish go out, and when the mouths become closed again scarcely a fish is to be 
seen, yet in a short time the place is full of young fish, which are protected till a good size in their 
nursery, thus making these lakes most valuable as nurseries for fish. I am unable to give any reason for 
the falling off in the supply of fish towards the end of the year.

FREDK. SMITHERS,
Assistant Inspector of Fisheries, Twofold Bay.

SCHEDULE A.
Tagha Lake. 
Kagha Kiver. 
Rocky Creek. 
Mernca Creek. 
Wonboyn Kiver. 
Bittangatu Creek 
Twofold Bay. 
Kiah Kiver. 
Kellica Kiver.

Curallo Lake, 
Panbula Kiver. 
Merimbula Lake. 
Bournda Lake. 
Wallagoot Lake. 
Bega Kiver. 
Nelson Lake. 
Middle Lake. 
Wopingu Lake.

i

Munah Kiver. 
Cuttagee Lake. 
Burragate Lake. 
Bermagui Kiver. 
Wallagha Lake. 
Tilba Tilba Lake. 
Corunna Lake. 
Wogonga River. 
Brow Lake.

34—c
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Primer,—1687.
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APPENDIX A.

Catalogue of the Fishes of Now South Wales, with their principal 
synonyms; by J. Douglas-Ogilby, Assistant Zoologist, Australian 
Museum, Sydney, N.S.W.

PALiEICHTHYES.

CHONDltO PTER Y GI I. '

PLAGIOSTOMATA.
■ Selachoidei.

CAECHAEIIDX. '
CATteirATtiAs jiACLOtr.

Carcharim (Tlypoprion) macloti. Mull. & llenle. Plagiost,, p. 34, pi- 1.0 ; Dumeril, Elasmoti*., p. 3.'0.
----------- madoti, Giiiith., Cut. viii. p. 302 ; Bny, Eisbes of India, p. 71.3, pi. 183, i:. 2 ; Macleay, Aust.

Cat. ii, p. 2S7.
]T.al).—Indian Ocean; New Guinea; Australian Coasts; Port Jackson.

Cauchajiias oASGExicrs.
Careharias {Prionodoii) gcmtjcticus, Miill. & llenle, Plagiost., p. 30, pi. 13; Dumeril, Elasmubr., p. SCO. 
-----------  {----------- ) japonicus, Schleg., Paun. Japon. Poiss., p. 302, pi. 133.
-----------gangeliem, Giinth.. Cat. riii, p. 367; Day, Pishes of India, p. 715, pi. 187, f. 1; Macleay, Aust.

Cat. ii, p. 288 ; Tenison-’W’oods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 03. -
JIab.—Indian Seas; Japan ; Fiji Islands, in fresh waters; Port Jackson. Sea Shark (Tenison- 

tVoods.) Grows to the length of 7 fcot.

CAnaiAitiAS BitAcnxrnrs.
Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 300 ; Macleay, Anst. Cat. ii, p. 28S.

Hah.—New Zealand; Port Jackson. Whaler, at Sydney, where it is the most common Careharias. 
Grows to tho length of 12 feet.

Carriawni ig inekuled by Teniaon-Woocig in bis list of New South Wales fishes (Fisheries of N. S. Wales
p. 25), but I am unable to find any authority for the statement.

Galeoceudo havsert.
M‘Don. & Barr., Proc. Zook Soc. 1808, p. 308. pi. 32 : Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 377; Ramsay, Proe. Linn.

Soc. N. S. "Wales v, p. 95, pi. 4; Maeka-v, A.ust. Cat. ii, p. 289; Haswcll, Proc. Linn. 
Soc. N. S. Wales vii, p. 210.

Hal.—Indian Seas to Port Jackson; Solomon Islands. Tiger Shark of the N. S. "Wales coast. 
Attains to 12 feet in onr waters.

Galees australis.
Calais australis, Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 270; M'Coy, Prodr. Zool. Viet. dec. vii, pi. 01, f. 2; Tcnison- 

Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 92.
Hal.—Coasts of S.E, Australia and Tasmania ; Port Jackson ; School Shark of Sydncv. Grows to 

the length of 0 feet at least. '
ZvGJENA T.EEUW IXI,

Zygoma lewini, Griff., Anim, Kingd. s, p. 610, pi. 50; Bochcbnmc, Act. Soc. L. Bord. vi, p. 50.
Cestracion lecuwenii, Dumdril, Elasinobr., p. 383.

? Zygoma malleus, Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 291; M'Coy, Prod. Zool. Viet. dee. vi, pi. 50, f. 1.
Hah.—Australian Seas ; Richmond River; Port Jackson. Hammer-head of our coasts. Tho 

Australian Museum possesses a mounted specimen of a female which measures over 15 feet; it was killed 
at the mouth of the Richmond River during the spring of 1881, and no less than thirty-nine living young 
were taken from it; twelve of these, forwarded to the Museum, averaged 20 inches each.

MiISTELES A5TARCTICUS.
Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 387; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 292; Parker, 1'raua. N. Z, Inst, xv, p. 219, pi. 30 ; 

Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, i, p. 216.
Hal.—S.Pacific; -Port Jackson; Port Phillip; Tasmania; New Zealand, Hound of our coasts, 

where it is common, Attains the length of 5 feet.

LA MNIDjE.
Lam n a ot.auca.

Oxyrldna glauea, Mull. & llenle, Plagiost.. p. 09, pi. 29 ; Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 302 ; Dumeril, 
Elasmobr., p. 409. ~

Lamm glauea, Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 391.; Macleav, Aust. Cat. ii, p, 292; Tenison-Woods, lush erics of
N. S. Wales, p. 93.

Hah.—Japan; Cape sens ; Australian coasts. Blue Bointer of Port Jackson. Grows to the 
length of 12 feet.

022—A ■ Carcii arodoe:
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CATtCHAHODOir RONHEMLTII.

Miill. & Henle, Plagiost., p. 70; DumiSril, Elasmobr., p. 411; Griinth., Cat. viii, p. 392; Macleay, Aust.
Cat. it, p. 294; Haswell, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales is, p. 83, pi. 1, ff. 1^;; G-iinth., 
Study of Pishes, p. 320. f. 114 {tooth).

Carcharodon capemis, Smith, 111. Zool. S, Afr. Pise., pi. 4.
JTab.—Mediterranean; Cape seas; Australian seas. White Pointer of Port -Jaelcson. A fierce 

and destructive species, which attains the length of 40 feet.

CnONTASPIS AMERICANOS.
Squalm americamts, Mitch., Phil, et Lit. Trans. New York i, p. 483.
Odontaspis taurus (Rafin.), Mull. & Henle, Plagiost., p. 73, pi. 30; Dumeril, Elasmobr., p. 417 ; M’Coy, 

Prodr. Zool. Viet. dec. vii, pi. 64, f. 1.
------------ americamts, Abbott, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sc. Philad. 1861, p. 399; Dumeril, l.c., p. 419; Giinth, Cat.

viii, p. 392; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 294; Tenisou-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 95.
JIab.—Atlantic; Cape seas; S. Pacific; Tasmania; Port Jackson. Grey Unrse of the Sydney

fishermen. Attains the length of 15 feet.
Anoriis vulpes.

Squalus vulpes, Gmel. Linn., p. 1496 ; et auett. - ■
Careharias vulpes, Cuv., Rogue Anim.; De Kay, New York Fauna Fish, p, 348, pi. 61, f. 199 ; Gay, Hist. 

Chile Zool. ii, p. 363.
Alopias vulpes, Bonap., Faun. Ital. Pcsc. iii, p. 66 ; Mull. & Henle, Plagiost., p. 74, pi. 35, f. 1 

{dentition) ; Day, Brit. Pishes ii, p. 300, pi. 157.
Alopecias vulpes, Yarrell, Brit. Fishes (ed. 3) ii, p. 512; Giinth., Cat. viii. p. 393; Macleay, Anst. Cat. ii, 

p. 295 ; Giinth., Study of Fishes, p. 322.
Hah.—Temperate and tropical seas of both hemispheres. Thresher of Port Jackson. Grows to at

least 15 feet.
NOTIDANIDiE.

Notidanus ikdicus.

Cuv., Regne Anim.; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 398 ; Day, Pishes of India, p. 723, pi. 189, f. 4; Macleay, Aust.
Cat. ii, p. 296; M‘Coy, Prodr. Zool. Yict. dee. v, pi. 43, f. 2 ; Giinth., Study of Fishes, 
p.- 324, pi. 1.1.5 {dentition).

Heptanehus indicus, Miill. & Henle, Plagiost., p. 82, pi. 32; Schleg., Faun, Japon. Poiss., p. 303; M’Don.
& Barr., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1868, p. 371, pi. 33 ; Haswcll, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ix, 
p. 88, pi. 1, f. 5.

Uab.—Indian seas; Japan; California; Cape seas; Australian seas; Jervis Bay; Port Jackson. 
One-Jlnned Shark of Sydney. Attains a length of 8 feet.

SCYLLIIDJ3.
SCI'ILIUM AN ALE. '

Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, pp. 445, 464.
JIab.—Port Jackson. Spotted Dog-fish. Grows to the length of 2 feet.

SCYLLIUM HACULATUM.

Squalus maculatus, Bl. Sehn., p. 130 {not auett).
Segllium maculatum, Giinth., Cat. viii. p. 401; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 297; Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. 

N. S. Wales x, p. 464.
Hal.—Australian seas (Gi'mthcr.) Port Darwin and Port 'Jackson (Macleay). Grows to the 

length of 2 feet (Macleay).
Chiloscvleium: ocellatum.

Sqmlus ocellatus, Gmel. Linn, i, p. 1494; Bl, Schn.. p. 129.
Hemiscgllium oculattm, Mull. & Henle, Plagiost., p. 16 ; Diimcril, Elasmohr., p. 326.
Chiloseyllimi ocellatum, Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 410 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 299 ; Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. 

N. S. Wales x, j). 464.
Hob.—N. Australia ; Port Jackson (Ogilby). Grows to the length of 3 feet.

ClITEO SCYLLIUM MODE STUM.

Giinth., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1871, p. 654, pi. 54; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 299.
Okiloscyllium furvum, Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 300.

Hab.—East coast of Australia ; Port Jackson. Dusky Dog-fish. Grows to 3 feet in length.

Crossorutnus rarbatus.
Squalus larlatus, Gmel. Linn., p. 1493.
Crossorhinus larlatus, Miill. & Henle, Plagiost., p. 21, pi. 5; Sehlog., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 301;

Dumeril, Elasmobr., p. 338; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 414; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 301; 
M‘Coy, Prodr. Zool. Yict. dec. v. p. 43, f. 1; Haswcll. Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ix, 
p. 92, pi. 1, ff. 6-8 ; Tenison-Woods, Ptshcries of N. S. Wales, p, 94.

----------- ornatus, De Yis, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales viii, p. 289.
Hah.—Japanese and Australian seas ; Tasmania; Port Jackson. TFoiSeyoBy at Sydney. Attains 

to 8 feet long, ‘
The Australian Museum possesses a specimen of the Crossorhinus ornatus of De Vis, taken at Port 

Stephens, but I can only consider it to be a well-marked variety of the ordinary form. A second specimen . 
brought in from Port Jackson to-day (28th Sept., J8S5) confirms this opinion ; it measures 4J feet.

HETERODONTIDiE.
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HBTBBODONTIDjE.
HeTERODOXTUS PHILIjIPT.

Squalus pMllippi, Bl. Schn., p. 134.
Hcterodontus Blainv, Nouy. Bull. Sc. 181(5, p. 121; Dumeril, Elasmobr., p. 424; Miklouho-

Maciay and Macleay, Proe. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 309, pis. 22-24.
Gestracion pkiUipi, Cnv., Ebgne Anim. ; Mull. & Henle, Plagiost., p. 76, pi. 31; Schleg., Eauu. Japon.

Poiss., p. 304; Stiniyer, Nov. Act. Acad. Carol. Leopold. Nat. cur. ixiii, 1864; Zaddach 
bebr. Ges. Koiugsb. 1872, p. 6 ; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 415 and Study of Fishes, p. 329 ff 
119, 120 (jaws'). ’

Hab. Australian and New Zealand seas; Port Jackson, common. Port Jaekson Shark of the 
fishermen ; Tabbigaio of the aborigines. Attains a length of 4$ feet.

Hiteeodoittijs gaxeatus.
Gestracion qalaatus, GKiuth., Cat. viii, p. 416 and Study of Fishes, p. 330, pi. 122.
Heterodontm Miklouho-Maclay and Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. "Wales iii, p. 313, pi. 25.

Huh. Coast of New South Wales. Grows to 8£ feet in length, and is common, but generally 
confounded with its congener. ° J

SPINACH) A’..
Acanthus megalops.

Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, in 303; ? Richardson, Voy. Erebus and Terror Fishes, p. 44, pi. 28 ff. 1 2.
Hab.—Port Jackson. Grows to 3 feet in length. ’ 1

" RHINIDiE.
Eiii.na SQUATINA.

Squalus squatina, Linn.. Syst. Nat. i, p. 398.
Squafina vulgaris. Mull. & Henle, Plagiost., p. 99, pi. 35, f. 4 (smut.) ; Schleg., Faun. Japon, Poiss., 

p. 305, pi. 80.
Bhina squatina, Bof. Ind., p. 45; Dumeril, Elasmobr,, p. 464 ; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 430, and Study of Fishes, 

p. 334; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 304; M'Coy, Prodr. Zool. Viet. dec. iv, pi. 34 ■ Day Brit 
Fishes ii, p. 326, pi. 163. 1 .J

Hah. lemperate and tropical seas ; Port Jackson, common. Ana cl Shark of Svdnev, Grows to 
6 feet. ' '

PRIST.1 OPHORIDiE,
pRISTIOPHORUS CtRRATUS.

Fristis cirratus. Lath., Trans. Linn. Soc. ii, p. 281, pi. 26, ff. 5 & 27.
Pristiophorm cirratus, Mull & Henle, Plagiost., p. 98; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 432; Macleav, Aust. Cat. ii, 

p. 305; Haswcll, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ix, p. 98, pi. I, ff. 9-12. " '
„, . South and oast coasts of Australia ; Tasmania ; Port Jackson. Saw Shark of tbe fishermen,
Attains to 4 feet in length.

• Batoidei.
RHlNOBATIDJi.

4 RhINCKOEATL'S EJEDDENSTS.
Baja, djiddensis, Forsk., Descr. Anim., p. 18.
Bldnobatus hzvis, Bl. Schn. p. 354, pi. 71; Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 306, pi, 139.
Bhynchobatus Iwms, Mull, & Henle, Plagiost., p. Ill; Dumeril, Elasmobr., p. 483.
Blynchobatus djeddensis, Cant., Mai. Fisb., p. 412; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 441; Klun/.., Fiseh. Roth. Mecr.

Fill1!',674 •Fi8.hes of Indla’ p‘ 7:i0> P1-192’f-1 5 Giinther, Study of Fishes, p. 338,
t. 125 (dentition) ; Ogilby, Proc. Jjinn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, p. 465. "

HaJ—East African, Indian, Japanese, and Australian seas; Port .lackson. Grows to the length 
or 7 feet. °

. . Rhinoeatds granuladus,
BMnobatus rhinobatus, Bl. Schn., p. 353.
-----------granulatus, Cuv., Regne Anim., Mull. & Henle, Plagiost., p. 117, pi. 38; Dumeril, Elasmobr.,

p. 493 ; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 443; Day, Fishes of' India, p. 732, pi. 192, f. 2; Macleay, Aust. 
Cat. ii, p, 307; Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, p. 465.

WflA—-East Indian and Australian seas; Port Jackson (Macleay). I have not seen a New South 
V\ ales example of this fish, which appears to have been confounded with the following by writers on the 
Australian fauna. Attains to 7 feet in length.

Rhinobatds eougaenyillei.
BMnolahis (Syrrhina) lougainvillii, Mull. & Henle, Plagiost., p. 117 ; Dumeril, Elasmobr., p. 491, pi. 10, 

f. X {mouth.)

-- bougainvillii, .Quath,, Cat, viii, p. 445 ; Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, p. 464.
Hab. Port Jackson, Shovel-nosed Bay of Sydney fishermen. Grows to the length of 4 feet.

Trtgonoeiiina tasciata.
Miill. & Henle, Plagiost. p. 124, pi. 43; Dumeril, Elasmobr , p. 502; Giinth., Cat. viii. p. 448 ; Macleay, 

Aust. Cat. ii, p. 309; Haswell, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ix, p. 107, pi. 2, ff. 1-8,
HhJ.—South and east coasts of Australia ; Port Jackson, common. Fiddler of the Sydney fisher

men. Attains a length of 4 feet.
TORPEDINDLE. -

Hypnos SUENIOHCFM.
Dumeril, Rev. Zool. 1852, p. 279, pi. 12, and Elasmobr., p. 520 ; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 453 ; Macleay, Aust. 
. Cat. n, p. 310; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 100 ; Haswell, Proc. Linn.

Soc. N. S. Wales ix, p. 104, pi. 2, ff. 6 & 7.
-Hiti.—Australian seas: Port Jackson, common. Numb-fish, Gramp-fish, and Torpedo, of the 

fishermen. Attains 2 feet in length, and over, " ' RAIIDAE.
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RA LXDJi.
RilV .VUBTIlALiS.

ALacluav, Proc. Linn. Sou. X. S. Walcn viii, p. 46.1. i _ ,
Uab.—Outside Port Jackson, in 50 fathoms. Largest specimen measures fifteen inches.

Rata xitida.

Giinth., Voy. Challenger Shore Fi.-Aies, p. 27, pi. 14. f. A.; UfaclBay, Aust. Cat. App., p. 63.
JIab.—Twofold Eav, in 120 fathoms. Specimen measures S inches in total length.

Raia lemprieri is included by Tenison-Woods (Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 2G) ; I know of no autbenlie record of its 
occurrence on our coast.

TRY G 0X1 DAI.
Teagox rAsnyACA.

Jlaia pastinaca, Linn,, Syst. Xat., p. 396 : Rl. Schn., p. 460. , ,
Trmon pastinaca, Cuv., Regne Anim.; Mull. & llenle, Plagiost., p. 161; Dumeril. Elasmobr., p. GOv,

' Giinth., Cat., viii, p.478; Day, Brit. Eishcs ii, p. 350, pi. 175; Macleay, Anst. Cat. n,
p. 313 ; Haswell, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales i.v, p. 100, pi. 2, IP 10 & 11.

-----------akajei, Mtill. & Ucnle, l.c , p. 165, pi. 53; Schleg,, Raun. Japon. Poiss., p. SOS; Dumeril, l.c.,
p. GO 4.

Tnjfjon sni/i, Miill, & Henle, 1 e., i). 166 ; Dumeril, 1 c, p. 603.
‘ ILjA—Atlantic Ocean; Mediterranean; Japanese, Chinese, and Australian seas; Port Jackson,

(Gunther).
Tuvaoy tlt3?eecoiata.

Trygon tuberculatus, Lacup., Hist. Xrat. dcs Poiss. ii, p. 106, pi. 4, f. 1; Dumeril, Elasmobr., p. 605.
-------- sabina, Miill. & Henle, Plagiost., p. 163 ; Dumeril, l.c., p, 607.
——— iubcrculata, Guntb., Cat. viii. p. 480; Maclcay. Aust. Cat. ii, p. 314.

Jiab.—American region of the Tropical Atlantic; Port Jackson, (Giinther),

Tmonopfius testac£xs.
Trygonoptera tcstaeea, Miill. & Henle, Plagiost., p. 174, ph 56.
----------- mnelleri, Stcind., Hitxgsbcr. Ak. Wiss. "Wien liii, 1806, p. 479, pi. 6, f. 5 (young.')
-----------henlci, Stcind., l.c , f. 4 (half-grown).
----------- australis, Stcind., l.c., p. 4S0, pi. 7. _ ■
Urolophus icstaceus, Giinth., Cat viii, p. 486; Maclcay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 315.

Uab.—Australian seas; Port Jackson, abundant. Sling Hag of the fishermen. Grows to the 
length of 30 inches.

UltOLOrilUS BUCCULESIUS.
Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc, N. 8. Wales ix. p. 172.

Uab.—Outside Port Jackson, 40 to 60 fathoms

PTEIiOlU.A'IEA AUSTliAJ.JS.
Eamsav Ogilhv, Proe. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, (in press).

7/<iA—Cape Hawke. Breadth of disk 23 inches in the single specimen forwarded by Mr. J. Brown 
to the Australian Museum.

MYLlOBATIDjE.

MnnoBATrs aqvila.
Jlaia aquila, Linn., Syst. Nat, p. 396 : Bl. Schn.. p. 360.
MijlivbaUs aquila.Gw.^hgnv Aaim. ■, Miill. & Henle, Plagiost,, p. 170; Dumeril, Elasmobr., p. 634; 

' Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 489, and Study of Eishcs, p. 3-14, f. 129 (jaws) ; Macleay, Aust. Cat.
ii, p. 316; Day, Brit. Pishes ii, p. 352, pi. 176.

JJab.—Mediterranean and Atlantic ; Port Jackson, (Giinther).

Mvliobatis australis.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 316 : M!Coy, Prodr, Zool. \ ict. dec. vii, pi. 63.

JJal.—Poit Jackson.
AEfOBATfS EABIA'AIII.

Jlaja narinari, Euph., Vet. Ak nya. llandl. 1790, xi. p. 217 ; Bl. Schn. p. 361. ^ ___
Abtobalis narinari, Miill. <t Henle, Plagiost. p. 179: Dumeril, Elasmohr., p. 611 ; Giinth,, Cat. viii, p, 

492; Day, Pishes of India, p. 743, pi. 194, f. 4 ; Maclcay, Aust. Cat. it, p. 317 ; Ogilby. 
Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, p. 466.

JJab.—Xro pi cal seas ; North Australia ; Cape Hawke, N. S. ICalcs; two specimens presented to 
the Australian Museum by Mr. J. Brown. Attains to 6 feet in breadth of disk.

Ceratoitoa alfreoi.
KreJfr-, Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 317. _ _ , ,

JJab.—Manly Beach. Specimen now measures about 11 feet in breadth of disk. It is impossible 
now to differentiate this species, so much lias it been destroyed in the process of stuffing. . A smaller 
example, 41- feet in breadth of disk, taken in Middle Harbour, Port Jackson, is also irrccogninable from 
the same cause ; there is however a short spine on the tail, (? Cephaloptera).

TELEOSTE1.
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TELEOSTEI.

ACANTHOPTEEYGII.

PERCIFOBMES.
PEECIDiE. '

Pebca fluyiatilis.
Liud., Syst. Nat, 170G, 5). 481; Cuv. & Val.JIist. Nat. des Poiss. ii, p. 20; Giinth, Cut. i.p. 58 ; Steind., 

Ak.Wiss. AVien, SB, Ixxviii, Abth. i, p. 300; Houghton, Brit. Bresh-water 1'iBhca 1, p. l,pl.
1; Day, Brit. Pishes i, p. 2, pi. 1; Giinth., Study of Pishes, chap, iii, & p. 375, pi. 151.

Hab,—Fresh waters of Europe, Siberia, and North America ; introduced in many waters of JNow 
South "Wales, English Ecrch of the colonists. Grows to tho Weight of eight lbs., hut is commonly obtained 
of less than three.

I/ATES COTjONORU-IT.
Giinth., Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1863, p. 114; Maclcay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 4; Casteln , Proc. Linn. Soc.

N. S. Wales iii, p. 365; McCoy, Prodr. Zool. Viet. dec. ii,pl. 14; Tenison-Woods, Pishcncs 
of N. S. Wales, p. 31, pi. 1. _ _ ^

Diihs novem-aculeatus, Stcind., Sitzgsbcr. Ak, Wiss Wien 1SG6, liii, p. 428, t. 2, f. 1.
Latas curlus, Casteln., Kcs. on the Fishes of Anstralia, p. 5.
P------------ similis, Casteln.. Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, i, p. 44. .
p------------ antarcticus, Casteln., l.c., p. 44.
?------------ victoria, Casteln., l.c., p. 45. ' .

Jiab.—Eastern river system of New South Wales; Gippsland. Tho Perch of tho colonists. 
Attains a weight of 5 lbs.

Lates bamsayi.
Maclcay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 6. , . h-t -c- -n

Jiab.—Fresh water pools above Parramatta. I hold the opinion, which is shared by Mr. h. 1.
Bamsay, that this is only a land-locked form of the preceding species;

Etelis q'l.
Giinth., Voy. Challenger Shore Pishes, p. 27. , ,

_'LVofold Bay, 120 fathoms (?). Specimens 2 i-inches long ; supposed to bo the young ol
JJtclis carbuncuhis, Cuv. & Val.

Ekoplosus abmatus.
Ghaiiodon annahis. White, Voy. N. S. Wales, pi. 39, f. 1.
Jinovl-osus xvldtii, Lacep., Hist. Nat. des Poiss. iv, p. 541. r. .
------------ armatus, Cuv. & Val. ii, p. 133, pi. 20; Guntb., Cat. i, p. 81; Macleay, Aust. Cat. 1, p. 9 ; lem-

son-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 32, pi. 2.
AZ'rtJ.~-East aud south coasts of Australia; Port Jackson, abundant. Old mfe,ak Sydney. Grows 

to the length of 9 inches.
AKTJUAS T/El’IDOllTEBUS.

Perea lepidoptera, Porst., Descr. Anim, p. 133.
Ppincphehts lepidopterus, Bl. Schn,, p. 302.
(ScnyruHs fcpiAmforirs, Etch., A.nn. Nat. Hist. 1842, ix, p, 18. . .. . .
Anthias richurdsonii, Q'xmih., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1869, p. 429, and Ann. Nat. Hist. 1876, xvn (4), p. 39;

Macleay, A.ust. Cat. i, p. 12. .
Scorpis hcctori, Hutt., Pishes of N, Zeal., p. 4, f. 4, and Trans. N. Zeal. Inst, v, p. 259, pi. 7, and op. cit.

JJab.—New Zealand, Tasmania, Port Jaekson, one specimen, in the Maclcay Museum, taken in 
April, 1885. Attains a length of 12 inches.

CArEO.no>' sc11i1EGEi.11.
Caprodon, Schleg. Paun. Japon Poiss., p. 64, pi. 30 ; lllch., Icthyol. China,p. 235 (male). 
jLnthias schlcficlii, Giinth., Cat. i, p. 93 (male).
•------------ lonnimanus, Giinth., Cat. i. p. 94; Bamsay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales v, p. 294; Macleay,

Aust. Cat. i, p. 12 : Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p, 33, pi. 3 (female). 
Ueoanthias guentheri. Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. W. iii, p. 367 (male).
Caprodon schleaeli, Ogilby, Proc. Linn, Soc. N. S. Wales x, p. 231. _ .

Jiab.—Japan ; Port Jaekson, scarce, in summer only. Lonfjfin, (Teniwon-vV oods). Attains a 
length of 15 inches.

Sebbaets djemelt.
Guntil., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1876, (4) xvii, p. 391; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 365 ;

Maclcay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. "Wales viii, p. 25i; Teiiisoii^Woods, Pishories or N, S. 
Wales, p. 33. .

JJab.—N. S. Wules coast: Normanhy Island, D'Entrecasteaux Group, in fresh water. Black 
rock-cod, of Port Jackson. Grows to the length of 2 feet, and is an excellent lish for the table.

Sbbhanus guytueaius. .
Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 33. pi. 2.

Jiab.—Port Jackson. Grows to 14 inches in length.

SeMBAXUS TISnULATO-STBIAXtrS.
Fetors, MonaGber. Ak. Wiss. Berlin I860, p. 518; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, i>. 366.

Uab.—Poit Jackson. Specimen measured 11 inches. Sebbaxu 3
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Sehhanub mehra.
Bpineplclus merra, Bl., t. 329 (not Bleekr.r). ■
Serranus gilberli, Eich., Ami. Nftt. Hist. 1342, p. 19, & Icthyol. China, p. 230; Guuth., Cat', i, p. 148,- 

& i, p. 141 (par)); Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p, 19; Day, Fishes of India, pp. 13 & 746, p). 2, f, 2.
----------- inegacldr, Eich., Icthyol. China, p. 230.
----------- ardalis, Bleek,, Atl. Icthyol. Fere. p. 37, t. 4 4, f. 3

JJab.—Eod Sea; Indian, Chinese and Malayan seas; north and east coast of Australia- Port 
Jackson, rare. 9 inches in length. ’ :

Serbaitus eusoo-g-uttatus.

Rupp., Atl. lische, p. 108, t. 27, f. 2; Giinth, Cat, i, p. 127; ICner, Voy. Novara Fische. p, 22 1 

Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 16; Day, Fishes of India, p. 22, pi. 5, f. 3,
Serranus horridvs, Cuv. & Val. ii, p. 321; Giinth,, Cat. i, p. 136.
----------- geogmphicus, Cuv. & Val. ii, p. 322; Giinth, Cat. i, p. 150.
----------- dispar, Playf., Fishes of Zanzibar, p. 6, pi i, ff, 2, 3.
Epinephelus horridus, Bloek, Atl. Icthyol. Pore., t. 29, f. 3.

Sab. East African, Indian, and Malayan seas ; north and east coasts of Australia ; Port Jackson, 
rare. Ten inches long.

Count Oaetclnau, in a list of Port Jackson fishes (Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 349), includes Serranus quttatus,
C. & V. In the absence of the specimen or of a description I am unable to determine whether S. mimatvs (Forsb.l Bunn., or 
S. guttatuSi (Bl.) Peters is intended.

PljECTHOPOlTA KTOEO-TlUUltUM.
Cuv. & Val. ii, p. 402; Quoy & Gaim., Voy. Astrolabe Poiss., p. 659, ph 4, f. 1; Giinth., Cat. i, p. 158 ; 

Maclcay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 22 ; Ogilhv, Proe. Linn. 8oe. N. S. Wales x, p. 119.
Sab.—Southern and eastern coasts of Australia; Port Jaekson, scarce. Attains a length of 10

inches.
PI.ECTROPOMA ASNUT.ATUM.

Giinth., Cat. i, p. 158, & French., Cruise of the Curaeoa. p. 415, pi. 28, f. B ; Casteln., Proe Linn Soc 
N. S. Wales hi, p. 369. ,

Sab.—Port Jackson. Grows to 8 inches in length.

PLECTROEO.MA SEMrctNCTUM:,
Cuv. & Val. ix, p! 442; Gay, Hist. Chile Zool, p. 153., Ictiol. pi. 2,-f. 1; Giinth,, Cat. i, p. 160; 

Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 22.
. Sab.—Chili; Junn Fernandez ; AVest Australia ; Port Jackson. Eight inches long.

PlECJIIOI-OMA OCKIUjATUII.

Giinth., Cat. i, p. 504, and Branch., Cruise of the Curaeoa, p. 416, pi. 29; Macleay, Ansi. Cat. i, p. 23 ;
Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. AVAles, p. 34, pi. 4.

Pleelropoma cyanastigma, Giinth., Cat. i, p. 161, (not Blecher).
-----------mp'iaster, Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. AVien 1866, liii, p. 426, t. 1, f. 3.

Sab.—Australian seas ; Port Jackson, common. Wirrah of the Ahorigines. Grows to 12 inches 
in length. A very inferior fish for the table.

PiECTSOPOMA SUSUKI.

Cuv. & Val. ii, p. 404; Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 11, pi. 4, f. 1; Rich., Ichthyol. China, p. 230 ;
Giinth., Cat. i., p. 160, and Proc. Zool. Soc. 1867, p. 100; Macleay, Aust, Cat. i, p. 23: 
Day, Fishes of India, p. 20.

?Perea septem- faseiata, Thunb., Nov. Ac. Stock. 1793, pi. 1, f. 1.
Sab. Chinese and Japanese seas ; Port Jackson (Gunther), Attains a length of 12 inches.

Count Castelnau claims to bare obtained a specimen of Phciropotna serratnm (C. A. V.) from Port Jackson, but his 
description (Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 368) applies more closely to P. ocellatum.

Ltjttattus henoalewsis.
Solocentrus bong/den sis, Bl., t. 246, f. 2,
Siacope oetolineata, Cnv. & Val. ii, p. 418, & vi, p, 526 (part) ; Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 12, pi. 6, 

f. 2 ; Eich,, Ichthyol, China, p. 229.
Qenyoroge bengalensis, Giinth., Cat. i, p. 178 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 28.
Mesoprion bengalensis, Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 31; Giinth., Fische d. Sudsce, p. 12.
Diaeopus bengalensis, Casteln Proc. Linn. Soc. Is. S. Wales iii, p. 349
Lutianus bengalensis, Bleek., Atl. Icthyol. Perc., t. 24. f. 3 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 33, pi. 10, f. 4.

Sab.—From the east African coast to Polynesia; Port Jackson. Grotvs to a length of 10 inches.

LlFTlANDS .lOHSir.
Anthias johnii, Bl., t. 318.
Mesoprion jdhnii, Cnv. & Val. ii, p. 443; Giinth., Cat. i, p. 200; K.ner, Aroy. Novara Fische, p. 35;

Giinth., Fische d. Sudsee, p. 15 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 29.
Lutianus johnii, Day, Fishes of India, p. 42, pi. 13, f. 1.

Sab.—East African, Indian, and Malayan seas; North Australia; Kichmond River, one specimen 
from Mr. T. Temperley (Ogilby). Grows to a length of at least 12 inches.

Lutianus i-uj/vtflawma.

Scioena fulvijlaniina, Forsk., Descr. Anim., p. 45.
Diacope fulvijlamma, Rupp., Atl. Fische, p. 72, t. 19, f. 2; Cuv. & Aral. ii, p. 423.

Hab.—From the east coast of Africa to Australia ; Bellinger River, N.S. AVales.

Lutianus iiacleayanus.

Ramsay, Proe. Linn. Soc. N. S. AVales viii, p. 178.
Sab.—Port Jackson. Specimen measures §0 inches. Lutianus



I/DTIANUS JtARfl-EN'ATtra.
Diacope marginata, Cuv. & Yal. ii, p. 125.

Mesoprion marginatm, Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 81; Giinth , Fische d. Sudsee, p. 13, t. 14. 
Q-enyoroge marginafa, Giiuth., Cat. i, p. 181.
LuHanus marginatum, Bleek., Lutian., p. 72 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 44, pi. 13, f. 5.

ITfli—From the east African seas to Polynesia ; Port Jackson (Kner). Attains at least 16 inches 
in length.

GiAUCOSOMA SCAI'UTjARE,

Ramsay, (M. SS.), Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 3k pi. 13; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 34. 
? Glaucosoma bitrgeri, Casteln,, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S, Wales iii, p. 350. ’

Port Jackson. Grows to a length of 20 inches at least. An excellent food fish.

JfnERATXA GUKXTSIEItT.

Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Yict. i, p. 61; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 56.
Hab.—Murray River Average length, 14 inches. Klunzinger considers this fish identical with

Nacquaria australadca. "

MuMIATlIA COBINOIDES.
Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Yict. i, p. 62; Macleay, Aust, Cat. i, p. 57.

Jiab,—Murray River. Attains a length of 12 inches.
Murratia jiramotdes.

Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Yict. i, p. 63 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 57.
Jiab.—Murray River, rare. Length. 12 inches.

Mu Eli ATI A RIVERJJTA.

Dales riverinus, Krefft, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1867, p. 943.
Mxirrayia riverina, Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 58.

Jiab.—Murray River and its tributaries.

. Ml'RH ATT A JENKDTSI.
Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales x, p. 268.

JJab.—Yass district of the Murrutnhidgee. Specimen measured 5 inches,
RlTEIiJKA TJjl’ViAT 11,1 S.

Casteln,, Proc. Zool. Soc. Yict, i, p. 64; Macleav, Aust. Cat i, p. 58.
Uab.—Murray River. ''

MaCQUARIA AU3TRALASICA.

Cuv. & Yal. v, p. 377, pi. 131; Leas., Voy. Coquille Zoo), ii, p. 194, pi. 14. f. 1; Giinlh., Cat. i, n. 286 - 
Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 59. '

Jiab,—Macquarie River.
Ctejtolates AMUrGUUS.

Datnia ambigm. Rich., Yoy. Erebus & Terror Pishes, p. 25. pi. 19.
Dules ambigmis, Gimth., Cat. i, p. 270; Klun/;., S.B. Ak. Wien Ixxx, Abth. i, p. 337, pi. 1, f. 1.
-----------auratus, Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Yict. i, p. 55.
Otenolates macquariensis, Giinth., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1871, p. 390, pi. 33.
----------- amhignus, Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 54 ; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N.S. Wales, p. 103.

Jiab.—AW the rivers of the Murray system. Gohlen Perch and Tdlow-helh/ of the colonists ; 
Raalcaalain of the Murrumbidgee aboriginals. Attains a length of at least 16 inches! ’

Ctexolates christtj.

Dules christyi, Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soe. Yict. i, p. 57.
Otenolates christyi, Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 55.

Uab.—Edwards River, near Deniliquin.

CrEXOUATES FUAVESCENS.
Dules jlavescens, Casteln., Res. on the Fishes of Australia, p. 10.
OtenolatesJlavescens, Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 55.

Uab.—Murray River. Specimen measured 19 inches.
Stcmdoclmer (Sitzgsbor. Ak. Wiss.AVien Ivi, p. 320) describes a X>nles reinharcUit. 1 have not hud anopporlunii.v of 

seeing tho descriplion of this species, and am therefore unable to include it m my hat. The example is said to be from To rt 
Jackson.

TlIERAl’ON CUVIER1.

Pristipoma scx-lineahm, Quoy & Gaim., Yoy. Freyc. Poiss., p. 320.
Pelates sex-lineatus, guadri-Uncatus, et guinqueJineatus. Cuv. & Val. ii, p. 146, etseq., pi. 55- Less 

Voy. Coquille Zool. ii, p. 223.
Therapon cuvierSat. Tydschr. Nederl. Indie vi,p. 211, and Atl. Ichthyol. Perc., pi. 37, f. 2 ; 

Giinth., Cat. i, p. 282; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 62,
Sab. Sea of Timor; South coast ot New Guinea; North and east coasts of Australia; Port 

Jackson, abundant. jl/We and Trumpeter Perch at Sydney. Grows but rarely to a length of 12 inches. 
Of no commercial value ‘

Our fish is certainly distinct from that described as Therapon guadri-lineatus, Bl., by Day (Fishes 
of India, p. 70, pi. IS, f. 5), below which he places T. ettvieri, Bleek., aa a aynonym.

TuF.lt Al'OX RICHARDS ON IT.

Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Yict. i, p. 60 ; Macleay, Aust. Cal. i, p, 61; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. 
Wales, p. 104.

Uab. liners of the Murray system. Silver Perch or Bream of the colonists; Kooberry of the 
Murrumbidgee aboriginals. Therapon

1
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Tfro.u-ox 101:17-
Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, i, p. 5D; Maclcay, Aust. Cat. i, p. G5. _ ^
? Bxtnia cUipHca, Hi eh., Voy. Erebus and Terror Eislies, p. 11$, pi. 52, ff. '!-$ ; Giinth., Cat. i, p. 27G ; 

Maclcay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 63, ...
JIah.—? Rivers of Western Australia ; Alurray River, rare. Specimen 10 inches in length.

Theiupok' usicolok,
Giinth,, Cat. i, p. 277; Kner, Sitr.gsber. Ak. Wiss. Wien Iviii, p. 299, t. 2, f. 4, var.; Maclcay, Proe. 

Linn. Soe. N. S. "Wales iii, p. 1G, and Aust. Cat. i, p. G5.
—Northern rivers of N. S. Wales; Warialda. Attains at least 7 inches in length.

■ Titeeapox jr a cleat anus.
Ramsay, Proe. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales vi, p. $31.

Hab,—Macquarie River. Spawning in November.
Count Cnsfcelnini records (Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales iii, p, 350) T’itr3p'>n xsnm, TJ1. from Pori Jackson ; it is very 

doubtful whether his identification was correct.

Helotes sexltneatus. '
Therapon sexlincatus, Quoy & Gaim., Voy. Ercyc. Poiss., ph GO, f. 1.
Helotes sexlineatus. Cuv. and Val. iii, p. 149, pi. 5G ; Giinth,, Cat. i, p. 235 ; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, 

p. 46, t. 3, f. 1; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Perc., ph Gi, f. 5 ; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. 
Wales ii, p. 34S, and Aust. Cat. i, p. 68. _

Hal.—Australian coasts; Port Jackson. Attains a length of 7 inches.

AGENOH MOUESTL'S.
Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 371.

Hab.—Port Jackson. Length of specimen 4 inches.
Htperoglvphe POltOSA.

JDiagrammaporosa. Rich., Voy. Erebus and Terror Eishcs, p. 2G, pi. 1G, ff. 5, G.
Hyperocfh/plicporosa, Giinth., Cat. i, p. 337 ; Macleay, A.ust. Cat. i, p. 72. _

' Hab.—Coasts of Australia; Port Jackson, (Krcffc), Typical specimen 51 inches long.

Lobotes sunmirEXSTS, ■
Hoheentrus surinamensis, Bl., t. 243. _ _
Lobotes surinamensis, Cuv. & Yah v, p>. 319 ; Bay, Eishcs of India, p. 84, ph 21, f. 5.
-------- somnolenfus, Cuv. & Yah v, p. 32,
----- — auctorum, Giinth,, Cat. i, p. 338 ; Maclcay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 75. _

' Hab.—East African, Indian, and Malayan seas; Port Jackson; Endeavour River, var, somnolent its
(Macleay). Grows to the length of 2 feet. An excellent food fish.

IIlSTIOPTEEUS LAEI03US.
Giinth., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1871, p. 658, ph 59; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 74.
Hiehardsonia insignis, Castelu., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, i, p. 112. _

Hab.—South coast of Australia; Botany Bay; Port Jackson; scarce. Attains a length of 30 
inches at least.

Geeres o vat us.
Giinth., Cat/ i, p. 343 ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 391; Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, p. 7G ; 

Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 43.
Hab.—South-east coast of Australia ; Port Jackson, common. Silver Bream and Silver Bcllg of the 

Sydney fishermen. Grows to 8 inches in length.
Gerues subeasciatus.

Cuv. & Yah vi, p. 477; Giinth., Cat, i, p. 343 ; Macleay, Aust. Cut. i, p. 77.
Hab.—Fort Jackson. Grows to a length of 6 inches.

■ Gerres AEG tree a.
Scimna argyrea, Eorst.
Gichla argyrea, B3. Schn., p. 344,
Gerres loaigiensis, Quoy & Gaim., Voy. Freyc. Zool., p. 292. ^
Gems argyreus, Cuv.‘& Yah vi, p. 478 ; Giinth., Cat. i, p. 352; Macleay, Proe. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales 

iv, p, 62, & Aust. Cat. i, p. 78.
’ Hab,—From the Red Sea through tlie Malay Archipelago to the Solomon Islands; Port Jackson 

(Giinther) ; Richmond River (Ogilby). Attains a length of at least 5 inches.

Pestabus SETOSrS.
Cuv. & Yal. vi, p. 270; Giinth., Cat. i, p. 382; Bleek,, Ath Ichthyol. Perc.. ph 4G, f. 1; Kner, Yoy. 

Novara Fische, p. GO ; Maclcay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 85.
Jiab.—Madras & Singapore (Kner) ; Batavia (Giinther) ; North coast of Australia ; Port Jackson 

(Macleay). Grows to a length of 10 niches.
■ ArHARECS EOSEUS.

Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 373. _
Hab.—Port Jackson (Castelnuu). Specimen measured nearly 2-4 inches.

Ol-ICORUS A1ACQUAEIENSIS.
Grystcs maeguariensis, Cuv. &-VaI. iii, p. 58 ; Rich., Voy. Erebus & Terror Fishes, p. US, pi. 53, ff. 8, 9. 
----------- peclii, Mitch., Exped. Austr., ph 5, f. 1. Oligorus
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Oligorus maeguariensis, Gtintli., Cat. i, p. 251, and Study of Fishes, p. 392, f. 1G4; Macleav, Aust. Cat. i, 
p. 52; and Proc. Linn. Soc. Iv. S. Wales viii, p. 200; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. 
Wales, p. 102, pi. 41.

Uab.—Murray River and its tributaries ; northern rivers of the eastern watershed of N. S. Wales. 
Murray Cod of the colonists ; Koolcoohul of the Murrumbidgee aboriginals; P-undy on the Lower Murray. 
Attains a weight of 120 lbs. An excellent food fish. Spawns from November to January.

Oj.IQOItUS 'Ain'CHET.LI.
Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Yict. ii, p. 150; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 53 ; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. 

S. Wales, p. 103.
Hah.—Rivers of the western watershed of N. S. Wales and Victoria. Murray Perch of the fisher

men, Grows to a large size. An excellent table fish. I think it probable that this will prove to be 
identical with tlie preceding; the difi'eronees which have been pointed out are easily attributable to sexual 
and seasonal causes, insufficiency of food, disease, &c.

Onioonrs cwnicErs.
Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales x, p. 265.

Hah.—Murrumbidgee River, near Yass. Specimen measures 8 inches. An Alpine form,
Aheipis salae.

Ceniroprisies saktr, Rich., Trans. Zool. Soc. iii, p. 78, and Voy. Erebus and Terror Fishes, p. 29, pi. 20, 
ff. 4-G. _ ’

----- - tasmanieus, Hombr. & Jacq., Voy. an Pole Sud Poiss,, p, 40, pi. 4, f. 1.
p--------- !_ /rutfaceus, Cuv. & Val. iii, p. 50.
Arripis salar, Giinth,, Cat. i, p. 253, and Study of Fishes, p. 393, f. 1G5; M'Coy, Prodr. Zool. Viet. dec.

ii, pis, 1G, 17 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 51; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 
35, pi. 5. ■

Hal.—New Zealand ; Norfolk Island ; South and east coasts of Australia ; Port Jackson, common. 
Salmon of the fishermen when full grown ; Salmon Trout when of medium size. Attains a length of 2 feet. 
A poor fish for the table, but of considerable commercial value on account of its size and abundance.

Aheipis UEOngiAirrs.
Centropri&tes georgianus, Cuv, & Val. vii, p. 451; Rich., Voy. Erebus and Terror Fishes, p. 117, pi. 54, 

ff. 3-6.
Arripis georgianus, Jenyns, Voy. Beagle, p. 14; Giinth,, Cat, i, p. 253 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 50.

Hal.—South and west coast of Australia ; Norfolk Island; Port Jackson, (Giinther). llujfg oi 
Victorian fishermen, (M‘Coy). Grows to a length of 12 inches.

AmEASSIS COiniERSONII. -
Centropomus ambasxw, Laedp. iv, p. 273.
Amlassis commersonii, Cuv. & Val. ii, p. 176. pi. 25 ; Giinth., Cat. i, p. 223 ; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Perc., 

t. 74, f. 1; Day, Fishes of India, p. 52, pi. 15, f. 3 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, p. 37, and Proc. 
Linn. Soc. N, S. Wales viii, p. 255; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p, 41.

Hal.—From the Red Sea through those of India to North-cast Australia; Richmond River; 
specimens obtained by Mr. T. Temperley (Ogilby), Enters fresh water. Attains a length of G inches.

Asibassis aciassizii.
Stcind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien Iv, 1867, p. 9; Giinth., Ann. Nat. Hist. 18G7, xx, p. 57; Macleay, 

Aust. Cat. i, p. 38. ’
Hal.—Queensland, (Steindaclmer); Clarence River, (Krefft). ^

AMBASSIS CASTEINAtW.
Pscudoamlassis casielnaui, Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 39.

Hab.—Murrumbidgee River.
Ambassis EAXiSAYr,

Pscudoamlassis ramsagi, Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 40.
Hal.—Port Jackson. Specimen measures 8 inches. * .

Ajibassis jacksohiessis,
Pscudoamlassis jachsoniensis, Macleay, Anst. Cat. i, p. 40.

Hal.—Port Jackson. Average length 2 inches. '
Nannobeeca austeaus,

Giinth., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1861, p. 110, pi. 19, f. 2 ; Maclcay, Aust. Cat. i, p, 42.
Paradules Iwtus, Klunz.

Hal.—Murray River. Grows to the length of 3 inches.
NaEKOBEHCA EIVEEtlfjB.

Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 42.
Hab.—Murrumbidgee River. Length of specimen 2 inches.

Apoaos' EASCIATUS.
Mulhisfasciatm, White, Voy. N. S. Wales, p. 268, f, 1.
Apogon novem-fasciatus, Cuv. & Val. ii, p. 154 ; Kner, Voy. Novara Eischc, p. 43.
-------- fasciatus, Quoy & Gaim., Voy. Freyc. Zool. p. 344; Giinth., Cat. i, p. 241, and Fische d. Sudsee, p.

19, pi. 20, ff. A,B.; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 43; All. & Mach, Proc. Linn. Soe. 
N. S. AVales i, p. 2G7; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. AALiles iii, p. 370; Macleav, Aust. 
Cat. i, p. 43. , . . "

-------- aroultcnsis, Hombr. & Jacq., Voy. au Pole Sud. Poiss., p. 31, ph 1, f. 1,
-------- - lalinensis, Bleek,, Perc. p. 28. ~

C22—B Apogon
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Apogon endeka-tcenia, Bleek., Banka, p. 449.
Amia faseiata. Gill, Proc. Nat. Soe. Phil. 1863 ; Bleek, Atl. Ichthyol. Perc. t. 48, f. 4.
--------- endeha-teenia, Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Perc. t. 32, f. 2.

Rah.—East African, Indian, Malayan, and Australian seaa; Fiji Islands; Port Jackson, common. 
Attains a length of 5 inches. A very variable species.

Apogon otnurTHimi,
Apogon quntheri, Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, j, p. 45; Bamsay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales vii, 

' p 110; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 45.
? ———■ novte-Ji-ollandia, Val., Nouv. Ann. Mus. Hist. Nat. 1832, p. 55, pi. 4, f. 2; Giinth., Ann. Nat. 

Hist, xx, 18G7, p. 58 ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc N. S. Wales iii, p. 350. 
iZa&.—Coasts of Tasmania, Victoria, and New South Wales. Grows to the length of 4 inches.

Apooon quabeifasciatus.
Cuv. & Val. ii, p. 153; Giinth., Cat. i, p. 239; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 43; Macleay, Aust. 

Cat. i, p. 44.
Arnia quadrifasciata, Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Perc. t. 57, f. 1.

Sab.—Indian, Japanese, and Malayan seas; North Australia; Sydney, (Kner).

Apogon gilbii.
Apogoniehthys gillii, Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien Iv, 18G7, p. 11,1.1, f. 1; Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, 

p. 47, and Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales viii, p. 200.
Apogon gillii, Giinth., Ann. Nat. Hist. (4) xvii, p. 392.
Mionums Imatus, Krefft, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1867, p. 942 {type specimen in the Australian Museum).

Rah.—Boclchampton (Darnel); Cox’s Kiver (Krefft). Specimen measures nearly 6 inches.

. PniACANTlirs MACEACANTHUS.
Cuv. & Val. iii, p. 108; Less., Voy. Coquille Zool. Poiss., p. 225; Giinth., Cat. i, p. 220; Casteln., 

Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales iii, p. 3G9 ; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S, Wales, p. 35. 
Priacantkus bleekeri, Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, ii, p. 100.

Sab.—Japan; Batavia; Port Jackson, ia May (Casteln). Attains a length of 12 inches.

Pin acanthi; s benjiebaei.
Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss,, p. 19, pi. 7, f. 1; Eich,, Ichthyol. China, p. 237; Giinth., Cat. i, p. 218, 

and Ann. Nat. Hist. 1867, xx, p. 57; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 37.
Sab.—Japanese seas; Port Jackson (Gunther). Attains a length of one foot.

Dinolestes muellem,
Klunz., Arch. f. Nat. 1872, p. 29, t. 3. _ _
Seosphyrwna multiradiata, Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, i, p. 96. _ _
Jjanioperca mordax, Giinth., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1872, x, p. 183; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 36; Tenison- 

Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, pi. 29.
? Rsox lewini. Griff. Cuv. An. Kingd., ed. x, p. 465, pi. GO, 1834 ; Gill, Ann. Nat. Hist. (4) xiv, p. 159. 

Sab.—Tasmanian, Victorian, and New South Wales coasts. Sea-pike of tlie Sydney market.

' . SQUAMIPINNES.
011 A.TOBON AUETGA.

Eorsk.,p. 60; Bl. Seim., p. 226; Cuv. & Val. vii, p. 79; Giinth., Cat, ii, p. 7; Day, Fishes of India, 
p. 106, pi. 27, f. 3. , .

Gh&todon setjifGrt Bl., t. 425, f. 1; Cuv. <& Val. vii, p, 76; G-untli.j Cat. ii, p. 0, and Fische d. Sudsee, 
p. 36, t. 2G, f, B; Kner, Voy, Novara Fische, p. 97 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 89.

Rab.—From the Bed Sea to Polynesia; Cape York (Castelnau); Sydney (Kner).

. Chaitodon NJCSOOA TXICL’S.

Cuv. A Val. vii, p. 63 ; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 10, and Voy. Challenger Shore Fishes, p. 27. 
HaA—Indian Ocean and Archipelago ; Botany Bay (Gunther).

ClLUTOBON oligacanthus.

Platax ocellatus, Cuv, & Val. vii, p. 299; Cantor. Cat. p. 170.
Ghcetodon oligacanthus, Bleek., Verb. Bat. Gen. xxiii, Chsetod., p. 16 ; Giinth., Cat. ii, pp. ^34 and 516 ;

Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 102 ; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ii, p. 351, and 
Aust. Cat. i, p. 88 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 109.

Jlal,—Indian and Malayan seas; Philippine Islands ; Port Darwin and Port Jackson (Macleay).

Chjbxodon STRJGAIUS.

Cuv. & Val. vii, p. 25, pi. 120; Schleg,, Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 80, pi. 41, f. 1; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 34, 
and Fische d. Sudsee, p. 47 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 87. ___

? Neochcetodon mil alum, Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, ii, p. 130, and Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, 
p, 375 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 90.

Sab.—Chinese and Japanese seas; Port Jaekson (Castelnau) ; ? W. Australia (Castelnau) ;
Clarence Biver (Ogilby). Length 5 inches, sent by Mr. T. Temperley. *

Ghjetobon sexfasciatus.

Bich., Ann. Nat. Hist, x, 1842, p. 26 ; Guntb., Cat. ii, p. 35; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, 
p. 3 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 88.

. Sab.—West Coast of Australia; Port Jackson (Krefft). Cheimo
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Chelmo teuncatus.
Kner, Sitagsber. Ak. "Wiss. Wien xisiv, p. 442, t. 2; Giunth., Cat. ii, p. 516 ; Macleay, Anst. Cat, i, p. 92. 

jETrt5.--King George’s Sound ; Port Hacking; Port Jackson. Attains a length of 8 inches.
SCATOPHAOUS AEOUS.

Ghatodon argus, Linn, dmel., p. 1248; BL, t. 204, f. ].
Scatophagw argus, Cuv. & Yal. vii, p. 136; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 58, and Ann. Nat. Hist. 18G7, p. 58; Kner, 

Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 106; Day, Fishes of India, p, 114, pi. 29, f. 3, and Joum. Linn. 
Soc. xi, p. 524; Caateln., Proe. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ii, p. 234; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, 
p. 95.

----------- ornatus, Cuv. & Val. vii, p. 143, pi. 180; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 59 {young).
Hab.—Indian, Chinese, and Australian seas, entering rivers ; Port Jackson. Grows to the length 

of 14 inches. Said to be a well flavored fish, but seldom eaten on account of its reputation for foul 
feeding.

SCATOPUAGTJS MULTIJASCIAa'US.
Kick., Yoy. Erebus and Terror Fishes, p. 57, pi. 35, ff. 4-6; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 60; All. & Mach, Proc* 

Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales i. p. 277; Casteln , Proc. Linn. Soc. N, S. Wales ii, p. 235, andiin 
p. 376; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 96.

Hab.—Coasts of Australia; Port Jackson. Attains a length of 16 inches.
Scour is JUQim'TNN'is.

Kich., Yoy. Erebus and Terror Fishes, p. 121; Giinth., Cat ii, p. 64; Casteln., Proe. Linn. Soc. N. S* 
Wales iii, p. 376; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 97 ; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Walesj 
p. 37, pi. 6.

Seorpis bo ops, Peters, Monatsber. Ak. Wiss. Berlin 1866, p. 519.
----------- hneolata, Kner, Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 108, pi. 5, f. 3.

Hab.—Australian coasts; Port Jackson, abundant. The Sweep of the Sydney market. Grows to 
a foot in length. ‘

Atypus steigatus.
Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 64; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 98.
Atypichiliys strigatvs, Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 510 {note) ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 375 ; 

Stcind., Sitzgsbcr. Ak. Wiss. Wien 1866, liii, p. 435, pi, 4, f. 2.
Hab.—Swan Kiver; coast of New South Wales. Made/ of tho Sydney fishermen, by whom it is 

confounded with Therapon ouvieri. Grows to a length of 6 Indies.

HTJLLIDiE.
Hypeneoides xeao ULA.

Upeneus tragula, Kich., Ichthyol China, p. 220.
Upcncoides tragula, Giinth, Cat. i, p. 398; Kner, Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 66; Day, Fishes of India, p.

121, pi. 30, f. 4; Block, Atl. Ichthyol. Mull. pi. 2, f. 2; Macleay, Aust, Cat. i, p. 102.
Hab.—From the oast cost of Africa to the Malay Archipelago; north coast of Australia; Port 

Jackson. Attains at least inches in length (Day).
Htpeneus vlamisgii.

Upeneus Vlamingn, Cuv. & Yal. iii, p. 452, pi. 71; Kich., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1842. ix, p. 211.
Upmeoides vlamingii, Giinth., Cat. i, p. 400; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 372 • Macleay, 

Aust. Cat. i, p. 103.
UpcneieUhys vlamingii, Hector, Trans. N. Zeal. Inst, ix, p. 465, pi, 9, f. 5, & Ann. Nat. Hist. (4) xix, p. 

340.
^5—Queen Charlotte’s Sound (Richardson); Port Phillip; Port Jackson, common. Attains to 

a foot in length. An excellent table fish.
_ Dr, Hector is undoubtedly correct in removing this species from the genus Hypeneoides; it has no 

palatine teeth.
Htpeneus porosus.

Upeneus porosus. Cum.& I'd!, m, p.455; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc, N.'S. Wales iii, p. 37l; Macleay, 
Aust. Cat. i, p. 105.

Upeneichthys porosus, Giinth., Cat. i, p. 400.
Hab.—New Zealand; Tasmania; Australia; Port Jackson; not common, February to May. 

(Castelnau), Pink-cheek at Sydney (Castelnau).
Hypeseus sionatcs.

Upeneus sigmtus, Giinth., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1867, xx, p. 59; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 106.
Hab.—Port Jackson. Grows to 6 inches long.

SPAKIDiE,
Paceymetopok geatoe.

Giinth., Cat. i, p. 424; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p, 106.
Hab.—Port Jackson. Attains a length of 18 inches.

Gere lea tetcuspipata.
Box tricuspidfitus, Quoy & Gaim., Yoy. Freyc. Zool., p. 296.
Oblata triextspidata, Cuv. & Yal. vi, p. 372.
Grenidens triglyphus, Kich., Yoy. Erebus & Terror Fishes, p. 36, pi. 25, L 2.
Girella irkuspidata, Giinth., Cat. i, p. 428; Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, p 107; Johnston, Kep. Koy. Soc. Tasm, 

1881, p. 49: Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 39, pi. 7.
Hab.—Coasts of Yietoria, Tasmania, and New South Wales. Blackfish of tlie Sydney Market. 

Grows to a length of 16 inches. A moderate food fish, ’ ‘ GieeliiA

11
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(xMELLA. SIMPLEX.

Cretiiiens simplex, llich., Voy. Erelnis & Terror Hshes, p. 120.
Girella simplex, G-iinth., Cat. i, p. 42!); Kner, Voy. Novara Kischc, p. 75; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 107.
.-----------percoides, Hector, Trans. N. Zeal. Inst, vii, p. 243, pi. 10, f. G B., & op. cit.ix, p. 4G8, pi. 8, f. G C.
. Hab.—Coasts of New Zealand, Victoria, and New South Wales. Blackft.sk ; confounded with the
preceding species hy the fishermen. Attains a length of 12 inches.

Gilt ELLA ELETATA,

Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 108. . , r t i
Hak.—Fovh Jackson. Drummer of tho Sydney fishermen. Attains a length ot 21 inches at least.

A poor table fish.
GlllELLA CYAKEA.

Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 109.
Port Jackson. BUefsh of the fishermen.

Gieella hamsayi.

Macleav, Aust. Cat. i, p. 109.
■ Ilah.—Port Jackson. Length of type specimen 18 inches.

Girdla (Mdankhtbis) vmiala, Giinth., Cat. i, p. 429, is included liy Castelnau in hia list of Port Jackson fishes, 
{Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 350); it is most probably the young of G. tncaspdata, which is banded m its immature 
state.

Tepheieops zelea.

Grenidens zebra. Rich, Voy. Erebus & Terror lishes, p. 70.
Tcp/insows Giinth., Cat. i, p. 432.
Neotephrmops zebra, Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, i, pp. G9 & 248; Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, p. HO.
Girella zebra, Steind., Sitzgsher. Alt. Wiss.JWien liii, 1866, p. 430, t. G, f. 2.
Gircllichthys zebra, Klunz., Arch. f. Nat. 1872, p. 22.

Hab.—King George’s Sound; Port Jackson, (Stehidachncr). Grows to afoot mlength.
Hai'lodactylus loi’iiodox.

Giinth., Cat. i, p.435; Maclcay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 111. ,
—New South Wales coast; Port Jackson, common. Attains a length ot IS inches.

Haplodactylus oBScumis.

Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soe, N. S. AVales iii, p. 374.
Hab.—Port Jackson. Probably au early stage of the preceding.

LeTIIIIINUS NEMATACAXTiniS.

Bleek., Japan, p. 403, & Atl. Ichthyol. Perc., pi. 59, f. 3; Giinth, Cat. i, p. 456; All. & Mach, Proc. Linn. 
So». N. S. Wales i, p. 275; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, ji. 112. _

Hab.—Japan; Louisiade Archipelago; North-east coast of Australia; Port Jackson (Macleay).
LetHHISUS CnEYSOSl'OML’S.

Rich., AToy. Erebus & Terror Fishes, p. 118, ph GO, ff. G, 7 ; Giinth., Cat. i, p. 457 ; All. & Mach, Proc. 
Linn. Soc. N. S. AVales i, p. 27G ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 112. _

Tfnh.—Norfolk Island; nortli and cast coasts of Australia; Port Jackson. Attains a length of 
13 inches.

LETlIHirrUS TIAF.AE.

Scima harak, Forsk,, Descr. Anim., p. 52. -r,, , t „ -r , ,
Lcthrinus harak, Rupp., N.AV. Fische, p. 116, t. 29, f. 3; Giinth., Cat. i, p. 4o8 ; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol.

Perc., pi. 49, f. 3; Day, Fishes of India, p. 137, pi. 33, f. 3 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 
114 ; Kner, Aroy. Novara Fische, p. 81. ^

Hab.—From the Red Sea, through the Indian Seas to the Malay Archipelago; Sydney (Kner). 
It seems probable that Kuer’s specimens are not identical with Forskal’s S. harak.

TjETHIUXCS GLYPH 0 DOIT.

Guntb., Cat. i, p. 4G2; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. AVales iii, p. 372.
Hal.—Louisiade Archipelago : Port Jackson (Castelnau). Attains a length of 13 inches.

Pagrus tteicoloe.
Ohrusophrys micolor, Quoy & Gaim., A7oy. Uranie, p. 209. . „ Tr
Paarus unicolor, Cuv. & Val vi, p. 160 ; Rich., Ichthyol. China, p. 242 ; Giinth., Cat. i, p. 468 ; Kner, Voy.

Novara Fische, p. 85 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, p. 116 ; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. 
Wales, p. 39, pi. 8, and frontispiece.

Hab.—New Zealand and Australian seas ; Port Jackson, abundant. Schnapper of the fishermen ; 
Wolhmai of tho aborigines. Attains a weight of 25 lbs. An excellent food fish.

Chkysopheys saeea.

(S'/wriM sar&a, Forsk., Descr. Anim., p. 31; Linn. Gmel. p. 1275. ,
Chru&oplirijs mrha^ Cuv. & \al. vi, p. 102 ; Hupp., N.AV". Fische, p. 110,pi. 28, f. 1; Giinth., Cat. i, p.48S ;

Knei*, A7o}r. Novara l^isclie, p. 88; Day, Fishes of India, p. 142, ph Macleay, Aust.
Cat, i, p. 118 | Tenisoti-AVoods, Fisheries of N. S. AVales, p. 42, pi. 9.

Hab.—From the Red Sea to the east coast of Australia; Port Jackson, common. Grows to Lhc 
length of 16 inches. Tarwhine of the fishermen. A poor table fish.

• Chtvvsophhys australis.

Giinth., Cat. i, p. 494; McCoy, Prodr.'Zool. A7ict. dec. i, pl._4; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 119.
Ghrysophrys sarba, Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. AVales iii, p. 373.

Hab.—Australian seas, entering rivers; Port Jackson, abundant. Black Bream of the fishermen. 
Attains to 18 inches in length. Of good flavor. CIRRHITID-R.
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cmuHnmas.
ClREHITICUIUrS aprisus.

Cirrhitcs aprinus, Cuv. & Val. iii, p. 76.
------------ graphidopterus, Bleek, Amboiua iii, p. 106. _ _
Cirrhiiichthjs graphidopterus, Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 74; Bamsay & Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales 5, (in 

press'). _
Hah.—Amboina; Port Jackson. Attains a length of 5 inches.

Chirosesius marmoeaius.
Giinth,, Cat. ii, p. 76 ; Macleay, A.ust. Cat. i, p. 121.

Hub.—Australian coasts. Grows to a foot in length.

ClIILODACTTRUS VITTATl'S.
Garrett, Proc. Calif, Ac. Nat. Sc. iii, p. 103; Giinth.,Pische d. Sudsee, p. 73, pi. 51, f. B; Maclcay, Aust.

Cat. i, p. 122; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of If. S.JVales, pi, 13.
Zcodrius vestUus, Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 377. _

Hab.—Sandwich Islands; Port Jackson. Specimen examined 8 inches long.

Cjm.OI)ACTIT,US JTACROPTERTJS.
Sciana macroptera, Porst.
Cichla macroptera, Bl. Schn., p. 342. , _
Chilodactuhis'macropteruSiH'ich., Proc, Zool. Soc. 1850, p. 62, fiuA Ann. !Nat, Hist. 1S51 vll, p. 2/8;

Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 78, and Study of Pishes, p. 411, f. 177 ; Maclcay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 122 ; 
Tenison-Woods, Pisheries of If. S. Wales, p, 46, pi. 10.

Hah.—Australian seas ; Port Jackson, common. Hbneong and Jackass-Jish of the Sydney market. 
Attains a length of 18 inches. Of excellent flavor,

Cn i lob Acinus oibrosrs.
Oluetodon gilhosus. Banks, rtr. , ja n .
Chilodactglus gibhosm, Bich., Trans. Zool. Soc. iii, p. 102, and Proc. Zool. Soc. 1850, p. 65, pi. 2, ft. 3, 4 ;

'Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 84, & Ann. Nat. Hist, xx, p. 60; Stein & Hoder., Henk. Ak. Wien xlvm, 
p. 27, pi. 7, f. 2; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 124.

Hab.—West and south coasts of Australia; Tasmania; Port Jackson (Krefft).

ClIILODACTYLUS FUSCUS.
Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 376 ; Maclcay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 125 ; Tenison-Woods, Pisheries 

of N. S. Wales, p. 46, pi. 11.
Ohihdaciylus annuiaris, Castelu.. le., p. 377 ; Macleay, l.c., p. 125 (young).

JJab.—‘Port Jackson, common. Carp, of the fishermen. Grows to 16 inches in length. An 
excellent table fish.

CnrnonACiymjs injiuAinr.
Maclcay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales vii, p. 366. _

Hal.—Port Jackson. Length of specimen 26 inches.

Psiloceanioi coxn.
Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales viii, p._439. _

Hab.—Port Jackson. Length of specimen 32 inches.

Lateis ClLIARrS.
Scimna, ciliaris, Porst,, Descr. Anim. ed. Licht., p. 137. ,,
Latris ciliaris, Kich., Voy. Erebus and Terror Pishes, p. 37, pi. 26, ff. 6, 7; Giinth., Cat. n, p. 86; 

Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 126. _
Hab.—New Zealand ; Port Jackson (Richardson). Attains to 30 inches in length. A moderate 

fish for the table.
Lateis ramsayi.

Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x,p, 229. _ _
JJab.—Port Jackson. Largest specimen examined, rather more than 21 inches. This may be a 

variety of L.forsteri, Casteln., Proc. Zool Soc. Viet, i, p. 77.

13

SCOEPTENIDjE,

Sebastes peecoidks.
Scorpmna percoides, Solander. ■ _
Sebastes maculatus, Rich., Trans, Zool. Soc. iii, p. 93 (not Cue. & Tal. nor Smith). ■
Sebastes percoides, Rich., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1842, ix, p. 384, & Voy. Erebus and Terror Fishes, p. 23, pi.

15, ff. 1, 2 ; Giinth, Cat. ii, p. 101, and Study of Pishes, p. 4.12, f. 178; Casteln., Proc. Linn. 
Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 379; M'Coy. Prodr. Zool. Viet. dec. iv, p. 17, pi. 33; Hutton, Trans. 
N. Z. Inst, v, pi. 8; Maclcay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 129; Tenison-Woods, Pish, of N. S. 
Wales, pi. 14. _ _

?----------- allporti, Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. "Viet, i, p. 40.
Hab.—New Zealand ; Tasmania ; Victoria; Port Jackson, source. Bed Gurnard Perch, at Mel

bourne. Grows to the length of 12 inches.
Sebastes scaler.

Bamsay and Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, (in press).
Hab.—Port Jackson. Largest specimen, 2-f inches. Scoepjesa

A
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SCOUTVUNA. CBTIBKTA.

(Solander), Rich., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1842, ix, j). 217; Ganth., Cat. ii, p. 112; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soe 
N. S. Wales iii, p. 378 ; Hutton, Trans. N. Z. Inst v, pi. 8 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 130. 

Scorpcena militaris, Rich., Voy. Erebus and Terror Fishes, p. 22, pi. 14, fE. 1, 2.
Sab. New Zealand; Tasmania; A'ictoria; New South Wales; Port Jackson, common. Ited Hock 

Ood of Sydney fishermen. Grows to the length of eighteen inches. A fair food fish.

ScOEnJENA TiYSOENSIS.

Rich., Yoy. Erebus'and Terror Fishes,.p. 22, pi. 14, ff. 3-5; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 113, and Study oi 
Fishes, p. 414, f. 180 ; All. & Mach, Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales i, p. 278 ; Macleay, l.c. ii, 
p. 353, and Aust. Cat. i, p. 131.

Scorjxena jmsksonierms, Steind.. Sitzgsher. Alt. Wiss. Wien liii, 1866, p. 438, t. 3, f. 2.
Sab.—North and east coasts of Australia. Grows to a length of 6 inches.

ScOllCjENA CAEDESALIS.

(Solander), Rich., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1842, ix, p. 212 ; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 116; Castoln., Proc. Linn. Soc.
N. S. Wales iii, p, 378; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 131; 'i’enison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. 
Wales, pi. 12. ‘

, Sab. Coast of New South TV ales, common. JRed Mock Ood of Sydney fishermen, who confound 
it with S. cruenta. Attains to 8 inches in length. Of fair quality for the table.

Glyptauciiun paxdueatvs.
Apistns panduratus. Rich., Proc. Zoo!. Soe. 1850, p. 58, pi. i, ff. 3, 4, and Ann. Nat. Hist. 1851, vii, p, 

274; Gimth., Cat ii, p. 121; Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, p. 134.
Sab.—King George’s Sound; Port Jackson. Grows to 8 inches in length.

PlKItOJS VOLITANS.

Oasterosteus volitam, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, p, 491.
Scorpama volitans, BL, t, 184.
Mterois voUtans,_ Cuv. & Yal. iv, p. 352, pi. 88 ; Rupp., N. W. Fische, p. 107 ; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 122, and 

Fische d. Sudsec, p. 81; Day, Fishes of India, p. 154, pi. 37, f. I; All. & Mac!., Proc. 
Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales i, p. 278 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, p. 135, and Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. 
Wales vii, p. 248.

Sab. Iroin the east coast of Africa, through all the Indian seae ; north and east coasts of 
Australia. Attains a length of 5 inches.

14

Ptebois zehba.

Cuv. & Yal. iv, p, 367; Quoy & Gaim., Yoy. TTranie, p. 329, and Voy. Astrolabe Poiss., n. 692, pi.
11, f. 6; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 126, and Fische d. Sudsee, p. 82; Day, Fishes of India, p. 
153 ; Bleek., Atl. ichthyol. Seorp., pi. 1, f. 1 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 135.

Sab.—Indian and Malayan seas; Port Jackson. Grows to 8 inches at least.

CENTHOPOOOn AUSTJtALIS.
Cottus australis. White, Yoy. N. S. Wales, p. 266.
Apistvs australis, Cuv. & Yal. iv, p. 398.
Centropogon australis, Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 128 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, p. 136.

. WcJ.—Port Jackson, common; Richmond River. Fortescue of the colonists. Attains a length of
5 inches. fa

CKiVUiOPOGOiV BOBUS XUS.
Giinth., Cat, ii, p, 128, and Ann. Nat. Hist. 1867, xx, p. 60; Krefft, Proc. Zool. Soe. 1864, p. 182;

Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 136, and Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales viii, p. 203 ; Tenison- 
Woods, Fisheries N. S. Wales, p. 48.

Gentropogon troschelii, Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien 1866, liii, p. 440, pi. 4, f. 1.
ALA--Rivers of the eastern watershed of New South Wales; Cape York (Giinther). Bull-rout 

of the colonists. Attains to a length of 7 inches.

Pexpaboc: ro maev[obata.
Apistus marmoratus, Cuv. & Yal. iv, p. 416.
Mentaroge marmorata, Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 132; Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. ’Wien 1868, Ivii, p 984-

Macleay, Aust,. Cat. i, p. 139. ’ r ’
Sab.—Seas of Timor, Australia, and Tasmania ; Port Jackson. Grows to the length of 8 inches.

' Hapj,oacxts MILESII. t
Aploactis milesii. Rich., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1850, p. 60, pi. 1, ff. 1, 2, and Ann. Nat. Hist. 1851, vii, p. 275 •

Giinth,, Cat. ii, p. 142 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, p, 140. 1
Sab.—King George’s Sound ; Port Jackson. Grows to the length of 6 inches.

SWANCKJA HOKBIDA.
Scorpesna horrida, Linn, i, p. 453 ; Bl, t. 183.
Sgnanceia horrida, Bl. Schn., p. 194; Cuv. & Yal. iv, p. 440.
Sgnancidium horridum, Mtill, Akad. Wiss. 1844, p. 163 : Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 144, and Fische d. Sudsee p.

83; Kner, Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 119, Day, Fishes of India, p. 162, pi. 39, f, 3- 
Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 142. 1 ’

. Sab. Indian and Malayan seas ; north coast of Australia ; ? Port Jackson. Grons to 18 inches 
in length. Mr. Ramsay thinks it probable that the unique Port Jackson specimen of this fish in the 
Australian Museum collection came originally from the north, and has been accidentally labelled as from 
Port Jackson.

NANDIDiE.
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3STANDIDJS.
PLESIOPS ItLEKKEItr.

G-iinth., Cat. iii, p. 364, and Fische d. Sudsee, p. 87, pi. 58, f. a ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 100.
Sal.—Port Jackson ; Port Hacking. Grows to the length of 12 inches.

Teach inops t/eniatus.

Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 366; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 215, pi. 8, f. 7 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 100. 
Sal.—New South "Wales coast. Length of specimen 34 inches.

ItrEPPELLI A PHOLONG-A.TA.

Casteln,, Proc. Zool. Soe. Viet, ii, p. 51, and lies. Fishes Aust., p. 20.
Sal.—West Australia; Port Phillip ; Port Jackson, (Castelnau). Grows to the length of a foot

TEUTHLDIll/E. 
Teuthis .iata.

Linn., Syst. Nat. i, p. 507; Linn. Gmel. i, p. 1362 ; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 315; Day, Fishes of India, p. 165, 
pi 30, f. 5; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 386; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 142. 

Amphaeanihus javus, Cuv. & Val. x, p. 118; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 205.
ATai.—East Indian, Malayan, and Australian seas ; Port Jackson. Attains a length of 6 inches. 

A good food fish. ■
Teuthjs nkbulosa. ■

Amphacanthm nehulosus, Quoy & Gaim., Voy. Uranie Zool., p. 360 ; Cuv. & Val. x, p. 164.
------------nmculosus, Quoy & Gaim., he., p. 370, '
------------olivaceus, Cuv. & Val. x, p. 163.
------------gymnopareius, Rich., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1843, xi, p. 174.
Tenths nebuhsa, Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 321, & Study of Pishes, p. 419, f. 182 ; Playfair, Fishes of Zanz , p.

51, pi. 10, f. 3; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 144; Tonison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, 
p. 50.

Sal.—From the east coast of Africa to Australia. Slack Trevally of the.Sydney market. Grows 
to the length of 6 inches. A fair breakfast fish.

Teuthis hexagonaxa.

Amphacanthus hexagonn)us, Bleek,, Kokos, p. 41; Kner, Voy. Novara- Fische, p. 207.
Tenths hexagonata, Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 320. _

Sab.—Java; Sumbawa; Kokos; Fiji Islands; Port Jackson (Kner). Attains a length of 6
inches.

BERYCIFORMES.
BERYCVDiE.

MONOCENTIIIR JA-PONICUS.
Gasterosieus japonicus, Houtt., Act. Soc. Harl. xx, pt. 2, p. 329.
Sciama cataphraeta, Thunb., Nov. Ac. Sc. Suec. xi, p. 102, t. 3.
Mono cent ris earinata, Bl. Schn., p. 100, t. 24. m
Lepisacanthus japonicus, Lacep. iii, p. 321.
Monocentris japonicus, Cuv. & Val. iv, p. 461, pi. 07; Schleg., Faun. Japon, Poiss,, p. 50, ph 22, f. 1;

Giinth., Cat. i, p, 9, and Study of Fishes, p. 421, f. 183; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Traehieh., 
pi. 2, f. 4 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i. p. 1.45.

Sab.—Seas of Japan; Port Jackson and Port Stephens, very rare. Attains a length of 5 inches.

Trackichthts australis.
Shaw, Nat. Misc., t. 378, & Zool. iv, p. 630; Cuv. & Val. iii, p. 299; Lowe, Fishes of Madeira, p. 55 ;

Giinth.. Cat. i, p. 10: Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 364 ; Macleay, Aust. 
Cat. i, p. 145 ; Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, (in press).

Trachchthys jacksonicnsis, Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 146.
Sab.—Coast of New South Wales. Grows to at least 6 inches in length.

Behyx afftsts.
Giinth., Cat. i, p, 13 ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ii, p. 225, & op. cit. iii, p. 365 ; Hector, 

Ann. Nat. Hist. 1877, (4) xix, p. 341; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 147; Tenison-Woods, 
Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 51, pi. 15.

Sab.—Coasts of New Zealand and New Soutli Wales. Nannygai of the Sydney market. Grows 
to 20 inches long. In great estimation for the table.

CYRTIFOBMES.
CTRTID2E.

pEMl'IIERIS coiiPitisssrs.
Spams compressus, White, Voy. N. S. Wales, App., p. 267, f. 2; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 508; Casteln., 

Proc. Linn. Soc. Nl S. Wales iii, p. 384; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 151.
Sab.—Swan River; Port Jackson, common. Sullseye of the fishermen. Grows to G inches in

length.
Pehpiteius macroLEl’l s.

Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 151. _
Sab.— King George's Sound ; Port Jackson. Attains a length of 10 inches.

Pehpiiebis
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PjIIIPHERTS IjINEATUS.

Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N". S. 'Wales s, p. 447.
Sab.—Port Jackson. Typo specimen measures 7-1- inches.

16

POLYNEMIFOEMES.
POLTNEMIDiE.

PoLTNEirUS DfDICnS.

Shaw, Zool. v, p. 155; G-iinth., Cat. ii, p. 326 ; Kner, Voy. Novara Eiache, p. 137, t. 7, f. 1 (air-bladder);
Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 153.

Polynemus wonemus, Cuv. A Val. iii, p. 3S5.
Sab.—Indian and Malayan seas: Port Jackson, (Gunther & Castelnau). Grows to 4 feet in 

length. An excellent food fish.
PolA'NltUUS XBftCROCll in.

Giinth., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1867, (3) xx, p. 60; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 153.
Sab.—Port Jackson.

SCIiENIFORMES.
SCEENIDJl.

Sci-IXA AQUILA.
Chailodiplerm aguila, Lacep. v, p. 685.
Sciama aquila, Pisso, Eur. Merid. iii, ]). 411; Cuv. & Val. v, p. 28, pi. 100; Giinth., Cat. ii, p, 201, and Fische 

d. Sudsee, p. 105; Day, Brit. Fishes i, p, 150, pi, 50.
---------hohlepidota, Cuv. & Val. v,p. 53; Quoy & Gaim., Voy. Astrolabe Poiss,, p. 697, pi. .12, f. 1; Smith,

111. S. Afr. Zool., Fishes pi. 15, .
P-------- antarctica Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, i, p. 100, and Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ii, p. 232,

and op. cit. iii, p. 381; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 154 ; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N, S. 
Wales, p. 53, pi. 16.

? Scicena (Corvina) nocw-hoilandice. Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien I860, liii, p. 445, pi. 5, f. 2.
Sab.—Eastern shores of the Atlantic; Mediterranean; Cape Seas; south and east coasts of 

Australia; Port Jackson, common. Jeicjish of Sydney; Kingftsk ot Melbourne; Tdcwfuih of Brisbane. 
Attains a length of G feet. A good table fish.

Otolithus atelobus.
Giinth,, Ann, Nat. Hist. 1807, (3) xx, p. GO; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 156; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries 

of N. S. Wales, p. 54, pi. 17.
Otolithus teraglin, Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales v, p. 48.

Sab.—Coast of New South Wales, abundant. Tcraglin of the Sydney market. Grows to the 
length of 3 feet. An excellent food fish.

XIPHIIFORMES.
XIPlIIIDiE.

IIiSTIOPHOHUS GLADTUS,
Scomber gladkts, Brouss., Mem. Acad. Sc. 1786, p. 454, pi. x; Bloch, t. 315.
Xiphias velifer, Bl. Schn., p. 93.
Istiophorus gladim, Lacep. iii, pp. 374, 375.
Sistiophorus indicus, Cuv. & Val. viii, p: 293, pi. 229,
---------americanus, Cuv. & Val. viii, p. 303.
—■ — gladius, Giinth., Cat, ii, p. 513; Playfair, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1867, p. 856; Day, Fishes of India, p, 

198 ; Kamsay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales v, p. 295, pi. 8 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 157 ; 
Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N, S. Wales, p. 55.

Sab.—Seas between or near the tropics; coast of Now South Whales. Smrdjish. Grows to the 
length of 14 feet.

TRICHIURIFORMES.
IPJCHIimiDyE,

TnlCniBUTJS ItAUJIEBA. '

Olupea haumeta1 Forsk., p, 72; Linn. Gmel., p, 1408.
Trichiurus haumela, Cuv. & Val. viii, p. 249; Bupp., N. W. Fische, p. 41 ; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 348; Kner, 

Voy. Novara Fische, p. 140 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 201; Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, p. 159.
Sal.—East African, Indian, Malayan and Chinese seas ; New South Wales coast; Port Jackson 

and Newcastle. Grows to the length of 3 feet.

COTTO-SCOMBRIEORMES.
ACANTHUEIDAE.

PRIONBRUS i[ I CROLEriB OTB S.
Lacdp., Ann, Mus. iv, p. 205 ; Cuv, & Val. x, p. 295, pi. 292; Giinth., Cat. i, p. 347; Macleay, Aust. Cat. 

i, p. 164.
~ ~ ‘ ".......................... CATtANGIDiE,Sab.—Port Jackson. Grows to 12 inches in length.
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> C_A RAN GIDiE.

CaUASX TJIACHUEUS.
Scomber (rachurus, Linn., Syst. Nav., p. 4H4: Bloch, t. 5fi. _ _ _
Oaranx Irmhurus, Lacop. iii, p. 60; Cuv. <t Yal. ix, p. 11, |)1. 246; Gay, Hist. Chile, Zool. Ji, p. 283 ;

Rich., Ichthyol. China, p. 273, and Ann. ilat. Hist. 1843, xi, p. 25; Hay, Brit. Fishes i, p. 
124, pi. 44; Giinth., Study of Fishes, p. 442.

■— ------ ---------- -— vkt japonicus, Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 109, pi. 59, f. 1.
------------declivis, Jenyns, Yoy. Beagle Fishes, p. 68, pi. 14. _
Trachurus trachurm, Casteln., Anim. Nouv., p. 23; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 419; Kner, Yoy. No vara Fische,

■ p.150; Kner & Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. IFiss. AYien liv, p. 304; Steind., op. cit, ivii, p.
'382 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 160 ; M/Coy, Prodr. Zool. Yict. dec. ii, pi. IS. _

— — ■■—declivis, Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 3S3; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N, S. 
Wales, p. 58, ph 18. ■ _ _

Hal),—All temperate seas ; Port Jackson, common. Yellow-tail of Sydney, Attains a length of 
16 inches. Of fair quality as food,

L Caeatjx nobilis,
Macleay, -Aust. Cat. i, p. 167.

Hah.—Port Jackson. Length, 24 inches.
Cabaxx oeobgiaxus.

Cuv. & Val. ix, p. 85; Jenyns, Voy. Beagle Fishes, p. 71; Rich., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1843, xi, p. 27, and 
Voy. Frebus & Terror Fishes, p. 135, pi. 58, ff. 1-3; Guntil., Cat. ii, p. 440; All. & 
Mach, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales i. p. 32-7 : Macleay, op. cit. viii, p. 204, & Aust. Cat. i,
p. 168. ' ' _ ^

Hah.—Coasts of Norfolk and Raoul Islands, Now Zealand, & Australia; Now South Wales, 
abundant. White Trevally of Port Jackson. Grows to 25 inches. A well-flavored fish.

Cabasx hippos. *
Seomher hippos, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, p. 494 ; Bl. Schn., p. 28.
Caranx forderi, Cuv. &'Val. ix, p. 107 ; Kner. Voy, Novara Fische, p. 158.
----------- hippos, Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 449, and Fische d. Sudsee, p. 131, ph 84, and Study of Fishes, f. 190

(l.l. plates); Hay, Fishes of India, p. 216; All. & Mach, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales i, 
p. 323 ; Macleay op. cit. ii, p. 355, and vii, p. 355, and Aust. Cat. i, p. 170.

------------piaraspisteg, Rich,, Yoy. Frebus and Terror Fishes, p. 130, pi. 58, ft’. G, 7, _
Hah.—Indian, Malayan, Chinese, and Australian seas. Port Jackson, scarce. Attains a length 

of 3 feet.
CAKAXX CILTAEIS.

Zeus ciliaris, Bl., t. 191; Linn. Gmel., p. 1223. t
Blepharis indicus, Cuv. & Yal. ix, p. 154; Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 113, pi. GO, f. 2; Rich., 

Ichthyol. China, p. 271.
------------fasciatus, Rupp., Atl. Fische, p. 129, ph 33, f. 2. _
Caranx ciliaris, Gimth., Cat. ii.,p. 454, and Fische d. Sudsee, p. 135, ph 89; Hay, Fishes of India, p. 224;

Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 172, and Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales vii, p. 356.
Blepharis ciliaris, Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales iii, p. 383.

Hah.—From the Fed Sea. through the Indian and Malayan Seas to the north and cast coasts of 
Australia; Port Jackson, scarce. Largest specimen in the Australian Museum, 6 inches.

Castelnau includes Caranx macrosoma, Bleek. in his list of Port Jackson fishes (Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 
352), but as the species has not been obtained since his time, and he stales that it is called "ycllow-tnil" at Sydney, there can 
be little doubt that his identification ivas erroneous.

8BBT01,A BALAXHET.
Cuv. & Yal. ix, p. 208 ; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 463 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 174; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries 

of N. S. Wales, p. 59, pi. 19.
Seriola aurco-vittata, Schleg., Faun, Japon. Poiss., p. 115, pi. 62, f. 1.

Hah.—Brazilian coast; Cape seas ; Japan; east coast of Australia; Port Jackson. Kinyjish of 
the Sydney market. Attains the weight of 50 pounds. Of considerable commercial importance when 
cured.

Serioia ghaxdis.
Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Yict. i, p. 115 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 175.

Hah.—Coast of Victoria; Port Jackson (Castelnau). Yelloio-tail of the Melbourne market,

Serioia hippos. '
Giinth., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1876, (4) xvii, p. 392 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 176; Tenisou-Woods, Fisheries 

of N. S. Wales, p. 60. ^
Seriola niyro/asciata, Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales iii,p. 352; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 174.

Hah.—Port Jackson ; Botany Bay, Samson-fish of the Sydney fishermen.
I have examined the two fish identified by Count Castelnau as Seriola niyrofasciata, and find them 

to be young examples of this species.
' Seriola simplex.

Ramsay & Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, {in press).
Hah.—Port Jackson.

SeBIOI/ELIiA drama.
Heptomenus hrama, Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 390; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 177. _

Hah.—New Zealand ; Tasmania; Port Jackson, (Aust. Mus). Attains a length of 10 inches.
In the Hon. Win, Afaeleay’s museum is a specimen of the Victorian Seriolella travah, Casteln., labelled doubtfully 

from Port Jackson.
622—C NiU CRATES
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Rauceatiss btjctob.
Gazterostcus ductor, Linn., Syst. Rat. i, p. 489.
Scomber ductor, BL, t. 338 ; Linn. Gmel. i, p. 1324.
IS7alterates ductor, Cut. & Val. viii, p. 312, pi. 232 ; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 374, and Fische d. Sudsee, p. 137, 

and Sj:udy of Fishes, p. 444 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 229, pi. 51a, f. 2, and Brit. Fishes i, 
p. 127, pi. 45 ; Liitlcen, Spol. Atlant., p. 600, pi, 3, ff. 14, 15 : Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 194.

----------- indicus, Cut. and Val. viii, p. 326 -, Less., Voy. Coquille Poiss., p. 157, pi. 14 ; Rich., Icthyol.
China, p. 269; Kner, Voy. Rovara Fische, p. 145.

Bah.—Temperate and tropical seas; Port Jaehson. Pilot-fish. Attains to a foot in length. Said 
to be dry but well-flavored in its flesh.

CnoKi.vEirus saa'cti-petri.
Cut. & Val. viii, p. 379, pi. 236 ; Gunth., Cat.ii, pi. 473, and Fische d. Sudsee, p. 138; Day, Fishes of 

India, p. 230 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat,, App. p. 24.
Sab.—From the east coast of Africa, through the Indian and Malayan seas to the east coast of 

Australia; Port Denison (Klunzinger) ; Port Jackson (Macleay). Grows to 20 inches long.

Temnojjoit saltatob.
Gasterosieus saltatrix, Linn., Syst. Rat. i, p. 491.
Scomber saltator, Bl. Schn., p. 35,
Temnodon heptacanthus, Quoy & Gaim., Voy. Frcyc. Zool., p. 400, pi. 61, f, 2.
------------saltator, Out. and Val. ix, p. 225, p). 260; Dekay, R. Fork Faun. Fishes, p. 130, pi 26, f. 81 :

Gay, Hist. Chile, Zool. ii, p. 244; Giinth., Cal. ii, p, 479 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. T79; 
Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of'R. S. Wales, p. 60, pi. 20.

Sab.—Seas of the temperate and tropical regions of both hemispheres ; Australian coasts, abund
ant. Tailor of Sydney; Skip-jack of Melbourne. Attains to a length of 30 inches. Of good quality
for the table. ■

TbACHYNOTUS OVATU5.
Gasterosieus ovatus, Lhm., Syst. Rat. i, p. 490.
Trachynotus ovatus, Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 481, and Fische d. Sudsee, p. 139 ; Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss, 

Wien 1869, lx, p. 709 ; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 164 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 234, 
pi. 51 b, f. 2 ; All, & Mach, Proc. Linn. Soc. R. S. Wales i, p. 330 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i 
p. 180, and Proc. Linn. Soc. R. S. Wales vii, p. 359. *

----------- kennedyi, Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak, Wiss. Wien Ixxii, p. 75, f. 9.
Nearly all tropical and temperate seas ; coasts of Australia; Port Jackson. Grows to the 

length of 20 inches. Of good quality when cured ; dry and insipid when fresh, (Day).

Teachysotus baillon r.
Owsiomorus bailloni, Lacep. iii, p. 93, pi. 3, f. 1.
------------quadripimetatus, Rupp., Atl. Fische, p, 90, pi. 24, f. 1.
Trachynotus bailloni, Cuv. & Val. viii, p. 431; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 484. and Fische d. Sudsee, p. 139; Day, 

Fishes of India, p. 233, pi. 61 a. f. 4; All. & Mach, Proc. Linn. Soe. R. S. Wales i, p. 330; 
Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 180, and Proc. Linn. Soc. R. S. Wales vii, p. 359.

Sab.—Bast African, Indian, Malayan, and Australian seas; Port Jackson, Grows to the length 
of 20 inches.

PsETTUS AJiGENTEUS.
Ohatodon argenteus, Linn., Ann. Acad, iv, p. 249 ; Bl. Schn., p. 230. -
Tsettus rhombeus, Cuv. & Val. vii, p. 245.

argenteus, 'Sfckt., Voy. Erebus & Terror Fishes, p. 57, pi. 35, ff. 1-3 ; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 487, 
and Fische d. Sudsee, p. 140, and Study of Fishes, ff. 198, 199 ; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, 
p. 164 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 235, pi. 51b, f. 5 ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ii, 
p. 235 ; Macleay, op. cit. iv, p. 63, and viii, p. 2G6, and Aust. Cat. i, p. 181; Tenison-Woods, 
Fisheries of N. S. Wales, pi, 45.

Sab.—East African, Indian, Malayan, and Australian seas; Port Jackson. Bat-fish of the Sydney 
fishermen. A.ttains to the length of 8 inches. *

. Plat ax teiba. ■
Chceiodon teira, Forsk., p. 60, t. 22 ; Bloch t. 199, f. 1; Gmel. Linn., p. 1265.
Platax teira, Cuv., Itegne Anim.; Hupp., Atl. Fische, p. 68; Cuv. & Val. vii, p. 226; Giinth., Cat. ii, p.

492, & Fische d. Sudsee, p. 141; Day, Fishes of India, p. 235, pi. 51 B,f. 4; Macleay, 
Aust. Cat. i, p. 182. ’

----- -—— vespertilio, Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 83, pi. 43 {not Bloch).
Sab.—Indian, Malayan, and North Australian Seas; Lake Macquarie and Port Jackson (Aust. 

Mus.), rare. Attains a length of 20 inches. Said to be of excellent flavor.

CYTTIDJE.

Zeus austealis.
Rich., Voy. Erebus & Terror Fishes, pp. 36, 138, pi. 25, f. 1; Casteln, Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, i, p. 108; 

Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 185 ; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of R, S. Wales, p. 61, pi. 21.
Sab.—Australian coasts; Port Jackson, common. Dory or John Dory. Grows to 18 inches long. 

An excellent fpod fish.
CORYPHJERIDiE.
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0OETPK2ENID&
CoETPrJ!NA HIP.PURUS.

Linn. Syat. Nat., p. 446; Bl., t. 1H; Cut. & Yal. ix, p. 278, pi. 266; Lowe, Trans. Zool. Soc. ii, p. 188, 
’ iii, p, 6, and Proc. Zool. Soc. 1839, p. SO ; G-iiutli., Cat. ii, p. 405; Steind, Sitzgsher. Ak.

"Wiss. Wien 1868, p. 370. _
Corijpkcena japonica, Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 120, pi. 64.
----------- ? 'punctul-ala, Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, y>, 187.

Hah.—Indian seas, to the Malay Archipelago and Japan; Botany Bay. Grows to 5 feet; our 
specimen measures 22 inches ; it is, without doubt, a young fish of this species, which has been recorded 
from these seas so long ago as Dampier’s time -; vide, Yoy. New Holland i, pi. 2, f. 7.

■ Beaha raii.
Spams raii, Bloch, t. 273. ,
Hrama raii, Bl. Schn., p. 99 ; Cuv. & Yal. vii, p. 281, pi. 190; Lowe, Trans. Zool. Soc. m, p. 8 ; Giinth., 

Cat. ii, p. 408; Liitken, Spol. Atlant. 1880, p. 190, pi. iv, ff. 1, 2 ; Hay, Brit. Pishes i, p. 
] 14. pi. 41; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 188. ■

Hah.—Mediterranean and western shores of the Atlantic; Port Jackson, (Castelnau). Grows to 
the length of 30 inches. I doubt very much the propriety of keeping this species in the Australian 
catalogue solely on the authority of Count Castlenau, who has left neither specimen nor description, but 
merely a catalogue name (Proc. Liun. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 252), and whose identifications were not 
always as careful as is advisable,

PSENES LEUCURUS.
Jenyns, Yoy. Beagle Zool, p. 73 ; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 495; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 183.

Hah.—Indian Ocean; Port Jackson, (Giinther). Largest specimen, 2inches.

SCOMBBIDJD.
Scomber avtarcticijs.

Casteln., Proc., Zool. Soc. Yict. i, p. 106; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 190; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of 
N. 8. Wales, p. 62. ...

]£ah.—South and east coasts of Australia. The Southern Mackerel. Attains to 10 inches, in 
length. An excellent fish if eaten quite fresh, This is not the fish figured by M'Coy (Prodr. Zool. Yict. 
dec. iii, p. 43, pi. 28), as Scomber pneumatophorns, He la Boche, (as stated by Tenison-Woods and others) 
if Castelnau is right in stating that his species has no air-bladder. I have never seen an example of this 
mackerel, but it is difficult to make out any valid difference between it and Scomber scomlrus, Linn., from 
the descriptions only.

Thvtotis thcnnixa.
Scomber quadripimetatus, Geoffr., Bescr. Hg. Poiss., t. 24, f. 3.
Thynnus thumina, Cuv. & Yal. viii, p. 104, pi. 212; Schleg., Faun. Japon, Poiss., p. 95, pi. 48 ; Giinth.

Cat. ii, p. 364, and Fische d. Sudsee, p. 160, pi. 95 ; Hay, Pishes of India, p. 252, pi. 6.4, f. 6. 
------------hrasilien&is, Cuv. & Val. viii, p. 110.
------ ------affini?,. Cant., Cat. p. 106; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 363 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 191.

Hah.—Tropical parts of the Atlantic; Mediterranean, Indian, Malayan, and North Australian, 
seas; Port Jackson (Macleay). Grows to 2 feet in length.

Thynnus pet.amys.
Scomberpehmis, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, p. 492,
Thynnus pelamys, Cuv. & Yal. viii, p. 113, pi. 214; Schleg, Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 96, pi. 49; Eich., 

' Ichthyol. China, p. 267 ; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 364, and Fische d. Sudsee, p. 151, pi. 96; Day,
Fishes of India, p. 252, and Brit. Fishes i, p. 100, pi. 37; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 191.

------------vagans, Less., Yoy. Coquille Zool. ii, p, 162, pi. 32.
Hab.—Warm parts of the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans; east coast of Australia (Macleay); 

Port Jackson (Castelnau). The Honito. Attains the length of 3 feet.

Pelamys australis.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 192.

' Hab.—Port Jackson (Macleay). This species should be critically compared with Telamgs cUlensis, 
Cuv. & Yal., to which it appears to hear a great resemblance.

Auxis EAMSAYI.
Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. 8. Wales iii, p. 382.

JPab.—Port Jackson. Horse-mackerel of the Sydney market. Said to he a good food fish.

Cyeium COMMISHSONTI.
Scomber commersonii, Lacep, ii, p. 600, pi. 20, f. 1; Shaw, Zool. iv, p. 589, pi. 83. _ _
Qubium, cotiwigvsotiWi Cuv., R&gne Anim,; Cuv. & Val. viii, p. 165 ; Kdch,, Ichthyol. China, p. 268; CHinth., 

Cat. ii, p. 370; Day, Fishes of India, p. 255, pi. 56, f. 5; Macleay, Aust, Cat. i, p. 193, and 
Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales viii, p. 266. _

fiai.—East African, Indian, Malayan, and Australian seas; Port Jackson. Grows to 4feet in
length.

Cybium outtatum.
jSfeoM&er Bl. Schn. p, 23, f. 5.
Oybium guttatmm, Cuv. & Yal, viii, p. 173 ; Eich., Ichthyol. China, p. 268 (pt.) ; Giinth,, Cat. ii, p. 371; 

' Kner, Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 143 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 265, pis. 55, f. 1 {young), and
56, f. 4 {adult) ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 194.

Hab.—Indian, Malayan, and Chinese seas; Port Jackson (Macleay). Grows to the length of 
6 feet. Is good eating, and salts well. (Day). Elacate
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. EtACATE NIGRA,
Scomber nigcr, BL, t. 337.
Elacate bivittata, Cuv. &. Val. viii, p, 338; Schleg., Faun, Japon. Poiss., p. 10-1, pi, 56; Eich,, Ichthyol, 

China, p. 269.
------------nigra, Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 375 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 256, pi. 55, f. 2; Casteln., Proc. Linn,

Soc. N. S. AFales iii, p. 381; Slacleay, Aust. Cat. i, p, 195.
Hab.—'Warmer parts of the Atlantic; Indian Seas; Port Jackson, scarce. Grows to 5 feet long.

Echeneis nauceates.
Echeneis neuerates, Linn.. Syst. Nat. i, p. 146; BL, 1.171.
------------naucrates, Lacop.iii, pp. 146 and 162, pi. 9, f. 2 ; Schleg.. Faun. Japon. Poiss, p. 270, pi. 120,

f. 1; Eich., Ichthyol. China, p. 203 ; Gunth., Ann. Nat. Hist. .I860, (3) v, p. 395, and Cat. 
ii, p. 381; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 146; Day, Fishes of India, p. 257, pi. 57, f. L ; 
AIL & Mac!,, Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales i, p. 321; Casteln., op. cit. ii, p. 234, and iii, p. 
3S2; Macleay, op. cit. viii, p. 266, and Aust. Cat. i, p. 196. . "

----------- australis. Griff., Cuv. An. Kingd. Fishes, p. 504.
Hab.—All tropical and temperate seas; Port Jackson (Krefft); Clarence Eiver, (Ogilby), from 

Mr. T. Temperley ; four specimens adhering to a Zygoma leeuwini. The Great Sucking-fish. Attains to 
3 feet in length.

Echeneis reacora.
Linn., Syst, Nat. i, p. 4-46; BL,t. 172; Sclileg., Faun, Japon. Poiss,, p. 271; Jenyns, Voy. Beagle Zool., 

p. 112; Giinth,, Ann. Nat. Hist. 1860, (3) v, p. 390, and Cat. ii, p. 378, and Fische d. 
Sudsee, p. 156; Kner, Voy. Novara Fiseho, p. 146; Day, Fishes of India, p. 258, and 
Brit. Fishes i, p. 108, pi. 39, f. 2 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 196.

. JIab.—Seas of the temperate and, tropical regions; Port Jackson, (Krefft & Castelnau). There 
are in the Australian Museum three specimens which I took off a shark caught in kt. 0° 50’ S., long 70° O’ E. 
(Ogilby). The common Sucking-fish or Remora. Grows to a foot in length. D
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TKACRINIDjE.

LepTOS COPITS HACROITUGS.
Uranoscopusmaeropygos, Eich., Voy. Erebus and Terror Fishes, p, 55, pi. 33,ff. 1, G.
Lcptoscopus mteropygus, Gill, Proc. Ac. Nat. Sc. Fhilad. 1859, p. 133 ; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 232, and Study 

of Fishes, f. 206; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p, 198; Hutton, Trans. N. Zeal. Inst, vi, p. 106, 
and viii, p. 212.

----------- huttoni, Haast, Trans. N. Zeal. Inst, v, p. 275.
Hab,—Port Jackson. Grows to the length of 2 feet.

Pehcis Nova;-CAMBRIA!.
Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, p. 228.

Hab.—Port Jackson. Largest specimen 74 inches.
_ This species lias boon confounded by Australian naturalists with the Pcrcis nebuhsa of Quoy and 

Gaimard, from which, however, it is very distinct.

Percis coxii.
Eamsay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales viii, p. 179.

Hal.—Port Jackson. Type specimen measures nearly 7 inches.
Percis at.lpoutj.

Giinth., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1876, (4) xvii, p. 394, and Yoy, Challenger Shore Fishes, p. 28; Macleay, Aust. 
Cat. i, p. 199. ‘

Hab.—Tasmania; Bass’s Straits; Twofold Bay. Specimens measure 11 inches.
_ Count Castelnau includes Aphritis ureilHi, Cuv. and Yal. in his Port Jackson list (Proc, Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales iii, p. 

351), hut, gives no evidence to prove that it has ever occurred so far north.

SlIlAGO MACULATA.
Quoy. & Gaim., Voy. Freyc. Zool., p. 261, pi. 53, f; 2; Cuv. & Val. iii, p. Ill; Giinth., Cat. ii, p.

245; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 127 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 265, pi. 58, f. 4 : 
Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol., pi. 389, f. 5 ; AIL & Mae!., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales i, p. 279 ; 
Casteln., op. cit. iii, p. 380; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 201; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of 
N. S. Wales, pi. 23.

/Toi.—From the Malay Archipelago to South-east Australia; Port Jackson, abundant. Whiting 
or Sand Whiting of Sydney. Grows to about a foot long. An excellent food fish.

, G72, pi.
p. 202 ;

SlLLAQO BA9SENSI3.
Cuv. & Val. iii, p. 412 ; Quoy. & Gaim., Voy. Astrolabe Poiss., p,

Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 380; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i,
N. S. Wales, p. 65.

Sillago ciliata, Gunth., Cat. ii, p. 245.
----------- tcrns-regince, Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales ii, p. 232.
_ Hah.—Australian coasts ; Pori Jackson, common. Trumpeter Whiting at Sydney,
inches in length. A good table fish. '

1, f. 2; Casteln., Proc. Lhm. 
Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of

Attains to 15

SlLUAOO CJLTATA.
Cuv. and Fa], iii, p. 415; Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, ii, p. 113 ; Macleay, A 

Voy. Novara Fische, p. 127; All. & Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc.
« 'Ll1! - SA XT Cl 'VIT _ n _ .1 n .iTenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, pi. 24. 

iZiii,—North coast of Australia ; Port Jackson, scarce.

Aust. Cat. i, p. 202; Kner, 
N. S. Wales i, p. 279;

Boytchtiits
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Boticethts TABIEOATl'3.

Bich., Yoy. Erobus & Terror Fislies, p.- 50, pi. M, ff. 1-4; Gunth., Cat. ii, p. 250, and Study of Fishes, 
f. 207 ; Hutton, Trans. 1M. Zeal. Inst, v, p. 202 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 203. 

jjaj,—jfew Zealand; Port Jackson. Specimen measures S inches.

Opisthogsathus jacksosienbts.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 205. _ _

Hal.—Port Jackson. Attains to 10 inches long.

BATBACHID^E.
Bathacjius ouhtus.

Lopldus thibius. White. Yoy. N. S. Wales, p. 205. _
lialrar.lms dubius, Bicli,,Yo_y. Frebus & Terror Fishes, p. 10, pi. 10 ; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 169; All. & 

Mud., Proc. ‘Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales i, p. 335; Macleay, op. cit. viii, p. 207, & Aust. 
Cat. i, p. 207,
South coast of Now Guinea; Australian coasts; Port Jackson, common. Grows to 

G inches in length.
Bathachtjs gbuj-nieks.

var. B,, Linn, Gmel., Syst. Nat. i, p. 1209. _ . , .
Satrachus grunniem, Bl. Schn., p. 43 ; Cuv. & Yal. sii, p. 466 ; Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien is, 

1870, p. 564; Day, Fishes of India, p. 269, pi. 59, f. 1.
.----------- trispinosus, Gunth., Cat, iii, p. 169 ; Kner, Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 189. _
?------------dimumieri, Cuv. & Yal. irii, p. 474, pi. 367 ; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 169 ; All. & Mad., Proc, Linn.

Soc. N. S. Wales i, p. 335 ; Macleay, Anst. Cat. i, p. 208.
7AA—Indian and Malayan seas; Sydney (Kner). Grows to 7 inches in length. \

PEDICULATI.

Brachioxichthts hibsutus.
Loplnus hirsitlus, Lacep., Ann. Mus. iv, p. 202, pi. 55, f. 3.
Chironectes Inrstiius, Cuv. & Val. xii, p. 434.
Brachionichthys Ursutus, Block., Nat. Tyd. Ned. Ind. vii, 1854, p. 121; Giinth., Cat, iii, p. 182 ; Macleay, 

Aust. Cat. i, p. 210 ; Giinth., Yoy. Challenger Shore Fishes, p. 28.
Hal.—Tasmania; Twofold Bay (Gunther),

> Antesnaritts MARMORATUS.
Lophius kistrio, var. marmoratus, Bl. Schn, p. 142. _ _ _
Chironectes marmoratus, Less., Yoy. Coquille Zool. ii, p. 145, Poiss. pi. 16, f. 2 ; Cuv. & Yal. xii, p. 402; 

Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 159, pi. 81, f. 1.
---------------pictus var. vHiatus, Rich., Yoy. Erehus and Terror p. 15, pi. 9, ff. 3, 4.
Antennarms marmoratus, Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 185, and Fische d. Sudseo, p. 162, t. 100, f. A.; Bleek., Atl.

Ichthyol. v, p. 23, 1.198, f. 4, and 1.199, f. 1; Kner, Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 192 ; Day, 
Fishes of India, p. 272 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 211.

JTaJ.—East African, Indian, Malayan, and Australian seas; Port Jackson. Frog-fish or Angler 
of Sydney. Grows to 5 inches in length.

Axtessahitis striatus.
Zophius striatus, Shaw, Nat. Misc. v, pi. 175, and Zool. v, p. 385. _
Antennarius striatus, Giinth,, Fische d, Sudsee, p. 162, pi. 99, f. B ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 212.

Hal.—Sandwich and Solomon Islands; Mauritius; Australian coasts; Port Jackson, common. 
Frog fish and Angler at Sydney. Grows to 7 inches in length.

Anteswarius .I'TJ'Xiceps.
(Commerson), Cuv. and Yal. xii, p. 410 ; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 190, and Ann. Nat. Hist, 1867, (3) xx, p. 61;

Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien 1866, liii, p. 457, (var.); Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, p. 212. 
Chironectes tridens, Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss (pari) pi. 81, f. 4.

Hal.—Indian Ocean; Sydney (Giinther).

Axtesnarius >'UionFKit.
Chironectes nummifer, Cuv., Mem. Mus. iii, p. 430, pi. 17, f. 1; Cuv. and Val. xii, p, 425 ; Rupp., N. W. 

Fische, p. 141.
Antennarius nummifer, Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 195, and Fische d. Sudsee, p, 164; Klunz., Fische d. Roth, 

Meer.,p. 499; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. v, p. 18, t. 198, f. 2; Day, Fishes of India, p, 272, 
pi. 59,1. 2. __

C7jiVonecto coccmeus, Less. & Garn., Yoy. Coquille Poiss., p. 143, pi. 16, f. 1; Cuv. & Yal. xii, p. 430; 
Giinth,, Cat. iii, p, 191; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 213.

Hal.—East African, Indian, Malayan, and South Seas; Port Jackson (Macleay). Grows to 0 
inches long.

AsTEXlTAltlUS COMMERSOXTI.
Zophius commersonii, Lacep. i, p. 327.
Chironectes commersonii, Cuv. & Yal. xii, p. 426.
Antennarius commersonii. Cant., Cat,, p, 204; Giinth,, Cat. iii, p. 192, and Fische d. Sudsee, p. 163, pis, 

100-106 ; Macleay, Anst. Cat. i, p. 213.
Hal.—Indian Ocean ; Soutli Seas ; Port Jackson, (Krefft).

COTTIDfE,
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COTTID,®.
PIjATYCRI'IIALrS AltKKAHIUS.

Eamsay & Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales s, (inpress).

.Hab. Coasts of New South Wales, common. Sand Flathead of the Sydney market. Grows to 
the length of 15 inches. A well-flavored fish. ‘ "

_ PLATIXJCPHAIX'S BASSE1tSI3, .
Cuv. & Yal. iv p. 247 ; Quoy & Gaim., Voy. Astrolabe Poiss., p. (183, pi. 10, f. 3 ; Casteln., Proc. Linn.

Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 379; Macleay, Anst. Cat. i, p, 21(i.
Plalyecphalus tasmanius, Rich., Trans. Zool. Soc. iii, p. 97, and Yoy. Erebus and Terror Pishes d 23 

pi. 18. ff. 1, 2 ; Gunth., Cat. ii, p. 179. ’ '
, Hab, Coasts of Tasmania, Victoria, and Now South Wales; Port Jack son, common. Grows to 

18 inches long.
PliATTCHKEAXUS FUSCUS.

Cuv. & Yal. iv, p. 241; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 379 ; Sativ., N. Arch. Mus. (2) j 
p.150; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 217; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, n 07 
pi. 25. 1

-Shi.—Port Jackson ; Port Phillip ; Maryborough (Ogilby). Flathead of the Sydney market 
Attains to a length of 3 feet. One of the best food fishes of the Colony.

Plattcepi ia mjb ljeviga tus.
Cuv. & Yal. iv, p. 243; Quoy & Gaim., Yoy. Astrolabe Poiss., p. 684, pi. 10, f. 4 ; Giinth. Cat, ii, 

]). 179 ; Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soe. Yict. i, p. 84; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p.'2l7.
TZrtk—South and west coasts of Australia; Port Jackson (Krefft). Bock Flathead at Melbourne. 

Grows to the length of 20 inches. An excellent fish for the table.

PLATTCEPIIALUS GITUiOWASUS.
Rich., Yoy. Erebus and Terror Fishes, p. 114, pi. 51, ff. 7-10; Gunth,, Cat, ii, p. 186, and Study of 

Fishes, ff. 212,213 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, p. 221. J
Hab.—Rotany Bay ; Port Jackson. Grows to 15 inches in length.

_ Pr.ATycEPUAj.us j.oifGisrms.
Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ix. p. 170.

Outside Port Jackson, in 50 fathoms. Length of specimen, 10 inches.

Platvceiutalus maceodoxt.
Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, p. 226.

Hab. Port Jackson. Length of specimen rather over 13 inches.

Lepedoteigla papixio.
Triglapapilio, Cuv. and Val. iv, p. SO, pi. 73.
Upidotrigla papilio, Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 197 ; Sauv., N. Arch. Mus. (2) i, p. 155 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, 

p. 223.
Hab. Indian Ocean ; Port Jackson, common. Butterfly Gurnard at Sydney. Grows to 5 inches 

long. ' '
LEPInOXETGLA MULKALI,!.

Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales viii, p. 460,
Hab.—Outside Port Jackson, in 40 fathoms, common. Grows to 9 inches in lemdh.O

Li! PIDOIBIGLA 1* LE L' EAC ANTUICA.
Trigla pleuracanthica, Rich., Yoy. Erebus and Terror Fishes, p. 23, pi. 16, ff. 1-4 ; Giinth.. Cat. ii 

. P' 202I and Study of Fishes, fE. 214, 215; Macleay, A.nst. Cat. i, p. 225. ’
Lepidotriglapleuracanthica. Eamsay & Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc.’N. S. Wales x, (inpress').

Hab.—Port Jackson, scarce. Specimen measures 6-) inches,

TeIOLA KL'AflJ.
Less. & Garn,, Yoy. Cotjuille Poiss., pi. 19; Cuv. & Val.iv, p. 50; Jenyns, Yoy. Beagle Fishes, p. 27 ;

Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p, 37, pi. 14 a, f. 3 ; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 204; Kner, Yoy. 
Novara Pische: p. ]24, t. G, £. 2 {air-bladder)^ and Sitzgsber, Ak. Wiss Wien Iviii p 31S ■ 
M'Coy, Prodr. Zool. Yict. dec. i, pi. 5; Casteln , Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. 'Wales iii, p. 380 j 
Macleay, Aust. Cat. i. p. 225 ; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 68, pi. 26.

Hab. From the Cape seas to those of Japan and New Zealand; Port Jackson, common. Attains 
a length of 12 inches. A good fish for the table. '

Trig la poltommata. .
Eich., Proc. Zool. Soe. 1839, p, 96, and Trans. Zool. Soc. iii, p. 87, pi. 5, f. 2 ; Gunth., Cat. ii, p. 204; 

Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 226.
Hoplonotuspolyommatus, Guich., Ann. Soc. Linn. Maine-et-Loire ix, Ichthyol.

Hab. Coasts of South and West Australia; Tasmania; Port Jackson. Flying Gurnard of the 
fishermen. Grows to 15 inches long. ‘

CA.TAPHEACTI,
Dactyloetehus oriuktalis,

Cuv. and Yal. iy, p. 134, pi. 76 ; Eich., Ichthyol. China, p. 218 ; Schleg, Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 37, pi.
15a ; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 222, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1871, p, 063, and Fische d, Sudsee, p, 169; 
Day, Fishes of India, p. 279, pi. 60, f. 6 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 227.

Dactylopterus japonicus, Bleek,, Japan, p. 396. ‘
-----------  chirophthalmus, Bleek., Nat, Tyds. Ned. Ind. 1854, iv, p. 494 ; Giinth., Cat. ii, p. 223 (young).

Hal.—Indian, Malayan, Japanese. Australian, and South Seas; Port Jackson. Grows to a foot 
m length. PEGAS1DJE.
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PE&ASrDJE.
Pegasus deacoms. '

Lion., Syst Nat. i, p. 418; Bl., t. 109, ff. 1, 2; GHintli., Cat. viii, p. 147; Day, Pishes of India, p. 280, 
pi 61, f. 1. * '

Pegasus volans, Lacep. ii, p. 83 (not Linnd).
----------- draco, Swains., Fishes ii, p. 332 ; Gainth., Pishes of ifianz.. p. 13S.

Hub.—Indian and Malayan seas : Port Jackson. Specimen measures 2 inches.
The single specimen from Port Jackson in the Australian Museum agrees pretty well ■with the 

species to which I have referred it. except that it has only eight pectoral rays ; should further examina^ 
tion disclose otlier differences sufficient to authorize its specific separation, 1 would propose jiom-ciradiatus 
as a suitable name.

GOBIIFORMES.
GOBIIDJ2.

GobIUS AGUOI’UfrOTATUS.
Cuv. & Val. xii, p, 57; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 25, Fische d. Sudsee, p. 172, pi. 110, f. A,, and Voy. Challenger 

Shore Fishes, p. 28 ; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 174; Day, Fishes of India, p. 294, pi, 
63, f. 7 ; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales ii, p. 357, and Aust. Cat. i, p. 230.

GoUus ncbulopunctatm, Bupp, N. W. Fische, p. 139 ; Cuv. & Val. xii. p. 58.
------------punclHiatus, Bupp., Atl. Fische, p. 138, and N. W. Fische. p. 138.
------------gwdangensis, Bleek, Blenn, en Gob., p. 249,

Hab.—From the Red Sea, through the Indian and Malayan Seas to the Fiji and Sandwich Islands ; 
north and east coasts of Australia ; Port Jackson (Gunther). Length, 4 inches.

GO TITUS ISHEVTEl I.TS.
Qobius caninm, Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss, Wien 1867, Ivi, p. 333 {not Guv. or Giinth.). .
------------brevijilis. Day, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1867, p. 940.
?----------- krcff'tii, Steind, Verb. z. b. Ges. Wien 1867, p. 326. .

Hab.—Indian and Malayan Seas ; Port Jackson (Gunther). Length, 4 inches.

Genius FRHXATUS.
Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 39; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 174; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 231. ’

Hab.—Port Jackson (Kner). Length, 4 inches.

■ Gonius MFEEKATUS.
Kner, Voy, Novara Fische, p. 177, t. 7, f. 3 ; Klunz., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien Lxxx, Abth. i, p. 383 ;

Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 232.
Gobius bassensis, Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, i, p. 123.

Hab.—Coasts of Victoria and New South Wales; Port Jackson. Length, 5 inches.

Gomus SKAUTREJTATUS.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 233,

Hab.—Port Jackson,
Gobius buccatus.

Cuv. & Val. xii, p. 60; Giinth., Cat iii, p, 14; Macleay, Aust. Cat, i, p. 236.
Hab.—Port Jackson (Macleay).

Gobius flavidus.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 237.

Hab.—Port Jackson. Length, 11 in.

Gobius debbessus.
Eamsay & Ogilby. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S. Wales xi, (in press).

Hab.—Port Jackson. Length, 3'25 inches.

Gobius gobioibes.
Gobius cristatiis, Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 245 (not Pag).

Hab.—Port Jackson, abundant (Macleay); Bichmond Biver, common (Ogilby); numerous 
examples have been brought from the latter locality to the Australian Museum by Mr. T. Temperley. 
Length, 5 inches.

The name cristatus having been given to an Indian Goby by Dr. Day in 1873 (e. Fishes of India, 
p. 291), it bocamo necessary to change the name of the Australian iish; and in giving it the above 
specific name I have been guided by its very strong dentition and the obliquity of its mouth, which gives 
it a strong outward resemblance to the fishes of that genus.

Elkotjus mogurnda.
Bich., Voy. Frebus & Terror Fishes, p. 4, pi. 2, ff. 1, 2; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 3; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, 

p. 252.
Hab.—Port Essington ; Clarence Eiver (Aust. Mus.) Length, 4 inches.

Eleoiris australis.
Krefft, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1864, p. 183 ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S. Wales iii, p. 384 ; Macleay, Aust. 

Cat. i, p. 252.
Hab.—Bivers and creeks of the eastern watershed of New South Wales. Length, 4 inches.

Eleothis coxii.
Krefft, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1864, p. 183 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 253.

Hab.—Bivers of the eastern watershed of New1 South Wales. Gudgeon of the colonists. Length, 
5 inches. Eleoteis



ElEOTMS CIJIAEDICEPS.
Krefft, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1864, p. 183; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 253.

Sal.—Eastern rivers of New South Wales. Length, 3 inches,

ErjiOTUIS OYMSOCEMEALUS, .
Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien 1866, liii, p. 453, pi. 2, f. 3; Giinth., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1867, (3) si,

p. 62.
Sab.—Hawkesbury Eiver (Giinther, Krefft).

Eoeoieis compressa.
Krefft, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1864, p. 184; Bleek., Arch. Neerl. x, p. 147 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 254, 
Elcotris brevirostris, Steind,

Sab.—Port Deuisou; Clarence Eiver. Length, 31- inches.

EjjEOTRIS OITCErUALA.
Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 150, pi. 77, ff. 4, 5; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 115; Kner., Voy. Novara Fische, 

p. 185 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 257.
Eleoiris caniherius, Eich,, Ichthyol. China, p, 200.

Sab.—Chinese and Japanese seas ; Port Jackson (Kner). Length, 6 inches.

ElEOTMS MASTERS!].
Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 257.

Sab.—Eope’s Creek (Macleay).
Eleotrts striata.

Eleoiris striatm, Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien 1866, liii, p. 452.
Sab.—New South Wales.

Ei.EOTIUS ItICJIAHWBOSir.
Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien 1866, liii, p. 455.

Sal.—New South Wales.
G-omomES runrunasceke.

Lemepurpurascens, Do Vis, Proc. Jjinn. Soc. N.S. Wales ix, p. 698. .
Sab.—Brisbane Eiver (13c Vis); Clarence Eiver (Ogilby). Length, 7 inches.
The Australian Museum possesses a single specimen of a fish which was found by Mr. T. Temperley 

buried in tnud on the bank of the Clarence Eiver near its mouth. Having been dried before being placed 
in spirits it is impossible now to describe it, and as it appears to agree fairly well with He Vis’s species, I 
have placed it provisionally under that heading, until an opportunity shall occur of comparing it with his 
type. I am unable to find sufficient differences to warrant the separation of Leme from Qobioides.

AlSl'STEUS riUTIAIILIS. .
Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S. Wales iii, p. 141.

Sab.—Murrumhidgee Eiver ; Eopo’s Creek. Length, 81 inches.

Macleay, Aust, Cat. i, p. 261. 
Sab.—Eichmond Eiver.

Aiusteus liseatus. 

Length, 3 inches.

CAJjLIONTMIDAi.
* Calliostmus calauropomus.

Eich., Voy. Erehus and Terror Pishes, p. 10, id. 7, ft’. 4, 5; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 147; Macleay, Ausl. 
Cat. i, p 262.

Sab.—Coasts of Australia; Port Jackson, common. Length, 11 inches. '

Caulionymus pajpixio.
Giinth., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1864, (3) xiv, p. 197; Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 202.
Callionymus ocellifer, Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, ii, p. 49.

Sab.—Melbourne (Giinther) ; Port Jackson (Aust. Mus.). Length, 5 inches.
Cailiontmus CURVICOH5IS.

Cuv, & Val. xii, p. 298 ; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 145.
Callionymus japonieus., Cuv. & Val. xii, p. 299 (not Souit.)
-----------valcnciennesii, Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p, 153, ph 78, f. 3.
—-------- punetatus (Langsd.), Eich., Ichthyol. China, p. 210.
----------- calcaratus, Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 263 ; Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, p. 121.

Sab.—Chinese and Japanese seas ; Port Jackson. Length, 9 inches.
Calliostmus macleayi.

Callionymus lateralis, Macleay, Aust. Cat. i, p. 263 {not Iticliard'ioii). '
Sab.—Port Jackson. Length, under 3 inches.
Eicbardson haling previously called an Indian fish lateralis, I have much pleasure in naming the 

present species after its discoverer.
Callionymus lunates.

Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 155, pi. 78, f. 4; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 146, and Voy. Challenger Shore 
Fishes, pp. 28 and 67 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. App., p. 35.

Sab.—Japanese seas; Port Jackson (Giinther). Length, 8 inches.
Callionymus riiasis.

Giinth., Voy. Challenger Shore Fishes, p. 28, pi. 15, f. C ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. App., p. 35.
Sab.—Twofold Bay, 120 fathoms. Length, 4 inches.

BLENNIIFOEMES.
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BLENNIIFOUMES.
TBICHONOTIDJS.

]i>:iIEEOC(EIES HASWEELI.

EauiBay. Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales vi, p. 5/5.
Hab.—North Head, Port Jackson, in 10 fathoms. Length, inches,

BLENNIIDJ3. *

, Elensius tasman ianus.

Eich., Trans. Zool. Soc. iii, p. 129; G-iinth., Cat. iii, p. 214; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 8; Giinth., Voy.
Challenger Shore Pishes, p. 28.

Hal.—Tasmania; Port Jackson (Giinther). Zcmprierc's Hlcnny. Length, 5 inches.
Br.ENNIUS UNICOJINIS.

Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales iii, p. 384.
llab.—Port Jackson. Length, 2 inches. Said to feed upon the living oysters.

Blinnius castanevs.

Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 5.
Hab.—Port Jackson (Macl. Mus.)

PjSTHOSCniTES TAHTjUUIjIS.
Cant., Cat., p. 200; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 234; Day, Pishes of India, p. 327, pi. 69, f. 7; Macleay, Aust. 

Cat. ii, p. 6.
Hab.—Coasts of India and the Malay Archipelago; Port Jackson (Giinther). Length, 4 inches.

PfiTROSCniTES ANOLIS.
Bleimechis anolius, Cuv. & Yal. xi, p. 288.
Petroscirfcs anolis, Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 23S ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 6.

Hab.—Port Jackson. Length, 2 inches.

Petboscibtes solobensis.
Bleek., Solor, p. 81; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 235; Kner, Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 196; Macleay, Aust. Cat. 

ii, p. 7. ^
Hab.—Sea of Lawajong ; Sydney (Kner).

Petkoscibtes jiaclkayi,
Petroscirtes fasciolatus, Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 8 (not Hhrenl. or Cuv. and Fe?.)

Hab.—Port Jackson. Length, 3 inches.
Cuv. & Val. having given the specific name of fasciolaius to a Pctroscirtes (Plcnneclns) from the 

Eed Sea, I am reluctantly obliged to rc-namc our Port Jackson species, but in doing so I take the oppor
tunity of calling it after the talented author of the Descriptive Catalogue of Australian Pishes, in which 
work it is first differentiated.

PeiRoscinTEs outiatus.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 9.

Hab.—Port Jackson. Length, 3 inches.

Petboscibtes botundiceps.
Macleay, Aust. Cat, ii, p. 9.

Hab.—Port Jackson. Length, 3 inches.

PetEOSCIEIES CETSTtCEPS. '
Macleay. Aust. Cat. ii, p. 9.

Hab.—Port Jackson (Macleay); Clarence Eiver (Ogilby). A single specimen brought down by 
Mr. T. Temperley. Length, 3 inches.

PliXEOSCIRTES WJLSONI.
Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ix, p. 171.

Hab.—Port Jackson. Length, 2| inches.

L EI“U)0 BLENN JUS GEMINATES.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 13.

Hab.—Port Jackson, common in rock-pools; Port Hacking; Jervis Bay, Length, 5 inches.
PeTBAITES nEPT.£OLUS.

Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales x, p. 225.
Hal.—Port Jackson. Length, 3-j- inches.

ClUSTICEPS NASUTUS.

Giinth., Cat. iii., p. 273; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 18.
Hab.—Now Soutli Wales (Gunther.) Length, nearly 2 inches.

CnrsTiCKi’s easciatus.

Macleay, Aust, Cat. ii, p. 19.
Hab.—Port Jackson.

OlMSlICEPS MACJjEAVT.

Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii. p. 385.
Hab.—Port Jackson, common. Length, 7 inches.

622—D CllISIICEPS
4
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Ceisticeps atjeantiacus.
Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 386.

Hab.—Port Jackson; Kiama, Length, 9 inches.
OmSTICEPS PICTUS.

Macleay, Anst. Cat. ii, p. 25.
Hab.—Port Jackson. Length, 3 inches.

Ceisticeps aeqyeopleuha.
Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 199, t. 7. f. 4; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 25.

Hab.—Port Jackson, common. Length, 4 inches.

Tetpteetgtum sp.
Gunth., Voy. Challenger Shore Pishes, p. 28.

Hab.—Port Jackson.
Stichaetum hop.sale.

Gunth., Ann, Nat. Hist. 1867, (3) xx, p. 63; Macleay, Anst. Cat. ii, p. 29.
Hab.—? Port Jackson (Giinther.) Length, inches.

PATiECUS I'ltONTO.

Kich., Ann. Nat. Hist. .1844, xiv, p. 280, and Voy. Erehns and Terror Pishes, p. 20, pi. 13; Gunth., 
Cat. iii, p. 292, and Study of Pishes, f. 227 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 30.

Hal.—Australian seas; Port Jackson ; Kichmond Eiver. Length, 9 inches.
PaTAJCUS MACULATES.

Gunth., Cat. ii, p. 292; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ii, p. 231; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 31. 
Hab.—West Australia; Port Jackson (Krefft.)

MTJGILIFORMBS.
SPHYBGiNIDiE.

Sj’HTEJlNA A'OVJE-IIOLLAKnijn. ‘
Gunth., Cat. ii, p. 335; Macleay, Anst. Cat. ii, p. 32.

Hab.— Coasts of Victoria and New South Wales. Attains to 25 inches in length. Hike of Port 
Jackson.

SpIITEjUK'A OUT U SATA.

Cuv. & Val. iii, p. 350; Schleg., Faun, .lapon, Poiss, p. 33, pi. 13, f, 2; Giinth., Cat. ii, p, 339, and Pische 
d. Sudsee, p. 211, pi. 119, f. B.; Kner, Voy. Novara Pische, p. 140; Klunz., Verb, z, b. 
Ges. Wien 1870, p. 820 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 343, pi. 7.1, f, 5; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, 
p. 34.

Sphyrasna jlavicauda, Kiipp., N. W. Pische, p. 100, t, 25, f. 3.
Hab.—Prom the Bed Sea through those of India and the Malay Archipelago to Japan and Aus

tralia; Port Jackson, common. Pike of the fishermen. Grows to 20 inches long.

ATHBBINIDjB.

Atheetna lacuuosa.

Forst., Descr. Anim, p. 298; Bl. Schn., p. 112; Giinth., Pische d. Sudsee, p. 213, pi. 118, f. E {notBleek), 
Atherim pinguis, Lacdp. v,, p. 372, pi. 11, f. 1; Gunth., Cat. iii, p. 399; Klunz., Pische d. Both. Meer., 

p. 833; Day, Pishes of India, p. 344; All. & Mack, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales i, p. 340 ; 
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 38.

----------- affinis, Benn., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1831, i, p. 166.
------------pectoralis, Cuv. & Val. s, p. 447.
------------forskalii, Eiipp., N. W. Fische, p. 132, t. 33, f. 1; Gunth., Cat. iii. p. 397; Day, Pishes of

India, p. 345, pi. 71, f. 4 ; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales vii, p. 362.
Hab.—East African, Indian, Malayan, Australian, and South Seas; New South Wales coast, 

abundant. Hardikead of Sydney. Grows to a length of 6 inches; an excellent breakfast fish.
Atheeina signifeb,

Pseudomugil signifer, Kner, Voy. Novara Pische, p. 275, pi. 13, f. 5, a and b.
Atherina dgnata, Giinth., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1867, (3) xx, p. 64; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 40 

Hab.—Cape York (Gunther) ; Sydney (Kner). Length, llr in,

ATITKRINTCHTliyS JACKSOUIAXA.
Atherina jacksonima, Quoy & Gaim., Voy. TTranie Zool., p. 333 ; Cuv. & Val. x, p. 461.
Atherinichthys jacksoniana, Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 402 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 41.

Hab.—Tasmania; Port Jackson. Length, 4? inches.

Atkeein.tchthys DUE OUT, ATI.

Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 143.
Hab.—Bichmond Biver. Length rather over 3 inches.

Nehatocehtbis nioeans.

Atherina nigrans, Bich,, Ann. Nat. Hist. 1843, xi, p. 180.
Atherinichthys nigram, Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 406.
Nematocentris spUndida, Peters, Monats her. Ak. Wiss. Borl. 1866 (July), p. 516.
Strabo nigrofasciafus, Kner & Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss, Wien 1866 (Oct.), p. 372, f. 10 {immature).

Nematocentris
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Nematocentris nigrans, G-untL, Ann. Nat. Hist. 1867, (3) sx, p. 65.
Hab.—Fresh waters of North Australia; Clarence and Severn Elvers, N. S, Wales. Length, 5

inches,
MUGrlLED.®.

Muon, GBAXDIS.
Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 386; Macleay, op. cit. iv, p. 412 ; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of

N. S. Wales, p. 71, pi. 30. _ *
Hab.—From Brisbane to the Gippsland Lakes, common. Sea Mullet of the Sydney market.

Length up to 2 feet. An excellent food fish, - *

Muon dobuua.
GHinth., Cat. iii, p. 420, and Fische d. Sudsee p. 214, pi. 120, f. a ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S.

Wales hi, p. 387, Macleay, op. cit, iv, p. 415, and viii, p. 208.
Hab.—Coasts of New South Wales and Queensland, entering fresh waters, common; Aneiteum ;

Sandwich Islands. Hard-gut Mullet of Sydney. Length up to 15 inches. An excellent food fish,

Mugil OEUlt. .
Mugil our, Forsk., p. 74 ; Eiipp., N. W. Fische, p. 131.
------------ cephalotus, Cuv. & Val. xi, p. 110; Cant., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1842, ix, p. 284 ; Eyd. & Soul., Voy.

Bonite Zool. i, p. 175, ph 4, f. 4; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 419; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, 
p. 224; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S, Wales iv., p. 416.

------------japonicus, Schleg., Faun. Japon, Poiss., p. 134, pi. 72, f. 1; Eich., Ichthyol, China, p. 247.
----------- oeur, Klunz., Fische d. Both. Meer., p. 829; Day, Fishes of India, p. 353, ph 75, f. 3; Steind,,

Denk. Ak. Wien xliv, p. 40. "
Hab.—From the Eed Sea through those of India to China, Japan, and Australia; Sydney (Kner).

Length up to 3 feet.
Mugil aecienteus.

Quoy. & Gaim., Voy. Uranie Poiss., p. 338, pi. 59, f. 3; Gunth,, Cat. iii, p. 424, and Fische d.
Sudsee, p. 214; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S, Wales iv, p. 417.

Mugil ferrandi, Cuv, & Val. xi, p. 142.
Hab.—S. Australia; Fitzroy Eiver; Port Jackson (Giinther); Eichmond Eiver (Aust. Mus.).

Length up to 12 inches.
Mugil longimasus.

Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 428 ; Steind., Denk. Ak. Wien xii, p. 5.
Hab.—East Indian Archipelago; Port Jackson (Steindachner).

Mugil bbeviceps.
Steind,, Sitzgsher, Ak. Wiss. Wien 1866, liii, p. 459, t. 1, f. 1.

Hab.—Port Jackson.
Mugil austbalts.

Steind., Denk. Ak. Wien xii, p. 5. .
Hab.-—Port Jackson.

Mugil pebosii.
Cuv. & Val. xi, p. 138; Gunth., Cat. hi, p. 452; Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, ii, p. 151, and Proc.

Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 387 ; Macleay, op. cit. iv, p. 421.
Hab.—Coasts of Victoria, New South Wales, and Queensland, common. Flat-tail Mullet of 

Sydney market. Length up to 12 inches. An excellent fish for the table. (

Mugil coxipbessus. ,
Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 451, and Fische d. Sudsee, pi. 123, f. A; Macleay, Proc. Linn, Soc. N. S. Wales 

iv, p. 421, and viii, p. 269.
IZa&.—New South Wales (Giinther); Port Darwin (Macleay); Eichmond Eiver (Ogilby).

Length up to 1 foot.
Mugil i’ettabui.

Casteln., Ees. on the Fishes of Aust., p. 32; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iv., p. 422. '
Hab.—Eichmond Eiver, common, Richmond Mullet. Length up to 15 inches. Of excellent 

quality for the table.
1 have omitted Mugil erenidens, Kner (Voy. Novara Fische, p. 209), because he gives the locality merely as New 

Holland (not Sydney, as stated by the Hon. Wm. Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N, S. Wales iv, p. 424), which is much too vague.

Myxus ELONGATUS.
Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 466; Kner, Voy, Novara Fische, p. 230; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S, Wales iv, 

p. 426.
Hab.—Coasts of Victoria and New South Wales. Sand Mullet and Tallegallau of the fishermen.

Length up to 12 inches. Little esteemed as an article of food.

GASTROSTEIEOKMES.
FISTULAEIIDAE.

. Fistulabia sekbata.
Fist ul aria t ah occur ia, White, Voy. N. 8. Wales, p. 296, f. 2; BL, t. 387, ff. 2, 3.
----------- serrate, Cuv. Begne Anim.; Giinth., Cat. iii, p, 533, and Voy. Challenger Shore Fishes, p. 68,

pi. 32, f. C; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 238 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 360, pi. 76, f. 3 ;
Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc, N, S. Wales iii, p. 388; Macleay, op. cit. viii, p. 270, and Aust.
Cot. ii, p. 49.

■ imnaculata, Cuv., Begne Anim,; Eich., Ichthyol. China, p. 247; Schleg, Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. %
320. Fistnlaria
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Mstularin commersonii, Eiipp., jSt. W. Fiseho, p. 142.
Sab.—From the east coast of Africa through the Indian seas to China and Australia; Ecrmudas ; 

Port Jackson, common, Pipe-fish of the Sydney fishermen. Grows to 5 feet in length.

FlSTUIVAEIA DEl’UESSA.
Giinth., Yoy. Challenger Shore Fishes, p. 09, pi. 32, f, D.

Sab.—From the oast coast of Africa through all the Indian seas to China and Australia; Fiji 
Islands; Coast of California; New South Wales (Giinther). Grows to 5 feet in length.

CENTRISCIPOEMES.
CENTRI SCIDiE.

Centeiscus ghaciIjTs.

Lowe, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1839, p. 80, and Trans. Zool. Soc. iii, p. 12; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 521; Macleay, 
Aust. Cat. App., p. 42.

Sab.—Madeira; West coast of Africa; Chinese and Japanese seas; Port Jackson, Length of 
specimen rather over 4 inches. Our example belongs to the short-spined form, var. japonicus, Giinth.

GOBIESOCIFOEMES.
GOBIESOCIDJE.

Eifiocbepis CO status.

Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, p. 270.
Sab.—Port Jackson. Length np to 21 inches.

Ceepiuogasteb tasmas'ieitsis.

Gunth., Cat. iii, p. 507; Kner, Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 277 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 53.
Sab.—Tasmania; Sydney (Kner). Length 215 inches. "

' 28

CHANNIEOBMES.
OPHIO CEPHALIDJE.

OrnrocEPiiALUS striatus.
Bloch, t. 359; Cuv. & Yal. vii, p, 417, pis. 202 and 206; Gunth., Cat. iii, p. 474, and Study of Fishes, f.

234; Kner, Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 234; Day, Fishes of India, p. 3GG (stom. Sr cm. <pyl. 
figd.) ; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Oph., t. 3, f. 1; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 54.

Sab.—Fresh waters of India, Burmah, China and the Philippines; Sydney (Kner.) Attains to 
the length of 3 feet.

LABYBINTHIBKANCHII.
LABYPJNTHICI.

POITACAXTHUS CUPASUS. ■
Cuv. Yal. vii, p. 357; Giinth., Cat. iii, p. 381; Kner, Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 218; Day, Fishes of 

_ India, p. 371, pi. 78, f. 4.
" Sab.—Coasts of India; Sydney (Kner). Length up to 3 inches.-

TjENIIFOEMES-
TitACUrPTERUS JACKSOXEXBIS.

Bcgahcits jachsoncnsis, Eamsay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales v, p. G31, pi. 20.
Sab.— Coast of New South Wales; Port Jackson. Southern llibbonfish. Largest specimen 7 

feet. Closely allied to Trachypierus arcdcus. .

ACANTHOPTER,YGII PHARYNGOGNATHI.
POMAGENTBIDJE.

POMAOESTTHUS UMFASCIATUS.
’ Steind., Sitzgsher. Alt. Wiss. Wien Ivi, p. 32G ; Kner, op. cit. Iviii, pp. 31 & 348, t. 8,‘f. 24.

Sab.—Fiji, (Kner) ; Port Jackson (Steindachner).

. POICACENTIIUS SOLTI.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 65, pi. 1, f. 1. '

_ Sab.—Port Jackson, Length up to 4 inches. Lives in large shells, such as those of PoUum 
variegatum.

Parma micbolepis.
Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 57; Macleay, Aust, Cat. ii, p. G9.

Sab.—Port Jackson; Botany Bay. Length np to G inches.

Parma sQUAMirrersis.
Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 58; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p, G9.
Gh/phidodon australis, Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien Ivi, p. 328.

K Sab.—Port Jackson. Length 8 inches.
Heliastes
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Heliastes htpsilepis.

Oiinfcli., Ann. Nat. Hist. 18G7, (3) xs,p. 6G ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 38S ; Macleay, 
Aust. Cat, ii, p, 71.

Sab.—Port Jackson. Length G oO inches.
Heliastes iideactilattts.

Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales s, p. 446.
2£ab,—Port Jackson. Length up to G inches.

LABRIDjE.
HETEEOCHfflnOPS Timms.

Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak, Wiss. Wien 18GG, liii, p. 4G1, pi. 5, f. 3.
Sal.—Port Jackson.

Teociiocofus unicolob.
Giinth,, Ann. Nat. Hist. 1876, (4) xvii, p. 368; Macleay, Anst. Cat. ii, p. 76.

Sal.—Port Jackson (Gunther). Length of specimen 14'50 inches.

COSSTPHUS UNIMACULATUS.
Giinth., Cat. iv, p, 109 ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 389; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 77 ; 

Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of New South Wales, p. 75, pi. 32.
Sal.—New South Wales coast; Port Jackson, common. Pig-Jlsh of the Sydney market. Attains 

a length of 18 inches. An excellent table-fish.

COSSTPHUS GOULDII.
Lalrus gouldii, Rich., Ann. Nat, Hist, 1843, xi, p. 353.
Cossyplius vel Laclmolaimuh gouldii. Rich., Voy. Erebus & Terror Fishes, p. 132.
Cossgphus gouldii. Rich., Ann, Nat. Hist. 185.1, (2) vii, p. 288, and Proc. Zool. Soc. .1850, p. 72, pi. 3, f. 3; 

Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 78 ; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 74, pi. 31.
Sab.—Western Australia; Port Jackson, common. Jllue Groper of the fishermen. Attains a 

length of 40 inches. A good table fish. Though it seems impossible to specifically separate our common 
Blue Groper from the fish described by Sir John Richardson as Cossyplius gouldii, it should nevertheless be 
borne in mind that our fish invariably has a strong posterior canine tooth at each angle of the mouth, and 
that the fishes, though common at each of the localities mentioned, have not hitherto been recorded from 
intermediate localities,
_ Cossyphus vulpinm, Rich., has been included in Castelnnu’s list (Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p, 354), and again 
in the Report on the Fisheries of Rew South Wales, App. JS, p. 51, but no proof of its occurrence is adduced.

Labbichthys celtuotus,
Lalrus celidotm, Forst., Descr. Anim. ed. Licht, p, 133; Bl. Schn, p. 2G5; Rich., Voy. Erebus and 

Terror Fishes, p. 53, pi. 31, ff. 1—5.
------------pacilopleum, Cuv. & Val. xiii, p. 95.
Sparus noiatus, Solander, MS.
Julis (?) notatus, Rich,, Ann. Nat. Hist. 1843, xi. p, 425.
Lalrichtbys celidota, Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 113, <fc Ann. Nat. Hist. 1876, (4) xvii, p. 398; Macleay, Aust. 

Cat. ii, p. 78.
Sab.—Coasts of Australia and New Zealand ; Botany Bay.

Labeicutiiys laticlavius.
lalrus laticlavius, Rich., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1839, p. 99, & Trans. Zool. Soc. iii, p. 139, & Voy, Erebus 

& Terror Fishes, p. 128, pi. 50, ft‘. 3—6.
Labrichthjs latwlavius, Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 115, and Ann. Nat. Hist. 18G7, (3) xx, p. GO; Macleay, Aust. 

Cat. ii, p. 80.
Sal,—Coasts of Tasmania; King George’s Sound; Port Jackson, common. Length up to a foot,

Labrichtuvs lccolentus.
Lalrus luculentus, Rich., Voy. Erehus & Terror Fishes, p. 130.
Lalrichtbys lucuhnta, Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 116 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 80.

Sal.—East and west coasts of Australia; Norfolk Island ; Port Jackson. Length G inches.

Lau aicuTiiTa paru/us.
Tautogaparila, Rich., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1850, p. 70, & Ann. Nat. Hist. 1851, (2) vii, p. 28G.
Lahrichtkysparila, Giinth., Cat. iv, p, 117; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S, Wales iii, p. 389; Macleay, 

Aust. Cat. ii, p. 81. '
Sal.—West Australia; Port Jackson (Castelnau). Length up to 8 inches.

Laurtciitys oymnogenis.
Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 117, and Ann. Nat. Hist. 1867, (3) xx, p. G6 ; Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien Ivi, 

p. 342 ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 389 ; Macleay, Aust, Cat. ii, p. 82. 
Sal.—Port Jackson, common. Length up to a foot. "

Lahrichtiiys nigkomarqutatus. '
Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 35, pi. 3, f. 3.

Sab.—Port Jackson. Length np to a foot.

Labbichtiits uorsalis.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 87.

Sal.—Port Jackson. Length 7 inches.
LABItlCimiYS
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Larrichtiivs LABIOSUS.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 88.

Hab.—Port Jack sou,
IjABUICHTHIS melanuebs.

Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. SS, pi. 1, f. 2.
Hab.—Port Jackson. Length 6 inches.

PliATAOLOSSTJS TRI11ACULATUS.
Julis trimaculata, Q.uoyA Gaim., Yoy. Astrolabe Zool. ii, p. 705, pi. 20, f. 2; Cuv. & Yal. xiii, p. 452.
Julis spilurus, Bleek., Banda i, p.252.
Qurdheria trimaculala, Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Labr., p. 138, t. 32. f. 1.
Platyghssus Irimaculatus, Giinth,, Cat- iv, p. 153; Kuer, Yoy. Novara Pische, p, 255; Macleay, Proc. 

' Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales viii, p. 273.
Hab.—Sea of Yanicolo : Bast Indian Archipelago; South-east New Guinea (Macleay) ; Sydney 

(Kner). Length up bo 5 inches,
NOVACUJ.A JACKSON1ENSIS.

Eamsay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales vi, p. 198,
Hab.—Port Jackson. Example immature.

COEIS l.E'TEOLATA.
Julis Hneolafa, Cuv. & Yal. xiii, p. 43G.
----------- cyanogramma, Bich., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1851, (2) vii, p. 289, and Proc. Zool. Soc. 1850, p. 73.
Ophthalmolepis liveolaia, Bleek., Proc. Zool. Soc. 18G1, p. 413; Kner, Yoy. Novara Pische, p. 258, 

pi. n, f. i. _ ' _
Goris lineolata, Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 20G ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales iii, p. 390.

Hab.—Australian coasts ; Port Jackson, common. Maori of the New South Wales coast. Grows 
to 15 inches in length. Said to be fair eating.

COEIS SICinOTNCTA.
Bamsay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S, Wales vii, p. 301.

Hab.—Lord Howe’s Island ; Broken Bay.

COIIIS BEX.
Ramsay and Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, (inpress).

Hab.—Bondi, N. S. Wales. Length IG'oO inches.

Pseudoscakub octodox.
Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Sear.,p. 33, t. 13, f. 2; Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 234; Kner, Voy. Novara Pische, p. 262. 

Hab.—Buton (Blecker) ; Sydney (Kner). Length up to 9‘50 inches,

Heteeoscabus filamehtosus.
Casteln., Proc. Zool, Soc. Yict. i, p. 245, & ii, p. 74; Macleay, ±Vust. Cat, ii,- p. 101.

Hab.—South Australia; Port Jackson. Length up to 7 inches.

HeTKEOSCAEUS CASTEftTAUI.
Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 36, pi. 5, f. 2.

flab.—Port Jackson. Rainbow-Jish Length up to 9 inches. Very closely allied to the
preceding species ; perhaps the female of it.

Odax baeteatus.
Cuv, & Yal. xiv, p, 303 ; Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 210; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 106.
Odax algensis, Rich., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1840, p. 26, and Trans. Zool. Soc. iii, p. 148.

Hab.—Tasmania; Port Jackson. Kelp-fish of Tasmania.

Odax semifasciatus.
Cuv. & Val. xiv, p. 299, pi. 407 ; Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 241; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 

390; Macleay, A.ust. Cat. ii, p. 107.
Hab.—Port Jackson, common. Ttoeb Whiting of the Sydney market, Grows to the length of 

15 inches. A poor food-fish.
Odax kichardsokit.

Odaxpusillus, Cuv. & Yal. xiv, pi. 408 (not Forst).
----------- richardsomi, Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 241, and Ann. Nat. Hist. 1867, (3) xx, p, 66 ; Casteln., Proc.

Zool. Soc. Yict. i, p. 152; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p, 107.
-— ------ hyrtlii, Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss, Wien 1866, liii, p. 464.

Hab.—Port Phillip; Tasmania (Aust. Mus.) ; New South Wales (Giinther). The Stranger at 
Melbourne. Attains a length of 15 inches.

Odax bruxxeus.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 109.

Hab.—Port Jackson. Length 3'50 inches.

Odax obscuhus.
Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soe. Yict. i, p. 154. and Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales iii, p. 391; Macleay, Aust. 

Cat. ii, p. 108.
Hab.—Port Phillip & Port Jackson (Castelnau).

Obistheeops
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Macleay, Proc. Linn, Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 3G, pi. 5,'f. 1.
Jlub.—Port Jaclfson. Hfirring-cale at Sydney. Length up to 18 indies. In a fresh state the 

males of this species correspond exactly with 8ir John Uiehardson’s description of O. cynnomelas, except 
that I have never seen the hluo pectoral streak which he describes, and more especially all our examples 
have from 5G to C9 scales in the lateral line; in fact if fifty-eight were read instead of forty-eight in 
Kichardson’s description it would be impossible to separate the two forms.

AN ACANTHINL 
G-ADOPSIDiE.

G-ATOPSIS MABMOllATUS.

Rich,, Voy. Erebus & Terror Pishes, p. 122, pi. 59, ff. 6-11 ; Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 318 ; Macleay, Aust. 
Cat. ii, p. 112,

Jtnb,—Fresh waters of Tasmania, South Australia, Victoria, and New South Wales. Prof. M!Coy. 
(Prodr, Zool. Viet. dec. iii, pi. 27, f. 2) has described a Q-adopsis from the Yarra, which he names
G. gracilis, and a second from the Bunyip River, Gippsland, under the name of <?. giblosxts. The 
differences between these and the typical form appear to he slight, and only such as might he expected in 
a species of such wide range, and which exists under such different conditions of life and diversities of 
climate. The Hon. Win. Macleay also mentions a Gadqpsis (Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, p. 267) 
which is more elongate than G. marmoratus, and which is probably the same form which Prof. M‘Coy 
describes as G-. gracilis ; it came from the Little River, near Yass, New South Wales.

Gadoidei.
GADIDjE.

Lotklla fuiigiitosa.
Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 347; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 114. _

Sab.—Port Jackson, (Castelnau) fide Macleay. Count Castelnau gives no description of the fish 
which he includes in his list as L. rubiginosa, Giinth., and I doubt the propriety of continuing to keep it 
in the New South Wales catalogue, the more so since Castelnau may have had in his mind the 
G-adus rubiginosus of Solander's MS., which is probably our JPseudophgcis baehtts.

LOTELLA CAI.LAUIAS. '
Giinth., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1863, (3) xi, p. 116 ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 391; M‘Coy, 

Prodr. Zool. Viet. dec. ii, pi. 19 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 114.
Lotella schuettii, Steind., Sitzgsher, Ak. Wiss. Wien 1866, liii, p. 456. _

Sab.—Port Phillip ; Port Jackson (Castelnau). Small-scaled Mock-cnd. Attains to the length of 
24 inches. Not much esteemed for the table.

LOTEULA nilUSATA.
Lotella marginata, Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p, 114; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p, 76, pi. 23 

(lore, fig.)
Sab.—Port Jackson. Beardy of the Sydney Market. Length up to 20 inches. Dr. Gunther 

(Ann. Nat. Hist. 1878, (5) ii, p. 19) having given the specific name of marginata to a Lotella obtained by 
the Challenger Expedition, off the south-western coast of South America, I am obliged to change the 
name of our species, and I have selected in its place a name which conveys the same meaning as that 
under which the species was originally described by the Hon. Wm. Macleay.

Lotella gran dis.
Ramsay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales v, p. 462. 

Sab.—Wollongong.
PsEmoniTCis baches.

Gadus bacchus, Forst., Descr. Anim. ed. Licht., p. 120.
Bnchelyopus backus, Bl. Schn., p. 53.
Lota breviuscula. Rich., Voy. Erebus & Terror Fishes, p. 61, pi. 38, f. 1.
Lotella bacchus, Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 347 ; Parker, Trans. N. Zeal. Inst, xv, p. 234, pi. 33.
Pseudophycis breviusculus, Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 350; Ramsay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales vi, p. 717.
------------backus, Giinth., Voy. Challenger Shore Fishes, p. 28, and Study of Fishes, p. 542, f. 248.

Sab.—New Zealand; coast of New South Wales; Twofold Bay (Giinther); Port Jackson, 
Ramsay. Red cod of New Zealand.

Pleuronectoidei.
PLEURONECTIDjE.

PSEODOEHONBTTS BUSSELLII.
Plaiessa russellii, Gray & Hardw., 111. Ind. Zool., t. 94, f. 2 ; Cant., Cat. Mai. Fishes, p. 214.
Rhombus lentiginos-m, Rich., Ann. Nat. Hist. 184*3, xi, p. 495.
Plaiessa ckrysoptcra, Rich., Ichthyol. China, p. 278. ■
Rhombus arsius, Bleek., Beng. cn Hind., p, 76.
Pscudorhombus russellii, Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 424; Kner. Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 283 ; Bleek., Atl, 

Ichthyol. Pleuronecfc., p. 6, t. 233, f. 2 ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 391 ; 
Macleay, op. cit. ii, p. 362, and Aust. Cat. ii, p. 124; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. 
Wales, p. 76, ph 33.

----------- arsius, Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 426 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 423, pi. 91, f. 5.
Teratorhombus excisiceps, Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 126 (malformation).

Sab.—From the east coast of Africa through the Indian seas to Australia ; Fort Jackson, common 
in summer. Flounder oi Port Jackson. Attains to the length of 15 inches, A moderate fish for the table.

* PSEUDOEHOAEBUS
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Pseudouhombus uultimaculatps.
Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 427 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 125.

Hah.—Coast of New South Wales, common. Flounder oi Port Jackson; not distinguished from 
the preceding. Grows to 12 inches in length. A. moderate table fish.

ItKOMBOmiCHTni'S SPINICEPS.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 127.

Hab.—Port Jackson. Length 4'50 inches.

Lophojcectes gai,t,us.
Giinth., Yoy. Challenger Shore Pishes, p. 29, pi. 15, f. B. (very bad).
Loylwrhombus cristatus, Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc, N. S. Wales vii, p. 14.

llab.—Port Jackson. Length up to 7 inches. In Dr. Gimther’e figure the fish is colored on the 
wrong side, the short first dorsal ray is omitted, and there is a separation between the elongate and short 
rays of that fin, which is purely imaginary.

Ammotrf.tts adspersus.
Ammoiretis restrains, var. adspersits, Kner, Voy. Novara Pische, p. 28G, t. 13, f. 4.
----------- zonatus, Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales vii, p. 367.
------------macleayi, Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N, S. Wales x, p. 121. ■
Fhombosolca bassensis, Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, i, p, 167.

Hab.—Coasts of New South Wales and Victoria. A.ttains to the length of 10 inches.
It is probable that this species will prove to be identical with the Ammoiretis restrains of Dr. 

Gunther, hut his specimen must have been abnormally elongate, if the comparative measurement of height 
given in the Catalogue of Pishes, vol. iv, p. 458, is correct. Should further examination prove their 
identity, the range of the fish would be increased by Tasmania, whence it was originally described, and 
New Zealand, from which it has been recorded by Hutton, (Trans. N. Zeal. Inst, viii, p. 215), who had 
previously (op. cit. v, p. 267, pi. 11) described an A. guentkeri from the sains place. The Australian 
Museum is fortunate iu possessing the type specimen of Count Castelnau’a Ehombosolca has sen sis, labelled 
in his own handwriting, and it is undoubtedly this species.

L/isoi’s i*AiivrcErs.
Gunth., Voy. Challenger Shore Pishes, p. 29, pi. 15, f. A.

Hab.—Twofold Bay, 120 fathoms (?) Length, to 5'50 inches.

Know nosolea lepoeesa.
Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 460 ; Kner, Voy. Novara Pische, p. 287; Hutton, Trans. N. Zeal. Inst, v, p. 268, 

pis. 11,12 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 130.
JIab.—Sydney (Kner). Length, up to 8 inches.

Rhombosolea fiesoides, Giinth, is incluied in Cnstolusu’s list (Proc. Liun. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 354), but n 
authority is given.

. SoLEA MICROCEP1IALA.
Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 466; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p, 288 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 135.

Hab.—New South Wales coast; Port Jackson, common. Length, up to 8 inches.

SOLEA HACIEAYAHA.
Kamsay, Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales v, p. 402.

Hab.—Port Jackson. Length, up to 7 inches. '

Soeea fluviatilis.
Eamsay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales vii, p. 111.

Hab.—Hunter Eiver, fresh water. Length, 3‘60 inches.

Sole a likeata.
Eamsay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales vii, p. 406.

Hab.—Port Stephens. Length, 2'7o inches.

SoLEA JIUMILIS.
Cant., Cat. Mai. Fishes, p. 219 ; Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 471; Kner, Voy. Novara Pische, p. 288.
Solea maculata, Bleek., Verhand. Bat. Genootsch. xxiv, Pleuronect., p. 17.

Hab.—Seas of Java and Penang; Sydney (Kner). Length, up to 4 inches.
Admins rAVOniNrs.

Lacop. iv, pp. 658, 601; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Pleuronect., p. 24, pi. 211, f.l; Day, Pishes of India, 
p. 427, pi. 93, f. 2. *

Plcuro nectcs pa von in us, Shaw, Zool. iv, p. 310.
Fardachirus pavoninm, G-imth., Cat. iv,'p. idi) •, Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales i, p. 347, and 

Anst. Cat. ii, p. 136.
Solea (Pardachirus) pavonina, Steind., Fiseho Sing. 1870, p. 570.

Hab.—Malay Archipelago; Australian coasts; Port Jackson. Length, up to 6 inches.

Synaftuua quagga.
Aesopia qmyga, Kaup, Wiegm, Arch. 1858, p. 98.
Synaptura guayya, Giinth., Cat. iv, p. 485: Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 392 ; Macleay, 

Aust. Cat. ii, p. 136.
Hab.—Chinese seas; Sydney, Brisbane, and Swan Eiver (Castelnau). Length, up to 6 inches.

SyifAnuHA
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SYXAPIUtti SICJiA.
Macleay, Proc. Liun. Soc. K\ S. Wales v, p. 49 ; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of ISr. S. Wales, p. 77.

•Hoi.—Estuaries of the Jsew South Wales coast. Sole of the Sydney market. Attains to the 
length of 10 inches. An excellent table-fish.

SrSAriUEA FASCIATA.
Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales vii, p. 14.

L&i.^Port Jackson, Length, up to 8 inches.

PlAOUSJA u>'j COLO It.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 138.

i£ab.—Port Jackson. Lemon Sole of the fishermen. Length, up to 10 inches.

. PHYSOSTOMI.
sillrida:. .

HOMALOPTE1LE. .
PLOTOSIXA.

PLOXOSL'S AltAJJ.
Silurus arab, Forsk., Loser. Anim. xvi, no. 30,
Platystacus angmllaris, Bl. viii, p. 61, t. 373, f. 1-
Plotosus anguillarig, Lacop. v. p. 130, pi. 3, f. 2; Rupp., iSi. W. Fische, p, 70; (Hath., Cat. v, p, 24 ; 

Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 139.
------------ilcapor, Less, & Garn., Yoy. Coquille Zool. ii, p. 132, pi. 31, f. 3.
------------lineatus, Cuv. & Yal. xv, p. 412 ; Rich., Ichthyol. China, p. 286 ; Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss.,

p. 228, pi. 101, f. 3.
------------arab, Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Silur., p, 98, t. 95, f. 2 , Kner. Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 300; Lay,

Fishes of Lidia, p. 483, pi. 112, f. 4.
Sab.—From the east coast of Africa through the Indian Seas to Japan and Polynesia; coasts of 

North Australia and Queensland; Clarence River (Ogilby); a small specimen forwarded by Mr. T. 
Temperley.

CorinocLAyis tandanus.
Llotosus tandanm, Mitch., Exp, into Tut. of Australia, ed. 2, vol. i, p. 95, pi. 6, f. 2.
Copidoglanis tandanns, Giinth., Cat. v, p. 26; Klunz., S.B. Ak. Wien lxxx, Abth. i, p. 410; Macleay, 

Aust. Cat. ii, p. 141, and Proc. Linn. Soe. N. S. Wales viii, p. 208 ; Tenison-Woods, 
Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p, 105.

Sab.—Rivers of New South Wales. Fresh-water Cat-fish. Length, up to 3 feet.

G-iinth., Cat. v, p. 26.
Sab.—Port Jackson (Krefft).

Cowpoclanis onscuia's.

CxmOQLAXIS MEGASTOAIA.
Phtosns megastomns. Rich., Voy. Erebus & Terror Fishes, p. 31, pi. 21, ff. 1-3.
Cnidoglanis megastoma, Giinth., Cat. v, p. 27, and Study of Fishes, f. 258; Caslclu., Proc. Linn. Soc.

N, S. Wales iii, p.392; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 144; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of 
A, S. Wales, p. 81.

Ckatroplotows dccemfilis, Kner, Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 300, pi. 13, f. 1 (an Plotosus limbatus, Cuv. 
& Yal. xv, p. 422).

Sab.—Coast of New South Wales; Port Jackson, common. The Catfish of Sydney. Attains a 
length of 30 inches. Though the flesh of this fish is excellent, there is a prejudice against it, which makes 
it unsaleable, except at a nominal price to foreign sailors and Chinese.

Citidog-lanis iepturus.
Griinth., Cat. v, p. 28 ; Casteln., Proc. Liun. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 393 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 145. 

Sab.—Port Jackson. Length, up to 18 inches.

PROTERO PTERiE.
AMINA,

Aliirs AUSTRALIS.
Gunth., Proc. Zool. Soe. 1SG7, p. 103 (fig. of head), and Study of Fishes, f. 261; Casteln., Proc. Liun. 

Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 50; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 149.
Sab.—Hunter and Richmond Rivers (Gunther); Norman River (Castelnau). Length, up to 18 

inches. ,
Arius thalassis'us.

Bagrtts thalassinns, Rupp., X. W. Fische, p. 75, pi. 20, f. 2.
Arius nasntm, Cuv. & Val. xv, p. 60.
Ffetumn vasuta. Block.. Atl. Ichthyol. Silur., t 61.
------------ikalassina, Bleek,, l.c., t. 28.
Arius thalassims, G-iinth., Cat. v, p. 139 : Kner, Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 310 ; Lay, Fishes of India, 

p. 463, pis. 101, f. 4, and 106, f. I; All. & Mad., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. 8. Wales i, p. 348 ; 
Macleay, Aust. Cat, ii, p. 148, and Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales viii, p. 209.

Sab.—Prom the east coast of Africa through all the Indian and Malayan seas to the east coast of 
Australia; Port Jacksou. Grows to a large size.

622—E SCOPELIDiE
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Sattrus mtops. .

Salmo foetens, Bloch., t. 384, f. 2; Bl. Schn., p. 404 {not Jjinn.)
-----------myo-ps, Forst., Descr, ^nim., p. 412. ■ ■

Sowras Zi'm&arfws, Eyd. & Soul., Voy. Bonite Poiss., p. 100, t. vii, f. 3. .................
------------myops, Cuv., Beg. Anim.; Cuv. & Val. xvii, p. 435 ; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol, Saurida, t. 2, f. 3 ;

G-iinth., Cat. v, p. 398 ; Day. Pishes of India, p. 504, pi. 117, f. 5 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii
p. 153.

------------traehinm, Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 231, pi. 106, f. 2,
Sab.—Tropical seas ; Port Jackson. Grows to the length of a foot.

Saurus uebtjlosus. _ "
Dentex nebulosus (Solander), Cuv. & Val. xxii, p. 506.
Saurm gracilis, Quoy & Gaim., Voy. Uranie, p. 222.
Saurida nebuhsa, Cuv. & Val. xxii, p. 504,'t. 648 ; Bleek., Atl .-Ichthyol. Saurida, t. 1,'f. 1; Giinth., Cat.

v, p. 399; Kner, Voy. Kovara Pische, p. 316; Day, Pishes of India, p. 505; M.acleay, 
Aust. Cat. ii, p. 154.

Sab.—East African, Indian, Malayan, and Australian seas ; Port Jackson. Length, up to 8 inches.

Saurus australis.
Saurida australis, Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 393.

Sab.—Port Jackson. Length, 14 inches. ' .

Saurus truculentus. 1 '
Saurida truculenta, Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 155. '

Sab.—Port Jackson. Length. 20 inches. _

■ - Saurus ferox. . '
Saurida. for ox, Bamsay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales viii, p. 177. .

Sab.—Port Jackson.
Count Castelnau includes Saurus undosqttami/t, Eich., in his list of Port Jackson fishes (Proc. Linn. Soc. IN*. 9. Wales, 

iii,, p. 355), hut without giving any proof of its occurrence, and as a mere catalogue name I unhesitatingly omit it from the 
New South Wales Fauna.

34

AULOPUS PURPURISSATUS.
Bich., Ic. Pise., p. 6, pi. 2, f. 3 {very bad) ; Giinth., Cat. v, p. 403; McCoy, Prodr. Zool. Viet. dec. vi, 

pis. 54, 55; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 157 ; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p, 82, 
pi. 35.

Aulopus milesii, Cuv. & Val, xxii, p. 519, pi. 650.
Sab.—Coasts of Victoria and Kew South Wales. Sergeant Baker at Sydney. Attains to the 

length of 2 feet. One of the best food fishes of the colony. One of the .characters of this genus, as given 
in the British Museum Catalogue, is “ Pyloric appendages few in number” ; this will have to be omitted, 
as our southern species have these organs in very large numbers, up to 130 in a specimen examined lately.

Chlorophth aLjUus NiGRipnrxis.
Giinth., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1878, (5) ii, p. 182.

Sab.—Twofold Bay, 120 fathoms.

Plagtodus ferox.
Alepisawrus ferox, Lowe, Trans. Zool. Soc. i, pi. 19, and p. 395, pi. 59 ; Cuv. & Val. xx, p. 529; Johnson, 

Ann. Nat. Hist. 1862, (3) x, p. 317. ' .
?------------Bich., Voy. Erehus and Terror Pishes, p. 34, pi, 22, ff. 1-4.
Alepidosaurus ferox, Giinth,, Cat. v, p. 421; Macleay, A.ust. Cat. ii, p. 162.
Blagyodus ferox, Giinth., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1867, (3) xix, p. 185, and Study of Pishes, p. 586, f. 270.

Sab.—Atlantic Ocean; Tasmania (Richardson); Port Jackson (Krefft). Attains a length of 5
feet.

. CYPRINIDJE,
- ' CVPRININA.

Carassius vulgaris.
Oyprmus carassius, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, p, 526 ; Cuv. & Val. xvi, p, 82, pi. 459,
Qarassius vulgaris, Nordm. in Demid. Voy. Russ. Mer. iii, p. 479; Giinth., Cat. vii, p. 29, and Study of 

Pishes, p. 591; Houghton, Brit. Fresh-water Pishes, p. 19; Day, Brit. Pishes ii, p. 164, 
pi. 130. ' ‘

Cyprinus gibelio, Linn. Gmel., p. 1417.
Sab.—Europe and Siberia; introduced to many fresh-water lagunes and ponds of New South 

Wales; Botany swamps. Length up to 10 inches. Those which I have seen from this neighbourhood 
belong to var. gibelio; one received lately from the Nepean above Penrith is true O. vulgaris.

LEUCISCINA.
Tinca vulgaris.

Cyprinus tinea, Liun., Syst. Nat. i, p. 526.
Tinea vulgaris, Cuv., Beg. Anim.; Cuv. & Val. xvi, p. 322, pi. 484; Giinth., Cat. vii, p. 265, and Study 

■ of Pishes, p. 599, f. 274; Houghton, Brit. Fresh-water Pishes, p. 49 ; Dav, Brit. Pishes ii, p.
. 188, pi. 134, f. 2. ' '

Sab.—Fresh waters of Europe and Asia Minor; introduced into New South Wales. Tench. 
Grows to the weight of 5 pounds. A moderate fish for the table.

SCOMBRESOCIDjE.



SCOMBBESOCIDiE,
Belong eeeox.

G-imtli., Cat. vi, p. 342; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ii, p. 239, and iii, p. 394; Macleay, Aust. 
Cat. ii, p. 176 ; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 83, pi. 36.

Sab.—New South Wales, common. Long Tom of the Sydney fishermen. ■ ■

Belong kbefetit.
G-iinth., Cat. vi, p. 250; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 50; Macleay, op. cit. viii, p. 209, 

and Aust. Cat. ii, p. 178. ‘
Sab.—Rivers of Northern Queensland; Hunter River (Krefft). Length up to 2 feet.

Belong hacleayana.
Ii clone gracili?,, Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 179.

Sab.—Port Jackson. Length, 8 inches. I am again compelled to change Mr. Macleay’s name, 
the same having been given previously to an Indian species by Schlegel, and to a Portuguese species by 
Lowe. *

SCOMBIIESOX FORSTERI.
Sox saurtts, Forst., Descr. Anim. ed. Licht., p. 143.
Scomberesox forsteri, Cuv. & Yal. xviii. p. 481.
Scomlresox fbrsteri, Griinth., Cat. vi, p. 258 ; Hutton, Fishes of N. Zeal., p. 53 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 

180.
Sal.—New Zealand; Melbourne (Castelnau); Sydney (Macleay).

Hemiuhamphus intermedins.
Cant., Ann. Nat. Hist. 1842, ix, p. 485; Rich., Ichthyol. China, p. 264; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 181;

Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 84, pi. 37 (itp.Jlg.) ■
Tlemirhampkns melanoeMr, Cuv. & Yal. xix, p. 41; Castelnau, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 394.

Sab.—Seas of Chinn, Australia, and New Zealand ; Port Jackson, abundant. Common G-arfish of 
tbe Sydney market. Gh-ows to 18 inches in length. An excellent fish for the table.

HeMIEHAMPHUS JIESDLAEIS.
GHinth., Cat. vi, p. 261; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 394 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii,p, 181; 

Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 84, pis. 37 {low. fig?) and 38.
Hai.—Coasts of Australia ; ■ Port Jackson, common. River Garfish. G-rows to the length of 12 

inches. A good table-fish, but not equal to the preceding.

Hemiehaacpeus aiwenteus.
Benn., Whaling Yoy. ii, p. 269; Casteln., Proc. Linn, Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 394.
Semirhamplms breviceps, Casteln., 1. e. ii, p. 240.

Sab.—Brisbane; Sydney (rare). Length up to 5 inches.
This is perhaps the young of Semirhamplms intermedins.

Hemiehamphtjs far.
.Esox far, Forsk., Descr. Anim., No. 98.
Semirhamphus far, Rupp., N. W. Fische, p. 74; Day, Fishes of India, p. 516, pi. 120, f. 3.
——-----commersonii, Cuv. & Yal. xix, p. 28; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Scombres., t. 6, f. 3 ; GHinth., Cat.

vi, p, 271; All. & Macl., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales i, p. 350; Macleay, op. cit. vii, p. 
593, and Aust. Cat., p. 183.

Sab.—From the east coast of Africa through all the Indian and Malayan seas to the east coast of 
Australia; Port Jackson. Length up to 15 inches.

Hemibhampiius australis.
Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien 1866, liii, p. 471.

Sab.—Port Jackson.
Arehamphus scleeolepis.

Giinth., Cat. vi, p. 277; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ii, p. 364, and Aust. Cat. ii, p. 184. 
Semirhamplms hrefftii, Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien 1867, Ivi, p. 332, t. 1.

. Sab.—East coast of Australia; Port Jackson (Steindachner). Length np to 9 inches.

.Exoocetus melanocercus.
Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales x, p. 123. ’ ,

Sal.—Port Jackson. Length, 15'25 inches.

. . P Exoccetus unicolor.
Exocoetus unicolor?, Cuv. & Yal. xix, p. 97; Kner, Yoy. Novara Fische, p. 325. .

Sab.—Sydney (Kner). Length, 8 inches.

GALAXIIDAE.
Galaxias olidus.

Giinth., Cat. vi, p. 209 ; Macleay, Anst. Cat. ii, p. 166.
Sab.—Rivers of New South Wales (Krefft). Length np to 4 inches. •

Galaxias krefftii.
GHinth,, Cat. vi, p. 211; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 167.

jETah.—Rivers of New South Wales; Rope’s Creek (Macleay). Length up to 6 inches.
Galaxias
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Galasias scriba.
Cuv. & Val. xviii, p. Si?; Giintli., Cat. vi, p. 212; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. ICS. 

Hah.—Port Jackson. Lengtli, 3 inches.
Gaiaxias PUSCTATUS.

Giinth., Cat. vi, p. 212; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p, 1G8.
Hab.—Eastern Creek. Length, 6'50 inches.

Galaxias coxn.
Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. "Wales v, p. 45.

JIab.—Streams on the uplands of Mount Wilson. Length, 7 inches.

Galaxias blaniceps.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 1G9.

Hal.—Rankin’s Lagoon, near Bathurst.

Galaxias boxci-bonc.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 160.

Hal.—Moss Vale and rivers at Bong-hong. Length, 3 inches.

Galaxias nebulosus.
G-ahxias nehtlosa, Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 170.

Hal.—Long Bay, near Sydney. Length, 3 inches.

Galaxias pindlati.
Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales vii, p. 107.

Hal.—Upland ponds of Mount Kosciusko. Length, 3 inches.

Krefft, M.S. name.
Hab.—Aah Island, Hunter River.

Galaxias scottii. 

Length, 4'75 inches.

( SALMON! ILK.
SALMO PAR] 0.

Linn., Syst. Nat. i, p. 509 ; Giinth., Cat. vi, p. 59 ; Houghton, Brit. Fresh-water Fishes ii, p. Ill; Day, 
Brit. Fishes ii, p. 95, pis. 109, f. 3,113,114, and 1.16, f. 1. _ ^

Hal.—Temperate and colder parts of the northern hemisphere; introduced into New Zealand, 
Tasmania, Victoria, and New South Wales ; streams of the National Park, 1885. The Trout. Grows to 
the weight of 201bs. and over; I have seen a trout from Lough Neagh, Ireland, which weighed 281bs., 
and Thompson (Nat. Hist. Ireland iv, p. 158) mentions having examined one of 361bs. These belonged 
to var. ferox. Other forms of this most variable species have been separated as nigripinnie, eetuarins, 
stomachicus, orcailentie, cornvbienm, and so on ; at this rate every stream and feeder of a stream might 
furnish us with a so-called species.

EkTHOPIXXA iUCHAEUSONIT.
Argentina retropinna. Rich., Voy. Erehus & Terror Fishes, p. 121, pi, 52, ff. 1-3.
Itetropinna, richarrleonii, Gill, lAoc. Ac. Nat. Sc. Philad. 1862, p. 14; Giinth., Cat. vi, p. 171; Hector, 

Trans. N. Zeal. Inst, iii, p. 133, pi. 18, f. 3 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 164. .
Jlichanhonia retropinna, Kner. Voy. Novara Fische, p. 318.

Hab.—Fresh waters of New Zealand and the Southern parts of Australia; Rope’s Creek (Macleay). 
Length up to 4 inches.

CLHPEID/E.
ClIATOESSUS JtlCHAEDSOXIT.

Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, ii, p. 144 ; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iv, p. 36!).
77«L'~Mnray River and its tributaries. Mannr and Ka-ee-ra, of the Aborigines. Attains to the 

length of 14 inches. Of delicate flavour.

ClIATOESSUS EREBI.
? Chatoesus come, Rich., Voy. Erebus and Terror Fishes, p. 62, pi. 38, ff. 7-10.
Chatoeesus ereli, Grinth., Cat. vii, p. 407; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iv, p. 368; Tenison- 

Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 106.
Hal.—Rivers of North and West Australia; Clarence and Namoi Rivers, New South Wales. 

Bong Bream ; Sardine at Brisbane ; Berth Herring of Swan River, West Australia.

■ Clupea sag ax.
Jenyns, Voy. Beagle Fishes, p. 134 : Giinth., Cat. vii, p. 443; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N, S. Wales 

iv, p. 371; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of N. S, Wales, p. 86.
Atom meianoeticia, Cuv. & Val. xx, p. 444 (not Schleg.).
----------- fmlriata, Kner and Steind., Sitzgsher. Ak. Wiss. Wien 1867, liv, p. 386, t, 15.

Hab,—Pacific coasts of America; Japan ; New Zealand ; Tasmania; Victoria; New South Wales, 
abundant. Marag of the Port Jackson fishermen. Length, up to 8 inches. An excellent table-fish.

Clupea SUSUAICA.
Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Clup., p. 105, pi. 271, f. 5 ; Macleay, Proc. Liun. Soc, N. S. Wales iv, p. 373; Tenison- 

Woods, Fisheries of N. S. Wales, p. 86.
Hal.—Java & Celebes (Bleeker) ; New South Wales, abundant. Herring of the Sydney fishermen. 

Length, up to 6 inches. A well-flavored fish, "
Clupea
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Clupea jitpseeosoma.

Sarengula hypselosoma, Bleek., Nat. Tydsclir. Ned. Ind. viii, 1855, p. 427.
Cluvea hymelosoma, Ctiinth., Cat. vii, p. 431; Macleay, Proc. Linn, Soc. N. S. "Wales ir. p. 375; Bleek., 

Atl, Ichthyol, Clup. vi, p. 104, pi. 267, f. 2.
Hal.—Amboyna : Port Jackson, abundant. An excellent food fish.

Clupea moluccensis.
Harengitla moluecensis, Bleek., Nat. Tydschr, Ned, Ind. iv, p. 609.
----------- kunsei, Bleek., 1. c. xii, p. 209.
Clupea moluecensis, Griinth., Cat. vii, p. 427 ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 395 ; Macleay 

op. cit. iv, p. 376; Bleek., AtL Ichthyol. Chip, vi, p. 107, t. 263, ff. 1, 2.
JIab.—From Ceylon to the Malay Archipelago; Port Jackson (Castelnau).

Clupea eoy.u-uollanixlu.
Meld fa nom-lwllandia, Cuv. & Val. xx, p. 376.
Clupea novce-hollandice, G-iinth., Cat. vii, p. 431; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iv, p. 37S.

Hab.—Nepean Eiver. Nepean Herring. Length, up to S inches. Of little value as a food fish,

Clupea kichmoewa.
Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iv, p, 380.

Hab.—Eichmond River. Jiichrnoitd Herring. Length, under 5 inches.
EinrSIEUS .IACKS0XUEES1S.

Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 36, pi. 4, f. 1, & iv, p. 3S2. _
Hab.—Coast of New South Wales ; Port Jackson. Also called Marag bjT the fishermen. Said to 

he excellent for the table. _
Elops saurus. • '

Linn., Syst. Nat. i, p. 518; Bloch, t. 393, f. 1; Cuv. & Val. xix, p. 365; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Clup. vi, p.
84, t. 218, f. 3; Kner, Voy. Novara Pische, p. 338; Giinth., Cat. vii, p. 470; .Day, 
Pishes of India, p. 649, pi. 166, f. 1; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ii, p. 241 ; 
Macleay, op. cit. iv., p. 382 ; Giinther, Study of Fishes, p. 661, f. 301.

Argentina maclmata, Forsk., Descr. Anim., p. 6S, No. 100; Liun. Gmel,, p. 1395.
Hlops machutfn, Cuv. Reg. Anim.; Rupp., N. W. Fische, pp. 80, 84; Rich., Voy. Erehus and Terror 

Pishes, p. 59, pi. 30, ff. 3-5, and Ichthyol. China, p. 310 ; Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 
241,1.109,12.

•---------- - capensis, Smith, 111. Zool. S. Africa Pishes, pi. vii.
He5.—Prom the east coast of Africa through all the Indian and Malayan seas, to the Australian 

coasts; Port Jackson, scarce. Grows to 3 feet in length. The flesh is of good quality.

MEGAT.Ol’S CTnirEOTOES.
Clupea cgprinoidcs, Brouss., Ichthyol., t. ix.; Forst., Descr. Anim. ed. Licht., p. 296 ; Bl. Schn., p. 427. 
M'egalops filamentosus, Lacep. v, pp, 289, 290; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Clup. vi, p. 86, t. 273.
------------ei/pj-Mioides, Swains., Pishes ii, p. 292; Giinth,, Cat. vii, p. 471; Day, Pishes of India, p. 650,

pi. 159, f. 3 ; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ir, p. 3S3, and viii, p. 210.
----------- setipinnis. Rich., Ann. Nat. Hist, xi, p. 493, and Ichthyol. China, p. 310.
------------ indicus, Cuv. & Val. xix, p, 388,pi. 542 ; Kner, Voy. Novara Pische, p. 339.
------------macrophthalmus, Bleek., 1. e,, p. So, t. 273, f. 2.
------------cund-inga, Bleek., 1. c., p. 87, t. 274, f. 1.

Hab.—Prom the east coast of Africa, through alt the Indian dud Malayan seas, to Australia and 
Polynesia, entering fresh water. Hawkesbury River, Grows to tbe length of a foot. Of excellent flavor.

Chau os salmoneus.
Mugil chanos, Forst., Descr. Anim., p. 74, No. 110.
----------- salmoneus, BL Schn., p. 121; Forsk,, Descr. Anim. cd. Licht., p. 299.
Chanos arabicus, Lacdp. v, pp. 395, 396 ; Cuv. & Val. xix, p. 187.
----------- salmoneus, Cuv. & Val. xix, p. 201 ; Giinth., Cat. vii, p. 473; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Clup. vi, p.

81, t. 272, f. 4; Day, Pishes of India, p. 651, pi. 166, f. 2; Macleay, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. 
Wales iv, p. 383, vii, p.594, and viii, p. 210; Giinth,, Study of Pishes, p. 662, f. 302.

----------- oricntnlis, Cuv. & Val. xix, p. 197 ; Kner., Voy. Novara Fische, p. 341.
Hab.—Indian and Pacific Oceans, entering fresh waters. Port Jackson (Castelnau). Grows to 

the length of 4 feet. An excellent fish for the table.

CH1ROCENTRIDHL _
CniROCEETRUa UORAli.

Clupea tlorab, Forsk., Descr. Anim., p. 72,
Esox chirocentrus, Lacep. v, p. 317, t. 8, f. 1, __
Chirocenirns dorab, Riipp., N. W. Pische, p. 81; Cuv. & Val. xix, p. 150, pi. 565 ; Rich., Ichthyol. China, 

p. 311; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. vi, p. 92, t. 271, f. 3 ; Kner, Yoy. Novara Pische, p. 310; 
Giinth., Cat. vii, p. 475 ; Day. Pishes of India, p. 652, pi. 166, f. 3; All. A Macl., Proc. Linn. 
Soc. N. S. Wales i, p. 351; Macleay, op. cit. vii, p. 594, viii, p. 210, & Aust. Cat. ii, p. 199.

----------- hypselosoma, Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. vi, p. 93, t. 269, f. 3.
Hab.—Prom the Indian seas to Japan and Australia; Port Jackson, Grows to the length of 12 

feet (Day); 3feet (Gunther). Of little value as food.

S YMBR AN CHID jE. 
Civn.onRAXCiJUS nurus.

Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 202. 1
Hab.—Tasmania; Port Jackson, common. Length, up to 3'50 inches.

MURAiNllLE.
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MuiuEKmaE.
AiTGtriILA RIUKHAEDTII.

Steind., Sitzgsber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 1867, It, p. 15; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 27; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 
203, and Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales viii, p. 210. '

Hab. North and east coasts of Australia; Port Jackson; Hawkesbury and Richmond Rivers. 
Grows to the length of 30 inches.

AironiLIA AUSTRALIS.
Rich., Trans. Zool. Soc. iii, p. 157, & Voy. Erebus and Terror Pishes, p. 112, pi. 45, ff. 1-5 ■ 

Jenyns, Voy, Beagle Pishes, p. 142; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Muran., p. 12, t. 7, f. 1 • 
Giinth., Cat. viii, p, 36; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 203 ; Tenison-Woods, 'Fisheries of N. S 
Wales, p. 88, pi. 39. '

Hab. Timor; New Zealand; Auckland Islands; Tasmania; rivers of the eastern watershed and 
coasts of Victoria and New Soutli Wales, The Australian eel. A good fish for the table. . . .

Congee, labiates. 1
Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 396.

Port Jackson, Grows to 3 feet in length.

CoNGROMUBAvNA HA RENATA.
Gongrus habenatus. Rich., Voy. Erebus and Terror Eishes, p. 109, pi. 50, ff. 1-5.
Gongronurcma habenata, Kaup, Apodes, p. 108, f. 72; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 42 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat ii, p. 

206. ' ' . '
? Ophisoma habenata, Kner, Voy. Novara Pische, p. 374, t. 13, f. 2.

Hbi.—New Zealand; Melbourne, rare; a single specimen cast up on Bondi Beach, N. S. Wales.’ 
Length, 1270 inches.

' Muiurnesox oinebeus. • ■
Mur am a cinerea, Porsk., Descr. Anim., pp. 10 and 22,
----------- bagio, Ham. Buck., Pish. Ganges, pp. 24, 364.
Ophisurm rostratus, Quoy & Gaim., Voy. Preyc. Zool, p. 242, pi, 51, f. 1.
Ganger oxyrhynehus, Eyd. & Soul., Voy. Bonite i, p. 203, pi. ix, f. 2. ’ ' ' ■ '
Gmgrm tricuspidatus, Voy. Sulphur Pishes, p. 105, pi. 51, f. 2, Ichthyol. China, p. 312, and

Voy. Erebus and Terror Pishes, p. 110.
Conger hamo, Schleg, Paun. Japon. Poiss.’, p. 262, pi. 114, f. 2 ; Rich, Voy. Erebus and Terror 

_ Pishes, p. HI. J
Murmnesox Peters Wiegm. Arch. 1855, p. 270; Kaup, Apodes, p. 110, pi. xiv, f. 73; Bleek, Atl.

Ichtyhol. Murmn. iv, p. 24, t. 170, f. 2; Kner, Voy. Novara Pische, p. 373 ; Casteln. Proc. 
Lmn. Soc. N. S. Wales ii, p. 244, and iii, p. 395.

------------cinereus, Giinth, Cat. viii, p. 46; Day, Pishes of India, p. 662, pi. 168, f. 4 ; Macleay, Aust.
Cat. ii, p. 206. J

_Hb5.—Prom the Red Sea through those of India to Japan and Australia ; Port Jackson ; Hawkes
bury River. Mner Eel of the colonists. Grows to the length of 3 feet.

? Mtrophis australis. ■
Casteln, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 396. •

Hab.—Port Jackson, Length, 34 inches. ■

MuEJENICHTHYS AUSTEAilS.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 208. . ■ '.

flab.—Lane Cove, Port Jackson. Length, IC inches.

? Mutlenichtiitb gymnotus. '
MnrtEnichthys gymnoius, Bleek, Act. Soc. Sc. Indo.-Nederl. ii, Amboina, viii, p. 90, and Atl. Ichthyol.

ilurten, p. 33, pi. 6, f. 3; Giinth, Cat. viii, p. 53, and ? Voy. Challenger Shore Pishes, 
p. 30. ' * ° ’

Hab.-. Amboina ; Port Jackson (Giinther),, Length of type, 6 inches.

Ophichthys serpens. ,
Murmna serpens, Linn, Syst. Nat. i, p. 425. ' ■
Ophimrus serpens, Lacep. ii, p. 198; Sclileg, Paun. Japon. Poiss, p. 264, pi. 115, f. 1; Rich, Voy.

Erebus and Terror Pishes, p. 106; Kaup, Apodes, p. 7.
Leptorkynchus capensis, Smith, III. Zool 8. Afr. Pise, pi. 6.
Ophichthys serpens, Giinth, Cat. viii, p. 65 : Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii. p. 209. - ■ ■ .
Ophisurm novcesealandiw. Hector, Trans. N. Zeal Inst, 1870, ii, p'. 34, pi. 3.

Hab. Eastern Atlantic; Mediterranean; Japan; Australia; Lane Cove, Port Jackson (Macleay);

Murasna undulata.
Muramophis undulata, Lacep. v, pp. 629, 644. '
Murama eineraseens, Riipp, Atl Pische, p. 120; Gunth, Cat. viii, p. 123. ' - - -
----------- cancellata,M<Ai., Voy. Erebus and Terror Pishes, p. 87, pi. 46, ff. 1-5.
----------- mleneiennii, Eyd. & Soul, Voy. Bonite Poiss, p. 207, t. viii, f. 1. '
Qymnoikorax cancellatus, Bleek, Atl. Ichthyol. Muram. iv, p. 93, tt. 176, £ 3, 177 f. 2 andl83 f 1 • 

Kner. Voy. Novara Pische, p. 384. 1 ’ • j ■ ■ >
Murmna undulata, Giinth, Cat. viii, p. 110 ; Day, Pishes of India, p. 671, pi. 171, f. 5 (young), and 173 

£ 2 (adult) - Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 213. - -
-HbA-—Indian and Pacific Oceans; Port Jackson. '

Mursna
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MtJBjF.NA afsa.
Ch/mnothorax afer, Bloch, t. 417.
Mureena lineopinnu Sf prasina, Bich., Vor. Erebus and Terror Fishes, pp. 89, 93.
G-t/mnotkorax bonchi monochrous, Bleek, Atl. Ichthyol Murocn. iv, pp. 105, 106, tt. 190, f. 3, and 191, f. 2. 
—i----- .—jacksonicnsis, Bleek, Verst, en Medel. Ak. IV et. Ainst. 1863, xv, p. 450.
Mw<sna afra, Gunth., Cat. viii, p. 123 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 671 ; LSteind. Dcnk. Ak. Wien xliv, p. 49 ; 

Macleay, Aust. Cat., p. 217.
_2a&—Tropical parts of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans; Australian coasts; Port Jackson, 

common. Green of the Sydney Market. Grows to 30 inches long.

Muilsna picta.
Aid, de Mnr. et Ophich. in Thunb. Diss. iii, p. 6, t. 2, f. 2 ; Giinth., Fish. Zanz., p. 126, & Cat. viii, 

p. 116, & Study of Fishes, f. 306; Day, Fishes of India, p. 672, pi. 172, f. 4; Macleay, 
Aust. Cat. ii, p. 215.

Gymiwthorax pictus, Bt, Schn., p. 529; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Muram. iv, p. 87, tt. 170. ff. 3, 4, 172, f. 3, 
173, f. 3 & 189, f. 3; Kner., Toy. NoYara Fische, p. 384.

Murcstia variegata, Quoy & G-aim., Yoy. Gramc Zook, p. 246, t. Iii, f. 1. _
------------siderea. Rich1!, Voy. Erebus and Terror Fishes, p. 84, pi. 48, ff. 1-5; Casteln, Proc. Finn.

Soc. N. S. AVales iii, p. 396 ; Macleay, op. cit. vii, p. 591. _ _
Hal.—Indian and Pacific Oceans ; Australian coasts ; Port Jackson. Grows to 30 inches in length,

MAjiaina keuttlosa.
A hi, de Mnr. et. Ophich., p. 5,1.1, f. 2 ; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 130; Day, Fishes of India, p. 673, pi. 172, 

f. 2; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 218. _
Echidna variegata, Forst., Descr. Anim. ed Licht.,p. 181; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Mur,non. iv, p. 80, t. 168, f. 2. 
Murama aphis, Rupp., Atl. Fische, p. 116, t. 29, f. 2 ; Rich., Voy. Erebus and Terror Fishes, p. 93.
----------- variegata, Rich., l.c., p 94, pi. 47, ff. 11-16. _

Hal.—Indian and Pacific Oceans ; Torres Straits (Macleay) ; Port Jackson (Krefft). Attains to 
a length of 5 feet.
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L0PH0BRANCHII.
SYNGNATH1DAS.

SYRGNATHINA.

SvNGKAimiS MAn&An.ITIEEn.
Peters, Monatsber. Ak. Wiss. Berlin 1868, p. 457; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 171; Macleay, Aust, Cat, ii, 

p. 225. '
Hal.—Port Jackson.

SraUSATHUS TIGEIS.
Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 397.

Hal.—Port Jackson. Length, 12 inches.

SyN GNAIHUS CtNCTUS.
Ramsay, Proc, Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales vii, p. 111. .

. Hal.—Port Jackson.
SYNQJfArHTJS SUPEECnUAEIS.

Giinth., Voy. Challenger Shore Fishes, p. 30 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. App., p. 60.
Hob.—Port Jackson. Length, 6'75 inches.

NAmrocAMPUs ruber.
Ramsay and Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc, N. S. Wales x, {in press.)

Hah.—Port Jackson.
UltOCAMPTJS CAREaROSTRIS.

Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet. 1872, i, p. 200; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 230.
UTOGampus ccGloTliyuchus^ Giinth., Fi^chc (i. 8udace 1873, ii, p, 103, and Voy* Challengor Shore Fishes, 

p. 30. .
Hab.—Port Phillip (Castelnau) ; Port Jackson (Gunther). Length, 3‘50 inches.

StIGMATOPHORA ARGUS.
Sgngnathus argus, Rich., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1840, p. 29, and Trans. Zool. Soc, iii, p. 183, pi. 7, f. 2. 
Stigmatophora angus, Kaup, Lophobr., p. 53; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 189; Macleay, Aust. Cat, ii, p. 233. 

Hah.—Mew Guinea; Tasmania; Port Jackson, common. Length, up to 7 inches.

Stigmatophora nigra.
Kaup, Lophobr., p. 53; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 190; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 233.

Hab.—Port Phillip ; Port Jacksou. Length, up to 5 inches.

HIPPO CAMPDJ A. "

SOT.ENOGNATFUS SPLNOSISSIMUS.
Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 195 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p, 237.

Hab.—Tasmania; Port Jackson (Aust. Mus.) Length 15 inches.

SOUENOGNATHUS PASCIATUS.
Giinth., Voy. Challenger Shore Fishes, p. 30, pi. 14, f. B ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. App., p. 61.

Hab.—Twofold Bay, 120 fathoms. Length 12 inches.
Phtlloptkeya
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Pir.ru.oPTEitrx iomaius.

Sy»!jnatkus foliatits, Shaw, Grcn. Zool. v, p. 456, pi. 180.
Phylloptcrys fol\tttus1 Kaup, Lophobr., p. 21; Giinth., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1865, p. 327, pi. 14, and Cat.

viii.p. 196; M‘Coy, Prodr. Zool. Viet. dec. vii, pi. 65, f. 1; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 237. 
Hah.—Tasmania; South coast of Australia; Port Jackson. Length up to 14 inches.

Hippocampus KOv^-iioLijATrm.u.

Steiud., Sitzgsber. Ak. Wiss. AVien 1866, liii, p. 474, t. 1, f. 2 ; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 201: Maeleav, Aust. 
Cat. ii, p. 241. "

Hah. South coast of AustraliaPort Jackson, common. Lontj~s,noii1ed Sea-horse. Length up 
to 4'50 inches.

Hippocampus iseevicpps.

Peters, Monatsher. Ak. AViss. Berlin 1869, p. 710; Giinth,, Cat. viii, p. 200; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, 
p. 241.

Hah. Tasmania; South coast of Australia; Port Jacksou. Short-snouted Sea-horse. Lcnath un 
to 3 inches. b 1

PLECTOGNATHL
SCLEftODEKMI.

BALISTINA.
BaIUSTHS MACUTjATUS.

Linn. Gmel. i, p. 1468; Bloch, t. 151; Bleek, Atl. Ichthyol. v, p. 122, t. 218, f. 4; Kner, A'oy. Novara 
.Fische, p. 401; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 213 ; Lav, Pishes of India, p. 687, pi. 176, f. 3, & Brit. 
Pishes ii, p. 268, pi. 146. ' ‘

Hal isles oeulalns. Gray & Hardw., 111. Ind. Zool.; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. v, p. 121, t. 218, f. 2.
_ Hah. Tropical and sub-tropical regions o( the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, extending into the 

Pacific ; Sydney, (Kner). Spotted File-fish. Grows to the length of 16 inches.

Baustes tidua.
Hich., A'oy. Sulphur Pishes, p. 128, pi. 59, ff. 9, 10; Giinth., Cat. viii. p. 216.
Melichthys ridua, Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. v, p. 109, t. 217, f. 2.

ITah. Indian Archipelago and Pacific; Port Jackson (Aust. Mus.) Mr. Bam say thinks that 
there arc grave doubts as to the authenticity of the locality assigned to this specimen, as it is said to have 
been presented by Mr. J. Macgillivray, all of whose fishes came from the South Sea Islands.

Qnoy &. Guimard (\ oy. Uranic Poiss., p. 200) describe a BalUt.es jacksoniayius from Sydney, but i.lie species Las not 
been recognized since; nevertbeless Count Castelnau includes it in his catalogue of Port Jackson fishes vitkiiot any comment 
(Proc. Linn. Soc. K, S. Wales iii, p. 35C).

M.osacamiius mp.rocHEPis,
Halides hippocrepis, Quoy & Gaim., A7oy. L’rauie Poiss., p. 212.
Aleutcrinx varialilix, Kiel).. Voy. Erebus & Terror Fishes, p. 67, pi. 53, f. 1—7.
Monacantkns hippocrepis, HolL, Ann. Sc. Nat. 1854, ii, p. 338 ; Steind.i Sitagsbor. Ak. AViss. Wien 1868, 

Ivii, p. 1002; Giinth. Cat. viii, p 246; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. AValcs iii, p. 399. 
Hah.—South Australia ; ISiew South AVales coast, common. Length up to 17 inches.

MoSACAPi'TIIUS CONVEXmOKTRIS.
Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 248 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 248.

Hah.—New Zealand; Tasmania; Port Jackson. Length 10 inches.

Monacaxxkus tuachvlepis.
Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 24S ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 249; Klunz., S.B. Ak. AVien hxx, Ahth. i, p, 422. 

■Hab. Broken Bay ; Port Jackson. Length 14 inches.

MoSACAXTHUS GUENXll'EEI.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 250. ,
Monacan thus peronii, Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 249.

Hah.—Tasmania ; South coast of Australia; Port Jackson. Length 10 inches.

Moxacakthus sraoinaANuaus,
HaUstcs spilomehnurus, Quoy & Gaim., Voy. Hranie Poiss., p. 217.
Aleuierius paragavdatw, Kiel)., Voy. Erebus & Terror Eishes, p, 66, pi. 39, ff. 1—4- Holl \uu 

Sc. Nat, 1854, ii, p. 357. ’ ' ‘
Monacanthus spihmelanvms, Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 250 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 251.

Hah. South and west coasts of Australia; Tasmania; New South AVales. Length S inches.

■ Moxacanthus macpposus.
Aleuicrius maculosus, Bich., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1810, and Trans. Zool. Soc. iii. p. 170, and Voy. Erebus & 

Terror Eishes, p. 67, pi. 39, ff. 5—7 ; Holiard, Ann. Sc. Nat.' 1854, ii, p. 359.
Honacmithm maculosus, Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 252.

Hah.—Tasmania; New South AVales; Port Jackson (Macleay). Length 5 inches.

Monacasthus casxelnaut.
Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 252.
Monacanthus peronii, Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc, N. S. Wales iii. n 398 

Hah.—Port Jackson. >1 ■
Monacan xbu s
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Mosacakthps FRETCnran.
Balntes freycineti, Cut. in Quoy & Gaim., Voy. Uranic Poiss., p. 213.
Monaeanikusfr/iycincti, Holl., Ann. Sc. Nat. 1854, ii, p. 336, pi. 12, f. 3.

Hab.—New South "Wales (Macleay),

Monacanthus mosaicus,

Ramsay and Ogilby, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales si, {in press).
Hal.—Port Jackson. Largest specimen If inches.

Monacanthus tkasinus, '
Casteln., Proc. Zool. Soc. Viet, i, p. 205, & Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 400 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. 

ii, p. 254.
Hal.—Port Phillip ; Port Jackson. Length 2 50 inches.

Monacanthus habgabitifee. '
Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales ii, p. 80 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 256.

Hal.—West and south coasts of Australia; Port Jackson. Length 6 inches.

Monacanthus chinensis.
Batistes chinensis, Bloch, ii, p. 29, pi. 52, f. 1, _ _
Monacanthus chinensis, Cut., Beg. Anim.; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. T, p. 125, pi. 222, f. 2; Giinth., Cat. viii, p.

236 ; Kner, Voy. Novara Pische, p. 395; Stcind., Sitzgsber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 1866, liii, 
p. 476; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 358.

------------yeographicus, Cuv., Beg. Anim.; Casteln., Bes. Pishes Aust., p. 50.
IZfl}.—Prom China to the north coast of Australia; Sydney, (Kner). Length 9 inches.

Monacanthus meoauujius.
Bich., Ic. Pise., p. 6, pi. 1, f. 3; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 237; Casteln., Proc. Linn, Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p.

398 ; Macleay, op. cit. vii, p, 596, and Aust, Cat, ii, p. 259.
Monacanthus chinensis, Bich., Voy. Erebus and Terror Pishes, p. 64, pi. 40, ff. 3, 4 ; Holiard, Ann. Sc. 

Nat. 1854, ii. p. 346. _
Hal.—Australian seas; Port Jackson, abundant. Length, 12 inches.

Monacanthus tomentosus.
Batistes tomentosus, Linn., Syst. Nat. i, p. 405. .
Monacanthus tomentosus, Cuv., Ehg. Anim.; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. v, p. 127, tt. 220, f. 1, and 229, f. 1; 

Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 238 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 259.
Hal.—Endeavour Biver (Macleay) ; Port Jackson (Krefft). Length, 5 inches.

. Monacanthus suicatus.
Holl., Ann. Sc. Nat. 1854, ii, p. 363, pi. 14, f. 3 (not good); Giinth., Cat. viii, p, 239; Macleay, Aust. 

Cat. ii, p. 260.
Monacanthus isogramma, Bleek., A.tl. Ichthyol. v, p. 128, pi. 222, f. 1.

Hal.—Prom the Chinese to the Australian seas ; east coast (Krefft). Length, 3'50 inches.

Monacanthus hranulatus.
Batistesgranulafus, White, Voy. N. S. Wales, p. 295. pi. (p. 254), f. 2.
Monacanthus granutatus, Bich., Voy. Erebus and Terror Pishes, p. 63, pi. 40, ff. 1, 2 (not good) ;

Steind., Sitzgsber., Ak. Wiss. Wien 1866, liii, p. 476 ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. 
Wales iii, p. 398 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 260.

—------—granulosus, Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 243.
Hab.—Coast of New South Wales; Port Jackson, common. Length, 9 inches.

Monacanthus hums. ‘
Bich., Trans. Zool, Soc. iii, p. 166, and Voy. Erebus and Terror Eishes, p. 65, pi. 40, ff. 7, 8 ; Giinth., 

Cat. viii, p. 244; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc, N. S. Wales iii, p. 399; Macleay, Aust. 
Cat. ii, p. 261.

Hab,—Tasmania; Port Jackson. Length, 10 inches.
Monacanthus ateaudi.

Batistes ayraudi, Quoy & Gaim,, Voy. Uranie Poiss., p. 216, pi. 47, f. 2. p
Aluteres velutinus, Jenyns, Voy. Beagle Eishes, p. 157. _
Monacanthus vittatus (Solander), Bich., Voy. Erebus and Terror Pishes, p. 66 ; Steind., Sitsgsber. Ak.

Wiss. AVien 1866, liii, p, 476, and 1867, Ivi, p. 335.
——— frauenfeldii, Kner, Voy. Novara Pische, p. 397. _ _ ,
------------ayraudi, Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 244 ; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S, Wales iii, p. 397; Macleay,

Aust. Cat. ii, p. 262; Tenison-Woods, Eisheries of N. S. AVales, p. 89, pi. 40.
Hal.—Australian coasts ; Port Jackson, common. The Leather-jacket. Attains the length of IS 

inches. An excellent food-fish, though but little eaten through prejudice against its looks.
Monacanthus ruNiciLLTciEiuis, .

Cuv., Beg. Anim.; Holl., Ann. Se. Nat. 1854, ii, p. 350, pi. 13, f. 2 ; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 245 ; Macleay, 
Aust. Cat. ii, p. 263.

Monacanthus spinosissimus, Quoy A Gaim., Aroy. Uranie Poiss., p. 211, pi. 45, ff. 3-8.
Chcctodermispenicilligerus, Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. v, p. 129, pi. 221, f. 3.

Hal.—Malay Archipelago; north and east coasts of Australia; Port Jackson (Krefft). Length, 
10 inches.

622—E ■ Monacanthus

41
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Monacakthus luossriius.
Aleuterius trossulus, Rich., Toy. Erebus and Terror Fishes, p. 68, pi, 4<0, ff, 5, 6; Holl., Ann. Sc. Nat. 

1855, iv, p. 6, pi. 1, f. 1.
Monacanthus trossulus, Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 234 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 264.

JLah.—"West Australia; Victoria; Port Jacksou, common, length, 3 inches.

MoNACAimiTTS OCU1ATUS.
Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 235; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 265.

Sab.—South Australia; Port Jackson. Length, P50 in,

Mosacaothus MActmiCAnuA.
Monacanthus macrurus, Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 266.

jSoi.—Port Jackson. Length, 7 inches. The name macrurus is preoccupied by Bleoker for a 
Monacanthus from the Malay Archipelago, and I have therefore substituted a name which has reference to 
the distinctive tail-markings of the species.

OSTRACIONTINA.
OSTBACION CONCATENATES,

Bloch, t. 131; Holl., Ann. Sc. Nat. 1857, vh, p. 155; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 259; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii,
p. 268.

Ostracion Ucuspis, Smith, 111. Zool. S. Afr. Pise., pi. 18.
Sab.—Cape seas; Chinese seas; Port Jackson, common. Length, 10 inches.

Osthacion diathanus.
Bloch Schn., p. 501; Holl., Ann. Sc. Nat. 1857, vii, p. 157; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 264; Macleay, Aust. 

Cat. ii, p. 269.
Ostracion brevicornh, Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 297,1.130, f. 3.
Acanthostracion cornutus, Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Ostrac., p. 33, tt. 2, f. 2, and 4, f. 3.

Sab.—From the Cape seas to Japan and Australia; Port Jackson. Length, 8'50 in.

OSTBACION COENUTUS.
Linn. Syst. Nat. i, p. 409 ; Bloch, t. 133 : Schleg., Faun. Japon, Poiss., p. 299, t. 131, f. 4 ; Bleek., Atl.

, Ichthyol. v, p. 33, t. 202, f. 2 (young), and t. 204, f. 3 (adult) ; Holl., Ann. Sc. Nat. 1857, 
vii, p. 158 ; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 265 ; Day, Fishes of India, p. 697, pi. 176, f. 4 ; Macleay, 
Aust. Cat. ii, p. 270.

Ostracion arcus, Bl. Schn., p. 502 ; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. v, p. 35, t. 202, f. 3 (adult) and t. 204, f. 4 (young).
Sab.—Indian Ocean and Archipelago to Micronesia; north and east coasts of Australia; Port 

Jackson, Length 14 inches.
OSTEACION LENTICULAltlS.

Rich., Proc. Zool. Soc. 1841, p. 21, and Trans. Zool. Soc. iii, p. 158; Casteln., Proc. Linn, Soc. N. S.
"Wales iii, p. 400 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii. p. 271.

Aracana lenticularis, Giinth., Cat. viii, p, 268.
Sal.—South coast of Australia; Port Jackson, common. Length, 12 inches.

GYMNODONTES.
TETRODONTINA.

TETEODON I./T’TT&ATUS,
Linn., Syst, Nat. i, p. 411; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 274 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 272, and Proc. Linn. Soc. 

N. S. Wales viii, p. 211.
? Tetrodon inermis, Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p, 278, pi. 122, f. 2.

Sab.—Atlantic coasts of Tropical America; Japan ; Australia; Port Jackson. Length to 18 inches.
Tetrodon sceleeatus.

(Forst.) Linn. Gmel. i, p. 1444; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 276; Day, Fishes of India, p. 701; All. & Mach, 
Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales i, p. 357; Macleay, op. cit. viii, p. 280, and Aust. 
Cat, ii, p. 273. '

Tetrodon argenteus, Lacep., Ann. Mus. d'Hist. Nat. 1804, iv, p. 211, t. 58, f. 2; Schleg., Faun. Japon.
Poiss., p. 275, t. 121, f, 2 ; Bleek., Atl, Ichthyol. v, p. 64, t. 209, f. 1.

Tetraodon bicolor, Brev,, Not. Japan. Fish,, p. 283.
Sab.—East coast of Africa to Japan and Polynesia; S. Australia; Port Jackson (Aust. Mus.) 

Length up to 30 inches.
Tetrodon htpselo oenion.

Tetraodon honchenii, Rupp., Atl. Fische, p. 65, t. 17, f. 2 (not Bloch).
•----------- - hypsclogenion, Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. v, p. 61, t. 213, f, 5 ; Giinth,, Cat. viii, p. 277; Day, Fishes

of India, p. 702, pi. 183, f. 5; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 273.
Sab.—From the east coast of Africa to the Malay Archipelago and Australia; Fiji Islands; Port 

Jackson, common. Length 6 inches. .
Tetrodon imtiLToNir.

Rich., Toy. Erebus & Terror Fishes, p. 63, pi. 39, f£. 10, 11; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 280; Kner., Toy.
Novara Fische, p. 409; Macleay, Aust. Cat. h, p. 274; Tenison-Woods, Fisheries of 
N. S. Wales, p. 90.

Sab.—Port Jackson. To a do of Sydney Fishermen. Length 5-50 inches.

Tetrodon righei.
Freminv., Nouv. Bull. Philom. ii, p. 250, pi, 4, f. 2; Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Gymnod., p. 61, pi. 9, f. 3;

Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 285 ; Kner, Toy. Novara Fische, p. 407; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 275. 
Sab.—-New Zealand,; Tasmania; South Australia; Sydney (Kner). Length, 11 inches.

Tetrodon
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Ti'/rnoDON ncMicriATus.
BL Schn., p. 507 ; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 291; Day, Fishes of India, p. 703, pi. 183, f. 4,
Grayratdon immaculatus, Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Gymnod., p. 75, t. 7, f. 1.
Tetrodon, mrgatus. Rich., Voy. Erebus & Terror Eishes, p. 62, pi. 39, ff. 8, 9, and Voy. Herald Zool.

p. 163, pj. 28, ff. 6-8; All. & Mach, Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales i, p. 356; Macleay, Aust. 
Cat. ii, p. 275. _

Sab.—From the Hed Sea to Australia and Polynesia; Port Jackson. Length 12 inches.

Teteodon hispidtjs.
Lac6p. i, p. 487, t. 24, f. 2 ; Rich., Voy. Samarang Fishes, p. 17, pi. 9, ff. 3, 4_;_ Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 297;

Day, Fishes of India, p. 706, pi. 183, f. 2 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. ii, p. 277.
Tetrodon latcma, Eich., Voy. Sulphur Zool., p. 124, pi. 61, f. 2, and Ichthyol. China, p. 199; Giinth., 

Fish, Zanz., p. 131.
Crayracion implytus, Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Gymnod., p. 71.
------------latema, Bleek., l.c., t. l,f. 3.

Sab.—From the Eed Sea through the Indian and Malayan Seas to Australia; Port Jackson, 
Length 20 inches.

TeTHODOX FinHAMENTUM,
Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 280, pi. 126, f. 2; Giinth., Cat. viii,p. 299 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat, ii,p. 277. 

Sab.—Japan ; Port Jackson (Macleay), Length 12 inches.
TeTHODON STELLA1US.

Bl. Schn., p. 503; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 294.
Tetrodon lineatus, Schleg., Faun. Japon. Poiss., p. 287, pi. 125, f. 2 ; Kner., Voy. Novara Fische, p. 409; 

Macleay, Aust. Cat. h, p. 278.
Crayracion xtellatm, Bleek., Atl, Ichthyol. Gymnod., p. 73, t. 5, f. 2.

■----------- lineatus, Bleek., 1. c., p. 70, pis. 2, f. 1, and 8, f. 1.
------------ astroteenia-, Block., 1. e., p. 69, pi. 10, f. 2.

Kab.—Indian and Pacific Oceans; Port Jackson. Length, 2 feet.
Tetrodon krvth rot-ENIA.

Bleek., Nat. Tyds. Ned. Ind. v, p. 174; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 298; Kner, Voy. Novara Fische, p. 408. 
Crayracion erythrotmma, Bleek., Atl. Ichthyol. Gymnod., p. 08, pi, 10, f. 4.

Sab.—Eivers of Celebes and Amboina; Sydney (Kner).

Teteodon amabilis.
Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales iii, p. 401.

Sab.—Port Jackson. Length, 4,50 inches.
Diodon hystrix.

Linn., Syst. Nat. i, p. 413 ; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 306; Day, Fishes of India, p. 708, pi. 179, f. 4; Macleay, 
Aust. Cat. ii, p. 279, and Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales viii, p. 280.

Sab.—Tropical seas ; Port Jackson (Castelnau). Length to 28 inches.
Diodon hacdlatus.

Diodon novem-maculatus, Cuv., Mem. Mus. Hist. Nat. iv, p. 136; Casteln., Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales 
iii, p. 401.

----------- sex-macidatus, Cuv,, 1. c., p. 136.
------------multi-maculatm, Cuv., 1. c., p. 136. •
------------quadri-maculatus, Cuv., 1. c., p. 137.
Taradiodon iwtcin-maculaiv.R, Bleek., Atl, Ichthyol. Gymnod, p. 57, pi. 2, f. 3.
■ — quadri-maculatus, Bleek., 1. c., p. 58, pi. 8, f. 2.
Diodon maculatus, Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 307. _
Atopomyclerus bocagei, Steind., Sitzgsber. Ak. Wiss. Wien 1860, liii, p. 477, pi. 6, f. 3.

Rab.—Tropical seas; Port Jackson (Castelnau). Length, 1 foot.
Dicotylichiiiys functulatus.

Kaup, Wiegm. Arch. 1855, p. 230; Giinth., Cat. viii, p. 315 ; Macleay, Aust. Cat. 11, p, 282.
Sab.—Cape seas ; Australia ; coast of New South Wales, common. Torcuptnc-fish. Length, 12

inches.
MOLINA.

Orthagobisctts mola.
Tetrodon mola, Linn,, Syst. Nat. i, p. 412. _ ...
Orihagoriscus nnolft^ Bl. Schn,, p. 510 j Scbleg.j 3?aun. Japon, Poiss.j p. 2S8, t, 127; Gunth., Cat. Tin, p. 317;

■ Day, Brit. Ifishes ii, p. 272, pi. 148. _
Ostracion hoops, Eich., Voy. Erebus and Terror Eishes, p. 52, pi. 30, ff. 18-21; Giinth., Cat, viii, p. 268 

(young}. _ .
Orthagorisms (on the young of), Lutken, Ann. Nat. Hist. 1871, (4) viii, p. 320.

Sab.—Temperate and tropical seas; Port Jackson; Port Stephens. Sun-Jlsh. Length, 10 feet; 
height, 14 feet.

IiEPTOCARDII.
CIEEOSTOMI. 

Beanchiostoma bassahum.
Giinth., Voy. Alert Zool., p. 33.

Ifni.—Bass’s Straits ; Port Jacksou (Aust. Mus.)
APPENDIX B.
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APPENDIX B.
COLONIAL AND INDIAN EXHIBITION, 1886.

Class III.—Natural Nisior]) Specimens.

Coiemissiosers foe Netv South 'Wales Eisjieeies, Sydney.—Edible ilollusca, Oysters.

(Ostrea glotncrata, 0. virescens, 0. subtrigona, Sow., 0. tnordax, Grid., 0. edulis, var. purpurea, Hanley.) 
A iiAECtii collection of oysters, in numerous varieties, and from beds in different localities. Most of tbeso 
are natural beds, very few of them formed by artificial layings; all are under lease, and more or less under 
cultivation.

Owing to the supply of oysters, both on deep water-beds and on foreshores of the tidal waters 
of the Colony, having been either exhausted or greatly impaired by over-dredging or other causes, and with 
ajiew to afford extra encouragement to oyster-culture, it was found necessary to amend the Eisheries Act 
of 1881. Accordingly, in July, 1SS4, the Legislature passed an Act for the amendment of the Eisheries 
Act, 1881, the promotion of oyster-culture, and the regulation of oyster fisheries, known as the “ Oyster 
Eisheries Act, 1881',” the following short resume of which may prove of interest:—Under the Act areas 
having a foreshore frontage of 2,000 lineal yards or under may be leased for oyster-culture for any term 
not exceeding fifteen years, at an annual rental of £1 for every 100 j^ards or part thereof. All oysters 
within the limits of any such leased area are the absolute property of the lessee, but are subject, when 
lifted, to a royalty of 3s. per bag (containing not more than three bushels). Oysters on Crown Lands or 
on any public oyster reserve arc the property of the Crown.

Heavy penalties are inflicted under the Act for oyster-stealing from leased areas or from Crown 
Lands; also for burning live oysters anywhere for the purpose of converting the shells into lime.

The Act provides for inspectorial supervision of leased areas, so that should it be reported by an 
Inspector that a lessee is so stripping his leased area of oysters, or otherwise mismanaging it, as to threaten 
its destruction as an oyster-bearing area, the G-overnor may, on the recommendation of the Commissioners, 
declare the lease of such lessee to be forfeited.

Provision is also made for the closing of oyster-beds on Crown Lands for any term not exceeding 
three years.

Any lease may be renewed from time to time, on the application of the lessee during the twelfth 
year, if the Commissioners report that the area leased is fairly stocked with oysters, and has been properly 
worked in accordance with conditions of the lease and the regulations.

Liberal provision is made for leaseholders for oyster-culture to gather spat, brood, and ware of 
oysters from public oyster reserves or from Crown Lands for the purpose of stocking their leased areas.

No oyster which can be passed through a metal ring having a clear inside diameter of inch are 
marketable. Any person exposing any such for sale is liable to a fine.

The Act contains numerous other clauses and regulations, framed with a view of affording the 
utmost encouragement and protection to all engaged in oyster-culture; and as instancing the increasing 
attention that is being paid To this industry, the following statistics are given :—Up to the 31st December, 
1885, 1,400 applications to lease areas for oyster-culture had been lodged with the Commissioners of 
lisberies, the total foreshore frontage of these areas being close on 500 miles. 550 applications for 
areas, representing a total foreshore frontage of about 160 miles, had, on the recommendation of the 
Commissioners, been approved by the Governor, and the leases issued. About 300 applications for areas, 
representing a total foreshore frontage of about 200 miles, were disallowed by the Commissioners on the 
ground of those areas haying been either previously applied for or set apart for public oyster reserves, 
hauling-grounds for fishing-nets, or for other public purposes. The remaining number of applications 
are being speedily dealt with.

Large public oyster reserves have been proclaimed, including all the foreshores of Port Jackson, 
all the foreshores at George s Ifcivcr, facing the National Park, and numerous areas in other districts alon^ 
the coast. °

The following collection from 100 different beds and localities is exhibited, to show tho numerous 
forms which our Oxtreaglomcrata assumes in various places, and the great wealth which it is hoped will be 
developed under the present legislation and administration, and by the proper cultivation of the ovstcr- 
beds in New South Wales. "

Recent experiments tend to prove that the so-called rock-oyster of our shores, which is left dry by 
every tide, is only a variety of the drift-oyster, and when taken from the rocks at low tides and laid in beds 

■ always covered by the sea they thrive well; and although oysters may thrive on natural beds of mud and
sand, whenever these beds are over-dredged the animals become diseased by the infiltration of tho mud 
mto the shell. Steamer traffic over the shallow-water beds of tho Hunter River, formerly so prolific, has 
almost completely destroyed them. The black mud stirred up by the steamer traffic has infiltrated’into 
the shell; the oyster, unable to get rid of it, has deposited a layer of nacre over it, inside which a worm 
breeds and eventually kills the animal. So bad is it that one'of the largest leaseholders on the river 
contemplates throwing up all his areas, aud the Commissioners have under consideration the dosing of tho 
whole river against oyster-dredging, with the view to make an attempt to cleanse the beds. It is thought 
that this might be successfully done in the event of a very heavy and prolonged flood occurring on the 
river. That natural oyster-beds can and are, in fact, being destroyed daily by over-dredging, and by 
trafiie when situated in shallow waters, in other countries, as well as in Australia, must be patent to any 
one who has taken the trouble personally to examine into the subject. It is also clear from the numerous 
specimens exhibited from our waters that the depth up to 10 or 15 feet is not material, although the best 
oysters are obtained from the shallowest beds, and are grown on a rough, shelly, gravelly, or stony bottom, 

t The most highly prized in New South AVales are those from the rocks or beds where the fresh and salt
water mingles at certain seasons of the year—for instance, at the estuaries of the river and vicinity of 
iresh-water creeks. It may prove interesting to learn that, from the personal observation of many persons 

E experienced m oyster-culture here, it has been ascertained that there is no fixed season at which the oyster
m JSew South AVales appears to spawn. They spawn at different seasons in nearly every district, the 
time being apparently greatly affected by the temperature of the water; indeedit is said that in some 
districts they spawn twice a year. ip]10
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The value of oysters in Sydney is from 4s. to 10s. per bushel, and they are retailed at from 6d. to 
Is. per dozen. The Melbourne market is largely supplied from New South Wales, the very best oysters 
bringing as high as from £2 10s. to £4 the 3-bushel bag in Melbourne.

Further information on this subject may be gained from the reports of the Eoyal Commission on the 
Oyster Fisheries of New South Wales, 1877,1880, &c., and the “Proceedings of tho Linnean Society of 
New South Wales” for the last few years (1881 to 1884), where several interesting papers will he found 
on the subject by Dr. J. C. Cos, M.D., F.L.S., the Rev. J. E. Tennison-Woods, F.L.8., Mr. John 
Brazier, C.M.Z.S., and Mr. E. P. Ramsay’s Report, in Exhibition Catalogue of International Fisheries, 
London, 1883.

Hunter River Oysters.
1. From Mosquito Channel; taken off the foreshore; hard mud bottom ; dry at low tide.
2. From Mosquito Channel; growing on cobbler’s pegs and mangroves ; dry at low tide.
3. From F. T. Gibbon’s Bed, Mosquito Channel; 100 yards long, 4 to 8 yards wide; hard mud 

bottom ; part becomes dry at low water.
4. From Andralald’s Bed, Mosquito Channel; 50 yards long, 4 to 8 yards wide ; stiff mud bottom ; 

depth of water, from 1 to 10 feet.
5. Rock Oysters growing on stones laid along the bank of Mosquito Channel.
0. Rock Oysters from the main channel.
7. From Eastern Spectacle Island, Sandy Island, and Goat Island. Taken off the foreshore; bottom, 

mud, sand, and shells; part becomes dry at low water.
8. Rock Oysters, growing on ballast stones discharged from a ship at the Bluff Head. '
9. Rock Oysters from Spit Island,

10. From F. J. Gibbon’s Bed, Spit Island; 60 yards long, 4 to 8 yards wide; soft mud bottom; 
depth of water, 1 to 5 feet.

45 ■

Haiokesbury River Oysters.
11. From Browera Creek. Natural Dredge Oysters; length of bed, 10 miles, about 10 yards wide 

from low-water mark ; depth of water, 5 to 12 feet; bottom, shelly and rocky.
12. From Browera Creek. Rock Oysters ; dry at low tide.
13. From Mooney Mooney Creek. Rock Oysters; dry at low tide
14. From Mooney Mooney Creek. Cultivated Rock Oysters. These were laid down about ten

months ago on a shelly bottom in 1 foot of water at low tide ; about three months old when ■
laid down.

15. From Mooney Mooney Creek. Cultivated Rock Oysters, These were laid down about ten
months ago on an artificial wooden bottom, in the middle of a very soft mud flat; completely dry
at low tide.

16. From Mooney Mooney Creek. The very best large Rock Oysters; found along a rocky fore
shore several miles long ; about 10 yards wide, and the gx'eater part dry at low tide. These are 
very scarce, and bring the highest price in the market when obtainable.

Port Stephens Oysters.
17. Rock Oysters from the Reserve at North Arm; dry at low tide. These could be greatly improved 

by being laid in deeper water.
18. From Bundobab Creek, Narth Arm; growing on patches of hard ground and roots of mangroves ; ‘

dry at low tide.
19. Rock Oysters from Farm Cove ; dry at low tide.
20. Rock Oysters from Barom Point Reef, North Arm. A rocky spit, running about 100 yards sea 

wards; dry at low tide.
21. From Karuah River. Dredged off “ Joass’ Bed” ; 50yards long, 10 yards wide; depth of water,

4 to 6 feet; bottom, hard shell.
22. From Karnah River, Dredged off “ Engel’s Bed”; 100 yards long, 20 yards wide ; depth of 

water, 6 to 8 feet; bottom, soft pipeclay and mud.
23. From Karuah River. Dredged from Griftcn’s Bed”; 30 yards long, 10 yards wide ; 2 to 14 feet 

water; bottom, shells and stones.
24. From Serpent River. Dredged from “ Engel’s Bed”; 300 yards long, 13 yards wide ; depth of 

water, 3 to 18 feet; bottom, pebbles and shells.
Cape Hawke Oysters

25. Rock Oysters from Coomba, at the entrance to "Wallis’ Lake; depth of water, 3 feet at low tide. *
26. From the Broadwater, Woilombi River ; depth of water, 3 feet at low tide ; bottom, soft mud.
27. Prom the foreshores of Swan Bay; dry at low tide ; bottom, mud and shells.
28. Cultivated Oysters from the entrance to Woilombi River. Taken from cobbler’s pegs and man

groves, and laid down about eight months; depth of water, 2 feet at low tide; bottom, soft mud; 
very small when laid down.

29. Cultivated Oysters from the entrance to Woilombi River. Taken from cobbler's pegs and man
groves, aud laid down about three months; depth of water, 3 feet at low tide ; bottom, soft mud.

30. Cultivated Oysters from Twin Island. Taken from cobbler’s pegs and mangroves, and laid down 
about six months; depth of water, 2 feet at low tide; bottom, soft shells and mud.

Manning River Oysters.
31. Cultivated Oysters from Cathai Creek. Taken off tho foreshores, and laid down about two years

in 3 feet of water at low tide ; bottom, sand and mud. _
32. Cultivated Oysters from Scott’s Creek. Taken off the foreshores, and laid down about eighteen ^

months in 2 feet of water at low tide; bottom, rocks and gravel. _
33. Cultivated Oysters from Suthoy Bay, Scott’s Creek. Taken off the foreshores, and laid down

about two years in 3 feet of water at low tide ; bottom, rocks and sand. i
34. Cultivated Oysters from Oyster Reach. Taken off the foreshores, and laid down about threo 

years in 3 feet of water at low tide; bottom, rocky.

A
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35. Cultivated Oysters from South Channel. Taken off the foreshores; laid down about six months
in 2 feet of water at low tide; bottom, rocks and gravel. _

36. From South Channel. Dredged from “ Layton’s Bed 250 yards long, 10 yards wide; depth 
of water, 6 to 15 feet; bottom, rocky,

Oamden Haven Oysters.
37. Cultivated Oysters. Taken off the foreshores; laid down about twelve months in 3 feet of

water at low tide; bottom, sand and mud. _
38. Cultivated Oysters. Taken off the foreshores; laid down about six months in 4 feet of water 

at low tide ; bottom, sand and mud.
39. Taken off tho foreshores; dry at low tide; bottom, sandy.
40. Taken off the foreshores; dry at low tide; bottom, sandy aud shelly.

Clarence Five?' Oysters.
41. From the “ House Bed”; depth of water, 4 to 12 feet; bottom, silt, covered with mud.
42. From the “Mud Fateh Bed”; area, about 1| acre; depth of water, 3 to 10 feet; bottom, soft

mud and shell. ,
43. From “ Brodie's Bed”; area, about 3 acres; depth of water, 3 to 10 feet; bottom, silt, covered

with shell. ,
44. From “Dick’s Bed”; area, about 2 acres; depth of water, 3 to 8 feet; bottom, silt, covered

with shell. '
Evans Biver Oysters.

45. Bock Oysters from “ Iron Gates”; a narrow rocky channel in the river, through which the tide 
passes with great rapidity.

Richmond River Oysters.
46. Taken from 7 to 10 feet of water; bottom, hard clay, thickly covered with shells. _
47. Taken from the “Upper Bed”; depth of water, 7 feet; bottom, bard bine clay, covered with

shells. _
48. Taken from the “ Lower Bed”; depth of water, 3 feet; bottom, shell and silt,

Brunswick River Oysters.
49. Bock Oysters, from the foreshore ; dry at low tide.

Tweed River Oysters?.
50. From Terranora waters, off “No. 6 Bod”; depth of water, 2 feet; bottom, stones and dead

shells.
51. From Terranora waters, off “ No. 7 Bed”; depth of water, 4 feet; bottom, mud.

George's River Oysters. •
52. Mud Oysters; procured by a diver in 40 feet of water.
53. Bock Oysters (deep water); procured by a diver in 40 feet of water,
54. Bock Oysters ; taken off the rocks between high aud low water.
55. Bock Oysters; procured by a diver in 20 feet of water.
56. From Port Hacking; taken off the foreshores between high and low water; bottom, mud and 

sand.
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Shoal-haven River Oysters.
57. Bock Oysters from Curley’s Bay; dry at low tide.
58. Cultivated Oysters from Curley’s Bay; laid down about fifteen months in 4 feet water at high 

tide ; dry at low tide ; bottom, rocky.
59. Oysters from the foreshores of Saltpan Creek ; dry at low tide; bottom, muddy _
60. Cultivated Oysters from Saltpan Creek; laid down about six months in 4 fret water at high 

tide ; dry at low tide; bottom, muddy.
61. Bock Oysters from “ No. 1 Bed,” Broughton Creek; 200yards long; 10 yards wide; depth of

water, 8 to 14 feet. ‘ ,
62. Cultivated Oysters from “ No. 2 Bed,” Broughton Creek ; 150 yards long, 25 yards wide ; depth

of water, 2 to 11 feet; bottom, rocky. Taken from the foreshores of Berry’s Creek ; laid down 
about five months, _

63. Bock Oysters from “No. 3 Bed,” Broughton Creek; 100 yards long, 18 yards wide; depth of 
water, 6 to 10 feet.

64. Bock Oysters from “No. 4 Bed,” Broughton Creek; 200 yards long, 20 yards wide; depth of
water, 4 to 12 feet. ' _ _

65. Bock Oysters from Broughton Creek ; off a heap of ballast stones discharged from a ship ; dry
at low tide. ,

66. From Berry’s Creek; off a muddy foreshore; dry at low water.
Croolchaven River Oysters.

67. Cultivated Oysters from “ No. 1 Bed,” H. Woodward s ; 350 yards long; 30 yards wide; depth 
of water, 3 to 13 feet; bottom, rocky ; laid down about six months.

68. Bock Oysters from “ The Dyke”; dry at low water. _ __ _
69. Bock Oysters from “Nos. 2, 3, and 5 Beds”; each bed is'about 109 yards long, 10 yards wide; 

depth of water, G to 10 feet.
Jervis Bay Oysters.

70. From Bherrewerre Creek ; dredged from “ Bryce’s Bed”; 200 yards long; 25 yards wide; depth of
water, 4 to 9 feet; bottom, rocky.

7J. Bock Oysters from Flat Bock Creek; depth of water, 2 feet. _ __
72. From Currainbcne Creek. Cultivated Oysters from “No. 1 Bed,” G. Haiser’s ; 150 yards long; 

20 yards wide ; depth of water, 3 to 12 feet; taken off foreshores ; laid down about six months.
73. From Cumtmbene Creek. Dredged from “ No. 1 Bed,” G. Haiser’s ; 200 yards long; 20 yards 

wide; depth of water, 2 to 15 feet; bottom, rocky.
74.
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74. From Moona Creek. Taken off the foreshores; dry at low tide; bottom, sand and mud.
75. Mud Oysters from the “Hole in the "Wall”; a bed 600 yards' long; 400 yards wide; depth of 

water, 20 to 30 feet.
Clyde River Oysters.

76. Rock Oysters from “ Big Island Bed”; 1 mile long ; 100 yards wide ; depth of water, 20 to 40 
feet.

77. Roc.k Oysters from “Schnapper Point Bed” ; 300 yards long; 150 yards wide ; depth of water,
10 to 20 feet. ' '■

78. Oysters taken off the mangroves; dry at low tide.
79. Cultivated Oysters from the “ Old Bed”; 300 yards long; 150 yards wide; depth of water, 3 to 

20 feet; taken off the mangroves, and laid down for sis months.
80. Cultivated Oysters from the “ Chinaman’s Point Bed”; 300 yards long ; 50 yards wide ; depth 

of water, 2 to 20 feet; taken off the mangroves and laid down for four months.
81. Rook Oysters from between high and low water; age, about eighteen months.
82. Rock Oysters from between high and low water on the Bold Shore, facing the “ Bold Shore Bed.” 

This bed is 1,000 yards long; 12 yards wide; depth of water, 3 to 15 feet.
83. Cultivated Oysters from Budd’s Island; taken off the mangroves and laid down about eight 

months in 2 feet of water at low tide; bottom, hard mud.
84. Rock Oysters.

Znfce Hurras Oysters. '
85. Sample from 6 feet of water; bottom, shingly.
86. Mud Oysters ; depth of water, 4 feet.

Moruya River Oysters.
87. Rock Oysters ; depth of water, 3 to 10 feet.

83.
89.

90.
91.

Pambula River Oysters.
Rock Oysters; depth of water, 1 to 12 feet.
Cultivated Oysters; taken off the foreshore rocks, and laid down about twelve mouths in 3 feet 
of water at low tide.

Ilermagui River Oysters.
Rock Oysters ; taken off the rocks from higk-water mark to 2 feet below low-tide mark.
Oysters taken off the mangroves ; dry at low tide. .

Gutfaqyee Lake Oysters.
92. Rock Oysters; depth of water, 2 feet at low tide.

Nelson Lake Oysters. ■
93. Oysters collected from small pieces of wood, and growing on whelks.

Wapengo Lake Oysters. ■
94. Oysters growing on whelks on a sandpit.

Keat’s River Oysters.
95. Rock Oysters; from the foreshores between high and low tide. ■

Womloyne River Oysters.
96. Rock Oysters.

Port Jackson Oysters.
97. Mud Oysters; from ’Vfoolloomooloo Bay and Parramatta River. \_Specimens of natural Oyster 

growth.]
98. Oysters growing on boots, bottles, &c.; from A. Pbilp’s leased beds at Palmer’s Island, Clarence 

River.
90. A large piece of rock with oysters growing naturally thereon ; taken from Botany Bay,
100. Cluster of Oysters, showing growth and size from spat to three, sis, twelve, and twenty months; 

from H, Woodward’s “ Lake Bed,” Clarence River.

Class 85.—1? re served Fish.
Cohmissioitees FOE Isew South Wales Fisheeies.—Pish prepared for food.

These exhibits have been prepared to the order of the Commissioners of Fisheries for New South 
"Wales by two of the principal Meat-preserving Companies of New South Wales.

Most of the fish were preserved during the months of July and August, 1885, having been pur
chased under the supervision of an officer of the Fisheries Departmeet.

The fresh fish comprise many of the best known food fishes, of which the mullet, bream, blaekfish, 
and eel appear to be best adapted for this mode of jmeserving.

In smoked fish, whiting and eels are exhibited.
The oysters were specially selected from beds on the Clarence River and at Cape Hawke.
Crayfish, tinned and sun-dried, and tinned prawns, are also exhibited.
Fish tinned for food, prepared at the works of the Sydney Meat-preserving Company (Limited), 

Rookwood,
Smoked Fish

Whiting (Sill ago bassensis).
Bel (Anguilla Australis).

Fresh Fish:—
Grey Mullet (Mugll grandis).
Jew fish (Seisena Antarctica).
Tailor (Temnodon saltator),
Blaekfish (Girella tricuspidata), Fresh
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Freeh Fish—continued,.
Schnapper (Pagrus nnicolor).
Black Bream (Chrysophrys Australis),
Perch (Bates colonorum),
Nannagai (Beryx afiluis).
Garfish (Hemirhamphus regularis).
Eel (Anguilla Australis).

Oysters (Ostrea glomerata).
Crayfish (Palinurus hugeli).

Fish tinned for Food, prepared at the works of Messrs. "Walsh, Elliot, & Bennie, Bunnerong 
Works, Botany:—■

Smoked Fish:—
Whiting (Sillago bassensis). ■

Fresh Fish:—
Grey Mullet (Mugil grandis).
Jewfish (Sciiena Antarctica).
Black Bream (Chrysophrys Australis).
Whiting (Sillago bassensis).

Oysters (Ostrea glomerata).
Crayfish (Palinurus hugeli).
Prawns (Penceus esculentes).
Sun-dried Fish for food:—

Crayfish (Palinurus hugeli).
Class 47.—Oils.

Commissioners eoe New South Wales Fisheries, Phillip-street, Sydney.—Oils from Fish, other than 
■ edible purposes.
1. The Sun-fish (Orthagoriscus sp.) 7. “ Blue Pointer” Shark (Lamna glauca.)
2. Sea-Mullet (Mugil grandis, Castelnau.) 8. “ Grey Pointer” Shark (Carcharodon
3. Black Stinging Bay (Trygon pastinicia.) rondcletii.)
'1. Bayner’s Shark (Galleocerdo Rayneri.) 9, “ Hump Back” Whale.
5. Tiger Shark, or “ Wobbigong” (Grosser- 10. “ Black Fish” Whale.

thiuus varbatus.) 11. “ Baleen Whale.”
0. “ Grey Nurse” Shark (Odontaspis Ameri- 12. Dugong (Halicore Australis.) 

canus.)
Commissioners for New South Wales Fisheries, Sydney.—Models of Food Fishes.

1. Blaekfish (Girella tricuspidata). 7. Tailor (Temnodon saltator).
2. Black Bream (Chrysophrys Australis). 8. Squire (Pagrus unieolor),
3. Carp (Sea) (Chilodactylus fuseus). 9. Mullet (Mugil grandis).
4. Tanvhine (Chrysophrys hasta). 10. Yellow-tail (Caranx traclmrus).
5. Whiting (Sillago ciliata). 11. Trcvalley (Caranx Georgianus).
6. Jewfish (Seisena Antarctica). 12. Salmon Trout (Arripis truttaceus).

Commissioners

Crayfish ...............
Teraglin ...............
Long Tom...............
Blue Groper...........
Wirrah...................
Garfish...................
Batfish ...................
Squire ...................
Carp .......................
Maray ...................
White Trevally.......
Sergeant Baker.......
Perch.......................
Tamhine (2) .......
Nannagai...............
Flounder ...............
Sole .......................
Mullet ..................
Trumpeter Whiting
Pike .......................
Mullet ...................
Bed Bock Cod.......
Gurnard ...............
John Dory...............

eoe New South Wales Fisheries, Sydney.—Paintings of Australian Fish.
Palinurus hugeli. Tailor .................... Temnodon saltator.
Otolithus atelodus. Sea Mullet............... Mugil grandis.
Bel one ferox. Morwong ................ Chilodactylus macropterus.
Cossyphns Gouldi. Flathead ................ Platycephalus fuseus.
Plectropoma ocellatum. Schnapper............... Pagrus unicolor.
Hemirhamphus sp. Blaekfish ................ Girrella tricuspidata.
Psettus argenteus. Drummer................ Girella elevata.
Pagrus umcolor. Odax sp.
Chilodactylus fuseus. Serranus sp.
Clupea Sundaica. Labrichthys sp.
Caranx Georgianus. Apogon fasciatus.
Aulopus purpurissatus. Cholmo truncatus.
Bates colonorum. Hetoroscarus filamentosus
Chrysophrys Barba. Plectropoma nigrorubrum.
Beryx affinis. Labrichthys laticlavius.
Pseudorhombus Busselli. Gerres sp.
Synaptura niger. Coris lineolata.
Mugil sp. Carassius vulgaris.
Sillago bassensis. Cirrhitichthys aprinus,
Sphyrsena obtusata. Cossyphus sp.
Mugil pettardi. Caranx sp.
Scorpsena cardinalis. ' Caranx sp.
Trigla kumu. Scatophagus multifasciatus.
Zeus Australis. Temnodon sp.

1 Fishing-net from New Guinea,

Class 15a.—Scientific Reports and Publications.
Commissioners for New South Wales Fisheries, Phillip-street, Sydney,—Catalogue of Australian

Fishes, Mollusea, and Seals and Whales.
Commissioners eor New South Wales Fisheries, Phillip-street, Sydney.—Works on Ichthyology. 

Descriptive Catalogue of Australian Fishes. 2 vols. By the Hon. Wm. Macleay, F.B.S., M.L.C., Ac. 
Catalogue of Fishes of New South Wales, with their principal Synonyms. By J. Douglas-Ogilby, 

Assistant Zoologist, Australian Museum, Sydney, N.S.W. Beports



Reports of the Royal Commission of Fisheries of hiew South 'Wales.
Fisheries Act of New South Wales, 1881. By Alex. Oliver, Esq., M.A.
Oyster Fisheries Act, 1884.

Commissioners for New South Wales Ftsheiues (Assisted by Trustees of Australian Museum).
[B. P. Ramsay, Curator.]—Australian Sponges.

Dr. Ton Lendenfeld estimates the number of known species of Australian sponges at 350. Con
sidering bow little is known of the Australian Marine Invertebrates, compared with those of European 
seas, this number shows that there must be more species of sponges in Australian waters than in any other 
locality of similar extent.

Divided from the other continents by mostly deep, and for shallow-water sponges, unsurpassable 
oceans, Australia has a Sponge Fauna of its own. Only three or four European species have up till now 
been discovered in Australia.

The collection of sponges in the Australian Museum comprises nearly all Australian species, and 
will be found enumerated and described in the catalogues published by that Institution,

The species exhibited are described in that catalogue. They are few in number, for limit of 
space precluded a more extensive display.

CEASSIS SPONGIAE.
I. SUBCLASSIS CaXOABEA.
I. Ordo Galcispongiae.
II, Subordo Heteroccela.

Familia Syconidae—
1. Grantessa sacca, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
2. Sycandra arborea, Haeckel, (in spirits), Port Phillip, V.
3. Sycandra Ramsayi, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.

Familia Leuconidao—
4. Leucandra saccharata, Haeckel, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
5. Leucandra cataphracta, Haeckel, (in spirits), Port Molle, L.

2. Ordo Hexacti'ftdlae.
II. SUBCLASSIS NonCAICAREA.

3. Ordo Chondrospongiae.
Familia Pagnllionidas:—

6. Papillina panis, Tjendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
7. Raphyrus HJxsoni, Lendenfeld, (dry), Port Jackson, N.S.W.

Familia Ghondrosidac—
8. Chondrilla Australiensis, Carter, (in spirits), Port Phillip, V.
9. Chondrilla sccunda, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Phillip, V.

4. Ordo Mymospongiao.
5. Ordo Ilalich-ondriae.

Familia Spongillidae—
10. Meyenia nigra, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Botany swamps, N.S.W.

Familia Fibrospongidan—
11. Renieropsis globosa, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
12. Pellina nubieunda, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
13. Vomerula Ridleyi, Lendenfeld, (dry), Western Australia.

6. Ordo Cornuspieulae.
Familia Chalinidae—

14. Syphanella digitata, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), cast coast of Australia, N S.W,
15. Syphonochalina typica, Lendenfeld. (in spirits), Port Stephens, N.S.W.
16. Llaploehalima dendrilla, Lendenfeld. (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
17. Chalinissa communis, Lendenfeld. (inspirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
18. Dactylocholina Australis, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Phillip, V.
19. Dactylocholina reticulata, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W. 

Familia Fchispidae—
20. Clathria levis, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
21. Clathria paucispina, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Phillip, T.
22. Clathria arbuscula, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.

7. Ordo Ceraasporigias.

1. Subordo MrcnocoMniiAE.
Familia Sponqidac—

23. Euspongia levis, Lendenfeld (in spirits), Port Jackson, N S.W.
24. Aulena fabellum, Lendenfeld, (in spirits) Port Jackson, N.S.W.
25. Halmopsis Australis, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
26. Cacospongia Canalis, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
27. Cacospongia Australis, var. conulata, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Phillip, T.
28. Halme laxa, var. digitata, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
29. Halme gigantea, var. intermedia, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
30. Halme gigantea, var. maerapora, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W. 

Familia Jlircinidao—■
31. Hireinia digitata, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
32. Hireinia densa, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
33. Hireinia pocula, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jacksou, N.S.W.
34. Hircinopsis pocula, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
35. Hircinopsis Australis, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
36. Hireinia gigantea, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.

622—G ' IJ.
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II. Subordo Macjjocamerab. ■
Familia Spongelidae—

37. Spongelia Australis, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
38. Spongelia Violaeea, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
39. Dysidea tuka.ria, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
40. Dysidea cortieata, var. tubaria, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
41. Dysidea squalida, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W. 1 ' ' '

Famlia Aplysillidae— ■
42. Dendrilla cavernosa, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
43. Dendrilla tenella, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W.
44. Dendrilla rosea, Lendenfeld, (in spirits), Port Jackson, N.S.W. "
45. lanthella fiabelliformis, Gray, (dry).

' DIVERSE SPECIMENS.
46. Crabs overgrown with sponges.

Commissioiteiis roa New South Wades Fisheeies, and Trustees oe the Australian Museum

Sydney.—Australian Fish in Alcobol. ’

ACANTHOPTEE FOIL 
Pebcidie.

1. Dates colonorum, Giintb. Gippsland Lakes. 2 spec.
Ji i) curtus, Casteln, Sydney Markets. 2 spec.

3. Enoplosus armatus, White. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
4. Caprodon Schlegelii, Giinth c? & 9. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
5. Serranus daemeli, Giinth. Port Jackson .
6. Plectropoma nigrorubrum, C. & V. Port Jackson.
7. „ annulatum, Giinth. Port Jackson.
8. _ ,, ocellatum, Giinth. Port Jackson.
9. Lutianus fulviflamma, Forsk. Fraser Island.

10. Apogon fasciatus, White. Port Jackson.
11- „ „ var? Port Jackson.
12. „ Guentheri, Casteln. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
13. Arripis salar, Eich. Port Jackson. 4 spec.
14. Oligorus Macquariensis, C. &. V. Eichmond Elver. 2 spec.
15. Therapon Cuvieri, Bleek. Port Jackson. 6 spec.
16. ,, percoides, Giinth. Gayndah. 2 spec.
17. Gerres argyreus, C. & V. Eicbmond Elver.
18. Priacanthus macracanthus, C. &. V. Port Jackson.

S quamitikses.
19. Chelmo truncatus, Kner. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
20. Scorpis sspiipinnis, Rich. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
21. Atypiclithys strigatus, Giinth. Port Jackson.

, • Nandidje.
22. Plesiops Bleekeri, Giinth. Port Hacking.

MuLEIDjE.
23. Hypeneus vlamingii, C. & V. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
24• „ signatus, Giinth. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
25. „ porosus, C. & V. Port Jackson, 3 spec.

Sparid^!.
26. Pachymetopon grande, Giinth. Port Jackson.
27. Girella tricuspidata, C. & Y. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
28. „ ^ simplex, Eich. Port Jackson.
29. Lethrinus chrysostomus, Rich. Port Jackson.
30. Haplodactylus lophodon, Giinth. Port Jackson.
31. Pagrus unicolor, C, <fc V. Port Jackson. 5 spec.
32. Chrysophrys sarha, Forsk. Port Jackson. 4 spec.
33. „ Australis, Giinth. Port Jackson, 2 spec.

ClRRHITIDJ!.
34. Chironemus marmoratus, Giinth. Port Jackson.
35. Chilodactylus fuseus, Casteln (ad. & jur.) Port Jackson. 2 spec.
36. Latris Forsteri, Casteln. Port Jackson.

ScoiuiacuDiE.
37. Sebastes percoides, Bich. Port'Jackson.
38. Scorpaoua cardinalis, Rich, Port Jackson. 3 spec.
39. „ cruenta, Rich. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
40. Centropogon Australis, White. Port Jackson. 3 spec.

BEUT ATT) TT,
41. Trackichthys Jacksoniensis, Macl. Port Jackson,
42. Beryx affinis, Giinth. Port Jackson, 2 spec.

Crvttda;.
43. Pempheris compresses, White. Port Jackson.

SCLASNIM.
44. Otolithus atelodus, Giinth. Port Jackson. 2 spec.

, , Acanthurida:.
45. rnonurus microlcpidotus. Lae^p. Port Jackson. ' Caban cn dj3.
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CARANaiD.®.
46. Caranx traclmrus, Linn- Port Jackson. 2 spec.
47. „ georgianus, C. & V. Port Jackson. .
48. Temnodon saltator, Linn. Port Jackson. 4 spec.
49. Psettus argenteus, Linn. Port Jackson. 2 spec.

Cyttidje,
50. Zens Australis, Biei. Port Jackson.

ScoiraniD-E.
51. Echeneis naucrates, Linn. Clarence Biver.

< TnACliiNin^!,
62. Sillago bassensis, C. & V. Port Jackson. 3 spec.
63. maculata, Q.. & G-. Port Jackson.
54. Opisthognathus Jacksoniensis, Macl, Port Jackson. ,

Batrachim.
55. Batrnchus dubius, White. Port Jackson. 3 spec.

Ooirroi;.
66. Platycephalus Tasmanius, Bich. Port Jackson.
67. „ fuseus, C. & Y. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
58. ,, arenarius, B. & 0. Port Jackson.
59. Lepidotrigla papilio, C. & Y. Port Jackson. 3 spec.
60. . „ Mulhalli, Macl. Port Jackson.
61. Trigla kumu, Q. & Gh Port Jackson. 2 spec.

_ G-obiid.®.
62. Gobius gobioides, Ogilby. Clarence Biver. 2 spec. ,
63. Eleotris Australis, Krefft. Clarence Biver. 3 spec.
64. „ sp. Manly Lagoon. 3 spec.
65. Callionymus calauropotnus, Bich. Port Jackson. 5 spec.
66. „ curvicomis, C. & Y. Port Jackson. *

Bienniidbi.
66a. Lepidoblennius geminatus, Macl. Port Jackson. 5 spec.
67. Cristieeps aurantiacus, Casteln, Port Jackson.
68. ,, argyropleura, Kner. Port Jackson.
69. „ sp. Port Jackson.
70. Petroscirtes cristieeps, Macl. Clarence Biver. ■

SplITB^NinJE. ■
71. Sphyrsena Novrc Tlollandi.x, Giinth. Port Jackson.

Atheeinidje,
72. Atherina pinguis, Lacep, Port Hacking. 3 spec. *

Mug i ltd a:.
73. Mugil grandis, Casteln. Port Jackson.
74. „ waigiensis, Q. & G. Eraser Island.
75. ,, pettardi, Cast. Port Jackson.
76. ,, peronii, C. & Y. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
77. Myxus elongatns, Giinth. Port Jackson. 2 spec.

PoMACEVIBIDiE.
78. Parma squamipinnis, Giinth. Port Jackson. 3 spec.

LaBETD-S.
79. Cossyphus unimaculatus, Giinth. Port Jackson
80. ,, Gouldi, Bich. Port Jackson.
81. Lrhrichthys laticlavius, Bich. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
82. „ gymnogenis, Giinth. Port Jackson. 3 spec.
83. „ nigromarginatus, Mach Port Jackson.
84. Coris lineolata, C. & Y. Port Jackson. 3 spec.
85. Heteroscarus Castelnaui, Macl. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
86. Odax Bichardsonii, Giinth, 2. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
87. Olistherops brunneus, Macl., cf 2 • Port Jackson. 4 spec.

ANACANTHINI.
pLEUEOKECTinjE.

88. Pseudorhombus Bussellh, Gray. Port Jackson. 5 spec.
89- „ multimaculatus, Giinth. Port Jackson. 6 spec.
90. Ammotretis adsperus, Kner. Port Jackson.
91. Solca microcephala, Giinth. Port Jackson. 5 spec,
92. ,, maeleyana, Bams. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
93. Lophonectes gallus, Giinth. Port Jackson. ,8 spec.
94. Achirus pavoninus, Lacep. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
95. Synaptura nigra, Macl. Port Jackson. 6 spec.
96. „ faseiafa, Macl. Port Jackson.

PHYSOSTOMI.
SinuEin®;.

97. Copidoglanus obscurus, Gunth. Port Jackson.
98. Cnidoglanis megastoma, Bich. Port Jackson. 4 spec.
99. Arius, sp. Eraser Island, Q.

51

ScOl’ELIDiE.

n
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SCOPELIDJJ.
100. Sauras myops, C. & Y. Port Jackson.
101. Aulopus purpurissatus, Rich. Port Jackson. 2 spec.

ScoMBEESocrni.
102. Bel one Ferox, G-iinth. Port Jackson.
103. Hemirhamphus intermedius, Cant. Port Jackson. 6 spec.
104. „ regular us. Giinth. Port Jackson. 5 spec.

CTrEBrma:.
105. Carassius vulgaris, Nordm. Nepean Eiver. {Introduced.)

CEXrPEIDJE,

100. Clupea hypselosoma, Bleek. Port Jackson. 6 spec.
107. „ Novse Hollandi®, C. A Y. Hawkesbury Eiver
108. Flops saurus, Linn. Port Jackson.

Stmb ban ciudje .
109. Chilobranchus rufus, Macl. Port Jackson. 2 spec.

Mubjgnid^i.
110. Anguilla Australis, Eich. Hawkesbury Eiver,
111. Mursena afra, Bl. Port Jackson. 3 spec.

PLECTOGNATHL
SciiEBODEEMI

112. Monacanthus hippocrepis, Q. & G. Port Jackson.
113. „ trachylepis, Giinth. Port Jackson.
114. „ megalurus, Eich, Port Jackson. 4 spec.
115. „ ayraudi, Q. & G. Port Jackson. 4 spec.
11G. „ trossulus, Eich.
117. Ostracion lenticularus, Rich. Port Jackson. 2 spec.
118. „ ,, var. Port Jackson,
119. „ coucatenatus, Bl.

Gymnod ontes,
120. Tetrodon hvpselogonion, Bleek. Port Jackson. 4 spec.
121. Dieotylichtliys punctulatus, Kaup. Port Jackson. 2 spec.

^ CHONDEOPTEEYGII.
CAECHAEtroa;.

122. Zygfena Lecuwini, Griff., o' & 9 jun. Clarence E. 2 spec.
NoTiDANiniE.

123. Notidanus ludicus, Cuv. Port Jackson.ri
ScriLUDj;.

124. Seyilium anale, Ogilby, Port Jackson.
125. Chiloscyllium furvum, Macl. Port Jackson.

* 126. Crossorhinus barbatus, Linn. Port Jackson.
Heteeodontidj:.

127. Hcterodontns Phillipi, Bl. Port Jackson.
128. „ galeatus, Guntb. Port Jackson.

EHlMDiE.
129. Ebina sgnatina, Linn. Port Jackson.

Ehinodatid^. '
130. Ebinobatus Bougainvillei, M. & H. Port Jackson.
131. Trygonorhina fasciata, M. &. H. Port Jackson, 2 spec.

TEYGONinjB. 1
132. Urolophus testaceus, M. & H. Port Jackson. 2 spec.

Myltobatid,*,
133. Myliobatis Australis, Macl. Port Jacksou.

CoilMTSSIOXEIlS EOE New SoUTIF "WaUES FISHERIES AND TRUSTEES OF THE AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM,

Sydney.—Stuffed lishes.
1. Serranus dnomeli, Giintb.
2. Arripis salar, Eich.
3. Haplodactylus lophodon, Giintb.

Sir, 4. Pagrus unicolor, C. & Y. •
5. Chilodactylus fuseus, Casteln,
6. ,, macropterus. Eich.

■ 7. Prionurus microlepidotus, Lacep.
8. Caranx Georgianus, C. & V.
9. Temnodon saltator, Linn.

f 10. Oreynus sp. (?)
11. Mugil peronii, C. & Y,
12. Cossyphus Gouldii, Eich.
13. Monacanthus ayraudi, Q. & G.

'i

Australian
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Australia's' Museum (Trustees of) aitd Commissioners foe New South
graphs of N.S.W. Fish.

Pebcidjb.
Lates colonorum ((?#«<A.) ...
Enoplosus armatus (White) ...
Ncoanthias Guentheri (Oast.)
Serranus sp................................
Plectropoma nigrorubrum (0. & V.)

' „ annulatum (Giinth.)
Glancosoma scapulare (Jjawis.)
Therapon Cuvieri (Bleek) ...

„ theraps (G. § V.) ...
Arripis salar (Bich.) ... ...
Histiopterus labiosus (Giinth.)

Chaetodon strigatus (0. § V.) 
Chelmo truncatus (Kner.) ... 
Scorpis sequipinnis (Mich.) ... 
Scatophagus argue (Linn.) ...

„ multifasciatus (Mich)

Hypeneus vlamingi (0. fy V.)

Pachymetopon grande (Giinth) 
Girella simplex (Michards) ... 
Haplodactylus lophodon (Giinth) 
Pagrus unicolor (C. & V.) ...
Chrysophrys sarha (Forsk) ... ■

Chironemus marmoratus (Gunth.) 
Chilodactylus vittatus (Gnrr)

„ macropterus (Mich.)
„ fuseus (Oast.)...

Cirrhitichthys aprinus (G. § F.)

Squamieutke

Mullibje.

Si'aeidj:.

CntKUTTTu.n,

Wales Fisheeies,—Photo-

691
51

872
702
856
930
44

899
904
591
685

693 
784 
651 
713 
739

667

953
629
914 

14
694

915 
699 
711
912
913

Beetcie.®.
Monocentris Japonicus (0. fy V.)...................................................
Trachichthys Australis (Shaw) ...................................................
Beryx affinis ••• •••

Cyetim.
Pempheris compressus (White), upper; P. lineatus (Ogilby), lower

„ macrolepis (Macl?) ...................................................
Acasthueidjj.

Prionurus microlepidotus (AflCflp-)
CAEAN6ID.3!.

Caranx trachurus (lAnn.) ................................................................
„ Georgianus (0. $ V.) ....................................................

Temnodon saltator (Linn.)................................................................
Psettus argenteus (Linn.)................................................................
Platax teira (Forsk.)............... "

Zeus Australis (Michards) ...

Scomber colias (Linn.) ... 
Cybium commersonii (C. § V.)

Percis Coxii (Mamsay) ... 
Sillago bassensis (0. iSf V.) ...

Antennarius striatus (Shaw)...

CyttiD-®.

Scombeidas.

Teachinidas.

Pediculati.

Cottiea:,
Platycephalus arenarius (M. 0.)...........................

„ cirronasus (Michards) ...
Lepidotrigla Mulhalli (Macl.) ... ...
Trigla kumu (L. ^ G.) ... ■■■

Calljontmie^;.
Callionymus calauropomus (Michards) ... ...

n curvicornis (0. & V.) ... ...
Bt.ENNIIDA:.

Petroscirtes Wilsoni (Macl.) ...........................
Petraites heptceolus (GyriJiy) ... ■■■
Cristieeps aurantiacus (Oast.) ...........................

i, argyropleura (Fncr.) ... ...

815
60

890

928
32

671

893
590
652 
662 
683

40

653 
785

663
892

697

905
855
771
6S8

615
854

895
934
774
917
MraiLLDJB.
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SrUGILrOJE.
Mugil grandis (Oast.)...........................

, CESTBiscnxai.
^entnscus gracilis (Lowe), var. japonicus (Giinth)

PoirACEJriEjniE.

TjAEBIMI.

54

Parma squamipinnis (Giinth?) 
Heliast.es immaculatus (Ogilby)

Cossyphus Gorildii (Richards) ...
Labrichthys gymnogenis (G-unth.) ...
Coris rex. (R!'£{ 0)...........................
Heteroscarus filamentosus (Oast.) ...
Odax Bichardsonii (G-iinth)...............

PnEUEONECTIDA;.
Pseudorhombus multimaculatus (Giinth.)...............
Ammotretis adspersus (Kner.) _
Lophonectes gallus (Giinth) ...
Solea Macleayana (Ramsay)- ...
Achirus pavoninus (Lncep) ■........................... ’’’
Synaptura nigra (Mad) ..........................’ " '
Plagusia nnicolor (Macl) ........................... '

. , ScOPELIDjE.
Aulopus^purpurissatus. (Richards)...........................

’ ScOMBltESOCIDAi,
Belone ferox (Giinth.) .......................................

Camsius vulgaris (Mordm) ... 
Tinea vulgaris {Ov.v)...............

Clupea hypselosoma (Bleek)... 
Etrumeus Jachsonensis (Macl)

Anguilla Australis (Richards)

Monacanthus ayraudi (Q. $ G.) 
Ostracion lenticularis (Richards)

Tetrodon sceleratus (Linn) ...
„ . liispidus ...

Orthagoriscus mola (Zinn) ...

Ceratodus Poreteri (Krefft) ...

CrpEimniE,

CLUPEIDiE.

MuEjEMD.V,.

SciEiionEnirr.

Gymkodob-pes.

SlUElflDJ!.

648

906

889
916

41
703
963
951

602
857
730

56
956
594
962

898

729

952
497

848
696

29

717
715

891
896

49

Zygama Leeuwini (Griff), head ... , , , 4 ,, ( 14 _ ............... 790

Seyilium anale (Ogt/iy) ...
Chiloscyllium ocellatum (Linn)

• ScXLLIin^!.
............... 958
............... 954

Heterodontus zebra (Gray) ...
,, galeatus (Giinth.)

HeTERODOB'TEDAJ.
............... 957
............... 950 '

Pristiophorus cirratus (Lath)
Pristiophoeid^.

............... 786

Bhina squatina (Lj?!k.) ...
Bhintdj]:,

............... 39

Trygon pastinaea (Linn.) ...
Trtooxh)^:.

... ... 627Pteroplatea Australis (i?. Sf 0) ............... 955

Ocratoptera AJfredi (Krefft)...
'DrOEEOiiATiniE.

................. 16
Australian Museum (Trustees of) anu Commissioners eor New South Wales Eisheeies Sydney-

Marine Mammalia. ’ J ‘
The Dugong. Halicore Australis.
Skeleton of a Dugong. Halicore Australis,
Baleen sp. Balcena Australis.
Tanned skin of a young Baleen Whale.

Do skins of Lclphi-nus sp.

APPENDIX C.

lit
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APPENDIX C.
. Commissioners of Pislieries for New South Wales, 1885:— 

James C. Cox, M D., President.
K P. Eamsay, F.R.S.E, &c. &c., j Frederick Thomas, Esq.,
J. E. Hill, Esq., j A, Oliver, Esq., M.A.

Official Staff, 1885.
Lindsay G. Thompson, Secretary and Chief Inspector of Eisheries.

J. D. Delany, Clerk.
W. A. Trengrouse, Draftsman. 
L. G. Mann, „

Edward J. Ellis, 1st Clerk.
J. E. O'Grady, Clerk.
C. D. St, Pinnock,,, ( __

W. Lannen, Messenger.
James Quinan, Inspector for Home Division of Eisheries. 
Thomas Temperley, „ Northern „ .
George G. Benson „ Southern „

Andrew Gyler, Assistant Inspector of Eisheries, Manning Itiver.
Thomas Mulhall, 
Henry Curan, 
Peter Smith, 
Charles Gordon, 
J. C. White, 
Willi am Boyd, 
John D. Grant,

Sydney. 
Newcastle.

» „ Hawkesbury Eiver,
» ,, Shoalbaven.
>i ), Port Stephens,
ii „ Lake Macquarie.

- j, Botany and George’s Eiver.
Hicham Seymour, Assistant Inspector of Eisheries, Eish Market, Sydney.

Cain, ,, Brisbane Water.
W Y, Smithers> . . » Eden.
W. McGregor, Acting Assistant Inspector of Eisheries, TV eed Eiver. 
Thomas Stewart, „ „ Bellinger River.

Nambueea Eiver. 
Macleay Eiver.
Cape Hawke.
Port Macquarie.
Port Stephens Heads. 
Broken Bay.
Twofold Bay.
Moruya.

W. J. Whaites, „
John Jamieson,
A. H. Kendall, ”
H. W. C. Windeyer, „
Thomas Laman,
A. T. Black,
Bourne Russell,
Angus Sutherland, „
George Glading, Boatman, Sydney.
Richard Hellings, „ "
Erank Aldrich, „ Botany and George’s Eiver.
J. I. Hespo, „ Bateman’s Bay.
D. W. Benson, „ Clarence Eiver.

_ . Inland Waters.
Osborne Wilshire^ Assistant Inspector of Eisheries, Deniliquin.
Semor-eonstahle Nelson, Acting tnspector of Eisheries, Bungendore, Lake George.

. APPENDIX D.
Return showing the quantity of Eish exported from Moama to Melbourne during 1885.

lbs.
January............................................................ 5,436
February ........................................................ 1,336

................................................................ 5,264
^Prl1 ............................................................ 5,040
Ma7.................................................................... 2,772

.......................................................... 2,184June

lbs.
July .................................................................. 3,192
August .............................................  3,976
September .......................................................... 8,960
October............................................................ 15,344
November .........................     15,232
December .......................................................... 4,816

APPENDIX E.
Return of the number of Bags of Oysters received at Sydney from various places on the coast during each month of

Tr>P 1 orwl rt h ^.-C TJ —^iJ__ _ .1 1 ^ _ J. A _ I dT J-S . ®

Date.

1885. 
Jan....

Name of Place.

Port Stephens . 
Clyde Hirer .... 
Shoal haven .... 
nawkesbury Hirer 
Clarence Hirer.... 
Manning River....
Cape Hawke........
Pambula. River,
Lauriuton............
Moruya................
Richmond Eiver . 
Port Macquarie , 
Wagon gn, River .

No.-of
Bags.

367
330
204
103
149
90
28
27
10
15

9
8
4

Total.

1,415

Amount of 
llojalty. Total. Date. | Name of Place. No. of 

Bags. Total Amount of 
BoyaHy. Total.

£ s* d. £ s. d. 1885. £ s. a. £ e. a.53 11 0 Feb.... Port Stephens....... 410 01 10 000 17 0 Clftrcnec Eiver...... 159 23 17 030 12 0 Shoalliarcn ........... 129 19 7 024 9 0 Clyde River.......... no 16 10 022 7 0 Huwkosburj River. 101 15 3 014 8 0 Moruya.................. 53 7 19 04 4 0 Manning River....... 51 7 13 04 1 0 Xrtiurieton ........... 42 6 0 02 8 0 Cape Hawke.......... 23 3 9 02 5 0 Richmond Hirer .. 12 1 16 01 7 0 George’s Hirer...... 11 1 13 01 4 0 JiSIdcn............... , , 8 1 4 00 12 0
212 5 0

Brisbane Water ... 4 0 12 0
0100 19
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APPENDIX E—continued.

Date.

1885,
Mar,,.

April.

May,

June.

Name of Place.

July.,

Aug,,

Port Stephens......
Clyde River ..........
Shoalhaven ...........
Clarence River.......
Hawkesbury River.
Manning River......
Moruya..................
Xianrieton........ . ...
George’s River......
Pambula River......
Cape Hawke...........
Milton ..................
Brisbane Water ,.. 
Eicbmond River ...

Clarence River......
Port Stephens.......
Hawkesbury River..
Shoalbaven ..........
Clyde River..........
George’s River.......
Manning River.......
Moruya..................
Laurieton...............
Eden......................
Cape Hawke.........
Port Macquarie ... 
Brisbane Water ...

Port Stephens ......
Clarence River.......
Clyde River...........
Hawkesbury River..
Shoalbaven ...........
Moruya..................
Manning River .... 
Bermagui River ...
George's River.......
Laurieton..............
Eden......................
Shellharbour ........
Bodalla..................
Cape Hawke .......

Clarence River......
Port Stephens......
Clyde River .........
Hawkesbury River,
Shoalbaven ..........
George’s River......
Bermagui River ...
Jervis Bay ..........
Moruya..................
Shellharbour .......
Manning River.....
Laurieton............. .
Cape Hawke 
Pambula River ... 
Eden......................

Hawkesbury River.
Port Stephens ......
Clarence River......
Shoalbaven ..........
Eden......................
Clyde River..........
Moruya..... . .........
Port Maequario ...
Shellharbour ......
Cape Hawke..........
Wagonga River ...
Jervis Bay ..........
Manning River ...

Hawkesbury River,
Port Stephens......
Clarence River......
Shoalbaven ........
Clyde River.........
Moruya.................
Cape Hawke .......

No. of 
Bag«. Total. Amount of 

Royalty. Total. Date.

£ s. d. £ 6. d. 1885.
408 61 4 0 Aug.
216 32 8 0 contd.
205 30 15 0
195 29 5 0
126 18 18 0
92 13 16 0
38 5 14 0 Sept...
35 5 5 0
26 3 18 0
24 3 12 0
13 1 19 0
12 1 16 0
4 0 12 0
2

1,396
0 6 0

209 8 o

203 30 9 0
187 28 1 0
107 16 1 0
96 14 8 0
62 9 6 0
51 7 13 0
35 5 5 0
32 4 16 0
29 4 7 0 Oct....
24 3 12 0
13 1 19 0
13 1 19 0
2

854
0 6 0

128 2 0

166 24 18 0
159 23 17 0
121 18 3 0
112 16 16 0
103 15 9 0

65 9 15 0
50 7 10 0
27 4 1 0
25 3 15 0
20 3 0 0
15 2 6 0
12
5

1 16
0 15

0
0

Bov....

3
883

0 9 0
132 9 0

177 26 11 0
177 26 11 0

66 9 18 0
54 8 2 0
51 7 13 0
30 4 10 0
27 4 1 0
21 3 3 0
15 Z 5 0
14 2 2 0
12 1 16 0
10 1 10 0
7 1 1 0
4 0 12 0
4

669
0 12 0

100 7 0
•

183 27 9 0
Bee....

171 25 13 0
176 26 8 0
84 12 12 0
30 4 10 0
30 4 10 0
24 3 12 0
20 3 0 0
16 2 8 0

8 1 4 0
6 0 18 0
4 0 12 0
2

754
0 6 0

113 o 0’ 1" "
239 35 17 0
172 25 16 0
130 19 10 0
79 11 17 0
39 5 17 0
38 5 14 0
24 3 12 0

Name o! Place.

Georeg’s River.
Laurieton.........
Shellharbour . 
Eden ...............

Hawkesbury River
Clarence River.....
Port Stephens .....
Shoalbaven .........
Cape Hawke.........
Moruya..................
Port Jackson.........
Clyde River.........
Manning River ..,
Evans River.........
Laurieton.............
Brisbane Water....
Sbellharbonr........
Eden.....................
Pambula River.....
Wagonga River...

Hawkesbury Biver.
Port Stephens......
Parramatta River...
Clarence River......
Moruya .................
Shoalbaven ...........
Clyde River..........
George’s Biver.......
Manning River......
Laurieton...............
Brisbane Water,...
Cape Hawke..........
Eden......................
Evans River..........
Bermagui..............
Wagonga Riicr.....

Port Stephens......
Havikesbnry River
Clyde River...........
Clarence River.......
Parramatta River..
Manning River.....
Shoal haven............
Richmond River ..
Cape Hawke..........
Moruya.................
George’s River..,,.
Eden.....................
Laurieton.............
Brisbane Water.... 
Bellinger River.. . 
Port Macquarie.... 
Wagonga River.... 
SheUliarbonr........

Hawkesbury River, 
Port Stephens.. 
Shoalhavon... .
Clyde River.....
Clarence River. 
Parramatta Rive 
Evans River . 
Manning River. 
Capo Hawke. ,. 
Brisbane Water 
Bollinger River.
Eden................
Port Macquarie
Moruya......
Wagonga River 
George’s River.
Laurieton........
Pambula River. 
Shellharbour...

No. of Total. Amount of
Bags. Royalty.

£ B. d.
13 1 19 0
6 0 18 0
5 0 15 0
4 0 12 0

749

240 30 0 0
223 33 9 0
203 30 9 0

03 9 9 0
60 0 0 0
60 9 0 0
52 7 16 O
50 7 10 0
21 3 3 0
20 3 0 0
17 2 11 0

5 0 15 0
4 0 12 0
3 0 9 0
2 0 6 0
3

1,026
0 0 0

235 42 15 0
199 29 17 0
174 26 2 0
86 12 18 0
64 9 12 0
56 8 8 0
52 7 16 0
50 7 10 0
21 3 3 0
20 3 O 0
19 2 17 0
18 2 1.4 0
13 1 19 0
10 1 10 0
10 1 10 0
3

1,030
0 9 0

277 41 11 0
259 38 17 0
164 24 12 0

7 23 11 0
88 13 4 0
72 10 16 0
58 8 14 0
50 7 10 0
41 6 3 0
35 5 5 0
30 4 10 0
27 4 1 0
24 3 12 0
17 2 11 0
15 2 5 0
10 1 10 0
7 1 0 0
3

1,334
0 9 0

332 49 16 0
241 36 3 0
197 29 11 0
163 24 9 0
121 18 3 0
101 15 3 0
77 11 11 0
69 10 7 0
53 7 19 0
40 6 0 0
27 4 1 0
23 3 9 0
22 3 6 0
20 3 0 0
14 2 2 0

9 1 7 0
9 1 7 0
7 1 1 0
3

1,528
0 9 0

12,801

Total.

£ s. d.

112 7 0

153 18 0

162 0 0

200 2 0

229 4 0

1,920 3 0
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APPENDIX E.
Beiubn allowing the Eevenue demed under the Pishcrics Act during the year 1885.

Pishemen’s licenses ... ... ... ... 518 @
Do ....................................... 156 @

Piahing-boat licenses... ....................................... 237 @
Do ... ... ... ... 58 @

Royalty on oysters raised from natural beds .......................................
Deposit on applications for leases for oyster culture ... ... ...
Sundries, including moieties of penalties, fines, and forfeitures recovered 

under Pislieries Act ............................................................................

£ s. 
0 10 
0 5 
0 20 
0 10

a.
o
0
0
0

£
259

39
237
29

1,920
2,141

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0

3G3 1 0

£4,988 4 0

APPENDIX G.
Schedule of Applications for Leases of Shore for Oyster Culture.

Yds. 1 Yds.
100 Serpent River, Port Stephens George Haiser ................... 300
800 -No, 1 l^oinfc, .fort {Stephens

Fnrm Cove Creek, Port Stephens
Georgo Emmanuel ........... 200

200 Do ........... 100
000 Wobbigong Creek, Port Stephens Do ........... 200
600 do do John Ruprccht.................. 200

1,000 Corrie Creek, Myall River Henry Thompson ........... 200
1,000 do do 11. Jl, Harrison ................... 200

200 Linoeburners1 Creek, Port 
Stephens

V. W. Seymour.................. 200

SOO Pelican Bay, Manning River K. G. Rose .......................... 500
500 W oniora, George’s River T. V. Wont......................... 300
BOO1 Pelican Bay, Manning River Thomas Hyde...................... 500
100 Pipeclay Creek, Karuah River 

Sawyer's Point, J^ort Stephens
Do ....................... 300

200 W alter Foreman ............. 100
200| Cullcndulla Creek, Clvde River James Graham ................... 100
100 Hawk's Nest., Clyde River William Geo. Armstrong... 300
400| Port Stephens Laurens Y\ W. Armstrong.. 300
300 IDg Island, Clyde Kiver William MTntyre............... 300
300| Port Stephens Thomas Walker................. 400
i!UG| .fonbuLa Kivcr Jessie Campbell Jirowiie ... GOO
200 Port Stephens Do ... 1,100
loOj Salamander Bav, Port Stephens W. 1L. S harpies & Alatherson 100
300 Wirruug Island, Port Stephens Do ... 200
300 do do Do ... 200
500, Mooney Mooney Creek, Hawkes- Do ... 100

bury River F. A. Griffon....................... 100
400 Karuah River, Port Stephens R. H. D. White................... 100
COO Groenweli Point, Crookhaven IV. E. Ireland ................... 300
300 do * do Walter Foreman ............. 200
400 Connor's Bed, Karuah River Do ............... 200
100 Moruya River 

l,200i Wallis Creek
500 Port Stephens

R. C. Rose............... 5U0
George Witchard .............. 410

Do ............ 400
500 Wallis Creek Do ............... 400
250 Fame Cove, Port Stephens 

do do
100

250 Do ............... 500
1,000 Cnttagee Lake, Miirrnh Do ...............

George Haiser ...................
200
200

SOC Dry River
Bfikc Channel, Clarence River

Henry Woodward.............. 100
COO ' Do ............... 300
100 Gloucester, Manning River William Shelley................. 100
20C (Jabbagc-trce island, Clarence William Ringland............... 500

River Peter S. Newton ............... 100
100 South Channel, Manning River Albert Smart............ 200
SOC Port Stephens 

do
600

1,000700 Mrs. Hnrnettc Muston ... .
s 400 Richmond River BcswickBultner.................. 300

GOO 
. 300

Wollomholla, Shoalhavcn
East Nelhgen, Clyde River

Sydney 11. Loten .............. GOO

. 10C Manning River George Schmitzcr.............. 200
300 East Bank, Riclunond River Henry Woodward.............. 100

. 30C Clyde Riier
Myall River, Port Stephens

Do ............... 200
. 400 Do ............... 150
, 10C Uurrambcne, Jervis Ray

Manning River *
Karnah River

Peter Thos. Johnson.......... 800
100 R. H. D. While............ 100

. 300 Do ........... son

. 1,000

. 100
Mosquito Point, Port Stephens 
Moruya River 

‘do

Do ............... 100
Do ................... 100

. 200 George Emmanuel.............. 200

. 10C do Do ............ 200
. 100 400
. 100 Low' Island, Manning River Joseph Blanch ............. 500
. 60C 400
. 300 Port Stephens

Bullock Island, Hunter River
Do ................. 300

200 William George Armstrong 500
. 4CK Port Stephens

Xnross Bake
Laarnes F. Armstrong..... 600

. 100 Do ....... 800
10C Manning River William George Armstrong 100
40( Shoalhaven Richard R. Armstrong...... 100

John Hoklom ..............
Do ..................

W. E. Sharpies.............
Richard R. Armstrong ... 

Do ..
James Hunt .................
Walter Thomas Coonan 
IT. H. Mclmeth .............

Henry Woodward...........
Peter Moore ...................
Joseph Southwell ...........
James Rrans ..................

Do .......................
John A. Bcttiui..............

Do ...................
D. J. Fuller .................
Henry Woodward.........
Alciauder Engel .........
John Severs .................
John Holdom................
Robert II. D. White ..
James D, Joass .............

Do .................
Frederick J. G-ibbins....

Thomas Wilson . 
Patrick Cafferr .. 
R. H. D. White . 
Joseph Jenner .. 
Samuel Lilley .. 
James Kinnaird 
James Stanbury . 
Samuel Lilley. ... 

Do .... 
Do ........

A. Hoyer.
Do ...

R. 0, Rose ......
James Graham 
George Wilcox

Henry Woodward , 
James Duncan .... 

Do ........

Patrick Caflrey ...
Robert Latin ......
George Schmitzcr 
Fred. J. Gibbins 
Robert Latte......

George Dent, junr.
Patrick Graham......
Henry Woodward ...

Do .......
P. B. Bellini...........

Do ..........
Do ........
Do ..........

James Graham ......
John Lonesborougb 
Henry Alderton ...
W. Ii. Wells ...........
William Wells .......
Albert Smart..........
Peter S. Kowlon ... 
Joseph Haisor .......

Currambene Creek, Wollomia 
~ ague River 

do 
do

Manning River 
Port Stephens 
Twofold Bay
Mooney Mooney, Hawkesbury 

River
Newton Bay, Port Stephens 
Sutherland, Port Hacking 
Sutton, Port Stephens 
Lemon-tree Point, Port Stephens 
Borang Lake
Scott’s Creek, ManningRiver 
Wobbigong Creek, Port Stephens 
Corne Bay, Port Stephens 
Brisbane Water 
Parramatta River 
St. Hubert’s Isle, Brisbane Water 

do do
Fame Cove, Port Stephens 

do do
do do
do do

Limeburner’s Creek 
Port Stephens
Goodwood Island, Clarence River 
Horse Island, Tuross Lake 

do do
Wirruug Island, Port Stephens 
South-west Arm, Port Hacking 

River
Port Hacking

do
do
do

Ciookhaven River 
Berry’s Creek, Shoalhavcn River 

do do
Mullubula Point,, Port Stephens 
Cnttagee Lake 
Manning River 
Tuross Lake - 
Scott’s Creek, Manning River 
Pendima Creek, Port Stephens 
Low Island, Manning River 
Cabbage-tree Island, Manning 

River
Mitchell’s Island, Manning River 
Berry’s Creek, Shoalbaven River 

do do
do do

Munnimurra River 
Port Stephens 

do 
do 
do

Bermague River 
do

Port Stephens _
Myall River, Port Stephens 
South Side, Wopengo Lake 
Wopengo Lake 
North Arm, Port Stephens 
Karuah River
Wirruug Island, Port Stephens 
North Arm, Port Stephens 
Rocky Island, Port Stephens

622—H
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APPENDIX G—continued.

Richard R, Armstrong......
Yds.

100
Do ...... 100

M. JPMahon ..................... 600
William John Mudford...... 100
Heber Goring Loten.......... 200

Do ........... 100
John Holdom..................... 100
D. W. Benson .................. 700

Do ................... 200
Do ................... 200

Peter S. Newton .............. tool
John Hedding Hunt........ 100,
James Barclay .................. 200
Louis Lovett ...................... 600

400
TV. H. Wells .................... ioo|

John Baxter ...................... 500.
Do ...................... 500

William Osburn ............. 300|
Mrs. It. J. Butt;.................. 400
John Ruprecht ................. 1001
Christopher P. Schmidt . . 100
Wm, Shelley...................... 100
James ETftris ................... 200
C. De Meslrc...................... 301
A. M. Champion ............. 2,000
C. De Meslrc .................... 100
'William Baxter............... 200

Do .................. 200|
Joseph J. IjCwis................ 200
A. Gyler, junior................. 200
Peter Etigstrom... ....... . 300

Do ................. 200
Richard Flood ................. 200
John W, Bettini ............. 400
Thomas Hyde...................... 200
John Fisher ...................... 300
G. Haiser .......................... 150

Do .......................... 200
Alexander Cautlay ......... 100
Samuel Holdom......... ....... 200
Joseph Coote, senior.........
Richard Oslcrn.................

400
300

John Cameron ................... 300
John Noble ...................... 400
Mrs. Jessie C. Brown ...... 300
James Marshall ................ 300
D. W, Benson ................. 400
James Hanlej' ................. 100
D. W. Benson ................. 400
Mrs. H. Muston ............. 500
Fred. J. Gibbins ............. 700
John FlettLouttit............. 100
Gideon Mudford .............. 100
John Cobden Cain............. 100
Maaasseh Ward.................. 300
James Hanly...................... 100

Do ..................... 100
Do .......................! 100

George Rooke.................... 700
Vincent William Seymour 200
M. M‘Mahon......... ............ 300
Alfred Rogers..................... 500
John Dick .......................... 400
Andrew Murphy ............. 500
John G. Lund .................. 200

Do .................. 200
J. R. Hill .......................... 350
Charles Brice..................... 500
George Mfiuusell ............... 200

Do ............... 200
Do ............... 200
Do ............... 200

'William Shelley................ 900
John Longworth ............ 200
George Schmitzcr............. 100
Abram Windley................ 100

Do ...................1 100
Do ................. 100

Predk. J. Gibbins .............. 500
Do ............. 300
Do ...............1 700

Anderson Hans ................ 900
Abraham Emmett............. 300
Theodore T. Gurilev......... 500

Do .........., 450|
Abraham Emmett ............ j 200
Ernest Goring Loten......... j 100

Rocky Island, Pori- Stephens 
A flat bed, near Tahlee, Port 

Stephens 
GOO Brisbane Water

Scott's Creek, Manning River 
Cabbage-tree Island, Manning

River
do do

Cangrore Island, Karuah Kin 
Woogoolga Creek 
Bungle Creek

__Woogoolga Creek
100l Pebean Bay, Manning River 
100j North Creek, Richmond River 

Clyde River 
EOOj Bungle Creek

Bherrewerre River 
lOOj Dunne’s Island, Hunter River 
500. Cnrraroug Creek 

do
grove Creek, Manning Rive 

Karuah River, Port Stephens 
1001 Manning River 

Clyde River 
Port Stephens 
Sawyers Point 
Kurruwong Creek 
Weigoolgalo Creek 
Knrnnvong Creek 
Currarong Creek 

do
Evans River 
Scott's Creek 
Bermagui River 

do
Myall Fiver 
Bateman’s Bay 
Port Stephens 
Onions Point 
Shoalhaven 

do
Borang Lake 
Karauh River 
Mirmumurra River 
Myall River 
Os ley Island 
Long Bay 
St. Hubert's Isle 
Manning River 
Woogoolga Creek 
Gore Bay 
Bonville Creek 
Port Stephens 
Clydg Rivor 
Moruva River 
Manning River 
Brisbane Water 
Brisbane Water 
Bellinger River 

do 
do

1 Port Stephens 
Hawkesbury River 
Brisbane Water 
Berov,-ra Creek 
Hastings River 
Brisbane Water 
Brunswick River 

do
Rose Bay 
Wagonga River 

do 
do 
do 
do

Port Stephens 
Camden Haven 
Manning River 
Torn ago River 

do 
do

Ilunier River 
do 
do 
do

Tuross I,aka 
Middle Harbour 

do

Yds
40C

'

Bownda Lake
Do “ ......... 40C do

Alfred Rogers.................... 1,50C Broken Bay
20C Bungle Creek

Taylor BayDavid Thompson ............. SOC
George Emmanuel .......... 10C Bermagui River

Do ......... 100 do
Do .......... 400 do
Do .......... 200 do
Do .......... 100 do

Tancred de C. Armstrong.. 200 Port Stephens
Isaac Dobbins..................... 100 Scott’s Creek
Joseph Southwell.............. 200 Pelican Bay
A, P. Martin ...................... 400 Moonce Creek

Do ....................... 500 Boambie Creek
Do ...................... 400 do
Do ...................... 700 Moonee Creek
Do ...................... 500 Boambie Creek

Robert H. D. White.......... 300 Salamander Bay
Thomas Lewis ................ 400 Woronora Point
Archibald Nicolls ............. 600 Mooney Creok
Frederick J, Gibbins.......... 700 Camden Haven
Lyon J. Marks ................... 500 Kogarah Bay

Lady Robinson’s BeachDo .................. 500
Joshua Mosley ................... 100 George's River
Fredk. J. Gibbins.............. 400 do

Do ............... 400 Hunter River
Hans Anderson.................. 300 do
Fredk J. Gibbins............... 500 do
Hans Anderson................. 300 do
John A. Beitim.................. 500 Clyde River
John Crumpton.................. 500 Hawkesbury River
John Gerald Cannon...,..,.. 500 do
John Wilson................ . 100 Brisbane Water

Do ....................... 100 do
George Connctt.................. 1,700 South Lake
J. M. Nicbel ..................... . 165 Middle Harbour
Thomas O’Sullivan .......... 83 Parramatta River
Joseph Shepheard, junr 100 George’s River
Hana Anderson.................. 300 Hunter River
William Engel .................. 400 Swan Bay
S tratis Andranlakis ........... 300 Huntor River

Do ........... 600 do
Peter Melvey...................... 1,000

300
Browera Creek

John Trainer...................... Hawkesbury River
William J. Bowles............. 500 do
Archibald White ............... 300 do
James Hickey .................. 300 Corrigcc Lake
James Evens ....................... 200 Port Stephens
William Millard ............... 200 Narrawillic Creek
James Dent .................... 500 Jervis Bav
Fredk. J. Gibbins.............. 500 Camden Haven

Do ............... 500 do
Robert Hardy ................ 200 Brisbane Water
Robert Latta...................... 400 Clyde River
Henrietta Shepheard ....... 100 George’s Eiver
John "Ward ..................... 200 Brisbane Water
F.J. Fuller ..................... 400 Port Stephens

George's RiverGeorge G, Gurr.............. 1,200
S. J. Shepheard.................. 100 do
Henry Woodward............... 200 Clyde River

Do ............. 200 do
F. H. Melmeth.................. 200 Karuah River
Jlenrv Woodward............... 1,500 Crookhaven River
Thomas Riley .................. 100 Cockle Creek
William James Cole ......... 500 Berowm Creek
S- Cole.., .... ............. ........ 500 do
Richard Lloyd .................. 800 do
John Milton ...................... 200 Clyde River
William Milliard .............. 200 Narrnwilhe Creek

Do ............... 200 do
G. Dent, senr.................... 100 Flat Rock Creek

Do ...................... 200 Oaranua Creek
John H. Hunt ................. 100 Terranora Creek

Do .................. 100 do
Do ................... 100 do
Do ................... 100 do
Do .................. 100 do
Do ................. 100 do
Do ................... 100 do
Do ................. 100 do
Do ................... 200 do

Archibald White ............... 400 Hawkesbury River
George’s RiverS. Joseph Shepheard.......... 300

Vincent William Seymour.. 200 Mooney Mooney Creek
John Shepheard.................. 100 George’s River
Henry Woodward............. 500 Crookhaven River

Do ............... 100 Clarence Rivor
James Ebens ...................... 200 Port Stephens
Henry Woodward............... 400 Clyde River
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Samuel Lilley......................
Jolm Lonoaborougli ..........
G. Haiser ..........................

Do ..........................
Do ...........................

James Barclay ..................
Do ..................

James William Cole...........
James Joass..........................
Q\ Selfe and S. J. Shepherd
E. J. Coman .......................
Martin Jordan....................
Strntis Andraulaiis ..........
Henry Woodward...............
Peter Clow..........................
William Lavington..............
Slratis Andranlakis ...........

Do ...........
John H. Hunt....................

Do ....................
Do ....................
Do ....................

Henry Engel......................
Do .......................

Joseph Shepheard, junr......
Ellen Lloyd...........................
Alexander Philp, senr.........
Henry Woodward...............
A. Philp, junr.......................
John Paul ...........................
Eredcriek J. Gtibbins.........
Samuel Lilley.......................
E. H. D. White...................
Demetnus Donnell..............
Thomas Mosley..................
James Hanly......................

Do ......................
Samuel Garrad ..................
Thomas William Garrad 
William Samuel Garrad ...
Henrv Woodward..............

'Do ..............
Frederick J. Gibbins..........

Do ...........
Do ...........

Georgo Aram.....................
Do .......................

Clive Eelisario ........... .......
James Deamer ............ .
Vincent William Seymour...
James Joass .......................
Erancis Budd........ ..............

Do .......................
David Tuck...........................
John Johnston ...................
James Hanley ...................
Hchcr Barlow ...................
Thomas V. Want ..............
Henry 9, Madge ...............
George Haiser ...................

Do ...................
G. P. Kcon .........................
James Eoss.........................
John Cameron ..................
Joseph W. Lloyd ..............
Nicholas Hanly ..............

Do ...................
Do ...................

Edward Johnston ...............
Do ..............

Albert Smart......................
Albert Edward Smart ......
George Watt......................
Berwick Buhner ..............
Joseph Blanch ........ ..........

Do ...................
Do ..................

M. Shuttles......... ...............
E. Lloyd..............................

Do ..............................
Sydney Colo ......................
William Sutton...................
William Smith ..................
E. H. Melmeth ..................

Do ...................
E. H. D. White...................
Peter Melvey......................
Harry Hose .....................
William Sutton..................
William Harrison...............

APPENDIX Q-—continued.

Yds.
100 Port Stephens 
200 Jervis Bay 
300 do 
400 do
100 do
200 Narrawillic Creek 
200; do 
400 Browera Creek 
800 Karuah Eiver 
200| George’s Eiver 
600' Wagonga Eiver 
300, Hunter Eiver 
300 do

IjOOO1 Eerningham’s Island 
200 Wagonga Eiver 
100 Bcga Eiver 
300j Hunter Eiver 
400 do
400 South Bellinger Eiver
100 do
400 do
3001 do
2001 Serpent Eiver
200 do
100 Port Hacking
200 Brisbane Water
600 Lake Channel
800 Crookhaven Eiver
200 Lake Channel
500 Quibray Bay
SOO Hunter Eiver
100 Port Stephens
100 do
r.00 Wagonga Eiver
100 George’s Eiver
100 Bellinger Eiver
100 do
200 Narrawilho Creek
200 do
300 do
300'
100
300
300,

L0001
200!
300|
800
200
200
400
200i
300
200

Crookhaven Eiver 
do

Clyde Eiver 
do 
do

Betlangabie Bay 
do

Black Creek 
Dunn’s Island 
Mooney Mooney Creek 
Warning Island 
Clyde River 

do
Brisbane Water

300
200
100
100
200
300
100
100
200
200
100
100
100
100
200
200
200
100
100
100
200
200
100
200
r.oo
300
500
200
200
200
200
100
400
200
200
200

Wagonga Eiver 
Bellinger Kiver 
Lake Birroul 
Port Hacking 
Broadwater 
Currambene Crook 

do
Kiah Eiver 
Mooney Creek 
Oxley Island 
Brisbane Water 
South Ann, Bellinger Eiver 

do do
do do

Brunswick Eiver 
do

Tuross Eiver 
Borang Lake 
Brisbane Water 
Kbappingat Creek 
Port Stephens 

do 
do

Broken Bay 
Mullet Creek 
Eabbit Island 
Mullet Creek 
Mooney Creek 

do
Sawyers Point 
Limeburners Creek 
Port Stephens 
Hawkesbury Eiver 
Mooney Creek 

do
Hunter Eiver

Yds.
John Comino..................... 700 Bermagui Eiver

Do ...................... 200 do
Do ...................... 300 do

Henry Engel ...................... 100 Serpentine River
Do ...................... 10C do

E. H. D. White.................. 700 Balberook Core
Do .................. 300

Patrick Murray.................. 300 (Josford
Robert Blanch .................. 100 Port Stephens
R. H. D. White.................. 100 Salamander Bav
James Marshall .................. 200 Oxley
YY alter .Barnard and Thomas 1,450 Cann’s Creek, Pittwater

S. Huntly
Vincent William Seymour,,, 200 Mooney Creek
William Jingel ................. 100 Serpent Kiver

Do ................... 20C do
VV. H. Sharpies and R. 100 Port Stephens

Mathersou
Donnell Demetrius .......... 10C Wagonga River
Alfred Kogers..................... 300 Hawkcsburv Eiver
William Smith ............. 300 do
Gk Haiser .......................... 200 Currambene Creek
A. Windley ...................... 100 Cultendulla Creek
Peter Parka......................... 400 WooliWooli Eiver
James Cran .................. 100 Brisbane Water
Samuel R. Smart ............... 100 Tuross Lake
Edward Rose ................... 100 do
N, J. CuPack ... .................. 100 Clarence River
Samuel Lilley...................... 200 Port Stephens

Do ...................... 500 Baroma, Creek
Henry Woodward.............. 1,200 Woilombi Kiver

Do ............... 1,100 do
Percy Wakefield ............. 100 Nelson Lake

Do ............... 200 do
Do ............... 200 do

Henry Woodward.............. 400 Cape Hawke
Do .............. 500 Siinko Creek
Do .............. 400 Walhs Lake
Do ............... 500 Stinko Creek

Frank Bertram .................. 100 Ev ans River
William Smith ................... 400 Mooney Creek

Do .................. 700 do
John Hodding Hunt.......... 300 Terranora Creek

Do ........... 200 do
Do ........... 300 do
Do ........... 200 do

Henry Thomson................. 500 Karuah River
Do ................... 500 do

Vincent William Seymoui 200 Mooney Crook
Do 500 do

Frank Parkyns .................. 200 do
lutwia Ctfcin ..................... 200 Cullcndulla Creek
Peter Nelson ...................... 100 Brunswick Kiver
E. J. Connm ....................... 200 Wogonga Kiver
F. J. Fuller .................... 200 Port Stephens
James Evens ................ 500 do
W. H. Sharpies................. 100 do
Thos. Hyde, -junr................ 100 do
E. Ii. Melmeth................. 400 do
Thomas Crumpton ........... 200 Hawkesbury River
W. E. Ireland ................. 200 Goodwood Island
Jtichiird Jjioyd ................ 300 Mooney Creok
T. 8. iiuntlev, W. Barnard, 1,000 Pittwater

and A. B. Wood
T. S. Huntley, W. Barnard, 800 do

and A. B. Wood
John Comino ..................... 500 Nelson Lake
Percy Wakefield ............... 100 do

Do ............... 100 do
R. H. D White.................. 100 Port Stephens

Do ................. 100 do
T. S. Huntiey, W. Barnard, 150 Pittwater

and A. B. Wood
T. S. Huntley, W. Barnard, 350 do

aud A B. Wood
Demetrius Donnell ......... 200 Wonboyn River
Arthur Wood ................... 200 Pittwater
Herbert Valentine Haynes., 200 Orogandiman Island

Do . . 100 North Arm, Clarence Eiver
t5kluey Walter Haynes...... 200 Clarence Kiver

Do ....... 200 Orogandiman Island
A. M'txuiro & W. JiJmcrson 100 Goodwood Island
William Usbourn .............. 100 Mauniug River
James Eoss......................... fiOO Mooney Creek
Timothy Wray .................. 500 Pelican Island
Arthur Hood 1’egus........... 200 Yamba
Hdwin J. Hanger ............... 100 Port Stephens

Do ............... 500 do
Lilley Samuel ................... 200 do
John Wilson ....................... 200 Mooney Creek
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John Wilson.............
Do ..............

A. Philp, junr., II. Philp, 
and Walter Black

William Woodward..........
Do ..........

A, M. Harper......................
Patrick Murray..................

Do ..................
Nicholas Trengrouse..........
W. Baiter............ .............

Yds.
300 Mooney Creek Henry Woodward.,...........

Yds.
300

300 do R. H, D. White.................. 300
600 Clarence Kiver G-. Lance and C. Donald ... BOO

200 Where werre Creek
Thomas Templcmnn...........
Peter Kruekow..................

300
300

100 do G-eoree Emmanuel.............. 200
1,000

100
Woolawarre Bay H. Muston.......................... 500
Brisbane Water Do .......................... 1,000

200 do Richard Ilibbs .................. 200
200 Orogandiman Island Do .................. 300
500 Cabbaga-trce Creek

Bulgah Creek 
Port Stephens 
Woolawarre Bay 
Buckenbowra Biver 
Myall Biver 
Bermagui River 
Port Stephens 

do
Hawkesbury Kiver 

do

APPENDIX H.
Return showing quantity, in Baskets, of 1’isli, brought to the Fish Market, Voolloomooloo, January to

December, 1885.

Place. Jan. Feb. March. April May. June. July, j August Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec- Total.

157
Port Stephens .......... 222 625 670 622 684 598 601 771 404 249 164 299 5,909
Newcastle and Lake 180 214, 239 241 396 272 603 534 1,063 898 648 859 6,047

Macquarie.
Tuggerah Lake........... 724 356 338 2 71 427 258 2,176
Broken Bay ............... 320 620 685 426 396 299 457 447 409 360 285 335 4,998

70 42 60 21 68 261
Pott Jackson and 263 365 310 231 132 130 190 153 124 346* 294 400 2,947*

tributaries.
Botany Bay ............... 405 818 690 503 300 344 405 358* 355 433* 280 402 5,294
Wollongong ............... 41, 9 3 730 1,411 965 1,141 916 777 115 ....... 6,111
Shellharbour ........... 38 297 45 380
THWInTU 9 57 49 45 100 109 66 55 489

16 44 202 467 190 258 16 28 19 1,240
42 431 361 44 1,543

Bateman’s Bay .......... 14 29 40 45 15 8 151
Port Slacquarie ......... ii 11

16 16
Clarence River .......... ..... 99 270 153 10 532

Total .................. 1,520 2,693 2,619 3,126 5,253 3,740 4,760 3,790* 3,327 2,620 2,126 2,688 38,162*

Condemned as unfit for 43 k 9Gi 61 15 38i 38 49 22 2 28 14 76 473 baskets
food. 2 doz. and 2 dozen

Bclmp, schnapper.
Seized under the Fish- 8i 6 7 9 9 10* 9* 7 7 4 2* 3 83 baskets.

erics Act-
Prawns ...................... 2 1 2 mu. 5 >,

7 doz. i i. ' 7 dozen.
Jewfish and Kingfish... 35 30 & 7 2 14 81 doz. & 7.

255 2,815 39 3,109 doz.
Schnapper .................. 40i 110i 135 '178 189 132 80 & 9 42 37 22 34* 39 1,040 doz.& 3.

11 20 16 4 19 19 23 312 doz.
Lobsters...................... 85 16 IS 56 139 183&8 241 311 342 509 217* 2,118 dz.& 2.

2 3 2 7
8 80 39 45 903 170 1,245 doz.

20 19 13 6 68 „

APPENDIX I.



APPENDIX I.
Retubn showing range of Prices obtained at Pish Market for Pish sold, from January to December, 1885

'

ft&me of Fish January. February. March. April. May. June. July. August. September. October, November. December.

12/6 to 24/

3/to 9/

7/to 9/

10/ to 22/ 8/ to 16/ 9/ to 27/ 6/ to 29/ 6/ to 11/ 10/ to 25/ 11/ to 36/ 10/ to 30/ 9/ to 35/ 9/ to 60/ 10/ to 40/

6/ to 6/ 6/ to 9/ 4/ to 6/ 4/ to 6/ 3/ to 11/ 4/ to 12/ 3/ to 13/ 6/ to 14/ 3/ to 12/ 3/to 13/ 4/ to 16/
X JJ «►« m »»»<»»«»*-• ' ••

3/ to 8/ 4/ to 10/ 3/ to 8/ 4/ to 9/ 3/to 7/ 4/ to 8/ 4/ to 9/ 3/ to 8/ 4/to 8/ 4ij to 9/ 4/to 9/

5/to 7/ 7/ to 10/ 7/ to 11/ 6/ to 17/ 4/ to 10/ 4/to 9/ 5/ to 10/ 4/ to 10/ 4/ to 11/ 6/ to 10/ 9/ to 13/ 7/ to 14/

4/to 7/ 4/ to 9/ 6/ to 9/ 6/to 7/ 4/to 10/ 4/ to 6/ 3/to 7/ 3/ to 6/ 4/ to 9/ 4/ to 7/ 4/ to 10/ 5/to 8/

3/ 4/ c/ 2/ 2/ 3/ 3/ to 6/ 4/ to 6/ 5/ to 6/ 4/ to 7/ 4/ to 8/

4/ 4/to 5/

0/

3/ 2/ 2/ to 3/ 2/ to 4/ 3/ to 6/ 6/ 4/ to 7/ 4/ to 6/ 4/ to 6/ 4/ to 6/
J.CHtOiO tl .....................................

4/ 4/ ?/ 7/ 2/ to 6/ 4/

6/
8/ to 2f/ 12/ to 40/

. 7/ to 14/ 4/ to 12/ 11/to 13/ 9/ to 11/ 5/ to 11/ 5/ to 9/ 5/ to 10/ 6/to 11/ 7/ to 20/ 8/ to 20/
j] ...................................

3/to 6/ 3/to 6/ 3/ to 7/ 2/to 7/ 3/to 6/ 2/to 7/ 3/to 7/ 2/to 6/ 2/to 8/ 2/to 6/ 2/to 6/ 3/ to 12/

6/ to 12/ 4/ 3/ 4/ to 9/ ........... ................ ........... . 4/
6/

12/ to 37/

20/

7/ to 14/
9/ to 50/

12/ to 40/ 10/ to 42/ 12/ to 38/ 9/to 44/ 12/ to 33/ 10/ to 36/ 9/ to 40/ 12/ to 46/ 9/ to 96/ 12/ to 60/

20/ to 25/ 18/ to 20/ 10/ to 12/ 10/ to 13/ 18/to 20/ 8/ to 20/ 12/ to 20/ 10/ to 20/ 8/to 13/ 10/ to 17/

20/ 8/ 10/ 10/ 11/ 11/ to 12/ 10/ to 16/ 10/ to 14/ 11/to 13/ 5/ to 18/ 5/ to 21/ 6/ to 25/

3/ to 6/ 4/ to 5/ 4/ to 6/ 6/ to 6/ 3/ to 6/ to 10/ 4/ to 5/ 5/ to 9/ 5/to 9/ 6/ to 13/ 6/to 8/

January S, one Turtle—1’ort Stephens, £3 10s
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APPENDIX J.
AIsTfUAL EEPOET, HOME DITISIOH OE FISHEEIES, FOE 1885. .

Mr. Assistant Inspector Mulhall’s Report to Tiie Chief Inspector of Eisheries.
Sir, Sydney, 31 August, 1886.

_ f < I have tie honor to furnish you with my report as to the state of the fisheries of the Home 
Division for the year 1885.

Port Jackson.—I, visited the Fish Market regularly all the year, from 4 a.m, and 5 a.m. until? a.tn, 
each morning, excepting Sundays, and found there a very fair supply of fish. The quantity of fish varies 
as to the state of the weather—particularly after bad weather they are to be seen in great quantities ; 
and this is owing to them being driven down out of the creeks by the boisterous weather.

I have also attended at the wharves regularly during the year to look at tke quantity of oysters 
that was arriving, and examine them as to the size.

I also wish to report having visited the different places regularly in my district, and during the 
closed months remaining out often till late at night. I also found small fish in abundance all around the 
heads of the hays. During the year it has been my business to select fish for preserving and painting, I 
believe, for the Exhibition at home in England; also selecting some for the Sydney Mnscmn,

In the month of October I went to Wollongong for a short time to inspect the lake there 
and report on it.

The following is a return of the oysters taken from the oyster-beds of Hew South Wales for the 
last three months of 1885—namely, October, November, and December:—

They are as follows:—
Brisbane Water 
Hawkesbury 
Shoalbaven 
Port Stephens 
Manning ...
Clarence ...
Q-eorge’s Biver 
Bateman's Bay 
Hunter Biver 
Moruya ...
Capo Haivko 
Richmond...
Port Macquarie 
Bollinger ...
Bermagui...
Mcrimbula 
Eden ...
Wogonga ...

Sydney. Elsewhere.
,,, , ,,, . ,,, ... 66 ... 4
... ... ... 90S

... 311 ... 13

... 738 ... 11
..1 ... ... ... ... ... ... ]51
... ... ... , ... ,,, ... ... 387 19

... 70
... ,,, ,,, ,,, r4i ... 380

... 135 160
... 97
... 108

... ..4 ... ... ... ... ... 51 ... 1
4*. . ... ... ... ... 32

... 47
... 10
... 7

... ... ... ... 61
... 34

Total So. of bags ... ... ... ... ... 3,584 208
t tho harbour, I wish to state they are 
'ho destroy the rocks.

almost exhausted, which I

Mr. Assistant Inspector Grant:
In reference to Botany, I wish to state that the Assistant Inspector there reports very favourably 

for the last three months of the year of 1885—namely, October, November, and December. He visits 
regularly the different places in his district, and reports fish sometimes plentiful, and other times scarce, 
of course owing to the state of the weather. The blubber has been troublesome ; and this hinders the 
fishermen hauling their nets,

Mr. Assistant Inspector Smith.
October, November, and December.

In reference to the Hawkesbury Eiver, I wish to state the reports I have received from the 
Assistant Inspector there are not very favourable in regard to the fish; as, from his reports, I learn that 
fish of all kinds have been very scarce in the closed as well as the open waters for those months.

There are eightheen men at work and seven boats in bis district.
.. As regards the oysters in the Hawkesbury Eiver, from the Inspector’s report I learn that tho 

oysters during those last three months of 1885 were very scarco, both rock and dredge. The deposits of 
young oysters were healthy and plentiful; also, I observe from Ms report, that marketable oysters were 
scarce. The Assistant Inspector appears to attend strictly to his duties.

Mr. Assistant Inspector Gain.
From the Assistant Inspector of Brisbane Water Ireceivc very good reports; and from them I learn 

that be attends regularly at the wharves in Ms district to see to the oysters that are shipped from there; 
also, he visits frequently the fishing-places in his district; also, he is employed measuring leases some
times. As to the quantity of fish there, they vary, as in other places—sometimes great, and at other 
times small quantities. The number of men employed fishing there was six, and boats three.

Mr. Assistant Inspector Gordon.
In reference to Shoalhaven, I wish to state, for October, November, and December, that very little 

fish could he brought from there to Sydney, owing to the heat of the weather; and from the Inspector’s 
report I learn that it is used for local consumption, and a quantity sent onto Eiama. The number of 
men employed fishing there were ten, and boats three. During the hot months some of the fishermen 
have to give up work. He appears to keep a very good look-out in his district.

Mr.
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Mr. Assistant Inspector Curan.
In reference to fclie Hunter District, I wish to state, for the months of October, November, and 

December, that, from the Inspector’s reports, tho fish have been very plentiful, particularly in October. 
There appears to ho a great deal of prawn-catchers, and a number of baskets are regularly sent to 
market. The blubber, I believe, was troublesome down there, which hinders the fishermen hauling their 
nets.

The number of fishing-boats there is thirteen, and twenty-nine men.
The number of boats catching prawns are twenty-five, and fifty men.
As to the oysters in the Hunter, from the report I learn that there were no oysters on the deep

water beds ; aud as to the young oysters, there are a good few on the rocks and the foreshore.

Mr. Assistant Inspector Boyd,
Thom the reports received from Lake Macquarie for those three months, namely, October, Novem

ber, and December, I wish to report that fish appears very plentiful down there, particularly mullet and 
salmon, which are making great destruction among the small fish. Blubber seems to be troublesome 
down there; and particularly about tin's time of the year it begins to appear.

I wish to state, in reference to the fisheries of the Home Division, the reports received from there 
are generally very favourable, as all tho Assistant Inspectors seem to be attending to their duties in a 
satisfactory manner, because there are no complaints from anywhere.

I wish to add, in reference to the two boatmen, Hellings and Glading, that they have durln"' the 
year assisted me in my duties. I have, &e., °

THOMAS MULHALL,
_____________________________ Assistant Inspector.

APPENDIX K.
ANNUAL EEPOET, NOBTHEEN EISHEEIES DIVISION, 1885.

Inspector Temperley’s Report.
Oysters.

The oyster-bearing portions of the north coast have been worked during the year chiefly under occupation 
licenses, boat licenses having run out during ISSi, and been entirely discontinued.

The inlets which have been worked, the quantities taken, and the royalty payable thereon, are as 
follows:—

Hivcr, Quantity to Sydney. Quantity locally consumed. Royalty

Clarence River ..........................................................
Bin.

1,015
492
293

Bags.
93
15

£ 8. d.
301 4 O
76 1 0
43 19 0
20 8 O
7 10

15 3 0
12 15 0

Mannine River ...................................................... .
Oupo Hawto ................................. ............. .
Richmond River ..............................................
Bellinfrcr River...................................... ...................

121
47
84
30

Nil
No returns

15

Port iSacqucrie...................................... ...............
Evuns River ..............................................................
Tweed River ......... ................................ . .

17
55

Camden Haven..............................

Total number of bags.................. 3,177. Total royalty........... 476 11 0

It will be noticed that by far the greatest quantity has been taken from the Clarence Eiver, which 
produced nearly twice as much as the whole of the remaining inlets, the bulk of the Clarence oysters being 
produced from the House Bed, which, after a two years’ rest, was in excellent condition, and still remains 
in good order, after 1,012 hags had been taken from it within the year.

The Manning Eiver, which contributed, among the northern rivers, the greatest quantity last year, 
fell off considerably, and produced only 492 bara, against 1,220 for tho previous year, the defection being 
mainly due to the over-dredging it received under the licensed dredgers in 1884.

The working of the oyster-beds during 1885 is in several respects in marked contrast with the treat
ment whicli they received under the licensing system of previous years.

_ In the first place, the oysters have been sent to Sydney with uniform regularity, and not, as on 
previous occasions, rushed in in glut quantities, with alternative intervals of scarcity. Thus the Clarence 
Eiver, when opened to dredgers in 1883, was worked by sixty-four boats, which dredged, although limited 
to two days work per week, 1,000 bags within the month, and so reduced the beds in four months as to 
necessitate their being closed.

The same river, opened under leases, or, what is temporarily equivalent, occupation licenses, lias 
produced not less than 135 bags, and not more than 215 bags, during each out of eleven of the past twelve 
months.

Apart from tho advantages of regular supply, the natural beds now have their cullings properly 
replaced and uniformly spread, instead as of heretofore being thrown in pile-heaps. The same self-interest 
which, despite the most vigilant supervision, led licensed dredgers to put under-sized as well as mature 
oysters into their bags now' prompts the lessees to replace them on the bed.

But by far the greatest recommendation to the present leasing system is the encouragement the 
secure tenure gives the lessee to improve the oyster-bearing ground. Let it be noted that during the 
whole period ot the licensing boat system the work of removing bank oysters into deep water, which had 
been carried out on a few of the validated leases, was entirely discontinued, and not the slightest effort made 
to improve the natural beds. In marked contrast to tins, and during 1885, the lessees on the Eicbmond Eiver, 
Clarence Eiver, Manning Eiver, at Cape Hawke and Port Macquarie, and on the Bellinger Eiver, stocked the 
deep-water beds with quantities of immature foreshore oysters, in one instance, on the Eicbmond, the lessees 
incurred considerable expense in laying a quantity of small ballast-stone and covering it with shells as a 

■ foundation
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foundation for an oyster-bed, while on the Clarence Elver a quantity of oyster-shells have been brought 
from Sydney and replaced upon the beds. __

In the main portion of the Clarence Eiver, which had not been known from prior to 1885 to pro
duce oysters in marketable quantities (the natural beds being confined to the Lake Channel), a good 
oyster-bed was formed on one lease, and forty bags were shipped from it during the year.

"While security of tenure has thus resulted in an amount of what may he termed semi-oyster cul
tivation. that is the planting out of immature naturally-grown foreshore oysters, thorough cultivation, by 
providing for the attachment of spawn, has not yet been properly attempted. There is no doubt but that 
it will be done, and before long some practical method will be adopted to attach the quantities ot spawn 
which float away and waste every season for the want of suitable attacbmeut. _

On the Clarence and Richmond Rivers the oysters spawned freely in 'February, but in the Man
ning Eiver and others of the southern inlets in this division the spawning season was indifferent.

Fish.
Pishing operations on the north coast continue, as heretofore, to be confined chiefly to the limited 

supply of local wants and to the production of small quantities of salt fish, the latter work being mostly 
carried on by Chinamen, who send away, consigned to their own countrymen, quantities of the finest 
whiting and other fish. A few of our own fishermen occasionally take up the work, but generally with 
indifferent result-!, though in one instance on the Richmond Eiver salt fish was for a time regularly sent 
to Fiji.

During the winter months, June, July, and part of August, fresh fish was sent to Sydney from the 
Clarence, Manning, Macleay, and Hastings Rivers, the returns being good, and the fishermen only regret 
that the opportunity did not continue.

' TIIOS. TEMPERLEY, _
10 April, 1886. Inspector, Northern Fisheries.
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APPENDIX L.
ANNUAL REPORT ON SOUTHERN FISHERIES EOR THE YEAR 1885.

Sir, Bateman’s Bay, 12 April, 1886.
I have the honor to forward my report on the Southern Fisheries for the year 1885.

The fisheries between St. George's 'Basin, to the north, and Wagonga River, to the south, are under 
my.personal supervision, and embrace the following oystcr-bea-rins waters, on which applications have been 
made, under the Oyster Fisheries A.ct of 1884, to lease Crown Lands for oyster culture:—Narrawillie 
Creek, Durras Lake, Cullendulla Creek, Clyde River and tributaries, Tomago River, Moruya River, Tuross 
Lake, and "Wagonga Eiver. ... .

Narrawillie Creek.—During the year eight applications for leases, representing an area of 1,700 
yards, were received by me from the Fisheries Department to report on, making a total of 2,200 yards 
applied for under the Oyster Fisheries Act, 1881.* These applications embrace all the Available ground 
suitable for oyster culture. It will be satisfactory to the Commissioners to bear that all of the applicants, 
although holding their ground on sufferenee, are laying down oysters and otherwise improving the areas 
applied for. The applicants have availed themselves of the permission granted by the Commissioners by 
shipping about eighty bags of oysters during the year. Considering there were some hundreds of bags 
of oysters kid down on these beds when inspected by me in July last, the most of them were then of 
marketable size, and that so few have been shipped since, leads me to believe that the applicants for 
Narrawillie Creek have applied in good faith, and intend cultivating oysters in a systematic manner.

Durras Lake.—Applications have been made, under the Oyster Fisheries Act, 1884, for areas 
amounting to 3,600 yards. 2,100 yards have been recommended by the Commissioners to be granted, the 
applicants for the remaining portion having withdrawn their applications. Durras Lake was at onetime 
considered by oystermen as one of the best waters in the Southern District for oyster culture, and was 
remarkable for the perfect shape which oysters removed to it from other waters attained in a short space 
of time. In consequence of the mouth of the lake haring been closed for over two years, the accumula
tion of mud, slime, and weeds has quite destroyed the natural oyster-beds, and there is no spot available 
for laying down. Mud-oysters are found in great numbers, hut arc of no marketable value, as they only 
live a’few hours after being taken from the water. No oysters have been shipped during the year.

Cullendulla Creek.—300 yards have been applied for during the year, making a total of 4,200 yards 
since the passing of the Act. Applications representing 2,100 yards have been withdrawn, and l.flCO 
yards have been recommended to be granted by the Commissioners. Very few oysters are to be seen on 
the mangroves which line the foreshores, and some time will elapse before it recovers the skinning received 
informer years. Sixty-onc bags of oy'sters were shipped during the year. _ _

Tuross.—During the year 2,100 yards have been applied for under the Oyster Fisheries Act, 1884. 
Forty-three applications have been received for areas amounting to 16,650 yards, reports on which have 
been forwarded by me to the Fisheries Department. "With the exception of Messrs. Foreman and Smart, 
none of the applicants have done anything to improve their holdings. This may bo accounted for in a 
great measure by the uncertainty existing in the minds of many of the applicants with reference to the 
leases being granted. 444 bags of oysters were shipped during the year.

Waijowfa Fiver.—Applications for 3,200 yards have been received during the year, making a total 
of 21,060 yards applied for under the Act. Several of the applicants have improved their holdings by 
laying down young oysters on ground suitable for their development. Oysters have been shipped 
during the year, but I am not aware of the exact number of bags, as particulars of these ship
ments, in accordance with the 42nd Regulation, arc forwarded direct to the Collector of Customs by the 
consignors. ,

Montya Fiver.—This river is under the charge of Acting Assistant Sutherland, who also supervises 
the shipments of the Tuross oysters. He informs me that during the year he has measured and marked 
the areas applied for, in accordance with the instructions received from the Chief Inspector. He states 
that none of the applicants have as yet done anything to improve their areas. Twenty-six bags were 
shipped during the year.

Tomago
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Tomago Biver.—Three applications for a total area of 300 yards were received during the year. 
2,300 yards have been applied for since the passing of the Act. There are very few oysters at present 
in this creek, but with care and attention it could be made to produce sufficient to return handsome 
profits to the oyster culturists. Nothing has been done by the applicants to improve their areas beyond 
laying down a few mangrove oysters on their foreshores. No oysters have been shipped during the
TGSr.

' Clyde Biver and Tributaries.—Since the 21st July, 1884, on which date the present Oyster 
fisheries Act came into operation, 86 applications, representing an area of 49,486 yards of foreshore, 
have been forwarded to me from the Department of Fisheries to report on. Eighteen applications for a 
total of 6,786 yards were applied for during the past year. Many of the applicants are residents of_the 
Clvde Biver who have been engaged in the oyster and fishing industry for years, and are just the right 
class of men to become pioneers in the business of oyster culture. Several have started to improve the 
areas for which they have applied, and hold on sufferance, by laying down oysters, and fixing spat- 
collectors in the shape of freestone and swamp-oak ; others appear to rely solely upon the natural pro
ducing powers of their extensive holdings. 1,263 bags of oysters were shipped during the year.

Extracts from Inspectors’ Diaries tor the tear 1885. '
January.

Assistant Inspector Smith nr s.—Beports having measured areas applied for at Broadwater. _ 
Acting Assistant Inspector Sutherland.—Large shoals of fish, apparently salmon, to be seen moving 

along the coast in a northerly direction. _
Inspector Benson.—Measuring and reporting on areas applied for at Tuross. Inspected oyster

> beds at Cullendulla Creek and Square Head. Beporting on areas applied for on the eastern shore of the 
Clyde Biver.

^February.
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Measuring and reporting on areas applied for at the Murrah Biver, 

Cuttagee Lake, and Bermague Biver. "Visited the Nellica and Kiah Bivers. _
Acting Assistant Sutherland.—Large numbers of young mullet, bream, black-fish, and gar-fish in the 

Moruya Biver this month.
Inspector Benson.—Measuring and reporting on areas applied for at Durras Lake and Cullendulla 

Creek. Inspected oyster-beds at Buckenbowra Biver and Mogo Creek.
March.

Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Measuring and reporting on areas applied for at Cuftagee Lake. 
Visited and inspected "Wallaga Lake, Bermague Biver, Nelson Lake, Middle Lake.

Acting Assistant Sutherland—Ihere have been large numbers of schnapper caught at Moruya 
Heads during the month. Measured and reported on areas applied for on Moruya Biver. ^

Inspector enson.—Measuring and reporting on areas applied for at "Wagonga Biver, Tomago 
Biver, and Square Head. First shoal of sea-mullet entered Clyde Biver.

April.
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Visited Panbula Biver and Broadwater. Oysters in good eonditi on 

Kiah Biver ovsters dying, caused by river sanding up. At Green Cape fishing leather-jackets very 
numerous; cray-flsh plentiful; schnapper scarce. _

Acting Assistant Sutherland.—hDaere are not many mature fish to be seen in the river. Fair quan
tities of young fish, principally mullet and black-bream. Oysters in good condition, but beds poorly 
stocked. None of the applicants for leases have done anything to improve their areas, _

Inspeetm' Benson.—Beported on Pelican Island beds. Inspected areas which have been applied 
for, and on which oysters have been bedded by the applicants on the Clyde Eiver.

May.
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Measured and reported on areas applied for at the Bermague Biver. 

Visited Bittangabee. Oysters in splendid condition. IVonboyn Eiver oysters towards falls in good con
dition, those towards mouth of river poor, Panhula Biver oysters appear to he falling off in condition.

Acting Assistant Sutherland.—I have to report having examined the oyster-beds in the river, and 
find them very poorly stocked. Young oysters are beginning to show. Procured and forwarded to 
Sydney oysters for Indian and Colonial Exhibition. _ _ , ,

Inspector Benson.—In Sydney, certifying to the position of areas which have been applied for in 
the Southern Division of Fisheries for oyster culture.

June.
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Measured and reported on oyster reserve applied for by the inhab

itants of the district of Bermague. Measured areas applied for at Wapenga Lake. Procured and for
warded to Fisheries Department oysters for Indian and Colonial Exhibition. _

Acting Assistant Sutherland.—As regards oysters, things are in their normal state, no one improv
ing or working areas applied for. Large numbers of whiting and mullet have been in the river lately, 
presumably driven in from sea by the bad weather.

Inspector Benson.—Measured and reported on areas applied for at Tuross. Inspected and 
reported on the Pages Islands. Inspected and reported on a reserve applied for by the inhabitants of 
Moruya.

July.
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Inspected oysters from "Wonboyn Biver ; found them in good con

dition, Procured oysters for Indian and Colonial Exhibition. A great scarcity of fish this month.
Acting Assistant Sutherland.—Dense shoals of perch and salmon in river; also large numbers 

of whiting. The perch are high up the river, and apparently spawning. No schnapper to be caught 
outside.

Inspector Benson.—Measured and reported on areas applied for at Nnrrawilla Creek and Clyde 
Biver. Procured exhibits for Indian and Colonial Exhibition.

622—I August.
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August,
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—-Visited the Kinli River. Measured areas applied for at Nellica and 

Broadwater. In Sydney certifying to the position of areas applied for in the waters under my super
vision for oyster culture.

. Acting Assistant Sutherland.—1 have nothing fresh to report; the fish that are to he seen in the 
river are of the same lands as stated in my report of July.

Inspector Benson.—Visited Moruya Biver and inspected an area applied for by P. Bettini; against 
the granting of a lease for which Mr. Ziegler had petitioned the Commissioners. Measured and reported 
on areas applied for at Cullendulla Creek.

September.
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Measured areas applied for at Borunda Lake, Bega Biver, Cuttagee 

Lake, and Bermague Biver.
Acting Assistant Sutherland.—There have been fair numbers of mullet and bream caught in the 

river during the month. n
Inspector Brawn.—Measured and reported on areas applied for at the Wagonga Biver and 

Tomago Biver, marking boundaries which have been recommended to be granted at the Clyde Biver with 
the broad-arrow.

Acting Assistant Russell.—The whalers eaught four whales in the bay this month. For forty 
years there has only been one case of a whale having a calf in her belly after being killed. I think they 
slip them in their struggles for life. I think this is the case from tho fact of nearly all the cow whales 
having young calves on their return from the north.

October.
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Laid up during the month with a bad leg, caused by a kick from a

horse.
Acting Assistant Sutherland.—Trevally have been seen on the river, a fish which has been a 

stranger here for many years. Great scarcity of sclmappor outside.
Inspector Brason.—Marking starting-points of areas which have been recommended to be granted 

at Cullendulla Creek, Tomago Biver, and Durras Lake.

November.
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Measured areas applied for at Nelson Lake. Bermague Bivor, and 

Cuttagee Lake. Marking starting-points of areas applied for at Bermague Biver, as instructed.
Acting Assistant Sutherland.—During the month I have marked starting-points of areas applied for 

on the Moruya Biver, as instructed by tho Chief Inspector.
Inspector Benson. Visited saw-mills to sec what steps had been taken by tbo proprietors for 

preventing sawdust getting into river. Beported Francis Guy for allowing sawdust to get into the 
Clyde Biver, Prepared and forwarded a tracing of all hauling-grounds on the Clyde Biver.

December. *
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Started for Bittangabee in launch; sea too rough to get in. Visited 

the Wonboyn Biver. On leave of absence from the Kith to end of month.
Acting Assistant Sutherland.—There, is nothing fresh to report from this station this month. Fish 

are plentiful, hut only captured for local wants, as consignments cannot be sent to Sydney in marketable 
condition.

Inspector Benson.—Measured and reported on areas applied for at the Wagonga Eiver and Tuross. 
Marked boundaries of areas which have been recommended to be granted on these waters. Procured 
and forwarded to the Fisheries Department sharks’-and rays’ oil for the Indian and Colonial Exhibition,

Betuen of Oysters shipped to Sydney, for the year 1885, of winch I have been advised.

Name of Place. Jan. Pub. 'March
j

April. May, June. Ju!}’. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nor, Dec. Total, Royalty. From where 
shipped.

Clyde River ......
Turos.....................

306 is 192 69 86 71 19 49 53 53 177 115 1,263
£ 9. d.

189 9 O Bateman’s Bay 
Moruya Heads10 50 29 35 21 26 55 65 44 35 20 66 12 0

Moruya River ... 5 21 26 3 8 0 Moruya Heads
Culleudulla Creek 4 10 8 7 3 2 ... ... is 8 61 9 8 0 Bntcmaris Bay

Total...... 325 134. 252 106 149 95 45 10G 118 97 224 243 1,794 269 2 0

Particulars of Oysters leaving Narrawilla Creek and Wagonga Biver are wired direct to Collector 
Customs, Sydney, by tbe consignors.

_ Mr. Assistant Inspector Smithers to Mr. Inspector Benson.
®]ri Eden, 26 February, 1SS6.

_ I have the honor to forward for your information the enclosed report showing the state of the
different oyster-bearing waters in part of my district, from which it will be seen that there are a groat 
number of rivers and lakes, but at present not much taken notice of as oyster-bearing waters ; although no 
oysters are to be seen in several of the places,it does not necessarily follow that nothing could be done to 
make them fit for oyster culture.

Hagho Ih ver some years back was well supplied with oysters. "Where oyster-beds were then, the same 
spaces now are nothing but sand-fiats; yeti am of opinion that oysters might still be found higher np the 
river if appliances could be got there to test it.

Meruea Greek at present time has a fair supply of oysters in it. It cannot he called one of the best 
places for oyster-culture, as there is not sufficient laying-down ground, being mostly bold water at the 
foreshores.

The same might be said of the Woubloyn Biver, which produces about the finest oysters in the 
Colony, but yet deficient in laying-down grounds. Nearly the whole of the foreshores of this river have been

' applied
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applied for, but up to tbe present none of tbe applicants have made tbe slightest effort to promote the 
increase of oysters. Some years ago mangroves grew at this river, but at present not one to be seen ; 
while the mangrove grew it appears that tbe oysters tooh well to them.

Jiittagala Greek,—Very little laying-down ground ; great wash at times in from tbe ocean, coming 
np to where oysters end, about 1,000 yards, making it risky to lay down; oysters there in fair 
condition.

Kiah Itivr.r.—.V small portion only of which being fit for oyster culture, heavy sand-flats being the 
chief obstruction I am of opinion that the cultivation of mangroves should be carried on upon the fiats 
and marshes, in order to try if oysters could not bo made grow upon what are now very barren wastes.

Myrial Inlet,—In every way adapted for oyster culture, but nothing has been done towards 
improving it by the applicants; three years ago there was much less mud and sand than there are there at 
present, covering up numbers of oysters.

Twofold Bay.—A. few small oysters upon the rocks, and somewhere in the bay there is a bed of mud 
oysters, which I am unable to find—only finding the mud-oyster throwm up on the beach after a heavy sea.

Cu-rallo Lake.—This lake years ago produced great quantities of oysters, which were all taken out 
by some speculators and sent to Melbourne, since which no oysters appear to have grown. Certainly the 
mouth of the lake since then is nearly always closed.

Pambula Biver.—Xo doubt one of the finest breeding rivers in the Colony, oysters growing very fast, 
and plenty laying-down ground; nearly all tho foreshores applied for, applicants doing but little to improve 
their holdings.

Merimbula Lake.—Very few oysters indeed.
Bournda Jjake.—Excellent place for culture; splendid rubble bottom; mouth being closed; at present 

place full of ueck.
Wallayoot Lake.—Large lake containing few oysters; never been on lake in boat; cannot really 

say what it contains.
Bega Biver.—Producing good oysters; not much fit for oyster culture, there being so little laying- 

down ground.
Nelson Lake.—Could be made the producer of vast quantities of oysters; plenty of mangroves; the 

applicants doing but little to improve their holdings.
Middle Lake.—No oysters to be seen.
Wapengu Lake.—Tbe shores of which are very well covered with mangroves, but very few oysters 

attaching thereto ; a very great place for whelks, upon which oysters appear to be attaching themselves.
Murrah Biver.—Contains but little oyster-bearing grounds ; no mangroves ; one applicant.
Cuttagee Lake,—Contains no mangroves, as far as I am aware of; mouth of lake closed for some time 

past; oysters large; very little young stuff ; several applicants; nothing done to improve their holdings.
Bermagui Biver.—Has several applicants for areas for oyster culture, and have taken up all the 

foreshores which could produce oysters ; oysters growing mostly on mangroves ; some very large mangrove 
marshes here, but still containing few oysters; very little done by applicants to increase supply of oysters,

Wallagka Lake.—This lake is very large indeed, but, as far as I am aware of, does not contain 
oysters, yet years ago, when mouth was constantly open, it produced quantities of oysters ; plenty of laying- 
down ground. '

Not being acquainted with waters north of this to the end of tny district, viz., kVogonga Eiver, I 
cannot speak of the different places between.

It will bo soon that tbe applicants do but little towards oyster culture. They appear to be waiting 
for nature to do all for them. I have, &c.,

F. AV. SMITH EES,
Assistant Superintendent.
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Names of Hi vers 
or Lakes.

Number 
of hags 
taken 
from 
each, 

approx
imately.

Number 
of appli

cants 
for 

arcus.

When 
oysters 
it good 

con
dition.

Could ojstor- 
culturo 

be carried on 
with 

success^

Arc
mangroves
growing?

Are Oysters 
more plentiful 

on rocks
Or mangrove ^

Is
mouth

of
this
place
open?

If
closed, 

is it 
so all 
year 

round?

Could mouth 
be

kept open?

Do appli
cants 

appear to 
try and 
improve 

their 
areas ?

Do appli* 
cants 
use 
spat-

collectors?

o o Doubtful..... No........... No No...
2 0 No........ No Plenty rain

Rocky Creek 0 0 Doubtful.. No........... No No... Plenty rain
0 0 No .. ..... Yes No... No.

extent.
£G 10 Yes . No ........... No ...... No.

0 3 Hardlv........ No........... No .......
0 5 Very little .. No ......... Yea No ....... No.
0 a Yes”.......... No....... Yes No ....... No.

Twofold Bay ... 0 i No............... No........... No .....
Curullo Lake ... 0 0 No ......... No Yes Plenty rain No.
Panbuln Biror... 0 10 Yes ........... Bekv only, Rocks ...... Very little No.

0 1 Few........ Yes No” ...... No.
0 2 No ......... No No ... Yes .......... No.
0 1 Yes . .. No........... No No Yes .......... No ...... No.

Bega River*..... 0 6 Very little... No........... Rocks ....... No No ... Yes .......... No ...... No.
0 8 Y’os ....... No ....... No.

and rocks.
0 o Hardly......

Wnpcngu Lake .. 0 6 Yes ........... Yes ....... Mangroves Yes No ...... No.
0 1 No ...... No.

15 5 No ......... No Yes Hardly...... No ....... No.
0 11 Yes ........... Mangroves No ....... No.

Wlagha... .. 9 1 Yes .... .... No.......... No No... Yes ........... No ...... No.

■* Impossible to tell what oysters Lavin^ton gets; no royalty paid. t Cannot tell what oysters arc sent away ;
' from Sydney.

never get returns

Mr.

1
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Mr. Assistant Inspector Smithers to Mr. Inspector Benson.
Sir, Eden, 27 February, 1886.

I hare the honor to write, for your information and guidance, a short report concerning 
fisheries in this district, I must say justly, I regret exceedingly to state that fish have been very 
scarce indeed during the latter part of 1885, the falling off in the supply having gone on gradually since 
the dry weather set in, and more so since the leather-jackets have become nothing short of a pest. Although 
shoals of fish are seen making north or south, but not in quantities or size to those seen in 1884. In that 
year leather-jackets were not so numerous. I have most particularly noticed that all the lakes, especially 
those closed to the sea, abound in fish, yet the fish in those lakes are not fit to be sent away, being very 
fat and soft, not keeping above a few hours. I might mention that since fishing is of little use now, as men 
go out day after day not catching enough fish even to eat, even the fiat-head which were so plentiful, are 
now equally scarce to other fish. Schnapper, which Twofold Bay was famous for, arc as scarce. Proof for 
six months .■ Two whaling crews camped at one of the finest schnapper grounds known never caught above 
one dozen fish, and that was only on one occasion, and they were fishing almost day after day, leather- 
jackets being the only fish there. All the places I know along the coast are the same, that is to say on. 
the coast grounds. There is only one place I am aware of where fish were caught in quantities; that is, 
two lots of whiting at Panbula River. _ _

It is very seldom I ever see a net hauled in the bay here, men not earing to use their nets. In 
former years, previous to 1884, avast quantity of fish could have been caught anywhere here or along tbe 
coast. A resident of thirty-four years standing states he never knew fish so scarce or leather-jackets so had. 
I could not recommend anyone starting fishing as an industry here till either the weather changes or the 
leather-jackets disappear.

As a proof dry weather affects fish, I may state that there is alwmys a quantity of fresh water 
coming into the 'Wonboyn River and it has a great quantity of fish in it, and had all the dry weather, 
especially towards head of river. The leather-jackets even came into this river, but not to the extent that 
they did when no fresh water was coming down.

Therefore, in conclusion, I say that I attribute the scarcity of fish,—first, to dry weather, second, to 
leather-jackets, which have overrun the feeding-grounds as rabbits do a cattle run, eating everything
before them. I have, &c., __

FRED. W. SMITHERS.

68

[2s. 3(i.]
Sydney: Thomas Richards, Government Printer.—1S80.
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APPENDIX A.
CoiorissioxEBS of Fisheries for New South 'Wales, 1886:—■

James C. Cos, M.D., President,
FI. P. Eamsay, F.E.S.E., &e,, &c.,
J. It. Hill, Esq.,
A. Oliver, Esq., if.A.,
Frederick Thomas, Esq., resigned 11th June, 1886, succeeded by 
S. H. Hymn, Esq., M.L.A., appointed same date. '

Lindsay G. Thompson,
Edward J. Ellis, 1st Clerk. 
J. E. O’Grady, Clerk.
C. D. St. Pin nock, Clerk,
J. B. Delany, Clerk,

OJicial Staff, 1886.
Secretary and Chief Inspector of Fisheries.

G. P, Hainsworth, Clerk. 
L. G-, Mann, Draftsman.’ 
L. F. Mann,
W. Lannen, Messenger.

James Quinan, Inspector for Home Division of Fisheries. 
Thos. Tempcrley, „ Northern „
George G. Benson „ Sonlhern ,,

Andrew Gyler, Assistant Inspector of Fisheries, Manning Eiver,
Sydney.
Newcastle.
Hawkcsbury Eiver. 
Shoalhaven.
Port Stephens.
Lake Macquarie.
Botany and George’s Eiver. 
Jjake lHawarrn.
Fish Market, Sydney, 
Brisbane Water,

,_ ,, Eden. '
Acting Assistant Inspector of Fisheries, Tweed River.

Bellinger Eiver.

>>
JJ

n
j?
j>

Thomas Mulhall,
Henry Curan,
Peter Smith,
Charles Gordon,
0. IT. Otway,
William Boyd,
John D. Grant,
D. W. Benson,
Richard Seymour,
W. N. Cain,
F. W. Smithers,
’William McGregor,
Thomas Stewart,
W. J. Whaites,
John .Jamieson,
A. If. Kendal],
H. W. C. Windcyer.
Thomas Laman,
A. T. Black,
Bourne liussell,
Angus Sutherland,
George Glading, Boatman, Sydney.
Richard Hellings, „ „
Frank Aldrich, „ Botany and Georges Eiver.
J F. Hcspe, ,, Bateman’s Bav.
J. Massingham, „ Clarence River.
F. Young, Engineer, Sydney.

JJ

»
J)

JJ

J!

JJ

)J
JJ

Nambucca River, 
Maclcay River.
Cape Hawke.
Port Macquarie.
Port Stephens Heads. 
Broken Bay.
Twofold Bav.
Morava.

Inland Waters.
Osborne Wilshire, Assislant Inspector of Fisheries, Deniliqnin.
Frederick Nelson, Acling Inspector of Fisheries, Bnngendore, Lake George.

APPENDIX B.
EktIiex showing the quantity of Fish exported from the Murray Eiver to Melbourne,

January to December, 1886. ”

January...................................................... 2,464
February .................................................. ^3 GO
March.......................................................... 2 128
April .................................... 4316
May ................... ■...................................... ] ,844
•lune .......................................................... 1,456

lbs.
July ................................
August ............................
September........................
October............................ .................... 7,224
November........ ............... .................... 12,320
December........................ .................... 4.928

46,828

19—A APPENDIX
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APPENDIX C.

2

Beiurn- showing quantity,'in bags, of Oysters, taken from Tidal Waters in the Colony,
January to December, 1886:—

Place. Jan. Feb. March. April May. June. July, August. Sept. Oct. Nov, Dec. Total.

Tweed River .............. 38 31 31 18 38 24 30
Richmond River ...... in 34 42 41 228
Clarence River .......... 232 196 288 226 29 46 116 167 167 135 118 152 1,922

8 28 16 17 12 5 13 12 21 26
Port Macquarie........... 20 19 13 2 54
Mantling River........... *8 113 62 90 43 30 45 26 32 35 27 80 631
Cape Hawke ............... 6L 29 14 12 11 8 18 . 38 32 25 32 280
Port Stephens ........... 379 218 227 318 268 267 301 213 180 257 298 297 3,223
Hunter River............. 209 98 139 96 69 68 84 53 56 42 29 11 954
Jdawkesbury River .... 353 158 118 177 266 243 270 19S 182 229 204 285 2,683
Brisbane Water........... 35 30 26 15 22 16 12 6 15 34 37 51 299

2G 3 3 4, 1 26 17 23 11 6 29
Port Hacking.............. 15 * 3 4 3 i 6 31
Shoalhaven................. 273 123 172 95 84 66 76 96 52 57 62 168 1,324.
Jervis Bav.................. 8 2
Clyde Biver ............. 274 203 2H 185 148 48 29 , 26 48 123 '59 Hi 1,469
Moruya River .......... 38 41 32 14 32 30 39 31 14 25 19 33 348
Wagonga River......... 105 46 23 14 10 13 10 8 4 6 239
Panbula Biver ......... 10 20 28 35 15 9 16 133
Twofold Bay .............. 12 17 24 32 22 15 3 19 4 148
Womboyne River...... 26 4 22 14 16 .11 93
Minnaniurra River ... 1 3 2 3 1 2 2 10 24
.Nelson Lake .............. 17 30 22 n 12
Kiah River.................. . 22 ' 16 9 47

Total.................. 2,103 •1,331 1,344 1,314 1,115 966 1,154 914 1,013 1,114 1,028 1,378 14,774

Ketuks showing quantity, in bags, of Oysters, received at Sydney from places outside the Colony, 
■ January to December, 1886.

«33
5

esc
9

-syh>es S3a 1'
VE

0}
ui

M
1
"£

Si
%

LtO

fO

O
|
8 I

< ui O ft EH

Queensland ............... :............ 478 373 216 277 249 155 269 204 449 929 523 594 4,710
Now Zealand.............................. 60 60
New Caledonia.......................... 70 10 50 130

Total .................. 478 373 216 277 249 225 279 204 559 929 523 594 4,906

Return showing Amount of Royalty collected on Oysters, January to December, 1886.

Month. KO. Of Bags, Royalty.

January .............................. 2,103
1,331

£ b, d. 
315 9 0

February.............................. 199 13 0
March.................................. 1,344 . 201 12 0
April ................................. 1,314 197 2 0
May...................................... 1,115 167 6 0
June.............................. 966 144 18‘ 0
July...................................... 1,154 173 2 0

Month. No. of Bags. Royalty.

August ............................. 914
£ s. d. 

137 2 0
September................... . 1,013 151 19 0
October........................... 1,114 167 2 0
November.......................... 1,028 154 4 0
December.......................... 1,378 206 14 0

Total .................. £2,216 2 0

APPENDIX D.
Return showing the Revenue derived under the “Fisheries Act” and “ Oyster Fisheries Act” during

the year 1886. -

Fisheries Act.
Fishermen’s Licenses, yearly.................................... ......... 604 @ )0/-

Do half-yearly......................... .......................... 1S0@ 5/

Fishing-boat Licenses, vearlv ........................ t?ft3 i>0/-
, Do half-yearly ................................................. 21 ® 10/

Oyster Fisheries Act,
Royalty collected on oysters taken from leased areas...... 14,774 bags @ 3/
Deposits on applications for leases for oyster culture .. ................................ ’

£ s. d. 
302 0 0 
45 0 0

£ s. d.

347 0 0

273 10 0

£ s. d.

‘ ' 610 10 0

263 0 0 
10 10 0

2,216 2 0 
996 0 0 
510 0 0 

28 0 0 
2,645 5 2

Deed Fees................................................. "............................. 510 (51 20/-
Transfer fees ..................................................................................... 14 @ £2
Rent on leased areas .........

Fines and forfeitures recovered for offences under both A eta.. , . 6,395 7 2 
73 6 0

£7,089 3 2

APPENDIX
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Return showing quantity, in baskets, of lush brought to tbe Fish Market, "Woolloomooloo, January to
December, 1S86. "

3

* APPENDIX E.

Harbour...........................
Botany..............................
Broken Bay........:.:..........
Bateman’s Bay................
Jervis Bay ......................
Terrigal Lake..................
Tuggerah Lake................
Port Stephens..................
Narrabeen.......................
Wollongong......................
UlladulTa..........................
Kewcastle.......................
Shoalhaven......................
Lake Macquarie .............
Clarence River ...............
Shellharbonr.....................
PortKembla ............
M aiming River................

Jan. Fell.

Total ..................  2,680 2,091

398
388
407

8

28
279

114

989

"eo

3SG
391
369

387

610

'832

"'ie

Mar.

739
839
443

504

684

691

3,920

April.

660
1,044

241

538

589
26

24
745

3,867

May, June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total.

463 143 133 84 211 318 195 273 4,008
1,560 436 584 373 339 389 368 446 7,177335 352 432 323 467 460 618 602 5,049

85 23 13 25 148'
143 104 255

71 i2 S3
8 426 365 294 1,121

1,019 513 374 362 183 300 225 200 4,890
221 141 22 384i.oob 666 806 479 '329 361 300 88 6,032

90 218 303 61 18 13 729
...... 2 2

202 176 187 320 75 122 40 10 1,156
1,285 1,048 1,159 1,204 1,311 1,461 785 1,229 12,739

229 510 119 858
224 258 567

40 40
19 98 117 84 5 13 9 345-

6,222 3,917 5,108 3,832 3,336 3,656 2,915 3,139 45,583

Return showing quantity, in dozens, of Schnapper brought to the Pish Market, 'Woolloomooloo,
January to December, 1886.

, ■ Jan, Ed). March. April, May. June. July. Aug. Sept, Oct. Nov. Dec. Total.

Harbour..................................... u ... ... 2 1 1 1Botany .................................. 124 4 104 29 ■ 164 224 284 li s IS 234 1744Broken Bay ..........................
Bateman’s Bay..........................

ra 324 45 294 1594 644 1164
6

624 244 384 284 344 640(j
Terrigal Lake .......................... 3 10 13Port Stephens .......................... 3 3 GWollongong .......................
Ulladuila .................................. 9

8 s 2 21 3216Shoalhaven .............................. . . 4 ij 24Lake Macquarie ...................... ... 5 8 13Long Reef................................. 14 - 16 1 1 5 1J 58 234 26 27 184 1904
Total ................. 284 67 50 41 2024 904 218 1.334 54 624 974 854 1,1304

Return showing quantity, in dozens, of Mullet brought to the Pish Market, Woolloomooloo,
January to December, 1886.

I
Jan. Feb.

i
March. April, May. June. July.

1
1

Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total.

Botany .....................................
Broken Bay ..............................

Total ................. :
—

220 sou
40 ...

1,020
40

220 840 i... | ..
i 1,060

Return showing quantity, in dozens, of Jew-fish brought to the Pish Market, 'Woolloomooloo,
January to December, 1886.

i
Jan. | Feb, March. April. May. June. July. Auer. Sept Oct. Nov. Dec. Total.

Harbour.....................................
Botany ......................................
Broken Bay ..............................
Terrigal....................................
Port Stephens ..........................
Lake Macquarie ......................
Long Reef..................................

Total ..................

i

i

" i 
2

'"14
' "i

6

Of

6
4

2
1
14
74
i

i i 24 14 i 124 194

Return

l
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llETtlBS sliowiug quantity, in dozen?, of King-fish 'brought to the Eish Market, Woolloomooloo,
January to December, 18S6.

Jan. Feb. March. April. May* June. July. Au". Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total.

Harbour..................................... 5 14 44 8 s 56i 96
Botany ..................................... 9 34 43
Broken Bay .............................. 2i i i 44
Long Reef ................................. 2 2 6 20 30'

Total .................. *-
t 4i 15 i 14 17 ... 1104 1734

Ketubn showing quantity, in dozens, of Salmon brought to the Fish Market, Woolloomooloo,
January to December, 1886,

Jan. Feb. March. April. May. June. July. Aug. Sc['l. Oct. Nov, Ucc. Total.

Harbour..................................... 55 170 10 275 510
Botany .................................... ... ' ,rl - 150 150

Total .................. 55 170 10 i ■- , - 275 150 660

Ketuhn showing quantity, in dozens, of various Large Fish brought to the Fish Market, Woolloomooloo, 
. ■ January to December, 1886.

Feb. March.

Harbour.....
Botany .....
Broken Bay 
Jervis Bay ., 
Long Ecef ..

Total

ItETUiiy showing quantity, in dozens, of Crayfish brought to tho Fish Market, Woolloomooloo,
January to December, 1886.

March. June. Juh. Totnl,

Return' showing quantity, in baskets, of Prawns brought to the Fish Market, Woolloomooloo,
January to December, 1836. ’

Jan. | Feb, March. April May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total.

Harbour.................................... ... i
2 J ...

324 34 94 1634

Retujin showing quantity, in baskets, of Fish seized under Fisheries Acts, January to December, 1886.

Jan.- Feb. March. April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total.

2 7 i 5 n 54 4 1 ...  j ... 2J il 374

Return showing quantity, in baskets, of Fish condemned unfit for food, January to December, 1886.

Jail. Feb, March. April. May. June, July. Aug. Sept. Out. Nov. Dec. Total.

117 44 m 270i 39 54 163 2 12 38 2751 081 1,138

Retubn



Pa:iutin showing Eange of Prices obtained for Fish'sold in the Fish Market, Woolloomooloo, January to December, 1SSG.

isauie of Visli. January. February. March, AiM'il. May. June. July. August. September. October. November. December.

Sclinnppcr, per dozen .......................... ................. 7/ to 87/ 7/ to 156/ 8/to 102/ 9/ to 9G/ 9/ to 64/ 5/to 65/ 3/ to 60/ 2/to 68/’

'

3/ to 75/ 3/ to 60/ 3/to 60/ 3/to 66/
Flathead rr ........................................ 2/to 24/ 2/fo 36/ 3/to 24/ 3/ to 36/ 2/6 to 30/ 3/to 30/ 2/ to 36/ 2/6 to 30/ 2/6 to 56/ 2/ to 44/ 2/ to 36/ 1/ to 36/
■Whiting „ ............................................ 2/to 24/ 2/ to 13/ 2/C to 15/ 2/6 to 13/ 2/ to 9/ 2/ to 9/ 1/ to 9/ 1/6 to 8/ 1/9 to 13/ 2/to 9/6 1/lo 13/ 1/to 9/
Flounder ,, .................................... .. 2/to 14/ 2/C to 15/ 2/ to 15/ 1/6 to 15/ 2/ to 15/ 2/to 16/ 2/to 16/ 1/ to 16/ 2/to 17/ 1/ to 14/ 1/to 13/ 1/to 15/
Ivingiish ,, ........................................... 7/to 42/ 5/ to 9/ (o 36/ 3/ to 15/ 6/to 24/ 9/ to 24/ 1/to 15/ 7/ to 60/ 9/ lo 12/ 9/ to 36/ 6/ 3/ to 8/
Jcwflah ,, ........................................... 5/to 104/ 5/to 120/ 7/ to 168/ 7/ to 120/ 9/ to 108/ 8/to 108/ 8/ to 96/ 5/ to 84/ 7/ to 96/ 0/ to 90/ 3/ to 108/ 3/ to 84/
C roper 3J .......................................... 32/ to 18/ 9/to 15/ 12/ to 18/ 9/fo 15/ 12/ to 18/ <*/ to afljf 19/ in /Lfl/ 15/ to 18/
Tcraglin „ ............................................ 6/ to 24/ 4/ to 24/ 9/to 15/ 5/to 10/ 5/ to 38/ 8/ to 14/ 9/ 7/ to 18/ 18/ 8/to 16/

1»/
5/to 14/

Nannagai ........ .................................. 3/ 8/ to 18/ 5/ lo 9/ 3/tn P7 tii Kj (If
Salmon JP ............................................ 1/9 to 5/ 1/ to 9/ 5/ to 9/ 2/ to 8/ 1/ to 5/ 1/3 to 6/ 2/ to 10/ l/to 9/ 1/6 to 9/ 2/to 8/6 3/ to 9/ 1/ to 6/
Mnllet (sea) „ ........................................... 2/ to 14/6 2/6 to 9/ 1/ to 10/ 2/ to 9/ 2/to 15/ 4/ to 12/6 2/6 to 14/ 4/to 9/ 4/ to 10/ 3/ to 12/ 3/ to 12/ 4/ to 12/
Rock Cod „ ........................................... 2/ to 7/ 2/C to 6/ 3/to 18/ 3/ to 9/ 2/C to 7/ 3/6 to 8/ 3/to 7/ 3/ to 7/ 2/6 to 6/ 3/to 5/ 3/ to 5/ 2/to 7/
*>13 .......................................................... 2/to 30/ 5/to 24/ 5/ to 30/ 6/ to 30/ 6/ to 30/ 6/to 30/ 6/ to 21/ 6/ to 21/ 5/ to 24/ 5/ to 24/ 4/ to 30/ 3/ to 24/
Bream, per basket ............................................ 5/to 122/ 3/ to 58/ 9/ to 50/ 9/to 60/ 8/ to 32/ 9/ to 34/ 3/ to 34/ 6/ to 36/ 7/ to 33/ 7/to 66/ 4/ to 42/ 3/ to 60/
(Jariish ,, ............................................ 15/ to 46/ 8/to 32/ 6/ to 28/ 11/to 34/ 9/to 22/ 7/ to 30/ 2/6 to 25/ 3/6 to 33/ 7/ to 25/ 8/ to 36/ 7/ to 30/ 6/ to 27/
Filco ,, ............................................ i/r; to 2/0
Rlnckiisli ,, ................... ....................... 3/ to 32/ 2/ to 20/ 4/to 19/ 5/ to 35/ 4/ to 18/ 6/ to 19/ 2/ to 24/ 3/ to 24/ 5/ to 21/ 2/ to 27/ 2/ to 29/ 1/ to 40/
SilverbeUj- ,, ............................................ o/ to 23/ 5/to 15/ 6/ to 15/ 4/to 25/ 7/to 13/ 5/ to 12/ 2/ to 10/ 4/ to 14/ 4/ to 12/ 5/ to 12/ 3/to 17/ 4/to 19/
rXarwbine „ ............................................ 9/to 11/ 8/ to 10/ 4/ to 13/ 8/
Salmon Trout „ ........................................ 8/ to 12/ 5/ 8/ 4/ 9/ 1
Slulict (sand) „ .... 3/ to 42/ 2/to 40/ 3/ to 30/ 5/ to 32/ 4/ to 19/

...............
4/ to 20/ 2/ to 20/ 3/ to 21/ 6/ to 32/ 2/to 34/ 3/ to 23/ 1/ to 35/

Traraliv „ ..................................... C/to 25/ 5/to 11/ 5/ to 23/ Gj to 16/ 5/to 18/ 3/to 14/ 2/ to J 2/ 4/ to 15/ 5/ to 15/ 3/ to 16/ 2/ to 14/ 2/to 14/
Tailor .. ............... ................ 3/ to 30/ 3/to 18/ 5/ to 18/ 3/ to 21/ 4/6 to 17/ 5/ to 18/ 2/ to 16/ 2/ to 18/ 4/ to 18/ 3/ to 18/ 2/to 16/ 2/ to 23/
Cray/ish, per dozen ............................................... 16/to 30/ 15/to 29/ 14/ 8/ to 24/ 7/ to 16/ 15/to 22/ 6/ 1.0 20/ 8/ to 14/ 6/to 10/ 6/ to 24/
Cmbs „ ............................... .. 2/to 7/ 3/ to 5/ 2/ to 8/ 2/6 to 8/ 3/ to 8/ 3/to 15/ 2/ to 0/ 2/6 to 6/ 2/ to 6/ 2/to 9/ 2/ to 5/ 2/ to 5/
Prawns, per bushel................................................... 18/ to 180/ 10/to 40/ 10/ to 38/ 12/ to 40/ 10/to 30/ 15/ to 35/ 10/ to 35/ 5/ to 45/............... |
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Return showing amount realised for Pish sold at the Pish Market, "Woolloomooloo, ■ 
. ■ January to December, 1886.

£ s. d. £ 9. d.
January............... ... 2.316 2 0 August ... ... 2,708 9 0
February ... ... ... 2,435 17 9 September ... .., 2,839 8 0
March ... ... ... 2,795 15 0 October ... ... 3,061 18 3
April ... .,. ... 2,840 17 6 November ... ... 2,391 3 3
May ... ... ... 3,554 17 0 December ... ... 2,638 0 6
June ... ... 3,050 5 6
July ............... ... 3.699 5 0 £31,331 18 9

APPENDIX P.

Name ot Applicant
Harper A. M........................
Murray Patrick..................

Do ..................
Trengrouse Nicholas .........
Baiter W. ..........................
Woodward Henry .............

Do ........
"White R. H. D....................
Lance G-eorge and Campbell 

Donald
Tcmpleman Thonm'*

Do ...........
Kruckow Peter..................
Emmanuel George..............
Muston H. ......................

Do ..........................
Hibbs Kichnrd .................
Parkyns Prank ............
Hibbs Richard .................
The Holt-Sutherland Co. ..

Do ...
Hanly Nicholas ................
Knight Thomas Wynn.......
Dilley Samuel ...................

Do ..................
Settrae Alfred, sour............
Riley W................................
Peoples W............................
Watson Jane .....................
Latta W................................
Woodward Henry...............

Do ' ............
Do ......

Tuck David..........................
Wilson John.....................
Nicoll Archibald ..............
Johnston E..........................

Do ......................
Taylor Robert ..................

Do .................
King Rev. Hulton S...........
Peoples W............................
Curtin Daniel......................
Griffin Frank A...................
Wells Jns.............................
Bayliss F..............................
Dwyer E.............................
Kcmpnich Jos.....................
Otton H...............................

Do ..............................
Do .............................

Templeman W.....................
Taylor R..............................
Baxter W.............................
Smith & Brett ..................

Do ..................
Do ..................

Muston H............................
Wilson Jno..........................
Melvcy Peter.......................
Thompson H........................
Lonesborough Jno...............
Haynes Sidney W................
Haynes H. Valentino .....
See Samuel..........................

Do .......................
Wilson Jno..........................
Woodward &■ Templeman ,,

Do ...
Do ...
Do ...
Do

Bettini Jno. W....................
Waugh Jno..........................
Alick Chas............................
Johnson Jas.........................

Applications for Leases for Oyster Culture received in 1886.
Yards. Locality.
1,000 Wooloowarre Bay 

100 Brisbane Water 
200 Rilgy Island 
200 Orogandiman Island 
500 Cabbage Tree Creek 
100 Bulgah Creek 
300 do
300 North Arm, Port Stephens 
500 Woolawarre Bay

300 B uokinbowra River 
200 do
300 Myall River 
200 East Bank, Bermagui River 
500 North Am, Port Stephens

1,000 do do
200 Hawkcsbury River 
200 Mooney Mooney Creek 
300 Hawkcsbury River 
200 Woronora River 

1,800 Como, George’s River 
100 South Arm, Bellinger River

1,000 Woolawarre Bay 
200 Port Stephens ’
500 Norlh Arm, Port Stephens 
200 Cockle Creek 
100 Kineumbcr, Brisbane Wafer 
300 Clarence River 
200 North Arm, Clarence River

1,000 Clyde River 
500 Scott’s Creek ‘
400 Mangrove Island 
400 Manning River 
300 Brisbane Water 
100 Mooney Mooney Creek 
200 do
100 Brunswick River 
300 do
100 Woy Woy Creek 
100 do
100 Patonga
200 Clarence River Heads 
300 Brisbane Water 
600 Limcburnors’ Creek 
100 Brisbane Water 
100 do
100 do
300 Woombah 
100 Wapongo Lake 
300 do 
500 do 
200 Congo Creek 
100 Woy Woy Creek 
200 Carurma Creek 
100 Tweed River 
200 do 
100 do 
300 Karuab River 
100 Brisbane Water 
300 Hawkesbury River 
500 Port Stephens 
100 Jervis Bay 
500 Clarence River 
400 do 
400 do 
400 do
300 Mooney Mooney Creek
200 Moruya River
100 do
200 do
100 do
500 do
] 00 Congo Creek
400 Terranora
800 Cowan
600 Browera Creek

Name ot Applicant
Murray Jno.........................

Do ......................
Murray Patrick..................

Do ..............
Black Walter............. .........
Cusack N. J........................ .

Do .........
Griffiths W...........................
Jones Jacob, and Ward Jno.

Do .......
Philp Alex., junr..................
Woodward H..................:...

Do ..................
Do ...................
Do ..................
Do ...................
Do .................

Shattel H..............................
Munhton W.........................

Do .......................
Callaghan Jas......................
Pegu s A. Hood ..................
Meldrum Robert ............. :
Cliff J. N..............................
Lonesborough Jno..............
Coote W...............................
Hanlv Nicholas..................

‘ Do ...................
Do .................

Riley W ..........................
Sharpe & Mackinnon..........
Woodward II.......................

Do ...................
Williams Jno.......................
Gardiner S, H......................
Towns G...............................
Bettini J. W........................
M’Shane Francis ..............
Jones Thos...........................
Shattel H.............................

Do ...........................
Caffrey Patrick ..................
Millard W................... .".......
Follugg Jas...........................
Wells Jas..............................
Gibbins F. J........................
Cain Chas.............................
Johnston E........................

Do ......................
Woodward H.......................
Haiser G. ..........................

Do ..........................
Do ..........................

Melmeth F. H. ..................
Do ..................
Do ..................

Wood A. B..........................
Byles G. & Wall Jas.......... .
Woodward H......................
Engel W..............................
Murray Jno.........................
Comino Jno..........................
Seymour Y. W.....................

Do ..................
Philp A., junr. ................. .
Coote W.......................... ..
Bondfield S. J.............. ,.......
Loyde R.................. ............
Rose Harry..........................
M’Rac Myles......................
Severs Jno..........................

Do ..........................
Comino Juo...................
Harmston M. D.................

Do ...............
Do ...............

Yards, Locality.
100 Brisbane Water
100 do
100 do ■
100 do
500 Sandon Hirer 
400 do
200 do

1,000 do
1,500 Woolawarre Bay 
1,500 do

100 Sandon River 
300 Snlt-pa.il Creek 
100 do
400 do
500 do
400 do
200 Broughton Creek 
200 Browera Creek 
200 North Arm, Port Stephens 
100 Port Stephens 
200 Pumpkin Point 
200 Sandon River 
300 Mamboo Island 

1,980 Pitt Water 
100 Shoalhaven Bight 
500 Crook haven River 
100 South Ann, Bellinger River 
100 do do
100 do do
100 Brisbane Water 
300 North Creek. Richmond River 
300 Crookhaven Heads 
200 Crookhaven 
500 Hawkesbury River 
500 Quibray Bay 
400 Dempsey Island 
100 Tomakin River 
300 Bullina 
300 do
300 Browera Creek 
300 do
200 Curley’s Bay 
200 Conjoin Lake 
500 North Arm, Clarence River 
100 Brisbane Water 
700 Stockton 
100 East Gosford 
300 North Arm, Brunsivick River 
300 do do
200 Clyde River 
500 Shoalhaven 
300 Crookhaven River 
300 do
200 Mosquito Swamp 
100 Newton Bay 
100 Knrunk River 
800 M'Carr’s Creek 
900 Hawkesbury River 
700 Wallis Lake 
300 Little Branch, Port Stephens 
100 Gosford 
600 Baronda Lake 
100 Mooney Mooney Creek 
100 do
100 Sandon River 
200 Comarong Bay 
100 Snndon'Rivor 
200 Kangaroo Point 
100 Peat’s Ferry 

1,700 George's River 
200 East Bank 
200 Kiah River 
200 East Bank 
100 Cudgcrie Creek 
500 do
500 do
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APPENDIX P—continued.
Name of Applicant. Yards. Locality

Hnrmiston M. D.................. 100 Pimlico Island, Bichmond River
Wnkclicld Percy ............... 100 Baronda Lake
Crumpton Jno...................... 600 Berowra Creek
Murray Jno.......................... 100 Brisbane Water
Riley W............................... 100 do
Gibbins F. J........................ 300 South Channel, Hunter River
Bailey S. B........................... 1,000 Carr's Creek
Parkyns Frank .................. 100 Mooney Creek
Wells Geo............................ 200 Terranora

Bo .......................... 100 do
Do ........................... 100 do

Nicoll Archibald .............. 200 Mooney Creek
Toomey Jno......................... 400 Mangrove Creek
Hanley W............................. G00 Boambie Creek
Gibbins F. J........................ 300 South Channel, Hunter Eiver

Bo ....................... 400 Newcastle
Engel W............................... 600 Serpent River
Cohen k Fromlin .............. 945 Hastings River

Bo ...................... 200 do
Conoannon Patrick ........... 500 Quibray Buy
Rose Jos. ................ .......... 200 Mooney Mooney Creek
Hips Samuel ....................... 300 Porto Bay
Ireland W. E....................... 200 Goodwood Island
Murray Patrick ................ 200 Gosford

Bo ................... 100 Brisbane Water
Muston Harriet.................. 400 North Arm, Port Stephens
Joaes Jas............................... 200 do do
Wilkinson Lancelot ......... 400 do do
Thompson Henry ............. 200 Bnlgah Creek, do
Joass Jas............................... 500 North Arm, do

Bo ........................... 200 do do
Emerson Jno........................ 200 do do

Bo ....................... 200 do do
Bo ...................... 4 GOO do do
Bo   300 do do

Cohen Philip , ................... 1,000 Limeburners’ Creek
White R, H. D.................... 300 Fame Cove

Do .................. 200 Port Stephens
Cole J. W............................ 300 Mooney Mooney Creek
Smart S. R........................... ICO Tuross River
Coote W. ..................... ... 500 Smith’s Creek
Stevens W............................ 400 Hawkesbury River
Woodward H....................... 400 Karnah River
Baxter W............................. 200 Shoalhaven
Comino Jno. ....................... 100 Baronda Lake

Do ....................... 400 do
Langley R............................ 300 Terranora Waters
Woodward H....................... 200 Mcrica Creek
Woodward H....................... 200 Merica Creek
Cos Jno................................ 500 Hawkesbury River

Do .............................. 500 do
Witt W................................ 100 Nankeen Island
Cole Sydney ....................... 200 Mooney Mooney Creek
Williams Chas..................... 400 Hawkesbury River
Pogus A. Hood .....   100 Candole Creek, Sandon River
Ostern R............................... 200 Jerusalem Bay

Do ......................... 500 Smith’s Creek
Coote W............................... 200 Shark Point, Hawkesbury River

Do .......................... 100 Jerusalem Bay, do
Holdom John........... .......... 500 Raruuh River
Settrea Alfred ................... 100 Cockle Creek
Taylor R............................... 200 Woy Woy Creek
Windley Abraham.........  , 100 Moruya River

Do   100 Louttit’s Creek
Wakefield Percy .............. 100 Nelson Lake
Sutton W............................. 100 Mooney Mooney Point
Colville Thos....................... 100 Port Stephens
Callaghan Jas..................... 200 Fox Island
Holdom Jno........................ 400 North Arm, Port. Stephens
Holdom Samuel.................. 100 do do
Brown R. J.......................... 400 Sandon River

Do ...................... 200 do
Wakefield Percy ............ 100 Nelson Lake
Bettini J. W......................... 100 Clyde River
Evens Jas................. 100 North Arm, Port Stephens
Holdom Samuel................... 100 do do
King H. S............................. 100 Woyr Woy Creek
Cox Jno................................ 200 Mangrove Creek

Do .............................. 500 do
Smith Jno............................ 400 North Arm, Port Stephens
Ritchie Alex. .... .............. 100 Oxley, Lutherio Bay
Martins Sarah ................. 200 Richmond River
Calhighan Michael.............. 100 Flying Fox Island
Callaghan Jas, H................. 100 Little Fox Island
Smith Jas............................. 200 George’s River
Smith W.............................. 100 Port Hacking River
Brown Joshua ............. . 100 George’s River
Smith W............................... 400 do
Colbron S.............................. 100 Kyle’s Bay, George's River

Do ......................... 100 GreatTurreill Point,Port Hacking
George M. H....................... 100 Saltwater Creek, Panbula River

Do ....................... 400 Panbula River
Wakefield Percy .:............ 100 Nelson Lake

Name of AppUca.it. Yards. Locality,
Melmeth F. H..................... 1UI) \Viliiolm Island
Moss Thos............................ 100 Evan’s River
Gibbins F. J........................ 500 Spit Island

Do ...................... 200 Dunn’s Island
Do ....................... 300 Dempsey Island
Do ....................... 500 Hunter River

Mudford W......................... 200 Scott’s Creek
Bowles W. J........................ 400 Hawkesbury River
Comino Jno.......................... 100 Baronda Lake

Do ....................... 500 do
Do ....................... 100 do
Do ....................... 500 do

Ritchie W............................. 100 Murrah -
Gibbins F. J......................... 100 Dunn’s Island

Do ....................... 500 Newcastle
Rae Jos............................. . 300 Browera Creek
Marshall Jas........................ 100 Scott’s Creek
Jones J. E ........................... 200 Richmond River
Rosa J, E.............................. 200 Mooney Moonev Creek
Johnson Jos......................... 300 Salt-pan Point, Pitfcwntcr
Colville Thos........................ 100 Karnah River
Butcher E............................. 500 Wouboyne River

Do ......................... 200 do
Do ........................... 200 do

Severs Jno............................ 400 Yowaka Creek
Do .......................... 100 Panbula River
Bo ...................... ‘. 100 do
Bo ........................... 500 do
Bo ........................... 100 do
Bo .......................... 100 do
Bo ........................... 300 do
Bo ...................... 300 Panbula Lake

Cusey Dennis....................... 200 Flying Fox Island
Wrav Timothy ................... 400 Snowy Beach, George’s River

Do .................. 3(J0 Jlurrameer Bay, Port blacking
Bo ................. 300 Gymca Bay, do
Bo .................. 300 Bald-face Head, do

Poole W. T........................... 200 Limeburners’ Creek
Wray Timothy .................. 500 Ewoy Buy, Port Hacking

Bo ................... 300 do do
Bo .................. 200 North-West Arm, Port Hacking

Wakefield Percy ............... 200 Nelson Lake
Bo ............... 100 do

Lewis Chas.......................... 200 Marramarra Creek
Bettini J. W....... ............... 100 Mogo Creek

Bo ...................... 100 Cullendulla Creek
Smith Jno............................ 500 Middle Island, Port Stephens

Bo .......................... 1,000 Collet’s Point, do
Clement W.......................... 300 North Creek, Richmond River
Woodward H....................... 000 South Arm, Brunswick River

Bo ................... 000 North Ann, do
Bo ................... 400 do do

Canty Stephen ................... 300 Wagonga River
Johnston E........................... 300 Bonville Creek
Sevmour Y. W..................... 100 Mooney Mooney Creek
Southwell Jos...................... 200 Mangrove Island
White R. H. B.................... 200 Corcbat Island, Knruah River
Jobsou T. R......................... 100 Pelican Bay, Mitchell's Island
Woodward and Tcmpleman 100 Moruya River -
Gyler A., jun........................ 300 Manning River
Smith J, H........................... 200 Pelican Bay
Woodward H....................... 100 Brisbane Water
Melit F................................. 300 M'Carr’s Creek
Macluirdy Malcolm C......... 200 do
Richardson W, W..... ........ 500 Gunnamatta Bav
Burns P................................ 100 Brisbane Water
Toomey Jno......................... 200 Hawkesburv River
Cole Jas. W......................... 100 Moonev Mooney Creek
Wilson Jno ......................... 100 Brisbane Water
Shoesmith W. H.................. 100 Manning River

Bo ............... 100 do
West G. W.......................... 300 Enilina
Severs D............................... 200 Panbula Lake
Crumpton Jno...................... 200 Browera Creek
Osbourn W.......................... 200 Maiming River

Bo ....................... 100 do
Coote W................................ 200 Cowan Creek
Stenhouse M. and F. G. ... 100 Brisbane Water
Canty Steven ...................... 200 Wagonga River
Curtin D........................ . 56 Cockle Creek
Simpson W........................... 100 Smith’s Head, Port Hacking
Archer Jno........................... 200 Evans River
Lonesborough Jno............... 200 Orookhaveu River
Keating Rev. T. W............. 200 Kincumber
King Rev. H. S.................... 200 Woy Woy Creek
Doherty Jas......................... 300 Panbula River
Bertram F............................ 100 Evans River
Witt w................................ 100 Nankeen Islund
Thom David .................... 100 Coimnerant Island
PospiehalF. and West C.... 1,000 Nambuccu River

Do do ... 200 do
Griffiths W........................... 300 Candole
Qorrick J4 A........................ 100 Platt’s Channel
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APPENDIX G.
Inspector Tempcrley’s Eeport on Northern Division of Fisheries.

17 February, 1887.
The production of oysters in the Northern Division for 183G, as shown in the tabulated return appended, 
amounts to 3,962 bags, and the total royalty to £594 6s.

No less than 1,625 bags, or nearly one-half of this total, was procured from the Clarence Fiver, 
and was obtained from the natural deep-water beds of that river—not as in the ease of many other rivers, 
from shallow foreshores alone. Large as this quota is from the Clarence, it is less by nearly 300 bags 
than that of the previous year, the output being 2,003 bags for 1885.

With this deficiency in the yield of the Clarence Jiiver, it is somewhat remarkable that the total 
yield of the Division for 1886 should he 800 bags greater than the total for either 1834! or 1885, making 
an increase in the supply from inlets other than the Clarence of nearly 1,100 bags for 1886 above that of 
the previous year.

This increase may chiefly be accounted for as follows The number of inlets from which oysters 
have been procured is greater than any previous year, leases having been taken up and worked in remote

{daces which bad not previously contributed to the oyster supply, the places referred to being the Sandon 
liver, Brunswick Fiver, Wooli Wooli Fiver, and Weegoolgah, while the Tweed Fiver and the Bellinger, 
both of which had not been worked for some time, have had their oyster bearing areas rendered available 

chiefly by tbe establishment of direct steam communication with the metropolis.
The produce, however, of these additional sources would not have supplied the deficiency which 

increasing demand causes in the yield of the natural oyster beds, but that the lessees in many of the 
rivers had improved their leases by stocking them with immature foreshore oysters. They had availed 
themselves of the Eegulatlons which provided for the removal of foreshore oysters for restocking 
purposes under spat licenses, and in several instances taken up foreshore leases for the sole purpose of 
procuring spat for laying down elsewhere.

This semi-ostroieulture is tho outcome of the secure tenure which is now given to lessees under the 
the present Fisheries Act. It has been carried out to a greater or less extent on the Fichmond Fiver, 
Manning Fiver, Cape Hawke, Evans’ Fiver, Port Macquarie, and other inlets of minor class.

Whore these foreshore oysters have been put down on exhausted natural beds, the work lias 
generally but not always been attended with success. Where the efforts have been experimental—made 
on untried areas—the results have varied from total failure to partial, and in some instances, complete 
success.

This requirement of spat on the part of lessees is increasing, while the natural supply is limited 
and is diminishing, and it is a matter of certainty that before long thorough oyster culture, including 
the artificial attachment of spawn, which hitherto in this Colony has not advanced beyond trifling 
experiment, will require to be extensively resorted to if the capabilities of the oyster-bearing areas are lobe 
made equal to the demand which an ever increasing consumption makes upon the oyster production of 
the Colony. '

The work of improving the oyster leases during the year was considerably affected and their 
productiveness to some-extent interfered with by two disturbing causes. One of these was the 
unusually large amount of rain that fell in the northern part of the coast during the last half year. The 
other was a destructive agent in the form of a fine seaweed of a reddish brown colour that was washed 
into the inlets in January, and lay and decomposed upon the oysters in such quantities as to destroy 
them. This was especially the case in the Evans Fiver, where numbers of fish as well as ovsters were 
destroyed by the same weed. '

In other inlets, viz,, Fort Macquarie, Cape Hawke, and the Manning Fiver, where the oysters below 
half tide were reported to have died at the same time, it is believed the mortality was due to the same 
cause.

Oyster spawning is not known to have occurred during the year but in few inlets, andto a moderate 
extent. . Those on the upper natural beds of the Clarence spawned in April, and the shallow water 
oysters in the lower part of the same river during the early part of December.

In the Fichmond Fiver the oysters spawned moderately at the hitter end of November.

8

Ftd.
Concerning fish, there are no particulars of interest to nolo differing from preceding j'ears. There 

is the usual abundance of fish in all ihe inlets, and they are interfered with in the summer months only 
to provide limited local requirements and a moderate amount of salt fish for shipment—the latter being 
principally the work of Chinamen.

iis to the shipment of fresh fish, a number of fishermen on the Clarence Fiver prepared to work 
for Sydney markets in the winter months; and they would, had the winter been an ordinary one, have had 
profitable employment, but the season was not a good one for their work. It was mild, wet, and variable 
m temperature ; and it several times happened that quantities of the fish were condemned, either in transit 
or on arrival in Sydney. This uncertain supply, it is believed, will not long remain in the present unsatis
factory condition, the dairy produce of the north coast having increased to such an extent as to 
necessitate the establishment of steam communication that includes refrigerating chambers. This want 
is about to be supplied and, when established, will be available for tbe transmission of fresh fish, and will 
give a large impetus to net fishing both on the Clarence and Fichmond Fivers.

It is known that there arc some fine prawns both on the Clarence and Fichmond Fivers, hut 
whether they are to be found in such quantities as to pay for working, is a question which has not yet- 
been satisfactorily tested.

"With reference to cormorants, there have been no claims made for rewards for their destruction.
THOS. TEMPERLEY,

Inspector Northern Fisheries,

Assistant
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Sir,
Assistant Inspector Jamieson’s lioport on Macleay River Fisheries.

x , , . , , Macleay River, 5 March, 1887.
r i J baTo Ihe honor to report the state of the Macleay River fisheries for the year 18S6.
The Macleay River, during tho year, has had a very good supply of fish, principally whiling, silver 

orean], flathead, garfisii, and black fish. For the last three months of the year, from five to seven 
cases ot whiting and bream have been slopped here for Sydney every week, packed in iee and saw-dust 

. asters for shipment on this river. Some years back the flood-waters destroyed all the oysters in lie 
r.ver, and since then no one has cultivated any. I have, &c., ^

JOHN JAMIESON,
Assistant Inspector of Fisheries, Macleay Elver.

Assistant Inspector Whaites’ Report on Fisheries, Namhucca River. '
®'r’ Namhucca River. 21 February, 1887.

_ 1 have the honor to report that the oyster beds of this river were not worked or‘disturbed
during the year 188(i. Not being able to secure an oyster dredge, I am unable to give the beds a good 
icwlijig, but obtained a few oysters with a- pole split in the end in December last; thev were quite milky, 
it being apparently the spawning season, I find that mud has settled on the beds, and am of an opinion 
that the beds would be much improved by working. '

The mullet season was only a moderate one. commencing middle of April and lasting to end of May. 
Ulhcr kinds, such as whiting, bream, flathead. garfish, arc moderately plentiful and in good older. 
Inspected several nets, and found them in accord with regulations. ‘

I have. &c.,
W. J. WHAITES,

Assistant Inspector of Fisheries.

Sir,
Acting Assistant Inspector Windcycr’s Report on Port Macquarie Fisheries.

, ■ , Port Macquarie, 12 February, 1S87.
, I «aye ilie honor to furnish a general report of the condition of Oysters and Fisheries of Port 

Macquarie, for the year 188C.
, lushing ojmrations during this year have not been very extensive, three men with two boats have 

netted about an average of fifteen baskets per week, llieso for the most part have been dried for evporta- 
1 ion to oydney, and have consisted principally of whiting of very large sine, which have been most abundanjfc 
during the year. The sea mullet, flathead, bream, and black fish, have been very abundant, and though 
lew large shoals have been observed, the supply of fish in the harbour has been practically unlimited. D 

.Large quantities of schnapper have been caught. 1 have on previous occasions directed attention 
to the vast extent of prolific schnapper grounds on this coast, which J. think will, in conjunction with the 
harbour fishing, form the base of very extensive fishing operations at no very distant period.

, regret that the culture of oysters has not proved very successful, though apparently all the con
ditions have been favourable. I. may, however, observe that ithc operations conducted bv only two lessees 
have been on a very hunted scale, and are perhaps not a fair criterion of the eligibility of this locality for 
oyster culture. Ihe natural beds, a-s far as I have been enabled to ascertain, are still bare, and show no 
signs ot recuperation. This, I believe, is occasioned by tho long continued absence of floods in the river 
causing the rocks, stones, pebbles, ami cultch, that formed the bottom of the beds, to be covered by slime’ 
militating against the catchment and lodgment of spat. Sixty-one bags ovsters were obtained, and royally 
collected m 1880. p ]iave. &c. ' J

HENRY W. 0.' WINLEYER,
' Acting Assistant Inspoelor Fisheries.

Sir,
Assistant Inspector Gyler’s Report on Maiming River Fisheries.

Croki, Monday, 3 January, 18871 , (.rum, ivionaay, o January, iosv.
- i ,, ^ ta\e *■!e honor to submit the following report of the present state of the natural oyster beds
in tho Manning River. J

I carefully watched and examined most of the natural oyster beds on the various parts of this 
river, and J. find that there are not the slightest prospects of anv of these beds being improved by lavin" 
spat or young oysters on any of the beds which hat e a depth greater than from 2 to 4 feet of water at 
low water.

in a depth from 6 to 20 feet of1. All or most of all the beds which have had oysters laid on them 
water, after being laid down from six to twelve months, have died.

2. They have either been covered with mud or sand or died from some other cause unknown to
me or any ot the oystermen on this river. '

3- 1 have come to the conclusion, by the above facts, that we want a good flood to clear the bottom 
ot the river, to clean the beds of any pollution which may exist on them.

_4. Oysters in deep water should begin to show signs of spatting; but at present there is not the 
least sign, as there are very few to spat from.

5 There have not been thirty bags of natural bei oysters shipped during the last twelve months, 
most of the oysters shipped were bank or mangrove oysters, which have been laid down in shallow water 
from 1 to 3 feet at low water.

0. By the above facto it is useless for any of tbe lessees to lay ovsters on tho deep water bods, as I 
know ot several Jesseeswho have laid down oysters in deep water and received no returns tor their labour.

19—B Mr.
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Mr. Woodward had about 400 bags of bank and mangrove oysters kid on one' of our best beds, 
called the “ Bar Bed,” depth of water from 15 to 25 feet; after being down from twelve to eighteen months, 
J, on examination, found that about five out of every six oysters were dead when dredged up, in fact I do 
not think that Mr. Woodward got more than thirty bags of the whole of that bed. I could note other 
like instances with tbe same result, only they were not so largely tried. _ _

7. After twenty-seven years experience in oyster dredging and of inspection, I have come to the 
conclusion that it is useless to try and improve our natural deep-water beds at present, as we shall have 
to wait for nature to help us in tbe above matter.

Trusting the above will be satisfactory, 1 have, &e.,
' AXDREW GYLER,

' Assistant Inspector.

APPENDIX H.
Assistant-Inspector Mid halls Deport on Home Division of Eisheries.

4 March, 1887.
Tice Inspector reports that, in January, 1886, fish were very scarce all over the district, from Middle 
Harbour to Hen and Chicken Bay ; further up on Homebush Flats there was some difference, fish being 
much more plentiful. Since that time they appear to have steadily increased in all parts of the harbour, 
and in December last, fish were more plentiful, especially mullet, than they have been known to be for
some years.

In this account i except bream and whiting, because they have not been allowed to come to 
perfection owing to the sunken nets which are now used all over the harbour. *

' Schnapper also are very scarce all along the coast, but, in my opinion, fishermen seek them too far 
seaward instead of close in shore, where they are to be found.

Prawns have been very plentiful, there was never known such a season for them before, both m
regard to quantitY and size. '

1 attribute the great increase of fish in the harbour to the strict watch I and my assistants have
kept on the closed waters. " .

The months for the spawning are March and April, and September and October, and having many 
waters closed during some of this time, a good protection has been afforded to tho young fish. I advocate 
a permanent closing of the heads of tho Port Jackson waters, because I believe it would cause a continual 
stream of fish to be working out of those places into the body of the harbour, which would almost supply

* ‘Y During the summer months this year there has been a large quantity of fish, principally from 
distant places, condemned at the fish-market as unfit tor food.

The oysters about the harbour are almost exhausted, scarcely one to he seen, owing, I believe, to 
picnic parties, but in Middle Harbour there are quantities on the rocks; but they are very small and quite
unmarketable. “YlioMAS MULHALL,

Assistant Inspector of Eisheries for Sydney.

Assistant Inspector Smith’s Report on Net and Line Fisheries, Hawkesbury River.
gjj. . Hawkesbury River, 14 February, 1887.

* in compliance with your request of the 9th instant, to send you a report on the fisheries of the
Hawkesbury River for the year'1886,1 hasten to comply therewith.

The fisheries of the Hawkesbury River may be classed into two distinct occupations, viz., the net 
and line fishing and the oyster fisheries. _

■ "With your permission I will first deal with the net and line fishing.
Net fislung is carried on all through the year in the lower Hawkesbury River, Fittwater, and Gowan 

Creek, the fishermen having secured the service of a steamboat to convey their fish to market in a sound 
state,’otherwise it could not be done in the summer months. _

Of the quantity of fish having been sent to market during the year 18SC I am unable to give you the 
correct information, nor yet the number of fishermen employed; sometimes boats arc here this week and
gone the next. • o i

The principal class of fish which resort these waters are several varieties ot mullet, bream, jewfish,
flathead, perch; and in the lower part of the river also soles and flounders, blackfish, whiting, ‘
garfish.

and

Tho supply during the past year, and indeed since the railway works started, has been a serious
falling off in quantity. , .

The continuous blasting operations earned on at the railway works has certainly been the means ot 
driving the fish away from their usual haunts.

The general habitat of shoals of large mullet is about 50 miles up river, far removed from all noise; 
but will occasional!v be driven down river by freshets and also in the spawning time—March and April—
when they move about in large shoals, returning up river generally in May.

Of young fish, I may state that I very seldom see any in the lower part of the river, their habitat 
being generally the upper parts of the river and quiet hays and creeks, and a weedy bottom being
particularly favourable. . ,

■ Considerable line-fishing has also been done with jewfish, and occasionally a schnapper.
The waters of Cowan Creek, being like the ocean, clear and salt, are a favourable resort for 

schnapper, shoals of bream, and numerous other fish. During the last spring and summer shoals of 
schnapper, of many tons weight, were seen in Cowan Creek, their tails out of water, having probably 
come into the river to spat. I may hero observe that when in this state they will not take bait. Cowan 
CVeck and tbe lower Hawkesbury are also, particularly in the summer months, infested with sharks.
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Of the nets chiefly uaed in ihe Hawkesbury, I may state that, in the general absence of garfish 
(except in the lower part of the river), a long hauling net is used, with 2-i- inches in tho bunt and 3 inches 
in the wing; and I may safely state that the non-destruction of small fish in this river null bear very 
favourable comparison with any river, Meshing nets of 4-ineh are also used.

As there is very little use for garfish nets none are kept, except an occasional prawn net of the 
prescribed dimensions. I have &c.

P. SMITH,
Assistant Inspector.

11

Assistant Inspector Smith’s Report on Hawkesbury Oyster Fisheries.
‘hr: Hawkesbury River, 14 February, 1887,

, 1 would most respectfully beg to baud you tbe Report on the Oyster Fisheries of the Hawkes
bury River for the year 1886. '

The Oyster-culture Fisheries in tbe Hawkesbury River during tbe year 1886 have been only 
moderately successful, although tbe quantity shipped to market may seem a satisfactory figure.

Quantity shipped to market during the year 1886, 2,562 bags; royalty payable thereon, £338 16s. 
Of tbe abovenamed quantity the greater part are natural rock oysters, and the artificial layings 

(tho real oyster culture) amount to only a very small percentage. The cause for this small, amount of 
culture oystere having reached the market may be found in the fact that the laid oysters were not 
sufficiently advanced to he considered marketable, the lessees having found by experience that it requires 
twro years or more, according to the strength of the water, where laid, and quality of spat.

I beg also here to observe, that a large number of leases have been applied for, and granted, 
which are in no way suitable for oyster culture, either for suitability of bottom or strength of water.

_ These leases were applied for mainly for what rock oysters were on them, and as these are not 
sufficient to pay the yearly rent in time to come, I expect to see lots of them forfeited. And it is also a 
fact, and may not; be generally known, that the leases and waters most suitable for oyster culture are 
altogether devoid of young oysters, and have to depend for a supply of spat on leases down river, or 
Crown land. '
. From my reports at different times you will gather that a disease showed itself in the oysters 
in December, 1886, whereby tbe greater part, of artificial layings were carried off.

I have not the least hesitation in saying that this is a severe blow to oyster culture, particularly at 
tbe present time. It is sad to see fine oysters, which have laid for over two years, and probably would have 
been in the market ere long, all dead. It is also curious to note the disease,—I have seen a portion of 
shore where all wore dead, and not 20 yards away with scarcely any dead.

, ^ In the infected locality natural rock oysters have also suffered, but not to such an extent as the
artificial layings. . '

As to the cause of the disease, the general opinion is that the great quantify of congewoi which 
lias covered the shores has been the cause. I may here state that the disease has never been seen here 
like this, but I believe that the disease was here last summer on a small scale, for I have seen patches of 
dead oysters, for which at that time I could not account, but wbicb I have no doubt now were destroyed 
by the same cause.

I beg also fo state that natural rock oysters (which I trust may not be regarded as oyster culture) 
have also become much scarcer, in fact, arc getting scarcer every year, and scarcely any laid ovsters can 
be alive. I expect that the supply available for market will, at the end of 1887, not nearly read) the 
above figures.

Ami' in view of the welfare of oyster culture in years to come, it would be well to bear in mind 
tbe many difficulties a lessee lias to contend with—too numerous to mention here—that tbe Crown, may 
take a more liberal view, particularly of the supply of spat fo a bona fide lessee, else I fear that oyster 
culture will not even get a footing, and in a few years will be a thing of the past, “ .

I have, &c.,
■ P. SMITH,

Assistant Inspector.

Acting Assistant Inspector Cain’s Report on Oyster Fisheries, Brisbane Water.

Gosford Fisheries Office, 8 January, 1887.
, I fr-d xery much pleased in having to report to the Department the progress in the cultivation

of the oysters for the last twelve months. When I was first appointed, 9th of December, 1884, there could 
not be found in Ihe river twenty bags of oysters fit to be forwarded to the market. In the year 1886 
there lias been about 300 bags forwarded and accounted for.

And 1 feel confidenf every year the river will increase in the shipment of oysters. This river has 
proved itself to be a most suitable place for the cultivation of oysters within the last two years. Floods in 
this river do not destroy the oyster cultivation like other rivers, where wholesale destruction of the ovsters 
is caused by the freshes. '

There are some thousands of yards of foreshore to be taken up in Woy Woy Creek, but it willnot 
suit at present to take these foreshores up on account of so many railway labourers about.

I have,-Ac.. ■
W. N. CAIN,

. Acting Assistant Inspector.

Assistant Inspector Curan’a Report on Fisheries, Hunter River.

Fisheries Office, Newcastle, 11 February, 1887.
I.have tbe honor to report on the state of the Hunter River beds for 1886. There are no 

oysters on any of the beds ; fhey nave all been destroyed by a smah red worm. The only oysters alive in 
the Hunter River arc a few' on the mangroves, and on tho rocks. 683 oags of oysters were taken from the

shores
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shores above low water mark during tbe year. I think the late heavy freshes in the Ilnnlcr will kill the 
worm ; if it does the oysters will settle on the beds again and grow. '

Fish have been very plentiful in the Hunter Biver in tho summer months, but were very scarce in 
the winter.

Prawns also have been plentiful during the last few mouths of the year, especially in Fullerton 
Cove. Some boats caught as many as four and live baskets in one haul, each basket holding from CO to 
to SO quarts, but as there was very little demand for them In Sydney, they were allowed to send only one 
basket a dav for each boat. 1 have, &c.,

" HENRY CUBAN.

Assistant Inspector Otway’s Eeport on Fisheries at Port Stephens.
Sir, Limeburners’ Creek, Port Stephens, 1-t February, 1SS“,

In accordance with your instructions l beg herewith to forward report of state of the fisheries 
in this district for the information of the Commissioners, up to above date.

It will, of course, be in the recollection of tbe Department that previous to May. 1SSC, I had no 
knowledge of the fisheries of this district, and that I accordingly speak only from that time.

1 can safely say that in the mouths of May, .Tune, .Inly, and August, the appearance of any fish in 
the upper waters of the harbour was only distinguished by its absence. In tbe lower portion of Port 
Stephens towards the heads I several times inspected the fishermen’s boats alongside the ‘‘ Kingsley,” 
when they were shipping their fish. On each occasion I found the fishing-boats well filled with various 
kinds of fish—principally garfish and whiting, and later on, crayfish; these were all in good condition. 
Most of these fish, howcVer, came from outside the heads. In the upper waters of this harbour there has 
been no net fishing whatever, and, as the Department is aware, on the 29th August last a proclamation 
was issued closing nearly the whole harbour to net fislung. After the month of August, and ns the days 
got longer and warmer, the mullet began to make their appearance everywhere ; and about Christmas 
were in swarms in all small creeks. Four jumped into my boat one night. I think they arc now return
ing as I do not sec nearly so many. _

My chief business has been with the oyster industry. Up to a few weeks ago that was in a most 
thriving condition, the dredgers which up to Christmas time were being sent, to market being remarkably 
line and in good condition. I am sorry to say, however, that a change has come quite suddenly upon this 
branch of the fishing industry. I had. the honor to report, quite recently, for the information of the 
Commissioners, of the existence of a disease among the oysters, similar to that which affected those in the 
Hunter Biver, and eventually cleared tbe beds there. I am now collecting particulars, and all the 
information I can, with regard to it. and shall duly forward same.

1 have, (to.,
C. IT. OTWAY,

Assistant Inspector.

Assistant Inspector Grant’s Eeport on George’s Biver and Botany Fisheries.
Sir, 17 February, 1SS7.

I beg to offer the following as regards the fisheries of my district.
I can positively say that I have never known the river be in such a prosperous slate with fish as it 

is now, and has been for the last twelve months. In previous years fish could not bo caught in such 
numbers as were eaught last year, and where there was one private party fishing two or three years back 
there arc twenty.fishing at the present time, and each of these parties catch 10 per cent, more fish now by 
the line, than were over caught in previous years. 1 may also state that the numbers of licensed fishing- 
boats and fishermen in this district have doubled.

A boat proprietor at Como, George’s Biver, informs me that the parties who take his boats never 
got so many fish by line as they catch at the present lime ; he also says that closing the river for six 
months in the year lias caused the improvement. I have seen on different occasions fishing parties having 
as many as ten or twelve dozen red bream, besides whiting and flathead, in their possession, as the result 
of a day’s sport, and principally all caught above the railway bridge. Black bream, hlackfish, and mullet 
are also in abundance in the closed waters. A person cannot judge by what quantity of fish is caught 
in Botany Bay and about tbe mouth of the river, because one day fish -would be plentiful about the said 
places while on the next there would he none, which is caused by tbe different species of fish travelling; 
in fact there being so many fishing boats confined only to Botany Bay and the mouth of the river the 
fish have no chance to accumulate on the flats.

As relates to the oyster fishery of my district, I beg to state that the river is in a very poor state. 
Spawn or spat last year was more plentiful than it has been for the last three years ; still it has not made 
any improvement, ns Die public consume them as soon as they are in the shape of an oyster. Many of 
the lessees have laid oysters down on their areas, hut only cultivate to a email extent, as the public will 
go on tbe said areas and eat their oysters in spite of them : in fact the lessees inform me it is impossible 
for them to improve their areas to any great extent until they arc assured of having their leases granted.

. I have, dire.,
' 3. D. GRANT,

Assistant Inspector of Fisheries for George’s Biver and Botany.

Assistant Inspector Benson’s Report on Lake Illawarra Fisheries.
Sir, Brownsville, Id February, 18S7.

I do myself the honor to submit the following report on the fisheries in my district, from 
1st January to 31st December, 1886:—

Lake Illawarra.
Is exceedingly prolific in fish, but oysters are very scarce, in fact none are visible, although old 

residents state that there have been good beds in this lake, which have been cither worked out or covered 
over with sand.

■ This
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Tins Me kas conlribufed very largely to tbe metropolitan fisli supply, 4,591 baskets being sbinned 
respectirely irom Al' ollongong and Sbellbarbour during ] SSO (for Sydney J.' 1

The local supply tor the year lias been very small, averaging'about one basket a week The 
fishermen will not take the trouble to hawk fish, preferring to ship them direct to Svdney ■ they also
thorn inthb diST™ bCitel> PnCeS ^ thCir 113,1 in 1,16 S'VdlJey m:lrkCt thllQ ihcj C01llii SetV retailing

The supply of voung fish in this lake is very abundant, the tributaries amt bays adioiniim arc
o£ m,"let (l'aris'lt)’ w"k ‘—v

. P® Iribiitaries and bays adjoining, and the entrance to the lake, being closed from ncl-fishimr for 
a period ot twelve months dating from tbe 1st February, 18SG, there is iio doubt that the judicious 
closing of these portions of the lake has been to a great extent, if not altogether, conducive to this 
supply or young fish.

There have been during the past year two breaches of the Fisheries Act committed ; in both cases 
the parties concerned were severely punished; in the first instance about 1,000 yards of net were for- 
letted and m the other case severe fines were indicted. There is no doubt that, before iny arrival intbi-s 
district the facilities for using and working excessively long and illegal nets for meshing were very great 
and that such nets were used with impunity by the fishermen. But mv arrival here, and beiim constantly 
on the lake, and examining each boat, has put an end to this pernicious practice, ' '

The entrance to the sea of the lake, which has been sanded up for the last ten months has to a 
great extent prevented the free ingress of fish into tho lake. In heavy weather the seas break over this

^ ^l10 lalte> w}llch have no doubt been a great addition to and kept
ttie supply ot marketable fish up in the lake. 1

. Appended to this report is a return showing the quantities for each month of baskets of fish 
snipped to Sydney tin >V ollongong and 8b ell harbour for 1S8U. "

M.imtmun'a River. .
Fishing operations during tho year in this river have been confined to a few fishermen at work 

mostly tor local consumption, - ’
This river contains a good supply of mangrove and cobbler peg ovsters, ami a fair quantity of

Jv^mon^r* 10 ar0 111 g°0d conditio-u’ aui si,atti,1S wil1 Portly commence. ISo mortalii v
exists among Inc oysters in this river. *

1!rom 1,10 beds in the river there have been taken during the past year 35 bags, or 105 bushels ; 
the total amount of royalty being £5 5s , collected in Sydney ' ’
i>cen*' *"**^reUtM 10^

' DAVID AV. BEXSOX.

13 '

. APPENDIX I.

Inspector Benson’s Deport on Southern Division oi; Eisheries.
Batemaits Bay, 7 February, 1837.

I have the honor to forward my report on the Southern Fisheries for the vear 188G.’
• i 11 n" VB3 yeM °afe3 for 0''stel' culture, under tbe Oyster Fisheries Act, 188h have been granted 

y watera of the Southern Division. I enclose a brief report on that
pel Lion of the tisheues lying between St. George’s Basin and the AVagongu Fiver, such portion being 
under my special supervision assisted by Acting Assistant-Inspector Sutherland, stationed at the Moruva 
Biver, and Acting Assistant-Inspector Hcspe, stationed at tbe Clyde Eiver, whose duties are confined to 
ilie^AVa^oima Eivw fl rep0rt fr°m AB3iBtft“t-Inspector Smithers on the fisheries lying south of

From my own and Mr. Smithers’ reports it will be gathered that the majority of the lessees are 
not paying that attention to their oyster beds which it was reasonably expected they would do. All they
tvTn !,? i■ll'C abnUt 13 to SjfcAS marketable oysters otf their beds as they possibly can, leaving none 
or bleeding purposes, and thus almost completely annihilating the source of spat. During the last three 

years, I have never seen so little spat and brood in tbe southern waters as at present, ant 1 believe this 
to be attributable in a great measure lo the greed and negligence of the lessees. Their idea of ovster- 
eulturc seems to be confined to laying down oysters taken from the rocks and mangroves on to fattenin''- 
grounds tor a few months, and then sending them to market. Happily, however, there are exceptions to
S™ ^ ““f senf p rU e‘ ^SJn8™n1e\°? this’1 mfly 3nellti011 ^ases held by Messrs. AVoodward, Gibbins, 
Templeman, and Barclay, at the Clyde Eiver, where the lessees by exercising a little common sense, and 
working in a systematic manner, have received a fair return for their outlay, and have at tbe same time 
improved their .holdings considerably. On these leases oysters are not considered marketable until they 
nimve at maturity; oysters in considerable numbers are always left on tbe beds for spatting - care is 
exercised m culling, all undersized oysters being carefully returned to tbe beds ; war is continually wa^cd 
against the enemies of the oyster, especially the star-fish, hundreds of them being destroyed diij-in-tbo 
year; tho beds arc carefully watched and mud, weeds, &c, where possible removed. At tbe Tuross 
At agonga, and Moruya. Elvers nothing has been done m the wav of improvement, and from Air. Smithers’ 
report it appears that the leases in the waters under bis supervision have been equally ncrieeted.

Irom my observations, I believe that it is only necessary for the lessees to exercise a hi tie judg
ment to ensure success for this new industry. All of tho southern rivers are suitable for the breedin” 
growth, and fattening of oysters; consequently the chief object of the lessee should bo to make every pro
vision for securing spat for tbe purpose of laying down on fattening beds. This could be easily accom- 
plislted by placing spat collectors m tbe shape of stone or wood on those beds wbicb arc not provided

wi th
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with them by nature, and by leaving mature oysters in sufficient numbers on the beds and foreshores so as 
to ensure a supply of spat. ■ i _

Trusting that during (he coming year the lessees may awaken to the-importance of this new 
industry, and throw more energy into their undertaking,

‘ I have, Ac.,
G-EOSGE a. BENSON,

' --------- Inspector, Southern Fisheries.

Clyde Biver.—Turing the year, forty leases, representing an area of 21,600 yards, have been granted 
under the “ Oyster Fisheries Act of 1884.” Most of the lessees are persons who have been engaged in 
the oyster fisheries for many years, and have therefore the advantage gained by experience to guide them 
in making this new industry a success. For the year, 1,808 hags of oysters were sent to market, most of 
which were obtained from the mangroves during the year 1884, and laid down in water varying from 3 to 
16 feet in depth. Many of the oysters laid down on what at the time was a clean hard bottom have been 
destroyed by the accumulation of mud and weeds, and many were buried by the lessees in endeavouring 
to secure them with a dredge. It is now the general opinion that, in order to carry out a proper super
vision, oysters should not he laid down on beds where the water exceeds 3 feet in depth at low tide, when 
they would be easy to inspect, and weeds, mud, Ac., could he removed at a small cost; the oysters could 
also be gathered by hand, and a great saving of labour effected. I regret having to report a very limited 
supply of spat and brood showing on the foreshores generally, hut more especially on those leases from 
which all available ovsters have been removed either for market or laying down, leaving none for pro
ducing spat. Some of the lessees evidently rely on nature to do everything for them, and at the same 
time, show a perfect ignorance of nature's laws. I have noticed that on leases where fair numbers of 
mature oysters have been kept continually on the beds, the foreshores are well covered with spat. Tho 
divers on the deep beds state that young' oysters in largo numbers are showing on the rocks and cultch. 
Messrs "Woodward, Gibbins, Templeman, and Barclay, are tho only lessees on the Clyde Fiver who have, 
up to the present, worked their leases in a systematic and fair manner, by sending only mature oysters to 
market, laying down spat collectors, and always keeping a good stock of mature oysters on their beds for 
breeding purposes.

Wagonga Jtoej-.—Only one lease for 300 yards has been granted, hut there are still many appli
cations to he dealt with. Tlmforeshores of the river, which are narrow, have been well stripped of all oysters 
approaching a marketable size. The bed of the river outside of low watermark is composed of mud ; beyond 
laying down a few oysters, and sending them to market when of a legal size, nothing has been done in the 
way of improvement. Particulars of oysters shipped from this river have to he sent direct to the Collector 
of Customs, Sydney.

Barrtnoallee Creek.- Six leases have been granted on this creek during the year, for a total area of 
1,4*00 yards, and there are still several applications to he dealt with. The lessees, who are mostly farmers, 
have secured as a partner a thoroughly practical man, who has shown great judgment in the management 
of the beds. Only mature oysters are sent to market; a fair quantity of oysters are left on the mangroves 
for the purpose of spawning, and consequently the foreshores, which are chiefly mangroves, are well 
stocked with young oysters, which are taken and laid down on fattening ground as soon as they arrive at 
an age when no injury can he caused by removing them. In places where there is no natural spat, 
collectors, oak and atone, have been placed, and arc now fairly covered with spat. From what I could see 
of the beds during my visit in September la'st, 1 believe there must bo over 600 bags laid dowm, many of 
which are of marketable size. It will he pleasing to the Commissioners to hear that all of the lessees on 
this creek are working their areas in a systematic manner, and seem determined to give ostreiculture a fair 
trial. I must express satisfaction at finding the creek so ranch improved after the bad treatment received 
at the hands of licensed dredgers in 1883. One hundred hags of oysters have been shipped during the 
vear. Particulars of these shipments are wired direct to the Collector of Customs, Sydney, by the lessees.

Tuross.—Nine leases, for a total area of 2,200 yards, have been received by me for’deli very to the 
lessees. Only 144 bags of oysters wore shipped during the year. In the month of September, in conse
quence of a strong easterly gale, the mouth of the river was closed, by a hank of sand 260 yards in width. 
The water in the river and lake is now four feet above high-water mark, rendering it impossible for the 
lessees to procure oysters either for market or laying down. Several unsuccessful attempts have been 
made by the lessees, assisted by the Messrs. M'ort, of Bodalla, (portion of whose property is under water) 
to open" it*. Beyond laying dowrn oysters on their foreshores, lessees have done nothing in the way of 
improvement. I have observed very little spat during the year ; and Smart, who is an old resident of the 
Tuross, states that he never remembers such a had year for spatting.

Moruya Biver.—Acting Assistant Inspector Sutherland is in charge of this river; he also super
vises all shipments of oysters from other waters, shipped at. Moruya lie reports two leases having been 
granted during the year. 141 hags of oysters have been obtained, 135 bags of which w'ere shipped to 
Sydney, and 6 sold for local consumption.’ Nothing has been done to improve either the leases or areas 
applied for. The foreshores of this river arc narrow and unsuitable for oyster culture.

Cullendulla Creek.—Four leases have been granted during the year to Edwin Cain, who has marked 
the boundaries of the areas leased in accordance with the Act. Several other applications made by the 
same lessee for areas in this creek have still to he dealt with. The foreshores, with the exception of a few 
patches of hard ground, are lined with mangroves, and show little signs of improvement, which is to be 
accounted for by the scarcity of oysters for spatting purposes. The lessee continues to lay down oysters 
on the hard ground, and seems determined to do his best in making the enterprise a successful one. He 
has shipped 23 hags of good oysters during the year.

Toniaga Biver.—One lease of 500 yards has been granted during the year to Abraham Windley, 
who has laid down about 100 hags of mangrove oysters on a hard bottom and in deep water. John Lewis, 
who is an applicant for several areas, and the holder of a permit', has also laid down a large quantity of 
mangrove oysters, which are showing good growth, and arc now in' splendid condition. Nothing has been 
done in the way of improvement beyond laying down the oysters, and very little spat- is showing on the 
foreshores. 112 bags of oysters have been sent to the Sydney market dining the year; 94 of which were 
shipped at Bateman’s Bay, and 18 at the Moruya Biver.

14

Extbact
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15

Extract feoji Inspectoe’b Diaries foe the teak 1886.

January.
Jssistant Inspector Smithers reports having returned from Sydney on the 9th of the month. 

Inspected Naghi River mid Merriea Creek and found both waters closed at mouth. Observed fish in 
great numbers. There are no oysters in Slight Creek ; those in Merriea Creek arc in fair condition. .At 
Eden the bay is full of kingfish.

Acting Assistant Inspector Sutherland veY>wtn\)C.mg nhsenk from his station during the first two 
weeks ot the month. All sorts of fish very scarce in river, and outside schnapper are also scarce. 
Inspected and passed 38 bags of oysters from’Tuross Jjake. 3STo licensed fishermen on river.

Inspector' J?(!«son—Inspecting areas applied for at Clyde River and tributaries, and Cullendulla 
Creek. Measuring areas applied for at the Clyde River. Visited and inspected Durras'Lake. ■

February.

' Assistant Inspector Smithers reports having measured areas applied for at; Nelson Lake, Bermagui 
River, Wapengo Lake and Bittangabee. Round fjpero Mackri taking oysters from Crown lands, and 
reported it to the Secretary of the Eisheries Department. Reported Lavington for taking oysters from 
Crown lands at Bowinda Lake and paying no royalty.

Act tny Assistant Inspector Sutherland.—Have observed mullet and whiting in considerable numbers 
in river. Inspected and passed 27 bags of oysters from Tuross Lake; also 14 bags from Moruya River.

Inspector Jlenson.—Inspected leases and areas applied for at Clyde River and Cullendulla Creek. 
Delivered leases Nos. 586, 106, 111, 137, 90, 585. ’

March.
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Visited and inspected Panbula River, 'Wonboyn River, Bittan

gabee Creek. Pound the oysters at Wonboyn in splendid condition, and the river alive with fish. At 
Eden the schnapper are plentiful, hut leather jackets so numerous that it is impossible to get through 
them with the bait.
. Aetiny Assistant Inspector Sutherland.—Whonls of fisli, apparently whiting, moving along the coast, 
also shoals of sea mullet moving in a northerly direction. Inspected 27 bags of oysters from Tuross and 7 
hags from Moruya River.

Inspector Reason.—Visited Moruya River, measured areas applied for at Congo Creek. Cautioned 
G-oodin against discharging sawdust into the Moruya River. Inspected fishermen’s licenses and nets. 
Delivered leases Nos. I0t, L87, 803, 273, 34, 398, 674’

April.
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Visited Kiah River, Wonboyn River, Panbula River. Oysters in 

good condition. At Eden schnapper are plentiful, and large shoals of sea mullet in bay.
Actiny Assistant Inspector Sutherland.—Measured areas applied for at Moruya River, and sent 

reports to bisheries Department, Sydney. There are three licensed fishermen employed on river all 
using garfish nets. Noticed shoals of travally off Moruya Heads. Inspected 8 bags from Tuross, 4 bags 
from Moruya River ; 33 baskets of fish shipped to Sydney. D

Inspector Benson.—Measured areas applied for at Tomaga River and Clyde River. Visited and 
inspected Candlegut Creek. Delivered leases Nos. 3L6, 1,311, 1,155, 275.

May.
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Visited 'Wonboyn River. Mcrrica Creek, Wapengo Lake. Noticed 

large increase of oysters at Merriea Creek. Measured areas applied for at Nelson Lake.
. Acting Assistant Inspector Sutherland.—Have observed largo numbers of mullet, bream, and whiting 
in river, Inspected and passed 8 bags of oysters from Tuross, 6 bags Moruya River, 10 bags Tomaga 
River ; 15 baskets of fish shipped.

Inspector Benson.—Inspected leases granted and applied for at Clyde River, Buckenbowra River, 
Cullendulla Creek. Delivered leases Nos. 1,317, 1,318, 193, 1,146, 58, 337, 438.

lime.
Assistant Inspector Ran/Aws.—Visited Broadwater, Panbula River, and Nellica. Measured areas 

applied for at Kiah River.
A.cting Assistant Inspector Sutherland.—Shoals of mullet, whiting, and bream moving up river. 

Inspected and passed 15 bags of oysters from Tuross, 13 bags Moruya River ; 1 bag local consumption; 
24 baskets of fish shipped.

Inspector Benson.—Inspecting leases granted at Clyde River and tributaries. Visited and 
inspected Moruya. River, Tuross Lake, Wagonga River, and Birronl Lake. Delivered leases Nos 337, 501.

* ditly.
Visited Broadwater, Bittangabee, Nellica River, Wonboyn River, and Merriea Creek. Observed 

numbers of oysters dead at Nellica, evidently killed by the late fresh.
Acting Assistant Inspector Sutherland.—Shoals of mullet, bream, and whiting in river. Inspected 

and passed 10 bags of oysters from Tuross, 23 bags Moruya; 1 bag used for local consumption ; 84 
baskets of fish shipped.

Inspector Benson.—In Sydney on three weeks leave of absence. Inspected leases granted at 
Clyde River and tributaries, liclivered. lease No. 846.

August.
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Visited Murrah Biver, Cuttagee Lake, Wapongo Lake. Measured 

areas applied for at Nelson Lake and Broadwater. At Eden—fish very scarce, especially schnapper.
Actini/ Assistant Inspector Sutherland.—Observed mullet, whiting, bream, and garfish in river. 

There are now four licensed fishermen at work on river. Inspected and passed 19 hags oysters from 
Moruya River, 9 bags Tuross, 8 bags Congo Creek ; 1 bag local consumption; 46 baskets of fish shipped.

Inspector Benson.—Visited and inspected Durras Lake, Tomaga River, and Cullendulla Creek. 
Inspected leases at Clyde River. Delivered leases Nos. 804, 714, 93, 583. September
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Scptcmler.
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Inspected area applied for at Kiali Eiver by Eden Progress Coin- 

miltec. Visited Murrah Eiver, Panbula Eiver, Bega Elver. Measured areas applied for at Nelson Lake.
Acting Assistant Inspector Sutherland.—Observed mullet, whiting, bream in river. Examined and 

passed 2 bags of oysters from Tuross, 1L bags Moruya Eiver; 17 baskeis of fish shipped.
Inspector Benson.—Visited and inspected Conjola Lake, Narrawnllee Creek, and Clyde Eiver.

October.
Assistant Inspector. Smithers.—Visited Merunbula and Nellica Eiver, I have noticed during tho 

month a larger number of young fish than I have seen during the last three years.
Acting Assistant Inspector Sutherland.—Observed blackfish, mullet, bream in river. Inspected 

and passed 14 bags of oysters from the Moruya Eiver, 8 bags Tomaga Eiver; IS baskets of fish shipped.
Inspector Benson.—Visited and inspected leases, and measured areas applied for at IVagouga Eiver 

and Tuross Lake. Delivered leases Nos. 707, SOG, 459, 07G, 723, GG7, 1,350.

November.
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Visited Merimbula Lake, Kiah Eiver, and Panbula Eiver. Great 

havoc is caused amongst foreshore oysters at Panbula by picnic parties. Measured areas at Broadwater. 
At Eden large numbers of kingfish in bay.

Acting Assistant Inspector Sutherland.—Observed mullet, whitlug, bream, in river._ Inspected and 
passed 19 bags of oysters from Moruya Eiver ; 1 bag used locally ; 1G baskets of fish shipped.

Inspector Benson.—Visited and inspected Durras Lake and Tomaga Eiver. Inspected leases and 
areas applied for at Clyde Eiver and Cullendulla. Creek. Delivered lease No. 801,

Beceml a \
Assistant Inspector Smithers.—Visited Bega Eiver. Nelson Lake, Bermagui Eiver, V agonga Eiver, 

' Cultagcc Lake. Seized 11 bags of oysters at Bittangabee. and sent them to Sydney as instructed.
Acting Assistant Inspector Sutherland.—Large shoals of salmon entered Moruya Eiver. Inspected 

and part'd 5 hags oysters from Moruya Eiver; 2 hags used for local consumption.
Jnspector Benson.—Visited and inspected Moruya Eiver, Tuross Eiver, Tomaga Eiver. Inspected 

lenses at Clvde Eiver and Cullcmlulta Creek. Delivered leases Nos. 1,383 and 1,427.
' GEOEGE G. BENSON, _

Inspector, Southern Eisheries.

16

Assistant Inspector Smithers to Mr, Inspector Benson.
Sir Eden, 1 January, 1SS7.

I have the honor to forward you a report on the fisheries in the district of which 1 have the 
charge. 1 cannot report; any increase of oysters by the fall of spat. I have failed to observe in any of 
the waters even a fair fall of spat. Panbula Eiver, one of tho best spat producing waters, lias produced 
less spat during the past year than 1 ever noticed before. The blame must be put upon the shoulders of 
the leaseholders or permit holders under Fbheries Act, for they remove for market all oysters as soon as 
they are up to ring measurement, and of course in many cases before the oyster has come to maturity. 
If. therefore, the parent oyster he thus taken away, how can a. supply of spat he obtained? "M c might 
as well sell all the fowls in our poultry yard as soon as they come to maturity, and then expect to have 
eggs to keep up our stock. Again, the lease applicants, with hut few exceptions, make no _provision 
whatever to gather spat, and then their cry is that oyster culture will not pay. I can only ask if agricul
ture would pay if it were treated in a like way.

Tho only approach to oystor culture which I have noticed is the transference of small shore oysters 
to deeper water till they are marketable. In regard to applications for oyster culture areas, 1 have 
noticed several areas in this district on which no culture was intended, the idea has been simply to pay 
the rent, get all the marketable ovsters off and have done with it. In such cases the law does not reach 
the offender, . ....

There has been a great increase in tbe number of whelks in some of tho rivers, principally in the 
Nullica Eiver. Assuming tbo spat supply sets in well during the present year, there will no doubt be a 
large supply of whelk oysters. _ , _

1 call special attention to tho destruction of mutton fish. This fish is uot protected, and the 
Chinamen arc fast destroying its existence on the coast line. This fish is dried and exported to China ; 
one shipment alone weighed nearly half a ton, and sold in Sydney at Is. 3d. per pound before shipment 
to China.

At the commencement of the year applications for oyster areas were numerous, but towards tbo 
end became gradually less. I look forward to an increase in tbe supply of oysters during the present 
year—there will be an increase in the supply of oysters—and also to oyster culturlsts taking a little more 
interest in their work and endeavouring to save ail the spat by using collectors.

I have. Ac,,
FEEDK. W. SMITH EES.

Assistant Jnspector Smithers to Mr. Inspector Benson.
Sir, Eden, 1 January, 1887.

I beg to forward a short report concerning fish in the Eden District for the past year.
But little interest is manifested in the fishing industry. There are but few men with licenses here, 

and they have got disheartened with their work, as they frequently find it impossible to get rid of their 
fish, as there are no less than three private nets in use in this place owned by Jourtaen persons, and 
when they get a fair supply presents are made ; this must do the licensed men harm. 'J here is but little 
inducemeut to fishermen to ply their calling. I have noticed more young fish in those waters during Ihe 
last year, especially up the rivers, and in all the lakes to "Wagonga Eiver. At the mouths of some of the 
lakes (which are closed to the sea during heavy weather) there may ba seen tons of fish of all sizes trying 
to get out as the seas come over into the hike. The water in most of the lakes is only about half salt, and 
it is in these places where there appears to be the great quantity of young fish. The shoals have not been
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Sir,

»ndTw^fc{riS8rrtl,ra”u‘h,- t*« «.=«»»««
;Sc inappfiT ,jas aSam been Tery scarce. I cannot account for such scarcity.

tetine ha^teen vert are but sfJ«m caught anywhere within miles of Eden.
W hiting hare been very scarce ; perch (sea) very scarce. There were also bonito, blade bream travallv
ShtSt liSjf 1.“.,'“fi »£ »H om long list of fishes. I »m happj to Me flint
l,tr “S mesmt fiolr J ^ 1 i!m! **tricd for «1“*rP« «U -I-o™ M I

________________________ ’ eeedk. smithers.

APPENDIX K.
. Eeport on Inland Eisheries.

Assistant Inspector Wilshire’s Report on Eisheries of Murray River and Tributaries.
t. i . „ Deniliquin. II Eebruarv. 1887
in submitting my annual report for tbe past year on the fisheries in mv district I have the

honor to announce that a decided increase of fish is discernible in all the rivers and creeks’about here
mniths TStmcl8 fl T.ned bj ^i,! °f the district with lines during the pit few

In fact more fish have been caught by the townspeople than there have been for years,P
.this I attribute to the seizure and confiscation of several large bag nets and to mv carefullv

guarding against any being used during the fishing season, and also to the destruction of cormorants or
.. gs since e 1st January, last year, to date. 1 have given receipts for no less than 3 829 heads of

So” tr 0 b''d'' "d "w b"““ “ *“ a‘,“,“ds c“be “»”>»«
j ... n.Te about' ti’lV'elTe men engaged in fishing in this district, most of whom reside in Victoria

and it is with these men that I have the greatest difficulty in repressing illegal netting ’
M.^iiPnneipa ®Pec,e.s of fish m these waters are Murray cod, trout, gold and silver perch silver

Taat jei ! °f'a11 theS° fisl1 haVe ^ nets and LKing the

. vTflG n,\erB aire now tailing so fast that few nets are being used, and most of the fishermen are usine 
night lines; these lines are stretched right across the rivers, with ten or a dozen hooks on them hut i 
they only catch the large cod they are rather a benefit than otherwise ’
against owim?et<fthp0Twnl't0 pr^Tent 'P,e^aI petting all I could, but I have great difficulties to contend 
tfe mori Sln^ is S ‘ “1 ereel" bere d"™8 4”»d «“• “d «■*! “ ‘b“ Mm

“ lienelit wlinteyer fci**.

I have, &c.,
OSBORNE WILSHIRE,

, , n Assistant Inspector,
uggestions for the protection of the Murray Fisheries, by Assistant Inspector Wilshire:—
1 "^Townspi?H ^ Ci°se from ,net fi8bing ail waters within the counties of Cadell

lovinsend, and Wakool, for a period not exceeding two years ’
2. All fishermen to hold a license, ns well as having their boats licensed.
3. No hag nets to be allowed.
4. No nets to be of less mesh than 4 inches.
A No nets to be set within 14 feet of each side of water edge,
b. No nets to be set within 500 yards of each other.
7. Netting to he prohibited in all lagoons. ■
8. No nets allowed to be doubled or set together. (See No 6)
9. A spawning season to be proclaimed, and no netting allowed during that time.

Si Acb’u° A sslstant Inspector Nelson’s Report on Lake George Fisheries.

iveel made J ^ t° SfL
^cc,
are la fine Ztion »aa£My W“ h“<’ th™"Sb *b« ^ ^ yet fc Mi

The nets used by tbe fishermen are of the proper size.
the moutbTof ^ *re,™ “ o£ Pacing their nets across
able to catch them at present g ilaVe kept stnct watch over but have not been
of the crSk1^1 If you M ^ ni0Mt0 S1 ^ ^ kltC aild illto the souths
enable me to nut a to iSetdSiJ£g at once. SeC°Ild-liaild 01ie’to S^1 PWe, it would

and be -nt to be placed in the creeks
I have, etc.,

• PREDK NELSON,
Actg. Asst, Inspector of Fisheries.

17

[is. 3<?.] Srincy: Charles roller, Government rrinter__issr.

19—0
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

FOREIGN DESERTERS’ ACT, 1852.
(DESPATCH RESPECTING-.)

ter parliament bj (Eemmanii.

The Treasury, New South Wales, 
28th October, 18S7.

His Excellency tho Governor directs the publication, for general information, of the following Despatch from the Principal 
Secretary of State for the Colonies, transmitting a copy of an Order of Her Majesty in Council extending the provisions of 
the “Foreign Deserters’ Act, 1852,” to Greece.

J. F. BURNS.

(Circular.) Downing-street, 30th July, 1887.
Sir,

I have the honour to transmit to you, for publication in the Colony under your Government, a copy of an Order of Her 
Majesty in Council, extending the provisions of the “ Foreign Deserters’ Act, 1852,” to Greece.

' I have, Ac.,
H. T. HOLLAND.

Tho Officer administering
the Government of New South Wales.

At the Court, Windsor, tho I2tb day of July, 1887.

Present;
The Qoebn’s Most Excellent Majesty in Council.

WBEEEis by the “ Foreign Deserters’ Act, 1852," it is provided that, whenever it is made to appear to Her Majesty that due 
facilities are or will be given for recovering and apprehending seamen -who desert from British merchant ships in the territories 
of any foreign power, Her Majesty may, by Order in Council stating that such facilities are or will bo given, declare that 
seamen, not being slaves, who desert from merchant ships belongiug to a subject of such power, when within Her 
Majesty’s Dominions, shall be liable to be apprehended, and carried on board their respective ships, and may limit the 
operation of such order, and may render the operation thereof subject to such conditions and qualifications, if any, as may be 
deemed expedient:

And whereas it has been made to appear to Her Majesty that duo facilities will be given for recovering and apprehending 
seamen who desert from British merchant ships in the dominions and possessions of His Majesty the King of the Hellenes :

Now therefore Her Majesty, by virtue of the power vested in Her by the said “Foreign Deserters’ Act, 1852,” and by and 
with the advice of Her Privy Council, is pleased to order and declare, and it is hereby ordered and declared, that from and 
after the publication hereof in the London Gazette seamen, not being slaves, and not being British subjecta, who within 
Hor Majesty’s dominions desert from merchant ships belonging to subjects of His Majesty the King of Hellenes, shall he liable 
to be apprehended and carried on board their respective ships : Provided always, that if any such deserter has committed any 
crime in Her Majesty’s dominions, he may he detained till ho has been tried by a competent court, and until his sentence, if 
any, has been carried into effect.

And the Secretary of State for the Home Department, the Secretary of State for the Colonies, and the Secretary of State 
for India in Council are to give the necessary directions herein accordingly,

C. L. PEEL.

[M-.1
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

FOREIGN DESERTERS ACT, 1852.
(DESPATCH RESPECTING.)

$}vescutci) to -parliament bg Gommanb.

[Ci'ltCUJjAR.]

Sir, Downing-street, 9 January, 1888.
I hare the honor to transmit to you, for publication in the Colony under your Government, a 

copy of an Order of Her Majesty iu Council (29 December, 1887), extending the provisions of tho“Foreign 
Deserters Act, 1852,” to the Republic of Paraguay,

The Officer Administering I have, &c.,
the Government of New South Wales. H. T. HOLLAND.

At the Court at Osborne House, Isle of Wight, the 29th day of December, 1887.
Present:

Tiie Queen's most excellent Majesty tjt Coun’cil.

Whereas by the “Foreign Deserters Act, 1852,” it is provided that whenever it is made to appear to 
Her Majesty that due facilities are or will be given for recovering and apprehending seamen vdio desert from 
British merchant ships in the territories of any Foreign Power, Her Majesty may, by Order in Council, 
stating that such facilities are or will he given, declare that seamen, not being slaves, who desert from 
merchant ships belonging to a subject of such .Power, when within Her Majesty’s dominions, shall he liable, 
to be apprehended and carried on hoard their respective ships, and may limit the operation of such Order 
and may render the operation thereof subject to such conditions and qualifications, if any, as may he deemed 
expedient:

And whereas it hath been made to appear to Her Majesty that due facilities for recovering and 
apprehending seamen who desert from British merchant ships in the territories of the Republic of Paraguay 
will be given under a Treaty between the Governments of Great Britain and Paraguay signed at Assumption 
on the 16th October, 1884 : "

Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by virtue of the powers vested in Her by the said “Foreign Deserters 
Act, 1852,” and by and with the advice of Her Privy Council, is pleased to" order and declare, and it is 
hereby ordered and declared, that, from and after the publication hereof in the London Gazette, seamen, not 
being slaves (and not being British subjects), who desert from merchant ships belonging to the Republic of 
Paraguay within Her Majesty’s dominions shall he liable to be apprehended and carried on board their 
respective ships: Provided always, that if any such deserter has committed any crime in Her Bfajesty’s 
dominions he may be detained until he has been tried by a competent Court, and until his sentence (if any) 
lias been fully carried into effect. '

■ And the Secretary for State for the Home Department, the Secretary of State for the Colonies, and 
the Secretary of State for India in Council, are to give the necessary directions herein accordingly.

C. L. FEEL.

DW-] 576
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1887.
(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

FRUIT GROWING.
(PETITION EROM 11N, S. WALES FRUIT-GROWERS’ UNION”)

deceived ly the Legislative Assembly, 8 November, 1887.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the other Members of tho Legislative Assembly of the Colony of New
South ’Wales, in Parliament assembled.

The humble Petition of the undersigned fruit-growers in the Colony of New South Wales,—
Showeth:—

1. That the New South Wales Fruit-growers’ Union, representing the fruit-growers of the 
county of Cumberland, where the fruit-growing industry of the Colony is considerably more developed 
than in all the other parts of New South Wales, has unanimously agreed on certain principles which they 
think should be embodied in an Act of Parliament, the principles agreed on being :—

(I.) That rates necessary for the protection of the fruit-growing industry, against all sorts of 
animal, vegetable, fungoid pests, should be raised by bodies locally elected by the people who 
are to pay assessment, and that the expenditure of the rates so raised should be made by the 
same locally elected bodies or boards.

(2.) That the administration of all lawr relating to fruit-growing should also he by the same locally 
elected bodies or boards.

(3.) That tbe few attempts at local administration which have been made, such as the Stock and
Pastures Protection Act, have been eminently successful in every part of the colony, whilst .
the principle of centralisation adopted in many other Acts has been one of the chief causes of 
their failure.

(4.) That as certain noxious insects are now spreading amongst the orchards and vineyards of the 
county of Cumberland exclusively, any Act now passed should remain limited to that county 
until the extension of such Act be applied for by the growers of any other particular county.

For these reasons your Petitioners urge that your Honorable House may grant them such a 
measure of relief as may he just to their industry and conducive to tho general interest of same in the 
whole of the colony.

Your Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable House will be pleased to take into consider
ation the above premises. 4

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray,
Parramatta Fruit-growers’ Union Rooms, October 1, 1887.

«
[_Nere follows 33 signatures.']

[W,] 253—

«
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18S7-8.

Legislative Assembly,

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE.
(COST AND DESCRIPTION OP WORK DONE, FROM 1 JANUARY TO 31 DECEMBER, 1887.)

Ordered hj the Lct/ialalivc Assemlh/ to he printed, 28 'Fehruurtj, 1888.

ANNUAL HETURN to an Order made bvthc Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly
t! O t'

_ of New South Wales, dated Gth May, 1884, Tliat there be laid upon, the Table 
of this House annually, a Return showing,—

" (1.) The total cost, wages, and material of the printing, bookbinding, 
" photography, and lithography done for each Department of the ’Public 
“ Service, at the Government Printing Office, during each year ending 31st 
“ December.

“ (2.) A statement, in tabular form, showing the title of each book, 
“pamphlet, and collection of photographs or lithographs published at the 
“ Government Printing Office during each year ending 31st December; 
“ such statement to show the number of copies of each produced, and the 
“ total cost of each set.

“ (3.) That a statement of the number of copies, and the cost of printing 
“ (labour and material), be printed on the title-page of each Return or 
“ Departmental Report laid before Parliament.”

(Mr. Hutchinson.)

43G-A
[805 copies—Approsimiitc Cosl of Printing (labour nml material), £18.]
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aOYEENMENT PRINTING OEEICE.

CL) _ _ .
KETUEX of the Total Estimated Cost, Wages, and Material of the Printing, Bookbinding, Photography, and 

Lithography done for each Department of the Public Service, at the Government Printing Office, during the year 
ended 31st December, 1887. 

Department (or which the work was performed.

Estimated Value 
of Letter-press 

As Llthosptphic 
Printing.

Estimated Value 
of

Bookbinding,
&c.

Photo
lithography,
Photography,

&c.

Total Value of 
Work 

performed.

Cost of Paper 
and

Parchment.
Total Value,

PARLIAMENTARY PRINTING.

Lkgishative Council:—
Under statutory obligation, ............................
Upon motion of Members of Parliament...........

Total..............................

Legislative Assembly :—
Under statutory obligation, .....................
Upon motion of Members of Parliament.,,.

Total ....................

Total Parliamentary Printing

Parliamentary Debates .......................................

Government Gazette ...........................................

JOB PRINTING.

No. II.—Executive and Legislative :—
2a Government House......................................
2i Executive Council .....................................
2c Legislative Council......................................
2d Legislative Assembly .................................
2e Legislative Council and Assembly ..........
2/ Parliamentary Library ..............................
2g Parliamentary Reporting Staff ..................

No. III.—Colonial Secbetabv
3a Colonial Secretary .........................................
3a* Protectorate of Aborigines..............................
34 Civil Service Board..........................................
344 Government Statistician.................................
3c Military Forces ..............................................
3e* Naval Depflt ..............................................
3cc Torpedo Corps ...............................................
3d Naval Brigade.................................................
3d* Naval Artillery Volunteers ..........................
„ t, ,. f Police Department..........................3e Police | policcG^ette ................................
Zg Lunacy ............................................................
34 Master in Lunacy .......................................
3t Medical Board........................................... . -
34 Medical Adviser, Vaccination, Medical

Officers, Ac..................................................
3? Department of Audit......................................
3m Registrar-General ... .................................
3ii Do Land Titles Branch ......
3o Immigration Agent ....................................
3p City of Sydney Improvement Board .......
8g Inspector of Public Charities..........................
Sr State Children’s Relief Department ............
3* Asylums for Infirm and Destitute .............
3{ Fisheries Commission......................................
3« Botanical Gardens ..........................................
3u> Returning Officers ..........................................
3oi Rifle Association..............................................
3y Electoral Lists..................................................
3s Electoral Rolls ..........................................

Total

£ 8. d. £ s. d. £ 5. d. £ F, d. £ E. d. £ F. d.

3,229 14 2 412 9 6 174 l 9 3,816 5 5 420 7 4 4,236 12 9
325 17 6 44 7 7 32 ii 0 402 16 1 44 17 0 447 13 1

3,655 11 8 456 17 1 20G 12 9 4,219 1 6 465 4 4 4,684 5 10

e,6"9 12 2 1,817 7 8 363 12 3 8,860 12 1 3,160 8 11 10,027 1 0
1,437 o 6 455 16 4 336 9 6 2,279 8 4 233 14 9 2,513 3 1

8,117 1 8 2,273 4 0 749 14 9 11,140 0 5 1,400 3 8 12,540 4 1

11,672 13 4 2,730 1 1 950 7 0 15,359 1 u 1,865 8 0 17,224 9 11

3,165 14 3 T,073 0 5 4,238 14 8 497 11 9 *4,736 6 5

12,884 10 1 312 10 0 13,197 0 1 3,000 11 2 16,206 11 3

111 18 8 77 14 7 22 10 S 212 12 11 23 8 10 236 1 9
3 0 6 24 16 It 27 17 o 2 12 n 30 9 9

38 1 9 8 14 9 46 16 6 5 18 3 52 14 9
75 1C 6 9.9. 1G 3 98 12 9 n 8 9 110 1 6
31 19 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 33 18 0 0 5 3 40 3 3
27 1 0 36 12 0 03 13 0 2 2 11 65 15 11
3 10 0 6 18 3 10 8 3 0 9 0 10 17 3

291 7 5 178 1 4 24 9 8 493 18 5 52 5 9 546 4 2

301 8 G 183 18 11 242 14 0 728 1 5 74 12 4 802 13 9
1 14 0 1 10 G 3 4 6 0 8 4 3 12 10
6 7 G 23 3 8 29 11 2 4 1 6 33 12 8

093 13 0 39 3 11 732 16 11 220 16 9 953 13 8
403 10 0 174 10 1 57S 0 1 105 11 S 683 11 9

28 17 Oj 6 7 9 35 4 9 3 2 5 38 7 2
0 IS 0 2 10 0 3 8 0 0 11 8 3 19 8
8 10 0 0 11 0 9 1 0 0 0 0 9 10 9
8 2 6 1 10 0 9 12 6 1 1 3 10 13 9

112 11 9 100 IS 8 1 9 0 214 19 5 61 19 9 270 19 2
489 6 9 489 0 9 31 D 9 520 12 6

34 4 0 30 13 5 64 17 5 12 4 3 77 1 8
10 12 6 14 6 4 24 18 10 5 5 8 30 4 6

1 10 6 5 1 0 6 11 6 0 5 0 6 16 6

16 0
d

9 10 13 3 2G 14 0 5 11 9 32 5 9
81 4 215 7 296 11 10 42 7 11 338 19 9

150 15 0 119 3 4 260 10 1 109 0 9 378 19 10
129

0
11 3 77 13 8 207 4 11 501 8 3 708 13 2

3 0 G 6 8 0 6 1 5 7 9 15 1
6 In 0 1 6 0 8 1 6 O 18 10 9 0 4

13 14 6 ] 1 0 14 15 G 1 17 9 16 13 3
44 6 11 34 0 2 78 16 1 16 3 4 94 19 5
19 3 0 32 4 5 51 7 5 14 14 7 66 2 0
34 16 7 10 1 0 . .. 44 17 7 12 14 0 57 12 1

1 1 6 0 1 0 1 3 0 ' 0 5 4 1 3 4
35 16 fi 35 16 0 5 16 0 41 12 6

104 0 3 52 11 0 156 17 3 14 11 4 171 8 7
4,909 2 3 84 0 0 5,083 2 9 72 10 9 5,155 13 6
4,792 6 0 121 13 0 4,913 19 0 349 4 4 5,263 3 4j

12,536 9 7 1,340

i

17 7 244 3 0 14,127 10 2 1,670 7 1 15,797 17 3

* Includes Is. lOd. lor printing separate copies of the speeches of several Alembert in important debates



BKTU11N of Value of Work performed for c.icli Department of the Public Service, Ac. ‘continued.

Estimated Value Estimated Value Photo- Total Value of Cost of Paper
Dcpftrtincnt for which the work was performed. of Letter-press 

& Li fch graphic 
Printing,

of
Bookbinding,

&c.
lithography,

Photography,
&c.

Work
performed.

and
Parchment.

Total Value.

No. jy.—Tbeasumb and Secmtabt ros Finance £ s. d.
1

£ &. a. £ s. d. £ 6, d. £ s. d. £ 4. d.

AND TBADE:—
4a The Treasury ................................................. * 1,364 9 3 670 2 2 89 O 0 2,123 11 5 207 16 11 2,331 8 4

120 10 0 51 19 11 172 9 11 47 0 3 219 10 2
578 8 1 294 3 0 872 11 1 251 7 11 1,123 19 O
10 6 0 2 6 13 0 13 0

4e Colonial Distilleries and Befinerics ............. 10 17 6 6 0 6 16 18 0 2 8 0 19 6 0
4f G-ovcrnnient Printer’s Department ............... 433 18 2 257 13 6 16 4 0 706 15 8 254 7 8 ytu. ^

1,502 6 7 
42 8 3

874 10 11 2,376 1 7 6 1,5^7 4r II 3,974 2 5
93 18 4 136 6 7 165 5 6 301 12 1

25 18 3 20 1 6 45 19 9 9 17 56 1 4
38 11 3 27 10 10 . 66 2 1 11 8 9 77 10 10

4 Mi 6 3 11 0 8 5 6 0 2 1 8 7 7
18 10 6 44 18 10 63 9 4 20 18 2 84 7 6
4 4 6 19 6 5 14 0 O 18 2 6 12 2

109 7 3 21 11 10 130 19 1 17 16 0 148 15 1
27 3 6 19 2 0 46 5 6 11 6 3 57 11 9

if Quays mid Wliarres ...................................... 7 11 9 8 0 2 15 11 11 4 19 5 20 11 4

Total.................................. 4,289 19 10 2,394 16 6 104 4 0 6,789 0 4 2,602 1 7 9,391 1 11

No. Y.—Minister or Public Instetjction
1,153 6 9 364 13 2 1,517 19 11ore Public Instruction .......................................... 609 11 7 499 I 8 44 13 6

8 8 6 9 19 6 18 8 0 3 16 6 22 4 6

5d Observatory....................................................................
or Museum ......... ................................................

392 3 10 42 19 2 16 5 0 451 8 0 55 17 2 507 5 2
81 18 6 23 18 0 42 19 O 148 15 6 20 4 3 168 19 9

5^ Australian Technological Museum,.,.,............ 6 1 6 
802 15 8

0 5 0 
231 13 3

6 6 6 
1,034 8 6

0 11 6 
22 16 11

6 18 2 
1,057 4 5

14 3 0 13 2 15 6 2 5 11 8 20 17 10

fti Boyal Society .................................................. 276 15 9 115 5 0 5 5 0 397 5 9 50 9 8 447 15 5
19 Idi 6 0 17 0 20 11 6 1 10 8 22 2 2
02 11 6 19 10 6 82 2 0 31 12 6 113 14 6

■ Total.................................. 2,274 3 11 944 12 3 109 2 6 3,327 18 8 557 3 2 3,885 1 10

No. VI.—Minister of Justice :—
307 13 5 78 7 7 386 1 0232 11 2 75 2 a

10 2 6 1 17 6 12 0 0 1 15 6 13 15 6
132 3 6 75 2 6 207 6 0 27 9 1 234 16 1

(ie* Curator of Intestate Estates........................... 7 19 6 8 14 2 16 13 8 2 19 18 15 5
48 10 0 41 9 5 89 19 5 21 4 6 111 3 11

(iff Insolvency Court..................................... ......... 40 2 10 
33 5 9

13 17 1 
11 3 6

53 19 11 
44 9 3

18 3 10 
17 4 10

72 3 9 
61 14 1

(iff Coroners’ Inquests ..................................................... 7 14 6 
4 19 3

9 5 4 
27 12 0

16 19 10 
32 11 3

2 6 9 
12 7

19 6 7 
33 13 10

24 15 0 28 15 7 63 10 7 7 15 60 12 0

Water Police Office................................... . 41 6 3 31 7 8 72 12 11 11 18 3 84 11 2
36 16 6 8 1 i 44 18 3 8 11 4 Gii y 7

dm Darliughurst Oaol ..... ................................... 31 1 0 110 2 5 141 3 5 22 2 2 163 6 7 
0 4 00 4 ( , , 0 4 C

60 Eegistrar of Copyrigbt .................................. 10 16 0 6 9 10 17 5 10 3 9 10 20 15 8

Total.................................. 662 6 9 449 1 0 1,111 7 9 222 19 5 1,334 7 2

No, YII.—-The Attobney-G-enebal :—
105 13 6 13 5 106 16 1141 8 6 64, 5 C

18 0 7 9 6 8 17 6 0 17 0 9 14 6
532 2 6 30 ID 3 563 1 9 19 18 10 583 0 7

6 3 6 9 18 6 16 2 0 14 3 17 6 3
2 14 6 1 13 0 4 7 6 14 1 5 11 7

Total.................................. 583 17 0 114 5 3 698 2 3 24 7 7 722 9 10

No. Till.—Seceetart tor Lands:—
430 17 9 1,742 10 10543 6 7 768 6 6 1,311 13 1

Sc Survey of Lands............................................. 63 15 8 135 16 3 1,617 16 0 1,807 7 11 27 1 1 1,834 9 0

Tolal........................ ........ 597 2 3 904 2 9 1,617 16 0 3,119 1 0 457 18 10 3,676 19 10

No. IX.—Secretary tor Publio Works :—
99 18 5 

8,603 15 0 
724 1 3

4 10 6 
3,552 18 6 

393 6 5

104 8 11 
12,056 13 6 
1,117 7 8

9re Department of Public Works .....................
9& Railways ................................ ........... . .. 4 ,,

24 13 3 
5,360 18 1C 

486 13 6

75 5 2 
2,699 3 8 

237 7 9
443 12 fi

....
302 13 6 115 10 9 22 5 0 440 9 3 60 16 8 601 5 11

Colonial Architcet'a Department .......*
9c Roads end Bridges.......................... .............

93 4 6 
341 16 9

11 4 3 
72 18 7

40 1 6 
2 10 0

144 10 3 
417 5 4

7 0 8 
66 18 6

161 10 11 
484 3 10

Total.................... ............ 6,610 0 d 3,211 10 2 508 9 0 10,329 19 6 4,085 11 3 14,416 10 9
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4

RETUE.N of Value of "Work performed for each Department of the Public Service, &c.—continued.

Department for which the work was performed.
Estimated Value Estimated Value 
of Letter-press of
& Lithographic Bookbinding, 

Printing. 4 c.

Photo
lithography,
Photography,

4c.

No. X.—Tiie Postjiastee-General:—
10a The General Post Office ..........................
lOfl Money Order and Government Savings

Bant Department .............................
10c Electric Telegraphs ...................................

Total.

No. XI.—SrciiETAKr ion Mixes :—
11® Department of Mines ...............
11A Eoreat Conservancy Branch......
lie Stock Branch..............................
lid Eahbit Bnmch ..............................
lie Public Watering-places Branch

Total.

No. XII.—Miscellaxeohs :—
12a Miscellaneous..................................................
12h Colonial and Indian Eihibition Commission 

‘ 12c Intoxicating Drink Inquiry Commission ..
12r Conservation of Water Commission .....
1 if .Stock and Pastures Conference .............
12jf Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition

, Commission............................................
127; M rlbourne Centennial Internationa 1 Exlubi

‘ tion Commission.....................................
127 Casual Labour Board ......................... .......
12& Centennial Celebration Commission .........

' Tolnt Miscellaneous.........................

£ s. a.

6,32/ 11 5

509 13 0 
621 4 3

7,45S t) 2

£ s. d.

732 1 1

555 17 1 
465 17 7

1,753 15 0

G81 1 61 
43 18 0 

511 4 6 
27 15 6 

194 13 2

1,458 12 S

175 2 0 
13 8 5 
31 8 9 
10 0 8 
18 11 3

248 11 7

1,512 II 
0 10

Total Value of 
Work 

performed

£ s. d. 

11 5 0

11 5 0

139 12 6

139 12 0

425 4 8 277 9 0

19 0 0,
21 4 
G1 14

5 0 
42 L

X 7

423 3 3 258 0 9

£ s. d.

7,070 17 C

1.065 10 7 
E087 1 10

Cost of Paper 
and

Parchment,
Total Value.

9,223 9 11

995 16 6 
57 G 5 

542 13 
37 10 

213 4

1,846 16 9

£ s. d.

2,055 13 4

576 18 11 
1,067 6 3

3,699 18 C

147 13 2 
7 3 2 

30 9 8 
4 16 11 

10 2 10

200 5 9

2,215 4 10 
0 10 6 

24, 0 0 
72 10 0 
63 1 C

183 11 9

"'it’i li' 0
0 9 0 
3 0 7

70 0 0, 751 4 0' 197 7 10

99 6 9 
10 11 3 

3 19 6

10 15 0| 
3 14 3'

2,152 0 11 746 3 2

Paper used by Binder and for Proofs ............................................... | ..... .
Separate Slips of Gazette Notices for Departmental usJ 600 16 0 ......

Total Job Printing 39,515 6 4112,291 17 4

350 14 0

3,115 15 S

110 1 9 
14 5 

3 19 G

21 19 4 
3 19 9 
0 18 2

3,254 18 1 433 7 2

280 11 10

600 16 0, * . 
i

54,922 19 4 14.,286 17 11

£ s. d.

9,126 10 10

1,642 9 G 
2,154 8 1

12,923 8 5

81,143 9 
64 9 7 

573 2 11 
42 13 1 

223 7 3

2,047 2 6

2,398 16 7 
0 10 6 

45 11 9 
72 19 6 
66 1L 1

948 11 10

132 1 1 
18 5 3 
4 17 8

3,688 6 3

280 11 10 

600 16 6

69,209 17 3

SUMMAHT.

C Legislative Council .......... 3,555 11 S 456 17 1 206 12 9 4,219 1 C 465 4 4 4,684 5 10
Parliamentarv Printing -]

( Legislative Assembly ..... 8,117 1 8 2,273 4 0 749 14 9 11,140 0 5 1,400 3 8 12,540 4 1

Parliamentarv Debates .................................................. 3,165 14 3 1,073 0 5 4,238 14 8 497 11 9 4,736 G 5

Government Gazette ................................................. . 12,884 10 1 313 10 0 13,197 0 1 3,009 11 2 16,206 11 3

Job Printing for the Public Departments ................. 39,513 6 4 12,291 17 4 3,115 15 8 54,922 19 4 14,286 17 11 69,209 17 3

Stereotyping, Electrotyping, Engraving, Kepaira to
Machinery, Type-founding, &c., and Clerical Work 9,427 10 7 9,427 10 7

r
9,427 10 7

Total...................................... 76,665 14 7 16,407 8 10 4,072 3 2 97,145 6 7 19,659 8 10 file,80415 5

4 The cost of paper for Gazette slips is placed against each Dejiartment for which the work was done, 
f In thin ahiount is included 50per cent, for incidental Etpenscx, viz.

SiipcrinUndcmXtineMhv} Accounts, lOper cent.; Reading, 10 per cent,; Publishing ^ 10 ycr cent, \ Correcting Authors' /Voii/V, 15 per cent.; near 
and tear, unit mterett m capital inverted, 0p&’ cent.

(ii.)
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(II.)
STATEMENT showing the Title, Number of Copies, and total Cost of each Book and Pamphlet published at the 

Government Printing Office daring the year ended 31st December, 1SS7.

5 ■

Title.

\ Books:
Pcnnphltt*: Total

, Kinnber of Number of Numlicr of Total Cost.
1 Copies. Copies. Copies.

Tune-tables and Pares, Great Southern, Western, Riclnnond, and Northern Lines, froni| 
1st May, 1HS7, with Diagram . 6,600

£ s. il. 
116 16 0

Do do do from 1st September, 1887, u ith Diagram . ... | 11.000 1 11,000 141 10 4
Do do do 1st October, 1887, do .. | ...... . 10,500 10,500 119 1 6
Do do rlo 1st November, 1887, do J ....... ... 1 10,500 ' 10,500 75 19 6
Do do do 7th December, 1887 do ................ ... 5,500 5,500 46 2 6

Do do do
Do da do
Do do do

Working Time-table of Passenger, Live Stock, Goods, and Mineral Trains, Great Southern
and Western Railways, from 5th April, 1887 .............................................................

" ' ' 1st September, 1887...
8th September, 1887... 
3rd November, 1887...

Working Time-table of Passenger, Goods, and Mineral Trains, Great Northern, North
Western, and Morpeth Lines, from 1st May, 1887 ..........................................................

Appendix to Working Time-table, 1st September, 1887 ..........................................................
Coaching Rates for Great Southern, Western, and Northern Lines and PraneliEB..............
; Do do do do 15th May, 1887
The Railway Guide of New South Wales. (For the use of Tourists, Excursionists, and 

others.) A convenient volume of reference to Railway routes, stations, nud places of 
interest on the lines of railway : Containing various Maps and numerous Illustrations.
Third Edition.........................................................................................................................1

Government Tramways—Time-tables and Pares, from 31st October, 1886
Do do do 19th April, J887.
Do do do 1st June,
Do do do 1st October,
Do do do 1st Dee., J!

2,050 |

Government Tnuiiwiiys of New South Wales—Rules and Regulations for the Guidance' 
of Oflicers and Servants and the conduct of Traffic on the Neweastle-Plattsburg.
Tramway .......................................................... ..................................................................

Lauds for Public Purposes Acquisition Act..............................................................................
Vine Diseases Act...........................................................................................................................
The Electoral Act of 1880 .........................................................................................................
Registration (Letters of) Act.....................................................................................................
Newspapers Act .........................................................................................................................
The Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act of 1880 ............................................................. I
Destitute Children's Act..............................................................................................................
Dividing Pences Act................................................................................... ................................. ]
Employers’ Liability Act............................................................................................................ I
Dairies Supervision Aet .............................................................................................................. ,
Police Acts........................................................    '
Titles to Land Aet ....................................................................................................................... |
Coal Mines Act.............................................................................................................................
Registration of Deeds Act ........................................................................................................
Patents Law Amendment (No. 2) .............................................................................................. !
Public Gates Aet .....................................................................................................................  I
Places of Detention Aet .............................................................................................................. i
Agreements Validating Aet.......................................................................................................... 1
•Industrial Schools Act ... ..............................................................................  I
Gunpowder and Explosive Substances Law Consolidation Act (40 Vie. No. 1), with the|

The Copyright Act, 1879 (42 Vic. No. 20), together with an Index to the Act and the' 
Regulations thereunder; also the International Copyright Aet, 1886 (40 and 50 Vic.,|
chapter 33)..............................................................................................................................I

Mining Act (37 Vie. No. 13) ; also Amending Acts (43 Vic. No. 28, 46 Vic. No. 7, 48 Vic.
No. 10, and 48 Vic. No. 17), with Regnlations thereunder. Sixth edition.................. I

The State Children's Relief Act of 1881, with Regulations made by the Governor ar.dj
Executive Council................................................................................................................

Commons Regulation Act of 1873 (36 Vic. No. 23) ; Commons Regulation Act Amendment 
Act. of 1886 (50 Vie. No. 15), with Regulations thereunder, and amodel code of Rules!
and Regulations for the guidance of Common Trustees................................................... j

The Crown Lands Act of 1881—Digest of eases beard before the Court of Appeal, 1886.'
Vol. I, part 3....................................................................................................... . ............. |

T1 ic Crown Lands Act of 1884—Report of cases beard before the Court of Appeal, 1887.'
Vol. T, part 4...........  1

Do do do Part ol
Do do do Part 6,

Journal and Proceedings of the Royal Society of New South Wales, for 1886. (Tncor-. 
porated 1881) Vol. XX. Edited by A. Livcrsidge, P.R.S., Professor of Chemistry
and Mineralogy in the University of Sydney. With Maps, Diagram;, Ac .................. *

Dur Lakes, and their Uses. By Fredk. B. Gipps, C.E. With Diagram .......................... I
Preliminary Notes on some Poisonous Plants discovered on the Johnstone River, Norlh| 

Queensland. By T. L. Rancroft, M.B., Edin., F.L.S. (Communicated by Pi'Of.,
T. P. Anderson Stuart, M.D.).............................................................................................. !

The Ventilation of Sewers and the Dwelling. By J. Trevor Jones, City Engineer ...........|
Notes on the Sanitary Condition of the Eastern Suburbs, Ac. Bv F. H. Quaife, MD.!

(Univ, Glas.)....................................................................................... I
The Recent Outbreak of Small-pox on the M.M. s.s. “ Oecanion.” By J. Ashburtonl

Thompson, M.D. (Unix.), San. Sci. Cert. (Camb.) .......................................................... '
Sauitaton of the Suburbs of Sydney. By J. Trevor Jones, C.E............................................
A Note upon Seavenage. By J. Ashburton Thompson, M.D, (Brux.), San. Sci. Cert.

(Camb.) ................................................................................................................................
Description of an unrecorded Ardisia of Now Guinea. By Baron Eerd. von Mueller.

It.C.M.O., M.D., Ph.D., F.R.S...........................................................................................
Notes on the Sweet Principle of Smilnx Glycypbylla. By Edward II. Rennie, M.A.,

, D.Sc., Professor of Chemistry in the University of Adelairl c '

1,300

4,500 
4,500 t
4.500 
4-,000

2.500
4.500
1.000

230

7,700
2,750
6,400

10,500
6,500

400 I 
000 | 
300 •. 
800 1 
300 I 
200 | 
250 
200 
500 
500 
300 
500 
200 
300 
200 
300 
200 

1,000 
200 
100

300

100

1,000

2,000

500

200

300
250
250

100

100
100

100

100
100

100

100

100

4.,500 
4,500 
4,500

08 6 6 
107 3 10 
107 3 10

4,000 104 17 4

2,500 35 12 5
4,500 66 13 0
1,600 65 6 0

250 3 5 7

2,030
'
691 19 4

7,700 10 1 5
2,750 17 1 6
6,400 24 6 1

10,500 28 13 11
6,500 26 11 10

400
300
300
800
300
200
250
200
500
500
300
500
200
300
200
300
200

1,000
200
100

300

100

1,000

2,000

500

200

300
250
250

1,300 l 
100 1

100
100

100

100
100

100

100

100

8 5 0 
3 15 0 
1 10 2 

30 6 8 
1 9 11 
5 7 2 

15 JO 3 
18 6 
0 19 6

8

3 8
4 4
5
1

33 9 3 
0 
2

7 2 
9 11 

0 15 C 
12 8 
19 0 
3 11 6

11 12 9

22 11 0 

72 14 2 

17 2 5

7 17 5

39 5 8

27 3 3 
7 0 5 
7 17 1

336 11 1 
3 17 11

12 6 
2 6 0

14 0

18 6 
2 10

0 10 9

0 8 9

0 13 0
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STATEMENT showing the Title, Number of Copies, and total Cost of each Booh and Pamphlet, &c.—continued^

Tttte.

Kotes upon the History of Floods in the River Darling. By H. C, Russell, B.A., F.R.S., 

Ifotcs upon Floods in Luke Oeorge. By II. C. Russell, B.A., F.R.s., &c. With 

On the ^Rational Construction of Chairs and Desks. By Reuter E. Roth, M.R.C.S.,

A Comparison'o'f the Dialects of East and West Polynesian, Malay, Malagasy, and Aus
tralia

The Aboriginal Names of Rivers in Australia, Philologically examined. By the late Rev,
Tin De^itsofNowSoiith Wales. By S. Herbert Cox, F.C.S., F.G.S........... ........j
Results of the Observations of Comets Fabry, Barnard, and Brooks (No. 1), I886, at

Windsor, New South Wales. By John Tehhutt, F.R.A.S., &c............... • ... •-...
The Strength and Elasticity of Ironbark Timber, as applied to Works of Construction. 

By W. H. Warren, AM.l.O.E,, Professor of Engineering, University of Sydney,
With Diagrams................................................................... ..................; ........

The Strength and Elasticity of New South Wales Timbers ot Commercial Value; By W, 
II. Warren, Whitworth Scholar, Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers,. 
London Professor of Engineering at the University of Sydney. With 15 Diagrams...! 

Notes on the Theory of Dissociation of Gases By R. Threlfall, B.A., Professor of Physics,
in the University of Sydney. With Diagram .............. ...-............ .. ............

Metallic Meteorite, Queensland. By A. Liversidge, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry m the|
University of Sydney .......................... ■■ ■ ■■■ ■: — ' ;•..... ■■■■|

Notes on some New South Wales Silver and other Minerals. By A. Liversidge, Jl.R.fe.,
Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy of the University of Sydney_ . .......................|

Notes on some Rocks and Minerals from New Guinea, Ac. By A. Liversidge, F.E.S.,
Professor of Chemistry in the University of Sydney ................. ...............

On the Composition of some Pumiee and Lava from the Pacific. By A. Liversidge, F .R.S.,
Professor of Chemistry in the University of Sydney......................................................

The Importance of Geography ................-............................................ ................................
Exploration of New Guinea. Capt. Everill’s Report ............................................... .......... |
Geographical Society of Australasia, New South Wales Brunch, 1886-8 /. Annual Address, 

by Sir Edward Strickland, K.C.B., F.R.G.S., Vice-President of the Society and
President of the New South Wales Branch ....................................................................

Geographical Society of Australasia, New South Wales Branch. The Importance of 
Geography. By Sir Edward Strickland, K.C.B., F.R.G.S., President of Royal Geo
graphical Society, Australasia....................................................Vit "'Ii'

2._Inetrnctions for Meteorological Obacrvations in the Colony of New South wales. Ly
H.O.Russell,B.A.,F.R.A S., Government Aetronomcr for New South Wales, Diagrams 

Result of Rain and River Observations made in New South Wales and part of Queens
land during 188G. H. C. Russell, B.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., F.R.M.S., Government
Astronomer for Now South Wales. With Maps and Diagram.......... _.......... . -..... - ■ ■ ■

Results of Meteorological Observations m$de in New South Wales during ISSo, under 
the direction of H. C. Russell, B.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., F.R.M.S., Government
Astronomer of New South Wales. With Diagrams ............................................. .......

The Olive and Olive Oil; being Notes on the Culture of the Tree and Extraction of the 
Oil, as carried out in South Australia and the Continent of Europe. By J. H. Maiden,
E. K.G.S., Curator of the Technological Museum, and Member of the Commission.
By Special Authority, of the New South Wales Commission, Adelaide Jubilee Inter

. national Exhibition, 1SS7............................................................... ...................; ...........I
Report on the Proposal to divert Water from the Snowy River into the Murrumbidgce and

Lake George. By John B. Donkin, L.S.............................................U.'*i"-...........-ci «. □ "
Department of Mines. Geological Survey of New South Wales. C. S. Wilkinson, F G.S.,

F. L.S., Geolomeal Surveyor in Charge. Geology of the Vegetable Creek Tin-minmg
Field, New England District, NewSouth Wales. With Maps and Sections. By T. W, 
Edgeworth David,B.A., E.G.S., Geological Surveyor......................... . ........

Descriptive List of Australian Aboriginal Weapons, Implements, &c., from the Darling
and Lachlan Rivers, in the Australian Museum .................................. ......... .............

Hints for the Preservation of Specimens of Natural History. By E. Pierson Ramsay,
Curator, Australian Museum. Third Edition..... ............................................... ........... ;

Notes for Collectors: Containing Hints for the Preservation of Specimens of Natural 
* History. By E. P. Ramsay. And for Collectors of Geological and Mineralogical

Specimens, By F. Rattc, With a Plate ............... -....... *..........*...................................
Australian Museum: Hints for Collectors of Geological and Mineralogical Specimens. 

By F. Ratte, Mineralogist, Australian Museum. Second Edition. Revised and En
larged. With a Plate ................................................................. . ......... -  ...... - - ■ "

The Australian Museum i Descriptive Catalogue of the Mcdusm of the Australian Seas. 
In two Parts. Part I.—Scyphomcdusm. Part H.—Hydromcdusa-. By R. von
Lendeufeld, Ph.D..................................... ....................................... . - ■' ’'" "r........ ,

The Australian Museum : History and Description of the Skeleton of a New Sperm Whale, 
lately set up in the Australian Museum. By William S. Wall, Curator. Together 
with some account of a new Genus of Sperm Whale called Enphysctee. Two Plates. 

Royal Commission, Conservation of Water, Third and Final Report of the Commissioners.
Abridged Edition, 1887. With Maps .............................................................................

Report (First Part) of the Intoxicating Drink Inquiry Commission, togel her with Epitomes
of the Evidence. With Plans ......... ...............................................................................

Queen’s Jubilee : Programme of His Excellency and Lady Carrington s Entertainment 
to the Poor and Friendless Boys of Sydney, in the Governor’s Domain, on Tuesday,
June 21, 1887. With Portrait of Her Majesty Queen Victoria ......................... ......

The Jubilee Celebrations: The Poor and Friendless Boys of Sydney. Lord end Lady 
Carrington’s Entertainment. Speeches of Lord Carrington and Sir Henry Barkes ... 

Ways and Means : The Finaueial Statement of the Hon. J. E. Burns, Colonial Treasurer
of New South Wales. Made 80th March, 1887.........................................................

Lunacy in Many Lands. Bv G. A. Tucker. With Diagrams and Blustrations..................
The Law and Practice of New South Wales Letters Patent for Inventions and Improve

ments in the Arts and Manufactures. By A. G. Taylor, Examiner of Patents, New 
South Wales ...................................................................................................................

Boote: 
Number of 

Copies,

Pamphlets ; 
Number of 

Copies.

Total
Number of 

Copies.
Total Cost.

1,000 1,600
£ s. d. 
55 17 9

.......... 1,600 1,600 28 2 6

.......... 100 100 0 14 10

........ 100 100 5 12 2

100 100 7 4 6
......... 100 100 4 14 6

100 100 4 13 3

100 100 6 5 3

4,000 4,000 120 19 3

100 100 1 15 1

.............. 150 150 0 13 3

150 150 16 4

150 150 16 4

150 150 1 13 6
150 150 4 2 0
500 500 5 5 7

500 500 6 3 11

400 400 4 9 0

500 500 5 15 6

1,600 1,600 128 16 1

359 1,241 1,600 262 11 1

500 500 10 15 0

20 20 2 0 4

100 1.000 1,100 283 8 5

150 150 2 2 5

550 550 6 16 3

1,100 1,100 15 15 11

4,100 4,100 62 15 7

106 455 561 37 32 6

300 300 33 16 8

700 700 76 10 11

2,000 2,000 67 6 9

1,025 1,025 23 16 0

20,000 20,000 14 2 8

300 300 36 6 8
1,500 ■ 1,500 1,707 10 O

200 .......... 200 71 1 0
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STATEMENT showing the Title, Number of Copies, and total Cost of each Book and Pamphlet, etc.—continued.

1193

Title.

Australia, Now South Wales. Designed and Compiled by Crilchctt Walker, 1’rincipnl
Under Secretary ..................................................................................................................

The “ Cabinet ” and the " Premier.” Py the Honorable W.E. Hearn. Q.C., Chancellor of 
the University of Melbourne ; and by the Eight Honorable W. Ii. Gladstone, M.P . 

The Introduction of Parliamentary Government m Now South Wales. Dinner of the 
Surviving Members of the First Legislative Assembly at Parliament House, May 23,
1887. With Portraits ........................................................................................................

Official List of the Governors, Judges of the Supreme Courl, and Members of the Legisla
ture of New South Wales, from the Foundation of the Colony to 1883. Compiled 
at the Government Printing Office, and corrected by the Officers of Parliament and
others.....................................................................................................................................

Use of Oil at Sea for modifying the effect of breaking Waves ...............................................
Copies of Exhibits—In the Privy Council. On appeal from the Supremo Court of New 

South Wales, between the Bank of New South Wales (Plaintiff), Appellant, and the 
Honorable George Eichard Dibhs (Defendant), Eespondent; and the Honorable George 
Richard Dibhs (Defendant), Appellant, and the Bank of New South Wales (Plaintiff).
Eespondent ...................................................................... ..........................................

In the Privy Council. On appeal from the Supreme Court of New South Woles, between 
the Commissioner for Railways (Defendant), Appellant, and Francis Hyland, Mary 
Penfold, and Joseph Giilard, the younger (Plaintiffs), Respondents. Copies Exhibits
(A, B, a. F.).........................................................................................................................

The Colony of Australia. (Views of Sir Alfred Stephen and Sir John Robertson) ..........
Reporte on Design for Proposed State Honse..........................................................................
Report of Board of Technical Education of New South Wales for 1885 ; and Calendar of

Sydney Technical College for 1887 .....................................................................................
Report of Master in Equity, showing Seale of Foes now in force in Equity, and necessity

for Amendment of same.................. ................................... ...............................
Fort-street Training School—Inaugural Address of the Principal, Mr J. Conway, 11 July,

1887........................................................................................................................................
New South Wales Law Almanac for 1887.................................................................................

Do do do 1888.................................................................................
Australian Statistics, 188G ...... ..........................................................................................
Handbook to the Statistical Register of the Colony of New South Walrs, for the year 1885 

Compiled by T. A. Cogblan, A.M. Inst, C.E., Government Statistician (Binding
incomplete).............................................................................................................................

Handbook to the Statistical Register of New South Wales, 1886 ..........................................
Do do do Revised Edition..............

Particulars of Customs Receipts. Collections for the year 18SC, showing the amounts 
received under each article subject to Duty; also the amount paid for Drawback and
Refund of Duties during the year......................................................................................

Supplement to the Customs Handbook. Revised and corrected to October 31, 1837.
For the use of Officers of Customs............................................................ ...................

National and Local Works (Expenditure on from 1860 to 1886.) With Map . . .....
Nosological Index or Guide to the Classification and Tabulation of the various causes of

Death, with instructions to District Registrars. New South Wales, 1SS7 ..........
Now South Wales : its Progress and Resources. Published by authority of the Com

missioners for the Colonial and Indian Eihibition. Second Edition. With Map ... 
New South Wales : its Progress and Resources. Lfobbsbed by authority of the Com

missioners for the Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition. With Map .................
New South Wales : Official Catalogue of Exhibits from the Colony forwarded to the

Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition, Adelaide, 18S7 ..........................................
New South Wales Court, Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition, 1887. Wool

Exhibits—Clip of 1887. Wool Show, Adelaide, November, 1887 ................................
Forestry Exhibits prepared for the Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition, 1887.

Forest Branch, Department of Mines ............................................................................
Catalogue of Printing, Bookbinding, Photography, &c. Exhibited by Cbas. Potter, 

Government Printer, New South Wales, at the Adelaide Jubilee International
Exhibition, 1887 ................................................................................. .........................

Catalogue of the Library of the Parliament of New South Wales. (Binding incomplete.)
Supplementary Catalogue of Books added to the Parliamentary Library since 1885............
Catalogue of Books belonging to the Chief Justice ...............................................................  I
Catalogue of Law Library in the Attorney-General’s Department ......................................
Supplementary Catalogue of the Lending Branch of the Free Public Library, Sydney,

J une, 1886 .............................................................................................................................
Supplement to the Catalogue of the Free Public Library, Sydney, for the years 1879,

1880,1881, 1882. Reference Department. (Binding incomplete.) ..........................
Catalogue. Class A.—Natural Philosophy, Science, and the Arts ......................................

Do B.—History, Chronology, Antiquities, and Mythology ..........................
Do C.—Biography nud Correspondence ..........................................................
Do D.—Geography, Topography, Voyages, and Travels ............................ I
Do G.—Theology, Ecclesiastical History, Education, Ac.................................
Do H,—Poetry and Drama ............................................................................
Do K.—Works of Reference and Philology......................................................

Catalogue of Naval Stores, Provisions, Clothing, &c., Ac., Ac., to be sold at H.M. Naval
DcpSt, Circular Quay, on Wednesday, 16th March, 1887 ..........................................

Do do Wednesday, 2'tth August, 1887 .............................................
An Inventory of Stores left on board H.M.S. Ir Lark ” to be sold with the vessel on 15th1

November, 1887.....................................................................................................................
Catalogue of Overtime Goods, Seizures, &e., to be sold at the Overtime Sale, to be held in

the Queen’s Warehouse, on the 7th December, 1887 .....................................................
Do do 26th May, 1887..............................................................

By-laws of the Borough of East St. Leonards ..........................................................................
Do Borough of Kempsey..........................................................................................
Do Municipal District of Bourke ............................................. ...............

Amended By-laws—Municipal District of Bourke .................................................................. ;
Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative Council in reference to Private Bills ...........

Do Sessional Orders of the Legislative Council of New South Wales .....

Books: 

Niunler of 
Copies.

Pamphlets i 

Number of 
Copies.

Total
Number of 

Copies.
Total Cost.

12,000 12,000
£ s. d. 

142 8 1

50 50 14 0

700 700 91 16 3

100 100
i

88 8 0
250 250 4 12 5

30 30 10 10 6

30 30 19 10 3
50 50 2 18 1

150 150 21 3 0

5,200 6,200 80 S 6

300 300 4 6 0

150 150 2 16 4
1,200 1,200 13 3 0
1,200 1,200 21 9 6
1,125 1,125 42 16 6

24. 700 800 177 17 9
13 799 812 272 15 9

400 400 12 17 7

850 850 17 17 1

700 700 22 IS 3
336 336 4 11 2

500 500 34 1 0

35,000 36,000 253 14 9

10,000 10,000 131 7 0

7,000 7,600 409 6 1

550 550 4 4 0

75 75 0 14 9

150 150 3 18 1
200 500 259 15 8

320 320 29 2 0
6 6 5 2 3

20 .......... 20 12 12 0

1,500 1,500 40 4 8

126 1,010 432 13 11
125 125 95 6 0
125 125 64 11 7
125 125 37 12 1
125 125 109 2 10

......... 125 125 33 9 10
125 125 20 7 O
125 126 48 4 0

100 100 1 15 4
100 100 1 19 3

50 50 2 8 1

200 200 3 9 0
200 200 5 9 3
200 200 2 0 0

66 66 1 19 2
200 200 0 18 9
150 160 2 19 9
100 100 1 0 11

......... 1 150 150 ! 11 7 10
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STATEMENT showing the Title, Number of Copies, and total Cost of each Book and Pamphlet, &c.—continued.

Title.

Standing Rules and Orders o£ the Legislative Assembly o£ New South Wales (as adopted
and approved in the First. Session of the Sixth Parliament, held in 1870) ..................

Standing Rules and Orders of Jhe Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, 1887,.. .. .
Lunacy Rules..................................... ...........................................................................................
Mining Regulations (Mining Board), Now South Wales ......................................................
Duties to he performed by Returning Officers, Presiding Officers, and Poll Clerks under

the Electoral Act of 1880 ....................................................................................................
Rules and LH of Members of the Royal Society of New South Wales, 18S7-8 .................
Free Public Library, Sydney. Regulations for (lie Lending Branch ..................................
Rules of Practice and Procedure for the Conduct of Business in the Court of Petty

Sessions at Bungcndore .....................................................................................................
Additional General Rules, 1885, under District Courts Aot of 1858......................................
Marine Board of New South Wales. Regulations relating to the examination of Masters 

and Mates in the Mercantile Marine (with Appendices). 'With Code of Signals, Ac. 
Marine Board of New South Wales. Rules to be observed by Shipowners, Surveyors, and 

Inspectors, when savveying Steamers for Passenger Certificates, and for other purposes
in connection with the Navigation Acts, 1871-81. With Diagrams...........................

Regulolions for Orgsmixation and Control ot Public Schools Cadet Corps ..........................
Postal G liide. No. 180. January, 1887 .................................................................................

Do No. IS l. April, 1887 .......................................................................................
Do No. 182. July, 1887.........................................................................................
Do No. 183. October, 1887 ......... .......................................................

English Mails—Time-tables wtrt Suez, Colombo, San Francisco, Marseilles, and Torres
Straits...................................................................................................................................

Tables showing the interchange of Mails, one Post Office with another .............................
Despatch Book showing the circuital,ion of Correspondence from General Post Office,Sydncs
Private Letter-box List ..........................................................................................................
Sydney Governtnenf Telephone Exchange. List of Subscribers, January, 1887 ..............

Do
Do
Do
Do

General Orders 
Do 
Do 
Do

tiouo Exchange. Supplementary List. March, 1887.
rlo do May, 1887
do do September. 1S87
do do October, 1887
do do December, 1337.

1st January, 1887.............................................................................................
1st, April, 1887................................................................................................. 1
1st October. 1887 ..........................................................................................

Gcncrnl Order, No 1S)3. Pmgmunno of Parades (Partially-paid Corps) fertile March
(Quarter ot the year 1837......................

No. 51. do do
No. 110. do do
No. 187- do do
No. 258. do do
No. 01. Programme of Drills (Reserve Corps) for tho June Quarter ofi 

the year 1887.......................... .......

Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

June do 1887 
September do 1887 
December do 1887 
March do 1SSS

Do No. 110.' do do September do 1887
Do No. 167. do do December do 1887
Do No. 258. do do March do 1SSS

Index to printed Series of Brigade Orders for 1883..................................................................
Do do 1888..................................................................

Volunteer Aet Regulations, Orders of Dress, and Standing Orders of Permanent Serna
Alphabetical kev. Compiled by Pembroke L. Murray, Cupt. N.S.W.A..................

The New South Wales Military Force, 1887, continuing the names of Oflicers of the 
Military Forces of Her Majesty's Government in New South Wales. Corrected lo1
22nd April, 1SS7 ....................1...............................................................

Details of Drill for a Company extending for attack ..................................
Squad Book for the use of Battery and Company Officers and Non-coiruuissiuned Officers,

of the Military Forces, New South Wales . .............................................................
Continuous Trainim;, National Park. Volunteer Force of New South Wales ................
Ilymns for Easter Encampment. Wesleyan Church ............ .......................................
Standing Orders for the information and guidance of tho New South Wales Volunterr

Military Forces up to December. 188(1 ...................................... ............................
Revised Regulations of 13 January, 1387. Under the Volunteer Force Regulation Act 

of 18G7 ...............................................................................................................................
Naval Brigade—Gunnery Instruction for 01-pr. M.L.R......................................................
Rules and By-laws of the New South Wales Naval Brigade Rifle Club. Revised to 15

September, 1887 ...................................................................
Fourteenth Annual Report of the Naval Brigade Rifle Club, lor the year ended 30(h June,

1887.................................. ................................ ............... . ............
Twenty-sixth Annual Report New South Wales Rifle Association 
Report of the New South Wales Rifle Association for the year 1SSG 
New South Wales Rifle Association—Programme aiid Time Tables of the Matches for 

1887. Twenty-seventh Annual Meeting 
Tabic of Contracts for Supplies of Coal, Provision!, and limber, to 11.M. Ships on the

Australian Station. 18S7-SS...........................................................................................
Names and Addresses of Officers and Employes, Government Printing Office, Sydney ...
Pupil Teachers—Instructions to..................................... ...............................................

Do Instruction to Teacher of Sciiool respecting ............................................
Alphabetic!!! List of Niunes and Addresses of thu Members of the Legislative Council and

Lefrulativo Asscmblvj 8 March, 1887
Do do do 26 March, 1887
Do do do May, 1857
Do do do -1 ime, ] 887
Do do do duly, 1857
Do do do October, 1887
Do do do 21 No^cinbf'v, 1887
Do do do December, 1887

Books: 
Number of 

Copies*

Pamphlets: 
Number of 

Copies.

Total
Nuinl»er of 

Copies.
Total.

i
£ s. d.

............... 350 1)50 5 15 3
. , , ’ 350 350 9 11 9

456 456 17 12 6
500 300 36 9 2

1,000 1,000 6 7 0
150 350 17 4 3

5,000 5,000 6 6 1

13 12 1 10 2
400 400 14 0

12 238 250 24 4 2

.......... i 200 200 23 2 3
100 100 2 6 4

2,213 2,212 318 1 6
3,402 3,402 317 6 6
2,862 2,862 318 15 9
2,864 2,864 319 10 0

3,500 3,500 10 4 6
1,400 3,400 212 0

60 60 14 11 0
150 150 9 11 0

1.000 1,000 18 2 9
1,000 3,000 19 3 3
1,000 1.000 1 11 8

000 ‘>00 I 10 9
050 950 2 12 3

........... , 050 950 1 15 6
....... ‘ 050 950 1 11 3

.......... i 1,500 3,500 2 13 6
1.500 3,500 2 0 10
1 500 3,500 2 3 0
1.500 1,500 4 5 6

700 700 1 16 9
3,500 3,500 1C 10 9
3,500 3,500 16 13 O

........... 3,500 3,300 13 13 n
3,500 3,500 12 14 11

3,800 3,800 15 17 2
3,500 3,500 15 13 0
3,200 3,200 14 1 6
3,200 3,200 12 S 4

300 300 1 19 0
1,500 1,500 2 7 11

6C0 600 37 9 3

400 400 9 12
100 100 3 13

730 750 51 11 0
............ . 700 700 115 3

300 300 0 19 2

2,100 2,100 32 17 1

8,300 8,300 49 4 0
300 300 2 2 3

300 300 3 10

130 150 2 14 9
200 200 l 10 4

10 540 550 54 0 6

450 .......... 450 30 14 0
... ! 25 25 3 9 10

10 17 3
2,000 2,000 2 14
2,000 2,000 a i 4

73 72 2 14 0
j .......... 400 400 3 18 3
i .......... 48 48 0 9 7

.......... ■ 06 96 0 13 7

...... 48 48 0 6 7

........... | 50 50 0 9 7
1 *\9 92 3 4 5

.......... i 'IS
t

48 0 9 7
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STATEMENT showing the Title or Description of each collection of Photographs or Lithographs published at the 
Government Printing Office during the year ended 31st December, 1887, with the number of Copies and Total 
Cost of each set.

"Whether Photosfraphs, Ko. of
Title or Description, Phototypes, Photo- 

hfliograpbs, or
For what Department 

done.
. £ Copies 

of each
Lithographs. *3 Plate.

jPltoio-lilhograpTnc Branch.

Paris)i Maps 
Sale Plans .. 
Parisis Maps
Plans ........

Do .........
Do ......... .

Views .........
Do .........

Plans .........
Do .........
Do .........
Do .........

Views .........
Plans .........

Do ...........
Do ..........

Views ..........
Plans ..........

Do
Views

Photo-mechanical Branch.

Reproduction from (lard Plioto. oi
Escaped Prisoner .................

Do do
Various Views and Exhibits......
Views of Jenolan Caves.............
Views of Old Sydney .............
Transparencies of New Guinea Scenery
Miscellaneous Views.................
Tasmanian Aborigines .............
Reproduction from Oil Painting—the

“ First Chief Justice ” ..........
Miscellaneous Views .................
Norfolk Island ..........................
New Guinea ..............................
Menu Card..................................
Miscellaneous Views ..................

Do ..................
Do ..................

Statuary .....................................
Panoramic Views ......................
Sydney Cove, 1803......................
Views—Botanical Gardens ......
Miscellaneous Views ..................
Views of Now Guinea ..............
Miscellaneous..............................
Views of Jenolan Caves ..........
Miscellaneous Views ..................
Enlargements..............................
Views—Botanical Gardens ......

Do Jenolan Caves ..............
Bridges,, Locomotives, &e............

Total 
No. of 
Copies.

Total Cost. Remarks.

1 1

£ s. d.

Photo-lithographs., | Surveyor-General ...... 330 825 0 0
do .......... 232 725 2 n

Photographs.......... do ..... 1S4 67 14 0
clo .... 82 5 10 o

Photo-lithographs... dr . ... 28 33 7 6
do ......... Observfitnrv............... . 21 16 5 0

1 <UYf 1K3 ft 6
do .......... 301 22 10 0

Photo-lithographs... do ...... 26 18 2 6
do .......... JIarbours and Divers . . G 22 5 0
do . . Mines ............... ... 100 137 10 6
do .......... Hallways .................... 153 154 3 6

Photographs.......... do .................... 165 25 9 0
Phyto*I]thogi*aphs,.. Roads and Bridges , 1 2 10 0

do .......... Royal Society .............. 4 6 5 0
do .......... Treasury ..................... 17 1 15 0

Photographs.......... do ..................... 360 53 0 0
Photo-lithographs... Water Conservation 5 9 5 0

Commission.
do .......... Miscellaneous ............ 51 22 2 e

Photographs.......... do ............ 1,804 220 7 0

Phototype.............. Insj)ector*General of Police.. i 28 26 0 14 6
do .............. do do ... x 105 105 1 0 0
do .... Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition.. 70 0 0

Photographs.......... Colonial Secretary ...... 51 1 51 3 18 0
Phototypes .......... do ... 14 1 14 2 10 0

do ...... 28 1 28 16 0 o
Photographs......... do ...... 80 1 so 6 6 0

do .... do ...... 15 1 15 12 7 G

do .......... do ...... 2 6 12 6 0 0
do ........ do ...... 33 1 33 4 12 6
do ......... do ...... 21 x 21 1 17 G
do .......... 1 45 3 Ifi 0

Phototype.............. do ... 2 6 12 1 If) 0
Photographs......... do ....... 80 i 86 15 5 0

do .......... Mines .......................... 3 1 3 2 2 0
do .......... Public Instruction *..... 48 i 48 3 12 o
do ......... Colonial Architect . 3 2 c 0 15 0
do .......... Government Printer ... 2 1 2 0 9 0

Phototype.............. do ... 1 100 100 1 10 0
Photographs.......... do ... 21 1 21 1 17 6

do .......... do 3 3 9 3 1 6
do .......... do ... 45 1 45 3 16 0
do .......... do .. 12 1 12 3 0 0
do .......... 51 1 51 G 7 6
do .......... 36 1 36 6 8 0
do .......... do .............. 6 1 6 8 12 0
do .......... do .............. 21 2 42 2 15 o
do ..... do ... 51 2 102 12 15 o
do ..... .

:

do ............. 40 i 40 5 10 0

G-ovemment Printing Office,
Sydney, 22 February, 1888.

CHARLES POTTER,
Government Printer.

[9rf.] Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer,—1898.

43 —B
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1887-S.

Legislative Asseiojly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GOVEKNMENT PRINTING OFFICE.
(RETURN OF WOEK LONE AT.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assemlly to le printed, 13 June, 1SS3.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 7th June, 1SS8, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House,—

“ (1.) Return showing detailed particulars as to how the amount of
“ £205 15s. 5d., mentioned in No. 3 Answer to Question No. 2 in Votes
“ and Proceedings of Thursday, 31st Hay, 1888, is made up.
“ (2.) Return showing detailed particulars as to how the amount of
“ £27,504 IGs. lid., mentioned in No. 4 Answer to Question No. 2 in
“ Votes and Proceedings of Thursday, 31st May, 1SSS, is made up.
“ (3.) Return of Printing, &c., specially authorized to be done at the 
“ Government Printing Office during the year 1887.”

{Mr, Trank Smith.)

RETURN showing iloiailod parliculurs nslohow tho amount of od., mcntioncdinNo. 3 Answer to Question
No. 2 in Votes and Proceedings of Thursday, 31st May, 1S8S, is made up.

l)CBcrl]>tlon,
No. oE 
Copies 

Printed.
Cinu'fje ns por 

Scale. Postage.

Ej'-liiwR, Wentworth Permanent and Tem-
porarv Town Common ..............................

Bourto Common Kcguhitiorw ....................
Snywell's Tramway Act Amendment Aet ... 
Kules and Regulations of tho Delegate

Temporary Common .................................
Act regulating Australian Gaslight Com-

pdny .....................................................
Rnles and Eegulalinns of tho Woomargamc

Common ..................................................
Ulawarra Steam Narigation Aet Amendment
William-street Tramway Bill..........................
By-laws appertaining to Parkes Common 
Regulations—Eire Brigade Board, Beniliquin
Crips’Enabling Bill ......................................
Perpetual Trustee Company (Limited) Bill... 
Svduey Bishopric and Church Property Bill.. 
City of Goulburn Gas and Coke Company’s1

Amendment Bill..........................................
Hay and Dcnihquin Tramway Bill ............
Phamwccutieal Soeiety of Now South Wales

Incorporation Bill ......................................
Crook well Homan Catholic Church Land Sale

Bill ..............................................................
Report, Ac., of Australasian Stock Conference, 

held at Sydney in September and October, 
ISSfi. (Printed tor the respective Govern
ments of South Australia, Victoria, Tas
mania, and New Zealand)..........................

A ddit ional By-laws—Coonamblo Wunicipldity 
Jlittngong Coal-mining Company’s Railway 

Act Amendment Bill ..................................

£ s. d. £ s. d

20
200
230

0 S 0 0 0 2 
0 Ui 9 0 10 
2 6 9 ...........

200 |

23
230
MO
100

r>o
150
520
200

0 5 0

0 5 0 
2 6 0 
4 El 0
0 3 6 
0 12 6 
18 0 
2 17 0
1 17 6

0 0 2
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0 0 3

230
230

2 6 0 
4 13 0

230 2 6 0

200 1 17 6

1,450
200

71 0 0 
0 16 0 0 10

250 2 6 0

rApcr, binding. Kalins. Total.

£ 3. <3. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ F. d.
0 o 2
0 17 9
2 6 9

0 u 0

0 6 0 0 18 0 4 6 0

0 5 2
........... 2 6 0

4 13 9
0 9 0
0 12 9
1 8 0
2 17 0
1 17 6

2 6 0
4 13 0

2 6 9

1 17 6

71 o 0
0 17 9

2 6 9
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Description.

Saint James’ Parsonage Jjand Leasing Bill.
Willoughby and Gordon 'IVmnway Bill ...... I
Aibury Cattle Sale-yards Bill ..................... ]
By-laws for regulating tho management of the, 

Forbes Permanent and Temporary Com-I
mons.............................................................

Reprint from Parliamentary Report® of the 
Debates on 12tb May, 1S87, on the motion 
of the Hon. J M. Creed, M.L.C., that 
inquiry should be made into the state of
the Defences of Now South Wales ..........

By-laws to regulate the management of the 
Permanent and Temporary Commons, Nar-
randera.......................................................

Anthrax: what it is, and how to deal with it 
Amendments by the Moree Pastures and Stool:

Protection Boards, &e..................................
Report, &c., of Select Committee on Rabbit

Nuisance Act of 1883...................................
West Wallsend and Honk-Wearmonth Act

Amendment Bill..........................................
Christian Chapel Lands Sale Bill..................
By-laws, Wentworth Permanent and Tem

porary Commons .........................................
Rules and Regulations, Barraba Common ...
Metallic Meteorite, Queensland.....................
Notes on some New South Wales Silver and

other Minerals..............................................
Notes on some Rocks and Minerals from New

Guinea, &c.....................................................
On the composition of some Pumice and Lava

from the Pacific .......................................
Printing and binding (only) in connection 

with an Album of Photographs of Prince
Alfred Hospital .........................................

Notice of Meeting of Executive Committee,
“ Q.ueen’s Fund”..........................................

Collectors’ Card—“Q,ueen’s Fund” .........
List of Subscribers—“Queen’s Fund”...........
By-laws made by Borough of Kempsey, to 

regulate Management of Permanent and
Temporary Common ..................................

Regulations under Commons Art of 187.1-1386 
Rules and Regulations for the management 

of the Arnluen East and West Commons.. 
Rules and Regulations of tho Wliitton Tem

porary Common ..........................................
Gosfovd Municipality By-laws......................
Yass Roman Catholic Church Land Sale Bill 
North Shore, Manly, and Pittwater Tram

way and Railway Bill.................................
By-laws of the Borough of Bast St. Leonards 
Speech delivered in tho Legislative Assembly 

by the Hon. Sir Henry Parkes, K.C.M.G., 
on the 13th October, 1887, on Reflections
on the Government......................................

Victorian Coal-mining Company’s Extension
Bill ..............................................................

Speech of the Hon. T. Garrett, M.P , on the 
second reading of the Crown Lands Bill; 
delivered in tho Legislative Assembly, 26ih
October, 1837 ............................................

Carcosir Commons Regnlations.......................
By-laws of the Borough of Kempsey ..........
By-laws of the Municipal District of Bourke
Silverton Tramway Bill ................................
Christian Chapel Lands Sale Bill..................
Rules and Regulations of tile Rylstone Per

manent and Temporary Commons ............
Amended By-laws, Municipality of Bourke 
Australian Mutual Provident Society’s Act

Amendment Bill..........................................
New Clauses to be proposed in the North 

Shore, Manly, and Pittwater Tramway
and Railway Bill .......................................

Australian Mutual Provident Society's Act
Amendment Bill..........................................

Church of England Properly Bill..................
Bulli Colliery Disaster Fund Bill..................
Amended Regulations, Hill End and Xam-

baroorn Commons ......................................
Church of England Properly Bill.................
Bulli Colliery Disaster Fund Bill ................
Church of England Property Bill...................
Hot-rolling, Ac., 3,075 copies of Price Just... 
Rinding Tropical Agriculturist, &c.................

1 Grand Totals.............................. £

No. of 
Copies 
Printed

Charge as 
Kcalti.

jittr

£ p. a.
250 O 6 9
300 Hi
250 3 6 9

50 0 G 0

500

25 0 O 0
100 1 1 6

200 0 15 5
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250 2 (> 9
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50 0 5 0
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50 0 3 0

BO 0 3 0
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50 0 3 0

1 7 7 0
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500
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50 0 5 0
200 0 15 0

100 0 10 0

100 0 10 0
25 0 5 0

250 2 6 9

500 5 4 3
200 0 0 0
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20 0 5 0
66

200 0 18 9
250 1 11 3
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50 0 5 0
150

25 0 6 3

200 1 17 6

200 1 1 0
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75 0 5 0
200 1 17 0
300 2 10 0

50 0 5 0
1 12 6

33,882 C*3
OrH 17 11

Postage. Printing. Paper. I Binding. Ruling. Total.
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0 0 6

1 10 C

£ r d. £ e. d.

0 0 6 0 0 0

£ s. d. 
2 6 9 
2 16 3 
2 6 9

0 5 6

2 5 0

0 0 1

0 0 3

0 5 1
1 1 C
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4 7 3

2 0 9 
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0 5 8 
0 3 0
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0 3 0

0 3 0
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0 8 6 
0 17 0

0 16
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0 7 4
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0 15 0 
3 C 10

0 0 4 
0 10

0 0 6
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0 0 2

0 0 6

0 5 4 
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0 5 2 
2 6 9

5 4 3 
2 0 6

2 15 6 8 9 6 1 13 4 12 18 4 

2 6 9

0 0 1 
0 4 4 
0 5 11

16 0 0 10 2 0 0 10

146102 8 0 12 0

1 17 0
0 5 1
2 3 6
14 8
1 11 3 
1 11 3

0 0 4 
0 1 10 2 Hi 6 0 1 9 I 0 1 6

0 5 4 
0 1 7

0 6 3

1 17 G
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110 
12 3 
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0 0 3
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9 0 0

0 6 3
1 17 6
2 10 0
0 5 0
1 12 6 
9 0 0

0 19 8 15 9 6 ' 10 12 8
I

12 10 8 2 5 0 205 15 5
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HErUilN showing Detailed Particulars as to how the amount of sG27,50i 16s. lid., mentioned in No. 4 Answer to Question No. 2 in Votes and Proceedings of Thursday,

31st May, 1888, is made up.

Title.
Nam'S of j 

Copies. Printing-.

Time-(titles and Fares, Great Southern, Western, Richmond, and Northern Lines, frou
Mav. 1887, with Diagram __
Do do do
Do do do
Do do do
Do do do

from 1st September, 1887, with Diagram 
1st October, 1887, do ...
1st November, 1887, do . .
7th December, 1887 do ...

Wortiiig Time-table of Passenger, Live Stock, Goods, and Mineral Trains, Great Southern 
and Western Railway*, from 5th April, 1887

Do do do 1st September, 1887
Do do do 8th September, 1887
Do do do Si'll Zsoveutber, 1S87

Working Time-table of Passenger, Goods, and Mineral Trains, Groat Northern, North
Western, and Morpeth Lines, from 1st May, 1887 .............................................................

Appendix to Working Time-table, 1st September, 1897 .............................. .......... .. ...... . ....
Coaching Rates for Great Southern, Western, and Northern Lines and DrnncheB...............

Do do do do 15th May, 1887
The It ail any Guide of X civ South Wales. (For the use of Tourists, Excursionists, and 

others.) A convenient volmno of reference to Bull way routes, stations, and places of 
interest on the lines of railway : Containing various Maps and numerous Illustrations. 
Third Edition.

Government Tramways—Time-tables and Fares, from 31st October, 18SG
Do do do 19th April, 1887 ....
Do do do let June, 1887 .....
Do do do 1st October, 1887 ..
Do do do 1st December, 1887

Covornmont Tramways of New South Wales—Rules and Regulations for the Guidance 
of Ofliecrs and Servants and the conduct of Traflie on the Newcastlo-Plattsburg
Tramway ...............................................................

Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act ...,........
Vine Diseases Act...........................................................
The Electoral Act of 1880 ...........................................
Registration (Letters of) Act.......................................
Newspapers Act..............................................................
The Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act of 1880
Destitute Children’s Act ... ■........................................
Dividing Fences Act.......................................................
Employers’ Liability Act............... .............................
Dairies Super vision Act .............................................
Police Acte...................................................................... .
Titles to Land Act........................................................
Coal Mines Act................................................. .............
Registration of Deeds Act ......................................... .
Patents Law Amendment (No. 2) ..............................
Public Gates Act ........................................................
Places of Detention Act ..............................................
Agreements Validating Act.........................................
Industrial Schools Act................................................. ...
Gunpowder and Explosive Substances Law Consolidation Act (40 Yic. No. 1), with the

Regulations thereunder ..........................................................................................................
Tlie Copyright Act, 1870 (43 Vic, No. 20), together with an Index to the Act and the 

Regulations thereunder; also the International Copyright Act, 1886 (49 and 50 Vic., 
chapter 33)

G,C00
11,000
10,500
10,500

5.500

4.500 
4,500
4.500 
4,000

2.500 
4-,509 
1,600

250

2,050
7,700
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6,400

10,500
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400
300
300
800
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1,000
200
100

300
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£ s. d. 
86 (J 0 
91 4 C 
91 9 6 
38 10 0 
19 4 9
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76 3 6 
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74 18 6

27 18 10 
38 7 6 
54 12 6
13 6

117 8 0 
4 IS 0 

14 0 3
16 19
17 6

3 
9

18 6 0

7 6 6 
3 9 6 
18 6 

25 19 0 
18 6 
5 2 6

Litliograpliy.

.14 9 0
1 7 6
0 IS 0
1 5
2 1 

31 14
3 5 
3 18 
5 2 
1 8
0 15
1 0 
1 7

6 
0 
6 
0 
6 
C 
6 
0 
0 
6

8 9

10 12

21 19 3

£ s. A. 
2 9 6 
5 10 0

"5 5 0 
2 15 0

Hetlotypc Work,

£ s. d.

46 247 10 0

Engravii!"1.

£ 3. cl.

rape!'. Bookbinding Total Cost

£ P. d. £ B. d. £ s. (1,
18 2 6 9 18 0 116 16 0
31 5 10 10 10 0 141 10 4
26 17 0 0 15 0 119 1 6
31 9 6 0 15 0 75 19 6
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19 15 4 11 5 0 107 3 10
19 18 10 10 0 0 104 17 4

6 3 7 1 5 0 :j5 12 5
17 0 6 11 5 0 66 13 0
8 5 6 2 8 0 05 6 0
1 9

67 17 10 
2 10 2 
10 0 
2 10 10 
3 9 8 
3 8 4

0 11 6 
0 4 0 
0 18 

83 11 
0 15 
0 3 8
0 15 0 
0 10 
0 16 
0 2 8 
0 2 9 
0 19 
0 2 

4 
3 
1 
0 
2 
1 
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 14 0

0 8 9

0 12 6

212 16 0 
7 6 9 
2 13
4 16 0 
7 17 6 
4 17 6

0 7 0 
0 16
0 16 0

0 10 
0 6 3

0 16 
0 16 0 
0 10 
0 16 
0 10

0 0 9 

0 6 0

0 3 0

3 5 7

691 19 4 
15 1 5
17 1 6 
24 6 1
28 13 It 
26 11 10

8 5 0 
3 15 0
1 10 2 

30 6 8 
1 9 It 
5 7 2

15 10 3
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0 19 6

33 9 3
6 
2

3 8
4 4
5 7 2
1 9 1]
0 15 6
12 8 
19 0
3 11 6

11 12 9
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Title.
Total

Xuinlxir oi 
Uopies.

Mining Act (37 Yic. No. 13) ; oIeo Amending Acts (<I3 Tic. No. 28, 4C Tic. No, 7, 48 Yic.
No. 10, and 48 Yic. No. 17), tvilli Bcguiutions thereunder. Sixth Edition ...............

(The State Children’s Belief Act of 1831, with Regulations made by the Governor ar.il
Executive Council.......................................................................................................................

Commons Regulation Act of 1873 (36 Yie. No. 23) ; Commons Regulation ^ct Amendment 
Act of 18SG (GO Vic. No. 15), with Regulations thereunder, and a model code of Rules
and Regulations for the guidance of fomnioii Trustee1'.....................................................

The Crown Lands Act of 1884— Digest of cases heard before the Court of Appeal, 1886.
Vol. I, part 3...............................................................................................................................

The Crown Lands Act of 1884—Report of cases heard before the Court of Appeal, 1887
Yol. 1, part 4.......................................................................................................... ..................

Do do do Dart 5
Do do do Part 6

Journal and Proceedings of (ho Royal Society of Now South Wales, for 1886. (Incor
porated 1881.) Yol. XX. Edited by A. Liversidge, E.R.S., Professor of Chemistry
and Mineralogy in the University of Sydney. With Maps, Diagrams, Ac.....................

Our Lakes, and thoir Uses. Dy Ercdk, D. Gipps, C.E. With Diagram ............................
Preliminary Notes on some Poisonous Plants discovered on the Jeniistone River, North 

Queensland. By T. D. Bancroft, M.B., Edm., E.L.S. (Communicated by Prof.
T. P. Anderson fetnart, M.D )..................................................................................................

The Ventilation of Sewers and the Dwelling. By J. Trevor Jones, City Engiueor ...........
Note? on the Sanitary Condition of tho Eastern Suburbs, Ac. By F. H. Quaifc, M.D.

(Univ, Gins.) ..............................................................................................................................
The Rcomt Outbreak of Small-pox on iho M.M. s.s. *'Oeeanien.” By J. Ashburton

Thompson, M.D. (Brux.), San. Sei. Cert. (Comb.) .............................................................
Sanitation of the Suburbs of Sydney. By J. Trevor Jones, C.E................... ..........................
A Note upon Scavenage. By J. Ashburton Thompson, M.D. (Brux.), San. Sei. Corf. (Camb.) 
Description of an unrecorded Ardisia of New Guinea. By Baron Ford, von Mueller,

K.C.M.G., M.D., Ph.D., F.R.S................................................. ..............................................
Notes cn the Sweet Principle of Smilax Glycyphylla. By Edward 11. Rennie, M A.,

D.Sc., Professor of Chemistry in tho University of Adelaide............................................
Notes upon tho Eistory of Floods in the River Darling, By B. C. Russell, B.A., F.R.S.,

Ao. With Diagram................................................................................................................
Notes u2)on Floods in Late George. By II. C. Russell, B.A., F.R.S., Ae. With

Diagram.......................................................................................................................................
On iho Rational Construction of Chairs and Desks. By Reuter E. Roth, M.R.C.S.,

1,000
2,000

500

200
300
250
250

1,300
100

100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100

1,000
1,000

England..................................................................................................................................
A Comparison of the Dialects of East and West Polynesian, Malay, Malagasy, and Aus

tralian.............................................................................................. ...........................................
The Aboriginal Names of Rivers in Australia, Philologieally examined. By the lato Rov.

Peter MucPUerson, M.A........................... . ................................ ...........................................
Tin Deposits of New South Wales. By S. Herbert Cox, F.C.S., F.G.S..................................
Results of the Observations of Comets Fabry, Barnard, and Brooks (No. 1), 1886, at

Windsor, New South Woles. By John Tebbutt, F.R.A.S., Ac........................................
The Strength and Elasticity of Ironbark Timber, as applied to Works of Construction. 

By W. H. Warren, A.M.T.C.E., Professor of Engineering, University of Sydney.
With Diagrams...........................................................................................................................

The Strength and Elasticity of Now South Wales limbers of Commercial Value. By W. 
H. Warren, Whitworth Scholar, Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers, 
London, Professor of Engineering at tho University of Sydney. With 15 Diagrams... 

Notes on the Theory of Dissociation of Gases. By R. Threlfnll, B.A., Professor of Physics
in tho University of Sydney. With Diagram ................... .................................................

Metallic Meteorite, Queensland'. By A. Liversidge, E.R.S , Professor of Chemistry in the
University of Sydney .................................................................................... .........................

Notes on some New South Wales Silver and other Minerals. By A. Liversidge, F.R.S.,
Professor of Chemistry and Mineralogy of tho University of Sydney ............................

Notes on some Rocks and Minerals from Now Guinea, Ac. By A. Liversidge, F.B.S.,
Professor of Chemistry in the University of Sydney.........................................................

On the Composition of some Pumice and Lara from the Pacific. By A. Liversidge, F.R.S., 
Professor of Chemistry in tlie University of Sydney............................................... .........

100
100
100
100
100

100

4,000

100

150

150

150

150

Lcttor-prcsa Lithography. Ilcliotypc Work Erigisu mg’ ‘

£ E. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ 5. (1, ■£ B. ti.
61 13 0 A 11 ?

11 10 8 3 1 9

6 12 6 0 9 ii

37 7 5 1 K

24 19 2 1 0 f)
5 10 2 0 H
6 13 10 o 10 9

151 5 0 31 1 3 4 12 G 36 n 10
3 3 3 0 9 4 o 3 TO

1 0 0 0 1 0
2 2 9 o 1 9

1 1 6 0 1 0

1 5 0 o 1 3
1 IS G o 1 o
0 17 3 o 1 o

0 7 3 o 0 G

0 11 6 o 0 G

43 4 3 4 1 4 12 2

S 1 G 8 17 8 7 3 3

0 13 0 0 0 10

5 8 0 0 2 8

6 1?) 3 0 3 3
4 11 0 o 2 o

4 10 3 o 1 0

4 IS 9 0 14 4 0 7 «5

23 18 3 59 8 C 22 12 G

1 s G 0 2 7 0 2 0

0 10 9 0 1 o

1 3 G o 4

1 3 6 o 1 4

1 10 G 0 i 6

Bookbinding. Total Cost

£ s. d. 
2 10 0
2 10 0

0 15 0

0 10 O
0 15 0
0 12 6 
O 12 C

132 17 6 
0 16

1 6 
1 6

0 16
0
0
0

0
0
4

4

0
0
O
0

1 6
3. 6
1 G

0 16 

0 5 0

15 0 0 

0 2 0 
0 16 
0 16 

0 10 
0 1 C

£ s. d. 
72 It 2

17 2 5

7 17 5

30 5 8

27 3 2
VOS 
7 17 1

336 11 1 
3 17 U

12 6 
2 6 0
14 0
1 8 
2 1 
0 10
0 8 
0 13 

55 17 

28 2

0 It 30

5 12 2

7 4 6 
4 14 6

4 13 3

6 5 3

120 10 3

1 15 1

0 13 3 

16 4 

16 4
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The Importnnec ol Oeofcmpliy .....................................................................................................
Esploi-aiion of New Guinea. Capt. Everill’s Ifeport ...........................................................
G-eographienl Society of Australasia, New South Wales Branch, ISifl-S". Annual Addrcs“ 

hy Sir Edward Strickland, K.C.B , E.K.G.S., Vies President of tlie Soeicly and
President of the New South Wales Brunch ........................................ -............................

Geographical Society of Australasia, New South Wales Branch. The Importance of 
Geography. By Sir Edward Strickland, K.C.B., E.B.O.S., President of Eoyul Geo
graphical Society, Australasia........................................................... .....................................

No. 2.—Instructions for Meteorological Obscrrations in the Colony of New South Wales. By 
EEC. Bussell, B.A., E.E.A.S., Government Astronomer for New South Wales. Diagrams 

Bcsult of Kaiu and Hirer Observations made in New South Wales and pnrb of Queens
land during ] 8SG. H. C. Bussell, BA., E.B.S, F.B.AS., E’.K.M.S., Government.
Astronomer for New South Wales. AVith Maps and Diagram........................................

Eesults of Meteorological Observations made in New South Wales during ISS5, under 
the direction of H. C. Bussell, B.A., E.E.S., F.R.A.S., K.R.M.S., Government
Astronomer of New South Wales. With Diagrams .......................................................

The Olive and Olive Oil; being Notes on the Culture of (.lie Tree and Extraction of the 
Oil, ns carried out iu South Australia and the Continent of Europe. By <T. H. Maiden, 
B.K.G.S., Curator of tlie Technological Museum, and Member of the Commission. 
By Special Authority, of the New South "Wales Commission, Adelaide Jubilee Inter
national Exhibition, 1SS7............................... ........... *............................................................

Report on the Proposal to divert "Water from the Snowy Jliv-er into the Murmnibidgec and
Lake George. By John B. Donkin, LS....................................................... .............-.........

Department of Mines. Geological Survey of New South Wales. C. S. "Wilkinson, F.G.S., 
F.L.S.. Geological Surveyor in Charge. Geology of tho Vegetable Creek Tin-nuning 
Field, New England District, NcwSouthWalcs. With Mops uni Sections. ByT.W.-
Edgeworth David, B.A., E.G S , Geological Surveyor................................................... ....

Descriptive List of Australian Aboriginal Weapons, Implements, Ac., from the Darling
and Lachlan Rivers, m Uic Australian Museum .................................................................

Hints for the Preservation of Specimens of Natural History. By E. Pierson Bomsay,
Curator, Australian Museum. Third Edition . .................................................................

Notes for Collectors : Containing Hints for the Preservation of Specimens of Natural 
History. By E. P. Kamsay. And for Collectors of Geological and Miner.ilogical
Specimens. By F. Butte. "With a. Plate............................................................................

Australian Museum: Hints for Collectors of Geological and Minerdogicul Specimens 
By F. Ratte, Mineralogist, Australian Museum. Second Edition. Revised and En
larged. With a Plate ............................................................................................................

The Australian Museum : Descriptive Catalogue of the Medusas of the Australian Seas. 
In two Purls. Part I.—Scyphomeclusie. Part II.—Hydromcdustje. By K. von
Londenfcld, Ph.D........................................................................................................................

The Australian Museum : History nnd Description of the Skeleton of a New Sperm Whale, 
lately set up in the Ausiraiinn Museum. By William S. Whill, Curator. Together 
with some account of a new Genus of Sperm Whale called Euphysctcs. Two Plates. 

Royal Commission. Conservation of Water. Third nnd Final Report of the Commissioners,
Abridged Edition, 1SS7. With Maps .................................................................................

Report (First Part) of tho Intoxicating Drink Inquiry Commission, together with Epitomes
of the Evidence. With Plans .............................................................^..............  ...........

Queen’s Jubilee : Programme of His Excellency and Ltdy Carrington’s P.nterf-ainnicnt 
to the Poor and Friendless Boys of Sydney, in the Governor’s Domain, on Tuesday,
Juno 21, 18S7. With Portrait of Her Majesty Queen Victoria ....................................

The Jubilee Celebrations: The Poor and Friendless Boys of Sydney. Lord and Lady 
Carrington's Entertainment. Speeches of Lord Carrington and Sir Henry Parkes ... 

Ways and Means : Hie Financial Statement of the Hon. J. F. Bums, Colonial Treasurer
of New South Wales. Made 30th March, 18S7................................................................

Lunacy in Many Lands. By G. A. Tucker, With Diagrams and Illustrations ..................
The Law and Practice of New South Wales Letters Patent for Inventions and Improve

ments in tlie Arts and Manufactures. By A. Q. Taylor. Examiner of Patents, N.S.W. 
Australia, Now South Wales. Designed and Compiled by Critehctt Walker, Principal

Under Secretary ........................................................................................................................
The " Cabinet ” and the “ Premier ” By the Honorable W.E. Hearn, Q.C., Chancellor of 

the University of Melbourne; nnd by the Right Honorable W. E. Gladstone, M.P... 
The Introduction of Parliamentary Government m New South Wales. Dinner of the 

Surviving Members of tho First Legislative Assembly at Parliament Hcuso, May 
23rd, 1837. With Portraits ..................................................................................................
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0 1 0 1 4 0
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Title
Total

Xumber of 
Copies.

Official List of the Gnvernoi-s, Judges of the Supreme Court, and Members of the Legisla-' 
lure of Netv South Wales, from the Foundation of the Colony to 1883. Compiled I 
at the Government Printing Office, and corrected bv the Officers of Parliament and!
others........................................................................................................................................... |

TTso of Oil at Sea for modifying the effect of breaking Waves ................................................ 1
Copies of Exhibits—In tbe Privy Council. On appeal from the Supreme Court of New I 

South Wales, between the Bank of New South Wales (Plaintiff), .Appellant, and (lie 
Uonorablo George Richard Dibbs (Defendant), Respondent; and the Ifonorable George! 
Richard Dihbs (Defendant), Appellant, and the Bank of New South Wulei (Phiiiiiiir) |
Respondent ................................................................................................................................

In the Privy Council. On appeal from the Supreme Court of New South Wales, between 
the Commissioner for Railways (Defendant), Appellant, and Francis Hyland, Mary 
Penfold, and Joseph Qillard, the younger (Plaintiffs), Respondents. Copies Exhibits
(A, B, K. K )...............................................................................................................................

The Colony' of Australia. (Mews of Sir Alfred Stephen and Sir John Robertson) ...........]
Reports on Design for Proposed Stale House..............................................................................
Report of Board of Technical Education ot Now South Wales for 1885 ; and Calendar of]

Sydney Technical College for 1887 ....................................... . .............................. .............
Report of Master in Equity, showing Seale of Fees now in force m Equity, ami necessityl

for Amendment of same ....................................................................................................... 'l
Fort-street Training School—Inaugural Address of the Principal, Mr. J. Conway, lltli

July, 1887.................................................................................................................................... ‘
New South Wales Law Almanac for 1887.......................... ..........................................................

Do do du 1888 ............... ....................................................................
Australian Statistic,?, 18SC ...................................................................................... ..............
Handbook to the Statistical Register of the Colony of New South Wales, for the year 1885. 

Compiled by T. A. Cogblun, A.M., Inst. C.E., Government Statistician (Bincingj
incomplete).................................................................................................................................... i

Handbook to the Statistical Register of New South Wales, 1880............................................. '
Do do do Revised Edition.............

Particulars of Customs Receipts. Collections for the yeai- 18S0, showing the umouiifs 
received under each article subject to Duty ; also the amount paid for Drawback mid
Refund of Duties during the year........................................................................................

Supplement to the Customs Handbook. Revised and corrected to October 31st, 1837.
For the use of Officers of Customs .................................................................... ....................

National and Local Works (Expenditure on, from 1860 to 188G.) With Map................... '
Nosological Index or Guide to the Classification and TVbulat.ion of the various causes of

Death, with instructions to District Registrars. New South Wales, 1887.....................
Now South Wales : its Progress and Resources. Published by authority uf the Com

missioners for the Colonial und Indian Exhibition. Second "Edition. With Map ,,, 
New South Wales : its Progress and Resources. Published by authority of the Com

missioners for tbo Adelaida Jubilee International Exhibition. With Map...................
New South Wales Official Catalogue of Exhibits from the Colony forwarded to the

Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition, Adelaide, 1887 ....... ..................................... i
New South Wales Court, Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition, 1887. Wool^

Exhibits—Clip of 1887. Wool Show, Adelaide, November, 1887 ................................. 1
Forestry Exhibits prepared for the Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition, 18S7J

Forest Branch, Deparlmcntof Mines ................................................................................. |
Catalogue of Printing, Bookbinding, Photography, Ac. Exhibited by Chas. Potter, 

Government, Printer, New South Wales, at the Adelaide Jubilee International
Exhibition, 1887 ......................................................................................................................

Catalogue of the Library of ihe Parliament of New South Wales. (Binding incomplete.)
Supplementary Catalogue of Books added to the Parliamentary Library since 1893............
Catalogue of Books belonging to the Chief Justice............. ............................... .......................
Catalogue of Law Library in the Attorncy-Geneial's Department ............................. ..........
Supplementary Catalogue of the Lending Branch of the Free Public Library, Sydney,

June, 188C...................................................................................................................................
Supplement to the Catalogue of the Free Public Library, Sydney, for the years 1S79 

1880, 18S1, 1882. Reference Department. (Binding incomplete.) ............................

100
250

30

30
50

150

5.200 

300

150
1.200 
1,200 
1,125

S00
812
400

850

700
33(1

500
35,000

10,000
7,600

550

75

150
500
320

6
20

1,500

1,010

letter-pmss,
Printing. Litbograplij*

£ 8. d.

87 18 3 
4. 7 G

19 10 9

19 5 0
2 15 0

19 18 0

4-1 4 G

4 0 G

2 13 G 
7 10 0 

15 12 6 
37 1G 3

147 17 3 
252 19 G 

4 16 6

14 12 10

19 14 6 
3 9 0

32 0 0

15 4 6 

30 3 6

224 15 6

3 3 6

0 10 6

3 13 0 
217 14 9 

26 11 6 
3 2 0 
7 6 0

32 17 9

8

tfeliotyiie Woik, Engraving.

£ p. cl. £ s. £ s. cl.

Pajicr Bookbinding: Totol Co t.

£ 8. d. £ &. d. £ 5. d.

0 7 e 0 3 0 88 8 9
0 3 8 0 1 3 4 12 5

0 5 9 0 3 0 19 19 6

0 2 9 0 2 G 19 10 3
0 1 7 0 1 6 2 IS i
1 0 0 0 4 6 21 ;? 0

25 16 0 10 8 0 80 s 6

0 2 6 0 3 O 4, 6 0

0 1 10 0 1 0 2 16 4
2 13 0 3 0 0 13 3 (!
2 17 0 Li 0 0 21 9 (i
3 6 6 i 13 0 42 16 6

17 6 6 12 14 0 177 17 1)
15 1 9 4 14 £ 272 15 n

6 9 1 1 12 0 12 17 7

2 3 0 1 1 3 17 17 i

2 2 9 1 1 9 22 13 3
0 11 8 0 10 (i 4. 11 o,

1 6 0 0 15 O 3 I- 1 0

109 12 G 119 7 9 253 11. 9

42 3 6 37 10 0 131 7 a

o 00 10 7 70 0 0 40.) 0 i

0 12 3 0 8 4 4 0

0 3 3 0 1 o! 0 14 9

0 2 10 0 2 3 3 18 1
24 7 11 17 13 0 259 15 8

1 13 0 0 17 C 29 2 O
0 0 3 2 0 O 5 2 3
0 1 0 5 5 0 12 12 0

4 10 s 2 16 3 40 4 8

73 15 3 432 13 11

lOo
LO

358 IS



Catalogue. Class A.—Natural Philosophy, Seicucc, and the Arts ........................................
Do B.—History, Chronology, Antiquities, and Mythology .............................
Do 0.—Biography and Correspondence .............................. ........................ .

- Do D,—G-eogrnphy, Topography, Aroyages, and Travels ...............................
Do G.—Theology, Ecclesiastical History, Education, Ac..................................
Do H.—Poetry and Drama .............................................. ...................................
Do K.—Worts of Reference and Philology......... ................................................

Catalogue of Naval Stores, Provisions, Clothing, &c., Ac., &c., to he sold at H.M. Naval
Depfit, Circular Quay, on Wednesday, 16th March, 1887 .................................................

Do do Wednesday, 24th August, 1887.................................................
An Inventory of Stores loft, on board H.il.S. ''Lark” to be sold with the vessel on loth

No i eii. her, 1887........................................................... ........................................................ .....
Catalogue of Overtime Goods, Seizures, Ac., to be sold at the Overtime Sale, to be held in

the Queen’s Warehouse, on the 7th December, 1887 .................................................. ..
Do do 26th May, 1887.................................................................

By-laws of the Borough of East St. Leonards .............................................................................
Do Borough of Kcmpsey..............................................................................................
Do Municipal District of Bourke ............................... .............................................

Amended By-laws—Municipal District of Bourke .....................................................................
Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative Council in reference to Private Bills ...........

Do Sessional Orders of the Legislative Council of New South Wales ......
Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative Assembly of New South Woles (asadopted

and approved in the First Session of the Sixth Parliament, held in 1870) ..............
Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, 1887...........
Lunacy Rules................................................................. "...............................................................
Mining Regulations (HiniDg Board), Row South Wales .......................................................
Duties to be performed by Returning Officers, Presiding Officers, and Poll Clerks under

the Electoral Act of 1880........................................................................................................
Rules and List of Members of the Royal Society of Now South Wales, 1887-8 ...............
Free Public Library, Sydney. Regulations for the Lending Branch ....................................
Rules of Practice and Procedure for the Conduct of Business in the Court of Petty

Sessions at Bungcndore ........................................................................................................
Additional General Rules, 1885, under District Courts Act of 1858........................................
Murine Board of New South Wales. Regulations relating to the examination of Musters 

mid Mates in tho Mercantile Marine (with Appendices). With Code of Signals, Ac. 
Marine Board of New South Wales. Rules to be observed by Shipowners, Surveyors, mid 

Inspectors, when surveying Steamers for Passenger Certificates, and for otherpurposes
in connect.ion with the Navigation Acts, 1671-81. With Diagrams............................

Regulations for Organization and Control of Public Schools Cadet Corps ............................
Postal Guide. No. 180. January, 1887 ...........................

Do No. 181. April, 1887 ........................... ......................................
Do No. 182. July. 1887............................................................................................!,
Do No. 183. October, 1887 ....................................................................................

English Mail.—Time-tables eid Suez, Colombo, Son Francisco, Marseilles, and Torres 
Straits................................................................................

Tables showing (he interchange of Mails, one Post Office with another ................................
Despatch Book shoeing the cireuitationof Correspondence from General Post Office,Svdnoy
Private Letter-box List ........................... ....................................... .................................. '.........1
Sydney Government 'Telephone Exchange. List of Subscribers, January, 1887 ...............
List of Subscribers to the Sydney Government Telephone Exchange ....................................
Sydney Government Telephone Exchange. Supplementary List. March,

Do 
Do 
Do 
Do

General Orders 
‘ Do 

Do 
Do

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

1887. 
May, J887., 
September, 1887. 
October, J 887. 
December, 1887.,

1st January, 1887..................................................................................................
1st A pril, 1887 .........................................................
1st October, 1887....................................................... ........... ......

General Order, No. 193. Programme of Parades (Partially-paid Corps) for the March
Quarter of the year 1887..............................................................................

Do No. 51. do do June do 1887
Do No. 110. do do September do 1887
Do No. 167. do do December do 1887

125
125
125
125
125
125
125

100
100

50

200
200
200

66
200
ISO
100
150

350
350
45G
500

1,000 
150 | 

3,000 'i
12

400 , 

250

200
100

2,212 ! 
3,402 
2,862 | 
2,864 .

3.500 
1,400 ‘

60
150

1,000 . 
1,000 ; 
1,000 

900 
950 i 
950 ! 
950 :

1.500 
1,500 . 
1,500 | 
1,500

700
3,500
3,500
3,500

93 ] 7 fi 1 1 1 3 6 1 0 5 0 1 95 6 0
63 11 6 1 ! 0 1G 4 0 3 9 1 04 11 7
3(5 19 G 0 9 7 0 3 0 , 37 12 l

307 11 0 1 6 10 i 0 5 0 109 2 10
32 19 0 0 7 10 ! 0 2 0 33 9 10
19 19 c 0 5 6 / 0 s» 0 20 7 0
47 8 e 0 12 G 1 0 3 0 48 4 O

1 13 u 0 0 10 (1 0 1 0 : j 15 4
1 17 0 0 9 0 1 0 ! 1 19 3
2 7 o 0 0 7 0 0 c 2 8 1
y ft g

i
0 l 0 0 I 0 3 0 0

5 6 6 0 1 9 0 1 0 5 9 3
1 7 6 o 7 6 0 5 0 2 0 O
1 4 (> 0 2 8 0 12 0 1 19 2
0 10 6 0 2 3 } 0 (i 0 0 3 8 9
2 ifi ft O 1 9 0 1 G 19 9
1 0 c; 0 0 5 ........ 1 0 11

10 16 G 0 7 7 0 3 9 11 7 10
r> g 0 0 5 9 0 3 ft 15 3
8 H 6 ............... 0 14 6 0 8 9 9 11 9

3 5 5 ft 1 0 9 1 6 3 17 12 6
34 4 ft 1 9 3 0 15 0 36 9 2

4 0 4, ] 6 8 1 0 (i 6 7 0
16 11 0 ......... t 0 8 9 0 4 6 17 4- y

3 9 ft .... i .............. 1 11 7 1 0 ft 6 1
1 9 0 0 0 9 0 1 (J 1 in 2
1 2 G 0 I 6 1 4. 0

19 8 3 2 0 0 0 IS r> 1 17 6 2 1 4 2

19 0 0 2 9 G 0 1G 9 0 in 0 23 2 3
2 3 0 ...............  , 0 1 4 0 1 0 *) 5 4

277 8 ft ............... 35 0 6 12 ft 318 1 6
270 16 0 ............ 38 0 6 8 in 0 317 G ft
27G H 0 i 35 7 3 ft 17 (i 318 15 !)
£7G 8 o . ‘ ! .............. 3G 0 3 2 G 319 10 9

G 2 6 ...............  I 0 10 6 3 11 6 10 4 G
20 l(i 0 ...............  t 2 12 0 0 3 1 0 2t 2 0
9 13 0 .............. .............. 0 5 0 4- 33 0 14- 11 0
7 8 c . .......... .... 1 O 5 0 1 17 fi 9 11 0

14 3 9 1 ..... .......... 2 9 0 1 10 0 18 2 0
14 18 0 2 13 3 1 10 0 19 3 :i

1 0 3 0 6 5 0 5 0 1 n 8
1 O y 0 c 0 0 4 0 1 10 0
2 1 ft 1 O G o 0 4 >> 2 12 3
1 4 6 | 0 6 0 0 Ci 0 1 15 fi
1 0 3 0 fi 0 0 5 0 1 1 l 3
1 14 3 0 8 0 0 It 3 13 fi
1 14 3 ...............  1 0 6 7 2 0 10
1 16 3 .............. ' 0 6 9 3 O
3 1 3 ...............  j 0 13 0 0 11 3 • 1. 5 6

1 1 0 ............... 0 10 6 0 3 1 1G 9
12 9 o 2 15 C 1 ft 3 16 10 9
12 11 6 2 15 3 1 c 3 16 13 0
12 11 6 1 16 2 1 c 3 15 13 11 ID

o



Title.
Total

Humber of Coin us.

Do

Do
Do
Do

General Order No. 200. Programme of Parades (PartsaUj-paid Corps) for the Marcli
QunrlJsr of tlie year 18SS ...............................................................................

No. 01. Programme of Drills (Reservo Corps) for flic June Quarter of
the year 1887........................................................... ......................................

No. 110. * do do September do 1887
No. 1(57. do do December do 1897
No. 25G. do do March do 1838

Index to priuted Series of Brigade Orders for 1883.............................................. .....................
Do do 188(1.....................................................................

Volunteer Act Regulations, Orders of Dress, and Standing Orders of Peruument Series
■Alphabetical key. Compiled by Pembroke L. Murray, Capt. N.S.W.A...................

The Norn Smtih Wales Military Dorcc, 1887, containing the names of Oflicers of the 
Military Korces of Her Majesty's Government in New South "Wales. Corrected to
22ud April, 1S37 .....................................................................................................

Details of Drill for a Company extending for attack ................................................
Squad Book for the use of Battery and Company Officers and Non-commissioned Offiecis

of the Military Porccs, New South "Wales..................... .....................................
Continuous Training, National Park. A oluntcer I'orec of New South Wales ...
Hi unis for "Jfaster lincampment. "Wesleyan Church ............. ................................
Standing Orders for the inronnulioa and guidance of the New South Wales Volunteer

Military Porccsiip to December, 1886 ................................................. ....... .....................
Revised Regulations of 13th January, 1S87. Under the Volunteer Force Regulation Act

of 1867 ............................................................................................ ...................................
Naval Brigade—Gunnery Instruction for 61-pr. M.U.ll.......................................................
Rules and By-laws of the New South Wales Naval Brigade Rifle Club. Revised to 15ih

September, 1887 .....................................................................................................................
Fourteenth AnnualReporl of t!ieNavalRrigndeKiileGliib,fortheyear ended30th Jiinc,18S7
Tivenl v-sixth Annual .Report New South Wales Rille Asioeiation ................................
Report of tho New South Wales Rifle Association for the year 18S6 ...................................
New South Wales Rille Association—Programme and Time-tables of the Matches for

1887. Twenty-seventh Annual Meeting .........................................................................
Table of Contracts for Supplies of Coal, Provisions, and Timber, to 11.M. Ships on the

Australian Station. 18S7-8S..................................................................................................
Names and Addresses of Officers and Kmployds, Government Printing Office, Sydney....
PupU-teaehers—Instructions to ...................................................................................................

Do Instruction to Tcncher of School respecting ................................................
Alphabetical Rist of Names and Addresses of the Members of the Legislative Council and

Legislative Assembly, 8lh March, 1887....................................................................
~ ’ ’ do 26th Marcli,

do May,
do June,
do J uly,
do Oc1ober;
do 21st November, 18S7i 
do December, 1337

G'orrrnmen/ Gcizctie...............................................................................-..........................................
Police Gazelle ..................................................................................................................................

Do ‘ ' do
Do flrt
Do do
Do do
Do do
Do fin
Do do

1887
1887
1887
1837
1S87

Letter-press 
J’rliUih'f. LilhograiJliy.

Grand Totals ,

£ d.

3,500 9 10 0

3,800 n 9 0
3,500 it 11 0
3,200 u 8 G
3,200 0 3 O

300 1 17 G
1,500 2 1 3

COO 32 9 0

400 8 7 2
100 2 18 0

750 10 14- C
700 1 9 0
300 0 18 0

2,100 23 8 9

3.300 21 8 0
300 1 10 3

300 2 17 0
150 2 It 3
200 1 8 O
5oG 49 2 0

450 ' 1 t 5 c

25 3 9 0
55 10 15 0

2,000 1 15 0
2,000 1 13 0

72 2 13 6
400 3 9 0

48 0 8 0
DC 0 10 0
43 0 5 0
50 0 8 0
02 3 1 c
43 0 8 0

3,173,017 12,884 10 1
37,SS5 489 G 9

3,554,2.15 20,501 14 3

JJ s. d.

412 15 0

Hcliot.vpc Work. luisrai inj. Paper.

£ a. d. £ s. d. £ E. d.

1 is 8

£ 19 S
................... 1 2 15 3
. ................. 1 9 0

2 2 10
0 1 6
0 6 8

2 1G 9

0 8 0
0 1 9

2 7 C
0 3 2
0 0 8

.................... 6 5 4-

17 8 0
0 3 0

0 2 G
0 2 0
0 1 4
2 11 0

0 13 6

0 0 4
0 1 3
o G 4
0 G 4

0 0 6
0 4 3
o o 7
0 1 7
0 0 7
0 0 7
0 0 11
0 0 7

t*. ■ ... ... 3,009 11 2
31 9

200 10 0 39 1 G 4-,4C2 7 9

Bookbinding. Total Cost,

£ £?. cl. £ f*. d,

1 c 3 12 it 11

1 8 0 15 17 2
1 C 3 15 13 0
1 4 0 If 1 fi
1 2 G 12 3 4

1 19 O
2 7 11

2 3 C 37 9 3

0 G 0 9 1 2
0 1 0 3 1 3

33 9 0 51 11 0
0 3 6 1 15 8

0 19 2

3 3 0 32 17 1

10 7 G 49 4 0
O 3 0 2 <> 3

0 1 G 3 1 0
0 1 6 2 14 9
0 1 0 i 10 4
2 1C G 54 9 6

18 15 0 30 14 0

0 0 'c 3 9 10
0 1 0 10 17

2 1 4
2 1 4

2 14 O
0 5 0 3 IS 3
0 i 0 0 9 7
0 2 0 0 13 7
0 1 0 0 G 7
0 1 0 0 9 7
0 2 0 3 4 r>
0 1 0 0 9 7

312 10 0 10.200 It
520 12 0

1,698 19 5 to
 I

M O
* ©

1

10 11

CO

[3
o
4^



9

(No. 3.)
Esiuas of Pbistting, &c., sruciAHT authouikkd to be done at the Goyernhen't Printiko Office

during the Year 1887 :—

Cor.oYiAL Seceetart’s Department.

Printing for Jf.S.’W. Commission, Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition,
Printing for N.S.W. Commission, Melbourne Centennial Exhibition,
Parramatta Asylum Correspondence.
Printing for Queen’s Fund.
Speeches at Jubilee Gathering to friendless boys.
Petition of Local Government Board. -
Keport of Health Board on ophthalmic patients. '
Speeches of Messrs, Garrett and McMillan, during debate on pastoral holdings.
Notes on Elementary Gunnery, by Major Bunbury.
Printing for Centennial Celebration Committee.
Speeches at Dinner of Members of First Legislative Assembly.
History and description of Skeleton of Sperm Whale (Museum).

Colonial Tueasckige’s Department.

Photographs for Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition.
Printing for Stock Conference.
Photographing Charts for H.M.S. “ Lark.”
O’Bourke & McSharry v. the Commissioner for Railways—Exhibits for Crown Solicitor. 
Geographical Society of Australasia—Annual Address.
Pamphlet on the Olive (Technological Museum).
Official History of New South Wales ; 2nd Edition.
Photo-lithographs of Sydney University and College Grounds.

Secretary for Mines’ Department.

. Notes taken at an interview between J. B. Tonkin, Esq., and Messrs. Chaffey Brothers.
Paper on Lake Urana.

Minister of Justice’s Department.

Peat’s Ferry Railway Accident—Proceedings at Inquest on.
Law and Practice of New South Wales Letters Patent.
Catalogue of Supreme Court Library.

Secretary for Puelic Works’ Department. 

Accidents and their Treatment (Railway Department).

Government Printing Office,
Sydney, 11th June, 1888.

CHARLES POTTER,
Government Printer.

[>q Sydney : Charles Potter, Goi eminent Printer.—18SS.
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1887-8.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GUNPOWDER AND EXPLOSIVES RATES ACT OF 1884
(AMENDED RATES AND CHARGES FOR LIGHTERING, DELIVERING, AND STORING EXPLOSIVES )

fh-cscuteti tc parliament, pnmtsmt to JUt 40 '©ic. ^tc. 4

Tbo Treasury, New South Wales,
30th January, 1S8S,

AMENDED BATES AND CHARGES FOR LIGHTERING, DELIVERING, AND STORING OF EXPLOSIVES.
It is hereby notified, for general information, that in virtue of the provisions contained in clause 1 of tho “ Gunpowder and 
Explosives Rates Act of 1884, ’ His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of tho Executive Council, has been pleased to 
prescribe the following rates and charges for Lightering, Delivering, and Storing any Explosive within the meaning of the Act 40 
\ ictoria No. 1, in substitution for the rates and charges prescribed in the third, fourth, and fifth Schedules to such last-mentioned 
Act, os amended by Qazette notices of 24th December, 1884, and ISth January, 1887,—such rates and charges to bo levied and paid on and from 1st February, 1883.

' J, F. BURNS.

Schedule of Amended Rates for Lightering;, Delivering, 
and Storing of Explosives, made in virtue of the 
provisions of the “Gunpowder and Explosives 
Rates Act of 1884.”

Rates or Liqhtkkage fbom Snip or Vessel by ■which 
Explosives are Imported.

£ s. d.For each barrel or package containing fifty-one 
pounds of any nitro-glyccrine compound and
upwards to one hundred pounds ................. 0 0 6

For each barrel or package containing fifty pounds
of any nitro-glycerine compound and under..... 0 0 4

Any ejplosive other than gunpowder to be liable to 
similar charges.

For each package containing cart ridges, small arm,
at per cwt. or portion of cwt., gross weight..... 0 0 6

For each barrel or package containing fifty-one 
pounds loose gunpowder and upwards to one 
hundred pounds, and for each package of canis
ter powder containing forty-eight pounds and
upwards........................ "......................... 0 0 4

For each barrel or package containing fifty pounds 
loose powder and under, and for each package of 
canister powder containing under forty-eight
pounds ............. ..................................... 0 0 3

But if the rates shall in any case not amount to ten 
shillings, the minimum charge instead of the 
above rates shall he ten shillings.

Rates of Charges for Delivery of Explosives from 
Magazines by Land and Water Transfoet, or 
separately, as the case may be.

£ e. d.
For one or any number up to ten barrels or packages 

each containing not more than fifty pounds of 
any nitro-glycerino compound but not exceed
ing ten packages, to be conveyed by land and 
water at one time on each pert on’s order, and to 
the same destination, the minimum charge to be 0 10 0

For every barrel or package each containing not 
more than fifty pounds of any nitro-glyccrine 
compound in excess of ten packages conveyed by 
land and water, and to the same destination— 
at per package ......................................... 0 0 6

COS—

£ s. d.
For one or any number up to ten barrels or packages 

each containing fifty-one pounds of any nitro- 
glyccrine compound and up to one hundred 
pounds, but not exceeding ten packages, to bo 
convoyed by land and water at one time on each 
person’s order, and to the same destination, tho 
minimum charge to be................................  1 0 0

For every barrel or package, each containing fifty- 
ono pounds of any nitro-glycerine compound 
and up to one hundred pounds in excess of ten 
packages, to bo conveyed by land and water, and 
to the same destination—at per package........ 0 10

And in cases of land carriage (exclusive of railway 
carriage) and water transport being separately 
done in either of the foregoing cases the charges 
shall be at half the rates hereinbefore stated.

For each delivery to places more than two miles 
distant from the Magazines in Sydney or New
castle harbours respectively, an extra charge per 
mile or portion of a mile by land and water to 
and from such place of delivery to ho made for 
every fifty packages or portion thereof, say..... 0 2 6

For each delivery from any Magazine, other than 
(hose of Sydney and Newcastle aforesaid, for 
every fifty packages or portion thereof, a charge 
of—per mile to and from such Magazine..... . 0 0 2

And for every hour or portion of an hour exceeding 
thirty minutes, during which the boats or vans 
may bo detained ..................... ................

Any explosive other than gunpowder to be liable to 
similar charges.

For one or any number up to ton barrels or packages, 
each containing not more than fifty pounds of 
gunpowder but not exceeding ten packages, to 
be conveyed by land and water at one time on 
each person’s order, and to the same destination, 
the minimum charge to be ......... ..............

For every barrel or package, each containing not 
more than fifty pounds of powder in excess of 
ten packages, conveyed by land and water, and 
to the same destination—at cr package ........ 0 0 6

0 7 6
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2

For one or any number up to ten barrels or packages, 
each containing fifty-one pounds of gunpowder 
and up to one hundred pounds (also cartridge", 
actual gross weight of package), but not exceed
ing ten packages, to be conveyed by land and 
water at one time on each person’s order, and 
to the same destination, the minimum charge to

£ s. d.

0 15 0
For every barrel or package, each containing fifty-one 

pounds of powder and up to one hundred pounds 
(also cartridges, actual gross weight of pack
age) in excess of ten packages, to be conveyed 
by land and water, and to the same destination— 
at per package ...................................................... 0 1 0

And in cases of land carriage (exclusive of railway 
’ carriage) and water transport being separately 

- done in either of the foregoing cases the charges 
shall he at half the rates hereinbefore stated.

For each delivery to places more than two miles 
distant from the Magazines in Sydney or New
castle Harbours respectively, an extra charge per 
mile or portion of a mile by land and water to 
and from such place of delivery to be made for - 
every hundred packages or portion thereof, say 0 2 C 

For each delivery from any Magazine, other than 
those of Sidney and Newcastle aforesaid, for 
every hundred packages or portion I hereof, a 
charge of—per mile to and from such Magazine 0 0 2

£ a. d.
And for every hour or portion of an hour exceeding 

thirty minutes, during which the boats or vans 
" may be detained .................................................. 0 2 6

Bates op Stobage.

For each barrel or package containing upwards of 
fifty pounds of any explosive (gunpowder and 
cartridges excepted) per week (any period under 
one week to be charged for as a week) ...........

For eoch barrel or package containing fifty pounds 
and under of any explosives (gunpowder and 
cartridges excepted) per week (any period under 
one week to be charged for as a week) ...............

For each barrel or package of cartridges the actual 
gross weight of which is upwards of fifty pounds, 
per week (any period under one week to be 
charged for as a week) ..................................... -

For each barrel or package of cartridges the actual 
gross weight of which is under fifty pounds, per 
week (any period under one week to be charged 
for as a week) ......................................................

For each barrel or package containing upwards of 
fifty pounds of gunpowder, per week (any period 
under one week to be charged for as a week) ...

For each barrel or package containing fifty pounds 
and under of gunpowder per week (any period 
under one week to be charged for as a week) ...

0 0 6

0 0 3

0 0 4

0 0 2

0 0 2

0 0 1

mi
Sidney : Charles Potter, Government Printer —1668.



(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INSPECTION OE THEATRES.
(REPORT ON, BY COLONIAL ARCHITECT’S DEPARTMENT.)

Ordered by ihc Legislative Assembly to be printed, 8 November, 1887.

The Colonial Architect to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir, Colonial Architect’s Office, Sydney, 7 November, 1887.

In attention to the request conveyed by your note of 29th ultimo, respecting Theatres, &c., I HerM&jest/s, 
instructed one of my officers to visit the various buildings referred to, named in margin, and now do Oriteriom0^' 

myself the honor to forward his reports on same. I. have, &c.,
JAMES BARNET,

Col. Archt.

HEJl MAJESTY’S THEATRE.

Standard. 
Opera House. 
Gaiety. 
Academy of 

Music. 
Alhambra 
Music Hall,

Tins building has recently heen opened, and has all the modem improvements. It is situated in Pitt- 
strect, near the junction of Pitt-street with Market-street. A large hotel occupies the Pitt-street frontage.

Theatbe.
This theatre is divided into two parts, i.e.. stage and auditorium. The auditorium is divided from 

the stage by the proscenium wall, which is 27 in, thick, to iron girder, which carries the brickwork over the 
proscenium opening. The wall above the girder is reduced to 18 in., and is carried up through the roof. 
There are doorways in the wall on both sides of the stage into tho various divisions of the house. The 
whole of the doorways are protected by iron-plate doors, made to swing either way.

Stage,
The stage is constructed of wood, with various openings for the shifting of scenes. There is a 

basement and scene pit. Above the stage are the first, second, and third galleries for the flies, and above 
these there is a grid floor, on which are situated six 400-gallon tanks, with the necessary piping for use on 
the stage. Above the grid floor, on roof, is a large skyligflt for giving light during the daytime to the 
stage and galleries. On both sides of the roof there are three 18-in. revolving ventilators. There are also 
three large windows over the top gallery, which give good ventilation.

FiBEi’Boor Curtain.
The curtain is constructed of skeleton iron work, made to slide in a groove formed of iron, on the 

bade of proscenium wall.. On the skeleton frame is fixed an asbestos cloth curtain. The framework 
is counterbalanced with iron weights, but at present there are no means adopted for lowering or raising 
the curtain.

. Dressing-booms.
The dressing-rooms are outside the main walls of stage. They are in attached wings with door

ways from the stage on either side. They have also doorways as means of egress to Pitt-street, on the 
south, and the lane or right-of-way on the north. The dressing-rooms are first, second, and tliird floors. 
The various floors are reached by winding stairs constructed of wood. If smoke or fire entered the stair
case of the dressing-rooms from the stage, the occupants could not escape. The dressing-rooms are all 
good and well ventilated.

Electric Tight.
The theatre is partly lighted with the electric light. The engine and dynamo are situated in the 

basement under the dressing-rooms, on the north-east of the theatre, and is outside of the main walls of 
tho theatre. The engine is one of “ Roby’s ” portable, but at present set on blocks of stone.

280— The
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The floors of dressing-room over the engine are not rendered fire-proof, hut are distant from the 
engine 12 or 14 feet.

Auditokittm. ’
The orchestra stalls and pit are situated on the ground floor. The wholo area is filled with iron 

chairs with fold-up bottoms. The chairs behind the sixth row are called the pit. The passages are, in 
some places, narrow. There are not sufficient gangways, _

Means o/—There are no less than six doors from this division of the house, all of which 
are wide, and open on to short flights of stairs. The egress is good.

Djikss Chicle.
This division of the house is situated in the first gallery over the stalls. The area is seated with 

iron fold-up bottom chairs. The space for the chairs is roomy. The gangways are wide, and the passages 
behind the rail is ample for standing room.

The entrance to the dress circle is from Pitt-street. A stair, 5 feet wide, ascends from the vestibule, 
off which there is a cloak-room and ladies’ lavatory.

Means of egress.—From this division of the house are five doors, which are ample.

2

Family Ciucli;.
This division of the house is situated in the second gallery, and is seated with iron chairs with 

fold-up bottoms. The gangways are four, and are sufficient. Behind the rail is a passage 4 feet 6 inches 
wide, which, with the passage outside the wall and adjoining the staircases, afford ample standing room for 
the people occupying the chairs.

Means of egress.—There arc four doorways opening on to landings, from which stairs descend,— 
two of the stairs are 7 feet wide in straight flights, with short or narrow landings. Two of the stairs are 
5 feet wide, and are winding. The stairs are on both sides of the house.

Third G-allery or Amphitueatre.
This division of the bouse is seated with benches, the one raised above the other. The seats are 

only 2 feet from back to back. Outside of the area is a passage from 5 to 6 feet wide; this passage 
connects the four stairs from this division,—two stairs, 7 feet wide, in straight flights, and two stairs, 
winding, 5 feet wide. There are three gangways, each 2 feet G inches wide. N.B.—The winding stairs 
can be joined by the people from all divisions of the house. As these stairs are winding they are 
dangerous in the event of a panic. Two 4 feet 6 inch stairs join the 7 feet stairs from the family circle. 
The passages and staircases are all fireproof.

Lavatories.
Water-closet and urinals are connected to the various divisions of the house. They are well 

supplied with water, are wrell ventilated, and are clean and free from bad smell.

Stage-boxes.
There are stage-boxes connected to the various divisions of the house, all of which are entered from 

the different divisions, and have egress by the stairs which lead from the various divisions.

Bars.

From all divisions of the house, except the amphitheatre, there are passages and doorways leading 
to bars and saloons. These doorways have no fire-proof doors.

Vestilatiok.

The ventilation from the various divisions of the house is good compared with most of the theatres. 
The heated air is drawn off by means of a drum ventilator over the sunlight in centre of ceiling. 

There are also several spray ventilators for drawing off the vitiated air from the dress and family circles.

' Gas-meters.

There are three large gas-meters, all of which are placed where there is not the slightest ventilation, 
and where they are not easy of access ; in fact, dangerous in case of fire.

Seating accommodation in the various parts of the auditorium:—
Amphitheatre seated for... ... ... ... ... 450 adults.
Family circle „ ... ... ... ... ... 300 „
Dress circle „ ................................................ 213 „
Stalls .......................................................... 500 „ ■

, Boxes „ ........................ ....................... . 48 „

Total... ....................................... 1,511

The stairs are equal to twenty-four adults per foot width of stairs. 
Outside openings clear of the theatre equal to 24f per foot of opening. 
The means of egress is sufficient.

THEATRE
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THEATRE ROYAL.
In Bubmilling a Report on the various Places of Public Amusement in Sydney, it will not be necessary 
1o enter into detail of construction, as they are all built of brick ; the framework of roof, floors, galleries, 
stage, and flies, are of Oregon pine; the roofs are covered with slate or corrugated iron, the principal 
entrance to which is from Castlcreagh-street. _ _ •

Tho stage of tills theatre is not divided from the auditorium by means of a brick or fireproof wall; 
the division is only a stud and board partition, covered with canvas, which only extends from the stage to 
the ceiling, which is constructed of the same inflammable material, and without fireproof curtain.

Pressing-rooms, scene dock, property-rooms, and room for making oxygen gas, are situated in a 
temporary wood and corrugated iron building on the north side of the building with a large doorway for 
scene shifting, and a doorway for egress to dressing-rooms ; these openings are said to be protected by 
iron fireproof doors, but this exists only in some. . _

The doors are constructed of thin sheet-iron, riveted lo a skeleton iron frame. The doors shut ou 
the outside of wall, hut there are no fastenings. At the top of largo door the brick wall is reduced 4^ 
inches, thereby leaving an opening suitable for the spread of fire. There is a doorway under the stage 
communicating with the temporary buildings, without any door either of iron or wood. A coess to the flies 
is by means of ladders, and from tho dress circle and gallery. On the upper flies there is a 400-gallon 
tank, with a X-|--inch canvas hose and director; they will be of w;ry little service in case of fire. There 
are several buckets and wet blankets on the flies and stage.

There are several skylights in roof over the stage, but no openings, louvered or otherwise, for the 
escape of smoke over the stage.

Stalls.

The stalls and pit arc seated with fixed chairs, the gangways arc not sufficient, and there are sixteen 
chairs in one continuous row all through this part of the house, which make it difficult to get out. The 
means of egress from this division of the house are sufficient, i.e., by King-street and right-of-way on the 
north side of the theatre.

Dress Ciroee.
The dress circle is the first gallery over the pit, the ingress to which, by a wide entrance from 

Castlereagh-street, are stairs^G feet wide ; there is no handrail on the wall side of this stair. The means 
of egress from this part of 'the house is somewhat obstructed by side tables and garden chairs in the 
passage or lobby.

Ij’amilv Circle.

This division of the house is the gallery above the dress circle; tlie seats are fixed on benches in tbe 
form of an amphitheatre; the means of egress is by a passage 3 feet wide, stairs 3 feet 10 inches wide, the 
treads of which are 9 inches wide, and risers inches. This stair is dangerous. There is also an escape 
stair 3 feet 10 inches wide, hut is reduced to 3 feet 4 inches in width at a certain place where a ventilating 
flue comes up tho wall. _ _ .

The back of the family circle is open to the passage, and if a panic occurred the people would jump 
over and obstruct the passage. _ . ,

The means of egress from this part of the house is far from being sufficient, and in my opinion very 
dangerous.

Ventilation.

This theatre is very defective in ventilation; the artificial means are very crude; there is no 
mechanical means in use for either supply or exhaust; there is no portion of this house that is fireproof; 
if a fire takes place a few seconds can only pass when all parts will he in flames.

The auditorium, passages, and staircases are in need of repair and renovation, and the words, “This 
way out,” should be painted on all doors.

All divisions of the house are seated for ] ,441 adults.
1 _ The door-openings to street gives 42 adults per foot of opening.

CRITERION THEATRE.
This building, which is of recent construction, is situated at the junction of Pitt and Park streets. 
There are entrances to the various parts of the house from these streets. ,

' Stage. ' '
The stage is divided from the auditorium by a 14 in. thick brick wall which is carried up from the 

rock to 12 or 14 feet above the roof of the auditorium. The brick-work is supported over the proscenium 
opening by means of a wrought-irou girder. There are openings to the various parts of the house through 
the wall. No fire-proof doors are provided. Some of the openings have no doors of any kind. Over 
the roof of stage is a large sky.light with loin re openings which are of little value. There is no fire
proof curtain on the proscenium opening. Egress from the stage is very defective.

Under the Stage.
nmeiAr There is a basement under the stage, with scene pit. This place is lumbered up with property sent 
clown through the traps on stage floor. There is an escape door on each side to the basement, under the 
floor of auditorium.

Dressing-
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&

Deksstkg-roojls,

Dressing-rooms and rooms for supernumeraries, are situated in the hnsement under the auditorium. 
There is an alley-way encircling the rooms. The doors to rooms have small fan-lights. The rooms are of 
various sixes, and are divided from each other by wood partitions. In this basement there are five water- 
closets and three urinals. There is no light to the rooms except gas. The ventilation is very defective, 

' and a disagreeable smell pervades the whole area. In a room in this basement arc situated the gas-meters 
and the tanks for oxygen gas ; there is neither daylight or ventilation to this place. "When the door was 
opened the smell arising nearly made me sick,

I would not be surprised to hear of an accident arising from these rooms. When this building 
was inspected a grating was recommended to be placed in the floor of passage near tho entrance door to 
stalls. This recommendation has heen completely ignored, by so doing it may result some time in loss 
of life.

OacnrESTRA..
The orchestra is under the front of stage. When the gas is lit the heat must he unbearable.

Stalls.

This division of the bouse is on the ground-floor; scats, fixed iron chairs with fold-up bottoms. 
The means of egress is to Pitt and Park Streets, and is sufficient. A considerable portion of the stall 
seats are under the gallery which forms the dress circle. The ceiling is very low.

Dress Circle.
This division of the house is situated in the first gallery over stalls, entrance to which is from Pitt- 

street. The seats are iron chairs with folding-up bottoms. There is sufficient room in tho gangways 
and passages. There are attached to the dress circle ladies’ cloak-room, ladies’ and gentlemen’s lava
tories, all of which are in good condition. But the gentlemen’s lavatories are not well ventilated; they 
smell of carbolic and disinfectants.

The means of egress from this division is satisfactory.

Family Circle.

This division is situated in the second gallery, the entrance to which is from Park-street by a 
stone stair of several short flights. There is also an escape stair on the opposite side of the theatre. 
This division of the house is seated in the form of an amphitheatre. The means of egress is not good. 
There are urinals connected with this division; they are kept clean, but smell rather strong from want 
of ventilation. '

Skcosd Gallery.

This division of the house is only a more elevated continuation of the family gallery; it is divided 
by a barrier rail. Tbe entrance to gallery is a continuation of the stair to family circle. The stair is of 
wood. There is also an escape stair on the opposite side of the house similar to the stair just described.

The means of ogress from the gallery and family circle is by the same stairs, which are reduced 
in width at certain landings to 3 ft. 6 in. and 2 ft. 6 in. The means of egress is not sufficient.

Ventilation.

The ventilation of the various parts of the house is very defective; mechanical means have been 
introduced, three “ Aeolus ” spray machines are placed in the rooms of the basement, the suction ends of 
tubes are in tbe alley-way of basement; the vitiated air is drawn from the basement and distributed over 
the stalls and the dress circle. There are also two machines drawing off the vitiated air from tho stalls 
and dress circle, and discharging the air into the urinals attached to the stalls. This vitiated air must 
find its way back to the parts of the house from which it was drawn, carrying with it a proportion of the 
vitiated air from the urinals and closets.

The stairs and passages are constructed of fire-proof materials.
The various divisions of the house, stage, dressing-rooms, passages, and stairs, water-closets, and 

urinals are in a good state of cleanliness, but smell rather strong of disinfectants.

The Theatre is seated for—
Stalls ... ... ...
Dress circle ... ...
Family circle ... ,,,
Gallery...........................

Total

... 31d 

... 138 

... 210 

... 329

... 991

Means of egress from the various places— 
Stalls, doorways ... ... ..
Dress circle ... ... ... ..
Family circle stairs ..........................
The three street-doors ... ...

15 feet, equal to 21 persons per foot. 
5 ,, ,, 27 „

,, 89 ,, ,,
10 02 Jt

STANDARD
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STANDARD THEATRE.
Tliis theatre is situated in Castlereagh-street. The principal entrance and side entrance are from 

the street. It is not occupied at present. .... . . .
Considerable alterations hare been made to this building since my inspection in June, 1886.

Stash.

The stage is divided from the auditorium with a proscenium of wood and canvas, continued to the 
lino of ceiling; a temporary building of wood and iron has been constructed in the small and limited area 
at the hack with openings formed in the hack wall at back of stage ; the temporary building is used for a 
scene dock and a property room ; the openings are not enclosed with doors; this building obstructs the 
light and ventilation to the dressing rooms—also the urinals, which are for the nse of the public. The 
area under the stage is at present filled with rubbish, and has no ventilation: it is stifling and dangerous 
to health.

Dress Circle.

The dress circle has heen very much altered in shape, but its seating accommodation has not been 
much increased, only fourteen additional seats. The means of egress from the dress circle has been 
altered by three or four additional steps.

Stalls ard Pit.

The seating accommodation and means of egress has not been altered. Egress is by the principal 
entrance and doors, opening on the right of way at side.

Ylvtilatios.
The ventilation provided for the theatre is by windows on the north side only. The southern wall 

is blank, no opening whatever. There arc no other means provided for ventilating the building.
The building is lighted by gas, which is protected on the stage and dressing-room with wire netting.

Water Hydrant.

There is a 2-in. hydrant with a hose on stage, also on gallery, but there is no tank on the roof. 
The building at present is clean, but requires renovation.

The dress circle will seat 
„ stalls ,,
» Pit; »

220
308
432

Total OGO

Door opening to street 19 ft. 3in ; door opening gives forty-six persons per foot of opening.

OPERA HOUSE.
This theatre is situated near the corner of King and York streets, an hotel occupying the corner 

entrances to the theatre are from King arid York streets.
The theatre is on the first floor; a row of shops occupy the ground floor in King-street.

Stalls and Pit.

The stalls and pit are on the first floor; tho gallery is termed the dress circle, the entrance to 
which is from York-street; the doors ou street line are made portable, and are removed during enter
tainments.

The stairs and means of egress from this portion of the house are defective; tho escape stair has 
no hand rails, and is a dangerous stair; the entrance stair is contracted from 4 feet ti inches to 3 feet 
4 inches by the erection of a ticket office.

Stairs and passages are of wood, with canvas and paper decorations.
The seats are iron fixed chairs; the passages and gangways are sufficient.

Stalls.

The entrance to which is King-street, by a long passage and stair 5 feet wide; there is also 
another stair 2 feet 9 inches wide ascending from the same passage; these are the only means of egress 
from this portion of the house.

' Pit.

The entrance to pit is as described for stalls, stair 5 feet wide; there is also an escape on to 
passage from the dress circle, and a door on the barrier between the stalls and pit, but both of these 
doors a,re kept locked.

Balcony.

On the north side and over the footpath to the line of kerbstone is a large balcony, the floor of 
which is on a level with the floor of stalls, doors open on to the balcony; from the balcony are two trap- 
ladders, which can be lowered by means of a crab-winch simultaneously ; the stairs are remarkable for 
lightness of construction, and there is only 4 feet headway.

Staoe.
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Stage.

The stage is divided from the auditorium by a brick wall, which is only carried up to the line of 
ceiling on the sides; the archway and decorations of the proscenium are of wood and canvas.

The floors and paint-gallery are constructed of Oregon pine. There is an accumulation of rubbish 
on the flies and over a portion of the ceiling of the auditorium. *

The rubber tubing connecting the gaslights on the flies is in a decayed state, and in some places 
dangerous. The footlights of the stage arc very improperly protected.

There is no fireproof curtain.
Dkessixg-booms.

The dressing-rooms are situated off the stage on the south-east corner, they are of a temporary 
character, so are the stairs leading to same, and as the only means of escape is by this stair, in the event 
of fire on the stage escape from the dressing-rooms is impossible.

The stairs leading from the various places of the house are insufficient and dangerous by reason of 
being constructed of wood. ’

Tbe water-closets and urinals are situated on the ground floor and arc under the stairs ; there is 
little or no ventilation : the watcr-closcts and urinals are defective.

Ventilation from the various places of the house is by tho open doors ou the balcony and the 
windows above the level of the dress circle. The lower portion of the house, principally the pit, is very 
defective in ventilation, it being all on the north side of the house.

Meass of egbess.

The moans of egress from this theatre are all on the one side of the house, and that furthest from 
the street. The words “ This way out ” are not painted on any of the doorways. On some doors a loose 
ticket is pinned up, with the words “ This way out.”

Eesovation, <fcc.
This theatre has much need of alterations and renovation in all parts,

6

GAIETY THEATRE.
This theatre is situated in Castlereagh-street; the principal and stall entrances are all from this street. 
The theatre has recently been remodelled and renovated.

The stage has been altered. A new proscenium has been constructed of wood, covered on the 
side nest stage with sheet-iron, and is not continued through the ceiling, and is not fireproof, neither is 
there a fireproof curtain.

The area under the stage has been excavated to a depth of 8 feet from under side of stage floor, 
formed of tar paving; at present it is all clear of rubbish.

Dbessevg-rooms.
The cottages on the north side have been converted into dressmg-rooms. The means of egress 

from stage to dressing-rooms arc good.
A temporary building has been constructed adjoining the theatre on the north side, of wood, 

covered with corrugated iron, to he used as a property-room and scene dock ; there are openings in this 
wall, which separates the temporary building from the theatre, enclosed with light wood doors covered 
with sheet-iron. This is a very primitive attempt to render the place fireproof.

. The footlights, gas-fittings on or about the stage are protected with wire netting, and most fittings 
are secure.

Deess Circle. '
The dress circle is situated in the gallery, and has been remodelled ; the accommodation is good; 

a new stair has been constructed to give increased egress ; there are also doors opening into rooms from 
which egress is by a stair in the private part of the building; on all doors are painted the words 
“ This way out,”

Stalls akd Pit.
The stalls and pit are on the ground-floor; this division of the house has also been remodelled ; 

the gangways and passages have heen increased in width, and new escape-doors have been formed on the 
north side; the ground-floor of a cottage has heen converted into a passage 11 feet wide opening on to a 
right-of-way to the street, and clear of the theatre. The means of egress are sufficient.

Ventilation.

_ The ventilation of this theatre is good. There arc doors and large windows on both sides of the 
building by which a good current of air is obtained. Hydrant with sufficient hose has heen provided, both 
on the stage and auditorium ; some of the gas jets are rather close to the ceilings in the passage.

_ If the proscenium wall had been constructed of brick and carried through the roof and provided 
with a fire-proof curtain, this theatre would have been the safest of any in the city.

Means of egbess.
_ The building will seat 600 adults; the door openings are equal to 30 persons per foot of doorway, 

which is ample.

ACADEMY OE MUSIC.
This theatre or music hall is situated in Castlereagh-street; principal and side entrance is from this 
street. The building is old and dilapidated. It is at present closed to tho public. ■

Considerable alterations are contemplated, and ’nil] be made before it is again opened for the 
public. - • . . - -

ALHAMBEA
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ALHAMBRA MUSIC HALL.
The building wag erected for a bazaar or auction room, and afterwards converted into a music hall, 
and when reported upon in July,. 1884, it was called the Haymarket Academy. The building has undergone 
considerable alterations in the various divisions of the house.

Stage.
The stage, although no larger than when reported upon, has been fitted up with the usual wood and 

canvas proscenium, with arrangements for scene-shifting.

Deessisg-hoom.
The dressing-rooms now connected with the hall arc a row of stone cottages at the hack of the 

theatre, and are detached. There are two doors opening off the stage as means of egress.

Dbess Cjkcue.
The dress circle is situated on the ground floor in front of stage, it has heen recently reseated 

with fold-up bottom chairs, they aro 2 ft. 2 in. from back to back, which is 4 in. less than they should be.
The seats along the division wall are very narrow, only 15 in. wide; the gangways are not sufficient 

in width, and on the side next to escape door there is no gangway; the seats are fourteen in one row at 
present seated for 234; should not be more than 147. Means of egress side door, 5 ft. 6 in., and entrance 
passage, 3 ft. 3 in.; the means of egress is sufficient.

■ ' Stalls.

The floor of stalls has been, raised and sloped, seated at present with fixed forms without backs. 
The forms are very close together, This division seats 340, which should be 240. The means of egress 
would he sufficient if seats were properly placed, with sufficient gangways.

Gallery.
The gallery has been raised, having now a much greater slope. The seats are fixed forms without 

backs, seated to hold 320 persons, which should be 135. The means of egress would be sufficient.
The theatre is lighted from a lantern light in roof, a portion of which has shutters which lift up 

for ventilation. The gallery is the best ventilated place in the house. The stalls are very badly venti
lated; the northern wall has no openings; the only ventilation is from the side escape-doors, or from 
what may come in by the side passage.

Gas.
The theatre is lighted with gas; the footlights and all brackets are protected with wire netting. 

The two gas meters are in a recess under the stage, which is locked; beside the meter are three buckets 
of water, which could not be got if wanted.

There is a 2-inch hydrant on the stage with 36 feet of hose ; there is no hydrant in the 
auditorium. No buckets are provided for any part of the building ; no tanks are provided for a supply 
of water, only a small tank for use of dressing-rooms.

‘Water-closets, &c.

The water-closets and urinals are in good order, and are kept clean.
The building is in a fair state of cleanliness ; the front of gallery is only 2 feet high; there r is a 

rail required to prevent accident. Eenovation is necessary to the bnilding, at present seated for,—
Dress circle ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 234
Stalls ........................................................................................ 340
Gallery ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 320

894
Door-opening, 25 feet; which is almost equal to thirty-five persons per foot opening.

. ' 7 ^ /■

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1887.
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1887.

(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

JEREMIAH SHEA.
(PETITION OF.)

Received hy ike Legislative Assembly, 2 November, 1887.

To tho Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable tho Members of the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, in Parliament assembled. ■

The humble Petition of Jeremiah Shea, of Hanging Rock, near Nundle, gold-miner,— 
RESrECTFUlliT Siiowetii :—■

That your Petitioner at the age of seventeen was convicted of stealing a roll of silk from a shop 
door, of which crime he solemnly assures your Honorable House that ho was entirely innocent, and he 
ventures to appeal to his life ever since as a proof of this.

That your Petitioner, on this conviction, was sent out to this Colony in year 1818, in the ship 
“ Morley,” on her second voyage, and was then assigned to Captain William Cox, of Clarendon, near 
Windsor, and was then sent to a run called Mnnar, in the Mudgee district, as a stockman. Whilst there 
he endured great hardships, and underwent many trials from encounters with the natives, in one of which 
he was tomahawked and laid up in consequence tor several months, but he always succeeded in protecting 
his master’s property.

That your Petitioner remained his,full time of seven years with Captain Cox without punishment 
and without even a complaint being made against him, and then received his freedom.

That from that time to the present, when he is eighty-eight years of age, he has never been before 
a Court or a Magistrate for the slightest offence.

That your Petitioner is informed and verily believes that under the Regulations then in force he 
was entitled, on receiving his freedom, to a grant of thirty acres of land, or, if he had. returned to England 
with his certificate of freedom, to a pension of four pence a day, and that he has never received that grant 
if he is so entitled to it.

That your Petitioner was the person who first discovered gold on the northern gold-fields at 
Swampy Creek, Hanging Rock, in the year 1852, and that he has never received any acknowledgment of 
this important discovery, although he is informed that it has been the rule to make some acknowledgment 
to persons who have discovered gold-fields.

That your Petitioner being now so aged and somewhat infirm is no longer able to earn his living 
ns lie has been hitherto accustomed. '

That your Petitioner humbly conceives that from his faithful service, and his undeviating good 
conduct, and from the fact that his claims for consideration have been in no way recognized, he has the 
right humbly to approach your Honorable House and to ask that his case may bo considered.

Your Petitioner therefore humbly prays that your Honorable House will take the circumstances 
detailed in the foregoing petition into careful and favourable consideration and so deal with your Petitioner 
as to your Honorable House may seem just and right.

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c,
JEREMIAH SHEA.

Sydney, 2 November, 1887.

[Sd.] 235
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1887.
(third session.)

NEW SOUTH WALES.

JUBILEE COINAGE.
(DESPATCH RESPECTING.)

■jjrcscnitb lo Jjarlianunt bjt (Kotnnwni.

The Treasury, New South Wales, 
4th August, I8S7.

His Eieollcncy the Governor directs the publication, for general information, of tlie following Proclamation, which appeared 
in tho London Gazette of 17th May last, with reference to tho Coinage.

J. P, BURNS.

By the Queen. •
A PROCLAMATION.

Yiotohu, R,
WnnHliAS by an Act passed in the thirty-third year of Our 
reign, intituled “ An Act to consolidate and amend the low 
relating to tho Coinage and Her Majesty’s Mint,” it is amongst 
other things enacted.

That We, by and with the advice of Our Privy Council, shall 
from time to time by Proclamation determine the design for 
any coin.

Wo have, therefore, thought fit to order that certain of the 
coins made nl tho Mint, mentioned in tho first schedule to tho 
aforesaid Act of the weight and fineness specified in that 
schedule, shall bear designs as follows;—

That every Eire Pound Piece should have for the obverse 
impression our cfligy, with the inscription “ Victoria D. G. 
Britt: Reg: F. D.,” and for the reverse the image of Saint 
George armed, sitting on horseback, attacking the Dragon with 
a sword, and a broken spear upon the ground, and the date of 
tho year, with a graining upon tho edge j and that every Two 
Pound Piece should have the same obverse and reverse 
impression and inscription in all respects as the Five Pound 
Piece, with a graining upon the edge ; and that every Sovereign 
should have the same obverse and reverse impression and 
inscription in all respects as the Five Pound Piece, with ft 
graining upon tho edge ; ftnd that every Half Sovereign should 
have for the obverse impression the aforesaid effigy, with the 
inscription “Victoria Dei Gratia,” and for the reverse the 
ensigns armorial of the United Kingdom contained in a gar
nished shield surmounted by the Royal Crown, with the 
inscription “Britanniarum Regina Fid: Def:” and the date 
of the year, with a graining upon the edge; and that every 
Crown should have the same obverse and reverso impression 
and inscription in all respects as the Five Found Piece, with a 
graining upon tho edge ; and that every Half-crown should 
have for the obverse impression the aforesaid effigy, with the 
inscription “Victoria Dei Gratia,” and for the reverse the ensigns 
armorial of the United Kingdom contained in a plain shield sur
rounded by the Garter, bearing the motto “ Iloni soit (jui mal y 
ponse," and tho Collar of the Garter, with the inscription 
"Britanniarum Regina Fid: Dcf Band the date of the year, with 
a graining upon the edge; and that; every Florin should have for 
the obvorsc impression the aforesaid effigy, with the inscription 
“Victoria Dei Gratia,” and for the reverse the ensigns armorial 
of tho United Kingdom contained in four shields arranged 
crosswise, each shield crowned, and between the shields four 
sceptres surmounted by orbs, a thistle and a harp, and a Star 
of tho Garter in the centre, with the inscription “Britt: Beg : 
Fid: Def and tho dale of the year, with a groining upon the 
edge; and that every Shilling should have for the obverse 
impression the aforesaid effigy, with the inscription “ Victoria 
Dei Gratia Britt: Bogina F. P.,” and for the reverse the

ensigns armorial of the United Kingdom, contained in a plam 
shield surrounded by the garter bearing the motto “ Honi soit 
qui mal y pense” and the date of the year with a graining upon 
the edge; and that every Sixpence should have the same obverse 
and reverse impression and inscription in ail respects as 
the shilling, with a graining upon the edge; and that certain 
other pieces of silver money called “ The Queen’s Maundy 
Monies,’’ of fourpence, threepence, twopence, and one penny, 
should have for the obverse impression the aforesaid effigy, 
with the inscription “Victoria Dei Gratia Britt: Regina 
P, D.,” and for the reverse tho respective figures “ 4,” “ 3,” 
“ 2,” “ 1 ” (according to the denomination or value of the 
piece) in tho centre, with the date of the year placed across the 
figure, and encircled by an oak wreath, surmounted by the 
Royal crown, with a plain edge :

And whereas by the aforesaid Act it is also enacted, that it 
shall be lawful for Us, by and with the advice of Our Privy 
Council, from time Co time, by Proclamation, to determine tho 
denominations of coins lo be coined at the Mint, audit is by the 
said Act provided, that any coin of gold, silver, or bronze, of 
any other denomination than that of the coins mentioned in 
the first schedule to the aforesaid Act, which is hereafter 
coined at the Mint shall be of a weight and fineness bearing 
the same proportion to the weight and fineness specified in 
that schedule as the denomination of such coin bears to the 
denominations mentioned in that schedule.

We have therefore further thought fit to order that a new 
coin, to be called a Double-Florin, should be coined, of the 
standard weight of 34t)'09090 grains, and of the fineness of 
thirty-seven-fortieths fine silver and three-fortieths alioy, 
and should pass and be received as current and lawful money 
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland at the 
rate of four shillings or one-fifth of a Pound ; and that every 
such coin should have the same obverse and reverse impression 
and inscription in all respects as a Florin, with a graining upon 
the edge.

And whereas pieces of money of the above descriptions respec
tively have heen coined at Our Mint, and will bn coined there, 
in pursuance of orders that Wc have given for that purpose, 
We have thereforo, by and with the advice of Our Privy 
Council, thought fit to issue this Our Royal Proclamationi_and 
We do hereby ordain, declare and command that the said pieces 
of money respectively so coined and to be coined as aforesaid 
shall be current and lawful money of the United Kingdom of 
Groat Britain and Ireland, and that this. Our Royal Proclama
tion, shall como into operation on the date hereof-

Givcn at Onr Court at Windsor, this thirteenth day of 
May, in the year of our Lord, one thousand eight 
hundred and eighty-seven, and iu tbe fiftieth year of 
Our reign.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

IMJ dil—
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1887-8.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

JUBILEE COINAGE.
(NEW DESIGN FOR SIXPENCE—DESPATCH.)

£h-fsente 1) tn ijSarUament bg Commanb.

[Circular.]
^ir) Downiug-street', 23rd December, 1887.

'With reference to m v Circular Despatch of the 13th of August last. I have the honour to transmit 
to you, for the information of the Colony under your Government, tho accompanying copy of an Order of 
the Queen in Council (28 November, 1887), approving the Draft of a Royal Proclamation for giving 
currency to certain silver coins called “ Sixpences,” with a new design therein described, and directing the 
coinage of such coins at the Royal Mint.

I request that you will take steps to publish the Proclamation and Order in Council in the usual 
manner in the Colony under your Government. I have, &c..
The Officer Administering H. T. HOLLAND,

the Government of New South Wales.

At the Court at Windsor, the 28th day of November, 1887.
Present:

The Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty in Council.
"Whereas there was this day read at the Board the Draft of a Proclamation for giving currency to certain 
silver coins, called 11 Sixpences,” with a new design therein described :

_ Her Majesty having taken the same into consideration, was pleased, by and with the advice of Her 
Privy Council, to approve thereof, and to order, and it is hereby ordered, that tho coins described in the 
Proclamation be coined at Her Majesty’s Mint:

And the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury are to give the necessary directions 
accordingly, ” '

----------------- C. L. PEEL.
Draft Proclamation referred to in the foregoing Order.

By the Queen. .
A Proclamation.

Whereas oy “The Coinage Act 1870 ” it is (amongst other things) enacted that it shall be lawful 
for Us, hy and with the advice of Our Privy Council, from time to time by Proclamation to determine the 
design for any coin : "

Now therefore We have, by and with the advice of Our Privy Council, thought fit to determine and 
do order that certain coins called “ Sixpences,” made and to be made at the Mint and mentioned in the first 
Schedule to the aforesaid Act, of the weight and fineness specified in that Schedule, shall bear designs as 
fellow's :— ■

Por tbe obverse impression Our effigy with tbe inscription “Victoria Dei Gratia Britt: Regina 
R.D.,” and for tbe reverse the words “Six-pence” placed in the centre of the piece, having an olive 
branch on one side and an oak branch on tbe other, surmounted by the Royal Crown, and the date of the 
year between and below the branches, and a graining upon tlie edge.
_ And whereas coins of the above description have been coined at Our Mint, and will be coined there 
in pursuance of Orders which We have given for that purpose, We have, therefore, by and with the advice 
of Our Privy Council, thought fit to issue this Our Royal Proclamation, and We do hereby ordain, declare, 
and command that the said coins so coined, and to be coined as aforesaid, shall be current and lawful 
money of tbe United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and that this Our Royal Proclamation shall 
come into operation forthwith on the date thereof.

Given at Our Court at Windsor, this twenty-eighth day of November, in the year of Our Lord one 
thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven, and in the fifty-first year of Our Reign.

God save tbe Queen.

[8«t] 577-
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NEW SOUTH ’WALES.

LANDS im PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OE LAND EOR PUBLIC CEMETERY AT SINGLETON.)

JJrescntcl) to pursuant to JWt 44 Dir. Jto. 16.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LANE UNDER 
44 VICTORIA No. 1C.

New South Wales, ) RvHisExccllcncyThcRigMBonourable 
to nit. ( Ohaki.isRobert,RaiuixCarrixoiox, 

a Member o{ Her Jlajcsty’s Most 
HoHOiuable Privy Council, Knight 
Grand Cioss of tho iMnst Dietinguiahed 

Cakjiimitox, Order of Saint Michael and Saint 
6’ot'cnior. Ceorgc, Governor and Commander-in.

Chief of the Colony of New South 
Vales and its Dependencies.

Whereas I, the Governor oforosnid, viih the advice of 
tho Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly 
sanctioned the carrying out of certain works for and in con
nection with the establishment and construct,ion of a Public 
Cemetery at Singleton, in the said Colony, for and towards the 
completion of which said works public funds aro available ; and 
whereas the lands hereinafter described are required for the 
construction of the said Works : Now I, the Governor of tho 
said Colony, with the advice of the Executive Council of the 
said Colour, in pursuance of the powers m this behalf given 
to or vested in me by the “Lands for Public Purposes 
Acquisition Act,1' do, by this notification published in the 
Gazette and in a newspaper, that is to say, in the “Singleton 
Aigus," circulated in the Police District wherein the said 
lands ore situated, declare that the lands hereinafter described 
have been teaumedfar the public purpose liereirafterniontioiicd, 
that is to say, for and in connection with the establishment 
and construction of a Public Cemetery at Singleton, in the said 
Colony, to the intent that upon the publication of this notifica
tion in the Gazette, the legal estate in the said lands shall 
forthwith be vested in the Minister for Public Works and Ids 
successors on behalf of Iler Majesty for tbe purpose of tbe 
said last-mentioned Art, for an "osfca'tn of inheritance in fcc- 
simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, 
obligations, estate, interests, eontracl s, charges, rates, rights-of- 
way, or other easements whatsoever, and to the intent further 
that the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident 
thereto or conferred by tbe said Act, shall be vested in the said 
Minister aa a. trustee with the powers stated in the said last- 
mentioned Act: And 1 declare that the following arc the 
descriptions of the lands hereinbefore referred to, that is to 
say:—

1. All that piece or parcel of land situate near Singleton, 
parish of Wbittingbam, county of Northumberland, containing 
an area of 9aeres0 roods THI perches, forming part of J. Karl’s 
(now E. S. Fawcett’s 1,500 acres) : Commencing at tho south
east corner of the present, Presbyterian Cemcterv ; and bounded 
thence on the north by pari, of tbe northern boundary of iT. 
Earl’s (now E S. Fawcett's) 1,600 acres bearing north 89 degrees 
49 minutes east 18 chains 33i links; thence on the east by a 
line bearing south 5 chains 7 links; thence on the south by a. 
line bearing west 18 chains 33)- links ; and thence on the west 
by a line bearing north 5 chains 1 link, lo tho point of cam- 
meneemeut.

2. All that piece or parcel of hind situate near Singleton, 
parish of Willingham, county of Northumberland, containing 
an area of 18 acres 3 roods 30^ perches, forming part of A, 
M'DougalTs (now G. Coder's) 900 acres: Commencing on the 
south-eastern side of the road 1 chain wide from Warkworlh to 
Singleton, at the north-west, corner of the present Presbyterian 
Cemetery ; and bounded thence on part of the south by the 
north boundary of that cemetery hearing east 9 chains 24-1 links ; 
thence on the west by the cast boundary of that cemetery 
bearing south 3 chains 99 links to the southern boundary of A. 
M'Dougall's (nowG. Lodcr’s) 900 acres; thence on the remainder 
of the south by part of that boundary bearing north 89 degrees 
40 minutes oust 18 chains 331 links ; thence on the cast hy a 
line bearing north 8 chains 33 links; thence on the north by a 
lino hearing west 25 chains 514 links to the aforesaid road ; 
and thence on tho north-west, by part of the south-eastern side 
of that road bearing south 25 degrees 12 minutes west 4 chains 
80£ links, to the point of commencement.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this thirty-first 
day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and eighty-seven, and in the fifty-first 
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By Uis Excellency's Command,

JOHN SUTHERLAND.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MERCANTILE BROILERS.
(PETITION FOR LEGISLATION IN REGARD TO.)

Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 14 December, 1887.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South ‘Wales.
Tho humble Petition of the undersigned Merchants and Mercantile Brokers, of Sydney,— 

Respectfully Showeth:—
That we, the undersigned Merchants and Mercantile Brokers of Sydney, are mutually engaged 

in transactions of great magnitude, in which the utmost confidence is required^ and in which honest 
integrity and ability on the part of the brokers arc most essential in the interests of the public.

Tour Petitioners are of opinion that the time has arrived when the Mercantile Brokers of Sydney 
should be regulated by legislative enactment by the issue of licenses, with power to refuse or withdraw 
on such a basis that whilst affording protection to the public against any dishonest proceedings on the 
part of the broker, it would be a guarantee of good character, and encourage and foster legitimate trans
actions, and ensure that confidence which is most necessary in all matters of a fiduciary character.

Tour Petitioners, therefore, pray that your Honorable House will pass such a measure as may 
effect the above objects.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &e.

[Here follow
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1887.
(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MR. JOHN GAESED.
(CORRESPONDENCE,)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 25 November, 1887.

RETURN to an Order adopted by the Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of 
New South Wales on the 8th November, 1887, That there be laid upon the 
Table of this House,—

“ (1.) Copies of the letters addressed to the Attorney-General by Mr. John 
“ Garsed on dates 8th June and 21st July, 1887 ; also, Departmental reply 
“from the Attorney-General’s Department, dated the 14th September, 1887, 
“ having reference to Mr. John Garsed.”

(Mr, Hurley)

J. Garsed, Esq., to The Attorney-General.
O.H.M.S,—The Queen against John Garsed relative to a bill of Exchange for the sum of £680 15s. 3d., 

tried 5th October, 1859—Crown Prosecutor, Mr. A. T. Holroyd.
m ,, _ , , Helsarmel, Leichhardt, 21 July, 1887.
To the Honorable Bernhard B. Wise, Esq,, M.L.A., Attorney-General,— '

Sir,
I respectfully call your serious attention to the sudden death of Mr. Arthur Todd Holrovd on 

the 15th June, 1887. J
“ Truth is a stubborn thing to deal with,"
On Thursday, the 9th of June, 1887,1, in company with Mr. John Hurley, MX.A.,by appointment 

went to your office; I took with me a parcel consisting of paper writings and a book, the contents of which 
arc printed papers, printed from time to time by order of the Legislative Assembly, and includes two 
Progress Reports A, I had with me, endorsed—■

‘ In the Police Court, City of Sydney.
Tnr, Queen on the prosecution of Archibald Ashdown against John Garsed. Copy, information for 
perjury.

' This information was sworn by Archibald Ashdown before Mr, X. Forbes, J.P., on tho 31st of 
March, 1858, at foot.

Summons to issue returnable on Monday.—D.F.
Bench decline to enter into the case.

.... -D. EUREES, J.B.
7th April, 1858. RANDOLPH NOTT, J.P.

At this early stage Archibald Ashdown and his counsel, Mr. Holroyd, had brought the case to a 
dead lock. .

I wall briefly refer to the substance of said information and use figures:—
New South Wales, City of Sydney, to wit—Be it remembered that on this '31st March, 1858, in 

the City of Sydney, in tho Colony of New South Wales, Archibald Ashdown, of Sydney', appears 
personally before me, the undersigned, and on his oatli informs me, that heretofore, to wit, on the 
9th of February, 1S5S, a certain action was commenced in tlie Supreme Court Pn a certain bill of

exchange
. [805 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (inbour and material), £3 3s, 3d,]
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exchange (£680 15s. 3d.), in which said action one "William Dean and the said Archibald Ashdown 
were the plaintiffs, and one John Garsed was the defendant; and in the course of the proceedings 
in the said action it became and was necessary, that the said John Garsed should file a plea to the 
declaration of the said William Dean and Archibald Ashdown, and that the said plea should he accom- 

Sw Jad’oTO* PalL'0|i hy an affidavit of the truth of such plea, as required by a certain Act of the Legislature passed 
power to refer n in the twentieth year of the reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, and numbered 30, and intituled “ An 
Suration'k1610 f^'htate the remedies on bills of exchange and promissory-notes,” and the said Archibald Ashdown

' further informs me that afterwards, to wit, on the 2Gth of February, 1858, the said John Garsed came 
iu his proper person before Edwin Daintrey, Esq., a Commissioner for taking affidavits in Sydney, and 
produced a certain affidavit of the truth of said plea, in tbe writing of John Garsed, and before Edwin 
Daintrey, in due form of law, was sworn concerning the truth of the matters contained in the said affidavit, 
and upon his oath did depose, and swear in substance, and to the effect following, that is to say: “ Before 
the commencement of this suit I and the plaintiff Ashdown were in partnership together in various 
transactions. In settlement of those transactions (except certain land and buildings and premises at 
Onion’s Point of the North Shore of the harbour of Port Jackson, in tho Colony of New South Wales, 
and known as EosherviUe House and grounds, in which I and Ashdown were jointly interested), I gave 
Ashdown a bonus of £2,000 or thereabouts, of which £680 15s. 3d., the amount of the bill of exchange 
now sued upon forms part, as in and by the said affidavit of John Garsed more fully and at large appears.” 

The Crown states Ashdown denies the above, and states, “And whereas in truth and in fact the said sum of £680
tho same. 25a. 3d., the amount of the said bill of exchange, was the balance due from John Garsed to the firm of 

Dean & Company, of which firm the said William Dean and Archibald Ashdown are the partners, and was 
not a debt due to the said Archibald Ashdown alone.”

Court. And the said Archibald Ashdown further informs me that after the .said action on the said bill
of exchange wras commenced in the Supremo Court, and in the course of tlie proceedings of the said 
action, the said John Garsed filed a plea to the declarations of the said Wm.Dean and Archibald Ashdown, 
and that afterwards, to wit, on the 2nd day of March, in the year aforesaid, the said Wm. Dean and 
Archibald Ashdown took out of tbe Supreme Court a summons, calling upon John Garsed to show cause, 
on the 4th day of March, why the said plea filed therein should not be struck out, -with leave to the 

This joint plaintiffs to sign judgment, as for the want of a plea, on the grounds that the said plea was so framed as 
byAshSownwri prejudice, embarrass, and delay tbe fair trial of the action, and that the said plea was wholly false, and 
Pritchard, ana on the further grounds stated and disclosed in tlie joint affidavit of the said A.rchibald Ashdown and one 
istis,fs thefpor ’ Charles Pritchard, sworn and filed in support of the said application, &c., &c., &c.—A. Asedows. 
jured affidavit. On the 9th of June, 1858,1 left with yon for examination my book, the contents of which are printed

papers, and printed from time to time by order of the Legislative Assembly; and among the papers, viz., 
“ Progress Eeport,” ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 16th May, 1878, at pages 9 to 12, 
you will read Mr. Joseph Carroll’s evidence:—Chairman (question 3): “ You are a professional 
accountant?—I am.” Appendix, page 1, you will read a copy of Dean and another v. Garsed; 
declaration filed 18th February, 1858. Page 3 you will read a copy of my plea for defence, on equitable 
grounds. My plea is strictly true ; it was prepared by my counsel, a sound laivycr, namely, the late Mr. 
Justice Wise, from Agreements and Pritchard's Journal; copies of same are in your possession. My 
plea, verified my affidavit, sworn before Edwin Daintrey, Esq., and filed in the Supreme Court 26th 
February, 1858. Application was made by the plaintiffs to take my plea oft’ the file, mi the ground my 
plea is wholly false, and on the further grounds disclosed in the joint perjured affidavit of A. Ashdown 
and C, P. Pritchard, sworn and filed 2nd March, 1858. At pages 30 and 31, copy of Ashdown and 
Pritchard’s joint affidavit, filed 2nd March, 1858. From page 36 the above application came on to be 
heard before Mr. Justice Dickinson (the Judge sitting in Chambers), on the 3rd of March, 1858; and 
after hearing my counsel (Mr. Wise) and Ashdown’s counsel (Mr. Holroyd) application dismissed, 
without calling upon my counsel to file my affidavit in reply to Ashdown and Pritchard’s joint affidavit. 
On the 4th March, 1858, my attorney, at the request of plaintiffs’ attorney, filed my further affidavit.

At page 42 you will read copy “Information for Perjury,” signed “LytteltonH. Bayley, Attornoy- 
General,” who held the office of grand jury. From pages 9 to 15 you will road the proceedings at the 
Police Office in December, 1858. A. committal by Mr. D. Forbes, J.P., on the 21st December, 1858, 
according to law, is not proceeded with unless the Attorney-General, after examining the evidence, says 
■that aprima facie case has been made out. In my ease the only remedy is, that you, on behalf of Her 
Majesty the Queen, remove from the proceedings filed in the Supreme Court the said information signed 
“Lyttelton H. Bayley, Attorney-General,” and burn the same in your office in the presence of the Crown 
Solicitor, myself, and Mr. John Hurley, M.L.A. I have, Ac.,

JOHN GAESED.
P.S.—I appeared on summons at the Police Office, 7th April, 1858. My counsel (Mr. Wise) 

appeared for me; Mr. Holroyd appeared for A. Ashdown. The Bench, after hearing my counsel, declined 
to enter into the case.—J.G.

2

J. Garsed, Esq., to The Attorney-General.
Helsarmel, Leichhardt, 8 June, 1887.

To the Honorable Bernhard E. Wise, Esq., M.L.A., Attorney-General,—
Sir,

_ In further reply to your letter of tho 2nd instant, No. 87-856,1 respectfully state that the 
proceedings in the following action (thanks to John Hurley, Esq., M.L.A.) arc published by order of the 
Legislative Assembly,-in 3rd volume Votes and Proceedings, during tbe session of 1877-8, and a printed 
copy of one of my long advertisements I sent you in my letter, is tbe result of the truthfulness of my 
equitable plea, prepared .by your father from documentary evidence before my Select Committee, and not 
q living witness is required to prove the truth of my plea.

. On the 9th day of February, 1858, a certain action was commenced in the Supreme Court of New 
South Wales, onu, bill of exchange for £680 15s. 3d., payment secured, in which said action William 
Dean and Archibald Ashdown, who traded in Sydney under the name and style of “ W. Dean & Co.,” 
auctioneers, were the plaintiffs, and ], John Garsed, was the defendant. . ' '

I
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I took tke opinion of Mr, Wise, year father, and he prepared from documentary evidence a plea 
for defence on equitable grounds, that is to say, the plea filed to tbe declaration of the said plaintiffs, 
amounted to a plea of want of consideration on the part of William Dean and Gompauy, and strictly 
true.

A certain Act of the Legislature of this Colony entitled, “An Act to facilitate tho remedies on 
bills of exchange and promissory-notes,” required I should verify ou affidavit the truth of my plea. This 
said plea accompanied by my affidavit was filed in tbe Supreme Court on the 26th day of February, 1858.

If you refer to page* 30 of the said 3rd volume you will read a copy of my plea, prepared by my 
counsel, your father, and if you turn to page 70 you will read a copy of information for perjury, signed 
Lyttelton H. Bayley, Attorney-G-eneral, who prosecuted for Her Majesty his witness Archibald Ashdown.

You will observe on reading said information that tlie alleged perjury is assigned on my said plea, 
verified by affidavit filed in the Supreme Court on the 26th February, 1858, and that the Attorney- 
General informs the Court—“ Whereas in truth and in fact the said sum of £680 15s. 3d., the amount of 
the said bill of exchange was tbe balance of an account due from John Garsed to the firm of Dean and 
Company, of which firm William Dean and Archibald Ashdown were the partners, and was not a debt to 
Archibald Ashdown alone.”

It was out of tbe power of Her Majesty’s Attorney-General to prove the truth of his statement; 
although he held the office of grand jury ho filed his information for perjury before reading tho pro
ceedings filed in the Supreme Court, or the depositions taken at the Police Office and the result the 
alleged perjury is assigned on the wrong affidavit.

An application was made to take my pica off the file, on the grounds disclosed in the joint affidavit 
of Archibald Ashdown and Charles Pearson Pritchard, clerk and book-keeper, in tbe employ of Ashdown 
and Garsed, sworn and filed in the Supreme Court on the 2nd March, 1858.

The above application came on to be heard before Mr. Justice Dickinson, the Judge sitting in 
Chambers, on the 3rd March, 1858, when the said application, after hearing counsel on both sides, was 
dismissed, and the cause set down for trial.

On the 31st March. 1858, and before trial, ti c said Archibald Ashdown lodged an information 
against, on a charge of perjury, on grounds disclosed in said joint affidavit, filed in the Supreme Court on 
the 2nd March, 1858, and in doing so the said A.rchibald Ashdown, at this early stage, had brought this 
aelion to a dead lock ; this you will learn on reading the information sworn by Archibald Ashdown at tbe 
Police Office on 31st March, 1858, in connection with Ashdown and Pritchard’s joint affidavit filed in tbe 
Supreme Court 2nd March, 1858,

I appeared on summons at the Central Police Office to answer the charge. Mr. Holroyd appeared 
for Ashdown, and Mr. Wise appeared for me, and the Bench after hearing Mr. Wise declined to recognise 
the case, and the same was dismissed. _

Unfortunately this said Act of the Legislature gave his Honor Mr. Justice Dickinson no power in 
the civil case to refer the same to arbitration.

Copy from page 61 of said 3rd vol. At an early stage in the said action his Honor Mr. Justice 
Dickinson endeavoured to bring about a reference to arbitration. These efforts were, however, unsuc
cessful, the plaintiffs' counsel would not consent to a reference, and it was found that Ins Honor had un
fortunately no power to compel a reference in a case of this description, but in summing up, his Honor 
expressed his opinion that a case of this nature was one which did not come legitimately within the 
province of a Judge and Jury to decide, aud that in England a reference to arbitration would under 
similar circumstances have been at once assented to when recommended by the Judge.

My counsel, Mr. Wise and Mr. Dailey, if you turn to page 29, volume 3—the case of Mr. John 
Garsed—Appendix to the evidence of Mr. John Garsed, 16th May, 1877—you will read the opinion of my 
counsel, the Hon. W. B. Dailey.

Lavs.

In this Colony Her Majesty’s Attorney-General holds the office of grand jury, and within the 
last few months we have had three Attorney-Generals. You must admit an Attorney-General, not long 
in the Colony, may understand the several branches of law in the Supreme Court in its civil jurisdiction, 
and not understand criminal law; and again, an Attorney-General may not have the time to spare to 
read and study the evidence sworn in a Police Court, in a case like mine, and leave tbe information to be 
prepared by a person anxious to obtain a conviction, as in my case, contrary to the law of the land, the 
Attorney-General merely signing the information for perjury, as in my case,—Lyttleton H. Bayley, 
Attorney- Gen er al.

In England, the grand jury consist of not less than twenty-three persons. In England had I 
been committed to take my trial for perjury, instituted by Archibald Ashdown, in that case the infor
mation sworn hy Ashdown in the Police Court and the depositions, will he taken to the grand jury 
room ; it will then come under the consideration of the grand jury. The witnesses are then called in 
in the order published in the said 3rd volume, extract from page 39:—“ This deponent, Andrew 
M’Keebnic, on his oath, states: T am one of the clerks of the Supreme Court; I produce the proceedings 
in the said Court in a case of William Doan and Archibald Ashdown against John Garsed ; I produce 
the declaration, marked A., which was filed on the 18th February, 1858 ; I produce a plea filed to that 
declaration hy Piddock Arthur Tompson, attorney, marked B; there is affidavit annexed to it; I 
produce a summons, marked C, dated 2nd March, 1858, issued by the Prothonotary, calling upon the 
defendant to show cause why the plea should not be struck out (this witness, after a long examination, 
produced the whole of the affidavits filed in this action, with the exception of one) ; I have not got an 
affidavit sworn before Mr. Pownall, 2nd March, 1858, by Ashdown and Pritchard ; I am not aware that 
any such affidavit was ever filed ; if it had been filed, and in its proper place, it would have been in the 
bands of the Prothonotary, and then in my custody, among the papers I produce; I said yesterday that 
there was an affidavit missing, and I say so again.

Tbe grand jury would insist on this missing affidavit being found (you will rend a copy printed on 
pages 58 and 59 produced by the Prothonotary before my Committee), On reading the same, the grand jury 
would file a “ true bill" against Ashdown and Pritchard for perjury, on the evidence of their joint affidavit, 
sworn and filed in the Supreme Court ou the 2nd March, 1858.

Mr.
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Mr, Charles Pearson Pritchard's journal, also a ledger made up by Mr, Humphrey, accountant, 
from the journal of Mr. Pritchard’s keeping, arc deposited in the Legislative Chambers, and the Judge in 
the civil case ruled William Dean and Company are bound by the books kept by Pritchard.

Mr, C. P. Pritchard commenced his journal under the inspection of Archibald Ashdown, and upon 
„ the premises occupied by Wm. Dean and Company, ou or about the 1st April, 1857. Pritchard’s first entry

in his journal—sundries to capital stock, £45,170; those sundries consist chiefly of valuable properties, 
but not any of Ashdown’s properties.

I call your attention to two properties entered by Pritchard in his journal (copy) :—Bexley Estate, 
1,100 acres, more or less, valued at £6,820, situate at Bocky Point, near Cook’s Hirer, in the parish of 

, St. George, subdivided into tlie following farms at the foot of my subdivision ; section 1 is all sold; this
jf section contains 49n. lr. 34p.; in speaking of the residue over 1,050 acres, two bills are filed in the Supreme

Court, affecting the title of said 1,050 acres; tbe plaintiff died suddenly.
Grose Earin Estate, 157 allotments, better known by tho name of Camperdown Estate ; a bill filed 

in tbe Supreme Court affecting tlie title of this property; the particulars are printed on page 67 of said 
3 vol.

Ashdown and Pritchard’s joint affidavit, filed in the Supreme Court, 2nd March, 1858, and afterwards 
taken out of the Supreme Court, aud not returned to its proper place of deposit appointed by law until 
after said information for perjury, signed Lyttleton H. Bayley. Attorney-General was filed, and unless 
you, on behalf of Her Majesty the Queen, remove from the proceedings in the Supreme Court this said 
information for perjury filed in said action, Dean and Ashdown v. Garsed, this action, commenced 9th 
February, 1858, cannot terminate.

You will observe as the law now stands in this Colony as regards grand jury, any one of those 
gentlemen on my Select Committee are liable to suffer what I have had to suffer, provided they have to 
defend a similar action in the Supreme Court of Hew South Wales.

Copy from page 5, of said 3rd volume:
“ 1877-8.

Mn. John Gabsed.f
Progress Eeport.

The Select Committee of tho Legislative Assembly, appointed on 5th February, 1878, with power to 
send for persons and papers, to inquire into and report upon a case instituted against one John 
Garsed, in October, 1859, and to whom was referred on 8th February, 1878, tbe proceedings and 
evidence laid upon the Table by the Clerk on 5th February, 1878, nave agreed to the following 
progress report:—

Your Committee having examined the witnesses named in tho list [my only witness, Mr. Joseph 
Carroll, accountant], and received a large amount of documentary evidence, have resolved, owing to the 
advanced period of the session to report the evidence to your Honorable House, and to recommend that 
the inquiry be resumed early next Session.

John Hurlet.
No. 3 Committee Room, Sydney, 14 May, 1878.” Chairman.”

This large amount of documentary evidence and examination of account books was necessary to 
prove the said information for perjury, signed Lyttleton II. Bayley, Attorney-General, was filed in the 
Supreme Court iu the said action, contrary to common law, also to statute law in criminal cases, and I 
trust my case will be the means of a reform in the law in this Colony, as regards grand jury.

I have, &c.,
JOHN GARSED.

4

Sfh June, 1837. 
Julji 1SS7.

The Secretary to The Attorney-General to J. Garsed, Esq.
Sir, Attorney-General's Department, Sydney, 14 September, 1887.

In reference to your letters, of dates noted iu the margin, I am directed to inform you, that 
after full consideration of all the matters connected with your case, the Attoruey-General regrets that he 
cannot even now see sufficient grounds for reopening it. "

I have, <fcc.,
W. W. STEPHEN,

[3d]
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer,—18ST.
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(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NATIONAL AND LOCAL WORKS.
(EXPENDITURE ON, FROM 1SG0 TO 18SG.)

Ordered by (he Legislative Assembly to bs printed, 28 September, 1887.

Government Statistician’s Office, 27 September, 1887. 
The expenditure shown in the following returns clocs not include the cost of administration nnd other 
charges connected with the government or education of the people, hut was incurred upon Public Works 
only. In the category of national works have been included railways, telegraphs, and fortifications, some 
harbour and navigation works, as well as certain roads and bridges, and other works having a use or an 
importance apart from the districts in which they were constructed. The Metropolitan Water Supply 
and Sewerage Works, though in magnitude of conception equal to great national undertakings, have been 
included amongst local works, as, in actual use, they are intended for local purposes. As far as tho 
work's for water supply are concerned, tho bulk of the expenditure was in the Districts of Cumberland 
and Camden ; but the whole benefit of it has been sot down to tlie Metropolis. The tramways have also 
been deemed local works; an exception being made in favour of the Camden tramway, which, as a feeder 
to tho rnilwsivs, was intended ns an experiment to ascertain the probable success of such undertakings, 
and has, therefore, been deemed a national work. _

Tor several years and in various districts, very small sums appear under the heading of national 
expenditure. These for tho most part denote either ibe cost of repairs to certain national buildings, such 
as prisons, and custom-houses in border towns, or else Hint of short extensions io telegraph lines.

Tho last table gives the amount expended in each year which could not be distributed. The built 
of this expenditure xvaa for rolling stock and other railway purposes for the benefit of the Colony as a 
whole. Some portion, however, was for works so vaguely described as to make an accurate distribution 
impossible.

Districts according io the Subdivisions shown on Map in connection with the Return oj: Local and
National Expenditure. ~

Distlnguish- 
uijj Letter 

oit Mnp.
Dish ict.

A Western District ...
B The Murray ..........
C The Mnrrnmbidgee..
D Young ......................
E The Bogan .............
F G unnedah .............
G New England .........
H North Coast............
I The Hunter.............

J Bathurst .................
K 'The Hawkesbury and 

Nepean Valley.
L Mudgee .................

M Goulburn............
N Gundagai..................
O Monaro......................
P South Coast.............
Q Cumberland.............
R Metropolis ..............

Electorates comprised in Distiict.
Population 
Ml 31 Doe.,issa.

Wentworth, Bourke, part of BalranaM from the Lachlan River ....................
The Murray, Albury, The Hume .........................................................................
Mumimbidgcc, and part of Balranald up to the Lachlan River ......................
Yass, Bum™ a, Young, Grenfell .......................................................................
Tho Bogan, Forbes....................................................................................................
Named, Gwydlr, and Gunncdah...........................................................................
New England, Glen Imies, Livcrcll, Tiumvorth, Tcntcrficld ........................
Richmond, Grafton, Clarence, Maclcay, Maiming.............................................
Newcastle, Northumberland, Morpeth, Gloucester, Hunter, Upper Hunter, 

Durham, K. & W. Maitland, Patricks Plains,
Orange, Molong, Carcoar, Bathurst, E. & IV. Macquarie..................................
Vollombi, Hawkesbury, Camden, Hartley, Nepean..........................................

25, GTS 
24,577 
28,0211 
29,012 
22,853 
20,733 
53,333 
05,159 

107,91(1

58,759
55,420

Mudgee, Wellington................................................................................................
Argjde, Goulburn ....................................................................................................
Gundagai, Tumut ....................................................................................................
Braidwood, Qucanbevan, Monaro .......................................................................
Shoalhavcu, Kiama, Ill.warra, Eden.....................................................................
Parramatta and Central Cumberland ....................................................................
E., 8., & W. Sydney, St. Leonards, Redferu, Newtown, Paddington, Glebe, 

Bnhnniii, Cnntcibnry.
Total Population.............................................

22,288
21,482
17,591
31,533
43,442
41,455

332,709

1,001,966

J
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2

Amoukts expended on National "Woeks in the Country Districts and Metropolis during 1860-86,
with the Amount per Head of Population.

Year.

Country Districts.
1

Metropolis. Total.

Expenditure. Rate per Head. Expenditure. Rate per Head. Expenditure. Rate per Head.

1860 .............................................................

£
317,526

£ s. d.

1 5 8

£
23,864

£ s. d.

0 5 0

£

341,390

£ s. d.

0 19 11

1861............................................................. 435,535 1 14 0 38,442 0 7 10 473,977 1 6 10

1862 ............................................................. 352,532 1 6 5 46,621 0 D 8 399,153 1 2 0

1863 ............................................................. 467,988 1 13 11 39,780 0 8 2 507,768 1 7 3

1864 ............................................................. 469,323 1 12 10 23,857 0 4 10 403,180 1 5 S

1865 ............................................................. 858,596 2 17 11 31,997 0 6 2 890,593 2 4 0

1866 ............................................................. 553,666 1 16 0 30,623 0 5 6 584,289 1 7 10

1867 ............................................................ 604,752 1 IS 0 61,304 0 10 4 666,056 1 10 6

1868 ............................................................ 607,478 1 16 fl 54,842 0 6 10 662,320 1 9 2

1869 ............................................................. 511,557 1 9 10 60,073 0 9 3 571,630 1 4 2

1870 ............................................................ 491,880 1 7 7 51,232 0 7 8 543,112 1 2 1

1871........................................................................... 343,368 0 18 0 45,088 0 6 6 388,456 0 15 3

1872 ............................................................................ 177,876 0 9 3 65,287 0 9 1 243,163 0 9 3

1873 ............................................................. 145,610 0 7 4 76,893 0 10 4 222,503 0 8 2

1874 ............................................................. 429,714 1 1 0 63,367 0 8 2 493,081 0 17 5

1875 ............................................................. 563,942 1 6 7 81,404 0 10 1 645,346 1 2 1

1876 ............................................................. ' 732,066 1 13 6 70,250 .084 802,316 1 6 6

1877 ............................................................. 691,177 1 10 6 115,459 0 13 1 806,636 1 5 8

1878 ............................................................ 849,739 1 16 1 134,971 0 14 4 984,710 1 9 11

1879 ... ... ...................................... 1,076,536 2 4 0 344,659 1 14 4 1,421,195 2 1 2

1880 ............................................................. 1,486,386 2 18 1 164,163 0 15 3 1,650,539 2 5 6

1881 „ ................................................. 1,674,311 3 2 10 345,182 1 10 3 3,019,493 2 13 1

1882 ............. , ...................................... 1,768,868 3 3 11 216,130 0 17 10 1,984,998 2 9 11

1883 ... ................................................. 2,035,286 3 10 8 316,904 1 4 6 2,352,190 2 16 4

1884 ............................................................. 2,347,492 3 18 0 452,542 1 12 5 2,800,034 3 3 7

1885 ............................................................ 2,363,965 3 15 1 513,778 1 13 7 2,877,743 3 1 10

1886 ............................................................. 1,908,152 2 18 1 531,602 1 12 11 2,439,754 2 9 9
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Amounts expended on Local Public Woiiks in the Country Districts and Metropolis during
1860-86, with Amount per Head of Population.

Year.

Country Districts. Metropolis. Total

Expenditure. Rate per Head. Expenditure. Rate per Head. Expenditure. Rate per Head.

£ £ s. d. £ £ s, d. £ £ a. d.

1860 ............................................................. 65,861 0 5 4 21,240 0 4 5 87,101 0 5 1

1861............................................................. 103,250 0 8 0 34,709 0 7 1 137,959 0 7 9

1802 ............................................................. 118,131 0 8 11 40,612 0 8 5 158,743 0 8 9

1863 ............................................................. 94,825 0 6 11 15,842 0 3 3 110,667 0 5 11

1864 ............................................................. 133,591 0 9 4 17,352 0 3 6 150,943 0 7 10

1865 ............................................................. 109,835 0 7 5 12,168 0 2 4 122,003 0 6 0

1866 ............................................................. 02,796 0 0 0 9,963 0 1 9 102,759 0 4 11

1867 ............................................................. 137,405 0 8-7 37,621 0 6 4 175,026 0 8 0

1868 ............................................................. 163,819 0 9 11 33,701 0 5 5 197,520 0 8 8

1869 ........................................................... 190,810 0 11 1 21,460 0 3 4 212,270 0 9 0

1870 ............................................................. 124,540 0 7 0 32,347 0 4 10 156,887 0 6 5

1871............................................................. 169,239 0 9 4 18,009 0 2 7 187,248 0 7 4

1872 ............................................................. 129,003 0 6 9 40,524 0 5 8 169,527 0 6 5

1873 ............................................................. 230,385 0 11 7 51,056 0 6 10 281,441 0 10 4

1874 ............................................................. 265,003 0 13 0 48,211 0 6 3 313,214 0 11 1

1875 ............................................................. 375,819 0 17 9 47,731 0 6 0 423,600 0 14 5

1876 ............................................................. 415,025 0 19 0 68,710 0 8 2 483,735 0 16 0

1877 ............................................................ 497,184 1 2 0 60,141 0 6 10 557,325 0 17 S

1878 ............................................................. 043,912 1 7 4 86,373 0 9 2 730,285 1 2 2

1879 ............................................................. 794,983 1 12 5 165,856 0 16 6 960,839 1 7 10

1880 ............................................................. 703,966 1 11 0 201,734 0 IS 10 995,700 1 7 5

1881............................................................. 583,471 1 1 10 357,182 1 11 4 940,653 1 4 9

1882 ............................................................. 704,892 1 5 5 702,696 2 18 1 1,407,588 1 15 5

1883 ............................................................. 758,052 1 6 3 931,615 3 12 0 1,689,667 2 0 6

1884 ............................................................. 940,858 1 11 3 669,209 2 8 0 1,610,067 1 16 6

1885 ............................................................. 981,951 1 11 6 704,636 2 6 9 1,686,587 1 16 2

1886 ............................................................. 868,923 1 0 4 767,906 2 7 6 1,636,829 1 13 5
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Augusts expended on National asd Local Woeks in the Country Districts' ;ind Metropolis during
18G0-8G, with Amount per Head of Population.

Year.

Country Districts. Metropolis. Total.

Expenditure. Rate per Head, Expenditure. Rale per Head. Expenditure. Rate per Head.

]8G0.............................................................

£

383,387

£ s. tl.

1 11 0

£

45,104

£ s. cl,

0 9 5

£

428,491

£ s. d.

1 5 0

18G1........................................................... i)3S,7S3 2 2 0 73,151 0 14 11 011,930 1 14 7

18G-2.......................................................... 470,6G3 1 15 4 87,233 0 IS 1 557,890 1 10 9

1SG3............................................................ 502,813 2 0 10 55,022 0 11 6 018,435 1 13 2

)8G4............................................................ 002,014 2 2 2 41,209 0 8 4 044,123 1 13 0

1805 ............................................................ 068,431 3 5 4 44,165 0 S 0 1,012,596 2 10 0

J8G6............................................................. 646,462 2 2 0 40,586 0 7 3 087,048 1 12 9

18G7............................................................. 742,157 ■2 0 7 98,925 0 10 8 811,082 1 IS 0

1SGS............................................................. 771,207 2 0 8 88,543 0 14 3 859,840 1 1? 10

1SG9............................................................. 702,307 2 0 11 81,533 0 12 7 783,900 1 13 2

JS70............................................................. 61G.420 1 14 7 83,579 0 12 G 099,999 1 S 0

1871............................................................ 512,007 1 7 10 G3,097 0 9 1 o/Of /04 1 2 7

1872 ............................................................ 300,870 0 1G 0 105,811 O 14 9 412,690 0 15 S

1873 ................................................. ... 375,005 0 IS 11 127,9'I9 O 17 2 503,944 0 IS 0

1874........................................................... 694,717 1 14 0 111,578 0 14 5 800,295 1 S 6

187G............................................................. 930,7GI 2 4 4 129,185 0 10 1 1,008,940 1 10 6

1S7G............................................................ 1,147,091 2 12 G 138,960 0 10 0 1,280,051 2 2 0

1877 ................................................. ' ... 1,188,3G1 2 12 G 175,000 0 19 11 1,303,961 2 3 4

1878 .......................................................... . 1,403,051 3 3 5 221,344 1 3 6 1,714,995 2 12 1

1870 ........................................................... 1,871,519 3 1G 5 510,515 2 10 10 2,382,034 3 9 0

1880 ............................................................ 2,280,352 4 9 1 365,887 1 14 1 2,040,239 3 12 11

1SS1..................................................... .. 2,257,782 4 4 8 702,304 3 1 7 2,900,140 3 17 10

1SS2............................................................. 2,473,760 4 9 4 918,820 3 15 11 3,392,580 4 5 4

1SS3............................................................. 2,793,338 4 16 11 1,248,519 4 10 0 4,041,857 4 16 10

1SS4............................................................. 3,288,350 5 9 3 1,121,751 4 0 5 4,410,101 5 0 1

1885 ............................................................. 3,345,910 5 G 3 1,218,414 4 0 4 4,504,330 4 IS O

1886 ............................................................. 2,777,075 4 4 G 1,299,508 4 0 5 4,070,583 4 3 2



Amount expended on National Works in eacli oE the undermentioned Divisions of the Colony of New South Wales during 1860-S6.
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Year. Western
Districts. Murray. Murruin-

bidgee. Young. Bogan. Gunncd&h. 'New
England.

North
Coast.

Hunter
Itiver

Valley.
Bathurst.

Hnwkts- 
bury ami 
Ntiijean 
Valley.

Mud gee. Goulbum. Guudagai. Monaro. S, Coast. Cumber
land.

Total,
Country
Districts.

Metropolis. Total. Year.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
I860 6,121 4,604 6,881 4,801 202 15,798 1,414 87,068 9,960 113,615 4,1.66 4,659 8,672 462 121 49,702 317,526 23,864 341,390 I860
1861 6,123 13,491 36,717 8,456 4,082 37,080 101,382 9,224 160,026 8,718 9,983 8,883 2,428 5o 48,887 435,535 38,442 473,977 1861
1S62 4,579 3,262 3,688 2,293 3,664 40 12,634 3,256 92,180 7,816 151,636 11,007 5,231 2,311 48,945 352,532 46,621 399,153 1862
1S63 5,117 9,083 11,387 7,463 7,297 1,062 24,162 1,700 80,692 25,503 231,316 12,633 22,591 7,494 215 20,267 467,988 39,780 007,768 1863
1SG4 6,885 7,679 10,802 5,472 5,307 2,973 34,072 136 57,559 42,874 232,092 5,317 40,597 5,472 2,016 125 9,945 469,323 23,857 493,180 1864
1865 6,947 2,440 4,674 2,291 3,368 11,041 65,079 61 100,227 66,894 484,541 4,192 86,855 2,328 3,494 14,164 853,596 31,997 890,593 1865
3866 9,627 3,102 3,246 2,6)0 5,930 38,938 1.196 34,002 53,238 314,468 2,610 63,575 3,102 58 95 17,869 553,660 30,623 584,289 1866
1867 9,790 3,772 3,762 5,268 2,088 3,398 27,461 223 24,752 71,352 364,750 2,688 62,284 3,702 2,522 245 16,035 604,752 61,304 666,056 .1867
3 868 3,314 2,586 3,549 3,394 2,021 10,095 61,359 1,180 71,315 62,831 299,749 2,021 51,824 2,586 481 3,125 26,048 607,478 54,842 662,320 1868
1869 5,422 8,217 3,412 2,398 2,014 11,795 55,193 2,962 55,840 56,650 227,003 2,514 28,725 2,274 43,475 511,557 60,073 571,630 1869
1870 3,676 2,534 2,534 2,534 2,128 15,103 83,231 844 67,820 63,898 200,718 2,128 8,222 2,534 2,380 31,590 491,880 51,232 543,112 1870
1871 3,767 6,834 3,417 6,834 2,194 12,296 59,842 943 34 / 41,648 116,801 2,634 7,605 6,834 320 16,052 343,308 45,088 388,456 1871
1872 5,158 1,646 2,469 1,646 1,530 5,819 8,929 458 32,878 26,292 76,514 1,644 1,946 1,646 81 9,220 177,876 65,287 243,163 1872
1873 3,505 3,147 0,477 14,029 1,853 920 11,406 345 15,321 14,480 32,319 1,852 8,933 ' 4,615 168 27,210 .145,610 76,893 222,503 1873

1874 1,920 2,824 5,161 148,202 2,289 21,648 31,809 5,324 20,450 23,448 34,527 2,734 86,344 11,454 366 26,214 429,714 63,367 493,081 1874
1875 2,264 2,125 13,663 156,746 3,007 40,690 42,411 5,257 41,405 87,799 56,484 2,736 46,973 32,693 179 1,797 27,713 563,942 81,404 645,346 1875
1876 3,764 3,590 24,730 200,591 5,398 41,334 50,134 4,258 45,970 195,635 33,128 4,328 40,637 55,899 2,621 19,549 732,066 70,250 802,316 .1876
1877 28,347 6,402 69,734 150,085 3,962 50,980 64,678 7,990 28,822 96,287. 29,599 20,793 !1,140 90,503 965 852 20,032 691,177 .115,459 806,636 .1877
1878 12,232 45,305 110,682 20,698 12,536 79,464 148,85.3 14,67!) 57,175 93,689 32,044 93,300 7,391 84,165 333 1,432 35,761 849,739 .134,971 984,710 1878
1879 6,280 148,400 204,440 14,465 33,942 108,186 144,439 47,642 32,950 '85,403 45,804 95,702 5,788 24,138 2,156 4,000 72,801 1,076,536 344,659 1,421,195 1879
1880 3,993 150,416 440,982 11,960 65,018 26,359 388,675 15,645 39,352 74,848 63,147 130,711 5,643 5,207 2,411 459 61,500 1,486,386 164,153 1,650,539 1880
1881 40,424 60,461 431,324 13,761 68,001 154,844 409,044 13,861 43,701 62,778 70,147 170,271 8,066 9,573 1,844 21,852 94,359 1,074,311 345,182 2,019,493 1881
3882 138,731 15,881 220,078 21,176 209,811 143,397 333,226 4,900 26,980 89,048 82,633 272,422 12,418 16,619 31,293 24,570 125,673 1,768,868 216,130 1,984,998 1882

1883 154,744 139,530 132,762 43,371 242,047 10,617 474,833 2,325 27,180 99,927 75,763 202,602 54,591 13,118 104,770 75,832 131,274 2,035,286 316,904 2,352,190 1883
1884 123,098 113,440 162,466 60,490 206,351 3,546 467,592 9,856 19,823 159,817 114,242 116,647 117,532 122,560 37,366 175,289 337,327 2,347,492 452,542 2,800,034 1884
3SS5 118,713 13,715 29,125 162,830 100,157 4,694 244,167 8,887 36,411 275,630 190,286 16,397 98,048 110,477 210,880 134,448 553,100 2,303,065 513,773 2,877,743 1885

1880 10,653 12,243 9,508 174,440 20,549 2,058 149,700 10,712 29,120 238,727 164,905 10,708 102,507 43,385 220,5)5 196,215 506,207 1,908,152 531,002 2,439,754 1886

Totals... 725,184 786,729 1,933,424 1,244,139 1,023,905 774,491 3,484,745 166,006 1,325,728 2,140,696 3,998,287 1,203,975 998,158 688,364 630,173 700,338 2,440,919 24,205,321 4,000,304 28,265,625 Total
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^ote.^TIio Letters refer to the subdivisions shown on Map.



A Motts'!' Eipended on Locai Public Works in each of the undermentioned Divisions of the Colony of jS'ew South Wales during 1860-86.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P a R
Year. Western

Districtg. Murray. Murnim-
bidgee. Young. Bogan. luimedafi. New

England,
North
Coast.

Hunter
River
Valley.

Bathurst.
Hawkcs- 
bury and 
Nepean 
Valley.

Mudgee, Goulburn. Gundagni, Monaro. S. Coast. Cumber*
land.

Total
Country

Districts.
Metropolis. Total. Year.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £
I860 2 6,100 1,765 2,063 119 166 4,150 1,868 21,232 1,433 3,768 7,414 1,013 4,521 6,320 3,263 664 65,861 21,240 87,101 I860
1861 452 14,303 3,909 2,978 1,170 6,540 ■ 4,406 18,637 2,155 10,820 8,544 602 3,260 7,395 17,269 810 103,250 34,709 137,959 1861
1862 159 4,532 3,238 4,517 767 415 4,524 6,372 21,688 6,892 2,219 9,821 2,147 1,457 7,057 39,680 2,046 118,131 40,612 158,743 1862
1863 56 7,037 714 6,464 5,345 3,142 6,487 ' 6,411 18,133 . 3,761 4,700 2,884 2,260 1,867 2,186 22,647 741 94,825 15,842 110,667 1863
1864 2,460 8,970 1,698 6,067 3,914 2,620 6,948 7,625 40,565 5,703 5,458 8,037 754 2,533 5,878 23,007 1,354 133,59.1 17,352 150,943 1864
1865 2,894 2,810 1,883 2,944 2,925 2,285 14,654 12,580 31,865 2,371 2,777 2,849 302 8,495 1,740 16,223 238 109,835 12,168 122,003 1865
1866 4,428 2,281 2,176 510 4,304 618 2,855 6,221 34,159 1,462 1,063 4,388 619 10,590 3,701 13,371 50 92,796 9,963 102,750 1866
1867 9,655 7,276 12,503 1,252 1,853 469 13,260 13,253 16,868 4,420 7,042 7,069 2,463 4,132 8,355 27,355 180 137,405 37,621 175,026 1867
1868 9,803 5,558 9,550 5,080 904 3,206 14,164 13,980 -10,741 11,950 4,010 6,379 1,808 8,951 11,087 16,474 174 163,819 33,701 197,520 1868
1869 7,371 9,163 11,209 9,199 1.921 3,117 10,320 14,766 50,007 23,130 1,360 10,476 2,411 6,598 12,075 17,677 10 190,810 21,460 212,270 1869
1870 2,480 2,783 3,933 5,008 1,505 2,286 8,036 16,168 28,631 10,880 1,185 12,360 3,548 2,122 12,814 10,190 611 124,540 32,347 156,887 1870
1871 11,533 9,313 12,025 6,784 3,645 4,669 11,148 23,322 25,860 6,542 5,807 13,785 4,89) 7,225 8,073 14,519 98 109,239 18,009 187,248 1871
1872 10,230 9,190 13,701 2,294 1,006 1,568 9,513 18,178 4,521 8,432 3,711 15,879 2,748 5,633 9,217 12,904 278 129,003 40,524 169,527 1872
1873 4,552 9,176 1.1,275 8,050 3,742 3,172 22,221 31,918 42,081 20,899 6,602 29,376 5,303 3,065 9,986 17,695 1,272 230,385 51,056 281,441 1873

. 1874 4,298 8,768 9,353 8,597 6,713 3,796 30,690 37,485 51,755 19,159 9,501 17,362 9,485 3,802 14,594 28,220 1,425 265,003 48,211 313,214 1874
1875 3,994 15,549 10,053 7,655 8,983 10,352 27,894 55,892 101,343 28,897 7,792 26,715 10,097 5,470 20,841 29,604 4,688 375,819 47,781 423,600 1875
1376 6,362 16,194 7,660 13,469 8,484 16,439 42,779 51,198 99,350 41,656 10,570 19,985 13,917 7,587 19,457 25,476 14,442 415,025 68,710 483,735 1876
1877 14,301 27,799 16,133 21,920 10,240 30,452 44,639 70,177 104,124 44,043 11,528 15,026 15,490 8,084 22,921 32,882 7,425 497,184 60,141 557,325 1877
1878 23,113 36,169 24,323 24,405 20,021 29,437 67,544 78,359 106,282 65,142 36,798 22,414 23,002 12,418 23,796 40,775 9,914 643,912 86,373 730,285 1878
1879 54,319 50,930 39,076 37,034 18,856 48,675 58,398 106,950 129,442 77,932 32,758 10,279 18,643 17,461 27,549 57,804 8,877 794,983 165,856 960,839 1879
1880 60,784 37,879 33,399 30,311 37,378 44,343 71,147 87,131 131,061 66,492 39,138 18,776 25,317 12,020 21,329 66,479 10,982 793,966 201,734 995,700 1880
188.1 18,196 27,542 18,028 23,182 18,369 35,879 39,062 72,890 95,815 . 44,060 42,755 18,504 35,499 7,220 23,177 56,124 7,169 583,471 357,182 940,653 1881
1882 19,402 35,241 32,016 25,092 19,736 25,959 56,796 119,191 139,777 63,131 35,764 23,708 32,927 8,229 4,679 45,588 17,656 704,892 702,696 1,407,588 1882
1883 23,805 43,912 23,374 25,845 20,389 36,349 63,156 119,538 141,474 61,103 27,894 17,307 67,570 7,804 27,458 47,297 13,777 758,052 931,615 1,689,667 1883
1884 34,648 54,626 19,570 42,298 26,475 47,965 77,631 104,604 196,248 76,292 36,761 18,595 66,084 13,610 28,087 63,645 33,719 940,858 669,209 1,610,067 1884
1885 36,951 47,008 27,567 31,025 30,080 57,015 81,460 146,695 195,037 85,669 38,063 12,226 38,256 18,222 39,910 71,750 25,017 981,951 704,636 1,686,587 1885
1886 43,577 58,939 30,416 19,352 27,260 40,711 53,459 108,111 174,563 95,155 47,483 13,561 39,020 11,882 34,409 55,905 15,120 868,923 767,906 1,636,829 1886

Totals .. 409,825 559,048 380,547 373,385 286,104 455,105 849,475 1,335,289 2,061,259 878,761 437,327 373,719 416,176 204,258 414,091 873,823 179,337 10,487,529 5,198,654 15,686,183 Total

13

Note.—The Letters refer to the subdivisions ghown on Map*



Amount Expended on Nationai and Local Wouks in each of the undermentioned Divisions of the Colony of JSw South Wales during 1860-86.

Year.

A

Western
Districts.

£

Murray..

C

Mnmnn*
bidgec.

D

Young.

E

liogao.

F

Ounneiiab.

G

New
iStigiaud.

E

Now
Coast.

I

Hurt tor 
River 

j Valley.

! j

f
| Bathurst.

1
J

K

Hawkes- 
bury and 
Nepean 
Valley.

L

Mudgee.

M

Goulburn.

N

Gundagai

1 0

| Monaro,

1

F

South
Coast.

1 Q

j CuTuber- 
1 land.
!

Total,
Country

Districts.

£

Metropolis. Total. Year.

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £ £

1

£

1
1 *

£ £ £ £

1

1 £ £ £
I860 6,123 10,704 8,646 ■' 2,063 4,200 368 19,948

j *
3,282 108,300 11,393 117,383 11,580 1 5,672 13,193 6,782 ,384 j 50,366 383,387 45,104 428,491 I860

IWUI 0,o7fr 27,794 20,626 11,434; 5,252 ......... 43,620 4,406 120,019 11,379 170,846 ' 17,262 10,585 12,143 9,823 17,324
' 49,697

538,785 73,151 611,936 1861
Idiin 4,728 7,794 6,926 6,81.0 4,431 455 17,158 9,628 113,868 14,708 153,855 20,828 7,378 3,768 7,057 39,080 51,591 470,663 87,233 557,896 1862
1863 5,173 16,120 12,101 13,917 12,642 4,204 ■30,649 8,117 98,825 29,264 236,016 ! 15,517 24,851 9,361 2,186 22,862 21,008 562,813 55,622 613,435 18631S64 ' 16,649 ■ 12,500 11,539 9,221 5,593 41,020 7,761 98,124 48,577 1 237,550 ; 13,354 i 41,351

8,005 7,894 23,132 11,299 602,904 41,209 644,113 18641S65 y,s-u 5,250 6,557
1

5,235 6,293 13,326 79,733 12,641 132,092 69,265 487,318 I 7,041 | 87,157
10,823 5,234 10,223 14,402 968,431 44,165 1,012,596 1865

itiWt* 14,035 5,383 2,176 3,756 6,914 6,548 41,793 7,417 68,161 54,700 315,531 ' 6,998 64,194 13,692 3,759 13,466 17,919 646,462 40,586 687,048 1866
IBtij 19,445 11,048 16,265 6,520 4,541 3,867 40,721 13,476 41,620 75,772 371,792 9,757 64,747 7,894 10,877 27,600 16,215 742,157 98,925 841,082 18671868 13,117 8,144 13,099 8,474 2,925 13,301 75,523 15,160 112,056 74,781 303,759 8,400 53,632 11,537 11,568 19,599 26,222 771,297 88,543 859,840 1868
1369 12,793 17,380 14,621 11,597 3,935 14,912 65,513 17,728 105,847 79,780 228,363 I 12,990 31,136 8,872 12,075 21,340 43,485 702,367 81,533 783,900 1869
1870 6, li^6 5,317 6,467 7,044i 3,633 17,389 91,267 17,012 96,451 74,778 ! 201,903 j 14,488 11,770 4,656 12,814 12,576 32,201 616,420 83,579 699,799 1870
1871 15,300 16,147 15,442 13,618 5,839 16,965 70,990 24,265 81,207 48,190 122,608 16,419 12,496 14,059 8,073 14,839 16,150 512,607 63,097 575,704 1871
1872 15,388 10,836 16,170 3,940 2,536 7,387 18,442 18,636 37,399 34,724 80,225 1 17,523 4,694 7,279 9,217 12,985 0,498 306,879 105,811 412,690 1872
1873 8,0o7 12,323 16,752 22,079 5,595 4,092 33,627 32,263 57,402 35,379 38,951 31,228 14,236 7,680 9,986 17,863 28,482 375,995 127,949 503,944 1873
1874 6,218 11,592 14,514 156,799 9,002 25,444 62,499 42,809 72,205 47,607 44,028 20,096 95,829 15,256 14,594 28,586 27,639 694,717 111,578 806,295 1874
1875 6,258 17,674 23,716 164,401 11,990 51,042 70,305 61,149 142,748 116,696 64,276 29,451 57,070 38,163 21,020 31,401 32,401 939,761 129,185 1,068,940 1875
1870 10,126 19,784 32,390 214,060 13,882 57,773 92,913 55,456 145,320 237,291 43,698 24,813 54,554 ( 63,486 19,457 28,097 33,991 1,147,091 138,960 1,286,051 1876
1877 42,648 34,201 85,867 172,005 14,202 87,432 109,317 78,167 132,946 140,330 41,127 35,819 24,630 ! 104,587 23,886 33,740 27,457 1,183,361 175,600 1,363,961 1877-
1878 35,346 81,474 135,005 45,103 32,527 108,901 216,397 93,038 163,457 158,331 68,842 115,714 30,393 i 96,583 24,129 42,207 45,675 1,493,651 221,344 1,71.4,995 1878
1879 ( 60.599 199,330 243,516 51,499 52,798 156,861 j 202,837 154,592 162,392 163,335 78,562 105,981

24,431 !
41,599 29,705 61,804 81,678 1,871,519 510,515 2,382,034 1879

1880 64,777 188,295 474,38 L 42,271 102,396 70,702 i 459,822 102,776 170,413 141,340 102,285 149,487
30,960 |

17,287 23,740 66,938 72,482 2,280,352 365,887 2,646,239 1880
1881 oSjtiyo 88,003 449,352 36,943 86,370 190,723 448,106 86,751 139,516 106,838 112,902 188,775 43,565 1 16,793 25,021 77,976 101,528 2,257,782 702,364 2,960,146 1881
1S82 ! 158,133 51,122 252,094 46,268 40,547 169,356 390,022 124,097 166,763 152,179 118,397 296,130 45,345 24,848 35,972 70,158 143,329 2,473,760 918,826 3,392,586 1882
1883 | 178,549 .183,442 156,136 69,216 262,436 46,966 637,989 121,863 168,654 161,030 103,657 219,909 112,161 20,922 132,228 123,129 195,051 2,793,338 1,248,519 4,041,857 1883
1884 167,746 168,066 182,036 102,788 232,826 61,511 545,223 114,460 216,071 236,109 151,003 135,242 183,666 136,170 65,453 238,934 371,046 3,288,350 1,121,751 4,410,101 1384
ISlji} 155,664 60,723 56,692 193,855 136,237 61,709 325,627 155,582 231,448 361,299 228,349 28,623 136,304 128,099 250,790 256,198 578,117 3,345,916 1,218,414 4,564,330 1885
1886 54,230 71,182 39,924 193,792 47,749 42,769 203,159 118,823 203,683 333,982 212,388 24,269 141,527 55,267 260,924 252,120 521,327 2,777,075 1,299,508 4,076,583 1886
Totals ,135,009 1,345,777 2,313,971 1,617,524 1,310,009 1,229,590 [4,334,220 jl,501,356 3,336,987 3,019,457 1,435,614 1,577,694 1,414,334 802; 622 1,044,264 1,574,161

--------------------------- 1----------------------- ------- -

2,620,256 34,752,850 JjlOSjQoS 43,951,808 tm.i.

Note.—The Letters refer to the subdivisions shown on Map. p J

j *■
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Amounts expended on Public Works but winch have not been apportioned amongst the various Districts.

Nofc apportioned. Not apportioned.

Year, i
1

National. Local. Total, Year. National. Local. Total.

£ £ £ £ £ £

1SG0 ................................. 3,622 5,173 8,795 j 1875 ................................ 112,961 118,883 231,844

1SG1 ............................... 53,740 5,862 61,602 1870 ................................ 115,443 85,089 200,532

3S62 ................................. 38,500 41,264 79,764 1877 ................................. 175,822 88,823 264,645

1863 ................................. 2,430 4,819 7,258 }S7S ............................... 207,791 80,393 288,184

1864 ................................. S03 11,721 12,614 1870 ................................. 221,868 102,759 324,627

1S65 ................................. 67,873 6,631 74,504 J8S0 ............................. 243,721 99,620 343,341

1866 ............................... 12,228 4,563 16,791 1SS1 ................................ 211,274 102,442 313,716

1867 ............................... 23,763 6,165 29,028 1882 .................. ■ .. 277,331 74,472 351,823

1868 ................................ 24,354 15,312 30,666 1883 ............................... 350,011 90,486 458,497

1860 .............................. 16,061 14,205 30j 35(j 1884 ............................... 411,208 170,921 582,129

1870 ............................... 73,509 0,813 83,322 1885 ................................ 300,285 151,018 541,303

1871 ............................... 78,743 8,000 87,643 1SSG ................................ 288,740 138,306 427,046

1872 ............................... 54,196 12,201 66,307 —

1873 ................................ 46,272 58,186 104,458 Total ................ 3,610,256 1,593,206 5,203,462

1874 ............................... 06,5SS
\

76,089 172,677
■

[1 Map-I

Sydney ; Chailcs Totter, Govcnmicnt Tn utcr.—1SS7.
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1887-8.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NEW HEBRIDES.
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING- THE EVACUATION OE THE FRENCH MILITARY POSTS IN.)

Prmrtiri) tc Jiliuliament bn (Eommanti.

The Acting Agent-General to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir, 5 Westminster Chambers, Westminster, S.W., 9

I have the honor to enclose herein, for your information, copy of a letter which I 
from the Colonial Office, transmitting copy of a communication from the Foreign Office, with 
containing the official announcement of the evacuation of the French Military posts 
Hebrides.

I have, &c.,
DANIEL

May, 1888.
have received c 0 to A a > 
its enclosure, s/s/ss.. ,, TIT ’ F.O. toC.O.,m the New 23/4/33

M. Jusacraud to 
P.O., 10/4/33.

COOPER.

[Enclosure.] .
Colonial Office to Agent-G-eneral.

gjr) ' Downing-street, 5 May, 18SS.
With reference to the letter from this Department, of the Slat of March, I am directed by Lord Knutaford to 

transmit to yon, for your information, a copy of a letter from the Foreign Office, with its enclosure, containing the oflioial 
announcement of the evacuation of the French military posts in the New Hebrides.

Despatches have been sent to the Governors of the Australasian Colonies containing similar information.
I am, Ac.,

The Agent-General for New South Wales. EDWARD WINGFIELD.

[Suh-Encloeure. |
The Under Secretary of State, Foreign Office, to The Under Secretary of State, Colonial Office.

Sir, Foreign Office, 23 April, 1S88.
I am directed by the Secretary' of State for Foreign Affairs to transmit herewith, to be laid before the Secretary 

of State for the Colonies, copy of a note from the French Charge d’Affaires in this country, reporting the evacuation of the 
New Hebrides by the French troops. I am, fee.,

P. W. CURRIE.
The Under Secretary of State, Colonial Office.

M. le Marquis, Ambassade de France, Londres, 19 Avril 1888.
ConfornnSment aux termesde la Convention du 16 Novembre 1887 relative aux Nonvelles-Htsbrides et aux Ues 

sous le vent de Tahiti, le premier de ees archipels a htC Cvacuh par les troupes fram/atses.
J’ai I’honneur de faire conunaitre 1 Votre Seigneurie que cette operation a etc effectude 15 du mois dernier.

Veuillez agrder, Ac.,
M. JUSSERAND.

M*. le Marquis Salisbury, Ac., Ac.

[Translation.]
Mons. le Marquis, Embassy of France, London, 19 April, 1888.

In conformity with the terms of the Convention of 16 November, 1887, relative to the New Hebrides and to the 
Islands to leeward of Tahiti, the first of these archipelagos has been evacuated by the French troops.

I have the honor to acquaint your Lordship that this operation was effected on the 15th of last month.
Accept, Ac.,

M. JUSSERAND.
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1887-8.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PATENTS LAW AMENDMENT ACT OE 1887.
(REGULATIONS.)

JjJrtscntcl) to JiJartiaiucnt, pursuant to JUt 51 'iSif. ,0a. 3, sw. 16.

Department of Justice,
Sydney, 28th March, 1S88.

PATENTS OFEICE REGULATIONS.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice 
Regulations under the Act 51 Yictoria No. 3, 
South "Wales.

of the Executive Council, has been pleased to make the following 
for carrying into effect the provisions of the Patents Act of New

WILLIAM CLARKE.

REGULATIONS OE THE NEW SOUTH WALES 
PATENTS OEEICE. *

1, The Patents Office will he open to the public on 
every week-day from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., except on Satur
days, when it wbll he open from 10 a.m. to noon.

2. All business with the Patents Office should be trans
acted in writing, and the action of the Office will be based 
exclusively on the written record. A personal appearance 
of the applicant or his representative is not required, unless 
specially called for by the Examiner.

8. All communications with the Patents Office should he 
addressed to

“Thk Examinee of Patents,
Patents .Office,

Chancery Square,
' Syoney.”

4. The Office is forbidden to respond to enquiries as 
to the probability of a Certificate or Patent being granted 
for an alleged invention, when such enquiries are made in 
advance of an application for such Certificate or Patent; 
and also to enquiries founded upon vague descriptions, 
and propounded with a view to ascertain whether, or by 
whom, alleged improvements have been patented or pro
visionally protected,

5. Except as to questions connected with official prac
tice and procedure, the Office undertakes no responsibility 
in regard to expounding the Patent Law : and, subject to 
the same exception, the officers of the Department are 
forbidden to give counsel to individuals.

6. In pursuance of the preceding regulation, every per
son must judge for himself of the propriety of making an 
application for a Patent or for Provisional Protection.

66G—

The records and models may he inspected by himself or 
his agents, but beyond this the Office can render him no 
assistance until his application comes regularly before it 
in the manner prescribed by law.

7. An application for a Patent or for Provisional Pro
tection may he made by any person, whether resident in 
the Colony or not, provided that he claims to he either—

(1) the author or designer of an invention;
(2) the inventor’s agent;
(3) the inventor’s assignee ;
(4) the introducer into the Colony of an invention 

new to the Colony;
(5) the introducer as to one part of the invention, and 

the inventor as to the other part; or
(6) the agent or assignee of any person claiming under 

any of the four preceding sub-sections.
8. Letters Patent and Certificates of Provisional Pro 

tection may also he applied for by trading associations or 
other corporate bodies ; or joint application maybe made—

(1) by individuals;
(2) by two or more corporate bodies; or
(3) by an association of one or more corporate 

bodies with one or more individual applicants,
9. Applications may be made cither personally or 

through a duly authorized agent. In any ease of agency 
or assignment, proof thereof must be furnished to the 
satisfaction of the Examiner.
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10. Interviews with the Examiner concerning applica
tions or other matters pending before the Oilice may be 
had in the Examiner’s room at such times within office hours 
as the Examiner may designate.

11. Applicants or their agents will be required to conduct 
their business with the Office with decorum and courtesy. 
Papers presented in violation of this requirement will be 
returned.

12. Por gross misconduct the Examiner may refuse to 
recognise any person as a Patent Agent, either generally 
or in any particular case; hut the reasons for such refusal 
must be duly recorded, and be subject to the approval of 
the Minister.

13. Letters Patent or a Certificate of Provisional Pro
tection may be issued to any applicant who (though not 
the actual inventor, or his agent, or assignee) is the first 
introducer of an invention into the Colony of New South 
’Wales, and notwithstanding that the invention ha& been 
the subject of a Patent elsewhere.

14. An applicant for a Patent or for a Certificate of Provi
sional Protection in terms of the preceding regulation, must 
state in his petition that he is the author or designer, by (or 
partly by, as the fact may he) virtue of a communicatiou 
from abroad, of the invention in question, which he desires 
to introduce into the Colony of New South Wales, where 
it is at the date of application, to the best of his belief, 
neither made, sold, nor used.

15. Where the invention is partly communicated and 
partly original, the specification accompanying the appli
cation must explicitly discriminate between the part com
municated to the applicant and the part invented by him.

16. Joint inventors are entitled to joint Provisional Pro
tection and to a joint Patent; and neither inventor can 
make separate claim to cither privilege.

17. Independent inventors of distinct improvements in 
the same article cannot ordinarily obtain a joint Patent or 
joint Provisional Protection for their separate inventions ; 
but where the combination of their improvements appears 
to the Examiner to produce a single aud beneficial result, 
the inventors may be permitted to unite their claims 
in an application for a joint Patent or for joint Provisional 
Protection.

18. The issue of Letters Patent (or their equivalent) by 
another Colony or country will not disable the inventor 
from obtaining either a Patent or Provisional Protection in 
New South Wales, unless—

(1) the invention 1ms been introduced into public 
use in New South AYales prior to the application 
to the Office ; or unless

(2) such invention has been wholly or in part anti
cipated in any Letters Patent or Certificate of 
Provisional Protection issued under the authority 
of regulation 13.

19. Applications for Letters Patent of the Colony of 
New South Wales must he made to the Examiner ; and a 
complete application should comprise—

(1) a receipt from the Colonial Treasurer of the pay-
■ ment, in connection therewith, of £5 sterling;

(2) a petition addressed to the Governor in the form
prescribed by law _

(3) a copy of the specification and drawings attached 
to the petition ; and

(4) an accompanying letter, enumerating the name 
and number of the documents annexed.

20. A petition for Letters Patent, if from a single 
applicant, should indicate the petitioner s title to a Patent; 
as for example, whether he claims to he— .

(1) the author or designer of the invention;
(2) the introducer;
(3) the inventor’s agent;
(4) the inventor’s assignee ;
(5) the introducer as to one part of the invention, 

and the inventor as to the other part; or, _
(G) the agent or assignee of any person claiming 

under any of the four preceding sub-sections.

21. Where the petition is from more than one applicant 
it should indicate how each derives his title to a Patent; 
as for example, whether the petitioners claim to be—

(1) joint inventors;
(2) joint introducers ;
(3) joint agents of the inventor;
(4) joint assignees of the inventor ;
(5) joint introducers as to one part of the invention 

and joint inventors as to the other part;
(6) joint agents or assignees of any person claiming 

under any of the preceding sub-sections 3,4, or 5 ;
(7) the association of (he inventor with the assignee 

of an undivided part of the invention ; or
(S) the association of the inventor's assignee witli 

the holder of a sub-assignment,
22. In addition to disclosing bow each petitioner derives 

his right to apply for the Patent prayed for, the Petition 
must, as far as possible, observe, in its contents, the follow
ing plan of arrangement:—

(1.) The name in full, address, and occupation of each 
petitioner (or the nominal composition if a trad
ing firm, or registered or legal title if a corporate 
body).

(2.) The address to which communications from the 
Patents Office, relative to the application, may be 
forwarded; and this (to obviate unnecessary 
delay) should he an address in New South Wales.

(3.) A recital of the payment (in connection with the 
application) of £5 to the Colonial Treasurer.

(4.) The title of (he invention, which must distinctly 
and specifically indicate the nature and object of 
the invention.

(5.) A statement that the alleged invention has not 
been published, or publicly used, or offered for 
sale, witbin the Colony; or (if such he the fact) 
only under the authority of a Certificate of Pro
visional Protect ion then in force.

(G.) A. statement that a detailed specification (in 
duplicate) of the invention is annexed to the 
petition, and (where drawings are necessary) 
that the specification is illustrated.

(7.) Such information as is within the applicant’s 
knowledge as to whether the invention has been 
patented elsewhere or not; and if so patented, 
where, when, and by whom ; and

(8.) A distinct prayer for the grant; and issue to the 
petitioner of Letters Patent in protection of the 
alleged invention.

23. The complete specification must so explicitly reveal 
the details of the invention that any person, .ordinarily 
proficient in the art or science to which the discovery most 
closely appertains, may be enabled, by aid of the informa
tion so afforded, to make, construct, compound, and use 
the invention therein described, without resorting to any 
invention or addition of Ins own.

24. The specification should observe the following order 
of arrangement:—

(1.) The preamble, giving the name and residence of 
the applicant and the title of the invention.

(2.) A summary of the object and nature of the 
invention.

(3.) A detailed description of the manner of construct
ing and using the alleged invention, together 
with a clear enunciation of any preferable method 
which the petitioner regards as calculated to 

- ensure the fullest efficacy in the application of
his discovery.
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(4.) A concise description of the drawings, wherever | 
drawings are either necessary or advantageous to J 
the elucidation of the specification.

(5.) A claim or claims; and these must not exceed 
six in number, unless the Examiner certifies in 
writing that, in his opinion, a greater number is 
necessary to the adequate protection of the in
vention from infringement.

(6.) Signature of applicant or agent (or seal of cor
porate body).

(7.) Signature of one witness,
25. A specification of mere improvements should particu

larly indicate the part or parts to which the improvements 
relate, and should discriminate between what is old and 
what is claimed as au improvement. In such cases the 
descriptions, drawings, and claims should be confined to 
the specific improvements and such parts as necessarily 
co-operate with them.

2G. A specification must not include a claim to two or 
more distinct inventions, unless they mutually contribute 
to produce a single and beneficial result.

27. In a specification containing several independent 
inventions, the pelitioner will lie required to limit the 
description and claims of the pending application to which
ever invention he may elect; and the other inventions mav 
then be made the subjects of separate applications bearing 
even dale with tbe day of the deposit of the original 
petition therein.

28. Specifications must, be cither printed, or else written 
in a fair legible hand on hut one side of the paper; and no 
interlineations or erasures should bo made. A wide 
margin should (except as to drawings) always he reserved 
on tbe left-band side of the page, and all documents 
should be of foolscap size.

29. The following directions should also be observed in 
regard to drawings forwarded to the Patents Office in 
connection with applications for Letters Patent:—.

(1.) One copy of the drawings should he made upon 
stout, white, smooth-surfaced drawing paper, 
parchment, or tracing doth, 13 inches by 8 inches, 
or 13 inches by 16 incites, with an inch margin 
all round.

(2.) The drawings should he of black Indian ink, and 
any shading should be by lines clearly and dis
tinctly drawn, and as open as is consistent with 
the required effect.

(3.) Section lines should not be too closely drawn.
(4.) All letters and figures of reference should be boldly 

and distinctly marked, and should correspond with 
the letters and figures of reference quoted iu the 
specification to which the drawings relate.

30. A working model should accompany a specification 
when the applicant regards it as necessary either to show 
the precise operation of the machine, or to facilitate the 
examination of the specification; and when a material 
forms an essential feature of a machine, the model should 
be constructed of that material.

31. Every model should have the name of the applicant 
firmly fixed thereon.

32. After examination of Ihe specification to which it 
relates, the model maybe eilher stored In a room in the 
Patents Office, where it will be open to public inspection 
within the prescribed office-hours, or, at the Examiner’s 
■discretion, it may he returned to the depositor.

33. When a composition is the subject-matter of the 
invention, the Examiner may require tbe applicant to 
furnish such sufficient specimens of the composition and its 
ingredients as to allow of full experimental examination. 
These specimens should be forwarded in glass bottles, 
properly arranged; but explosive or dangerous substances 
are not to bo sent.

34. An application for a Certificate of Provisional Pro
tection should (so far as is applicable to conformity with 
the Patents Acts of Xew South Wales) comply with the 
foregoing regulations regarding applications for Letters 
Patent. The following material alterations in the details 
of procedure should he observed by applicants, and the 
language of the several documents demanded by these 
regulations should be varied accordingly :—

(].) The fee to he paid to the Colonial Treasurer is 
£2 sterling.

(2.) A provisional specification (not in duplicate, and 
giving only the outlines and such material points 
of the invention as show its nature and scope) 
should take the place of the complete specifica
tion required in an application for Letters Patent.

35. Tbe specification accompanying an application for 
provisional protection will not be open at any time to 
public inspection, and will ho destroyed at the expiration 
of one year from the date of deposit unless the Certificate 
to which it relates has been meanwhile superseded by the 
issue of Letters Patent.

36. A Petition to supersede a Certificate of Provi
sional Protection by the issue of Letters Patent for the 
same invention should he lodged not later than ten 
months from the date of the original petition for Pro
visional Protection, so as to allow' of the issue of the 
Patent before the expiration of the period for which the 
Certificate endures; and such petition should allege the 
fact that the invention referred to is, at the date of appli
cation, the subject of Provisional Protection.

37. A Protest against the issue of a Patent or of a 
Certificate of Provisional Protection may be filed by any 
person whomsoever; but an inventor, who has assigned 
his interest wholly or in part, will not be permitted to 
lodge any document disparaging the merits of the 
invention to the prejudice of the interests of his assignee.

38. Any invention or improvement in the Arts or 
Manufactures may he made the subject-matter of a Patent 
or of Provisional Protection, unless such invention or 
improvement appears to bo detrimental to public health, 
public welfare, morality, or the interest of the State. 
Scientific principles or theories cannot be patented, but the 
practical application of them to industrial ends may form 
the subject of a Patent.

39. Assignments of Certificates of Provisional Protection 
or of Letters Patent, and all licenses or assignments 
thereof, must be registered in the Patents Office within 
the following respective periods from the date of execu
tion :—

"Within the Colony.................................  14 days.
Eromany of the Australasian Colonies... 30 ,,
Other places ................ .......................  90 ,,

Or such extended period as the Minister, on good cause 
being shown for the delay, may in any particular case 
approve.

40. The Examiner may, when the complicated character 
of an alleged invention appears in his judgment to require 
it, refer any application or protest to a competent Expert 
or Experts for investigation, comparison, and report; but 
such references to Experts shall iu each case he submitted 
to the Minister for his approval.

41. Experts will ho paid from the Consolidated Revenue 
such fees as the Minister may approve or fix. and in their 
reports to the Examiner the Experts should indicate iho list 
of prior Patents with which they have compared the appli
cations referred to them; and where the application is 
closely allied with a former invention, the Export’s report 
should differentiate between the two.
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42. The Examiner's reports to the Minister should, where 
necessary, furnish such a synopsis of the law and merits of 
each application as will enable tho Minister to clearly com
prehend the essential features involved.

43. The scientific publications and general Patents 
Literature in the Library of the Patents Office will be 
available, at the discretion of the Office, for public perusal.

44. Whenever the Examiner reports to the Minister 
that an informality in any application does not materially 
affect the merits of such application or intentionally 
infringe the spirit of the Patent laws, the Minister may 
in writing direct the relaxation of such of the foregoing 
regulations as demonstrate and affirm the informality; 
and thereupon the application will he examined and dealt 
with as if no sneb informality existed.

43. The following will be the scale of fees payable to 
the Colonial Treasury through the Patents Office in 
connection with the proceedings herein stated :—
Filing a protest against the issne of Letters 

Patent or of a Certificate of Provisional 
Protection ... ... ... £10 0

Eegistering an assignment of Letters Patent,
or of a Certificate of Provisional Protection 0 10 0

Eegistering a license, or assignment thereof ... 0 7 0
A general search, le., inspection of five or more __

Patents and the records thereof .................. 0 5 0
Inspection of the Eegister, or of one Patent

and the records thereof ...................... 0 1 0
A. G. TAYLOE,

Examiner of Patents.

[2d.]
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—18SS,
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1887-8.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PATENTS OFFICE.
(REGULATIONS,)

fJrcstntei) tor jp-Arlinmciit, pursuant to JLt 51 ttic. |lo. 3, see. 1(5.

Department of Justice,
Sydney, 21st December, 1887.

PATENTS OFEICE FEGTJDATIONS.
His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to make the following 
Ecgulations under the Act (51 Victoria No. 3, for carrying into effect the provisions of the Patents Act of New South 
AV tiles.

WILLIAM CLARKE.

REGULATIONS OE THE NEW SOUTH WALES 
PATENTS OEEICE.

1. The Patents Office will be open to the public on 
every week-day from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., except on Satur
days, when it will be open from 10 a.m. to noon.

2. All business with the Patents Office should bo trans
acted in writing, and the action of the Office will be based 
exclusively on the written record. A personal appearance 
of the applicant or his representative is not required, nnless 
specially called for by the Examiner.

3. All communications with the Patents Office should ho 
addressed to

“The Exajitseu or Patents,
Patents Office,

Chancery Square,
Sydney.”

4. The Office is forbidden to respond to enquiries as 
to the probability of a Certificate or Patent being granted 
for an alleged invention, when such enquiries are made in 
advance of an application for such Certificate or Patent; 
and also to enquiries founded upon vague descriptions, 
and propounded with a view to ascertain whether, or by 
whom, alleged improvements have been patented or pro
visionally protected.

5. Except as to questions connected wilh official prac
tice and procedure, the Office undertakes no responsibility 
in regard to expounding the Patent Law; and, subject to 
the same exception, the officers of the Department are 
forbidden to give counsel to individuals.

6. In pursuance of the preceding regulation, every per
son must judge for himself of the propriety of making an 
application for a Patent or for Provisional Protection. 
The records and models may be inspected by himself or 
his agents, but beyond this the Office can render him no 
assistance until his application comes regularly before it 
in the maimer prescribed by law.

466—

7. An application for a Patent or for Provisional Pro
tection may be made by any person, whether resident in 
the Colony or not, provided that he claims to bo either—

(1) the author or designer of an invention;
(2) the inventor’s agent;
(3) the inventor's assignee ;
(4) the introducer into the Colony of au invention

new to the Colony ; _
(0) the introducer as to one part of the invention, and . 

the inventor as to the other part; or
(G) the agent or assignee of any person claiming under 

any of the four preceding sub-sections.
8. Letters Patent and Certificates of Provisional Pro

tection may also be applied for by trading associations or 
other corporate bodies ; or joint application maybe made—

(1) by individuals;
(2) by two or more corporate bodies ; or
(3) by an association of one or more corporate 

bodies with one or more individual applicants.
9. Applications may be made either personally or 

through a duly authorized agent. In any ease of agency 
or assignment, proof thereof must be furnished to the

' satisfaction of the Examiner. _ _
10. Interviews with the Examiner concerning applica

tions or other matters pending before the Office may be 
had in the Examiner’s room at such times within office hours 
as the Examiner may designate.

11. Applicants or their agents will be required to conduct
their business with tbe Office with decorum and courtesy. 
Papers presented in violation of this requirement will be 
returned. „

12. For gross misconduct the Examiner may refuse to 
recognise any person as a Patent Agent, either generally 
or in any particular case; but the reasons for such refusal 
must be duly recorded, and be subject to tho approval of 
^he Minister,
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13. Letters Patent or a Certificate of Provisional Pro
tection may be issued to any applicant wlio (though not 
the actual inventor, or his agent, or assignee) is the jirst 
introducer of an invention into the Colony of New Smith 
Wales, and notwithstanding that the invention lias been 
the subject of a Patent elsewhere.

14. An applicant for a Patent or for a Ccrlilleateof Provi
sional Protection in terms of the preceding regulation, must 
state in his petition that he is the author or designer, by (or 
partly by, as the fact maybe) virtue of a communication 
from abroad, of the invention in question, which he desires 
to introduce into the Colony of New South Wales, whore 
it is at the date of application, to the best of his belief, 
neither made, sold, nor nsed.

15. Where the invention is partly communicated and 
partly original, the specification accompanying the appli
cation must explicitly discriminate between tbe part com
municated to the applicant and the part invented by him.

10. Joint inventors are entitled to joint Provisional Pro
tection and to a joint Patent; and neither inventor can 
make separate claim.to either privilege.

17. Independent inventors of distinct improvements in 
the same article cannot ordinarily obtain a joint Patent or 
joint Provisional Protection for their separate inventions ; 
but where ihe combination of their improvements appears 
to the Examiner to produce a single and beneficial result, 
the inventors may be permitted to unite their claims 
in an application for a joint Patent or for joint Provisional 
Protection.

18. The issue of Letters Patent (or their equivalent) bv
another Colony or country will not disable the inventor 
from obtaining either a Patent or Provisional Protection in 
New South Wales, unless— ■

(1) the invention has been introduced into public 
use in New South Wales prior to the application 
to the Office ; or unless

(2) such invention has been wholly or in part anti
cipated in any Letters Patent-or Certificate of 
Provisional Protection issued under the authority 
of regulation 13.

_19. Applications for Letters Patent of the Colony of 
New South Wales must he made to the Examiner ; aiid a 
complete application should comprise—

(1) a receipt from the Colonial Treasurer of the pay
ment, in connection therewith, of £5 sterling;

(2) a petition addressed to the G-overnor in the form 
prescribed by law ;

(3) a copy of the specification and drawings attached 
to tbe petition ; and

(4) an accompanying letter, enumerating the name 
and number of the documents annexed. -

20. A petition for Letters Patent, if from a single 
applicant, should indicate the petitioner's title to a Patent; 
as for example, whether he claims to he—

(1) the author or designer of the invention ;
(2) the introducer;
(3) the inventor’s agent;
(4) the inventor’s assignee ; '
(5) the introducer as to one part of tho invention, 

and the inventor as to the other part; or,
(6) the agent or assignee of any person claiming 

under any of the four preceding nub-sections.
_ 21. Where the petition is from more than one applicant 
it should indicate how each derives his title to a Patent; 
as for example, whether the petitioners claim to be—

(1) joint inventors;
(2) joint introducers ;
(3) joint agents of tbe inventor ;
(4) joint assignees of tbe inventor ;
(5) joint introducers as to one part of tbe invention, 

and joint inventors as to tbe other part;
(0) joint agents or assignees of any person claiming 

under any of thq preceding sub-sections 3, 4, or 0 ;
(7) the association of the inventor with the assignee 

of an undivided part of the invention ; or
(8) the association of the inventor’s assignee with 

the holder of a sub-assignment.

22. In addition to disclosing how each petitioner derives 
his right to apply for the Patent prayed for, the Petition 
must, as far as possible, observe, in its contents, the follow
ing plan of arrangement:—

(1.) The name in full, address, and occupation of each 
petitioner (or the nominal composition if a trad
ing firm, or registered or legal title if a corporate 
body).

(2.) The address to which communications from the 
Patents Office, relative to the application, may be 
forwarded; and this (to obviate unnecessary 
delay) should be an address in New South 'Wales.

(3.) A recital of (lie payment (in connection with the 
application) of £5 to the Colonial Treasurer.

(4.) The title of the invention, which must distinctly 
and specifically indicate the nature and object of 
the invention.

(5.) A statement that the alleged invention has not 
been published, or publicly nsed, or offered for 
sale, within tho Colony ; or (if such be the fact), 
only under the authority of a Certificate of Pro
visional Protection then in force.

(G.) A statement that a detailed specification (in 
duplicate) of the invention is annexed to tho 
petition, and (where drawings arc necessary) 
that the specification is illustrated.

(7.) Such information as is within the applicant’s 
knowledge ns to whether the invention has been 
patented elsewhere or not; and if so patented, 
where, when, and by whom ; and

(8.) A distinct prayer for tho grant and issue to the 
petitioner of Letters Patent in protection of the 
alleged invention.

23. The complete specification must so explicitly reveal 
the details of the invention that any person, ordinarily 
proficient in the art or science to which the discovery most 
closely appertains, may be enabled, by aid of tbe informa
tion so afforded, to make, construct, compound, and use 
the invention therein described, without resorting to any 
invention or addition of bis own.

24. Tho specification should observe the following order 
of arrangement:—

(1.) The preamble, giving the name and residence of 
tbe applicant and the title of the invention.

(2.) A. summary of tho object and nature of the 
invention.

(3.) A detailed description of the manner of construct
ing and using the alleged invention, together 
with a clear enunciation of any preferable method 
which the petitioner regards as calculated to 
ensure the fullest efficacy in the application of 
his discovery.

(4.) A concise description of the drawings, wherever 
drawings are either necessary or advantageous to 
the elucidation of the specification.

(5.) A claim or claims; and these must not exceed 
six in number, unless the Examiner certifies iu 
writing that, in his opinion, a greater number is 
necessary to the adeq uate protection of the in
vention from infringement.

((>.) Signature of applicant or agent (or seal of cor
porate body).

(7.) Signature of one witness.
25. A. specification of more improvements should particu

larly indicate the part or parts to which the improvements 
relate, and should discriminate between what is old and 
what is claimed as an improvement. In such cases the 
descriptions, drawings, and claims should be confined to 
the specific improvements and such parts as necessarily 
co-operate with them,

20. A specification must -not include a claim to two or 
more distinct inventions, unless they mutually contribute 
to produce a single and beneficial result.

27. In a specifieatiepi eon turning several independent 
inventions, the petitioner will ho required to limit the 
description and claims of Ihe pending application to which
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ever invention ho may elect; and Iho other inventions may 
then be made the subjects of separate applications bearing 
even date with tho day of Ihe deposit of the original 
petition therein.

28. Specifications must he cither printed, or else written 
in a. fair legible band on but one side of tlic paper ; and no 
interlineations or erasures should be made. A wide 
margin should (except as to drawings) always be reserved 
on the left-hand side of the page, and all documents 
should be of foolscap size.

29. The following directions should also he observed in 
regard to drawings forwarded to tbe Patents Office in 
connection with applications for Letters Patent:—

(1.) One copy of the drawings should he made upon 
stout, white, smooth-surfaced drawing paper, 
parchment, or tracing cloth, 18 inches by 8 inches, 
or 13 inches by 16 inches, wilh an inch margin 
all round. ’

(2.) The drawings should he of black Indian ink, and 
any shading should bo by lines clearly and dis
tinctly drawn, and as open as is consistent with 
the required effect.

(3.) Section lines should not be too closely drawn.
(4.) All letters and figures of reference should be boldly 

and distinctly marked, and should correspond with 
the letters and figures of reference quoted in the 
specification to which the drawings relate.

30. A working model should accompany a specification 
when the applicant regards it as necessary either to show 
the precise operation of the machine, or to facilitate the 
examination of the specification; and when a material 
forms an essential feature of a machine, the model should 
be constructed of that material.

31. Every model should have the name of the applicant 
firmly fixed thereon.

32. After examination of the specification to which it 
relates, the model may be either stored in a room in the 
Patents OJliec, where it will be open to public inspection 
within the prescribed ofiice-honrs, or, at the Examiner's 
discretion, it may be returned to the depositor.

33. "When a composition is the subject-matter of the 
invention, the Examiner may require the applicant to 
furnish such sufficient specimens of the composition and its 
ingredients as to allow of full experimental examination. 
These specimens should bo forwarded in glass bottles, 
properly arranged ; but explosive or dangerous substances 
are uot to be sent.

34. An application for a Certificate of Provisional Pro
tection should (so far as is applicable to conformity with 
the Patents Acts of Xew South "Wales) comply with the 
foregoing regulations regarding applications for Letters 
Patent. The following material alterations in the details 
of procedure should he observed by applicants, and the 
language of the several documents demanded by these 
regulations should be varied accordingly :—

(1.) The fee to bo paid to the Colonial Treasurer is 
£2 sterling.

(2.) A provisional specification (not in duplicate, and 
giving only the outlines and such material points 
of the invention as show its nature and scope) 
should take the place of the complete specifica
tion required in an application for Letters Patent.

35. The specification accompanying an application for 
provisional protection will not be open at any time to 
public inspection, and will he destroyed at the expiration 
of one year from the date of deposit unless the Certificate 
to which it relates has been meanwhile superseded by the 
issue of Letters Patent.

36. A Petition to supersede a Certificate of Provi
sional Protection by the issue of Letters Patent for the 
same invention should be lodged not later than ten 
months from the date of tbe original petition for Pro

visional Protection, so as to allow of the issue of the' 
Patent before the expiration of the period for which the 
Certificate endures ; and such petition should allege the 
fact that the invention referred lo is, at the date of appli
cation, the subject of Provisional Protection.

37. A Protest against the. issue of a Patent or of a 
Certificate of Provisional Protection may be filed by any 
person whomsoever; but an inventor, who has assigned 
his interest wholly or in part, will not bo permitted to 
lodge any document disparaging the merits of the 
invention to the prejudice of the interests of his assignee.

38. Any invention or improvement in the Arts or 
Manufactures may be made the subject-matter of a Patent 
or of Provisional Protection, unless such invention or 
improvement appears to be detrimental to public health, 
public welfare, morality, or the interest of the State. 
Scientific principles or theories cannot be patented, hut the 
practical application of them to industrial ends may form 
the subject of a Patent;.

39. A ssignments of Certificates of Provisional Protection
or of Letters Patent, and all licenses or assignments 
thereof, must be registered in the Patents Office within 
the following respective periods from the date of execu
tion ;— ■

Within the Colony................................. 14 days.
Erom any of the Australasian Colonies ... 30 ,,
Other places ........................................  90 ,,

Or such extended period as tho Minister, on good cause 
being shown for the delay, may in any particular case 
approve.

40. The Examiner may, when the complicated character 
of an alleged invention appears in his judgment to require 
it, refer any application or protest to a competent Expert 
or Experts for investigation, comparison, and report; hut 
such references to Experts shall in each ease be submitted 
to the Minister for his approval.

41. Experts will be paid from tho Consolidated Revenue 
such fees as the Minister may approve or fix, and in their 
reports to the Examiner the Experts should indicate the list 
of prior Patents with which they have compared the appli
cations referred to them; and where the application is 
closely allied with a former invention, the Expert’s report 
should differentiate between the two.

42. The Examiner's reports to the Minister should, where 
necessary, furnish such a synopsis of ihe law and merits of 
each application as will enable the Minister to dearly com
prehend the essential features involved.

43. 'The scientific publications and general Patents 
Literature in tbe Library of the Patents Office will be 
available, at the discretion of the Office, for public perusal.

4k Whenever the Examiner reports to the Minister 
that an informality in any application does not materially 
affect tbe merits of such application or intentionally 
infringe the spirit of the Patent laws, the Minister may 
in writing direct the relaxation of such of tbe foregoing 
regulations as demonstrate and affirm the informality ; 
and thereupon the application wfill be examined and dealt 
with as if no such informality existed.

45. The following will he the scale of fees payable to 
the Colonial Treasury through the Patents Office in 
connection with the proceedings herein stated :—
Piling a protest against the issue of Letters 

Patent or of a Certificate of Provisional 
Protection ... ... ... ... ... £10 0

Registering an assignment of Letters Patent,
or of a Certificate of Provisional Protection 0 10 0 

Registering a license, or assignment thereof ... 0 7 6
A general search. i.e.s inspection of five or more

Patents and the recorda thereof ... ... 0 5 0
Inspection of the Register, or of one Patent

and the records thereof ... ... ...0 10

A. G. TAYLOR,
Examiner of Patents.

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer. —1SSS.
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1887.
(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH AY ALES.

PREMISES RENTED BY THE GOVERNMENT.
(RETURN OF.) .

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 29 November, 1S87.

EURTHEll RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative 
Assembly of New South Wales, dated 22nd March, 1887, That there be laid 
upon the Table of this House,—

(< A Return showing the number of houses rented by the various Ministerial 
“ Departments, showing the rent paid for each house, with the landlord s 
“ name in each case, and total rental paid by all the Departments, and the 
“period for which each has been rented.”

{Mr. McMhonc.) .

COLONIAL SECRETARY’S DEPARTMENT.
Department of Audit.

Houses Rented.
Rental paid for each, j Name of Landlord, Period for which each has been 

rented.

36 Cnstlcrcagh-street ..............................
BO CastlereaEh-slreet (4 rooms) ............
15 and 17 Rligh-street........................

£400 per annum ,..
150 „ ...

1,000 „ ...

W. H. Paling .........................
F. Fitzgerald Evans ..............
R. Wynne.................................

To 30th April, 1887.
To 31st August, 1887.
To 28th February, 1892.

Govehsmest Asylums for Infirm and Destitute.
407, Pitt-street, Sydney (office of tliol £180 per annum ,..| IL S. S. Bond ......................... I 5 years.

Manager of Government Asylums.) I I i

Medical Adviser to the Government.
108, Phillip-sl.reet, used as an office 

and residence for the Government. 
Medical Officer and Vaccinator for 
Sydney

£200 per annum Ricliard Hill, M.L.C....... For one year.

E0, Pbillip-stroet £250

Civil Service Board.
................... , Mrs. Want (F. T. Humphrey I

as trustee). I
Three years from let Jan., 1885

City of Sydney Improvement Board.
2 rooms in a house sifnated at No. 35,1 For the two rooms,1 Messrs. A. J. Herald and E.l 2 years and 5 months from let 

Castlercngh-slrcct, Sydney. I £110 per annum. O’Farrell. I July, 18S6.

Statistician.
74!Bridge-s(rcet, Lady Young's Terrace! £268 per annum ...l Trustees in the estate of the I

I I late J. Browne. I
33h—A

Quarterly.

[805 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £8 lls, 3d,]
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COLONIAL SECRETARY’S DEPARTMENT —continued.

Houses rented. Rental paid for eacli. Name of Landlord. Period for which each hag been 
rented,

Inspector op Public Charities.

No. 142, Phillip-stroot......................... j £250 ......................j E. Carter ................................. j Eire years.

ElSH35R[E3.

No. 114, Phillip-etrcet, in conjunction! £104 per annum ...I Hon. Eicliard Hill ................. . Not rented for any slated
with Aborigines Protection Society. I 1 j period.

Aborigines Protectorate.

Part of house, 114, Henrietta Terraced £58 ......................i The Hon. E. Hill, M.L.C.......... , Yearly.
Phillip-street. 1 | I J

Military.

No. 94a, Phillip-street.........................I £800

Store, Berry’s Bay.................................| £500
Scottish-Ansi ralian Investment Throe years from 1 May, 1885. 

Company.
D. Berry ................................  Annual.

Police Department.

Station, Premises rented.
Ro

Per
Annum

ntal.

Per
Week,

£ 9. d.
North Shore ......................... Cottage and stable for Sub-Inspector 60

Cotter.
Sydney ................................ Dwelling-house for Sub-Inspector 110

Atwill.
Newtown ............................. Dwelling-house for Sub-Inspector 22 6

Larkins.
Kogarah................................. Dwelling-house and stable foi 12 0

Sonior-Con stable McCoio.
Broadwater.......... ................ 26
Brush grove............................ ft A
Ch&ts worth............................. do ............. ft n
Coraki ................ .................. *19! A
Palmer’s Island..................... 10 0
Wardell .............................. Police Station and court room 52
Animbo ................................ 25
Bowning................................ 8~0
JBuugonia ........................ . 15
Bateman’s Bay ..................... 30
Captain’s Flat......................... 1? A
Colombo................................. rln ?r> pi
Dalton.................................... 10 0
Eden .................................... 40
Frogmore ............................. 12 6
Reid’s Flat................... ......... do ..... 20
Wolumla................................ 0
Wyndlmm ............................. do ........ . 12 0
Wheeo......................... .......... 20
Prospect.................... ............ n
Rydo .................................... 14
Hunter’s Hill........................ do ................. 12 0
Kutoomba .......... .................. ia n
Campbelllown ........... ......... do ........ ............................ 19 n
Bowrul ................................ 12 0
Robfirtpon ............................. 27
Clifton................................... ft A
Fig Tree................................. do .......... ..... . 8 0
Albiou Park ......................... 25
Kangaroo Talley ................. do do ..................... 25
Sofala .................................... 40
Hill End................................ do .............. ... ?o 0
Mount Victoria..................... do ...................... 13 0
O’Connell ............................. 20
Dubbo - ............................. . do ... 60

Do ................................. |£ O
Collie ................................... 20 0
Nerertire ............................ 40
Tomingley ............................ do ......................... 5 0
Meranburn............................. 15
Goolagong .......................... . 40
Ecnipsey............................. 60
Maitland West ................. Sub-Ingpector’s quarters ............ 52
Newcastle ............................. do ...... 100
Minim............................. io n
Lambton ......................... 12 A
Charlestown ...................... 4 0

Landlord.
Beriod for which 

each has been 
lonlcrl.

Since
Miss Mnrteno 25 July, 1882

Mr. Plnyello 1 Oct., 18S6

Mary J. Herlihy 17 Nov., 1S84

Jas. W. Wilkes 1 July, 1881

Henry Cook ....................
Chas. Saddler ................
John Read ....................
G. Parker ......................
Alcxr. Ross ....................
Ernest Carter ................
Maurice Harnett...........
Jas. F. Mote....................
J. E. Styles ....................
Wm. Latfca ....................
Geo. Osborne ................
Wm. Flanagan................
R, Dowling ...................
Margaret Murray .........
Jno. Shcedy....................
Wm. Fogg ....................
John Smith .....................
F. Divorsi.......................
Mary Glcnnnn................
Margaret Creaacy .........
Hy. Hay ........................
E.S. Tribe ....................
H. Edwards ...................
Jas. Water worth.............
Augustus Neich .............
Wm. Akers ...................
Chas. Stuart....................
Jas. Maher ....................
Wm. Douglas ................
J. Sullivan ....................
Berthe S. O’Hern ........
Thos. Wythcs ................
G. H. Rienit;' ................
J. Black ........................
J. Samuels, jun................
E. Davies........................
A. J. Flood .....................
Thos. Chapman .............
Thee. Wvthes ................
Wm. Williams ............... .
J. Plumb ........................
Jno. Lawson ..................
Francis Bartlett .............
Dr. Garris ..................
J. and A. Brown.............
Jno. Slieody ...............
Waratab Coal Company,.

1 Dee., 1882
18 May, 1883 
3 June, 1886

12 Not., 1881 
8 June, 1882

14 April, 1881 
1 Oet., 1885
6 April, 1887
3 Jan., 1880 

16 Mar., 1880
8 Sept.,1886
7 Mar., 1887 

Jan., 1881
1 April, 1886 
1 July, 1882 
1 „ 1886

13 Mar., 1884 
1 Dec., 1886
1 Sept., 1879 

11 Dec., 18S2 
29 Jan., 1885 
28 Sept., 1885
4 Jan., 1887
2 Fob., 1887

13 „ 1882
1 Not., 1886
8 Oet., 1883

19 „ 1886
1 „ 1884
5 Sept,, 1883 
1 Jan., 1876

About 14 years 
5 Aug., ] 884 

About 14 years 
1 April, 1867

14 May, 1885 
1 July, 1886 
1 Oet, 1886 
1 April, 1885

16 Sept, 1885 
1 Jan., 1883 
I „ 1884
1 April, 1885 
1 July, 1884 

10 July, 1879 
1 Jan., JS8L 

21 Julj, 1882
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COLONIAL SECEETARY’S DEPARTMENT—
Police Department—continued.

Rental.

Station. Premises rented. Landlord. each haa teen
Per Per rented.

Annum. Week.

AdamBtown .........................
Ircdcriekton .........................
Coopemook .........................
Fernmouni,.............................
Bowra.....................................
Ellalong.................................
Tea Gardens .........................
Ballast Pit.............................
Tamwortli, West ................ .
Meroc....................................
Warialda.................................
Narrabri, West .....................
Mores....................................
Collarondabri.........................
Grawin .................................
Tatallu....................................
Curi'anyalpa .........................
Loutb ....................................

Girilambone .........................
Bourko .................................
Bringoma .............................
Carincla .................................
Matboura .............................
Tocumwol .............................
Hay........................................
Wkitton .................................
Enabolong .............................
Hat field .................................
Broken Hills ...... ..................
Purnntnoola .........................
Albnvy....................................

Do ....................................
Ournio....................................
Gundagni, South ..................
Shepherdstou-n .....................
Bocdy Flat............................
Coolnc.....................................
Waggn Wagga .....................

Do .......... ..........
Coolaman .............................
Tumberumba.........................

Police station ...............
do ...............
do ................
do ... ..........
do ...............
do ...............
do ...............
do ...............

Barracks .......................
do .......................

Barracks and stables ,...
Barracks ..................... .

do .......................
Barracks and court room
Police barracks...............

do ...............
do ...............
do ...............

£
25 
20 
31
26 
25 
25

15

80
20
36
25

46/10

s. d. 
8 0

20 O 
12 O
IV 0 
12 0 
8 0

do .................................
Superintendent’s quarters ..............
Police barracks...... ..........................

do ...............................
Barracks, court room, and lotk-up...
Barracks and lock-up .....................
Sub-inspector’s quarters.................
Police barracks.................................
Barracks and loek-up ....................
Police quarters.................................

do .................................
Police barracks and loek-up ..........
SnperinLcndcnl’s office ..................
Quarters at. Bridge.........................
Police station ................................
Quarters ........................................
Police station ................................

do .................................
do .................................

Quarters (Worth Wagga) ..............
do (Newtown).........................

Police station .................................
Stables ........................................

130

30
50
62

40
30

40

is

35/ per 
month.

10 0 
20 0

25 0

10 0 
25 0 
25 0 
25 0 
10 0
11 "o

V 0

12 "o 
12 0 
12 0 
15 0

Mary love .....................
Ed. Debcnham.................
Wm. Newton .................
Geo. Tyson .....................
W. T. Sullivan.................
Wm, Snape .....................
Chas. Hagen........... .........
Amos Bros. ......................
J. R. Thomson..................
P. C.Wntt .....................
Alfred Hoy .....................
E. H. Wall .....................
W. Thomson ..................
Wm. Kccd .....................
R. Chase .........................
W.L. Taylor .......... ......
G. & H. Sutton ..............
Bank of New South Wales, 

Bonrke.
T. L. Richardson..........
Alev. O. Grant.................
Bobt. Kerrigan.......... ......
Tom Higgings...............
W. R. Virgoe ............... .
E. Hillson........................
Wilkinson & Lavender ...
Joseph Kelly .................
Amelia M'Leftn ..............
Burry & Muir ..................
Walter Sully .................
Chas. Chappie.................
IT. A. Allan.....................
Jas. Biley.........................
Cobb A Co.........................
John Potter.....................
Bose Gorman .......... .......
Peter Bonrke .................
W. Hoare ........................
W. S. Eaton.....................
G. W. Comuiim ..............
Chas. Spiller.....................
R. D. Matthews ..............

Since
20 Aug., 1885 

1 July, 1883
17 Sept., 1883 

1 Aug., 1884 
1 May, 1885 

24 Jan., 1884 
4 Aug., 1884 

July, 1886 
28 Feb. 1883 

Oet. 1876 
1 Nov. 1885 
1 Jen., 1886

24 Nov., 1885 
4 Sept., 1882 
1 July, 1883

25 Oct,, 1883 
1 Jan., 1883

12 July, 1877

24 Oct., 1886 
10 Nov., 1886 
1 July, 1886 
1 April, 1887

26 „ 1886 
24 Oct., 1873 
14 „ ' 1884 
23 July, 1885 
23 May, 1876' 
16 Oet., 1886 
23 April, 1886 
30 Mar,, 1885
14 Feb., 1884 
1 April, 1883 
1 Oct., 1883

12 April, 1886 
1 Jan., 1874 
1 July, 1878 
1 June, 1884

21 April,] 883 
1 Aug., 1882 
1 May, 1886

15 April, 1887

Total amount of rental paid per annum, £3,383.
Total annual amount paid by tbe Colonial Secretary’s Department, £7,053.

POST OFEICE DEPARTMENT.

Office. Landlord.

Adnininaby.............................
Anglcdool .............................
Balmain ................................
Bnrmedman ....................
Buiringun .............................
Bendemeer.............................
Bernma ...............................
Boat Harbour.........................
Botany .................................
Bowral....................................
Broadwater.............................
Broken Hill ..........................
Brunswick .............................
Bulahdelah.............................
BuUi ....................................
Bungcndorc .........................
Burrnwang.............................
Cambewarra. .........................
Campcrdown ........................
Canowindra .........................
Cbntswortb Island................
CJarence-st (groom’s residence)__ i
Clarctice-fit. (stablemen’s residence i
Clifton... .........................
Cobargo ............................... |

S. Muekay ........................................
Hatfield and Jacobs .........................
C. Chape............................................
R. Casein............................................
T. Lees ............ .................................
H. Fisber............................................
Executors, late John Mills .............
J Redstone .......................................
W. Pemberton.....................................
II. Pain ............................................
Colonial Sugar Refining Company ,.. 
W. J. Cummings ...........................
R. S. Marshall....................................
J. Donaldson ....................................
G. S. Turnbull....................................
D. Leahy ...........................................
Barrett Bros........................................
S. Matthews .....................................
P. Cullen............................................
T. Olybnrn ....................................
U. Ncltloton ...................................
A. J. Fowler .....................................
T. Tompkins ..................................
T. Hale ............................................
P Quinn............................................

Yearly ... 
3 years ... 
Quarterly 
Yearly ... 
3 years ... 
Yearly ... 
Monthly 
Yearly ...

it .. .

Monthly 
Yearly ... 
Monthly 
3 years ... 
Yearly ...

it
3 years ...

Yearly ... 
7 years ... 
3 „ ...
Yearly ...
2 years ..
3 ‘ „ ...
Yearly ...

}f ** *

Tenancy.

From
8 April, 1880 

13 July, 1836 
1 July, 1885 
4 Aug., 1883 
6 May, 1885 

21 Oct, 1880 
1 Jan., 1883
1 Nov., 1886 

19 Aug, 1886
6 Got., 1884
2 Aug,, 1886 
2 Aug., 1886

19 Sep., 1885 
1 Oct., 1883 

25 Aug., 1879
11 Cot., 1886 
8 Mar., 1886 
1 Mar., 1885 

15 Jan., 1887 
1 Dec., 1885 
1 Juno, 1886 
1 Jan , 1886 
1 Jan., 1886 

18 Feb., 1881 
15 Sept., 1885

Rent
por Annum.

£ a. d, 
40 0 O 
31 4 0 

104 0 0 
52 0 0 
78 0 0 
36 0 0 
40 0 0 
26 0 0 
31 4 0 

104 0 O 
13 0 0 
78 0 O 
36 8 0 
40 0 0 
24 0 0 
65 0 0 
52 0 0 
15 0 0 

156 0 0 
40 0 0 
30 0 0 
78 0 O 

208 0 O 
33 0 0 
40 0 0



POST OFFICE EE PART MENT—eonlinMtl

Cobbora ..................
CoiJinanbui'st..........
Comki.....................
Croki .....................
Crookwell .............
Cmidletomi ..........
Parliiifiton..............
Beepu'ater ..............
Delegate............... .
Denman ....... .........
Eilcn .....................
Exchange, The ......
Ecrninount..............
Fredcrickton ..........
Gcorgc-street West
Gilgandra ..............
Gladstone ..............
Gloucester .............
Grcsford.................
Gulargambone ......
Hanvood Island.....
Hay market.............
Howlong.................
Hunter’s Hill..........
Iranhoc .................
Kutoomba ...........
Kelso ....................
King-street...........

Kogarah.........
Dfichbnrdt.....
Louth...........
Maclean .......
Manilla .......
Marricknllo . 
Marsdens .... 
Jterimbula .... 
Micbelago . 
Miller's Point.
Millie ...........
Minm i...........
Mitchell........
Mittagong .... 
Moruya .......

Moss Tale ...............
Mount Hope ...........
Mundooran ..........
Mtmgindi ...............
Marrumndi ...........
Murwillumbah .......
Knmbucco ...............
Obley ......................
Oxford-street...........
Palmer’s Island.......
rambnla,,.,,.............
Park-street...............
Peat’e Ferry ..... .
Pelican Flat ...........
Picton.....................
Pyrmont..................
Kandwick ..............
Hyde ......................
St Leonards ...........
St Peter’s ..............
Silvcrton.................
South Woodburn ... 
Stables, York-street
Stanmore Hoad ......
Surry Hills..............
Tarnlga .................
Tathru.....................
Tcrarft.....................
Tingha .................
Tinonee ..................
Tuena.....................
Tumberumba.........
Wallerawang..........
Wardell ..................
Waterloo ..............
Wavevley ..............
West Tairororth ...
Wickham ..............
Wolumla ..............
Woollahra..............
Woodburn..............

J. Williams....................................
J. Phemistcr .................................
Parker Drothers............................
E. Gibson ....................................
W. Clements .................................
W. J. Smith .................................
F. Kaebler ....................................
E. Collins ....................................
E. Wilton ....................................
Mrs. Trcvana ................................
T. Eandinson ...............................
Excliaiige Co..................................
H. Bird .......................................
E. Debenhani.......................... ...
Mrs. Ducker ...............................
Hannah Morris ............................
C, Hibbard...................................
Mrs. M'Inncs................................
Messrs. Lindeninn ........................
Polin and Kearney........................
S. Macnanghton............................
Kxecutors of late AV. Watkins.....
A. O. Boyle...................................
J. Quirk ......................................
G. AViiliainson ............................
Mrs. Dunn ...................................
,T. E. Mareden...............................
W. Day .......................................
Trustees of late W. Holt .............
T. E. South..................................
T. Ileylan ...................................
Bank of Keiv South Wales ........
S. Macnaughton....................  .....
S. A’eness ....................................
J. A. Davis ..................................
M. N. Carter ...... ........................
A L. Munn................................. .
A. Eyrie .......................................
Mrs. Yard ...................................
J. Duff..........................................
A. Johnson ...................................
Hudson Erothcrs .............................
W. W. Coull ....................................
W. Constable ...................................
J. McKeon ........................................
Hon. A. Campbell .............................
Wileomb iEullarton.........................
T. Diggs ............................................
Mrs. Walker ....................................
E. S. Sims .......................................
Colonial Sugar Co...............................
A. McKay .................................. ..
A. J. S. Bank ....................................
J, M. AVriglit ....................................
A. Boss .................................... ......
Mary Belli ........................................
T. Saywell ....... ................................
A, McKeye......................... ..............
E. F. Talbot ..................................
G. W. AVebster ................................
F. Bucklo .......................................
Trustees of the late Captain Watson
G. M. Pope........................................
J. AY Kite.......................................... .
A. MeKechiiie....................................
J. De Baun........................................
H. Dairson ......... ..............................
G. Hill...............................................
C. Zcita .................................... .
H. Lauder .................................... .
M. Tynan...........................................
D. Gon ing ........................................
J. G, Pooloy ................................... .
AV. Litchfield ...................................
Mrs. Gollan.......................................
D. Bremncr.................................... .
H. M. Longford...............................
J. Clatworthy...................................
E. Carter...........................................
T. L. Fnsedale ...............................
J. Kinlock .......................................
C. AV. Bedwell ...............................
G. A. Phillips......................... :........
H. Fonlcr .......................................
AV. Ford ...........................................
W. Gollon .......................................

Yearly 
3 years .... 
A'early ... 
Quarterly 
Yearly ....

2 Years ....
S',............
Yearly ......
5 years ......
1 to 7 years 
Yearly ......
3 years ......
5‘............
Yearly ......

10 years 
Yearly ■.. 
3 years .. 
Yearly ..

10 years.........................
10 „ ....................
Monthly .....................
1 year and thereafter monthly 
Can vacate at any time..
3 years ........................
Yearly .........................
3 years ..................................
Yearly ...................

Quarterly . 
5 years .... 
Yearly .... 
2 rears ....
2 „ ....
Monthly ,

o years 
3" „ 
Yearly

Quarterly..................
5 years .....................
Yearly .....................
Monthly ..................
6 years .....................
Yearly .....................
5 years .....................
3 .......................................
Special arrangement
Yearly .....................
5 years .....................
3 „ ........................
3 „ ..............................
Yearly .....................

.........................
2 years .................... .
3 ........................................
2 „ ....................
Weekly....................
Yearly ....................

Quarterly . 
Yearly .... 
5 years ..., 
Yearly ....

Quarterly 
5 years ..., 
Yearly .... 
5 years ..., 
Monthly , 
3 years ... 
Yearly ... 
5 years ... 
Yearly ... 
3 years .,.

From
17 Not., 1R82 
7 July, 1883 
1 July, 188X 
1 Jan., 1887
I „ 1SS4 

20 Oct., 1882 
10 July, 1885
I Jan., ISSt 

10 Oct,, 1885 
20 July, 1885
14 1885
20 April, 188G
II Sept,, 1883 
17 Jnn., 1887

1 July, 1881 
2G Oet., 1883
II „ 1886
21 Jan., 1881 
SOApril, 1885

1 Sept., 1883
22 May, 188G 

1 Jan., 1887
10 July, 1885 

1 June, 1884 
30 Aug., 1882 
19 May, 1885 

1 Jun., 1883
3 Feb., 1878 

17 July, 1882 
22 Not., 1886

1 Jan., 1887 
1 Nov., 1880 
1 Feb., 1884 

19 Mar., 1884
15 June, 1886
4 Mar., 1881 
6 Sept., 1884
1 Nov,, 1885

14 April, 1887 
22 „ 1886
16 Sept., 1885
2 Dec., 1885 
1 April, 1886

17 Jan., 1886 
22 Ang., 1882

1 July, 1887 
4 Oct, 1884 

1C May, 1883 
1 Dec., 1882 
1 April, 1879

15 Dee., 18G6 
9 Dec., 1884

15 Mar., 1887 
15 July, 1883

6 July, 1880 
1 April,1886

17 April, 1886
4 Mar, 1887 
1 Oct., 1883 
1 July, 1880

12 Aug., 1885
18 Not., 1884 

1 Not., 1884 
1 Sept., 1886 
1 July, 188G 
1 Sept., 1885
1 Not., 1S8G
2 Sept., 1884 

30 June, 188G 
27 Aug., 1883

1 July, 1883
5 Not., 1883 
1 April, 1886

19 Cot., 1881 
5 June, 1880 
1 Jan., 1882 
1 July, 1886 
1 May, 1883

15 Aug., 1881 
1 June, 1883 
1 Dec., 1879 

15 Jan., 1885
7 July, 1885 

26 Sept., 1884
1 July, 1884 

22 Mar., 1885

Total Eent paid by Post Office Department. 
Number of promises rented..................... 111.

Rest per 
Aaaum.

& F. <1.
20 0 0
28 0 0
31 4 0
26 6 0
70 O 0
26 0 0

104 0 0
26 0 0
14 0 0
30 0 0
75 0 0

100 0 0
26 0 0
52 0 0

130 0 0
43 10 0
26 0 0
52 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
36 8 0

300 0 0
52 0 0
65 0 0
50 0 0
26 0 0
20 0 0

*130 0 0
208 0 0

26 0 0
65 0 0
60 0 0
60 0 0
40 0 0

100 0 0
26 0 0
40 0 0
30 0 0

150 0 0
50 0 0
39 0 0
91 0 0
65 0 0

+35 0 0
50 0 0

100 0 0
52 0 0
45 0 0
35 0 0
54 0 0
52 0 0
24 0 0
25 0 0

290 0 0
20 0 0
30 0 0

300 0 0
15 0 0
20 16 0
GO 0 0

100 0 0
90 0 0
so 0 0
65 0 0
56 0 0

104 0 0
45 0 0

234 0 0
104 0 0
130 0 0
45 0 0
26 0 0
50 0 0
52 0 0
26 0 0
30 0 0
52 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
85 0 0
83 0 0
39 0 0
65 0 0
35 0 0

100 0 0
30 0 0

£7,101 14 0

* Sub-let at £132 12s. per annum. 1 liented ns private de dling for Postmaster.
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ELECTEIC TELEGEAPH DEPAETMENT.

Station.

1. Appin .....................................
2. Bollirta....................................
3. Bodalln ................................
4. Bateman’s Bay ......................
6. Bell Brook ............................
6. BrnshgTOTe.............................
7. Baradine.................................
8. Ciidal .....................................
9. Cudgellico .............................

10. Eitabalong .............................
11. Fordwicli.................................
12. Gongolgon ............................
13. Q-reemvell Point.....................
14. Marengo .................................
15. Mnlwala .................................
16. Mogil Mogil .........................
17. Mosegiol .................................
18. Morangarell.............................
19. Newton Boyd.........................
20. Nclligen .................................
21. Bundle..................................
22. North Richmond ..............
23. Pooncarie.................................
24 Pillign....................................
25. Smitlitown .............................
26. Stores, Olarenco-street ..........
27. ,, Kont-sti-eet.................
28. Tnbulam ................................
29. Tociumral ............................
30. Tumbulguin .........................
31. Wagga Wagga .....................
32. Wiseman’s Perry .................
33. Wee Waa ............................
34 Whecney Creek ......................
35. Tetman .................................

Name of Landlord. Eent.

M. L. Armstrong.................. £26 per annum......
H. Bnssman................... . £36 ..................
J. Evans ............................. £26 ^ ......
P. O'Hehir ......................... £30 „ ......
E. Gh Panton ..................... £35 ,, ......
T. H. Eoggo..................... . £31 4s. „ ......
M. T. Kennedy ............... £40 .................
S Lmidauer......................... £20 „ ......
W. Jones & Co..................... £f>2 jt ......
R. M’Lean ......................... £40 „ ......
J. Clark............................... . £25 „ ......
A. P. Gunning..................... 15/- per week ......
A. M'Dean ..................... 2/6 .................
W. Wo-t ............................. £20 per annum......
P. Dunne ........................... £30 .................
R. Walker............... ............. £37 „ ......
H. A. Laird......................... £52 „ ......
J. G. Davidson.................... £26 .................
A. Rogers......................... . £13 „ ......
P. J. Clinten ..................... £20 „ ......

£28 „ ....
E. Winter............................ £15 .................
C. Hammatt......................... £50 .................
F. G. Dangar ...................... £52 .................
M. Thomson......................... £39 „
(T. B. Rundlo ...................... £550 ,, ......
J. Uimmoloeh..................... £300 „ ......
C. H. Clmnvel..................... 10/- per week .....
Trustees lato D. Forsyth...... £52 per annum......
A. BrO’wn ............................. 10/- per week ......
G. W. Commins .................. £80 per annum......
M. A. Black £50 „ ......
M. Thurloiv......................... £40 j', ......
F. M'Donald... .................... 15/- per week ......
W. Rainbow......................... £50 per annum......

Period tor which each hoe been rented.

No time stated—from 18 May, 1880.
do do
do do
do do
do from 7 Jan., 1879.
do „ 1 July, 1879.
do „ 1 April, 1880.
do „ 1 Sept., 1880,
do „ 20 June, 1881.
do „ 1 Nov,, 1880.
do „ 22 Fob., 1882.
do „ 1 April, 1881.
do „ 1 Jan., 1882.
do „ 1 Sept., 1880.
do ,, 6 Aug., 1881.
do „ 6 Nov., 1881.
do „ 1 Jan., 1883.
do „ 12 July, 1882.
do „ 1 April, 1880.
do „ 11 Nov., 1878

12 months-—from 1 Mar., 1882.
No lime stated—from 1 Sept., 1884.

do „ 1 Oct,, 1878.
do „ 1 April, 1878.
do do

3 years—from 1 Jan., 1884
5 years—from I Sept., 1885.
No time elated—from 7 July, 1878. 
3 years—from 13 Mar., 1882.
No time slated—from 13 Oct., 1884.

do „ 1 April, 1884.
do do
do „ 28 Dee., 1878.
do „ 18 July, 1884.
do „ 1 Oct., 1878.

Total Rental paid by Electric’Telegraph Department, £2,00114s. per annum.

DEPAETMENT OF MINES.

No. of houses rented. Rent paid 
for each nousc. Name of Landlord. Total rent

paid by Department.
Period for which 

each has been rented.

'Phillip-street, Sydney

Three ■/ Maequarie-street, 
Sydney.

Georgc-street West,
_ Sydney.

£2,000 por annum..

£260 per annum ...

£3 17s. 6d. per week

Commercial Building and 
Investment Company 
(Limited).

Mrs. E. Armstrong.......

-v f

£2,461 10s. per^ 
finnum.

Ten years, from 1st July, 
1883.

Three years, from 13tli 
September, 1884 

Weekly tenant.

ATTOENET-GENEEAL’S DEPAETMENT.
Total annual amount paid, £275.

Return of Premises rented, as a Branch Office, by the Clerk of the Peace.
Eoom No. 36, in Denman Chambers, Phillip-street.

Eent, £75 per annum.
Owner, Joshua Prey Josephson, Esquire.
Tenancy, yearly.

Return of Premises rented by the Parliamentary Draftsman.
Two rooms In house, 127, Macquarie-street.

Eent (including cleaning and fuel), £200 per annum.
Owner, Michael Metcalfe.
Tenancy, yearly.

[6A]
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer,*—1887.
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1887.
(third session-.)

IjRGisj^atiye Assembly.

new south wales.

PRESBYTERIAN CEMETERY AT MACLEAN.
(PETITION TO APPEAR BEFORE SELECT COMMITTEE-REV. WILLIAM BAIN.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 8 November, 1887.

T* the Honorable tbe Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament
assembled.

The Petition of the General Assembly of tho Presbyterian Church of New South Wales,- 
Humbly Showetu

That a Petition was received by your Honorable House on the eleventh day of May now Inst 
past, praymg that your Honorable House would restore to the persons therein named the Presbyterian 
Cemetery, Maclean, as their legal rights, and reinstate them as Trustees. '

That the said persons named in the Petition aforesaid were legally removed from their Trusteeship 
by your Petitioners. 1

ftforesak[Ud that y0Ur Pefcii;iolier8 have Sood grounds for opposing the granting of the prayer of the Petition

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that leave may be given to them to be 
Coifcsel or Solicitor before the Select Committee appointed by your Honorable House in 
the Petition aforesaid.

represented by 
connection with

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.

Dated this 7th day of November, a.u. 18S7.

WILLIAM BAIN,
Moderator of the General Assembly of tbe

Presbyterian Church of New South Wales.

[s$} 204—■
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES,

PRODUCTION OP WINE.
(PETITION' FBOM CERTAIN WINEGROWERS OE NEW SOUTH WALES.)

Received by ihe Lejislatiee Assembly, 23 July, 1S8P.

Jo tho Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly.
The Petition of the undersigned winegrowers of New South Wales,—

1 lU-MIi r,Y Showeth :—

■ . the industry of the production of wine ia one which requires a considerable invest
ment ot capital, and demands, m addition to constant trouble and care, the application of tho highest 
branches ot agricultural science. b '

That to the development of the industry has been devoted the entire capital and enerny of your 
ieti ioucrs and others with the result that many new fields of labour are opened, and a considerable 
addition made-to the natural productive wealth of the country.

That your I etltioners, nevertheless, aver that the wine industry suffers several and many burdens 
the removal of winch they believe will materially assist the industry, and lead to the opening of new 
wme-produeing areas, giving additional avenues for the profitable employment of capital and labour 

v i „ i , foJlo,*',uS provisions be embodied in an Act to amend that section of the present Licensing 
Act that deals with the sale of Australian wines. _ That there should be three distinct Licenses,—

hirst.—A wine-growers license, authorizing the holder to sell wine in any quantities at his 
. cellars ^or homestead^ wherever situated, at an annual fee of £1, the definition of the

words wine-growers” to apply only to persons having not less than 5 acres of vines under 
cultivation, the eome being cultivated for wine-making purposes.

' ccorj^'77Jk win© merchant s license, authorizing the holder to sell wines made from grapes thrown 
withm the Colony by wholesale and by retail, at an annual fee of £5 in respect of premises 

. j m lhe metropolis, and £3 for promises situate in country towns and districts 
.third. A grocer s license authorizing the holder to sell bottled wines in quantities of not more 

than six bottles of the same kind of wino at one time, and not to be consumed on the 
premises, at an annual fee of £3.

That provision be made for the removal of wine licenses.
Tor the reasons set forth in this Petition your Petitioners humbly pray that relief be given them 

trom the burdens under which the wme-produeing industry labours. '
And, as in duty bound, your Petitioners will ever pray.

[Here follow 52 signatures.]

{3*3 1073—
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1887.
(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PUBLIC WORKS BILL.
(MESSAGE No 7)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 November, 1887.

CARRINGTON, Message No. 7.
Governor.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 
Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making provision 
to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to provide for the constitution of an authority 
to investigate and report upon proposals for Public Works submitted to Parliament, to make better provision 
for the acquisition of land for carrying out such works, and for other purposes in connection therewith.

Government House, Sydney,

9 (A November, 1887.

IZJ.] 243—
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1887-8.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

REAL PROPERTY ACT.
(RETURNS UNDER, TOR 1887.)

llresButcfi io ^arliamtnt im Ccrnmatri.

EETUETv of the Number of Applications, with amount of Fees, &c., under the Beal Property Act, from
1st January to 31st December, 1887.

Months.
No. of 

Applica- 
tion&

No, of 
Proper

ties.

Area.

try
Value.

Fees,

Town and 
Suburban. Coun Assurance. Com*

mission ers.
Certificates

and
other Dealings.

Total.

a. r. fl. r. P- £ 9. d. JE s, d. & 9. d. £ s. d. £ 8. d.
Januarj’ ... 14. 20 14 2 214 645 0 32 22,392 0 0 46 13 0 21 10 0 1,194 1 0 1,262 4 0
February . , 25 52 103 0 9 1,870 0 55,SS2 0 0 116 8 5 48 15 0 1,420 9 0 1,585 12 5
March .......... 26 37 53 2 214 2.410 2 15) 47,853 0 0 99 13 11 49 10 0 1,669 2 4 1,818 6 3April,», . 35 51 58 1 1) 4,631 1 291 72.097 0 0 150 4 1 67 0 0 1,482 6 8 1,699 10 9
May .............. 22 45 21 1 4) 3,416 1 16 24,984 0 0 52 1 1 32 10 0 1,537 19 8 1,622 10 9
dune .. . 32 57 611 0 S4 115 3 8 113,778 0 o 237 0 9 66 0 0 1,509 19 8 1,813 0 5
July............ 37 80 226 2 33) 12,125 2 29) 141,552 0 0 294. 18 0 73 5 0 1,639 8 4 2,007 11 4
August ....... 30 57 6!) 3 214 2,778 0 145,990 0 0 304 2 11 50 15 0 1,673 14 8 2,028 12 7
September . 33 58 ns 2 254 4,565 3 27 233,196 0 0 485 16 7 01 0 0 1,658 0 8 2,205 6 3
October. . 31 37 176 3 4 (5,7841 2 30 116,959 0 0 243 13 6 68 10 0 1,659 17 8 1,972 1 2
November 2S 52 108 2 61 3,066 1 27 91,066 0 0 189 14 6 49 0 0 1,699 15 0 1,938 9 6
December . 30 84 121 2 74 3,242 1 131 74,406 0 0 155 0 4 60 10 0 1,568 10 8 1,784 1 0

Totals ..... 343 630 1,665 0 5) 45,653 1 3 1,140,155 0 0 2,375 7 1 64 8 5 0 18,713 14 4 21,737 6 5

'Hu* ntifivc Return i? eMChi9iire of seven apylimtione which have been wiflutrau'n.
E. G-. WARD,

Registrar-G-cneral.

RETURN of the Number of Crown Grants registered under the Real Property Act during the year ended
31st December, 1887.

Month?. No. of Cmnts.
Area ■

To™ .111(1 (’rainfri-Suburban. l.ounlrs.
1

Total Area. nine. Assurance.

a. r. P- a. I"' ]>. a. r. p. £ F. (1. £ s. d.
January .................... 363 53 3 39 78,649 0 2 78,703 0 1 53,951 3 3 112 ft 4
February ..................... 280 275 2 10 30,320 1 20 30,595 3 30 40,285 O 8 83 19 4
March ...................... 299 377 3 37 3,874 2 0 4,252 1 37 18,338 2 10 38 8 7
April............................. 451 169 1 H 26,814 1 32 26,983 2 33) 45,392 16 2 94 15 9
May ............................. 373 302 1 35) 29,060 3 32 29,363 1 27) 35,429 18 3 73 17 9
June........................... ' 358 268 0 22 21,232 3 0 21,500 3 22 27,622 12 7 57 10 4
July.............................i 449 266 2 If 36,392 3 28 36,659 1 29) 57,565 6 5 120 1 7
August ........................| 384 92 0 Si 42,451 1 31 42,543 1. 34) 51,976 10 0 108 7 3
September .................  | 252 104 3 28) 20,381 O 23 20,486 0 11) 24,713 10 11 51 11 4
October.........................| 259 120 2 234 8,617 0 8 8,737 2 31) 16,112 3 0 33 11 1
November..................... 414 113 2 37) 50,267 0 6) 50,380 3 3f 57,447 3 9 119 16 2
December..................... 1

1
468 . 273 3 33 32,168 2 3 32,442 1 36 41,826 10 2 87 7 0

Totals................. I 4,350 2,419 0 3H 380,230 0 254 382,649 1 17 470,660 18 0 081 15 6

Note,—Amount of consideration-money for Transfers under the Act for the year 1887 .. . . .. £2,784,853 0 0
Amount secured by Morttfilgc under the Art for the j ear 1887 • ...................... - ft,030 GC5 l> fl
Total area under the Art at end of 1887—15,531,247 acres 3 roods 16 porches. 1
Total declared value of land under the Act at end of 1887 ..........................................................................£20,983,789 15 9

. E. G. WARD,
Land Titles Office, Registrar-General’s Department, Registrar-General.

Sydney, 30th June, 1888.

1.001— RETURN
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RETUBN of Memorials regisiered under tlie Beal Property Act, for the year ending 31st December, 1SS7.
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Total.

£ £ £ i 1

January....... ...................... oSa 298,791 288 1,085,399 154 383,558 10 2 ... 36 13 4 1 0 i 1 3 3 35 1,144

February ........................ GSS 179,604 327 483,924. 174 173,141 4 19 i 34 16 7 1 12 l 1 1 18 1,304

Marcli .............................. 783 165,737 410 565,630 193 180,318 21 i 14 4 29 21 12 1 9 2 l 2 2G 1,529

April. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 633 174,580 30i 429,676 168 258,857 13 8 4 29 IS 6 9 2 1 5 27 1,227

May . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6S5 155,873 356 557,803 182 169,321 9 ■I 2 ... 41 10 12 10 2 3 18 1,346

June . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 708 245,139 341 531,481 168 208,633 14 i 9 2 2 48 19 9 9 15 1 ... 1 1 3 27 1,371

July . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 729 157,467 375 649,562 227 285,971 9 2 i S 6 40 28 7 i “ a .*» 1 2 29 1,483

August . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 806 233,995 406 477,756 225 224,785 22 11 3 2 42 32 8 4 5 ... 1 1 2 4 22 1,596

September..................... 776 246,370 362 612,343 233 323,493 17 2 i 11 1 i 38 22 12 4 14 3 4 32 ) 1,530

October ...................... 876 464,334 348 598,821 224 511,601 19 13 1 i 20 30 5 12 2 1 2 5 40 1,601

781 270,467 360 233 235.579 15 1 16 3 4 36 28 o 1 9 1 2 1 5 22 1,523

December ...................... 726 202,496 362 437,305 250 200,158 15
■'!

] 5 4 2 18 6 1 11 3 3 2 38 1,487

Totals ............. 8,775 2,764,853 4,239 6,930,603 2,431 3,185,413 168 5 4 136 33 13 424 264 93 1C 129 ll 18 11 4 30 334 17,147

Notk,—Total number of Indorsements .. . . . . . '21.013
Total number of New Certificates . . . . - R,P*22

.E, Gr. AVAED,
Eegistrar-G en oral.

o

Lnjid rJ1itles Office, Registrar-G-eneraTs Department 
Sydney, 30th June, 1888.
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1887. '
(thied session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

II00KW00D AND WAYERLEY CEMETERIES.
(CHDECE OF ENGLAND CHAPLAINS TO, AND AMOUNTS PAID TO EACH, FOB THE YEARS 1886 AND 1887.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 15 November, 1887.

[Laid upon the Table of the House in accordance with promise made in answer to Question
No. 2 of 15 November, 1887.]

Church of England Cemetery, Rook wood.
Amounts paid in 1886.

Names of Chaplains. Amonnte.

Kcv. Gr. King ... ... ... ... ...
Kcv. E. A. Colvin ... ... ... ... ... ... ... _
Kcv, T. Harrison................ ............................
Hey. T. YV. Hnvvin............................

£ s. d.
20 16 8

187 10 0
129 S 4
83 6 8

Amounts paid in 1887.

Names of Chaplains. Amounts.

Rev. E. A. Colvin ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Rev. T. AY. Unwin... ... ... ... ... ,,, ... _ __ '

£ s. d.
208 6 8
166 13 4

Waver]ey Cemetery.
Chaplain—The Hey, Hebert M’Keown. 

Fees—1886, £94 17s. 6d.; 1887, £76 10s.

Note.—No exclusive right is given to the Her. E. M'Ecown to offiemte. The friends of deceased 
whom they please, and the minister officiating receives the fee paid hy the friends of the deceased.

persona may engage

[WO 261—
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1SS7.
('I'niRB SESSIOX.)

Legislative Assemblal

NEW SOUTH WALES.

STAMP DUTIES ACT.
(ALLEGED F1UUD UNDER.)

Ordered by ihe Leyisiaike Assembly io be printed, 23 November, 1SS7.

UETURN to an Order of the Legislative Assembhi, dated 4th October, 1887, That 
there be laid upon the Table of this House,— *

“ Copies of all the papers, correspondence, and telegrams in the recent 
t( alleged case of fraud under the Stamp Duties Act, in connection with 
“ certain land resumed for railway purposes at Queanbeyan.”

(Mr, O' Sullivan.)

SCHEDULE.
HO.

1. Notice of Lands taken for Railway puriioses by tUfi Commissionor for Railways ............................................
2. William Price to tlie Commissioner for Railways. 23 March, 18SG .............]......................... ..'...'Rl.l.A.'.
3. Minute for the Executive Council............................................. ........................................... ..............................
4. The Commissioner for Railways to William Price, 28 June, 1886.................... \ .....
5. Thomas Ewing, M.P., to tho Commissioner for Railways. 7 September, 18S6................................................
C. "W illiam Price to tho Commissioner for Railways. 7 September, 1886 ........................................................
7. Minute of J. E. Thompson, Railway Land Valuer, to the Commissioner for Railways. 22 September, 1886,
8. Minute of the Commissioner for Railways. 24 September, 1886...............................................................
9. The Commissioner for Railways to T. Ewing, Esq.....................................................I!”!”'

10. Certificate by Air. William Price, 28 September, 1880........................................................................ ..........
11. ALinutc of J. U. Thompson to the Commissioner for Railways. 5 October, 1880 .............. '
12. The Commissioner for Railways to W. Price, Esq.......................... .........................
13. Minute of tho Commissioner ibr Railways to Air. Thompson. 4 April, i8S7 .f......
14. Minute of J, B, Thompson to the Commissioner for Railways. 7 April, 1887 ...........................
15. Aliuuteof the Commissioner for Railways to Air. Thompson. 15 April, 1887...................................  ...........
16. Minute of J, B. Thompson to the Commissioner for Railways. 18 April, 1887 ................................. ,
17. The Commissioner for Railways to the Secretary for Public Works, 19 April, 1887 ................ . ..........
18. The Commissioner for Railways to the Commissioner of Stamps. 27 April, 1337 ...................... "
19. The Commissioner of Stamps to the Commissioner for Railways. 2 May, 1887
20. Minute of P. G. Roe to tlie Secretary for Railways, 10 May, 1887 ....................................................'
21. The Secretary for Railways to the Commissioner of Stamps. 11 Alay, 1887............................
22. Minute of the Commissioner of Stamps to the Commissioner for Railways. 13 May, 1887 ...... *"*
23. The Secretary for Railways to J, B. Thompson. 14 Alay, 1S87..................................’.........
21. Alinute of J. B. Thompson to the Secretary for Railways. 19 Alay, isS?
25. Tho Secretary for Railways to the Commissioner for Railways. 25 May, 1887 ...... !!!”!.
26. Tho Commissioner for Railways lo the Secretary for Railways. 25 Alay, 1887 '..................
27. The Secretary for Railways to Air. O’Brien. 26 Alay, 1SS7 ................................
28. Minute of J. B. Thompson to the Commissioner for Railways. 26 Alay, 1887................................................
29. The Secretary for Railways to the Commissioner of Stamps. 26 May,*1887
30. The Commissioner of Stamps to the Commissioner for Railways. 30 Alay, 1887 .....................................
31. The Secretary for Railways to the Commijsioncr of Stamps. 30 Alay, I8S7 ......
32. The Commissioner of Stamps to the Under Secretary for Pinaneo and Trade, with Enclosures. 7 June 1887
33. The Commissioner of Stamps to tho Commissioner for Railways. 6 June, 1887 ................................. ’........
3t, Tho Commissioner of Stamps to the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 6 June, 1887................ ..........
35. Conveyance, John Bull to William Price............... ................................................... ................ ..........
36. The Crown Solicitor to William Price, 5 July, 1887 .................... ..".UV.U.UV..............................
37. William Price to the Crown Solicitor. 9 July, 1887................................................... ..................................
33. The Crown Solicitor to the Treasury, 16 July, 1887 ........... .................
39. The Treasury to tho Commissioner of Stamps. 20 July, 1S87 ......................... ................................ !.............
40. Thu Commissioner of Stamps to tho Treasury. 20 July, 1887 ............
41. Tlie Treasury to the Commissioner for Railways. 22 July, 1837 .....................................................................
42. The Secretary for Railways to J. B. Thompson. 25 July, 1887...... ".r,.
43. J, 1). Thompson to the Secretary for Railways. 19 August, 1887 ..................... ''...'^.".1"!!."."”!!!.'.'.'.'..""!!,
44. Alinutes by the Secretary and Commissioner for Railways. 20 August, 1887 ................................. .........
45. Tho Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to Air. Thomson, and reply. 13 September, 1887

FACIE.
2
2
3
3
4 
4 
4
4
5
6 
6
5
6 
6 
6 
G 
6 
G 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7
7
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9

10
11
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
13

22G—A

[905 copies—Approximate Cost, of Printing (labour and material) £17 11s. 0d,]
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Appendix A.

2

STAMP DUTIES ACT.

No. 1.

Notice of Lands taken for Bail way Purposes by the Commissioner for Eailways.
Oioulburn and Cooma Railway—From Gnu lb urn to Cooma.

To John Bull,—
■Whereas by an Act of Council, made and passed in the twenty-second year of the reign of Her Majesty 
Queen Victoria, intituled “ An Act to make more effectual provision for the construction by the G-overn- 
ment of Railways in the Colony of New South Wales and for the regulation of the same," the Commissioner 
for Railways in the said Colony is empowered to enter into and upon the lands and grounds of any person 
whomsoever, and to take and .appropriate for the purposes in the said Act mentioned such parte thereof as 
may he necessary and proper for the laying out, making, and using any Railway and all other works, 
matters, and conveniences connected therewith : And whereas the Commissioner for Railways in the said 
Colony has under and by virtue of the powers given to him in and by tlie said Act of Council, taken as a 
portion of the land required for an extension of the G-oulhurn and Cooma Railway from Bungendore to 
Micalego.the land set out in tho Schedule hereto annexed: You are therefore hereby required to take notice 
that the Commissioner for Railways has as aforesaid taken the said land set out in the said Schedule, and 
hereby demands from you the particulars of your title in such lands and of the claims made by you in 
respect thereof: That the said Schedule contains a true particular of the lands so taken, and that tho 
Commissioner for Railways is willing to treat as to the compensation to he paid to all parties for the land 
taken and the damage sustained, or that may be sustained, by you by reason of the said Act of Council, and 
everything done bv the Commissioner for Railways as thereunder.

In witness whereof, the Commissioner for Railways hath caused his common seal to be hereto 
affixed at Sydnev, in the Colony aforesaid, this 20th day of January, a,d. 18S6.

" [l.s.] 0. A. GOODCHAP,
Commissioner for Railways.

The common seal of the Commissioner for Railways was duly affixed hereto in presence of,—
L. P. Luc L>AXE,

Schedule referred to in the foregoing notice.
Am that parcel of land situate in the parish of Queanbeyan in the county of Murray, containing by 
admeasurement 8 roods S perches, more or less, and more particularly described in the plan hereunto 
annexed or endorsed hereon, and therein coloured red, being the land referred to in the Book of Reference 
of the said line of railway as No. '79b,

No. 2.
W. Price, Esq., io Tlie Commissioner for Eailways.

g;rj Pitt-street, Sydney, 23 March, 1886.
’ With reference to your notice sent to John Bull on the 25th January last re resumption of 

land at Queanbeyan for railway purposes, and for which said land 1 am now the trustee,— _
I have the honor to send herewith my statement of claim for damage done to said property in 

consequence of said resumption. _
I claim tho amount stated in the schedule of claim on the following grounds 
The whole of the property of which the piece resumed forms part was subdivided and pegged out 

into a township last April, and the land now resumed will cut oif the frontage to about 400 teet of the 
best building sites, the value of which I consider to be £800. _ _

Access has been cut off from Mr. Tompsitt’s property (the Oaks), the said property having been 
sold by us to him, and an agreement made between us that he should have free access to and from the 
said property, and the present resumption will compel us to leave another street (l chain wide) through 
the estate to give such access. f

The plans and surveys of the estate arc at present useless, on account of new streets and alterations 
of allotments having to be made. _ .

I also send herewith a plan of the estate, as subdivided by Mr. C. B. Dawson, licensed surveyor.
' I have, &c.,

‘ -—— WILLIAM PRICE.
Land Valuer—D.C.M'L,. 23/3/86. Report herewith.—J.B.T., 17/5/86.

[Hhiclomre.']

Goulbisrn-Cooma Railway—Extension from Goulburn to Cooma.
I hereby offer lo accept from tlie Commissioner for Railways, as purchase money for the land (including buildings and 
fences erected thereon) of which I am the trustee delineated on tlie tracing plan attached to the notice of land taken, and 
numbered , which I hereby acknowledge to have received, containing acres roods and perches, more or less, 
and as compensation for damage by severance, by the railway, or otherwise caused by the execution of the railway works, 
as particularly set forth in the subjoined schedule of claim, the sum of £1,000, which sum I declare to be my full claim m 
respect of the matters aforesaid. ,,,TT t t * *»• ni.r™-.

Dated this 23rd day of March, 1SS0. VILLIAM PRICE,
J C/o H. Hull & Co,, Sydney.

To the Commissioner for Railways, Sydney. „ , . ,Schedule



Schedule of Claim,
Damage by severance or otherwise......................................................................... £1,000

Total amount of claim........................................................................................... £1,000
WILLIAM PRICE.

Laud Valuer.—D.C.M'L., 23/3/86. Report herewith—17/5/S6.

Government Railways—Land Claims Branch.
Report on M.P., Ko. 86/1,057.

Goulburn to Cooma Railway—Extension from Bungendore to Micaligo.
Particulars of claim Claimant and owner (trustee), Mr. Price; reference number, 79b ; area taken, 3 roods 8 perches ;

amount of claim, £1,000. „ i. ■ t j j Traeinir
RErorcr.—This is extra land taken for station purposes at Queanbeyan. Mr, Price had a subdivision made, which included herewlttL 
the land now taken, and a slight modification of the survey will be necessary, as shown on the accompanying tracing, the Appendix B 
cost of which and some depreciation in the value of a few of the allotments is included in the valuation, £ s. d.

3 roods S perches at £50 per acre ........................................................................................................ 0 0
Alteration of giu-vey required................................................................................................................ i/ J;
5 allotments damaged, 10 per cent, of value........................................................................................ *? “
Damage to Railway-street by alteration ............................................................................................ " ” .

85 15 0
J. B. THOMPSON, _

Tho Commissioner for Railways, Sydney. Railway Land Valuer, 17/5/86.

Claim £1,000 valuation, £85 15s.—17/5/8G. Approved for Schedule.—Cuas. A. Gr.
Land Valuer, B.C., 20/5/86. Scheduled.—J.B.T. (>er A.B.), 25/5/86. Ex. Min,, 86/2o, 16/6/86.

Schedules herewith in quadruplicate of land claim for submission to the Executive Council— 
Bungendore to Micaligo—No. of minute paper 86-1,957—Price William.-—J .B.T. (per A.B.), 25/5/86.
Eor Governor and Ex. Council.—W„T.L., 29/5/86. Under Sec. Pub. AVks., B.C.

List of Land Claims on the Extension of the Goulburn and Cooma Railway, from Bungendore
to Micaligo.

Amount of 
Valuation by Land 

Valuator,

Amount
rpeommended by 

Commissionor,

Building land ..........
a, r. p. 
0 3 8

£ a. d.
1,000 0 0

£ B. d. 
85 15 0

£ s. d. 
85 15 O

J.B.T. (per A.B.), 25/5/86.

No. 3.
Minute for the Executive Council.

Schedule of Railway Land Claims.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 2 June, 1886. cocmaMiway 

The Secretary for Public 'Works submits, for the' approval of His Excellency the Governor and the -pension ' 
Exeeufive Council, schedule, as per margin, of claims for lands taken for Railway purposes, showing the 
amount of the original claim, the quantity ofland taken, the valuation of the valuator, the sum recom- witiium Price, 
mended by the Commissioner for Railways, the amount of award of arbitration, and a column in blank £8616s- 
for the insertion of the amount fixed by the Executive Council to be offered in each case, in terms of the
Act 22 Victoria No. 19.

■WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

The Executive Council advise that the amount recommended by the Commissioner for Railways, as 
set forth in schedule, bo paid to the claimants mentioned, in full satisfaction of compensation for land 
taken and damage sustained by reason of the making of the Railway extension referred to.—A. C. Budge, 
Clerk of the Council. Min. 86/25, 8/6/86, Confirmed, 16/6/86. Approved,—CAEiuyOTOir, 
S/6/86. Offer made.—J.li.fper A.B.), 28/6/86.

No. 4.
The Commissioner for Eailways to "YVr, Price, Esq.

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch,
gir| Sydney, 28 June, 1886.

’ With reference to your letter of the 23rd day of March, 1886, claiming ns trustee the sum 
of £1,000 as compensation for loss of 3r. Sp. of land taken for the Goulburn and Cooma Railway, 
and damages occasioned thereby, 1 liave Ihe honor to inform you that the loss and damage has been 
hubjectcd to competent valuation, and such valuation having been confirmed by His Excellency the 
Governor and Executive Council, I have to ofler you the sum of £8o 15s., in full satislaction of all 
claims for the said loss and damage and all injuries of every nature which may he sustained by you by 
reason of the taking of the said land and of the railway works ; and in case you should not accept the 
amount offered, I have to request that you will proceed as required by the Government Railways Act, 
22 Victoria, No. 19, that the matter may be settled without delay. The



di

„ml • ■!10 ^r 18 mad® ,sul)Je0et 'toJ™1, producing a saksfactory title to the estate, or interest claimed bv 
you m the land referred to. Should the above oft'er be accepted, I have to request that you will be Rood 
onough to transmit an abstract of your title to this office, in order that the Crown Solicitor may be 
instructed to prepare the necessary conveyance, J

I have, &e.,
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,

Commissioner for Eailways.

No. 5.

Sir,
T. Ewing, Esq., M.P., to The Commissioner for Railways.

t -u u i i j -v ,, < September, 1886.
1 should be glad if you would cause action m this case lo be expedited as much as possible.

Yours, &c.,
Land valuer.—D.C.M'L., 8/9/8G. --------- THOS. EWim

Sir,

No, 6,
W. Price, Esq., to The Commissioner for Railways.

Tu.,, ,, J , ,, „ , Sydney, 7 September, 1S8G.
. with reference to your letter of the 2Sth June, offering tbc amount of £85 15s. as com

pensation for resumption of 3 roods S perches of land, adjoining station at Queanbeyan, we have the 
lienor to submit to you, that the information upon which you based vour award must have been incorrect, 
which astatement of the facts must make apparent. Your award values the laud taken at about £50 per 
acre. We can demonstrate to your satisfaction, from our records of the transaction, that we gave £7,500 
for somewhat over 80 acres of land, a price approaching to £100 per acre. This transaction, being for a 
large block, would reasonably cause the land to be sold more cheaply than if such an area as the one 
(d roods 8 perches) under dispute were negotiated.
• I11 adrl,ti°n, the land taken is a choice piece, almost immediately adjoining tlie station, and is
indisputably more valuable than land further away. Under these circumstances the lowest price, at an 
or inary sa e, w ic i we could put on the land is £500. You will, we think, sec the equitv of our claim.

- lU addltl0n to “e above, we will require to resurvey part of the land and alter our design. The 
design (as is apparent from plan) which we must now accept will not be so saleable as our original one. 
Inis wm entail considerable expense and loss upon us.

AVe have no doubt, also, you will allow us the ordinarv consideration for a forced sale 
We desire only a fair settlement of our claim ; and hope you will offer us for this land (which we 

do not desire to sell under any circumstances m tbc shape it has taken) an amount which we feel wo can 
£,cc<Tt- We have, Ac.,

^ W1LLM. PRICE,
Trustee for Shareholders, 104*, Pitt-street,

No. 7.
Minute “by Mr. Railway Land-Valuer Thompson to The Commissioner for

Railways.
Bailway Department, Land Valuator’s Office,

Sydney, 22 September, 1880.
MrxiiTE Pater,

Subject: Application of Mr. W. Price for a reconsideration of an offer of compensation made to him 
for certain land on the extension from Bungendore to Micaligo.

The only weighty reason given by Mr. Price for a reconsideration of the offer made to him with a view to 
its increase is his statement that he “ can demonstrate to your satisfaction from bis records of the 
transactions that he gave £7,500 for somewhat over 80 acres of land—a price approaching £100 per aero.”

Jn order to verify this statement—of the strict accuracy of which I felt some doubt—I had bad 
careful inquiries made, and regret to say that, as far as I can ascertain, the statement quoted above is an 
enormous exaggeration of the amount actually paid, which appears to have been only £2,000 for about 
8d acres, or about £23 10s. per acre. .

Under these circumstances I cannot recommend any increase in the amount offered, but in order 
■ ’I’li the end , correspondence and negotiations to which such claimants usually resort, Mr. Price 

might bo requested to furnish proof of the correctness of his statement, upon which, should tho proof be 
satisfactory, the offer made would be promptly reconsidered under the altered conditions, hut that in the 
absence ot such proof the offer already made will be adhered to.

J. B. THOMPSON,
Bail way Land Valuer.

No. 8.
Minute by The Commissioner for Railways.

Inkoi™ that I have reason to believe that he is mistaken in the statement he made that he gave ncarlv 
£100 per acre for the land ; that it be will furnish proof of his having done so the claim will be reconsidered.

Cn.A.G., 24/0/86. "

Informed, 28/9/86. Land valuer.—D.C.M'L., B.C., 2S/0/86.

No. 9.



Sir,

' No. 9.
The Commissioner for Railways to T. Ewing, Esq., M.P.

p f ^ . Railway Branch, Sydney, 28 September, 1886.
. p ■ ■“elerimg to your letter o± the 7th instant, applying for a reconsideration of tlie offer made 
nr p • riCC for cei-fca,lu au^ ta*cen for tiie extension, Bungendore to Miclielago. in which it is stated that 
Mr ince can prove from the records of his transactions that he gave £7,500 for somewhat over SO acres 
ot land, a price approaching £100 per. acre, 1 have the honor to inform von flint the matter has had 
attention, and 1 have reason to believe from reports made to me that Mr. Price is mistaken in tlie 
statement he makes, hut if. he will hirmsh proof of such a sum having been paid for tlie laud in question 
the chum will he reconsidered. I have, &c., 4

CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
Commissioner for Railways,

(Per D.V.)

No. 10.
Certificate fiy Mr. W. Price. _

t wfj.ij.i-L i . , , . , . 25 September, 1SS7.I hebert certify that tho statement contained in my lei,ter of 7th September, 1S8G,' relative to tho
particular pUrChaSe m0Uey f°r the laud adioij,illg tho railway station at Queanbeyan arc correct in every

WILLIAM PRICE.

No. 11. .
Minute by Mr. Railway Land-Surveyor Thompson to The Commissioner for

Railways.
In accordance wjtb the Commissioner's letter of 2S/9/S6, Mr. Price has, ns proof of the accuracy of his 
statement that ho paid £7,000 for the land in question, banded in the annexed certificate. I have had 
inquiries made at the same time, and have ascertained that John Bull transferred flic land to Wm Price 
by a conveyance dated 4th May, 1885 (Reg. book 800, jS'o. 000), for the consideration money of £2,000. 
Since the date of that conveyance Mr. Price has applied to bring the land under Torrens’ Act, and upon 
S nm t «ad6 f Btatu*orJ declaration that the laud, containing about 93 acres, is not over the value 
01 i-jT l ‘ j ™ere™c that, in view of these transactions rcspectiiw tlie land Mr. Price’s
^ -nn i ■ fat:o,ncnt a‘,n]lot accepted ns sufficient or satisfactory proof oNtho alleged payment of
£/,o00 having been actually made by him. ° 1 ' '

------------------- J.B.T., 5/10/86.
[Enclosure.']

CnaTiHCATE by Mr. W. Price.
moiSvEfor that the statemonts contained in my letter of September 7th, 18SG, relativ^to'thramouXo^’pirehMo 
money foi tho land adjommg tho railway station at Queanbeyan are correct in every particular. 1

Witness—J.AL Marsh, J.P. WILLM. PRICE.

Inform offer cannot be increased.—Cir.A.Gr., 9/10/86.

No, 12,
The Commissioner for Railways to W. Price, Esq.

Slr’ , , ,, ^ , . EaiJl''ay B™ich, Sydney, 11 October, .1886.
. "Ah rcLeroncc to your letter of the 7th ultimo, asking for reconsideration of an offer of 

compensation made to you for certain land on the Bungendore to Miclielago extension, I have the honor 
to intorin you Hint the matter has had attention,, but, umlcr the report of the land vainer, I am unable to 
sanction any increase m tlie offer made to you. 1 have &e

CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
Commissioner for Railways, 

(per D.V.)

No. IB.
Minute by The Commissioner for Railways to Mr. Railway Land-Surveyor

Thompson.
1 have seen Mr. Price, who has endeavoured to explain to me bow it was that tho declaration was made 
ior £2,000 while tho property had been purchased for £7,500.

Cit.A.G., 4/4/87.,

Sir. Thompson, for further report. B.C.

No. 14.
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No. 14.
Minute by Mr. Railway Land-Surveyor Thompson to The Commissioner for

Railways.
Should the Commissioner admit—on the solemn assurance of Mr. Price—that the land m question cost 
£7,500, the valuation made accordingly would be as follows: £ s d

3 roods 8 perches, taken at £80 per acre
Alteration of survey................ ■■■
Allotments damaged, 10 per cent, of value
Damage to Kailway-stract ...............
PorceA sale at 10 per cent, ... ...

£112 3 0
This is an advance of £20 8s. on the former valuation. The offer, if made, should be without 

prejudice. J.B.T., 7/4/87.

6

5 10 0 
.. 11 5 0 
.. 25 0 0
.. G 8 0

No. 15.
Minute by The Commissioner for Railways to Mr. Railway Land-Surveyor

Thompson.
WirAT would be the difference between wbat Mr. Price has^paid under 
value of which was £2,000, and now asserted to be £7,500 f

Stamp Act for property, the sworn 

Cn.A.G., 15/4/87.

No. 16. ^
Minute by Mr. Railway Land-Surveyor Thompson to The Commissioner for

Hallways.
£ s. d.

Stamp duty on £2,000 
„ „

Difference

10 0 0 
37 10 0

£27 10 0
J.B.T.. 18/4/87.

No. 17.
The Commissioner for Railways to The Secretary for Public Works.

lx seems to me that we must accept the statement that the land cost £7,500, though declared, for purposes
of ^ fopti^’email quantity we have taken £20 Ss., m addition to the sum we
have offered_in all. £112 3s.; hut it is only right that tlie Commissioner for Stamps should be informed
of the under charge for stamp duty purposes of the sum of £27 10s. Cn.A.G., 19/4/87.

Por Minister's approval. Approved — J.L, 20/4/87. land Valuer, B.C., 20 29/4/8/. A.E.

No. 18.
The Commissioner for Railways to The Commissioner of Stamps.

. Department of Eailways, Sydney, 27 April, 1887.
ir’ I have the honor to inform you that a portion of land adjoining the Railway at

Queanbeyan has been resumed for railway purposes from Air. William Price (a trustee) of 104, Pitt street. 
Queanbeyan to ^ the him £7,500, the offer of compensation made by ^Depart
ment has-been amended. 1 think it right, however, to advise you that for the purposes of stamp duty the 
land in question was declared to he worth only £2,000. ^

' ^CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
Cnniinissioner for Bailwavs.

W

No. 19.
The Commissioner of Stamps to Tlie Commissioner for Railways,

ill the Commissioner for Eailways be pleased to state in whose estate ^.C.

Land Valuer, B.C. 5/5/87.-A.E. Air. Kae, 10/5/87,-J.B T. (pro A.B.)

Ko. 20.



No. 20.
Minute by Mr. ]?. G. Rac to Tlie Secretary of Railways.

Tins land is being brought under Torrens’ Act in the name of "William Trice. Tlie certificate of title 
has not yet been issued. The application number is <1,450. which is sufficient to identify it in the Land 
Titles Office. --------- T.G-.K,, 10/5/87.

Secretary, B.O., 10/5/87. J.B.T. {pro A.B.)

7

No. 21.
Minute by The Secretary of Railways to The Commissioner of Stamps.

The Commissioner of Stamps. A.B. {pro. Comm.), B.C., 11/5/87.

No. 22.
Minute by The Commissioner of Stamps to The Commissioner for Railways.

A cokystance of tliis property was stamped according to the consideration money expressed— 
£2,000—with a £10 stamp, not to AW. Tiice as a trustee, but to him absolutely. I should be glad to 
learn if the consideration stated is not the true one. AV. HEMMING, 13/5/8#.

The Commissioner for Eailways, B.C.

No. 23.
Minute by The Secretary of Railways to Mr. Railway

Lasd Valuer.

Land-Surveyor Thompson.
A.E., B.C., 14/5/87.

No. 24.
Minute by Mr. Railway Land-Surveyor Thompson to Tlie Secretary of Railways.

I no not know anything of the consideration actually paid, except Mr. Price s assurance to the Com
missioner that tho amount was £7,500. J.B.T., 19/5/87.

Submitted, 25/5/87.—A.E.

No. 25.
Minute by The Secretary of Railways to The Commissioner for Railways.

I no not know that we can tell Mr. Hemming-anything more than wc have already conveyed to him in 
this letter. A-K-» 25/5/87.

No. 26.
The Commissioner for Railways to The Secretary of Railways.

Mu. Price admitted in my office, in the presence of Mr. Thompson, the land valuer, that the value of 
the land was understated, and if called upon lie would pay the difference in stamp duty between a 
property valued at £2,000 and £7,500. Our valuation of Ihe property was based upon tho valuation 
declared when transfer was made. Mr. Price objected, and referred tlie Department to his books to show 
that the actual value of the land was £7,500, Please take this paper to Mr. Hemming, and explain the 
matter to him. Cn.A.G., 25/5/87.

No. 27.
The Secretary of Railways to Mr. O’Brien.

Mr. O’Brien,—Please do this. A.E., 2G/5/87.

Done.—M.O'B., 2G/5/87.

No. 28.
Minute by Mr. Railway Land-Surveyor Thompson to The Commissioner for Railways.
On the occasion referred to by the Commissioner, Mr. Price repeatedly asserted that the actual cost of 
the land was £7,500, although the value declared was only £2,000, for purposes of stamp duty. 1 beg to 
point out that in Mr. Price's letter to the Commissioner, of 7th September last, he states that wc can 
demonstrate to your satisfaction from our records of the transaction that we gave £7,500 for somewhat 
over 80 acres of land.” And further, on 2Sth September last. Mr. Price furnished a certificate signed 
before a Magistrate, as follows :—“ Ihe statements, contained in my letter ot September 7th, 1886, 
quoted above'—“relative to tho amount ot purchase money for the land adjoining the Eaihvay Station, at
Gueanbevan. are correct in every particular.” T -d m oe /- jov

“ ' J. D.i., 20/0/0/.
’ No. 29.
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Ko..29.
Minute by The Secretary of Railways to Tlie Commissioner of Stomps.

CJoiiMTSSiosER for Stamps.

B.C.? 26/5/87. (.Pf# Cominissioner).

RTo. 30.
Minute by The Commissioner of Stamps to The Commissioner for Railways.

Will the Commissioner for Eailways please kindly forward all papers in connection therewith ?
B.C., 30/5/87. w. HEMMim

8

Ro. 31.
Minute by The Secretary of Railways to The

Herewith please make copies as early as possible.

B.C., 30/5/S7.

Commissioner of Stamps.

A.B.
(Pro Commissioner).

No. 32,
Minute by The Commissioner of

Letter and information herewith.

Stamps to The Under Secretary for Finance and 
Trade. ‘

■--------- W. HEMMING.
The Under Secretary for Pinanec and Trade, B.C., 7/6/87,

[Enclosures.1

Eegistrftr-G-encral’s Department, Land Titles Office, Sydney, 31 Mny, 1887.
_ Application 6,450—Price.

Sir,
Pursuant to reqncEt I beg to forward herewith copy conreyancc '‘Bull to Price,” together with copy application.

I have, &c.,
, . H. NEWCOMBE,

The Commissioner for Stamp Butics. Uep. Begistrar-Gcneral.

(No. 12,373). TufTEKSSitD Stamts,
Required by Messrs. Bull & Bull, Temple Court, King-street, Sydney, duties’ stamps of tho following numbers and

denominations :—

Numbers. Denominations. Amount.

i Conveyance..................................................
£ s. d. 
10 0 0

£ s. d.
10 0 0

Amount................. ........ £10 0 0

{Date} 21/5/85, {Signature of Applicant)—A. J. MARSHALL.

Abstract of instrument requiring to be stamped after execution.

Date of Instrument. Nature of Instrument, Kamos of Parties. Consideration Money.

4/5/85 Conveyance .......... ....... John Bull. William Priro..... .................................... .......
£ b. d. 

2,000 0 O

{Date of application)—'!! May, 1385. of Applicant)^A.t J. MARSHALL.

New South Wales.
(No. 6,450 A.)

Application to bring Lands under the Provisions oe the Real Property Act (26 Victoria No. 9).
Caution. Applicants are reminded Mini by section 132 the penalties of perjury are attached to a false declaration concerning 

any matter or procedure under the Act, and that the utmost care is therefore necessary in framin'* (or reading over, if the 
form be filled up by an attorney) every particular statement herein, °
It is further provided by section 117, that any applicant procuring a certificate through any fraud, error, omission, 
nnsrepresentntion, or misdescription, will, notwithstanding the issue of such certificate, remain liable for damages to 
any person thereby prejddiccd. And any person who fraudulently procures, assists in fraudulently procuring, or is privy to 
the fraudulently procurement of any Certificate of Title, is declared guilty of a misdemeanor, and liable to a penalty not 
exceeding £500, or imprisonment not exceeding 3 years ; and any certificate thereby procured is rendered void as between 
all parties or privies to the fraud, ■ '

Fee-Simple.
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Fee-simple.
I, William Price, of Sydney, in the Colour of Neir South Wales, merchant, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I am 
seized for an estate in fee-simple of all that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish of Queanbeyan, county of Murray, 
Colony of Ufeiv South Wales, being part of K, Campbell's 1,0K) acres, containing, by admeasurement, 03 acres and 37 perches, 
exclusive of area resumed for rail may purposes, commencing at a point on the western side of the Queanbeyan Eivcr, 10S 
links north from the north-west corner of the Queanbeyan Town Reserve, and bounded thenee on the east by a line bearing 
south 13 chains 50 links; thence on the south by other part of R. Campbell's 1,010 acres, being a fenced line bearing westerly 
in all 41 chains 71 links; thence on the west by other part of said 1,040 acres, being a fenced line bearing northerly in all 
17 chains 36i links to the Qucanheyau River; t.heuco on the north by that ri ver bearing easterly to tho north-west corner of 04, 
Tompsitt’s property, known as ‘' The Oaks; ” thence again on the east by said property, being a fenced hue bearing 
southerly 5 chains 53^ .links; thence again on the north by said property, bearing easterly 3 chains 43 links ; thence again on 
tlie west by said property, being a fenced line bearing northerly 0 chains 35| links to the Queanbeyan River; thenee on the 
north-west by that river, bearing north-easterly to the north-western corner of other property of the said Gh Tompsilt; 
thence on the north-east by that property, bearing south-easterly 14 chains 4(5 links ; thence again on the north-west by said 
property, bearing north-easterly 7 chains Gl- links to the Queanbeyan River; and thenee again on the east by that river, bearing 
southerly to tho point of commencement-, which land (including all improvements) is of the value of £2,000 and no more, and 
is part of 1,040 acres, originally granted lo Robert Campbell by Crown grant, under the hand of Major-General Sir Richard 
Bourko, Governor of the Colony, dated the 30th day of January, 1S37. And I further declare, that I verily believe there 
does not exist any lease or agreement for lease of the said land, register purchase of land Ro. 1, page 42. Also that there 
does not exist any mortgage, lien, writ of execution, charge or encumbrance, will or settlement, or any deed or writing, 
contract, or dealing {other than such lease or tenancy as aforesaid) giving any right, claim, or interest in or to the said land, 
or any part thereof, to any other person thaa myself, and I fur Inw declare that there is no person in possession or occupation 
of flic said lands adversely to my estate or interest therein, and that the owners and occupiers of adjacent lands are as 
follows:—On the north, O. Tompsilt, owner and occupier of two separate portions of 2 acres 2 roods and 18 porches, and 12 
acres 1 road 3 perches, respectively (the Queanbeyan River being the boundary in other parts) on tlie south and west. 
The executors of the late George Campbell owners and occupiers; and on the east the said land is bounded partly by the 
Queanbeyan River and partly by the Queanbeyan Town Reserve. And 1 further declare, that 1 was married to my present 
wife on tlie 5th day of March, 1855. And 1 further declare that the annexed Schedule, to which my signature is affixed, 
and which is to be taken as part of this declaration, contains a full and correct list of all settlements, deeds, documents, 
or instruments, maps, plans, and papers relating to the land comprised in this application, so far as I have any means of 
ascertaining the same, distinguishing such as being in my possession or under my control, are herewith lodged, and indicating 
where or with whom, so far ns known to me, any others thereof are deposited; also, that there does not exist any fact 
or eirciimstancs whatever material to the Title which is not hereby' fully and fairly disclosed to the utmost extent of my 
information and bobalf, and that there is not, to my knowledge and belief, any action or suit pending affecting the said land, 
nor any person who has or claims any estate, right, title, or interest therein, or in any part thereof, otherwise than by 
virtue and to the extent of some lease or tenancy hereby fully disclosed. And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously 
believing the same to bo true.
Bated at Sydney, this tenth day of August, I8S5. _ WILLM, PRICE.
Made and subscribed by the abovenamed William Price, Ihish 

tenth day of August, 1885, in tho presence of,— >
Alex. Be ax, ,T.P. . J

To the Registrar-General,—
I, William Price, tho above declarant, do hereby apply to have the land described in the above declaration brought under 

the provisions of the Real Property Act, and request you to issue the Certificate of Title in the name of myself.
Bated at Sydney, this 10th day of August, 1885. WILLM, PRICE.

’Witness to signature,— Alex. Bean, J.P.

Schedule referred to—-(to be signed by applicant.)
30th January, 1837—Attested copy grant to Robert Campbell of 1,040 acres, county Murray.
24th and 25th April, 18 10—Conveyance, Robert Campbell to Charles Campbell of 100 acres, registered, 700 B.R..
12th and 13th August, 1841—Mortage, Charles Campbell to the trustees ami executors of the will of late William Cox, 

registered, 1,425 B.X.
11th November, 1870—Reconveyance, Alexander Gamack to Charles Campbell, registered,.No, 569, book 122.
28th August, 1877—Conveyance, the Honorable Charles Campbell to John Bull, registered. No, 252, book 179.
14th May, 1835—Conveyance, John Bull to William Price, registered. No. 930, book 309.
Alex. Beax, J.P. WILLM. PRICE.

N.B.—Section 104 requires that the following certificate be signed by applicant or his solicitor, and renders liable any person 
falsely' or negligently certifying, to a penalty of £50 ; also, to damages recoverable by parlies injured.

I cehtitx that the within application is correct for the purposes of the Real Property Act, and that I am the solicito; of the 
within named applicant. SYDNEY JOHN BULL,

---- — Temple Court, King-st., Sydney.
State to whom all correspondence relating to this application should be sent with address, as under, viz. :—Messrs. 

Bull and Bull, Solicitors, Temple Court, King-st., Sydney. .

No. 33.
The Commissioner of Stamps to The Commissioner for Hail ways.

Sir, Stamp Office, Sydney, New South "Wales, 0 .Tune, 1887.
I do myself the honor to return herewith the papers obtained from you on the 80th ultimo 

respecting tlie application of Mr. William Price for compensation for land resumed nt Queanbeyan for 
railway purposes. ~

Respecting this matter I may just state that I have prepared a report of the whole of the circum- 
stauces, which will be duly forwarded to the Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade.

I have, &c.,
W. HEMMING, 

Commissioner, Stamp Duties.

No. 34.
The Commissioner of Stamps to The Under Secretary for finance and Trade.
Sir, Stamp Office, Sydney, New Soutli "Wales, G June, 1887.

I do myself the honor, to forward tlie accompanying papers' relating to the evasion of the 
provisions of the 9th section of the Stamp Duties Act, and to request you will be pleased to move the 
Honorable the Treasurer to instruct tho Crown Law Officers to prosecute the parties iuformed against by 
tlie Commissioner for Eailways for the evasion above referred to. This
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This is a case of a most glaring nature, and it would produce a very beneficial effect if tlie penalties, 
viz., £50, were imposed on each of the parties concerned.

The statement of Mr. Price, the purchaser of the property, to the Commissioner for Eailways, 
shows most conclusively that the consideration was falsely stated for tho purposes of the stamp duty, and 
the signature to the conveyance by the vendor, Mr. John Bull, and the receipt expressing Ihe amount of 
consideration moneyas being £2,000, and not £7,000 (whereby the Government is defrauded to the extent 
of £27 10s.), renders them both liable to forfeit £50.

The conveyance, Bull to Price, was prepared by Messrs. Bull & Bull, solicitors for the parties, 
whereby they are liable to forfeit £50 each.

It was executed by John Bull, in the presence of G. Tompsitt, whose address is not given.
The application to bring the land under the operation of the Land Titles Act is declared to by tbc 

said William Price, and the value placed on the land is £2,000, and not £7,500. It is dated the 1.0th day 
of August, 1SS5. •

The deed of conveyance, Bull to Price, is included in the schedule of deads annexed to the appli
cation, which is also signed by the said William Price. _

The application for bringing land under the provisions of the Heal Property Act contains, among 
other things, the following caution:—“ Caution—Applicants arc reminded that by section 132, the 
penalties of perjury are attached to a false declaration concerning any matter of procedure under the 
Act, and that the utmost care is therefore necessary in framing (or reading over, if the form he filled up 
by an attorney) every particular statement herein. It is further provided by section 117, that any 
applicant procuring a certificate through any fraud, error, omission, misrepresentation, or misdescription 
will, notwithstanding the issue of such certificate, remain liable for damages to any person thereby 
prejudiced. And any person who fraudulently procures, assists in fraudulently procuring, or is privy to 
the fraudulent procurement of any certificate of title, is declared guilty of a misdemeanour, and liable to 
a penalty not exceeding £500, or imprisonment not exceeding three years; and asiy certificate thereby 
procured is rendered void as between all parties or privies to the fraud.” _

Notwithstanding the caution above set out, the said William Price made the declaration that the 
land, including all improvements, is of the value of £2,000, and no more.” _

The solicitor for the applicant, who indorsed the application in the following manner: “ I certify 
that the within application is correct for the purposes of tho Beat Property Act, and that I am the 
solicitor of the within named applicant—Siditet Jo jut Burn, Temple Court, King-street, Sydney,” is 
also warned by the following caution, endorsed on the form of application in the following words:— 
“N.B.—Section 104 requires that the following certificate be signed by applicant or his solicitor, and 
renders liable any person falsely or negligently certifying to a penalty of £50; also, to damages recover
able by parties injured,” _

I informed the Eegistrar-General of the transaction by letter as follows:— _
Stamp Office, Sydney, 28th May, 1887. Sir,—I am instructed by the Commissioner for Eailways 

that an application has been made by William Price to bring certain land, situated at Qeanbeyan, under 
the Ileal Property Act. The number of the application is G,456. The consideration money expressed 
in the conveyance to William Price is £2,000, which is also the value placed upon the land for the 
purposes of the application. The Commissioner for Eailways, however, in the matter of compensation 
for land resumed for railway purposes, elicited from Mr. Price that the consideration paid for the land 
was £7,500, and not £2,000,* as stated, but that the latter amount was expressed for the purposes of 
stamp duty. As I am about to report the matter to the Honorable the Treasurer, I do myself the 
honor to request you will be pleased to furnish me, with as little delay as possible, with a copy of the 
conveyance, John Bull to William Price, and the application to bring the land under the Eeal Property 
Act as lodged.—I have, &c., W. Hronnyo, Commissioner, Stamp Duties.” _

In reply to the above I obtained the copy of the conveyance and application forwarded herewith. 
Ibr tho reasons before set forth I most respectfully beg to recommend that the several parties be 

prosecuted for direct evasion of the Stamp Act.
I have, &c.,

W. HEMMING, f
---------  Commissioner of Stamp Duties.

Forward to the Crown Solicitor for such action as he may think is called for in the public interests. 
—J.E.B., 0/6/87. The Crown Solicitor, B.C., 9/G/87—J.T. (for U.S.)

No. 35.
Conveyance, Jolin Bull to William Price.

[£10 stamp, 21/5/85., J.] i ■ t ^ . j »
Tins isdentuhe made the fourth dav of May in the year of our Lord one thousand ejght hundred and 
eighty-five between John Bull of Tarago in the Colony of New South Wales farmer and grazier (herein
after called vendor) of the one part and William Price of Sydney in the said Colony warehouseman 
(hereinafter called purchaser) of the other part Whereas the said vendor has agreed with the said pur
chaser for the absolute sale to bim of the land and hereditaments hereinafter described (except as herein
after excepted) and intended to be hereby released and the inheritance thereof in fee-simple in possession 
at or for the price or sum of two thousand pounds Now this indenture witnesseth that in pursuance of 
the said agreement and iu consideration ot the sum of two thousand pounds in hand well and truly paid 
by the said purchaser to the said vendor at or immediately before the execution of these presents the 
receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged He (he said vendor doth by these presents grant bargain sell 
alien release and convey unlo the said purchaser and his heirs all that parcel of land containing by 
admeasurement one hundred acres more or less situated in the county of Murray in the said Colony 
bounded on the east by the village reserve and Queanbeyan ]iiver twenty-six and a liali; chains on the 
west by a line twenty-one and a quarter chains on the north by the Molonglo Eivcr and on the south by 
a line forty-four chains the said land being a portion of one thousand and forty acres granted by the 
Crown to Eobert Campbell by grant dated tbc thirtieth day of January one thousand eight hundred^ and 
thirty-seven (excepting thereout all the land particularly described in the schedule hereunder written 
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•conveyed by tlie said John Bull unto one George Tompsitt by indenture dated the twelfth day of March 
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five registered number 1G1 book 306) Together with the 
messuages buildings way waters watercourses privileges and appurtenances whatsoever to the said parcel of 
land belonging or in anywise appertaining and all the estate right title interest claim and demand at law 
and in equity of him the said vendor therein or thereto to have and to hold the said piece or parcel of land 
hereditaments and premises with the appurtenances unto and to the use-of the said purchaser his heirs 
and assigns for ever and tlie said vendor doth hereby for himself his heirs executors and administrators 
covenant with the said purchaser his heirs and assigns in manner following that is to say that notwith
standing any act matter or tiling by the said vendor or any person claiming under him made or done 
to the contrary he the said vendor now hath in himself good right and absolute authority by these 
presents to grant and release tho said hereditaments and premises and every part thereof with the 
■appurtenances unto the said purchaser and his heirs to the use and in manner aforesaid And that it 
shall be lawful for the said purchaser his heirs and assigns at all times hereafter peaceably and quietly to 
■enter upon hold occupy possess and enjoy the said hereditaments and premises and to receive and take 
the rents and profits thereof for his and their own use without any eviction interruption or denial by the 
said vendor or any person or persons claiming or to claim from under or in trust for him And the said 
hereditaments and premises are free from all charges and incumbrances whatsoever made or occasioned 
by the said vendor or any person claiming as aforesaid And also that the said vendor and his heirs and 
every person whomsoever legally claiming any estate or interest in the said hereditaments and premises 
through under or in trust for him or them will from time to time and at all times hereafter at the request 
■and costs of the said purchaser his heirs or assigns execute and perfect every such lawful act deed or 
assurance in the law for more satisfactorily assuring the said hereditaments and premises and every 
qjnrt thereof to the uses and in manner aforesaid as by the said purchaser bis heirs and assigns shall he 
devised or required In witness whereof the said parties to these presents have hereunto set their hands 
nnd seals the day and year first before written.

The Schedule eefeered to.
All that allotment or parcel of land in the Colony of New South "Whies containing by admeasure

ment two acres two roods and twenty-two perches more or less situate in the parish of Queanbeyan 
county of Murray and being portion of one hundred acres of land known as “ The Oaks” commencing at 
a point on the left bank of the Queanbeyan Kiver and bounded thence on the east by a line hearing 
south thirty minutes east nine chains thirty-six links thenee on tho south by a line hearing south eighty- 
five degrees forty-eight minutes west three chains forty-three links thence'on the west by a line hearing 
north four degrees eight minutes west five chains fifty-three links to the Queanbeyan Biver and thence 
by that river upwards to the point of commencement on which land is erected the messuage or dwelling- 
house known as 11 The Oaks” And also all that piece or parcel of land in the said Colony containing by 
admeasurement twelve acres and one rood more or less situated in the parish of Queanbeyan county of 
Murray and being portion of one hundred acres of land known as “ The Oaks” commencing at a peg on 
the left bauk of the Queanbeyan Kiver near the tan pits drying ground and hounded thence by a'line 
bearing south sixty-six degrees three minutes west seven chains seven links to a peg at corner of log 
fence Ihence by a line hearing north thirty-two degrees thirty minutes west fourteen chains forty-eight 
links to tho Queanbeyan Biver thence by that river upwards to the point of commencement.

. , (i-s.) JOHN BULL.
Signed sealed and delivered by the said John Bull in the presence of,—

G. Tompsitt.
Eeccived on the day and year first before written of and from the within named William Price 

ihe sum of £2,000 being the consideration money within expressed to he paid by him to me,—

Witness—Geobqe Tompsitt.
JOHN BULL.

Eeccived into the Office for the Begistration of Deeds Ac. at Sydney this 22nd day of May a.d. 1885 
at 20 minutes past 10 o’clock in the forenoon from Arthur James Marshall of Temple Court Sydney a true 
•copy of the within deed verified by the said Arthur James Marshall and numbered 936 Book 309.

{Indorsement.']

W. A. ABBOTT,
Deputy Eegistrar-General.

[Dated 4th day of May a.d. 1885—John Bull to William Price—(copy) Conveyance, Bull and
Bull.]

No. 36.
The Crown Solicitor to W. Price, Esq.

Sir, Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 5 July, 1887.
_ I am directed by the Honorable the Attorney-General to inform you, with reference to a 

report which has been received from the Commissioner for Stamps, to the effect that yon have made 
declarations or statements as to the consideration paid by you on the conveyance of land at Queanbeyan 
(a portion of which has been taken for railway purposes), which are not in accordance with the facts, 
that from statements made to the Attorney-General by the Honorable the Minister for Justice and the 
Honorable the Minister for Education as to this transaction, he is willing to give you an opportunity of 
explaining how the land above referred to came to be valued at £2,000 for the purposes of stamp duty, 
when it appears from your letter of date 7th September, 1886, that you and others gave £7,500 for the 
same, which statement is confirmed by your own declaration of September 28th, 1886, in which that sum 
is spoken of as the purchase money. -

You will, of course, distinctly understand that the Attorney-General will be at liberty to make 
what use lie may think proper of your reply to this letter. I am, &c.,

‘ JOHN WILLIAMS,
Crown Solicitor.

No. 37.
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No. 37.
W. Price, Esq., to The Crown Solicitor.

Sir, Pitt-street. Sydney, 9 July, 1S87.
T hare the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter o£ the oth instant, and thank tlie 

honorable the Attorney-G-encral for the opportunity afforded me of explaining the matters to which 
your letter refers. The facts are brie% these :—

Early in April, 1885, my partner, Henry Bull, who resides in England, paid a short visit to this 
Colony. His brother, John Bull, of Queanheyan, was at the time largely indebted to him, and in a- 
settlement of accounts between the brothers Henry Bull took over the Oaks Estate from John Bull, the 
owner, as an equivalent of two thousand pounds (£2,000) of the latter’s indebtedness.

Soon after this settlement of accounts Henry Bull, who had been my partner for some ten years 
in the firm of Henry Bull & Co., suggested that, as in the course of time the land would doubtless 
become very valuable, that a nominal value should be placed upon it and shares be taken by myself and 
other two partners in the venture.

It was consequently arranged that there should be fifteen shares of five hundred pounds (£500) 
each, and that Henry Bull himself should bo regarded as the owner of eleven shares, to enable bim to 
settle ten-of these shares on his daughter in London (recently married), and the remaining four shares 
were to he allotted to myself, my twro partners, and a mutual friend of the firm.

When this arrangement was concluded Mr. Bull instructed his solicitors to prepare a conveyance 
from his brother to myself as trustee for all concerned. I had nothing to do with these instructions, and 
presume that the sum of two thousand pounds (£2,000) was mentioned in the conveyance by the direction 
of Henry Bull, who I believe regarded the consideration allowed to bis brother as the real purchase 
money, and looked upon the subsequent arrangement as a private matter between bis friends and himself. 
—Subsequently, that is, in July, 1885 (my partner having returned to England in May), 1 instructed 
Henry Bull’s solicitors to bring the property nndcr the “ Eeal Property Act,’’ and in the month of 
August following tho solicitors brought me a printed form to sign in which the property was valued 
at two thousand pounds (£2,000) as expressed in the conveyance from John Bull to myself, which I 
signed. I can assure you when this was done I took it for granted that the actual value allowed to John 
Bull in settlement was that which ought to bo inserted, that everything had been regularly done by the 
solicitors, and that all legal requirements had been complied with; having had very little to do during 
my lifetime with the purchase of, or dealing in, land (speculative or otherwise), it never occurred to me 
for one moment that the property ought to be estimated at more than the value agreed upon when taken 
over by Henry Bull from his brother.

It may no doubt be thought strange that within so short a period of time the property taken by 
Henry Bull for two thousand pounds (£2,000) should be regarded as of such an increased value, and 
that I should he so foolish as to give five hundred pounds (£500) for a fifteenth share of it, hut at the 
time of that arrangement the mania for land speculation was at its height, and I thought that in all 
probability when the railway was opened to Queanbeyan the land could be subdivided and sold in allot
ments at a very considerable profit, its prospective value looking very large, so that it seemed to me I 
should not be likely to make any loss, and was at the same time able to conform with my partner’s views, 
who suggested the idea for the purpose as before stated of settling ten of the shares on his daughter.

Having now unreservedly stated all the facts, tbc matter being entrusted to a reputable firm of 
solicitors in this city, and the documents presented by them for me to sign in good faith when iny time 
was fully occupied by ordinary office duties incidental to a large business, I submit with all due respect 
that the worst construction that can possibly be imputed to my action is carelessness.

In conclusion I may say that I have been engaged in mercantile transactions in this city for a 
period of upwards of thirty-four years, and have always borne an honorable reputation ; in view of this I 
ask is it likely, that for the sake of a paltry saving in stamp duty of £2 10s., such being my share of the 
cost of the extra stamp duty, that I would knowingly with intent .attempt to defraud the revenue ? I may, 
and possibly have been careless, but nothing more, and I trust the Attorney-G-eneral will do me the justice 
to view the matter in this light; if, however, after the perusal of the foregoing (which I am prepared to 
verify by statutory declaration) the Attorney-General still thinks that a second transaction in the land 
actually took place, necessitating payment of extra stamp duty, T am willing, rather than the slightest stain 
should remain on my hitherto unsullied reputation, to pay whatjnay be legally demanded of me.

I am, &c.,
WILLM. BEIGE.

' No. 38.
The Crown Solicitor to Tire Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

Sir, Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 16 July, 1887.
I have the honor to return herewith the papers referring to the evasion of the provisions of 

the 9th section of the Stamp Duties Act, and to inform you that Mr. Attorney-General Wise, to whom 
they were submitted, directs that my letter to Mr. Price, a copy of which will be found with the papers, 
and his reply thereto, be forwarded to the Commissioner of Stamps for information, and for any observa
tion lie may wish to make thereon, after which they might be sent to the Commissioner for Eailways.

The Attorney-General asks if any information can. be obtained as to the selling value of the land 
at the date of conveyance. I have, &c.,

JOHN WILLIAMS,
Crown Solicitor.

No. 39.
Minute by Tlie Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to The Commissioner of

Stamps.
Tin; Commissioner for Stamps, G.E., 20/7/87.

— . 40_
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No. 40.
Minute; by The Commissioner of Stamps to The Under Secretary for Pinance and

Trade.
I have no observation to make on this transaction, ani request that the same be forwarded to the Com
missioner for Eailways. ' \y. HEMMING-, 20/7/S7.

The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, B.C.

No. 41.
Minute by The Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade to The Commissioner for

Eailways. -
The Commissioner for Railways. G-.E., 22/7/87, B.C.

No. 42.
Minute by The Secretary of Eailways to Mr. Eailway Land-Surveyor Thompson.

Peuhaps land valuer can furnish the information asked for in last paragraph of Crown Solicitor’s letter.
A.E., B.C., 25/7/87.

No. 43.
Minute by Mr. Eailway Land-Surveyor Thompson to The Secretary of Railways.

I cannot supply the information required by the Attorney-General, as I cannot ascertain whether any 
sales were effected about the date mentioned. J.B.T., 10/8/87.

No. 44.
Minutes by The Secretary and Commissioner for Eailways.

A.E., 20/8,87. Seen.—Cji. A.G-., 20/8/87. Returned to Under Secretary for Finance and Trade,— 
Cm A.G-., B.C., 20/8/87.

No. -45.
Minutes by the Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade, and J. Thomson, Esq.

Mr. Thomson.— G-.E., 13/0/87. _
As no information, seemingly, can be obtained as to tlie selling value of the land at the time of 

conveyance, the matter would appear to he at an end. The papers might, however, be returned to the 
Crown Solicitor to show tlie result of the references to the Commissioner of Stamps and the Commissioner 
for Railways. J.T,, 15/ 9/ 87,

The Crown Solicitor.—G.E., B.C., 16/9/87.

(Two plans ]

Sjdnej: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—18S7.

[U.0J.] 226—C
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1887.

(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

STATE HOUSE.
(REPORT OF BOARD ON COMPETITIVE DESIGNS FOR.)

Ordered by the Leyislalive Assembly to he printed, 30 Not ember, 1SS7.

The President of the State House Board to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir, State House Board, 7, Bent-street, 24 November, 1887.

I have tlie honor to hand you herewith the report of the Board appointed to open, examine, and 
report upon the competitive designs for the proposed State House for the information of the Honorable the 
Colonial Secretary. I have, &c.,

JOHN HAY,
President.

Keport of the State House Board.
To the Honorable Sir Henry Parkes, K.C.M.G., Premier and Colonial Secretary,— '

Sir,
Tlie Board appointed by His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council, to open and 

examine the competitive designs sent in for the State House to be erected in the Centennial Park, now begs 
to report as follows:—

1. In the execution of this duty the Board has endeavoured to follow the terms of its appointment,
which were “to select such of the designs as in ite judgment merited the award of the prizes offered by the 
Government, and to report generally in regard to such designs, as they might deem advisable,1' The 
amended invitation by the Government to the Architects of New South Wales, as published in the Govern
ment Gazette of the 4th of August last, was examined with particular relation to the conditions therein laid 
down. •

2. The Board found that forty-six (4G) sets of designs had been sent in, and after a careful examin
ation selected out of these eighteen (IS) designs as in its opinion worthy of further consideration. With a 
view to facilitate an estimate of the probable cost of buildings erected in accordance with these various 
designs, the Board sought the assistance of professional men from the Colonial Architect’s Department, and 
these were employed to ascertain the cubical contents indicated by the plans. The Board at the same time 
took means to determine what would be the probable minimum cost per cubic foot of such buildings. As 
this work proceeded, it was felt that a great difficulty would be found in selecting any design which would 
be entirely satisfactory for a State House, and which, in the opinion of the Board, would come within the 
limit of £150,000, supposing the building to be erected of the materials specified in the conditions. Under 
these circumstances a communication was addressed to yourself, representing tlie difficulties in which the 
Board found itself, and seeking for such an enlargement of powers as would enable it to tender an opinion 
which might be of some use to the Government. In reply the Board received your letter, in which you 
suggested that it should “report the results of its examinations and consultations under two heads :—

1st.—The designs most entitled to consideration without reference to estimated cost.

2nd.—The designs most entitled to consideration which, in tlie judgment of the Board, would not 
exceed the cost of £150,000. 3.

321—
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3. In accordance with this variation of instructions, the Board has gone into the matter with the 
object of reporting on the first head, viz, :—The design most entitled to consideration, without reference to 
estimated cost, and Has determined that out of the eighteen selected designs it will recommend as the most 
deserving of approval those bearing the mottoes:—1st. Rei PuMi-cx Djmus ; 2nd. Jy<to psrpetuf, 3rd. 
Pantlieon in blue circle; and in the order of merit affixed to them as above.

4. It is to be noted, however, with respect to this determination, that the design first named, judged 
by its cubical contents, would, for its execution, much exceed in cost that required for either of the other 
two. And it may be alird that the design bearing the motto A:l nm, would have been placed high in the 
award had it not involved a costly, and, in the opinion of the Board, useless and undesirable substructure.

5. In further reporting, in accordance with the second head of your suggestions, viz., “ the design 
most entitled to consideration which would not exceed the cost of £150,000,11 the Board is compelled to 
conclude that, of the eighteen designs reserved as entitled to consideration, only one conies, in the opinion 
of the Board, within the authorized limit of cost, and this the Board is not prepared to recommend as an 
adequate design for a G-rcat National Memorial.

G. As it may be felt that something more has to be done with respect to the plans submitted in 
response to the Government notice, the Board has not opened the sealed packets sent in with them. It has, 
therefore, only referred in this report to the mottoes on the designs, leaving the Government to take any 
future steps that may be deemed advisable.

7. The Board cannot conclude its report without bearing testimony to the ability and care shown by 
the competitors in preparing their plans, many of which are of mucli merit and great beauty, showing that 
there is an amount of talent: in the Colony of which we may bo justly proud.

2

Certified under our hands and seals, this 24th day of November, 1SS7.

'JOHN HAY, President. (l.s.)
ALFRED BARRY, D.D., Bishop of Sydney. (l.s.) 
JAMES BARNET. {l.s.;

(Signed.) J. S. MITCHELL. (l.s.)
EDW. KNOX. (l.s.)
G. ALLEN MANSFIELD. (l.s.)
•ALEX. OLIVER. (l.s)

* Without in the slightest degree dissenting from the recommendations of my colleagues, I desire to 
place on record, as an individual member of the Board, my admiration of many parts of the design bearing 
the motto “ Athcnia/1 which is, in my opinion, the best example of the columnar type of the Corinthian 
Order submitted for competition. The Phillip Hall in this design being to a large extent open, or 
“ hypEethral,” has, however, been considered open to serious objection, and the Central Portico, or Tribune, 
is so designed that a speaker from it could only address a very limited audience. There are other blemishes, 
and defects in this design ; but its elevation and principal features, regarded as an architectural composition, 
appear to me to possess great merit.

A.O.

CM-]
Sydney: Charles Totter, Government Printer.—1887.
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1S87-8.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

SURRENDER OF FUGITIVE CRIMINALS.
(DESPATCH RESPECTING.)

$rescutei) to Jlhu-Iumcut bii (Eomutimi).

Department of Juatice,

Sydney, 22nd July, 1887. -

His Excellency the Governor directs the publication, for general information, of the following Despatch, 

dated 24th March, 1887, from the Principal Secretary of State for the Colonies.

“WILLIAM CLARKE.

CCilvularJ Downing-street,

24th March, 18S7. 
Sir,

I have the honor to transmit to yon, for information and pnbiieation in the Colony under yonr 

Government, an extract from the London Gazette., containing an Order of the Queen in Council of the 7fh 

of March, 1SS7, for carrying into effect the Treaty for the mutual surrender of fugitive Criminals, signed 

between Great Britain and Russia on the 21th of November last.

Ihe Treaty came into operation on the 21st of March of this year, in conformity with Article XIX,

I have, Ac.,

II. T. HOLLAND.

The Officer Administering

the Government of New South Wales.

520—A
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[Extract from the London Gazette of Friday, March 11, 1S87.J

At the Court at Windsor, the 7th day of March, 1SS7.

Present:—
The Quee.v’k Most Excellest Majesty,

Lord President, | Lord John Manners,
Lord Chamberlain.

Whereas by the “ Extradition Acts, 1870 and 1S73, it was amongst other tilings enacted that, where an arrangement has been 
made with any foreign State with respect to the surrender to such State of any fugitive criminals, Her Majesty may, by Order in 
Council, direct that the said Acts shall apply in the case of such foreign State ; and that Her Majesty may, by the same or any 
subsequent Order, limit the operation of the Order, and restrict the same to fugitiveciiminals whoaiein or suspected of being 
in the part of Her Majesty’s dominions specified in the Order, and render the operation thereof subject to such eonditioiis, 
exceptions, and qualifications as may be deemed expedient; and that if, by any law made after the passing of the Act of 1870 
by the Legislature of any British possession, provision is made for carrying into effeet within such possession the surrender of 
fugitive criminals who aie in or suspected of being in such British possession, Her Majesty may, by the Order in Council 
applying the said Acts in the case of any foreign State, or by any subsequent Order, suspend the operation within any such 
British possession of the said Acts, or of any part thereof, so far as it relates to such foreign State, and so long as such law 
continues in force there and no longer. . .

And whereas, in accordance with section IS of “The Extradition Act, 1870, the Legislature of the Dominion of Canada 
has, by laws passed in the years 1877 and 18S2, and respectively styled “The Extradition Act, 1877,’’ and “An Act to 
Amend the Extradition Act, 1877,” made provision for carrying into effect within the Dominion the surrender of fugitive 
criminals who are in, or are suspected of being in the Dominion. _ ,

And whereas a Treaty was concluded on the twenty-fourth day of November, one thousand eight hundred and eighty- 
six, between Her Majesty and His Majesty the Emperor of Russia, for the mutual extradition of fugitive criminals, which 
Treaty is iu the terms following :—

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Ireland, Empress of India, and His Majesty the 
Emperor of all the Russias, having judged it expedient, with 
a view to the better administration of justice and to the pre
vention of crime within the two countiies and their jurisdic
tions, that persons charged with or convicted of the crimes 
hereinafter enumerated, and being fugitives from justice, 
should, under certain circumstances, be reciprocally de
livered up ; their said Majesties have named as their Pleni
potentiaries to conclude a Treaty for this purpose, that is 
to say :

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Ireland, Empress of India, the Right Honorable 
Stafford Henry Earl of Iddlesleigh, Viscount St. Gyres, a 
Peer of the United Kingdom, and a Baronet of Great Britain, 
Knight Grand Cross of the Most Honorable Order of the 
Bath, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy 
Council, Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for 
Foreign Affairs, &o., &c. ;

And His Majesty the Emperor of All the Russias, M. 
Georges de Staal, Privy Councillor. Grand Cross of several 
Russian and foreign Orders, his Ambassador Extraordinary 
and Plenipotentiary to Her Majesty the Queen of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Empress of India, &c., 
Ac. ;

Who, having communicated to each other their respective 
full powers, found in good and duo form, have agreed upon 
and concluded the following Articles :—

Article I,
The High Contracting Parties engage to deliver up to each 

other those persons who, being accused or convicted of a 
crime or offence committed in the territory of the one Party, 
shall bo found within the territory of the other Party, under 
the circumstances and conditions stated in the present Treaty.

Article II.
The crimes or offences for which the extradition is to he 

granted are the following :—
1. Murder, or attempt, or conspiracy to murder.

2. Manslaughter.
3. Counterfeiting or altering money, or uttering counterfeit 

or altered money.
4. Forgery, counterfeiting, or altering or uttering what is 

forged, or counterfeited, or altered.
5. Embezzlement or larceny.
0. Malicious injury to property if the offence be indictable.

7. Obtaining money or goods by false pretences.

8. Crimes against bankruptcy law.
9. Fraud by a bailee, banker, agent, factor, trustee, or 

director, or member or public officer of any Company, made 
criminal by any law for the time being in force.

10. Perjury, or subornation of perjury,
11. Rape.
12. Carnal knowledge, or any attempt to have carnal 

knowledge, of a girl under sixteen years of age.
13. Indecent assault.
14. Administering drugs or using instruments with intent 

to procure the miscarriage of a woman,

Sa Majestd la Reine du Royauine-Uni de la Grande Bretagne 
et d’Tvlaiule, Impfiratriee des Indes, et SaMajestS TEmporcur 
do Toutes les Russies, ayant jug6 convcnable, en vuc d’une 
meilleure administration tic la justice, et pour prdvenir les 
crimes dans les deux pays et leurs juridictions, quo les iu- 
dividus accuses ou convaiuous des crimes ci-aprds dnumCnis, 
et qui se seraient soustraits par la fuite aux poursuites do la 
justice fassent, dans certaines circonstauces, rdciproquemeut 
extradds : les dites Majcstds out nommd pour lenrs Pldni- 
potentiaires, ft I’cffct do conclure un Traitd dan ce but, 
savoir .

Sa Majestd la Reine du Eoyaume-Uiu dc la Graude- 
Rretngne et d'lrlande, ImpCratrice des Hides, ]p Trfrs Hono
rable Stafford Henry Comte dTthlesloigh, Vicomte St. Gyres, 
Pair du Royautne-Uni, Baronnet de la Grande-Lretagne 
Chevalier Graud-Croix du Tris Honorable Ordre du Bain, 
Membre du Trcs Honorable Conseil Privd de Sa Majestc, 
Principal Secrdlaire d’Etut dc Sa Majoatd pour les Affaires 
Etrangtros, &e., &c. .

Et Sa Majestd I’Empereur de Toutes les Russies, M. 
Georges de Staal, Conseiller Privd Actuel, Grand-Oroix de 
plusieurs Ordres Russes et I'-trangers, son AmbassadeurExtra- 
oidiiiaire et Pldnipoteutiaire prds la Cour de Sa Majestu la 
Reine du Royaume-Uni de la Grande-Bretagnc et dirlande, 
Imptiratrice des Hides, &c,, &c. ; ,

Lesquels, apres setre eommuniquds leur pleins pouvoirs 
respeetifs, trouves en bonne et duo forme, ont arretd ct conelu 
les Articles suivants :—

Article I.
Les Hautes Parties Contractantes s’engagent ft se livrer 

vdciproquement les individus qui, poursuivis on condaninds 
pour un crime ou un dilit eommis sur le territoirc de Tune des 
Parties, seraient trouvds sur le territoire do 1’autre, dans les 
circonstauces ct sous les conditions prdvucs par le prdseut 
Traitd.

Article II,
Lea crimes et ddlits pour lesquels 1’cxtradition sera aeccrdde 

sont les suivants;—
1. Meurtre, ou tentative de meurtre, ou complot ayant ce 

crime pour hut.
2. Homicide sans pvdmfiditatiou ou guet-apens. _
3. Contrefnction ou alteration de monnaie, inise en circula

tion de monnaie contrefaite ou altdrde. _
4. Faux, eoutrefaction, ou alteration, ou misc on circulation

de ee qui est falsifid, ou eontrefait, ou altdre. '
0. Detournesnent frauduleux, ou vol." _
(i. Destruction ou degradation de toute propriStd, lorsque 

le fait iiicrimind est pnnissnble de pcincs eriminelles ou cor- 
rectionuelles. _

7. liscroqueric d’avgent, ou d’autres objets, sous de faux 
prdtextes.

5. Crimes centre lea lois sur la banqueroute. _
9. Eraude (abus de coniiancc) par un administrateur, 

banquier, agent, commissionnaire, curatcur, ou direetcur, 
mi membie ou fouctioimaire d’une Socletu qucloonquc, pour 
an taut que le fait est puni par les lois cu vigueur.

10. Faux sennent on subornation do tdmoins.
11. Viol. .
12. Connnereo charnel avec une jenne fille ftgde de moms de 

16 ans, ou tentative ft ce fait.
13. Attentat ft la pudenr avec violence. _
14. Administration de substances on emploi d’inBtrumonts 

dans 1’intention de provoquer ravortement.
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15. Abduction.
16. Child stealing.
17. Kidnapping and false imprisonment.
18. Burglary or housebreaking.

19. Arson. ■
20. Robbery with violence.
21. Maliciously wounding or inflicting grievous bodily 

harm. '
22. Threats by letter, or otherwise, with intent to extort.
23. Piracy by law of nations.
24. Sinking or destroying a vessel at sea, or attempting or 

conspiring to do so.
25. Assaults on board a ship on the high seas, with intent 

to destroy life, or to do grievous bodily harm.
2G. Revolt, or conspiracy to revolt, by two or more persons 

on board a ship on the high seas against the authority of the 
master.

27. Dealing in slaves in such a manner as to constitute a 
criminal ofl'ence against the law's of both States.

Extradition is also to be granted for participation in any of 
the aforesaid crimes, provided snoh participation be punish
able by tho law's of both the Contracting Parties.

Extradition may also be granted, at the discretion of the 
State applied to, in respect of any other crime for W'hich, 
according to the law's of Doth the Contracting Parties for the 
time being in force, the grant can be made.

AiiTicr.K III.

Either Government may, in its absolute discretion, refuse 
to deliver up its own subjects to the other Government.

Articlk IV, ’

The extradition shall not take place if tho person claimed 
on the part of the British Government, or the person claimed 

. on the part of the Russian Government has already been 
tried and discharged or punished, or is still under trial, 
within tho Russian or British dominions respectively, for the 
crime for which his extradition is demanded.

If tho person claimed on the part of the British Govern
ment, or if tho person claimed on the part of the Russian 
Government should be under examination, or is undergoing 
sentence under a conviction, for any other crime within the 
Russian or British dominions respectively, his extradition 
shall be deferred until after he has been discharged, whether 
by acquittal or on expiration of his sentence, or otherwise,

Autiule V.

The extradition shall not take place if, subsequently to the 
commission of the crime, or the institution of the penul prose
cution, or the conviction thereon, exemption from prosecution 
or punishment has been acquired by lapse of time, according 
to the laws of the State applied to.

Article VI.

A fugitive criminal shall not he surrendered if tho offence in 
respect of which his surrender is demanded is one of a political 
character, or if he prove that the requisition for his surrender 
has in fact been made with a view to try or punish him for an 
offence of a political character.

Article VII,
A person surrendered can in no ease be kept in prison, or be 

brought to trial in the State to which the surrender has been 
made, for any other erimo or on account of any other matters 
than thoso for which the extradition shall have taken place, 
until he has been restored or had an opportunity of returning 
to the State by which ho has been surrendered.

This stipulation does not apply to crimes committed after 
tho extradition.

Article VIII.

Thu requisition for extradition shall he made .through the 
Diplomatic Agents of the High Contracting Parties respec
tively.

The requisition for tho extradition of an accused person must 
be accompanied by a warrant of arrest issued by the competent 
authority of the State requiring the extradition, and by such 
evidence as, according to the laws of the place w'hcrc the 
accused is found, avould justify his arrest if the crime had 
been committed there.

If the requisition relates to a person already convicted, it 
must be accompanied by the sentence of condemnation passed 
against the convicted person by the competent Court of the 
State that makes the requisition for extradition,

A sentence passed in contumacium is not to be deemed a 
conviction, but a person so sentenced may he dealt with as an 
accused person.

Article IX.

If the requisition for extradition he in accordance with the 
foregoing stipulations, the competent authorities of the State 
applied to shall proceed to the arrest of the fugitive.

15. Enlevement.
16. Vol d’enfants,
17. Sequestration ou detention ill^gale.
18. Effraction ou escalade d’une habitation et dc ses 

ddpendances dans le but de commettre un crime.
19. Inccndie volontaire.
20. Vol avec violence.
21. Blessures ou graves injures corporelles infligdes avec 

mauvaise intention.
22. Menaces dc rites ou autres faites en vue d’extorsion.
23. Piraterio considerSc commc crime par le droit des gens.
24. Submersion, dehouement ou destruction d’un navire en 

mcr, ou tentative ou complot ayant ce crime pour but.
25. Attaquc k bord d’un navire en haute mer dans le but 

d’homicide ou afin de porter de graves Idsions corporelles.
26. Rdvolte ou complot de rdvolte par deux ou plusieurs per- 

sonnes k bord d’un navire en haute mer, coutre 1’autoritd du 
capitaine,

27. Traite des Esclavcs telle qu’elle est punie par les lois 
des deux pays.

L’extradition aura dgalemcnt lieu pour complicitd i un des 
crimes ei-dessus mentionuds, pourvu que la complicitd soit 
pnnissnble par les lois des deux Parties Contractantes.

II ddpendra de I’Etat requis d’accorder dgalement I’extradi- 
tion pour tout autre crime ii raison duqnel 1’extradition peut 
avoir lieu d’aprds les lois cn vigueur des deux Parties Uon- 
tractantes.

Article III,
Chacim des deux Gonvernoments aura libertd pleine et 

entiere de refuser it 1’autre 1’extradition de ses propres sujets

Article IV. ' .
L’oxtradition ne sera pas accordde si 1’iudividu rdclamd par 

le Gouvemement du Royaume-Uni ou par celui de I’Empire 
dc Russie, a ddji dtd jugd, acquiltd ou puni, ou se trouve 
encore sous jugement, soit dans 1’Empire de Russie, soit dans 
le Royauine-Uni, pour le crime ii raison duquel 1’extradition 
cat demandde.

Si la persoime rdlamde par le Gouvemement du Royaumc- 
Uni ou par celui de I’Empire do Russie est en fitat de prdven- 
tion ou si ayant dtd condanmde elle subit la peine qui hti a 
dtd infligdc dans I’Empire de Russie ou dans le Royaume-Uni, 
pour un autre crime, son extradition sera diffdrde jusqu’it sa 
remise en libertd, soit qu’elLc ait dtd acquittde, soit qu’clle ait 
purgd sa peine ou pour toute autre raison.

Article V,

L’extradition n’aura pas lieu si depuis la perpdtration du 
crime, les poursuites ou la condamnation, la prescription des 
poursuites ou dc la peine est acquise d’aprts les lois du pays 
auqnel la demande est adressde.

Article VI.

Le criminel fugitif ne sera pas extradd si le ddlit pour lequel 
1’cxtradition est demandde, est considdrd commc un ddlit 
politique, ou si 1’individu prouve que la demande d’extradition 
a dtd faite en rdalitd dans le but de le poursuivre ou de le 
punir pour un ddlit d’un caraetdre politique.

Article VII.
L’individu qui aura dtd livrd ne pourra en aucun cas, dans 

le pays auquel 1’extradition a dtd accordde, etre maintenu en 
dtat d’arrestatien ou poursuivi pour aucun crime ou faits 
autres qui ceux que avaient inotivd 1’extraditiou ii moins qu’il 
n’ait dtd rdintdgrd ou n’ait eu 1’occasion ou retourner de lui 
memo dans 1’Etat qui 1’avait extradd,

Cette stipulation n’est pas applicable aux crimes eommis 
aprds Textradition.

Article VIII.
L’oxtradition sera demandde par 1’organc des Agents Diplo- 

matiques respeetifs des deux Hautes Parties Contractantes.

La demande d’extradition d’un prevdnn devra etre aceom- 
pagnde d’un Mandat d'Arret ddcernd par 1’autoritd compdtente 
de I’Etat requdrant, et des preuves qui, d’aprds les lois de 
1’endroit oh le prdvenu a dtd trouvd, justifleraient son arresta- 
tion, si 1’acte punissable y avail dtd eommis.

Si la demande d’extradition coneeme une personne ddja 
condamnde, elle doit Stre nccompagnde de 1’Arret de Coin
damnation qui a dtd rendu centre le coupable par le Tribunal 
compdtent de I’Etat requdrant.

Un Arrfit rendu par contumace ne sera pas considdrd comme 
une condamnation, mais une personne ainsi condamnde pourra 
etre traitde comme une personne poursuivie.

Article IX.
Si la demande d’extradition s’aecorde avec les stipulations 

prdeddentes, les autoritds compdteutes de I’Etat requis proed- 
deront ii I’arrestation du fugitif.

pH
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Article X.
If the fugitive has been arrested in the British dominions, 

he shall forthwith be brought before a competent Magistrate, 
who is to examine him and to conduct the preliminary investi
gation of the 'case, just as if the apprehension had taken place 
for a crime committed iu the British dominions.

In the examinations which tiioy Slave to make in accordance 
with the foregoing stipulations, the authorities of the British 
dominions shaft admit as valid evidence the sworn depositions 
or the affirmations of witnesses taken in Kussia, or copies 
thereof, and likewise the warrants aud sentences issued therein, 
and certificates of, or judicial documents stating the fact of 
a conviction, provided the same arc authenticated as follows : —

1. A warrant must purport to he signed by a Judge, 
Magistrate, or officer of the Russian State.

2. 'Depositions or affirmations or the copies thereof must 
purport to ha certified under the hand ot a Judge, Magis
trate, or officer of the Russian State, to be the original 
depositions or affirmations, or to be trim copies thereof, as the 
ease may require.

?>. A certificate of, or judicial document stating tho fact of 
conviction must purport to be certified by a Judge, Magis
trate, or officer of the Russian State.

4 In every case such warrant, deposition, affirmation, copy, 
certificate or judicial document must he authenticated cither 
by the oatli of some witness, or by being scaled with the 
official seal of the Minister of Justice, or some other Minister 
of the Russian State; but any other mode of authentication, 
for the time being permitted by the law of the British 
dominion, where the examination is taken, may bo substi
tuted for the foregoing.

Article XL
If the fugitive has been arrested in Russia his suiTumler 

shall lie granted if upon examination by a competent author
ity it appears that the documents furnished by the British 
Government furnish sufficient primit fade evidence to justify 
the extradition.

The Russian authorities shall admit as valid evidence 
records drawn up by the British authorities of tho deposi
tions of witnesses, or copies thereof, aud records of conviction 
or other judicial documents or copies thereof : Provided that 
the. said documents he signed or authenticated by an authority 
whoso competence shall bo certified by the seal of a Minister 
of State of Her Britannic Majesty.

Article XTT.
The extradition shall not take place unless the evidence bo 

found sufficient, according to the laws of tho State applied to, 
either to justify the committal of the prisoner for trial, in 
case the crime had been committed in the territory of the 
said State, or to prove that the prisoner is the identical person 
convicted by the Courts of tho State which makes the requisi
tion, and that the crime of which he has been convicted is 
one in respect of which extradition could, at the time of such 
conviction, have hern granted by the State applied to. And 
the fugitive criminal shall not be surrendered until the 
expiration of fifteen days from the date of Ins being committed 
to prison to await his surrender.

Ahitele XIII.

If the individual claimed by one of the two High Con
tracting Parties in pursuance of the present Treaty should bo 
also claimed by one or several other Powers on account of 
other crimes or offences committed upon their respected terri
tories, his extradition shall be giautcd to that State whoso 
demand is earliest in date.

Article XIV.
If sufficient evidence for the extradition be not produced 

within two months from the date of tho apprehension of the 
fugitive, or within such further time as tho State applied 
to', or the proper Tribunal thereof shall direct, the fugitive 
shall be set at liberty.

Article XV.
All articles seized which were in the possession of the 

peisson to be surrendered, at the time of Ins appiehension, 
shall, if the competent authority of the Slate applied to for 
the extindition lias ordered the delivery thereof, be given up 
when the extradition takes place ; and the said delivery shall 
extend not merely to the stolen articles, but to everything 
that may sc ive as a proof of the crime.

Article XVI.
All expenses connected with extradition shall be borne by 

the demanding State.

Article X.
Si 1c fugitif est arretd sur le territoire Bntuunique, il sera 

aussitflt amend devant un Magistral compdtent qui devra 
rontemlie et procOdar h I'examen pi'dliminaire dc Paftaire de la 
memo manici'c que si Parresiation avait cu lieu pour un crime 
eommis sur territoire Britamiique. '

Lea autoritds de la Grande-Bretagnc quand dies proefi- 
deront h I'examen dtabli liar les stipulations prdeddentes 
deviont admettre comme preuves entihrcment valables les 
ddpnsitious assermontdes ou Ids affirmations faites en Russie, 
ou les copies dc ces pitacs, de memc que les Mandats d'Arret 
etles sentences rendues dans ce pays, ainsi que les certificate 
de condamnation ou les pieces judieiaires constatant lo fait 
d’une condamnation, pourvu que ces documents soient rendus 
authentiques de la monidre Suivalltc :—

1. Un mandat doit dtre signd par un Juge, Magistrat, on 
ofiicier de I’Empire Russe,

2. Les dispositions ou affirmations ou les copies de ces pidoes 
doivent porter la signature d’un Juge, Magistrat, ou officier 
de I’Empire Russe, constatant quo ces impositions ou ces 
affirmations sc trouvent etre cn expedition originale ou en 
copie vidimde selon le cas.

3. Un certificat dc condamnation ou un document judb 
ciaire constatant le fait d’une condamnation doit dtre ccrtififi 
par un Juge, Magistrat, ou officiorde I’Empire Russe.

4. Ces mandats, depositions, affirmations, copies, certificate, 
ou documents judieiaires doivent litre rendus authentiques 
dans ehaque cas. soit par le serment d’un tfimoin, soit par 
Tapposition du scenu official du Ministre de la J ustico, ou de 
tout autre Ministre dc I'Empiro Russe ; cepcndnnt, les piiices 
susdnoncOes pourrnnt litre rendues authentiques de toute autre 
matiiero qui serait rcconmic par les lois Locales cn vigueur 
dans la jiartie du territoiie Britannique, on I’examen de 
I’affiiirc Hiira lieu.

Article XT.
L'extradition d’un fugitif arretd cn Russie sera accordde, s’il 

rdsulto de rexamcn qui en sera fait par nne autorite com- 
pfitente que les documents founds par le Gouvemement 
Britannique cnntiemicnt des preuves primd facie sullisantes 
pour justifier l’extradition.

Les autoritds Russes devront admettre comme preuves 
enttevciuent valables les proees-verbaux des depositions dc 
tdnioins dresses par les autorites Britanniques, ou lea copies 
dc cos proecs-verbaux ; ainsi que les procos-veibaux des cou- 
damnalions oil anti es documents judieiaires, ou les copies do 
ces acfea ; pourvu que ccs documents soient signds ou rendus 
authentiques par une autorite dout la competence, sera 
ccrtifidc par le sceau d’un Ministre d'Ktat dc Sa Majeatd 
Britannique.

Article XII.
' L'exti'adition n’aura lieu que dans le eaa oil lea preuves 
fournies auront dte trouvdes fmffisantes, d’aprus les Inis de 
I’Etat requis, soit pour justifier lo mise sous jugement du 
prisonnier dans le eas on le crime aurait <5tc eommis sur lo 
territoire du dit Etat, soit pour constatcr Videutite dn pri- 
sonniei' avee I’individu coudamnd par Ids Trilnmaux de I'Etat 
rcqnerant ct prouver que lo crime dont il a dtd rcconnu 
coupable amnit pu causer sou extindition par I'Etat requis a 
1’dpoque dc aa condamnation. L'extradition du fugitif n’aura 
lieu qn‘a Respiration d'un termc de quinzo jours ii dater dc sou 
empiisonnemciit en vue de l’extradition. .

Article XIII.
Si riudividu rdclamd par rime des Kautes Parties Con- 

traetantDS en execution du pidscut Traitd est aussi rdclaind 
par une ou plusieurs autres Puissances, du chef d’antres crimes 
ou ddlits eommis sin leurs temtoircs respeetifs. son extradi
tion sera accordde i I’Etat dont la demande ost la plus 
aucicmic en date.

Article XIV.
Le fugitif sera mis en libertd si les preuves snffisantes 

1'appui do la demande en extindition ne sont pas produites 
dans I’cspace de deux mois a purtir du jour do I'urrestntion on de 
tel autre terms pins dloignd qui aura dtd mdiqud par I'Etat 
requis ou 1c Tribunal competent de cct Etat.

Article XV. -
Les objets saisis en la possession de Pindividn rdclamd an 

moment de son aerostation seiont, si 1’autorite compdteuto de 
I’Etat requis en a ordonnd la remise, Hvrds lorsque I'cxtradi- 
tion aura lien ; cette remise no compreudra pas seulement Ids 
objets voids, mais encore tout ue qui peut servir de piece de 
conviction.

Article XVI.
Toutes les ddpenses occasiomides par une demande d’extra

dition scront i la charge dc I'Etat requdrant.



Article XVII.
When, for tho purposes of a criminal matter, not being of a 

political character, pending in any of its Courts or Tribunals, 
cither Government shall deairc to obtain the evidence of wit
nesses residing in the other State, a “Commission Bogatoire” 
to that end shall be sont through the diplomatic channel, and 
which shall he executed in conformity with tho law of the 
State where the evidence is to he taken.

The Government which sends the “ Commission Bogatoire’’ 
will, however, take all necessary steps and pay all expenses 
for finding and procuring the attendance before the Magistrate 
of tho witnesses named for examination in such Commission.

Article XVIII.
Tho stipulations of the present Treaty shall bo applicable to 

the Colonies and foreign possessions of Her Britannic Majesty, 
so far as the laws for tho time being in force in such Colonics 
and foreign possessions respectively will allow.

The requisition for the surrender of a fugitive criminal who 
has taken refuge in any of such Colonics or foreign possessions 
may he made to tho Governor or chief authority of such 
Colony or possession by the Chief Consular Officer of the 
Bussian Empire in such Colony or possession.

Such requisitions may ho disposed of, subject always, as 
nearly as may ho, and so far as the law of such Colony or 
foreign possession will allow, to the provisions of this Treaty, 
by the said Governor or chief authority, who, however, shall 
be at liberty cither to grant the sutrender, or to refer the 
matter to his Government.

Her Britannic Majesty shall, however, ho at liberty to 
make special arrangements in the British Colonies and foreign 
possessions for the surrender of Russian cinniiials who may 
take refuge within such Colonics and foreign possessions, on the 
basis, as nearly as may be, and so far as the law of such 
Colony or foreign possession wall allow, of the provisions of 
the present treaty.

Bequisitious for tho surrender of a fugitive criminal 
emanating from any Colony or foreign possession of Her 
Britannic Majesty shall be governed by tho rules laid down 
in the preceding Articles of the present Treaty.

Article XIX.
The present Treaty shall come into force ten days after its 

publication, in conformity with the forms prescribed by the 
laws of the High Contracting Vavties. It may be terminated 
by either of the High Contracting Parties at any time on 
giving to the other six months’ notice of its intention to do so.

The Treaty shall he ratified, and the ratifications shall he 
exchanged at London as soon as possible.

In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have 
signed the same, and have aihxed thereto the seal of their 
arms.

Bone at London, the twenty-fourth day of November, 1SSG.

Article XVII.
Lorsque dans la poursuite d'une affaire pfinalenou politique, 

Tun des deux Gouverncments jugcra ndeesaaire Taudition dc 
ttimoins domieiliiis dans 1'autre Etat, une Commission Boga
toire sera envoyte a cet effet par la voio diplomatique et iT y 
sera doting suite en observant les lois du pays oil Taudition des 
tihnoins devra avoir lieu.

L'Etat requdrant s’engage h faire les demarches n£cessaircs 
et de pourvoir aux dispenses pour la recherche et la citation 
devant le Magistrat des tdmoius indiquds dans ia Commission 
Bogatoire.

Article XVIII.
Les stipulations du present Traitd scront applicables mix 

Colonics et possessions dtrangbros de Sa Majestc Britannique 
pour autant quo faire so pourra d’aprds les lois en vigueur 
dans ces Colonics ct possessions dtrangercs respcctivement.

La demande d’extradition d’un criminel qui s’est rdfugid 
dans nne de ccs Colonies ou possessions dtrangferes pourra 
Otre faite au Gouvcrneur ou a I’autoritd supdrieure de cette 
Colonic ou possession par Tautoritd Consulaire principale de 
I’Empirc de Russie dans cette Colonie ou possession.

Le Gouvemcur ou Tantoritd supdrienre mentioimd ci-dessus, 
ddcidera a Tdgard de telles demandes, en so conformant, 
autant que faire se pourra, d’aprds les lois de ces Colonies ou 
possessions dtrangdres, aux stipulations du prdsent Traitd. 
11 sera toutefois hbre d'accorder Textradition ou de soumettre 
le cas if son Gouvemement.

11 est rdservd toutefois h Sa Majestd Britannique de faire, 
on se conformant autant que fame se pourra, d’aprds les lois 
de oes Colonies ou possessions dtrangdres, aux stipulations du 
prdsent Traitd, des arrangements spdeiaux dans les Colonies 
ou possessions dtrangdres pour Textradition de criminels 
Busses qui auraient trouvd un refuge dans ces Colonies ou 
possessions dtrangdres.

Les demandes coneernqnt Textradition de criminels que se 
sont dchappds d’une des Colonies ou possessions dtrangdres de 
8a Majestd Britannique scront traitds suivant les dispositions 
des Articles prdeddents du prdsent Traitd.

Article XIX. ,
La prdsente Convention sera oxdcutoire 1 dater du dixidmo 

jour aprds sa promulgation, dans les formes prescrites par les 
lois des deux pays. Cliacune des Hautes Parlies Contrac
tantes pourra en tout temps mettre fin an Traitd en domiant 
a Tautre six mois k Tavance avis de son intention.

Elle sera ratifide, et les ratifications en seiont dchangdes it 
Londres, aussitdt que faire se pourra.

En foi de quoi, les Pldnipotentiaires respeetifs ont signd la 
prdsente Convention, et y ont appose Ic cachet do leurs armes.

Fait ii Londres, le t ingt-quatro Novembre, 1SSG.

(l.s.) IDDESLEICH.
Il.s.) STAAL.

Aud whereas the ratifications of the said Treaty were exchanged at London, on the second day of February, one thousand 
eight hundred and eighty-seven.

Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by aud with the advice of Her Privy Council, and in virtue of the authority committed 
to Her by the said recited Acts, dotli order, and it is hereby ordered that from and after the twenty-first day of March, one 
thousand eight hundred and eighty-sevon, the said Acts shall apply in tiie case of Russia, and of the said Treaty with His 
Majesty the Emperor of Russia,

_ Provided always, and it is hereby further ordered, that the operation of the said Acts shall be suspended within the 
Dominion of Canada so far as relates to the Bussian Empire aud to the said Treaty, and so long as the provisions of the 
Canadian Acts aforesaid continue in force, and no longer.

C. L. PEEL.

[6d.] 520-B
Srdncj : Charles I’otter, Government Printer—1SSS.
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1887-8.

Legislative Assehblv.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

SWAMP-STREET, DOUBLE BAY.
(CORRESrONDEVCE IN CONNECTION WITH TEOPOSEI) ALIENATION OE.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assemblg to le printed, 31 Mag, 1885.

LETTJEN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated Srd Way, 1888, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House,—

<! Copies of all letters, plans, reports, and other papers connected with the 
“ proposed alienation of 8 acres, more or less, known as Swamp-street, 
“Double Bay,”

{Mr. JSeUd.)

no. SCHEDULE. page.
3. LiiUer from the Under Secrelury for Lands to Hr. I’at.rioh Diniuml. 8 JIaruh, 1888................................................. 1
2. The same to Captain Bouveric. 8 Hard), 1S83..................................................................................................................... 2
8. Tho same to Melbourne Green, Esi|. 8 March, 1888 .......................................................................................................... 2
U The same to Mr. E. Scholes. S March, 1SSS.................................................................................   2
5. Tho samo to R. C. Backhouse, Esq. S March, 1SS8...........................................................................................   2
(i. The same to C. G. Lloyd, Heq. 8 March, 1888..................................................................................................................... 2
7. The same to Mr. E. S. Newell. 8 March, 1888....................................................................   2
3. The same lo P. J. Hourigan, Eeq. 8 March, 18S8................................................................................................................. 2

The same to the Reverend S. Bryant. 8 March, 1888......................................................................................................... 3
10. The same to Mr. W. H. Elavclle. 8 March, 1888................................................................................................................. 3
11. T. E. Hall and other's to tho ITonornble tho Minister for Lands. 9 March, 1888............................................................. 3
12. Application for special purchase of certain land by P. J. Hourigan, with minutes. 12 March, 1S8S ........................... 3
13. Tho same by T. C. Robinson, with minnies. 12 March, 1888 ....................................................................................... 4>
14. TV. H. Flavoilc to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minute. 13 March, 1883 .......................................................... 4
15. Application for special purchase of certain land by Clias. G. Sledge, with minute. 14 March, 18S8 ........................... 4
1C. E. S. Newell to the Under Secrelnry for Lands. Iti March, 1888 .................................................................................... *>
17. Application for special purchase of certain land by the same, with minute. 19 March, 1SSS ....................................... 5
IS. The same by Thomas Rowling, with minute. 19 March, 1888 ......................................................................................... f>
19. From E. U. Hardie to the Under Secretary for Lands, ruth enclosures. 1 May, 1888 ......................................................8

No. 1.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. Patrick Dimond.

Sir, Dqjnrlmcnl of Lands, Sydney, S Murelr, 1S8S.
I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform yon that applications to purchase tho laud 

which is embraced within Swamp-street, Double Bay, will, if made under section GG of the Crown Lands 
v'ict of LSy-J, be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of that section.

J lirno, Ac.,
STEPHEN Lit ELMAN.

(Lor the Under Secretary).

8-14— ■
[£30 topics—Approximate Coat uf Triuting (labour nud material), £7 13s. 0d,)

Ne, 2,
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No. 2.
Tb o Unde]’ Secretary for Lands to Captain Uonverie.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney. S March, 18SS.
1 am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform you that applications to purchase the laud 

which is embraced within Swamp-streot, Double Day, will, if made wider section 66 of the Grown Lands 
Act of 1S8L be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of that section.

I have. &c.,
STEPHEN DREDMAN,

(Dor the Under Secretary).

2

No. 3.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Melbourne Green. Esq.

Sir. Department of Lands, Sydney, S March, 188S.
’ I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform yon that applications to purchase the land 

which is embraced within Swamp-street, Double Bay, will, it made under section 66 of the Crown Lands 
Act of 1884, be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of that section.

1 have, &c.,
STEPHEN FREEMAN,

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 4,
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr, E. Scholes.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 8 March, 1888.
1 I am directed by the Secretary for Lands lo inform you that applications to purchase tho 

land which is embraced within Swamp-street. Double Day. will, if made wider section 66 of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1881, be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of that section.

] have, Ac.,
STEPHEN FREEMAN,

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 5.
The Under Secretary for Lands to It. 0. Backhouse, Esq.

Sir. . Department of Lauds, Sydney, S March, 1888.
] am directed bv tho Secretary for Lands to inform you that applications to purchase the 

laud which is embraced within Swamp-street. Double Day, will, if made under section 66 of tbe Crown 
Lands Act of 1881, be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of that section.

1 have. Ac.,
STE PH E N F RE EM A N,

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 6.
The Under Secretary for Lands to C. G. Lloyd, Esq.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney. 8 March, 1888.
1 am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform you that applications to purchase the 

laud which is embraced within Swamp-streot, Double Day, will, if made under section 66 of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1.8S1, be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of that section.

1 have. Ac.,
STEPHEN FREEMAN,

(For tho Under Secretary).

No. 7. .
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. E. S. Newell.

Sir, - Department of Lands, Sydney, 8 March, 1888.
I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform you that applications to purchase the laud 

which is embraced within Swamp-street, Double Day, will, if made under section 66 of tbe Crown Lands 
Act of 1881, be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of that section.

J have, Ac..
STEPHEN FREEMAN,

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 8.
The Under Secretary for Lands to P. J. Houriyan, Esq.

Sir, Department of Lauda, Sydney, S March, 1888.
1 am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform you that applications to purchase the land 

which is embraced within Swamp-street, Double Day, will, if made under section 66 of the Crown Lands 
Act of 1884’. be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of that section.

J have, Ac.,
STEPHEN FREEMAN,

(For the Under Secretary).
No. 8.
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i\o. 9.
Tbe Under Secretary for Lands to The Lev. S, Bryant.
, i _ Department of Lands, 8 March, 1888.

_ I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform yon ihat-applications to purchase the land 
'vhidi is embraced within Swamp-street, Double Bay, will, if made under section 66 of the Crown Lands 
Act of 1881, be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of that section.

I hare, &e.,
. STEPHEN FREEMAN,

(For tho Under Secretary).

No. 10. .
The Under Secretary for Lauds to Mr. AY. H. L Lav elle.

Si'’. _ _ i Department of Lands, Sydney, 8 March, 1888,
_ _ _ lam directed by the Minister for Lands to inform you that applications to purchase the laud

which is included within Swamp-street, Double Bay, will, if made under section 66 of the Crown Lands 
Act of 1884, be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of that section.

I have, &c,,
STEPHEN FREEMAN,

(For the Under Secretary).

- No. 11.
Mr. T. E. Hall and others to The Minister for Lands.

, Double Bay, Sydney, 9 March, 1888.
We, the undersigned owners of adjacent land to Swamp-street, in the Borough of Woollahra, hereby 
protest and object to tbe sale or alienation of Swamp-street or any portion of it, as proposed or suggested 
by your Department.

T. E. HALL,
JOHN HOUGHTON,

■---------■ WM. MORTIMER.
The objection should probably be noted by Miscellaneous Branch, in event of applications to 

purchase parts of Swamp-street being made.—A. J. Siorns (for Surveyor-General), 21/3/88. The Under 
Secretary for Lauds. See also paper within. Yes; Mr. De Low will please see to this.—
S.F.. 24,'3/SS.

No. 12.
Application by Air. P. J. Uourigan.

Form 26. No. 43 of 1888.
/Crown Lunds Act of 1S81—Part .111, sect ions 63, 64, 66, and 67.] 

Application for a Special Purchase under the Crown Lands Act of 1881. 
Received the sum of £10, being tbe deposit required on this application.

The Treasury, New' South "Wales, 121 h March, 1888.
P. J. KOLDSWORTH.

103 Elizabeth-street. Sydney. 12 March, 1888.
1>-accordance with the provisions of section 66 of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, 1, Patrick John 
Hourigan, hereby apply for tho purchase of certain land, which is insufficient in area for conditional sale, 
hereunder described, a receipt is hereon showing that the sum of £10 has been lodged with the Colonial 
Treasurer on account of such application.

Annexed hereto is a plan illustrative of the position of tbe area applied for.
P. J. HOURIGAN.

To the Under Secretary for Lands.
Description of land applied for:

County of Cumberland, parish of Alexandria, being the Crown land indicated upon the sketch 
hereunder, and defined by red edging,* having 52 feet frontage to Ocean-street, and extending back 132 
feet therefrom.

* Dotted lines in red

Mr.
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Mr. De Low,—The enclosed applications foi1 special purchases were handed to me to-day. The 
applicants asked me to forward them to the officer who receives such applications, which I promised to do. 
—C.W.T., 12/3/88. Mr. Lester. -

See me with plan.—J.W.D. Referred to Mr. District-Surveyor Deering for report, &c.—
R.H.D. (for the Under Secretary), B.C., Lands, 15 March, 1888.

.. 4

No. 13.
Application, by Mr. T. C. liobmson.

Dorm 26. No. 42 of 1888.
[Crown Lands Act of 1881—Part HI, sections 63, 61, 66, and 67.]

Application for a Special Purchase under the Crown Lands Act of 1881.
Received the sum of £10, being the deposit required on this application.° 1 P. J. KOLDSWORTH.

The Treasury, New South Wales, 12th March, 1SSS.
No. 106 William.street, Sydney, 12 March, 1888.

Is accordance with the provisions of section 66 of the Crown Lands Act of 1881, I, Thomas Charles 
Robinson, hereby apply for the purchase of certain land which is insufficient in area for conditional 
sale, hereunder described, a receipt is hereon, showing that the sum of £10 lias been lodged with the 
Colonial Treasurer on account of such application.

Annexed hereto is a plan illustrative of tho position of the area applied for.
1 T. C. ROBINSON.

To the Under Secretary for Lands.

Description of land applied for:
County of Cumberland, parish of Alexandria, being tho Crown land indicated upon the sketch 

hereunder, and defined by red edging,* having 33 feet frontage to Ocean-street, and extending back 115 J- 
feet therefrom.

Lot 41 of

— 'l
X s0 ^ ' 'I

* Dotted lines in red,

Total depth of about 1651 feet. N.B.—My land running right through for an equal measure
ment of IGS-?,- feet frontage to Cross-street as well as my frontage to Ocean-street.—T.C.R. Referred to 
Mr. District-Surveyor Dcering for report, &c.—R.H.D. (for the Undersecretary), B.O.,Lands, 15 March, 
1888.

No. 14.
W. H. Flavellc, Esq., J.P., to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Dear Sir, ' 340 George-strect, Sydney, 13 March, 1S8S.
I received a notice from the Lands Department, dated March Sth, 1888, informing me that 1 

could make application for land in Swamp-street, Double Bay. 1 wish to know where I can see a plan of 
the land to be sold, also what is the upset price, also, a most material point, viz., are_ you gomg to allow 
some of tbe people having a mere possessory title lo some of the frontages, to acquire portions of tho 
closed road, thereby giving a good title to land at the back, where perhaps tho frontage title may bo 
voided any moment, or do yon mean to make each applicant show a clean title to his respective frontage 
first.

I have a Torrens title to my land. Yours, &c.,
WILLIAM H. DLAYELLB.

Mr, Flavcllc made personal inquiry yesterday on the subject of this letter, and was referred to the 
Under Secretary for Lands for the information sought.—A. J. Stopj’S (for Surveyor-G-enenil), 21j8/S3, 
Mr. Do Low.—S.D., 24/3/S8,

No. 15.
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No. 13.
Application by Mr. C. Gr. Sledge.

Form 26. No. 46, of 1888,
[Crown Lands Act of 1884—Part III, sections 63, 64, 66, and 67,]

Application for a Special Purchase under tbe Crown Lands Act of 1884.
Received the sum of £10, being the deposit required on this application.

61 P. J. HOLDS'WORTH.
The Treasury, New South "Wales, 14th March, 1888.

Double Bay, Woollahra, 14 March, 1888.
In accordance with the provisions of section 66 of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, J, Charles George Sledge, 
hereby apply for the purchase of the land to which no way of access exists, and which is also insufficient 
in area for conditional sale, hereunder described, a receipt is hereon showing that the sum of £10 has been 
lodged with the Colonial Treasurer on account of such application. _

Annexed hereto is a plan illustrative of the position of the area applied for.
CHARLES GEORGE SLEDGE,

To the Under Secretary for Lands. “ Kanimbla,” South-street, Double Bay.

Description of land applied for :
County of Cumberland, parish of Alexandria, being tbe Crown land indicated upon tbe sketch 

hereunder, and defined by red edging.*

4 Dotted Hnos in red,

-U-ocu
1 — j J jT 1

j a -1CD:i
£ About, GO ft Ii 8

-u
Pledge. s FUvcl'.e. c

si-t-s i Crown I'g Laud. |
5 • l|*

yi

<

Referred to Mr. District-Surveyor Deering for report, Ac.—R.H.D. (for the Under Secretary), 
B.C., Lands, 16/3/88.

No. 16.
E. S. Newell, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Caradoc, Bay-street, Donble Bay, 16 March, 1888. 
In reply to your letter, dated Sth instant, respecting purchase of land in Swamp-street, Double 

Bay, would you kindly inform me what would be the price. It is necessary for me to know this before 
deciding, as my means are limited. Yours, &c.,

E. S. NEWELL.

No. 17.
Application by Mr. E. S. Newell.

Form 26. No. 49 of 1888.
[Crown Lands Act of 1884—Part HI, sections 63, 64, 66, and 67.] •

Application for a Special Purchase under the Crown Lands Act of 1884.
Received the sum of £10, being the deposit required on this application.

* p j KOLDSWORTH.
The Treasury, New South Wales, 21st March, 1888.

Bay-street, Double Bay, 19 March, 1883.
In accordance with the provisions of section 66 of the Crown Lauds Act of 1884,1, Elizabeth Sarah 
Newell, hereby apply for the purchase of certain laud which is insufficient in area for conditional sale, 
liereuudcr described, a receipt is hereon showing that the sum of £10 has been lodged with the Colonial 
Treasurer on account of such application.

Annexed hereto is a plan illustrative of the position of the area applied for.
E. S. NEWELL.

To the Under Secretary for Lands.
Description
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Description of laud applied for:
County of Cumberland, parish of Alexandria, being the Crown land indicated upon the sketch 

hereunder, and defined by red edging/’haring 77^ feet frontage to Bav-strect. and extending back 7At 
feet, or thereabouts. a a

Referred to Mr. District-Surveyor Dcering for report. &C.—R.H.D. (for the Under Secretary'). 
B.C., Lands, 23 March, 1S8S. * ''

No. 18,
Application l>y Mr. T. E,ogling.

Rom 26, No. 50 of 1888.
[Crown Lands Act of 1884—Bart III, sections 63, 64, 66, and 67.]

Application for a Special Purchase under tbe Crown Lands Act of 1884.
Received tbe sum of £10, being tho deposit required on tins application.

,,, m ^ , P- J. HOLDSWORTH,
The Treasury, Lew South Males. 22nd March, 1888.

T T , , , . Bay-street, Double Bay, 19 March, 1888.
In accordance noth the provisions of section 66 of the Crown Lands Act of 1884,‘l, Thomas Rowling, 
hereby applj for the purchase of certain land, which is insufficient in area for conditional sale, hereunder 
described, a receipt is hereon showing that the sum of £10 has been lodged with the Colonial Treasurer 
on account of such application.

Annexed hereto is a plan illustrative of the position of the area applied for. . .

To the Under Secretary for Lands.
THOMAS ROWLING-.

Description.of land applied for:
County of Cumberland, parish of Alexandria, being the Crown land indicated upon the sketch 

hereunder, and defined hy red edging/ haring 77-} feet frontage to Bay-street, and extending back 
77 feet or thereabouts. ' 13

* Dotted hoes in red.

Referred to Mr. District-Surveyor Dcering, for report.—R.H.D. (for the Under Secretary). 
B.C., Lands, 24 March, 1888. ; fe f v jj,

No. 19.
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R. II. Hardie, Esq., to The Under Secretary lor Lands.
Sicamp-slrcet, Double Bay.

Sir, 133 Pitt-street, Sydney, 1 Slay, 1888.
On behalf of ilrs. Leslie, nnd as her agent, I desire to object to the alienation or closing up 

of Swamp-street, Double Bay. Mrs. Leslie’s property, purchased from the Crown by her father, Mr. C. 
G-ordon, in 1835, has some 300 feet frontage to Swamp-street, and if such alienation is made all possible 
means for drainage will be closed, and this in face of a growing population and air increased number of 
dwellings being erected.

It is especially desirable that this means for future drainage be not closed as close byis a large 
Public School, and what is unhealthy for the district must be injurious to the children.

Swamp-street is wide, aud might well be used for its original purpose; and also be planted out by 
tbe local Council as a llecreation Iteserve for the people.

Trusting that the attempt which I understand is being made by one or two interested parties to 
get this street alienated will not be granted. I have, &e..

110BERT W. HARDIE.

7

. No. 19.

[Enclosures^]
Sir, Cratine, Point Piper Hoad, Paddington, .Sydney, 30 April, 1888.

As I understand an agitation is on foot to do away with Swamp-street. Double Bay, shown on the old maps, aud 
mentioned aa Swamp-street in the deeds of the allotments, 1 lieg to inform you that I am the owner of the original allot
ments fifteen and sixteen, fronting Swamp-street, ami my deeds give me a mintage to that street, 1 therefore lirmly and 
respectfully piotest against the infringement of my rights to that street frontage, as I wish to see the street opened nnd 
drainage provided without any further delay. f have, &c..

" il. LKS-SLIH.
The Linder Secretary for Lands. (Mni. Hciwibaii Lesslte, Owner.)

Sir, The Treasury, New South Wales, 28 April, 1888.
I have the honor to inform you that tliu deed fee due on the selection mentioned in the margin was credited to 

revenue on 27th April, IS8S. 1 have, &e..
W, XKWOOM BK,

To the Under Secretary for Lunds, (for the Under Secretary).

tI, Spilsbnry, 
Wellington ; <0 
neros ; selected 
on 17th Decern- hvr, 1863; deed 
fee, £1*

Sir* The Treasuiy, 27 December, iSGti.
I am directed to aimoN a Schedule, accompanied by a declaration in each case, of moneys paid into this office, on 

24th instant, as balance due upon conditional purchases.
1 may add that the several amounts have been carried to the Consolidated Revenue Fund, subject to the declaration 

being countersigned by tbe Minister for Lands, on the conditions of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 18G1 having been 
complied with. T have,

To the Under Secretary for Lands. HKXRY

ScitEDULi: KEEEKHEU TO.
Spdsbury, J., Wellington ; selected on 17th December ; area, 40 acres; balance, £30.

ftidiicv Charley Potter, Uo'ornmoit Printei.—JfrSS
[<w-3 ' .
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

THE MISSES SAVAGE.
(PETITION OF)

Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 4 July, 1888.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable tho Members of the Legislative Assembly of Vcw South
"Wales, in Parliament assembled. .

' The humble Petition of Mary Charlotte Savage, Ellen Savage, and Alicia Jane Savage,—
Humiij-.t SnowETH:—

_ That your Petitioners are tho daughters of the late Arthur Savage, Surgeon, It oval Navy, who 
after having successfully taken charge of several convict ships to Sydney from England, emigrated to 
Sydney with his family, with the sanction of the Admiral.ty, in 1838, and held the appointment of Health 
Officer of Port Jackson for thirteen years.
_ That his health completely gave way under the severe fatigue and anxiety consequent upon the 
increase of work caused by the influx of shipping after the gold discoveries, and he died on the 20th Julv, 
1852, aged 55 years. '

That adverse circumstances arising from no fault of their own have compelled your Petitioners for 
many years to support themselves, that the health of two of your Petitioners has quite broken down under 
the pressure of seventeen years severe trouble, one daughter having been delicate all her life.

That it is now difficult for your Petitioners to maintain themselves.
That your Petitioners believe they have a claim for good service rendered to the Colony by-their 

late father, for which no gratuity or pension has ever been received.
That the late Dr. Savage was a good and meritorious officer, who died in harness, having faithfully 

served the Colony. ’ ’
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the circumstances 

detailed in the foregoing Petitiou into careful and favourable consideration, and so deal with your Petitioners 
as to your Honorable House may seem just and right.

And your Petit ioneis, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[3 signatures.']

[3*] 990—
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

THEFTS OF WOEKMEN’S TOOLS.
(RETUEN RESPECTING.)

Ordered ly ihe Legislative Assembly to le ‘printed, 28 February, 1888.

[Laid upon the Table of this Souse in accordance with promise made by the CAonial Secretary, in answer 
to Question L'o. 9, Votes So. 53) of Wednesday, 15 February, 1888.]

(9.) Thefts of Workmen’s Tools:—Mr. Schey asked the Colonial Secretary,—
(1.) Has he any objection to lay upon the Table of this House a Eeturn showing:—(1) How 
many complaints have been made to the police of thefts of workmen's tools during the last two 
years; (2) how many prosecutions have been initiated by the police during a like period for such 
offences; (3) how many convictions have been obtained;—this Eeturn to be limited to the city 
of Sydney.
(2.) Does he require such Eeturn to be moved for, or will he now cause it to be supplied ?
Sir Henry Parkes answered,—If the Honorable Member thinks that tbis Eeturn will be of value— 
I confess I do not see tbe value of it myself—I am quite willing to have it prepared, and to lay it 
upon tbo Table, confining it to the city of Sydney, .

EBTUBE showing the number of Complaints made to the Police of Thefts of Workmen’s Tools within 
tho city of Sydney, prosecutions initiated, and convictions obtained, during tho last two years.

Complaints. Prosecutions, Convictions. Remarks.

149 75 62 The greater number of these larcenies were committed in 
consequence of the workmen’s tools being left unprotected 
by uight about the buildings where they were being used.

Tho Inspector-General of Police, G. EEAD,
23 February, 1888. Superintendent.

£**■]
540—
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(thikd session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

THE REVEREND DANIEL R M. HtJLBERT.
(PETITION OP.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 15 November, 1887.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, now assembled in Parliament.
The Petition of the undersigned Ecclesiastic,—■

YkEY IIL'MlSLY SnOWETBf,—

_ 1. That for thirty-nine years your Petitioner has been in the direct pay of Hof Imperial
Majesty, and for over thirty years of honorable period of sendee, through having been appointed a 
stipendiary pastor in Goulburn Church District, by Viceroy Sir William Denison and his Executive Council, 
some two months after the decease of the Very Reverend Commissary Cartwright, Master of Aits, he has 
mostly resided in Goulburn township, as did his predecessor.

2. That such appointment by recommendation of the deceased Primate, Tfederic Barker, D.D., was 
wholly unsought for and unsolicited by the Petitioner, then living in Goulburn, and that he, as a new arrival 
and consequently unacquainted with the powers and prerogatives of the above-named Governor-General, 
accepted the proffered office and function, in implicit faith and entire reliance on the assurance that a 
free residence would speedily be built for him, as ordered by the Colonial Statutes, aud that so soon as 
he could obtain and forward to Sydney upwards of 500 signatures of adults willing to accept his services, 
he would be entitled to an annual allowance from the Treasury of £250, in addition to a probable equal 
amount in surplice-fees aud voluntary gifts from the laity; such signatures only to be obtained outside 
the immediate neighbourhood of the Goulburn township, so as to leave to Rev. Wm. Sowerby an adequate 
number of adults to secure his allowance from tbe Crown also.

8; That nearly five months of arduous and perilous horsemanship, having purchased two horses 
and equipments for such labour, were expended in obtaining about 560 signatures, and within the outlving 
area of Goulburn Church District, even to some 50 to 60 miles remote from the Goulburn township so 
reserved by tbe Crown ; and your Petitioner lias been informed that the enrolment of adults has been 
duly preserved; yet not until the expiry of those five months did he receive £1 of the allowance from
H.M. Treasurer, the voucher for such first payment having been shown to him in the Office of Her 
Imperial Majesty’s Auditor-General in Sydney.

4. That an immediate promise of £500 was made to himself, followed by plans and specifications 
for a costly manse by tbe architect, the late Mr. Blackct, such promise also being personally renewed 
to Mr. John "William Chisholm, of "Whllogorang, and your former Speaker, Sir Terence Aubrey Murray, 
who severally informed your Petitioner thereof ; but inasmuch as Goulburn Church Trustees constantly 
affirmed that they had no funds in possession, and not £1 of the above promised £500 was ever remitted 
to either of us from Sydney, the plans supplied by Mr. Blackct wore of no greater value than the 
promises.

5. That your Honorable Assembly generously gave the Right Reverend Doctor Barker tbe sum 
of £1,600 for bis having come to this metropolis at liis own expense and only some few months before 
betaking himself and all appurtenances finally out of it; but that your Petitioner never has received £1 
out of H.M. Church Lands at Goulburn township, although by many removals which he has been com
pelled to make and by tho great costs of bringing out his family and valuable library and other effects 
(most materially damaged by removals) £1,200 will not compensate him for planting his children and 
children’s children here in perpetuity.

6. That about eleven months since, your Petitioner respectfully placed this grievous plaint before
His Excellency the present Governor-in-Chief, who, through his private secretary by letter wras pleased to 
advise him rather to place it before the responsible advisers of the Crown, the Cabinet of the Honorable 
Mr. Dibbs, •

266— 7.
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7. That your Petitioner did ao, and after many daya that honorable gentleman, the then Colonial 
Secretary, graciously assured him that “for every legal wrong-doing there existed a corresponding remedy, 
and that Her Majesty’s Trustees in Groulburn were equally as much bound to attend to this plaint as 
either he himself or the Colonial Treasurer or any other Cabinet Minister.”

8. That by reason of the suits at law in local courts and again in the Supreme Court,,resulting
from sundry notorious actions, your Petitioner awaited patiently the decision of_ Her Majesty s learned 
judges, three of whom unanimously and recently affirmed the same as your Petitioner initio had ever 
insisted upon, that not any ecclesiastic, whether Sowerby or Puddicombe, the plaintiff in that cause, ever 
was entitled to a larger annual sum than £150 per annum. .

0. That now, however, by an advertised notice to the public, your honorable Assembly is again to 
be importuned to award the sum of £300 a year, instead of the statutably enjoined £150 per annum ; and 
yet more, that a large amount of capital sum is in deposit account at a Goulburn bank to the credit of 
one Trustee only and not in the joint names of all H.M, Trustees, in tbe Colonial Treasury, with 
accumulating interest, which did not appear before their honors the three Supremo Court Judges, and 
which is very obviously imperilling that capital. _ , . .

10. Wherefore, lastly, taking all these premises into your very serious consideration, your Petitioner 
most humbly entreats your Honorable House to bear in mind that he himself js the sole surviving 
ecclesiastic who was appointed to Goulburn Church District by Her Majesty s Governor-G-eneral 
Denison, over thirty years ago.

(d.) That H.M. Trustees wrongfully and injuriously allowed Eev. "William Sowerby, father
. in-law of the senior Trustee, to appropriate the entire yearly revenues to his own family uses 

and indulgences until his own natural demise.
(&.) That fully £7,000 from first to last, inclusive of the above and down to this date, as publicly made 

known by your Petitioner, have, by reason of such Crown appointment, been spoliated from his
family; and _ c j

(c.) That the Bishop has constantly assured your Petitioner privately, as well as Goulburn Synod 
openly, that not £1 of the greatly increased revenues from the Crown “ Trust” Estates ever has 
been placed at his control or at his disposal hy Her Majesty’s Trustees, or any years current 
account, contrary to tbe plainest precept of the Statute, viz., 20 Victoria, No. 4,15 December, 
1857, which ordcreth thus:—

“Furthermore the Trustees of church lands once in each year shall furnish a true account 
of all rents (i.e., profits) received or receivable by them in respect of the lands entrusted 
to them by the Crown, under this Act of Parliament; and shall deliver^ also such 
account to the Bishop (i.c. Diocesan) yearly for his inspection and approval.”

Tour Petitioner consequently most humbly prays your honorable House to take such action as 
may secure your most favourable consideration for such an accumulation of wrongs, by reason of the 
aboveuamed appointment by Her Imperial Majesty’s Viceroy, Sir William Denison, and will be pleased 
also to grant a Select Committee'of Honorable Members of Parliament to investigate and determine, both 
retrospectively and prospectively, what requitals should be duly and truly made to your Petitioner by Her 
Imperial Majesty’s Trustees of the valuable trust estates in tbe town of Goulburn aforenamed.

DANIEL P. M. HTJLBERT.
Manly Beach, pro Goulburn, 5th November, 1887.

2

Sydney: Charles I’otter, Government Printer.—1BS7,
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SO U TH 'VV ALES.

TRADES MARKS.
(PETITION Fit Oil MANUFACTUHEBS AND MIDECHANTS FOB AMENDMENT OF ACT.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 2G April, 1S8S.

To the JhmorabJc tho .Ijegialmive Aa«emhly. in Pniiuiment ii^emhloil.
The Immble Petition ot some of tho Mniuifaetnrevs n.nd Mcrcbauls of Sydney,—

Resimsotfulta’ Showeth ;—
That tvhei'cns your Petitioners are suffering seriously from the loss of our empty packages, 

vessels, &o., bearing our trade-marks, brands, and names, we humbly pray that you will grant us relief 
by amending the “ Trade-marks Act of 1S65,” now in force. -

Believing it may not be generally known to tbe Honorable Legislative Assembly that while 
protecting the goods sold under a registered trade-mark the Act, as at present constituted, does not 
protect the empty packages, vessels, &c., such goods have boon packed in ; and as many of these packages, 
vessels, Ac., are, in the ordinary course of trade, lent to the customers, they arc in many instances sold to 
dealers, or destroyed or otherwise made away with thus, inflicting a grievous loss upon the manufacturer or 
merchant whose property they arc.

This want of protection also allows opportunities for unscrupulous persons to fraudulently use our 
trade-marks, and that in a maimer extremely difficult to detect and punish, as repacking or refilling one of 
our original packages or vessels can scarcely be called forging the trade-mark thereon.

A. case has boon tried bearing upon tbis in which the Judge ruled against the prosecutor by holding 
that “a bottle is a bottle/’

Your Petitioners, in the interest of honest manufacturers and merchants, do humbly pray you will 
so amend tho present Trade-marks Act as to extend its privileges aud protection to any packages or 
vessels, &c., whether empty or not, so long as they bear a registered trade-mark, brand, or name, by 
prohibiting tbe illegal use of, illegal dealing in (either buying or selling), the wilful destruction of, 
appropriation of, illegal detention of, or unlawful export of, any package or vessel, Ac., bearing a registered 
trade-mark, and the partially or wholly effacing, obliterating, altering, or mutilating any such registered 
trade-mark, brand, or name upon any package, vessel, Ac., whether empty or not, nudor pain of severe 
punishment.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, Ac.

[Sere follow 140 signatures.1

i

pw.] 721—
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

TOTALIZATOR LEGALIZING BILL.
(PETITION—CLARENCE RIVER JOCKEY CLUB.)

Received hy the Legislative Assembly, 21 February, 1888.

The Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales, in Parliament assembled.
Tlie Petition of tbe undersigned Members of the Clarence River Jockey Club,—

Humbly Showeth :—
1. That the propensity to speculation is inherent to the human mind.

2. That this propensity manifests itself to a marked degree in a tendency to engage in betting 
upon the truly national sport of horse-racing.

J. That your Petitioners are fully alive to the evils winch follow and surround at present tho 
excessive exercise of the propensity to speculate in betting, especially upon credit.

, That your Petitioners believe that this propensity should be controlled and guided as far as 
practicable comportablc with personal freedom. That your Petitioners believe one of the best methods 
tor limiting the evils of betting would be to legalise uuder certain restrictions the use of the machine 
known as the totalizator.

. That your Petitioners have learnt that the legalising of the totalizator machine in connection
itith the sport of horse-racing in the Colonies of Queensland and New Zealand have been followed by 
highly beneficial results, both in respect to the sport itself, and also as to the moral effect upon the 
community of speculating by wagers. -

6. That your Petitioners submit that restrictions of the following character would amply protect 
ihe public and prevent abuse:— .

(a.) That none but registered racing clubs should be licensed to use the machine.
(6.) That the authority or license should be issued by the Colonial Secretary after reference to 

the Bench of Magistrates at the place where it is proposed to use the machine, subject to 
revocation at any time. '

(c.) That not more than three machines should be used by any club at one time, and then only 
within the racegronnd under the control or management of the club.

(rf.) That each machine should be under the care and management of some competent person 
appointed by the club, and under the direct supervision of the committee,

(e.) That no club should be licensed to use the machine for more than six days in each year. 
i 7- That your Petitioners submit as some of the advantages which would follow the use of the 

totalizator,—
(a.) That the machine would in most cases give firmer odds to speculators than is obtainable 

from tbe credit bookmakers, whilst the public would be free to act according to their own 
judgment.

(A.) That the use of the machine would afford less inducement to dishonest running on the part 
of owners or persons having the control of horses, and for dishonest riding on the part of 
jockeys, inasmuch as what may be termed individual betting would be much lesseued.

(c.) That while not interfering with the freedom of those having ample means to hack their 
horses, or to bet under the credit system, the use of the machine for all investments being 
for cash, would amongst the less wealthy members of the community lessen the temptation 
that would otherwise exist, to run into debt, or to commit crime in order to honor losses 
brought about by indulgence in credit betting.

(d) That judging by experience obtained in places where tbe machine is in legal use, the cause 
of embezzlement by young men to pay racing debts would be minimised.

(e.) That the legalising of the machine under the control of tho racing club as hereiubeforo 
suggested would enable those clubs to offer larger prizes for competition, as well as to 
provide better racing and running tracks, and also to improve the accommodation for the 
public generally.

8. Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will take the premises 
into your consideration, and pass such measures as may be necessary to legalise under license the use of 
the machine known as the totalizator, subject to the control and management of the respective registered 
racing clubs of the Colony, for a period not exceeding six days in each year.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, Ac., Ac.. Ac.

[jjfcj'c fellow 82 siynatures.']
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1887-8.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

TOWNS OF FORBES AND PARKE8.
(BETUBN SHOWING AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT ON PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN.)

Ordered by the Leyislatiee Assembly to be printed, 10 July, 1888.

{Return prepared in accordance with promise made by the Sonoralle the Secretary for Public Works in 
reply to a question by Br. Boss, M.P., on the lOth instant ] ’

' Question. _
,10 statc Oppi'Oiimatcly) the amount of public money that has been expended in the erection

t,lc sa(,!’and oLher pubKc bllMi^ “ ^^ ^

(2‘) Sv0nJrPa1Aramati0n ^ ^ CJT0nditure of iniblic mou°y lbr Public buildings in the

Akswehs.
RETUltN of Amounts exj,ended upon tho erection, Ac., of Public Buildings, Ac, in the towns of Forbes 

_____________and Burkes, prepared m answer to question asked by Dr. Ross, M.P.

Building.

Now Post and Telegraph Office
Gaol ............. ...
Court-house ... ...
Police Quarters . , ...
Lands Office ..............

Post and Telegraph Office 
Police Station ... ,.,
Court-house ... ...
Warden’s Office ... ...

Period.

Foeiies.

1880, to 80 .Tune, 1888 
1882,. „ „
1879, „ „
1878, „ „
1877, „ „

Pahkes,
1879, to 30 Tune, 1888,
1883, „ „ .
1877, „ „ .
1877 ... .

Erection Repairs.

£
7,100
7,060
7,400
1,620

665

1,982 0 0 
3.056, 0 0 

445 0 0

Furniture.

£ s. d. 
500 0 0 
39 0 0 

406 0 0 
26 0 0 

652 0 0

86 0 0

44 6" 0 
54 0 0

[3d.] 1007—
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1887.
(third session.)

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

THE UNEMPLOYED.
(PARTICULARS RESPECTING.)

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to he printed, 23 November, 1887.

[Laid upon the Table of the House in, accordance with promise made by the Colonial Secretary in answer to 
Question No. 3 o/23 November, 1887.]

4. Ms. See ashed The Colokial Secsetaet,—
(l.) The total number of men employed by the Government upon relief works, including National 
Park ?
(2.) The name of the works upon which they are employed ? «
(3.) The number of men employed upon each ?
(4.) The area of land cleared upon each ?
(5.) "What area of land has been sold, and what sum has been realized ?
(G.) The total cost of the relief works up to date ?

BetuhR to Questions to be asked by Mr. See, M.P., Legislative Assembly, 23rd November, 1887. 
(1.) Total number of men employed, including National Park, 2,1G3.

(2.) (3-) (4.) _ (5.) (5.)
Name of Work, Number of Men Area of Land Area of Land Amount realized.

cleared. sold.

Acres. Acres, £ s. d.
Bceeroft ................................................ 3,250 242 11,954 15 0
Boys’ Beformatory..................................... 4
Berowra ... ... 202 133 101 608 0 O
Carlingford ... ... ... ... ... 1,717 100 8 872 7 %
Como............................................................ 130 101 1,969 8 7
Dobroyd ................................................ 20 80
Trench's Torest ..................................... I'M 250
Gordon .. ... ... ... ... 17 3,375
Holt-Sutherland Eoad ... .. .. MO 2G0
Heathcote ... ... .. ... .............. 425 202 8,234 13 9
Hornsby ..................................... .. GO 300
Hunter's Hill ..................................... G3 54

.........

..............
Dlawarra Bead ..................................... 45
Johnson’s Creek ... ... ...
Little Bay ... ... ... ... .. G 400
Liverpool Road ... ... ... 78 80
Narrabeen ................................................ 764 I.G62 I
National Park .................................... 542 ] 2,559
Peakhurs t Bead ... .,, ... ., 23 57
Prince Alfred Hospital ... ... 5 ..............
Bookwood ................................................ 1,100
Unwin’s Bridge Eoad ......................... 27 20
University ... ... ... ... .
Waterfalls.............................................. 38 04
White’s Creek .................................... 40
Woronara Boad .......................... 52

Total ... ... ... ... 2,1G3 20,028 812 31,639 4 7

(G.) Total cost up to date (approximate), £10o,000.

The Principal Under Secretary, B.C., 21/H/S7.
JOHN DAVIES,

Chairman.

[3<?.] 301—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

WHEAT.
(DESPATCH RESPECTING THE POSSIBILITY OP OPENING UP A TRADE IN, BETWEEN

AUSTRALIA AND BARCELONA.)

|3rcsfiiteii to parliament bn Qtommanii.

Tlio Agent-General for New South Wales, London, to The Colonial Secretary, Sydney.
Sir, 5, 'Westminster Chambers, Westminster S.W.,

28 October, 1887.
I have the honor to forward, for your information, copy of a letter addressed to me by the 

Secretary of State for tho Colonies, covering copy of a communication from the Eoreign Office, having 
reference to a trade in wheat which might he opened between Australia and Barcelona. .

■ I have, &e.,
SAUL SAMUEL.

[Enclosures^
Sir, Downiog-strect, 25 October, 18S".

I am directed by the Secretary of State for the Colonies to transmit to you, for such action as yon may think 
proper, a copy of a letter from the Eoreign Office, enclosing a despatch from Her Majesty’s Consul at Barcelona, in which 
he suggests that an important and lucrative trade in wheat might he opened between Australia and that port.

I am, &c.,
The Agont-G uncral for New South Wales. JOHN BRAMSTON.

[SttS-eMcZosz/m.] '
Sir, . Poreign Office, 17 October, 1887.

I nm directed by the Marquis of Salisbury to transmit to you, to be laid before Secretary Sir Henry Holland, a 
copy of a despatch from Her Majesty's Consul at Barcelona, in which he suggests that an important and lucrative trade in 
wheat might be opened between Australia and that port. I am, Ac.,

Tho Under Secretary of Statc, Colonial Office. JAMES PERGUSSON.

My Lord Marquis, British Consulate, Barcelona, 13 October, 1887.
The following intelligence may be useful to those concerned :—

A very important and lucrative trade might be initiated by the importation of wheat into Barcelona from Australia. 
Through the continual failure of the crops in these parts (and tho harvest of 1887 cannot be said to excel those of the last 
few years) many cargoes of corn are annually imported at this port from South Russia nud North America, and if it could 
be done, tant soil pen, cheaper from Australia, a successful and durable business might be carried on to the advantage of 
exporters and shipowners.

In order to protect the native produce, tho reduced tax of Pesetas 4'20 per 100 kilograms of wheat is imposed now, 
being the same as that imposed on all Treaty nations with Spain.

1 have, Ac.,
The Marquis of Salisbury, K.G„ Ac. PRANK WOOLDRIDGE.

:w-] 563—
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1SS7-S.

KEW SOTJTn WALES.

WHEAT.
(FORTHHR DKPATCH FESI'KCTING THE POSSiRJLITY Ol'1 0[‘J;XTN('r UP A TRADE IX, BETWEEN

AUSTRALIA AND IUECKLOXA.)

JJvcsfntfl iff ^Lrliamrnt hij Comm.mi).

The Acting Agent-G-enpral for New South Wales, London, to The Colonial Secretary,
Sydney.

1/ V

Sir, . -1. AArcstii!inster Chambers, "Westminster, ti.W., 2 March, 1SSS.
_ In coji tin nation of fciir Saul Samuel's letter to you of the 2Sth October last, S. 259-87, having

reference io a trade in wheat which might be opened between Australia and Barcelona, I have the honor 
to transmit for your information a further communication addressed to me by the Secretary of State for 
the Colonies on the same subject. I have, Ac.,

----------------- DANIEL GOOBER.
[.Enclosure.]

Sir, ^ Downiug-street, '28 February, 1SSS. _
With reference to previous correspondence on this subject, T am directed by tbo Secretary of State for the 

Colonies to transmit to you a copy of a further despatch from Her Majesty's Consul, Barcelona, furnishing additional 
information in connection with the proposed trade in wheat between Australia and tiiat port.

It will lie observed tiiat this information, which is intended to supplement Unit contained in the enclosure to the 
letter from this Department of the 2.3th of October last, lias been obtained at the request of the Agent-General for Xew 
Zealand. - ] am, &c..
The Agent-Genera! for Xew South Wales. ROBERT G. W. HERBERT.

[Sttb-Jlnclosures.] >
My Lord Marquess, British Consulate, Barcelona, 17 February', 1S8S.

_ I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Sir James Ferguson's commercial despatch. No. 1, of the tith
instant, enclosing to me a copy of a letter from the Agent-General of New' Zealand on the subject of the establishment of a 
trade in wheat between Barcelona and Australia, and instructing me to furnish the further information required by the 
New Zealand Government, which 1 beg to forward herewith to your Lordship. I have, &c.,

, . . M. S. WOOLDRIDGE.
Her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.

Quantities of wheat imported into Barcelona during the year 1S8G, and whence exported
From Russia.................................................... ........................ Imperial quarters.

The Levant..................................................................... do
France and Algiers ..................................................... do
The United States......................................................... do
South America ............................................................. do

Total do

123,684
109.284
39,432

147,264
11,260

430,904

Quantities of wheat imported into Barcelona during the year 1387,
From Russia........................................................................

The Levant................................................................
France and Algiers ................................................
The United States.....................................................
South America ........................................................
Central Eurone ........................................................

and whence exported :—
... Imperial quarters, 179,328

Total

do
do
do
do
do

do

48,460
17,488

209,096
13,612
14,080

032,064

Freights from Russia to Barcelona during the latter part of the year 1887 
Odessa—

Francs, 300, for every 130} kiloga., = English lb., 287. 
Nicolaeff—

do doFrancs, 2T5, for 
From the United States,

New York—
3s. 9d, per Imperial quarter.

Average selling price of foreign wheat in Barcelona during the last four months, November, 1887, to February, 
1888, inclusive :— "

Nicolaeff and Sebastopol .................. Pesetas. 13'30 per 5 > kiloga., = English lb., 121,
AssoffSca............................................. 14-.35 do
The Levant.......................................... ]3'7y do
The United States.............................. 1o‘4;7 do
Bombay ............................................. pyoy do

Average exchange, Pesetas, 26'o0 per £ sterling.
According to agricultural reports the wheat harvest of 1SS7 lias not been an abundant one in most parts of tin’s 

province, and large quantities of wheat will lie required to satisfy the wants of the inliabitants, especially in the north ; 
neither lias sowing been extensive. M ith even good harvests importation of wheat will always be necessary.

Rather important quantities of other cereals rvere imported into Barcelona during 1887, viz. i—Maize, barley, and 
o.ats, from Russia, about 12,000 tons; from the Levant (Turkey and the Danube), about 9,000 tons; " '
maize and garbangos (chick peas), about 7-400 tons. 

Barcelona, 17 February, 1888,

and from Morocco,

M. S. WOOLDRIDGE,
Consul.

[3d.] 700—
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